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HAPPY! No wonder. He's got M-G-M. That means he gets
OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS {Joan Craxvford). It's the best
bet of today. It's cracking records — Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore
-everywhere. He gets WILLIAM HAINES in EXCESS
BAGGAGE. Bigger than the stage hit and doing phenomenal
business. Held over 2nd week at Capitol,
N.Y. He gets LON CHANEY in WHILE
THE CITY SLEEPS, a corker! He gets
the biggest starring hits of GILBERT,
GARBO, SHEARER, DAVIES,
NOVARRO, etc., etc. He gets LAURELHARDY, OUR GANG and all those
hits. And
happy Hal Roach
METRO
those
great
MOVIETONE

r

He's sitting pretty'
He got rich playing
M-G-M and he
wants to stay rich.
He's one of 12,000
happy showmen playing M-G-M shows.
Mcfober of Motion Picture Producers and Distribuiors of Amcrlcti Inc.

tinder act of March 3. 1879
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Despite rvU-ase to picture houses, "Wings" is still doing
capacity at $2 top in 60lh week at Criterion, New York!

►v^oiind or silent, rolling up unheard-of grosses in every iheaire
in Hhiih it plays. On its record, THE (;KEATEST PICTURE
ATTRACTION EVER RELEASED!
A Paramount Picture.

n seventh weelc of S. R. O. business at Rialto, New

York.

janings-Luhilsch masterpiece success everywhere and hailed
a "THE

PERFECT

PICTURE".

A Paramount

Picture.

Ci

'lara Bow smash tops even "It" figures throughout country.
Breaks Paramount, N. Y., week-end record. New high records,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, other points.
A Paramount Picture.
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$7,000!

Theatre, New

Bancroft-von

"Underworld".

Sternberg

Melodramatic

marvel.

York, record by over
hit even
A

bigger than

Paramount

Picture.
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WO years in the making, now Erich von Stroheim's brilliant successor
to "The Merry Widow"

is offered to exhibitors. With von Stroheim, the

screen's most fascinating star, enacting the central role. Beautiful Fay
Wray as leading woman and a splendid cast including ZaSu Pitts, George
Fawcett, Dale Fuller, Cesare Gravina, Mathew Betz, Maude George and over
1,000 incidental players.

Available silent or with magnificent symphonic

accompaniment

written by J. C. Zamecnik, com-

poser of famous "Wings" score. Arranged and played
l)y Nat Finston and Paramount Theatre Orchestra
of 75 pieces. Plus amazing sound effects. "Paradise", beautiful theme song, already a popular hit.
Breath-taking scenes in dazzling Technicolor.

_^^ he Wedding March.

The flaming, throbbing love story of a profligaj

prince and a lovely, innocent daughter of the people.

Lavishly filmed amj

the boudoirs, boulevards and beer gardens of old Vienna and along the banl
of the romantic Blue Danube.

Romance, spectacle

and the most heart-breaking climax ever filmed. In its
entirety an Erich von Stroheim creation.

Story by

von Stroheim and Harry Carr. Presented by Adolph
Zukor

and

P. A. Powers).

Jesse L. Lasky

(by arrangement with

Its fame will ring 'round the world!

i
Paramount hits siceeping the country. And now "THE WEDDI\G MARCH!" Coming: Charles (Buddy)
Rogers in his first starring picture "Varsity" {icith dialog), Anne ViV/io/s' "Abie's Irish Rose" (talking
and singing); Richard Dix in "Redskin" {successor to "f anishing American" and almost all in
Technicolor:
Paraniounl's first 100% talking picture, "Interference'''. Lucky Paramount exhibitors!
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SUBMARINE
i^OW PLAYING IL/ CMrMD!
THEATRE, N.Y. AT $2TDP

AT EMBASSY

Will be available In either silent or sound version
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UND p
Columbia has always given you sound values
in its sUent productions.
You'll get even greater values in Columbu Sound
Pictures.

Our choice of the Western Electric recording and reproducing
system (the same as that now being used by Vitaphone and
Movietone) is a guarantee of sound quality in Columbu Sound
Pictures.
Through our foresight in providing sound box-office vehicles
for our 'Terfect 36," we now possess a number of outstanding
stage plays and stories which are admirably suited for reproduction as sound pictures. Among the plays that we are now
carefully considering for this purpose are ''The Donovan Affair/'
by Owen Davis; "The Younger Generation," from the play ''It
Is to Laugh," by Fannie Hurst; "The Fall of Eve," by John
Emerson and Anita Loos; "Redemption," by Count Leo Tolstoy.
€L Among the stories on the current season's program avaUable for production as sound pictures are "Acquitted," by Mary
Roberts Rmehart, and "Trial Marriage," the Saturday Evening Post serial story by Elizabeth Alexander.
Theatre-owners can rest assured that when Columbu finally
decides to put a vehicle into production as a sound picture, it
will have all the necessary values and qualities to
make it a superlative box-office attraction.

SOUNDSTORIES+SOlNDVAUJtS k
"COLlMBfA SOUND PICTllRtS \?^

Will.^a Lf Baion
~J) r e/ent/
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Sounding the Dawn of a New Day in
Box Office takings
Riot, ROXY,
New York . .
.
Knockout, UNITED ARTISTS', Detroit!
Overwhelming Sensation wherever
laughs and tears mean crowds and
♦ . . gold!

"> § First
Sensational
Flash Daring
Musical Venture'into
Comedy Sequence
....
Prologue and Epilogue in Sound and
DIALOGUE

o
rSP^IH^fcil

jLWSTE/
GcwWeASTOR
(^ RMPH
c/yoduciion

INCE

Ovation A
$2 SHOW!
Says Pioneer Sound Showman
of Neu' England
"HIT OF THE SHOW" CLOSED
IN NEW LONDON TO UNUSUAL
BUSINESS. PATRONS PRAISED
HIGHLY BOTH PICTURE AND
JOE
BROWN'S
WORTHY
OF TWOPERFORMANCE.
DOLLAR RUN
ANYWHERE !
AL GOTTESMAN,
Garde Th;atre,
New London, Conn.

TAKE IT FROM AL.I. . .
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PERFORMANCE!
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Gibson — in bigger, faster, finer productions.
Directed by REAVES EASON

Carl Laemmle

Leads the Way!

AMD NOW'

DOMING IN
SOUND
In addition to "THE KING
OF KINGS" and "CAPTAIN SWAGGER", foUowing is the sensational array
of super-feature SO UND pictures now scheduled on the
Pathe program — the majority with dialogue and talking
sequences: Cecil B. DeMille's
"THE GODLESS GIRL"
by Jeanie Macpherson;
"SHOW FOLKS", "ANNAPOLIS", "THE SPIELER",
"NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER", "NOISY NEIGHBORS", "THE LEATHERNECK", SQUARE SHOULDERS" and "LISTEN,
BABY!"

A Sensational SOUND
Synchronization by R.
C.A. Photophone

that

will play a Symphony of
Dollars in your box-office

oso
"CAPTAIN

SWAGGER"

H

was made for SOUND

The visual realism of this fast moving romantic drama is enhanced a hundredfold by the unsurpassed effects of RCA Photophone.
It presents life in its most colorful and vivid aspects. There is action galore and love that runs riot.
The conflict of ambitions and the conflict of emotions.
The whirl and the roar of aeroplanes in '
battle — the jazzy syncopation of the night life of sophisticated cafes.
■
The story of a real hero in war and peace who knew what he wanted and got what he went after.
A picture unsurpassed in its adaptability to musical and other sound effects.
■
It presents Rod La Rocque in the type of role the public demands of him and will pay money to ■
to see him in.

Pafhe

A Great Picture Silent or Sound.

•^OtMl**

Picture

Phototone

on Broadway

Although Phototone has been on tlie market for less than six
months it is making its appearance on "Broadway."
We call the Exhibitors" attention to Harrison's Reports — who investigated Phototone, and comment on it in their issue of Saturday
September twenty ninth.
We expect to have a library of records for use with Phototone
available soon covering a wide range of themes, also sound effects.
As these records are now in the process of manufacture, we are
unable to give a release date this issue, but hope to have our list
available by the next publication of this journal.
Phototone is now available with comiilete radio equipment at only
$75.00 additional cost.
For only ^50 additional our new j^erfected microphone attachment
is also available.
Phototone is finiiished with Puro-power exponential type horn at
$500 complete — includes record rack, 50 i-ecords, complete power plant,
double disc turntables and motors, electric pickup all operated f I'om
electric light socket. All blue prints, plans and descriptive matter
for installation accompany the instrument.
Phototone is also furnished at slight additional cost with our famous Dynapower Bell Speaker also with dynamic sound baffle board,
specially constructed in our plant.
Phototone offices are located in all the principal cities of U S A.
Address all inquiries

PHOTOTONE
NORTH

COMPANY

VERNON,

IND.

{Factory and Main Office)

Phototone Branch
1531 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
1325 Vine St., PhUadelphia, Pa.
1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Offices

327 E. Sixth St.. Cincinnati, 0.
220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C.
845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

3706 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
705 K. Grand Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla
5332 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

The

"Who'S Who''

of the Screen World

BLI3E BCBK
OF

FILM DOM
STUDIO
DIRECTORY
BOOKING
GLIDE

INDISPENSABLE INFORMATION
ABOUT PICTURES AND PEOPLE
Authentic Biographical Data. A Complete List of Productions. Index to
Leading Showmen s' Exploitation
Methods. Prepared Newspaper Stories
on Leading Personalities. Box-office
Ratings on Exhibitors Reports. Development of "The Voice of the

»

Screen".
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Here she is. ... In llic (Icsh — well, anyhow in
flcshlings. IT incarnate ... A "No" girl with a "Yes"
smile . . . Tiip Tired Business Man's rest cure ... As

ff f^lRf.!
story in hook form. — ."jl.OOO copies sold to date
Syndicated right now to 20,000,000.— Serialized in
Liberty to .3,000,000 more . . . And now she struts onto

torrid a little trouper as ever gave a Butter-and-Egger

the Screen, front center in a lavish backstage spectacle

the frigidair — and made him like it!

with the genuine Times Square touch — as intimate as a

First the opening chorus of critical raves for her

dressing-room — as revealing as a hathing suit !

And SOUND! -They'll HEAR the tanlaUzing
tap of a hundred dancing feet, <iiul all the other
features of a $10-top Broadway revue!
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HK AK the blare and clamor of the carnival— lasclnating hubbub of the midway, the barker's spiel, the thrilling
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Editorial Highlights
Heavy Silence and Much Sawing of Wood

By William A. Johnston
BROTHERS continue to
WARNER
feature in the headlines. . . . One
day. it's this circuit they are buying.
. . . and tlien, again, anotlier. ... In the
meantime, as Joe Kennedy sagely observes,
you can't tell what's really going on by the
news headlines. . . . For instance, there's
Paramount . . . big and powerful. . . . Yet
Paramount is strangely silent as to any big
mo\es. or acquisitions . . . and there's
M-G-M and the big Loew circuit . . . and
Nick Schenck says nothing in seven languages. . . . New York is a Loew town.
. . . That was pretty well proven when Paramount planned to build some neighborhood
super-theatres. . . Yet. if the headlines were
any indication, it would appear that Fox and
Warners are to grab up all the desirable
neighborhood houses. . And another man who
has nothing to say is Sam Katz. . . . Yet
First National changes ownership right under
his complacent eyes. . . .
*

»

«

«

So we figure that a lot of wood has been
sawed . . . under the guise of heavy silence
. . . and how the timbers are being stacked
is any one's guess and nobody's business. . . .
We have an idea of what it's all about and
we're pretty sure we're right. . . . But. after
all. only the actual results are of trade interest. .. . One result is that the First National Theatres, and after all they are mostly
Publix houses — are they not? — have got
Mtaohone franchises
The headlines
read that Warner Brothers had secured the
First National Theatre outlet . . . whereas.

they should have read that the First National
secured Warners' sound picTheatres
tures. . , had
. Also, we note that the Loew
Theatres are getting Vitaphone installations
theatres could. . .
as any
as fast and furiously
iJ
#
*
»
Speaking of Warner Brothers and their
astounding rise to the top of the heap, isn't it
remarkable that just one picture did it? . . .
Looking back, it would appear that, from the
very beginning, one picture here and there,
has not only put a company to the fore but
has actually determined the trend of the entire picture industry. . . . Moulded it, so to
say . . . which makes one stop and think that,
after all, show genius, and only that, turns
the big tricks. . . .
«

-;J

'.>
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One of our staff correspondents at Hollywood writes an article on stock market
gambling as a cause of poor pictures. . . .
Yes. it is. . . . But we let the story, published
elsewhere speak for itself. . . . There is another point about which some remarks seem
to be in order. . . . We call it the "Single
Track Mind." . . . Meaning that the industry tends to get itself sold on one thing at a
time to the exclusion of other vital matters.
. . . Just now, it's sound. . . . Well, you
can't blame film folk for concentrating,
single-track fashion, on that. . . . But let's
not forget that there are other important problems. . . . Such as the proper production of silent pictures for thousands of
unwired houses. . . . And advertising and
exploitation that will do the job only those
two things can. ...

Motion
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No Deal Imminent for Sale of K-A-O,
Says J. P. Kennedy
By William A. Johnston
A

DENIAL that any deal is imminent for the acquisition of KeithAlbee-Orpheum by Warners was made by Joseph P. Kennedy,
recently returned from Europe, in the course of an interview I
had %vith him this week.
Mr. Kennedy, who is, of course, the chairman of the K-A-O Board,
told me that offers from several different sources to buy K-.\-0 had
been made, but none of them was 'good enough."
"There is no deal on the fire," he added, "with any immediate prospect of closing."
Discussing his other interests, Mr. Kennedy said that Pathe was
going right ahead. As a matter of fact, the excellent position of the
company, he continued, was shown thus: out of a bank credit of $2,000,000, it had been necessary for Pathe to borrow only $75,000. FBO, he said, was in splendid shape.
When the conversation swung around to sound pictures he expressed regret that no theatre installations had been made by Photophone. There was no doubt in his mind that this process was the best,
but this availed little, he thought, unless installations were made.
So far as interchangeability is concerned, Mr. Kennedy holds the
same opinion frequently expressed by this paper: it will have to come.
Passing to the general situation, he made the observation that the
people in the industry were spending too much time talking about
what is going to happen, instead of attending to the job at hand.

Picture

N ezvs

pert motion picture director, and the other
an expert stage director. Bert Glennon will
he film director, and Jlr. Kane is now
negotiating with a well known stage director. Gene Markey, author, will collaborate with the co-directors in the preparation of the scenario and dialogue and production will start as soon as the cast is
assembled.
Josiah Zuro, musical impresario, recently
named general musical director for all FBO
and Pathe sound films, and his orchestra
of 35 pieces will prepare the musical synchrenization for "Stepping High."

Many Chicago Showmen to
Attend Toronto Convention
Chicago is to be well represented at the
annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Omiers of America, which will lie
held in Toronto, Canada, on October Kith,
17th and 18th. Exhibitors who have already signified their intention of going, include President Jack Miller, Secretai-y Ludwig Siegel and Tess Heraty of the Exhibitors A.ssociation of Chicago; Fred Gilford,
Joe Pastor, Maurice Choynski, Lester
Rctchin, Arnold Schaak, James Stepanek,
Wm. ilueller, V. T. Lynch and Aaron
Saperstein.
A representative delegation of supply
and e<|uipment dealers and manufacturers
iiave also made reservations for passage on
Jack Miller's Special, via the Grand Trunk
and Canadian National Railway System.

Buckley Heads U. A. Chain
To Become General Manager Succeeding Anger, Coast
Hears; Riesenfeld Synchronization Expert
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

October 3.— Harry D.
D,
HOLLYWOO
Buckley is now en route to New
York, where it will be officially announced that he has been appointed General Manager of the Unitrd Artists theatres, succeeding Lou Anger, who is reported retiring from the active management of that chain, but will retain his
stock interest.
This was learned on authoritative information by Motion Picture Xews today.
Further changes which are being made

in what is described a.s a shakeup at the
Los Angeles United Artists tht^atre are
the resignation of Bruce Fowler as resident
manager. He is being succeeded by Hal
Home.
It is further reported that Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld will permanently devote most
of his time between New York and Los
Angeles to the direction of the synchronization of musical scores for United Artists
productions.
Still further changes are reported here
as scheduled.

Eastern Feature
Production
Under Way In Two Weeks
THE tirst steps in wliat promises to be
quite a revival in eastern feature production activities will be under way within
the nest two or three weeks when two pretentious productions will be launched. Both
will be synchronized with sound and dialogue. The pictures are FBO's "Stepping
High" and United Artists "Say It with
Music."
"Say It with Music," Irving Berlin's
tirst film venture and Harry Richman 's first
talking-singing motion picture will be put
into production in a New York studio within three weeks. John W. Considine, Jr.,
United Artists Studio production head, will
leave Hollywood
a fewAlan
days Crosland,
for New
York,
bringing "within
with him
who will direct the film, and C. Gardner
Sullivan, who is adapting Irving Berlin's

original story. The players in the iealure
will follow shortly after.
While making the picture, Harry Richman \vill continue to play in George
White's "Scandals," in which he is a
featured player. White, it is understooil,
will assist in production of the film by staging some dance numbers. There will be
eight new Irving Berlin songs and Berli:!
will personally supervise the entire production.
Robert Kane, president of Sound Pictures, Inc., in New York, announces tht
completion of negotiations for the pm'chase
of "Stepping High," a novel by Gene
Markey, which will be made into an alltalking picture by FBO at Sound Studios.
As a somewhat new departure the picture
will be co-directed by two men, one an ex-

Jack Miller's Special will leave Chicago
on Monday, October loth at 5:30 P. M.. and
will arrive at Toronto the following morning at 8:30 A. M. The Chicago party will
make ward
their
Hotel. headquarters at the King Ed-

Powell
Succeeds
Kent in
"Four Feathers"
^Hollywood Bureau, Motion
Picture News)
Hollywood, October 4. — William Powell
succeeds Arnold Kent in the cast of "Four
Feathers" for Paramount. Mr. Kent died
Saturday as the result of injuries sustained when he was struck by an automobile.
Mr. Kent was a native Italian, his real
name being Lido Manetti. Re-shooting of
scenes will be necessary on the production.

Small

Re-Opening
N.
Casting Office

f Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Y.

Picture News}

Hollywood. 0,-ti>ber 3.— Edward Small is
reopening his New Yt»rk casting ofiice with
Mike Connolly in charge.
Small is concentrating on vaudeville
bookings for talking shorts, and also a casting service for dialogue features.

Studio Move Denied
{Hollywood Bureau

Motion

Picture

News^

r
mors to the effect that Warne
Ru
4. — their
WOO
ers D,
Broth
will Octob
move erfrom
HOLL^'
present plant on Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, to the First National Burbank studios, selling their present land
holdings for a realty subdivision because of its high value are denied by
Warner executives They stamp this,
among many other reports, as the
product of Hollywood imagination.
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Stock Market Gambling Seen As
Cause of Poor Pictures

1046-A

Many Studio People Spend Valuable Time on Ticker Tapes Instead
of Concentrating on Production Work
t Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Sept. 30.— Stock mar,
HOLLYWOOD
ket sifbliii? is definitely assignej
as the major reason lor interior
proiluet emanating from most studios on
the West Coast. Production executives,
«ritei-s and directors are spending too much
valuable time and concentration over ticker
tapes when it should be on story and production. Exhibitor complaints that distributoi-s have been delivering an increasing
number of poor pictures brought forth
varied alibis from the producers, many of
which are logical.
A survey of production and those engaged in it, showed that some of these alibis
have slight basis, but the principal cause
for production delays, lack of concentration, resulting in poorer pictures, is simply
too much stock market gambling within the
walls of studios. Stocks have become the
dominant subject of conversation on practically all studio lots, with production executives, players, WTiters, directors and
even the lesser employees, playing the market during the hours they are supposed to
be working on pictures.

Executives Waste Time
Executives waste their own time by
transacting stock buying and selling; during
the day. They keep employees waiting to
sec them on important production decisions
while orders are given brokers or time is

Picture

News)

consumed in listening to discussion of the
trend of the market by a supposed expert.
A glaring example of this is the ease of
one prominent production executive who
carries a wide variety of stocks. Recently
he was in the midst of a story conference
with two writers on a production which
had to be ready to start in a week, as director and leading cast members had alri'ady been engaged. Before the discussion
was half compieicd, a stock broker phoned
the executive and informed him of the sudden drop of one of the latter 's pet stocks.
The executive talked for half an hour, and
when he finished was noticeably upset over
his sudden losses. Ue told the writei-s hi'
would send for them the next day to continue the story conference, as he was not
able to get his mind back on the subject
that day. However, it was four days later
before the conference was resumed, and
the production was delayed a week. Then
the director had to start before he had the
complete script from the writers. When
finished, the picture was mediocre, but it
went out on schedule nevertheless.
Every production executive is not involved in the stock gamble, but enough of
I hem are so that the quality of production,
on the general run, is lowered. Writers,
directors, and others who are. playing the
market, seem to disregard all obligations
they might have for the studios employing
them by taking time to look after their

stocks and make frequent phone calls to the
brokers for quotations.
It is intimated that sudden stock declines
affect picture production to the tune of
thousanils of dollars a year. Some months
ago, two stocks (both heavily supported by
picture people) crashed downward in a
wild week of excitement. The coast film
colony lost an estimated .$12,000,000 alone,
and production in certain studios was demoralized for a week. The first day of the
stock toboggan found most of the production staff of one studio sweating in endeavors to raise mere margins to protect their
holdings while important production decisions of the company w^ere entirely disreMotion picture stocks have been getting
garded.
a heavy play on the coast, with the Warner
stock getting the biggest. Thousands have
been both won and lost on the sensational
rises of this stock during the past two
veal's, and many of the losses were occasioned by individuals selling the market on
rise.
Warners short at the start of a spectacular

Consistent Stock Buyers
ilany players, directors and writers who
are at present getting large salaries, have
been consistent buyers of stock. These
transactions have been for investment purposes only, and include only those stocks
{Coiitinut'd on page HiAd-E)

On Coast
Sound
In
0,000
$12,00
Initial Investment
of Licensed
Companies
in Stages and
Equipment Reaches Fabulous Amounts
t Hollywood

Sept. 30. — Sound
,
HOLLYW
s and equipment necessary to
stageOOD
convert all of the present coast
studios to produce talking pictures will re(|uire an initial investment of approximately .$12,000,000. Western Electric,
through its subsidiary. Electrical Research
Products, will supply the hulk of the apparatus that will be used hy producers for
recording by film and disc methods. Init
RCA Photophone will be utilized by three
or four companies according to present
plans.
Ten sound proof stages are now completed and ready for use on the coast ;
while a total of twenty more are either under construction or planned. Warners have
the jump on the field with five sound stages
now being used for dialogue production;
M-G-M has one stage just finished, while
Paramount is dialoguing pictures on two
stages.
The Western Electric contract with producers for Movietone recording provides
for a set price on the cost of installing the

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

sound recording system on each stage; plus
a minimum guarantee against a fee of $.500
for each reel that is Movietoned by the

years. This arrangement is similar to the
exhibitor contract for theatre Movietone
installation.

producing company. One producer constructing an initial unit of two stages figures that the cost of building the stages
and the equipment necessary for them will
run about $.5.50.000. The Movietone equipment and cost of installation will total approximately $17.5,000 per stage. He also
will pay the license fee of .$.500 per reel
when producing Movietone pictures. If
other producers want to utilize the stage
for Movietone recording, they must first
be licensed by Western Electric, and then
pay the usual fee of $500 per reel in addition to the regular rental of the stages.
The minimum guarantees required of producers working under the Movietone licenses vary according to the amount of production they will make during the course
of the year. Recording equipment installed
on sound stages remains the property of
Electrical Research Products, although
leased to producers
for a long term of

Sound stages have to measure 76 by 106,
and this size is arbitrary to accopiinodate
the electrical equipment. In addition,
there are two monitor rooms about half
the size of stages, and a building to accommodate generators and recording rooms.
Just as exhibitors have complained about
the prices of sound equipment, so have
the producers when it came time for them
to figure on construction of sound stages.
The electrical equipment necessary for recording runs into huge figures, but one producing executive pointed out that the producer contract with Electrical Research
Products was very fair to the film companies, regardless of individual opinions on
the subject. He pointed out that the contract relieves producers of royalty payments for musical compositions used in
their pictures; and also guarantees the 'film
companies protection against litigation
(Conlinued on page 1089)
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.J iHiinter from Ptilsy Ruth l/iV/cr, sfiir *»/ "fU'ttiitiful Hut Dumb," is nhsorbed h\ W. //. Hof}m(tn,
presidvnt of Tiffiiny-Stahl, and her direrlor. Efmer
Clifton, as they discuss the picture preparatory to
luncheon

Having transferred her talents from
the stage to the screen, Rutli Chatterton tvill figure importantly in
dialogue sequences of Paramount's
"Sins of the Fathers^*

John C lirady, veteran Canadian
shownifin and a leading figure iti
theatrical affairs of the Dominion,
uill be prominent at the Toronto
convention

Doutila^ rairbiinks sedulously practices each of his
Iricks before recordin'j, them before lite camerti.
Here he is perfectinii a stunt ichich lie wilt use in
his role of the dtishini; D\irlau:niin in the picturizii'
lion of the Dumas
novel, "The Man in the Iron

''Our Gang^ cannot dodge their schoolin as teacher accompanies
them wherever they go. Mrs. Fern Carter is their school niarm
appointed by the Board of Education of the State of California.
She enjoys thorouglUy Iter intim/ite sessions with her bright young
charges. Above the Hal Roiu-h rascals can be seen poring over
their studies

i

^m'^
^■^

Josiah y.uro. prominent musician,
who has been appointed by Robert Kane as general musical director for the F li O and Pathe
sound productions.
/v. Y. —C.Elzin Studio,

«• «

^

>X/^
(

«

tmKt^^^^M &^

Sally Filers and Matty Kemp, both Mack Sennett
discoveries, as they appear in a scene front the
comedy
producers
First National
laugh vehicle^
**Th€ Goodbye Kiss.^'

Hetty lioyd is one of the charming
leading ladies, ivfio conspicuously
enliven the scenes of current Educational comedies

In **K.ing Coivboy,'" his newest western for F B O,
Tom Mix rides n passive dromedary instead of the
usual galloping mustang. Sitting astride his new
mount are Tom and Sally Blane, his leading lady.

October
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Big

Break
for First National
Talkies in Warner Deal

Purchase of Former Company by Latter Means Vitaphoning of
Product and Saving of Months, Says Rocket t
I), Oct. 4.— Fiii-iviu'liiiij
HOl.l.VWOO
ri'siilt.-i nri" fiircsecn as tlu' ii'sull
of till' puroliase ut First Xiitii)riiil
by Winner Bros. Detiiiiti' annoiiiucmi'nts
as to full (li'tails of plans arc lackinj;, but
conjecture has crystallizcil on certain points
in llic last few flays. Notable anions these
is till' fact that First National features with
ilialo^'Uc will be on the market three or
four months ahead of the original scliudule,
This will be made possible by Vitaphoninf:
at Warner studios.
t'ontirmation of this intention was obtained from Al Rockett, in charge of First
National productions. Pictures already
nnule that will he released as talkies include "The Barker," "The Divine Lady"
and "Outcast." Dialogue will b ■ added to
"Synthetic Sin," with Colleen Moore, and
"The fbanfjelings, " which arc now under
way, besides all other forthcoming features.
"Even if we had been able immediately
to synchronize pictures upon completion of
our
"talkie
First of
National,
this
would
have stages
meant at
a delay
thirty days
in getting started, an amount of time that
has actually become a serious matt; r in the
present excited condition of the market for
sound tilui," said Mr. Rockett.
"My per

Rumor

By EDWIN

SCHALLERT

Ed tor of the Los
Angeles
Times
Preview
and
Spec'al Correspondent of Motion
Picture News

sonal belief is that it wcuild have taken
three or four months really to get uiulcr
way. Buihling sound stages is only a preliminary step; learning technique is a uuire
serious problem. And Warner Brothers
have a long head start over every other
eomiiany. By virtue of their purchase we
can now avail ourselves of this advantage
in getting our product with sound on the
market early."
Regarding details of the deal itself, Mr.
Rockett was silent pending the return »)f
.Tack Warner, who is expected to make the
lirst official announcement. It is generally
und: rstood that the ])urchase is one ()f
nuiny ramitications, and that only part of
it has been fully settled. This pertains to
]diysical assets. The important question of
contract I'emains to be ironed out, and
auent this, one hears plenty of rumors.
Th" average franchise holder, it is understood, has been taking only a portitm of
First National product. The Warner deal
will automatically greatly increase that
jiroduct. Unless a new arrangement is
made with the' franchise holders much of

this product
will have to be solil on the
open market.
Naturally that is not a souri'c of great
worry to the heads of the Warner organization. With talkies ruling the movie entertainment Held they hold the major key to
the situation. It is probable, however, that
the combined jiroduct of the two studios
will be reduced considerably from what it
. at present. Both organizations, having
small stock comi^anies, with comparatively
few stars to be taken care of, will be in an
excellent position to do this.
Later, of course, will have to come consolidation ofstudio iiropcrties in all likelihood, but it is presumed that the Warner
frontage on Sunset Boulevard can be di.>pfised of to the marked benefit of this concern, despite their investment lately in new
sound stages. One of the big things to be
considered about such stages is the possibility of their becoming old-fashioned in a
year or two. This might make the building
of new stages necessary, and it could be
done to better advantage at First National
than at the ])resent Warner studios. The
fate of the old Vitagrajjh lot is in doubt
for the present, but it is assumed that that
too, will eventually he disposed of.

Links Stage Plays-RCA

Vocafilm Also Mentioned in Reported Negotiations of Legitimate Producers to Make Sound Pictures
are again rife regarding the
RUMORS
production of Broadway stage plays
into sound pictures, with eight or
ten of the Broadway producers interested
on the one hand and RCA Photoiilione and
Vocalilm on the other. According to the
latest story RCA is to take over Vocatilm
and with the Broadway producers produci'
and distribute these sound pictures. E. W.
Ilammons, president of Educational Pictures, who has control of Vocatilm, and .J.
D. Williams, executive vice-president of
World-Wide Pictures, arc also conn cted
with the latest story, in that their organizations will handle the physii'al distriliution
of the product.
For some months past Broadway prodneei-s have been enib'avoring to jierfeet
some sort of organization for the talking
picture production of their stage plays. 11
was said originally they would prodii<-e
under the Vocalilm system an<l it was officially announced that production would be
under way before the prescjit time. Then
came a legal hitch in the sale of Vocatilm
when a tempfirary injunction halted proceedings. This injunction,
however,
was

recently set aside. But the Broadway producers apparently abandoned their plans
temporarily. Among the jiroducers menare "a. H. Woods, the
William
A. Brady,
Arthur tionedHammerstein,
Shuberts,
Sam
Harris, Jed Harris and others.
For the past several weeks efforts to get
a statement regarding the plans of these
I'gitimate producers have availed nothing.
It is known that they have a]>proached
RCA Photophone with the idea of entering
upon a j>roduction agreement with that
company. It is also generally accepted
that at least two of these legitimate producers are financially interested in Vocafilm, and would like to include that device
in any deal.
While the story of some sort of agreelucnt persists, it is generally denied from
several ijuarters. The .J. D. Williams office
claims to know nothing of it. At the offices
of Educational, it was said that they had
not heard cd' such a contemplated deal,
though Mr. Haiiinions was not available for
a stalnient at press time. RCA headquarters offered a general denial.
Accoriling to report Mack Sennett is to

make the sound jiictures for the stage
group, while Mr. Hammons and Eilueational will handle the physical distribution
of the product in this country and WorldWide Pictures will handle the foreign
rights.
The plan is to filinatize with sound or
with sound and dialogue each of the stage
plays of the legitimate producrs as soon
as these jilays become established on
the Broadway stage. Where possible
the st.age plays will be reproduced for the
screen just as they are originally given on
the Broadway stage and with the same
casts. This will do away with i xtensive
rehearsals necessary for screen players in
making sound pictures and will conscc|uently materially cut the costs of production.
As the plan was originally outlined in
the statement made by the legitimate managers the film ]>roduetions of these stage
plays were to be road-showed in legitimate
houses iirst and then generally distributed
among the picture houses. Several leases
of legitimate houses in different cities are
known to have been negotiated by the stage
producers with this end in view.
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All

First National
Productions
Have Dialogue Sequences
(Hollywood

Bureav,

Motion

Picture

to

News)

October 3.— Starting immediately, all First NaHOLLYWOOD,
tional productions will have dialogue sequences using the Western Electric disc system, announced Al Rockett, production
manager on his return to the Coast Tuesday.
Whether the Vitaphone trade name will be used in conjunction
with the Warner Brothers-First National tie-up has not been decided.
Rockett made no mention of the Warner deal, confining his remarks to
the Motion Picture News reporter to production only.
He announced the purchase of six plays, among
Night Hostess," "Riviera," and "Weary River."

them being: "The

Win Sunday Movie Rights
Battles Being

Waged in Various Sections of Country
Decided in Exhibitors' Favor

BATTLES are being waged in v.iridiis
p.irts of the country for the ris^lit to
show Sunday motion pictures, witli
tlie majority of them apparently being decided in favor of the cxlnl)itors.
Ed Zorn, wlio operates the Bond and
Crescent Theatres at Pontiac, 111., has won
his hard fight for Sunday movies. Mr.
Zorn staged a strenuous campaign in the
newspapers and by a house to house canvass and succeeded in convincing the
majority of the voters that Sunday movies
would benefit the city.
Another Illinois town where the blue hn\
advocates lost out at a reeent election, is
Wilmette, that exclusive north shore suburb
voting for Sunday movies. It is understood
tliat Wilmette may have a motion picture
theatre at an early date.

Upon the presentation of a petition
signed by a large number of business men
and residents of the town, the city council
(if Ortonville, Minn., introduced recently an

ordinance which would allow showing of
pictures on Sunday evenings after 8 :30.
The council will attempt to reach a decision
on the matter in the near future.
Martin's Ferry will probably have Sunday movies as a regular diet as a result oi
the dismissal of 3!) charges by the Belmont
Grand Jury under Ohio statutes .igainst
exhibitors for keeping open on Sunday.
Theatre owners are circulating a petition
asking a referendum on the Sunday Movie
Ordinance enacted by the Council. In the
case the referendum is gi'anted, the ordinance cannot become effective until after
the 1929 election. So, in all likelihood, the
movie liouses will renuiiu open on Sundays.
In a hotly contested election to decide
whether or not the people in the town of
Morrill, Nebraska, desired Sunday motion
picture entertainment, a record vote of 201!
was cast, with the result that the Sunday
movie proposition was lost by a total of six
votes. 127 votes supported Sunday movies
and 133 were cast against them.

Wane
Labor Disputes CityOnBut Musicians
in

Still Some Trouble at Kansas
Other Cities Reach Agreements
-down among
AGElsTERAL quieting
participants in recent, labor coneable
is
troversies notic
at the present wTiting and eventual agi-eement appears
at odds,
still
in sight between those who are
according to report* received this week. A

New

Glyn Series for
Sound Pictures?

(Hollywood Bureau

Motion

Picture

News}

, October 3.— Para
HOLLYW
mountOOD
is reported negotiating a
new agreement with Elinor Glyn
covering a series of original stories
for sound production.

Her last story under the old contract, "Three Week Ends," is now being made with Clara Bow in the stellar
role.

few points still report trouble, while in
other cities amicable undei-standings have
been reached.
In Kansas City, where there has been
considerable disturbance due to employment of non-union musicians who were part
of a traveling stage band, J. W. Holmes,
manager of the Capitol theatre, has reported to police that he has received a
threat that if stench bombs would not settle the difficulty, dynamite would be used.
At Salem, Ore., union musicians employed in the three Salem theatres have
been forced out as the result of a recent
strike on the part of stage hands. It is a
sympathetic move on the part of the musicians, and up to the present the stiige
hands are holding out for their demands
and refusing to arbitrate.
Contrary to the above situations, sections
in the northwest operated by the .John
Hanu-ick Blue Mouse chain and San Fran-

Picture

News

cisco musicians are reported to have settled
their dispute.
Hamrick has signed a three-year contract
with the musicians' union to take care of
ninsic at various houses which are also
equipped with sound apparatus.
The San Francisco report states that
musicians have been granted practically all
denumds they made upon theatre owners.
A. A. Greenbaum, representing Local No. 6,
and A. M. Bowles, chairman of Allied
Amusement Industries, the latter controlling most of the houses involved in the controversy, have announced a settlement in
which musicians were granted an increase
of one-sixth of their present wages, retroactive to Sept. 1. In addition to the increase, they were granted a six-day week
in all theati'es where the six-day provision
was not already in effect. Other demands
granted will increase the minimum number
of local musicians who must be paid under
such conditions as a musical show having
its own orchestra, and the employment of
an orchestra in theatres wired for sound
pictures.

J. G. Brady Will Be One of
Leaders at Convention
When the members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America flock to Toronto, Ontario, for the 1928 convention of
the association, October 16, 17 and 18, they
will meet the outstanding figures of the
field of independent exhibitors in Canada
in the person of John C. Brady, proprietor
of the Madison Theatre, Toronto, regional
vice-president of the M. P. T. 0., pi-esident
of the Ontai-io Division of the organization,
and chairman of the general convention
committee.
In point of years Mr. Brady is a veteran
among veterans, as he has been a resident
of Toronto since 1866 when he was old
enough to perform military service in connection with the Fenian trouble in Canada.
But he is still young enough to be a fighter
and a champion of the rights of independent exhibitors.

Joseph

Schildkraut
Lead
in
"The Devil"
Schildkraut, who is about finished

Joseph
his featured role in "Show Boat," will
]>lay the leading role in "The Devil," which
Universal will produce for next season.

Ruth Elder Embarks on
Free Lance Career
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Elder has embarked on a Ruth
— free
, Octob
e film
r, 3.
HOLLYW
lancOOD
careeer
following
Paramounfs non-renewal of her contract, which was for one picture.
While the aviatrix proved herself a
capable actress. Paramount is said to
feel that the salary paid her was too
much for her current importance, as
she was signed immediately after her
trans-Atlantic flight and then occupied all the front pages. A year
passed before she started work. In
the meantime, it is figured, much publicity value was lost, and instead of
being starred, Miss Elder was cast as
leading lady opposite Richard Dix in
"Moran of the Marines."
She may appear in a picture for
Columbia as a free lance.

October
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New British Production
Company

I^ormed

ANEW liritish film productiiiri rimipan>', Rt'^al
h'ilnis.
ri'i'i'n(l>
e t)i
launched
which
will «as
undertak
complete six feature pictures during;
the first year.
Behind the venture are the well
known chain theatre operators. .\. K.
and 1). .-\. Abrahams: Charles (Julliver.
vaudeville maj^nate; John .Maxwell,
chairman of British International, and
Sam Berney, an .\brahams associate.
E. Oswald Brooks, in the past active
with Pathe. Mutual and (iaumont. has
been appointed production manager.
Shooting on the first picture has already started at the Stoll studios at
Cricklcwood.

Stock Gambling
Seen As
Cause of Poor Films
(Continued from page 1046-/4)
of companies that arc payinj^ normal divi
dends and which are soundly established.
Reports from New York that heads of
proniiuent producini; and distributing companies posted "no stock market transactions durinof business hours by employees"
are said to have caused stock brokers doing
a large business with the film colony great
concern. An official of one branch brokerage house having many picture accounts,
recently stated that his office averaged
about 250 phone calls daily from studios
regarding market quotations. One broker
is said to have offered the free installation
of a ticker in a studio, pointing out to the
studio ofBeials that the company would save
the cost and time of hundreds of phone
calls weekly.

Brokers

Get Big

Play

Broker branch offices in Hollywood get
a big play from the film colony and the
morning hours from seven to ten finds them
jammed to the doors. With coast time tliree
and four hours earlier than New York,
stock exchange transactions are posted in
local offices starting at seven in the morning. A smart casting agent who handk's
a select number of people, has been transacting most of his business with film officials and directors in the brokerage offices
in the early morning hours, as he finds it
possible to catch bis prospects in those
places during the course of two or three
days.
How long present conditions will <r>ntinne is a question. As long as they do continue, there will be studio executives and
others trying to produce motion pictures
involving millions of dollars while their
main thoughts are on the stock they are
holding for sensational rises and huge
pro6ts.

J. D. Trop
Joins World
Wide Pictures, Inc.
J. D. Trop, for eleven years in variou''
capacities in the production of films, their
distribution and publicizing, has joined thr
publicity department of \V(jrld AVide Pictures, Inc., headed by J. D. Williams. Hi.-'
last position was general manager of the
Capitol Prodnotion Exporting Co.

Shaw
Ready
To Dicker
for Screen Rights
"Executors MightNews
Sell Plays
for 6 Pence
Each," He Tells
Correspond
ent
By Heinrich Fraenkel
Berlin

Correspondent

LONTDON,
Sept.
23.— Happening
he
in Li>ii<lon
I, yesterday,
had theto opjKirl unity to meet George Bernard
Shaw when he was volunteering to do a
little scene for a German sound film concern.
It will be remembered that, some time
ago, "G. B. S." did a like turn for Fox
by consenting to be "Movietoned" in the
garden of his country house. His friendly
attitude towards sound films and his readiness to put in a personal appearance, Shaw
claims to be due to the fact that this useful
invention would permanently save him the
bother of having to go abroad lecturing or
of even to contemplate such unpleasant
vista.
After a vain effort (stopped by the
authorities) to plant the machinery in the
Whitehall neighborhood, we went out to
the Elstrcc studio and Shaw improvised a
little scene with his friend Ivor Montagu,
the young British film producer. Shaw did
his "job" as conscientiously as any actor,
and only after repeated rehearsals would
he allow the scene to be shot.
On the way out to the studio I asked Jlr.
Shaw, if there is any foundation in the
story that, on principle, he would never
part with the screen rights of his books and
plays. Mr. Shaw told me that, although
he certainly can afford to take his time
and wait for offers which would satisfy him
in every respect, he certainly harbors noi
the least principle of barring his literary
work from being screened. On the contrary, he told me, he is very keen and fully
decided on disposing of this property during his life time, "as otherwise his executors might give it away for six pence
apiece." Obviously G. B. S. was quite in
earnest.
As a matter of fact, Bernard Shaw is a
firm believer in the ever-growing hold of
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the movies on the cntertainnwnl market
He is firmly convinced, so he told me, that
the legitimate stage is, in the long run.
doomed as a business proposition, being
quite unable to compete with the movies.
As to his opinion on the development ot
talkies, Mr. Shaw refused to be drawn,
countering with the final argument that, being at this very moirii'nl engaged as the
star of a Phono film concern, although he
did not receive any pay for his services, it
would be unfair for him to make a statement on the matter.

Completes Plans for
Quebec Famous House
Early plans for the new Famous Players
house in (Juehec City, Quebec, have been
completed by Thomas W. Lamb, the New
York architect. It has been announced that
the theatre, which will be started early next
spring, will cost approximately .$1,000,000.
It will have talking equipment. Famous
Players officials have asked permission to
erect bridge over McWilliam street to provide for the entrance to the theatre.
Keith-Albee-Orphenm interests recently
reconstructed the Auditorium Theatre in
Quebec City at considerable expense.

Levigard, "U" Director, to
Produce 2 in Europe
.Joseph Levigard, Universal dircclor, will
depart for Berlin next month to make two
pictures in Europe for Universal, the first
to be "The House of Glass," from Max
Marcin's play, and the second "Fallen Angels," by Arthur Somers Roche. Mary Xolan, it is said, may be the lead for the productions.
Jack Hawks has adapted the Marcin play.

Novel Voice Testing Device In Use
by Central Casting Bureau
f Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

^'eu.<s )

HOLL'\'W^OOD,
3. — To
ties in the ranksOctober
of extras,
the discover
Central talking
Casting picture
Bureaupossibilihere is
installing an amphfying system in conjunction with its telephone
switchboard, which segregates any one of approximately eight hundred
voices phoning in each hour and gives it the same eflfect as the recording systems in the studios.
The idea was conceived by Dave Allen, head of the bureau, who
found during telephone conversations, several extras who were worth
special consideration because of their voices. Engineers are now building new apparatus for telephone switchboards. Through these boards
go thousands of calls daily giving extras work. There are equally as
many incoming from extras seeking work. When the amplifying segregation system is completed, Allen hopes to secure a complete filing
system of voices showing exceptional possibilities for producers' use
and to aid unknowns in the extra ranks.
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Film

Boards
Aid Storm
Swept Florida

are badly damaged. The Flamingo 'f heat re
at West Palm Beach was totally destroyeil,
but the Stanley at that place has reopened.
The Oakley Theatre at Lake Worth was
completely demolished and at this time the
town has no theatre. The roof was blown
off the Lvrie at Stuart, which is managed
by .John llandeock. The Polk Theatre at
Lakeland lost its roof.
C. V: Klutts, who operates the Glades
theatre at Moore Haven, and the C'lewiston hcnise, both cities on the shore of Lake
Okeechobee, gives an interesting account
of the recent storm.
He and his wife located a nice heavy refrigerator ear on a siding about lo milo
from Moore Haven, they and three families
taking possession. With the dawn they
made their way back to Moore Haven, fimiing their home pretty well damaged but no
material damage to the theatre. However,
when he finally got to Clewiston he fini'.d
his house there badly wrecked.
"However, we will get busy and try to
rebuild," says Klutts, "as we did two
years ago. We have a refugee cam)) here
and I am trying to help tliem out with
some good pictures."
Atlanta and .Taeksonville theatres have
rallied to the call for help, a joint benefit
show being staged at Loew's Capitol in Atlanta, with talent from
Keith's
Georgia

and the Howard Theatre, assisting. -\ll
houses cooperated to make the advance
sale a success. In .Jacksonville, Manager
Guy Kenimer of the Florida theatre, also
gave a benefit performance at $1 admission.
Genera! orders from the Sjiarks office fixed
Sejit. 30 for benefits in every theatre operated by the Sparks circuit and every dollar
will l)e turned over to the Red Cross fund.
Charlie IMorrison, of the Palace, Temple
and Arcade in .Jacksonville, also held a
benefit at the Temjile under the auspices of
the American Legion.
The first morning show ever staged at
Daytona Bi'aeh was presented at the Publix-Florida theatre for the local Red Cross.
700 people attendi'd and witnessed their
first Vita]ihoiie ix't presentation. This progi'am was furnished llirough tin- courtesy
(d' the \'ifaphone Corp. and about .i^51)0 was
turned over to fln' relief fund. M. ,}. Mullin, of the Publix m:iinfenanee divisi(ui, has
been at Palm Beach nuiking a survey of
damage doiu' by the storm.
Out in the northwest, talent from all
PoiMlaiul, Ore. theatres joined in a benefit
at the Auditorium. It was given under the
direction of the Portland Fire Bureau and
the united etTorts added a total of .$27,0«(l
to flic fund.

Haines Signs With M-G-M
For Long Term
William Haines last week signed a new
contract with Metro-floldwyn-Mayer which
will keep him with that organization for a
long length of time. "A
his lu'xt starring vehicle.

Man's Man"

is

"King
of Kings"
Being
Universally
Exhibited
"The King of Kings,'' Pathe's special
which was set for release in over 30(1 theatres in the Fnited States on Septeml)er
.30, is now being shown in evei'y civiiized
country in the world, Pathe claims.
In France it is being shown under the
title "Lc
Roi des Rois";
In Hungarv

Neighborhood House May Play Day
Date with Downtown Theatre
THE

opening of the new Fisher Theatre, West Grand and Second boulevards. Detroit. Mich., will bring first run downtown shows to a neighborhood section, according to recent report.
The Kunsky interests, major downtown
operators, will operate the
house under lease from Fisher Bros.
No mention has been made of affiliation, but this project will be the first to bring together two groups situated
in the foremost ranks financially.
There is a strong possibility of an even more conspicuous move. The
Fisher may present first run vehicles day and date with one of the do^vntown Kunsky houses. The program would include Publix stage acts. This
would save patrons living north of the boulevard a six mile journey downtown to enjoy the screen's latest.
Completion of the Fisher is scheduled for next month.
seat 3,000.

The house will

N c zv s

Norman, Okla-, Repeals
Ancient Blue La'w

Instructs Members to Cooperate With Red Cross and
Offers Free Films for Benefits
fund for the hurrienne-swept
THEsection
of Florida will be materially
increased tlirouj;h elTorts of distributor-members of the Film Boards of Trade,
instructions to the 32 boards in this conntry to cooperate with the American Red
Cross, having: been sent out from the home
office. Free films will be offered to those
who offer benefit ])erfornmnces and this
gratuity is expected to greatly speed the
organization's plans. Many theatres have
been affected by the storm, business in llii'
area is practically at a standstill and latest reports place the death toll at more
than 2,000.
Reports from theafremen, who have visited the storm damaged territory, are that
liracticnily all the imlependent theatres
from West l*alm Beach to Fort Lauilerdale

Picture

e\hil)iti<m
of motion
pictures
AN theancient
ordinance
prohibiting
on a Sunday was repealed lasl
month in Norman, Oklahoma, where a
cit> election gave the showmen a slim
margin of victory of some 40 votes,
2.')0n votes l>eing cast by the townsfolk.
The opposition to the Sunday shows
put up a stiff fight, but under the leadership of H. N. Britten, manager »( the
Sooner and University Theatres, the
issue was carried successfully. The
town's theatres have now been open
for five consecutive Sundays and the
majority of its inhabitants are pleased
with the change.

"Kiralyok Kiralya"; in Norway "Kongernes Kongc"; in Holland "De Koning
der Kiningeit"; in Brazil "O Rei dos
Reis"; in Swe«len "Konung'arnas Konung"; in Germany "Der Konig der
Konig"; in Mexico "El Rcy de los Reyes":
in Cuba and Spain ''El Rey de Reyes"; in
Poland "Krol Krolow"; in Portgual the
same as in Brazil; in Belgium the same as
in France; in Italy "II Re dei Re"; in Finland "Konungarnts Konung"; and in Denmark "Kongenes Kongc." The meaning of
all the titles is the same as in English.

T. O. of W. Pa. Asked to
Endorse New City Division
The M. P. T. O. of W. Pa., lias received
a letter asking for the indorsement from
the organization of a proposed ordinance
which has been introduced into city council providing for the citation of a Division
of Fire Prevention, and giving that division
a considcrabh' sway of power. The particular clause in the bill of interest to theatre
owners is one requiring the installation and
maintenance of a c(jmplete outfit for fire
prevention and fighting, containing such
items as portable fire apparatus, axes,
pikes, hose, hose-reels, ladders, chemical extinguishers and portable pumps.
Fred Herrington, secretary of the M. P.
T. 0., in connnenting on the proposed ordinance, said that even though theatre owners were now taking great precaution to
jtrevcnt tires, this bill, if passed, would involve considerable additional expense on
the part of exhibitors, and in view of these
present measures, it didn't look reasonable
to him that such extra requirements as the
bill provides for would be justifiable.

FBO

Finishes
3 Special
Productions

"The Air Legion," a story of the air
mail service with Ben Lyon, Antonio Moreno and Martha Sleeper; "Tropic Madness," with Leatrice Joy; and "Hey
Rube ! ' ', with Gertrude Olmsted, are three
new specials that have been recently completed at the Coast studios of FBO.

Special
"Circus" Royalty
Showing
For English
A command performance of Charlie Chaplin's "The Circus" was witnessed last
Wednesday night, September 19, by Their
Majesties, King George and Queen Mary,
at Balmoral Castle in Scotland. The Duke
and Duchess of York were present also.

We
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Atmospheric Theatre in Tropical America
The Encanio theatre has introduced to Cuba the atmosfiheric desir/n
which has grouii to such (jrcal profortions of popularity in the United
Stales. It is the -a'ork of a Cuhan architect who has hroufihl to this
production the hiyhesi standards of drsitm and decoration as exemplified
in the best houses in this country. The exterior of the Encanto is shn-wn
above. Other vim.'S of this playhouse appear on the two payes follotfing.
ENRIQUE GIL Y CASTELLAXOS. ARCHITECT
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ENCANTO BRINGS
ATMOSPHERIC
DESIGN TO CUBA
a, ofwhich
inHavanng
in openi
cantn the
the, EnWITH
cidentallv. was one of the most im])ortant tlieatrical events in that city
in recent months. Cuha hecame the
home of what is generally regarded
as the most heautiful playhouse in
tropical America. Here is a theatre,
with a seating capacity of 1.500.
which in architectural style, appointment and equipment, compares with
the finest examples of the heautiful
and comfortable cinemas dotting the
cities of the United States.
The Encanto (a name which
translated into English means Enchantment") isowned by Messrs.
Solis, Entrialgo y Cia.. proprietors
of the largest department store in
Havana.
It was designed by the
Reproduced at the top of this page Is
a z'ieii' of the auditorium of Haz'aua's
nezvcst and finest theatre — Zi'hieh features the atmospheric desiftn done in
the Spanish style.
The left sidetvall
of frcnn
the Encanto's
auditorium
as I'ieuvd
the proscenium wall at th-e mezzanine level
— pictured on the left

October

6.

IS 2 8

Above, aiiotlu'f z-iczi' of the auditorium.
Comparison ivitlx the photo on the
opposite side shoxi's the assyinetric
treattn^nt employed by the arehiteet
to give variety to the atmospherie
scene.
Cuban architect, Eurique Gil y
Castellanos, who has followed the
atmospheric t\-pe of design and
whose thorough knowledge of the
architectural beauties of old Spain
and Colonial America he has
adroitly worked into the decoration.
The interior suggests a magnificent
Spanish Colonial garden of the
earlier days.
Just as it matches in charm of its
architectural scheme that standard
obtaining in the best houses in the
United States, the Encanto is
equi])ped to afford comfort to its
patrons.
It has Carrier equipment for air
con<litioning and cooling. an<l its
pijje organ, screen, projection equipment are all of standard .American
make. It is the first theatre in I,atin
America to be eqiiip|)ed with an air
conditioning and cooling plant.
On the right is a z'iew of the inner
lobby, with staircases leading to the
nic::amne level. Ornamentation here
is in the authentic Spanish style.
Colorful designs are carried otit in
the floor, wall and stairway tiling.
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Lincoln Theatre at L'mcohi^ Nebraska^ Retains its Appeal to Picturegoers —
A 1600 Seat House Designed h\ Boiler Bros., Architects

The auditorium as
seen front the stage,
shozvn above.
A decorative scheme
of
t/rcat simplicity in
design and detail
i/Itcs this handsome
playhouse lasting ap-

Above — The staac
and left proscenium
zvell of the Lincoln.
Drapes of red and
gold bring a note of
richness to an interior ofold rose and
ivory of dignified design.

peal.

LINCOLN
The front of the
Lincoln theatre, pictured at the right.
The facade is executed in polychrome
terra cotta. Art
glass is utilized under the cornice and
in the valance effect
in the front openings.

vr

October

6.

Audiiaritim, left sidi^zcall.

SPANISH

lOSl

J 938

:'us sciitin</ iirraiuicntCiit

ATMOSPHERIC

DESIGN

The opf'ositc aiiditin ium li-all. sJwwiiig detail of onjan tjrilles

AT NEW

HEIGHTS

OF BEAUTY

Locw's Louisville Regarded hy Eberson, Architect, His Best Work in This Style
g of Loew's and
openin
WITHL'nitethe
d Artist
s' new Louisville
tlicatre. Louisville, Ky.. on September
1st, there was added to an already
large nmnher of atmospheric theatres
in the Spanish style in this country a
structure which in many respects surpasses its predecessors.
The Louisville is regarded by the
architect who designed it. John Eberson, "the most pleasing and most unusual atmospheric theatre that my organization ever designed."
This new playhouse has a seating
capacity of 3,500. The orchestra floor
accommodates 2,500 seats, with 1,000
in the balcony — 400 of which are loge
seats and 600 in rear balcony. It represents a total investment, including real
estate, construction and equipment,
said to exceed $2,000,000. It has a
main entrance on fourth street, in the
very heart of the theatrical district of
Louisville.
In style of design and oniamentation
the theatre represents the .\ndahisian
Spanish architecture — a note carried
out from the lobby to the proscenium
arch. The facade similarly is a representation ofthe Spanish style. This is
worked out in ])ulsichronic terra cotta,
eflfectively floodlighted from a marquee. The chief architectural feature
of the exterior is a main upright display sign, rising as a central turret and
worked into the design of the facade.
The entrance is of paneled wood.
with wood grille doors. The main
lol)by is a gorgeous Spanish room, corOn the rifjlil. the exterior, an interesting
elevation with a comf>elting silhouette
against the sky

re' .Iv furnished and notable for the
i^iusual lighting effects obtained
through indirect cove lighting, which
eliminates the cluttering ceiling fixtures which in many instances obtrude
upon the architectural schemes of these
necessarily large and roomy portions
of the theatre. The outer lobby has a
carved and polychrome wood ceiling.
It is 3 stories high, and features a
Spanish staircase leading to mezzanine
and balcony. Hand wrought iron rails
on stairways and upper levels are
striking features of the ornamentation.
There is a combination brass strip terlobby.
razzo and faience tile floor in this
The auditorium represents an outdoor garden, with the sky effect par-

ticularly realistic due to adroit application of indirect lighting. The main
light sources in the auditorium are 12
massive shells in the rear under the
balcony. The "cove lighting" system
is applied in the niches decorating the
sidewalls and behind the battlements.
,\ four-circuit lighting system is
used, with the colors continuously
changing to give variety to the scene
during presentations. Deep recessed
illuminated garden niches and a classic fountain in side stage and various
"reveals" in the sidewalls give an almost unlimited variety of detail to the
architectural scheme of the auditorium.
The theatre is splendidly equipped.
Its furnishings include many authentic
period pieces. There is a specially designed ventilating system, the shell diffu.sers for the lighting under the balcony also acting to diffuse air from
the ventilating and cooling plant.
The projection booth is spacious and
finely etiuipped. There is an elevating
orchestra and organ pit. The Louisville is wired to reproduce Vitajjhone
and Movietone synchronization, and it
is perhaps the first of the theatres to
include in its original plan a feature of
decoration introduced to apply where
>ound films alone, without an orchestra
accompaniment, are presented. This
feature is the orchestra pit, the absence
of which, with the platform lowered,
is replaced by a tropical garden eflfect
built inside the orchestra pit rail.
The seating arrangement works out
perfectly for unobstructed vision of
stage and screen from every chair in
the auditorium.
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Above — A ■t'lVxc rci'eaiing the interesting underbalcony
ceiling treatment, Spanish
coffered and
richly polychronicd
ornumcnt.
Shell diffusers are
vehicles for indirect light as tvell as cooled air.
Moorish doors are features of the hachvall.

AuditOriuni.
and

Lobbv

_^,^

--

-^^

Picture

.-4

.^'<?' .

M CWS

_ ..

Belozv — The outer lobby viewed from the mezzanine,
shozi'ing combination brass strip terrazzo a}id faience
tile floor, zvith the castHlian crest centered. Note
treatment of main entrance doors. Richly colored
azcnings arc strung in openings of the semi-pergola.
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6,
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main Spanish
lobby o}
Louis.
i!!L---.'^iU'un
AThe
gorgeous
roomLo,-u''.-i
correctly
fttniished,
iiiatiy ai'>':\\
of the
furnishings and hangings
being genuine antiques.
Note
iihli}-,',-! .-o:-r lightlwi effects.

Alt^^*^.
detail
of the upper

Stair
mezzanine floor, shoxvn above.
Heraldic in design. Note particularly the richness of ornamental ceiling and the elaborateness of hand schmeided
zcronght iron zcorh in rails.

^'^

Above — Detail of the Spanish staircase in the outer lobbx. a feature of zvhich is the novel treatment of the mid landing.

JOHN EBERSON,

ARCHITECT
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Abai'C — Stage of the Oxford Theatre, Philadctphin.
An orange valanee frames a curtain of the same
fahrie in a brick color. A foot trimming of heaz'y
frimit' in used on the curtain.
I'HOTO.^ COURTESY OF
NOVELTY

SCENIC' STUDIO

STAGE
DRAPES

Picture

News

Bchni' — South Hills Theatre, Dormant, Pa. Lambrcgtiin, ratine daviask ; valance, red and gold damask,
bells, red velour, apf>liqued in gold; front curtain,
drawn open, is of ratine damask trimmed zctth heaz'y
boullion fringe; teaser border is of red velour appliqued in gold; oVw curtain, red and oofif daiiid.ik.
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. . . ruJithin the r^ach of any
exhihilorls j30ckcthook I.

^HotOfoNt

cue your pictures
with the world^s
greatest music
— dramatize

Aboxc is shown the Phototoiie Jiistruinent Cabinet — On the right is
Phototone Dise Raek and Storage
Cabinet for records

your pictures
with sound effects.

Phototone is sweeping the country. Hundreds of these fine instruments have been installed hy exhibitors everjwhere. Phototone has proved itself. It is affording enjoyable entertainment to hundreds of thousands of
movie fans. It is solving the music problem for many of America's keenest minded and progressive exhibitors.
The Phototone is not cheap music — it is the finest possible to produce, yet the apparatus is so scientifically built that low cost is a feature. The Phototone is all electric, with instant control made possible with
triple combination,
double
motors, double
turntables and double electric pick-ups.
M

Netc record service including special sound records is now available for Phototone m
exhibitors — Mail the attached coupon note, for complete details. 1^^

Over 300 successful

theatre

installations

^^

'T't- -^

"Pl-Tr^'TT^'TT^'NJTH

i- J .« I' J 2 l-i* J!

,

Phototone co.
! ^he
ISorth Vernon, Ind.
I am

C^C^

North Vernon, Ind.
Branch offices in ail principal citieg

interested

in Phototone.

Send

me

descriptive

' '"t^^esting data without obligation.
J Name
I Address
|
I City

State

folder

and
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r n y^abana

El Teatro Encanto, the most beantiful theatre in trot^ical Atnerica
and the rendezvous of Havana Society
Sr. Enrique Gil v Castellanos,
Architect
Air Conditioned h\ Carrier

EI

Teatro

Encanto

has

Manufactured

Weather

tropical climate of Havana brings torrid days and nights not
THE
conducive to attendance at the theatre. Messrs. Solis. Entrialgo &
Cia, in equipping El Teatro Encanto with Carrier Manufactured
If'eathfr. have provided for their patrons a cool, refreshing, healthfully dehumidified atmosphere, a place where entertainment may
be enjoyed, regardless of outdoor temperature or humidity. This is the first
theatre in Latin America to be equipped with an air conditioning and refrigerating plant, and. so far as we know, the first theatre in any tropical city to be
equipped with this modern contribution to liealth and comfort.
This is tlie same air conditioning system, including Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration, which provides Manufactured W eat her in such great theatres as the
Roxy and Paramount in New York, in the Carlton in London, the Paramount
in Paris, and in an evergrowing list of modern theatres in and out of the
United States.
Thoaire
the results
Write for
for a visit

owners, architects and engineers are invited to investigate
accomplished by the Carrier System for Air Conditioning.
the Rook, '^Theatre Cooling and Conditioning." and ask
from one of our Engineers.

Carrier Fnaineerinq Cbrporation
Offices and Laboratories
NEWARK,
NEW

YORK

PHILADELPHIA

NEW

JERSEY

BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
WASHINGTON
LATIN AMERICAN DIVISION — 505 Fifth Ave.. New York
Roy

Chandler

KANSAS

CITY

LOS

ANGELES

O clobt-r

6 .
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Here is the coiiclinliit;/ iiislaliiiriil aj Mr. I\ii/aiiniiiiil's article on "The
Kelation of Sound Pictures to I'lieivtre Architecture," the first part of
:chich. siu/gestin^/ niulliple sound stations to effectively distribute
amplified sound in larije theatres, appeared in the .hKjust Siidwmax.
Jlere the author projects in detailed plan —

The Future 10,000 Seat Theatre Made
Possible by Sound Pictures
Enlarged Projection and Colored Films Will "Throw" the Show — Balconies Will be
Eliminated in Theatres Seating Less Than 5,000

By Victor A. Rigaumont, A. I. A.
large theatres, a great deal of money is
spent for expensive productions, resulting in high prices of admission. Some
weeks are profitable, depending upon the
feature picture and the season. The cause
of unjirofitable weeks can be traced to
competitive theatres in the vicinity which
have smaller seating capacities, smaller
expenditures on the stage, and smaller
admission prices for very good shows.
Sound ]iictures will stimulate theatre
attendance. ]jroviding the price of .admission is proportionately reduced with the
economies effected by the elimination of
costly spectacles and large orchestras,
through the medium of talking moving
pictures in color which should be as large
in size as the present stage settings and
should be accompanied by synchronized
music of equal quality.
In order to bring down the price of
admission below that of any other competitor, itmeans tliat greater seating capacity than ever tefore attempted must
be attained without increasing the cost
of stage productions, orchestras and advertising. In fact, these costs should be
less.

(Copyright. 1028, by \'ictor A. Rigaumont)
LAR(iE theatres of today have
reached their maximuni seating capacity. For instance, the Roxy at
50th Street on Broadway, New York
City, has a seating; capacity of over 6.000
distributed on tliree levels, the farthest
seat I)eing as far as practicable from the
stage, and the farthest side seat being the
maximum distance from the center of the
screen.
Thefect large
Roxy,
which
is the
world's
pertheatre,
.seems
to have
reached
the limit of size, presentation of stage
spectacles, singing and picture projection.
If the distance from the last seats to the
stage were to be increased, the actors and
the stage would l)e dwarfed in size, their
voices would be faintly heard, and there
would be an impression of vastness that
it would become necessary to put on the
stage immense spectacles with greater
ca.sts. choruses, and orchestras — if the
great area of this type of theatre is to
be kept from appearing empty. Extraordinary spectacles and i)roductions are very
costly and. unless the attendance is continuously maintained at an excess peak,
the financial success of such large theatres becomes a serious problem.
To stimulate attendance at the present

Theatres seating 10.000 persons are far
from being impossible. In other words,
a theatre twice the size of the Roxv with

seats no further away from the stage —
let us say with exactly the same seating
arrangement — together with the same size
orchestra and presentation are possible,
mechanically, through the medium of synchronized sound pictures and music.
The accompanying diagram illustrates
the basic idea of placing two 3,000 seat
theatres facing the satiie joint stage, resulting in a seating capacity of 10.000.
While sound lasts, this arrangement will
be an advantage; if sound dies, there can
be two independent stages by readily constructing a central wall creating a stage
for each theatre having joint lobbies, all
under same operation and management.
THE joint stage
to betheentirely
mechanicallyisoperated,
removable
projection tooth being located totween
each facing each audience. This projection l)ooth shall be so constructed as to be
removed together with screens by sliding
or lowering the entire equipment to the
offstage, in case it is necessary to show a
chorus spectacle or orchestra with real
performers, the production and scenery
being so arranged so as to play to both
audiences simultaneously.
However, the best and most profitable
ada])tation of this scheme is the eliniina-
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It's the seemingly
sometimes make
lounge lighting, for
is lighted glaringly

W/if T)ont They Enter ^
unimportant things that
or break a theater. The
example. If your lounge
or unattractively, your

patrons won't tell you. But your boxoffice receipts will suffer. Progressive
exhibitors know the box-office value
of good lighting.
Good lighting is dependent upon
good lamps. .When you use Edison
Mazda* Lamps you get lamps that
are of a known standard of lamp
quality. In addition, you receive through reliable theater supply organizations the engineering services of the Edison Lamp Works
of General Elednric Company.

Examine your lighting. Write today for your
copy of the new free bulletin, "The Lighting
of Theaters and Auditoriums." You will find
in it many valuable ideas for the proper lighting of your particular type and size
of theater. Just drop a line to the
Edison Lighting Institute, Edison
Lamp Works of General Eledtric
Company, Harrison, N. J.
Edison Mazda Lamps represent the
latest achievements of Mazda Service, through which the benefits of
world-wide research and experiment in the
Laboratories of General Eledtric are given exclusively tolamp manufadturers entitled to
use the name Mazda.

* Mazda — the marfc oj a researcK ser\ixce.

EDISON
MAZDA
LAMPS
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
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1938
always fringed with alarm on the subject
of a successful investment and is logically dependent upon rental income besides the rental of the theatre proper. A
10,000 seat theatre should be necessarily
located where the crowd is or will come.
This further concentration of "to.txx)relady-to-spend" patrons demands that
the project be designed with many stores
and offices, the rental value of which
would be handsome and these would materially assist in financing and carrying
the investment.

tion of actors, orchestras and other dependent employees, together with tlie
elimination of scenery, electrical effects
and equipment, and substitute therefor
sound pictures which faithfully reproduce all of the entertainment now placed
before the public at such present high
costs.

projection booth and more machines.
The real estate problem, in connection
with a I0,ooo seat theatre, is by no means
secondary. It will require more auditorium main floor area but, if correctly
|ilanned. the lobbies need not be proportionately increased, inasmuch as our modem lobbies of today are mainly utilized
to police and herd the standing patrons,
uncomfortably, until these underseated
theatres of 5.000 seats ujnvards are
cleared to seat the waiting audience.
Larger, practical theatres, which are possible with sound pictures, will materially
solve the question of congestion, dissatisfaction and resultant kick-backs, and will
draw better attendance looking for seats
to sit upon.
A theatre construction venture is nearly

In order to convey the impression of a
large stage in its true size and effects, it
is necessar\- firstly to create colored films
with the same electrical effects and stage
atmosphere ; secondly, to enlarge the
screen to a size equal to the usual large
stage setting, thirty-six feet wide b\'
eighteen feet high or larger. In order
to project, for instance, a musical comedy on such a large screen, it will be
necessary to have two le\'els of three projectors, or six projection machines, for
each large screen, all simultaneously operated and synchronized with speech and
orcliestration of course, it will also be
necessary to have six cameras photographing the actors and the settings at
the studio, the cameras being located in
the same respective positions as the projectors will be at the theatre. The theory
Ax exhibitor who has had the opportunity of studying the so-called
of projecting through the back of the
"sound
situation" at home, and made the
screen is nothing new, and has been well
ninxirtunity of studying it in New York
accomplished before and can be perfected.
— which he visited to confer with officials
111 Electrical Research and the R. C. A.
The entire future of sound pictures
rests upon faithful distribution and recompanies as well as obsene the reactions
production ofspeech with all its mannerof New York picturegoers to presentaisms, softness and shadings. In the pretions at the Broadway theatres — anceeding installment of this article, my
nounced the following conclusion at which
he has arrived, to this interviewer:
theory of frequent horn stations, eacli
toned to its zone, throughout all parts
"I am not signing any contract for inof the auditorium would apply to this
slallation at this time, although I believe
super type of theatre. Furthermore, no
I will do so in the next six months."
innovation will be fully developed unless
Thus, W. H. Harris, treasurer and
it will be more profitable than present
manager of the Sycamore Amusement
methods, and the profit in sound pictures
Co., Inc., of Petersburg, Va., operating
will be the economies effected over the
the New Palace Theatre there, sizes up
present methods of operation and showthe sound picture as it affects the indemanship. This may mean the adjustment
pendent theatre operating in the smaller
of labor conditions, but the mechanical
of the country. Mr. Harris' visit
perfections generally have resulted in cities
to New York primarily was concerned
greater production, therefore, greater emwith the object of solving the "interployment as may be illustrated, for inchangeability" question — a problem which
stance, in this suggestion of a greater
probably more than anything else is the

Thereandare the
several
cities
the L'nited
States
rest of
the inworld
which
could accommodate immense theatres
which this article advocates. However,
the joint stage with dual auditorium can
also be applied to smaller cities, the feature being that theatres up to 5,000 seats
or less can be constructed without balconies, there being 2.500 seats or less within range of the stage on each main floor.
This would result in far more reasonalile
construction costs, even though it means
more ground, because we all are aware
that the large balconies of bi.g or small
theatres are extremely expensive and the
cost per balcony seat is far greater than
the cost of constructing main floor seats.
The elimination of balconies will result
in an auditorium of lesser height and volume, and . will produce better acoustics
and will eliminate grand staircases and
elevators and save construction costs.
Above all, it will mean better control,
faster manipulation of crowds on one
level, a one-price admission, and a tremendous saving of lost motion and money
which, because of the unlimited possibilities of sound pictures, will result in — exactly what every theatre owner is looking
for — better attendance and more profit.

An IndependentWeighs ''Sound"
and Sees "Normalcy" Ahead

.treat obstacle confronting the exhibitor.

"I agree with Mr. Johnson's editorials
in which he says 'there will be interchangeability.' It is not a question of
interchangeability, but when ! On my
visit in New York I could not get any
information whatsoever on this point
fiom the Electrical Research or the
R. C. A. company representatives with
whom I conferred. Time alone will tell
which is the best sound system to install.
"I do not believe that music with the
film will become especially popular to the
I'oint of eliminating from the better theatres the orchestras and organs.
My business has increased about 25 per
cent since my competitor put in the sound
system, and I have not increased my expense. Ifirmly believe that wdthin three
months the novelty of talkies will wear
ofT. and we will settle down once more to
a safe and sane business. The theatre
giving the best show for the money getting the liusiness."
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Junior Model

Complete urith one Horn
$750.00 f.o. b. Chicago

AMarvel of Tone Production
Perfectly Adapted to Cueing
At last — the answer to the musical problem of the smaller
theatre has come. The unsurpassed tonal quality and wealth
of volume which have made former Orchestraphone models
famous throughout the entire show world have been rigidly
maintained in the new Orchestraphone Junior Model. Cueing
technique has been simplified through the adoption of a new
change-over device. Any person of average intelligence can
"cue the picture" accurately and precisely.
Exclusive features of the Orchestraphone Junior Model are
housed in a beautifully finished, all-steel cabinet of the desk
type which allows the operator a comfortable sitting position
while she cues the picture.
The music of the world's greatest artists— perfectly reproduced
— is now yours at a moderate price hitherto unobtainable in
a theatre instrument of this class. Orchestraphone Junior
Model comes to you completely equipped for immediate
patronage-pulling use. See your nearest National branch for
particulars or address your inquiry to our General Offices:
624 South Michigan Avenne, Chicago

£\ational *^eatre
Svpply^Sompanf
- «Wic«s in oH
■ principal €Uies

%

Ask for information on cueing services for all films

r
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E\'er Consider What
Modern Lighting
Can Do For Your New
Theatre Or An
Old One?
^ 1 "^

The uudiloriuni of the St'lzer Theatre,
eff*H'tivelv one eentral chandelier can
illuniinalo.

a tvpieal example of
be used !o ortiament

ELICCTKIC light, ill coniinon with
other electric developments, has
made tremendous advancements in
the past few years. The art of decorative lighting by means of efficient and
ornamental fi.xtirres has so improved that
new theatres, erected by competent architects and master showmen, depend on
decorative lighting effects to add the finishing touch.
Xecessary as a utility, artificial ilhimination as a decorative medium is unsurpassed. In addition to being a decorative
medium in itself, light stimulates other
decorattive mediiun and ornamental
effects. Xo matter how beautiful the
furnishing and decorative treatment of a
theatre may be, certainly, they lose much
of their attractiveness, if good and stifficient lighting is ab.sent. Correspondingly,
they gain much when the proper light is
present.
Upon close analysis and comparison, it
will be found that no other equipment of
the same cost will decorate a theatre more
efifectively than lighting fixtures. The interior of a theatre being naturally dark,
decorative illumination is mo.st prominent
and conspicuous, because it is so readily
noticeable. Consideration should also be
given to the design and appearance of
lighting fixtures when they are not illuminated. Thev should conform to the
architectural detail or period, as well as
the spirit of the building. The appearance of and the effect created by lighting
fixtures cannot help but make an impression on the minds of the people wlio
see them. The impression is either a
good or bad one.
Theatre men who have investigated
modern illumination and its psychological
effects on their audiences know that the
selection of the correct and proper decorative lighting equipment is just as important and just as profitable, as the
selection and booking of good pictures.
People may not come to a theatre to see
the lighting effects, but if the lighting
effects do not provide proper and sufficient illumination, comfort and relief of

how
and

By C. J. Frank
Voiglit

Company,

eyestrain, chances are that these peojile
will go to theatres that do have these modern improvements and comforts. Today,
the successful showman does not depend
entirely on the picture to draw. Modern
decorative lighting equipment provides
another medium, most economical and
most effective.
THE time to consider lighting fixtures
for a new building is when the
building is being planned, rather than wail
until the time lighting fixtures are to be
bought. If this procedure is followed, the
best results will be obtained. It is, of
course, not necessary to make purchase at
this time, but the lighting fixture plans
should be then made, provisions made for
certain conditions, circuits, etc. Bids and
estimates can be considered later, when
the time comes around to purchase this
equipment. Oftentimes, desired effects and
advantages have to be passed up, because
proper and sufficient thought was not
given to certain matters, in advance. Because so much flepends on proper decorative illumination, the general arrangement of electric outlets, the location and
quantity, as well as the style or type
lighting fixtures most
suitable for the individual locations,
should be determined
well in advence of
wiring the building.
The
architecture
of

On the right —
Roosevi'lt Theatre
in Philadelphia,
showing the u*ir
of a light grille
of art gla^ panels set in the central dome.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

the building, its physical proportions, size
and general decorating scheme are all
factors which govern. I'roper consideration given to all these factors in the plans,
will insure not only the most suitable, appropriate and effective installation, but
the most economical, as well.
The photograph illustrating the Seltzer
Theatre clearly shovre how a well
planned, modern lighting installation will
enhance the appearance of a theatre auditorium. The owner and architect of this
theatre had in mind using ten small
chandeliers, in two rows of five each,
suspended from the ceiling. With this
[jlan in mind, they came to the fixture
manufacturer. .\fter consultation, the
])lans were changed so that only one
chandelier would be used. Note how advantageously this one chandelier enriches
the decorative appearance of the auditorium. Visualize these two arrangements
and compare the different effects. How
much more suitable and appropriate and
u])-to-date is the one rich chandelier,
which cost no more than the ten small
ones ; how much more attractive the theatre to its guests ; how much more of a
(Continued on page 1075)
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When life depends on the excellence of mechanical equipment, sheer merit is likely to be the
only consideration which influences selection.
It is significant that YORK Refrigeration was
chosen by the highly discriminating men who
equipped the Byrd Antarctic Expedition.
The Byrd Antarctic Expedition
ship, the "City of New Vork".
IcBving New York for New Zealand ,9200 miles away— the first
Stage o f lla long voyage to the
Antarctic. The variations of
lemperature encountered .from
the Intense heat of the tropics
to the extreme cold of polar
regions, will have no effect upon
the Expedition's food supplies.
YORK Refrigeration can be
depended upon to maintain a
uniform temperature under all
conditions.

TheYORK Refrleeratlng Machine
which YORK engineers Installed on
the Byrd Antarctic Expedition ship,
"Ciiy of New York". YORK equipment Is made In various types and
sizes to meet all refrigeration requirements excepting domestic use.

YORK

^W

engineers invite consultation on any
refrigeration problem. Write us.

YORK
ICE MACHINERY
V

O

R

CORPORAHON
P

E

N

N
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The Turnover Per
Seat in Your House !
THE more often each seat is occupied in
your house, the bigger the profit to you.
Speed and protect that turnover by giving

4^

your public seats that they will want to occupy— comfortable, luxurious "American"
chairs. They are a good investment in attracting volume, and economical in serving volume, because of their enduring quality and
minimum up-keep cost. Add beauty of design
and workmanship to these vital points and

^•

you have three reasons why "American"
seats are always best for you to specify!

Illuftrated above is chair No. 8116, of
which 1813 were installed recently in
Redman's Majestic Theatre, East St.
Louis, Illinois,
Boiler
Architects. This chair
was Brothers,
selected as
best
harmonizing with interior appointments
and general atmosphere of i7iiit(i»!;
beauty. With birch and maple wood
posts, finished in red mahogany . . .
back and seat upholstered in red
moTfiiroline . . . anil t'oitcle'^ hail
bearing seat hinge , . . this chair u
as comfurtable and durable as it is
pleasing to the eye.
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages
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The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from August 15th to September 15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of dollars
and cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities ; solid, which represents the greatest

THE

trend toward the liuildiiig of smaller theatres requiring a lesser investment, indicated as growing in proportions in our report for July, is shown to l)e reaching its
I^eak as a notable feature of new theatre construction during
1928, in this current resume of building statistics for the period
August 15 to September 15. A considerable increase in the
number of projects brings the total of investments estimated
for new theatre buildings up to $10,093,000, as compared with
a total of $8,286,000 for the previous period.
Figures for the current map show that 49 new projects
were scheduled, or an increase of 15 over the number reported
last month. It is only in the cost per theatre and cost i)er scat
columns that the figures for the current map are below those
of last month. .\nd in this phase of the building program of
1928, the same trend has been evident for several months.
The decrease in the investment per project while the total

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative building : and the very Hght areas, where the investment in new theatre projects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the three months' period from
.\uK 15th to Sept. 15th. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance
at the better theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other
sources of information gathered by this publication.

investment for new theatre building continues to hold up to our
original prediction that 1928 would see an even greater volume
of investment in theatre properties than the previous record
year of 1927, is highly significant. Obsolescence, or "theatre
mortality," a factor which this journal repeatedly has stressed
in editorials anent the sporadic cry of pessimism and alarm over
the "over seating" bogey, is undoubtedly a factor in this new
trend which theatre building has taken. The mammotli de luxe
theatre was rushed to the fore to supply the demands for such
amusement resorts in downtown sections of the big cities, now
the pendulum swings toward the smaller theatres of the smailler
theatres and the community districts of the metroiX)lis, with
the need for replacement of worn out theatres with structures
designed to function efficiently as homes of the motion picture
and its allied entertainments.
Going back to the report, in the August Showman

we find
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that tin- cost per theatre on new projects solie(hile<l (hiriiii; that
period was $220,000. I«ist month's lisjiires sliowoil the averafje
cost per theatre was S_>43,7oo. And the tiyures lor the current
report reduce the cost per theatre estimate to $206,000.
lioinjj l)ack to the com]>lete record, our report for the period
.\u!;ust 15 to .'^cptemher 15, shows tliat 40 new theatres wert
scheduled for construction in the I'nited States. The total of
new scats is 52,110. with the averajje .seats per theatre 1064,
the average cost i)er tluntre $20(1,000, and llic .iveraije cost per
seat $103.(10.
Till'". Xorth .\tlantic States, with a total of 12 new projects,
totallini; 16,200 seats to lie constructed at a cost of $4,500.ixxi, still leads in new construction in the I'nited States, as illustrated on the accompanying map. Two of these 12 theatres
are to cost over $i,0(x> to erect.
Second to that are the Pacific Coast states, where a heavy
liuilding program continues. The new projects rejuirted during
the current period from that section total 10. with 11,210 new
seats, to l>e huilt at a cost of $2,345,000. One of these new theatres is to cost more than $1,000,000.
The middle, section of the map conies next, with new theatres scheduled tcl he huilt at a cost of $1,333,000 for the largest
luiniher of new; projects of any section — a total of 15. The
figures thus show that the cost per theatre in this section is
$88,867. These theatres will add 10.900 new seats, the average
numlier of seats per theatre heing 727, at an average cost per
seat of $122.24.
Xew England reports 3 new projects to co^t $770,000 and
have a total of l8(>7 seats, .\verage costs per theatre are thus
$256,000, and average cost per seat $137.47.
In the .Southwcsteru'*States 5 new projects were announced,
the total cost estimated at $745,000. This makes an average of
$149,000 as the cost per theatre, and with 4.500 new seats provided for, the average cos per seat is $165.56.
The Western States reported that 4 new projects were scheduled, to add 3,700 new seats in that section, at a cost of $400.000. This is at the rate of Sioo.ooo cost per theatre, and $108.00
cost per seat for an average of 925 seats per new theatre scheduled.
In the South Eastern States no new projects were launched
during this period.
Canada is to have one new theatre to be huilt at a cost of
$30,000 and seat 400 persons as the result of the launching of
a new tlieatre project there during the period.
New Jersey and California each are to have five new theatres as a result of the scheduled building plans announced in
this report. Pennsylvania is in second place with four and New
York and Illinois tied for third place with 2 new projects each.
Reports from equipment distributors show that their business
is ahead of the same period last year — a condition which has
prevailed throughout 1928, with few exceptions and little variation. .\ccording to statements by the national distributors of
theatre equipment September this year is well ahead of the same
month in 1927. The previous month w-ent slightly below last
year's figures, hut that was the exception over a considerable
stretch, for July, Jime, May and April were well above the
1927 marks.
The installation of "sound" equipment is ;i l.irge factor in
this increased business. The high-intensity arc laiups for projectors, inconsequence, are a leading item of the replacement
business being done by the equipment concerns.
AS

the map shows, theatre attendance during the .\ugust 15
to Sejitember 15 [leriod was remarkably brisk in the key
cities — which, by the way, are the only ones this department
attempts to report in dealing with box office business around
the country.
On the entire m.ip, it will be observed, there is only one city
rated at Under Average during the August 15 to September 15
jieriod — and that Los Angeles, where a heat wave was a large
factor in reducing attendance one week, and where the National
Air Races, with their thrills and the attendant ballyhoo turned
the minds of the average amusement seeker to sjiectacles of

sjieed, daring and danger in the skies. The Hollywood theatres
throughout the period did excellent business, but the downtown
I-os .Angeles houses felt the opixisition of beat one week and
air races the next — and two weeks are quite enough to reduce
averages based on four weeks of business.
The Labor Day holiday was a favorable factor in many cities.
and the cooler weather speeded up business generally. But
the conviction persists that a renewed interest in pictures is the
direct licnefit accruing to the larger theatres through the excitement which has been created over ".sound films." Not alone the
synchronized hlms, but all films are ap|>arently commanding
more attention and more enthusiasm than they were several
moiuhs a.go — in the days 'fore "The Jazz Singer," which must
st.-uid as a milestone in the history of this business evolution
from ".silence", to "sound," and also from apathy to enthusiasm
in the motion pictures.
The talking and synchronized pictures continue to occupy the
center of the stage as box office attractions, .\mong the sensational accomplishments crediteil to them during the period on
which we are reporting, nothing is more convincing of their
power to attract than the records of theatres which have reopened after summer darkness, .\mong the houses which
do.sed for the summer after protracted periods of very ])oor
business and which are now on their way back to ]ioi)ularity
and a large following are the Regent in Pittsburgh, and Locw's
.Mdine in the same city. P>oth immediately jumjied into a brisk
stride with "sound" films as attractions. The Newman in
Kansas City, which had been doing poorly for months, went
dark for a brief period and then opened up again with a sound
policy and the response made it look like the Newman of the
days when it was the most fiopular house in that city. The
Stillman in Cleveland was slated to go into retirement, when
sound films came along and it is still o|ierating, and very
profitably.
Tlll'^ individual attractions which proved the biggest box
office factors during the [leriod for the most part are sound
accompanied. The Ten Rest, which we rate here every month
for the purpose of the record and such value as it may tie in
forecasting the strength of the films in later showings in the
smaller theatres, we this month start off with "sound" films —
the first five on the list falling into that classification. Our reports from the Key City first run houses show that the following w'ere the films which earned the greatest number of .\bove
-Average records at the box offices.
The list follows:
1. "Lilac Time"
6. "Four \\'alls"
2. "Street .Angel"
7. "Cardlioard
Lover"
3. "Tempest"
8. "Excess Baggage"
4. "Staite Street Sadie"
9. "The First Kiss'
5. "Fazil"
10. "Cncle Tom's Cabin"
Some unusual individual records have been scored during the
period by the sound pictures.
For example :
"Lilac Time," played four weeks to big business at the Stillman, Cleveland, and topped a 12-year record at that house,
beat the high record of "The Jazz Singer" at the Grand Central.
St. Louis. "The Terror," which failed to figure in our "10
Best" only because it had com[)aratively few showings during
the period of this record, established a new high mark at the
Music Box in Seattle, gave the Midland in Kansas City the
biggest week in several months, played to enormous business at
advanced prices at the Warner theatre in Los .Angeles, and
scored a record "take" at the Mark Strand, Albany, N. Y.,
during
veryBlue
hot Mouse.
week. "Lights
\'ork'' played
seven
weeks ata the
Portland,ofdidNew
unprecedented
business
at the Stanley, Philadelphia, and played day and date at the
New and Metropolitan, llaltimore. to big business. "Our
Dancing Daughters." Metro's .sound offering, also played to
fine business at several houses, the Stanley. Baltimore, Loew's
Temple, Birmingham, and Pantages in Salt Lake City, among
them. "Street Angel" played four big weeks at the New,
Baltimore ; was held over for a second week at the Capitol.
Cincinn;iti. and at the State, Minneapolis. Many remarkable
records also went to such attractions as "State Street Sadie,"
"Women
and about
"The the
Jazz
Singer" continues
to
be heardThey
froinTalk
here.About,"
and there
countrv.
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and now thejburth
knows
EVERYONE
dent o{ the Motion
and two years Chairman
organization, Mr. Cohen
of exhibitors.

Sydney S. Cohen. Four times PresiPicture Theatre Owners of America
of the Board of Directors of the same
is an outstanding figure in the world

It is, therefore, with pride that we mention Mr. Cohen's remarkable confidence in Page Unit Organs. He installed a
Page in each of these theatres in New York: Empire, Tremont and Mount Kisco.
And recently — he piirchasi'tl a fourth Page Unit Organ for the
Bronx Strand Theatre. What better proof of Page ability to
perform superbly !

"'"
tm,lr. ffiH
I His commanding position gives the weight
of authority to Mr. Cohen's approval. — Note
also the letter from Mr. Sussman of the Empire Theatre >.

Page Unit Organs fulfill our
every wish. Have installed the
fourth one in the Bronx Strand.
I recommend the Page Unit
Organ to anyone.

CO.
r.j, orgui
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' "iHi"-""^„,r.l7
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Page arclutects will be glad lo
consult
with
yoa
aboat
yoar
theatre requirements.
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N. Jackson St.
Lima, Ohio
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Ho\\^ to Aa oid Operation Errors that Mar
Presentations of ^^Sound'' Pictures
By Riissel H. McCiilloii^h
Supervisor
of Projection
and Electrioal
Equipment West Coast Theatres,
Inc.
S(._>U\D iiictiircs arc here to stay and
future dcvelopnicuts are expected.
Tlic iiresciit equipment which produces soinid requires study tor care and
(>]>eration. W'c liave had considerahle experience with sound pictures and as yet
we do not term them as beiufj jierfect.
We believe, however, tliat it will take
some time imtil the industry is capable
and fully equipiied to handle tliis new
novelty witli perfection. Some difficulty
is encountered in teaching projectionists
to 0])erate sound equipment, and also
everyone has a different opinion as to
how loud or how soft the volume should
be in the auditorium.
The West Coast Theatres ha-v-e endeavored to teach their managers the importance of volume control of "sound
pictures." Synchronized pictures can
very easily be ruined by a projectionist or
by someone around the theatre giving
orders as to how the volume should be
controlled. The manager himself, or
some designated person, should control
the volume of all sound productions, instead of letting anyone give instructions,
as we have encoimtered. We find it
necessary to make the music and speech
as natural as possible with s\-nchronized
pictures. This requires experience and
criticism from others.
It is well to remember that perfect volume control can not be judged at rehearsals, as during the time when sound pictures are being rehearsed the auditorium
is most always empty. It is advisable to
confer with your musical director or
.someone with musical knowledge to assist
you with controlling the volume for soimd
jiictures. The speaking part of sound
pictures, you should be able to judge for
yourself. The volume control is the most
important part of sound pictures. The
volume can not be judged from one certain part of the auditorium. Frequent
visits are necessary to various parts of
the auditorium to determine how the
sound is coming through. With different
capacities of patrons in the auditorium it
will be necessary to change the volume
control setting.
We have received complaints from patrons who have heard sound pictures.
Most of thein are because of music or
speech being too loud or not loud enough.
We realize, however, that it is impossible
to please everyone concerned as to how
the volume of sound pictures should be
controlled, but with personal super\-ision
it will eliminate severe criticism. Sound

pictures are a new field and theatre patrons have not become accustomed to
them.
To some theatre patrons a theatre does
not seem natural without an orchestra
or organ accompanying the picture. \\'e
find by properly rehearsing sound pictures and observing them closely at all
tiiTies that our patrons are becoming used
to them. The only subject which has not
received severe criticism is the Movietone News and this is because theatre patrons are tired of the biff bang orchestras and organ music which have accompanied these subjects for so long. As to
the Movietone News, this type of entertainment isdemanded by the public.
The projection room in every theatre
should always receive close attention.
Every nianager should make frequent
visits to his projection room and keep

in personal contact with his chief projectionist. The success of the performance depends largely upon the operation
of this department. All requests for the
replacement of parts and new equipment
for the projection room should be investigated and granted, providing such requests are in order. All of our projection
rooms on the West Coast Circuit are
equipped with the best of equipment and
alwavs kept in very good condition, which
insures us against any interruption during the performance which is likely tohappen because of neglect.
Sound pictures have advanced the industrv more than ever before. It is necessary that we keep up with the advancement and in order to do this we have tocollect as much knowledge as possible.
Projectionists are bringing forth every
(Continued on page 1082)

Official IJsts 6 Main Sources of
Projection Booth Fires
ting advice regardinteres
SOME ingvery
tion
the preven
of film fires in
moving picture theatres has been prepared by W. A. Oswald, of Victoria,
B. C, assistant fire marshal of the
Province of British Columbia, for the
guidance of all exhibitors and projectionists. It is information which contains
many suggestions for the consideration of
picture
men even.-where. Mr.
(moving
)swald says
:
"First : Carelessness in the laboratories
sends out brand new prints in hazardous
conditions. Shrinkage due to too fast
drying, improper and imperfect spacing
of sprocket holes, poor patches made with
poor or defective cement are some of the
cases of carelessness as applied to release
features and are apt to lead to film fires.
".Second : Carelessness in the projection rooms of theatres in the form of
allowing the projection machine to get
into such sliape that it ruins film. How
many projectionists make a weekly or
even a monthly complete inspection of
their equipment? Can you tell right offhand whether your sprocket teeth are
under cut at all ; to be undercut any is too
much. Have you the same tension on
both of the tension shoes? Is your aperture plate tnie? Is your gate true? How
about the idlers? Have you too much

tension on )Our shoes or on your takeup ?
Any one or more of these are potential
fire-breeders. How do you care for the
film while it is in your room? Do you
occasionally slip your fingers along the
edges to test the patches and feel for
cracked holes ? A patch came apart ; the
sprocket holes broke out or the film broke
due to strain on one side and an aperture
[vjp resulted : the heat of the film gave
more fuel to the flame, and the lower
magaine was soon ablaze ; these are some
of the answers to the question, "How did
Third : Carelessness in the film exit happen?"
changes. Careful revision of film extends its life a long time. Careless revision isworse than none at all. Are the
revisors given ample time to revise a film
well? Do they use good cement? .\re
they careful ?
Having considered the chief cause, we
have now to consider the secondan.causes : namely, over-speed, under-speed
and brittle film.
First : Over-speed. To-day. as never
before, the theatre-going public are demanding and getting full value for their
money. This applies to second and third
nm houses as well as to de luxe houses.
Double program billing, specialties of all
(Coninued on page 1078)
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N ews

—remote control

for theatre lighting
circuits.

"DIAMOND H"

Remote Control

Remote Control Switches

Switch.
TYPE "F"

Remote control of lighting circuits for theatres
is important.
It means flexibility of control, simplified wiring, andControl
dependable
service
"Diamond
Remote
Switches
are ifused.

H"

Type F Remote Control Switch shown above
can be used to control the circuits of your entrance signs, marquees, to control stage and
effect lighting, or large groups of lights.

Bulletin No. 10 completely
covers these switches with
wiring diagrams.
Write Dept. M today
for your copy.

THE

HART

YORK

DIAMOND

If emergency circuits are used for your important lighting such as exits, aisles, stairways
and lobby circuits, we have double throw
switches that are entirely automatic, throwing
from one circuit to the other and back again.

MANUFACTURING

HARTFORD,
NEW

"Diamond H" Remote Control Switches are
designed and built by the pioneer switch
builder, and they are reliable and dependable.

BOSTON

CO.

CONN.
CHICAGO

TORONTO

<s>

October

6.
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New^

and

lmpro\^ed

Equipment

A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
Any jtirlhrr informalioti ihitl
may hv drsirftl rt'tianlitiii ftjiiiftnn'nt ilt^rirrs dvurribvil in this
department may he had ti/utn
request. Address such in(iairies
to The Shoirman, Motion piclure yeirs, 729 Seienth Areniie.
yew York City.

Orchcstraphonc
Junior
Smaller Theatres

for

OXAL THEATRE SUPPLY'
NATI
COMPAXY recently put on display at all branches of the company the
new Orcliestraphone Jiniior Model, a
smaller edition of tlie ( )rchestraphone reproducing instrument designed for the
small motion picture theatre.
The new instrument does not replace
the regidar Orchestraphone. for the many
added features of the larger models adapt
them particularly to use in large houses.
The fields for the two models are thus
distinct. For all practical purposes. Orcliestraphone Junior is amply etiuipped
to efficiently care for the musical needs
of the smaller theatre.
Orchestraphone Junior Model is equipped with two turntables, jjowered by synchronous motors. The "fade-out" of one
record and the "fa<le-in" of the second
is effected through rheo.stat control — one
turn button — regulated by the operator.
The same pick-ups used with the regular Orchestraphone are employed in the
Junior Model. They are .set and controlled directly by the operator.
.\ regular Orchestraphone air column
horn is a ]>art of the Junior Model standard e(|uipment.

New

Orchestraphone Junior Model
and showing two turntables.

opened
'

Automatic
I)c\ices Designs
New Steel Curtain Track
AXXOL'XCE.MEXT
of a and
new tocurtain track, built of steel
be
known as the "Silent-Steel Curtain
Track," has been made by the .Automatic
Devices Company of Allentown, Pa.
This new device, the announcement
declares, is the result of many months of
intensive tests and actual operatiot\ directed toward the effort to produce a
curtain track that will answer i^every
detail the newest requirements of stage
equipment.
Since the develo])mcnt of the hardwood "Roll E. Z." track by the Automatic
Devices Company, the annoimcement continues, "a demand has gradually developed for a curtain track retaining all the
features of the Roll E. Z. type combined
with smaller dimensions and greater
strength in pro]iortion to weight, qualities
which are inherent with the vise of steel."

Akeley
Develops
Universal
(jyro Camera Tripod
THE .\keley Camera Co., has started
production oi the new Akeley Universal Gyro Trijjod, which makes available to all makes of camera the flexibility
of range which was a distinctive feature
of the Akeley camera.
The new Universal Gyro Tripod, illustrated on this page, is adjustable by hand
manipulation to any speed and any angle

Abov

pholu »hoKing the Akeley Universal
Gvro Camera Tripod.

a-- the picture is hemg taken. In his announcement of the new tripod, John L.
S|)ence. president of the .Akeley company
described the following features as outstanding in the new design :
"The tripod has been kept as light as
ix)ssible consistent with strength.
"The new tripod conies at an opportune
time to fill the needs created by the development ofthe talking moving pictures.
The extreme weight of the new "talkie"
cquijiment overta.xes the sturdiness of
even the best of the previous design of
tri])od. The new trijrad's design enables
it to carrv the additional burden."

Testing New Type Speaker
Unit for Sound Films
system of sound projection,
AXEW
employing a s|x-aker unit of special
design to be suspended in the center of
theatre auditoriums, this week is being
.given final tests at the Fo.x studios in
Xew York, according to an announcement issued by Christian A. X'olf, Jr.,
engineer and acoustician who developed
the system.
Tlje \'olf Reproducer employs new
acoustical principles which are said to reproduce amplified sound so that all bearers receive the sound in equal volume and
clarity, irrespective of the acoustical
pro])erties of the building. Describing
the design and acf)ustical jirinciples of the
new speaker, the statement says:
"I'rom a sounding chamlier employed
in conjunction with an electro-dynamic
s])eaking unit a linen screen is suspended.
This is broader in its lower circumference and acts as an amplifier. The waves
( Coiiliiiurd lilt l<age 1076)

Voir

Reproducer
encased
in decorative
chandelier of special design.
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HOW

Picture

Xczvs

ABOUT

Movietone and Vitaphone?
The Fulco Projector i)re.sent.s a complete answer to tliis question because it is
built to receive sound picture attachments without chang'e or alterations.
Install Fulco Projectors anil you are prepared for the "talkies" whenever you
decide to pfo in foi* them.

IT'S YOUR ONE
BEST BET

E. E. FULTON
C. 11. Fullon. Prpsitlfnt
F. A. Van Husan. V. Pres.

CO.
& Sales Mgr,

A. G. Jannin. Treasurer

Executive Headquarters

1018

S.

Wabash

CHICAGO,

BRAyCH

Ave.
ILL.

OFFICES

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.
115 W. 45th St., New York, N. V.
3403 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
151 Seventh St., Milwaukee, Wis.
340 N. Illinois St.. Indianapolis. Ind.
255 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cat.
146 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.

FACTORY
2001

S. California

Ave., Chicago, 111.
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DirtTiinj: the fi^^l lelp\>ion drama.
Aboxe. Morlimer
Slt-Harl at the ronlrul box.
Knob at left brinjzs an«'
ont' of .^ cameras
into cirruit. while the knob
a(
ri^hl i^ u^ed to fade one image into another.

Action of the play.
Leading
lady is seen at left before one of 3
cameras used.
Before camera at right is leading man.
Two people
at table manage props.
In the left foreground
is a rerei\rr. which
enables director to check vi>ion a> it appears on the air.

Managing
the props.
L nder
the director's orders
\arious
articles portraying
the action are placed before the camera
to be transmitted.

Dr.

E.

F. \t'. Alexanderson
viewing the new television projection apparatus. Disc contains 48 lenses and image reproduced on screen is 12 inches Mfuare.

Drama Finds a New Vehicle in Television
it is less than a year since
THOUGH
Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson
brought his television receiver out
of the laboratory and demonstrated it
before newspaper men. the device for
sending vision and sound by radio is
now being employed to regularly broadcast drama from Station W'GY in
Schenectady.. Xew York.
On September i. during the regular
television period of the Schenectary station the first play by television was broadcast by a dramatic group organized to
present drama to the radio audience,
transmitting picture and voice simultaneously on separate radio channels.
This accomplishment was made ])ossible by the development by Dr. ,\le.\anderson, consulting engineer of the ( ieneral Electric Company and chief consulting engineer of the Radio Corporation of
America, of a portable transmitter or
camera.

The play broadcast was J. Hartley
Manners' "The Queen's Messenger."
Owing to the fact that in its present form
the transmitter permits of showing only
the heads of the actors, a dramatic technique adapted to the medium was evolved
by Mortimer Stewart, producer and director of a series of radio plays broadcast by WGY and New York stations last
spring. Since the present, and still crude
ajiparatus, does not permit of conveying
action by means of head movements, fascial expression or gestures. Mr. Stewart
adopted the "close-up" method frequently
employed in motion pictures. Thus, for
example, the lady of the play offered
to jxjur some wine for the messenger,
a separate camera picked up the image
of the lady's hands with bottle and
glass, as she poured the wine. Keys, a
ring, a revolver and many other props
were ward
introduced
to forthe action of inthe"close-ups"
play.

In the presentation of "The Queen's
Messenger" three cameras were used.
The camera consisted of three units, a
cabinet containing a 24-hole disc and a
looo-watt lamp as a light source, and two
smaller cabinets each housing a photoelectric tulie with amplifier.
In a statement in which he commented
upon the first drama broadcast by television, .Martin P. Rice, manager of broadcasting for the General Electric Company
said: ".\'ow we have shown what Dr.
.\le.\anderson has accomplished and in
broadcasting a play by television, we have
endeavored to point out one of the very
interesting applications of the new art.
When television has reachetl that stage
of development where 'sight' signals may
he received
as reliably
'sound'
are
now received,
we at as
WGY
hopesignals
to be
prepared to carry the image as well as
the voice of the actor to thousands not
heretofore privileged to enjoy the drama.''
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Another Tremendous Achievement
In Theatre Lighting
As revolutionary as it is modern; as modern as it is efficient; as efficient as it
is economical — this is the graphic news of the new Major Chromium Plated
Reflectors. As originators, pioneering in the application of this new metal
to stage lighting equipment, Major again puts its trademark on the newest,
the most unusual and resultful in lighting effects.
Chromium itself is not new, but it has defied science to successfully plate
with it until just recently. Now Major can not only plate it successfully, but
has designed all Major Equipment to use this increased light producer and
present to the theatres of America this means of finer lighting effects.
Major Chromium Plated Reflectors have been in production nearly a year,
full tests have been made and several of the newest DeLuxe Theatres have
been equipped.

So this new product is not an experiment, yet is the most
modern of all. Send for the new
bulletin — now, quick!

Company
4603 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago
Send for this new
Bulletin —

Su/es Ojffices in ^0 Principal Cities

100%

Major Equipped

Paradise
Theatre
Chicago
Bataban & Katz
John Eberion, Chicago
Architect
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Pinanski

Puts

New

England

Public

Under the Showman's Microscope

Finds Mass Psychology There Reacts to Good Taste in Plays, Theatres and Management
ACCOMDIXG
to Franz
Moliiar.
"Tlie Play's the Thins:."
P.iit in New Knijland. at Ii-ast.
tlic satisfaction in amnscnu-nt fornuila is
not so simple as all that.
According to a man who has his finger
constantly on the New Knglaiul pulse.
there are many other things to he considered insatisfying his puhlic.
This man is Samuel Pinanski, presi■dent of the New England Theatre Operating Corp.. which controls some thirty
theatres in the Xew England states with
several more under construction. His exjierieiice in show husiness dates from
sonie sixteen years hack, when having
decided on theatres as his career, he affiliated with the Modern theatre, Boston,
where lie plodded through every phase
•of theatre ojieration learning the things
that have placed him, still in his thirties,
at the helm of Xew England's largest
indcdendent theatre organization.
Pinanski is peculiarly qualified to pass
•opinion on the Xew England situation.
He has it analyzed.
He considers first of all that he has to
"deal with a distinct type of audience.
"^ our .Xew England audience is characterized to the point of adage as the most
critical in the world. .Shows have been
■known to flop in Yankeeland after they
have taken the rest of the coimtry by
storm.
The answer, says Mr. Ninan.ski. is the
New England temjjerament. The inhabitants of that section differ from those of
more cosmopolitan centers in that they
are homogeneous in thought anrl taste.
Certain artistic ideals have obtained for
so many generations that they have come
to be characterizatic. These people are
less susceptible to the radical in art. Thev
adhere to standards sanctified by long
usage.
Consider dramatics.
They will not object to the startling
so long as it is in good taste.
They want beauty of form to their
plays rather than fly by night experimentation.
They recognize true dramatic values
and insist upon them.
P.ut the most important jviint of all is
that since their standard of living is high,
they insist on comfort in their places of
amusement.
When Samuel Pinanski came to be
head of Xetoco, that organization had
some twelve theatres. P'nder his direction, the corporation expanded its holdings to thirty. All this in the short space
of less than a year. His plan embodies
leautv and service.

He states that in Xew England, famous
for the l)eauty of its public and jirivate
buildings, the theatre should be an object
of civic pride. It should he worthy to
be set down in the guidebooks as of equal
artistic interest with the churches, museums, etc. With this in mind. Mr. I'inanski. himself an artist of no little note,
saw to it that each of the newly acquired
theatres was completely redecorated, and
that plans for all the new theatres were
considered with meticulous care.
The atmospheric house was accepted as
the standard.
Four new tlieatres under construction
embody this plan. The Netoco Seville in
East Boston and the Xetoco State in
Portland. Maine, are to be of Spanish
architecture and decoration throughout.
The Netoco Egy])tian in Brighton is
planned after the famous Temple of Karnak at Thebes on the Upper Xilc. while
the Netoco Colonial at X'^orth Attleboro
is. as its name suggests, of Colonial architecture and appointment.
The East Boston and Xorth .Attleboro
houses will be ready for opening early
this fall, and the Portland and Brighton
houses will open their doors during the
winter. Plans for additional atmospheric
houses are now being considered, and
construction will begin as soon as desirable locations are acquired.
Bl'T Mr. Pinanski does not stop at
this. The personal touch is necessary. There is that intangible homelike
atmosphere to be striven for. Without
this, the theatre becomes like an iceberg,
beautiful enough to look at, but hardly the
place to s[X'nd a few relaxing hours. He
will say. yes. the play's the thing, hut by
all means let the play be presented in a
theatre that does not blatantly intrude on
the tired ])atron's consciousness, but leaves
him in harmony with his surroundings,
mind at ease, to drink in the beauty of the
The housemanager, the doorman, the
program.
girl in the ticket booth, the ushers, the
telephone operator, all these have direct
contact with the theatre patron, and it is
from their treatment of him that he patron judges a theatre. The cordial greeting— not servile, for servility is as rei>ellent as brusqueness — courtesy in handling the individual in a crowded lobby are
as important as the soft seat, soft lighting, beautiful music.
For the de lu.xe house has risen into
prominence to fill a need.
The atmospheric house with its courteous service is as much an escape from
the tedium of life as the motion picture
is vicarious adventure.

I'or the jjrice of the Iio.x oflScc adnn'ssion, the jiatron finds himself king in a
palace with a host of willing servants at
his beck and call, who soften his native
antagonism and critical or not, put him
in a receptive mood.
Tbe.se then, are the little things that
have brought the critical Xew Englander
coming.
to the Xetoco houses and have kept him
In his new theatres are being embodied
certain service ideas that experience and
observation have shown him to be of inestimable value. The plans include for
instance ladies' smoking rooms, children's
nursery rooms, an adjoining open air garden, large parking spaces and every mechanical and decorative contrivance for
the entertainment of the public.

Exploits Switched
Booking
With Question Marks
at the
A FILM
Centre feature
Theatre, delivered
Ottawa, Ontario,
the night before it was scheduled to open
a week's run there did not suit Manager
Don Stapleton. Then a wild night
started !
Using the long distance telephone, Mr.
Stapleton found that the picture he
wanted was 173 miles away. Jumping
into his car at midnight he made the trip
and was back at 5 .\. M. on the Saturday,
when he rushed to the newspaper offices
to cancel the advertisements and readers
on the canned feature. Having a box of
teels but no half-tone cuts or paper, he
spanned into a new style of "Take-aChance Week" by running the displays in
the day's papers with question marks in
place of the title, mentioning only the
names of the two stars, Lois Moran and
X'orman Kerry. The feature really was
"The Irresistable Lover" but he did not
announce it, in view of the fact that he
had no illustrations or reading notices on
it.
Later that day the editions carried the
Centre Theatre disi>lay with such queries
as "What have we got this week?"; "?
? ? ? Picture Supreme with Norman
Kerry, Lois Moran" ; "At the Centre,
the Best— What is it? Why is it?"
The immediate result was that the mystery attracted crowds and telephone calls
galore and the centre did well — so well,
in fact that Manager Stapleton did not
announce the name of the attraction until the third day. And the public never
knew the
marks
! real reason behind the question
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A reputatiori
Marks* Rit; Theater, Clarksburg,
West Va. — one of West Virginians
finest and best — 1$ equipped with
C'H Simplicity Dimmers. Snitchboard FA Major.

BEFORE the first movie theater was built, C-H
Simplicity Dimmers were the choice of the
country's leading showmen.
As the show industry has developed, the reputation of C-H Dimmers has kept pace. Features
which assure velvet smooth control, adaptability to
all requirements, long life, and low operating costs,
make them the choice of the modern showman.
Your architect or contractor will explain how easily your
theater can be C-H equipped. But be sure to inform yourself on all the advantages of C-H Simplicity Dimmers by
writing for the booklet "Illumination Control
for the Modern Theater'*.

The

CUTLER-HAMMER

Pioneer Manufacturers

Mfg.

Co.

of Electric Control Apparatus

1255 St. Paul Avenue

MILWAUKEE,

WIS,

FA

Major Switchboard incorporating C-H

Simplicity
Dimmers
used inWest
Marks'
Theater,
Clarksburg,
Va, Ritz

CUTLER JMAMMER
Perfect Illumination Cornrol for the Modern
-f

J

Theater

(3185)

October

6 .
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Dressini>; the New and Rejuvenating the
Old Theatre With Modern Lighting

tion, "King of Kings," was fried during
the week starting September 22, under
the direction of T. D. Delllois as bouse
manager. N. S. Harris of New York,
F n O representative, had charge of exploitation, after having directed the
"King of Kings" engagement in Massey
Music Hall, Toronto, recently.

(Conlliiucd from page 1061)
most economical and most effective
drawins; iiowcr: how much better an inmeans to dress up or rejuvenate your
vestment ? At ni) extra cost ! P.ut proptheatre.
Patronage at the Ottawa Little Theaerly planned !
tre, which accommodates 490 persons,
Brackets are used on the side walls. w>{
was rather slack at early performances
so much to provide general illumination.
Ottawa Drama League Backs but increased to such an extent that the
but to relieve the dark walls, by providproduction was held over for a second
Little Film Theatre
ing more balanced illumination. In addiweek, .\ five-piece orchestra accompanied
tion to wall brackets, a combined ilhnnithe feature. It is interesting to note that,
The Little Theatre, for ])icture presennated mirror and drinking fountain is
while the Ottawa playhouse seats 490,
tations, appears to be an established sucused on the back wall, at the standee
cess in Ottawa, Ontario, where the exMassey Music Hall in Toronto holds apspace. An item of this nature gives two
proximately 4,000 persons.
])eriment of presenting a special producfeatures in one. In addition to its utilitarian purpose, it adds refinement, creating that distinctive, theatrical atmosphere,
which attracts theatre fans. It is more in
keeping with theatre equipment, than the
ordinary procelain type niche or jiedestal,
with no ornamental qualities, illuminating
or decorative efTect.
If proper consideration is given to
decorative lighting equipment when the
theatre is planned, such items as illumiThe Insurance of Equipment Properly Designed; the
nated mirrors and drinking fountains.
Guarantee of Performance at the Psychological
exit and direction si.gns. recessed ceiling
grilles for under the balcony, etc.. can be
Moment; Perpetual Wear and Earning Power.
provided for. so that the entire installation is in harmony and balance. Theatre
owners who leave these items go until the
last minute, or only give it consideration
when it is time to buy, often find it necessary' to make installation in such a way,
so that the full benefits are not secured,
because proper provision and planning
had not been arranged for. The opportune time to consider these items is when
the plans are first made.
Today, they must keep pace with the
modem trend. Thousands of theatres
can benefit by saving on current consumption, providing appropriate decorative illumination, as well as comfort and
attraction, by availing themselves of the
opportunity afforded by modem decoraThere is a difference between equipment properly detive lighting equipment. Old theatres
with out-of-date, improper and unsightly
signed for its specific purpose and that which is merely
li.ghting equipment installed ten and twenty
assembled from parts obtained off the market.
years ago sliould become acquainted with
the advantages modern, colorful, decorative illumination provides.
Four Original Features
The exhibitor interested in attractin.g
new patrons, as well as holding regulars,
should check up on his decorative lightNoiseless-Fireproof-Sturdy
ing equipment. Lighting fixtures todav
Cushion Rollers
are radically different than the styles and
Adjustable Feature for Trimming Curtain.
types of years ago. The tremendous advancement and improvement in all things
Infallible Service!
electrical have modernized lighting fixtures, especially for theatres. With the
new styles and types, you can effectively
VALLEN
ELECTRICAL
COMPANY
decorate your theatre and bring it up-todate ; make it more comfortable, more attractive and more profitable. Use color ;
soft dim lights during the show, brights
225 Bluflf St.
Hare you receired
before and after. Effects — that's what
Akron, Ohio
your
"Quiet
the modern showman uses. Give your
tt)
remote control
electric
Book?" It's Dif// curtaim
U. S. A.
patrons a change. Because lighting fixferent.
tures are the most prominent and conspicuous part of your visible equipment.
new decorative lighting equipment is the

Demand

All-Steel Track

Name

Bearing

"V ALLEN",—

MLLEN

EQUIPMENT

The
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{Continued from page 1069)

PETER CLARK, INC.
Installations insure mechanical perfection to all
stage, musical and talking picture presentations
at the new
Fox Theatre,
Brooklyn
The ultimate in modern theatre design and equipment
Including among its foremost
features the following Peter Clark
designed, built and installed
RIGGING

ORCHESTRA
MANUAL
ORGAN

LIFT

LIFT

SKY
SOUNDING
BOARD CYCLORAMA
AND FIRE CURTAIN
SPECIAL
EQUIPMENT FOR TALKING
PICTURE
SPEAKER HORNS &
SCREEN
Selected for leading theatres all over the country, including

Patrons of First Movie
at
Tivoli's First Sound Show

Fox, Detroit
Fox, St. Louis
Mastbaum.,
Phila.
Roxy, New York
Rivoli, New York
and all Publix Theatres

Peter Clark,

Inc.

544 West 30th St.,
New York, N. Y.

AN IDEAL

COLLECTION

STANDARD

FOR

MOTION

ORGAN

PICTURE

ORGANISTS

PIECES

The following condensed contents will give a good idea of the scope of this work:

Paper bound
Cloth bound
at all music

$3.00
5.00
stores

D. APPLETON

Kol Nidrei
Hebrtru;
20 Classic Pieces such as
Vision
Rheinbcrger
Air for the G String
Barh
Gavotte iii D
Gosscc
Cantilene Nuptiale
Dubois
20 Opera Pieces such as
Nocturne
Op. 9.2
Ctu>pin
Minuet
in A
Mozart
Hymn to the Sun
R. Kcrsako-w
31 Modern Pieces such as
Song of India
R. Korsakon'
Dance of Hours
FoncliiclU
Chants Russes
Lalo
Barcarolle
Offenbach
Largo
Dvorak
20 Marches and Characteristics
Playera
Granados
Poeme
Fxbich
Der\'ish Chorus
Scbck
Russian Patrol
Rubinstein
Souvenir
Drdla
20 Sacred
Pieces such as
Boyards'
March
Hatz-orscn
Festival March
Gounod
.Xngeliis
Massenet
Andaiitino
FraiiLk
Marche
Nuptiale
Gannc
Send for complete
35 W. 32nd St.,
Index of 111 Pieces
New
York
City

& COMPANY

UNIFORMS

set up create a downward current of air
tliroui;h the screen and tlie sound is directed into 13 suspended organ pipes.
These pipes, as has been demonstrated in
well-known acoustical experiments, act
as selectors, carrvins; and resonating only
the sound frequencies for which thev are
lifted by diameter and length.
"The purified tones, after passing
through the pipes, are somewliat weaker
— esiK-cially through the elimination of
mechanical frequencies, and they are
lilcnded and amplified anew in a huge
bowl filled with a fluid mixture and hung
under the ])i[)es. It is known that water
clearly.
carries sound very quicklv, stronglv and
"Through the apparatus metal parts are
insulated and cannot project metallic freciuenoies. Muffling and distortion are
prevented by the scientificalh' constructed
sounding chamliers. which provide
natural amplification.
The reproducer is housed completely
from view by a lighting fixture designed
by Frank Houlihan, of the firm of Cox.
Xostrand & Gunnison. Inc., Brooklyn.
Mr. Houlihan has employed clear glass
bars separated by decorative metal surfaces. The light is entirely indirect, being reflected by the metal surfaces and
diffused through the bars. A system of
control projects changing patterns
through the glass tubes.

LIFT

STAGE

X c 'V s-

Testing New Type Speaker
Unit for Sound Films

Equipped to Qive Patrons the Best!

STAGE

P ic t u r c

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

Old residents of Richnion<l, Inc.. whoattended the first movie show in that town
thirty years ago. were invited to .see and
hear the first talking picture when it was
presented recently at the Tivoli theatre
there. The invitation was issued bv Manager I. C. King of the Tivoli.
Only a few of the residents w-ho gathered in the rear of a Main Street jewelrystore thirty years ago to witness the invention of Charles F. Jenkins. Richmond'
man, are living but all were invited to be
guests of the Tivoli management.
King said sound pictures will be show^l
exclusively following the initial showingof "The Lion and the Mouse," to Richmond theatregoers.
.\mong those who composed the
world's first movie audience are the inventor's two brothers. Atwood L. Jenkins and Will Jenkins, well known local
insurance men, and Demas S. Coe, president of the J. M. Coe Printing company.
Mr. Coe attended the first movie demonstration in the capacity of a newspaper
reporter, and he recalls that another rewho was ofpresent
was Strick
\\'.
Gillilan,porter
author
the classic.
Off Agin,
On Agin, Gone Agin, Finigan.

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

N. Y. B'way
City
1437

October
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OVER 90% OF YOUR PATRONS' TIME
IS SPENT IN YOUR SEATS!
Why make it hard for them ? Why not give your patrons a soft, deep,
roomy, luxurious theatre chair that will make them so comfortable
that they will return with steady, profitable patronage?
Heywood- Wakefield Seating is an investment that brings returns at
your box office. It is not a "bargain" proposition that you have to
repair and keep paying for year after year.
Before buying, investigate Heywood-Wakefield Theatre Seating. Find
out for yourself why Publix, Roxy, Orpheum, Saxe, Schine, Pantages,
Shubert, and a host of others are steadily buying Heywood-Wakefield
seats.

HEYWOOD «W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
Baltimore, Md.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Boston, Mass.

Buflalo, N. Y.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
San Francisco, Calif.

Chicago, ni.
Detroit, Mich.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Seattle, Wash.

Kansas City, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

.1/ o I i o n
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Lists

First In the

Second : Under-si^eed. How many
projectionists take time to measure their
shows? How often have you run slow
to stretch out your .show to a certain time,
ha\-ing si^eeded up prior to that? Vou
know what dark or black film, slow si^eed
and reflector arcs spell. Just as sure as
fate that combination spells fire.
Third : Drittle film is the direct result
of subjecting- tlie film to the heat of the
of subjecting the film to the heat of he
rewind and may feel O. K. to the fingers,
l)ut the life has gone out of it. This "perished" process has been speeded up by
the use of the reflector type lamp with its
intense heat at the aperture. Watch out
for it.
In conclusion : Be careful, keep your
machine in shape, over and under-spced
as little as possible, watch your film, be
on vour toes.

is used in

more theatres tliau all otiier types combined and the
original is still the most effective, practical and
flexible; therefore the leader.

Sets New
Policies for All
His Zanensville Theatres

Send for the new @ Major Book soon
ready to be distributed. Get your name on
the list. Estimates given without obligation.

Caldwell Brown, general manager of
the Brown Theatricia Company, which
operates all of the motion picture theatres
in Zanesville, Ohio, has announced that
new policies will be introduced in each of
the houses. The problem of each house
has been carefully studied, and changes
will be made to correct them.
The Liberty will show talkies and
sound pictures, including synchronized

Sn^ank Ciidam
COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
OFFICES—
New Orleans, La.
NewYorkCity,N.Y.
Omaha, Nebraska.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
San Francisco, Calif.

productions.
The Quimby will play silent movies of
the first magnitude.
The Imperial will continue its present
policy of showing westerns and action

Seattle, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla.
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver, B. C.
Walkersville, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
7634

pictures.
The second run of the big feature photoplays will go to the Grand, which has
been completely remodeled and is gaining
popularity.

ILalfe^sM©

ORL

TICKETS

Quiet Electric Ventilator
Good ventilation
makes business
good. Ventilators
for all your fresh
air requirements.
Write for catalog.

Hermansville,

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE

A PERMANENT

GUARANTEE

Mich.

OF

Service
— Accuracy
— ADVERTISEMENT
Quality
SATISFIED
USERS
ARE
OUR
BEST
WORLD

TICKET & SUPPLY CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway

LAKESIDE COMPANY

225 Main St.

of

(Conlinued from page 1067)

there were no pre-selective
remote control switchboards. There was nothing
but the open knife ty]ie
switchboard with sei)arate dimmer bank.
Now the pre-sekvtive

-DISTRICT
Denver, Colorado
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Mirmeapolis, Minn.

Sources

sorts, are the cause for over-speed. Overspeed means added hazard, and it does
not matter how careful a projectionist
may be ; he is bound sooner or later to
have a break and a pile up and then, fireworks.

A number of years ago
when the @ Major System was first conceived

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas

Main

\ c?

Projection Booth Fires

Field— It
Still Leads

ELECTRIC

Six

r i c lure

New York

October

6 .
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CONTROL
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SENTRY
SAP ETV

PRIVLNTS

PRIVFJMT ■;
FILM
5 t N T R ■>■
CONTRtJl
SAFETY"

F

I

F

1 H

t

S A F FTV
FILM

M
E

SENTRY

CONTROL

CONTRflL
F

S

I H

F b

WARNING

SCNTR
SAP

V

ETY

CONTR<JL

A t'ire-tras-cdy in Madrid with more than 100 hves
snuffed out . . . that's a red flag of warning.
An inconsequential blaze in your own projection
room; with no injuries and no damage done . . . that's
just as significant a warning.
SENTRY'
S A f £ T \COVTRCl

PR^^'F^■^■^
f

I L ^

f

I 9. t i

Take heed of the latter and you will never experience
anything worse.
Install the protection offered bv SENTRY
SAFETY CONTROL. Benefit by its absolute assurance of safety from film-fires.

Q^.TI^V
zSilFgTTfEElKlir^ilL

SENTRY'
SAFETY'
CONTROL

PREVENTS
FILM
J^f

I R

The positive fire pyt~jcut(y

dm

Sentf)' Safety Control Corporation.

he attdcbtJ to du) proj/'clnv

Co\t\ ouly a feu

SENTRY
SAFETY
CO.VfTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY
S A FETY

CONTROL-

f

[ L

M

cents a day.

13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York

And All Branches of National

Theatre

Supply Company

Oor-

♦ANNOUNCEMENT'
After Months of Intensive Development
and Actual
Operation under a
Wide
Range
of Working
Conditions

AUTOMATIC

DEVICES

COMPANY

OFFERS
THE

SILENT-STEEL
CURTAIN

TRACK

Without an Equal in Strength. . .
Silence . . . Simplicity of Installation . . . Ease of Operation.

A QUALITY

PREVENTS
FILM
FIRES

PRODUCT
AT A MODERATE

PRICE

Also Manufacturers of
A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control and Stabilarc
Generator.
LTON
^39 HAMI

NAliB

ST..

1080

Motion

TAKE
WITH

NO

POWER

FAILURE

ENSLEN
HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection
Machines and Lights

IN

AN

EMERGENCY—
Approved by
the Departm e n t of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th
1922. Approval No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway,
>(»

1$ A T T K R I F. S — NO

New

News

A New Booklet on
EVENHEETERS

CHANCES—

ELECTRIC

Picture

a new
here inEETITEC
ARCH
t TS
bookle
on EVENH
ERS and the care of the organ.
It is yours for the asking. In it
you will find the reasons why
EVENHEETERS are being endorsed by several leading Theatre
Architects and why you should
specify EVENHEETERS in
every organ chamber you design.

aree. necesRSwelfar
for organ
They
EVENHEsaryETE
not only keep the organ dry but
ward off cold as well as save your
client many times their initial
cost by decreased organ maintenance. They should be specified because they are the organ
chamber heater that is efficient,
practical and durable. Ask for
that booklet today.

CRAMBLET

^ork, N. Y.

ENG. CORP.

286-288 Milwaukee St.

R K. 1' 1. A C K M E N T •

Milwaukee, Wis.

^^^flashers
u-iiji:

make 'em^

»imJ
'AddiaK
'COLOR.""Motion"
to your electric tigi>
'
itiere&*« »*tention value many fold. Get Motion by

^0

Motor-Driven

Flasherf

the
Low d&shiog.
installation and upkeep cost and abwlut' ly reliable service. The saving in electric currett pays for
Get action in your sign with RECO Flashers.
Color your sign with RECO
Color Hoods.
St.

Write

262a

If

You

Are

Particular

About

Your

TRANSVERTER

Sold in the U. S. A. by
National
Theatre
Supply

THE HERTNER
1900 W. llZtli St

Canadian Distributor
Perkins
Electric,
Ltd.

Co.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

'^TTTm^ZT^T

CLEVELAND, OHIO
U. S, A.

full

information.

Congress

Chicago

Lle Peelers.
et«
Mnera,
Vegeta-

ADMISSION
TICKETS

Transverters are designed to actually give long, continuous,
satisfactory service.
They meet every projection need.
Our new Hertner Hand Book — sent free — will be of valuable
help to any owner, manager or projectionist. Write for it
today.
The

for

HE^if^saS

Makers FUthert
also of
Motors.
Traffic CoDtro 1b,
.■-igtiboard Reflector b. Food

Screen Effects You'll Appreciate

The

W.

foY
machine or'seat-coupon
hand Selling
— I'eserv'ed
QfJAUTY WITH SERVICE AT THE
LOWEST MARKET PRICES AWAYS

AulomaUc Ticket RegisterSrp
.

Mrrs of COLD SEAL Kejimrs

a

icrna

October

6 , 1928

^^

Double Effect .Color Scenes.

7^

'^

Marvellous New Effects for Screen and Stao;e with
Master Brenograph
Wonders in cflfccts never possible before. Tiie Masire Brenojrraph opens up an entirely new world (jf
possibilities in entertninnicnt. Unlimited overture
scenes, prelude scenes, te;iUire ])icture scenes, orpan
altractions, curtain designs, action, illusions, color,
high-liphtinp, decorati<uis. all with one machine.
Simpl}- and effectively executed.
The New Hrenkert F-7 Master Brenograph keeps
you a step ahead of the changing trend. Does to the
eye what talking pictures are doing to the car. Makes
it possible for you to put your own ideas and those
of master artists into execution and change the very
atmosphere of your theatre every week of the year.
Theatre owners and managers: Write today for descripiivo
folder on the Nl-vv Brt-nkt-rt Master BrenoKraph. In writing
)jlease state if you are owner, manager or operator.

Brenkert
Light Projection Co.
"/T\~^

St. Aubin at E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

AN UNPARALLELED RECORD
OF ACHIEVEMENT

f^5?

IN DESIGNING AND FURNISHING NOTABLE THEATRES WITH SCENERY AND DRAPERIES OF "CLASS"
AND "DISTINCTION."
A FEW OF THE JOBS IN PROCESS OF FABRICATION
FOR CURRENT OPENINGS ARE
Plymouth

Theatre

Leominster, Mass.
Morse Opera House
Franklin, Mass.
Palace Theatre
Danbury,
Plymouth
Empress
ORIGINAL

Conn.

Theatre
Worcester, Mass.
Theatre
So. Norwalk,

IDEAS, DESIGNS
MATES
FURNISHED
ON

Conn.
AND ESTIREQUEST.

Send for your free copy of Booklet No. 77

SUnd of Iroa filled wltk
Artifldal Flowers, drooping Tines and Natural
Prepared Ferns.

Kentla Plant
with
removable leavesand
frompot4 to
8 feet
high.

Write for

Illustrated Catalogue ISo. 7
in Colors of Artificial Flowers, Plants,
Vines, Trees, etc.
Mailed Free on Request
FRANK

340 West 41st Street

il'IHHili'iHilll

New York City

NETSCHERT,

61 Barclay St.

Inc.

New York, N. Y.
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N. Y. Capitol to Inaugurate
Midnight Shows Oct. 6

uliouf
Pwhere

Simultaneously with the advent of the
sound-picture policy starting; at the Capitol theatre. New York, on Saturday, Octoher 6th, the inausjuration of regular
midnight picture presentations will occur.
Capitol's first midnight attraction will be
Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer's new synchronized fifilm "Our Dancing Daughters." with
Joan Crawford heading an all-star cast,
and other features of the program will
be annoimced later.

he cant
jet ill

The inner door or
"hold up" partition
shown on the chest
illustrated below
will permit the
depositing of all
money .except
enough to make
change, thru the
slot where the thief
cannot get it.
As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man cannot force any employee to give up
the cash.

York, Pa.

Another New Series
IN

Another New Size

Stock Programs
Program Covers
FOR

Moving Picture Houses and Theatres
Not the Cheapest but the Beat
Send for Samples

Joseph Hoover
& Sons Co.
MANUFACTURERS
49th and MARKET
STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

WHEN

B EST

YOU

(Coutinucd from page 1067")
effort to secure knowledge and training
nn sound equipment, which means perfect
handling of sound equipment. Every
manager should secure literature on sound
equipment and study the contents carefully. This will enable you to check the
sound equipment installed in vour theatre. During ever\' sound equipment installation engineers leave instructions for
bom settings, fader settings, etc. These
instructions should be carried out to insure perfect operation.
Interruptions during the performance
can be avoided. Positive oiling and keeping working parts clean will avoid
trouble. Kefore starting each projector a
thorough inspection should be made to
see that all working parts are free.
Check the sound equipment. Inspect film
directly after each showing. Fuses and
connections should be checked quite frequently, ^lake sure that all of the projection room equipment is in good condition.
The management of any theatre can
not make alibis to patrons for interruptions during the performance. It often
happens in theatres where only one light

WANT

THE

CARBON

S

Starting out of frame and allowing
white screens during the performance are
inexcusable in any theatre. Every projectionist should observe the screen results
closely at all times.

ASK FOR

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as weU as current conditions. Your projectionist can adjust his arc
current to always give you a clear, bright
picture if you equip with PERFECTION.
Current saving also is a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need not use full
current till the actual projection is started.

perfPltion
RHEOSTATS

RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED
Sold

BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN

& SOONS

387 First Avenue
Contracting

New York City

Electrical Engineers — Moz-tng
ture Theatre Electrical Specialists
^ffg. Dhi'sion

Pic-

Radio- ;-;;„- Mat

Consult
Map
Theatre
Building

TALK

from your

WITH

your

TOIIS.
0

screen

vH

quickly

TYFSmniIEU

Business
for
Building

N ews

and power service is available, that the
service is temporarily cut off once in a
while for short intervals. This can not
be avoided except by installing an emergency service, which in some instances is
very expensive. Most all large theatres
have some means of emergency service
for the projection room quipment, in
case of an interruption in the power service, which automatically cuts in and
avoids any delay.

Projection Errors that Mar
"Sound" Presentations

YORK SAFE (S*
LOCK CO.

Picture

AHBER

MESSAGES.

or GKEEtl.

Ae'cept DO eucstltute.

0■*
OS

IS THE STATioNERr

OF THE Screen

1

Statistics

HUGO

REISINGER

11 Broadway

New

York

and
Box Office
business
on Pictures

^tandiardi

VAUDEVILLE

z:

Motion Picture Presentatioii

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
I

TYPHOON FAN CO.

**

345W.59-ST.

•*

NEW YORK

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGEaSCY

A«tor Theatre Bnildlnc
N. W. Cor. 45th/orSt. ft Broadway
Loefcawanna 7X76

'(r^<

rA

October

6 .
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Better

Spotliglnt
with
an entirely new principle of

UNIFORMS

Spot-Flood control
exceptionally
powerful,
long
distance,
spotlight,
floodlight,
and
effect
projector — of
greatly
improved
design;
complete —
providing in a single unit everything
required
for white
lighting,
color
lighting.
framing,
fading,
and
spotlight attachments;
having all controls
centralized, and other accommodations to facilitate convenient, speedy and easy operation; 125 amperes;
projects
any distance up to 150 feet;
gives anything required from
a 4-ft. spot to a 50-ft. flood —
and all colors desired.

Designed expressly
for your theatre

N

Let us submit distinctive, original designs and estimates for
uniforming your entire staff.
We are America's largest
makers of fine uniforms; use
our greater resources and 107

A^

Write

for full

details

years' experience to add distinction to your theatre!

Browning King
UNIFORM

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,

321 West 50th Street
NEW

YORK.

N.Y.

DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in the principal cities (rom coast to coast.

ROCKBESTOS
■^the asbestos cohered wire

MOTION

PICTURE

CABLE

This picture tells the story of Rockbestos superiority
better than words.
It is extremely flexible.
Rockbestos insulation will not deteriorate with age.
A beautiful permanent finish.
Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is the choice of
projectionists every\vhere.
ir,;.'.-Pr liulLlin on .11. P. CahU.

ROCKBESTOS

PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
NEW

NEW
HAVEN,
CONN.
YORK
CHICAGO
On the PaciBc Coast — C. Dent Slaughter

I

ON
PITTSBURG

Motion
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
(23) Variousfaces, types
described, diagrams, illustrations of suretc.
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriptions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in theatres.
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
CLEANING SYSTEMS
TICKET VENDORS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres,
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
DECORATION
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decorative furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draperies, etc.
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

Index of Advertisers

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in processes for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front eflfects
and advertising.
LIGHTING. STAGE
(11) Spotlights, efifect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
and their uses in stage etifects.
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specia '» /"esigned
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc for projection, specifications and illustration of appri^'.^tus.

ORGANS

AND ORGAN

EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.
PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines
make and model).

(specify

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.
SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seating arrangements, etc.

The following list of advertisers in the October Shfficman has been
prefared for the convenience of readers, and while care has been
taken to make it correct it cannot be guaranteed against possible
errors or omissions.
Adam Electric Co.,
Frank
American Seating Co...
Appleton & Co., D
Automatic Devices Co..
Automatic Ticket Register Corp
Bausch & Lomb Optical
Co
Brenkert Light Proj. Co.
Brooks Costume Co. . .
Browning, King & Co..
Carrier Eng. Corp
Clark, Inc., Peter
Cramblet
Eng. Corp.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Edison Lamp Works of
G. E
Enslen Hydro & Electric Co
Flexlume Corp
Fulton Co., E. E
Hart Mfg. Co., The . ,
Hertner Elec. Co.. The
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Hoffman & Soons
Hoover & Sons Co., Jos.
International Proj. Corp.

1078
1063
1076
1079
1080
1085
1081
1076
1083
1056
1076
1080
1074
1058
1080
1085
1070
1068
1080
1077
1082
1082
1086

Kleigl Bros., Universal.
Elec. Stage Light. Co.
Lakeside
Co
Major Equip. Co
Markus Agency, The..
National Screen Service
National Theatre Supply
Co
Netschert. Inc.. Frank.
Novelty Scenic Studios.
Page Organ Co
Photophone
Co
Prometheus Electric Co.
Radio Mat Slide Co
Reisinger,
Hugo
Reynolds Electric Co...
Rockbestos
Product
Corp
Sentry
Safety
Control
Corp
Tjrphoon Fan Co
Vallen
Electric Co
World Ticket & Supply
Co
York
Ice
Machinery
Corp
York Safe & Lock Co.. .

1083
1078
1072
1082
1083
1060
1081
1081
1066
1055
1085
1082
1082
1080
1083
1079
1082
1075
1078
1062
1082

Request Blank

Showman Service Bureau
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing
with the following subjects:

(Insert above numbers indicating subjects In list above)

Also. I should like to have further information regarding the
advertisements or articles appearing in the October issue of
The Show7nan.

(Insert above name of advertiser or title of article)

Name

. .

Theatre
Street . .

October

6 .
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Nothing So Essential to a Theatre
As a Good
Electric
A

electric sign, with powerful letters of light
the added appeal of various colors
motion . . . intense light from a brilliant marquee ... an attraction-board of clearly readable
electric letters featuring the current show!
When people see a theatre like that, they go in. Light
is the greatest attraction theatres can employ. And
Flfxlume electrics — glass letter, e.xposed lamp, neon
tube, or combinations — offer e.xhibitort" the most brilliant
and spectacular electric display.
Some designs of electrics are better for theatres than
others. Ask for the free helpful booklet "Theatre Electric
Displays" illustrating some of the Fle.xlume types that
have proven highly productive of crowded houses. FlexLUME Corporation, 1857 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sales
Offices andin Scr-^ce
Chief
Cilies of U. S.
and Can.

Factories also at
Detroit, Los Angeles, Oakland and
Toronto

FLEXLUME

GREAT

E L^E CTRI

C

DI S P LAYS

What to Expect from
a Projection Lens
A lens can only produce on the screen,
that which is registered on the film.
The follo\vin,e^ are the four qualities —
the only four — that a projection lens
give to the projected image. They
identical with the characteristics of
CINEPHOR Lens.
1.
2.
3.
4.

and
can
are
the

Flatness of field
Maximum illumination
Clear definition
Contrast between black and white

ORGAN

saves costly repairs !
The famous Rialto and RivoH Theatres in New York
City, as well as hundreds of other theatres throughout
the country, are insuring perfect organ service the year
round, by protcctinp their organs against cold and
deterioration from dampness — with PROMETHEUS
Electric Organ Heaters.

When you have a CINEPHOR you have
a lens that possesses these qualities and
that will faithfully reproduce the film
image.

Especially designed for this purpose, they maintain an
nm, uniform temperature in organ chambers — rcgardlcsi of weather
or climatic conditions. Their automatic thermostat will maintain any
predeurmined degree of heat, and requires absolutely no attention.
A email investment in the protection they afford may save you
many dollars in repairs. Mail the coupon for further details.

We will gladly send you farther information on the
CINEPHOR.
Just
sertd
your
name
and
address.

Bausch
Optical
653 St. Paul St.

& L cm b
Company
Rochester, N. Y.

Protection

Prometheus

Electric

Send farther
Name
Address

,

Corp., 360 West

details

13th Street, New

regarding PROMETHEUS

York.

Heaters.
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THEATRES

SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS
HAVE

DEMONSTRATED

THEIR

ADAPTABILITY
TO ALL

SOUND

SYSTEMS

International Projector
90 GOLD

STREET, NEW

YORK

Corporation

October

6 .
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Pearson New Member of
Ontario Censor Board

''Wild Cat" Talkie Stock Salesmen
Invade Hollywood Studios

dl' nui^iilfrald)' iiiti-rt'st tn iimxinj; |»icluiv mi'ii in nil purls nf Ciiiitula is the
aiiiioniicriiii'til oT the iippointniciit nf
" li(il)'" I'l'arson as a iiicnihcr nf the Ontario
I^nard of Mnviii"; Pirtiiri' C'lMisors, Ttirniito,
til till till' vacaiii'V I'aiisi'd liv the diatli of

( Uiillrwitittt Hitri'nii. Miititm

J. M. O'Fiiicn scvi'ral niontlis ago.
hi many respects. "Hob" Pearson is an
oiitslandin;; l'ana<iian. Kainoiis in s[)orfs
lor years, a eidlejie ^i-raduate, high up in
Masonie and Y. M. C. A. eirelcs, and a former member of Parliament, Iiis vocation in
life for some years has been that of a minister of the yospel. He also served for a
Ion;; period as a captain with the Canadian
K^pellilionary Force in Frani-e dnrinfj the
(inal War and, apart from his meritorious
military sei'viee, he was bnsily engaged in
Y. M. ('. A. activities at the front.
lie was a member of the I'rovincian I'arlianuMit of Alberta from UM7 to ID'ifi, representing thi' City of Calgary, being twice
victorious in the elections. A Methodist in

Will
Distribute
During November

7

Seven features have been set fur general
release November by F B (). Three of l\\em
will (irst be seen on November 4. They
are "Sinners in Love," with Olive Borden
and Huntley Giirdon ; "Trackcil." starring
Kanger, the dog; and "Kough Kidin' Red."
a vehicle for Buzz Baiton.
On November IS, "Taxi 13," one of the
FBO specials, synchronized with sound,
music and dialogiu', will be distributed. For
a prologue to "Ta.vi 18," George Lemaire,
musical comedy star, use.s his act, "Joyriding."
"His Last Haul" with Tom Moore and
Seena Owen, will he shown on November
11, while "The Tvrant of Red Oulch,"
featuring Tom Tyler, and "King Cowboy,"
a Tom Mi.x picture, will appear respectivelv
on November 2n and Xovend)er 2().

A-

J. Kleist, Jr., Seeking
5 Theatres in Miami

A. .). Kleist. ftpriucr prominent Micliigan
Theatre owner and official of the M. V. T.
O., is reported to be negotiating for five
theatres in the Miami, Florida, region. He
intends to operate them at popular prices.
He will announce the names of the houses
at an early date.
A plan of Mr. Kleist is to arrange with
bus lines to operate buses by the Masonic
Temple, thus eliminating the transportation
problem.
Mr. Kleist is presenting a stock company,
headed by Robert Burton and Marjorie
Garrett, at his Temiile Theatre, .Miami,
ou Oct<d)er 21, the plays to extend over a
24-week period.

Brother

of

Valentino

in

FBO's "Tropic Madness"

Alliert Valentino, a brother of the late
Rudolph Valentino, has a supporting role
in "Tropic Madness," an F B O vehicle for
Leatrice Joy. This is said to be his first
appearance on the screen.

\t'irii)

for organizing iirw "talkie" linns am) condurliiig stock selling campaigns aniong exliiliitors parlirtilarU . ( )nr group, which fornierlv eoniiiied its activities to the sali* of gold-mine and oil stocks, has estahlished
head({uartrrs in San Kraiieiseo and now is altempting t4i open operalif>iis in
HoUywttod and Los .Vngeh's. At present tlirv are making a siirvev of sviiehronizi'd motion |iieluris and a history of the slock manipulations for
sales arguments.
.AH hranehes of the lilm industr\. allied with holli the production and
distribution ends.
their prospectus,
overnight rise to
the money made

»ill he the lirst point of ■"allaek"' Iiy tliesi' salesmen. For
they ari' using a history of the ^ arner Brothers and their
the top of the industry as a result of ^ itaphone and also
I>y Fox investors since the advent of Movietone. The

Warners liave issued warning to all regarding spi'eulation and are in no
way favorable to their organization being used as an example by these
promoters.
Exhibitors and all others who may be approached by salesmen offering
talking picture stock are notified to investigate thoroughly before investing

religion, ('apt. Pearson was jiastor of Methoilist and I'nited (_'hin*ches in Alberta for
a number of years, resigning recently to become an Ontario filui censor.
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Ml by
"W talking
il.l-cal" picture
slock sah-siinii
are as-ei/.ing
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reported rorliiiies
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West
S

Other

Coast
Charged
With Conspiracy
Distributing
Finns Also Included
Brought by Dept. of Justice

ust
thi- anti-tr
t(]d violate
ACV
CIINSPIK
on filed
in a petiti
charge
laws is
September 28 in the District Court
of the I'liited States for the Southern Diviof
sion the Southern District of California,
according to an anuouncem-nt from t!ie De|)artmeut of Justice. West Coast executives,
according to Harold B. F^rauklin, jn-csideut
of Wesco, are glad tn have the matter aired.
Deftnilants in the case are the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., the operator of ap])roxiniately 100 out of a total of some 300
motion ])icture theatres in the southern half
of California, and the eight princi|)al distributors of first-class motion pictures in
that territory. Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporaticui, Metro-Goldwyn-Ma.ver Distributing Corporation. First National Pictures,
Inc., T'niversal Film Exchange, Inc., United
Artists Corporation, Fox Film Ci>rporation,
Vitagraph, Inc., and Patbe Exchange, Inc.
The Government 's petition alleges that
West
Coast
Theatres
and the distributor

W. J. Locke, Novelist,
to Write for U. A.
Englisth
, the
LOCKE
M t, J.has
WILLIA
a contrac
signed
novelis
with United .\rtists to write
for that company. The author made
the announcement of his new afUliation at the Metropolitan Club in New
York before a group of fellow authors
and publishers including Will Durant.
Rupert Hughes. Bruce Barton. Ray
Long. James Quirk, George Doran and
others.
The author said that he would leave
for Hollywood next Friday.

in

Suit

(i"feudants engaged in a consj)iracy from
on or about July 27, If)27, to on lU' about
December 3], 1927, to exdudi' independent
exhil)itors fn^m contracting for motion
picture films to exhibit first or second run
or first suburban run in Los Angeles aiui in
other cities and towns in Southern California, to e.vclude indeijcndent exhibitors
from contracting for motion picture films
to exhibit in comi)etition with exhibitions
by the West Coast Theatres, and to exclude
from the interstate trade and commerce in
picture films all independent exhibitors who
exhibited two feature ])ietures on one pr<.graui or gave gifts or jiremiums to their
theatre patrons, or charged less than ten
cents minimum admission.
Haridd B. FVanklin. president and general manager of West Coast Theatres, in a
recent statement, said that his company
weleomcs the action, because onl.v through
a suit of this kind coulil the (|uestioii of
clearance bi' settled. He fm-tlicr declared
that without protiMtinii between first and
-id)se(|uent run showings the whole industry
uould have to be reorganized on a smaller
^cale, and the souiulness of clearance has
never been cpiestioned in the show business,
where it is a tradition.

7 First National Stars Now
At Work in Films
Seven of First National's nine stars and
featin-ed players are now working.
Colleen Moore is launching "Synthetic
Sin," Richard Barthelme.ss is filming
"Scarlet Seas," Billie Dove is working in
"Adoration," and Milton Sills and Dorothy
Mackaill are doing "Stranded in Para-

Motion
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Reported
Ceballos
to Stage Unit
Shows for Warner Circuit
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYW^OOD, October 3. — Following their acquisition of the
Stanley Circuit, it is reported Warner Brothers will send Larry
Ceballos East to produce stage units for tours of key city houses
under their control.
Ceballos is from the New York musical comedy field and has
been staging revues at Warner's Hollyivood Theatre since its opening.
In many quarters here it is pointed out that he has forced all local presentation producers into the background within a short period.
According to the report, the Warners are considering having
Ceballos stage about twenty acts at the rate of one each week to rotate
throughout the circuit.

Kennedy

Discusses

Films

Declares in Radio Talk Producers If'ill Succeed Who
Cater to Popular Intelligence
JOSEPH P. KEXyEDY, president of
F B 0, chairman of the board of directors of K-A-0, and business advisor to Pathe, addressed the radio audience
over the blue network from station W.TZ
Sunday night, September 30th, with regard
to motion pictures and the show business
in froneral. He declared the entire show
business was now in a state of experiment-ation and expressed the opinion that
in the long run the producer would succeed
who bet his brains and money on popular
intelligence in the form of entertainment
provided.
Jlr. Kennedy said in part :
"The day has gone when the intelligent
public we seek as permanent customers will
tolerate a hodge-podge of poor plots and

Flader Finds U. S. Film
Prospers in Europe

"A'

MERICAX films are going
wonderfully well over there.
The chatter about their boycotting our pictures is a stretch of
some one's imagination." Thus Fred
A. Flader, general manager of Universal Theatres Corporation, characterized the prosperity of the American
picture industry abroad upon his return from an extended tour of the
Continent.
"But they want good pictures." Mr.
Flader pointed out. "They are like us
in that they want the very best films,
and you can't put over poor ones in
the big houses." It is Flader's opinion
that, with regards to talking pictures,
Europe is waiting for America to
"give them the goods."
Apropos the "talkie." Mr. Flader
thinks "we musn't think because it
(picture) has a new form we can put
over any old kind of film. We are going to keep up the standards of our
pictures, although I am sure that the
talking picture is the thing, and is
here to stay."
The Multnomah Theatre will install
equipment for talking pictures in their
Portland, Ore., houses, said Mr. Flader,
and also in the two theatres in Eugene and the two in Corvallis.

pretty faces. They want substance to
stories and real acting. Perhaps the time
will come when television will carry the
best of entertainment into the home.
■'I don't know. The entire amusement
industry is in a state of flux and experimentation. Xovelties of today become obsolete tomorrow.
"But one thing I do know, and everybody
who has any business in the amusement
business should know — that sophistication
is on the increase, and that prizes in the
form of profits only go the way of producers who bet their brains and money in the
long run on jxipular intelligence.
"•Vnmsement, more even than education,
reflects popular taste. Vaudeville, which
was the backbone of entertainment five or
six years ago, has found it necessary to revamp itself to meet advanced popul.ir taste.
We are meeting with success in that this
year. Trashy pictures and plays would not
be produced if there were no trashy people
to patronize them.
"The only way in which the American or
any public can improve the quality of supply is to make known an improvement in
the quality of demand. As clean, sensible
entertainment is patronized, it will be produced.
■ ■ That is the only answer we who run the
mechanics of the show business can make
to critics of its defects. And the answer
is sufficient. A country finally gets the
quality of government it deserves. It like
wise receives only the type and grade of
entertainment it wants."

Pathe
New

Begins
Releasing
Serial October 14

"Eagle of the Night," a new Patheserial
starring Frank Clarke, stunt flier, tops the
list of Pathe short subjects set for release
during the week of October 14. Other
shorts on the program are "Muscle M.irvels," a Grantland Rice Sportlight; "A
Fair Catch," a Football Sense subject;
"The Bargain Hunt," a Mack Sennett comedy; "Monkey Love," a new Aesop film
fable; Topics of the Day No. 4'2, Pathe Review No. 42, and issues Nos 86 and 87 of
the Pathe News.
In addition to Clarke the cast of the new
serial also has Shirley
Pabner,
Maurice

Picture

X civs

Costello, Jack Richardson, Josef Swickard,
Earl Metcalf, Koy Wilson and Max Hawley.
The first chapter of the new serial story,
written bv Paul C'ruger, is entitled "The
Death Plunge." "The Bargain Hunt" is
a two-reeler in Sennett 's sei'ies concerning
the Smith family, composed of Mary Ann
Jackson, Raymond McKee and Ruth Hiatt.
Four subjects are included in the new Review: "Office Furniture — a study in Periods from 1896 to now"; "Osprey"; "Roman Africa," and "Imortalizing Bernarr
Macfadden."

18

Shorts
from
M-G-M
During Current Month

Six silent short subjects and 12 Movietone acts arc coming from Metro-GoldwynMayer during the present month. The short
feature releasing program of the company
is now divided into two parts, the first taking in the regular Metro shorts. Roach
comedies, Ufa oddities and the like, and
the second including all the newly added
Metro Movietone acts.
"Early to Bed," co-starring Hardy and
Laurel, will be released on October 6. Next
on the list is "World's Playground," a
Ufa Oddities, set for October 13. This
same date also serves for the release of
"Do Gentlemen Snore?", a Roach comedy.
"Our Gang"' will be seen in "The 01' Gray
Hoss," to make its initial appearance on
October 20, while October 27 will see the
release of "Wives For Sale," an Oddities,
and "All Parts," starring Charley Chase.
The Movietone acts are as follows:
Walt Rflsener and his Capitolians, Locust
Sisters and Leo Reers, October 6; Miller
Regan and M-G-M MovieJosephOctober
and Lyle,
tone Review,
13; Ponce Sisters,
Odette Myrtil and Marion Harris, October
20: and Van and Sehenek, Fuzzy Knight
and George Dewey Washington, October 27.

Two Christie - Paramount
Comedies for October
"Loose Change," starring Jack Duffy
with Neal Burns, Lorraine Eddy, Winnie
Law, Eddie Barry and Buddy the dog, has
been scheduled along with "Picture My
Astonishment," second of the "Confessions of a Chorus Girl" series, as the two
Christie comedies to be released by Para
mount during October. Frances Lee, Billy
Engle and Eddie Clayton are players in
the latter release.

New Griffith Film to Open
at Rialto October 12
David Wark Griffith '-^ " Tlie Battle of
the Sexes" will have its New York premiere at the Rialto Theatre, New York, on
Columbus da^-. October 12.
Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman wrote the
story for this new United Artists release,
and Gerrit Llovd adapted it. In the cast
are .Jean Hersholt, Phyllis Haver. Belle
Bennett, Sallv O'Nell and Don Alvarado.

Henigson
to Europe
on
Mission for Laemmle
Henry Henigson. former General Manager of Universal City, sails on the Leviatiian for Europe October 6, on a mission for
Carl Laemmle, President of Universal.
The nature of the mission has not been
disclosed.

October
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

W.

E. Invests

Failure of Talkies
Would Bring Heavy
Losses in Equipment
{CoHtinut^d from f'ai/c 1046-.-I )
over patents or infringements in connection with the Movietone system.
He fm-ther stat<?cl that Electrical Research Products is charging producers at
the rate of cost of equipment and installation plus twenty per cent, and at the end
of two years the electrical corporation will
have its books audited to see that this rate
of gross i>rotit is not exceeded. A rebate
■will be made to producers on a pro rata
basis if a profit over the amount fixed is
shown by the audit at that time. This plan
prohibits the possibilities of the initial producers installing Movietone bearing the
brunt of the heavy expense necessary to
properly organize delivery of sound film
devices.
Producers and exhibitors have many millions of dollars tied up in the talking picture venture, but a close follower of the
situation claims that the electrical companies stand to lose just as much money as
both producers and theatres combined, if
by any chance talking pictures should not
become as popular as is generally believed
at the present time.
Western Electric Company alone will
have over fift.v million dollars invested in
the sound i>i(;ture field. This tremendous
sum represents the cost of additions to
their plants in Chicago, Philadelphia and
Kearney, N. J., together with the cost of
equipment necessary to manufacture Movietone apparatus for both producers and theatres. The sudden demand for Movietone

Pickford "Talkie" Will
Be Pre-released April 1
((

C

OQLETTE." Mary Pickford's
first all-talkinp production,
will be released simultaneously in New York, ChicaRo, Los Angeles and Boston on April 1. 1929, probably at advanced prices, definite contractual arrangements with the producer of the stage play having been
effected.
'Toquette" will be nationally released next fall, it is planned. There
will be a silent as well as sound version. Sam Taylor will first make the
"talkie" before producing the silent
version.
The production date set for the new
Pickford vehicle is October L5. at which
time it is expected that the sound
stagesbeen
at the
L'nited .Artists studio will
have
finished.

$50,000,000

in

Sound

New Invention Would Permit Stars of
U. S. to Talk Foreign Tongues
THK
proljlcin of foreign dialogue in American pictures may be solved
liy an invention of Edwin Hopkins of New York.
Tlie inventor explained the process to a meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers atLake Placid last week.
By the use of the invention an American
star may speak fluently from the screen in Chinese or any other lanpiage.
According to Air. Hopkins, motion picture producers may synchronize
their films perfectly with phonetic recordings made after the film is taken.
One actor may film the picture while another, whose voice is better adapted
to the role, will record the vocalization. The two are combined later. The
effects, the inventor explained, are accomplished by adapting the films to
fit the recorded voice. This is done by lengthening or shortening the films
through insertion of "frames" — single pictures which
equipiiieiit made the supplier gear up production to the last notch, and the delicateness of the Movietone outfits for both producers and theatres made it imperative
that the most skilled mechanics in the electrical field be employed. And every employee must be practically hand-picked to
insure the greatest efficiency.
If talking pictures do not become the

comprise the film.

vogue over a period of years, Electrical
Kesearch Products and others that are now
manufacturing equipment on a large scale
will stand to lose millions of dollars in
]>lants and specially atlapted machinery.
They cannot hope to get back their investment through the contracts they hold with
l>roducers and theatres, if the talking film
should die out in public fancy.

2 Publix de Luxe Houses Now
Give ''Whole Show on Screen"
Two

Publix
de luxeandtheatres—
the Howard in Atlanta
the Alabama
in

Birmingham — have gone "Vitaphone and
Movietone." The stage band unit shows
finished Saturday night; and Monday, October 1, saw the inaugnratinii of the new
policy with "the whole show on the
screen." Stage presentations have been a
feature of the Howard's entertainment since
Publix instituted the unit show policy;
the Alabama, which opened in .January of
this year, will now present its first all-picture program.
No radical change of policy can be regarded lightly. It stands to reason that mature consideration preceded the decision in
these cases, particularly in view of the fact
that even to the casual observer it is manifest that the Howard box-office has
flourished during the past few months, and
that the Alabama during the same period
has made the best showing in its brief career.
During the summer, both the Howard and
Alabama installed sound picture equipment. Each has presented some notably
successful sound pictures, and throughout
the period each house continued its stage
band unit shows.

The decision to switch to a policy of "the
whole show on the screen" certainly indicates that Publix has faith in synchronized
pictures — and the courage to put that faith
to the test.
The Howard and Alabama plan to bring
to Atlanta and Birmingham "The Singing
Koid" and a long list of outstanding sound
picture successes and present them at the
regular admission prices.
Under the realignment brought about by
the adoption of the Vitaphone-Movietonc
policy in the Howard and Alabama, those
theatres are withdrawn from the division
headed by Milton H. Feld and now come
under the supervision of Frank -J. Dowler,
■ir., Publix division manager for the entire
Southeast.
Another new alignment puts all Publix
houses in .\tlanta, Birmingham and .Vnnislon under the guidance of District Manager
Willard C. Pattei-son. Heretofore .Mr. Patterson was responsible only for Keith's
(ieorgia and the How.ard in Atlanta, and the
.Vlabama in Birmingham.
Throughout the week the Howard has
been running a special trailer advertising
"The Super Six in Sound," a particularly
brilliant group of sound pictures.

lOon
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Photophone Equipment Contract
Signed for K-A-O Circuit

ED.

M .

'Honky

Tonk"
First
Sophie Tucker

for

"Honky T.>iik" will be the title of the
first Vitaphone picture in which Sophie
Tuck 'r will star for Warner Bros. It will
be an all-talking production, marking the
screen debut of this noted comedienne. Miss
Tucker will leave for the coast as soon as
she completes an engagement in vaudeville
with which she is now occupied.
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HaiTv C. .Ml- Donald, managing director
of the Brooklyn Strand sprung an innovation with considerable success last week
when Harold Lloyd in "Tlie Freshnmn"
was an added attraction to "The Lion and
the climax to the football picture,
theAsMouse."
Lloyd wins the game with a final dash over
the goal line. Into this last reel a talking
sequence was introduced. It was taken
from a current news reel in which are seen
and heard Knute Rockne instructing the
Xotre Dame foot ball squad. Bill Roper
putting Princeton through their paces and
'■llurry I'p" Yost telling Michigan how it
is done.

Warner Bros, contiruie to sign leading
talent from the variety and musical comedy stages for Vitai>hone acts. Among the

Devoted Exclusively to the Theatres F>iewest Art

TALKING

Newsreel
Talkies
in Football Film

Warners Sign New Talent
for Vitaphone

160 W. 46th St., New York City
Phone

units were begun as it. was early realized
that denmnd for facilities would be much
greater than the buildings in the original
estimates which were made several months

Inject

Work on adilitional units «d' sound-stages,
monitor rooms and other buildings for the
making of talking pictures not originally
called for when plans were recently announced, has started at Metropolitan
Studios. Al and Charles Christie ordered
the extra construction shortiv after the first

PICTURES

in the features
future, according
ALLdialogued
of Pathe's
will be
to the announcement of Colvin W.
Brown, Executive Vice-President, who
has just returned to New York from a
visit to the Pathe Studios in Culver
City. California.
Brown is much pleased at what he
saw, and heard, of the sound tests
which were first made by Benjamin
Glazer while he was at the studio.
The results were so satisfactory that
work was at once begun in putting dialogue into pictures now in production.
The dialogue will be confined to those
porticms of the pictures which are particularly adapted to the new treatment.
The sound recorders being used are
the KC.\ Photophone.

ago.An ex-tra stage, 7fi x 106, and an additional monitor nnun, .')0 x 50, has been
started adjoining the first plant, and also
there will be another building to house special cutting rooms and a |>rojection room
for the talking pictures.

Metropolitan Increases
Sound Stage Units

TALKING

A' c zv s

Pathe
Features
Will
All Have Dialogue

ter, which is now being wired.
With his announcement of the K-A-O
deal, Mr. Bucher took occasion to deny several other rumors, among them one of an
impending legal tilt over the question ot
interchangeability. RCA has insisted consistently that there coidd be no question as
to the right of theatre owners reproducing
their sound subjects either on Photophon,'
or Movietone and the company still maintains the same stand. According to Mr.
Bucher, there is no truth either, in the pul)lished stories of an imjiending shakeup in
the executive forces of Photophone. H.declares that the company staff is merely
l)eing enlarged to take care of anticipated
expansion.

■p'• E.Photophone,
BUCHEK, has
vieo-president
R C A
■*—
(lisjM'llofl allof rumors
as to wliether or not Photophone would
make installations in theatres. He has announced the sigrning of a contract with the
Keith-Albee-Orpheuni circuit whereby Photophone devices will be installed in all of
their houses with the exception of eighteen.
The eighteen previously were contracted
for some months ago with the Western
Electric Company device.
According to Mr. Bucher, the contract
calls for api>ro.ximately 7(IU installations,
tlie (irst of which will be made on Oeti>ber
IM. As rapidly as possible the houses will
be wired and the Photoplnine etpiipment put
in. It is estimated that it- will require
about four months to equip the entire chain,
tliough Photophone is manufacturing ecpiipnient with all possible speed.
Sonu^ months ago RCA Photophone announced that they were being swamped
with ordei-s from theatres all over the
country and that they would make their
first installations some time in July. Deliveries were not nuide at that time and subsequently itwas said that machines would
be installed in .\ngust or Seplend)er.
When no action was forthcoming nunors
were rife that Photophone would withdraw
from the sound reproduction field and wouhl
merge their interests in this directicm with
Western Electric. Stories were printed to
that effect and consistently denied by Mr.
Bucher.
As rapidl.v as ])ossible now Photophone
will take care not only of the installation
in the K-A-0 houses, but of all back orders
and new ones that will be placed. Among
the first installations that will be made will
be that in the Eastman Theatre in Roches-
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latest are. Hazel Kennedy, "America's
Youngest Comedienne"; "Red" Corcoran
and Irene Stone, .Jay Velie, musical comedy
star; Bert Hanlon, Broadway comic and
author; and .Jack Baxley, veteran of the
variety stage. They will all appear in Vitaphone short subjects.

Curtiz
Doing
Vitaphone
Sequences on Feature

rtirfct(u* Michael Curtiz has taken over
one of the large Vitaphone stages at Warner Bros, studios for the making of Vitaphone sequences in "Madonna of Avenue
A," starring Dolores Costello. The picture is based on a story by Leslie S. Barrows, author of ' ' The Singing Fool. ' ' Supporting Miss Costello are Grant Withers,
Louis Dresser. Douglas Cavanna and Otto
Hoffman.
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Vaudeville

Acts

Current Material Is
Too Valuable for Use
As Shorts on Screen
{ lloth ivtttitt Hitrfau,

Mt>liu:i

r.ir liilkint; slidrt* ilo iii>t iiiti'iid In
pri'si'iit llu'ir riirrciil sf.isxr vcliicli's in soiuiil
lilins. Till' ina.jnr piirliim nf iiiatfriiil briny;
used by viuul('villinns nwikin;; their iMilrv
to synclminizcd shiirt> iiri' ritlipr vehicles
used and disearded some years asi>i or a
rehash of former acts. Theatres sliouUl
then>fore exercise care in the advertisinu'
of well known vandcville actors apjii'arini.'
in talkiMi; shorts and eliminate possibilities
of unintentional niisre])resentation with resultant complaints.

are i>aid a percentagi' of the act's salary i>r
a straight weekly fee, and in most cases
reserve all nwchanical reproduction rights
for themselves. On a royalty basis, a standard vaudeville routine or act is good for
consistent bookings over a period of five or
more years, and worth thousands of dol-

Film
Sign
Language
Urged by Mutes

THE institution of talking movies in
the large theatres of Baltimore
and other large cities is working
a hardship on deaf mutes, according to
Edward Gibbs, of Baltimore, who
claims that many mutes have enjoyed
silent movies for many years and that
now it is being taken away from them.
He suggests that the sign language
he employed in some of the pictures
produced. .\t the present lime the
mutes are being driven to the neighborhood theatres which still have silent movies, according to Mr. (Jibbs.
who has been deaf and dumb since
infancy.
If all the theatres finally go in for
talking pictures this form of amusement will be taken away from them entirely.

Hit

Snag

were given voice and
I'lckforil's first all-talking piclnre. ■■('.<»[n<'lli
screen tests this week at the Fanions Players Studio. .Astoria. Long

wool). s.-].i. :i(i.- \':iii.li'villc
Hn|,i,\
iicnillinci's sij^-iii'd liy tilin pniduci'V-

termed "copyrighted material" in the
vaudeville field. Many acts that are using
certain sket<dies, dialogue or individual
spoken gags are not the owners of the fully
eopyrigliteil material, which is leased on a
royalty basis by the authors. The latter

Talkies

Broadway Stage Players Get Tests for
various roles in Mar\
''Coquette"
Mary stagePickford's
aspirants for tlie
players,
BROADWAY

/'irfiirp yini-s)

A ixipular vaudeville actor routine has a
potential value of thousands of dollars to
the player or writer, aiul most headliners
have balked when askeil to reiiroduce their
currently-played act in tilnis tor a mea'^rer
sum in comparison to the act's worth in
vaudeville over a period of years. In a
number of cases, cuiTcnt standard or un
usual vaudeville acts will l)e filmed as talk
in^' shorts, but the majority of vaudeville
headliners that appear in pictures of this
nature will use uuiterial other than that
they are pre.sentin>; un the stage.
These facts were brought to the attention of Motion Picture Xews hy a scenario
writer who has had wide experience in the
vaudeville field. He contends that talking
shorts with vaudeville names will eventually have to be filmed from specially written material supplied the act hy the producci-s.
This condition arises through what is

As

Island. The results ari' bi-ing rushed to Hollywood for Miss I'iokfordinspeelion and selection. The players comprised a group who wi're interNew

viewed l)ySam
York.
Inehided

Taylor. Miss F'ickford's director, ihiring his recent trip to
were;

\\ eld()n Heylmrn.

now

pla\ ing the Iea4ling r<dr in

".Skidding, and Ridlo Peters, hoth possiliililies for the role of "Mirliael. '
Janu's Rennir and Ben Smith. Jr.. hail previouslv had tests taken, which
have been sent to .Miss Pickford.
Inez Cloiigh. now playing in the road show rivival of ■Ahraham <
Bosom" in Schenectady, came to New York after the performance W ednesday evening. She is one of .Miss Pickford's possible selections for the role
of "Julia. " the colored Mammy servant.
Tests were also made of: Frederick Perry. Lester Lon.^rgan. and Fannie De Knight, the colored actress who plaved in "Liilu Belle."
The tests were made under supervision of Monta Bell, who
to the Long Island studios.

lar^
act.

tn

the

.uithnr

dm'ing the

life of tin-

P'iliu producers, in order to comj)etr
with the potential values of vaudeville acts,
will have to nii'et tlie author's possible
gross through vaudeville channels, otherwise the author will not release tlu» material for talking shm-ts. Illustrating this
point, the writer told of his recent experience with a producer of talking shorts. The
writer submitted a two reel act to the producer for jKissible sale, and received an
offer of .$1,111)0 which was refused. Instead,
he sent the act East to his representative
who jnit it on with two nominal-salaried
actors and booked it for forty weeks over
a big vaudeville circuit. This booking alone
will net the writer over $2,011(1 in royalties,
and he claims the act will be good in that
field for five years ur more.
It is said that .Johnny Burke, formerly
of vaude\-ille and now in pictures under
contract to Mack Sennett, was asked by
the latter to make a talking sh(U-f of his
vaudeville act. Burke agreed, but with the
condition that Sennett pay him .$.')0,O0O for
the act. Sennett, realizing that the market
in its |u-esent condition coulil never stand
that much lu'gative cr)st for a short subjecl, refused to pay it. Burke ileclarcd the
act was worth mu<-h uuirc than that figure
as a vaudeville attraction, and he would
not sacrifice its future stage earnings by
making a talking film reproduction.
Kstablishcd writers of vainlevillc noili'rial (all of which is fully protected by
copyriglUI will not allow their acts to be
-lUiiul lilnu'd. unless the picture producers
are willing to offer them a price in proportion to the values of their royalties from
stage perfornumces over a period of years.
N'either will these writers supply producI'rs with origiruil material fr)r talking short
sketches at the present prices offered by
producers for this type of work. It is figured that gags and acts based on unusual
ideas are worth much more to them for tinstage than what producers feel the same
IvjM' of writing is worth for their needs.
' Producers signing vaudeville headliners
for short films in talk, will have to exercise

is attached

unusual caution in selecting the material
for recording. Acts may represent niiilerial
in their routine to be owned by themselves
and give producers usual protection on
copyright; the film ciuupanics will be held
responsible for any copyrighted material
owned by other writers used in the soun<led
film and will be liable for all damages.
One vauderille writer now on the coast declares one of his copyrighted gags was
u.sed by a producer in a recent talking
short. He claimed he could enter suit for
danuig4^s against the jiroduccr in (piestion,
but will not take >ucli steps and ji'opardize
his })resent standing in the picture field.
He confirmed the statement made hy the
first writ^-r that producers would find themselves in numerous damage actions as the
result of making talking shorts of vaudeville acts and material. His oidy suggestion to eliniinale tliis condition was that
producers eventually should engage writers of original vaudeville acts to write tor
the screen, but declared that present salaries paid writers in the film business would
be small in comparison to what first class
v.iiidi'ville writers would demand.

Metro ■ Movietone
Acts
Now Being Released
The Metro-MovietoiH' Acts which are beby Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
.-ire
now inganreleased
established
addition tfl the sound
lilm field. The first release of the first
.series of twenty-six iirodudions featuring
Van & Sehenck, was released on SeptiMuber
■JO and will be fcdiowed during the same
week by two additional releases. The reweek. lease s<-hedule calls fin- three releases each

Talking

Sequences

Under

Way for "Gang War"

The l-'BI) stuilio- in Hollywood are busy
AVar,"
■•(iam:Pickford
for Tack
making
in
whicditalking
Olive scfpu'nccs
Borden and
arc co-starred. It will be the first appearance of i-ither before the recording camera.
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Large Gathering Attends Re-opening
of Colony with "Lonesome"
THE Colony Theiilre in New A ork was rt'-opencd last Snnday night
under the auspices of Universal,

with

the first puhlie

showing of

"Lonesome." the Paul Fejos production, with sound and dialogue,
with Glenn Tryon and Barbara Kent in the leading roles.
Not intended originally as a gala occasion, less than 200 specially invited guests were expected, the remainder of the house being held for the
public. The opening was such a success that the Colony management
found it expedient to put on a midnight show to take care of the crowds.
The Colony, now under the management of James A. Carrier for Universal, presents an unusually well-rounded program as its new policy. Ben
Bernie as master of ceremonies is there with his orcliestra. Barbara Kent
made a personal appearance, and Universal presented a novelty Movietone
act with the Brox sisters, popular singers and dancers of the vaudeville
stage.

Otterson Sees Great Value in
Talkies in Educational Field
of Elee, president
KSOXcli
OTTEResear
JE.
- trical
Products, makes a
proplu'ov regarding sound pictures
that they will be valuable, it' not more so,
in the cdui-ational field, than they will in
the entertainment field, w-here their worth
is already being proved to the satisfaction
of some iiOO theatres that have been wired.
He sees in them a means of conununication
whereby the art and inspiration of great
actors, teachers, preachers, and statesnven
may l)e caiTied from the sphere in which
they move, to the ever widening sphere of
world interest and to future generations
that will lead to a still higher civilization
in the days to come.
Discussing the possibilities of talking pictures, Jlr. Otterson said :
"Were I to enter the field of prophecy,
it would be to speak of the application of
talking pictures to the fields of advertising, politics, education and religious teaching.
"I visualize the use of talking pictiires
to deliver the message of factory executives
and sales managers to their employes, to
their conventions, to prospective customers
in sales and demonstration rooms throughout the world.
"Political campaigns in which the Governor Smiths and the Secretary Hoovers
will speak in screen person to thousands

Wilcox in Hollywood to
Study Sound
( Hollywood

Bureau

Motion

Picture

News

►

ber 3.— Her. Octo
HOLLYWOOD
director of the
bert Wilcox,
ish
and Dominion Films
Brit
Corporation, arrived here this week,
preceding Henderson Cleland. president of the company, who was due
later.
Messrs. Wilcox and Cleland intend
studying the methods used in different
studios for recording sound with the
idea of adopting the best for British
productions.
Mr. Wilcox brought with him prints
of the latest productions made abroad:
"The Woman in White." starring
Blanche Sweet, and Hall Caine's "The
Bondman." starring Norman Kerry.

of audiences throughout the country in
place of submitting to the limitation of
their physical endurance to withstand the
hardships of speaking tours, are another
likely development.
"Schoolrooms where children arc privileged to listen to the lectures of great
teachers and national leaders and to receive the inspiration of their si)eaking personalities, are more than probable in the
future.
"Small chnrehes nmy be aided where the
shrinking congregation may l)e replenished
and awakened to a new interest in spiritual
life by the opiwrtunity of hearing and seeing the really great ministers and religious
leaders.
"B'utiu'e generations may see and hear
the great characters of this generation and
generations to come, for here is a new basis
for recording history. What would it mean
to the youth and patriotism of this day if
we could have such a record of Lincoln
when he delivered his immortal Gettysburg address."

FBO

Talking
Prologues
Also Separate Acts

FBO talking short subjects being made
at Sound Studios, Inc. in Xew York, as atmospheric prologues in FBO'S special features are being so made that they can be
played alone as acts in wired houses. As
an instance, George Le ilaire's ".loyiiding" act will be used as a prologue for
"Taxi 1.3," and Edgar Allen Woolf 's "The
Scoop," a one-act jjlaylet having to do with
newspaper activity, will be used as a prologue for "Gang War." These two short
subjects, however, tell a complete story and
can be booked independently of the feature
films.

New

Company
Acquires
Phonofilm

General Talking Pictures Corporation has
acquired the De Forest Phonofilm Coi-poration. All of the patents, both granted and
pending of Dr. Lee De Forest, are included
in the deal. General Talking Pictures was
organized two weeks ago by the Schlesinger
interests of America, England and South

Picture

N czvs

Africa
rights
factor
The

for the purpose of acquiring the
to Phonofilm and nuiking it a large
in the talkie field.
new company will license other companies to produce pictures under the Phonofilm system, manufacture and distribute
projection apparatus, manufacture and install recording apparatus, as well as doing
synchronizing and musical scores and sound
effects to pictures produced by licensed
comiianies.

Zuro Supervised "King of
Kings" Recording

Josiah Zurt), general music director of
Pathe sound pictures, supervised an audible
;u'('omi)aiiiuient to Pathe 's "King of
Kings." the Cecil B. De Mille biblical production. The synchronization was done
through the RCA Photophone process. For
the playing of the score of sacred music
llr. Zuro recruited a symphony orchestra
from leading symphony organizations and
opera houses. The chorus of 100 voices was
also selected from operatic forces and from
Broadway musical productions.
The staff associated with Mr. Zuro is
composed of Attilion Marchetti, assistant
scorer and conductor; Jacques Grunberg, assistant scorer and conductor; Edward
Gould, assistant to Mr. Zuro; Grace Goldberg, secretary; Irving Held, librarian, and
Rauol Kraushaar, librarian.

Sound
Music
Listed
Whitmark Catalogue

in

M. Whitmark & Sons of New Y'ork, will
list in the sound picture catalogue and music library now being prepared, more than
2,000 world rights compositions selected
from the firm's output over a period of 4^
Part One, which is devoted to instrumental numbers has already been completed,
years.
while Part Two, which covers light operatic
music, period successes and vocal ballads,
numbers from the Whitmark Black and
Whiteweeks.
Series, will be completed within :i
few

Vidor Arrives in N. Y. to
Test Colored Talent
King Vidor. who will soon start fm the
first scenes of "Hallelujah," his picture
with will
negrosupervise
cast, hastests
arrived
in New talent.
Y'ork
and
for colored
After leaving the coast last week, he
stopped off at Chicago where he made some
screen tests. He plans a trip through the
South and the East until he has assembled
his cast.
It is understood that the picture will have
a single white actor and a large number of
negroes. Spirituals and sound episodes
will play an important part.

Stage Scenes Exact for
"Half an Hour"
use dscenes
exactly
as
talkie
per cent
hundre
firstwill
THEwhich
played in the stage version will
s "Half an
be
Sir with
jamesRuth
M. Barrie'
Hour,"
Chatterton,
H. B.
Warner and Robert Edcson and directed by William De Mille for Paramount.
The only additional scenes will be
off-stage action.
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Pathe

Vocal

Trailer

for "King of Kings"

PATllK has provided a viical trailer
for "The Kinc of Kinj;s." The
selling lalk prepared hy John C.
Klinn. vice-president of the eonipany.
is intended for reading hefore a microphone hooked up «ilh the theatre wiring equipment for the talkies.
If the house is properly wired, all
the exhihilor has to do is to secure a
microphone and a key to switch the
announcing through the multi-stage
amplifier and loud speakers used for
the usual synchronized accompaniment
to the audihie pictures.

Installations Reported from
Southeast
New installations of Vitiiphmie in the
Southeast, with probable opening dates, reported this week, are as follows:
Snnset Theatre, Fort Lamlerdale, Fla.,
October 21.
Arcade Theatre, Fort Mvers, Fla., October 14.
Sunrise Theatre, Fort Pierce, Fla., October 15.
Palace Theatre, Bradenton, Fla., October
8.
Milane Theatre, Sanford, Fla., October
20.
Saenger Theatre, Vicksburg, Miss., October 31.
Saenger Theatre, Monroe, La., October 23.
Strand Theatre, Port Arthur, Texas, October 24,
The last three are Saenger Amosement
Co. houses, while those in Florida are operated under the K. .J. Sparks banner.

Two

Qualify
for Pathe
Topics Talkies

Thirteen artists, live uien and eight
women, participated in auditions for the
second issue of the Pathe Topics of the
Day, conducted by Don Hancock of the
Amedee Van Beuren Enterprises at the
studios of the National Broaticasting Company in New York this we»k.
Of the thirteen candidates, all of whom
had previously qualified from point of experien<'e atid voice, but one man and one
woman registered with sufficient effect over
the loud speaker to become eligible for this
unique kind of movie work.

Warners Sign David Lee
to Long-term Contract
David Lee, the three-year old child actor
who plays in Al Jolson's "The Singing
Fool," has been signed to a new contract
by the Warner Bros, and will appear in
three more pictures this season, the first
to be ■■ Frozen River," in which Rin-TinTin will be starred.

Dates for Vitaphone PreReleases Set by Warners
Warner Bros, have scheduled pre-release
dates for two Vitaphone productions.
"Land of the Silver Fox," a liin-Tin-Tiii
vehicle, will have its first showing beginning October 13, while "The Home Towners," the Vitaphoncd version of the stage
play with Richard Bennett, will be prereleased beginning October 27.

Columbia
Pictures Signs with
Western Electric Co.
/■•^(U.r.MBl.V I'K Tl i;i;,^ ha^ signed a
^ ci'iitract for the protluction of soiiinl
pieiures with Electrical Itesearcb I'roilucts.
inc.. subsidiary of Western Electric Coml>ariy. and that process will be used on this
season's program. The announcement was
made by .Joe Brandt, president of Columbia,
who at the same tiuie made it plain that the
high quality of the silent pictures on the
couqiaiiy program will not be affected by
the sound pictures. A special organization
is working at the studios in Hollywood and
in New York to perfect those pictures that
are to be aciM^mpanied by sound, music, effects and talking sequences.
Discussing the Columbia production program and the signing with Western Electric, Joe Brandt said:
"We are particularly fortunate in having
among our vehicles for the season 1928-29
a large number of outstanding stage attractions. These are now being seriously
weighed and considered for production as
sound pictures. Among the plays that Columbia has <in its progi-am are 'The Dono-

\;ill .\lVair,' one ol I li
il^lamlirig iiiyst ry
stage plays of the season; 'The Voiinger
deneration,' adapted from Fannie Hurst's
stage play, 'It is to Laugh;' 'The Fall of
Eve,' a stage play by .John Emerson and
Anita Loos, and 'Acquitted,' from a story
l)y Mary Roberts Rinehart.
"These plays and several of our other
stories are all being carefully weighed from
the point of view of sound jiroduetion. The
industry can rest assured that when Columbia finally does decide to put a vehicle into
production as a sound picture it will have
all the necessary values and qualities to
make it a superlative box-ottiec attraction.
"In coming before the exhibitors of the
eountry with a program of sound pictures,
we wish to point out that Columbia as always is in a position to go out and sign up
the best talent the industry affords. However, not all of our tortheoming pictures,
will be in sound. We are also going to continue to make silent pictures. But we want
to go on record that whether sound or silent,
Columbia pictures will always be sound in
value to the exhibitor."

Fox Completes Movietone City;
Staff is Organized
MOVIETONE CITY has been completed
by Fox Film Corporation at Fox Hills,
Los Angeles, ten miles from Hollywood
jiroper. It was specifically designed for the
new art of talking pictures and was created
in record time. The twenty-five buildings,
all of concrete, covering forty acres, were
completed in ninety days.
The rapidity with which the work was accomplished wa.s made possible by a novel
system of time-saving. Starting on .luly
2Sth, three shifts of workmen, numbering
between 3U() and 3.')(l, worked night and day,
including Sundays and holidays, and the
shifts were arranged to overlap by half an
hour so there would not be a moment of delav.
The result of all this activity are four
Ijuildings containing the sound proof stages
for Movietone production. They are 212
feet
4.') that
widetwo and
feet has
feet long,
high.
Each 16.5
building
stages

Eddie

Leonard

Signed

for "Minstrel Man"
Edtrelup man,
die Leonard, the minsed
UMVKRS.M. has sign
to appear in its forthcoming
," n.
by
trelge Show
Mins
"The and
producti
an on.
R. Roga
(Jcor
L. Sper
Norm
s HenCurti
The continuity, vtritten hy
ton, has been completed and Harry
Pollard has practically been assigned
to the production.
Eddie Leonard and his wife. Mabel
Russell Leonard, will leave for the
coast within two weeks, .Mr. Leonard
having instantly cancelled all of his
vaudeville engagements, .\ctual production is scheduled tn start about
December 1st.

possess individual i'iiui])ment. apparatus
rooms, test laboratories and projection
rooms. Every modern convenience is included for the mamti'iiance of the huge
plant. Stage One has on its second floor
what is said to be the largest Wurlitzer organ ever constructed. It wa,s built especially for P^ox Movietone,
While the plant was being constructed
Fox executives were signing a supervisional
staff for proihiction activities so that there
would be no delay in getting under way at
once. Among the easterners who have been
promoted to responsible positions on the
staff are Phili]) Klein, son of the noted
playwright, Charles Klviu; Kenneth Hawks,
.1. K. McGiiinness, cTstwhile New York columnist, and Luther Reeil, one-time dramatist. Ben -Jackson, t'ornier manager of several New York theatres, is proflnetion manager at Movietone City.
others who have been elevated to new
prominence are Charl s .Judels, fiu'mer stage
director for the Shiiln-rts; Eugene Walter,
author; Tom Harry and Hugh Herbert, authors of vaudeville playlets; Maude Fulton, former star and aiillior; Earle Lewis
McOill, formerly associated with .led Harris; A. H. Van Bnren, director; Arthur
Caesar, playwright ; Ben Holmes, writer and
director of musical comedy, and Harlan
Thomp.son, author of niusieal successes.
Among the stars who will be seen and
heard in Movietone are Bi^bby Clark and
I'aul McCullough, Chic Sales, Sylvia Field,
Helen
Twelvetrces
and Donald Gallagher.

J. D. Reilly Appointed U.A.
Buffalo Manager
United Artists has appointed .1. D. Reilly
sales manager of the company's Buffalo
exchange. He succeeds
(ieorge Moeser.

Motion
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S. M. P. E. Elects L. G
Porter President
Motion Picture EnTHE Societygineers, atoftheir
fall mcetinK at
Lake Placid, New York, last
Friday, elected L. C. Porter, of General
Electric, to the post of president of
the society.
Henry P. Gage, of Corning Glass
Works, was elected vice-president :
William Hubbard, of Cooper-Hewitt
Light Co., treasurer, and Robert I)urant, secretary. William Kunzmann
and Herford Cowling were elected to
the hoard of governors.
Important improvements in the facilities for the production and reproduction of sound pictures were heralded in papers read at the closini;
session of the society.

New York Secretary State
Charters 3 New Firms
Xewly iucur|Kiiatcil uiutioii |)ii-tiirc companies receiving charters from the secretary of state at Albany during the past
week and organizing m Xew York state,
included the following: Cosma Enterprises,
Inc., Yonkers, capitalization not ^tateil,
Lewis W. Cohen, Theo. .1. .Martin, Minliii
E. Smith, Yonkers; Gem Home Talking
Machiiu' ami Film Co., Inc., capitalization
not stated, Bertram Haff, Harriet Goldstein,
Joseph .J. tlrumet, New Y'ork City; Briskiii
Distributing Corporation, .+10,000, Matie
Hammerstein, Gertnide Lebelson, Beatrice
Z. Caine, Xew York City.

Canadian
Women
Boost
the Movie Industry
A boost for the motion picture industry
is incorporated into a letter from the secretary of Toronto Council of the National
Coiincil of Women of Canada to Col. John
A. Cooper, Toronto, president of the Motion Picture Distributors of Canada. The
letter reads in part :
"The Toronto local Council of Women
wishes to express its great appreciation of
the splendid class of pictures that were put

Says Rural Exhibitors
Are Not So Bad Off
MILLER, Iowa theatre
WJ.
es
he be, broker,lievesstat
that the that
rumors that
the small town exhibitor is having such
a hard time are too strongly put. In
his trips over Iowa and western Illinois Mr. Miller says he finds the exhibitors not paying much attention to
talkie pictures, that they say their audiences do not ask for them and that
while the theatre men have their troubles that it is all wrong to think that
thcv are especially favored that way.
It is his belief that good showmen
can turn an honest penny at a small
town theatre as well now as in any
day. He believes that in towns where
the Sunday blue laws have been voted
out that the one real handicap has
been removed. However, there are
places where business is not good, as
in the lake resort districts, but in these
cases Mr. Miller feels that the exhibitor should reason out his difficulty and
find a better location if he has first
chosen a poor one.

nn in the large theatres of Toronto duriui;
Kxhibition time. The Council feels that
giving the people from out-of-town an opportunity to see these splendid pictures will
do niiieh to further the interest in moving
pictures throughout Canada."
A wish for the "ultimate success of the
moving picture industry in tlie UoiiiiiiinM,"
was also expressed in the communication.

"Through the Ages," Castle
Novelty, Booked for Roxy
A new single reel Castle no\elty, entitled
"Through the Ages," has been hooked for
a week at the Roxy in New York, a week at
tile lU'W Stanley in Jersey City, a week at
the ."i.'itli Street Playhouse and at other
liousesthe
in Loew
addition
more circuits
than .'Ci.iin days
over
andto other
the
.\ew Y'ork territory.
Twenty-five prints will be in readiness
beginning October 7, reports P. M. Broun,
manager

of Castle Films' Xew York exchange. On this date begins "Fire Prevention Week," and as "Through the Ages"
deals with tire the Castle ofticials regard it
as an appropriate film for the occasion.

In and Out of Town
XXT E. CALLAWAY, Southern sales
VV • manager for First National, left
Monday,
October
through the
Middle1. on
Westa three-weeks'
and South. trip
He
goes first to Chicago and then on to St.
Louis. Kansas City. OkJahom.-\ City, Dallas,
New Orleans. Memphis, Atlanta and Charlotte.
("^L.\RF E.\MES, who had a prominent sup...' porting role in Rex Ingram's "Three Passions." has just landed in Xew Yt»rk from
England, having completed her part in the production.
Sri" CAROL returned from Europe last
Monday, after liavinq Itad tter z'a^ation cut
xhort by a snddeu sifmiiions from the Fox Studio to hurry baeb to Hollyi\'ood for work in a
iie^w fox producticu.
JIMMY HICKS, film executive from the
South, recently appointed motion picture
representative for the "Voice of the Sky,
Inc.," which specializes in a new method of
exploitation, wrill leave New York for the
Coast Saturday. He expects to remain in
California for about two weeks before reiurning to New York.
0.-\UL E. ROGERS, vice-president and gen0 eral counsel of Fox Films and Fox Theatres
1 or,)., returned on Monday on the Leviathan,
Miicr a four months' stay in Europe.

C,F.R. Geniuin Imnker
RICHA
and RD
memberU'E1NI\'
of tin' firm of Von Lustig &
W'einiiHicr. co-parlners of First National in the
formation Dcfu Pictures, and Ray Rockett. proof Defu. arrived in A'c^e York
duction manager
losi Monday
aboard the Leviathan.

MOS. Universal advertising assistant, has returned to the Universal New
i special misYork office, having completed the
European
sion in the London office of
British
al's
Univers
y,
Compan
Motion Picture
distributors. Altogether he was in England
for nine months.
CARL
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Frawley
Paramount
Pep Club President
the Parantmount Pep Club
of ,Paramou
majority
a sweeping
BY FamousLasky Corporation, at
their annual election held last week,
elected G. B. (Judge) Frawley to the
presidency. Edward A. Brown, cashier
of the corporation, was elected vicepresident: Marion Coles, treasurer,
and Rose Eidelsberg, secretary.
The vacancies in the board of governors, caused by five retiring members, were filled by Vincent Trotta, the
club's retiring president: Sam Dembow, of Publix: Lou Diamond, of Paramount News: Sara Lvons and .Alice
Blunt.
On Thursday, October 18. the new
officials will be installed in office at
the annual dinner of the club, to be
held at the Hotel .\stor. .\t that time
a statement of the policy of the new
administration will he made.

Craft "U"
May inMake
Film for
Germany
William Craft may make a picture in
Germany for Tniversal. Charles Kenyon
is now adapting "The Five Frankfurters,"
a continental drama haseii on the Rothschild family, the work of Carl Roessler.
This is the story that the director will film,
it is said.

"Driftwood"
Columbia's
Third for September
Columbia's third feature release for the
month of Sepfeniher was "Driftwood," a
story of the south seas with Don Alvarado
and Marceline Day in the leads. Christy
Cal)anne directed the picture.

M. P. News Renews Lease
in 729 Seventh Avenue
Motion Picture News has renewed its
lease for offices in 729 Seventh Avenue,
New Y'ork City,
world as the center
The News has
building ever since

known throughout the
of Him activities.
occupied space in the
it was opened in 1916.

30,000 More
Seats to
Swell Philly's 200,000
motion picture theatres numbered
lphia's
Philade
the last
d
d thousan
AT nearly
two count
hundre
while houses now in course of construction or planned call for nearly
thirty thousand more. Work on the
new Mastbaum at 20th and Market
streets, a 4,SflO seat house, is well under way and will be followed by the
building of a 3,400 seat house by the
Stanley Company at 2nd and Chestnut
streets. The same company will build
another new house in Frankford to be
known as the Circle, which will seat
3,200. The steel framework of Al
Boyd's new theatre at 19th and Chestnut streets is nearly all in place and
work is progressing rapidly on the new
Uptown Theatre at Broad and Susquehanna avenue. Plans for William Fox"s
new 4,800-seat house at 17th and Market streets, it is said, call for completion by September of next year.
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Producers Wise
Up from the Ranks
Boys Are Getting
Deserved Breaks
iiwakPHODIC riO.N exi-i-utivi-. Ikim'
cneil ti) till' fai't tluit tlicre arc bi'ttiT
|inis|>i'rlivi' ilirc'ctors within their
own l)ouii(lai-ies than they can import from
other scnirees. Several former assistant directors, writers, "'grag-men" and cameramen who were ;;iven their first directorial
assignments recently have made i^oiul beyond the fondest hopes of the producer^.
The custom heretofore has be<;n to promote
actors t« megaphone-wielders, or to brin^
. directors to Hollywood from other countries.
Producers find that writers, cameramen
and assistant directors develop much faster.
Three of the most recent oases, lay Garnett and William Cowen at Pathe, and Kaymond Cannon at Fox, have been signed to
new contracts as directors following previews of their first efforts in charge of a
megaphone. {larnctt was one of De Mille's
ace scenarists. Ralph Block, associate producer gave liim his first opportunity to direet with " t'eiebrity " for Pathe. As a
result he was given ■'The Spieler" which
is now completed. William Cowen was for
years an assistant director and had a tough
lime .selling the idea that he was capable
of directing by himself. A recent preview
of "NcmI McCobb's Daughter," which was
his first chance, proved him worthy of a
permanent director's chair, which is to be
assigned him. Raymond CaniKm invested
his savings in an independent
production

Hollywood
Drawing
Lambs Members
Club of New York will
THEsoonLambs
have to establish a branch
in Hollywood. Every day, according to reports, the Lambs finds the
membership ranks being depleted.
There are perhaps more members of
The Lambs in Hollywood than at any
time since its inception.
Sound pictures has caused the trek
to Hollywood. The latest to de.sert his
favorite corner of the famous organization is \. H. Van Buren, who is credited with staging many successes in
the past three years as stage director.
Van Buren will leave New York for
Hollywood as soon as he finishes
"Fast
Life." which
he Ihe
is staging
Al. H. Woods,
to fulfill
terms offora
contract recently entered into with
Fox Film Corp. He will direct feature
length productions for Fox Movietone.

OD
WesltTii Atlverli.siiig Representatives:
Laurence A. Irharh, Ray Murray

Up
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To
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Home

to prove he could dii'ci't even a^ well a~ lie
could write. When Fox saw his picture,
lie was signed.
Others who have made good during llic
jjast year from the writer, gag-mati, camcr;iman and assistant director ranks, are ^Icrvyn Le Roy at First, National, Bert Clennon at F B 0, Otto Brown at Paramount,
Nick Orinde at M-f;-.M, Lew t'ollins at Cniversal, Lee .Jason with the same firm; .Vormaii JlcLeod at Fo.\ and several are shortly
to be promoted in various studios from
those departments.
"Nize

Baby"

Held

Up

Production on '*\i/.e Baby" has bei-n
stojiped at Mi'tro-tioldwvn-Mayer. 8t(iry
trouble is given as the reason, executives
being undecideil as to whether to kecj) it a
story of mother love, or change to farce
comedy. Hobart Henley, who has been directing, isreported called olf, and if a new
theme is decided upon another director will
be assigned. Changes in the cast have been
reported scheduled, but are denied by
Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer. According to the
rcjiorts, Benny Rubin is to succeed Harold
Waldridge.
Via Airplane
Ur. Paul Fejos left Hollywood via airplane Wednesday night for New York. He
intends to get authentic night club scenes
and data for the fortlicoming ['niversal production of "Broadway."
Benny Rubin, ace master-fcremonicr
for
"U"
Signs wit
West Coast h<iu.ses,
hash been si»;netl to a
^ix months' ef)ntraf*t with T'ni\)'r.sal. He is
to WTite and direct and act in a series of
■^llort Movietone ^ubjeets.

Celebrities
Irvinj,' Berlin and (leo. White are slated
to be among the eelebrities who will appear
in bits for "Say It With Music," which
will be Harry Uiehnian's first starring vchidi' for I'nited Artists. The i>roduelion
is to b<- 100 JUT eent ^ynehronized with talk,
musie, singing and dances. Alan Crosland,
who was sign<'d by John W. Considine, Jr.,
!n direet, leaves for Xew Viu'k next week,
wliiTc he will begin work.
Gleaning 'Em Up
Kugene O'Xeill ha^ written new versions
of "The Hairy Ape" and "Desire Tnder
the Klnis." witli a view towards making
them motion picture material, according to
reports. Both these plays come under the
Hays' office ban and hence have been unavailable to tilin producers.

The

Talent
Healing Qualities
of Slumber

H.AI)
Bancroft not
changed
his (ieorge
mind regarding
certain
demands made of Paramount executives, Wallace Beery would have recently succeeded him in the leading role of "The Wolf of Wall
Street" and Bancroft would have
found himself on the "available"
list to other studios. The option
on Bancroft's contract had expired. In drawing up the new contract. Paramount executives gave him
what they deemed a very fair adjustment on salary and billing in view of
his work .since "Underworld." According to one executive, this adjustment
was considered extremely good because of bonuses, which had been paid
Bancroft over his contracted salary
during its period.
Bancroft thought otherwise and refused to accept the new contract. He
is reported to have asked a .salary
greater than any now being paid by
Paramount to any player or director.
This demand is alleged to have been
made on the grounds that Bancroft believes himself a greater box-office attraction than any Paramount offers.
Paramount executives told him to go
home and sleep it over and meanwhile
announced that Wallace Beery would
succeed him Bancroft reported the
next day and signed the contract as
offered.

Whoops, My Dear
For the lirst time in his career, Eddie
t^uillan, Pathe's young comedian, stages a
female impersonation in a sequence of
"Geraldine, " Paul Bern's first for Pathe.
Brown has added Clarence Marks to his
staff as a g<ig-man.
Arizona

Bound

"Hoot" (iibson and his entire troupe
have departed for Arizona to film scenes in
"The Hell Wrecker," which Reeves Eason
is to direct for Universal.
Helps Veterans
In "The Shopworn Angel," Director
Richard Wallace is using live hundred exovei'seas men in the first all-dramatic production he has directed in five years.

Hail Caesar
Arthur
Caesar,
faTnous
"Playboy
of
Broadway and Greenwich Village," in New
York, has arrived in Hollywoorl under contract to Fox films as a writer. Coincident
(Continued on foil outing ptinc)
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Academy of M. P. Arts Hold Nominations
Report Fairbanks
Will Resign Office
of President
NOMIXATIOXS of new members for
the various boards attached to the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences were hekl Fi'iday, October 5.
With no opposition tickets running, nominations in these cases are akin to election.
Elections will be held October 20, following
which plans will be made for nomination
and election of new executive officers to
take place after the annual meeting which
is scheduled for October 27.
Present indications arc that Douglas
Fairbanks will not take the office of president again. While the Academy is desirous
of having him continue, and is at present
coaxing him to do so, Fairbanks himself
feels that he cannot do justice to the post
with the production plans he has for the
coming year. Other executive officers, who
will undoubtedly continue, are Fred Xiblo,
vice-president ; Fi'ank Woods, secretary ;
II. C. Levee, treasurer.
Those nominated, and hence practically
elected follow :
Board of Directors, to serve three years:
Actors' Branch, Conrad N'agel; Directors'
Branch, William De Mille; Producers'
Branch, 11. C. Levee; Technicians' Branch,
J. T. Reed ; Writers ' Branch, Benjamin
Glazer.
Executive Committees for the various
branches to serve one year have the following nominees: Actors', Conrad Xagel, Hallam Cooley, Lois Wilson, Rod La Rocque;
Directors', Sidney Olcott. Richard Wallace,
J. Stuart Blackton, Donald Crisp, Reginald
Barker; Producers', L. B. Mayer, B. P.
Schulberg, J. L. Warner, Mary Pickford,
A. L. Rockett; Technicians', J. T. Reed,
Anton Grot, J. M. Xickolaus, Charles
Kosher, Arthur Edeson; Writers'. Waldemar Toung, Jack Cunningham, Winifred
Dunn, Joseph Farnham, Al Cohn.

Pathe

Studios
Increasing
Stock Company

Recent additions of Marion Xixon, Carol
Lombard and Stanley Smith, all of whom
have been placed under contract during the
past few days, indicate that the Pathe
studios in Culver City are bent on enlarging the number of stock players. Already
included among the Pathe stock performers
are William Boyd, Phyllis Haver, Alan
Dale, Robert Armstrong, Eddie Quillan and
.Jeannette LofE. Miss Haver is the onlj- one
of these who is not under a new and recently signed contract.
The production forces are also being augmented.

Screen

Title, Unused,
for Reasons

GEORGE M.ARION. Jr., is credited
with it. He wrote it for a picture, but it wasn't used. Probably
believing that it may offend their future employers. The title:
"They laughed at us as they laughed
at Columbus, the radio and the Warnei
Brothers."

(Continued

Dotty Jottings
_ By

Jerr\

Hoffman _

O.V£
Hollywood's
to me always
has ofbeen
. , . the mysteries
sudden announcements
and flood of publicity sent out on girls called
"finds" . . . studios flood local nmsfapers and
fan mayacines with f'u'lures and stories of hozi'
the ijirl joas "discovered" in the extra ranks, a
five and ten cent store, or how she made a test
just for a "zchiin," being . . . you see . . . a
"society girl" . . . and then after a few months
nothing more is heard of the girl . . . except
on the expiration of her first conlraet . . . that
her option was not renezced . . . the cause for
this outburst is that Frances Hamilton . . . announced as a "find" nine months ago by First
Xational . . . returns to Pasadena society from
zi'hence she came . . . contract not taken up . . .
WITH
girls such as Miss Hamilton zvlw
are independently zcealthy . . . it doesn't
tmitter . . . but there are others . . . who after
bucking extra ranks find thcmsetzvs flooded
zi'ith publicity . . . zvhose hopes are raised to
hecK'en . . . a^id then . . . "option not taken
up" . . . it means returning to the extra ranks
. . . but first hanging on until tlteir lust penny
is spent in the hope of a feature role zi-ilh some
other company on the strength of the publicity
slw receiz'ed . . . zvhich rarely happens . . .
Zi'hy not zcait a year before announcing the girl
as a ."find"*
. . . and find out first zuhat she
has.
. .
TllF.
is the
nezvest which
Hollywood
crace"Jaccbird"
. . . a rubber
attaehmcnt
fixes
over the exhaust pipes of autos . . . and makes
"bigger and better raczberries" . . . actors are
buying 'em to race directors . . . directors to
raze superz'isors . . . supervisors to rocs producers . . . and everyone to roc: everything
. . . a coupla film people are in back of it . . .
and cleaning up. . . .
ACF.RTAIX comedy film star . . . who
headed his ozon company at one tinu . . .
'iiti- finds himself faced zcith a suit because of
t'is most recent production . . . o writer claiming that the story is his . . . the comedian admitting it. . . but stating that no one ez'Cr gets
credit mi his vehicles but himself . . . a couple
of other comedians who took that attitude rez-ille. . cently
. . now find themselves playing vaudeVIRGIXIA TALLI. Pauline Garon. Albert
Gran. Duanc Thompson, Maude Turner
Gordon, Barton Hepburn . . . are among film
i^cople playing trt a legitimate version of
"Tarnish" at the Hollyzcood Music Box Theatre . . . just to proz'e their "talkie" abilities
. . . as are other Hollyzvood fi.vtures on other
plays . . . but Virginia I'alli is worth noting
. . . as are Pauline Garon and Diiane Thompson . . . the others had legitimate crperience
before
Falli. Garon and Thompson
are delightful and surprising . . . instciul of
spending heazy dough scouting in Xezi.' York
. . . executives might take a look around in
Hollyzi'ood and see zuhat is under their z'ery
noses in the
of exceptionally fine "talkie"
material.
. , line
.
THIS column . , . zchich you zvill note is
relitled this week . . . is entirely too serious this Zi'eck . . . really I intended to haz'c
more silliness than soberness . . . and zvill try
to keep it so in the future . . . but after all
. . . one has one's 7noments . . . and I am SO
soft-hearted. . . .

from

preceding

page)

with his arrival, John Ford, brilliant Fox
director, started production on "Napoleon's

Murnau's Latest
Among Fox ijroductions under way is
Barber."
P.
W. Murnau's "Our Daily Bread."
Charles Farrell and Mary Duncan head the
cast.

Captain Kidd
F. Hugh Herbert, who has been assigned
to write the original story, "The Saturday
Xight Kid," was in command of a British
fort in the West Indies at the ripe old age
of seventeen.
Traded Jobs
Frank Tuttle and Adolphe Mcnjou traded
jobs for a short time while the director and
star were working on Paramount 's new picture, "His Private Life." Mcnjou appeared as much at home with the direccamera. torial megaphone as did Tuttle before the

In New

York

Richard Pearl, the young executive who
has been connected with the Burr-Hines
Enterprises for four years, is in New York
on a business trip.

Pipe All Hands
Reginald Denny has
"Clear the Deck," which
is directing for Universal.
has been selected for the
Crook

started work in
.Joseph Henabery
Olive Hashrouck
feminine role.

Role

Carmel Slyers will enact the role of a
crook in "Badges," a picture from the play
by Max Marcin, under direction of Lou
Seller.
From Russia
•John W. Considinc, .Jr., announces

that

Lewis Milestone will make "The Shot" and
"Taras Bulba," both Russian stories, for
United Artists.
Glyn's Latest
John Farrow has completed the adaptation of Elinor Glyn's "Three Week
Ends," and is devoting his time to "The
Wf)if Song." also for Paramount, in which
Gary Cooper and Lupe Velez will be directed by Victor Fleming.

Below Zero
J. Grubb

Alexander

has completed an

original story based on Amundsen 's expedition to the X'orth Pole.
{Continued on page 1118)

Poor Screen Material,
Says Montague
on Broadway are for
unpla.vs portion
croptheofmajor
THE new
promising screen material, according to Edward J. Montagne, scenario
head for Universal, who just returned
to Hollywood from New York City.
Montagne went to look over several of
last year's hits which are still running
and those of the new crop which have
attracted attention. He also consulted
with Jed Harris regarding "Broadway." which is now in preparation for
production by Universal.

October
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Opinions on Pictures
Lonesome
.-In I'ninti'rt-.iliiii: Slory
( |{<-> i<>t> ('<l Uy (:lii«Ur J. Smilh)
C'' IjKN.N TKVON iiiiuli' Lis biggest suc' cesii's in Hip storii-s ol! the small-town
wi>e-iTa(--kt'r with an ovtT-abiindanfe of
ego. In this latest of Universal features in
whieh he is starred with Barbara Kent in
the featured role he is asked to do something different. There is little fault to be
found with the way Trion does his role,
l)nt the vehicle is a considerable handicap
to him.
There is little in the story that can be
recommended. It is a synchronized picture
with some dialogue and the picture might
have been better if the dialogue had been
elintiuated for it is entirely inconsequential
and dull. Neither Tryon nor iliss Kent are
given lines to read that react to their credit.
The story is very flimsy, without much incident and it drags terribly in spots. In
addition it is jworly directed with many sequences running entirelj- too long. There
is little or none of the comedy that has
characterized Tryon "s former pictures. He
is made to do a sentimental role whose sentiment means little or nothing.
The whole thing revolves around a lonesome boy and a lonesome girl who Jinally
get together and spend the day at Coney
Island, where they enjoy all the honkytonks and at the conclusion of the day become separated, only eventually to fiiul that
they occupy ad.ioining rooms iu the same
house and they are much in love with each
other.
Drawing Power: As a talking picture,
the first in which Tryon has appeared it
might possibly get over, but it has little
to recnntmenrl it from a story angle. Exploitation Angles; The exceptional shot>s of
Xew York and of Coney Island may be
worth emphasizing, otherwise it can only
be exploited as a talking picture.
THEME; Story of lonesome boy and
girl, who become acquainted accidentally,
spend the day at Coney Island, become
separated and discover that they Uve in
adjoining rooms and that they are very
much in love.
Produced ami distributed liy riiiversal.
Length, <i,142 feet. Release dat<' not scheduled. Cast; Glenn Tryon, Barabara Kent,
Fay llnldernc-s. (iiistav Parthos, Kd.lie
Phillii>s. Story by Maim I'age. Directed by
Paul Kejos. Supervised bv Carl Laemuile,

Jr.

The Big Hop
Fair Air Pirliirr
(RoicMed by Cliolcr J. Smith)
BrCK .K)N"KS takes to the air to provide
his thrills in this feature, whieh is a
little light as a story, but which, nevertheless, holds the interest. In the end Back
gets nowhere; he winds up neither an aviator nor a cowboy, so in the end it is the
audience that is up in the air. But he wins
the girl anyhow and he cuts a lot of capers
in doing it. >o that makes fair entertainment.

The story is quite implausible if one is
inclined to be at all critical. It has to do
with the air derby from San Francisco to
Honolulu and it has some thrilling air
shots, included in which are jumps in parachutes and the crashing of the plane at sea.
Buck starts out a-s a failure as a ranch
hand and winds up a failure a.s a!i aviator,
but only because of the dire villainy of his
society rival for the girl's hand. This girl,
who nicety Buck as he descends from a parachute jump immediately becomes interested
in him and persuades her wealthy father
to back Buck and his pal in the Honolulu
race. The Villainous rival sees to it that
the pilot pal is drugged just before the race
starts, so Buck, an inexperienced pilot is
compelled to handle the ship on the perilous
journey. A feed pipe goes amiss a thousand miles at sea and Buck and his pal
crash. They are picked up by a passing
ship, but the pal is quite dead. Buck, given
up for lost, returns unexpectedly, routs the
villain .tihI wins the girl.
Drawing Power; It is a picture that has
a number of good thrills and of the typ*'
that will perhaps be well received in all but
the largest houses. Exploitation Angles;
The parachute jumps, the fatal crash at sea
and the popularity of the star.
THEME : Air drama in which an unsuccessftil ranch hand becomes an aviator is
financed for the trans-Pacific race by the
father of the girl he loves, crashes at sea,
is picked up by a passing ship and returns
to marry the girl.
Produced and distributed by the Buck
Jones Corporation. Length 7,000 feet. Cast;
Buck .Jones, .Tobyn.i Ralston, Ernest Hilliard, Charles French, Charles Clary, Duke
Lee, Edward Hearne, .lack Dill. Director,
.I.ames W. Home. Author and adaptor, B.
.T. Mack.
"Calfortl in the Movies"
(Universal — Two Reels)
( Rerieiiwd by Rdvmond Ganly)
THEsnappy
first numtwrs.
series of but
"Collegians"
one cannotwere
say fast,
the
same about the latest, if this offering is a!i
inkling of what its fellows on the current program contain. It is tame stuff, quite empty in
collegiate capers and when it sets out to do a
turn at comedy — well, the less said about it the
better.
Its comedy is quite pathetic.
.•\s usual (Jeorgc Lewis and pretty Dorothy
(iullivcr arc the cbumniy leads, and Eddie Phillips the jealous
Ross adds
.smatterings
of hisvillain,
peculiar (.'hurchill
brand of humor
and
Ilaydcn Stevenson is the confidential coach with
hisThe
everCalford
ready hoys
"Well andfolks
— " are engaged by a
girls
movie director to act in a prrtduction. Even as
farce there efforts arc prettv bad. Those who
composed the plot deliberately made the goings
ou nonsensical and a remark let fall by one of
'he ch.iracters unwittingly lets the cat out of
the bag. The director excuses the story on the
grounds that "the audiences won't know what
it's all about anyb(»w." Imagine a title flashed
on a screen, flickering there for a minute or so
aiul carrying so deliberate an effront to a houseful of theatregoers. That is not the proper kind
of attitude to take towarrls any audience (if you
want to hold 'em ) and certainly is not genuini;
co-operation with the exhibitors who are trying
to satisfy all those who enter their doors.

Win That Girl
Pleasanl
tt'illi a
C.hitrklrLilllr
HrreI'irtitrt'
and There
(Reviewed b.v l^urence Reid)
'P'VElt
Fox been
made eager
•'High
Schtxil
-•—
' Hero,"since
they've
to present
another picture cut from the same cloth.
The aforementioned piece clicked pretty
well. It olTered the exaggerated doings of
schiMd youngsters against tine baekgnmnds
— ami dovetailed the local color with a neat
little romance. "Win That (Jirl" may not
be quite so interesting, but it has its definite appeal — and should entertain the
younger set, particularly those attending
boarding, prep, high schools and colleges.
Since the football season is upon us, this
one happens to unfold a yarn concerning
the old pigskin. There is keen rivalry between two certain colleges — with the gridiron feud established through a long line
of graduates and undergraduates repre.sented by' two distinguished families. The
feud goes back to the early days of football— with one generation after another
of Brawns opposing the Xortons who have
ni.'itriculated at the rival college.
It develops that the Nortons back in 190.5
decided to raise a eugenic fullback who
might do a Ted Coy in 19'27. But the youth
eventually turns out to be nothing but a
sulistitute — with a talent for drop-kicking.
The finish ushers in one of those last-minute victories. It is a pleasant picture — r)ne
not to he taken too seriously — and it docs
spell the spirit of youth. The idea is improbable, but who cares. David Rollins and
Sue Carol have the principal assignments
and provide good perfoi-nuinees. Miss Carol
has a very engaging personality, but needs
stronger stories than this one. The direction is capable.
So is the atmosphere.
Drawing Power; Tease the title. Play
up with the football season. Suitable for
average houses everywhere. Exploitation
Angles; Feature the Rollins-Carol combination. I'se stills of Miss Carol — who
has a distinct fan following. Tie up with
.the younger set — and athletic teani^, etc.
THEME; Comedy of rivalry between
two colleges — with alumni cf one of the
institutions determined to wipe out long
years of defeat.
Produced anil distributed

by

Fox.

Length, six reels. Released, (Jctober, Ifl'J.S.
Cast; David Rollins, Sue Carol, Tom
Elliot, Roscoe Karns, Olin Francis, Mack
Fluker, Sidiley Bracer, .lanet MacLeod,
Maxine Shelly. Director, David Butler.

"Cure or Kill"

fPathe— One
OLD

Reel)

FAUMFIR
seen inFable
a pood
cartoon vehicle, thisALnewis Aesop
employing the medicine man idea with effecti%'e results.
Al peddles some magic liquid to the various
animals, all their ailments disappearing after
they imbibe the stuff.
Paul Terry and his fellow laugh conspirators
planted laughs freely in this one and the result
is a clever cartoon skit. As is often the ca.sc
there is more than frivolous humor in the
morals of these fables, this one being a pithy
statement embodving plentv of truth. — RAYMOND GANLY.

.V<
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"Ea,gle of the Night"
iPathe — Ten Episodes)
( Revieived by Raymond Ganly)
PATHE now has about 70 serials to its credit,
some of them gcxxl, some of them not so

is one of ofthose
of the
good.
the
to the standard
up Xight"
measure
do not"Eagle
which This
iual serial play bearing the rooster trade mark.
Comparison may be odious, nevertheless in reporting this new chapter play it is not possible
to be forgetful of the other successes in this
line that have been released by this company.
Although this new serial is more up-to-date in
its theme, it being a vehicle for airplanes and
aviation stunts, the writer is certain that in
real serial appeal — engrossing story, a rich supply of thrills, one interesting situation overlapping onto another — this chapter play is below
the mark set by even the old Pearl White and
Ruth Roland efforts of the dim past.
For vou will find darn little that is convincof the Night." There
this "Eagle
in dash,
is no ingly
zipdoneor
and peppy sc<iucnces rarch
bob up. Tlie action is stereotyped, even sluggish
The direction of Jimniie Fulton is nothing to
little illusion,
enthuse over, either. There's very Frank
Clarke
surprises are scarce and although
is used in the principal role he does not produce
any thrilling stunts, at least there was nothing
to speak of in the first three episodes. .ludging
by the first three chapters, this serial is in need
of many things — a story that can hit a snappy
stride, more stunts and faster action, better photographv, direction that will turn in more convincing acting from the players, and a finer
grade
of titles.
Besides
Clarke Thai's
in llie about
leadingall.role, the serial
has Shirley Palmer in the role of the heroine.
Josef Swickard as her father. Max Hawley as
one of her ranchers. Farle Metcalfe as the chief
villain and Roy Wilsim and Jack Richardson as
the minor evil doers. There is also Maurice
Costello in a minor part. The story is by Paul
Cruger; photography is by Jerry Fairbanks.
The vehicle bears the name of H. \'. Prtxluctions and was made under the personal supervision of Harriet \'irginia.
The plot deals with the efforts of some unscrupulous border smugglers to steal the "magic
which
Swickard's,
invention
an motor
muffler," the
They capture
of a ofplane.
silences
Swickard. trv to kidnap the girl and even rifle
her home and set it afire in a fruitless endeavor
to find the plans of the invention. In the forthcoming chapters, the heroine will undoubtedlv
get into more trouble, will narrowly escape the
villains again and again, receiving capable
assistance from Mr. Clarke. Undoubtedly the
villains are doomed to failure and they will not

succeed in their attemps to steal the "magic
muffler."
The press book is replete with some unusually
worthwhile "tips" on how to put this production
over. They are worth looking over, for this is
the sort of production that needs help.

"The Bargain Hunt"
(Pathe— T«o Reels)
(Revieived by Raymond Ganly)
LITTLE M.ARY .AXX J.\CKSON. Ruth
Hiatt and Raymond McKee are involved in
another Smith family scrape in this two-reeler.
which coasts along unblushingly with nary .t
hearty laugh wrinkle until its climax when a
dozen or more toddling infants put over a few
laughs with their natural appeal.
It is McKee's hard luck to get into one embarrassing situation after another. So great is
his propensity for getting entangled in misunderstanding with the fair sex that he is
roundly slapped by indignant females on three
or four occasions. Gradually wifie becomes enraged with his behavior, which leads to more
hot water for the tactless hubby.
Little Miss Jackson really leads in the funmaking, her natural trend for comedy finding
several outlets in the proceedings. It is only
now and then, however, that laughs flicker.
Only when the babies are loosed by the mischievous Miss Jackson and roam and creep all

over the department store does the fun flare up
with any intensity.
Unfortunately, there emerges occasionally a
touch of vulgarity. In choosing comedy material anything so shaded should be taboo. At
the present tune, however, the constructors seem
to think notliing of popping up w'ith gags that
are offensive. It is not necessary to resort to
humor of this type. Seeing vulgarity so prominently displayed as in many of the present-day
comedies gives rise to the impression that gag
men have exhausted their abilitj- to evolve a
cleaner type of fun.

"The Secret Outlaw"
(Universal — Two Reels)

i Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
^■''HIS is a western leaturette of dubious
1 value. Insofar as its acting and a few
shots of racing horsemen are concerned it is
successful, but the plot is quite another matter,
it being but the usual western bunko haphazardl\' arranged. Walter Fabian directing
the quiet proceedings and Bob Curwood is seen
as the dashing hero.
"The Secret Outlaw" is the ranch foreman,
who has tried to bully the heroine into giving
him her hand. Dashing Bob knixks the villam
in the dust and then and there wins an enem\ .
The A'illaiu afterwards gets his hands on the
girl's brother, smacks him senseless and rides
away with his desperate crew to rob and kill.
Young Bob succors the stricken brother, learns
from him the villain's intentions and rides ofi'
to stay them if he can while the brother
speeds away to obtain aid from the sheriff.
Dashing Bob catches up with the villains, who
have by this time stolen the money. He lasso:>
two of them and is beating up the remaining
crew wdien the sheriff's posse arrives. The villains are shackled, the money is recovered and
Bob and the sweet young heroine perform the
usual kiss for the fadeout.

"The Sky Ranger"

( Educatioiiii I- Aviator — Two

Reels)

f Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
PRESEXT intiTCst in aviation will Iiulp the
sale of these very well done series c»f "air
thrillers" from Russ Farrell through Educational release. This one has to do with the
flying boys of the border patrol, whose duty it
is to prevent the smuggling; in of Qiinks or
what have you. The first reel starts out with
a bang-up sequence which shows the replacement of a broken landing gear while in the air.
Then, the sponsor of the patrol is kidnapped
by smugglers and the search starts. Some comedy is introduced. Reed Howes, featured,
shows to advantage.

"Dad's

Choice"

(Paramount- — Two Reels)
t Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
JUST an average comedy. Vou would think
that a number with two such capable perftirmers as Edward Everett Horton and Otis
Harlan would deserve a fairer rating than that,
but that is all one can give them here. The
laughs are mighty scarce and ever>'thing boils
down to mediocrity. The talents of the two
players are wasted, to say the least.
In the role of Horton's sweetheart is Sharon
Lynn. The comedy limps along on the plot of
Sharon and Edward eloping, trying to put one

P ic t ii r

"Stage Frights"
(Educational — Two Reels)
Ganlv)

t Reviewed bv Raymond

GEORGE
DA\'IS,
liie English
comedian
who is quite
an adept
at balni.v
roles,
churns up some more goofy antics in this latest
of his vehicles. Some of the fun is gcwxi, some
of it is bad and some of it is really as old as
.\nn. However, there can be no doubt that this
comedian can portray a nut. He is a hard
worker and at times he goes over with good
effect.
He's planted in this one as a witless assistant
to a detective, who is called to a theatre to recover some purloined jewels. In the course of
the proceedings, his chief loses his watch and
for a time most of the footage is taken up with
the unravelment of its disappearance. The
crooks, finding they can work on the fears of
Davis, his chief and a timid negro, bend every
effort to terrorize them. The mouldering gags
of terrified negroes, quaking feet and general
indications of fright are worked overtime in
the attempt to net the laughs.

"Companionate

Service"

(Educational — Two Reels)

) Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

DOROTHY
DEVOK1-:
is supplied
with ina
generous batch
of laughable
incidents
this lively comedy which is seldom retarded
from a hot pace. There is a good supporting
cast in Harold Goodwin, Betty Boyd. Robert
Graves, and Kit (iuard. They are all okay and
it is snappy .stuff that they put over.
Harold thinks his dad will object to his marriage to Dorothy, so he forces her to dress and
act like a maid. Of course, they are crestfallen
when dad arrives, takes a violent dislike to the
maid and begins looking around for Harold's
wife. His plans gone astray, Harold is forced
to bambixizle a neighbor to assume temporarily
the role of his wife.
Dorothy detests this arangement. and so docs
the neighbor's husband when he comes back unexpectedly and sees his wife in Harold's arms.
The comedy finish is a fight, during which the
interior of the house assumes the appearance of
a wreck.
There is some strong laugh material in the
scenes showing Dorothy haphazardly assembling
a conglomeration of victuals, into which every thing goes.

'^Our World

Today"

(Educational Magazine No. 1869)
i Revieived by E. G. Johnston)
I'^HIS is
second
of a bynewEducational
screen magazinethe
recently
launched
and
is to be recommended to any theatre using short
material of this nature. It is quite possible
that a film buyer will exclaim; "Oh, we have
shown the West Point Cadets a dozen times"
— but the writer believes that these views of
".America's Pride" are somewhat different from
the rest. The same goes for the Aquarium
shots. Fish have always been an often-used
and interesting subject for the magazines, but
when a lady fish-doctor is shown plying her
trade, it becomes something different again.
What Station
appearsin to
be an original
is Xature's Own
Gas
Jackson
County. Wyoming.
This
gusher turns out real auto essence.

"Pirates

Beware"

over on Harlan, who is cast as the girl's father.
There's not much to it.

(Educational Comedy — Two Reels)

"The Quiet Worker"
(Edueational Comedy — Two Reels)
t Revieived by E. G Johnston)
A JERRY DREW
comedy, directed by
Cliarles Lamont and produced by Jack
White, which is fair enough for what it was
intended — a conglomerati(-in of mi.xed situations
and slapstick stuff, mostly aboard an ocean
liner. In the cast are also Estelle Bradley.
Stanley Blystone, Betty Boyd and Eddy Featherstone — a line-up of good troupers who have
done much better work than this.

\ LL the acrobatic ability of Lupino Lane's is
Al. given full play in this better than average
two reeler from Educational.
The pirate story contains an amusing twist —
that of an affair of the heart between the diminutive Lane and Black Betty (Betty Boyd),
the latter a swashbuckling lady-pirate who falls
desperately in love with Xip (Lane) and kidnaps him for her mate aboard the ship. The
first mate and others aboard the packet have
other ideas. Wallace Lupino is also in the ca^t.
A w-ell arranged press sheet has been issued on
this one.

* Reviewed by E. G. Johnstoni
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Conducted hy An Exhihilor for Exbihitora

MANAGERS ROUND TABLE ClUB^^
(?LEAPiNG House for
^m
Box Office Problems ^.r^dTHEATRE Operation
By (^barle^E.
Lewis
Theatrical Enterprises, NeiO

of the Alfred Coiiesman
IiK-rt-asiiig revetiuc as well jis vmphiisiziiij; some particular picture by
starting it oflE with
a niidnii^ln jU'rlnrinaiK-e lias been siiccesst'ully tU'inonstrated l)y AUivil ("lottcsman in
two (»!" iiis thcatri's rcrcntly wiu'ii he started
otT "Tbe Sinjjinjj Fixil" with siieh i>erformanees. The packed houses that attendefi
^ave anipK* evidence of how the idea wais
liked by the movie fans in each of the
cities.
This idea, while not particularly recommended for smaller towns, can certainly hr
made worth while in the larsrer towns. Selet*tin>r tin' i^roper picture to be sin^rled out
for a midnight show and surroundino: it
with the kind of publicity and advertising
jjoes a lon-r way to build np the interest
and make it a success. It's different, and
if handled right should give your customers
something to talk about.

Increased
Revenue With
Midniffhl
Shows

We are reproducing the wording of
an original editcrial
published in the
Shonmanship
Program of the
Roger Sherman Theatre in New Haven and
written by Wilbur A. Moore the managing
director.

Program
Editorials Good

Bitter and Sweet
LIKE most other businesses, tht theatre also
has its ups and its downs.
Today we are delighted with the fact that the
producer has made for us a winning picture.
we are happy that our whole program blends
in showmanship fashion and we are glad that
it is just the kind of a bill that the patronage
of our house enjoys most. This is our sweet
day. It is one of those days that we are sitting
up and taking notice.
But to our disappointment there comes the day
when the big picture did not turn out as big as
we expected, the program does not knit together
as we planned and the whole show is out of
focus and do what we will our patrons do not
enjoy themselves. This is our bitter day, we
arc down in the mouth.
But we must take the bitter with the sweet
and like it.
But what about you, our patrons?
Here is the answer.
When we have a bitter day we are going to
ask you we
to bear
with us.
We in
won't
many
because
are pretty
careful
our have
selections.
-Viui wlien we have a sweet day we are going to
rejoice with you in the fact.
Xo matter how great the picture may be we
arc going to fight to keep it at popular prices,
because at some time or other you have paid the
price for something not so good, and it is unfair to tax you more when you are luck>' enough
to have picked a winner.
Just bear in mind that the theatre manager

Wt'i

England

come up to our expectations in planning his

Notice to Members

campaign on the Pathe special "King of
Kings." Besides covering his outdoor and
newspaper campaign from every angle, he
tied up with every school in and around the
town for special shows on this much discussed picture. In looking over his plans
we find that he did not neglect a single
chance to capitalize on the desire cf the
school and church authorities to have their

short
publish
gladly
wil the
Club nn
THKarticles
of Sound
subject
Pictures and their effect on present theatre conditions. Opini()ns are
solicited from members located
throughout the country as well as foreign countries.
Whenever possible, copies of advertisements, photos, etc., should be included. Let us shed some light on this
subject through the medium of the
leading Trade Publication. — Motion
Picture News.
— C. K. L.
feels just as bad as you do when thnigs are n(.>t
up to the grade, and just as delighted when
everything is rosy.
Our aim is : Sweet Days — Everything on the
Up and Up and All's Rosy.
Utilizing the program for this and similar purposes can be called good shcwmanship in any theatre. This particular editorial could be and should be used in every
theatre because it sort of helps put the
patrons in better spirits if they see a show
a little under the usual par of your house.
We heartily recommend it to all our members and any others who might be on the
lookout for up-to-the-minute ideas.
Try it.
.
A
on

--,
.
Campaign
^'The

King

"
of'Kings''

We
have
been
watching
our
protege.

Edwin

Laigh-

managing
t°^^*^« the
^^ Capi^°^

charges see the production, and several special shows win bf run in addition to extra
matinees. This picture offers great possibilities for such tie-ups and to every member who has bought it for an early showing
we suggest that they write to Laighton and
let him tell you just how he went about this
arrangement.
Once in ore our
I'l-iciid .lack O'CimSelling Sound to ni'll i)f the Vitathe Public
Tt'm])Ie Theatre out
in Tiilcdo, O li i o ,
steps forward
with ;(Uiiethiiig jiertaining
tci tluit ever important subject of talking
pictures, Thi.s tint^* it is to show «s just
how lie is ci)mbatiii.s tlie invasion of other
talking' ])lants in hi.< opim.-^itiiin houses, but
not letting the pu))lic forfret that VitaTemple is still on the jol).
The 24 sheet reproduced here is one of
the f;roup that was posted in conspicuous
))Iaces in and around Toledo. The proper
^alesniansliip that must be empliived in sellins '111' imblie on this new phase of the
--how business is ever iinixn'tant and any
L'H'B pages.
furtlier
sujrjjestions will receive our utmost
attention and will be played up on the

tol Theatre, in Middletown. Ccnn. And at
this time we find that he has more than

HEAR
SEEL

{Continued on joUowincf f'aiie)

VITA-TEMPL
T O U C O O

COM.

SaTUBDAY

WORLDS

C « L *

S [ ASON

SEPT.

1

HEAR

or

GREATEST

SEE'

TALKING PICTURES

SEE
HEAR

DIFFERENT FROM ANYTHING IN TOLEDO

AT POPULAR PRICES
O'ConnelVs 2\Sheet Sellia^ Sourut and I itii-Templp

HEAR
SEE-
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Motion

in a while
#1. ^g Once
%Ju{
f^ , of / tlie
come
across
Ordinary Run
something
different
°^ news
^"^
^^^
'°
rs
ISei
of•^
that we feel should
■fae broadcasted to the whole wide world.
And just such a bit of news has come to
our attention.
The Central Theatre, located in the heart
of Los Angeles. California, closed the theatre during the observance of the recent
Jewish holidays even though it resulted in
a large loss to the owners. But they feit
that it was consistent with their own ideas
and ideals and did not hesitate in so doing.
We cannot recall any parallel to match this
"broadminded action in aD our experience in
the theatre business, and it gives us great
pleasure to come right out and say so.
True, many theatre owners located in sections patronized by Jewish people, rent
their theatres for religious services, but in
so doing they are generally paid for the
rental and rarely lose by the transaction.
We therefore take our hats cff to J. E.
Schwartzbine. the manager, and everyone
else who had anything to do with this
action. They are to be congratulated.
Replying to the letter cf Melvin Penson
regarding Ralph Cokain's address, we suggest that he, or anyone else interested,
'write to Ralph care of the Royal-Grand
Theatre. J^arion, Indiana.
Requests to the CLUB service department for various information should be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope in order to insure prompt attention. Due to the large number of such requests we feel that this little aid should
■be given us.

AlKUlt

tlie

Marquee

and

When was the last
time
you
looked
"ver your sifrns and

"
was
timen
W he
"f ^ last
>'"'>-qthe
Other Signs
j-ou liad them relamped and the letters of
your attraction signs touched up or painted
over?
Here is an important part of your

house but a part that is often overlooked
if you are busy on the inside. Some managers have a funny idea that if they are
busy on the inside they need not worry
about the outside. Aside from the healthy
anffh; of fresh air, we believe it a darned
ffood plan to step out doors and take a few
deep breatlis, and then h)uk over the front
of your theatres. We know some miglrty
line theatres, on the inside, but not so good
on the outside, and for no good reason at
all. Don't neglect that part of your theatre that greets your patron the first thing.
And while talking about the front, carr>'
yom- inspection to the \wx office (if yours
is in front) the frames and stone work, and
while you are at it, every other part of the
front, lobby and foyers. Don't treat these
portions of the building as step-children.
They all go to make up the well-run theatre.

Airi
JlaneS
..J
and

the

It reports
would coming
seem,
f,.,,^
into the CLUB
of-

are
playin
a larger
es
■/''»*g airplan
!'<:•<?*
Pict
Motio
e ure
part
in ntheatr
exploitation as time goes
on. This has been brought about by the
establishment of ail-ports in every live town
and city. 1 recall fr(un my recent midwestern trip, any number of towns preparg
a
organi
o,''
er zation
theseing landin
airports field
with and
the the
Chamb
of Commerce working behind the project. We believe that live managers can capitalize on
this angle if they would only take the
trouble to get behind it and follow it
through. (Now that I've taken up golf, I'm
beginning to use the expressions??)- Just
this type of manager in the class we would
put William L. Hendricks in. He is the
directing genius of the Capitol and Olyinpi''
Theatres in Steubenville, Ohio. You may
recall what we had to say about him after
we made a personal visit there Inst summer.
Seeking something new anil novel in his
to^^l, for the purpose of advertising
"Lights of New York," Hendricks hit upon
the idea of a tie-up "with the local aviation

Join NOW
Clij) and mail the coupon belozv xiitli your name

and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB"
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.
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News

FREE!
AIR CIRCUS
BATTLE IN THE CLOUDS
Slaged by Planes From Ihc Fort Steuben Airport

TUEvSDAY EVENING

AT SIX-THIRTY
ABOVE THE CITY AND THE OHIO RIVER

NOTE
Theatre newspaper
ad appealing
"Air Mindedness"

to America's

field and by proper handling worked out
an "AIR CIRCUS." Needless to say, much
publicity resulted from this idea. During
the stunts through which the phines went,
they dropped thousands of heralds into the
ei'owds — and there wei^ some ci^wds —
when they ilew low. The set-up of the announcement ad which Hendricks used combines attractiveness as well as tact. You
will note that he does not feature his attraction at all, and the theatre name is a
very inconspicuous part of it. He started
out to sell the Air Circus and that is exactly what he succeeded in doing. The fact
that the theatre was mixed up in the whole
l>roceedings, required no mind reader in his
tiiwn to figure out.
Air-ports, in their desire to stimulate interest in their towns and surrounding communities, as well as to attract customers
for short llights, will gladly co-operate on
such tie-ups if approached properly. Think
this over and try it out.

"Novelty" Takes
Queer
Form But Works
The puljlic demand for novelty, particularly in stage shows at the presentation
houses, has the "master of ceremony" at
many of these theatres at their wit's end to
supply
the the
want.
One of
queer stunts evolved for a
stage act came to light in Regina, Sask.,
at the Capitol Theatre, where Mike Goodman, majster of ceremonies, staged a "backThe wards
wording
week." in a number of advertisements was run backwards, these announcing that the Capitol orchestra would play
backwards for a change. For this he had
the orchestra seated on the stage with their
backs to the audience. Mr. Goodman also
run across a popular song that sounded
fairly good when played and sun backwards
and this was featured as a novelty.

Luggage Shop in Novel TieUp
for Guy
"Excess
Baggage"
ilanager
A. Kenimer
arranged a
splendid tie-up with a luggage shop to give
William Haines in "Excess Baggage"
added publicity when that picture played
the Florida Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
The luggage shop, which happens to be
located in the heart of the business district,
placed a trunk on the sidewalk in front of
their place. A very attractive sign on the
trunk read, "Guess the weight of this
trunk and receive free passes to the Florida
theatre to see William Haines in 'Excess
Baggage' with Josephine Dunn and Ricardo

October

6 , 1928

Key
iSeic York City
T week's big noise remains this
LASweek's
big noise so let us record right
here that Warner's "Singing Fool"
with M Jolson played to over $42,000 in
seventeen shows at the Winter Garden. A
report f;irly in tlu- currt-m week, irom Warners, states ilial tlie advance sale of Jolson'.s
latest te.iched the importanl total of $5.->.000
while another, later, from another source,
carries the astounding figures of $92,000.
said to be a record for advance sales. Peoplc are raving about the show, standing
room is being solil and even Bascom and
McBridc. holdouts on movie ticket trafKc,
are reported in the field for tickets. Even
though it was reported a heavy rent was
neessary to secure the Winter Garden, at
this rate it looks like a most prosperous season for the lessees.
Outside of the above it was a normal
week along the street with most houses getting a good break. Cord weatiier prevailed.
The Paramount did an excellent week
with "Beggars of Life" (Par), Beery's pulliHR power and the wurth of the picture being responsible. Some interesting figures
are furnished by Paramount regarding weekend business at the big Publi.x houses. The
previous week, it is claimed that "Docks of
New York" broke week-end house records
and now ctnes word that the current week's
offering. "The Fleet's In" (Par), Clara
Bow's latest, got §4.000 more than "Docks."
That's a great start and this little Bow lady
can be counted upon to get her share of
trade in this city and elsewhere. The Roxy
did not do so well, compared with performances the past couple of months, with a Fox
feature
comedy
"Plastered
in Paris."
The
calibre of
tlii> one
is in contrast
to recent
offerings at the Roxy and in these cases attendance generally receives a proportionate

fall.

The Capital had "Excess Baggage" (MG-M) and registered a very fair week. This
house will soon have its sound apparatus
workiii.c: and will probably start off with
"Dancing Daughters," a picture that has
been going strong in other key cities. The
Rialto i- siill showing "The Patriot" (Par)
and got by with a bit below average week's
returns.other"This
make it The
anweek '»roneso will
andpr-'bably
then depart.
Rivoli with "Two Lovers" (U. A.) made a
very fair return but is scheduled to give way
soon for "Wedding March" (Par). The
Strand with a hold over of "The Lion and
the Mouse" (W. B.) had no cause for complaint. There is talk of buiUling a new and
larger Strand but nothing official is out yet.
This report has circulated around Broadway
for some time, as also the report that Paramount was to build a house twice the size
of the Paramount on the site of the Criterion
and New- ^'ork theatres. Both reports are
believed to be the correct dope but confirmation cannot he obtained at present.
Universal opened the Colony again with
"Lonesome" (U) and sound. Ben Beinie.
the wise-cracking leader and his orchestra
augmented the picture attraction and the
combination has gotten away to a good start.
Sound pictures continue to dominate the
higher-priced houses: in fact, there isn't any
change from last week's report. The A^tor
with "White Shadows" is still going along at
a smart clip and the Central with "Lilac
Time" is running along at the same gait.
Both strong attractions. Paramount's veteran "Wings" still shows no sign of weak-
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Reports

ening at the Criterion. Columbia's "Submarins." distinctive both as a picture which
has
made
good
at the
the
fact that it
is one
of I'.mbassy
the few and
silentforfilms
[ilaying at higher prices, will probably stay
out the month. Fox's two sound pictures,
"Air Circus" at the Gaiety and "Mother
Knows Best" at the Globe had fair returns
for the past week. "The Terror" (W. B.)
still goes along strongly at Warners. The
Cameo held "Q Ships" for another week to
average business.

Los Angeles
<<T\4- OTHER
KNOWS
BEST,"
at
i'l tartlKiy Circle, slated for an
tended run. opened to complete sellout
has continued doing capacity throughout
week.

Philadelphia
BL'.SIN'1'..SS
generally
thegood.
downtown
motion picture
theatresin was
Three
new houses, the Met. seating 3, .WO; the Commodore, a 1,500 seater, and the Sedgwick,
seating 1.800, have opened within the past
three weeks.
The Stanley with "Forgotten Faces" on
the screen,sonalitysupplemented
by Leonidofi's
PerGirls, featuring Velos
and Volanda,
and Edward Lankow. Metropolitan Opera
Iiasso. had an excellent week.
The Stanley Company's Met has played to
capacity business at every performance since

the
exand
the

its opening on September 22nd, with "State
Street Sadie" on the screen and a varied surrounding hill entitled
Party,"
with Catherine
Littlelield".\andGarden
her ballet
and

.\t l.oew's State "Our Dancing Daughters" did very well, especially at performances at which Charles Murray made persnn;tl appearances.

Toe Lannin's Metropolitan Stage Band.
"Mother Machree" for the first time at
popular prices shared honors with Benny
Davis' "Broadway Revue" and a cast of 25
night club entertainers at the Fox with very
satisfactory box otfice receipts.

Business on "Wings" at the Criterion was
good and at the Metropolitan "The Mating
Call" proved that Thomas Meighan's drawing power is still box office value.
"Revenge," starring Dolores Del Rio, succeeded "The Battle of the Sexes" at United
Artists, which enjoyed a profitable run. .\nd
at the Biltiiiore. "The Godless Girl" will conclude a none too profitable extended engagement on Saturday.
"White Shadows in the South Seas" is
falling off some and advertising to the effect that a new picture is coming, indicates
that the run is about to conclude.
"State Street Sadie" at Warner Brothers
Theatre in Hollywood is in its last capacity
week, but is moving out to accommodate the
coming of "The Singing Fool."
Weather conditions have been favorable
and
erage.business in general is reported above av-

Salt Lake City
SOME highly satisfactory reports were
given out last week by the Salt Lake first
run moving picture theatres with a noted
improvement being manifest at practically
every house throughout this section since
the beginning of the fall season.
The Victory Theatre has continued to lead
in attendance due to the fact that the second
week of "Wings" has broken all house records at this theatre, with many having been
turned aw'ay.
The Gem Theatre also did a record breakbusinesscaused
with a"The
King oflineup
Kings."in
whiching has
continuous
front of the theatre since its opening.
The Pantages Theatre did well with its of"Excess vaudeville.
Baggage" in connection
with thefering ofPantages
The Paramount Empress Theatre has undergone a change of policy, inaugurating
short dramatic presentations in connection
run pictures. Last week's ofwith the
feringfirst
consisted of Ralph Cloninger and his
company
in
"The
of Love,"
which
was well received asPrince
the opening
production
bv a large audience, and also the feature picture, "The Night Watch."
The second run houses have also done well.
"The Vanishing Pioneer was well received
at the Rialto. and Lon Chancy in "The Big
City" and "The Peace Deputy" were offered
at the State.

The Karlton presented "The Patriot," said
to be Emil Jannings' greatest role, which
scored a great success and was very favorable conimenled on b\- the press.
■This was the last week for "Fazil" at the
Fox-Locust and also for "Lilac Time" at the
.\ldine. Both of these attractions have held
up "Heart
well. to Heart" at the Arcadia played to
average business.
"The River Woman" with Lionel Barrymore and Jacqueline Logan and a colorful
revue, "Venetian Nights." drew good crowds
to the Carman.
The Foruin with "Lady Be Good" and a
complete stage show had a good week.

Pittsburgh
Loew's Penn,
was great at "The
BUSINESS
Patriot
gs inThe Penn
Jannin
Emil attrac
used"
tion.
the screen
was where
one.
this
with
time
first
the
for
Vitaphone
"The production scored a tremendous hit and
everj'body in town was talking about it.
The Stanley theatre also had a good week
of "The Whip."
with the sound version
The film proved to be a real thriller and
went over well with the audiences. Cecil
Lean and Cleo Mayfield constituted the
stage
At attraction.
Loew's .Aldine "Four Sons held up
well for the second and last week of its
showing at this house.
The Davis had "Vamping Venus ' and six
acts of Keith vaudeville. The film proved to
be an average feature comedy. Business
was fair. The Liberty also had the same
in conjunction with one vaudescreenville fare
act. Business was fair.
The Grand had Thomas Meighan's "The
Mating Call." This is a crackerjack film,
Racket"
"The
the exceptio
with Meighan
and best
of
a couple
has nhadof for
the
years. .\n added attraction which went over
well was Ufa's "The Lost Expedition."
Charlie"
in "Chinat
Hines crowds
Johnny average
brought
to own
the Olympic.
.A fairly amusing feature production.
The Regent had a good week with Richard Dix in "Warming Up," with sound
accompaniment. This one is good entertainment.
The Alhambra did average with "The
Cardboard
Lover."
The Cameraphone

had a better-than-aver-

age week with "Tempest"
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Albany
ALBANY exhibitors were all smiles last
week as they watched the crowds pour
into their liuuses with the result that the
week was one of the best of the early fall.
The Mark Strand theatre used "The Temand filled
housenights
day became
after day.
in factpest"the
cruudsthes^nie
so
great that they required united efforts to
keep a lane sufficiently free. The picture
proved one nf the best business getters ■>f
recent weeks. The Mark Ritz in Albany
also had the crowds standing every night
last week with "Four Walls." Aside from
the fe.'iture. hi>A\ever. the program cif entertainment w.T^ incdi"crc. The Leland, in Albany, found good business in its week's run
of "A Certain Young Man," but while the
house was filled each night, the crowds were
noticeably under some of the bigger productions that have played recently at this theatre.
Good business was reported at the Clinton Square theatre in Albany with its program of double runs, including "The Desert
Bride" and "The Matinee Idol." I'roctors
Grand used "Pei^ect Crime" along with its
program of vaudeville. The smaller downtown houses report business as being up to
standard.
In the neighborhood houses in .'Mbanv.
business is good at the present time and appears to he picking up each week.
In Troy,
"The
and the Mouse"
appeared to give
goodLion
satisfaction
.it the Gri-.w.'ld theatre, it one is t^i iudge bv ihe
crowds. The Troy used "The Mysterious
Lady" for the first half of the week and this
went over quite well.
The last of the week
found "Women They Talk About" as the
attraction and this played to what was
termed as comfortable business. The .\mericiiii found "The Divine Sinner" a fairly
good business
getter, while the Lincoln
pl.cycd to excellent business with "The Docks
of New York."
Xeighborhood houses in Troy report business during the week as being onlv fair.
From a weather standpoint, last week was
all that could be desired, the days being cool
and snappy and of a sort that sent the people to the theatres in their quest for entertainment.

c

Baltimore
OOL weather, combined with rain on
some days and sunshine on others, had

ahere
tendency
a good' deal
during totheboost
weekbusiness
beginning Mondav,
September 24.
The best results from the co-operative
weather was seen nt I.oew's Century, where
e.-tccllent business was done throughout the
week with "Excess Baggage." William
Haines is a prime favorite with Baltimoreans.
Following closely upon the good attendance at the Century was the attendance at
Warners' Metropolitan, where "The Terror"
entered its second week. Business was very
good all week.
.\t I.oew's Stanlev "Two Lovers," costarring \"ilma Banky and Ronald Colman.
proved a very good patron puUer and
that
sound and musical synchri ■nized picture was
generally liked by the public. The surprise
of the week was the very good business done
by the foreign-made production "The Kreutzer Sonata," at the Little Theatre of 250
seats, where it was presented by the Motion
Picture Guild. The attendance became
stronger as the week waned. "Plastered in
Paris," ..ffered at the New Theatre as a
sound and musical syncr'>nized production
started off with fair business and extra newspaper ads were taken on Wednesday and
Thursday, which helped business, which
wound up very good. "The River Pirate"
proved a very good patron puller during its
second week at the Rivoli.
"Court Martial," co-starring Betty Compson and Jack Holt, with a number
of scenes

taken in natural' colors, was the feature film

attraction at the Keith-.\ll)ee Hippodrome
with five acts of Keith-Albee family time
vaudeville on the bill. That week proved to
the management that business is gradually
picking up. The week started good and
wound up very good.
"The Michigan Kid" was the feature film
attraction at tlie Keith-.Mbee \ew Garden,
where five acts ..f Keith-.\lbee high class
vaudevile are shown. Business was fair
throughout the week with the headline attraction being Koran.
Another surprise came in the business
done by "The Cameraman" offered ai Loew'e
Valencia, with music furnished by the nonsynchronous device. This picture started
fair and wound up gocid on Saiurda\-.

ForeseesHugeAudience
for Radio Pictures
ONEwill hundred
thousand
persons
be receiving
motion pictures
by radio this winter was the prediction made at Richmond. Ind.. by C.
Francis Jenkins, of Washington, inventor.
Mr. Jenkins has been experimenting
on apparatus for the receiving of pictures by radio for a number of years.
He said the declaration of experts that
apparatus of this kind could not be
built for less than §20,000. spurred him
to study the problem in his laboratories in Washington. He said he had
a plan whereby such apparatus could
be built cheaply, and that 100,000 persons would be enjoying their use by
Christmas.
.\t the present time, he said, 2.5 amateurs are receiving the movies which
are sent out three times a week from
his laboratory station .SXK. They are
receiving them dependably as far west
as Denver, he said. Specially prepared
motion pictures are used at present,
but the completion of new stations will
permit the sending of all movies.

Picture

News

Chicago
C'^l'.rTINtj away to an exceptionally good
J week-end business the Chicago theatres
generally enjoyed a lietler business during
the week tlian for sometime past. The majority of exhibitors attribute improved conditions, not only to the ideal weatlier. but to
the release of better pictures, much complaint of the quality of pictures having been
Iieard for ni'tnths past.
Practically all the large theatres, both
loop and nei.gbborhood, are no^v using sound
features, short subjects and news reels, and
the novelt\- is interestin.g to tlic public.
The Chicago, last week, had as its screen
offering "The Night Watch," a big stage
^how. "( )re.iii I'liies." .Spitalny's orchestral
feature. "Living Ci -niposers." the program
bringing excellent attendance. iinil Jannings in "The Patriot" continued to go over
big at the Roosevelt, the picture having been
given exceptionally fine press reviews by
Chicago critics. The Oriental with "Win
That Girl" on the screen and Benny Kreuger
and
his gang week
in "Creations
Jazz"
had ofa
satisfactory
and with inilie
reuirn
Paul .\sh on ."saturda}-. the house did a capacity business,
"Water Front" being the
new screen
feature.
"Wings" went into its fifth week at Mc\'iekers and is still going strong.
"Oh Kay," Colleen Moore's feature, and
Ro>' Oetrich's st.tge '.iffering ".Arabian
-Xights." plus Vitaphone and Movietone,
had a good week at the Capitol, while .\va\'-'U patrons turned out in force to "The
Lights of New York," the first all-talking
picture offered at this house.
The the
sound
photoplay.
"The
Pirate,"
was
feature
at both
the River
Marbro
and
Granada Theatres, Jimmy Savo appearing in
person and Benny Meroff's "Strike Up the
I'.and" at the Marbro. and Julian Eltinge in
Charles Kaley's show at the Granada, both
theatres enjoyed a good business.
"State Street Sadie" pulled well at the
L'ptowii Theatre, where Louis Kosloff and
111- orchestra headed the stage sliow. The
Tivoli had a good week with "The Fleet's

Minneapolis
THE
boxoffice honors for the week in
Minneapolis went to "Wings," which
did a whale of a business during its second
week at the Strand Theatre and had to be
held over for a third week. It has been
months since any picture has had punch
enough to show three straight weeks at any
theatre in ilinneapolis. Two weeks is about
as long as any of them last in this town, yet
here is "Wings" playing its third straight
week, and this in spite of the fact that it was
roadshowed here last \vinter at the Metropolitan Theatre.
"Four Sons" at the State was very highly
praised and did a very nice business, yet not
quite enough to warrant a second week, apparently. This was si:>metliing of a surprise,
as a good many persons thought that this
highly touted film would be good for at least
a fortnight. At the Minnesota the alltalking
thriller, with
"Thethe'Terror,"
proved a mystery
popular attraction,
Publi.x
L'nit sliiiw. "Seeing Things." ri'unding out
a generally good program.
The Hennepin-Orpheum. which recently
contracted for the Metro-Goldw yn-Mayer
output, showed its first M-G-M film, "Excess Baggage," and found it to be a very
good drawing card. Pantages had "Red
Lips" and exploited it cleverly, advertising
Buddy Rogers as the star of "Wings." going great guns at the Strand. The Granada
Theatre, Minneapolis' new atmospheric theatre which is in a busy outlying district,
opened its doors in the middle of the week
with "Glorious Betsy" and packed them in.
This theatre will make it a policy to show
the sound pictures immediately after their
down town showing.

Paradise
andTheMark
Fisher offered
and his "Excess
band on Baggage"
the stage,
attendance at this new house continuing to
be satisfactory.

Ottawa
Canadian capital, saw an
, the
OTTAWA
interesting
experiment during the week
of September 24 in the presentation of "King
of Kings" at the Little Theatre, seating 490
persons.
This
was the and
first the
"picture
show"
In."
at
the tiny
playhouse
engagement
got away to a slow start despite extensive
newspaper, street and pulpit advertising.
Business improved, however, with the result
that the film was held.
The crowd gave fair attention to "Forbidden Hours." a pompous romance of the
costume type, at the Regent Theatre. Ramon Novarro and Renee .\doree drew a
little better than average with this one.
Billiebusiness
Dove in to"The
brought
brisk
the Night
Centre Watch"
Theatre.
"The Port of Missing Girls" did not create
any
tremendous
at B. advertsing
F. Keith's
Theatre,
despiteexcitement
its problem
theme. .Attendance was in keeping with the
season of the year.
Fair success was enjoyed by "The White
Sister^' for its return engagement at the ImTheatre. This "revival" registered
steady perial
patronage.
"The Lovelorn," with Sally O'Neil, attracted the flappers to the Rex Theatre but
the juveniles and males were out in force
for "Spoilers of the West" during tlie last
half. The Columbia was busy all week with
"What Happened to Father," first half, and
"The
Canyon of Adventure" for the final
three days.
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tistically and financially, and the newspaper
criticisms were most llattering. Wallace

Box ()I"KICI-1 returns at llic lirsi run
lunisis <ltnionstrati-il thai with iviii aii.■ihcr ihiMtrc and with sicllar lihn pro<Uulions al the lirst run honsi's. thiro is pKniy
of husini'ss for all providiil the offirintjs
have the puUinp pnwcr and results demonstrated that they liad.
nice business
the"Two
new Lovers,"
United opened
Artists,to which
continuedat

Beerv, vided
starring
it. "Beggars
Life" prodramatic thrills
for theofVictoria
au
diences, with a fair degree of patronage.
Some persons tliouglit tlie play a bit loo
lugubrious. The State theatre bad as its
screen attraction the last ball <if the week,
"Modern Mothers," which went across well
in coordination with the vaurleville part of
Ihe program. The National put on a Western thriller, in "Wild West Romance," In
iact Harrisburg was well supplied with

ti)r"UKiu'nt the wiek. I'hv ht;m--e \\a- dilicially ctpeiietl h>' Ma>'t'r tleorj^c r.aker.
At the eleventh hour The Broadway decided to continue another week with
"Wings," which c-'ntiniied tn run extra pe"*forniances and the S. U. ( >. sign was put out
al each evening periorniance. The Talkini^
News Weekly lirciURht out Kabbi Wise and
Ainiee MrPlu-rsMn.
"State Street Sadie" continued to draw
well up to the last minute and kipi tun
rashiers busy in the box oHiee. It was replai-iil at llie end of tile week by "Women
They
Talk of
About"
the return
Irene and
Rich.many fans welcomed
Harry Langdon. in person gave an impromptu and laughable skit at The Portland in conjunction with Fanchon Ik Marco's "Dream Song" idea. Hon Wilkins introduced also Johnny Dunn, mandolinist.
Zolle & Hurling. Ro Teep Karlin and the
nimble Sunshine lieauties. On the screen.
Wray and Cooper in "The First Kiss," drew
fairly well.
Two stars who alwa\-s bring gimrl business to whatever houses they play here, are
Bebc Daniels and James Hall, who this wci-k
coiiie to ilic Columbia in "Fifty-Fifty Girl."
and registered one hundred per cent with
the andiciUL-> niiii at tile box ofiice.
"The King of Kings" opened to a capacity
house and will doubtless go over the week
on account of the interest in this religious
offering,
.Manager Akin at the Capital Theatre reports good business vdth "Isle of Forgotten
Women."

Indianapolis
IXDI.V.X.AroI.IS movie houses had a normal downtown business last week. The
increased attendance brought about by the
return to Central Standard time was offset
generally by the bad weather and the beginning of school.
Business picked up considerably for
neighborhood houses as result of dropping
dayli.ght saving time which was adopted last
May over the prutest of theatre owners.
Dorothy Mackaill and Tack Miilli.ill in
"Waterfront," and Charlie Davis' stage
band at the Indiana drew good business.
"The Terror" with May Mc.Avov and
l.ouise Fazenda, had a big week at the
Apollo and was held the second week. The
h.iuse was "s'^ld r,ut" practically every day.
I'niil Jannings in "The Patriot" did good
business at the Circle
but not up to expectations. Bo.x olTice receipts were said to be
slightly under the previous week witli
"Lilac Time" as the attraction.
Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman" at
the Palace drew normal patronage.

Harrisburg,

Pa.

SI'I.F.VDIIJ weather conditions most of
the week, return of summer vacationists
and showing of feature pictures which were
generally regarded as of exceptional calibre,
combined to bring quite satisfactory box
office results at most of the Harrisburg theatres.
Perhaps the most popular film offering of
the week was "Our Dancing Daughters,"
featuring Joan Crawf<jrd. Ibis jn. tur.-.
which featured the program at I.r.rws Kcgent. had a strong appeal for both masculine
and feminine patrons. Miss Crawford has
become a prime favorite in Ilarrisbnrg -\:
the Cojonial. Billie Dove, in "The Night
Watch," proved a brilliant success both ar-

Westerns, the Royal showing Zane Grey's
"The Open Range," and the Capitol pres<-nting "Texas Steer." Tlie llraiid pre
sented Fred riionip^on in "Jesse James." It
is quite evident that, particularly in neighborhood theatres, the popularity of the
Imrg.
Western thriller has not waned in HarrisThe Rialto offered Clara Bow in "Ladies
of the Mob," which had been shown with
much success earlier in the year in a downtown tirst run house. The Russell gave a
double feature program consisting of Tim
McCoy in "War Paint" and Belle Bennetl
in "Tile Sjiorting .-Vge."

Kansas City
AG.MX a good lineup of pictures at Hrs:
run houses of Kansas City was rewarded with a brisk weekly attendance. At
t b e Mainstreet. "Waterfront, starring
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall. played
to filled houses all week.
"Our Dancing Daughters" proved to be
a real lure at Loew's Midland, attracting an
unusually large matinee business daily, th-greater percentage of the crowds being women. The nightly attendance saw a large
attemiance among the younger generations.
The Newman, which reopened two weeks
ago with a return engagement of "Wings,"
a road show attraction, used almost one-half
page of newspaper advertising in exploitation of the second week's run of the picture,
which drew fairly well, although not running nil.-, any bulky protit financially. "Four
Sons" at the Globe played to an average
business, while Bebe Daniels in "Take Me
Home"
theatre. drew unusually well at the Uptown
"The River Woman," starring John Barrymore, attracted full houses all week at the
Paniages. .Aside from the Newman's increase in newspaper advertising, nothing
was done in the way of unusual exploitation
by any of the other theatres.

Oklahoma City
\7'ACATIO'NS
are about
overis for
the majority, the hot
weather
behind
us,
and an additional supply of superfilm attractions attendance is showing a marked increase at practically all houses.

Atlanta
\FTER weeks of riding high, the Howard
theatre slipped back badly last week and
the reasons were obvious. With "Beggars
of Life," in which Wallace Beery and Louise
Brooks are featured and who are prime
favorites in Atlanta, and Bernado de Pace,
a favorite stage star in this city at the head
of the presentations bill, the management
a "Tak-a-Ch
to ballyhoo
saw
out in
wares Week."
Ibeir ance
advertised
Otherfit theatres
the open, and Atlanta picturegoers refused
to "Tak-a-Cliance." It was a sad set-back
for the Howard.
Keith's Georgia enjoyed only a moderately good Patpms
week withdidFred
in "Kit
Carson."
not Thomson
rave about
the
|)icture; in fact, their response was very
mild.
So was tile box r)Hicc.
Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman"
proved
draw opened
at Loew's
Capitol.
Businessan atexcellent
that house
moderately
\'ance<l.
but the attendance built up as the week ad"Hit of the Show" fell below expectations
at the Metropolitan on the opening but business improved during the week. With au.
absolutely unknown star it is not surprising
that patrons had to be wm over. But they
did capitulate to Joe Brown. The Photophone sj-nchronizalion came in for A gOOrUy
share of favorable comment.
"Fazil" at the Rialto was highly commended by critics for its artistry, but it was
not as popular at the box office as some
other Fox Movietone productions.
The Tudor split the week with two successful westerns: Fred Thomson in "Sunset
Legion" and Ken Maynard in "Gun Gospel."
Loew's Grand divided the week with second runs of "Glorious Betsy" and "Street
Angel," both syiiclironizerl.
manageTampa box The
ment reports satisfactory
office results.

NOTHING shown in Tampa this week
bad the drawing quality to pull better
than average business. Receipts were normal
in some houses, wdiile others report business slightly off. The Victory continues to
attract very good business with the talkies.
"Fsizil" was the synchronized feature. Business up to the average.
The Tampa, with "Beggars of Life" as the
feature of the first half, and "Craig's Wife"
the last, registered an "off" week. Both pictiu-es seemed to please, but failed to develop
a draw ami receipts ran a little under the
average of the liouse.
"Heart Trouble" went over weak at the
Strand and gave that house a bad start.
"Win That Girl" pulled nicely and iirighteiied to
tilings
up. takings.
"Kit Carson" closed the
week
average
The 'Franklin, second run-, had a normal
Sunday with "A Certain Young Man" but
Monday was off. "The Son of a Shiek" and
"Ladies of the Mob" were other features
used and they did nicely, with the Bow picture showing up very good.

Governor A\ Smith's speech on 20th drew
large attendance, but still the theatres did
a good business, and the Oklahoma .State
Fair at Oklahoma City. Sept. 22-29, will
also draw some business away from the
theatres. "The Fleet's In" helped give the
Criterion theatre big business, but the National Players showing a delightful comedy
play, "The Best People" pleased a large
patronage and the National Players more
than made go'id. and have been engaged by
Manager Pat McGee for an indefinite period
of time. At the Liberty Theatre, "Four
Sons" held forth, and the picture enioyed
ver>' good business.

I^HE Radio Show affected business last
week at the Des Moines theatres although they all flid a good week. "The Tempest" at the Des Moines started out big but
did not hold up so well for the whole week.
At the Capitol. "Her Cardboard Lover" with
Marion Davies did very well with the added
attr.ictir.n of the new stage band director
who is a guest from the Omaha theatres.

The effect
Capitol,(second
presenting
sound
week)"Wings."
continueswith
to
pack "em" in and to pleased large patronage.
"Waterfront" with Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall, did an excellent business at
the I-'mpress.
"Name the Woman," followed by "College
X'ictoria.
Days" enioyed very good business at the

At the Strand two pictures did well, "Silver
Flame" with Irene Rich perhaps having the
shade over "Beau Broadway" with Aileen
Priiigle and Lew Cody. .\t Fort Dorlge.
Iowa "Street Angel" played for its first postDes Moines showing and did a big week at
the Plaza, reports manager H. W. Schultz.
Reports in general over the state are that
business is good and picking up.

Des Moines
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Cleveland
THIS was a gala week at the downtown
first run theatres. Big business was
reported throughout, with two records
broken. Big pictures, good weather, continued interest in "talkies" and sound effects, all combined to bring the tired business man and his wife and family downtown to see the shows.
"Street Angel" did record business at
Keith's Palace. While it did not chalk up
any new attendance record at the theatre —
a record held by a personal appearance of
Tom Mix and Tony — it created a new standard f'''r a motion picture.
"Lights of New York," pla5dng its second
downtown engagement within two weeks,
broke the records at the Cameo. Interest
in this first all-lalkiuK' picture is keen, and
comment generally is favorable. Interest
in the novelty is giving way to real appreciation.
"White Shadows in the South Sea," did
so well during this, its second week, at the
Stillman that it is being held over for a
third week.
"Two Lovers jammed the Allen theatre
both day and night, appealing to tliat vast
majority which always reacts favorably to
!)f;nity.

"The Fleets In" pleased all Clara Bow
fans, during its run at the State, but didn't
stand up very strong on its own merits.
Business was good because Clara Bow has
a large local following.
Keith's
East 105th
St. of
split
with
the balance
in favor
the the
last week
half
when Engcne O'Brien appeared in person in
a sketch. The film attraction was "Half a
Bride."
"The Red Mark" shown the first half
of the week, was very well reviewed, and
moderately well supported by the public.
"Excess Baggage" and "The Cameraman"
both drew good attendance last week at the
Park.

Birmingham
BUSINESS

took an upward slant in Birmingham the past week. The Ritz, with
Keith vaudeville and Fox's "Win That Girl,"
with Sue Carol, probably copped the honors,
closely trailed by the Alabama, with its
"Take-a-Chance" Week, i\aturinir niiu- units
of surprise, including "Just Married" i Paramount), witli Ruth Tayl-.r. The Strand
showed a nice profit on Warners' "The Desired Woman," a talker, with Irene Rich
and William Collier, Jr.. and four Vitaphone
shorts and Fox Movietone News. The Trianon, with Liberty-Columbia's "Scarlet
Lady," had fair business. On the whole, it
was the most satisfactory week local theatres have experienced in several months.

San Francisco
IN spite of the fact that San Francisco
celebrated a special Jewish holiday, two
exceptionally hot days, and ushered in the
famous San Francisco Opera, some of whose
singers come over especially from several
sections of Europe each year, each night is
attended by thousands, the first run mntion
picture theatres, generally speaking, did very
well; in fact, much better than contemplated. Acircus was also in the city.
"Docks of New York," with the Publix
Revue, drew well at the Granada Theatre,
and Loew's Warfield was crowded all week
with
the City
Sleeps,"
Fanchon "While
& Marco
Idea.
The and
St. the
Francis
Theatre was very well filled all week with
"Tempest." "Wings" drew fairly well at
the California Theatre, but not so well as
contemplated.
The Columbia Theatre reported excellent
business the second week with "Simba," attracting both children and adults. It was
shown at advanced prices for two weeks.
The Pantages drew well with "Uncle Tom's

Cabin," that could be both heard and seen,
together with vaudeville acts. However, the
house was not as well filled as it was
thought it would be. It is thought the reason for this was that the theatre is a little
far up the street. The El Capitan did well
all week with "The River Woman." The
Union Square Theatre reported a good week
with "Beyond London" and "Into No Man's
Land," shown together with \audeville acts
and comedies.
In the residential districts good business
was reported by the Coliseum Theatre with
the picture "United States Smith," although
its "variety ideas" were not well thought of.
The Alexandria Theatre hacl a very good
week with "Happiness Ahead" and "The
Student Prince"
Theatre
all week. drew many to the Majestic

Cincinnati
ALTHOUGH the legitimate season is now
in full sway in Cincinnati, two stock
companies are playing, and a suburban house
has installed sound equipment, the downtown houses are maintaining their usual
quota of business.
The Albee had 'em coming strong from
the
very in
first
Eugene O'Brien,
favorite
thisopening.
city, appearing
in person,a
together with a wcll-I)alanced stage bill and
Billie Dove in "The Night Watch," seemed
to be red meat for the fans, wlio were exceptionally liberal with their patronage.
"State Street Sadie," with sound at the
Capitol, although not drawing very favorable notices from the local press, nevertheless did a nice business lor the week.
The Pyric. with "Our Dancing Daughters," didliked.
exceptionally well. Tlie picture
was well
Keith's showed "Her Cardboard Lover,"
and did very well with it, although the business at this house was not quite up to previous weeks. The picture was nut rated the
higlu-st !>}■ many.
"A Certain Young Man," at the Strand,
had a very satisfactory week, which, however, could have been somewhat better, although the management has no particular
kick coming on the box office check-up on
the week.
"Circus Rookies" regaled patrons at the
1-amilv lor ihe first three days, followed
l.y "The Sky Ranger" for the last half.
Business satisfactory.
Xeigh!>t>rh'>od houses report decided improvement in business for the week.

Detroit
THE
new Fox theatre, with its huge
dedication bill, took the cream of the
business for the week. "Street Angel"
proved an appropriate vehicle for the opening. Nearly all performances drew capacity
houses.
"Our Dancing Daughters," M-G-M's sizzling special, continues to do great things
at the Adams, where it was transferred
from the Capitol to take care of the demand. "TheDove
Night asWatch,"
First National,
with Billie
the attraction,
made
the week well above the average for the
Capitol.
"Lilac Time," First Xational's aviation
feature at the Madison starring Colleen
Moore, suffered a relapse in its sixth and
final week and the going was mediocre.
"Oh Kay," with the same star at the Capitol,
had a more substantial respoime.
Its proximtiy to the new Fox threw a
blanket over the State, and "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," a Universal sound feature, did not
come up to expectations.
"Two Lovers," at the United Artists,
brought only a fair return to the box office
in its second week.
"SLmba," the animal picture continues to
fill the Shubert Lafayette at a steady pace.
The Little theatre. Detroit's 600 seat house,
did a surprising business with "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari," run for a second week.

P ic t lire

News

Seattle
LOUSINESS was just hovering around the
D average mark in most of the downtown
first run houses last week, with the excepJohn Hamrick's
two "sound"
houses,
whichtion of packed
the customers
in day
and
night. At his Music Box theatre, "The Terror" played its third week to exceptionally
big
business,
and Barrymore's
"Tempest"
at the
Blue Mouse
theatre opened
a twoweek run to capacity houses al every performance. The usual X'ltaphone and Movietone shorts were well received, but the features did the business at both houses.
The Seattle theatre bill was a disappointment. The stage show wa^^ featured, inasmuch as it brought back Eddie Peabody in
Fanclion-Marco's "Banjoy Idea' as a farewell appearance before his opening at the
Paramount theatre in New York in October.
The act was a distinctly mediocre one, and
Peabody failed to register with his tiresome
routine as a "headliner." Seattle will always remember him as the likeable little
master of ceremonies at the 'Fifth Avenue
theatre last year, and his present type of
entertainment doesn't "get over." On the
screen was "The River Pirate." As a whole,
the bill was not good, and business was not
up to expectations.
At the Fifth Avenue Theatre the audiences showed their desire for "romance"
films
"Fazil" to
an extent
in
excessby ofpatronizing
several previous
pictures
of far
greater worth. Business was quite good,
despite fair criticisms, and the week was a
successful one. Hermie King and his band
again scored.
The Columbia Theatre fared only moderately well with "Way of the Strong." The
same may be said of "Rose Marie" at the
CoHseimi Theatre, which --uR'erei! because
the sta^e show ha> not played this city.
"Lingerie" at the Embassy was an average
three-day attraction.
The two vaudeville houses both played to
average business only. William Desmond
was one of the featured attractions at the
Orpheum in a weak playlet, and "Love Over
Night" was featured on the screen. It was
better than the average tllm at tins house.
"The Port of Missing Girls" was not much
of a box office puller at Pantages.

Milwaukee
THE bigger
the attractions
Milwaukee's downtown
theatres, theinbigger
the
crowds, and each succeeding week seems to
bring out larger crowds to the theatres.
This last week has proven one of the best
of the fall season thus far. The weather
was ideal for show business, cool, crisp and
clear. The pictures were all well exploited
and
the resulting business was more than
satisfactory.
"The Michigan Kid" played at the Alhambra to very good houses. The Wisconsin's
otlering w:i- "Warming Up" and exceedingly
well ture
received.
first "sound"
to be shownThis
at is
thetheWisconsin
anil picwas
preceded by extensive advertising. "Street
Angel" is finishing its run at the Strand
this week, completing a most successful
stay. Its popularity continued unabated in
its final week. "The Terror" held over for
a second week played to good houses at
the Garden. "The Water Hole" at the Merrill didceivedfair
Lovers"
rea goodbusiness.
share of "Two
patronage
at the
Majestic. The Orpheum played to well
filled houses at every performance; "Out of
the Ruins" was the photoplay featured. The
Riverside had very good patronage throughout the week: its picture feature was "Stocks
in the neighborhood houses was
andBusiness
Blondes."
a good deal more brisk than it was last
week. "Fashion Madness" at the Milwaudrew very brought
well. "The
Hawk's patronNest"
at thekee Colonial
in excellent
age. The Eg>-ptian featured "The Racket.'*
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Classified

Ads

RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advanco
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

TMgmast

Situations

Wanted

A-l I\I:ile Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Orzanist, 1112 Lee St., Charleslon-Ka., W. Va.
ORGANISTS

and SING

KRS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical Coloago. lege, 64 E. Van Buren, ChiAdvertiser,

intelli-

irent young man, 26. of undeniable integrity, life long
abstainer, non-smoker, residing Ireland, interested in producing branch of motion picture business since 1913, free

ORGANIST— Vita-Movieton house preferred at much
less wage. Has method of
using unoccupied time. Finest references, best firm.s. Experienced. Fine organ, high
cla.ss work essential. ^Vorth
investigating. Address, Box
396 care Motion Picture
News, City.
729 Seventh Ave., New
York
MANAGER,

.32; married.

Vigorous, aggressive business
builder. Thoroughly experienced all branches theatre
management both neighborhood and DeLuxe houses. Exploitation and publicity expert. Now employed by large
chain, but desires connection
where future and salary are
commensurate with ability
and results achieved. Box
395, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

lance experience cinematography, late Irish representative of an American newsreel,
offers liis services to and

m^fdrHii

FEATURE

(non-union) invites offers.
Greater New York only. Box

would be very glad to hear

393, care Motion

from any member of the trade
interested or contemplating

News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

work in Ireland. Bankers'
and other references. Box
n. J. C, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave.. New
York City.
Manager, thoroughly erperienced small town or
neighborhood. Single, reliable. South preferred but not
essential. Knows pictures,
MOVIETONE

NEWS

writes copy. Best references.
Box .386. care Motion Picture

Mystery, thrills and chills are graphically por-

News, 729 Seventh Ave.. New
York City.

trayed as dramatic elements of "The Terror" in
the neicspaper advertisements reproduced above.
The displays shoivn icere important features for
campaigns on this picture at the following first
run theatres: Capitol, St. Paul; Grand Central, St.
Louis; State, .\eir Orleans; Music Box, Seattle;
Eckel, Syracuse.

ORGANIST

Picture

For Sale
FOR SALE — 400 high
ela.ss upholstered opera chairs.
Upholstered panel back and
seat. Price $3.00. Address
Box 425, care Motion Picture
News,
729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

Two Peerless Lamps, like
new, $190.00 each. Carol
Feny^'essy, 62 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.

For Rent
EXPERT PROJECTIONIST desires position. Five
years' experience vnth different erniipments. Best of reference, write or wire. Carr
Ililburn, Bladenboro, N. C.

FOR

RENT— A ke ley;

Bell - Ilowell (professional ).
Rent anywhere. AVood, 124
East Market St., Indianapoli.s, Ind.
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QMl News from Corresponden
St. Louis
THE American Theatre, Corning, la., is being remodeled by
its owner, A. B. Turner. The house
is under lease to J. Kuhl. The seating capacity will be increased 200
seats while new electric lighting
and heating systems will be installed.
The Capitol Theatre, St. Louis.
Mo., reopened September 29 as a
Vitaphone house.
W. M. Sauvage, former mayor of
Alton, 111., is said to have joined
his theatrical holdings in Alton with
the Great State Theatres, Inc. The
Southern Illinois Theatres, Inc.,
will share with the Great State
Theatres, Inc.. the ownership of
the Hippodrome and Grand Theatres in Alton, it is said.
H. Winegar of the Grand Theatre, Hillsboro. 111., has been removed to his home after being confined to a hospital for two weeks
as the result of injuries sustained.
Joe Desh-?rger of the Lincoln
Theatre, Belleville. 111., has opened
his Washington Theatre BeUeville
and is showing nightly.
Noah Bloomer is temodeling his
Rex Theatre in Belleville. III. He
has a balcony that will add 280
seats and bring tlie total capacity
to 90.
John Goodnight of the Jefiferson
Theatre. De Soto, Mo., is attend
ing St. Louis University.
Andy Easton of the Edgemont
Theatre. East St; Louis, 111., is now
showing four days a week instead
of three.
The twin sotis of H. C. Tuttle
of the Grand Theatre, Desloge,
Mo., have built a tree house that is
the talk of the section.
Out of-town visitors last week included Joe Hewitt, Robinson, 111. ;
Ted Coleman, Mt. Carmel. 111. ;
Curlev Lawson. Mt. Olive. III. :
S. E. Pertle, Jerseyville, 111.; Bob
Cluster, Johnston Citv. III., and
Walt Fellis of Hillsboro.

Philadelphia
THE Tower Theatre. 69th and
Market streets, Philadelphia,
the latest and most pretentious link
in the fast-growing FreihoferStamper chain, was opened to the
public on Monday evening. October
1st. The Tower has a seating capacity of 3,600 and has the most
complete lighting equipment ever
installed in any theatre. Among its
unique features is a concert pianist
in the foyer to entertain those waiting for seats. The theatre is
equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Harry T. Jordan, for a quarter
of a century Philadelphia representative of the B. F. Keith interests,
who resigned following the FBO
Keith merger, has returned from a
several months' trip abroad and will
probably associate himself with
some picture venture in Philadelphia.
The Metropolitan Opera House,
Broad and Poplar streets, formerly
the home of grand opera in Philadelphia, on which the Stanley Company of America has taken a ten

years' lease, has been formally
opened to the public with pictures
and presentations as the policy. The
name has been changed to the Met
and George M. Yoimg. formerly
manager of Keith's Theatre in this
city, has been placed in charge.
The Uptown Theatre. Broad and
Susquehanna avenue, is fast nearing completion and will be opened
very shortlv. taking the place of
the Bluebird, operated directly
across the street by Nate Goldman.
The Grand Opera House, after
being closed since early in May,
has reopened and resumed its policy
of five acts of vaudeville and a feature motion picture. Joseph C.
Doue:herty. who was for some
years manager of the Grand, but
who. two years aco. was m.ndn resident manager of Keith's Theatre
and was later let out following the
mercer of the Keith interests with
FBO. has been returned to his old
post bv the Stanley Company and
the Nixon-Nirdlinger interests.

Baltimore
THE Avalon Theatre has been
taken over fmm Arthur B.
Price by Louis Garman. who also
operates the Pinilico Theatre and
is vic^-president of the M. P. T. O
of Maryland. The Avalon is in the
vicinitv of the Pimlico.
The Capitol Theatre. Alexandria,
^*a.. operated now bv the Theatres
Corporation of America, was reopened recently after having been
entirely remodeled.
Harry Sommerville. formerlv
manager of plavhouses in New
York and a number of other cities,
has been appointed manager of the
Mosque Theatre. Richmond, Va.
Harry Silver has been annointed
manatrer of the Libertv Theatre.
W-i'^hin-'ton. D. C.
The Orpheum Theatre, Newport
Ye^'-s. y^i,. hns b">^n mopencd nfter
having been remodeled and with a
Han-A-Phone installed. This is
a first-run picture house for colored
folk.
Two more neighborhood theatres
here, the Grand, Hisrhlandtown.
and the Arcade. Hamilton, have
had sound mechanism installed.
Both are in the Frank H. Durkee
chain.
J. Henderson, for some rears
door supervisor of the Keith-AIbee
Hippodrome here, has resigned.
The thirty-eighth week of continuous service as Master of Ceremonies at the Loew's Century here was
recently celebrated by Ted Claire.
The Palace Theatre. West Fayette street here, the burlesque and
movie house which gives a continuous performance, under the management of William Proctor, reopened to the public October 1.
In order to help the Fair Tax
Association of Baltimore fight to
have the new assessments on downtown properties removed many of
the theatre managers and owners
have joined that association.
There has been a raise in the
assessments on theatre properties in
the area designated of from 60 to
80 per cent, it is claimed.

New

York
and
New Jersey

ANEW
theatre,
thetheRoxe.
opened its
doors for
first
time to the populace of Irvington,
New Jersey, on September 25,
under the auspices of Morton M.
Bratter. who is running the
house in association with Lewis
Goldfarb and Abraham Blum. The
Roxe is an atmospheric old English
house, strictly modern in construction and seating 1250. The stage
can accommodate vaudeville. Features of the house are a new Wurlitzer and Simplex machines, with
sound attachments.
Mr. Bratter. who started his career in the film business 15 years
ago, holds the post of general manager of the Bratter and Pollock
theatres. He will personally supervise the Roxe. Sam S. Clark will
be the resident manager.
Export and Import Film Co..
Inc., have moved from 729 Seventh
avenue, N"w York, to the Tecla
building. 398 Fifth avenue. Tlu-y
were at 729 for \3 years.
What will undoubtedly be the
largest neighborhood house ever,
Loew's new Concourse Theatre, at
181st street, is assuming shape, four
steam shovels being alreatly encaged in excavation work This
house will, when comnleted. seat
5,000, it is said, a record scatine: capacity for any neighborhood house.
The Manhattan Theatre. loc'ed
at 116th street and Eighth avenue,
is now celebrating anniversary
week.
The Golden Blue Theatre. New
York, sufl'ered a fire last Fridnv.
which completely destroyed the
projection booth. This house, run
by Harry. Henry and Sam Suchman, was necessarily closed but will
operate airain after alterations.
The Ritz Theatre. 180th street
and Boston Road, will reopen on
Friday, October 5th. it is reported.
When it comes to theatre rivalry,
it is doubtful whether there exists
a more competitive area than New
York City. One company's plans to
erect a house are nearly always offset by an announcement from a
rival company that they. too. are
going to build in the same section.
At athefinepresent
time. at
Proctor's
has
built
new house
58th street,
near Third avenue, which is to onen
some time this winter. Th" house
is a large one. having a seating capacity of 3.000. This house is located nearby the spot selected for
the new Roxy Theatre, for "^"nich
preparatory construction wrk h'^s
begun, the Palm Gardens, orieinallv
occupying the site, having been torn
down.
Walter Greene, general mauT^er
of the National Theat'-e SunHv
Co.. left for Boston d'lrinir the
week, returning to New York on
Thursday. He leaves ^^Imost immediately for Buflfalo, Chicago and
Oscarw'est.
Oldknow. district manatrer
points
for the South and West for National Theatre Supply Co., is now
in New York, having come to wel-

tiiine his fatiit-r, who r--lurneil Ircnii
iMiropu last Tuesday.
The Manhattan Studio. 1.^4th
street and Park avenue. Harlem,
formerly the old Pathe studio and
now controlled by Pathe and RCA.
has purchased sound equipment
from National, it is reported.
Walter Reade. exhibitor of New
Jersey fame, has purchased the
latest tyi^e of Simplex machine
from National Theatre Supply Co.
He will soon inaugurate a new policy at !iis Columbia Theatre. 47th
street and 7th avenue, to be made
up of movies and burlesque, the
movies to start at 11a. m.
The Metropolis Theatre. 154th
street, near Willis avenue, in the
Bronx, will be reopened by Walter
Reade in the near future. The
house has been closed for some
time.
Lee Ochs is said to be wiring his
Uptown Theatre for the near installation of sound picture equipment.
The Farragut Theatre, controlled
by H. M. Schwartz, Flatbush, has
been re-equipped completely.
The Calderone Circuit. Long
Island, is still having trouble with
the labor union operators, stage
hands and musicians, who have
been on strike for the last three
weeks.
The Grand, Perth Amboy, will
open late this month. Mr. Schusterman is the general manager and
owner.
Al Gould, formerly of the Concourse. Bronx, is now' doing the
booking for the Park Lane, 89th
street. New York.
Morris Sussman, general manager for Sydney S. Cohen, reports
that the Tremont of the Cohen circuit, isdoing fine with its new stock
policy.
The Congress Theatre, 149th St.
and So. Boulevard, Bronx, will install X'^itaphone and Movietone
equipment immediately.
Booker Levy of the Erlanger circuit, Trenton, was along New
York's film row this week, bookThe
Eagle Theatre, 16th avenue
ing product.
and 43rd street, Brooklyn, has been
closed.
B. K. Bimberg has closed his
Schuyler Theatre. 82nd street and
Broadway, and has re-opened his
Endicott Theatre. 89th street and
Amsterdam, which was closed during the summer.
Around the end of October the
new A. H. Schwartz house on Flatbush and Tilden avenues, Brooklyn,
will be opened.
The Tuxedo Theatre, Jerome
avenue and Gunhill Road. Bronx,
was re-opened on September 26.
The Hudson Theatre. 157th St.
and Amsterdam, has closed up.
Manager E. C. Bechtoldt. of the
Sanford. Irvington, N. J., StanleyFabian Circuit, announces that beginning. September 30th, this house
started with high class presentations.
The Embassy, formerly the Empire at Bayonne, N. J., was reopened Sept. 12th by Seligman &
Ulicny after being thoroughly remodeled and redecorated throughout.

October
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Indianapolis
TIIK

Iiuliaiia will im-rcasc admission price 5 and 10 cents
Ocl. 6, in kccpinR with the enlarKcd program, according to announcem>!
nt • Cieorge I). Tyson,
Skouras-lHiblix advertising manager.
Skouras-Publix retained Charlie
Davis' staKe band although sound
pictures are being shown. The Indiana is the only theatre in the city
ctintiiuiing the ^tage productions,
lui Ueisner, former Circle conductor, was brought to the Indiana
and will adti overtures to the pit
orchestra numl)ers.
The 10 to 1 p. m. price will be
iticreased from 25 to 35 cents ;
afternoon 40 to 50 cents and evening 60 to 65 cents.
Whether the Oliio, downtown
house, will Ik' <ipened this tall is
l)roblematical, Skouras-Publix officials said.
Colonial, former downtown picture house, opened last week with
a "Big Beantj- Parade " policy. The
Colonial is appealing to Saturday
midniglit crowds with fight features.
William lilanchard. formerly
manager of the Ciraiiada Theatre at
Greencastlc, has been named manager of the new Spencer theatre
being built by \i. M. \'ic|nesney,
noted sculptor,
Frank G. Kresler, owner of the
new Rensselaer moving {)icturc
house, announced the theatre will
he completed within two weeks.
C. X. Kock. chief engineer of
the Fourth .Avenue Amusement
Company, Louisville, has begim
work on redecorating the Lyric
theatre at Marion. The Fourth
.\venue company which leased the
Indiana, Lyric and Royal Grand
also plans remodeling the Indiana.
The Lyric will continue to showpictures until March 1 when tlie
Indiana will be completed.
Two unmasked bandits recently
held up W. E. Greene in the lobby
of the Ideal Theatre. Xewcastle,
Ind.. escaping with $60.
\\'ork has started toward redecorating and remodeling the interior of the Liberty Theatre, Peru.

Des Moines
THE new theatre at Webster
City. Iowa, which will be under the management of F. R. Puffer and G. L. Ste\-ens is expected
to be ready for opening by October
1.
\\"ork is being rushed on the reconstruction plans of the .'^trand
Theatre at Council Bluffs whicn
has been operating most of the time
that the new work was being done.
Walimt. Iowa is now under new
management since the house there
was bought by King and Pruil.
Mr. King was formerly at Blanchard, Iowa while Mr. Pruit was an
exhibitor at Elmo. Mo. The theatre was sold by A. A. Johnson.
Wolcott and Morris who are
partners at Eldora. were in at the
Paramount office last week. Mr.
Uolcott also has a theatre at Eagle
Grove. Other visitors at this exchange were Walter E. Carroll of
Cblfax. H. P. Hos.ick of Pclla,
(Hiarlie Peterson of Hampton, J.ike
Cohen of Ottiimwa, in to book
films.

.\. II. Blank was enroute for
.New \'ork early last week.
L. E. Wegener who is manager
of the Rialto at I'ort Dodge, was
in at the Blank lieadi|uarters last
week.
J. H. Pettit of Winlerest, Jake
Cohen of Otiumwa and Charlie
Peterson of Hampton accompanied
by his son Walter were receTit callers.
Charlie Dunsmoor has opened his
new theatre at Marshalltown, one
of the finest hou.ses of its size in
the state. Mrs. Dunsmoor also
assists in the theatre operation.
Wayne B. Franke who recently
opened the Huniota Theatre at
Humboldt. Iowa, opened the theatre just ex;ictly six months after
the old theatre was burned ilown.
The office of F B O registered
the following guests last week :
John Anderson of the Princess at
Boone. C. E. Dehost of the Monroe at Monroe. Mr. and Mrs.
George Weigman of the Strand at
Boone, W. C. Treloar of tlic Treloar at Ogden, C. M. Hutchison of
the Crown at Truro, J. E. Foreman of the Strand at Jewell. Julius
Geertz of the circuit of which he
is head at Davenport, E. E. Morris
of the Princess at Eagle Grove,
and .Mr. Bloom of the Legion theatre at Milo.
Earl West, shipper at the office
of M-G-M, is now on his vacation.
Xate Frudenfcld. man.ager of the
Capitol Theatre, Des .\ioines returned from a week at Milwaukee.
Joe Benjamin Gerbarcht is to
have a state premier at the Capitol at .Ames where ai)parently has
been won fc)r the movie fr)rces the
fight against the Sunday closin;T
law at Ames. The city council
after a bitter battle voted for thi;
lifting of the Blue I-aw ban, in
spite of the fact that the issue was
voted down by a close vote some
time back.

Milwaukee
THE
Milwaukee bowlers are
conducting a whispering campai.gn. Whispers are broadcast
that bowling is going to start soon.
S. H. .Abrams has resigned his
position as branch manager for
F B O to take effect on September 2<)th because of illness in his
fann'lv. Mr. .Abranis is succeeded
by H. H. Hull.
L. C". I.utz.
manager of
Oshkosh
at Oshkosh,
wasFischer's
in the
city recently.
Peter Gottsacker of the Star theatre at Sheboygan visited Milwaukee exchanges and reported that
the opening of his new house on
Sept. 21 and 22. was cnthusiasticallv received.
M-G-M Efficiency Club held a
banquet and party at the exchange
last Thursday.
Comnumity Theatres, according
to recent report, is contemplating
the erection of a new house at
Delavan.
Ed Michael.son of the Orton and
Palace Theatres at Madison spent
a .short time in local exchanges
recently.
L. J. Mathies is now operating
the Rex theatre at Kaukauna. The
Rex was formerly the Bijou.
Frank W^elter, exhibitor from
Rhinelander and \\'ausau, was in
the cit>' for a few days checking
up on bookings for his newly acquired theatre in Rhinelander.

Chicago
ental, from the
Paramount
PAUL .\S11'S
return
to the Ori-in
.\'ew York City, wliere he has been
for the last six months. w,'is niade
the occasion for a great outpouring
of his Chicago .admirers. .\ line up
over a block long was wailing to
buy tickets at the Oriental at 10:30
a. m. on Saturday and the house
has been l>laying to capacity
throughout the week.
Billy .\Iii-halsf)n, formerly connected with .A.scher Brothers, is
now doing exploitation and publicity work on specials for Inix Film
Corporation, traveling out of Chicago.
Lermaii Brothers are |>l.-uuiing to
open their new .Armo Theatre in
South Bend, within the next four
weeks. It is a neighborhood house.
The attractive River Park Theatre in South Bend has been renovated and redecorated.
-A. Siegfried of the Bijou Theatre, Decatur, is rapidly recovering
from an illness which confined him
to his home for the past two weeks.
Mr. Siegfried is a real veteran,
having operated the Bijou Theatre
for twenty -two years. This probably is a record. .Another unique
fact about the Bijou is that P;iul
Witt has been managing the house
for Mr. Siegfried for twenty-one
Richard Shulhafcr, formerly inyears.
terested in Park Theatre, Champaign, and other Illinois houses, is
now connected with the auditing
department
of Columbia Pictures'
Chicago exchange.
Benjamin Eanowitz of the Harmony Theatre on West Division
street is to be married to Miss Ida
I.evitsky on .Sunday evening, October 14th, at Belmont Hotel.
Manager Duncan of the .Alhambra at Decatur, 111., has installed
\'itaphone in the .Alhambra Theatre.
Eddie Rosccan is now a member
of Clyde Eckhart's sales staff and
is selling Fo.x pictures in suburban
territory.
-Anderson & Berta of the Rialto
Theatre, Coal City, 111., have taken
over the Opera House, and will operate both theatres.
McCollum & Ramsey have
merged their theatre interests and
are now jointly operatin.g the houses
in Hooperstown. Gibson City,
Dwight, Fairbury. Clinton and
Paxton. Mr. McCollum continues
to make his headquarters in
Hijopestown and Mr. Ramsey in
Fairbur}'.
The Palace Theatre at Danville,
III., formerly operated as a motion
picture house, has put in a stock
company.
Messrs. B. J. Vought and Kirk
of the Palace Theatre, Crown
Point, were in Chicago last week.
County Sales Alanager Bill
Brumbearg of Columbia Pictures
has returned from a trip through
Xorthern Indiana and reports business conditions nnich improved.
.Adolph Rosecan has been transferred from Columbia's Detroit office to the Oiicago exchange and
will cover Illinois territory.
The twenty-two hundred seat
Bl.ickstone Theatre at South Bend
has changed its policy and is now
offering speaking drama.
Si)ecial home office representative
Al Kent of Columbia Pictures has

arrived in Chicago and will make
his headquarters al the local exchange for the next tw(j weeks.
.Attorney Bernstein has had plans
prepared for a new house in ICast
Chicago, which, it is reported, will
rei>resent an investment of approximately $240,000.

Kansas City
A SILVER token, bearing the
\yording,
"Loyal members
Service" on
one side
and "hrom
of
the Kansas City F'ilm Board of
Trade" on the other, was presented
Harry Taylor, retiring president
of that board at a luncheon at the
Hotel President, Kansas City, the
other night. Mr. Taylor, who resigned following his appointment
as district manager of Universal,
was succeeded by Leo Doty, branch
manager of United Artists.
Trade practices and ethics will
be discussed at a joint meeting of
district managers, branch managers, bookers and salesmen at a
meeting in Kansas Cit.v, October 6.
A similar meeting was held last
Many an exhibitor and film
salesman of Kansas City may be
year.
seen in his back yard almost' anv
evening practicing short chip shot's
w;ith the faithful ol' mashie or running_ long putts in preparation for
the fall golf tournament, scheduled
to be played at the Oakwood Golf
and Country Club, October S.
The Uptown Theatre, Wichita.
Kans., has been purchased by
Charles Smythe, Jr., and associates from George Sidehoff, J. C.
Hartman and Harry Stockman.
The theatre, which was opened as
a new house in July, is equipped
for sound pictures.
The new Armour Theatre, North
Kansas City, had its opening night
Saturday. It is a second run suburban house.
Morton Griggs, who formerlv
owned the Globe Theatre, Meade,
Kas., has again purchased the
house,
Rowland.buying it from Edward
C. E. Cook, former business
manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri and now manager of
the Missouri Theatre, Maryville.
Mo., and .A. E. Jarhoe, Cameron.
Mo., were among the out-of-town
exhibitors in Kansas City last
week.
The patio-like lobby of the
Plaza Theatre, to be built in Kansas Cit>- by the J. C. Xichols Company, will bring to Kansas City
the atmosphere of Seville, Spain.
Edw^ard W. Tanner and Boiler
Brothers of Kansas City are the
architects.

Detroit
'T'HE Broadway-Strand Theatre,
* long one of the leading movie
houses in downtown Detroit, has
.gone burlesque in competition with
two other theatres.
Charles H. Miles, former operator of the Oriental, now running
under a receiversJiip, returned to
Detroit recently and his arrival inspired rmnors that he may regain
control of the theatre soon.
Mike Cavanaugh, manager of
the United .Artists, has resumed
his duties following a brief rest.
The .Adams is being added to
the list of sound and talkie equipped
theatres by the Kunsky interests.
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Minneapolis
THE new Minneapolis theatre,
the Granada, situated on Hennepin, near Lake street, was
opened to the public September 26.
It is operated by Finkelstein & Ruben under lease with Rubenstein &
Kaplan, builders of the house. Vitaphone and Movietone equipment
have been installed.
The first of a series of smokers
for their musician employees was
staged recently by F & R. G. Ralph
Branton. director of Minneapolis F
& R Theatres, was loastmaster.
More than 150 musicians and executives were present.
The Minneapolis Pantages is
carrying out the policy which is indicative of the trend of vaudeville
houses in the middle northwest and
that is the featuring of the film attraction and playing down of the
stage attractions and vaudeville.
Cecil Mayberry, sales manager
for Columbia, announced last week
the appointment of Fred Knispel
as district manager for Columbia
Pictures to succeed A. H. Fischer,
who has resigned.
Earl Saunders has been succeeded
as acts booker for Publix by Harry
Hollander, former Minneapolis exchange manager.
The National Operating Company, distributors in Minnesota and
the Dakotas. and part of Wisconsin, for the sound synchronization
device. Han-.'V-Phone, have moved
into larger quarters at 310 Film
Exchange building. 16 No. Fourth
street, Minneapoiis. Dan Finkelstein and Frank Rubel head the National Operating Company in addition to other interests.

Cleveland
Regent Theatre at St.
THE
Marys, which has been closed
for the past few weeks, reopened
last week. It has been completely
renovated by Manager Thomas
Broad.
The Pastime Theatre, Akron, has
been leased to R. S. Tillinghast by
Arthur Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Caruso have
sold their Waldo Theatre, Akron,
to William Magrini.
Harry Sully and Nick Albanese
have joined the sales force of the
Import Film Company.
James C. Piatt again won the
lease of Memorial Theatre, Mt.
Vernon for the coming year. This
house is owned by the county,
which leases it anew each year to
the highest bidder.
Kenton's new theatre, to be built
by the Kenton Amusement Company will have Peter Hulkins of
Lima as its architect. The house
is to cost $75,000 and will have
1200 seats.
Allen Poe. who operated the Favorite theatre at Covington, Ky.
for ten years prior to selling it, is
preparing to open the Strand at
Bradford.
E. E. Blair, who recently resigned as manager of the Falls and
Alhambra Theatres. Cuyahoga
Falls, will manage two houses for
the Dipson circuit in East Liverpool.
Thomas Roberts has been appointed manager of the Grand Theatre in Lincoln Way.
Leo Kessel and Harry Abrams
have let a contract for construction
of a new theatre in Lancaster.
The Capitol Theatre, Bellaire.

closed for the past five weeks for
repairs, was reopened last week.
C. D. Thompson, who conducts
a chain of houses in Indiana, has
leased
for one the
year.Weber I'heatre. Dover,
The Hippodrome. Cleveland, will
re-open October 13th, according to
announcements from the Keith
offices.
Fred A. Bartow is the new manager of Loew's
Park is
theatre.
Frank
Greenwald
managing
the Oriental Theatre, now operated
by the Universal-Variety circuit.
John F. Royal has been mentioned as a possible successor to
Lincoln Dickey as manager of the
Cleveland Public Auditorium.
Frank Paskert, auditor for
United Artists is spending a few
weeks in Cleveland.
Harry L. Gold, division manager
for United Artists, has returned to
Cleveland after spending the past
several weeks out in the territory.
Scovilie, Essick — Reiff are remodeling th'jir Rialto Theatre.
Messrs. Spayne and Martin
opened their new Daton Theatre,
at Akron, on September 30lh. The
house has 500 seats, and will play
a four change a week policy.
The Independent Pictures exchange personnel was depleted last
week. S. G. Miller was in New
York and J. E. Beck was in Toledo.
Alfred Rex has let contract to
remodel the Princess Theatre.
Wau.sc'in, Ohio. Work will start
October 22nd. Theatre will have a
seating capacity of 600. It is said
(hat contract was let for $15,000.

Albany

THE

Stanley
announced during company
the past week
that they would begin the erection
of a new theatre in the Pine Hills
section of Albany at once.
Mike Kallet and Mike Comerford, acquired the Capitol Theatre
in Ilion last week from Robert
Pierce.
The new owner of the Auditorium in Kingston is an Armenian
by the name of Gregory Melikian.
Mr. Melikian spent a couple of
days in .\lbany last week.
Up in Hermon. N. Y., the village fire department has decided it
can make money by running a motion picture theatre. The fire
fighters will do their own booking.
C. R. Halligan, representing Columbia Pictures in this territory
spent a portion of last week at
Glovers ville.
George Doolittle resigned last
week as shipping clerk at the
Pathe exchange. Sidney Abramson has been made poster clerk at
the Pathe exchange in place of
William Berrigan.
Sterling Wilson, local representative for Tiffany, was in New
York City during the week.
M. A. Putnam, who recently
took over the Lyric at Bainbridge
and the Valley theatre at Afton,
announces that he will reopen the
latter on October 13.
News of interest reached Albany
last week from Pittsburgh, to the
effect that Bob Mochrie. who has
been
as Palhe's
manager to
in
that serving
city, had
been promoted
the management of the Philadelphia exchange, and that Art Goldsmith had been named as manager
of the Pittsburgh office.
R G. Dodds,
manager
of the

Palace Theatre at Lake Placid, announces a new fall admission schedule, under that which prevailed during the summer.
Visitors along Film Row included Mrs. Ida Grant, of Hobart ;
Lew Fischer, of Ft. Edward, and
Sobel and Sternberg of Lowville.
Sam Goldsmith of Springfield,
Mass., was also in town.
Gilbert Becker, booker with the
local Metro-Goldwyn exchange, resigned last week. He has been succeeded by Dick Brenner, while
Charles .4llen will assume charge
of the exchange's poster room.
Al Guteck,
who handles
O's
exchange
in Albany,
is backF Bfrom
Washington where he attended a
convention.
Jack last
Courtney
arrived
town
week to
becomein Waterfeature
organist
at theof Olxnipir
T'iea'''i'
Carl Goe.
New York
City,
special representative for Tiffany.
was in Albany a part of last week
and also visited exhibitors in Cooperstown and L'tica.
Henry Frieder of Hudson, operating three theatres in that city,
visited exchanges in Albany during
the week.
Ben Straus, of the Palace in
Saratoga Springs, was in New
York
tion. City last week on his vacaAbe Va.r\ Dusen. booker for F.
B. O., was on the road last week in
a selling capacity.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the
Clinton Square and Leland Theatres in Albany, is in New York
C't>' this week, for the World
Series.
E. T. Murphy, for the past 1;+
months
manager
alto at Little
Falls ofhasSchine's
resigned Rito
accept the management of the Communitv Theatre at Caskill owned
In- W. W. Farley. He replaces
Edw. Silberstein who asked to be
relieved to devote his full time to
his newspaper.

Portland Ore.
OF

the five theatres in the state
of Montana that closed during the month of August for one
reason or other, two have reooened.
Those closing were the Bluebird at
Bainville. the Grand at Big Sandy,
the Hartwig at Dilon, the Dreamland at Drummond. and the Velda
at Miles Citv. The Hartwig which
was closed for renovation and repairs, is again running and the
Dreamland
has
changed
hands.
F. E. Simon of Superior. Mont,
has taken over the house.
Recent theatre transfers in State
of Montana, according to Harry
Meyer, secretary of the Montana
Film Board of Trade, include the
following : Aristo of Winnett. bv
Tack M Suckstrnff to W^ F. Griebel ; the Rose at Glendive. from
T. E, \''allancev to Jack Suckstorff, and the Edgard at Edgar,
from Lawrence Byrd to M. Jensen."Ken" Renaur. the LTnited Artists exploiter was a Portland visitor during the opening of the new
house. On his return to the south
he will leave for Salt Lake to take
charge of a string of theatres.
Purchase of the Vogue and Liberty theatres of Kelso. Wash., is
announced by the Cowlitz Amusement Company, according to W.
G. Ripley, manager. The new company also acquired the lease of the
Auditorium at Kelso. The Cowlitz
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company has taken an option on
the Washington hotel site on which
it plans to erect another theatre.
David Bershon, general sales
manager for the United Artists,
flew up to Portland from Los Angeles, and thence flew on to the
Seattle headquarters. He intimated that the headquarters in the
Northern territory would be moved
to Portland.
Plans for the proposed 51,000,OOO theatre at Sprague and Monroe are now in final stages of preparation, according to Louis
Cohen, manager here of the real
estate department of West Coast
Theatres.
Robert Burns, formerly organist
at the Broadway Theatre here and
at the Fifth Avenue, Seattle and
a graduate of the University of
Oregon will be welcomed back to
Portland where lie will have charge
of
the Box.
organ He
of John
Hamrick's
Music
will be
assisted
by Pete Ash.

San Francisco
theatres for violation
the
COMPLAINTS
againstof two
fire ordinances were filed with the
Board of Works September 20th.
Both theatres, it was announced,
are operating under temporarj' permits pending installation of proper
safeguards.
The Diamond Theatre in Glen
Park reopened Saturday, September 15, under the management of
John A. Hanson.
J. W. Clark of Vacaville and So!
T,ackman of Reno were recent visitors.
Sam Levin, a well known operator of local theatres has installed
a Preddey Projectophone in his
Harding Theatre.
M. Muraki, a Japanese, is opening the Stockton Theatre of Stockton. Calif.
Considerable improvement has
been made in the projection equipment of the Haight Theatre. Harry
Sack is the proprietor.
Kastner of the Butler Theatre
at Tonopah
flector lamps. has installed new reJohnny Dolezal, who for several
years has been connected with Fox
Film Exchange, has severed his
connection there. Charlie Powers
has taken over his territory.
G. E. Rosenwald, division manager for Universal, was a recent
visitor.
Sanford Ratliff, assistant booker
at Universal, has returned from
vacationing.
Tom Cleary, traveling auditor
for Fox was here with Booker
George Glosser.
Herbert L. Beach recently spent
several days at Klamath River.
Harry Lustig of Warner Brothchange.
ers recently visited the local exwas inColumbia's
town recently.
J. trict
H. manager
Goldberg,
disWalter Berger is away on his
vacation, at Yosemite.
Ackerman, Harris & Oppen have
placed Preddey reflector lamps in
their new Amazon theatre.
Paul Weiss of Rio Vista has
installed a new Projectophone in
his Vista Theatre.
The Golden State Grcuit opened
their new Rialto Theatre, located
on Mission and Rolph Streets. September 12. This theatre has a seating capacity of six hundred and
has Wm. Moore for manager.
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Southeast
Atlanta
WT.
MURRAY, who, for
' the past five years, has
been manaRcr of the Rialto Theatre in Atlanta, is now luanagcr at
Locw's Grand there.
M r. Murray succeeds J. C.
Overstreet, wlio goes from Locw's
Grand to Locw's Capitol, wliere he
will hold the post ot assistant to
Manager Thomas H. James.
Recent visitors to Atlanta's fihn
Row included : Nathan Morgan,
manairer
of Roy
Martin's; E.
cliain
of
Cohmihus.
Ga..E. theatres
S.
Havnes. of the Liberty Theatre at
Pratt City. Ala.; Airs. W. M.
Kimbro. of the Greenland Theatre,
Greensboro. Ga. ; Joe Wheeler,
of the Capitol Theatre, Montgnmcry: O. C. Lam. of Rome, (Ja.;
Byron Cooper. Palace Theatre at
Dawson. Ga. ; E. F. Boyd, of the
Majestic Theatre, Adel. Ga. ; \V.
M. Atkinson, who operates the
Panama Theatre at Panama Citv,
Fla.: F. W. Smith, of the Rose
Theatre. Dublin. Ga. : Mack Jackson, Strand Theatre at Alexander
City. Ala., and N. V. Barley, of
the Rivoli Theatre at Ybor Citv.
Fla.
R. B. Williams. Southern division manager for Universal, was
in New York last week.
C. L. Peavey. Atlanta branch
manager for F B O, was in Soutli
Georg'a territory.
E. J. Lanham, who has been
connected with the sales force of
M-G-M's Atlanta branch, has been
transferred
to the company's Oklahoma City exchange.
Other visitors to Film Row
were C. W. Maxey, Royal Theatre, Summerville. Ga. ; R. E. Martin, of Columbus. Ga. ; Charles
Lester, manager
of Universal's
exchange in Jacksonville.
Fla. ; Mrs.
L. W. HoHand, of the Madison
Square Theatre, Madison. Ga. ; and
L. G. Hobgood. of the Dixie Theatre at Rowden. Ga.
C. S. Smith has sold his Rose
and Crystal theatres. Dublin. Ga..
to J. W. Peck and F. W. Smith.
of Sylacauga. Ala.
The Capitol
\"iew
Theatre,
Atlanta
suburban
house,
has
opened under management of
Nally.
A. H. McCarty, has bought

an
reA.
the

Franklin Theatre at Fort \'alley,
Ga.

Louisville
The Gem Theatre, Burnside. Ky.,
has been closed for the time being.
F. M. Holeman and Mr. Dozier,
of the Cameo Theatre. Madisonville, Ky.. were local visitors last
week.
The Reed Theatre. Hueysville.
Ky., has closed.
There is a new theatre at HickKy. It will
is called
Joe's Movie
Show man.and
be operated
by
Julian D. Hale, under the auspices
of the Riverview High School.
The Rialto Theatre, Covington,
Ky., is closed definitely.
The Paramount Theatre. Columbia, Ky., is reported closed.
A lease on the Majestic Theatre Building on South Fourth
Street, Louisville, has been bought
by Fred Levy and Joe Greenstein

fnun the Keith-Albee interests, in
a deal involvinK. it is said. $1,288.(HMI. The tliL-atrc will bt.- torn down
and a $J50.00(» otlicc building
erected around the first of the new
Louis Hayes, Princess Theatre.
year.
Henderson, Ky., was a recent visitor.

Alabama
Among film representatives visiting Birmingham the past week
were C. R. Reagan, of the American Visual Service, of Memph's.
Tenn. ; Edmund Reid. of TiffanyStahl ; O. K. Bourgeois, of Pathe ;
Alex Callen. of First National ;
Rov Campbell, of L'niversal ; B.
S. ' Bryan,
of F B O. and Carl
Mock,
of Educational.
The Star Theatre. Decatur. .Ma ,
a Sudekum house, has been closed.
T. E. Watson, of the Strand.
Montevallo, was elected to the
M'-ntevallo City Council the past
week.
Manager Sidney Dannenberg and
Assistant Manager Louis J.
Finske, of the Alabama Theatre.
are celebrating the winning ol
first prize in PubHx's "Coming
Through" drive.
Jack Brown, of the Liberty. .\ttalla. has been promoted to manager of that house.
Lester Neely, of the Strand at
Oueonta and Aiamo at Altoona,
lias returned from a fishing trip.
Lee L. Castleberry, of the Princess and Capitol theatres, Gadsden.
w-as a Magic City visitor the past
week as was also John M. Johnson, of the Colonial at Jasper, and
John M. Miller, of the Dixie at
Cordova.

Florida

Ralph Phillips, formerly manager of the Lyric Theatre at
Knoxville, Tenn., is being transferred to Jacksonville to manage
the Arcade.
Mike Hughes, who handles all
real estate transactions for Publix
in Florida, was in Jacksonville last
week.
W. E. Brumbar, Publix district
manacer from the North Carolina
and Teimessee territory, is making
a trip through Florida with Frank
Dowler.
Fred Lee, advertising manager
of the Florida Theatre, has been
away on vacation.
Jess Clark, Publix district manacrer. has returned from New
York.
Arthur Elchinger, who was manager of the Grand. Tampa, until it
closed last spring, and who has
been visiting in the north since then,
has returned to Tampa and appointed assistant manager of the
Strand, succeeding Charles Kirkconnell, who has been transferred
to th? Tampa.
J. H. McLaughlin, former manager of the Franklin, is working to
bring a band to Tampa for the
winter season.

EMPIRE

Denver
Tlaatre d <>fbyDenTHE Colorado
ver has iK-en purchase
the
Hiirace W. lU-nnelt Company from
(he Hishop-Cass Investment Company. The deal was reported to
have been closed on Thursday of
this week by E, A. Bishop representing the owners of the Colorado theatre. It is underslfKxl that
the Ilor.-ice Bennett interests will
make extensive imi)rovements.
which
ment. will include sound equipIt will be rif interest to exhibitors in and near Denver to learn
that the new Denver Theatre, a
F*ublix house, has just established
a new attendance record for the
United States and were notified
that
Thru" they
drive.have won the "Comin'
The Sallow and Hughes Amusement Enterprises of Alliance Nebraska, under the direction of Jim
Hughes, has purchased the Palm
theatre of Bayard. Nebraska, from
R. Rogers. The Sallow and
Hughes organization has been operating the Rialto Theatre of Bayard which was operating in opposition to the Palm theatre. Now,
having bought the Palm they are
in complete control of the town as
far as moving picture theatres are
concerned.
Harry E. Huffman, manager of
the Aladdin Theatre Corporation
holdings in Denver, extended an
invitation to every delegate attending the national G. A. R. Convention to visit the Aladdin and America theatres without charge during
their visit here. The old veterans
attended the theatres in great numbers and seemed to enjoy themselves. One of the delegates attending the Convention was C. L.
Dudley, an eighty-four year old
exhibitor who operates the Princess theatre of Flemingsburg, Ky.
.Another delegate of interest was
C L. Westerman of Breckcnridge.
Colorado, also over eighty years
old, who was the winner of the
thinl prize for writing the best
essay on "What the Picture Means
to ^[c." It will be remembered
that this was a nation-wide contest conducted during the "Greater
Movie Season" in 1926.
Dewey Spoor, manager of the
Critcher Theatre, Pueblo, is in
California for a month's vacation.
He is accompanied by his wife.
During his absence the Critcher
Theatre, is being managed by Mrs.
Critcher, owmer of the theatre.
The meeting days of the Denver
Film Board of Arbitration have
been changed from Friday afternoons to Monday afternoons.
J. A. Conant, an oldtimer in the
film business but inactive for the
past two years, has been appointed
manager of the local branch ofhce
of TifFany-Stahl Profluctions in
Denver, succeeding S. B. Rahn
who recently resigned to accept the
appointment as manager of the new
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ofiice of Columbia Pictures Corporation in Denver.
Phil Reisman, general sales
manager for Pathe, recently arrived in Denver for a visit witli A.
G. lulwards, local branch manager.
The Rex theatre lA Greeley,
Colorado, has just completed its
first successful week of sound entertainment after the installation of
Vitaphoiie and Movietone equipment.
IL (". Kellam. of Grants. N. M..
retired from the theatre business
last week when he sold his Kellyn
Theatre
to Leo l'"ay
ler
of Socorro.
N. and
M. Earl
The Fackname
of the theatre has been changed to
the Grants Theatre and will be opcrated and managed by Earl
Fackler.
The Modern Woodmen Lodge of
Yoder, Wyoming, is taking a fling
at the amusement business now,
having purchased the Community
theatre of that town.
Sajn Cain, branch manager for
Universal in Denver, has returned
Mexico.a month's sales trip in New
after
Oias. R. Gilmour, manager for
Warner Bros, here is out on a two
weeks' trip in New Mexico.
Lynn C. Dunham is now operating the Princess Theatre of
Meeker, having succeeded Victor
Slifka as owner and manager of
the theatre.
Another new face appeared
among exhibitors when Glenn Weikel took over the operation of the
Majestic Theatre in Stratton from
L. L. Harmon.
Another new suburban house
opened up for business in Denver
a week ago when the new 700-seat
Gothic Theatre of Englewood
opened its doors under the management of W. R. Rosche. This
Broadway.
new
theatre is located on South

Canada
N.-\T. ROTHSTEIN.
a prominent independent exhibitor
of
Winnipeg. Manitoba, and J. Zeitchow of Melville. Sask., have acquired two theatres from R. Besler of Lorkton, Sask., the Princess Theatre, Yorkton, and the
Melville Theatre at Melville. The
deal involved $70,000. Mr. Rothstein owns the Rose and Plaza
Theatres in Winnipeg.
The new Famous Players theatre at Saskatoon, Sask.. is being
constructed by R. J. Arrand of
Saskatoon. The new house will be
known as the Capitol.
F. Trudeau. 626 Dollard Boulevard, Montreal, has awarded the
contract for the erection of his
moving picture palace at Bernard
and Champagneur Avenues, Outremont, Quebec, to Dansereau. Limited, 1387 Bernard Avenue, Montreal, the estimated cost being $350.000. The plans were prepared by
Rene Charbonneau. 360 Pare Etienne Square, Montreal. The house
will seat 1.400.
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RELEASE CHART

Productions
are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toivard such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in ivork^ but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions" {S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
BRAY
True
Bare Co-Ed. The. .
Barnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Bablea.
Cat Tales
College Cuckoo
CuttlngUp
Daze or '49
Duke's Dirty Doings
Figures Do Lie .
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor. . ,
Hick (n Hottywood...
His Wild Oat
Kids. Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch. .
Lot
Boloney. A,
Mr. o'Pooh
Naughty Nurse..
. .
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS

Title

Length
Star
Rel. Date
Murdock -Cavalier-Lancaster
Nov. 20, , .
2
reels
W. Lanl2-M. Shaw-T. Ward. , .Dec. 20. . 2 reels. .. .
McDougall Kids
April 10... 2 reels. . .
■ Jan. 10..
2 reels
McOougall Kids . .
June 1
2 reels
Murdock-Cavalier
Feb. 10
McDougall Kids
2 reels.
Jan. 1 . 2 reels. , .
J. Cooper-L Carver
Feb. 1 , . 2 reels,.
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
2 reels Bathing Girls
April 101 .,,
.Mar.
McDougalt Kids .
.2 reels
June 20 . 2 reels.
2 reels
Murdock-Cavalier
May
1
McDougall Kids
July 10
. 2 reels
McDougall Kids
May 10. .
J^ick Cooper
Aug. 1 . .
2 reels
Irving-Cooper
. July
1
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Mar. 1 . . . . 2 reels...
McDougallKlds
June 10
. 2 reels
McOougall Kids
Dec 10 . 2 reels
2 reels .
Jack Cooper
April 20
2 reels .
McDougallKlds
Aug. 10
Mar. 20 , , 2 reels. .
Feb. 20 . 2reete

Reviewed
.. Jan.
7
,. Mar. 17

Mar. 17
Feb. A
. Mar. 17

Mar. 17
Jan.

7

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title
After the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero. The
Court-Martial
Desert Bride. The
Fashion Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten Wonm
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol. The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Opening Night, The
Raider Emden. The
ftansom
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Allt^
Say It With Sables
Srarlet Lady, The
Siren. The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age. The
Stage Kisses
That Certain Thing
Tigress. The
Virgin Lips
,
Warning, The
Way of the Strong. The
Wife's Relations, The
Woman's Way. A
Title
- .^
.
pnftwood ■■■■•■•
Lone Wolf s Daughter, The...
Sinners'
Parade
„^
. , ,„ ,
_^
Street of Illusion The
Stool Pigeon, The
Submarine

Length
ReL
Date
Star
5459 feet
feel
Bosworth-Gilbert-Delaney
. April 17
5649
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
1 .
Lngan-Lense
...
April 7
5537 feel
.5432
feet
Cortei-Gilbert
Sept 15 . . .
Agnew-Lease-Garon
Oct
9. , . 5628 feet
Hnlt-Comp'^nn
Aug. 12
6014 feet
Compson-Forrest
Mar. 26
, 5528 feet
WIndsor-Howea
Dee
8. . . 6S13feet
Ford- Reynolds- Rand
May
1 , . 5592 feel
feet .
Tearle-Sebastlan
SepL 27. . . 5645
5471 feel
Taylor-Drew
Jon. 25
Walker-Love
Mar. 14
6925 feet
ChadwicK-Fairbanke, Jr.-Kent. .May 13, , . .5540 feel
5544 feel
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May 25
Windsor-Bow era
Nov. 14 . . 6524 feet
SppcialCnst
5584 feet
Wilson-Bums
June 7
5725 feel
Mason- R.inkin.
Aug. 23
Mason-Arlen
SepL 3. , . 5892 teet .
6401 feel .
Bushman-Livingston-ChadwIclc.Juiy 13
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug. 1... .6443 feel
5996 feet
Revier-T. Moore
Dec 20
5611 feel
Mason-Collier- Walker
Feb.
6
5464
feet
6ennett-Herbert-Ny«
Mar. 2 . .
5435
feet
Harlan-Chadwlck
Nov. 2 .
Graves-Dana
Jan.
I. . 6047 feet
Holt-Revler
OcL 21... .5357 feet..
6048 feet
Borden-Boles
July 25
.
Holt-Revler
Nov. 26... 5791 feel
. 5752 feet .
Day-Livingston- Von Eltz
June 19
.5508 feel..
Mason-Glass
Jan. 13
6472 feat..
Livingston-Baxter
Feb. 18

Coming

Reviewed
Sept. 15
Seel. 15
Jan. 7
Dec

9

tKlw.31
Sept. 15
Jan. 21
. June 23
..IVIay 5
. Sept. 8
Mar. 17
Sept. 15

June
June 23
23
June
Mar.
iVIar.
. Sept.
Jan.

2
10
17
22
7

.April 28

Attractions

Star
Length
Reviewed
A,
^ r^
Aivarodo-Day
BertLytell...
.Revier-Varconi
„
^
Ian Keith
Delanj-y-Borden
Hoit-Revier-Graves
8192 feet
, Sept 15

EDUCATIONAL
TlUe
AIIBear
AillnFun
Ail Set
Ahways a Gentleman

Star
CurloslUes
Jerry Ma ndy
Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
Lloyd Hamilton

America's Pride
At It Again
Between Jotu
Blazing Away
Blondes Beware
Builders of Bridges
Call of the Sea, The
Call Your Shots
Chilly Days
Circus Blues
Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Conquering the Colorado
Cook. Papa. Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me
Cutle
Dog Days— Sun tnd Rtin
Dummies
Fall In
Fandango
Felix the Cat In Arabiuitles

Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Hope Hampton
Al St. John
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge
.
Murdock- Hutton
Barney Helium
Wallace Lupino
Dorothy Devore
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Larry Semon
Monty Collins
Lupino Lane "Sullivan Cartoon"

* Means synchronized score,

Rel.
April
Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
Oct.
May
Mar.
...April
July
Feb.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Oct
July
Sept
Mar
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jaru
Jan.
May
May

Date 1
29. . .
21 . .
15. . .
5. . .

Lengtli

Reviewed
:'.Feb.
4

1 reel .
1 reel . .
April 21
Ireel
2 reels... ..Feb. 18
1 reel
-.
7 . ,
13... .2 reels...
18. . ,
April 7
22, . , 2 reels...
15. . , 2 reels. . , . June 23
..Mar 10
26
.1 reel
1
15
. 2 reels... ...Sept. 29
2 reels... ..Feb. 18
19...
.2 reels — ..Mar. 17
25
14. . .
7. . Ireel
1 reel
8
9. . .
Ireel
11
1 reel
3
2 reels...
15
Ireel
29
.2reeJa —
1
1. . . ,
6
.Ireel
13. . . .

..July 14
Sept.
..Mar.
May
..Feb.
..Feb.
..Dec.

15
3
28
18
25
23

..June
..April 142

f Means sound effects.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows
Fell* the Cat in Comicalamltles. .,
Felli the Cat in Dragqin' the Dragon
Felli the Cat In Esklmotlve
Felix the Cat in Futuritzy
Felix In In-and-Oul-Laws ,
Felix the Cat (n Japanlcky
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles
Felix In Ohm Sweet Ohm
Felix in Outdoor Indore
Felix Ihe Cat In Poily-tica
Felix In Sure-Locked Homes
Felix the Cat in tho Last Lifp
Felix the Cat in the Oily Bird
Felix in the Smoke Scream
Feline Frolics — Tunquin Valley. ,
Fighting Orphans -Evening Mist
Fisticuffs
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser. The
Glorious Adventures
Goofy Birds . .
Greon-Eyed Love
Hard Work
Hectic Days
He Tried 10 Please
High Strung
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea
His Maiden Voyage
Homemade Man. A
Hop Off
Hoi Luck
How to Please the Public
Indiscreet Pete
Just Dandy
Just For Art
Kid Hayseed
Kitchen Talent
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Listen Sister
Lost Laugh, The
Love's Springtime
Lucky Duck. The
Mother Birds
Mysterious Night, A
Navy Beans
Never Too Late
New York's Sweetheart
Nicknames
No Fare
Oh Mama
Off Balance
On the Move
Peculiar Pairo* Pups. A
Peep Show, The
Penny Postals
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Polar Perils
Pretty Baby
Racing Mad
Rah Rah Rahl
Recollections of a Rover
Roaming Romeo
Rubbernecking
Running Ragged
Sailor Boy
Say
Ah-h
-,...'
Simple Sap. A
Sky Ranger. The
Slippery H«id
Spring Has Came
Stage Frights.'
Star Shots
Sword Points
There It Is
Thoughts While Fishing
Three Tough Onions
Thrillsof the Sea
Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wandering Toy, The
Wedded Blisters
Wedding Slips
Whooiit
Who's Lyin'?
Wife Trouble
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
You'll Be Sorry

Star
"Sullivan Cartoon".
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Suilivnn Cartoon"
"Sulilvan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
•Sullivan Cartoon".
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
-Sullivan Cartoon"
•Sullivan Cartoon"
"Suilivnn Cartoon". ...
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Brucp Outdoor Sketch
Lupino Ijne
Jerry Drew
"Bifl Boy"
Hndge-Podge
Charley Bowers
.Ruby McCoy-George Hall
Wallace Lupino
Lupino Lane
Collins-Hutton
Jerry Drew
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
George Davis
Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Bowers
"Big Boy"
Hodge Podge
Jerry Drew
Jerry Drew
Curiosities
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Jerry Drew
Davis-Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lupino Lane
Wallace Lupino
Hope Hampton
Billy Dale
CurloslMes
Monty Collins
"Big Boy"
Wallace Lupino
Curiosities
Hodge-Podge
"Big Boy'
Miller-Hutton
Monty Collins
Hodge-Podge
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Hodge-Podge
Curiosities
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Monty Collins
Al St. John
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Curiosities
Lewis Sargent
Monty Collins
Charley
_. .' Bowers,
_
Larry Semon
Reed Howi
Johnny Arthur
Monty Collins
George Davis
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Charley Bowers
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Monty Collins
Our World Today
Collins-McCoy
Johnny Arthur
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Charley Bowers
Davis-Collins
Robert Graves
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Charley Bowers

EXCELLENT
Title
Back to Uberty
Bit of Heaven. A
Bowery Cinderella. A
Broadway Madness
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity

PICTURES

FEATURES

Star
Walsh-Hall
Lee-Washbum
O'Malley-Hulette
De La Motte-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschl-Biythe
Hulette-Rankin-Lease

Date

Rel.
Julv
April
Jan.
April
June
May
Mar.
July
Feb.
June
Mar.
April
Aug,
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Aug.
.Oct.
Sept.
June
Aug.
Oct
April
July
June
Aug.
Jan.
April
Feb.
June
Julv
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May

8
1
22
29
24
27
4
22
19
10
18
15
5
5
8
25
19
28
9
24
12
14
8
29
17
12
29
22
26
17
1
2
11
11
19
27.

Aug.
5
April 15
July
8
July 29
July 22
Mar. 25 ,
July 15
Feb. 12
Oct.
7
Mar. 4 .
Feb. 12 .
May 27
May
6 .
Jan.
1
April 8
April 8
July
1
April 22..
Sept. 9
May 20 .
Aug. 12 ,
April 1. .
June 10
Sept. 9
Sept. 30
Feb. 26 .
Jan. 8..
.June 3 , .
Jan. 8 .
July 29
Feb. 5
Jan. 29
June 19
17
Feb.
_.
._
Feb. 12
April 29 .
Sept 25
23
Mar.
Oct. 21
Feb. 6
Feb. 12.
Jan,
1.
June 17
May 20,
Sept 2
Aug. 26
Mar. 4.
May
6
Aug. 26
Jan. 1.
April 1.
June 10
Sept 23
Jan. 22
July 15...
May 20

Length
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
. . 1 reel
. 1 reel
.
1 reel
. 1 reel
1 reel
. .1 reel
1 reel
.
.1 reel
. 1 reel
Ireel
, 1 reel
.1 reel
, ,1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

Reviewed
Aug. 18
April 21
Feb. 25
May 28
. July 21
June 23
Mar. 31
SBpt.22
Mar. 17
. June 30
April 14
May
5
..Sept 29
Mar. 10
Feb. 16
Mar. 10
Aug. 4

2 reels
.
. ,2 reels
21 reel
reels .
.1 reel
reel
21 reels

Seit
June

8
2

July
Mar.
July
May

28
24
14
26

1 reel
July
2 reels
Feb.
1 reel
Mar.
2reels
Feb.
2 reels . June
2 reels . . June
2 reels
...Sept

14
4
31
18
9
23
29

1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels , ,
1 reel
1 reel
,1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.21 reels
reel ...

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Aug.
Mar.
June
July
July
Mar.
June
Mar.
Sept.
Feb.
Feb.
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
June

.1
1
.1
.1
.1
.1

April 14

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

17
10
11
2
4
31
30
14
14
24
23
17
15
18
4
12
28
11
21
24
23

May
5
Aug. 18
Mar.
17
June 23

2 reels
2 reels . . Sept. 15
.1 reel
Fob. 18
.2 reels
Jan. 28
.2 reels
May 26
Ireel
Feb. 4
2 reels. ... July 21
.Ireel
Feb. 4
. 1 real
Fet>. 4
Ireel
June 9
.2 reels
Feb. 18
.22 reels
Feb. 25
.2reel8
.1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel
.1
reel
.Ireel

April 21
Mar. 17

1 reel
2reels
1 reel
2 reels
Ireel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel

Feb. 4
Dec 31
Jan.
7
June 9
May
Sept 12
29
Aug. 4
Mar. 10
May 26
Aug. 4
Feb. 11
Mar. 17
May 26
Sept

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels

Feb. 4
June 30
May 18

(S. R.)
Rel.
Nov.
May
Nov.
Oct
May
June
July

Date
15.
15.
1
1.
10
15.
15

Length

.. .6980
. .7000
6900
. . .6300
6759
.. 6700
6400

feet. .
feet. .
feat..
feet. .
feet. .
feet.
feet.

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Reviewed
Nov. 25
Oct 14

■October

a

J !n
RbI.

Manrialtan Knights
Satan and th« Woman
Spet^ Clasi.ic. Inc
Strongai Will. Tht
Woman Who Oar*

BpHonl-MUIer
Wlndsor<Ke«fa
Lwi-vp-HarrJs
Marmont-Carewe .
. - CriadMlck-Delaney
Coming

Title
Glided Love
•Ufv'aCroaarDada..

Aug.
.Jan.
July
.Fab.
Mar.

Dale
27
20
31
20
31

Rulh K Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Sl« BpsI FttllowN
Social Error. A.
Standing Pat
Thnt Wild Irish Posp
Too Many Hlwes
Too Hats
Wages nf SynlhBlIc Sin, The
Wulch Your Pep
WhataWKo
Vou Just Know She Dares *Em

6600 fe«t .
6520 f«at .

Attractions

Star

Lwflth

Hulatte-Hamllton

Rtvl«we(<

F B O
Rel.

Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandit's Son. The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Battling Buckaroo. The
Beyond
London's
Lights
Boy
Rider.
The
Breed of the Sunsets
CaptHln Careless
Ch.irijp nf the Gnuchos
Chefokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight.
- Kill. The

Lynn<Ludan
Gallagher-Dwy«r
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sherldui
Buiz 8.irton
Tyler-Cljilr
Shumway-Ediott
Buzz
Barton
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F.X.Bushman
Tyler-Lynn,
Mondej-lnce
Darm-Cnstetlo-Brown

Clancy's Kosher Wedding
Coney Island
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Sireet
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate, The

Sidney-Lease- Lynn
Wllson-Mendez
Lewls-Hlll-Nelson
Baxter-Sloooer
Fairbanks. Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson

OpvII's Trade Murk, The
Oog Justice
Dog Law
Dnnin" Sands
Fa
^ of thf Wild
Flghtino RwJhead.The
Flying U Ranch, The
Freckles
Gingham Girl. The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hero
'MHit fif the Show. The
Hook and Ladder No- 9
In a Moment of Temptation.
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law of Fear. The
Legionnaires In Paris
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Uttle Mickey Grogan
Utile Yellow House. The
Ijjves of RIcardo, The
Man In the Rough, The
Mo|ave Kid. The
•t§Perfect Crime, The , . ,
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger of the North
,
Red Riders of Canada,..
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
SIngaporp Mutiny. The
Skinnei-'s Big Idea
Slingshot Kid. The
St>n nt thP Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swift Shadow, The
"tjTaxI 13
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage. The
Wall Flowers
When the Law RIdea
Wizard of the Saddle

Bennett-Mung-Doufllas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger I Dog)
Bob Steeie
Ranger-Kitchen
Bun Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Wl.son-Arthur
KIngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
Brow n-Astor-OIm stead
EtHs-K eel e-H earn
Stevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Vallt-Caldwell
Ranger-Reld-Nolson
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steele
Buh Barton
Darro-Ralston-Nye
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Sleel&-Klng
Steel e-Gllmore
Rich-Brnnk-McConnetl
.
Tyler-Thomoson-Darro
Barton-Trevnr-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller-Byer
Bob Steele
Love-Forrest
Wilson- Hackathorne
Mlller-lnce
Inco-Taylor
Wash burn- Sleeper-Trevor
Barton- Morgan-Rice
Tom Mix
Mlller-Shumway-Brooka
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog)
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

SHORT

Dec
May
Oct.
Nov.
Aug.

6034
18 . .
5888
13
7
4769
20
.
12
. 4B93

Mar.
Oct
April
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Mar.
Oct.

16
23,
1.
26
16
30
4
7

le«l
fMI

ReviewM
Nov. II
Mir. 24

leet
(eel

.5583 feet
. . . 4858 feet
.. 4869 feet
,.

, Feb. 25
. Sept. 30

Mar. 3
4837 feet
. . 5487 f .M't
,6249 feet . Mar. 17
POPS dot
S^rt.;2
5701 feet
SepL 17
Jan. 13 , P390feet , Feb. 26
6291 feel Aug. 26'27
May 11
Aug. 26
5511 feet
Jan. 16 . -4754 feel ,
Doc 25 .
5984 feet
April 7 .
June 10. . .5043 feet
Sept. 2..
Jan. 1 , . ,4770 feet
4804 feet
Feb.
5 . 4758
feel
July
1
SepL 4 , 49£4feet.
Jan. 28
8131 feet
Mar. 21 .
feet
Oct.
2 . .6301
7045 teet
Nov. 26
Nov. 23, ,
29 '27
30
Feb. 12 . 5146 feet JulyDec.
6337 feel , Aug. 4
SepL 23
5240
feet
Dec 16
Nov. 13
SepL 18 , 5605 feet
Nov. 1 41
Nov.
Oct. 16 . 5186 feet
Nov. 6 . 6481 feel
Mar. 10
April 8 . 4769 feet
Jan. 31 , , 5893 feet
Aug.19'27
Oct. 21
4801
feel
Mar. 11.
Mar
3
Dec 27.. .6515 feel
May 28 . , . 51
6429
feet . April 21
81 (eet
June 17..
May 20 . -4785 feet
Sept. 25 , 4924 teet
6331 feet
. Aug. 19
Aug. 11
4781 feet
April 22
Feb. 11
4884 feet Aug.12'27
April 29 .
Jan. 167
5992 feet . Dec
SepL 1 . 4977 feet
Oct
9 ,
! Dec 23
April 15 . 6419 feet
Feb. 18 , 4729 feet
July 15 . .6059 feet.
Oct 14,.
Oct 19.,
Oct.
7
April 24 ,
Dec
4 .
Oct.
1..
Dec. 10 .
Sept. 9
Dec 11..
Sept 2..
Aug. 19 .
June 24, .
July
8. .
Feb. 16, .
Feb. 26 . .
Jan. 22 . .

6967
,4486
6037
6388
5493
.489?

feet ..Mar. 17
feet .Aufi.26'27
feet
Sept. 18
29
Feb.
feet.
feet
reel.

4884
.4793
.4758
6339
.4898
.4805

feet.,
feet.
feet.,
feet .
feet.
feet..

SUBJECTS

Title
After the Squall

Star
Al Cooke

'1 Alike
All
Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People
Big Berthas
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosities, No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio. The
Heavy Infants
Horse*eathers .

Carr-Alexander-Rose
Al
Cooke
_.,
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander .
Al Cooke
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill
HUl-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Barney Helium

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Batlles
Mickey's In Love
Mickey In School
Mkkey's Unie Evi
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
Mickey's Parade
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wlkl Wert
Mickey the Detective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For • Hesrss
Okmnx.'Id
Oul Ouf HeldettierB
ino Ps. _
PsntinaPapM
Rahl,
~ ■ Rahl R«ts■

Dale

Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Kwr-Rose-Alexander
_
Karr<Ros»-Alexander
Al Cooke
,.AI
Cooke
At Cooke

• Means synchronized score,

Rel.
April
April
Feb.
.June
. Sept
.April
..May
, .June
, Sept
. Oct
. Oct
Sept
Sept
Mar.
June
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
June
Feb.
April
Sept
Mar.
Jan.
July
May
Oct
Oct
April
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May

Date
Length
Reviewed
30 -.2 reels
2 reels
6. ..2 reels
Feb. 18
25 . . 2 reels
16, . 2 reels
2
2feels
14
2 reels
11 . . 2 reels
26
. 1 reel
Sept 29
10
, 1 reel
24 , 1 reel
2
reels
Sept
29
16
2 reels
16
2 reels
12
2 reels .June 16
11
2 reels Sept 29
9
2 reels
,2 reels
14
2 reels
7
2 reels
30
2 reels
4.
2 reels
6.
2 reels
2
2 reels Sept 29
2
2 reels
6.
2 reels
2.
2 reels
2. . . .2
.2 reels.
reels. .
7.
1 reel
28
2 reels
14
. 2 reels . .
IS
2 reel
7
2 reels . .
13
.2 reels.
9
20 . 2 reels
. 2 reels . .
14

f Means sound effects.

Air Legion, The
Atiiiiziny Vagabond. The
•i:Btncl<ade
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get ll
Down Our Way
Drums cf Arahy
Eagle's Ta'ons. Ths
Freckled Rascal. Ths
Fury of Iho Wild
• t iGang War
Gun Law
HirdUuiled
Hoadin' lor Danger
Hoy Rubel
HlaUsl Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
Little Outlaw, The
Love in t»p Dpiert
One Man Dog. The
Orphan of the Sage
Outl.iwett

Title

Crystal Cup. The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick. The
Flying Remeos
French
Dressing
Glorious Trail. The
•fGood-Bye Kiss, The
Gorilla, The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest, The
Head Man, The
Heart of a Follies QM
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Her Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Life of Riley, The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.
Love Mart, The
Mad Hour. The
Man Crazy
•Night Watch. The
Noose, The
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid. The
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Rod Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors' Wives
Shepherd
•Show Girlof the Hills
Smile, Brother, Smile
Strange Case of Capt Ramper
Texas Steer. A
Three-Ring Marriage

,
,

,

Nov. A
Nov. 4
Dec
2
Jan. 6
Jan. 13
Nov. 25
Fob. 10

Buzz Barton

SepL 16

DIVISION

Reviewed

Dec 23

(S. R.)

Garon-Keith
Kelly-Kelton-Wells
Landl»-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Short-Robards
De La Motte-Bowora
James-Wells
Compson-Garon

Big Noise, The
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man, The.
Camilte
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Companionate Marriage
•Crash, The

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels. .

Dec 16

Kelth-Hughes-H. Costello
Star
Kye-Wells-Rae

Title
American Beauty
•'Barker, The .

22 reels.
reels. ,

Nov. 11
Mar. 3

M. Day-0. Moor^Lsoso
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy .
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

FIRST

July
Feb. 26
II

,
,
M«.41
,
Nov. 4
Nov. 18. . . .6337 fsst. .
Mar. 3
,

Buzz Barton

Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage, The
Fiig.isa
FInnegan's Ball
Free Lips
Ma'iked Angel. The
Merry Wives of New York
Polly ol the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girt

1 reel

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels .

.Fstk 3..

Buzz Barton
,Noa^ Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

FIRST

Reviewed

Length

Jan.

Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno , .
Buti Star
Single
Anna Q, Nihson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-DsfTO...
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger iDogI
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
O'Nfil-Recd-Tashman
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moor^-Owen
Tom Tyler

Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners in Love
Stolen Love
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch.
Vagabond Cub. The
Voice of ttie Storm
Young Whirlwind, The

Length
2 reels ,
Z reels..

Attractions

Title

Length

Star

Rel. Date
Sept. 23
May 28..
Oct. 27
Jan. 23 .
July
9 .
Oct. 24
Mar. 6,.
Mar. 19 ,
Sept. 2
Oct.
7, .
OcL14.,
Sept. 9. .

Alberta Vaughn
Star
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
A I Cooke
Karr-RoHs-Aloxander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alhcrln Vaughn
Duncjin-Hill
Alberta Vaughn
Coming

FEATURES
THIe

1111

Title

Length
6000 (eot
6400
4700 fatt..
1net

Rel.
Jan.
Sept
June
May
Sept
. Aug.
June
Jan.
Oct
Sept
July
Nov.

,

10

. .Aug.
Date
Length
Reviewed
1 ... 6400 (eel . Mar.
...6960 (eel,.
12
1

5

. seociect

5
5700 feet
20 1
...6200 feet..
15
.5700
feet.
4
6000 feet
29
15 ....6900
6700 fMI
feel ..
1
6200 feet
5
... 6700 leet .
1

Dec

1

-Sent
9

NATIONAL

FEATURES

Star
Dove-Hughes
Sills-Cnmpson-Mackaill .
Conklin-Hardy-White
Talmadge-AIvarado
Sllls-Kenyon
Mulhall-Nlssen
Talmadge-Roland
Maynard-Faire
. Langdon-McConnell
Hines-Lorraine
Maynard-McConnell
.
Bronson-Francis-Walling
Sills-Todd
, Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
. Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner-Brook-Wllson
Maynard-McConnell
.Eilers-Burke-Kemp
.Murray-Day-Kelsey
. Maynard-FaIre
.Moore-Lowe
Uke-Batan- White
Sllls-Kenyon
Murray- Kent- Young
Dove-Kent
Astor-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moore-Kent
Hlnes-Daw
Mackalll-MulhaTI
Mackalll-Mulhall
Sidney-Murray
Barthelmess-O'Day
Dove-Roland
O'Neill-Kent
Mackalll-Mulhafl
Dove-Reed
Barthelmess-Joyce
Astor-Hughes
Moore-Gray
Berth elm ess-Nlxon
Barthelmes^u'uay
Corda-Stone-Cortez.
Maynard-Drew
Astor-Roland
Astor-Hughes
Frands-O'Day
White-Delaney
Mackalll-Mulhsll
German Cast
, Rogers-Fazenda
Astor-Hughes

Rel.
Oct
Sept
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
Sept
Sept
April
Feb.
April
July
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept
Feb.
Jan.
Oct
July
Nov.
Nov.
June
April
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
Dec.
Nov.
April
May
Sept.
April
Dec
Mar.
Nov.
Sept
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Oct
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Sept
July
Dec
June

Reviewed
Date
Length
9 . 6333 feet . Oct 21
30
7137 feet
July 127
25 . 7402 feet -May
23 ., 6042feet
Dec 16
11 . 6500 feet , Aprtl28
2 - 6467 feet
4
8692feel
22 . 8730feet
May 19
12.. 5744 feet
15
6365 feel
April
21
1 ., 5600feet
May 6, '27
21.
7 .
16 , .6388fe«t ...Nov. 25
14
.
25
. 6802 feet
Sept 30
26
.6172 feet
15... 6344feet
April 14
28
5886 feet
8 .. 7989feel
Dec
2
13
7133 feet
.
Mar. 10
6 . , 6288 feet
24 .. 7IOOfeet
29. . . . 7541 feet
27 ,. 7426 feel
July 7
8 .. 6502feet
18 .. 5957 feet
. Sept 10
22
. 6071 feet ..Mar. 17
Feb. 11
12 . . 5400 feet
25 . . 6118 feet
. , June
May 262
20, .6524 feet .."April 21
1 .. . 6592 feet , AprtI 14
6 . 6608 feel -Sept 18
18 . . 6720 feet
May 19
8 ,. 7700feel
18 . , 7388 feet
4 . . , 6625 feet , . . Dec. 30
27 . . . S542feet
.Jan/ 7
9 .. 6612feet
Mar. 17
29
7129 feet
30
6431 feet. ...Aug.
.. Sect 251
26 . 6100 feet
19
6100 feet
. Dec 23
11414 feet .Dec
9
8
7694 feet
4
6210 feet
Oct ID7
2 ...6477 feet ...Mar.
Aug. 26, '27
22 . . . 5485 feet, . Feb. 25
1... .8188 feet
23 ,. 6133feet
June 99
1 1 ... 6548 feet . . .. Sept
29... 7534 feet
4 . . 7419 feet -..Nov. 18
10 .. 5834 feet

§ Means voice {including dicdogue and incidental songs)

Motion

1112
Title
Upland RIdef. The
VaMey of the Giants
Vamping Venus
Wagon Show. Th«
Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
•Whip, T' e
Whip Woman. The
Wright Idea. The
Vrtlow Lily, Tha

Star

Coming
Title
Adoration
Cheyenne
Comedy of Lifa The
*t Divine Lady
•tHaunted House. The
•tsLilac Time
•Outcast
Phantom City. The
Ritzy RosiR
Saturday's Children
•Scarlet Seas
•tSSlrandedin Paradise
Synthetic Sin
Wells-Fargo Express The

Rel.

fiflaynard- Douglas
Sills-Kenyon
Murra^-Todd-Fazenda
Maynard-Faire
Macknlll-fVlulhall
Barthelmess-Baaquette
Mackajll-^1ls6on-Fort^e6
Taylor-Moreno
Hines-Lorraine
Dove-Brook

June
Dec.
May
Fefc.
Sept.
June
Sept.
Fet>.
Aug.
May

Length

5731 feet
3
6336 feet
ll
6021 feet
13
6212 feet
19 .. 5976 feel
16
6895 feet
17
fe( It feet
30
5087 feel
5
6300 leet
5
7187 feet
20

Title
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Knew.
On a $<iuth Sea Shore. .
Oregon Trail. The
ShlpAhoyl
Snowbound
Soanlsli Influertce
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase .
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
Vlntage. The

Reviewed
May r
June

2

, July
Sept.
Mar.
. Sept
May

7
22
24
22
26

Attractions

Sta;
Billie Dove
Maynard-McConnell
Sills-Corda
Gritith-Varconi
Kent-Todd
Moore-Cooper
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gilbert
Wliite-Mulhall
Corinne Gritfth
Barthelmess-Compson
Sills-Mackaill
Colleen Mooro
Ken Mayi arJ

FOX

Dale

Length

Reviewed

8967 feet.
■

:

FILMS

FEATURES
Title
•JAIf Circus. The
Arliona Wildcat. The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero. Tha
ChicUen a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed tn Kill
Dry Martini
East Side. West Side
Escape. The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Faiil
Fleetwing
•Four Son>.
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
G.rlln Every Port. A
Girl-S'iy rnwboy. The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
High School Hero
h.onor bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl. The
Ladles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
't§Vlaking the Grade
Mb. Gangster
•Mother Machree
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post. The
Paiamas
Plastered in Paris
Play Girl. The
Publicity Madness
"Red Dance. The
River Pirate, The
Read House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-Issue)
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
SilverValley
Soft Living
Square Crooks
•tSStreet Angel, The
•Sunrise
Thief In the Dark. The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwlse

Title

Star

Rel.

Carrol-Lake-Rolllns
MIx-Sebastlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterling-Carroll-Slone
Borden-Moreno
Rpx Bell
Mix-Joyce
Moran-Hamllton
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor-Moore
O'Brlen-vatll
Valtl-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Farrpii-Nissen-Busch
Norton-Janis
Manf-Hall-Bushman
Del RIo-Pidgeon
Cohen-McNamara
McLaglen-Armsirong
Rex Bell
,
.
McLaglen-Collyor-Kent
Mix-Lincoln
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
Mlx-Blane
Borden-Hamllton
Valll-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del RIo-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bennett- McLaolen
Stuart-Phipps
.
Morton-Phipps-MacDonatd .
Del Rio-Alvarado
MIx-Klngston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del Rio-Farrell-Revlor
McLaglen-Moran
Barry more- Alba
Gaynor-Farrell
John Gilbert
O'Brlen-Moran
Bellamy-Hall
MIx-Dwan
Bellamy-Brown
Brown-Armstronfl-Dwan
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brien
Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Marjorie Beebe
Madge Bellamy
Cohen-McNamara
Bcll-Uncoln
rio 11ens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder-Morton-Uncoln
Russelt-Collyer-Pldgeon
.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star

Date

Reviewed

Sept 8
SepL 30
. 77r2 feet
Mar. 24
Nov. 20
4665 feet
Sept. 25
. 4777 feet
Mar
3
Nov. 13
. 4556 feet . Mar. 3
Jan.
8
4612 loel
Jan.
14
June 23
June 17
. 6417'eet
Dec 25 , - 5430 feet
July 21
July 15
4293 leet
Jan. 15... 4987 feet
Jan
June 219
June 3 ,. 5708 leet
Mar. 17
Mar. 18 . 6566 feet
Oct. 14
Nov. 4
Oct.
9 , . 8154 feet
May 12
April 29
5109 faet
July
8
June 9
Sept.lO ,. 7217feet
Sept 8
June 24 . . 4939 feet
Sept. 2
S412feet
Feb. 18
Jan.
1
5038 feet
Sept
Jan. 23
14
Sept.25
. 5524 feet
Mar. 3
Feb. 26
5500 leet
Aug. 12
4404 feet
May 19
May 13 - 6518 feet
May 13
. 46I8feet
May 19
Nov.
Oct. 16
. 5498 feet
May 26
May
6
6188 feet
Mar. 11
. 4397 (eet
Mac. 24
Sept. 18
6162 feet
Dec.
Nov. 20 , . 5599 feet
Sept. 23
23
II
April 8 , . 5792 feet
April 217
Sept 4
8538 feet
Oct
Oct.
7
Oct
8
Oct. 22.-. 6P63fee1. . Mar. 17
. June 16
. May 27
. 6679feet
Aug. 5 . 5034 feet
Aug. 11
June 10
- 5071feet
June 23
July
1 , 4952feet
Dec
2
Oct. 23
5876 feet
. Sept. 29
Sept. 23
April 22
.5200 feet
April 28
Oct
2 , 5893 feet
June
Dec
2
9251) feet
Feb. 30
11
Aug. 26
6937 feet
Sept. 22
July 15
- 4991 feel
Aug. 4
Oct 30
8500 feet
Nov. 27
5467 feet
JuneJan.
10. '27
28
Jan. 15 . . .5573feet
Dec 18
. 5446feet
Oct
2 ,. 5011feet
Oct
Mar. H3
Feb. 5 . . 5629 feet
Mar. 4 . 5397 feet
Mar.
July 31
28
Aug. 19 - 9221 feet
Nov. 4
8729 feet
Ocl. 14
May 20
5937 feet
May
Oct 267
Sept 11 .- 6293 feet
Oct 29 .
Dec. 16
Nov. 6. ...5620 feet
Mar. 25, , , 51 12 feet
June 10 .. 4921 feet
April Id
Sept 16
5337 feet
Dec 11, .5629 feet.
Dec 16
Nov. 27 .. 5331 feet
Mar. 10
. Jan.
8-. 5050feet
Rel.

Date

America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Bleod
Cow's Husband. A
Daisies Won't "eti
Desert Blooms. The
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows. The
Follow the Leader
Glories ot the Evening
Head Hunters ot Ecuador

Variety
Variety
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
Variety
Leon Ramon
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety

ApHn5...
Jan.
8
Aug. 5
Dec
9.
June 24.
July
8.
Mtf. 19,
Oct 28.
Aug. 5
May 13,
Nov. 11Jan. 22-

Her Motner's Back
His Favorite Wife
Hold Your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles >f the Amazon
Kiss Do;lor. The
Knight of Da2e, A
Lady Lion
Lofty Andes. The
Lords oMhe Back Fence
Love Is Blonde

Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuart
T. Brooks-T .Hill
P. Cunnlng-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
TylerBrooke
Llncoln-Clayton-Bletcher
Variety
Varletv
Rollens-Ellls

Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.

* Means synchronized score,

Length

Length

Reviewed
May 26

1 reel
. 1 reel
2 reels
. .1 reel
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
. .1 reel
. . 1 reel
. 2 reels , , . 2 reels
. ,1 reel
. . 1 reel
. 2 reels
- 2 reels - .
. . 2 reels
, ,2 reels
. 2 reels
. .1 reel
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
. -2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reel

19
22
15
1.
27.
5.
2910
25.
5.
22.
26. .2 reels

Star
.. Marjorie Beebe
. .Variety
. .Variety
..HallamCooley
..Viriety

..Variety

..Variety
..Variety
. .Variety
..Variety
.Variety
Varieb
TylerBrooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L Milter
Variety

Coming

10015 feet.

, . .
June 23

Aug. 11
May 19
Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 21
Mar. 24
May 26
Jan. 21
Mar. 17
May 19
Aug. n

Mar. 17

t Means sound effects.

Picture

Title
Backwash
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
"t^Caballeros Way.The
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding. The
•Four Devils, The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Hjsbands Are Liars
loy Street
•tLost In the Arctic
■i j Vlother Knows Best
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cos
Woman, The

News

Rel. Date
21 Length
reels
reel
Dec 18
1 reel
Nov. 25
Sept 2
2 reels
April 8 - .1 reel
April 1 .
. 1 reel
Feb. 19 , 1 reel
,1 reel..
reel .
Aug. 19... - 11 reel
-.
April 29
Sept 30 . 1 reel - . ,
1 reel . . ,
Oct 14
.2 reels. .
Dec 23
April 22 - 1 reel- .
Sept 16,,
.2 reels, ,
Mar. 11.- .1 reel. .
Mar. 4.

Reviewed
Jan. 14

Rel.

Reviewed

May 26
July 28

Attraction*

Star
Farrell-Duncan
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Bnen-Moran
Walsh-O'Brien-Alba
Lowe-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morlon
Moran-O'Brlen
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Cullyer
Barrymore-Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dre;ser
Farrell-Duncan
Rollens-Drexel
Macdnna'd-Drexel
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight The
Corpus Chfisti
Everybody Loves My Giri
Family Picnic. The
FourA.M
Interview, The
Ladies' Man, The
Mind Your Business

Clarke-McCuItough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

Najoleon's Barber
Mystery M.insjon
Ttiey're Coming to Get Me
Trea5urersRei)ort,The
Family Picnic. T le
George Bernard S-'iaw
Seranade Schubert*
White Faced Fool, The

Chick Sates
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
LionelAtwill

Date

Length

Nov. 18
Dec 23

Dec 30
Dec

9
5474 feet
Aufl. 18
10,100 feet. .Sept 22

Oct 28
Nov. t1
Jan. 8, *29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raquel Meller
Winnie Lig,.tner
Raymond McKee

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

:
2 reels
2reels

Sept:
Sept 8

2 reels
2 reels
2reel8
2 reels
June 30
June 30
Sept 8
Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
Bare Knees
Blondes By Cholefl
Cheer Leader, The
Chorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio, The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
San Francisco Nights
Tum Back the Houra
United States Smith

Star
Cortiln-Kelth ,
Claire Windsor
Graves-Olmstead
Faire- Washburn
Myers-Pldgeon
Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L, Sarrymore
Marmont-Busch
Loy-Pldgeon
Gribbon-Lee-Harlan

Coming

Rel.'^Date
Feb.
1.Oct
1. .
Nov. 1 . . ,
April 1
Sept- 1
May
1 .
Aug. 12
Aug 26
Jan.
1 .
Mar. 1 , . .
June
1

Attractions

Title

Ret

Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade. The
*§Girl From Argentine, The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Length
Reviewed
SSOOIeet . Jan. 28
Mar. 10
6987 leet
6000 leet
6200 leet
6990 leet
April
14
May 12
6432 leet
6800
6200 feet
feet
7000 feet . , Aug. 11
Dec 31
6600 feel
6000 feet
June 16
Mar. 17

Date

Length

Reviewed

George J essel
Star
Falrbanks-Calhoun.
Carmel Meyers
Livingston-Herbert,
Fairbanks- Sedgwick

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title

Length
Reviewed
5
6805 feet ..May
July 14
4187 feet
April 7 .. 6998
April 28
8730 feet
July 14...
6139 feet.
Jan
21
Sept 17...
. . Jan.
Aug. 144
6037 feet ..
-Sept 29, . 6433 feet
Nov. 12
May 27 '27
Sept 22
Oct
8. .11693 feet Jan. 16. 26'
Sept IS
Rel. Date

Star

Across to Singapore
Actress. The
Adventurer. The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine
I Broadway
Becky
■^Bellamy Trial, The
Ben Hur
Beyond the S'srras

Novarro-Crawf ord
Shearer- Forbes-O. Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
Gtsh-Kerry
Arthur-Dane
Cody-Pringle
O'Nelll-O. Moore
Joy-Bronson
Novarro-McAvoy
Tim McCoy

Big City. 'The
Btfl Parade, The
Body and Soul
Bringing Up Father
Brotherly Love
Buttons
Cameraman, The
Cardboard Lover, The
Certain Young Man
Circus Rookies
Cossacks. The
Crowd. The
•tDancing Daughters
Detectives
Diamond Handcuffs
DMne Woman The
Enemy. The
tExcess Baggage
Fair Co-Ed
Forbidden Hours
Foreign Devils
Four Walls
Garden ot Allah
In Old Kentucky
Latest (ram Paris, The
Laugh, Clown, Laugh

Chaney-M. Day-Compaon
Feb. 18
. 6838 (eel
. Mar. 31
Gllbert-Adoree
Sept 10,
11519 feet Nov. 28 '25
L Barrymore-Pr'.ngle-Kerry... . Ort
1. . 5902 feet .... Nov. 2B
Macdonald- Olmsted- Moran
Mar. 17 . 6344 feet — June 2
Dane-Arthur
Oct 12
Mar. 31
Coogan-L. Hanson
Dee. 24. ..6050feet
Sept 8
Keaton-Day
Sept 29
Sept 16
15
Davies-Aslher
Aug. 25 , . 7108 feet. . June
Novarro-Adcree
May 19. . 5679feet .
Dane-Artiiur
Mar. 31
66d1 feet.
May 30
19
June
Gllbert-Adoree
June 23..
8601 (eet
Board man- Murray
Mar. 3
8538 (eet. . Feb. 25
Crawford-Brown- Sebastian
Sept 8
Dane-Arthur
June 9. . .5838feel. .
Boardman-Gray-Nagel
May
5 , , 6700 feet . .
Jan.
Sept 21
15
Garbo-Hanson
Jan. 14. . 7300(eet..
Glsh-Forbes
Feb. 18..- 8189feel..
Dee.
31
Haines-Cortez
Sept. 8
71f2feet
July 28
4
Sept 29
Davles-Brown
Oct. 15, . 6408 feet - -Nov.
Novarro-Adoree
June 16
. 5011 feet.
McCoy-Wtndsor
SeoL 3. . 4658feet-. -April 28
Gilbert-Crawford
Aug. 11
6620 feet.. -Aug. 25
Terry- Petrovlch
Nov.
6. . .8200 feet. .
H. Costello-Murray
Oct 29 .... 6646 feet - Sept 16
Shearer- Forbes
Feb.
4. .7743feet.. -June 2
Chan ey- Young- Asther
April 14
7045 feet. .

,

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

.Mar.' 3

1113

October

6,

1928
Rel.

Tltl#
U» 0* \tf Range
London After f/jdnlght
Lov«
Lmeloni. The
. .
MjtJa iwlsellefrom Armentleres. ,
Man. Woman and Sin
Mask!>nf ti>fl Onil
Napolco.i
r atn. The
Quality Street
fiWer^ol the Dark
Load to Ronianea.Th«
foM-Marle
Skli-tt
Sman Set. The
S(wll«fii)f (he WmI
Sprlnit Fe.e*
Student Prince. Tht
Tee for Three
Telling 111*. World
Tftlrteenlh Hour. The
,
Under i^i* Black Eagle
We>l o„int
...
nwhilf the Cl^ Sleeps
*t iWhlie Shadows In the South Soa
WIchfMlnftu Hrnrwfod
nwoman ot Aflalra. A
Wironung

Star
MtCoy-Crawford
Chaney-M. Oay-Nagel
GartM-Gllbvt
0'Nelll-Ken|.0'Day
E Bn>dy-J. Stuart
Gllben-Eageli
Jot nGilLMi
Garto-Nigel
Special latt
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Davle»-Nigel
McCoy-Owan
. Novarro-M. Day
Crawrerd-Murrav-Pelen
Chaplin- Balfour
Halne».Holt-A, Day
McCov-Oa»
Halrea-rrawrord
Novarf.>- Shearer
Cody-Prlngl»-0. Moore
Halne^-Page
L. Barry morfr-Gadsdon
Fla*h-Kl. Day-Forbes
Ha Inw- Crawford.
Chaney-Page

Title
Aching Youth
All For NiJtning
AllPjrts
Ancient Art. An
Assorted Babies
Barnum and Rlngllng. Ine
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Boy Friend. The
Call of tie Cuckoo
Came (he Dawn
Children of the Sun
Cleojatra
Czartnn's Secret Tha
Do Gentlemen Snore?.....
Dumb Daddies
Dying Jungle
EagU's ^est
EarlyliB9l
Edl«>n. Mafconland Co

June
Nov,
Mar.
Jan.
Sept.
. July
Jan.

Primllivf Housekeeping
Ra'ny Days
Sacred Baboon. The
Sanctuary
Savage Customs
Secret Boozehounds
Secrets ol the Sea
Should Women Drive?
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Sjanking 4ge, The
Strange Prayers
Tell itto the Judge
That Nighl
Their Purale Moment
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen. "Pw
We Draw Down
Wicked Ka<lmlr, The
Wives for Sale
World's Playgrounds
Your Darn TooUn"

Rel.

star
Charley Chase
UfaOddlttp-s
Ufa Oddities
Charley CMase
Ufa Oddities
UlaOddi'ies
Ufa Oddl ios
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
.Mai Cavldson
Charley Ciiase
. Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Revier-Ellis
Baclanova-M(r-Rand
Roaci Sl.irs

Title
Adrienne Leeouver
{Alias Jimmy Valentine
*t5at>y Cyclone, The
IBaltyhoo
Bushnnger. The
DeMlllna The
tOevll's Mask. The

7184
^.5252

30
26 ,
24
7
15
7
28

2

Jan.
Fab
Mar
Mar,
OcL
Oct

■
*■iCTi

21
18
10
24
28
7

leel

Nov. 11
July 21

6901 leet
8134 rret

May 19
Jan.
7

7968 leel
501 1 leet

Aug. 18

4435 leel

Length

Dal
17
27
16
21
27
10
2
S

April
Sept.
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Mar.
Fob.
July
June

7 .
15
31
24
10
15
3
11
27. .

May 19
Sept. 22
Dec. I .

UfaOddltles
Ufa Oddities
A. AvreoQ. MaHesen-G. Irving
. Uurel-Hardy

reel ,
21 reel.
2 reels
2 reels
22 reel?
reels
.

14
22
1
29
30
28
8
21
28 .

2 reels
12 reel
reels .
2 reels,
2 reels ,
2 reels
2t reels
,
reel

1
29 . 1 reel
1 reel
5
28
2 reels
20
, 1 reel
,,
18
7. .2reel9,,,
14 . 1 reel , , , ,
Ireel
,
28
1 reel
,
Feb. 21
11.. ,2 reels, ,,
April

. "Our Gang"
, Ufa Oddities
UfaOddities
. Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
UfaOddities
UfaOddltles
Mai Davidson
Laurel- Hardy
. UfaOddltles

. . SepL 1 . 1 reel , , ,
May
5 ,
.Nov. 24
, 1 reel
reels,
..Nov. 17.. , 21 reel
. Feb. 16,
1 reel , , , ,
Feb. 25
2
reels,,
May 28

"Our Gang"
UfaOddities
Max Oavldson
Roach Stars
, Laurel-Hardy
UfaOddltles
Uurel-Hardy
. Stan ley- Dwan-Mwuilng
UfaOddities
Laurel-Hardy
. UfaOddltles
UfaOddities
UfaOddltles
-Uurel-Hardy

Sept. 15
June 30 .

21 reel
reels

Jan.
14
Dec 15
Dec. 22
Aorll 28

2 reels . .

, Sept, 15
May 19
June 2
, Nov. 3
. ,Miy12
Jan. 19
Dec. 29
.April 7
, Oct 27
, OcL 13
April 21

* Means synchronized score,

,

2 reels
reels
22 reels,,.
.
,

2 reels
1 reel

,

, 2 reels ,
, ..Ireel...
..
, . Ireel
. Ireel . .
2 reels

Attractiona

Star

,

2 reels ,,
1 reel

SepL
. Sept
Jan.
July
. Oct.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Ufa Oddities
UfaOddltles..

Crawford-Asthec
Hatne«-Hyams-Barrymore
Cody-Prlngle
Norma Shearer
McCoy-Douglas
Flash- Lomlne-Gny
John Gilbert

Feb

Length

Star
Ramon Novarro
Halne»-Pagft.Percy. , . .
Flash-Moran-Gflbbon
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cant
William Hafnes
McCoy ...
Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Grpy-Lorralne
Davles-Halnea
Flash- Gray -Lorraine
Special Cast
McCoy-Fraier
Adoree-Murray
Del Rlo-Forbes
Cluincy-Nnlim-Barrymore
GIsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title
Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marlon Harris
Marion Harris
JImtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Jose.ih Regan
Luo Beer^
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jimlown
M-G-lVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponco Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and CapltoKans

Rel. Date
.Nov. 30

Nov.

Length

2,

Oct 28
Nov. Q

..5446 feet..

IllOOfeot. . . .Mar. 24
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
,
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songa
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

Rel. Date
Oct- 27
Oct. 27
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Oct. 20
Nov. 10
Nov. 3
Sapt29
Oet 13
Nov. 3
Oet. B
OcL
6
SepL 2B
OcL 13
Nov. 3
OcL 13
OcL 20
Oct. 20
Nov. 10
Sept. 29
OcL 27
Kov. 10
OcL
8

Length

Reviewed

2retlt

FEATURES
Star

Rel. Date

length

25

Mar 31
Adventure Mad
Asther-Hall-Davla
5897 feet
feet
8591
Barbed Wire
Negri-Brnok
SepL 10
6538 leet
Beau Sabreur
Brenl-Cooper
Jan. 7
July 28
7560 tept
'jBeggors of Life
Bppry-Arlen-Brooks
April 7
5930 leel
Big Klllinq The
Bepry-Hnlfrin
Sept. 27
15
Carnation Kid, The
Douglas MacLean
OcL
May 12
May 193
Ctiang
Jungle Film
SepL
5408
feel
City Gone Wild. The
Melghan-Brooke
Nov, 12
6536 feel
May 26
7212 fpet
•Dock^ of New York, The
Bancrnfl-Cnmpson-Baclanova, , Oct. 20
5665 leet
Doomsday
Uidof-Cooper
Feb. 18
786SfBet
April 7
Drag Net. The
Bancroft-Btent
May 26
Easy Come, Easy Go
Dlx-Carroll
5364 leet
April 21
April 21
•Fleefs In, The
Bow-Hali
. Feb.
OcL 25
13
69l8feet
5808 leel
Feel My Pulse
Daniels-Arien
6402
leet
5280 feet
OcL 8
Figures Don't Lie
Raiston-Arien
May 12
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The
Daniels-Hall
,
6134 leet
Aug 25
First Kiss. The
Wray.Ccoper
5! 52 feel
;6'tfepl
July 28
Fools tor Luck
Fields-Conklin
May 7
6376 feel
, Aug, II
Forgotten Faces
Brian-Brook
Gay
Defender,
The
Dli-Todd
Dec10
OcL
8
5927
OcL 15
6S71 leet
leet
Gentleman of Paris. A
Men|nu-0'Hara,
Gentlemen Prefer Blondea
Tavlor-SlerlinB-Whlfe
Jan. 28
5998 feet
Feb. 25
Gel Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Dec 10
Mar. 3
6238 feet
Half a Bride
Ralslon-Arlen
June 16
5415
5038 leet
feet
His Tiger l-ady
Menjou-Brent
June 9
Honeymoon Hate
Vidor-CarmanatI
Dec. 3
Hot News
Daniels-Hamilton
July 14
Jan. 21
652?
leet
8656 leet
Jesse James
Thomson-Lane
OcL 22
6039 feet
Just Married
Hall-Taylor
Aug- 18
6792 tpet
Ladies of the Mob
Bow-Arlen
June 30
8234 feet
Last Command, The
Jannlngs-Brent
Jan, 21
7415
6941 feet
leet
July 28
Last Waltz. The
Fritsch-Vernon
Nov 26
5737 feet
May 26
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper- Wray
Mar- 10
LoveandLearn
Raiston-Chandlar
Jan. 14
7434
feet
7159 feet
•Loves of An Actress. The
Negri- Asther ,
Aug. 18
Loves of an Actress (silent version), Negri- Astter
Aug. 18
Florence Vidor
Junr 2,
4998 feet
Magnificent Flirt. The
MpIti
pn
Brpnt-Adoree
Jt'ly
21,
: Feb. 25
.6225 feet
Mating from
Call, Montmartre
The
Model
Naldl-Petrovltch
SepL 22. .
July 21
•Moran of the Marines
Dix-Elder
OcL 27. , 625l> feet
Nevada.
Lnop,-'- ' odd
S.pl 10
5741 feet
Night ot Mystery. A
Menjou-Brenl
April 7
SepL 29
6798
7910 feel
feet
Now We're In the Air
Beery-HaHon
OcL 22,
Old Ironsides
Ralston-Farrell-Beefy ,.
Mar. 3
4551 feet
, Mar
May 193
One Woman to Another
Vidor-Von Ell?
SepL24
5599 feet
6600
feet
July 28
Open Range
Chand|p«-Bronson
Nov, 5
Partners In Crime
Beerv-Hatton-Brian
Mar, 17
9819 feet
•PatrioL The
Jannings-Stone-VWor
SepL 1
5582
6118 feet
Peeks of Destiny
Special Cast
Jan. 28
Pioneer Scout. The
Thomson-Lane
Jan. 21
7646 feet
Racket, The
Melghan-Prevoet
June 30
9443
6331 feet
feet
Red Hair
Bow-Chandler
Mar 10
Rough Riders, The
N, Beery-Bancrofl
OcL
1
May 2«
7175 feet
♦Sawdust Paradise, The
Ralsinn- Howes
Aug 25,
592f feel
Secret Hour, The
Negrl-Themaon
Feb. 4,,
62tWfee1
Serenade
Mentou-Carver-BaMiuette
Dec 24,
..May 11
5515 feet
Shanghai Bound
Dli-Brlan
Oct. 15 , 601 5 feet
She'ea Sheik
Daniels-Arien
Nov. 12 , ,51 79 feet
Shootin' Irons
Luden-Blane
OcL
8, , 7616 feet
Show Down, The
Bancroft-Brent
Feb. 25 , , 4792 feet
Something Always Haiipene
Ralston-Hamllton
Mar, 24
May 12
7960 feet
Speedy
Lloyd-Christie
April 7
5951 feet
feet
Sporting Goods
Dlx-Oimstead
Feb. 11,, ,4934
Spotlight, The
Raiston-Hamllton
Nov, 19 ,
Stark Leva
Special Cast
SeiiL17,,
Revlneed
6218 leet
Street of Sin, The
Jannings-Wray
May 26., 6200 feet
Sunspt Legion, The
Thomson-Murphy
April 21 , .
6763
fpot
24 feet
Swim, Girl, Swim
Danlels-Hah
SepL 17.. 61
Take Me Home
Danlels-Hamllloii
OcL 20. .
6006 leet,
Tell Itto Sweeney
Conklln-Bancroft
SepL 24.,
Three Sinners
Negri-Baxter
April 14,, 702!
feet
5733 feet
Tiliie's Punctured Romance
Fields-Conklin
Mar. 3
5319 leel.
Two Flaming Youths
Conkiin-Flelds
Dec.
17,

t Means sound effect*.

RevlewofI

PARAMOUNT
Tllle

. April
Nov. 14
10 .
Mar. 24 . , 1Ireel,,,,
reel

.Ufa Oddities
UfaOddltles
. UfaOddltles
UfaOddities
. Ufa Oddities
UfaOddltles
"Our Gang"
UfaOddltles
, Mai Davidson

Title
tGold Braid
He Learned About Women
Hineymnon
Humming Wires
^Little Angel
Lovee of Casanova, Tht.
SMan's Man. A
Masked Stranger. The
Mysterious Island. The
•jNlze Baby
Pagan, The
Shadows In the Nighl
tShow People
Single Standard, The
Spies
SuoU Blood ,
•t ride of Empire
•t Trait ol •98. The
West of Zanzibar
*t Wind. The

May 26

2 reels ,
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels ,
2 reels
reel
11 reel
1 reel
2 reels

14

April 21
April 21

Ireel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reefs
2 reels
2 reels ,
2 reels
2 reels
,
2 reels
3 reels , ,
2 reels .
1 reel,
,

May
Feb. 185
Dec. 8
Fob.
May 25
12
Mar. 4 .
Mar. 24

.

Jan

2 reel.
treel
1 reel
, 1 reel

.Aug. 18
Oct.
6
Mar. 10
Jan. 12

July
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Mar.
Jan.
Dec
Jan.
Jan.

Reviewed

2reela
rod
11 reel

Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar
Mar.
Nov.

Mar. 17
Oct. 13
Feb. 4
Feb. 2

Ufa Oddi'ips
UfaOddi'ies
Laurel-Hirdy
"Qui Gang"

Coming

June

!'no'v

'. ia
:.AuHI

SUBJECTS

"Our Gang"
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Feed 'Em aii Weep
Charley Chase
Laurel-Hnrdy
FlnUnlng Touch, The
Forty Thousand Miles with Undberi hAvlalionFllm ,
From Sou0 tn Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Golden Fleeces
"Our Gang"
Growing Pains
Lajrel-Hjrdy
Hl'DSi; 2irjj3
UfaOddltles
Haooy Omen. A
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The . Oaw-Walling
Charley Chase
•Imaglie My Embarrassment . . .
Charley Chase ...
•Is Everybody Happy?

Leave 'Em Love
Laughing
Limousine
Lonely Laoland
Monarch of tne Glen, The
Monkey Sninss
Murder
Napoleon's Homeland
Nature's Wizardry
•or Gray Hoss, The
Palace or Honey. The

Dec 23
Dec 16
Dec 30

54411 le«
Bi't
,6280

Oct 19
Mar. 24

Fair and Muddy

Jungle Round-Uo. A
Kisses Come High
Lady of Vlctorle**. The

Reviewed

Length
U83I0M
6687 feet
73KS lael
6950 laot

Mar. 10 . ,7289teel
7193 leet
Dec 31
5014 leel
April 21
6644 leet
Sept. 24
774S leet
Feb. 11
May 12
5801 leel
Feb. 2S
6476
leet
47B4 leet
Dec 10
6705 leel
Oct. 22
Jan. 30
9435
6273 leKl
reel
Dec 10

Cndy-P'ingle
Gllbert-Garbo
McCny-SebaHtlin

SHORT

Dal(

Jan. 21
Dec
3
Jan.
2
Dee. 17..
June 2
.N«v. 18..
Oct

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Jan. 28
Sept- 29
July
7
Mat. 3
?t|1.22
June 9
May 13-27
April 127
May
, Spot. 1
M>r. 3
May 25
263
Mar.
Aug.
Jinp 23
/ig.
..Dec
. OcL
Jan-

It
31
14
21

June 2
FebJuly 11
28
OcL 28
. Aug. 18
Aug.
Jan.
Dec 28
30
Mai. 24
Feb, 25
June 30

,

OcL 28
Dec 21
23
April

, , SepL
Mar, 30
10
May

5

Dec,Aug.
18 '26
18

Jan.
Mat, 21
10
Mar, 31
July 14

SepL 171
,, Mar.
Dec 319
Dec
Aorll I '27
Dec
9
May 26
,! Mar.io
Feb. 18
April 14
,, June

2

SPPL29
, SepL 16
OcL 28
Mar, 11 "27
April
Sept, 28
297
Jan.

1114

Motion

Tide
Under the Tonto Rim
Undorworld
Vanishing Pioneer. The
• S Varsity
•WarmlngUp
Water Hole. The
Way of All Ftesh
•Wedding March, The
We're All Gamblers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

SHORT
Title

Reviewed
Re). Date
Length
Feb.
4
5991 feel .April 28
Sept. 9
Oct. 29 — 7643 feet
June 23
.5834 feet
Sept. 29
Sept 29
July 21
Aug. 4 - 6509feet
Aug. 25
. 6319 feet
Sept. 8
Oct.
1 — 8486 feet
Oct
6
July 8. '27
Sept. 3 — 5935 feet
Jan. 7... 5413 feet
Jan. 21
Sept.
. .12 reels ,
OcL 29
6860 feet .Oct 14

Star
Arlen-Brlan
Bancroft-Bron (-Brook
Holl-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard Dix
Hoil-Carroll
Jannings-Bennett-Haver
Van Strohein-Wray
Melghan-Mfllner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers
Negrl-E. Hanson

SUBJECTS

Aug. 26*27

Star

Rel.

Adoration
...Novelty
Alice in Movleland
, . . Novelty
Baby Feud
. Krazy Kat Cartoon
Beaches and Scream
. Krazy Kay Cartoon
..E.E.Horton
Benlnd the Counter
Bobby Vernon
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer. A
Krazy Kat Cartoon
CallAgaIn
E. E. Horton
Campus Cutles (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Come Easy. Go Slow
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Companiftnate Marriage
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Cruising the Arctic
Novelty
Dad's Choice
E. E. Horton
Dancing Town. The
May-Skeiiy-Hayea
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Face Value
Novelty
Fighting Fanny (Christie).. Featured Cast
Frenzy
Novelty
Gallant Gob. A (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Gold Bricks
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Gonfy Ghosts (Christie)
Jimmle Adams
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Ann Cornwall
Hold "Er Cowboy (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Jimmy Adams
Home Girl, The
Giimorft-Kruger
Hnr'.e Shy
E. E. Horton
•Hi)t Scotch (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Hunger Stroke. A
Krazy Kat Canoon...,
(ce Boxed
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Just tne Type fChrlsUe)
Neal Burns
Knights of the Air
Avlatinn Film
Ko-Ko"sBawth
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko"sBig
Inkwell
Ko-Ko Goes Pull
Over
Inkwell Cartoon
Cartoon

Date

Length

Reviewed

Feb. 25... 2 reels.

June 23 . . 2 reels .
Aug. 18 . 1 reel ,,
Oct 22
1 reel
Mar. 3,-..2reel3
,,2 reels
. . April 21
April 21
.1 reel
Oct 20...,2reels
April 7
2 reels
Oct 13
1 reel
July -4 , . 1 reel
May
5
2 reels
Jan.
7
2 reels
Oct 27 . . 2 reels
Aug. 18
.2 reels
July 21
, 2 reels
Jan. 21 ...2reels April 26
Jan. 14
2 reeh
May 26 ..,2reeis
May
5.1 reel
April 28
2 reels
April 14
2 reels
June 2
2 reals
Feb. 11
2 reels
.. June 2
Dec- 1
2 reels
May 19
2 reels
Aug. 25
2 reels
Feb. 25
.1 reel
Feb. 11
1 reel
Feb. 18
.2 reels
Mar.31
2 reels
Feb. 18 . 1 reel
Sept
8
..
.1
reel
June23
. 1 reel

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko KieansUp
Inkwell Cartoon
Kn-Kn Lamps Ataddin
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Kn'sCalch
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Chase
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Haunted House
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
. Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Kink
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Parade
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Smoke
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Squeals
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
InkwellCartoon
Lnng Cnunl. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Long Hose (Chrtstle)
Jack Duffy
Loose Change ChrisMe)
Sandy MacDufI
Love's Young Scream (Christie)
Anne Cornwall
Love Shy (Christie)
Jimmie Adams
Love Sunk
Krazy Kat Cartoon
News Reeling
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Oriental Hugs fChrlstie)
Billy Dooley
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picture My Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee
Pig Styles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Prancing Prune
Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Save the Pieces (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Say Uncle (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Scrambled Weddings
E. E. Horton
Sea Food I Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sea Sword
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Shadow Theory
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Show Vote
Krazy Kat Cartoon
•Skating Home (Christie)
Frances Lee
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Neal Burns
Slippery Heels (Christie)
Jimmie Adams
•Sock Exchange, The {Christie)...
Bobby Vernon
Stage Coached
Krazy Kat Cartoon
•StopKiddIng
Bobby Vernon
Sweeties (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
TongTIed
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Two Masters
, Eaton-Post
Vacation Waves
E. E. Horton
Walls Tell Tales
Madge Kennedy
Water Bugs (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Wired and Fired
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Aug. 25
1 reel
Sept 22. .1 reel
May 12
1 reel
July
7
1 reel
Aug. 11
1 reel
Oct 20 .. 1 reri
April 28 - 1 reel
April 14
,1 reel
Feb. 4 . . .1 reel
Mar.31
1 reel
June 9 — 1 reel
Jan. 7 ...1 reel
Jan. 21
1 ree!
Oct
6 . . .1 reel
Mar. 3
I reei
May 26
1 reel
Mar.l7 . Ireel
May 19
Ireel
Mar. 17
2 reels
Oct
6
2 reels
May 12
2 reels
Mar. 24
. 2 reels
Mar. 24 .1 reel
Aug. 4.1 reel
Sept 29 .. 2 reels
June 2 .-Ireel
Sept 29
1 reel
Oct 13
2 reels
Jan. 14 .Ireel
. .2 reels
June 30
1 reel
Jan. 28 - 2reei8
June 9 . 2 reels
June 30 — 2 reels
July 14
2 reefs.
Sept. 1
1 reei
Jan. 28
1 reel
Sept 15.... 1 reel
Sept 1 — 2 reels
July
7 ...2 reels
June 18 . ,.2 reels
Sept 22 .. 2 reels
June 16
,1 reel
Aug. It . ,2 reels
Mar. 10
2 reels
April 7 . , I reel
Sept 8
2 reels
Sept 15... 2 reels
Aug. 4, , . 2 reels
Feb. 4 . . 2 reels
Mar. 10
1 reel

* SAbie's Irish Rose
Avalanche. The
Canary Murder Case, The
•tFour Feathers
His Private Life
Hunting Tower
•§lnterference
Just Married
Just Twenty-One
Kit Carson
Letter, The
Manhattan Cocktail
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show, The
JSIns of the Fathers
•fSoul of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War

Star
Hersho It- McDonald
Holt-Hill
Powell-Taylor-Brian.
Wray-Arien-Beery
Menjou-Carver
Harry Lauder
- Brent-Brook-Powell
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-I^ne
Evelyn Brent
Arlen-Carroli
Daniels-Hamilton
Flelds-Conklln
Flolds-Conklin
Richard DIx
Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklln
Emil Jannings
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor .

* Means synchronized score,

Length

Star

Title
Alice in Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway, The
Apache Raider. The
Avenging Shadow, The
Sillyhoo Buster. The
aU;k Ace. The
Blonde for a Night A
Blue Danube. The
SorntoBante
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bronc Stomper. The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop. The
Oowboy Cavalier. The
Ctaig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin. The
Discord
Dress Parade
FangsofFate
FlyingLuck
Forbidderj Woman, The
OiH in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy (re-Issue)
HarplnHock.A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
Hoof Marks
• t&King of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good
Uw's Lash. The
Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Night
,,
Main Event The
Man-Made Woman
Marlie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obligln'Buckaroo.The
On to Reno
Perfect Gentleman, A
Power.
Red Mark, The
Ride' Em High
Roarin' Rroncs
Rush Hjur, The
SaddleMates
Sal of Singapore
ShIpComesIn, A
•fShew Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy, The
•t§Spleler The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men. The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife. The
Wreck of the Hesperus. The
Yellow Contraband

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
LeatriceJoy
Leo Maloney
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Don Coleman
Marie Prevost
Leatrice Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
Arm'^trnng-Basquetle
Haver-Varconi
Walsh -Ada ms-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales.
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike flog;
Monty Banks
Goudai-Varconl
Marte Prevost
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
Harold Lloyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan
Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody
Klondike dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
. .
Reynolds-R. Schlldkraut
Joy-Boles-Warner
Klondike dogi
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangbom
William Boyd
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Monty Banks
Boyd-Lfjgan
von SeyHertitz-Qyaftaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Rod La Rocque
Haver- VarconI
R. Schildkrant-Fay
Buffalo Bill. Jr.
Sue Carrol
NitaNaldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford-Marlon
Leo Maloney

SHORT

Reviewe

7464 feet

t Means sound effects,

Date

Length

Reviewed

George Bancroft..
Negrt-Kerry

PATHE

Title

12103 feet. . .April 28

Rel.

X

FEATURES

..

Coining Attraction*
Title

Tide
Wolf of Wall Street, The
Woman From Moscow, The....

P if I II r r

Re). Dale
Length
Reviewed
Dec 25 , . 4408 feet
Feb. 12 .. 3996feet
Dec. 26 . . 5596 feet
, Mar. 24
Oct
3 . 6555 feet ...Dec. 16
Feb. 12 .. .5755 feet
Feb. 18
Aprtl 29 ,. 4293 feet
, Mar.31
Jan.
8 ... 4805 feet ., Dec. 30
Sept. 2
5722 feet
Sept. 15
Feb. 27
. 5927 feet
Mar. 12
6589 feet
May 26
Septll
4875 feet
Jan. 22 , 4833 feet
Jan. 14
Feb. 26 ., 5408feet
. Mar. 3
Mar. 25 .. .4550 feet
Mar. 31
Sept. 30
5400 feet
Oct
7
6 reels Aug. 11
Mar. 5
9145 feet
Dec. 30
Oct 23
.5100 feet ...Nov. 11
Aug. 19
7054 feet
Sept 8
Jan. 29 .. 4526foet ...Jan. 28
Sept 23
6670 feet
Feb. 5 , 4480 feet
Feb. 11
Dec. 18 . 4933 feel... Dec. 3"
Jan. 15
. ,4398 feet
Jan. 21
Dec. 11 . 5478feet
Nov. 20
. 8586 feet ...Nov. 11
Nov 11
6599feet
Nov. 11
June 24
4476feet
June 23
Dec. 4 .. 6403 feet
Nov. 18
Nov. 7
6568 feet . Dec. 16
Oct 31
5867 feet . Nov. 18
Dec. 18. . 7913f6et , Mar. 24
Nov. 20 ...4968 feet . Dec. 23
Dec.
. 4750 feet , .
Oct 10 .. 5990feBt , Dec. 9
Nov. i:7 .. 4890 feet
. Feb. 11
May 14
7056 feet
Aug.
4
Nov. 13 . , 4076 feet
, Dec. 23
Sept 30 . .13500 feetAprll 29 '27
Dec. 25
4131 feet
Dec. 30
Jan.
1... 4155 feet
Dec 30
May 20
. 4683 feet
Mar. 31
Jan. 22
6650feet
Mar. 10
Jan. 15
. 5888feet
Jan. 28
Sept 16
5733 feet
Nov. 18 . 6472feet . Nov. 11
Sept 9
5762 feet
Sept 22
Mar. 4 , 4600feet ,. Mar. 3
Mar. 26 , 6559feet
Dec. 19 . 5750 feet
Mar.31
Feb. 6 ,. 5954fe6t
Oct 16 . , .4575feet . . Nov. 11
Jan.
1 ...5494feet
Jan. 15
5626 feet ...Jan. 14
Sept 23
6092 feet
Sept 15
Aug. 26
, 7937 teet
Sept 8
Oct
9 . . .4542reet . . Nov. 11
Nov. 27. . . .4375feet- . . Dec 30
Dec 12 . , 5880 feet
Mar. 10
Aug. 5 . . 4520feet . . .Mar. 17
Oct 14
,
,, Sept 22
June 4... 6902feet
.-Junei!3
Oct 21
,,
April 9 ...7040feet . April 14
Sept25 . . -4546feet, . . .Nov. 4
Jan.
6 .
Feb. 20. .. .5423 feet, . ..April 7
Aug. 5 — 6370 feet
Nov. 11,.. 5397 feet
. .
Feb 19 ...4520feet
. Mar. 3
, May 21
5035 feet
Sept 22
Jan. 22 .. 4000 feet
. Jan. 28
Oct 24 , . 5610feet. , . .Dec 16
Oct 31
6447 feet
Mar. 31
Oct 28

SUBJECTS

Star

Rel.

Date

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits

Sept.
April

9.. , ,1 reel
8, , , .1 reel

Baby's Birthday
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard Lodge No. 1
Bath Time
Battling Duet, The
Beach Club. The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt. The
Blaze of Glory, A
Boy Friend, The
Broncho Buster, The
Burglar, The
Bunker Battlers
Busy Bodies
Calling
Camous Hubby's
Carmen, Bluff
The

Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"

Jan. 20 ..,2reeli,
July 15-1 reel
Oct 14 .. 2 reels
April 29
1 reel
April 8
1 reel
June 24
1 reel
April 15
1 reel
Jan. 22 — 2 reels
Jan. 22
1 reel
Feb. 19
2 reels
Mar. 18. .. .2 reels
Feb. 26
1 reel
Jan. 22
1 reel
Jaru
1, . . .1 reel
Dec. 9
2 reels
July 22 , , ,1 reel
Jan. 8... .1 reel
Feb.
Sept23 3. .... 22 reels
reels

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables'*
Bevan-Hurlock
Geographical Number
Bevan-A. Bennett-V. Dent
Bevan-V. Denl-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
Sportlight

Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Catalina Rowboat Races
Caught in the Kitchen
Chicken, The
City Slickers
Clothes and the Game
Coast to Coast
County Fair, The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run, A
Crowned Heads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
Deferred Catch

SennettGlrls
SennettGlrls
Sportlight
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
Billy Sevan
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense

* tDinner Time

"Aesop Fable"

Nov.
Aug.
Oct
Sept
Aug.
July
April
May
Mar
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.

Length

25. . . .2 reels
19 ,, ,1 reel
21 — 2 reels
9
2 reels
26
2 reels
1
1 reel
15
1 reel
13 — 1 reel
4 — 1 reel
16 . . 1 reel
19 — 1 reel
19
1 reel
7 , , . 1 reel
28, . . ,1 reel
7.1 reel
21 — 1 reel
14 — 1 reel
1 reel

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Reviewed
Septi

April 21
April 7
June 23
April 7
Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Mar. 10

Dec 31
Sept 15
Aug. 11

April 7
May 19
Sept 8
Aug. 18

Sept 29

October

6 ,

1115

1928
Title

Title

Rd.

Star

Don't
JmIous
Dumb G*l
W^ilter.
A
Eagloor thv NIghl (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everytiody's Flying
Fair AHiilr. A
,
Family Frolics
Famous Playprounda
Fllflht That Failed. The
FIving Age, The
Frying Elephants
Foolish Husbands
Fun Atool
Galloping Gho«ts
Girl From Nowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gndlrim Cocktail, A
Happy Days
Hrj*! S'?J5
High Stakes
Hi! Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints
Hubby "s Lalesl Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman. The
In the
Jim
JamBagJanitor, A

Sportilght
Carew-Hardy
Sennett GIris
"Aesop Fables"
Sportilght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Rarebits

Title

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny
Hmes
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Geographical Number
Rarebits
Sportilght
Pollard-Hurlock-Cowley
'■Aesop Fable"
A. Ray-W. Miller
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Sportilght
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"

"Aesop Fables"
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Sportilght
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson- H la tt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Uingdon
"Aesop Fables".
Sportliflht
"Aesop Fables"
Sportilght
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportilght
Pollard-Cfyde-Lomiwrd.
Soortllqhi
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits
Novelty
Sportilght
"Aesop Fables'*
Aviatitm Film
"Aesop tables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)
Coming
Star

Reviewed
Sept.

fl

Sept.
Jan.
May
June
April
Feb.

8
14
19
9
21
11

-Ireel

.1 reel
, 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.-2 reels
. 2 reels
. .1 reel
.2 reels
, 2 reels
. . 1 reel
, 1 reel
. .
. .1 reel
1 reel .
. . 1 reel

31
19

Cruise of the Hellion..
Danger Patrol. The. ..
Devil's Tower, The.
Divine Sinner, The ,
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart ol Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man, The
Ugh tin the Window. A
Liflhinin' Shot, The
Man From H e-idquarters. The
Midnight Adventure, A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke or 12
Painted Trail, The
,
Phantom ol the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains
Rldin* Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallln' Back
Wenderer of the West, A
Wheel of Destiny, The
Wild Born
You Can'i Beat the Law

2
21

Title
ShoulilaGfrl Marry?.

Mar. 3
Mar. 24
May 19
Sept. 22

. 2 reels

..1 reel
2 reels

Dec
2 . 1 reel
July
July 8.
. , 1 reel
Aug. 26. . 2 reels
. 1 reel
Mar.
Mar. 25. . .1 reel
May
May
6.
Jan. 6. . .1 reel
.
,1
reel
Feb. 12
June
June 10. . .1 reel
Jan
Jar. 29, .-2 reels
. 1 reel
SepL 30
Jan. 15. .lOeplsodes.. .Jan
Mar. 25. .10 episodes... Mar.
April
April 29. ..Ireel
Sept.
Sept. 30 . 2 reels
- ,1 reel
June
June 24.
May 12. . .2 reels
Sept.
Oct.
7 . .2 reels
. .1 reel
Mar. 11. . I reel
Aug. 5.
Aug.
Julv 29 . 1 reel
Feb.
Feb. 12. ..1 reel
, ,2 reels
Jan. 1.
reel
May 27 - 11 reel
June 10,
June
Jan. 15. . .1 reel
. .1 reel
Jan.
June
Mar. 17.
24 . . 2reels
July
2reels
Jan.
Jan. 15.
. -1 reel
Mar.
April 1. . , 1 reel
Mar. 4 ,
. 1 reel
Jan.
8 . .2 reels
Jan.
Jan. 15.
. ,2 reels
Mar.
Feb. 26 , . ,2 reels
Feb.
Feb. 5
.2 reels
Mar.
Mar. 4 . 2 reels
Dec
Jan.
8 . 2 reels
Aug. 19 . 3reel8
Sept. 30
.1 reel
Mar. 18 , , 1 reel
Sept. 22
.1 reel
Feb.
Feb. 19 ,
.
.1 reel
May
May 27.
. 1 reel
Sept. 2 . 1 reel
.
Sept.
Sept. 16 . .1 reel
Aug. 12.
Sept.
, Aug. 5. . .1 reel
Mar.
Feb. 26 . 2 reels
April 1 , . ,1 reel
2 reels
Sept 2
2 reels
Aug. 5 . 10 episodes
10
episodes
...
1 reel Mar.ll
1 reel . . Dec.
Jan.
1
2 reels
Jan. 27.
1 reel
Jan.
Feb. 5
1 reel
Jan. 29.
2 reels
May
6
1
reel
May
May 20
10 episodes
June 3

14

14
24
21
29
30
29
4
11

Nov.
Dec
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

FoftT-Flve-Callbre Ytat
Qeraldine
•tCodless Girt. The
Hawk of the Hills
•t iLMt»ierneck, The
Marked Money
♦TNed McCobb's Daughter
Noisy Neighbors
•fSOfflce Scandal ,
*tiShady Udy, The
Sin Town

Coleman-LofT
Qulllan-Loff
BasqueMe-Pf evost
Allene Ray
Wlltiam Boyd
Junior Coghlan
Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair

Feb.
Oec
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec

3
4
3
31

18
19
8
1
3

23
28
19

Length
Reviewed
I
23
11
6312 feet
25. .. .6670 feet
254 ..5937feet
17 '29
30.....
t0720feet. . .SepL 1
17
13
IB
2.

Dee. 16

PICTURES

(S. R.)
Rel.
SepL
April
Mar.
SepL
June
Nov.
Dee.

Date
Length
Reviewed
5... 5700 feet
15
5600 feet..
15
5600 feet
28
5700 feet
22
, 5700 feet .
7. .. ,5800 feet, ,
May 26
19.... 6800 feet..

RAY ART (S. R.)
Title
Boyofjthe Streets, A
Branded Man, The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams, The

Star
Walker-Bennett
Delaney-Mariowe
Lewis-Robards
Bedford-Frazer

* Means synchronized score,

ReL
Date
SepL
May
Jan.
SepLlS

Length
5059 feet
6089 feet
6673 feet
5937feet

Reviewed
June

f Means sound effects.

Coining Attractions
Star

Rel.

Dele

Length

Reviewed

. Foster-Keilh

STERLING

PICTURES

(S. R.)
ReL

Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt, The
MarrytheGirl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed

Title
It Might Happen to Any GIri. .

H. Costello-Frazer
star
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston-Walker
P. Bonnpr-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

Jan.
S^L
Mar.
April
OcL
Doc
July

Date] 5200
Length
Reviewed
feet
, 5200 feet
. 5300 feet .. Mar. 10
. . 5400 feet
. 5652 teet . . Nov. 4
.
, 5210feet
5309 feet

30
1.
1
15.
15
15
15

2

Length

Star

STATE

Reviewed

RIGHTS

FEATURES

7

Jan. 20

Star
Bedford-Gravs
Garon-Slmpson
Bonnw- With era.
Harns-Frazer
Dwan-Landls
Lillian Rich
Harian-Murphy

Star
Rol. Date
Length Reviewed
.6089 feet
feet ...SepL 30
.Muvphy-Kalth.
SepL
... 6076
4533 feM
.Ruateli-FBlre.,
..Buddy Roosevelt
June
April
.Vera Reynolds
July 15
4879 feat
Tex Maynard
OcL
... 5976 f««
Gordon-Hale
April
... 5853 real
Garon-Agnow
Jan.
...6076
rod
Bowers-Rand
Nov,
IVIjir. 24
Santsctil-Brockwell
Jan.
... 5916 feel
4797 feet
feet
... 5%0
Wallhall-Avery-Keefe
OcL
Buddy Ronsevclt
May 1
Nev. 11
5946
feel
Roberts-Ket-fc
Aug.
5262feet ,
Murphy-Landis
May
.... 6608
4536 feet
feel . .JuM
Brockw ell-Glass
Mar.
2
Buc'dy Roosevelt
... July
...5970 feet .
E. Torrenc6-MnrIowfr-0'Shoa...Nov.
.4571 feet .
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
4134 feet
H. Costello- Lease
Mar.
Tex Maynard
SepL
4137 feet
Tex Maynard
OcL
Anita Stewart
OcL
1
5991 teet
Fosler-Olntstead
Dec.
. ..4627 feet .
Buddy Roosevelt
April
4308 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Nov.
4200feet
Stanley-Hale
OcL
Tex Maynard
Dec
4490feet
. ...
5260 feel
Lee-Keefe
Feb.

Coming Attractions
9
7
14
14
31

Attraction*

Lofl-Brown
Horry Carey
U Rocquo-Corol
Wally Wales
Monty
Banks
Llli
Damita

PEERLESS

Length

2 reels
to episodes.
. . 1 reel

.2 reels

..2 reels

•lAnnapoli^
Bonier Patrol
•tCaptaIn Swagger
Flying Buckaroo. Th«
*t {Flying Fool.
The
Forbidden
Love

TItl*
Bitter Sweets
Girt He Didn't Buy.Tha
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web 01 Fete. The
Wilful Youth

19
16
t4
22.
12
8.
22.
13.
3.
22.
12.
17
10
11 ,
5.
6.
30
27.
23
15,
12
15.

Billy Bevan

Jungle Days
Jungle Triangle, A
Kashmir. Old and New
LifeSavers
Umberlags
Love at First Flight
Magnetic Bat. The
Man Without a Face (Serial)
Marie or the Frog. Tha
Matching Wits
Motor Boat Mamas
Mouse's Bride, The
New Aunt
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
On the Ice
"Aesop Fables"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Playin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hjnling
Rarebits
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Rlde
Rodeo,"EmTheCowboy
Run.Giri.Run
Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Short Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins. The
Smith's Army Life
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Holiday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower, The
South Sea Sagas
Spider's Lair. The
Star Builders
StaHc
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sex. The
SwimKnncess. ine
Tall Waggers
Taxi for Two
Taxi Trouble
Terrible People The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow. The
Trees
Twentv-Four Dollar Island
UncleTom
Versatility
Wandering Minstrel, The
Winging West
WarBrlde.A.
Veflow Cameo, The (Serial)

Dalo

May
Sept.
Oct.
July
Feb.
July
Jen.
May
.June
April
feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
May
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
Jan.

Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables'*
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllyht
Sportliflht
Sportilght
'"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars

Title
Adurnble Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust, The
Air Mall Pilot, The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
* fBig Hop, The
.
Battles of Coronel
Black Buttornics
.
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews. The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Dawn
Daughter of Israel
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg, The
Falthless Lover, The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Foot
Gay Adventurer The
Golden Dawn
Gypsy Romance
Hands of Orlac
Hairts of Men
Hell Ship
Into the Night
House of Shame
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd. The
Lady from Paris. The
List Moment, The
Life's Like That
Lights of Paris
Utile Wild Girt. The
Lookout GIri, The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Modern du Barry. A
Mother of Mine
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap. The
Olympic Hero, The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
Port of Missing Girls
Power of Darkness. The
Primanerilebe
Prodigals of Monte Cario
Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The
Racing Through
.
Romance of a Rogue The
Sally of the South Seas
Scarict Youth. .
Sealed Lips
Shadows ot the Night
Shooting Stars
Silent Sentinel, The
. ..
Silent Trail, The
Simba
Sky Rider. The
Station Master. The
Streets of Algiers
Thrill Seekers
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Tracey the Outlaw

Star
Lee-Keefe
Special Cast
Emil Jannlng;
Mehaffey-Metcalfe.
Bob Custer
Lya do Putti
Jones-Ralston-Hearn
Special Cast
Ralston-Busch-Fraior
Bonner-Landls

DIsl'r
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Chesterfield.
Aug. 15 5256 feet
April 21
CoHwvn
..BSOOfeet
Mar. 3
L. T. Rojers., Dec
Hi-Mark
6000 feet
Syndicate
SepLIS
4345feet
Aft. European
Sept.
6 reels
B. Jones Corp.. Aug
Amoranglo.
feet. .. .Mar. 24
■
- ■ . .Feb
" ■ . - .8400
6261feet
Quality Dist
Sept.
61 99 feet.... Nov. 4
Krelbar
Nov.
Hercules
Special Cast
Aywon
Sept. 1 SOOPfeet.
Special Cast
Amkfno
Mar. 10 8300 feet..
Cordn-Varconi Ufa Eastern
. June 1 5460 feet
7500 feet..
Special Cast
Arch Selwyn
Betty BIythe
Aywon
SepL 1 GOOO feet .
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
5600 feet
Special Cast
Arfa
6700 feet
June IS
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
Russian Cast
.A. Hammerstein
8000 feet.
.Mar. S
O'Brien- Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
. . 5600 feet.
S II verstreak- Walker ..BIschoff
5000 feet.
Emll Jannings
L T. Rogers
61 00 feet
Charles Alden
AB A ,'
6400 feet.... SepL 8
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
SZOOfeet
Aff. European. SepL
. 6 reels
Raquel Meller
Conrad Vcidt
Aywon
SepL
. 6500 feet
,
..
Anchor
5400
feet
Harrls-Keefe
Special Cast
Collwyn
5800 feet
. ,SepL 15
5712 feet..
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
Chesterfield.
Faire-Hale
5300 feet.
SepLIS
Brill
Lya de Putt!
Sept.
I
6000 feet
Aft. European
Sept.
Special Cast
Vilma Banky
eooofcet
Aywon
Sept.
July
Matieson-Hale
550Cfeet
Mar. 31
Zakoro
Mar.
June 16
F. Royer (oroducer)
Wlthers-Boteler
Special Cast . .
Superlative
eOOOfeet
Hercules
Lee-Landls
Jacqueline Logan
Quality DIst
7563 feet,
SepL
Edith Jahanne
Ufa-Eastern
Marra Corda
. Ufa Eastern.. . Mar. 15 7124feet
Special Cast
Zakoro
OcL
- 7200feot
Devore-Mong
Plaza
6215 feet
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Picl
5573
SepLIS
5200 feet
feet
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
Bob Custer
Syndicate .
4657 feet..
Special Cast
Superlative
Oct 15 7270 feet
Mar. 3
Bedford-McGregor
Brenda
6 reels.
Moscow Art Players
Aff. European
German Cast
Scenic Films
6500 feel. . . .Mar. 24
Sept.
Mar.
Ballour-Blackwell
Zakoro
Aug.
..6200feef
Special Cast
600C feet
Falro-Lease
Crescent Pict
5900 feel
Mae Marsh
Aff. European
SepL
. 7 reels
Warner-Stewart
Quality DisL. . Aug.
6100 feet
Hercules
Coriiss Palmer
Circle Pict
Oct
Swedish Cast
Colwyn
6000 feet
Hercules.
April 28
English Cast
Artlee
Aerll
5800feet.
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield. ..Aug. 1 4890 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
...Aug. 15 4315feet.
Jungle Film
CapHolPlct
8000feet.
Chesterfield . . . June 15.. 4900 feet
Champion- Hughes
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
June 16 7200 feet
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern
6603 feet
May
1 4900feet
Clifford-Fulton
Superlative.
Jannings-Dagover .
Ufa Eastern
April 1 6000
6680 feet,...
feet Aug.Mar.
5 31
'27
Jack Hoey
New-Cal
Mar.

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidentid songs)

1116

M o t io7i

Title
Two Brothers
When Fleet Meets Fleet
Woman Tempted The
Youth Astray

Star
Conrad Veldt
English Cist. . . .
Compton-Ward
Johnson- Matton I

SHORT

Ur.i Eastern.
Hl-Mark
Ay won
Ameranglo

Rel. Dale
July
1
Sept

SUBJECTS

Length
eSOOteet
7953 feet..
. 6500 feet
SOOOreet

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Title
Star
DIst'r
ea The
F. P. Donovan i producer)
2 reels
Charles Gounod (Technicolor).
Music Master Film
Fitzpalrlck
1 reel
June 16
Chinatown Mystery, The (SeriallJoe Bonomo
Syndicate
Sept. 1 .10 episodes
Cigarette Maker's Romance,
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
District Doctor. The
F. P. Donovan loroduceri
2 reels
fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford
Artclass
2reefs
Girt with the Rolden Eyes. The..F. P. Donovan i produCBri
2 reels
Mysterious Airman, The
Weiss Bros
lOeptsodes
Necklace, The
.F. P. DonovanfproduceriMary Alden
. .
.2 reels
No ing to Live For
AI Joy
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
Piece of String, A
F. P. Donovan 'producer'
2r6els
Police Reporter The (Serial) .. .W. Mllier-E. Gilbert . Weiss
Mar.
..10 episodes
She Said No
Ben Turpin
Artclass
2 reels
Sophomore. The
G. O'Nelll-L Graydon Hi-Mark
Soookey Money
AI Joy
. . Cranfield-Clarko
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Vanishing West, The Serial^. . Special Cast
Ma;ccil Fict . Oct. 15
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot Picl.
Aug. t 10 episodes
Who's Who
AlJoy
Cranfl eld-Clarke
.- 2 reels
You Can't Win (Serial)
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Coming Attractions

Sept. 15

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
About Trial Marriage
.
Corliss Palmer
Circle Picl
Oct. 15
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern. . .Aug. 15 ,7545 feel
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge-Worth
General PIct
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wrfe
. Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Dancer of His i^jjesty. Tfie
Saeclal Cast
Amkim
7000 feetAff. European
6 reels
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. Eorupcan
6 reels ,
Escaped from I- ell
Muriat Esterfiazy
Pioneer
Exodus to the New World. The. Lyon-Prevost
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asttier
Aff. European
...7 reels
Aft. European
7 reels
German Underworld
Special Cast
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Guilty
Ufa-^stern
.Fritsch-Vernon
Her Viennese Lover
Aff. European
6 reels. , , ,
Asther-Nolan
Veidt-Krauss
Man Wrtu Cheated Lile
Aff. European
8 reels
Eljcatlonai
Me^lanics of tie 3rain ...
Amkino
SOOOfeet, ,
IVIilak of the Snowlands
, ,
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
..Jan.
.,6500feet
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels. .
Poet ail Czir
Special Cast
. . , Amkino
8775feet..
South of Panama
Chesterfield
Cornelius Keefe
. . Anchor
TnunJer Gol
Thrall of Leif the Lucky. The
Starke-L.Mason . , Technicolor (producer).
TwoDi/s
Special Cast
, Amkino
6500f6et.
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovitch
Aff. European
lOreels,
Verdun
., .Special Cast
Rlchmount. .
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels...
Water.Tie
M.Chekhov.
.
Amkino
TOOOfeet.
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 .4852 feet..
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Yellow Ticket, The
Anna Sten
Amkino
7000feet..

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
. .
•fltCavaller. The
Clothes Make the Woman
Devil's Skloper. The
Dome'.tic MpiJdIers

Star
Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Patsy Ruth Milter
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pidgeon
Bennett-Love-Landls
Clairp Windsor

Floating College. The
George Washington Cohen
Girl From Gay Paree
Giain of Dusl. The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
House 01 Scan J il
ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Nameless "^en
Naughty Duchess, The
Nig.ll Life
Once and Forever
Power of Silence. The
Prowlers of t.ie Sea
Scarlet Dove. The
Stormy Waters
.
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hour
* t jToilers. The
TrageJy of Youth
Wild Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares

O'Neill-Collier. Jr
Jessel-Paimer
Bedford- vlcGreqor. , .
Ccrtez- Windsor- Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted.
Love-Sebastian-Santschl
Sebastian-O'Mailey , ,
Cortez- Leonard
White-McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner-Southern
Harron-A. Day
Miller-Harron
.,
BelleBennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borlo
Southern-McGregor ,
Starke-Harlan
Harmn-Sebastian
Ralston-Fairbanks, Jr.
Baiier-Miller-Collier, Jr.
Bennett- Southern- Keith
Ford- Hale-Olmsted
Bren(-Lytell-Kent ,

Title

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Gold
Color Classic
•*H»*aiian Love Call. The
Color S^mi^iony
'tiJajanase Carnival. A
Color Symphony
•tjin a Persian Market
Color Symphony
•t^In a Chinese Temple Garden... Color Symphony
•iLove C^arm, The
Color S/mahony
Marcheta
Color Classic
Maude duller
. . Color Classic
Medallion. The
Color Classic
Mission Bells
Color Classic
North of Suez
Color Classic
No Woman Allowed
Color Classic
Perfect Day. A
Color Classic
Scarface
Color Classic
Souvenirs
Color Classic
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Color Classic
Tom. Dick or Harry
Color Classic
•tJToy Shop. The
Color Symphony....
Treasure Land
Color Classic
Title
Applause
Devil's Apple Tree, The

Rel. Dale
Length
Reviewed
Aug,
5844 feet
July 20
6147 teet
Mar. 15, .
6157 feet
OcL
1
May
1....5209feet
Feb. 1....&510feel....Mfty 20
Aug. 15
Oct. 10
OcL 20
52 33 feet.... Sept 23
SepL15
6126 feet
July 10
.5334 feet
.June 10,
Dec
1.
4752 leet... Feb. 4
5297 feet
April 1
6553 feet
May 15,
5676feet
July
1
5708
feet
April 14
Feb. 15
Sept 10,
Nov. 1 . .6235 feet..
Oct 15 . . 5629 feet .
Sept20,
June 30
5160 feet
April 15, , ,5102 feet ,
,June 1. ,5735 feet ,
.5276
feet ,
Dec 15
5652 feet ,
Mar. 1
Sept 1
,6361 feet..
Jan. 15,
.6448 feet .
Nov. 15
. 5283 feet .
Jan.
1
Oct
1. .5614 feet.
Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
Dec 15 .1 reel
Jan.
1 . ,1 reel
Oct
1
1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
Mar. 1
I reel
1 reel
Mar. 1
1 reel
Mar. 15. ... 1 reel
Jan. 1 — 1 reel
1 reel
April 1 .... 1 reel
Jaru 15 — 1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Nov. 1 — 1 reel
Feb. 1
1 reel

Reviewed

Coming Attraction*
Star

Rel.

Reviewed

Sally O'Neill
Dorothy Sebastian

Dec 20,

Means synchronized score,

Date

Length

Title
Domestic Meddlers
Family Row. The
'SGhetto, The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner, The
Man in Hobbles, The
New Orleans
Queen of Burlesque ,
Rainbow, The
Spirit of Youth
•Tomorrow

Star
Claire Windsor
Windsor-Gray . . ..
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane.
Lee-Harron
Cortez-Bennett ....
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastlne..
Sebastian-Kent ...
Miller-Gray

Rel.

Date

X ezvs
Lenoth

Reviewed

Nov. 10..
..Jan. 20..

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Air Patrol. The
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone, The
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
,
Border Cavalier. The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Callof the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot, The
Clean Up Man. The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger. The
Cohens and Kellys In Paris
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon
Desert Oust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider. The
Finders Keepers
Flyin' Cowboy. The ...
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four FkJshar, The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon, The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate, The
Hero For a Night A
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover. The
Jazz Mad
Les MIserables
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero

Star
AI Wilson
Hersho It- Marlowe
Love-T.Moore
Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Faire
Fred Humes
De Puttl- McGregor
Hoot Gibson
.Dynamlte-Cobb-Alden
La Planle-Hale-Stanley
Compson-Harlan
, .Bosworth-Nixon
Wells-O'Day
Gibson-Culliver
AI Wilson
Sldney-MacdonaM
Ray-Ralston
Ted Wells
Ted Wells
Dynamlte-CobtwCaldwell
Humes-Worth
La Plante-Harron
Gibson-Hasbrouck.
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Dynamite (dog)
Lewls-Nlxon
Stone-Keith-M.Day
Gibson-Rand
Denny-Nolan
, Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe
Rex ihorsei-Perrin
Rex (horse)-Perrin
Tryon-Miller
La Plant &-Delaney
Lewls-Gulllver
Rex (horsel-Perrin
Tryon-Miller
Dynamite fdogi
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran
Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-Kont
Phllbin-Kerry
Ted Wells

Man's Past. A
•fMan Who Laughs, The
•fMan, Woman and Wife
•^Melody of Love
fWichigan Kid, The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird. The
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out All Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer, The
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear. The
Put "Em Up ,
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid. The
Riding for Fame
Shield of Honor. The
Siik Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor, The
Stop That Man
Straight Shoolin'
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Rtde
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror .The
Thirteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The.
•fSUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show, The
Wolfs Trail
Won In the Clouds

Veldl-Bedford
Veldt-Philbin
Kerry- Starke- Nixon
Pidgeon-Harris-Winton
Nagel-Adoree
De Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny- Worth
Denny-Nixon
Gibson-Claire
Cody-Thompson
AI Wilson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (horsel-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hale
Hool Gibson
Lewls-Gulliver-Hamllton
La Plante-Harron
AI Wilson
Kent-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wells
Philbln-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
Nllsson- Bush man
Hersholt-Joyce
AI Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hate
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Special Cast
Sldney-Mlller-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Gibson-Gulliver
Dynamite-Cobb-Lamont
AI Wilson

SHORT
Title
Africa Before Dark..
All Balled Up
All For Geraldene, .
Ambuscade. The
Any Old Count
Back to Nature
Bare Fists

t Means sound effects.

Picture

Battling Justice..
Big Bluff. A
Big Game George
Boss of the Rancho
Brand of Courage, The
Bright Lights
Broke Out
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby

'.

Length
Rel. Date
Jan. 1 .
Jan. 22 .
Sept 9.,.
May
6 .
Sept 4
Oct 14
Oct 28 . .
Sept 18. . .
June 3
Feb. 10 ..
Jan. 29 ..
Septll
,.
Oct
9 , ,
Oct 23 , .
Feb. 12 , ,
Oct
7 .
Sept30 ,,
Jan. 15
June 17
Oct 14
Dec 18 ,,
Dec
4 ..
Jan 15 ..
Feb. 5 , ,
July
1
Sept 23
Mar. 25 . .
Jan.
8 . .
Oct 28 ,.
Nov. 20 . ,
April 29
July 29
.
Sept 30
Sept 16
April 14 . .
Dec 18 ..
Sept 2
Oct 14
June 16 ,,
May 13
May 20
Oct 14 ,
.Dec
4 ,.
Sept 30
Oct 30 . ,
Sept 18 , .
Mar. 4 .
June 3 .,

4259
6869
.6243
4076
5741

feet
feet
feet
feet .
feet

July 23

4786 feet
4427 feet
6171 feet
5202
4345
7190
5623
7304
,4232
5311

feet
feet
Dec 23
feet
Jan. 7
feet
feet
feet.
feet May 20. '27

4322
7481
6279
4201
4349

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Feb. 18
Sept 15

4295
feet.
.41
73 feet
5109 feet
teet
6081

Mar. 17
June 30

76286 feet
442
61
93 feet
6474
feet

Jan. 28

.5503
5645 feet
feet

Sept 22

.41 94 feet
6599 feet
feet
4868
.4719
.5711
6307
5591

feet.
feet
feet
feet

5874
4095
5591
6958
6832
,7713
5862

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet

.

. . July
Sept 14
15
.
, Sept le
,

., April 28
6813 reel ., Feb. 11
412ufeet
Seat 18
6135 feet..
Dec 25 . , 10185 feet
May 12
Nov. 4 , ,
Dec 30 ., .6674 feet..
Septl5
6030 feet
, Oct. 21
5689 feet , July
Mar. 107
Feb. 26
. 6702 feet
4172 feet ,
Sept 16
Nov. 20
5918 feet ,
14
Nov. 27 . . ,6170 feet.. Jan.
Oct 7
Sept 4 , . -5416 feet-.
Sept25 ...
.Aug. 6
June 2 , 4253 feet..
Feb. 26 . ,
.5907 feet..
Nov. 11 . .
Aug.
Oct
Mar.
July
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
April
Feb.
Nov.
April
Sept
April
Mar.
Nov.
Sept
May
Nov.
May
Oct
April

4 , , 4230 feet
28
4200 feet ..
11 . 4472 feet
15 , , 5382 feet
29 , . 5424 feet,.
19. . .6172 feet,,.
Dec 30
19 ..
EI66feet ., Aug, 26
2 . ,4393
feet,.
6 .. 6218 feet,,.
6 . .
11 . . , 5389 feet , , Auj.
IVIar, 19
10
,4251 feet,.
April 28
16 .. 8249 leet.
4 .. 61 79 feet..
Fet>, 4
1
6073
feet .. Dec. 9
5598 feet
5 ..
13 , .
Feb, 4
8 .. .6274 feet
4 .
4353
feet June10'27
4136leel
8 . .5495feet
18 . . 4616 leet
Nov. IS
18 . ,
10600 feet ,
..Atrll 7
2 ,,
6 . -9151 feet .
,5192 feet,.
27. .
. .
20,,. 5254 feet
2 . ,4348 feet
22 . . .

SUBJECTS

Star
Rel.
. .Oswald Cartoon
Feb.
..Charles Puffy
Feb.
. . Sid Saylor
, . Fred Gilman
June
, . . 'The Gumps"
Jan.
. . . Arthur take
Feb.
. . .Jack Perrln
Jan.
-Fred Gilman
Mar.
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhall..May
Sid Saylor
July
Bob Curwood
Jan.
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb.
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Young-La Salle
Aug.
Newton House
Feb.
Trimble, Hardwickand Dog
June

Date
Length
20
1 reel. . .
27... 2 reels
2 reels
18 — 2 reels
23
2Ireel
reels
27
2 reels
14
2 reels
24
2 reels
2, . 2 reels
18. . 2 reels
7, .
4 . . 2 reels
19. . 1 reel
2 reels
1.
2 reels
18.. ,2
reels
27.

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Reviewed
Feb.
April
May

7

Feb. 11
Dec 23
Feb. 25
April 7
Sept 1
Jan.
April

7
7

Jan. 28
May 26

October

6,

1938

Tltti

■lie
Stir

Rsl.

Data

Length
Reviewed
2 reels
Dec 23
2 reels
2 reels Jan. 28
2 reels
2 reels
April 28
2 reels.
1 reel
Sept. 29
.Ireel
Jan. 14
2 reels
2 reels ... ,
Zreels
June 16
2 reels
Dec 23
2rMs
2 reels
Jan. 21
2re^9
April 7
reels .
22 reels

Buster's Big CFianea
Bustar Shows Off
Bustar Steps Out
Busier Trims Up
Buster's Whippet RtM
Busting Buster
BullHjney
Bv Correspondence
Caltord In thp MoviM
ijalford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny. The
C«aa
Scotch. A
Cash of
Customers
Cloud Buster, The
Code of the Mounted. The . .
Come on. Horace
Cross Country Bunion Race. The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line, The
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail. The
Dates for Two
Dead Game

Trtmbls. Tumar and Dog
Jan. 11 .
Trimble, Turner and Dog. . . Mar. 14
Trimble, Turner and Dog ., ,, Feb, 8 .
Trimble-Harriwick nnd Dog. ,. Oct 17 ,.
Trimble-Turnpr and Dog
May 23
TrimblivHnrdwiek und Dog
, Aug. 15
Oswald Cnrttjiin
Nov. 28 ,,
Arthur Lake
Jan. 30
Lewis-Gulllvor-Phlltlps
Oct. 15 ,,
Lewi^^Gulllver-Phllllps
Sept.17
Fred Gil man
July M .,
"The Gumps"
Jan.
'
Voung-Ln Salle
July 11
"The Gumps"
Feb. 6
Jack Perrin
May
5
Arthur Lake
Oct.
8
SIdSaylor
Nov. 7
Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 22 reels
reels
Ldmund Co jb
Newton House,
Sept. 1
2 reels
Jack Perrin
June 2.2 reels
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18 . 2 reels
Art Accord
Oct
7
2 reels

Diamond Master. The
•East Side
Fiery Fireman. The
Rghllng Destiny..
Fig'iting Forester The
Fighting Kid. The
Fish Stories
Foi Chase. The
Framed
Full House, A
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge ot Battle. The
George Meets George

Oswald Cartoon
Oct.
FredGllman
May
Edmund Cobb
Oct.
Newton House
June
Voung-La Salle
Nov.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Bob Curwood
May
Long-Adam»-Lymon>McPhain...June
Jack Hoxie
SepL
Fred Oilman
April
Sid Saylor
June

, . May
6
Dec 31
, ,

April 8, '29 10 episodes
2 reels
15
I reels
April 21
19 . 2 reels
2 reels
20
2 reals
May 19
9
21 . 2 rels
25
1 reel
May 26
May
5
28 , . 2 reels
. May 19
13 . 2 reels.
22
2 reels
21
2 reels
Mar. 24
20 . .2 reels May 19
. ,2 reels
Feb. 4
George's False Alarm
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29
2 reels
May
5
George's School Daze
Sid Saylor
May 30. .2 reels.
Getaway Kid. The
Bob Curwood
Aug. 16.
{Globe Trotters, T^e
Bailey-Barnura
Seol.
Gold Claim. The
Bob Curwood
July 21
2 reels
June 30
2 reels
Good Seoul Buster
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
July 25
2 reels
Half Back Buster
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog.
Sept. 17
1 reel
Handicapped
Laemmle Novelty
SepL24
.10 episodes
Haunted Island. The (Serial)
Jack Daugherty- Helen Foster.. Mar. 26.
1 reel
Harem Scarem
Oswald Cartoon . .
Jan.
9
June 2
Her Haunted Heritage
Ben Hall
July
2. ,1 reel
2reels
Mar. 17
Her Oniy Husband
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .April 4
.2 reels
Mar. 31
Hidden Money
Bob Curwood
April 28
. 2 reels
High Flyln' George
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25
.1 reel
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6,
.2 reels
Feb. 18
His In Laws
Charles Puffy
Mar. 12,
.1 reel
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake
SepL 10
.1 reel
Horace In the Army
Arthur Lake
horns and Orange Btoasoma
Charles Puffy
Jan- 29 . .2 reels
Jan.
7
2reels
Dec 18
Horse Play
Long-AdamB-Laymon-McPhalU .Jan.
4
1 reel
July 28
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
Hungry Hoboes
Oswald Cartoon
May 14
Ireel
April 21
1 reel
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
2 reels SepL 1
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-U Salle
Aug. 29
Feb- 11
Indoor Golf
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll .Mar. 7. .2reels
Iron Coda The
Jack Perrin
June 30
.2 reels
May 26
2 reels
Jackson Comes Home
Bob Curwood
2 reels
Junior Year. The
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
SepL 3
.2r'>els
Just In Time
Edmund Cobb
JustWalt
.
Young-USalle
SepLZS . .2reels
2 reels
Kickinp Through
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
OcL
1
1 reel
July 21
King of Siebas
.Arthur Lake
Aug. 13
2 reels
Kitchen Mechanic
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. .. Jan. 9 '29
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
OcL 1 0 , 2 reels
Feb.
4
Looters. The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3 . . 2 reels
Madden of the Mounted
Jack Perrin
Mar. 10 . ,2 reels
Feb. 11
2 reels
Jan. 28
Man of Letters, A
Sid Saylor
Feb. 15
Mar. 17
Married Bachelors
CharlesPuffy
April 9 . -2 reels
McGinis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll
Aug. 8 . 2 reels
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
SepLl7 - - .1 reel
Mistakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13 . , .1 reel
Jan. 21
.Ireel
April 14
Money: Money! Money'
Ben Hall
May
7
__
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond- Perdue
10 episodes.
Neck n' Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23
Ireel
.2 reels
Dec 16
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan. 2
2 reels
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6 . 2reels
SepL29
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 31 . 2 reels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The... . Snookums-Perdue-Egan
,
July
2. 2reels
Mar. 10
Newlyweds" Fri3nds. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll .. .April 2 . 2reels
May 12
Newlyweds' Haooy Day. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill. , . June 4
reels
Aug. 18
Newlyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
SepL 5. . .22reels
April 14
Newlyweds' Imagination. The
Snookums-Bartlett-fVlcPhaill. . , May
7
Newlyweds' Headache
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29.2 reels.
Newlyweds Lose Snookums. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28. , 2 reels,
2 reels
Newlyweds' Need Help. The.. .
Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26
2 reels Feb. 4
Newlvweds'ServanLThe
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalH . . Feb. 6
,2 reels
Feb. 11
Newlyweds Success. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll .. Mar. 5
. 2 reels
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
OcL
3
2 reels
Feb. 25
No Blondes Allowftd
C. Klng-C. Doherty . , . .
Mar. 21
1 reel
May
5
Oh. What a Knight
Oswald Cartoon
May 28
.1 reel
Mar. 24
Ole Swimmin' 'Ole. The
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6
One Every Minute
Arthur Lake
April 23 , ,1 reel
April 7
Jan. 28
Out In the Rain
'The Gumps"
Feb. 20 , ,2reol3
1 reel
April 7
Ozzle of the Mounted
Oswald Cartoon
April 30
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Gulliver-Phttlips
Od. 29... ..2reels
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1... . 1 reel
Payroll Roundup. The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 31 , , 2reeis
Mar. 3
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 11.. .1 reel
May 19
Prince and the Paoi
Chanes Puffy
Feb. 13... .2reets
_
Jan. 21
Prodigal Pup. The
Canine Cast
1 reel
SepL 15
Ranger Patrol. The
FredGllman
Aug. 11
2 reels.
Red Warning
Jack Hoxle
Nov. 1. .2 reels
June 2
Reel Lite
Ung-Adame-Uyimn-McPhaJII July
4 . . 2 reels
.1 reel
Mar. 24
Ride'EmPlowboy
Oswald Cartoon
April 18 . -2 reels
Ride For Help. The
Newton House
July
7 .
. 2 reels
Riders of the Sierras
Edmund Cobb
.2 reels
Riders of the Woods
Edmund Cobb
SepL 15
Riding Gold
Newton House
Jan. 21 . . .2reela
. .2 reels
:
Riding Romeo
George Chandeir
Mar. 10
Ring Leader. The
Jack P«Tln
April 7,. ,2 reels
Ringside Romeos
Arthur Lake
Mw. 26- . .1 reel
Mar. 10
April 7
Rival Romoes
Oswald Cartoon
Mir. 5 . , ,lreel
Romeo of the Range
Bob Curwood
Get
6. , .2 reels
. .2 reels
Ropin'
Romance
Newton
House
Aug.
4.
.
.
2
reds
Rubber Necks
SIdSaylor
Se9Ll2
July 28
Ruse. The
. Jack Perrin
Aug. 25 . .2 reels
Sagebrush Sadie
Oswald Cartoon
April 2. . . 1 reel . .
May
5
.2 reels
April 14
Sailor George
SIdSaylor
May
9
SaJlorSults
SIdSaylor
Jan.2'29.. 2reel3
SandwIcheaandTea
Arthur Lake
July 16
Ireel
..June 18
^eariet Arrow, The (Sertel)
F. X. Bushman. Jr
June 3. . .10 episodes

* Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects,

SealedOrderi
She's My GIri
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Linns
Society Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of the Frontier. A
So This is Sapp Center
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik. The
Start Something
Summer Knights.
SwellClothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)...
Teacher's
Tenderfoot Pest
Hero, A
That's That
There'saWlll
Trackless Trolley, The
ncky Trickster. The
Unexpected Hero. An
Untamed. The
Valiant Rider. The (Western)
Vanishing Rider. The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Fig-jres
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Yukon Gold

Star
JadtParrin
Ftb, II
Sid Saytor
Aug. 22
Young-La Satle
Oct 24
Oswald Cartoon.
SepL 3..
Oswald Cartoon
Ju^ 23..
Lewls-Gulliver-Phlfllpl
Jan. 16 .
Ben Hall
Mar. 1 2
Arthur Lake
Charles Puffy
Mar. 28. .
Arthur Lake .
Jan.
2 .
Newton House
April 14
..BenHat.
Jan. 16
Ben Hall
April 9 .
Bob Curwood
SepL 8
Lpwis-Gulliver-Phllljoa
Arthur Lake
June 18 .
Long- Adams- Laymon-McPhall I Feb.
1 .
Arthur Lake
May 21
Arthur Uke
Dec
5 ,
C. KIng-C. Doherty
April 18 .
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 ,
Merrill- Kingston
Aug. 12
Trlmble-Hardwlck
and
Dog.
,
Nov.
14
Bob Chandler
SepL 29
Trimble-Turner and Dog
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Ben Hall
Ben Hall
F. Glllman-M. Klim
Newton House
Bob Curwood
Wm. Desmond
Sid Saylor
Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog.
Laemmie Novelty
C. KInq-C. Doherty
Std Saylor
Vaung-Uj Salle
Newton House
Lewis-Gulllver-PhllUpa
Fred Oilman
Young-La Salle
Jack Perrin

April
Dec
July
June
Feb.
May
June
Jan.
Mar.
Dec
OcL
Ftb,
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
May
July

11
21 ,
30
4
25 .
12 ,
23
16 ,
28
12
22
22.
26
6
17
2
28
16.
28.

1117
Length
Reviewed
2 reels Jan. 2B
2 reels July 28
21 reels
reel
1 reel
.
2 reels.
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels.
1 reel

Aug.
June
Dec
Feb.

18
30
)0
18

Mar. 3
Dec 16

Mar, 30
I?
.12 reels
reei
Dec
, 1 reel
, . Mar. 17
.2 reels SepL 8
reels
12 reel
May 26
2 reels Jan. 14
. I reel
April 28
. 1 reel
No*. 18
.2 reels Mar. 24
. 1 reel
June 16
16 episodes July 21
. 2 reels
2 reels
reels
Mar. 17
22 reels
. Ireel
. .1 reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.10 episodes
2 reels
.,2 reels
. 1 reel
. . . eels
. .2reel8
. 2 reels
-2 reels.
.

.2 reels

May
Jan.
Apri.
fVlay

19
28
14
19

Mar. 3
Feb. s
Mar. 31
May 12
Feb.25

reels. Mar. 21
....2
..22 reels
reels June 30

Coming Attractions
Title
*t5Braggart, The
Brides Will Be Brides
Born to the Saddle
} Sroadway
Clear the Decks
jCohensandKellyslnAtlan'IcClty.
Crimson Canyon. The
Crimson Hour, The
Danger Rider. The
Doubling Fof Trouble
Erik the Great
Eyes of the Underworld
Fallen Angels
Gate Crasher, The
• 1 31rl on the Barge, The
•f jive and Take
GritWins
Hell Wrecker, The
Hero of the Circus
It Can Be Done
Kid's Clever. The
King of the Rodeo. The
• * -ast Warning, The
*'i -onewme
Man Disturber. The
Navy Blues
One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams. The
S Red Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown, The
iShow Boat
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skidder. The
Taranga
Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the City

Star

Length

Reviewed

Jean Hersholl
Laura U Plants
Ted Wells
Reginald Denny
George Sidney
Ted Wells
, , De Puttl-Mosjuklne
Hoot Gibosn
Gibson-Gilbert
Veidt-Pliilhin
William Cody
Kerry-Starko
Glenn Tryon

.Dec 23..

.oeclie.'.

.Dee. 2..
Hersholl-O'NelJ-McGregof . .
Sidney-Hersholt
,
Wells-Collins
,
Hoot Gibson
.Feb.2«..
Special Cast
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPiante
Tryon-Kent
Reginald Denny
Arthur Lake
Laura La Plante
D«b
9
Mary Philbin
Denny-Day
Nixon-Rogers
Murray-Kent
Rubens-La Plante- J. Schltdkraut
Nlion-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
Jan. 13
Special Cast
Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-PerTin
Feb. 10
Dec
2

UNITED

June 30
- .
SepL 22
6947feet

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title
•rBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer. The
Dove .The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Gaucho. The
Magic Flame. The
MyBestGiri
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrell and Son
Steamboat Bill, Jr
* 1 Tempest
Two Arabian Knights
t Two Lovers
*rWoman Disputed, The

-^tar
Bennett-Hersholt-Haver..
ChapiJn-Kennedy
Buster Kealon
Gray-Brook
Talmadge- Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Fairbanks- Velez
Colman-Banky
Pickford-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-L Barrymore
Warner-Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Hom
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge- Roland

Rel.
OcL

Date
13

Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
May
Aug.
SepL
SepL
OcL

6400 feet .
7
5800
29
7000 feet
teet ,
19
.9100 feet
7
8350
feet
31
7300 feet .
4
9358 I eet .
1
.7850 feet .
14
6460 feet
2
1 1 .7552 feet ,
860C feet .
7
9000
feet ,
2
6400 feet
12
9300 feet
11
23 .7850 feet..
7 ..8500 feet .
20

Length

Reviewed
Jan.
14
SepL 23
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec

30
7
28
14
2

Dec. 9
SepL 30
Feb. 4
Feb.
May 11
19
Nov. 25
June 16
Nov.
April 284

Coming Attractions
Title

Star

'tiAwakening, The
Banky-Byron
City Lights
Chariie Chaplin
tHeir»AngBl8
Lyon- Hal t-Nlssen
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore .
•[Love Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
*i Man With the Iron Mask. The. . . Douglas Fairbanks
•tSQueen KeJIy
Swanson-Bvoi
•tjRescue.The
Colman-Oamhi
•tRevenge
Dolores Del RIs
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions
Terry- Petrov itch

Rel.

Date

Length

Nov. 17

Nov.

3

§ Meanx voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Reviewed

1118

Motion

WARNER

Tins

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title
"Across the fttlantlc
•Beware of Man-red Men
'Brass Knuckles
•t:Caught In the Fog
•College Widow. The
•Crimson City, The
•Dog of the Regiment. A.
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto. Tlie
•Five and Ten Cpnt Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The
•Ginsberg the Great
•Girl From Chicago. The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
•Husbands For Rent
•If I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•gjazz Singer, The
•Little Snob. The
•I^MIdnlght Taxi. The
•Missing Link, The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
•Pay As Vou Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life, A
•Reno Divorce, A
•Rtnty of the Desert
•Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart, A
•Silver Slave, The.
•Slightly Used
'fiSIale Street Sadie
'tiTerror. The
•Whan a Man Loves
I^Women They Talk About

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
6052 feel
BIue-Murptiy
Feb. 25 . .
.5421
feet
..
Jan. 28
Rlcti-Ferrfs-Cook. .
...Jan. 14...
6lu&-Bronson
. Dec
3 . 6330 feet . . Dec 23
McAvoy-Nagle
. ..Sept.22 .. 6616 feet
D. Costetlo-Colller. Jr
OcL 15 . . 5388 feet ..Nov. 26
Loy-Mlljan-Hyams
April 7...
..April 21
feet. .. Nov. 11
Rln-Tln-Tln-GuHlver
Oct 29... 5003
5164 feet
Fazenda-Cook
MaT.24... 6767 feet
Mlller-Oldfield
Sept.18...
4914 feet
Fazenda-Cook
May 26
22
6639 feet JulySept
8. '27
...Jan.
21
Chaplln-Costello
Nov. 7. ..
.5390(eet
Jessel-Ferrls
Nov. 26...
.5976
feet
...Dec
Nagel-Loy
Nov. 5... 6302 feet
... Nov. 26
Oland-H. Costello
Nov. 12. . .
Wllson-Conklln-Loy
Dec 24 . . . .561 3 feet . Jan. 7
Moore-Costelfo
Dec 31 . 6320feet
5200 feet
...Dec 31
McAvoy-Nagle
Dec 17. . .
6569 feet ...Sept 30
31
RIn-Tln-TIn
Sept 10 .. 7077
feet
Jolson-McAvoy
Feb. 4. .. 5331 feet
Oct 21
McAvoy-Frazer
Feb. 11...
Moreno-Costello
Oct
6. ..
Syd Chaplin
Aug. 7... .6485 feet
Blue-Hyams
Sept 17. .. .6357 feet
Oct
7
D. Costello-Oland
Sept 4. . . 7961 feet May 20, '27
Cook-Fazenda
.
. May 12 .. 4975 feel
61 85 feet July 8, '27
Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger
Mar. 10 . . .4777
feet. ..Feb. 11
Rin-Tln-Tin-Nye-Fajre
Jan. 28 , .
.6492 feet . Nov. 4
McAvoy-Graves
Oct 22
4820 lect
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferrls-Nye
Aorll 21 . .
Sept. 28
15
Oct.
Jessel-Ferrls
Oct
8... .6295 feet
.5685 feet.
Fazenda-Cook
Sept 24 . . . .6124 feet
Oct. 14
I. Rlch-MII|>n
Nov. 19 . .
Dec
9
.641 2 feet
Sept. 30
McAvoy-Nagel
Sept 3 .. 7169 feet
Loy-Nagle
Aug. 25..
7674 feet
Sept.
8
McAvoy-Horton
Oct 20 .
Aug. 25
Barrvmore-Costello
, Aug. 21 . . . 10081 feet
I. Rich-Ferris-Collier. Jr
Sept. 8 . . .5527 feet.
.Feb. 18*27

Coming
Title
•t§Conquest.
•tSDeserf Song, The
•tSFancy Baggage
•f^Frozen River
•t5Glorious Betsy
*t iGreyhdund Limited. The
•liHard-Boiled Rose
•fjHomeTowners, The
•tiKid Gloves
'tSUand of the Silver Fox
•T§Ll9hts of New York, The

Attractions

Star
Blue-Warner-Wllson
John Boles
Audr^ Ferris
Rin-Tln-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
,
Monte Blue
Loy-Cnlller. Jr -Brockwell ,
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell.
Nagel-Wilson
Rln-Tln-Tln-Nye-Hyams ,.
Costello-Landls-Brockwell. . ,

Means synchronized score,

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

.7441f«et....M«y

"f Means sound effects.

5

HijLion and the Mouse
•ULittte Wild Cat, The
•i ^Madonna of Avenue A. The
•f;Mlllion Dollar Collar. The..
*t JWy Man
•f;Noah's Ark
*f;No Questions Asked ..
'tSOne Stolen Night
•t§On Trial
•tjOutlaw Dog. The
*'tSRedeeming
t ^Queen uf theSin,
Night
The Clubs . .
•iiStark
*i iSingingMad
Fool. The
tSStoten Kisses
•tlTenderloln

Picture

Star
Rel.
L. Barrymore-McAvoy-CoMier, Jr
Ferris-Hal I- Dawson
Dolores Costello
Rin-Tln-Tin
Fanny Brice
D. Costello-O'Brlen
Ferris-Collier.
Jr.
Bronson. Collier. Jr
Frederlcks-Lytell-Wilson
Rln-Tln-TIn
Texas Gulnan
D. Costello-Nagel
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvoy
D. Costello-Nagle

VITAPHONE

Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate. The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs. A
.
Deatf) Ship. The.
Dixie Days
Florence Moore

Date

Rel.

Reviewed

9552 feet. , . SepL 29*
7340 feet

SHORTS

Star
Songs and Jazz Band
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl fJorman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songa
Song Program
Lydell-HiGlns-Leah
Gus
& His Ambassadors
FriendArnhelm
of Father's
Jazz Band
Songs & Dances
Harry Delt
Jazz Band
.
Hollywood Montmarle Orchestra
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupolican
Jazz Band
Ingenues. The
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Songs and Dances
Crane- David son-Tucker
Lash. The
ManofPeace.A
Hobart Bosworth
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrissey & Millw
Night Club Revue
Myers & Hanford
Songs A Dances
Night Court. The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
Question of Today. The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoletto -Quartet
Gigli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
VaPrononcer Ma Mort {La JuIvB)... Giovanni Martlnelll

.V i

Length
6352 feet

Date

Length

1 reel

Steels

April 28
Reviewed
Aug. 25
Sept. 22
July
7
Aug. 25
Sept. 1
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept. 22
June 16
Sept. 29
Sept. 22
Sept. 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June 23
Aug. 25
June 23
June 16
Sept. 29
Aug. 25
June 23
Sept. 1
June 16
June 23
June 30
June 16
June 23
June 16
June 16
Aug. 25
June 16
Sept.15
Sept.29
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs)

Hollywood

— Continued

With Barryiiiore
Caiiiilla Horn, Hobart Boswortli ;ind Victor Varconi are among the supportingplayer.s in .John Barrymore's latest feature, temporarily titled "King of the Mountains," which Ernst Lubitsch is directing
for United Artists.

Haines' next Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
starring vehicle, to be directed by James Cruze.

merly director with F B 0, will begin a new
Hollywood daily shortly.

Appendicitis
Jacqueline Logan is recovering from an
api>endicitis operation at the Hollywood
Hospital.

Electrical Research Products have moved
their coast offices to the entire second floor
of 704(i Hollywood Boulevard.

Leading Role
June CoUyer has begun the leading role
in "Husbands Are Liars," at Fox Studios.

Picks Miss Lane
Xora Lane has lieen signed liy Ken ^L^ynard to play the feminine lead in "The
Lawless Legion" to be directed by Han-y
J. Brown, for the Charles R. Rogers Company. The First National picture goes into
production this week.

Two More Vita's
Two more Warner Brothers A'itaphone
pictures are under way — for the script of
cal production has l)een delivered by Roy
Del Ruth and "Stark Mad," an original alltalking story by Harvey Gates, has been
completed.

With Pathe
Hal Conklin has signed a contract with
Pathe to write the dialog for "The
Spieler," Tay Garuett's latest picture,
starring Alan Hale.
Some More Shooting
Ludwig Berger has resumed shooting on
"Sins of the Fathers," starring Emil Jannings for Paramount.
Collaborating
Raymond L. Schrock and Madeleine
Ruthven, are combining their talents in
adapting "The Duke Steps Out," William

Switch Le Roy's Next
Roy's has
next been
directorial
for Mervyn
First Le
National
changedeffort
to
"Bluffer's" starring Alice White.
Avil Promoted
Gordon Avil, formerly assistant cameraman to Rex Ingram, has been promoted to
first cameraman by Jletro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
His first assignment is to "shoot" King
Vidor's all-colored picture "Hallelujah."
Complete Walthall Feature
"The Little Ccdonel," starring Henry B.
Walthall, has been completed by the Bitliff
Productions. Percy Knight directed.
Meehan to Publish
It is announced that J. Leo :\teehan, for-

New Home

Wilson with U. A.
Harry Wilson, who returned last week
from Europe, became publicity head for the
West Coast studios of United Artists last
week.
A. S. C. School
A schedule of classes for the instruction
of members in the technology of synchronized sound for motion pictui-es has been
announced by the American Society of
Cinematographers. Particulars may be secured by communieating
with the A.Society's
headquarters,
care Si Snyder,
S. C.,
Guaranty Building, Hollywood, California.
Delf with M-G-M
Hary Delf, former vaudeville actor and
writer" is now with Metro-Goldwyn-JIayer.
Delf is to write and direct synchronized
shorts for M-G-M, his first to be an original, ' ' The Small-Timer. ' '
New "Smitty" Director
Han-y Edwards has taken over the direction of the "Smitty" comedies released
through Pathe.

Enstninn Ptinchronwtic
Akgative
Type 2

A perfected, pro\xd product
for the cinematographer
In developing it the Eastman Kodak
Company has pursued its long established policy of constantly helping to
improve the motion picture art. In
presenting it to the trade it maintains
its undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Let Racon Performance
Boost Box Office Returns
Theatres and Auditoriums equipped with
Racon Exponential Air-Column Horns and
Dynamic Units for Exponential Horns are
quick to note a decided increase in patronage
and popular preference. Box Office Returns
afford ample evidence of appreciation.
The quality of Racon Performance brings
patrons back. You gain in profits as well as
prestige. Racon Exponential Air-Column
Horns make the rendition of both vocal and
instrumental selections as artistic as the
original music, vitally real, melodious and
clear. No distortion, no accessory noises, no
blasting or acoustical interference.
Such an acoustical achievement is only made
possible by the Processes and Materials
Patented vnth which every Racon Exponential Horn is made ; providing absolutely vibrationless, non-porous and one-piece construction, regardless of size. All Racon Horns,
from the smallest to the largest having a bell
of 6 feet square, have true tonejvalue and
perfect amplification power.

RACON
Exponential
Air-Colamn
Horn

Dynamic Units

For riums
Auditoand
Theatres

For Volume and Depth

Bell 54 inches.

Racon Dynamic Units for Exponential Air Column Horns are of the full floating
coil type and are exclusively a product of Racon Laboratories. They combine
the admittedly superior qualities of Racon Exponential Horns with the volume
and depth of a dynamic unit. Racon Dynamic Units are adaptable to Racon
Exponential Air-Column Horns of all sizes and give to them such depth and
clarity of tone as to perfectly solve your entertainment problem for all time.

Consult Our Acoustical Engineers

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers
FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

^

Depth 32 inu m n ches,15
ft.
Air Col-

i|weishl55lbs.

Write
for
Catalog

October

13, 1928

>JoiUjTfj^j?fiii'^
Reg. V. S. Patent Office

"LISTEN BROTHER! I'm a trade-paper editor. Take a tip
from me. When that METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER salesman
arrives, sign on the dotted Une. Those babies are the Rock of
Gibrahar. Are you watching OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
{Crawjordy. I never saw a picture cUck so consistently. Every
where! EXCESS BAGGAGE (Haines) is another winner. And
MG-M's next is WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS iChaney). THE
CAMERAMAN
is Keaton's funniest. That's just September
from Metro.
You saw what they did in the weeks before —
LADY and COSSACKS and
MYSTERIOUS
and
TELLING
THE
FOUR WALLS
What other outfit delivers
WORLD.
so sure-fire
announce
Novarros,
Roach

I
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^

If I owned your theatre I'd
all those Gilberts and Garbos,
Chaneys, Haines and Hal
comedies and, oh baby,
I'd be sitting

pretty!"
McfobcT ot Motion Picture PtodiKcr^ and Ditifibuiori a( America. Irtc.

No. 15

Entmi <u ttemZ-tltJi matirr April 2J. I»2«. of the Ptsf Ofier of Ntw Yerit, If. V.
umitr act of March 3. 1879

Publiihed ITmMv— $3.00 a Ytar

Los Angeles

New York

PRICE

20 CENTS

Chicago

STON
W.UAY JOHNSTON

PctstNTy
PCtstNT/

. %ll

ITPClDiClDilClK hmmii

PICTURES

A

TREM

CARR

PRODUCTION

Hellion"
Directed by Duke Worne, who made "The Cruise of the
With TOM SANTSCHI, ALLEN CONNOR, JAMES
MARCUS, PATSY O'LEARY and JULES COWLES
Foreign Distributors: Richmount Pictures. Inc.

pill aii4»tliei* medal

on liiiii!

^ Filmdom has very few authentic production geniuses. Erich von Stroheim
belongs in the select company that you can count on the fingers of one hand.
Producer of masterpieces that make money. ^ In "The Wedding March"
he has done it again! The two years since his Merry Widow" he has devoted
to the creation of this, the greatest of all von Stroheim pictures. Torrents
of money, effort and box office value have been poured into 'The Wedding
March." ^ Results show! Reports already received from pre-release
openings brand it without question one of the mightiest money-makers of
the year! Reviewers and the public rave about the dazzling spectacle of
this flaming romance

of old Vienna. The brilliant von Stroheim touches.

The breath-taking scenes in Technicolor.

The inspired acting of von

Stroheim and beautiful Fay Wray. ^ Erich von Stroheim, we pin another

medal on you for 'The Wedding March"! Silent or with its magnificent
musical score and sound effects, it is your greatest achievement! Worthy
to stand beside "Wings " and "The Patriot" and the other history-making
productions that make this Paramount's Greatest Year!

"The Wedding- March" joins
Paraiiioiiiit's
ariiij
of
hitf^!
Latest news from the box-office fronts:

"Ifl^IH^OS"
Dklaiiuma City, and Portland to long list of records smashed!

"THE

Add Minneapolis, Salt Lake City,

FJLEET'!!*

Ii¥!"

Clara

Bow hit

jreaks all •time record at Paramount Theatre, N.Y., by more than $2000.

"THE
PATRIOT"
apacity week, Kialto, N.Y., smashes record Bridgeport, other key cities.

"I>€>CKJ»i
Paramount Theatre, N. Y. record topped by $7000.
ON THE WAY:

OT

1¥E^V

Completes eighth

YORK"

Week-end record, Granada, San Francisco.

Anne Nichols' "Abie's Irish Rose" (talking and singing);

"Interference," Paramovint's first 100% talking picture; "Redskin" (successor

9g

to "Vanishing American" and almost all inTechnicolor); "Sins of the Fathers."

PARAT

i^ S GREATEST

TEAR

'ARNER Bros. ConttnueTheirLead. . /
Gala World Premiere

*J TUESDAY,OtTOBfR23^^
WARNER

BROS. THEATRE

Rtoadwai/ at 52 "'itKYX.

"He
\r\ ROBERT

rrv

cladys

ft Robert
Box Ojfice Results Prove Daily
Warner Bros. Have the Pictures
\otc T
Plaviriff
HAT

ADAPTATION BY ADDISON BURKHARTAND
DIRECTED

BY

BRYAN FOY

MURRAY

ROTH

I
'"""

■THE
SINGING
FOOL"
"GLORIOUS
BETSY"
"THE TERROR"
"THE LION AND THE
"THE JAZZ SINGER"
MOUSE"
"LIGHTS OF NEW YORK"
"TENDERLOIN"
Coming .Soon
"MY MAN"
"STARK MAD"
"THE DESERT
SONG"
"ON TRIAL"
"CONQUEST"
"QUEEN OF THE NIGHT
"THE REDEEMING SIN"
CLUBS"
"MADONNA
OF AVENUE A"
.4ntl Many Other Big Orws!

lie upto Warner Bros.Million Dollar NewspapenFan Naj^azine^adioCampdi^n

CKdtcftnctuKtvermdeOtt thcJub

IJiT n

l/CoMtrdctMdrridqc r^^
Dc/troyinqThcFdmily-^^^
It ItTcdrinq Down
EvcrythiMqThdt 1/
Jdcrcd, Moly dnd Good

TIFr<IMy-c/^T<ll-IL
1540

EKflCE

BRo<iDV/ay

PRODUCTIONc/>
MEW

YORK

IMC
CITY

jcctOfComtiioNaTE mmacE
WOMflMMOOD
flMERICCI

Tirr<iNy-c/>T<ii-iL productioNc/^
I^^O

BI^OODVflX

MEV/

YORK

imc
CITY

VL/UHil-^

NING (GRAPHIC
im ADKI.IMIIA

UIUAN I IV

i> Baron
William
-"p T e f e n t s

^

r

math for

3KR

Sensational
lOm Talker/

BOX
-OF
FIC
E BET
Love
THE SUPREME BOX OFFICE
Appeal . . . IT'S THEME!
All the World IT'S AUDIENCE.
Sold to the puhlie ....
IN ADVANCE!
4
4
4

'^r^e Srorjj
MACFADDEN

Picture
taken from
TPJJE STORT

im^.k>i
.^.:>.
^^T^

MAGAIIME-.

The San Francisco Ex
Melody of Love at Pan
Don^ t miss it^ Nothing li
on screen before^ Cro
with broad smiles and
approvaL Is just the t^
eral public/^
The Melody of Love
Featuring WALTER

PIDGEON,

MILDRED

Directed by Arch Heath.

Story by Robert Arch.

HARRIS,
TOM DUGAN, JACK RICH- '^tZ'^^^'Zl^^
^ Melody
O^k^^^T^n^^^^
""
ARDSON, JANE WINTON
Universal City
Four.

aminer says:- "To see
tages is an experience^
ke it has ever been done
wds leave the theatre
enthusiastically voice
13e that appeals to genCarl Laemmle's
100% talking sensation
100% box office smash
100% sho'wrnian's paradise

rathe has the one
that fulfills every
•THE RF.D >URK"
James Cru^o Prudiicliori

■TKNTll WtMF"

-illi riixlJis llnxr. \irlur \ar.oni,
joM|.h >childkriiul
•MAN-MADE WOMEN^Itirriiis t.ealrict* Ju^
■THE COP"
slsrriiif: ^Ijlliain Bwyd
klarrinf!
Villiam Boyd
•POWEK^'
•■LOVE OVER MCHT"
slurring Rod LaRocc|ii«
"CRVIG^S «IFE"
wilh Irene Rieh and Uarner

■■CAPTAr^ s« vccER'

/\med£eJVanBeuren
presents

AESOPS

FILM

Bailer

slarrint; Rod I.a Roriiue
Milh Sue Carol
••FORBtDDEN
LOVE"
slarrinK Lili Damita
■•VVNAPOLIS'^
villi John M.itkBro<.nandJeanellcLofr
"SHOW
FOLKSMiili Eddie l^uillan. Lina Basquellc,
Koberl Armstrong
■tELEBRlTV
uilti Lina Basijiielle, Robert Armstrong.
I l>de(cKiL
•MVRkEI) MONEV xilli Junior Tom
Cof.-lilan.
f.eorge Dur>fa.
Kennedy
"SVL OF SIN<,APOHF"
starring Plnllis lia>er Mith \lan Hale
ami Fred Kohler

FABLES
inSounc)

TOPICS
ixiSonnd

-VEU Me< OBBS DMGHTEB^/
>.itli Irene Ri< li. From Sldnri iloxard^s
i^ilh

Man

Theatre
■THE
Hale,
Kohler.

<;nilil Nil'
SPIEIEB'
Renee .\doree. Fred
Clyde Cook

■■THE OFFICE SCANDAL"
starring Phyllis Haier
"NOISV NEKiHBDRS'
uilh Eddie Quillan and the .urlJfamous Ouillan Family
•THE Fl VING FOOL starring «illiain Boyd

"THE LEATHERNECK starring William Boyd
••THE SHVDV L\DV starring Phyllis Ha^er, Mith Robert
Armstrong and l^iiis Wolheim

-IHCH VOLTAGE"
starring William Boyd
-■S<.>1 ARE SHOl'I.DERS"
villi Junior Coghlaii
--THE ELEVATOR
CiRL'
vith Jeanelte LolTund Robert Armstrong

in Sound
JOHN

SEVEN BIG FEATURES, headed by "KING OF
KINGS," are clicking to new box office records
throughout the country. Eleven other features completed are all set to crash through to new records.
"KING OF KINGS," leading the victorious phalanx
of Pathe, has shattered all existing records wherever
played.
P.\THE SHORT SUBJECTS, which form the essential
unit of every well-balanced program are again setting
the pace for the industry.
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES are oui-Sennetting all
previous Sennetts and are scoring box office bulls-eyes
v»ith deadly regularity.
THE SMITTY SERIES, with the notable personalities
appearing— the first of which stars theone-and-only Jack
Dempsey, and the second the inimitable Lloyd Hamilton
— fill a niche all their ow n in any program.

"LISTEN.
B\B^ :■■ Story by
Irtini the Red
Book Magazine
Elsie Janis and Ccne Markey

-THELofTand
tiEl AWAV'i^ith Je.MU-tte
Robert Armstrong

SPCKTIICHrS

'I ^HE public demands variety, origiaality and superexcellence of production. The exhibitor demands
a complete, diversified program to supply this crying
need. With an array of product unprecedented in
showmanship quality, in scope and in infinite variety
Pathe presents the one complete program thai fulfills
every demand of the box office.

■■(;er\ldine -

vith
Maii.ui
Ni.on and Eddie (.luillan.
From Booth larkingtoii's famous story

These Two Super
CECIL

B

DeMILLE^

KlNl.f>f KINGS
hif Jeanie Mexcpherson
The World's Greatest Box -Office Attraction

I'rft^hicril hy
I.. IIAVKINSON

Pathe
News
PATHE

Pathe
Review
PRODUCT

JuuitiwuCfiice.
sportlioht;

MACK

^

SEN
NET Jj~^^.
Super Cumcdir<T/4

TOPICS 0/2

^m^^

is attuned to meet the demands

showmen of today for a COMPLETE PROGRAM-one
EVERY DEMAND OF THE BOX OFFICE.

of advanced

that FULFILLS

complete program
demand of the BO
p.VTHE KEVIEVi', Terry Ramsaye''8 screen cocktail;
* Craiillana Rice's SPOKTLICHTS; the Van Beurcn
Enterprises' AESOP'S FABLES and TOPICS OF THE
UW arc short subjects that add spice to the movie
melange.

PATHE IS'EW'S maintains its undisputed supremacy
in the news reel field. ''First on the scene — -^rst on
the screen". Is the backbone of every program.
PATHE SERIALS and T^ ESTERNS round out Pathe's
Complete Showman's Program — diversified, comprehensive and quality-plus.

COMING

IN

SOUND
in addition to
"THE

KING OF KINGS"
and

"THE

GODLESS

GIRL",

following is the sensational

5 GREAT
PATHE
SERIALS

array of super-feature

Sound Developments

SOU^D

PATHE is keeping pace v*ith sounti and dialogue debclopments. ELES'EN FEATURES and a considerable
irrav of Short Subjects are being synchronized by the
K.C.A. Photophone process. "KING OF KINGS" is
ihe first big picture to be presented in synchronized
version. 'THE GODLESS GIRL" will have a full
synchronization. "CAPTAIN SWAGGER" and "ANNAPOLIS" are synchronized with music and sound
.ffects. SEVEN OTHER FEATURES are being synchronized vith
t
music and sound as v^ell as dialogue.
PATHE SOUND NEWS is already a fact. AESOP'S
FABLES, the first animated cartoon in sound, has al:eadv been released and SPORTLIGHTS are now in
process of synchronization.

pictures now scheduled on
the Pathe program — the
majority with dialogue and
talking sequences:
"CAPTAIN

SWAGGER"

"SHOW FOLKS"
"ANNAPOLIS"
"THE SPIELER"
"NED McCOBB'S
DAUGHTER"
"NOISY
NEIGHBORS"

"THE LEATHERNECK"
"SQUARE SHOULDERS"
and "LISTEN, BABY!"

9 SPEEDY
PATHE
WESTERNS

Productions in Sound
CECIL BDeMILLES

SeyiS0ttional Melodyama

The

PATHE i^^/V/) NEWS

Jeanie Maepherson
H\NDY
COMF.I>IKS

World's Greatest News Reel
Now in SOUND

I ()MKI)lf>

IW*rtrASIO HIS PALS
tOMKDIES

Member of Ntolion Picture Troductrs on/liistributors of America. Inc.— Will

AESOPS
FILM
FABLES

Ijhe bcx-cffice
it's one of \
^r

f^,Scher"}

noihei

BIG
BUSINESS,

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

sys—
ear's

NEW

YORK

CITY

13 weeks at top prices at the Embassy Theatre,
followed by 4 weeks at the Rivoli-United Artists
to tremendous business

LOS ANGELES

BOSTON

'"Drew them in in droves at
the United Artists. Made

"Tempest" pulled big durthe Loew's
State. ing runWellat liked.

a record."

CHICAGO
Played to 4 weeks to record
business
at the
United
Artists.

PHILADELPHL\
3 weeks
to Big
at the Karl ton.

Business

INDIANAPOLIS

CLEVELAND

Led the week's business in
the city at Loew's Palace.

"Tempest" had tremendous week at the Allen.

DALLAS
Palace enjoyed unusually
big
week
to
capacity
BALTIMORE
One of the finest in which
Barrymore has appeared.
Business great.

houses

with

"Tempest."

OKLAHOMA CITY
"Tempest"
drew
to big
week at the Criterion.

MILWAUKEE

HARRISBURG
Big bo.\-office receipts for
"Tempest" at Loew's State
after strong opening.

"Tempest"
carried
the
Garden
out of the Red.
2 weeks to big business.

WASHINGTON

DAYTON
Is Barrj'more triumph. His
best picture. Played to
capacity business.

"Tempest"
had
2 big
weeks at the Columbia.
The

ATLANTA
Howard
headed
Atlanta theatres with "Tempest." Great draw.

SEATTLE
Barrymore big draw. Business great at Blue Mouse.

DENVER
Theatre
records
fell as
crowds rush to see Barrymore's greatest.

ST. LOUIS
Rated as one of year's best.
Played to excellent business at Loew's State.

Member of Motion Picture

DETROIT

KANSAS CITY
Did
exceptionally
good
business at the Midland.

Opened

Producers anj Distributors of .\mcrica. Inc. — Will

H. Hays, President

to biggest business in history
of the
theatre.

Eastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

A perfected, pro^ ed product
for the cinematographer
In developing it the Eastman Kodak
Company has pursued its long established policy of constantly helping to
improve the motion picture art. In
presenting it to the trade it maintains
its undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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rBECOBDS

TD DATTl
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3irAt
national

LSliiial. *=^ ^
^^.
anKi/iii«; FIRST
rr<'onl->\ NAI
iH'rkrrIOW
delivers

iii(iis|)iital>l(> r\ idciu'c of hox-oliicr sii|»reina<'v ^ -^
l»y Iradiiiji; Motion Pirtnrv Vi'ii.s* aiitliorilalivt' list oi'"10
Hrsl Hox-Oliirr Allrartioiis ()!' llio Moiith" IN KKV <:ITIKS— foiiipiUiHVoni iin|>attial.<<>nfi(l('iitial.d<>llais-aii(l-('riits rriiorlsfroni exhibiloi> to ihr <'(litor... Proving it is ahstdtitcly l)i«i«nst money picture on tap
l«Mlay... l*ro\ iiijr on«e mor*- that I IKS I \ \rh>\ AL I.KADS hv a liox-offiee inil< '
Monber if Motion Picture Producers «■< Dl»tributoK of America Inc.— Will H.Hays PmuUnt

This
made
talk, think, write, argue.
read about

l:OMI»ANIIINATE
MAIIIIIAIir
No wonder

they're flocking to SEE

*r^The Love Story that was Written on the Front Pages of America"!
Sincere, impartial, dignified, AUTHORITATIVE — because. . .
It ivas written and sponsored by JUDGE LINDSEY himselj
— celebrated originator of this daring marriage-plan — from
his own widely heralded book! Lavish cabaret scenes — tensest
of drama — gripping love-story — and class cast including
BETTY BRONSON and ALEC B. FRANCIS.
Presented by
The C. M. Corporation — Directed
Wainwright Evans, collaborator.

by Erie C. Kenton —
»' »■ '£
>•

1' If tn n II in
Toledo!

September 28, 1928
"■Compuntonale marriage doing the
biggest business of any picture we have
run this season. IVeek-daY business
increasing front day to day. Thursday
best week-day."
— John

File
•/tCf.lLV
VlfK
MM, MS

h'. Kiunler, Toledo

ST J^\4TJOJ\*»lJ.
MMjt!
TfJfflJT.Y*

Member ^ Motion Picture ftoducers «iu( Distributors of America lnc.~Wlll H.Hays J'niuint
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Highlights

Plenty of Real News; Likewise,

Rutnors

By William A. Johnston
THF film trade in New York is a hotbed
of reports, rumors, and what not. . . .
You can hear ahiiost anything you like
on the subject of mergers and consolidations,
realignments, shifts and shake-ups. , . .
Most of it is plain hot air. . . , But the big
developments ought to be, it seems, satisfying
enough for anxhody's interest, without troubling about the impossibilities and the improbabilities. .. For example, we now know definitely that the Radio Corporation of America
is directly in the industry. . . . Through their
purchase of FBO. . . . Some big plans are
in the making. ... Of which, we shall
doubtless hear more later. . . . But. for the
moment, it de\elops that RCA will go extensively into the theatre field, into production, into distribution. . . . The purchase of
K-A-O. by the way, has not happened, and
there seems to be considerable doubt as to
whether it ever will. . . . Still, you never
can tell. . . . Much of the story we print
this week about the RCA deal is exclusive.

as thirty-seven and a half per cent on instal ations. . . .
These two deals ought to be big enough
news for anybody in a single week. . . . But,
we are convinced, there is more — much more
— to come. . . .
At Universal, there is a marked realignment of executives. . . . Beno Rubel and E.
H. Goldstein retire. . . . Lou Metzger becomes general manager and Morton Van
Praag sales manager. . . . Whether further
changes will happen, is not indicated as we
write this. . . .
We call attention to the great variety of
exclusive nev\s from Hollywood that is now a
feature in this publication. . . This week,
we learn that Actors' Equity is polling its
members on their attitude toward the talkies.
. . . The short subject producers have their
overhead problem with sound. . . Agents
for players, writers and directors threaten a
war on some of the studios. . . . And much
other news, live, crisp, pertinent
Also, we print, for the first time in a
ThetionalWarner-Stanley-\''itaphone-First
Natrade
publication, the contrast, shown from
deal is officially announced . . . First
National will go right along, we are informed. an actual script, between talkie stuff and silent. . . . And hear that it takes much less
... As one of our Coast staff correspondfootage
to talk than to be silent.
ents told last week, First National gets a big
The other day, in the finely appointed
advantage in the production of talkies. . . .
Through the expert aid of Warner via Vita- RCA Photophone projection room, we heard
phone and in other ways. . . . Further, let it and saw Tiffany-Stahl's "The Toilers." . . .
be remembered that the Warner exchequer A good picture, enhanced by sound effects,
is being enriched through the royalties from sensibly employed. . . . Box-office product,
Western Flectric, based on licenses granted sound or silent. . . .
There seems to be some confusion about
to other big companies. ... In return for
the Warner pioneer work with Vitaphone. Pathe. ... It is our understanding that
. . . Sitting pretty is no name for it. . . . Pathe is not included in the RCA-FBO deal,
Some authorities place this royalty as high but will go right along as is.
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X cws

In and Out of Town

Script Showing Difference Between
Silent and Dialogue Film
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYAVOOD, October 8. — In response to many requests from
directors, writers and technical men, in addition to interested exhibitors, Motion- Picture News reproduces lierewith actual script
pages showing the difference between treatments for silent versions of
motion pictures and those containing dialogue. They are reproduced
through the courtesy of Paramount, being part of the scripts on "Interference." The silent version was directed by Lothar Mendez and the talking version by Roy Pomeroy. Eveljai Brent plays "Deborali'' and William
Powell the role of "Philip Voaze. "
One interesting phase is the additional latitude given the director for
dramatic direction. The silent form goes into detail as to ,iust what facial
expressions or business are re<iuired of the player. The dialogue version
touches liglitly on this, leaving practically all of it to the judgment of the
director.
Note the similarity of titles and action. The actual difference comes
in the photographing. In the silent version all action is conveyed by
pantomime. Tlie dialogue treatment has all pantomime subdued, leaving
most expressions to be registered vocally. An example is shown in revealing that "Voaze" is drunk.
The amount of business required in the silent version as against tlie
talking one is displayed in the fact that the synchronized "Interference"
runs 300 feet less than the silent version. The popular impression is that
a talking picture requires more footage.

"Interference"
Silent Version
D-39
Interior Deborah's Living Room —
Medium Shot: Deborah is pacing iiervr.usly when she hears the bell. Feeling
that it must be either the reporter or
Marlay, she smiles triumphantly, crosses
to the door quickly and opens it— revealing Philip, who stands swaying in
the doorway.
D-49
Close Shot: Of Deborah and Philip
as they face each other through the
doorway. Deborah can hardly believe
her eyes as she sees him. She looks
at him — unbelieving — stands dazedunable to say anything for a moment.
Philip makes a little gesture with his
hand, saying, "Well, here I am!" Deborah gazes at him wide-eyed — speaks
his name in a sort of hush: "Philip!"
Philip, quite satisfied with the Impression his entrance has made on her,
smiles, and with a little bow of his head,
indicates,
"May
I come
in?"draws
Deborah
moves
closer
to him
as she
him
into the room. She is eager now, joyous. Philip's steps are a bit unsteady.
D-41
Medium Shot: Deborah brings Philip
dmvn near her desk, talking happily —
now almost beside herself with joy at
seeing him again — crooning over h:m
like a mother over her child. She takes
his hat, starts to help him out of his
coat — and. as she is pulling the coat
off, Philips says with a little smile, still
a bit out of breath:
Title 17: "Celebrating an early funeral! Going to snuff out, Marlay said!"
Deborah looks at him quickly as she
hears this, drops his coat on a chair
near the desk, then comes to him and
says eagerly:
Title 18: "Then you did see him?"

All Talking Version
(A shadow appears at door, and a
knock is heard. Deborah rises — goes to
door
— opens it.)
phone.")
Voaze :
Enters.
(Very drunk and rocking on
his heels.)
Deborah:
"Philip!"
Voaze:
I can't climb a flight of
(Paroxysm
of coughing

Deborah:
Philip!
(Closes door).
Voaze :
(Throws down hat and stick. Takes
off coat.) "Surprised — see me — sweetheart— eh?"
"Philip!"

MlKRAy
W. GARSSON, president of the
Buck Jones Corporation, relumed last
iceck after an cxtcmied slay in Europe. IVIiile
in England he closed a contract li'itU Michael
Boleon, president of Gainshorotufit Productions,
for the distribution of the Jones vehicles.
\ RTHUR A. LEE, president of Ameri~\ anglo Corporation and vice-president of
the Gaumont-British Corporation of Canada,
Ltd., has returned on the Berengaria from a
three weeks' visit to London.
H-\RRY SCOTT, short subjects sales manager of Pathe, is on a tour of the exchanges, making Detroit his first stop. His
itinerary includes Chicago, St. Louis, Oklahoma
City, Tulsa. Dallas and Memphis.
\ RTHUR
HORNBLOW,
Jr., produc*^1 tion executive for Samuel Goldw3m, arrived in New York this week to confer with
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld on the vocal, sound
and orchestral effects for "The Awakening."
PAUUXE
FREDERICK arrives in Xew
]'ork this week from Hollywood, wficre she
recently finished tlie leading tole in "On
Trial" for the
Bros. She is starring
temporarily
in a Warner
slage play.
WILLLAM
few left
days for
in
ManhattanH.\IXES
last weekspent
and athen

Sequence "D": Dialogue — Ernest Pascal:
I Hangs up receiver. Remains at

"Who says
stairs, him.)
eh?"
racks

BERT GLENNON, director on the FBO
lot, has left Hollywood and is due to
arrive in New York this coming Sunday. He
will act as screen director for "Stepping
High," FBO's first all-talkie. Also arriving
in New York diuing the week was Gene
Markey, who will collaborate with Mr. Glenncn on this production.

Deborah:
Voaze:

(Throws coat over chair.)
"You look
fine — a splendid
woman,
Deborah,
in
this light — ha ha! Well come — nothing

\'irginia, where he will visit his mother, later
returning with her to California.

"Noah's Ark" Premiere at
Chinese Theatre
"Noah's Aark" the Warner Bros, special, starring Dolores Costello with George
O'Brien in the leading male role, will pn.joy its world premiere ;it Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, on the evening of November 1.
A brilliant opening is planned for it.

J e r i t z a Negotating
for
Opera Talkie, Report
(Hollywood

Don

You're
drunk!"'
Deborah:
Voaze :

"Celebrating an early funeral. You're
going to die, says
he — snuff out — "
Deborah:
"Who

said that?"
Voaze:

"Marlay!

Sir John Marlay."
Deborah :

"Then vou did see him!"

Motion

Picture

News)

McIUw^aine
Pathe's
Coast Publicity Chief

(Hollywood

to "Philip!
say?"

Bureau,

Hollywood, October 9. — Muie. Jeritza,
famous opera star, who is now singing here
in Los Angeles Civic Opera, is reported
negotiating with several film companies on
the possibility of making a standard opera
in sj'nehronized pictures.

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

NewsJ

Hollywood, October 9. — Don Mclllwaine,
former business manager for Buck JoneS;
has been appointed publicity director of
the Pathe West Coast studios, succeeding
Ilenrv MacMahon.

"Ellis Island" Will be New
Jannings' Vehicle

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hiillywood, October 9. — Eniil Jannings'
be "Ellis
will York
for beParamount
next picture
Island."
It will
made in New
mth
Lewis Milestone directing.

October

13.
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RCA Enters Industry; Gets FBO
and Will Produce in East

11,"/

Going Into Production at Early Date on Its Own; Will Have
Theatres From Coast to Coast; Big Plans in Prospect
liadio Corporation of Aiuorii'a is
to I'litcr llic production field in the
Kast iu both I'caturc length pictures
and short subjects. This production will be
entirely independent of any done by FBO,
THE

which has been ac<piired by the Radio I'orjwration. It is also reported that Kt.'A is
acquiring the Keilh-Albee-Or|>lunini Circuit, but this may not materialize.
Negotiations are now under way for a
studio in Xew York, but there is a hilch in
the proceedings tcnijwrarily because of the
fact that live companies arc in negotiation
for the same studios. KCA, however, is said
to have the inside track and expects to
have the papers signed within the ne.xt
three or four weeks. Production anan^renienls will then be rushed to a conclusion
and features and shorts will be placed in
production with as little delay as possible.
Through FBO, features and shorts will
also be made by the Radio Corporation both
on the Coast and at Sound Studios, Inc., in
New York. The latter plant was recently
organized by Joseph P. Kennedy and is
under the direction of Bob Kane.
The product of these plants will be distributed through the FBO organization
which will doubtless be expanded to take
care of a wider scope of business than it
has ever before handled, for RC.\ is said
to be going into the production end of the
industry on a large scale.

Extensive

Theatre Chain

The Radio Corporation, whether or not
the deal lor K-A-0 is eventually consummated, is planning an extensive string of
theatres of its own that will extend from
coast to coast. The deal for K-A-0 has by
no means reached a conclusive stage yet and
it is intimated that there is still some doubt
regarding it. The deal for FBO, from all
accounts, has been concluded. It is said to
be likely that a hitch in the proceedings
may result in the deal for the Keith-.UbeeOrpheum circuit being abandoned altogether. The story of the latter deal, it is
said, leaked out from a source outside the
ranks of the Radio Corporation and that
it is not improbable that nothing will come
of ii.
If the K-A-0 deal is concluded, it is said
that Joseph P. Kennedy will retire from
both oflBces he holds with the companies.
He is chairman of the board of directors of
K-A-0 and president of FBO. It is also
said that if these results materialize, Kennedy will not retire from the motion picture industry, but that he will be installed
at the head of the Pathe organization.
Radio corporation officials, it is said, arc
not interested in the purchase of Pathe,
despite rumors to the contrary.
On top of all these reports is another
that the Radio Corporation is involved in
a larger deal than that involving the K-.\-0
circuit. It is now in process of consummation and is expected to be completed within

Agents of 500 Players, Writers, Directors, Threaten War Against Studios
f Hollywood

Bu

Motion

Picture

News)

H()LL"\"W'OOD, October 9. — War is threatened against Fox and
Earner Brothers by the business representatives of nearly five
hundred players, writers and directors as the result of the alleged refusal of both studios to recognize the agents in offering positions to artists, scenarists and directors.
It is known that at least twenty leading agents having contracts
with players, writers and directors for business representation are
holding secret meetings to form a protective association through which
to launch reprisals.
The most important feature of the proposed defense against the
alleged boycott of agents by Warner and Fox, as reported by those attending the meetings, will be a demand to their clients to absolutely
ignore all calls received direct from either of these studios or other
studios where the same policy toward business representatives is
adopted ; also to refuse any offers of work not made through the respective agents.
The penalty for accepting employment direct by any writer, player
or director whose agent is a party to the association agreement, will
be, it is reported, the refusal by any other agent members to represent
them. Leading businss representatives contend, with considerable
bitterness, that the alleged action of Warner and Fox is the forerunner of similar intentions by other members of the producers' association and that, in effect, it is being done as a test to determine just how
successfully the studios can ignore the agents.
The immediate concern of the agents leading in the movement is
the number of clients they can depend upon to refuse employment offered direct by the studios. If the clients support the agents there will
be a very interesting situation created. Almost five hundred important
players, writers and directors would have to refuse work on the Fox
and Warner lots while these studios refuse to recognize the agents,
thereby creating a market for new screen faces and lesser known
writers and directors.
It is noted that practically all the writers, directors and players
imported here for dialogue pictures have been signed direct by the
studios, with no agents negotiating contracts. On the other hand, studios claim so many misrepresentations have been made by agents on
behalf of clients in the past that it is useless to deal with them.

the next few weeks. Whether it is a producing, distribution or theatre deal has not
been divulged, nor will it be, it is said, until every final arrangement is concluded and
the papers signed.
Little Theatre Movement
Among the projects being considered by
the Radio ('orporation, in addition to acquiring theatres from coast to coast is one
to start a "little theatre" movement that
will be carried into exclusive residential
sections and communities. The plan suggested is to build theatres having seating
capacities of from about 150 to 400 seats
and to charge an admission of .$1.50 or even
.$2 for all pictures shown, so that the houses

may be exclusive to residents of such communities.
Many other innovations are planned by
the company, which intends to conduct its
operations along various lines. Already
there has been an exchange of professors
arranged by RCA between Columbia University and Cambridge University of England. Much production along educational
lines is planned and eventually television
will be in full operation within the homes,
though that is a project which is said to
be considerably in the future.
The order for equipment recently signed
by the K-A-0 circuit with RCA is said to
run close to $10,000,000 and it is also said
{Contmttcd on page 1147)
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October 9.— Reports that Freddie Fralick, one
HOLLYWOOD,
of the best known artists' representatives here and one of the
publishers of the Standard Casting Directory, plans to sell his
business and publishing interests are emphatically denied by Fralick.
The rumor has been widely circulated in the last few days by individuals whom Fralick is endeavoring to identify on the theory
that their purpose is ulterior. This particular whispering activity is
creating considerable comment since Fralick's clientele includes some
of the best known players here, among them Lewis Stone, Ernest
Torrence, Lloyd Hughes, Louis Fazenda, Doris Kenyon, TuUy Marshall and others.

Paramount
Newsreelman
Joins Byrd Expedition

Committee
Ratifies The
Standard Contract
Arbitration

Financing
Plan Agreed Upon
Include Exhibitor Organizations

a met'tinjj in Nl'w York City on
Oct. 4th and 5tli, the Contract Committee of the Motion Picture Trade
Practice Conference ratified the Standard
Exhibition Contract as drawn at the Chicago meetinff, Feb. 21, 1928, agreed upon a
phin to finance the operations of Boards of
Arbitration and reached a conclusion that
tinaneinf; of national and local exhibitor
organizations should not be linked with the
financing of arbitration boards.
The agreement made in Chicago was that
if prior to June 1, 1928, a p'.an to finance
operations of the Boards of Arbitration, national and all local exhibitor organizations
had not been agreed upon,
the Contract
AT

Large
Attendance
for
Toronto Convention
nal invita400 perso
than
MORE
sent out by the
tions have been
Ontario Division of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
to exhibitors and exchange managers
in Eastern Canada to attend the annual convention of the M.P.T.O. at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, October 16. 17 and 18. Many replies were
received and Laura Elston of Toronto,
ntion
secretary, expressed the
conve
belief that more than 200 moving picture men of Ontario and Quebec would
attend. It is probable that 1,000 persons, including the ladies, will gather
in Toronto for the convention.
Prominent figures at the convention
will include R. F. Woodhull, president;
M. J. O'Toole, secretary: C. J. Pettijohn, general counsel for the Film
Boards of Trade: John Eberson, authority on atmospheric theatre effects:
Col. John A. Cooper, Toronto, president of the Motion Picture Distributers of Canada, representing Will Hays;
John C. Bradv of Toronto, president
of the Ontario M.P.T.O.; N. L. Nathanson. Toronto, managing director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.: Hon.
J. T. Monteith. representing the Ontario Government, and Mayor Sam
McBride of Toronto.

Does Not

Committee would again meet to make wh-itever amendments, eliminations from, or additions to the contract deemed necessary.
A communication from the Contract Committee does not contain any hint of a plan
under consideration for the financing of exhibitor organizations. The paper is dated
Xew York City, Oct. 5, and is siLrned bv
Felix
F. R.
Feist,"
I. Sehnitzer,
E.
Depinet,
R. Jos.
Biechele,
Xathan Ned.
Yamiiis,
B. N. Berinstein, H. M. Richey, secretary,
and Gabriel L. Hess, secretary. Tt is attested to by R. H. Cochrane and R. F.
Woodhull, chairmen.

Fitzgerald Obtains Site
Near K. C. for Studio
James

A. Fitzgerald, jirodiicer and director, announced this week that he had
iilitained an option on forty acres of land
eleven miles north of Kansas City as a site
for a studio. Imperial Productions, Inc.,
with a capital of .$500,000 is forming with
■William M. Pizor, of New Y'ork, as president. Mr. Fitzgerald said. Articles of incorporation will be filed in Jefferson City,
Mo., state capital, in a few days, it was
said. A series of fourteen pictures is
planned as the opening work of the studio,
which was no stock selling plan, Mr. Fitzgerald announced. The studio will be completed by January 27, according to present
]ilans.

Changes

in Ownership
Ohio Circuit

N ezus

headquarters in the Strand theatre building, Akron. The houses they have acquired
by this deal are the Palace, Lorain; Ohio,
Mansfield; Strand, Akron; and Alhambra,
Canton. Messrs. Steeher, Fine and Kramer
have kept the Cleveland houses and continue to operate them as the Variety
Amusement Company chain, with headquarters in the Union BJdg., Cleveland.
In the reorganization the following officers were elected : Meyer Fine, president ;
S. H. Steeher, vice-president ; Abe Kramer,
secretary and treasurer. They control thirteen houses in Cleveland; namely: Variety,
Shaw'-Hayden, Oriental, Moreland, CedarLee, Kinsman, Imperial, New Broadway,
Hilliard Square, Union Square, Detroit,
Homestead, and the new Up-Town at St.
Clair Ave. and East 107th St., which will
be completed Thanksgiving.

Fralick Denies He Will Quit Business;
Charges Whispering Campaign
(Hollywood

Picture

of

A division of theatres operated by Variety Amusement Company, Ohio, has followed a change of personnel of the organization. Isaac and Joseph Silverman haye
sold their interest in Variety Amusement
Company and the Midwest Properties Company to S. H. Steeher, Meyer Fine and Abe
Kramer with whom they had been associated. They later purchased the out-oftown houses owned by the company and
formed the Strand Theatre Company of
Akron under wliirdi they are being operated. .Silverman Brothers are mfiintaining

Departing on a journey that will take
him away from civilization for two years,
Williard VanderVeer, Paramount News
cameraman, this week bade farewell to his
wife, sou and friends before entraining for
Buffalo where he joined Commander IJyrd.
At the station lie was also seen off by
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount News,
and many members of the newsreel staff.
A short time previous to his departure, Mr.
VanderVeer w.is tendered a large reception
at the Paramount News Laboratory. All
members of the executive staff were present
to wish liim luck and his fellow cameramen
presented him with a wTist watch.
The Byi-d party will, upon arriving at
Los Angeles, leave for the whaler Larsen
on which the run to New Zealand will be
made. There, four vessels of the expedition
will met and VanderVeer will rejoin Pucker, the other Paramount News cameraman,
who departed last August on the ice breaker, City of New Y'ork.

Bandit
Escapes
With
$6,
400 from Chicago Theatre
A

lune robber entered the basement

offices of the Chicago Theatre at ten o'clock
on Sunday night, and while four thousand
patrons were enjoying the performance in
the big auditorium, herded six employees
of the theatre in an office and escaped with
$6,400. The theatre men in the office at
the time were M. F. Concannon, manager;
H. Bishop, his assistant; John Brown,
superintendent; E. Levin, assistant manager and Baba Cobb, treasurer.
A second robbery was staged at the Belpark Theatre at Cicero and Belmont Avenues, where two men forced Manager Louis
Weil .and his wife into the projection room
and escaped with $2,300. It was two hours
before Mr. and Mrs. Weil were able to force
the door and notify the police.

Marks
Brothers
to Build
2 Theatres in Chicago
Marks Brothers will give Balaban and
Katz and other rivals more opposition in
the Chicago section, where a hot theatre
skirmish is now in progress. The firm plans
to construct two large theatres, one to be
in the loop and the other to be a neighborhood house.
The loop theatre, says Louis L. Marks,
president of the company, will be Chicago's
largest theatre. A report that the site is at
State and Adams Streets was not confinncd.

O rt pbrr
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Warner — First Nat'l. — Stanley
Merger Announced
Each

Organization to Retain Personnel Intact, Says Announcetnent; Circuits Sell Stock for Cash to Warner

iiiaile
OKKR'IAL :iniuiunceUR'iit was
October II of the nuT^'cr of Warner
Brothers. Vitapliono Corp., Stanley
anil First National. The announeenient.
whieh spoke of the ileal as a two hundred
million dollar combination, was made by
H. M. Warner and Irving D. Ilossheim, in
a joint statement.
Contracts coverinp: the combination,
which involves companies whose annual
gross is said to exceed .$100,000,01)0, have
been signed and ai-e subject only to formal
ratitication by stock holders,
be The
paidmerger
will "bewas
tor effected
the six months'
period
under auspices
of Goldman, Sachs & Co., Warner bankci-s,
who will be represented on the Board by
Waddill Catchings.
The announcement specifically said that
the various companies would retain their
organization and personnel intact and would
continue to function under the guidance of
the executives who have brought them to
their present outstanding position in the
industry.
The announcement continued:
•'The Stanley Co., which has a chain of
theatres blanketing the most important
cities in the East, will be assured of a
continuous supply of Vitaphone Talking
Pictures from Warner Bros, and from First
National Pictures.
"Stanley Co. has an annual purchasing
power of .$10,000,000 for lilm rentals which
is regarded as being of consideralile value
to Warner Bros, in the rental of their pictures to other theatre circuits controlled by

rival produccr-distributor-exhibitor organizations.
'•First National will go into the production of talking pictures on an extensive
scale aided by the facilities and equipment
of Warner Bros., whose pioneer work for
the past two and a half years with Vitaphone has been largely responsible for the
success of talking pictures to date. The
reciprocal exchange of stars, studios, and
technical facilities between Warner Bros,
and First National is expected materially
to increase the artistic values of the output
of each company.
"Theatre circuits, controlled by the
stock holders of First National, who have
sold their stock for cash to Warner Bros.,
will in addition receive franchises from
Warner Bros., Vitaphone and First N.itional for periods of from ten to twentylive years. This assures these companies
of an outlet for their combined product in
key centers of Illinois, through the Balaban
and Katz circuit : Missouri, through Skouras
Bros.; Jlichigan, through Kunsky Theatres; Minnesota and the Dakotas, through
Finkelstein and Ruben; Nebraska and Iowa,
through A. H. Blank; and the major portion
of the South through Saenger Enterprises.
"In addition to the new revenues accruing to Warner Bros, from these theatre
circuits and from the terms of their deal
with Stanley and First National, its income
will be further enhanced by royalties received through the Western Electric C'.'mpany. These royalties are based upon
licenses granted
bv Western
Electric
to

Paramount Famous Ijasky, Metro-GoldwynMayer, United Artists, Fox Films, Vniversal Pictures, Columbia Pictures, Christy
comedies and Hal Koach Comedies, for the
use of Western Electric apparatus of which
Vitaphone is the out.standing medium, in
the success of Talking Pictures.
••The new Board of Directors of Warner Bros, will consist of H. M. Warner,
Major Albert Warner and .J. L. Warner;
Henry A. Kudkin, In'ing D. Rossheim,
Simon Fabian, Moe Mark, Morris Wolf and
Waddill Catchings.
••The merger terms, as outlined in a
letter mailed to stock holders of the Stanley Co., provide that each 100 shares of
stock of that company will be excliangi'able
for SO shares of convertible preferred stock
of Warner Bros., 8 shares of Warner Bros.
Common stock, and $1,150, in cash. The
Warner Bros, prefen-ed stock, entitled to
a cumulative dividend of $^2.20 a share annually to Sept. 1, 1930 and thereafter to
a cumulative dividend of $3.85 a share, will
be convertible into common stock of the
company up to Sept. 1, 1930, in the ratio
of 55/r25th share of common for each
share of preferred. The first dividend to
be paid will be for the six month period
ending February 28, 1929.
"The letter to stock holders of the Stanley Co. calls for deposit of the stock with
the New York Trust Company prior to
October 25, 1928, by stock holders desiring
to make the exchange. Action on the deal
will be taken by the Warner Bros, stock
holders at their annual meeting.

Await Dialogue Decision
Producers

Anxious to Settle Controversies
Over
Rights to Rule on Talking Sequences
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Censors'

News)

films synchronized with talk. It means goOctober 7.— Produc,
HOLLYWersOOD
of talking pictures are anxiously
ing back to the studio, being remade and
the cast in the scene recalled to do the acawaiting the outcome of controvertion over. In many cases members of the
sies now existing as to whether censorship
cast are not available when needed for such
boards can rule on dialogue sequences in
retakes, which means holding up release of
motion pictures. Dialogue writers, naturally, are vitally interested as they feel their
the production in censored territory.
Were it not for hundreds of conflictions
hands are tied in the writing of spoken lines
by various censorship bodies in ruling on
and point to the scope given legitimate
films in the past, producers would have no
theatre playwrights in the handling of such
situations.
worry in regard to their attitude on dialogue. It is the knowledge that a sequence
Should censorship boards secure the
will be considered perfectly innocent in 47
right to pass on dialogue, motion picture
states
and be barred in one because of
producers stand to lose millions in retakes.
Fixing scenes in a silent version to meet
opinions of individuals comprising that
with the demands of censor bodies is in
board that creates hesitation. For the action of that one censor body necessitates
most cases a simple matter. A title can be
the remaking of the scenes ob.jected to at
either rewritten or eliminated, or a scene
the cost of many thousands of dollars in
cut out and a title substituted to explain the
action. Such methods are not possible for ^ order to release the picture in that particu-

lar territory. In such cases, however, producers can have recourse to the Federal
courts and bring suit to recover. Meanwhile each day the picture is held back
from release ties up so much more money.
Dialogue writers complain that it is decidedly unfair to allow all freedom to legitimate theatre writers and to handcuff those
for the screen. If they must follow dictates of censor bodies, they claim the dialogue will be unnatural, uninteresting and
generally amateurish. This will ruin the
production. Inasmuch as the popular vogue
is for underworld, back-stage and nightlife stories, a wee bit of freedom in expression is required by dialogue authors.
Otherwise, characters of waiters, gangsters,
hoofers, truckmen, longshoremen, laborers,
et al will have to be endowed with "a touch
of lavender."
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ff e hate with us Miss Harbnra
Ann Blue, daughter of Monte Blue,
star of Warner Bros, pictures. Little Miss Blue is proud of her
dnddy, you can bet. He is now
making '*The Greyhound Limited'^

M o t i0 n

Rehearsing a love scene at the Metro^oldwyn-Mnyer studio.
Under
the coaching of Clarence Brown, Greta Garbo and John Gilbert go
through their paces in **A Woman of Affairs,"* ivritten expressly for
Metro's romantic team by Michael Arlcn

y / 1" / u r c

N c 2v s

\\ illiam i.oun^rlmnti. ulio resigned
recently as supervisor at Fox, has
contract ed tcith Pat he to act a s
supervisor of proiucuon und'T
Paul Bern. His first story ivill bn
**Listen Baby," by Elsie Janis

Last week Barbara Kent, rtt-st ar with
Four important First yational personalities.
Left to right: Messrs. W. C. Boothby, treasurer;
Richard Weininger, German banker and copartner in the formation of Defu-First I\ational; Ray Rockett^ Defu production head;
and R. A. Bandy. F. J\. foreign sales manager

GlenntheTryon
"Lonesome"
had
honorin ofUniversaVs
an audience
with the
president of the United States. Besides
being presented to Mr. Coolidge, Miss
l\:'n: met Mrs. Coolidge and Secretarv of
If ir Lav: ;

Olite Borden givei hei impress:o:i ol a ho'.r.ytotsy mama while Charles Lelaney c'aps in
rhythmic approval. They are the fenfired players
in Columbia's
Stool Pigeon*
whichcrook
will drama,
soon be "^"The
releised

Beth Brotvn, author and title.
Tom aceMi.x'
latestat photo.
westem
is noiv
work on The
his third
production for F B O^ ^*Outlawed."
His other two vehicles for this company were '*Son of the Golden
West" already released, and ^'Kinu
Cowboy" set for this month

writer,
Velvet."
is to bewhose
madestory,
into "Red
a sound
and
A Paramount Aeirs man
I eer. who left last tveek
Richard E. Byrd. shakes
of Paramount fSews. With

bids good-bye to his chief. Williard Vanderto join the South Pole expedition of Captain
the hand of Emanuel Cohen, editor -in-chi"?!
him are Mrs. J'anderVeer and his son. Junior

dialogue special by Gotham-Brislolphone. Metro has purchased her
story, "Ballyhoo," while a new
novel, *' Applause." has just been
published
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M. P. T. O. A. To Discuss Sound
Other Outstanding Subjects at Toronto Gathering
Legislative Situations and Labor
TIVK situations, Souiul I'ii-LKCilSLA
tiin's iiiul l,nl)or will bi- the \.\\\ec
(iiitstamlitii,' siilijci'ts for coiisiilcratioii at till' Ninth Annual Cimvi'ntion nt' thi'
Motion Pielurt' Tiii'atre OwniTs of Aincrica
which opens next Tuesday, October 16, in
Toronto.
"(.'on^rress n*-oi»t'ns in December to eoncliulc the business of the present session.
The Hrocikliart Hill, Sumlay Closing; me:isuros and suijijestions of Natioiial Censorship still bans lire in Washinffton. It is
understood that an effort will be made ti>
force conclusions in the Hrookhart Measure.
Senator Brookbart has decided on certain
changes. Opinion is somewhat divided on
the issue and unless somethinp; unusual occurs the measure will not pass this session,"
says the announcement from M.P.T.O.A.
National beadi(uarters.
"Court procedures now under way may
clear the atmosphere considerably and take
up many of the situations included in the
Brookbart measure. The same legral conditions which surround the court action when
applied to the Iowa Senator's bill strongly
question its constitutionality. It is likely
that as Congressional leaders are advised
of these matters at new hearings it will be
found best to test one division of the laws
judicially, before adding more of a like
character.
"Then the bigger legislative situation
hedges about the meeting of the lawmaking bodies in forty-three states next winter and spring. The mind of the average
legislator is very prolific of new tax and
regulatory ideas. Every big or growing
business is always subject to attack in these
directions.
"At the Toronto Convention the legislative situation will be definitely classified.
Cooperation will be asked from every section of the industry. The Motion Picture
Theatre is now giving so much extra service to Xation, State and City that its ease
in legislative halls can always be presented
in a favorable way.

Film

Will

Board Answers Questions
Article 2L Standard Contract

1143

Be
on

AI.RTTKR from Gabriel L. Hess, general attorney to the Film
Buanls of Trade, to Louis Nizer, secretary of the New York Film
Hoard of Trade, sets forth the answers to questions concerning
\rticle Twinty-first of the Standard Exhibition Contract which deals with
tile propiT tiling of a notice prior to the eaneeliation of a film deemed to
show in a given locality because of racial or religious prejudice.
Under the provision.' of Article Twenty-first, the letter states, the exhibitor must put his question to the distributor in writing in a form recommended bythe Film Board of Trade and considerable stress is made
upon what constitutes "a reasonable length of time"' before the exhibition
date of the picture involved. The exhibitor must also file notice of his
claim with the Secretary of the Board of Arbitration and request a hearing
so as to enable the Board of Arbitration to make its determination prior
to the play date of the picture.

"No phase of the Sound Picture situation will be left untouched. Four of the
best informed men in the business will
handle that. Architect John Eberson of
Chicago will discuss its acoustic elements
in his talk on building theatres for service
and profit. Fred Desberg of Cleveland the
General Manager of the Loew Theatres in
the middle west, will give the chain theatre version. M. A. Lightman, President of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas will tell about the "Main Street"
or smaller theatre standpoint and Rudolph
Miehling, Assistant Superintendent of Projection for the Publix Theatres, will tell of
the mechanical, installation and operation
elements.
"Speakers will dwell on the practical divisions of the Sound Picture problem, its
present and future, cost of operation and
maintenance and possible picture supply.
"The Labor situation will be definitely
handled. The equity of the present arrangements between Theatre Owners and Unions

of Theatre employees will be given complete consideration. Arrangements will be
made to bring about more neutral and
satisfactory situations. There will be no
skimming of the surface in this matter. It
will be gone into in a thorough manner."
President George W. Harvey, of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
will address the convention on the never
and ever-changing elements of Exploitation.
The Music Tax situation will be handled by
Col. John A. Cooper of Toronto and others.
The Banquet which will be held at the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on the evening of Wednesday, October 17th will be a
brilliant affair. Among the listed speakers
are William Phillips, United States Mini.ster to Canada, James Malcolm, Canadian
Minister of Trade and Commerce and Carl
Milliken, twice Governor of Maine.
President R. F. WoodhuU will represent
the National organization at the Banquet
and a Canadian exhibitor and others will
also respond.

JJ

"U
of Becomes
ger
l. Mana
gerand E.Gen'
Metz
Van Praag
Resign;
H. Goldstein
Beno Rubel
Sales Chief, Laemmle Announces

were
changes
executive
IMPORTANT
announced this week by Carl Lacmnile,
President of Universal.
Beno
Rubel,
who
has been associated
with Universal in an advisory capacity and
acting as Mr. Laemmle 's assistant, resigned
to take a long rest.
E. H. Goldstein, Treasurer of the Company, also resigned
after seventeen years'
association
with Universal.
Following the Rubel and Goldstein rcsig
nations, Mr. Laemmle announced the appointment of Lou B. Metzger, at present
general sales manager, as general manager
of the concern.
Morton Van Praag, here-

tofore Western sales manager, is promoted
to the post vacated by Mr. Metzger.
The announcement <aid that Mr. Goldstein "has been perfecting plans entirely
out of the industry, which he will announce later." The matter of selection of
a treasurer to succeed him will be taken up
at the next meeting of the Board of Directors.
Mr. Laemmle, the announcement said, has
decided to consolidate a number of duties
which heretofore had come under various
heads, in the title and duty of General
Manager, which Mr. Metzger now becomes.
He has been with Universal ten years, in
every capacity in the exchange system, right

up to the handling of the whole sales organization.
"lie will enter upon his new duties with
a thorough knowledge of both angles of the
business — the production and distribution
ends," the announcement continues. "Mr.
Laemmle has the utmost confidence that he
will be able to consolidate them as they
have never been consolidated before."
Mr. Van Praag, new general sales manager, has had a rapid rise in the Universal
exchange system, starting with the Washington exchange through the Big U and
into the general sales organization. His
successor as Western sales manager has not
vet been named.
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Herschel

Stuart Is Made
General
Manager of Poll Chain

HERSCHEL STUART has been appointed general manager of the
Poli Circuit of theatres in New England, according to announcement made by Harold B. Franklin, president of West Coast Theatres, and Winfield Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of the
Fox Film Corporation. Stuart's headquarters will be in New Haven, Conn.
Acquisition of the Poli chain by the Fox Film Corporation was announced afew weeks ago. Stuart has been in charge of West Coast's
Seattle division.
The promotion of Stuart comes after a long period of service for West
Coast Theatres and many years of hard experience in the exhibiting end
of the motion picture industry. He started his theatrical career in Dallas.
Texas, as manager of the Old Mill Theatre. He was later made general
manager of the Halsey Circuit in Texas. When Famous bought the circuit, Stuart was placed by Harold B. Franklin, then in charge of Famous
Players chain, in St. Louis, where he remained for several years. When
Franklin assumed the presidency of West Coast he placed Stuart in charge
of the Seattle division.

Demand

Censor Appeal

Toronto Exchange Men Present "Ultimatum" in Urging
Support from Government
censorship edconPROTESTS ditions inregar
io were
to
carri
Ontarding
Hon. J. D. Monteith, Provincial Secretary, Toronto, on October 4, when a deputation representing every film exchange in
Ontario waited upon him to draw attention
to grievances and to offer concrete suggestions on several matters of importance.
The delegation, which consulted with
Hon. Dr. Monteith behind closed doors for
two hours, pi-esented an "ultimatum" calling upon the Ontario Government to establish afilm court of appeal entirely separate
from the present Ontario Board of Moving
Picture Censors and to appoint a -Judge of
the County Bench as chairman of that
court with supervising power over all moving picture matters in Ontario.
The film exchange managers also asked
for the speedy appointment of two moving
picture censors to fill vacancies, one of
which occurred practically three years ago
in the death of Major A. S. Hamilton, chairman of the Ontario Board. The managers
also requested the appointment of a permanent chairman of the censor board without further delay, the successor to Major

M-G-M Newsreelman
on Graf-Zeppelin
members of the AtlanONE oftic the
hop of the German airship,
the Graf Zeppelin, which is enroute on a trial flight over the Atlantic
from Germany, is Robert Hartman, of
the Hearst News Service, which produces the M-G-M News. He is the
only cameraman aboard the huge air
liner on its long flight, it is said.
The cameraman has been at Friederichshafen for the last four weeks making advance shots of the dirigible and
flying in it on its preliminary flights.
A recent issue of the M-G-M News
contained some of his pictures.

Hamilton having never been named.
Further, the film distributors declared
that Ontario censorship was unduly severe,
particularly in recent months, and asked
for more reasonable treatment on the part
of the present board. A demand was also
made for a substantial reduction in the annual Provincial license fees for film exchanges and for a lowering of the censorship fees, which were considered undulv
high.
It was pointed out that the present system of appeals was not satisfactory because
the Ontario Board of Censors merely became an appeal board for a reconsideration
of its own decision when a complaint was
duly registered by a film renting company.
.\ higher court was desired so that all appeals from censorship rulings would result
in entirely fresh consideration of a ease.
Matters were not facilitated with two vacancies on the Board of Censors the second
one of which had occurred parly last summertions
in the
.T. M.of O'Brien.
Regulacalleddeath
for a of
board
five members.

Walsh Injured, Cummings
To
Direct
(Hollywood
Bureau, "Cabelleros"
Motion
Picture News)
Hollywood. October P. — Irving Cummings has taken over the direction of "The
Cabelleros," following an accident to Raoul
Walsh when a jack rabbit jumped through
the windshield of Walsh's car. The accident may result in Walsh's losing the
sight of one eye.
Warner Baxter will play the role Walsh
was doing in addition to directing.

Prizes

Awarded
in First
National Drives

Under the terms of the First National
sales drive contests and of the Ken Maynard contest, prizes totaling $2,200 have
been awarded the managers and employees
of the winning branehes.

Picture

News

Of the $1,500 offered by Joseph MSchenck, producer of "Camille, " a prize of
$'M0 was awarded to both the Memphis and
New Jersey exchanges, with prizes of .$250
each to the Washington and Salt Lake City
branches. Fifty per cent of the money
went to the branch manager and the remaining 50 per cent to the emplovees.
The $750of offered
by Charles
R.' Rogers,
producer
the Maynard
westerns,
was
divided between the Washington exchange
and the Pittsburgh branch, the Washington
office winning .$500 and the Pittsburgh
branch .$250. The same 50-,50 split prevailed at the latter two offices, too.

Pathe Offering 8 Shorts on
October 21
Eight featurettes are being offered on
October 21 as the Pathe schedule of short
subjects for the week.
X Mack Sennett comedy, "Smith's Catalina Rowboat Race," starts off the list of
releases and is followed by ' ' Snatched Into
Space," chapter two of "Eagle of the
Xight"; "The Defensive Line," a Football Sense subject; "Big Game," one of
the Aesop cartoons; Pathe Review No. 4.3;
Topics of the Day No. 43 ; and issues Nos.
S8 and S9 of the Pathe News.
In the Smith Family comedy are Ruth
Hiatt, Raymond McKee and Mary Ann
.(ackson; they were directed by Phil Whitman. In addition to "Modernisms," the
weekly Review offers "Climbers," "Useless Inventions" and "Sunburv. "

Several New Firms Given
Charters at Albany
Companies incorporating in the motion
picture business in New York State at Albany, during the past week, included the
following: Kinephone, Inc., capitalization
not stated, Seymour B- Quel, Molly Zelenko
and Elsie Blythe, New York City; Guignol
Studios, Inc-, $20,000, Anton Grubman,
New York; Max Kaplan, Pt. Chester;
Morris Rappaport, Brooklyn; Moviette
Picture Corporation, capitalization not
stated, Harry L. .Jessop, Nan Fanger, Hazel
Knapp. New York City; Imported Photoplays, Inc.. $50,000, .joe Brandt, Claude
MacGowan,
Abe
Schneider,
New
York

First

National
Sound
Stages Progressing

Pouring: ut concrete has been finished on
one of tlic bis new "sound" stages at First
National Studios, and the walls of the
second are rising rapidly. The first unit is
expected to be ready for use within a few
weeks.

"Submarine"
Will
Road-showed

Be

4 t/7i VBMARINE," the Columbia
^S
^^ feature,
bassy in now
Newplaying
York, the
willEmbe
road-showed by the company in Philadelphia and Baltimore. It will open at
the Erlanger in Philadelphia and the
Ford in Baltimore on October 8, both
engagements being limited and at S2
top. F'reparations are now under way
for the openings, which will be followed by two performances per day for
the remainder of the run.
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Griffith to Establish a
Talkie Precedent
( Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News >

Thi- :inHaiXVWOOl). Oitnhor 9.—
swer In Ihf nfl-nuido t|Ufr\.
s
tii the foreign
"what happen
ai-tnr in talkini; pictures?" eomes with
(he decision today to make 1). \V.
Love Song" a hundred
(irilhth's "The e.
per cent dialogu
The principals who will have to talk
and thus make the lirst dialect dialoRue are Jetta (loudai, whose accent
has never been definitely established
nor her nationality, though both have
been exploited as French; Lupe Velez,
who has a strong .Mexican accent;
Albert! Conii with an Hungarian accent, and Henri Armetti, who is an
Italian. No doubles will be used, it is
claimed.
\N'el!s Root has been borrowed from
l*aramount to write the dialogue. It
is also definitely established that I).
\V. GrifTith himself will talk and act in
the next production regardless of what
the story is.

Death

Overtakes
B eb a n
Following Injury

George Bebaii, noted >lai;f and tlliu star,
passed away early this week, at the California Lutheran Hospital in Los Angeles.
Death came as a result o£ injuries sustained
in his fall from a horse at a ranch in California, on September 29th.
Mr. Beban was 55 years old. He was a
native of San Francisco, and made his first
stage appearance there at the age of eight.
He was afterwards with Weber & Fields,
and other leading theatrical enterprises.
Before becoming a vaudeville star ten years
ago, he went into pictures, and appeared
in the screen version of "The Sign of the
Rose," and many others. His last picttrre
was "The Loves of Rieardo." He was
famed for his Italian characterizations. Mr.
Beban is survived bj- an eleven year old
son, George, a brother, Lewis, and a sister,
Mrs. Matt Smith, of Xew York. His wife,
who was Edith Ethel MacBride, died last
December.

Larry
S e m o n Dies
Pneumonia Victim

As

Larry Semon, famed as a screen comedian, passed away on a ranch near Victnrville, California, last Monday a victim of
double pneumonia following a breakdown
of several months ago. Deceased, formerly
a newspaper cartoonist has been prominent
as a film comedian for a number of years.
He has played for such companies as V'itagraph, Chadwick, f>lucational and in the
state right field. He scored heavily in
"The Wizard of Oz" and did some of his
best work in short comedies for Educational.
Semon amassed quite a fortune in the
film industry, but lost most of it when he
undertook the production end of the game.
His wife, Dorothy Dwan, who played opposite him in many of his comedies, and his
mother, Mrs. Nancy Smith, were with him
at the time of his death.

Among
Week's Subtitles
My face is new. Mr. I'rnriucers. rinri if i/iiu
want to know about my lef;s. I'll hrinii a errlificale from my riymnnsium linther." — Hy
George Marion. Jr., in "Manlmltan Cocktail."

West

Coast
Welcomes
Clearance Action

Harold B. Franklin Sees Government Hearing as Move
That Will Settle Vexatious Problem
( if I
I '^ TIE
motion satisfied
j;icture and
in<lnstry
distinctly
pleasedis
■^ that the Tnited States Government has brought to the fore for definite
settlement, a question that has vexed the
industry for many years," Harold B.
Franklin, president of West Coast Theatres, said in a statement, commenting upon
the government's recent information.
The government's information named
many of the mttst prominent motion picture
theatre owners, motion picture producers
and distributors, including among others as
defendant. West Coast 'Theatres, the largest chain of motion picture theatres west
of the Mississippi River.
Mr. Franklin's statement follows in part:
"We are all quite pleased that the government is bringing this action on clearance, a question which has been vexing the
entire motion picture industry ever since
the day when there were no more than two
theatres in any one city. The most constructive and responsible minds in our industry are agreed that without clearance,
there can be no picture industry.
"Clearance, to be brief, means protection
for the theatre which plays pictures firstrun, against subsequent showings, and provides that the subsequent showings are not
permitted to play the picture until a certain
amount of time after the first showing. It
goes on down the line and those which play
the picture second run, have a protection
against the third-run and so on.
"The
earlier showings
pay greatly in-

creased rentals lor that privilege, ranging
from five times as much for each picture to
one hundred times as much.
' ' The men who have made the picture industry what it is and who have kept it
there, know that without this clearance
there could be no motion picture industry
on the scale which exists now, because it is
through this clearance that theatres can
become increasingly large and beautiful,
and so enable producers to receive rentals
large enough to make and continue to make
big, fine, and necessarily expensive motion
pictures.
"Clearance is also a protection for the
public, because it is through the encouragement of the larger and finer theatres that
the public can enjoy the great de-luxe picture houses which have not only set and
maintained the high standards of motion
picture exhibition, but are able to c<mtinually better them.
"We do not hesitate to say that without
clearance or protection as between first-run
and subsequent showings, the whole industry would have to he organized on a very
much smaller scale.
"That the matter of protection and clearance is a custom and tradition of the show
business ever since its inception, no one
can deny. Its soundness has never been
questioned nor its propriety, and therefore,
we welcome this suit of the government hecause we feel that only through its agency
can the question be settled once and for

New Type
of "Heavy"
Succeeded
Villain
of FormerHas Years
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

ANEW
generation and type of "hea^y " has succeeded the blood-aiidthunder villain of former years in motion pictures. Practically
every well-known screen actor whose name was formerly associated
with heavy- types exclusively, is now playing comedy or sympathetic characters. The cause is simply the different forms of treatment used in motion picture stories at the present time as compared to the more theatrical
iiietliods employed hy scenarists and directors some years ago. Characters have liern naltiralized and made mon- human.
Hence motion pictures have found tliat even a villain, of the deepest
live, can have likeal>Ie traits. The standard best-known heavies of five
and ti'ii years ago in motion pictures were Wallace Beery, Ernest Torrencc, liilly Marshall. Warner Oland, Alan Hale. Victor IVIcLaglen, Lew
Codv. Donald Crisp and Lon Chancy.
Paramount discovered Beery had comedy possibilities in "Old Ironsides." Now he is lieing fi'atiircd as a character man. George Bancroft,
also a bi'avy lliroiigh the major portion of his screen career, is also proving that character actors are worth more to the hox-ofTice. Lew Cody
found liis forte in light comedy. Lon Chancy still heads the list of altraclions as a i'haracler artist. Others who have more recently come from
the field of being menaces to the more appreciative ones of comedy or
character arc William Powell. Sam Dc Grasse, Stuart Holmes and Louis
W.dheim.
Noah Beery seems the only one upholding the traditions of oldfashioned villainy. He also succumbs to the lure of character parts between reels comprised of snarls and sneers.
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Fox

Reported Acquiring
Schine
Circuit of Eighty Theatres

Fox has acquired or 19 about to acquire the controlling interest in
Schine Theatrical Enterprises, according to information received this
week by Motion Picture News. The Schine Circuit, one of the most
important in the industry, comprises eighty houses located in New York
State and Ohio.
It is pointed out that the reported Fox purchase is in line with the
recent rapid expansion of that company in the theatre field. The Schine
acquisition if true would mean that Fox is branching out into the smaller
cities and towns, in addition to his theatre activities in key cities and the
neighborhoods of greater New York.
Universal holds 25 per cent interest in the Shine Circuit. This interest, it is reported, will remain as it is. The actual operation of the circuit
will, according to report, continue under the Schine auspices.
An interesting angle of the situation is that Fox. by the reported deal,
will become a partner with Eastman, as Eastman is an associate of the
Schines in the Regorson Corporation, controlling four Rochester theatres.

Theatres Aid

In Relief

Swell Red Cross Fund Materially for West Indies-Florida Hurricane Sufferers
MOTION picture theatres in various
parts of the United States continue to rally splendidly to the support of the West Indies-Florida flood sufferers. Benefit performances are still being
held and a tidy sum will be realized when
all reports are in.
At a joint meeting of W. Z. Spearman,
President of the M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma, K.
M. Clark, President of the Oklahoma City
Film Board of Trade, and D. I. Johnston,
Chairman of the Red Cross in Oklahoma
City, it was decided the M.P.T.O. of Oklahoma would cooperate in raising funds for
the sufferers, by setting aside Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, October ll-12-13th
as special days in which the theatres of the
State are to do their part in this drive.
Instead of holding special shows, as has
been done heretofore, efforts to raise funds
were to be made by soliciting contributions
by the way of collections at each evening
performance on those dates.
Abe Finberg, manager of the Gayety Theatre, Louisville, gave fifty per cent of the
Thursday matinee receipts to the Hurricane
Relief Fund of the American Red Cross.

He said all theatres on the Mutual Circuits
were doing this.
The Riverside Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.,
managed by John Thomas, put on a splendid benefit show Sunday for the storm
sufferers. Returns were large and all funds
were turned over to the Red Cross.
Reports from the film exchanges in
Jacksonville are that the only theatres
which were closed or badly damaged by the
recent storm that have reopened are the
Glades at Moorhaven, the Lyric at Stuart,
the Grand, a colored house, at West Palm
Beach and the Park at Okeechobee.
Approximately $500 was added to the
fund when the Publix Florida Theatre at
Daytona Beach staged a benefit show last
Saturday morning. The occasion was
doubly interesting from the fact that the
performance was the first all-Vitaphone
show presented in Daytona Beach.
The Aladdin Theatre, Denver, Hari'y
Huffman's beautiful uptown house, took
the initial step in assisting the Red Cross
in the Florida relief fund, swelling the
Denver fund by many hundreds of dollars,
in the showing of a midnight performance
Saturday, Sept. 29th.

"Singing
Fool" Showing
Scores
Film Makes Remarkable
at Warner

Jolson

Theatre in Hollywood at Pop. Prices
, Oct. 9.— "The SingHOLLYWOOD
ing Fool" grossed slightly over
$S,100 for its first day at the Warner Theatre in Hollywood. This figure was
made on a price scale topped at 50 cents
for matinees and 65 and 75 for the evening.
The 75 cent is for loges. Five performances
are giv-en daily. The Warnei-s handed
Hollywood a great surprise and further
topic for discussion with their policy of
peropening the feature on ara continuous
prices. It had
formance basis at popul
been expected, in view of the $11 opening
in New York for the Al Jolson vehicle, that

at least a top of $5 and a formal opening
would be held.
The popular-priced opening is another bit
of testimony to Warner cleverness. A
formal opening undoubtedly would have
grossed several thousand dollars more. The
house seats 2,800. However, by the time
expenses for such an opening were deducted, among them items of invitations,
printed reserved tickets, extra exploitation
paper, arc-lights and electricians to handle
them, the net would have been considerably
less than made under continous show open-

Picture

News

The psychological reaction of the public
in comparing the charge to them of 50 and
65 for general admission as against the $2
run in New York also is considered of considerable value to the Warners in building
up local good-will. This point comparing
prices, has been stressed in an advance
trailer shown in the theatre.

8 Shorts on Educational's
Line-up for November
Eight short subjects in addition to the
eight usual Kinograms releases are being
oft'ered
Educational as the November
schedule by
of releases.
The subjects include: "The Skywayman," second release of the Russ Farrell
series, starring Reed Howes, two reels;
"The Quiet Worker," starring Jerry Drew,
two reels; "Hold That Monkey," feattiring
Monty Collins, with Kit Guard in support,
two reels ; and Dorothy Devore new tworeel vehicle, as vet untitled.
"Hay Wire," with Gene Stone and Billy
Dale, and "Bumping Along," co-starring
Gene Stone and Marshall Ruth, both tworeelers; "A Patchwork of Pictures," a new
Hodge-Podge reel, and the third issue of
Our World Today.

Fejos

Flies

to

N.

Y.

to

Launch "Broadway"

Dr. Paul Fejos, Universal director
whose rived
latest
is "Lonesome,"
arin New picture
York this
week from Los
Angeles, flying half of the route. He will
start production for Universal on "Broadway" and will photograph a number of
scenes along the Broadway district.
Glenn Tryon, who is to play the foremost
role in "Broadway," is now in New York
and he will work in many of the scenes to
be made in the east. Arthur and Ray
Cosins will assist Fejos. Hal Mohr will be
cameraman.

Frances Agnew in N. Y.;
May Write in London
Frances Agnew, scenarist and author is
now in New York City for a few days. Her
year's contract with the Fox coast studio
having expired, Miss Agnew came on to
New York following the recent death of
her mother in Hollywood.
While in town, Miss Agnew is seeing the
new plays and looking into the talkies. She
is considering an offer to go to London to
write a script for a British company before
returning to the West Coast.
While in the city she is stopping at the
Hotel Manger.

Among the Subtitles
If this show goes over, we will move
to a farm where there is plenty of real
milk and the fresh eggs don't wear
pants."^ — By Herman Mankiewicz in
"Take Me Home" for Paramount.
He was a very brave man
he
once corrected Gene Tunney's grammar."— By Joseph Jackson in "The Redeeming Sin" for Warner Brothers.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

RCA

Will Enter Production Field

Plans Mukin" Own
Features and Shorts
in Eastern Studios
(Contiiuu'd from f'agc 113'')
that it will take fully one year to make
the installations. K-A-0, it is said, is to be
given preference over all other orders, Imt
contraets siirned for equipment by others
will be filled as readily as possible and will
not be held up for the eompletion of the
K-A-0 order. It is said, however, that RCA
is quite independent in the matter of making theatre installations at present and will
not guarantee instalhitions for any set
time. According to a story told by the head
of a theatre chain operating close to 2UU
houses, he was ready to place his order for
the entire chain providing he could have
his first installation by the first of the year,
but RCA is said to have refused to promise
him even a single installation before in'2!>.

In the Future-Television
According to a story going the rounds,
and which may be responsible to a certain
e-Ttent for RCA going into the production
field, the motion picture producers are having considerable difficulty in operating the
sound equipment and cameras being provided for talking pictures and they are
constantly calling upon RCA and Western
Electric for expert assistance. RCA. it is
said, will, with its large stalT of expert
technicians, give instructions to an additional large staff that may be shortly invading the picture industry and bring about
a general improvement in the quality of
pictures made.
With reference to the rapid advancement

Fairbanks Will Talk in
"Iron Mask"

DOlfJI.AS FAIRBANKS will talk
in his next United .\rtist Picture. "The Iron .Mask."
Not only will his voice be heard but
Mr. Fairbanks will employ a novel
method, that of the direct monologue
or soliloquy, rather than of dialogue
with other characters.
In a speech at the beginning of his
picture Fairbanks will voice the spirit
of the play.
Because of the broad sweep of the
romantic drama in "The Iron Mask" it
is explained that the narrow confines
of simple dialogue between characters
have been found too binding; in his
combination of the forms of stage and
silent drama. Fairbanks believes he
has found a method that will not only
retain all the pageantry and tempo of
the film but that will augment it with
a new force and dramatic intensity.

Talkies

in Infancy
"Crying Out
Declares Ramsaye
WHILE
motion pictures are referred to as the infant industry, ther
Loud",
wore
able to talk the day they were born, according to Terry

Ramsaye, Editor-in-Chief of Eastern production for Pathe. in an
address before the convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
held at Lake Placid. New York, last week.
"Tlie noise business is really
Ramsaye. "It seems that in 1887
in his notes, 'an instrument which
graph does for the ear, and that

the father of the picture racket," said
Edison attempted to devise, as he states
should do for the eye what the phonoby combination of the two, all motion

and soiuid could be recorded and reproduced simultaneously." Obviously
the sound pictures, which arc just upsetting all the technology and causing many realignments in the screen industry are but the modern version
of that little machine of 1889, Edison's kinetograph. the peep-show for
both eye and ear. The movies arc still in their infancy, as the critics say,
however, because onlv todav do I hear them
made in the matter of television and the
transmission of facsimile pictures it is
pointed out that the facsimile or still pictures are now transmitted by radio to the
lengths that radio extends, in a matter of
:!7 seconds.
Slower progress is being made

crving out loud."'

with the transmission of moving pictures,
but even they are progressing at such a rate
as to warrant the belief that homes will be
equipped with these reproduction devices in
the comparatively near future almost as extensively as they are today with telephones.

Vidor Sees New Developments
Just Ahead in Talkies
KING VIDOR, M-G-JI director, who is
now in New York selecting colored
:ictors for his new story of negro life,
■"Hallelujah," was a featured speaker in
Collier's Radio Hour, over station WJZ,
Sunday evening, Oct. 7. Introduced by
•lobn Kennedy, editor of Collier's, Mr.
Vidor made the following remarks about
sound pictures;
"First of all, sound pictures at present
represent a novelty, and there is no definite
basis by which we can .iudge their future
liossibilities. The few all-talking films
which have been made so far have given
very little indication of what the future
holds. There are all kinds of new developcorner. ments and improvements just around the
"I do believe, however, that motion pictures have always had a special charm and
entertainment value because of the fact that
they have represented drama in terms of
motion rather than dialogue.
"On the other hand, there are some types
of stories which one may find it very difficult to present in terms of action and
'silent drama.' Mystery and courtroom
stories, for examples, have qualities differing greatly from character studies, and in
many cases it might be wise to produce

stories of this type with the addition of
partial or complete dialogue. It is a matter of good judgment, and of determining
which stories are best adapted to each
medium. I think that from now on there
may always be a certain percentage — say
15 or 20 per cent — of films which utilize
dialogue to enhance their dramatic appeal.
"Sound effects and synchronized scores
are another matter. Here there is no interference whatever with the old method of
relating a screen story in terms of action,
suggestion, and pantomime, and in most
eases, I am sure, the special score adds to
the appeal of the picture."

Pomeroy Gives
Colleen
Moore Voice Test
Roy J. Pomeroy, director of sound at the
Lasky Studio, has made a talkie test of
Colleen Moore, First National star. During the past three months Pomeroy tested
the voices of more film stars than any one
else in the industry. In addition to the
tests of practically every Paramount star
and player, Pomeroy has recorded the
voices of Mary Pickford, Harold Lloyd,
Norma Shearer, Lupe Velez and CoUeen
Moore.
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VIRGINIA censors are in somewhat of a quandan.- regarding censorship
of sound pictures. Not only are they showing great care with the
silent drama and the talkie, but they have now engaged the services

"I doubt if there will be any trouble at
all from Equity with regard to contracts.
As far as I could hear the producers were
most fair in their treatment of players
they brought on from Broadway. The bigger st-ars, of course, were given contracts
of from three months up with an option on
renewal and all salaries start immediately
upon arrival of the player on the coast. All
of the players are guaranteed from six
weeks work up and they have been paying
them whether they worked or not. I know
of a couple of players who were idle for a
month and their salaries went on just the

of
a lip
reader to detect any "shock" in the speech of the characters that
is not
audible.
In a bi-weekly bulletin sent out by the Virginia Division of M. P.
Censorship assistance is asked of the exhibitors along regulatory lines.
Playhouses using sound are requested to place the censor seal in the box
with the print where the inspector may see it on demand, and under no
circumstances to insert the seal in the film as thi« causes Tery material
damage to sound.

Broadway Legitimate Stars Are
Still Scarce in Hollywood

There have been quite a few prominent
players already signed for pictures and a
number of stage directors and writers have
taken up their abode in Hollywood, but
not nearly as many as were anticipated.
In discussing the coast situation Mr.
Morrison said:
"They are considerably at sea out there
yet regarding these talkies and they hardly
know yet just what developments will be
regarding players. I think they will get
along as best they can with as many as

M .

ED.

possible of their screen players for the present, but they are already being handicapped
for a lack of talent in the t.ilking pictures
and it is only a question of a short time
before they will be turning to Broadway
for a lot of assistance in the way of talent.
"Up to the present there have been about
ten directors imported from Broadway to
Hollywood, among them being Robert Milton, Willard Mack, Charles .Judell, Eugene
Walters, Ben Holmes and Don Gallagher.
The last three, with Mack are also wiiters.
Among the authors are, Harlan Thompson,
Eddie Burke, Tom Barry, Eddie Josephs,
Arthur Caesar and Harry Delf. Delf went
out
primarily to write, but will also do some
directing.
"Aside from vaudeville talent, which is
being used almost exclusively in the short
subjects, there have been few additions to
the ranks of players from the legitimate
stage and musical comedy. Ruth Chatterton, Sylvia Field, Cliff Dempsey, Clark and
McCuUough and Helen Twelvetree are
among the best known.
"I look for some radical changes in the
near future because they are very shy of
ingenues who can talk, juveniles and some
of the other types so necessary to the
talkies. They seem only to have an abundance of heavies. Many of the people who
have been prominent in pictures, of course,
will continue in the talkies because they
are fully competent to read lines.
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Fraser Returns to Coast;
same."
Lloyd Talkie in Work
After a stay of three weeks in Xew York,
\Yilliam R. Fraser, general manager of the
Harold Lloyd Corporation, has returned to
Hollywood where he will soon see the bespectacled comedian's new vehicle swing
into work. While in the East, he conferred
with eastern officials of the Lloyd company
and Paramount distribution officials. Following the plan inaugurated last year, letters will be sent to exhibitors, newspapermen and the Paramount distribution forces
asking for title suggestions for the picture
which will be released early next year.
Lloyd 's new vehicle will be a talking production and will have a Chinatown background. A few initial scenes have already
been filmed. The comedian is now utilizing
in the making of his talking picture the
years of experience he had on the stage. A
new leading lady is being sought at the
present time and the choice is expected to
be made within a few days. At the time
the new Lloyd production is released, it
is estimated by the Electrical Research
Products Company that approximately 800
theatres will be equipped for the reproduction of sound.

"Half an Hour" Will Be
All-Dialogue Picture
"Half an Hour," the James M. Barrie
play, will soon enter production as an alldialogue picture at the Paramount West
Coast studios. The cast includes a noted list
of stage and screen players, among whom
are the following: Ruth Chatterton, H. R.
Warner, Robert Edeson, Ethel Wales, WOfrid Xoy and Joyce Marie Coad. The feature will be db-ected by William C. De Mille,
who is busy now preparing the continuity.

Minneapolis
Hears
First
RCA Photophone

Devoted Exclusively to the Theatres A'cices( Art

TALKING

N e tvs

"But they are feeling a scarcity of talent that is going to run production costs
up unless it is rectified. I know of one
company that was almost completely idle
for three weeks while they took tests by
the score trying to land a suitable juvenile.
for the
help.end they had to wire to New York
In

Lip Reader to Detect "Shocks", New
Gag of Censor Board

TALKIXG motion pictures have not yet
cut much into the ranks of the Broadway legitimate stage despite predictions
made at the close of last season that stars
and leading players would leave the stage
flat and flock to Hollywood. Predictions
were made freely some months ago that this
would be a lean season for the legits along
Broadway and that there would be fewer
houses open early in October than at any
time in many years.
Leo Morrison, well known Broadway
agent is just back from the studios on the
coast, and while he still thinks that the
talkies will eventually get a large number
of the legitimate players, the exodus from
Broadway has not yet started. He says the
producers for the most part are endeavoring to get along with their picture favorites by instructing them in the art of the
talkies.

P ic t u re

Inc.

Exhibitors of the Northwest

last week

were given their first taste of "RCA Photophone" when a private preview was
staged by Manager Art Huot of the local
F B 0 exchange. The run was made at the
Egyptian Theatre, Minneapolis, to a very
limited audience, as a test first showing.
Reports were quite favorable.

October

13.
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Dialogue for Film, But
Not For Chaplin
C-IIIAHI.IK C 11 A I' I, INS

■X\U

l.iKht!*" "ill lie liill> s.Muhniui/f(l and IhiTc «ill lif simhhmui'*
ill iliuiuKue. .Mr. (^ haplin will iinl perniil his tramp iharaclcr to talk; he
will depend wholly upon pantomime,
"lit) Lights" goes into production
within a week. .Mr. (.'haplin took six
months to write his story, and dialoKUe employed in the talking sequences will be written by him. also.
Because of the careful pre|)aration of
the story it is not anticipated that
production will occupy as many weeks
as have former Chaplin films. Chaplin
hopes to finish camera work in eight
weeks.
"City Lights" is an original story of
the boulevards and of night life, high
and low. It will be released through
I'nited .Artists, about the first of the
year.

New Go \'itaph
Feature
BeforeoneCamera
s s
Warner

Bros, have a nuniher of uew

\'itaphone pictures iu produetiun at their
studio in Hollywood
at this time. A trio
of these were put before the cameras this
week, chief among them being the first
Vitaphone operetta, "The Desert Son»'"
which Roy Del Ruth is directing with Carlotla King and John Boles in the leads.
Another is "Kid Gloves" featuring Conrad
Xagel and Lois Wilson, directed by Ray
Enright. The third is "Frozen River'' of
which Rin-Tiu-Tin is the star.
Cameras are also focussed on Dolores
Costello in "Madonna of Avenue A,"
Audrey Ferris in "The Little Wildcat."
Moute Blue iu "The Greyhound Limited"
and Texas Guinan in "Queen of the Night
Clubs."

"The Scoop" As Prologue
for "Gang War"
While the Hollywood Studios of F B 0
Pictures Corjjoratiou are making talking
sequences for "Gang War," work on "The
Scoop" a talking prologue for this production, is rapidly nearing completion at the
Sound Studios, Inc., in Xcw York.
"The Scoop"
Allan Woolf, is
Hartford and Mr.
as a prologue to
independently as

from the pen of Edgar
being directed by David
Woolf. It can be played
"Gang War," or booked
a talking short sub,iect.

Nazimova Signed by
Small for Talkie

Ed

Xazimova. stage and screen actress, has
been engaged by Ed Small to appear in a
talking picture that will be based on Edgar
Allan Woolf 's stage play, "India." Production is to start .iust as soon as the Russian
star has completed her engagement "with
Eve LeGalliene's Civic Repertory Theatre.

Lloyd
to Direct "Weary
River,"
Barthelmess' Next
Richard Barthelmess will be directed by
Frank Lloyd in his next First Xational
feature. "Weary River," by Courtney
Ryley Cooper. "The director will start his
new assignment as soon as he has finished
"Adoration."

Asher, Small, Rogers Join With
Gotham in Bristolphone Deal
AXKW ciiriHiration has been organized to
di.stribule and service installations of
the Bristolphone disc synchronizing device
and to produce features and short subjects
synchronized with Bristolphone: Asher,
Small and Rogers have joiiu'd forces with
Sam Sax and Budd Rogers, of Gotham
Photoplays Corp., in the launching of the
new organization. They are forming the
Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corporation, which will distribute pictures under
two brands, a series of Asher, Small and
Rogers productions and a series of Gotham
productions.
This corporation will be a substantial
one in the independent field. Asher, Small
and Rogers have in the past been responsible for such pictures as "McFadden's
Flats," "Cohens and Kellvs," "Ladies
Xight in a Turkish Bath," "Shepherd of
the Hills," "Cla.s.sified," and others.
Gotham, under the guidance of Budd
Rogers and Sam Sax have been consistently

forging to the front for several years and
only recently acquired rights to Bristolphone. "Times Square," which has .just
been completed with dialogue and sound
etVeets, will be the initial offering in the
firm's new program, with release set for
Xovember 1. Alice Day and Arthur Lubiu
are starred. Herman Heller furnished the
synchronized score under production supervision of Harold Shumate.
The coming together of these producers
means an expansion program commensurate
with the wider scope that the production
and distribution of sound and dialogue pictures brings to the combination.
Sound stages of the Gotham company are
nearing completion on the coast and at
Watcrbury, Conn. There will be two such
stages at each place and both feature length
pictures" and short subjects will be turned
out with all rapidity and care in time for
release dates specified on the program.

Christies Extend Program
Paramount Relea ses
UPON his return to the coast from Xcw
York, Charles H. Christie announced
the closing of contracts with Paramount
whereby the latter will release thirty-two
additional short talking pictures to be made
by the Christie Company. These are aside
from the regular program of two-reel comedies already announced as the current
schedule of the 1928-29 releases.
The new groups are not to be made a
part of the present season of general releases but will be pre-released during the
current playing season to those theatres
that have installed Western Electric sound
equipment. In addition to being made as
talkies, they will also be made in silent
form.
Prominent in the new pictures will be a
series of one-act plays, the rights to which
are being acquired from well known
authors, after an extensive search of the

of

market. It is said they will be a distinct
departure from the type of short features
that have previously been produced by
Christies and others who have specializerl
iu two-reel comedies.
Another feature of the coming talkie
shorts to be done by the Christies will be
from the Octavus Roy Cohen colored stories
enacted by Xegro characters. The Cohen
stories were recently acquired by Christies
and some of them are now being put into
talking picture form.
While production is going forward on the
new program of Christie all-talking pictures, there will be no let down in the lilmiug of the regular series of current comedies, including the ' ' Confessions of a
Chorus Girl," the Billy Dooley, Bobby Vernon and Sandy McDuff Comedies, appi'oximately half of which have been produced.

Victor Will Record
Synchronized
Productions for Hal Roach
VIC

lOR Talking Machine Company will assume full charge and rcspotisihility for the creation of appropriate musical scores and the
recording of all synchronized productions of the Hal Roach Studios,
under an arrangement just completed.
Amiouneement to this effect was made by W. E. Shumaker, President
of the Victor Company. In commenting on the .subject, Mr. Shumaker
said: "The art and technique of Victors sound recording laboratories
will be added to the skill and creative ability displayed in the productions
of the Hal Roach Studios as a result of a contract just executed. It is a
pleasure to announce this further step in the progress being made to bring
the technique and experience of our organization, resulting from years of
activity in the business of recording and reproducing sound to the side
of the art of recording and reproducing action by photography."
Anticipating the completion of negotiations, several members of the
Roach organization are already in Camden conferring with the Victor
staff and Victor engineers are en route to study requirements on the
Coast.
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"The Check-Up

9 a
9 9

9 9
9 9

"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors in every part of the country on current features which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for otlier theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num ber who consider it "Fair"; the third, the number who
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who
consider
it "Big."
rating
on that feature, obtained by the followring
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av erage
The permethod: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F air," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%.
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which rep resents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not recei ved at least ten reports.

Title of

Title of Picture

Picture

?.

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

Sporting Age. The
—
Warning. The.
—
FB O
Arizona Nights
—
Boy Rider. The
—
Chicago After Midnight —
Coney
—1
FrecklesIsland
Gingham Girl. The
—
Harvester. The
—
Hook and Ladder. No. 9. . . . —
Jake the Plumber
—
Judgment of the Hills
—
Legionnaires in Paris
1
Little Mickey Grogan
—
Mojave Kid. The
—
Red Riders of Canada. The
—
Shanghaied
—
South Sea Love
1
FIRST NATIONAL
Big Noise
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Canyon of Adventure
Crystal Cup. The
Flying Romeos
French Dressing
Gorilla. The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's
The Girl, The
Heart of Nest.
a Follies
Helen of Troy
Her Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladies' Night in Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come
Love Mart, The
Mad Hour. The
Man Crazy
Noose. The
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid. The.. . .
Rose of the Golden West . .
Sailors' Wives
Shepherd of the Hills, The
Texas Steer. A
Three-Ring Marriage
Valley of the Giants
Vamping Venus
Wagon Show. The
Wheel of Chance
Whip Woman. The
Yellow Lilv. The

fi
3

3

—

1
1

—
—
—
—1
3
—
1
—
—
—
—
—

1
1
1

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
.5
3
4
11
4
3

fi
2
1

9

—

17
12
21
16
17
14
189
9
10
17
9
12
12
15
13

5
6
6

209

8
6
3
8
.S
4
2
7
2
12
101
7
2

.=;1

4
9
6
4
11

13
4

/

3

6

4
2

6

2

1

4

—

—
2

—

52
67

5.467 Ft
5.791 Ft

15

1
1
—
—

4

3
3
9

5
3
8
2

—
1
—

72
(a
70

1
2
2

68
68
61
61

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
.—
—

19
11
19
13

—

29
29
28

—

14
19
14
15
19
32
20
10
18
23
39
31
26
15
9
9
39
10
23
33
29
13
14
36
7
19
14
24
10

68

65
•>
K^
67
58
70
66
63
64

2
1
1

57
64
65
61
.58
64

9

6
1
3

—
6

—
—
—
—

/

8
2

68
62
68
67
62
72
63
64
63
66
62
67
77
0*

9

1
121
9

20
4

—

1

—
9
—U)
—
5
—

65
69
75
55
73
Vb
77
63
58
73
65
64
69
55
62
51
72

2
70

6.382
4.858
6.249
6.390
6.131
6.301
7.045
5.240
5.186
5.700
5.771
6.515
4.912
6.419
5.999
6.388

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

7.400
6.042
6.500
5.800
6.386
6.184
6.344
7.133
6.288
7.100
7,500
7,426
5.957
7,694
6.118
6.524
6.592
6.608

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

7.700
7.388
6.525
5,542
7.331
6.431
6,100
6,100
1L412
6,477
5.484
8.188
7.419
5,834
6.336
6,021
6.212
6.895
5.087
7. 187

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

FOX
Arizona Wildcat. The
Blood
Tell
BrandedWillSombrero.
Tne
Come to My House
Dare DeWl's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
East Side, West Side
Escape. The
Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon, The
Girl in Every Port, A
Hangman's House
Helln. Cheyenne
High School Hero. The
Honor Bound
Horseman of the Plains
Ladies Must Dress
Love
News Hungry
Parade. The
No Other Woman
Play Giri. The
Publicity Madness
River Pirate. The
Road House
Seventh Heaven
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
Soft Living
Street Angel. The
Sunrise
Thief in the Dark. A
Very Confidential
Whv Sailors Go Wrong
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Woman Wise

—
—1
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
. —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—1
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
-—
—
—
—
—
—
—

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Across
Singapore
—1
Actress. toThe
Baby Mine
6
Becky
1
Ben Hur
—
Big
—3
BodyCity.
and The
Soul
Bringing Up Father.
1
Buttons
—
Cardboard Lover. The
—
Certain
Young Man.
—3
Circus Rookies.
The ACossacks.
The
—1
Crowd. The
Detectives
2
Diamond
Handcuffs
—2
Divine Woman.
The
Enemy. The
Excess Baggage
Fair Co-Ed. The
Forbidden Hours
Four Walls

2
—
—
—
—

3
4
1
4
1
1
6
?.
1
4
3
4
4
9

4
3
3
9

fi
1
4
8
1
5
4
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
3

4
8
9?.
R
9
9
8

in9

9
113
4
5
4
5
8
5
1
4
1

fi4

99

8
15

1
1
1

—
1
—
2
5

28
10
6
12
15
Ifi
9
18
11
15

9
1
9
9

—
4
—
—
9

U
17
9
13
19
q
14
9

1
1
1
451

—
1

57
19
20

9

2

13
12
11

1

20
10
10
16
11
9
13
11

—

18

13

24
23
25
40
20
35
22
13
22
10
9
14
25
7
Ifi
33
31
15
20
10
39
21

1
1
1

fi

3
1
.539
3
9

4
2

—
—

5
5
1

fi
2

68
65
60
66
70
68
fifi
65
72
85
69
68
61
73
62
64
68
58
70
64
68
67
72
82
66
60
68
63
65
84
66
65
73
68
66
65

72
.56
83
.59
64
55
64
66
70
68
oo
65
67
70
68
53
58
69
64

9

12
3
4

77
73
72

4,665
4.556 Ft
Ft
5.612
5,430
4.987
5.708
6.566
8.154
5.109
9.412
5.038
5.882
6.518
4.518
5.498
6.188
4.397

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5.599
5.792
6.679
5.071
5.200

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5.893
6.937
4,991
8,500
5.573
5.446
5.629
9.221
8.729

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5.937
5,620
5.112
5.629
5.331
5.050

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6.805 Ft
6,998
5.139
6,433
11.693
6.838
5.902

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,344 Ft
Ft
6.050
7,108
Ft
5.482 Ft
5.661 Ft
8.601 Ft
8.548 Ft
5.838 Ft
6.700 Ft
7,300
Ft
8.189 Ft
7,182
6.408
5.011
6.620

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

<> ,• N

/ .'' :,' >*

Tide
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Title of

Picture

Picture

28

72

67

PARAMOUNT
Beau Sabreur
Big Killing. The
City Gone Wild, The
Doomsdav
Drag Net; The
Easy Come. Easy Go
Feel Mv Pulse
Fifty-Fifty Girl. The
First Kiss. The
Fleet's forIn.Luck
The
Fools

9

12
11

—

b
12
11
6
2
4
3

/

1
1

3

36
32
39
33
13
44
12
14
24
31
35
23
31
35
16
36
42
33
18
20
27
12
15
40

8
3
3

—

4

1
101
5
4
4
9

4

—

5
1
6
17

—

5
4

—
15
—

10
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—1

1
1

/

—

1
3
3
4

lU32
V
b

—

b
3
3
5
3
3
1
8
3
8

—

b
1
3
8
b
3
9
4
3
4
3
2

T
6

—

6

3
3
1

—

27
lb
21
14
28
27

—
2
.—

21
249
6
7
16
36
26
39
19

—

14
7
14
34
26
36
22
14
9
13
24
35
10
22
25

—
—

1
4
1
9

—
—
—

6
6
1
1

O

—

19

2
—12

—

1
3
13
7
1
6

14
29

—

^s

—

17
12
18
29
38
29
16
19
17
16
9
19
23
13

2
10

7
36
23
20

_
—

169

6

92—

6
1
2

239
14
26

—
1

5

129
3
3
1
17
2
4
4
9
9

—

4
2

253
4
3
2

9

20

4

72
69
63
69
56
65
74
62
69
60
71
66
65
69
66
76
62
75
66
77
64
62
6-1
64
64
62
72
65
65
63
82
,57
70
67
67
68
66
73
71
60
67
58
65
79
62
74
69
63
66
64
76
66
70
63
83
64
74
78
58
64
68
61
64
77
68
65
72
72
65
52
76
69
81
62
81
72
62
65
73
65
68

8,200
6,646
7.743
7.045
5.393
5.687
7.365
5.950
6,280
7,652
7,289
7.193
6.544
7.745
6,476
6,280
6,507
9,563
5,273
7.181
5,252
5,901
8.134
5,011

Ft.
Ft,
Ft,
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft,
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft,
Ft,
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,704
5,808
5.408
5.R65
7.720
5,364
5.889
7,720
6.134
6.918
5.758
7.640
6,376
6.871
5.889
6.263
5.038
5.415
6.524
6,039
6.792
8,2,34
6.940

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7.415
5.737
7,434
6.440
6.325
5.741
7.910
5.599
6.600
9.819
6.118
7.646
6.331
7.149
5.209
6.015
5.179
7,616
4.729
7.960
5.951
4.934
6.218
6.763
7.029
5.733
5.319
5.991
5.834
6.509
6.319
8.486
5.413
5.960

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

Dress Parade
Girl in the Pullman
Harp in Hock A
Hold 'Em Yale

—
—
—
—

King of Kings'.
Leopard
Lady. The
Let Er Go Gallegher
Main Event. The
Midnight Madness
Night Flyer. The
On to Reno
Rush Hour. The
Stand and Deliver
Skyscraper, The
Walking Back
Wise Wife, The
Wreck of the Hesperus. The.
STATE RIGHTS

—1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

TIFFANY-STAHL
Haunted Ship. The
Streets of Shanghai
Wild Geese
UNITED ARTISTS
Circus. The

Buck Privates
Cohens and Kellys in Paris..
Count of Ten. The
Finders Keepers Foreign Legion. The
Four Flusher. The
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Hero for a Night. A
Irresistible Lover. The
Love Me and the World is
Mine
Man's Past. A
Man Who Laughs. The,
On Y'our Toes
Rawhide Kid. The
Shield of Honor. The
Surrender
Thanks for the Buggy Ride.
That's Mv Daddy
Thirteenth Juror. The
Thirteen Washington Square
UncleAmericans
Tom's Cabin
We
Wild Beauty

—
—

■WARNER

BROS.

Across the .-Atlantic
Beware of Married Men ....
Fortune Hunter
Girl From Chicago. The ....
Glorious Betsy
Good-Time Charley
Ham and Eggs at the Front. .
If I Were Single
Jazz Singer. "The
Lights of New York. The. . .
Lion and the Mouse
5,956 Ft.
Race for Life. A
Sailor Izzy Murphy
6.589 Ft.
9.992 Ft. [ Silver Slave. The

65
70
66
66
73
67
64
72
69

8
16
10
16
11
18
17
13
18
16

2
1
1

,599
,990
,990
13, ,056
6,
5,,500
,650
888
472
559
954
494
880
423
040
035
447
,610

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
F.t
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft

6.432
7.270
5.167
8.000
6.000

Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.

65
62
64
69
70

10
108
12
31

64
72
75
72

4.753 Ft
5.276 Ft
6,448 Ft

23
2

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

59
65
82
60
72

8
15
9

—
^
—

College
Devil Dancer, The
Dove. The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden. The
Gaucho. The
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrell and Son
Steamboat Bill. Jr
Tempest
Two .Arabian Knights
Two Lovers
UNIVERSAL

69

12
11
14
8
16
12

Hell Ship Bronson
—
Port of Missing Girls, The. . —
Road to Ruin. The
—
Simba
—
United States Smith
—

•/

—
—
—

4
8
b
3
b
8

65

•/

PATHTB
Almost Human
Blue Danube, The
Chicago

4
8

4

Forgotten Faces
—
Gay Defender, The
1
Gentlemen I'refer Blondes. . . 3
Get Your Man
—
Haifa Bride
—
His Tiger Lady
1
Honeymoon Hate
1
Hot News
—
Just Married
—
Ladies of the Mob
1
Last Command. The
—
Last Waltz. The
1
Legion of the Condemned,
The
—
Love and Learn
—
Loves of .\n Actress
—
Magnificent Flirt. The
—
Mating Call. The
—
Night of Mystery, A
1
Old Ironsides
1
Open Range
—
Partners in Crime
—
Patriot. The
—
Pioneer Scout. The
—
Racket, The
—
Red Hair
—
Secret Hour. The
3
Serenade
—
She's a Sheik
—
Shootin' Irons
—
Showdown. The
2
Something .\Iways Happens . 1
Speedy
—
Sporting Goods
—
Spotlight. The
3
Street of Sin. The
—
Sunset Legion, The
—
Three Sinners
—
Tillies Punctured Romance. 3
Two Flaming Youths
—
Under the Tonto Rim
—
\'anishing Pioneer, The
Warming Up
Water Hole, The
Way of All Flesh, The
Wife Savers
Woman on Trial. The

11
10
6

■/

Garden of Allah. The
2
In Old Kentucky
—
Latest From Paris, The
—
I-augh. Clown Laugh
.. —
Law of the Range. The
—
London After Midnight
2
Love
—
Lovelorn
1
Man. Woman and Sin
4
Mvsterious Ladv. The
—
PaLiv. The
—
Quality Street
2
Road to Romance. The
—
Rose-Marie
—
Smart Set. The
—
Spoilers of the West
—
Spring Fever
1
Student Prince, The
—
Tea for Three
—
Telling the World
—
Thirteenth Hour. The
1
Inder the Black Eagle
—
West Point
—
Wickedness Preferred .
. 1

6
3
7
14
6
2
6
4
4
2
5
1
1

5
1

9

I
1
—
—
—
—
1

23
20
29
20
48
29
39
40
28
16
6
28

10
32
6
15
106
12
10
15

1

—
—
—
—
—
——
—

17

3
—
0

—
—
—

1
10
2
61

—

5

—
—
—
——
——
—
—
—
—
—
—
3
—

7
6
4
1
1

28
6
6
10
4
3
23
14
24
20

9

216
1
18

11

12
18
18
7
20
157
10
12
12

83
68
75
82
62
85
81
70
67
75
55
67
66

70
62
63
57
61
63
64
65
63
68

219

58

/

4
25

14

71
76

68
71
70
66
65

17

9
10
17
20
12
11
6
14
16
7
6

79
71
69
78
67

63
82
73

700 Ft
,362
400
,765
350
558
500
256
200
700
6,
6,
700
,000
5, 300
250
500

Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft

6.171
7.481
6,
6.279
6,081
7,828
6,193
5,503
5,645
5,711
4,
6.958
813
10. 135
185
918
777
172
8,
9. 249
197
6,
6, 073
5,
598
6, 274
600
10,1 151
192

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft

Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft.

Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

421
052 Ft

13

4
10

63
67
63
57
62
70
88
84
61
62
85
82

638
978
800
613
302

Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft

320 Ft,
077 Ft.
267 Ft.
352
777 Ft
124 Ft
295
Ft.
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Motion

Sound Picture Reviews
By CHESTER

J. SMITH

The or Gray Hoss
THIS Our Gang comedy, done with sound effects, is a consideralile
improvement over the silent version despite the fact that the sound
evidently was injected into the picture hurriedly and not to the
hest advantage. There is nothing; in the way of dialogue, hut the cheers
of the gang, the heating of the old gray horse's hoofs and oth<-r incidental
effects materially enliven the picture. It seems evident from this one
that the Our Gang comedies of the future will he even more jiopular with
sound than they were in the silent version.

Van and Schenck
These popular entertainers of the vaudeville stage and th.- night cluhs
give an exceptionally entertaining performance in a number of selections
on Movietone. They are real artists in the rendition of numbers and thev
are among the few that have been seen that are just about as effective in
sound pictures as they are in person. Their song numbers are %vell gagged
with patter and apparently go over just as well on the screen as on the
stage. Their act at the Capitol was better received than any that has
been seen on the screen.
Sharp Tools
This is a typical \\ illard Alack creation, a crook and detective storv
of highly melodramatic type in which Ethel Grey Terry i* the star on
Vitaphone. She is the female defective, who. with her brother, wins the
way
the crook
confidence
and inbecomes
a member
of the
\^ heninto
it comes
to a gang's
division
of the loot
the biggest
job thev
turn,gang.
she
and her brother cover them and turn them over to headquarters, thus
avenging the murder of their father at the bands of the leader of the gang.
In the supporting roles to Miss Terry are William Davidson. Edwin
.Sturgis and Carl Gerard. The picture was directed by Bryan Fov and is
of the type that seems to be popular in the talking shorts.

Banjomaniac
Eddie Peabody gives a jazzy Vitaphone performance on his banjo, as
well as on several other stringed instruments. He is assisted bv Jiminv
Maisel and their numbers are well chosen. In addition to being a star
as a musician. Peabody has plenty of personality and his song numbers
go over as well as do those on the banjo. The act is one that undoubtedlv
will be popular.

"Stepping
High"
Under
Way in East Soon
With the arrival of Bert Glennon, filui
director, from Hollywood, preparations for
the fihning of F B O's first all-talking motion picture "Stepping High" are proceeding rapidly. Mr. Glennon and Gene
Markey, author of the production, are
working on the scenario and the dialogue
of the play, and it is expected that shooting will start at the Sound Studios, Im- .
within the next week.
Robert Kane, president of Sound Studio*.
Inc., is assembling a east of legitimate pl-i.vers, and screen and talking tests are being
made daily. The east will be announced in
a few davs.

Ne^^Tnan
Reopens
With
Sound Policy a Big Draw
The re-opening of the Newman Theatre,
second largest down-town first run house
in Kansas City, was a novelty in one respect. Prior to its closing for re-decoration and wiring for sound pictures, the
Newman's attendance had gradually been
dying away until the theatre, which used

to be Kansas City's finest, resembled only
the ghost of the former downtown center
it had been under the management of Frank
Xewnuan. When Loew's Midland — Kansas
City's largest house — opened about one
year ago and the Xewmian became under
Loew mana^enien', Kans.Ts City's theatre
patrons Hocked to the Midland and passe4l
by
N'ewmau. wliich is two blocks from
the the
Midland.

Will

Picture

N c -m s

Recently the Newman reverted to Publix
ownei-ship and was closed for improvements. Then came the wideh' advertised
re-opening. For the first time in one year
the XewBian had packed houses for afternoon and night shows. Again the Xewman
looks like the Newman of old, although the
physical changes made in the house are
small. Several acts of Vitaphone vaudeville and first run sound pictures will be the
new policy.

Gloria Swanson Will Sing
"Queen
Gloriain Swanson
will Kelly"
sing a song in
'■Queen Kelly," forthcoming United Arti.sts production which Erich von Stroheim
will direct, and which will have dialogue
sequences. Miss Swanson revealed this
week that she had had her first voice test
last February when ''Sadie Thompson"
was playing on Broadway. The actress dejiarted from New York for tJie coast on Friday, October 1'2, in order to begin work on
October 22. The RCA Photophone method
is to be employed.
After "Queen Kelly," Miss Swanson wiU
make "Clothes," by Lucy Stone Terrill, as
her second talking picture.

Warners
Next"Home
for N. Towners'
Y.
Warner

Bros, will otfer their third 100
|n'r cent U-talking picture to the public
when George M. Cohan's "The Home
Towners" opens at the Warner Bros. Theatre on Broadway, Tuesday evening, October ■23rd. "The Home Towners" constitutes the first comedy presented by Warner
Bros, as an all-talking picture.
Richard Bennett and Doris Kenyon head
its east with other roles filled by Robert
McWade, Gladys Brockwell, Robert Edeson, John Miljan, Stanley Taylor, James
Mack, Vera Lewis and Patricia Caron.

Sound

Fade-Out
Latest
Griffith Effect

D. W. Griffith, who gave to silent films
the close-up and fade-out, now contributes
to sound pictures the sound dissolve and
the sound fade-out. These effects will be
presented in ''The Love Song," in which
William Boyd, Jetta Goudal and Lupe
Velez appear.
In the sound fade-out the voice rises to
its normal pitch and then fades out as the
scene dims and dissolves into another.
Lupe Velez, it is anncmnced. will sing seven
times during the length of the picture.

Protest
Skouras
Protection
Claims at Toronto Meeting:

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois through their president. Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis,
during the past week sent letters of protest to all of the motion
])icture exchanges in St. Louis against the protection claims presented by
the St. Louis Amusement Company, controlled by Skouras Brothers and
Harry Koplar.
The St. Louis Amusement Company owns about 27 neighborhood and
suburban theatres in St. Louis and vicinity and has demanded from 14
to 3.5 davs protection against rival theatres in their territory. The companv has the largest string of theatres in St. Louis.
THE

O f lo he r
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High Cost of Music for Short Subjects
May Use Phonograph
for Synchronizing,
Savs One Producer
( Hotlywocd Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Vnloss a
HdlJ.VWOOU, Octobfr 8.—
ilftiiiite ail just iMpnt is made lor
fees paid musicians employed to
syiieliionize pictures, one short subject producer intends to secure a complete stock of
plionoirrapli records and use a Panatrnpc
with wliicli to soore his pictures. The producer, who requested that his name be kept
conliilential, states that the amounts added
to the negative cost of short subjects is
entirely too much in ratio to the rental-^
which can be idiarged for such films.
While the present system of chargiiiu' by
reels may seem fair to those makiuir the
charjie, he claims that in practice it reacts
apainst the maker of short subjects. A
feature length film producer can easily
afford to pay more for one reel than a short
sul)ject maker. He points out the the average five to seven reel feature made by any
companies cost from $]."iO,ltOll
the major
of
anywhere
up to .$.500,001). In the cases of
specials, the total runs between .$.500,000
to over $1,000,000. This would make one
reel of a five reel come to a low average of
$25,000 per reel. Only in very rare eases
reel comedies run to a total of .$.')0.do twoThe
000.
average two reeler of the better
prade generally totals from $1,5,000 to $:!0.000 at most. In other words, one reel of a
short subject is generally one-half the eo>T
of one reel for a feature. Hence his argument that the ratio of assessment is unfair.
Musicians fees are added to this. They
must be employed at $10 an hour for a
miiiinuini of three hours, or .$?iO per man.

Lines or Lions All the
Same to Him
a
AFTER several days of harangue,
producer and well known screen
comedienne closed a contract
which called for her services in an
all-talking picture. Both heaved sighs
of relief, for the bargaining had been
long and bitter.
"Well now," she said, "what about
the lines?"
"Don't worry." he replied, "they'll
be okay and ever\-thing will be fine."
"Yes. but you must realize that this
is a new venture for me and I'm rather
worried about the lines. The sooner
we know about them the better."
"Please don't worry. If necessary
we'll use a double for vou with the
linn-!"

Gilbert Will Not Renew
Contract
with Picture
M-G-M
' Hollyu^ood
Sureau, Motion
!>/ea>s /
JOll.N (;n,BKKT will not renew
» ilh .Metro - (Joldwyn - Ma.ver on
the e\pir:itinn of his contract this
coming Spring, he announced « hen he
returned lo llollyHood last week. Beyond this statement. (;ilbert would
give no further information regarding
his future plans. Two companies are
rumored favored in negotiations with
the star, one being First National and
the other I'nited .\rtists. Reports are
that Joseph P. Kennedy opened negotiations with Gilbert on his visit here
when Kennedy was in charge of F'irst
National.

There also are allegations that some [iroducers have been compelled to hire a minimum of 27 men to comprise a synclironizing orchestra. This means $810 for
musicians only which must be added to the
negative cost.
This particular producer's solution is t'lie
use of the amplified phonograph. And, unless readjustments are made, he intends to
do so.
Blowing Up Ships and Costs
Three hundred cases of dynamite were
used by Herbert Brenon to blow up a 2.50
foot schooner for scenes in **The Rescue,"
a Samuel Goldwyn production starring Ronald Colman. The scene will be less than
■200 feet of film.
Adding

a Voice

The silent version of "The Carnation
Kid" starring Douglas MacLean has been
completed by Christie. Dialog sequences
are now being made on the Christie sound
stages in the Metropolitan Studios. E. Mason Hopper is directing both sound and
synchronized versions.
Paramount's Clip Sheet
Arch Reeve, director of publicity for
Paramount's West Coast studios, has discarded the weekly mimeograph letter in favor of a printed elipsheet which is broadcast to all editors instead. Each story is in
regular new.spaper style, with a variety
of headlines being used.
Greetings From

Harry

Harry Wilson made formal announcement
of his new affiliation as publicity director
for United Artists last week. Harry invited his "pals,"
who
numbered
into

ciphers,
Hotel.

to

a

gathering

at

the

Roosevi-ll

Laemmle Novelties Completed
The last one reeler in the series of
"Laemmle Novelties" was completed at
I'niversal last week under the title of
"Fantasie." There are 13 in the series, 'ill
the ideas of Sam B. Jacobson. who inso
supervised them.
Thomson Returning
Fred Thomson has changed his niind i?]
ri'gard to retiring from motion pictures ami
is now seeking a new releasing medium.
Sue Carol
Sue Carol returned
week following several
the feminine lead in

Back
to IloUywooil this
months abroad as
"Chasing Through

Educational Heads Return
F]nrope."
E. H. Allen, general manager for Educational Studios, and Jack White, comedy
producer for the same firm, are back in
Hollywood. They have been FJast for the
jiast month.
New

One

For Bow

F. Hugh Herbert and Sam Mintz are collaborating on an original story for Clara
Bow. Both writers are under contract to
Paramount.
"The Duminy" As Talkie
"The Dummy" by Harriett Ford and
Harvey O'Higgins, which played the legitimate field in 1915, will be p.'odueed as a
100 per cent talking picture by Paramount.
Wells Root is doing the adaptation and
Robert Milton will ni.-ike it as his first <lirectorial effort.
Blaine With Pathe
Sally Blaine has been placed under a
long term optional contract by Pathe. The
intention is to build her up for featured

Denny in Seattle
Reginald Denny and his entire company
parts.
are in Seattle, Washington, where exterior
scenes for "Clear the Deck," are being
filmed under direction of Joseph Ilenabery.
ParamountBuys
has "Wolf
acquired Song'
screen rights to
Harvey Fergusson's "Wolf Song."
Joins Fox
Walter
Woods,
editorial supervisor
for
James Cruze, when the latter made a series
(Continued on follo-^vinn l'agr'\
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Equity Sends Talkie Ballot to Members
Action Is Preliminary
to Body's New Drive for
Motion Picture Players
'Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

October 8.— As preHOLLYWOOD.
liminary action to a new drive for
motion iiictiire members by the
Actors' Equity Association, a ballot was
mailed to all Equity members in Hollywood
regardin": talking pictures. This ballot
asked members to vote on three questions,
which in order were:
"1. Are you in favor of Equity contracts
for Equity members in speaking
parts in talking pictures? Yes . . .
Jfo ...
■"2. Are you in favor of the Council passing a resolution ]>rohibiting members from acting in speaking parts
in talking pictures unless ALL
SPEAKIXG PARTS are tilled by
Equity members ? Yes . . . Xo . . .
"3. Are you in favor of an Equity eontract covering speaking parts in
talking pictures ? Yes . . . \o. ..."
Equity is now in a better position to secure a strong foothold on the motion picture acting branch than ever before. This
is with the number of legitimate actoi-s,
already members of Equity, who are being
signed for motion pictures containing talk
sequences.
Xo action is contemplated regarding a
contract for talking pictures by Equity until full returns of the ballot are in. Should
a greater majority answer "yes" to the
three questions contained in the ballot, the
E(|uity council in Xew Y'ork will draft a
:-pecial contract covering the three queries
and .--uljniit it to members for approval.
With this secured, it will be submitted to
motion picture producers and suggestions
from them requested.
^^(luity's best spot to secure members in
ihe past was during the period motion picture producers asked all actors to take a
cut in salary. This opportunity was lost
and Equity feels that they will not let this
new one slip thi'ough their lingers. They
point to conditions in the legitimate field as
the answer to some film producers' objections that Equity would not be a beneficial
aid in the making of pictures. Particularly
at the present, claim members, would the
organization be invaluable to producers engaged in making talking pictures. Equity
officials state that thev have no desire to

Sennett Dickering with
Educational, Report

REPORTS in Hollywood have Mack
Sennett negotiating with Educational Pictures for distribution of
future product.
At present, Sennett is said to be
ready to start active production on his
first feature length all-talking picture.
Daphne Pollard. Billy Hevan and
Johnny IJurke. all originally from vaudeville, are said to be cast for leading
roles. No title has been selected thus
far and this will be made for release
through Pathe. .All production is beSennett's
plant in
Studioing made
City.atSan
FernandonewVallev.

enforce the so-called "closed shop" in motion jiietures. If producers have stars who
are not members of Equity, they do not require that this star be compelled to join
What they do ask, however, is that the
supporting members be allied with Equity.
In this way they promise film producers
the same protection against any contractural breaches on the part of actors or
displays of temperament affecting production, which they have given producers in
the legitimate field.

Hollywood
( Continued from preccdmg pay:)
staff.
for loathe,

has

I'oined

the

Fox

scenario

Featured
Kussell Simpson has been assigned a featured role in "Xoisy Xeighbors," which
Chuck Reisner will direct for Pathe.
Words

of Praise

Clara Beranger's screen adaptation of
"Craig's Wife," is "flawless," according
to a telegram received by William Sistrom,
of Pathe, from Rosalie Stewart who proY'ork stage.
duced George Kelley's play on the New
Frank Lloyd
Frank Lloyd is to direct Richard Barthelmess' next First X'ational starring vehicle,
"Weary River," which is to be a talking
]>icture.
Engages the Hattons
Ed Cline has engaged Frederick and
Fanny Hatton, authors of many successful
stage successes, to title "Applesauce," his
latest picture for Tiffany-Stahl in which
Sally O'Xeill and R.oland Drew are to be
co-featured. It is likely that before Cline 's
piet^ reaches the preview houses the title
will be changed to "Broadway Fever."
Froin Silent to Sound
"The Barker" and "The Divine Woman," both of which were completed by
First Xational. go into ftroduction again
next week for dialog recording. Originally
they were intended as purely silent productions with the possible addition of sound
effect. Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill and
Betty Compson will do most of the talking
sequences
"The and
Barker."
fith, H. B. inWarner
Victor Corinne
Varconi Grifwill
be heard in "The Divine Woman."
Some wnll
More
of "It"
Billie Dove
be "IT-ified"
in her
next starring vehicle, since Elinor Glyn is
responsible for its authorship. "The Man
ancl the Moment" is the title of the stoi-y
which is to be a George Fitzmaurice production for First National.
Richman

Vehicle Shifted

Irving Berlin's story has been temporarily tabled by United Artists for Harry
Richman
's entry into feature talking pictures.
Out in Idaho
iFarie Prevost, who has been making interior scenes for "The Exodus of the Xew
World." at Salt Lake City, has left with
Ben Lyon, Ray Johnston, director, and the
rest of the east for location shots on Snake
River, near Twin Falls, Idaho.

Busy on who
"Calamity"
Fred Xewaneyer,
recently signed to
direct "Calamity," as a super-feature
sound picture for Fox, will devote the next
three weeks to su|>ervising the prejiaration
of the story whicli is being prepared by a
staff of writers under Luther Reed's guidance.
Joins "Collegians"
The latest addition to Universal 's list of
contract players is pretty Peggy Howard,
who will make her first appearance in • ' TheCollegians."
Will Adapt Negro Picture
Richard Schayer, scenarist, who has.
worked on no less than ten productions in
the past year, has been assigned to adapt
King Vidor's forthcoming picture of negro,
life, ius yet untitled, for Metro-GoldwynMayer.
Good News
When John FaiTow got back fn)m Taos,.
Xew Mexico, where with Victor Fleming,
who will direct the .varn, he had been picking locations for "The Wolf Song," helearned that Paramount had bouglit the
screen right* to his first novel, "HauntingMelody," which is a stoi-y of modern Spain,,
and will be done in sound.
Erie C. Kenton Assigned
Erie C. Kenton has been assigned to.
megaphone Columbia's "Xothing to
Wear," with Jacqueline Logan, Theodor
ton.
Von Eltz, Bryant Washburn and Jane WinF B O's Program Complete by Xmas.
William Le Baron, vice-president of F B
0 Pictures Corporation in chai-ge of production, announces that the F B 0 in28-29 program will be IIHI per cent complete<l by
Christmas. Preparations are now underway for the launching of nine films in the
next two months.
First Air Derby
The distinction of staging the first motion picture air derby goes to Harry J^
Brown, with Charles R. Rogers in the
"Russ Farrell Aviation Series," starringReed Howes, and reli-ased by Educational..
Rupert Julian
Rupert Julian has been assigned to direct Metro-Goldwn-Mayer's first mystery
thriller with sound effects.
"Nize Baby" .411 Off
I\u'ther developments iii the ])ostponement of "Xize Baby" at iletro-GoldwynMayer have resulted in the Milt Gross story
being called off indefinitely.
John Loder Assigned
Captain John Loder, the romantic young
British actor discovered by Jesse L. Lasky
during his recent European trip, has been
assigned to his first role under his Paramount contract. Loder will appear in "Half'
an Hour,'' the James il. Barrie play, which
will enter production in a few days as an
all talking picture under the direction ot
William C. deMille.
{Continued on page 1180)
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Clearing House fop
Box Office Problems a^r^dTtiEAiRE Operation
By ^harle/sE. Lewis
of the Alfred

^oiiikI
Pirllires
aiiti llic Small

i„siallationsotsouiid
so
phins increases,

''"^'* ''"' '"■'^''^^^''y "'
I'llucalins; the average small town tliealri' ill the pi'oper niothofls of selling this type of entertaimmiit to
their patrons. The very evident need for
sueh education has been amply demonstrated by the many small town theatres
Town

where talking; plants have "rrown "stale"
by reason of improper advertising and selling to their public. This was also caused
by lack of >ynchronized pictures but chiefly
because of the former condition.
Perhaps the best known and tried method
of selling a sound plant is via the sound
plant itself. This I found in many successful theatres to he the case. Practically
every recent installation as well as old
ones, now have the microphone attachment
in the manager's otiice and this sensibly
used, places a mighty good wedge in the
hands of the theatre exhibitor. Announcements of coming attractions, or of any interesting topic will receive undivided attention from the audience. Putting etTects into
l>ictures or short subjects not synchronized
can also he accomplished through this medium, and in conjunction with the non-synchronized attachment will make any ordinary picture a sound picture.
I have had my eye

°° ^^^°f "" <l°/^°
theatres dursoundthe
jng
past two
months and have
been watching them carefully from every
possible angle so as to analyze the different
possibilities that might benefit those theatres just getting ready to start their own or
who are trying to revive interest in sound
pictures. One of the things that I noted was
that the successful sound house is the one
where sound is the chief item that they are
selling on their program. Tc- these successful
theatres, everything else comes after sound,
and no one can deny that sound is the item
that is packing these theatres to the door
night after night and shattering records as
time goes on. On the other hand, if yon
lock into the theatres where sound plants
are not packing them in, you will almost
always find that the sound pictures are being tised as fillers or are not being played
up over everything else. I can recall, from
my recent mid-western trip for the NEWS,
theatres in Ohio and Indiana where exhibitors told me that sound meant nothing to
their patrons any more. They were wrong,
absolutely wrong, as any live showman can

// You're Using
•
c II it
J Sell
c
Sound

Gotlesman

Theatrical

Enterprises,

New

NOTICE
flub
Table memselecte
certain
s' dRound
THKhasManager
bers from different localities
throughout the country for the purpose of getting their views and opinions regarding SOUND
pictures.
YOl' may
wrote
to. be one of the members we
Everyone is awaiting with interest
the letters and articles that these exhibitors will send in and we are certain that they will contain valuable
"dope" on sound pictures and their
effect on the average theatre,
WATCH FOR THEM.
C.E.I..

tell them. What they should have said was
that sound does not mean anything to
THEM,

not their patrons. They have themselves grown dormant on their expensive
plants and did not know how to wake it up
again.
Whether your theatre has just had sound
installed, whether it is going to have an
early installation or whether you have had
it foT any length of time does not matter.
This article, based upon actual observation
and fact, can be applied to all of you.

"Sound
etc

y°"''
"P
I^""'' interest
AT .1 ,,„b|ic-s
I" Methby,
lirst : the
use
of

ods of Exploi-

;;""';r?'^ ^^'r\ '■"

the theatre, it it is
already in. Second : Hy placing a loud
speaker over your entrance and marquee
and broadcasting through your microphone,

tation

third; by
booklet or
of sound
secrets or

publication of a well-laid-out
herald dealing with the sub.ject
witliciut letting them into any
telling them any more than is

enough to attract their attention and interest. Fourth: through proper outdoor advertising whereby ■•Sound" is the chief
item on the posters. After these met hods
have been utilized, the rest is up to you to
keep their interest keyed up after they get
into your theatre by jiresenting your sound
shows in a good showmanlike manner and
making use of every trick that the sound
Don't lay
places
plant on
down
the at
job.your
You disjjosal.
have an expensive
expensive
bought
outfit ; you have, no doubt,
pictures to run with it, so economy in selling it to the public is penny wise pound
foolish tactics.

England

I picked

up

the

tfver baked
Vtider
y-. huked
IIIor

call
who
wrote time
it:
ng some
followi
ago
bnt cannot re"It is just as harmful to take the loaf of bread out of the
oven half baked as it is to let it stay in too
long
be overdone."
So and
before
you can up and ask me what
bread has to do with theatres I'll hustle
to teU yen why I've started thiil little
story with that quotation.
How many times have you started a great
exploitation and advertising campaign and
then let up on it too soon, or curtailed the
entire campaign befc^re it was completed?
Then again, how often have you started on
advertising some great big picture and kept
at it until you had actually overdone it?
One is just as bad as the other if viewed
from the angle of good showmanship.
In planning an advertising campaign cf
any kind, every possible point should he
carefully watched and covered but with
always the thought in mind that you must
he careful to go through with it and at the
same time not to plug it until it becomes
tiresome. Take any average town ot city
which boasts of one or two good newspapers and you will most generally find
that a short (week to ten days) but snappy,
well-thought out plan will stir up all the
interest that you require to put over a pic
ture. Trying to work up such interest by a
series of teaser ads two or three weeks
ahead, then the actual campaign following
is apt to dull the interest that you have
created in what you are selling.
of the
Value
Mailing
List

Quite
a
fe w
we
stressed
theago value
months
and importance
of

pecially in the smaller the
townmailing
and city.
li.-^t We
esare tempted to bring this subject up again
because we really believe it is of great
iiuj)Mrtance. During the iiast few months 1
have had the opportunity of observin:^
inan.v theatres and one of the things tlia'
I particularly noticed is that the average
successful theatre has a large and wellrleveloped mailing list. I never miss thr
chance to draw the manager into a discus
sion on this subject because I always wan'
to feel that the suggestion incoi-poratc'd in
these pages actuall.v contain some valuiand are based upon methods successfully
used in other theatres.
Find room for a small writing desk in
your lobby, your promenade,
your ladies
room (not the men's room because the boys
(Continued on joUrm'inj page)
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will use it for a joke) or in fact anywhere
that is convenient and will attract attention. Place request cards, pencils or ink
and if possible station an usher close by.
Push this idea for all it's worth and build
up a mailing- list that will carry with it the
conviction that when you send out an announcement, you have reached the greatest
])ortion of your patrons or theatre-going
public. Keep plugging it on your programs,
because I'll assume that you do have a
weekly program, most every "real" theatre
has. Use a trailer on the screen. .Just keep
calling attention to it all the time and every
letter received from a patron, regardless
of
the sub.i'ect
shiuild mean
another
address written
for the about,
list.
But ■•kill" the dead
alive with new names.

wood

and

keep it

We are now in
that time of the year
nees as Busiwhen Saturday matinee business can
ness Builders
be increased by sev
eral hundred dollars in addition to sending
home about a thousand youngsters to rave
to mama and papa about the great show
that he had seen.
There are many ways of building up this
idea and if properly handled you can consistently keep it coming ail season. One
way that this was done was called to my
attention recently by Charlie Maxfield.
manager cf the Colonial Theatre in Hartford, Conn. He found, after he came into
the theatre, that the average number of
kids they played to on a Saturday afternoon was about two hundred. Now "Max"
knew from experience in Norwich (just as
I alsc knew) that this number was quite
insufficient for so large a house as
the Colonial, so he advertised a FREE
Children

Mati-

matinee
oneTheSaturday
and that's
was
meant.
kids believed
him as what
well
with the result that his eighteen hundred

seats were taxed to their utmost to take
care of the youngsters. He gave them a
corking show with every element of entertainment that kids crave and then with
a few well-chosen words from the stage
he told them that the Colonial would continue to give such shows every Saturday
afternoon. He talked about the great
serial that he had started, and then he
waited a week to see if his "stunt" bore
fruit. Well, the only difference between
the two Saturdays was the fact that en the
second day they aU paid. And from word
just received from "Max" they are still
packing the kids in and this is now the
fifth week.
Where these youngsters spent their previous Saturday afternoon is a puzzle, but
he started them coming, gave them what
they wanted and they still come. This one
afterncon's business has been increased
almost two hundred dollars over the previous business. And just picture those eighteen hundred kids going home as your own
advertising agents. It's a great stunt and a
fine idea. Get wise to yourself boys. It's
getting
on in the season. Make hay. Make
hay.

Music
Love
j

the
and
rn
Iheme

Those
"little"
on shownum""S<'lsfhst
''lip
come once
to
,„„.
attention

in a while are always the most appealing because so very
often it's the little things that count.
(Sounds like a song). But facts are facts
and here's a little one that can help make
your house just a little different from the
ordinary.
The gi'eat majority of pictures have love
themes selected by the music cue sheet, or
specially WTitten for that particular picture. These live themes, or specialty songs
are most always "catchy" in tune and
wherever such is the case we offer the following suggestion: From the very first time
you Hash the trailer on the picture have
your orchestra, organ or record (if you only
use sound) play that number.
Keep at it

Join NOW
cap and mail the coupon below ivith your name

and address to

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name
Theatre
City

Capacity
State

Honorary Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston

doing with Al Jolson's "Sonny Boy" number from "The Singing Fool." "Ramona"
was also a song tie-up that sivept the coun
try, but these instances are allowed to go
by without any effort to capitalize on the
lie-up and plugging of the songs features.
If your house orchestra can't make these
numbers stand out then we suggest you
drop them and put in a phonograph.
I
On

Vaudeville
er J ...
Town
Small

have

received

of
Having vaudeville.
on letters
the subject
touchseveral

ville in almost every theatreingwith
playedwhich
vaude-I
was identified gives me the right to say
that I believe I understand what small
town vaudevUle should be as applied to the
average tcwn. We like to stick to averages
since there are exceptions to every rule.
But on the whole you will find that we
select examples that well fit most theatres.
Our idea of a good vaudeville bill in
most theatres outside of the big cities would
be a four or five act show containing the
conventional assortment of acts and closing with the sc-called, flash. No doubt
every manager reviews his vaudeville show
at the first matinee and can judge it on its
merits, but the smaller the town the more
careful a man must be as to what is said
upon his stage. I have found times when
the slightest reference to "smut," or religion or in fact any subject, would bring
down an avalanche of criticism.
Back last
in Middletown
season

Outside the
Big City

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
'^MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB"

Policy

.\' cws

and when you start the run of the picture
itself, don't negleet to have it played at
screening and properly played up wherever it is called for on the cue sheet. I
know of theatres where a trailer always announces the name of the theme song, both
before and after the feature showing and
I consider it darned good business. If your
music counts for anything at all then you
must recall many patrons asking the name
of some number that your orchestra played.
Ask your local music store to always feature the sheet music and records of the current theme number just as they are now

Censorship

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City

Address

Picture

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

there was a minister from a nearby
town who made it a
point to witness the opening vaudeville bill
every Thursday afternoon and as soon as
he reached home he would call me on the
phone and tell what part of each act he
objected to. Then I had another worthy
minister who wrote a review of the showeach week and sent it to me by messenger
immediately after the first matinee. He
generally finished up by taking a crack at
me for permitting such and such an act to
show so much flesh, or for saying something that really no one else could find
fault with. Only once in the entire season
do I recall that he wrote to tell me that my
show was perfect and fit for every mother,
father and family. And I was so stunned
that I lost a full day's time in reproducing
it in the local papers.
It's not such a hard problem, just exercise some good common sense and if something don't sound right you can always
talk it over with the artist on the bill and
thej' are sure to co-operate with you At
any rate, they had better. But aside from
all that
keep the
yourchance
shows to
clean
give
anyone
say and
thatdon't
you
don't censor objectional material on your
vaudeville bill.

October
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Exhibitoi:s Service Bureau
Insures Profit on Matinees
Nn 44jija

Gapitors''Tarz
■« M 1" IIK.Man"&Org
1). OllWniM anGlub
1 fi^H
\ame _

Birthday

Grand Island Lodge No. 1

This Is to
Ccrtiry Thai

"MIGIITV

12-GREAT WEEKS OF ADVENTURE- 12
atid eoch Saturday also— you wiH slnft
with Walt atid the Wurlltzer.

Telephone No.,

■TARZAN THE MIGHTY"

SUPER OF ALL SERIALS

ILlil STKATKD almve ar(> the application
blank and nu^mbershi]) ticket which play
au iiupoilant part in a pi'olitable Saturday
matinee Inisini'ss builder used by Manager
\'of;A tiettier, of the Capitol theatre, in
Granil Island, (lettier has made his showings of the serial "Tarzan tlie Jlij^hty" a
popular attraction with the youn;;sters of
his city by means of a club idea in which
the serial and the Capitol's organist,
"Wall" Heald. are the features.
The application blank must be filled out

Application
Bltnika Must
Br Filipd
Out ISffort' Mrtnbrrship
iUirds Arc
Issued Serial Club Mt'iubprs

before a inembership card is issued and the
inducement to obtain a card is the fact tlial
the hokler thereof is admitted at half price
at the matinee presentation of the first
episode of the serial. Several angles nt
exploitation arc thus introduced. The tlien
tre obtains a live mailing list and lias in itfiles such information as the birthday date
of a considerable number of children in tlir
town — information which many thealri's
employ to good effect by sending birthday
greetings to its patrons.

"Sound " Letters to Clergy and
Libraries Exploit "King"

ot
C.VMP.UGNS for "The King
Kings" at the regular motion picture
theatres are following the lead of
the exploitation which featured its Two-aday showings on Broadway and other cities
in at least two particulars. These are the
angles opened up for library cooperation
through a novelization of the film and the
means taken to bring the picture to the notice of clergymen aiul church societies.
An especially vigorous campaign publicizing "The King of Kings" in its New Jersey premiere at the Stanley theatre in Jersey City was conducted by Harold E. Mur
phy, cxploiteer for Stanley-Fabian.
ilurphy started his advance in the newspapers with the usual announcements of
coming attractions, increasing his space
gradually to three columns, topping and
ending his ads with "The King of Kings"
title and the heavy display line "with
sound accompaniment."
For newspaper "readers" he used s(K'cial sound stories by the Pat he Publicity
and Advertising Departmerft and found
that the Jersey City and other North Jersey newspapers consider this type of s1or>
worthy of a generous amount of space.
To bring the attraction to the attention
of the clergy of Hudson County, Murphy
issued invitations to 450 other clergy and
various religions organizations to attend a
special morning showing of the picture.
After this, a follow-up letter was sent to
the clergy thanking them for their interest.
Unusual cooperation was extended by the
editor of the church page of the Hudson
Dispatch with a special announcement ot
the coming of "The King of Kings" car-

ried in the large announcement
the page.

box topping

The Women's Clubs of Hudson County
evidenced interest in the educational aspects
of the picture and secured information
from the Stanley which was presented by a
speaker before the joint meeting of the orCity.
ganizations held at the Y.M.C.A. in .Jcrsev
The tie-up possibilities on the novelization of "The King of Kings," published
by Grosset and Dunlap, was utilized to the
utmost by the Stanley cxploiteer. Effective
window and book department displays were
secured
in Jersev Citv, Hoboken antl Union
City.
A special book mark was prepared for a
tie-up with the libraries, 10,000 being distributed in Jersev Citv — 5,000 in I'nion
City and 5,000 in 'Hoboken.

20 Window Displays Result
of Tie-up with Agent
The highlights of the campaign to exploit
the showing of the talking feature, "Women They Talk About" at the K;irby Theatre, Houston, was the wholesale arrangement of 20 window displays in prominently
located drug stores. These window displays
were arranged by the representative of
Kolynos representative with beaver board
art panels, carrying the following copy:
"Women They Talk About are usually
women in the world's eye. They all use
Kolynns Dental Cream. Sec the talking
feature Women They Talk About at the
Kirby

Theatre,

September

^Briefl^

TAR/ANS"

Is a member of the Capitol'^ "Tartan the
Mighty" and W.ilt's Organ Club from Saturday
Sept. I to .Saturday Nov. 17, I92H Inclusive.

-Age

Showmanship

8-14."

IN a bulletin sent to managers in his division. J. J. Franklin, Los .'Vngeles Division Manager of West Coast Theatres. Inc.,
calls attention to the waste of electricity
through lack of care and proper managerial
supervision, which is one of the more common failings in management nearly everywhere. "After a careful survey of ten theatres," the writer declares, "I found that an
average of sixty lights were burning at each
theatre, from half an hour to Hve hours per
day, before the house opened, after it closed
and during show hours when the lights were
not needed." It is more than reasonable to
assume that this is at least the average condition in theatres everywhere, because it is
hardly likely that the West Coast managers,
who individually in experience and ability
are if anything above the average, would fall
below the average in this one particular.
We venture the opinion that a great deal of
money can be saved if managers will institute a check on this matter of light wastage.
In the following paragraph are some of the
points stressed in J. J. Franklin's bulletin:
IN several theatres as many as ten lights
were burning where <uily two were necessary. In some theatres the entire border of
stage liglus were being used while cleaning. It
was also found that when changing the marquee
and upright signs and inspecting signs for lights
lint, the entire circuit was turned on for fidly
thirty niiiunes. Ordinarily the work would take
not more than a few minutes. Stage managers,
janitors and assistants must be held responsible
for stage lights, dressing room lights, toilet
room, martinec, lobby lights, etc., that are being
used during non-show hours, and those in
charge of changing marquee and sign
lights must be instructed to check on the lights
that are out and that this should be done
quickly and the juice then turned ofT. It is not
necessary for a few hundred to a few thousand
lights to be burning while one or two bulbs are
being changed.
AXOVELTY
herald which attracted attention because the words "Season Pass" were
displayed in big type zras one of the most sueressful publicity items used in a campaign for
"Lilac Time" by Manager Louis li. Ramm of
the Manns Theatre, Greensburg, Fa. The "Season Pass" line was merely part of a sentence
about "Lilac Time" the full statement printed
I'H the throw-a-way cards being "Don't let the
Season Pass without seeing the world's greatest sound in
picture."
10,000 of these cards were
circulated
Greensburg.
^''HE "moustache contest" is a new one on
this department, which unblushingly admits to never having heard of it before the
receipt of a report on a campaign for "Four
Walls" at the Granada Theatre in South
Bend. Since it was an essay contest, and,
therefore, sanitary so far as the postal rules
are concerned, we can tell about it here.
The idea was simple enough. Manager McDaniel with the assistance of the M-G-M
exploiter sold the essay contest idea to the
South Bend Tribune. It was started by
some publicity giving the ideas of various
movie stars as to whether the ideal lover
was one with or without a moustache. To
settle the local opinion in the matter the
Tribune offered a cash prize and twenty-five
pairs of tickets to the theatre as awards for
the best essays.
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R. in
R. Circular
Lists ''Wings"
as Attraction
for Rail Excursion
THE
showing of "^ ings" at the Rialto Theatre in Omaha was listed
as one of the attraetions t>ffere(l hy a visit to that eity in circulars
issued by two major railroads running excursions over the weekend. This publicity was arranged bv Manager John D. Howard of the
Riaho.
In addition to its inclusion among

the attractions of Omaha

as set

forth in the excursion circulars. ""\X ings" was advertised in 100 window
cards and 3,000 dodgers in railroad stations within a radius of 75 miles
of the city.
Seven hundred cards reading "Success. Tested and Proved — the epic
of the air — the spirit of progress — now showing at the Rialto Theatre
and you too as an employee in an all important utility service organization are a powerful factor in another mighty stride of progress — Natural
Gas!" were placed in payroll envelopes of the Nebraska Power Co.
Three thousand other cards bearing similar copy were placed in the
paytheenvelopes
of four other companies
at
Publix Rialto.

prior to the opening of "Wings"

The lobby was given an advance display consisting of three airplane
motors, eight propellers, flags, lobby cards and transom cards. .\ liuge
aeroplane cut-out was placed over the entrance to the theatre.

Robot Displays Ad Cards Only
When Spectator Approaches
A"BOBOT'' wliich dul nut \v;i-Ii' any
energy cm lobby salesmanship l)y wiirking wliile not observfil. proveil a hi»;lll^■
ctfcetive exploitation nuMliuni for the showing of ••The Water Hole" at the Florida
theatre in St. Petersburg.
The display was rigged up by the theatre eleetrieian under the supervision of
Roy L. Smart. It consisted of a marionette
operated by an electric motor, which in turn
employed radio principles in starting and
stopping. A magnetic held in which a human body or any similar conductor of electricity was the means of starting the robot
at his work of displaying ad c:uds selling
the show when some one stood in front of
him — within about 12 inches of the front
of the table — and wmild stop automatically
when the ])erson moved away from the magnetic Held.
The dummy worked beliiiul a desk or
table, his action consisting of lifting cards.

measuring about 11 x 14, into vu'W of the
spectator. There were 14 cards in the series,
all advertising "The Water Hole."
The table was placed on four insulator^
to show that there was no wire connected
other than that which operated the motor
to which was a lamp attached, illuminatin','
when a person stood in the magnetic field.
Back of the draperies in front was a sheet
of copper wire screen which was the background for the magnetic field.
The device was placed in the small front
lobby of a closed hotel in the heart of town.
Cut-outs, stills and title of picture surrounded the display while poster cards on
either side of the display read, "'Is He
Real? Stand on red spot in front of the
Magic Man and he will show you messages.
When you leave, he stops. $2.50 for best
answers in not more than 25 words on tlie
topic What

-Makes Him Go?"

Fire Engine Salvaged from
Junk Heap Now Ballyhoo
Although a tire engine h.is no connection
with "Warming Up," it did, however, prov^
useful in advertising the picture at tlie
Publix Xoble Theatre. Auniston, -"Via.
Manager T. Y. Walker visited a junk
yard where there recently had arrived an
old discarded tire engine from a nearl>y
town.
Procuring the tire engine, Walker had his
doornutn and ushers polish and shine it up.
Then he rented a team of white mules and
hired a driver.
The driver and one of the ushers wore

Lobby

Setting

for Roy Smart's
Bath-boo fTorker

Ei^clrical

firemen's helmets as they rode through the
various streets on the opening day of picture.
Coal tar and kindling made enough smoke
to make the ballyhoo an attention getter.
And to make sure no one would miss seeing
it, an automobile exhaust whistle was attached to the engine and was made to blow

Picture
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by means of an air pump operated by the
usher riding in the rear.
A lU-foot banner placed across the topof tlic engine read, "'Warming Up" with
Hiihard Dix — Xoble Today — Also Paramount News showing scenes of Porto Rico
Hurricane."
Netoco
Managers Assigned
to New Positions
Mr. James R. Somes, long affiliated with
some of the best known theatres in the
country, and for the last few months manager of the Xetoco Crown Theatr-, Xew
London, Conn., has resigned because of ill
health. He is expected to spend the Winter in Florida.
His position at the Crown will lie filled
by Mr. Kenneth Forkey, who comes from
the Xetoco Regent Theatre, X'orfolk Downs.
Mr. Forkey goes to the Crown with a
wealth of experience and the confidence oC
his employers. His position at the Regent
will be filled by Mr. .James Wall, for years
a showman in all branches of the business,
and wlio leaves the Xetoco Gem Theatre,
Fast Boston, in the very capable hands of
Mr. Herbert .Johnson. All these houses are
under Xetoco mamigement, and the faithful
-erviees of the above men have merited
them their promotions.

Kansas City Ballroom Aids
Midland Theatre Drive
A dance hall tie-up was used to exploit
"Our Dancing Daughters," when this film
played the Midland Theatre in Kansas
City, Mo. Manager Maloney, aided by an
M-G-^[ exploiteer, arranged this tie-up with
the ToiTCon Dance Palace for an "Gur
Dancing Daughters" dancing contest, they
allowed the theatre to place a girl on the
inside and distribute heralds to all those
attending, this girl also distributed Camel
cigarettes at the same time. The Pla-Mor
Dance Palace also allowed the theatre to
place a girl on the inside and distribute
heralds to all those attending.

Express Co. Ties-In With
"Excess Baggage" Drive

'•Excess Baggage" received strong advertising support when that picture played
the Hennepin-Orphcum theatre in Kansas
City, Mo. Heavy billing and clever newspaper advertising were features of the camjiaign. The leading stunt exploitation was
aiTanged through a tie-up with the American Express Co., which furnished a truck
used to ballyhoo the picture. The truck
was loaded with baggage and carried banners advertising the picture.

"Native Dress" Contest
Popular Feature
s
Thomahas
bv Manage
staged
competrition
dress
TIVE
AN.\been
Forhan at the Capitol Theatre,
Welland. Ontario, with the result that
he obtained much new patronage. The
contest started off with a Hungarian
native costume display for which suitable prizes were awarded, the Hungarian beauties being presented two
nights. Then followed Italian and
other national costume events, concluding with a Canadian dress feature.
The number of foreign dresses in Welland surprised everybody.
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Key
A«'ic York V.iiy
lluatri-attiiulinn wcatlicr and
GOOD
stn'iitj ailraclions niailc it aiiothtr
lirolilahlc wick f'lr most all of the
liroailway houses the past seven days. Takin({ the size of the house intu consideration
it appears that the Paramount is stealing the
honors enjoyed hy the Roxy (luring August
and September. Tlic big I'ublix has been going strong of late while the Koxy. unable
to keep up steady run of specials, noticeably
falls off on attendance when weaker shows
are brought in; this, in the face of excellent
Rothafel stage shows. At the Paramount,
even though Paul .-Xsh has returned lo his
native heath, this house is managing not only
to survive his absence but is going stronger
than ever.
Clara Bow in "The Fleet's In" (Par) was
the attraction that kept the Paramount going
at top speed anil whether or not this picture
was up to the standard of some other Bow
vehicles, the little red-haired lady is quite
enough in herself to draw a big gate here
or elsewhere.
The Capitol held "Excess Baggage"
(M-G-M) for a second week and did about
as well as the first week's showing. Fair
business for both weeks. I hiring the present
writing the Capitol is sharing in the lime
light of records, which have bten broken in
recent weeks along the -.ireei. "Our Dancing Daughters,"
first sound
offering atMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
this house, is the cause
of the upheaval and Major Howes anii"Uiices
thai «ixiy thousand crowded this house over
the week-end. shattering all previous house
week-end records. .Vnd the show is steadily
building up a big waiting line. This is not
at all surprising in view of the fact that
■Dancing Daughters" has been cleaning up
in all key cities outside of Xew York.
"Win That Girl" (Fox) gave the Roxy
about the same showring made the previous
week by "Plastered in Paris." Attendance
at neither one being in keeping with marks
made
this house
other
I'lu
Strandat was
also awith
little
off pictures.
on a second
week's showing of "The Lion and the
Mouse" (W. B.), but the average for the two
weeks is O. K. for this liou>e.
Both current offerings at the Rialto and
Rivoli will depart on Oct. '2th to let in
iwo new produrti"ns. Janniiigs' "The Patriot" has made an excellent two months run
and seems destined to repeat in the larger
cities where a Jaiinini,'' clieiiul'- ran In- drawn
upon "Two Lovers" (U. A.) started in its
three weeks' stay at a fair pace and then petered oul a bit towards tlie end. The Kiallo
uill bring in "The Battle of the Sexes" .ind
\'..n Stroheim's I. .ng heralded "Wedding
March" will open at the Rivoli.
The Colony has "Lonesome" (U) and Ben
Bernie and his band, the combination netting
this house far better returns than it saw
last season.
It willforbe the
remembered
that L'
elo-cd
this theatre
.Summer months.
Including Paramount's "Wings" at the
Criterion there are seven out of eight specials
in town which have either sound effects,
ssmchronized score or dialogue and singing,
and adding four other s'iund pictures among
pop houses lo this, sound pictures appear
to dominate the situation — and in all probability will continue to do so if the present
trend is .iny indiealion ..f the future.
The Astor with M-G-M's "White Shadows" is still 'way up in the running and Kirst
NaiiMLil's "Lilac 'Time" is also still making
excellent
returns
at the Ceniral.
Nothing
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City

Reports

official has come from Paramount as to when

Cleveland

its veteran "Wings" is to leave the t'riterion,

THE downtown houses arc playing to big
crowds. AU of the downtown houses are
doing well. .Ml of the sound pictures are
drawing immense audiences. Interest in talking pictures is growing apace, indicating that
they are pleasing on their own merits and
not alone on the strength of novelty. On
the other hand, the neigllborlioofi houses arc
just plodding along. There is no ebancc of
;iii>- "f them getting s<iund eiiuipmeiit until
.'itter January- 1st. if tlieii.
"White Shadows in the South Seas," just
completed its run of three weeks at the Stillman, where it was very well received. The

wlure

It has goiu- .1 tiaii>U I'l monilis

past

ilk- year mark. 'I'ox's "Four Devils" has replaced "Air Circus" at the Gaiety and has
started off well. .\ii"tlier l-"ox pieiure
"Mother Knows Best" has not made much
of a showing at the Globe. "Mother
Machree" is m ilie Roxy at present .iii'i b^tli
"Air Circus" and "Mother Knows Best" are
expected to soon follow.
The Winter Garden is packing them in
with Jolson's "Singing Fool" (W. B.) and
Warner's Theatre is still going strong with
"The

Terror"

( \\ . I:.i. The

liiiliassv uitli

"Submarine" (Columbia) apparently the only
silent picture among the higher priced
houses, is still demonstrating that a good
silent can make a strong run.

Minneapolis
K'lyl
VV 7INGS"
ing its did
thirdsuch
weeka fine
at thebusiness
Strand durthat
it
was &held
over pc^intcd
for a fourth
I-"iiikelstein
Ruben
in an week.
advertisement
that the picture had broken all box otVicc records, "'rhe Gold Rush" once stayed at the
Strand four weeks, but "Wings" has <leine
more business in three weeks than the Chaplin film did in three. Its showing is all the
more remarkable because it was shown for
two weeks last winter as :i road-show at the
Metropolitan.
The Hennepin-Orpheum found Joan Crawford in "Our Dancing Daughters" to be a
first rate attraction and "The River Pirate" did a fair business at tlie Muincsoia.
and "State Street Sadie" pulled about the
average erowds at the State.
Pantages had the Reginald Denny film,
"The Night Bird',' and found it a good program picture.
of New
came
into the
Grand,"Lights
a second
run York"
loop house,
and cleaned up. i-""rnierly it showed for two
weeks at the .State. 1-Ved Theintson in "Kit
Carson" made an ordinary showing duriiii;
lialf a week at the Lyric.
The Granada, the new neighborhood
house, did a fine business with "The Street
Angel," while the other outUiiig houses- Lagoon. Loring. .\rion, Lyndale. -\merican
and Rialto — reported business fair to good
with such films as "The Perfect Crime,"
"Honeymoon Hate," "Forbidden Hours" and
■His Tiger Lady."

Los Angeles
THE outstanding box-office attraction last
week in Los Angeles was "Mother
Knows Best," playing at the Carthay Circle
Theatre. Reports show that this picture
probably held the lead for the week. .■\ll
other pictures however closed the week wiih
average receipts.
"White Shadows in the South Seas," playing at Graumans' Chinese, turned in a week
of good business.
"The Show Girl," playing at the Hillstreet, met with audience favor and better
than average business. This ihe.-iire pl.iyvaudeville also, but the feature was the high
spoi of following
the program.
"The Godless Girl"
closed,
a fair run.
"The Singing Fool" takes the place of
"State Street Sadie" at Warner's Hollywood
Theatre. "Sadie" played to average business. Better than average is reported for
"Revenge," playing at United .\riists Theatre. I.oew's State, where "Me Gangster" is
plaving. reports satisfaciory business. "Dry
Martini" at the Metropolitan ran up average
receipts.

tiiuistial settings, and

the beaiitiiul musical

score coinhined to make this picture particularly appealing.
"The Terror" played to big business at the
Allen. The second all-talking picture, greaihiiiiproved in tecliniriue. attracted large audiences, atul the play itself incre.'ised its prestige.
"While the City Sleeps," Lon Chaney's
first talking picture, packed the State Theatre all week. .'^ tense uinlerworld tale,
made liiglil_\- exciting l)_\- souiul effects and
conversation.
Good entertainment.
"The Perfect Crime" opened big at Keith's
Palace, and continued to build every day.
This unusual
dience appeal. m\sler\' pla>' had a strong au"Stocks and Blondes," comedy drama "i
the lighter type of entertainment, was well
received at Keith's East 105th Street the
first half of the week, and "Love Over
Night," brought the week to a successful issue.
Tlie Park split the week with first run
neighborhood engagements oi "The Tempest," which was well patronized and fav ,ably commented upon, and, "Oh Kay," Colleen .Moore's light comedy, which drew large
crowds.
The Cameo had a big week with the second downtown run of "The Lights of New

Pittsburgh
LOEW'S PENN where business is always
good, did even bigger than usual with
"Our Dancing Daughters." Long hues of
York." stood on the pavement in front of
patrons
the theatre at almost every performance.
Publix stage presentation was entitled "High
Hat," and proved better than average entertainment.
The Stanley enjoyed a nice week's business with "The King of Kings," with sound
accompaiiiineiit. The production came in
for much praise from fans anil press alike.
Loew's Aldine offered "Fazil" with sound
accompaniment. Drew good crowds but the
film made little impression > iii tlu- fans.
Tlie I (avis and Ltberiy had "Hot News,"
and did but average business.
"The Cameraphone
had "The
Business
increased each
day Cameraman."
(iroving that
this
was 'Uth
getting
the much-to-be-dcsired fuii:"ilm
wrd-of-iii'
advertising.
At the accompaniment
Regent "State got
Street
Sadie
" with
"talkie"
good
business.
The impression here seemed t<^ be that the
■"talkie" sequences put this one t)ver.
The Grand, a first run house ("owned by
Stanley) played "Wings" after it had been
previously shown at the Stanley. Business
was very good.
"Danger Street" was mildly received at
the .\lliamhra.
The fHynipic played to average business
with "Midnight Madness."
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Atlanta
LOEWS Capitol came through with flying
colors last week, leading all other houses
by a wide margin and bringing up a big profit
week with "'Our Dancing Daughters." The
Iircsentatioil ot this M-G-M synchnjnized
picture inaugurated sound pictures at the
Capitol where. henceforth, they will
strengthen the pictures and vaudeville program.
At Keith's Georgia, the only other combinatii'H pictures-and-vaudevillc theatre in
Atlanta. George Bancroft in "The Docks of
New York" took second honors of the week.
Tlic picture proved decidedly more popular
than "The Drag Xet." and wrote up a goi,,I
griiss and net.
Marking a radical departure from its previous policy, the Howard Theatre last week
scrapped its stage band shows and went to
a straight sound picture policy, Monday, October 1.with "The Terror" as the prime feature. Without the benefit of stage shows,
without a pit orchestra, and without so much
as an organ note, the house rolled up a good
week, showing a >iil)^taiitial net prolit.
With two good synchronized short sidijecis supplementing the feature, it is interesting to note that one of the talking shorts,
Robert Benchley's "The Treasurer's Report," came in for a large share of praise.
Adoption of the straight sound picture policy has served to emphasize the importance
of entertaining talking and singing shorts
that heretofore were submerged under the
stage band show policy.
The Metropolitan enjoyed better than an
average week with "The Scarlet Lady" athe main attracti<"tn.
Loew's Grand drew less than fair business
with two second runs, "The Mysterious
Lady" and "The Cossacks." Both pictures
had rolled up g.,od grosses on their initial
runs and probably had skimmed all the
cream.
"Fazil," in the second week of a two consecutive weeks' engagement at the Rialto,
fell off considerably.
The lirst-run Westerns held the boards
at tlie Tudor Theatre. Leo Male.ney in
"Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed" (Pathe)
drew favorable reaction, but Buffalo Bill.
Jr.. in "Roaring Broncs" (Pathe), was only
fair.

Des Moines
THE

Des Moines Theatre had a very, very

satisfactory
week
with "Lilac Time."
Everyone liked it. "Lindy." a \itaphone
song lunnber. made a big hit. At the Capitol,
the attraction was a good cne writh Lon
Chaney in "When the City Sleeps." Lon
Chaney is a good draw and Jay .Mills, stage
band director, was back again with a rollicking stage show in "Rah. Rah. Rah."
"Forbidden Hours" at the Strand vdth
Ramon Navarro and "Heart Trouble" writh
Harry Langdon for the last half did good
business, which is the usual thing at the
Strand.
"King of Kings," showing at the Capitol
at Ames, did a very big week in i' -. Iriwa
premier showing, reports Joe Benjamin Gerbracht, manager.

Cincinnati
TH

E w'eek in the Queen City was quite a
profilable one for all houses, due, partially to the character of the pictures, partially to the cool w^eather, and partially to the
discontinuance of the dog racing track ai
Springdale. near Cincinnati, which nightly
attracted thousands.
Clara Bow in "The Fleet's In" at the Albee enjoyed exceptionally good business.
Tlie picture was w-ell liked and so were the
vaudeville acts ein tlie same bill, headed by
Rae Samuels, a great favorite in Cincy.
"Our Dancing Daughters" at the Lyric
was pleasing to the fans who proved this by
their attendance, the house rolling up a
healthy gross.

"Beggars of Lifa," screened with sound at
the Capitol, caught on nicely at the opening,
and business kept improving steadih- as the
week prrigressed. The Aloviet'Hie was unusually good at this house.
Keith's, with "Tenth Avenue," enjoyed a
better week than for some time past. The
picture plea--ed greath'. and a good attend.■mce was ttie result.
"Beau Broadway" at the Strand hkewise
had an e.xceptional week, with little, if anything, to be desired in the box otTice balance
sheet.
The Family, split-week, with "A Son of
the Golden West" and "Domestic Troubles."
siiMwini^r for the tirst .and last half re^iu-ot-

ively. hit around the usual high attendance
mark,

Boston
I\TIT1I the roUegc scasein now in full
» » blast and football crowds pouring into
the city every week, Boston theatres are enjoying their usual early fall business. This
year's business is considerably in excess of
that of former years. Some lay it to the
popularity of the "talkies." while others say
that with Boston at least one good theatre
too small, inisincss is bound to be heavy.
Outstanding among the successes of the
past few weeks are those films shown with
movietone and vitaphone. .\t the Modern
and Beacon of the Xetoco chain. "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" has just finished a run of four
weeks, a run only surpassed once before at
thes,' t\\ in theatres.

"The Fleet's In" at the Metropolitan has
enjoyed big business and with it comes the
return of Gene Rodemich to the stage presentation. .Standing lines have again formed
nightly.
"Our Dancing Daughters" at Loew's State
increased rapidly in popularity during the
week for record business during the latter
half. Tlien- is a |iossibility of a return of
the film as soon as other bookings will permit.
Another box office success was "Just Married" at the Keith-.Mhee Boston Theatre
with a hi.c business throu.uh the entire wei-k.
Other films netting liberal returns include
"Lilac Time" at the Scnllay Square Olympia.
"Her Cardboard Lover" at the Bowdoin
Square. "Wings," which comes for the first
time at popular prices, at the Fenway and
Washington Street Olympia since its phenomenal run as a road show ; "Warming Up"
at the Lancaster. "Street Angel" at the University and a number of feature films at
other suburban houses.

Tampa
TJUSINESS in the show-shops the past
^-' week was entirely satisfacte.ry. with one
exception. This was the failure of the much
heralded Emil Jannings picture, "The Patriot," to pull better than average business
for the Tampa. Great things had been expected of this picture and there is no doubt
about it's being one of the big pictures <if
thewent
year,over
but just
the average.
fans didn't fall for it. and
it
"Dancing Daughters," which followed it
in for the last half, did better and business
on it was fine. -Maybe Tampa fans prefer
the tlaming youth type of pictures.
"Caught In The Fog," four Vitaphone acts
and the Movietone News, drew the usual
good business for the X'ietory.
"The Head Man" gave the Strand a big
Sunday and an average Monday foUnwing.
"Waterfront" held business up better than
average for its three day run, and "Fleetwing" closed the week to average takings.
The 'Franklin had two crook plays. "The
Racket" and "The Hawk's Nest," on their
program this week. Both these pictures
were secjnd runs, as was the other feature,
"Orphans Of The Storm." The line-up
seemed to click and business continued good.

Picture
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Baltimore
WITH
ten first-run
pictures
view
the large
houses here
duringon the
weekat
beginning Monday, October 1. business was
good for the majority.
Loew's Century pulled them in strong
during the entire week with "Docks of New
York" an.l a sl.ige presentation act headed
by Ted Claire.
At Loew's Stanley "The Fleet's In," starring Clara Bow, did fine business and the
week's receipts could be called very good.
That was due rather to Clara Bow's personal
pulling power.
"Frazil" proved a gocd drawing card at
the New Theatre, with other S'lund and talking films. But business there with this sound,
song and musical synchronized picture could
have been much better.
For its third consecutive week at Warner's
Metropolitan "The Terror," the sound, dialogue and musical synchronized production,
proved a very good patron puller.
The Palace burlesque and movie house on
W^est Fayette street opened with Columbia
burlesque and the feature picture "Walking
well.
Back," starring Sue Carol. This house fared
"The King of Kings" had its return engagement in this city at the Rivoli. Many
went in to see it the first week but there
was adverse comment concerning the cutting of this film from its former length in
the silent version which had been shown at
Ford's Theatre some months a.go.
"Beggars of Life" was cracker-jack entertainment with sound, song, one line of dialogue and musical synchronization. It started
off fair and tow^ards the latter part of the
week picked up to very good.
"Violette Imperiale," the foreign production starring Raquel Meller, proved a poor
business getter at the Little Theatre.
"The Toilers" proved only a fair business
getter at the Keith-.\lhee Hippodrome with
five acts of Keith-.\lbee famih" time vaudeville on the same bill.
"None but the Brave" was only a fair
business puller at the Kehh-.^lbce New Garden with five acts of ba
Keith-.'Mbee high class
ny in person as the
acts with Glenn Al
Hunter
headliner.

RECORDS were smashed in Albany and
Troy last week by Al Jolson in "The
Singing Fool." At the Mark Strand in Alhain'. the picture ran to the best business in
many months. Hundreds and possibly thousands of persons unable to gain admission.
The neighboring Clinton Square Theatre and
others caught the overflow an.i profitetl to
a considerable extent. The same held true
with the Jolson picture running at the Troy
Theatre. The picture established a new
record for the week-end al the 't^roy Theatre
and Monday's matinee was the largest in
the history of the house.
The Mark Ritz in Albany also played to
a record breaking business in the "Docks of
New York." This picture harl been extensively advertised and it needed no 'overflow
from the Mark Strand to fill it. Another
picture that went over extreme'y well in Albany last week was "The Street Angel" at
the Leland and while this picture did not establish ah')use record, it played to capacity
business afternoon and evening and probably- could have been held.
The Lincoln in Troy found "The Show
Girl" playing to capacity business on Sunday night, vfith the crowds standing and to
fairly good business for the remaining half of
the week. The last of the w.ek was given
over to "Varsity," wfiich caught on with the
R. P. I. students, but did not make any
great appeal to the rest of the city.
In both .\lban3- and Troy neighborhood
iiouses reported business as being satisfactory. The weather continued cool and pleasant throughout the entire week.
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atiiU'spluTi- (It aciiviiy was in evidence at all moving picture thratrcs in
' *tla\\.i. Oniaru). iIuniiK the week i>t I >ctoI>er
1. 'I'liere w a.sand
a sea>"u
I'Venehlooiball
plays at
the
Aiuliioriiim
a bin otleauuc
game
at Lansdowns Stadium but they did not cut
peree|>nlily into bi'x •"iVue receipts.
There were good crowds at Keith's to see
"The Passionate Adventure," a subject dealing with domestic relations in a deft manner. The story did not cause any sensation but the program was materially
strengthened by gmid vaudeville.

"The First Kiss" at the Regent Theatre
had a strong story and the stars, I'ay Wray,
a L'anailiail girl,
and GarywasCooper,
acceptable.
Patronage
steadywere
and very
tlic
patrons were satisfied.
"None but the Brave" drew good business
to the Centre Theatre because of its bathing
girl theme. This feature was an eyeful,
with plenty of mirth.
Excellent business was noted at the Imperial Theatre for "Beggars of Life" and it
was Jim Tully's name thai helped to encourage patronage.
At the
sameBrooks
time, it
difVicult
to examine
Louise
on isn't
the
screen and Wallace Beery completed a lively
I>icture.
"King of Kings" had its second week at
the Little Theatre and drawing crowds to
the tiny playhouse was apparently a problem. Business was fair, but much better
than the first week.
"The Desired Woman," a tale of burning
sands, made a fair impression on Columbia
Theatre crowds tiuring the lirsi half but
"Spring Fever"
renewed
its local
success
substantial
fashion
during
the last
threein
days.
"The Private Life of Helen of Troy," in
its censored form for Ontario eyes, was only
a fair attraction ;n the Rex The.itre for three
days but there were bumper crowds during
the last half for Rin-Tin-'Tin in "A Race for
Life." ju\eniles being out in force.
The Fern Theatre had a steady week with
"Heart of a Follies Girl" and "Flying Romeos."

Seattle
FIRST run houses without exception enjoyed good business last week, with a
list of attractions that were good for the box
oflfice throughout the wi-t-k.
"The Patriot" at the Fifth Avenue Theatre
was considered a remarkable picture and
played to very good business, despite the
fact that it did not draw the great capacity
crowds it was entitled to. However, the
week's total was quite strong, nearing the
top of tile records since this became a
"sound" house, reached recently by "Street
Angel."
At the Seattle Theatre, "The Night
Watch" played to very pleasing business.
It was considered the most intere-ting and
well dune of the Dove pictures in many
months. Fanchon-Marco's stage revue was
good in spots only, but the return of Gene
.Morgan from Tacoma as master of ceremonies was a big attraction on the stage.
Box
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oflice about a good

average.

The Blue Mouse Theatre featured the
second and final week of "Tempest." Houses
were big at every performance, but the film
didn't click
strongfilms
as itatshould
have, house.
compared with as
recent
the same
Business, however, was plenty good for the
fourteen days and nights.
Across the street at the Music Box The"The Terror"
up itswas
four-week
run. atre
Business
the wound
final week
almost
capacity with the exception of early matinees, and the film established new records
that eclipse the four-week total of the openfilm, "Glorious
Betsy.' A fine month for
this ingnew
house.
The Columbia Theatre borrowed a page
from the book nf some of the cheaper houses
and put on "The Road to Ruin" as a sensa-

tional jazz expose of modern youth and morals. They used all the old hokum inclutling
l^alronage of the cierg\' and nu-rlics, "Slop
It I" ail-, etc. 'The public seemingly fell hard
for the game at 25c and 50c admission prices
and the film did a very nice business. It
goes into a second week with more sensalifMtal advertising and publicity.
"A Woman on Trial" at the Coliseum was
a moderately good attraction for a J5c house.
as was
also "The Albany Night Boat" ai
the
limbassy.
.\i the vaudeville houses, the Orpheum
got the break with "Craig's Wife" which
was well received, rh.ing better than "The
Michigan Kid" at P;intages. The Talace
Hip, playing upon the coming of Harry
Langdon in person to the Seattle Theatre
next week, featured his "The Chaser" on
their screen, but it was a very weak film
and was no bo.x office attracti'^n.

Detroit
THE march of business continued to the
doors of the new Fox. where the <ie(licntion program was held for the third week.
Nearly every night has witnessed a capacity
turnout. "Street Angel" was the feature
picture run in conjunction with an elaborate
stage program.
Clara Bow in Paramount's nautical dainty.
"The Fleet's In," drew a surprising business
to the Capitol. The vivacnius Clara h.'is
proved herself an muisual favorite in T)etroit. "Women They Talk About," the Warner Brothers' all-talking special, was another
first-rate money maker, at the Madison,
largely because of the novelty.
Joan ("r.iw fi inl's pepp\- activities in "Our
Dancing Daughters," M-G-M, exhibit an
enduring attraction at the Adams. They
spelled a crowded

lioii-c for the fourth week

"Uncle fell
Tom's
Cabin," Universal's
picture,
off considerably
in the sound
third
week and proliablv will he replaccrl at the
State. Milton Sills in "The Crash," First
National, developed into a weak affair at the
.Michigan and the rcspinsc was below expectations. The same fata befell "Two Lovweek. ers," at the United Artists, in its second
. ."Simba," the jungle picture at the ShubertLafayette, continued to do a pleasant trade
in its third and final week. A fair number
of patrons returned to take in the fragrance
of "Broken Blossoms," the D. W. Griffith
revival at the Little Theatre.

Harrisburg, Pa.
OPI.ENDID business was done all week in
O the first run houses. In the Victoria the
principal offering was Emil Jannings in "The
Patriot," which made a tremendous hit, the
big theatre frer[uelltl\' being illled lo r;ipac-

ity. "The King of Kings," witli sound, was
shown at Loew's Regent with phenomenal
success. Practically every evening during
the week the "standing room only" sign was
up. The success of this offering was the
more significant from the fact that "The
King of Kings" was shown in a Harrisburg
theatre, without the souml attachment, several months ago wdien it also did a huge business. It is fpiite evident that many persons
who saw the spectacle on the occasion of
its "soundless" appearance in Harrisburg
went to see it ag.'tin with the sound accompaniment.
There was much interest, too, in the appearance in the Colonial of "Sunrise," starring Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien, notwithstanding the strength of the attractions
in competing theatres. The State did well
with the comedy, "Pay as You Enter."
The Grand did well, financially, with a return to Harrisburg of Billie Dove, supported
by Larry Kent, in "The Heart of a Follies
Girl," while the offering at the Capitol w-as
"Moon of Israel." On Friday and Saturday
the National presented Ken Maynard in
"The Upland Rider," which provided thrills
for a satisfied audience.

San Francisco
IX spite <»f the holidays being celebrated
here and exceptionally hot weather, the
hottest in 37 years, motion picture business
in San b'rancisco, generally, was considered
very goorl.
■The Embassy Theatre continued to draw
crowds with "The Terror," and Vitaphone
that the musicians are fiKhting. "Our
Dancing Daughters" filled the Warfield all
week along with the presentation act "Violin Ideas." movietone and the orchestra.
This
w eck. theatre did the best of any during the
Buster Keaton was well received at the
Granada in "The Cameraman,"
-how It with the revue. "Kat

which wa-

Kabaret."

"The

Tempest" continued to draw exceptionally
well at the St. I-'rancis Theatre, which also
has California
a Movietone
and orchestra.
"Wings"
at
the
Theatre
continues to
take well
its second week, although local movie fans
do not like war pictures.
The EI Capital!, the city's largest theatre,
drew big crowds all week with "Hot Heels,"
and a presentation act, "Geisha Land."' Al
the Columbia
Theatre
shown
for a third
week theat picture,
advanced"Simba,"
prices,
continued to draw crowds. More than the
management and the public expected.
In the residential districts. The Alexandria did exceptionally well with "The Foreign Legion" and the Coliseum did fairly
good with
'Emor Yale"
as local
residents saw "Hold
no plot
character
to play.
Something Westerners demand. "The
Noose" was well received at the .Majestic
and the new .Marina Theatre did very well
with "The Secret Hour" and "Silver Val-

Kansas

City

THE week's attendance at first run housewas rather spotted, although there was
no outstanding reason why some days
or
some pictures should have overshadowed
others.
At ley."
the
Mainstreet
theatre
"Lilac Time"
drew
capacity
audiences
at virtually
every
performance, both afternoon- and ni.ght-.
while "Submarine" at the Pantages drew
equally well, there never being a iK-rforniance during the week which did not liiitl the
house's capacity taxed.
At Loew's Midland "Two Lovers" drew
well the first part of the week, then showed
a slump on mid-week days, only to come
back and finish strong im the la-t two day-.
"King of Kings" at the Globe played to a
fair attendance throughout the week, the latter part of the week being better than the
first part.
"The Patriot" at the Newman, featuring
Emil Jannings, played to an average week's
attendance, as did "The Michigan Kid" at
the Uptown. Nothing was done at any of
the theatres in the way of unusual exploitation.

Indianapolis
I.MDI.WAPOLIS houses chalked up satisfactory grosses last week. Several days
of cooler weather aided in putting business
on the upgrade for first run hcjuses.
The theatres have hit their normal fall
stride, tile strcmg attractions in the downtown houses drawing the heaviest business.
Neighborhood houses have been very well
attended.
"Sawdust Paradise" at the Indiana and
"The Terror" at Apollo did good business.
The .\pollo lieiri the picture thi- second week
because i >f its popularity.
"Stmrise" at the Circle and "Our Dancing Daughters" at the Palace did satisfactory business.
The .\pollo management announced a midnight show Friday night to accommodate
the late crowd which desired to see "The
Singing Fool," with A\ Jolson.
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Dallas
THIi past week has I)een exceptionally hot
in Dallas, which hasn't helped theatre
lousiness in the least, and receipts are lower
at the first-run theatres, but this is due more
to the attractions offered than to the
weather. The fact that weather won't keep
the public away from the theatres if a real
good picture is being shown was clearly
demonstrated by the Melba Theatre.
At the Melba. "Wings" stacked them in
for every performance for the entire week,
and the starting of the second week run
found business the same. There is no doubt
I hat this picture will give the Melba the
largest gro^s it ha^ ever enjoyed and a gross
which it will be liard t" ever exceed.
"Painted Post," starring Tom Mix at the
Majejstic, secured average receipts for the
week. Xick Luc;is. the famous "crooner.'"
headlines the vaudeville, and is respon.sible
for most of the business, and may always be
counted upon to bring business to any Dallas
theatre.
At the Capitol, "King of Kings." with an
all-star cast, secured a good patronage, and
receipts for the week were very much higher,
and indications are that the picture will continue to hold up thf coming week, as it is
billed for two weeks. This attraction has
given the Capitol the needed hike in receipts,
as business has been off since the showing
of "L'ncle Tom's Cabm."
"The Cardboard Lover," starring Marion
Davies, brought only fair business to the
Palace the past week. This \\a> no doubt
due to the strong competition of the Melba
and the Capitol. Ray Teal, the new stage
band leader, was heavily billed in an effort to
get business and was responsible for no
small part of the receipts. This is the second consecutive week that business has been
low at the Palace, and this is very unusual
for this theatre.
At the Old Mill "Partners in Crime," wi'li
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hat ton. and
"TiUie's Punctured Romance," starring U .
C. 'Fields. Clie-^ttT Conkhn and Louise Fazenda. brought fair business for the week.
The Arcadia's gross for the week was good
and the attractions offered were "The Mysterious Lady," with Greta Garlto and Cunrad
Nagel. and "If I Were Single." with May
McAvoy and Conrad Xagel.

Dallas
(Prex'ious U'r^k)
BUSINESS at the Dallas first-run theatres
the past week was only fair, although
there were several cod days sprinkled in to
relieve the public from the unusual hot
weather of the past several weeks. Only
one theatre could boast of unusually good
business.
"Our Dancing Daughters," starring Joan
Crawford and Johnny Mack Brown, at the
Melba, proved to be the big draw of the
^week, and business was exceptionally go«3d
for the entire week. This picture seemed to
please the public more than any picture
shown in Dallas in quite a while, and did
much for the Melba.
At the Majestic
Victor McLaglen
average business.
tion of the week's
X. Bushman.
Jr..

At the Capitol. "Lingerie." with Alice
White and Malcolm McGregor, secured an
average gross for the showing and was well
liked by the patrons. Xo loss of business
w-as noticed due to the absence of the Capitol orchestra, which has been discontinued,
due to the increased expense and no increase
in receipts.
The Old Mill checked off average receipts
for the week with "The Water Hole." staring Jack Holt and Xanc\" Carroll. This picture was due to receive more patronage, as
Holt has a following in Dallas, hut for some
reason it failed.
The Arcadia turned in a good gross for
the week with "The Racket," starring
Thomas Meighan and Marie Prevost. "The
Play Girl," with Madge Bellamy and Johnny
Mack Brown, and "Three Sinners," with
Pola Negri and Warner Baxter.

Portland.

Ore.

ANOTHER
big first-run house opened
week,
John Hamrick's
Music
Box, during
and asthewas
expected
to exceptionally
good business with "Glorious Betsy," and
both the major offering and other vitaphone
and movietone offerings were run off as
smoothly as the house had been opened for
a m*»nth.
The Blue Mouse, another Hamrick house,
also opened with a new bill. "Women They
Talk About." Capacity shows continued, especialh
heavy evenings.
Emil Jannings and Levris Stone shared the
honors in "The Patriot" at the Broadway
with sound effects, and fairly good business
rolled in.
I-or a change the Rivolj sh'twed a first run
to better business. "The Matinee Idol/*
showing that melodrama is popular at times.
Bessie Love and Johnnie Walker are featured.
The usual double hill brought increased
business to the Capitol with "Prowlers of
The United Artists h:ld over for a
the Sea."
week
"Two Lovers," which continued
to good business.
Much better business was enjoyed
Columbia than for some we;ks past

second
to play
at the
due to

a John Barrymore production, "Tempest,"
but without sound effects. The accompanying musical sc»'re as played by Joseph Sampietro was also well received.
Fairly heavy business at evening performances but considerably short on matinees
was the rule for the week at the Portland,
though the show deserved much better,
George Bancroft's "The Docks of New
York" and Fanchon & Marco's "Monkeyshines
Idea." offered seven all-around good
Pantages
acts and one of the best pictures of the fall
season, "The Scarlet Lady."

Oklahoma City
ANOTHER
fair week at the film houses
in this city, with attractions pulling direct ratio to their quality in most instances.

"The River Pirate," with
and Lois Moran brought
Credit for the largest porbusiness
goes to
who
headlmed
theFrancis
Interstate Vaudeville bill in person, in a one-act
playlet. Mr. Bushman's personal appearance
did much to enhance him in the opinion of
the Dallas public and his offering was well
received.

At the Capitol "Wings" started on the
third week, and with full houses prevailing
daily, this Paramount masterpiece picture
has had a record breaker run and still standing "'em up." and everybody seeing the
picture well pleased.
"While the City Sleeps" with Lon Chaney,
pleased large crowds daily at the Criterion.

"The Patriot," with Emil Jannings at the
Palace, failed to uphold the high prestige
which Mr. Jannings created in Dallas with
"The Last Command." Receipts for the
■week were down at the Palace as were the
expectations of the public after seeing the
picture. The attraction was heavily billed,
but failed to stand up after getting a fair
start.

Sammy Cohen in "Plastered in Paris" did
splendidly at the Liberty for entire week.

Jack Holt in "Court Martial" with Betty
Compson. at the Victoria, and Alice White
in ""Show Girl' 'at the Empress, both registered good business.

Bessie Love in "Sally of the Scandals"
together with five good acts of vaudeville
completed an excellent program at the ' )rpheum and the business was go.>d.
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"Uncle Tom" Is Received
Favorably in Atlanta
Althoiiprh booked for a two-day showing
beginning last Wednesday, at the Palace
Theatre in Cedartown, Ga., Uniyeisal's
"I'nele Tom's Cabin'' scored such a success that T. F. Thompson, owner of the
theatre, held the picture over for another
day. according to a report received by Ben
Y. Canmiack, head of Uniyersal's Atlanta
branch. This was the first showing in
Georgia of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and the
report to Mr. CamnuK-k also stated that
couunent on the production was yory
favorable.
STATE.MENT
OF THE
0\\^'ERSHTP.
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION.
ETC..
REQUIRED
BV THE
ACT
OF CONGRESS
OF
AUGUST 24. 1912.
of MoTio.v PicTi-RE News, published weekly at New
York, N. Y., for October 1. 1928.
State of New York, County of New York, ss. :
Before me. a Notar>' Public, in and for tbe State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared William A.
Johnston, 729 7th Ave, New York City, who having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is President of Slotion Picture News, Inc.,
publishers of Motion Picture News, and that the
following is. to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publicition for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 1912. embodied in
section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of tbe publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher. Motion Picture News, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave,. New York City.
York
City. \Vm. A. Johnston. 729 Seventh .Ave., New
Editor.
Editor. Oscar Cooper. 729 Seventh Ave.,
NewManaging
York City.
Business Managers. Wm.
Ave., New York City.

A. Johnston. 729 Seventh

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners must be
given. If owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be given.)
—Motion Picture News, Inc.. 729 7th Ave., New
^'ork. N. Y. ; Wm. A, Johnston, 729 Seventh Avenue,
St., Wilmington. Del. Stockholders, .\ngus Co., 7
\Yest 10th St.. Wilmington. Del.: Bodell & Co., 32
Custom House Street. Providence. R. I.: James M.
Heatherton. ^39 West 30(h Street. New York. N. V.;
Muriel D. Heatherton. 239 West 30th Street. New
York, N. Y.: Wm. A. Johnson. 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York. X. Y. ; J. A. Plummer, 215 Central Avenue, Cranford, N. J.; Rowland Co., 560 Angell Street,
Providence, R. I.; H. H. Young, 32 Custom House
Street. Providence, R. I.; J. M. Heatherton Corp., 239
West 30th Street. New York. N. Y. Stockholders of
J. ^r. Heatherton Corp.. 239 West 30th Street, New
York. N. Y.: James M. Heatherton. 239 West 30th
Street. New York. N. Y.; M. D. Heatherton. 239 West
30th Street, New York. N. Y.; L. N. Heatherton. 239
West 30th Street. New York, N. Y.; H. A. Heatherton,
239 West 30th Street. New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of totid amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities are:
(If there are none, so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders
and security holders as the>' appear upon the books of
the company but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security bolder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation, for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paracontain
statements
affiant's
full
knowledgegraphs
and
belief
as to theembracing
circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner ; and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in tbe said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him.
Wm. a. Johksto.v,
( Signature of President.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th dav
of September.
1928.
[Seal]
Wm.
V. Cunsiff.
Notary Public, New York County; N, Y. County
Clerk's No. 351; N. Y. Register's No. 927S.
(My commission
expires March
30, 1929)
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Opinions on Pictures
Our

Dancing

Lively

Daiijjhters

anil Dt'vnrnlivv.
Larks Story

ISiil

(RevicHrH liv Lauronro Rt-id)
\V'IIAT llu' jii/.z afre is responsible for
* * is ilcpietc'd as the theme of this story,
whieh
so hot
with phit and
ami charucter
as
it isn't
is with
decorations
incident.
There is nothinir extraordinary about the
idea. It involves the chase and i>ossil)le
capture of an elif^ible youth by two society
yirls. Hut the director has covered up its
weakness of story by pitching the action to
a fasl key and enibellishiu;; it with strikin'.'
sets and plenty of movement.
So wc see the cocktail, the flask and a lot
of ma<l dancing — iletails necessary in putting over the jiicture. The development is
consistent, thoufrh the end is labored. One
of the sirls is painted as a talented drinker,
presunmbly for the purpose of having her
fall downstairs and kill herself.
.loan Crawford. Anita Page. Dorothy
Sebastian and .lohn Mack Brown carry out
the larger assignment: — and all tit their
roles well, esiuvially .loan. She has developed fast during the past year and should
be given bigger and better story tilms. The
.synchronization tits the plot in regard to
its musical nuntbers.
It's a picture with an especial appeal to
youth — and youth will snrely be attracted
to it. The title is a nifty and will figure
curiosity.
Drawing Power: Title and time of pro• liictiiiii. For all houses. Exploitation
Angles: Stage matinees for younger element. Tease the title. Mention cast. Play
up the cast. Bill as timelv storv of .ia/.zm;id aire.
THEME: Romantic drama of younger
set with two girls determined to capture
eligible rich youth for husband.
Produced ami distributed by Metm-tioldwyn-Maycr. Ijength. -ix reels. Released,
October, litis. Cast: .loan (rawfunl, .\nita
Page, Dorothy Sebastian, .John Mack
Brown, Xils jV,sther, Kathlyn Williams,
Eddie Nugent, Dorothy Cummings, Huntly
Gordon, Evelyn Hall, Sam de Grasse. Director. Harry Beaumont.

The Night Watch
Enlerlaining Enough
(Re^'iewe<l by Laurence Reid)
HERE
is a war-time melodrama with a
slightly different twist in that much
of the action involves a triangle aboard a
Frcncli battleship — and which action is continued in court. It is told by the flash-back
method, and because of this method it is
more ingeniously arranged than usual. So
we have it in retrospect and it aids in making it easy to follow.
The idea exploits the confusion attendant
upon the declaration of war. It is told on
the witness stand through the court-martial
of a naval captain for the murder of a
lieutenant. There had been a gala affair
al>oard the ship and when orders are given
to sail t*) the seat of hostilities the ladies
are sent ashore — that is all but the cap-

Iain'.-' wife, who hail ^imtcIciI lier>cll' in the
lieutenant's cabin. What follows are a
series of misunderstandings, a picture of
imtraged honor by the ca|>tain and the subsequent death of the .iunior (tflicer. These
events are told with good dramatic etTeet,
and Billie Dove acquits herself very well,
besides looking very beautiful. It is all
simple enough and interests all the way,
even if you can spot the finish easily.
The cast is well jjicked as to types, the
players looking like real Frenchmen, and
acting very comjx'lently. The settings of
the warship look authentic.
Drawing Power: Star's beauty and popul^irity. Siiitahli' foi' all types of bouses.
E3cpioitation Angles: Bill as iliffcrnit type
of war melodranui. I'se stills of star. Exploit her beauty. Mention Donahl Reed
and Paul Lukas. The title necd~ a |)lay.
too.
THEME: Melodrama involving a triangle and court-martial with husband vindicated.
Produced ami distributed by First National. Length, six reel-. Released, October, 1!)2S. The Cast: P.illie Dove, Paul
Lukas, Nicholas Soussanin, Donald Heed,
Anita Garvine, William Tooker, George
Periolat. Nicholas Bela. Director, Alexander Korda.

The Vanishing West
(Ten Episode Serial)
{Reviewed by Chester ]. Smith)
JLDGING from the dire villainy, the deep
intrigue, the daring rescues and the fast
action in the first three episodes of this ten episode serial it should be a humdinger before the
youth is restored to his father and the latter
is cleared of the crime for which he is being unjustly sought. There is certainly an abundance
of action and it is of the typical serial type,
done by an exceptional cast of serial stars.
The iirincipal criticism of the picture is that
there has been too much attempt to crowd it
with villainy and rescues, the same fault that
domin,ltes all of this tyjw picture. It is all
without rhyme or reason in the first three episodes, but doubtless it will develop and unravel
more smoothly when the groundwork is thoroughly set. -As usual, all of the action is very
tar fetched. One sees some ilarmg and entertaining horsemanship from such well known
serial performers as Eileen Sedgwick. Jack
Perrin. Jack Daugberty, V.ikima Canutt, Leo
Maloney and William Fairbanks, all of whom
have starred in their own right in serials in
the past. In addition the cast is made up "f
Mic',;ey Rennett. Helen Gibson, Fretl Church,
Bobbv Burns, Harry Lorraine. Aaron Edwards
and Tom Bay.
The story has to do with the youth. Mickey
Bennett, wliose father is unjustly accused of a
crime and therefor is a fugitive from justice.
There is a villainous uncle who seeks guardianshi|) over the child in the hope of eventually getting possession of a mysterious fortune and he is
evidently willing to go to any lengths to gain
his ends. Just what the nature of the fortune
is still remained a mystery in that part of the
picture revealed for reviewing puri)oses. However, it is the usual thrilling story and it gives
pronuse of having a healthy appeal to serial
followers.
The picture was produced by Mascot Pictures
Corporation, of which Nat Leine is president.

The Singapore Mutiny
Fair Program
Tide of the Sea
(Reviewed by Ray Murray)
'VfOT much to this story of a stoker and
•'^ ' a fair lady. Kalph luce who directed
and pla.vs the principal role carries the burden of the work ami it is pretty much a
one man picture. There is a touch of
"Sadie Thtimpson" about Estelle Taylor's
role in the first reel and a bit of the
"Hairy Ape" in the stoke hole .scenes, but
both are forgotten in a weak finish.
Ince is east as a hard-boiled seaman, Kelsey, in charge of the stoker.s on a freighter
bound for Singapore. He attacks Daisy, a
lady of the strei'ts who is shipping to the
Orient, and is locked up. Kclsi'y is rescued
from his cell just as the shi)) is sinking,
by a stowaway, and the girl, the stowaway
and Kelsey save them.seives in a row boat.
Kidsey, driven crazy by the heat and lack
of water, which he has given to the stowThe away,
rolejumpsofoverboard.
the stowaway is played by
Gardner .lames. He hardly impresses one
ai a suitable hero for Daisy as she would
be more apt to choose the stalwart seaman.
Martha Mattox and Harry Allen as two
missionaries were adequate in small roles.
James Mason was excellent as Borg. ^lost
of the action takes place on board a
raphy.
freighter at sea with much good photogDrawing Power: F.iir. Exploitation
Angles: Play up Incc and his meaty role.
Also bill Estelle Taylor prominently. It is
a "he-man" type of picture. Tell them
that and also that its scenes of the stoking
room are realistic to the core.
THEME: Drama of the sea. Of a woman of the streets, of a stowaway on board
a freighter who showed her hew to climb
out of the slough and of the chief stoker,
who, although he is but a primitive animal
has some splendid points of character and
who voluntarily drowns himself in order
that the girl and the stowaway might have
the little water that Is left to them. The
freighter sinks, the two drift in an open
boat and are finally saved.
Produced and distributed liy F B U. October 7, IfVJS release. Length, .'>,sr2 feet.
The Cast: Kali>h Inee, Estelle Taylor, Gardiner .lames, .James .Mason, Will Irving,
Martha Mattox, Harry Allen, Carl Axzelle,
Robert Gaillard, Frank Newbir.'. Story by
Norman Springer. Contintiity by Fred .Myton. Cameraman, Robert Martin. Titles.
Ralph Incc and Norman Springer. Film
Editor, George Arthur. Director, Ralph
Inee.

"Ko-Ko

Goes Over"

(Paramount — One Reel)
M.-\X FLEISCHER has a little frolic with
bis cartoon clown, "Ko-Ko," in this fairly
entertaining bit. "Ko-Ko" and his dog join the
army and for the most part their latest escapade
places them along the battle front. There is
some fine cartoon work showing the guns booming and there are a few laughs to be had in
"ko-Ko's" bombardment of Mr. Fleischer, who
finallv gets bis lawless imp back again into the
old familiar ink bottle.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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The Mating Gall
Vigorous
and Substantial Film
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

Fare

'y HIXGS are picking; up for Tom Meighan
* since he fared forth witli "The
Racket." While the new opus hasn't got
that picture's wallop, it has plenty of punch
in its plot, an interesting line of action and
clear-cut characterization.
Rex Beach is the author — and a vigorous
Tarn he's turned out. It's all about a
Southern farmer who marries the village
pride and who aft^r a sojourn in the army
overseas, retui'ns to discover her a cheat.
For a side-issue of the plot Beach introduces good old Southern rebellion taking
form in the shape of hooded night-riders
whose members are dedicated to the .iob of
preserving the honor of American womanhood. They aren't as alert as they should
be. In watching for phlandering gentlemen
they fail to notice a playboy in their midst.
It is Meighan who appears a.s the innocent
victim of the organization. And the scenes
give him a chance to expose his tense features to the Kliegs. He has two leading women here. Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree.
one as a society girl, the other as a drab
daughter of the soil. Both give excellent
performances. And so does Gardner James.
In all this is a meaty story, crammed with
action and carrying much plot.
It has a good title, has been given a first
rate production, and .James Cruze, who directed, has brought out every dramatic incident in tip-top film fashion. It should
please em.
Drawing Power: Star's popularity,
which seemingly is as sound as ever. For
all types of houses. Exploitation Angles:
The title, star's popularity and the presence of two leading women. Play up this
fact. Feature as homespun story of love
and misunderstanding. Feature the director.
THEME; Melodrama of young husband
whc- discovers wife unfaithful while he is
overseas and the tragic consequences.
Produced by Caddo. Released by P.nramount. Length, six reels. Released, October
192S. Cast: Thomas Meighan, Evelyn
Brent, Renee Adoree, Gardner James, Alan
Roscoe, Helen Foster, Luke Cosgrave, Cyril
Chadwick, Will R. Walling. Director,
James Cruze.

4 Devils
Great Picture, Finely Produced
and Acted
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
OXCE

again JIurnau has made an outstanding picture — which has considerable more box-office ring about it than
"Sumlse. " In the making for several
months one can easily see that Fox has permitted the director to go the limit toward
bringing forth a rich production. And it
stands out under the closest scrutiny as a
picture finely produced, directed and photographed— with the acting registering high
class all the way.
It is a graphic story laid against a circus atmosphere — and pi-esents two romances. The major romance develops conflict as a vamp endeavors to lure the chief
male acrobat from his fair partner. The
best points are the circus scenes — with
Murnau effecting a gorgeous shot of the
auditorium with its circural rows, the
trapezes high in the air — and the safety
net. Murnau has also brought out an appealing human touch in his sympathetic

Ireatmeut. And his story builds slowly
(almost too slowly at the start) and dranmtically.
The introductory scenes show a clowni
rescuing two little sisters and brothers
from a cruel circus owner. He intends to
train them to be acrobats and watches over
them with the tenderness of a mother and
the protection of a father. Eventually they
gi'ow up to be known as the 4 Devils.
The acting in the hands of Mary Duncan
as the vamp is splendid. She may be rather
old-fashioned in her technique, but that's
just what the part calls for — old-fashioned
technique. Janet Gayuor hasn't the emotional flair here because the part didn't
allow it, but she is always worth watching
in any picture. The men did well — especially Farrell MacDonald, Wesley Lake and
Charles Morton.
In all here is a real picture, one that
doesn't lose its rhythm — one which is highly
excellent in its production — and which is
assured of success.
Drawing Power: Feature title and play
ui> cast and director and it will get over.
For best houses everywhere. Exploitation
Angles: Feature director who makes another great picture to compare with "Sunrise." Feature players and bill as human
story of the circus. Put on prologue in
keenintr with plot. etc.
THEME : Drama of four acrobats reared
by clown — with vampire determined to
break up romance with boy and girl members of quartette.
Produced and distributed bv Fox. Length,
1(( reels. Released, October', Ifl'JS. Cast:
Mary Duncan, Charles Morton, Barry Norton, Janet Gaynor, Nancy Drexel, FaiTell
MacDonald, Wesley Lake, Anders Randolf,
Claire McDowell, Philippe De Lacy, Dawn
O'Day,
^lurnau. Michael Visaroff. Director, F. W.

"Come to Papa"
(Educational — Two Reels)
iReiieued by Raymond Ganly)
AS Ole. a Swedish immigrant aboard a
steamer making its way across the Atlantic,
"Big Boy," Educational's gifted young star, is
seen in what is easily one of his best comedies
to date. The child's shy and sweet personality
is strongly set forth. Coupled with him in
many of the scenes is Lorraine Rivero, a delightful little fixture of the "Big Boy" comedies.
Die is a restless little cut-up on board, playing merry pranks and getting into hot water
with one of the ship's officers.
The comedy is fast and there are but few
slack moments. The kid gets a few seconds in
the beginning of the picture to give a snatch of
pathos as they show him bidding goodbye to his
fond parent. He demonstrates his talent for
deeply human and wistful parts. The little
fellow's flare for comedy is also seen to excellent advantage throughout.
Charles Lament maneuvered with the megaphone.

"Muscle

Mar\'els"

(Pathe— One Reel)
S— the smooth, rhythmic muscles
MUSCLE
of the dancer, the bulging knotty muscles
of the strong man, the muscular equipment of
the acrobat — the muscles that are developed by
different sports form the subject matter of this
very interesting Grantland Rice Sportlight. It
is easily one of the best of the newer Sportlights. Never is the high pitch of interest let
down and a number of attractive titles flash
their way in between the pictures.
These Sportlights, it must not be forgotten,
are easily one of the best of the short subjects
now- confronting the public. They have an outstanding iudividuahtv and alwavs something to
tell— RAYMOND GANLY.

Picture

Mews

"Smith Catalina Rowboat Race"
(Pathe— Two Reels)
{Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
LITTLE Mary Ann Jackson, just about the
smallest comedienne on the screen, is right
in the midst of the fun in this new' Mack Sennett production. Though she is only a wee .girl
she has genuine ability for pantomime. And her
sense of humor is much more subtle and intelligent than many a grown-up's. This child, in our
opinion, is really the humor of tlie Smith Family series. Take Iier away and these comedies
would be bard hit.
Why emphasize Mary ,-\nn? Because lots of
stuft' in this laugh vehicle reflects the child's
ability. For the most part, the cut-ups of Smith
are pretty flat. A hefty mama lends him considerable support in the boat race scenes. But the
gags supplied Mr. McKee do not scintillate,
either.
They are of the average sort.
Perhaps the best part of the comedy is its beginning which portrays a domestic squabble in
the Smiths' lives. The race which follows after
is all slapstick, the characters getting all wet
in the Pacific.

"Making Whoopee"
(Educational — Two Reels)
I Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
H.\ROLU
GOODWIX,
has beenproducplaying featured
roles in who
the bigger
tions for some time, stars in his first two-reeler
for Educational in a comedy which has the alluring Estelle Bradley opposite and Ella McKenzie
and Richard R. Neill in supporting roles.
Charles Lamont directed and William Hyer
cameraed it.
It is a fairly amusing comedy in which everykeeps agoin*
until theandfadeout.
not sothingmuch
spontaneous
originalThere
humoris
happy.
but there is enough fun to make the onlooker
Harold takes the part of a gob, who purloins his superior officer's suit in order to show
off before a pretty waitress. He takes her to an
amusement park and the officer follows them
dressed in Harold s uniform. Things get pretty
hot for the guilty sailor boy and he has further
difficulties in getting rid of a fat feminine friend
who has a crush on him.

"The Cross Country Bunion Race"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
SID SAYLOR, portrayer of dumb George in
the screen adaptations of the George McManus cartoons. "Let George Do It." has a
fairly enjoyable laugh offering in this tworeeler, which was directed by Gus Meins.
George and a fellow acrobat get into trouble
with their neighbors and the judge reprimands
them severely and tells them that they can stay
out of jail only on the condition that they pay
the
neighbors
the cost
of thea damages.
George's
friend
drafts him
to enter
cross country
race
in order to win the prize money and thus pay
off their debts.
George enters the race but is far more concerned in snatching some sleep than in pounding over the hot pavement. His persistent
friend rouses him into action and, after a
struggle during which they are chased by a
bear, George wins tlie race.
Saylor has a lot of ability, but be is not given
so very many gags with which to work.

"Panicky

Pancakes"

(Universal — One Reel)
THIS is a highly successful cartoon effort
andsomeeasily
of Oswald's
ing
bright,onesparkling
gags,best.
it is Containa lively
little affair. The merry mice rob the cash
register
of they
Oswald's
and when He
he
gives
chase
treat concession
him with impudence.
chases them up hill and down dale, and things
grow merry as the chase grow's long. The gags
that the comedy constructors have laid along the
route of the chase are strognlv effective.
A good cartoon.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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Classified

Ads

RATES. 10 ceiiU a word for ciic-h iiiHiTlion, in advanca
except Employment Wanted, on whicli rate i» 5 cents

Situations

Wanted

Maiuifrer, tliornuphly or
pcrienoed small town or
iieiglihorhood. Sinfrle. reliable. South preferred but not
essential. Knows pictures,
writes copy. Best references.
Box 386. care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., Xew
York City.
EXPERT PROJECTIONIST desires position. Five
years' experience with different equipments. Best of references, write ni' wire. (';, r-r
nilburii, Bladenboro. N. C.

ORGANIST

desires

a

cliaiigc. First class artist —
Arrived Iroiii .Viirlh one
month ago. Organist. Box
3.). Covington. Va.
Advertiser,

intelli-

gent young man, 20, of undeniable integrity, life long

Vigorous, aggressive business
builder. Thoroughly experienced all branches theatre

ing Ireland, interested in producing branch of motion picture business since 1913, free

management both neighborhood and DeLuxe houses. Ex-

lance experience cinematog-

A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St., Charlesloii-Ka., W. Va.

raphy, late Irish representative of an American ncwsreel.
offers his services to and
would be very glad to hear
from any member of the trade
interested or contemplating
work in Ireland. Bankers'
and other references. Box
D. J. C, care Motion Picture
News,
729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

KRS, thoroughly trained and

ACCOUNTANT
AUDITOR with executive ability
thoroughly familiar with motion picture exhibitors end,
seeks connections. Past seven

experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready

years with one the largest circuits in New York. New York

for good positions. Write

City preferred. Address Box
388. care Motion Picture
News.
729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

ORGANISTS

\orva. Morfolk: Loeir's State. Cleveland; 5//i Avenue. Seattle. Capitol. Detroit; Hoirard. Atlanta, and
Mark Strand, Albany

Picture News. 729 Seventh
Ave.. New Vciik.

abstainer, non-smoker, resid-

ploitation and publicity expert. Now employed by large
chain, but desires connection
where future and salary are
commensurate with ability
and results achieved. Box
395, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

exploiting 'T/jf Fleet's In.'' at Key City first runs.
The ails illitstrated were features of campaigns at
the folloicing theatres: Ambassador, St. Louis;

.$.30.00. $3.').()0 ill Vitaplioiicl
house. Finest relerenccs. Address. Box 396. care Motion

32; married.

MANAGER,

A collection of seven attractive theatre displays

A-1 ORGANIST— K.xp.Tieiiced, high class, congeiiiid.

and SING

salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College,
64 E. Van Buren, Chirago.
FEATURE

ORGANIST

(non-union) invites offers.
Greater New York only. Box
393, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

For Sale
FOR SALE — 400 high
3la.ss upholstered opera chairs.
Upholstered panel back and
seat. Price $3.00. Address
Box 425, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York Citv.
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Jonai News from Correspond wi^^
Seattle
B\\ AI.LACI-: KLCKER. man■ ager of the Educational excliani^f here, returned last week
from Portland where he finished
the formal installation and opening
ceremonies at Educational's new
sub-hranch oftice.
William Lewis, representative of
the J. E. McKuley Company of
Chicago on the Paci6c Coast, spent
a few days here last week with
Roy Peacock at the National Theatre Supply Company office.
At their
lastSeattle
week's
members
of the
Filmmeeting,
Board
of Arbitration decided hereafter to
hold their meetings on Monday
afternoons immediately after the
meeting of the Film Board of
Trade. The Board's last meeting
was presided over by Ben Fish,
M-(i-M manager: Xeal East lA
Paramount : Charles Beale of Columbia; Waldo Ives, .\nacortes
showman; C. .A. Swanson, Everett
showman and William Code, Seattle exhibitor.
George P. Endert, special sales
rcjiresentative for Ben Fish of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. returned lo
Seattle from a road trip to Everett
and other points with the sad
report that his wallet, pencil set,
wrist watch and money had been
stolen.
Walter Tebetts visited here last
week.
Harry D. Buckley, vice president of the United .Artists company, visited Seattle last week and
conferred with Branch Manager
D. J. McXerney.
Max L. Robinson, sales manager
for the manufacturers of Koth
-\ctodetectors, spent a short time
here last week. B. F. Shearer, head
of the theatre supply company of
that company, played host.
Several out of town exhibitors
were among those present last
week. There is Bill .\rmour of
Monlesano and Elma : Walter Graham of Elma and .Shelton, "tluick"
Charles of Everett : \-'.. .\. Zabel of
Olympia
: I'red
Mercv
Walla
Walla and
Yakima;
Mikeof Barovic
of Puyallui); and Dominic Constanti of Tacoma.
.-\rn<ild l-'link. former assistant
manager of the Fifth .Avenue Theatre, and more recently connected
with West Coast interests in (!r<-inerton, Washington, has returned to
this city as assistant manager to
Robert Blair at the .Seattle Theatre.

Philadelphia
THE
Hamilton Theatre, 59th
and l^'itisdown .Ave. and the
Mavcriord Theatre. 60th &- fi'rard
\\e., {Philadelphia, have been purIiased for an tmdisclosed consideration by Morris Gerson, who also
controls Ihc t)verbr'K>k, the Morris and the Colonial Theatres, all
in Phibidelphia.
Jack T.evy, lately with Masterpiece Pictures local exchange, has
been api>'iintcd assistant general
manager of Kquily Theatres, Inc.
William (i. Humphries, has been
succeeded by Bob Mochrie as head

at the local Pathe branch office.
Al Davis, of the local Fox sales
force, is the proud father of twins.
The kexy Theatre. Sth and South
Sts., Philadelphia, which has a
seating capacity of 2,500 and is said
to have cost close to a million dollars, will probably be opt-ned st>nie
time in Xoveniber. The new house
will be imder the management of
William Keegan, of Trenton, N. J.,
who for some years has been connected with Hunt Theatres, Inc.
Plans are being drawn for a new
motion picture theatre to cost $250,000 to be built al 7th & Kaighn
.■\ve.,
Camden, N.Co.J. for the \'ariety .Amusement
Louis Berger, of the firm of
Wolf & Berger, owners of the
Ideal Theatre, 2207 S. Sixth St..
Philadelphia, was recently robbed
of two diamond rings and a diamond stick pin, the three being valued at SI. 500 one nii;ht recentiv as
he walked from the theatre to his
home which is nearby.

Chicago
\ XF.W booking circuit has been
»A organized by Simansky &
Miller, who own and operate the
Forest, Lucile, Park. Plaisanc- and
Savoy Theatres, and Bland Brothers and .-\aron Saperstein. who have
been booking the I."\ington, Garfield, Famous, Olymnia. Oak and
Rogers. The buying in future will
be done by Messrs. Miller. Simansky and Saperstein. under the
name of West Town Theatres, with
offices at 845 S. W.il>ash avenue.
Other north and west side houses
are expected to be taken into this
booking circuit at an early date.
The Hippodrome at .Alton, III.,
has been closed for two weeks for
repairs and redecoraticn. The
Grand of .Alton has been reopened
after being completely redecorated
and refurnished.
Three more theatres joined the
list of \^itanhone and Movietone
houses over the week-end — the Sen
ate, Wilson and Metropolitan. Ml
three houses played capacity.
W. D. Burford of Great Sla'es
Theatres, Inc., has signified his intention of attending the M. P. T.
O. A. convention in Toronto.
,A. A. Kaplan and W. .\. StefTes
of Minneapolis stopped ofT in Chicago for a visit at Association headquarters this week.
.After running for a year as an
art theatre, the Playhouse is bo<iked
lo close on Otcober 21st. The
Playhouse Group, as the oficralors
of this house are known, are simmisoring
movement Theatre
to erect of
a \'alentino aMemorial
.100
seats and arc cooperating with the
Memorial Association in this eiileavor. They are seeking three
bundre<l investors to finance the
with the members of the X'ah-niino
project.
The Granada and Norshore arc
waging a merry war for the business of the norshore suburbs and
Xorthwestern I'niversity. On Friday night the Granarla is staging a
Northwestern
I'niversity
news

weekly in its program. Following
the pictures, Cliarlcs Kaley and his
l)and play in the lobby for dancing
and a crowd of from four to five
hundred university students have
been attending these weekly gatherings. The Norshore is also having
a Xorthwestern I'niversity night.
Exhibitors and film men syinpa
tbize with Herman Bland >'f Bland
Brothers in the loss of four-yearold son Jerome.
Dave Dubin, popuhr manager of
Educational
Filmsuffered
Company's
Chicago exchange,
a relapse
last week and was confined to his
home for several days.
Many friends of Chubbie Florine.
former film salesman, will be glad
to know that he has recovered from
an attack of pneumonia.
Simon Simansky of Simansky ^•
Miller
sojourning at French Lick
for ten isdays.
Tom

Dclaney, well known Chicago film salesman, is now connected with Pathe.

Manager Potwitz has taken over
the F.imily Theatre at Hassville
Illinois.
A sales conference was held at
Columbia's Chicago exchange this
week, those in attendance being
Sales Manager Cecil Maberry. District Manager Knipsel, Manager
Wainshenker of Milwaukee. Henr'
Ellman and William Brumberg of
the Chicago exchange.
Frank Flaherlv, \eho has hern
connected with Fox Film Company
as a salesman for a long time, has
gone over to Paramount.
William Hadfield lias resigned as
manager of the H(X>sier Theatre at
Whiting, Ind., to accent a similar
position at Racine, Wis., where he
will be in charge of the .Allen.
Francis Wnegas has been added
to the stafT of camera men at Nabranch. tional Screen Service's Chicago

Pittsburgh
THE
Hcndcl
Theatre several
Kntcrprises,
controlling
noiclihorhooH picture theatres in
Pittshnrph. are planninc to erect a
$70,000 theatre in Monesscn. Pa.
Scatinp capacity may reach 3000.
Howard J. Thompson, owner of
the Strand Theatre. Curwensviilc,
has formed a partnership with
Charles Richelieu, and the piir plan
to erect a 1500-seat picture theatre
at ri'.arfield. Mr. Richel'cn is tlie
owner of the theatre which hears
his name at Rellcfontc.
Five of
nin
theatres
n"w Pittshnrch's
are reirnlarlyfirst
playinc
prochictions with s<innd and talking
accompiniment. There houses are :
Stanley. Grand. Recent (Stanlcv
hnnscsV and the two I.oew honse*;.
Penn and \idine,
Arthur M. Wcin'v?rRer. divisifin
sales manager for Vitaphonc. was
a recent Pittshnrph visitor.
A. J. Riihler is now in charRc
of the Keystone Theatre. Turtle
Crock, and the house has l»oen reopened after havinc undcrRone an
extensive rcmodelinR process.

Central Penn.
theatre,
owned
by
THE
newAllcntown,
Ninclccnlli
Street
the newly formed Penn Theatres
Corporation, in wliicli the principal
owners are Dr. Benjamin H.
Stuckert, Oliver H. Gernerl, Harlan E. Woehrle and Rubin Maiuker, was formally ^)pcned on tlie
night of September 17. The house
was erected at an exi>cnditure of
$375,000, and is a handsome, modern structure with a seating capacity of 1.000.
The two Comerfurd motion picture theatres, in Bloomsburg. arc
to be managed by Oscar M. I. inn.
The Comerford chain announces
its Capitol theatre, Hazleton, is being equipped with Vitaphone apSunday midnight shows — actualparatus.
ly starting
at 12.05
Monday
morning
— arc
beingo'clock
experimented
with by the management of the
Harris-Majestic theatre. Johnstown.
One of the pioneer exhibitors of
the hard coal mining regions of
Pennsylvania, A. J. Fceley. retired
from active participation in the
show business on September 2*),
when the Feeley theatre. Hazlctnn,
was closed for an indefinite period.
It is reported new interests will
ultimately take over the house.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Kruna.
former prominent L;mcastcr molitm
picture theatres owners, who last
Spring purchased the Rialto and
National theatres. Harrisburg, returned to the latter city on October
1, after having spent the summer
at Ocean City, Md.. where they
own important beach front realty
develt>pmcnts.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Yost, the
former bei«ig owner and manacer
of the Paramount theatre. Mechanicsburg. were
week-end
party. hosts at a recent
Xovember 29 is the date that has
been selected for the formal oiwning of the new $200.(KH) Imperial
theatre being erected in Kulpmnnt
by the ImjKTial .-Xnuisement Cim\pany. The principal hankers of
the project arc I^r. \V. R. Buckley,
Joseph
and Jt>hn
kiewicz.Malinowski
The theatre
will Zotscat
1.500.
James M. Blanchard. head of
the Comerford chain theatres in
.Sunbury. on OctolK-r 5 inaugurated
a new policy for the Chestiuit St
theatre in that city, by intnxlucing
a vaudeville act in connection w th
the picture program. This plan
will ajtply only to Friday and
Treon
is the
house maiiager.Grant !■".
Saturday
fK-rformances.
The Xathan .\ppell Knlerpriscs.
which control .ill the theatres of
York, announced a change in the
personnel of the organization on
October 5. Fd. R. Mi*ore. who for
six years was resident manager of
the
Orphcum
and York
the York
0|>e-a
House.
n(tw the
tlwatrc,
has
taken charge of the iKxiking fi*r
the entire .Appell chain. He will
have his oflieo in the Strand theatre building, Mr. Moore is succeeded as manager of the two theatres, by Frncst L. Hickov.
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Salt Lake City
BHX KEXAUU has arrived in
this city to talcc up the ixjsiiioii of publicity director tor the
l.ouis Marcus Kntcrpriscs.
Louis Marcus is leaving for an
extended trip throughout the cast.
Among exhibitor visitors last
■week were J. K. Ryan of the Lib-erty Theatre at Hriijhnm City and
Ben Winzler of t!ie Liberty at
Tremonton.
I'tab. it
rcpnrted.
L T. SheffitMl
of isthe
Sheffield
exchange in this city is en route to
New York from his Denver head<iuarters, at the present writing.
Among exhibitor visitors at exchanges last week were: Mr. and
Mrs. J. \V. Nixon of the Bonita
Theatre at Provo. I'tah : Albert
\'an Wagner, who owns the AIhambra Theatre at Pleasant Grove,
Utah, and Karl Steele, the Venice
at Xephi. Utah.
It is reported that \'an Wagner
will re' >pt'n the Star Theatre at
Springville. I'tah.
George Lindscy of the Star Theatres of Eureka
was also
a visitor.and Payson, I'tah,
Joe Lawrence, one of the owners
of the Rialto and State Theatres of
this city, recently left for a trip to
Xew
YorkPace,
O'tv.of Delta. Utah, will
C. M.
open
4th.
"The
It

a new theatre in that city Oct.
The house will be kn- wn as
Crest."
is renorted by Assistant Manager Ross Rluck of the FBO office
liere. that his father, who recently
built the Kiva Theatre of Durango,
Colo., is recovering from a very
serious operation.
Sales Represemat've Wm. Huglieart of the Motro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sales force here, has been transferred to the Montana territory for
a short time.
Joe Kohler, manager of the
Idaho Theatre at Idaho Falls, is
visiting in this city at the present
■writing.
Another exhibitor visitor was
Tom Houston of tlie Royal Theatre at Lehigh. His house has been
remr>de'ed.

Albany
THE King, in Troy, operated by
R. W. Sykes. has increased its
admission price to fifteen cents.
Qergymen in ifassena were the
guests last week of William
O'Brien,there.
manager of the Strand
theatre
Austin Battaglia. whose father
last week took over the Palace, in
Troy, has been made manager of
all three of the Battaglia houses,
the Palace, Lansing and the Monroe. Thomas Xorris will remain
as house manager of the Palace.
Pat Quinlan. owner of the Ideal
theatre, at Oiateaiigay. is planning
on making a trip to tlie \\'est
Coast.
The house at West Lawrence.
which has been closed for some
time will reopen under new management.
The Alhambra. in Utica. owned
by Larry Lux. has become a second
run house and will eliminate westerns, according to a report.
Xate Robbins. a well known exhibitor of Utica. is up and around
after several days of illness.
Gregory
Melikiam.
new owner

of the Auditorium
in Kingston,
opened his theatre last Sunday.
Mrs. B. ^L Taylor, a well known
exhibitor at North Adams, Mass.,
is planning a trip to Italy.
The theatre at Xewton Falls,
which was destroyed by fire some
months ago. has been rebuilt and
will be opened by Leonard and
Chancy on October 13.
Alma Formcnto is now doing the
buying for the theatre at Lee,
Mass.,
operated
James
O'Brien.
Charles
Ross byhas
taken
over
theatres at Xew York Mills. Holland Patent, Remsen. Middleville
and Brasher Falls, and will run
each two nights a week with the
exception of Holland Patent which
will be open but one night a week.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the Leland and the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, is back home after
spending several days in New York
City where lie attended the World
Series.
\''isitors along Albany's film row
during the week included Henry
Frieder. of Hudson: Mike Kallet.
of Oneida and Sam Hochstim. of
Hudson.
J. B. Harte's new theatre at
Bennington. Vt.. is nearing completion. ,A,t North Bennington, the
theatre has reopened for the winter under the management of J. D.
James.
Myron Roscnbaum has been
named as manager of the Hippodrome Theatre in Ogdensburg.
Howard Morgan. Albany manager for Educatinnal. was in New
York City last week.
E. C. Baker, who is the foreman
of a mill at Rcedsboro. Vt.. does
the buying for the theatre thereJake Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose in Troy, was in New York
City last week.
The Movietone has been installed
at the Troy theatre and the Mark
Strand theatre.
The Strand theatre. Amsterdam.
N. Y., opened October 8th after
having been completely renovated
within a record scheduled time of

The Vcrid Theatre, a F. & R.
grams.
house in St. Paul, has been kased
to the Kellett Players, an amateur
organization.
J. A. Woodring has purchased
the Lvric Theatre at Woonsocket,
S. Glen
D. Wilson and Lincoln Nelson
have opened a theatre at Courtney,
X. D.. and are putting on two
shows a week. The town has been
without pictures for three months.
A new theatre has been opened at
Montevideo, Minn., by Jay Gould.
The town now has three theatres.
The State Theatre at Bayport,
Minn., has bevn taken over by Dan
Finkelstein and Frank Rubel. distributors of Han-A-Phone. It is
said to be the first of a chain of
theatres to be operated by that company.
Tiller & Knuth have bought the
theatre at Battle Lake, Minn., from
Markuson Brothers.
The opera house at Chamberlin,
S. D.. has been completely destroyed by fire.
A. Olson has bought the theatre
at Clarkfield, Minn., from Schindele
& Vik.
.•\nton Jorgenson has sold the
Glud Theatre at ViV.rg to Eskild
Lund. Jorgenson will remain as
manager.
McCarthy Brothers have sold the
Grand Theatre at Warroad. Minn.,
to G. W. Bergl::nd.

Minneapolis

New

■' It is reported that F. & R. is
contemplating the erection of a
huge theatre in Duluth. somewhat
similar to the new Minnesota
in

Paul R. Sprague. Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Calif., is equipping
his theatre with new chairs.
The Amazon Theatre, San Francisco, has been supplied with booth
equipment.
William A. Crank is the newest
change.
member of Co-Operative Film ExSidney Goldman has joined the
sales Exchange.
organization of Co-Operative
Film
National Company is furnishing
complete booth equipment for the
Sequoia Theatre. Sacramento. The
theatre is owned by Henry Heber,
who also owns the New Mission
of the same city.
Barron & Xathan have chosen
Hilary J. Forde, formerly chief
projectionist for the Blumenfeld
Circuit, to open their new theatre
in Dalv Citv.

York's Newest Apartment Hotel

50 W. 72nd
City
Street
New
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THEa tornado
Park Tbeaf.-r.
wrecked
by
which struck
Austin.
Minn., a few weeks ago, has been
condemned by engineers. The remaining walls were f^und to be unsafe and so Finkelsiein Sc Ruben
will be forced to build a new theatre instead of attempting to put
the old one in condition. Some other
site may be chosen.
The Granada. F. 8c R.'s nfw
house on Hennepin, near Lake
street, in Minneapolis, is doing good
business following its otieninn- two
weeks ago. It is showing Afovietone and Vitaphone.
Harry Gilbert and Fred Thompson arc reported to be neg' t-atini:
for property in Fairmont. Minn.,
with a view to erecting a theatre
there. If their plans should carrv
through. F. & R. would once more
have competition in Fairmont.

Ircmcn
were
guests and
last week
theaIK'.?
RMEN
PAPE
NEWS
at
a luncheon given by Herbert
Riemer in honor of Fr.'mk Whitbeck. Xorthern California advertising manager for the West Coast
Theatres, who left for Los Angeles
to become advertising manager for
the chain of West Coast theatres.
Harry H. Campbell, theatrical
manager in San E'rancisco for 28
years,
afterof a Advance
six days' Trailer
illness.
Art died
Baron
and .\rtwin Products identity,
stopped over at the San Francisco
office on his way to Salt Lake
where he is to take charge of the
product for that territory.

The Ogden

fourRi?aumont,
weeks, durine
A'ictor
A.
theatrewhich
architect
of
New York who drew up the phns.
personallv supervised the makint;
of physical changes. \'itaphone
equipment was installed.

San Francisco

Minneapolis. Accordmg to gossip,
the new house would I)e built on
the site of the Garrick.
A recent visitor in Minneapolis
was Harvey Day, special representative for Educational and Kino-
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JL/ELIGHTFUL homelike atmosphere. Inviting and Quiet — within a
l\u minutes of Even-thing in New
^^lrk City, and a complete Golf Course
on Roof.

1, 2, and 3 Rooms — With Serving Pantries
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York
and
New Jersey

Till"! L't'loiiy nu\v ropciicd and
the Capitol showing sound pictures for the first time, all of the
Broadway houses arc functioning
in full blast and nearly all are presenting tlie all-ct>nt|iiering "talkies."
A year ago Warner Brothers Theatre was about the ^mly one that
featured tlie new form of entertainment. Now the "talkies" have
alm*isl a 100 per cent representation. Which isn't so bad for the
muvir newcomer.
1. Levine and H. B'.rnstein. owners of the Singer Amusement Company, with headquarters at 375
.Stone avenue. Fir*M)klyn. have sold
their m\v Singer Theatre to T
Kafke. H. Shoenbach and Max
Leventbal. They owrate the Tiffany Theatre, located on Chester
street. Brooklyn, and tlie Miller
Theatre, also in Brooklyn. Altogcthtr they operate four theatres.
H. Bloom is now managing the
Tompkins Theatre, situated on
(iates avenue, Brooklyn.
F. J. Regan is now managing the
Lincoln Theatre, situated on Lenox
avenue and 135th street, .ManJiattan.
AikenTheatre
is now managing
theWith'am
Blenheim
at 169th
street, the Bronx.
Booker Herman of Pathe's Xew
^'orkbeen
exchange,
1600theBroa<lway.
has
promotedat to
status of
salesman. Good luck, Herman.
Mr. Many, who formerly was
connected with the Big 3 exchange
at 729 Seventh avenue, where he
presided over the shipping room, is
now (jccupying the desk of booker
at the office of Brill Distributing
in the same building.

Dallas
THp
Dallas Film Board of
Trade at the regular meeting
and luncheon at the Baker Hotel,
elected officers for the coming year
and R. C. Mcllhcran of the I'niversal exchange was elected president. Other officers elected were:
Ixroy Bickcl. vice president ; P. K.
Johnston, stcrelary; Harry T.
Peebles, treasurer, and Don C.
Douglas, executive ^c■c^eta^y. The
directors elected for the coming
year were: R. C. Mcllhcran, Leslie Wilkes, P. K. Johnston, Lcroy
Bickel and T. B. Wildman.
R. J. Ingram, salesman for the
l)alla> branch of Libtrty-Specialty.
has bi'i-n appointed manager of the
Memphis i-lxchangc of this company. Mr. Ingram succeeds Sol
Davis.
Dudley Little, projectionist at the
l^'imar Theatre, .Sherman, Texas,
was fatally bunud, and Ktta McI hilfie. lirket seller, was seriously
htirned when film exploded in the
operating booth. Mr, Little died
early the following day. and Mis>
McDurtif, who is the daughter of
the theatre owner, is recovering.
The fire, which followed the explosion, wrecked the theatre and
caused damage which was estimated
at $35.rXK).
The showing of .Sunday motion
pictures was inaugurated in Texarkana, Texas, rm .Sept. 3f)tli, when
Ihc Sanger and Strand Tliealres,
both IfK-ated on the Texas side of
the town, opened their d(M>rs for
business
I*. M. andyrontinucd
through at
theJ evening.
drMHl biisinrss was rejiorlcd by Ixith houses.

and it was announcved that Sunday shows will be given regularly
in the future, with admission the
same as on week days.
Dallas visitors the past week inchided W. S. Wade, i.ianager of tlie
Texas M. P. T. O. : Ruglin Frels.
of the Victoria: John Victor, San
.Antonio; .Arthur Keyes, of Quanah. and H. C. Housttm, of Pittsbiu-gh.
Dan Michaelove, district manager
for Pathe, was in Dallas recently,
on business.
Arthur S. Kane, district manager for United .Artists, was a guest
of Ralph .\. .Morrow, manager of
the Dallas I'. .\. excliange, the past
week.
Jack K. .\dams. president of
Home .State Film Co.. is again at
the office after a ten-day illness.
Dwight P.rown. organist at the
Palace Theatre. Dallas, fur the past
six years, has left Dallas to accept
a position with a Publix Theatre
in Detroit. Billy Muth succeeds
Mr. Brown.
Ray Teal, the new personality
and stage band leader of the Palace Theatre, has more than pleased
the Dallas patrons during his first
week's appearance,

Des Moines
AND, MRS. OSCAR
MR.STRINF
who are opening
up their big new theatre at Nevada.
Iowa, on October ] 7, have announced that the theatre will be
called the Circle. It is a $100,000
theatre and will scat 840.
M-G-M is entertaining a number of officials. A. P. Wolfherg,
district manager, came from the
St. Louis office to visit Des Moines.
— J. H. Zimmerman, traveling auditor, will be in Des Moines for
several months. He came lo Des
Moines from the Indianapolis office
F.B.O. entertained a long list of
visitors from out of town last week.
Exhibitors who called at this otTice
include J. F. Michael of the
Strand at JetTerson, C. S. Wade of
the Stanlxipe, S. C. Sterns of the
.Auditorium at Corydon. J. F.
Shorter (jf tlic Strand at Mingo, F.
R. Bl<M)m of the Legion at Milo. F.
Mills of the Cozy at Hawkeye. L.
C West of the Colonial at Grinnell, O. P. Bhunbaih of the Co
lonial at Moulton, W. A. Torrey
of the Bon/o at Eddyville, F. Fanton of the Fanton at Gilman. John
Waller of the Lyric at Osceola.
Walter Carroll of th' Star at Colfax and W. C. Treloar of the Treloar at Ogden.
Kendall Bruce, play date representative for Fox films, was at the
Des .Moines office last week. Ben
F. Rosenberg came from Denver to
visit
office.is now salesman
O. the
H. I-'ox
(iarlaiid
at the Pathe exchange, lie is succeeded as I'ox films salesman by
Sam Sosna.
(i. W. Hawk
has bought the
Model Theatre at Beaconsfield, la.
week.
.A. II. Blank, who was in New
V^irk (HI film business, has returned.
L. A. Kuhl was in last week lo
set in iMMikings.
Pierce and Stack, who represent
the Kivoli .Amusement Company at
Oskaloosa, were also film row visitors.
Rowan, Iowa, again has a picture
show. The tlicatrc building at
ki)waii was leased by A. Jeffries of
Clarion.

Bait imore
I'^HE
golf tournament
the annual
Washington,
n. C. VWmof
Hoard of Trade was scheduled to
take place Colnmhns Day. (Ictoher
12. at the Indian Spring flolf Clnli.
The starting time was mentioned
as 9 A. M.
The morning, according to the
program, was to he given over to a
<|ualifying nine holes nniiid and in
the afternoon the struggle .m the
eighteen holes was to he plaved.
The committee in charge of the
affair included Harry Hunter,
chairman ; .lohnny liachman, Rudolph Berger and 1 fenry Colnian.
The registration fee was ten dollars. In the evening a banquet was
scheduled.
The Gates Theatre, Portsmouth.
\'a., has installed Jlovietone and
X'itaphone equipment.
The Capitol Theatre, Wheeling,
W. \'a., is to have an addition huilt
to it of brick and tile to cost about
SI5,000.
.\ theatre is to be built at Mamphis, Tenn., bv .\lbcrt J. Suzore,
to cost about S30.000.
.■\ new theatre is to be built at
Petersburg, \'a., by the Bluebird
Theatre Comi>any, represeiUed in
that city by Sam Northington. The
seating capacity will be al)out 1300
persons.
.•\ theatre is to he included in the
Hroad-Cirace .Vrcade, to cost about
SI.5(X),(XK), which is to be built at
Richmond,
heimer. Inc.\"a., by Mort<in G. ThalA theatre to seat about 500 persons and to have Vitaphone and
.Movietone equipment will be built
at Hollywood Station, Memphis,
Tenn., by the Hanover Development Company, Joieph Hanover,
president.

Cincinnati
PICKSISTKXr rumors arc current in Cincinnati that a syndicate of New ^'ork and Chicago
capitalists plan to erect a 40-story
motion picture and hotel building
on Kast Fifth street at cost of
3:7,000,000, Harry Unch. prominent
in local real estate circles, is responsible for tlie statement that the
building will occupy a site of 175
b.v 406 feet, altho\igh Robert A.
Taft, ni>ted Cincinnati attorne.v, related to be legal .ornsel for llie
syndicate, contends that there is
nothing to the reiKirt.
I'.dwin Muechfeucr, house superintendent of l.yric Theatre here,
caught and turned over to police a
negro who had forced three porters
into the manager's office.
Isaac I.ihson and Bin Heidingsfeld, Cincinnati, both prominently
idcntilied with the Keilh-.\lbce-Orpheuni interests, are in N'ew York.
The Cieni Theatre. I'Tast Liverpo l, {)Iiio, fornnrlv owned and op.
eraled by Mrs, .Anna I'ultz, lias
been purchased by (ieorge M. .\len.
.losepli H. Solomon, theatre operator, is reported lo have lease<l the
Case Block, X(»rwalk, Ohio, where
he will raze the building in order to
erect a theatre al cost i>f $175,000.
The Masonic Uidics at Xorwalk
have voted (or a new temple, which
will l)e combined with a motion
p'cture house.
Herbert I.. Binder and James T.
Il'lilierl. eiliibilors ,11 Xenia, Ohio,
were recently indicted by the grand
jury
for o|KralitiK llieir llicalrrs on
Sunday,

r ic t n r I

E-thibitors at Martins Ferry, O.,
will again try to give Sunday showings, taking their precedent from
refusal of Belmont County grand
jury to intlict them when 39 cases
of Sunday violations were recently
brought up for hearing.
N'oah .Schechter, Cincinnati, has
betn named editor of the Palace
Review, house firgan of the Palace
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
John .Schwalm, manager Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, accompanied by
his wife, is at Bennington, Vt., enChifosjoying a vacation.
Bros.. Middletown, Ohio,
have appointed Wm. F. Bennett.
Davton. Ohio, as architect for new
$350,000 Strand Tuealre, to be
erected on Central avenue. Middletown.

St. Louis
ers of Southern Illinois and
MOTION'
picture
ownKastern
Missouri
were theatre
very prominent among the many thousands
who attend the tliiril game of tlie
World's
Series at Sportsmen's
Park.
Seen in the stands were: Sam
Inger, Royalton, 111. ; Tom Price.
Oblong, 111. ; Leo Jarodsky, Paris,
III.; Dominic Fresena, Taylorville,
111.; C. T. Lawsoii. Mount Olive.
111.; S. Roman, Bcnld, 111.; Ray
Peart, Gillespie, 111. ; Cal Craven.
Lilbourne, XIo. ; Tom Reed, Duquoin. 111.; Ted Vemm, Du<ioin.
111. ; Bob Cluster, Johnson City,
III.; H. L. Hamilton, Franklin.
111.: Cius and Louis Kerasota.
Springfuld, 111.: John Rees, Well>ville. III. : Bill Kar.stetter, Columbia.
Mo. ; Steve Brady, Cape Girardeau,
.Mo. and Messrs. Harton &
Mitchell of Albion, 111.
Julian King, of Metro-GoldwynMayer's Kansas City. Mo., office.
also came over.
Jack Kadfor<l. of the Opera
House, Thayer, III., opens his house
on Saturdays and Sundays.
The Slienando;di theatre. Grand
boulevard and Shenandoah avenue,
operated by the St. Louis .Ainuseinent Coinp:m,\-, has been converte<l
into a sound picture theatre.
I. W. Rtxlgers, of Poplar BlufT
and Cairo, III., suffered a fractured
arm in an automobile accident several <lays ago, but is now on the
road to recovery.
.St. Louis film stocks quoted on
the St. Louis Stock Kxch.ancc
closed October t> as follows; St.
Louis .\niusement Company A $20
hid and $»tO asked, compared with
S40 on the same d.iy in 1927.
Skouras .\ ?.50 asked against $38
a year ago.
Local representatives of William
Fox have announced that the new
William Fox theatre. Grand and
Washington Iniulevards. St. Louis,
Mo., maswill
Day. open officially on ChristThe .\nuiseinent F'nterprise
Company, of St. Joseph, Mo., has
been incorporated to buy and lease
and operate theatres. The incorporators are: .Samuel Mi-chan»ias,
(ieorge (;ri>ss and Paul Gross.
The WKlfi
.Annex
.Amusement
pany,
(iravois
.Avenue,t'lMnSt.
I.ouis, Mo., has been orRan-ieii.
The company is authorized to own
and operate mfition picture theaIres, The incorporators are: (ieti.
I. Daniels, (ienevieve Daniels.
Murphy.P. Murphy and Margaret
John
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South East
Atlanta
Atlanta
A\l()N(i visitors to owitz.
last week were J. Mark
\\ ■
.
Ga.;
icus
Aimr
e.
OiK-ra Hous
T Martin. Star Theatre. Tarrant
Citv Ala.; Ki»v E. Martin, of Cohnnlnis. Ga. ; A. J. Lovclady. Jr..
Capitol Theatre Ball Ground. Ga. ;
\' H Hauniphries, Dclray Theatre. Delrav. Ma.: T. V. Thompson.
Palace and Princess theatres. Lcdartown. Ga. ; Hugh Manning, of
Manning &: Wink. ..porators ot a
chain «.i theatres in Tennessee and
North (ieorgia who is building a
hcautiiul htinie at Etowah: Lester
Xcelv. who operates the Strand
Thiatre in Oneonta. Ala., and the
Strand at AUoona. ;iicompanied by
Mrs Neelv. and H. F. Kowntree.
whose home and theatre at Pompano. Fla.. were destroyed durnig
the recent hurricane. It is likely
that he will rebuild.
Tonv Juran was a visitor in
ced
week and announ
\tlant'a last taken
over operation
that he has
in
re
Theat
Club
n
of the Italia
Vbor City. Ela.
Accordinii to information received on ^I-'ilm Row this week.
Frank Haithcock. of Orlando. Fla..
small mois planning a chain ofFlorida.
tion picture bouses in

Charlotte
Many changes of ownership liave
been reported in this territory : D.
O. Kellv has sold the Standard
Theatre' (a colored house) in
Chapel Hill. X. C. to Dr. G. A.
Kirkland: The High School Theatre in Denton. X. C. has been
taken over by Lanier and Miller;
\V. A. Harmon has transferred the
Norwood Theatre in Norwood, X.
C. to M. L. Kirtley; C. H. Jackson is the new owner of the (ilobe
Theatre, a colored theatre in New
Bern, N. C. ; J. R. Crowson and
Dora Crowson have transferred the
PleasU Theatre in Fast Rockingham, X. C. to Dora Gatling; The
Carolina Theatre in West JcfFerson, X. C. has been assumed by
Charles Parsons; P. C. Osteen has
taken over the Egvptian Theatre in
Anderson. S. C. : The PublixSaenger Corporation lias purchased
the Pickwick Theatre in Chapel
Hill. X. C. ; R. T. Wade has sold
to R. A. Cherry the Palace Theatre in MiMirehead City: X. C. ;
Shepherd Bunch has sold the Bluebird Theatre in Belhaven. X. C. to
Theadore Swain; The Anderson
Theatre in Anderson, S. C. has
been sold by Mrs. J. W. Rowle\
to A. M. Pinkston; The Pastime
Theatre in Roan Mountain. Tenn..
is now owned by U. L. Tribett:
and The Royal Theatre in Raleigh.
X. C. has been taken over by the
Royal Investment Company.
The .Arbitration Board met on
Monday. Oetf>ber 1 and the exhibitor members of the Board bearing
cases c)i members of the Xorth
Carolina Theatre Owners .Association were Charles Picquet of
the Carolina Theatre in Pinehurst.
X. C. W. T. Gray of the I^ray
Theatre, (iastonia. X. C, and
Francis White of the Capitol Theatre in Asheboro. X. C. Exhibitor
members of the second Arbitration
Board hearing ntm -member cases
were Sam Craver of the Rex Theatre in Charlotte. X. C. : Otto Haas
of the Ottowav Thcp.tre in Char-

lotte, and George Hughes of tinColumbia
Theatre in .Mbi-marie.
X. C.
The entire film industry was
grieved to learn of the dialb of C.
W. Drace. owner of the Drace and
Grand Theatres in (_ireer.
J. K. Webb announced last week
that his new theatre at (iastonia X.
C. would open about Xovember 1.
The Publix-Saenger Broadway
Theatre
I'ayetteville.
-X. the
C.
which liasinbeen
closed during
summer
ber
1.

months, opened on ( )cto-

The Victory Theatre in Salisbury. X. C. owned by tlie Piedmont Amusement Company of
Winston-Salem. X. C. and which
has been closed since a fire in tin;
early spring, has reopene<l.
On or about October 18. William
C. Mclntire, Sr., will open a newmotion picture theatre, the Rose, at
North Wilkesbarrc, X. C. The
house will seat 500.

Alabama
Among out-of-town exhibitors
visiting Birmingham the past week
were Colonel Thomas E. Orr, of
Amusement E!nterprises. Inc., of
Albertville, Ala., and his partner,
C W. Woodall, of (kintersville;
Jack Brown, manager of the Liberty. Attalla; John M. Miller, of
Cordova ; Glenn Crouch, of Troy ;
T. E. Watson, of Montevallo and
H. G. Steely, of Siluria.
Louis J. Finske. assistant manager of the local Alabama has been
transferred to Kansas City, AIo..
where he will be manager of the
Publix's Royal Theatre.
Willard C. Patterson, Publix
district supervisor, visited Birmingham the past week, and conferred with Sidney Dannenberg and
Bolivar C. Hyde.
Paul C.branch,
Bryan, visited
manager exhibitors
of Fox's
Atlanta
in the Magic City the past week.
Among other film representatives
in Birmingham the past week were
W. B. Butler, of M-G-M ; W. C
WhitUnrk. of Paramount: George
Blcthen. of Liberty-Specialtv ; Edmund Reid of Tiffany-Stahl ; Carl
Mock, of Educational, and ( ). K.
Bourgeois, of Pathe.
With articles of incorporation
filed the past week, the Marvin
Wise Theatres, Inc., comes into
being, with Mrs. Marvin Wise as
president
and treasurer and
; Frank
\'.
Merritt. vice-president
general
manager, and L. Speigler as secretary. Further expansion of this
circuit is now' anticipated.
The I'rances Theatre. CenterviUe. Ala., formerly operated by
W. E. Xichoison, has been purchased i)yJ. P. Nix. The Rose and
Crystal theatres at Dublin, lia..
have been sold to Messrs. J. W.
Peck and F. Wheeler Smith, who
operate the First Xational and
American Theatres at Sylacauga.
Ala. The Ritx, a colored theatre
formerly operated by Adams and
Windham,
in Montgomery.
.Ma..

has been acijuin-d b> Itroniberg anil
Creswell, who also operate tluiJixie in Birmingham. The trend
to chain o[)cration still advances in
Alabama. The Al-Dun Theatre in
West Point, Ga., has been sold by
L. J. Duncan to J. M. l-'therbridiie.

Louisville

The peak of a long career which
began sixteen years ago, when
George Sine was an usher at the
Mary Anderson Tliealre, Louisville, was reached last -Salurrlay.
when Fred Dolle. i)resident ami
general
manager ofCompany
the l'"ourtli
.Avenue Amusement
announced that Mr. Sine has been
made his assistant.
II. A. Robs of the Robs Theatre. Cynthiana. Ky., and wife, have
returned fnmi a motor trip.
S. Haselden of the Grand Theatre. Lancaster. Kv,. was a visitor
in Danville last week.
The Lyric Theatre, Oakdale.
Tenn.. henceforth will operate but
one day each week — Saturda\'.
J. M- Alper and liis bi-r>tbcr. v bn
were formerly connected with Independent Theatres, Inc., are planning to build a large theatre on
Main Street in Oiatanooga, Tenn.

Florida
-Anthony Juran took over the
lease of the Italian Tb-^atres, Vbor
City, last Mondav. He closed the
bouse and put in a force of men
to give it a real renovation, then
bopped a train for .Atlanta, brxikcd
bis attractions and was hack in
Vbor in time to re-open Saturday.
Tony is the pioneer of Tampa
showmen. He has been operating
movie houses here off and on,
mostly on, since 1910.
George Pack, manager of tlie
Victorv. Tampa, won first nlace,
and with it an award of $2S0.. in
the "Coming Thru" campaign.
It was announced last week that
the new Park theatre, in the Hvde
Park section of Tampa, would be
ready and opened on the 1st of
November. A feature of the newhouse will be the large balcony with
special
smoking.ventilation so as to permit
The friends of the Sunday movie
movement in Lakeland, presented
petitions to the City Commissioners for an election on the subject
and it w-as supposed the election
would be called and be voted on
Nov. 6th with the general election.
To call such an election it was
necessary to have the signatures of
600 qualified electors, and the petitions carried (tlS names, but after
a careful check of the names, it
was announced that but .^25 of the
names were qualified voters, and
so now it will be impossible to get
the required names in time for the
November election, but the names
will be secured, sav the sponsors.
and the election called at a later
date.

Kansas City
]W>

to be cleared
begin-in
es areaway
L.\BOR ning ditliculti
Kansas City. Union employees
have returned to work at the Neptune and New Centre Theatres,
suburban lunises ojjerated by
Charles and Lee Vaughn. When a
difficulty arose regarding the musicians the operators walked out at
both houses, which are controlled
by the same interests. I'oUowing a
nt ofs, the
settleme
difi'icult
with
the
musician
details
of y which
were tors
notresumed
madetheirpu1)Ik-,
the
operaduties.
An illustration of how rumors
sometimes lead to a "near fact"
was i)rovided
film
r(»w the along
other Kansas
day. ItCity's
was
said that A. F. "Peck" Baker, manager of the Electric theatre. Kansas City, Kas.. intended to enter
the jewelry business. However,
when the facts were brought to
bad
winning
so many
light,been
it was
learned
that trinkets
"Peck"
from punchboards recently that he
had casually remarked he would go
into the jewelry business and some
one took him seriously.
Several hundred dollars were collected at the Pantages theatre,
Kansas City, for storm victims in
Florida, by Louie Charninsky,
manager.
Among the out-of-town visitors
in the Kansas City market last
week w'ere : G. L. Hooper. Orpheum, Topeka, Kas. ; Stanley
Chambers and L. M. Miller of the
Miller Theatres, Wichita. Kas.;
Ben Levy, Hippodrome. Joplin.
Mo., and C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence. Kan.
Several new theatres have opened
their doors in the Kansas City
territory in the last few days.
Many changes in ownership also
have occurred. The Missouri theatre, Columbia, Mo., of which J.
Dozier is manager, opened Friday
(Oct. 5). The house was designed
by Boiler Bros., of Kansas City.
The Auditorium theatre, Clinton,
Mo., has been purchased b> Lee
Jones, owner of the Lee theatre in
that town. The Electric theatre,
Lawson, Mo., has been re-opened
by F. Murphy.
The Tokio theatre. Moorehouse,
Mo., has been re-opened under the
management of W. A. Collins.
The Lone Star Theatre. \ ermillion, Kas., is being reuKxleled,
while the Dreamland at Herrington. Kas., has been re-opened, as
has the Orpheum, Lawrence. Kas.,
owned by Glenn Dickinson, which
has been closed for about one year.
The New Palace, one of the finest
negro theatres in Kansas, has
opened at Topeka, Kas.
The new Plaza Theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, was
scheduled to open October '^
One-half interest in the Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo., has been
purchased by H. F. Poor.
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England

'[■"HE
name Board
ui the of
XewTrade
EiiRlaiid
•
Film
lias
been changed to the Boston Film
Board.
Arbitration meetings have been
changed from Fridays to Mondays
at 2.30 with regular meetings of
the board held the first Monday of
each month.
The new Safet\' committee consists of Maurice \. Wolf of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as chairman, J. R. Rothc of Consolidated
Films and M. E. Morey of the
American Feature Films. They
will hold office three months.
The new .-Vrbitration committee
consists of Tliomas B. Spry of
First National, R. C. Cropper of
Pathe and H. E. Elder of Warner Brothers. They will serve for
one month.
The Lyric Theatre at Ludlow.
Mass., has been sold by J. Kumda
to William J. Jackson.
The Riverside Theatre at Medford has been reopened by Riverside Theatris, Inc.. controlled byPhilip Smith, who also operates the
Strand at South Boston and the
Royal at OIneyville.
The Orpheum Theatre at Stoughton, Mass., has been sold by F.
Xoyes to F. Calvi.
Mrs. Edmunds of the Empire
Theatre at Manchester, N. H.. was
a recent visitor in Boston.
Phil. Levine of the Garden and
Jefferson Theatres at Springfield
was another visitor.
.Abe Weiner, booker for United
.Artists, has the sympathy of many
friends in the sudden death of his
mother.
Gus Shaffer, general sales manager for Paramount in Central
Europe, was recently tendered a
banquet by a small part of his many
friend.s in the Xew England territory. The committee in charge of
the dinner arrangements consisted
of Carl Crawford of Red Seal,
Edward Ruff of Paramount, and
Jack Magan of First Xat-nnai
The Riverside Theatres. Inc.,
Medford, has incorporated with
$10,000 capital. Charles Solomon
is president and Philip Smith,
treasurer.
J. C. Bullwinkel, was in Boston
during the week.
Henry Scully, special representative for Pathe, was in Boston recently.
Loew's State Theatre in Providence, that city's newest and largest theatre, is to open this month.
Xathan Ross has rejoined the
sales staff i>f the First Xational
exchange at Boston.
The Humtjoldt Theatre at Ro.xbury. Mass . has reopened. VValter .\elson is manager.
IJavid Brandt and Herman Ritkin of Boston left last week for
New YotU City.
XIanager I.ane of the Jewel Theatre at Worcester was numbered
among the week's visitors.
Max Cohen, representative of
Artclass Pictures in Xew York
City was another visitor.
Russell e'lillins of Warner
Brothers
org-inization
has
been

UNIFORMS

transferred from Boston to the
West.
It is rumored in the Row that
the Rialto Theatre, at Lowell, is
to be taken over by the Publix
circuit. Xo verification of the rumor is obtainable.
Samuel (ioldstein of the Goldstein Brotliers Circuit with headquarters at Springfield, Mass., was
the winner of many prizes for
horses and horsemanship at the
Eastern
States E.xposition.
Phil Market lias purchased the
Milton Theatre at Milton.
Plans are under way for a testimonial dinner to Abe Barry on his
advancement from booker in the
Row to the staff of the Xetoco organization.
Friends of Jacob Laurie of the
Xew England Theatres Operating
Corporation are to tender him a
twentieth anniversary dinner at the
Hotel Statler, Boston, the evening of Tuesday, Oct. Kith. Louis
M. Boas is chairman of tlie committee, Maurice X. Wolf is treastary. urer and William H. Erb is secreDaniels & Hodgdon have disposed of their Olympia Theatre in
Worcester to the E. M. Loew circuit.
Harry Golden, formerly booker
for the Golden Distributing Corporation, has been appointed booker
at the American Feature Film Co.
at Boston succeeding Abe Barry.
The Opera House at East Pepperell has been sold by F. Welton
to M. Welton.
Grange Hall at Merrimac has
been sold by J. Cohen to W. Caddoo.
The Majestic Theatre at Brockton has reopened with Manager
Pearlstein on the job.
Tom Jennings is to handle the
Boston territory for the Fo.x exchange.
George A.
the Capitol
was married
Catherine M.

Smith, manager of
Theatre, Somerville,
on Saturday to Miss
O'Donnell of Revere.

Southwest
of the MajesOL.
and Crystal Theatres in
• tic MAWKS
Cherokee, Okla., was a recent business caller and announced that his
theatres are being taken over by
the Chert)kee Theatres, Inc.. a
newU' organized corporation of
which he is to be the general manager.
Chas. R. Zears. Secretary of the
Oklahoma City Film Hoard of
Trade. si>ent last week-end visiting friends in Stillwater.
Sam Carver, of the Independent
Film Company. Kansas City, spent
last week in Oklahoma City.
.'\. R. Bender, manager of the
Melba Theatre, Cleveland. Oklahoma, was a recent visiti>r in film
row.
Paul Covey announces he has secured alease on the Eaton Theatre.
Waynoka, Okla., and that he will
take charge of same XovemlK*r
1st. Mr. Covx:y has been operating the Lavcrne Theatre at I.averne, Okla., for the past year.
Glenn Smith, of the Star Theatre, Sand Springs, Okla., was in
Oklahoma City rcccntlv.
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

W. Z. Spearman, President of
the M. P. T. O. of Oklahoma and
owner of the Gem Theatre at Edmond, Okla., has been making an
extensive tour throughout the territory in the interests of the M.
P. T. O.
E. E. Middleton. who has been
selling for F'ox Film Corp., has
leased the Liberty Theatre at Marietta, Okla.
E. X. Xickens. manager of the
Rialto Theatre at Seminole, Okla.,
paid a brief business call to film
row.
P. W. Kuhn has disposed of his
Colony Theatre, at Colonv, Okla.,
and Pastime Theatre at Eaklev,
Okla., to T. H. Coyle.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pickrel of
the Murray and Poncan Theatres.
Ponca City, Okla., were in Oklahoma City last week.
Mrs. G. S. James and Charles
H. Mahonc held the formal opening of their new theatre, called The
Oklahoman. in Hobart, Oklahoma,
last Monday night.
H. H. Unger advises he has
again taken over the management
of the Our Theatre at Paden. Okla.
R. M. Avery, has taken over the
Royal and Rialto Theatres at
Clinton, Okla.
Messrs. Berry & Cauble announce the opening of the Strand
Theatre at Muskogee, Okla., September 30th.
E. \\ . Johnson, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre at Tulsa, together with Mrs. Johnson have
been
City. visiting friends in Oklahoma
J. B. Terry, of the Terrv Theatre. Konowa, Okla., was a recent
caller on film row.

W. F. Morris, who operates the
Favorite Theatre at Lindsay, Okla.,
was another visitor.
L. A. Maurin. booker for Metro(ioIdwyu-Mayer. was confined to
his home several days last week, on
account of illness, but is now back
at his desk.
Ben Bernstein, of the IndependCity. ent Film Exchange, Kansas Citv.
Mo., spent the week in Oklahoma
F. I). Cason advises he is re\'iaii, Okla.
oiiening
the Wonderland Theatre,
Tol Teeters, of Oklahoma City,
advises lie has purchased the Rex
Theatres at Maud, Okla.
The P.astime Theitre at Taloga.
Okla.. has been closed for an indefinite period.
Jewel James has relinquished his
lease .m the Jenks Theatre at
Jenks, Okla.. and the h<iuse will be
closed for rejiairs for the present.
Monroe Burkett a('vises he has
closed the Pastime Tlieatrc at Lexington, Okla.. and that .same will
not again be opene<l.
GrilTitli .\mustinent Company of
Oklahoma City animui^ce they have
purcha.scd the Rex Theatre at
Wink, Tesas. from F'loyd Parker.
G. L. Harrison, of the McCurtain
Public Schools, advises he has purcha>cd the Rialto Theatre from W.
I>. Tarkington.
Paul King advises he has closed
the Noble Theatre at Noble, Okla.,
for an indelinitc time.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

P i c I II r

Cleveland
GEORGE
has been
pr' moted LEFKO
from FBO
citysalesman to manager of the FBO
-Mbany office.
The Homestead Theatre, belonging to the \'ariety .\musement
Company, has been reopened.
C. B. Paine, general manager of
I'niversal Theatres, spent the weekLowenberg.
end in Cleveland, visiting Charles
Ed. Reynard has prevailed upon
the owner of the Marion Theatre.
Marion, to alter his lease so as to
permit
showing of motion pictures
on
Sunday.
Keith's Hippodrome will open on
October 13th as per schedule.
Joseph Skirboll, general manager
f>f World Wide Pictures, will have
his local selling force all organizecf
and in operation within thirty days.
according to statements given out
at the local Educational exchange.
The Pantheon Theatre. Toledo,
is the latest house in this territory
to join theatres equipped with Vitaphone.
The Victory Theatre. Findley.
has gone out of business, according
to word received from its owners.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bristol.
Messrs. Tigue and Kelly have
closed their Amuse-U Theatre at
Struthers. They do not plan to reopen it.
Milton Bryer last week sold the
Ideal Theatre, .Akron, to Park J.
Palmer. That leaves Bryer with
just one of the four theatres heformerly owned. He has retained
the Waldorf, having sold the Ideal.
People's and Winter's Theatres.
William Magrini. who recently
bought the Waldo Theatre, .-\kron.
has changed its name to the Columbia.

Milwaukee
MR. of and
Mrs. theatre
Ernest atHaefer
the Rex
Sheboygan were in tiie city recently.
Morrie .-\nderson, Ed. Krofta
and William Thomas, all of tlic
Tiffany exchange have recently
purchased new cars.
Frank Rubel. associated with
Celebrated in Minneapolis, si>ent
a few hours at the local oflice.
Buss and Buss of the (5pera
House at Kewaskum have rep4irted
that
are closing on account of
lease they
expiring.
William Thomas is now representing Tiffany out of Milwauket
in southern Wisconsin territory.
Mr. Thomas replaces Ray Stewart.
Saturd,iy night mid-night shows,
at the Strand are rapidly growing
in iKipuIarity.
W. I'". Copelaiid of the .Mien
theatre at Jefferson and Harry
Hatfield of the .Allen theatre at
Racine were recent visitors.
The Columbia theatre at Kenosha
which has been close<I for rcnuHleling, o|>cned on the 5th. This theatre is controlled by Carl LipThe Milwaukee Journal is conducting a contest to determine the
iiHist iMipuIar theatre i^rganist in
the countrv.
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State, Hanover, Pa.,
Formally Dedicated

P>ibli<' otiirinis took proinini'iit ])iiils in
till' formal (U'dication of tlic new Stato
Thi-atre in Hanover. York County. I'a.. on
till' night of September '_'l. Tlie house was
ereeteil at a eost of $250,000 l.y the Appell
Amusement Enterprises, of York, in association with Fred C. Bitner, of Hanover,
who is the l(R-al manasrer. Both Air. Bitner
and Lonis .1. Appell. the latter head of the
Appell chain, took conspicuous parts in the
ceremonies. Addresses were trade by Chester .V. Kekbert, l>oroui.'h manasrer of Hanover; Chief Burgess Slagle, and F.. A.
Hirsehman, the latter being secretary of
the Xew York (^hamber of Commerce, who
ma<le the ]>rincipal speech.
The State is a beautiful theatre, of fireproof construction. The plans "were drawn
by Geminill and Billmeyer, and the building was done by 0. H. Hostetter. The decorations were by the Brounet Studios, of
Xew York City. The general color scheme
of the interior is light buff and gold. The
dome is in blue with silver stripping.
Wrought iron brackets hold tlie wall lights.
A tiled fountain sparkles in the rear of the
auditorium.
'

Uniforms
Play Important
Part in Impressing Fans
.\1I wide-awake showmeti are ' ' keenl^
alive to the fact that distinctive and handsome uniforms are an important part and
that the appearance of the theatre staff
that comes into contact with the public can
make or mar the whole impression," is the
belief expressed by E. C. Koempel, director
of the Browning. King and Company, manufacturers of uniforms. He is in charge of
the entire uniform department.
Several of the newest theatres for which
uniforms have recently been completed by
Browning, King and Co. include Fox's in
Brooklvii, Fox"s in Detroit and the new
Keith-Albee in New York.

What Ticket Register Do
the Big Circuits Use?
(Some recent GOLD
FOX
FOX

FOX
ford Capitol Theatre, HartFO-X

for Presentation
Motion Picture

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

A«tor Theatre Bafldinf
N. W. Cor. 4Sth St. A Broadway
Lackawanna 7876

POLI

SEAL

installations:)

NEW

FOX Liberty Theatre, Elizabeth
FO-X Theatre, Springfield
FOX Palace Theatre, Springfield

Theatre, Bridge-

FOX POLI Palace, Bridgeport
FO-X POLI Bijou, NevvHaven
FO-X
port POLI Theatre, Worcester POLI Lyric Theatre,
FOX
Bridgeport
FOX POLI Hyperion, New
Haven
FO-X POLI Palace Theatre,
New Haven
FOX POLI Palace Theatre,
Hartford
FOX POLI Plaza Theatre,
Worcester
FO-X POLI Majestic Theatre,
Bridgeport
NEW
ENGLAND
THEATRE CO.'S Seville Theatre,
East Boston

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

Theatre, Brooklyn
Theatre, Detroit

ENGLAND
THEATRE CO.'S Central Square
Theatre, East Boston
LOEW'S Coney Island Theatre, Brooklyn
LOEW'S Tremont Theatre,
Bronx
LOEW'S 167th St. Theatre,
Bronx
LOEW'S Theatre, Providence
LOEW'S Fairmount Theatre,
Bronx
PUBLIX Bailey Theatre, Buffalo
PUBLIX Majestic Theatre,
Knoxville
PUBLIX
tanooga State Theatre, ChatPUBLIX Tennessee Theatre,
Knoxville
PUBLIX Strand Theatre,
Knoxville
A. H. BLANK Rialto Theatre, Clinton
A. H. BLANK Capitol Theatre, Cedar Rapids
KEITH'S
Brooklyn Kenmore Theatre,
KEITH'S Albee Palace Theatre, Columbus
KEITH'S Regent Theatre,
Grand Rapids

SEAL/.'/

D
QOL
Standard

Box-Office Equipment
Among the Big Circuits
AUTOMATIC
TICKET
REGISTER
CORP.
New
York
City
723 Seventh Avenue,
Manufacturers of Gold'Seal Ticket Registers for Every Purpose.
Printers of Tickets for Machirxe and Hand Selling.
Reserved Seat
Plants in New York and Boston. Get Our Estimates.

Another New Size

Another New Series

Stock Programs
Program Covers

—
COMI
The NG
Fall Edition

of Theater Building
and Equipment Buyers Guide

FOR

Moving Picture Houses and Theatres
Not Che Cheapest but the Best
Send for Samples

Joseph Hoover
& Sons Co.
MANUFACTURERS
49th and

MARKET

PHILADELPHIA.

STREETS

PA.. U.S.A.

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
I

TVPHOON FAN CO.

•»

345W^q-ST

■•

NEW

YORK

NFW YrtPK
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Motion

COMPLETE

Picture

News

RELEASE CHART

Productions
are listed according
to the names
of Distributors
in order that the Exhibitor
may have
a short-cut tonard such information as he may need, as ice// as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in iiork, but to ivhich release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
(S. R. indicates Slate Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September

liillll

BRAY
Tltre
Bare Co-Ed. The
Barnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
College Cuckoo
CuHingUp . .Da2«of '49
Duke's Dirty Dolngi
Figures Do Lie
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick In Hollywood
His Wild Oat
Kfds.Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl, The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot
Boloney. A
Mr. o'Pooh
Naughty Nurse
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS

Star
Murdock-Cavatier- Lancaster. .
W. Unti-M. Shaw-T. Ward. .
McOougall Kids
McDougnll Kids
Murdnck-Cavalier
McOnugall Kids
J. Cooper-U Carver
P. Murdock-N. C»v»ll«r
Bathing Girls
McDougall Kids
Miirdock-Cavaller
McDougallKlds
McOougall Kids
Jack Coooer
Irving-Cooper
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
McDougall Kids
Kids
McOougall
Jack Cooper
McDougallKlds

Pel. Date
Nov. 20
Dec. 20
April
Jan.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
June
May
July
May
Aug.
July
Mar.
June
Dec

10
10
1
10
1
1
1
10
20
1
10
10
1
1
1
10
10

April
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

20
10
20
20

Length
2 reels
2 reels .
2 reels- 2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .
2 reels. .
2 reels..
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
. Jan. 7
Mar. 17

Mar. 17
Feb. 174
.Mar.

2 reels

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Mar. 17

2 reels .

Jart

7

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2t6efe

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
Ahft the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero. The
Court-Martial
Desert Bride. The
Driftwood
Fashton Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten WoiP«
Lady RafflM
Matinee Idol. The
Modern fVlothers
Name the Woman
Opening Night. The
Raider Emden.The
Hansom
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Alloy
Say It With Sables
Scartet Lady. The
Siren, The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age, Tha
SUgeKlssea
That Certain Thing
Tlgreai, The
Virgin Lips
Warning. The
Way of the Strong. The
Wlfe'i Relations, The
Woman's Way. A

Star
Rel.
Bo^worth-Gilbert-Delaney
April
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lpa'^p
April
Cortej-GMbert
Sept
Agnew-Lease-Garon
OcL
Holt-Conipson
Aug.
Compson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Sept.
Windsor- Ho «vea
Dee
, Ford-Revnolds-Rand
May
Tearle-Sebastlan
Sept
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwlck-Fairbanka, Jr.-Kent. .May
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
Windsor-Bowers
Nov.
Special Cast
Wllson-Buma
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Masori-Arlen
SepL
Bushman-Llvlnqston-Chadwlck..July
Dp Pulli-Alvnrado
Aug.
Revipr-T. Moore
Dec.
Ma'-on-ColtlPf-Walkw
Feb.
Bennett-Herberl-Nye
Mar.
Harlan-Chadwlck
Nov.
Grave<j-Dana
Jan.
Holl-Revlef
Oct
Borden-Boles
July
Holt-Revler
Nov.
Oay-Llvingston-Von EltZ
June
Maton-Glasa
Jan.
Livingston-Baxter
Feb.

Coming
Title
Lone WolCs Daughter. The
Sinners' Parade
Street o( Illusion The
Stool Pigeon, The
SubmaHne

Date Length
17 5459 feet
1 . , ,5649 feet
7
5537 feet
15 , 5432 feel
9 , 5628feet
12 6014 leet
26
5528 feet

Revlewe**
Sept. 15
Sept.15
, Jan.
7
, Dec
9
Sept. 15

8
5513feel
1
5592 feet
27 . , 5645 feet
25
5471 feet
14 5925 feet
13
. 5540feet
25
, 5544 feet
,
14 .. 5524 feet ..
7 ,, 5584
23, . 5725
3 . . . 5892
13 6401
1
S443
20
5996
6
5611
2 .5464
2
5435
I . 6M7
21
, 5357
25
, 6048
26 .. 5791
19 5752
13. . . .5508
18. . . .6472

Mar. 31
Jan. 21
June 23
May
5

Sept.
Mar.
Sept.
foet
feet
. .
reet
feel
feet
feet
June
feet
June
feet
June
feet
(eet
, Mar.
feet , . Mar.
feet
. Sept.
feet
Jan.
(eet
feet. . . April
feet

8
17
U

23
23
2
10
17
22
7
28

Attractions

Star
Bert Lytoll
Revlet-Varconi
Ian Keith
Delaney-Sorden
Halt-Re«ier-Qravta

Length

8182 fMt

Reviewed

Sapt 15

EDUCATIONAL
Title
AitBew
All In Fun
All Set
Alwayi a Gentleman
Ami-ncji'v Pndp
At II Again
Between Jobs
Blaxing Away
BtondM Brnvare
Bulldan of Bridget
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea, The.
Call Your SiMta
Chilly Days
CIrciia
Bluea
Come lo Pape
Cnmpanlonate Service
ConQuarlng the ColoradD
Cook. Pape. Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me

Rel.
Star
Curlotllles
Jprry Mnndy
. Lupino- Saroenl-Hu Hon
Lloyd Hamilton
Our W.irld Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
,
. Lloyd Hamilton
, .Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Stnno-Rulh
Hope Hampton...,
Al St. John
*^lfl Bor"
.Dorothy
Devore . .
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Drvore
Hodgo-Pfldoe
Murdoth-Hutton
Barney Helium
Wallace Lupino

* Means synchronized score,

April
Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
Oct.
.May
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.

Date
29
21
1&
6
7
13
18
22
15
26
18

.Jan. 1
. Sept 15
Fen. 18

Mar. 2S

Oct 14
Oct.
7
July
Sept. 89
Mar 11
June 3

Length
1 reel
1 reel
2reels
rod .
21 reela
2 reels
reel!
reels
122 reel
1 rrfl
2 reels
2 reel*
2 reela
2 reels
2 reeli
I reel
21 reel
rri'K
Ireel
1 reel

Reviewed
April 21
Feb. 4
Feb. 18
Oct.
April 28
June 237
April
Mar to
Dec 31
Sept. 29
Feb. 18
Mar. 17
Cft. 14f
July
Sept. 15
Mar.
3
May 28

t Means sound effects.

Cutle
nue
Dog Days— Sun and Rain
Dummies
Fall In
Fandango
Fell> the Cat In Arab'anHcs
Felix the Cat In Astronomeows
Fell! the Cat in Comlcalamities
the Dragon
Felli fhp
the Cat
Cat InInOraqqin'
Esklmobve
Felix the Cat in Futuriliy
Felix In In-and-Out-Laws . .
Felix the Cat In Japanlcky
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles
Felix In Ohm Sweet Ohm
Felix In Outdoor Indore
Felix the Cat In Polly-tics ....
Felix in Sure-Locked Homes ..
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
Felix the Cat in the Oily Bird . .
Felix In the Smoke Scream
Feline Frolics— Tonquin Valley
Fignting Orphans— Evening Mist
Fisticuffs
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser. The
Glorious Adventures
Goofy Birds
Green-Eyed Love
Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please
High Strung
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sm
His Maiden Voyage
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot Luck
How to Please the Publle
Indiscreet Pete
Just Dandy
Just For Art
Kid Hayseed
Kitchen Talent
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Listen Sister
Lost Laugh. The
Love's Springtime,
Lucky Duck, The
Making Whoopie
Mother Birds
Mysterious Night A
Navy Beans
Never Too Late
New York's Sweetheart
Nicknames
No Fare
Oh Mama
OFT Balance
On the Move
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peculiar Pair o' Pupa, A
Peep Show, The
Penny Postai»
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Polar Perils
Pretty Baby
Quiet Worker, The
Racing Mad
Rah Rah Rahl
Recollections of a Rover
Roaming Romeo
Rubbernecking
Running Ragged
SaliorSoy
SayAh-h
Simple Sap.A
Sky Ranger. The,
Skywayman. The
SlipperyHead
Spring Haa Came
Slagp Frights
Star Shots
Sword Polnta
There It Is
Thoughts While Fishing
Three Tough Onions
Thrills o( the Sea
.
Trouble* Galore
Vltllon Welcome
Wandering Toy, The
Weddod 8ll«tert
WMMIngSllpa
Whooili
Who-*L¥ln7
Wife Trouble
Wlldcal Villev
Wild Wool
Night Cloude
You'll Be Sorry

Rel.

Dorothy Devore
Jan. 15,.
BruceStar
Outdoor Sketch
Jan. 29
Larry Semon
Jan.
1
Monty Collins
Jan.
1
Lupino Lane
May
6
"Sullivan Cartoon"
May 13
"Sullivan Cartoon". ...
Julv
8
"Sullivan Cartoon"
.April 1
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan. 22
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Aiirli 29 .
"Sullivan Cartoon", . ,
June 24
"Sullivan Cartoon"
May 27
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 4 .
"Sullivan Cartoon", . .....
July 22
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feb. 19
"Sullivan Cartoon".
June 10 .
-Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 18. .
"Sullivan Cartoon"
April 15
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Aug.
5
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feb.
5
Mar. 258
Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan.
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Aug.
Lupino Lane
Oct. 19
28
Jerry Drew
SepL 9
"Blfl Boy"
June 24 ,
Hodge-Podge
Oct 14
Charley Bowers
Aug. 12
Ruby McCoy-Georpe Hall
April 8
Wallace Lupino
July 29
Stone-Date
Nov. 4
Lupino Lane
June 17
Collins-Hutton
Aug. 12
Jerry Drew
Jin. 29
Bruce Ouhfoor Sketch
JVprit 22
George Davis
Feb- 26
Monty Collins
Nov. 11
Lloyd Hamilton
June 17
Charley Bowers
Julv
1
"Big Boy"
Sept 2
Hodgepodge
Mar. 11
Jerry Drew
Mar. 11
Jeny Drew
Aug. 19
Culoeltlas
May 27
"Big Boy"
Aug. 5
George Davto
Apnl 15
Jerry Drew
July
8
Davls-Cclllns
July 29
Uoyd Hamilton
July 22
Lupino Lane
Mar. ZS .
Wallace Lupino
July 1 5
Hope Hampton
Feb. 12
Billy Dale
Oct
7
Goodwin-Bradley
Oct 28
CtirtoslMee
Mar. 4
Monty Collins
Feb. 12
"Big Boy"
May 27
Wallace Lupino
May
6
Curiosities
Jan.
1
Hodg*-Podge
April 8 ,
"Big Boy '
April
MllTer-Hutton
July
1
Monty Collins
April 22 .
Sept 9
Hodge-Podge
Nov. 18
Hodge-Podge
, .
Bruce Outdoor SkeMh.
May 20
Hodge-Podge
, Aug. 12
Curiosities
Hodge-Podge
. Sept
June 10
Lupino Lane
...
April 1
Monty Collins
Sept. 30
Monty Collins
Feb. 28 .
Jerry Drew
Nov. 4
Al St John
Jan. 8
Dorothy Devore
June 3 .
Hodge-Podge
Jan. 8
Lupino Lane
. July 29
Curiosities
Feb. 5
Lewis Sargent
Jan. 29
Monty Collins
June 17
Chariev Bowen
Feb. 19
Lwry Semon
Feb. 12 .
Reed Howes
Sept. 23
Rewl Hnwrs
Ktiv. 18
Johnny Arthur
Apri' 29
Monty Collins
Mar. 25
Georgi- Davl*
Oct. 21
Hodge-Podge
Fab. S
Lupino Lane
Ftb. 12
Charley Bowera
Jan.
1
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
June 17
Monty Collins
May 20
Our World Today
Sf^t 2
Collln»-McCoy
Aug. 26
Johnny Arthur
Mar. 4.
Hodoe-Podge
May
8
Lupino Lane
Aug. 26
Monty Collins
Jan.
1
CharieyBowere
April 1
Davls-Colllns
June 10
Robert Graves
Sept 23
Johnny Arthur
Jan. 22
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
July 15
Charley Bowers
May 20, .

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

May

B

June 18
23
Aug.
Mar. 17
Fetk. 18
Sept IS
Oct 6
Jan. 28
May 2«
Fth.
July 214
June 449
Feb.
Feb.
Feb. 28
18
Fab.
0(t,

6
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EXCELLENT

PICTURES (S. R.)

FEATURES
Tilt*
BickloUbwty
eil of H«v«n. A
Bowery CindwiJIt, A
eroadMay Madnett
Insplratmii
Into Nn Miin't L«ml
Makino thi- Varsity
M.inhtiltnn Knights
Salan and the Woman
Su(<<>d Classic, Inc
Strongar Will. Th»
Women Who Oars

Star
Witih-Hill
L»ft-Washbum.
O'Maltey-Hulettt
Dr U Motte-Kelth
George Walsh
SanlNChl-Blythe
Huletle-Rankln-LMSe
Bpfford-Miller
Wlndsor-KMfe
Leaso-Harris
Marmont-Cir«we
Chadwick-Delanay

Coining
Title
Glided Love
Ufe'a Crossroada

15
Dalt

TItre

Rpl.

Lenjlh

Nov.
May
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

59SO fMl
7000 feat
6900 leal
6300 Isel
6759 (oat
6700 teal
6400 fee)
eooofeel.
6400 faet.
4700 feel

15
151
1
10
20
15
:ii
20
?7
11

Ravtewet

f^ov. 25
Oct. U

..Mir. 10

.6600 feel
6520 feat

Attractions
Langlti

Star
. Hulette-Hamlllon

RevlaoeO

.

F B O

Coining

FEATURES
Title
Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandit's Son. The
Bantarn Cnwboy, The.
Battling Buckaroo. The
Beyond London's Lights
Boy Rider. The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge "t Ihe Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
'tjCircus Kid. The
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
Coney Island
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curvs
Desert Pirate. The...
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Dmin' Sands .
Fa .■»')f tne Wild
Fighting Redhead, The
Flying U Ranch. The
Freckles
Gingham Girl. The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hero
•tSHil of the Show, The
Hook and Ladder No 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law of Fear, The
Legionnaires In Paris
Lightning Speed
Uttle Buckaroo, The
Uttle Mickey Grogan
Little Yellnw House. The
Loves of RIcardo, The
Man In the Rough, The
Mojave Ktd, The
•tJPerfect Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Racing Romeo. The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade, The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
Singapore Mutiny. The
Skinners Big Idea
Slingshot Kid, The
Sonof the Golden West
South Sm Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swirt Shadow, The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage. The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Length

Rel. Date
Star
Lynn-Luden
Dec 18 .. 6034 feel
Gaiiaoher-Dwyer
May 13.... 5886 feet
Tom Tyler
Oct
7 .. .
Steel e-Sherldan
Nov. 20
Bun Barton
Aug. 12. , . 4893 feet
Tyler-Clalr
5583 feet
Shumway-Elltott
Mar. 18
4789 feet
feet;
Buzz Barton
Oct 23 , , 4858
Bob Steele
April 1 .,
Bob Steele
Aug. 26
. ,
5487 feet
F. X. Bushman
Sept 16
4837 feet
Tyler-Lynn
Oct 30
., 6249
feel
Mendez-lnce
Mar. 4 ...
60f5leel
Darro-Costello-Brown
.
Oct.
7
5701 feel
Stdney-Lease-Lynn
Sept 17 . . 6390 feat.
Wllson-Mendez
Jan. 13
6291 feet
Lewis-l-Uti-NeJson
May 11... 5611 feet
Ba«Ier Sleeoer
Aug, 26
5511 feel
Fairbanks. Jr.-Bkne.
Jan. 15 .. 4754 feet
Tyler-Thompson
Dec. 25
Bennett-Mo ng-Douglas
April 7 . .
Ranger-Martin
June 10 ,. 5043 feet
Ranger
Dog i
Sept 2 . .
Bob Sleeie
Jan.
1 . . . 4S04feet
Ranger-Kitchen
Feb.
5 , 4758 feet
Buzz Barton
July
1 , 4924 feet
Tyler-Lane
Sept 4
»131 feet
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Mar. 21
WLson-Arthur
Oct
2 ... 6301 feat
7045 (eel
Kingston-Caldwell
Nov. 23
5146 feet
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
.Feb. 12 . ,
6337 feet
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
Sept 23 , ,
Ellls-Keefe-Heam
Nov. 13 , , 5240 feet
Stevens-Keefe
Sept 18... 5605 feat
5188 feat
Devorska-Lynn
Oct 16
Valll-Caldwell
Nov. 6 . . . 6481
4769 laet
feet
Ranger-Reid-Nelson
April 8, ..
5893
feat
Cooke-Guard
Jan. 31 . ,
Bob Steele
Oct 21
Buzz Barton
Mar. II ,, 4801 feet
6515 feet
Darro-Ralston-Ny*
Dec 27 . . .
6429 feel
Sleeper-Caldwell
May 28
5181 feat
George Beban
June 17
... Steele-King
May 20 . . . 4785 teet
4924 leet
Steete-Glimore
S6pt.25 ,.
6331 feet
Rich-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19
4781 leet
Tyler-Thomoson-Darrtj
April 22
. 48S4feet
Barton-Trevor-Cee
April 29 . .
5992 feet
Grange-Ralston
Sept 1
4977 feet
Ranger (dog)
Oct
9
Miller-Byer
April 15... 6419 feel
Bob Steele
Feb. 18 . .
6059 feet
Love-Forrest
July 15
Wilson-Hackathome
Oct 14 . . . 5999 feet
Milier-lnce
OcL 19. . . .
5612 feet
Ince-Tajlor
Oct.
7
5967 leet.
Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor
April 24
4488 feat.
Barton-Morgan- Rice
Dec
4
Tom Mix
Oct.
l... 6037 leet
6388 leal
Mlller-Shumway-Brooks
Dec 10
5493 leet
Logan-Gallagher
Sept 9
4897 teat.
Ranger (dog)
Doc ll
Tom Tyler
Aug. 19, . . . 4884 feet
4793 feet
Tyler-Oarro
June 24 . . . 4758
feet
Steele-Bonner
July
8 , .
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Feb. 16 .. 6339 leal
4898 feet
Tyler-Darro
Feb. 26
4805 feel.
Barton-Thompson
Jan. 22

SHORT

Star
Al Cooke
Carr-Alexander-Ross. .
AJ Cooke
Al Cooke
,
Alberts Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander .
Al Cooke..
Novelty
Novell
Novet^
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's In Love
Mickey In School
Mickey's Utile Eva
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
MIekey'a Parade

Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule..
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

* Means synchronized score,

ReL
Date
..April 30
..April 9..
..Feb.
6..
.June 26. .
.Sept 16..
..April 2.
-May 14..
June 11.
Sept 26 . ,
Oct 10- .
Oct 24 ,
Sept16
Sept 16
Mar. 12, ,
June 11. .
Sept 9..
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
June
Feb.
April
Sept
Mar.
Jan.

Length
2 reels.
2 reels.
.2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
, 2 reels
2 reels
,2reels
. . 1 reel
, 1 reel
- 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
. .2 reels
, 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
.2 reels

14. .
7 .
30. .
4, .
6..
2 . 2 reels
2
,2 reels
6, . . 2 reels
2

Rel.
iuly
May
OcL
Oct.
AprtI
Oct.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
Oct.
Jan.
July
Oct
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.

Oat

Length
Reviewed
2 reels
2 rests
,2
reels
2 . 1 reel
7
28
2 reels
14
2 reels
16 . 2 reel
7
2 reels
13 . ,2 reels
Feb. 18
9 , 2 reels
20. ,2 reels
14 . 2 reels
23
21 reefs
reel
28..
27
Feb. 11
23 . 22 reels
reels.
. July 28
9.
reel
24
21 reels
5
2 reels
2 reels
19
2
2 reels
7
2reels.
2 reels
14
9

Attractions
Length

Reviewed
. Nov. 11
. . . Mar. 24

Feb. 25
.'.

Sept 30

. IVIar. 3
.Mai. 17
Serl.22
..Feb. 25
Aug. 26'27
..Dec 23

Jan. 14
Jan. 28
Nov.
Dae
July 29
.Aug.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

25
30
'27
4
16
11
4

AirTitle
Legion, The
Amazing
Vagabond, The
*| ^Blockade
City of Shadows, The
ComeandGetIt
Down Our Way
Drums of Araby
Eagte'i Ta'ona, The
Freckled Rascal. The
Fury of the Wild
•rSGang War
Gun Law
HarJooiled
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw. The
Love in tie Oasert
One Man Dog, The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

AuB. 19-27
..Mar.
3
..Aprlt21

Aug. 11
11
Feb.
Aug.12'27
Jan.
7
Dae. 16
Dec. 23

Lyon-Sleeper- Moreno. .
Bob Star
Steele
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Vaiil-Galdwell-Dami...
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger iDog^
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Steele-Mendez
0 1mstead- Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler

Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
Rnnegan'a Ball
Free Lips
Masked Angel, The
Merry Wives of New York
Polly of the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
,
Temptations of a Shop GIri

Sept. 18
29
Fab.
..□ac 23

Dec 30

Reviewed
Feb. 18

Sept 29

Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29

Septi 29

t Means sound effects.

Dec 16.

Nov. 26

Dec 23.
A.
4

Nov. 25.
Feb. 10.
Sept 16.

(S. R.)

Star
Keith- Hugh es-H. Costello. .
..^ ye-WellsGaron-Keith
Kelly-Kelton-Wells
Landis-Mehafley
Marlowe-Nowak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Short-Robards
Oe t-a Motte-Bowere
James-Wells
Compson-Garon

NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title
American Beauty
*tBarker, The

Nov.
Nov.

Dec. 2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jan. 13,

Buzz Barton

FIRST
Aui26'27
..llrtar. 17

3..

Nov. 11.
Mar. 3.

M. Day-O. Moore-Lease
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor
. . Ranger Dog i
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

DIVISION

Revlewei

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. 18... 6337 feet.
Mar. 3

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

FIRST
Title

.Febu

Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Noah Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

;

Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners in Love
*r§Slepping High.
Stolen Love
*t§raxil3
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gutch
Vagabond Cub. The
Voice of ne Sturm
Young Whirlwind. The

Mar. 10

SUBJECTS

Title
After the Squali
All Alike
Alt Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosities. No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Hctidays
Happy Trio, The
Heavy Infants
Horsefeathers

Star

Mick*fy"s Rivals
MIcltey Yule
MIckey'a Triumph
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey Yule
M(ckpy the DplPCUve
Mickey Yule
Mild But She Sallsfips . , Alberta Vaughn
My Kingdom For s Hesrss
Al Cooke
Okfnn*
Barney Helium
Out Out Heldeiberg
K err -Rosb- Alexander
Panting Papas
Karr-Ross-Alexa/Mlef
Rah!. Rah I Reila
Al Cooke
Restless Bachelors
Al Cooke
Ruth IS Stranger Than Fiction
Alberta Vaughn
Silk Sock Hal
Al Cooke
Six Best Fellows
Alberta Vaughn
Social Error, A
Al Cooke
Standing Pat
Karr-Ross-Alexaniler
That Wild Irish Pose
Alberta Vaughn
Too Many Hisses
Al Cooko
Top Hats
At Cooke
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Alberta Vaughn
WatchYourPep
.
Alberta Vaughn
What a Wife
Duncan-Hill
You Just Know She Oares 'Em
Alberta Vauyr.n

Star

.Dove-Hughes
.Siils-Compson-Mackaill
Big Noise, The
.Conklin-Hardy- White
Breakfast at Sunrise
.Talmadge-Alvar«lo
Burning Daylight
, .Sills-Kenyon
Butter and Egg fVlan. Tlie
.Mulhall-Nissen
Camille
.Taimadge-Roland
Canyon of Adventure
.Maynard-Faire
Chaser. The
. Langdon-McConnell
Chinatown Charlie
.Hines-Lorraine
Code of the Scarlet
, Maynard-McConnell . . .
Companionate Marrlaoe
Bronson-Francis-Walling
•Crash. The
Sills- Todd
Crystal Cup. The
, Mackaili-Mulhall
Do Your Duty
Charlie Murray
Drop Kick, The
.Barthelmess-Kent
. Sidney-Murray
Flying Remeos
French
Dressing
Warner-Srook-Wiison
Glorious Trail. The
.Mjynard-McConnell .
•tGood-Bye Kiss. The
.Ellers-Burke-Kemp
Gorilla. The
.Murray-Day-Kelsey
Gun Gospel
. Maynard-FaIre
Happiness Ahead
.Moore-Lowe
Harold Teen
. Uke-Balan- White
Hawk's Nest. The
.Sills-Kenyon
Head Man, The
, Murray- Ken t-Younj
Heart of a Follies GIri
Dove-Kent
Heart to Heart
.A&tor-Hughes
Heart Trouble
.Harry Langdon
Her Wild Oat
. Moore-Kent
Home Made
. HInes-Daw
, Mackalll-Muihail
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
Mackaili-Mulhall
Lady Be Good
Life of Riley, The
, Sidney-Murray
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. , Barthelmess-O'Day
Love Mart, The
.Dove-Roland
Mad Hour. The
. O'Neill-Kent
Man Crazy
. Mackaili-Mulhall
•Night Wateh, The
. Dove-Reed

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 1 , . , 5400 feet... Mar. 10
5&0C feet
Aua. 12
Sept 1... 5960 feet. .
June
5700 feet
May 20
6200 feet .
Sept 15
5700 feet.,
Aug. 4
6000 feet. ,
June 29
Jaa
,6900 feet
Oct 15
.6700 feet... Sept 9
Sept 1.
6200 feet
July
5
.5700 feet
Nov. 1

Rel.
ate
Length
Reviewed
...6333 feel
Oct 21
Oct
9 .7137 feet
Sept 30 ...7402 leal.
July 127
.May
Mar. 25 ...60421681
Dec 16
Oct 23 .6500 feel
Mar. 11
Sept 2 .6467 feel
April 28
.
8692
leet
Sept 4 .. 8730 faal.
May 19
April 22 ...5744 leet
Feb. 12 ...6365 feat. IVIay6.'27
April 21
April 15, .. 5600lael
Jury
1
Oct 21
Nm. 29
Oct
7
Oct 16 .6366 feat
Oct. 14
.6802 feet
Sept 25 ...6172
feel
SaoL30
Feb. 26 .6344 leet
Jan. 15
April 14
5886 feel
Oct 28 .. 7983
feet
July
8
...71 33 feet
Dec
Nov. 13. ...6286 feet
Mtr. 102
Nov. 6 . 7l00feel.
June 24
, 7541 leet
April 29 .7426
leet
May 27 .. 6502 feet
July
7
July
8
Mar. 18 ...5957 feel
Sept. 10
feet
July 22 .6071
5400 leet
Mar.
Feb. 17
11
Aug. 12
May 28
Dec 25 .61 18 leet
June 2
Nov. 20 ...6524 leal
April 1 .6592 leet
April 14
6608 feet
May
6 . . 6720
leet
Sept 18 .7700 feet
Sept. 16
May 19
April 8 . 7388 feet
Dec 18
□ec 30
IMar. 4 . 6625 feet
April
21
....5542faal
Nov. 27, .. 6612 feet
Sept 9

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

1174

Motion

Picture

X
Length

Title
Noose, The
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out of ttia Ruins
Patent Leather Kid, The
Private Ufa of Helen of Troy
Red Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors' Wives
Shepherd of the Hills
•Show Girl
Smile. Brother. Smile
Strange Case of Capt. Hamper. . ..
Teias Steer. A
Three-Ring MarrlaBe
Upland Rider, The
Valley of ihe Giants
Vamo*ng Venus
Wagon Show. The
Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
•Whip, T^6
Whip Woman. The
Wright Idea. The
Yellow Uly, The

Tltla
Adoration
Cheyenne
Comedy of Life The
•tDivlneLadv
•tHaunted House, The
•tlUlacTlme
•Outcast
Phantom City. The
Ritzy Rosle
Saturday's Children
•Scarlet Seas
*tiStranded in Paradise
Synthetic Sin
Wells-Fargo Express The

Star

Rel.

Barth el mess- Joyce
Astor-Huohes
Moor^Gray
Barthelmess-Nlxon
Barthelmes*-^ uay
Corda-Stone-Cortei
Maynard-Draw
Asior-Roland
Astor-Huflhes
Francis-O'Day
While-Delaney
Mackaill-Mulhall
German Cast
Rogers-Fazenda
Astor-Hughes
May nard- Douglas
Sllls-Kenyon
Murra>-Todd-Faienda
Maynard-Falre
M.ickaill-Mumall
Barth etmess-Basquette
MackaiH-Nilsson-Fortes
Taylor-Moreno
Hines-Lorraine
Dove-Brook

Coming
Star

Date

6100 leet
6100 teet

. . 6835
6tif
. 5087
6300
7187

•SAlr Circus. The
Arirona Wildcat. Tht
Black JacJt
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero, Ttw
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy. Kid The
Dve Devil's Rawtrd
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side. West SM*
Escape. The
Farmer's Daughter, TlM
•Fazil
Fleelwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
Girl in Every Port. A
Girl-Shy Cowboy. The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
High School Hero
ttonor Bound
Horsemen of the Plaint
Joy Girl, The
Ladles Musi Drees
Love Hungry
troves of Carmen
*tlMaklngtheGrilI«
Me. Gangster
•Mother Machree
Newt Parade. The
None Bui the Brave
No Other Woman
Pilnted Post. The
Pajamas
Plaslpr«l In Parts
Play Girl. The
Publicity Madnee*
•Had Dance, The..
RI*or Ptrsle. The
Road House
'Seventh Heaven. .
Shame (re-isaue)..
Shareahoetara
SlikLegs
Silver Valley
SoftUving .
Square Crooka
■ftStreet Angel, The
■Sunrise
Thirf In the Dark. The
Two Girts Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Vary Confldenllai
Why Sallon Go Wroni
Wild West Romanea
WmThatGiri
Winrd. The
Wolf Fanga
Womanwwa
Title

Reviewed

8967 feet

Title

Mu. 24

FILMS
Ret

Date

Length

RavleoM

SepL30... 7702 feel ..SepL 8
feel
Mar. 243
Nov. 20 . . .4665
Mar.
4777 feet
Sept. 25. . . 4556 feet
Mar. 3
Nov. 13 . . 4612 feet
Jan.
8..,
Jan.
June 14
23
6417 feet.
June 17.. S430teet
Dec 25 . .
4293 feet .
July 15
. 49S7f8M
July 21
Jan. 15 . , 5708 feet ..Jan
June 219
June 3 .
Mar. 17
Mar. 18. . . 6566 feet .
Oct. 14... 8154 feet
Nov. 4
Oct
9
May 12
April 29 .. 5109feet..
July 8 ... 7217feel
June 9
SepLlO ...
4939 feel
SepL 8
June 24 . . 941 2 feet
Feb. 18
SepL 2
Jan.
1 . . 5038 feet
Jan. 14
Sept. 25 , , 5524 feet
Sept.
Mar. 233
feet..
Feb. 28
. 5500
4404 feet
Aug. 12
6518 feet
4618leet
May 16
May 13
May 19
May 13
, 5498 feet
Oct 16
Nov.
11
6188 feet
May 26
May
6
4397 feet
Mar. 24
Mar. 11 .
6182
feel
Sept 18
Dec
Sept. 23
Nov. 20
. 5599 feel
April 8 . 5792 foet
April
8538
teet
Sept 4 , .
Oct 217
Oct
7...
Get
8
Oct 22 . . 6863 feet . Mar. 17
May 27
. 6679 feet . June 16
5034 feet
Aug, 5
Aug. 11
6071feet
June 10
June 23
July
1 .. 4952 feel
5876
feet
Dec
2
Oct 23
5641 feel
Sept. 23
Sept. 29
5200 feet
April 22 . 5893
feet
April 28
Oct
2
9250 teet
June
Dec
2
Feb. 30
11
6937 feet
Aug. 26
SepL 22
4991 leet
July 15
Aug. 4
8500
feel
OcL 30
5467 feel
Nov. 27
5573 feet
feet June 10, '27
Jan. 15
5446
Jan° 28
Dec 18 . 5011 feet
OcL
2
OcL
Mar. 143
5629 feet
feet
Feb.
5
5397
Mar. 31
Mar. 4
9221 feel
July 28
Aug. 19
8729 feet
Nov. 4
5937 leet
OcL 26
14
May 20
May
6293 leet
SepL 1 1 .
OcL
7
OcL 29 .
Dec 16
5620
leet
Nov. 6
5112 leet
Mar. 29
4921 feet
April 14
June 10
5337 feel
SepL 16
S629teet
Dec 11 . 6331 feet
Oac 16
Nov. 27..
Mar. 10
JatL 8.. 60(0 leet

SUBJECTS

Star

Amarka'e Uttie Lamb
Variety
ArtLonsas Travolar
Variety
Bear Knees
Animal Comedy
Blue Crass and Blue Bleed
Variety
Cow's Husbend, A
Spenser-Ten^a
Daisies Won't Veil
Rubln-Uncoln
Da»arlBIoonia.The
.. Variety
Drifting Through Oeacony
^*'^*^
Elephant's Eibows.The
Leon Ramon . .

score,

ReL
April
Jan.
Aug.
Doc
June
July
Mar,
^**Aug.

t Means

Dale
19
8
9
•
24
8
19
^
5

Length
1 reel
Ireel
2 reels
1 reel
Sreele
2 reels
1 rei
- Ireel...
2 reets

SUr
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety
Denl-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phipps-Sluart
T. Brooks-T.HIII
P. Cunnlng-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Uncoln-Clayton-Blelclier
Variety
Variety
Rollens-EMIa
Marjorle Beebe
Variety
Variety
Hailam Cooloy
Variety
Variety
Veilety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Variety
Varied
Tyler Broolce
Variety
T. Breelce-l. Millar
Variety

Coming

10015 feet

Carrol-Lake- Roll Ina
Mli-Sebastlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterling-Carroll-Stone
Borden-Moreno
Re« Bell
Mh-ioyce
Morar>- Hamilton
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor-Moort
O'Brlen-Valll ....*
Valll-Russtil
Beebe-Burke
Farrell-Nlssen-Bueeh
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hal I- Bushman
Del RIo-Pldgeon
Cohen-McNamara
McLaglen- Armstrong
Rex Bell
McLagt en-Colly er-Kent
Mlx-Uneoln
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
MIx-Blane
Borden- Hamilton
Valll-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del RIo-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe
Coiiyer-TerTy
Bennett- McLaQlen
Stuart-Phlpps
Morton- Phipps- Mac Dona id
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Ppnnick
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del RIo-FarrHI-Revler
McLaglen-Moran
BarTymore-Alt»a
Gaynor-Farreli
John Gilbert
O'BrieivMoran
Beliamy-Hall
Ml«-Dwan
Beliamy-Brown
Browr>-Armstrong-Dwan
Gaynor-Farreli
Caynor-O'Brien
Meckir-Hlil-Beabe
Oaynor-Tryon
Marlorle Beebe
Madge Beliamy
Cohan-McNamart
Bell-Liocoin
RoiienvCarroi
Lewe-Hyams
Thundfr-Morlots-Uneetn
Russeii-Collyer-Pidgeon

• Means synrhronizpd

te«l
July
7
fed
Sppl.22
feet ...Mar. 24
. Sfpl.22
feet
May 26
feel

Length

Star

SHORT

Tl'le
Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuadof
Her Molner's Back
His Favorile Wife
Hold Your Hal
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles )f the Amazon
Kiss Do;tor. The
Knight of Dare, A
UdyLlon
Lofty Andes, The
Lords 01 the Back F«nM
Love is Blonde
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Kne»
On a $4, uth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail, The
Ship AlioyI
Snowbound
Spanisit influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Alalee
Too Many Cookiea
Vintage, the

Attraction*

FEATURES
Title

Reviewed
Jan.
7
Mar. 17
SeoL 251
Aug.

Dec 23
11414
feel Aug. 26, '27
7694 feel
Dec. 9
6210 feet
6477 feel
Oct.
7
. 54S5feet
Mar. 10
. 8188 feet
Feb. 25
. 6133 feel
.6548 feet
Sept
June 99
,, 7534 feel
7419 feet
Nov. 18
,, 58341661
, ., 5731 feet
May 13
feet
, . 6336
6021 feet
June 2
8212 feel
. . 5976 feel

Blllie Dove
Maynard-McConnell
Sill&-Corda
Griffith-Varconi
Kent-Todd
Moore-Cooper
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gllbert
Whitf-Muthali
Corinne Griffith
Barthelmess-Compeon
Sills-Mackaill
Colleen Moore
Ken Maynar J ,

FOX

Length
7129 feet
6431 feet

Jan. 29
Oct 30
, Aug. 26
Aug. 19
Jan.
Jan. 8
SegL 4
Oct
2
Jan. 22
Jan.
1
Sept. 23
SepU 11
July 29
Dec
4
June 10,
June 3
Dec 11
May 13
Feb. 19
Sept. 16
June 17
Sept. 30
Feb. 5.
Aug. 5
May 20

Reviewed
May 2«

jiine 23

Aug. 11

sound effects.

Backwash
Baggage Smasher. The
Blindfold
fCabailerosWay, The
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding, The
'Four Deviis. The
Giri Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•(Lost in the Arctic
1 SMother Knows Best
Nayoieon's Barber
Our Daily Bread
Prep and Pep
Riiey the Cop
Woman. The

Dale
13
11
22
19
22
15
1
27 . .
5 ..
29 ..
10
25
5 .
22
26
18
25
2
8
1

Feb.
Aug.
April
SepL
Oct
Dec
April
SepL
Mar.
Mar.

19
19
29
30
14
23
22...
16 . .
11.
4 . .

Rel.

Date

1 reel
2 reel!
1 reel

May 19
Reviewed
.

22 reels
reels
2 reels
2 reels
.
2 reels
. 1 reel . .
22 reels
reels
.2 reels
reel . .
11 reel
2 reels...

Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 21
Mar.
24
May 28
Mar. 21
17
Jan.
May 1»
Aug. 11
..Mar. 17

21 reels
reel
1 reel

2 reels .
1 reel
reel .
1Ireel..
1 reel..
. 1 reel..

July 28

1 reel..
11 reel..
reel .
22reel8.
1 reels.
red..
Ireel..

Attracttooa

Star
Farreil-Ouncan
McLagien-Coiiyer.
O'BriervfVloran
Walsh-OBrien-Aiba
Lowe-McLagien
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morlon
Moran-O'Brien
Sammy Cohen
Nagei-Coliyer
Barrymore-Aitia
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser
Farrell-Duncan
Roilens-Drexel
Macdonald-Drexel
Aator-Boies

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridgaat Midnight The
Corpus Chrtsti
Everybody Loves My Girt
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
interview. The
,,,
Ladies' Man, The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get Me
Treasurer's Report. The
Family Picnic, The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade Schubert)
White Faced Fool, Tlia

Rel.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
JanJune
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.
SepL
April
April

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18
Dec 23

11700 feet
Dee. 30
Dec

B

0«L 28

6474 feel. .. Aug. 18
10.100 feet.. . Sept. 22

Nov. 11
JaJLB,'29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raquet MeUer
Winnie Llghtner
Raymond Mcl<ee

Rei.

Dale

Length

Sreelo..
2reele..

Clark e-McCullongh
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

Reviewed

. SeiA.i
.SegLB

Zreeie. .
2 reels. .
2reela.
2reela..

Chleit Salee
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwlll

....

.June 10
.June 30
..SepL 8
. .Seirt. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
BaraKneeo
Blondes By Cholee
Cheer Leader. The
Chorus Kid. The
Giri From Rio, The
Hell Ship Bronaon
Midnight Lite
River Woman, The
Sen Francisco Nighia
Turn Back the Houra
United States Smith

Star
Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Cerbln-Kaith
Feb.
1
5800 feet Jan. 28
Claire Windsor
OcL
1
6987feel
Graves-Olmstead
Nov. 1...6000feet . Mar. 10
Falre-Washbum
Apni 1
e200feet April 14
Myers-Pldgeon
SepL 1 . 6960 leet
Mrs. W. Reld-Howee-Seery. .. May
I
6432 feel May 12
Bushnian-Olmstwtd
Aug. 12 6200feet Aug. II
Logan-L Barrymore
Aug. 26 6800feet Aug. 11
Marmont-Busch
Jan.
1... 7fl00reet . Dec SI
Loy-Pldgeon
Mar. 1 . eOOOfeel Mar. 17
Gribbon-Lee-Harlan
June
1 . 6000 feet June 18

Coming
Title
Abie of the U. S- A
Down Grade. The
*IGIrl From Argentina. The
Thru the Breakers
Whan Danger Calia

Attractiona

Star
George J eeaei
Falrbanke-Calhoun. . ..
Carmei Meyers
Livinfl\ti)n-Herbert
Falrbanka-Sedgwtcfc. . .

ReL

Date

Length

Ravleered

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress, The
Adventurer. The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine
Beau Broadway
Becky
'IBeilamy Trial, The
Ben Hur
Beyond the Sfarraa
Big City, The
Big Parade. The
Body end Soul
Bringing Up Fathtf
*t Brotherly Love
Buttons
(^meraman. The
Cerdboerd Lover. The
Cenain Young Man

§ Means

Sbir
Novarro-Crawford
Shearer-Forbe»-0. Moore .
McCoy-Sebastian
Gkh-Ksrry
Arthur-Dane .
Cody-Pr ingle
O'Nelil-0. Mot
Joy-Bronwn
Novarro-McAviry
Tim McCoy
Chaney-M. Day-Compaon
Gllbert-Adoree
LBerTymore-Prtngle-Karry..,.
Mecdonaid-Oimated-Moran
. .
Dane.Arthuf
Coogan-L. Hanaea
Kealon-Cay
Davles-A«ther
Novsrm-Adcree

Rel.

Date

April
April 287
July 14
Jan. 21

Length
4187
6805 feet
6998 leet
8730
9139
6037
6439

teet
feel
leet
feet

Reviewed
May 5
July 14
Aug.1.4
Jan- 14

SepL 17
Sept 12
29
Nov.
SepL 22
May 27-27
Oct.
8 .
Mar. n
6838 feel
leet Jaaie,2e'
SepL19. 116*3
Fab. 18
11519
9902 feet
feet
June
Nov. 292
Satrt- 10
Oct.
1 . 6344 feel
Mar. 17
Nov. 28 '28
Mer. 31
OcL 12
.8090 leaf
Dec 24 .
Sept.29
9679
7106 teet
feel
SfvL 16
Aug. 25
June
May 19
SepL 168

voire {incliidin/i r/in/opur and incidental songs) .
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October

13 , 19 28

TITI*
Star
Cirtua Rookie*
D&ne-Arthur
CosMcks. The
Gllbert-fldoree
Crowd, The
Board man- Murriy
*tOancing Oaugtiten
Crawford-Brown-Sebastlan
Ootectlves
Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs
Board man-G ray- Nag el
Olvln* Woman The
Garbo-Haraon
Enemy. The
,
GWl^Ofiws
•t Excess Baggage
HaJnte-CortM
Fair Co-Ed
Davl«>-6rown. .. . .
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
Forwon Devils
MeCoy-Wlndsor
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Garden ol Allah
Terry-Petrovlch
In Old Kentucky
H. Coslello-Murray
.
Latfr\t from Pari*. The
Shearer-Forbes
Laugh. Clown. Laugh
.
Chaney- Young- Aether
.
Law of the Range
McCoy-Crawford
London After Midnight
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
LD*e
Garl>o-Gllb6n
Lovelorn. The
O'Neltl-Kent-O'Day ...
Madamiilselle from Armentleres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Man. Woman and Sin
Gllbert-Eagels
Mask^ (it the Devil
John Gilbert
Mysterious Lady. The
Garbo-Nagel
Napoleon
Special Cast
fatsy.The
Davles-Caldwel(-Gray
Quality Street
Davles-Nagel
RkJersof the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Road to Romance. The
Novarro-M. Day
Ro8»-Mar(e
Crawwrd-Murrav- Peters
. .,
Shadows In the Night
Flash-Grey- Lorraine
•fSlow People
Davies-Haines
Skirts
Chaplin-Balfour
Smart Set. The
Haines- Ho It- A. Day
Spoilers of the Wart
McCoy-Daw
Spring Fever
Halnee-Crawtord
Student Prince. The
Novarro-Shearer
Tea for Three
Cody-Prlngte-O. Moore
Telling the World
Halnes-Page .
. .
Thirteenth Hour. The
L Barry more-Gadsdon
Under the Black Eagle
Ftash-M. Day-Forbes
WertPoInt
Haines-Crawford
*tWhlle the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
"tfWhlte Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngle
•tWoman of Affairs. A
Gllbert-Garbo
Wyomlf>g
MeCoy-Sebastlan

SHORT
rni*

Length
Rel. Date
Reviewed
Mar. 31
May 19
Seol feet . June
Jure 23
30
Mar. 3 . 8601 feet
Feb. 25
8938 teet
SepL S.June 9
5836 feet
May
S
6700 feet
Sept 21
15
Jan. 14
7300 feet . . Jan.
Dec 31
Feb. 16
8189 feet
71E2feet
Sept. 8
Sept. 29
6408 feet
Oct. 15
Nov. 4
5011 feet
June 16
July 28
28
April
Seot 3
4658 feet
Aug. 11
6620 feet . . Aug. 25
8200
leet
Nov.
6
6646 leet
Sept
Mar. 163
Oct. 29
77^3 leet
Feb.
4
7045 feet
June
2
April 14
Jan. 21
5393 feet..
Dec 23
5687 feet..
Dec
3
7365 feel
Jan.
2
Dec 16
6950 feel . .
Dec 30
Dec. 17
5441f eet.
June 2
6280 feet..
Nov. 19
Oct.
Aug. 4.. .7652 feet.... Aug. 1
Oct.
Mar.10 . 7289 f eet .,.\
Dec 31 . 7193 leet... Nov. 1
April 21 . 5014 feet .
Sept.24 . 6544 feet . Jan. 21
Feb. 11.. 7745 leet-. -Feb. 18
5448 feet..
Oct. 26..
Oct.
9
May 12 , 5801 feet .
.Mar.10
Feb. 25 . 6476
47B4 feet..
feet , Mar. 24
Dec 10 .
6705 feet . Oct 28
Oct 22,.
.9435 leet .
Jan. 30
Oct 7
Dec. 10 . 6273 fMt..
Nov. 11
7184 feet
July 21
June 30
Nov. 26 . . 5252 feet .
Mar. 24 . 5901 leet . May 19
-8134
leet
.
Jan.
7
Jan.
7,.
Sept. 15 . .7968 feet.
July
7.
Aug. IS
Jan. 28-. -5011 feet.

star

Rel.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mtf.
Mar.
Nov.

Barnum and Rlngllng, Ine
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Booster. The
. ,
Boy Friend. The
Call of the Cuckoo
CametheDawn
ChlUrea of the Sun
Cleopatra
Crazy House
Czarina's Secret. The
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Dumb Daddies
Dying Jungle

"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Revler-EUis
"Our Gang"
Baclanova-Mlr-Rand
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities

April
Sept
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Feb.

. 1 reel

* Meant synchronized score,

RevleweO
May 19

. 11 reel
reel
May 1?

Lengtt)

Revle»ed

.6530 feet.

.Nov. 30..

Nov.

2

,
,

11100 feel
Nov. 23

SHORTS

star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
MlHer and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyle
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

Oct 27
Oct 27.
Nov. 17. .
Nov. 17..
Oct 20. .
Nov. 10..
Nov. 3.,
Sept 29..
Oct 13. ,
Nov. 3..
Oct
S. .
Oct
6..
Sept 29
Oct 13.,
Nov. 3 . .
Oct 13.
Oct 20...
Oct 20.,
Nov. 10.,
Sept 29.
Oct 27.
Nov. 10.
Oct
8.

FEATURES

April 21

July 28
8

Feb. 25
Mar. 3
April 21
Jul. 21

July 28
May 28
Jan. 14
3

Feb. 25
July 21
Sept 29
Mar. S
May 19
July 28
Jan. 14

t Means sound effects.

Length
2 reek
2 reels
1 reel
reels
12 reel

Attractions

Crawford-Asther
Hakies-Hyams-Banymore,
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
McCoy-Douglaa
Flaah-Lorralne-Gray
John Gilbert
Ramon Novarro
Haines- Page-Percy
Flash-Moran-Grlbbon
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes- Daly-Barry more
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray -Lorraine
Special Cast
McCoy-Fraier
Adorefr-Murray
Del Rlo-Forbea
Chan ey- Nolan-Barry more
Glsh-Hanson

Title

May 26
April 7

May 28
May 26

Oct 13 , . . 2 reels
April 21 . ,

Coming
Star

Date
3
12 .
19
.
29 , .
7 ..
27...

PARAMOUNT

May 12
Feb. 18

Mar.

Ufa Oddities
Uurel-Hardy

MOVIETONE

July 28
April 7

Oct

World's Playgrounds
Your Darn Tootin'

Title
Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-M Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and CapltoUans

Date
Length
Reviewed
17, . . .2 reels
1 reel
27 .
1 reel
16. . .
2 reels . , . Jan. 14
21 . . . . 2reel8
27...
10. . . Ireel
2., , 1 reel
5 . . . 1 reel
April 21
7. .. .2 reels
15. . . . 1 reel
April 21
31 . . . .2 reels
24 . . 2 reels
10 , , 2 reels
15 ,. 2 reels
3... .2 reels
11... .Ireel
7. . . 2 reels
.2reels
May 28
2. .. 2 reels
17 . . 2 reels
13
Feb. 26
4. . . .2 reels
2 . . . 1 reel

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18. . . .2 reels
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6. . .
.2reela
Edlion. Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10. .. 2 reels
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12... .2reels
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
5. ..
Family Group. The
Charley Chase
Feb. 18. . . .2reel8
.2 reels
Feed "Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec
8...
Fight Pest. The
Chariey Chase
May 12... .2 reels
Finishing Touch. The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25. . . .2 reels
Forty Thousand MlleswIthUndberghAviabon Film
Mar. 4... .3 reels
From Soup to Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 24. .. .2reels
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19. . . . 1 reel
2 reels
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept 22. , . .2 reels
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec
1 ..
HappyOmen.A
Ufa Oddities
July 14... . 1 reel
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw- Walling
Sept 22. .. 2 reels
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept 1. . . .2 reels
2 reels
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sepi.29. . . .1 reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30. . .
Jungle Round-Uo. A
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 28. . . .Ireel
.1
reel
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec. 8 .
Lady of Victories. The
A. Ayres-O. Matlesen-G. frving, . Jan. 21 . . . .2 reels
2 reels
Leave 'Em Love
Laughing
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 14.
28. . . . . .2 reels
Umouslne
Charley
Chase
April
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 10 , 1 reel
Monarch of the Glen. The
Ufa Odditlea
Mar. 24 . . .1 reel
Monkey Shines
UtaOddities
Sept 1... 1 reel
Murder
UfaOddltles
Sept 29 . , , 1 reel
. 1 reel
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 5. . . Ireel
Nahjre** Wizardry.
Ufa Odditlea
July 28. , . . 2reels
•or Gray Hoss. The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20
Palace of Honey. The
Ufa Oddltlee
June 16... Ireel
Paaa the Gravy
Max Davidson
Jan. 7... .2reels
Perfume and Nicotine
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 14. . . . 1 reel
PetsandPerta
Ufa Odditlea
Jan. 28.. ..Ireel
.Ireel
Primitive Houwkeeping
Ufa Oddltlee
April 21 . . .
2reels
Ra'ny Days
"Our Gang"
Feb. It... 1 reel
Sacred Baboon, The
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1 .
Sanctuary
UfaOddltles
May
6...
,
reel !!!!'
Savage Customs
Ufa OddiUee
Nov. 24 . . . 11 reel!
.2 reels
'School Begins
"Our Gang"
Nov. 17. .
Secret Boozehounds
Ufa Oddltlee
Feb. 16. . . 1 reel
Secrets of the Sea
UfaOddltles
Feb. 25... .Ireel
Should Women Drive?
Max Davidson
Msy 26. .. ,2 reels
Should Married Men Go Home?
Laurel-Hardy
Sept 15... , 2 reels
Sleeplna Death
Ufa Oddltlee
June 30... - 1 reel
.2reela
Spook-Spoofing
"Our Gang"
Jan. 14. . . 2 reels
Spanking Age, The
"Our Gang**
Dec 15. . 1 reel..
Sb^ge Prayers
Ufa Oddities
Dec 22 . .
Tell il to the Judge
Max Davidson
Aorll28.. .2 reels
That Night
Roach Stars
Sept IS.. . 2 reels
Their Purple Moment
..Laurel-Hardy
May 19. .. .2ree)s
Tokens of Manhood
Ufa Oddities
June 2. . . Ireel

Ret.
Nov.
May
Jan.
Dec.
April
Oct

Title

Oct 19. .
Mar. 24. ,

Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Star
Laurel-Hardy
Stanley- D wart-Manning
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Adrienne Lecouver
f Alias Jimmy Valentine
' iBaby Cyclone, The
J Ballyhoo
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tDevll's Mask, The
•fGold Braid
He Learned About Women
Hine/maon
Humming Wires
JLlttle Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
iMan-sMan. A
Masked Stranger. The
Mysterious Island. The
'iNIze Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies
Suoix Blood . . ,
*t Tide of Empire
tTrall of '98, The
West of Zanzibar
nwind. The
-.

SUBJECTS

Acilng Youth.
Afdcan Adventure, Aji
Allah 'L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
Ancient Art. An
Assorted Babies

■'Itle
Two Tars
Virgin Queen. The
Upfiilland Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr. The
WlvesforSale

Adventure Mad
Barlied Wire
Beau Sahreur
•jBeggars of Life
Big Killing. The
Carnation Kid, The
Chang
City Gone Wild. The
•Docks of New York. The
Doomsday
Drag Net The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The
Feel My Pulse
Figures Don't Lie
FIfty-Flfty GIrLThe
First Kiss. The
Foots for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Gay Defender, The
Gentleman of Paris. A
Gentlemen Prefer Blondee
Get Your Man
Haifa Bride
HIsTlgerLady
Honeymoon Hate
HotNews
Jesse James
Just Married
Ladles of the Mob
Last Command, The
UsI W>lt2. Th,
Legion of the Condemned
Love and Learn
"Loves of An Actress. Ttie
Loves nf an Actress .silent version!
Magniflcent Flirt. The
Mating Call. The
Model from Montinartre
'Moran of the Marines
Nevada
Night of fklystery. A
Now We're In ttie Air
Old Ironsides
One Woman to Another
Open Range
Partners In Crime
•Patriot The
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout The
Racket The
Red Hair
Rough Riders. The
•Sawdust Pat adjse, The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade

Star
Rel, Date
Asther-Hall-Davla
Mar. 31... 5E97leet
Negrl-Brook
Sept 10 . . 6591 feet . Jan. 28
Brent-Cooper
Jaru 7...
6536
7560 feel
feet
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
Sept 15. . . 5330 feet
Beery-Hatton
May 19. . .
Sept. 29
Douglas MacLean
Oct 27...
July
7
Jungle Film
Sept 3. .. 6408 feet
3
Melghan-Brooka
Nov. 12 .. 6536 feM .Mar.
Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova. . Oct 20 - 7202
feet . Sept 22
56S5leet
VIdor-Cooper
Feb. 18. ..
Bancroft-Brent
May 26... 7866 feet . . June 9
MayApril
13 '27
May
127
DIx-Carroll
April 21... 5364 leet
i
leet. . Mar.
Mar.
Seot 31
Bow-Hali
Oct 13... 6918
5808leet
Danlels-Arlen
Feb. 25... 52S0feel
6402 leel.
Ralston-Arlen
Oct
8. . .
May 25
2S
Daniels-Hall
May 12 .. 6134 leet ...Aug.
Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25...
Fields-Conklln
May
7. . . 5852 leet . June 23
7640 leet . Aug. 11
Brian-Brook
Aug. 1 1 . . . 6376
Dtx-Todd
Dee. 10. .. 5927 feet ..Dec 31
6871
feel.
Men|ou-0'Han
Oct 15. . .
Taylot-Sterllng-Whlte
Jan. 28...
.Jan. il
...Oct
1«
Bow-Rogers
Dec. 10 . . 5998 leet.
6238
Ralston-Arleo
June 16, .. 5415 leet.
5038 leet
feet
June 2
Menjou-Brent
June 9...
Vldor-CarmanaU
Dec
3...
Feb. 11
Dantels-HamlHon
July 14... 6528 leet
July 28
Oct 28
Thomson-Lane
Oct 22 . . 8E56feet
6039 feel.
feet . Aug- ia
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18 . . 6792
Bow-Arlen
JuneSO. . 8234 feet.
Jan. 2>
JannlngvBrent
Jan. 21.
.Aug.
741 5 feet
Dec 30
Frltsttt-Vemon
Nov. 26- . 6940
Cooper-Wray
Mar. 10 . 7434
5737 feet
feel.
Mar. 24
Ralstnrv-Chandiv
Jan. 14-.
71
59
feet
Feb.
25
NeflTl- Asttier
Aujj. 18. .
Negr^-Asther
Aug. 18Florence VIdor
June 2.. 4998 feet . June 30
6325 feet
Meivf-an-Brent-Adoree
July 21.
Naldi-Petrovltdl
Sept 22..
leet.
Dix*Eider
Oct. 27.. .6258
5741 leet.
Cooper-Todd
Sept 10 .
...Oct 28
Menjou-Brent
April 7..
feet . . April
Dec 23
21
Beery-Hatton
Oct 22. . .5798
feet
Ralston-Farrell-Beflfy
Mar. 3 . . .7910
4551 feet.
\ Idor-Von Elll
Sept 24 - . . 5599 feet ...Sept 30
.
Mar.
10
Chandler-Bronson
Nov. 5 .
Beery-Hafton-Brlan
Mar. 17. . .6600 feet
...Aug.
IS5
.May18 '26
9819 feet. Dec
Jannlngs-Stone-Vidor
Sept 1 - .
Special Cast
Jan. 28. . .5582 feet. ...Jan. 21
Thomson-Lane
Jan. 21 - . .6118 feet. ..Mar.10
July 14
.7646 feel
Meighan-Prevost
June 30. .
Bow-Chandler
Mar.10.. .9443
.6331 feet.
feel. . Mar. 31
N. Beery-Bancroft
Oct
1. .
. . Sept 1
.7175 feet
Ralston-Howes
Aug. 25. .5928
feet ...Mar. 17
Negrl-Tht mson
Feb. 4 .
.52tMfeet.
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
Dec 24..
... Dec 31
April 1 '27

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Motion
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Title
ShtnghiJ Bound
She's a Sheik
Shootin* Irons
Show Down. The
Something Always Happens. .
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight. The
Stark Love.
Street of Sin. The
Sunset Lpgiun. The
Swim. Girl. Swim
Take Me Home
Tell It 10 Sweeney
Three Sinners
Tillies Punctured Romance ..
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonio Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer, The
[Varsity
•WarmingUp
Waler Hole. The
Way of All Flesh
•Wedding March. Th»
We're All Gambler*
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

Holt-Blane
".
Rogers-Brian
Rlcnard DIx
Hoit-Carroll
Jannlngs- Bennett-Haver
, Van Strotiein-Wray
Melghan-Mlllner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers ,
Negrl-E. Hanson

SHORT
Title
Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Benlnd tne Counter
Bugs My Dear tChrfstle)
Bum Steer. A
CallAgaIn
Campus Cuties fChrlstle)
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dads Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dlirv Diver. The tChrlsHe)
FareValue
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenry
Gallant Gob. A (Christie)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts rChrlstle)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Hold
Cowboy (Christie)
Holy "Er
MackereuChrlstle)
Home GIri, The
Horse Sfiy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Juet tne Type rChrlstle)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko"s Bawth
Ko-Ko'3 Big Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko Kleans Up.
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Haunied Home
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Ko^Ko'sKInk
Ko-Ko's Kozy Komar
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ko*s Snoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Kft-Ko'a Tattoo
Long Count. The
Li>n« Hote (Chrtttle)
Loose Change (Christie)

SUBJECTS

Star
...Novelty
...Novelty
.Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krary Kay Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
Krary Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
t
Billy Oooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E- E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayee
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Kra/y Kat Cartoon
JImmIe Adams
Ann Cornwall
Bobby Vernon
Jimmy
Adams .
Gilmore-Kruger
E. E. Hnrlon
Jack Duffy
Krary Kat Canoon...
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon.
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
InkwoH Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuff

Love'sShy
Young
Screem (Chrlatle)
Anne
Love
(Christie)
JimmloCornwall
Adams
Love Sunk
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Newt Reeling
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Oriental Hugs fChrlstle)
Billy Dooley
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail. The
Kraiy Kal Cartoon
Picture My Astonishment {Chritfle). Frances Lee
Pig Styles
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Prandng Prune
Helen Hayes
Rain Oropper. The.
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Save (he Pieces (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Say Uncle Christie)
Jack Duffy
ScramhiKd Weddings
E. E. Horton
Sea Food Cbrlsllei
Billy Dooley
Sea Sword
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Shadow Theory
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Show Vote
Krazy Kat Cartoon
-Frances Lee
*Skatlng Home (Chrtstlo)..
NesI Bums
Slick Shckers iChrUtlei ..
. Jlmmle Adams.
Sllpoery Heeis fChristIa)
. Bobby Vernon •Sock exchange. The (Christie).
Stage Coached
, . . Krazy Ksl CartOMi
. Bobby Vernon
•StnpKlddlng
..Bobby Vernon
SweeUoe (Chr(stle)
. Krazy Kal Cartoon
Tong Tied
Two Masten
..Ealon-Pott
, . E. E. Horion
Vacation Wevse
Walls Ted Tales
. .Madge Kennedy
.-Billy Dooley
Water Bug< rChrWIe)
Wired and Fired -.
. . Krazy Kal Csrtoon
Coming
Till*
*|Abls'i Irish Rose
Avalanche. The
,
Canary Murder Case, Tht. .
•tFoor Foalhers
His Private Ufs

Reviewed
Length
SSISfeet
Dec 9
6015 feet
Dec
8
5179 feet
Oct
Feb, 25B
7616 feel
Mar. 26
in
May
Mar. 24 . 4792 feet
7960 (eet
April
April 14
, 5951 (eet
Feb. 11
. Feb. 18
Nov. 19,. .4934(eet
SepL 17 .
-6200(eet Mar. 11 "272
May 26.. 6218feet....June
6763 feet
Sept. 29
April 21
SepLl7.. .6124feet .. Sept 16
Oct 20..
OcL
28
.6006 feel
Sept. 24 . .7029
feet.
April 14- . 5733 feet
April 28
Mar. 3. .
Sept.
29
Jan. 7
Dec 17. . 5319 feet
Feb. 4, . .5991 feet . April 26
Oct 29-. -7643 feet
Sept. 9
5834 (eet.
SepL 29
June 23
Sept. 29 .
6509 feet July 21
Aug. 4 .
6319 (eet Sept. 8
Aug. 25
Oct.
I
8466 feet. July 8. '27
Oct.
6 - . 5935 feet Sept. 3. . 5413 feet
Jan. 21
Jan.
7. .
12 reels
Sept.
5960 feet
OcL 29.
Oct 14
Aug. 26*27
Rel. Date
Oct
Nov. 15
12

Star
Dlx-Brlan
Dsnlels-Arlen...
Luden-Glane
Bancroft- 8 rent. .
Ralston-Hamilton.
. Lloyd-Chrlstle
. Olx-Olmstead
, Ralston-HamHton
Special Cast
Jannlngs-Wray
Thomson- Murphy
Oanlels-Hall
Daniels- Hamlllon
Conklln-Bancroft
Negrl-Baiter
Fields-Conklln
Conklln-Flelds
Arlen-Brlan
Bancroft- Brent-Brook

Length
Date
25... . .2 reels
..2
reels
23
. 1 reel
16
- 1 reel
22. .
3 ,,2 reels
.
.2 reels. . .
21
21 . 1 reel
20 . .2 reels
reels
7 ..12 reel
13. .
1 reel
-4
2 reels.
5
2 reels . , Oct
7
2 reels
27 . .2 reels
.
IB
2 reels
21
21 . .2 reels . . . .April !
14 . . 2 reels
.2 reels
26 .
1 reel
5
...
28 . 2 reels
14 . .2 reels
,2 reels
June
2
June
Feb. 11 . .2 reels
2 reels
Dec. 1 ,
2 reels
May 19
.2 reels
Aug. 25
Feb. 25 . .1I reel
reel
Feb. 11 .
,2 reels
Feb. 18
.2reols
Mar. 31 - .1 reel
Feb. 18. . . 1 reel
Sept 8 . - 1 reel
June 23 - . 1 reel
Aug. 25 - .1 reel
Sept 22. - I reel ,
May 12 , 1 reel
July
7
Ireel
Aug. 11 . 'feel
Oct 20. . Ireel
1 reel
April 28 .
1 reel
April 14 . . Ireel
Feb. 4.. Ireel
Mar. 31 . .
June 9
1 reel,
Jan. 7 - 1 reel
Jan, 21, .
tree".
Oct
6
reel
11 reei
Mar. 3 . Ireel
.
May 26
Mar. 17 . , 1 reel
May 19
2 reels.
Mar. 17
2 reels.
Oct
6
2 reels
May
12
reels
Mar. 24
12 reel
Mar. 24 . .
1 reel
Aug. 4
Sept 29
Ireel
2reele
,
June ?
1 reel
SepL 29 .. 2reels
Oct 13
Ireel
Jan. 14 . - .2reeJe
Ireel
June 30
Jan. 28
- 22 reels
reels
June 9
2reels
June 30
2 reels
July 14
1 reel
Sept 1
Jan. 28
1Irei
reel
Sept 1 5
.2 reels...,
SepL 1. ..2reels.,.
July 7
.2reele. ..
June IS
reels...
.Sept 22 . 2Ireel
...
.June 16
, -2reele. ..
.Aug. 10
II
2reele...
.Mar.
Ireel ...
.April 7 . .2reete. ..
.Sept 8
.Sept IS . 2 reels...
, 2reele...
.Aug. 4
2reels.,.
I reel....
.Feb. 4
Mar. 10
Rel.
Feb.
June
Aug.
Oct
Mar.
April
April
Oct
April
Oct
July
May
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
April
April

Attractions

Star
..Hertholt-McDonald
..Holl-HIII
. - Powe(1-Tsylor-B/lan
. Wray-Ari en-Beery
. Mentou-Carver

* Mpans synchronizfd .icore.

Length
..12ll»lee(.

Reviews
.A«m2B

Hunting Towei
'Jlnterterence
Just Married
Just Twenty-One
Kit Carson
LPtter. The
Manhattan Cocktail
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel. The
Side Show. The
SSInsodhe Fathers
•tSoul of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War
WoK of Wall Street. The
Woman From Moeeow, The

Star
Harry Lauder
Brenl-Brook-PowaB
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Evelyn Brent
Arlen-Carroll
Daniels-Hamilton. . .
Flelds-Conklin
Flelds-Conklln
Richard Di<
Cooper- Carrol I
Relds-Conklln
,
Emil Jannings
,
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor
George Bancroft
Negrt-Kerry

ReU

Date

Length

Reviewed

PATHE

FEATURES
Tl'l"
Alice In Wondwiand
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway, The
Aoactie Raldef . Tha
Avenging Shadow. Tile
Ballyhoo Buster. The
Black Ace, The
Slonde for a Nlgtil, A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle .
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bronc Slomper, The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop. The
Cowboy Cavalier. The
Claig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the LosL The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin. The
Discord.
.
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman, The
Olrl In the Pullman,
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's
Boy A ire-lasue)
Harp In Hock.
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Vale
Hoof Marks
•tSKIng of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good
Law's Lash, The
Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Nljht
Main
The
^ EvenL
Man-Made Woman
Marllethe Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obllgln' Buckaroo, The.
On to Reno
Perfect Gentleman. A
Power
Red Mark, The
Ride' Em High
Roarin' Rroncs
Rush Hjur, The
Saddle Males
Sal of Singapore
Ship Comes In. A
■tShew Folks
Skyscraper
^j
Soda Water Cowboy, TJw.tSSpleler The
' Deliver
—
Stand ■and
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Oellght
Valley of Honied Men, The
Walking Back
Whal Price Beaulyf
Wise Wife, The
Wreck of the Hesperus, Tht. .
Vollow Contraband
Title
Alsska or Buat
Animal Snaps
Baby's BIrthdey
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artlsta
,
Barnyard Lodge No. I,,,
Bath Time
Banting Duel, The
Beach Club, The
Benares lEducatfonel).,.
Boel Man. The
Bicycle Flirt, The
Blaie of Glery, A
Boy Friend, The
Broncho The
Butter, The
Burglar,
Bunker Beltlen
BusvBodlee
Calling Hubby'e Bill*
Camous Carmen, The
Campus Vsmp. Ths

t Meant sound effects.

-V c IV s

P ic t \

Title

StM
Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
Leatrlce Joy
Leo Maloney
Klondike dog)
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Don Coleman
IVIarle Prevost
Leatrlce Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
Armstrong-Basquetle
Haver-Varconi
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
,.
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Oagovof
William Boyd
Klondike dogi
..MontyBanks
Goudal-Varconl
Marie Prevost
Ekman-Bell
BiliCody
Harold
Lloyd
R. Schlldkraut-Coghlan
McDonaid-Murphy. . .
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan
Warner-Logan
.*.
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody

HbI. D>le
Dec 25
Feb. 1 2
Dec 26
Oct
3
Feb. 1 2
April 29
Jan.
8
SepL 2
FeD. 27
Mar. 12
SepL 11
Jan. 22
Feb. 26
Mar. 23
SepL 30
OcL
7
Mar. 5
OcL 23
Aug. 19
Jan. 29
SepL 23
Feb. 5
Dec. 18
Jan. 1 5
Dec II..
Nov 20
Nov 11
June 24
Dec
4
Nov. 7
OcL 31
Dec 18
Nov. 20
"Dec
OcL 10
Nov. il
May 14
Nov. 13
Se«)L30
Dec 25
Jan,
1

Length
4408 feet
3996 feet
5596 feet

5722
5927
6589
.4875
4833
5408
4550
5400

Rel,

"Ae.sop Fables"
,.Sei>L
Rarebits
star
Jeckaon-Hlatt-McKM
..April
..Jan.
..July
"Aesop Fables"
Jeckuin-Hlott-McKe*
. Oct.
"Aesop Fables"
..April
"Aesop Fablaa"
..April
Sportllght
..June
"Aesop Fables"
..April
..Jin.
Bevan-Hurlodt
Jen.
Geographical Number
Mar.
Beven>A, Benn»tl-V. Dent..
Feb.
Beven-V. Dent-D. Gerley . .
..Feb.
.
"Aeeop Fablee"
..Jan.
^"AeeopFebies"
. .Ju.
"Aeeop Fablee"
..Dec
. July
Spaitll(M
SpwmM
.Jan.
..Fab.
TTT.
Nov
SeeinenOlrle. .
Ssnnelt Qlria
SepL

. Dec 16
..Feb.
18
Dec
Mar. 30
31

feet
feet
feet
reel
feet
feel
feel
feet

SepL 15
May 2S
JanJ
Mar. 143
Mar. 31
Dec 30
Aug. 11
Nov.
II

69145leel
reels
7054 feet
feet
5100

28
feel . . Jan.
SepL 8
feel.
feet
Feb,
11
feel.
feel.
. Dec 30
feet . -..Jan.
21
;'.Nov,"l1
8586 feet
Nov. 11
6599
feet
June 23
4476 feel
Nov. 18
.6403 feet
4526
4480
6670
4933
4398
5478

5867
6568
7913
.4968
4750
4890
5990
7056
4076

feet
feet
feel .
feel
feet
feet
feet .
feel
feel

Dec
Nov. 1i
18
Mar. 24
Dec 23
Dec 9
Feb. II
Aug. 234
Dec

4131 feel
feet
Dk.
13500
leeLAprllDec
29
4155
Mar.
4683 feet
Mar.
Jan.
6650 feet
feel
5888

Klondike idog)
!!.!!!! !!May 20
Jacqueline Logan
Jan. 22
Junior Coghlan
Jan. 15
5733 feel
U Rncque-Loff
SepL 16
6472leet
Reynolds-R.
SchlkHcnut.
^,
.
..,..
Nov, 18
5762 feel
Joy-Boips-Warner .. .
SepL 9
4600 feet
Klondike dog)
Mar. 4
6559 feet
Jacqueline Logan
Mar. 26
5750 feet
Franklyn Pangborn
Dec 19
William Bill,
Boyd Jr.
Feb,
5954 feet
.4575
Buffalo
Marie
Prevost
,
^.oyd-Lngan
5494 feel
,.OcL
5628 leet
..Jan, 161
Monty Banks
.Jen, 15
7937
. Sm)L23
6092 leel
feel
von SeyHertilz-Qyartiaro
4542reet
Aug. 26
4375 feet
OcL
9
Buddy Roosevelt
5880 feet
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Marie Prevost
Dec .27
12 . 4520 feet
Wally Wales
Aug. 5
Phyllis Haver
Oct. 14
6902 feet.
Rudolph Schlldkruit
June 4
7040 feet
Quillan-Loff
OcL 21 . 4546 feet
William Boyd
April 9
Wally Wales
Se(>L25..
5423 feel
Halt^Logan-Adoree
Jan. 6
Rod La Rocque
Feb. 20 .
6370 feet
Haver-Vorconl
Aug. 5
4520
leel
5397 leet
R. Schlldkrant-Fiy
Nov. 11
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Feb 1
Sue Carrol
5035 feet
. 4000feet
NIta Naldl
SeiOleM
May 22
21
..Jin.
6447 feel
Phyllis Haver
..OcL 24
-Bradford-Marlon
..Oct
31
Leo Maloney
. . .
Oct 28
Length
SUBJECTS

SHORT

Mar. 24

6555 feet
.5755
4293 foot
feet
4805 feet

30
'27
31
10
28

Nov. ii
SepL 22
Mar. 3

Nov. II
.

.

Jan,
SepL 14
15
Nov, II
SepL 308
Dec
Mar, 10
Mar,
SepL 17
22

.

.

April
Nov,
June
Mar,

14
4
'/3
3

April
Jan,
SepL
Dsc
Mar,

7
28
22
16
31

Dale 1 reel .... Reviewed
1 reel . . . . ,.S<«LI
2 reela. . . .
9
208
15

1 reel

,..

1 reel ,, . , Oct. 6
It
12Ireel
reel
rrels
June 2]
29
April 21
8 . Ired
24
. 2 reele
April
7
II...
22. . Ireel
Jan. 14
22
Aprtl 7
2reele.
..
18 . 2Ireel
reels
>ebl
Mar, 11
10
19
Ireel
26... Ireel
2reela
—
22...
a1 ., . ,,
22
1 reel
Ireel
22 reela
reels, . , ,
38
25
23
2r
SepL IS

§ Means voire {including dialogue and incidental songs).

October

13,

Tltt*
Canned Thfllli
l'atalln.i RuwfooAt Racm..
Caughr In Ihp Kitchen..
City Slickers
Clothes snd the QaiM
Coast to Coast
County Fair. Th»
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run, A
Crowned Heads
Cure nr Kill
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
Delerred Catch
• t Dinner Time
Don't Get
Jealous
Dumb
Wader.
A
E.igle iif the Night (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's Ftylnj
FairAHair.A
FairCjtci.A
Family Frolics
Famous Playgrounds
Flight Thai Failed. The
Flying Age. The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Husbands
Fun Afoot
Galloping Ghosts
Girl From Nowhefe. The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gndlron Cocktail. A
Happy Days
Hig'i Seas
.
. ,
High Stakes
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints
Hubby i Latest Alibi

19 38
Star

Rot.

SpoMllghl
JackM)n-Hlatt-McKo«
Billy Bevnn
_ ._
_.
_ ,
"Aesop Fables"
SporlKght . ,
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
.,, Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
SportKght
"Ai».op Fflbles"
Foottull Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense.
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables*'
"Aesop Fables'*
Sportlight
Football Sense
Sportlight
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Sportlight
Carew-Hardy
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Rarebits
Billy Bevan

Hubby's Week-End Trip
•iuntsman. The
"Aesop Fables"
In the Bag
"Aesop Fables"
Jim Jam Janitor. A
Johnny Hines
Jungle Days
"Aesop Fables"
Jungle Triangle. A
"Aesop Fables"
Kashmir. Old and New
Geographical Number
Life Savers
Rarebits
Llmbertefls
Sportlight
Love at First Flight
Pollard-Hurlock-Cowley
Magnetic Bat. The
"Aesop Fable"
Man Without a Face (Serial)
A. Ray-W. Miller
Mark ot the Frog, The
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Matching Wits
Sportlight
Monkey Love
"Aesop Fables"
Motor Boat Mamas
Bevan-Dent
Mouse's Bride. The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportlight
NewAunt
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
On the Ice
"Aesop fatiles"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Bluewfth Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Playin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride 'Em Cowboy
Rodeo, The
Run.Giri.Run

"Aesop Fables"
SennettClrls

Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Short Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Many?
Smile Wins, The
Smith's Army Life
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Holiday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower, The
South Sea Sagas
Sptder's Lair, The
Star Builders
Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sbx, The
Swim Knnceu. ma
Tail Waggers
TajIforTwo

"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jack son- Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hian-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fablea"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables",
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
Po Ilard-Cly de-Lombard.
SoortHqht
Jack Cooper

Tetrtble People The (SerUU)
Tiger's Shadow. The
Trees
Twentv-Four Dollar Island
UncleTom
t/eraaHllty
Wandering Minstrel, The
WingingWest
W8rBrfde.A.
Vellow Cameo. The (Serial)

Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits
Novelty

Taxi Trouble

19
21
9
1
15.
13 .
4
16
19
19
7
28
7
21
14

May
SepL
Oct
July
Feb.
July
Oct
Jan,
May
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept
May
Sept
Jan.
Aug.
Jan,

19,
16
14
22.
12
8
14
22,
13 ,
3.
22.
12.
17,
18
11.
5,
5,
30
27.
23
15.
12
15,

Dec
2
July
8
Aug. 26

Length
Revlowed
1 re«l
Aug. II
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels. , . .
. 1 reel
. 1 reel . .
1 reel
' OtI. 197 6
April
May
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 8
AuB. 18

.2 reels

2 reels
10 episodes
. 1 reel
1 reel
11 reel
reel

Sept.
Ccl.
Sept

6

.1
.1
.1
1
.2
.2

Jan.
May
June
April
Feb.

14
19
9
21
11

Mar.

3

reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reels

.
.

. 1 reel
.2 reels

-2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel .
.1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels

8
6

Mar. 24

.

2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
. 1Ireel
reel
...
I reel..
1 reel
.1 reel
.
2 reels
.
1 reel
TO episodes10 episodes.
1 reel

May 19
Sept 22

July 14

Mar. 31
Jan.
7
Mar. 3
Feb. 4
Mar. 3
Dec 31

Feb. 18
May 19
Sept.

8

Sept
Mar.

1
3

2 reels

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
June

Sportlight
"Aesop Fables'*
Aviation Film
"Aesop enables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

5 , 10 episodes
10 episodes
1 reel
11
1 reel
1
27
2 reels
1 reel
5
1 reel
29.
2 reels
6
1 reel
20
3
10 episodes

Dee. 23
Jan. 28
May 19

Attraction*

ntle
•t Annapolis
Border Patrol
•tCaptaIn Swagger
Rying Buckaroo. The
•t-FIylng Fool, The.
FornijdenLove
Fort. • Five-Calibre War
Geraldlne
•tGodless Girl. The
Hawk of the Hills.
ni'.eit^emecV.The
Marked Money

Star
Length
Reviewed
Lofl-Brown
Nov. 18
Harry Carey
Dec 23
La Rocque-Carol
Nov. 11
6312 feet
Wally Wales
Nov. 25. .. .6670 feet
Monty Banks
Nov. 25
Llli Damita
Nov. 4 ,..5937feet
Coleman-Loff
Feb, 17 '29
Qulllan-LofT
Dee. 30
Basquene-Prwosl
I0720fee(. . .Sept 1
Allene Ray
Mar. 17
WlliiamBoyd
Jul 13
Junior Coghlan
Nov. 18

•*Nel McCobb's Daughter
Noisy Neighbors
n; Office Scandal
t} S lady Udy. The
Sin Town

Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
AllernFalr

• Means synchronized score,

Dae.

PICTURES
Star

2

Dee. 16
Jan. 20

f Means sound effects,

Tllte
Boy of the Streets. A
Branded Man, The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower. The
Divine Sinner, The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart of Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man. The.
LIghtIn tfe Wind w, A
LIghtnin' Shot. The
Man From Headquarters. The
Midnight Adventure, A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke or 12
Painted Trail. The
Phantom oi the Turif, The
Prince of the Plains
Rldln' Luck, ,
Sister o( Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail RIdera
Trallm* Back
Wanderer of the West, A
Wheel of Destiny. The
Wild Born
You Can't Beat the Law

Date
Length
Reviewed
5 , 5700 feet
6600 feet
5600 feet
15
15
5700 feet
26
5700 leet
22
5800 feet
7
5800 feet... May 26
19

R.)

Sur

Ret
Date
Length
Reviewed
Walker-Bennett
Sept
, , . ,5059 leet
.6089 feet ...June
2
Delaney- Marl owe
May
6673 feet
Lewls-Robards
Jan.
Bedford-Frazer
Sept 15 , 5937 feet
.Sept 30
Murphy-Kellh
Sept
. . . ,6089 feet
6076 feet
Russeli-Falre
April
4533 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
June
5683 feet
Vera Reynolds
July 15
4879 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
5976 feet
Gordon-Hale
April
5853 feet
Garon-Agnew
Jan.
5076 feet
Bowers-Rand
Nov.
5916 feet Mar. 24
Santschi-Brockwell
Jan.
4797 feet
feet
5960
Nov. 11
Walthall-Avery-Keefe
Oct
Buddy Roosevelt
May
5946 feet
...
Roberls-Keete
Aug. 1
5262
feet
Murphy-Landis
May
S608 feet ..June 2
Brockw ell-Glass
Mar.
4538 teet
Buddy Rnn'^evelt
, July
5970 feet
4571
feet
E. Torrence-Marlowe-O'Shea.. Nov.
Buddy Roosevelt
.Feb.
5905 feet
H. Costello- Lease
Mar.
4134 feet
Tex Maynard
Sept
4137 feet
Tei Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1
Foster-Olmstead
Dec.
,4627leel
Buddy Roosevelt
April
4308feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
4200 leet
Tex fVlaynard
Nov.
5869 feet
4490f©et
Stanley-Hale
Oct
Tex Maynard
Dec
5260 feet
. , Lee-Keefe
Feb.
'.'.'.'
5991 feet ,.'.'.

Coming

Title

(S. R.)
Ret
Sept
April
Mar.
Sept
June
Nov.
Dec

Bedford-Grav-s
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner- Withers.
Harns-Frazer
Dwan-Undls
Lillian Rich
Hartan-Murphy

RAYART(S.
Sept 29

April 1
1 reel
Mar. 4
1 reel
1 reel
Jan.
8
.Jan. 15, , ,2 reels
. .2 reels. . . .
Feb. 26
. 2 reels
Feb. 5 . 2 reels
Mar. 4 .2 reels
Jan.
8 , 2 reels
Aug. 19 .3 reels
Sept 30
Mar. 18 . .. 11 reel
reel
Sept22
. .1 reel
Feb. 19.
May 27. . .1 reel
1 reel,
Sept 2
1 reel
Sept 16
1 reel
Aug. 12
1 reel
Aug. 5
2 reels
Feb. 26
1 reel
April 1
2 reels
Sept 2
Aug.

PEERLESS
TItIt
Bitter Sweets
GIri He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web 01 Fate. The
Wilful Youth

, 1 reel

1 reel
. 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel

Mar. 25 .
Mar. 31
May
6.
May 19
Jan.
8.
Feb. 12
June
2
June 10.
Jen 21
Jan. 29.
Sept 30
Jan 14
Jan. 15.
Mat, 24
Mar. 25.
April 29 .
.April 21
,12 reels.
reel
Oct. 14.
.. .Sept. 29
Sept 30
June 30
Ireel..
June 24,
1 reel
Oct 14
2 reels...
May 12
Sent. ?Q
2 reels
Oct
7,
.1 reel
Mar. 11.
1 reel
Aug. 5.
1 reel
Julv 29, . .1 reel
Auj. 4
Feb. 12. .
2 reels. . .Feb. 11
Jan.
1 , . Ireel
May 27.
Ireel. . .
Ireel
JunelO,
June 9
Jan. 15.
1 reel
. .
Jan. 7
June 17
.2reels ..
Mar. 24.
July 14
.2reels
Jan. 14
Jan. 15
... —

Jack Cooper

Coming

Dale

Aug.
Oct.
SepL
Aug.
July
April
May
Mar
SepL
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.

Attractions
Length

Reviewed

, -Foster-Keith
Star

Should aGiri Marry?.

STERLING
■^'Ve
Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt. The
MarrytheGirl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed

Title

PICTURES

Star
H. Coslello-Frazer
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston- Walker
P. Bonner- Delaney
Bryant Washburn
Coming
Star

(S. R.)
ReL
Jan.
Sept
Mar.
April
Oct
Dec
July

Length
Date;
30. . . . 5200 feet ,
1 — 5200 feet..
5300 feet .
1...
5400 feet .
15
5652 feet .
15
5210 feet..
15 . .
15 , 5309 feet

Attractions

It Might Happen to Any Girl.

Length

STATE

Revlewe**

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title
Star
DIst'r Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Adorable Cheat
Lee-Keefe
Chesterfield.,, Aug. 15 5256feet
Dec
Aftermath
Special Cast .
. . Collwvn
.6800 feet. . April 21
. L. T. Rogera
Age of Lust, The
EmilJannlngs
Hi-Mark
5000feet..
Air Mall Pilot The
Mehaffey-Metcalfe.
Arizona days
Bob Custer
Syndicate. Sept 15 4345 feet
Autumn Love
Lya de PuttI
European
Sept
6 reels
6
B.Aff.Jones
Corp. Aug.
7000 feet Oct
*'Big Hop, The
Jones-Ralslon-Hearn
.8400 feet .. Mar. 24
Battles of Coronel
Special Cast ,
, . Ameranglo. ...Feb
Black Butterflies
Ralston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dist
Sept 1 6!61 feet, .
6199 (eet...
Broadway After Midnight
Bonner-Landls
Krelbar
Nov.
Broken Hearts
Hercules
City Without Jews, The
Special Cast
Ay won ,
, Sept 1 500Cfee1
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Special Cast
Amkino
Mar.lO
8300feet
Dance Fever
Corda-Varconi .. Ufa Eastern
June 1 5460feet
Dawn
Special Cast
Arch Selwyn...
7500 feet.
Daughter of Israel
Betty BIythe
Aywon
Sept 1- fi000 feet
Devil Dogs
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
56CCfeet
Devil's Passron. The
Special Cast
Aria
5700 fee*
.June 16
Dugan of the Dugouts
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
End of St Petersburg, The
Russian Cast
A. Hammerstein
5600
8000 feet..
feet.. .Mar. 3
Faithless Lover. The
O'Brien.Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
5000 feet..
Fangs of Justice
SllversWeak-Walker. . .Bischofl
6100 feet..
Fortune's Fool
Emil Jannings
L. T. Rogers
640Cfeet..
Gay Adventurer The
Charles Alden
ABA
Golden Dawn
Warwick-Ward
. . Conquest
6200 feet
6 reels
Gypsy Romance
Raquel Meller
Aff. European. . Sept
6500 feet
Hands of Orlac
Conrad VeidI
Aywon
Sept
Hearts of Men
Harrls-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet
Hell Ship
Special Cast
Collwyn
5800feet
Sept1&
Into the Night
Agnes Ayree
Raleigh
5712 feet.
House of Sname
Faire-Hale
Chesterfield. . Sept 1 5460
530IJ feet
f eet
Sept 15
Jealousy
Lya de Putti
Brill
Sept 1
6000 feet.
Lady of Petrograd. The
Special Cast
, . . Aff . European . Sept.
6000 feet
Lady from Paris. The
Vilma Banky
Aywon
SepL
Mar. 3t
Last Moment, The
Matieson-Hate ,
. Zakoro
Mar.
5500 feet
.June IS
Life's Like That
Withers-Boteter
F. Royer (producer)
Lights of Paris
SpecialCast
Superlative
6000feet
Little Wild Girl, The
Lee-Undis
Hercules
Lookout GIri, The
Jacqueline Logan, ,. , Quality Oist. . .SepL
Loves of Jeanne Ney. The
,. Edith Jahanne ., Ufa-Eastern
7563feet.
Modern du Barry. A
Maria Corda
. Ufa Eastern. . Mar. 15 7124 feet
Mother of Mine
SpecialCast .
Zakoro
Oct
, 7200feet
Mystic Mirror, The
German Cast
7000 feet
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
5215 feet.
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Plet
5573 feet
Sept1&
Zakoro
July
. 5200 feet
Olympic Hero. The
.
, Charles Paddock
On the Divide
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct 15 ,4657 feet,.
SupertaMve
Port of Missing Children
Special Cast
Brenda
. Mar.
.7270 feet..
Port of Missing Girls
Bedford-McGregor
Aff. European. Sept
. 6 reels
Power of Darkness, The . .
Moscow Art Players

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs).

Motion

1178
Tille
Star
Rel. Date
Length
RevlewMl
PrltnanertJebe
German Cast
Scenic Films
6500 feet - Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo.
Baltour-Blackwetl
. Zakoro
Aug.
. .6200teel
Special Cast
6000 feet
Q Ships
Faire-Lease . .
Crescent Pic!
5900feet
Queen of the Chorus, The.
Aff. European. Sept
. 7 reels
flacing Through
Mae Marsh
QuaKtY DIst.. . Aug.
61 00 feet
Romance of a Rogue The
Warner-Stewart
Sally o( (he Soutti Seas
Hercui
Oct
Scarlel Youth
Corliss Palmer
Circle Pict
.6000 feet
Sealed Lips
Swedish Cast
Colwyn
Shadows ot (he Night
Hercules ...
Aurll
5800 feet... April 26
Shooting Stars
English Cast
Artlee .
4890 feet
-Silent Sentinel, The
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield,
Aug. 1
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
.
Syndicate
..Aug. 15 4315feet
8000reet
.. Feb. 4
SImba
Jungle Film
. . . Capitol Pict ,
.4900 feet
Sky Rider. Tfte
Champion-Hughes, .. Chesierfield . .June 15.
June 16 7200 feet
Station Master, The,
. Ivan filoskvln
Zakoro
Streets ot Algiers,
.
. Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern.
May
1 6603 feel
.4900 feet
Thrill Seekers
Clifford- Fulton
Superlative
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Jannings-Dagover UfaEastern.
6000
feet Aug.Mar.
31
. . Mar.
6680 feet
5 '27
Tracey the Outlaw
Jack Hoey
New-Cal
6300 feet
.
Two Briiltiers
Conrad Veidt . .
Ut.i Eastern.
1 7953 feet
July
Sept
When Fleet Meets Fleet
English Cast
Hl-Mark
6500 feet.
Woman Tempted The
Compton-Wnrd
Aywon
Ameranglo
6000 teet
Youth Astray . . . .,.,.... .Johnson-MattonI
l"
SHORT
SUBJECTS
April
Title
Star
DIst'r ReL
Dale
Length
R
e« The
. F. P. Donovan i producer!
2 reels
Charles Gounod (Technicolor). . Music Master Film
Fit7patrick
1 reel
Syndicate..
Sept 1.10 episodes
Chinatown Mystery. The (Serial Joe Bonomo
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Cigarette
Maker'sTheRomance
F. P. Donovan ( oroducer)
2 reels
District Doctor,
Poodles Hanneford
Artclass
2reBl8
Fare Enough
Mascot Pict,
Mar.
I 10 episodes
Fatal Warning, The Serial
2 reels
Girl with the Golden Eyes. The. ■F. P. Donovan (producer)
WbIss Bros
lOeplsodes .,
Mysterious Airman, The ,
rtecklace. The
F. P. DonovanCproducenMary Alden
2 reels
AlJoy
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
No ing to Live For
Piece of String. A
, F. P. Donovan (producer'
2 reels
Police Reporter The (Serial)
W. Miller-E. Gilbert . Weiss
Mar.
.lOeplsodes..
She Said No
Ben Turpin
Artclass
2 reels
Sophomore. The
,
G. O'Neilt-L. Graydon Hi-Mark
Soookey Money
. , AlJoy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2reels
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Through the Ages
Mascot Pict.
Oct 15, 10 episodes
Vanishing West The Serlat:
Special Cast
Vultures of the Sea i Serial),.. . Walker- Mason..
Mascot Pict
Aug. 1 lOeplsodes
Sept. 15
AlJoy
C ran h eld-Clarke
2 reels
Who's Who
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
You Can't Win (Serial)

Coming Attraction*
Title
About Trial Mirriage
Apaches of Paris Tne
6achelor Club, The
Bondage
Buying a Wife
Daicer of Hts VI ij Qsty. Tfie
Duty to be Silent
Escaped from I- ell
Exodus tr) the New World, The.
full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
<3reat Unknown, The
Guilt/
Her Vienneie Lover
Little Colonel. The
Man Who Cheated Life
M9cliniC5 of tie inn
Milak of the Snowiands
Mountain Lovers
Our Daily Bread
Poet an 1 Crir
South of Panama
Trunler Gal
Thrall of Leit the Lucky, The
Two Diys
.
Unholy Love
Verdun
Vera Miezewa (tentative). . .
Water. Tie
. .
West of Santa Fe
When Duty Calls
Yellow Ticket The
...

Star
Corliss Palmer
Ruth Weyher ,
Talmadge-Worth
Special
Cast
Special Cast
SjQClalCist
Maria Albana
Muriat Esterhazy,
Lyon-Prevost ,
NilsAsther
Special Cast .
John Loder .
, Fritsch-Vernon. ,
Asther-Nolan
Henry B. Walthal
Veidt-Krauss. . .
Edjcatlonal
Special Cast
Gaston Jacquet
Mary Nolan
Special Cast ,
Cornelius Keefe
Starke-L.Mason .
Special Cast
.
Wegener- Pctrovitch
Special Cast
Derussa
M.
Bob Chfl'Ahov
Custer
Special Cast
Anna Sten .

Ret
Date
Length
Reviewed
Oct 15
Circle Pict
Aug. 15 .7545 feet
Ufa Eastern.
General Pict
Ufa-Eastern
.-.
...Aff.
European
. .... .7 reels
Aiidno
7000f6el
Atf. European
6 reels
,
Aft. Eurupean
6 reels . . .
Pioneer
Aff. European
7reels...
Aff. European
7 reels...
Aft. European
6 reels. ..
Ufa-Eastern
Atf. European
6 re^s. . .
Aft. European
8 reels. . .
Ani'<ino
6000feel..
Ufa-Eastern
Conquest Jan.
.6500 feet
Atf. European
7 reels
Am'<ino
8775f6et. .
Chesterfield
Anchor
Technicolor (producer)
Amkino
6500 feet. .
Aff. European
tO reels
.
Richmount.
Aff. European
7 reels
,
Amkino
.
, 7000 feet.
Syndicate
, Nov. 1 5 4852 feel
Ufa-Eastern
Amkino
7000 feet.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Star

Ret

Length
Date
5844 feet
20
6147 teet
15
6157 feet
1
1
1 .. SZOSfeet
1 . . .6510 feat.
15

Title
Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
* f jCavaller, The
Clothes Make ine Woman
Devil's Skipper, The
Domestic Meddlers

Olive Bnrden
O'Netll-Graves
Patsy Ruth Miller
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pidgoon
Bennett- Love^Undls
Claire Windsor

July
Mar.
Aug.
Oct
May
Feb.
Aug.

floating College, Th«
Oeorge Washington Cohen
Qirl From Oav Karee
Giain of Dust The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
Housa It Scjntil
.,.
Ladies of the Nlghl Club
Ungerle
Namelesi Met.
.
.
Nauffhty Oucheaa,Tht
NlgntLlfe
Once and Forever
Power of Silence. ThO
Prowlers of tie Sea
Scarlet Dove. The
Stormy Waters
Streets of S'langhal
Their Hour
-* t iTollers. The
Tragedy of Youth .
Wild Oeese
Woman Against the World
Women'* WarM

O'Neill-Collier. Jr
Jessel-Palmer
Bedford-McGregor,
Cfrti-i-Windsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Oimsted,
Love-Sebastlan-SantschI
Sebastlan-O'Malley
Corlez-Leonard
White- McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner>Southoni
Harron-A. Day
Millif-Hsrron
Belle Bennett
CorlM My«ra
Fraier-florlo
Southern- McGregor
Slarke-Hsrian
Harmn- Sebastian
RaUton-Falrbanks. Jr.
Bsiier-Mlller-Collior, Jr.
Bennett-Southern-Keith
Ford-Hale-Olm«ted
Brenl-Lytell-Kent

Oct 10
Oct 20
Septl5..
5233feet
6126 feet
July 10
June 10 ..5334 feet
4752 feet..
Dec
1
5297 feet
April I
6553 feet
May IS
5676 feet
July
1
5708 feet
Feb. IS
Sept 10
6235 feet .
Nov.
I
6629 feel .
Oct 15
Sept 20
5160 feel
June 30
SI 02 feet
April 1 3
5735 feet
June
62 76 feet ,
Dec IS
5652 feet
Mar. I
Sept 1
Jan. 16
. 6361 feet .
Nov. 16 . .6448 feet ,
Jan.
1 , &283feet,.
Oct
1 ...SeUfool,.

TlUe
Ootd

*.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Clasak

* Means synchronizod score,

Rol.

Dato

Length
t reel

.May 2S

April 14
Dec

2

Reviewed

t Means sound effects.

Title
•fJr|>*>"Ji Love Call. Tne
. .
•tiJapatese Carnival, A
•tjln a Persian Market
•fSln a Chinese Temple Garden
"fLove Charm, The.
.
Marcheta
Maude :Vlj|ler
Medallion. The
Mission Bells
North of Suei
No Woman Allowed
Perfect Day, A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom. Dick or Harry
*I§Toy Shop. The
Treasure Land

Star
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

Synn'iony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony.
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Symphony
Classic

P ic t u }
Rel.

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Dec 15 . 1 reel
Jaru
1 ,1 reel
Oct
1.1 reel
Feb. 15 , . 1 reel
...
1 reel
Mar. 1,1 reel
1 reel,
Mar. 1
1 reel
Mar. 15 . 1 reel,
JarL
1 ...1 reel
1 reel
April 1
1 reel
Jan. IS . , 1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Nov. 1
1 reel
Feb. 1
1 reel

Coining Attractions
Title
Applause
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Domestic Meddlers
Family Row. The
•JGhetto. The...
Girl Wno Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner, The
Man in Hobbles, The
New Orleans
Queen of Burlesque
Rainbow, The
Spirit of Vouth
•Tomorrow

Star
Sally O'Neill
Dorothy Sebastian
Claire Wrndbur
Windsor-Gray
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
Co rtp2- Bennett
Belle Bennetl
Dorothy Sebastine
Sebastian- K ent
Miller-Gray

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Dec 20.
Feb.

1.

NOV. 10.
Jan. 20.
,
Dm.

1.

Nov.

1.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Air Patrol, The
Alias the Deacon
Anyt)ody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch, The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot. The
Clean Uo Man. The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger. The
Cohens and Kellys In Paris
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon .,
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider. The
Finders Keepers
Flyin' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, 'Tho
Four Flushar. The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge.
Greased Lightning
Grip of i^e Yukon, The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate, Tho
Hero For a Night A
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hootbeats of Vengeance
Hit Heels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover. The
Jazz Mad
Les Mlserables
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past A
•tMan Who Laughs. The
'tVlan, Woman and Wife
•jVlelody of Love
Michigan Kid, The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird, Tho
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out All Nlghl
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer. The
Phyllis of the Follies.
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear. The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid. The
Riding for Fame _
Shield of Honor, Tho
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saundera
Small Bachelor, Tho
Stop That Man
Surrender
Straight Shootln'
Thanks For Buggy RIdo
That's My Daddy
Thirloenth lurnr .The
Thirteen Washington Square. .
Three fWllo-. Up
Thunder RIdflrs. Tho
Trick of Hwirtii. A
Two Outlaw*. The
'DUncleTom'i Cabin
We Americans

Star
Al Wilson
Hersholt-Marlowe
Love-T. Moore,
Fred Humes

Rel. Date
Length
Jan.
1 . 4259 feet.
Jan. 22
. . 6869 (eel .
Sept 9
6243 feel.
May
B , , .4076 feet.

Reviewed

. ,Juiy 29

Adoree-Frazer
Sept 4 . .5741 feet
Ted Wells
Oct 14
Daugherty-Faire
Oct 28
4786feet.
Fred Humes
Sept 18 , ,4427 feet
Oe Putti- McGregor
June 3 . . .6171 feel
Hoot Gibson ,
Feb. 10 , 5202 feet
Dec 23
Dynamite-Cobb-Alden
Jan. 29 ,4345 feel
La Plante-Hale-Stanley
Sept.11 . 7190leet
Compson-Harlan
Oct
9 . 5623 feet
Jan.
7
Bosworth-Nixon
Oct 23 ,, 7304feel
May 20, "27
Wells-O'Day
Feb. 12 ,,,4232 feel.
Gibson-Culliver
Oct
7 . 5311 feet
Feb. 18
Al Wilson
Sept30 ,, 4322 feet
Sldney-Macdonald
Jan. 15 , , .7481 feet
Ray-Ralslon
June 17 . 6279 feet
Ted Wells
Oct 14
4201 feet
Sept 15
Ted Wells
Dec 18
4349 feet
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwell
Dec
4 ,.-4295feet
Mar. 17
Humes- Worth
Jan. 15
41 73 feel
La Plante-Harron
Feb. 5 . . , 6081 feet
June 30
Gibson-Hasbrouck
July
I , 5109feet
Kerry- Stone- Nolan
Sept 23
7828 feet
Jan. 28
Dynamite idog)
Mar. 25 , , .442 6 feet
Lewls-Nlion
Jan.
8 , , 61 93 feet
Stone-Keith-M. Day
Oct 28 ., 6474 feet
Gibson-Rand
Nov. 20
. , 5503 teet
Sept 22
Denny- Nolan
April 29
5645 feet
Ted Wells
July 29
,4)94 feet
Bushman-Hamllton-Marfowe. . .Sept 30 . 6599 feet
Rex {horse'-Perrln
Sept 16 , , 4868 feet
Rex horse -Perrln
April 14 ..,47I9feet
Tryon-Mlllor
Dec 18 .5711 feet
La Plante-Delaney
Sept 2
6307fBet
Lewis-Gulliver
Oct 14 ,. 5591 feet
Rex i horse )-Pen1n
June 16
.
.
5874 feet
Tryon-Mlller
May 13
Dynamite dog)
May 20 ,4095 feel .
5591 feet
Tryon-Nimn
Oct 14
July
Sept 14
16
Korry-Moran
Dec
4
, 6958
6832 feel
feet
Sept 16
Hersholt-Nixon-Lewto
Sept30
,7713 feet
Special Cast
Oct 30
feet
April 28
Keane-Kent
Sept 18 .5882
6813 teet
Feb. 11
Phllbln-Kerry
Mar. 4 '. 6030 feet
Swtie
Ted Welh
June 3 , 412Uteet
.6135 feet , May 12
Veldl-Bedford
Dec 25
101 85 feet
Veldt-Phllbin
Nov. 4
6674 teet
Kerry-Starke-Nlion
Dec 30
July
7
Pidgoon-Hiirris-WlntOn
Sept IS
. Mar. 10
Nagel-Adoree
Oct 21
5669
feet
De Puttl-Harlan
f*t. 26
. 6670 feet
feet .
Reginald Denny
Sept 18 .4172
Fred Humes
Nov. 20.
.61 70 feel
feet.
Denny- Worth
Nov. 27 .5918
Jan.
Oct 147
Denny-Nlxon
Sept 4
.5416 feet
Glbson-Clalre
Sept 25
Aufl. 5
Cody- Thompson
June 2
4253 fool .
Al Wll-ton
Feb. 26
M. Moore-A. Day
Nov. 11 ,5907 feet
Rex (horsei-Pemln
Aug, 4
.4230 feet
feet ,
Corty-Thnnipvin
Oct 28 .4200
Fred Humes
Mar. II , 4472 feet
Fred Humes
July IS
Gibson-Hale
Jan. 29 ,,5382feel
5424 feet
Dec SO
Hoot GJbson
Aug. 19 .61 72 feet
Aug. 26
..Lewls-Gulllver-Haninion
Feb. 19
6166 feet
. , La Plante-Harron
Oct
2
4393
feet
..Al Wilson
Nov. 6
6218feet
6389 feet
April 28
..Kont-Beranger
Nov. 6
4251 feet
..Lake-Kent
Mar. II
Aug.
..Ted Wells
Oct 18
Mar. 19
10
8249 feel
. . Phllbln-Mosklno
Mar. 4
6179 feet
Feb.
4»
Dec
La Planto-Tryon
April I
6598 feel
Denny-Kent
Feb.
S
6073
feet
Nilnvin-Buahnuin
Nov. 13
Feb.
4
4136 feet
, Her%ho It- Joyce
April 8 , 6274
. Al Wilwin
Sept 4
4363 reel
Ted Weill
April 8
5495 feel
Gibson-Hale
Mar. 18
10*27
4616feet JunoNov.
18
Res (hor»e)-Perrin
Nov. IS
lOeOOfeet
Special Ca<it
Sept 2 . 01S1 feel
April 7
Sldney-Mlller-Lowlt
May
6

§ Mentis vitice {including dialogue and incidental songs).

October

13,

Tlll»
Wild Beauty
Wild Wost Show, TTie
Wolf's
Won In Trail
the Clouds

1179

1928
Star

SHORT
Tlll«
Afrlco Befote Dark
All Bulled Up
All For Goraldene
Ambuscade. The
Any Old Count
Back to Nature
BaroFlsts
Battling Justice
8lQ Bluff. A
Big Game George
Boss of the Rancho
Brand of Courage. The
Bright Lights
Broke Out
Buckskin Days
Busier Minds the Baby
Buster's Big ChancB
Busier Shows Off
Busier Steps Out
Buster Trims Up
Buster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
By Correspondence
Calford in the Movies
Calford vs. ReJsklns
Card of Destiny. The
Case 01 Scotch, A
Cash Customers
Cloud Buster. The
Code of the Mounted. The
Comeon. Hnrace
Cross Country Bunion Race, The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line. The
Danger Trait. The
Dangerous Trail, The
Dates for Two
Dead Game
Diamond Master. The
•East Side
Fiery Fireman. The
Fighting Destiny
Fig'iting Forester The
Figltlng Kid. The
Fish Stories
Fo« Chise.The
Framed
Full House, A
Fun in the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge or Battle. The
George Meets George
George's False Alarm
George's Sc'iool Daze
Getaway Kid. J\\6 .
SGlobe Trotters. The
Gold Claim, The
Good Scout Buster
Half Back Bjiler
Handicapped
Haunted 1 sland. The (Serial)
HaremScare-n
Her Haunted Heritage
Her Only Husband
Hidden Money
High Flyin" George
High Up
HIslnUws
Hollywood or Bust
Horace in the Army
Horns and Orange Blossomi
HorsePlay
Hot Dogs
Hungry Hoboes
Hurry Up Marriage
Husbands Won't Tell
Indoor Golf
Iron Code Tho
Jackson Comes Home

Ral.
..Nov.
..May
, Oct
..April

Rex-Allen-Marlow»
GIbson-Gulllvef
Dynamlto-Cobb-Uimont,
.
Al
Wilson

Dale
Length
27 . 5192 feel
20.,..62Mfoel,
2,...4I67feel.
22.
.4348 feet

SUBJECTS

Star
Rel. Dale
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 20
Charles Puffy
Feb, 27 . . .
Sid Saylor
Fred Oilman
June 16
"The Gumps"
Jan, 23
Arthur Lake
Feb. 27
Jack Perrln
Jan. 14.
Fred Gtlman
Mar. 24
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhall. . May
2
Sid Saylnr
July 18
Bob Curwood
Jan.
7,
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb. 4
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19
Voung-La Salle
Aug. 1
Newton House
Feb. 18
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog , , June 27
Trimble. Turner and Dog , , . Jan, 1 1
Trimble. Turner and Dog . . Mar. 14
Trimble. Turner and Dog
.
Feb. 8
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. ...Oct. 17
Trimblo-Turner and Dog .,
. May 23
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28
Arthur Lake
Jan. 30
Lewis-Culliver-Phillips Oct. 15
Lewis-Guiliver-Phitllps
SepL 17
Fred Oilman
luly 14
'The Gumps"
Jan.
9
Young-La Salle
July 11
"The Gumps"
Feb. 6
Jack Perrln
May
5
Arthur Lake
Oct.
8
Sid Saytor
Nov. 7
:: Saylor
Jan. 30 '29
tdmund Cobb
Newton House
Sept 1
Jack Perrln
June 2
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18
ArtAccord
Oct
7
April 8, '29

Length

Reviewed
April 47
, Feb.

eels
eels
eels
eels.
eel
eels
■eels
eels
■eels
eels

..

eels
eel
eels
eels
eels
■eels
eels

May
Feb.
Dec
Feb.
April
Sept

19
11
23
25
7
i

Jan.
April

7
7

Jan.

28

■eels

May 26
Dec
23

eels

Jan. 26

-eels
eels..

April 28

eel
eels
eels .
eels
eels,
eels
eels
■eels.,
eels

Sept 29
Jan.
Oct
June 23
16
Dec
.Jan. 21
April

7

eels

2 eels
2
eels
2
2 eels
2 eels
2 eels
episodes
10 eels
2 eels
1
eels
2

May
S
Dec. 31

Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15
Fred Oilman.
May 19
April 21
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20
2
.May 19
Newton House
June 9
2
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21
2
May 26
Oswald Cartoon
June 25 . 1
Bob Curwood
May 26
2 els
May
5
Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhall!.. . June 13 ... 2 eeis. . ..May 19
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5
1 eel
eels
Jack Hrjxie
Sept22
2
Mar. 24
Fred Gllman
April 21
2 eels
Sid Saylor
June 20
2
s
May 19
eefs
Feb. 4
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29
2 ■eels
May
5
Sid Saylor
May 30..
2
Bob Curwood
Aug. 18
2
Badey-Barnum
Sept 1
June 30
Bob Curwood
July 21
2 eels
eels
Trlmble-HardwIck and Dog. . July 25
2 eels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Sent 17 .2
Laemmie Novelty
Sept. 24
1
Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster. . . Mar. 26
1 1 eel
episodes
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
9
1
June 2
Ben Hall
July
2
1 eel
Mar. 17
Long-Adams-Uymon-McPhalil. April 4.2 eefs
Mar. 31
Bob Curwood
April 26
2 'eels
eels
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25
2
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
1
CharlesPuffy
Mar.l2
2 eels,
Feb. 18
Arthur Lake
Sept 10
1 eel .
Arthur Lake
1 eel . .
Jan.
7
eels.
.
Charles Puffy
..Jan! 29
Ung-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll.Jan.
4,
Dec 16
July 28
eel
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
Oswald Cartoon
May 14
April 21
Ben Hall
,
Aug. 27
eels
Sept 1
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29
eels
Feb. 11
Ung-Adams-Uyman-MePhalll.Mar.
7
eels
May 26
Jack Perrln
June 30
eels
■eels
Bob Curwood
"els. .. ,
Junior
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiuips.
.,
. Sept ' 3
Just in Year,
Time The
Edmund Cobb
eels
J"5l iWail
Young-La Salle
. ..
Sept26
eels
Kicking Through
Lewls-Gulllver-Phl!lip3
Oct
1
July 21
KmgotSietjas
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13
Kitchen Mechanic
Trimble-Hardwfck and Dofl.. . . Jan. 9 '29
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10
eels
Feb. 4
Looters. The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3
eels
Feb. 11
MadJenof the Maunteil
Jack Perrln
Mar.lO
eels
Jan. 28
Man of Letters. A
Sid Saylor
,
Feb. 1 5
'seis
Mar.
17
Married Bachelors
Charles Puffy
April 9
■eel
eels
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH . Aug. 8
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17
eel
Jan. 21
Mistakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13
eel
April 14
Money: Money! Money!
Ben Hall
May
7
Mystery Rider. The (Serial)
Desmond-Perdue
episodes
eel
Neck n' Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23
eels
Dec 16
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan.
2
eels
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6
eels
Sept 2 9
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
eels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The... . Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2
eels
Mar. 10
Newlyweds' Frtonds. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll, . . April 2
eels
May 12
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
SnookumvBartlert-McPhalll. . . June 4
eels
Aug. 18
Newlyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5
eels
April 14
eels
Newlyweds' I maginatlon. The
Snookums-Bartletl-McPhalll, . , , May
7
Newlyweds' Headache
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29.2 ■eels
eels
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28
2
Newlyweds' Need Help. The, .
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec 26
eels
Feb. 4
Newlvweds' Servant The
Snookums-Bartletl-McPhalN. . . Feb. 6
eels
Feb. 11
Newlyweds Success, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll .... Mar. 5
eels
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3
eels
Feb. 25
No Blendes Allowed
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Mar. 21
eel
May
5
'eel.
Oh. What a Knight
Oswald Cartoon
May 28
Mar. 24
Ole Swimmin' 'Ole, The
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6
eel
April 7
One Every IVtinute
Arthur Uke
April 23
eels
Jan. 28
Out In the Rain
"The Gumps"
Feb. 20
eel
April 7
Onie of the Mounted
Oswald Cartoon
April 30
eels
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oct. 29
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Get
1

* Means synchronized score,

■eels.

f Means sound effects.

Tille
Payroll Roundup, Th«
Poor Papa
Prince and the Paw
Prodigal Pup. The
Ranger Patrot The
Red Warning
Reel Life
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Ride For Help. The
Riders uf the Sierras
Rldersof the Woods
Riding Gold
Riding Rfjmeo
Ring Leader, The
Ringside Romeos
Rival Romoes
Romeo of the Range

Star
Ret.
Bob Curwood
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Chan es Puffy
Feb.
Canine Cast
Fred Oilman
Aug.
Jack Hmie
Nov.
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhtlll July
Oswald Cartoon
April
Newlun HDuse
July
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Sept
Newton House
Jan.
George Ghandeir
Jack Perrln
April
Arthur Lake
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Bfib Curwood
Oct

Ropin" Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse. The
Sagebrush Sadie
Sailor George
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
ScaHei Arrow. The (Serid)
SealedOrders
Secret Outlaw. The

Newton House
Sid Saylor
Jack Perrln
Oswald Cartoon
Sid Saylor
Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman. Jr
Jack Perrln
Bob Curwood

She's My Girt
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Lions
^
Society Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of the Frontier. A
So This Is Sapp Center
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik. The
Start Something
Summer Knights
SwetlClothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty [Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero. A
That's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley, The
ncky Trickster, The
Unexpected Hero. An
Untamed. Tt-e
Valiant Rider. The (Westerns
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figjres .
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Yukon Gold

Aug.
Sept
Aug.
April
May
Jan.
July
Oct
June
Feb.
Nov.

Length

Date
31
2 re«i9
1 reel
11
13 .
21 reels
reel
.
11
. 2 reels .
reels
1... 12 reel
.2
reel!..,.
4 ..
16 , ,
7
2reels
2 reels
15
21 , ,
.2 reels
7 . , , 2reels,,..
26 . 1 reel . , ,
5 . 1 reel .
6
2 reels
2 reels
4
12
2 reels .
reels . . .
25 . . . 12 reel
2
2reel»....
9

tjBraggart, The
s Will Be Brides
Born to the Saddle
53roadway
Clear the Deck
jCohensand KellyslnAHantlcClty.
Crimson Canyon, The
Crimson Hour, The
Danger Rider, The
Doubling For Trouble
Erik the Great
Eyes of the Underworld
Fallen Angels
Gate Crasher, The
"t Girl on the Barge, The
•fGive and Take
Grit Wins
Hell Wrecker. The
Hero of the Circus
It Can Be Done
Kid's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo, The
•tLast Warning. Th»
•'^Lonesome
Man Disturber, The
Navy Blues
One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams, The
5 Red Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown, The
5 Show Boat
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder. The
Taranga
Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the City

tBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer, The
Dove .The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, Th«

Gaucho, The

Sept. 15
..lam 2
. . Mar. 24

Mv, 10
.Mar, 10

April 7
July 28
May
6

Lengtll

Star

RevlewBd

Jean Hersholt .
Uura U Plante
Ted Wells
Reginald Denny
D«e.
.George Sidney
Ted Wells
Dae.
De Putti-Mosjuklne
Hoot GIbosn
Nov.
Olbson-Oilbert
Veidt-Philbin
William Cody
Kerry-Starke
Glenn Tryon
Hersholt-O'Nell-McOreBor
Sidney-Hersholt
Dec.
Wells-Collins
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
Feb.
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Uura UPlante
Tryon-Kent
June
Reginald Denny
Arthur Uke
Uura U Plante
Dee.
Mary Philbin
Denny-Day
NlJton-Rogers
Murray-Kent
Rubens-U Plantft-J. Schlldkraut
Ntxon-Wal ling- Nolan
Al Wilson
Jan.
Special Cast
Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-P6rTln
Feb.
Dee.

UNITED
Title

M«, 19
Jar). 21

2 '29., 2reels, ..
1 reel
..
16
June 14
16
April
2 reels
27
3., 10 episodes.
11
. 2 reels ....
Jan. 28
2 reels .
10
Oct.
6
2 reels .
Sid Saylor
Aug. 22
July 28
Young-La Salle
Oct 24
12 reels
reel ...
.
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3. . ,
18
June 30
Oswald Cartoon
July 23 .. . 1 reel .... ..Aug.
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Jan. 16 . . .2reels....
, .Ueel
1 reel. ... .Dec 10
Ben Hall
Mar. 12
Feb. 18
Mar. 3
Arthur Lake
Charies Puffy
Mar. 26 , , 21 reels
Dec
reel ....
. .
Mar, 30
17
Arthur Lake
Jan.
2
Dec
IE
2reels.
Newton House
April 14 . , . 1 reei
Mar, 17
Ben Hai.
Jan. 16
Ben Hall
April 9 .. . 1 reel
SepL 8
Bob Curwood
Sept 8 . 2 reels .
2 reels .
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllos
Arthur Uke
June 18 .
May 14
26
Jan.
2re6H . .
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Feb. 1 .. . 1 reel ....
Arthur Lake
May 21
.
April
Arthur Uke
Dec
5 .. 1 reel .... ..Nov. 28
18
Mar.
June 24
16
C. KIng-C. Doherty
April 18 . . .2 reels...
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 .
15
episodes.
July
21
1 reel
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog.
Nov. 14
Bob Chandler
Sept. 29
, 2 reels
2 reels.,.. ..Mar. 17
Trimble-Turner and Dog
April 11
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Dec 21 , , 2 reels .
Ben Hall
July 30 ..
..May 19
reel ...
Ben Hall
June 4 , . .12reels
..Jan. 28
F. Glllman-M. King
Feb. 25 . ,
Newton House
May 12 . . .2reels
. Apri, 14
Bob Curwood
June 23. .
May 19
reels
Wm. Desmond
Jan. 16 .. 102 episodes
Sid Saylor
Mar. 28 . . 2 reels.,. . Mar, 3
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Dec 12 .. 2 reels
Feb. 4
1 reel
Uemmie Novelty
Oct 22 . .^■eels...
C. King-C. Doherty
Feb. 22... .2 'eels...
. Mar. 31
. May 12
Sid Saylor
April 25...
reels. .
Young-U Salle
June 6 . 22 reels...
Newton House
Mar. 17 ..
.. Feli.2e
Lewls-Gulllver-PhllHpe
Jan.
2...
Fred Oilman
Jan. 28 . . 2reels
Mar. 21
2 reels.
. .June 30
Young-U Salle
May 16
Jack Perrin
July 28
,
2 reels ..

Coining Attractions
Title

Revl«wed
Mv.
3

23
IB
IB

2
24

30

6142 Feet

Oct

6

B
Sept 22
6947 feet

13
10
2

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Star
Bennett- Hersholt- Haver
Chapim-Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
TaJmadge-Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray

Falrbanks-Velez

Rel.
Oct
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jin.
Mar
Feb.

JarL

Date
Length
Reviewed
13
...6400 feel..
7 .... 5800 feet . ..Jan. 14
Sept
Dec 23
30
29
19 ... roooieot..
7 ...9100(e«.. . Jan.
Jan. 287
.. 8350 feet.
31 ....7300te«..
4.... 9358leet . ..Jan. 14
1
Dec
2

§ Mean.^ voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Motion

1180
r<llr
Magic Flama. The
My Best Girt
Ramoni
Sadie Thompson
Sorrelland Son
Sloamboat Bill, Jr
•tremoesl
.
Two Arabian Knights
tTwo Lovers .
•t Woman Disputed, The

Length

Star
Colman-Banky
Plckford- Rogers
D«l Rio-Baxter
,
SwansorvL Barrymore.
Warner-Joyce .
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Hom
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge- Roland

Coming
Title

Aus.
Dec.14 2
Feb. n
. Jan. 7.
Dec 2
May 12
Aug. II
. SepL23.
. SepL 7.
Oct 20.

.7650
6460
.7552
. 8600
. 9000
6400
, 9300
.. 7850
..6500

Title

Reviewed
feet .
SepL
feet
Dec. 309
feet
Feb. 4
feet . Feb. 11
feet . Nov. 25
fpf I
May 16
19
June
feet
feel . ..Nov.
4
feet
. April 28

I fWomen They Talk About

Attractiona
Rel. Date
..Nov. 17...

Star

•t5Aw,iI(ening, The
Banky-Byron
City Lights
Charlie Chapiin
tHeltS Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
•jLove Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
*l Man With the Iron Mask, The. . . .Douglas Fairbanks
'tjQueen Kelly
. . .
Swanson-Bvon
•tjRescue. The
Colman-Diimlti
•tRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
••SSay It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
. . Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovilch

Length

Reviewed

•(5Und o( the Silver Fox
•tJUghts of New York, The
•t^Llon and the Mouse
,

nSLIttle Wildcat. The

,

"1^ 5 M alonn.! of Avenue A, The,
*t>^Million Dollar Collar, The. . .
•tiMyMan
•tjNoah's Ark
•tSNo Questions Asked
•tiOne Stolen Night
•tJOn Trial
•tSOutlaw Dog. The
• tJQueen of the Nighl Clubs
•tjRedeemlng Sin, The
"tjiSinging Fool, The
nsStarkMad
•fl Stolen Kisses
'tlTenderioln

,
,

,

WARNER
BROTHERS
FEATURES
Title
'Across the Atlantic
•Beware of Married Man
•Brass Knuckles
•t jCaught in the Fog
•College Widow. The
•Crimson City. The.
•Dog of the Regiment. A
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto. The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter. The
•Ginsberg the Great
•Girl From Chicago. The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Froril
'tiHome Towners. The. ,
•Husbands For Rent.
•If I Were Single
•Jaw« of Steel
•fJazz Singer. The
"'{Land of the Silver Fox
"Utile Snob. The
*t5Mldnight Taxi, The
•Missing Link. The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old Son Francisco
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
'Race For Life .A
•Rerw Divorce. A
•Rinty of the Desert
•Sailor Irzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart. A
•Silver Slave, The
•Slightly Used
*t£State Street Sadie
•t'Terror. The
'When a Man Lnvea

Star

Rel. Date

Length

Feb. 25 .6052 feet
Jan. 14 ,. 5421 feet
Dec
3 . , .6330 feet
SepL 22
Oct 15 ...6616 feet
.5388 feet
April 7
OcL 29
5003 feet
Mar. 24
5164 feet

Blue-Murphy
RIch-Ferris-Cook
Blue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Cost ello- Collier. Jr
Loy-MII)an-Hyams
RIn-Tln-Tln-Gulllver. . .
Fazenda-Cook
Miller-Oldfield .
Fazenda-Cook
Chaplln-Costello
Jessel-Ferrls
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wilson- Conk IIn-Loy
. . Bennett- Ktinyun-Brockwell
Moo re-Cost ello
McAvoy-Nagle.
Rfn-Tin-Tin
JoIson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
McAvoy-Fra7*f
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D. Costello-Oland
Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferris-Beranger
RIn-Tin-Tln-Nye-FaIre
McAvoy-Graves
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Jessel-Ferrls
Fazenda-Cook
I. Rich-Mifjan
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horton
Barrymore-Costelio

. SepL 18 .
May 26
..Nov.
7 .

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Aida (Alda)
Chararter Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship, the
Dixie Days
Florence Moore

Nov. 26
April 21
No«. II

6767 feet
feet JulySepL
8. '27
4914
22
6639 feet
Jan. 2)
.5978 feet,
Dec. 31
8302 feet.. .No*. 25
.5613 feet.

. Nov. 26.. .5390 feet.
.Nov.
5,.
Nov. 12..
Dec. 24..
Oct. 27
Dec.
..Dec.
Sept
Feb.
OcL
Feb.
Oct.
Aug.
SepL
Sept.
May
Mar.
Jan.
OcL
Aorll
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
SepL
Aug.
OcL
. Aug.

5200 feel
31
17
6320 feet
55f9feet
10 . .7077
feet,,
4 .
13
11 . 5331 feet!!

Jan. 7
Dec 31
Sent. 3C
OcL

21

7,
64S5feet
20. '277
6357
teetMayOct
17
4
7961
4975 feet July 8. "27
12
6185feel
10 ,
4777 feet
, Feb.
28
.6492 feel
Nov. 4
22
. 4f 20 feet
21
Sfrl-15
Oct.
28
6295 feet
8
. . 5685 feet
24 . 6124 feet
. Oct.
Dec 149
19
.641
Sept. 30
71692 feet
feet
3
SepL 258
25
Auo.
7674 feet
20
10081 feel
21
Feb. i8'2'

* Moans synchronizt'd store,

Title

Jan. 28
Dec. 23

t Means sound effects.

Going to Europe

I'athe Signs I3arling
While two prominent pro(hu'ei*H were ne;;oliatin^' for the servie<'< of one of lilnilanil's most prolilie writer*, procluetion
chief Paul Hem sneeeeded in siftninj; S<'ott
Darlini; on tJie dotted line to take up work
inimeiliately at I'athe DeMilli' Studio-,
Diirlintt'.s lirst assignment will lie " Noi-y
Nei(;hl>ors. "

Off for Europe Soon
■le.'iii I lei'shiilt 'h |Hipnl;ti'ity as one of the
mo>t versatile eliaru«'ter -Ijirs of tin' -ereen,
han eanie<l him a tri|i abroad, and nuiy
afford him a visit lo hi> native l>enmark.
Ilonrever, .Inin will tirst jday the leading;
role

in

"The

Mni^'uarl."

a

story

by

Hen

Kiittler,star,wi'itten
versal

Inr

the

l^ni-

Mr. Julian

Newmeyer

and Taurog

From the oflice of S.il Wurt/'el, pniduetio!i m.'ina^er for
Fox Direetcirs
l'*ilms. eomes
the
annoiineement
that
William
Heaudine. Frc'd Newmeyer and Xorman
Tauro'^ have sij^ned Fox eontraets.
Home

Again

Noah Hi-ery has i-etnrned to "the old
homestead," whr're he is af;aiM working in
the Paramount pieture "Four Feathers,"
the Cooper-Sehoedsaek produetion from .\.
K, W. Mason's noted novel.

Down

5527 feel

Rel.

Ditc

Length

AttractioDS

Blue-Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
R in-Tin-Tin
D. CostHlo-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier, Jr -BrocWwell
Bennett-KenyofvBrockweM

7441fMt....Hbv

Nagel-Wilson
Rio-Tin-Tln-Nye-Hvams
CostelloLand Is-Brockw ell
Barrynvjre-McAvoy-Collior,
Jr..
LL BarrymoreMcAvoy-Collior.Jr
Ferrls-Hall-Dawson
Dolores Costello
Rin-Tin-Tin

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Songs and Jazz Band
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Beli-Coales
Giovanni Marlinelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dancw
... Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Song Pmqram

&

B352fMl. .

Fanny Brlce
D. CosIello-O'Brien..
FerrivColller, Jr.
Bronson. Collier. Jr.
Fredericks- Lyt ell- Wilson
Rin-Tin-Tin
Texas Gulnan
D. Costello-Nagel
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
H. B. Wamer-Fazenda
May Mcftvoy
D. Costetlo-Nagte

VITAPHONE

Reviewed

l^2fMt.-.

Seftt.?*^

7340 feet

April 28

Length

Reviewed
Aug. 25

Dale
,
,

,
1

.
.

July
7
SepL22'
Aug.
25
SepL 1
July
7
June
161
Sept.
SepL 22

.
SepL
Sept.
. . Sept.
Aug.
... Aug.
. . June
... Aug.
June

22
29
1
29
2S
23
25
23

June
...SepL
June
....Aug.

16
29
23
2S

, ...SepL 1
. . . June
June 23
16
June 30
June 23
16
June 16
. . Aug.
June 25
16
...
June 16
...SepL
29
Sept. 25
IS
...Aug.
.... June 23
June 2

— Continued

espi'ei.Mlly

Back

Length

8

^ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs).

Metro-(^oldw■y^-.^Iayer has sijxnetl Rupert
.lulian to ilireet its first liii; mystery thriller
with sounil i'tTi*els anti dialogue.
Beaudine,

Date

SepL

Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlolns-Leah
GusArnheim&
His Ambassadors. . Jazz
Band
Harry Delf
Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra .. Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief CaupoUcv)
Ingenues, The
Jazz Band
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review, . . Songs and Dances
Lash. The
Crane-Da vIdson-TuckW
Man of Peace, A
Hotiart Bosworth
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton.
Morrlssey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Myers & Hanford
Songs 4 Dances
Night Court. The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
Question of Today. The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rlqoietlfl -Quartet
Gigll-Taliey-de Luca-Gordon..
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
,
Three Bro< Sisters
Song Program
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La JulveV
Giovanni Martlnelll
.

Hollywood
Ktidwif; IJiT^'or, (liroctinfj Kmil .Iiiniiin).—
in "Siii.s (if the Fathers," at ['aniiiiiiiinl,
will sail for Kuri>|)<' Oi'tolicr 1^!, I'araiminnt
lias <,Taiitcil tlip (icriiian dirccldr a lour
months' leave iif ahsenee to make a picturi'
th:it he liMil eontraeteil lor hefore si<;nin^'
will) llie .\nieriean eompany,

Star
Star

X e 7v s

R«l.
I. Rich-Ferris-Collier. Jr

Coming
Title
tiConQuesI
'jDobert Song. The
•tiFancy Baggage.
"tSFroien River
•tSGIorious Betsy
tiGreyhound Limited. The
•t^ard-Boiied Rose
•'{Home Towners, The
•1 ;KnJ Gloves

Picture

in \Iexico

Stephen itoherts and t'harles Lamont,
two of Kdneational I'ir-tures eonie<ly direetors, are sojourning in Mexico.

And Fox Gets Behn
Harry Helm has been si<;ned by Fox to
write "White Silence," which ('harlcs
Klein will direct, Hehn just crtm))lcto<l
"Frozen
North"
a 100 j>er cent lalkins
pieture al Wanier Hros,

.\lso a Dancer
Hi'lle Hennctt is lindinj; her early theatrical training; very useful in her motion
plilure career, .\t the present she is usinR
her dance training in the title role of "The
Quicn of the BurlesipM', "

Shuts Off the Motor

Hcfjinald Denny, liiiver-al's comedy star,
has returned from a nnitor tour of Northirn (California, anil is preparing to begin
wiirk in "Clear the Deck," which .Joseph
Ilenabery will direct.
Starting "Wicked Angel"
One of Ccilnmliia'- fort hciimiu;; jiieturcs
to be started .-oon is "The Wicked .\ni,'cl."
story by (icrtrude .Mhcrtoii. lo be ailapte<l
immediately by Terry S, Nathan, Mark
Sandrich
will handle the directorial reins.

5«

In the "Palace^^^at Qary!

— as in so many other high grade Motion Picture Houses — the
Kilgen Wonder Organ gives realistic background to the play, and
entertains great audiences with its matchless music .... Here, as
everywhere else, the public has shown its desire to see the artist
perform, as well as to hear the music.
In choosing the organ for your theatre, remember this: musical
expression is one thing; permanence of physical and musical perfection, another. Kilgen Organs have them both.
Send for Catalog, or write National Theatre Supply Company, Distributors

GEO.

KILGEN

& SON, Inc., 4024

N. Union

Blvd., ST. LOUIS,

U. S. A.

13^rMaT«l
erean anotmmmmnence^^^^Deautiful theatres,
a UdaBftMwrt^nhasbeen installed as a permanent music
feature.

cAudiences todau are far more critical than, ever
before. Not only ^ood music, but the best and most
appropriate obtainable is absolutely essential to
successful theatre operation.
—
o In raa^nitude,varietu,
of tone color, the R«berr —
beauty
urces and
entinstrum
\ excelsIt any
UNtTOr4jSs
ter
produced.
is themusical
supienxe
musicaL
tz-iitgvcnvent for the motion pictare theatre.
^usic isTcal, genuine, intensifijiri^
}gm picturized scene, cnhanciivg
beauty , and transferring the
,
"Torld of malve-belieVc into a
> highly bewitching land5«|PQin-

Alhambra Theatre.
S ac r amonto. Calif.

Vt<r

-■*mt

October 20, 1928

'i^^MMiPMuT^
Reg. V. S. Patent Office

Whoopeel NiNE-YeAR RECORD SMASHED!
*

Held over 2nd week
Capitol, New York!
Crashing
Records

/^

Everywhere!

^^
%

Read Box-Off ice
Reports In One
Issue of Variety!
- it's all M'G'M
"NEW ORLEANS: State ran ahead
of every house in town with
'WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS', Lon
Chancy. Picture took away the
record." — "ST. LOUIS: 'WHILE
THE CITY SLEEPS'. Lon Chaney
in excellent picture. Bii good, too,
at S2S.300." — "LOS ANGELES:
State ted its nearest cotnpetitor by
mearly $1 5.000 doing biggest business in over a year with 'Dancing
Daughters.'" -"NEW YORK:'WHITE
SHADOWS* continues to hang up
glowing figures i4(h Month at Astor
at $2n"— "MINNEAPOLIS: Hennepin-Orphcum best with Dancing
Daughters. M-G-M product is proving business-builder here." — "WASHINGTON: Palace had a surprise ii*
'EXCESS BAGGAGE' < Haines i up
$1000"— To the bank! To the \»t^
"^
withM-G-M!"

Vol. XXXVIII

No. 16

-^

^

OUR
DANCING
DAUGHTERS
with your newest star
beautiful

OAN CRAWFORD
Wr

tr*,
%E

It's a pleasure!

MEAN

BUSINESS

i mti-ted ai ttcond-ctati mailer Aprxi 22, 1926. ol the Pott Office at Sea York. N.
MUbr ad of Uarek 3. 1179

Published Weekly— iZ.OO a Year

Los Angeles

Y

PRICE 20 CENTS
Chicago

Rastman Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

A perfected, pro\^ed product
for the cinematographer
In developing it the Eastman Kodak
Company has pursued its long established policy of constantly helping to
improve the motion picture art. In
presenting it to the trade it maintains
its undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

ROCHl'lS'l'KR, N. V.

^'ood iiictiire§
rn. important iiictiire§!

^ You play plenty of good pictures that get only a passing nod from the
public. Comes

"THE

WEDDING

MARCH"

and does S. R. O.

Why?

^ Because, in addition to being a good picture, it's an important picture.
Because, as the New York Herald-Tribune says, "it is the most publicized
picture of the decade." Because a genius, von Stroheim, made it and stars
in it, and people make it a point to look at his products. They're important.
qThe

whole town says, "'THE

WEDDING

MARCH'?

We mu^t see that

one!" The radio is deserted, the Blanks' bridge party is a flop — everybody
is jamming your theatre to see THE

WEDDING

MARCH."

man is silly enough to pass up a '^'"natural" like that?
lacking in showmanship
"WINGS"

q What show-

What showman

is so<

that he doesn't grab important product like

and "THE PATRIOT"

and "DOCKS

OF NEW

YORK"

and "THE

FLEET'S IN"? q You find some good pictures in every company's line-up;
you

find

important pictures in large

quantity only in PARAMOUNT'S!

proi^ram filler h or seat fillers?

Christie
hare

Comedies

a <lefiiiite

box

ofHee

follo^riiis:

Nationally advertised stars, quality productions, many available ivith SOUND

Coi¥FESSIOI\S

of

Eight frisky, Frenchy

a

ChORI

S

CwlRL.

sparklers packed

with fun

and beautiful girls. Featuring luscious Frances Lee.
Take

a look at "Skating Home"

and "Picture My

Astonishment", and you'll book the series!

Eight snappy numbers
comedian
rapid

from the little college cut

with the big drawing power.

"Stop Kid-

ding" and "Pile Bd<^i», Exchange" are typical of his
lire system of winning yells and applause.

Hii.r.T

i><MH^i:v

ion i:i>ii:s

Eiiflit from llic iio«)fv jjfob, the scream-scoring .sailor. Oh
Mr. Dooley, you're a riol in "The Di/./y Diver" and "Oriental
Hugs". Sn|)ported by Vera Slea<hnan (what snjiporlsl) and
( Ji ristlA^.'bca u I ies.* •>*<«*>.

SANDY

MaeDUFF

COMEDIES

Eijilil hot shots of Scotch mixed by jumping Jack Diifly
and his Caledonian cuties. "Hot Scotch" and "Loose

-»*—v

Change" intoxicated audiences with laughter. A new
series that has them panicked already.

PARAMOUNT
NEWS
Under

the leadership of Emanuel

Cohen (13 years editor of Pathe News)
this new and greater news reel,
Paramount News, topped all competition from the start. Book it and show
your public how good a news reel
can be. An unbroken
scoops. An

line of big

untarnished record of

GREAT STARS
AND AUTHORS
SERIES
Only Paramount could persuade the
biggest stars of the Broadway stage
and the leading fiction headliners to
unite in this series of shorts de luxe.

KRAZY KAT
CARTOONS
The class of its field, with a million dollar hook-up with leading newspapers.

super-service.

Coining' Soon
SOUND

in

CARTOONS
A brand new type of cartoon subject
that the public loves.

in short features too^ Ws

PAII4MOllMT¥^RE4TEST

YEAR

PicUire$^Prof its !
'TKe Wonder Victure of the Year"

with Jack Holt— Dorothy Revier— Ralph Graves
A Frank R. Capra Production

Eight Weeks on Broadway at $2 Top and
Playing to Capacity Against the StifFest
Kind of Competition
Available Either "Sound" or "Silent"

Timely J<!eivspapeY Drama — and a
Corking Money'Qetting Attraction!

^iL POWER
of the PRESS

vuith Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.— Jobyna Ralston
A Franfc R. Capra Vroduction

The Public is Demanding This Type of
Story. Here's One That's 100 Per Cent!

Heart Interest — Plus!

OL SIRKT.
o/ILUISION
'

with Ian Keith— Virginia Valu
Directed f»y Erie C. Kcntoii

Booked on Sight by Leading Exhibitors
Fox Grabbed It for Philadelphia and New York

COLUMBIA PICTURES- The Product that
Brings the Money to the Box-Office • • • !

/#r|
^^J^

WARNER

BROS. /Innounce

WORLD

PREMIERE
CHINESE
Qrautnan's

SEE and HE/VR

DOLORES

COSTELLO

^HOAIISARK^^
sToavav

" "George

O'Brien

^RA^Nas NOAH BEERY -LOUISE FAIEN DA

SCENARIO

COLOEWAY
ANTHONY

"i:^^
DIRECTED

■»

BY

Z''Z,
MICHAEL
CURTIZ

fffFVlfnT^™^^

aY

CURTI2

It's Here I Made To Top Any Picture Evef Made .

rB€s MCNSTI

Sweeps the

Twenty-five million readers sold by Hearst and hundreds of
other papers
IN ADVANCE!
Aimed
at the heart
of every
great BOX-OFFICE
PERFORMANCE
The Women !
Devoured
NOW
in serial form by the modern girl from
sixteen to sixty on roaring express, trolley, bus, motor car.

1 1 /]
Owen

MOORE

and Maneline

DAY

BXimmw
I\hownuWorld/
)nt porch, in drawing room, kitchen, shop, mills and
siness offices !

»w they're wild to see it on the screen.
id thousands of sure-shot showmen are set to take
J money I Are YOU
in Z

/i

V

ASHER,

SMALL

announce

to

and ROGERS

the

trade:

After making a thorough examination of all synchronizing devices, we
have come to the conclusion that
Bristolphone is without doubt the
most desirable. For human quality
of dialogue, for proper volume and
tonal effects, we believe it is the peer
of all present devices. When you add
to this its unique re-synchronizing
feature which makes it possible, in
case of accident, to immediately resynchronize the picture, you have a
system that achieves the peak of
perfection.
For these reasons, it is a pleasure to
announce that w^e have formed a corporation with Budd Rogers and Sam
Sax of Gotham Productions, to distribute and service the Bristolphone
machines, and to produce features
and short subjects synchronized with
the Bristolphone disc system.
ASHER, SMALL AND ROGERS

TN associating ourselves with Asher,
Small and Rogers, we feel that we
have reached a point of development
in motion picture activities, commensurate with the great advent of
sound on the screen. The enviable
record of Asher, Small and Rogers,
collectively and individually, as producers of outstanding productions
such as "McFadden's Flats," "Cohens and Kellys," "The Gorilla,"
"Classified," "Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath," "Shepherd of the Hills,"
and others, is a substantial part of
the industry's box-office history.
Their interest in the distribution
and servicing of the Bristolphone
system is the finest endorsement
that could be made for this device.
The participation of this enterprising and successful firm of producers
in the making of features and short
subjects with sound and dialogue,
is an assurance of results that will
meet the most critical needs of the
box-office results. We see in this
association, a most complimentary
confirmation of all we had hoped for
in Bristolphone.
GOTHAM
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP.
SAM SAX, PRES.

BUDD ROGERS. VICE-PRES.

\OlJSID BO)^
PafJie Sounf/P/cfuresare Soun<
in Fundamental elements that are enhanced by SOUND
Production qualities best adapted to SOUND
Supervisors and Directors who KNOW SOUND
Stars and Featured Players who have SOUND training
Synchronized in Sound by the Sensational
R. C. A.
Photophone Process

esa B/0 Ones Are /I// Set To Sound The Box Office Ba

-"« lA ROCQt E
Captain SWAGGER
with SUE CAROL
Its ra|)id-rire action >^ith thrills galore in spectacular aeroplane battle s<-enes, jazzy cafe sequi'nces — colorful, vivid
and realistic I Here is Sound in its most vibrant phases.
A Hector Turnbiill l'rodu<-tion, adapted by Adelaide
Heilbron
from an ori<;inal story by Leonard Praskins.

W

ANNAPOLIS

The stirring epi<- «>f the U. S. N'aval A«-ad<-m>
at Annapolis,
featuring JOHN MACK HKOWN, III <;M ALLAN,
JKANI/riK
LOFF
an<l
WILLLVM
HAKKWKLL.
Viiiia|i<ilis III il-% raciest! 'tlir viiikiii^ of :i Ixial in tdlliNiiin »ilh a
<'lia-i-r! I'Ik- mar of llic raiiipiis l)alll<->! Ilic ii|ir<>ar of llir r<H>lliall lirlil! Itaiidx lilariii^! (!r<i\v<ls rlKcriii^'! Vii lliciil ir hii^lr ralU
sMii'liniiii/.cil ill ('<>(i|i<'ralii>ii >«illi llriirx J. I'clcriiiaii, Iratlrr (if I . S.
Navul AciKlcniv Baiul.

hrvstnts

AtSORS
FILM
FABLES

TOPICS

aftheOKY ^

l'r.;ln

■,; (..
in Sound

^

OFFICE/
And %ese QreafJVoduetims WITH DIAIDGUE
WIIL TALK BOX OFFICE
'•SHOW

FOLKS"

''ISOISY

Vtilh

Kcldio Quillaii, Linu Basquolle aiu!
Robert .Vrnistr<»ng.
HackstaRv atinnsphrre ntut nicltMiratnntic punch

of unrf*TH-<»rM.

^THE
\iilK

SPIELER"

Allan
Hale,
Renee
Adoree,
Kohler and Clyde Cook.

Fred

Thv blare <>/ the "'big tap** — the riotous medley of
the menagerie! The band — the parade — the ealliope! The cry of the Spieler at the side sboiv.

"NED

McCOBB'S

DAUGHTER"
■Vt illi Irene
Rich,
Robert
Armstrong,
George
Barraud
and Theodore Roberts.
From Sidney Howard's Theatre Guild Hit.
Adapted by Beiilah Marie Dix.

NEIGHBORS"

With

Kddie
Qiiillaii
and
the
Morldrenowned Quillan Family.
A story of vaudeville troupers who become involved in a terrible mountain feud in old Kenlitcky.
Dynamic!
Thrilling!
Different!
Box
Office all the tvay anil in SOUyD a knockout!

'THE

LEATHERNECK"

Starring William Boyd, vith Robert Armstrong and Alan Hale.
ff ar! International intrigue! Hair-raising adventure! Action and sound at its dizziest with
the hard-boiledt two-fisted Marines down in
IS'icaragua.

"SQUARE

SHOULDERS"

with Junior Coghlan.
The greatest boy actor on the screen^
of a young cadet who personifies the
ties^ longings^ desires and dreams of
boys. A money -get ting theme and
getting Production.

in the role
opportunimillions of
a money -

LISTEN, BABY
From

the Red Book Magazine Story by Elsie

Janis and Gene Markey. Vt'ith Eddie Quillan.
The gtamor and drama of ii/e behind the footlights.

The

World's Greatest News
Now in SOUND

Reel

MJHi semi Hh}^s
These
CECIL

Two Super

B- DEMILLEiS

CINGt^
KINGS
Mf Jeanie Macpherson
e World's

Greatest Box-Office Attraction

Productions in Sound
CECIL BDeMILLES
Sensfiitional Meiodrama

Jeanie Maepherson

Pafhe€)Pictures
Member e/ Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — WUI H. Hays, President

EXTRA !

-GNEWS
Exclusive
Hearst film
taken on board

GRAF
ZEPPELIN
Play it NOW

as a feature!

METRO -GOLDWY
Mcmb<i

It's a pleasure!

o( Motion Picture ProJuccrt ■nd Di«i«bututi u( Amctk*.

Inc.

'61 &^
CHICAGO EXAMINER
All Chicago Pays

By All Means Don't Miss
"The Man Who Laughs"

Y
"THEpicture.
MAN WHO
lAT-'GH?."
Cni\ re.-sai
Bre5eDl-:f1
a: the 3Koose\ ve'.t. From the oovel by Victor Htieo.
\Oirectrd by Paul reni.
BY ROB REEl .
CarT Laemmlc,
president of TTnlTfrsal, may be !jniall In stature,; but
his ambition to t>Hng thi classics
within the reach
of the masses oT
the movie public
maizes
^*/ aboveiiirn
tlietu~
or
OiOary run of
-ilm maguates
J-i a V i n g- already presented
'•Tlie Hunchback of Xotr«
Dam.e." Laeramle ha? again
risked hundreds
of thousands of
dollars in a
Hugo production, this time a
picvurizalion oi
the novel of seve n t e e nth ciiv
Ols-i nacUnova.
tury England.
"Tlie Man Who LauRhs."
Being- from an enobling piece of
'Iterature, there is that loftiness
sbout
The "The
ManRoosevelt.
'Wl-o Laushs"
R3
it unreels
at the
Being
enacted by a splendid cast and directed in spirited fashion, it is enthralling as an entertainment.

DIRECTED
Bt- LEXI.
Most of you are probably familiar
il ^ith the tale of Gwynplaine, the
ic'.own with the distorted mouth, v.'ho
loved Dea, the little blind sirl. Those
of you who have not read -the ston-will w-ant to do so after you see this
production.
Paul Lent, the director whose "Cat
and Canary" you may possibly remember, begins liis tals during the
fi ne of James II, and shows the evil
vonarch's revenge on one of his rebe'llous noblem.en. Milord Clan Chariie, |Nt3t ■ content _W!th sendinsr * je
' "f'ou'll find little :Mai-.v Philbin
wearing a blond wig. in the role of
the blind givl, and looking for all the
world like Mary Pickford in the da..s
when
she won
greatest
itv. The
little her
Philbin
has popula"-a most
diffiouit role, buC she handles It remarkably well. Olga Baclanova
the hoyden
and revels
moronicwith
Duch'j7''.a;-s
CSS Josiana,
apd her
th*
rowdys at the Southwick fair, as
I -vel' lis with, other royal ones in her
boudoir, are daringly and disgustingly done.
B.\CL.AXOTA WICKED AG.\rV.
I Stuart Ko!»r.es, Cesare Gravina,
Josephine Croweil, Sam DeGra.sse
and Brandon Hurst are others who
round out the excellent cast, snd
then, of course, there Is Conrad
Veldt as fhomme himself. Veidt !s
adiflmarvelous
and does a sp.'enpiece of actor,
wor

Play safe with sound/

Tribute to this
Magnificent Carl
Laemmle Super
Production from
the Inspired Pen
of Victor Hugo
"Produced

for us on an

elaborate

Chicago Journal
"So splendid that the merest extra
scale."
does his bit like an artist."
Chicago Herald Examiner
"A Splendid picture."
Chicago Trihutxe

A Paul Leni Masterpiece
Starring Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin
with Olga Baclanova, Brandon Hurst,
Sam De Grasse, Stuart Holmes, Cesare
Gravina.

- --Book UNIVERSAL!

Alt Aiiiioimcement by
Frank Warner & Company:
BRISTOLPHONE is the world's foremost sound and dialogue synchronizing device. It is the result of fourteen years' experimentation
by William H. Bristol, M.E.
WE ARE the direct agents of William H. Bristol and the William H.
Bristol Talking Pictures Corporation of Waterbury, Conn.
WE ARE the exclusive lessees of the Recording Studios of the W. H.
Bristol Talking Pictures Corporation for the production of a series of
talking pictures, pending the completion of special sound studios in
Los Angeles and New York, for the exclusive benefit of Bell Tone
Productions.
THE

FIRST

of these productions

"The

Great

Power"

from the Broadway stage play by Myron G. Pagan

is the first all-talking picture produced in the Bristol Studios by the
genuine Bristol Process, and it is

the first stage play ever produced in
talkies with the original stage cast.
WE ALSO wish to announce that Bell Tone Productions hold the
exclusive rights to road-show use of BRISTOLPHONE up to the
end of 1929. "THE GREAT POWER" will first be presented as a
road show.
FURTHER INFORMATION about our 100'. talkie product will
be cheerfully given upon appHcation to

BELL
Temporary

TONE
Address:

225

PRODUCTIONS
WRST

49th

Phone: Columbus

SIKliltT,
6470

NEW

YORK

CITY

For Bristolphoiie Installation
PHONE,

WRITE,

WIRE

DIRECT

TO

International Bristolphone Distributors, Inc.
WE

GUARANTEE

immediate delivery.

Fifty installations now being made.
IN ADDITION to the "BELL TONE" 100% talkie productions, of
which "THE GREAT POWER" is the first, a complete line of short
subjects will be released.
THE MECHANICAL simplicityof BRISTOLPHONE makes it, in
the opinion of experts, the ideal synchronizing device for the motion
picture theatre.

Special Terms Arranged

International Bristolphone Distributors, Inc.
MATTY
Temporary

RADIN, Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
Address:

225

JULES ULLMAN,

WEST
49th STREET,
Phone: Coin tubus 6470

NEW

Sec'y-Treas.
YORK

CITY

♦ ♦♦an international
check^up by MOTION PICTURE
NEWS reveals the startling information that each year photoplay editors
of daily newspapers and magazines
are asked by motion picture theatregoers to answer approximately sixteen
million questions about players^
writers^ directors and executives.
f^V.

f'^V,

Editors answer these questions
with the detailed information contained
in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

BLUE

BOOK
-c'W.-

The Authoritative Who^s Who of Filmdom

yamhmseismi

BoQkthcmMWy
TheSa«Fr«nciscoExa«^^"-«J^^^^
exEerieSce, CelUm^^ ^;;;7^
Crovvds leave t^ ^^^^ ""^

ap,

Play

SAFE
Book

with
these SOUND

UNIVERSAL
With

to geiieral puEU£=

JANEWINTON

'■'t

--'^"

Carl

Laemmle'^
brntuonmusic
sound, °Tf

e's
carl Laemml
s paradise
IJoi showman'

_
First Talking Pictur , _^
e With Color
f'"'^ T<^ikin
g Pictur
e With Color
Starring
GLENN
TDvr^vr

and dialogue.

^^^^^^N

Effects

"THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"
"UNCLE
TOM'S
CABIN"
"MAN,
WOMAN
AND
WIFE"
"THE
LAST
WARNING"
"THE
CHARLATAN"
Talking

Love
dy ofZTi^^^
Melo
PIDGEON
Thvve 4LTER

Pictures

Sound

*»^

_-.

^.
^.
'Sequences

and BARBARA

KENT

"THE

Pictures

"LONESOME"
COHENS
AND
KELLYS

IN
ATLANTIC
CITY"
"GIVE
AND TAKE"
"THE SHAKEDOWN"
"THE GIRL ON THE BARGE"
"COME
ACROSS"
"YOU
CAN'T BUY LOVE"
Reginald
Denny
in
"RED HOT SPEED"
"HIS LUCKY DAY"
"CLEAR
THE
DECKS"
Laura La Plante in
"THAT
BLONDE"
"ONE
RAINY
NIGHT"
"DANGEROUS
DIMPLES"
Glenn Tryon in
"IT CAN
Carl
100';

BE

■THE MELODY

'•°~'"'"^;„:,^-;r; ?- „, „::;r *:'"-' '•■■■■■•■
"LONESOME"
late nilt
u
"'' ""'"^''' "*'''''°'"a c.t^ ok,
knockout"
at
'prntaTes^T^
ea1°r'"°^'<^
'^
sidewalks.
'l^u'e
A sell-out

at the COLONY Theatre
R
^
New Yr.rt
^neatre, Broadway,
^
hit m;., tow
Biggest
ggest h.t
n in GRAND ISLAND
N k
,
Nebraska.
^^'
all nerforrv,
audiences
Cap
acityton
•ng
,D.C.
Performances
RIALTO
Theatre
Wash

"THE
Other

DONE"

Laemmle's
First
Talking Picture

OF LOVE

"

COLLEGIANS"

4th

Series
and
Talking Shorts

AH uiith two versions — Sound
and Silent except this one!

Univerml Mkinij Futures SpmkforThemselvesff

You started ^oiuetliiiig, Judge Lintlse^— >
Von started •i»oinetliiii^ Mheii yon Martled
marriage

plan.

tliinking,

reading

tho country with yoni* daring
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This is the Woman ! The
most famous beauty of her
time— played by one of the
greatest beauties of OUR
time. Enchantress of an
Empire— her flaming beauty
laid waste the souls of men.
Born to serve, she lived
to command — peers and
princes, courtiers and kings!
Scandal of Europe— gossip
of the great — her amorous
intrigues swayed the destiny of nations. What
drama when with her one
TRUE

love she saved her

country— and lost her last
hope of happiness! . . .
Fifty famous paintings record her lyric loveliness.
Her name is written large
across the pages of the
history of great days . . ,
Glamorous — gloriousbewitching

. . . SHE

alone would make "THE
DIVINE LADY" the
talk of every town it plays.

The most gigantic sea spectacle the screen has ever
known! Flaming frigates
freighted with cargoes of
death! One of the most
colorful naval combats in
history reproduced in rich
detail. See and HEAR Lord
Nelson's mighty fleet roaring defiance to the French
at the history-famous Battle
of Trafalgar . . . See E. Barrington's sensational bestseller now lived upon the
screen.— A cast of thousands in breathless battleaction — Sumptuous court
scenes that recall the golden
age of romance . . . See five
favorites that mean capacity on their popularity alone
— Corinne Griflfith, H. B.
Warner, Victor Varconi,
Ian Keith, Marie Dressier.
See Frank Lloyd as director
outdo his"SeaHawk"magic.
See FIRST NATIONAL
furnish final proof of
PRESIDENT GROUP
supremacy. You'll SEE
a step forward in picture art where you see
CORINNE GRIFFITH
in "THE
rfsKKiil h> Rith.ird A. RowLind

LADY,"

DIVINE

with SOUND!
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Editorial Highlights
Comment

on hnportant Developments

By William A. Johnston
THF number of pictures which are nut He pointed out that the public is always several jumps ahead of mediocrity and false
niakinti any stir at the box office is
promises.
. . Which means, of course, that
ions
which, a
pretty big. . . . Product
few years ago. would have registered de- all superstition to the contrary notwithsandclick in 1928. . . . The rea- ing, the fine show-picture gets the public's
cisi\ely don't
son? Well, there are several reasons. . . . emphatic approval. . . . And the outstanding attractions, like "The Singing Fool" and
But if you are looking for only one, you'll
find it under the heading "Sound." . . . But "Wings" get the big money. . . . Mr. Kane,
not any kind of sound. . . . Oh. no. The talking specifically about the sound revolution, said that talkie features and talkie news
public already knows what it wants along
this line. . . .
reels are the high spots in the great sound
In proof we cite the amazing record now movie craze. . . . But he warns that the
stuff must be good. . . . He also warns
being made by "The Singing Fool." This
record. b\- the way. comes to us from our cor- against shortsighted economy in production
respondents inkey cities. ... It is inde- in general. ... It doesn't pay; in fact, it's
pendent of any and all claims that may be fatal in the show business. . . .
made for the film by interested parties. . . .
The Hagerstown incident, as it will
Listen to this: In Pittsburgh, Milwaukee,
probably be known in screen history, looms
Seattle. New Orleans. Indianapolis. Fort big in importance. ... It brings forward
Dodge, Iowa; Buffalo, Syracuse. Flmira. interchangeability as a fact. . . . There are
Albany and Troy. N. Y.; Baltimore, Minne- many angles to be cleared up, and of these
apolis, and Salt Lake City, a single week's we will speak when, if and as they arise. . . .
reports show that the Jolson opus is a record- But the point is that a picture synchronized
shatterer. . . . The story of this box office
by one process is reproduced by another device without difficulty technically. . . . Still,
sensation will be found in detail in "Key City
it
would
be rash, on the part of exhibitors in
Reports." . . .
Another attraction which is w riting new general, to assume yet that this solves all the
box office history at the moment is "Wings." points in the much-mooted interchangeability
. . . We publish, in the same department, reproblem. . . . Let's wait and see whether
ports from half a dozen or more "keys," there will be a sequel, legal or otherwise, to
which testify to the great business being done the incident. . . .
by this picture. . . .
We must mention one other picture as
From these two instances we draw a lesson
or two. . . . Perhaps it is best expressed in we go to Press. . . . "Dancing Daughters"
the observations made to us by Arthur S. at the Capitol, New York in its second week
Kane, who arrived in New York the other
is breaking house records. . . . M-G-M's
day. with first hand, first class facts about the second Sound picture is first class box
box offices from Kansas City to Dallas. . . . office material.
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From the top of a sand dune. Director Robert lignolo, Leatrice Joy and little David Durand watch
a scene in the making for ''Tropic Madness" {FBO)
a story of South Sea love and adventure. *'The
Blue Danube" (Pathe)vehicles
is one of Miss Joy's latest

The exchange that comes out
victorious in the newly inaugurated Rossheim Rally, the First
National foreign collection
drive, will be presented with
the trophy shown above with
President Irving D. Rossheim

Phyllis Haver, Pathe s blonde star,
as she looks in "Sal of Singapore"
her forthcoming vehicle

One of the leading actors on the
American stage. Richard Bennett
is the principal player in the
IT'nrner Bros, "all - talkie," The
Home

Totvners"

News

Jack Cohn, Gertrude Olnislead, Bert Lyteli and
Charles Girurd call Motion Picture Acres their favorite trade paper. They are here shoun rending B. O.
reports of former "*l^one Jf olf" proditrlinns. ''The
Lone Wolfs Daughter"
note in tvork at the
Columbia isstudio

H-G-M ,\. .
^ibove can he t.ern Htthert Ilartman, of the Hearst ISewsreel staff, and oitc
of the exclusive shots he obtained during the recent trans-Atlantic flight of
Graf Zeppelin. He tens the only neusreel cameraman on board. In the first
scene he is shoicn on board the giant airship prior to its epoch-making fliglu.
In the second can be seen one of his shots that of the Madiera Islands ni
.seen by those in the dirigible

The director doesn't dare %hnut now when he wants
to instruct players performing in a talkie. Roy J.
Pomeroy just keeps mtim while he listens in on
the dialogue of F.ielyn tireni and Dnri-i Krnyon in
'"Interference" {Paramount \

Picture

D'Artagnan,
Dumas'
great romantic ndenturer.
as portrayed
by
**The
IronDouglas
Mask" Fairbanks
il'nited in
Artists)
upon which work has already
been started. Marguerite de la
Motte is leading lady

^ (M( she's ifi the mt*tte\. loo. Huth Mnrin Jannings,
daughter of Mrs. F.niil Jannings, plays her first
screen role in "Erik the (treat" ^ I niversali . From
left to right: Conrad I eidt and Mary Philbin, stars
of the picture^ Miss Jannin^s, and Director Fejos

October

20 .
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Hagerstown
Showing
Proves
Discs Interchangeable
Western

Electric Executives Absent from Headquarters, Action
Is Waited Upon Their Return

disc sound records are interchangeable as between the Western
Electric device and Bristolphoni ,
has been proven at the Academy of Music
picture house at Hagerstown, >Id., where
a four day showing of First National's
"Lilac Time," synchronized by the Western Kleetric device, was successful on Bristolphone equipment. Just what the reaction will be remains to be seen, but the fact
remains that the discs are intercliangeablc,
and quite satisfactorily so, according to
Alan Bachrach, manager of the Academy.
THAT

A. Julian Brylawski, prominent Washington exhibitor, is the owner of the Academy and he booked only the silent version
of the picture. After booking it he was
successful in getting the first installation
of Bristolphone equipment and with the
arrival of the print of the picture he
ordered the records from First National's
exchange at Washington. D. C. The delivery was made, according to Manager
Bachrach, without question.

Executives

Absent

Following the first showing of the picture
the story was published and Western Electric and First National executives were
sought for a statement. It was thought
that Western Electric would object to this
interchanging of records, as it is said to
be a part of their contract with distributors that such interchangeability was not
permissible. However, all executives of the
electrical company with authority to comment officially were reported out of town.
First National executive- also remained
silent.

That

the showing of "Lilac

Turns

Time"'

Bristolphone has not gone unnoticed by
these executives, however, and that action
is being taken regarding it, is evidenced by
the fact that a subsequent showing of "The
Whip" in the same house with Western
Electric sound, was cancelled. The picture
was to have been shown Thursday and Friday of this week but Manager Bachrach
was informed that the sound discs would
not be available.

Brylawski in Toronto
Mr. Brylawski was .seen by a Motion Picture News representative at the M.P.T.O.A.
convention in Toronto. He said he had
the opinion of several executives of companies interested in sound pictures that
there would be no objection to interchanging sound records provided a satisfactory
showing was made. They only desired assurance that the feature and other similar
films would have proper projection and correct sound treatment, so that the reputation of the picture would not be injured.
Mr. Brylawski, who retired as an M. P.
T. 0. director at the present session after
serving eight years declared that the presentation of "Lilac Time" as a sound feature at Hagerstown with Bristolphone
equipment had worked perfectly and the
result liad been entirely satisfactoiy as well
as interesting. He has been deluged with
queries regarding the showing ever since
his arrival in Toronto.

W. E. Non-Committal
Western Electric in the past has steadfastly refused to comment on the interchangeability question. They have contended that so far as they were officially

on

Back

Houses

concerned they were the only company
making installations and that no action
or statement was necessary until sucli
time as some other company was ac
tually making installations. At the same
time RCA has continuously announced that
their film records were interchangeable
with those of the Western Electric system.
J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical
Research Products Company, subsidiary cit
the Western Electric Company, which
handles the sound pictures, was reported
at headquarters as being in Chicago and
not available for a statement. It was said
he was registered at one of his clubs. He
will not be back in New York before the
end of the week.
Ned Depinet, sales manager of First National said he knew nothing of the showin^j
of the picture at Hagerstown with sound
accompaniment and that he had received no
advices from the company exchange at
Washington. Under the circumstances h3
said he had no comment to make on the
matter.
There Secrecy
is considerable
secrecy regarding
Over "Whip"
the cancelling of the sound showing of
"The Whip" at the Hagerstown Academy.
Asked over the telephone from New York
as to who was responsible for it. Manager
Bachrach of the Academy said he did not
know, that he had merely been informed
that the sound discs would not be available
and that therefore he would show only the
silent version of the picture. It is evident
that the matter is in for some sort of adjustment which will probably be forthcoming with the return of the Western Electric executives.

to Publix

West Coast Complies With Move Suggested by Department of
Justice; Policy Not a General One
COAST theatri- i.t Publix
WESTare to
be turned back to Publix
by West Coast Theatres at the request of the Attorney General's office in
Washington. They were turned over to
Publix some time ago and the deal is now
to be dissolved because that condition will
be more satisfactorj" to the Government.
Details of the dissolution have not yet
been worked out, but Harold B. Franklin,
president and general manager of West
Coast, will come to New York for that purpose about November 1st. The Government
merely suggested the undoing of the pool
and the an-angement was amicably made.
Publix and West Coast considered it desirable to comply with the Government
re-

quests, according to Franklin, who says the
relationship between the companies is most
amiable and that they believe the dissolution the constructive thing to do.
The houses effected in the deal include
those in Los Angeles, San Franci.sco, Oakland, Berkeley, Portland and Seattle.
Loew houses, Loew's State at Los Angeles
and the Warfield in San Francisco are not
effected by the dissolution decision.
According to advices from Washington
this is not to be the general policy of the
Government on pools. No general policy
has been laid down by the Attorney General's office in making the suggestion that
Publix and West Coast dissolve.
The department, it is said, has no inten-

tion of laying down any hard and fast rules
in connection with poolsj but each of the
several cases that have received attention
from the Attorney General's office is considered on its own merits.
Officials of the Government are reluctant
to discuss requests of the kind made of
Publix and West Coast. The policy is to
maintain the confidence of those with whom
they deal in all cases where legal proceedings are not involved.
The department's stand in the West
Coast situation was made clear to officials
of West Coast and Publix and evidently it
was considered the wise thing to do to
comply with th request rather than to become involved in other proceedings.
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Screen Players Charge Legits With
High Hat and "Whispering"
I Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

OOD. October 15. — Bitter professional jealousies are developing in several West Coast studios between screen players and rceruits from tbe legitimate stage.
Newcomers, recently imported from the New York stage, are said to
regard even the better known screen celebrities with an attitude of superiority. This is fast proving inlohTable to tbe silent picture fraternity. AntHOLLYVi

glances,
snubs and l)etween
deliberaterepresentatives
cuts on the setsof and
the studiosA
are a arctic
daily
occurrence
tbe "round
two factions.
number of stage players, without screen experience, are reported to be
"whispering" the fact that they and others of their fraternity were brought
here because the screen has reached a point where real acting is vital to
its future, and that the Hollywood regulars are not equal to audience demands in this respect.
Coiuitering this is the answer of experienced screen ])layers to the
effect that the newcomers from the stage may have good speaking voices
but that their camera angles are not "right angles." Cooler heads among
the professionals are known to have stopped several threatened outbreaks
between representatives of the two branches of the acting fraternity, endeavoring toimpress upon both that each has something to learn from the
other.
Directors handling casts composed of stage and screen players are
having difficulties preventing them from employing many of the tricks of
their respective "trades" on one another.

Harris

Cup

Award

Trade Paper Editors Now Selecting Person Who
Proven Worthy of Goodwill Trophy
SOMKOXE in the motion picture industry hIio. ilni'infr tlie past year has c.veriiplilied the spirit of •joodwill and
cooperation between the public and the film
companies of Great Britain and tbe United
States, will soon be announced by a committee of fihn trade paper editors as the
winner of the Sam Harris Cup which is to
be presented at a dinner in New York in
Mr. Harris, who is editor of
Xoveniber.

"Singing
Gross in Fool's"
ITollywoodBig
( HoUvwooJ

Burvau,

Motion

Picture

News)

October 17
HOLLYWOOD,
—"The SinfiinS Fool" has
chalked up the remarkable gross of $68,700 in its first
'
ners Theaten tre
days
here. at the War
The first week, endinji last
.Sunday, the gross stood at $40,000. Four shows arc given daily,
the scale being: matinees, 50c;
evenings, 65e. The previous

house record was $.'?,S,000 with
"The Lights of New "\'ork."
Over 60,000 people were handled
the first week of "The Singing
Fool," and the gross was only
$2,000 under the Winter Garden
figure in New ^ Ork at $.V.^0 top.
The gross for ibis week, up to
Wednesday night, stands at $IS,700.

Has

the Knjjlish trade papers, "Today's
Cinema" and "Cinema Xews Weekly,"
will arrive shortly in New York for the
sonally.
specilie purpose of making the award perThe dinner and the ceremony of presentation will be conducted under the auspices
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
Tlic A. M. P. A. believes that one of the
most imi>ortant factors in the internalization of the motion picture are such awards
as -Mr. Harris', which is helping materially
in making steadfast the harmony between
the lilm industries of the United States and
of Great Britain.
Coiiipiising llie A. M. P. A. Harris Cup
Ciimiiiittee are: Kdward L. Klein, chaii'man; George Harvey, president of the A. M.
P. A.; P. A. Parsons, Bruce Gallup,
Maurice
Barrell. Kann, Paul Benjamin and 'Charles

Hollywood Speculating on
b^itzmaurice Status
1 Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, October I.').— Hollywood is
speculating about the future status oi
George Fitzmnurice with the Firsf.. Xalional-Warnor Brothers deal having been
cniiipleted. Fitzmaurice, who gets .tT.'),!)'!!)
per pictine, (no, this does not include negative costs), has one more production for
First National under bis contract. This
will be "The Man and the Moment," i.n
i:iinor Glyii story starring Billie Dove.
Fitzmaurice was I bought to be in a slump
until "The Barker" was completed. First
Xatimml executives, and now those of the
Warners who have seen it, believe they have
oiii> of till' best box-ofncc smashes for tbe

S c «• j

coming year. Fitzmaurice followed up "The
Barker" with "Lilac Time," which has
been released and is making money.
The Warners have never paid a director
on weekly salary, over $1,750. The only
e.\oe))tiou was Ernst Lubitscli, who was reported to be getting a maximum of $oU, 000
l)er picture for them. It the Warners decided to renew with Fitzmaurice at the
terms of $75,000 per production, they will
be inaugurating a new era of salaries for
themselves and it nuiy indicate a desire to
engage higher priced talent for the better
class product in the future.

Gersdorf Elected Head of
Wampas
Committee
(Hollywood
Bureau,
.Motion Picture IVewsf
Hollywood, October 15. — Pliil Gersiloif
has been elected bead of the Wampas Credentials Committee, succeeding Barrett C.
Kiesling wlui resigned that post when he
became president of tbe organization.
The credentials committee functions as
a barrier to all impostei-s pretending to
represent press associations for the purpose
of getting entree to the studios and as an
aid to all legitimate writers.

Harry Rapf Victim of Auto
Crash Caused by Speeder
(Hollywood

Sam

Picture

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oi-IoImt 17. — llariy Kapi,
.M-G-M producer, was severely injured
when an automobile in which he was riding
was hit by a speeding motorist on Tuesday.
Mr. Rapf bad a miraculous escape, but
sustained serious cuts and bruises. After
medical aid was given him, he was taken
home and is expected back at the studio in
a few davs.

Columbia May Rent Sound
Stage Bureau,
fromMotionChristies
(Hollywood
Picture
Newt)
Hollywood, Ocliilier 17. — Columliia Pictures Corp., is reported negotiating for rental of space on the Christie sound stages in
the Metropolitan studios Avhei-c Columbia
will synchronize its product.
Both lirms are licensed by Western Electric. Tlie consummation of the deal would
relieve Columbia of the necessity of building sound stages.

Zeppelin Carries Print of
Ufa Film Over Atlantic
. -'Spie-."
Cta pr.>durtion
of the dwyn-Maye
-V print
r will
release
Metro-Gol
which
in the United States, was carried by tho
German air liner, the Graf Zeppelin, (hiring
its conquest of the Atlantic.
The i)rint was placed on board the dirigible by Ludwig Lawrence, M-G-M 's central
European
rei)rescntativc. The picture has
Lang.
an all-star cast and was directed by Frit/.

British Co. Signs Neilan
for Three Pictures
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Newe>

Hollywood, October 15,— >tar~liall Neilan
has I n sign<Ml by British and Dominions
Film Company to direct three pictures in
Englaiul. lie is now en route to Xow
York with Herbert Wilcox, and will sail
for the other side shortly.
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M. P. T. O. A. Convention Meets

600 Exhibitors from All Parts of the U. S. and Canada Gather
In Ninth Annual Session at Toronto
By W. M. GL\DLSH
Canadian Correspondent, Motion Picture News

O, Ocliibor IS.— Intense i?,TOKOXT
lerest was displayed by the HlHI dele
gates to the .Million I'ieture Theatre
Owners of Anieriea convention at the Kin;;
Kdward Hotel, Toronto, representing praelieally every state in the Union and tl.e
provinces of Eastern Canada in the discussion of numerous prohlenis and menaces.
Sound pictures were the talk of the convention to a considerable extent. Rudolph
Miehlinp;, electrical engineer of I'ubli <
Theatres, Inc., gave a very practical talk,
declaring that sound pictures could either
be developed to tremendous eonimercial returns or decline to mediocre returns, according to the eflicieney of merehandisinu
on the part of the exhibitor. The humu'i
clement was important. M. A. Lightraai',
of Kl Dorado, Arkansas, declared sound
pictures meant more to exhibitors on
"Main Street" than to any other because
they would bring the voice of great people
to "the small town. There was a menace,
however, iu that silent films might bneglected.

Labor Dept. Created
"There is no chance in the world of a
in sound pictures," declareil
monopoly
Fred. Desberg, of Cleveland, Ohio, another
scheduled speaker. "There would alw.aj's
be millions of patrons for silent pictures,"
he said. Strong opposition to censoi'ship in
anv form was voiced by Pi-esident R. F.
Wi'iodhull. He besought exhibitors to fight
for the freedom of the screen. He advocated the establishment of a department of
Labor within the association to encourage
harmony between exhibitors and employees
and this recommendation was adopted later
when a resolution providing for such a department was quickly accepted.
Mr. WoodhuU condemned the music tax
and, in connection with sound pictures, declared that the cost of installations should
be reduced. A. J. Brylawski, of Washington. D. C. warned the delegates to be ready
to do battle when the Brookhart Bill and
other legislation came before Congress.
Federal control of the whole moving picture industry in the United States wouhl
he attempted within the next 12 months.
The move of the Lords Day Alliance, backed
by a fund of $700,000, to secure the banning of Sunday shows had been blocked for
the time being. Incidentally, when Mr.
Brylawski was nominated with others to
the new national board of directors, he
declined to run, and liis name was witlidrawn.

Condemns

Brookhart

Bill

T. D. Goldl)erg. of Balliniore. delivered
an impassioned speech from the floor of the
convention in which he declared that the
Brookhart and Hudson Bills "will drive us
out of business." These measures were a
serious menace to every independent exhibitor and the proposed legislation affected
the producer distributor organizations having theatres of their own.
A resolution

Convention Unanimously Condemns
Any Government Interference
TORONTO. Oolobtr 18.--Thc M. P. T. O. A. convention iiiianiinoiish
adopted a resolution that "'utterly and carno.slly condemned allrnipK
to liarrass by govornniont interference the production, distribution
in the United ofSlates."
pictures
of motion
or exhibition
The resohition.
which
is a condeiniialion
the Brookhart Bill, said
that motion pictures should be kept free from political manipulations if
the principles of free government were to be maintained.
Another important development was the launching of a movement
by Colonel John A. Cooper, president of the Motion Picture Distributors
of Canada, for the withdrawal of Canada from the Berne Copyright Convention. He urged the United States and Canada to establish a separate
convention for the control of all copyrights on this continent. Ilis addre-s
on the music tax thrilled the M. P. T. O. A. convention. Canadian exhibitors would be faced with a music tax if the appeal of the Canadian Copyright Society before the Privy Council in London resulted in reversing
the judgment of Canadian courts, permitting the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation to play British compositions without payment of royalty.
Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the Hays organization, delivered an
a(l<lress in which he declared that through the medium of motion pictures
every international boundary would eventually become as free of fortresses
as that between the United States and Canada. Arbitration, he declared,
had served all branches of the motion picture industry for four and onequarter per cent on the annual turnover.
The speakers at the brilliant banquet included C. C. Pettijohn, W. B.
Finlayson, Ontario cabinet minister; N. L. Nathanson. ex-governor Milliken, J. L. Pai)enaude. of Montreal: Rev. Murdoek McLean, of Pinehurst,
N. C; R. F. WoodhuU and Alderman W. A. Summerville. of Toronto,
as chairman.

urging that all sex-hygiene pictures should
he outlawed was unanimously adopted,
after such productions had been soundly
condemned by President WoodhuU.
The report of the Committee on Constitutional Methods, read by Secretary jr.
J. 0 'Toole, contained amendments which
provided that all business of the association
be transacted at conventions of the association and outlined the executive powers
of the national board of 10 directors, and
the duties of the president and secretary.
These were adopted without discussion. A.
matter of interest was that when the list
of accredited delegates was read by Secretary 0 'Toole, the names of those associated
with allied states were not mentioned.
The many Ontario delegates present held
a conference at which it was decided to ask
the Ontario government for the abolishment of the whole provincial amusement
ticket tax now collected on admissions of
higher than 25 cents.
Directors nominated were: Michael E.
Comerford, Pennsylvania; Harold Franklin,
California; .Joseph W. Walsh, Connecticut;
.Jack Miller. Chicnsro; Fred Wehrenberg,
St. Louis; David Cohen, Binghamton; H.
M. Crandall, Washington, D. C; Fred. Desberg, Cleveland; Colvin Brown, New York;
Samuel Dembow, New York; and Fred .1.
Dollc, Louisville. Important topics were
discussed by outstanding men. George W.
Harvey, president of the Association of
Motion Picture Advertisers, spoke on "ex-

ploitation"; John Eherson, Chicago, on
"How to Build and Equip a Theatre";
W. Grove Smith, of Ottawa, on "The Safe
Theatre" and others. L. M. Sagal, of New
Haven, presented an excellent financial
report.

IVoodhuirs Speech
In his address on the first day of the
convention, President WoodhuU took up a
number of important topics.
He said, in part:
"It is well that we foregather at this
particular time and at this particular place
as our industry is now faced with many new
problems that command our consideration
and many old ones yet to be solved.
"The past year and a half has marked
an era of great activity in our national organization with comparatively little noise
and, following our charted course of "less
noise and more achievement," we come before you in this convention with pardonable
pride in a record of accomplishment second
to none in the history of exhibitor organization.
"The arbitration system now finuly
established within our industry has proved
its tremendous worth iu the solving of differences, and the ad.justment of contractual
troubles which would, if left unsettled, cost
the industry thousands of dollars annually.
It has been criticized by a few leaders
whose purpose seems to be more in the
(Continued on follnu-ini/ pac/e)
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M. P. T. O. A. Establishes Labor Dep't

{Continued from f^rcccding page)
direction of faiilt-fincliii^ rather than in
constructive and proprressive action. It has
been used to a tiresome degree as a ballyhoo tor certain state and regional conventions, where if real issues such as Music
Tax Legislation, labor and so forth were
given proper prominence, the exhibitor
would have receivi'd genuine service and
profited immeasurably more.
"I believe in arbitration in this or in
any other industry. It is now generally
recognized as the most effective way to settle even international controversies. Of
course, it is not perfect. Neither was the
Wright flying machine at Kitty Hawk, but
Lindbergh crossed the ocean later in an inipnived model. We should all give our best
thought to making arbitration more perfect
in application and more satisfactory in results.

News Coast Staff Now
At Roosevelt Hotel
Offices
Coas
on Pict
ure t News
haveof
THEMotiWest
d
been move
from 381 Hollywood Boulevard to the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, mezzanine floor.

The greatly expanded activities
of Motion Picture News on the
West Coast necessitated larger
space, and the quarters in the
Roosevelt Hotel, which is the
acknowledged meeting place and
film center of Holly\>ood, will
enable the News Coast staff to
give still greater service to the
picture colony.

Music Tax is Cancer
"With regard to the music tax if i:
is possible for an industry to have such an
affliction, I know of no better diagnosis for
this disease than just plain cancer. This
infection has not as yet spread across the
border, but I solemnly warn our Canadian
friends that they are not immune. They
should continue to exercise every precaution to meet this music license menace at
the
border
and exhibitors
say 'Thou from
Shalt the
Not United
Pass.'
Some of the
States may say that this subject is ancient
history. To them and to those who are taking this unfair burden as a matter of
course, I say in the vernacular of the day,
'you ain't seen nothing yet.' This organization of authors, composers, etc., feels
that it is now sitting in the driver's seat
and while they have now set an arbitrary
fee of ten cents per seat in the United
States, they iKiast of the fact that there is
no limit to the amount they can and may
exact in the future.
"Nothing in the form of a new departure
has ever elicited more diversified opinion
and speculation than the advent of synchronized pictures into our industry. At
your national headquarters we have daily

and diligently .-liulicd every plla^e ol tlii(juestion. We have eagerly sought the opinions of inventors, actors, directors, producers and theatre owners. We have never
lost an opportunity to witness the performance of a new mechanism. And there are
many of them. Even if it were possible to
advise you which one to purchase, the advantages of one over the other are so confusing that your own conditions, coupled
with your own judgment, would ultimately
produce the most beneficial results. We
have cautioned the many exhibitors who
have come to the national headquarters for
advice, not to be stampeded. We are toM
that the best engineers are being employed
in research working having as its objective
the betterment of the synchronization, toniil
qualities, etc. This is as it should be but
I respectfully suggest that another corps of
experts should direct serious attention towards a decided improvement in the original cost to the theatre owners.
"I believe this will be done, in fact, it
must be done if the great number of small
town exhibitors are to properly serve the.r

Griffith Tells Members of Academy
Pictures Have No Claim to Art
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Neu:s>

HOLLYWOOD. Orlohir 17. — "Theri' is no art in niotion pii'luro."'
D. W. GrifTith told tin- directors" Iiranch of the A«ailrin> iif Motion
I'icture .\rts and Srirnces al a mreting Mondav niglit. among ollur
stalrmcnis which are still the basis of Hollywood discussions.
It was GrifTith's first allcnfhuieo at a mcrting since the forniation of lli'
organization. He had Iioen invited to speak on lalkin); pictures. Ri'garding the latter hi' said hr knew nothing and if he did know he wouldnt tell.
CrifTilh poki'd fun al the high sounding name of the Aradeniy. saying
that niolion pielnri's had no claim l<i art: thai it is purely a connncrrial
industry and iinlil il ran ri-produi<- or equal the work of great arli«l> who
have become immortal, il eaiuiol classify itself willi ihrm.
William
l)r Mille. jiroihicer for Paramount,
atleinptrd lo ri'piv to
Grifrnh's remarks.
He disagr
1 willi evrrylliing said bv the lalliT and
pointed lo him as an arlisi responsible for many ibiiigs in piriures wliieli
have made ihrm art.

jjatrons and ludd their own in competition
with nearby big cities.
"The officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have evidenced ideal
vigilance in regard to legislation. They
.■icknowledge with appreciation the splendid
(ixijjcration extended by exhibitors and
other divisions of the industry, throughout
every state in the Union, with but three
or four exceptions. Unless all signs fail
there will be a deluge of adverse legislation presented in the national and state
eapitols during the coming sessions. The
-^ame tine alertness upon the part of every
sincere individual in our industry should
prevail when the call to action is sounded
by your national and state leaders. May I
venture the sincere suggestion that extreme
icinsideration be given to all public statefnenls regarding pending measures. Many
times this error has caused unnecessary
trouble as the proponents of an adverse
])iece of legislation have been quick to take
advantage of an individual opinion based
n|>nn a purely htcal conditi(»n.
"Censorship is an old enemy but one
wliose versatility for finding new methods
of attack is unlimited and destructive.
Censorship applied in our great medium of
expression is wrong in principle. We believe that we operate the screen press of
the world and, as such, should be extended
the same privileges and rights as the news|iapers, the editors of which are answerable
to the courts for libelous statements or the
l>ubUcation of unwholesome matter which
includes the |irinting of ol)jectionable pieturcs. We, as an industry, publishing animated pictures, simply ask for the same
consideration.
"The labor situation in our industry has
now reached a jwint where its importance
cannot reasonably be under estimated. It
has always been and is yet the purpose of
our organization and theatre owners generally to maintain the most cordial relations
between the exhibitor and those who provide the dilTcrcnt elements of service about
the theatre. However, in some instances
tliis mutuality does not prevail because of
disputes which have arisen over wages,
working conditions and the number of
workers
of
service.to be employed in given divisions
"The experience of employees with other
crafts has demonstrated to all. that mutual
iMinditions can be successfully maintained.
We believe the same situations can be
leached in our industry and we earnestly
ilesire to bring about this result. "

Seeks Paramount Contract
to Write Sound Shorts
I Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

,\ews>

Hollywood. October IT. — Kicii Kisher.
loriiier New York music publisher and song
writer i> negotiating with Paramount for ii
long-term contract lo write and supervise
short
subjects.
part of
Paramount "s West Coast sound

Norma Talmadj>c to Star
in hirst Locke Story
William .1. I-<ieki''s llrsi screen story for
Inilcd .\rlisls will star Norma Talniailge.
The star has just finished "The Woman
vehicle.
Disputed," her second Uniteil Artists

October

:!0 .

1928

9 Pathe Shorts Grouped for
October 28 Release
Nine new slmil >iili,ii-i-I>, twn uf I hem
one I'roni an educudealing with football,
tional and the other from a humorous stanilof featuretto maquota
point, make up the
terial scheduled by the Pathe exehanRe for
release during the week of October '2S.
"Football Sense," the fourth of the
gridiron reels, inaugurates the program. It
is followed by "Gridiron Demons," an animated cartoon which offers an Army-Navy
football game in Aesop Fable style; "Getting Together," a new Grantland Kice
Sportlight; "Taxi Scandal," the second of
Mack Sennett's comedies concerning Dan,
the Taxi Man; "Trapped in the Flames, ^^
chapter three of "Eagle of the Night;"
Topics of the Dav No. 44; I'athe Heview
!)! of I'athe
No. 44; and issues Nos. 00 andcamera
study
News. The Review shows a
of London, "County
Charms."

Vidor

Selects

Fair," and "Slender

Leads

for

"Hallelujah"
Colored players for his new picture,
"Hallelujah," have been selected by KinVidor, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director. He
plans to place the production in work within a few days. Location headquarters have
been made at Memphis.
The two foremost leads in the all-darkic
talkie film will be Daniel Haynes, who has
in Ziegfeld"s "Showboat,"
appearing
l>een Honev
Brown, singer and dancer of the
and
York. The ingenue role
New
Club,
Harlem
will be played by Victoria Spivey, night
club entertainer who has made a number of
phonograph recordings. Everett McGarrity,
Chicago colored boy, was signed by Vidor
while the director was on his way east. He
will have the second male lead. There are
two more important roles to be selected —
those of the parents of Zake, the role to be
played by Haynes.

Novarro Renews Contract
With M-G-M
A new contract with Metro-GoldwynMayer, under the terms of which he will
yearly devote six months to motion picture
work and the remaining six months to the
pursuit of his musical studies, has been
signe<l by Ramon Novarro, who has .iust
finished a starring role in ' ' The Flying Ensign" for M-G-M.
For several years, it is said, Novarro has
been studjang music under Louis Graveure.
In the beginning of his career, the motion
picture actor taught music and for a time
is reported to have studied for graml
opera.

A Correction
A recent ( ntler-Hammer advertisement
in Motion Picture News featured a CutlerHanuner dimmer installation at the Kenosha Theatre, Kenosha. Wisconsin.
This ad erroneously stated that the Kenosha Theatre was a Mid-Weseo unit. The
Kenosha Theatre is a part of the Universal
chain operated by the Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., New York
CitT.
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Pathe

Curtailment
Rumors
by William Sistrom
(Hollywood

Burtau,

Motion

Picturt

Denied

Nrwt)

HOLLYWOOD,
October 15.— Contradi. ling pulilislic.I rumors that
the Pathe Studios were holding up production awaiting funils and
information regarding the status of the Mtu<Iios since the RCA deal,
William Sistrom, general production head, told a Motion Picture New§
representative today that not only is I'athe completing its program for
this year, hut is starling preparations to outline the forthcoming year's
product.
Only seven pictures remain

to be made

to finish the entire 1928-29

schedule. Two of these — '•Leather Necks" and "Noisy Neighbors" — are
now shooting, leaving five to complete by January 1. These are "Office
Scandal." "Square Shoulders." "High Voltage." "The Getaway," "Listen
Baby" and "The Flying Fool."
The other 22 have been completed.
Reports that smaller negative costs would prevail in all future Pathe
productions were also denied by Sistrom, who said that the same average
would be maintained in next year's product, which
four specials costing approximately SSOO.OOO each.

Censor

would

also contain

Lid
Overnight
Houses Affected by New Theatrical

All Minneapolis
Ban; Trouble Over Burlesque
iiiuni^'ipal censorship was
lid ofdown
TliK
clamped
suddenly on all Minneapolis theatres this week.
Every house in the city — movie as well
as legitimate — came under the order, promulgated by the city council, which imposed a censorship on all things theatrical.
This council's decision came after a
heated debate as to whether or not the license of the Gayety Theatre, a burlesque
house, should be revoked. The Gayety, according to some of the aldermen, had been
presenting shows which were objectionable
from a moral standpoint. Members of the
council almost came to blows in discussing
the desirability of closing the burlesque
house. Then Alderman Victor .Johnson introduced a resolution calling for censorship
of all theatres and before anyone knew it,
censorship became a realitv in Minneapolis.
.John M. Kit t ridge, city license inspectoi-,
and his assistant, .Jack Kaufman, were
delegated by the chief of police to act as
censors following the council's decision.
Alderman .Johnson explained that they are
to insist on strict enforcement of the ordinance against disorderly conduct which prohibits "lewd and obscene productions."
Performers
taking part in such produc-

No

Recall
of the

on

"Battle

recall all prints of D. W.
PLANS to
Griffith's "Bailie ned
of the Sexe.s"
have been abando
by United
-Vrlists. It had been intended to cancel
all bookings in order to insert dialog
into about three sequences of the picture. This original decision is reported
to have been made following a Ion?
distance conversation between .\l
I.ichim:in and .Joseph M. Schenck. The
later change of mind, to permit gen
eral release of the production as a
silent picture, was made when a total
of how much the move would cost
proved it unpractical.

Sexes"

lions will be subject to arrest. .Mr. .Johnson told the chief of police that .Minneapolis expected strict enforcement of this particular clause and intimated that the city
might be the scene of the same kind of a
morality war against theatres as is now
going on in New York.
Arrest of principals, of course, will be
confined to vaudeville, burlesque and legitimate shows. In the ease of movies, Mr.
Johnson explained, action will be tjiken
against the theatre managers. Kittridge
and Kaufman, while they will serve as the
official censors, will not have the last word
in the matter. In case of flagrant violations, their recommendations will probably
be accepted without question, hut in "border-line" productions, the license cummittee of the council will probably inspect the
performance.
The first theatre to be visited by the inspectors was the Unique Theatre, one of the
smaller loop picture houses, where a sensational sex film was being advertised. At
the time this story was written, the censors
had not yet decided whether the film should
be prohibited from showing.
JIayor Leach has promised his co-operation in the censorship movement, but said
that he did not expect the police department to be called upon generally to aid in
censorship. Meanwhile Kittridge and
Kaufman are trying to figure out .just
where to begin their work as guardians
"f the public's morals. There are about 1.5
theatres in the loop which must be censored
each week, and dozens of neighborhood
houses, and the pair are wondering how
two men can possibly perform the task.
The plan doesn't seem at all workable, and,
cif course, may be abandoned eventually,
hut right now the censorship lid is on tight
and will remain so until the city council
-ees the folly of its ways. Theatre managiTs don't like it a bit, but most of them
probably feel that the plan will prove so
ridiculous in the next few weeks that it
will be abandoned.
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Kennedy Reported Financing John
Gilbert Production Unit
(Hollywood

JOSEPH

P. KENNEDY

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

will finance John Gilbert as an individual

production unit for United Artists. That Kennedy's reported retirement from the motion picture industry is still in the distant future is further revealed by the fact that Harry Eddington l;ns been appointed Kennedy's personal representative on the West Coast. Eddington has been, and still is, John Gilbert's manager.
The deal between Gilbert, Eddington and Kennedy is reported
to have taken place several months ago, while Kennedy was in Hollywood revamping the First National studio and its production force.
At that time, however, it is doubtful whether negotiations had reached
any further stage tlian the arrangement giving Kennedy personal option on Gilbert's future, following the expiration of his contract with
.\letro-Goldwyn-Mayer in a few months. The United Artists' equation is said to have entered within the past fortnight.
.•\t the New York offices of United Artists this week it was said
that no negotiations had been entered into with John Gilbert. His
contract with M-G-M expires in May.

Fox

Move
for Eastern
Chain Under Way

Deal for Over 100 New York Houses
Goal Said to Be 1,000
ITION of well over 100 induACQUIS
puilent theatres in Xeiv York City
h\ William Fox is reported to have
reaelied the final stages of nejjotiatious
wliicli have been rumored under way since
tlie Sapiro or!,'auization ceased functioning:
as an independent booking body. Amonu"
the theatres which are claimed to have
gone over to Fox are some of the finest
neighborhood circuits in the Metropolitan
district and control of these arc said to
be tlie fii-st step in the bnilding-up of a
chain of 1,000 theatres in New York Stale
and New England. The new corporation, it
is said, will he, headed by William Fox ainl
be known as Fox Metropolitan Theatres
with $15,000,000 to .$20,000,000 cash at disposal.
William and Harry Brandt, Brooklyn ex-

Theatre
Discontinues
Its Orchestra
TIIK demands of the .Musicians'
I'nion, charaderi/ed by Manager
W. IS. Wagnon as "un-American,
unreasonable and unjust." ha\e forced
the Kml>;issy Theatre in San l-Vancisco.
which Mr. U'a^nim also owns, to operate without an orchestra. I'he unitm
had insisted that \Vaj;non emplo\ an
orchestra despite I he fad lh:il his
house had used only a mechanical music-producing device, synchronized with
talkint; nio>'ies.
The union's ultimatum w;is that failun- (o i;rant it". dcmaiMl would result
in a w:i]kiint of the union men, operating the project ion machines. To accede
t<i all the union wanted would cost him
J.tli.OOO, Mr. Waiiiion declared. The
union's ultim.-itum has expired so the
I-;ml)assv will now be ori best raless.

Reported Set;

hibitors and operators of a dozen houses,
and A. C. Bluenmthal, representing Fox
interests, are sjjokeu of as responsible for
bringing about what has been looked upon
as a practically impossible task — tliat of
gathering togetlier a goodly number of independent exhibitors and their theatres.
Just how far the movement towards a
total of 1,000 may go is problematical, circuits outside wliich Fox might look upon
with favor not being any too eager to let
go of prolltable holdings.
New York theatre cii'cuits named in the
Fox deal are:
The Small and Straussberg circuit of
Brooklyn and Queens with iiO houses; Consolidated AuMisement Co., with IS theatres
in middle Manhattan and the Bronx,
Mayer and Schneider and the Blinderman
and Sleiner circuits on the lower Hast Side
of New York and Harlem, with approximately 3") houses; the .loelson-Suchnian circuit, Bronx, with 11; Mueller and Schwartz,
of .Tamaiea, where they operate throe or
four houses; Arthur Ra))f, Brooklyn. 3;
Grobe and Knobel, of New York, .lackson
Heights and Flushing, 10 theatres; Harry
Seagal, of New York and Brooklyn, operating 4; the Brandt Bros., Brooklyn, I'J
houses. Several other circuits are .s|i,ikeii
of as possible acquisitions.

Sanf»cr and Jordan Merge
With Anglo International
Sanger and .lordaTi, pl.iy biokirage an, I
authors' agem'y, has become afllliali'd with
the Anglo Inti'rnnlional I'lay Bureau, an
Fnglish company in the same line of business. Walter C. Jordan, who has boon the
sole owner of Sanger and .lordan since the
death of Frank W. SangiT in lOOl, has been
made general manager in America of the
newly formed international organization.

Picture

News

The formation of an international agency
1ms become a practical necessity, since the
an-ival of the talking picture, Mr. Jordon
believes. "The silent picture business has
always been an international one," he declared, ''but the stage play business has
lieen but national in scope, that is, the
rights have been sold on a single country
basis, and so in transferring stage plays
to the talkie pictures where the rights of
so many are included the business had to
be The
internationalized."
otiice of the new international brokerage in plays
West 41
Street,have
New been
York.established at '208

Film Industry Aiding Red
Gross in New Roll Gall
The American Red Cross is again receiving the cooperation of the motion picture
industry. The New York field has extended
whatever assistance it can render in the
new Roll Call membership appeal, which
o])ens annually on Armistice Day.
As volunteer chairman, Jesse L. Lasky
of Paramount again takes command over
the activities of the motion picture group.
Ksseiilially the same plan of effort that
was followed in the 1027 Roll Call will be
followed again.
There are approximately 175 groups now
being formed under the Roll Call plan of
the committee organization of New York.

G. M. Thall Seattle Chief
For West Goast
West Coast Theatres' new manager in
the Seattle Division was last week appointed by Harold B. Franklin in the person of Charles M. Thall, who has been assistant to A. M. Bowles, San Francisco Division Man.ager.
Mr. Thall has been with Wcsco for the
past seven years. In San Francisco he was
also in charge of bookings. Prior to his
Wesco connection he was advance road
agent for theatrical organizations.

Paper

Finds
Curtailment
Doesn't Work

The Minneapolis Tribune, which recently
reduced it-s Sunday dramatic section by a
page and virtually eliminated all pictures
from it, ha.s added the page again and has
returned to its old policy of using photographs. The theatres, as a result, are running ads of normal size, after reducing
them for a week as a protest against tinciirl.-iilinrMir ,

A. M. Brilant Appointed
Director of Colony
was apman. evploilation and
nun, ANT.
l( M.theatre
AKIIU
pointed director of the ('olon>
Theatre in New >'ork last I'riday b>Fred .\. I-'lader. general manager of
the I'liiversal chain theatres. W. J.
Callahan was appointed house manaBoth of these men have boon in the
theatre business for many ,>cars. Mr.
Itrilaiil's
siTvice with I'niversal includger.
ing the hniiding super\ision. opening
and
management
of the .l.flflO-seat
I'niversal
house in Itrookhi).
Mr. Callahan has been house manager in various
I'nivtTsal houses for the past several
years.

October

30,
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C. H. Paine
Hlcctctl
Universal Treasurer
y\lV. board of directors of rnivcrI'ictiiros Corporation at a
special inectini: last l-'riday
elected Charles IJ. I'aino li) the position of treasurer, succeeding K. H.
(ioldstein. resisncd. The elect i<in of
Mr. I'aine was in accordance with the
desires of Carl I.aemmle, the president
of I'niversal.
Mr. I'aine first came to Iniversal six
years ajro as assistant to the treasurer.
For the past two years he has been
concerned principally with the financial
end
of rniversal's
theatre tochain.
.\t
the time
of his elevation
his new
post he was also elected a member of
the board of directors.

rpIii.sal

are made,
.Mr.I'ntil
Paineother
will arrangements
continue to handle
his
duties in the theatre chain in addition
to those of treasurer.

Raoul Walsh Recuperating
In Salt Lake Hospital
Raoul WaLsli, film director, is reini|ieratatins at the St. Marks hospital, Salt Lake
City, after liavinsr been injured last week
in an automobile accident near Cedar City,
I tab, when a jack-rabbit, blinded by the
lights from the machine, jumped into the
windshield.
Ofiieials of the St. Mark's hospital report
that Walsh is doing as well as can be expected. Attending physicians stated that
the cinema director's right eye is very badly
cut and that there is some possibility that
he may lose the sight of one eye, although
hope is maintained that this will not be the
case.

Chevalier
Arrives
Paramount Film

for

Maurice Chevalier, French musical comedy star, arrived in New York last Tuesday aboard the He de France. He will star
in talking pictures for Paramount. Before he left Paris, the star received a cablegram from UoUywood screen folk extending
a warm welcome.
Chevalier's first vehicle will be "The Innocence of Paris," C. E. Andrew's novel,
which will be converted into film form by
Harrv D 'Arrast.

Sam

Katz
Visits
Publix
Houses in St. Louis

Sam Katz. president of Publix Theatres
was a visitor to St. Louis on October l.">.
He was accompanied bj' Eugene Zukor, son
of Adolph Zukor. head of the Famous Players Lasky Corporation. Katz is touring the
country for the purpose of investigating
the effects of sound pictures. He was particularly interested in the showing made by
the Grand Central Theatre, since it went
on a sound picture basis last December.

Esther Ralston Signs Anew
With
Paramount
Esther Ralston has signed a new cimtraet
which binds her for a long-term period to
Paramount for whom she is about to begin
work in "The Case of Lena Smith." Dorothv Arzner will direct the drama.

News Reels Set Record
On Zeppelin Story
Arrival of Giant Dirigible Shown in All Details Within
Two Hours After Docking in Jersey
TllK elllcieney
of exemplilied
llu' news reel
ices was again
withservthe
landing at Lakehurst, N. J., of the
Graf Zeppelin from Friederschafen, Germany, on Monday evening of this week,
■lust one hour and one-half after the giant
ship landed at Lakehurst, newsreel prints
were delivered to the motion picture houses
on Broadway, Xew York.
The airplane escort that met the giant
dirigible as she neared New York included
several planes caiTying newsreel photographers. Their product was rushed to the
laboratories. Films were received at the
Consolidated Film Laboratories at 4:40
P. M., even before the Zep was made fast
at her temporary mooring. They were developed, printed, edited and titled and
reached the theatres before 7 o'clock.
The Hearst organization was the only
one with a camera man aboard the Zeppelin, but the other companies chartered airplane fleets that followed every move of
the ship from the time she was first sighted
well outside of New York until she was
made fast to her mooring mast.
Not only was rapid Broadway service
rendered but airplanes were rushed to many
cities with duplicate prints and thousands
and thousands of theatre goers were privileged to witness the exciting incidents of
the arrival in record time.
M-G-M sent out a fleet of these planes
which carried prints of every detail of the
flight from the time it started. These were
delivered to M-G-M News accounts in addition to the regular release of newsreel
subjects at no extra cost to the exhibitor.
Pathe XeW'S covering details of the arrival had prints in the Roxy, Strand and
other houses on the evening of the arrival.
Some forty prints of the events were being
unreeled in the Pathe News in Metropolitan houses on Monday evening. Three airplanes and a large crew of ground men
covered the events of the arrival for Pathe.

Additional scenes were included in Pathe
News release No. 86 on Wednesday.
Kinograms,
's news
ered the arrivalEducational
with its entire
staffreel,
and covthe
news story of the completion of the flight
were sent out to every principal city as a
special issue by air mail Tuesday morning.
Nearly 400 feet of film was used in this
Kinograms special.
Paramount News threw out a dragmet of
fourteen cameramen and seven airplanes.
There were four cameramen stationed at
the Lakehurst hangar with two airplanes.
Six cameramen with one sea plane and one
amphibian plane were located at strategic
points around New York City and many
exclusive shots were recorded. Even before the arrival of the Zep at Lakehurst,
Paramount had shots on hand taken over
Washington and Baltimore.

Operators
Bury
Hatchet
With M.P.T.O. of W. Pa.
Committees rci)rcsenting the M. P. T. 0.
of W. Pa., and the local operators union,
got together the past week and ironed out
some ditferenees, so that now everything
has been adjusted to the satisfaction of all
concerned. The wage scale was renew'ed
until September first next. It stands the
same as it has during the past year.

Report Says Dempsey
to Return to Screen

Is

Jack Dempsey is rejiorled returning to
motion pictures on the completion of his
run in New York and the road tour of
"The Big Fight." Tex Riekard is reported
to
own to
a play
"The arrangements
Ringsider" and
is said
have called
completed
for
Dempsey to star in it.

Commission May Narrow Issues in
Suit Against Paramount
NEGOTIATIOINS with a view to narrowing the issues in the suit filed
hy the Federal Trade Coniniission against Paramount in the Federal court in New York are understood to be under way. Attorneys
for Paramount have been in conference with counsel for the commission
with a view to .seeing whether the case cannot be expedited by eliminating
some of the points covered in the petition.
It is probable that the commission will look favorably upon the suggestion that the issues be narrowed so as to expedite disposition of the
suit.
Mranwliilo. considerable attention is being paid to the present situation in the motion picture industry with a view to determining whether
the code of ethics adopted at the New York conference last October is
working out properly. Information is now being secured by M. Markham Flannery. ebiof of the division of trade practices, on the basis of
which in the near future he will make a report to the commission as to
how the matter is working out. His report may determine whether it is
advisable to take any further action regarding the code of ethics.

Motion
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Netoco Acquires More
Theatre Holdings
developments in Netoco's
ST
NEWE
nsion activities occurred reexpa
cently when the New England
theatre corporation entered into an
agreement with three other New England companies whereby Netoco obtains a controlling interest in the Empire, Strand, and Jefferson theatres,
Portland, and the Capitol, Springfield.
Mass. At about the same time. Netoco
completed negotiations for the Day
Square Theatre. East Boston.
Samuel Pinanski, president of Netoco, manipulated the deal through
which he added the three New England houses to his circuit, negotiating
with Abraham Goodside, of Portland,
representing the two Maine companies. The Strand Amusement Co. and
The Empire Amusement Co.. and the
Massachusetts company, the Capitol
Theatre Co. Mr. Goodside will continue in a managerial capacity.
It is said that the operating company
will also take over the Maine and the
new State Theatres in Portland.

Tiffany to Make Color
Symphonies in Japan
The land of the orange blossom will I'orni
the background of "A Japanese Carnival,''
one of the coming Tiflfany-Stahl Color Symphonies. The ceremony of the ascension ot
the Japanese emperor is to be photograplied
as one of the important sequences, a company having left the Unitedp States on October 6under the leadershi of Howard C.
Brown for that purpose. Japanese players
will be used for the leading roles and original Japanese music will be played for the
synchronisation.

Frances Agncvv is Writing
"Stepping High" Continuity
The continuity for "Stepping High,"
FBO's first •■ill-talking sound picture
which will be started at the Sound Studios, Inc., New York City, within a week,
has been assigned Frances Agnew. GemMarkey, author of the story, is working n?i
the dialogue in collaboration with Director Bert Glennon.

3

Advertising
Companies
In Merger

Three of the leading manufacturers of
advertising displays in the country have
merged their resources to form a new organization to be known as National Studios, Inc. Included among its specialties
will be lantern slides, photography
in all

W.

B.

Set

Date

for

"The Singing Fool"

BROS, will release naWAUNER
on
tionally "The Singing Fool"
ry
1. 1929. At present the
Janua
production is playing pre-release engagements in many (tf the key cities.
Two Warner Bros, pictures, both Vitaphoned. have also been set for prerelease. "Beware of liachelors" will
begin showings on October 27 and "The
Home Towners" on October 2.1.

its branches, enlargements, retuuchiujr,
window and exhibition displays, transparencies, colored paintings, illustrations, lettering and layouts.
The companies involved in the merger are
tb-e Excelsior Illustrating Co., the Standard
Slide Corporation and National Photographers, Inc. The new organization has acquired the Products
good will, Corp.,
patents,
the
Animated
andetc.,
hasot' aUo
taken over Manhattan Slide and Film Corp.
The new headquarters of the company are
at 226-232 West 56th Street, New York.
B. .J. Knoppleman is president of National while other officers include: H. A.
llosenberg, vice-president; Murray Koscnbluth, vice-president ; Jack Knoppleman,
secretarv; and Nat Cherin, treasurer.

Sunday
Movies
Take
a
Licking in Morrill, Nebr.
Another town in tlie IJeiiver district held
an election to determine whether or not
Sunday motion pictures would be shown
when ilorrill, Nebraska, east a record vote
of 206 resulting in the defeat of Sunday
motion picture entertainment by six votes.
The business men of Morrill supported the
movement because other towns in the North
Platte valley that allowed Sunday movii>
were attracting the citizens from ilorrill.
The ministerial group fought the idea on
the grounds of morals.

In and Out of Town
HARRY SCOTT, short subject sales manager for Pathe, is now touring the
Pathe exchanges. Detroit is his first stop,
his others including Chicago, St. Louis. Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Dallas and Memphis,
PHIL REISK.W. general sales manager of
Pathe, extended his western sales tour to
the northwest for conference with C. L. Thcuerk;iui. .Seattle manager, and his staff. He is
making several stops on his return to the cast.
Birrry BROXSOX, IVanu-r Bros, star, has
arrived in Xczc York from Ifollyicood. She
is vacationing.
PAUL J. SWIFT, Vitaphonc sales manager, is now in Dallas, where he is to
superintend the opening of the new Vitaphone branch there. On his return, he will
stop at New Orleans and Atlanta.
N.\. McK.'VY. treasurer of the Mary Pick• ford Company, arrived in New York from
Hollywood on Wednesday, October 17. He is
conferring with O. B. Mantell, Miss Pickford's
New York business representative, and United
.Artists executives.
Br.X .'yTOl.OFF, Fox director, is noiv in
Xew York for a short vacation. He c.rpects to return to California ne.cl icfi-t, but hefore that he 7t'ill see the latest Rroa<tway sue\''ICTOR SEASTROM. director for MG-M, sailed last week for Uurope on the
SS Olympic. He was accompanied by his
wife and two children.

H\l. K().\l II. comedy produecr for Xf-G-JI.
accompanied by David I.ocw. vicc-presiiknt of l.oew's. Inc.. and he.id of the real esI'llc and lilm booking department of that orL;.inizalion,
arc now
traveling from
New left
A'ork
. Tbcy
1..
l.os .AuKclcs
by .lutomobile
on
I11.irl..bcr
10
anil
expect
to
rcich
their
dcstinam within three weeks.

Ship

Picture

Films
to
Island Lepers

News

Fiji

(tf Makogai and .Magodraga. of
THK leper colonies on the islands
the Fiji group, will soon be
seeing a new supply of films, :tO
.American motion pictures having been
shipped last Saturday on the S. S.
Benholm. The films were the gift of
L'niversal, Metro-fioldwyn-Mayer and
Bray. Packing and shipping expenses
were met by Universal. .Another consignment of films is being sent by
Paramount from their New Zealand
rters.
The motion pictures are
headqua
being shipped to Dr. K. .Aubrey Neff,
medical director of the islands. They
offer comedies, magazine subjects on
nature, cartoons, world news and 10
.
features
The Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of .America last year contributed a shipment of films for the entertainment of the lepers. The prints
sent on Saturday were the result of an
appeal made recently by Will Hays.

Colorado, Denver, Reverts
to Former Management
Horace W. Bennett Comijany, owners ot
the Colorado theatre building, Denver, repossessed the Colorado theatre from the
Bishop Cass Investment Company last week
when it became apparent that the BishopCass interests could no longer conduct the
theatre successfully from a linaneial standpoint. Six years ago the theatre was completely overhauled, redecorated and remodeled at a cost of .$40ll,tU)0 and for a long
time was very successful, it being the finest
theatre of its kind in the Denver territory.
The coming of the Aladdin theatre and
the building of the new Denver theatre, a
million dollar I'ublix house, took a large
part of the patronage away from the Colorado, as well as the entire Curtis street
district. The Horace W. Bennett Company
continues to operate the theatre under a
change of policy with Al Haagen, a former
Denver theatre man as temporary managi-r.
Mr. Haagen is being assisted by Jack Krum,
one of Delver's well known former uian-

National Buys "Fast
First Life,"
Stage Play
First National acquired last week tinworld motion picture rights and the talking
movie rights to "Fast Life," current play
on the New York stage written by Samuel
Shipnian and John H. llyinei-

"Annapolis" Previewed
at l^. S. Naval Academy
John Mack Brown. Jeanette I.olT
PATIIK'S ".Annapolis," featuring
and Hugh .Mian, was previewed
nt the U. S. Naval Academy in .Annapolis last Monday night, Octolier 1.
Superintendent of the Academy Rear
.Vdmiral S. S. Rnliiscm and the academic departnu'ill heads atleniled the
showing. The film received the approval of the .'superintendent, the Commandant of Midshipmen and Professor
Ro>al S. Pease, of the department of
utory.
English of the .Academy who wrote the

October

20,
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The Voice of the Screen

1

News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Lasky

Ovitlines

Paramount Planning
Many Features for
Long Island Plant
lirsl vicc-prpsidcnt
JESSK L. LASKV,
of Pnramount. lias announei'd tlip company'^ prodiietioii plans for the Tfiipi'iu'il Long: Island studio. Because of the
proximity of the plant to Broadway and
the leading stage stars, many feature prcductions in the talkie field will be made al
the studios in Astoria.
With the erperimental work at an end
and the installation of sound recordinir
equipment completed production work on
features will be launched immediately. An
ambitious program will keep the studio
forces going at full speed for some time to
come.
"Actual camera work will begin ne:?t
Monday on 'The Letter,' an all-dialogue
version of last year's stage hit, with Jeanrie
Eagles in the leading role," said Mr. Lasky.
"Following up that production and
probably coming along about six weeks
later will be 'The Four Cocoanuts, ' popular
vehicle of the Four Marx Brothers, featuring the famous comedians in person. Next
in line will come 'The Birth of the Blues'
and then the current newspai>er play, 'Gentlemen of the Press.' Each of these productions will have distinguished stage-trained
casts, which can talk, .and will be all-dialogue, with absolutely no stint on quality
of production.
"The foregoing bare statement, I believe,
mthout amplifying details and making no
mention of other outstanding features,
should indicate to the public the great scope
of Paramount 's schedule for sound-picture
production here on Long Island within easy
reach of the speaking-stage capital of the

Talkies Improve Films,
Say Managers

E and Vitaphone have
ETONlly
MOVImateria
raised the standard
of present day pictures and will
be a permanent feature in the future,
according to the opinion expressed by
theatre managers in Dallas. Texas.
Mrs. Ethel IJoyce. city supervisor of
public amusements, was hostess at a
luncheon at the University Club last
week to five managers of the Dallas
first run houses and following the meal
there was a round-table discussion of
pictures. It was the unanimous opinion that the talkies were here to stay.
Those present at the lunchetm included
James O. Cherry of the .Melba. Sid
Henry of the .Majestic. R. J. Stinnett
of the Capitol, Ernest W. Morrison of
the Palace and X. R. Lever of the Old
Mill.

Eastern

Production

Phonograph Companies Entering Into
Sound Production Field
PHONOGRAPH companies in adililion to Victor arc Uiriiing their attention to the talking picture field. It is said that Columbia Phonograph Company is in negotiation with Western Electric and Electrical Research Products for the production
of talkng both here and
abroad.
The Sonora Phonograph Company is another in the picture field. It
has been merged by the Acoustics Products Company and has entered into
a deal with the E. F. Gillespie & Company, Inc.. whereby Gillespie has
purchased 200.000 shares of the Acoustics Company stock. The Gillespie
Company will specialize in synchronization of sound, as well as sound
reproduction and radio broadcasting.
world. Getting to work thus promptly at
the beginning of the fall season, with the
finest literary material and unlimited resources for production, I feel confident, in
promising
tainment. an output of exceptional enter' ' My own enthusiasm for talking pictures
has just received tremendous stimiTliition
from seeing our first all-dialogue picture,
'Interference,' just completed before I left
the Pacific
coast. theatre
It is tovery
follow
into
the Criterion
soon.'Wings'
" 'Interference' has tlie benefit of a cast
headed by Evelyn Brent, Olive Brook, Doris
Kenyon and William Powell, all of them
distinguished actors of the silent drama
and all of them, furthermore, having had
considerable experience upon the speaking
stage. 'Interference' has a east which can
talk. I want to repeat that phrase, for it
will become a slogan in our pictures, easts
which can talk.
"This experience will guide us in casting
for productions at the Long Island studio.
For example, in 'The Letter' Miss Eagles
will be supported by such players as 0. P.
Heggie, one of the favorite actors of the
legitimate stage, who was seen here last season in 'Spellbound' and 'Out of the Sea';
Reginald Owen, now playing Richelieu in
•The Three Musketeers' and Herbert Mar-liall. now plaving in Frederick Lonsdale's
comedy,
'The'to High
Tests ofare
iu
proi^'ress now
obtain Road.'
other actors
equal
The Long Island studio was reopened
calibre."
last .June for the purpose of sound-picture
production, but the intervening months
iinve been spent in careful preparation for
the great drive which Paramount just now
is launching.
Three stages are now ready for sound
production, with all equipment installed
and tried out by actual use. The staff has
been carefully selected. A variety of complete short productions have been made.
Two productions of the "Great Star and
Author Scries" have been completed at the

studio with lUO per cent dialogue. They
are "Night Club," based on the short story
by Katherine Brush and "Tlie Pusher In
the Face," with a cast including Lester
Allen, Carroll McComas, Estelle Taylor and
others to be announced completely at an
early date.
"Night Club" has its scene in one of
New York's night clubs. It probably will
be released in a length of four reels, half
being devoted to actually telling the story
and the rest pi-csenting specialty acts.
The specialty numbers will include .limmie Carr and his orchestra, Fannie Brice,
Pat Rooney and Pat Rooney, Jr., eight
girls
"Good
News"Minnie
and Dupree,
Tamara
Geva. from
The cast
includes
Vivienne Osborne, Jeanne Green, Margot
Kelly, Ann Pennington, Frances Williams,
Patricia CoUinge, Mary Williams, Anne
Forrest, June Walker, Geoggrey Kerr,
Donald Kirke, Bettie Lawford, Dorotliy
Tiemey, Percy Hilton, Dorothy Tenant,
Adele Klaer, Georgia Lerch and Maybelle
Swor. The picture was directed by Monta
Bell and Robert Florey.

Vitaphone
Installing
Up-State
Houses

In

Vitaphone eipiipmcnt is being installed
in many theatres in New York State, the
Schine Brothers being far in the lead in
this respect. Already the Schines have
equipped their theatres in Ogdensburg, Malone, Saranac Lake, Massena, Ilerkiiner,
Watertown, Little Falls, Onconta and Gloversville, and are wiring several of their
houses in the Buffalo territory.
Kormblite and Cohen, of Binghamton are
installing Vitaphone at the Strand and
Symphony in Binghamton, as well as their
house in Endicott. The Mark Ritz in Albany, is installing the Vitaphone. The Colonial, in Norwich, will place the Vitaphone
in operation in February, while Prieder and
Grossman of Hudson, have contracted for
the Vitaphone in January.

lili
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Picture

By CHESTER
Sidewalks

Reviews
York

HERE
U oni> of the cleverest cartoon? «e have seen in a long time.
The arrangement is wonderful and it should he a knockout from
de luxe house down to the neighl)orhoo(ls. It is one of those sing
your own numbers with a dial jumping from word to word as the song
progresses and it is all ahout as humorously cartooned as could well be
imagined. They laughed over it at the Rivoli as much as over the most
humorous comedy. It is a number that does not need the accompanying
singing
to put itshort.
over big. It just can't miss if never a word
is
a Paramount

is sung.

X

Liipc Velez sings Irving Berlin's ■'Where
Is tlie Song of Songs For Me?" in I). W.
Griffith's ]>roduction, "The I.K)ve Song."
Harry Riehman, star of "George White's
Scandals," will sing eight Irving Berlin

J. SMITH

of New

P ic t u r c

It

Papa's Vacation
This is a Vitaphone skit with Mickey Bennett. Patricia Caron. Blanche
Douglas and Walter Rogers. It is the story of a mailman whose faniilv insists upon a mountain hike for the vacation period. There are manv humorous incidents in it and it is an improvement on some of the other
sketches presented recently. There is nothing of the melodramatic about
it, hut it contains an abundance of good comedy.

The Ladies Man
Chic Sales is the star of this Fox Movietone comedy and if it is an indication of what is forthcoming from that companv in the way of shorts
these abbreviated talking subjects are going to come in for considerable
more popularity. Sales is a splendid eome<lian and he is given an abundance of material on which to work. There are manv laughs in it and the
star registers well throughout.

songs
"Say toIt beWith
Music,''
originalin story
filmed
in XewBerlin's
York
by director Alan Crosland.
Hei^Jert Brenon is leaving Hollywood
fur Xew York in ten days, to cist the leading role of "Lummox" and to work with
Fannie Hurst, the author, on the scenario.
There will be dialogue in "Lunuuox, " as
there is in "The Rescue," which Mr.
Brenon ha.s just completed.
The singing of "Marie" in Vilma
Banky's "The Awakening" is done by regimental troops. The entire picture is s.vnchronized bv Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld.

Arthur
Lake
in Universal

Will
Star
Feature

Arthur Lake, youthful Universal comedian who ha,s already been starred in a
feature by his company, is scheduled to star
in another, an ailolescent love story written by J. C. Hawks aud titled "The Girl
Dodger." Lake has been with Universal
for four years and is just completing a series of "Horace in Hcdivwood" comedies.

Pathe Completes First T'wo
Sound Films
The first two Pathe pictures to be filmed

United
Artists Stars Working
on Dialogue Features
UXJTBU ARTI.STS conlinue to cxpau.l
their sounil pro-iram for the coming season. All of the refjular luminaries
of the organization will be heard as well
as seen and additional stars arc being added
rf>(fulariy. Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson,
Doii^'liis Fairbanks, Ronald Colman. Lily
Uamila, Lupe Vclcz. Walter Byron, Harry
Rirhijiaii, Charlie Chaplin and others are
engaged in the making of pictures that are
in various stages of production.
Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights" will
have dialogue sequences and Vilma Hanky's
"The Awakening" will present an Irving
Berhn song, "Marie," sung by mend>ers
of the ca-st. Herbert Hrenon's "Lummox"
will have dialogue; "Xightstiek" will be
an all-talking film and it goes into production November 1st.
.Mary Pickford's "Coquette" will bi' an
all-talkie. Sam Taylor is directing and the
liliri 1- being

maile

.-it lln'

I'nited

.\rtisi>

.Slndio in Hollywood, Western Eluelrie devices being employed.
Gloria Swanson's "Queen Kelly" will
l)e a part-talkie, the star singing a soni;
and talking in dialogue sequences. Erich
Von Strobcim is directing his own original
story. Widter Byron, will play opposite
Miss Swanson. R. C. A. Photophone will
be used.
IX)Uglas Fairbanks will be heard in "T-ic
Iron -Mask." Mr. Fairbanks, will employ
the classic soliloquy rather than dialogue,
which, he feels, limits the scope of a piit ure.
Charlie Chaplin, a stage celebrity before
he became a screen comedian, has decidiU
that his character of the poor little tramp
shall not spi'ak. Hut there will be dialo^nic
between
other playi'rs in "City
Lights."
Ronald Cidman and Lily namita will talk
in "Th<' Rescue," Samuel (Jcddwyn's pii'
luri/alion nt \\tr .l.i„i.h ('.una,! ^i:! -|..'\,

with the RCA Vitaphone process are "Sal
of Sing-apore" and "The Spieler." The
features were made at the Culver City studios. Dialogue is to be inserted in all future Pathe features. It is being added to
"Show Folks" at present.
Claude Berkeley has been appointed tilm
sound editor at the Pathe Studios and .Inhn
Rnhlfs has been made business manager of
Supervisor Benjamin
ductions.

Sixty

Glazer's sound pro-

Bristolphones
Ready for Ohio

Are

Sixtv Bri>lolphones are available tit exhibitors in the northern Ohio territory for
ilelivery between now and the first of the
year. This anmuiuccment is from .lesse
Fisbman, general manager of the Standard Film Service Company which is handling sales and distribution of Brist<dphone
aiul Gotliam product. Fishnuin is in NewYork at the iircsent time expediting shipments of the instruments.

Denver

Blind
Enjoy
First Talkie

r,
of the .\laddin Theatre. DenveKcr
H.\RRV E. m KKMAN. niana
cave a rather uni<|ne perfiirmiinre durim; I hi- cni;ai;cnienl <d "The
Terror." a >\arncr llros. all talkie mi>tiiin picture. Mr. lIufTniaii cvlcniled an
invitation thmiiKh the Illind Association of Denier for all of the hiind
mcnd>ers to come and attend th<' showini;. ft is repiirtcri that those who attended thoroui;hl.\ enjojed the entertainment anil declared the lalkitli: sc(liienres and sound cfTects so perfect
that the picture ran lie followed li>
nterely listening ti» it.

:''» .
Ort.^ h

l.'U
/ !> 0 *

Arthur Richiuan Doing
Bank\ l)ial()>>iic
VIIM V HANK\'S iu« piilurf. for
«hirh nuts! nf thi* si-iiiK'ncfs artto lie shot on I'iflh Avenue, will
have dialogue h) Arthur Richman.
author of •lleavi Trallic." "Amhush"
and other Uroad»ay successes. Mr.
Kichman is Hritinc the talking senuencis in cnllal)orali<pn «ith Hope
Luring wh«> is authttr and scenarist of
the yet untitled story. This will be the
first motion picture venture for the
former president of the .American
Dramatists (;uild.
Joseph l<er);esheimer is writing the
dialosrue and story for the next picture
of Ronald Colman. the second of Samformer
co-starring
team, uel
nowfjoldwyn's
embarked
on their
individual careers.

P u b 1 i X Widely
Exploits
"The Singing Fool"
Publii Theatres have sjone in for extensive exploitjition of "The Singing Fool."
the Warner Bros. Vitaphone production, to
be shown on their circuit this year. They
have issued a sales manual to their managers covering in thirty pages the chief exploitation angles.
The data presented in the manual outlines practical exploitation, advertising and
press eamijaigns. It gives complete endorsement to the ideas and material presented in
Warners press sheet on "The Sin<'ino"
Fool."

Independents Get Break by
W. E. Decision
Western Electric Company is giving considerable leeway to independent companies who are releasing through licensees of
Western Electric sound equipment. The independents now have permission, it is understood, to record by the Western Electric
process under a working agreement witli
the distributor who is licensed. They will
not, however, be given permission to record
if the releasing arrangements are with an
unlicensed organization.

Leslie
Pearce
to
MacLean's
Talkie

Direct
Scenes

The dialogue sequences in Douglas Mac
Lean's Christie-Paramount vehicle, "The
Carnation Kid," will he directed by Leslie
Pearce, stage director. Work will begin on
the talking treatment within the next fewweeks. Pearce 's work will dovetail with
that of the silent version already done i>y
E. Mason Hopper. Tests are being conducted at the Christie sound stages, following which Pearce will begin directing.

HoUingsvvorth,
Crawford
Sign for Vitaphone
Holliiigswnrth and Crawtoril, variety
team, will be seen and heard in a Vitaphone
presentation. Previous to their variety appearances, Hollingsworth was seen with
Clara Kimball Voung and Edna (Joodrich.
Miss Crawford was in slock with Lucille
Xjn \*erne and has bail important roles in a
number itf Jane Cowl 's pieces.

Equipment Companies Speeding
Up Production Work
INSTALLATIOXS of .sound rei,n„huing
devices in theatres will probably l>,;
made more rapidly in the future than they
have been in the past as both Westerii
Electric and RCA are now concentrating
nn the manufacturing end anil rushing
equipment with all i>i)ssible haste. It w.i.s
said by Western Electric officials some
months ago that one thousand houses would
He equipped by the first of 1929. According til advices now received that numbi r
has already been passed and there will
likely be approximately .')IM) additional installments byWestern Electric alone.
RCA announced its first installments
would be made October IS and that they
would continue regularly filling orders as
rapidly as possible. The first houses, of
urse, to be e(|Hipped by the Radio Corporation will be those of the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum circuit. Contracts to equip that
circuit were closed some weeks ago and they
call for close to 700 of the devices. This
necessarily
will require considerable time.

but it is understood that service will be
made in other houses while the K-A-0 order is being filled. Just what the plans are
of the RC.V are not known, but it has hecii
announced that they would acquire additional houses as rapidly as possible when
they get straightened out with K-A-O.
According to an official of the Western
Electric Company every effort is being
made to take care of orders now on file a.s
rapidly as possible and no discrimination is
being made in the matter of equipment.
With leading executives of the lompatiy in
Chicago to speed up production ailditional
equipment is being manufactured each week
and more rapid progress made from week
to week. Western Electric was conservative in considering the capacity of the plant
when the announcement was originally made
that but a thousand houses could be
equipped by the first of the year. It is not
unlikely that many exhibitors will get
their equipment before the time originally
specified.

Colony Amplification
Device
Brings Stage Show to Street
'T' HE Colony Theatre, Tniversal house on
* Broadway, Xew York, has installed an
amplification device in the lobby of the theatre that is bringing splendid results. It is
a Phototone equipment used in re-amplifying Movietone records directly from
the stage of the theatre and also amplifying Victrola records to make the performance continuous.
It is an exceptionally loud amplification,
the loudetit that has been produced on
Broadw.ay and the Broadway crowds passing the house hear everything that is going
on inside. The laughter is distinctly heard
as are Ben Bernie and his band and the dialogue in the Glenn Tryon picture, "Lone.some. " A passerby on Broadway does
everything but see the picture.
There are five amplifiers used in the
"broadcasting" of the show. They are
lined up under the marquee just back of
the box-offiee and camouflaged from the
view of the publii- in such a way that the

passerby is unable to figure out just where
the music is coming from or how the machine is operated.
The device is one that J. Maxwell Joiee,
exploitation expert, is responsible for, and
Ai-thur Brilant, manager of the theatre,
says is extremely easy to handle. It is
necessary, however, for one man to devote
his time to the operation of the device while
the amplification is being conducted.
The equipment includes a large instniment board, a dozen vacuum tubes, five
magnavoxes and D. C. and A. C. current
cables, with the microphone located in the
orchestra pit. The amplification is done
merely by the turning of a switch to reproduce the stage show and the laughter in the
house. Victrola records are used when the
stage show is not audible and of course it
is necessary that a man be on hand to
change these. That, however, and the
switching of the current can all be accomplished byan inexperienced man.

Television Device Shows Executives
Talking Films in Making
ELECTRICIAN? are working on a novel felevision device for the use
III sHiiliii executives at the First Xational coast studios. It is said
the lieviee is a telephone with a vision screen ahove that will enable
film exerutivTs in their offices to see and hear scenes of the picture as they
are being made on the stapes. This will Ho away with the necessity of visits
to sets where sound pictures are being made and thus eliminate the expense
ineidental to iiiternijitioiis in the process of filming a talkie.
The telephone works on a dial .system and is to be linked with regular
inter-studio wires now in use. Already one projection room at First National isequipped to "broadcast" either hv wire or radio waves films shown
there sitnultaneously with their showing on the screen. At executives"
offices and homes, radio receiving and television sets, combined and readily
interchangeable, are being installed.
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Universal
Acquires
Picture Rights
"The Climax"
Stage hasPlay,
CARLto LAEMMLE
just closed for the acquisition of the screen
anil talking picture rights to "The Climax." Edward Locke stage
success. Universal will adapt the drama into a talking picture for
next season with stars of maximum voice and screen appeal.
Jean Hersholt is to be the star.
Renaud Hoffman is slated to direct "The Climax," under the supervision of Carl Laemmle, Jr., to whose credit goes the supervision of such
Universal successes as "Lonesome," "We Americans," "The Last Warnand, at the present time, "Broadway." Julian Josephson is at work
on theing,"continuity.
"The Climax" was first produced on the stage by Joe Weber in 1909
at the Weber"s Tlieatre. Effingham Pinto, Leona Watson and Albert Bruning were in the cast. The play had a years run on Broadway and then
was roadshowed over the United States and Canada for several vcars.

Dr. De Forest Foresees Changes
Coming in Sound Field
l''rom his observation he feels that some ot
the larger de luxe houses will find it difficult to produce proper effects because of
their tremendous size. People sitting in
the back rows of these houses will receive
a distorted impression because of the lont;
distance the sound must travel before
reaching them. He is of the opinion that
houses seating 6,000 will find it impossible
to transmit dialogue so that all may hear
equally well.

p\R. LEE DE FOREST, inventor of the
•*— ' De Forest Phonofllm makes a number
of interesting predictions regarding the future of sound pictures. His statements
carry considerable weight as he is one of
the real pioneers in this field. Among other
things Dr. De Forest expresses it as his
opinion that all disc devices will be interchangeable, as will all film sound reproduction devices. He also thinks that within the
next two years there will be no silent pictures.
Dr. De Forest makes the enlightening
statement that production costs on sound
films at present are approximately 200 percent higher than on silent pictures, but
that this will be materially reduced when
conditions become better regulated. Rentals
will also ix' reduced when there is more of
the sound product on the market. At present, he says, film rentals are up 200 per
cent and higher, but that eventually they
will probably reach a level of about 100
per cent in advance of silent pictures.
The all-dialogue features, in the opinion
of De Forest, will not continue for any
great length of time as the public will become tired of it. He foresees the use of
dialogue in p.^rt, with spoken titles gradually being adopted and with sound effects
and .synchronized music. He looks upon
the advent of sound pictures as a Godsend
to the comedy producers, whose worn out
slapstick humor will be supplanted with
sound effects and dialogue.
The foreign problem is one of the greatest
the American producers have to contend
with, according to the inventor. As a final
solution he sees the necessity of producinj;
French pictures
I'''rnnce and in other
countries
for homein consumption.
The matter af acoustics is one that is going to be difficult to overcome, he says.

ED.

M.

Paramount
Starts First
All-Talkie
in East
Paramount has started its first full
length 100 per cent dialogue picture in the
east. It went before the camera during thi'
week at the Astoria studios of the company.
The feature is "The Letter," screen version of the stage success of the same name
by Somerset Maugham. This will be Paramount's second all-dialogue film, the fir~t
being "Interference," which has been
completed on the cojist.
Jeanne Eagles has the leading role in
"The Letter," while others in the cast are.
Lady Tsen Mei, Chinese actress, Tamaki
Yosliiwara, Japanese character actor; Reginald Owen, O. P. Ueggie, Herbert JIarshall
and Irene Brown.

"Command" Talkie Shows
King, Prince of Wales
Through a reciprocal agreement a
"talkie" ])iclure which has already gained
a distinction of a conunand pcrforinance
before the King and Queen of England has
been secured for America by General Talking Pictures Coi-poration. The King, and
his son, The Prince of Wales, are seen in

HOPCRAFT
Representing

Artists for

TALKING

PICTURES

160 W. 46th St., New
f*hono

Brynnt

1100

York City

Picture

A' e zv s

the lilm, which shows the traditional cereof "Trooping
by the
famousmony Horse
GuardstheonColour"
the Whitehall
Parade just opposite Buckingham Palace.
Music is provided all the way through the
film by the massed Guards band. As soon
as secretaries had reported upon the film a
conmiand performance of it was ordered by
the King at Balmoral Castle.

Talking
Sequences For
"Gang War" Done
F B 0 has completed sequences for
"Gang War" on the coast and "The
Scoop," a talking prologue for the feature
production at the Sound Studios, Inc., in
the east. Olive Borden and Jack Pickford
arc featured in "Gang War." At Sound
Studios, Inc., work was started this week
on "The Jovride," a one-act talking pvologue for "Taxi 13." Il will he filmed as
a one-act talking and singing short and caii
be used intlcpcndcntly of the feature.
Robert Kane, president of Sound Studios
ami Bert Glennon, brought to New York to
direct "Stepping High," FBO's first alltalking picture, are busy assemliling a cast
of legitimate players tor the production.
Two continuities are being prepared for
the film. The picture continuity is being
written by Frances Agnew, with Gene
Markey, author ot the piece, working on the
dialogue. The RC.\ Photophone process will
be used.

Alice White Will Sing in
"Show Girl"

After having been shown in the silent
version of Los Angeles and San Francisco,
"Show Girl" will next be seen as a musical
comedy
synchronization.
is a Fii-st
National with
feature
in which AliceIt While
will
be heard in two numbers written for the

picture. "She's One Sweet Show Girl,"
written by Ted Ward and Edward Crossman, is the theme song. The other song is
"Buv, But for Babv, or Baby Will Bye,
In the numbers Miss White will be
flanked by a large chorus of show girls in
Bye, You."
costumes
said to be as brilliant as ihcy are
scantv.

Jean Barrios
Vitaphone

Signed
for
Number

,Tcan Banios, double-voiced singer and
feminine iinpcrsoiiaUir. will be seen and
heard in a Vitaphone )ircscntati(ui. Barrios
has played every major circuit of the variety stage in America and recently completed a tour of Australia. New Zealand,
the South Sea Islands and the Hawaiian
Islands. His Vitaphone pn'sentalion is
titled "Feminine Ty|)es."

Synchronizes
Own
Music
on Tonophone
A Tonophone has liien iii-l:illcd in the
Idle Hour Theatre, Itallimore, by Herman
.\. Uluin, proprii'lor. On the instrument
Mr. lilum is able lo fin'nish music lor his
pi((lurcs which he himself synchi-onizes.
One person is rei|uired to attend the machine and it cost al)cuit $.">(l(l to install it is
said. Last Avcek Mr. Blum sluiwed "The
Jazz .Singer," starring Al Jcdson, and synchronized the records with Jolson's songs
with I lie picture.
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They Do ''Come Back" in Hollywood
Directors Considered

"Washed Up" Stage
a Strong Return
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Sews}

coini> back!
doably
THEY Prob
in no other industry in
d
rl
liave as many people, who
the wo
were considered "washed up" staged comebacks as rapidly as the directors in the motion picture ticld. Almost eight out of every
ten directors now under contract to larger
companies, liave gone through a period oi.
depression following either poor pictures
or financial dijficulties, and have been rele." To add
gated to the Held of "has-beens
strength to this fact, is the additional one
that such "come-backs" have not been just
for one picture, but for a series of them
and in most cases, such directors are still
going strong.
Perhaps the outstanding example of the
past year is Josef Von Sternberg. Stemberg went for almost two years without a
job. He was hailed as something of a
genius with the making of "The Salvation
Hunters," despite the varied greetings hv
critics of that opus. Following that he made
a picture for Charles Chaplin starring Edii.i
Purviance, called "A Woman of the Sea,"
of which nothing has been heard and undoubtedly never will. It is reported that

Chaplin "burned the negative rather Sternthan
take any chance of its being seen.
berg knocked around Hollywood seeking a

■'break" until last year when he was givi'u
an opportunity to remake "Children of
Divorce" for Paramount. His work in icmaking this gave B. P. Schulberg sufficient
added faith in Sternberg to entrust "Underwold' ' to him. Since then he has delivered "The Drag Net" and "Docks of
New York'' among others.
Irving Cummings was considered through
for man.v months. Pox gave him another
opportunity t« show that he was still more
than capable. His outstanding work since
has been "Dressed to Kill." D. \V. Griffith's troubles were mostly financial. It
was difficult for Grifhth to concentrate on
story and direction while worrying
about financing his pri>ductions. After
"America" Hollywood wiseacres said,
"Well, Griffith was great while he had the
goods." He returned to pictures last year.
He has since delivered "Drums of Love"
and "Battle of the Sexes." Now "The
Love Song," which is to be refilled, is reported better than those two.
Tod Browning found himself rapidly
losing importance. PBO was his entrance
to staging a comeback. On the strength of
his directorial performances there M-G-M
took him and since then he has been as-

in whichon Leo
CONCERT
i irriHE
tein,"appeared
I Dietrichs
the
•*■ legitimate stage, will be
s
Adolphe t Menjou'
picture
for
Paramoun
under his last
present
contract.
When Menjou completes "Marquis
Preferred," now in production, he is
going to New York to attend to several legal matters. While there it is
likel.v that he will discuss a new contract with Ad(dph Zukor. It will be
recalled that Menjou, prior to taking
up this contract with Paramount, could
not reach an agreement with I*aramount executives on the West Coast.
His contract had expired and his tei|ms
were deemed too much by officials
here. The new contract was secured in
New York by Menjou in direct touch
with Zukor himself. Menjou's present
salary is reported as S7,.i00.
"The Concert" will be a remake. It
was originally produced and released
by the old floldwyn company in 1921.

Westerns
recently.
"Four
has proven until
that Nigh
still has
a kick Walls"'
and is
very much alive. W. S. Van Dyke is another M-G-M come-back, after years with
Westerns and serials, in his work with
"White Shadows in the South Seas" on
the strength of which he has been given
"Trader Horn."
Jack Francis Dillon had been slipping at
First National and then put over "Flaming Youth." Since then he has delivered
many good ones, among them "The Perfect
Flapper,"
"The are
Noose."
Various and
reasons
assigned to the
slumps or bad-spells into which directors
get. Occasionally it is simply a matter of
too much iuterference from executives and
a subconscious sulky fit which reflects in a
director's work. Other times it is .just that
the director has burned out his creative
energy by overwork and is in need of a
long rest to restore vitality. Again, in most
eases, it is saddling directors with a series
of poor stories which eouldn 't be made into
a good picture except by a miracle.

Sidney Olcott Gives Advice to
European Job-Seekers
(Hollywood

Menjou's
Under
Present Last,
Contract

signed to the best Lon Chaney's made.
William Nigh was supposed to be "washed
up" at M-G-M, particularly after he started
on "Rose-Marie." He was assigned to

Bureau,

AMERICAN actors and directors, who
are considering a trip to Europe in
the belief that they will be signed by some
foreign company immediatel.y on the
strength of their American reputations,
should try to secure contracts and definite
understandings in advance, to save much
trouble. This is one of many sound, intelligent remarks made by Sidney Olcott duiing a conversation with a Motion Picture
News representative.
Olcott had been quoted as stating that
.iVmerican actors and directors should not
go to England or Germany in any case and
it was to check on this that the inter\-iew
took place.
"I made no such statement," the director said. "What I did, was to warn actors
and directors about going to foreign countries on speculation."
He pointed out that there is a vast difference in s.ilaries which a compan.y will
pay to an actor who is sent for by the company and to the actor who applies for
work himself. It is natural that the player
or director who is sought has more opportunity to get what he wants and that the

Motion

Picture

News)

one applying for work will have to accept
what is offered.
Olcott spoke of the attitude taken 'oy
many Americans in regard to the foreign
product, praising the work of English and
German studios.
"We don't give them credit for half the
progress they are making," he said, "and
what's more, the.v are improving daily. Do
you know, the best example of how we
should regard them is given in a line Adolph
Zukor pulled many years ago. At that
time we were working in New York aud
one of the staff members came in laughing
about a report that another firm had engaged a ver.v high-priced man.
■■ "Never laugh at a competitor,' said
Foreign
producers
Zukor,
'watch
him'." already have succeeded
in legislating a market for themselves and
they arc now anxious to create the product
worthy of it.
When asked what he thought of the quota
laws and the foreign producers "legislating a market," Olcott again quoted Ralph
Ince who once replied to a similar question:
"Well.
Haven't they a right to?"

.1/ o f i o II
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''Talking Trailers" Open Up New Field

May Prove to Be a
New School for
Future Directors
< Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

new
HOLLVWOCIl). DctoilRT lo.— Action
field has been oi>fnf( in conjun
ments
with studio publicity depart
which may serve eventually as a school for
future directors. This is the "talkin'^
trailer" orijfinated by Warner Brothers fur
release in advance of all Vitjiphoned features and now being used by ParauKuint,
Universal and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Th.writing and directing of these trailers is
assigned to a member of the studio publitity staff, the boys vieing with each other
for a display of originality and novelty in
their making.

Hal

and Jacobson

Paramount inaugurat<'d a similar department with "Abie's Irish Rose" on which
a talking trailer was made recently. Herbert Moulton of the publicity department
wrote and directed and as a result has been
given charge of all such trailers since. In
the past two weeks he has made one for
"Interference" and one for "Half Hour."
Tniversal, which is now establishing such
a department, also, has an experienced man
in Sam B. .Jacobson, director of their West
(dast publicity, .lacobson eoneeived and
supervised the production of the one reel
"Laemmlc Novelties."
Fox has made bnt one thus far, for
••Mother Knows Best" and nothing is delinite as to whether they will continue them.

How

Hollywood
New Has
Gag Brand
fine bul"dot's a been
of finally
old "gaghas
THKtonhfde
displaced in motion pictures. Its
successor is the result of an ()ccurence
reported to have actually happened
last week. David Selznick, Paramount
production executive, dropped into his
tailor's to be fitted with some new
suits. The tailor was very busy and
Selznick, who was pressed for time,
finally said, "Well, .-\be, send your cutters down to my office and they can
me there."
fit "Please
.Mr. Selznick, I can't do that."
•Why?"
"I sent two cutters to Irving Thalberg last week and lost them!"

Wallis

Hal Wallis, is most experienced, by virtue of being a pioneer and attached to Warner Brothers, and is responsible for the
trailers preceding Vitaphoned productions.
He heads the Warner West Coast publicity
department. At .Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the
trailer-making for Movietoned features ha>
been placed in the hands of Pete Smith,
who heads M-G-M's West Coast department. Pete himself also writes and directs
them.

Moulton

the falls he has taken during the past ]!1

One
Lady
Fell
for Hollywood

AF.X.MOl S opera sinKcr. appearing
in Los .Angeles last week, heard
that a picture producer was in
the audience during one of the performances. .\mbitious lo break into
pi<-tures. she started to ad lib busin<'ss into her operatic role, with n \iew
to impressing the producer with her
l>antoniimic abilit.v.
The "pav-ofT" came in the big death
scene, in which she usually dies gentl>'.
slowly, even gracefully. Instead of
sinking sIohI.v to the floor and there
expiring, she suddenl.> look a series of
falls right (»n her seal, a l,'i l.aurelll.'irdy. She took about six of I hem,
and not knowing how to break her
falls, suffered bruises for the rest of
I he week. She lielieved falls were
necessary for motion picture acting!
The producer was "wised up" as to
the wh> and said, "Tell her I'll pass thi"
word lo Mark Sennell."

At present indications are that they won't.
Robert- Yost wrote the trailer for "Mother
Knows Best" and .lohn Blystone, who dimaking. rected the picture, megaphoned the trailerChange in Title
Because they failed tu recall that the Shuberts had presented an operetta some .years
ago with the title of "The Love Song,"
United Artists are now seeking a new name
for D. W. Griffith's current production. The
original title was ••La Paiva" and shortly
before it went into production, was changed
to "The Love Song" and under that title
has been heavily exploited. A new billing is
now being sought.
The change in titles will necessitate also,
a change in lyrics for the theme song written by Irving Berlin.
Charge to Experience
Metro-(icd(hvyn-.Mayi'r coinjileted a one
reel Gns Edwards revui' as its tirsl talking
short last week on its newly eoinpletcil
sound stage. Edwarils himself appeared in
it, with a cast of some 40 actors, Edwards
having staged the song and dance nund)ers.
The reel is reported to havi' cost about .$-111.000. This cost, however, has charged to it
much technical and diahig experimentation
which will not be necessary in the making
of future shorts. The cost of others to be
made will be considerably less as a result
of this experimenting.

"U" Signs Luddy
Edward I. Luddy has been signed by
Iniversal lo direct Arthur l^ake's first feature length e(unedy for that company. A
definite title has not been selected. Lake
,)ust completed the series of one reel
"Horace in Hollywood" for "T." Luddy
comes from First National wheri' he was
comedy constructor with Mervyu Le Hoy on
"Rit/y Rdsy." Prior to that he directed
several shorts for "I*.''
Christie Reopens
The Christie Studios will reopen next
week after a shut-down period which went
into efTei'l August 1. Hilly Dooley is winding up a vaudeville tour and returns lo the
studio to begin a new "go<d'ey sailor" series next week. The llrst will be "(J<d)s ol
Love," Bobby Vernon is back fnun the
flood Samaritan Hospital where he underwent n spinal opf.ralion made necessary h.v

years. Jack DutTy starts a •'Sandy MacDulT" comedy next week.
Drake with M-G-M
Oliver Drake is writing ••The Gringo
Cavalier" for iI-(i-M, This will be used
as a starring picture for Tim McCoy. Drake
went over to .\I-(i-M from F B 0.
Morgan

and Chaney

Byi-on Morgan is writing an original
story which will be used as a Lon Chaney
starring picture

for M-G-M.

College Girls
"Mary
of Vassar" is title of original
screen storv Josephine Lovett
is writing
cale.
for M-G-M.
It will have a girl college lo-

With Tiffany-Stahl
Production on "The (iirl Who Came
Back" will be started by Tiffany-Stahl ou
October 'JO under the direction of James
Flood. Eve Southern will be starred.
Meanwhile ••Helen of lyondon, " in which
Miss Southern was to begin work ne.Tt
week, has been {Mistponed until December,
which will permit her to take a vacation of
several weeks between pictures.
Muni

for Short

Muni Wiesenfreund, the legitimate actor
signed by Fox to appear in Movietone productions, has shortened his name to Paul
Muni, as more practical for professional
purposes. His last appearance on the stage
was in ••Four Walls'' in New York.
Back to Legitimate
Bert Lytell is now returning to New York
from Hollywood, agaiu leaving pictures for
the stflge. He has just completed ••The
Lone Wolf's Daughter" for Columbia,
which followed his engagement in the nmle
lead oi>posite Paulinv Frederick in "Ou
Trial" for Warner Brothers,
Columbia's Voice
"The Donovan Affair" will be the first
sound and dialogue picture made by Columbia when installation of its Western Electric equipment is comiileted.
Goes Talkie
Robert Hopkins, with Metro-GoldwynMayer, is switching from titles to dialogue
writing. His first assignment on the lot is
the talk for "Casino Gardens," which will
be an M-G-M two reel Movietoni'.
Christie Signs Pearce
A, Leslie Pearce, well known Los Angelc*
stage director, has been signed by Christie
to direct the dialogue version of ••Thi' Carnation Kid," ThLs is Douglas MacLeon'.t
first talkie, to be released through Paramount,

Arch B. Heath has been placed in charge
of all Fniversal
with "U" proiluctioiis.
th .Movietone

Hea

Heath directed riiiver.sal's fir-t talking picture, ••The Meloily of l.iove" which w.is
quietly made and unexploited until after
several previews.
(Conlimfd an /•d./r 1242)
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Box Office Problems 6.r,dTNEATRE Operation
By (Charles E.Lewis
of the Alfred Cottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England
I would voiiture to
Let's

Get

Domti

^ay that duriii;; the

to Mother Earth n\.f„—t,
J
st'vernl liniulrfHl tlicativ o\viuM> and cxliiijitors located in dozens of different states. As the exhibitor
member of the staff of the MOTION PICTl'RE XEWS they have accorded me every
possible conrtesy and talked a lot move
freely than they would to anyone else. In
these different conversations many important things were discussed but one particular point remained in my mind:
M-A-N'-A-ti-K-R-S. Spell it out so you
won't make a mistake about what we are
saying:. Why is it that when the average
theatre owner, circuit supervisor, etc., engages a manager, they seem to exj^ct that
within a week or two after he starts to
work, that the whole town will be painted
red; that the theatre will be packing them
out to the curb and that he must be a crosseyed wonder? Answer some of those questions for me. And tell me another: Why
should they look for a lot of noise and excitement instead of a good sound executive
in whose hands they are satisfied to place
the operation of their theatre. Surely the
most important part of a manager's job is
to be a sound and steady man capable oL
handling the help, of seeing that the theatre is properly and cleanly conducted, to
make the patrons comfortable and satisfied
after they come in. Every other sound Inisiness is conducted along such lines, why not
the theatre game?

A Message to
the General
Managers

I have

met

and

talked with managers of all kinds,
some who have every
qualification for tho
job they hold, but if the business is a little
off. regardless of the reason or reason."!,
they begin to wcrry about their job.^.
WHY? I'U tell you why. Because the people they work for have the mistaken notion
that whenever business is off the manager
is to blame and all they have to do is to
get another man and presto — the gold starts
to roll in again. Bunk. In their own hearts
they know it's the bunk, but they can't
seem
get it TO
through
their heads.
LET'S
GET to
DOWN
EARTH,
ycu great
big
theatre owners, yon mighty general managers and all others whose business it is to
engage theatre managers. If ycu are looking for a manager to run yonr theatre, be
reasonable and give him your full co-operation, allow him plenty of time to get accustomed to his new surroundings, to see the
kind of a theatre he is running, to see the
kind of patronage he must cater to, and to

The

Manager's
Table Club Round

THE foremost
organization
atre managers
dedicated of
to thethe
idea tiiat the interchanging
of
suggestions on theatre operation and
exploitation is the greatest step in progressive showmanship.
Membership is open to exhibitors
and managers all over the world who
wish to benefit bv the club slogan —
"USE THE NEWS."
Obey that impulse and send the application in today.
Charles E. Lewis.
Chairman- Edit ()r.

get a line en every conceivable angle so th.-'.t
he can best prepare himself to run your
house properly and profitably. One is as
important as the other. You will find
darned few houses run profitably that .ire
not run properly.
In the larger cities this quick change managing system has reached the point where
a man starts to look for another job the
same time he starts on a new one. He cannot comfortably feel that his present job
is more than a week to week affair. His
mind is never at ease. Never settled with
the thought that his job is a gc-od one and
that he could devote every moment, every
thought and every effort to putting it over.
To run it economically and profitably and
not tc- be constantly worried.

Look Them
Over in the
Small Towns

Fortunately, i n
the smaller t o w n .-,

good
afi*
at a managers
premium ami
generally w h e n a
theatre owner or circuit secures a man they
arc more than willing to give him everv
chance to make good. They can't help
themselves l)eeause they would have a hell
of a time finding men to change as often
as they do it in the larger cities. For this
reason alone, I would unhesitatingly recommend to many big city managers that they
seek eonnectiims out of the larger cities
and get info the smaller towns where they
are honest-fo-goodness managers in every
sense of the word; whether they are the
most important citizens in the town and
where thev are reallv their own bosses.
C. E. L.

Laicrence ,
s
testty
Populari
Policecon

rence,
of
From manager
C. F. Lav/TheaOhio jjgj^j
Schine's jjjg
^gjjjg
,^

of this unusual contest which he successfully put ever and which brought him
plenty of free publicity and attracted mucU
attention towards his theatre.
The leading newspaper ran a fine editorial about the local cops and on the same
day the announcement appeared telling all
about the contest. From among the clippings Mr. Lawrence sent me I am reproducing cne that best describes the entire
idea. If you read it through you will readily
recognize the possibilities of this unique
stvint.
who is Lima's most popular cop.
The Lima Star, co-operating with the management
of Schine's Ohio theatre, is endeavoring to find the
man on the Lima police force who has the greatest
number of friends.
The officer chosen will be presented a gold medal,
the gift of William Boyd, star of "The Cop," which
Thursday.
opens
a three-day engagement at Schine's Ohio theatre,
Lima police officers have a wide reputation for their
efficiency, their unfailing courtesy and their friendliness. Each man on the force doubtless has made
hundreds of friends in Lima and surrounding towns.
Names of the officers should be mailed or brought to
the office of The Lima Star. The contest will close
at 6 p.m., Thursday, and the winning officer's name
willThebe medal
announced
in presented
Friday's issue
The Star.
is to be
at theof Friday
evening
performance at the theatre by C. F. Laurence, manFor the convenience of voters, a coupon uill be
ager.
printed each day in The Star until the close of the
contest- Vou need not sign your name. But be sure
tn vote for your favorite policeman.

Who

Is Your

Favorite

Cop?

Name
This coupon is printed for your convenience.
Mail or hrin^ it to the Star to indicate your
choice
in the Contest."
Lima Star-Schinc's Ohio ''Popular
I'nliceman's

In Mr. Lawrence's letter we are pleased
to note that business conditions in Lima,
have improved considerably and that everything points to a fine season. Lots of luck
to you, Lawrence, and be sure to keep us
posted on your activities.
Leon 0. Mumford,
of the Koth
manager
Member
Wltll
Newl-New
A
Ideas j,,
summit, Xew .JerTheatre out
With New Meaa Strand
sey, recently .joined
the rapidly swelling ranks of the CLUB and
together with his application he sent us
some clippings and notes on how he handled
the picture "Habe Comes Home," which
he played in his house.
Now, we all know how we like to talk
about the great wav "WK" put over "Ben
Hur," "Big Parade," "What Price
Glory?", etc, etc., without giving the producers or the cast any credit tor helping
one single bit. But what we should boast
about is the "not so good" pictures that
we put across.
There is an ancient storj' 'n which an
(Ccmlinued on following page)
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Round Table Club
(.Continued from Preceding Page)
editor scndinf^ out a new reporter told him
that when a dog bites a man it is not news,
but when a man bites a dog, that is news.
So we will steal that editor's stuff and say:
"When a manager puts over a frreat, fine
pieture that is not sneh important news,
but when a manager puts over a "punk"
picture, that's what 1 do call news." And
might.v interesting news at that.
So all of this ehatter leads up to Mumford and his .stunt on "Babe Comes Home"
and just between you and I, it was XOT
such a good picture. (That's treating it
mildly). But he sold the pieture by datinu'
it during the World's Series and by advertising the fact that a bat and baseball auto■graphcd by the Babe himself would be
given free to the kids. You all know the
.answer. Baseball was in the air, Babe was
on everyone's tongue and the mat he ran
of Babe "socking" the pill was enough to
attract anyone's attention, just as it would
on the sporting page.
We want to hear from Summit, N. J.,
again.
While out in the
Don t Wake
Em middle
west this
I met
summer
P^**
Them
Up Let
CI
^ ^<-'' °f good felSleep
lows, many of whom
promised to keep me flooded with lots of
copy for the CLUB pages.
Now, I'm not complaining about any lack
of material for publication, but I would
like to know what happened to all those
"live- wires" that suddenly went dead.
What happened boys? I've watched the
news-columns of the daUy papers but failed
to note any earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.. out
in your territory. "Ducky" Meyers, so full
of "pep" on that Canada boat ride. My
friend Heihle from out Newark, Ohio way,
perhaps he has been too busy opening that
new beautiful theatre of his. And "Tim"
Roberts who sold me the idea cf that Cedar
Point convention;
"Hey
there, "Tim,"

how come all this silence? You were not
that way up at Sandusky." And talking
about Sandusky reminds me that I'd Like
to have friend Hemelion tell me how things
are getting along up there. That town holds
some fond memories of a very pleasant insome word. termission of my trip, so I'm hoping for
These are about the only boys whc I've
lost track of through silence. I'm glad the
others kept their word, and what a kick I
do get every time I find another letter
from one of them. I'll say it was a grand
trip, and I sure will want to meet the boys
again next year. Then I'll be better known
to them personally and otherwise. So hurry
on ye winter months.

publieathe little
. S'"^/
Answering
j ^.Lamp '^ tion
ot our
sav
and Ulher
about lamps and the'Queries
atre
lighting,
received
quite I a have
few
letters pertaining to this subject.
Many
have asked for information
about lamps
sizes and prices and I suggest they write
to their nearest theatre supply office for a
copy of the latest lamp schedule. This will
give all the necessary information.
We are in about
receipt two
of atheatre
letter a.sking
I'minformation
managers.
-Vs this letter did not contain an address
we could not reply. Please make it a point,
when making inquiries, to enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope for a
prompt reply.
Here and there among my mail I tind
peculiar cjuestions, but there is one thnt
)iops up quite often in various forms. It
is about theatre managers. So I have decided to write a short story on "What is
a theatre manager" in which I will give
my conception of this all-important human
being of the theatre.
All those whose queries touched on this
subject are requested to await this little
story as it will contain all the answers to
all the questions. Besides a little of my
own thoughts. 0. K. ?
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iXezi-s

-4dditions to Casts
"Blockade" (FBO) Waller McGrail,
"Synthetic Sin" (F.
^yallac
e MacDon
ald;, Montag
X.) Antoni
o Moreno
ue Love, GerYouth
of
"Spirit
trude
Howard;
" (T-S)
Douglas Gilmore (replacing Ravmon
d
Keane), Sidney U'Albrook; Untitled Fox
feature, Sally Phipps, Robert Elliott, Frank
Albertson. Frani-is Mi-Donald; "Eedskin"
I I'.-naniouiit ) I'.iulim' Garon, Lincoln StedMian; "Noisy Neighbors" (I'atbe) Alberta
Vaughn; "The Apache" (Columbia) Margaret LiviuLf^lon, Warner Richmond;
"College Coquette" (Columbial .Marceline
Day (ri'placiiig .Marie Prevost I ; "No Defense" (W.B.I William Des]]iond; "Frozen
River" (W. P..) Duane Thompson, Frank
Campeau; "Desert Song" (W. B.) Mvrna
Loy; "She Goes to War" (L". A.) Alma
Rubens; "The Veiled Woman" (Fox) Byron Douglas; "DoUs and Puppets" (Fox)
XancyDrexel; "GeraJdine" i I'atbe) Adele
Watson; "Lone Wolf's Daughter" (Columbia) GiTtniilc (ihiisteaii, Lilyan TashPress"
of the.Jr..
man; s"Power
bia)
Rjilslo
Jobyna("Colum
Fairbanks.
Dougla
n;
"Madonna of Avenue A" i W . B.) Douglas
Gerrard; "Someone to Love" (Paramount)
Mary Aklen; "Burlesque" (Paramount)
.James Barton; "Wolf of Wall Street"
(Paraniuunl ) Xamy Cainill. Lane Chandler; "Tong War" i Paranmunt I Nicholas
Soussanin; "Case of Lena Smith" (Paramount) .James Hall. Gnstav vim SeylTertitz,
Emily Fitzroy; "Captain Lash" (Pathe)
Arthur Stone. Jean Lalt'iniy, Frank Hagney. Boris Cliai-sky.
"Stool Pigeon" (Columbia) Olive Borden, Charles Delaney, Lucy Beaumont,
Louis Xatheaux, Clarence Burton; "Comedy of Life" (F. X.) Maria Corda; "Ritzy
Rosie" (F. .\.) Thelma Todd, Doris Dawson, Benny Rubin, ,Jay Eaton, George
Stone; "Three Week Ends" (Paramount)
Neil Hamilton (replacing Robert Castle);
Untitled Bebe Daniels vehicle (Paramount)
Robert
Castle; Lawrence
"Canary Murder
(Paramount)
Grant, Case"
Oscar
Smith; "Wolf of Wall Street" (Paramount) Paul Lukas, Lupe Veicz; "Wolf
Song" (Paramount) Louis Wolheim;
"Man in Hobbles" (T.-S.) Robert and
Lucien Littlelield; "Badges" (Fox)
Charles Eaton, Helen Twelvilnis, Carmcl
Myers, Earle Foxe; "Geraldine" (Pathe)
Gaston Glass; Untitled Charley Chase comKd Kennedv
edy (M-G-M) , Gertrude Astor,"Kalla Pasha,

Several New
Firms Are
Chartered at Albany
Companies incori)orating in the motion
picture business in Xew York State during
the past week included the following, according to charters granted by the seeretarv of stale at Albany : Reformation Films,
Inc.. -fJD.tlOd. Maxwell G. Cutl.T, William
Winniik. Helly (iorman, Xew York City,
Rocbistcr Cinema (iuild. Inc., Rochester,
.■f 111,111)0, Michael Mindlin. Xew York;
Groige Ivond<ilf. .Ir., Rob Roy S. Converse,
K'ochi'sler; BulTnId Cinema Guild, Inc.,
Ii'ochesler, with the same incorporator;
linixbnurne Plavs, Inc.. .flO.dOO, Bernard
.M. L. Ernst. M.lville It. Cane, David J.
Fox. Xew York City; Supreme Film Exchangi'. Inc., Rochester, $20,0()0. Charles
and Sam Ferrarn, liocbcstor; Philip Laporle, Rochester; Kinephone, Inc., capilalizalion not stated, .Seymour B. Quel, Molly
Zelenko, Elsie Blvihe", Xew York City.
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a good picture plus sound and
WHAT
synchronization can do was last
week demonstrated at the Capitol
where "Our Dancing Daughters" (M-G-M)
set a new high attendance mark. Tins pii turc IS nohig l.ip siucil the lurrcnl wtxk.
lines at every show extending along thi- hitter part of tlio Capitol block. While Chanev's
"While the City Sleeps" is anniiuiiced for
next week, it appears than "Dancing Daughters" C'Uld be held if bookings made it permissable.
The above performance was the highlight
of the week among the large Broadway theatres, neither the Paramount nor Koxy registering anything out of the ordinary run of
business. With the smaller but higher priced
shows the Winter Garden and Al Jolson's
Singing Fool" (W. B.) continues to do the
same whale of a business which immediately
followed its premiere a lew w^eks ;iu:o.
.\t the Roxy Fox's "Mother Machrea."
after playing to ordinary business among the
$2 patrons, got by with a comfortable week
and the Paramount could do no better than
that with "The Mating Call" (Par.). Both
these houses felt the strong pull from other
theatres with the result thai they were muler
their usual niark>.
Healthier signs were registered at the
Strand, where a First National sound picture, "The Night Watch," with Billie Dove,
gave this house a very good week. Indications here and at other houses playing sound
shows arc that they are the ones getting the
best breaks these days.
The two new ones that came into the
Rivoli and Rialto last week are not running
any neck and neck race, blroheim's "Weddiiig March" (Par.) with sound and synchronization isout in front and did very well for
the first week-end which, added to the last
days of "Two Lovers" (U. A.) gave the
house a satisfactory break. The Rialto with
last days of "The Patriot" finished o. k.
Present reports on the current offering.
"Battle of the Sexes," are too meagre lo
indicate wliat it is g'-'ing to d". The Colony
keeps
on house
with "Lonesome"
than the
has done in (U.)
some doing
time.better
The
Cameo finally called "Q Ships" a run after a
four weeks' stay at average Cameo business.
With one or two exceptions |iractically all
of the top priced shows turned m satisfactory
gates
for the
vet, still
"Wings,"
at the
Criterion
for week.
over aOld
year,
manages
to
keep right up in the nmning with its $2
mates, small house, fine picture and good
Br'iadway location being the answer.
Another offering which has been making
an enviable showing is "White Shadows"
(.M-G-.M) at the Astor. This sound picture
has set a most consistent pace right from the
very start.
At the very heels of this one is First National's "Lilac Time" at the Central, another sound picture which is still going along
finely after two month'. Fox's "Four Devils" gave the Gaiety brisker trade than it
has enjoyed in several weeks and ai the
Globe, after just ordinary business "Mother
Knows Best" is taking a rest preparatory to
a showing at the Roxy in the very near future. Fox has announced the end of the
lease on this house, which is to revert to
musical shows.
Columbia's "Submarine" at the Embassy
continues at a strong pace and Warner's
"Terror" at Warners checked about the same
as the previous week.

City

Reports
SfOlllr

Baltimore

{il ILAC TIME" at the Fifth Avenue
L< Theatre was the big money attraction
in this fair city last week, playing to steady
large patronage all week and coming close
to the house record estahlislud t>y "Street

WITH
week winding
of clear weather
cool a and
up hot beginning
Saturday,
the business done by eleven first run jiicturcs here during the week beginning .Monday, October S, went from excellent for
some and poor fr)r others.
This was the first week for the indefinite

.\llgel."" jll-t ,1 ciiiil'le ot iiliiinli> ago.

Business above average was registered at
the Seattle Theatre also. "The First Kiss"
was the screen attraction, fairly well received. Tile ilrawiilg earrl. how'ever, was a
personal .iiipearaiu-e of llarry Langilon. ,\
well-rolliuled hill thai played to heller ih.iii
average business.
The Music Box Theatre opened "The
Singing Fool" as its third long run attraction
and this film bids fair to exceed every house
record held by any picture in any Seattle
theatre. Long -landing lines day and night
attest the mi>re-than-capacity business that
the picture is doing. It looks like at least
six weeks of big business for this one.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre didn't fare
quite as well. "Out of the Fog" was the
attraction, hui ii was a let-down as far as
calibre of films goes, and business was not
up to the usual big gross. One week was
all for this picture — a good week, but below
the recent liigh levels.
"The Big Killing" played to moderately
good houses at the 2.^c Coh'seum Theatre.
"The Road to Ruin" finished its second "sexational" week at Universal's Columbia Theatre to fair business, but the total two weeks'
gross wa' decirleflly better than recent average-. "A Tragedy of Youth" at the Embassy was a fairly popular program attraction that played to fair business for f' ^ur
days.
"The Butter and Egg Man" was well received at the Orpheum, with a good vaudeville bill, and "None but the Brave" enjoyed
a fair share of patronage at the Pantages
Theatre.

Chicago

» '"T^HE SINGING FOOL," which played
1 to capacity business at the McVickers Theatre, was the sensation of the week
in the Chicago loop, aUhough other houses
reported excellent business.
The Chicago had as its feature picture
"Moran of the Marines," a Spitalny musical
production and a stage show- which was up
to its usual standard, the program drawing
well.
"The Man Who Laughs" proved a good
drawing card at the Roosevelt. The Oriental ilid .in average business with "Women
They Talk About" and Paul .Ash and his
gang on the stage, offering Sunny Spain.
The dominance of sound pictures in the
loop now is complete, installation of sound
apparatus finally being completed at the
United .Artists Theatre, which presented
"The Battle of the Sexes," GritTith's first
sound piciure. and played to good business.
The Granada continued its "big name"
policy, Raymond Hitchcock heading the
stage
and big
"Thebusiness
Scarlet resulting.
Lady" was The
the
screen show
feature,
same piciure was <. tiered at the Marbro,
which, in connection with a big stage show.
was a good bo,x otficc bet.
Other neighborhood houses which had
good weeks included the Capitol, where "The
Night Watch" was the screen feature and
Roy Deitrich presided on the stage; the Paradise, with "Our Dsmcing Daughters," and
the Uptown and Tivoli, both of which offered "Lilac Time" in sound.

engagement of "The Singing Fool," starring
Al Jolson. at Warners' Metropolitan and the
business done was record breaking.
Coming next to the Metropolitan for good
business was Loew's Century, where "Oh
Kay," coupled wnth a stage act, proved an
excellent puller.
"Fazil," with sound and musical synchronization, proved a good pulling attraction at
the New Theatre for its second week but
the attendance was not what was expected.
ending.
It seems that the public diil ili.t like the sad
"The King of Kings" with sound, song and
musical synchronization, had a fairly good
second week at the Rivr-li. but it was intended at the beginning of the run to hold
it four or five weeks. But the second week
let it out.
"The Wedding March" started out good
at Loew's Stanley but gradually decreased
in sales value.
At Loew's \'alencia "A Certain Young
Man" was the feature film attraction. Business was fair until the latter part of the
week, when it picked up somewhat.
.\t Ford's Theatre, the legitimate house,
"Submarine" was shown without sound but
with an orchestra twnce daily with the admission prices $1 top matinees and $1.50 top
nights. Business was poor but this was to
be expected with top prices for regular first
run houses here ranging from 50 to 60 top
nights.
.\t the Keith-.Albee Hippodrome, "The
Street of Illusion" proved an entertaining
film attraction on the same bill with live acts
of Keith-.AIbee family time vaudeville. But
the attendance was only fair during the
week.
Poor business was done by the Ufa production at the Little Theatre by "At the
Edge of the World," formerly titleil ■Hells
Laughter."
pickedbut upnota much.
little toward the endBusiness
of the week
"A Soft Living" was the feature film attraction at the
.\'ewwas
Garden
with the Mel
Klee Keith-.Mbee
Revue. Business
only
fair during the week.
.At the Palace burlesque house "The Albany Night Boat" went over fairly good, but
this h'ouse makes a mistake in not showing
the feature film to wind up the show.

Des Moines
INDIAN Surruner in Des Moines found
good business at the theatres with "Wedding March" plasdng at the Des Moines and
"The Terror" at the Capitol. "Wedding
March" \vas judged slow and unwieldy in
many places but Von Stroheim was complimented for his work in the film. It did a
pretty fair business.
The Capitol probably got the edge on the
trade this week with a big bill, the opening
of the sound pictures equipment there, the
Pnblix Shows, etc., etc. Business was marvelous. Ramon Navarro's "Forbidden
Hours" did a very nice business at the
Str.ind Theatre.
"The Singing Fool" at the Rialto at Fort
Dodge broke all house records of every kind
shoiving for the full week to record crowds.
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Dulliis
TH K Dallas first run tiu-atrc-s have
clucked off K""<1 business for the past
week although mi big business was recorded. Several things are to be taken into
consideration, however. The weather has
been very sultry and uncnmfortable and the
State Fair of Te-xas is now going on in
Dallas, and the widely advertised stage
show. "The Desert Song." is showing each
afternoon and night at the Fair Fark Auditorium and is certainly getting the patronage. The unusually large number of fair visitors have kept receipts up for the theatres
and tVir this reascm receipts for the week
are satisfactory.
At the Melba, "Wings" rounded out its
second successful week and held up from
start to finish and turnctl ilie (i.-drons away
well pleased. This big altracti'Mi wa.-' <jfTered
at regular prices and was easily the best picture offered during the last two weeks and
was successful in getting the largest patn^nage.
"Fazil" accounted for average business at
the Majestic. This picture was >ynchroiiized
and seemed to please although it failed to
get the big business. James Coughlin and
company, headlining the Interstate Vaudeville bill, accounted for a good part of the
week's gross.
M the Palace "While the City Sleeps" accounted for average business and was one
<if the best liked of Chaney's pictures. More
business was expected on this attraction but
failed to develop. The Publix stage presentation, "Rah Rah Rah." was an improvement over the late stage offerings and
scored.
"The King of Kings" at the Capitol turned
in a good gross for its second week's showing .'tiul received an umi>ual amount of favor.-iblc comment. The various churches of
Dallas have done much in the way of free
luiblicity for the picture and the gross for
the two weeks showing is verv g»>od.
"Tea for Three" and "Take "Me Home"
brought a fair gross io tin- Old Mill Thiaire.
.\t the .Vrca.Ha "No Other Woman" and
"Three Ring Marriage" checked off a good
patronage.

Albany
IT took three members of "Our Gang" to
demonstrate in Albany and Troy last
week the possibilities of personal appearances on llu- pan oi screen viars iii tiie way
of attracting business. The crowds were so
great
Proctor's
Grand in
that and
an
e.xtra atsliow
was staged
f>n Albany
Saturday,
even at that the walls of the house fairly
bulged. Next in line in the way of business
getting cams the "King of Kings," running
the entire week .'it the .Mark Strand in .\1baiiy, and a like perio<l at the Troy Theatre
in Troy. In .Mbany, the picture had been
road-shown and this fact undoubtedly
brought smaller crowds. The matinees, however, were exceptionally good. The picture
!iad not previously beeji shown in Troy and
as a result the Troy Theatre played to bigger business than the Mark Strand, and on
some evenings the Troy house was jamme'i
to eap,-icity.
The Leiand, in Albany, used "The Actress" last week to satisfactory, but not exceptional business. The pu inrc ran ahead,
luiuever. of "Captain Salvation." which
played the [.eland the corresponding week
last year. It should be borne in mind that
ilic Capitol Theatre, playing legitimate in
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,\lbany, offered stiff contpetition during the
week, while midstmimer weather during the
last of the week nit mtii Imsiiiess to no
small extent. The Clinton Square Theatre
in Albany played to exceptional business
last week in its program of double features
first run, using "Beautiful but Dumb" and
"Undressed," the titles seemingly attracting
the crowds.
Neighborhood houses in .Mbany report
normal business for the week.
In Troy, the Lincoln split the week with
"The Midnight Taxi" and the "Goodbye
Kiss," each playing to satisfactory business.
The Mark Riiz, in .Mhaiiy. use. I "The Goodbye Kiss" last week and found it a fairly
good business getter.
Reports from the rural sections iiulicale
that business is holding up well except in a
few scattered districts.
In Syracuse, "The Singing Fool" is going
over so heavily that it is to be held for a
third week at the Stanley house, something
new for that city, while in Elmira, the same
picture was held over for a second week.

Tampa

YOU can call it Indian Summer, or just
plain "continued summer.'' but. we have
it. Straw hats still reign supreme and the
coats are still in the moth-balls. The Sunday beach parties seem to be on the wane
and the theatres are getting a h'.'tter breakLast Sunday tha Tampa played to the
largest Sunday of the year. .\'ot of the summer, ifyou please, lull -.nice tlK liojid^iy week
of
year. that
"The drew
Docksthisof record
New York"
was
thelast
feature
business.
The fcdlowing three days did not lirdd up; in
fact, they went a little under average, but the
big Sunday carried the lirst li.'tU o\-lt to better than average. "The Show Girl" featured
the last half went over to about average
takings.
The talkies didn't do so well the first half.
"A Sawdust Paradise," with sound, was the
feature, with four Vitaphone acts and the
Movietone News, .i~ aiMed attractions. The
combined program failed to draw the average of thi-. hunsf. \\ ith a bad rain, and the
(.•peniiiu of tile K.idio Show

,is op|iositioii.

the mid-week opening of the all-talking
feature, "The Terror," was big. This picture
is pulling fine and it looks like it will hi>ld
111" for 1 he ten-day run and give the \'ictor\-

a sati>fiRti ■r\

v:ro>.,.

The Strand had a good Sunday with "Beware of Blondes" and an average Monday.
"Brotherly Love" pulled just a little over
average, and "Horsemen of the Plains" held
'em up to average.
The l-ranklin. second run, suffered a little
from the big draw at the Tampa on Sunday
;iiid tli.tt .la\' dropped a little with "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" icaiiirid. "Four Walls"
and "Partners in Crime" both drew nicely,
keeping receipts up to average.

Indianapolis
Oriexhibitors
I.M ISTk' forpredutions
a pick-up oiinIndianapolis
fall movie
business were fullilled last week. Indications are that good conditions will continue.
Managers were elated over the general increase in business brought about by stronger
pictures and favorable local conditions.
Neighborhood houses report a gain along
with the lirst run h<«uses which have offered augmented programs.
"The Whip" at the Indiana and Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" copped the
crowds last week. The Jolson picture was
held a second week at the Apollo and
played to a capacity house practically every
perlorinanee.
The Circle did good business with "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," but receipts were believed to
be soniewb.it less tll.in llle otlit-r hou-^es.
l.oii Clianey in "While the City Sleeps" at
the Loew's Palace was popular.
"Simba" at the Murat drew heavily but
did not detract from the lirst run houses.

Picture
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Alhmta
LiEW'S
Capitol
rounded sound
out apicture,
good
week with
its second
"While the City Sleeps. Business did not
reach the high water mark set last week with
"Our Dancing Daughters." bu' it i oiild not
have been expected
that tile L'apitol could
repeat that brilliant performaiue.
Keith's Georgia ran neck and neck with
Loew's Capitol for first place in box office
resiUts. Tube Daniels in "Take Me Home"
wa> the feature picture :ind is accrethted
with drawing patrons. However, there is no
gainsaying that the vaudeville slie»w at
Keith's actually took lirst honors with patrons.
The Howard dropped far below its average business with "The Wedding March."
.\ltliougIi critics were practically unanimous
in praise of certain sequences bearing the
unmistakable stamp of genius — notablx the
Corpus Christi Day pageant — and though
cordial praise was bestowed upon von
Stroheim, it is equally true that "The Wedding March" failed to show box-office
strength. The receipts were distinctly disappointing. Incidentally, "The Wedding
March" is the second sound picture to be
presented under the "whole show on the
screen" policy.
The Rialto Theatre fared moderately well
with "The Midnight Taxi." Several talking
sequences were favorahl\- reci-ived and the
week is regarded as -satisfactory.
The Metropolitan did about the average
business with "Love Over Night." It opened
to slow business, but increased as word-ofniouth advertising spread the word that the
picture was more than ordinarily pleasing as
a program offering.
At the Tudor Theatre two breezy Westerns split the week, each gaining favorable
reaction. The t1rst half brought "Captain
Careless" and "Hello, Cheyenne" closed the
week.
Loew's Grand, continuing it-- split-week,
second-run pidicy offered "The Crowd" the
first
threehalf
daysof and
the last
the "The
week.Cardboard
Business Lover"
is reported only fair.

Minneapolis
( 'AI^'INGS" continued on its recordVV breaking march in Minneapolis by
doing a magnificent business at the Strand
its fourth week and holding over still a fifth.
No other picture in the history of Minneapolis has ever had such a run as this. The
-howing of "Wings" is the more remarkablc
because it h.id a two weeks run at the Metropolitan Theatre last winter as a road-show.
"The (Jold Rush" played at the Strand
four weeks, but it did less business in that
lime than "\\ ings" did in three weeks. Now
■'\\ ings " is on Its fifth week, and has the alllinle attendance record safely sewed up as
i;ir as .Minueapalis is concerned.
Al Jolson
in "The
Singing
did an
excellent
business
at the
State Fool"
as evjryone
thought it would have stayed over for a second week, r.illic Dove in 'The Night
Watch" did just about the avcrag; bnsiiie-s
at the .Minnesota. This film was supplemented by a I'ublix stage show called "Step
This Way." The Hennepin-Ornheum had a
poor week but this was due to a vaudeville
program that didn't get over, rather than
to the picture. "Craig's Wife." which made
a favorable impression. I'antages featured
"Man, Woman and Wife" with its regular
vaudeville program and found it a fair box
office attraction.
The I .agoon, an outlying lumse, tried a revival week, and show- such l>icllires a"Rcbin Hood," "Broken Blossoms." "The
Dark.1 d.i>
Angel"
the Storm"
lor
etch and
The"Orphans
Rialto andof Loring,
both
neighborhood houses, did good business with
"Street Angel," while the (iranaila, .Minneapolis' newesl and most elaborate neighborresults.hood lioiise, showed "Tenderloin" with good
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TIIR downlown firsl run houses here cntiiuic to draw capacity atlcndance. liiIcri'sl in the new sound pictures urows
keener each week. All <>t the houses are advertisinjj extensively, and s»'me ot iheni are
exploiting as well. Uut the elft>rt is showini^'
the desired results, and even a spell of the
hottest Octoher weather on record has failed
to lessen public interest in the new screen
productions.
"Wings" opened to remarkable business at
the Stiltman last Sunday, wheri they had to
stop selling admissions, and rcunuled nHniey
lit patrons in the l"bhy. This was ihe lirst
popular prircd sIiowinR <»f this screen classic.
However, it had played a record run of thirteen weeks at the Colonial Theatre at road
show prices late into ihc spring. r.iisines>
kept up all week at the Stiilman. and, ot
C'»urse. the picture is heinp held over.
"The Wedding March" opened up very big
at
the Allen.
I'very it
local
critic
Rave the
it a best
biR
boost,
some >a\in.L;
r.tnk^
anions
pictures ever made. Although no records
were broken, it showed a good record at tlie
end of the week.
"The Docks of New York" packed Keith's
Palace for every performance. The picture
was very well liked. In adtliiion a $5Ul»,()U0
Fur Show was put on as an added attracli'in.
However, the picture stood up on it-^ merits,
both as to story and direction.
"The Hit of the Show" made a real hit at
Keith*s 105th Street Theatre the tirM halt nf
the week. Story, continuity, and i>resentation were excellent, and it mingled laughter
and sadness successfully.
••Fleetwing"
wasthe well
likedof attheKeith's
East
105tli Street
last half
week.
and did satisfactory business.
"The Patriot" and "Two Lovers" divided
the week's honors at the Park for first run
neighborhood showings. Both did just average business allbuuKh highly reconimeuded
by critics. Both had highly successful downtown runs.
Xei^hborhood houses quoted the high
temperature as their alibi for a fairly pour
week. The fact is, however, that neighborhood theatres have not yet felt the
upward trend of the movie business. The
downtown houses are all enjoying success
'way ahead
of last
year. Tliis
boost
is sliU
conlined
to the
downtown
houses
which
are
playing the new pictures and which arc
equipped with sound installations. Cleveland
neighborhood houses are still silent with the
exception
of the onCircle
and the
and the Lincoln
the West
Side.l-'ast Side,
Legitimate theatre competition was keen
but did not hurt.

Ottawa
THL

ticket-vending machine^ clickeil merrily at Ottawa. Ontario, theatres during
the week of October 8 and mid-season show
enthusiasm was in evidence.
Most of the film fans took in "Two Lovers" at the Regent Theatre and this colorful
costume production gave satisfaction all
around.
Big crowds also saw "Loves of an Actress"
with ['■ill Xcs-'ri at 1'.. !■. Kctlli's Dieatre.
"The Patent Leather Kid" fell short of
being a real success at the Centre Theatre,
in the estimation nf patrons, ft is hardly
suited to Canadian
aiidicnres.
Jack Holt was the name that attracted
good crowds to the Imperial Theatre for
"The Water Hole." The title did not mean
anything but once you got into the story interest was aroused and maintained.
The majority of pictures at the neighborhood houses were substantial prorluctions,
particularly "Laugh. Clown Laugh" at the
Rex Theatre, which enjoyed relatively better business than for its first local run at
the Regent. "The Coward" at the Kex Theatre during the la-t three days, was about
average in fpialitv.
The Fern Theatre did better with "The

Mysterious Lady," first half, than with "Heroes in Blue" dnrint.; the la-t three day-. The
ju\einle-. liked ■'Heroes in HIne."
"Foreign Devils" had the crowds, particularly the kids, all worked up n the I'ohnnbia I'heaire. while "The Gay Retreat" provided good comedy entertainment for all for
iliree da_\ s.
The theatres in Hull, Quebec, had real box
office attractions. "The White Sister" at
the Laurier Theatre made a decisive impression with French-Canadian patronage am!
good crowds were the rule. Norma Shearer
is well-liked in Hull, partly because of her
Montreal connections ami her "After Midnight" was eminently pleasing at the Capitol Theatre.

Milwaukee
BUSINESS in the down lowm theatres
took a little slump this week. Things
were still rather lively but by contrast with
last week's unusually good business, the
crowds seemed not (jniti- so large. The
weather for the past week has been sweltering, a throw back to the summer months.
A strange sight greeted the downtown office workers at about 10 every morning last
week — a long queue forming in front of the
Garden waiting for the ticket office to open.
The Garden is showing "Singing Fool" and
thus far all records set by any picture at
the Garden have been so badly shattered
that the management predicts the picture
will have an eight week run. The lobby
of the theatre is packed at practically all
times of the day. P.u--iness just could not be
better.
"King of Kings" closed its second week
at the Alhambra with a very good record to
its credit. It played to very >i/aMe audience- throuLjIunit its stay. "Fcur Sons" at
the Strand will be held over for a third week.
Crowds are still flocking to see thi- pictur-.-.
"Scarlet Lady" at the Merrill had a verv
succssful week. "Win That Girl'* at the
Wisconsin drew just fair busiuos. The Majestic's feature. "Our Dancing Daughters,"
received such encouraging patronage that it
will be held over for an additional week. The
( )rpheum offered an unusually strong l>ill
and kept the house well filled at every performance. Its photoplay feature was "Show
Girl." The tilm at the Riverside was "Love
Over Night." Business here too was good.
Neighbor hood It 'Uses had a modcrateK'
good week. "Glorious Betsy" succeeded in
drawing good business to the Oriental and
Tower Theatres. "Lights of New York"
played to fair houses at the Garfield, Uptown an<l Modjeska. The Z.:-nith enj' 'ycd
very good patronage during the showing
of "Honor Bound." "The Gaucho" was very
well attended at the \'enetian. "The Mysterious Lady" drew fair patronage to the
Egyptian.

Kansas

CHESTERFIELD
is delivering — and how!
2 Hits out of 2 releases
READY

"THE HOUSE OF SHAME"
writh
Virginia
Creighton
Hale

Brown
Faire,
and
fine cast.

Read
ANY
this one.

paper

usual. .\t the Pantages "The Street of Illusion" packed them in all week, both afternoon and ni>,dit. while "King of Kings" had
a fairly good second week's run at the 'ilobe.
"Caught in the Fog" drew slightly better
than the average I'uture at ilie Xewm-in.
while "Phyllis of the Follies" did a big business at the Uptown Theatre.
Nothing additional in the way of newspaper space or exploitation wai employed
by any of the theatres.

trade
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"THE ADORABLE
with

Read ANY
one too.
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CHEAT"

Lila Lee and Cornelius

Keefe

trade paper review on thin

production — ready

"SOUTH

Nov.

1st.

OF PANAMA"

Charles J. Hunt, Director
Cast
includes
Carmelita
Geraghty.
PhiUi McCuIlough.
Edward Raquello.
Joe
Burke,
Marie
Messingcr,
Henry
Arras and Carlton King.
To be ffdlowed by
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City

THERF, was little cause for complaint, in
so far as the weekly attendance was concerned, from Kansas City exhibitors. Cooler
weather and a good line-up of pictures
proved sutflcient to lure patrons away from
rarlios and bridge parties.
At th* Mainstreet Dorothy Mackaill in
"The Whip" drew well all week, the niLjiitly
at tendance hold in l,^ ii;i exeepin in. illy well.
I ,on t haney at Loew's Midland also drew
good
all week drawing
in "Whilea the
Sleeps."
the matinees
bit City
better
tlian
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Pittsburgh
sensational
Stanley
Theatre
did
bi
business with "The Singing Fool," accompanied by Vitaphone, Absolute S.R.O.
at all performances, and S.R.O. in Pittsburgh
at 11:30 a. m. is quite a rarity. This is one
of the greatest pictures of all time, ami liuniln-ds of ii.nroii.- relurncd !'■ sec production
a second time. (Fullows immediately into
the Grand, another Stanley house, for an indefinite nni, t
THE

Loew's Penn had a big week's business
with "Excess Baggage." 'I'liough s-imewliat
different from the usual pictiire in which
William Haines is seen, this I'uc is not up
to the Haines average. The I'ublix unit,
"Blossoms," on the stage, was the most pretentious yet shown here.

"Wings" stood 'em up all week at the Regent in the Kast l-.nd. alter it had already
played two weeks in tile downtown section.
The Aldine had a good week with "The
Air Circus," ahli.iugli the film is not nearly
so K'ood as such other airplane stories as
"Lilac Time" and "W'inRS."
The Grand and Liberty played "Oh Kay,"
and thnuj>|i CMlleen Moore has a big following here, the film played to but average audiences. Probalily suffered because of the
keen competition.
"None but the Brave" at the Davis proved
a mildly amusing feature comedy, and business if.r ihe week was average.
"The River Woman" at the Alhambra
brought a fair week's busiiiess.
"Two Lovers" did a little better than average at ihe Cameraphonc.

Birmingham
THE past week proveil an excellent tonic
for Birmingham box-"ffices. The .Xlabama, with stage shows eliminated, seemed
to bear nut the assertion that Birmingham
is, primarily, a picture town. "Lilac Time"
(F. N.) had a very good week. The Ritz.
^yitll five acts of Keith vamleville and William Fox's "Plastered in Paris," also had a
good week, Tlie ICmpire. renpenint; after
hnvinp lieen dark for several monlhs, had
very good business with M-G-M's "While
the City Sleeps." The Trianon with "Out of
the Ruins" ( F. X. I had a good week. The
Strand, with another Warner Bros. Vitaplieme picture, "Caught in the Fog," had
good business, as did the Galax with a split
week, the last half of whiili showed ihe
Western star, 'Fred Thomson in "Kit Carson" fPar.).

!\etv Orleans
WITH

downtown first run theatres playing outstanding film productions during the past week and summerlike weather
prevailing business reached record-breakim,'
prttportions.
The new Saenger Theatre led the local
field and did a volume of business that broke
all previous attendance records for the house.
Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool," a Warner
Brothers Vitaphone attraction, packed them
in the palatial theatre at every performance. While thousands saw the film the first
weik the Saenger management was forced to
hidd ii (,ver for a second. It was the most
talked of film ever to play this city.
Iric von Siroheim's ma-lerpieee. "The
Wedding March," did the second best business of the week, being slnrwn at Loew's
Slate riieaire. The film, long awaited by
movie lovers of New Orleans, was highly
praised by critics and patrons alike.
Reginald fli liny in "Good Morning Judge"
was the Orpheum Theatre film offeinng,
but
it was the personal appearance of Ben Turpin, screen comedian, and four other outstanding vaudeville acts that drew whatever
business Ibis house did. The Dennv film,
however, was well liked.
"Wings" drew
considering the fact
that it was shown well
for a second
week. Its
first week's run did the best business of the
week previous ai ihe Tulane Theatre.

.•\t Saenprer'- Tudor. "Tenderloin," the
Warner Brothers Vitaphone
picture, completed its third triumphant week and is still
gomg
saw it.strong. The film was liked by all who
Several motion picture houses of the NewOrleans business district which have been
dark during the past few months will be reopened. The Liberty Theatre opened on
October 13 as a sound picture house. "The
Jazz Singer," which recently set a record
for continuous run at the Tudor, was the
opening attraction.

Harrisburg

TNDL-\N SUMMFR weather all week con1 tributed materially to- ^ continuation
of
good business in the theatres of Harrisburg.
George Bancroft, whose dramatic work has
won him a big following in Central Pennsylvania, appeared at the Victoria in "The
Docks of New York," with marked success
from the financial viewpoint, >onie of the
night erowcK being almost capacity.
News pictures of the Graf Zeppelin helped
to swell llie \'ictoria crowds..
"The Colonial offering was "Out of the
Ruiiis," a picture that won immeiliate popularity which it maintained throughout the
week. At Loew's Regent the principal attraction wa^ "While the City Sleeps," which
kept the box office cash register jingling
merrily for the whole six-day booking. The
State put Lois Wilson in "Ransom" i.ii the
screen the last half of the week with highly
satisfactory results which were augmented
perhaps by the fact that "Peaches" Brownbill. ing appeared in a vaudeville ac: on the same

The latter part of the week the Broad
Street Theatre showed a double bill, consisting of"Marry the Girl" and .\1 lloxie in
"The Range Riders." Women particularly
were attracted to the Grand when the ro'mantic Ram. mi .\ovarro was featured in "A
Certain Young Man." "The Phantom Flyer"
was sliciwn at the Capitol an.l the hill ,it ihe
National, \vliicli featured Hoot (iib^.n in
"The Flying Cowboy" was popular particularly with the juvenile element. The Riallo
on Friday and Saturday presented "Honor
Bound."

Cinriniiati

had
HOT weather, due to Indian Sumnie
the effect of somewhal slowing up attendance at the Cincinnati theatres, although
not sulTiciiiitly lo cause any general alarm.
At the Albee the receipts were up to a
satisfactory figure after the box-office checkup following the picture "Excess Baggage,"
willi Janus
liarlon a^ llie leatnnil si.i^je act.

"Beggars of Life" at the Capitol, with
sound synchronization, together with Movietone features, had a good week in the ag'T.iv.
gregate, business lluclualiiig from dav to

Keith's presented Chancy in "While the
City Sleeps," and got away to fair returns
"Two Lovers," at ihe Lyric, for which a
speei.il iiiusieal score was provided, piled
up
a satisfactory gross, although business was
noi ([uile up to previous weeks of the regular
se.'ison.
'The Si rand, featuriiij; Milt,.n Sills in "The
Crash," had a very good week, which also is
true of the Family, with "Beyond the Sierras'" for the first part, and "Hellship Bronson" during ihe last half.
'The T'.rlanger Grand, legitimate house,
playing a three weeks' run of "Wings," had
excellent business ihiring the first week's
sinnying, and this has tindoubledly helped
cut into the receipts of some of the olber
houses in the downlowii secli^'n.
Palace, with "Danger Street" and vaudeville, had a big week, which is the rule
rather than the exception al this house.
Neighborhood houses report satisfactory
business.

I' i c I ur c

Portland, Ore.
PROB.\BLV on account of the big film
star-identification contest being staged
in all of the West Coast houses, this week's
atteiidance at all the houses has shown a
considerable increase, even though some of
the attractions are hold-overs.
The most notable of the hold-overs is
"Glorious Betsy" at the new .Music Box.
which conliiiues t«.i enjoy a nice run during
its second week.
"The King of Kings" went into the third
week of good business at The Oriental, and
appreciative comments were heard on H. B.
\Varner's portrayal of Jesus. The t)rieiital
is one of the three largest houses in the
city — and a rim of more than a week is phenomenal, therefore this film is in recordbreaking class here.
Musicians, dancers and entertainers held
first position on Pantages bill. "The Michigan Kid" brought in the usual good business
at this high-class vaudeville h'liise.
.\ considerable increase in the attendance
at the Columbia with "Tempest" was enjoyed throughout the \\ tek.
"While The City Sleeps" proved to be another interesting Lon Chaney picture, and
brought in more money than "The Patriot"
did the previous week. Cumtkoc Si'dl and his
inusical ^'.111^ were back on ihe stage again.
Several big crowds were registered at the
United Artists, at the opening of the second
attraction,
Woman
Disputed"
fell
ott somewhat"The
at end
of week.
.\lso but
showed
Pendleton Round-Up pictures with sound effects.
West Coast Theatres also reopened the
State Theatre, large suburban house, with
Frazier Stock Company to good liusiness,
andAnleatnre
film in"Prowlers
of the
increase
attendance
was Sea."
noted by
Manager Maxwell at the Portland with "Dry
Martini," which had its premiere here, and
which shared in the big applause given 'Fanclion it Marco's "Temptations" Idea.

Salt Lake City
SALT LAKE CITY first run picture theatres have enjoyed some very good business this past week as a whole with some exceptional and highly satisfactor\- reports having been made.
"The second week of "The Singing Fool"
at the Victory Theatre exceeded even the
first week which is reported to have broken
all attendance records ol ihe !ioii>e.
The Capital Theatre has had exceptionally
good houses with "The Crash," in ciijimclioii Willi the I'aiulion and .\larcw slage production.
Alice White in "The Show Girl" was well
received by good sized crowds during the
week. ( >n the slage Ralph L'lonmger and his
ci'inpaiu- ill ".Sun-l'p'" was also presented.
The Pantages Theatre enjoyed a week of
rushing business which was somewhat above
the average ilii~ week. The picture offerinfi;
was "The Cameraman," wuli Buster Keaton.
"The Toilers" with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr., and Jobjma Ralston and a series of
"The CoUegirns" drew fairly good sized
houses to ilu \iiuTuaii. it is reported.
"The King of Kings" has been held over
this week at the Gem Theatre and is still
packing the house.
The second run houses here have also enjoyed exceplii'iially good attendance this past
week.
v_y ui

Oklaltoma City

l.AllOM.\ CITV houses all chalked
satisfactory grosses during the past
week. The pictures were right and the
weather was right.
"Our Dancing
Daughters"
with Scba>Joan
Crawford,
.\niia Page
and Dorothy
liaii. a Metro! ;,dd»yn sound picture, enjoyed a week's excellent business at the
Capitol.

Oftobcr
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Opinions on Pictures
Yellow Contraband

been utilized before by the actor-director.
Once again he plays his rakish, swaul;y,

.-1 liood Action I'ehicio

(K*'vifH*'fl Ity K]i\nioiiil (>iiiily)

LKO MAlAl.NKV is w.ll ariiiiiuiilcd -nitli
the tasliioiiiiif; of pirlnres that oiXcr
iK'tiiiii, a lojjicaily knit story ami some inim(linpriiig acting. "Yellow Contraband" is
a composite of a wcsli'rn, unilerworlil stoiy
anil tile tjpical action feature. Dope sniugfllers along the border, the Chinamen who
buy their stulT. tlie government agents Avho
eope with them are all mixed up in this
one to make a fast-moving tale. It has all
the earnmrks of the celluloid that satisfies.
-Maloney has a double role, that of the
groverumeut man and one of the smugglers.
He discards his usual sombrero and western
chaps to assume the guise of undi'rworld
character, a scowliTig bull-dog tj-pe. The
government man successfully copes with his
gangster twin, outwits him and even fools
the Chinaman who employs him. When the
dope dive is raided, the government man
makes his exit with the girl pal of his
underworld rival, but he finds that she, too,
is a government agent. This is just a wee
extra dose of make-believe and does not
jibe with the convincing incidents which it
culminates.
All in all, though, there are but fewfaults to be found with this opus.
Drawing Power: Good for the customers
who want their screen fare served with
strident action. Exploitation Angles : Feature as an underworld story, with the usual
rat-a-tat accompaniment of gunplay, the
menacing Chinamen, the struggle between
law and order.
THEME; Underworld drama. Government agent and underworld character look
alike, so the former outwits the latter in
order to asstune his place amidst the gang
of dope smugglers. His underwcrid rival
shows up in a Chinese dive where he is impersonating him and the government man
is saved only by a raid.
THE
Leo McMahon
"Blackie" Harris
Mazic
Li Wong
Foo
"DraK" Connors
Pierre r>ufrcsne
Rawhide
"Ice-House" Joe
"Dude"
McClain

CAST
Leo Maloney
Leo Maloney
..Greta Yoltz
Noble Johnson
Tom London
Joe Rickson
Bill Patton
Walt Patterson
V'ester Peeu

N'iennese military oflicer, bent upon the couipiest of the ladies. And sure enough the
familiar conllict is present, too. The
I>easantry is pictured — so is the aristocracy.
The germ of this story develops from
the seduction of a bucolic maid by the
roystering roue — and his marriage to an
heiress who is not so keen as to personality.
That's all there is to it — and it takes an
unusually long time to tell it. The picture
is particularly long in the religious procession of Corpus Christ i, but it is beautifully produced, the atmosphere, the settings
ami backgrounds carrying real pictorial apOf course the eliminated footage has
taken
peal. the sjjark out of the story and what
is left cannot be called anything extraordinary. It is interesting in its acting and
scenes. Fay Wray surely emerges as an
emotional actress of the first rank — her
study of the wistful peasant being exceptionally effective and appealing. Stroheim,
himself, is a master hand at playing the
over-bearing officer — and ZaSu Pitts is excellent as the heiress.
"The Wedding March" is a costly job.
And Stroheim has done better.
Drawing Power: Director's name — and
big publicity concerning picture should attract them. For highclass bouses. Exploitation Angles: Play up title and cost of
|)icture, billing Stroheim 's name proniinently. Feature Fay Wray.
Advertise it big.
THEME: Drama cf triangle — with autocratic officer involved with peasant girl and
heiress.
THE

CAST

i'rince von Wildeliebe-Raiiffenburg. .. .George Fawcett
Princess von Wildeliebe-RauffenburR. ... Maude George
I'rince Nicki
Eric von Stroheim
Fortunat
Schweisser
George
Nichols
Ceceila Schweisser
ZaSu Pitts
.\nton Eberle
HtiRbie Mack
"Schani"
Eberle
Matthew
Bctr
Martin
Schrammell
Cesare Gravma
.Mrs. Schr,-im!nell
Hale Fuller
Mitzi Schr.iinmcll
Fay Wray

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, Ten reels. Released, October, in28.
Story .mid direction by Erich von Stroheim.
Scenario, von Stroheini and Harry Carr.
Editor, P. A. Powei-s. Titles, .Julian .Johnson. son. Cameraman, Hal Molir and B. Soren-

Prodnced by Leo Maloney. Distributed
by Pathe. Released, October 21. Length,
.")i(iS(i feet, story by Ford I. Beebe.
rector, Leo Maloney.

Di-

The Wedding March
Fine Production,
But Mot I'p to
Stroheini Standard
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT'S taken a long time for Kricli viu
Stroheim to make "The Wedding
March," and it sure shapes as a costly
production — one well over the million dollar class. And, as customary with one of
his achievements much relavant matter has
been trimmed from it. The result is it loses
considerable force from the operation. The
picture is typically Stroheimixh in its
treatment — the idea being one which has

"Pathe Review No. 4.3"

(Pathe— One Reel)
THE Pathe Review for October 21 release
is a dandy featurette into which has been
incorporated an interesting quartet of novelties.
There is a smoothness and a crispness in the
new Pathe Review. These offerings offer sufficient proof that the Review in its new dress is
fast threatening to inake apparent to all that it
is the best film magazine on the market.
The quiet, picturesque town of Sunbury,
where England's great painter, Gainsborough
was born, is presented in Patbccolor. Two other
subjects deal with mountain climbing and novelty knives turned out by the workshops of England. A final touch, particularly appropriate today, gives an idea of the latest developments in
furniture with the modern touch. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

The Battle of the Sexes
Griffith Has
(Reviewed

Douf
Much
Better
by Laurence Reid)

'pHFAyVE
\V. Griflith
1 tunity togiven
make I).over
one of anhisopporearly
triumphs, and all things considered it
doesn't shape up as anything out of the
ordinary. The idea has been used nmny,
many times — indeed, ever since it was first
exploited by Griffith. It emjiloys the ageold theme of the trespassing husband and
father who so far forgets his marital vows
as to wander from the straight narrow to
gad about on the primrose path. And once
he cheeks out the blessings of home he finds
a certain amount of foolish pride and a
vamp.
mingled feeling of making whoopee and
feeling sorry in the companionship of a
The giddy girl is played by Phyllis Haver
who had a similar role in "The Way of
All Flesh," only in that picture the character w-as much more genuine. Here it
registers as artificial and inconsistent. The
outraged wife makes a threat of suicide —
and the .young daughter of the house makes
a grand gesture by upbraiding the vamji —
even to the extent of flourishing a revolver.
The picture is obvious all of the way, and
lacks the w. k. Griffith touches of humanity.
But he hasn't forgotten his contrasts nor
his sentiment, though the latter demerit
looks out of place — as if it was added tt)
balance the high jinks and make its bid for
sympathy. The acting could be more restrained. Jean ITersholt gives a colorful
]>erformance as the trespasser, but he goes
to extremes with his emotions. Phyllis
Haver is more in character as the play-girl.
Belle Bennett is the mother — and make the
figure fairly genuine. It is just a fair picture. The synchronization introduces some
applause and a musical accompaniment.
Drawing Power: Title, director and east.
Suitable for all types of houses. Exploitation Angles: Tease the title. Feature director and what he has accomplished. Bill
Miss Haver in large type — also Jean Hersholt. Bring eniphasis to theme.
THEME: Domestic drama founded on
the eternal triangle with trespassing husband and father.
THE
Judson
.Marie Skinner
Mrs. Judson
"Babe" Winsor
Ruth
Billy Judson
Judson

CAST
Jean
Ilersholt
Phyllis Haver
Belle Bennett
Don Alvar.ido
O'.Veil
WilliamSallv Bakewell

Produced and distributed by I'nited Art
ists. Length, i-i^'lit reels. Released, Oeinber, 192S. Director, D. W. (iriflilh. Author,
Daniel Carson Goodman. Scenario, lierrit
J. Lloyd. Editor, James Sniiili. Cameramen, ]\arl Strauss and Billv Bitzer.

"Gelling Together"
(Pathe— One Reel)
AF.MRI.Y interesting Sportlight setting forth
t!ie activities of various athletic clubs.
Such sports as fencing, relay running and broad
jumping are shown, the collection of shots containing variety and a general interest. The exponents of the sports take in men, bovs and
girls.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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The Toilers
Good

Picture, if ith or W ithoiil
Sound
(Reviewed br Oscar Cooper)
APRODUCTIOX of substantial box office
worth is "The Toilers." Its value is
heightened by sound, but it is fully able to
make the box-oftice grade as a "silent."
Synchronized by the RCA Photophone
process, with music score by Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, the picture also has sound
effects. These are fine examples of the use
of good judgment and common sense. They
are not forced; on the contrary, they arc
put in when they really mean something.
Director Reginald Barker has don* a
workmanlike job. His direction cannot be
called inspired, but it is thorough, and it
scores particularly in the climax scenes
showing the fire in the mine shafts, and the
rescue of the entomlied miners.
The cast does uniforml.v good work:
Douglas Fairbanks. ,Jr., .Jobyna Ralston,
Harvey Clark and Wade Boteler, in particular. The slight story runs along with a
considerable amount of love interest, and
not a little humor.
Drawing Power: Good for all types of
houses. Bi>.x-oftii'e without a doubt. Exploita.tion Angles: The mine fire is the big
punch, and can be used to fine advantage
in exploitation.
THEME: Drama of the coal mines, in
which the hero, after winning the girl, is
rescued in coal shaft fire.
Steve
Mary
Joe
Toby
Butch

THE

C.\ST
Douglas

Fairbanks,
Jr.
Jobyna Ralston
Harvey Clark
Wade Boteler
Robert
Kyan

Produced and distributed by Tift'anyStahl. Length,
feet. Barker.
Released,
Se])tember.
Director.7,2,'ili
Keginalil
Author
and scenarist, L. G. Rigby; Editor, Robert
J. Keni; Titles: Harry Braxti>n; Photographed by Ernest Miller.

"The Spieler"

Good Story, Excellently Directed
(Reviewed bv Jerrv HofTman)
TAY
GAR.XETf goes another step to
justify Ralph Block's faith that he
can ilirect. Under the De Mille regime
at the present Pathe studio. Garnett
was one of the stafi:'s ace scenarists. Block,
as associate producer, promoted Garnett to
a directorship with "Celebrity" as his first
assignment. Then came "Show-Folks."
And now "The Spieler." produced bv
Block, written by Hal Conklin and adapted
by Conklin and Garnett.
Garnett disjdays intelligence by rememl>ering constantly he was a writer. In other
words, even with a megaphone, he sets
about to tell a story, goes directly to the
point, sustains interest brilliantly, draws
his characters exceptionaly well, omits all
unnecessary padding and thus far in all his
pictures has attained the only result needed.
A fine picture.
"The Spieler," to lull the fears expressed by many, absolutely bears no resemblance to "The Barker" made bv First
National. The latter is a story of father
and son. "The Spieler" is the old one of
a crook's reformation fi>r the love of a
woman. Alan Hale proved conclusively in
*'Sal of Singapore" that he deserves individual featuring. The last vestige of
floulit, if any renmined, comes with his
virile performance in "The Spieler." And
Clyde Cook, whom producers relegated
to

falls and slapstick, adds more truth to the
old belief that a clown makes a better
tragedian than any standard dramatic
actor. This belief, undoubtedly exaggerated
in most cases, holds good as far as Cook'-^
portraval of the wire-walker and assistant
"grift'er"
to inHale.
Withto Alan,
Clydewhich
furnishes tears
addition
laughter,
some may claim, is the function of Pagliacei. But Clyde isn't playing the clown
with the broken heart. It's simply that
such a fine actor has been wasted in past
years to the business of taking falls.
The Adoree.
one weak She
spotis in
Renee
far"The
from Sjiieler"
tlie Adoreeis
of "The Big Parade" in charm or performance. One may be charitable and say she
was miscast. Fred Kohler adds to the
suspense element as the "menace."
Undoubtedly outdoor show-folks will resent "The Spieler" with much bitterness.
Their resentment will be justified to the
extent that such conditions as "The
Spieler" is based on have been cleaned out
of carnivals and tent shows to a large extent. The only ones they exist in now are
the "turkeys" and one-season "gyps."
However, that doesn't detract from the
merits of the picture as entertainment or
as a storv which has been exceptionallv well
told.
Pathe's rooster can lift its head high and
crow over "The Spieler."
It deserves it.
Drawing Power: For both large and
>niall towns, it should be good. The lure of
carnivals has never been restricted to ])opulation. size or type. As a silent pictui'e.
which it was in preview, its entertainment
values are very good. Whether dialogue
and synchronization will affect this any depends on just how the dialog and effects arc
written and inserted. Exploitation Angles:
Carnival atmosphere to dress the theati'e:
an old-time "spieler" type giving a circus
or carnival ball.v-hoo may be used effectively in most localities. In others the ballvhoo can be burlesqued to good results.
Plav up the wire-walking of Clvde Cook for
thrills.
THEME : Two crooks, one a wire-walker,
join a carnival owned by a woman
anxious to have an entirely honest midway.
Unknown to her and protected by her reputati&n is a gang of crooks operating right
in her show. Hale, one of the crooks, falls
in love with the carnival owner and she
with him. He sets about to prove his
honesty and aid her clean up her own midway. He succeeds following several thrilling scenes in which seme snappy fist fighting occurs. His buddy is shot while walking a wire by the
other "grifters."
THE CAST
Flash
Luke
Cleo
Red Sloon
The Barker
The Rabbit
Butch
Bearded Lady

Alan Hale
Clyde Cook
Kenee Adoree
Fred Koliler
Fred Warren
Jimmy
Quinn
Kewvtie Morgran
Billy Latimer

Produced and distributed bv Pathe. Released. .Innuaiy (1, 1!I-J!). Length, ri„SO0 feet.
Director, Tay Garnett. Assistant Director,
Bob Fellows.
Cameraman Art ^liller.
"Rocks an.1 Saddles"
(Universal — One Reel)
OS\\''.-\Ln. a courageous bunny, goes on the
spoor of big game in this amusing cartoon.
He has many adventures with the beasts including one with a huge ape with wliom be cuts up
in fine style, an assortment of gags emerging
with their scuffle. The action is rapid and the
cartoon work vcrv effective. — R.\YMO\D
(i.WLY.
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Marriage by Contract
Good Box-Office Material
(Reviewed by Chester J, Smith)
'T'HIS tale has as its moral that women
*■ should remain well satisfied with the
good old-fashioned marriage ceremony, that
precarious as that sometimes is, it will
continue to be generally accepted as the
proper and safest standard. However, companionate marriage has come in for a deal
of discussion and because of that there is
plenty of box-office material in this feature.
If it is to be advei-sely criticised at all, it is
because there may be one too many of the
marriage sequences.
Patsy Ruth Miller trudges her way sadly
through four or five "agreements," each
time being satisfied she has hit upon the
right man at last. And then she wakes up
to find it has all been a dream, that her
original companionate agreement with the
youth she loves and who loves her has not
departed because of a tiff that brought on
all the hysteria. But she is smart enough,
after all, and so is he, to realize that the
old fashioned marriage ceremony is much
the most satisfactory.
Miss Miller is very convincing in the
handling of a somewhat difficult role which
takes her from the young modernist wife
through the various marriage episodes until she comes to the border of middle age
and with it there is the desire to retain
her youth. It is somewhat a relief to know
all of these hardships have not been hers
when she awakens from her troubled sleep.
LawTence Gray also does some creditable
work, as do the other members of the cast.
It is a picture that has quite considerable
appeal and it should do well at the boxoffice.
Drawing Power: The subject is one that
has had much attention, and with a well
molded story, well done, it promises to click
in nearly any house. Exploitation Angles:
The companionate marriage subject lends
itself to ready exploitation; the good story,
the well balanced cast.
THEME; Thoroughly modern girl and
youth decide upon a companionate marriage; they quarrel and she leaves in a huff.
She drifts from one marriage contract to
another, only to finally wake up and realize
it has been a dream, which, however, has a
happy ending.
Produced and distributed by TiffanyStabl. Length, 7,7y(i feet. Released, December 1. 1928. The Cast; Patsy Ruth Miller,
Lawrence Gray, Shirley Palmer, Ralph
Emerson, John St. Polls, Claire Mc Dowell,
Ruby Laf.ayette, Duke Martin. Robert Edesou, Raymond Keane. Director, .James
Flood. Story by Edward Clark. Continuity
bv Frances Hyland.

"Teacher's

Pest"

(Universal — Two Reels)
\ Revieived by Raymond Ganly}
WITH
help' of
Tige, ahisfewclever
BustertheBrown
produces
laughsdog.
in
tiiis juvenile comedy, which was directed by
Samuel Newheld.
Fairly amusing.
The piece starts off with a good scene showing Buster in the throes of a bad dream.
From thence on the comedy is just an assortment of hoary gags, wliicb do not carry much
pep any more. The clima,x arrives in the visit
of the school board of trustees to the classroom.
There tliey and the pupils are upset when a mischievous pupil drops a box of sneezing powder,
with the result that ka-chuoing becomes prevalent. Buster is blamed for this mishap but Tige
and the dogs of the neighborhood come to Iiis
assistance. Tlieir entrance into the classroom
brings general disorder.

,
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Freedom of the Press
.•I Good Meuspapcr Slory
(KfvirMod by (;he:«ler j. Smith)
TTNIVEKSAL lias a pnwi'i-l'iil story an.l
^
a jriioil l)o.\-(iftiei' l]ct in tliis yarn cil
DfH-si)ai)ers and sraft. It is an accurate
portrayal of life lu'liinil tlic scenes in a
newspai)er oltiee and ei|ually as accurate in
th* curruptness of politics in some quarters. At the same time it carries a lively
romance which builds to a dramatic climax
when the youns son of the owner of the
pai>er assumes command and is compelled
by a promise to his father to exploit the
•crookedness of the father of the ,>;irl he
Joves.
Lewis Stone heads the capable cast and
he gives a splendid portrayal of the difficult role of the power behind the underworld in a large city. Henry B. Walthall
is equally good as the newspaper proprietor who is pledged to give the city clean
government. Malcolm McGregor is the
youthful hero and opposite him is MareeJine Day, ward of the corrupt politician.
Both are well cast and do some effective
"n-ork.
The direction is all that could be desired.
George Melford has not spoiled the effectiveness of the story by permitting any
overacting. All of the roles are played in
a dignifie<l manner, those of Stone and
Walthall being particularly commendable.
Had they been otherwise a good story could
easily have been ruined. There is not a dull
moment throughout the |)rogress of the
feature and there are some thrilling ones
that will make it a picture that will be
talked about.
Drawing Power: It is a generally appealing subject that is handled in a dignified
manner and with the good cast it should
do very well at any box-ofiice. Exploitation
Angles: Newspaper tieups should be readily arranged. The press book offers a number of good suggestions.
THEME: Son of newspaper owner is
forced to take over paper when his father
is murdered. He pledges to carry on the
crusade against the corrupt politician who
is the guardian cf the girl he loves.
Daniel Steele
June Westcott
BUI Ballard
John Ballard
Boss Maloney
Wicks
Callahan
Cyrus Hazlett
Criminal
Organist
Butler

THE

CAST

Lewis Stone
Marceline l3av
Jlalcolm McGregor
Henry B. Walthall
Robert
E. O'Connor
Thomas
Ricketts
Hayden
Stevenson
Roljert Ellis
Boris Baronoff
Morgan Thorpe
Wilson Benge

Produced and distributed by Universal.
Length, (i,474 feet. Released <_)ctober 2S,
1928. Director, George Melford. Story by
Peter B. Kyne. Adaptation and continuity
by J. (jrubb Alexander.

Sinners in Love
Not So Well Done
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
■'T'Hf^ kind of tale with which Berniirr
* Macfadden fills the pages of his "True
Story Magazine" is screened and doesn't
come off so well. Far from seeming true, it
appears typically movieish all the way. It
does not carry much conviction, although
there is some good acting to be found in
the cast.
However, this is the type of story the
masses seem to want. Inasmuch as "True
Story" ha.s been eminently successful, they
are beyond a doubt just graded for jjopular
response.
If the public
it, then
that's
all
that matters.
There wants
have been,
however.

better pictures done along the >ame lines
of this one.
The story tells of a girl from a stpialid
mill town, who is loved by a gambling house
l>roprietor. She awakens repulsion in him
for his trade. The girl is attacked by a viland kills
in self by
defense,
the" woman
attack
havinglain been
instigated
a jealous
admirer of the gambler. Wedding bells anil
happiness for the girl and the reformed
gambler.
The scenes of the girl's tenement surroundings have been done well. But those
showing the gambling den and the old
drama of the triangle that goes therein are
just about average in their telling.
Drawing Power: Suited primarily for
second run and neighborhood trade. Exploitation Angles: Mention as "true
story" from the Macfadden publication.
Bill
ment. as story of an everyday girl's predicaTHEME : Drama. Girl from small tc-wn
goes to big city, where a gambler uses her
as a lure in his gambling establishment.
When she discovers his trade she leaves
him. He realizes then that he loves her and
follows her. Meanwhile, the gambler's woman partner resents his interest in the girl
and lures her into the apartment of a rake.
The girl slays In self defense, but the
gambler removes all evidence of her crime,
calms her fears and weds her.
THE

CAST

Ann Hardy
Tom Wells
Vvonne D'Orsv
Silk Oliver
Mabel
Spencer

Olive Borden
Huntley Gordon
Seena Owen
Ernest Hdliard
Daphne Pollard
Phillip Smalley

Produced and distributed by F-B-0. 'io
be Released, Nov. 4, 19'28. Length not determined. Story from True Story Magazim.
Continuity, J. Clarkson Millerl Assistant
director, .James Dugan. Cameraman, Paul
PeiTV.
Director, George Melford.

"Fish Stories"
(Universal — Two
Reels I
I Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
MIKE and IKE, those two young bounders
of the Stern Bros, series of comedies of
that name, get involved into a mess of trouble
in their latest adventure. They try to "make"
two girls by posing as wealthy sportsmen and
they impress their dad by telling him a yarn
of their prowess with the tackle, and so it comes
about that they join the man and his daughters
in a fishing party.
Here they cut up at a fast pace, both of
them get a good wetting and their arms grow
weary trying to catch a few fish. They finally
become attached to a large sea monster, which
goes through the water so fast that their boat
falls apart and they ride what is left of it as
if they were aquaplaning. Of course, everyis e.xtremely
go to thing
sleep
in this silly,
one. but
Evenat ifleast
somethey
of don't
their
gags are a little mouldy, they keep throwing
them in with gay abandon. The comedy impresses one as a fairly enjoyable splurge.
Gus Meins directed.
Pathe Review No. 42
(Pathf^One Reel)
NO. 42 ofTers some bright diversions along
the paths of traveling, sculpturing and
nature study. A few glances at Northern Algeria, presented in Patbecolor, are first had.
Bernarr Macfadden, the publisher and physical
culturists, is then seen submitting to a piaster
cast in the studio of Sculptor George Grey
Bernard. The osprey, the fish hawk of the New
Jersey coast, is the next subject for the camera,
the scenes showing him in flight and at close
range in his nest. Another scene in this Review
deals with a study in the various periods of
office furniture.— RA'VMOND
GANLY.

"'Saps and Saddles"
(Universal — Two Reels)
tRevieieed by Raymond Ganly)
THIS is a pleasaiuly conceived and nicely
executed short western of the Tenderfoot
Thriller series that Universal is releasing. It is
a vehicle for George Oiandler, who is seen to
good advantage in the role of a hypochrondiac.
He comes to the great open spaces where
some terrific action takes hold of him and jars
him back to a normal position of health. He
errs in thinking a Irijolie is a sort of local
disease and as the cowboys are continually
mentioning the word among their other favorite foods, the hypo is stirred into action.
Some villains in the neighborhood kidnap the
invalid and his sister and things look pretty
bad for them until one of the villains inadverently lets fall the word, frojolie. with the result
that the hypochrondiac leaps into the thick of
them, makes his escape and also knocks the
chief villain cold when he tries to run off with
his sister. Far from being an invalid, the hypo
becomes a typical roaring westerner within the
short length of his sojourn.
Fabian directed.

"Jessie's James"

(F B O— Two Reels)
i Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
SCANNING this Larry Darmour comedy,
conning it closing, one is not minimizing its
worth by arriving at the dictum : not so good.
It has action, but is undeniably weak when it
comes to gags. And what good is a gagless comedy or a reel containing nothing but old gags?
Tlie humor this one puts forth has been throttled
time and time again by other hands in the comedy field.
There are Alberta \'aughn and Al Cooke in
the cast and this fact strengthens the reels somewhat. They are capable funsters but they arc
bucking up against punk material here. Lewis
Sargent has the role of jockey sweetheart of
Miss Vaughn and Cooke is cast as a four
flusher and a bluffer. There are performances,
too, from Eleanor Flynn and Willie Grey. .Albert Herman directed, not with striking effect.
The titles are fierce. Brighter and more original ideas fr-.mi Mr. Darmour's gagmen are needed
if the material in "Jessie's James" is the best
they can muster.

"Fun in the Clouds"
(Universal — One

Reel)

CONTINUING the adventures of a moviecrazed boy, this new chapter in the "Horace
in Hollywood" series, starring Arthur Lake, is
just about average film fare. .Arthur boasts of
his skill as an air pilot. A director, on the
lookout for a stunt aviator, sends him up in the
clouds for a few thrill scenes.
The boy had just been chewing some tobacco,
with the result that he feels sick and in no condition to pilot a plane. But in this state, he
unconsciously maneuvers the ship into the most
unheard of antics and more than satisfies the
director as to his skill.
It's a comedy that should not be taken seriously. Some of the scenes that Universal used
in "The Lone Eagle" appear in it as do the
leads of that production, Raymond Keane and
Barbara Kent. Tom O'Brien is cast as the
director.— R.AVMOXD GANLY.
"The Defensive Line"
(Path«^One Reel)
THE work of the tackles in a f(x>tball game
of today is emphasized in this issue of the
"Football Sense" series, produced by "Chick"
Meehan, famous N. Y. U. gridiron mentor.
How the tackle uses his arms and legs in bowling over the interference of the opposing team
to get at the man with the ball, how he must
always keep his feet and act as a human battering ram is explicitly brought out in this little
number. It demonstrates the plays as no words
possibly could and is right in line with the interest that the other "Ftwitball Sense" issues
have possessed.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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BRIEF

of

"Singing

accduut of the trailer presentation ior "The Singing Fool" at the
Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo, published in
Motion Picture News of September 29, has
created such widespread interest and
queries for full information concerning the
exact details of the stunt that we are giving below the description of this unusual
presentation as supplied this department
by H. M. Addison, managing director of the
theatre, and originator of the idea of using
phonograph records in conjunction with an
organ number to exploit a coming feature.
It will be recalled that the initial notice
of this stunt related the immense popular
enthusiasm which greeted the presentation
at the Great Lakes. Pati'ons applauded the
number in a manner that made evident their
pleasure at the entertainment it afforded.
The presentation was called " Jolson-ania. "
The stunt started off as an organ recital,
with Carl Coleman, at the console, playing,
in turn, April Showers, Dirty Hands, Dirty
Face; Toot, Toot Tootsie, Mother of Mine
and Mammy, all choruses, with the exception of Mother of Mine, which used verse
and chorus. Slides, with the exception of
that for April Showers, were made locally
from pictures of J,olsbn in "The Jazz
Singer. from
' ' The
slide was
made
that April
now JShowers
famous
black
aiul

Stage Talent

Presentation
Fool"

while cartoon of Jolsou used so much by
Warner Bros., in which nothing except the
eyes, mouth and hands, white on a black
backgi'ound, show.
With the close of the organ playing
Mammy comes the big punch. Rigged up
in tile operating booth is a phonograph
turntable, with an electric pick-up, which
allows the use of a phonograph record,
playing through the Vitaphone hook-up, to
broadcast music through the horns back
of the screen. Brunswick record No. 4IK!3,

with Jolson singing "Sonny Boy," the
theme song of "The Singing Fool," was
used, with the organ playing a soft obligato. Slides of "Sonuy Boy," which may
be obtained free from De Sylva, Brown
and Henderson, Inc., N«w York, were used
on the screen as the record brought Jolson 's
voice through the horns to the auditorium.
For the first slides, up to "Sonny Boy,"
blue and reds were used on the foots and a
dark spot on the organist. For the last
number, house lights were dimmed and the
organ worked dark.
"Sonny Boy" slides carried the verse
and two choruses of the song, the same as
played on the record. The only trouble
was the synchronization of the organ and
record for this song and that was done after
a few trials without anv trouble.

Contest

Featured

with "Our Dancing Daughters"
/^HATT-'iiNOOGA'S "Dancing Daugli^^ ters ' ' were given opportunity to win
stage fame at the Tivoli theatre there in
conjunction with a contest conducted as a

co-feature with the presentation of "Our
Dancing Daughters." The stunt conducted
by manager R. B. Smith met with hearty
response.
The newspaper tying in with the theatre
on the contest among its numerous stories
emphasized that the dancing contest was
open to all women over 15 years of age and
that any person could participate in any
dance she chose such as a solo dance or ballroom dance with masculine partners. However, no prizes were to be offered the men.
The idea of the contest was to have an
elimination contest each night during the
showing of the picture and then run off the
finals one week later.
Prizes were donated by local merchants
who also made excellent use of their windows in co-operative displays on both the
contest and the picture. First prize winner
received a beautiful engraved loving cup
valued at $75.00 in addition to receiving a
three-day stage engagement at the local
theatre. The second prize winnpr received
a $50.00 dress; 3rd prize, a .$30.00 hat, and
4th prize, the choice of any pair of shoes
at the Walkover shoe store.

ilany entries stated that tliej' preferred
to entertain in other w'ays besides just dancing and so listening to popular demand as
the contest was primarily an "opportunity
contest," Manager R. B. Smitli decided to
let down the gates to all comers, singers
being equally as welcome as dancers.
The elimination contests were a big attraction in themselves and gi-eatly helped to
swell the box-ofSee receipts for "Our Dancing Daughters."

Fake Tab Scores as Herald
For "Terror" in St. Louis

Showmanship
■Briefii
USING the titles of feature attractions
prominently in the theatre front adverfor a "TakeToronto,
a Chance
Week" was
at the
Palace tising
Theatre,
Ontario,
the
trick which was played on an unsuspscting
public by Manager Charles Querrie. The
features for the week were "Telling the
World" and "Warming Up." Included in
the elaborate front for the week were such
expressions as "We're Telling the World
it's some show" and "We're just Warming
Up for the fun."
USING the mother-sons angle. Manager H.
Kayes was able to hit the lop center position on the front page of the local paper in
connection
the showing
the Temple with
Theatre,
Houlton, ofMe."Four
The Sons"
messageat
appearing in
Our Guests —
ple Theatre
mothers with
during the
Sons.' Any
ing at the
Wednesday

the newspaper read : "Mothers Be
Through the Courtesy of the TemManagement, the Pioneer invites
four sons as guests of the Temple

two-day run of the picture 'Four
mother and her four sons appearbox office either of the two days,
or Thursday.

Forest
STECKER
Cincinnati,.is maiuii/.-y
on
houseTheputting her
DORIS atre,
the local nuip with Saturday matinee for children only at zvliich af^f^ropriate pictures are
shonm. Matinees are sponsored by parents and
local child welfare associations, as 7i'cll as
teachers.
GAUNTLETT, publicity and adverVC
s five
director forTacoma
John Hamrick'
and Portland,
Seattle,
theatres intising
returned to Seattle last week from the openTheatre in Porting of the new Music Box
land with the distinction of having page one
of Portland'
each time
of the opening
stories newspape
rs, the in first
such sa
four
"break" has ever been put over.

L. of the College TheGEORGEatre, MORREL
Toronto, Ontario,
an excellent neighborhood house, obtained considerable extra business and also incurred the pleasure of the V. M.
C. A. by staging a series of junior boxing
matches as Saturdax- matinee features. There
was little work in these stunts for Manager
Morrell because the details were liandled by the
physical director of tlie Y. M. C. .\. The expense to the theatre comprised admission
passes, light refreshments and a few gifts,
such as gymnasium suits..

A fake tabloid featuring a scare headline
reading "Terror Strikes City" proved a
profitable piece of exploitation for the
Grand Central Theati'c in St. Louis in connection with a drive for "The Terror"
there.

E of the competition of the radio in
BECAUS
reporting the World Series baseball scores,
fewer Central Pennsylvania theatres than in
former years provided World Series scoring
service for their patrons this season. Among the
fezi* that did. howez'cr, are the State. Harris
burg, and the Gaiety, IVilkes-Ba're. which inregular electric
stalled
the games
corded
play byscore
play. hoards tluit re-

The four page sheet was tabloid size and
bore a further resemblance in make-up and
printing. Coarse screen cuts. were employed
as illustrations and the text stressed the

ALEX MOSS, director of advertising and
publicity for Columbia Pictures, crashed
into the Yankee Stadium during the World Ser-

mystery angle of the story in true journalistic fashion. The little paper, called the
St. Louis Daily Mirror, was distributed by
the thousands in advance of the showing
as well as currentlv.

ies rent
game attraction
with publicity
that company's
at tiiefor
Embassy
Theatre curon
Broadway, .A. complimentary four-page score
card, carrying an advertisement for "Submarine" was inserted in every copy of the "Baseball Magazine" distributed at the game.

October
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Patron Suggestions Read from Stage
Stimulate Interest in "Idea Box"
H'^E. WILTON, manager of the Strand Theatre. Hamilton. Ontario,

Discuss "Companionate" in
Newspaper-Theatre Tie-up
When an rx])luitation man breaks intu
the columns of the Toledo Blade he considers himself hu'ky, if even for but a sinffle
article. "C'ompaninnate ]\Iarria£i'e, " based
upon Judge Ben B. Liudsey's book of that
title, crashed into the Blade for an essa>
contest on man'iage for ten days — a week
iu advance of its showing at the Pantheon
Theatre and three days following the opening.
The contest was to last but the week, but
so many telephone requests were received
by the contest editor at the end of the
week for more time in which to write their
essays that an extension of three days was
given.
The Blade offered twenty-live pairs of
tickets to "Companionate Marriage'* as the
prizes for the best essays of 150 words submitted on the question "What ails marriage?" On the second day of the contest
the Blade announced that it had arranged
for a special tirst prize for the best letter
of all, the prize to be a season pass to the
Pantheon good for two persons.

Canada Air Mail Officials
Cooperate with Theatre
George Botsky, manager of the Palace
Theatre, Montreal, first sound theatre in the
Dominion, was authorized by the Dominion
Government to announce that: "By special
appointment, the Palace Theatre is an official Canadian Air Mail Depot during this
showing."
This was due to the fact that Manager
Rotsky arranged for the recognition of the
Palace as a branch Post office for the handling of His Majesty's Royal Air Mail during the week of October 13 when the talking feature on the screen was * ' The Air
Circus." In conjunction with this arrangement, there were postal wickets in the lobby
and foyer of the theatre along with official
letter boxes in which air mail matter could
be posted, regular collections being ma<le
to connect with the recently established air
routes from Montreal to New York and to
Ottawa and other cities. The postal arrangement was announced near and far.

"Clara Bow Stomp" Good
for Publicity by Howard
Xew York may claim the lion's share
where new dances emanate but Hollywoiid
is the home of the latest creation known as
the "Clara Bow Stomp."
It is said that Miss Bow originated this
new dance during the filming of "The
Fleet's In," which played at the Howard
Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
•Jack Chalman, publicity manager at the
Howard made arrangements with one of
the local papers to publish the ten poses of
Miss Bow illustrating the various steps of
the new dance.
Publishing one pose daily for ten day^
would perhaps create more reader interest
than publishing all ten poses in one issue
Due to close booking, Chalman was con
fronted with doing the best he could, the
result being all ten poses were shown in
one issue.

has a lohhy suggestion box which is literally a howling success.

Having noticed that many such "idea receptacles' heeome praitically useless in short order. Wilton hit upon the scheme of announcing
that suggestions for Strand Theatre programs and operation would he read
from the stage of the theatre. This started the fireworks as the neighborhood wags are busy with ]icn and paper. Some suggestions cause a big
laugh while others are really valuable.
Noting that "The Head Man" had to do with municipal politics, Wilton invited all members of the Hamilton City Council and their ^vdves to
attend a performance as his guests. They all came and the newspapers
did the rest.

Launches New Season Bookings
with "Jubilee Month" Drive
As

a follow-up to the success which
marked his "Harvest Month" campaign last year, Manager C. Clare Woods
of the Colorado theatre in Pueblo, this season used a similar stunt to inaugurate the
new fall bookings at that house, calling the
celebration "Colorado Jubilee Month."
The tirst picture on the list of features
offered in this one-month drive at the Colorado was "Two Lovers."
Woods started his campaign two weeks
in advance by posting the letters — in cutout— "C.J.M. " at every conspicuous place
about the front of his theatre. There was
a liberal use of the words "Amazing,'"
"Different," "Without Precedent," etc.,
in this theatre billing. Screen trailers,
newspaper teasers and a teaser radio campaign also were joined in the exploitation
efforts used to put over the "Jubilee
Month" event at the Colorado.
A week in advance all the teaser methods were turned into announcements about
the Jubilee !Montli and in an organ solo,
just before the opening, a parody on the
month was featured.

Big boards were used carrying stills from
all the pictures to be shown during the
month and still another board was used
can'ying stills of the Vitaphone stars that
were to appear during the month.
The front of the theatre presented a gala
effect with its stringing colored lights all
over and hanging colored discs under the
marquee, on one side of which were painted
"Colorado Jubilee Month" and on the
other side the name of some star of the
month.
A contest was conducted in one of the
local papers to see who might be able to
guess the stars of each picture showing
during the month and a bakery also helped
the cause along by distributing between
7.5,000 and 100,000 numbered coupons in
their wrapped loaves of bread.
Sunday, as ' * Two Lovers ' ' opened, the
Star-Journal devoted a streamer entirely
across the amusement page and the Chieftain used a four-column cut of Ronald
Colman in the best spot on their theatre
page on the same day. Both papers featured
stories playing up the big pictures to be
shown during Colorado .Jubilee Month.

Lobby Concerts by Phonograph
Popularize "Fazil" Music
'T'O emphasize the song theme in "Fazil,"
■* Manager John JIcKenna gave a musical program in his lobby every morning during the run of "Fazil" at the Imperial
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
These morning musical programs were
made possible through a tie-up with Charlotte's largest and best patronized music
dealer who gratuituously furnished a beautiful electric orthophonic victrola.
This machine plays four and one-half
hours without repeating a number, so the
machine was tilled with ' ' Neopolitan
Night" records — the love theme for
"Fazil." Cards on top of the orthophonic
and on the sides announced that the various
musical selections could be heard in the

synchronized score of "Fazil."
The musical lobby program was an innovation to Charlotte and often the lobby was
packed to overflowing. At times the overHow became so great that it was necessary
for the local police department to detach

patrolmen to the scene and oi>en up an
artery
on the sidewalk to allow pedestrians
to
get by.

The lobby was filled with a selected display of accessories which greatly helped to
sell the picture to those gathered to hear
the music.

Offers

Operatic

Scene

as

"King"
An Prologue
excerpt from for
the opera
"Sampson
and Delilah" presented by two .soloists, a
chorus of 18 and an ensemble of 16 dancers,
was offered as a prologue to "The King of
Kings" at the Cathedral Auditorium at
.Yew Castle, Pa.
The presentation was staged by Ted Hall,
musical director. The accompanying music
was rendered by a symphony orchestra,
which also played the Hugo Reisenfeld
score for the screening of the picture.
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M o ti0 n

Classified

FEATURE
ORGANIST
just off Publix Circuit wants
to locate in first class theatre.
Salary $100. Box 399, care
Motion Picture News, 845 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

N cw s

Ads

RATES; 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted

Picture

LOEWt COILMSIA

A-1 ORGANIST— Experienced, high class, congeuifil.

OUR

$50.00. $35.00 in Vitaphoiied
house. Finest references. Ad-

%i ^

DAIGIITERS
JOAN
CRAWFORD
DANCIN
G f'

dress, Box 396, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Sevei:th

OLR D4NCING

Ave., New Yoi-k.

^J, DAUGHTERS
JOAN CRAWFORD
J MUSiC

Manager, thoroughly erperieneed small town or
neighborhood. Single, reliable. South preferred but not
essential. Knows pictures,
writes copy. Best references.
Box 386. care Motion Picture
News. 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.
EXPERT PROJECTIONIST desires position. Five
years' experience with different equipments. Best of references, write or wire. C;:rr
Hilburn, Bladenboro, N. C.
MANAGER, 32; married.
Vigorous, aggressive business
builder. Thoroughly experienced all branches theatre
management both neighborhood and DeLuxe houses. Exploitation and publicity expert. Now employed by large
chain, but desires connection
where future and salary are
commensurate with ability
and results achieved. Box
395, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St., Charleston-Ka., W. Va.

ORGANIST

desires

change. First class artist —
Arrived from North one

Theatre

— Modern Theatre Management training will aid you to
secure better positions. Leani
Theatre Administration, Advertising and Technics the Institute way. Send for catalog
I)., MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRE
MANAGERS
INSTITUTE, Elmira, N. Y.

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

NKWS

Tlaifing
urilh fire/

OUR
DANCING
DAUGHTERS

UlUnU
MMUiouaiJiidMC'

40iiRDAivm&
Daughtebs

"LOEWPRICEX

MIDliND

For Sale or Lease
THEATRE

for Sale or

For Rent

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

l-0.\ MOMETONE

Employees

experienced in theatre work.

salary, and other data. Ad-

me-;tru \io\ (etone acts

ARE YOU LOOKING for
an ambitious, energetic, successful theatre manager ; modem up to the minute executive with a successful past
record, now at liberty for first
time in years, in the East.
Unquestionable references.
Address eommiuiications to
Box 405, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write

and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

1=?:^.

month ago. Organist, Box
35, Covington, Va.

Lease in New Jersey. Operated by owner who has other
business — immediate po.s,session. Box 400, care Jlotion
Picture Newsi, 72!) Seventli
Ave., New York Citv.

ORGANISTS

a

AKELBY; BELL -HOWELL (professional). Rent
anywhere. Wood, 124 Market
St., Indianapolis, Ind.

■

Advertising

featured

popular photoplay of
theatres. The displays
ters" illustrated above
notable thus far used
cities. The ads shown

«

« for a highlyin campaigns
the "jazz age,'' at key city
for "Our Dancing Daughrank as some of the most
by the first runs in large
are for the following thea-

tres: Loew's Palace, Indianapolis: Loew's Midland,
Kansas City: Norva, Norfolk: Loew's Columbia,
Washington, D. C, and Adams, Detroit.
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l^idl News from Correspondm
San Francisco
WAITING until the lobby of
the Amazon Theatre was
empty a bandit approached the
cashier's
window,
gun
and
ordered
Miss presented
Elizabeth aGoodrich to turn over the cash to him.
She complied, giving him $65.
J. E. Tanner, who recently has
come to this city from Southern
California, has been promoted to
assistant manager of the Coliseum
by Jack Le>'.
J. A. Goldberg, Columbia's District ilanager, flew from here to
Portland. He had as his flying
partner, Dave Bershon, District
Manager of United Artists.
M. Qiiccizola of Pleasanton is
constructing a new theatre building to replace his small one.
Gus Johnson of Newman, while
in the city in quest of film, placed
an order for reflector lamps.
"Big" Artists.
Bigford is now booker at
United
Marian Burns of Educational has
returned from a vacation.
Lyla Nackoid, formerly with
West Coast Theatres, is now in the
booker's office at the Fox Exchange, replacing Sally Goldman,
who is at the Supreme Film Exchange.
Ole Olsen, salesman for Columbia, has just returned from a trip
through Northern California.
Joe Mealey returned from a vacation in Los Angeles.
Howard McBride, Universal's
Publicity Director, was in town recently.
Russell Enger has succeeded
Kenneth Hodkinson as sales manager for United x\rtists at the local exchange.

Albany
T^W'O well known exhibitors in
■ this section, Mike Kallet, of
Oneida, and William Benton, of
Saratoga Springs, are in Toronto
attending the convention.
Connery and Orcutt have reopened the Columbia theatre in
Rensselaer.
Charles Stombaugh. local manager for Pathe, was in Cooperstown last week, calling on William
Smalley.
Al Herman is now connected
■with the Universal Exchange in
Pittsburgh.
Myer Schine, one of the heads
of the Schine circuit with headquarters in Gloversville, was in
Ohio last week.
Louis Rousseau, doorman at the
Troy theatre died last week following abrief illness.
Visitors
along included
Albany'sFrieder
Film
Row
last week
and Grossman, operating three theatres in Hudson; Lew Fischer, of
Fort Edward ; John Angello, of
Utica, and Sam Hochstim, of Hudson.
Al Guteck, with his salesman
George Goldberg, spent all of last
week in calling on exhibitors in
northern New York.
Hall, until
at Keene
Valley,
hasFiremen's
been closed
the summer
tourist season opens.

Frank Fredaro, of Saugerties,
reports business as being so poor
that he may close on Monday
nights.
Abe \*an Dusen. booker at the
FRO exchange in Albany, is
nursing a bandaged hand.
Carl Goe, of New York, special
representative for TiflFany, was in
Albany last week for a conference
with Sterling Wilson.
C. R. Halligan, representative for
Columbia pictures in this section,
was in Utica and other central
New York points during the week.
There is talk to the effect that
the Simmons building on the Troy
road may operate this winter with
Sunday pictures.
The Proctor houses in Albany,
Troy and Schenectady are being
equipped for the Photophone.
George Lynch, who does the
booking for the Schine circuit, was
in Albany last week.
The Bates theatre in Mohawk, is
scheduled to reopen this week with
H. Edick. of West Winfield. in
charge.
Ollie Stacey, of the Majestic
Theatre in Albany, is still walking with a cane, but practically
recovered from the airplane accident.
Nat Levey, Albany manager for
Universal, was in New York City
last week for a conference.
Joe Plunkett, one of the officials in the Stanley circuit, was in
Albany last week and as a result
it is said that there will be some
drastic changes made in the near
future and that the Alhanv and
Troy houses will be patterned more
closely after the New York houses.
It is said that uniformed young men
will replace the young w^omen now
serving as ushers in the local
houses, and that young men will
also be placed at the doors. It is
understood that the Mark Ritz in
Alhanv will increase its prices from
25 to 35 cents as soon as the V'taphnne becomes operative.
The new motion ir'ctnre theatre
at Newton Falls opened last Saturday night. No name has yet
been chosen for the theatre.
There was a rather w'ild time at
Potsdam one night last week when
over 500 students at Clarkson College rushed the Rialtn Theatre In
a flank movement a hundred or
more students eaiiieH entf-ance
thronsh rear exits and pandemonium broke loose. Differences between the colleG:ians and the theatre management are said to have
been the cause nf the attack.

Milwaukee
exhibitors with
A GROUP
their wives,ofleft Milwaukee on
Monday- for Toronto to attend the
National Convention of M. P. T.
O. on October 16, 17 and IR. Included in the rartv were : Mr. and
Mrs. George Fischer of the Milwaukee and National theatres ;
P.ert Fisher of the J'^ozart : Henrv
Goklenberc of tb» Fmnress : and
Henrv Staab, executives secretarv
of the Wisconsin M. P. T. O : all
of Milwaukee: Au^-nst Berkholtz
of the Mermac at West Bend ; F.

J. McWilliams of the Madison
theatre at Madison; Mr. and Mrs.
A\ Robarge of the Mosmo at Merrill; James J. Boden of the Garden at South Milwaukee ; and Mr.
and Mrs. L. K. Brin of the Garden, Milwaukee.
A. L. Merritt, manager of the
Princess and Gem Theatres at
Oconto, was recently in the city on
business.
Charles Bauman, manager of the
Rex Theatre at North Fond du Lac
and the Star at Oshkosh was seen
in the exchanges on Thursday.
Mr. Bauman is re-opening his theatre, the Rex, at North Fond du
Lac on October 17th.
Mr. Lipke. manager of the
Homash Theatre at Tomah, was a
recent visitor.
Art. Desormeaux, manager of
the Strand at Madison was in the
city recently. Mr. Desormeaux has
taken over a theatre in Mineral
Point and is going to take charge
of the new east side theatre in
Madison wliich is now under construction.
Stanley Jacques, mid-west district manager for Pathe, recently
spent a few days in Milwaukee.
Ground has been broken for the
new Delavan theatre.
Charles Guelson, manager of the
Badger theatre at Stoughton came
in to the exchanges last week.
Morris Abrams, M-G-M cxploiteer from Minneapolis is spending
some time in the Milwaukee branch.
Dan Kelliher, manager of the
Snrague and Princess theatre at
Elkhorn was in the city rcccnl!>'.
Tohn Strain, former booker at
Midwesco, is now actively engaged
in the printin'.^" business.

Canada
QIMON
MERETSKY,
owner of
'
the Windsor
Theatre, Windsor,
Ontario, well known in moving picture circles, lias announced plans
for the immediate construction of a
moving picture theatre in Ford
City, Ontario, adjacent to Windsor, to seat 1400 persons and to cost
Following a visit to Ottawa by
?1 50,000.
Clarence Robson of Toronto, supervisor of Famous Players houses
in Eastern Canada, announcement
was made that the Regent Theatre,
Ottawa, would be wired for Movietone and Vitaphone presentations
by November 16.
' Tlie Embassy theatre, Altoona.
W'ith a program consisting in part
pictures and part musical revue,
opened its season on October 3.
Construction has started on the
new theatre in Superior, Nebr., for
J. L. Galbreth.
Frank E. Gray, of Carroll. la.,
has been awarded the contract for
remodeling
of George
theatre
in Webster
City, la.Stevens'
Elmo Hoffman's new theatre in
New Sharon, la., is now under
way with the general contract in
charge of P. W. Sparks, of Oskaloosa, la.
Dye & MuIIings, of Columbia,
Miss., is the general contractor for
the theatre building at Bogalousa,
La., for Berenson Brothers.

Seattle
HARR
to acweek arrived
city lastAM
this WAREH
in Y
cept the position of house manager
of the Seattle Theatre, under the
leadership of Bob Blair, managing director of the theatre. Mr,
Wareham is a member of the first
class in Paramount's 1925 manager's school and comes here from
the Portland Theatre in Portland.
Local friends of Russell Enger,
formerly a special representative
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in this
territory, were pleased to learn last
week of his appointment to the
management of the United Artists
exchange in San Francisco.
Harry Aiken, former theatre
man of this city, and now manager of the Capitol Theatre in
Portland, spent a few days here
last week in conference with D. C,
Millward.
First "sound" news films to be
made in the Pacific Northwest
were shot in this city last week by
the new Fox Movietone Sound
News truck.
Mickey Carne>-, booker for
Manager
Theuerkauf's
local
Pathe FilmLcsExchange,
last week
received $125 as fourth prize in the
recent
nationaljustPathe
Bunion Derby,
closed. Bookers'
C. E. Farrell, exhibitor of Yakima, Washington, and Walter
Graham, of Shelton, were two infrequent visitors who attended to
bookings and dates in this city last
week.
"Sheriff" George A. Rickey,
western sales manager for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, arrived at Manager Ben Fish's local exchange last
week
ference.and held a general sales conJohn A. McGill, former owner
and operator of the Port Orchard
Theatre, and now running Annapolis, a neighboring town, has made
plans for the reopening of the
Port Orchard house early in No\ember.
Charles E. Feldman, former film
executive who has been associated
recently with the B. F. Shearer
Company, theatre equipment specialists, inthe San Francisco office,
returned to this city last week and
will work out of the general offices
in Seattle with Mr. Shearer.
Ray A. Grombacher, Spokane
showman and president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Washington, spent a few days in
Seattle "last week in conference
with James M. Hone, executive
secretary. An annual convention is
planned for next month.
W. Steve Perutz, head of the
Broadway, Colonial and Rialto
Theatres in Taconia for West
Coast Theatres, spent a short time
liere last week at the general offices
of Wesco in the Skinner Building.
John Danz's Strand Theati;e,
second run downtown house, silently closed its doors last week with
no announcement of any sort forthcoming. "Closed for Repairs"
posted in the box office is the only
clue as to the future policy to be
pursued.

Motion
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Baltimore
of
HEADQUARTERS
the Frank H. Durkee Theatrical Interests will be moved from
the Palace Theatre building. Gay
and Hoffman streets, to the Arcade
Theatre building, Hamilton, Baltimore, Md. There Mr. Durkee,
president of the company ; W. Henderson, his assistant, and Gilbert
Reddisch, office manager, will have
their offices.
Earl Tyson, formerly manager at
the Arcade Theatre, Hamilton,
Baltimore, has become assistant
manager at the Belnord, succeeding
William Donovan, who resigned.
The Arcade is now managed by
Charles E. Alexander, formerly at
the Palace.
The State Theatre Havre de
Grace, a Durkee house, has been
wired for Movietone and Vitaphone.
The McHenry Theatre, south
Baltimore, operated by Walter
Pacey, has had equipment for Vitaphone and Movietone installed.
The Capitol Theatre, Winchester,
Va., built on the site of the old Empire, was scheduled to open recently
with Frank Boucher as manager.
Harry Kahn. well known to Baltimore film men. is now FBO salesman in this territory.
The productions of Ufa German
Company are to be handled in this
territory by an office in the Mather
building, Washington, D. C, opened
by Louis F. Ribnitzski.

Des Moines
CLARENCE R. Dayton, who
comes from Stockport, 111., has
bought the Toledo Theatre at Toledo, Iowa. He will open the house
this week.
J. L. Raper. manager of the Fox
Films office was called to Kansas
City on account of the serious illness of his mother.
Clayton Lynch, manager for
M-G-M in St. Louis, received a
royal welcome at the Des Moines
office when he stopped in while on
a vacation visit.
Dave Rosenthal is a new salesman at the office of Fox Films.
W. M. Obreicht who is a rare
visitor in Des Moines was a caller
at the office of Universal last
week.
Flu has been causing some absences from the usual posts. Stan
Sigelbaum, manager of the Des
Moines Theatre, has been very ill :
likewise Lionel Wasson, assistant
manager at the Capitol.
Madeline McGrea\'>\ secretary
to Nate Frudenfeld, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, returned from her
vacation trip to Kansas City this
week.
Miss Ollie Reese, secretary for
Harry Frankel, manager of F B O,
has been taking her vacation a few
days at a time. She is to have two
more days this week in Omaha.
Visitors at the office of Famous
Players were Walter Carroll of
Colfax and H. G. Simpson of McGregor and Sigourney.
Abe Frankel. veteran show man
of the state and head of the Riverview Amusement Park Company,
is hale and hearty after a short hospital sojourn.
Films for the Milk Fund were
shown at the Des Moines theatres
through the kindness of John Elman of the Grand Theatre.

Harry David of the Piiblix office
also arranged for the showings at
the Palace, Garden and Strand
theatres.
Bill Bowker. who in time past,
was an Iowa exhibitor, is managing the office of the Forke Theatre
Brokerage Company which lias
opened up offices in Omaha.
Alexander Frank who formerly
had a circuit of theatres in Iowa
out of Waterloo and wdio is now
at the York Theatre at York.
X'ebraska. is organizing a circuit
of vaudeville for Nebraska picture
houses.
Doc Liken of Villisca bought
new equipment for his theatre last
weekL N. Kuhal, formerly of Corning, Iowa has bought the Ri\oli
Theatre at Seward, Nebraska from
Fred Mayland.
Visitors last week included E. A.
Rhodes of the Grand at Story City,
r. D. Arnold of the Strand at
Toledo, E. E. Morris of the Princess at Eagle Grove, F. C. Robertson of the Strand at Lohrville. O.
H. Strine of the Circle at Nevada,
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Schiavone of
the Faniilv at Pershing and M. A.
Brown of the Forest Theatre at
Forest City. Dehoet and Son of
the Monroe at Monroe were also
in and W. C. Treloar of the Treloar at Ogden.
Mr. and Mrs. Strine of the Circle Theatre Amusement Company
of Nevada. Iowa, announces that
the new Circle Theatre at Nevada
will have its grand opening on October 17. The theatre which seats
840 will rank as third lartrest house
in Iowa in a town of 20.000.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Yates of
Mytic, Iowa, bought the Lvric
Theatre at Seymour last week and
have now taken over the management.
F. J. Ulrich is now proprietor of
the Rex Theatre at Lone Tree.
Mrs. H. M. Priebe renorts to
the Des Moines Film Board of
Trade that she has bought the New
Grand Theatre at Farmington.
Iowa.
Two theatreowners at Fairfield,
Iowa, are interested -n the Sunday show question which has been
brought up by the circulation of a
petition asking that the ban on Sundav shows be raised.
At Hampton. low-a Sunday shows
opened on September 30. Charles
Peterson is the exhibitor.

Kansas City
A FINE tribute to August F.
Seested, general manager of
tl^e Kansas City Star, who died
the other dav. was paid by the
Globe Theatre. Kansas City first
run house. Monday. M the time
of Afr. Seested's funeral — 3:30
o'clock — the performan^-e was
stonped at the theatre for three
nvnutcs and "Rock Of Ages."
which a massive choir sines in
"The King of Kings." a sound picture beine shown at the theatre,
was played and sung.

EMPIRE

The Orpheum Theatre, Kansas
City, which was a first run picture
and vaudeville house last year, and
which, it recently was decided,
would remain closed this year, will
re-open October 28 with a stock
company under the "visiting star"
The Empress theatre, a burlesque
system.
house last winter, also has opened.
Sammy Nasters is now managing
the Gillham Theatre, Kansas City.
The Capitol Theatre, downtown
motion picture and vaudeville house
of Kansas City which has acquired
the reputation of being the "most
closed and re-opened theatre in
town," again has closed, following
difficulty with local unions.
The People's theatre, Chanute.
Kas., which has been remodeled,
has re-opened as has the Midland
Theatre. Pittsburgh, Kas.
The Home Theatre, Hutchinson.
Kas., will be remodeled, according
to Fred Casner, manager.
Work in
on Kansas
Edward City,
Burgan's
new
theatre
Kansas,
which will be named later, has
started.
Glenn Dickinson's new Uptown
theatre. Junction City, Kansas,
designated by Boiler Brothers.
Kansas City, opened the other day.
Few, if any. exhibitors of Kansas have the colorful career behind
them that is possessed by John
Tackett, Cofifeyville, Kas.. exhibitor who opened his new Tackett
theatre in that city the other dav.
Back in 1889 Tackett went to Coffeyville and decided to try the lot
of a photographer — not a motion
picture photographer, however. But
John had a proverbial "ear for
music" and soon organized a dance
orchestra and held dancing classes
in the old Perkins Opera House.
Such environment eventually led
John into the motion picture business. Today he is one of the most
widely known exhibitors in the
Kansas City territory.
M. C. Sinift, manager of the
AVarner Bros., exchange in Kansas City, contends by all that is
holy that it was the first time he
ever had gone fishing. Nevertheless, he went to a lake near Carrollton, Mo., and brought back eighteen large bass.
Harvey Day. general sales manager for Kinograms ; Phil Reisman. Pathe general sales manager;
F. D. Lederman, general purchasing agent for U^niversal Chain Theatres, and Marty Solomon. Vitaphone representative, were Kansas
City visitors.
James Shorgl, former booker for
the M-G-M exchange at Kansas
City, has been made assistant manager of that exchange.
Ralph Oviatt is gaining the repuof being
the "hotTheatre
shot"
salesmantation of
the National
Supply Last
Coanpany's
Kansas
office.
week he
sold City
two
Model
Simplex forprotectors
to
M.
B. M".
Shamberg
the Gilloz
Theatre, Springfield, Mo., and a
similar order to Hooker &: Jencks
for their theatres at Topeka.

FILM
MODERATE

to 10
Containers
n to
=;i
to 50
100
723

Seventh

Avenue.

N. Y.

PRICE
$ .75
.50
.40

VAULTS
FILM
Over
Cases
Cases

Picture

N ezvs

Dallas
I'^HE
theatre,
one ofis the
old Crystal
landmarks
of Dallas
being rapidly torn down to make way
for a more modem building.
The Pantages Theatre is now being completely remodeled and redecorated, and both Movietone and
Vitaphonestalled.equipment
inThe name ofarethebeing
theatre
will
be changed
and will
feature
second torun"Ritz,"
synchronized
and talking pictures.
The five first-run theatres of
Dallas cooperated with the local
relief organizations in obtaining
money for the Florida flood sufferers by having a speaker address the
audiences from the stages of the
theatres on the conditions existing
in the stricken region. A collection was then taken among the patrons of the various theatres and
over $1,000 was obtained.
L. E. Schneider, divisional manPublix, J. H. C.
Elder,
toragerofformaintenance,
B. direcStiff,
district manager and Elmer Zrenner, in charge of Vitaphone installation for Publix, w-ere in San Antonio for the opening of sound pictures at the Empire Theatre on
October 6th.
Leon Gunn. an organist of accomplishment, has been selected by
Arthur Keyes to manage his three
theatres in Oiildress.
The Old Mill Theatre has started
work on the installation of Vitaphone and Movietone equipment
and expects to have these devices
ready for use on October 25th. By
January 1st. Dallas will have six
down town theatres offering sound
pictures, as R. J. Stinnett, managing director of The Capitol, states
that sound
equipment
willJanuary
be installed in his
theatre bv
Word has been received that Don
1st.
.-Mbert, first musical director of the
Palace Theatre in Dallas, will
leave for England at once to open
a new Loew Theatre in London.
E. M. Remington of Newcastle
is now joint owner with Simpson
& Neely of the two theatres at
Wellington. Texas. Mr. Remington purchased the interest of A.
M. Avery, and will manage the
two theatres. Mr. Avery was a
former First National Salesman in
West Texas, and has now purchased two theatres in Clinton.
Okla.
Charles McCarty has leased the
Queen Theatre at Yoakum, Texas,
from Rudy Garbade. and will manage the theatre himself.
Don McMains has sold his theatre at Bandera to R. C McBride.
who owns the theatre in Medina.
T. B. Phillips has purchased the
Texan Theatre at Junction from
E. G. Lockley.
Visitors on film row the past
week included E. T. Callahan.
Crockett. Jack Kaufmnn of the
Opera House at New Braunsfcls.
Bruce Anderson of Marlin and
Furman Wolf of Lampasas and
Belton.

INC.

STORAGE
100 Containers.
per month
per month over 10 cases

2.00
1.75

Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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England

THE S\ nchrt>i)hoir: Company of
Xew Eni;land lias opened offices in the film district.
Moc Silver, of Xcw York City,
formerly head of the Mark S'rand
interests in Xew Encjland. and now
with the Stanley Company, was a
visitor to Boston during the week.
The new Strand Theatre at
Westboro opens Thursday. Mr.
Beede is to manage the theatre.
Xate Yamin's new theatre, the
Durfee. in Fall River, is well under
way, and is expected to open about
January 1. Mr. Vamin recently returned from a business trip to New
York.
The State Theatre at Xew Bedford has done a goo:l business during the entire season in spite of
the strike.
B. Cohen, formerly of the Metro
organization at Washington, has
returned to Xew^ England, where
he will liandle one of the new talkies for this territory.
The Interstate Theatres, Harold
Stoneman and Eddie Anson, have
taken over the former Universal
theatres, the Capitol at Somerville,
and the Revere at Revere, Mass.
The Day Square Theatre at East
Boston has been sold by P. J.
Marget to the New England Theatres Operating Corp.
The new theatre at Franklin,
Mass., opens \Vednesday, and replaces the theatre destroyed by fire
some months ago. James Austin
is the managing director of the
house.
The Liberty Theatre at Springfield will open October 24. Louis
Cohen, owner of the Jefferson,
Strand. Phillips and Garden, will
operate the new theatre.
Joseph A. McConville. president
and general manager of Independent Films, Inc.. of Boston, is vacationing in Washington and the
South.
Goldstein Bros., of Springfield,
have broken ground for the new
addition to the chain of theatres
in western Massachusetts. at
Greenfield.
The Xew
Bookers'
AssociationEngland
tendered a dinner
to Abe
Barry, formerly booker for American Feature Film, who resigned to
handle the bookings for the Xew
England Theatres Operating Corporation. Many officials of the latter company were among the guests
including President Samuel Pinanski. The dinner was given in the
Hotel Brunswick, and Barry was
presented a Hamilton wrist watch.
Bob Smith, formerly city salesman of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
exchange at Boston, has been appointed manager of the Xew Haven
exchange of the same company.
where he succeeds \\'illiam Scully,
for eight years manager of the exchange, who has been advanced
to branch manager of the New
Jersey exchange, with headquarters
in New York City.
The arrival of Smith at Xew
Haven was the signal for a welcome dinner being tendered him by
the other film folk there. At the
dinner District Manager
Maurice

UNIFORMS

N. Wolf and Office Manager
Henry I. Wolper. of the Boston
excliange were guests.
E. F. Melvin has been appointed
in charge of the motion picture
department
of the Boston Transcript.
Goldstein Bros, have acquired
the former Steinberg Theatre in
Worcester, and have reopened
under the name of the Regent as a
first-run theatre.
Artliur Pinkham is the new manager of the Strand Theatre at
Dover, X. H.
Kenneth Forkay. who has been
manager of the Regent Theatre at
Norfolk Downs. Mass.. for the
Xew England Theatres Operating
Corp., has been made manager of
the Netoco Crown Theatres at
Xew London, succeeding James
Somes, who resigns to go to Florida. James Wall, who has been at
the Gem Theatre in East Boston,
succeeds Mr. Forka}' at the Regent
and Herbert Johnson becomes manager of the Gem.
Salem Realty Co. have had plans
drawn for a $500,000 theatre in
Salem, Mass., located directly opposite Tow'n Square. The house
is to seat 2,150. John A. Deery is
president of the company. It is
understood that negotiations have
been completed for the lease of the
house for a term of years as soon
as the structure is completed, to the
Publix Circuit.
Day Square Theatre, Inc.. has
been incorporated, with 1.000 no
par shares of capital stock. Incorporators are Benjamin A. Trustman, Bessie J. Langhorne and
Mary ficesHavey.
The company's ofwill be in Boston.
Sketches have been prepared for
a new theatre at Abington. Mass..
for Charles Kolodny, 8 Devotion
street, Brookhne, by Saul Moffie,
architect, of 51 Cornhill, Boston.
The Casino Operating Co., Boston, has been incorporated, with
1.000 no par shares. Incorporators
are Samuel Pinanski, of the Netoco
Circuit, and Nathan Pinanski.
Sub-contracts have this week
been awarded for the new theatre
for the Xetoco chain at Congress
and High streets. Portland, Me.
Financing of the theatre was completed two weeks ago.
I. Gordon and James Doyle, for
man\' years operators and owners
of the Central Square and Waldorf
Theatres in Waltham. Mass.. who
recently joined forces with the
Xew England Theatres Operating
Corp., in the management of those
houses, have just announced that
they have acquired a theatre site at
330 Moody street. Waltham, where
they plan to erect a new de luxe
motion picture palace. Arrangements have already been completed
with Xetoco whereby the proposed
new theatre will come under the
management of that organization.
Henry Taylor, general manager
in Xew England for the KeithAlbee-Orpheum Corporation, announces the appointment of Harry
Browning as managing director of
the new $5,000,000 B. f. Keith
Memorial Theatre, which is to open
shortly in Boston.

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Cincinnati

Central Penn.

THE Soutliern
theatre,
Columbus, Ohio, under
control
of
Isaac Libson, Cincinnati, originally built by the Valentine Company in 1896 as a legitimate house,
but for the past few years, devoted to Keith-Albee pictures, has
closed. Concurrently with the closing, Loew's Broad announced discontinuance ofvaudeville, with future policy of sound pictures.
These changes are reported to have

'^pHi'l lonnal opeinng of the new1 est and largest theatre in
Reading, Pa., the .A.stor, took place
on the evening of October 3. with
elaborate ceremonies.
The theatre was erected at a cost

been made for purpose of "equalization. 'Loew's Broad, located directly opposite Keith-Albee theatre (vaudeville) is said to have
made heavy inroads on the Kcitli
patronage. An agreement was
therefore
reached
whereby Loew's
Broad would
discontinue
vaudeville in return for the Keith-Albee
interests closing the Southern,
where sound inctures wuuld have
been manager
installed.of Chas
H. W'cidner
was
the Southern.
L. B. Wilson, who has been operating the Liberty. Strand and Lyric theatres, Covington, Ky., has
taken over the Rialto and Hippodrome in that city from !Nfax
Schwartz.
The Boulevard theatre, with 750
seating
capacity, on
Street, Cincinnati,
has upper
passed \'ine
into
history
cerned. as far as pictures are conAccording to announcement, tlie
Keith and Lyric theatres, Cincinnati, will be wired tor sound pictures. Both houses are in the
Keith-AIbee-Harris-Libson - Heidingsfeld chain.
Bids have been made for leasing
Memorial Theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio. The house will go to the
highest bidder.
The Victory Theatre, Dayton,
Ohio, legitimate house, will play a
short run of pictures before again
opening season with road attractions.
Joe H. Mayer, 41, director of
publicity for Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, died suddenly last
week at his home in Latonia, Ky.,
where he had gone to spend a few
hours with his family after having witnessed a trade showing of
a picture in Cincinnati. He was
widely known in theatre and newspaper circles. He leaves wife and
three children.
Weller Theatre, Zanesville. O..
has reopened after being closed for
the summer. Orchestraphone has
been installed. The Schutz Theatre, Zanesville, has been closed for
repairs.
Strand Theatre, Dayton, which
recently changed from full to splitweek, has returned to its former
policy of full week, Manager
Claude Miller reports.
Griff Granger, manager, Kaypee
Theatre, Mt. Gilead, Ohio, has
opened a house at Sunbury. Ohio.
Manager John Schwalm, Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, is reinstating policy of vaudeville on Friday niglits of each week.
Melba Amusement Co., Norwalk,
Ohio, has been inccrporated. with
Joseph M. Solomon, Minnie Solomon, Lorain, Ohio, and Edward S.
Spangier, of Norwalk. The company will erect a $175,000 theatre.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

of $600,000,
the Equit>Theatres, Inc. Itbycontains
3,000 seats,
and
equipped
with; has
bothan\*ita
phoneisand
Movietone
18piece orchestra, and a three-manual
Wurlitzer organ.
Contracts have been let for the
equipment of the new State Theatre, Hanover, with Vitaphone and
Movietone apparatus. Fred C. Bitner, manager and part owner with
the Apell interests of York,
has announced that sound devices
will be in operation early in December.
Manager Bitner. of the new
State Theatre. Hanover, has announced the working personnel of
the house as follows: F. Wayne
Kleiss. organist ; Lester Hertz,
diX)rman : James E. Cover, chief
usher ; George W. Cramer, chief
projectionist, and Paul KauflFman,
superintendent.
After an expenditure of $30,000
for remodeling the Opera House,
Pottstown, a motion picture theatre
was formally reopened late in October.
Manager Samuel Friedman, of
the Capitol Theatre. Pottsville. has
just doubled
the number
of musicians in the orchestra,
so that
there
are now ten in addition to Russell
Kershner, the organist. This is five
more than the number of men employed in the summer season, and
is two in excess of the numDer required under the terms of the new
Lin ion.
contract signed with the Musician's
The Strand Theatre. Lebanon, is
to be closed permanently and the
building will be converted into a
store.

Portland, Ore.
ct
NEWMMIKE
for Unitheatresdistri
of \N,
manager
versal, has announced plans for the
remodeling of the stages of the
Rex Theatre at Eugene. Ore., and
the Majestic in Corvallis, Ore.,
which jobs will be handled by Ben
F. Shearer Company.
He also announced, with regret,
the closing of the 800-seat house.
The Columbia, under the present
first-run policy. Future plans for
the house are not definitely announced, but it may revert to a
second-run, 15-cent house.
Dominic Constanti, veteran showman of Tacoma. Wash., is erecting
a new Liberty Theatre to seat 750.
Harold B. Franklin, president of
West Coast Theatres, announced
that, effective October 8. Astoria,
Ore., and Pendleton, Ore., had been
placed in the Portland division,
under supervision of Richard Spier.
These two cities heretofore had
been in the Seattle dhision.
Joseph E. Flicker, now doing
publicity
workin for
the five Conn.,
FoxPoli theatres
Bridgeport,
was in Harrisburg for a brief vacation.
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Oklahoma City
ISLEY advises he has sold
the Rex Theatre at Maud,
Okla.. to Tol Teeters. Mr. Teeters operates the Palace Theatre,
Oklahoma City.
A. M. Abbott, manager of the
Ki-He-Kah Theatre. Pawhuska,
Okla., was a recent business visitor.
W. W. Rucker, formerly with
First National and Fox in the Dallas, Tex., territory, spent the week
in Oklahoma City, visiting his
brother. S. B. Rucker, cashier for
the local Paramount office.
Mrs. Ester Newport advises she
has purchased the Palace Theatre
at Helena, Okla., from L. C.
Moore.
Messrs. Wasson & McLean advise they have closed the Jenks
Theatre at Jenks, Okla., temporarily. The theatre is being redecorated.
H. H. Unger. of Paden, Okla.,
was a visitor on Film Row last
week, and advised he had reopened
the Paden Theatre.
Cleve Adams, district manager
for FBO out of Chicago, has been
spending the past week with Sam
Benjamin and the local FBO force.
Announcement has just been
made of the sale of Ray's Theatre,
Bowlegs. Okla., by G. R. Parks to
J. O. Templeton.
All Oklahoma City theatres are
combining to aid in the Red Cross
relief drive in the territory.
A telegram received from Glenn
D. Thompson, manager of the
Kozy-Thompson Theatres at Healton, Okla., advised the Kozy Theatre was destroyed by fire last
Monday night.
John Allen has arrived at the
local Paramount Exchange this
week and will remain indefinitely.
Bill H. Jensen, manager of the
Majestic Theatre at Allen, Okla.,
was a recent visitor.
John Lamond, assistant booker
for Paramount in Oklahoma City,
has turned his desk over to Bill
Para and will spend some time trying his hand in the sales department.
C. R. Zears, secretary of the Oklahoma City Film Board of Trade ;
R. M. Clark, manager for Liberty
Specialty Film Company, and Bill
Moran, manager for Universal,
drove to Stillwater, Okla., last
Saturday afternoon to attend the
football game between the Oklahoma Aggies and the Kansas Aggies.

PR.

Denver
A CHANGE in the exhibitor
membership of the Denver
Film Board of Arbitration was
made last week in the appointment
of Burns Ellison as a regular member succeeding Sam H. Horner
who became disqualified because of
having sold his theatre. Mr. Ellison is widely known among Denver exhibitors and his appointment
was made by President Harry
Huffman of the M.P.T.O. of Colorado, only after careful consideration. Mr. Huffman also at the
same time announced the appointment of new alternate members
who are Ed. AL Nesbit, owner and
manager of the Alpine Theatre and
A. J. Hamilton, who operates the
Hiawatha Theatre of Denver. The
distributor members of the Board
of Arbitration at the present time

are J. T. Sheffield of the Sheffield
Exchange System, R. J. Garland
of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
Samuel Henley of Paramount.
Montrose, Colorado, for the first
time in the history of the city, now
has Sunday motiun picture shows.
Three Denver suburban houses
are now equipped with sound equipment, the Federal, over on the
north side of Denver; the Ogden
at Colfax and Ogden, and the
Webber on the south side. These
are the leading suburban theatres.
Martin Reynolds, forty-four
years old, assistant manager of the
Alpine Theatre, Denver, died suddenly Sunday night, September
30th in Kansas City, Missouri,
from a heart attack.
Delta, Colorado, now claims to
have the finest motion picture theatre of any city of its size in the
west. The new Egyptian theatre
which has just been completed at
a cost of $75,000.00 opened Monday
night, October 1st, to capacity
houses. The theatre was built by
Consolidated Theatres, Inc., of
Denver. F. H. Ricketson, president
of the Consolidated organization,
and Frank Gulp, treasurer, went to
Delta from Denver to attend the
opening.
Several thousand dollars were
raised in Denver as a result of
benefit Red Cross performances
given at the Aladdin Theatre on
Saturday night, October 6th.
Giles Master, Strand Theatre,
Gallup. New Mexico, reports that
robbers blew open his safe Saturdav night, two weeks ago and escaped with $280.00 in cash.
J. T. Sheffield is due back from
New York City next Saturday.
after having spent three weeks in
the interests of Bristolphone distribution in the Denver and Salt
Lake territories.
Leonard Levand, who owns and
manages the Palace Theatre, Denver, is expected back from Portland, Oregon, in a few days.

Southeast
Atlanta
IN accordance with the recently
adopted policy. effective
throughout the country. Warner
Brothers' Vitaphone and Vitagraph
branches in Atlanta last week
passed under on? management.
John Smith has been appointed
manager of Keith's Georgia at Atlanta, succeeding C. Roltaire Eggleston. who is leaving to assume
management of another theater in
the Keith Circuit.
Willard C. Patterson. Publix district manager in this territory, has
returned to Atlanta following a
swing through Tennessee and Alabama.
Dan Michalove. southern division
manager for Pathe, left last week
for New Orleans.
.A.mong Atlanta visitors were Ed
Gidley, in
manager
'Palade
Theater
Athens. oFGa. the'
; Hugh
B.
Manning, of Etowah, Tenn. ; Mrs.
Anna Sessions, of the Biscayne
Plaza, Miami Beach, and W. T.
Harper.
man, Ga. Liberty Theatre in NewH. T. Kimmel, sales representatative of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions in the Florida territory,
is confined to his home with illness.
A. W. Blue has been assigned to
Florida until Mr. Kimmel has recovered.

Picture

has entered
the local exchangedistribuANEW
independent
tion with the opening of a local
Hi-Mark office in 203 Film Exchange Bldg., under the management of J. Finger. It is stated that
Hi-Mark will open a series of
offices throughout the country in
addition to their present offices in
New York and Boston.

F. A. Kennedy, home office representative ofFBO, arrived in Atlanta last Thursday.

John Himmelein has retired as
manager of the Rialto Theatre,
Sandusky, and has gone to manage another house in Warren.
Frank Bole, who has been operating the Colonial at Put-In-Bay all
summer,
lein's job. has succeeded to Himme-

Birrninghani
John W. Mangham. Jr., manager
of the Atlanta branch of LibertySpecialty, visited Birmingham the
past
week.
It is
reported that a new theatre
is in prospect at Flat Top, Ala.
W. G. Collier, of the Radio Theatre, Warrior, Ala., visited the
Magic City the past week, as did
also Joe Portera, of the Sunshine
Theatre, Brookside. Among film
representatives in Birmingham the
past week were W. W. Hayward,
of Universal ; George B. Blethen,
of Liberty-Specialty ; "Bill" Sharpe,
of Fox; O. K. Bourgeois, of
Pathe. and J. H. Thompson, of
Eltabran.
It is rumored that Southern Theatres, Inc., have acquired the Ensley Theatre, formerly operated bv
R. B. Wilby and Joe Steed.
Southern Theatres, headed by Pete
Sloss, local realtor and business
man, now control the Fairfield at
Fairfield, the Wylam at Wylam,
and the North Birmingham at
North Birmingham.

J. S. Rex states that he is completely remodeling his Princess.
Theatre at Wauseon, O. The seating capacity is being increased to600.It has been reported that the nevr
$125,000 Ritz Theatre at Tiffin has
been turned over to the Tiffin Ritz.
Theatre Company by Daniel Kirwan and Adam J. Ritzier, Lima,
theatre owners.
E. T. Gomersall, special representative from the Fox home office
who has been spending the past six:
weeks in Cleveland with local exchange manager Ward Scott, left
last Saturday for Detroit.
Frank Gross, who has been active in theatre management here
for many years has sold the GrandCentral 'theatre to R. C. Wahl.
C. A. Young has withdrawn from
theatre ownership in Hicksville.
Last week he sold both the Crescent and Capitol theatres to R. E.
Wilder.
Keith's Hippodrome opened Saturday, October 13th, with its first
all-sound
program.
The Cinema Theatre. Euclid
Ave. and East 18th St. a new
1,000-seat motion picture theatre
built by Louis Israel, opened its
doors to the public for the first
time Sunday, October 14th. Israel
also has the Standard Theatre,.
Prospect Ave. and East 9th St.
Lew Foster, for many years city
salesman in Cincinnati for the
Paramount exchange died Thursday, October 11th of pneumonia.
A new $150,000 theatre is to be
built in Picqua, Ohio by T. C. Fulton and I. J. Collins. The proposed
house has been leased by Theodore
Pekras. Columbus exhibitor.

Among the out-of-town visitors
in Birmingham the past week were
R. F. Pinson
Atlanta
branch.and wife, of Pathe's

Florida
Fred Barnes, popular Florida
representative of United Artist pictures, visited Tampa exhibitors last
week.
Two years ago this coming Monday. Tampa's famous million dollar
theatre, "The Tampa," was opened.
The house has been a great success,
and they are planning two elaborate
programs for their Anniversary
Week.
District Manager Jess Clark, of
Publix, left Jacksonville on
Wednesday for Miami.
Jess Marlow is handling the Riverside Theatre. Jacksonville, in absence of John Thomas, manager,
who is on vacation.

NOW PLAYING TO CAPACITY AUDIENCES

NEW

CAMEO

AT THE

THEATRE, B'WAY

AMKINO

3 COMRADES

N ezvs-

Cleveland

Also seen along Film Row were
R. P. Higginbotham, of the Forsyth Theatre, Pell City, Ala., and
the Majestic Theatre at Leeds,
Ala. ; D. E. Ponder, Rainbow Theatre, Opelika, Ala; R. N. Nowell,
Idle hour Theatre, Monroe, Ga. ;
and Mrs. Dorothy B. Strauss.
Doradella Theatre, Copper Hill,
Tenn.
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A Soviet Comcfly

A SHANGHAI
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A Page from the Chitiesf Revolution
Previous
Releases:
Polenikin.
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Station Master. The Bear's Wedding, Mechanics of the Brain
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Palace at Marion, O., Costing
$500,000 Formally Dedicated

LEARN THE FINE POINTS OF PROJECTION
The New York Instituto
of Photograpby now
offers a home study course
in Professiona Motion
Picture Operating and
Operating and Projection,
This course was prepared
by one of the acknowleflged authorities of this
country.

TllK Palaoe Tlie.Ttre, recently completed
at Marion, Ohio, at a total cost of

This course will suppleiiiciil y>i ■■r iiituai I'mjc^'tu'ii room work. This practit-al
anil t'ie)retifiil knowlc-l'io will o|ic'i the rnml fur you to the
positi'>n of Chief V'Ojc ti.'iiijt in a ta'cr theatre.
Make your spare time earn a better position and more
money for you.
The New York Institute of Photography has, for 18
years, successfully tauelit Motion Picture, Portrait. ComNew time
Photographv
studios ormercialinamispare
at home. in their in'eat New Y'ork
Write or call for Free illustrated book and full details.
N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33rd St.
Dept. 161.
New York. N. Y.

$.')00,000,
was formally
!!0. The house
is one of rledicateil
the chain Aucu-<t
of the
Young- Amusement Co., Garv, Ind.. of which
C. J. Wolf, ■ftTieeling, W. Va., is president,
and V. U. Young, Gary, secretary, treasurer
and general manager. John Eberson, Chicago architect, designed the house, the general contract being handled hy D. W. McGrath and Sons, Columbus, Ohio.
The Spanish design of architecture has
been faithfully carried out in both the
exterior and interior, and is one of the
atmospheric theatres for the design of
which the architect is noted. From the
walls and mural decorations to the reproduction of period furniture in the lounges,
the Spanish motif prevails. Through tlie
archway at the front of the house is visible
a vine-covered garden wall, on which is shed
the dim glow of a harvest moon, while the
ceiling represents an azure blue sky, witli

HAINE?
SELIING
RESERVED 3EAT

JndependmiUmiers ofQuaify
lickeis /btivety Plutpose

Another New Size

NORTH
CENTRAL FLORIDA boasts
one of the most beautiful motion ])ic
ture palaces in the state today, as the result
of the opening recently of the new Florida
Theatre, Gainesville. The last word in
theatre design and equipment is exemplified
in the new house, which is of the stadium
type, with 1,600 seating capacity, and both
'\'itaphone and Movietone equipment. Newton A. Treece, in Gainesville for more tlian
a year, is manager.
The exterior of the house, which is in a
strategic location for successful operaition,
is of terra cotta, with stone trimmings. It
is of Spanish design, the entire scheme
presenting a colorful Sixteenth century
Slediterranean castle.

IN

Stock Programs
Program Covers
FOR

Moving Picture Houses and Theatres
tlot the Cheapest but the Best
Send for Samples

Joseph Hoover
& Sons Co.
MANUFACTURERS
49th and MARKET
PHILADELPHIA.

STREETS
PA., U.S.A.

Standard

The main lobby has a tapestry wall effect.
The ceiling is ivory, with cornice in polychrome and picked out in colors, highlighted
in gold leaf bronze. The ticket booth is in
stiple effect, highlighted polychrome color,
glazed antique.

VAUDEVILLE
Motion

Picture
for Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

ABtor Theatre Bailding
N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
Lackmvanna 7876

Radio- v.;:;:- Mat
o -

.U-l
—J

TALK from your scrsen
WITH your quickly
TYPEVmillEM MESSAGES-,

On the mezzanine floor, the Spanish idea
prevails to even a greater extent, patches
of red brick appearing in the somber colored
walls giving the effect of plaster having
fallen from the walls.
Albert Sindlinger is manager, and W. E.
Bail, director of publicity.
Ai'chitect Eberson was present and gave
a short address on the opening night, as
did also General Manager Young.
A three-mantial Page organ has been installed, and is in charge of Banks Kennedy,
Chicago, as guest organist. Elmer Newstrom is conductor of the orchestra.
Vaudeville and pictures will lie the
policy, with installation of sound pictures
within a few months.
Showings are continuous from 12:130 to3 P. M. and from 6:30 to 10 P. M. daily,
except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays,
when there are continuous performances
from 12 :30 to 10 P. M.

New Florida in Gainesville One
of States' Best Theatres

^f^Afttfywzri/f?£ffs ar COLD xe.'iL'^riejur RESsrEfs
lliy*? SEVENTH AVL.
NEW VORH^ITV

Another New Series

stars twinkling here and there, and fleecy
clouds drifting by.

|
^H|

Leading to the main auditorium, the ceiling is of plaster texture, with stencil and
free-hand ornaments for decoration. The
beams are French putty color, and decorated panels add to their attraotivencss.
The side walls are of old Spanish wall
effect. The wall panels of the middle balconies are also glazed and three-toned, of
nmlberry tapestry. The proscenium is designed in the Italian, Spanish and Moorish
styles. The stage curtain is of rich Spanish
red velour and gold and mulberry damask.
The main curtain is of damask in gold and
mulberry with -inch bullion on the bottom.
The organ opening is of pecky cypress

in polychi'ome color and anti(|Ue effect.
Appointments of the house throughout
are the most modern in theatre equipment.
Comfortable seats, rest rooms for men and
ivomen and a cooling system similar to that
of the Florida Theatre in Jacksonville are
striking features.

Plans Gall for Two New
Theatres in Wichita, Kas.
Wichita, Kas., probably will have twi>
more new theatres in the near future, according to J. C. Hartman, who, with his
associates, built the Uptown in that city.
Proposed plans now call for a $75,000 house
in the residential district at Nineteenth
Street and Lawrence Avenue and a downtown house to cost about ,$.500,000. The
suburban theatre wall seat about 1,200. The
seating capacity of the downtown theatre
will be 2,500.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART

Productions
are listed according
to the names
of Distributors
in order that the Exhibitor
may
have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
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BRAY

Titre
Bare Co-Ed, The
Barnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
College Cuckoo
Cutting Up
Daie or '49.
Duke's Dirty Doings
Figures Do Lie
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor.
Hick In Hollywood. , ,
His Wild Oat
Kids. Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot 0* Boloney. A
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

Title

PRODUCTIONS

Star
Rel. Date
Murdock-Cavaller-Lancaster
Nov. 20
W. Lantz-M. Shaw-T. Ward. . Dec. 20
McDougall Kids
April 10
McDougall Kids
Jan. 10
Murdock-Cavaller
June 1
McDougall Kids
. .
Feb. 10
J. Cooper-L Carver
Jan.
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Feb. 1
April
Bathing Girls
Mar. 10
McDougall Kids ,
June 20
May 1
Murdock-Cavaller
July 10
McDougall Kfds
May 10.
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
Aug. 1
Irving-Cooper
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Mar. 1 , McDougall Kids
June tO
McDougall Kids
Dec 10
July
■
Jack Cooper
April 20
McDougall Ktds
Aug. 10
Mar. 20
Feb. 20

Length
Reviewed
2 reels , , , Jan.
7
2reels
Mar. 17

2 reels

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reefs

Mar. 17
Feb. 4
Mar. 17

Mar. 17
Jan.

7

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero. The
Court-Martial
Desprt Bride. The
Driftwood
Fashion Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten Women
Lady Raffles
Mailnee Idol. The
Modern Mothers
Nampthp Woman
Opening Night. The
Raider Emden, The
fiansom
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Alley
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
Siren. The
So This Is Love
Sporllno Age. The
Stage Kisses
That Certain Thing
Tigress. The
Virgin Lips
Warning. The
Way of the Strong. The
Wife's Relations. The
Woman's Way, A

Star
ReL
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney
April
Revfer-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lease
April
Cortez-Gllbert
Sept
Agnew-Lease-Garon
Oct
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Co mpson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Sept
Windsor-Howes
Dec
Ford-Reynolds-Rand
May
Tearle-Sebastlan
Sept
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwick-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kent, .May
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
WIndsor-Bowers
Nov.
Special Cast
.WllsoivBums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Mason-Arlen
Sept
Bustiman-Livlngston-Chadwlck..JuIy
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug.
Revler-T. Moore
Dec.
Mason-Collier-Walker
Feb.
Bennett- Herbert-Nye
Mar.
Harlan-Chadwick
Nov.
Graves-Dana
Jan.
Holt-Revler
Oct
Borden-Boles
July
Holt-Revler
Nov.
Day-LIvlngston-Von Eltz
June
Mason-Glass
Jan.
Livingston-Baxter
Feb.

Coming
Title
Lone Wolf's Daughter, The
Sinners" Parade
Street of Illusion The
Stool Pigeon. The
Submarine

Length

Date
17.
1, . .
7 ..
15 . . .
9 , .
12- . ,
26. . .

5537
5432
5626
6014
5528

8...
1 . .
27. . .
25 ,
14. . ,
13, , .
25. .
14,..

5513 feet . . Mar.
5592 feet
5645 feet . Jan.
5471 feet .June
5925 feet. ..May
.5540 feet,
5544 feet , .Sept
6524 feet.. . . Mar.

7. ..
23. . .
3. . .
13 ,
1, . .
20 . .
6 ,
2, . .
2,..
1. , .
21 . . .
25,,.
26. . .
19. . 13...
18. ..

.5584 feet

Review Mt
Sept. 15
feet , Sept 15
feel
Jan. 7
9
feet . Dec
feet
feet
Sept 15

5459 feet
5649

.5725
5892
6401
,6443
5996
5611
5464
5435
.6047
5357
6048
5791
5752
5508
5472

31
21
23
5

8
17
.Sept 15

feet,
feet..
feet .
feet
June 23
feet,
June 23
feet,
feet.
.June 2
feet,,
Mar. 10
feet.
feet.. . Mar. 17
feet,
,
Sept 22
feet . Jan.
7
feet,.
feet.,
>prll28
feet

Attraction*
Length

Star
Bert Lytell..
Revier-Varconl..
Ian Keith
Delaney-Borden
Holt-Revler-Graves

Reviewed

8192 feet.

EDUCATIONAL
Title
AIIBear
All In Fun
All Se«
Always a Gentleman
America's Pride
At It Again
Between Jobs
Blazing Away
Blondes Beware
Builders of Bridges
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea. Tht
Call Your Shots
Chilly Days
Circus Blues
Come to Papa
Companinnate Service
Conquering the Colorado
Cook, Papa. Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me

Star
Curiosities
Jerry Mandy
Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
Uoyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Stone-Ruth . ,
Hope Hampton
Al St John
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devort
"Big Boy"
, Dorothy Devore
Hodgo-Podgo
Murdock-Hutton
Barney Helium
Wallace Lupino

* Means synchronized score,

Rel.
April
Oct
Jan.
Fet>.
Oct
May
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
Sept
Fetl.
Mar.
Oct
Oct
July
Sept
Mar
June

Date
Length
29... Ireel
21 , , , 1 reel
.1 reel
15
5. .. .2 reels
1 reel
7 .
13... .2reels
,2 reels
18
,2 reels
22
2 reels
15.
26 . . .1 reel
18. . 1 reel
1. . - 2 reels
15, , ,2 reels
.2 reels
19.. .2reela
25. .
2reel3
14, , .2 reels
7, .
8, . ,1 reel
9. , .1 reel
11.. .Ireel
3. . . 1 reel

Reviewed
April 21
Feb. 4
Feb. 18
Oct
6
April 28
April 7
June 23
Mar 10
Dec 31

Sept 29

Feb. 18
Mar. 17
Oct 13

Oct.

6

July 14

Sept 15

Mar. 3
May 28

t Means sound effects,

star

Cutle
Dorothy Devore
Dog Days— Sun and Rain
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Dummies
Larry Semon
Fa'l In
Monty Collins
Fandango
Lupino Lane
Fell! the Cat In Arab-antics
"SuHlvan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Astronomeows
"Sullivan Cartoon" , .
Felix the Cat In Comical amities
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix (he Cat in Draggin" the Dragon "Sulltvan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Esklmotlve
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Futuritzy
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In In-and-Out-Laws
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Japanlcky
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles '■Sullivan Cartoon" . .
Felfx In Ohm Sweet Ohm
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix in Outdoor Indore
"Sullivan Cartoon". . . .
Felix the Cat In Polly-tics
"SuHlvan Cartoon"
Felix in Sure-Locked Homes
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Oily Bird
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix in the Smoke Scream
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feline Frolics— Tonquin Valley
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fisticuffs
Lupino Lane
Girlies Behave
Jerry Drew
Gloom Chaser. The
"Big Boy"
Glorious Adventures
Hodge-Podge
Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
Greon-Eyed Love
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
Hard Work
Wallace Lupino
Hay Wire
Stone-Dale
Hectic Days
Lupino Lane
He Tried to Please
Collins-Hutton
High Strung
Jerry Drew
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
His Maiden Voyage
George Davis
Hold That Monkey
Monty Collins
Homemade Man, A
Lloyd Hamilton
Hop Off
Charley Bowers
Hot Luck
"Big Boy"
How to Please the Public
Hodge Podge
Indiscreet Pete
Jerry Drew
Just Dandy
Jerry Drew
Just For Art
Curiosities
Kid Hayseed
"Big Boy"
Kitchen Talent
George Davis
Ladies Preferred
Jerry Drew
Leaping Luck
Davis-Collins
Listen Children
Lloyd Hamilton
Listen Sister
Lupino Lane
Lost Laugh, The
Wallace Lupino
Love's Springtime
Hope Hampton
Lucky Duck, The
Billy Dale
Making Whoopie
Goodwin-Bradley
Mother Birds
Curiosities
Mysterious Night A
Navy Beans
Never Too Late
New York's Sweetheart
Nicknames
No Fare
Oh Mama
Off Balance
On the Move
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peculiar Palro' Pups, A
Peep Show, The
Penny Postals
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Polar Perils
Pretty Baby
Quiet Worker, The
Racing Mad
Rah Rah Rafil
Recollections of a Rover
Roaming Romeo
Rubbernecking
Running Ragged
Sailor Boy
SayAh-h
Simple Sap, A
Sky Ranger, The
Skywayman, The
Slippery Head
Spring Has Came
Stage Frights
Star Shots
Sword Points
There It Is
Thoughts While Fishing
Three Tough Onions
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wandering Toy. The...
Wedded Blisters
Wedding Slips
Whooiit
Who's Lyin*?
Wife Trouble
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
You'll Be Sorry

Monty Collins. .
"Big Boy"
Wallace Lupino
Curiosities
Hodge-Podge
"Big Boy'
Miller-Hutton
Monty Collins
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-Podge
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Hodge-Podge
Curiosities
Hedge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew
Al St John
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Curiosities
Lewis Sargent
Monty Collins
Charlw Bowers
Larry Semen
Reed Howes
Reed Hawes
Johnny Arthur
Monty Collins
George Davis
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Charley Bowers
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Monty Collins
Our World Today
Collins-McCoy
Johnny Arthur
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Charley Bowers
Davis-Collins
Robert Graves
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Charley Bowers

Rel. Date
Jan. 15
Jan. 29
Jan.
1
Jan.
1.
May
6
May 13.
July
8
April 1
Jan. 22
April 29.
June 24
May 27
Mar. 4
July 22
Feb. 19
June 10
Mar. 18
April 15,
Aug. 5
Feb. 5
Jan.
8, ,
Mar. 25
Aug. 19
Oct 28
Sept. 9
June 24.
Oct 14
Aug. 12
April 8 .
July 29
Nov. 4,
June 17
Aug. 12
Jan. 29,,
April 22
Feb. 26
Nov. 11,
June 17
Julv
1
Sept 2,
Mar. 11. .
Mar. 11. ,
Aug. 19
May 27 .
Aug. 5. .
April 15.
July
8,
July 29
July 22, .
Mar. 25. .
July 15,
Feb. 12. ,
Oct
7,
Oct. 28. ,
Mar. 4..

Length
.2 reels
.1 reel
,2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
,1 reel
,1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Feb. 18
Feb. 25
Dec 23
Dec 23
April 14
June 2
Aug. 18
April 21
Feb. 25
May 28
July 21
June 23
Mar. 31
Sept. 22

,1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
,1 reel
1 reel
-1 reel
,1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

Mar.
June
April
May
Sept
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Aug.

17
30
14
5
29
10
18
10
4

2 reels
.2 reels

Seot 8
June 2

1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
,1 reel

, , July 28
Mar. 24
July 14

.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.22r€els
reels

May
July
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

.2 reels
2reels

June 9
June 23

.1 reel
.2reels
2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
.2reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2reel3
.1 reel
,2 reels
1 reel

Mar. 17
Mar. 10
Aug. 11
June 2
Aug. 4
Mar. 31
June 30
July 14
July 14
Mar. 24
June 23
Mar. 17
Sept15
Oct 13
Feb. 1

1 reel

,2 reels

Feb. 12. ... 1 reel
May 27. ... 12 reel
reels
Ireel
May
8.
'
Jan. 1, .1 reel
April 8.
reels
April 8, .2
-1 reel
July 1
.Ireel
April 22.
1 reel
Sept 9
Nov. 18
1 reel
May 20
1 reel
Aug. 12. . .1 reel
ApnJ 1. . .1 reel
June 10. . . .1 reel
Sept 9. , .2 reels
Sept 30, . ..2reels
Ireel
Feb. 26. . 2 reels
Nov. 4, ,
Jan. 8.. . .2reels
_
June 3
2r
Jan. 8
1 reel
July 29
2reel3
Feb. 5
1 reel
Jan. 29
1 reel
June 17. , . 1 reel
Feb. 19 ...2reels
Feb. 12
2 reels
Sept 23
2 reels
Nov. 18. . . 2 reels
AprI' 29
2 reels
Mar. 25
1 rari
Oct 21
2 reels
Feb. 5. ... 1 reel
Feb. 12
2 reels
Jaru
1
2 reels
June 17
1 reel
...May 20
1 reel
Sept 2
1 reel
Aug. 26
1 reel
Mar. 4
2 reels
May
6 — 1 reel
,Aug. 26
2 reels
Jan. 1
1 reel
April 1... 2 reels
June 10
2 reels
Sept 23
1 reel
Jan. 22
2 reels
July 15. . . .1 reel
May 20
2 reels

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

28
14
4
31
18

Sept 29

Feb.'
May
April
Feb.
April
Mar.
June
April

4
12
28
11
21
24
23
14

May 185
Aug.
Mar. 17
June 23
Sept
Feb.
Oct
Jan.
. May

15
18
6
28
28

Feb^
July
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Feb.
Oct

4
21
4
4
9
18
25
6

April
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Dec
Jan.
June
May
Sept
Aug.
Mar.
May
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.
May
Sept
Feb.
June
May

21
17
6
4
31
7
9
12
29
4
10
28
4
11
17
28
8
4
30
19

1235
October

30 ,

1928

EXCELLENT

PICTURES

(S. R.)

Title

FEATURES
TItre

Rel.
Nov.
May
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb,
Mar,

Star
Walsh-Hall
Lee- Washburn
O'Malley-Huletle
De La Molli*-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschl-Blythe
Hulette-Rankln-Leaso
Befford-Mlller
WIndsor-Keele
Lease-Harris
Marmont-Carewe
Chadwlck-Delaney

Back to Uberty
BU of Heaven, A
Bower> Cinderella. A
Broadway Madness
Insoiration
Into No Man's Land.
Making the Vnrslty
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic. Inc
Stronger Will, The
Women Who Dare

Title

Coming
Star

Date
Length
Reviewed
tS..,.S9aoreet
-7000 feet.
15
6900 teet ., Nov. 25
\
6300
1
6759 feet
feet , , Oct. H
10
,6700 feel
15
6400 feet
15
27 . eoOOfeet
20. .6400 feet.... Mar. 10
4700 feet
31
6600 feet
20.
31 , ,6520 feet

Attractions
Length

Gilded Love
Life's Crossroads

Reviewed

Hulette-Hamllton

F B O
Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandit's Son, The
Bantam Cowt)oy. The
Battling Buckaroo. The
Beyond London's Lights
Boy Rider, The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
't§Circiis Kid, The
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
Coney Island
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate. The
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Drinln* Sands
FaiuB of the Wild
Fighting Redhead. The
Flying U Ranch, The
Freckles
Gingham Girt, The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hero
•f 5Hlt of the Show, The
Hook and Ladder No. 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law of Fear, The
Legionnaires in Paris
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Little Mickey Grogan
Little Yellow House. The
Loves of RIcardo. The
Man in the Rough, The
Mojave Kid, The
•tSPerfecI Crime. The
Phantom of the Range
PInIo Kid, The
Racing Romeo. The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
Singapore Mutiny. The
Skinner's Big Idea
Slingshot Klo. The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swift Shadow. The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage, The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Rel.

Star
Lynn-Luden .
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sheridan
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Clair
Shumway-Elliott
Bus Barton
Bob Steele
Bob Steels
F. X. Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costello-Brown
Sidney-Lease-Lymi.
Wllson-Mendez
Lewls-HJii-Neison
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks. Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson
Bennett-Mong-Dougias
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Steele
Ranger-Kitchen
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
.. ...
Whson-Arthur
Klngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevof-Blane
Brown- Astor-Oimstead
Ellls-Keefe-Hearn
Slevens-Keefe
Dovorska-Lynn
Valll-Caldwell
Ranger-Reid-Neison
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Darro-Ralston-Nye
Sieeper-Caidweit
George Beban.
Steele-KIng
Steele-Gllmore
Rlch-Brook-McConnel!
Tyler-Thompson-Dairo
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller-Byer
Bob Steele
Love-Forrest
Wllson-Hackathorne
Mlller-Ince
Ince-Tayior
Washburn-Steeper^Trevor
Barton-Morgan-Rlce
Tom Mix
Mlller-Shumway-Brooks
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog)
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steelft-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Bvton<Thompson

SHORT

Dec
May
Oct
Nov.
Aug.

Length Reviewed
6034 feet . Nov. 11
6886 feel... Mar. 24
4893 feel
5583
feet....
25
;."'!!.■
; ;;.".Feb.
4789feei
4858 feel.... Sept 30
4869 feet
5487
4837
6249
6085
5701
6390
6291
5621
5511
4754
5984
5043

feetfeet ..Mar.
3
feet.
.Mar. 17
feet
Sept. 22
feet
feet. ..Feb. 26
feet
Aug.
26'27
feet
feet.
feet.
feet
feet

4770
,4804
4758
4924
6131
6301
7045
5146
.6337
6240
6605
5188
6481
4769
5893

feet.
feet.
feet
feet.
Jan. 28
feet
feet.
feet. . Nov. 25
. . Dec
30
feet. July
29 '27
feet. ..Aug. 4
feet . Dec 16
feet. ..Nov. 11
feet.
Nov. 4
teet.
feet. ..Mar. 10
feet.
Aug. 19*27
feet.
teet.
Mar. 3
feet. ,.Aprtl21
feet
feet teet
feet . Aug. 11
feet
Feb. 11
feet Aug.12'27
Jan.
7
feet . Dec 16
feet
! Dec 23
feet
feet.

4801
6516
.6429
5181
4785
4924
6331
4781
4884
5992
4977
6419
4729

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's in Love
Mickey in School

Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-AIexandar
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

Aug.
Aug.
Sept
June
FelL

Mickey's
Mickey's
Mickey's
MIekey't

Mickey
Mickey
Mickey
Mickey

April
Sept
Mar.
Jan.

Yule.
Yule
Yule
Yule

6999 feet
5812 feet ..Oct 13
,6967 feet. ..Mar. 17
4488 feet. Auff.26'27
.6037 feet. .Sept! 29
6388 feet
FetL 18
5493 feet
489?Teet.
4884 feet.
4793 feet.
4758 feet.
6339 feet
.4898 feet.
4805 feet.

synchronized score,

Rel. Date

Length

.April 80. .2 reels.
2 reels.
.April 9..
.Feb. 6.. 2 reels
.June 26. . 2 reels
2reels
.Sept 16..
-April 2.. 22reel8
reels
.May 14..
2reele
.June 11. .
. SepL 26 , . 1 reel
,1 reel
OcL 10.
.1 reel
Oct 24
,2reels
Sept 16.. .2 reels
Sept 16
,2 reels
Mar. 12.
2 reels
June 11.
2 reels
Sept 9.

t Means

Reviewed
Feb. 18

Sept 29
Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29

2 reels
14 — 2 reels
.2 reels
7
.2reel8
30
2 reels
4.
2 reels
6
2
2
6
2

-July
May
OcL
Oct
April
OcL
Feb.
Jan.
Fob.
May
SepL
May
OcL
Jan.
July
OcL
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
Oct.
OcL
Sept

Date

Length

Lyon-Sleeper- Moreno
Bob Steele
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwoll-Darro
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Plckford
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Steeie-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Mooro-Owen
Tom Tyler

Jan.

6

Feb.

3

Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Noah Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

Nov. 26

Rough Rldln' Red
Sinners in Love
'*^t§Stepping High
Stolen Love
*t§Taxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Vapaljond Cub. The
Voice of the Storm
Young Whirlwind, The

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

Nov.
Nov.

M. Day-0. Moorfr-Lease
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Dec. 2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jan. 13

.Buzz Barton

Sept 16..

FIRST

DIVISION

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. 18
Mar. 3

Feb. 18

Fob. 1 1
July 28

Reviewed

6337 feet

Dec 16
Nov. 11
Mar. 3

Pec 23
4
4

Nov. 25
Feb. 10

(S. R.)

Star

Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
Flnnegan'8 Ball
Free Lips
Masked Angel, The
Merry WIvea of New Yorh
Polly of the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girl

Reviewed

Attractions

Star

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond, The
•fjBlockade
Ci^ of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ons, The
Freckled Rascal, The
Fury of the Wild
•tSGang War
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age, The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw, The
Love in the Desert
One Man Dog, The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Title

Length

2 reels
2 — 2 reels
7
2 reels
28. .1 reel ,
14.. . 2 reels
16
2 reels
7. . 2reel
13
2 reels
9
2 reels
20... 2 reels
14
2 reels
23, . . 2 reels
28. . . .2 reela
27
1 reel
23
2 reels
9
2 reels
24
1 reel.
5
2 reela
19
2 reels
2 .. 2reels
7.
2 reels
14, . 2ree!s
9 . 2 reels

Keltt>-Hughee-H. Costello
hye-Wells-Rae
Garon-Keith
Kelly-Kelton-Wells
Landle-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Ganin
Short-Robards
De La Motte-Bowera
James-Wells
Compson-Garon

Rel.
Jan.
Sept
June
May
Sept
Aug.
June
Jen.
OcL
Sept
July
Nov.

Date
1.
1
5
20
16.
4
29.

Length Reviewed
.5400 feet... Mar. 10
. ..6960
.
feet.... Aug. 12
. . ..5800feet
.5700 feet
.6200 feet.... On.
9
.5700 feet
.6000 feet

16. . . .6900
1
6700
5. . . .6200
1 — f?00

feet
teet
feet
feet

Sept

9

.6059 feet.

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
CaiT-Aiexander-RoM.
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Rosa-Alexander.
Al Cooke
Novelty.
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill.
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium

* Means

18.
13.
7.
20.
12.

Mar. 18.
OcL 23
April 1
Aug. 26
Sept. 16
OcL 30.
Mar. 4
Oct.
7
Sept 17.
Jan. 13.
May 11.
Aug. 26 .
Jan. 15.
Dec. 25.
April 7
June 10
SepL 2.
Jan. 1...
Feb. 5...
July 1 ..
SepL 4...
Mar. 21
Oct
2...
Nov. 23,..
Feb. 12. ..
Sept. 23 . . .
Nov. 13. . .
Sept 18. . ,
Oct 16, . .
Nov. 6. . .
April 8. . .
Jan. 31. ..
Oct 21 . .
Mar. 11. . .
Dec 27...
May 28.. .
June 17. . .
May 20. ..
Sept 26...
Aug. 19...
April 22.. .
April 29...
Sept 1. ..
Oct
9. ..
April 16...
Feb. 18 . . .
July 15...
Oct 14. . .
Oct 19. . .
Oct
7...
April 24. . .
Dec
4...
Oct
1...
Dec 10...
Sept 9. .
Dec 11...
Aug. 19. . .
June 24. . .
July 8. . .
Fel*. 18...
Feb. 26...
Jan. 22. ..

Title
After the Squall
All Alike
All Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosities, No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio, The
Heavy infants
Horsefeathers

Uttfe Eva
Movies
Nine
Parade

Title

Date

Rel.

Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr-Ross-Alexander
.Karr-Ross-Alexander
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Coining

FEATURES
Title

Star

Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickpy the Detective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Hearse
Okmnx ,
Oul Oul Heidelberg......
Panting Papas
Rahl, Rahl Rexle
Restless Bachelors
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fellows
Social Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hats
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
WhataWife
You Just Know She Dares 'Em

,2ree1s
,2reels'.'.'.V.".Sept'29
2 reels

sound effects.

FIRST

NATIONAL
FEATURES

American Beauty
*tBarker, The
Big
Noise, atThe
Breakfast
Sunrise.
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man, The.
Camliie
Canyon of Adventure. .
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Companionate Marriage
•Crash, The
Crystal Cup, The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick, The
Flying Remeos
French Dressing
Glorious Trail, The
•fGood-Bye Kiss. The
Gorilla, The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest The
Head Man, The
Heart of a Follies Girl
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Hw Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladles* Night In Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Life of Riley, The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.
Love Mart. The
Mad Hour, The
Man Crazy
•Night Watch, The

§ Means

Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
Conklin-Hardy-Whlle
.Talmadge-AIvarado
..Sllls-Kenyon
. . Mulhall-Nlssen
. .Talmadge-Roland
..Maynard-Faire
Langdon-McConnell
HInes-Lorralne
Maynard-McConnell
Bronson-Francis- Walling
Sills-Todd
Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warnor-Brook-WllBon
Maynard-McConnell
Ellers-Burke-Kemp
Murray- Day-Kelsey
Maynard-FaIre
Mooro-Lowe
Lake-Balan- White
Sllls-Kenyon
Murray-Kent- Young
Dove-Kent
Astor-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moore-Kent
HInes-Oaw
Mackalll-Mulhall
Mackalll-Mulhall
Sidney-Murray
. .Barthelmess-O'Day
Dov»>Roland
O'Nelll-Kent
Mackalll-Mulhall
Dove-Reed

late

Oct
Sept
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
SepL
SepL
April
Feb.
April
July
OcL
OcL
Oct
Oct
Sept
Feb.
Jan.
Oct
July
NovNov.
June
April
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
Dec
Nov.
April
May
Sept
April
Dec
Mar.
Nov.
SepL

Length
Reviewed
..OcL 21
l....6333leet.
7
) .7137 (eel. . . Julv
30i... 7402 feet.
...May 12
251. 6042 feet. ...Dec 16
23\1... 6467
6500 feet
feet. . .April 28
11
21... 8692 feet .
4
.May IB
221... .8730 (eel.
:... .5744 feet..
12.
...April 21
IS.
..
1 . 5600feel
May
6, '27
21
..Nov. 25
71i... 6386 feel..
16
14i... 6802 feel..
..SeoLSO
25 1... .6172 feel..
5686 feet.
feet ...April 14
6344
28;\
15
28 l....7989feet
81... 7133 feet., ..Dec
2
13 i... 6288 feet.. ..Mar. 10
6•....7426(661..
I....7l00feel..
t . 7541 (eel..
24
291
65021661 ...July
7
27
8
; ...5957 feel.. ..SepL 10
18
22!.... 6071(661. ..Mar. 17
12
May 11
26
25i....6118feel.. ..Feb.
201.. 6524 feet .
...6592
feet..
1).... 6608(661. . - June 2
61... 6720 feet..
April 14
16
18.1I....7700(eet.
7388 (eel . ..SepL
..May 19
8
18'....5542(eet
1 ...6625(661..
4
April
21
27
..Dec
Oct. 30
13
9).. 6612(661

voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

1236

Motion

Title
Noose, The
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid, The
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Red Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors* Wives
Shepherd of (he Hills
•Show Girl
Smile. Brother, Smile
Strange Case of Capt. Ramper
Texas Steer. A
Three-Ring IViarrlage
Upland Rider. The
Vaifey of the Giants
Vamping Venus
Wagon Show, The
Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
•Whip, The
Whip Woman, The
Wright Idea. The
Yellow Lily, The

star
Date
Length
Reviewed
Oct 29 . 7129 feet
.Jan.
.Jan.
7
Rel.
Barthel mess-Joyce. .
30
6431
feet
..
Mar. 17
Astor-Hughes
..Aug.
..Aug. 26 . 6100 feet .. Seot 1
Moore-Gray ..
19... 6100 feet ..Aug. 25
Barthelmess-Nlxon .
Barthelmes^-u uay
Jan. . ,11414 feet. Aug, 26. '27
Dec. 23
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Jan. 8 ...7694 feet
Dec. 9
IVIaynard-Drew
Sept. 4 . . 6210 feet
2 , 6477 feet
Oct.
7
Astor-Roiand
Oct
22 ... 5485 feet ,, Mar. 10
Astor-Hughes
Jan. 1 ,,8J88feet ...Feb. 25
Francls-O'Day
Jan. 23 . 6133 feet
White-Oeianey
Sept.
9
Maclcalll-rv?ulhall
Sept. 11 ,.,6548 feet .Sept
June 9
German Cast
July 29... 7534 feel
Rogers- Fazenda
Dec 4 .7419 feet ...Nov. 18
5834 feet
Astor-Hughes
June 10
. May 19
Maynard-Douglas
June 3 . 5731 feet
11... .6336 feet
SHIs-Kenyon
Dec.
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
May 13 ,, 6021 feel
Maynard-Faire
Feb. 19 ...6212 feet... June 2
IVlacl<aJII-Mulhall
Sept. ,16. . 5976 feet
Barthelmess-Basquette
June 17 ...6895 feet ..July 7
. Sept. 22
Mackaill-NilsKon-Forbes. . , . . Sept. 30. , 6CE8feet
Taylor- Moreno
Feb. 5 .5087 feet ...Mar. 24
Nines-Lorraine
Aug. 5... 6300feet,.. SepL22
Dove-Brook
May 20... 7187 feet... May 26

Coining

Attractions

Title
Adoration

Star
BiilieOove

Cheyenne
Comedy of Life The
*tDivine Lady
•fHaunted House, The
'tiLliacTlme
•Outcast
Phantom City, The
RitzyRosle
Saturday's Children
"Scarlet Seas
*t5Stranded In Paradise
Synthetic Sin
Welts-Fargo Express The

IVIaynard-McConnell
Sllls-Corda
Griffith-Varconi
Kent- Todd
Moorfr-Cooper
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gilbert
While-Mulhall
Corinne Griffith
Barthel mess- Compson
Sills-Maclcaill
Colleen Moore
Ken Maynard ...

FOX

Length

Reviewed

,
,
.8967 feet.... Mar. 24

FILMS

FEATURES
Title
•jAIr Circus. The
Arizona Wildcat, The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side. West Side
Escape. The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Fazil
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
Girl In Every Port, A
Gfrl-Shy Cowboy. The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
High School Hero
t-ionor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl. The
Ladles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
*t {Making the Grade
Me, Gangster
•Mother Machree
News Parade, The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post The
Palamas
Plastered in Paris
Play Girl, The
Pulillclty Madness
•Red Dance, The
River Pirate. The,. ,
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-Issue)
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
Silver Valley
Soft Living
Square Crooks
•t§Street Angel, The
•Sunrise
Thief in the Dark, The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwise

Star
Carrol-Lake- Roll Ins
Mlx-Sebastlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry. ,
Jones-Hyams
Sterljng-Carroll-Stone
Borden-Moreno.
Rex Bell
Mix- Joyce
Moran-Hamilton
Lowe-Astor
Gran- Astor- Moore
O'Brien-Valll
Valli-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Farrell-Nissen-Busch
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hall-Bushman
Del Rio-Pidgeon
Cohen-McNamara
McLag Ien- Armstrong
Rex Bell
McLaglen-Collyer-Kent
Mlx-LlncoIn
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
MIx-BIane
Borden-Hamilton
Valli-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del Rio-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
BenneH-McLaglen
Stuart-Phipps
Morlon-Phipps-MacDonald
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del Rio-Farrell-Revler
McLagien-Moran
Barry more-Ai ha
Gaynor-Farrell
John Gilbert
O'Brien-Moran
Bellamy-Hall
Mix-Dwan
Bellamy-Brown
Brown-Armstrong-Dwan
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brien
Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Marjorie Beebe
Madge Bellamy
Cohen- McNamara
Beil-Llncoln
Rollens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder- Morton- Lincoln
Russeii-Collyer-Pidgeon

SHORT
Title
America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband. A
Daisies Blooms,
Won't Yell
Desert
The
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The

Rel.

...Sept
...Nov.

...Sept

Date

Length
30, , . 7702
4665 feet.
feet
20... 4777 feet
25 .. 4556 feet ,
13 ,
4612 feet,,
8 ..
17, . 6417 feet,
25, . . . 5430 feet ,
15 . . 4293 feet.
4987 feet..
15 . . 5708 feet .
3, . . 6566 feet .
18

Reviewed
..Sept
, Mar.
.Mar.
..Mar.
, Jan.
June

248
3
3
14
23

...Nov.
Jan.
June
Dec
.July 21
July
.June 219
.Jan
Jan.
June
Mar. 17
Mar.
Oct 14
81 54 feet.
Nov. 4
Oct
9 . . 5109 feet
May 12
April 29 . ,
July
8 ... 7217 feet
June
9
SeptlO ,.
4939 feet
June 24. .. 941
2 feet
Sept 188
Feb.
Sept 2 .
Jan. 1. .. , 5038 feet..
Jan.
feet,.
Sept 14
23
Sept 25 . . . 5524
5500 feet
Mar. 3
Feb. 26
4404 feet
Aug. 12. , 6518 feel
May 19
May 13, , . 461 8 feel.
May 13. , . 5498 feet ,
May 11
19
Nov.
Oct 16. . .
6188 feet , May 26
May
6. .. 4397 feet .
. Mar. 24
Mar. 11 . .
61 62 feet,, .Sept 23
Sept 18. ..
Nov. 20 ... 5599 feet . Dec 23
April 8, .. 5792 feet..
8538 feet.. .Oct
April 217
Sept 4
Oct
7
Oct
8
6863 feet .Mar, 17
Oct 22, , . .6679
feel . June 16
May 27. . .
5034 feet . Aug. II
Aug. 5 , . .6071
feet
June 10 . .
4852 feel .. June 23
July
1 . . . 5876 feet
Oct 23
5611 feet ...Dec 2
Sept. 23 . . 5200 feet . Sept. 29
...April 28
April 22, . .
Oct
2 . . 5893 feet .Feb. 11
9250 feet . ■^June 30
Dec
2 .
'Oct!
8937
feet
Aug. 26 . , .4991 feel . . Sept. 22 14
..Aug.
4
July 15 , . 8500 feel
Oct 30 . . 5467 feet.
Nov. 27 . .
June10,'27
5573 feet. :! Jan^ 28
Jan. 15 , . 5446 feet.
Dec 18...
Oct
2. .. 6011 feel.
5629 feet.
Feb. 5,.. 5397
feet ...Mar, 3
Mar. 4 . . 9221 feel .. .. Ma
28
Jur.
ly 31
Aug. 19 , . 8729 feel
Nov. 4 ,.
14
.O
Ma
..
ct
.
y 26
5937 feet
May 20
, 6293
feet . . Oct
7
Sept 11 , . .
Oct 29
Dec, 16
Nov. 6. . . 5620 feet.
Mar. 25 . . 51 12 feet.
April 14
June 10 . . 4921 feel
5337 feet
Oct
6
Sept 16 , ,
Dec 11... 5629 feet.
Nov. 27. .. 5331 feet.... Dec 16
Jan.
8. . , 6050 feet... Mar. 10

SUBJECTS

Star
Variety
Variety
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
.Variety
, . . Leon Ramon

Means synchronized score,

Rel.
April
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
Oct
Aug.

Date
15
8.
5
9
24,
19,8
28
5

Length
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

1 reel

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels

Reviewed
May 26

June 23

Aug. 11

t Means sound effects.

Title

Rel.

Dal

Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Her Mother's Back
. ,
His Favorite Wife
Hold your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles jf the Amazon
Kiss Do;tor. The
Knight of Daze, A
Lady Lion
Lofty Andes, The
Lords of the Back Fence
Love Is Blonde
Low Necker. The
Monument Valley

Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety
Dent-BIetcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuart
T. Brooks-T .HIM
P. Cunnlng-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Unco In- Clayton-B letch er
Variety
Variety
Rollens-Ellls
Marjorie Beebe
Variety

May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.

13.
11
22.
19
22
15
1 .
27
5
29
10
25.
5
22
26,
18
25.

Old Wives Who Knew
On a South Sea Shore
Oregon Trail. The
Ship Alioy !
Snowbound
Spanish Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
Vintage. The

Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety. .
Varle^..
Variety..
Varied..
Variety..
Variety
Tyler Brooke. .
Variety
T. Brooke-L- Miller
Variety

April
April

8.
1

.Feb.
.Aug.
.Sept
April
.Oct
. Dec

19
19.
30.
29
14.
23 .

Neapolitan Days

Title
Backwash
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
fCaballero's Way, The
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding. The
*Four Devils. The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•tLost in the Arctic
t§Mother Knows Best
Nayoleon's Barber
Our Daily Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cop
Woman, The

Star

Picture

Variety

Farrel I- Duncan
Roliens-Drexel
Macdonald-Drexel
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight The
Corpus Christ!
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
Intervlev/. The
Ladies' Man. The
Mind Your Business.
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get M«
Treasurer's Report, The
Family Picnic. The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool, The

Rel.

Date

Reviewed
May 19
Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 21
fVtar. 24

. 2 reels

May 2&

, 1 reel
. 2reel3

Jan. 21
Mar.1?

, 2 reels
. .2 reels
. 1 reel
, 1 reel

May 19
Aug. 11

reels
..2.12reels
reel

Jan.
Mar. 14
17"

.2 reels

May 26

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

July 2&

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel

.2 reels
.1 reel
If

■
Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18
Dec 23

11700 feet

Oct. U

Dec 30
Dec

9

Oct 28

5474 feet. . . .Aug. 18
10,100 feet. .Sept 2?

Nov. 11
Jan. B, '29

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raquel Meller
Winnie LIghtner
Raymond McKee

Length

2 reels
2 reels

Clark e-McCu Ilough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert
Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel AtwIII

Length
2 reels
, 1 reel
. . 1 reel
, 2 reels
. 2reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Sept. 2. . .1 reel

April 22
Sept 16
Mar. 11 ,
Mar. 4

Coming
Attractions
Star
Farrelt- Duncan
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Brren-Moran
Walsh-O'Brien-Alba
Lowe-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morlon
Moran-O'Brlen
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-CoUyer
Barrymore-Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser

N ezvs

Reviewed
Septt
Sept ft

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

^

June 3*
June 30
Sept ff
Sept ft

GOTHAM

FEATURES

Title
Bare Knees
Blendes By CliolM
Clioer Leader, Tlie
Cfiorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio, Tha
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
San Francisco Nights
Turn Back the Hours
United Slates Smith

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Certln-Kelth
Feb. 1
5800 feet
Jan.
Claire Windsor
Oct
1 . . . .6987 feel
Graves-Olmslead
Nov. 1 — 6000 feet — Mar.
Faire-Washburn
April 1 ... .6200 feet. ...April
Myers-Pldgeon
SepL 1 — 6990 feet
Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery. . . May
1 . . . 6432 feet . . May
Bushman-Olmstead
Aug. 12 .. 6200 feel
Aug,
Logan-L. Barrymore
Aug. 26
6800feel .. Aug,
Marmont-Busch...
Jan.
1
7000 feet .... Dec
Loy.Pldgeon
Mar. 1 .... 6600 feet — Mar.
Gribbon-Lee-Harlan
June
1. . 6000 feel — June

Coining
Title
Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade, The
*5Glrl From Argentine. The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

2810
14
}t
11
11
31
17
1&

Attractions

Star
George Jessel
Falrbanks-Calhoun
Carniel Meyers
Livingstnn-Herhert
Falrbanks-Sedgwick

Rel.

Date

Length

6420 feet.

Reviewed:

July

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title
Across to Singapore. .

Star
Novarro-Crawford

Actress, The"
Adventurer, The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine
Beau Broadway
Becky
•^Bellamy Trial, The
Ben Hurthe Sierras
Beyond

Shearer-Forbes-0. Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
GIsh-Kerry
Arthur-Dane
Cody-Pringie
O'NeIll-0. Moore
Joy-Bronson
Novarro-McAvoy
Tim
McCoy

Big City, The
Big Parade. The
Body and Soul
Bringing Up Father
1 Brotherly Love
Buttons
Cameraman, The
Cardboard Lover, The
Certain Young Man

Chaney-fVf. Day-Compson
Gllbert-Adoree
.LBarrymore^Prlngle-Kerry
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
Dane-Arthur
Coogan-L. Hanson
Keatnn-Day
Davies-Asther
Novarro-Adcree

Length
Rel.

Date

4187
7... 6805
6998
April 28 .
July 14. .. 8730
Sept 17.. . 5139
6037
Jan. 21, .. 6433
Sept. 29 , . .
Nov. 12...
Sept 22
Oct 158" .11693
Sept
11519
6838
Feb. 18
SeptlO
.6902
Oct
1. . .
Mar. 17. .. 6344
Oct 12. ..
Dec 24... .6050
Sept. 29. . 7108
Aug. 25 . .
May 19. . . 5678
April

Reviewed
..May
&
feet
feet
feet
feet ... Aug. ,«
feet
feet ...Jan. 14
May 27 '27
14
feet. Jan. 16, 26'
Mar. 31
feet
feet.
feet. ...Nov. 25
feet. ...June 2
Nov. 28 '25
Mar. 31
feet.
feet.
feet.

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

.June
ft
...Sept
Sept. 16
15.

Title

October

20,

1928

Title
Circus Rookies
Cossacks. The
Crowd. The
Detectives
Diamond Handcuffs
Divine Woman The
Enemy, The
•t Excess Baggage
Fair Co- Ed
Forbidden Hours
Foreign Devils
Four Walls
Garden of Allah
In Old Kentucky
Latest from Parts. The
Laugh. Clown. Laugh
Law of the Range
London Aher Midnight
Love
Lovelorn, The
Madamoiselle from Armentleres. ...
Man. Woman and Sin
Masks of the Devil
Mysterious Lady. The
Napoleon
*tOur Dancing Daughters
ratsy. The
Quality Street
Riders of the Dark
Road to Romance. The
•
Rose-Marie..
Shadows in the Night
*tShow People
Skirls
Smart Set. The
Spoilers of the West
Spring Fever
Student Prince. The
Tea for Three
,,
Telling the World
Thirteenth Hour, The
Under the Black Eagle
West Point
•tWhile the City Sleeps
't {White Shadows In the South Seas
Wickedness Preferred
•tWoman of Affairs, A
V'yoming

Star
Dane-Arthur
Gllbert-Adoree
Board man- Murray
Dane-Arthur
Board ma n-G ray- Nagel
Garbo-Hanson
GIsh-Forbes
Haines-Cortez
Davles-Brown
Novarro-Adoree
McCoy- Windsor
Gilbert-Crawford
Terry-Petrovlch
H. CostelloMurray
Shearer-Forbes
Chaney-Youno-Asther
McCoy-Crawford
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Garbo-Gllbert
0*Nelll-Kenl-0'Day
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Gllbert-Eagels
John Grlherl
Garbo-Nagel
Special Cast
Crawford-Brown-Sebastlan
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Davles-Nagel
McCoy-Dwan
Novarro-M. Day
Crawford-Murrav-Peters
Flash-Grey-Lorraine
Davies-Haines
, Chaplin-Baifour
Haines-Holt-A. Day
McCoy-Daw
Halnes-Crawrord
Novarro-Shearer
Cody-Prlngie-O. Moore
Haines-Page
L- Barry more- Gadsden
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
Haines-Crawford
Chaney-Page
Btue-Torres
Cody-Pringle
Gllbert-Garbo
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT

ritle
Aching Youth
Afiican Adventure, An
Alldh 'L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
Ancient Art. An
Assorted Babies
Barnum
and RInglIng, Ino
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Booster. The
Boy Friend, The
Call of the Cuckoo
Came the Dawn
Children of the Sun
Cleopatra
Crazy House
Czarina's Secret The
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Dumb Daddlee
Dying Jungle
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Rel.

SUBJECTS

Star Chase.
Charley
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Revier-Ellis
"Our Gang"
Bedanova- Mfr- Rand
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities

Mar.
June
Mar.
June
May
Jan.
Feb.
Sept.
Oct.
June
SeoL
Aug.
Nov.
OcL
Feb.
April
Jan.
Dec
Jan.
Dec
June
Nov.
Oct.
Aug.
Oct.
Sept
Maf.
Dec
April
SepL
Feb.
Oct.
Oct.
May
Feb.
Dec
Oct
Jan.
Dec.
June
..Nov.
Mar.
Jan.
Sept
July
Jan.
Oct
Mar.

Daate
Length
31. ....6601 teet.. . .fVlay 19
23 . 8601 (eet .June 3D
Reviews ■
3 . .8538(eet,.
Feb. 25
9
5838 feet
5 . 6700 feet . Sept. 15
.
7300
feet..
..Jan. 21
14
18 .. 8189 feet . .Dec 31
i
7ie2feel
8
. Sept. 29
4
15 .. 6408 feel . ..Nev.
16 1 .5011 feet. . July 28
3 . 4658 feet.. ..April 28
.
.
6620
(eel..
II
.Aug. 25
6 .8200 feel . SepL 16
29
6646 feet .
7743 feel. - .Mar. 3
4
2
7045 feet . ..June
14
5393 leet..
21
5687 feel . ..Dec. 23
3
7365 feel..
2
..Dec
16
Dec 30
. 5950 feet..
1 7 ! . 54411 eel.
2
19 ...6280 leet . ..June 2

Oct 13

6 1. !:. 7652 (eel' ^
10 .7289 leet..
31 .... 7193 feet . . Nov.
21 . 5014 feet .
6544 feel .
241...
...7745 feet..
Jan.
11
..Feb.
26
9
12! .. 5801 feel
i. 6476 feel ..Mar.
25
. . IVIar.
10>1 ..,4784feel
.6705 feel
22
Oct
1
...9435
feel
OM.
30
101 .. 6273fe«
Nov.
July
30) . 7184 feel
26 i ...5252leel
1...
5901
feel
34 lea
24.'....81
.
May
7
.Jan.
15 r... 7968 feet
...Aug.
7
28
K
24

Rel.

Date

Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

17 . .
27 . .
16 . , .
21. ,.
27. .
10, . .
2, . .
5. ..

April
Sept
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Feb.

7.., . . .
15
31 . .
24 , .
10,,
15 . ,
3 ..
11...
7 .
Z...
17, . .
13 ..
4 ,,
2 -

Length
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels —
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
,1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
3 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18 . .
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6 .
Edison, Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10 . .
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12 , ,
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
5. ..
Family Group, The
Charley Chase
Feb. 18...
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec. 8, . .
Fight Pest The
Charley Chase
May 12...
Finishing Touch, The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25. . .
Forty Thousand MlleswIthUndberghAvlation Film
Mar. 4 ..
From Soup to Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 24 . . .
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19...
Growing Pains
."Our Gang"
Sept 22, . .
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec. 1 ..
Happy Omen. A
Ufa Oddities
July 14. . .
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. . Daw- Walling
Sept 22 . . 2 reels
•Innaglne My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept 1 . . . 2 reels
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sepi,29. .. 21 reels
reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar, 30, . .
Jungle Round-Uo. A
Ufa Oddttles
Jan. 28... 11 reel
reel
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec. 8 ..
Lady of Victories, The
A. Ayres-0. Matlesen-G. frvlng.. Jan. 21 . . . 2 reels
2 reels
Leave 'Em Laughing
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 28. , .
Limousine Love
Charley Chase
April 14 , . 2 reels
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 10 .
Monarch of the Glen, The
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 24 , , I reel
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1, . . .1 reel
Murder
Ufa Oddities
Sept 29 . . 1 reel
1 reel
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan.
5. .. , 1 reel
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddities
July 28. . . 2 reels
•or Gray Hoss, The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20
. .1 reel
Palace of Honey. The
Ufa Oddities
June 16. ,.
Pass the Gravy
Max Davidson
Jan.
7, . , .2 reels
Perfume and Nicotine
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 14. . . .1 reel 1 rei'
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 28 . . ,1 reel
Primitive Housekeeping
Ufa Oddities
April 21 . . . .1 reel
2 reels
Ra'ny Days
"Our Gang"
Feb. 11, .. 1 reel
Sacred Baboon, The
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1
Sanctuary
Ufa Oddities
May
5. , .1 reel
Savage Customs
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 24 . . -1 reel
.2 reels
"School Boozehounds
Begins
"Our
Gang"
Nov.
Secret
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 17.
16 ., .. 1 reel
Secrets ot the Sea
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 25... .1 re9\
Should Women Drive?
Max Davidson
May 26,.. .2 reels
.2 reels
Should Married Men Go Home?
.Laurel-Hardy
.Sept 15. . . .1
reel
Sleeping Death..
Ufa Oddities
June 30. ..
.2 reels
Spook-Spoofing
"Our Gang"
Jan. 14. . . 2 reels
Spanking Age. The
"Our Gang"
Dec 15. . . 1 reel
Strange Prayers
Ufa Oddities
Dec. 22 . .
Tell iito the Judge
Max Davidson
April 28 .. -2reel9
That Night
Roach Stars
Sept 15 .. 2 reels
Their Purple Moment
Laurel-Hardy
May 19. .. .2reels
Tokens of Manhood
.Ufa Oddities
June 2. .. .1 reel

* Means synchronized score,

Laurel-Hardy
Star D wan-Manning
Stan leyUfa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

World's Playgrounds
Vour Darn Tootin'

Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Title

..Aug. 11

4

Two Tars
Virgin Queen, Tlie
Uphill and Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr. The
Wives for Sale

18
21
18

10
24
287
11
21
19
7
18

Reviewed

Jan. 14

April 21
April 21

Adrienne Lecouver
§Alias Jimmy Valentine
'^tBaby Cyclone. The
§Ballyhoo
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tDevii's Mask. The
•tGold Braid
He Learned About Women
Hsneymaon
Humming Wires
jLittle Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
§Man's Man. A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island, The
*§Nize Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies
Suoix Blood
•fTlde of Empire
t Trail of '98, The
West of Zanzibar
nWind, The

Coming
Star

Dale

Nov.
May
Jan.
Dec.
April
Oct

3
12
19,
29
7
27.

Length
2 reels
. .2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels
,1 reel
. ,1 reel
, 1 reel
Oct 13., .2 reels
April 21. .

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed

May 19

May 12

Attraction*

Crawford-Asther
Hakiei-Hyams-Barrymore..
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
McCoy-Douglas
Flash- Lorraine-Gray
John Gilbert
Ramon Novarro
Haines- Page-Percy
Flash-Moran-Gribboo
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes- Daly -Barry mo re
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro . .
Ftash-Gray-Lorralne
SpeclalCast
,
McCoy-Frazer
Adoree-Murray
Del RIo-Forbos
Chan ey- Nolan-Barry more
GIsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title
Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-IVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
PoncB Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesnerand Capltolians

Rel.

5530 feet

Nov. 30

Nov.

2

.
11100 feet. . . .Mar. 2#
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
MIHerand Lyie
Songs
Songa.

Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyle
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

Ret
Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Sept
Oct
-.Nov.
Oct
Oct
Sept
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
OcL

Date
27
27
17
17
20
10
3
29
13
3
6
6
29
13
3
13
20
20
10.
29
27
10
6

Length

Reviewed

2 reds

PARAMOUNT
May 26
Feb. 25
July 28
April 7
May 12
Feb. 18
May 26
April 7
April 21

July 28
Oct

9

Feb. 25
Mar. 3
April 21
Jan. 21

July 28
May 26
Jan. 14
Mar.

3

Feb. 25
July 21
Sept 29
Mar. 3
May 19
July 28
Jan.

14

May 26
May 26

f Means sound ejects.

FEATURES

Length
Star
Rel. Date
6887
feet..
Astlier-Hall-Davis
Mar, 31.. .
Negrl-Brook
Sept 10. . . 6591 feet..
Brent-Coopar
Jan. 7 — 6538 feet.. Jaru 28
7560 feet.
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
SepL 15. . .
SepL 29
Beery-Hatton
May 19... 5930 feet.
Douglas MacLean
Oct 27
July 7
Jungle Film
SepL 3... 6536 feet.
...Mar.
3
Melgiian-Brooks
Nov. 12. . . 5408 feet.
7202 feet.
Bancroft-Compson-Badanova. , Oct. 20. . . 6665 feet. . Sept. 22
VIdor-Cooper
Feb. 18. .. 7666 feet. ..June
...April 79
Bancroft-Brent
May 26... 5364 feet. May 13 '27
Dix-Carroll
April 21. . . 6918 feet. ...May 12
Bow-Hall
OcL 13. . . 6808 teet. ..Mar.
. SeoL 31
Danfels-Arlen
Feb. 25 . . .
6402 leet.
Ralston-Arlen
OcL
8.. . 6280 feel ..Mar. 3
. ..May
Aug. 25
Daniels-Hall
May 12.
26
.Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25. . 6134 feet
5852 feet
, .Relds-Conklin
May
7.
7640 feel . June 23
. .Brian-Brook ...
Aug. 1 1 .
Forgotten Faces. . . .
6376 leet. . Aug. IV
. DIx-Todd
DeclO..
Gay Defender. The.
Gentleman of Paris, A. .
.Meniou-O'Hara
OcL 15 . 5927leet6871 feet ...Dec- 31
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Taylor-Sterllng-White
Jan. 28
14
5998 feet. ..OcL
Jan. 21
Get Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Dec. 10
feel.
Haifa Bride
Ralston-Arlen
June 16. .. 6238
641 5 leet
.June i
His Tiger Ljdy
Menjou-Brent
June 9. . . 5038 feet.
Honeymoon Hate
VIdor-CarmanatI
Dec
3 . . 6528 leet
i^ot News
Daniels-Hamilton
July 14. . .
. Feb.
July II
2E>
Jesse James
Thomson-Lane
OcL 22. . . 8656 feet
6039 feet
OcL 28
Just Married
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18. . . .6792
feel. ..Aug. IS
82341661
Ladies of the Mob
Bow-Arlen
June 30. .
Last Command, The
Jannlngs-Brent
Jan. 21. .. 6940 feet.
.Jan. 28
Last Waltz, The
Frltsch-Vernon
Nov. 26 ..
.Dec.
30
Mar. 24
5 feel - .Aug.
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper-Wfay
Mar. 10 . . 741
5737
feel.
Feb. 25
Love and Learn
Ralston-Chandler
Jan. 14 . . 7434 feet
•Loves of An Actress, The
Negri- Asther
Aug.l8...
4998
7159 feet.
feet
Loves
of an Actress
(silent version'/. Negrf-Asther
Aug. 18..
.June 30
Magnificent
Flirt, The
Florence VIdor
June
2... .
Mating Call. The
Melohan-Brent-Adoree
July 21. . . .6325 feet
Model from Montmartre
Natdi-Petrovitch
SepL 22...
..OCU 13:
•Moran of the Marines
Dix-Elder
OcL 27... 6258
5741 feet.
leet.
Nevada
Cooper-Todd
SepL 10. ..
...Oct 28
Night ot Mystery, A
Menjou-Brent
April 7. . .
April 23
21
5798feel. ... Dec.
Now We're In the Air
Beery-Hatton
OcL 22... 4551
feel.
Old ironsides
Raiston-Farreil-Beery
Mar. 3. .. 7910 feet.
One Woman to Another
VIdor- Von Eitz
SepL 24 . . 6599 leet
...SepL 30
Open Range
Chandler-Bronson
Nov. 5. . .
10
leet. ..Mar.
Partners In Crime
Beery-Hatton-Brlan
Mar. 17. .. 6600
...May
9819 feet. Dec.
18 '26
. . .Aug.
185
•Pab-iot. The
Jannings-Stone-Vldor
SepL 1 . . . 5582 feet.
...Jan.
21
Peaks of Destiny
Special Cast
Jan- 28... 6118 feel
..Mar. 10
Pioneer Seoul. "The
"Thomson-Lane
Jan. 21 . . . .7646 leet ...July 14
Racket, The
Meighan-Prevost
June 30. . . 6331 feel. . . Mar. 31
Red Hair
Bow-Chandler
Mar. 10... 9443 feel
Rough Riders. The
N. Beery-Bancroft
OcL
1.. .
5928 leet .. SepL 1
♦Sawdust Paiadlse. The
Ralston-Howes
Aug. 25. . . 7176
feel. ...Mar. 17
Secret Hour, The
Negri-Th-mson
Feb. 4. ..
Serenade
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
Dec. 24. .. 5209 feet. April
... Dec1 '27
31,

Title
Adventure Mad
Barbed Wire
Beau Sabreur
'^Beggars of Life
Big Killing. The
Carnation Kid. Ttie
Ctiang
City Gone Wild. Tiia
•Docks of New York, The
Doomsday
Drag Net. The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In. The
Feel My Pulse
Figures Don't Lie
FIfly-Flfty
First Kiss, GIrL
The. The
.
Fools for Luck

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Motion

1238
rrtle

Star

SHORT
Title

SUBJECTS

Star

Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Benind the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Culies (Christie)
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage,
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie).
Face Value
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob. A (Christie)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Home Girl. The
Horse Shy
•Hot Scotch (Chrls(le)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Juil the Type (Christie)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko'sBawth
Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko Kleans Up
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ke-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Ko-Ko'b Field Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ko's Smoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
Long Count, The
Long Hose (Christie)
Loose Change (Christie)

Novelty
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krary Kay Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
Kraiy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
,
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jlmmie Adams.
Ann Cornwall
Bobby Vernon
Jimmy Adams..
Gilmore-Kruger
E. E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon..
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuff

Love'sShy
Young
Scream (Christie)
Love
(Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling
Oriental Hugs (Christie)
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Phantom Nail, The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie)..
Pig Styles
Prancing Prune
Rain Dropper, The
Save the Pieces (Christie)
Say Uncle (Christie)
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food (Christie)
Sea Sword
Shadow Theory
Show Vote
•Skating Home (Christie)
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Slippery Heels (Christie)
•Sock Exchange, The (Christie)
Stage Coached
•Stop Kidding
Sweeties (Christie)
TongTled
Two Masters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales
Water Bugs (Christie)
Wired and Fired

Anne
JimmieCornwall
Adams
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Helen Hayea
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Jack Duffy
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krary Kay Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Neal Burns
Jimmie Adams
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Date
Length
Reviewed
9
551 5 feet. ..Dec
OcL 15
,60151661 , ,,D6C
Vi
9
Nov.
n ,5179(661
Oct ,24 ,761 6 feet.
,,,lVlar.10
Feb. 257,.
,4792
feet
,
,
,
May
26
Mar.
. ,7960f6et. ,., April 14
April
,5951 feet ., Feb. 18
Feb. 11 ..4934
feet
19
Nov. ,17 .
SepL 20,. .6200(661.6218 feet. . . .June 2
May
11 '27
21 , ,6763 feet. Mar.
,. Sept.
29
April .17,.
..6124(eet- ,,,S6pt.ie
Sept.
OcL ?0
:
,6006
feet.
,. OcL 28
Sept .24
April . 3 , . ,7029feel. ,., April 28
,5733 feet
Mar. 17 ,,5319feet. ,.,Sept.29
Dec.
, , Jan. 7
Feb. 144 .5991 (661 -April 28
Oct 29 , .7643(661 ,, Sept. 9
,
5834
(eet
June
Sept. 29
Sept: ?9
,.6509(eet
July 21
Aug. 4 ,6319(661
Aug. 2i
Sept. 8
1 .
Oct
,84e6fe6t-July 8. '27
Oct.
1 ,5935 feet,
Sept 7 .5413 feet.
. Jan. 21
Jan.
,12reels,.
SepL
Oct 29.. ..5960 feet. ...Oct 14
Aua.26'27
Rel.

Dlx-Brlan
Danlels-Arlen
Luden-Blane
Bancroft-Brent
Ralston-Hamilton
Lloyd-Chrlstie
Dli-OImstead
Ralston-Hamllton
Special Cast
Jannlngs-Wray
T hum son- Murphy
Daniels-Halt
Daniels-Hamilton
Conklln-Bancroft
Negrl-Baxter
Fields-Conklln
Conklln-Flelds
Arlen-Brlan
Bancroft-Brent-Brook
Holt-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard Dix
Hoit-Carroll
Jan n Ings- Bennett-Haver
Van Stroheln-Wray
Melghan-Miilner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers
Negri-E. Hanson

ReL
Dale
Length
Feb. 25
2 reels...
June 23 . .2 reels.
Aug. 18 . .1 reel
Oct 22 . .1 reel
Mar. 3 . .2 reels
April 21 ..2 reels
April 21 . , 1 reel
OcL 20 . .2 reels
April 7 . .2 reels
.1 reel
Oct 13
1 reel
July -4
May
5 . 2reels
. .2reels
Jan.
7 . .2 reels
OcL 27 - .2 reels
Aug. 18 . .2 reels
July 21
Jan. 21 ..2 reels
Jan. 14 . .2reel3
May 26 . .2reels
May
5 . -1 reel
April 28 , .2re6l8
..2 reels
April 14 ..2reels
June 2
.2reel8
Feb. 11.
Dec. 1 .. .2reels
2 reels
May 19
, .2reel3
Aug. 25
.1 reel
Feb. 25
.1 reel
Feb. 11
Feb. 18 , .2reels
Mar. 31 . .2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 18.
.1 reel
SepL 8
.1 reel
June 23
, .1 reel
Aug. 25
.1 reel
SepL 22. , 1 reel
May 12, . . 1 reel
July
7.
. 1 reel
reel'
Aug. 11
.1
Oct 20
, .1 reel
April 28.
. 1 reel
April 14.
.1 reel
Feb. 4 . .1 reel
Mar. 31 . . 1 reel
June 9
. 1 reel
Jan.
7. .1 reef
Jan. 21 . .1 reel
Oct
6
.1 reet
Mar. 3
.1 reel
May 26
.1 reel
Mar. 17
-1 reel
May 19.
.2 reels
Mar. 17.
,2reels
Oct
6
-2reels
May
12.
2reels
Mar. 24.
. 1 reel
Mar. 24
.
1 reel
Aug. 4
.2 reels
Sept 29.
. 1 reel
June 2
.1 reel
Sept 29.
.2 reels
OcL 13
1 reel.
Jan. 14
2 reels.
June 30
reel
21 reels.
.
Jan. 28,
2 reels..
June 9.
2
reels.
June 30
2 reels. .
July 14
Sept 1
.1 reel...
Jan. 28.
. 1 reel . . .
S«it 15,
.2 reels. .
Sept 1.
.2 reels.,
July
7. .2 reels.,
June 16
-2 reels.
Sept 22
.1 reel. .,
June 16.
.2 reels.
Aug. 11
.2 reels.
Mar. 10
April 7
2 reels. .
Sept 8
2 reels. .
Sept 15
2 reels. ,
Aug. 4
2 reels . ,
Feb. 4
1 reel. ..
Mar. 1 0

Revlnved

Oct.

6

April 28

Jtini 2

OcL 13

Star

•fAble's
Avalanche,Irish
The Rose
Canary Murder Case, The
•fFour Feathers
Hh Private Lite

Hersholt- McDonald
Holt-Htil
Powetl-Taylor-Brlan .
Wray-Arien-Beery. . .
Menjou-Carver

• Means synchronized score,

ReL

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Harry Lauder
Brent-Brook- Powell.
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Evelyn Brent...
Arien-Carroll
Daniels-Hamilton. ..
Flelds-Conklln
Fleids-Conklin
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklln
Emil Jennings.
Special Cast
,
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor
George Bancroft
Negrt-Kerry

PATHE
Title
Alice in Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway. The
Apache Raider, The
Avenging Shadow. The
Ballyhoo Buster, The
Black Ace, The
Blonde for a Night A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roosl, TTie
Bronc Stomper, The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier, The
Ctafg's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin, The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman, The
filri in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy (re-Issue)
Harp In Hock. A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
Hoof Marks
•tSKIngof Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good
Law's Lash. The
Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gailegher
Love Over Night
Main Event, The
Man-Made Woman
Mariiethe Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer, The
Obllgin' Buckaroo. The
Onto Reno
Perfect Gentleman, A
Power
Red Mark, The
Ride' Em High
Roarin' Rroncs
Rush H jur. The
Saddle Mates
Sal of Singapore
Ship Comes In, A
•tShew Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy. The
*t5Spieler The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men, The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife, The
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Yellow Contraband

star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
Leatrlce Joy
Leo Maloney
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Don Coreman
Marie Provost
Leatrlce Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
Armstrong-Basquette
Haver-Varconi
Walsh-Adams- Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padlan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monty Banks
Goudal-Varconl
Marie Prevost
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
Harold Lloyd
R. Schlldkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan
Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-LofT
ReynoIds-R-SchlTdkraut
Joy-Boies- Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangbom
William Boyd
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertllz-Qyartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schildkraut
Quillan-Uff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Rod La Rocque
Haver-VarconI
R. Schildkrant-Fay
Buffalo BUI, Jr.
Sue Carrol
NIta Naldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford-Marlon
Leo Maloney

SHORT

Length
Revlewe
.12103 feet.
.April 28

t Means sound effects,

Star

News

FEATURES

Title

Coming Attractions
Title

Title
Hunting Tower
•^Interference
Just Married
Just Twenty-One
Kit Carson
Letter. The
Manhattan Cocktail
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel. The
Side Show, The
SSIns of the Fathers
•tSoul of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War
Wolf of Wall Street. The
Woman From Moscow, The

■a

Shanghai Bound
She's a Sheik
Shootin" Irons
Show Down, The
Something Always Happens
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight. The
Stark Love
Street of Sin, The
Sunset Legion, The
Swim. Girl, Swim
Take Me Home
Tell It to Sweeney
Three Sinners
Tillie's Punctured Romance
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonto Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer, The
SVarsity
•Warming Up
Water Hole, The
Way of All Flesh
•Wedding March, The
We're All Gamblers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

Picture

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby's Birthday
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard Lodge No. 1
Bath Time
Battling Duet, The
Beach Club. The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt, The
Blaze of Glory. A
Boy Friend. The
Broncho Buster, The
Burglar, The
Bunlter Battlers
Busy Bodies
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Camous Carmen. The
Campus Vamp, The

ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
,4408 feet
Dec. 25
Feb. 12 ,3996 feet
-Mar. 24
Dec 26 .5596 feet
6555 feet , ..Dec. 16
Oct
3 . . .,.5755
feet .
Feb. 12 .4293(661 ..Feb. 18
April 29
Mar. 31
Jan. 8 . .,4805(661,.
,5722(661 , ..Dec 30
Sept. 2 ,5927(661 ,
.May
Feb. 27 .
Sept. 26
15
Mar. 12 .6589(661,,
,4875(661 .
SepL 11 . . ,,4833
feet ,
Jan. 22 .
Jan. 14
Feb. 26 , ,5408 feet , Mar. 3
Mar. 25. . ,.4550 feet,. ..Mar. 31
,5400
feet
,
Sept 30 . ,6 reels ,,,
Auj. 11
Oct
7 .
Dec 30
Mar. 5 . ,9145(661,-5100(661.. ..Nov. 11
Oct 23,.
. 7054 (eet
Aug. 19 . ,4526 (eet,.
SepL 8
Jan. 29 , 6570(661,.
,4480 feet,.
Sept 23 .
Feb. 5 . 4933 feet.. ..Feb. 11
Dec 18.. .4398 feet..
Jan. 15.. .5478 (eel.. ..Jan.
. . Dec. 21
30
Dec 11.. ,8586(661 .
Nov. 20. . ,6599(661 ,
N6V. 23
11
Nov. 11 . .
, June
June 24. . ,, 4476 feel , ..Nov. 11
feet,. , ,,N6v. IS
Dec
4 . .6403
,6568 feet
Nov. 7 . ,, 5867 feet , ,Nov.
Dec 16
18
Oct 31..
Dec 18 . , ,7913f6et,.
,,Mar.24
Nov. 20. . .4968 feel,. ,,D6C 23
,4750 feet,.
,5990(661,,
Dec
Dec
9
Oct 10..
,,4890 (eel,.
Nov. 27.. ,7056(661 ,
4
May 14 . -4076 (eel,. ,,AU9.
Feb. 23
11
Nov. 13. .
.Dec
, Dec. 30
SepL 30.. ,4131(661
,
Dec 25 . . 13500f66tJ*prll29'2;
31
Jan. 1.. ,4155(661,,
Dec 30
,4683(661 , Mar.
Mar. 10
May 20.. ,6650
feet,.
Jan. 22. . 5886(661,,
Jan. 16,. ,5733 (eet . .Jan. 28
Sept 16 . ,6472(661 .
Nov. 18.. 5762 (eel,. ..Nov. 11
Sept 9
SepL 22
,4600(661,, , ..Mar.
Mar. 4.. ,6559(661
3
Mar. 26. . 5750(661,. ..Mar. 31
Dec 19 .
,5954 (eel,.
Feb. 6. . ,4575(661..
5494 (eet ..Nov. 11
Oct 16. .
Jan. 1,.
.5626(661,.
Jan. 15.. ,6092(661,, ..Jan.
,, SepL 14
15
Sept 23..
7937(661 ,
Aug. 26 . .4542(661,.
11
Oct
9.. .4375(661 . ..Nov.
SepL 8
..Dec 30
Nov. 27..
Dec 12 . . ,5880(661., ..Mar. 10
,4520 feet,.
Mar.
17
Aug. 5
Oct 14
Sept22
June 4. .. ,6902feet, . . .June23
Oct 21
April 9. . . .7040 feet. . . .April 14
.4546 feet... Nov. 4
Sept 25..
Jan. 6. ,5423(661 .
Feb. 20. .
..April 7
Aug. 5.. ,6370(601.,
Nov. 11 , . ,4520(661 .
Feb 19. . ,6397(661 . ,
,5035(661,. ..Mar. 3
May 21.. .4000(661,,
Jan. 22. , .5610(661 . Jin.
SepL 28
22
Oct 24. . 6447(661.. ..Dec 16
Oct 31 . .
..Mar.
31
OcL 28..

SUBJECTS

Star

ReL

Date

"Aesop Fables"
Sept 9.
Rarebits
April 8.
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Jan. 20.
"Aesop Fables"
July 15
Jack son- Hiatt-McKee
Oct 14.
"Aesop Fables"
April 29.
"Aesop Fables"
April 8.
Sportlight
June 24.
"Aesop Fables"
April 15.
Bevan-Hurlock
Jan. 22.
Geographical Number
Jan. 22.
Bevan-A. Bennett-V. Dent..... .Feb. 19,
Bevan-V. Dent-D. Garley
Mar. 18.
"Aesop Fables"
Feb. 26.
"Aesop Fables"
Jan. 22.
"Aesop Fables"
Jan. 1.
Dec
9.
Sportlight
July 22
Sportlight
Jan. 8,
Feb. 3,
Sennett GIris
SepL 23.
Sennett Girls
Nov 25

Length
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels.

1 reel
.2reels

Reviewed
SepLl

Oct

6

Ireet
Ireel
,1 reel
.1 reel
.2reel8
.1 reel
.2reels
.2
.1 reels
reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.2reels
, 1 reel
.Ireel
.2 reels

April 21
April 7
June 23
April 7
Jan. 14

.2 reels

SepL 15

2 reels

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs)

Feb. 11
Mar. 10

Dee. 31

October

\2i9

20 , J 9 28

Title
Canned Thrills
Caught in the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Clothes and the Game
Coast to Coast
County Fair, The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run. A
CrownedHeads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
Deferred Catch
•t Dinner Time
Don't Get Jealous
Dumb Waiter, A
Eagle of the Night (Serial)
Early Bird, The
Everybody's Flying
Fair Affair, A
Fair Catch. A
Family Frolics
Famous Playgrounds
Flight That Failed, The
Flying Age, The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Hustwnds
Fun Afoot
Galloping Ghosts
Girl From Nowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gndiron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
High Seas
High Slakes
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints

Star
Sportllght
Billy Bevan
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"

Rel.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
July
April
May
Mar
Sept.
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
May
Sept.
Oct.
July
Feb.
July
Oct.
Jan.
May
June
ApNI
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept
May
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
Jan.

Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Football Sense
Sportllght
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Sportllghf
Carew-Hardy
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Rarebits

Hubby's Latest Alibi
Billy Sevan
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman, The
"Aesop Fables"
In the Bag
"Aesop Fables"
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Johnny Hines
Jungle Days
"Aesop Fables"
Jungle Triangle. A
"Aesop Fables"
Kashmir, Old and New
Geographical Number
Life Savers
Rarebits
Umberlegs
Sportllght
Love at First Flight
Pollard-Hurlock-Cowley
Magnetic Bat, The
"Aesop Fable"
Man Without a Face (Serial)
A. Ray-W. Miller
Mark of the Frog, The
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Matching Wits
Sportllght
Monkey Love
"Aesop Fables"
Motor Boat Mamas
Bevan-Dent
Mouse's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportllght
New Aunt
No Picnic
Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey
On the Ice
"Aesop FaWes"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
."Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Playin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride 'Em Cowboy
"Aesop Fables"
Rodeo, The
Run. Girt. Run
Sennett Girts
Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Short Circuit, A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins, The
Smith Catalina Rowboal Race
Smith's Army Life
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Honday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower. The
South Sea Sagas
Spider's Lair, The
Star Builders
Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sex. The
Swim Knncess, ine
Tall Waggers
Taxi for Two
Taxi Trouble
Terrible People The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees
Twenty-Four Dollar Island
UncleTom
Versatility
Wandering Minstrel, The
Winging West
War Bride. A
Yellow Cameo. The (Serial)

Date
19...
9.
26
1
t5
13
4
16
19
19
7
28.
7
21
14
19.
16
14
22
12
8
14
22.
13.
3
22
12.
17.
18.
11.
55,
30
27.
23
15.
1215.

Dec. 2
July
8.
Aug. 26,

Length
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
. Aug. 11

April 7
May 19

1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
,
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Sept. 8
Aug. 18

2 reels
10 episodes,
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
,1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
,
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels

Sept. 8
Oct. 6

Oct.

. 1 reel

SepL

8
14
19
9
21
11

Mar. 3
Mar. 24
May 19
SepL 22

July 14

, 2 reels
1 reel
Mar.
Mar. 25
.1 reel
May
May
6
. 1 reel
Jan. 8.
1 reel
Feb. 12
-1 reel
June
June 10,
2reel5. .....Jan
Jan. 29
1 reel
Sept 30
Jan. 15. . 10 episodes. . Jan
Mar. 25. . 10 episodes. . Mar.
April
April 29. . Ireel
1 reel
Oct 14 . 2 reels
Sept.
SepL 30
.1 reel
June
June 24..
1 reel
Oct
Oct 14.
.2
reels
May 12. . ,
Sept
Oct.
7. , .2 reels
.1 reel
Mar. 11... 1 reel
Aug. 5. ., 1 reel
Aug.
July 29 . . -Ireel
Feb.
Feb. 12. ..
,2 reels
Jan.
1, . .
reel
May 27. , 11 reel
June 10. . .
June
Jan. 15. . . .1 reel
-1 reel
Jan.
June 17 .
Mar. 24.. . . 2reels
July
Jan.
Jan. 15.. .2reel3
. 1 reel
Mar.
April 1 . . . .1 reel
Mar. A...
1 reel
Jan.
8- , .
Jan.
Jan. 15... .2feels
.2 reels
Mar.
Feb. 26. ..
Oct
Oct. 21... .2 reels
2 reels
Feb.
Feb. 5. ..
2 reels
Mar.
Mar. 4. .. .2 reels
Dec
Jan.
8. . . 2 reels
Aug. 19. , . .3 reels
Sept 30.
Mar. 18.. . 1 reel
1 ree
.Sept 22,
.Feb. 19..
1 reel
Feb.
May
..May 27 . . .1 reel
, ,1 reel
.Sept 2-. , 1 reel
Sept
Sept 1
. ,1 reel
Aug. 12
Sept
Aug. 5, . ,1 reel
..2
reels
Mar.
Feb. 26,
April 1 , . , 1 reel
Sept 2. . ,2reels

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hialt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKoe
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables".
Sportllght
"Aesop Fable"..
"Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Pollard-Clyde-Lombard.
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits
Novelty

31
19
2
21
14
24
21
29
30
13

29
4
11

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
June

Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Aviation Film
"Aesop fables"
Ray-Cyclone fdogl

5., .10 episodes
10 episodes
11. . . 1 reel
1 , , ,1 reel
27. , , ,2 reels
5 . , 1 reel
. 1 reel
29, . . 2 reels
6
20- . 1 reel
3 , . 10 episodes

3

13
4
3
31

18
19

8
1
3

Dec 23
Jan. 28
May 19

Star

Length

•tAnnapolls
Border Patrol
•tCaptatn Swagger
Hying Buckaroo. The
*tSFIylng Fool,
Forhidden
Love The

Loff-Brown
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Wally Wales
Monty
Banks
Llll
Damita

Nov.
Dec
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Fort^- Five-Calibre War
Geraldine
•tGodless Glri, The
Hawk of the Hills
*tSLeatherneck,The
Marked Money

Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Loff
BasqueHe-Prevost
Allene Ray
William Boyd
Junior Coghlan

Feb.
Dec

•tNed McCobb's Daughter
Noisy Neighbors
nSOffice Scandal
•tSShady Lady, The
Sin Town

Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair

* Means synchronized score,

Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec

Reviewed

18
23
11
6312 feet
25. . . .6670 feet
254
.5937feet
17 '29
30
10720 feet. . .Sept
17
13
18
2

Dec 16
Jan. 20

t Means sound effects.

1

(S. R.)
Bel.
Sept.
April
Mar.
SepL
June
Nov.
Dec.

Date
5
15
15.
29.
22
7
19

Length
5700feet
5600 feet
6600 fee!
6700 feet
.5700feet
.5800 feet

Reviewed

.6800 feet... May 28

Ster

Rel.

Date

Walker- Bennett
Sept
.- .
Delaney-Mariowe
May
Lewls-Robards
Jan.
Bedford- Frazer
Sept 15- ..
Murphy-Keith
Sept
.. .
Russeh-Falre
April
Buddy Roosevelt
June
Vera Reynolds
July
Tok Maynard
Oct
Gordon-Hale
April
Garon-Agnow
Jan.
Bowers-Rand
Nov. 15.
Santschi-Brockwell
, . . Jan.
Walthall-Avery-Keef e
Oct
Buddy Roosevelt
May
Roberts-Keefe
Aug. 1.
Murphy-Landis
May
Brockwell-GIass
Mar.
Buddy Roosevelt
July
E. Torrence-Marlowe-O'Shea. . , Nov.
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
H. Costello-Lease
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Sept
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct.
1
Foster-Olmstead
Dec
Buddy Roosevelt
April
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Nov.
Stanley-Hale
Oct
Tex Maynard
Dec
Lee-Keefe
Feb.

Length
Reviewed
5059 feet
,6089 feet.... June 7
6673 feet
5937 feet
.6089
feet
Sept SO
6076 feet
4533 feet
,5683
feet
4879 feet

5976 feel

5853 feet
5078 feel
5916feet
, Mar.24
5960feet-.. Nev. 11
4797 feet
5946 feet
5262 feet
5608 feet
June 2
4538 feet
5970 feet
4571 feet
5905 (eet
4134 feet
4137 leet
5991 feet, .
4627 feet..
4308
4200 feet,.
feet,.
5869 feet..
4490 feet,.
5260 feet..

Coming Attractions

Title
Should a Girl Marry7.

Rel.

Date

Length

Revlewect

Length

Reviewed

. Foster-Keith
Star

STERLING
TitJe
Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt, The
Marry the Girl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed

It Might Happen to Any GIri. ,

PICTURES
Star

H. Costello-Frazer
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston- Walker
P. Bonner-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

(S. R.)
ReL

Date;

Jan.
Sept
Mar.
April
Oct
Dec
July

30, . .
1—
1. , .
15 —
15...,
15.. .
15, , -

5200 feet

5200 feet

5400
5300 feet
feet.,.. Mar. 10'
5652 feet.... Nov. 4
5210 feet
5309 feet

Coming Attractions
Star

STATE

Length

Reviewed'

Length

Reviewed

RIGHTS

FEATURES

7

Coming Attractions
Title

Boy of the Streets, A
Branded Man. The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellton
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner, The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart ol Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man, The.
LIgh t In the Wind w. A
LIghtnin' Shot The
Man From Headquarters, The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail, The
Phantom 01 the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains
RIdln'Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallm' Back
Wendererof the West, A
Wheel of Destiny, The
Wild Born
You Can't Beat the Law

Title
9
7
14
14
31

. .2reels

Aug.

Bedford-Grav's
Garon-Simpson
Bonner-Wlthera
Harris-Frazer
Dwan-Landls
Lillian Rich
Harlan-Murphy

Title

Jan.
May
June
April
Feb.

PICTURES
Star

RAY ART (S. R.)

Sept. 29

2 reels.
.1 reel...
2 reels
reels
12 reel

Bitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web 01 Fate. The
Wilful youth

6

2 reels

1 reel
1 reel

PEERLESS
TItl.

Title
Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust, The
Air Mall Pilot The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
*tBig Hop, The
Battles of Coronet
Black Butterflies
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews, The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Dawn
Daughter of Israel
DevllDogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg, The
Faithless Lover, The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Fool
Gay Adventurer The
Golden Dawn
Gypsy Romance
HandsofOrlac
Hearts of Men
Hell Ship
Into the Night
House of Shame
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd, The
Lady from Paris, The
Last Moment, The
Life's Like That
Lights of Paris
Little Wild Girl, The
Lookout Gfrl,The
Loves of Jeanne ■■
Ney, —
The
Modern du Barry. A
Mother of Mine
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Olympic Hero. The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
Port of Missing Girls
Power of Darkness, The

Star
Lee-Keefe
Special Cast
EmIIJannlngs
Mehaffey-Metcalfe.
Bob Custer
.
Lya de Putti
Jones-Ralston-Hearn
Special Cast
Ralston-Busch-Frazer
Bonner-Landls

DIsfr

ReL

Date

Chesterfield.. . Aug. 15. 5256feel,
. April 21'
Collwvn
Dec
,6800feet....Mar.
3
L. T. Rogers. ,
Hi-Mark
50001 eet
Syndicate
Aff. European .
B.Jones Corp..
Ameranglo
■ ■■
Quality Dist,
Krelbar
Hercules..

Sept 15, ,4345 feet
, Sept
- 6 reels
Aug.
... 7000 feet Oct.
&
Feb
6400 feet
Mar.24
■■
.6199feet... Nov. 4
Sept 1 . 6261 feet
Nov.
SOOOfeet,
Special Cast
Aywon
Sept 1,
Special Cast
Amkino
Mar. 10, .8300 feet
Mar.24
Corda-Varconi
Ufa Eastern
June 1. 5460 feet
Special Cast
Arch Selwyn
7500 feet
Betty BIythe
Aywon
Sept l.fiOOOfeet
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
5600feot
Special Cast
Arfa
570afeet
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofoet
Russian Cast
A. Hammersteln
8000 feet
June IB
O'Brien-Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
..5600 feet — Mar. 3
Sllverstreak-Walkor . , Bischoff
5000 feet
Emil Jannlngs
L T. Rogers
6100 feel
Charies Alden
A B A
640C feet. .. .Sept 8
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200feet
Raquel Meller
Aff. European, .Sept
. 6 reels
Conrad Veidt
..
Aywon
Sept
. 6500 feet
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet
Special Cast
Collwyn
5800feet. ..SoptlS
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5712 feel
Faire-Hate
Chesterfield.. . Sept 1 . 5300 feet. . . .Sept 1&
Lya de PuHi
Brill
Sept 1. 5460 feet
Special Cast
Aff. European, Sept
.6000 feet
Vilma Banky
Aywon
Sept
. 6000 feet
Matieson-Hale .
Zakoro
Mar.
. 5500 feet
. Mar. 3T
Withers-Boteler
F. Royer (producer)
June 16
Special Cast
Superlative
6000feet
Lee-Undls
Hercul
Jacqueline Logan
Quality Dist. ..Sept
"
Ufa-Eastern
7563 feet..
Edith
Jahanne
Ufa Eastern. , , Mar. 15. 7124 feet
Maria Corda .
Special Cast
Zakoro
Oct
. ,7200feel
German Cast
7000 feet
Plaza
5215 feet
Devore-Mono
Trinity Plot
5573 feet. . . Sept 1&
Vaughn-Hughes ,
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
.,5200feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct
15..4657feet
, Superlative
Special Cast
Brenda
Mar.
.7270 feet
Mar. $
Bedford-McGregor
Moscow Art Players
Aff. European.. Sept.
. 6 reels

§ Means voice [including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Motion

1240
Title
Prlmanerliebe
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
■Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The
Racing Through
Romance of a Rogue The
Sally of (he South Seas
Scarlet Youth
Sealed Lips
Shadows ot the NIghl
Shooting Stars
Silent Sentinel, The
Silent Trail, The
Simba
Sky Rider, The
Station Master, the
Streets of Algiers.
Thrill Seekers
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Tracey the Outlaw
Two BroHers
When Fleet Meets Fleet
Woman Tempted The
Vouth Astray

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
German Cast
Scenic Films
6500 feel . - Mar. 24
Balfour-Blackwell
Zakoro
Aug.
. .6200 feet
Special Cast
BOOOfeel
Faire-Lease
Crescent Plot
5900 feet
fVIae fVIarsh
Aff. European. .Sept.
,.7 reels
Warner-Stewart
Quality Dist.. .Aug
6100 feel
Hercules
Corliss Palmer
Circle PJct
Oct
Swedish Cast
Colwyn
6000 feet
Hercules
English Cast
Artlee
Aorll
..5800fee!
April 26
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield... .Aug. 1. .4890 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15, 4315 feet
JungleFilm
Capitol PIct
SOOOfeet
Feb. 4
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet.
-Zakoro
June 16 7200 feet
Ivan Moskvin..
,6603
feet
. Ufa Eastern... May
1.
Camilla Horn
, Superlative
. .4900 feet
Clifford -Fulton
..
. Ufa Eastern
April 1.
Jannings-Dagover
6680 feet
Aug.Mar.
5 '27
6000
feet...
31
.New-Cal
Mar.
Jack Hoey
.Conrad Veidt
Ufa Eastern.. . .July
1 6300 feet
,7953 feel
.Hl-Mark
English Cast. . .
6500 feet
Aywon
... .SepL
Complon-Ward , ,
Ameranglo
6000 t
Johnson-Mattonl

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Dlsfr
Bel The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
Charles Gounod (Technicolor).. Music Master Film . . .Fitzpatrick
Chinatown Mystery. The (Serlal).Joe Bonomo
Syndicate
CigaretteDoctor.
Maker'sTheRomance
F. P.
P. Donovan
Donovan (producer)
(producer!
District
F.
Fare Enough
Fatal Warning, The
Girl with the Golden
Mysterious Airman,
.«ecklace. The
'lu ;i ig to Live For
Piece of String. A
Police Reporter The
She Said No

RaL

.SepL

Dale

Length

2 reels
1 reel
1.10 episodes
2
reels
2 reels

Reviewed
June 16

Poodles Hanneford
Artclass
2re6ls
(Serial)
Mascot Plcl
Mar. 1. .10 episodes
Eyes, ThB..F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels.
The
Weiss Bros
lOeplsodes
F. P. Donovan (producer) Mary Alden. ........ .2 reels
AI Joy
Cranlield Clarke
2 reels
F. P. Donovan fproducer*
2 reels
(Serial).... W. Miller-E. Gilbert. Weiss
Mar.
..10 episodes
w.BenTurpin
Artclass
2reels

Sophomore, The
Soookey Money
Thick and Tnin
Through the Ages
Vanishing West, The (Serial)..
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Who's Wno
You Can't Win (Serial)

G. O'Neill-L Graydon
AI Joy
Snub Pollard , ,
Novelty
Special Cast
Walker-Mason
AlJoy

Hl-Mark
Cranfield-Clarke
2re6l8
Artclass
2 reels
Castle
1 reel
Mascot Pict....Oct 15. lOeplsodes. Oct. 13
Mascot Pict. . Aug. 1 .10 episodes. . Sept. IS
Cranfield-Clarke
2reels
Weiss Bros
lOeplsodes

Coining Attractions

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title
Cold

Star

Ret

Dat

Olive Borden
July 20
O'Neill-Graves
Mar. 15 .
Patsy Rulh Milter
Aug. 1..
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Oct
1..
Southern-Pidgeon .. May
1 .
Bennett-Love-Landis
Feb, 1 .
Ctaire Windsor
Aug. 15 .
O'Neill-Collier, Jr
Oct 10. .
Jessel-Palmer
Oct 20 .
Bedford-VIcGregor
SeptlS..
Cortez-Windsor-Bennett
July 10 .
Hagen-Harron-Oimsted
June 10
Love-Sebastlan-Santschi
. . ..Dec
1 .
Saba^tian-O'iVliiley . April I .
Cortez-Leonard
fVlay 15 .
White-McGregor
July
1,.
Windsor-Moreno
Feb. 15 .
Warner-Southern
Sept 10, .
Harron-A. Day
Nov. 1..
IVIilier.Harron
Oct 15. ,
Belle Bennett
Sept 20. .
Cortez Myers
June 30, .
Fraier-Borio
.April 15. .
Southern-McGregor
June 1. .
Starke-Harlan
Dec 15, .
Harron-Sebastian
Mar, 1..
Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr
SepL 1. .
Baxier-Milior-Coliler, Jr.
Jan. 15 .
Bennett-Southern-Keith
Nov. 15 .
Ford-Hale-Olmsted
Jan.
1..
Brent-Lytell-KenI
Oct
1. .

SHORT

Length
5844 feet .
-61471681..
6157 feet..
5209 feet
.5510 feet . .May 28

.52331661. ...Sept 23

. 6126
.5334
.4752
.5297
6553

feet
feet
.
feet... Feb. 4
feel
. .
feel

.5676feel

.5708 feel ...April 14
.62351661... .Dec.
.5629f66t

.Mar. 31

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic. .

* Means synchronized score.

Rel.

Date

2

.6102f6et
.'.51601661.'.'.'.'.'.!...'.
.5735 feel
.5276 feel.,.. Mar. 3
.56521661
.6361 feel..
64481661..
.5283 feel..
.5614 feet.

Length
1 reel

Applause
Devil's Apple
Tree. The
Domestic
Meddlers
Family Row. The
•§Ghetto. The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner, The
Man m Hobbles, The
New Orleans
Queen of Burlesque
Rainbow, The
Spirit of Youth
•Tomorrow

Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Symphony
Classic

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Dec 15, . . ,1 reel
Jan.
1
1 reel
Oct
1. ...1 reel
Feb. 15. . . .1 reel
1 reel
Mar. 1
1 reel
1 reel
Mar. 1
1 reel
Mar. 15
1 reel
Jan. 1
1 reel
1 reel
April 1
1 reel
Jan. IS
1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
Nov. 1
1 reel
Feb. 1
1 reel

Coming Attractions
Star

Sally O'Neill
Dorothy
Sebastian
Claire Windsor
Windsor-Gray
George Jessel.
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
Cortez-Bennett
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastlne
Sebastian-Kent
Miller-Gray

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Dec 20.
Feb.

1.

Nov. 10.
Jan. 20.
Dec

1.

Nov.

1.

FEATURES

Rel. Date
Star
Length
Reviewed
..Oct 15
About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmsr
Clrclji PIct
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern.
Aug. 15, .7545 feet
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge- Worth
General Pict
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife,
Special Cast
Aff. European
7reels,.
Dauer Gf His VlijBSt/, T.ie
SieJial Cist
Amin]
7000 feel
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6reels..
EsiajeJ from Kell
Muriat Esterhary
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels. .
Exodus to t:ie New World, Tha,Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer.,
Full Dreisej Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels
Germari UnJarwarld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Aff. European
6 reels.
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
, Ufa-Eastern
. ..
Gjiltj'
Fritsc^i-tfernon . .
Aff. European
..6 reels. ,
Her Vieanese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Wno C.ieated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European
8 reels
Ma;nnic5 of Ii9 3-3in
Edacstioiil
A-ntini
SOOOfeet..
Milak of t^ie Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
..6500 feet..
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels
Poet anl .:;iir
Special Cast
Am'<ino
8775feet..
South of Panama
Chesterfield
TnuiJar GjJ
.,.
Cornelius Keafe
. . .Ancior . , .
Thrall of Leif the Lucky, The, . .Starke-L. Mason . . Technicolor (producer)
Two Days
Special Cast
Am'<ino.
. .
6500feet..
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovitch
, Aff. European
10 reels. . .
Verdun
Special Cast
RIchmounL
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels. ...
Water, Ttie
M. Chekhov.
.
.AmVlno
7000 feel..
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15 .4852 feet..
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Yellow Ticket. The
Anna S ten
Amkino
7000feBl..

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
*tSCavalier. The
Ciut'ies jVl.ike the Woman
Devil's Skbper. The
Domestic Meddlers
Floating College, The
Ceorge Washington Cohen
G,rl f roil oay Paree
Giain of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
House ot Sea ijil
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Nameless VIen
Naughty Duchess, The
Nignl Life
. .,
Once and Forever
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of the Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hnur
*fSToilers, The.
Tragedy of youth
Wild Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares.

Title

Star
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

News

UNIVERSAL

Title

Title

Title
'tSHiwiiian Love Call, The
•t| Japanese Carnival, A
't^ln a Persian Market
'tjln a Chinese Temple Garden
•fLove Charm, The
Marcheta
Majde Vluller
Medallion, The
Mission Bells
North ot Suez
No Woman Allowed
Perfect Day. A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
"tSToy Shop, The
Treasure Land

Picture

Revle'

t Means sound effects.

Title
Air Patrol. The
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Puncti. The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot. The
Clean Do Man, The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Keilys In Paris
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider, The
Finders Keepers
Flyin' Cowboy. The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four Flushar, The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate, The
Hero For a Night, A
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hooftieats of Vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound of Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irTeslstlble Lover, The
Jazz Mad
Les Miserables
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past. A
•tMan Who Laughs, The
•tMan, Woman and Wife
'SMeiody of Love
IVIichigan Kid, The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird. Tho
One Glorious Scrap. .
On Your Toes
Out All Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers. . . .
Phantom Flyer, The,
Phyllis of the Follies, .
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers . ,
Rawhide Kid, The
Riding for Fame
Shield of Honor, The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand S.iund6rs
Small Bachelor, Tho
Stop That Man
Straight Shoolin'
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror. The
Thirteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts, A
Two Outlaws. The
'tSUncio Tom's Cabin
We Americans

Star
Rel. Date
Length
AI Wilson
Jan.
1. .4259 feet
.6869 feet .
Hersholt- Marlowe
Jan. 22
.6243 feet,
Love-T. Moore
Sept.
Fred Humes
May
6. .4076 feet..
July 29
Adoree-Frazer
SepL 4
.5741 feet..
Ted Wells
Oct. 14. .4786 feet
Daugherty-Falre
Oct. 28. .4427 feel
Fred Humes
Sept 18.
.6171 feel... Fell. 4
De Puttt-McGregor
June 3 .
Hoot Gibson
Feb. 10 .5202 feet
.4345
feet
Dynamlte-Cobb-Alden
Jan. 29.
Ui Plante-Hate-Stanley
SepMl
.5623feet....Dec.
23
feel. May20,'27
Compson-Harlan
Oct
9. ..-7190
Bosworth-Nixon
Oct 23 .7304 feel... Jan. 7
..4232 feel
Wells-O'Day
Feb. 1 2 .5311 feel
Gtbson-Cuiliver
Oct
7.
Feb. 18
AI Wilson
Sept 30.. .43221001,.
Sldney-Macdonald
Jan, 15. . ..7481 feel.. . . Sept IS
Ray-Ralston
June 17., .6279 feet.
Ted Wells
Oct 14 . .4201 feet .
Ted Wells
Dec 18, . ..4349toet..
.4295 feet.
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwell
Dec
4.. . .4173 feel .
Humes-Worth
Jan. 15. .
feel..
La Plante-Harron
Feb. 5. . .6081
- 51 09 feel .
Gibson-Hasbrouck
July
1. .
feel..
Kerry-Stone-Noian
Sept 23 . .7828
.4426 feet.
Dynamite fdog)
Mar. 25 . .
feet .
Lewis-Nixon
Jan.
8 . .6193
.-6474 feel .
Stone-Keith-M. Day
Oct 28. .
.5503 feel .
Gibson-Rand
Nov. 20. . .5645
feel.
Denny-Nolan
April 29 . .4194 feet.. . Sept 22
Ted Wells
July 29..
Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe
. Sept 30 . .6599feel..
Rex (horse )-Perrin
Sept 16. .. ,4868 feet
Rex (horsei-Perrio
April 14 ...4719 feet.
Tryon-MIIIer
Dec 18, ...5711 feel
La Plante-Delaney
Sept 2
6307feet
Lewis-Gulliver
Oct 14
5591 feet
Rex (horse)-Perrln
June 16
.5874
feel.
Tryon-Miiier
May 13
.Sept 15
.4095 feel..
Dynamite (dogt
May 20.
.5591 feet.
Septie
Tryon-Nixon
Oct 14
July 14
Kerry-Moran
Dec. 4
6958 feet.
.6S32feel.
Hersholl-Nixon-Lewis
Sept3Q
.77131061 .
Special Cast
Oct 30.
.5862 feel..
Keane-Kent
Sept 18
-6813teel..
Feb. 11
Phllbln-Kerry
Mar. 4.
April 28
Ted Wells
June 3. .41201661..
.6135 feel.. .Sept 16
Veldt-Bedford
Dec 25
May 12
10185 feel.
Veldl-Philbin
Nov. 4
.6674 feel..
Kerry-Slarke-Nixon
Dec 30
Pidgeon-Harris-Winlon
Sept. 15
6030 feel ...July 7
Nagel-Adoree
Oct 21
5689 feet. ...Mar. 10
De Puttl-Harlan
Feb. 26
6670feet
Reginald Denny
Sept 16
4172 feet
.Fred Humes
Nov. 20.
591 8 feel ...Jan. 14
. Denny-Worth
Nov. 27 .
.61701661. ...Oct 7
. Denny-Nixon
Sept 4
541 6 feet... Aug. S
Gibson-Claire
Sept 25.
Cody-Thompson
June 2
AI Wilson
Feb. 26. .. .4253 feel..
M.Moore-A.Day
Nov. II. .. .69071661..
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Aug. 4
Cody-Thompson
Oct 28. .. .4230 feel. .
Fred Humes
Mar. II . . . .4200 feet. .
Fred Humes
July 15. .. .4472 feel. .
Gibson-Hale
Jan. 29 . . . .5382 feel . .
Hoot Gibson
Aug. 19. . . . 5424 feet .
-Dec 30
Lewis-Guillver-Hamilton
Feb. 19. . . .6172 feet. .
La Plante-Harron
Oct
2. . . .6166 feel .
AI Wilson
Nov. 6. .. .4393feel. . Aug. 26
Kent-Beranger
Nov. 6. . . .62181661. .
Lake-Kent
Mar. 11.... 5389 f eel . Mar. 10
Aug. 19
Ted Wells
Oct 16 ... 4251 feet
April 28
Phiibln-Mosklno
Mar. 4 ...8249feel
Feb. 4
La Pianto-Tryon
April 1 ... .6179 feel .
Denny-Kent
....Feb.
5 — 6073feet . Dec
9
Nilsson-Bushman
Nov. 13. .. .5598 feet .
Hersholt- Joyce
April 8. . . . 6274 teel .
AI Wilson
Sept 4
Feb.
4
.4353 feet
Ted Wells
April 8.. 4136feet.June10'27
.5495 feel
Gibson-Hale
Mar. 18. . 4616feel
Rex (horse)-Perrin
Nov. 18, . 10600 feel ...Nov. 18
Special Cast
Sept 2 ,
7
Sidney-Mlller-Lewls
. .May
6. . .91511661 ..April

! Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs ) .

October

20 ,

1241

1928

Tftle
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show, The
Wolf's Trail
Won In the Clouds

Star
Rex-All en- Marlowe
Glbson-Gulllver
Dynamlte-Cobb-Lamont
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title
Africa Befoie Dark
All Balled Up
All For Geraldene
Ambuscade, The
Any
Count,
Back Old
to Nature
Bare Fists
Battling Justice
eig Bluff. A
Big Game George
Boss of the Rancho
Brand of Courage. The
Bright Lights
Broke Out
.
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster's Big Chance
Buster Shows Off
Busier Steps Out
Buster Trims Up
Buster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster.
Bull-oney
Bv Correspondence
Calford in the Movies
Ualford vs. ReJskins
Card of Destiny. The
Case 01 Scotch, A
Cash Customers
Cloud Buster. The
Code of the Mounted, The
Come on. Horace
Cross Country Bunion Race, The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line, The
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail. The
Dates for Two
Dead Game
Diamond Master. The
•East Side
Fiery Fireman, The
Fighting Destiny..
Fighting Forester The
Fighting Kid, The
Fish Chase.
Stories The
Fox
Framed
Full House, A. . .
Fun in the Clouds
Galloping Ace, The
Gauge a\ Battle, The
George Meets George
George's False Alarm
George's School Daze
Getaway Kid. The
SGIobe Trotters. The
Gold Claim, The
Good Scout Busier
Half Back Buster
Handicapped
.Haunted Island, The (Serial)
Harem Scarem
Her Haunted Heritage
Her Only Husband
Hidden Money
High Fiyin' George
High Up
HIslnLaws
Hollywood or Bus!
Horace in the Army
Horns and Orange Blossoms
Horse Play
Hot Dogs
Hungry Hoboes
Hurry Up Marriage
Husbands Won't Tell
Indoor Golt
IronCode-ThP
Jackson Comes Home
Junior Year, The .
Just in Time
Just Wiit
Kicking Through
King of Siebas
Kitchen
Mechanic
Look Pleasant
Looters, The. . MiJden of tie Mounted
Man of Letters. A
Married Bachelors
McGinis vs. Joneses
Mississippi Mud
f^istakes Will Happen
Money 1 Money! riloney!
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Neckn'Neck
Newly weds' Advice
Newly weds' Anniversary
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The
Newlyweds' Frionds. The
Newlyweds' Happy Day. The
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Newlyweds' imagination, The
Newlyweds' Headache
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The
Newlyweds' Need Help, The
Newlvweds' Servant, The
Newlyweds Success, The
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
No Blondes Allowed
Oh, What a Knight
Ole Swimmin* 'Ole, The
One Every Minute
Out In the Rain
Ozzie of the Mounted
PaJJIingCo-Eds
Panicky Pancakes

Rel.
Nov.
May
Oct.
April

Date
Length
27... .5192teel
20. . . . 5254 feet
2 ,. 4167 feet
22. , . .4348 feet

Reviewed

SUBJECTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Charles Puffy
Sid Saylor
Fred Oilman

Rel. Date
Length
Feb. 20
1 reel
Feb, 27. ... 2 reels
2 reels
June 16, . .2 reels

Reviewed
April 7
Feb. 4
May 19

"The
Jan.
, ,2 reels
Arthur Gumps"
Laite
Feb. 23
27 ,...1
reel
Feb. 11
Dec 23
Jack Perrin
Jan. 14 ..2reeis
Feb. 25
Fred G*iman,..
Mar. 24, ..2 reels
2 reels
April 7
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhail-.May
2
SepL 1
Sid Saylor
July 18 . 2 reels
Bob Curwood
Jan. 7 , ,2 reels
.
.2
reels
Jan. 7
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery ,, .Feb. 4
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19 . ,1 reel
Young-La Sailo
Aug. I . . .2 reels
Jan. 28
Newton House
Feb. 18 . .2reel3
May 26
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog, . , June 27. .2 reels
.2 reels
Dec 23
Trimble, Turner and Dog
. , .Jan. 11
,2 reels
Trimble. Turner and Dog.. , , , .Mar. 14
.2
reels
Jan.
28
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Feb. 8
Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog
OcL 17 , .2 reels
..2reels
April 28
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May 23
2 reels
Trjmble-Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15
Sept 29
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 , 1 reel
Arthur Lake
Jan. 30
.1 reel
Jan. 14
Oct
6
Lewis-Culitver-Phillips
Oct. 15 . 2 reels
.2 reels
Lewis-Guiiiver-Phillips
Sept. 17
June 16
Fred Gil man
luly 14 . .2reels
.2 reels
Dec 23
"The Gumps"
Jan.
9
Young-La Salle
July 11. . -2 reels
.2 reels
Jan. 21
"The Gumps"
Feb. 6
April 7
Jack Perrin
May
5 ..2 reels
Arthur Lake
.OcL
8 . .2 reels
OcL 13
Sid Saylor
Nov. 7 ..2reei3.,
; - Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 2 reels
tdmund Co'db
2 reels
Newton House
Sept. 1 ,..2ree!s
Jack Perrin
June 2
2 reels
May
5
C. Klng-C Doherty
Jan. 18
2 reels
Dec. 31
ArlAccord
Oct
7
2 reels
.
April 8, '29 10 episodes
2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
OcL 15
.1 reels
FredGllman
May 19 ...2reels.
April 21
Edmund Cobb
Oct. 20 . 2 reels
Newton House
..June
9 . , .2 reels.
May 19
.2rels,
Young-I^Cartoon
Salle
Nov. 25
21.. . . 1* reel
Oswald
June
May 26
May
5
Bob Curwood
May 26. . . .2 reels
May 19
Long<Adams-LymQn-McPhaiiL..June 13 . ..2reel9
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5 , 1 reel
Jack Hoxte
SepL 22 . .2 reels
Fred Gllman
.April 21. . .2 reels
Mar.24
Sid Saylor
June 20. . ..2 reels
May 19
, .2 reels
Feb. 4
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29 . .2 reels
May
5
Sid Saylor
May 30. .
Bob Curwood
Aug. 18 ..2 reels
Sept 1
Baiiey-Barnum
June 30
Bob Curwood
July 21. .2 reels
-2reels
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog. . , July 25 ., .2
reels
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog
Sept. 17
Laemmle Novelty
SepL 24 . . 1 reel
Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster. .Mar. 26 ..10 episodes
Oswald Cartoon
. . , . . , . Jan.
9 . .1 reel
June 2
Ben Hall
July
2. .:1 reel
Mar. 17
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalil. April 4 . .2reels
Mar. 31
Bob Curwood
April 26 ..2 reels
. .2reel9
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25 . .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
..2reel3
Feb. IB
Charles Puffy
Mar.12
Arthur Lake
SopLlO
Arthur Lake
1 reel
Charles Puffy
Jan. 29. ., .2 reels
Jan.
7
2 reels
Dec 18
Long-Adams-i-aymon-McPhalll . Jan.
4,
1 reel
July 28
Oswald Cartoon.
Aug. 20
Oswald Cartoon.
May 14
1 reel
April 21
1 reel
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
2 reels
Sept 1
Young-t^ Salle
Aug. 29
2 reels
..Feb. 11
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalM .Mar. 7.
Jack Perrin
Jun630.
2 reels
May 28
Bob Curwood
2reels
Lewis-Guiiiver-Phiiltps
SepL 3
2 reels
Edmund Cobb
2r5el3,
Young-La Salle
Sept26
2reeis
2
reels
Lewis-Gui liver- Phillips
Oct
1
Ireel
July 21
Arthur Lake
.Aug. 13
2 reels
Trlmble-Hardwick
'29
2 reels
Sid Saylor and Dog. . , .Jan.
Oct 9 10
Feb, 4
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3 . 2 reels
Jack Perrin
Mar. 10 . 2 reels
Feb. II
2 reels
Jan. 28
Sid Saylor
Feb. 1 5
Mar. 17
Charles Puffy
April 9. . 2r9el3
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalti , Aug. 8, , ,21 reels
reel
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17, ,
Jan. 21
Ben Hall
Feb. 13. . 1 reel
April 14
Ben Hall
May
7, . 1 reel
Desmond -Perdue
10 episodes
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23
Ireel
2 reels
Dec 16
Snookums-Perdua-Egan
Jan.
2.
,2 reels
, .Snookums
Aug. 6
.2reBls
SepL29
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
,2reels
June 2
Snookums-Pordue-Egan
July
2,
2reels
Mar. 10
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
April 2
2reel3
May 12
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill
June 4
,2 reels
Aug. 18
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
SepL 5,
2reel3
April 14
Snookums-Bartiett-McPhaili
May
7
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29. ,2 reels
, Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28 . 2 reels
2 reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec. 26
2 reels
Feb. 4
Snookums-Bartiett-McPhaili
Feb. 6, . 2 reels
Feb. 11
Snookums-Bartiett-McPhaili
Mar. 5
2 reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3
Feb. 25
C. King-C. Doherty
Mar. 21 . 2 reels
1 reel
May
5
Oswald Cartoon
May 28..
Mar. 24
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6 , . 1 reel
April 7
^hur Lake
April 23. , 1 reel
2reel9
Jan. 28
"The Gumps"
Feb. 20
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
April 30 . 1 reel
2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver- Phi Ilips
Oct 29
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1
1 reel
Oct 13

* Means synchronized score,

t Means sound effects.

Title
Payroll Roundup, The
Poor Papa
Prince and the Paoa
Prodigal Pup. The
Ranger Patrol, The
Red Warning
Reel Life
Ride 'Em Piowboy
Ride For Help, The
Riders of the Sierras
Riders of the Woods
Riding Gold
Riding Romeo
Ring Leader, The
Ringside Romeos
Rival Romoes
Romeo of the Range
Ropjn" Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse, The
Sagebrush Sadie
Sailor George
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
Sealed Orders
Secret Outlaw, The
She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Lions
Society Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of the Frontier, A
So This Is Sapp Center
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik, The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Takmg the Count
Tali Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
Thai's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley, The
iicky Trickster. The
Unexpected Hero, An
Untamed, The
Valiant Rider, The (Western)
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hops
Wfiose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Yukon Gold

Star
Rel.
Bob Curwood
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Charies Puffy
Feb.
Canine Cast
Fred Gllman
Aug.
Jack Hoxie
Nov.
..Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll .July
Oswald Cartoon
April
Newton House
July
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Sept
Newton House
Jan,
George Chandelf
Jack Perrin
April
Arthur Lake
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Bob Curwood
Oct
Newton House
Aug.
Sid Saylor
SepL
Jack Perrin
Aug.
Oswald Cartoon
April
Sid Saylor
May
Sid Saylor
Jan.
, , .Arthur Lake
July
Bob Chandler
Oct
F. X. Bushman, Jf
.June
Jack Perrin
Feb.
Bob Curwood
Nov.

Date
Length
Reviewed
Mar.
3
31 . . . .2reeis
11... .1 reel
May 19
13... .2 reels
Jan. 21
.1 reel
Sept 15
.2reels
11. . .
1 . . . ,2 reels
.2reels
June
2
4...
Mar. 24
16. .. .1 reel
7... .2 reels
.2reets
15. . . .2 reels
21... .2 reels
.2 reels
7. .. .2reel9
Mar. 10
26... .1 reel
Mar. 10
5 . . .1 reel
April 7
6. .. .2 reels
,2 reels
4 . .
12, . . ,2reels
July 28
25 , . ,2 reels
2. . . .1 reel
May
5
9. . . .2 reels
April 14
.2 reels
2 '29..
June 16
16. . . .1 reel
27.,, 2 reels
3. 10 episodes
11 . .2 reels. ... .Jan. 28
10. . .,2 reels
Oct
6
.2reels
July 28
Aug. 22 . . . ,2 reels
OcL 24 , ,
Sept 3. .. .1 reel
Aug. 18
June 30
July 23... .1 reel
Dec 30
Jan. 16... .2reel3
,1 reel
reel. ,
Feb. 18
Mar.12,.. .1

Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Gulllver-Philllps
Ben Hall
Arthur l_ake
Charles Puffy
Mar. 26... .2 reels
Arthur Lake
Jan.
2... .1 reel
Newton House
April 14. . . .2reel3
Ben Hal.
..Jan. 16, .. .1 reei
Ben Hall
April 9... .1 reel
Bob Curwood
Sept 8, . ..2 reels
,2 reels
Lewis-Guiiiver-PhiiUos
Arthur L^ke
June 18. . . .1 reel
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhallt.Feb.
1 , . . .2 reels
Arthur Lake
May 21 , . . .1 reel
Arthur Lake
Dec
5 . . . .1 reel
reels
C. King-C. Doherty
April 18 .. .2
Oswald Cartoon
July
9. . . .1 reel
. IS episodes,
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12 . .2 reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Nov. 14 . , .2 reels
Bob Chandler
SepL 29..
2 reels
Trimble-Turner and Dog
April 11
.2 reels
C, Klng-C. Doherty
Dec 21 . ,
..Ireel
Ben Hall
July 30 .
.1 reel
Ben Hall
June 4, .
F. Gii!man-M. Kino
Feb. 25. ., .2 reels
Newton House
May 12, . . ,2reel3
Bob Curwood
June 23 . . ,2 reels
Wm. Desmond
Jan. 16 ., 10 episodes
.2 reels
reels
Sfd Saylor
Maf. 28. . . .2
Trimbi&-Hardwlck and Dog
Dec. 12 .
I_aemmie Novelty
OcL 22 . ,1 reel
0. Klng-C. Doherty
Feb. 22 . , .^ reels
Sid Saylor
April 25,. , .2 reels
Young-La Salle
June 6. .2 reels
reels
Newton House
Mar. 17. . ,.2
..2 reels
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllpa
Jan.
2. .
Fred Gilman
Jan. 28.. ..2 reels
2 reels
Young-La Salle
May 16
2 reels
Jack Perrin
July 28

Mar.
Dec
Mar.
Dec
Mar.
Sept

3
16
17
30
17
8

May
Jan.
April
Nov.
Mar.
June
July

26
14
28
18
24
16
21

Mar. 17
May
Jan.
Aprl.
May

19
28
14
19

Mar. 3
Feb. 4
Mar. 31
May 12
Feb.25
Mar. 21
June 30

Coming: Attractiont
Title
tSBraggart, The
Brides Will Be Brides
Born to the Saddle

Star

Length

Reviewed

Jean Hersholt
Laura La Plante
Ted Wells

5 Broadway
Clear the Deck
Reginald Denny
jCohensand Kellys In Atlantic City. . .George Sidney
Crimson Canyon. The
Ted Wells
Crimson Hour, The
De Pulti-Mosjukine
Danger Rider. The
Hoot Gibosn
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
Erik the Great
Veidl-Phiibin
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
Gate Crasher, The
Glenn Tryon

Dec. 23
Dec 16
Nov. Ifl

•t Gin on the Barge, The
•t Give and Take
Grit Wins
Hell Wrecker, The
Hero of the Circus
It Can Be Done
Kid's Clever, The
King of ihe Rodeo, The
•tLast Warning, The
♦tjLonesame
Man Disturber. The
Navy Blues
One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams, The
5 Red Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown, The
§ Show Boat
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skidder, The

Hershoii-O'NelJ-McGregor
Sidney-Hersholt
Dec
2
Wells-Collins
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
Feb. 24
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlanta
Tryon-Kent...
June 30
Reginald Denny
Arthur Lake. .
Laura La Plante
Dec
9
Mary Philbln
Denny-Day
NlKon-Rogers
Murray-Kent
Rubens-La Planle-J. Schlldkratit
Nixon-Walllng-Nolan
Al Wilson
Jan. 13

Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the City

Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-Perrin

Taranga

6

Sept 22
6947 feet

Feb. 10
Dec
2

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Rel.

•fBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer. The
Dove .The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Gaucho, The

Oct

Special Cast

UNITED
Title

6142feet

Bennettstar Hersholt- Haver
Chapiin-Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge-Roland
Philbin-Atvarado
Griffith-Ray
Fairbanks- Velez

Oct
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.

Date

Length

13
7
6400
29. .. .5800
19, . , 7000
7
91 00
31 — 8350
4.... 7300
1 . . . .9358

Reviewed

Jan. 14
feet..
Dec 30
feet. , Sept 23
Jan. 28
feet , .Jan.
7
feet ,
feel
Dec 142
Jan.
feet..
leet. .

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs).

1242

Motion

r.(lf>
Magic Flame, The
MyBestGIrl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
SorrellandSon
Steamboat Bill. Jr
•t Tempest
Two Arabian Knights
tTwo Lovers
•tWoman Disputed, The

Star
Colman-Banky
PI ckford- Rogers
Del Rto-Baxter
Swanson-L Barrymor*
Warner-Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. BarrymorehHom
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge- Roland

Length

Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Jan,
Dec.
May
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Oct

Title

Reviewed

14- . . 7850 feet .
2
6460feet
11 , . . 7552feet .
7 — 8600 feet —
2 ...9000 feet
.
12, ,, 6400 feet
.
11 .9300 feet .
23 .... 7850 feet ....
7. .. .8500 feet 20

Sept. 30
Dec. 9
Feb.
4
Feb. 11
Nov. 25
May 19
June 16
Nov. 4
April 28

Coming Attractions
Star

Title

Rel.

"+§Awakenlng, The
Banky-Byron
City Lights
Charlie Chaplin
t Hell's Angels
Lyon- Hal l-Nlssen
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
•§Love Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudat
*i Man With the Iron Mask, The. . . . Douglas Fairbanks
•I§Queen Kelly,
Swanson-Byron
"tJRescue. The
Colman-DamHi
•tRevenge
Dolores Del RJo
*1§Say It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
, . , Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions
Terry- Petrovltch

Date

Nov. 17.

Length

Reviewed

,
,
,

Nov.

3..
,

WARNER
BROTHERS
FEATURES
Title
•Across the Atlantic
•Beware of Married Men
•Brass Knuckles
•t§Caught In the Fofl
"CoMege Widow. The
•Crimson City, The
"Dog of the Regiment A.
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto, The
'Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter. The
•Ginsberg the Great
•Girl From Chicago, The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
*f§Home Towners. The
•Husbands For Rent
•If I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•jJazz Singer. The
*t§Land of the Silver Fox
•Little Snob, The
•tJMidnlght Taxi, The
"Missing link. The
•One-Round Hogan
"Old San Francisco
•Pay As Vou Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life .A
•Reno Divorce, A
•Rinty of the Desert
•Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart. A
•Silver Slave. The
•Slightly Used
*t§State Street Sadie
*t5Terror. The
•When a Man Loves

* Means

Star

Rel.

Blue-Murphy
RIch-Ferrls-Cook
Blue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costello-Coltlcr, Jr
Loy-Mlljan-Hyams
RIn-TIn-Tln-Gulllver
Fazenda-Cook
Mlller-Oldfield
Fazenda-Cook
Chaplln-Costello
Jessel-Ferris ,
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wllson-Conklln-Loy
Bennetl-Kenyon-Brockwell
Moore-Costello
McAvoy-Nagle
RIn-Tln-Tin
Jolson-McAvoy
R in-Tin-Tin- Nye- Hyams
McAvoy-Frazer
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue*Hyams
D. Costello-OIand
Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferr(s-Beranger
Rln-TIn-Tin-Nye-Falre
McAvoy-Graves
Rin-Tln-Tin-Ferrls-Nye
Jessel-Ferris
Fazenda-Cook
I. RIch-Mlljan
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horton
Barrymorfr-Costello

synchronized

score,

Feb.
Jan.
Dec
Sept
Oct
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept
May
Nov.
Nov.
, Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Oct
Dec
Dec
Sept
Feb.
Oct
Feb.
Oct
Aug.
Sept
Sept
May
Mar.
Jan.
Oct
Aorll
Oct
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Aug.
Oct
Aug.

f Means

Date

Length

n 5Women

28
23
26
21
11
'27
22
21
31
26
7
31
30
21

6
7r... .64 85 feet. May 20, '27
...6357 feet .Oct
7
17
4975 feet
4> ... 7961
feet July 8, '27
12
10J... 6185feet
28 ..5492 feet,
..Nov. A
22
.4820 feet . Sept 15
21 . -.8295 feet
8. ..5685 feet. , Oct. 28
14
24. ,61 24 feet .Oct
. Dec. 9
19
..6412 feet
3. .-7169 feet . , Sept 30
25
Sept 8
Aug. 25
20 .7674 feet
21 . .10081 feet
Feb. 18*27

sound effects.

Reginald Barker's Next Special
An entire company of players will entrain for New Orleans, where exterior
scenes are to be taken for the Reginald
Barker special production for TiffanyStahl, tempoi-arily entitled "New Orleans."
FBO

Films

Fight

A lightweight fight will he seen in "Come
and Get It," Bob Steele's recently completed starring feature fur FBO, The
fight, between Steele and Jack Perry, was
staged in the Hollywood Stadium, where
the movie colony attends its weekly light
programs.
It was
conducted
strictly ac-

Date

Star

Rel.

Length

Date

Blue-Warner-WIIson...
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Rin-Tin-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Nagel-Wilson
Rln-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyanw
Costello-Landis-Brockwell
L. Barrymore-McAvoy-ColIier, Jr
FerHs-Hall-Dawson
Dolores Costelto
Rin-Tin-Tin
Fanny Brice
D. Costello-O'Brten
Ferris-Collier. Jr.
Bronson. Collier, Jr.
Fred ericks-Lytell- Wilson
Rin-Tin-Tin
Texas Guinan
D. Costello-Nagol
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvoy
D. Costello-Nagle

Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies ,
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship. The
Dixie Days
Florence Moore
Friend of Father's
GusArnheim& His Ambassadors. . .
Harry Delf
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Indian Baritone. The
Ingenues. The
Larry Cebaltos Undersea Review
L^sh, The
Man of Peace, A
Miss Information
Morrissey & Miller
Myers & Hanford
Night Court. The
Non-Support
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto -Quartet
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)...

News

Sept 8 . . . . 5527 feet .

Cominfif Attractions

Title

§ Means

Ret

I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller. Jr

'tSConquest
^tSDesert Song. The
*t^Fancy Baggage
•"fJFrozen River
•t5Glorlous Betsy
tSGreyhound Limited. The
•t^Hard-Bolled Rose
•fJHome Towners, The
l^iKid Gloves
'tSLand of the Silver Fox
•T§Ughts of New York, The
•tSLion and the Mouse
•tjLlttle Wild Cat The
t^Madonna of Avenue A. The
•tSMIIlion Dollar Collar, The
•fJMy Man
• tSNoah's Ark
•fJNo Questions Asked
•fiOne Stolen Night
• t§On Trial
•tSOutlaw Dog, The.
*t§Queen of the Night Clubs
'tSRedeeming Sin, The
^t^Singing Fool, The
n^Stark Mad
•t§Stolen Kisses
"tSTenderloln

Hollywood
5,180 Extras
A total of 5,180 extra men and women,
repre.senting every conceivable typi-,
worked in Paramount 's ten feature ))!!■tures. "Redskin," "Avalanche," "Sin.s
of the Fathers," "The Four Feathers,"
"Three Week-Ends," "The Canary Murder Case,
'Someone
to Love,"
"The
Life,"
Shopworn
Angel, ' ' 'His Private
and ' ' Interference, ' '

Star
They Talk About

VITAPHONE

25
6052 feet
141.. -5421 feel . Jan!
3 ...6330 feet ..Dec,
22 ...6616 feel... Nov.
15
7 ...5388 feet... April
29 ...5003leel .. Nov,
24 ....6164feel
18i... 6767 feet July 8.
Sept,
26 ...■1914 feet
7 ....6639feet....Jan.
5390 feet
26
....5978leet. ..Dec,
5 ...6302
feet. . . Nov.
12
24 ....5613feet.
27
31 ...6200 feel .Jan,
17 ...6320fe8t. . Dec
. Sept,
10 ....6569teet. ..Oct
...7077 feet
4.
13
5331
feet
11

Picture

Length

Reviewed

.May

6

.7441* e
5267 feet
6352 feet

9552 feet...

Sept 2?

7340 feet

April 28

Length

Reviewed
Aug. 25
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 25
Sept. 1
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 16
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept. 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June 23
Aug. 25
June 23
June 16
Sept 29
Aug. 25
June 23
Sept 1
June 16
June 23
June 30
June 16
June 23
June 16
June 16
Aug. 25
June 1 6
Sept. 15
Sept 29
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2

SHORTS

Star
Songs and Jazz Band
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Song Program
Lydell-Higin^Leah
Jazz Band
Songs & Dances
Jazz Band
Chief Caupollcan
Jazz Band
Songs and Dances
Crane- David son-Tucker
Hobart Bosworth
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Giovanni Martinelll

Ret

Date

1 reel

2 reels

voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

— Continued

cording to regulations and was liliniMl in
the same manner in which title bouts are
"shot" by the news cameramen.
Comedian Finlayson
Jimmy Finlayson, former comedian with
Hal Roach M-G-M Comedies, returned to
the "lot" to play a featured role in a Stan
Laurel pleted
andby Leo
Oliver
Hardy comedy .I'ust comJlcCare.y,
"Wells Fargo Express"
"Wells Fai-go Express," a story of the
famous stage coach company, is to be Ken
Maynard 's next western production for
First National Pictures, instead of "The
Lawless Legiiin," due to the inability to
obtain at this time the great herds of cattle
needed for ' ' The. Lawless Legion, ' '
Another Zane Grey Story
Because of his work for Paramount, Otto
Brower, former assistant dir.'ctor, will also
direct the next Zane Grey story, "Sunset

Alf Goulding

to Direct Karl Dane

Alf Goulding will renew his affiliation
with M-G-M when he takes up the megaphone for the new Karl Dane-George K,
Arthur comedy, "All at Sea," The recently completed Dane-Arthur vehicle,
"Brotherly Love," which Charles Reisner
directed is scheduled for release by M-G-M
in October.
"The Duke Steps Out"
.lames Cruze will again be paired witJi
William Haines in "The Duke Steps Out,"
Lueien Gary's recent Saturday Evening
Post serial, in which Haines is to have the
role of a pugilist,
Prowress

Wins

Him

Role

By capturing the junior campionshi]) in
the model airplane meet in Lo; Angeles last
month, John Berg, IS-j'ear-old youth, also
won the right to play a part in a forthcoming picture in the "Russ Farrell, Aviator,"
series being released bj' Educational.

A Second Printing Was Necessary!
To

supply the orders of Exhibitors, Theatre Executives and Theatre Workers for the most comprehensive and authoritative work
written on the subject, the publishers, George H. Doran Company,
New York, has made a second printing of —

MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE MANAGEMENT
By Harold B. Franklin
(President of West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
and leading theatre executive)

NOW
you too may obtain a copy of this monumental work
dealing with every branch of the theatre and offering
a carefully considered presentation of the theories and
practices, tested by years of experience, making for
the successful and profitable business method of running a motion picture theatre.
The author, Harold B. Franklin, is
industry as one of the most progressive
tives and shovi'men the picture theatre
of the leading forces contributing to

known throughout the
and able theatre execuhas developed, and one
the advance which the

motion picture playhouse has made from its "nickelodeon"
beginning to the palatial community institution which the better theatre of today represents.

DON'T

DELAY

The present supply of copies is by no means large enough to
supply all those who eventually will want copies of this book,
so prompt action is imperative if you want to be assured of
a copy.

THE PRICE IS $5.

Order Your Copy Today

35 Chapters
and
26 Illustrations
Tell You How—
To train and maintain an organization that will function
smoothly in the running of
your theatre.
To provide adequate safety
methods.
To carry on systematic inspections.
To prepare
anced budget.a properly balTo
judge the effectiveness of
advertising.
To purchase equipment and
to Build Good WilL

Use Thii Order

Blank

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Send me postpaid MOTION PIOTUBE THEATRE
MANAQEMENT
bj Harold
B. Franklin.
I enclose
(check)
(money
order)
for 96.00.
Name

^i .

Addreia

.'. .

Oit/
State

SIMPLEX
PROTECTORS
IN
AMERICANS
LEADINQ
THEATRES

HAVE
THEIR

DEMONSTRATED
ADAPTABILITY
TO ALL

SOUND
International
90 GOLD

SYSTEMS
Projector
STREET, NEW

Corporation
YORK

uctoDer

^/,

i3Z5

vIoxJoTPkMi'i^
Rfg. U. S. Patent Office

"TD PICK
M-G-M
BLINDFOLDED!
The sensational success of OUR DANCING

I'm no fool.
DAUGHTERS is no

surprise to me.
M-G-M is always coniing through with the big
shots.
1 bought "WHITE
SHADOWS"
in
M-G-M's '27-'28 product. It's a real $2 picture.
I've had one great week after another. Imagine
all these: MYSTERIOUS LADY, COSSACKS,
TELLING THE WORLD,
FOUR WALLS, etc.
Now I'm playing DANCING
EXCESS BAGGAGE,^
SLEEPS
and I
to come.
STARS!
^
MOVI

there

ETONE

in

every

DAUGHTERS,
WHILE
THE
CITY
know that the best is yet
SPECIALS! SHORTS!
ACTS!
M-G-Mis
department
break
the news to
Just
mother:
I'm sticking to the money
outfit
now
and
orever.
Get
me?)

MemhcT
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uilt up to
an ideal and
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[ilUL

OYhibi
y
ver's
scotor
ili
es
l>e
r !
o • N t abig*
Ik com
l{«'«'oinnieiided by S. C.
\inlrews, Gem Theatre,
<M;ithe,
Kansas,
Charles
ISiiddy" Rogers signed by
I'aramount.
Featured in
I ascinating Youth",
-•■iires
instant hit. Leading
in. Ill for Clara Bow in "Get
^ "ur Man", Mary Pickford
iii"My Best Girl". Hero of
\\ ings". Becomes sensali«iu! Demands for Paraiiiiiiint to star him pour in
iVtiin exhibitors and fans,
l-an mail leaps to 20,000
h'llers a month. Starred
b\ Paramount.

CHARLEN

BiHldj ROOERN

9^merica\s Hot/ Friend stars in PiiramoiinPs
((

with

VARSITY
TALKING

>J

SCENES!

The first real, authentic college picture ever made.

Filmed on the Princeton University campus.

Available silent or with Rogers, Mary Brian, Chester Conklin and other players TALKING
important sequences.
the picture.

Frank Tuttle Production.

Ideal for Autumn

college season!

in

Jazzy collegiate synchronized score throughout
And starring a popular new screen personality!

PARAMOUNT-the

modern star^l

#5 ^veeks — #5 pictures — o records!
rOBM

14(BA

IM

PA03

9-28

GORDON

PUBLIX

THEATRES

CORPORATION

I^a^R.OF^cE communication

To S. H» KENT

TiaH' October 19. 1928.

Three Paramount Pictures have established new high records at the Para^
mount Theatre in three consecutive weeks i
i
the new records:

The previous high weekly gross at the Paramount was $81,000, Here are*3

'njOCKS OF HEW YOHK*
"BEGGAHS OF LIFE"
"THE FLEET'S UT

- $88,000
- 81j500
~
84,000

^
p.

In a theatre seating 3,500 people and against the tou^est competition
Broadway has ever known, this is a truly remarkable achievement. It speaks volumes
for the quality of Paramount product this year.
SAM KATZ

N,

O T just three or four big pictures a year, but

important successes week after week

that's where

PARAMOUNT

stands out above every other

company. When a theatre can break records three weeks running, as Mr. Katz shows above, and
then have "WINGS",
THE

FATHERS"

ALL -TALKERS),

"THE

WEDDING

MARCH",

"REDSKIN"

(Jannings all-star), "INTERFERENCE"
to

name

a few,

PARAWODI^T

coming

along — no

(Dix-Technicolor), "SINS

OF

(first of a series of PARAMOUNT
wonder

the

S GREATEST

whole

trade's

shouting

TEAR

THE CRE^ITErr BOXOFFICE

rEtir^Tioti op
TME

YE^R

MflRRIflCE
py
COMTRflCT
fl JOWM M.J"T«WL

rPEClflL PRODUCTIOM

WILL CONTRACT MARRIAGE COMPLETELy
DESTROy WOMANHOOD?
CAN WOMAN BE CONSIDERED AS PROPERTy?
IS CONTRACT MARRIAGE THE NEWER
CIVILIZATION?
IS CONTRACT

UNLIMITED

MARRIAGE

IN ITS EXPLOITATION

rynCMROMIZED
WITH

W/qTCM

A MENACE?

MuriC

ANGLES

by R.C.fl. PWOTOPWONE

AMD

pror?

IMClDENTflU

our?

XOMOr

TWEME

y"OriG

PflT/y RUTH MILLER
L«\VREMCE CR«y
AND

a

GREAT

■'- '^ /•• =5

CnfT

DIRECTED

Oy

FLOOD

hsaof]

§l1
6

TIFr<INV-c/^T^
l^^O

DRO^DV<iy

ML

PRODUCTIONc/^
MCV/

j<aCK/-<l^riOE:

yOl^K
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CITY

IT IS
=
R
E
T
N
I
CHANGEABLE
T^HE
whole motion
picture worldjis
* electrified by the announcement that
interchangeability is here !
We are elated and proud to be the company whose placing of a Bristolphone
machine at the Academy Theatre,
Hagerstown, Md., brought the question
of interchangeability to a head!
To A. Julian Brylawski, owner of the
Academy Theatre, our hat is off in a
sweeping bow for being the incomparable showman whose conviction that
Bristolphone would be universally accepted, prompted him to make the first
installation in the land. That this initial
test proved superlatively successful from
a box-office as well as an interchangeability standpoint, is a further tribute
to his keen judgment.
Mr. Brylawski has written himself into
the history of this great industry. We
gratefully acknowledge the part he played
in bringing Bristolphone to the forefront
of the motion picture industry.

rpHE eyes of the entire industry are on
*■ Bristolphone ! Prominent exhibitors,
sound experts, exchangemen, producers
and engineers from both coasts have
been held spell-bound by its flawless
synchronization and faithful reproduction of dialogue and sound effects.
With the question of interchangeability
now defined, there must inevitably follow
a rush of applications for installation of
the Bristolphone machine.
This is the day of quick turn-over
sound! A profitable business is
on how soon your turn-over starts.
moment you delay is that much
delay of extra profit.

with
based
Every
more

Insure your early delivery of a Bristolphone machine by immediately wiring
or phoning your application. Machines
will be allotted in the order of acceptance
of these applications.

GOTHAM BRISTOLPHONE
SERVICE CORPORATION
1650 BROADWAY

NEW

Telephone: Circle 5SS1

YORK

CITY

Box Office in
Following the sensational release of "CAPTAIN
SWAGGER , "NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER',
and "MARKED MONEY" with spectacular
and unusual Sound Synchronization by R C A
PHOTOPHONE process
All Feature Releases as follows will
be in SOUND and DIALOGUE
"ANNAPOLIS , "SHOW FOLKS , "SAL OF
SINGAPORE , "THE SHADY LADY", "THE

Sound anA Dialogue
SPIELER", "GERALDINE", 'THE
LEATHERNECK , "NOISY NEIGHBORS ,
"SQUARE SHOULDERS', "THE "FLYING
KING of
FOOL", "THE OFFICE SCANDAL", "THE
"LISTEN
Cecil B. DeMille's
"HIGH VOLTAGE".
BABY",
TOPICS OF
THE DAY
In Sound

GRANTLAISD RICE
SPORTLIGHTS
In Sound

and
AESOP'S FILM
FABLES
In Sound

Pafhe (§) Pictures

GODLESS
KINGS"
by Jeanie Macpliersoii

IN SOUND

RELEASED NOV. I l/i^
GIRL"

Member of Motion
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"The Awakerirg" is by
Frances Marion

A VICTOR
FLEMING
Production
with
Louis Wolheim
and
JWalterlByron

LTNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURE

—

To the Common

Stockholders of

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation
Holders of over 40' ; of the outstanding Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation
have entered into an agreement for the organization of a New Company to be known as RadioKeith-Orpheum Corporation, which will issue shares of its Class A Stock, share for share, for
Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation tendered for exchange, and which will also
issue 500,000 shares of Class B Stock in consideration of certain contracts to be made with the
New Company by Radio Corporation of America, R.C.A. Photophone, Inc., and National Broadcasting Company.
Mr. David Samoflf, Vice-President and General Manager of Radio Corporation of America,
has accepted the office of Chairman of the Board of Directors of the New Company, and Radio
Corporation of America will have substantial representation upon the Board.
It is contemplated that shares of Class A Stock of the New Company will also be issued, share
for share, for capital stock of F.B.O. Productions, Inc. a corporation engaged in the production
and distribution of motion pictures, and additional shares of Class A Stock may be issued for the
purposes set forth in the Plan.
Copies of the Plan containing further details and of the Deposit Agreement, may be obtained
from Empire Trust Company, Depositary, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Holders of Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation desiring to deposit their
stoci for exchange under the Plan,' should immediately deliver or forward by registered mail insured their stock certificates to the Depositary. Stock certificates should be endorsed in blank for
transfer and the endorsement witnessed and guaranteed by a bank. The Depositary will issue
transferable Certificates of Deposit. All transfer tax stamps required will be affixed by the Committee.
The group of KeitK-Albee-Orpheum Corporation stockholders who have entered into the
agreement believe that the association of Radio Corporation of America, and its subsidiary, R.C.A.
Photophone, Inc. (controlling the Photophone devices for the synchronization of sound and motion pictures), and its affiliated company. National Broadcasting Company, with your Company
through the organization of the New Company will create a combination of vaudeville, talking
moving pictures and radio with vast possibilities of expansion in the entertainment field. The
inclusion of F.B.O. Productions, Inc. will add to the business an established unit for the production and distribution of moving pictures. The undersigned deem the carrying out of the Plan
exceedingly desirable and beneficial from the standpoint of your Company and invite and advise
all holders of the Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orphevun Corporation to join in exchanging their
stock for stock of the New Company.
Lehman Brothers and Blair & Co., Inc., who are holders of substantial amounts of common
stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation and have taken an active part in the negotiations
for the organization of the New Company, have approved and agreed to the Plan.
Attention is called to the fact that in order to declare the Plan operative, the consent of only
51% of the Common Stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation is necessary and that over 40%
of such Stock outstanding has already consented. In order to insure participation in the Plan
and the full benefits thereof, Stock should be deposited on or before November 15, 1928.
E. F. ALBEE,
WALTER P. COOKE,
MAURICE GOODMAN,
MARCUS HEIMAN,
B. B. KAHANE,
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY,
«. ^. J. MURDOCK,
.

October 22, 1928.
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The best

$:

theatres in the
land get many of
their best laughs with
f'^i^x^x^ciZlancJ (RxituA^)
•THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

"BIG BOY" comedy hit is not something that
L comes along just occasionally, or by accident.
It's a regular, established asset on which the exhibitor
can bank eight times a season.
It's just "as usual" when "Big Boy" delivers a
knockout like "COME TO PAPA" or "HOT LUCK".
That's 'why the fans unaniEDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES.
mously agree with the Film Daily's f FiLM°ExcHANi
^w-yUuL.
verdict: "The kid is a wonder".
a- .

t<^-M^

Member ^ Motion Picture ftoduMr* laii Distributors of America Inc^Will H.Hays Pmidtid

Inc.

THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE
OF THE WORLD

esigned and built by fhe Be^
Engineering Brains in the cx)iintry
for both records and sound on film
" ="lP
F.B.O.
Universal
Fox
Films
United
Artists
^varner Brothers
cTiffany Productions
Metro -' G oldw^yn^Mayer
Paramount Famous Lasky
Metropolitan Road snow Specials
^jBein^ yor-octaced jbyJ>A2l Go/c/stone'^

Date o( Piiblic Demonstrations over the entire country
-°..
will be announced
short^.
DETAILS
I600 Brct^r{y\T;^\T

MAILED
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ON REQUEST
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NcwYork

City

YOU^ll

Shiver

Slid

ShSKG

with suspense
with

laughter,

HAUNTED
^y ^J S £

mystery
And now

THE CREEPIESr

Movies — Talkiea — Creepie«. Mystery
dramas are the latent film <:raz«. . . .
Bound to be, because mystery fiction
ranks 47% in demand above any other
class — and radio, stage and magazine developments all point to tremendous demand for this type of entertainment.
And First National will enable you to
cun in on the craze when it's at its
height, with a series of three mystery
thrillers,
of which "The Haunted House*'
I*
the first.

you

See and Hear

THE
K

when

show

....

since ^'Sherlock

master

->-»,

Holmes

Dread ghosts walking — secret doors slamming — frightened
women
shrieking— terror-struck intruders in the mystic Haunted House. A mad man chasing a gorgeous girl— a hero disappearing before your eyes — comic Chester
Conklin shivering as a black cat casts a shadow — Thrills that chill — scenes
to make you wonder — photographic effects never achieved before put th
haunting attraction in the biggest money class of this era.

ILLIANT!
'BRILLIANT"

IS THE

ONLY

WORD

FOR
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LITERALLY, an
ALL-STAR CAST!
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The Mad Man

Of
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TODD
OfTHELMA
OfTlie Mystery Girl
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CHESTER

CONKLIN

Tile Comic Viclim
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Not until your eyes have seen — not until your
cars have heard

"THE

HAUNTED

i>o

<><►
o<>

HOUSE"

So deft — so mystifying — so inscrutable are the
situations in this wonderful production they defy
solution.
Handled with the art of a master —

because it was v
by famous
WEN DAVIS, author of over a huned stage hits — because its drawing
wer was tested by a lon^ Broadway run
because BENJAMIN CHRISTENSON
S done an even more brilliant direc■ial job than he did on "The Hawk's
!St"! —
Presented by Richard A. Rowland.

THE
With

Chester
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— it comes to you as one of the greatest thrills
of your life.

Hidden

HAUNTED

Conklin

and

Thelma

THRILLING

FIRST

00
<><►

produced
with the technique
of an artist —
assembled with the genius of an Edgar Allen Poe

There^s

Treasure
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in

HOUSE

Todd . . . With

or

Without

Sound

proof that

NATIONAL

LEADS!

Member of Motion Picture Producers and DisirihutoTs of America Inc. — Will H. HlJjs PresiJcnt

FINCH
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will you know the ultimate in screen mystery.

It MUST
be Great

FLORA

The Daring Intruder

WILLIAM

V. MONG

the ruler of
The Haunted House
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LARRY

KENT

The Hero
and

BARBARA
BEDFORD
EVE SOUTHERN
EDMUND BREESE
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Showmanship

Exhibitor Points Out How It Can Be Used with Music Scores

By William A. Johnston
LETTER from William H. mMcLaughlin, treasurer of the Stoneha Theatre
Company. Stoneham, Mass., contains,
to our way of thinking, an excellent suggestion for the presentation of sound pictures,
and many other helpful remarks on the silentsound picture situation. Mr. McLaughlin
thinks that the present method of opening a
picture with synchronized score is too much
"like turning on a phonograph" and we are
inclined to agree with him. He also comments on the constructive note in our recently
published letter of Leon Jarodsky's, dealing
with sound pictures:
A

r)ear Mr. Johnston:
In your issue of Motion Picture Xews. under date
of September 22, in your editorial you published a letter received from Leon Jarodsky of Paris, 111. I know
of no more constructive letter published for some time.
Besides heingf timely in regard to sound silent picture
])roblem, it is to a certain degree a solution for those
exhibitors who can not get deliveries on first class
equipment, and for those who do not desire to equip
until such a time as they know there will not be an ini])rovement in them from week to week.
His thought in regard to the two distinct demands
for pictures is timel\-. In the sport world there are
fans who like base-ball and those who like foot-ball,
two distinct types of games that draw big crowds, hi
the picture game there are the fans who like the talkies
and those the silent pictures. Don't ruin the big out
door spectacles, for the sake of making them into
talkies.
Even

with the constructive suggestions of Mr.

Jarodski's letter, they will fall on deaf ears. It seems
that the small exhibitor is considered small fry in this
industry of big combines, yet he is the fellow who has
more direct touch with the ultimate consumer of the
]jictures than any man in the industry. He has more
first hand information than the men in the 75,000 and

100,000 cities that Mr. Jarodsky speaks of, that are
near Paris, 111.
Every man, woman and child in Paris knows and
speaks to Mr. Jarodsky. Many patronize the big city
as well as his theatre, and they will tell him of their
reaction toward pictures they have seen in the cities,
in the big theatres they cater to a great many transients, and the managers hardly ever get a chance to
talk to his patronage from the palatial offices they
occupy. The patron will, however, talk with the theatre men in their own home town and give him their
ideas and suggestions. The exhibitor therefore, in the
small town gets more first hand information in regard
to likes and dislikes of motion picture fans, than any
man in the business, still he is considered the smallest
factor in the business. Therefore, I believe Mr. Jarodsky's qualifications to write the letter he did, are as
great as the man who runs a palace in New York City.
While the talkies are being perfected, it would he
well to give the synchronizing of pictures a little more
expert attention. In the cathedrals and palaces of motion pictures, the picture is presented either by a prologue or an appropriate setting. I have observed that
in the chains or first run theatres that since orchestras
have been replaced by synchronization, the picture is
presented in a very, very cold way.
Take the musical comedy for example, although the
orchestra has to play during the most of the show, it
always opens with an overture. The overture acts as
a point of contact between the audience and the orchestra, and although your attention is on the show
for the rest of the evening you have seen and felt the
presence of the men who help put the show over.
In synchronizing pictures, an orchestra is used.
Why not take a shot of it, of say 200 or 300 feet, and
open the picture with it? Let the audience see the men
who are giving them the music during the picture.
The way synchronized pictures are presented now, it
sounds as if when the picture starts, somebody back
stage turns on the phonograph. If the orchestra synchronizing the picture were shown, the audience could
visualize the men playing during the picture. If some
thought were given to presenting the synchronized
{Continued on next page)
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picture to the public right, so many theatres would not
be putting back their orchestras.
The industry, it seems, has taken a step backwards.
When "Don Juan" was synchronized the orchestra
that played the score, gave an overture to the picture.
1 have seen "Four Sons," 'Wings," '"Lilac Time" and
many others synchronized in first run houses, but the
way of presenting them to the public, left a lot to the
imagination, as to who and what was giving the music
effects for them.
The opportunities for presenting synchronized pictures to the public are wonderful. The producers
should not overlook them in their speed to perfect the
talkies. Although granted that it is the talkies the
public want, we are in business today, as well as tomorrow.
Yours very trul}-,
William H. McLaughlin.

"Move

the Movies"

of the wisest and most timely utterances we have seen on the sound-silent
picture problem comes from M. H.
Hoffman, vice president of Tiffany-Stahl. It
appears as an editorial in "The Sparkler,"
the T-S house organ, and is addressed by Mr.
Hoffman to his sales forces. But the message
is one, which in its general reasoning and
its splendid common sense, should go to all
the industry. We quote:
ONE

Picture

News

just high-class entertainment without sound.
"You must carry your message to the exhibitor who is in doubt whether to travel by
sound or without sound that his road in either
case must lead to better entertainment.
"Sound pictures are new and marvelous in
their box-office value, but the big thing after
all is the picture. While all this rumpus is
going on about sound, we must not let sound
drown the voice of the exhibitor for bigger
and better pictures. There will be a devil of
a lot of noise of the wrong kind if there is a
weakening in production in the enthusiasm
over sound.
"Theatres that cannot be equipped for
sound pictures for a year or more must meet
the competition of sound pictures with their
only means of competing — good silent pictures.

Highlights
signs Paul
MLE feature
LAEM
L for
CARman
a sound
to beWhitebuilt

"We must not forget that are several thousand theatres ivithout sound equipment — theatres that must have pictures today.

around the jazz king's life story ....
A great idea, which looks to us like a "natural." .. . Just
sort, of
be
done, with
fine the
results
in thing
sound.that
. . can
. The
RCA-KAO-FBO deal is officially announced. . . . Mr. Sarnoff is to be the
chairman of the board of the new holding company. . . . We predict that Mr.
Sarnoff's name will become very familiar in
film circles before very long. . . . The

"For at least two years more, there will be
many thousands that will not be equipped to
use pictures which are only suitable for
sound equipment. Tiffany-Stahl proposes and
intends to make pictures which will be good
box office drawing cards regardless of
whether they are shown in theatres with sound
equipment or whether thev are shown as

ts ofto the
prophe
early demise
nded. .of. the
are likely
be confou
. And"silent
in s"
no
uncertain fashion. ...Take "Dancing
Daughters" as an instance. ... In Los Angeles itis being shown as a comolete "silent."
. . . And it's a knockout. ... In New York,
it's a sound picture. . . . And it's a knockout likewise. . . . The picture's the thing.
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Lowdown on Situation; Copyright Music Big Key to Problem;
Otterson Statement Important Concession
soundat reproducing
rERCHAXGK
I.\devices
is now ABlLlTN'
an establishedin fact,
least so far
as Western Electric subsidiary, Electrical Research Products Company, and R. C. A. Photophone
equipment is concerned. According to advices recei\ed by this paper the restrictive measure in sound
lilm rental contracts, whereby the exhibitor was permitted only to reproduce sound pictures recorded by
the Western Electric process on Western Electric
equipment, resulted from a clause in the original copyright license agreement between Edwin C. Mills and
Electrical Research Products, which stated that a
license under the copyrighted music of the publishers
represented by Mr. Mills would be granted "to record
said musical compositions or any of them .... and
to produce and reproduce said musical compositions
publicly, but only by means of apparatus for the reproduction of sound operated or controlled through the
agency of said recordings (or copies thereof) in, or as
a part of such apparatus WHICH APPARATUS
HAS BEEN OR SHALL BE FURNISHED BY
LICENSEE OR ITS LICENSEES TO PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS OR EXHIBITORS of motion pictures only; and to use, lease and sell such
recordings and copies thereof, Ijut only for the purpose
of reproduction by said apparatus."
The foregoing clause means that Mills licensed the
Electrical Research Products Company to reproduce
the copyrighted music of his association only on
Products' Equipment. Consequently, the recording
licensees of the Electrical Research Products, such as
Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox, etc., attached a rider to their sound picture contracts which
bore the essence of the statement quoted above.

Photophone Has Showdown
It is understood that when R. C. A. Photophone
subsequently obtained a copyright license from Edwin
C. Mills, they demanded that the foregoing restriction
be left out, and accordingly it is stated that Mr. Mills
issued a letter to R. C. A. Photophone as a part of the
R. C. A. License Agreement that he would not invoke
this clause in the case of Photophone, and that Photophone was free to reproduce its sound pictures insofar
as the copyright license was involved on apparatus
made by a manufacturer who had already been
licensed by Edwin C. Mills. It is understood that a
copy of this letter was forwarded by Mills to Electrical
Research Products.
However, in the absence of a definite statement on
the subject of interchangeability from Electrical Research Products Company, it is reported that there
was a show-down between Photophone and the Mills
organization on that particular clause of the Mills

Agreement, and it has even been stated that Mills was
advised by someone well versed in legal matters that
the clause in question was illegal. However that may
be, Mills forwarded a letter to both Electrical Research Products and R. C. A. Photophone on October
i6, 1928, in which he stated definitely that he would
not invoke the clause quoted above in this article
(which, by the way, is clause No. 3 of the Mills
License), for the reproduction of Photophone or
Western Electric recordings on apparatus manufactured by another manufacturer who had also secured
a copyright license from Mills.
To condense the matter, it is obvious that if the
restrictive riders on Fox, Paramount and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer contracts resulted from clause No.
3-A of the Mills Copyright License, that restriction is
no longer necessary so far as the Mills organization
is concerned. It has been hinted that Mills has instructed atleast one of the sound-recording licensees
to discontinue the use of this rider.
There is, of course, the matter of patents. Photophone and Electrical Research Products are crosslicensed in the public theatre field under one another's
patents, and consequently no patent quibble is involved
in the interchangeability situation between these two
companies. However, the fact that Mills may be willing to issue a copyright license to manufacturers of
sound picture equipment other than Electrical Research Products and R. C. A. Photophone does not
mean that that other manufacturer also automatically
secures a license under Photophone and Western
Electric patents.
When told that a representative of Motiox Picture News had seen a copy of the communication
which Mills had directed to R. C. A. Photophone and
Electrical Research Products, E. E. Bucher, Executive Vice-President of R. C. A. Photophone, Inc., declared that this letter solved the question of interchangeability between R. C. A. and Western Electric
insofar as any copyright restriction may have heretofore prevented such interchangeability. He pointed
out, however, that sound pictures made by the PhotoI)hone process had been reproduced in nearly 100 motion picture houses equipped with Movietone apparatus, and that no measures had been taken by any one
to prevent the public reproduction of such pictures.

Concedes InterchangeabiHty
Mr. Bucher also pointed out that Photophone had
no objection to the public reproduction of films made
by the Western Electric process on Photophone machines; that several such films had already been tested
on Photophone apparatus, and were found to give sat{Continiied on followiny page)

Motion
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isfactory reproduction. Further, that Photophone
would not prevent the pubHc reproduction of Photophone made pictures on apparatus of other manufacturers provided the quaHty of reproduction was the
equivalent of that produced by Photophone apparatus
itself. He stated that this would not mean that any
manufacturer who had no patent rights in the talking
movie situation, would obtain an implied license under such patents because Photophone permitted its
films to be reproduced on such machines. He pointed
out that the patent question is quite apart from the
mere matter of interchangeability and the public reproduction ofsuch films.
That a copyright license will not be diflicult to secure from the ]\Iusic Publishers represented by Mills
is evidenced from the Hagerstown incident. GothamBristolphone Service Corporation had been negotiating for a license to use the copyrighted music controlled bythe seventy-odd publishers that are represented byEdwin C. Mills. While these negotiations
were pending, they asked permission to use the copyrighted synchronized score with "Lilac Time" at the
Hagerstown showing and it was promptly granted.
The music was reproduced on Bristolphone apparatus
and the score was that of First National, a Western
Electric Company licensee. There was no objection
either from First National or Western Electric and
the showing, according to all advices, was entirely
satisfactory.
In granting that permission for the use of the music at the Hagerstown showing, Mr. Mills was quoted
as saying that it was for experimental purposes and
that the theatre would have to secure the consent ot
the manufacturer of the sound-picture and meet all
possible patent rights. As the picture was delivered
to the theatre by the Washington exchange of First
National, there could be no quesion from that quarter.
It is assumed that Bristolphone had patent rights necessary to go ahead with the showing, although there
has been no definite statement on that point.

Otterson Statement
Aside from the question of settling the interchangeability problem through copyrighted music, J.
E. Otterson issued a statement during the week that
may or may not have considerable bearing on the subject, though the Otterson statement is at variance with
conditions specified in contracts with licensees nf the
W'estern Electric Company and exhibitiors who lease
Western Electric reproducing equipment. The Otterson statement provides for interchangeability providing the reproducing equipment is satisfactory to the
Western Electric Company.
The statement by Mr. Otterson, in part, says : "It
(Western Electric Company) has all along maintained
that the sound pictures of its licensees should be used
only on theatre equipment which operates properly,
reliably and efficiently to reproduce sound with ade-

quate volume and quality equal to that obtained by

the Amplification
use of its own of
equipment."
that part of the statement could
not be secured from Mr. Otterson or any other executive of the Western Electric Company. Asked who
was to be the judge of the quality of the equipment
upon which interchangeability was permissible, it was
said that was a question that would probably be answered in a subsequent statement by Mr. Otterson.
(Questioned also as to whether or not product of other
companies may be reproduced on \Vestern Electric
equipment, the same answer was forthcoming.
With regard to the adequacy of rival equipment,
Mr. Otterson said in his statement:

Competitive Equipment
"From time to time there have been a number of
competitive equipments announced and advertised
and claims have been made for simpler, cheaper and
better systems than that of Western Electric. Some
companies making such claims have passed out of existence before the echo of their advertising had died
down.
"The fact remains that there is not a single C(jmpetitive apparatus in successful commercial operation
toda}'. One or two have been installed recentlv, as in
the past and are giving public demonstrations with
claims of interchangeability with the Western Electric system. The public and theatre owners are told
that such apparatus will reproduce the productions
made with Western Electric recording equipment by
our licensees. It is upon the strength of these claims
and assurance that these competitive e<]uipments are
ottered for sale. We cannot be e.xpected to make a
public statement of approval and acceptance every
time a new device is offered for sale. When such devices in significant numbers have been installed and
maintained in successful commercial operation over
a reasonable time, the facts will determine themselves
without any statement on our part. This is a matter
that will be settled by the facts and not by the claims
of interested parties. That, L believe, is the essence
of this (|uestion of interchangeability."

Conditions Confusing

Under the terms of Western b^lectric Company's
recording license, agreement with its licensees it is
stipulated as follows: "Licensee agrees that it will
use the recording equipment to be leased to it by Products as herein provided, pursuant to the methods and
systems and in the manner prescribed by Products
from time to time; and that it will distribute sound
records made hereunder only for use with, on or in
connection with reproducing equipment which operates properly, reliably and efficiently to reproduce
sound from sound records made hereunder, with adequate volume and of quality equal to that obtained by
the use of equipment
by Products."
{Coiitiiiiicdsupplied
on joUoiciuij
page)
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Patents Figure Prominently
L luk-r the iK-adiiii;' mI' "Ivcplaccnicms" in the operating instructions issueci b)- Electrical Research
F'roducts, Inc., to theatres, is the following:
"The exhibitor agrees he shall not, without writ
ten consent of Products move, alter, chatige or modify
the c(|uipnienl, nor add anything thereto, nor take
anything therefrom — nor operate, use or employ the
ecjuipment in conjunction with any record of sound
or w ith any other device in any way related to the production or reproduction of sound, unless said records,
devices other than those made under license from
Products, shall have first lieen tested by Products and
found by it to operate ])r<)perly, reliably and efficiently
and to reproduce sound with accuracy of (|uality and
adequacy of volume, and ap])roved by the legal counsel of Products as to freedum from infringement patents.
■'It is expressly forbidden to experiment with the
equipment of Products — by using records of tvpes not
authorized by us, as this might result in a situation
constituting default of contract."

Exhibitor In Quandary
Just how these discrepancies in the conditions laid
down
will workof out,
remainsbytoWestern
be seen. t'lectric
From theCompany
latest statement
]\Ir.
Otterson, satisfactory equipment only is provided for,
though it is not specified who shall be the judge of
such equipment. Meantime the exhibitor, h\ the
terms of his contract, faces the possibility of the canceling of his contract if he shows ])roduct of any com])any ufit licensed by Western Electric, imless it is
first passed upon by a representative of Western Electric. L'ntil Mr. Otterson issues a subsequent statemenl as to whether or nui pnirluct nther than (hat
made by Western Electric C'om])anv licenses may be
shown on Western Electric equi])ment, and until the
ban is raised with regard to what constitutes satisfactory equipment of rival installing com])anies, the exhibitor will remain in a (|uandary on these conditions
except for the prolcction afforded In- the use of cnp\-

righted music. It seems, however, that the exhibitor
cannot go wrong in showing product on any satisfactory device, provided the company serving him with
the records has the permission of the Music Publishers" Protective Association to reproduce the copyrighted music.

Problems Summarized
This situation may be summarized bv the following statement :
1. There is apparently nothing in the Recording
I -icense Agreements between Electric Research Products and motion picture producers which prevents
such producers from reproducing their sound pictures
on apparatus made by others than Electric Research
Products, provided such apparatus gives quality and
volume equal to that of the Products system.
2. There is nothing in the Recording Contracts
between R. C. A. Photophone and its licensees which
prevents such licensees from reproducing their snund
|)ictures on apparatus made by manufacturers nther
than Photophone, provided the apparatus operates efficiently and reliably and gives quality of reproduction. tion that is not detrimental to Photophone's reputa3. Alills has issued a definite statement to the effect that he will not invoke Clause 3-A in the Western Electric and Photophone License Agreements under which Western Electric and its licensees were permitted to reproduce Mills copyrighted nmsic only on
apparatus produced by Western Electric (this clause
was not invoked from the very beginning in the case
of R. C. A. Photophone;.
In reviewing the situation, this paper sees no cause
for any further alarm over the interchangeability situation, unless .some understanding exists between motion picture producers and their licensors that has not
been disclosed by any documents made available to
date. Keep in mind, however, the patent situation.
That is another question.

"Green Hat", Formerly Banned, Produced By
M-G-M in New Version
i Hollywood

Bureau.

HOLIA WOOD, October 24. It is reported that
representatives of the Hays organization have
tentatively approved the M-G-M version of
.Michael Arlen's play, "The Green Hat," which was,
for some time, banned by Will H. Hays.
Following the purchase of the picture rights by
M-G-M, Arlen wrote a new version for screen production under the title, "A Woman of Affairs." The picture was produced under this title by M-G-M with the

Motton

Picture

News I

close co-operation throughout the scenario preparation,
production and cutting, with the Hays Hollywood
representative.
However, final approval of the picture rests with
Mr. Hays. The production was directed by Clarence
Brown and stars John Gilbert and Greta Garbo. Following a preview in Pasadena, studio officials rate it
as one of their best box office bets this year.

Motion
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No Negotiations on for Merger of
U. A. and M-G-M, Say Officials
I Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

October 22. — Reports that negotiations were under
HOLLYWOOD,
way for the amalgamation of United Artists and Metro-GoldwynMayer were emphatically denied by both Joseph M. Schenck and
Douglas Fairbanks of LTnited Artists Corporation to a Motion Picture News
representative.
Expressing surprise that the amalgamation story linking the two companies was again
of United Artists
transaction. We
Artists and have

current, Schenck said, "There is no deal on for merger
with M-G-M and there has been no thought of such a
are well satisfied with the present standing of United
no reason for considering consolidation with M-G-M or

any other company."
Fairbanks, when

questioned concerning

the report, declared, "That

story returns periodically just like the asthma," and further explained
there had been no discussions on any merger deal with any other company
in the business, and United Artists would continue along present lines
without affiliations of any kind.
Persistent reports have again been current in Hollywood for the past
few days linking the two companies in a merger that would provide for
United Artist producers releasing through M-G-M, and also allow for interchange of talent.

Roach Gets All Victor
Artists in New Deal
Victor Equipment also to be Furnished; Harry Langdon
to Make Roach Musical
Comedy
Series
Motion Picture
News)
( Hollywood

Bureau,

, October 23. — Hal
HUbLYW
KoachUUD
has effected a fiirtlier tieiip
with Victor Talking Machine Company whereby the Roach organization will
not only get Victor equipment, but the use
of all Victor recording artists, including
soloists, jazz orchestras, concert iirtists and
performers under other classifications, all
to serve as Roach stock phiyprs. Hnrry
Langdon is also staging a comeback under
the Roach banner. He will make a musical
comedy series under a three-year contract.
Through an agreement made this month
)>etween the nucleus for a permnnenl
musical stock company, Roach and the Victor Company, the latter will assume full
charge and responsibility for the creation
of appropriate musical scores and the
recording of all synchronized productions
of the Hal Roach studios.

Harry Langdon has signed a' contract to
make full-length talking pictures for Hal

Harry Gohn Plans Two
for Columbia Abroad
(European

By L. C. MOEN
Correspondent,
News )

Motion

Picture

24.— Harry Cohn,
PARIS, October
of Columbia Pictures, after looking over the situation here, has
decided that production for his company in France is impractical for the
present.
He plans to make
two pictures in
England, beginning probably in March.

Roach, who has hitherto been identified
only with the production of one and two
reel comedies. Under the terms of this
new affiliation the coast producer and
cinema comedian will becomes pioneers in
the field of tlie feature-length talking
comedy.
While Roach

came

East several weeks

ago to complete arrangements with the Victor Recording Company for the syuchnmization of one and two-reel pictures, the
announcement of his new venture comes as
somewhat of a surprise. No announcement
has been made yet by the producer, or by
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, through whom his
comedies are released, as to the number of
films Langdon will make during the coming
season, but it is expected that at least two
will be made.
Langdon first made a name for himself,
like Harold Lloyd, in a series of two-reel
comedies. He was referred to by one critic
as "the comedian of glorified wistfulness,"
11 nd was starred in a series of full-length
pictures, of which "The Strong Man" and
"Trump, Tramp, Tramp" proved popular.
These and later vehicles were released
through First National.
At present Langdon is making a series
of personal appearances in theatres
throughout the country. In about two
months he will be free to begin the first of
his talking comedies for Roach. The comedian is an alumnus of the vaudeville and
legitimate stage, and voice tests are said to
have demonstrated exceptional ability for
sound film work.

Picture

News

M-G-M to Drop Eva Von
Berne Contract Option
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Ocldber 24. — Kva Von Berne,
(ierman discovery of Irving Tlialljerg and
N'orma Shearer, who imported her for M-G.\L will not continue when her contract option expires in December. The M-G-M
claim is that since they are making all-talkies they cannot use her because of her dialect. They will pay her passage back to
Germany should she return. In six months
Miss Von Berne appeared in one picture.

"Interference" Opening at
Carthay Circle
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hiillywond, October 23. — ' ' Interference ' '
opens at the Carthay Circle Theatre November .5, being the first Paramount picture booked in that house. It follows
"Mother Knows Best," which closes there
after only a six weeks' run.
"Lilac Time" preceded "Mother Knows
Best," running ten weeks. The house record
is held by "What Price Glory," which ran
24 weeks. ' ' Seventh Heaven ' ' is second
with 22 weeks. "The Volga Boatman,"
which opened the Carthay Circle is third
with 19 weeks.

Sammy
Cohen
to Leave
Fox Organization
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, October 24. — Samy Cohen
will not continue with Pox at the expiration of his present contract which has three
months to run. It is his intention at that
time to start free-lancing. Fox had planned
co-starring him in comedy pictures, but
since the death of Ted McNamara has been
unable to secure a suitable partner or
vehicles.

Doug

May
Continue
Academy President

(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

as

News)

Hollywood, October 24. — Despite repeated
refusals of Doug Fairbanks to accept reelection to the presidency of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, pressure is being brought to bear by his friends
which it is thought will result in his continuing in the office.

Mary
Nolan
Signed
JNew Gilbert Film
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

for
News)

Hollywood, October 23. — Mary Nolan, the
former Imogene ' ' Bubbles ' ' Wilson, has
been signed by M-G-M as John Gilbert's
leading woman in "Thirst," on the strength
of her performance opposite Lon Chaney in
"West of Zanzibar."

World
Wide
Selling
Begins in January
sellinghasseason
of the
been
Pictures
openingWide
THEby World
set back to January to allow the
inclusion of several important productions not available before that date.

October
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RCA
Photophone Acquires K- A-O
Holding Company Will Be Created and Extensive Expansion
Is Planned in Entertainment Field

agi'i'onient lia< been arriveil
AL
FORM
at between RCA Photophone and
Keitli-Albee-0r]3henni wherel)y t he
latter orgianization will pass nnder the pvaetical niana<reinent of RCA Photo]ihone as
soon as a jilan is conipleted to create a Inihliug: company to l)e known as the RadioKeith-Orpheum Corporation. The deal is
not one of the Radio Corporation of Anu'rica, but of its subsidiary, KCA Photo])h(ine.
A letter has been sent to the stoekholders
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum advising them of
the i)lan.
David Sarmiff, vice-president and general
manager of Radio Corporation of America,
has accepted the office of chairman of the
board of directors of the n^'W company and
RCA will have substantial representation
on the board.
Stock of the new company will be issued
to acipiire the common stock of the KeithAlbec'-Orpheum Corporation and the capital stock of the FBO Productions, Inc., and
stock will be issued to the Radio Corpoi-ation in return for the use of various patents, and exchange of services and co-operation in research in the amusement tield.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum operates about 2.50
theatres.
According to the plan outlined, control
of the new company will be vested in the
stockholders of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corporation, considered as a group, for
Class A and B stocks of the new company,

which have equal voting rights bixt vary as
to dividend policy, will b- disti-ibntcd on
the following approximate basis: 1,100,000
shares to Keith-Albee-Orpheum, ."iOO,000
shares to Radio Corporation, and 200,000
sliares to FBO Productions.
The assets of the new holding companv
will l)e aiiproximately .$100,000,000, including the assets of Keith-Albee-Orphenm and
FBO Productions alone, as the present constitution of the Radio Corporation is not
affected undvr the plan and in no wise will
that company become a part of the new
organization set up. Radio's relation with
Radio-Keith-Ovpheum will be merely contractual.
The crtnsolidation of the producing and
distributing companies in the motion picture ami theatrical business, having the
full benefit of the present discoveries and
future research of the Radio Corporation
with which to eomp:'te actively in the talking-motion picture, broadcasting and allied
fields, will bring into existence one of the
most important factors of the "amusement" industry in this country.
With the signing of the agreement between RCA Photophone and Keith-AlbeeOrpheum Joseph P. Kennedy passes out of
both K-A-0 and FBO. His resignation
from liotli organizations has already been
submitted and he will probably confine his
motion picture activities to a connection
with Patlie and in unit production.

■Just what the plans for expansitm are in
the entertainment field under the new organization has not yet been determined,
but they are elaborate and extensive though
still in a formative stage. RCA Photojihonc has already announced that it will
go extensively into motion picture production and that such production will get under way in the near future. The company
at present has an option on a studio in
Xew York for eastern production, but is
still on the outlook for a more suitable
studio.
For the present Photophone is busily engaged in making installations in motion picture theatres of their sound reproduction
equipment. They started these installations
only on the 18th of this month, but are now
producing equipment rapidly and expect
within the next six months to have their
eqiiijiment in close to one thousand houses.
The company only recently closed a contract with K-A-O for the installation of
equipment in all houses of the circuit as
well as affiliated houses. These installations alone will number about 700, hut
K-A-O installations will not be made exclusively. Other orders on file will be installed
in between and all orders will be cared for
as rapidly as possible. At present Photophone has eighteen experts in the field making surveys of picture houses to determine
u|)on the proper equipment to be installed.

M.P.T.O.A.
Re-Elects
WoodhuU
National Board Includes Several Chain Executives; Each Film
i

Zone to Be Represented on New Committee

AVOODHULL was re-elected
]n¥sident of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America on llie
final day of the ninth annual convention
held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
October 18.
The Xational Board of Directors was
reduced from 20 to 10 members, and the
new personnel contains several important
executives of producer-distributor chains.
The Board is : Fred Desberg, temporary
chairman; M. E. Comerford, Harold 15.
Franklin, Jack Miller, Colvin Brown, Harry
Crandall, Sam Dembow, Joseph W. Walsh,
Fred Wehrenberg and Fred Dolle. A.
Julian Brylawski, chairman of the board
for the past year, declined renoniination.
Other officers chosen were: J. C. Brady,
R. R. Biechele, Hai-ry Marks. Charles
Picquet and M. A. Lightnian, regional vicepresidents; Jay Emanuel, treasurer; and
M. J. 0 'Toole, secretary.
RF.

WoodhuU

on Tour

Shortly after his return
to Xew York
from Toronto, President WoodhuU left on
a visit to several state conventions, including the Western Iowa and Nebraska met t-

ing at Omaha, whence he will go to Memphis, Tenn., where a tri-state exhibitor unit
embracing Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee is lieing formed. He will also visit
the Oklahoma convention at Oklahoma City,
December 4.
It was decided by the new Board of Directors, before leaving Toronto, that another meeting of the Board would be held
immediately after the Presidential election
— probably about November 15.
At this meeting, the thirty-two members
of the new Conference Committee will be
chosen, one from each film zone.
There were no fireworks at the Toronto
convention and President WoodhuU declared that it was the most practical and
successful of any M. P. T. O. ."\, annual
session.
Herbert Hoover, Republican nominee,
sent a congratulatory message to Mr. Woodhull when he was re-elected at Toronto.
The Hoover telegram declared that it was
a fine thing "for the relationship between
the two countries that your convention
should be held in Toronto this year. Such
visits of important industrial repi-esentatives i-esult in development of good will.

A graceful
tribute
was accompanying
paid Canada's war
dead
when the
ladies
the
American

delegates to the convention assembled at the Toronto City Hall to lay a
wreath at the foot of the Cenotaph. The
ceremony took place on the lawn in front
of the Toronto adniinistration buildings
where the exhibitors' wives were met by
Acting Mayor .Joseph Gibbons.
Fred. Desberg of Cleveland, gave a valuable talk at the gathering on the sub.iect of
sound pictures as viewed by chain theatre
officials.

'Wo
"There

Sound

Monopoly"

is no chance in the world of a

monopoly in sound pictures," Mr. Desberg
declared in his opening remarks. The small
theatres would not be prevented from getting sound equipment and the big companies would play fair.
"We are the talk of the world and our
success is the concern of all," he declared.
"We reached a pinnacle with silent filiiLs
but then came sound pictui'es. You may
discount them, you may not like them but
{Continued on page \272-B)
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''Interference

99

Exclusive Review
of Paramount 's Talkie
By Edwin Schallert
Editor of The Los Angeles Times Preview and Special

Correspondent of Motion

Picture News

HOLL^'WOOD, October 24. (By Wire). —Possibilities for intimate drama in sound are amply demonstrated in Paramount's
first all-talking picture, "Interference." This represents perhaps the most interesting effort to date to add the note of quality and
class to synchronized development, presenting a melodramatic plot
much above the average. The production discloses, in the work of
principals and direction, exceptionally smooth and well-knit results.
I have only seen the dialogue version of "Interference." It has
been made as a silent film also. The talking version was directed byRoy J. Pomeroy, Paramount's technical expert on sound devices; the
silent version by Lothar Mendes.
Speaking from observation of the one form, which is probably
materially different from the other, I would say that "Interference"
would attract especially a highly intelligent audience to the talkies. I
listened to it in a new departure in recording, the double film method,
which will be used at the Carthay Circle showing in Los Angeles.
The film is also to be issued with disc recording. The double film
recording, which means that sound is photographed on a separate strip
of celluloid from the picture, seems to have the manifest advantage of
smoothness and qualitj-. The voices of all the leading players, including Evelyn Brent, William Powell, Clive Brook and Doris Kenyon
were remarkably
tionally.

natural. Miss Brent's voice records quite excep-

"Interference" belongs to the Enoch Arden class of stories — the
husband, believed dead, returning after the wife has remarried. Philip
Voaze, played by Powell, is reported missing during the war. After
a due lapse of time, his wife has wed a prominent British doctor.
Voaze has been something of a rotter, his wife having had an indiscreet
romance with him prior to her marriage. Letters which she had written during this affair have fallen into the hands of a former sweetheart
of Voaze's, who, upon his reappearance, decides to use them for blackmailing purposes. Nearly all of this takes place prior to the beginning
of the story as told on the screen, which concerns the suffering and
dread of the wife; the efforts of her husband, the doctor, to shield her;
Voaze's murder of the blackmailer, and his sacrifice in confessing the
crime so that the blame would not be placed on others.
Easy in action and filled with dramatic punch in well-contrived
situations, "Interference" holds magnetic interest. It possesses elements of pathos and clever character-building with a story that had a
sustained appeal because it is so skilfully worked out.
Altogether, this appears as a marked step forward.

Pickford Tax Hearing On
Actress and Fairbanks in Washington to Settle Vast Differences in Computation of Income Figures
PICKFORD and Douglas
MABT
Fairbanks were
in 'R'ashington,
D. C. Thursday to appear before
Internal Revenue Bureau officials with regard to the income tax of Miss Pickford
and the Pickford Company. The hearing
will also have a bearing on Mr. Fairbanks'
income tax, and the entire controversy is
reported to involve a matter of $3,500,000.
The question involved with regard to
Miss Pickford 's tax, which was the only
one up for hearing Thursday, is said to be
whether or not the tax should be based on
all of her productions as a gi'oup instead
of listing incomes individually. The former method enables her to deduct losses of

unsuccessful releases from the totals made
by successful ones. Another angle in (he
controversy is said to be over the fact that
picture production costs were listed as expenses rather than investments.
Miss Pickford contends that she has overpaid the government, while the govei-nment's contention is that vast sums are due
according to the method nf computation.
The conference is being held in connection
with the effort to settle the estate of Miss
Pickford 's mother, Charlotte Pickfoi-d, who
died last March, and who is said to have
had an interest in the Mary Pickford Company. The estate, it was said, could not be
closed until the matter of taxes was settled.

Picture

N eivs

The government contends that Mr. Fairbanks is $1,090,273.56 in arrears, covering
the years 1927, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922,
1923 and 1925. His case has been appealed
from the Commission of Internal Revenue
to the United States Board of Tax Appeals,
and
therefore is not included in the present
controversy.
It is said that the principles finally governing in Miss Pickford 's case may serve
as a precedent in the final decision of Mr.
Fairbanks' case. The controversy is said
to be somewhat similar to that in the
Charles Chaplin income tax issue which was
adjusted some time ago.

Chaplin Chooses New Girl
Player
for "City
Virginia CheiTill,
a 20-year Lights"
old Chicago
girl who has never before appeared before
a motion picture camera, has been chosen
by Charlie Chaplin to play the character of
the blind girl in "City Lights," his next
production for Vuited Ai-tists. The young
miss was one of more than a hundred aspirants for the role. In ten days she will begin
acting in the Chaplin picture.
Miss Cherrill is a blonde, blue-eyed and
fire feet foui'. She was educated at Kemper
Hall Convent, Kenosha, Wisconsin, and at
the Starrett Finishing School for Girls,
Chicago.
Paramount Dinner Dance
Welcomes Chevalier
Maurice Chevalier, the newest of the
Paramount stars, who arrived in the United
States several days ago, was royally entertained and feted by the Paramount organization last week by a dinner dance
given in his honor at the Ritz Carlton, New
York, and attended by 300 dinner guests
who included scores of well known personalities in metropolitan circles.
Short speeches of welcome were made by
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and other
Paramount executives.

Mrs.

Thomas
D. Soriero
Dies Suddenly

Mrs. Thomas D. Soriero, wife of the
managing director of the Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., died suddenly last
Sunday. The funeral was held in Providence, R. I., on October 24.
Besides Mr. Soriero, two sons survive,
one of whom is in the Jiuiior Class at
Dartmouth.
A wide circle of friends in the industry
extend sympathy to Mr. Soriero and his
familv.

D. V. Cleveland Publicity
Chief of General Pictures
Dorothy V. Cleveland, publicist, has been
appointed director of publicity for General
York
City.Corporation, 1650 Broadway, New
Pictures

Subtitle — "Cousin Edgar had to live
in the city because the country woodpeckers bothered his head." — by
Jimmy Starr in "Stolen Kisses" for
Warners,

October
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Movietone Plant a Gibraltar
Remarkable Indications of Confidence in Future of Sound Films
Found in Fox Establishment in Westwood
October 22. — Should
D,
HOLLYWOO
there seem to be need of a definite
sign to prove Hollywood's tlmroughgoing belief in the future of talking
pictures, it can be found today in the tributary community of Westwood. It is there
that the new Movietone plant of the Fox
Film Corporation is located, the most
unique establishment unquestionably that
has grown out of sound film fever to date.
The dedication of this plant is to be celebrated October 28. It will be in operation
probably some time between November 1
and November 15. Officially it is the later
date that is set for the start of activities,
but unofficially it is conceded that the beginning may be a full two weeks sooner.
I visited the locale a day or too ago. One
needs to take his visualizing powers with
him fully to appreciate what is going on.
It is a little difficult fully to grasp its
significance at first sight.
On approach one beholds three dominating gray stone buildings. Two are duplicates— the stages, oblong and red-roofed.
The tbii'd is more nearly square and amply
piioWded with windows. It is for administration.

Hills Cleared Away
One come-, upon them through a mass of
sets that are used on tlie Fox Hills tract
for exterior locations. Ground which
formerly was hills has been sweepingiy
cleared away. The whole aspect of the
country has been changed.
The plan of this studio will, I think, be

By EDWIN

SCHALLERT

Editor
of The
Los
Angeles
Times
reuiew
and
Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News

a remarkable thing. It will be the last
word in adoi-nment and in utility as well.
The two stages that one sees virtually complete are in reality four stages. Each separate building houses two. A third building
for stage No. 9 is in process of erection.
Two others with double stages are to be
built, corresponding to those already virtually completed. There will be nine stages
in all.
It is to be a veritable city, for in addition
to stages and administration building, there
are a dozen smaller structures, that will
comprise synchronizing rooms for music,
test laboratories, dressing room buildings,
a recital and rehearsal hall, to name but
some of them.

Utmost Precautions

Taken

I talked to Keith Weeks, a construction
engineer, who gained his experience on big
projects in South America, and who has
been in charge of the construction for the
Fox corporation, and he explained some of
the novel features of the establishment.
One of the most striking, I believe, is that
one of the stages is to possess a pipe organ
complete, one of the largest ever built. This
will be used where organ accompaniments
and organ eft'ects are deemed advantageous.
The ventilating system for the stages
seemed to me one of the most remarkaljle
achievements.
Talkie
stages are not re-

nowned for their comfort. The earlier ones
built were so stuffy and hot especially in
mid-summer as to be a trial upon the
nerves.
At Fox Hills, outside of sound-proofing
and the perfection of aeeousties, an absolutely controlled temperature seems to be
one of the chief things sought. Its effect
upon the spirit of picture-making can be
imagined. The air is washed, cooled and
will be maintained at an even temjjerature
winter and summer.

Least

Sound

Ruinous

Superficially considered, this might seem
a simple accomplishment, but then with a
talking stage there are entirely different
factors to be reckoned with. The least
sound whether it should come from the
accidental tap of a carpenter's hammer, or
should be echoed through a ventilating
shaft, would be ruinous to a scene. The utmost precautions have been taken to insure
the silence of the system installed, and
where the smoothness of the shafts themselves, their depth underground, and their
distance from all mechanical apparatus
might not seem sufficient, principles of insulation have been employed to render assurance doubly sure.
The stages are built with an amazing
solidity. I am told that the effect of an
earthquake would hardly be felt unless it
happened to be right under the building.
The floors are so constructed as to- avoid
(Continued on t^agc \272-D)

Story Cost Arouses Officials
Several Discover
BeenSellPaying
Thousands
Covered They've
Yarns That
for Fifteen
Cents for Paper
1 Hollywood

REORGANIZATION of story reading
departments in several studios may
take place shortly as a result of the
discoverv bv the producers that they have
been paying from $.5,01)0 to .$1.5,000 for
stories which could be purchased for 15
cents. The 15 cent outlay would be necessary to purchase paper-backed novels and
standard classics at second-hand book
stores, which now develop as the base of
supplies for ideas of many high-priced
"original" writer.-^.
There are a number of scenarists in
Hollywood who have been cleaning up by
furnishing plots of any and all requirements
within anytime from a day's to a week's
notice. One I'ccent case was the purchase
of a serial by an independent from a prolific
screen writer. When the first episodes were
shot a film cutter recognized them as a
"blood-and-thunder" series published by
firms dealing in paper-backed novels exclusively. The producer could have bought
the entire serial for under .$2.00 instead of
.$3,.500, had his reading department been
proficient.
The most fertile market for "originals"
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are the standard classics and European
authors. Scenarists are rew^riting and rehashing the works of George Eliot, Schiller,
Hugo, Balzac, De Maupassant. Poe. Dumas,
Anatole France, Pushkin, Oscar Wilde, even
Charles Dickens and Shakespeare without
being
checked
by reading
departments.
There are a few producers who are taking the opposite angle, that of producing
standard works on which co|nrights have
expired. This gives the picture the double
value of a standard title and famous
author, without any initial outlay for screen
rights. Among such recent productions are
"The JIan Who Laughs," "Resurrection,"
"Redemption," "Les Miserables," "The
Three Musketeers," "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," and new productions of that
type are "Evangeline" and "The Man in
theTliere
Iron have
Mask."
been a few instances in which
producers paid for copyrights shortly before they expii'cd and neglected to renew
them to protect their interests. One recent
case was with "A Cigarette Maker's Romance." The old Goldwyn Pictures Corporation was reported to have paid .$37,000

for the rights to this F. Marion 'Crawford
story and when the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
merger took place the rights went over to
that firm. The story hasn't been made and
recently, Frank P. Donovan, a two reel producer, announced if as part of a program of
classics he was making. M-G-M notified
him immediately that he could 't make it
inasmuch as they owned the screen rights.
Donovan informed them that they must be
mistaken since the copyright expired within
the past two yeai's and has not been renewed. He intends to make it and M-G-JI
is evidently left without any legal recourse.
The only producers who cannot remake an
uncopyrighted classic are those belonging
to the Hays' organization, in cases where
another member has registered his intention of making it.
Producers feel that they should be protected in all such cases by a thoroughly efficient reading department. According to
one executive, that department should
function not only on the reading of
scripts, but should be able to tell immediately whether a story has been published before or not.
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May McAvoy Makes an Adorahlp Kid.
Doesn't She? But She is Very Groun
Up in Her Acting as You Can Readily
Confirm by Witnessing Her Performances in Several of the Jl arner Bros.
Current Releases, Particularly ''The

P i c t ur e

N ezvs

Joan Craivford Reminds 1 ou Thai It
Will
SoonRide
Be Hallowe'en,
W itches
Broomsticks When
and the
the
Bogies Walk Abroad. Miss Craivford
Has Been Promoted by MGM to the
Status of a Full-fledged Star. She
Certainly Deserves It

The Principals of Tiffany-Stahl's ''Marriage by Contrarty' a Pictiirization of
Companionate Marriage. Patsy Rulh
Miller Is the Girl and Lawrence Gray,
the Boy. John M. Slahl Produced the
Picture as a Special

Terror"

Ale.xander S. Aronson, Who Recently Associated Himself with
World Wide Pictures, Inc., for
U horn He Will Have Charge of
Their Foreign Business

In
the First
Mystery
''The
Haunted
House,'"
Thelma
Todd National
and Larry
Kent, Comedy,
Seen Above
Against
a Charming
Shadow Background, Have Their Hands Full When the
"Creepy" Events Begin to Happen. But Here They Are Thinking of Romance

Estelle Bradley and Her Chum, Muriel Evans, in a Moment of Rest
Between
Pictures.
Both of These Young
Ladies Are Decorative
Features of Educational Comedies, Miss Bradley !\oiv Starring in
Them of Her Oivn Right

In Case You Don't Recognize
This Distinguished Gentleman,
Let Us Introduce You to Paul
IVhiteman, Known as the Maestro
Talkie
of Jazz. "U"
He for
Has aBeen
Signed by

Straiv Votes Are Quite the Thing These Pre-Election Days.
Here the
Two Big Political Parties Are About to Acquire Ttvo More Pledges.
Clara i Paramount)
Bow
and

Neil
'*Three Preference
Week Ends"
Are Hamilton,
Seen AboveTogether
Indicatingin Their

October

37 ,

19 38

Italy Establishes Film
Institute in Rome
I'hiii^ tor the (■>tabli-liiiit'nt Ijy tlu' llali;iii
Governjiu'iit ot an I'lti'niational F.iliiratiiinal CiiU'iivitograi>li Institute in Juiinc
uniU'r the direction ut' the couneil of Xhv
League of Nations were approved at the
last meetiii'; of the Institute of Intelleetual
(.'ooperation, aeeordiiij; to the monthly
summary of the League of Nations, eopies
of which have just reaeheil the rnitcil
States.
The offer of thu Italian (iovernmeut to
found and to maintjiin the institute was
accepted hy the council and assembly in
]927 and a statute covering the organization was framed by representatives of the
Italian Government and the Secretary General. The statute defines the ob.iect of the
new institute as being to promote production, dissemination and exchange of instruitive films on education, art, industry, agriculture, commerce, public health, social
i|uestions, etc.

French
Theatre
Magnate
Visits Astoria Studio
Louis Aubert, president of the Film
Chamber of Conunerce of France and owner
and manager of the largest chain of moving
picture theatres in Europe, last week visited the Paramount studio in Long Island.
He is in America to study methods of production and to look into talking pictures,
especially. He arrived in New York in
company with Maurice Chevalier. Paramount 's French star.
When he visited the Astoria studio. ^Ir,
Aubert was greeted by two fellow countrymen, .Jean de Limur, now directing "The
Letter" there, and Robert Florey, who recently finished directing "The Puslier-in
the-l^ice. " He also met Miuita Bell, production executive, and .lohn \V. Butler, executive manager.
Mr. Aubert is to go to Hollywood on
Saturday for a visit of two weeks. He
plans to return to France late in Xovemlier.

4 Firms Newly Chartered
at Albany, New York
Motion iiicture c(»m])anies receiving charters from the (lejiartnient of state at Albany, and incorporating in the motion picture business of New York State during the
past week, included the following: International Bristolphone Distributors, Inc..
capitalization not stated. William 0. Robertson, Lillian D. Werner, Aristole Souval. New York City; Fnited Civic Theatres,
Inc., $75,11011, i;dniunil Keane, Louis Hallett,
Gene Francois. New York City; Nigger
Rich, Inc., capitalization not stated, Ralph
A. Kohn, Louis Swarts, .Ji>seph Stanley,
New York City, and Laily Lies, Inc.. with
the same incorporators.

Joan Crawford Elevated as
Star by M-G-M
.loan Crawford, Metru-Gnldwyn-Mayer
player wh4> during the last few years has
been playing featured roles in productions
of her company culminating in her performance in "Our Dancing Daughters,"
has been raised to stanlom. She was chosen
a Wampas baby star in l!)i5. She is now
working in "Dream of Love," which Fred
Niblo is directing as a sound production.
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Reported Ready to Buy Warners; Deal Denied by Albert Warner

TIIK Kadio Corporation of America may shortly a((|iiire \\ arncr Bros.,
aiconling to relial)lc' information just reeeive(L It is sail! that in
the negotiations liy wliicli K("..\-Photoplione gained control of K-.4-().
\\ arners ligureil ])rominently. \t that lime it was said that W arners were
in competition wth R(' A for purchase of the vaudeville circuit, hut the
latest information is that elTorts were heing made to include Warners in
the deal by which K-A-O pas.sed to the radio company.
According to the story as related tinWestern Electric is far from satisfactory,
in arbitration, and Warners are willing to
as soon as salisfaclory terms are arrived
will he reached prohahly within the next

W arner Vitaphone contract with
with the status of the companies
dispose of their holdings to RCA
at. It is said that these terms
two or three weeks.

Albert Warner, of W arner Bros., emphatically denies that his eompanv
is now for sale or that it will be in the future. He said Warners has spent
a lot of money in newspaper advertising announcing the company was not
for sale and thai that still goes.

Fox Deals for 160 Houses
Reported Closed
Now Has Greatest Exhibiting Strength in Metropolitan
Area; Moves in Progress to Acquire More Holdings
the
for 15(1
FOX' ofnegotiat
than
more ions
acquisition
WILLIAJI
New York houses to be known as
Fox Metropolitan Theatres with approximate capital of 2.$0,000,000, are reixn-tcd
closed. Contracts have been ])asscd, initial
payments have been made and actual occupancy of the large grou]) of houses, will
take place on or about Deccud)cr 1, it is
said.
With this chain of theatres in his possession, Mr. Fox is umlisputably the largest
theatre-owner in great r New York and
the foremost exhibitor in that territory.
He is out now to streiigthen his position,
it being said that he will use the holdings
of the Metropolitan Theatres as the foundation for a powerful chain of theatres in
the east. Negotiations are now progressing
to accpiire theatres in other sections.
The Schine circuit in New York State and
Ohio, operating a large number of houses;

Anglo- AmericanDinner
on November 20
to be
trophy, of
Harris
Sam to
THEdonated
"a member
the
American film industry for the
best suggestion or deed promoting a
spirit of good-will and cooperation between the public and the film industry
of Great Britain and the United
States," will be awarded at the Biltmore Hotel. New York City, on November 20, at ii.M P. M. George Harvev. president of the A. M. P. A., while
in Toronto at the M. P. T. P. A. convention, broadcasted announcement of
the dinner over a network of 16 stations.
Assurances of the presence of a
number of government officials and
many men of prominence in the film
industrv at the dinner have been received bv the A. M. P. A.

the Netoco company, which is strong in I he
New England district, and others have
been approached, it is rejjorted, by A. C.
Blumcnthal, rcpresentatiug the F^x interests. There will be no restrictions as to the
locations or nuudjers of the theatres sought.
It is planned to have the houses of th"
Jletropolitan Theatres inuuediately wired
by Electrical Research Products for the
prcs: ntation of sound pictures. About 40
of the ICO will show films and vaudeville
and the remainder straight pictures. The
Movietone News, showing twice a week at
these theatres, will mean about .500 more
honking days for this Fox newsreel.

First National Releasing 4
Features During Nov,
Headed by "Lilac Time," the company's
special, four First National productions will
make their appearance at the First National exchanges as general releases.
On November 4, "The Haunted House,"
with Thelnia Todd, Larry Kent and Chester Conkliu, will be released. November 11
will mark the release of "Outcast," Corinne Griffith's newest vehicle. On November
]S will come "Lilac Time," now in its
thirteenth week as a roadshow engagement
at the New York Central. The final feature
from First National during the montli will
be "The Ware Case," an Knglish drama
with Stewart Rome and Betty Carter in
25.
the berleads,
which will be issued on Novem-

Ask Injunction to Prevent
Arrest in Sunday Try
Fxliil)itors of Martin's Ferry, ()hi(>, have
deferred their attempt to reopen their
houses on Sunday pending the outcome of
their injunction application to prevent arrc>-t such as they experienced on previous
occasions.
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"Noah's Ark"

Exclusive Review of Warner Production
By Edwin Schallert
Editor

of The

Los

Angeles

Times

Preview and

Special

Correspondent

of Motion

Picture

News

October 24. (By Wire).— Whatever has been
HOLLYWOOD,
wanting in spectacular thrills this year will be afforded in a
sensational manner in Warner Brothers production o£ "Noah's
Ark." In sheer magnitude it is a unique picture, and unquestionably
it will prove a great popular attraction.
The deluge scenes are as terrific a climax as has been seen in ages,
and the scope of the entire Biblical portion is pictorially tremendous.
The building of the Ark; the destruction of the pagan city by the herculean rush of water; the congregating of the beasts of the earth, skilfully depicted, are among the many high spots, besides the moving
story built about Japheth, the son of Noah and the girl, Miriam.
One is naturally drawn to compare this feature with Cecil B. De
Mille's "The Ten Commandments." Like that earlier and very successful film, it combines the modern and the Biblical. However, the
Biblical episode is not presented as a prologue but as the culininating
event, which is an effective expedient. While the modern story is not
momentous in itself, its interest is enhanced by frequent talking sequences and humanness of incident.
There is a theme of patriotism, blended with the love motif, which
together will enlist the favor of audiences. It is a romance of an American student in Paris and a German girl that is portrayed. The outbreak of war induces the girl to hide her identity and remain in France.
Her lover and a Russian intelligence officer are the only ones who are
aware that she belongs to the enemy. The plot revolves around these
three, with brotherly devotion between the girl's lover and his buddy
as a supplementary phase.
Comparision is made between the World War and the Biblical
account of the Flood, the war being described as a deluge of blood.
The thought projected is that as the Biblical deluge was the last great
cataclysm of Divine Cause visited upon earth, so the war should be the
last great disaster of human cause. A message of peace is therefore
suggested.
Undoubtedly, "Noah's Ark" has an inspirational meaning, apart
from unusual entertainment qualities. It is a picture that consequently
should have two-fold appeal. The fact that it is the biggest spectacle
of the year will give it exceptional pulling power. For those theatres
that are not equipped for sound this can be increased, I believe, very
materially by back stage effects during the deluge scenes, because with
full uproar the power of these is intensified.
The leading players in both the modern and Biblical stories are
George O'Brien, Dolores Gostello, Noah Beery, Gwynn Williams and
Paul McAllister. Louise Fazenda appears in the modern sequences.
Nominally, Miss Costello is the star, although the film is so elaborate
in pictorial detail that major credit is perhaps reflected on those identified with direction and supervision, including Michael Gurtiz and
Darryl Francis Zanuck.

WoodhuU

Re-elected

( Coi/iiniied from page 1269)
you canaot ignore them." The present
popularity of sound pictures was due to
their novelty "but the industry is big
enough to make them permanent."
His advice to e.xliihitors using souiul pictures was, be said, to be patient, to watch
the equi])raent — it needed care always — and
to refrain from misrepresentation in designating whether a sound picture had musical
accompaniment or spoken dialogue. "Do
not let the screen whisper and do not let
it shout," he said. "Do not apologize for
any sound picture — always emphasize its
good points."

Mr. Desberg urged exhibitors not to kill
the goose that laid the golden egg and
added : ' ' There will always be millions of
patrons for silent pictures." But to use a
common expression, "you ain't heard nothing yet." he concluded.
One of the most important addresses on
sound picture developments ami prospects
before the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at Toronto was given by M. A. Lightman of Eldorado, Arkansas, the title of his talk being
"Sound Pictures on Main Street."
"Sound
pictures
should
be welcomed

Picture

News

with open arms," Mr. Lightman declared.
"Sound pictures mean more to the exhibitors on 'Main Street' than to any other
because they will bring great orchestras
and the voices of great men to the small
towns.
thousand
dift'erent
orchestrasIn weplace
will of
havea music
befitting
the
picture. Main Street will have to wait for
sound pictures but Main Street is patient
and it will really benefit by the delay in
installations."
Silent pictures would have to be better
to hold their own, Mr. Lightman continued.
The menace to the business is that silent
films may be neglected in which case Main
Street would suffer. As few titles as possible should be used to interpret the sound
picture, he believed, and those titles should
be spoken. While small town theatres
would be prevented from having sound
equipment for some time, the small town
exhibitor should help in the development
in every possible way because the ' ' Main
Street populations" would be the most
affected by the adoption of sound pictures.

Eberson Gives Address
A valuable discussion regarding types
of theatre buildings was heard when .John
Eberson of Chicago, well-known theatre
architect, delivered an address on the subject of "How to build and equip a theaMr. Eberson declared that the average
architect did not use his own talent or originality and many theatres were built on
similar lines. It was not the lavish expenditure of money that made a theatre successful, he said, but a well-conceived, warm
andtre."
friendly interior, with a homelike atmosphere to suit the environment and tastes
of the particular community that counted.
In such houses of entertainment and recreation, people could get the most out of
clean and wholesome performances, he declared.
T. D. Goldberg of Baltimore wanted to
know if the M. P. T. 0. had any facts regarding the interchangeability of sound
equipment and the intei-change of sound
pictures. Members went to the convention
to get all possible information and this
was a subject that should be taken up, he
believed. He did not have his suggestion in
the form of a resolution, however, and it
was intimated by President Woodhull that
this was a matter for future consideration.

Oscar A. Price in N. Y.
With New Production
new
Bearing
with him a print of
Oscar
picture called "Forbidden
Grass,
A. Price returned to New York from Hollywood last Tuesday, October 16. Evelyn
Xichols, sister of Anne Nichols, the playnd
wright, isresponsible for the story of ' ' Forbidden Grass." the theme of which is the
efforts of a western state to rid its jibiins
of wild horses in order to provide sli
cattle with grazing grounds.

"Driftwood"
a Cokimbia
October Release
Columbia's first feature release for October was "Driftwood," which was available for exhibitors beginning October 15.
Don Alvarado, bon'owed from United
Artists, is co-starred with Marceline Day
Artists, is co-starred with Marceline Day.

October
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In and Out of Town

Talkies
Sound

BETTY BRONSON, Warner Bros.' star,
has cancelled her steamship reservations
for Europe and has returned to Hollywood
following instructions from Studio Chief J.
L. Warner to play the lead in "She Knew
Men."
JALK
R. KEEG.\N.
\'itai)hone
I^epresentative,
left special
this week
on an Field
extended trip, which will take him to the Warner
Bros.' \'itaphoiie branches in Philadelphia, .Atlanta, Dallas and Chicago. He expects to be
gone for about five weeks.
ARTHUR

J. ZELLNER. personal representative for Mary Pickford and Douglas
Eairbanks, arrked in A'cic York on Sunday,
October 21. He will confer ivilli United Artists
heads in connection tvith forthcoming prodnctions.
ON

Monday, October 22. Edwin Carewe
arrived in New York on the S.S. Leviathan. He remained but a short while and
then left for Hollywood where he will complete preparations for the production of
"Evangeline," the next Dolores Del Rio
vehicle for United Artists.
AL

JOLSON and his bride. Ruby Keeler, returned Monda.N' on the S.S. Leviathan from
their European honeymoon. \\'hile in London
they attended the first performance of "The
Jazz Singer." Jolson, who has no inmiediate
plans for the future, says his next proditction
will be called "Mammy."
DOLORES
DEL RIO and her mother,
Senora Asnnsolo, sailed for America frotn
Paris on the S.S. Paris ivi ll'cdnesdav. Octol-cr
24.
GEORGE PEARSON, managing director
of the British Screen Productions, Ltd.,
London, arrived in New York during the
early part of this week on the S.S. Leviathan. He is here primarily to investigate
the talking movies situation.
PHIL REISiLAX, general sales manager of
Pathe. is back at the home office following
a tour of the Pathe exchanges taking him to the
West Coast and the \orthwest.
DAVID
LOEW departed from Nnv York
recently on the lie de France. He -I'ill
attend the of^ening of the Empire theatre in
London.
DR.

PAUL FEJOS, director, and Glenn
Tryon, star, who have been in New
York taking atmospheric shots for Universal's production of "Broadway," have returned to California leaving Arthur Cosine,
New York location manager and production
executive, to finish the New York shots
necessary for the picture.
ED.

J. SMITH, general manager of Tiffan> Stahl, has just returned from a trip ti>
Toronto, where he attended the convention of
the M. P. T. O. A. He later visited exhibitors
in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Albany.

for

Australia
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Installations and Construction of Atmospheric
Theatres Occupy Centre of Stage

conandatmosinstallati
picture
de onluxe
struction of modern,
pheric theatres occupy the center of
the stage in Australian motion picture
circles at the present time, according to
communications from Pat Campbell, of
United Artists (Australasia) Ltd., Sydney,
and Millard Johnson, of Union Theatres,
Ijtd., Sydney.
SOUND

Union Theatres are pioneering introduction of Vitaphone and Movietone in Australia. Stuart Doyle, managing director of
this company is in New York at the present
writing, arranging for installation of
twenty sets to be in work early in the new
3'ear, and attending to other company business in line with expanding present theatre
holdings.
Censorship and accent may offer sometliing in the way of a problem when talking pictures make their debut in this country but Union Theatres and Hoyts, the two
largest circuits, although well aware that
installations will cost a lot of money arc
both earnestly going ahead with equipment
plans. Union has already arranged for the
grantinir of twelve licenses from the sound
companies and nine more are to follow.
F(n' their theatre expansion ]>rogram.
Union Theatres have retained John Ebersnn, well known Chicago architect who w-as
first featured in Motiox Picture News
''Buyer's Guide." Mr. Eberson introduced
the atmospheric type theatre to Australasia
three months ago when the Capitol theatre, Sydney, was ojHMied. This house seats
■1,.500 and has been a in'onounced success
from the st.art. The State, another Australia house nenring completion in Sydney,
is the most ambitious theatre pro.i'ect Australia has yet seen. It will cost five million
dollars and will combine twelve floors of
shop arcades and a .3,000 capacity Louis
type theatre. In Melbourne, Union will
open a 4,000 seat du]>licate of the Sydney
Capitol in January, while at Perth another
2,700 seat atmospheric house has ,iust
o|>ened. Union either owns or controls the
largest ntimber of theatres
in Australia,

and last month increased their capital by
the issue of two million dollars worth of
shares at par wliieh was in the nature of
a bonus distribution for the three niillii>n
dollars worth of shares already issued, as
the latter are at 50 per cent premium.
Shows are run somewhat differently in
Australia than in the United States, according to Mr. Campbell. Only one show is given
at night and it lasts from two to three
hours. There is a supper show between five
and eight P. M., but dinner time cuts the attendance. During regular shows, a law also
provides for a ten-minute intermission. Mr.
Campbell glowingly praises the hospitality
of the Australians: ''a great country and
the people are great. Nothing is too much
trouble for them to make you as comfortable as possible and to show you a good

"Marriage
by
Contract"
Previewed in Philly
time."
Tiffany-Stahl's special production, "Marriage by Contract," was previewed last
Sunday evening, October 21, at the New
Carman Theatre in Philadelphia, under the
auspices of Al Blofson, manager of the
Philadelphia exchange of the organization.
Exhibitors from the Philadelphia territory
and clubwomen attended the showing. The
invitations were worded in the form of a
wedding announcement. The lobby of the
New Carman was decorated with different
colored posters that dealt with the exploitation possibilities of the picture.
"The Love Charm," a Tififauy-Stahl
Colin' Classic, preceded the showing of the
feature.

Columbia Signs Forbes for
"College Coquette"
Ralph Forbes will play the leading male
role for Columbia in ' ' The College Coquette," which Christy Cabanne is directing with ilarceline Day in the title role.

Talking Trailers to Take Place
Stars at Theatre Openings
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

of

Newsi

HOLLYWOOD.
October 22. — Personal appearances of stars at theatre openings will be supplanted by Movietone trailers of the players.
Several studios are now engaged in making reels from 100 to 500
feet in length, in which featured players or stars give greeting to the audience, or make speeches dedicating openings of new theatres. Fox is reported to be making an entire series of such trailers which will be placed
in stock and which are adapted for use by any theatre requiring a personal

MAURICE
CHEVALIER, European stage
star imported for talking pictures to he
produced by Paramount, left for Hollywood
Thursday, October 25. for the IJ^est Coast,
where he will immediately commence work. He
will he accompanied by Sirs. Chevalier and his
daughter, Francia.

appearance.
The Movietone personal appearance will save producers several hundreds of thousands yearly. In the past the custom has been to send feature
or stock players around the country, the producer bearing the brunt of
transportation and hotel expenses.

RAYMOND
HACKETT, who has been
playing in "The Trial of Mary Dugan,"
left last week for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio, where he will play in the picturization of that play.

invitations had conflicting dates and Miss Talmadge couldn't accept one
without offending the others. She "Vitaphoned" a personal appearance
and gracefully got out of her delimna.

The "canned" personal appearance was inaugurated by Norma Talmadge some months ago, to gratify requests of several exhibitors. The

Motion
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First National Disc Pictures Not
to Be Released as Vitaphones
I Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News!

Oct. 22. — Although plans have heen made to sound
HOLLYWOOD.
and dialo^e, a number of First National productions at Warner
Studios via the disc method, the pictures will not he released as
First National Vitaphone productions. Just what sound hrand the pictures
will carry has not yet been decided, but it was said that Warners consider
the trade name of Vitaphone too valuable to place on pictures of other
organizations or even on product of First National in which the Warners
hold control.
It was intimated that Warners would not allow the Vitaphone trade
mark to be used by First National unless at some future date they were
able to purchase all stock of that company and thereby have complete
ownership.

Beats

Texarkana

Blues

Texas Exhibitor Wins Notable Victory Over Blue Law
Element; Other Points Settle Question
settlements of the Suiitlay show
Two
question and one discontinuance appear to be last week's highlights of
the eternal controversy between exhibitors
and the Blue Law element in some sections
of this country.
In Texarkana, Texas. Arthur and Mrs.
Eva Hardin, operators of the Saenger and
Strand Theatres, inaugurated Sunday
shows which resulted in capacity business.
No trouble was expected, but both were
shortly placed under arrest, charged with
violation of a city ordinance. The first
jury took six minutes to free Jlr. and !Mrs.
Hardin but the second panel turned them
loose in exactly two minutes. The Ministerial Alliance threatens to appeal the verdict.
In defense of his movement, Mr. Hardin
stated:
"In opening
on Sunday we
filling a demand
in our way, to

these theatres to the public
feel that we are not only
but are doing what we can,
fall in with the spirit that

Censor

Act

is characteristic of the new Texarkana.
"No one wants to injure the Sabbath.
The people have decided that for thenis Ives, and they have also decided that it is
not necessary to be idle and lugubrious in
order to be religions. Good citizens and
prominent business men have urged me to
]>ut on these shows. Good men and women
I know travel ninety miles to see Sunday
R. E. Ealkenberg, Lexington, Iowa, owner
movies."
and manager of the Majestic, has announced that Sunday shows will be discontinued owing to the fact that popular approval seems to be lacking. Business for
seven days was no better than for six.
In Ames, Joe Benjamin Gerbraeht, manager of Commonwealth Theatres' Capitol
Theatre appears to have settled the argument for the downtown section of the city
but the New Ames Theatre, in the college
section, is still in doubt as to Sunday show-

Modified

Minneapolis Mayor Objects to Police Interference; Men
Assigned Must Stick to Actual Violations
lid of censorship, which was
THE
clamped suddenly down on Minneapolis theatres last week by the city
council, was partially lifted this week by
The Mavor announced tli:il
Mayor Leach.

Columbia to Distribute
"Dawn" Starting Nov.
tt"p^
theof English
-madeis
I I AWN."
production
war which
now road-showing throughout the country, has been acquired by
Columbia for national distribution beginning November 11. Starring Sybil
Thorndyke. the picture was made in
Belgium with the consent and cooperation of the government.

he would not permit Minneapolis policemen
to act as censors for the theatres and that
the two detectives who had been assigned
to the job would have to confine their activities to actual violations of the law.
' ' There will be no policemen
the theatres of this city. Mayor
serted. "If operators of theatres
ing the law. Detectives Kittridge
man can arrest them under the

censoring
Leach asare violatand Kaufordinance.

If the detectives have a case, I'll back
them to the limit of my authority."
The Mayor explained that the police department can do nothing that is not provided for by statute, and that the city ordinance provide very definitely for questions
of imnioralitj' and indecent shows.
The city council had decided on censorship after the charge had been made that
the Gayety Theatre, a burlesque house, was

Picture
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offering shows of a low moral tone. Following their decision, Detectives Kittridge and
Kaufman had been assigned to the rather
difficult task of censoring all the show's in
the city — stage and movie both — every week.
On announcement
the heels of the of
]\Liyor's
decision Victor
came
the
Alderman
■lohnson that he would propose an ordinance to the city council providing for permanent police censorship of theatrical productions. Such an ordinance, he pointed
out, would supplement the present disorderly conduct law and would make it mandatory on the Mayor to keep theatres free
from objectionable performances. The ordinance, he said, would propose raising the
license fees of all theatres in the city a few
dollars each to pay the cost of censorship,
which would require the full time of one
man.
Meanwhile the question of revoking the
Gayety 's license still hangs fire. A hearing
before the city council has been postponed
on request of Al Steffes, president of the
Northwest Theatre Owners Association,
who was in New York and who wanted to
attend the meeting in person.

Fox-Movietone
Plant
Gibraltar

a

(ColttinticJ frniii ^age 1271)
the slightest tremor,
and to offset that
which cannot be avoided.
In a year from now this Movietone plant
will be something to behold for its decorative beauty, as well as its practical value.
AVhen I saw it no equipment had yet been
installed, but the provisions made for its
housing were the most ample and complete.
Each stage unit will be an institution to
itself, with plenty of space for shooting
the large as well as the very compact scene,
amid a prevailing silence like that which
could be found within a bank vault.

A Rock of Gibraltar
The

entire establishment will be surrounded by a wall, probably of the Spanish
stucco f.vpe. Entrance will be gained
through the administration building, except
by the player, the director and others concerned on the sets. This administration
building is a feature in itself. It has spacious corridors and attractive offices. Some
of them, it is kiddingly said, are soundproof, so much of a habit did it become to
build everything that way while the spell
of consfniction was on.
It is a striking thing to sec this rock of
Gibraltar — for that is wdiat it most resembles— rising where there were nothing
but bean fields a few years ago. It is a
mute argument for the future of talking
pictures — one of the strongest I have seen.
And the most remarkable part of it, considering the tons of concrete that had to be
poured to make it a fact even as far as it
has gone, the leveling of the ground that
had to be done, the huge scope of the enterprise as a whole, is that it will be in operation in scarcely miu'e than ninety days
.since the first excavating was done, and the
first stone laid.

Additions to Casts
"She Goes to War" (U. A.) Edmund
Burns; "No Defense" (W. B.) Lee Moran,
William Tooker; "Madonna cf Avenue A"
(\V. B.) William Irving; "Kid Gloves"
lW. B.) John Davidson; "The Lawless
Legion" (F. N.) Paul Hurst.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Expert

Stresses

Points Necessity of
Proper Handling for
Equipment in Theatres
Electnc-al KiiRUDOLPH .MIKIILIXC,
gineer ami Supervisor of Projection
for Pul)lix Theatres. Inc., Xew
York, »ave an important and hip;hly appreciated address before the convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and Canada, at Toronto, Ontario,
on the subject of "Our Industry Meets a
Xew Problem," in which he dealt with the
sound picture feature. Mr. Miehling- said,
in part :
"Ordinarily we are not concerneil witli
tlie i)ri>b!ems of njanufacture prior to delivery at the theatre Ijut we are very much
interested in everythini; that concerns the
presentation of the entertainment of the
public. Sound pictures can either be developed to tremendous commercial returns or
decline to mediocre returns accordinff to
the efficiency of merchandising. If you
wish to make this investment pay, as so
many others have already done, you must
l)resent this new form of entertainment to
your patrons in a most creditable manner.
"When you have had the equipment for
the presentation of sound or synchronized
pictures installed, you must realize that it
is not automatic in its operation. Also certain other distinct conditions must be fulfilled, in addition to the mechanical and
electrical equipment, and the human element must be .seriously considered.
"Preparatory to the installation of the
apparatus, the sound engineer comes to your
theatre and makes a survey for his company and from this survey certain recommendations are made in order that you
may have perfect sight and sound reproduction; these recommendations should be carefully weighed and not cast aside; some of
them
mav
seem
unreasonable
but if the

Warners Sign Meighan
as Vitaphone Star
MEIGHAN has joined
THOMAS
the imposing array of stars under
the Warner Bros, banner. He
has signed a contract to star in Vitaphone talking pictures, according ti>
announcement by Harry M. Warner.
Meighan will appear in a talking picture for the first time when his first
Warner production is seen and heard
on the screen.
Among the stars, in addition to
Meighan, who are enrolled with Warners to appear in Vitaphone are: Al
Jolson, Dolores Costello, John Barrymore, Fannie Brice, Monte Blue Pauline Frederick, George Arliss, Sophie
Tucker and Texas Guinan.

Presentation

Needs

Baltimore Sees Need of All Talkies
to Maintain Sound Interest
FULL talking pictures are now the need of the theatres in Baltimore
equipped to show sound productions, according to a prominent e-chihitor who is a pioneer and is the head of a company operating
about ten theatres.
The novelty of the sound synchronized productions has worn off, according to this exhibitor with the public and now the patronage is dwindling and it is necessary to spur interest further by giving them full talking
productions.
When the houses in his circuit went into the sound policy, the crowds
were great but since then they have been steadily decreasing. It is understood from this exhibitor that it is necessary for each sound equipped
house to take in S500 more each week than formerly to give them a decent
profit and many houses have increased their admission )(rices at night.
There is no question about the advent of the sound and talking pictures in the business having been a life saver to it in Baltimore. But it is
noticeable that with the renewed interest the silent houses have been
doing better also.

engineer's views and yours do not ngrcc,
you can talk it over and a mutual agreement arrived at.
"Your projection staff, the keystone of
the operation, should be given your cooperation so that they may receive adequate instruction in the proper handling of
the equipment. You must see to it and insist that they obtain full information on
all phases, and you nnist offer encouragement and establish a close relationship. We
give them information on the methods and
principles used so that their minds will be
in a more recc])tive mood to absorb any
future knowledge on the subject. In other
words, we expect them to know enough
about sound equipment to put on a 100 per
cent performance. In the event of a breakdown, we expect them to make temporary
repairs or adjustments to keep the showrunning, leaving the permanent repairs to
the engineers of the company which has
installed the apparatus. We do not mean
by this that they are to tear down or take
iiny part of this equipment apart just to
see what is inside.
"I will give you a few connuents on the
high spots which will indicate to you how
much lies back of maintaining the quality
of sound projection.
' ' Some person must be trained to judge
the volume and quality in the auditorium
during the ])erfoi"mance. While it is a fact
that the jirojectionists have a monitor horn
in till' hooth, they are not able to .judge how
the sound is coming through.
"The
correct
distribution
of
sound
throughout the house is of vital importance
and should have your careful attention.
"The proper draping of the horns and

units to keep the sound in the direction you
wish it to go and no other is another important item.
"The usual defects of auditoriums are
three things, namely, echo, dead spots and
reverberation. Each has its particular
method of elimination.
"Your projection equipment must be
given attention. I have seen projectors in
such a soiTy condition that it was a wonder to me that any film ran through it.
When overhauling was suggested, the manager just threw up both hands. Here was
a theatre investing thousands of dollars
for sound equipment and when the matter
of a small expenditure came up, he was horrified. Your present pi'ojeetion mechanism
should be thoroughly overhauled or, if
necessary, replaced with new equipment.
Doing this will give you smoother operation, eliminate stops, damage to film and
other defects which can be attributed to
neglect.
"I have enumerated just a few of the
major probleitis which will confront you.
?]ach must be taken up and solveil so that
this new phase of the motion picture industry will enjoy all the benefits which
may accrue and to which it is justly entitled. If you do not do your part and inject yourself wholeheart.edly into this i)ro)>osition,
you will be the one who will
suffer.

Irene Franklin Signed for
Talkie Skit
Irene Tranklin, well known as a comedienne and singer of the variety and musical comedy stage, will be seen soon in a
Vitaphone presentation.
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Gotham Bristolphone Holds First
Branch Managers' Convention
GOTHAM BRISTOLPHONE has completed its first sales meeting and

sixteen branch managers from all parts of the L nited States have
returned to their home territory thoroughly acquainted with the
workings of the Bristolphone device.
The entire assemblage, including the home office staff visited the Bristolphone plant at Waterbury. Conn., and witnessed a performance of

'"Times Square."" the company"s first synchronized picture with Bristolphone dialogue and sound effects.
Among those who made the Waterbury trip were the following: L. G.
Berman, Chicago: Phil Monsky. Omaha: Claude Townsend. Detroit: Donn
Hayes. Los Angeles: William Hurlburt. Detroit: Jess Fishman. Cleveland:
B. Rosenthal, St. Louis: Charles Bessenbacher. Kansas City: J. S. Berkowitz. San Francisco: R. G. Romney. St. John: >L Trueman, St. John: Herk
Webster. Buffalo: Morris Fitzer, Buffalo: L. Korson, Ben Amsterdam. Philadelphia: Mr. and Mrs. Jack Grauman. Milwaukee: Mr. and Mrs. Strauss,
Milwaukee: Al Steffes, ^linneapolis: Col. Cole. Dallas: S. Kaplan. DaUas:
and Charles Rogers, Budd Rogers, Sam Sax, John Weber and Harold Shumate of the home office.

First National Extends Sound
Program to 37 Pictures
rpiEST NATIONAL has extended its
■* sound picture program from thirty-one
to thirty seven for the 1928-29 President
Group, according to announcement made by
Ned Depinet, general sales manager. There
will be twenty-six dialogue pictures and
eleven additional ones with sound synchronization. These will be aside from the silent
pictures.
Included in the program of all-dialogue
pictures are eight specials and eighteen
feature productions. The specials are;
Three Colleen Moore's including "Synthetic Sin"; "The Divine Lady," "The
Barker," "Stranded in Paradise," "The
Squall" and a Billie Dove special still untitled.
The feature productions will include
three starring Corinne Griffith, two of which
are: "Paid For' and "Saturday's Children"; three starring Richard Barthelmess,

Orchestra Didn't Draw
So House Adopts Sound
THE Capitol Theatre Orchestra,
Dallas, which was organized a
month ago to test whether or
iiot the Dallas Theatre going public
would support a symphony orchestra
in a theatre, and also as a protest
against "canned" music, made its final
appearance last Monday night. Ray
Stinnett, managing director of the
theatre, stated that the orchestra made
little or no difference in the Capitol's
receipts, and proved that the receipts
depended upon the picture being offered. The musicians comprising the
orchestra were practically all former
members of some Dallas theatre orchestra and who were unemployed because of recent theatre changes, and
the discontinuance of orchestras due
to the installation of mechanical sound
devices in the Diillas theatres. Mr.
Stinnett stated that the Capitol will
install both the film and record types
of sound devices, and expects to have
the installation completed by Decemthat all
time
the organ
will ber
be l.'jth.
usedUntil
to score
pictures.

including "The Man and the Moment";
three starring Milton Sills, "Captain of
the Strong," "The Eagle's Trail," and
"The Spotter"; one with Dorothy Mackaill, "The Girl in the Glass Cage"; two
co-featuring Miss Mackaill and Jack Mulhall, "Children of the Ritz" and "Two
Weeks Off"; two starring Alice White,
••Hot Stuff" and "On The Air,'' and two
niysterj' featiu'es, A. Merritt "s "Seven
Footprints to Satan" and the Broadway
stage
play,
The specials
Octopus."with sound
There
will"Sh!
be three
synchronization including the Colleen
Moore-George Fitzmaurice special, "Lilac
Time" and Mack Seunett's '•The Goodbye
Eight feature productions will have sound
synchronization ; Corinne Griffith in * • Outeast,
Kiss." ' 'Richard Barthelmess in "Scarlet
Seas," "Billie Dove in "Adoration" and
'•Night Watch," Dorothy Mackaill and
•Jack Mulhall in "Waterfront" and Alice
White'sBaby."
two pictures, "Show Girl" and
••Bad
The program as announced by Mr. Depinet is an elaborate one and will keep a
large staff of sound experts busy throughout the entire season. Production will be
rushed with all speed commensurate with
the quality of the pictures to be produced.

Vilma

Banky Will Speak
in Her Next

Vilma Banky will speak in her next picture. That decision was definitely arrived
at after long distance telephone conversations between Samuel Goldwyn in Hollywood and Arthur Hornblow, supervisor,
and Director Alfred Santell, in New York.
Mr. Hornblow, Director Santell, Casting
Director Robert Mclntyi'e, Cameraman
George Barnes and Mr. Goldwyn 's entire
technical staff are now in New York making arrangements for the shooting of the
picture, to begin when Miss Banky arrives
in about two weeks. The talking sequences
are also to be made in New York, with
Arthur Richman writing the dialogue.

Picture

A' e ic j

Mr. Santell and Mr. Melntyre are easting two parts for the story, which was written by Hope Loring and is as yet untitled.
Both parts are to he filled in New York
with stage players.

Al

Abbott,
Variety
Star
Signed by Vitaphone

Al Abbott, comedian of the variety stage,
will be seen and heard in a Vitaphone presentation, ••Small Town Rambles." Abbott
has been on the variety stage for the past
twenty-five years and is a headliner on all
the major circuits. He has been in motion
pictures before, having once made a number of comedies for Essanay with Ben Tur-

Barthelmess

Talks,

Sings

l.in.
in Barthelmess
"Weary will
River"
Richard
talk and sing
in his next First National starring vehicle,
•'Weary River," the Courtney Ryley
Cooper short story. "Weary River" is
the story of a pianist and song writer who
is a convict, and who leads the prison orchestra in broadcasting from the studio in
the penitentiarv- town.
Production will start soon after "Scarlet
Seas," the star's present vehicle, is com-

British
Talkies
Will
pleted.
Shown in America

Be

British talking pictures are to be seen
on the American market in the near futin-e.
British Sound Film Productions have
started an ambitious production schedule,
and their product will be released here by
General Talking Pictures Corporation. The
De Forest Phonofilm system of recording
is used. The British Phonofilm company
has been engaged in short subject production for the past three years.
Two noted English authors, Arnold Bennett and Eden Phillpotts collaborated on
the first feature production for British
Sound Films. It has been given the title of
•'Sinews of War" and will be completed
within the next six weeks, when a print
will imediately be forwarded to America.

Fannie Br ice Completes
"My Man" Trailer
Fannie Brice has completed the A'itaher starring vehicle. "Jly
phone
will be available to exhibitors
aud it for
Man," trailer
g
at cost, accordin to announcement from
Warner Bros. In the trailer the noted comedienne tells about "My Man" in plain
She also sings.
Ensrlish and dialect.

Sound Fade-Out Latest
Griffith Effect
close-up
the who
silent films
to
tes and
. FITH
ribugave
to
now , cont
GRIF
DW•.fade-out
sound pictures the sound dissolve and
the sound fade-out. These effects will
d inBoyd
enteiam
Song
LoveGoud
•'The
be pres
al,"andin
h Will
. Jetta
whic
Lupe Velez appear.
In the sound fade-out the voice rises
to its normal pitch and then fades out
as the scene dims and dissolves into
another. Lupe Velez, it is anounced,
will sing seven times during the length
of the picture.

October

27,
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Whiteman

Signs Universal Contract

Jazz King and Band
Will Interrupt Tour
to Make Sound Feature
WHITEMAX, jazz kins, lias
PAIL
been signed tos a contract
by I'niversal Picture Corporation. The
deal was concluded between Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, and Whiteman only
after lengthy negotiations had been carried
on. It will brini; to the sound screen a new
personality and, aecordin? to Universal
executives, a new form of screen entertainment. The tinaneial terms of the contract
were not divulged, but "Whiteman is known
to be one of the highest priced artists now
on the vaudeville stage, and as he will interrupt his present tour for a period of
eight weeks to make his first Universal
picture, it can easily be figured that his picture contract carries figures of heavy importance.
By virtue of this contract, Whiteman and
his .iazz orchestra will interrupt their tour
of the country on February 1st for eight
weeks to make a production at Universal
City that will embody a great many of the
interesting and dramatic incidents in the
life of Paul Whiteman.
Immediately upon the signing of the contract a screen writer for Universal was assigned to accompany Whiteman on his tour
of the United States. During this tour he
will write the screen story, working in the
elements that have made Whiteman so
popular, and which will adapt themselves
to the new form of screen entertainment to
he offered.
The final story for screen presentation
will be accompanied by many of the musical
compositions that Wliiteman has made famous. His entire organization of thirty
musicians will be used in the portrayal of
these compositions. In addition to this initial picture Mr. Laemmle has a series of
options for following pictures that will
tloubtless be produced as Whiteman 's time
permits.
The present contract was taken to Atlanta by Xat Goldstone, Universal sound
supervisor in the East. Whiteman has been
appearing in that city during the past week.
It was signed there and returned to Xew
York for Mr. Laemmle 's signature. Upon
completion of the contract Mr. Laemmle
commented as follows :

Mar>^
Pickford
Tests
Heard in N. Y.
voice was reORD'S
MARY' PICKFproduced
on the screen in New
York, at the United Artists projection room, at a private showing to
company officials on Monday of this
week.
The tests were made by Miss Pickford, under the direction of Sam Taylor, at the Paramount Studios in Hollywood, prior to Miss Pickford's purchase of the screen rights of "Coquette" for her first all talking picture.
The tests were about 400 feet in
length, made under the dual film process. The scene was one from "My
Best Girl." which Taylor, wfio will direct Miss Pickford in "Coquette," also
directed.

Christies Adding Second Sound Unit
to Metropolitan Studios
CHARLES
and Al Christie have decided to add a second sound unit
to their Metropolitan Studios on the coast. In fact, plans have been
prepared and construction is already under way. This first unit is
being rushed to completion and will be ready for production within a few
days. Christies recently signed with \^ estern Electric covering the use of
sound film and also disc recording methods.
In conjunction with Metropolitan. Christies have hastened their plans
to build a large stage at Studio City for sound location work, so that both
Metropolitan and Studio City will be available for production to those
companies, as well as the Christie organization, who are tenants of Metropolitan Studio.
Occupying the Metropolitan Studios at present are Harold Lloyd.
Caddo. Douglas Mac Lean. Charles Hutchinson. Carlos Productions. Treiu
Carr. Burton King. First Division Pictures. ClifT Broughton. Batchelor Productions, Mascot. Varco. Spitzer and Anchor companies.

' * To have the privilege of presenting to
moving picture audiences and music lovers
throughout the world the unique and unrivalled personality of Paul Whiteman is a
great privilege. I sincerely feel that it is
one of the gi-eatest privileges which I have
ever had. To have captured the king of
jazz, the very musical spirit of these modern days for Universal pictures, gives me
one of the thrills of my life. When we determined to our own satisfaction, through
the marvelous reception which has been given to such pictures of ours as 'The Melody
of Love' and "Lonesome,' that talking pictures were bound to be a permanently gi'eat
factor in moving pictures, we immediately
laid our plans to secure the biggest factors
which this new invention permitted. The
first one we chose was Paul Whiteman.
"It has taken us some time to persuade
lUr. Whiteman that he would be even greater on the screen than he is at the present
time, but I am happy to say that we have
persuaded him and that he now feels, as
we do, that this is a great opportunity for
him. You may rest assured that Universal
will provide in its first Whiteman picture a
production which will in every way be a
credit to Mr. Whiteman and to Universal."

nounced as artists for M-G-M's talkies.
In addition to Lopez, who will do a gi-oup
of piano numbers in Movietone, Edwards,

Issue

"5 O'Clock
M-G-MGirl"Buys
for Davies

Special
Paper
FBO Sound Films

for

widely known as "Ukelele Ike," and Waring, popular tenor, the newly-signed players comprise Maxine Lewis, singer; Earl
and Bell, guitar specialists; Derickson and
Brown, singing team; Zelaya, pianologuist;
Miss Patricola, singer-violinist; Emil Boreo,
formerly of the "Chauvre Souris"; Frank
Gaby, ventriloquist; Ersi and Ayer, singing
team; and the following comedy acts: Yorke
and King, Fuzzy Knight, Kramer and
Boyle, Hurst and Vogt, Dooley and Morton.

Zuro

Starts
Recording
"Annapolis"

Josiah Zuro, musical director of Pathe
sound pictures, has started the Photophone
recording of "Annapolis," at Sound
Studios, Inc., in Xew York, while Morris
Manne is synchronizing the sound effects.
A brass band and drum and trumpet corps,
as well as a symphony orchestra are being
used for the musical accompaniment to the
feature.

To aid the exhibitor in advertising and

Marion Davies has had the musical com-

exploiting FBO sound pictures, the advertising department of the company, under the direction of Hyatt Daab, has gotten out two one-sheets on each sound picture. The paper sells sound, concentrating
on the musical synchronization, the talking
sequences and the sound effects.
In addition to these one sheets, a special
folio of publicity stories, advertising copy
and special exploitation, all designed to sell
sound, are being sent the exhibitor playing
FBO sound and talking pictures.

edy production, "The Five O'Clock Girl"
purchased for her by Metro-GoldwynMayer. The company plans it as a production with singing and talking sequences.

M-G-M
Signs Talent
Movietone Shorts

for

Vincent Lopez, Cliff Edwards and Tom
Waring are included in Metro-GoldwynMayer's new list of artists engaged for the
production of Movietone shorts. More than
thirty names
had
previously
been
an-

Will Talkies Pay in a
Very Small Town?
watching
hibitors of Kansas are town
exY st all
VIRTU.
experiment of
thesmall
intere
withALL
.Sam Blair, Belleville. Kans., exhibitor,
who is installing sound equipment in
his Blair theatre. Belleville, it is said,
will be the smallest town in the United
States offering sound pictures, the
town having a population of 2,271.
There has been much discussion as to
whether or not sound pictures would
be a paying investment in small towns.
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PATHE
NEWS will inaii^irate its sound edition on its eighteenth
hirthdav. the week of November 11. according to announcement from
Colvin BrowTi, executive vice-president of the company. Pathe News
anniversary week will start that day and it will then go sound. The first
issue will he followed by releases every fortnight.
As the date will also be the tenth anniversary of the signing of the
armistice the first issue will contain subject matter attuned to the spirit
of the day. Pathe Sound News will be a full and complete reel, it is announced, containing as wide a diversity of subject matter in news and
news features as the standard silent reels of the day. A number of new
elements of sound and talking picture technique arc promised.
Pathe Sound News is recorded by the R C .4-Photophone system.

OIOL

"Desert
Song"
On
New
Vitaphone Stage
The new Vitaphone stage completed at
Warner Bros, coast studio is now housingthe production of "The Desert Song," the
first Vitaphone operetta, which is being directed by Roy Del Ruth. The stage, a complete Vitaphone unit in itself is 200 x ?A)(>
feet in area and is 50 feet high.
In the east are Carlotta King, John Boles,
Louise Fazenda, Myrna Loy, .John Miljan,
.Johnny Arthur, Marie Wells, Edward Martiudel. Otto Hoffman, Agnes Franey and a
chorus of 100. The picture is adapted from

Lesser Back in Industry
as Talkie Producer

LESSER,
who
founded
the West
Coast Theatres is back in the motion

picture industry as a producer of talkingpictures under the William H. Bristol patents. Lesser, who hails from Los Angeles,
has joined forces with Franklyn Warner,
also of Los Angeles and the two have organized the American Picturefone Corporation. The plan is to immediately start
construction on sound studios in both New
York City and Los Angeles.
The new company intends to go in for
production on an extensive scale. It is privatelv owned and is said to start with a
production budget of $.5,00(1,000, Its first
talkie, an adaptation of the stage play,
"The Great Power," is nearing completion
in the studios of the W. H. Bristol Talking
Pictures Corporation at. Waterbury, Conn.
Two additional productions will be made
at the Bristol plant in Waterbury, after
which it is expected the company's own
studios in New York City and Los Angeles
will be ready for occupancy. Not only will
these studios be used by American Picturefone Corporation, but they will also be
available to producers who wish to make
dialogue pictures by the Bristol process.
Mr. Lesser has been identitied for many
years with the motion picture industry.
Not only did he found West Coast Theatres, but he was president of the organization iintil his retirement three years .ago.
He also figured prominently in the production end of the industry.
He was the pro-

"Marriage
by Contract"
to Be Road
Show
<< 1\ /f ARRIAGE BY CONTRACT"
lyl th
spe-a
cial first
is inTiffany-Stahl
the process of
synchronization, the sound effects and
music being recorded by RC.\ Photophone. It is a John M. Stahl production with I'atsy Ruth Miller in the
starring role. Plans are now under
way by Tiffany-Stahl to play "Marriage
by Contract" as a road show attraction
in the leading cities of the United
States.
Two other specials of Tiffany-Stahl
have already been completed. They
are "The Toilers." a Reginald Barker
production, and "The Cavalier." Both
of the latter scores were written by
Dr. Hugo Rcisenfeld."

films.

the stage play by Otto Harbach, Otto Hammerstein 2nd and Frank Mandel, with music by Sigmund Romberg.

ducer of the first .Jackie Coogan series of

Details of the production activities of the
company have not yet been revealed, but it
is likely that Mr. Lesser will be in charge
of production on the coast, while Mr. Warner will serve in a like capacity in the east.
In the launching of the new company
Nathan Burkan represented Lesser and
Warner as attorney in the negotiations with
Mr. Bristol.

"U"

X c u> s

Carmel, Mahanoy City, Tamaqua and
Lansfurd. Each of these theatres is known
as the Victoria. The Lyric, a smaller house
controlled by the same interests in Kulpmont, has been provided with Photophone.

Pathe News Will Inaugurate Sound
Edition on Birthday

Sol

P ic t u r c

Builds
Organization
for Sound Films

With Universal 's first sound-proof stage
unit nearly completed. President Carl
Laemnde is losing no time in building up
■an organization of technical experts and
artists. Within a few weeks Universal will
launch into a program of feature-length
and short subject "talkies."
The signing of Benny Rubin, to appear in
IMovictone short subjects and features is
announced by Mr. Laemmle.
Clonic Carter, producer of numerous
plays in Los Angeles, also was signed by
Universal. He will be attached to the
Movietone department.

Clark-McCullough
Start
Movietone Comedy
Bohby Clark and Paul McCullougli,
Broadway comedians, have started their
fourth Movietone comedy for Fox Film Corporation. It is called "The Diplomats,"
and is being directed in Hollywood by Norman Taurog. Besides the comedians, who
liave the title roles, other principal parts
arc taken by Marguerite Churchill, Theatre
Guild school graduate, and Andres De Seno-wbaritone
Metropolitan
gurola.
in pictures.
Others inOpera
the cast
are Cissey
Fitzgerald and John Siiinpolis.

Charles
King
Signs
for
"Broadway Melody"

Charles King, who had leading roles ii>
••Hit the Deck" and "Present Anus," has
been engaged by Metro-Gold-\vyn-Mayer for
the male lead in "Broadway Melody." Heleft New York last week for the coast.

Harry Beaumont will direct "Broadway
Melody" from an original story by Edmund Goulding dealing with metropolitan
night life. Ajiita Page and Bessie Love
are the only other players so far selected
for the east of this film, which will have
singing and dialogue sequences.

All Chamberlain
Houses
Wired for Sound Films
All tlie larger houses of the
Amusement Enterprises. Inc.,
chain of theatres in the hard
with home office in Shamokin,

Chamberlain
operating a
coal regions,
Pa., arc now

equipped with A'itai^hone and ^lovietonc apparatus. Tile first house of the chain to be
equipped in this way was that in Shamokin,
but the plan was subsequently extended to
houses controlled by the company in Mount

ED.

M.

Arthur Byron will make his Vitaphone
debut in "A Family Affair," an original
playlet written by hiiiLself. He has been
a leading man in Broadway productions for
many vears. B\Ton has appeared as leading iiui'n for Ethel Barrymore, Mrs. Minnie
Maddern Fiske, Maude Adams, Margaret
Anglin and Grace George. This is his first
appearance in motion pictures.

HOPCRAFT
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TALKING
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Arthur Byron Will Make
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Edwin

Schallert, Jerry Hoffman,

Lillian Gale

Office

Fan

Magazines

dl), Oftobfi- 22. — Dci-lavHm.lA'WO
iii;.;- tluit the industry must take iiiiuieiUate acticiii on ])ul)lieation of
unwarranted attacks on stars and players
by fan magazines, Conrad Nagel announeed
this week that lie intends to place the entire
matter before the Producers' Association,
the Wampas and the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for thorough investigation,
Xagel's attitude is the direct result of a
recent fan magazine article about himself.
^Tagel claims a .staff writer of the publication wrote the purjjorted interview in a
vein which carried all the earmarks of a
personal attack on the player. Xagel feels
the writer deliberately went out of his way
to slam and criticize him throughout the
^jntire story.
Since appearance of the issue, Xagel says
he has repeatedly endeavored to reach the
writer for an explanatii>n of the article, but
without success. Every time he telc))hones,
Xagel explains, he is told the writer is out
jtnd not expected for several hours. X'agel
further says he has even attempted to see
the writer at his home, but on every occasion the writer has been conveniently out.
Xagel particularly resents the fact that
the interviewer quoted him on many
subjects which were not even discussed. He
states he will fight for the elimination of all
fan magazine writers who seem to take keen
delight in slamming picture individuals
without .iust cause. He claims that tlie fan
publications and writers are directly dependent on the picture business for their
income, and should not launch persdiial at-

Nevv'

Phrases
Coined
in Hollywood

terms "variable area" and
THE
"variable density" have been appropriated by Hollywood production forces as personal characterizations for fellow-workers.

The phrase
area" recording
not only
refers
now to"variable
the sound
margin on negative and positive films,
but is used for brevity in referring to
players whose corpular areas and
weight are getting close to the danger
line or maximum specified in their
contracts.
The to phrase
"variable
density"
used
characterize
mental
capacityis
and is becoming e.xtremely popular at
storv conferences.

WM.
McCORMACK
Western
Representative

Hotel

HoUvwood

Says Interviewer
Falsely Quoted Him
In Recent Article

OD
Western Advertising Representatives:
Laurence A. Urbach, Ray Murray

Arouse

Ire

tacks on individuals in the business, when
such attacks are not justified.
' ' There is no complaint against published
criticism when that criticism is warranted
because of lack of discretion or personal
conduct. However, when a writer deliberately misrepresents and misinterprets
things said to him or to her in an interview
and thereby hurts the individual involved,
thtt writer should not be allowed the privilege of interviewing players," said Nagel,
"and it is up to the players to defend themselves against fan writers who persist in
taking advantage by writing articles that
border on libel."
Several of Nagel 's friends in sympathy
with his attitude on account of their own
experiences with fan writers, recall tha.t
there have been many cases of similar personal attacks on individuals by fan magazine writers over a period of several years.
Few of those used as targets have wanted
to risk the enmity of the fan writers as a
group by voicing their complaints to the
Producers' Association and the "Wampas.
Nagel, however, promises to go through
with his fight, and will enlist the support of
many of the most prominent stars in pictures. As a group, these players are said
to be in a position to force fan magazines
to reform insofar as the tyi^e of subject
matter printed is concerned. The stars
could refuse interviews with any fan writers, and decline to pose for the numerous
photos which the fan magazines find necessary to print every month.
Lloyd Resumes Work
Harold Lloyd lias ngain begun production activities following an injury tu his
left arm which laid him up for two wpeks.
His next picture will have a Chinese setting
;ind in Westwood Hills, where the comedian
lives, an eight acre replica of San Franlisi-ii's Chinese quarter has been erected.
I.lnyil will portray the son of a noted city
luilice ofticial. Sound and dialogue will be
included but on account of Lloyd's followers outside the English-speaking race, he
will depend mainly upon power of story,
•^ags and bis characterizations.

l
Seque
Fniversal
will
I'hantiun of the
year under
the

tom"
to "Phan
make
a sequel to "The
Opera" for release next
title of "The
Return
of

Subtitle — "Nobody thought that you
could surround nothing with something, but one man said, 'It Can Be
Done' — and he invented the doughnut."— by Albert De Mond
Be Done," for Universal.

in "It Can

of

Roosevelt

Nagel

Dentists Gashing
on Talkie Craze

in

all
ways on has
in various
picture hysteria
talking
THEreacted
walks of life in Hollywood. One
small group of dentists are said to be
cleaning up financially with the claim
that by fixing the teeth of actors, they
can improve their voices and ennunciation. They claim, by grinding certain
molars down, spacing bicuspids certain ways, and even extracting natural
teeth and substituting artificial ()nes,
actors can be made to speak more efficiently. They are being paid as high
as $7.50 and $1000 for work which would
ordinarily bring from $3 to $25.

the Phantom." Conrad Veidt will play
the "Phantom" which was portrayed originally by Lon Chancy. Paul Leni will dimade.rect the sequel to the version Rupert -Tulian

Hoffman, "The Climax" and "U"
Renaud Hoffman has completed arrangements with Universal whereby he will make
"The Climax" for release by that firm.
Hoffman purchased the screen rights to the
E. J. Locke play some time ago and has
been negotiating with several companies
since. Jean Hersholt will i)lay the leading
role.
After "The Five O'Clock Girl"
Marion Davies will follow "The Five
O'clock Cirl" with "Mary of Vassar" for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. "the Five O'Clock
Girl" will be an adaptation of the musical
comedy by that name and "Mary of Vassar" is an original by Sarah Y. Mason.
Movietone

Dedication

Formal dedication of the new Vox Jlovietone Studios in Fox Hills will take place
Sunday afternoon, October 28. The new
plant has been over a year in construction
and represents an investment of ten million dollars.
and
"Listen
W. Darling
Scott Darling
has been Baby"
assigned by
Paul Bern to do the adaj)tation ftir "Listen
Baby," an original by Elsie Janis and Gene
Markey. Darling also will be responsible
foi' the dialogue in the synchronized version.
Pathe's 100% Talkie
Pathe's first 100 per cent talkie, "The
Missing Man" will go info production at
iCoutituicd oil joUowing pacjc)
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Hollywood Vaudeville Market on Decline
Producers Conclude
Screen Players Are
Far More Adaptable
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Hollywood Shorts

Dotty Jottings

News)

October 22. — While
HOLLYWOOD,
Xcw York representatives o£ proibutor
-disti'
organizations are
(liicer
rushing about madly to engaj^e vaudeville
and musieal comedy artists for sound
shorts, there has been a siiddcn falling off
in enthusiasm for vaudevillians and stage
artists in Hollywood. Producers have conie
to the conclusion that it is much better to
purchase the material from the other fields
and do their own easting in Hollywood.
After using a large numl)er of artists
from vaudeville, mu^^ical comedy and legitimate fields, they h.ave found that what
counts in most instances is not so much the
individual as the actual material. Experiments during recent weeks in Hollywood
have shown that screen actors can be directed at smaller expense to deliver lines or
business just as effectively as the imported
vaudevillians. Another conclusion reached
by producers is that even a fairly well
established screen actor in a talking short
means more to a motion picture theatre boxofSee than a large per cent of vaudeville
stars.
There are some few exceptions to this.
Actors in a class with Al Jolson, Fanny
Brice, Clark and McCullough, and the like,
cannot very well be displaced by screen
personalities. In such instances it is simply
because the individuality of the star is
greater and means more than any material
he may use. Tliese, however, are in a small
minority, and do not warrant the promiscuous signing of acts as the producers have
been doing.
One result of this will be in the making
of one-act playlets by the Christie Studio.;
for Paramount release. Instead of engaging vaudeville or legitimate actors, they intend to stick close to screen personalities.
They feel the material contains the ma.ior
portion of merit and the screen experience
of those who have been in pictures, plus
their box-office value, overbalances what
qualifications that actors from other fields
may possess.

Columbia
Signs Hersholt
for Jazz Special
For the fori'most roll' in "The Younirer
Generation," which Columbia plans as a
special similar in size and scope to "Submarine," Joe Brandt has engaged Jean
Hersholt, through the courtesy of Tniversal
to whom the Danish actor is under contract.
•'The Younger Generation," which is to
be a picturization of Fannie Hurst's play,
"It Is to Laugh," will be directed by Frank
Capra.

Don

Alvarado Will Play
Columbia's "Apache"
Don Alvarado, young leading man who

played recently in "The Scarlet Lady"
and "Driftwood" for Columbia, will again
appear in a vehicle for that company, Ibis
time in the title role of "The Apache,"
which Phil Rosen is directing from the
story by Harriet Hinsdale and Ramon
Romeo.

By Jerry Hoffman

the Culver City plant next week under the
personal direction of Benjamin Glazer.
"The Missing Man" is a stage play by
John Posner. Cast thus far ai-e Robert St.
Angelo,
George Barrand, Mary Forbes and
Claude King.

THERE ti.'as an old story about two cloakand suiters meeting on the street . . .
one saying . . . "Did you liear about Cohen
in Chicago? He made $400,000 in furs within
six months!" . . . and the other replied . . .
"Ych, I heard, but you're a little bit wrong in
your facts. It was not Chicago; it li'as Cleveland. It Zi'osn't furs; it luas cloaks and suits,
and it wasn't $400,000: it Zi-as $4,000, and he
didn't make it; he lost it, and, besides, it wasn't
Cohen
. . . it zuas Levy!"
leads simply to the recently published storv in a trade paper that Cecil
B. De mile had deposited $100,000 by telephoto

(Continued)

Walsh

Recovering

Raoul Walsh has recovered sufficiently
from the recent accident which almost resulted in the loss of one eye, to resume
direction of "A Caballero's Way." He
will not, however, be able to take up the
role he was playing in the picture and to
which Warner Baxter has been assigned.
Irving Cunimings was to finish the picture
when eye.
it was feared that Walsh would lose
one

WHICH

check from Hollvzi'ood to New 'i'ork . . .
first, it -Msn't $iOO.OOO,- it was $1,000 . . .
then it wasn't Dc Mille; it zvas Clarence Broum
. . . and finally . . . the Nczv York bank
refused to honor the check! . . . in justice
to Broziti let me cvptain that the bank stated
refusal was based on the fact that it was a
telephoto check and that until some system of
co-operation bctzi'ecn the telegraph company
and banks zvas Ziorked out . . . they could not
take the risk. . . .
BEX
LYON is back in Holtyzvood from
Utah, Idaho and points East. . . . Ben
knows all about Monnonisnt nozv . . . having
completed "The E.rodus" . . . zvhich has
nothing to do zvith the fact that he can go
places zi'ith Ruth Elder one day and Marian
Xivon the next . . . boys, it's an art . . . Sue
Carol is responsible for Virginia Cherrill . . .
Zi'ho has been signed as Charlie Chaplin's nczv
leading lady . . . Virginia, like Sue . . . is
a Chicago society girl . . . a blonde . .. .
and . . . very, very, soothing to the eyes . . .
odds are five to one Sue and Xick Stuart will
be married zifithin a year . . . and no takers.
AND
for the benefit of the curious . . .
some people are nosey . . . you knozt:
Merna Kennedy is still in Hollyzvood and still
very much That ll'ay about Jimmy Hail . . .
which is enough of that . . . this column begins to read like a matrimonial gossip page . . .
but if the e.rhibitor isn't interested . . . his
wife is. . . .
THE Mctro-Goldzvyn-Mayer casting del>artment is stilt telephoning Gladys Hall to
get hold of Rosalie Gray. . . . Rosalie . . .
'tzi'ill be remembered zcas the girl zvho fooled
all casting departments . . . being Gloria
Szcanson in disguLw . . . and zvas told she
zvasn't any good for pictures. . . .
EVELYN BRENT had a Inrlhday last zveek
and got a pencil . . . already sharpened
. . from this department. . . . Ethelyne
Clair is taking dancing les.wns . . . most others are taking voice . . . sort of a hoof-andmouth cra;:e in Hollywood ... a blackface
comedian from zmideville is zvorried about
nutking up his mouth too big to fit on the average screen. . . . Jack Colin and Sam Briskin
are unofF.cial fight-managers . . . atl-iee to all
fighters in the ring at the Hollyzvood Stadium,
unsolicited. . . . Jack Francis Dillon, Eph
A.iher, Eddie Gribbon, and Alan Hale arc also
expert at yelling . . . "IVatch
.1/(1)1 Crosland leazvs for .\'ezv
to get a leading lady for Harry
I think I'm telling too much for
s' long. . . .

that left." . . .
York this zueek
Richman. . . .
one zveek , , .

Darmour to Make Survey
After twenty consecutive months of
shooting, the Darmour Productions will
discontinue making shorts until Dee. 31.
During that period Darmour made seventythree shorts, which were released through
F B 0. Larry Darmour left for New York
last week to visit exchanges in key cities
en route. On his return at the end of December, he will resume production. He is
considering the advisability of synchronizing his product, the decision depending on
his survey via the exchanges.
Mr. and Mrs. La Rocque
Rod La Rocque, whose contract expired
with Pathe-DeMille recently, may play opposite his wife, Vilma Banky, in a feature
for Samuel Goldwyn shortly. This report
persists despite the fact that La Rocque
told friends last week that he intended to
retire from the screen immediately. He did
add, however, that should an offer prove
particularly attractive, he would take an
engagement now and then.
Sam Has Been Busy
Sam Mintz, raraniount writer, has six
pictures to his credit with that studio since
January 1. Two of these are originals and
four collaborations. The two ai'e "Wai-ming Up" and "Number Please" and the
quartette "Moran of the Marines," "Avalanche," "Fools for Luck" and "Three
Week-Ends."
Keeping
Down
the Overhead
One result of tlie Warner Brothers-First
National deal, atfecting production, will be
inaugurated in the purchasing and rental
departments of both studios. While both
departments are to be maintained as individual units, they will give preference to
each other on all things. Instead of going
to other sources, as has been the past custom, each studio will rent props, costumes
or any other necessary accontreraents from
each other. There is also a possibility of a
mutual purchasing agreement being worked
out to save both plants money in the buying of new equipment of any sort.
(Continued on page 1280)
Subtitle — "What
"He

was

social error did he

a five-ace man

in a four-

ace town." — by Herman Mankiewicz
in "Avalanche" for Paramount.
make?"
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Box Office Problems At^dTnEATRE Operation
By (^barlesE.
Lewis
Theatrical Enterprises, New

of the Alfred Collesman

Jfade a trip rcinto Boston
Illterstate's ccntlr
and
thouEcht
it a
Organization o.„o,i time to renew
aequaintance with
Mr. Stoneham and llr. Anson of the Interstate Theatre Corp., whoso offices are located in that city. I first met them when
thev were dickerinil for tlie Levinson &
Eldridge houses in Connecticut, and at that
time I hoped to see much more of them.
They now operate ten or twelve houses,
and all fine theatres located in good live
towns, but they do it in a neat and efacient
manner without any more staff than is
necessary to conduct their business properly. Iliave an idea that Ed. Anson makes
a corking boss and one that the managers
on their circuit are always glad to see.
Possessed of a great personality, backed
with a real sense of humor, he fits into any
place like a glove. Have visited several of
the Interstate houses; I am qualified to say
they reflect the organization behind
that
them.
They recently took over several more
houses near Boston and are rapidly, but
that bequietly, expanding and Ibe believe
recognized as a
fore very long they will
England's theatre hisreal
tory. factor in New
Now that the golf bug has taken a husky
bite of my anatomy, I hope to be able to
in' the very
record, broken
the
hundredthatat I've
tough future,
that near
finally
expense of Ed. Anson. Being nearme Boston
many
for the time being should afford
opportunities to try it anyway. But1 if I do
succeed, no hard feeling Ed. 0. K.
_.
"Oh. Kay
With
R. L. Nellis
n„l„. m
.1
at. the
Hel

R. L. Nellis, Pubucity Manager
for
the Strand and Arc
Theatres in Crawf „, ^sv ille. Ind..
comes forward with two stunts which, as
he describes, clicked 100 per cent. The first
was a fuli page newspaper tieup which only
the lack of space prevents us from reproducing in its original form as the paper
was published. The attraction was CoUeen
Moore in "Oh. Kay" and Mr. Nellis tied
10 difi'erent merchants in town,
np with
each one taking an ad with the expression
"Oh, Kay" worked into their copy. The
theatre ad appeared in the centre of the
entire page and with the heading in bold
faced type spread clear across the entire
paire: "THESE ADVERTISERS ARE
"OH. KAY."
Tie-ups such as tlis are worth their
weight in gold and clearly demonstrates,
can
once again, that Uve-wire managers

"Pulse of the Nation"
TABLE
A(;ER
MANthe CLUB
time ago
SHORdST ROUND
A selecte
certain members, located
in various parts of the country, for the
purpose of getting their views about
Sound pictures. The purpose of this
survey was to present, first hand, the
thought that is running through the
minds of exhibitors spotted in different sections. It is our purpose to print
their letters without any omissions or
changes so that all interested may
read and perhaps they can be guided
bv the sober expressions of these letters. C. E. L.
utilize their local newspapers in many ways.
Only a little thought and then the ability
to go out and put it over are required. In
this case the merchants, according to Nellis.
were more than willing to co-operate and
he cculd have sold twice the space. How
can any picture help but cUck with such
advertising. And we are tickled to tell you
this one because it again demonstrates the
saying which we created months back that
a good idea can be fitted to any picture
just as any picture can be fitted to the idea.
It's aU in the game, boys, and if you are
not cashing in en these suggestions and descriptions of tried and proven exploitation
stunts then it's your own fault. We keep
harping and harping on the CLUB slogan
"Use The News" and these ideas are reproduced here for ycur benefit. Hundreds
of CLUB members insist they are business
producing ideas and these hundreds of exhibitors cannot aU be wrong.
Mr. Nellis ' second stunt was the use of
a three by six inch tag on "The Mating
Call." This tag was widely used by tieing
them to autC' door handles, door-knobs,
street cars and in fact every place that
opportunity afford the distributors the
chance of so tieing them. This is a simple,
inexpensive advertising stunt that if not
used too often will surely attract attention
tc some particular picture which you may
want to plug. One thing is certain, and
that is the fact that everyone who finds
these tags will surely read them before they
take them ofi' or untie them. If you were
reasonably sure that every piece of advertising you print received such attention you
would, no doubt, be well satisfied.
Mr. Nellis promises us something on
"Just Married" backed by a real stage
wedding and knowing his ability to put
over a stunt means we all have something
to look forward to in the near future.

England
Some

More

About

Theatre

Heeding wliat we
have had to say in
the past, about thea-

p r o m p t e d W. A.
,
rams
LeveyProg
to sendrams
me a copy*''''of prog
his. Jlr.
Levey
is the resident manager of the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington, L. I., one of the
Schwartz Circuit theatres on Long Island.
We find his program printed in a neat
and original two color front page and containing an interesting editorial about the
first anniversary of the Beacon Theatre.
I had sn much to do with the preliminaries
of this theatre's construction that I can
almost feel at home reading about it. But
just the same all this does prove that Mr.
Levey does believe in listening to what
others are doing and turning every trick
to the benefit of the theatre he runs.
The inside spread of the Beacon program
announces the First Anniversary attractions and they present a great array of fine
pictures for the movie fans in that section
of Long Island. Members wanting a suggestion on something different in the line of
theatre programs for a special week or
anniversary week, can well afford the two
cent stamp that a letter will cost to write
Mr. Levey for a copy of the one he sent me.
Its simplicity is refreshing and the lack
of crowded copy insures positive results if
you are one who wants to be sure your patrons read your programs.

What

Whyte
This is the first
^t"^' '''■'"■ ^Ir. Lewis:
■W7I . 1W71 ..
Thinks of
opportunity I have

letter

of

the

8th

'V"^"'" >"'"'•
J'"'!on*" "Sound
inst.
my views
Picd Pictures
Sounregarding
tures." Ihave been as busy as a bee working out stunts for "Our Dancing Daughters," Hallowe'en Night and other things.
But, anyway, here is what I think of
"Sound Pictures." I have seen several
pictures of late, some of which were shown
with synchronized score and effects and
others including dialogue and songs. Most
of these have been Vitaphone releases,
others Movietone. At present, I think most
of Vitaphone but that is only a personal
opinion and j>erhaps formed because I
have not heard enough of Movietone.
Regarding the box-office, I really think
that unless an exhibitor cannot really afford to equip
himself
will
be out
of luck.
Whatfora "talkies''
difference hesound
makes!
have seensound
"Dancing
with andI without
and itDaughters"
breaks my
heart to know that I have got to sell it to
my patrons without sound. I first saw this
(^Continued on following page)

M o tin n

Hollywood

Ivaue, is busy easting for "Stepping High,"
the latter FBO's first all-talkie. This work
has been in the New York idant. Out on

(.Continued from paii,- l-'78)

the coast George Seitz and his "Blockade"
com])any, with Anna Q. Nilsson, are on location; George Melford is in the second
week of "Love in the Desert," with Olive
Borden and Noah Beery; Tom Mix has
started with Director Robert Deljacy on
"The Drifter"; Ralph Ince has ci>nipleted
editing " Hardboiled," starring Sally
O'Neil, and production has been completed
on "The Jazz Age," directed by Lynn
Shores and featuring Marceline Day ami
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

December Shutdown
With only fmir )iictures to be iiiade for
the roiiipIeti<ni of their entire year's produet, the Warner Brothers will he able to
close down their studio early during the
coming December. The four, which round
out the announced program for 1928--'n,
are "She Knew Men" starring p]dwar<l
Everett Horton directed by Archie Mayo;
"Alimony Annie" directed by Michael
C'urtiz, starring Dolores Costello; "Xo Defense" co-starring Jlonte Blue and May
McAvoy. directed by Howard Bi-etherton,
and one other not titled.
The studio will be "dark" only as far
as the making of features is concerned.
Production will continue <in ^'itaphonc
shorts during the period, which will l)e from
six to eight weeks. Jleanwhile the Warners
are negotiating with other studios to keep
their contract players busy during the shutdown (>eriod.
"U's" New
Serial
Universal has a new serial in production,

"The Diamond Master," from a story by
Jactpu's Futrelle. Louise Lorraine has the
leading feminine role and Hayden Stevenson is also featured, (leorge Plympton and
Karl Krusada adapted the story. William
Lord Wright is supervising and .Jack Nelson is directing.
Gibson Signs Ruth Elder
Tiuth Elder, aviatrix, has been signed by
Hoot (ribson to play feminine lead in liis
next Universal .Jewel production, a condjination Avestern and aviation film.
Three Finished, Three in Work
EBO has finisheil a talking prologue,
"The
.Joyride,"
•'Taxiwho,
I.;''with
under'
the
direction
of Bert for
(Jlennon
Robert

Title

Writers

and

Vaudeville

Two screen title writers are sponsors of
the new vaudeville act which Fanny Brice
will present at the Palace, New York during the week of Nov. 4. They are Jose|)h
.Jackson, under contract to Warners, wlu>
also did the dialogue for her jiicture " ^Iv
Man," and William Brokaw Jutte. The act
is a burlesque on talking iiietures called
"Spoils of Lust."
Hammons in Hollywood
Earl Hammons, president of Educational
Studios is due in JJollywood this week. He
will outline plans for the new season with
the local studio oiBcials and also confer
regarding the construction of sound stages
on the Educational lot.
Meeting Postponed
The annual meeting of Academy of !Motion l^icture Arts and Sciences scheduled
for October 29tli has been ]iost]>oned to November 3rd on account of Douglas Fairbanks' sudden trip East. Fairbanks is
president of the association.
Shifts Directors
Bay Enright replaces Archie Mayo for
tlirection of "Kid Gloves," a Warner Bros,
pi'oduction. Mayo will be held in readini'ss
for another assignment.
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particular picture without sound and I en.ioyed it very nuu-h. Later I saw the picture over again with the synchronized
.score and effects at another theatre and I
came out of that house all pepped up,
humming the theme numbers and wanting
to tell everyone I met what a wonderful
show it was. As for Jolson in "The Singing Fool," I could write you pages
how
that marvelous |iicture hit me and on
it will
hit everyone in the country who sees it the
same way. If fakes a lot to move some of
us boys but I think if I were equipped I
would stand out on my marquee and shout
it to the world. That's what I think of
"Sound Pictures."
Very soon I am to play "Uncle Tom,"
"Street Angel" and "Dancing Daughters"
and these have played the town in equip])ed
houses and I am more than anxious to see
what will happen when I play them. Of
course, we are not laying down on thesr>
pictures because we cannot sell them as did
the tirst run houses. On the contrary we
are plugging them to the sky. However,
this is the first year there has been a deluge
of "sound pictures" and it will be interesting to note the effect on .second run
houses that are not wired.
I will write you later, telling you how
these particular pictures went over and will
also fell you of a few stunts that are now
being w'orked out.
Verv trulv vours.
Signed,
H.' Whyte,
Mgr. W.Rialfo
Theatre,
Hartford, Conn.
Lew
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Dear Mr. Lewis
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Sound Pictures are here ato stay and it
will be necessaryl
for every house, sooner
a
or later, to
install it.
The days for sitting in your office waiting for business is past. Look the truth in
the face. SOUND is here. The parade is
passing your door, don't look at it and
wonder what it is all about. But get in
line and join them, remember the slogan —
"Follow the Crowd."
Very truly.
(Signed) — Lew Preston
The reason we have singled out Mr.
Preston's letter from amongst the ethers
received on the subject of sound, is that
you can read between the lines and find
the answer to more than just Sound in his
letter. 'WTiat he says about 'sitting in your
office' can just as well apply to everyday
showmanship as to Sound. And what he
says about "the parade," is good practical
advice. Just take his letter as plain everyday good sense and keep it in mind when
practising the code of good business.
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Till", same pair of pictures that ci.'ppcd
the licadHnes tlie previous week nui-.t
again l)e credited with the honors i"V ihe
present writing. Not since the Capitol's
opening has that house had such a demand
for seats as during the past two week's
booking of M-G-M's "Dancing Daughters."
Crnwds taxed the usual Capitol system ol a
ticket chopper at the second dour, and the
shunting- uf orchestra and balcony patruiis
\v;is taken care of at tlie main entrance,
where evening shnws saw solid lines.
patiently waiting for their chance to gain ;uiiiiissidn. This picture appeared ti> draw all
types with perhaps the Happcr element
slightly moru in evuienic. The oth=r big
draw in this town was just across Broadway
at the Winter Garden, where Al Jolson in
Warner Bros.' "Singing Fool" is duplicating
the tremendous success this picture is having in all key cities — smashing records for
capacity at top prices, and even runninK
'wa\' ah tad of "l "he Jazz Singer," Indian
Summer weather contributed its i>art to ni"tion picture theatres for the week.
Without doubt, both the Paramount and
Roxy felt the pull at the Capital the pa-^i
two weeks. Last week these tw. houses
turned m just regular weeks, and it wa> thai
way the previous week. Paramount had
"Moran of the Marines" (Par.) for just average returns, and "Air Circus" and Movietone
at the Roxy just about held even with
"Mother Machree." Tliesc lasl tw-t are
rattd a- -.peciaK. bul liardly make tlie .yrafU-.
They both, however, gave the Roxy a comfortable week's returns.
Vhv Riv'di with "Wedding March" is still
way out in front as compared with its sister
house, the Rialto's offering of "Battle of the
Sexes." The van Stroheim picture has taken hold in a strong way, in spitt- •>{ --oine
cleri .^iit'-ry remarks from inclure-w isc folk.
Nn kick at all here. But the Griffith offering is not getting any too good a break.
Newspapers have dwelled somewhat on the
fact that it was made from a ten-year-tdd
picture, and this has nnd*>nhted!v hurt. The
Strand with "Women They Talk About"
(W. B.-Vita.) hardly kept up the pace recently set i)y this hMU-v -just a lair weekThe Colony is through with "Lonesome"
(U.) and a three weeks' run may be summed
■up as pretty good for this house, (lien P.erTiie helpingi. "Melody of Love" (U.) another sound offering is in. The Cameo is
doint,' reu'^ular Cameo business with an Anil;i^■^ "Three Comrades."
Paramount's veteran "Wings" at the Criterion, after a stay of one year and three
months on Broadway, will at last call it quits
but cnly to move over to the Rialto next
Saturday. Undoubtedly "Wings" could continue to make substantial profit for Publix
for the rest of the year, but raraniount's t^rst
all-talking picture, "Interference" is living
up to its title and the successful aviation tilni
must gfi tn let the talkie in. Last Sunday.
First National's "Lilac Time" reached its
one hundred and seventy-fifth performance,
and has been one of the leading attractions
all this time. An extension of lease on the
Central
by [-"irst
Xational
to
take
care isofannounced
the c<'ntinued
shuwings
of this
picture.
M-G-M's "White Shadows" continues to
hold its satisfactory pace at the Ast^r. and
Fox' "Four Devils" at the Gaiety is running
a similar gait. Warner's "The Terror," at
"Warners, after a good run has made way for
"Home
Towners," the latter opening Tues-

Reports

day of the current week, and advanced reports indicate that this all-dialogue Warner
picture is going to make good. I'l duinlna's
"Submarine." at the Embassy, is dropping a
bit, but will probably finish out this month,
making it, in all, a comfortable run of nearly
three months.

Chicago
AN'OTMER week of satisfaclory business
was experienced by loop theatres. "The
Singing Fool'* at McVickers again being the
leader as a box office attraction.
"While The City Sleeps" was the screen
attraction at the Chicago, with "IJabes on
lift 'ad way." as the stage presentation and
Siiitaln\''s ore he si ral prrirluctinn. "Tannhauser." the musical leader, the program
drawing well, business being above the average.Business at the Oriental was somewhat
improved over the previous week with "Beggars of Life" on the screen and Paul Ash
and his gang in "Broadway Blues" on the
stage. "The Man Who Laughs" continued its
run at the Roosevelt where it is doing well.
"The Battle of Sexes" gave way on Friday to "The Woman Disputed" at United
Artists Theatre, the latter getting off to a
good start on its run after a rather quiet
week.
"Our Dancing Daughters" went over big
at the Paradise where Mark Fisher and his
band was the stage attraction. The same
featureand
alsi>the
made
a good
the L'ptown
Tivoli,
the recnrd
former at featuring
\'erne

Buck and the latter

Bennie

Kreuger.

as The
its Capitol
screen atoffered
tract inn"The
withRiver
Del Pirate'*
Lanipe
heading the stage show. The Avalon pmgram included "Craig's Wife" as the feature
liicture and on the stage. Roy Dietrick and
a big new review, both houses having a satisfactory week.
The first all talking picture "Melody of
Love" was featured at both the Granada
and Marbro. The stage shows at both
hi 'Uses continued to be big and the headliners were name acts, at the Granada.
Patricola appeared in person and Raymond
Hitchcock was at the Marbro.

Kansas City
A 1 JITH a line of patrons more than oneVV half block long standing in front of
the Newman at virtually aJl hours, that theatre with Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool"
did the greatest business it has done since
the earlier days of its existence. Three full
]i.(Kes ..f iiewsjiaper advertising were used in
as many days in an exploitati' m campaign
which was cnnlined alni'--t exclusively to
the newspapers. The admission price was
boosted to 60 cents for adults, the usual
charge being 30 cents.
At the I'antages "The Street of Illusion"
also played to good crowds, but not very
much more than normal, as that house consistently enjoys a large attendance, it being
centrally Ideated. "Mother Knows Best" at
the Globe did a fair business, as did "The
Water Hole" with Jack liolt at the Ujit.'wn. "The Cameraman." starring Buster
Keaton, played to crowds a bit larger than
usual at Loew's Midland, which also featured personal appearances ..f members of
••Our Gang" cnmedies. "The Good Bye
Kiss" at the Mainstreet drew well all week.

Minneapolis
BUSINESS was exceptionally good at
Minneap'ilis theatres last week, and as
a result two liouses smashed records. The
State, for example, did such a tremendous
second week's business with Al Jolson in
'"The Singing Fool" that it was necessary to
hold this film over for still a third week,
something that has never been done in the
State's eight years of existence. A ivw ptclurcs have staved at the State fur a foriiiiglit. but iie\-er tor three weeks.
At the Strand "Wings" continued to shatter all precedent by doing a whale of a business on its fifth week and holding over for a
sixth. Xm picture has ever stayed at the
Strand for more than four weeks previously.
Four times now Fiukelstein & Ruben has
announced that this him was entering its
final week, and four times it has been necessary to extend its engagement. Its shewing
is
all
the more
remarkable
becauselast"Wings"
was shuwn
at the
Metropolitan
winter
as a road sbuw for twii weeks.
Lon Chaney in "While the City Sleeps"
was the attraction at the Hennepin-Orpheum, and this picture helped the theatre show
a very nice business for the week.
At the Minnesota Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman in "Two Lovers proved a good
box-office attraction.
"Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?" was the
tihn at the Pant ages. It i-, doubtful if this
picture helped much to pull in tiie patrons,
bul it might have had some influence.
The (^rand, a second-run btop house,
show^ed "Glorious Betsy" with good results,
and western
Jack Holt
Water Hole" drew
the
fansm in"The
the Lyric.
Even the neighborhood houses refiecled
the general trend toward better business,
with the Granada, Loring, I.agi ion. Rialto,
American and L^ndale sin iwing sucli pictures as "Lilac Time," "The Patriot," "Four
Walls," "Doomsday," and "The College
Last week was Homecoming Week at the
University of Minnesnta. and this always
brings a large number of visiters into tow^n.
Widow." night, following the MinnesotaSaturday
Chicago football game, all the theatres did
a landoffice business.

BirmingJuun,

Ala,

BIRAHNGHAM
business
the was,
past
'•onh'
fair."was off. theatre
week
Tlie general
report
The Ritz,
witha William
Fox' "Air bill,
Circus,"
I' igether
with
Keith vaudeville
had
fair business.
The Alabama, with the second week of no
stage shows, turned a break-even proposition on "The Fleet's In." Critics liked the
picture, but the public did not pay tn see it
in suf'ticiently large numbers.
The Empire,
withWilliam
"Show Haines,
People,"did with
.Marit'ii
I )avies and
not
make money.
The Strand, with repeats on two Warner
Bros.' Vitaphone pictures, "Glorious Betsy"
featuring Dolores C'Mstello and L' >nrad
Nagel, and "Lights of New York" featuring
llelene Costelln. got by fairly well.
The Trianon, with Colleen Moore, in "Oh
Kay," had reasonably good business.
Theatre men were at a b>ss tn understand
the reason for a poor week, a? weather conditions were ideal and there was not unusual
opposition to shnw business, save some political rallies.
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Dallas
DALLAS first run theatres rounded out
another week of good business, despite
the strong: competition offered by the State

pleasantin
unusual
Thenumber
" Texas.
Fair of and
of visitors
the large
weather
Dallas have kept receipts up. More than
capacity business was reported only by one
theatre, and this was due to the extraordinarily S'lod picture offered.
At' the Palace "The Singing Fool," featuring Al Jolson, kept the lobby jammed
and the sidewalk in front of the theatre entirely blocked with patrons at every performance. This attraction has been the
subject of more discussion than any picture
that has been shown in Dallas for a long
time, and brought tears from practically every one who saw it. This picture was billed
for only one week, which included two midnight shows, and the last night checked off
full houses. This feature could easily have
made money for another week at the Palace, as the word of mouth publicity had far
outclassed all the heavy billing. The gross
for the seven-day run was exceptional.
"The Terror," an all-talking film writh May
McAvoy and Louise Fazenda, was responsible for good receipts at the Melba. This
was the second all-talkie shown by this theatre, and was well liked.
At the Majestic "Plastered in Paris" with
Sammy Cohen and Jack Pennick was successful in securing a good attendance and
receipts for the week were good. A good
Interstate Vaudeville bill, featuring Roscoe
Ails, proved to be a business getter.
"The Michigan Kid" with Conrad Nagel
and Renee Adoree registered fair business
at the Capitol the past seven days. The
title and the unusually strong competition
kept business down.
Mill "Take Me Home" with
Old and
At the
Xeil Hamilton accounted
Daniel>
Bcbe
tor only fair business.
of New York"
"Tha Lights
the RitzCostello
At Helene
with
enjoyed good business
tor the week. This picture had already been
sh'iwn at the Melba Theatre and was a second run in Dallas, and al^;o was the first picture to be offered to the public by The
Ritz since opening under its new policy and
name. This theatre will feature second run
svnchronized pictures altogether at reduced
prices, and is said to be the first theatre of
this kind in the United States.
.-\t the Arcadia "The Crowd" with Eleanor F,nardman and James Murray. "Out of
the Ruins" with Richard Barthelmess and
Marion Xixon and "The First Kiss" with
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper turned in a
good gross for the week.

Cleveland

FOR no good reason at all. the average
first run business at the local downtown
houses fell off. A couple of big pictures did
big business, but totalling it all up. the high
standard that has prevailed here for the past
several weeks was not maintained. Weather
w-as one of the determining factors. It was
a rainy w-eek. Legitimate theatres had interesting things to offer. Lecture courses
have started. The Cleveland Symphony began its season's activities. While none of
these things in themselves were determinir-g
factors in a decrease in movie business, as a
whole, they added to the general condition.
"Mother Knows Best," the opening sound
pictures at Keith's Hippodrome, played to
capacity-plus houses all week.
"Wings" played to satisfactory business
during its second week at the Stillman,
where it was shown for the first time at
popular prices. The picture opened to tremendous business the first week. After that
business settled down to consistently good
crowds.
"The Battle of the Sexes," with a cast of
all star players each of whom does remarkable work, played to big houses all week at
the Allen.

Picture

N e zv s-

of Life" did just fairly well at
the"Beggars
State theatre.

San Francisco

"Craig's Wife," the week's attraction at
Keith's Palace, did only fair business. .\
character drama of a highly intelligent sort,
it lacked audience appeal for the masses.
"Waterfront" and "Dry Martini" divided
the week's honors at Keith's East 105th St.
ab'>ut equally. "Waterfront," a hriglit,
snappy vehicle, clicked with the yi>unger
generation as well as others not so fortunate. "Dry Martini" was also well liked and
well patrr.iiized.
"The Fleet's In," mads a fine showing the
first half of the week at the Park where it
played its lirst-run neighborhood engagement, and "Sawdust Paradise" did fairly well
the last half of the week.
Xeighborhor'd h'-'Uses. and houses out in
the territory report that business is beginning to pick up. While most of the houses
are following a passive policy, watching
sound movies, and waiting for sound installation they are encouraged over the
prospects of normal business.

WE.-\THER conditions and everything
else being favorable, the first run and'
residential houses, generally speaking, reported good business for the week.
The picture that seemed to be the most
popular was "Two Lovers." sh':'wn at
the St. Francis Theatre with Colman and

Atlanta
WITH
Al box-office
Jolson in attraction
"The Singing
Fool"
as the
extraordinary, the Howard Theatre rolled up the biggest box-office gross in its entire history,
and far out-distanced all other theatres in
gross and net business. "The Singing Fool"
was the talk of the town drawing more enthusiastic word-of-mouth advertising than
any picture ever inspired in Atlanta. It
opened with a midnight perlorinance ."Sunday
nigln and throughout the week the Howard
advanced its opening hour to permit an extra
show to take care of the crowds. So great
was the demand for holding the picture over
that a last minute decision resulted in
scheduling it for the Rialto beginning Monday. October 22, since the Howard, being
committed to a weekly-change policy, could
not retain the picture a second week.
At Loew's Capitol "Excess Baggage"
proved itself a good box-office attraction.
Richard Dix in "Moran of the Marines"
was an excellent draw at Keith's Georgia,
where an unusualh- pleasing vaudeville bill
rounrled lait a strong pr'"'gramThe Metropolitan gathered momentum as
the week advanced with "A Grain of Dust"
and the final check-up showed the best business in several weeks.
"Win That Girl" brought the Rialto Thtatre out in fairly good shape, though it obviously did not appeal to all ages and element^.
The Tudor registered only fair business
with two action pictures: "With Sitting Bull
at the Spirit Lake Massacre" the lirst half,
anrl "The Air Patrol" the last half.

Des Moines
' fyHE
Singing
Fool"allat and
the Des
I Theatre
broke
evei^Moines
Iowa
theatre record for attendance last week. Up
to Thursday 70,000 people had seen the
show. The picture is being held over for
another half week, which has not been done
at the Des Moines Theatre for about a
year. Practically every show the S.R.O.
limit was reached.
The Capitol Theatre, next door, took the
first licking that they have had since the
inauguration of tlie stage show there. No
fault \v;is found with the show which was
"The Night Watch," and stage offering
"Came"-." but it was not strong enough to
meet with the De Moines competition.
.•\t the .Strand Theatre with Warner
Brothers "Reno Courtship" for the first
half and "Steamboat Bill, Jr.," with Buster
Keatnn, for the last half, the week was on
the average good.
At Fort Dodge, Iowa, the theatres have
been alternating on their big weeks with
"Street Angel" at the Plaza, "The Singing
Fool" at the Rialto and "King of Kings" and
"Lilac Time"
at the Strand.

Banky as the stars. This was its second'
week and drew remarkab'e crowds.
Loew's W'artield. a much larger theatre
than the St. Francis, of course, drew much
greater crowsd, but those seeing "The First
Kiss" at the Warfield and "Two Lovers"
at the St. Francis could not keep fr m praising the latter picture, while "The First
Kiss" was considered too much of a kissing
affair. However, this theatre reported very
good business due to Harry Langdon's appearing in person.
The Granada Theatre was well filled all
week with Barthelmess in "Out of the
"White Shadows in the Sou'h Seas,"
shown at the California Theatre, did not do
good business.
"The Pantages Theatre reported good
Ruins."
business with its talking picture. "Melody
of Love," together with vaudeville acts.
The El Capitan. the city's largest theatre,
did good business in the evenings with theBushman picture, "Say It With Sables." The
afternoons \\ere nr't so gi:iorl.
"You Can't Be the Law" and "Scarlet
Love," together with vaudeville acts, attracted many to the Union Square Theatre,
althiiugh business would have been better
had not a new building been started next tothis theatre.
Jack Holt
in "The
Pioneer"
attracted many
to theVanishing
Alexandria
and the
Coliseum was crowded as long as Harry
Langdon's picture. "The Chasar," and Marian Nixon in "Jazz Mad" were shown.

Seattle
BUSINESS generally was good in the
first run houses last week, with the suburban and neighborhood theatres alsoshowin,g a small increase in rc-ceipts with
the coming of fall weather. The Fifth Avenue Theatre was probably high house for
the
"While
the picture
City Sleeps"
on
the week,
screen.with
This
Chaney
was well
received by audiences that kept the 250O
seats well fiilled at all times. Business very
At the Seattle Theatre. "Take Me Home"
good.
proved
a weak film that didn't register very
well,
Fanchcn-Marco's
"Dream
on thabut
stage
scored a distinct
hit andIdea"
put
the bill across for a week of p'easing business.
The Music Box Theatre continued to play
to capacity houses day and night with the
second week of "Singing Fool." This 900scater had lines out every afternoon and
evening,
and present business indicates the
city.
longest run a film has ever had in this
Hainrick's Blue Mouse, also, packed the
customers in with "Two Lovers" on the
screen. Both of these houses use Vitaphone
shorts as well, and are doing a tremendous
business.
"Honeymoon Hate" at the Coliseum Theatre pleased the fans at this 25c house, but
failed to draw a particularly strong box office gross. The same ma\- be said t- -r "Fools
for Luck" at the Columbia, which is once
again in the slump that apparently cannot
be overcome.
Business was poor here.
"A Woman Against the World" was the
screen feature at the Embassy, and business was comparatively good.
The Orpheum used "Power" as the screen
attraction and got by quite well. The film
at Pantages. "Courtmartial," was also well
liked by audiences aiul critics.
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Cincinnati
BUSINESS for the week in Cincinnati,
although quite satisfactory when considered as a whole, was somewhat spotty,
without any definite reason for the fluctuation from day to day.
The Albee with William
Cop" had heavy patronage,
tracted l)y both the picture
ville bill which contained
average.

Boyd in "The
which was atand the vaudeacts above the

Keith's, showing "The Butter and Egg
Man," did a nice business, which, however,
would have reached a considerably higher
mark were it not for the fact that the same
attraction was presented simultaneously by
a local stock company, which pulled the
movie anendance down.
The Capitol had an excellent week with
"The Wedding March," with sound synchronization, and the picture will remain for an
additional run of seven days.
"Two Lovers." held over for a second
week at the Lyric, had a nice following for
the extended engagement, which. Iiowcver,
did not measure up to the initial week.
The Strand, presenting "Plastered in
Paris," played to fair returns, which is also
true of the Family, playing "Rinty of the
Desert,"
f<.>r hrstof half,
with "The Kick Off"
for
the balance
the week.
Sound pictures have increased attendance
at the Orpheum, a neighborhood house,
while the Forest, also suburban, is gaining
rapidly with the presentation of several first
run pictures.
Other neighborhood and suburban houses
reported business only fair.

Milwaukee
ARAIXY week resulted in rather poor
business in the down town theatres as
compared with that of previous weeks. The
neighborhood theatres fared somewhat better but in the down town houses a marked
decrease in patronage was noticeable.
"The Melody of Love" played for one
week at the Alhambra to very good houses.
"Four Sons" finished a four weeks stay
at the Strand where business kept up an
even gait for the run of the picture.
"The Singing Fool" remains at the Garden, where it still draws unprecedented
crowds.
"Our Dancing Daughters played a second
week to fair houses at the Majestic.
"Lilac Time," which had a week's run at
the Wisconsin two weeks ago, was returned
to the Merrill this week where it did moderately well.
in Paris'* won fair patronage
at "Plastered
the Wisconsin.
The Orpheum had very good patronage
throughout the week, with "The Whip."
The Riverside
ness was fair. ftjaturcd "Gang War." BusiNeighborhood theatres had a fairly good
week despite the poor weather. "Glorious
Betsy" had a successful run at the Garheld.
Modjeska and Uptown theatres. The Colonial fared well with "The Night Watch."
"State Street Sadie" was well received at
the Oriental and Tower.
"Love Over Night" brought good patronage to the Wnetian.

Pittsburg
LOEW'S Penn again had a big week's
business with Lon Chaney in "While
the City Sleeps." This is a crook drama
filled with action, and seems to be the type
of entertainment the fans want at this time.
The Stanley Theatre reported a good
week with "The Fleet's In." Clara Bow
scores in this one and does not disappoint
her fans.
"The River Pirate" proved to be a photoplay with a punch, and drew good business
at the Aldine for the week.
"The

Singing

Fool"

was

moved

to the

Grand after its first run at the Stanley.
(The Tirand i> also a Stanley house.) Business was very good, and the production has
been held over for a second week.
"Heart to Heart." co-starring Lloyd
Hughes and Mary Astor, a delightful little
I'.vc comedy, pleased average audiences at
the Liberty and Davis.
The Regent offered "The Whip" to average business lor the week.
Itoth tiic Cameraphone and the Alhambra theatres (first-run houses of East Liberty) played third-run on special productions and got satisfactory business, the former playing "The Street Angel" while the
latter had "Lilac Time."

Harrisburg,

Pa.

CONDITIONS continued favorable for
the theatre business, and the picture
houses, provided with good attractions,
scored heavily at the box office.
Lillian Gish in "Wind," at the Loew's
Regent, brought good business all week, and
the patrons were well pleased. The press
critics were unanimous in their praise of the
picture.
The Eric von Stroheim picture, "The
Wedding March," was well advertised at the
X'lctoria and proved a thrilling spectacle.
The Colonial enjoyed good patronage with
Victor McLaglen in "The River Pirate," a
gripping drama full of tense actn-n.
At the State for half of the week the him
feature
"Why
Sailors
Go and
Wrong,"
which is was
brimful
of real
comedy
gave
large audiences a big kick.
day> tile State sh.^wed "Win
The Broad Street offering
bert and Renee Adoree in

The last three
That Girl."
was John Gila second run

showing
of "The
Cossacks."
The Rialto
did quite
satisfactory business
with Edmund Lowe in "Dressed to Kill."
The Grand gave Harrisburg a repeat booking of "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
The Capital
showed
Bowhas inseen
"Hula,"
making
the third
time Clara
the city
this
Come." show, Clara having a big following
sprightly
in the Pennsylvania
capitol city.
The Russell theatre put on a double feature program
of "The
Siren,"
with Tom
Mooreconsisting
and Dorothy
Revier.
and
Buffalo Bill, Jr., in "Coming and Going."

Salt Lake

City

FAIRLY successful attendance records
have been had by most of the Salt Lake
City downtown theatres this past week.
Weather conditions have been fair and a few
special features have been presented.
The Capitol Theatre had a very good
week with their showing of "The Street
Angel" and 'Fanchon and Marco's stage presentation "Hi Spots."
"The Scarlet Lady" with Lya de Putti.
Don Alvarado and Warner Oland, was the
picture offering at the Pantages theatre, and
crowded houses prevailed throughout the
week.
Warner Brothers' second 100 per cent alltalking Vitaphone picture "The Terror." was
received at the Victory by packed h'^'uses.
Richard Dix in "Moran of the Marines"
with Ruth Elder, played to fairly packed
houses at the Paramount Empress theatre
throughout the week.
The American theatre reports fairly satisfactory results with the s'nowing of "The
Cavalier," featuring Richard Talmadge
Barbara Bedforrl and David Torrence.
"Forgotten Faces" was the feature picture offering at the Gem this week, and good
crowds responded, especially during the evening performances.
Richard Earthelmess in "Out of the
Ruins" was shown as a second run at the
Rialto, and was a very good drawing card.
The suburban houses, as well as the second run houses here, have had very satisfactorv weeks.

Portland, Ore,
IT was Greater Stage Season for two of
the largest houses, which helped to
maintain the high records in attendance, and
practically all houses registered well as
there were 11 first-run pictures, which was
rather unusual.
At the Broadway "Our Dancing Daughters," with Joan Crawford, was on the
screen, but drew only fair. John Gilbert in
"Four Walls" brought house receipts up to
a higher level.
"Hold 'Em Yale." with Rod LaRocque.
proved good comedy at the Oriental and
seven professional vaudeville acts were put
en the opening night to greatly increased
business.
JolsonBoxin even
"The more
Singing
Fool"andmakes
theAl Music
popular
will
hold on indefinitely with Icng lines the
ru'e at every performance.
Francis Johnson, new manager at the Blue
Mouse, reports a good week's business with
"Caught
in the Fog."
"Street of Illusion did good business at
Pantages.
United Artists played "The Disputed
Woman" to fair business.
Big runs are reported from all Pacific
Northwest cities on Al Jolson's "Singing
Fool." which opened here at Hamrick's
Music Box to big business and an indefinite
run.
At the Blue Mouse in Tacoma, Wash., the
big.
picture is now in its second week, and in
Music Box, Seattle, the third week is going
At Ray Grombacker's Liberty in Spokane.
Wash., a premier midnight showing was.
given October 12th with all seats reserved
at $1.00.

Oklahoma City

\ GAIN a good lineup of pictures at the
x\ tirst run houses of Oklahoma City was
rewarded with a brisk weekly attendance.
At the Capitol, Warner Bros. Vitaphone
picture,
"Lights ever
of Newmade,
York,"delighted
the first full
alltalkis feature
houses all week.
George Bancroft in "Docks of New
York" on the screen and the National Players onterion
the
stage
packed
for the
entire
week. 'em in at the Cri"Good business was reported at the Liberty Theatre with Glenn Tryon and Barbara
Kent in "Lonesome."
The Empress presented Colleen Moore in
"Oh Kay" for an excellent week's business.
The Orpheum with five acts of good
vaudeville pleased its audience for the entire week, and Sousa and his band drew big
audiences to the Shrine Auditorium.
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Albany
T\\ ( ) excellent pictures with a war background divided the honors and likewise
the business in Albany last week with a toss
up as to which of the two brought the
.greater amount of money to the respective
theatre'-.

The Mark Strand used "Lilac Time" and
had the crowds standing afternoons and evenings. In addition to the feature, the theatre used for the first time in Albany, the
Fox .Movietone and several Vitaphone presentations.
In meeting this competition, the Leland
used "Four Sons" with seven shows a day
and playing to crowds hour in and hour out.
In ;i(lditi'.n. the ;trrival ^f tiic (iral Zepi)i--!in
was shown.
The Mark Ritz, in Albany, found excellent business during the week with "The
Waterhole.

The Capitiji, given nver to legitimate, offered stiff competition in "The Trial of
Mary Dugan." which had a local appeal in
view of the fact that it was written by the
father of an Albany resident, who until recently was the manager of the .Mark Ritz
Theatre.
Clinton Square Theatre in Albany ran
well with its double feature program of "The
Divine Sinner" and "The Sporting Age."
J'roct'>r'-- Grand used "I'' irg< 'tleii I'aees."
In the neighboring city of Troy, Clara
Bow was used for four days in "The
Fleet's In." Strange to say. this picture
which played to packed houses in Albany,
drew only ordinary in Troy,
During the last half of the week. "Beggars of Life" did not score heavily at the
Troy Theatre.
At the Lincoln in Troy. "Four Walls"
ran the entire week to very good business.
Xeighbiirhood hoaises report busmess as
having been only fair in Troy during the
week.

Ottawa

G( >OD pictures, both from a production
and box-office point of view, were seen
in leading Ottawa, Ontario, theatres during
the week of Oct<'ber iMh.
The unanimous verdict, from throngs of
patrons at the Regent Theatre, was that
"Tempest" was one of the best of the season. The Regent bill was further strengthened by an excellent Laurel-Hardv comedv,
"Should Married Men Go Home'" This
was j^o<<d fr' im ;i ^tricth- c'nu'd}' viewp"int,
A most popular attraction was "Oh Kay,"
starring Colleen Moore, at the Centre theatre. Additional interest was ari'used by a
special newspaper combniati"n jiage, although the picture did not need extra exploitation.

"Danger Street" at B. F. Keith's Theatre
was well-liked by the large crowds, although

It ili'l noi

create unu-uai

excitement.

The name of Rex Beach helped in the
presentatirn of "The Michigan Kid" at the
Imperial Theatre, where crowds were above
the average. It was the sturdy outdoor type
nt picture that \^ liked bv Tnipenal palrnn-^.
The revamped Capital Theatre got awa\
to an auspicious start with second run "\
"The Gaucho" for the first half and "Two
Arabian Knights" for the sccnd half, the
first named being by far the better box-offics
picture.
Among the neighborhood houses, the Fern
Theatre scored heavily, first with second
rt-n of "What Price Glory" and then with
"Pioneer Scouts." What helped the latter
rmisiderably wa-- the I'inal eliainer of the
"Masked Menace" serial. The kids were out
in ff^'rre for this.
The Rex registered big business with
"Across to Singapore" for the first halt and
'Chain Lightning" for the last three days;
patronage being good all week.
At the Columbia, business was fair for
'She's a Sheik." starring Hebe Uaniels. and

iPrci-ious

BL' SI NESS at all the houses, including
the first-runs w^as poor during the first
part of the week beginning Oct. 15. due to
unseasonable hot weather, but the latter
part of the week cooled off and people
swarmed into the streets.
Outstanding for high averages for the
week were Warners' Metropolitan with "The
Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson, in its
second week, where they had them standing
at all performances, and had three special
policemen to handle the crowds; and next in
lino was Loew's Century with "Take Me
Home,"
the
week starring
was fine.Bebe Daniels. Business for
At the Keith-Albee New Garden, "The
Foreignville.Legion"
playedwas
along
withbutvaudeThe vaudeville
good,
this
could not be said of the picture.
"The Air Circus," with sound accompaniment proved a fairly good drawing card at
the New Theatre, but did not go over as big
as was expected.
"The Hit of the Show" proved a pretty
good patron puller at the Rivoli. with sound
and dialogue.
D. W. Griffith's "Battle of the Sexes" was
tendered just fair business at the Stanley
when excellent patronage was expected.
This house, however, has 4,000 seats to fill,
and there were 11 hrst-run pictures in o]i]")0siti'in.
At Ford's theatre. "Submarine" was
offered at $1 top afternoons, and $1.50 top
at night. The picture flopped heavily during
its second week.
"The Red Mark," proved an entertaining
but gruesome tilm at the Hippodrome.
Patronage went from fair to good.
"Baby Cyclone" turned out to be a flop at
Li lew's \'alencia.
"Son of the Golden West" was offered at
the Palace burlesque house, with the latter
type of show, and business was poor.

Tampa

TWO

theatres, the Tampa and the Franklin, located directly opposite each other,
broke house records for the year last Sunday. The second anniversary of the opening of the Tampa was celebrated last week
and some mighty clever publicity was put
over to sell the week to Tainpa fans.
Starting the week with a midnight matinee Saturday night, at w^hich a pre-view of
the feature 'of the first half, "The Fleet's
In," was given, as well as a fine array of
local talent on the stage, the house was
jammed and packed to capacity. Then they
topped it off Sunday by breaking the record
of the previous Sunday, which up to that
tim^ held the record for the year. There
seems to be no doubt about Clara Bow being the grreatest card with Tampa fans. Anlillier female star. I'.ebe Haiiiels in "Take
Me Home" was the attraction of the last
half and it went over very good, giving the
Tampa a week that \\"as a wow.
The Victoria also had a whale of a Sunday business with the all-talkie feature, "The
Terror." i'his picture c^ mipleted a t enday run this week and the business all
through has been big, crowding the record
■ 'i ■"File Jaz/ .Singer."
"Virgin Lips" drew better than average
for the Strand, Sunday and Monday- "Chicken A La King" looked like a hot bet, but
failed to pull, i lie three da> ^ running just
abom avnaiie "Beyond London Lights"
completed the week, with average returns.
"Seventh Heaven," second run, was the
picture that hung up the Sunday record for
the Franklin, and it ]uii M()iida\- over average, to,,. "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come" and "Les Miserables" were the
other second runs shown this week, neither
showing up very strong at the box oltice.

N e zv s

Milwaukee

"The Rough Riders," the latter proving the
better attraction for the Columbia community.

Baltimore

Picture

KVrA-l

WHEN
theatre
the
down practically
town sectionevery
is parked
it isinhard
to estimate which picture was ihe m()st popular. Two features are being held C)ver for
a second week because of their popularity.
Business in general in the down town theatres was not equal to that of last week because of poor weather. Sever;.! rainy evenings slowed down receipts to s"me extent.
"King of Kings" received such excellent
patronage that it is being held over for an
additional week at the Alhambra. "Four
Sons" will play for a second week at the
Strand. The picture kept the house well
filled at practically every performance.
"Lilac Time" was exceedingly well received
at the \\'isconsin. "Excess Baggage" at the
Majestic did fair bu-iness. "Docks of New
York" drew fair houses at the Merrill. The
Garden had a very successful week with "The
Terror" as a feature. The ( trpheuin featuring "Out of the Ruins" and a well balanced
program found the house packed for every
evening performance and very good matinee
business. The Riverside's feature was "MidNeighborhood theatres enjoyed very good
business,
not quite as good as the previous
night Life."
week's, but good nevertheless. "The River
Pirate" was featured at the Garfield, Modjeska, and Uptown and business at these
houses was very good.
"Lights of New York" was offered patrons
of the Tower and Oriental. Here, too, things
were very Uvely. The Venetian with "The
Foreign Legion" had a very successful week
and "The
Range" brought good business to tileOpen
Egyptian.

Salt Lake City
(Prcz'ious

H'cck)

THE first run downtown pictures of Salt
Lake City enjoyed very satisfactory results as a whole this past week with exceptional success for a few.
The Victory Theatre, which has been continuously enjoying house-breaking records
for the past few months, since the installation of the talking pictures this week exall recordsTheatre
with "The
The ceeded
Capitol
ha^^ Singing
had a Fool."
fairly
crowded week during their presentation of
"The Good-Bye Kiss."
The Paramount Empress has experienced
an improvement in business since the inauguration of the new policy, including a short
dramatic act in connection with the feature
picture,
which this
week has
was had"The
Whip."
The Pantages
Theatre
a very
good
week with "Detectives" in conjunction with
their vaudeville.

"The King of Kings" has packed the house
at the Gem throughout the week and is continunig to do so.
The American Theatre has had satisfactory results with
Toilers."
Conference
week"The
is also
being observed in
this cit\' .it this tune.

"Interference" at N. Y.
Criterion Nov. 16
talking feature to the
be produced
HJ I NTERFERENCE,"
first allby Paramount, will have its
New York premiere at the Criterion
Theatre on Friday evening, November
16.
"Winprs," Paramount's aviation spectacle which has made the Criterion its
home for over a year, is closing Friday night. The house will then be
darkened for wiring and installation
of sound devices that will be required
for the presentation of "Interference."
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Opinions on Pictures
While
the City- Sleeps
Chaney Has a Fair One Here
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THE stt)ries ilon't cliangi' much for Lon
Chaiify. Not beiiij; a rumantic type, it
is his usual task to carry a character rok'
of sharp contrasts. He's eitlier a dyed-iuthe-«0(>l freak or a straight — with the iiiiitivation of the plot pivoting around selfeffacement. The cripple or clown dies and
the youngsters marry. Here lie effaces himself with his customary breaking heart in
order that youth may be served.
Chaney plays a sleuth this time, unadorned with grotesque make-up. And a
smart bull ho makes. He isn't the usual
pidicc type registering stupidity. His mobile face indicates a yielding to sentiment
and pathos. And so it develops that he
saeritices his own happiness in seeing to it
that his sweetheart joins the gangster. He
even sets the youth on the straight and
narrow.
The types are excellent as portrayed by
Anita Page as the girl, Carroll Nye as the
weakling gangster, Wheeler Oaknian as a
tough crook and Mae Busch and Polly
Moran in character roles. There is plenty
of gun play, as well as some tip-top scenes
of police life atmosphere. Its an obvious
yarn which Chaney puts over.
Drawing Power: Popidarity of star.
Title and >-up]iorting cast. For all types of
houses. Exploitaticn Angles: Play up i-.tmosphere of title. Bill as exciting story of
the law versus crime with the talented
Chaney in one of his graphic roles. Play
up Anita Page.
THEME: Crook drama of detective who
loves girl who- has stronger affection for
gangster. The sleuth unites the couple and
helps them to happiness.
Dan
Myrtle
Marty
Skeeter
Gussie
Mrs.
McGuinness

THE

CAST

Lon
Chaney
Anita Page
Carroll T\ye
Wheeler Oakinan
Mae Busch
Polly
Mor.nn

Produced and distributed by ilctin(loldwyn-Mayer. Length, six reels. Released October, 192S. Director, .T;ick Cunwav.

Take Me Home
Just Another Picture for Bebe
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
hardest-working actress on the
THE
Famous lot was given another story

which is no great shakes. It can't be called
an\-thing else but just average though it
permits the star to furnish her own special
brand of humor. For once she isn't given
to cutting up didoes and athletics. As a
result
the story doesn't look so much like
a vehicle.
This time Bebe plays a chorine — an independent member of the ensemble who is
against flirting with the smart roadster
boys who might make her walk home. She
is well-schooled in how to take care of herself— and backs up her independence with

a healthy line of >hing. Her backgrouiul is
a theatrical boarding house. The romance
is woven arouud a rustic who leaves the
farm to perform as a juggler. His stuff
isn't so hot, but he mns the sympathy and
admiration of the chorus girl. When her
show needs an act — she sees to it that the
boy gets a job. So it develops that the star
of the musical has a yen for him. And this
precipitates an argument which turns into
a healthy hair-pulling contest.
That's about all there is to it — the piece
relying on the incident and the atmosphere.
It is draggy in spots, but Xeilan, the director, had very little to work with. He has
managed to make it fairly interesting.
Bebe has had hotter stories — and has done
better work. Lilyan Tashmau is the temperamental star of the musical show and
does very well. So does Xeil Hamilton as
the bucolic youth. This young man doesn't
seem to get very good breaks, but his work
here should provide him with better assignmients.
Drawing Power: For average houses.
Star i> jHipular and should attract them.
Exploitation Angles: Tease the title and
bill as ronuince of the theatrical world.
Play up as romantic comedy of chorus girl
who gets her man. ^fention Xeil Hamilton.
THEME; Romantic comedy of chorus
girl who wins youth of her heart away
from leading woman.
THE
PeRsy Lane
David North
Derclys Devote
.\lice Moore
Bunny
Al .Marks
Landlady
Elsie
Hetty
The Producer

CAST
Bebe Daniels
Neil Hamilton
Lilyan Tashnian
Doris Hill
Joe E. Brown
Ernie Wood
Marcia Harris
Vvonne
Howe 1
Janet .MacLeod
J. W. Jtihnstone

Produced and distributed by FamouPlayers. Length, six reels. Released, October, 1928. Director, Marshall Xeilan.

"Fighting

for Victory"

(Universal — Two Reels)
i Revieived by Raymond Ganly)
THEY'\^E done something quite out of the
trend of the usual Collegians in this release,
and
that
given ofTrent
Phillips)
a chance istothey've
do some
the {F,ddie
medal grabbing,
which role is usually relegated to Ed Benson
(George Lewis). After stacking the cards so
that Benson won everything in sight during the
course of the different Collegians series, it is
only fair both to Phillips and the spectator to
let Phillips have a chance to bring home the
laurel wreath of victory to dear old Calford.
The college boys and girls go in for boxing
iu this one. Phillips representing Calford against
Midvale. On the eve of the fight, the Midvale
"sportsmen" ^gii Phillips on to strike one of
their number. Then they tell the Calford boy
that he has seriously injured the man and that
he had better get out of town quickly. This
produces a mental fear in Phillips and during
his fight the following day, be is taknng a licking because he is afraid to let a healthy punch
go. Lewis escapes from the Midvale boys and
tips Phillips otT about the fraine-up with the
result that Phillips goes out and knocks his
opponent cuckoo with a few hefty punches.
Nat Ross turned in the direction.

The Melody of Love
Weak

Story in This All-Talkie,

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
Just So-So
ONEthis need
be greatly
oveifirst not
all-talkie
which alarmed
flies the Universal banner. With Movietone as the baekgrounil, it does its stuff', but is unduly
hampered
by the weakness of the story and
-tuff.
the inabilitv of the talkers to put over their
The idea projects a song-writer who is
deep in a war romance. He goes to France
with his outfit and is chased by a French
singer (who to carry out the obviousness,
is named Madelon). X\iturally, when he returns to America to discover his erstwhile
sweetheart carrying on with his old employee, he straightway plays the trump
card by getting in touch with the French
singer.
Recourse is had to war-time melodies to
add emphasis to the story, but the players
don't do justice to the songs and dialogue
excejit where Mildred Harris is concerned.
Double exposures are used and the war incident doesn't register any too well. It
bears the mark of being rushed through in
,1 hurry. Might please those who haven't
become
too discriminating in their tastefor talkies.
Drawing Power: An all-talkie should interest them. Suitable for average houses
that are completely wired. Exploitation
Angles: Put all ymir campaign on fact of
its being all-talkie inasmuch as the cast is
not so well known. Bill as romance of t helate "war.
THEME;
Romantic drama of songwriter who after going to France to fight,
discovers French girl loves him more than
the absent sweetheart.
THE
Jack Clark
.Madelon,
Flo Thompson
Lefty
Music Publisher

CAST
Walter PidReon
Mildred Harris
Jane W'inton
Tommy
DuRan
Jack Richardson-

Produced and distributed by Universal.
Length, six reels. Released, October, 1928.
Director, A. B. Heath.

A

"Hold that Monkey"
(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
MILD fun fest is had in this new Mermaid
comedy, featuring Monty Collins, with Kit

Guard in the chief supporting role. There's old
material in its sequences and too much of repetition. .\fair number.
Monty and Kit fall hard for an attractive
dame and follow- her to her father's circus where
they put on a blutT, claiming that they are
animal trainers. They are hired on the spot and
assigned the task of taming a monkey, named
Lily, but as gentle as a cyclone. Monty and his
jial try to fool the circus owner by transferring
Lily to another cage and having Kit impersonate
the
doesn't work
and monkey.
the monkeyHowever,
pummelsthethescheme
two roystercrs.
From thence on, the comedy only echoes
scenes that have been picturized innumerable
times in other comedies. The monkey chases
Monty into a Turkish bath, where the negro
attendants are terrified out of their skins.
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Motion

Me, Gangster
Realistic Crook Drama, Should Do
Business
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
f^ ARRYIXG a decorative title which
^-^ fairly shouts its meaning:, this crook
drama gets under ivay with realistic touches
and maintains them through a series of
punchy scenes to the very linish. The idea
is built up from a sort of diary exploiting
the criminal life of a convict fi'om his first
days of crookedness until he seeks and
finds redemption through the aid of a girl
who believes in him.
Xot so new, is it ? But it is forcefully
presented and sticks to its pattern without
trespassing over into sentimental pastures,
aside from the necessary romantic interest.
The hero is a bad chip of a bad old block
and after a series of shady crimes he wins
an election to prison. But the girl who
loves him exercises her charm and undereffected.

standing. And the youth's redemption is

The piece is strongest in its atmosphere,
the scenes comprising prison shots, police
court sequences, and some tenement tidbits.
The story is well told, punctuated with adequate incident and acted competently
enough even if the players are not always
fonvincing.
Drawing Power: Title and popularity of
till- wiirk type of story. For average houses.
Exploitation Angles: Push the title. Play
uj) the force in the word, gangster. Mention June Collyer and Fox's new male lead,
Don Terry. Exploit author whose stories
are good sellers. Play up director.
THEME: Crook melodrama with bad
egg reforming under kindly guidance of
girl.
THE

CAST

-Mary Regan
Jimmy
u illiams
Russ Williams
Liz WUliams
Uanny
Bill Lane
Cartain Dodds
Factory Owner
The Sucker
Dan the Dude
Spanish Looie
SL"'"*.?. ■?,'"'^ ■•■
The Philly Kid

June CoIKer
Don Terry
Anders Randolf
Stella Adams
Al Hill
Burr Mcintosh
Walter James
Gustav von Seyffertilz
Herbert Ashton
Arthur Stone
Nieel de Brulier
Carol Lomb.ird
Harry G.-ittle

Produced .nnd distributed by Fox. Length,
seven reels. Released, October, 192S.

lady who rebels against the fulfillment of a
"bai'tered bride" negotiation between her
mother and Ramon Torreno. To accomplish his deeds as knight errant the hero
enacts two roles, that of a meek, submissive Indian, and the dashing El Caballero.
"The Cavalier" is equipped with a Phototone synchronization of music — a lively,
and perhaps too dignified an arrangement
by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld — and some "sound
effects." There is an interpolated song —
which by the way gives the audience an opportunity to "hear" what it does not
"see." This because Taki is not singing
in synchronization with the rich baritone
voice which is heard. Of course, the music
and sound effects were put in after the picture was 'filmed. The barking of the dogs
heard in the scene where El Caballero is
to be given a start of only five-hundi-ed
paces on the pack of vicious hounds as
punishment for not capturing El Caballero— greatly enhances, we dare say, the
melodramatic effect of the incident.
The acting is capable. Talmadge does his
stunts well, and that is all the acting that
one should require from him. Barbara Bedford has nothing nnieh to do, but she is
decorative. The other actors are adequate
to all that is required of them, which is not
much.
Drawing Power: At its best in the house
which caters to the action lovers, but so
well set up that it will make a fair attraction for the big house.
THEME: The adventures of a knight
errant who risks his life to thwart the oppressors of the Indians in a Spanish colony
in the new world, and who saves a Spanish
beauty from a distasteful marriage, the reward being her love.
THE
El Caballero
Taki
Lucia -\unt
D'-^rquista
Her
Ramon Torreno
Carlos Torreno
Sergeant Juan Dinero
Pierre Gaston
The Padre

CAST
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge
BarbaraNora Bedford
Cecil
David Torrence
David Muir
Stuart Holmes
Christian Frank
Oliver Eckhardt

Adapted from "The Black Rider" by
Max Brand. .Director. Irvin Willat. Continuity by Victor Irvin. Photographed by
John Stevens and Harry Cnopcr.
Produced and Distributed by TiffanyStahl. Length, 077.") feet. Released November, 11)28. Synchronized by Photophone
with score and sound effects.

The Cavalier
Stunt Action Becalmed on the Sea
of Romance
(Reviewed by Thomas

C. Kennedy)

JRVIX WILLAT, the director, has set a
sweeping background of old Spain transplanted to the new world — a background
which is highly effective in pictorial detail— as a romantic environment for the
fast action type of melodrama and the acrohatics in which Richard Talmadge, interpreter of the name role, has specialized
during a long career in the "action pictures." The picture has its exciting moments, but the edge is taken from much of
the action by a tendency to overemphasize
minor chaniclcrs and incident, a procedure
which slows up the movement considerably.
-Vevertheless, here is a romantic meloilrama with a good deal of especially well
I'xecutcd stunt performing. Talmadge
swings by his lariat from treetop to roof,
by chandelier from staircase to balcouy,
vaults over walls and into the saddle, fights
off dozens of antagonists, and all in the
inlcre^ts of oppressed Indians and the fair

"Fisticuffs"
(Educational — Two Reels)
i Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
HERE is something really funny, comedy
turned in with skill. The laughs keep
puttering
no lack
of them.
From
the chuckleaway.
to theThere's
loud belly
laugh,
they are
all
there. The series of clever burlesques that Lupino Lane has been making is continued in
"FisticufTs" with good effect.
Wallace Lupino supports his brother, playing two roles. Additional players are Harry
Dunkinson and a girl, whose name is not given.
Henry W. George directed the cast and Jay
Turner took care of the photography.
The old days of boxing, when the Britishers
thoroughly enjoyed the game of bare knuckled
slugging and when rival blacksmiths would
settle their scores in an enclosed arena are utilized for the comedy. Lupino and Wallace are
apprentices of a smith, who has bet his all that
Wallace will best a certain battler in a slugging bee. Wallace is kidnapped and Lupino
takes his place. A most enjoyable fight takes
(ilace. the Lane brothers giving a variety of
falls as they knock each other down.
likeIt it.is all very good fun. Your clients will

The Home

Picture

N eivs

Towners

First Talkie Stage Play Scores
(Reviewed bv Oscar Cooper)

"lA/'AR.NER BROTHERS, having led the
' * way with other types of talkies, pioneers in another direction with "The Home
Towners." Here is your play, put on the
Vitaphone, with the original lines pretty
much as they were in the George M. Cohan
stage production.
It is 100 per cent talking, with the exception of a minor shot or two. The whole action is carried by the dialogue, and very
fine it is. Besides, it is the first talkie comedy-drama, so the picture, from several
angles, hulks large in sound pioneer work.
In this effort, the reading of lines is put
to the severest test it has yet received.
-All the typical motion picture action that
one got used to before the talkies were
heard of at all, is gone. So it's
the players, plus, of course, the direction
and technical handling, but mostly the
players and lines that are to make or break
the picture.
The result is a big step forward for the
talkies. Robert McWade, Richard Bennett,
Gladys Brockwell, Robert Edeson and
Doris Kenyon — their talkie ability being
in the order named, according to our viewpoint— furnish fine entertainment that cannot fail to register at the box-office.
The comedy is entirely of the stage situation brand. There are no picture "gags."
None needed, cither. The speeches caiTy
the thing, and with admirable effect in the
scenes between McWade and Bennett, and
only a little less so when the others are on
the sound set. Make no mistake about it,
the Warner production people know how
to make talkies; and each succeeding picture shows great improvement. Of course,
there is much to be done yet. There is still
too much abrupt chopping off, like a curtain being suddenly lowered, at the end of
sequences. But, even here, in one or two
places the blow is softened by long shots
when transitions are to be made.
McWade as the grouchy old friend from
South Bend, who disarranges everything
beautifully for his pal (Bennett) on the
eve of the latter 's wedding, all but walks
away with the picture. It is fine trouping.
The cast, as a whole, gets into the spirit of
the thing, and uses its evident stage experience splendidly.
Drawing Power: First class, for wired
houses. Exploitation Angles: A chance
here to capitalize on the hundred per cent
talkie angle, as well as the fine cast, and
the excellent comedy-drama.
THEME: Heme town friend, in New
York to be best man at his pal's wedding,
upsets all the arrangements by his suspicions of the bride-to-be and her family. AH
is ironed out and ends happily.
THE
Vic .Arnold
Beth Calhoun
P. H. Bancroft
Mr. Calhoun
Lottie Bancroft
Joe Roberts
Mrs. Calhoun
Wally
Calhoun
Casey, the butler
Slaid

CAST
Richard Bennett
Doris Kcnvon
Robert McWade
Robert Edeson
Gladys Brockwell
John -Miljan
\'era Taylor
Lewis
Stanley
James T. Mack
Patricia Caron

Produced and distributed by Warner
Bros. Pre-release date, Nov. .^, 1928. General release date, Dec. 15, 1!)28. Length,
S,(i9.S feet. Author, George M. Colmn.
Scenarists, Addison Burkhart and Murray
Ruth. Cameraman, Barney McGill. Director, Bryan Foy.
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"The Boundary Battle"

(Liiiversal^Tuo Keels!
{Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THE plot material lor these western tealurettes is becoming frayed and as transparent as call be. so often are the same old events
hashed and re-hashed to make what apparently
goes under the suise of a "new" western story.
To judge by this story which is stretched out
for two reels and which at times is quite asinine and absurd, there must be nothing new
under the sun. especially in westerns. These
stories must be rubber-stamped as they have
been seen innumerable times in pictures telling
of fearless rangers, brave young heroines, lawless villains and the rest of the rigamarole.
You can look over this short western, comb it
thoroughly and all you will find in it is the old
bunk, in this case, not even presented with any
■conviction. It's old-fashioned stuff and a reminder of the days of Bronco Billy.
Edmund Cobb stars under the direction of
Joseph Levigard. The tale is that of a villain
"who steals the boundary monument to place it
in a location that will add to his property. The
man whose land he is thus stealing objects, is
kidnapped. The nearby ranger is warned of this
perfidy. He comes to the shack where the man
is kept prisoner, frees him and defends the
man's daughter from the attack of the villain.
The general melee follows with help coming for
the ranger when the villains are about to shoot
liim.

"Foot Prints"
(Universal — One Reel)
SOMEWHAT novel idea is played up in
this issue of the Laemmle Novelty series.
It is the story of an old shoe, which tells a fellow pair of shoes his melancholy tale. It is a
fairh' interesting bit of entertainment.
The shoe tells of his bright happy days, when
A

he was first purchased and when his owner's
status in life w^as respectable. By means of
flashes of a pair of feet the information is conveyed that the owner of the shoes has met with
financial reverses. Soon he is like any tramp
-and the shoes show it. But in a few seconds of
drama, the owner of the shoes saves a well-todo man from death and he is fittingly rewarded.
As for the shoe, he is cast aside w-ith his fellow. He is regarded as a useless bit of leather
that has seen its best days. He is seen settling
to the bottom of a stream where his owner has
thrown him as the picture ends. — RAYMOND
GAXLY.

"All in Fun"
(Educational — One Reel)
NOT lacking in pep and breezy action is this
Cameo introduc'ng Jerry ^^andy, a comedian new to the "spice of the program" comedies. He belongs to the group of comedians,
who go in for sheer nuttiness. The goofier tlieir
antics, the better is their motto.
Jerry gets fired from his job after raising a
racket w*ith the boss and from thence on he
tries to determine his future by following the
ad\'ice on a fortune-telling ticket. None of the
things predicted for him come to pass except a
rainfall of trouble. It's a snappy type of fun
and it's quite effective in its harmless way.
Jern's
aides in The
the cast
are Al Thompson
and
Dan
Peterson.
megaphonic
burden was
handled by Francis J. Martin.

"A Taxi Scandal"
(Palhe— Two Reels)
i Revietved by Raymond Ganly)
A SLOW-PACED, quite gag-less comedy
wh'ch only gets limbered up in the last
few^ hundred feet is this one of the "Dan, the
Taximan ' series, produced by Mack Sennett and
starring Jack Cooper. The reels unwind, but
there is mighty little material in them to cause
the sought for laughter.
Cooper affects an old-fashioned comedy
make-up. a Bergerac nose, a walrus mustache.
Indeed, he looks as if he had stepped out of
one of the old Keystone casts. He portrays a

witless fellow, whose heart palpitates whenever
a pretty girl smiles upon him. He is a friend
of a tough cop. who finds him in compromising
circumstances with his wife.
It is not until this latter incident is reached
that the comedy begins to snap into it and
liven up a bit. Cooper and Bud Jamieson
mingle in an amusing contest in which Cooper
gets much the worst of it.
Virginia Vance, Bud Jamieson and Andy
Clyde are the supporting players. Of these,
Jamieson does the best work as the jealous
husband of Miss Vance. Del Lord did the direction and John A. Waldron supervised.

"Monkey

Love"

(Pathe— One Reel)
business in which most of the
MONKEY
jungle folks join is effectively set forth
in tliis Aesop fable, cartoonized and animated
with a succession of rapid gags. A monkey's
loved one is ruthlessly kidnapped by a lion.
Mr. Monk sets out to attempt a daring rescue
when his adored one is carried aloft by the lion
in an auto equipped with soap-bubble tires.
With his trusty bean shooter he pops his
him
he brings
by aonebulluntil
enemy's
him about
buffets
where
earth one
down to tires

while the monkey lovers rejoice in his discomfiture.
This
one
is exceptionally
lively. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Gridiron
Demons"
(Pathe— One Reel)
Meesupplyfor"Chick"
can pla>s
with a mice
few new
his Football
THEhan Aesop
Sense'' series on the strength of the brand of
football they display in their latest animated
cartoon subject. Their football is such as has
never been played on any earthly gridiron, and
it is quite amusing. The valiant mice form an
invulnerable machine and they mow down Al
Falfa and his aides, deftly employing bean
shooters, lassoes and other implements to tackle
their opponents. They have a fine time and
their pleasure is felt also by the onlookers. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

"Glorious

Adventures"

(Educational^One
Reel)
SUMMER sports are presented in this Hodgepodge, with animated work for the children
and a more appealing and interesting type of
entertainment for those who have passed the
childish years. The selection includes some fair
views of w^ater sports and offers a splendid
snatch of scenic in a glimpse of Ausable Chasm
in northern New York. Some of the other
views could be improved upon and brought more
up-to-date.
More snappv scenes and "live" titles would
benefit this Hodge-Podge. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Big One
Game"
(Pathe—
Reel)
THE indefatigible Al Falfa and a little canine romp through the wilds of Africa in
the latest of the "sugar coated grains of wisdom" from the studio of Paul Terry. You can
mark it as up to the standard of the usual
"Aesop'' cartoon.
It tells of Al and his dog being chased by a
whale, landing and mounting a camel and visiting the lion country to nail a few of the big
cats. Al is a fizzle as a lion hunter and he gets
poked around bv a lion daddv when he tries to
steal a litter of kittens.— RAYMOND GANLY.
"A Fair Catch"
(Pathe— One Reel)
A NOTHER of "Giick" Meehan's instructive
ii celluloid discourses on the great game of
football, this reel provides some interesting
plays on which devotees can feast their eyes.
The man who receives the ball, his maneuverings and pivoting to avoid a tackle, his clever
defense in avoiding falls — his strategic plan

of offense and defense are clearly demonstrated
in this reel devoted to the pigskm and containing enough football to satisfy those who delight
in the sport— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Paddling Co-eds"

(Universal — Two Reels)
{Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THE adventures of Ed Benson at Calford
read very much like those of the Dick
Merriwells. Fred Fearnots and other heroes of
boys' fiction. He never loses. In this new Collegians he and Dorothy Gulliver defeat
Eddie Phillips and a fair partner in a canoe
race.
On the whole, "Paddling Co-eds" is a better than average "Collegians," in story value
anyway. It recounts the activities of a determined little co-ed, who is anxious to vamp Benson and get his frat pin. But Benson has already promised his pin to June, the young lady
played by Miss Gulliver. The vamp employs
guile and, making believe she is drowning, she
has Benson rescue her and carry her to the dormitory. Here Benson is on forbidden ground,
and June sees him tip-toeing out of the place
and immediately jumps at conclusions. In a huff,
she refuses to race with him but at the last
minute relents.
"Pathe Review No. 44"
(Pathe— One Reel)
views
NO. 44 starts off with some really fine
of London in the early morning. Views of

a great city are always interesting, these exceptionally so as they show the hurrying throngs
crossing London bridge and the early traffic in
The photography is fine.
the Thames.
Sumatran farmers in a celebration, exhibiting
their oxen, racing them and pitting two of them
in a head to head struggle are recorded in the
second subject, fair in interest. The reel wirids
up with scenes of a Broadway belle going
through the exercises which keep for her her
sylph-like figure.— R.WMOXD
G.\NLY.

"Hay Wire"

(Educational — One Reel)
new Educational comedians, Gene
TWO
Stone and Billy Dale, are the co-stars of
this Cameo. They are fairly funny and they
play around with a lot of old-time gags. Nearly
all" of their stuff is slapstick. A pretty girl,
Ruth Eddings, appears in support and so does
Ford West. Francis J. Martin directed.
Their capers are on a farm. As they are
city youths, they do everything wrong, causing
the farmer who hired them a few heartaches.
Their efforts may produce some hilarity among
the neighborhood houses, for which tvpe they
are best suited.— R.AYMOND
GANLY.

"The Defensive Ends"
(Pathe— One Reel)
THE defensive tactics of the ends are outlined in this new issue of the "Football
Sense" series of interesting short subjects dealing with the autumnal national game. You follow an end as throughout different pUiys he
crashes, retreats, feints and maneuvers, tackling
the ball carrier and protective teammates. The
idea is very pla'niy brought out through the
use of white uniforms for the subject under discussion. The captions are phrased snappily and
the demonstrations of various plays follow
rapidlv one upon the other. .\ good subject. — ■
GANLY.
RAYMOND

New

"U" House to Open
Soon in Phoenix

A new Universal Theatre, seating lfi.50
jieople and called the Orpheum, will throw
open its doors in Phoenix, Arizona, about
December 1.5, 1928. It is one of the Rickards and Xace houses, which organization
is affiliated with the Universal Chain Theatrieal Enterprises, Inc.
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Classified
Wanted

MANAGING
DIRECTOR
at liberty. Now eonnected.
Desires to make eliansre. Expert press and publicity man.
Wide experience as po.ster
artist. Only first-class theatre considered. Addi'ess. Box
5, Motion Picture News, HolIj-vvood, Cal.
FEATURE
ORGANIST
just off Publix Circuit want.s
to locate in first class theatre.
Salary $100. Box 399, care
Motion Picture News, 845 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

A-] Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Oreani.st, 1112 Lee St., Charleston-Ka., W. Va.
ACCOUNTANT

AUDI-

TOR with executive ability
thoroughly familiar with motion picture exhibitors end,
seeks connections. Past seven
years with one the largest circuits in New York. New York
City preferred. Address Box
388, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.
MANAGER witli finest references is looking for new
connection which will be permanent. Fully experienced in
tlicatrc management, exploitation. pul)lii-ity, booking, etc.
Good biLsiness executive with
pleasant personality. Age 35 ;
aggressive and a serious
worker. Will locate anywhere. Box -110. care Motion
Picture News, 729 SevenUi
Avenue, New York.

His

Second and
Creatert Rctuie/

ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
ORGANIST— Featured in
finest houses for eighteen
years. At liberty due to instal ation ofVitaphone. Have
ability, experience, cliaracter.
Young man. Box 408, care
ilotion Picture News, 729
Seventh Avenue. New York.
ORGANIST

Manager, thoroughly esperieneed small town or
neighborhood. Single, reliable. South preferred but not
essential. Knows pictures,
writes copy. Best references.
Box 386, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

N

Ads

RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations

Picture

desires

a

change. First class artist —
Arrived from North one
month ago. Organist, Box
35, Covington, Va.
FEATURE

ORGANIST

(non-union) invites offers.
Greater New York only. Box
393, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave, New
York.

^IQO'^?^

PPf" 'TMC J^z'siNSEtt':

AUIAMA

Doon Open At 9r4S A. M.

—
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Al Jolson
"Singing Fool

d*vJ.,*C«^,

7

AL

JOLSON
^SINGING
FCDC
<-

Wl5

CDOVWINC

APOliO
VOULD'S

GDEftTCST

"""

For Sale or Lease
THEATRE

for Sale or

Lease in New Jersey. Operated by owner who has other
business — immediate possession. Box 400, care Motion
Picture Newsj, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
THEATRE

.7;^AlSinging
JolsonFool.

for Sale or

Lease, complete new equi]inient for stage attractions
and pictures; good condition,
1150 seats. Factoiy city,
40,000. Great eount.rj' trading area. Now operated.
Write E. L. Johnson. Post
Office Box 98, Waterloo,
Iowa.
MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRE— In town of 3000
population, seating 350; up
to date. Doing nice business.
Very reasonable. R. M.
Walker, 25 West Main St.,
IJatavia, N. Y.

Ho^RD
The fact that there is but one factor to emphasize
— the star, Al Jolson — results in concentrated
appeal developed in newspaper displays exploiting
^'The Singing Fool.^' The ads shown are reproductions oflayouts the following theatres: Alabama, Birmingham; Howard, Atlanta; Music Box,
Seattle; Apollo, Indianapolis; !\eicman, Kansas
City; Roger Sherman, !\ew Hai^en, and a novel
"hold-over" ad for Schines Eckel in Syracuse, I\. Y,
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irfiibit^^ Ser viceiu^eai
'Extra' Exploits Late Decision
To Hold Over "Singing Fool"
A !>l'I)OKN' tlecisiun on Thursday night
•'^ til hokl over "The Singing Pool" for
a thinl wci'k at the Great Lakes Tlieatre in
BnlTalo, necessitated some fast work of
exphiitation and announcement. In the
eniergeney H. II. Addison, managing director of the house ran true to the form he
has been displaying as a showman since
assuming his post at the Great Lakes, and
announcements were rushed to the newspapers of the town. Also, the theatre issued
its own "'extra," a special tabloid carrying
the screamer: "Al Jolson Held Over,"
printed in 120 Gothic type, and with secondary heads stressing the fact that another
feature on the same bill was a movietone
presentation of Ruliy Kecler, Mrs. Al Jolson, in her celelirated tap dance. Fiftythousand of these tabloid papers were distributed.
On Friday night, 5,000 eopie.s of the Saturday morning paper were purchased, and
this dodge pasted on the front page: "Compliments of Al Jolson, who with Jlrs. Jolson is playing seven days more at the Great
Lakes Theatre." These papers were passed
out to people coming out of opposition
houses without cost.
The marquee of the theatre were decorated for a holiday. On the upright front
sign on the theatre, facing Main Street,
was put a paste-up of Jolson 's face, taken

from tlie 24 sheet paper. The background
was painted a dead black and at night a
baby spot picked up the likeness as if in
the air against the black sky. The picture
could be seen for six or seven blocks and
recognized for four. Besides, there were
American flags, bunting and special lighting stunts used on the marquee, which also
carried a special canvas drop boosting the

picture.
For the front entrance, a cut was made
of the life-size iigure of Jolson in the threesheet upright. This was placed before a
Brunswick panthrope, playing "Sonny
Boy" and "I'm sitting on Top of the
World," the voice apparently coming from
Jolson 's open mouth.
For the Fox-Movietone special of Mrs.
Jolson, the theatre obtained a special
trailer, reading along the line that the
Great Lakes, which had been featuring Al
Jolson for two weeks and now running a
third, was happy to be able to present for
the first time in Buffalo and for the first
time on the same screen with her husband,
Ruby Keeler, the present Mrs. Jolson. It
went over big with the audience.
Marquee signs were also made to read
that the Great Lakes was the first theatre
ever to present both Al Jolson and Mrs.
Al Jolson on the same screen program.

Short Subjects Heavily Billed on
on New York's East Side
r^OMPETITIO.V for patronage among
^-^ Xew York's East Side theatres is so
keen that nutny forms of exploitation,
sonu'what overlooked in other parts of
Manhattan, ai'e being used to attract every
possible dollar into the box ofUce.
Must notal)lc of these efforts is the exploitation with which these houses back
their short features. And one of the leaders i)laying up Short Subjects is the "M.
and S." Hollywood Theatre, Sixth Street
and Avenue A, under the direction of David .1. Lustig.
During a recent week, both sides of this
theatre's marquee featured Jerry Drew,
Educational comedy star, as a companion
attraction to the feature, "Manhattan
Knights." Over the entrance, his name was
the only one featured. Two displays of
stills on the Ideal Comedy, "Girlies Behave," in which he is featured, also were
prominently shown. A one-sheet frame
lay-out at the right of the entrance and a
special narrow frame, three sheets high,
just to the right of the box ofSce, were ineluded in the explointation. Other stills
from the same picture were scattered among
the various frames in the lobby front.
A three-sheet picture lay-out just to the
left of the box-office also was devoted to a

forthcoming Educational Comedy, "Pirates
Beware," in which Lupino Lane is starred.
On the play-date of this subject, the marquee display space will be devoted to Lane
much in the same manner as Drew was
played up. Somewhat original was the display of the front cover of Educational 's
press sheets on these two subjects in a prominent place in the still lay-outs.

Offers 10 Acts on Amateur
Night Program
Amateur acts have been found so conducive to increased business at the Griswold theatre, in Troy, X. T., that Jack
Campbell, manager of the house, has now
increased the acts to ten on the one night
each week that they are given.

Usherettes Supplanted
Male Staff at Troy
The Troy theatre has s'upphinted the
younj^ lady ushers with smartly uniformed
young men, who have been drilled during
the past week or so. A similar innovation
bany.
will take place at the Mark Strand in Al-

Showmanship
iBriefr
1"'0 "Now," the wreeldy house organ of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., we are indebted for ttie following little story which
has "showrmanship" written above, below
and through every word of it:
"Back stage. Never mind which theatre.
Time for the first show; just a handful of
people in the house. 'Not enough out there
to fill a telephone booth,' wailed one of the
backstagers; 'shame we can't cut some, Mr.
Murray.' But Charlie Murray, touring our
circuit in a Fanchon and Marco show, only
looked at him with the light of a thousand
years in his eyes, 'Sonny,' he said, 'remember this as long as you are in this show businesss; It isn't the ones who came that we
want toWecheat.
the ones
come.
want It's
to show
them who
what didn't
they
missed. No — we'll give them everything we
have. And when I get out there I'm going
to say, 'Come On Folks; There Aren't Many
of Us Here Right Now, So Let's Be Chummy. Come on Down Front. Let's All Get
A DECIDEDLY
novel and
tie-up
with a local camera
dealersuccessful
was profitably
Together'."
used
to
exploit
"The
Michigan
Kid"
at
the
State Theatre, Toledo, Ohio. The stunt drew
people to the lobby of the State, wiiere each
day were posted fifty miniature photos of Toledoans. The photos were snapped on the
streets by an Ansco camera man. The tie-up
was with the new .\iisco Memo Camera which
takes 50 pictures wtihout reloading.
JACK LYKF.S, manager of ihe Strand,
Taw/xi, had "Brotherly Love" in for a threeday run recently. Jack is inifjhty clever at
catching good tie-up stunts, and this title suggested a hook-up iszvith
"Boy
as
that organisation
basedtheupon
thisScouts"
sentiment.
So Jack u'orked out a plan, took it up zvith the
Scouts, zvho fell in zvith the arrangements, and
Thursday a Scout acted as manager, others
held dozai the doors and acted as ushers and
boosters.
A FULL
the GlobeTimes page
was co-operative
negotiated adbyin the
Savoy
Theatre of Bethlehem, Pa., with the local
music stores when Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" opened in that city. The successes
sung by Jolson in this production were the
basis of the advertisements which particularly plugged sheet music and records of
"Sonny Boy," the theme song, and "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder." Even radio
stores entered the page telling their customers to prepare for the next time Jolson
might broadcast.

by

THE management of the Shawnee Theatre,
Plymouth, Pa., beginning on October 13^
inaugurated a policy, to prevail throughout the
football season, of having the regular children's Saturday matinees in the mornings instead of afternoons. The purpose is to avoid
conflicting with the Plymouth High School
football games.
FOR the Si'Con<i time, the Mclha Theatre in
Dallas, broadcast the talkinc/ sequences of
an all talking picture, Sunday nii/ht, zvhen "The
Terror" was put on the air for the radio listeners of station WFAA, Dallas.
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Tlie perplexing question of what can be
done to increase the attendance at theatres was discussed at a meeting of exchange managers, salesmen and bookers at
tlie Summitt Theatre, Kansas City .suburlian house, the other day.
The conclusion was unanimously agreed
upon. "More advertising" was the solution, it was decided. In small towns of
Ivansas there are many motion picture theatres using as much as one-half page of
newspaper advertising and doing enough
business to warrant that much expense, it
was pointed out. Examples of several Kansas City suburban houses recently had increased their advertising space, both in
newspajiers and billboards, was referred to.
Fair trade practices and the discouragement of "knocking" rival product also was
urged bv those attending the meeting.

played
"While the City Sleeps,"
picture, Colorado.
Chaney Pueblo,
llio Lon Theatre,
WHEXthe Colorado
Manat;er C. Clare Woods
mailing list for
a splendid
and secured
used his imagination
future Lon Chaney pictures.
In the lobby of his theatre he arranged a display consisting of a table,
a large autograph album, and a 1-sheet card announcing that Lon Chaney
wanted autographs of his fans. Over 300 registered and gave their home
address. Manager Woods will he sure that each of these 300 receives at
least a postal card announcement when the next Chaney picture plays the
Colorado Theatre.

Warners to Sponsor Broadcast
of Returns Election Night

The radio time taken by Warner Brothers in this event will be divided with the
New York World and other big city newspapers, which will supply the election figures and results. Vitaphone entertainment
will go on every other fifteen minu'tes, with
the intervening periods devoted to election

returns under the auspices of the newsProm the standpoint of the picture peopapers.
ple, this broadcast is perhaps the most
elaborate publicity and exploitation event
thus far employed. The program will be
heard by millions, and it is expected that
theatres throughout the country, where radio is used as an election night attraction,
will be tuned to tlie Warner jirogram.
In addition to the radio publicity a large
amotmt of newspaj^er exploitation will accrue to the Warner Vitaplione pictures
through announcenu'iits and advertising
that will be used in advance by the newspapers to be represented in the broadcast.
A large amount of space no doubt will be
consumed by these papers in exploiting
their own connection with the event.

Jacksonville Scouts Walk Mile
to See "Moran of Marines"
'T'HE Boy Scouts of .Jacksonville walked
* a mile to see "Moran of the Marines"
at the Florida Theatre there, and in so doing they gave Manager Guy A. Kcnimer
one of the best ballyhoo parades the town
has ever seen, nuiinly because they carried
signs which left no doubt as to the \mvpose of their march.

The Boy Scouts, 100 in number, were
lead by tlieir bugle corps and proceeded to
march through all the principal streets in
the business district on their way to (he
theatre and during the time of day when
nmst ijeojjle were on the streets.
The boys also carried three double-faced
banners that could be read coming and going. The banners were spaced at different
intervals; the first one carried copv reading, "Richard IJi.x and Ruth Elder in
Moran of the .Marines." The second banner read, "Starting Tomorrow" and Ihe
third, "Florida Theatre."
The parade was staged the day before
opening of picture. A similar parade on
the second day of picture's engagement at
which time, the marchers kept on marcliing
until they were comfortably seated inside
the theatre to see the pictures themselves.
A tie-up was secured with the Marine
Recruiting Sfalion \vhercl)y the Marines
creeled a small biiotli in front (if the Post
Office .•ind iiasM'd dut lieialds containing

copy about the title of i>icture, name
theatre and play dates.

N c iv s

Decide
"More
in Cure
for Advertising"
Show Ills

Fans Sign Chaney Autograph Album
and Give Theatre Live Mail List

WARNER
BROTHERS will be one of
the principal sponsors of one of the
most elaborate radio broadcast features on
Election niffht, Kovember 6th, when a coast
to coast hook-up of the Columbia Broadcasting chain will be used to give election
returns from all jiarts of the nation in combination with entertainment by Vitaphone
stars. This feature will go on the air at
8 P. M. and continue until 2 A. M., a total
of six hours of broadcasting.

Picture

of

Jersey Circuit to Conduct
Harmonica Contests
Elaborate preparations for a series of
three Juvenile Comedies-Harmonica Play
ing Contests are being made for each of
four theatres of the Lou Gold Theatrical
Enterprises, which operates theatres in
northern Xew .Jersey. D. Green, manager of
this circuit's I,iberty Theatres of Irvington,
N. J., is supervising the work. In addition
to the Irvington Theatre, the Gold Circuit
houses participating in these events will be
the Cameo Theatre at Nutley, N. .J., and
the New Grand and Robert Treat Theatres
of Newark. When the local contests are
completed, it is planned to comluct an intcr-city contest Ijetween Irvington and Nutley. The staging of a more pretentious series of contests later in the circuit's most
important house, the 2,000 seat Rivoli Theatre in Newark, is also contemplated.
Mr. Green plans to conduct these contests
for three conseculive Saturdays beginning
October 20. At Iiwington, tlie co-operation
of Mr. Philip Le Boutillier, Suiierintcudent
of the Department of Pulilii' Recrcatiim,
who has had exjierience in organi/ing harmonica liands, has been promised.

Model Planes Displayed in
"Lilac Time" Lobby
A lobby display that enlisted a lot of
local interest and considerable local pride
was used as an exploitation feature in a
campaign for ' ' Lilac Time ' ' conducted by
Manager T. Y, Walker at the Noble theatre in Anniston, Ala. The main feature of
the lobbv display was the array of airplane
models designed and made by the youths
of Anniston.
In addition to the displav. Walker tapped
the well of local interest through a tie-up
with a music store, the cooperative drive
being based on the theme song of the picture, titled "Jeannine I Dream of Lilac

Award Buddy Rogers Cup
to Stillwell School
Stillwell school of Johnson Count.y, Kansas, has been announced as the winner of
' ' beautification contest and will
the Time.
school
be awarded the "Buddy Rogers Trophy
Cup" by the Olathe, Kas., Chamber of
Commerce, which sponsored the contest in
which thirty-two count,v schools competed.
Olathe is the home town of Buddy Rogers,
screen star.

INcMspapor reviews as a feiiliiro of Io!)by
cxploilHtioii. Above is display for '*The
Scarlet l.ady" at Ihe (bustle ihcalrp, rhiraj^o,
sllowilis eiiliirpenicnt of clippings from reviews of the (loliiniliia picliirc by local
rrilics.
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to llie new Plaza theatre, large suburban house of
Kansas City which had its opening
last week, by Mahmoud Samy
Pasha. Egyptian minister to the
United States, and his verbal admiration of the Spanish designs in
the theatre, was worth a fair sized
story in Kansas City daily newspapers.
Among the out-of-town visitors
in Kansas City last week were :
AV. E. Callaway, western division
sales manager for First National ;
C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; Harry Taylor. Universal district manager ; A. H. McLaughlin, district manager for
Tiffany-Stahl ; Glenn Dickinson,
Dickinson chain of theatres, Lawrence, Kas.. and Frank Weary,
Farris Theatre, Richmond, Mo.
The Liggett Theatre. Kansas
City, Kansas, which has been
•closed since last year, will be reopened soon. Richard Liggett,
•owner and former president of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, has
announced.

New York and
New Jersey
robbers, who rejected
Two
bags containing $200 in coin
as too much bother, took about $2,000 from the manager and the
ticket seller of the Palentine Theatre at 11 Clinton street, Brooklyn, one night the past week, while
an audience of about 1.500 enjoyed
the show inside.
Alfred Sterling, the mrinager,
and Miss Dorothy Glantz. the
ticket seller, were counting receipts in an office which opens on
to an alley behind the theatre.
Sterling answered a knock on the
partition which cuts off a small
room used for counting, to be confronted by the pair, who, with revolvers drawn, forced him to hand
over the cash, and then made good
their escape.
Mr. Botjer, who owns and operates the Bishop Theatre in Hoboken, New Jersey, is proceeding
rapidly these days with the construction of his new theatre which
-will be called the Embassy. This
Inouse, located at Woodfield, N. J.,
will seat 2,200. It has been equipped as a combination vaudeville and
motion picture house, and will be
ready for business this Christmas.
Messrs. Wirth and Hamid, well
known international and national
vaudeville and roadshow booking
agents, recently, or to be exact, on
September 17. opened their new
beautiful modern theatre at Elmhurst, Long Island. The house is
an atmospheric theatre of Spanish
type and has a seating capacity of
2.300. It has been equipped with
Simplex machines. Peerless high
intensity lamps and a large Link
organ. The policy of the house is
vaudeville and exclusive first run
pictures, preceding all first run
houses in this territory.
We have just received word that
Bratter and Pollack's new Rahway

theatre, at Rahway, New Jersey,
opened on Tuesday, October 16. a
month later than was announced
some time ago in the News.
The Bluebird Theatre, on Amsterdam a\enue. New York, has been
renovated and is to reopen shortly.
Friends of Murray Lazarus, of
Export and Import Film Corp., will
be pleased to learn that he is on his
feet again. He surprised the News
office during the week, walking in
on crutches. He claims he is feeling fine and expects to fully regain
the use of his legs within a short
time.
Export and Import are now located in the Tecla Building, 398
Fifth Avenue, Manhattan.
Manager Murray of the New
Gates Theatre, Gates avenue,
Brooklyn, is at present absent from
the
moon.theatre on a two weeks' honeyThe Whitehall Theatre, Whitehall street, New York City, formerly operated by Clarence Cohen, is now functioning under the
management of Mr. Frankel.
Charles Burns is now managing
Loew's Greeley Square, located at
30th street and 6th avenue. New
York City, filling the place formerly occupied by Manager Grattin.
Mr. Lowenstein, formerly assistant manager of the Fox Star Theatre, has been promoted to manager of the same company's Nemo
Theatre. In his new position, Lowenstein succeeds Lou Falk, who resigned to become associated with a
theatre chain in the West.
J. Dolan is now managing the
Beverly Theatre, owned by Henry
Seigel, and located on Church avenue. Brooklyn.
Irving Gold, who was manager
of the Ritz and Berkshire Theatres
of the Seigel Enterprises in Brooklyn, has recently severed his connection with the organization.
Arthur Smith has succeeded R.
L. McLaine as manager of the
Stilwell Theatre, 86th street and
24th avenue, Brooklyn.
Sid White, member of the Seider and Moley Theatrical Enterprices, is at present recovering
from the effects of a nervous breakdown. Mr. White is expected to
return to his former activities soon.

Baltimore
MUSICIANS of the orchestra
at the Loew Richmond Theatre were released from this house
when it went into a sound policy.
Frank Harris of the Palace Theatre. Petersburg, Va., then engaged
them for his theatre.
Lillian Kaminsky. secretary to
Harry Hunter, of the Paramount
Washington, D. C, office, will wed
Lieut. E. Zoole, of the United
States Coast Guard, in November.
The offices of the Han-A-Phone
company in the Mather building,
Washington, D. C. have been enlarged and work of installations
are progressing steadily.
After having been away on a
seven weeks' trip to his parents in
Germany. Oscar Blumenthal, feature booker at the Universal Wash-

ington, D. C, office, has returned
to his work.
The Palace burlesque theatre
here, which has been showing a
continuous performance with moving pictures,
definite period.has closed for an inStanley Gosnel, who was chief of
service at Loew's Valencia here,
has been appointed assistant manager at that house.
Jimmy Hogan, formerly an usher
at Loew's Century, has been appointed performance announcer for
the New Theatre.
Max Rosenstein. formerly concert
master at the Stanley here, is now
a member of the Willard Hotel,
Washington, D. C, orchestra.
Lee Sims, cellist, formerly at the
Stanley here, has also become a
member of the orchestra at the Willard.
The wedding of L. A. Gooding,
assistant booker at the Fox exchange, Washington, D. C, and
Carolyn Tracewell, of Clarendon,
Va., is scheduled to take place late
in October.

San Francisco
WESTINC.,
COAST
THEATRES.
plan opening
their
new Oakland Theatre some time
in October, and complete booth
equipment has been purchased. A
great deal of this equipment has
been specially designed by Elmer
C. Hanks, Purchasing Agent for
West Coast Theatres.
Claire Foley, San Francisco Film
Board secretary, left for New York
recently. Rowena Foley, her sistary.
ter, is temporarily acting as secreThe Daly City Theatre, owned
and operated by Baron & Nathan,
will open this month.
D. H. Duncan has recently been
sent to San Francisco and the west
from Chicago by the National Theatre Supply Company to handle the
drapery department.
The Lincoln Theatre, Stockton,
has just purchased one of the large
Orchestraphones.
New chairs of the Steel Furniture Company make have been purchased b>' Paul R. Sprague, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Calif.
Charles K. Thall, booking manager of West Coast Theatres in
ttiis division, has been made general manager of the Washington
State division. Thall's associates
in the organization gave him a
luncheon before he left to take up
his new duties. He is to be succeeded by Nick Turner, manager
of the State and California theatres in Stockton.
Plans for the installation of
X'itaphone and a general refurnishing of the Alexandria theatre were
announced by Samuel H. Levin,
who recently completed the reacquisition of the Alexandria, Coliseum, and New Balboa theatres in
the Richmond district, from Ackerman. Harris & Oppen.
M. Flagg of the Chowchilla
Theatre, Chowchilla, has just purchased new chairs for the reseating of his house.

Central Penn.
ers in Altoona watched with
MOTION
keen
interest picture
for the theatre
result ownof a
referendum vote conducted by the
Altoona Tribune to ascertain the
public sentiment regarding the proposal to adopt daylight saving in
Altoona and Blair county, next
summer. A grand total of 12,714
ballots were cast. In the city of
Altoona 6,174 voted for daylight
saving and 4,720 against it. In the
country outside the city the vote
was 645 for and 1,175 against, making the net majority in city and
countv in favor of daylight saving,
924.
The Palace Theatre, Berlin,
Pa., was closed early in October to
undergo alterations.
Mrs. John McTague has been
managing the McTague Theatre^
Coaldale. in place of her husband,
who was recently injured in a fall.
Mr. McTague is recovering rapidly and will soon resume his duties at the theatre.
Satisfactory adjustments have
been made of difficulties that arose
between projectionists and AUeutown theatre managers over the
formers' new wage scale. While it
is understood the projectionists received a smaller increase than they
originally demanded they finally
came to terms with the managers
for somewdiat higher pay than they
had been receiving, and a threeyear agreement was signed. In
Bethlehem the projectionists got
an advance of $2.50 a week, according to reports. There was no
change in the pay of union stage
hands and musicians as their contracts with the managers have another year to run.
Within less than a year Robert
A. Steele, of Carlisle, has d'sposed
of the three theatres he formerly
owned in the Cumberland Valley,
the last of which to be disposed of
by him being the Path Valley Theatre at Dry Run. Franklin County, which has just been purchased
by Shearer & Rosenberry.
The Legionnaire Theatre, Milton, owned and operated by the local post of the American Legion,
celebrated, during the week of October 15, the close of its fourth successful year of operation.
The Equity Theatre, Inc.. which
earlv in October opened its new
$1,000,000 Astor Theatre in Reading, has announced that the personnel of the management includes :
John Cook, general manager : Paul
E. Glass, director of publicity;
Clarence Latshaw, resident manager,trical
and chief.
Thomas A. Harford, elecThe Forrest Theatre, Conshohocken, has been sold by George
H. Chapman, of that city, to the
Novelty Amusement Company,
owners also of the Riant Theatre
there.
Use of the Family Theatre, New
Cumberland, was granted by the
ing.
management to the local American
Legion Post on the nights of October 2 and 3 for a benefit show-
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Dallas
CARROLL S. TROWBRIDGE,
personal representative for
Douglas Fairbanks, was a Dallas
visitor and guest of Ralph A. Worrow, manager of the Dallas United
Artists exchange. Mr. Trowbridge was on his way to New
York from the west coast.
Carl Hoblitzelle. president of the
Interstate Amusement Co.. has just
returned from an extended vacation at Alexandria. Minn.
Victor Lowrey, assistant manager of the Melba Theatre. Dallas,
is in Fort Wortli. and will assist
with the managerial duties at the
Worth Theatre during the next
two weeks.
The Publix organization has discontinued tlie stage shows at San
Antonio.
Mr. O'Donnel, of the Interstate Amusement Co.. is in San
Antonio supervising the work on
the new Majestic Theatre, which
is being built there.
_ Charles E. Kessnich. southern divisional manager for M-G-M, was
in Dallas on business the past week.
Charles H. Stewart, assistant
manager of the Worth Theatre at
Fort Worth, has been transferred
to San .Antonio as manager of the
Empire Theatre there. Mr. Stewart
is succeeded by Bob Armstrong,
publicity man at the \\'orth Theatre. Since discontinuing the stage
shows at the Worth Theatre, the
stage hands have been let out, and
the orchestra was also discontinued
following the installation of sound
equipment. Lewis E. Schneider,
western divisional manager for
Publix, was in Fort Worth for a
week during these changes.

Albany
JAKE GOLDEX, manager of
Proctor's theatre in Troy, was
named chairman of the benefit performance given recently to secure
funds for the widow of a Troy
fireman who was recently killed
in jumping into a net during a life
saving exhibition. Walter Roberts,
manager of the Troy Theatre,
served as treasurer. Tlie projectionists and in fact all others associated with the theatres contributed
their services free for the Sunday
show.
Charles Stombaugh. Pathe manager in Albany, is back from a ten
days swing through northern New
York.
Kenneth Kennedy was appointed
last week as shipping clerk at the
Pathe exchange.
Alec Herman, one time manager
for First National in Albany, arrived in Albany, last week for a
stav of several days.
Clarence E. Taylor, owner of the
Gateway theatre at Antwerp, died
at the Hepburn hospital in Ogdensburg. last week. He was stricken
with an attack of gall stones. Mr.
Ta>lor leaves a wife and daugliter.
Mary Graber. usher at the Lincoln Theatre in Troy, resigned last
week, owing to poor health.

There was a rumor last week to
the effect that the Farley organization is seeking to acquire theatres in Cohoes and Hudson Falls.
The Albany Film Board of
Trade conducted a fire drill along
E-xchange Row last week, and
found the exchanges living up to
the law.
Sympathy of the readers of the
News is extended through these
columns to Jacob Rosenthal, and
family, in the death of Mr. Rosenthal's mother during the past week.
Al Guteck, who has been manager of the F B 0 exchange in Albany for several months, resigned
last week and has been succeeded
by George Lefko, a salesman from
the Cleveland branch. Charles
Rosenzweig, of New Y'ork, eastern district manager for F B O was
in town when the change was made.
Mr. Guteck may go to St. Louis.
W. H. Linton, owner of the
Olympic in Utica, spent a portion
of last week in New York City.
Bill Smalley. of Cooperstown,
has recovered his health sufficiently
to permit his attending the Toronto convention.
Father Bellamy is making a decided success in operating St.
Mary's Hall at Massena, with pictures.
A safe at the Family Theatre in
Batavia w'as cracked last week by
yeggs, who made off with about
$700 in receipts.
Among
alongweek
Albany's
Film
Row exhibitors
during the
were
Charles Marshall, of Ausable
Forks : Peter Gordon, of Keeseville. and Mike Boumansour, owner
of the Plaza in Malone.
The Lyric theatre at Bainbridge,
and the .Alton Theatre have been
acquired by M. A. Putnam, of
Bainbridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hellman,
owner of two theatres in Albany,
were in Troy last week.
Robbins, of Utica, was in New
York City during the past week.

Pittsburgh
APROMOTIOX has been won
by William G. Smith, manager of the Pittsburgh Columbia
branch, and he is now assistant to
General Sales Manager Cecil Maberry. Mr. Smith will confine his
efforts to the Eastern branches. He
is succeeded in Pittsburgh by
James Sharkey.
George Kaltenborn, aged 69
years, familiar as "Dad" on Film
Row. is dead after a lingering illness.
Fred Fry, shipper at the Columbia exchange, has purchased the
Liberty at West Elizabeth, from
George Dobrich.
Fred Solomon, film salesman in
Pittsburgh, has forsaken the celluloids, and is now selling Phototones.
Mike Marks, theatre magnate of
Oil City, is back on the job after
aYork.
hurrv-up business trip to New
Fred J. Herrington and M. A.
Rosenberg, secretary and president.
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respectively of the M. P. T. O.
of W. Pa., are back in town after
having attended the Michigan state
convention.
"Andy" Jacknic, of the Independent Display Company, is the proud
daddy of a baby girl.
Recent out-of-town exhibitor
visitors on Film Row included:
Carl Becker, Butler ; Frank Fairgraves. Erie : Jack Maple. Pt.
Marion
and Jake Smitli, Barnesboro.

been managing theatres in Appleton, Platteville and Sheboygan for
many years.
Francis Kadow of the MikadoTheatre at Manitowoc came to Milwaukee recently on a business trip.
W. W. Black, head of the Pathe
non-theatrical department, of NewYork, spent some time in the local
Pathe office.

B. W. Bickert, of New Orleans,
has leased the Strand theatre,
Huntingdon, W. Va., for a period
of ten years.
The Palace Theatre, Bloomfield,
W. Va.. is undergoing a number
of improvements. Cecil Friend is
manager of the house.
Leonard Goldstein is the newest
addition to the salesforce of the
Pathe excliange.
Fred Zimmerman is the new local district manager for the Affiliated Theatrical Utilities.
Harry Rachicl, owner of the
Comfort Theatre, Sharpsburg. and
the Gem at Derry, is back from a
vacation trip to Europe.
The Harris Amusement Company is installing RCA Photophone
in their Majestic Theatre, Johnstown.

on the
the
W3RK
has excavation
already been for
started
new theatre at Mora, Minn. The
house will be operated by Harry
Simon, owner of the State Theatre
at Walker, Minn.
J. H. Maclntyre, Minneapolis
Pathe branch manager, recently received the first photogram ever received over the wires in Minneapolis. It was sent him by Phil Reisman, general sales manager of the
company from Los Angeles.
Newt Davis passed away at his
home in Minneapolis recently after
a prolonged illness. Mr. Davis was=
for many years connected with the
film industry in this district and
was at one time manager of the
local Goldwyn branch.
The Main Theatre at Buhl,
Minn., has been reopened by Joe
Carlson.
The Rex Theatre at West Concord, Minn., has been purchased byA. J. Wilson from the estate o£
the late W. G. Stinson, who operated the theatre for manv years.
The new Benfield Theatre at
Graceville, Minn., has recently been
opened by B. J. Benfield.
It is expected that the new theatre at White Bear, Minn., owned
by Mrs. E. W. Jansen, will be
ready for opening within another
month. The house will cost $30,-

Milwaukee

THE bowling season is finally
getting under way. Charles
Trampe has taken matters in hand
and has called a meeting for the
oOth at which time teams will be
selected and a schedule drawn up.
Max Roth, home office representative of the Fox Film Corp., was
in Milwaukee for sales conference.
J. S. Grauman, president of Celeness trip.brated, is in the east on a busiCarl Beglinger, manager of the
Majestic at Appleton visited several exchanges last Thursday.
Gertrude Kler of the Pathe sales
control department was married
recently.
Fred Meier, for many years
managing director of the Alhambra
Theatre, is the newly named manager of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit, Inc., the local branch of
the U. chain. Mr. Meier will continue direction of the Alhambra.
\\'ith the announcement of Mr.
Meier's appointment, comes the
word of other changes in management of Universal houses in the
city and state. Eugene Arnstein,
formerly manager of the Lake is
now booker in the offices of the
circuit. Reinhold W^allach has
been transferred from the Sheboygan Theatre at Sheboygan to management of the Lake. Mr. Wallach is succeeded in Sheboygan by
Louis G. Sewnig. Morgan C.
Ames comes from St. Joseph, Mo.,
where he managed three Universal
houses, to take over the management of the \'enetian theatre. Olto
Lang of the Venetian is now at
the Riveria where he succeeds
Robert Gross, resigned. The Milwaukee Theatre Circuit has added
to its staff, Frank Cook, who has

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
N. Y.
723 Seventh Ave.,
DEVELOPING AND
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Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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000.
The Lyric Theatre, a loophouse, this week changes from a.
two-shows-a-weck policy to a policy of keeping the same picture
there the full seven days.
S. G. Lebedoff, until recently
owner of the Liberty and Homewood Theatres in Minneapolis, has
joined with Warner Brothers and
will soon begin a tour of this territory as a special representative.
Lebedoff sold his theatre interests
to the American Amusement ComMax
pany.

Milder, home office representative for Warner Bros., and
Phil Reisman, general sales manager for Pathe, were recent visitors
in Minneapolis. Reisman, a former
Minneapolis man.

Cincinnati
PRINCESS
THEATRE.
seon,tensive
Ohio,remodeling
has closed
forWauexand repairs.
Seating capacity to be increased to600.
Charles A. Winston, press representative of Loew's
Ohio Ohio,,
and
Broad Theatres,
Columbus,
was suddenly stricken with fever
this past week and rushed to the
hospital.
Schines formally opened their
State Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, last
week, to record-breaking crowd.
J. B. Seitz is manager.
Adam Hammerle. veteran exhibitor. Hamilton. Ohio, confined tohis home by illness, celebrated his
75th birthday last week.
State Theatre, one of the Keith
houses at Dayton, Ohio, is installing \'itaphone equipment.
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Cleveland
Fox will build a big downtown
tbcatre here, according to revived rumors. Every year for the
past five years it has been said tliat
Fox would come into the city with
a motion picture palace, and every
year had gone by witiiout anything
happening. It is said now, however, that negotiations are under
■way
acquire
property
avenueto at
East 18th
street.on Euclid
The old Schultz Opera House at
Zanesville. which has been closed
for repairs, opened last week under
the new name of the Imperial.
Caldwell Brown, who operates all
the theatres in Zanesville. began
his picture activity in this house.
Frank and Tony Esposito will
build a new 1,000-seat theatre on
Main street, Akron, on the site of
the present Esposito building. It
will be called the Metropolitan, and
will have a frontage of 60 feet, with
a depth of 175 feet. Work was
started last week, in the hope of
completion by the middle of December.
Alphus Goffinet is redecorating
and newly equipping the Goffinet
Theatre at Rittman. The seating
arrangement
is be-'ng
changed
and
new
upholstered
chairs
are being
installed. Other new fixtures are
also being added.
La France Theatre at Swanton,
Ohio, opened recently. This is a
new house built by Mrs. L. A. Pilliod at a cost of about $25,000.
The old Victory Theatre, FindIcy, has been demolished. It is being rebuilt as a store room.
Lancaster will have a hotel and
theatre building when plans prepared for I. J. Collins, glass manufacturer of Lancaster, are executed.
George W. Armstrong, formerly
manager of the Cleveland office of
National Theatre Supply Company
and now an independent supply
dealer, was in town last week.
We congratulate Julia Dwycr,
cashier at the local First National
exchange, upon her marriage last
Saturday to William King of this
city.
The Oriental Theatre, Superior
avenue and East 9th street, one of
the houses belonging to the Universal-Variety chain, closed last
Saturday night. Frank Greenw'ald,
■who has been managing the Oriental, is now managing the Moreland,
another house belonging to the
same circuit.
The next meeting of the Cinema
Club is scheduled for October 25
at 1 :30 p. m. in room 525, Statler
Hotel, when Bascom Johnson will
address the members on the subject, "The Moral Effect of the
Movies."

Seattle

ANNOUX'CEMEXT
wasEddie
received this week from
Rivers, Eastern Washington theatre man. that he has reopened his
Theatorium Theatre in Lewiston
under the name of the Granada
with feature pictures and Musical
Comedy. Rivers himself acts as
master of ceremonies for his stage
presentations.
Dave Bershon. Western district
manager for United Artists, visited
Manager
McXerncy's exchange
here
last week.
The Liberty Theatre in Lewiston, Idaho, will have Vitaphone
the early part of Xovember, and

will also be completely remodeled
and renovated.
Paul M c Elhinney, booker for

city, returned from California last
weekhisafter
a three week's absence
on
honeymoon.

Manager Ben Fish's local MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchange, returned last week from a short
trip to Butte.
Burton I. Jones, formerly with
John Danz's Sterling Theatre
Cliain in Seattle, has announced his
association
W'ithTheatres
Eddie Rivers'
Granada and Rex
in Eastern

Xeal East, manager of the Paramount Famous Lasky e,xcliange,
returned to his office last week after
a brief business trip.
.\nnouncement was made in

Washington.
Seattle played host to several
visiting screen stars last week.
William Boyd and his wife, Elinor Fair. Bebe Daniels and Babe
London, Qiristie Comedy player.
K. L. Burk, former theatre man
in Baker, Oregon, will soon sail
for Germany to assume command
of the sales of Fox Films in Central Europe.
John J. Fleming, executive of
the recently organized Northwest
Independent
Exhibitors'
Association, visited Seattle
last week
and
announced the following new members of his group In this territory:
A. B. Germaine, Capitol Theatre,
Portland; Carlin & Butler, Senate
Theatre, Portland: Pat Partridge,
Coliseum Theatre, Tillamook ; Guy
HasseJton, Orpheum Theatre,
Baker; and C. A. Greullch of La
Grange.
Announcement was received from
Montana last week to the effect
that the Hartwig Theatre at Dillon has reopened after renovating
and repairs during the last two
months, and the Dreamland Theatre at Drummond Is also again In
operation. The latter house has
been taken over by F. E. Simon,
theatre man of Superior, Montana.
The two new buildings going up
on Film Row here will soon be occupied by their tenants, according
to appearances this week. In the
south unit will be the American
Seating Company; Aust and Black,
theatre
; Charles
\\'.;
Harden, service
state men
right
distributor
Dean Stiles, theatre auditor; and
the Army Motion Picture Bureau.
In the north unit w-ill be the Great
Western Theatre Supply Company : Company
.A.rt .A.ronson's
Western
Poster
; and James
M.
Hone's office as secretary of the
M. P. T. O. W.
William F. Gerecke, Paramount
News cameraman who has spent
the last six months in Alaska, returned to Seattle last week.
Wallace Rucker, Educational
branch manager, has returned from
a trip to his new sales and service
branch
office on Portland's Film
Row^
Changes in ownership of three
Montana theatres have been announced. These include the sale of
the .A.risto Theatre at Winnett by
Jack M. Suckstorff to W. F. Grlebel ; Rose Theatre at Glendlve to
Jack: Edgar
Suckstroff
by T.at E.Edgar
\'allancey
Theatre
to
M. Jensen by Lawrence Bvrd.
Plans for a new ?200,000 theatre
in Everett, Washington, were made
public last week by Ray L. Brown
and F. E. Smith of Seattle, to be
built by Architect C. Ferris While
of Everett. The house will seat
around 1500 people, and is expected
to be ready for opening in early
spring. Mr. Brown, will be acting
director of the theatre.
George Pampel, publicity director and assistant manager of Universal's Columbia Theatre in this

^\'est last
Coast
here
weekTheatre,
to the Inc.,
effectolfices
that
the Parkway Theatre in Butte will
be opened within the next few
weeks. E. C. Jeffries is the manager of the three Butte houses for
West Coast.

Des Moines
THEville,
old Iowa,
Opera was
House razed
at Knoxthis
week, and will be replaced by an
oil station.
ViUisca, Iowa is debating on Sunday shows. The special election
which was to decide the matter w'as
not brought up because the committee in charge failed to provide
the expenses of the election. However, it is probable that another
effort will be made and it Is
thought that those wanting Sunday
shows are in the majority.
X^ew opera chairs have been Installed at the Atlantic Theatre at
Atlantic, Iowa, of which O. C.
Johnson is manager. A new pipe
organ was added only this fall as
well as other extensive repairs and
the addition of new draperies.
The Fox Theatre at Washington. Iowa has added a new entrance
and also new lighting fixtures
which make this house seem like
a new theatre. The Graham theatre at Washington has also been
remodelled with the installation of

new seats. A fireproof both ha;
also been put in at the Graham.
Harry Weinberg, president ol
the Commonwealth Theatres Company, in Des Moines, has disposed
of his theatre In South Omalia
Harry MItchnick who was manager
of this house has returned to De<
Moines.
L. F. Wolcott of the Grand
Theatre at Eldora, Iowa, has recently installed a Photophone a1
his theatre.
Harry G. Day is now owner oi
the Strand Theatre at Victor, low.i
which was bought from Mrs. Wentland.
While the Iowa Theatre at Wlnterset underwent some clianges, A
B. Pettit, owner and manager ol
the theatre there, showed at the
Chautauqua pavilion. The theatre
will now seat 600, has been completely remodelled and will re-open

Portland, Ore.
PANTAGES THEATRE will
show synchronized and talking pictures starting the last wClI,
in October, according to Manag-i
J. A. Johnson. The house will hi
wired immediately. The vaudeville
policy of the theatres will not be
changed.
"Stage Kisses" billed as a film
of burning love, caught fire at the
suburban Nob Hill Theatre. Damage was confined to the projection
room according to Seltzer Bros,
managers.
Mordaunt & Drennan have beer
granted a permit to build new
Aladdin Theatre, which will be located in Blackfoot, Idaho.
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Southeast
Alabama
COXDITIOXS in the smaller
towns in Alabama are rather
quiet. Theatres report business as
only fair. Some showmen attribute the condition to the interest
manifested in political meetings,
etc.. and say that after the election
things will pick up.
Frank \". Merritt. vice-president
and general manager of the Marvin Wise Circuit, has been confined
to his home with illness.
Among film representatives in
Birmingham tlie past week were
W. H. Heyward of Universal. Bill
Sharp of Fox. C. R. Beachman.
special representative of First Xational; P. A. Strachan of Pathe.
A. R. McRae of FBO. and J. H.
Thompson of Eltabran.
F. D. Gibson of the Palace Theatre. Moulton, Ala., visited Birmingham the past week, as also d d
\V. T. Collier of the Rialto Theatre. Warrior, Ala.
Tom F. Ware, long known to
theatre folk in Alabama, has been
transferred to Decatur, Ala., by
the Crescent Amusement Co.. and
is now managing the Princess and
Delite Theatres in ihat city.
G. F. Peter, president and general manager of the Southern Coal
& Coke Co.. who conducts the
Community Theatre at Boothton,
Ala., visited Philadelphia. Pa., in
attendance at the meeting of the
Coal Operators there.
Manager \'ernon Reaver of the
Ritz held open house for his old
friends the past week, when Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey Circus visited Birmingham.
C. A. Crute of the Lyric, Huntsville. is expecting to visit Hot
Springs. Ark.
Manager Jack Marshall of the
North Birm'ngham Theatre visited
his old home in Huntsville, Ala.,
recently.
J. L. Hall, who recently took
over and reopened the Opera
House, at Gadsden. Ala., states
that his policy of stock and pictures
is proving very successful.
It is announced that the Princess. Birmingham, which has been
undergoing extensive remodeling
and redecorating, will reopen.

Charlotte
The Atajestic Theatre at Camden. S. C. opened Monday
October 15. The house has been
entirely remodeled and is owned bv
T. L. Little.
The Carolina Theatre in Charlotte has recently been equipped
with
\'itaphone
and Movietone.
Visitors
in Charlotte
last week
were Jerry Simpson of Ideal and
Lyric Theatres. Gastonia, N. C. :
Frank Stough. of Davidson Theatre. Davidson, X. C. ; D. Holt, of
Troy Theatre. Troy. N. C. ; Mr.
Carpenter of the Imperial Theatre.
Kings Mountain, X. C. ; P. Burwell, of Littleton Theatre, Littleton, X. C. ; W. K. Stewart, of
Pastime and Westniore Theatres.
Concord, X. C. : Dewey Plnmmer,
of T-yric Theatre. Mount Holly, X.

UNIFORMS

C. ; J. W. Prevo, of Princess and
Palace Theatres, Thomasville, X.
C; R. P. Rosser, of Dixie Theatre, Aberdeen, X. C, and Carolina Theatre, Hamlet, X. C.
C. L Gresham, who has owned
and operated the Artcraft Theatre
in Mooresville. X. C, for many
years, has sold the house to E. F.
Houser,
who also
operates
tory
Theatre
in that
city. the \'icIt is announced that sound equipment lias been ordered for the Kentucky Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
and is expected to be installed by
January 1.
Sam Sw'itow, head of the Switow Enterprises, also confirms reports that the Grand Theatre in
New Albany and the LeRose Theatre in Jeffersonville, Ind., will be
equipped for sound pictures by the
first of the year.

Atlanta
Frank A. Leathermann has returned to his ofhce after having
been serioush- ill.
H. Pitman has sold his Capitol
Theatre in Clearwater. Fla., to
West Coast Theatres.
The Georgia Warm Springs
Foundation for Crippled Children
at Warm Springs, Ga., are about
to begin the showing of motion
pictures.
Jack Keegan, general booking
manager for \'itaphone. arrived in
Atlanta last Thursday for visit to
local branch.
W. B. Fulton, southern division
manager of \ itaphone Corporation,
spent the past week in the company's Atlanta office.
J. H. Butner. head of Educational's Atlanta branch, returned to his
desk last Monday.
Recent exhibitor visitors on Atlanta's film row were : Mrs. M. K.
Ware of the Princess Theatre.
Thomson, Ga. : J. X. Morgan, Roy
Martin chain of theatres. Columbus, Ga. : O. C. Lam. of Rome.
Ga.;Mrs. L. W. Holland, of the
Madison Square Theatre, in Madison, Ga. ; J. W. Andrews, secretary of Southern Theatres. Inc.,
Birmingham, Ala. ; T. F. Thompson. Palace and Princess Theatres
in Cedartown, Ga.
With the W. E. sound installation at Keith's
al! major
Atlanta
theatres Georgia
now have
sound
equipment.

Florida
In the recent national contest between District Managers and Managers. Florida came out in the finals
with several honors. District Manager Jess Clark, of Publix. captured second prize, winning this
recognition of his services in the
Florida district. The first prize
was awarded to C. B. Stiff, of
Texas.
.\mong managers, the first prize
went to George B. Peck, of the
\'ictory Theatre ( Publix) , while
Guy Genimer, of the Florida (Publix), at Jacksonville, won fourth
place.
Manager John Thomas, of the
Riverside Theatre, a Sparks house,
won sixth place, and was highly
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

commended
for his w^ork in the
Riverside, a neighborhood house.
E. J. Sparks, prominent Florida
exhibitor, and Mrs. Sparks returned Monday from Europe.
The Camobello Theatre, an exclusive colored house in the Belmont Heights section of Tampa,
which has been dark all summer,
was opened last Saturday night
with a straight picture program at
popular
prices.
It is reported
from West Palm
Beach that the Paramount-Lasky
Corporation have purchased a half
interest in the Fashion Beaux Arts
Theatre at Palm Beach from
Stanley C. Warrick, the builder
and owner of this fashionable resort theatre. Mr. Warrick will retain the management, it is stated.
District Manager Jess Clark, of
Publix. reports that the work of
repair is going on rapidly in the
district damaged by the recent
storm. The Kettler Theatre at
West Palm Beach is being rehabilitated as rapidly as possible and
is expected to be ready for reopening in 15 or 30 days. The Beaux
Arts Theatre at Palm Beach is also
undergoing rapid repair. The probable date of reopening this house
has not been announced.
It is reported that the Capitol
Theatre at Clearwater. Fla.. has
been taken over by the West Coast
Enterprises.

St. Louis
THEwas Fox
Theatre.
damaged
aboutAurora.
$10,000 111.,
by
a fire which destroyed the Rialto
Theatre building in that city on
October 20. The Rialto building
was three stories in height and
housed six stores, numerous offices and the theatre. The total
loss from the fire was estimated at
$1,000,000. The origin of the blaze
has not been ascertained definitely.
Skouras A stock jumped up several points during the trading of
the week closing with October 20
and tlie final quotation on the St.
Louis Stock Exchange as of that
date was $51 bid and $54 asked.
This compares with an average
price of but $38 for this stock a
year ago.
St. Louis Amusement A continues in the dumps and remained $20
bid and $30 asked when trading
closed October 20. This is many
points below the prices offered for
this stock a year ago.
The Empress Theatre on Olive
street, just west of Grand boulevard, is being fitted up for sound
pictures 17.
and Under
w'ill open
aboutpolicy
Xovember
the new
the theatre will be known as the
Midtown Theatre.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises.
owners of the Missouri Theatre.
Grand boulevard at Lucas Avenue,
have perfected arrangements with
the Paramount Theatre, the New
Paramount in Brooklyn. X. V.. the
Oriental in Chicago and the Michigan in Detroit whereby the niasterof-ceremonies in these houses will
be sent froni city to city at various intervals.
William Lyris, manager of the
Hi-Pointe
Theatre, Oakland
and

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Picture

N e w s

McClausland Avenues, St. Louis,
while driving home one night recently was held up by four men
and robbed of $231 in theatre receipts and his car.
Alex Christensen. humorist and
jazz pianist, made his debut as a
master of ceremonies at the Grand
Opera House, St. Louis.
The local lodge of Elks in Chadron, X^ebr., has had preliminarv
plans prepared by C. J. Boswell,.
Dolan building. Chadron ,for a new
theatre, lodge and store building.
Ariadne Pasmezoglue, daughter
of Hector M. E. Pasmezoglue,
owner of the Delmar Theatre in
St. Louis, and Xorman Van
Matre, a med'cal student and son
of a Springfield, Mo., banker, were
married on October 16.
The Progress Amusement Company of St. Joseph. Mo., has been
incorporated with $2,000 capital.
Stockholders are Edward J. Peskay. 18 shares: Gladys E. Peskay.
one share, and William C- Cole, one
share.
Tom McKean. president, and
Walter Light, vice-president of
Progressive Pictures, spent the
greater part of the week out in the
territory.
Barney Rosenthal, president of
City.
Columbia Pictures Corporation, returned October 11 from X^ew York
C. T. Lynch, manager of MetroGold wyn- Mayer and president of
the St. Louis Film Board of Trade,
returned to his desk October 20i
following a brief vacation.

Indianapolis
port. Ind., has
been closed
and
COLOXIAL
Theatre.
Loganswork (in razing the building has begun. James 1. Barnes, owner of the
propertv. has awarded contracts for
the construction of a new and
larger theatre on the site.
The Lincoln Amusement Company of Petersburg. Ind.. has filed
papers with the secretary of state
in Indianapolis showing the capitaf
stock to have been increased from$25,000 to $40,000.
Surprise, which terrified Mrs.
Marion Gilliams, cashier at the
Loew Victory Theatre at Evansville. Ind.. until she could not move,
frustrated the attempt of a bandit
to hold up the theatre. As she sat
in her cage, the bandit appeared
with a revolver hidden under an
overcoat and demanded money. She
became paralyzed with fright and
when some patrons came to buy
tickets, the bandit fled.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the secretary of
state here by the J. & B. Theatre
Company, 475 Broadway. Gary,
Ind. The corporation has an initial capital stock of $10,000 and is
formed "to conduct and lease theatres and other places of amusement." The incorporators are Albert Goldman. Harry P. Munns
and Jack E. Dwork.
.A,nnouncement has been made
by Orville Brown, of Xew Boss,
Ind.. that he is starting a motionpicture show. The theatre will be
on State street.
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Projects
for Three

SIX

iii'w tlu'atrioal projects
have be«n
tU'linitoly aniiouucecl
tVn* three states,
Kansas, Iowa, and Louisiana.
Harry llfChire, manager of the Strand
Tlieati'e Corporation at Emporia, Kas., has
announced the company va\l build a new
theatre in Commercial Street between
Eifrhth and Ninth Streets, in that city.
Boiler Brothers, well known architects o£
Kan^n-i City. Mo., have been retained to
plan the new house. It will be two-story
with basement and seat ai)out 150U per^
sons. The cost has been estimated at $225,01 Ml.

I'. W. Sparks of Oskaloosa, la., has been
awarded the contract to build a new theatre for Elmo Hoft'man at Xew Sliaron, la.
It will be one-story and cost about $20,000.
Construction has started on a new theatre at Belleville, Kas., of which Sam H.
Blair will be owner. Pearcy Brothers of
Belleville are the general contractors. The
plans prepared by Charles W. Shaver of
tSalina, Kas., call for a one-story, balcony

Announced
States

and basement buildino:, 50 by 100 feet of
reinforced concrete brick and terra cotta.
Fi-ank llorris has awarded the contract
for his new theatre in Cimarron, Kas., to
Daulton & Hatch. It will seat 350 persons
and cost about $20,000.
Bids will be taken soon on the theatre,
store and post oSice building to be erected
in Manchester, la., by E. W. Williams.
Mai-k Anthony of Cedar Rapids, la., is proparins;: the plans. The building w'ill be semiiireproof two story and basement, 80 bv
120 feet
and cost about
,$75,000.
eral
Government
ha.s leased
partTheof Ped"the
space for a post office.
Contracts will be awarded soon on the
theatre to be erected in Bogalusa, la., by
Berensen Brothers. Loekett and Chaehere,
Baiter Building, New Orleans, La., are the
architects. The plans call for a building
one story and balcony 60 by 125 feet to
cost approximately $75,000. Equipment for
talking pictures and a large organ will be
installed at an additional cost of $15,000.

will cost $75,001). The building will measure
60 by 126 feet and the tlieatre will contaiu
a large balcony. The house is expected to
be completed
by January 1.
Last Wednesday night the Hillside Theatre on Hollywood near Long Avenues, Hillside, New Jersey, opened again after a summer spent in alterations to both the extericH' and interior of the house. A benefit
performance for the Exompt Firemen's
Association marked the opening. The Sobelson brothers, who operate theatre in Elizabeth, Newark and Roselle Park, have leased
the Hillside and established M. J. Sobelson
as local manager. Kube and Kranixfeld are
the owners of the building.
It is rumored that there will be a realignment of the suburban house situation
in the Birmingham, Ala., district within the
next 30 days. The town, it is claimed, is
over-seated and, while the talkie wave persists, many of the outlying houses have
suffered considerable loss of revenue.
The Anawalt Theatre, Bluefield, W. Va.,
was opened on September S. The house is
built on the site of the former Anawalt.
Owners are E. C. Rector, Ray Wyland and
James M. Woods. The house seats 308 per^()ns and cost approximately $35,000.

Stanley Co. Building in Philly,
New York and New Jersey
1' HE Stanley Company of America, of
which Irving R. Rossheim is president,
is now in the midst of a busy period of
building. The Ma.stbaum in Philadelphia is
rapiilly nearing the tinish of constructior.,
the Metropolitan in the same city has been
completely renovated, the new Commodore,
also in Philly, ami the Sedgwick, on Germantown Avenue near Mt. Airy Avenue,
are just the Philadelphia projects that the
company ha.s in progress.
The Metropolitan has already been
opened while the Commodore and the Sedgwick will l)e opened soon. The Commodore,
at 43 and Walnut Streets, seats 1,500 while
the Sedgwick also boasts a large seating
capacity.
In addition lo Philadeliihia, the Stanleyforces have built a new house in Utica,
New York. At Collingdale, Pa., the Villa,
in the course of construction, is being
erected. This house, in modern French style
of architecture, with a seating capacity of
1,000, has necessitated an expenditure of
half a million dollars, Mr. Rossheim reports.
Stanley will erect a new theatre in Atlantic City, at Arkansas Avenue and the
Boardwalk. The Stanley officials have decided on 5,000 as the seating capacity of
this new movie palace. An advance estimate by Mr. Rossheim is .$4,000,000 as the
cost of the project. It is planned to oi>eii
the house in the spring of 1929.
The Stanley Company

has also put over

the Earle Theatre in Philadelphia as a successful vaudeville house, the 15. F. Keith in
that city having been closed.

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

Jndependati fimters ofQuaBiy
lichels foe Every Purpose
AutomaUcTicKet

The Booker T. Washington, the second
colored motion picture house to be erected
in Asheville, N. C, opened its doors the
first ]iart of last week. The structure housing the theatre cost .$82,000 and was constructed by U. S. and N. S. Hildebrand of
Asheville. A 42-room colored hotel is above
the theatre.
Seating 486, the Booker T. Washington
has space for a balcony for 250 additional
seats, to be added later.
Evansville, Ind., will have a new $S00,000 nine-story theatre and office building
in the incompleted Cadic theatre structure,
according to plans of the Bowling and
Shank firm of architects of St. Louis, Mo.,
who have taken over the structure. An
out-of-town bond issue is said to have been
arranged and an agreement made with a
local operating company which will lease
the theatre for 25 vears.
Ground

was

broken

in Bogalusa, La.,

Tuesday,Theatre,
October to2, be
for built
Berenson
State
on Brothers
Columbia '
Street and to seat a])proximately 1,500. U
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H
Productions are listed according
to the names
of Distributors
in order that the Exhibitor
may have
M
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
^
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
=
"Coming Attractions"
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
m
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
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■
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BRAY
Title
Bare Co-Ed. The . ,
Sarnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
Cniiege Cuckoo . . .
Cutting Up . .
Daze of '4r
Duke's Dirty Dolnfle
Figures Do Lie
fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick in Hollywood..
HIsWildOat
Kids. Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot o' Boloney. A
..
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse
.
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS

Title

Star
Rel. Date
Murdocl<-Cavaiier-Lancaster
Nov. 20
,
W. Lanti-IVI. Shaw-T. Ward. . . Dec. 20
McDougall Kids
April 10 .
McDougatI Kids
Jan. 10
Murdock-Cavalier
June
1
McDougall Kids
Feb. 10
J. Cooper-L. Carver
P- Murdock-N. Cavalier
Bathing Girls
McDougall Kids

Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
June
May
July
May
Aug.
July
Mar.
June
Dec.
April
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

Murdock-Cavalier
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
Irving-Cooper
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
McDougall Kids

'
1.
1
10
20
1.
10
10,
1
1
1,
10,
10
20
10,
20.
20

. .
.
,
- ,
. .
,,
. ,
.
,
.
.

Length
Reviewed
2 reels
Jan.
7
2 reels
Mar. 17
2 reels
,
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels . .
Mar. 17
2 reels
Feb.
4
2 reels
Mar. 17
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 17
2 reels
2 reels
Jan.
7
2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
.2 reel's

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title

Star

Rel.

Date

After the Storm
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney
April 17
Beware of Blondes
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
1 . ,
Broadway Daddies
Logan-Lnase
April 7, ,
By Whose Hand?
CortB7-Gilbert
Sept.15.-.
College Hero, The
Ajinew-Lease-Garon
Oct
9 . .
Court-Martial
Holt-Compson
Aug. 12
.
Desert Bride. The
Compsnn- Forrest
Mar. 26 . .
Driftwood
Alvarado-Day
Sept..
Fashion Madness...
Windsor-Howes
Dec
8 .
Golf Widows
Ford- Reynolds-Rand
May
1 .
Isle of Forgotten Woiren
Tearle-Sebasllan
Sept 27. ..
Lady Raffles
.'
Taylor-Drew
Jan. 25 ,
Matinee Idol, The
Walker-Love
Mar. 14 , .
Modern Mothers
Chadwick-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kenl. .May 13 , .
Name the Woman
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May 25, , .
Opening Night, The
.. Windsor-Bowers
Nov. 14 . .
Raider Emden, The
Special Cast
rtansom
Wilson-Burns
June 7
Runaway Girls
Mason-Rankin
Aug. 23
Sally In Our Allay
Mason-Arlen
Sept 3 . .
Say M With Sables
Bushman-Livingslon-Chadwlck..July 13 .
Scarlet Lady, The
De Putli-Alvarado
Aug. 1 , ,
Siren. The
Revier-T. Moore
Dec. 20
So This Is Love
Mason-Collier-Walker
Feb.
6 .
Sporting Age, The
Bennett-Herbert-Nye
Mar. 2. ..
Stage Kisses
Harlan-Chadwick
Nov. 2 , . .
That Certain Thing
Graves-Dana
Jan.
1, , ,
Tigress. The
Holl-Revler
Oct 21...
Virgin Lips
Borden-Bnles
July 25 ,.
Warning. The
Holt-Revler
Nov. 26 ,.
Way of the Strong. The
Day-Livingston-Von Eltz
June 19 , ,
Wife's Relations, The
Mason-Glass
Jan. 13, .
Woman's Way. A
Livingston-Baxter
Feb. 18 , .
Title
Lone Wolf's Daughter, The
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Sinners' Parade
Streets of Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Submarine

Coining
Attractions
Star
Bert Lytefl
Logan-von-Eltz
. Fairbabks. Jr.-Ralston
, Revier-Varconi
„
-Keith-Valli
Delaney-Borden
Holt-Rovler-Graves

Length
5159 feet
5649 feet
5537 feet
5432 feel
5628 feet.
6014fBet
5528 feet
5513 feet
5592 feet
5645 feet
547tfeet
5925 feel
5540 feet.
5544 feet.
5524 feet
5584 feet
5892
6401
6443
5996
5611
5464
5435
6047
5357
6048
5791
5752
5508
5472

.Rpvlewpif
Sept, 15
, Jar.
Sept.157
, Dec
9
Sept.15
, Mar. 31
, Jan. 21
. June 23
,,May
5
. Sept, 8
,.Mar. 17
. Sept.15

feet
feet
feel.
June 23
feet
feet . June 23
feet. ,,June
2
feet.
feet. , Mar. 10
feet. .Mar. 17
feet. , Sept. 22
feet.
Jan.
7
feet.
feet.
feel .April 28

Length

Reviewed

8192 feet , . Sept. 15

EDUCATIONAL
Title
AIIBear
All In Fun
All Set
Always a Gentleman
.,
America's Pride
Al It Again
Between Jobs
Blazing Away
Blondes Beware
Builders ot Bridges.
Bumping Along
Call ot the Sea, The
Call Your Shots

Star
Curiosities
Jerry Mandy
Lupl no-Sargent- Hutton
Lloyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Stone-Ruth
Hope Hampton
Al St John

Rel.

Date

April
Oct
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
May
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
.Sept

29...
21
15
5
7
13
18
22
15
26
18
1
15

Chilly
Circus Days
Blues
Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Conquering the Colorado
Cook, Papa, Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me

"Big
Boy"Devore
Dorothy
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore.
Hodgo-Podge
,
Murdock-Hutton
Barney Helium
Wallace Lupino

Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Oct.
July
Sept
Mar
June

19..
25
14
7.
8
9
11 .
3

* Means synchronized score,

Length
reel
t1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
April 21
Feb. 4
Feb. 18
Oct
6
April 28
April 7
June 23
Mar 10
Dec
Sept.
Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Oct.
July
Sept
Mar.
May

t Means sound effects.

31
29
18
17
13
6
14
15
3
28

Cutle ..
Dog Days— Sun and Rain
Dummies
Fall In
Fandango
Fell! the Cat In Arabanllcs
Folk the Cat In Astronomeows
Felix the Cat In Comlcalamitles ..
Felix iheCatin Draq^ln' the Dragon
Felix the Cat In Esklmotlve
Felix the Cat in Futuritzy
Fplix in In-and-Out-Lawg
Felix the Cat tn Japanlcky
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles
Felix In Ohm Sweet Ohm
Felix In Outdoor Indore
Felix the Cat In Polly-tics
Felix In Sure-Locked Homes
Felix the Cat in the Last Life , . ,
Felix the Cat In the Oily Bird
Felix In the Smoke Scream
Feline Frolics— Tonquin Valley
Fignting Orphans— Evening Mist
Fisticuffs
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser, The
Glorious Adventures
Goofy Birds
Green-Eyed Love
Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please
High Strung
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea
His Maiden Voyage
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot Luck
How to Please the Public
Indiscreet Pete
Just DanJy
Just For Art
Kid Hayseed
Kitchen Talent
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Listen Sister
Lost Laugh. The
Love's Springtime
Lucky Duck, The
Making Whoopie
Mother Birds
_
Mysterious Night A
Navy Beans
Never Too Late
New York's Sweetheart
Nicknames
No Fare
Oh Mama
Off Balance
On the Move
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Peep Show, The
Penny Postaia
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Polar Perils
Pretty Baby
Quiet Worker, The
Racing Mad
Rah Rah Rahl
Recollections of a Rover
Roaming Romeo
Rubbernecking
Running Ragged
Sailor Boy
Say Ah-h
Simple Sap, A
Sky Ranger, The
Skywayman, The
Slippery Head
Sprtng Has Came
Stage Frights
Star Shots
Sword Points
There It Is
Thoughts While Fishing
Three Tough Onions
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wandering Toy, The.
Wedded Blisters..
Wedding Slips
Whoozlt
Who's Lyln'?
Wife Trouble
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
You'll Be Sorry

Reviewed
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Dorothy Devore
Jan. 15
2 eels .... Feb. 18
Bruce Outdoor Sketch , . .
Jan. 29
1 eel
Feb. 25
Larry Semon
Jan.
1 .. 2 -eel
eels
.Dec.
Dec. 23
Monty Collins
Jan.
1 ...1
Luplno Lane
May
6
2 eels
April 14
June 2
"Sullivan Cartoon"
May 13 ...1 eel
Aug. 16
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Julv
8
1 eel
."Sullivan Cartoon"
April 1 . 1
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan. 22
1 Bel , . . Feb. 25
May 28
"Sullivan Cartoon"
April 29 ..,1 Bel
Apnl
eel
July 2"*
21
"Sullivan Cartoon"
June 24. . 1 eel
June 23
-Sullivan Cartoon"
May 27
1 eel
Mar. 31
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 4 .. ,1
Sept 30
22
June
"Sullivan Cartoon".
July 22
1 eel
"Sullivan Cartoon"
...Feb. 19 . . .1 eel
Mar. 17
"Sullivan Cartoon"
June 10
1
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 18
..1
April 14
"Sullivan Cartoon"
April 15 ...1
. May
Sept 295
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Aug. 5 . 1
Feb. 18
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feb.
5
1
Mar.
10
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan.
8 . . .1
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Mar. 25
1
Aug. 4
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Aug. 19
1 eel
Luplno Lane
Oct 28 . . 2 eels, .........
eels
Sent 8
Jerry Drew
Sept. 9
2 eels
June 2
"Blfl Boy"
June 24
2
Hodge-Podge
Oct. 14 , . 1
Charley Bowers
Aug. 12 , . 2i
July 28
Mar.
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
April 8
1 i eel
July 24
14
Wallace Lupino
July 29
1 eel
Stone-Dale
Nov. 4 ... 1 eels
May 26
Lupino Lane
June 17 . . .2 eel
eel
July 14
Collins-Hutton
Aug. 12
. 1
Mar. 31
Jerry Drew
Jan. 29... 2
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
April 22... ,1
Feb.
Fell. 184
George Davis
Feb. 26
2 eels
(els
Monty Collins
Nov. 11. . 2
June 9
Lloyd Hamilton
June 17, , , 2 eels
June
Charley Bowers
Julv
1
2 eels
Sept 23
29
"Big Boy"
Sept 2 .. 2
Mar. 17
Hodge Podge
IVIar. 11
1
Mar. 10
Jerry Drew
Mar. 11..,, 2 i
eels
Aug. 11
Jerry Drew
Aug. 19 . 2 eel
June 2
Curiosities
May 27... 1
Aug. 4
"Big Boy"
Aug. 5 . . 2 i eels
George Davis
April 15
2 eels
Mar. 31
eels
June 30
Jerry Drew
July
8.2
July 14
Davls-Colllns
July 29 . . 2 eels
July 14
Lloyd Hamilton
July 22 . . 2 eels
Mar. 24
Luplno Lane
Mar. 25
2 eels
June 23
Wallace Lupino
July 15 . . 1
Mar. 17
Hope Hampton
Feb. 12 . . 2 eels
Billy Dale
Oct
7
1
Oct.
Goodwin-Bradley
Oct 28
2 eels
Sept 13
15
CurloslMes
Mar. 4
1 eel
Feb. 18
Feb.
Monty Collins
Feb. 12 . . 1 ■eels
May 124
"Big Boy"
May 27... 2
Wallace Luplno
May
6
1
Feb. 11
Curiosities
Jan.
1 ... .1
ApHI 28
Hodge-Podge
April 8
1
eels
Mar.
April 24
21
"Big Boy '
April 8 .... 2 eel
June 23
Miller-Hutton
July
1.1
Monty Collins
April 22
1
Hodge-Podge
Sept. 9. . . .1
April 14S
Hodge-Podge
Nov. 18
1
.May
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
May 20
1
Aug. 18
Hodge-Podge
Aug. 12. , . .1
.Mar. 17
Curiosities
April 1
1
. June 23
Hodge-Podge
June 10.1
Luplno Lane
Sept. 9 .. 2i
Monty Collins
Sept 30. . . 2
Feb. 18
Monty Collins
Feb, 26 , ... 1
Sept 15
Oct
6
Jerry Drew
Nov. 4
2 eels.
Jaa 28
Al St John
Jan.
8... 2
eels
May 26
Dorothy Devore
June 3
2
Feb. 4
.Jan.
Hodge-Podge .
eels
July 21
Lupino Lane . . .
..July 29.,
Curiosities
Feb. 4
eel
..Feb. 5 .
Lewis Sargent. . .
.Jan. 29 .
June 9
Monty Collins. ..
Chartey Bowers.
eels
Feb. 18
..June 17, .
..Feb.
■eels
Oct 266
Larry Semon
eels
Feb.
;.Feb. 19
12 .
eels
Reed Howes. . . .
..Sept 23,,
Reed Hawes. , , .
..Nov.
18.
Johnny Arthur.
eels
April 21
Monty Collins
Mar. 25, .
eel
Mar. 17
..Aprl'29,.
eels
Oct
6
George Davis
Oct 21. ,
Feb. 4
Hodge-Podge
Feb. 5, .
Dec 31
Lupino Lane
Feb. 12. .
eels
Jan.
7
Charley Bowers
Jan.
1. .
June 9
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
June 17, .
Monty Collins
May 20. .
May
Our World Today
Sept 2. .
Sept. 12
29
Collins-McCoy
Aug. 26 .
Aug. 4
eels,
eels
Mar. 10
Johnny Arthur
Mar. 4. .
Hodge-Podge
May
6 .
May 26
Lupino Lane
Aug. 26, .
Aug. 4
eel .
Monty Collins
Jan.
1. .
Mar. 26
17
Feb.
11
Charley Bowers
April 1. .
May
Davis-Collins
June 10 ,
Robert Graves
Sept 23. .
Sept. 8
Johnny Arthur
Jan. 22,.
Feb. 30
4
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
July 15, .
.June
eels
May 19
Charley Bowers
May 20.,

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs) .
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EXCELLENT

PICTURES

(S. R.)

Title

FEATURES
Tlile
Back to Liberty
Bit of Heaven, A
Bower> Cinderella, A
Broadway Madness
Insplralion
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic, Inc
Stronger WHI, The
Women Who Dare

Star

Rel.

Walsh-Hall
Lee-Washburn
O'Malley-Hulette
De La Motte-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschi-Blythe
HuleHe-Rankin-Lease
Befford-Miller
Wlndsor-Keefe
Lease-Harris
Marmont-Carewe
Chadwlck-Delaney

Coining
Title
Gilded Love
Ufe'a Crossroads

Nov.
May
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

Dale
15. .
15. .
1
1
10 .
15. .
15 .
27 ,.
20..
31 . .
20
31

Length

6980 feet

.
. 7000
6900
6300
. 6759
6700
. 6400
. 6000
.
. 6400
4700
,

Reviewed

feet
feet ...Nov. 25
feet,... Oct 14

feet
feel
feet

feet
feet...
Mar. 10
feet

6600 feet
6520 feet

Attractions

Star

LenBth

Reviewed

Hulette-Hamllton

F B O
Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Groat
Avenging Rider, The
Bandits Son, The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Battling Buckaroo, The
Beyond
London's
Lights
Boy
Rider.
The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
tJCircus Kid, The
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
Coney Island
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate, The
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Drinin' Sands
Fa us of the Wild
Fighting Redhead. The
Flying U Ranch, The
Freckles
Gingham Girl. The
Harvester. The
'.
Her Summer Hero
•f§HiI of the Show. The
Hook and Ladder No. 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law ot Fear. The
Legionnaires In Paris
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Little Mickey Grogan
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of Rlcardo, The
Man in the Rough, The
Mojave Kid. The
"tSPerfect Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger ot the North
Red Riders ot Canada
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
Singapore Mutiny, The
Skinner's Big Idea
Slingshot Kid. The
Sonof the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swlrt Shadow. The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado. The
Trail of Courage. The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Star

SHORT

Curiosities No.
Curiosities,
No. 12
Curiosities. No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio, The
Heavy Infants
Horsefeathers
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Bablea
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's in Love
Mickey In School
Mickey's
Mickey's
Mickey's
Mickey's

Little Eva
Movies
Nine
Parade

."

Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium

,
-. . ;
,...
,

-.

Date

Dec.
May
Oct
Nov.
Aug.

Length Reviewed
6034 feet... Nov. 11
6886feet ...Mar. 24

18
13
7, . . . 4789 feet..
20
12 , . 4893 feet
5583 feet. .
.Feb. 25
Mar. 23
18
4858 feef . . .
Oct
4869 feel,. Sept 30
April 1
Aug. 26,
5487 feet
Sept. 16
4837 feet ..Mar. 3
Oct 30
6249 feet -Mar. 17
Mar. 4
eoesfeet
Oct.
7
Sept. 22
5701 (eel
Sept 17.
6390 feet ..Feb. 26
Jan. 13.
6291 feet
5621 feet Aug. 26'27
May 11.
Aug. 26
5511 feet
Jan. 15
4754
feet.
Dec. 25.
5984 feet
April 7
5043 feet.
June 10
Sept 2,
4770 feet.
4804 feet.
Jan.
1
Feb.
4758 feet
July
4924 feet.
Sept 4 .
.Jan. 28
Mar. 21 . 6131 feet
feet
Oct
2, . .63C1
7045 leel , Nov. 25
Nov. 23 ,
. Dec 30
Feb. 12 . 5146 feet July 29 '27
6337 feet
..Aug. 4
Sept- 23
Nov. 13 . 5240 feet , Dec 16
5605 feel ..Nov. 11
Sept 18 .
. Nov. 4
Oct. 16. . 5186 feet
teet
Nov. 6 . ,6481
4769 feet, ..Mar. 10
April 8, .
Jan. 31. . .5893 feel, Aug. 19*27
Oct 21 .
Mar. 11 . 4801 feet,
Mar. 3
Dec 27. . .6515 feet.
May 28. . .6429 feel ..April 21
Juno 17. . .5181 feet.
.4785 feet
May 20 . .4924
reel
Sept. 25. .
6331 feet
Aug. 11
Aug. 19 . ,4781 feet.
April 22 . .
Aug.12'27
Feb. 117
Jan.
April 29.. .4884 feet ..Dec
16
5992
feet
Sept 1 . . .4977 feet
Oct
9, .
. . Dec 23
April 15,. .6419
4729 feel
feet
Feb. IB .
July 15, . 6059 feel.
Oct 14. . .6999 feet,
OcL 19..
13
Oct
7.. 581 2 feet , Oct
.5967 feet. ..Mar. 17
April 24, . .4486 teet, Aug. 26'27
Dec
4, .
Oct
1 . 6037 feet, ..Sept 29
Dec 10 . ,6388
5493 feet.
feet , ..Feb. 18
Sept 9 . ,489? reel.
Dec Ii .
feet.
Aug. 19 , ,4884
4793 feet.
June 24 .
July
8 . 4758 feet.
Feb. 16 . 6339 reel.
Feb. 26. . ,4898 feet.
Jan. 22.. .4805 feel.

SUBJECTS

Star
At Cooke
Carr-Alexander-Ross
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
At Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Al Cooke

:

Rel,

Lynn-Luden
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sliorldan
Bui; Barton .
Tyler-Clair
ShumwayBuzz
BitrtonElliott
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman..
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costello-Brown
.Sidney-Lease-Lynn
Wtlson-Mendez
Lewls-HIII-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks, Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson
Bennett-Mong-Oouglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Sleeie
Ranger-Kitchen
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox. Jr.
Wlison-Arlhur
KIngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
Brown-AsIor-OImstead
Ellls-Keele-Hearn
Slevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Valll-Caldwell
Ranger-Reid-Nelson
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Darro-Ralston-Nye
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-King
Steele-Gllmore
Rich-Brook-McConnoll
.Tyler-Thompson-Darro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller'Byer
Bob Steele
Love-Forrest
Wilson- Hackathorne
Mlller-lnce
Ince- Taylor
Washburn-SIeeper-Trevor
Barton-Morgan-Rlce
Tom Mix .
Miller-Shumway-Brooks
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog).
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

Title
After the Squall
AH Alike
Alt Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights, The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Come Meal

Rel.
April
April
Feb.
Juno
Sept.
April
May
June
Sept
Oct
Oct
Sept
Sept
Mar.
June
Sept

Date
Length
30 . .. 2 reels
. 2 reels
.
2reels
6
25 . ,2reels
16 , 2 reels
2, . ,2 reels
14. . .2 reels
11 , .2reel8

..1 reel

26
10 . .1 reel
24, . .1 reel
.2 reels
16
16 . 2 reels
12, . 2 reels
11 . . 2 reels
2 reels
9

Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

Aug. 14
Aug. 7
Sept 30
Juno 4,
Feb. 6 ,

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
.2 reels

Mickey
Mickey
Mickey
Mickey

April
Sept
Mar.
Jan.

. 2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels

Yule
Yulo
Yule
Yule

* Means sytiehrontzed score,

Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey the Delective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Heane
Okmnx
Oul Out Heidelberg
Panting Papas
Rah 1, Rah 1 Rexle
Restless Bachelors
Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fellows
Social Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hats
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares *Em

Coming

2
2
5
2.

Reviewed
Feb, 18

Sept 29
Sept 29
Juno 16
Sept
29
Oct 20

,2 reels

Sept 29

f Means sound effects.

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond, The
*t§Blockade
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ons, The
Freckled Rascal. The
Fury of the Wild
•tSGang War
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw. The
Love in tie Oesert
One Man Dog. The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

July
May
Oct
Oct.
April
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
Oct
Jan.
July
Oct
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
Oct
Oct
Sept

,

American Beauty
*1§Barker. The
Big Noise. The
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man, The
Camilla
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Companionate Marriage

'Crash, The

Crystal Cup. The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick. The
Flying Remeos
French Dressing
Glorious Trail, The
•tGood-Bye Kiss, The
Gorilla. The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest. The
Head Man. The
Heart of a Follies Girl
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
HfiT Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladies' Night In Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Life of Riley, The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.
Love Mart. The
Mad Hour, The
Man Crazy
*Night Watch, The

, 2 reels

6.

Fdi.

3

Reviewed

6337 feet

Dec 16

Nov. 26

Dec 23
-..Nov.
Nov.

4
4

Dec. 2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jan. 13

Buzz Barton

Sept 16

DIVISION

..

, fl

Jan.

Oct 20

Nov. 25
Frt). 10

(S. R.)

Star
Ke(lh-Hughes-H. Coslello..
^yft-Wells-Ras
Garon-Keith
Kolly-Kelton- Wells
Landis-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Shorl-Robards
De La Motte-Bowera
James-Wells
Compson-Garon

Rel.
.Jan.
Sept
June
May
Sept
Aug.
June
Jan
Oct
Sept
July
Nov.

Date
Length Reviewed
1... 5400feet ...Mar. 10
5960 feet... Aug. 12
1. . . 5B0Cfeet
5. . . 57O0feet
20. .. 5700 feet
6200 feet... Dec. 8
15 .. .
4, . . eOOOfeet
29. ..
6900 feet.
15 .., 6700 feet.
.Sept 9
1
6200 feet..
feet.
5. . , 5700
1

NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title

2 reels...,
2 reels
. 2 reels... -Feb. 18

77 ..21 reels...
reel
14
...July
...Feb. 28
11
23... , 2 reels...,
1
reel
. . ,
745... .2 reels...
reels .
9 .. , 22 reels
..,
7^7 . ,2ree)s. ..
7fl
7
2 reels...

M. Day-O. Moore-Lease
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

FIRST

,

Nov. 11
Mar. 3

Buzz Barton
.Borden-Gordon

FIRST
Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
FInnogan's Ball
Free Lips
Masked Angel, The
Merry Wives of New York
Polly of the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girl..

7

q

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. 18
Mar. 3

Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Noah Beery.
Ranger
.Buzz Barton
Tom MU

Title

.22 reels
reels ..

in

n20

Reviewed

.2 reels ..,

Length

Lyon-SIeeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-Darro
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler

Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners in Love...
^rjStepping High
Stolen Love
* (5 Taxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves. The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Vagabond Cub, The
Voice of the Storm
Young Whirlwind. The

?
147
?R
14

Length

1()

Attractiont

Star

Date

Rel.

Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke.
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Title

FEATURES
Title

Star

Star
Dove-Hughes
Star
SIlls-Compson-Mackaill
Conklin-Hardy-White
Talmadge-Alvarado
Sllls-Kenyon
Mulhall-Nlssen
Talmadge-Roland
Maynard-Faire
Langdon-McConnell
Hlnes-Lorratne
Maynard-McConnell
Bronson-Francis- Walling.

Sills-Todd

Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner-Brook-WIIson
Maynard-McConnell
Eilers-Burke-Kemp
.Murray-Day-Kelsey
Maynard-Faire
Moore-Lowe
Lake-Balan-White
Sllls-Kenyon
Murray- Kent- Young
Dove-Kent
Astor-Hughes
Harry Langdon.
Moore-Kent
HInes-Daw
Mackalll-Mulhall
Mackalll-Mulhall
Sidney-Murray
Barthelmess-O'Day
Dove-Roland
O'Neill-Kent
Mackalll-Mulhalt
Dovo-Reed

)ale

Length

Rel.

Reviewed

. . Oct 217
i....e333Feel. ...July
Oct
Sept 30] .,7)37feBl. ...May 12
Mar. 25>.... 7402 feel.
Oct 23I....6042feet,
1... ,6500 feet. . . Dec, 16
Mar. 11;... 6467 feet ..April 28
Sept 21 ...8692 leel
May 19
Sept
"!...
8730 feet,
feel. ..April
...6744
April 22'.
21
Feb. 1 2i... 6365 feet..
April 15 . . 5600 (eet
May 6. '27
July
1
Oct 21
..Nov. 25
Oct
7
Oct 161... 6386 feet..
Oct 141 .
... 6802 feet . ..SepL30
. April 14
Sept 25i1...
6172 feet.,
Feb. 26i .. 6344 feet
Jan. 15
...5886 feet .
Oct 28 11...
7989 feet..
July
81... .71 33 feet-,
2
Nov. 13i... 6288 feel.. ..Dec.
Nov. 61 ,. 7l00feel . ..Mar. 10
feet..
June 24•....7426
1... 7541 feet
April 29
..July 7
May 27
July
8
1 ...5957
6071 feet..
feet. ..Sept 10
Mar. 18>...
July 22
..Mar, 17
Aug. 12: .. 54aOfeet..
Dec. 25i... 6118 feet.. .Feb. 11
..May 26
1
...
6524
feet
.
Nov. 20
...6592 feet . ..April 14
April 1
2
May
6> .. 6608 feel. ...June
SeptlS 1 ...6720 feet . ..Sept.
18
1 ...7700feet . May 19
Dec. 30
April 8
Dec. 18
1.,.. 6625 feel,.
Mar. 4'.,,.5542leet..
April 21
Oct IJ
Nov. 27
Sept 1.... 6612 feet

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .
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Motion

Title
Noose. The
No Place lo Go
-.
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid. The
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Red Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors" Wives
Shepherd of the Hltls
•Show Girl
Smile. Brother, Smile
Strange Case of Capt Ramper
Texas Steer. A
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider. The
VaHey of the Giants
Vamplnp Venus
Wegon Show, The
Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
•Whip. The
Whip Woman. The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily, The

Star
Barth elm ess- Joyce
Astor-Hughes
Moore-Gray
Barth el mess- Nixon
Barthelmes>-u bay
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Maynard-Drew
Astor-Roland
Astor-Hughes
Francls-O'Day
Whitp-Delaney
. Mackalll-Mulhall
German Cast
Rogers- Fazenda
Astor-Hughes
Maynard-Douglas
Sllls-Kenyon
Miifray-Todd-Fazenda
Maynard-Falre
Mackaill-Mulhall
Barth el mess- Basquette
Mackaill-Nilssoo-Fortes
Tayfor-Moreno
Hines-Lorraine
Dovft-Brook

Coining
Title
Adoration
Cheyenne
Comedy of Life The
•t§OivineLady
•t Haunted House. TTie
•t lUlac Time
"Outcast
Phantom City. The
Ritzy Ro'iie
Saturday's Children
•Scarlet Seas
nSStranded in Paradise
Synthetic Sin
Welts-Fargo Express The

Rel.
Jan.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Oct
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Sept
Juty
Dec
June
June
Dec.
May
Feb.
Sept
June
Sept
FelK
Aug.
May

.in
26

n
4
2
22
I
23
11
29
4
111
3
13 .
19
IB
311
5
175

n -

Length
7129 feel
6431 feet
6100 feet.
6100 feel

Reviewed
.Jan.
7
.Mar. 17
. Seel. 1
Auo. 25

Dec. 23
11414feet-AuB-26.'27
.7694 feet
6210 feet . Dec
9
6477 feet
IVIar. 107
5485 feet . Oet
8188 feel . Feb. 25
6133 feet
6548 feet
SegL 99
.June
. 7534 feet.
.7419 feet. ..Nov. 18
. 5834feet5731 leet .May 19
6336
6021 feet.
leet
6212
. 6976
6895
. 6fEf
5087
. 6300
.7187

feet ..June 2
feet.
7
feel . . July
leet . Sfpl.22
feel. . . Mar. 24
leet. . Sept. 22
leet
May 26

Attraction*

Star
Biilie Dove
Maynard-McConnelt
Sills-Corda
Griffith-Varconi
Kent-Todd
Moore-Cooper
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gilbert
White-Mulhall
Corinne Griffith
Barth el mess-Compson
Sills-Mackaill
Colleen Moore
Ken MayrarJ

FOX

Dale
?fl
19

Length

Reviewed

8967 feet

FILMS

SUBJECTS

Star

America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband, A
Daisies
Won't Veil
Desert Blooms,
The
Drifting Through Gascony

Variety
Variety
Anirrial Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Uncoln
Variety
Varieftf

Eiophanl's Elbows. The

Leon Ramon

• Means synchronized score,

Rei.

Dale
Length
1 reel
15 .. 1 reel
8
2
reels
5
1 reel
9 . .
2 reels
2 reels
24
1 reel
8
,
19
28, . . 1 reel
2 reels
Aug. 5 .

April
Jaru
Aug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
.Oct

Reviewed
May 26

June 23

Aug. 11

t Means sound effects.

Title
Backwash
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
-'iCabailero's Way, The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-tyed World. The
Fatal Wedding. The
*Four Devils. The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
'tLost in the Arctic
n^Mother Knows Best
Nayoleon's Barber
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Coo
Woman, The

P&yson>Ramon
Variety
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuart..
T. Brooks-T .Hill
P. Cunning-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Uncoln-Clayton-Bletcher
Variety
Variety
Rollens-EIIIs
Marjorie Beebe
Variety
Varied
Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Varls^
Varied
Variety
Varieb
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L Miller
Variety

Rei.

Date

May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec
Nov.
Sept
April
April

13
11
22
19
22
15
1
27
5
29
10
25
5
22
26
18
25
2
8
1

Feb.
Aug.
April
Sept
Oct
Dec
April
Sept
Mar.
Mar.

19
19
29
30
14
23
22
16
11
4

, May 19
2 reels
1 reel . . . Reviewed'
1 reel
Feb.
4
2 reels .... Aug. 4
. 2 reels , . July 21
. 2 reels
Mar. 24

2 reels

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel

May 2S
Jan. 21
Mar. U

, 2 reels
21 reels
reel

Mar. 17
Jan. 1^

1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
reel
11 reel

May 19
Aug. 11

May 26
July 28

, 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
, 1 reel
2 reels
, 1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Attractions

Star

Rei.

Farrel I- Duncan
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Brien-Mnran
Ba>tter-0'Brien-AIba
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowc-iVlcLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton
Moran-O'Brlen
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Collyer
Barry more- Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dre.iser
Farrel l-Duncan
Rollens-Drexel
Macdonald-Orexel
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight The
Corpus Christ!
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
Interviev, The
l-adies' Man, The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming lo Get Me
Treasurer's Report. The
Family Picnic, The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool, The

P ic t u rLength
c N c iv s-

Star

Coming
Mar. 24

Star
Ret.
Date
Lengtti
Reviewed
Carrol-Lake-Rol'ins
Sept30,
, 77e2feet... Sept 8
Mli-Sebastlan
Nov. 20 , , 4665 feel , . Mar. 24
Jones-Bennett
Sept 25
4777 feet. . - Mar
3
Jones-Perry
Nov. 13 .. 4556 feet. .. Mar. 3
Jones-Hyams
Jan.
8... 4612 feet. .. Jan. 14
Sterling-Carroll-Stone
June 17
. &417feet.
. June 23
Borden-Moreno
Dec 25 . , 5430 feet
Rex Bell
July 15
. 4293feet... July 21
MJx-Joyce
Jan. 15 .. 4987 feet .. . Jan 21
Moran- Hamilton
June 3
570Sfeel . June 9
Uwe-Astor
Mar. 18 . 6566 feet .. Mar. 17
Gran- Astor- Moore
Oct 14
O'Brlen-Valli
Oct
9 - 8154feet .. Nov. 4
Val Ii- Russell
April 29
.5109l6et .- May 12
Beebe-Burke
July
8
Farrell-Nissen-Buseb
. ..Sept.lO
. 7217leet
. June 9
Norton-Janis
June 24
4939 feet
. Sept 8
Manp-Hall-Bushman
Sept 2
9412feet
. Feb. 18
Del Rio-Pldgeon
Jan.
1 . 5038feet... Jan. 14
Cohen-McNamara
Sept 25 . . 5524 feet . . Sept 23
McLagI en- Armstrong
Feb. 26
5500 feet. , . Mar. 3
Rex BeM
Aug. 12
- 4404 feet
McLagt en- Col Iyer- Kent
May 13
. 6518 feet
. May 19
Mix-Lincoln
May 13, . 4618 feet
. May 19
Phlpps-Stuart
Oct 16
. 5498 feet. . Nov. 11
O'Brt en-Taylor
May
6 .6188 feet
. May 26
MIx-Blane
Mar. 11 .. 4397feet
. Mar. 24
Borden-Hamlftoo
Sept. 18 , . ,6162 feet. , . Sept 23
Valli-Gray
Nov. 20 .. .5599 feet ,, Dec 23
Moran-Gray
April 8 .. 5792 feet
April 21
Dei RIcKMcLaglen
Sept 4
8538 feet
Oct
7
Moran-Lowe
Oct
7
Collyer-Terry
Oct
8
Bennett-McLaolen
Oct 22
6863 feet. , . Mar. 17
Stuart-Phipps
May 27
6679 feet, ., June 16
Morton-Phipps-MacDonafd ... Aug. 5 . 5034 feet
, Aug. 11
Del Rio-Alvarado
June 10
6071feet
Mix-Kinguon
July
1
4952feet ,, June 23
Borden-Gray
Oct 23 ,. 5876 feet , - Dec
2
Cohen-Pennick
Sept 23
5641 feet
Sept 29
Bellamy-Brown
April 22
,5200 feet ,. AprH 28
Moran-Lowe
Oct
2 . 5893 feet , Feb. 1 1
Del Rio-Farrell-Re»ler
Dec
2
9250 feet
June 30
McLaglen-Moran
Aug. 28
6937 feet
Sept 22
Barry more- Alba
July 15 ,. 4991 feet
Aug. 4
Gaynor-Farrell
Oct 30
. 8500 feet June 10, '27
John Gilbert
Nov. 27
. 5467 feet
O'BHen-Moran
Jan. 15 ,. 5573feet
, Jan. 28
Bellamy-Hall
Dec 18 ,, 5446feet ,,
MIx-Dwan
Oct
2 . 5011 feet
. Oct 14
Bellamy-Brown
Feb. 5 , 5629 feet
Mar. 3
Brown-Armstront-Orran
Mar. 4
5397 feet
, Mar. 31
Gaynor-Farretl
Aug. 19
, 9221 feet
July 28
Gaynor-QBrien
Nnv. 4 . 8729 feet
Oct. 14
Meeker-Hill-Be«b«
May 20
5937 feet
, May 26
Gaynor-Tryon
Sept 11 ,. 6293 feet - , Oct
7
Marjorie Beebe
Oct 29
Madge Bellamy, ,
Nov. 6 , 5620 feel ,. Dec 16
Cohen-McfJamart
Mar. 25 ., .51 12 feet
April 14
Bell-Lincoln
June 10 ,. 4921 feet
Roll ens-Carrol
Sept 16 . 5337 feel
Oct
6
Lowe-Hyams
Dec. 11 .. 5629feet
Thunder-Morton-Llncoln
Nov. 27 ...5331feet
, Dec 16
Russeii-Collyer-Pldgeon
Jan.
8
5050 feet ,, Mar. 10

SHORT
Title

Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wife
Hold Your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles of the Amazon
Kiss Do;tor. The
Knight of Daze. A
Lady Linn
Lofty Andes, The
Lords ol the Back Fence
Love Is Blonde
Low Necker. The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Ola Wives Who Knew _
On a South Sea Shore
Oregon Trail, The
Ship Airoyl
Snowbound
Spanish Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
Vintage. The

10015 feet

FEATURES
Title
•5Alr Circus. The
Arlrona Wildcat, The
Black Jack
Blood WIIITell
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come (0 My House
Cowboy. Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side, West Side
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Faiil
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
Grrlln Every Port, A
Girl-Shy Cowboy. The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl, The
Ladles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
•fjMaking the Grade
Me. Gangster
•Mother Machree
News Parade, The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post, The
Pajamas
Plastered in Paris
Play GIH. The
Publicity Madness
•Red Dance, The
River Pirate. The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-Issue)
Sharpshooters
SlIkLegs
Silver Valley
SoftLlvIng
Square Crooks
•nstreet Angel. The
•Sunrise
Thief in the Dark. The
Two Girts Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wronu
Wild West Romance
WinThatGirt
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwlse

Title

Date

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18
Dec 23
^
11700 feet. . . Oct 11
Dec 30
Dec

9

Oct 28

5474 feet
Aiqi. lA
10,100 feet.. Sept 22

...Nov. 11
Jan. 6, *29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Baquel Meller
Winnie Lightner
Raymond McKee

Rei.

Date

Length

Reviewed

..Septi
2 reels.
2 reels.

Clarke-McCuiiough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

.Sept ft

2 reels..
2 reels..
2 reels.
2 reels.

Chick Sates
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview . .
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwlll

. June 3ft
.June 3ft
..Sept
..Sept a
ft

GOTHAM

FEATURES

Title
Bare Knees
Blondes By Choice
Cheer Leader. The
Chorus Kid, The -,
Girl From Rio, The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman, The
San Francisco Nlghta
Turn Back the Hours
United States Smith

Star
Rei. Date
Length
Reviewed
Cnrfln-Kelth
Felx. 1,., 5800 feet .., Jan. 29
Claire Windsor
.Oct
1 ,.. 6987 feet
Graves-Olmstead
Nov. 1 ,. 6000feet ,. Mar. 10
Fatre- Washburn
April 1, ,. 6200 feet... April 1«
_ Myers-Pldgeon
Sept 1
6990 feet
Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery. .. May
1... 6432 feet... May 1^
Bushman-Olmstead
Aug. 12
, 6200 feet
. Aug. 1>
Logan-L. Barrymore
Aug. 26
, 680Pfeet
, Aug. II
Marmont-Busch
Jan.
1
7000 feet
Dec 31
Loy-Pldgeon
Mar. 1
6600 feel
Mar. 17
Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan
June
1 .6000 feet
June 16

Coming

Title

Attractions

Star
Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade. The
•JGIrl From Argentine, The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Rei.

Date

...George Jessel
.. ,Fa)rbanks-Calhoun
Carmel Meyers
,
Livingston-Herbert
Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

Length

Reviewed

6420 feet.,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress. The
Adventurer. The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine
Beau Broadway
Becky
•^Bellamy Trial, The
Ben Hur
Beyond the S'erras
Big City. The
Big Parade, The
Body and Soul
Bringing Up Father
't Brotherly Love
Buttons
Cameraman. The

FEATURES
Novarro-Crawford
star Forbes-0. Moore ....
ShearerMcCoy-Sebastian
GIsh-Kerry
Arthur-Dane
Cody-Prlngle , ,
0"Nelll-0. Moore
Joy-Bronson
Noverro-McAvoy
Tim McCoy
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Gllberl-Adoree
L. Barrymore-Prlngle-Keny... .
Macdonald-Olmsted- Moran
Dane-Arthur
Coogan-L. Hanson
Keaton-Day

Rei.
April
April
July
Sept
Jan.
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Sept
Feb.
Sept
Oct
Mar.
Oct
Dec
Sept

Dale

Length ,.May
ReviewedS
,6805feet
7 ,
4187 feet
28
6996 feet
July 1414 ,
17, .
.. Aug.
Jaru
14
8730
feet.
May
27 "27
21, , 5139
6037 feet
feet.,.
^^
29 , .6433 feet
12..
22
8. . .11693 feet Jan. 16. 26*
15
18 , , 6838 feel ., Mar. 31
10
.11519 feet Nov. 28 '25
1
6902 feet
Nov. 25
17
6344 feet
June ?
12
24
6050 feet
Mar. 31
29
Sept IS

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

October

2:

Title
Cardboard Lover, The
Certain Young Man
Circus Rookies
Cossacks. The
Crowd. The
Oelectives
Diamond Handcuffs
Divine Woman The
Enemy. The
•t Excess Baggage
Fair Co-Ed
Forbidden Hours
Foreign Devils
Four Walls
Garden of Altah
In Old Kentucky
Lale'-I from Paris. The
Laugh. Clown. Laugh
Law of the Range
London After Midnight
Love

1928
Lengtti
Date
Reviewed
7108 feet.
Aug. 25. . .
.Sept.
.6679
feet
June! 68
May 19. . .
Mar. 31
66t)l tMl. . ..fVlay 19
June 23 , 8601 feet ..Jur.eSJ
Mar. 3 — 8538 feat.. .Feb. 25
June 9 .. 5838 feet,.
May
5 , . 6700 feet. . . Sept. 15
Jaru 14. . . 7300 feet.. ..Jan. 21
Feb. 18... 8189 feet.. .Dec 31
. Sept. 29
Sept. 8 , . 7182 feet.
4
Oct 15. .. 6406 feet . ..Nov.
June 16
. 5011 feet. . July 28
SeoL 3. . . 4658 feet.. .April 28
Aug. 11... 6620 feet . Aug. 25
Nov.
6 , . .8200 feet.. ..SepLie
Oct. 29 . . 6646 feel .
Feb.
4... 7743 feet,. ..IMar. 3
7045 feet . . .June 2
April 14 . . .
Jan, 21 . . 6393 feet .
5687 feel . . Dec 23
Dec
3 . .
Jan.
2 .. 7365 feet
Dec 16
"Nov.
6950 feet..
Dec
30 18
Dec. 17 . . 5441f eel.
June 2 . .
..June
2
Nov. 19... .6280leel .
Oct.
Aug. 4. . .
Aug. 11
Oct
Sept 8
7289 feet , .Oct 13
Mar. 10
7193 feet,
Dec 31 .
April 21 .5014 feet
Jan. 21
Sept 24 . 6644 feet
Feb. 1 1 . 7745 feet
Feb. 18
. 5448 feet
Oct 26
Oct.
9
May 12I .5801 feel .
Feb. 25i... 6476 feet,. .Mar. 10
Dec 101... 4784 feet . Mar. 24
Oct 22!.. 6705 feel . Oct 28
7
Jan. 30) . 9435 feet . Oct
Dec. 101 .. 6273le6t . .Nov. 11
7184 feet . July 21
June 30)
Nov. 26> .. 5252 feel .
Mar. 241... 5901 feet . May 19
Jan.
7r.. 8134 feet . Jan.
7
Sept 15
feet.
July
7 ,7968
Aug. 18
.5011 feet..
Jan. 28

Star

Rel.

Davles-Asther
Novarro-Adcree
Dan&-Arthur
GMbert-Adoree
Board mart- Murray
Dane-Arthur
Boardman-Gray-Naqel
Gartro-Hanson
Glsh-Forbes
Halnes-Cortez
Davles-Brown
Novarro-Adoree
McCoy- Windsor
Gilbert-Crawford
Terry- Petrovlch
H. Coatello-Murray
Shearer- Forbes
Chaney-Voung-Aather
McCoy -Crawford
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Garbo-Gllbert

Lovelorn. The.
O'Nelll-Kent-0'Day
Madamoisellefrom Armentieres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Man. Woman and Sin
Gllbert-Eagels
Ma^ks of the Devil
John Gilbert
Mysterious Lady. The
Garbo-Nagel
NaoolMn
Special Ca-it
•fOur Dancing Daughters
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
fatsy. The
Oavles-Caldwell-Gray
Quality Street
Davles-Nagel
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Road 10 Romance. The
Novarro-M. Day
Rose-Marie
Crawtord-Murrav-Peters
Shadows in the Night
Ftash-Grey-Lorraine
•tS^ow People
Davies-Haines
SkiMs
Chaplin-Balfour
Smart Set. The
Halnes-Holt-A. Day
Spoilers 0) the West
McCoy-Daw
Spring Fever
Haines-Crawford
Student Prince. The
No varro- Shearer
Tea tor Three
Cody-Prlngle-O. Moore
Telling the World
Haines-Page
Thirteenth Hour. The
L. Barrymore-Gadsdon
Under the Black Eagle
F(ash-M. Day-Forbee
West Point
Haines- Crawford
•tWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
•t (While Shadows in the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngle
•tWoman of Affairs. A
Gilbert-Garbo
V yomlng
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT
ntle
Ac ling youth
Afn;an Adventure, An
All jh 'L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
Ancient Art, An
Assorted Babies

Oct 19
Mar. 24

.4435 feet..

Rel.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar,
Mar.
Nov.

Length
2reela. . .
1 reel . . .

SUBJECTS

Star
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Date
17 —
27
16 .
21.
27.
10.
2.
5.

.2 reels
.2 reels.
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels

Reviewej

Jan. 14

April 21

Barnum
and Ringling, IrK
"Our
Gang"
April
7
,1 reel
Bits
of Africa
Ufa Oddities
Sept 15.
.2 reels
April 21
Blow by Blow
Max Davidson
Mar. 31.
.2reeis
Booster. The
Charley Chase
Nov. 24
.2 reels
Boy Friend, The
Roach Stars
Nov. 10.
.2reels
Call of the Cuckoo
Max Davidson
Oct 15.
CametheDawn
Max Davidson
Mar. 3. .2reel8
.Ired
Children of the Sun
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 11.
2 reels
Cleopatra
Revler-EHis
July 7.
.2reel8
May 26
Crazy House
"Our Gang"
June 2.
2 reels
Czarina's Secret The
Bacianova-Mlr-Rand
Mar. 17
2 reels
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Roach Stars
Oct. 13
Feb. 2S
Dumb Daddies
Max Dav dson
Feb. 4 . .2 reels
Dying Jungle
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 2. .1 reel
. 1 reel
Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18.
July 28
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6. .2 reels
.2 reels
April 7
Edison, Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10.
2 reels
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12,
.2reel8
May 12
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
5.
.2reels
Feb. 18
Family Group, The
Charley Chase
Feb. 18.
2 reels
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec. 8,
2
reels
May
26
Fight Pest. The
Charley Chase
May 12.
2 reels
April 7
Finishing Touch, The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25.
.3 reels
Forty Thousand MlieswIthLlndberghAvlation Film
Mar. 4
.2 reels
April 21
From Soup to Nuta
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 24.
. 1 reel
GoWen Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19.
2 reels
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept 22
2
reels
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec. 1 .
. 1 reel
HappyOmen.A
Ufa Oddities
July 14
2 reels
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw- Walling
Sept 22.
2 reels
July 28
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept. 1
2 reels
•is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
SepL 29
1 reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30
.1 reel
Oct. B
Jungle Round-Uo. A
Ufa Odtfitles
Jan. 28.
1 reel
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec
8
.2reels
Feb. 25
t>ady of Victories, Ttie
A. Ayres-O. Matiesen-G. Irving. .Jan. 21.
2 reels
Mar. 3
Leave 'Em 1-aughlng
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 28.
2 reels
April 21
Limousine Love
Charley Chase
April 14
1 reel
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 10
.1
reel
Jan.
21
Monarch of the Glen, The
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 24.
,1 reel
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1 .
, 1 reel
Murder
UfaOdditles
Sept29
, 1 reel
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 5. . 1 reel
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddltfee
Julv 28.
.2 reels
July 28
Oi'Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Oct. 20
2 reels
Oct 13
*0I' Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20
.Ireel..
May 26
Palace or Honey, The
Ufa Oddities
June 16.
2 reels
Jan. 14
Pasa the Gravy
Max Davidson
Jan.
7.
1 reel
Perfume and Nicotine
UfaOdditles
Jan. 14.
.1 reel
Mar. 3
PetaandPeste
UfaOdditles
Jan. 28
Primitive Housekeeping
Ufs Oddities
April 21 . . 1 reel
.21 reels
Feb. 25
reel
Ra'ny Days
"Our Gang"
Feb. 11.
Sacred Batwon, The
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1
Sanctuary
UfaOdditles
May
5
1 reel
July 21
Savage Customs
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 24 ... 1 reel
2 reels
Sept- 29
•School Begins
"Our Gang"
Nov. 17
1 reel
Secret Boozehounds
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 16
1 reel
Mar. 3
Secrets 01 the Sea
UfaOdditles
Feb. 25,
2reels
May 19
Should Women Drive?
Max Davidson
May 26
2 reels. .... .July 28
Should M.irried Men Go Home?
.Laurel-Hardy
Sept. 15
1 reel
Sleeping Dealh
Ufa Oddities
June 30.
2reRls
Jan. 14
Spook-Spoofing
"Our Gang"
Jan. 14.
2 reel*
1 reel
Spanking Age, The
,. ."Our Gang"
Dec 15.
Strange Prayers
Ufa Oddities
Dec. 22
2 reels
Tell It to the Judge
Max Davidson
April 28.

* Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects.

Title

Star

That Night
Their Purple Moment
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen. The
Uphill and Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmfr. Th«
Wives for Sale

Roach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
U'« Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Stanley- Dwar>>Mannhig
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

World's Playgrounds
Your Darn Tootln"

Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Title

Figures
Don't
Flfty-Flfty
Girl.LieTf»e
First Kiss, The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Gay Defender, The
Gentleman of Paris, A
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.
Get Your Man
Half a Bride
His Tiger Udy
Honeymoon Hate
Hot fiews

Jesse James

Just Married
(.adies of the Mob
Last Command, The
Last Waltz, The
Legion of the Condemned .
Love and Learn
"Loves of An Actress, The
Loves of an Actress (silent
Magnificent Flirt. The
Mating Call. The
Model from Montmartre
•Moran of the Marines
Nevada
Night of Mystery. A
Now We're In the Air
Old Ironsides
One Woman to Another
Open Range
Partners in Crime
"Patriot. The
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout, The
Racket. The
Red Hair
Rough Riders, The

Length
. . 2 reels
. . ,12 reels
reel
. .
. . .22 reels
reels
.. 1 reel
. .12 reel
reels

Reviewed
May 2B
May 28
May 19

. . .1 reel
. . . 1 reel
Oct 13. . . .2reels
April 21...

May 12

Length

Reviewed

.5530 feet..

Nov. 30

,
,

Nov.

2

,
IllOOfeet.
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs.

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

Rel.

Date

Length

Oct 27
Oct 27..
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Oct 20
Nov. 10. .. 2 reels
Nov. 3
Sept 29
.-Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct
6
Oct
6
Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
Oct. 20
Oct 20
Nov. 10
Sept 29
Oct 27
Nov. 10
Oct
6

Reviewed

OcL IS

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Star
Asther-Hail-Davis
Negri-Brook
Brent-Cooper
Beery- AH en-Brooks
Beery-Hatton
Douglas MacLean
JungleFlIm
Melghan-Brooks
Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova..
Vldor-Cooper
Bancroft-Brent
Dlx-Carroil
Bow-Hah
Danlels-Arlen
Ralston-Arien
Daniels-Hail
Wray-Cooper
Fields-Conklin
, Brian-Brook
Dix-Todd
Men|ou-0'Hara
..
Taylor-Sterling-White
Bow-Rogers
Ralston-Arien
Menjou-Brent
Vidor-CarmanaW
. Daniels-Hamilton
.Thomson-Lane
,
Hall-Taylor
Bow-Arien
Jannlngs-Brent
Fritsch-Vernon
. .
Cooper-Wray
Ralston-C handler
Negri- Asther
versloni. NegrMsther
Florence VIdor
. Mekphan-Brent-Adoree
Naldi-Petrovitch
. Dix-Elder
Cooper-Todd
Menjou-Brent
Beery-Hatton
Ralston- Farretl-Beerv
.\Mor-VonEitz
Chandier-Bronson
Beery-Hatton- Brian
, Jannlngs-Stone-Vidor
Special Cast
Thomson-Lane
, Meighan-Prevost
Bow-Chandler
. N. Beery-Bancroft

Adventure Mad
Barbed Wire
Beau Sabreuf
•^Beggars of Life
Big Killing. The
Carnation Kid. The
Chang
City Gone Wild, The
•Docks of New York, The. . .
Doomsday
Drag Net The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In. The
Feel My Pulse

15
19
2,
3
12
19
29
7
27.

Star

Hakies-Hyams-Barrymore
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
McCoy-Douglas
Flash- Lorraine-Gray
John Gilbert
Crawford-Asther
Ramon Novarro
Haines- Page- Percy
Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
..
Hughes- Daly-Barry more
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray-Lorrafne
Special Cast
McCoy-Frajrer
Adoree-Murray
Del RIo-Forbes
Chaney- No Ian-Barry more
GIsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title

Date

Sept
May
June
Nov.
May
Jan.
Dec.
April
Oct

Coming Attractiont

Title
SAlias Jimmy Valentine. ..........
*fB^y Cyclone. The
JBaliyhoo
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tDevll's Mask. The
Dream of Love
*tFlying Ensign, The
He Learned Aoout Women
Hmeymooi)
Humming Wires
§LiHl6 Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
5Man*s Man, A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island. The
"jNlze Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies
Suoix Blood
•tride of Empire
•tTrallof "98. The
West ^f Zanzibar
tWind, The

Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marion Harris
Marion Karris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-IVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Si<:ters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and Capitolians

Rel.

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Mar. 31 . . . 5897 feet
Sept 10... 6591 feet
Jan. 7... 6536 feet ...Jan. 28
Sept 15 ,. 7560feet... Sept29
May 19 .. 5930 feet, .. July
7
Oct 27
Sept 3 . . .6536feet May 13 *27
Nov. 12. . . .5408reet. . . Mar. 3
Oct 20.,. 7202 feet... Sept 22
Feb. 18. ...5665 feet. . . April 7
May 26. .. 7866 feet. . . June 9
April 21 . . . 5364 feet ... May 12
Oct 13... 69l8feet... Seot t
Feb. 25 ... . 5808 leet .... Mar. 3
Oct
8... .5280 feet ...Mar. 3
May 12. . . 6402 toet . . . . May 26
Aug. 25 .. 6134 feet. .. Aug. 25
May
7... 5852feet.
. June 23
Aug. II... 7640 feet. . Aug. 11
Dec 10
.6376 feet... Doc 31
Oct 15 . . .5927feet . . .Oct U
Jan. 28. .. .6871 feet.. . Jan. 2t
Dec 10
5998 feet
June 16 . . 6238 feet
June 9 .. 5038feet
June 2
Dec
3 ...5415 feet. ...Feb. 11
July 14... 6528 feet. .. July 28
Oct 22 .. 8656 feet ,. Oct 29
Aug. 18. . . 6039 feet. . . .Aug. 19
June 30. . . 6792 feet
Jan. 21... 8234 feet .. Jan. 2ff
Nov. 26 . . 6940feet. . . Dec SO'
Mar. 10
7415 feet
Mar, 2*
Jan. 14 .. 5737 feet... Feb. 26
Aug. 18 .. 7434feet
Aug.
4
Aug. 18... 7159 feet
June 2 ... 4998 feet .. Juno 30
July 21... 6325feet. . . Oct 13
Sept 22
Oct 27
..Oct 2&
St-ptlO .. 6258feot,
21
Dec 23
April 7... 5741 feet . . April
Oct 22
5798 feet.
Mar. 3 — 7910feet
...Sept
30
Sept24 ,. 4551 feet
.. Mar.lO
Nov. 5
5599 feet Dec
...May
18 '265
Mar. 17
6600 feet .. Aug. IS
Sept 1 ... 9819 feet.
Jan. 28... 5582fBet. ..Jan. 21
..July 14
Jan. 21 ... 6118 feet. ...Mar.lO
June 30, .. 7646 feet . Mar. 31
Mar.lO
6331 feet
Oct
1 . . . .9443 feet.

Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
April 1 •fS

1300

Motion

rule
•Sawdust Paiadlse.The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade
Shanghai Boufwi
She's a Sheik
Shootin" Irons
Show Down, The
Something Always Happens
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight, The
Starlc Love
Street of Sin, The
Sunset Legion, The
Swim, Girl. Swim
Take Me Home
Tell II to Sweeney
Three Sinners
Tillie's Punctured Romance
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonto Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer, The
■ ^Varsity
•Warming Up
Water Hole. The
Way of All Fle?h
*Weddin9 March, The
We're All Gdmolers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

Star
Ralston-Howes
Negrl-Thi-mson
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
0(x-Brlan
Danlels-Arlen
Luden-Blane
Bancroft-Brent
Ralston- Hamilton
Lloyd-Chrlstle
DIx-Olmstead
Ralston-Hamllton
Special Cast
Jannfngs-Wray
Thomson-Murphy
Daniels-Hall
Daniels-Hamilton
Conklin-Bancroft
Negrl-Baxter
Fretds-Conklln
Conklln-Fields
Arlen-Brlan
Bancroft-Brent-Brook
Holt-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard Dix
Hoit-Carroll
Janninqs-Bennett-Haver
Von Strohein-Wray
Melghan-lWillner
Beery-Halton
Bow-Rogers
Negri-E. Hanson

SHORT

Star
Novelty
Novelty
.Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krary Kay Cartoon
E. E. Horton... ,
Botiby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
,E. E. Horton
Billy Oooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayes
Billy Oooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
,
Billy Oooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jlmmle Adams
Ann Cornwall

Hold
"Er Cowboy(Christie)
(Christie)
Holy Mackerel
Home Girl. The
Horse Shy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Just tfte Type f Christie)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko's Bawth
Ko-Ko's Big Pull
Ko-Ko Gnes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko Kleans Up
Ko-Ko Lam)s Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Ciase
.■
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam,
Ko-Ko*s Earth Control
Ko-Ko's Freld Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ko's Snoke
Ko-Ko Sqjeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
"Long Count, The
Long Hose (Christie)
loose Change fChristie)

6ob')y Vernon
Jimmy
Adams
Giimore-Kruger
E. E. Horton
JackOuffy
,.. .
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Carioon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon..
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Ouffy
Sandy MacDuff

Rel.
Feb.
June
Aug.
OcL
Mar.
April
April
OcL
April
OcL
July
May
Jan.
Oct.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
April
April

Attractions

Star

• I Wile's Irish Rose

Length

Date
Length
25...,2reels.
,2reel3
23
1 reel
18, . 1 reel
22. . 2 reels
3 .
2 reels
21 . 1 reel
21 .
20.. 2 reels
7, . 1 real
reels
13 . 21 reel
-4 .
5, . 2 reels
2 reels
7. .
reels
27 . ,. ,2
.2reels
18 . , .2 reels
21 .
reels
21 . ..2
. .2 reels
14 .
26 . . .2 reels
5 , . ,1 reel
28 . , ,2 reels
14 . . -2re6l3
. .2 reels
June It2 .. ..2 reels
Feb.
Dec. 1 . . .2reels
May 19 . . .2 reels
. .2reels
Aug. 25 . . .1 reel
Feb. 25 .
Feb. 11 . . .1 reel
Feb. 18 . . .2 reels
Mar. 31 . . .2 reels
..1 reel
Feb. 18.. .1 reel
SepL 8. . .1 reel
June 23 .
reel
Aug. 25 . . .11 reel
SepL 22, .
May 12. .
., .11 rreel..
July
7 . .1 reel. .
Aug. 11 . .1 reel..
OcL 20. . . , .1 reel..
April 28, . . 1 reel . .
April 14 . . 1 reel . .
Feb. 4. . .1 reel. .
Mar. 31 . . .1 reel, .
June 9 .. .1 reel..
Jan.
7...
Jan. 21 . . . .1 reel...
OcL
6 . . .1 ree*...
reei...
Mar. 3. . . .1 reel. .
May 26. . , 1 reel . .
Mar. 17 . . .1 reel-.
tVlay 19 .
Mar. 17 .. .2 reels. .
OcL
6 ,. 2 reels. .
.2 reels.
Mayl2
Mar. 24 .,. 2 reels.
,1
reel. . .
Mar. 24 . .
1 reel
,
Aug. 4
reels.
SepL 29 ., .12 reel.
..
June 2 ..
1 reel . . .
SepL 29 ..
2 reels. .
OcL 13
Jan. 14 .. .1 reel . .
.2 reels. .
June 30 . . , 1 reel . .
Jan. 28 . , . 2 reels . .
June 9 .. - 2 reels . .
June 30 . . 2 reels .
2 reels. .
July 14
.1 reel. . .
SepL 1 .. . 1 reel . .
Jan. 23
1 reel...
SepL 15
1 reel, . .
SepL 1 . Z reels
July
7 . 2 reels. .
June 16
.2 reels..
SepL 22 . . 2 reels. ,
Junei6 ...Ireel ..
Aug. 11 , . .2 reels ,
Mar. 10 . . .2 reels. .
April 7 ..Ireel ..
Sept. 8 .. 2reels.,
SepL 15 .. .2 reels. ,
..Aug. 4 . 2 reels
Feb, 4 ...2 reels,,
Mar. 10
1 reel..,

Love'sShy
Young
Scream (Christie).
Anne
Love
(Christie)
JimmieCornwall
Adams
Love Sunk
, Krazy Kat Cartoon
News Reeling
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Oriental Hugs (Christie)
Billy Oooley
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picture My Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee
Pig Styles
Krazy Kat Carloon
Prancing Prune
Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon.
Save the Pieces (Christie)
. Bobby Vernon
Say Uncle (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Scrambled Weddings
E. E. Norton
Sea Food (Christie).
Billy Oooley
Sea Sword
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Shadow Theory
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Show Vole
Krazy Kat Cartoon
*5SidewaIks of New York
Novelty
•Skating Home (Christie)
Frances Lee
Slick Slickers (Christie)
. .
Neal Burns
Slippery Heels (Christiel
Jimmie Adams
•Sock Exchange, The (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
StageCoached
Krazy Kat Cartoon
•Stop Kidding
Bobby Vernon
Sweeties (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
TongTied
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Two Masters
Eaton-Post
Vacallon Waves
E. E. Horton
Walls Tell Tales
Madge Kennedy
Water Bugs (Christie)
Billy Oooley
Wired and Fired
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Coming

Date

Reviewed

Aug. 25
5928 feet
Sept 1
Teb. 4
7175 feet
Mar. 17
Dec 24
520yfeet
Dec. 31
OcL 15 . . 5515 feet . . Dec
B
Nov. 12 -. .601 5 feet
Dec
9
OcL
8 . . .5179 feet
Feb. 25 . . .7616 feet . . Mar. 10
Mar. 24 .. 4792 feet .. May 26
April 7. .. .7960 feet .. April 14
Feb. 11 ...5951 feet ...Feb. 18
Nov. 19 ...4934feet
SeoLl7 ...6200 feet Mar. 11 '27
May 26... 6218 feet
June 2
April 21
6763 feet
Sept. 29
Sept. 17, .. .6124 feel. . . Sept. 18
OcL 20
SepL24
6006 feet .. OcL 28
April 14 ...7029feet .. April 28
Mar. 3
5733 feet .. Sept. 29
Dec. 17 ...5319 feet
Jan.
7
Feb. 4 ...5991 feet . .April 28
OcL 29 . . , 7643 feet .... Sept. 9
June 23
. 5834 feet . . SepL 29
SepL 29
.6509 feet .July 21
Aug. 4
6319 feet. . SepL 8
Aug. 25
OcL
1
8486 feet
JulyOcL
8. '27
.10400
feet.,
20
OcL
6
.5335 feet
SepL 3
5413
feet
.
Jan.
21
Jan.
7
Sept.
...12reels
Aug. 26'27
OcL 29
5965 feet , . OcL 14

SUBJECTS

Title
Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby FejJ
Beaches and Scream
Behind (he Counter
Bugs M/ Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer. A
Call Again
Campjs Ciities (Christie)
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town, The
•Oizzy Oiver. The (Christie)
FaceVal'JB
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob, A (Christie)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)

Title

Rel.

Hersholt-McDonald

* Means synchronized score,

Reviewed

'.
OcL

8

April 28

June

2

OcL

13

'
Avalanche. The
Canary Murder Case, The
•fFour Feathers
His Private Life
Hunting Tower
•JUterference
Just Married
Just Twenty-One
Kit Carson
Letter. The
Manhattan Cocktail
Number Please.....
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
gSins of the Fathers
•fSoui of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War
Wolf of Wall Street. The
Woman From Moscow, The

Star
Holt-Hill
Powell-Taylor-Brlan.
Wray-Arlen-Beery. .
Menjou-Carver
Harry Lauder
Brenl-Brook-Powell.
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Evelyn Brent
Arlen-Carroii
Daniels-Hamilton. .
Fields-Conklln
Fields-Conklln
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Fields-Conklln
Emit Jannings
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor
George Bancroft
Negrt-Kerry

Rel.
.

Date

N t
Length

Reviewed

,
,

,
.
,
,

'May
,

PATHE
Title
Alice in Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway. The
Apache Rjider, The
Avenging Shadow, The
Ballyhoo Buster, The
Black Ace. The .
Blonde for a Night, A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bronc Stomper. The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier. The
Craig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the LosL The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin. The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman, The
Olrl in the Pullman ,.
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy (re-Isaue)
Harp in Hock. A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
HoofMarks
•t§Klng of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good.
Law's Lash. The
Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gatlegher
Love Over Night
Main EvenLThe
Man-Made Woman
Mariie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obligin' Buckaroo, The
On to Reno
Perfect Gentleman, A
Power
Red Mark. The
Ride' Em High
Roarln' Rroncs
Rush Hjur, The
Saddle Mates , ,
Ship Comes In, A
•t§Show FolksSkyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy, The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men. The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife, The
Wrftck nf the Hesnorus. The
Yellow Contraband

Title

'Jan.

FEATURES
Special Cast
StarCast
Special
Vera Reynolds
Leatrice Joy
Leo Maloney
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Don Coreman
Marie Prevost
Leatrice Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
Armslrong-Basquatte
Haver-VarconI
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagovor
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monty Banks
Goudal-VarconI
Marie Prevost
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody...
Harold Lloyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan
Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schildkraut
Joy-Boles- Warner
Klondike idog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangbom
William Boyd
Buffalo BIIL Jr
MariePrevost
Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertitz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schildkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Rod La Rocque
Haver- Varconl.
R. Schildkrant-Fay
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Sue Carrol
NIta Naldi
Phyllis Haver
Brartforrt-Marlon
Leo Maloney

SHORT

Revlewe
Length
.12103 feet.
April 28

t Means sound effects.

r

Picture

Rel.
Date 4408
Length
Reviewed
feet
Dec 25
Feb. 12 - 3996 feet
Dec. 26 , 5596 feet . Mar. 24
6555 feet . Dec 16
Oct.
3
Feb. 12 ,5755 feet ..Feb. 18
April 29 , 4293 feet . . Mar. 31
Jan.
8 . 4805 feet
15
Sept. 2 . 5722 feet .-SepL
.Dec 30
Feb. 27 . 5927 feet
Mar. 12
6589 feet
4875
Sept. 1 1
Jan. 22
4833 feet ,,
Mar. 3
5408 feet
Feb. 26
Mar. 25 ,4550 feet . . Mar. 31
SepL 30 - 5400 feet
6 reelsfeet
OcL
7. ..9145
Aug. 1 1
. Dec 30
Mar. 5
OcL 23, ..5100 feet ..Nov. 11
, SepL 288
Aug. 19 . 7054 feet i'.Nov.tl
..Jan.
Jan. 29 . 4526 feet
Sept. 16 - 6570 feet
Feb. 5 .4480 feet ..Feb. 11
Dec. 18 , .4933 feet
Jan. 15. ..4398 feet. ..Jan. 21
.5478 feet . Dec. 31
Dec. 11, .
Nov 20, , , ,8586
6599 feet . Nov. 11
Nov 11 . 4476 feel
June 24 , .6403 feet , June 23
.Nov. 18
Dec
4..
Dec 16
Nov. 7. . .6568 feet
OcL 31 , . 5867 feet . Nov. 18
.
. Mar. 24
Dec. 18. . . .7913feet
feet . , Dec 23
Nov. 20.. ..4968
.4750 feet
Dec.
OcL 10 . 5990 feet.... Dec 9
.4890
feet,..,
Feb. 11
Nov. 27..
7056 feet . .Aug. 4
May 14
Nov. 13 . ,4076 feet ...Dec 23
SepL 30 .
Dec. 25 .
Jan.
1 .
May 20 .
Jan. 22 .
Jan. 15 ,
Sept. 16 ,
Nov. 18 .
Sept. 9
Mar. 4 .
Mar. 26 .
Dec 19
Feb. 6 .
OcL 16 , .
Jan.
1 ,
Jan. 15 .
SepL 23 .
Aug. 26 ,
OcL
9 .
Nov. 27, .
Dec 12 .
Aug. 5.
June 4..
OcL 21 , . ,
April 9 .
SepL 25..
Feb. 20. . .
Aug. 5 . .
Nov. 11 ..
Feb 19 . .
May 21 . .
Jan. 22 . .
OcL 24 ,.
Oct. 31 .,
Oct. 28 .

4131
13500
.4155
,4683
6650
5888
, ,6472
5733

5762
4600
6559
5750
5954
. 4575
,5494
.5626
6092
7937
.4542
,4375
.5880 feet .
Mar.
4520 feet , Mar.
.6902 feet.. .June

30
30
'27
31
10
28
11
22
3

11
14
15
30
118
10
17
Z3

.7040
.4546
5423
,6370

leet ...April 14
feel... Nov. 4
feet... April 7
feet

5397
4520
. 4000
5035

feet.
feet
feet
feet -

5610 feet.
6447 fflni
5686 feet

SUBJECTS

Star

feet
. Dec
Dec.
feeLAprll 29
feet . Mar.
feet
feet
Mar.
feet , Jan.
feet
feel ,
Nov.
SepL
feet
feet , Mar.
feet .
feet .
feet .
feet .
feet.,
Nov.
(eel . Jan.
feet
feet . SepL
SepL
leet. .Dec
Nov.
feet .

Mar. 3
, SepL 22
Jan. 28
Dec 16
Mar. 20
31
OcL

Length
Rel.

Date

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits

Sept.
April

9 .,
8,..

Baby's Birthday
Baby Show. Tne
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard Lolge No. 1
Bath Time
Battling Duet. The
Beach Club. The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt. The
Big Game
Blaze of Giory, A
Boy Friend. The.
Broncho Buster. The
Burglar. The
BuoKer Battlers
Busy Bodies

Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sporllight
■
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurlnrk
Geographical Number ..
Bevan-A. Bennelt-V. Dent
Bevan-V. Denl-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop fableb''
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesno Fahlo-:"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Sporlllgnt
Sportlight

Jan.
July
Oct.
April
.April
June
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Oct.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
July
Jan.

20.
15
14
29
8
24
15
22
22
19
18
21
26
22
1
9
22
B.

Reviewed
, SepLl
11 reel
reel . . .

12reelt,
reel
..
, 2 reels
,1 reel
. . 1 reel
., 1 reel
1 reel
reels
12 reel

OcL
6
April 21
April 7
June 23
April 7
Jan. 14

Feb. 11
, 2reels
2reel3. .... .Mar. 10
1I reel
reel
, , .
reel
.. 11 reel
. .
. , 2 reels
.

. . 1 reel

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .
1r

Dec 31

14

26

O ct ob
Title
Button My Back
Calling Hubby's
Caiiiuus
Udrmen. Bluff
The
Campus Vamp. The
Canned Thrills
*tCaplaifi Swagger
Caught in a Taxi
Caughl In the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Close Shave. A
Crothes and ihe Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coasi to Coast
County Fair. The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run. A
Crowned Heads
CureorKjII
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive H.ilf Backs
Defensive Line, The
Deferred Catch
• tDlnner Time
Dons Get Jealous
Dumb Waiters
Eagle of ttie fMigh! iSerial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's Flying
Fair Aflair, A
Fair Catch. The
Family Frolics
Famous Plavarotmds
Fire Detective, The Serial)
Flight Tiiai Failed, The
Flying Age. The
Flying Elenhants
Foolish Husbands
Forbidden Love
Fun Atool
Gatlnplno Gh'><!t8
Getting Together
Girl From Nowhere. The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gridiron Cocktail. A
Happy Days
High Saas
HfghStakos .,
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky f^iy.ii .
Honnymoon Hinl*:

1928

1301
Star

Rel.

Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Sennett
(iirls
Sennett Girls
Sportlighl
La Rocque-Carol
Jack Cooper
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hlatl-McKee
. "Aesop Fatiles".
Johnny Burke
Sportlighl
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables".
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Bevan-Dont
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
SiMirtllqht
Football Sense
Sportllght
Sportllght

,,

Reviewed
Date
Length
Feb. 24. ..2 reels
. .2 reels
Feb. 3. . 2 reels . . .
S6pt.23.
Sept. 15
Nov 25.
.2 reels
. Aufl. 19 . 1 reel . . .
.6312 feet.
Aug. n
Oct. 14. . 2 reels
June 9.
2 reels
Sept 9 .
.2 reels
Aug. 26.
July
June
April
Jan.
May
Mar
SepL
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

1
23.
15.
6
13.
4. ,
16
19.
19.,
7.
28.
7.
21.
14. .

, .2
,1
2
1

reels
reel
reels
reel

April

, 1 reel
.1 reel
,1 reel.
. 1 repi
,1 reel

7

May 19

.1 reel

, ,

Sept 8
Aug. 18
Oct

1 reel

6

Sept 29

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Lili Damita
Sportllgni
Carew-Hardy
Sportllght
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesoo Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
RstreMts

.1 reel.
Oct 20
. 1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
May 19
2 reels. Sept 8
Sept. 18.
Oct. 14.
10 episodes. Oct
6
. 1 feel
July 22 , 1 reel
Feb. 12.
1 reel
Sept 8
July
8.
.1 reel
Oct 14.
Jan, 22....1reel
Jan. 14
1
reel
.May
19
May 13,
Mar. 3
.10 episodes
1
retti
June
9
June 3,
1 reel
April 21
April 22.
2 reels
Feb. 11
Feb. 12.
2 reels
Mar. 17.
Oct. 28
,5937 feet
1 reel
Mar. 18.
2 reels
Mar.
Mar. 11.
1 reel
Oct 20
Aug. 5
2 reels
Mar. 24
Feb. S. . . 1 reel ,
Sept 30, , . 1 reel
May 19
May 27 . 1 reel
reel , , , Sept. 22
Sept 23 ., 11 reel
,..,.....
Jan. 15
Dec. 30. ,. .2 reels
Aug. 12. . 2 reels
Jan. 15 .1 reel

Hubby's Latest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Hunisman. Tne
In the Bag
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Jungle Oa^s ,
Jungle Triangle. A
Kashmir DM and Now
Ladies Must Eat
Ltte Savers

Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Faoles"
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Geographical Number
Johnny Burke
Rarebits

Nov.
Dec.
July
Aug.
Nov.
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

Umberlegs

Sportllght

Love at First Flight
Pollard-Hurlock-Cowley
Magnetic Bal. The
"Aesop Fable"
Man Wiihoul a Face iSerlal)
A. Ray-W, Miller
Mark 01 the Frog. The
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Matching Wits
SporlliQht
Matchmaking Mamas
Sennett Giris
Monkey Luve
"Aesop Fables"
Motor Boat Mamas
Bevan-Dent
Motoring Mamas
Billy Bevan
Mouse's Bride. The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportliqht
New Aunt
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Nightwatchman's Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Haines-Coombs
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
On tne ice,
,
"Aesop FatUes"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Oulnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over thp Bounding Blue with Will Rooers rTravelesque)
Pink Pajamas
Billy Bevan
Flavin' riooky
Pleasure
Hunting
Puppy Love
Reeling Down the Rhine
Ride 'Em Cowboy
Rodeo, The
Run. liirl, Hun

Our Gang"
Rarebits
"Aesop Fables"
Travelesque.
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
SennettGlrls

Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Short Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins. The
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race
Smith's Army Lite
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Holiday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower. The
South Sea Sagas
Solder's Lair. The
Star BulIdBfs

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

Static

"Aesop Fable"

Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supole Sex. The
Swim Krmcess, ine
Tail Waqgers
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
Taxj Scandal
Taxi Spooks
TerriMp pponte The(Serlal)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Pollard-Clyde-Lombard.
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
, Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits

Twentv-Four Dollar Island
Uncle Tom
Versatility
Wandering MInsfrel, The
Winging West

Novfllty
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables'*
Aviation Film

War Bride. A , _
Vellow Cameo. The (Serial)

"Aesop Fabfes"
Ray-Cyclone fdofl)

* Means synchronized score,

4.
2.
8.
26.
11 .
25
6,
8
3.
12

,..2 reels

.-2reels
. -1 reel
..1 reel
, . 2reels
. 1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel

. ,2 reels
1 reel

June 10. . .1 reel

July

14

, Mar. 31
May 19
. . ,

Jan. 29 , 2 reels
Sept 30
10 episodes
Jan. 15
10 episodes.,
Mar. 25
1 fPPi
April 29
Mar. 31 , - 2 reels.
1 reel
Oct. 14
Sept. 30 . 2 reels
June 16. .. .2 reels
June 24, . ..11 reel
reel
Oct 14.
May 12. .. .2 reels
.2 reels
April 28 . . .2 reels
Dec. 16.
Oct.
7 . . 2 reels
Nov. 18. ..2 reels
.. .1 reel
Mar. II. . .1 reel
Aug. 5.
.
July 29 . .1 reel
Feb. 12 ..,1 reel
April 21. ...2 reels
. . 2 reels
Jan.
I . , . ,1 reel
May 27,
. 1 reel
JunelO.
Jan. 15. .. .1 reel
.. 1 reel
June 17.
Mar. 24. ..,2 reels
Jan. 15, . , 2r6els
...1 reel
April 1. ...1 reel
Mar. 4.
. . .1 reel
Jan.
8,
.
Jan. 15. . .2 reels
. . .2 reels
Feb. 26.
Oct 21. ..,2 reels
.. .2 reels
Feb. 5. .. .2 reels
Mar. 4. . . .2 reels
Jan.
8 . . .2 reels
Aug. 19. . . .3 reels
Sept 30.
. . .1 reel
Mar. 18 .. 1 reel
Sept 22
. . .1 reel
Feb. 19 . ..1 reel
May 27
... 1 reel
Sept 2, ...1 reel
Sept 16 ... 1 reel
Aufl. 12,
Aug. 5 . . ,1 reel
Feb. 26. . . .2 reels
April 1 , . . 1 reel
Dec. 23, . . 2 reels
April 14 . . 2 reels
Sept 2. . . 2 reels
Oct 28 .. 2 reels
Feb. 17, . . 2 reels
Aug.
5 . . Ill episodPs
. . .10 episodes
Dec. 23,
Mar.
1 1 , .. ,1 reel
Jan.
1 . .. 1 reel
Jan. 27, ...2 reels
Feb. 5. ...I reel
. . . 1 reel
Jan. 29. . . .2 reels
,10
May
6
. ..1 reel
May 20,
June 3

June
Jen

2
21

Jan 14
Mar. 24
.April 21

Sept 29
June 30
Oct 13

Coming
Title
•tAnnapotIs
Border Patrol
Flying Buckaroo. The
*t§Flying Fool, The
Fornidden Love
Fort* Five-Calibre War
Geraldine
♦tGodless Girl. The
Hawk of the Hills
*|-§Leifherneck. The
Love Over Night
Marked Money
•tS'^Jed McCnbh's Daughter
*f5Noisy Neighbors
*t§Office Scandal
Sal of Singapore
*t5Shady Lady, The
Sin Town
*t§Spieler,The
*f5Square Shoulders

Caseyof Jones
City
Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower. The
Divine Sinner. The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart oi Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man. The
Light In the Wind w, A
LIghfnin' Shot. The
Man From Headquarters, The
Midnight Adventure A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail, The
Phantom ol the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains
Rldln" Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallin' Back
Wanderer of the West A
Wheel of Destiny, The
Wild Born
You Can'i Beat the Law

Jan. 7
Mar. 3
Oct 13
Feb. 4
Mar. 3
Dec 31

Sept

8

Sept

1

Mar.

3

Dec 23
Jan.

28

May 19

t Means sound effects,

(S. R.)
Ret
Sept.
April
Mar.
SepL
June
Nov.
Dec

Reviewed
Date 5700
Length
feet
5 , , 560Cfeet
6600 feet
15.,
15. . 670Cfeet
26 .
feet
22,. 5700
5800 feet
7..
19. . .5800 feet... May 28

Star
Walker-Bennett
Delaney-Martowe

Length
Review
5059 feet
6089 feet
June
6673 feet.,
Lewls-Robards
Jan.
'
5937 feet
Bedford-Frazer
Sept
15.
feet
Sept
Murphy-Keith
Sept
..6089
6076 feel
4533 feet
Russeli-Faire
April
Buddy Roosevelt
June
.5683 feet
Vera Reynolds
July 15
4879 feet
5976 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
Gordon-Hale
April
5853
Garon-Agnew
Jatu
507S feet
feet
..Bowers-Rand
Nov.
5916feet ...Mar.
Santschi-Brockwell
Jan.
5960
Nov.
4797 feet,,.
feet
Walthall-Avery-Keefe
Oct
Buddy Roosevelt
May 1.
5946 feet
Roberts-Keefe
Auj
Murphy-Landis
May
5262 feet ,
.5608 feet.. .June
Brock well-Glass
Mar.
.4538 feet..
Buddy Roosevelt
July
,5970 feet..
E. Torrence-Marlowe-O'Shea. . . Nov.
,4571 feet,.
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
,5905 feet..
H. Costello-Lease
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Sept
.4134
.4137 feet..
feet..
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1.
.5991 feet.
Foster-Olmstead
Dec
.4627feet..
Buddy Roosevelt
April
.4308 feet..
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
.4200feet..
Tex Maynard
Nov.
.5869 feet..
Stanley-Hale
Oct
4490feet,
Tex Maynard
Dec
,5260 feet..
Lee-Keefe
Feb.
Star

Rel.
Sept
May

Date

30

24
11

2

Attractions
Ret.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith

STERLING

PICTURES

Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt, The
Marry the GIH
Million For Love, A

Star
H. Costello-Fraier
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes

Outcast Souls
Undressed

P. Bonner-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

Pretty Clothes

Title

Ralston-Walker

(S. R.)
ReL
Date]
Length
Jan. 30,..,5200feel. ,
Sept 1 ,,5200 feet.,
Mar. 1 .5300 feet,
,5400 feet..
April 15
.5652 feet.
Oct 15 .5210
feet,.
Dec 15
July 15 .5309 feet

Coming Attractions
Star

Length

It Might Happen to Any GIri. .

STATE

Reviewed

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title

Feb. 18
May 19

PICTURES

Star
Bedford-Gravs
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner- Withers
Harris-Frazer
Dwan-Landis
Lillian Rich
Harlan-Murphy

Coming

Should a Giri Mairy?

Aug. 4
Feb. 11

June 9
Jan. 7
July 14
Jan. 14
Mar. 31

Junior Coghlan
Iren« Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Junior Coghlan

Length
Reviewed
Nov. 18.
Dec 23
Nov. 25, . . ,6670 feet
Feb. 10
Nov. 4
5937 feet
Feb. 17 "29
Jan. 6
10720 feet. . Sept 1
Mar. 17
Jan. 13
Nov. 25...
Nov. II
Dec
2
Jan. 20
Mar. 3
Nov. 4
6804 feet
Sept 22
Dec 16
Jan. 21)
Dec. 30
Oct. 20
Feb. 3

RAYART(S.R.)
Title
Boy of Ihe Streets, A
Branded Man, The

Title
Sept 29

LoR-Brown
Harry Carey
Wally Wales
Monty Banks
Llli Damita
Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Loff
Basquelte-Pr evost
All one Ray
William Boyd

PEERLESS
Title
Bitter Sweets
Girl HeDldn'I Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web of Fate. The
Wilful youth

Attractions

Star

Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust, The
Air Mail Pilot, The
Arizonadays
Autumn Love
*tBig Hop. The
Battles of Coronel
Black Butterflies
:
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews, The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Dawn
Daughter of Israel
DevilDogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg. The
Faithless Lover. The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Fool
Gay Adventurer The

Reviewed
Star
Dlst'r
ReL
Dale
Length
Lee-Keefe
Chesterfield... Aug. 15, 5256 feet ..Mar.
.April 213
Special Cast
Collwvn
Dec
..6800 feet.
Emil Jannlngs
L T. Rogers
Mehaffey- Metcalfe. . . . Hi-Mark
5000 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Sept 15 4345 feet
Lya de PuttI
. Aff. European
Sept
, 6 reels
Jones-Ralston-Hearn
, B. Jones Corp. Aug.
.. 7000feet. Oct
6
Special Cast
Ameranglo
Feb
.8400 feet
Mar. 24
Ralston-Busch-Frazer, Quality Dist, , Sept 1, 6261 feet
Bonner-Landls...
Krelbar
..Nov.
..6199 feet. .. Nov. 4
Hercules
Special Cast
Ayv.on
Sept 1. 5000feet
Special Cast
Amkino
Mar. 10 8300 feet — Mar. 24
Corda-Varconi
Ufa Eastern
June 1, 5460 feet
Special Cast
Arch Selwyn
7500 feet
Betty Blythe
Aywon
Sept 1, EOOf'teet
Hnlmes-Alt
Crescent
560C feet
Special Cast
Arfa
5700 feat
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
Russian Cast
A. Hammerstein
8000 feet
June 19
O'BHen-Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
.5600 feet
Mar. 3
Sllverstreak-Walker . . . BischofT
5000 feet
Emil Jannings
L T. Rogers
6100 feet
Charies Alden
ABA
640Cfeet
Sept 8

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Motion

1302
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
<jolilen Dawn
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Gypsy Romance
Raquel Meller
.. . .Aff. European. Sept
. ,6 reels
HandsofOrlac
Conrad Veidt
Aywon
SepL
. 6500 feet
Hearts of Men
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet
Hell Ship
Special Cast
Collwyn
SGOOfeet
Sept. 15
4nto the Night
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5712 feet
1.
5300 feet.
House of Sname
Faire-Hale
Cheslerfield.. . Sept.
5460
feet
.
Jealousy
Lya de Puttt
Brill
Sept. 1
SepL 15
6000 feet
Lady of Petrograd, The
Special Cast
Aff. European , . Sept.
6000 feet..
Lady from Paris. The
Vilma Banky
Aywon
Sent.
Mar 31
5500
feet
Last Moment, The
Matieson-Hale
Zakoro
Mar.
Life's Like That
Withers-Boteler
F. Royer (producer)
June Ifi
Lightsof Paris
Special Cast
Superlative
600Cfeet
LUIle Wild Girl. The
Lee-Landls
Hercules
lookout Girl, The
Jacqueline Logan
Quality DIst. ..SepL
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Edith Jahanne
Ufa-Eastern
7563 feel
Modern du Barry, A
Maria Corda
Ufa Eastern.. . Mar. 15. .7124 feel
Mother of Mine
Special Cast
Zakoro
Oct.
. .7200 feet
Mystic Mirror, The
German Cast
7000 feet
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Plaza
521 5 feet
Old Age Handicap. The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
5573 feet. . Sept. 15
Olympic Hero, The
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
..5200feet
On the Divide
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct 15 ,4657feet
Port of Missing Children
Special Cast
Superlative
Port of Missing Girls
Bedford-McGregor
, Brenda
Mar.
. .7270fe6t. . - Mar. 3
Power of Darkness, The
Moscow Art Players , Aff. European. .Sept.
..6reels
Prhnanertietie
GermanCasI
Scenic Films
6500 feet ... Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
Balfour-Slackwell
Zakoro
Aug.
. .6200 feet
<3Ships
SpecialCast
COOOfeet
Queen of the Chorjs. The
Faire-Lease
Crescent Pict
5900feet
Racing Throug^i
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. Sept
. .7 reels
Romance of a Rogue Tfie
Warner-Slewarl
Quality DlsL. . Aug.
6100 feet
Sally of the South Seas
Hercules
Scarlet Vouth
Corliss Palmer
Circle Pict... . Oct
Sealed Lips
Swedish Cast
Colwyn
6000foet
Shadows ot the NIghl
Hercules .
.5800 feel... April 28
Shooting Stars
English Cast
Artlee
Aorll
Silent Sentinel, The
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield.-. Aug. 1 4890 feet
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate ....Aug. 15 4315 feet
.8000 feet ...Feb.
4
SImba
Jungle Film
Capital Pict .
.4900 feet
Sky RiJer, The
Champion-Highes
Chesterfield. . .June 15,
Station Master, The
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
June 16 7200feet
6603feet
Streets of Algiers
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern. . May
1
.4900 feet
Ttirlll Seekers
Cllfford-Fullon
Superlative
..
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Jannings-Dagover ... Ufa Eastern. . April 1
6000
feel Aug.
...Mar.
31
6680 feet
5 '27
Tracey the Outlaw
Jack Hoey
New-Cal
. . . Mar.
Two Brot:i8rs
Conrad Veidt
Ufa Eastern,. , .July
1 6300feet
.7953 feel
When Fleet Meets Fleel
English Cast
Hl-Mark
6500 feel
Woman Temoled The
Compton-Ward
Aywon
SepL
.6000 reet
Vouth Astray
Johnson- Matton I
Ameranglo

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Tlllft
Star
DIst'r
Bel The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
Charles Gounod <'Technicolor)
Music Master Film
Fitzpatrick
Chinatown Mystery, The (Serial).Joe Bonomo
. Syndicate

Rel

Date

SepL

Length
2 reels ...
1 reel
1 10 episodes

Cigarette Maker's Romance
F. P. Donovan (producer)
District Doctor. The
F. P. Donovan (nroducer)
fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford . Artclass
fatal Warning, The fSerial)
Mascot Pict.. . Mar.
Girl with the Gol Jen Eyes, The.. F. P. Donovan (producer)
Mysterious Airman. The
Weiss Bros
Necklace, The
F. P. Donovan{producer|Mary Alden
No[.i(ng to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfteld Clarke
Piece of String. A
F. P. Donovan fprodjcerv .
Police Reporter The (Serial) .. ,W. Mlller-E. Gilbert, Wetss
Mar.
She Said No
Ben Turpin
Artclass

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1. lOepisodes
2 reels
lOepisodes
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
..lOepisodes
2 reels

Reviewed
June 16

Sophomore, The
G. O'Neill-L Graydon Hl-Mark
Spookey Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-CIarko. ...
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Vanishing West. The (Serial). . Special Cast
Mascot Pict..
Oct 15 lOepisodes. Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot Pict. . Aug.
110 episodes . Sept 15
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cran field-Clarke
2 reels
You Can't Win (Serial)
Weiss Bros
lOepisodes
Coming Attractions
Rel. Date
Title
Star
Length
Reviewed
..Oct 15
,
About Trial Mirriaqe
Corliss Palmer
Circle Pict
Apaches of Paris Tne
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern,
Aug. 15 .7545 feet
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge-Worth
General Pict
Bondage
S,)ecial Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels ,
Daicer ot His .VI ijest/. Tia. . .S)ejial Cist .
Antim
7000 feet.
Duty to be Silait
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels..
Escaped from I- ell
Muriat Esterhazy
Aff. European
Sreels..
Exodus to the Ne# World. The. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full DrejsBJ Tnieve?
NilsAsther
Aff. European
7reels..
Germn U.iJarwjrld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. .
^Great Power, The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great UuJcno^n, Tne
Joan Loder
Aff. European
6 reels. .
Guilty
Frltsc^i-tf ernon ....
Ufa-Eastern
Her VienB50 Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels. .
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cieated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European
Sreels. .
Ma^ianics of ti9 3i-aii
Ediicatto.iiil,
A-n'tin3
6000fBBt.
Milak of the Snuwlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquel
Conquest
Jan.
..6500feet
Our Daily Breal
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels. .
Poet an 1 Our
Siiecial Cast
ATi<in3
8775 feet.
South of Panama
Chesterfield
TnunJerGoJ
Cornelius Keefe
Anchor
Thrall of Leif Ihe Luoky, The. , .Starke-L. Mason
Technicolor (producer)
TwoDi/s
SpecialCast
Am^dno
6500 feel
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovltch
. Aff. European
10 reels
RichmounL
Verdun
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa. .
Water, Fib
M.Chekhov
AmVlno
7000 feet
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
. S/ndtcite
Nov. 15 .4852 feet
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Vetlow Ticket The
AnnaSlon
Amklno
7000 feel

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Albany Nig'it Boat
Bacheltir's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb

Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Patsy Ruth Miller

Length
Dale
5844 feet
July 20 ., 6147 (eet .
Mar. 15 . . 6157 feet
Aug.
1 ,,

^jiJCavalier, The
clothes Make ine Woman
Devil's Skipper. The
Dome^itic Meddlers
Floating College, The

Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pldgeon
Bennett-Love-Landls
Claire Windsor
O'Neill-Collier, Jr

Nov. 1 . .5209 I eet
May
1
Feb.
t ... .6510 feet
Aug. 15
Nov. 10,

Title

Star

Means synchronized score,

Rel.

. May 26

t Means sound effects.

Title
Girl From Gay Parea
Grain of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
House ot Scaiilil
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Nameless Men
Naughty Duchess, The
Nig. It Lite
Once and Forever
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of tie Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hour
^t^Toiters. The
Trageiy ot Voutn
Wild Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares
Title
Gold
•f§Hi#aiian Love Call. The
"t5 Japanese Carnival, A
•t§'n a Persian Market
•t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
'tLove Charm, The
Marcheta
Maude MuMer
Medallion, The
Mission Bells
North ot Suez
No Woman Allowed
Perfect Day, A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom. Dick or Harry
"tSToy S'lop, The
Treasure Land

Title

Star

Picture
Rel.

Bedford-McGregor
Cortez-Wrndsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Love-Sebastlan-SantschI
Sebastlan-O'Milley
Cortez-Leonard
White-McGregor
Windsor-Moreno
Warner-Southern
Harron-A. Day
Miller-Harron
Belle Bennett
Cortez iVlyers
Fraier-Borio
Southern-MsGregor
Starke-Harlan
Harrnn-Sebasthn
Ralston-Fairbanks, Jr
Baxer-iviilier-C'ilKer, Jr
Bennett-Southern- Keith
Ford-Hale-Olmsted
Brent-Lytell-Kenl

Sept
July
June
Dec
April
(irtay
July
Feb.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
.Dec
Mar.
Oct
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Oct

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic

Rel.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Coming Attractions
Star

Broadway Fever
O'Neill-Drew
Devil's Apple
Tree, The
DorothyvVindsor
Sebastian
Domestic
Meddlers
Claire
Family Row, The
Windsor-Gray
George Washington Cohen
, Jessel-Palmer
Geraldine Laird
BelleBennett
•5Ghetto,The
GeorgeJessel
Girl Who Came Back (tentative).. . . Eve Southern
Gun Runner. The
Cortez-Lane
Man in Hooales. The
Lee-Harron
*Marriage by Contract
Miller-Gray
New Orleans
Cortez-Bnnett
Queen of 8'irlesque
BelleBennett
Rainbow, The
Dorothy Sebastian
Spirit of Youth
Sebastian-Kent
Spuads Right ...
Gribbon-Stone
Tropical Nights
Miller-McGregor

Date
5233Lengtfi
feet. Reviewed
Sept 23
15.. . 6126 feet
1 .
5334 feet
.4752
feel... Feb. 4
5297 feet.
6553 feet
15
15 .. 5676 feet
1...
.5708 feet.. ..April 14
10...
1...
15 .. .5629 fee*
30 ....
15
20 .
1 ..
151...
..
1 .
1...
15
15...

5160
5102
,6235
5735
5278
5652

feet .
feet .
feet...' .Dec." *2
feet .
feet.
Oct 20
feet .

7256 feet
feet . . Mar. 3 1
6361
6448
5283 feet..
feet.

1... .5614 feet..
.1 reel
Length

Dec.
Jan.
Oct
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
April
Jan.
Feb.

. ,1
,1
.1
. .1
. .1
. .1
.1
.1

reel. ,
reel , .
reel .
reel . .
reel..
reel.,
reel.
reel. ..

,1
.1
.11
.1

reel..
reel. .
reel . .
reel..
reel..

Revlewti

. .1 reel.
, . 1 reel . .
..11 reel
reel .

Nov,
Feb.

Ret.

N c zv s

Date

Length

Reviewed

Jan. 20
Feb. 10
Dec.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.

20
20
1
10
.0
1C, ...
1 ...7786 feet
1

Oct 20

Jan.
1
Feb. 20
Feb. 1
Dec 10

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
AirPatroLThe
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch, The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot The
Cleanup Man. The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Kellys In Pafis
Count of Ten, The
Crimson Canyon
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider. The
Finders Keepers
Ffyin' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four Flusher, The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon, The
Guardians of the Willi
Harvest of Hate. The
Hero For a Night A
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound or Silver Creek
Mow to Handle Women
irresistible Lover. The
Jazz Mad
Les Miserables
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past. A
•fMan Who Laughs, The
•tMan. Woman and Wife
•^Melody »f Love
Michigan Kid. The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird.Tho

Star
Al Wilson
Hersholt-Marlowe
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Faire
Fred Humes
De Puttl-McGregor
Hoot Gibson
Dynamite-Cobb-Alden
La Plante- Hate- Stanley
Compson-Harlan
Bosworth-Mxon
Wells-O'Dav
Gibson-Culliver
Al Wilson
SIdney-Macdonald
Ray-Ralston
Ted Wells
Ted Wells
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwoll
Humes- Worth
La Planle-Harron
Gibson-Hasbrouck
Kerry- Stone- Nolan
Dynamite (dog)
Lewls-fvlixon
Stone-Keith-M. Day
Gibson-Rand
Denny-f-'olan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe
Rex ihorsei-Perrin
Rex i horse i-Perrln
Tryon-MlIJer
La Plante- Delaney
Lewls-Gulliver
Rex ihorse)-Perrln
Tryon-Miller
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nixon
Kerry-Moran
Hersholt-Nixon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-Kent
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Bedford
Veldt-Philbin
Kerry-Starke-Nlxon
Pidgeon-Harris-Winton
Nagel-Adoree
De Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny

Rel. Date
Length
Revlewad
4259 feet
Jan.
1.
6869 feet,,., Oct 21
Jan. 22
,6243 feet
Sept 9
4076 feel
May
6.
5741 feet... July 29
Sept 4
Oct 14.
.4786 feel
.Oct 28 ..4427 feet
Sept 18.
,6171 feet ...Feb.
4
June 3
Feb. 10 ..5202feet
.4345 feet
Jan. 29.
Sept 1 1
, Dec. 23
.7190 feet
feet May20,'27
Oct
9. .5623
7
Oct 23 .7304 feet ...Jan.
..4232 feet
Feb. 12, . 5311 feet
Oct
7
SepL 30 .4322 feet
Jan. 15 .7481 feet .Feb. 18
June 17 . 6279 feet , Sept IS
4201 feet
Oct 14
Dec 18 . ,4349 feet
..4295feBt
Dec. 4
Jan. 15, ,,4173feet
Feb. 5 . 6081 feet . . . Mar. 17
,51 09 feet
July
1
7B28feet
June 30
Sept 23
Mar. 25
.4426 feet
Jan.
8
, 6193
6474 feet
feet .. Jan.
Oct 2*1
20
Oct 28
feet
Nov. 20 , ,5503
5645 feet
. SepL 22
April 29 ..4194 feet
July 29
. Sept 30 ,. 6599feet
4868feel
Sept. 16
feet
April 14 .4719
.5711 feet... Dec
2
Dec. 18 . 6307 feet
Sept 2 .5591 feet
,Oct 14
June 16
.SepL 15
May 131 .. 5874leel
May 20 ... 4095 feel . July 14
Oct 141 - 5591 feel . SepL 16
Dec. 4 .. 6958leel .
Nov. II ... 6832 feel .
Oct 30 ... 7713 feel .
Feb, 28
11
Sept 18 .. 5862 feel . . April
Mar. 4
6913 feel . IVIay 12
June 3 . 'll2Ufeel
, .. 6135 feel .
Dec 25 11 .10185
Sepl,16
6674 feel
feel
Nov. 4
Dec 30
Sept 15
July 107
Oct. 21 . 6030 feet . .Mar.
Feb. 26 .5669 feet..
Sept 16i . 6670 feet..

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

October

2:

Title
'One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out All Night
Palmed Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer. The
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid. The
Riding (or Fame
Shield of Honor, The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor. The
Stop That Man
Straight Shootin"
•Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
Thai's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror. The
Thirteen Washington Squve
Three fVliles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trlckof Hearts. A
Two Outlaws, The
■•tjUncle Toms Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild Wesi Show. The
'Wolf'sTrall
Won In the Clouds

19^8
1.^03
Star
Fred Humes
Denny-Worth
Denny-Nlxon
Glbson-CIalre
Cody-Thompson
Al Wltson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hale
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton
La Plante-Harron
Al WHson
Kent-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wells
Philbln-IVIosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
Nllsson-Bushman
Hersholt-Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (^horse)-Perrln
Special Cast
SIdney-Mlller-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Gibson-Gulliver
Dynamlte-Cobb-LanMnt
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title
Africa Before Dark
All Billed Up
All For Geraldene
Ambuscade, The
Any Old Count
Back to Nature
Bare Fists
Battling Justice
Big Bluff, A
BIgGameGeorge
Boss of the Rancho
Boundary Battle, The
Brand of Courage, The
Bright Lights
Broke Ojt
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster's Big Chance
■Buster SHows 0,1
Buster Steps Out
Buster Trims Up
Buster's W,iippet Race
Busting Buster
ifljII-OTiey
Bv Correspondence
Calford in the Movies
Calford vs. Ralskins
Card of Destiny, The
Case 01 Scotch. A
Cash Customers...
'Clean Sweep. A
Cloua Buster, The
Code of the Mounted. The
Come on. Horace
Lross Country Bunion Race. The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line. The
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail, The
DatesforTwo
Dead Gims
Dear Old Calford
Diamonit Master. The
•East Side
Fantasie
Fiery Fireman. The
FIg'itIng Oestlny
Fiq'iting Fofester The
Fighting for Victory
Fiqitmg <ld. Tne...
Fish Stories
Footprints
Fox l;^^so, The
Framed
Full Hotise. A —
Fun in the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge of 3mle, The
■George Meets George
Georgas Filse Alarm
Georges School Daie
Getaway Kid, The
JGIobe Trotters, The
Gold Claim. The
Good Scout Buster
Half Back Buster
Handicapped
Haunted Island. The (Serial)
Harem Scare-n
Her Haunted Heritage
Her Only Husband
Hidden Money
High Fl)^in* George
High Up
His In Laws
HDllywo-jdor Bust
Horace In the Army
Horns and Orange Blossoma
Horse Play
Hot Dogs
Hungry Hoboes
Hjrry Up Marriage
Husbands Won't Trit
Indoor Golf
Iron Code, The
Jackson Comes Home
Junior Year. The
Just In Time
••uat Wait

Rel.
Nov.
Nov.
SepL
Sept.
June
Feb.
Nov.
Aug.
Oct.
Mar.
July
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
f«ar.
Oct.
fVIar.
April
Feb.
Nov.
April
Sept.
April
Mar.
Nov.
SepL
May
Nov.
May
Oct
April

Date

Length
Reviewed
.4172 feet
.5918feet .. Jan. 14
,6170feet
Oct
7
.54I6feet....AuB.
6

20. . .
27 . .
4...
25. . .
2 , ,
26 .,
5907 feet
25 ..
4 . .
28 ..
feei.' .'.'*.'.'.'.' .'.'.'
.420
-42503 feet
11 . , 4472 feet
15 .. .5382 feel
29 ..
.'.'.'.'.
A220feei.'
feet.'.'.'.'.'
.,
19. . . 5424
19 . . .6172 feet... Dec 30
GI66
feet...
Aug.
26
2 .. 4393 feet
6 . .
.62)8feet
6 . .
11 .. .53B9reet ...April 28
.4251 feet Aug. 19
16 . . .8249fe6t
Mar. 10
4 . .
..Feb. 4
1. . , 6179feet
6073 feet
5 . , ,5598 feet ...Dec 9
13 . .
4
8 .. .6274 feet ...Feb.
4 . , .4353 feet
4136feet.June10'27
8 .. .5495
feet
18 ..
4616 feet
18 , , 10600 feet ..Nov. 18
2 ..
6 . ,9151 feet ...April 7
5192 feet
27. . . .5254
feet
20... .4167 feet
2... .4348 feet
22. . .

SUBJECTS

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 20 .. 1 reel
April 7
CharlesPuffy
Feb. 27, .. ,2 reels ... Feb.
4
Sid Saylor
2 reels . . ,
Fred Oilman
June 18,.., 2 reels
May 19
. 2 reals.
"The Gumps"
Jan. 23
"
"
Feb. 11
Arthur l.alce
Feb. 27 -Ireel
Dec 23
Jacic Perrin
Jan. 14 . .2 reels
.2
reels
Feb, 25
Fred Gllman
Mar. 24.
April 7
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhail..May
2 .2 reels
2 reels .... Sept 1
Sid Saylor
July 18
Bob Curwood
Jan.
7 , 2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Nov. 1 7 , 2 reels
Jan.
7
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb. 4 -.2 reels
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19 , .1 reel
-2 reels
Young-La Safie
Aug. 1
Jan. 26
Newton House
Feb. 18 . . .2 reels
May 26
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog
June 27. . 2 reels
. ,2 reels
Dec 23
Trimble. Turner and Dog . . Jan. 11 , .2 feels
Trimble. Turner and Dog
Mar. 14 . . ,2 reels
Jan. 28
Trimble. Turner and Dog
Feb. 8 .
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oct 17 . . ,2 reels
..2 reels
April 28
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May 23
Trimble- Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15 , 2 reels
Sept 29
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 . .1 reel
Arthur Lake
Jan. 30 . .1 reel
Jan. Id
Oct
6
Lewis-Culliver-Phillips
Oct 15 . 2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
SepL 17 . . 2 reels
.
.2
reels
June
16
Fred Oilman
July 14 .
..2reels
Dec 23
"TheGumos"
Jan. 9
Young-La Salle
Julv 11 . 2 reels
Bob Chandler
Dec
1 . 2 reels
.2 reels
Jan. 21
"The Gumps"
Feb. 6
April 7
Jack Perrin
May
5 . ..2 reels
Arthur Lake
Oct
8 - 2 reels
.2reels.,
Oct 13
Sid Saylor
Nov. 7
* . Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 2 reels
Ldmund Co^ib
2 reels
Newton House
Sept 1... 2 reels
Jack Perrin
June 2 ...2 reels May
.2 reels
Dec 31
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18 . , "2 reels
'
~
'
Art Accord
.
Oct
7
2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Nov. 26
April 8, '29 10 episodes
2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
1 reel ...
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15 . . 1 reels
.2 reels
... April 21
Fred Gllman
May 19 . 2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20 , , 2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips ....
Nov. 12
May 19
Newton House
June 9 . . .2reels
Oct 20
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21, . 2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
Nov. 19 . . 1 reel
May 26
Oswald Cartoon
Juno 25 ,. . . 1 reel
May
5
Bob Curwood
May 26 .. . .2 reels
May 19
Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalli...June 13 ,, 2reets
1 reel
.
Oct. 20
Arthur l^ke
Nov. 5
.
.2
reels
Jack Hoxle
Sept 22,.
Mar. 24
Fred Gllman
April 21,. . .2 reels
. .2reels
May 19
Sid Saylor
June 20
Feb. 4
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29 ..2reel3
May
5
Sid Saylor
May 30. . - .2reels
Bob Curwood
Aug- 18. . ..2 reels
Sept 1
Bailey-Barnum
June 30
Bob Curwood
July 21, . . .2reels
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
July 25 . - ,2reel3
. .2re0ls
Trimble-Hirdwick and Dog , Ser)t 17 . . .1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Sept 24
Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster.. .Mar. 26 . ..10 episodes

.1 reel

Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
9
June
Ben Hall
July
2 . .1 reel
Mar.
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .AprI I 4 . 2 reels
Mar.
Bob Curwnod
April 26 . ..2reels
, .2 reels
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25 . . .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6 .
Feb.
Charles Puffy
Mar. 12. . ..2reel3
. 1 reel
Arthur Lake
Sept 10
Arthur Lake
...1 reel
2 reels
Jan.
Charies Puffy
Jan. 29
2 reels
Dec
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll . Jan.
4
1 reel
July
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
1 reel
April
Oswald Cartoon
May 14
, 1 reel
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
2 reels
Sept
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29
2 reels. , . . Feb.
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll . Mar. 7
2 reels
May
Jack Perrin
June 30
2 reels
Bob Curwood
2reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Sept 3 .. *.„„,.
Edmund Cobb
2 rvels
Young-U Salle
Sept 26 . . 2 reels

Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects.

2
17
31

nue
Kicking Through
KingorSlebas
Kitchen Mechanic
Look Pleasant
Looters. The
Ma Jdon of the Mounted
Man of Letters, A
Married Bachelors
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Mississippi Mud
rviistakes Will Happen
Moneyl Money! Money'
Mystery Rider. The fSerial)
Neck n' Neck
Newlyweds" Advice
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The
Newlyweds' Frionds. The
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Newlyweds' Imagination, The
fslewlyweds' Headache
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The
Newlyweds' Need Help, The, .
Newlvweds' Servant, The
Newlyweds Success, The
Newlyweds" Unwelcome, The
Nj Blondes Allowed
Oh, What a Knight
Ole Swlmmin" 'Ole, The
One Every Minute
Out In thetheRain
Oziieof
Mounted
Padiling Co-Eds
Panicky Pancakes,
Payroll Roundup. The
Poor Papa
Prince and the Paoa
Prodigal Pup, The
Ranger Patrol, The
Red Warning
Reel Life
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Ride For Help. The
Riders of the Sierras
Riders of the Woods
Riding Gold
Riding Romeo
Ring Leader, The
Ringside Romeos
RIva I Romoes
Rocks and Saddles
Romeo of the Range
Ropin' Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse. The
Siget)rush Sadie
Sailor George
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, Tne (Serial)
Sealed Orders
Secret Outlaw, ThO
She's MyGiri
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Lions
Sjciety Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets . . . . , ,
Son of the Frontier. A
So This Is Saao Center
South Pole Flight, A
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik, The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
That's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley. The
ficky Trickster, The
Unexpected Hero. An
Untamed, T^e
Valiant Rider, The (Western)
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal, The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Yukon Gold

Title
18
7
16
28
21
1
11
26

Star

Date
Length
Reviewed
2 reels
1 reel
July 21
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
Feb. 4
.2 reels
Feb. 11
2 reels
Jan. 28
,2 reels
Mar. 17
,2 reels
, 1 reel
.1 reel
Jan. 21
.1 reel
April 14
episodes
110reel

Lewls-Gulilver-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog. . ,
Sid Saylor
Bob Curwood
Jack Perrin
Sid Saylor
ChariesPuffy
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll
Oswald Cartoon
Ben Hall
Ben Hall
Desmond-Perdue
Oswald Cartoon
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookumi
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaiil ..
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaiH
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Percue-Egan
...Snookums-Perdue-Egan ..Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Snookums-Perdue-Egan . .,
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
'The
OswaldGumps"
Cartoon

Oct
1 .
Aug. 13 ,
Jan. 9 '29
Oct 10
Mar. 3 ,
Mar. 10 .
Feb. 15
April 9 .
Aug. 8 .
Sept 17.
Feb. 13 .
May
7 .
Nov. 26
Jan. 23 .
2reel9
Dec IB
Jan.
2 . .2reels
Aug. 6 .
2 reels
Sept. 29
Oct 31 . ,2reels
June Z
July
2
.2reels
Mar. 10
April 2 . .2reel3
May 12
June 4 . .2 reels
Aug. 18
Sept 5 . 2reeis
April 14
May
7
Jan. 23 '29. 2 reels
Nov. 28
2 reels
2
reels
Dec 26
-Feb. 6 . .2 reels
Feb. 4
Mar. 5 . 2reel3
Feb. 11
2 reels
Oct
3
2 reels
Feb. 2S
Mar. 21
.1 reel
May
5
May 28
.1 reel
Mar. 24
Feb. 6
.1 reel
April 7
April 23
.2 reels
Jan. 28
Feb. 20
.1 reel
April 7
April
30
2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oct 29
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1. .1 reel
Oct 13
.2reeis
Mar.
3
Bob Curwood
Mar. 31
Oswald Cartoon
June 1 1
.1 reel
May 19
Charies Puffy
Feb. 13
2reeis
Jan. 21
Canine Cast
1 reel
SepL 15
Fred Gllman
Aug. 11
2 reels
Jack Hoxie
Nov. 1 . .2 reels
.2 reels
June 2
Long- Adams-Lay man-McPhalll . July 4
.1 reel
Mar. 24
Oswald Cartoon
April 16
2 reels
Newton House
July
7
Edmund Cobb
. 2roels.
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15 . .2 reels
Newton House
Jan. 21 , .2 reels
..2 reels
:
George Chandelr
Jack Perrin
April 7. .2 reels. .... Mar. 10
Arthur Lake
.Mar. 26. . .1 reel
Mar, 10
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 5
April
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12 . .11 reel
reel
Oct 207
Bob Curwood
Oct
6. , .2 reels
Newton House
Aug. 4 ., .2
,2 reels.
reels
Sid Saylor
Sept 12
Jack Perrin
Aug. 25 . 2 reels
July 28
Oswald Cartoon
April 2
. 1 reel
May
S
Sid Saylor
May
9
,2reels
April 14
Sid Saylor
Jan. 2 '29... 2 reels
Arthur ijko
July 16 .. Ireel
June IB
Bob Chandler
Oct 27 . . 2 reels
Oct 20
F. X. Bushman. Jr
June 3. .10 episodes..
Jack Perrin
Feb. 11 . .2 reels
Jan. 28
Bob Curwood
Nov. 10 . 2 reels , . . Oct
6
July 28
Sid Saylor
Aug. 22 .2 reels
Young-La Salle
Oct 24 . 2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
SepL 3 . ,1 reel
Aug. 18
Oswald Cartoon
July 23 - .1 reel
June 30
Dec 30
Lewls-Gulllver-Phdllps
Jan. 16 . .2 reels
Ben Hall
Mar. 12, ...Ireel
Feb. 18
1 reel
Arthur Lake,
Mar. 3
ChariesPuffy
Mar. 28 .2 reels
Arthur Lake
Jan,
2
. .1 reel
Dec 18
Newton House
April 14
. .2 reels
Mar. 17
Dec 30
Ben Hat
,
Jan. 16 ..1 reer
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26. .1 reel
Ben Hall
April 9 . .1 reel
Mar.
Sept 178
Bob Curwnod
SepL 8, .2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllos
2 reels
Arthur Lake
June 18 ..,1 reel
May 26
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhaiil.Feb.
1
2 reels
Jan. 14
Arthur Lake
May 21, ...1 reel
April 28
Arthur Lake
Dec
5. ...1 reel
Nov. 18
Mar. 24
C. King-C. Doherty
April 18 . . .2 reels
June 18
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 .1 reel

Merritl-Kingston
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob L handler
Trimble-Turner and Dog
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Ben Hall
Ben Hall
F. GIIIman-M. King
Newton House
Bob Curwood
Wm. Desmond
Sid Saylor
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Laemmie Novelty
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
Newton House
Lewis-Gulllver-Phflllps
Fred Oilman
Young-La Salle
Jack Perrin

Aug.
Nov.
SepL
April
Dec
July
June
Feb.
May
June
Jan.
Mar.
Dec
Oct
Feb.
April
June
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
May
July

12
14
29
11
21
30
4.
25
12.
23
16
28
12
22
22
25
6
17.
2
28
16
28

episodes
. 215 reels
. . .2 reels
2 reels
...2 reels
. . .1 reel
...1 reel
.. .2 reels
...2 reels
.. ,2reels
..10 episodes
..2 reels
.. .2reels
. 1 reel
,. .. 'eels
,. ,2 'eels
. 2 reels
. . .2 reels
.. .2 reels
. . 2reel3
.2 reels
...2 reels

lulv 20
21
Oct
Mar. 17
May
Jan.
Apri.
May

19
28
14
19

Mar. 3
Feb. 4
Mar. 31
May 12
F6b.25
Mar. 21
June 30

Coming: Attraction*
Length

•t^Braggart, The
Jean Star
Hersholt
B/ides Will Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Born to the Saddle
TwI Wells
§Broadway
Glenn Tyron
Ulear the Jeck
. Keginala Uenny
SCohens and Kellys in Atlantic City.
George Sidney
Crimson Canyon. The
Ted Wetts
Crimson Hour. The .
De Puttt-Mosjuklne
Danger Rider, The
Hoot Gibosn
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
Erik the Great
Vetdt-PIiiibin
Eyes of the Underworid
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
Gate Crasher, The
Glenn Tryon
'iQIrlon the Barge, The

Rel.

Dec 23
Dec 16 ,
Nov. 18..

,

Hersholt-O'Nell-McGreqor, .

§ Means voice {including dialogue and incidental songs) .

Reviewed

Motion

1304
Title
•fGlve and Take
Grit Wins
Hell Wrecker, The
Hero of the Circus
H Can Be Done
Kid's Clever. The
King of the Rodeo, The
•fLast Warning. The
*t5Lonesome
Prtan Disturber, The
Navy Blues
One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams. The
§Red Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown. The
§ Show Boat
Silks and Saddles
Sky Skldder, The
Taranga
Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the City

Star
Dec
2..
Sidney- Hersholt
Wells-Collins
Hoot Gibson
.Feb. 24.,
Special Cast
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlante
Tryon-Kent
June 30
Reginald Denny
Arthur Lake
Laura LaPlante
Dee. 9
Mary Phllbin
Denny-Day
NIxon-Rogers
Murray-Kent
Rubens-La Planle-J. Schlldkraut
Nlxon-Walling-Nolan
Al Wilson
Jan. 13
Special Cast
Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-Perrln.
Feb. 10
Dec. 2

UNITED

Length

Reviewed

6142 feet

.Sept 22
6947feBt.

Coming

ARTISTS

♦•Battle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
.
College
Oevll Dancer. The
Dove The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Gaucho. The
fVlagIc Flams, The
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrelland Son
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knights
tTwo Lovers
•tWoman Disputed, The

Length
Reviewed
8160 feet
Oct. 20
Bennett-Hersholt-Haver.
Oct 13 .
filOUIeet
Jan. )4
Chapun- Kennedy. . .
Jan.
7 , .
5800
(eet
Buster Keaton
July 29 .. 7000 feet
Sept. 23
Dec. 30
Gray-Brook
Nov. 19,.
Talmadge-Roland
Jan.
7 .. 9100 feet , Jan.
7
Philbin-Alvarado
Mar 31 . . 8350 feel
Jan. 28
Jan. 14
Griffith-Ray
Feb. 4 .. 7300 feet
Dec.
2
Falrbanks-Velez
Jan.
1 . . 9358 leet
leet
Colman-Banky
Aug. 14. . . 7850
6160 feet , Sept.
Dec. 309
Pickford-Rogers
Dec. 2,., 7552 feel
.Feb.
a
Del R)o-Baxter
Feb. 11...
860Cfeet
Swanson-L Barry more
Jan.
7, . . 8000
leet
Feb.
11
.
Nov.
25
Warner- Joyce
Dec. 2 . .
6400
leet
.
May
19
Keaton-Torrence
, .,.,.., May 12 . .
June 16
9300 feet
J. Barrymore-fHorn
Aug. 11. .
Boyd-Wolhelm
SepL23... 7850 leet. ..Nov.
.
.April
284
8500
leet
Colman-Banky
SepL 7. . .
Talmadge-Roland
Oct 20
Star

Coming
Title

Rel.

Attractions

Star

•+§AwakenIng, The
Banky-Byron
•SCity Lights
Charlie Chaplin
tHell's Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen ....
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
•§Love Sonq, The
Boyd-Veiei-Goudal . . .
•tSMan With the Iron Mask, The. . Douglas Fairbanks . . .
•fSQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byroi
•fjRescue, The
Colman-Damlti
♦tRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
*f§Say It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovitch

WARNER
Title

Length

Reviewed

Blue-Murphy
RIch-Ferrls-Cook
Blue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costello-Colller, Jr
Loy-Mlljan-Hyams
Rln-Tln-Tln-Gulliver
Fazenda-Cook
Miller-Oldfield
Fazenda-Cook
Chaplin-Costello
Jessel-Ferrls
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wflson-ConkUn-Lny ...
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell . .
Moore-Costello
.McAvoy-Nagle
Rln-Tln-TIn
Jolson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
...

* Means synchronized score,

Rel.

Date

Length

Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Sept
Oct
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept
May
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct
Dec
Dec.
Sept
Feb.
Oct

25...
14. .
3. ,
22. .
15 .
7.
29. .
24 . .
18. .
26. .
7..
26..
5. .
12. .
24. .
27 .
31 . .
17. .
10..,
4. . ,
13..,

6052
5421 feet
leet.
6330 leet

. Jan. 28
. Dec 23

6616
5388
5003
5164
6767

. Nov. 25
. April 21
. Nov. 11

feel.
feet.
leet.
leet
feet

4914 feet IplvSept.
8.
6639 feet.
5390 feel. .Jan.
S97Steet. . Dec.
6302 feet. .Nov.
56t3feet.
5200
6320
5569
7077

feet
feet
leaf
feet

; Jan.

BLUE

21
31
25
7

Dec. 31
, Sent. 30
.Oct. 21

f Means sound effects,

MOTION

'27
22

Reviewed

May 20, "27
. . Oct
7
July 8, '27
... Feb. 11
Nov. 4
.. Sept. 15
Oct 28
. Oct 14
Dec. 9
, . . Sept 30
,. Sept fr
. Aug. 25.
Feb. 18*27

Attractiont
Rel.

Date

Blue- Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Rin-Tin-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Nagel-Wilson
Rln-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hvam^
Costello-Landls-Brockwell
L. Barrymore-McAvoy-CollJer, Jr
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
Dolores Costello
Rin-Tln-Tin
Fanny Brice
D. Costello-O'Brlen
Ferris-Collier. Jr
Bronson. Collier, Jr
Frederick s-Lytel I- Wilson
Rin-Tin-Tin
Texas Guinan
D. Costello-Nagel
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvov
D. Costello-Nagle

VITAPHONE

Length

Reviewed

7441.' eet

May

&
_
^

5267 feet
6352feet

.

9552 feet

. Sept. 2^

7340 feet... April 28

SHORTS

star

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Baniomaniac
Bit 6l Scotch. A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Aida (Aida)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs. A
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Florence Moore

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Beil-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Song Program

Friend of Father's
GusArnh6im&
His Ambassadors. .
Harry Delf
,

Lydell-Hlgins-Leah
Jazz Band
Songs & Dances

Rel.

Date

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra.
Jazz Band
'.
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupoltcan
Ingenues, The
Ja^i Band
Larry febatlos Undersea Review. . . Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane-Davldson-Tucker
Man of Peace, A
Hobart Bosworth
Miss Information
Wllson-Horton
Morrissey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court. The
William DemaresI
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Question of Today, The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man. A
Robert Obcr
Riqoletio— Quartet
GiqIi-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
Va Prononccr Ma Mort fLa Julvel. . Giovanni Mar Ine II

Length

:

1 reel

NEWS

BOOK

The Authoritative Who^s Who of Filmdom

Reviewed
Aug. 25
Oct \Z
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 25
Sept. 1
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 22
June 16
Sept. 2*
Sept 2?
Sept 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June 23
Aug.
June 25
23
June 16

2 reels

i Means voice [including dialogue and incidental songs).

PICTURE

News

RbI. Date
Length
Feb. 11
5331 feet
Oct
6
Aug. 7
6485 feet
SepL 17
6357 feel.
Sept 4. .. .7961 feet
May 12. .. ,4975 feet
Mar. 10 . . 6185 feet
Jan. 28 . .. 4777 feet
Oct 22
..5492feet
Aorll 21 ... 4820 feet,
Oct
8
6295 feet
Sept24... 5685feet
Nov. 19 . . 6124feet
Sept 3. . . .6412 feet.
Aug. 25. .. ,7169 feet
Oct 20
7674 feet
Aug. 21. . 10081 feet
Sept 8. . . .5527 feet

Star

•f§Conquest
*t5Desert Song, The
♦t^Fancy Baggage
"tSFrozen River
•t§Glorious Betsy
•tjGreyhound Limited, The
•liHard-Boiled Rose
•t§Home Towners, The
n^jKid Gloves
•fJLand of the Silver Fox
•T§Lightsof New York, The
•t^Lion and the Mouse
•tatttle Wild Cat The
•fi Madonna of Avenue A. The
•t: Million Dollar Collar. The
•t5My Man
•flNoah's Ark
•tiNo Questions Asked
■t;One Slolen Night
* t50n Trial
•tSOutlaw Dog. The
*t5Queen of the Night Clubs
•+§Redeeming Sin. The
•fSSinging Fool, The
n^Slark Mad
•tSSfolen Kisses
•tSTenderloln
Title

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Star

•Across the Atlantic
•Beware of Married Men
•Brass Knuckles
•tSCaught In the Fog
•College Widow. The
•Crimson Clly. The.
•Dog of the Regiment, A.
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto, The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The
•Ginsberg the Great
•Girl From Chicago. The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs al Front
*t5Home Towners. The
•Husbands For Rent
•If I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•jJazz Singer. The
♦tJLand of the Silver Fox

Date

Rel. Date
..Nov. 17...

Star
McAvoy-Frazef
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D. Costello-Oland
Cook-Fazenda
RIch-Ferrls-Beranger
Rln-Tln-Tin-Nye-Falre
McAvoy-Graves
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Jessel-Ferrls
Fazenda-Cook
I. Rich-Miljan
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horton
Barry more-C osteite
I. Rtch-Ferris-Collier. Jr

Title

FEATURES
Title

Title
•Little Snob, The
•t^Mldnlght Taxi, The
•Missing Link, The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life ,A
•Reno Divorce, A
•Rinty of the Desert
•Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart, A
•Silver Slave, The.
•Slightly Used
*t^State Street Sadie
•tjTerror, The
•When a Man Loves
^§Women They Talk About

P ic t iir e

Sept
Aug.
,. . June
Sept
June
June
June
..June
June
June
Juno

29'
25
23
1
16
23
30
16
23
16
1&

Aug. 25
June 16
Sept- 15
Sept 29
Oct 13
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2

Rastmaii Panchromatic
Negative
Type 2

A perfected, proved product
for the cinematographer
In developing it the Eastman Kodak
Company has pursued its long established policy of constantly helping to
improve the motion picture art. In
presenting it to the trade it maintains
its undisputed forty-year supremacy.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Jlerejn anotn^^^mierica^^^^mcautiful theatres,
a Robert: Mn*ton hasbeen installed as a permanent music
feature.

cAudiences today are far more critical thaiu ever
before. Not only ^ooa music, but the best and most
appropriate obtainable is absolutely essential to
successful theatre operation:
;
,0 • c:^-^ • c — -3 In itva^tiitude,varietij,
'»"rces and beauty of tone color, the Rolberr —
produced. It is the supienxe nvusicaL
chicvcnxent for the motion picture theatre.
~§p musicy picturized
is real, genuine,
scene,intensifying
enhancing
heautij, 8LT\d. transferring the
^
^>rld of make -believe into a
highly bcvJitchin^landof Ponm

t Morton Oi^

New York.

Chic 11

Tr

Alhambra Theatre.
Sacr amento, CaUf

ii

In This Issue: Coast Premiere by Telephoto

^'\73
Reg. r. S. Patent Office

1— "WHITE Shado
in the South Seas"
Sound Roadshow of ws
today!

r
is the most successful

2-FOURTH month at $2
Astor, N. Y., and still dpin^bspKite
capaciat
ty.
^
^fy
3— FOURTH packed month at $2 at Grauman's CRines^heatre
'
.Los Angeles.
^"SMASHED all records California Theatrej^an Francisco.
5— KNOCKED 'em for records; Midlan^^nsas City; State,
St.
Louis; Stillman, Cleveland; etc.
""
6— "WHITE Shadows"
giearwic promotion in Hearst nation-wide
newspaper chain. gets
J^^r
7— "WHIT
E Shadow
reachi
ng millio
ns^ s" photographic strip serialization in Hearst papers
8— WHITESya^^
^^^'
newspape
3"""'*^^W^^adows"
sitting -^ '

million dollar advertising campaign in Hearst

is just one reason why M-G-M showmen are

YER

RO-GOLDWY

It's a fyleasurel

Emitrtd a, 3,c<mdcUi>t mailer April 22. 1926. al Ih, Post Ogict al
Hm
uniier act of March 3, 1879

Vol. XXXVIII
No. 18

Published Weekly — $3.00 a Year

Neiv York

¥o,

November

3, 1928

CAUTION!
EXHIBITORS
DO NOT BUY A MOTION PICTURE TALKING DEVICE
OF ANY MAKE UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD IT PLAYTHERE IS A VAST DISTINCTION BETWEEN SOUND
AND MUSIC — BETWEEN CHATTERING NOISES AND
CLEAR CONCISE CONVERSATION NECESSARY TO BUILD
SUSPENSE —
AND DRAMATIC
COMEDY
AND WHEN YOU HEAR A METROPOLITAN ROADSHOW SPECIAL OR A METROPOLITAN SHORT SUBJECT
PRODUCED BY PHIL GOLDSTONE OR A TALKING PICTURE PRODUCED BY ANY OTHER COMPANY PLAYED
ON TONEFILM YOU WILL HEAR THE BEST IN MUSIC
AND VOICE REPRODUCTION — THE BEST IN MECHANICAL PERFECTION OF ANY MACHINE ON THE MAR-

KET- INSTALLED
CAN

AFFORD
TIONS, TOO.

DETAILS

ON A BASIS THAT EVERY EXHIBITOR
AND IMMEDIATE INSTALLA-

MAILED

ON REQUEST

1600 Broadway

New York City

f Iiidustry-wide

II¥GS
THE

FIRST

SOUND

^9

GREAT

PICTURE

completes 64-week run at $2
admission at Criterion Theatre,
New York. (Opened August 12,
1927 with SOUND.)

'^'^Wings'' could have run until
1929. It played to S. R. O. in its
very last week end. It has
moved two blocks down Broadway to the Rialto Theatre to
make room for ^Tnterference.''
Lucien Hubbard Production, directed by
William Wellman. With Clara Bow, Charles
Rogers,
Richard
Arlen, Gary
Cooper.

lerfe rence
THE

FIRST

GREAT

ALITY
QU
AI-L-TALiKINO
PICTURE
Opening November 15th at
Criterion Theatre, New York, at
^.

$2. Edwin Schallert in pre-view
in Motion Picture News
says:
"Quality and Class
%M. mttrked step forward.^^
With Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon, William
Powell.
Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy.
Based on a Lothar
Mendes
Production
from
the play by Roland Pertwee
and Harold Dearden
jr

1V /

NT'S

9^

nck
Joseph M. Sche

^
^
0
l
t
W
in her Qreaiest picture

,,^ HENRY

KINO Production

UTED'
SPand
ANert DIRol
OMGilb
7)^ Wwith
Directed

b(/ HENRY

KING

6^

SAM

TAYLOF»^

business forYOl)
with this one

EXAMINER—

"Lavish and entertaining film.
She is natural and at all times
convincing. Good entertainment and melodrama.

WITH
OR
>VlTHOUT

A Great S. R. O. Production

United
Member

TIMES—
"Has as dramatic and well knit
plot as any picture in which
Miss Talmadge has appeared
may be summed up as a forceful film. Situations are splendid in their tensity."

of Motion

Artists Picture
Picture

Producers

and Distributors

of America,

Inc. — W \U H.

Hays.

President

umMMOur
1
1

i

Ry?t;^i^

:^X»-<s'^-?^«»S-

i^^s^^

i^
PEflDY FOP
IMMEDIATE
BOOKIMC
,,

BOTH

j<"bUND
XI LENT
OR

^yNCWROMlZED

EXIIIBITdll^
MOVING

HKRALD

PICTIKE

by

■:
rOHG
and

WORLD

"Marriage by Contract**
By
Tiffany-Stahl
De<6i^
With Companionate Uitl}n
(Sfec^al to thf .itraldH'i'li)
NEW
YORK,
Oct.
16— T.lTan,
gave a private showing of their new ,
on the ihcmc
of companions-e
mai|-i
"Marriage by Contracr," here to<la>
caught
the"immcdiate attention and
of onlookers
The picture handled a dclicnte subj
a particularly -THri-.iJ mnnnir nnH lliiTU
hill ihi/^
~
" •
(through It
/'iiki iw..i..au> iji
llHyU, WlllLll >l.ilUU!! iail to fill liouses.
developed in a ma
and excite atlcnti

TIFr<INy-c/>T<l
15^0

PRODUCTION

PflTyy RUTH
UmVREHCE

MILLER
GR«V

DIRECTED

OV JflME/ FLOOD

MOTION

PICTURES TODAY

^

Yeah! Box Office!

R.C/1. PHOTOPHOriE
FOROURw«TCM
THEME

^PEClflU

BI^O^DVfly

"Marriage by Contract," the new^^iJtcTny
Stahl special, is a motion picture>KajxlTiay be
described as a natural box-office pttr^tion. Its
theme is trial marriage and the effe:tive manner
in which the disasters of the con-pinionate idea
are demonstrated will make it a (onvincing subject to the general public. The ti n ;liness of the
theme is beyond question.
In the picture Patsy Ruth 1\ filler does the
finest work of her screen career. A/ith advanced
ideas on the subject of marriagt :he contracts
four different alliances and each cE these wedded episodes is more disastrous than the previous one. The picture is lavishly produced, with
attractive settings, finely photogrifhed and well
directed by James Flood under ih^; supervision
of John M. Stahl. Robert Edesoi is one of the
featured members of a strong cast
"Marriage bv Contract" is a ^uLcess picture
and should beja clean-up for exhibitors. |
ARTHUR JAMES.

ML

A screen sensation on the
theme of cxpcrimcnt_al marr' ig
the new big Tiffany-Stahl
"Marriage bv Contract." m
Patsy inRuth'.
marric
timci
eight Miller
rcch and
gm
atres something with \s h
bnng in the crowds, jamcs
direcitd it under the prod
supervision of John M. Slal
Robert Edcson and ol
pctcnt players are prominen
large cast. "Marriage by Cor r.
is a [rank but izareful handl: ig
the trial marriage plan show
asters.
w.irking out. its mistakes ai
We

recommend
Sitors

ai/a

this

PRODUCTIONc/^
MEW

pirt

hi'

y,OiTK

INC
CITY
..

PICTURE OP WE YE/HR
TNEY aLL aCREE—

WE FILM WLL DRmV/QLL WROUCHITf CAREER
a CLEflN'UP FOR EXNIBITORr
^ BIG EXPLOIWTIOn PICTURE BET

A

ITMhTMirr
CL^rJ^

FROM

f>ROOUCTION

01 LL ^riCLsr
DO \yiELL »T

TNEBOXrOFF/CE

.1/ otiou

P I c t Si r .■

X c n- s

Marriage by Gontrict
(•ood Box-Offire MatP ill
(Reviewed bv Chester J. Si lil i)
wODifn
T^HIS tale has as its moral t a
ith the
*■ sliould remain well satisfict
^'•0(1 (ild-ta^liioned marriage cerp|u<
precarious
as that sometimes
it vrii!
eoDliuue
to be generally accep

A Picture
fice a smack last nig
hit trie
T
ITEMEX
EXCwas
In catrje
like this.
bubblinj^
reviewer,
liead
sf^mething' or other
about
That
had just seen.
we incui'ed
was unusual. all So
about: Sa
what it was
viewer had hurried officedirectly after seeing "Mai
any
by Contr
e. act,"
could
Nobody a Tiff
releas

"Marriage By C >r tract"
A WINNER.
EXPbS
BUNK
IN
THE
COfA.
ATE
MARRIAGE
HUMAN.
DRAMATid
GREAT
WOMAN
PUfTpRE,
Cast-.TaUy
Rutli
rv,'n!i,rn Ri.rl "ho trit;
iitamage gives one o;
tonnanc7$.
Laurence
iton.
Strong
ca^t inc|iii
Ktiirrsoii,
Shirlcv
Pal
E-U-sorr. Duk-c M
lis. Claire
McDo
t\X:.
Story
and
Production
■ 1 joulh and today,
T
'>> a iiirir. \t'^ Rol a k
■ itnch lied ^p to the
lu-iiir of companioiia
h vhrtws very hutiianl;
iilly how a modrrii ijir
• contract
niarfiat'c.
-I'cks in three iiionihs
•lays out till 3 am. ait
■red with an old girl
■ther words, you can't
b>- <i04!ci
rin^ and license.
Th:it
IfSion
the Kirl lean
kecpi
on
Icarninc
I
-auty have Ai
.Hlniirers. Powerful
]i laclinKu;
.^hich women*
rh.t.- ^i.lWhi.rr^. Direction.

)uin^^^^^o^^^!Trt ,

then figured tl
We
him.
this picture was that goo( .
had better pass on the wo
fast as possible,
So
we
then
asked
hti i
point out what the why an i :he
wherefore.
And this is whit]
said — in essence, not in tot
cause we had to trim his ra|v(
space requirements:
Builttheme.
on companionate
riage
Shows step by rta how
modern
girl imbarks
such a marriage, but how
ventions. etc. break it up.
tries it again.
It fails
Big punch
is in showing
a woinan
has
no
protcc i'
in this companionate
marr a
-Stuff. The man walks off, pc
another
gal but
licked,
.^gc does the trick,
natural for feminine support i t
all
orgai^z: ■
tions.clubs and church
but discreetly"
ledVery
by sexy,
director
James
Flh; ro ,
under , H">Cl^^T^ /^
7\~-'
f t^^
^J

"Sy ^

Y

Tl rr^ N V-c/>T^
l^-^O

DRO^JDVOX-

;r?i'^<'
production
'-)•'- '^^from « _.

Cla Lam
imV-,! — nm^iy '
tcrcst
in
marriage Omanproblems
interwhich arc dramatically developed.
Which is saying plenty about nny
^cturc.
Toronto and the exhiylor
J^venlion beckon, but jw-t arC^o
-.v'^ alichl from the sleep/
we're

proper and satebl standard. Ho\
ny, that
there is
panionate marriage has come
ot discussion and because of tb fc r a deal
plenty of boi-o£Bce material in tl i: feature,
th.^
er,aseomit' it IS to be adversely eriticL^od
all.
of ittbeIS
becauiie there may be one loo m
Patsy Ruth
Miller trudges her w ly sadly
sequences.
through
foursatisfied
or fiveshe
"agreeiiie
time being
has hi
right man at last. And then sh<
lu liud it has all been a drean
original companionate agreemen
youth she loves and who loves 1
eparted because of a tiff that
all the hysteria. But she is smj
after all, and so is be, to reali;
old fashioned marriage eeremoi

it:i pon
," each
the ,
v akes up I
bat her |
rith the
er has not
ir( ught on
rt enough,
e hat the
y (s much
,

the most satisfactorj'.
Miss Jlilter is very coaviac og in the
handling ot a somewhat difficult ro e which
takes her from the young modi rn
through the various marriage ej is(
to the border of i lii die
and with it there is the de^irt
hers
her youth. It is somewhat a reli £
all of these hardships have not :+ retain
know
hen ahe aw.ikens Iroiu her Iroibhd
sleep.
r -ditabie
Gray also does some
do the other members ( I:
-Iir,iilir\u7 well
; that h"-^ quit/' at the hox-l
iJriWih^ i'AWer: The subject is one tliut
hiis had much atlenlion, ami with a well
molded story, well done, it pioniises to click
in iieni'ly any house. Exploitation Angles:
The
marriugi- tlic
-.nhject
h-m^iu.lf cuiiipanionato
to ready expluilatioa;
good sloiy.
the will l);dariced ca-t.
THEME: Thorooghly modem

girl aad

and she
leaves in a marhuff.
companionate
She drifts from one marriage contract to
another, only to finally wake up and realize
has beea a dream, which, however, has a
hajipy ending.
■
Produced and distributed liy TilT;.nvSiiitii. Length. 7.7MJ leet. Released. Iir-.fiuIh'i 1. I'-ria. The Ca-t: P.it-y Kmh .Mill r.
La"n-iue Oiav, Shirley r.ilrner. I^ilj.ii
Kiii. r-on. Ji.hn St. Polls, Claire JK- Uow.-U,
liiiliv L.llayette, Duke Jtiitin. Robert Kde1.1 rk. Continuity
DirectcT,
J.ime-

going

H L P R O D U C T I O N</^ I M C
MCW

YOI^K

CITY

L. S.N/\W
What this co-operation means
39 Main Recruiting Stations of the
U. S. Navy will work for you on
"ANNAPOLIS"!
230 Sub-Stations with their "A'? Boards
are at your disposal!
Every Annapolis graduate in your town
will boost this picture!

sot ND

OH SI LINT

COCftliUltW
BCVCFFICE
WITH

TCUCIIDC1¥N

the co-operation of every recruiting station of the U. S.

Navy, "ANNAPOLIS," the spectacular picturization of midshipman life, is all set to crash through for a Box Ojffice Touchdown.
Every main station and every sub-station in the U. S. has been ordered by the
U. S. Navy authorities to give all assistance in their power to exhibitors showing
"ANNAPOLIS."
The U.S.Navy is posting thousands of one-sheet posters advertising"ANNAPOLIS."
The Navy is giving the use of every "A" board in the country to exploit
"ANNAPOLIS."
Captain F. H. Poteet, in charge of Navy Recruiting Service at Washington,
D. C, is instructing every recruiting officer in the U. S. to co-operate with Pathe
Branches and exhibUors on "ANNAPOLIS."

Pathe (®) Picture

with

JOHN MACK
JEANETTE

BROWN
LOFF

HUGH ALLAN and
WILLL4M BAKEWELL
Scenario by F. McGrcw Willis
from an original story by
Royal S. Pease
directed by Christy Cabanne
produced by F. McGrew Willis

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

Read What Sma
A ND here's how you can
smash your own,
whether you're in a Big
City — a Large or a Small
Town — a Village or a
Hamlet — in Any Size and
Type Theatre, Anywhere:
Jobber
Music
Columbia
Phonograph Tie-Up.
record
No. 1400-D, the theme
song.
The music jobber loaned theatre a
Columbia Phonograph for the lobby
where song was played.

1

2

rant Tie-Up.

line on the menu
bottomRestau
A Hotel
cards of the three best hotels
had a line tying up good food and
good entertainment.
ner
side.s
the -Up
strung
Two ban
orson Tie
ds Mot
kard Service Car and two
Packar
ofPac
especially painted compo-board displays for show room. Copy on signs

3

shed the Oklahoma
and banners was: ''The Man Who
Laughs Drives a Packard." (Can be
done with any make of car.)

4

Radio— Broadcasting.

Station WKY (Morning Oklahoma and Evening Times)
broadcast theme song twice each
evening. Announcer stated it was
theme song of "The Man Who
deLaughs." On opening night, aast
scription of picture was broadc .

paper Tie- Up. Music
vs
SNetjob
ber furnished three Oklahoma City dailies with ad copy
ing
featur
"The Man Who Laughs"
and theme song. His sub-dealers
put in window displays and used
newspaper displays also.

Distributed 10,000
Heralds.
6
roto-heralds through local news
agency.
Handled
as inserts
pers
slipped into newspa
and publica- ,
tions — including Satevepost.

Boob

Store

Tie-Ups.

Feature window display
prominent book shop.

in

City Record!

The—
ation
licma
Pubaho
lwayan
RaiUp.
CityTie'
Okl
weekly circulation 40,000. Speof adve
cost.rtising for one week's
issuecialatslug no

8

me
Therds
s. reco
-Upia
Tieumb
son
ow Col
Wigndand
made up five window displays
and these stores carried a line in all
their newspaper advertising for five
days.

9

^a^
^U mW

TieLibrarythousand
Public
Up.
Twenty

"Man Who Laughs" bookmarks distributed at Public Library.
ation

al

regBoob. ofThematgre
eriatB est agg
Press
1^
^^ ever
compiled to put a pic-

ture over with the public. Seven
separate sections — each devoted to a
different kind of showman help. Use
it.

^ 4^ Paper. A most elaborate
ment : 3 — 24 sheets,
^t assort
B ^^
2 — 6 sheets,
5 — 3 sheets, 4 — 1
sheet, 2 window cards, besides oil
paintings and other accessories.
Plaster the town with it.
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PAUL
LENI
Production
starrijig

CONRAD

and

VEIDT

MARY PHILBIN
with Olga Baclanova,
Cesare Gravina, Brandon Hurst, George Siegmann, Sam de Grasse,
Stuart Holmes.
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A PROVED BOX-OFFICE SUCCESS
AS A SILENT PICTDRE
A PHENOMENAL SENSATION
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They
Saw
It!
Heard
It!
-AND GRABBED A QUICK DATE !
Capitol Theatre, Ne^w York
United Artists Theatre, Chicago
Eastman Theatre, Rochester
Strand Theatre, Syracuse
Loe^wr^s Orpheum, Boston
Strand Theatre, Providence
Roger Sherman, Ne-w Haven
Strand Theatre, Portland
Theatre, Philadelphia
Space does not permit listing the hundreds of, leading wired
theatres that have already booked "SUBMARINE"— The
Dramatic Marvel of the Season in Sight and Sound.

COLUMBIA

PICTURES'$0UND<^5ILENT-

ALWAYSTHE BEST BOX-OFFICE VALUE IN THE INDU$1Ry<

CfcV^

A SURVEY OF THE SOUND
THE FOLLOWING
O
BACKS
IN MOST
SYNCH
1— Prohibitive
costs!

installation

2— Delays
ment! in delivering equip3— Slight disorder disrupting
mechanism!
4— Distorted tonal effects!
Reeltone is suitable for de
means of the

"The Ghost Train," sensational road
show production, has already been
synchronized by Reeltone and is
booked to play over the entire Pantages Circuit.

Theatre owners and pros
holders are invited to hear
device.
Wire, write

NATHANSON

R

220 West 42nd Street,

FIELD TODAY REVEALS
LJTSTANDING
DRAW
[IONIZATION
DEVICES:
1— Reeltone installations cost
nothing!
2— Reeltone is ready for immediate installation!
3— Reeltone is absolutely foolproof!
4 — Reeltone renders perfcet
reproduction of sound and
voice!
uxe houses and within the
mallest theatre.
)ective territorial franchise
ind see t h i s wonderful
•r call

iELTONE
Vew

^'ork

City'

CORP,

52 Single Reels "Pictures that tell a
story" — including dramatic, vaudeville
and novelty subjects — synchronized by
Reeltone will be released on the basis
of one a week.

WHO'S

WHO?
In 1916 the first recognized "Who's Who in the Film Industry," was pubHshed by Motion Picture News. It was
called "The Studio Directory."
For years it served as an aid to photoplay editors in preparing news sections and as a ready reference in answering
questions.
Every subsequent edition increased in service through the
helpful suggestions received from the men using it.
A letter giving proof of the fact that the book occupies a
prominent and lasting place in newspaper offices:
Gentlemen:
I have been using "The Studio Directory" you issued in 1924 constantly in my work as it gives the
histories of those engaged in the industry briefly and
covers all salient points.
Yours very truly,
J. M. SHELLMAN,
Motion Picture Editor, The Baltimore Sun.

FOR SEVERAL MONTHS WE HAVE
BEEN
COMPILING
A NEW
ISSUE
The experience of years in dealing with photoplay editors in publishing
"The Studio Directory," which won for it the acknowledged place of
authority, will assist in preparing the authentic biographical data and
vl>

added features in

MOTION

PICTURE

BLUE

NEWS

BOOK

The Authoritative Who's Who of Filmdom
To Be Published hi Connection With

THE FIFTEENTH

ANNIVERSARY

of MOTION

PICTURE NEWS

WHAT

WARNER

BROS. PROMISEWARNER
BROS.
DELIVER!

7
USTRY'S
THE INDSTRONGEST
SUREST,
LINE-UP OF BOX OFFICE
PICTURES
•THE

AL JOLSON in
SINGING
FOOL"

"THE TERROR"
with May McAvoy
and Louise
Fazenda
•LIGHTS
YORK'
All *OF
Star+ NEW
Cast
*
DOLORES
COSTELLO in
•THE
REDEEMING
SIN"
with Conrad Nagel
GEORGE
COHAN'S
•THE
HOME
* M.* TOWNERS"
*
•ON TRIAL"
with Pauline
Frederick,
Bert Lytell,
* * Lois* Wilson
FANNIE
BRICE
•'MY MAN"

* *
DOLORES

in

*

COSTELLO

in

•GLORIOUS
with Conrad BETSY"
Nagel
AL JOLSON in
•THE JAZZ SINGER

* *

•THE

'

*

LION
AND McAvoy
THE MOUSE'
with May
and Lionel Barrymore

DOLORES
•MADONNA
■THE

COSTELLO in
OF AVENUE A "

DESERT
SONG"
All *Star-v Cast
*

MONTE

BLUE

in

with "CONQUEST"
H. B. Warner.
Lois Wilson

* *

TEXAS
"QUEEN

OF

*

GUINAN

* ;^
THE

*
NIGHT

in
CLUBS

DOLORES
COSTELLO
•TENDERLOIN"
with Conrad Nagel

* :«

in

*

"STARK MAD"
All *Star-x Cast
*

BOOK IT NOW— WHILE IT'S RED hot and
cash in on the big national exploitation. We're
not holding the general release up 'till we've
completed the New York run — you can have it
now! Play it concurrently with it's Broadway
showing.

THIS 100% ALL-TALKING, ALL-LAUGHING PICTURE at $2.00
prices •• getting the crowd< at the Warner Bro>. Theatre ! It'i lure
to do the same at your house !

SOPHIE
TUCKER
in
* :< TONK"
*
"HONKY
DOLORES

COSTELLO

•ALIMONY

ANNIE"

in

"

Member if Motion Picture Producets uni Distributors of America lnc.~WHl H.Hays Pnatitnt

^tiffm'

•Speciah
John NtiCrniivk />.>«ni<

COLLEEN MOORE in
nrhetic Sin" "Whv Be GooJ'
and A Third
CORINNE GRIFFITH

with

"THE BARKER"
Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill
and Betty Compson

"STRANDED IN PARADISE"
vith Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill
"THE

I the

SQUALL"

dartnt;
drama
thnl ran ono
on Broadwav.-

A BILLIE DOVE

vL'Mr

Special

Star-Hits
CORINNE GRIFFITH in
■'Paid For"
"Saturday's Children"
and A Third
RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
"Diversion" "Weary River"
and A Third
BILLIE DOVE in
"Heart of a Princess"
"The Other Tomorrow"
MILTON SILLS in
"Captain of the Strong"
"The Eagle's Trail"
"The Spotter"
"CHILDREN OF THE RITZ"
with Dorothy Mackaill. Jack Mulhall
■THE GIRL in the GLASS CAGE"
with Dorothy Mackaill
■•TWO WEEKS OFF"

FIR8T
NOIINB
hare made

NATIONAL
HITCCESSKS
Box-offite itepttlalions irillt

,1j\'D teitliotit Synrhronization .' — •I
-i-.Honths' .Suppltf of SoNtttl fictures

Ready

Aom I

linquestionably the biggest thin<!;
in Sight^or Sound. 57 records
broken to date, with and without
synchronization. Sensation on
Broadway at S2 top: IS week?, and
still capacity. A Special.

"THE

WHIP"

tvitli Dorolliy ^larkaill,
Kalpli
Forbe!^,
Anna
<).
MilSKon, l^onell Sherman
2..>00 bookings in first len days.Trpniendous business at the Indiana,

"TF'rom
HE
Indianapolis,
the
famous
Dniry l^np melodrama
success.

<.}OOD-BYE

KI^K''

Mack
Sennelt's
9-reel star-finds
Special
uith three
new Sennett
— Sally Eilers. Johnny Burke and
Matty Kemp.
CORi:sTNE

Avilli Alice White
Ovation at San Francisco and Kansas City premieres. Bows in at IN. ^ .
Strand November 3rd. Tremendous publicity from syndication lo
twenty million.

BIM.IE DOVE
in "Thf mis^ht Watch"
'"A murder-mysteiy pictnie that is
different" says Film Daily. Highest
praise from New York criticfi durinji exceptional business week at
N. Y. Strand.

"^VATERFRO\'r'

wirli
na<-kaill
andDorolh)
.lark .niilliall

One of ihe fine-l comedies First
National ever m;ide. Picked by
-THE hb om-nf six
N^)^ ember Photoplay
bcsl pictures of the nirmth.

HAINTED

"ON Alice
THE White
AIR"
with
"SEVEN FOOTPRINTS

TO

Scries yroa( Mvsicrv
Stcmd of ,FirBIDrama
National's

"SH!

(GRIFFITH

Fate takes lovely C«»rinne from rap;lo
and backrlramatie
again— almost
in riches,
this brilliant
romance—
from a famous Broadnay success.
With Edmund Lowe.

"HOTAlice
STUFF"
with
White

THE

OCTOPUS"

Third of FirsI National's
SATAN"Nivstcrv Oramas

•lohu .TlcC'oriiiirk prrarmtn

(OLLEE.X :nooRE
•H ''Lilac Time''

with Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall

HOilME?'.

with f»-Mar C'aM
First iNational \vill make Mystery
History with this famous Broadway
ihiill Miccess bv Owen Davis,

And 11 More with
Music and Effects
speciah
John Mi-Cormick

COLLEEN

'

/»rc.si-nts

MOORE

■•■THE WHIP"

"THE GOOD-BYE KISS"
Directed by Macfc Sennett
"Lilac ■^■Star-Hits
CORINNE

GRIFFITH

in "Outcast"
RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
in "Scarlet Seas"
BILLIE DOVE
in
"Adoration"
BILLIE
DOVE
. in "The Night Watch".,
'•WATERFRONT''
V
,
with Dorothy
Mackaill, Jack Mulhall
••THE HAUNTED HOUSE"
with 9-Star Cast
••SHOW

GIRL''

---

•NAUGHTY
BABY"
with Alice White;'
with Alice White, Jack Mulhall

So now he's in ihe markel Far a

RI3BBER

MAttaVEE

A

AN N A^. iQ. M I LS.SO,N„.--.,r:-T,S. E E^ AND; .-HEAR
..I'.'UV"

"

'f I IV

Talk about hard luck stories...
This exhibitor almost went goofy
Because he had a Special with twice
as many ticket- selling assets
As he had room to feature!
Too bad they don't build
Marquees big enough to hold
ALL the big money- names
And the news of stirring SOUND ... in

THE WHIP
A Charlti JBrabiti Production. From
the fomoui'Drury
Prtiented

Lane Melodrama.

by Richard

A

Rou'tand.
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NATIONAL.
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Is It Entertainment?
Sound or Silent,

That's the Big

Question

By William A. Johnston
SHOWMEN will find a valuable lesson
in the fact that, two weeks ago in Los
Angeles "The Singing Fool," a sound
picture, and "Dancing Daughters," a silent
version, ran first for popular favor. . . . The
question today, as always, is not: is it a talker?
or, is it a silent? . . . The question is: is it
entertainment? . . . With the revolutionary
advent of the talker, let us not forget some
simple truths. . . . Good motion pictures —
silent or otherwise — are entertaining. . . .
Talk alone doesn't make a picture entertaining. ... A good talker must be just as artfully made as a good silent picture. ... At
Atlantic City, the other day, I saw successively "The Singing Fool" and "The Docks
of New York". . . . Both were enjoyable.
... It is easily conceivable that the public,
broadly, will want to see each. . . .
In "The Singing Fool," moreover, it is
quite apparent that pictures do more than
words ever could to tell the story and build
the characterizations; pictures in other words,
skiUftiUy devised, are indispensable to good
entertainment in picture houses. ... If I
were an exhibitor and lacked a sound installation today, I would not be buffaloed.
... A great lot of people today are going to
continue to like silent pictures, and maybe,
with increased satisfaction. . . . We are going to have, unfortunately, a good many talkers put forth because they contain talk rather
than entertainment . . . from these there is
going to be a rebound in favor of the house
with good silent pictures. . . .
The more we see of the situation, the more
we believe in the deduction of Exhibitor

Jarodsky in his well discussed letter previously published, namely, that everywhere
there will continue to be a place for the
talker house and the silent picture house. . .
The smaller houses near the larger centres
have feared that the latters' talker houses
would pull heavily from their small town
clientele. . . . That, according to our field
reports, has not been true. ... I might add
that our conclusions, as above, are held by a
good many exhibitors who call at our office.
. . . Some are as anxious as ever to get installations: but they feel now that they can
well hold their own until the installations
arrive and furthermore that when the latter
does arrive both the reproducing devices and
the sound pictures themselves will be greatly
improved. . . .
True to the tradition of the show business
producers are rushing pell mell into falkers.
. . . Just as there has been a wave of war,
underworld, jazz, etc., pictures because one
good one first went over, so there will be
talkers just because a Jolson picture led the
way. . . . But, talkers or not, they won't be
any better than the story, its actors and its
technic to
. .learn.
. and .now
technic
. . we've got a brand new
And a word, too, to the electrical giants.
. . . Just because a new — and wonderful, device has been added to popular entertainment
it doesn't follow that the device will control
the entertainment. . . . Animation was wonderful, and so is sound. But the show is still
the thing. . . .
The great unknown quantity remains — the
public. The public asks : is it entertainment?
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Mergers

and

Salesmen

REDliCED efficiency among film salesmen is an economic menace resulting
from recent and current mergers and
rumored mergers of producing and distributing companies.
Motion Picture A'e-u's this week received a
letter from a salesman travelling a territory
not far from New York for one of the companies whose name has been linked recently
with several stories of mergers, changes of
ownership and executive personnel. This
salesman's frankly expressed opinions and
feelings are important to every general sales
manager in the business and to every branch
exchange manager because, as he says, they
not only are his personal comments but they
reflect the state of mind and diminishing enthusiasm and confidence of other film salesmen whom he encounters in his travels.
He says, in part:
"Because of the constant shifting of background inthe distributing combines, I do not
believe a salesman can feel the same enthusiasm for his product and the same confidence
in his own future that he previously did. Before mergers were so largely a part of each
week's important political news in the business a salesman felt that his product was an
individual thing with an individual identity,
and permanent in its trademark or trade
name value.

Picture

News

Mr. Televox could give, and all because they
feel that their positions with their respective
firms no longer are paths of opportunity.
Instead, they feel that their positions are
merely jobs and that actual or impending
changes in company ownership and management may quickly have a personal effect on
them.
"Naturally, the men out on the firing line
exaggerate possible consequences because
they
haven'ttheir
facts
or official assurances to
contradict
fears.
"If attention
the big guns
New York
gave ofa their
little
more
to thein calibre
and bore
sidearms in the field, I know it would help
restore some of the old enthusiasm and confidence and enable us fellows to be much
quicker, more confident and accurate on the
trigger."

Highlights

the news that the controversy
WITH
over the Bristolphone device is settled,
comes further news that Acoustic
Products and its subsidiary, Sonora Phonograph Co. are to acquire the rights and interest of all the parties concerned. . . .
A new corporation is to be formed which
will license Asher, Small & Rogers, Gotham
Bristolphone and the Lesser-Warner Co. . . .
Charles R. Rogers will actively manage the
new company to be formed, which will combine the Sonora and Bristolphone names.
"If the big fellows in New York actually
knew of the uneasiness, the uncertainties, and . . . This is an important development in the
the doubts that today constantly beset many sound picture field. . . .
Rayart is coming right along. W. Ray
of the salesmen traveing for them, they would
realize that any reduction in the number of Johnston announced this week the news of
contracts and amount of business in propor- his affiliation with the outstanding British
tion to individual quotas is not entirely a mat- interests headed by George Pearson. . . .
ter of inferior pictures. I know of several Reciprocity .... on a business basis. . . .
instances of fellow salesmen who have be- The only reciprocity, as we have maintained,
come dispirited, utterly without enthusiasm, that means anything. ... A feather in Rayand who recite their sales rituals with about
art's cap and a real step toward internationalizing the industry.
the same fire and spirit and confidence that
November 3, 1928
Motion Picture News
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A New and Big Event in
Trade Journalism
Scenes of World Premiere of ''Noah's Ark'' in
Hollywood Last Night Tra7tsmitted by Telephoto
and Reproduced in Motion Picture News Today

F

OR the first time in the history of the Motion Picture Industry, Motion Picture News presents Telephoto advertising, a
brand-new idea in trade paper Journalism.

In Hollywood last night, (November 1), the world premiere
of "Noah's Ark" was held with the elite of the Coast present.
Today, (November 2), only a few hours after the premiere
itself, pictures of the crowds; flash-lights of the celebrities; and
comments on this great production by film personages who
were there are spread before the industry exclusively in this publication*
This history-making idea was originated by Motion Picture
News. The entire service facilities of the large Coast staff of
this paper \vere called into play.
Warner Brothers, the pioneers in talkies, of which "Noah's
Ark" is the highest point of achievement to date, availed themselves of the opportunity to pioneer again, this time in a form
of advertising that marks a big step forward.
Through the Telephoto and Fotogram processes of Western
Union, New York sees today what happened at Grauman's
Chinese Theatre in Hollywood last night; and reads, in actual
facsimile of their own handwriting, the comments of celebrities as they came out of the house after the premiere.

Motion Picture News Leads the Field

Motion
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P ic tu r c

N e w s

SCENES LAST NIGHT (Nov. 1st) at WORLD
CHINESE THEATRE,

HOLLYWOOD,

TRANSMITTED

Forecourt of Grauman's Chinese Theatre Jammed with Early Arrivals to
Watch the Celebrities of Filmdom Arrive for the First Public Presentation
of "Noah's Ark"

Harry M. Warner, President of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., in the Forecourt of the Chinese
Theatre at Premiere, Last Night

Dolores Costello, Star of
"Noah's Ark," Arriving at
Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, for World
Premiere of Warner Bros.
Great Vitaphone SuperSpectacle Talkie

\WARN£R
BROS

TfAPM DNil

"NOAH'S ARK"— the

N 0 I- c III her
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19 38

PREMIERE of "NOAH'S ARK" at Grauman's
BY TELEPHOTO

AND REPRODUCED

Sid Grauman in Forecourt of Chinese Theatre
with Noah
Beery Just Before Starting His
Prologue for "Noah's Ark"

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner Entering Theatre
at the Premiere of the Great Warner Vitaphone Super-Spectacle Talkie

HERE TO-DAY!

Section of Enthusiastic Fans Packing Hollywood Boulevard for Blocks in Every Direction
for Warner Bros. World Premiere of "Noah's

Ark"
Small Section of Crowd of Thousands That
Jammed Hollywood Boulevard Around Grauman's Chinese Theatre at World Premiere of
"Noah's Ark"

Spectacle of the Ages J
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THOUSANDS LAST NIGHT SAW ANE
AND PUBLIC ACCLAIMED IT "THE
WARNER

5* "»-- ?»-7 »T»*»«.*^»*—
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Story by
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io by
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HEARD "NOAH'S ARK"-CRITICS-STARS
GREATEST PICTURE OF ALL TIME!
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Picture

News

Sun Arcs Make "Noah's Ark"
Premiere Blaze of Glory
Hollywood Ablaze With 92 Lights Trained on Grauman's
Chinese; Thousands Attracted Around Los Angeles
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 1. ( By Wire)
— Hollywood was literally
ablaze through the efforts of
Warner Brothers and Sid Grauman with the world premiere of
"Noah's Ark" at Grauman's Chinese
Thursday night. While it is barely possible that crowds equally large in size
have turned out to witness former
openings here, it is certain that none
have ever had the pyrotechnical glory
in conjunction with them as that which
accompanies "Noah's Ark's" bow to
Hollywood's populace. All evening,
one hundred and twenty electricians in
charge of ninety-two multi-colored sun
arcs turned the blackness of night into
varied hues of purple, green, red,
blue and yellow.
From

the windows of the Motion

Picture News' office in the Roosevelt
Hotel diagonally opposite the Chinese,
the milling crowds are visible, being
handled by hundreds of reserve police.
Traffic for several blocks surrounding
the theatre was diverted, only those
holding special police badges issued in
conjunction with seats were permitted
within lines.
Frank Murphy, Warners' electrical
genius, is responsible for the display
of lights, some of which are planted in

Hollywood Hills, a few miles behind
the theatre, attracting thousands from
all over Los Angeles.
As for celebrities in attendance the
only ones not present are either ill,
working out of town or don't rate.
Sid Grauman set a new record for
himself and Hollywood with a prologue which lasted less than five minutes. It consisted merely of one solo
by a boy soprano and one ensemble
number by a singing chorus of sixty
men and women. This was staged
against a beautifully lighted background of ark exterior and interior
with Noah and his sons, plus groups
of live animals in tableaux for background. Grauman, who is generally
credited with being the father of prologues, brought gasps when the curtain was brought down on the tableaux
and the picture flashed immediately
afterward.
The News has already reviewed
"Noah's Ark." Further evidences of
the impression it made can be secured
from telephotoed statements from celebrities in their own handwriting
secured by News representatives as
they left the theatre at the close of
the performance.
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Sound Outdraws Silent Movie
In
Key
Cities
—
Survey
Shows
Average
Weekly Figures Far in Excess of Totals for Mute
Pictures;

Talkies

FIRST-HAND survey <if key city
houses by Motion Picture News this
week shows that average weekly
grosses of sound pictures are far in ailvanee of corresponding grossi's on strictly
silent pictures.
This is the situation in general. There
are some exceptions, of course, but the supremacy of sound at the box office is clearly
established. One significant fact is that the
talking picture is definitely the big moneymaker. Pictures which are merely synchronized with scores, or those which carry
sound effects are not in the same class with
the talkers.
This is the first survey of the kind ever
undertaken by a film trade paper. The results in detail as gathered by the News'
own corps of correspondents follow :

INDIANAPOLIS
Box office receipts in downtown first run
houses have been boosted 25 per cent to 60
per cent with the inauguration of sound pictures.
Sound pictures of quality make a noticeable showing in business. Weak pictures
fail to draw unless they have something
besides sound.
Receipts at the Circle jumped from $15,500 with "Forgotten Faces," week ending
August 31, to .$26,352, week ending September 21, with "Lilac Time." "The Patriot" the following week brought in only
$18,246. The Circle stage band policy was
abolished with the presentation of sound
pictures.
At the Indiana, another Skouras-Publix
house, sound pictures have not made a noticeable difference because Charlie Davis'
stage band holds up the gross, according to
George D. Tyson, advertising manager.
The average at the Indiana was .$24,000
with silent pictures and $25,000 with sound.

Are

Biggest

Money

Wallace Allen, Loew's Palace manager,
says sound bocjsted average from $8,000
(with stage band) to $11,000 (without
band).
"Dancing Daughtei-s" drew $17,000.
The Apollo, Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company house, jumped from $4,000 to
$10,000 with sound.

MINNEAPOLIS

capacity 1800, broke the house precedent of
one week runs. The picture was held two
weeks extra, performances averaging $2,500 daily. "Lilac Time" failed to draw.
The Hollywood Theatre shows 25 per cent
increase in weekly gross since sound installation.
The Blight Theatre, Salem, Ore., and
Castle Theatre, Vancouver, report thirty
per cent increase in weekly gross with "The

Finkelstein & Ruben report that dialogue pictures have greatly increased business at all theatres, in some cases doubling,
trebling and cjuadrupling it. Sound pictures
without dialogue have helped greatly in
small town theatres and these without regular orchestras, but have improved business
little in Minneapolis, St. Paul and other
large cities, and in some cases have actually
resulted in a falling off of attendance
where audiences seem to prefer straight orchestral accompaniment.
Dialogue pictures have been a big smash
everywhere. The State in Minneapolis has
found them a tremendous drawing card,
breaking the all-time record with "The
Singing Fool." The Minnesota has shown
but one and that to fine business. The
Strand's business also has been greatly
stimulated.

PORTLAND,

Makers

ORE.

AVith sound, the Blue Mouse Theatre has
increased box office receipts 50 per cent in
spite of the increase in admission price
from 25e to oOe. "The Jazz Singer" established the house record of seven weeks.
"State Street Sadie" ran five weeks.
Hamricks' Music Box, capacity 1.897, nowplaying "The Singing Fool" is averaging
$2,500 daily gross. 'This house is the remodeled Liberty Theatre, known as dead
one year prior to sound installation.
"Wings,"
with sound, at the Broadway,

DALLAS
Jazz Singer."
Sound pictures are boosting gi'osses at
all first run theatres here. The Melba shows
an increase of $1500 weekly for sound
over silent pictures. The Majestic shows an
increase of $1200. The Palace shows an increase of $1400, excluding "The Singing
Fool," which grossed $34,000 for the record
week 's run.
Considering average grosses of all sound
pictures against the same number of silent
pictures, the increase runs to much larger
figures. The exceptional sound picture will
gross far uiore than the excejjtiona! sileni,
but there is no difference in the grosses of
fair sound or fair silent films. .Sound pictures are of no more box office value than
silents, unless the picture itself is very
strong. Sound news reels show no increase
unless unusual.
PITTSBURGH
Sound pictures have proved life savers
for several first run houses. The five local
theatres equipped for sound have all increased business. The most notable success is the Stanley, which opened last
Spring and until this Fall when sound pictures were installed, proved a failure. Business has jumped from 35 per cent to 50
per cent. Loew's Penn has installed sound,
but it makes little difference as the Penn
{Continued on page 1387)

Detroit Sound Case Postponed
Robertson Action Involves Delivery of Sound Picture Prints Regardless ofReproducing Equipment
case of .James N. Robertson, Detroit exhibitor, versus Detroit distributors of sound pictures, an effort to
secure sound prints for showings in his
Roosevelt and Cinderella Theatres, which
are not wired with Western Electric Equipment, was postponed this week by U. S.
THE

Circuit Judge DeWitt Morgan 's court tnitil November 7, 1928. This was done at the
request of the Paramount representative,
Frank Eaman, and with the consent of
Ralph Routier, representing Robertson, the
postponement giving both sides additional
opportunity to prepare their arguments.

Robertson, with Roy Johnson, inventor
of the Humanphone, charges that a conspiracy exists which seeks to prevent the presentation ofcertain sound recorded films in
houses wired with other systems of sound
apparatus than that of the Western Electric Company. For his two theatres he had
contracted for Paramount product, and
made new contract for a Paramount sound
picture, "Warming Up," Robertson stated.
When the distributor attempted to withhold service on the sound records, Robertson secured an injunction which won him
delivery on

"Warming

Up"

and

another

Paramount sound picture, "Sawdust Paradise," or any other production which his
contract called for.
Other defendants named in the action are
Electrical Research Products, Warner
Bros., Metro-Goldw'vn-Mayer, United Artists, Western Electric Company, the Vitaphone Corporation, Pathe Exchange and the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
Robertson claims that his device can reproduce sound either by the record method
or the photographic process.
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In and Out of Town

"A Woman

of Affairs"

Exclusive Review f M-G-M Production
By Earl J. Hudson
Assistant Publisher, Motion Picture I\^eu's

MICHAEL
J. GOURLAND, president of
tite Affiliated European Producers. Ine.,
arrives Friday of this week aboard the Mauretania after a tcn-zueeks' visit to Europe in the
interest of opposing further restrictions on
American films. While abroad he also lined up
the Affiliated program zvhich he will announce
shortly.

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, president of F B O.
left New York City last Wednesday, October 31, for a visit to his company's studios in
Hollywood.

October 31 (By Wire).— Michael
HOLLYWOOD,
Arlen's "Green Hat" has been cleaned and reblocked by M-G-M into an excellent box office
model called "A Woman of Affairs". Seen at a Los
Angeles preview its audience value was not a matter of
personal opinion. Made in a silent version only, it produced its own sound effects of sniffles and sobs in abundance throughout the theatre. Innumerable masculine and
feminine noses were blown clean with a frequency that
was a great
compliment to Glarence Brown's direction and
performances by Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Lewis Stone,
Hobart Bosworth, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Dorothy
Sebastian.

LARRY
DARMOUR, andpresident
of Darmour Productions
vice-president
of
Standard Cinema Corporation, arrived in
New York last week. Since his arrival he
has been in conference with J. I. Schnitzer,
senior vice-president of FBO. Darraour recently completed 48 two-reel comedies.
ADOLPHE OSSO, managing director of the
Paramount organization in France, and
Henri Klarsfeld, sales manager, arrived in New
York on Wednesday, October 24, for a conference with E. E. Shauer, general manager of
the Paramount foreign department, regarding
distribution plans for the coming year.

"A Woman of Affairs" illustrates the fallacy of official
bans on successful stage plays that are regarded in stage

TEXAS GUINAN, zvho spent the last two
zi'ccks in Hollyzvood zvorking on "Queen
of
for Warner Bros., returned
to the
Nczi'Night
York Clubs"
last zueek.

form as too daring or immoral for screen production. "A
Woman of Affairs" pro^es that questionable or objectionable things in stage plays can be treated from other angles
without the least offense to decency or good taste.
The production has several situations of excellent

HM.
WARNER,
of Warner
. Bros.,
has arrivedpresident
in HoUyTvood
from
New York. He will spend several weeks in
the movie capitol conferring with J. L. Warner on details
schedule
of films. concerning the compan5r*s

subtlety fully equal to Clarence Brown's cleverest directorial touches in "Flesh and the Devil". The story has
lost nothing of the dramatic power, fineness of characterization, splendid humanness and great situation suspense
of "The Green Hat". On the contrary, the screen treatment at points rates higher in these box-office values than
did the stage version. The story is exceedingly well told
except for the motivating sequence early in the picture
wherein the reasons for the girl's sacrifice were not sufficiently plain to the preview audience, but undoubtedly
this point will be clarified before release.
The cast has real super-special proportions in name
values. Garbo gives a great performance as Diana Merrick, while Gilbert has a difficult role that he plays to fine
sympathetic reactions. Stone, Fairbanks, Jr., and Bosworth
are excellent. Dorothy Sebastian makes a comparatively
minor part stand out in the finest performance she has
ever given. For the first time in her screen career, she
looks and acts like a real potential star possibility.
"A Woman of Affairs" hasn't
situation. It points a worthy theme
contrasting kinds of honor. It is a
women especially. With the known
tions that have irresistible effect on

the slightest offensive
presenting two sharply
great bet for girls and
popularity of producthe tear ducts, this one

should be billed "B. Y. O. H." or "Bring Your Own Handkerchiefs". Ifthis production is sensibly appraised, the only
ban possible on "A Woman of Affairs" is where city ordinances ban standing room in theatres.

CARLOS JIMENEZ, Latin-American sales
representative for Pathe International Corporation who recently completed a deal with
F. H. Knocke for bookings of the complete
Pathe product in Cuba, the Virgin Islands and
elsewhere, sailed last Saturday on the Siboney
of southern
the Ward territories.
Line for a five-months' sales trip
in
M-G-M executives leainng for the coast this
zveek also include Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident of the company, zvho plmis to stop
off for a day at JVashington on the trip back;
.41 Lezi'in, scenario editor; Frances Marion,
scenarist, and Robert McGozvan, director for
Hal Roach.
EW.
HAMMONS,
president of
Educa• tional,
left last Saturday
afternoon,
October 27, on the Twentieth Century for
Los Angeles on his regular visit to the Educational studio.
THOM.AS
recently
signed this
as
a Warner MEIGHAN,
Bros, star, left
New York
week for French Lick, where he will spend the
next few weeks reading manuscripts with
George .\de for his forthcoming vehicle. Accompanying him on the trip were Mrs. Meighan,
Mrs. Raymond Hitchcock, Mrs. Sam H. Harris and Mrs. Earl Baltan.
JO.^EPH LEVIG.4RD. Universal director,
arriz'cd in Nezv York last Saturday enroutc
to Germany, zvhcre he zvill direct for Uniz'ersal
at their studios there. He sailed on the Columbus Wednesday at midnight. He ii accompanied
by Robert Stumor, cameraman, and Robert Surlees, assistant. In London he zi'ill make tests
for on English star to play the lead in his productions. He first plans to z'isit his honw in
Frankfort, Gcrniajiy, before starling zmrk.
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Many
"Sound"
Experts?
Hollywood Wondering

Is All the Expense and Fuss Over Sound Stages Really Necessary? —
Studio Officials Divided in Opinions
(Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 29.— A rapidly
growing belief that "technical e.\pert.s" and "sound engineers" are
not quite as expert nor as sound as they
should be, is spreading among studio executives. Where, a few months ago, producers rushed to secure services of synchronization authorities and burst into print
with the .$250,000 and $500,000 sound stages
they were going to construct, studio officials are now beginning to wonder whether
all the expense and fuss over sound stages
is really necessary.
One of the major causes for this unrest
and loss of faith is the success of ' ' The
Melody of Love" made by Universal. Another is the different opinions given by the
experts in different studios. No two seem
to agree on specifications or dimensions for
the eonstniction of sound stages. Very few
of them seem to be willing, if they can, to
explain just why a sound stage must be somuch-by-so-much and just why one commodity must be used in more or less profusion than another. Either the explanations furnished have been too technical for
producers to understand, or actually too
vague for comprehension. The fact remains
that many producers are expressing their
newly created doubts loudly and far from
incoherently.
"How was it," ask a few, "that Universal, without a sound stage or any so-called
'expert,' was able to borrow a bit of Movietone apparatus from Fox, and with only
one microphone, make a seven-reel feature

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News>

which is cleaning up? Universal at that
time had no quarter million dollar building
for recording- scenes. It had no monitor
room or apparatus running into thousands.
Yet the picture has been recorded capably
and is meeting with audience approval.
"If these men are actually experts, why
don't they agree on the best composition
for sound stages. Allowing for the fact
that circumstances alter cases, that locations may require some difference, there
hasn't been enough similarity in sound
stages outlined in different studios to secure one general standard. Surely there
must
be one."
Other
producers point to the fact that
Warner Brothers have been operating without any especially constructed quarter million dollar stages heretofore. Conceding
that Warners are now building special
sound studios, they still want to know how
it is that Warners are converting silent
stages in use for years for sound purposes,
and have evidently been more than successful in making their Vitaphone features.
The general attitude is such as given
above, a Motion Picture News representative found in a general canvass. One executive who apparently has no fears and has
all confidence possible in his method, is M.
C. Levee, of United Artists. He stated:
"The Electrical Research studios spend
over $15,000,000 yearly in experiments.
They are really the only authorities we
have to go by. Hence it is economy in such
an instance, to go ajiead ivith their advice

— even ij they are wrong! The industry
has had similar conditions to contend with
in other matters and should know by now.
In the past they've hit up against directors
who have said that this-and-that is absolutely necessary to make their pictures with.
They've employed cameramen who have insisted that so many lights were positive requirements. Scenarists have said flatly that
it would be impossible to put a story in
500 scenes and must have 800 scenes.
"The only thing for the producer to do,
in the case of sound experts, is the same
coui'se they had open regarding directors,
cameramen and scenarists. Go ahead with
their advice, and if they prove wrong — get
others
their place."
Afterin leaving
Mike Levee, the Motion
Picture News reporter spoke to several
others. To one producer he quoted some
of the statements made by Levee.
"Yes, Levee is right in much he says,"
drawled this executive. "But tell me, is it
necessary to spend a quarter of a million
for a building in which to experiment?
Can't these same experiments be accomplished in a laboratory 20 feet square and
get the same results ? You must realize that
this is one industry which is giving carte
blanche regarding expenses. It is of no use
to abuse the freedom of funds."
Meanwhile the sound stages are still being constructed in practically all major
studios. But a lot of thinking and conferences are going to be held before plans for
new ones are announced or determined.

Remote Previews Now in Force
Producers Comply with Exhibitors' Request That Shows Be
Held Far as Possible from Los Angeles
(Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 29.— As a result
of a protest and appeal made recently by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern California, producers are now holding their studio previews as far from the environs of Los Angeles as conveniently possible. The protest,
filed recently by the exhibitors, pointed out
that studio previews, as hold in aiul abtiut
Los Angeles, not only hurt the exhibitor
but the producer as well in the long run.
Fox is now taking productions for "audience reaction" far from the view of pictui'e-wise Los Angeles preview fans. Last
week "The River" was brought as far as
Fresno for preview. Fresno is almost 200
miles from Los Angeles. Universal is taking previews to its house in Santa Ana,
about 45 miles away.

Bureau,
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In a statement mailed to producers and
trade papei-s, the exhibitors recently asked
the cooperation of all in doing away with
the "preview evil" as it exists in Los Angeles. Their claim was the producers were
not getting genuine reaction, since L. A.
Fans have become thoroughly "picturewise" to tile extent where they "^ho]>"
for ]>reviews before entering their neighborhood theatre. This has also injured business in all neighborhood houses.
"Such exhibitions," say the exhibitors,
"constitute violations of every subsequent
run contract in existence held in the area
in which the preview is held. Further, if
a preview is held in a theatre other than
the one holding a first run contract, that
first run contract is also violated and the
business of that first run theatre damaged."

Other statements by the M. P. T. 0.
of Southern California are in part :
"The purpose of a studio preview is now
being defeated through its concession to
box office by excessive and advance exploitation.
"Established studio preview theatres subordinate their current attractions, however
fine, by overemphasizing for the purpose of
capitalizing on your experiment.
"Once characterized as a 'preview
house,' such a theatre upon tinding its
public responding only when a preview is
announced, resorts to subterfuge in providing a similar stimulant, by securing unreleased subjects from an exchange, and serving this hoax to its public. . . . The showmanship which should have been applied to
the current attraction is prostituted . . .
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Exclusive Review of Warner Talkie

been obliged to accept unsatisfactory zoning arrangements?
If so, what were they?
Did you object
What explanation did the salesman make?
If present zoning plan maintains will it help your
business?
In what way?
Will
it hurt
In what
way?your business?

By Edwin Schallert

Have you been compelled to buy News Reels or
Short productions in order to get features or vice
What distributor did this?

"On Trial"
Editor of The

Picture

Los

Angeles

Times

Preview and

Special

Correspondent

of Motion

Picture

News

Oct. 31 (By Wire).— Warner Brothers could
HOLLYWOOD,
have hardly picked a more sure-fire subject for talking pictures
than "On Trial," courtroom melodrama by Elmer Rice which
they have refurbished for present audiences with a cast led off by Bert
Lytell, Pauline Frederick and Lois Wilson. It is certain of big appeal
at all theatres that synchronize. Audiences will like the suspense,
drama and pathos of this film. One scene alone where a little child,
played by Vondell Darr, is on the witness stand testifying is bound to
put over a heart tug so that everybody will be talking. This scene has
the best recording of a child's voice that I yet have heard.
The picture is a straight depiction of trial for murder interspersed
with cut-backs to happenings related by witnesses. The stage play from
which it is adapted used this cutback form some fourteen years ago
and scored a great success by quickly moveable settings which permitted words of testimony to be transformed into enacted scenes. "On
Trial" has made an excellent use of screen technique and recording
dialogue in renewing the tenseness of the original. Furthermore, the
verbal battles of attorneys (played by Richard Tucker and Jason
Robards), the presenting of their cases to jury and the examination
of witnesses have been carried out in interesting detail. One gets a
feeling of being present at an absorbing criminal case, in addition to
beholding events in reality that lead up to it.
The minor roles sometimes almost take precedence over major
ones. A bit of outstanding excellence is played by Johnny Arthur whose
theft of a big sum of money from the murdered man complicates the
unraveling of the court tangle. Lytell as the accused has a splendid
voice and Lois Wilson is keenly dramatic on the witness stand. Fred
Kelsey contributes humor as clerk of the court. Miss Frederick disappoints a little in the vocal medium, though the final scenes are
exceptionally well done. The child, Vondell Darr, comes very near
being the star.
Direction by Archie Mayo is quite evidently capable.

Theatre
Owners
Fight
Zoning and Clearance
M. P. T. O. of Southern California Contests Plan; Sends
Questionnaire to Independent Exhibitors
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Oct. 29.— Independent
D, throu
HOLLYWOO
ghout Southern
exhibitors
California are being rounded up by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association of that territory in a determined
effort to contest the '* Zoning and Clearance" plan. A circular letter and questionnaire to all exhibitors has been mailed by
the organization "with a request for their
entire cooperation.
The letter is addressed to **Mr. Independent Exhibitor" and reads:
"This Association is conducting a strenuous campaign in protest of the Zoning and Clearance arbitrarily imposed upon tins territory at the beginning of
the current season.
"We shall continue agressively to contest this matter
until the desired relief is forthcoming,
"You can help us to help you in a very ni.iterial
way, and it only requires a slight effort on your part.
"We are enclosing a Questionnaire for each one of
the theatres you operate and ask that you thouRhtfulIy
answer every question and mail back to us as quickly
as possible.
"The answers to some of the questions may appear

Motion

Picture

The questionnaire on "Zor og and" Clearance ' ' is comprised of the f ollo>ving queries :
of

versa ^

English
Producers
Dined
by
U.
A.
Executives
At an informal luncheon on Tuesday,

October 16,
heatis
of St.company
George's ivhich
Productions,the
Ltd., the
English
made ' ' The Three Passiions, ' ' were the
guests of United Artists executives. The
visiting officials included Alex de W'ichfiehl.
president of St. George's Productions, and
Captain Alastair Mackintosh, production
and general manager of the same company.
They came to America several days ago
and while here they are preparing an int*r-.
national exploitation campaign on the production, which was made by Rex Ingram.
In addition to Messrs. de Wiebfield and
Mackintosh, prominent figures at the banquet included Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president and foreign distribution general manager for United Artists, and Al Lichtman,
vice-president and general manager of distribution inthe United States. Others present were: Paul Burger, Victor Shapirci,
Paul Lazarus, Bruce Gallup, Sumner
Taylor, Thomas Patrick Mulrooney, Earl
J. Denison, Joseph Burger, W. H. Miller,
Charles E. Moyer, Fred Schaefer. Ed Finnev and Xorris Wilcox.

Keith's
Washington
Close November

Will
10

Keith's Washington Theatre, in Washington, D. C, will close November 10. After
having been open for only a few weeks,
following a dark summer, the house, which
recently went on a continuous basis, posted
notices October 29, advising employes of
the pending closing.
Keith's Theatre has been one of the highspots of Washington for some 15 years,
during which time it was never dark until
last May, when it was closed while an organ and new projection booth were installed.

News)

to be very simple and obvious, but do not discount
tTieni tor that reason.
"If we have overlooked what you believe to be the
important features of this matter, please provide your
comments and information in detail on the reverse
side of the Questionnaire.
"Yours for the perpetuation of independence.
M. P. T. O. OF SO. CAL.
A. B. LAMB
Secy. & Bus. Mgr.

Name

Signature of Owner or Manager.

Theatre :

Fox

Linked
Cincinnati

With
Nevsr
Theatre

Present semi-official reports indicate
that the theatre to be located in $7,000,000
building to be erected in Cincinnati will be
operated by the Fox interests. Walter H.
Ahlschlager, Chicago architect, said to be
drawing plans for 40-story building which
will have hotel on upper floors.

Location :

What
is present
adultprice
general
How long
has this
been admission
in effect? price (Eve's)
I f recently reduced, state why :
If recently increased, state why:
Why do you think your present price is right?
Does the policy of your competitor influence your
policy?
In what way?
Do you double bill?
Why?
Are you satisfied with the present Zoning plan?
Explain why you are, or are not.
Do any theatres in your district enjoy privileges
that are denied to you?
What are such privileges?
Why arc they denied to you?
In contracting for new season's product have you

Page Al

Smith
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the faculty
IN addressing
the subject, "Is the motion picture
a business?" M. C. Levee
an
last orweek:
said art
"The motion picture is Americanizing the world. It has taken the fez
from the head of the Turk and substiAnd tutedaaderby."
wag asks: "Was it a brown
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Audible Screens
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The Ken more, A New

K-A-0

Theatre

An importani lu'a' theatre project of the Kcith-Alhee-Orpheum Cireuii
zvas launched with the jonnal opening of the Kenmore theatre in Brooklyn recently. This playhouse occupies a prominent location in the Flaihush section, a populns aiui rapid grozi'inij residence and business district.
The Kenmore has a seatinc] capacity of 3,000. Interior views of this
playhouse are shown on this an<l the follcnving page. Above, the inner
lobby rvith stairway leading to the mezzanine.
EUGENE DE ROSA. ARCHITECT
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Abore —of a the
corner
the spacious
outer
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lobby
new of theatre
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The Kenmore is located at Church Ave-

'^''^^ mcazan'mc
founnr, shozrn
above,room,
is a
io>'9^f
<^'^^ commodious,
public
with a zvell opening to the grand foyer

nm atid the
Kenmore
Place,aciiz'ities.
in the heart of "RR OOICLYN^
cofnmunity

'^"^ '"^ reached
a marble
staircase at
the rear by
of the
auditoruni-

Above — the auditorium.

T^HEATRE
'

A paneled wainscot carried around the side and rear walls is surtnoimted
Willy Pogany, representing a carnival parade.

by arches xvhich

frame

murals

by
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SPANISH ATMOSPHERIC

THEATRE

AT MARION,

OHIO

John Eberson Designer of The Capitol — 1650 Seat House

View of proscenium arch and stage curtain, above. The auditorium
ceiling presents the open sky effect.
Below — view of the outer lobby showing twin zvinding stairway leading
to mezzanine.
The Capitol is operated by the Young Amusement Co.

Above, the upper landing of stairway leading from
lobby to )iicccaninc.
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A NEW BRILLIANT
IN THE CHAIN
OPERATED
BY
FOX THEATRES

Interior znezcs of the Fox Brooklyn
Theatre, a prominent member of a large
and important group of }uni> picture
playhouses zvhich arc being erected in
■z'arioits parts of the country by Fox
Theatres. On the left is a znew of a
section of the outer lobby, a semi-circular enclosure with a domed ceiling featuring a colorful mural OTer the main
entrance doors.

The auditorium, as znewed from the
stage. The Fox Brooklyn is of orchestra, mc::::anine and balcony construction, zi'ilh the )nezziinine executed in the
de luxe style to give added height to the
rear of the house. 3,000 seats are provided in this auditorium.

N 0 I- c III b

.? ,

1939

Above, the proscenium and stage, shozcinif detail of ornamental plaster work
and baroque design featured in this
m^issii r a iiditoriu m. Th e stage is
equipped with the latest type of riggin^i
and apparatus for presentations of motion pictures, "sound" fentwes, and acts.

On the right, a vtav of the grand foyer
as seen from the balcony le^'cl, multicolored marble. murals, decorative
hlaster ami elaborate lighting fixtures
are features of an architectural scheme
d reefed totvard creating the impression
of sumpfuousness
and great splendor.

C HOWARD

CRANE, ARCHITECT
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Magnets That Draw Eyes Theatreward
Signs and Marquise Are
Day and Night Salesmen
of the Theatre's Name
and Current Program
■■m

«•

'S

i
^^^g^^
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"

^Mfy.'Cpa^-^fi'f'

ST'^^^^^m^

BSH^BiM^L^
''msss^^si.'^'-^'- :"Zi^s^^SmmH
UUBliiiHiZ:
lamrniS'fBa
Ahotr, the front of the Uptouni theatre. Chicago, shozuing
upright sign of the skeleton type, and marqmse over the
entire front.
Ample space for billing is provided on this
marquise.
Below — A night viezv of a section of the huge marquise on
the Roxy theatre, Nezv York. The section shotvn is over
the Seventh Ave. entrance of the theatre and is an important feature of the electrical display on the exterior of
the famous "cathedral of the motion picture."

%:'^-'" I ^£
^"

^* ^^— ^

--flBw*m?

■■>'.■•"

Shozi'H above is the niarquisc of the Paramount in Ncio
York, a protectiz'e canopy adroitly worked into the architectural design of th-e fagad^. One of the latest types of
designed to carry a heax'y advertising load.

J!#

November

3 ,
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A front viezv of the marquise of the Mark Strand iheatrr,
Nc^v York City, carrying the trade mark and slogan of
this popular Broadivay playhouse, the pioneer de luxe picture theatre in this country. The marquise is of bronac.
An upright sign is mounted above the canopy.

Above — A closeup of the canopy
of
Midland
in Locxv's
Kansas
City,
shozving pattern of
the ceiling design
traced in electrics.

Marquise and upright sign on the front
of the Ambassador theatre, St. Louis, one
of the most striking electrical displays in
that city. Tall canopy.
side panels provide space
for billing on this comparatively shallow

"" ^
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m
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V

JS
The Korshore theatre, Chicago. Upright
signs are an integral feature of the architectural design, an idea zvhich has been
successfully duplicated in other theatre
structures.

"
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',.11111

f

'I he giant upright sign of Loexv's and
United Artists Penn theatre, Pittsburgh.
It is seventy feet high and is visible at
certain locations two and three miles
distant.
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Typical Renmssance Design Ideally Suited to the Modera
te
Sized Picture PlavJiottse

All exterior view of
l/ie Electric, a theatre seating 2,200, aeO'liied along coiwenimnal lines that stand
the test of years.
lUiLLER BROTHTECTS
ERS. ARCHI-

yiew of the stage and /.,■rosccniuin arch.

The aiuiiiojitiiii looking Ioi^miJ the lear.
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YORK SUCCESS is attributable to the fact that
most refrigeration problems are intricate and
require the kind of specialized engineering
ability which york engineers are qualified to
offer. Systems designed, recommended and
installed by york engineers exactly meet the
peculiar requirements of each user.
The Fox Theatre, Washington.
D. C, keeps its house cool and
comfortable in hot weather with
its YORK air-cooling and airconditioning equipment. Leading theatres in every section of
the country have turned to
YORK for the answer to increased summer profits.

Now is the time to prepare
{or bigger box office receipts
next summer. Let a YORK
engineer show you how economically you can install and
operate YORK air-cooling
and air-conditioning equipment.

Ask us to show you how to get the most
efficient refrigeration at lowest cost

YORK
ICE MACHINERV
V

O

R

K

CORPOIMIION
P

E

N

N

A
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Recent installations
on the Pacific Coast
include :
Pantages
Pantages
Langley
El Capitan
New Music Box
Pelican
Dufwin
Dufwin
President
Alcazar

\
^

f
Tacoma
Fresno
San Bernardino
San Francisco
Seattle
Klamath Falls
Oakland
Portland
Los Angeles
San Francisco

and Many Others

yksf/'re huuin9 W ik
SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

Pacific Coast exhibitors are buying Heywood-Wakefield theatre seats for
the same reason that Eastern and Midwest showmen are — they are the
kind of seats that keep box oflSces busy.
These luxurious, comfortable, and practical theatre chairs are helping to
pile up profits for exhibitors all over the country. When Pantages,
Publix, the Orpheum Circuit, Schine, Saxe, and a host of others continue
to buy Heywood-Wakefield seats by the thousands, you may be sure that
these comfortable theatre chairs are built from a box office angle.
May we send you a complete catalogue on our new line of theatre seats?
A note to any of the sales offices listed will bring you a copy promptly.

HEYWOOD ^W^EFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Sound Supplants Trade Names as Sales
-Was
Point to Exploit Audible Screens
Policy to Prevent Confusion in Public Mind Looms As Important FactorRecommended in Original PuHlix Manual
engrineers have been getting results in steady improvements of the apparatus for recording and reproducing synchronized
sound with pictures, and the studios have
made giant strides in the development of
a new technic for this amplified medium
of dramatic expression, the theatre men
have been equally alert to the need for an
operating code for efficient and successful
showmanship in the exploitation and presentation of the audible photoplay and
newsreel.

WHILE

It is only a short time since the first attempts to plot a course to be followed in
exploiting sound pictures was made by
theatre executives and advertising specialists. Yet since that time great progress
has been made in the direction of a standard method of procedure based on the
best traditions of showmanship as applied
to a new proposition in motion picture
entertainment. The experimentation of
the leading theatre circuits was shrewdly
calculated to set a general course in the
right direction, and it is notable that the
experience gained during the past several
months has wrought no fundamental
change in the formula as originally laid
out by the pioneers in this branch of exploitation strategy.
In proof of this remarkable fact we
may compare the first edition of the
sound picture sales manual prepared by
Publix Theatres advertising and exploitation department with what is being done
today at the leading show houses operating a "sound policy." This Publix manual, by the way, is perhaps the first comprehensive work devoted specifically to
the exploitation of sound pictures to be
compiled by either distributor or theatre
operator.
The manual was prepared for the use
of managers of the Publix theatres by
Lem Stewart, advertising manager, and
his staflf: Kenneth Long, Gus Grist,
George Planck, Rodney Bush, Earl Long
and Theodore Ferro.
A second edition of the manual —
which was issued July 6, 1928 — is, in essentials, little more than an amplification
of the original, though the revised manual offers a digest of the most successful
campaigns put on by managers of the
Publix theatres to exploit sound installations and attractions having sound as their
principal element of app^.
A striking example of foresightedness
is provided in the advertising policy set
forth in the manual in reference to the
use of trade names of the various sys-

tems of recording and reproducing as a
means of conveying the "sound" idea to
the public. With the rapid increase in
methods and trade names identifying
them, the theatre men are presented with
a problem of keeping the issues clear and
preventing confusion in the minds of the
public to whom they are selling their
sound installations and pictures. On this
point, the Puljlix manual offers the excellent advice contained in the following extracts :
"In the final analysis, virhat you are selling and have to sell the public are pictures with sound. It is the element of
sound added to formerly silent movies,
that doubles your potential business. It
is sound and all that the term 'sound' implies, which brings new patrons and old
ones more frequently to your theatre.
The idea of selling 'sound' then, is the
idea of major importance. After the inauguration ofyour policy, such terms as
'Movietone' and 'Vitaphone' are of minor
importance except as these names may be
used to identify a better or distinct quality of sound reproduction.
"There are other mediums of sound,
'Photophone,' etc., etc., etc. Use such
trade names for all they are worth in
your inaugural campaigns. But from that
point on, don't yourself be confused. And
do everything you can to keep your public from becoming entangled in a lot of
trade names presumably synonymous
with
Thesound."
application of the policy set forth
above will prevent a situation in which
many theatre men now are beginning to
find themselves, much to the disadvantage of their position with regard to the
popular conception of sound presentations. And with the mounting list of
trade names referring to specific methods
of sound synchronization the problem
promises to become even more complex
and disconcerting.
The experience of more than one theatre testifies to the advisability of taking
the policy advocated by the Publix manual as a guide for the general plan of the
advertising and exploitation which the
theatre shall do in its efforts to realize
the full potentialities of sound installation
as an institutional feature.
A complete treatment of all branches
of exploitation for sound installations
and sound pictures is embraced in the
original manual. Publicity is covered in
a wide range of newspaper stories, informative, but dealing in a general way
with the methods of recording and repro-

flucing, and program readers. Advertising is illustrated with reproductions of
specially dravm ads for announcement
jHirposes and the stressing of sound as a
marvelous feature of particular attractions. Exploitation suggestions likewise
range through the several avenues of
publicty by means of music store co-operation, window displays, railway company tie-ups, special newspaper sections
hailing the new equipment to the theatre,
lobby and front displays and street ballyhoos.
FROM
time to time,
Stewart and
his assistants,
issueMr.
supplements
to
the manual, these usually covering particular phases of sound picture exploitation
asc developed by theatre men of the circuit. One of the most recent issues deals
with a highly important feature of
"sound" campaigning. This concerns the
difference between the campaign for
sound pictures as an innovation in the locality and the campaign for a theatre with
a new installation in a town in which
sound pictures have been introduced by
an earlier installation at some other house.
The two types of campaign are admirably set forth in outlines of two can>
paigns, one of each type, employed by
Publix Theatre managers. The campaigns
reviewed were staged in Omaha, by Manager Milton Korach of the Rialto Theatre, and in Tampa, Fla., by George Peck,
manager of the Victory Theatre.
In Omaha, Vitaphone acts and Movietone had already been seen and heard at
an opposition theatre, while the Victory
Theatre was introducing Vitaphone for
the first time in Tampa.
The sales arguments stressed by Korach for the introduction of sound at the
Rialto were:
I. — That his theatre was offering a
complete Vitaphone program, with his
feature frfcture synchronised to a lOO
piece orchestra. (Heretofore Omaha had
only seen and heard Vitaphone acts.)
2. — In a subtle way, to impress his
prospects that his equipment had all the
improvements, that it was the most modern, and therefore better than that which
Omaha theatregoers had come to know
through their attendance at the first theatre to bring sound pictures to the city.
The line "The Perfect Vitaphone" appeared in nearly all his advertising.
A similar policy to this was followed
by other theatres in the Publix chain.
The B&K houses in Chicago, for ex{Continued on page 1376)
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MODERNIZED
using C-H Simplicity Dimmers
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The Allyn Conn.,
Theater, Hartwith ford,
C-H modernized
Simplictty
Dimmer*. S'witchboard
by the Plainrille Electrical Producti Co. — ElectricalConlraclors,
Bald'win & Stewart,
Hartford, Conn.

VVTHEN the management of the Allyn Theater, Hart'^ ford, Conn, decided upon remodeling and modernization, they chose Cutler -Hammer Simplicity Dimmers
— the dimmers with a reputation for dependability dating
back beyond the beginning of the motion picture industry.
C-H Simplicity Dimmers provide every advantage for
either remodeling an old or building a new theater. Velvetsmooth control of every lighting effect — low maintenance
— adaptability to all present and future needs — ease of
installation — these are a few advantages of insisting on
C-H Simplicity Dimmers.
Consult your architect or electrical contractor but
also "write for a copy of the C-H booklet "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater".

The CUTLER -HAMMER

Mfg. Co.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
1255 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

C-H Dimmers
adaptable to all theaters
There is a combination of
C-H Simplicity Dimmers
which will exactly fit che
needs in any theater — regardless of size, or decorative scheme. Moreover,
the original installatioQ is
easily adapted to any re-

modeling plan as C-H
Dimmer plates are interchangeable.
C-H Dimmers are compact. Contacts on both
sides of plates allowdouble
the number of circuits lo
the same space.

CUTLER HAMMER
Perfect Illumination Comrol for the Modern

Theater

(318«)
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
It is as nearly tool-proof as any
mechanical device can be and is constructed for years of reliable use. Its
accuracy is guaranteed.
The development of the new film speed
indicator marks a definite contribution to
the further perfection of sound pictures
relying on synchronization with the projector.

Electric Heater of Special
Design for Ticket Booths

Strong

Film

Speed

Indicator

ASM-\LL electric heater has always
been found very desirable in the
hfix office of a theatre, due to the fact that
the general heating system does not extend to this part of the theatre.
There has been a demand for a heater
which is perfectly safe in its operation
so that it would be impossible for a fabric
to catch fire due to accidental contact.
The Prometheus Electric Corporation
has developed a ticket booth heater suited
to the purpose.
It is compact, 12 inches

Design New Speed Indicator
for Sound Film Projector
AMiDNCi the prujection accessories
given new i)rominence dwing to requirements brought in by the sound pictures is a fihn speed indicator designed
for the greatest accuracy and visibility.
The effective synchronization of music or
speech demands ahsohite control of projector speed.
It is not suq)rising that a projectionist
impressed with the necessity of combining the two essentials of accuracy and
visibility should design the latest speed
indicator to be introduced on the market.
This indicator is the Strong Film .Speed
Indicator, recently perfected for distribution through the National Theatre Supply
Company, by the Essannay Electric
Manufacturing Co., well known as the
makers of the Strong Change-Over Device.
The new Strong Film S[>eed Indicator
is calibrated to show both number of film
feet per minute and the minutes consumed
per thousand feet of film. The dial is
lettered in clear numerals and is easily
read at a glance from any angle.
The working mechanism of the indicator head is manufactured exclusively
for the Essannay Electric Manufacturing
Co. by one of the largest makers of speedometers and similar merchandise. It can
be readily adapted to installation on any
model projector. The purchaser indicates the type of machine he is using and
the Strong Film Speed Indicator comes
to him ready for immediate installation
on his particular model of projector.

Prometheus

The new extinguisher, recently placed
on the market is said to reduce to a minimum the footage of film destroyed
by the fire and prevents damage to the
The Pyrene Fire Extinguishing liquid
projector.
used does no damage to the film or projector. Film used in a Simplex projector
for the ex])eriniental work has been set
on fire twenty-five or more times, and stilf
there is no evidence of the projector having been on fire. The device is constructed for use on a Simplex projector
only.
minutes.It can be recharged in a couple of

Builds Portable Reproducer
for "Unwired" Theatres
They say necessity is the mother of
invention. .And that is amply proved 1^
the way R. H. McCuIIough, West Coast
technical expert, under supervision and
direction of President Franklin, solved
the problem of supplying effects for
"Wings" in those houses not equipped
with sound installations.
McCuIIough conceived the contrivance,
to reproduce phonograph records. An
operator is stationed at the machine during tlie time of operation and each pickup
has a separate push button mounted on
the control panel, so that cues may be
picked up immediately.
The four turntables operate together
or individually and the pickups inounted
on the records
are kept
on the
records at
(Continued
on page
1374)

Eleetric Heater

long. 12 inches high and 4 inches wide.
It is rated at 660 watts. The heater is
completely enclosed in a sheet metal case.
It is so designed that no part of the heater
reaches a temperature sufficiently high to
cause burns or to be dangerous to inflammable materials.
.\n on and off switch is built into tlie
case. It comes complete with 6 ft. of
cord, so that it may be plugged into any
convenient lamp socket.

Perfect New Type Projector
Fire
Extinguisher
AFTER extensive experimental work
engineers of the Pyrene company
have jjerfected an automatic projector
fireused.
extinguisher in which Pyrene Liquid
is
The device is designed to deluge
Pyrene Liquid under pressure into the
several compartments of the projector,
smothering the fire, instantly a fire occurs
in the machine.

Projector Equipped with Pyrene Automatic
Fire Extinguisher Device

Motion
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you need theatre goods of any
description, think of —

F-U-L-C-O
PHONE,
WIRE,
CALL
CONNECT
WITH
US BY LETTER

OR

Ours Is a Coast to Coast Hook up, Through
Numerous Branches That Know How to Satisfy
WHY BOTHER TO SHOP AROUND FOR THEATRE
SUPPLIES? SAVE TIME AND MONEY BY LETTING
FULTON
EQUIP
YOUR
THEATRE
IN ITS
ENTIRETY

E. E, FULTON
C. H. FULTON,

Gel

CO,

in

touch

with

any

BHA1SCH
1018 S. WABASH

President

of

OFFICES

AVE., CHICAGO,

115 W. 45th ST., NEW
F. A. VAN HUSAN,
A. G. JARMIN,

Vice-Pres. & Sales Mgr.

3403 OLIVE

ILL.

N. Y.

ST., MILWAUKEE,

340 N. ILLINOIS

EXECVTIVE

YORK,

ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

151 SEVENTH

Treasurer

these —

WIS.

ST., INDIANAPOLIS,

255 GOLDEN

GATE

146 WALTON

ST., ATLANTA,

IND.

AVE., SAN FRANCISCO
CA.

HEADQVARTERS
FACTORY

1018 S. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The

New

2001 S. CALIFORNIA

y-^K

Fulco

Projector

SPEAKS

CHICAGO,

Equipped

FOR

for

ITSELF

AVE.

ILL.

"TALKIES'
.^'s-T^aS

November

i
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Thej Cjfollow the (^rowd

YOUR theater needs the younger generation's
patronage. What brings them in? Good
picftures? Yes. Good music? Of course. But the
atmosphere of your house is equally important. Itis a proven fadt that good lighting creates good theater atmosphere.
That is one reason why good lighting
is such a valuable box-office asset.
Good lighting is dependent upon
good lamps. When you use Edison
Mazda* Lamps you get lamps that
are of a known standard of lamp
quality. In addition, you receive
through reliable theater supply organizations
the engineering services of the Edison Lamp
Works of General Elediric Company.

J

w

Examine your lighting. Write today for your
copy of the new free bulletin, "The Lighting
of Theaters and Auditoriums." You will find
in it many valuable ideas for the proper lighting of your particular type and size
of theater. Just drop a line to the
Edison Lighting Institute, Edison
Lamp Works of General Elecftric
Company, Harrison, N. J.
Edison Mazda Lamps represent the
latest achievements of Mazda
Service, through which the benefits
of world-wide research and experiment in the Laboratories of General Eled:ric
are given exclusively to lamp manufacfturers
entitled to use the name Mazda.

*Mazda — tfie marfc o/ a ye%earch. service

EDISON
MAZDA
LAMPS
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
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Exploiting the Architecture
for the
Displays Which Featured Opening Campaign
Paradise Theatre, Chicago, the New B & K
House Designed by John Eberson

r,":* 35c

Chicago's Great West ^
Side Now Enjoys the |
Supreme
EntertainI
ment of the
World |
ThtatT l» my fmntanity hat al-

jj

wayt rma/tt tftm dau>n ol a ««ui
era In *fti«rtairtiti«n( — AND fT
ALWAYS
WILL.

VISIT THIS GLORIOUS
GARDEN SPOT TODAY
BALABAN

&. KATZ

PARADISE
CRAVWJRD
Neif
\V»ihinjtoo

N ovc III b c r
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Manufactured Weather in Winter
Some Suggestions for the Showman in Connection with the Proper Operation
and Advertising of Air Conditioning Equipment
Tl 1Summer
1'" passingand
of

Check

approach of the
Winter season.
«ith its promise of
competition keener than ever before, brings to the
showman of somid
Inisiness j u d g nient a new realization that patronage d'Cpends
largely upon conditions ofhealthful
comfort within thr
theatre.
Showmen, therefore, would do
well to look to
their air conditioning equipment as a very definite
and impiprtant medium for increasing
patronage and Ixxx office receipts.

Manufactured Weather
A Boon to Patronage
The theatre-going public is recognizing and patronizing those theatres
which make adequate provision for
their health and comfort, and are avoiding, whenever possible, the im-conditioned theatre. Patronage once lost
is extremely difficult, perhaps impossible, to regain.

Create a Consciousness
of Comfort
Owners of Carrier Conditioned Theatres have complete and properly installed air conditioning systems, capable of maintaining ideally comfortable
and healthful conditions throughout
the house every day in the year, regardless of outside u'eathcr conditions. It is
up to those owners, therefore, if they
would make the most of their opportunities, not only to provide for their
patrons the most healthfully comfortable conditions possible, but to see that
their Carrier Systems are exploited to
the fullest extent.

Your System
Now

To owners of Carrier Conditioned Theatres we recominend
an examination of the Autumn
and

Winter conditions maintained in your theatres. Are

you operating properly the equipment in which you have invested? What is the temperature? What is the humidity?
And, above all, are your patrons
comfortable?

Tell Your Patrons
Out front ballyhoo as an advertismg
medium, if properly handled, is not a
passing whim. It has already proved
its worth in many of the Carrier Conditioned Theatres throughout
the

Here
Aianufactured Weather
makes
Every
day a good
Guardinc
Health day"
Assurjns; Comfort
Autjmcntin? Enjoyment

country. Signs, but not of the sideshow variety, displayed out front, in
lobby or foyer, may be used to announce to your patrons that you have
provided Manufactured Weather for
their health and comfort. The beautifully executed bronze tablet shown in
the accompanying illustration will
serve as a permanent announcement to
your patrons and will be presented,
upon request, to the owner of any
Carrier Conditioned Theatre.
Trailers may be run occasionally,
calling attention to the scientifically
conditioned air within the theatre.
Dignified announcements on the back
of your program may also be used to
good advantage. If your claims are
true the audience will be led into a conber it.

sciousness ofcomfort and will remem-

Cooling Required in Winter
The air conditioning problem ni
Winter, when the theatre is well filled.
is still one of cooling rather than of
heating. This is evidenced by the fact
that in most un-conditioned houses
during the Winter it is invariably too
hot, too stuffy, too draughty. This
nearly always means an ill-smelling,
enervating, dangerously contaminated
atmosphere. The correctly air conditioned house, however, can provide for
its patrons the ideal combination of
temperature, humidity and air movement which is conducive to the maximum state of comfort for the average
person. See that your engineer is instructed not to overheat the house —
then watch the saving in fuel.
Through long research it has been
found that a temperature of approximately 70 degrees F. with a relative
humidity of from 35 to 40 per cent, is
most practicable and comfortable. The
air should be clean and washed or filtered to protect the health of patrons
and to preserve the beauty of the decorations and draperies. The proper
c|uantity of conditioned air should be
carried to and distributed uniformly
throughout every part of the building,
without draughts.
Correct air conditioning, producing
these results, can be obtained only
from a correct installation of equipment which has been designed and installed to meet the individual needs of
each theatre, and u'hich is properly
operated by your engineer.
If your theatre is NOT Carrier Conditioned, or if you are contemplating
the construction of a new house, now
is the time to have our Engineers call
and present to you the essential facts
underlying the successful application
of Air Conditioning to the Theatre.
Ask, too. for the Book, "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning."

ferrier Fhoineering (brporattoq
(>/?;.-*■(

NEWARK,
New York
Clevetdnd

,i,i(i Lahoi-atorifs

NEW

JERSEY

Philadelphia Boston
Chicago
Washington
Kansas City
Los Angeles
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Once Installed, Installed Forever
Under the Vallen Service Policy
the Initial Cost is the Last
Always original, — designed to promote and maintain better presentation, —
Vallen Equipment is the product of the largest and, unquestionably, most responsible company specializing in curtain control equipment. This predominance is the
result of confidence gained by quality equipment, in greater evidence every day,
e-v-e-r-y-w-h-e-r-e.

The original and only Noiseless All-Steel Track, — fireproof, sturdy, perpetual.
Without change, can be swung from grids or anchored against ceiling. Hangers slide
to align with ceiling construction.
Center lap adjustable.

riATUBES
MIGH SPECD,
NOISCL£SS
DISC

currcM.

0 STARTING
SVWTTCH.

The original and only High Speed Curtain Control, designed purposely to meet that
condition which you have been endeavoring to overcome. Now obtainable with Indicating Signal System.

!J
CONTROL
6RECN
OPEN

STATrON

„ . mo
Of
CUSED
START
n
5T0P
t i
REVERSE

PERATED
ALL WITH ONE BUTTON

Syncontrol was designed to meet actual necessity; to not only improve the presentation of"talkies" but increase eflaciency where human element is encountered.

OF COURSE,

EACH

VALLEN
E. J. VALLEN
ytr. Vallen, nnir thr sfilr nirncr
of Ihe Vallen Company, eitrnds
hia sincere appreciation to you
thousands whose loi/al support
has hflped him to this success.

Write for complete
detailed iuforjiiafion

AND EVERY VALLEN
SERVICE IS BUILT

P.\RT IS GUARANTEED:
IN

ELECTRICAL

MLLEN

'■ // ij CURTAirsi
REMOTE

ELECTRIC
CaiNTROL

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY
225 Bluff Street
Ak-ron,Ohio, U. S. A.

November

3,
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from September 15th to
October 15th. This new construction is represented in \'aluation of dollars
and cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities ; solid, which represents the greatest

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction; medium, which areas represent conservative building ; and the very hght areas, where the investment in new theatre projects is very lighL The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the coimtry.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the period from September 15th
to October 15th, 1928. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at
the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings imder similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other
sources of information gathered by this publication.

IT has been our pleasure in the past to report exceptionally
heavy building with very few exceptions, in our monthly
reports for the year of 1928. In practically every instance
the reports were well above the average required to give a total
greater than the original estimate for 1928 building as given
in our survey of December, 1927. However, for our September
15th to October 15th report, this succession of heavy building
reports is broken as in this thirty-day period 38 new projects
were reported calling for a total investment of only $5,484,000
with a total seating capacity of 47,100. Furthermore, only one
of these projects will require an investment of over $500,000.
While the total number of projects is not materially less than
the figures of some of the previous reports, yet the amount of
investment is considerably less ; in fact, it is only slightly in
excess of 50 per cent of the amount reported for August.
These figures seem to further emphasize the tendency in

present-day building in investing a moderate amount per theatre— a change which we noted sometime ago in our reports. In
using the above figures, it is found that the average house for
this thirty-day report calls for an investment of $144,000 and
an average cost per seat of $116. However, the average seating capacity is not materially less than other reports, the figure
being 1,240.
While this drop in investments in new theatre properties would
tend to show falling off in theatre building, yet, when it is considered that the cost for the average seat has been reduced, it is
shown that the additional seating capacity being added for this
thirty-day report ranks well with the past programs. It is
simply a matter of economizing on putting money into the
actual building and so constructing theatres on a more moderate
scale for smaller towns and neighborhood sections.
{Continued on page 1361)
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speeding r lanes rushed
the plans /^'^

2 p. M. Wednesday the telephone rang in
the Chicago office. Los Angeles was on the line.
"We
want
complete
organ specifications by
tomorrow night," they said.
They had in mind a large unit orchestral organ,
one of the biggest ever to be built, for a 2,000-seat
theatre.
This was no small task!

Twenty-eight Hours Later
Chicago 'phoned headquarters at Lima. A
special airplane was chartered and late that afternoon, with detailed specifications on board, the
plane hopped off for Chicago to connect with the
westbound air mail.
At 5:45 Thursday evening the plans were in
Los Angeles, twenty-eight hours after the inquiry
was received at the factory! A modem epic of
business!

News

In the reeds are included the
kinura, trumpet, tuba horn, vox
humana, clarinet, oboe, sousaphone and saxophone. A special
Page flute stop combines into one
stop five families of flute.

Master Achievement
There are also in this huge organ,
a master xylophone and large
marimba band. Other percussions
are the glockenspiel, orchestra
bells, harp, chrysoglott and chimes,
all of Deag»n make.
Truly this organ can be said to

be a'master achievement. Throughoutfit reflects the ability of Page
to serve every theatre requirement
with superb workmanship. Careful attention to details and the use
of only the finest materials are
unchangeable elements of the Page
code of craftsmanship.
Learn today what Page can do
for you. Learn why Page always
means marvelous tonal quahty,
instant response and dependable
performance. Page architects are
glad to give their advice without
obligation.

II III II
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For Catalina Island
The organ was built — a de luxe instrument, one
of the finest of its kind, similar to the marvelous
Page Unit Organ which daily delights radio listeners everywhere from Station WHT, of the Radiophone Broadcasting Corporation, Wrigley Building, Chicago.
This new Page achievement was ordered by the
Santa Catalina Island Company for the beautiful
theatre at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, Calif.,
one of the properties of William Wrigley, jr.

m \

"Page possibly best" — Wrigley

About the Page Unit Organ, Mr, Wrigley recently wrote:
**It is not necessary for me to hear the
Page Organ as there is one in the Wrigley
Building
which goes out over the radio every
day.

*'I know the Page Organ is a good organ
and have an idea it is possibly the best."

Complete Orchestral Organ
Foiir manuals, 1,500 pipes and all the tonal
varieties of a large orchestra distinguish the Page
Unit land
Organ
theatre. built for Mr. Wrigley's Catalina IsIt has such stops as the brass with copper bell
saxophone; English post horn of 16-foot range on
the pedals; 16-foot French horn of 85 pipes; two
tibias of special scale.

Kiybijard of huge Page Unit Organ purchased by the Santa
[stand Co., jor new theatre
Is., Cafif.
WMiamat .Avalon,
Wrigley, Cataltna
Jr.
Consult

THE

PAGE
521

us about

your

ORGAN

Catalina
Owner,

requireinents

COMPANY

N. Jackson St., Lima,

Ohio

Page Unit Organs
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The detailed reports on the building lor this rejjort, by territorial divisions, are as follows :
The Middle States lead, with a total investment of $2,320,000 to be invested in 14 new theatres, one of which will cost
over $500,000. The total seating capacity for these theatres will
be 16,700, while the average cost per house figures nut $165,700,
seating 1,190, and giving an average cost per seat of $139.
West Coast States rank second with a building program
costing $1,043,000, which will build 8,150 seats to be incoqjorated in 8 theatres. The averages for this section are $130,000
per theatre, seating 1.020 and $127 cost per seat.
The territory ranking third is the North Atlantic States.
where $1,000,000 will be invested in 7 theatres with 12,400 seats.
The average cost per theatre will be $143,000 with 1,770 seats
at an average cost per seat of $81.
South Western district reports a relatively heavy program
where $720,000 will be invested in 5 new projects seating 6,400.
The average cost i)er project is $144,000, seating 1,280, with
an average cost per seat of $112.
The other territories call for negligible programs.
Canada has two new theatres projected which together
will cost $235,000, and will seat 1.600.
New England will have only one new house, costing $150,000 and seating 1,400, while the Western States report one small
project of $16,000 and 450 seats.
No new building is reported for the .South Eastern territory.
A new state takes rank as the leader in new building for this
report — Kansas with three new theatres costing $800,000 and
seating 5,200.
California is second, where 5 new theatres will cost $760,000
and will seat 5,600.
Indiana will have 3 new houses which together will seat
4,500 and cost $625,000.
Ohio also has 3 new theatres reported which will cost $560,000 and seat 3,900.
Pennsylvania takes last place among the leading states with
3 new theatres seating 5,000 and costing $550,000.
A factor which may have a direct bearing in the falling off
in new projects for this month is the extensive remodelling and
renovating programs which have been announced by many
theatre circuits and independent houses. Whether this tendency
to remodel theatres, already in operation, has been caused
through competition with new theatres recently constructed in
the territories where the old theatres have been operating, or
whether the explanation lies in the appreciation that exhibitors
give to the fact that up-to-date theatres are required to attract
a gain in patronage, cannot be ascertained from the data at
hand. However, in any event the remodelling and renovating
schedule that has been reported for this thirty-day survey has
been exceptionally heavy.
The sales of all types of equipment, excepting the installations which are used exclusively by the million dollar theatre,
show an increase over the previous month. This increase may
be explained in part by the renovating and remodelling program
creating a heavy demand for new equipment.
One of the outstanding features in the sale of equipment for
this last thirty-day period has been a tremendous stride made
by the manufacturers of apparatus for the reproduction of
music accompaniment and sound effects for theatres. A great
many of these equipments sold have been the non-synchronous
type, though heavy deliveries have been made by the Electrical
Research Products Corporation and also more recently, the
Photophone Corporation. If the cost of these installations were
included in our estimate of the total amount being invested in
equipment, undoubtedly this total would show a record for all
times.
THE general tone of theatre business over the country is
very good. Though estimated here entirely by the attendance records at the first-run houses in key cities, the
strength shown by these houses may be accepted as reflective of
general business, and in support of this view there are reports
which show that the smaller towns are enjoying prosperity
wherever local and individual conditions are such that the
theatre, by reason of proper bookings and efficient management,
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is not so handicapi)ed as to be unable to take advantage of
potential patronage.
A glance at the map shows that but one key city in the
number reported on is rated at Under Average for the period
September 15th to October isth, that city being Tampa, which
naturally felt the effects of the hurricane which swept the state
of Florida at the beginning of the period we are covering. For
the rest the great majority are at average for the season, and
that means flourishing business.
A

COMPARISON of the current map with tliat of last
month shows the following:

Upward changes are Albany from Average to Above Average, and Los Angeles from Under Average to Average.
Changes downward are Baltimore. Chicago, Dallas, Kansas
City, Minneapolis, New York and Oklahoma City, all from
Above Average to Average; and Tampa from Above Average
to Under Average.
Fifteen cities are static, four at Above Average — these being. Portland. Ore., Salt Lake City, Boston and Cleveland — and
ten at Average rating, the latter being St. Lo«is, Philadelphia,
Seattle, San Francisco, Atlanta, Birmingham, Cincinnati, Des
Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.
The check-up of the leading attractions at the key city
theatres for the period gives first place to "Wings," with '^Our
Dancing Daughters" running a very close second. "Wings"
only recently become a general release, and the interest built up
for it by road show presentations again proves that road shows
for a picture that has the ability to legitimately live up to that
standard in no way lessens its value as a general release. Some
years ago there was an agitation against this method of presentation, some exhibitors claiming that the distributors should give
them for regular release the bigger pictures instead of scooping
the cream off them by road showing. Motion Picture News
made a survey of the situation and summed it up in an interview
with J. J. McCarthy, who handled the only real road show attractions developed up to that time. These were "The Birth of
a Nation." "Way Down East," "The Covered Wagon" and
"The Ten Commandments." All of these were handled on the
road by McCarthy, and all of them were big money getters for
the regular motion picture houses which presented them as first
runs at popular prices. Thereafter there was less hostility to
the "road show," which is something entirely different and apart
from the purely "exploitation" run which many pictures have
been given. According to McCarthy's definition, a picture is a
"road show" only when it has demonstrated that it can play for
30 weeks or more at the so-called legitimate houses in a two-aday presentation at a two-dollar scale.
COAIING back, for a moment, to "sound" we find that "Our
E>ancing Daughters" belongs among the attractions which
offer synchronization as one of its features, so "sound" may be
credited with some of its success by many in the industry.
Those who take that view of things would do well to consider
one very interesting demonstration, that being the records of the
picture at Loew's Warfield theatre in San Francisco and at
Loew's State theatre in Los Angeles. "Our Dancing Daughters" established a new record at Loew's Warfield playing as a
silent picture, and likewise set up record figures at the Los
Angeles presentation, which gave it with the added feature of
its synchronized score and effects.
Our "ten best" of the period covered, a regular feature of
this report and given to keep the record on pictures in their
performances at key cities, Jo which the report applies, is as
follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

"Wings"
"Our Dancing Daughters"
"The Singing Fool"
"The Terror"
"Two Lovers"
"The Fleet's In"
"The King of Kings"
"While the City Sleeps"
"The Night Watch"
"The Patriot"
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THE FINAL TEST of any new attraction in the
show business lies in the response i t receives from
the public — in its actual cash value to the exhibitor .
Rarely has a musical feature so widely — so repeatedly — won the enthusiastic reception that has been
accorded Orchestraphone.
The consensus of opinion among Orchestraphone
owners is typically summed up in these few accompanying statements received from theatres
where Orchestraphone is now in actual use. Patronage increases of from 10 to 50 per cent, attributed
solely to Orchestraphone, are commonly reported
from every section of the country.
Such response only reflects the real merit of the
instrument itself . . . Orchestraphone will bring
the world's master musicians to any theatre —
marvelously reproduced in tone and volume and
perfectly adapted to cueing with the picture.
Ask your nearest National branch for demonstration or address your inquiry to our General
Offices: 624 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Reliable cueing service for all films now available

"'— -^

iSationtd ^^atre SupplyiSontfMmf

"In all my fifleea years 'expe*
rience in the operation of
theatres I have never seen any*
thing that was the etitnulant
to theatre business — that the
ORCHESTRAPHONE
has
been in the Empire Theatre.
"I firmly believe this theatre
»'illdooverdouble thearaounl
of business any other suburban

"lam very much pleased with
all equipment purchased from
yon, and especially want to
compliment you on the
Orchestraphone installation.
This machine is undoubtedly
the last word in music forthe
Motion Picture House.
"Am also proud of the fact

theatre in Atlanta does — ^due,
in my opinion, solely to the

that my 'Folly* has the dis>
tinclion of bcingthe first thea*
ire in tbe County to be built
around the Orchestraphone*

ORCHESTRAPHONE."
Alpha
FowlerTheatre
The Empire
Atlanla, Co.

equipped with special tone
chambers to receive the re>

"For several days we ran a
slide upon our screen asking
our patrons if they liked Orchestraphone. Every time this
slide Mas shown we got good
applause. In selecting a num*
her of our patrons and asking
them bow the Orchestraphone
compared to our former 5piece orchestra, ninelyfive
per cent told me ihey pre*
f erred the Orchestraphone . . .
"My personal opinion is that
■ I is the best instrument of its
kind on the market and if only
used for relief work it is well
worlh having in any theatre
regardless Manager
of its palrooage."
Hiawatha Theatre
Denver, Colo.

W.W.Renderaon
producing
units."
Folly
Theatre
Cullendale,
Camden, Kant,

"The installation of our Orchestraphone was completed
yesterday and our first showing last night at advanced
admission prices was more
than a success.
"The Orchestraphone was
certainly well received by our
patrons and the representation
program arranged by your rep*
resenlalive could not have
been better.
"I have been in the theatre business since the days of the old
General Film Co. and 1 have
neverheardanythingin iheway
of music for the average small
town that
even approaches
G.B.Elam
the Ore heilrapbone."
Prirueis Theatre
fFinnsboro, La.

Two Models — Orchestraplione Junior, Complete, $750 ^
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EXPERT ENGINEERING SERVICE

What type of chairs to select? What design harmonizes best with architectural surroundings? Howcan I obtain maximum seating capacity at minimum
expenditure? What finishes and upholstery are the
most enduring? Can I get special reinforcements
where strains are greatest? — will it cost extra? I
must have comfortable seating. I've planned every
detail of my new theatre carefully; now comes the
seating problem.
How can I solve it best?
These questions can all be answered and the seating

problem solved to your complete satisfaction by Steel
Furniture Company engineers, because Steel engineers have had years and years of experience planning, building and installing comfortable and beautiful seating. Many of the world's largest and finest
theatres are equipped with Steel Seating.
There's no job too small, too large, nor too difficult for
Steel engineers to solve. This service is at your disposal for the asking. No obligation. Volume production oflfers exceptional values. Write today.

STEEL FURNITURE
GRAND

RAPIDS,
New

York

CO.

MICHIGAN
OflSce,

1560 Broadway

Motion
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Ends Thursday
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See ayui Hear —
Janninga, as the Mad Czar, a^y
out in. terror . , , Jeel its frenzy
. . . Marvtl at the acting . . .
Thrill at the clever direction of
Erntt Lubitsch! ParamoxinV.';

Layout
A three-column dis5th
Avenue play for the
Theatre,
Seattle.

EMILMIMNIISIGS
riORENCtVIDOR
LEWI J JIONt
NIEL riAMILTON
MOVIETONE

T*lkiof

N«w.

"LlUC TIME"

Wackir

tre men will grasp
the real
potentialities of modernism

fjis:;

UERMIE KING:^
THE theatre advertisers are breaking
ranks from the procession of traditionahsts and "joining up" with the
parade of the "modems." with the resuh
that in various parts of the country the
amusement pages of the local newspapers
are a study in contrasts between the honored styles of the past, interesting
examples of what the future may bring,
and in some cases, where the intentions
are good but the performance is rotten,
there are specimens of what look like
proofs pulled from a batch of pied type
Of course, there is no basis for surprise
or even of remark that theatre advertising should swing along with the general
trend of advertising in all other lines of
business — unless it be to remark again as
one always remarks about the mazing
way in which a new movement gets
started by concerted action on the part of
entirely dissociated individuals and

in art as an elTective instnunent of
advertising.
In the strict sense, the modernistic style
cannot be attained by the use of rules or
even cuts of jig-sawed all-over patterns
or conventional photographs. But for
purposes of novelty both of these things,
combined with blocks of type set off at
angles in opposition to illustration or
decorative rules, have been found effective
and will be employed to even greater
effect as time goes on and the layout men
become more imbued with the true spirit
of the modernistic stvle.

For the reason that a truly modernistic
illustration employing a photograph as
the major feature of the design must be
modernistic in the original or capable of
being made modernistic by retouching, it
is too much to expect that any great
amount of thoroughly modemistic advertising will be found among the productions of the average theatres. The
theatre men are greatly dependent for
their illustration material upon the distributing companies, and the still photographers at the studios are too busy shooting away at trick ideas done in the obvious way to be getting anywhere along
newer lines of photographic technique.
Whenever anything new becomes a
temptation simply because it is new, it is
always well to get back to the a b c's of
the proposition and discover just what
the new tool is supposed to accomplish,
and to make use of these issues and
principles as a pattern for the proper employment of a new method.
In general effect the high priests at the
altars of advertising art and science, have
been telling us that the layout must conform tn the laws of vision, first. That

groups. But the "modernistic" style is all
too provocative of the very effects layout
men are constantly shooting at to be left
out in the cold by any particular advertiser. Again, the prevailing vogue, is a
big factor in advertising just as it is in
plays, books, food, fountain pens, dress
and everything else. The "style factor"
we siisiiect. more than any well defined
plan to develop better advertising along
modernistic lines is at the root of the
new movement in theatre advertising, judging by the great bulk of the
stic"
"moderni
the theatres. layout work so far used by
The reproductions of some recent newspa])er layouts for metropolitan theatres
make this fact evident. There are one or
two samples of rather excellent work in
layout and some promise that the thea-

"WILD
OSCAR"
THE OH()*N IN

IT

-V c w

The Theatre Ad Man
Takes a Fling At
Modernistic

■i«iaoT

FOX

P ic t u r c

A

Va
Abo
at the Nor>a Theatre, N(
ove, a newspaper display for "The Wedding March"
employing the modernistic ideas of illusi
., adapted from a press book plan and
and layout.

.V O 5' (■ )ll b c
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having that quality wliicli attracts tlie attention of the ri-ader, the curiosity of tlie
reader must l)e aroused : that copy, or
illustration, must then satisfy curiosity
and his interest in details of the proposition must be stimulated so he will continue on through the ad to get all the
information the advertiser seeks to convey.
Ju.st luiw any of those ideals are to Ik"
achieved by the use of a layout whicli
merely is striking because it is grotesque
or an obvious attempt at dejiarture from
the conventional way of doing things
while it adheres to convention in doing its
work after it has caught attention, it is
difficult to understand. Much more
puzzling is the notion — which arises when
one regards some of these attempted modernistic ads— that the value of an ad is
increased by meaningless decoration shot
through with sudden angles which lead
the vision everywhere except into the spot
where the meat of the ad is located.
Those modernistic ads which are highly
effective are the work of the artist much
more than they are the achievement of
the layout man. and it is the art of the
illu.stration much more than the composition of the ad which makes for the striking effects gained with this style of display.
An interesting layout in the modern islyie
for ^'Caught in the Fog^* as the feature
presentation at the Newman Theatre,
Kansas City. Reduction of this threecolumn display to the size shown below
robs the display of the clear, readable
appearance it presented in the original.

( )ne of the most common faults of the
theatre advertisement is that there is too
much material crowded into the ad. The
whole hill, and every detail of every element of the bill, freiiuently seems so iirfpressive to the theatre manager that he
shoots the whole works and lets the various feattires fight it out for prominence
in the display. The result of this method
is a display thick with ink, heavy with
illustration and in the altogether little
more than a blotch in which every item
blurs into the next and fights the reader
instead of accommodating him with ideas
and facts which might sell hiin the show.
The efforts at a modernistic style of
display as so far revealed make it appear
that tliis old fault will be greatly off-set
by the newer methods. The easiest way
to get what may be considered an ap-

ISTANIEY-FABIANTHEATRES "j.^'Sfflcf'A^iff^
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A group ad for two Stanley-Fabian theatres in Newark, N. J. The modern style
was adopted by Dave Weshner, advertising manager, as a means of cutting down
on display space.

tJe**- 'MIITHEIl urns KEST' '^iSS

proach to the modernistic style is to set

em style seeks to convey familiar objects
in an odd or fanciful or fresh way, there
is danger in it for those who do not grasp
the spirit of the style or possess the flair
for invention and creation which it re-

oft' rules or designs which produce sudden
angles, against a liberal ground of white
space. And therein lies the factor which
may convert theatre men as a whole to
the use of white space as an effective
element of the display.
Modernistic designs have distinct advantages for the advertising artist. In
the first place the theory behind it all is
to produce ideas by means of designs.
Consequently the modernistic art has
more sparkle and spontaniety. because as
opposed to the conventional methcKl of
presenting facts according to established
notions, the new style seeks to express
facts and familiar objects in a fresh dress
and in a condensed form. The new gives
more play to the imagination, is lighter
and less labored in its address to the interest of the reader.
But for the verv reason that the mod-

Unless the designer uses forms which
produce mental images nothing is gained
quires.
by putting angle.s, contours and planes at
odd places here and there about the illustration or the composition. The use of
lines, angles or light values for the purpose of interrupting the vision and leading the eye from the novel idea employed
to attract attention to the inessage of the
ad is one thing. It is something entirely
dift'erent when these sudden angles are
l)Ut into the display for no better purpose
or reason than to make the ad "look
mo<lernistic." The same result in negation of every principle of good advertising follows the use of hand letteritig,
which goes to extremes of oddity in the
mistaken idea that departure from the
usual alone is sufficient to prodtice the
"modernistic" effects.

Above — Reproduction of a three-column
display for
**Tempest"
by the
Theatre,
Rochester,
N. Y.Rochester
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-remote control

for your important lighting circuits

A "Diamond

H"

Type
"G"remote
double
throw

control switch

Can you insure your lights?
What happens if your hghting system fails at a critical time? Did you ever
think that you could insure your lighting so that it will never fail, no matter
what happens?
Well you can.
The "Diamond H" Remote Control Switch is your insurance. No matter what means you take to provide current for lighting circuits, whether you
use a motor generator, emergency lighting circuit, or additional circuits from
several sources, "Diamond H" Remote Control Switches should be used.
They throw over automatically from one circuit to the other and back again
automatically when the main current supply resumes. They are reliable and
you can depend upon them absolutely.
The important lighting circuits you need to insure are the exits, aisles, stairways and lobbies. "Diamond H" Remote Conirol Switches are also useful for many places in the theatre, for instance, to control your exterior signs
and marquees, organ heaters, stage lighting and control of effect lighting
from booth.
Architects and contractors as iCell as electricians
icill find information of value in our Bulletin
No. 10.
Yours for the asking.

THE

HART

MANUFACTURING
HARTFORD,

NEW

YORK

BOSTON

CO.

CONN.
CHICAGO

TORONTO

DIAMONsdfciWITCHES
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Keith Memorial Theatre
New Boston Land-Mark
W"H (. F.theKeith
-opening
of the Theatre
$5,000,000at
Memorial
ioston this week, another step in
progress has been made by the Keith- Albee-Orphenm Circuit in the construction
of modern theatres, for in the care which
has been taken in providing for the comfort of artists and employees, this theatre shows a great advance over an)- other
theatre in their more than seven hundred
playhouses. It was designed by Thomas
W. Lamb, architect.
Erected as a memorial to his late business partner, E. F. Albee has given personal supervision to the new structure.
As the late B. F. Keith was. the "father
of vaudeville," so the new Keith Memorial Theatre will continue to be "the home
of vaudeville." It is in keeping with this
""home" idea that the new theatre is more
unique.
The "back stage" of the Keith Memorial theatre is more like a hotel in appearance than a theatre. There everything
possible for the comfort and happiness
•of the artists and the employees have been
provided. Each will have a private room,
ijeautifully furnished, with private bath
and shower. There is a large waiting
room, a gymnasium, handball court, billiard room, nursery fully equipped with
toys and in charge of a trained nurse, a
complete electric laundry, complete electric kitchen, a barber shop and a beauty
parlor. There are private elevators running from the basement to the sixth floor.
Trained animal acts have come to be of
such importance that a special room for
the animals has been provided beneath
the stage, also equipped with a huge bathtub in which even the largest of the animals can take a dip after the show.
The ivory and gold decorative scheme
which has become characteristic of the
Keith-Albee theatres, is used throughout
the new theatre with touches of light blue
here and there in the murals. The house
is carpeted in black and gold ; the upholstery is of deep red and gold and the
theatre decorations are of ivory and pure
gold leaf, thousands upon thousands of
dollars worth of it. There is no gilt paint
in the theatre, every bit of gold work
being of gold leaf.
Three years have been consumed in
building this 2.900-seat theatre, but art
works which are placed in the theatre
have been in process of collection from
all parts of the world for a score of
years.
The policy of the theatre is different
from any in operation in New England.
From Mondays to Fridays, inclusive, all
seats will be reserved. On Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays there will be no
reserved seats. From Mondays through
Fridays, inclusive, there will be two shows
daily but the feature picture will be shown

twice at each show, that is, the program
\yill open with the feature film, then will
follow the vaudeville, six acts, and short
subjects, and the feature picture will tht-n
be repeated. The same routine will follow the evening performance. On Saturdays, Sundays and holidays the show will
be continuous with three complete shows.
There will be no morning show. Doors
open at one and seven o'clock. The top
is $1.00 with a "S cent matinee.
Henry Taylor, who was for some time
at the Empire Theatre at Lewiston.
Maine, is the new division mana.ger and
will make his headquarters at the new
theatre. Harry Browning, who was for
a time at the Publix Fenway Theatre in
Boston and has been in charge of exploitation for Publix Class A theatres, is
managing director of the new Keith
Memorial Theatre, with Frank K.
Eldridge, formerly with Publix in Maine
and New Hampshire and who recently
opened the new J. J. Ford Theatre at
Auburn, Me., as house manager.
The Keith Memorial Theatre occupies
a spot which has been used as a playhouse
for more than a century. It was erected
on the site of the old Boston Theatre,
Three entrances have been provided to
the Keith Memorial Theatre, one from
Washington
street, one from
Mason

Exterior

of

the B. F. Keith
Theatre, Boston,

Meniori<d

Street and one from Tremont street,
where a foot subway passes beneath
Mason street to the theatre.

Directional Signs — Their Purpose
and Place in the Theatre
By S, L. Furry
Edwin

Cnth

Co.,

like LightNAL are Signs
DIRECTIO
part
an essentia!
ing Fixtures
of Theatre Equipment that go to
make the modern show house what it is
today — a place where every effort is made
to care for the comfort as well as the
entertainment of the patron.
Care should be taken that Directional
Signs should be so designed and placed as
to lend charm and grace to the place of
amusement while at the same time conveying the desired information very
plainly but under no condition should
they be so bold or glaring that they become obstrusive or in bad taste.
Naturally, the Directional Sign must
follow or harmonize with all other architectural treatment of the Theatre. They
should be so distinct and entirely clear
as to meaning, without being so pronounced as to detract from any purely
decorative feature. They should contribute to the interior harmony without assuming undesirable prominence.
The Directional Sign is unique and
may be so designed as to tit in harmo-

St. Louis,

Mo.

niously with the decorative scheme so as
to have a real artistic value as well as a
service requirement.
As a patron enters the Theatre Lobby
or Foyer, the Directional Signs should
be placed so that they are perfectly legible at all times. If the Ladies' or Men's
Room is placed at the end of the Foyer
and the patron must walk towards it to
enter the Auditorium, then the recessed
type of sign should be used if the structural conditions will permit, otherwise
the exposed box type will be needed. But
where these rooms are on the side of this
passage,
where patrons
must bepass
to enter the .Auditorium,
it will
necessary
to use a type that would extend out over
the door and be of either the single or
double-faced type depending upon
whether it is desired or necessary that the
Sign may serve its purpose from one or
both sides.
A sign showing a lady seated at her
vanity suggests the Ladies' Room while
another showing a man enjoying his cigar{Continued on page 1370)
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24,968,436
theatre patrons are
seated comfortably
in "American" Chairs
J^ VERY NIGHT ... in 12,434 theatres the coun^-^ try over . . . and in every nation of the world . . .
24,968,436 theatre patrons are seated comfortably
in "American" chairs. An amazing total that
proves the universal response of the theatre-going
public to comfortable, attractive seating. Further
. . . the exclusive use of this company's seating
by the nation's greatest exhibitors amply demonstrates "American" stimulus on box-office receipts.

Number 4072 — 3300 of these
chairs were installed in the
Chicago Theatre. Appropriately beautiful to match the
unusual splendor of the
Chicago. Mahogany wood
parts, rose and gray figured
velour back, and dark red
upholstered Moroccoline
seat. Noiseless ball bearing;
hinge insures silent and easy
upand down seat movement. Comfortable, endur*
ing and pleasing to the eye.

American Seating Company
10 E. Jackson

Blvd.

Chicago, 111.
1211-K Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

113 W. 40th St.
New York City
77-D Canal St., Boston

Theatre Chair Builders to the American Public for Over SO Years

N e zv s
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Commerce Report Shows
Gain in Equipment Business
The

Department of Commerce announces that, according to data collected
at the biennial census of manufacturers
taken in 1928, the establishments engaged
primarily in the manufacture of theatrical scenery and stage equipment in 1927
reported products valued at $5,745,472,
an increase of 60.6 per cent as compared
with $3,578,210 for 1925, the last preceding census year.
This classification covers establishments
engaged primarily in the manufacture of
scenery for theatres, halls, and schools :
advertising curtains ; stage hardware and
equipment ; floats for street pageants, etc.
Of the 39 establishments reporting for
1927, 10 were located in New York, 6 in
California, 5 in Illinois, 4 in Ohio, 3 in
Missouri, 3 in Oklahoma, 2 in Minnesota,
and I each in Iowa, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, Oregon. Pennsylvania, and Te.xas.

Study Management Problems
at Theatre School
For the past few weeks Manager
John D, Howard of the Rialto Theatre,
Omaha, has been conducting what he calls
an Usher School. At these informal
meetings, where attendance is voluntary.
Manager Howard instructs his men in
the different phases of the she wbusiness.
That the meetings are a success is evidenced bythe fact that Richard Speigle,
one of the ushers, was inspired to arrange
a tie-up of his own initiative with the
leading cab company in Omaha to advertise the Warner Brothers picture, "Midnight Taxi."
Manager Howard comments : "A tremendous interest has been taken by the
ushers and some splendid stunts and tieups have been arranged on coming attractions."

Arrange to Give Returns as
Election Night Feature
With a roan whom Albany claims as
its own running for the presidency of the
United States on the Democratic ticket,
every motion picture theatre in .'\lbany
and Troy, with the possible e,>Lception of
one or two small and rather isolated
houses, will announce election returns on
the night of November 6. Greater
preparations have been made for the reception of such returns than in any other
campaig^n. Intense interest is being
shown by the public and theatre owners
figure that thousands will flock to the
houses rather than stand in the streets to
receive the returns. This will l)e particularly true in case of inclement weather.
Many of the bigger houses, including
Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, in .'Mbany, and
the Proctor theatres in Albany and Troy,
will stage an extra show starting at 1 1
o'clock on election night.
Harmanus-Bleecker Hall

will use not

only a special wire service but also will
supplement this by announcements received direct by radio while a special
messenger service will bring to the theatre the results from .Albany's wards. In
Troy, Jacob Golden, manager of Proctor's theatre, and a former newspaperman, has completed arrangements for a
service that will be fully the equal of any
newspaper.
.\t the Troy theatre, Walter Roberts
has made special arrangements for the
reception of election returns, which will
be announced from the stage. Even small
neighljorhood houses in Albany and Troy,
are installing radios, by which they will
furnish election returns.

Offers Prize for Best Song
Ahout Home Products
An ingenious method of capitalizing on
local drive was evolved by Nate Frundenfled, manager of the Capitol theatre in
Des Moines, where a "Know Des Moines
Products Week" was featured by local
merchants and business organizations.
The management of the Capitol announced that prizes totalling fifty dollars
would be given to winners of a contest to
find the best song on Des Moines products. The winning song also was to have
its first public rendition by the Capitol
theatre orchestra.

It Pays to Protect Your
Theatre Organ
Organ protection is vital to longer organ life.
Smooth even heat, combating cold and dampness,
is essential if you are to maintain your organ properly and inexpensively. This applies to all organs
for none can stand sudden temperature changes or
changing climatic conditions.

ENERGY
WARH
USED TO
CBEATE
ALL
^—
AIR
CIRCULATION

EVENHEETERS are essential in your organ
chamber, for this organ protection. If you are a
theatre owner you'll save many times their cost in
saved maintenance bills. If you are an organist
your organ music will always be in tune and proper
pitch. And if you are an Architect the lowered
maintenance costs and general satisfaction all concerned derive from the use of EVENHEETERS
will be a direct reflection on your ability to select
the proper kind of theatre equipment.
The coupon on the bottom of the page will
bring you our new booklet on EVENHEETERS.
Many helpful suggestions are found there and
everyone interested in the organ and organ welfare
should write for a copy. Clip the coupon today
and we will mail your copy at once.

CRAMBLET

ENGINEERING

289 Milwaukee Street

V^lip
r'llrk

CORP.
MILWAUKEE

I Cramblet Engineering Corp.,
II 289 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wit.

me
tho

coupon now!

II heete
Please
rs. send me your newest booklet on Even-

\

I
1

Name

[

Address
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Rents "Night Space" in Downtown Store
as Stage for Mechanical Display
Tlirough an arrangement with a business concern. Marsline K. Moore, manager of the Joie theatre in Fort Smith,
Ark., made use of an upper-story window
for night-time display which in many respects improved upon the majority of exploitation ideas of the routine sort.
Moore used his idea to exploit his
presentation of "'Dancing Daughters."
Moore picked a busy corner to put on
his act where plenty of people passed
daily and nightly. The display was a
silhouette of a girl dancing
and was

worked in the following manner :
A piece of unbleached muslin was
stretched over a window on the second
floor of a prominent ladies' ready-to-wear
store and inside the building — way to the
rear of this particular window — was
placed a high powered spot lamp. Between this lamp and the muslin, the
ser\'ices of two local dancers were secured to put on solo 9cts ; each taking
turns from 7 to 9 130 in the evening.
A radio loud speaker attached to a
phonograph furnished the music for the
dancers as well as attracting attention of
the people on the street.
Alongside of this window was a large
illuminated banner giving the announcement of the totle of picture, name of star
and theatre as well as play dates.
The stunt was used the three nights
during play dates, and on each occasion it
attracted so many people that the traffic
officers were given a new beat in keeping
traffic going in front of this place.

ONLY

IN THE

Directional Signs — Purpose
and Place in Theatres

Silent-Steel
CURTAIN

By S. L. Furry
(Continued from page 1367)

TRACK

CAN ALL OF THESE

FEATURES

BE OBTAINED

Room.
ette naturally leads one to the Men's

UNIFORMITY-

Tracks and Clamps shaped over extremely accurate Dies.

STRENGTH—

Tested for ten times the weight of the heaviest
curtain in use.

RIGIDITY-

Each Half of Track is one continuous piece of
steel without Riveted Joints.

LIGHTNESS-

Weighs but 2'^ pounds per foot of length.
Less than 3 inches wide overall.

SIZE—
PROTECTIONSUPPORT—

Fully enclosed except for Bottom Slot.
Each Curtain Hanger carried by TWO
Wheels riding on separate Treads.

'

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
EASY

A QUALITY

.Exclusive
Design
of Centre
Lap
makes Installation surprisingly rapid.

Ball-Bearlng Steel Pulleys on
of Track and in Floor Block.

OPERATION

PRODUCT

AUTOMATIC
739

Rubber

AT A MODERATE

Both Ends

PRICE

DEVICES COMPANY
HAMILTON

ALLENTOWN,

STREET

PA.

Also manufacturers of the A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control
and Stabilarc Generator

Exit Signs may be plain and simple, or
of a decorative character, and followalong the lines of the Ladies' or Men'sSigns, but must conform to local requirements as to color of glass, size of
letter and positioning of Sign while at
the same time fit into the architectural
treatment.
Where Signs indicating the aisle numbers are necessary, these should be placed
over the door and designed so that they
can be read from either a front or side
view.
The panels in all Signs can he of red,
green or white opal glass with appropriate and harmonious decoration either
etched or painted on them, while the
metal frames and supports should in all
cases be designed to carry out in detail
the same architectural period as may be
followed throughout the entire theatre.
Finally, Directional Signs should be so
designed and embody all that may be desired in an atmosphere of good taste, culture and refinement — a wordless picture
and a service feature combined — and contributing largely to a decorative scheme
that is pleasing and harmonious and lendscheer and comfort to patrons, employees
and the management.
It may be also worthy of note that this
very desirable feature may be accomplished with an additional expense that is
almost negligible.

November
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UNIFORMS

Capacity
Houses!

Designed expressly
for your theatre
Even though you own America's
finest theatre, its whole impression can be spoiled if your attendants are not properly uniformed.
We've created and executed distinctive uniforms for the greatest
theatres in the country. May we
submit exclusive, original designs
and estimates for uniforming
your staff? Write:

SUCCESSFUL
theatre
managers know the power of
electric advertising in helping to fill "those vacant
Flexlume displajs are ideal
for the purpose. They emphasize by day as/well as
byseats."
night,' the theatre name,
location and current attractions to the thousands up
and down the street.

t)rowmngKing
UNIFORM

There is a Flexlume Display
to meet every need — exposed lamp, glass letter,
neon tube; interchangeable
glass letters to feature current attractions; then there
are marquee signs to flood
the theatre approach with

DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in the principal cities from coast to coast.

light; projecting signs, dominating the street with their
spectacularity; roof-top distoo, that
all overplays,the
city.can be seen

What to Expect from
a Projection Lens

Let us make suggestions as
to how to "draw the
crowds." We will mail you
free booklet "Theatre Elecand of
alsoa
submittrica Displays,"
color sketch

A lens can only produce on the screen,
that which is registered on the fihn.

display to meet your needs.
Write Flexlume Corporation, 18S8 Militarv
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

The following are the four qualities — and
the only four — that a projection lens can
give to the projected image. They are
identical with the characteristics of the
CINEPHOR Lens.
1. Flatness of field
2. Maximum illumination
3. Clear definition
4. Contrast between black and white

' < gdu,
Factories Oakland
altoA nat'
z I Detroit,
Lot
and Toronto

When you have a CINEPHOR you have
a lens that possesses these qualities and
that will faithfully reproduce the film
image.
We will gladly send you further information on tfte
CINEPHOR.
Just send your name
and address.

Bausch
Optical
653 St. Paul St.

& Lomb
Company
Rochester, N. Y.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC

DISPLAYS
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Chromium
Plated Reflectors
in

Borderlights
Footlights
and an all stage lighting equipment —
Greater light, better controlled
projection result in the use of
these exclusively Major designed chromium plated reflectors now standard in all
Major Equipment. They are
the newest thing in lighting
and a great achievement. Do
not equip or re-equip without
learning about it. Write today.

Major
Equipment

Co,

Offices
Thirty in

New
Developments
are Major
Developments

Cities

P ic t u r c

X c H' s

Builds Portable Reproducer
for "Unwired" Houses
(Continued from page 1353)

all times when sound effects are being
used. Sound records include American
airplanes, German planes, machine guns,
big guns, falling planes and many other
effects.
"We

have found it difficult to teach

men to operate sound effects backstage, '
McCullough says, "and follow the picture, which is the only other way we
could have
effectswired.
for 'Wings'
in
houses
othersupplied
than those
We find
in most cases that these hand-made effects are always late, but with our nev.'
type of equipment the operator follows
the cues closely and is never late with the
The equipment weighs approximately
300 pounds and is easily transported from
one place to another. It may be installed
inaction."
any theatre in ten minutes, and can be
taken out just as quickly. The machine
is not only good for sound effects, but
also for orchestrations, organ solos and
an^-thing in connection with music or
sound equipment.
Many experiments have been carried
oii to develop this equipment so that the
sound effects would be equal to those produced with synchronized pictures.

All-Sound Policy Winning
Favor at Florida Theatre
The Florida theatre in Jacksonville,
Fla., one of the most recent of the Publix
houses to abandon stage bands and presentations infavor of an "all sound" program, is reported to be realizing highly
satisfactory
results with the new entertainment policy.
"The Wedding March" and a group of
sound short subjects ushered in the new
regime. The theatre drew capacity
crowds the opening day of the "whole
show on the screen" policy, and newspaper as well as patron comment was enthusiastic regarding the change in the
stvle of shows.

"Talk." Substituted for News
Idea in House Organs
Ideas regarding theatre house organs
are undergoing a change as a result of
sound pictures. Such titles as "Newsette." "Movie News," etc., are going out
of date and the word "talk" is becoming
prominent in names for programs. The
Liberty theatre in Olympia, Wash., now
offering sound pictures, has launched a
house organ which bears the title "The
Movie-Talker," and features the slogan
"Our Screen Speaks for Itself." The
bulk of the space in the Liberty program
is devoted to extolling talking, synclironized and "effect" pictures that are in prospect for the house.
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ROCKBESTOS

Itltn'ehmjleu!, Changing, ColoM

8CENIC
fffiCTS

-the asbestos covered wire

made Possible

MOTION

PICTURE

The new Master Brenograph will give your
theatre an individuality of atmosphere far in
advance of any former possibility. New
colorful overture scenes, dramatized prelude
scenes, feature picture association scenes, organ attractions, curtain designs, colorful illusions and actions, decorations, high lighting. All at a cost so small that you will be
amazed.

CABLE

This picture tells the story of Rockbestos superiority
better than words.
It is extremely flexible.

The new Brenkert F-7 has advanced effect possibilities so that these effects do for the eye what the
talking pictures are doing for the ear. You can
change your entire effects every week or every day.
Enhance pictures and attractions, all with this one
unusual machine. No theatre, large or small, can
afford to be without the Master Brenograph F-7
because of the PULL it puts into the show.
Theatre owners and managers, write for descriptive matter and folders. Please state your position
in theatre, whether owner, manager, or operator.

Rockbestos insulation will not deteriorate with age.
A beautiful permanent finish.
Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is the choice of
projectionists everywhere.
Wrilcjor Btdtdin on .U. P. Cable.

ROCKBESTOS

PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
NEW

I

ON

NEW
HAVEN,
CONN.
YORK
CHICAGO
PITTSBURG
On the Pacific Coast — C. Dent Slaughter

'

J\t Bjrenkeit F7

ORGAN

Protection

saves costly repairs I
The famous Rialto and Rivoli Theatres in New York
City, as well as hundreds of other theatres throughout
the country, are insuring perfect organ service the year
round, by protecting their organs against cold and
deterioration from dampness — with PROMETTHEUS
Electric Organ Heaters.
Especially designed for this purpose, they maintain an
nm, uniform temperature in organ chambers — regardless of weather
ordimatic conditioQi. Their automatic thermostat will maintaia any
prtdfUrmimd degree of beat, and requires absolutely no attention.
A small ioveatment in the protection they afford may save you
many dollars in repairs. Mail the coupon for further details.

Prometheus Electric Corp., 360 West 13th Street, New York.
Send further details regarding PROMETHEUS
Xame
Address

Brenkert Light Projection Company
Si. Aubin at Ead Grand Blvd.

Heaters.

Detroit, Mich.
Sc€ne

effects

can be obtained
from Effect Scene
2010
Washington
Boulevard
BIdg.

Bureau,

Motion
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Gold Seal
is Whai ihe

Big.
Civcuiis
for Instance

EVERY

FOXThedre
is ^(7ZZ?J£4I Equipped
FOR TWELVE YEARS,
the Fox circuit has been installing Gold Seal registers in
the theatres of their chain.
They are constantly adding
new houses.
Gold Seal rsgisters are now
standard equipment in all Fox
theatres. They can't afford
to use anything but the best.
Information about the Gold Seal
System and complete list of Big
Circuit Users sent on request.

Broadcast of "Singing Fool"
Popular Radio Feature
. AI Jolson ill "The Singing Fool" is the
first Vitaphone picture to be broadcast to
radio audiences in its entirety. This was
accomplished recently in Erie, Pennsylvania, where the picture had its
premiere at the Strand Theatre.
At 9:45 in the evening, "The Singing
Fool" was put on the air direct from the
Strand through Station WEDH and the
listeners-in were treated to Al Jolson
singing his hits and to hearing the complete Vitaphone synchronization. The
announcer at WEDH spoke from time to
time, explaining the progress of the story
between the song numbers and helping
to make the whole picture comprehensible
and entertaining to the radio audience,
WEDH and the Strand subsequently
received a large number of letters which
proved that the stunt was well worth
while and was a decided success from
every angle.

L.
SchafFer.
personal
Enright,
and a to
Schaflferfriend
goes ofthe"Tom"
$150
cash prize ofifered to the winner of the
name contest, conducted by the Stanley
Company and the Pittsburgh Press.
It is interesting to note that fifty persons suggested the name Keystone; one
thousand i>ersons suggested Highland,
and fifty suggested Stephen C. Foster,

Gold Seal
Tic}(et Registers
MANUFACTURED

BY THE

Automatic

Ticket Register Corp.
723 Seventh AVc.
New York City
Quality Tickets at Lowest 'Market Prices

leves
kuQW
and
avoid

Sound
Door
Cfiesh
Large theatre chains
have noticed a marked
decrease in thenumber
of attacks bv burglars
on their theatres fol'
lowing the installation
of
York Round Door ji
Chests.
Insurance companies \
grant it their lowest I
burglaryyour
rate.
Write
name and I
address on the margin
of this advertisement
for complete information. Company

York Safe & Lock

Announcement is made by the Stanley
Company of America that the new theatre being erected bv the company at
Penn and Beatty streets. East Liberty,
Pittsburgh, will be known as the Enright
theatre, in honor of Thomas Francis Enright, a Pittsburgh boy, who was one of
the first three American soldiers to pay
the supreme sacrifice in the World War,
Of the 30,000 suggestions that were
made for a name, the successful suggestion was made by only one person, John

Tie New York iMtitute
of Photography now
offers o home liudy eomie
in Profetsional Mctirni
Picture Operating and
Operating
This rouraeandwas Projettion.
prepared
country.
by one of the acknowledged authorities of this

supplement your actual projection room This
work.course
This will
practical
and theoretical knowledKC will open the road for you to the
position of Chief Projectionist in a large theatre.
Make your spare time earn a better position and more
money for you.
The New York Institute of Photography has. for 18
years, successfully taught Motion Picture. Portrait, Commercial and New Photography in their great New York
studios or in spare time at home.
Write or call for Free Illustrated book and full details,
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33rd St. Dept. 161,
New York, N. Y.

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture flljnfi vary as well as current conditions. Tour projectionist can adjuat his arc
current to always give you a clear, bright
picture if you equip with PEETECTION.
Current saving also is a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need not use full
current till the actual projection is started.

erfPction
RHEOSTATS
"nSTATS ^V^^-X^

RHEOSTATS
oumcT atc

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN
387 First Avenue
Contracting
ture

& SOONS
New York City

Electrical Engrineers — Moving
Theatre
Mfg.Electrical
Division Specialtsts

How's Business?
See
Theatre Building Map
in this issue

TYPHOON CQQLiNC QYSTEtl
■

TVPHOON FAN CO.

*#

News

%,

Stanley-Press Name Contest
Brings 30,000 Suggestions

LEARN THE FINE POINTS OF PROJECTION

Picture

345 Wte>-<;T

Wi

NEW

YORK

NEW VOPK

Pic
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"The Modern Theatre*^
Draperies and scenery should not only lend beauty
but also individuality and character to a theatre.
But it is only through specialists, backed by years
o£ experience, that these results can be obtained.
For years, Novelty Scenic Studios have been equipping new theatres and revamping old ones with a
marked degree of success. Complete transformations have been wrought out of forlorn and dilapidated appearing show places.
The great advances made by Novelty Scenic Studios to a position of leadership in this field have
been made possible by its aggressive, constructive,
original methods, reinforced by experts in every department to carry its ideas through to successful
conclusions.
You are given a virtual guarantee of complete satisfaction when our specialists tackle your problem.
Consult us freely. This does not obligate you in
the least.

Spotlights
Remote

- Control

with

Color - Frames

"EQUIPPED
with an electro-magnetic
device — for
control operation
of its color frames
theremoteentire
service of the spotlight, including white-lighting, color
lighting, and dimming can all be controlled from a
distant point. Spotlight may be located in concealed
and inaccessible places — and yet be operated without
the least difficulty from the switchboard or some other
convenient location. Write for Bulletin No. 3.
OTHER
KLIEGL
LIGHTING
SPECIALTIES
Aisle Lights
Color
ColorMediums
Caps
Footlights
Music Stands
Connectors
Borderlights
Dimmers
Lamp Coloring
Color Frames
Wheels
Plugging
Boxes
Terminal
Lugs
Spotlights
Color
Floor Pockets
Floodlights
Color Rolls
Scenic Effects
Resistances
Sciopticons
Color Boxes
Exit Signs
Shutters
Stage Cable

liOS

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc

321 West 50th Street
340 Weit 41st Street

H'lm-lililHilil

New York City

announcingl

Motion Picture News

Buyers

Guide

to be published in December
A de luxe edition of the industry's
Theatre building and equipment guide.
Featuring a review of the architectural
work of the

Hoffman'Henon

Co»

Archilecls & Engineers
Philadelphia

Complete with special section
presenting color plates

NEW

YORK.

NY.
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"Sound" Preferred to Trade
Names in Ad Campaigns
(Continued from page 1353)

ample, used the line "perfected sound pictures" in much of their advertising to exploit sound installations at houses in a
city where "sound" was more than a year
old. Properly handled, this implication
of improvement of the new installation
over the old of the town, is perfectly legitimate and effective, but to be good
practice and generally profitable this angle
must be sold by implication, because direct comparison seeking to prove that the
older installation is inferior has the usual
effect of implanting suspicion in the public mind.
The Tampa campaign followed the
usual line of operation advocated by the .
Publix manual. It was an excellent example of that style. The advertising
flashed "Vitaphone" in all newspaper
ads, and the marvels of the new invention which has given voice to the formerly
silent drama were stressed in ads and
publicity. The campaign also built up an
interest in the future of listing in the
newspaper ads the names of such stars
as Al Jolson, Elsie Janis, "Whispering"
Jack Smith, \'an and Schenck, Marion
Tally, and the other "names" which the
talking pictures have brought to the
screen from the high places of vaudeville,
musical
comedy, opera and the concert
stage.

Promotion for Several West
Coast Men Announced
Qose upon the heels of announcement
that Hersche! Stuart, Seattle Division
Manager for West Coast, had been appointed general manager of the Poli circuit of theatres in New England, and the
apfwintment of Charles M. Thall to fill
Stuart's Seattle post, comes word of
other
ranks. West Coast promotions within the
Phil Phillips, publicity man at the T.
&. D., Oakland, becomes manager of that
theatre, stepping into the shoes of Robert
Harvey, who succeeded Frank Whitbeck
as director of publicity and advertising
for the San Francisco Division. Whitbeck now heads the publicity and advertising department for the entire West
Coast chain.

Send
for the New
@
Major
System
Book
Just
off the Press
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Interior Color Lighting
with ^^ Color Hoods
Furnished in all colors
and
for all sizes
of
ward.
lamps 10 wait and upColor lighting equipment
which will last mdefinilely and will always retain lis initial brilliancy.

TALKIES
to remain
a Box Office Success
must continue to please the Public

ELECTRrC

2628

That means SCREEN EFFECTS must be as good or better than ever
before.
The Hertner Transverter — always a step in advance — will give you just
the desired result.
Proper
light control — economical
operation — perfect automatic
performance.

Canadian Distributor
Perkins
Electric, Ltd.

Co.

THE HERTNER

ELECTRIC

1900 W. 112th St
Exclusive

Manufacturers

of the Transverter

St., Chicago

Motion Picture Presentation

COMPANY

THE FALLY MARKUS

aEVELAND, OHIO
U. S. A.

BVJZ.B JBOJC OFFICE

Congress

VAUDEVILLE

Our Engineering Department
SolJ in the V. S. A. by
National
Theatre
Supply

W.

COMPAN\

Standard

win gladly help you specify and obtain the proper Transverter Equipment
for your needs.
Consult us.
The

Write for Catalogue
and Prices

Color Hood for 100
to 500 Watt Lamps

AGENCY

A<tor Theatre Bnilding
N. W. Cor. 45Ui St. A Broadwar
Laeka»eanna 7876

MFCFIPTS

W//eyoi'&7nj97e5jAeHeiine^anG)Xmcinnal'f,(l,

ILsIk^gM©

ORL
TICKETS

Quiet Electric Ventilator
Good ventilation
makes business

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE

A PERMANENT

GUARANTEE

good. Ventilators
for all your fresh
air requirements.
Write for catalog.

OF

Service
— Accuracy
— ADVERTISEMENT
Quality
USERS
ARE
OUR
BEST

SATISFIED

WORLD TICKET & SUPPLY
1600 Broadway
SW

CO., Inc.
New York

LAKESIDE
225

Main

St.

COMPANY
Hermansville,

Mich.
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.
AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outhne of systems with illustrated descriptions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in theatres.
CLEANING SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.
DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decorative furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draperies, etc.
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in processes for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.
LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, eflfect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
and their uses in stage effects.
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specia;'v .-"esigned
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc.. for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS

AND ORGAN

EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.
PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines
make and model).

(specify

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.
SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seating arrangements, etc.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Variousfaces, types
described, diagrams, illustrations of suretc.
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
TICKET VENDORS
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
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Theatre
Firm
and Union
Cannot Gome to Terms
Due to the inability of Fitzpatriok and
MeElniy and the musicians' union to reach
a satisfactory ajrrcpmcnt, i)atrons attondinf;
the tlicatro firm's houses in Michigan City,
Ind., arc being served tlicir movies sans
musical accompaniment. Orthophonic instruments are being installed to till the need
and tentative arrangements have been made
for the installation of talking movies. The
Fitz|)atrick and lIcElroy Theatres in Michigan V\t\ include the Tivoli, Starland and
The l)reach with the musicians occurred
Willard.'
over a dispute arising when the old contract expired on September 15. Recently
the directors of the local union submitted
a new contract calling for a seven-day
week with the usual Sunday matinee, but it
was rejected without a counter proposal
being ofifered.

Reformers Defeated in III.
Town by Large Majority
The citizens of I'rbana, 111., on (Jctober
23 routed the Ministerial Alliance and others of the reform element who sought to
continue a city ordinance which prevented
Sunday amusements. The vote was 1'2'2")
votes for Sunday amusements and 111!)
against them.
Several weeks ago Urbana's twin city,
Champaign also voted in favor of Sunday
shows.
The ministers two years ago defeated
Sunday amusements in Urbana, which is
the seat of the Universitv of Illinois.

Even Biblical Dramas Are
Taboo in This Blue Town
On complaint of a minister and a Sunday school superintendent, the manager,
cashier, projectionist and four ushers of
the Leroy Theatre, Portsmouth, Ohio, were
arrested when the initial flash of a Biblical
picture was shown on the screen for a Sunday performance. The seven alleged violators of the Ohio blue laws were taken to police headquarters, and released on .$100
bonds.

Charges
Fly
in Lowell
Managers-Police Tangle

Warner Studio Exercises Strict Ban
on Writers' Representatives
( Hollywood

Bureau.

Motion

Sews }

Rayart in Production Pact
With British Company
In Conjunction With British Screen Productions Johnston Co. Will Make 9 Features in U. S. and 3 in London
a dinner at the JIutiun Picture Club
in New Yoi'k last week in honor of
a visiting lilm man, George W. Pearson, nmnaging director of British Screen
Productions, Ltd., of London, Rayart last
Tuesday disclosed that a contract had been
entered into by the W. Ray .Johnston company with Mr. Pearson's company, the contract providing for the production during
the coming season of 12 specials, nine to be
made in Hollywood and the remaining three
at the Islcworth studio of the English
organization.
By the terms of the contract the entire
dozen will be produced under the supervision of Trem Carr, director-in-chief of the
Rayart studio in California. He will go to
London to supervise the English-made productions. In Hollywood in May work will
be started on the first of the specials, while
the three to be cameraed in London will
be filmed consecutively in June, July and
August, it is said. Production on the
Pacific Coast will be resumed after the IsleAT

Tri-State

worth studio has finished its allotment.
The affiliation also calls for the distribution in America by Rayart of several British
Screen Productions, including "The Kohinoor Diamond," and two other vehicles that
are to be filmed in India, the first in cooperation with the British govei'nment and
Indian maharajahs. Another picture that
is destined for the Rayart program will be
filmed by a unit which left England last
week for Lapland where scenes are to be
made.
Before sailing for London on the S.S.
Olympia on Saturday, Mr. Pearson is completing arrangements for staff representatives in various points in the United States
for newsweekly seiTice for his British newsreel.
Mr. Pearson is accompanied on his trip
by Arthur Levey, importer and distributor
of London. His negotiations have been
carried on for several months by David J.
Mountan, president of Richmount Pictures,
Inc., foreign distributors for Rayart.

Association

Theatre Owners of Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas
Form Body; C. E. Williams Re-elected Nebr. Head

Bandit Plunders Earle in
Washington of $2,760

embracing
conven
AT thea tri-st
e owner
s tion
of Tennessee,
theatrate
Mississippi and Arkansas held in
Memphis, Tennessee, last Sunday and Monday, the Tri-State Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association came into being, with
M. A. Lightman as its first president. The
headquarters of the new organization will
be in Memphis. One of the features of the
R. P. "Woodwas an address by
convention ent
of the national organization
hull, presid
of theatre owners. Allegiance of the new
body with the national is expected inasmuch
as Mr. Lightman is a strong supporter of
the M. P. T. 0. A.
In addition to Mr. Woodhull. an address

Receipts of the Earle Theatre, Washington. D. C, for October 2S, prepared for deposit in the bank, found an unexpected resting place early the following morning when
an unmasked bandit walked into the office
of Manager Harry E. Lonmeyer and shortly
thereafter walked out again, richer by
$2,760 in bills.

was also
Fred and
"Wehrenberg,
head
of thedelivered
eastern by
Missouri
southern
Illinois unit.
Officers elected at the convention were:
John Collins, Paragould, Ark.; W. F. Ruffin,
Covington, Tenn.; R. X. Williams, Oxford,
Miss.; J. P. England, Norman, Ark. The
first three gentlcnu>n are the vice-presi-

As a result of complaints brought against
Lowell, Mass., poli"e by some of the theatre managers, that policemen would come
into theatres, remain for protracted periods
and would frequently disturb the shows,
police have countered with complaints
against some of the theatres alleging violations of the provisions of their licenses.
Because of the interest in the ease it is
probable that state licensing officials will
be asked to pass upon the case.

Picture

HOLLYWOOD. Oct. 30. The Warner Brothers l)aii on husiness representatives ofwriters was extended to the First National studio this
week, several agents being refused interviews and told that the
studio would deal with clients direct.
Meanwhile, a similar ban which existed at the Fox studios has been
greatlv modified and in most eases lifted entirely.

dents, while Mr. England is the secretarytreasurer.
The theatre owners of Nebraska also met
in convention during the week at Omaha.
They unanimously decided upon the renomination of C. E. Williams. At this
gathering, Mr. AVoodhull, too, gave a talk,
speaking in praise of the Toronto convention and the constructive program of the
organization he heads. He dealt also with
the action taken on labor, music tax, legislations and other situations cropping up in
the industry. The convention at the close
of his speech pledged allegiance to the
M. P. T. 0. A.'s program.

Son Born to S. C. Einfeld
Of First National
An eight-pound son, Richard, was born
Sundav morning, October 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. S. Charles Einfeld. Mr. Einfeld is the
assistant advertising manager for First
National.

Motion
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Ban

On Personal
'Phone
Galls, New Ruling

f Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Personal phone calls
from the stiulio by employees have been
banned by Jack Warner, head of Warner
Brothers Studio. Under the new ruling,
posted on bulletin boards around the lot,
only a specific group of studio executives
can make outside phone calls for business,
and all incoming calls are to be confined
strictly to business of the company. The
telephone operator questions each incoming call to ascertain whether it is for business or personal, and if the latter, no connection is made with the employee being
called.
In the Warner general order, employees
are informed that pay telephones are spotted generally around the studio, from which
personal calls can be made. It is figured
that the studio will save hundreds of dollars a year on toll charges and thousands of
hours for work instead. of personal business
by elimination of outgoing personal calls.

Franklin Enroute to N. Y.
to Dissolve Publix-Wesco
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oct. 30.^Harold B. Fi-anklin
left today for New York to work out the
details of the dissolution of the operation
alliance between Publix and West Coast in
compliance with the Government's suggestion.
Mr. Franklin says the Publix group of
houses will be back under Publix operation
about January 1. West Coast Theatres,
Inc., will continue to operate Loew's State,
Los Angeles, and Loew's Warfleld, San
Francisco.

"Queen
Kelly"
Goes Into
Actual
Production
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oct. 30. — Contradicting published reports that Gloria Swanson and
Eric von Stroheim have split and following many postponed starting dates, "Queen
Kelly" went into actual production Thursday morning on location at the old Lasky
ranch.
The present schedule calls for completion
of the picture by the end of January.
Gloria's next picture, "Clothes," is now being written by Harvey Thew.

Brooklyn Vita Plant in
Gharge of Foy
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Oct. 29.— Bryan
D,
YWOO
HOLL
left for New York this
Foy
week, where he will take charge
of the Warner Vitaphone plant in
Brooklyn. The Warners have decided
to concentrate the major portion of
their short subject production in the
East, giving them greater scope in securing stage artists from New York
theatres for sound subjects to be made
there.
Larry Ceballos will take over whatever short subject production will be
made on the West Coast. Ceballos is
responsible for the presentations in
the Warner Hollywood Theatre which
revolutionized that field on the West
Coast.

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

The past week brought the incorporation
in Albany, of the following companies with
the motion picture bu^iness as its object, in
New York state: Elm Film Delivery Corporation, $36,000, Charles Stern, Ben.jamin
Stern, Benjamin Marks, New York City;
C. F. S. Road Shows, Inc., .$3,000, Maurice
Goldman, Grace Beach, Grace R. Wesp,
Buffalo; Martin-Conwav Theatrical Productions, Inc., ,$.50,000, and The Real Thing,.
Inc., $50,000, with William N. Hechheimer,
Michael Walters and Belle Jaffe New York
City; New Daytona Theatre Corp., .$.5,000,
Howard Lesser, Louis Kessler, Harry Heiman. New York City; M. G. Felder Sales
Co., Inc., capitalization not stated, Pauline
Shtrax, Matthew W. Rubin, Samuel Landow. New York City.

News)

Union
s D,
demand
that aOct.
union29.—
cameraYWOO
HOLL
man shoot scenes in the Carmel
Theatre, Hollywood, for a Clark and
McCuIIough Fox Movietone short held
up production of the picture for a few
hours, until a union cameraman was
installed.
The company, under direction of
Ben Stololf, had been working at the
Fox Studios and moved over to the
theatre to get some interiors of a
stage and audience. Glenn McWilliams,
cameraman of the unit, was not a
member of the local cameramen's
union. Just as the company was ready
to take the necessary scenes, the theatre stage manager checked up to see
that all electricians, grips and cameramen carried union cards. When he
found that McWilliams was not a union
man, he informed him to quit work or
all union men would be called off the
job. McWilliams argued that he had
been emplo.ved by Fox Film Company
and would take orders from proper
executives of that company only.
Union officials were hurriedly called
in, and an agreement was finally
reached that McWilliams' assistant, a
union cameraman, could shoot the picture, but .McWilliams could do nothing
more than supervise the work. He also
was forbidden to even look through
the camera lens to check up on correct
focusing and lighting of the scenes to
be made.
Although open shop regulations prevail in the studios, it was pointed out
that the Fox unit, in going into the
theatre for scenes, came directly under
the rules of the stage hands and other
theatre crafts: and the latter were perfectly within their organized rights to
insist on union men in those branches
of the business that had union locals.

Talkies
(Hollywood

Start Process
Elimination
Bureau,

Motion

Picture

N ctvs

Albany
Gharters
6 Nevr
Motion Picture Firms

Ruling
On Shooting
Theatre Scenes
f Hollywood

Picture

Gameramen Wondering.
Who Will Pay the $240
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Warner studio cameramen are wondering whether the company
will stand the increased rates for their initiation into the newly formed cameramen '.s
union. When the union was in the process of
formation, it is said that Warner cameramen were given to understand that ther
were to keep out of the organization under
penalty of dismissal. .A.t that time, initiation fees were $10.
Recently, the Warner cameramen weregiven to understand that it might be well
for them to join the cameramen's union
without delay, but now the initiation fees
have been raised to $250, and the cameramen feel that the company is responsible
for the $240 increase.

of
News)

Hollywood, Oct. 29.— The "Talkies" took
toll of two in Hollywood's foreign colony
last week. Eva Von Berne was notified that
her option will not be taken up by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer when the current contract
expires in December, and Maria Alba was
succeeded in the feminine lead of "In Old
Arizona" by Dorothy Burgis, for Fox. The
reason for both actions, as stated by each
studio, was that the accents of the girls
made it impossible to use them in talking
pictures. Maria Alba, however, still continues under contract to Fox and will be
used in silent pictures. Miss Von Berne
has her choice of returning to Germany at
M-G-M's expense, or remaining in Hollywood in the hope that she can land with
some other company.

G o r d a Signs 6-Months
First National Gontract
A contract to last six months has been
signed by Maria Corda with First National,
the contract carrying an option for renewal.
The actress' first role iinder the arrangement will be in "The Comedy of Life."
She will be directed by her husband, Alexander Korda. Leo Birisnki and Josef
Laszio, who did the original scenario, are
now writing the continuitv.

Fairbanks
Is Re-elected
Academy
President
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — The annual election
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences resulted in the re-election of Douglas Fairbanks as president; Frank Woods,
secretary; M. C. Levee, treasurer. William
De Mille was elected vice-president succeeding Fred Niblo who declined re-election.
The Board of Directors announced that
a big dinner would be given November 7 in
honor of the visiting British editors who
are touring America as guests of the Carnegie Foundation. The elite of the picture
colonv will attend.

Riesenfeld
In Gharge
of U. A. Sound
f Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News )

Riesenfeld officially29.—
tookDr.charge
Hugo
Oct.
HOLLY
of WOOD,
all United Artists sound and
music synchronization this week, as
reported exclusively some weeks ago
in the Motion Picture News. Riesenfeld, who returned from New York last
week, will make his first West Coast
izationon with
synchron
latest producti
whichD. isW.nowGriffith's
known
as "Masquerade." There is still a possibility of this title being changed.
While in New York Riesenfeld synchronized "Two Lovers," "Tempest,"
"The Woman Disputed" and "The
Awakening."

N o Z' c III b (• r
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J. R. Freuler Returning to
Production Field
With the production of "Take the Heir,"
final seenes of whieh are now being shot
alons Xen- York's waterfront and Broadway, John R, Freuler, former president of
Mutual and treasurer of the American Film
Compaaiy wlien they were important factors iu the motion picture industry, is back
again in the lield of lilm production. Mr,
Freuler, who has until recently confined
his lilm activities to financing and exhibiting, is now coming east from the coast to
decide on pending negotiations for the
American and European release of his
feature.
Edward Everett Horton and Dorothy Devore are co-featured in "Take the Heir,"
being directed by Llovd Ingraham from a
storying by
C. N. andcompleted
A. "M. Williamson.
was recently
on the coast.Titl-

B.

W. Wooley
Is Made
Aide to G. E. Quigley

Formerly a member of the legal department of Western Electric, Burgess W.
Wooley is now assistant to George E.
Quigley, rice-president of the Vitaphoue
Corporation, having been appointed to that
post last week.
For several years prior to his connection
with Western Electric, Mr. Wooley was
manager of a large sugar plantation iu
Cuba. He is president of the ArgentineAjnerican Chamber of Commerce, an organization whose primary purpose is the
building of better business relations between the United States and Latin-American countries.

Publix

Operating
Miami
Theatre Group

Under the terms of an arrangement recently concluded by Frank J. Dowler, Jr.,
southeastern division manager of Publix
Theatres Corporation, and Harry Leach of
Miami, Fla., Publix has taken over the operation of the large group of Miami theatres
owned jointly by that organization and the
Leach interests. The arrangement provides
that the Leach interests will operate the
realty holdings involved in the deal.
W. E. Drumbar, formerly district nmnager for Publix, has become city manager
for Miami under the new arrangement.

British Motion Picture to
Be Made in Austria
As a result of the recent affiliation of
the Sascha Film A. G. of Vienna with
British International Pictures, Ltd., the
president of the British concern, Mr. Maxwell, has spent the past week in Vienna in
negotiation with the Sascha Film A. G.
looking towards the production of a number of British pictures to be made in Austria in which the English star, Betty Balfour, will play the title role, the department
of commerce, Washington, D. C, is advised
by Assistant Commercial Attache John A.
Embrv.
Subtitle — "I'm so( furious, I can't
think of the French word for roue —
but that's what

you are." — by George

Marion,
Jr., in "His Private Life" for
Paramount.
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Warner Directors Handling Dialogue
for First National Features
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD.
Oct. 30. — Warner directors are now directing dialogue for First National productions which are being disc-recorded
in the Warner studios.
Howard Bretherton is now doing the talk
which George Fitzmaurice directed.

Petti John

on

scenes

in "The

Barker"

Arbitration

In Address Before Women's Clubs He Also Dwells on
Sex Films and Censorship of Screen
moof the
s phases
variou
ry in an
address
indust
tion picture
COVERING
made before the Federation of
Women's Clubs of Nebraska and Iowa, at
Omaha, C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, gave his attention
primarily to the benefits derived from arbitration. The other topics he touched upon
included the so-called sex-hygiene picture
which he vigorously condemned and the
comparative purity of the screen when compared to the newspapers.
To use Mr. Pettijohn 's own words "the
arbitration system in the motion picture
industry is, in my opinion, the greatest
outstanding achievement in American industry in the last decade."
"Let it be said without fear of contradiction," he affirmed, "that in the more than
fifty thousand cases thus disposed of there
has not been one instance in any case where
there has ever been an accusation or even
an insinuation that any individual serving
on any board has been influenced in his
Everyone can agree, he declai'ed, that the
opinion. ' '

motion picture should be fvmdamentally
clean. None of the sex pictures, which he
termed as "unfit," are made by any of the
producers regularly engaged in the production of motion pictures, he declared. He
decried the fact that films of this type often
receive the endorsement of doctors, clergymen and social workers, and disputed the
reason that the endoi'sers generally give —
that these pictures have a wholesome moral
effect on the youth of the land.
A comparison was drawn bj' Mr. Pettijohn to the state of affairs nowadays when
censorship is exercised over the screen and
newspapers, books and other mediums of
expression enjoy the constitutional guarantee. He asked his audience to remember
that the screen does not touch upon murder
trials and divorce eases, whereas the newspapers play up such stories.
"Motion pictures are cleaner than the
spoken stage," he said. "They are cleaner
than the present type of book, play, novel
or magazine story."
when he stated that the
as the newspapers and
body would be foolish

He made a point
films are "as clean
most certainly noor crazy enough to

advocate censorship of the press. ' '

World
Wide-Ufa
Product of German Company Will

Deal

Be Distributed by
J. D. Williams Organization in U. S. and Canada

negotialengthy Inc.,
series
a World
ENDING tions,
WideofPictures,
last
week contracted with the German
company, Ufa, for the distribution of Ufa's
jiroduet in the unsold territories of the
X'nited States and all of Canada. Kurt
Hubert, director of Ufa, and F. Wynne
■lones, America representative of Ufa,
carried on the negotiations with Alexander
S. Aronson, J. D. Williams and Joseph S.
Skirboll, of World Wide.
A generous supply of foreign-made productions will be supplied American exhibitors, promises World Wide. Such a
deal as the one between Ufa and World
Wide make for a closer bond between the
industry of this country and that of the
continent, it is believed.
Regarding the American public which
Ufa will now serve for the first time and
the efforts that that company will make to
attract and hold both the American exhibitors and fans who see their product,
Mr. Hubert said :

"An important business accomplishment,
yes, but more important is the opportunity
this contract gives us to better serve a new,
great and intelligent public. Ufa is already
a successful business organization. Besides
our Studios, we have one hundred and thirty
theatres in central Europe, one hundred
and fourteen in Germany alone. We already have distribution throughout the remainder of the world, but our ambition has
ahvaj's been to show our pictures to Americans. We welcome the opportunity this
alliance of World Wide and Viz. will give
us, and shall do our best to make pictures
that will please."

K. L. Burk Becomes Head
of "U" Pacific Theatres
K. L. Burk, Pacific Coast theatrical owner
and manager, has been named as head of
the Universal chain of theatres in Portland
and Seattle.
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De Forest Wins
Suit
Against Westinghouse
THE De Forest Radio Telephone
and Telegraph Company's suit
against the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, involving a patent on a radio oscillating
transmitter, was decided during the
week in favor of the De Forest interests by the United States Supreme
Court. The bone of contention between the two companies is a feedback patent, now used generally in
broadcasting for the purpose of increasing volume through regeneration
and sometimes incorporated into talking picture devices for the same purpose.
The De Forest interests will again
contend in the near future, the date
for their Movietone suit against the
Fox-Case Corporation having been
specified as November 20, an arbitrary
date set by both parties. This case
has yet to come into court.
Darby and Darby are representing
De Forest in the suit against FoxCase, the same firm of lawyers and
Charles Evans Hughes representing
them in the Westinghouse suit. John
W. Davis represented Westinghouse.

Columbia
Signs
Prevost,
Cortez and Basquette
Three prominent names were
week for two new productions
Columbia, one .as a special of
age and the other as a story

signed last
planned by
tiie modern
of carnival

life. For "The Younger Generation" Lina
Basquette and Rieardo Cortez have been
engaged while the leading feminine role in
"The Side Show" has been entrusted to
3Iarie Prevost. Prank Capra is fast lining
up his east for the former production, while
Erie Kenton will shortly begin the direction
■of the latter following tlie completion of
"Nothing to Wear," on which he is now
lengaged.

Will Try to End Dispute
Between House and Union
TThe differences between the Embassy
Theatre and the Musicians Union in San
Fran«isco which have resulted in the strike
of the motion picture machine operators at
the Embassy may he amicably settled as the

World Wide to Handle
British Dominion Films
of British
SERIES
ted
distribuns'
will be Dominio
Productions
in the United States and Canada
by World Wide Pictures, Inc., the deal
for the handling of the program of
films having been closed last week by
Charles Wilcox, following negotiations
with J. D. Williams and other executives of World Wide and W. Henderson-Clelland and Herbert Wilcox of
British Dominions, who returned from
America to London last week.
The series of English features will
include a filmization of Wilkie Collins'
"The Woman in White." starring
Blanche Sweet, and a version of Sir
Hall Caine's "The Bondsman," starring
Norman Kerry; both of these productions were filmed at the original locations of the stories. Herbert Wilcox
directed both productions.
A

result last week of new negotiations begun
by two commissioners of conciliation for
the Department of Commerce in Washington, D. C, with W. B. Wagnon, theatre
manager, and representatives of the labor
union. Manager Wagnon explained the
theati'e's reasons for refusing the demand
of the union that it install an orchestra
during the conferences at which John C.
0 'Connell, secretary of the San Eranciseo
Labor Council, represented the musicians.
The adoption of a talkie policy by the Embassy precipitated the trouble.

Atlanta
Film
Board
Trade Re-elects Ezell of
At the regular semi-annual election of
officers held last Tuesday in Atlanta, Ga.,
by the Atlanta Film Board of Trade, John
T. Ezell, manager of Warner Bros, exchange
in Atlanta, was re-elected to the post of
president, the sixth time that he has thus
been chosen.
Other officers of the new administration
chosen by the board are : W. W. Anderson,
in charge of the Pathe branch, vice-president; Dave Prince, branch manager for
Paramount, secretary; E. L. Cole, executive secretary and treasurer.
The board of directors elected werej
John T. Ezell, W. W. Anderson, Ben Y.
Cammack, branch manager for Universal ;
James H. Butner, branch manager for Educational; and Dave Prince. At the next
meeting the standing committees of the
board will be announced.

FBO

Releasing 7 Shorts
During November

There will be seven shorts from FBO
during November.
"The Naughty Forties," No. 11 of the
"Racing Blood" series starring Alberta
Vaughn, will be released on November 4.
"T-Bone Handicap," a Barney Google
comedy with Barney Helium and Philip
Davis, will be a companion release for this
date. "Facts or Fancies," No. 4 of the
Curiosities produced by Walter Putter, will
be issued on November 7 and the fifth Curiosities on November 21.
"Broadway Ladies," No. 12 of the "Racing Blood," will be issued on November 11
as will "The Family Meal Ticket," No. 3
of the Toots and Casper series co-starring
Thelma Hill and Bud Duncan. "Mickey's
Athletes," No. 4 of the Mickey McGuire
comedies, will be distributed on November
25.

General Pictures Signs
Richard Talmadge
Richard Talmadge, action star, has been
engaged by General Pictures, the recently
organized production company which Oscar
A. Price, prominent figure in motion picture circles, heads. The first of the star's
pictures for General has been completed at
the company's studio at San Mateo under
the title of "The Bachelors' Club."

Lasky

Heads
Red
Gross
M. P. Division

Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount executive, is
again engaged in organizing a campaign
within the motion picture industry to raise
funds for the annual Roll Call of the American Red Cross.

"U"

Picture

N c w s

Ghain Expanding
in Virginia

versal Chain
Theatrica
Uniof ltheEnterholdings
THE Virginia
prises, Inc., will be increased,
Fred A. Flader, general manager of
the circuit, having announced this
week plans for a program of extensive
expansion. At present, Isaac Weinberg,
general manager of the Shenandoah
Valley Circuit, a "U" affiliation in that
state, is now in New York completing
details with Mr. Flader for the immediate erection of several new
houses.
"U" will build a new theatre in Harrisonburg, Va., at once. Within the
next few weeks a plot on Court Square
will be broken for a 1,200-seat structure. Joseph Nielson, who planned the
new Universal Capitol in Winchester,
may design the new house, it is said.
"U" will erect a house of similar size
at Clifton Forge, Va,, on the site formerly occupied by the Strand. The circuit is also working on plans calling
for the construction of three additional theatres in the state. Dan Lederman, of the Universal Chain, is
leaving for Virginia to finish details
for their erection.

Zuro Musical Director for
Pathe Sound Films
Josiah Zuro, who has long been identified with important musical events throughout the country, is now general musical director of Pathe 's Sound Pictures. He has
already synchronized "The King of
Kings,
" " Pathe
Captainfeatures.
Swagger, " " Annapolis ' '
and other
Zuro for six years was director of presentations for Paramount theatres on Broad-

"Masquerade"
to Replace
"Love Song" Title
The new and final title for D. W. Griffith's latest production for United Artists,
formerly called "The Love Song," is
"Masquerade." Both silent and sound versions of the picture have been made. Sixtyfive per cent of the picture is straight dialogue or singing, Lupe
Velez
doing
the

"Should a Girl Marry"
a Rayart Roadshow
"Wil-a
Rayart
^S
MARRY?,
GIRL starring
ADonald
Keith, Helen
Foster, special
'^-' HOULD
iiC^
liam V. Mong and Dot Farley, and
which will shortly be converted into a
sound feature with dialogue sequences
and complete synchronization, is
planned as a roadshow. Fifty companies will go on tour in November, it is
said, carrying with them besides the
synchronized production five Filmtone
Presentation short subjects featuring
radio and vaudeville artists. Each of
the units will have a Filmstone Reproducing machine in addition to a technical staff, consisting of electricians,
operator and checker. Various key
cities are now being visited by advance
agents arranging for the presentations.
The Filmtone Studio in New York
City will inculcate the sound and voice
additions to the feature.
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Charters Granted to 6 Pa.
Theatre Companies

Paramount
Profits $5,973,600
for
9 Months, $2,100,000 for Quarter

Charters from the department of state ai
Harrishurg incorporating; them into tlie
motion pictnro hnsiness of the state ot
Pennsylvania diirinsj the past week included the following motion picture companies: Clairton Theatre, Inc., Clairton, Pa.,
$50,000, Hany Hendel, Louis Hendel, H. D.
Hirsh, Pittsburgh; Roosevelt Theatre, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, $50,000, Harry Hendel, Louis
Hendel, H. D. Hirsh, Pittsburgh; Harris
Amusement Co. of Mount Oliver, Pittsburgh, $5,000, Alex S. Moore, Pittsburgh,
D. S. Harris, F. J. Harris, Craf ton ; Yiddisli
Players of America, Inc., Pittsburgh, $10,000, Beatrice Lando, William Kabinowitz,
William Lando, Pittsburgh ; Junior Matinees, Inc., Pittsburgh, $5,000, F. G. Thompson, Earl J. Mohn, M. A. Remlinger, Pittsburgh The
;
American Amusement Construction Company, Philadelphia, $100,000, William E. Strickler, Robert S. Stuart. Herbert B. Sehmeck, Philadelphia.

Motion Picture Club Plans
Election Night Celebration
The Motion Picture Club will celebrate
Election Night with a buffet dinner, dance
and entertainment. The Entertainment
Committee has laid elaborate plans to make
the affair pleasing to all. TMie tables in the
dining room will be arranged in cabaret
fashion and beginning at 7 P. M. a .jazz orchestra will play. The election returns will
be over a direct wire which will be installed in the club. Other facilities for the
election returns with which the club is also
provided include a ticker service and radio
apparatus. Between the dances Broadway
entertainers will be seen and heard until
the club's closing time.
William Brandt, chairman of the Entertainment Committee of the Motion Picture
Club, 1560 Broadway is taking care of the
reservations.

U.

S. Films Lead Trade
Showings in England

During the tirst nine montlis of 1928,
550 feature films were trade-shown in Great
Britain, the Department of Commerce is
advised by Trade Commissioner George R.
Canty, Paris. These were divided by countries of origin as follows: United States,
411; Germany, 62; Great Britain, 53;
France, 17; Italy, 4; Russia, 2; Denmark,
1; total 550.

Gotham
Releasing
"Head
of Family" Nov. 1
"The Head of the Family," the last of
the features on the 1927-28 program oi
Gotham Productions, will be released on
November 1. The story, adapted by Peter
Milne from a tale by George Randolph.
Chester, has Virginia Lee Corbin and William Russell 'co-starred.

Jans

Sales Manager
for
Affiliated European

Herman F. Jans, in the motion picture
business for 20 years and one of the original founders of Metro, has re-entered the
film industi-y and has become connected
with Affiliated European Producers, Inc., as
state-rights sales manager.

A

PROFIT of $5,973,600 is estimated by Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation for the nine months and $2,100,000 for the third
cjuarter. both ending September 29. 1928. These figures include
the undistributed share of earnings of the Balaban and Katz Corporation,
a 65 per cent owned subsidiary, and are equal for the nine months to
•S8.69 per share on the stock issued and outstanding before the recent
split-up of three for one. and equal to $2.90 following said split-up.
For the three months" period the figures are equal to S3.05 per share on
the old basis and $1.02 per share on the new basis of the stock outstanding.
A comparison of the new earnings with those of the last two years
indicates an increase, the third quarter of 1928 being the only case where
the earnings have decreased.
earnings and the third quarter's earnings for 1928.
1927 The
and nine
1926 months"
are as follows:
1928— .55,973.600 nine months" earnings and $2,100,000 third quarter's earnings: 1927~S5,650.400 nine months' earnings and $2,118,100
third quarters earnings: 1926 — $3,640,300 nine months' earnings and
$1,052,800 third quarter's earnings.

Amusement

Tax Offensive

Agitation in Canada for Removal of Burden Becomes
More Pronounced with Brady-Ferguson Tilt
in Onfor the intotal
removaln of
the
the agitatio
THE nexttario step
Amusement Tax was taken when
.lohn C. Brady, proprietor of the Madison
Theatre, Toronto, and president of the
Canadian M. P. T. 0., issued a public reply
to the statement by Premier G. Howard
Ferguson of Ontario that the Provincial
Government required the ticket tax to pay
for Governmental services to the exhil)itors.
Premier Ferguson had also said that the
exhibitors did not pass on the reduction to
patrons when the tax was taken off all admissions up to 25 cents last year.
President Brady declared that the Ontario Government had a margin of $40,000
in theatre and exchange licenses and censorship fees over and above what .was required for theatre inspections, censoring
costs and other operations of the Provin-

cial theatres branch. The revenue derived
from the Amusement Tax, collected on admission tickets, went to the general treasury of the Province.
Mr. Brady ridiculed the statement of
Premier Ferguson that exhibitors of Ontario had effected a saving of $600,000
through the abolishment last year of the
amusement tax on tickets up to 25 cents.
At the M. P. T. 0. convention in Toronto
a Canadian committee was organized to arrange an interview with Premier Ferguson
and arrangements are proceeding. This
committee is : Arthur Cohen, Toronto,
chairman; T. H. Moorehead, Brampton; A.
A. Bugg, Midland; J. A. Stewart, Hamilton; J. M. Franklin and Don Stapleton, Ottawa; Mr. Filman, London; J. C. Brady
and Col. John A. Cooper, Toronto, representing the film distributors.

Tiffany-Stahl Premieres
"Toilers" at Brooklyn Strand, Cavalier" Now Enjoying
Run at Embassy and "Marriage by Contract" on Way
is now being
HEYDAY of premieresStahl
Producenjoyed by Tiffanytions. One of its specials, "The Toilers," is playing the Mark Strand in Brooklyn, one of the borough's leading houses.
Another of its features, "The Cavalier," is
playing for a week at the Embassy Theatre,
a Broadway house, and still another, ' ' Marriage by Contract," also a special, will soon
's screen for the
be
time. on the Embassy
firstflashed
A

Thus Tiffany-Stahl begins the new season with its specials equipped with Tiffany-Tone synchronizations and playing at
the elite theatres. The company announces
many bookings. Among them arc :
Sehine Circuit of New York State; Regorson Corp. Circuit, Rochester; Goldstein
Bros. Circuit, New England ; Fox-Poli, New

England; Wilmer & Vincent, Pennsylvania;
Tri-State Theatres Corp., Arkansas; Finkelstein and Ruben, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota; Coston Booking Circuit, Illinois; Fox Circuit; Loew Circuit; StanleyFabian, New York District; West Coast
Theatres, Inc.; Durkee Circuits, Baltimore;
Griffith Bros., Oklahoma.
Tiffany-Stahl considers "Marriage by
Contract'' the star attractitm of their picture group. At its premiere next Friday at
the Embass,y an audience made up of
.judges, lawyers, club women, officials of
welfare societies is expected.

Subtitle — "She got a thousand
francs and six new Johns every week."
—forbyWarners.
Jimmy Starr in "Stolen Kisses"
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Cameraman Keeps His
$1400 Overtime
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

D. Oct. 29.— A cameraHOLLYWOO
man working for a coast studio
y
recentl was sent to New York
to shoot a number of scenes for a picture. The man was a member of the
west coast cameraman's union and
came under the rules and regulations
of the New York local while working
in the East. A provision of the latter
organization provides for overtime
pay, and the cameraman is said to have
collected $1,400 for overtime in addition to his regular salary.
Upon his return to the coast, so the
story goes, the cameraman was asked
by the studio to return the overtime
pay he drew while East. He was told
that the payment was only a gesture
to abide by union regulations there,
and the studio expected it back. The
cameraman refused to rebate, and instead, took the matter up with union
headquarters. When union officials
brought the matter to the attention of
a major studio executive, he later, it is
said, disclaimed all resposibility for
the actions of under-officials, and declared they never expected the cameraroan to refund to them the money paid
for overtime.

Glennon Filming "Taxi 13"
Prologue
Bert Glennon is filming "The Joyride" a
talking prologue for "Taxi 13," at F B O's
Sound Studios on Park Avenue and 134th

play, is in work with William A. Seiter
directing. Harry Brown has started Ken
Maynard's next, "The Lawless Legion"
and Frank Lloyd has almost completed
"Adoration," with Antonio Moreno.
Cafe interiors are in the making for the
Barthelmess vehicle, "Scarlet Seas," directed by John Francis Dillon and while no
director has so far been assigned for ' ' Children of the Ritz," the new Dorothy Mackaill-Mulhall pictiire, filming is ready to
start. Adelaide Heilbron is doing adaptation and continuity.
t
After finishing "Stranded in Paradise,"
George Pitzmaurice will direct Billic Dove
in "The Man and the Moment." Agnes
Christine Johnston is adapting this Glyu
novel for First National; Forest Halsey
has prepared for the filming of "Saturday's Children," which Gregory LaCava
will direct for Corrine Griffith and "Seven
Footprints to Satan," a mystery play has
been prepared by Benj. Christenson.

4

Christie
Comedies
for
November Release

Four new Christie comedies will be presentations during November from the
Paramount branches, one of the comedies
being released each week and representing
the four series that the Christie studio is producing for Paramount this season.
A Bobby Vernon comedy, entitled "Hot
Sparks" and directed by William Watson
with Nancy Dover, Eddie Baker, Cliff
Bowes, Bill Blaisdell and Tom Dempsey
in support, will arrive first, its release date

First National studios are busy tlirse
days. Six pictures are in various stages of
production and seven more are in preparation.

being November 3. On November 10 "A
She-Going Sailor," starring Billy Dooley.
Jack Duffy stars in "Lay on, MacDuff, "
a Sandy MacDuff comedy directed by Walter Graham, with Eddie Clayton, Betty Lorraine, Neal Burns, Glen Cavender, Kid
Wagner and Lyle Tayo in support; this sulj,iect is set for November 17. The final
Christie comedy is "Believe It or Not,"
co-featuring Frances Lee and Billy Englc,
and one of the "Confessions of A Chorus
Girl" comedies written by Jean Arlettc
and directed by Harold Beaudine with
Lorraine Eddy, Eddie Barry and the Christie girls in support; it will be released on
November 24.

Colleen Moore's next special, "Synthetic
Sin" from Frederick and Fanny Hatton's

Will

Street, New York. "The Joyride" features George LeMaire and is based on Mr.
LeMaire's skit which was used in the Ziegfeld Follies last year. It can be booked as
a talking short subject independent of the
feature picture.

First National Producing 6
And Preparing 7 Features

Stanley-Fabian to Build
Theatre in Newark
AN

investment of $4,500,000 in the
form of an elaborate 6,000-seat
theatre and building to occupy
a plot more than .^0,000 square feet
with a frontage of 40 feet on Broad
street and an additional frontage along
Lafayette street is planned by the
Stanley-Fabian Corporation, subsidiary
of the Stanley Company of America,
for Newark, New Jersey. The house
is planned as the largest and best appointed in the state. It will be known
as the Stanley.
Negotiations for the property, located at 878-880 Broad street, have
been pending for several months and
were finally concluded by Mastbaum
Brothers and Fleisher, representing
Stanley Co., and Albert M. Greenfield
and Company, representing the seller,
the Union Building Companv of Newark. N. J.

Determine Status
Famous Canadian

of

A knotty problem has arisen in the Court
of Revision at Toronto, Ontario, over the
question as to whether Canadian Paramount Corp., Limited, should be assessed
as a theatre-operating company or as a
financial holding company.
An appeal was entered from an assessment of $430,000 on the ground that the
corporation was a financial holding company liable to business tax but not liable to
income tax. The repi'esentative of the appellant company claimed that the corporation did not operate the theatres but held
shares in them and that the assets were
from the investments in theatres. The company had a charter to operate but had never
taken advantage of it.
It came out in the evidence that an affiliated company. Famous Players Canadian
Corp., actually operated theatres and invested in them. Dividends of the Canadian
Paramount Corp. all came from its subsidiary companies, it was pointed out. Judgtnont was reserved.

Picture

News

Famous Canadian Has
Its Greatest Year
THAT
Corp., Famous
Toronto, Players
with itsCanadian
140 theatres throughout Canada, has had
its greatest year, is the information
that has been divulged prior to the
publication of its annual financial
statement for the fiscal year ending
August 25 last. An increase in earnings of over 20 per cent is indicated.
There is an intimation that the gross
receipts for the past fiscal vear should
exceed ating
$7,000,000
and profit",
less$1,500,operexpenses, should
run to
000 before depreciation, bond interest
and income tax are taken out.
Figures for the first five months
of 1927-28 show gross earnings of
$3,356,094, leaving a balance of $672,301
after operating expenses had been deducted. The gross for the whole year
of 1926-27 totaled $6,294,077, with profit
of $1,169,493 after deducting operating
expenses for the 12 months.
A widespread building campaign has
been undertaken by Famous Players
for 1929, the outstanding project being the big theatre in Toronto which
will seat 4,200 persons. Work has already started on this amusement palace.

Pathe Sound News Among
November 11 Shorts
The first issue of Pathe Sound News, recorded by RCA Photophone, is included
among the array of featurettes that Pathe
will offer exhibitors during the week of
November 11. It will be released every
other week.
On the Pathe program of shorts are ' ' Jim
Jam Janitor," Johnny Burke's new Mack
Sennett comedy, directed by Harry Edwards
with Vernon Dent, Carmelita Geraghty and
Glen Cavender in the east; "Spartan Diet,"
a Grantland Rice Sportlight showing some
of our gruelling modern sports; "Caught
in the Draft," a new Aesop cartoon; "The
Brink of Eternity," chapter five of the
serial, "Eagle of the Night"; Topics of
the Day No. 46; Pathe News Nos. 94 and
95, and Pathe Review No. 46.

Hearst Cameraman

on

Zeppelin's Return Trip
on its
Zeppelin
Count
tic on the
the Atlanacross
flown
HAVING
recent flight from Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst during which he
obtained newsreel scoops on the dirigible story for the Hearst News Service which were later incorporated into
the M-G-M News, Robert Hartman
repeated his venture during the return
flight of the Count Zeppelin to Germany. The scenes shot by him during
the return flight will be featured in
an early release of M-G-M News, the
pictures being Hearst Newsreels exclusives.
Hartman now enjo.vs the distinction
of being the only cameraman to fly
across the Atlantic. He was recently
made a life member of The White
House tion.
News
AssociaHe has Photographers'
also been honored
by a
life membership in the Press Photographers' Association of Boston.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Sound Outdraws Silent Movies in Cities
Not Only Increase
Revenue But Have
Reduced Overhead
{Continued from page 1337)
plays capacity all the time.
The Grand,
now in its fourth sound week, has taken a
new lease on life and broke records of ten
years' standing with "The Singing Fool."
Loew's Aldine, which last season offered
silent drama and vaudeville, is now playing
sound only and business is on the increase,
with averages above those of last season.
The Regent was brought back to life with
sound. The house had been slipping the
last two years, but since sound has been
installed, new records are being made and
business has jumped fully 50 per cent.
Talking pictures are bringing the biggest
grosses and invariably bring bigger receipts
than mere sound pictures.

Tif fany-Stahl Signs George Jessel for
Feature Sound Picture
A

CONTRACT for the services of George Jessel in the making of a
feature length sound picture has been obtained by Tiffany-Stahl,

''Lucky Boy" will be the title of the Jessel picture, a story has been
written, a company is being selected, and it will go into production at once,
according to this week's announcement.
Most of the production will be made

in the East, where

jessel is ap-

pearing in "The War Song" in New York City. He wiU divide time between stage and studio. RCA sound method will be the process used.
Later he may go to the Coast to make part of the production.
Jessel has never appeared i,n sound pictures with the exception of
two short vaudeville subjects, in which he demonstrated his ability as a
prominent artist. He was the original "Jazz Singer" of the stage play by
that name. The sum of money Tiffany-Stahl will pay for his services
is said to be one of the highest paid.

ST. LOUIS
Sound pictures have increased receipts at
Skouras Bros. Ambassador and Missouri
Theatres approximately fifty per cent above
silent features of equal value, considering
drawing power of accompanying stage attraction in each instance.
Loew's State Theatre has eliminated
stage shows formerly costing from three to
four thousand dollars weekly since installation of sound picture reproducing apparatus and the gross of this house has gained.
The Grand Central Theatre, dark for many
months for the reason that it had failed
financially, reopened last December with
"The Jazz Singer" and has been a big
winner ever since. "Wings" is there at
present in its fourth week. Another house,
which has been closed and which will reopen with a sound policy, under the new

Menjou and Vidor in
"Concert" All-Talkie
AN

all-talking feature, an adaptation of Hermann Bahrs' stage
play. "The Concert," in which
Leo Dietrichstein starred on the stage
in New York, will serve as Adolphe
Menjou's first venture into talkies and
also as Florence Vidor's initial effort
in this new field of the audible screen.
Menjou will have the role portrayed by
Dietrichstein and Miss Vidor will play
opposite him, the first time since their
"Grand Duchess and the Waiter."
Lothan Mendes has been appointed
to direct this Paramount talkie and
production will begin sometime in
February. Menjou will take a vacation
in New York following the completion
of "Marquis Preferred." his current
vehicle.

name of Midtown, is the Empress. Still
another house that failed to pay under a
silent picture policy and which is now doing nicely with sound pictures is the Capitol.
St. Louis neighborhood theatres, the
Shenandoah, Kings, Lindel and Mikado,
have been placed on the sound basis during
the past two weeks and business has increased fifty per cent or more. However,
it is early to draw definite conclusions regarding these theatres.
MILWAUKEE
Business at the Strand since sound pictures are being used has increased an average of $10,000 a week. This enormous increase for a comparatively small theatre is
attributed not only to sound, but for the
most part to the type of sound pictures
shown, according to Loe Leo, vice-president
of Midwesco.
At the Garden, where sound has been installed over a year, L. K. Brin, manager,
says business has approximately doubled in
the talking tj^pe of pictures, but has not
materially increased in talkies synchronized films. At the Wisconsin, synchronized
Ijictures have increased patronage 25 per
cent.
No talkers have yet played there.
DES MOINES, lA.
The biggest showing ever made in Iowa
was recorded at the Des Moines Theatre,
where "The Singing Fool" showed to over
one hundred thousand people at sixty cents
evenings and thirty cents matinees. This
is estimated as a fifty per cent increase
over an average silent feature.
Synchronized and dialogue films will go
twenty-five to thirty per cent over silents

and all-talking films will take ten to twenty
per cent over the State show with a synchronized picture as competition. An example of this was the "Night Watch"
against "The Singing Fool," "The Terror," at the Capitol, over "Beggars of
Life" and "Dancing Daughters" following
at the Capitol.
"The Singing Fool" is twenty per cent
ahead of "The Jazz Singer" here, and
"Lights of New York" is next best. This
week "Wings" is taking rank with the
mark set by "The Jazz Singer."
CANADA
Information from an official source is that
sound pictures have more than doubled the
weekly gross made by silent films at the
Palace Theatre, Montreal, where George
Rotsky is manager. They made their start
at this theatre, in Canada, Sept. 1. Since
then Rotsky has shown "Street Angel,"
"Four Sons," "Mother Knows Best,"
"Air Circus" with programs continuous
from eleven a. m. to midnight and later.
The Tivoli, Toronto, started its sound
picture
policy
and "Street
continued
for Oct.
four 5weeks
with theAngel"
house
crowded day and night. It is considered a
little early to make comparisons in connection with the Tivoli but it is a recordbreaking situation. Subjects were repeated
after eleven p. m. on acount of the house
being still crowded at that time.
The Metropolitan, in Winnipeg, obtained
unparalleled business with six shows daily
with "Street Angel" when sound was inaugurated Oct. 27. The Capitol, at Vancouver, isat present running its third sound
bill.
{Continued Next Week)
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Pathe Executives Discuss Plans
for Sound Picture Product
pLANS for an aggressive sound picture
•* program and next year's product were
discussed by Pathe division and eastern
managers at a regional meeting held last
week at the home office. Colvin E. Brown,
executive vice-president, presided. After
the opening session, a luncheon was given
at the Hotel Roosevelt. Joseph P. Kennedy,
official advisor to the company, was the
principal speaker.
Expressing satisfaction over the showing
made by Pathe 's first sound picture, "King
of Kings," Brown declared that "all
Pathe pictures will include dialogue." The
first all-talking picture, "The Missing
Man" is now in production, Benjamin
Glazer directing. Other RCA Photophone
features. Brown announced, would be :
"Ned MeCobb's Daughter," "Captain
Swagger," and "Marked Money" with unusual sound synchronization; while those
that will be offered in both sound and
dialogue are: "The Godless Girl," "Annapolis," "Show Folks," "Sal of Singapore," "The Shady Lady," "The Spieler,"
"Geraldine, " "The Leatherneck," "Noisy
Neighbors," "Square Shoulders," "The
Plying Fool," "The Office Scandal," "Listen Baby" and "High Voltage."
Enthusiasm was also expressed over the
first issue of Pathe Sound News to be released on Armistice Day, Nov. 11th. Other
short subjects in sound are the "Aesop's

Film Fables" and "Topics of the Day."
The Grantland Rice Sportlights will use dialogue and vocal description.
Following Fi'iday's business meeting, the
Patheites visited the studios of the Radio
Corporation of America to see and hear
some of the Pathe sound features.
Those in attendance in addition to Messrs.
Kennedy and Brown were : John Flinn, Vice
President; T. C. Streibert, asst. to executive vice president; Lewis Innerarity, secretary; John Humm, treasurer; Terry Ramsaye, editor-in-chief of Eastern Production Phil
;
Reisman, general sales mgr. ; Ray
L. Hall, editor of Pathe News; E. J. 0'Leary, feature sales mgr. ; Harry Scott,
short subject sales mgr.; George W. Harvey, director of advertising and publicity;
John F. McAloon, mgr. exchange operations; Stanley Jasques, central div. mgr.;
L. J. Hacking, supendsor eastern div.; Lou
Kniskern, asst. to gen. sales mgr.; Arthur
Rousseau, vice pres. Pathe International
Corp.; Lou Miller, sales prom, short subjects; Bob WoUf, and Bill Raynor, mgr.
New York branch; Oscar Hanson, mgr. at
Buffalo; Bert Moran, mgr. at New Haven;
Charles Stombaugh, mgr. at Albany; Bob
Moebrie, mgr. at Phila. ; R. C. Robin, mgr.
at Washington; R. C. Cropper, mgr. aj
Boston; Harry Lorch, mgr. at Chicago; and
D. A. Doran, eastern story editor.

Most of Warner Talking Stars
Recruited from Ranks
CONTRADICTING the assumption that
I
in most eases the motion picture indus1 try would have to turn to the stage for
talent in the production of talking pictures,
Warner Bros, bring to light the fact that
with but few exceptions Vitaphone stars
have been recruited from the ranks of players who previously appeared in silent pictures. It is true that many Vitaphone players have had stage experience but in the
I majority of instances their screen popu!
larity has been of long standing.
Twenty-nine actors and actresses have
been slowly and consistently signed by J. L.
Warner and the trend talking pictures are
taking in the development of popular personalities can be studied to advantage
through the following list of players appearing in full length Vitaphone productions. Those who have stellar rankings are:
Dolores Costello, Al Jolson, John Barrymore, Thomas Meighan, Fannie Brice,
Monte Blue, May McAvoy, Betty Bronson,
Rin Tin Tin, Conrad Nagel, Louise Fazenda, Audrey Ferris, Lois Wilson, Edward

ED .

M .

Everett Horton, Pauline Frederick, George
Arliss, Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Texas
Guinan and Bert Lytell.
Players who fall under the featured categoi"y include David Lee, the child now scoring with Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool,"
William Collier, Jr., Myrna Loy, William
Russell, Agnes Franey, Grant Withers, John
Miljan, Andre Beranger and Harry Wardell.

Jolson Songs by M. G. Used
Fool"
"Singing
Exploit
to
A number
of mediums
were used to exploit the Al Jolson picture, "The Singing
Fool," when it played the Riviera Theatre,
Waterloo, Iowa. Outstanding among Manager H. D. Grove's stunts was the enlistment of his personality band leader's services in singing the theme song, "Sonny
Boy" from the stage a week in advance.
This gave Jack Bain, master of ceremonies,
a legitimate reason to talk about the
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Talkies Interest New
York State Group
Schlne brothers, the
of
of the
ion heads
WITH
ally except
practicthe
every circuit in
central and northern New York were
in New York City last week, the number including William Smalley, of
Cooperstown; William Benton, of Saratoga Springs; Mike Kallet. of Oneida,
and Henry Frieder, of Hndson. The
entire group made the trip, it is understood, in connection with sound
pictures.
featured motion picture to be shown the
following week.
Three window displays of the sheet music,
"Sonny Boy," a 10-foot banner in Kresge's
25e store on Brunswick records and Al Jolson's tire covers on all taxicabs operating
in the city and two 20-foot signs with a
cut-out head of Al Jolson for the theatre
front, were some of the additional exploitation mediums that inspired record-breaking
receipts for the engagement.

Canadian
Musicians
Feel
Brunt of Sound Films
The first rumble of labor difficulties in
Canada because of the installation of equipment for the presentation of sound pictures
has been heard at Winnipeg. The Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, screened its
first sound feature, "Street Angel," starting October 27, while the Capitol Theatre
is being wired. The orchestras and organists at both houses have received their two
weeks' notice but the musicians will be employed on a temporary week-to-week basis
until definite policies have been adopted.
It has also happened that Manager D, E.
L. Fisher of the Garriek Theatre, Winnipeg,
has dispensed with his seven-piece orchestra following the installation of a large
pipe organ.

Jack Norworth to Appear
in Vita Presentation
Jack Norworth, star of the variety and
musical comedy stages who recently completed an important role iu the all-talking
Vitaphone production, "Queen of the Night
Clubs," in which Texas Guinan is starred,
has been signed to appear in a Vitaphone
presentation of his own latest songs and
stories, according to an announcement made
by Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge
of Vitaphone production.
In his Vitaphone presentation Norworth
will be assisted by Dorothy Adelphi.

Universal Signs Hoagland
as Contact With Legit
As posted vaudeville and professional
I'epresentative, (Tues) Carleton Hoagland
has been engaged by Universal to interview and engage all Movietone artists in
the east, to contract with the vaudeville
colony and legit stages.
Mr. Hoagland is known in the vaudeville
Imsiness as a booker of theatres and talent.
For a time he was connected with Henderson's in Coney Island. He has been a producer of musical comedies and vaudeville
.lets in the east and on the coast.
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Sound Film Storm Breaks Over Europe
England, France and
Germany Awaken to
Voice of the Screen
By LARS
/European

Correspondent,

MOEN
Motion

Picture

News)

PARIS, Oct. 23.— When I left America,
uearlj- a year ago, the gathering
clouds foretold the coming storm that
was to end the silence of the screen. In
Europe I found scarcely a ripple of interest. Two processes had been developed in
Germany and were languishing; some activity in England on the part of De Forest;
in France principally ridicule and prejudice.
Today the situation has changed as if by
magic — so much so that it is difficult to say
how it has all come about.
First, it became known that the Paramount theatre was being wired for sound
films and would open in about a month with
"Wings." The Madeleine, where "Ben
Hut" recently closed its spectacular run.
likewise. Presumably Paramount expected
to "scoop the field."
If so, that hope was shattered the past
week when the following single-column advertisement appeared in the principal
Parisian dailies;
Talking Films?
Musical Films?
A revolution in the cinema industry. For
the first time in IVance, you may soon see,
hear and judge, in a large establishment on
the Boulevards, the first French talking
films, made by the process Gaumont Petersen-Poulsen.
Then, a few days later, the following
more specific announcement :
Cameo.
Is closed for the installation of the next
spectacle which will be entirely composed
of talking films, and the Aubert film,
"L'Eau du Nil" (Water of the Nile), mado
from the novel of Pierre Frondaie by Marcel Vandal, and of which the orchestral
accompaniment, voices and sounds will constitute arevolution in the cinema spectacle.
This will mark the debut in France of
the sound film, in the modern sense. Yet,
oddly enough, back in the days when the
Lumiere Brothers were doing in Europe
what
Edison
and Jenkins were doing in

Talkie Made in Record
Time by Barrymore
methline d production
STRAIG
were applie
to talkies by the
odsHT
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer studios,
in the making of "Confession," a dramatic playlet directed by Lionel Barrymore, and in which are featured Robert Ames, Carroll Nye, Yvinne Stark
and Chriatiane Yves.
Barrymore laid out the play, held
rehearsals for a week, then played it
on a stage before an audience in a
Los Angeles motion picture theatre,
as a prelude to filming. This was, in
effect a preview. Perfection attained,
actual filming took but a half-hour, as
compared with days by the old method.
Barrymore believes that all future
sound pictures will be filmed in this
manner, just as stage plays are produced.

Paramount' s First All-Talkie Screen
Comedy Will Be "The Dummy"
PARAMOUNT'S first all-talking screen comedy wiU be the stage play,
"The Dummy," by Harvey J. O'Higgins and Harriet Ford, according
to an announcement made by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in
charge of production.
Robert Milton, New York stage director, will make his debut as a motion picture director with this production, while Herman Mankiewicz,
former playwright and author, is adapting the play and preparing the
dialogue for the 100 per cent talking film.
Production of "The Dummy" is scheduled to begin on the sound stages
of the Paramount studios in Hollywood immediately upon the completion
of "HaK an Hour," which William C. De Mille is directing. Every facility
of the sound department will be utilized in bringing this comedy of detective life to the screen as an audible moton picture.

America, France had her talking films — but
that is another story of which I shall have
more to say another time.
The Gaumont process is sponsored by
Leon Gaumont, an illustrious name in
French screen annals. After his alliance
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, he was long
inactive in the production field, confining
himself to theatre operation and equipment
manufacture.
The two engineers who have developed, the
process Petersen and Poulsen, are Danish,
and the latter will be instantly remembered
for his invention of the Telegraphone, which
records sound on a steel piano wire, and for
a time had quite a vogue, as well as the important part which he played in the development of radio telephony. He is not, therefore, to be ignored as a possibilitv in this
field.
The process is rather closely guarded at
the moment, but we are reliably informed
thftt it uses an extra film, with the sound
track taking up the full width of the frame.
Thus the process demands a special projection head and double the quantity of film,
and if this defect cannot be overcome,
through reason of conflicting patents, the
process will probably make little headway
in competition with American devices
which place the track within the standard
35 millimetres.
However, it must be borne in mind that
it will, perhaps, be two years before American devices will appear to any extent on
this market, owing to the fact that home
consumption is absorbing the entire production at the moment. There is always the
possibility, however, that American companies will arrange for a similar production
on the continent by subsidiary or affiliated
companies. It is understood here that the
G. E. process has been offered to all leading French producers.
Meanwhile, Louis Aubert, owner of 22
houses in France, and an important producer, has departed for a six weeks' period
of study in America, principally, it is believed, todetermine the merits of the sound
film and its possibilities for his houses.
Jacques
Feyder, the director, is doing likewise.
Much of all this was precipitated by the
debut in London on September 27 of the
Vitaphone.
Theatre
managers
from
all

over England, France and Germany went
to hear it, and the result was an over-night
change in sentiment as to the "film
sonore," as it is called in France. And the
critics, if some of them complained of the
"bronchial" quality of the voices, were
unanimous in their recognition of its imGermany, of course, has not been behind
portance.
in this. The Tri-Ergon process, already
several years old (and the American patent
rights of which are owned by Fox-Movietone), is showing new life. Walter Euttman, the decorative artist who turned to
making abstract films, and who associated
himself with Carl Freund, Ufa camera
wizard, for the making of "Berlin, the
Symphony of a City," is now with TriErgon, and at the moment is in England,
where he has made a short talking film with
George Bernard Shaw as the subject.
And even from far-off Czecho-Slovakia
comes the announcement that a corporation
has been formed there to make and exploit
sound films.

Premier of "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" at Astor
Another dialogue picture from the M-GM studios, "Alias Jimmy Valentine," will
shortly make its appearance at the Astor
theatre. New York City, following a successful run of "White Shadows in the
This Seas."
new picture, which stars William
South
Haines, was adapted from the Paul Armstrong play of the same name. Lionel Barrymore, Karl Dane and Leila Hyams also
have prominent roles. Jack Conway did the
directing.
The film will be a combination of straight
movie and dialo^e and will also contain a
synchronized score prepared under the direction of Dr. William Axt and David Mendoza.

"The Divine Lady" Will Be
a Dialogue Picture
First National's "The Divine Lady," a
special production visualizing the love and
naval battles participated in by Lord Nelson, will come to the screen this fall as a
dialogue picture.
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Paramount
Work

Motion

Talking
Shorts
at L. I. Studios

QINCE the reopening of Paramount 's
^ Long Island studios where "The Letter," with a speaking stage cast headed by
Jeanne Eagels, is in full production stride,
production of all-talking short subjects is
proceeding at a rapid rate, a half-dozen already finished. James E. Cowan is in
charge, assisted by Larry Kent and Joseph
Santley.
Eddie Cantor the other day completed a
two reel picture which will bring him to the
public as a personality in a sense never
realized before. The picture is called "Eddie Cantor, That Party in Person." It is
expected it will be first shown in New York
at the Criterion Theatre next month as part
of the program at the opening of Paramount's first all-dialogue film "Interference." Bobbe Arnst of "Rosalie" appears
with Cantor, both of them by arrangement
with Florence Ziegfield.
Ruth Etting, another Ziegfield star, has
made a one-reel film at the studio, recording her singing of Irving Berlin's "Roses
of Yesterday" and Walter Donaldson's
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe
Now."
Other short subjects already completed or

in

nearly so are Elinor Glyn speaking on
"What Is It?", Borah iUnevich and his
troupe of boy harmonica players from Hammerstein's "Good Boy;" and a sketch,
"One Word," written and directed by Joseph Stanley. The three Giersdorf Sisters,
singers, seen on the stage in "Cross My
Heart," are soon to be recorded.
The Santley sketch, "One Word," is a
novelty applying the efiieiency principle to
drama, eliminating needless words. The
cast consists of Irene Pureell, recently in
"The Great Necker;" John Rutherford, of
"Queen High" and "The Love Call;"
George Meeker of the film, "Four Sons;"
Priseilla Knowles of "The Spider," and
John J. Dwyer.
The Long Island studio also has turned
out two talking pictures of the ' ' Great Stars
and Authors" series to be distributed by
Paramount for the benefit of the Actors'
Fund and the Authors' League. Many of
the stage stars on Broadway have given
their services for these pictures. They are
"Night Club," from the story by Katherine Brush, and "The Pusher-in-the-Face"
by F. Scott Fitzgerald..

Picture

Vitaphone
Clicks
London Showing

News

in

Herman in Starr,
don, according
Lonhasto clicked
VITAPHONE
Warner Bros, executive, who supervised the first showing at the Piccadilly Theatre, which is now owned by
Warners. Al Jolson in "The Jazz
Singer" was chosen as the first Vitaphone picture and the star was present for the premiere. The picture
received an ovation, according to Starr.
The Piccadilly planned to hold "The
Jazz Singer" only for four weeks, after
which will follow "The Terror," Fannie
Brice in "My Man" and Dolores Costello in "Noah's Ark."
tists Studio in Hollywood
15th.

on November

Eleanor Griffith, recently star of "The
Spider" on the Broadway stage, and as
yet unacquainted with any movie camera,
will be the Joan Manning of "Nightstick."
She arrives in Hollywood Friday, November 2nd.
Pat O'Malley, screen and stage player,
will have the leading male role of "Tommy
Glennon. Mae Busch, also a film and footlight performer, will be seen as Daisy
Thomas.
Chester Morris, New York Stage player
and wholly unfamiliar with movie cameras,

Tonef ilm Completes Large Sound
Studio at Fort Lee, N. J.

will be the Chick Williams of "Nightstick." Three other stage players who will
be seen and heard in this all-talking film
and who have had no screen experience at
all are Regis Toomey, Harry Stubbs and
Pernall Pratt. All three have been cast in

COMPLETION of what is claimed to be
the largest sound stage in the east, is
announced by Phil Goldstone, in charge of
production activities at the Metropolitan
Studios, Fort Lee, N. J., the plant of ToneBlm Corporation.
The system of acoustics used in this studio is known as the Fin method, a system of
fins extending around the stage and the
ceiling, which, it is claimed, breaks up the
sound waves of voice and musical tones and
eliminates the base vibrations of the
harsher tones. Johns-Manville, the builders, are using the studio as their show studio of the East and are at present at work
on another stage for Metropolitan, said
to be the largest ever built. The latter will
be available to other producers of sound
pictures.
Goldstone believes that the exhibitor will

important roles.
Separate silent and talking versions of
"Nightstick" will be made by Mr. West,
the director of "The Bat," "De Luxe
Annie," and "The Dove." He acted on the
stage, beginning when he was seventeen.
"Nightstick" is one of three all-talking
pictures announced by United Artists.

be the ultimate judge as to interchangeability and states that the Tonefilm device

Talking Shorts Versus
Vaudeville Survey
Vitaphone Corporation recently made a survey of a typical
American community in an effort to obtain written testimony from
the public as to its preference between
vaudeville and talking shorts.
Mansfield, Ohio, was the city selected
and it is claimed that a 14 per cent
reply, from .500 letters sent, contained
but 18 per cent in favor of regulation
vaudeville, the remaining 82 per cent
being decidedly in favor of the talking
short subjects.
THE

recently demonstrated its claim as a standard talking picture machine by properly
rendering a subject made by a well known
producing company. No batteries, but a
special Tonefilm tube supplied with current
from the electric socket, is said to be a special feature. This tube was invented by
W^ein,
inventor of the Wein tube used with
television.

Novel Talking Trailer for
"Stark Mad"
A recent novelty contrived by Warner
Bros, for a Vitaphone trailer is that for
their all-talking picture, "Stark Mad."
The trailer for this picture takes the form
of a complete Vitaphone sketch headed by
H. B. Warner who has the principal role
in the production.
All the members of the cast appear on
the screen one by one dressed in character.
Each is questioned by H. B. Warner as to
his identity and each answers, giving the
audience an excellent idea of the amusing
entertainment in store for them. The last
to come on is a giant ape who brings the
trailer to a close with a climax of real
excitement.

Stage Players Featured in
"Nightstick"
Five Broadway stage players who have
never appeared before movie cameras are
prominent in the cast selected by director
Roland West for his all-talking film version
of "Nightstick." This crook play was seen
in New York last season. "Nightstick" will
be placed in production at the United Ar-

Dita

Parlo
Arrives
Chevalier Vehicle

for

Dita Parlo, 19-year old German actres.s
signed by Paramount after two film appearances in her home country, arrived in New
York last Tuesday on the S. S. Columbus.
She was accompanied by her mother. The
young actress will remain in the east for
a few days and will then leave for Hollywood to commence work on "The Innocents
of Pai-is, " Maurice Chevalier's first talking
production for Paramount in Avhich she will
be the heroine. "The Homecoming," the
first picture in which Miss Parlo appeared,
will be shown at the Paramount Theatre on
November 17. it is said.

Flo

Lewis
Signed
Vitaphone Sketch

for

Flo Lewis, known on the variety stage as
"the inimitable singing comedienne" is to
be seen and heard in a Vitaphone comedy
sketch, "Give Us A Lift," in which she
will be supported by Leo Karlyn, according to an announcement made by Bryan
Foy, Vitaphone director and executive.
Miss Lewis has been on the stage since
she was six years old. Her recent sueeesse.s
include "Big Boy" with Al Jolson,
"Twinkle Twinkle," "Rain or Shine."
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Pathe Announces
First Issue Ready
November 11; Many
Innovations Claimed
THE first release of tlie sound eclition
of Pathe News, to be followed by
releases eaeh fortnight, has been announced for the week of Nov. 11 by Colvin
Brown, executive vice-president of Pathe.
The first issue of Pathe Sound News will
be a full and complete reel, containing a
wide diversity of subject matter in news
and news features. Coincident with the
first issue is the tenth anniversary of the
Armistice and matter relative to this event
of the Great War will be included. Many
thousands of feet of film have been recorded and tested preliminary to the release
and it is claimed that a number of newelements of sound and talking picture technique will be introduced.
One of Pathe 's Sound News innovations
is a form of screen interview which tends
to combine the salient elements of newspaper reportorial practice and screen reporting. The new method promises the possibility of a better utilization of the box
office values of important public personalities in relation to the activities and responsibilities which put them in the public
eye — and ear.
Pathe Sound News is recorded by the
Radio Corporation of America Photophone
system, evolved by the General Electric
Company and Westinghouse. This system
claims special merits in the use of a sound
recorder separate from the camera, rendering the camera more mobile than in combined units. The Photophone system is
also said to differ from the Movietone system in that the RCA film record is made
in terms of variable opaque area, in a hill
and dale wave, on the sound strip, instead
of the earlier and more widely used method
of recording in variable densities. Various
laboratory advantages are claimed for the
RCA capacity method which permits the
film printer to time for the pictorial image.
In addition to the Photophone equipment,
which is standard for Pathe Sound News,
Pathe has available and in service for supplementary use some specially constructed

Work Starts on Fifth
Sound Proof Stage
HER proof that Warner Bros,
FURT
are to continue the making of
Vitaphone productions on a large
scale
carried
in Jack
L. Warner'
ctions
cement
recent isannoun
that constru
will immediately start on another large
sound proof stage at the Hollywood
studios.
"This sound-proof stage." says Warner's statement, "to be known as Stage
7, will be 200 feet by 300 feet and will
be an exact duplicate of the one completed last month. It will bring the
total number of Vitaphone stages up
to five.
"This stage will contain many buildings, since separate space is needed
for adjoining monitor rooms, recording rooms, projection rooms and various other necessary departments. The
new stage will be completed at cost
of more than five hundred thousand
dollars."

Sound News

Reel

Pomeroy Completes Construction of
Portable Sound Equipment
ROY J. POMEROY, director of sound at the Lasky studio has just
completed the construction of what is declared to be the first portable sound equipment switchboard and recording control device for
talking motion pictures.
This new equipment enables Pomeroy's technicians to fihn and record scenes anywhere on the Paramount lot. It is
likened to the remote control hook-up of the radio world.
In addition to other sound recording innovations, Pomeroy is responsible for Paramount's system of sound recording and voice reproduction,
which differs considerably from others in as much as the recording is on
a separate strip of fihn, independent of the picture negative.
recording units using the variable density
method making a product identical in physical character with Movietone.
Back of this advent of Pathe News in
sound is a long period of endeavor. It is
editorially the product of the labors of Ray
L. Hall and Terry Ramsaye, whose names
have been variously associated in connection with most of the news reel enterprises
of the last fifteen years as authors of the
dominant styles of screen treatment and
practices of screen journalism.
The Pathe Sound News organization personnel is being drawn chiefly from the long
trained and disciplined Pathe staff. The
first to be drafted to sound was Joseph
O'Brien, film editor and cutter from Pathe
News, who has been schooled at the Radio
Corporation of America's laboratories.
Among the cameramen thus far detailed to
sound by Pathe are Harry Smith, Tommy
Hogan,
Robert Donahue and Alfred Gandolfi.
Marvin H. Mclntyre, editorial representative at Washington in contact with the
White House, the Army and the Navy, has
been given responsibilities to the sound
news.
Through the initial period of product
Pathe Sound News has the co-operative attention of E. E. Bucher, vice-president of
RCA, and the engineering staff under Carl
Dreher, including Harry Dreyer and Harry
Jones, assigned to technical supervision of
the operations of the sound recording
camions.
All Pathe Sound News prints are being
made in Pathe 's own laboratories in New
York, Jersey City and Bound Brook, all of
which have been specially equipped for this
work.
Pathe Sound News prints wiU be routed
from the Jersey City plant under the
charge of Robert Richards, and the development of sound negatives and the making
of first prints will be done along with Pathe
silent news pictures in the high speed news
laboratory under James Pozzi in the home
office building at 35 West 45th street.

Use Made of Television in
Talking Short
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Television has invaded motion picture production. Last
week, in making a short reel dialogue Movietone of M-G-M stars and contract players for the opening of the New Empire
Theatre, London, England, use was made

of television and long distance oversea telephone to put over the idea that the players
wereaudience.
making personal appearances before
the
The film, about 400 feet in length, ineluded practically every star and player
under contract to M-G-M with eaeh doing a
brief dialog via movietone. The only contract stars who did not appear were Lon
Chaney, Ramon Novarro and Greta Garbo,
all of whom were out of town when the film
was shot.
Lou Ostrow produced the dialog reel under supervision of Irving Thalberg. Studio
officials claim that the reel gives a definite
guide to talking possibilities of all contract
players, and every one who registered on
the Movietone showed good voice registration for future "talkies" which the company will produce.

U. A. Staff En Route for
"Say It With Music"

Production will start on "Say It With
Music," the Harry Richman talking and
singing picture Irving Berlin has written
for United Artists upon the arrival in New
York of Producer John W. Considine,Jr.,
director Alan Crosland, scenarist C. Gardner Sullivan, art director William Cameron
and photographer Karl Struss. Richman,
star of "George White's Scandals" will
star and Berlin will assist in production.
Crosland, it will be recalled, directed Al
Jolson in "The Jazz Singer."

Sherman
Will
Supervise
and Act in Talkie
Lowell Sherman will supervise and enact
the leading role of a one-act stage play by
Stanley Houghton, produced on Broadway
in 1914 with the title of "Phipps." It will
be transferred to the screen as an all-talking picture. The play was ranked by New
York critics as one of the fifty best one act
plays
ever written.
Otheriparts
in the play will be portrayed
by Betty PYainciseo and Cyril Chadwick.

an
"Broadway
Melody,"
All-Talking Picture
M-G-M's first all-talking picture, "The
Broadway Melody," has gone into production with Harry Beaumont at the megaphone. Beaumont recently made "Dancing
Daughters."

Motion
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A strong masculine virility is
always in evidence in the directorial creations of Ralph Ince,
which sometimes he enhances by
giving a vigorous characterization
himself. He was seen to good advantage in "Singapore Mutiny*'
and htis just completed "Hardboiled."
Both are F B O releases.

A visitor to these shores, F. A. Enders, who distributes the
Columbia product in England, was entertained recently at the
Columbia studio by Director Frank Capra and Treasurer Jack
Cohn, in the center and on the right, respectively

N e tv s

Henry King is developing this
young man, John Holland by name,
and now enacting the leading male
role in "She Goes to War,*' which
King is making as an InspirationHal perin production. Eleanor
Botwdman is the girl of the film.
Holland is under contract to King
and Inspiration.

Master Jack U arnec is an autograph hound, but that
doesn't put Bert Lytell nor Pauline Frederick on tlu
qui-vive. They were "On Triar for several reels in
the Warner Vitaphone feature of that name. They,
therefore, can afford to affix their John Hancocks in
signature books. Besides young Mr. Warner has a
high place in their esteem.

A story of youngsters married in this jazz age
in the muchrballyhooed "companionate" style
is First NationaTs domestic drama, *^Companionate Marriage.'^ Betty Bronson and
Richard Walling are the happy pair whose adventure into matrimony seems to be having
smooth sailing

Picture

Here's a little redskin miss whom
we'd vote for in any pageant of
pulchritude. She is Djrothy Janis,
one of the prettiest girls among the
M-G'M stock players

One of the best things about the talkies is the experi'
ence of hearing faces with whom you have been
silently acquainted burst out into song or story.
Here are three players who acquit themselves creditin Universalis
Love"
Miss ably
Mildred
Harris,.Movietoned
and on the^'Melody
left Tomof Dugan
and on the right Walter Pidgeon

One of the studio fellers you hear about but
seldom .see is the still cameraman, who is a
pretty important individual in presenting the
stars to the public. Here Richard Dix takes
pleasure in presenting Fred Hendrickson of the
Paramount staff who has been with him in all
his recent t>ehicles.

They really like to pose for pictures underneath
the California sky. Above, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Drew are snapped while strolling in the sunshine. Jerry is one of EducationaTs principal
comedians, whil" his wife, Anita Gannn, also
acts in pictures for various companies, includ*
ing her husband's
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Brakes Clamped on Screen Newcomers
No Publicity Until
Two Pictures Have
Been Made, Ruling
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picttire

News)

OD, Oct. 29.— As a result
HOLLYIVO
of too many recent cases in which
highly exploited "finds" have been
dropped by studios, fan magazine writers
in Hollywood are establishing a rule that
no publicity will be given screen newcomers
until after two pictures have been made in
which the "find" appears. During the past
year over a dozen girls have been publicized
as new "sensations" in fan magazines via
the studio publicity departments, before
they had played any role of importance in
a picture.
In some of these instances, the girls had
never appeared before a camera prior to
being hailed as a "discovery." In others,
the girls had plugged along as extras and
were placed under contract as stock players. Such contracts led to similar exploitation. The fan writers feel that studio

College Boys Return
to Other Jobs
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 22,— The last
of a $20,000 experiment for "new
faces" by First National disappeared from pictures last week, John
Westwood, the one remaining boy of
ten college youths imported to Hollywood by First National two years ago,
decided the battle wasn't worth the
price and became an automobile salesman.
Two years ago, First National, in
conjunction with College Humor, the
national publication, held a countrywide contest in every university from
coast to coast with a view towards
bringing new faces to the screen. John
LcRoy Johnston was sent on a tour of
the East and Midwest, and Ned
Holmes of the West Coast and South.
The result was the signing, on six
months contracts, of John Westwood
of Princeton, Stuart Knox of Yale,
Richard Glendennin of California,
John Stambaugh of Northwestern, as
the survivors of a three months trial
period for the ten collegians.
One by one, the boys have either returned to college, or entered commercial ranks. Westwood held most promise and held on doggedly until last
week. He succumbed to the lure of
shiny chassis and 1929 bodies last
week.

publicity departments have gone off "halfshot" too often and are making their mediums appear ridiculous in view of the fates
suffered
mostinclude
such ' Eva
' finds.Von
' ' Berne, ai
Recent byones
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; Ruth Elder, at
Paramount ; Frances Hamilton, at First National; Ruth Hurst and "Dimples" Lido,
at Universal; Agnes Franey, at Warner
Brothers; Viola Richards, at Hal Roach;
Lia Tora, at Fox; Sally Blaine, at Paramount; Sylvia Beecher, at M-G-M; Rosita,
at United Artists; in fact one or two can
be found in almost every studio.
One or two of these are still under contract, but have disappeared from publicity,
being relegated to bits or practically extra
work. Others appeared in one picture and
were dropped by the studio. Still others
remained under contract for six months and
more, drawing salary weekly and never appeared in a picture.
Writers are asking publicity departments
to seek interviews for such players only
after the girls have accomplished something
in one or two pictures. They feel it unjust
to the player to raise her hopes and to the
fans in promising new star material which
is never developed.
The Movies Win !
The world is a better place because of
the motion picture.
This was established last week when the
decision over a debate between the University of Sydney, Australia, and the University of California at Los Angeles, was
rendered in favor of the students defending
the
The Off
question,
Worldmotion
Wouldpicture.
Be Better
Without"The
the
Movies," was propounded by the students
to Sydney, Australia, with U. C. L. A_ as
their first stop in a series of world-wide debates with universities on various questions.
Milton Sills officiated as chairman for the
evening. The decision was informal, the
only judges being the audience. Speakers
for U. C. L. A. were Harold Kraft, Myron
E. Smith and Kenneth Piper. The visiting
Youngsters, from U. of Sydney, were Norman C. L. Nelson, H. G. Godsall and W. S.
Sheldon.
Good Administration
For the third consecutive year, the officership of the Mayfair Club remains identical.
The recent election resulted in the same
group of founders being chosen to serve.
The officers include Fred Niblo, president;
Charles Christie, vice-president; Irving
Thalberg, secretary; M. C. Levee, treasurer;
and Margaret Ettinger, corresponding sec-

Stud Poker Game Nets
Winner $40,000
f Holt y wood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

sions with five card stud at
HOLLYWOOD,
sestable stakesOct.is29.—
thePoker
current
pastime of a select group of coast producers. The games have been kept well
under cover on account of the prominesce of the players participating, and
very few in the picture colony know
that the games have been held.
Last week, however, one producing
head, a regular in the weekly sessions,
wrote checks totalling over $40,000 for
his evening's losses. Various winnings
ranged from $5,000 to $15,000 by the
side.
participants who came out on the right

retary. The Board of Directors rem.iins intact with the officers, and Conrad Nagel,
Sid Grauman, Harry Rapf, B. P. Schulberg
and Winfield Sheehan continuing to serve.
Sequel to "Dancing Daughters"
Metro-Goldwyu-Mayer intends following
up "Our Dancing Daughters" with a sequel tentatively called "The Brass Band."
The entire cast of "Dancing Daughters,"
headed by Joan Crawford, will be seen in
the sequel, which is being written by Josephine Lovett, author of the former. Harry
Beaumont, who directed "Dancing Daughters," will wield the megaphone on "'The
Brass Band."
Retains Richard Wallace
As a result of his work with ' ' The Shopworn Angel," for Paramount, Richard Wallace, director, has been retained by that
company to make the talking sequences
which will be injected into the production.
"The Shopworn Angel" was intended as a
silent picture, but Wallace's direction made
it good enough to synchronize. Gary
Cooper and Nancy Carroll play the leads.
Starts "Wells Fargo"
Albert Rogell starts production this week
on "Wells Fargo," which will be Ken
Maynard's next release through First National. The story is woven about the
history of the old express company in the
pioneer days of the West.
"Divine Lady" Novelized
Coincident with the release by First National(Conliniud
of "The Divine
Lady," page)
Grossett and
on following
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And
It's All
Hollywood Veterans Say
Producers Are Falling
for a Lot of Bunk
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Dotty Jottings

News)

Oct. 29.— Members of
HOLLYWOOD,
the tilm colony who came to Hollywood with years of experience
ay, are deriving
Broadw
New York's
along
ent from
in which
the manner
much amusem
producers are falling for the bunk handed
out by a group of youngstere posing as
"authorities" on show business. Several
young men, scarcely out of school, if they
ever went to school, who have apparently
spent a few months as hangers-on to Broadway's wits and celebrities, have succeeded
in impressing a few producers with their
self-exploited contacts and have landed into
very comfortable berths.
One such young man has not only promoted himself into a contract, but recently
talked himself into a trip to New Y'ork and
back at the company's expense, selling the
producer the idea that he was to negotiate
personally with Moran and Mack to appear
in a series of shorts. The producer is evidently unaware that Moran and Mack have
asked $325,000 plus fifty per cent of the
gross to appear in a feature. Had he
known, he might realize that it would take
almost a hundred years or more for a film
concern to get back its investment on such
a basis with shorts.
Other youngsters, who

Charged

speak glibly of

"my

pal, Eddie Cantor," or of their intimacies with Broadway's columnists such as
Walter Winchell, Mark Hellinger, F. P. A.
and the others, have succeeded in impressing production heads with their individual
New York prestige.
Another source of amusement is the number of vaudeville actors, who, after appearing in one sound short, succeed in selling
themselves as directors of sound shorts to
other studios. Their work in one short is
considered sufficient experience by some
executives to warrant a knowledge of directing.
And it's all charged to "overhead."

Universal Sound Executive
Returns to Coast
After spending several weeks in New
York City where he closed important eontracts for various artists, in behalf of Carl
Laemmle, Nat Goldstone, sound picture executive for Universal, is euroute to the
Coast to resume his activities at Universal
City.
Probably the most notable deal Goldstone
negotiated, while in New York, was the
signing of Paul Whiteman and his orchestra for the production of a talking and musical picture. He carried out Laemmle 's
wishes concerning the arrangements to
have Whiteman 's entire orchestra
brought to Universal City, February next,
for six weeks of picturization and sound
recording.
Other important deals, arranged by
Goldstone, will be announced shortly.

By Jerry Hoffman
LAST zveek I drove all the zvay to Santa
Ana to see the first preznczv of "The Last
JVarning" . . . zvhich is Junior La^imnle's
most^ recently completed production . . . the
previezv zvas "silent*' . . . and even in its
rough first-cut state I can see the reason
for Junior's unusual enthusiasm over it . . .
and zvhen J say "unusual enthusiasm" for
Junior Laeimnle . . . that should mean plenty,
for this youngster puts everything he's got
into everything he deals zvith. . . . Junior
zvants it to be the greatest mystery thriller ever
made for the screen . . . and danged if I
don't think he's succeeding. . . . Paul Leni
directed . . . splendidly by the zvay . . .
also by the zttay . . . this is not a reviezv . . .
merely comment . . . and get a load of the
cast. . . . Laura La Plmite, Margaret Liz/ingston, John Boles, Roy D'Arcy, Bert Roach,
Mack Szvain, Burr Mcintosh. Fred Kelscy. Slim
Summerz'ille, Tom O'Brien, Bubby Phelps,
Carrie Daumeri, Darcy Corrigan, Tom McGuire, . . . reads like a Hollyzvood 'phone
book . . . and oh yeah . . . n big hand for
Tom Reed's titles. . . .

Picture

toHollywood
OverhNotes
ead
{Continued from preceding page)

Dunlap are publishing a new novelized version of the story, written by E. Barrington.
"The Divine Lady" is the first of eight
Corinne Griffith features to be made by
First National.
Supervisor Lazarus
Jeff Lazarus, who recently came to Fox
from the West Coast Theatre chain where
he headed the exploitation department, wilt
become a production supervisor for the
studio. His first picture will be directed by
Al G. Werker.
No title has been selected.
Celebrates

Anniversary

"Hell's Angels" celebrated one year of
actual shooting on October 31. The latest
schedule has it slated to open in New York
during March. Sometime ago it was supposed to be ready by the past July for presentation. Howard Hughes is still directing
it himself, having taken up the megaphone
last December when Luther Reed was
obligated to meet other contracted assign- ments.
Ukulele

THELos stage-hands
and the
cameramen's
unions in
Angeles have
continual complaint
. . . and ofttimes justified locally . . . that
nezuspapers are unfair to them in the publication of news . . . and yet I couldn't help
thinking last zveek . . . as I tried vainly to
check a story zmth the I. A. T. S. E. and the
cameramen . . . that they are more than unfair to themselves . . . for they crazvl into
a shell atnd shut up like clams zvhen nezvspapermen come around . . . alzvays carrying the
chip on the shoulder for the press . . . try a
little of the zuide-open attitude and maybe
there'll be better results. . . .
ARTHUR
CAESAR . . . Broadzvay playboy i-mported to Hollyzvood by Fox to
write Movietone sketches . . . is a great guy
and likable . . . but some one is hoping that
Fox ivill return a script to him just for the
purpose of saying . , . "Render unto Caesar
the things
him.
. . . that are Caesar's" . . . that'll hold
ONE
of the sentences which drezu the only
spontaneous applause at the debate held
last week betzveen the Uniz'crsity of California
at Los Angeles and the University of Sydney,
Australia . . . on the subject "The zvorld
zvould be better off zvithout the movies" . . .
was used by one of the Australian boys . . .
the argument zvas . . . "If only because of
the fact that the motion picture is directly responsible for the origination of the atrocity
hiozvn as 'the prolog' . . . it should be banished from theof face
of the
. . . It. zvas
on audience
laymen
whoearth."
applauded
. .
think it over. . . .
LET'S
zvhat elsejust
is taking
. .
Lowellsee Sherman
directedplace.
and .acted
in a two-reel Movietone for M-G-M and as a
result will be Norma Shearer's leading man in
"The Last of Mrs. Cheney" . . . some one
. . . when hearing about "Mrs. Cheney" and
Sherman asked . . . "What does Lon say
about it?" . . . William Bakczvcll is proving
both a great protean artist and fine actor in
Doug Fairbank's "The Iron Mask" . . . the
kid makes lightning changes in both clothes
and character . . . by the way . . . the
latest term a la highbrozv for talkies is "articulating cinema" . . . let this lay for a week.

A''(

Ramon

Bound

Novarro and his troupe left for

Hawaii this week to make "Pagan."
W. S. Van Dyke will direct under the production supervision of George Kann.
lady.
Dorothy Janis is to be Novarro 's leading
Minus

Appendix

Jacqueline Logan has been out of the
hospital but one week since her appendix
operation, and is starting work immediately
on "Ships of the Night," a Rayart special.
Duke Worne is directing, the supporting
cast including Ray Hallor, Sojin, Ruth Gordon, J. P. McGowan, Glen Cavender and
Andy Clyde.
One Dozen Cameramen
Sam Woods will use twelve cameramen
to shoot scenes of the big University of
Southern California-Stanford football
game, Saturday, Nov. 3. The scenes will be
used in the production of "College Days"
which Wood is directing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Social Editors
The "Edited By" club is Hollywood's
newest organization comprised of film editors and cutters. Its function will be
primarily social, but has for its express purpose, the betterment of pictures and the
production of better understanding and cooperation between producers and film editors. Founders of the club are Frank Lawrence, Lloyd Nosier, George McGuire, Eddie
Adams and Roy Stone.
"Arizona"

Remakes

Another change of mind on the part of
Fox executives results in the remaking of
"In Old Arizona" with new changes in the
cast. Irving Cummings, who was slated to
finish the production when Raoul Walsh
(Continued on page 1398)
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

\

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
B>' Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New

It is gratifying to
Field Survey of note the marvelous
to the letSound Pictures response
ters we sent to various parts of the
country asking for articles and opinions on
Sound Pictures. We suggest that every
member, or reader -watch the publication of
these items and make it a point to read
them. They actually represent the pulse of
the exhibitors from all over the country on
this important topic of the day. Last week
we published two of these letters, today
we publish several more.
I have received letters from several important people in the Industry asking for
the CLUB'S opinion on certain matters. So
you see we are rapidly being recognized as
an important factor in the business. Members of the CLUB may well be proud of
their affiliation with this great organization
which has been sponsored by the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS as the Clearing House
for all matters pertaining to Box Office
Problems and Theatre Operation.
While driving
tlirough Mass. last
week I passed
through Clinton, a
town of about 10,000
inhabitants and the heme of the HartfordBigelow Carpet mills, and also stopped off
to make the acquaintance of Mr. Keith,
manager of the Strand Theatre, the leading
playhouse of the town. I was a little fooled
on the front appearance cf this theatre and
rather expected to find a small eight or
nine hundred seater. But instead found a
1200 seat beauty. Both the theatre and
the manager reflect the high class management.

Clinton, Mass,
Up to the
Minute

Found Mr. Keith to be a "regular" who
always extends a glad hand to brother managers and visitors. I suggest that if you are
within reach of him, yen pay a visit. You
won't be sorry. I hope we hear something
from this man as I'm certain he has a neat
bag o' tricks up his sleeve that would lock
great on these pages. Come on friend
Keith, let's hear from you.
Just what part a
Suggestions
on manager of a vaudeYour Vaude
ville theatre in a
small town should
Acts
take in the vaudeville show itself has always been a problem
which each one treated in their own way.
But I am prompted to ask how many of you

Additional Members of
The Round Table Club
Anton Janssen, Venus Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Waldo E. Ball, Palace Theatre,
Marion, Ohio.
Leroy W. Sams, Pilot Theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
M. Meriwether, Publicity Mgr.
Winston-Salem, N. G.
Frank S. Brown, Amuzu Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. G.
A. F. Sams, Jr., General Mgr.
Winston-Salem, N. G.
Jack C. Tunno, Ideal Theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. G.
Harold A. Hayward, Colonial
& State Theatres, Nashua, N. H.
L. J. Garkey, Olympic Theatre, Watertown, N. Y.

sit through your show with the same reactions that your audiences sit through them.
I happened upon several smaller towns rerecently and the thought came to me that
possibly a little common sense tempered
with good judgment might make many a
"punk" show become a "whiz."
In the first place, all artists on a vaudeville bill cannot be expected to understand
the type of audience they are playing to.
In the second — many of them don't give a
whoop. All they are interested in is their
number of shows, their salary and then on
to the next town to tell the stage hands
there what a rotten town the last one was.
But what struck me as a corking good bill
was pronounced rotten by my host in the
first town I visited. It was not rotten. It
was just "over their heads." That's plain,
simple fact-s. The stuff the featured act was
giving them simply did not reach the audiences' understanding. So I repeat that if
you managers, when reviewing your opening vaudeville bill, will try and see it from
the same level that your audience must see
it, perhaps you will be nble to go back stage
after the show and make some suggestions
to your acts that will make their material
more appreciated by your patrons. .Just remind them that they are playing in
. . . ville, and not Times Square. This is
just a tip.

England
We all recall the

A Reopening
and an
Editorial

free publicity
received on this,we that
or the other stunt,
but it would net require many fingers to figure the number of
times you kicked up enough interest as to
get a featured spot in the editorial column
of your leading paper. In most places the
editorial column is a closed book as far as
theatres are concerned.
From Bowling Green, Ky., Tony Sudekum of the Crescent Amusement Company
sends us a news-story and an editorial from
his local paper. Such attention is without
dcubt a marvelous medium of creating and
stimulating good will and for this reason
we
believe this editorial worthy of reproduction.

Theatres

An

Asset

The importance of high class, well equipped, modern
theatres, is an asset to a community that should not
be overlooked.
The Crescent Amusement Company has pven to
Bowling Green several show houses that would be a
credit to a city very much larger. These theatres are
conducted on a very high plane and furnish our people
with some clean entertainment.
In this particular the Capitol and Diamond are well
equipped. The two theatres provided by the Crescent
Amusement Company compare most favorably with
those of any city in the state, population considered.
And yet, when you are stressing the important features
of our city, have you ever included the theatres among
its important assets' As a rule people will enumerate
the schools, parks and factories and the business concerns that employ a number of people. These are given
prominence for the reason that they draw and distribute much wealth, and from this viewpoint these
industries and institutions cannot be given too much
credit. But it is well not to overlook the theatres, and
if you do not think this is true, just make it a point
some evening, or even afternoon, to check up on the
number of out-of-town people who come to Bowling
Green to see a good show It might be of interest to
know just how many automobiles from neighboring
towns come here during the week, bringing from two
to five patrons of the theatres.
Many of these visitors combine a theatre program
with shopping, and most of them patronize some business firm, outside of the theatre, before leaving the
city. Tt is well not to forget that the theatre is an
asset because of the entertainment and education it
affords,
and also because it is one of our strong business attractions.
Messrs. J. P. and Russell Masters are very popular
with the people of Bowling Green and Warren County,
and strive to give the public good, clean amusement.
The Capitol has undergone a complete renovation and
this popular amusement company plans a fall opening
the week of October 22-27, which holds in store for
the public a real treat.

If you can think of some way to get yonr
own local paper to give you such publicity,
then you may indeed shout it from the
housetops. It's worth shouting about.
We would like to receive more information about the activities of the Crescent
Amusement Company's theatres.
(Continued on following page)
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Jack O'Connell's

of the Beacon theatre, Port Washington,
New York, who frankly expresses his opinion on the subject:
Dear Mr. Lewis:
"You have asked me tC' state in a letter
or short article my opinion on the seemingly all important question of the motion
picture field of today, namely, talkies and
sound pictures.
"While I think it is a trifle premature
to form any definite opinion or come to any
positive conclusion in this matter, because
like every new development it must stand
on its own merits and prove itself worthy
of public acceptance.
"I am certain that with considerable improvements which will be made in the industry from time to time the sound pictures are here to stay.
' ' We are still in the crude experimental
stage of this policy of motion picture entertainment, both sound and talking pictures. Ihave seen practically all of the talking pictures which are being shown today
and without exception none of them are
what their producers claim for them; without exception
and" charmin
one has
held forthe
the personality
stars now appearing

Every member of
the CLUB, whether

^°"°'' ""^

""^^^ '^"".
silent
pictures, is
urged to write immediately to Jack O'Connell of the VitaTemple Theatre in Toledo, Ohio and ask
him to send a copy of his latest little booklet—"Hitching A Rumble Seat To A
Wheelbarrow."
In this booklet, Mr. O'Connell has set
forth a convincing argument to counteract
the effect of all these "over-night" synchronized pictures that have flooded the
market. It also tends to create interest in
this type of entertainment and there are
many who are looking for just such aid or
suggestions. Besides containing much that
would interest theatre men and laity alike,
it is, from the viewpoint of good advertising, a iine piece of work. I'm sure Jack
won't mind my telling you to write for this
booklet. I'm as proud of it as he is.
Sound Booklet

(Editor's Note: —
second
"^^
batch '^of theshort
ar^^.j^g ^^^
j^^j^j.^
that the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE has received in response to their request to certain managers
in different localities.)
W. E. Belcher, Manager of the Riviera
Theatre in Rochester, N. Y., is short and
sweet, but right to the point in telling us
what
HE thinks about this " sonnd picture
situation.
Bear Mr. Lewis:

of
"The ^ Voice
„
a iya. tio
n

the talkies is lost. It seems to me as a manager of motion picture theatres and a theatre-goer that the talking pictures fail to
bring out that certain something which one
experiences in the silent drama.
" As I stated above the sound picture is
a fixture — it is interesting, educational and
inspiring entertainment and as such will
occupy the field of the all silent pictures
to a supremacy.
"As for the talking picture I don't think
the general picture audience will take
friendly to a full length talking picture. A
feature picture of 6 or more reels of all
talking will become boresome rather than
entertaining.
"I do not believe that the talking picture will ever supplant the silent drama or

"Please be advised that I am thoroughly
sold en this new development and feel that
it is going to be a great boon for the industry in general. Also, a life-saving tonic
for some houses.
"I do not believe, as some would have us
imagine, that talking pictures are simply a
fad and will lose their appeal. I am convinced that they will remain a permanent
part of our program, backed up by public
demand. I believe the coming summer will
see tremendous strides in this great art of
entertainment and sincerely believe we are
on the road to better things in the way of
motion picture presentation.

the speaking stage productions."
Signed, William A. Levey
P.S. — "Kind regards to fellow members
of the club."
Dear Mr. Lewis:
"Not that I feel I am an authority of
judging the Public's desire, for I am not,
but I will say my ideas in the past have
been pretty near correct, so I will give you
my personal version of Sound Pictures, now
and for the future.
"I will go back to the year of 1904 and
1905 when I was a reel boy for Howard &

' 'I wish to add that this house is equipped
to present Vitaphone and Movietone subjects."
Signed.
W. E. Belcher, Mgr.
Here is another from William A. Levey,

TWO

GREAT

VOLUMES

FOR

ject (I believe it was Edison's) that came
in for bookings. At that time, I do not recall any straight picture houses, but it
wasn't many days later that the big rush
came for stores and lots to be turned into Nickleodeons, then the great demand for
pictures. Each manufacturer was pressed
for something big and they gave it, meaning four, five, and six reelers. The theatre
that advertised a five reel feature got the
business, it was only a matter of a few
years that a great percentage of these grind
houses were turned into homes for the new
fad, namely automobiles.
"Houses that were able to keep the pace
were redecorated and enlarged, and so time
has rolled on.
"We now come to the new age, as we
will call it— talking pictures : Back in 1912
I remember a Mr. Snyder who was trying
to perfect a daylight screen for daylight
pictures. He was also working on a talking
machine, one of the old horn type (Edison
Record) and had one picture timed fairly
good that I heard.
"I was offered a chance to record on a
piano while my picture was being filmed,
this taking place about four years ago in a
studio just outside of Waterbnry, Connecticut. Some days later I heard and saw
myself playing, it was quite a thrill and
made me think that the day wasn't very
far away when talking pictures would be
the money getter.
"That day is here, it's here to stay, just
like the five reel features and the two
reeler were in the beginning. Some houses
will flop as before, but remember the Exhibitor that is giving his patrons more for
the money cannot take it away, and
he who has started must keep it up in order to protect his interest, his competitor
must follow suit so what is the answer?
Sound pictures are here to stay.
"The final answer to your question is
this. The theatra that has sound pictures
and
the best program to offer will be the
winner.

ORGANISTS

"Tachaikowsky at Home" contains thirty-four (34) of Tschaikowsky's works (Fifth Symphony, Pathetique, Marche Slave, "1812"
Overture, Ballet Music, etc.). arranged for piano solo, but any organist can use.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at all music stores or at

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

& COMPANY

^= ZJylf^^'-

COSTUMES

News

Company of Boston. At that time two reel
features were considered a box office attraction. Ican recall the first three reel sub-

"Schubert at Home" coniains ihirty-five (35) of Schubert's greatest
works
Symphony,
Music
Marche (Unfinished
Mililaire, Waltzes,
Song Ballet
Transcript
ion 8,from
etc.),"Rosamunde,"
arranged for
piano solo, but any organist can use.
Price. $1.50.

D. APPLETON

Picture

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

"Time wmtell."
Signed, Very truly yours,
Edwin J. Laighton,
Manager.

Construction
Notes
and
Theatre Openings
The Cliftona, built by Harry Clifton,
opened its doors to the citizenry of Cireleville, 0., last week. This new 800-seat house
represents all the latest mechanical devices
for the best exhibition of motion pictures.
It is thoroughly fireproof, being built entirely of steel and concrete. The auditorium
is done in Spanish style, decorated with
bright colors. A complete stage has been
installed, with dressing rooms and facilities for presenting acts. The lobby, foyer
and dressing rooms have been treated to
match the auditorium. The operator's booth
is provided with specially designed shutters
which drop over the machines in case of
fire.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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Opinions on Pictures
Varsity
Short on Story, Long on Atmosphere
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
TT isn't much of a story concocted here
••• for Charles Rogers, that up-and-at- 'em
young man who is winning the popularity
stakes for Famous. This one presents a
college background — and as far as its settings go it is all to the good. Keal shots
prevail here for considerable of the exteriors— and Princeton is the college. It genuinely boasts a picturesque setting. The
story, strange to say, doesn't release a football game. It tells of a young collegian
falling for a carnival girl and getting bad
breaks when he is framed by a couple of
camivalecrs.
As mentioned above, the settings save it
as the story lacks both interest and punch.
College yams at best are not such great
shakes because authors of them must skim
the surface and rely upon athletics to
carry the hero by. With the football game
dispensed with here — there was nothing
much left to put it over. Them is some dialogue, but neither Buddy Rogers nor Mary
Brian as the heroine are as successful with
their voices as Chester Conklin.
In all it's fair enough for the average
trade and through the star's tremendous
hold with the younger set — and the fact
that it is released for the Fall when colleges are functioning on all six it should do
business.
But Rogers needs better stories.
Drawing Power: Star's popularity and
title. Suitable for all types of houses. Exploitation Angles : Play up title and bill as
college story of Princeton. Mention Buddy
Rogers as leading all male stars in volume
of fan mail. Tie up with schools and colleges.
Produced and distribtited by Paramount.
Length, six reels. Released, October,
1928. Director, Frank Tuttle.
Theme Romance of college youth who
falls in love with show girl.
THE
Jimmy Dully
Fay
"Pop" Conlan
Middlebrook

CAST
Charles Rogers
Mary Brian
Chester Conklin
Philip R. Holmes

Marked Money
Fair Program Feature
(Reviewed by Raymond Canly)
A FAIR amount of interest, although not
a great deal of convincing action, is to
be had in this melodrama suited for the
neighborhood runs but not for first runs and
the like where they are more particular
about their "fillums. "
There is some good acting in its scenes:
a likable characterization by Junior' Coghlan; first rate comedy from big Tom Kennedy; a good picture of an irritable though
lovable old sea salt as presented by Bert
Woodruff; a happy pair of young lovers in
the persons of Virginia Bradford and
George Duryea. The villains cut up after
the conventional manner.
The story's of the frothy, tenuous type
and its climax is not conceived in accordance with sane continuity.
However, this

sort of entertainment has proven to be okay
with audiences if one is to judge by serials
and such.
Drawing Power: A fair bet for the
"neighbies." Exploitation Angles; Feature the kid star, old Bert Woodruff and the
aviation climax. Hand out stage money as
an attractor.
Theme: Action
plays in foiling
stealing a box of
niece of the man

drama of the part a boy
a band of crooks set on
money and kidnapping the
who has befriended him.

Produced and distributed by Pathe. To
be released, Xov. 4, 1928. Length, .5506 feet.
Original story by Howard J. Green. Adaptation by George Dromgold and Sanford
Hewitt. Cameraman, E. Snyder. Production
Mgr., R. A. Blaydon. Art Director, Edward
.Jewell. Assistant Director, E. J. Babille.
Film Editor, Harold McLernon. Director,
Spencer Bennet.
THE
The Boy
Clyde
Bill Oeraons
Captain Fairchild
Grace Fairchild
Donovan
Scudder

"Early

CAST
Junior Coghlao
George Duryea
Tom Kennedy
Bert Woodruff
Virginia Bradford
Maurice Black
Jack Richardson

to Bed"

(M-G-M— Two Reels)
(Revietced by Raymond Ganly)
LAUREL and Hardy — well, tliat's enough
said. Exhibitors don't need to be advised
how good these babies can be.
Here the two Hal Roach funsters have an
extremely simple story to work with. Their
material when boiled down really amounts to
practically nothing. And yet they are funny,
get the laughs and strengthen the thought that
they are the best comedy team in present-day
movies, whether shorts or features. It is all a
matter of quality-, gentlemen, both in Stan's and
Oliver's performances, in the clever direction
and the good tone of the material.
Hardy shows he is a more adept comic than
his companion in this one. Laurel seems limited
to a vacuous expression and a cry-baby look of
injured dignity. On the other hand. Hardy
gives evidence of a real roysterer whose moods
change rapidly, whose bag of facial expressions,
gestures and general comical antics is fuller than
Laurel's. But both are good. Emphatically so.
The story only has three characters, the
amiable pair and their dog. But it carries an
impressive veneer of humor and easily deserves
the recommendation : "Good for any house."'
"The

World's Playgrounds"
(M-G-M— One Reel!
SWITZERLAND and its playgrounds where
Europe flocks to enjoy winter sports is the
most interesting topic of this Ufa Oddities.
There are some captivating shots of the various
sports — horse racing on the ice, skiing, mountain climbing — and these are fortified by scenes
of the natural grandeur of the Swiss Alps.
This little reel is educational in character, but
not heavily so. It enables the spectator to make
a brief sojourn among the Swiss landmarks,
with enjoyment the result. Some lovely pictorial glimpses are had — especially in views of the
gently sloping banks of snow and a procession
of skiers crossing the snow in the dusk and
bearing lanterns on a search for some poor soul
lost among the rocks.— RAYMOND G.A.NLY.

Moran of the Marines
Dix

Is Good In Made-to-Order
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

Film

THE very title of this picture g^ives it
away. And it is Richard Dix who
handles the well-known situation — one of
those situations which have become timeworn. The idea exploits a young leatherneck— and his light o' love. It's familiar,
naturally, and the star does need stronger
material. Here you know from the title
and the opening scenes Just how it will develop. Itdoesn't vary from its path.
The plot takes the characters from
America to China where the General's
daughter is rescued from bandits by the
husky marine. To establish a bit of conflict the hero must be painted as quite
without the social pale for a time in order
to bring forth the climax that he is among
the eligibles. So the old soldier frowns on
the romance of his daughter — who dares to
disobey her dad's wishes. But the finish
comes out right and makes Mr. Moran a
gentleman with a background.
There's a certain freshness of treatment
about it — a certain slant of humor which
brushes it up and makes it quite worth
while. Richard Dix plays the title role with
his customary abandon and spirit. Ruth
Elder, who was especially engaged for the
picture, does some flying and succeeds in
looking okay.
Drawing Power: Title and star's popularity, coupled with fact that leading
woman won fame in the air. Suitable for
average house. Exploitation Angles: Play
up title and feature star in breezy role.
Mention Ruth Elder.
Bill as romance.
Theme: Romance of marine who falls in
love with General's daughter and wins her.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels. Released, October, 1928.
Director, Frank Strayer.
THE
Michael
Moran
Vivian
Marshall
"Swatty"
Basil Worth
General Marshall
The Sergeant
Sun Yat

CAST
Richard
Dix
Ruth Elder
Roscoe Karns
Brooks Benedict
Capt. E. H. Calvert
Duke Martin
Tetsu Komai

"A Jim Jam Janitor"
(Pathe— Two Reels)
[Revietved by George J. Reddy)
ALTHOUGH
there is a fair amoimt of
laughs supplied m this Mack SennettPathe comedy featuring Johnny Burke, the former vaudeville headliner is capable of better.
Burke has the stuff, but does not get the backing in "gags" and story. On this occasion he is
given the role of custodian of the baggage department of a large hotel. When a woman
guest of the hotel endeavors to use him as a
means of arousing her husband's jealousy. Burke
is let in on a lot of rough situations, that arc
good for a number of chuckles. Vernon Dent,
and Glen Cavender turn out good work in their
comic roles of this film. Carmelita Geraghty,
the dark-eyed beauty appears to advantage a.>
the mischievous wife. Harry Edwards directed.
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Motion
"The Heart of General
Robert E. Lee"

(M-G-M— Two Reels)
iRevieived by Raymond Ganly)
A HIGH class subject with pictorial splendor,
simplicity and strength of story and some
fine acting. A satisfactory drama for all telling
of an incident in tlie life of a genuinely great
American, of the struggle that was his to determine whether or not his men were to continue fighting against seemingly overwhelming
odds. Strong emotional passages make their
entrance, there is a strong patriotic fervor and
there is also the exuberance of young love — all
in all, it possesses qualities that determine a
favorable reception.
Marjorie Daw and Richard Walling are the
young lovers, the girl a Virginian and the boy
an adherent to the cause of the North. The boy
goes to war and during his absence his father
nears death. The boy hears the news and passes
through the Confederate lines disguised as a
Southern captain. He is captured as a spy. The
girl's
pleathatto the
the slaughter
General
free and
armies cease is shown as
part in determining Lee's
war.

that
the boys
boy be
set
of other
in the
having an important
decision to end the

Marjorie Daw is seen to splendid advantage
as the young girl, whose womanhood is aroused
to the highest pitch at the prospect of losing the
man she loves. Richard Walling gives a subdued performance as the Northern boy w^hile a
dignified and becoming characterization of the
great Southerner is given by J. Barney Sherry.
Playing with his son as his father in the drama
is William Walling, who is seen to fine advantage. R. William Neill contributed the direction.
You can't
go wrong with a subject of this
staunch
calibre.

"The Magic City"
(Educational — One Reel)
NEW YORK CITY is always worth looking
at and here the Our World Today camera
contributes some more views of the tight little
isle of Manhattan, its numerous spans and
skyscrapers. The captions are just about
average: some "jazz" would not be bad at all.
The second item of the "Magazine" entitled
"Knight Oubs of Long Ago" is a purely tame
affair, it being a few scenes from a Swedish
pageant recalling the days of jousting knights.
The third and last item of the Magazine introduces alittle pep as it presents some snappy
scenes of traffic, animals and humans whose
pace is speeded up bv the cameraman.
Fair entertainment.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"The Skywayman"
(Educational — Two Reels)
iRevieived by Raymond Ganly)
AVIATION topics are now on the crest of
the wave of popular interest. Of no momentary nature is the appeal which they have
exerted time and time again on the public. Yep,
aviation gets the headlines these days.
Therefore, this two-reeler should be accorded
a good response from the movie fans, although
it is really more calculated for juvenile consumption. But it can be included in the adult
bill of fare, also.
The plot revealed by Thomson Burtis* story
is the old pulverized and westernized material
that has served time without number as the
motif for the doings of three humans — one of
them a villain, the other a helpless young maid
and the last her courageous protector. The
only difference in this case is that the old material has a new setting, the air, a sphere of action which has its appeal.
It is balanced with a variety of action shots,
of planes in combat, sudden descents by parachutes, athletic prowess on the wing of a plane,
etc. Revolving around Reed Howes, the ace of
the Border Patrol, are a series of incidents in
which participate his girl and a criminal impersonating an airman. The latter is anxious to

get even with the girl's dad who sent one of the
gang to prison. The girl is kidnapped and
Howes goes to her rescue. This type of action,
tried and true, will go over.
Marjorie Daw plays opposite Howes and the
supporting players include Roy Stewart, Henry
Barrows, Bobby Dunn, Lionel Hal and Buck
Black. The production is one by Charles R.
Rogers and Harry J. Brown, the latter directing. Bruce Mitchell is associate director, Frank
Good cameraman, and Fred Allen editor.

"Bumping

Along" .

(Educational — One Reel)
\ DESERVING Cameo, this new effort in
^~\ the field of screen comedy, although slapstick all the way, will receive a good response
of laughter when shown on the screen. There's
no slowness about it and there are several flips
and falls taken by the characters with good result. Of course, some of its humor has been
kept in cold-storage, but on the whole the humor is such that satisfies the unsophisticated
movie-goer.
Francis J. Martin contributed the direction,
William Hyer the photography, and Estellc
Bradley, Eva Thatcher and Henry Murdock the
support for Gene Stone and Marshall Ruth,
who co-star with fair success. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

Hollywood Notes
(Continued from page 1394)

was iniured, will direct it after all, despite
reports that Walsh had recovered sufficiently to resume work. Warner Barter,
Edmund Lowe, Farrell McDonald, Tom
Santsehi, Frank Campeau and Edward Piel,
Sr., will comprise the cast of the new Movietoned version. Maria Alba, the Spanish
"discovery," will be succeeded in the cast
by Dorothy Bnrgis, who is imported from
the local legitimate stage. Miss Alba's dialect, particularly in exciting moments of
talk, was found impractical for Movietone
purposes.

Picture

A' ews

since Miss Philbin will be co-starred with
Conrad Veidt in "The Return of the Phantom," a sequel to "The Phantom of the
Opera," which Paul Leni will direct.
Keaton's

Next

Buster Keaton's next for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be "Spite Marriage." Lew
Lipton is writing it as an original story.
Brice to Free-Lance
Monte Brice, one of Paramount 's ace
scenario writers, left that firm last week
when his contract expired. He intends to
free-lance for the next few months.
LeRoy

and White

Mervyn Le Roy has been assigned to direct Alice White's next First National vehicle, "Bluffers," a college story by Robert
Carr. Miss White is now working with
Jack MuUhall in F. N.'s "Ritzy Rosie."
Rin-Tin-Tin Busy
Rin-Tin-Tin has started work on another
picture for Warner Bros., "Frozen River,"
which will be three for the dog star this
Producing

Abroad

Universal 's latest for foreign production
year.
is "The Masked Marvel," from a successful
Viennese musical comedy. Nan Cochrane
and Faith Thomas are adapting the play.
Finishes
Texas

Guinan

Work

has

finished work

in

"Queen of the Night Clubs," the WarnerVitaphone feature. This all-talking picture
is now in the cutting room.
Columbia Signs Green
Howard J. Green, well known writer, has
been signed by Columbia to write the screen
story for "The College Coquette," which is
to go into immediate production.

Go-starred

Victor McLaglen and Leatrice Joy will
be co-starred in "The Baggage-Smasher"
for Fox.
John Ford will direct.
"Blue Danube" in Work
Henry Lehrman starts work this week on
"The Blue Danube," which is to be a tworeel Movietone. The east includes Marjorie
Beebe, Arthur Stone, Stuart Erwin and
George Bickle. The last-named is the oncefamous musical comedy funster of Bickle
and Watson in the "Follies" and in vaudeville of Bickle, Watson and Roth.
A Paramount

Contract

Viola Brothers Shore has been placed
under a long-term contract to write for
Paramount. Her first will be an adaptation
of Owen Davis', "Two Shall Meet." Buddy
Rogers will head the east, Dorothy Arzner
directing.
Change of Title
Sir James M. Barrie is evidently not boxofflee to Paramount, hence the title of his
"Half-Hour" has been changed to "The
Doctor's Secret." William De Mille is directing itas a 100 per cent talkie.
Signs with Universal
Mary Philbin has been signed to a new
contract by Universal. Her scheduled trip
to Europe has been indefinitely postponed.

Add "Lena Smith"
Paramount has signed Alexander Woloshin, free-lance player for the role of .janitor in the Joseph von Sternberg production,
"The Case of Lena Smith," with Esther
Ralston.
Change

in Cast

Neil Hamilton will appear in Bebe Daniel's next vehicle for Paramount, tentatively titled "The Big Scoop." Hnmilton
w'ill replace Robert Castle.
Will Write

Dialogue

S. S. Van Dine, author of "The Canai-y
Murder Case," will write dialogue for the
talkie Paramount is to make of this novel.
Mai St. Clair will direct and the cast will
include William Powell, James Hall, Jean
Arthur and Louise Brooks.
Titles for "Someone to Love"
George Marion, Jr., will title Charles
"Buddy" Rogei-s new starring picture,
"Someone to Love," announces Paramount.
F. Richard Jones directed and the cast includes Mary Brian, James Kirkwood, Jack
Oakie and William Austin.
Five Year Contract
Jlaurice Pivar, supervising film editor at
Universal has signed a new five year contract, it is announced by Carl Laeminle,
president.

(ConHnucd on page 1400)
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Key

City

Pittsburgh

New York City
considered it was just
EVERYTHING
a regular week along Broadway the
past seven days. No highlights except
to repeat those of the past two weeks — the
increase of attendance at the Capitol where
holdovers have been in order for some time,
and the consistent business being done at the
Winter Garden where Jolson's "Singing
The weather was cool.
Fool" holds forth.
M-G-M's
Lon Chaney
itol another
in shooting

"While the City Sleeps," with
and Anita Page, gave the Capexcellent week's business, withdistance of the records hung up

by
Daughters."
Chaney's picture
has "Dancing
sound effects
and synchronized
score.
Other talking shorts were included in the
program. The picture was held for another
week.
The lobby of the Winter garden shows
about as much activity as any theatre in
town. Specs are hawking their wares in the
vicinitj' of this theatre and there is a seriousmoney hum all around the place. The
"Singing Fool" is cleaning up. That it will
run conclusion.
'way ahead of the "Jazz Singer" is a
safe
The Strand also got by with a very fair
week's business with First National's
"Waterfront," synchronized score and a few
sound effects. Vitaphone shorts also helped
things along. At the Roxy, "Me, Gangster"
(Fox) gave this house just a fair week, contrasting advance reports of what was expected of this picture. Comment had it that
opportunities to capitalize on certain episodes
in the excellent Charlie Coe story, were not
used. .\t the Paramount, "Take Me Home,"
rated as just a so-so Bebe Daniels vehicle,
let attendance off quite noticeably.
The Criterion finished a year and three
months nm of "Wings" to strong business.
There was a last week rush of those who
wished to part with $2 to witness this fine
picture, right in the face of it going into the
prices. There wasn't a
at popular
Rialto seat
vacant
in the Criterion at the last performance last Friday night. Saturday saw
"Wings" at the Rialto where on week end
business it did practically as much as "Battle
of the Sexes" did the whole week previous.
The Griffith picture did not get much of a
tumble during its two week's run. At The
Rivoli, von Stroheim's "Wedding March"
has been doing fair enough and it will conclude a four week's stay on Nov. 9th when
U. A.'s "The Woman Disputed" goes in.
Norma Talmadge is featured m the latter.
.\n announcement frum M-G.M. states
that "White Shadows," at the Astor, will in
the near future be replaced by "Alias Jimmy
Vsilentine," a combination of straight movie
and dialogue, "White Shadows" has been
making the grade right along during its stay
at this house. Universal followed "Lonesome" with "Melody of Love," another
sound and dialogue U picture and last
week's business was O. K. Sound pictures have apparently given this house the
tonic it needed — and of course, Ben Bernie
and his band are of considerable help, too.
The Central, with "Lilac Time" (F. N.)
stepped along about the same pace as the
previous week — which means satisfactory
trade — and the same can be chalked up for
Fox's "Four Devils" and sound, at the
Gaietv. Warner's "Home Towners" Vitaphoned all-talkie at Warners is getting a
good break among the well-attended houses.
The

Cameo

is holding

Amitino's

Reports

"Three

Comrades and One Invention" (Sovkino)
for a third week. "A Shanghai Document,"
spoken of as a page from the Chinese Revolution, isalso included in the bill. For the
past in
twoevidence.
Saturday's, midnight shows have
been
Columbia's "Submarine" has finished its
run at the Embassy, a run that was all in
all very satisfactory. Tiflany-Stalil's "The
Cavalier," with RCA
synchronization and
a couple of incidental songs and soimd effects, opened Tuesday of the current week
for a stay until Nov. 9, when another Tiffany-Stahl picture, "The Marriage Contract," will go in.

Los Angeles
LAST week saw the closing of three run
pictures in local theatres. "Simba," the
wild animal production, stopped at the Biltmore after several weeks at two-a-day.
"White Shadows in the South Seats," after
ten weeks at Grauman's Egyptian closed to
weak business, and will be replaced Nov. 1
with Warner's "Noah's Ark." Paramount's
"The Patriot" left the Criterion after a three
week
stay,in with
currently
for a"King
run. of Kings" in sound
Al Jolson in "Singing Fool" coupled with
Larry Ceballos stage show, is playing to
capacity at Warners Hollywood. Long lines
every day, with week-end business topping
anything ever before seen in town.
Norma Talmadge in "Woman Disputed"
at the United Artists, backed by a corking
good stage show, hit $25,000 gross the first
week, which is close to house record established by "Sadie Thompson."
The United Artists got top business on
the week among downtown Los Angeles theatres; but Loew's State with Billie Dove in
"The Night Watch" showed a profit at
around 523,000. This star is well established
at the State, and always rates to bring the
gross up above average.
Metropolitan, with Paramount's "The
First Kiss" and Publix stage unit, just got
by with average business.
Pantages topped regular good business
with showing of Universal's first all-talker,
"Melody of Love" in conjunction with vaudeBoyd at
in the
Pathe's
"Power"
was the ville.
filmWilliam
attraction
Hillstreet,
the
other vaudeville house.
Fox's "Mother Knows Best" at Carthay
Circle in fifth week struggled along with
gross of $10,000 and will be replaced Nov. 5
with Paramount's all talkie, "Interference."

Oklahoma City
RK.\L 'Fall weather prevailed in Oklahoma City last week and helped to increase the patronage at all the downtown
theatres.
At the Capitol, Emil Jannings, with
Lewis Stone and Florence Vidor, presented
"The Patriot" to large and well pleased
crowds.
The

National Piavers in repertoire presented "Laff*That Off" as part of the bill
at the Criterion. The feature picture, "Moran of te Marines," made the show a real
good one.
The Liberty presented "Mother Knows
Best" to good patronage.
"What Price Glory" enjoyed good business at the Rialto. Greta Garbo in "The
Mysterious Lady" played at the Majestic.

ANOTHER
big week for Loew's Penn.
This time they had D. W. Griffith's
"The Battle of the Sexes," which proved to
be excellent entertainment and won the approval of the fans as well as the press.
Stage attraction was the Publix unit entitled "Houseboat."
Business was good at the Stanley, where
the talkie "The Terror" held sway. This is
a great thriller with the talking and sound
sequences and is good entertainment.
The Aldine also reported a good week
with "Mother Knows Best." A human-interest drama, one of the best of its kind for
some time.
The Davis had an average week's business with Johnny Hines in "The Wright
Idea" and six acts of Keith vaudeville.
The Grand
"The Singing
a second
week.had
Business
continues Fool"
very
and the production is again held over.
"The King of Kings" drew high class
isfactory.diences to the Liberty, and business was

for
big
ausat-

"The Patriot" at the Regent, although
warmly acclaimed by the fans, did not draw
as well as expected.
"Dancing Daughters" brought the best
week's business to the Cameraphone in
many months.
The Alhambra did but fair with "The
Charge of the Gauchos."

Harrisburg, Pa.
CONTINUING ta record mtintained thus
far throughou
the Fall season, the
Harrisburg theatres generally reported satisfactory business the week ending October
27th.
"Four Sons" at the Colonial had consistently good audiences all week.
.\t the Victoria, Bebe Daniels in "Take
comedy.
Me Home" provided exceptionally good
"Battle of the Sexes," played at Loew's
Regent, did not draw to the extent expected,
but was far from a losing proposition.
"The Horseman of the Plains," with Tom
Mix. was shown at the State the last part of
the week, and pulled capacity houses every
night.
The Grand showed "Three Miles Up,"
and made a financial go of it, while the
Rialto also profited with the screening of
"Forbidden Hours."

Gentleman"
Perfect and
"A Street,
Monty
the RusBroad
at the in
forth Banks
held
sell featured a double bill, consisting of
"The Garden of Eden" and "California."
In all the theatres showing newsreels
there was added interest in pictures recording the activities of the candidates in the
presidential campaign.

Des Moines
Capitol
and with
Beery "Beggars
Wallaceshowing
withTheatre
of Life"
THE
a Publix stage show quite up to standard,
still had quite a battle to hold its own
against "The Singing Fool" showing in its
second week at the Des Moines. This feature while not staggering under the first
week's crowds held out to fine business for
the entire stay of the filrru The box office
exceeded the draw of "The Jazz Singer."
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Motion
Minneapolis

TWO
pictures finished out their recordbreaking runs in Minneapolis this week
and each held up well until the last day.
"Wings," at the Strand, came to the end of
its six weeks run — two weeks longer than
any picttare has ever stayed at that theatre.
At the State Al Jolson in "The Singing
Fool" finished out its three weeks' engagement, breaking the previous record at the
State by a week.
The Minnesota did a very nice week's
business with Dolores Del Rio in "The Red
Dance," supplemented by the Publix stagc
show, "Ocean Blue." The Lyric inaugurated
its new policy — that of showing one picture
a week instead of two — and found Buster
Keaton in "Steamboat Bill, Jr.," to have a
pull with the crowds.
At the Hennepin-Orpheum Rod La
Rocque in "Love Over Night" proved a first
rate addition to the vaudeville program,
while "Wolf Fangs" seemed to please at the
Pantages.
At the Unique theatre "Pitfalls of Passion," did a fair business to "ladies only."
The neighborhood theatres enjoyed excellent business for the most part. The newest
one — the Granada — is especially prosperous and is enjoying full houses. Pictures
which were shown at the Granada. Lagoon,
Loring, Rialto, Lyndale, American and
Arion included "The Fleet's In," "The Patriot," "The Road to Ruin," "The Terror,"
"Fazil" and "Their Hour."

Portland, Ore.
ANEW
spirit has been born in Portland,
according to our honored Mayor GeoL. Baker, himself a leading showman of a
quarter of a century, and this spirit was
clearly manifested at the majority of firstrun houses
during the week.
John Hamrick's Music Box was clearly
the center of attraction, where Al Jolson,
in "The Singing Fool," continued for a second week with ever-increasing crowds, a
nimiber seeing the performance for the second and third time.
Back came Colleen Moore to the Broadway in "Lilac Time," and for the first few
days looked like a big box-office for the
week, but fell off considerably at the end.
In spite of usual adverse criticism by local

reviewers, Pantages drew heavily writh a
half dozen clever novelty acts, supplemented
by "Court Martial," featuring Jack Holt and
Betty Compson.
"Battle of the Sexes" opened at the
L^nited Artists for a two weeks' stay, and
the acting of both Jean Hershoit and Phyllis
Haver was enjoyed. Movietone entertainment has also been added here, with Johnny
Merwin, Marjorie Harris and Van &
Schenck in up-to-the-minute songs. A
worthy bill which should have brought bigger box-office.
"Caught in the Fog" continued for the
second week at the Blue Mouse, and evening business drew full houses.
At Tebbett's Oriental "The Garden of
Eden" played to good business.
On the screen at the Portland Theatre
"The River Pirate" registered fairly well.

Birmingham,

The Alabama, with Warner Brothers'
Vitaphone
picture,
Singing capacity
Fool.''
with Al Jolson,
played"The
to absolute
business all week.
The Ritz with FBO's "Hit of the Show,"
starring Joe E. Brown, a Photophone production, and personal appearance of Clara
Kimball Young, with four other Keith
vaudeville acts, had fair business.
The Empire, with Lillian Gish and Lars
Hansen, in "The Wind," was only listed at
fair business.
The Trianon, with Clara Bow, in "The
Primrose Path," had average business.
The Strand, with a return engagement of
Paramount's "The First Kiss," starring Fay
\\'ray and Gary Cooper, had fair business.
The Erlanger,
road-showing
Paramount,
with Clara
Bow, Buddy"Wings,"
Rogers
and an all-star cast, with sound effects and
orchestra, had only ordinary business.
The neighborhoods report a slight increase in business, with North Birmingham
going into stock-tabs as added attractions,
under direction of Manager Jack Marshall.
The Princess, redecorated, reopened the
past week, and Director Dick Kennedy had
very good attendance.
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THE past week in Birmingham proved a
good one, from a box-office standpoint.
With the exception of one day excellent
weather prevailed throughout the week.
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Parker

Signed

John MeCormiek has sif^ned Max Parker
to act as art director for First National's
"Synthetic Sin."
Fawcett and Jennings
George Fawcett and DeWitt Jennings
have been assigned for important roles in
"Stranded in Paradise."
Title Changes
TLffany-Stahl announces that "Broadway
Fever" is to be the new title for the Sally
O'Neil picture which was temporarily
called "Applause."
Two changes have been made bv M-G-il
"Gold Braid" to "The Flying Ensign";
"Adrienne Lecouveur" to "Dream of
Love." Street Fair" becomes "Christine."
Conselman

to Supervise

William Conselman has been signed bjPathe to supervise a series of pictures, the
first of which wiU be "Listen Baby."
selman will prepare his own continuity
dialogue for this one which is to be
with Photophone. He will work closely
Paul Bern on other productions.

Conand
done
with

Blaydon Promoted
Richard A. Blaydon has been appointed
production manager for the Paul Bern productions at the Pathe studios. At present
he is busy with "Geraldine," "Noisy
Neighbors" and other Bern features.
Voice Tests
The first experiments and voice tests are
under way at First National studios, where
a supporting cast for Hilton Sills and
Dorothy Mackaill, playing in "Stranded in
Paradise" from Donn Byrne's story,
"Changeling," is being selected. Both Sills
and Miss Mackaill are well qualified and
much care is to be taken with their support. August Tollaire, character actor is
the first to be selected.
Fox

Completes

Three

Newly finished pictures from Fox include,
"Taking a Chance."' Rex Bell's starring vehicle, directed by Norman McLeod ; Emmett Flynn's production, "The Veiled
Woman," with Lia Tnra. and "Husbands
and Lovers," with June Collyer and Conrad Nagel and directed by Ray Cannon.
Paramount

Launches

Four

New Paramount pielurcs in work include
the von Sternberg production "The Case
of Lena Smith," with Esther Ralston and
James Hall; "Tong War," directed by
William Wellman. with Florence Vidor and
Wallace Beery; "Marquis Preferred." with
Adolphe Menjou, and ".Sunset Pass." a
Zane Grey western with .Jack Holt.
Sutherland Is Assigned
Edward Sutherland is to direct Bebe
Daniels in her next starring picture for
Paramount, "The Big Scoop."
Another Helen in the Movies
Frances Hyland is busily eng.Qged by Tiffany-Stahl in writing the continuity for
"Helen of London," a novel by Sidney
Gowing, to be directed by George Archainbaud.
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Baltimore
BUSINESS at tlie first-run liouses, with
the exception of a few here was very
good during the week beginning Monday,
October 22.
Lon Chaney proved that he is still a big
favorite in Baltimore by the reception his
latest starring vehicle "While the City
Sleeps" received at L o e w ' s Theatre.
Throughout the week patronage was very
good.
"The Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson,
as a talker at Warner's Metropolitan, still
had them standing during its third week at
that playhouse.
Business was excellent.
The largest record for receipts at Loew's
Stanley was done recently by "Our Dancing Daughters." "Wings," shown as a
sound film this past week, almost reached
that record despite the fact that it had been
shown pre\-iously as a silent.
"Brotherly Love" proved a fine patron
puller at Loew's Valencia.
At the Keith-AIhee Xcw G.Trdcii "Red
Lips" six
proved
entire
days. a good attraction during the
"The Air Circus," dirring its second week,
did not measure up to what was expected
and business was nnly fair for this sound
talker with other short talking films.
"Caught in the Fog," the sound-talker at
the Rivoli, was a good attraction for nights
but the matinees were somewhat oflF.
At the Keith-Albee Hippodrome "The
Naughty Duchess" did not pull so strong,
even though there was good vaudeville.

Salt Lake City
SOME highly satisfactory reports have
been received this past week regarding
the attendance at motion picture theatres
here. Some special productions as well as
invigorating fall weather have done much
toward the growing attendance.
"The Street Angel," a Fox special, was
very well received at the Capitol Theatre,
where packed houses were the rule continuously.
Erich von Stroheim in "The Wedding
March" drew above the average crowds at
the Paramount Empress Theatre.
Loii Chaney in his newest release "While
the City Sleeps" drew packed houses to the
Pantages in connection with the vaudeville
bill presented there.
Fairly good sized houses were had at the
Victory Theatre to witness Pola Negri in
"The Woman from Moscow," a sound picture. Vitaphone acts were also presented
as was the Movietone News.
The American Theatre has opened with
a new policy this past week, offering United
Artists productions, and the large house was
fairly filled each night during the opening
production. "Two Lovers."
Phyllis Haver in "Tenth Avenue," with
Victor Varconi and James Schildkraut, was
well attended at the Gem throughout the
week.
The second run house, the Rialto, presented very successfully "The Jazz Singer"
this week. "Laugh, Clown Laugh" did a
satisfactory business as a second run at the
Mission Theatre, a suburban house here,
and The Tower had splendid results with
"The Divine Woman," as a second run.
At the State Theatre here "Jlive Borden
in "Virgin Lips" was well attended.

Cincinnati
BUSINESS in Cincinnati is again on the
upward move; in fact, the past week
has been as good as any of last season and
much better than some.
Keith's, with first week of soimd pictures,
had an excellent week with "King of
Kings,"
heavywasopposition
of other
houses. despite
The picture
road showed
here
previously, at which time it hung up a box
office record, and the success of the showing
with sound
effects and synchronization at

popular prices, has been such tliat the picture will I)e held over for a second week.

Ottawa

The Albee, with Bebe Daniels in "Take
Me Home" had good crowds all week, not
altogether on account of the picture, but
partially as the result of an unusually good
and diversified vaudeville bill which helped
matcriallv
in selling the program t.- the public.

Gt30D
was the
of the pictures
week in everywhere
Ottawa. Ontario,
and rule
all
exhibitors wore a smile. The weather was
appropriate for theatre-going and football
interest was on the wane with the result
that the theatres held the centre of the
stage.

The Capitol with second week of "The
Wedding tendance
March"
atrecords ofduphcated
the initial the
run.high
Sound
effects for this feature and the Movietone

Tremendous business was done at B. F.
Keith's Theatre, thanks to a particularly
strong picture and vaudeville bill, the film
attraction
being
Therecord.
total
for the week
was "Half
close ato Bride."
the house

seemed
particularly
fancy andto they
came in catch
droves the audience's
The Erlanger Grand, a legitimate house,
ended
weeks' ashowing
"Wings"in
to
what a isthree
considered
box-officeof record
Cincinnati for a continuous run. Up lo the
present week', business at this house seemed
to have had a rather demoralizing effect on
the attendance at other downtown theatres.
.'\t the Strand, where "Singapore Mutiny" was on view the week as a whole
checked up well.
"Brotherly Love," the first half of the
week .-It the Family, followed by "Code of
the
Scarlet" for the remainder of the week.
did nicely.
Palace, pictures and vaudeville, although
not turning 'em away, nevertheless maintained a steady flow which showed up nicely
on the balance sheet.
The Orpheum. a neighborhood house, is
getting a big share of the money with second run pictures shown shortly after the
downtown programs. Vitaphone and Movietone, recently installed at this house, has
built up the patronage wonderfully.
Other neighborhood houses report business from fair to good.

Cleveland
ANOTHER good week for the downtown
first run picture theatres can be recorded. It is also interesting to notice that
while all of the big pictures did big business, a house record was broken onlv by a
t.Tlkincr picture. This was with "Midnight
Taxi," which played to very large attendance all week, and is being held over for a
second week at the Cameo.
"Four Sons" was such a success at Keith's
Hippodrome that the foyer was continually
filled with patrons waiting for seats. The
picttire was unanimously praised by both
I'ritirs and patrons.
"Wings" did remarkably well during its
third week at the Stillman. This is the first
showing of the picture at popular prices, following a phenomenal road show' engagement
of 13 weeks. It will play a fourth week at
the Stillman.
"The Woman Disputed." agreed to be one
of Norma Talmadge's best pictures, played
to large crowds all week at the Allen. It
has all the elements of a box office attraction.
"The Crash" did fairly well at the State.
The nicture lacks some of the punch that
usually characterizes Sills' pictures.
"The Red Dance" was well received at
Keith's Palace and well attended. Dolores
Uel Rio and Charles Farrell divided honors
equally in this tale.
"Captain Swagger" did very good business at Keith's East 105th Street Theatre
where it was the feature attraction the first
half of the week. "Taxi 13," shown the last
half of the week, also made a good record
for itself.
"While the City Sleeps" and "The Whip"
made up the week's hill at the Park. The
former did very well, but the latter was
just fair.
"Simba." playing its second week at the
Colonial at $1.50 top, continues to play to
big crowds.
Neighborhood houses are resigned to doing just fair business this fall. Few of them
are putting in sound devices. So. while not
sharing in the big profits, they are not participating in the heavy expenditures.

Clara Bow in "The Fleet's In" scored
heavily at the Regent Theatre. .\s usual,
Clara was restful to the eyes.
"Four Sons," with its great himian interest story, was a handsome pictorial treat at
the Centre Theatre and crowds were conabove average.
feature's
tation siderably
had preceded
it toThis
Ottawa
withreputhe
result that many hurried to see it.
Marion Davies in "The Cardboard Lover"
caused a rush to the Imperial Theatre.
Good old-fashioned action pictures were
in evidence at the neighborhood houses and
the patronage was typically good. The Fern
Theatre showed "Flaming Eagle."
"Alias the Lone Wolf" was revived at the
Rex Theatre with good result and interest
was heightened by the last chapter of "Van"Brass Knuckles" at the Columbia Theatre ishing
was aRider."
crook melodrama that had them
gripping their seats and cheering, while the
final instalment of "Man Without a Face"
helped to pack the house.

Dallas
ATTENDANCE
at the Dallas first run
theatres was considerably off during the
past week. The best reason to be offered
for this is that it was the first week after
the fifteen-day State Fair of Texas. Another good reason is that the attractions offered were not up to par and so many unusually good pictures have been offered to
Dallas theatregoers lately that a mediocre
picture just won't bring them.
"Beggars of Life" with Wallace Beery
and Richard Arlen at the Melba brought
only fair business. Wallace Beery does not
have the following in Dallac to enable him
to turn in a week of good business if he is
the star in an attraction.
At the Palace "Two Lovers," starring
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, also
failed to get the business and the gross for
the week was very much below expectations.
Cameos proved to be a pleasing Publix stage
prcseiUatir^n and ,cave the pri:ieram a boost.
"Win That Girl," featuring Sue Carol,
and David Rollins, checked off a good week
for the Majestic. Eddie Pardo. headhnin.g
the Interstate Vaudeville bill, gets the
greater part of the credit for the good business, however, and may be counted upon to
get the business in Dallas.
"Man-Made Woman." with Leatrice Joy,
John Boles and H. B. Warner, brought only
fair business to the Capitol.
The Old Mill secured good business with
"The Crash," starring Milton Sills and
Thelma Todd, which was one of the best
pictures to be offered during the week at
the first-run theatres.
Another good gross was turned in by the
Arcadia for the past week. The features
offered were "The Little Snob," with May
McAvoy, and "Four Walls," with John Gilbert and Joan Crawford.
The Ritz, featuring second run synchronized features, failed to hold the good business enjoyed for the first few days after
opening. "The Lights of New York" got the
business "State Street Sadie" with Conrad
Nagel and Myma Loy failed to bring them
in. The Ritz is working under a handicap
\u tliat it is in the location that featured
cheap pictures and cheap vaudeville and the
public
time. cannot understand all this in a week's
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Chicago
« "TPHE SINGING FOOL," at the Mc1 Vickers Theatre, continued to be the
outstanding feature of the Chicago loop with
capacity houses the rule.
"The Man Who Laughs" ended its fairly
successful run at the Roosevelt, yielding the
screen to "Mother Knows Best," which got
away to a good start.
"The Woman Disputed" remained at the
United .-Krtists Theatre, pla3nng to satisfactory business.
Business was average at the downtown
weekly change houses, the Chicago offering
as its screen feature "Show People," Spitalny's orchestral feature "Faust" and "Pow
Wow" as its stage attraction.
"Docks of New York" was well liked at
the Oriental, where Paul ,\sh who is nearing
the end of his engagement staged "Come
On, Red," with Red Grange in person.
"The Patriot" was a strong drawing card
at the Avalon, Del Lampe and his band and
Vitaphone also being on the program. The
Capitol also had a good week with "Lilac
Time" with sound on the screen and Roy
Dietrich on the stage, Fox Movietone News
and Vitaphone.
"Caught
in thethe
Fog"
was theand
feature
picture of both
Granada
Marbro.
Francis X. Bushman appeared in person at
the former. Big crowds flocked to both theatres.
Two big B & K houses, the Uptown and
Tivoli, did good business with "Tempest"
as the feature and their usual big stage
shows.

Milwaukee
MODERATELY
good business was the
lot of down town theatres last week.
The Food Show in progress throughout the
week detracted somewhat from the picture
business but patronage was not materially
affected by it.
"Wings" at the Strand takes the honors
for greatest popularity. The box office was
at all times of the day besieged by crowds.
The picture began its second week and will
no doubt continue at the Strand for a few
weeks more.
finishes
its third week
at "The
the Singing
Garden Fool"
and will
be continued
for
some time longer. Here too business was
exceedingly good.
The Alhambra was a busy place this week.
Its attraction was "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and
fared very well.
of Life" drew fair patronage at
the"Beggars
\\ isconsin.
"While the City Sleeps" drew all the Lon
Chaney fans, and there are many, to the
Majestic this week with very satisfactory
results.
The Merrill with "The Sawdust Paradise"
was fairly well attended.
The Riverside had a very good week. Its
photoplay feature was "Craig's Wife,"
which apparently was greatly enjoyed by
patrf'us of this theatre.
"The Perfect Crime" was the Orpheum's
feature and played to good houses.
The neighborhood theatres did unusually
good business throughout the week. No
doubt the strong attractions were directly
responsible. "State Street Sadie" at the Uptown, Garfield and Modjeska brought in excellent patronage to these houses.
"Street Angel" did remarkable business
at the Oriental and Tower during its four
days run. "Rain" at the Venetian and Downer drew excellent patronage.

Tampa
C'^ HILLY nights ushered in our first touch
y of winter this week, but the chill didn't
seem to put any material pep into the business of the show-shops.
The week
went
over just about average all around town.
After the record week at the Tampa, this

week's business looked rather slim. The
feature of the first half. "The Battle of the
Sexes," didn't start anything, business rimning just about average. "Moran of the Marines," featured the last half, did better.
There were two good reasons, for Richard
Dix, the star, is very popular here, and then
there was quite a little interest in Ruth Elder, who lived at Lakeland, near here, before she made the Atlantic hop.
The "talkies" at the Victory pulled the
usual good usiness. They had "The Midnight Taxi" as the feature attraction. Four
extra good Vitaphone acts, the Movietone
News and Al Jolson in his talking trailer.
The Strand had an average week, opening
with "Say It With Sables," which went over
fairly
"The and
Crash"
showed
up better
better
at the good.
box office
clicked
a little
than
Little
Yellow House"
closed average.
the week "The
to fair
returns.
The second runs at the Franklin pulled
about the usual returns. .Ml three had been
very good cards on their first appearance
here. "The Cohens and Kellys in Paris,"
"Variety" and "Feel My Pulse" were the
features of this week's bills.

Atlanta
tt'T'HE
SINGING
FOOL"
continues to
I be the biggest draw in Atlanta.
After breaking all records at the Howard
Theatre last week during the initial six-day
period of its originally scheduled twelve-day
run, the picture shifted to the Rialto Monday, October 22, and set a new high record
for that house. Incidentally the Rialto
scale w;is raised to a par with the Howard
for the run nf "The Singing Fool" and so
remarkable was the gross it achieved that
the management will hold it for another
week, making a total of three weeks on the
.■\tlanta first run.
Keith's Georgia rolled up a good gross
this week with its first sound picture, "The
River
The Pirate."
Metropolitan Theatre is enjoying the
best business for a long time with Cecil B.
DeMille's "The King of Kings."
Loew's Capitol had just about average
with "The Man Who Laughs." The general criticism is that the picture drags and
lacks the requisite popular appeal for boxoffice success.
"Two Lovers" at the Howard Theatre
did not measure up to expectations as a boxoffice attraction.
Loew's Grand fell off the first three days
with a third-run of "Forgotten Faces." Receipts improved during the last three days
when "A Certain Young Man" came on.
The Tudor had only fair business during
the week, depending upon "The Count of
Ten" the first half, and getting mediocre
results: then coming in with "The Wolf's
Trail" for the last half and faring but little
better.

Indianapolis
good week of fall business
R
ANOTHE
was evident in Indianapolis theatres
last week.
Apollo announced Al Jolson's "The Singing Fool," which has been playing to capacity houses will be held the fourth week.
"Wings," which had a splendid week of
business at the Circle, ■was held for the second week. It was one of the few pictures in
the history of the Circle to be held the second week. Every box office record in the
past was broken last week by "Wings."
D. W. Griffith's "The Battle of the Sexes"
had a satisfactory week's run at the Palace.
Colleen Moore in "Oh Kay" played to
well filled houses during the week. Charlie
Davis'
presented
"Wonderful Girl,"
with its band
usual popular
appeal.
flop.
"The Road to Ruki" at Keith's was a
Neighborhood houses did fair business.

Picture
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San Francisco
COOL
theatre-attending
weather,
good
attractions
and a couple
of specials,
the week profitable for the downtown first-run theatres. Resident theatres
of the higher type reported good business.
The outstanding box-office attraction of
the week was at the Loew's Warfield TheBebe Daniels In "Take Me
Home" atre.
wasHereshown.

made

At the Granada Theatre "Me, Gangster"
was shown, which together with the Publix
Revue brought good business to that theatre.
The St. Francis Theatre continued to do
remarkable business with "Wings," and the
California Theatre also reported good business with "White Shadows in the South
Seas" during its last week in showing this
picture.
The EI Capitan Theatre did a fair business with the picture "Driftwood," but not
as good as expected.
The Imperial Theatre reported a good
average business with the picture "Brass
Knuckles," and the Embassy Theatre, which
is the local Vitaphone theatre, reported fair
business the last week when "Caught in the
Fog" was shown.
Pantages Theatre reported better businesssome.
than Theusual
pictureall"Lonetheatrewith
was the
crowded
week.
In the residential districts, the Marina
Theatre did exceptionally well with "Gateway of the Moon," and the coliseum reported very good business with "Steamboat
Bill, Jr.," in which Buster Keaton starred.
"The
Big new
City" Amazon
and "Oh, Theatre
What a Night,"
Albany
filled the
in the
evenings.

WHILE
no records were broken either
in .\lbany or Troy last week by offerings at the various motion picture theatres, business generally was reported as
being very satisfactory.
The Leland used Marion Davies in "The
Cardboard Lover" with the crowds being
held out each night and with Tuesday rimning ahead of Monday in receipts. Along
with the feature, there was a Grantland Rice
picture that always has a following in Albany, and also one of the "Our Gang" series.First run double features continue to draw
good business at the Clinton Square Theatre, where the offerings last ^veek were "A
Million for Love" and "Ransom." .Apparently double features have proved the solution for this theatre.
The Mark Strand in Albany foimd business satisfactory with Eric von Stroheim's
"The Wedding March."
The Mark Ritz in .\lbany offered an excellent picture in "The Whip," but this week
the theatre virill probably play to the biggest
crowds in its history as Vitaphone and
Movietone have been installed and "State
Street Sadie" will be the opening feature.
It is noticeable that Proctor's Grand in
Albany is using plenty of newspaper space
these days in calling attention to its picture
end of the program; in fact, even more than
the vaudeville acts. A round of the neighborhood houses in Albany found business
satisfactory to the exhibitors.
In Troy "Lilac Time" played to whooping
business throughout the week at the Troy
Theatre, the house being packed both afternoon and evening and on many nights there
were waiting lines.
The Lincoln used "While the City
Sleeps" throughout the week and found the
picture an excellent business getter.
The American used "She Stole His Heart,
Senses and Jewels" and "Beware of
The neighborhood houses in Troy as a
general
fair.
Blondes."thing report business as being only
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^idlNewsfromCoiTespondeiv
Albany
Pittsburgh
LEASES have been taken over
by the J. L. Gorris Amusement
Company, with headquarters in
McKeesport. on the Monarch and
Rialto theatres, Oairton, effective
November first Along with the
Capitol, which the Gorris' took
over from Mike Thomas on July
first, this makes their third theatre in the trnvn. The Gorris now
control seven theatres, the others
being : three in McKeesport and
one in Glassport. John Shultz. who
had conducted the Oairton houses
for some time, has not made known
his future plans.
St. Marys Amusement Company
are about readv to open their
$175,000 St. Marys theatre. The
St. Mar_\s Company is financed in
part by local capital, and the president of the company is Paul N.
Jones, formerly with the Stanley
theatres in Pittsburgh. The house
will be managed by Ernest M.
Dock, who has been manager of
the Strand theatre, Ridgeway for
the past ten years.

New England
FOUNDATIONS
have been
laid for the new Netoco Egyptian Theatre on Audobon road,
Brighton district of Boston.
George Milhng, assistant shipper
at the Fox exchange, has resigned,
and A. Burlon has been promoted
to his place.
Contracts have been awarded and
■construction started on a new theatre on Meridian Street, East Boston, for Carl Canner.
Waldron's Casino, Boston, is
closed for extensive redecoration
and repairs and will reopen under
Netoco control.
The Olympic Theatre at Worcester has been sold by the Allied
Amusement Co. to E. M. Loew.
It is understood that the New
England Theatres Operating Corp.
is negotiating for the Globe Theatre, Boston, one of the Marcus
Loew houses.
The Morse Opera House at
Franklin, a new theatre replacing
the theatre destroyed by fire a year
ago, has opened. James Austin is
manager.
Chester Breed and William
Horan of the Educational sales
staff at Boston, are both on a business trip through Maine.
The Premier Theatre at Newburyport. has been extensively remodelled and has reopened as the
New Premier. It is one of the
Louis Boas chain.
The New Plymouth Theatre at
Leominster, Mass., opened last
Monday with Arthur McEvoy in
(Charge.
John J. SctiUy, branch manager
of Educational, has become a resident of Winchester.
Louis Aster, branch manager for
Independent at New Haven, was in
Boston over the week end.
Irving Shiffman, who covers
Rhode Island and the Cape for Fox,

was injured in an auto accident
while a passenger in a taxi which
was in collision with another machine. He will be confined to his
bed for several weeks.
E. P. Bradley of the Champlaiii
Theatre at S wanton, Vt., was a
visitor to Film Row.
Carl Crawford, branch manager
of Red Seal exchange, has returned
from
City. a business trip to New York
David Schoolman is the new
manager of the Ufa exchange in
Boston and Myer Gruber has been
appointed city salesman.
The Hi-Mark Film Exchange
has opened offices at 44 Churcli
Street, Boston.
James Thornton, formcrh- of the
Rialto Theatre at Providence, is
now with his father. Owen Thornton, who operates theatres at Riverpoint, Arctic and other Rhode
Island points.
John Kamuda has sold the Lyric
Theatre at Ludlow to William A.
Jackson of Worcester.
The Lvric Theatre at .Ashland,
N. H., has been sold by C. H. Blodgett to W. W. Buckley.
The Liberty Theatre at Springfield has opened with Lewis and
Harry Cohen in active charge. It
has been taken over by the Winchester Amusement Co.
Leon Gorman of Portland, Me,,
has returned from a vacation at
Memphis. He is now associated
with the Netoco organization in
charge of the Maine theatres.

Indianapolis
INCORPORATION papers have
been filed by the J. and B. Theatre Company, at Gary, with the
secretary of state. Albert Goldman,
Harry P. Munns, and Jack Dwork
who have a ten year lease on the
Gary theatre filed the papers.
Robert Cottom, for a long time
manager of the American Theatre,
Terre Haute, Ind., controlled by
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum interests, has accepted a position as manager of the Avon Theatre, a motion
picture house in Utica, N. Y.
The Columbia Pictures Corporation, a New York corporation, has
qualified to do business in Indiana,
with Jacob S. White, Merchants
Bank building in this city, named
as agent for service of process. The
corporation is engaged in the production and distribution of motion
pictures.
Several persons were slightly injured at Valparaiso, recently when
a film caught fire in the local picture house. There was a rush for
the exits. The theatre was crowded
at the time. William Nolan ( opera,
tor, saved his life by jumping from
a second floor window.
The Indiana Theatre at Marion
will be remodeled in the near future. The house will be equipped
for sound pictures and enlarged to
seat 1300.
R. A. Shobe, of Monticello, has
bought the American at Sandwich,
Illinois and the Grand at Piano.
Both will be remodeled, Shobe re-

cently sold his Monticello shows to
Carey and Alexander.
New Ross, Ind., started its first
movie Oct. 13. Orville Brown is
owner of the State St. theatre.
An Indianapolis company headed
bv Carl H. ilote. local attorney, is
planning a $350,000 theatre at Lafayette. The house will seat 1800.
Fitzpatrick and McElroy will lease
the new house.
Bowling and Shank, St. Louis
architects, ha\'e taken a contract to
build an $800,000 theatre and office
building at Evansville. The presing. ent Cadic theatre site will be utilized for the new nine-story buildThe Lawrence at Richmond, Ind.
was opened Oct. 10.
Alargaret Hudspeth, assistant
secretary of the Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana, was married
October 7 to Oliver C. Mills.
Charles Pettijohn, legal counsel
for the Hayes organization, was In
Indianapnlis last week.

Oklahoma City

ANEW
theatre
by
Mr. and
Mrs. was
G. A.opened
Peterson
at La Vista, in HoUis, Oklahoma,
October 24th.
H. A. Gilliland, manager of the
Crescent Theatre, Pampa, Texas
spent several days in Oklahoma
City recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Johnston, of
the Mecca Theatre, Enid, Okla ,
called on Oklahoma City Film
Row.
J. H. Moulder has temporarily
closed his Empress Theatre at Sapulpa, Oklahoma, pending repairs
caused by a fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Erie Harkins of
the Art Theatre, Cordell, Okla.,
drove to Oklahoma City last Tuesday to attend to some film business.
Harry Scott, Short Subject
Sales Manager for Pathe spent a
few days at the local office last
week.
Homer Jones, manager of the
Temple and Rialto Theatres at
Kingfisher, Okla., was on Film
Row last Monday.
W. K. Sampson, County Superintendent of Schools for Wheeler
County, Texas, has purchased the
Gage Theatre at Gage, Okla., from
Davis & Price.
C. E. Barber has closed his Palace Theatre at Quapaw, Okla., for
an indefinite period.
E. V. Weaver, owner of the
Osage Theatre at Shidler, Oklahoma, and the Rex Theatre at Yale.
Okla., spent several days in Oklahoma City last week in the interests
homa City last week in the interest
of his theatres.
Milt Simonds, Special Representative for Universal spent last
City.
Monday and Tuesday in Oklahoma
A. W. Davidson sold his Raynora Theatre at Binger, Okla., to
P. W. Kuhn. Mr. Kuhn until recently operated the Palace Theatre
at Eakley, Okla., and the Colony
Theatre at Colony, Okla.
Sol. S. Shelton closed his Mecca
Theatre at Rocky, Okla.

that a million
last weekis
report concern,
was a dollar
THERE
negotiating for the erection of two
new theatres in Schenectady.
Nat Levy, Albany manager for
Universal, was in New York City
during the week. Charles Rosenzweig, of New York City, representing FB O, was in Gloversville
for a conference with the Schine
brothers.
Young men rejjlaced girl ushers
last week at the Troy, Lincoln and
American Theatres in Troy, as well
as
at the Mark Strand and Ritz in
Albany.
A benefit entertainment given last
week at Proctor's theatre in Troy,
and in which all of the theatres in
the citv contributed, brought a total
of $922 to the family of J. Kenneth Flinton, Troy fireman who
was killed two weeks ago in a
plunge through a life net.
Among exhibitors in town during the week, were Louis Buettner,
of Cohoes ; Lew Fischer, of Fort
Edward; Mike Kallet, of Oneida;
Sam Goldstein, of Springfield, and
Henry Frieder, of Hudson.
Sterling Wilson, local manager
for Tiffany, and Al Robbins, salesman out of the Buffalo office, were
in Syracuse during the week.
Gil Becker, recently resigned
booker at the Metro-Goldwyn
offices in .>\lbany, is reported to be
negotiating for a theatre in Fair
Haven.
Maurice Chase, of Buffalo, was
in town. Charles Stombaugh, Albany manager for Pathe, was in
New Y'xirk City, attending a conference.
Clarence Dopp, owner of theatres in Johnston and Broadalbin.
was married last week.
The theatre in Middletown, formerly operated by Edwin A. Ross,
has been leased by Jack Fenimore.
The ownership of the Auditorium
in Kingston changed hands last
week when Andrew Voulokos succeeded Gregory Milikian.
The VanCurler, in Schenectady,
one of the Farash houses, has now
gone over to burlesque.
The theatre in Paris has closed
for the winter, and the house in
Deansboro also closed.
Frank Learnan of Albany, began
his duties last week as manager of
the Liberty theatre in Watertown.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the Leland and the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, witnessed the
Yale-Army game last Saturday.
Omos Leonard, of Syracuse, resigned last week as salesman for
Pathe in Buffalo.
Henry Maussert is planning to
open a new theatre in Greenwich in
December.
E. J.
general
salesover
man-in
ager forSmith,
Tiffany,
stopped
Albany on his way back from the
Toronto convention.
John Garry, assistant to tlie
Buckley houses, is celebrating the
third arrival of the stork, to his
home. This time a baby girl.
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Milwaukee
FORMER
Milwaukee branch
manager, Max Stahl. who is
now managing Educational offices
in Minneapolis, spent a few days
in Madison during the past week.
S. H. Abrams, former manager
of F B O visited Milwaukee recently.
Otto Meister, manager of the
Whitehouse thought for a few moments he was entertaining a burglar. A call to headquarters brought
a number of detectives who discovered the cause for alarm. A
deaf mute had decided the car which
Mr, Meister is offering as a prize
to patrons and w'hich he has suspended above the box office, would
be an excellent place to sleep. He
climbed in behind the wheel and
fell asleep.
Out of town exhibitors in the
city last week included Mr. and
Mrs. S. Olson of the Pastime of
Delavan: H. S. Gallup and L. J.
Jacobs of the Delft Circuit of Escanaba and Marquette, Mich. ; H.
A. Whelply of the Appleton at
Appleton; Francis Kadow of the
Mikado at Manitowoc ; W. J. Luth
of the Alamo at Pembine; Neil
Thompson of Ft. Atkinson.

Southeast
Atlanta
AT

the regular monthly meeting
of the Atlanta Joint Board of
Arbitration, held recently, fortynine cases were heard and disposed
of, while seven others were either
settled or action on them postponed
until the next meeting.
W. G. Underwood, vice-president
and general manager of LibertySpecialty, arrived in Atlanta last
S unday for con f erence at local
branch.
E. J. Sparks, of the Sparks Enterprises, who recently returned
from a vacation spent in Europe.
was in Atlanta the early part of
the week.
Miller Meriwether, for the past
three years connected with the
Piedmont Amusement Company of
Winston-Salem, N. C, has tendered his resignation to Generi!
Manager Fuller Sams to take effect
November 3. He has not announced
his plans for the future.
Frank J. Dowler, Jr., southeastern division manager of Publi::,
announces the following transfers
and promotions :
Edwin Adler, recently assistant
manager of Keith's Georgia, promoted to the managership of the
Strand, Tampa, Fla. : Everett Steel,
assistant manager at the Howard,
becomes manager of the Riviera,
Omaha. Neb. ; J. L. Sarthright
leaves the State Theatre, Chattanooga, for a post in St. Petersburg,
Fla.: W. F. Brock, of the Rialto
in Chattanooga, transfers to the
State. Chattanooga ; John Smith
has assumed the managerial post
at Keith's Georgia. Atlanta, succeeding C. Roltaire Eggleston. who
will go to another managerial assignment.
Recent visitors to Atlanta's Film
Row were: Frank V. Merritt, of
Birmingham, Ala., vice-president
and general manager of the Marvin Wise Circuit ; D. V. Marquis.
of the Ernada
at Bartow,
Fla. ;

Nat Williams, of Thomasville, Ga.,
who operates theatres in Quitman,
Ga., Quincy. Fla., and Thomasville ;
Oiarles Walder, Tivoli. at Miami ;
J. N. Morgan, of the Roy Martin
chain, Columbus, Ga. : Mack Jackson, exhibitor, of Alexander City;
Mrs. Irving H. Dietz, Covington,
Ga. : Dale Troy, manager of Belle
Theatre at Gadsden, Ala. ; S. H.
Borisky-, of Oiattanooga, Tenn..
head of Independent Theatres. Inc..
J. W. Andrews, of Southern Theatres, Inc.. Ensley, Ala. ; L. G. Hobgood, Dixie at Buford, Ga. : R. C.
Wells, Strand at Dothan, Ala. : C.
W. Turner. Y. M. C. A. Theatre
at Piedmont, Ala.; F. L. Wadsworth. Jr., Rose at Tuskegee, Ala.;
Carl Cape, Colonial at Buford, Ga. ;
F. E. Williamson. Williamson Theatre at Winter Haven, Fla. ; R. C.
Wells. Strand at Dothan, Ala. ; Mr.
and Airs. C. M. Clements, of the
Star at Perry, Ga. ; Mrs. L. W.
Holland. Madison Square at Madison. Ga. ; W. F. Wells, Opera
House, Newberry, S. C.

Louisville
Fire at the Bleich Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky.. damaged both
picture machines, wiring and the
film.
A. N. Miles. Eminence Theatre,
Eminence, Ky., C. P. Wall, Masonic Theatre. Calhoun, Ky., Edgar Denton. Majestic, Owingsville.
Ky., were in Louisville last week.
The Community Theatre. Irvington, Ky.. will close during the
months of December, January and
February, reopening March
1.
There is a new theatre at
Brownsville, Ky., the Dixie, which
opened October 9 and is operated
by A. Johnson.
The Mary Anderson Theatre
here installed sound equipment
without closing down. This was
made possible, by building an entirely new projection room.
Emmett R. Rodgers, manager cf
the Tivoli. Chattanooga, Tenn., has
been absent from his post because
of a tonsil operation.

Florida
Decorators are now putting on
the finishing touches at the new
"Park Theatre" in the Hyde Park
section of Tampa.
Jack Lykes, who has managed
the Strand. Tampa, the past summer, has been transferred to the
Palace at Jacksonville. Edwin
Edier, his successor, was transferred from the Keith -Georgian,
of Atlanta.
Popular prices seem to be coming back. Following the success of
the Garden theatre, in Tampa
Heights, with the pop policy, B.
E. Gore, the owner, opened another house. The Lisbon, in the
Palma Ceia section.
Another house that will be operated on pop prices is the Isis in Orlando. This house is owned by
Frank Haithcox.
H. Simon, of the Skydome Theatre. Miami, Fla., has taken over
the Strand at Miami Beach.
Roy Smart, formerly of the
Strand and Palace Theatres at
Lakeland, is being transferred to
West Palm Beach as city manager.
Kettler Theatre at West Palm
Beach, is reopening.
District Manager Jess Clark of

Publix was in St. Petersburg, last
Tuesday.
F. E. Williamson, of the Williamson and Grand Theatres, of
Winterhaven, called on F B O exchange last week.
H. Simons, exhibitor of Miami,
has taken over the Strand Theatre
at Miami Beach.
Fred Lee, advertising man of the
Florida Theatre, has been transferred to the Arcade Theatre as
assistant manager.
Jim Newman, of the Palace Theatre, has been transferred to Lakeland where he will be in charge of
the Palace Theatre.

Alabama
Southern Theatres, Inc., in
which A. Page Sloss, Sam C. King
and other Birmingham business
men are reported to be financiall,\interested, last week completed the
purchase of the new Ensley Theatre and the Franklin Theatre, also
at Ensley, from R. B. Wilby and
associates.
Theodore B. Barker, long associated with the Jefferson Theatre,
Birmingham, has leased and is
opening the Lyric Theatre, Birmingham, which house has been dark
for several months.
J. Warren Andrews, of the
Southern Theatres, Inc., spent several days in the exchanges in Atlanta the past week, arranging
bookings.
C. P. Phillips, of the Sipsey Theatre, Sipsey, Ala., has been severely
ill, with broncho-pneumonia.
H. G. Steely, of the Community
Theatre. Siluria. Ala., was ill with
the flu, but is recuperating.
Morris Watson, manager of the
Princess, Piedmont, Ala., visited
Birmingham the past week, as did
John M. Miller of the Dixie, Cordova; Joe Johnson of the Pastime,
Dora ; F. D. Gibson of the Palace.
Moulton and Louis Rosenbaum of
the Muscle Shoals Theatres at
Florence. Sheffield and Tuscumbia
Among film representatives in
Birmingham the past week were
W. B. Butler, of M-G-M ; Bill
Sharp, of Fox; W. H. Heyward
of Universal ; C. R. Beacham, of
First National : O. K. Bourgeois,
of Pathe; George B. Blethen, of
Liberty-Specialty ; Wade Williamson of United Artists and W. C.
Whitlock, of Paramount.
Ray N. Howell, of the Scenic
Theatre, Hartselle. Ala., has purchased a large lot. opposite his
present theatre, and will build a
new house next spring.

Cincinnati
FOLLOWING
closely on that
the
heels of an announcement
the Young Amusement Co., of
Gary. Indiana, would erect a large
house at Springfield, Ohio, for
which option on a prominent site
has already been taken, a new company affiliated with the Schines,
and to be known as the RegentState Corporation, has been formed
at Springfield, with J. Meyer Schine
as president, and Phil Chakeres as
manager. In this deal the Gus
Sun Amusement Co. has sold its
Fairbanks and Regent theatres outright to the new organization,
while the Chakeres Amusement Co.
has merged its State and Majestic
in the corporation
in return for

Picture

News

stock participation therein. The
company announced that plans
would be started immediately for
a 3,000-seat house in Springfield.
Gus Sun, who is nationally
known in theatrical circles, retains
the Gus Sun Booking Exchange
and the Band Box theatre. Springfield, but the deal virtually marks
Sun's retirement from the theatre
operating
field. for past two years
Ira H. Cohen,
manager of Fox exchange in Cincinnati, has been transferred to
Pittsburgh office. W. C. Bachmeyer. district manager for Fox in
this territory, has been named successor.
Strand theatre. Cincinnati, is being wired for sound pictures, making third house in local Keith chain
to present talkies.
J. F. Sink, Greenville, Ohio, has
sold his National theatre to Jonas
Thomas.
Morris Jones, manager Grand
theatre, Fulton, Ohio, has installed
Vitaphone equipment in his house
William Magrini, who recently
purchased the Waldo theatre, Akron, Ohio, from Mr. and Mrs. S.
Caruso, has rechristened the house
the Columbia.
S. D. Shia. owner and manager
of the Old Trail theatre, St. Clairsville. Ohio, is extensively repairing and remodelling the house.
The Cliftonia theatre. Circleville,
Ohio, which was recently completed
at a cost of $80,000. was formally
dedicated a fortnight ago. The
house seats 800.
Schine's Ohio, at Lima, Ohio,
which is under management of C.
F. Laurence, will install Vitaphone
and Movietone in November.

Canada
A SAFE-CRACKER
to the
Oakwood theatre,went
Toronto,
once too often, and now he will not
attend any theatre for some time to
come. The burglar admitted to the
judge in the County Criminal Court
that he tried to smash the safe in
the office of Manager James Crang
but had to go back the next night
to finish the operation. A police
officer had been stationed in the
theatre, however, and he was
caught. A companion made his
escape.
No trace has been found of the
thieves who ruined the safe door of
the Runneymede theatre, another
important suburban house of
Toronto. They failed to break
through the inner safe door and
left ail their tools.
The projectionists of Toronto.
Ontario, have received a charter
for a branch chapter there of the
American Projection Society, the
organization having been effected
to secure all of the latest data
on sound pictures developments.
Charlie Dentelbeck, who has been
president of the Toronto local for
the past 15 years, is supervisor of
projection in the Famous Players
Canadian Corp. chain.
The moving picture theatre at
Limerick, Sask., has been destroyed
bv fire, which broke out at mid*
night, the loss being $30,000.
The Capitol theatre, London. Ontario, managed for years by the late
Tommy Logan, is being redecorated throughout under the direction of R. S. Roddick, the new
manager.
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a result of injuries sustained
when knocked down by a hitand-run driver, recently, William
Atkin, manager of one of the Joelson theatres, died Wednesday, October 24.
John Dacey of Pathe Exchange,
is at present confined to the French
Hospital, where he is recovering
from the effects of a knee operation, ilr. Dacey is expected to be
about again within a few weeks.
A. Schwartz has taken over the
share of his partner, Morris Galomb, in -the New Albany theatre in
Brooklyn.
John Green, formerly manager
of the Eltinge and Paras Court
theatres, has just returned from
Europe where he spent several
months. Mr. Green has not yet
announced his future plans, but
will undoubtedly continue on in the
exhibition field.
The A. H. Schwartz circuit will
open their new Patio theatre on
Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, November 2nd. The house will be
managed and supervised by L.
Green, who was formerly manager
of the Farragut Theatre, also in
Bklyn.
The Empress theatre, located on
Empire Blvd., Brooklyn, which was
formerly operated by William
Brandt and temporarily closed, will
reopen in the near future, under
management of the owner of the
property.
Consolidated Amusement Company has reopened the Arena theatre, 40th Street and 8th Ave., N.
y. C. The house had been closed
some time for remodeling and renovation.
Gus Nestle is the new manager
of Leon Rosenblatt's Plaza theatre at Bayonne, New Jersey. Mr.
Nestle succeeds Lawrence Gibson.
Mr. Abrams, who managed tlie
Washington theatre for Harry
Harris, has taken over the management of the Cosmo Theatre,
n6th Street and 3rd Ave., th-j
Bronx. He fills the place held by
Irving Steiner, at the latter theatre.

Salt Lake City
AT
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a recent meeting of the Salt
Lake theatre managers' association, during which was held election of officers, B. G. Thatcher, of
Logan, was elected president ; Carl
\. Porter, manager of the Paramount Empress theatre here, vicepresident : Joe Lawrence, of the
Rialto and State theatres of this
city, was elected treasurer. It is
stated that within a few months
this association expects to have 100
per cent membership.
.\\\ difficulties with the musicians,
stage hands and operators, are re])orted to have been settled here,
resulting in mutual satisfaction, and
it is stated that the allied crafts
have agreed to a working schedule
with a slight increase in the weekly
salary.
Ethel Hunter, of the local Paramount exchange, has returned to
the office, recovered from an appendicitis operation.
It is announced here that Ray
Hendry, manager of the Victory
theatre, is to be married within a
short time to Jewel Cox. organist
at the Victorv.

Harmon W. Peery, one of the
owners of the Egyptian and Ogden
theatres of Ogden, Utah, and who
is a city commissioner in that city.
gave a banquet at the country clubhouse recently in honor of Commissioner of Waterworks Fred E.
Williams and Mayor Frank
Francis.
Including Peery, who was toastmaster, twenty-two members of the
club and officials and appointees of
the city administration attended the
banquet.
Recent exhibitors to film row
were :
Marvin Anderson, of the Cozy
theatre at Moroni ; E. Ostlund, of
the Rivoli theatre at Springville ;
T. M. Chesler, of the Princess and
Gem theatre at Bingham; Peery
Brothers, of Ogden; John Rugar,
of Park City; Vic Milward, of the
Harris theatre at Bancroft, Idaho;
.\1 Hager, of the Rex theatre at
Idaho Falls. Idaho: Bill Firmage,
of the Star theatre at Beaver.
Ltah ; Lee Stallings. of a circuit
of houses throughout Souther?!
Utah : Bob Wicker, from Delta.
Utah ; and Mell Stringham. of the
Colonial theatre at Ogden. Utah.

Des Moines
ANEW
Iowabought
territoryis Lew man
Suhl.in who
the
Opera House at Durant from Han.>
Schlacht.
Art Bergum is the new owner
of the theatre at Grundy Center.
0. B. Ells was the former owner
of this house.
F. D. W'allace. cashier of the
L'niversal
his vacation.office, has returned from
Jimmy Ambrose, formerly with
United .Artists at Omaha, came
from Chicago to visit old friends
in Des Moines and called at the
office of Fox Films.
T. Parsons is the new owner of
the Lyric Theatre at Dysart. The
old owner of this theatre was B. (t.
Tyler.
Rose Kaplan, who was injured
four months ago when her car overturned, isnow able to walk, but is
still very weak. She is secretary
to Jimmy \\''ynn, manager for Educational.
F B O entertained the following
long list of callers: Charles Peterson. f)f the Windsor at Hampton:
1. P. Martin, of the Strand and
Witlard at Creston ; E. E. Ridgeway, of the L\'ric at Coon Rapids :
C W. Brooks, of the Star at Salt
Lake City: J. E. Forsman. of the
Strand at Jewell : Jack Cohen, of
the Capitol at Ottumwa: L. J. Graham, of the Grand at Knoxville :
Leo Moore, of the Afajestic and
the Ritz at Centerville; Leo Wills,
of the Pomeroy movie at Pomeroy.
Jack Raper. manager of the Fox
exchange, w-as in Omaha for the
theatre men's convention.
Leone Mathews, secretary of the
Des Moines Film Board of Trade,
was in Omaha for conference with
Mr
Pettijolin and the secretaries
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of the Kansas City, California and
Omaha offices.
Lionel Wasson, assistant manager at the Capitol theatre, Des
Moines, will shortly undergo a tonsil operation.
A seven pound baby girl arrived
on October 25 at the home of Herbie Koch, organist at the Capitol
theatre.
John Diehlman has sold the
Palace theatre at Carlysle, to J. B.
Reeves.
Clarinda. Iowa, is to have a new
theatre according to the latest report. The Coin Entertainment Cooperative Owners of the Sun Theatre have arranged for the building
of a theatre in a new store building which is to be made over fro:n
an older structure.

Minneapolis
in Minneapo
visitorLudwig,
ownerlis was John
A RECENT
of the Ludwig Film Company, Milwaukee, the Premiere Film exchange, Minneapolis, and a string
of theatres in Wisconsin.
The question of Sunday shows
will be decided by the voters of
Dawson, Minn., at the general election in November, by an order of
the city council.
The theatre at Rolla, N. D., has
been taken over by O. W. Moore,
who operates the Rock Lake.
A private concern has taken over
the showing of motion pictures in
Rushmore, Minn., which was formerly
the the
direction
nessunder
men of
town. of the busiThe Lyric theatre at Woonsocket, S. D., has been renamed the
Gem by J. A. Woodring, who recently purchased it.
The Star theatre at Erskine and
the Grand at Mcintosh, Minn., have
been sold by H. H. Ophus to his
partners. A. R. Ness and John
Reek, and the two houses are now
under the management of M. C.
Howe.
Harold Faubel and G. W. Fossa,
former owners of the theatre at
Mcintosh, S. D., have purchased
the new -State theatre at Redfield.
S. D., and the Temple at Mellette.
S. D., from J. P. Hartman.
The Luna theatre at Waverh',
Minn., which was formerly operated by G. W. Berkner, has been
sold to Ollig Bros.
Excavation has been started for
a new modern theatre in Ely,
Minn., by A. P. Swanson, who has
operated the opera house there for
the past two years. Stores and offices will be erected in connection
with the new theatre, the total cost
of which will be around $80,000.
Finkelstein and Ruben have completely remodelled and enlarged the
Nokomis theatre at 3749 Chicago
avenue, Minneapolis, at a total cost
r>f $20,000.
The Princess and Lvceum theatres at Thief River Falls, Minn,,
are to be managed by A. M. Holtc.
formerly associated with Anderson
& Anderson in the management of
tlie Fosston theatre. Fosston. Minn,
The Casino theatre at Milaca,

FILM
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I to 10
Containers
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"
51 to 100
"
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$ .75
50
40
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Minn., has been leased for ten
years to Harry Simon, who has
operated the State at Walker, Minn.,
for several years, and has begun
erection of a new theatre at Nora.
The Milaca house will be managed
by Mr. Farragher, who has been
assistant to Simon at Walker. The
Casino has been operated for the
last two years by C. J. Servatious.
The question of revoking the
license of the Gayety theatre — tlic
burlesque house which started the
censorship trouble in Minneapolis
a couple of weeks ago— is still
hanging fire: The council last week
decided to delay its decision for a
fortnight after some 500 persons —
including many orators — had attended a public hearing on the question.
At the last regular meeting of
the city council of OrtonviUe,
Minn., the members passed the
-Sunday show ordinance by a vote
of four to three. The council is to
regulate the hours of the shows so
that they will not conflict with
church services and is also to regulate tlie class of pictures to be
shown.
There are not apt to be any
more dance marathons in MinneMinneapolis'
second
thonapolis.
came to
an end
this maraweek
after running practically two
months. It was speeded to its close
by the revelation that one of th*;
participants -who had dropped out
after 122 hours had been stricken
by primary peritonitis and was
near death in the hospital.
The theatre owners, of course,
are very much opposed to the
marathons, and will be very glad if
they are definitely at an end.

Portland, Ore.
for road shows, exclusive
the Helig, home
durPORTLAND'S
ing the past 18 years has been
taken over by the Northwestern
Theatres. Inc., on a 10-year lease
and it will be the new home of the
Hippodrome Theatre. William W.
Ely, Portland theatrical man will
manage the house. $50,000 will be
expended in repairs.
The incorporators of the new
company are Samuel L. Eddy, Benjamin B. Goodman. Ike Geller,
Calvin Helig and William W. Ely.
Joe Lemma, operating the Old
Trail Theatre at Linnton, Ore., is
reported as recuperating from an
operation for appendicitis.
Tom Walsh, F B O representative for the western part of Mentana is on his feet again after a
tonsil operation.
J. J. Sullivan, formerly located
at Butte in charge of the Fox
branch, conferred with Manager
E. C. Jefi"ress. manager of the Butte
houses. Rialto and American,
Two impchrtant visitors on tlie
Portland row recently were Les
Weir, division manager for Pathc.
and Jack Woody, assistant general
sales manager for Fox.
Georee Rov, has opened the
New State Theatre at Medford,
Oregon.

INC.

STORAGE
100 Containers
per month
per month over 10 cases

$ .35
2.00
1.75
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Central Penn
ONE of the prize horses owned
by Luke Gring, owner of the
Rosedale and Capitol theatres,
Chambersburg, won a blue ribbon
at the Franklin County fair, at
Chambersburg.
The Good Will fire company, of
West Fairview, has gone into the
movie business. Announcement is
made that motion pictures will be
shown in the fire house each Wednesday evening during the winter
to help pay for a new fire engine.
The death occurred, on October
4, of Mrs. Edward Taffe, wife of
the advertising agent of the Hollywood Theatre, Pottsville.
The Rialto Theatre, York, has
appointed E. T. Diehl, of that city,
as head doorman.
Use of the Capitol Theatre,
Pottsville. was obtained from Manager Samuel Friedman, for holding
the annual commencement exercises of the Braun School of Music,
on Sunday, October 7. The Teachers' Institute was held there on October 22. The annual memorial
service of the local lodge of Elks
will be held in the Capitol Theatre,
Hazelton, December 2.
Manager C. F. Search, of the
Stanley Theatre, Selinsgrove, announces that the work of remodeling the theatre has been completed.
With a new generator installed the
pictures are much better lighted.
The interior of the theatre has been
elaborately redecorated, the improvement including also a draw
curtain over the screen.
An arrangement has been reached
between M. Paret, owner of the
Garden Theatre. Frackville, and
also the management of the
Victoria, in the same town, whereby Oscar AltotT, of the Strand
Theatre, Berwick, will buy the
films for both houses.
Announcement is made that
Stanley Peters has resigned his position as manager of the Victoria
Theatre, Frackville, to become
manager of Flood's Theatre, New
Philadelphia.
A feature of the annual meeting
of the Mechanicsburg Chamber of
Commerce, on October 23, was the
showing of motion pictures of tl:e
scenes at the recent Mechanicsburg
centennial celebration which were
shot under the direction of the
Paramount theatre, of which Walter Yost is owner-manager.

Dallas
TWO firemen were injured and
damage amounting to $40,000
was sustained when fire destroyed
Foy's Ideal theatre at Peak and
Bryan Streets recently. The interior fif the theatre was a total
loss with the exception of the
pipe organ which was badly damaged. Jack Hadra, manager of the
theatre, estimated the loss to the
operators at $20,000. The cause of
the fire has not been determined.
Jean Finley, publicity director for
the Palace theatre, has been appointed chairman of the Theatrical
Publicity Committee for the Community Chest.
Raymond B. Jones, managing director of the Worth Theatre of
Fort Wr^)rth, who has been laid up
witli an appendicitis, has recovered
antl is glad to be back on the job.

Ray Stiimett, managing director
of the Capitol theatre, states that
the Capitol will open in November
16th with Vitaphone. New Simplex projectors and Peerless High
Low lamps will be included in the
installation. The Movietone installation will also be completed at
that time.
James O. Cherry, managing director of the Melba Theatre, has
been holding down a rather stiff
assignment for the past two weeks
during the absence of Victor Lowrey, assi^ant manager. For the
present Mr. Cherry is manager,
assistant manager, and director of
publicity.
Joe Cobb, the fat boy in Hal
Roach's "Our Gang" comedies, is
in Dallas with his father, James H.
Cobb, visiting his grandmother and
other relatives here.
Truly B. Wilkman, manager of
Warner Bros. Dallas exchange, is
now in charge of all Vitaphone
business in the entire Southwest.
A. V. Philbin has been transferred to the Dallas M-G-M exchange, where he is to serve as office manager. Mr. Philbin was
formerly connected with the M-GM organization in St. Louis.
Theo. M. Magee. of Poyner, has
purchased the Park Theatre at
Frankston, Texas, from the Cook
Brothers, and will manage the
theatre himself.

Baltimore
received in an
to injuries
DUEautomob
ile accident
recently.
Walter E. Virnelson, formerly
publicity representative of the
Academy of Music, Norfolk, Va..
died recently. He is survived by
his widow and two sons.
Joe Walsh, salesman attached to
the Pathe Washington, D. C,
office, and Grace Marie Martin,
were married recently.
Fire in the projection room oi
the I'avorite theatre, colored,
Washington. D. C, caused the
audience to leave in an orderly
manner recently. The house was
about two-thirds filled. The damage was slight.
James Jeroni has been appointed
director of the Mosque Theatre,
Richmond, Va.
J. Klein, formerly with Warner
Brothers' Exchange, Washington.
D. C, has gone over to the United
-\rtists' sales staff.
Two new salesmen added to the
M-G-M Washington, D. C. office,
are Peter Rosian and George Maillard.
A large electric sign has been
erected outside the Colonial Theatre, Hagerstown, Md., which has
been entirely- renovated inside and
out, under the management of W.
Walter Artz.
Ben Abrams, of the Jay-Bee
Film Company.
Washington,
D.
C. has appointed Dorothy Edson
as his secretary.
VVilham Rosenthal has been
succeeded as district manager of
United Artists, Washington, D. C.
by Phil Dunas.
The Earle Theatre, Washington,
D. C. was robbed of $4,000 Monday-. October 29. when a bandit
to<tk that amount from tlie manager and assistant manager whom
he helrl up in the tlieatre ofiicc.

J. Louis Rome, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Maryland, Inc..
who has been on leave of absence
from that post for some time due
to pressure of work as general
manager of the .\ssociated Theatres, has returned to his work with
the M.P.T.O.
Edmund Lane, business manager
for the Motion Picture Guild, Inc.,
at the headquarters in Washington, D. C, was married Saturday,
Oct. 27.
G. W. Steffe has received the
appointment as cashier of the Little
Theatre.
Jack Bower has been appointed
branch manager of the Washington
exchange of United Artists Corporation, it was announced last
week by Al Lichtman, Vice-President and General Manager of Distribution. Mr. Bower, who was
formerly with United Artists in
Los Angeles, replaces J. E. Luckett.

St. Louis
ALLmost
of theoffirst-run
theatres and
the neighborhood
houses of St. Louis and St. Louis
County as well as the East Side
communities, such as East St.
Louis. Edwardsville, Collinsville,
Madison, Granite City, Alton and
Dupo are preparing to furnish their
patrons with up-to-the-minute election returns on the night of the
national election, November 6.
In some of the theatres the radio
will be utilized, but in the more
important shows there will be special data on local and state tickets
as well as the national returns.
The Mikado Theatre, 5955 Easton .'\ venue, has joined the growing
list of talking picture houses in
St. Louis.
On December 1 Eddie Peabody
is due to take over the master of
ceremonies job at Skouras Brothers Missouri Theatre.
H. M. Kirkham has been appointed house manager for the new
Fox Theatre, which is scheduled to
open its doors on Oiristmas Day.
St. Louis film stocks listed on
the stock exchange closed October
27 as follows: Skouras A, $52
asked, a year ago $38; St. Louis
■asked.
.-\musement A, $21 bid and $30
David City, Nebr., is to have a
new theatre. Plans are being prepared by George L. Fisher, 1437
City National Bank Building,
( )maha, Nebr. The house will cost
about $25,000. C. C. Maschurek
and Judge E. Coufal are behind
tlie project.
The Strand Theatre, Council
Bluflfs, la., is being remodeled and
redecorated.
Preliminary sketches for a $225,000 theatre in Emporia, Kas., have
been prepared. The theatre will
seat 1500 persons. The Strand
Theatre Corporation of which
Harry McQure is manager is the
owner.
Barney Rosenthal, president of
Columbia Pictures Corporation has
returned from a visit to the Bristolphone
factory at Waterbury,
Conn.
The Lyric Theatre, Collinsville
■\venue and State Street, East St.
Louis. 111., was closed on October
20. The theatre and building has
been sold to Kansas City interests
who plan to reopen the theatre at
an early date.

Picture

News:

Cleveland
ITYoung
has been
the
Wolfeannounced
AmusementthatCom
pany will build a new million dollar theatre in Springfield, Ohio..
Plans for the house have been completed and construction work is to
start tionsoon
as to assure compleby latesospring.
The local Paramount exchange
will soon move into its new building, 1743 East 23d St.
It is stated that the Grand theatre, Marion has discontinued its picstock. ture policy and is now offering
Pete Tender, a well known figure
in local exhibition centers, will retire from business. He has sold
his Pantheon theatre to W. F. MaRoy L. Thompson steps into the
ginnis.
exhibition limelight with the purchase of the Houston theatre, Alger, Ohio, from Mrs. Anna Houston.
The Uptown theatre, new 3.500seat motion picture theatre built by
Variety Amusement Company,
opened November 15th. Thomas
Carroll has been appointed manA new exchange is being opened
ager.
iti the Elm Exchange Bldg. for the
distribution of Vitaphone short
subjects and Vitaphone scores.
This office, while located independently from the Warner Bros,
exchange, will nevertheless be
under the supervision of Norman
Morav, manager of the local Warner Bros, exchange. Mr. Moray^
will announce shortly who will
manage this subsidiary office.
Le Roy Kimes. projectionist at
the Orpheum Theatre, Marion,
Ohio, is now associated with the
Grand Theatre
similar
capacity. in that city in a

San Francisco
BECAUSE sistant
of manager
his work
Asof theas California Theatre, Hal Honore has
been chosen bv the West Coast
Theatres of this city, to announce
their program each week over the
KYA Radio. This is for four local theatres.
Wayland H. Taylor who has returned from a business trip to New
York, dropped into the Paramount
office recently on his way home to
Los Angeles.
Claire Foley, secretary of Film'
Board of Trade, returned to her
duties after several weeks in New
York.
John D. Clark, Western Division
Manager of Paramount, visited nt
the local exchange.
Frank Burhans and Mrs. Burhans of Sacramento were recently
in San Francisco.
M-G-M has a new salesman. Bill
Riter who is from Los Angeles.
Some of the recent out of town
visitors were R. Pollock of Calistoga, Mr. and Mrs. Bower of
Sparks. Nevada ; J. W. Bascom of
Sisson, and L. R. Killingsworth of
Willows.
L. R. Crook, formerly of National Theatre Syndicate, is now
associated with Kinema Theatres,
a circuit operating in the Santa
Clara \'alley. Crook now has complete mana,gement of all the houses.
The .Arlington Theatre at Suisuii
has reopened under the management of V. S. Naggair.

November
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Classified

Ads

RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
MANAGER — 25, single,
college education, energetic
and ambitious. Thoroughly
experienced both de luxe and
neighborhood houses. Exploitation, press and publicity
expert. Now employed by

.von— .4 Great Double
Program of
Entertainment

large circuit. A-1 references.
Salary secondary. Write box
412, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

MANAGER with finest references is looking for new
connection which will be permanent. Fiilly experienced in
theatre management, exploitation, publicity, booking, etc.
Good business executive with
plea-sant personality. Age 35 ;
aggressive and a serious
worker. Will locate anywhere. Box 410, care Motion
Pictui-e News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.
ACCOUNTANT
AUDITOR with executive ability

A-1 Male organist at liberty. Large experience. Good
organ essential. Murray Levine. 893 Hopkinson Ave.,
Brooklyn,
Louisiana New
1107. York. 'Phone,

ORGANIST— Featured in
finest houses for eighteen
years. At liberty due to instal ation ofVitaphone. Have
abilit}', experience, character.
Young man. Box 408, care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York.

Mrdiilaii

mm

ORGANISTS

and SING

S/flllAM

ERS, thoroughly trained an.-i
experienced in theatre work
Men and women now ready

'excess i;;* *>

for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical Colcago. lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

A collection of advertisements which illustrate the
style of exploitation which first run theatres used
to support their shotvings of William Haines in
"Excess Baggage.'' The displays reproduced
above were featured in newspaper campaigns conducted by the follotving theatres: B. F. Keith's,
Grand Rapids; Loeiv's Palace, Indianapolis; Allen,
Cleveland; Michigan, Detroit; Loew's Dayton, and
the Rits, Tulsa, Okla.

Manager, thoroughly erperienced small town or
neighborhood. Single, reliate. South preferred but not
^sential. Knows pictures,
writes copy. Best references.
Box 386, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.

thoroughly familiar with motion picture exhibitors end,
seeks connections. Past seven
years with one the largest circuits in New York. New York
City preferred. Address Box
388, care Motion Picture
News, City.
729 Seventh Ave., New
York

For Sale
500-seat theatre for sale
with store room and two
apartments above theatre.
Will also lease same to reliable party. Personal rea-son
for selling. Apply Jos. N.
Brenner, 163 S. Lincobi Ave.,
Lebanon, Pa.
500 Upholstered Theatre
Chairs, spring seat, panel
back, perfect condition ; 660
re-uphoLstei-ed theatre chairs,
fully upholstered back, like
new, .$3.00 each ; 6 Kliegl spotlights, rebuilt like new, 100ampere rheostats, $65.00 each.
Also all makes of new and rebuilt projectors, reflector
lamps, screens, everything for
your theatre at bai-gain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., 729
York
City.Seventh Ave., New

For Rent
A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St, Charlet.ton-Ka.. W. Va.

AKELEY;
BELLHOWELL
(professional ).
Rent anywhere. AVood, 124
Market St.. Indianapolis.
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COMPLETE

Picture
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RELEASE CHART |

Productions
are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are com.ing.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned^ are listed in
^^Coming Attractions"
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
BRAY
Title
Bare Co-Ed, The
Barnyard Rivals
.
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
Coliege Cuckoo
Cutting Uo

Daze of 49

Duke's Dirty Doings. .
Figures Do Lie . .
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick in HollywoodHts Wild Oat
Kids. Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies .
Lost Whirl, The ..
Lost In the Lurch. . .
Lot
Boloney, A,
Mr. o'Pooh
tiaughty Nurse
Pikers The
Smackem Alley - , ,
Wrid Waves

PRODUCTIONS

Title

Rel. Date 1 Length
Reviewed
star
MurdDck-Cavatier-Uncaster. ....Nov. 20. .2 reels . . Jan. 7
reels...
.
Dec. 20 . 22 reels
W. Lant2-M. Sha«-T. Ward.
Mar. 17
McDougall Kids
April
Jan. 10
10
2 reels
. June
1
2 reels.
McDougall Kids ■
Murdock-Cavaller
2 reels .
Feb. 10
Mar. 17
MrDougall Kids
2 reels . . .
Jan.
1
Feb. 4
J. Cooper-L. Carver
Feb. 1
2 reels...
Mar. 17
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
2
reels
April t . .
Bathing Girls
Mar. 10 .
McDougall Kids
22 reels
reels
June 20
2 reels
May
1
Murdock-Cavaller
. 2 reels . .
July 10
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
2 reels
May 10
Aug. 1
2 reels .
July
1
Irving-Cooper
2 reels ..
Mar. 1
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
June 10
2 reels
Mar. 17
McDougall Kids
2 reels
, Dec. 10
McDougall Kids
Jan.
7
2 reels ,
Jack Cooper
April 20
2
reels
McDougall Kids
Aug.
10
Mar. 20
2 reels
Feb. 20 . 2 reels

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After the Storm
Beware
Blondes
Broadwayof Daddies.
By Whose Hand?..
College Hero. The.
Court-Martial ...
Dawn
Desert Bride. The
Driftwood
Fashion Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten Women
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol, The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Opening Night. The
Raider Emden. The
flansom
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Alley
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady, The
Siren. The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age, The
sses
Ki
Stage Certain
That
Thing
Tigress, The
Virgin Lips
Warning, The
Way of the Strong, The
Wife's Relations, The .Woman's Way. A

Star
Rel.
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney April
Revier-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lease
April
Cortez-Gilbert
SepL
Agnew-Lease-Garon
Oct
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Special Cast
Compson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Oct.
Windsor-Howes
Dec
Ford-Reynolds-Rand
May
Tearie- Sebastian
Sept.
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwick-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent . May
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
Wlrdsor-Bowers
Nov.
Special Cast
Witson-Bums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Mason-Arlen
SepL
Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck..July
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug.
Revier-T. Moore
Dec
Mason-Collier-Waiker Feb.
Bennett- Herbert- Nye
Mw.
Harian-ChadwIck
Nov.
.■-.-- -n.---.- .-.Graves-Dana
Jan.
Holl-Revier
Oct
Borden-Boles
July
Holt-Rev)er
Nov.
Day-Livingston-Von Eltz
June
. Mason-Glass
Jan.
LIvlngston-Jaxter
Feb.

Coming
Title
Apache. The
College Coquette .
.
Loop Wolfs Daughter, The
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The...
Sinners' Pnfa'lP
Streets of Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Submarine
Younger Generation, The

Date
17

Length
5459 feet
RevlewfHi
, Sept 15
, 5649 feet ,
5537 feet..
feet
5432

2
2.
1.
21 .
25.
26.
19
13.
18.

Sept 157
Jan.
Dec
9

5628
. 6014
.7500
.5528

feet..
feet..
feet-.
feet..

.5513
.5592
..5845
5471
.5925
.5540
. 5544
,5524

feet .
feet .
feet..
June 21
23
Jan.
feet
feet.. .May
5
feet,
feet
Sept. 8
feet..
Mar. 17

5584
, 5725
5892
6401
.6443
. 5996
5611
..5464
. .5435
, 6047
.5357
.6048
.5791
5752
, 5508
. 5472

feet - Sept 15
feet .
reet..
feet ,
feet
feet
June
June 23
23
feet,
feet.. .June 2
feet. .
Mar. 10
feet.,
feet.. .Mar.
'.April 28
17
feet,, , Sept 22
7
(eet . Jan.
feet .
feet,,
feet

.Sept 15

Attractions

Star
Don Alvarado
, M. Day-Forbes
Ben Lytetl
Logan-von-Eltz
Falrbabks, Jr.-Ralston
Revier-Varconi . .
, Keith-ValH
D el an ey- Borden
Holt-Revter-Graves
J ean H ersholt

Length

Reviewed

8192foBt

.

EDUCATIONAL
Title
All Bear
.
All in Fun
All Set
Always a Gentleman
America's Pride . ..
At It Again
Between Jobs
Blazing Away .
Blondes Beware
BulWers ot Bridges
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea. The
Call Your Shots

Star
Rel, Date
Curiosities
April 29...
, Jerry Mandy
Oct 21...
. , Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
Jan. 15...
Lloyd Hamilton
Feb. 5...
Our World Today
Oct
7, .
Monty Collins.. ,
May 13.
Mar. 18
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
April 22
Jnhnny Arthur
July 15
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Feb. 26
Stone-Riilh
,,, Nov. 18
Hope Hampton
Jan.
1
Al St John
Sept 15

ChlllyDays
Circus Blues

"Btg
Boy"Devore
,
Dorothy

Feb. 25
19
Mar.

Come to Papa
Companionate Service
,
Conquering the Colorado

"BigBoy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge

Oct
Oct
July

* Means synchronized score,

14
7,
8,.

j Means soand effects.

Length
Reviewed
1 reel . . .
, , Oct 21
27
.1 reel. , , ...April
1 reel . . ,
Feb. 4
2 reels . . .
Feb. 18
Oct 6
1 reel . .
2 reels . .
2 reels . . , April 28
2 reels
June 237
April
2 reels
Mar 10
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Dec 31
. Sept 29
2 reels
Feb. 18
reels
2 reels.
Mar. 17
2 reels. . . .. Oct 13
, Oct. 6
2 reels
.
July 14
1 reel

Star

Cook. Papa, Cook
Murdock-Hutton
Count Me Out
Barney Helium
Crown Me
Wallace Luplno
Cutle
Dorothy Devore
Dog Days— Sun and Rain
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Dummies
Larry Semon
Fall to
MontyColIIns
Fandango
Luplno Lane
Fell* the Cat tn Arab antics
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Astronomeowa
"Sullivan Cartoon".
Felix the Cat in Com leal amities
"Sullivan Cartoon"
FpIIx the Cat In Draqgln" the Dragon
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Esklmotlve
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Futuritzy .
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In tn-and-Out-Laws
"SulHvan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Japanlcky
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles. . . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In Ohm Sweet Ohm
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In Outdoor Indore
Felix the Cat In Poily-tlcs
""Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix in Sure-Locked Homes ,
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In the Oily Bird.
Felix lii the Smoke Scream
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feline Frolics— Tonquin Valley
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist . Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fisticuffs
Lupino Lane
Girlies Behave
Jerry Drew
Gloom Chaser. The
"Big Boy"
Glorious Adventure
Hodge-Podge
Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
Green-Eyed Love
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
Hard Work
Wallace Luplno
Hay Wire
Stone-Dale
Hectic Days
Luplno Lane
He Tried to Please
Coilins-Hutton
High Strung
Jerry Drew
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
His Maiden Voyage
George Davis
Hold That Monkey
Monty.Collins
Homemade Man, A
Lloyd Hamilton
Hop Off
Charley Bowers
HotLuck
"BigBoy"
How to Please the Public
Hodge Podge
Indiscreet Pete
Jerry Drew
Just Dandy
Jerry Drew
Just For Art
Curiosities
Kid
Hayseed
Kitchen
Talent
I_adies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Listen Sister
Lost Laugh. The
Love's Springtime
Lucky Duck. The
Making Whoopie
Mother Birds
Mysterious Night, A
Navy Beans
Never
Too Late
New York's Sweetheart
Nicknames
No Fare
Oh Mama
OR Balance
On the Move
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Peep Show. The
Penny Postals
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Polar Perils
Pretty Baby
Quiet Worker. The
Racing Mad
Rah Rah Ratil
Recollections of a Rover
Roaming Romeo
Rubbernecking
Running Ragged
Sailer Boy
Say Ah-h
Simple Sap, A
Sky Ranger, The
Skywayman. The
Slippery Head
Sprtng Has Came
Stage Frights
Star Shots
Sword Points
There It Is
Thoughts While Fishing
Three Tough Onions
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wandering Toy. The. .
Wedded Blisters..
Wedding Slips . .
Whoozlt
Who's Lyln7
Wife Trouble . . .

t

"Big Boy"
George
Davis ,
Jerry Drew
Davls-ColHns
Lloyd Hamilton
Luplno Lane
Wallace Luplno
Hope Hampton
Billy Dale
Goodwin-Bradley
Curiosities
Monty Collins
"Big Boy",
Wallace
Luplno
Curtosltles
Hodge-Podge
"Big Boy '
Miller-Hutton
Monty Collins
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-Podge
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Hodge-Podge
Curiosities
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Monty Collins
Monty Collins
Jerry Drew
Al St John
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Curiosities
Lewis Sargent
Monty Collins
Chartey Bowers
Larry Semon
Reed Howes
Reed H awes
Johnny Arthur
Monty Collins
George Davis
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Chartoy Bowers
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Monty
Collins"""
""■
Our World Today
Collins-McCoy
Johnny Arthur
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Monty Collins
Chartey Bowers
Davis-Collins
Robert Graves

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

=
^
H
M
M

Length
Reviewed
Date
. .1 reel
Sept 16
9...
Mar. 3
11 .. ,1re^
May 28
3 ,. . 1 reel
Feb. 18
15... ,2 reels
-1 reel
Feb. 25
29 . . , 2 reels
Dec 23
1. . . ,1 reel
Dec 23
1 .,
reels
April 14
6 . . . .12 reel
June 2
Aug. 18
13... ,1 reel
8. . . -1 reel
AprtI 21
1. . .
Feb.- 28
25
reel
May
22 , ,11 reel
29. . . ..1 reel
July 21
24. . . 1 reel
June 23
27 , .
. 1 reel
Mar. 31
4 . . . . 1 reel
Sept 22
22. , . .1 reel
Mar. 17
19
.1 reel
June 30
10.
.1 reel
April 14
Mar. 18. . 1 reel
May
5
April 15
1 reel
Sept 29
. , , Aug. 5. ,
Mar. 10
Feb. 5 . .1 reel
.1 reel
Feb. 18
Jan.
8, .
Mar. 10
Mar. 25. . .11 reel
reel
Aug. 4
Aug. 19 , 2 reels. Oct 27
Oct. 28 ,
2
reels
Seit
8
Sept 9
.2 reels
June 2
Oct 27
June 24., , 1 reel
Oct. 14
2 reels
. .July 28
Aug. 12 ,
.1 reel
Mar. 24
April 8 . 1 reel
14
July 29 , 1 reel , July
Oct 27
.2
reels
May 28
Nov. 4 ,
June 17 . 1 reel
, . July 14
Aug. 12 .
Feb. 4
Jan. 29 . .2reels
. 1 reel
Mar. 31
April 22.. .2reels
Fetv 16
Feb. 26. . ,2 reels
Oct 27
Nov. 11. . 2reels
June 9
June 17, .
2
reels
June 23
Julv
1 . 2 reels
Sept 29
Sept 2 . ,1 reel
Mar. 17
Mar. 11..
,2
reels
Mar.
10
Mar. 11 , .
2 reels
Aug. 11
Aug. 19 , .1 reel
June 2
May 27.. 2 reels
Aug. 4
Aug.
5 . .2reels
Mar. 31
April 15..
,2 reels
June 30
July
8, . 2 reels
July 14
July 29 . , .2 reels
July
14
July 22..
Mar. 24
Mar. 25.. . 21 reels
reel
June 23
July 15. .
.2roeIs
Mar. 17
SeptIS
Feb. 12. . .1 reel
Oct
7..
.2reels
Oct. 13
Oct 28, . .1 reel
Feb. 18
Mar. 4 , .
. 1 reel
Fel>. 4
Feb. 12. .
.2 reels
May 12
May 27,.
AprtI 26
May
6. . .1 reel
.1 reel
Feb. 11
Jan.
1.. Ireel
AprtI 21
April 8..
.2 reels
Mar. 24
April 8. . .1 reel
June 23
July
1.
April 14
April 22. . .1
.1 reel
reel
Sept 9.. , 1 reel
Nov. 18. , . 1 reel
May
G
May 20 . . .1 reel
Aug. 18
Aug. 12,. .1 reel
Mar. 17
April 1, . 1 reel
. June 23
June 10
Sept S . ,2 reels
2 reels
Sept 15
Sept. 30. . Ireel
Feb. 18
Oct
6
Feb. 26 . . .2 reels
Nov. 4. . 2 reels
Jan. 28
May 26
Jan.
June 3
2r
Jan. 8 ...Ireel
F^.
4
July 29 ...2reel8
July 21
FoIl 5
1 reel
Feb, 4
Jan. 29
1 reel
FetL 4
June 17
1 reel
June 9
Feb. 19
2 reels
Feb. 18
Feb. 12
2 reels
Fob. 26
Sept 23. .. 2 reels
Oct
6
Nov. 18. . . 2 reels
AprI' 29
2 reels
AprtI 21
Mar. 25
1 reel
Mar. 17
Oct 21 — 2 reels
Oct
6
Feb. 5 — 1 reel
.Feb. 4
Feb. 12
2 reels
Dec 31
Jan.
1 — 2 reels
Jan.
7
June 17.. . 1 reel
June 9
May
20,..,
1
reel
May
12
"Sept ""2
.11 reel
Aug.
reel
Sept 294
Rel.

Sept
Mar
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
Julv
April
Jan.
April
June
May
Mar.
July
Feb.
June

Aug.
Mar.
May
Aug.
Jan.
April
June
Sept

26..
4.,
6 .
26. .
1. .
1. ,
10 .
23.

.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
,2 reels
1 reel

A, T. after title means AQ TMie,

Mar.
May
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.
May
Sept

10
26
4
11
17
26
8

November

3 , 19 2S

Title
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouda
You'll Be Sorry

EXCELLENT
TIfle
BackloUberty
Bit of Heaven, A
Bowery CInderGlla, A
Broadway Madness
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic. Inc
Stronger Win. The
Women Who Oar*

Gilded Love
Ufe'8 Crossroada

Rer. Date
Length
Reviewed
Jan. 22
. 2 reels . , , Feb.
4
July 15
1 reel, . ..June30
May 20
2reel«
. May 19

PICTURES

FEATURES

Star
Walsh-Hall
Lee- Washburn
, O'Malley-Hulette
De La Mott&-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschi-Blythe
Hutette-Rankln-Lease
Befford-Mlller
WIndsor-Keefe
Lease-Harris
Marmonl-CarewB
Chadwick-Delaney

Coming
Title

(S. R.)
Rel. Date
Length
Nov. 15... 5980 feet.
7000 leet
May 15
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

1
1.
10.
15,
15
27.
20.
31
20
31.

6900 feet... Nov. 25
.6300 leet... Oct. 14
-6759 feet
, , 6700 feet
.6400 feet.
. 6000 feel
.. .6400 feet
. 4700feet
. 6600 feet
. ..6520 feet.

.
.
.
.

Attractions
Length

Star

Reviewed

Hulctte-Hamllton

F B O

Battling Bucioroo. The

Star
Lynn-Luden
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sheridan
Bum Barton

Tyler-Clair

Beyond
London's
Lights
Boy
Rider,
The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of tlie Gauchos
Cherol<oe Kid, The
Chicago After r^idnlght
*tSCircus Kid. The
Clancy's
Kosher Wedding
Coney island

Shumway-EllloU
Buzz
Barton
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X.Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnc«
Darro-Costeiio-Brown
Sidney-Lease-Lynn
Wllson-Mendez

Mar.
Oct
April
Aug.
Sept.
Oct
Mar.
Oct.
SepL
Jan.

Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead iVIan's Curve
Desert Pirate. The

Lewis-Hlli-Neison
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks. Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson

Devil's
Trade Mark, The
Dog
Justice
OoflLaw
Onnln' Sands
Fa 'I « of the Wild
Fighting Redhead. The
Flying U Ranch, The
Freckles
Gingham Girl. The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hettj
•t5Hit of the Show, The
Hook and Ladder No. 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Uw of Fear. The
Legionnaires in Paris
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Little Mickey Grogan
Utile Yellow House. The
Loves of Ricardo, The
Man In the Rough. The
Mojave Kid. The
•tJPerf ect Crime. The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's
Shouldera
Shanghaied

Bennett-Mong-Oouglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Steeie
Ranger-Kitchen
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Whson-Arthur
KIngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
Brown-Astor-Oimstead
Eiiis-Keefe-Hearn
Stevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Valll-Caidwell
Ranger-Reid-Nelson
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steeie
Buzz Barton
Darro-Raiston-Nye
Sleeoer-Caidweil
George Beban
Steeie-KIng
Steele-Gllmore
Rich-Brook-McConnell
Tyler-Thompson-Darro
Barton-Trevnr-Lee
Grange-Raiston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller-Byer
Bob Steeie
Love-Forrest
Wllson-Hackathome
Mlller-lnce

May 11 . . 5621
Aug. 26,
5511
Jan. 15 . .4754
Dec. 25. .
,5984
April 10.
7... ,5043
June

Singapore Mutiny. The
Skinner's Big Idea
Slingshot Kid, The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swlrt Shadow. The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage, The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Sept
Jan.
Feb.
July
Sept
Mar.
Oct
Nov.
Feb.
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
April
Jan.
Oct
Mar.
Dec
May
June
May
Sept
Aug.
.April
April
Sept
Oct
April
Feb.
July
Oct
Oct

Ince-Tayior
Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor
Barton-Morgan-Rlce
Tom Mix..
. .
Mlller-Shumway-Brooks
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog)
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

SHORT

Oct
April
Dec
Oct
Dec
Sept
Dec
Aug.
June
July
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

Star
Al Cooke
Carr-Alexander-Rose
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
AlCooke
Karr- Ross-Alexander
AlCooke
Novelty

Rel.
April
.April
..Feb.
June

Curiosities, Ne. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio. The
Heavy Infants
Horsefeathers

Reviewed
Reviewed
Nov. 11
..Mar. 24

4789 feet .
.4693 feet.

18
23
25
Feb ^n
5583 feet ' ' <ioni
dAi^RfAni
1
dBMi.M
■
26
5487 feet
16.
30 . .4837 feel... Mar. 3
4 . .6249feet ...Mar. 17
6085 feet
. Sept 22
7..
5701 feet
Aug.26'27
17
feet ...Feb.
26
13. .. .6390

6291 leet

2..
1. .
5. .
1
t. .
21 . .
2. .
23 .
12. .
23 .
13 .
18. .
16..
6. .
8, .
31 . .
21 . .
11..
27. .
28. .
17. .
20..
25. .
19
22. .
29. .
1..
9 .
15 .
18. .
15
14.
19. ..

feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet

Dec 23

Novelty
Duncan-Hill
HIII-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Barney Helium

Oct
Sept
Sept
, ., Mar.
June
..Sept

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babtas
Mickey's Battles

Vaushn-Cook
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

f Meau

Mickey Yule..
Mickey Yule. ,
Mickey Yule.
■- . Mickey Yule. .
Mickey Yule. .
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr-Ross- Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexandor
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr- Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Date
30
9..
6
25 .

Oct 10.

.

24
18 ,
16
12
II
9

AU0. 14
Au^
7
Sent 30.

tound eifecU.

Ragle's Taiona,
Frockied
Rascal. The
The
Fury of the Wild
'tSGangWar
Gun Law
HardOoiled
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw. The
Love in the Desert
One Man Dog, The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Tom Tyler
Buzz
Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Plckford
Tom Tyler
O'Neii-Reed-Tashman ,
Steeie-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Fairbanks. Jr.
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

.M. Day-0. Moore-Lease
Conkiin-Sleeoer-Trevor
Ranger
(Dog)
Tom Tyler
Loatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
Feb. 18

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reel
,1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

. 2 reels .
. 2 reels. .
§ MeoM

Sept 29
Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29
Oct 20

Reviewed

Sept^

2 reels

2reels
,2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reel
reels
22 reels

July
May
Oct
OcL
April
OcL
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
OcL
.Jan.
July
Oct
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
Oct
Oct
Sept

.Feb.

2 reels

Feb. 18

.2 reels
2 reels

Feb. 11
July 28

,2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reel

2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

6.,

Length

Revlnre*

3.,

.Mar. 31..
.Nov.
4..
.Nov. IS..
Nov. 18....
6337 feet.
.Mar.
3.
Dec 16
Nov. II
Mar. 3
Nov. 26

Dec. 23
Nov.
Nov.

4
4

Oct 20

Dec. 2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jaik 13
Nov. 25
; . Feb. 10

Buzz Barton

SepL 18

DIVISION (S. R.)
Star
Kelth-Hughes-H. Costello
^ye-Welis-Rae..
Garon-Keith
Keily-Kelton- Wells. .
Landis-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak. .
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Short-Robarda
Data Motte-Bowen
James-Weils
Compson-Garvn

FIRST
Title

8...
2... .2 reels
2... 2 reels

Jan.

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

FIRST

Length
2 reels
22 reels
reels

Attraction*

Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno..
Bob Steeie
Anna Q. Niisson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Vaiii-Caidwell-Dun.. .
Tom Mix
.Tom Mix

.5999 feel

.Feb.
.June
Rel.
. . Sept.
Mar.
.April

Star
,Jan.

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond. The
*tSSiockade
City of Shadows. The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drifter. The
Drums of Araby

.4770 feet. .
Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners In Love
Jan. 14
.4604 feet
4758.„,..,
feet,.
•i§Stepping High
...j'-afaat
Stolen Love
«i5i feet
I.S. ■ ■ i.n " in
•tSTax1 13
6131
^^^^^^
.6301 feet. ..Jan. 28
.7045 leet, .Nov. 25
Trail of the Horse Thieve*. The
Trooic Madness
,51 46 feel July
, Dec
30
29 '27
Tyrant of Red Gulch
6337 feel , , Aug. 4
Vagabond
Cub, The
5240 feet
Dec 16
Voice of the Storm
,5605 feet , Nov. 11
Young Whirlwind, The
,5186 feet, , Nov. 4
.6481 teet
4769 feet .Mar. 10
.5893 feet.
Aug. 19'27
Title
.4801 feel
6515 feet
Mar
3
Comrades
,6429 feet, . April 21
Death
Valley
'
D
ec 23
.5181 feet.
Devil's Cage, The
.4785 feet.
Fagasa
.4924 leel
Flnnegan'a Ball
. 6331 feet
Aug. 11
Free Lips
,4781 feel Aug.12'27
Feb. 11
Masked Angel, The
,4864 feet
Merry Wives of New York
,6992 feet
Jan.
7
Dec 16
Polly of the Movlee
4977 feet
Ragtime
6419 feet
Souls
Aflame
,4729 feet
Temptations of a Shop Girl
.6059 feet

Oct
13
7. . .5812 feet
..5967 feet ...Mar. 17
24 . .4488 feel Aug.26'27
4. .
1 .6037 feet . . Sept 29
Feb. 18
10 . .6368
5493 feel,
feet
9
Dee. 23
11.. ..489?leel.
..4884
feel.
19.
24, ..4793 feel.
8. ..4758 feel.
16. . . .6339 feel.
26. ..4696 feel,
Dec 30
22., .4805 feet

April 2
May 14.
June tl
Sept 26 .

Novelty

* Meatm ayttcknmized score,

Length
6034 leet
.6888 feet

SUBJECTS

Title
After the Squall
AH Alike
All Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People?
ei9 Berthas
ComeMeaJ
Curiosities No. 1

Curiosities, No. 2

Mickey's in Love
Mickey fn School
Mickey's Little Eva
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
Mickey's Parade
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey the Delective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Hearee
Okmnx .
Oul Oui Heidelberg
Panting Papas
Rah I. Rahl Rexle
Restless Bachelors
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fellows
Social Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hals
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares *Em

Star

Coming
Rel. Date
Dec
May 13. .
Oct.
7..
Nov. 20. .
Aug. 12. .

Aflame In the Sky
Alei the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandit's Son. The
Bantam Cowboy. The

Title

Title

FEATURES
Title

1409

Date
4 ...

Star
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Charley Bowers

Rel.

Date

Reviewed

NATIONAL

FEATURES

Rel.

Dale

American Beauty
•tSBarker. The
Big Noise. The
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight.
Butter and Egg Man, The.
Camllle
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser. The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Comoanlonate Marriage
•Crash. The
Crystal Cup, The..
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick. The
Flying Romeos
French Dressing
Glorious Trail. The
•tGood-Bye Kiss, The
Gorilla, The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest. The
HeadMan.The
Heart of a Follies Girl
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Her Wild Oat
Home Made

Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-MackaJII
Conklin-Hardy-Whlte
Tatmadge-Atvarado
Sllls-Kenyon
Mulhall-Nlssen
Tatmadge-Roland
Maynard-Faire
Langdon-McConnell
HInes-Lorralne
Maynard-McConnell
Bronson -Francis- Walling
SIHs-Todd
Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barth el mess- Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner- Brook- Wilson
Maynard-McConnell
Ellers-Burke-Kemp
Murray-Oay-Kelsey
Maynard-Faire
Moor&.Lowe
Uke-Balan-White
Sllls-Kenyon
Murray- Kent- Young
Dove-KenI
Astor-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moore-Kent
Hines-Daw

Star

Oct
Sept.
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
Sept
Sept
April
Feb.
April
July
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept
Feb.
Jan.
Oct
July
Nov.
Nov.
June
April
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
Doc.
Nov.

9...
30
.
25...
23. . .
11...
2. . .
4 . ,
22. . .
12, . .
15. ..
1 .,
21 . .
7 ..
16 . .
14 ,
25. . .
26. . .
15. . .
28 ..
8 . .
13. . .
6, . .
24
29 . .
27. . .
8 ..
18 ..
^ ,..
12 . .
25 . . .
20.. .

Udles' Night In Turkish Bath
LadyBeGood

Mackaill-Mulhall
Mackalll-Mulhall

April
May

voice (iaclading dialogue and mcidenial songs).

Length

1... 5400 leet. ..Mar. 10
Jan.
..5960 feel. ..Aug. 12
..-June
May 2015 ..5800 feet
Sept
. 5700feet
.6200 feet... Dae.
Sept 194 .5700 feet
.Aug.
..6000 feet
June29
Jon.
.6900 feet
Oct 15
.6700 feet ...SepL 8
Sept 1_ .-6200 feet
July
.6700 feet
Nov.

Length

Reviewed

6333 feet
7137 feet,
7402 feel.

..Oct 21
.July
7
. . May 12

6042 feet.
6500 feel. ..Dec. 16
. .April 28
6467 feet
8692 feet
8730 feet.
May 19
5744 leet.
6365
feet ..April 21
seonfeet
May 6. '27
6227 feel
62251001
6386 feel
6037 feel.
6802 feel.
6172 feet

..Nov. 25
..Sept 30

6344 feel.
5886 feet

April 147
'.July'
feel.
..Dec
2
leel.
leet. ..Mar. 10
feel,
feet
feet ..'Mar.'l7
feel,
feel,
feet
May
Sept 26
10
Feb.
11
6118 feet.
6524 feet.
6592 feet

7133
6288
7 100
7541
7426
6502
5957
6071
5400

1 . . . .6608 feet
6 ..

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

June 142
April

Motion

1410
Reviewed
Re>.

Title
Star
Ltfe of RUev. trie
Sidney-Murray,
t §Ulflc Time
Moor&-Cooper
Uttle Stiepherd of Kingdom Come., .Barthelmess-O'Oay...
Love Mart. The
Dove-Roland
Mad Hour. The
O'Neill-Kent
Man Crazy
Mackaill-Mulhall
tNlght Watch, The
Dove-Reed
Noose. The
Barth el mess- Joyce
No Place to Go
Astor-Hughes
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
Out of the Ruins . . .^
Barthelmess- Nixon
Patent Leather KM, The
Barthelmess-uLay
Private Life o( Helen of Troy
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Red Raiders, The
Maynard-Drew
Rose of the Golden West
Astor-Roland
Sailors' Wives
Aslor-Hughes
Shepherd of the Hllia
Francfs-O'Day
tShow Girl
Whlte-Delaney
Smile. Brother. Smile
Mackaiil-Muihall
Strange Case of Capt. Ramper
German Cast
Texas Steer. A
.-. Rogers-Fazenda
Three-Ring Marriage
Astor-Hughes
Upland Rider. The
Maynard-Dougias
Valley of the Giants
Sliis-Kenyon
Vamping Venus
Murray -Todd-Fazenda
Wagon Show. The
Maynard-Falre
*tWaterfrnnt
Mackaril-Mulhali
Wheel of Chance
Bartheimess-Basguette
*tWhip. The
Macl(ailI-Nils.son-ForDe3
Whip Woman, The
— Taylor-Moreno
Wright idea. The
Hines-Lorraino
Yellow Lily. The
Dove-Brnok

Coming
Title
*tAdoration
Chevenne
.
.. .
nSChildren of the RItz
Comedy of Life The
•tSDivine Lady
*tHaunted House, The
nSHotStuff
•t§Man of the Moment The
tOutcast
Phantom City. The
•Ritzy Rosie
*t5 Saturday's Children
•jScariet Seas
*t§Seven Footprints to Satan
•t§Squali, The
nSSIranded in Paradise
•tS^vnthetic Sin
Ware Case. The
•t§Weary River
Welis-Fargo Express The

Length

Nov.

Reviewed

4..

,
,
...
..
Nov. 25..
,

FILMS

FEATURES
Title
•jAIr Circus, The
Arizona Wildcat The
Black Jack
Blood Will TeH
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side. West Side
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Fazll
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat, The
G irl In Every Port A
Giri-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound
Horsemen ofthePlalna
Joy Girl. The
Ladles Must Dresa
Love Hungry
Loves ol Carmen
*tJMaking the Grade
Me, Gangster
"Mother Machroe
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post. The
Paiamas
Plastered in Paris
Play Girl. The
Publicity Madness •Red Dance. The
River Pirate. The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-l»3ue>
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
Sliver Valley
Soft Living
Square Crooks
• t {Street AngH. The
•Sunrise
Thief In the Dark, The
Two Girls Wanted.
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Rnmanse
Win Ihal Girl
Wizard. The
Wolf Fange
Woroanwite

"Ham

Star

Rel.

CarroI-Lake-RoWna
Mix-Sobaetlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterling-Carroll-Stone
Barden-Moreno
Rex Bell
Mix-Joyce
Moran-Hamllton
Lowe-Aster
Gran-Astor- Moore
O'Brien-Vaill
Valll-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Farreii-Nissen-Busch
,
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hail-Bushman
Del Rlo-Pldgeon
Cohen-McNamara
McLagl en- Armstrong
Rex Bell
McLagI en-Colly ON Kent
Mix-Lincoln
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
MIx-Blane
Borden- Hamilton
Valll-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del Rlo-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe..
Coliyer-Terry
Bennett-McLaolen
Stuart-Phlpps. Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
Dei RIo-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown
_ - Moran-Lowe..
Dei Rio-Farrell-Revler
McLaglen-Moran
Barrymore-Alba
Gaynor-Farrell
John Gilbert
O'Brlen-Moran
Bellamy-Hall
Mlx-Dwan
Bellamy-Brown
Brown-Armstrong-Dwan
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Meekef-Hiil-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Mar|orle Beebe
Madge Bellamy
Cohen-McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Roll ens- Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder- Morton- Lincoln
Russell- Colly er-Pldgeon

$ynchroiriztJ tcort.

Date

Length

Sept 30... 7702 feet.
Nov. 20 .4665 feet.
Sept 25. , .4777 feet
Nov. 13. ,4556 feet.
.4612feet..
Jan.
8.
June 17. . 641 7 feet.
.5430 feet..
Dec 25.
July 15. .4293 feet
.4987 feet..
Jan. 15.
5708 feet.
June 3. , .6566
feet..
Mar. Id.
Oct 14.
.8154 feet.
Oct
9. .6109 feet..
April 29
July 8.
. SeptlO, . 7217feet,,
June 24. . .4939feAt
941 2 feet.
Sept 2
5038 feet..
Jan. 1.
5524 feet.,
Sept 25
-5500 feet..
Feb. 26.
Aug. 12. , 4404 feet
.651 8 feet-.
May 13 . , 4618 feet May 13.
Oct 16. , .6498 teet. , 61 88 feet.,
May
6. , 4397 feet .
Mar. 11.
.6162fe6t-Sept 18.
-5599 feet..
Nov. 20
April 8, .5792 feet,.
Sept 4 . -8538 feet..
Oct
~
Oct
8. ,
Oct 22

.

Reviewed
. . Sept 8
. . Mar
Mar. 243
Mar. 3
Jan. 14
June 23
July 21
Jan 21
June 9
.Mar. 17
Nov.

4

May 12
.-June
. Sept 98
- Feb. 18
Jan.
Sept 14
23
, Mar. 3
May
. - May
.Nov.
, May
. Mar.
.Dec
Sept

19
19
11
26
24
23
23

April
Oct 217

6663 feet.
Mar. 17
6679 feet .
June 16
, May 27. . 5034 feet
Aug. 5 . 1
5071 feet
. June 10.
June
1
Aug 23
4S52 feet
July 231.,.
Dec
2
Oct
5876 feet
feet
Sept 23 - . 5641
Sept 29
5200 feet . .April
28
April 22..
5893 feet
feet.
Oct 2,. 9250
June 30
-Feb.
11
Dec
2 .
feet
Aug. 26 . 6937
Sept 22
4991 feet
July 15
Aug. 4
OcL 30.
..5467
8500 feet
feet JunelO. '27
Nov. 27. .
.5573 feet..,. Jan. 28
Jan. 15
,5446
feet
Dec 18..
- Oct 14
Oct
2, . .5011feet
.5629 feet. . Mar. 3
Feb. 5. 31
Mar. 4. - .6397
9221 feet
feet , Mar.
July 28
Aug. 19 - 8729 feet
Nov. 4
Oct 14
5937 feet-,
May 20 , .6293 feet..
May 267
Oct
Sept 11. .
Oct 29 . 5620 feet,
Dec Ifi
Nov. 6
-5112 feet.
Mar. 25 . 4921 feet
April 14
June 10 , 5337 feet
Sept 16 - 5629reet,.
Dec. 11-.
Dec 16
5331
feet
Nov. 27 . , 5050 feet
Jan.
8 .
Mar. 10

t iHnnu Minill e0tcU.

Title
America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband, A
Daisies Won't Veil
Desert Blooms, The
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows. The
Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Her Mother's Sack
His Favorite Wife
Hold Your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack anfl Jilted
Jungles jf the Amazon
Kiss Do-:tor. The
Knight of Daze, A
Lady Linn
Lords of the Back Fence
"-"'V is
Andes.
Love
BlondeThe
Low Necker. The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Knew
On a Snuth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail, The.
Ship Ahoy 1
Snowbound
Sganlsli Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest AlsJes
Too Many Cookies
Vintage. The

Title

w. 11.

StHs-Mackaill..
Colleen Moore
Special Cast
Richard Barthelmess
Ken Maynard

SHORT

Length

Attractions

Star
Biliie Dove
,
Maynard-McCnnnell. . ,
Mackaiil-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
GriffitH-Varconl
Kent-Todd
AliceWhite
Biliie Dove
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gilbert
White-Muihaii
Corinne Griffith
Barthelmess-Compson

FOX

Date

Mar. 24
Sept. 18... .6720Teet
Sept.
16
Nov. 8
8967 feet
May 19
April 8
7700 reel..
,.Dec 18. .. .7388 feet. .
Mar. 4. , ,6625 feel. . .Dec
April 30
21
Nov. 27. .. .5542 feet. .
OcL 13
SepL 9, ...6612 feet
Jan. 29 . , 7129feet . Jan. 7
Oct 30 . . 6431 feet. . .Mar. 17
Aug. 26 . 6100 feet
Seot 1
Aug. 19
6100 feet . .Aug. 25
Jan.
11414
feet. Aug.Dec
26, '27
.7694 feet
23
Jan.
feet
Dec 9
Sept 4, . 6210
6477 feet
Oct.
Oct
2. . .5485 feet
Mar. 1C7
.Feb. 25
Jan. 22. . .81 88 feel
Jan.
1 , 61 33 feet.
Sepl.23..
.Sept 9
,6548
feet.
Sept. 11 . . .7534 feet ..June
9
July 29..
7419 feet
Nov. 18
Dec
4 .
5834
feet.
June 10. .
!May 19
June 3. . 5731 feet
Dec II.. 6021 teet
May 13 , 6336 feet- . .'.June 2
feet..
Feb. 19 . 6212
5976 feet
Sept. 16
June 17 . 6895
eCEP feet
feet
.July 7
Sept. 30,
Sept. 22
Feb. 5. . ,5087 feet , Mar. 24
6300 feet
Sept 22
Aug. 5. . ,7187
feet
May 20 , .
May 26

Backwash
Bagoaqp Smasher. The
Blindfold
*t SCaballero's Way, The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-liyed World. The
Fatal Wedding. The
♦Four Devils. The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•tLost In the Arctic
"tSMother Knows Best
Nayoieon's Barber
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cop
Woman. The

Variety
Variety
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
....VarleW
Leon Ramon
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety

Rot.

Date

Length

April
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
May
Nov.
Jan-

Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Sluart
T. Brooks-T .Hill
P. Cunning-M. King
Variety
Brooke- Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Lincoln-Clayton-Bletcher
Variety
Varietv
Rollens-Elils
Mar|orle Beebe
Variety
Vwiety
Hallam Cooloy
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L Miller
Variety

IS.... 1 reel
8. . . 1 reel . . .
. .2reeis
5. . . 1 reel
9.
. 2 reels
24 . .2 reels
8. . .1 reel
19. .
28. .. .12 reel
reels
5. -2 reels
13 . . . .1 reel
11.
22. , .1 reel
. .2 reels
Aug. 19, .-2 reels
July 22 ..2reels
Jan. 15 . .2reel3
Jan.
1 . . .2 reels
May 27 .
Feb.
5. . .1 reel
..Jan. 29. . ,2 reels
June 10, . ,2 reels
..2reeis
Mar. 25 . -1 reel
Aug. 5. , -1 reel
Jan. 22
Feb. 26.
Dec 18. . ,..2. 21 reels
reel
reels
Nov. 25. , . . 1 reel
Sept 2.
April 8. . .2 reels
April 1.. . .Ireel
.1 reel
reel
.1
Feb. 19. . . ,1 reel
-1
reel
Aug. 19.
April 29, . , - 1 reel
Sept 30. , . .1 reel
Oct 14.. . ,1 reel
Dec 23., -2 reels
April 22. . . . 1 reel
Sept IB., .2roel3.
Mar. 11.. ,1 reel
Mar. 4. .

.Reviewed
May 26

June 23

Aug. 11
May
19
Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 2V
Mar. 24
May 26
Jan. 21
Mar. 17
May 19
Aug. 11
Jan. 14
Mar. 17'
May 26
July 2&

Attraction*
Ret

Farrell-Ouncan
Mcl_a glen-Co IIyer
O'Brierv-Moran
Baxter-O'Brien-Atba
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonaid-Gaynor-Morton
Moran-O'Brlen
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Collyer
Barrymore-Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy- Dresser
Farreil-Duncan
Rollens-Drexel
Macdonald-Drexel . ,
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight, The
Corpus ChrlstI
Diplomats. The
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
Intervtev/. The
Ladies' Man. The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get Me
Treasurer's Report, The
Family Picnic The
George Bernard Shaw
Serenade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool. The

N e w s-

SUBJECTS

Star

Coming
Star

Picture

Date

Length

Nov. 18
Dec 23

Reviewed^

'.

11700 feet. . . Oct 13
Dec 30
Dec

9
5474 feet
Aug. 18
10,100 feet. .Sept 22

Oct 28
Nov. 11
Jan. 6, '29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raauel Metier
Clarke-McCuilough
Winnie Lightner
Raymond McKee

Ret

Date

Length

Reviewed
Sept e
.Sept 8

2 reels..
2reels

Ciarke-McCullough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Done! Atwill

June 30
June 30
Sept 8
Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
TlUe
Bare Kneea
Blondes By Choice
.Cheer Leader, The
Chorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio. Thi
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
San Francisco NIghta
Turn Back the Hours
United States Smith
Title
Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade,
The
"; '
Oc From Argentine, The
•JGIrl
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Star
Cortiln-Kelth
Claire Windsor
Graves-Olmstead
Faire-Washbum
Myers-Pldgeon
Mrs. W. Reid- Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L Barrymoro
Marmont-Busch
Loy-Pidgeon
Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan

Coming

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Fob. 1... 5800 feet... Jen. 28
Oct
1 . . . 6987 feet
Nov. 1. . . eooofeet... Mar. 10
e200feet ...April 14
April 1. .. 6990
feet
Sept 1. . .
May 12
May
1
6432 feet,.
Aug. 12, . .6200 feet.
Aug. 26
6800 feet
31
Jan.
1
7000 feet, . Dec
Aog. 11
Mar. 1
6600 feat- , Aug. 11
Mar.
June
1 .6000 feet
June 17
16

Attraction*
Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

George
StarJessei,
Falrbanks-Calhoun
Carmel Meyers. . . .
Livingston-Herbert.
Falrbanks-Sedgwlcfc

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress, The
Adventurer, The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine

Star
Novarro-Crawford
Shearer- Forbes-0. Moore
McCoy -Sebastian
Glsh-Kerry
Arttiur-Dane

§ Jlf<aiu Doicc Cinclaifiiif dialogue ani incldmlal nags).

Rel.

Dale

April
April
July
Sept
Jan.

7.
28
14.
17.
21.

Review ,4

. .
.
Inly 14
,.
. .
14
8730 fi«t »l.yJw.
Z7 -27
, ei39fHI...

A. T. aller title aMoai AB TtlUt.

November

ritie

3 , 19 28

'ItiK
Star
Beau Browhiray
Cody-Prfngle
Becky
0"Ne(lJ-0. Moofe
'iBeriamy Trial, Th«
Joy-Bronson
Ben Hut
.
Novarro-McAvoy
Beyond the SlerTM
Tim McCoy
BlgClty.The
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Bid Parade. The
Gllbert-Adoree
Body and Soul
L Barrymore-Pringte-Kerry
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moraji
IBrolherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Buttons
Coogan-L. Hanaon
Cameraman. The
Keaton-Day
Cardboard Lover, The
Davles-Asther
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
Circus Rookies
Dan&-Arthur
Cossacks. The
Gilbert- Adoree,
Crowd. The
Boarri man- Murray
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs
Board man-Gray-Nagel
Divine Woman The
Garbo-Hanson
Enemy. The
GIsh-Fortes
*t Excess Baggage
Haines-Cortez
Fair Co-Ed
Divles-Brown
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
Fore«gn Devils
McCoy-Wlndsof
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Garden of Allah
Terry- Petrovlch
In Old Kentucky
H. Costello-Murray
Latest (rom Paris, The
Shearer-Forbes
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Chanoy-Voung-Aather
Law of the Range
McCoy-Crawford
London After Midnight
Chaney-M. Day-Nagal
Love
Garbo-GIIbert
Uwelom. The
O'Nelll-Kent-O'Day
Madamoiseltefrom Armentleres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Man. Woman and Sin
Gilbert- Eagles
Ma-^ks af I^p Devil
John Gilbert
Mysterious Lady, The
Garbo-Nagel
Naooleor
Special Cast
tOur Dancing Daughters
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
ratsy. The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Quality Street
Davtes-Nagel
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Road to Romance, The
Novarro-M. Day
Rose-MaHe
Crawford- Murray-Peters
Shadows in the Night
Flash-Grey-Lorralne
*tSfiow People
Davles-Haina
Skirts
Chaplln-Balfour
Smart Set. The
Halne»-Holt-A. Day
Spoilers ol the West
McCoy-Daw
SprlngFever.
Haines-Crawford
Student Prince, The
Novarro-Shearer
Tea for Three
Cody-Prlngie-O. Moore
Telling the World
Haines-Page
Thirteenth Hour. The
L. Barry more-Gadsdon
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbee
West Point
Haines-Crawford
•tWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
'hWhite Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngle
•tWoman ef Affairs. A
Gllbert-Garbo
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT
ntl«
Aening Youth.
Afncan Adventure, An
AMjb'L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
Ancient Art, An
Assorted Babies
Barnum and RInglIng, tno
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Booster, The
Boy Friend, The
Call of the Cuckoo
Came the Dawn
Children of the Sun
Cleopatra
Crazy House
Czarina's Secret. The
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Dumb Daddies
Dying Jungle

Date
Length
.Aug. PC4
Sept 29 ...6037 feet. .Review
Nov. 12 .. 6433feet..
SepL22
Oct
8. . .11693 feet Jan. 16, 26'
Sept. 15
Feb. 18. . 6838 (eel
Mar. 31
Sept 10. . .11519 feet Nov. 28 '28
Oct.
1, ,. 5902 feet
Nov. 25
Mar. 17. ...6344 feet
June 2
Oct 12
Dee. 24 — 6050 (eet — Mar. 31
Sept. 29
Sept. 15
7108 feet
Aug. 25
Sept 8
5679 feet
Junel e
. May 19
May 19
Mar. 31
&6d1
June 30
8601 feet.
feet
June 23
8538 feet.
Mar. 3.
Feb. 25
5838 feet
June 9
May
5 , . 6700 feet.
-Sept 15
7300 feet.
Jan. 21
Jan. 14.
8169 feet
Dec 31
Feb. 18.
. 7182 feet.
Sept 8
Sept 29
.6408 feet.
Oct. 15.
Nov.
'bee284
July
June 16 , 5011 feet,
23
Ai>rll28
SepL 3. . 4658 feet.
Aug. II. . 6620 feet.
Aug. 25
Nov. 6- .8200 feet
SepLie
Oct 29.,
..-.' ' ■ ■ mm'' 'n
Mar.
(eet
Feb.
4. . 7743 fggi
.June
2
April 14. . ..7045 feet..
Jan. 21 . , .5393 feet..
.
5687
feet
.
.
Dec
3 .
Dec 16
Jan.
2 .7385 (eet..
Dec 30
.5950 feet..
Dec 17. , . 5441f eet..
June 2.
.June 2
Nov. 19. ..6280 feet..
Oct
Aug. 4. .7652 feet ...Aug. 11
Oct
Sept 8
Oct 13
Mar. 10
7289 feet
Dec 31
7193 (eet
Nov. 18
April 21.. 5014 feet
feet
Jan. 21
Sept 24. . .6544
.7745 feet
Feb. 11. .
Feb. 18
.5446 feet
Oct 26

Star

"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Max Davidson
UfaOddlties
Revier-Ellis
"Our Gang"
Baclanova-Mlr-Rtnd
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
UfaOddlties

Oct!
May
Feb.
Dec
Oct
Jan.
Dec.
June
Nov.
Mar.
Jan.
Sept
July
Jan.
Oct
Mar.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.I'.
129.'.'..
5801 feet.
feet . . . Mar. 10
25. . , .6476
10 , . . .4784 feet ... . Mar. 24
22
6705(eet
Oct 28
30
9435 feet
Oct
7
10
8273 feel
Nov. 11
30. . . .7184 feet. .. July 21
26
5252 feet
24
5901 leet
May 19
7
8134 leet
Jan.
7
15
Oct 27
7
7968feet
Aug. 18
28
5011 feet
19.
24
44^fgflt
Length

Rel.

Date

Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

17...
27, . .
16...
21...
27., ,
10. . .
2. ,.
5...

April
Sept
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
Nlar.
Oct
Feb,
Feb.

7. ..
15 .
31 . .
24. .
10, .
15. .
3..
11..
7. .
2..
17,.
13, .
4. . .2reel8
2.. . 1 reel
.1 reel
18. . 2reeis
6. .
.2
10. . .2 reels
reels
12.. .Zreels
5..
18.. .2reels

,2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
.2reel8
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels
.1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug.
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
Edison. Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar.
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan.
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
Family Group. The
Charley Chase
Feb.
.2 reels
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec
8. .
Fight Pest. The
Charley Chase
May 12. . . 2 reela
Finishing Touch. The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25. . 2 reels
Forty ThousandMlleewithLlndberghAvlation Film
Mar. 4.. .3 reels
From Soup to Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 24 , . .2reels
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19. . . 1 reel
2 reels
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
, Sept 22. . 2 reels
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec
1 .
.
1
reel
HappyOmen.A
Ufa Oddllies
July 14..
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw- Walling
Sept 22, . .22 reels
reels
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept 1 . . 2 reefs
*ls Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sept. 29.
1 reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30
. 1 reel
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddllies
Jan. 28.. .1 reel
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec
8, .
Lady of Victories, Tt«
A. Ayres-O. Matieserv-G. trying. . Jan. 21 . . .2 reels
.2 reels
Leave
'Em
l-aughing
Laurel-Hardy
Jan.
28.
Limousine Lovs
Charley Chase
April 14 . 21 reels
reel
Lonely Lapland
UfaOddlties
Nov. 10
t reel
Monarch of the Gfen, The
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 24
1 reel
Monkey Shines
UfaOddlties
Sept 1
1 reel
Murder
UfaOddlties
Sept29
1 reel
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan.
5 . . 1 reel
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddities
Julv 28. , .2ree|e
or Gray Hose, The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20. . .2 reels
•or Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20. .
Palace o* Honey. The
Ufa Oddities
June 16. . .Ireel
Pass the Gravy
Max Davidson
Jan.
7. . .2 reels
Perfume and Nicotine
UfaOddlties
Jan. 14.. . 1 reel
Petsand Pests
UfaOddlties
Jan. 28,, - 1 reel
Primitive Housekeeping
Ufa Oddities
April 21, . 1 reel
2reels
Rainy
"Our
Gang"
Feb.
Sacred Days
Baboon, The
Ufa Oddities
Seot 11..
1 , . 1 reel

* Matms tynckromzed score.

Rel.

R«l.

SUBJECTS

.Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa OddlMes
Ufa Oddities
UfaOddlties

1411

'|' Means sooiuf €0tct*.

Reviewed

Jin. 14

April 21
April 21

May 26

Ufa Oddities
Star
Ufa Oddities
"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
. Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Roach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
'"• Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Stanley-Owan-Manidng
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddltlea

May
Nov.
Nov.
Feb.
Fd>.
May
Sept
June
Jan.
Dec
Dec
April
Sept
May
June
Nov.
May
Jan.
Dec.
April

Wives for Sale
World's Playgrounds
Vour Oarn Tootin*

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Oct 27
Oct 13,
April 21.

May 12
Feb. 18
May 26
April 7
April 21

July

28

Oct

B

Feb. 25

Mar. 3
April 21
Jan. 21
.
July
Oct
May
Jan.

28
13
20
14

Mar.

3

Feb. 25

'

5
24
17
16
25,
26.
15
30,
14.
15.
22
28.
15
19 .
2.
3.
12.
19
29
7

,
.
.
.

1
1
2
1

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel

Reviewed
July 21
Sept 29

1 reel
.. ,.2reela
.2 reels
, 1 reel
. .2reels
, .2 reels.
. .1 reel
.2 reels

Mar. 193
May
July 28
Jan. 14

.2reels
, .1 reel

May 28
May 2B

.2ree[3
. ,1 reel
.. ..2reete
1 reel
..1 reel
. .1 reel
..2reels

May Ift

- ,2 reels

. .2 reels

May 13

Coming Attractiont

Title

Length
Hakies-Hyams-Barrymore
Star
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
Page-Love- King
McCoy- Douglas.
Fla3h- Lorraine-Gray
John Gilbert
Crawf ord-Asther
Ramon Novarro
Colored Cast
Haines- Page-Percy
Fiash-Moran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes- Daly-Barry more
Gordon-Hoitz-Waldridge
.Ramon Novarro

*+Bahv l^vrlnnn. Thft
{Alias Jimmy
Valentine.
*tBaby
Cyclone.
The
{Ballyhoo
•^Broadway Melody
Bushranger, The
Deadline. The
tDevll's Mask, The
Dream of Love
•tFlylng Ensign, The
•§Halleluiah
He Learned About Women
Honeymoon
Humming Wires
JLittle Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
SMan's Man, A
Masked Stranger. The
Mysterious Island, The
•JNIze Baby

^|'9^"'J*'«

Spies
Single Standard, The
Souix Blood
Thirst
•tTldeof Empire
nTrall of '98. The
"tSTf iai of Mary Dugan, The
West nf Zanzibar
nwind, The

Chanoy-Nolan-Barrymore
GIsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title
Casino Gardens
Fuzzy Knigrtt
George
Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marion Harris
Marion Karris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marlon Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-IVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesnerand Capltolians

Reviewed

Nov. 3

Nov.

Special
Cast.
Flash-Gray-Lorraine..
McCov-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Del Rio-Forbes

Feb. 26
July 28
April 7

Date

Sanctuary
Savage Customa
•School Booiehounds
Begins
Secret
Secrets of the Sea
Should Women Drive?
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Spook- Spoofing
Spanking Age, The
Strange Prayers
Tall it to the Judge
That Night
Their Purple Moment
Tokens o( Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen, The
Uphill and Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr. The

111Q0re«l. ...Mar. 24
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
..Songs.

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

ReL

Date

Oct 27
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Oct 20
Nov. 10
Nov. 3
Sept. 29
Oi^ 13
Nov. 3
Oct. 6
Oct
B
SepL 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
Oct 20
Oct 20
Nov. 10
SepL29
Oct 27
Nov. 10
Oct
6

Length
2 reelt

Reviewed

2 reels

■

i.

Oet 1%

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title
Adventure Mad
Barbed Wire
Beau Sabreur
•SBeggarsof Life
Bifl Killing. The. .
Ctiang
City Gone Wild. The
'Docks of New York, The
Doomsday
Drag Net, The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The
Feel My Pulse
Figures Don't Lie
Flfly-Flfty Girl. The
First Kiss, The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Gay Defender. The
Gentleman of Paris. A
Gentlemen Prefer Biondee.
Get Your Man
Haifa Bride
His Tiger Lady
Honeymoon Hate
Hot News
Jesse James.
;-.
Just Married
t-adies of the Mob
i-ast Command. The
Last Waltz, The
Legion of the Condemned
Leveand Learn
•Loves of An Actress, The
Loves of an Actress {silent version;.
Magnificent Flirt. The

ReU
Date
Length
Reviewed'
Star
Mer, 31... 6897 feet
Asther-Hall*Oavla
6591 feel
Negri-Brook
Sept 10
6S3e feet... Jan. 28
Brent-Cooper
.
Jan.
7.
.7560feet... Sept. 29'
5930 feet ..Julv 7
Beery-Arien-Brooks
Sept. 15.
Beery-Halton
Mav 19 .
Jungle Film
Sept. 3.
540Sfeet
.. Mar.
6536 feel May
13 '273
Melghan-Brooks
Nov. 12.
7202 feel.
feet . Sept, 22
5685
June 9
Bancroh-Compson-Baclanova. ..Oct. 20
April 7
VIdor-Cooper
Feb. 18
7866 feet
Bancroft-Brent
May 26
May 12
5364 feet
6918
feet.
DIx-CarroII
April 21,
Mer.
SeeL 2631
5808 feet. . Mar.
Bow-Hali
Oct. 13
May
Feb. 25.
Danlels-Arlen. . .
5280 feet.
6402 feet.
. Aug. 25
Ralston-Arlen...
Oct
8
. June 23
Daniels-Hall .. .
6134
May 12
5852 feet.
feet.
Wray-Coooer . .
Aug. 25
7640 feet. . Aug. 11
Flslds-Conklin.
May
7
.Dec 31
Brian-Brook .
6376 feet.
Aug. 10
11
Dix-Todd
Dec
5927 feet.
Jan. 28
21
18
6871 feet
Menjou-O'Hara
Oct 15.
,,OeL 14.
5998 feet
Taylor-Sterling-White
Jan. 28
6238 feet
Bow-Rogers
Dec 10,
5038 feet t...
July
l..,.June
Ralston-Arlen
June 16
Menjou-Brent
June 9
5415 feet 1 ...Feb. 2
11
VIdor-CarmanatI
Dec
3
6528 feel
feett.
Oct. 28
Daniels-Hamiiton
July 14
8656
t. . Aug.
Thomson-l-ane
Oct. 22. ...6039 feel
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18.
l....Jan.
Bow-Arien
June 30. ...6792 feel :....Dec 30
8234 feel
211
Jannings-Brent
Jan. 21.
;... Feb.
Mar.
Aug.
Frilsch-Vernon
Nov. 26. .6940 feet :.
feet
Cooper-Wray
Mar. 10. ...7415
Raiston-Chandler
Jan. 14 ..5737 feel
21
rMt
4
Negri- Astfier
Aug, 18 . .. 7434
7159 feet
Negr^Asther
Aug. 18.
49(8 feet
Florence Vidor
June 2

§ tf eofu voice (iRcluiing dialogae and iiKidental songs).

A, T. otter title

Aa TMit.

24
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Motion

Title

Star

Mating Call. The
Model from Montmartrg. .
•Moranof the Marines
Nevada
Night of Mystery, A
Now We're In the Air
Old Ironsides
One Woman to Another
Open Range
Partners in Crime
'Patriot. The
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout. The
Racket. The
Red Hair
Rough Riders. The
♦Sawdust Paiadise, The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade
Shanghai Bound
She*3a Sheik
Shootin' Irons
Show Down. The
Something Always Happens..
Speedy
Sporling Goods
Spotlight, The
Stark Love
Street of Sin. The
Sunset Legion. The.
Swim. Girl. Swim
TakeMeHome
Tell It to Sweeney
Three Sinners
Tiliio's Punctured Romance
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonto Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer. The
•§Varsity
•Warming Up
Water Hole, The
Way of All Flesh
■^Wedding March, The
We're All Gamblers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

Rel.

Melghan-Brent-Adoree
Naldi-Peb-ovltch
DIx-Elder
Cooper- Todd
Menjou-Brent
Beery-Hatton
Ralston-Farr ell-Beery
Vldor-Von Eltz
Chandler-Bronson
Beery-Hatton-Brian.
Jannlngs-Slone-Vidor
Special Cast
Thomson-ljine
Meighan-Prevost
Bow-Chandler
N. Beery-Bancroft
Ralston-Howes
Negrl-Thrmson
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
Olx-Brian
Daoieis-Arlen
Luden-Biane
Bancroft-Brent
Ralston- Hamilton
Lloyd-Christie
Dix-Olmstead
Ralston-Hamilton
Special Cast ,
Jannlngs-Wray
Thomson-Murphy
Daniels-Hall
Daniels-Hamilton
Conklln-Bancroft
Negrl-Baxter
Fieids-Conklin
Conklln-Fieids
Arien-Brian
Bancroft-Brent-Brooit
Hoit-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard DIx
Holt-Carroll
Jan nings-Bannett- Haver
Von Strohein-Wray
Melgnan-Miltner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers
Negri-E. Hansnn

SHORT

Sept
Oct 22
27
Sfpt 10,
April 7.
Oct 22.
Mar. 3,
Sept 24
Nov. 5,
..Mar. 17.
Sept 1 .
Jan. 28.
Jan. 21 .
June 30.
Mar. 10.
Oct
1.
Aug. 25
Feb. 4.
Dec 24.
Oct 15
Nov. 12,
Oct
8.
Feb. 25
Mar. 24
April 7,
Feb. 11 ,
Nov. 19.
Sept 17.
May 26.
April 21.
Sept 17
Oct 20
Sept 24
.April 14 .
Mar. 3 , .
Dec 17. .
Feb. 4. .
Oct 29. .
June 23 . .
Sept 29..
..Aug. 4 .
Aug. 25. .
Oct
1 .
Oct
6. .
Sept 3
Jan.
7.
Sept
Oct 29

SUBJECTS

Star

Title

Dale

July 21.

Length
Reviewed
6325feet....OcL 13
6258 feet.... Oct 28
5741 feet . . April 21
5798 feet, ..Dec 23
7910
455t
. .5599
. .6600
.9819
.5582
.6118
..7646
.6331

feet.
Dec. 18*26
feet...,SepL30
Mar. 105
feet . May
feet..
feet.,
Aug. 18
feet..
Jan. 21
Mar. 10
feet..
feet,.
July 14
feet..
Mar. 31

.9443
5928
.7175
. 52KJ
,5515
.6015
, 5179
7616
,4792
.7960
.5951
.4934

feet.
feel, April" Ma1 r.'2710
Sept 171
feet.
.Mar.
Dec 31
feet
Dec 9
feet .
feet,. -Dec
9
feet ,
feet .
feet , May 26
feet .
feet . .Feb.
14
April 18
feet .

.6200
feet Mar.June
11 '272
.6218 feet,...
.6763feet.
. Sept29
6124feet..
Seat 16
Oct 27
6006 feet
Oct 28
. .7029feet.
April 26
.5733 feel
Sept 29
. .5319feet,,
.5991 feel . Jan. 7
April 28
. 7643 feet . Sept 9
.5834 feet..
Sept 29
.6509 feet... July 21
e319feet.. . Sept 8
8486
JulyOct
8. '27
10400feet
feet...
20
.5935 feet
.5413feet..
Jan. 21
,12 reels
. 596Dfeet,
Oct 14
Aug. 26"27

Rel. Date
Length
Feb. 25
2reels.
.2 reels. .
. . June 23
-Ireel
Aug. 18
.1 reel. ..
.Oct 22. .
Mar. 3.. .2 reels. .
.2 reels. .
Aprll21.. -1
reel..
April 21 . .2 reels. .
Oct 20. .
reels. .
April 7.. ..2
1 reel . . .
..Oct 13. . ,
July -4 . . 2 reels
May
5.. ,1 r
reels
Oct
6
Jan. 7.. .2
.2 reels
Oct 27. . .2reel3
Aug.18-.
July 21 . . ,2 reels
reels. . . .April 28
Jan. 21 . .2
Jan. 14.. .2 reels
May 26 . .2 reels.
May
5. . . 1 reel
April 28. . .2 reels
April 14 . .2reels
.2 reels
June 2..
June 2
Feb. 11.. .2 reels
.2reel3
Dec
1. .
May 19 . .2 reels
,2 reels
Aug. 25 . .1 reel
Feb. 25 .
Feb. 11 . .1 reel
Feb. 18. . .2reel3
■
Mar. 31 . . .2 reels
.1 reel
Feb. 18,. .1 reel
Sept 8 . .1 reel
Oct 13
June 23 .
.1 reel
Aug. 25 . .1 reel
Sept 22, .
May 12 . -11 reel
reel
July
7.. . 1 reel
Aug. 11 . .1 reel
Oct 20. . . .1 reel
April 28.. . 1 reel
April 14. . .1 reel
Feb.
4.. .1 reel
Mar. 31 . . 1 reel
June 9
.1 reel.
Jan.
7 ..
ree'
Jan. 21 , . , -11 reel
Oct
B .. 1 reei
Mar. 3
1
reel
May 26
. 1 reel
Mar. 17 .
1 reel
Mr
19
Mar. 17 ,, .2 reels
2 reels
Oct
6

Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Benind the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Cutles (Christie)
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie).
Face Value
Fighting Fanny {Christie)
Frenzy
GallanlGob, A (Christie)..
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Home Girl, The
Horse Shy
"Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke. A
Ice Boxed
Just tne Type (Christie)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko'sBawth
Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves i-lo
Ko-Ko Kieans Up
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko'sCatch
Ko-Ko'sChase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko' s Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control , ,
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ko's S-noKe
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
Long Count, The
Long Hose (Chrlstiet
Loose Change fChrlstle) ,

Novelty
Novelty
Krazy K at Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
E. E. Horton... ,
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayea
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
JImmIe Adams
Ann Cornwall
Bobby Vernon
.Jimmy Adams
Gilmore-Kruger
E. E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Ouffy
Sandy MacDuff

Love'sShy
Young
Scream (Christie)
,
Love
(Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling . .
Oriental Hugs (Christie),..
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Phantom Nail. The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie). ,
Pig Stylos
Prancing_
Prune
§Push6r in the Face, The
hain Dropper, The
Save the Pieces (Christie)
Say Uncle (Christie)
Scrambled Weddings.
Sea Food fChrlstle)
Sea Sword
Shadow Theory...
Show Vote
•jSidewalks ef New York
•Skttlnfl Home (Christie)....

Anne
May
12
2 reels
JImmieCornwall
Adams
.
Mar. 24
1 reel
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Mar. 24
1 reel
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Aug. 4
2 reels
Billy Dooley
Sept 29
1 reel
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June 2
Krazy Kat Cartoon
SepL 29. , ,1 reel
Frances Lee
Oct 13 . 2 reels
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jan. 14 , . 1 reel
2 reels
Helen Hayes
Special Cast
.
1 reel .
Krazy Kat Cartoon
....June30
2 reels. .
Bobby Vernon
., , Jan. 28
2 reels .
Jack Duffy
June 9,
2 reels
E. E. Horton
June 30.
2 reels. ,
Billy Dooley
July 14.
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Sept 1.
1 reel , . .
1
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Jan. 28
1 reel
reel .. ..
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Sept 15.
Novelty
1 reel.
Frances Leo
Sept 1
2 reels

* IVeans synchronized score,

.

i' Means soand effects.

2 reels

Slick Slickers (Christie)

Picture
Rel.
July

Neal Burns

Star

Slippery
Heels (Christie)..
..'.'.!!!; !.'jimmie
Adams!'!. "!.".*!.*.'!.'". '.June
•Sock Exchange,
The (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Sept
Stage Coached
Krazy Kat Cartoon
June
•Stop Kidding
Bobby Vernon
Aug.
Sweeties (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Mar.
TongTled
Krazy Kat Cartoon
April
Two Masters
Eaton-Post
SepL
Vacation Waves
E. E. Horton
Sept
Walls Tell Tales
Madge Kennedy
Aug.
Water Bugs (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Feb.
Wired and Fired
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Mar.

News

Date .2 reels..
Length
7. . .2 reels. .
.2 reels.
.1 reel .,

18
22,
16 ,
11 ,
10
7,
8
15
4
4. .
10

Reviewed

.2 reels.
.2 reels.
.1
reel. .
2
2
2
. .2
1

reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
rert. .

Coming Attractions
Title

Star

•sAbie's Irish Rose
Avalanche. The
^SBurlesque
Canary Murder Case. The
Carnation Kid. The
Care of Lena Smith, The
•frour Fealliers
''t§Haif an Hour
His Private Life
Huntmg Tower
•§lnterference.
Just Married
Just Twenty-One
Kit Carson
t&Letter. The
Manhattan Cocktail
Marquis Preferred

Hersholt-McDonald
Holt-Hill
James Barton
Powell-Tavlor-Brlan
Douglas MacLean
Esther Ralston
Wray-Arl en-Beery
Ruth Chatterton
Menjou-Carver
Harry Lauder
Brent-Brook-Powell
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Jeanne Eagles
Arien-Carroll
Adolphe Menjou

*t§Night Club
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
SSIns of the Fathers
•fSoul of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War
Wolf of Wail Street, The
Woman From Moscow.^The,.

Special Cast
Daniels-Hamilton
Fields-Con kiln
Fietds-Conkiin
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklln
Emil Jannlngs
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor
George Bancroft
Neflft-KeiTy

flevlewe

Length

'•^mJH i
121 03 feet.
.April 28

OcL 27
7464 feet

PATHE

FEATURES

'Jan.

Rel.
Dec
Feb.
Dec
Oct
Feb.
April
Jan.
.Sept
Feb.
Mar.
Sept
Jan.
Fob.
Mar.
Sept
Oct
Oct
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec
Nov
Nov.
June
Dec
Nov.
Oct
Dec.
Nov.
Dec
Oct
Nov.
May
Nov.

Date
Length
Reviewed
25
4408 feet.
12. .. .3996 feet .
26. . . 5596 feet , Mar. 24
3
6555 feet ..Dec 16
12
5755 feet . ..Feb.
. , Mar. 18
31
29
4293 feet.
8
4805 feet, . . . Dec 30
2
5722feet, ..Sept 15
27
5927 feet, , ..May 26
12
6589 feet. .
11
4875f6et,.
22
4833 feet .
26
5408 feet ..Mar. 3
25
4550 feet. . ..Mar. 31
30
5400 feet ,
14
6312 feet
7
6 reels
Aug. 11
5
9145 feet
Dec 30
23
5100 feet.
Jan.
Nov. 28
11
19 . . 7054 feet
Sept 8
29, .. 4526 feet.
16
6670 feet
5... 4480feet. .. .Feb. 11
18... 4933feet
Dec 31
15
4398 feet.... Jan. 21
11
5478 feet
...
20... .8586 feet
Nov. 11
Nov. 23
11
.June
11 ... ,6599 feet.
24
4476 feet.
4
6403 feet.
7
6568 feet.. .Nov. 18
16
31... 5867 feet. , Dec
Nov. 18
18
7913 feet. . Mar. 24
.Dec
23
20
4968 feet..
. . , .4750 feet, ......
10
5990 feet... .Dec
9
27. .. .4890 foot, .. .Feb. 11
14 — 7056 feet — Aug. 4
13, .. ,4076 feet , , Dec 23

Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
.■
Bill Cody
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schlldkraut
Joy-Boles-Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangborn
William Boyd
Buffalo
Bill. Jr
Marie Prevost

Sept
Dec
Jan.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Seot
Nov.
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Dec
Feb.
Oct
Jan.

30. . ,13500 feetApril 29 '27
25
4131 feet . . Dec 30
.Dec
, Mar. 30
31
1 .... 4155 feet
20 .... 4683 feet
Mar. 10
22 — 6650 feet.
.Jan. 26
15 .. .5888 feet
16 ...5733 feet
18. . . .6472feet.
.Nov. 11
. Sept 22
9
5762 foot.
4. .. ,4600 feet.
.Mar. 3
26 , , .6559 feet
19
5750 feet.
6 .5954 feet.
. 11
161 .,
feet.
, ,4575
5494 feet.

Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Qullian-Loff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Rod U Rocque
Haver-Varconl
R. Schildkranl-Fay
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Sue Carrol
NIta Naldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford- Marlon
Loo Maloney

Jan.
Sept
Aug.
Oct
Nov.
Dec
Aug.
June
Oct
April
Sept
Feb.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb
May
Jan.
Oct
Oct
Oct

15 — 5626 teet.
23, .. 6092 feet.
26 . . .7937 feet
9 ...4542 feet
27, . . .4375 feet
12 . . 5880 feet
5,.. 4520feet
4... .6902feet,
21
9. . . .7040 feet.
25. .. .4546 feet.
20, ., 5423 feel
5 — 6370 feet,
11 . . , 5397 feet,
19 . , 4520 feet
21 . 5035 feet
22 . 4000 feet
24
5610 feet
31 . B447 feel
28. .. ,6686 feet,

Title
Alice In Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway. The
Apache Raider, The
Avenging Shadow, The
Ballyhoo Buster. The
Black Ace, The
eiondefor a Night, A
Blue Danube. The
BorntoBattle
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bronc Slomper, The
Bullet Mark, The
Burning Bridges
*t§Captaln Swagger
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier, The
Craig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin, The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman, The
Girl in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy ire-lssuo)
Harptn Hock, A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
Hoof Marks

Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
Leatrlce Joy
Star
Leo Matoney
Klondike [dog)
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Don Coleman
Marie Prevosl
Leatrlce Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstrong-Basquette
Haver-Varconl
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monty Banks
Goudal-VarconI
Marie Prevost
.Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody.
Harold l-loyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan

• t §King of Kings. The
Land of the Lawless. The
Uddie Be Good
Uw'sUsh, The
Leopard l-ady. The
Let 'Er Go Galiegher
Love Over Night
Main Event The
Man-Made Woman
Marlie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obllgin'Buckaroo.The
On to Reno
Perfect Gentleman. A
Power
Red Mark. The
Ride' Em High
Roarin' Rroncs
Rush Hjur. The
SaddleMates
Ship Comes In. A
•tSShflW Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy, The....
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men, The
WalklngBack
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife. The
Wrnck of the Hesoerus, The . .
Yellow Contraband

§ Mean$ voice (inclading dialogue and incidentai songs).

,

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

.Jan.
. Sept
Nov.
.Sept
Dec
. Mar.

14
IS
11
8
30
10

Mar. 17
.June
Z3
.
.
.
,
.

.
,

April
Nov. 144
April 7
Mar. 3
Jan. 28
Dec
16
Sept 22
Mar. 20
31
Oct

14

November

3 , 19 28
SHORT

Tltl«
Alaska or Bust
Animal Snap*
B*by'8 Birthday
Baby Show. The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard Lo^b* No. 1
Bath Time
Battling Duet. The
Beach Club. The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt The
Big Game
Blaze of Grary, A
Boy Friend, The
Broncho Buster, Thi
Bunilar, The
Bunker Sattlers
BusvSoiles
Button My Back
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Camous Carmen, The
Campus Vamp. The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught In the KItchW
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Close Shave, A
Clothes and the Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coast to Coast
County Fair. The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run, A
Crowned Heada
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Une, The
•tDinner Time
Don's Get Jealous
Dumb Walters
Eagle of the Night (Serial)
Early Bird, The.
Everybody's Flying
Fair Affair. A
Fair Catch, The
Family Frolics
Famous Plavgro'inda
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Flight That Failed, The
Flying Age, The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Husbands
Fun Afoot
Galloping Ghosts
Getting Together
Girl From IWowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gridiron Demons
Gridiron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
High Seas
HlghStakfts ..
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints

1415
SUBJECTS

Star
"Aesop Fabl«a"
Rarsbita
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Jackscn-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fable*"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurlock
Geographical Number
Bevan-A. BenneM-V. Dent
Bevan-V. Dent-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables''
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesoo Fable«"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sporlllghl
SDortllqht
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Sennett Girls
Sennett Girls
Sportlight
Jack Cooper
Billy Bevan
Jackson- HIatt-McKee
"Aesop Fablei"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
SportBght
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Bevan-Dent
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fablea"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Football Sense
Sportllght
Sportllght
McConneil-Allan
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght .
Carew-Hardy
Sportllght
Sennett Giris
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesoo Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Rarebits

Hubby's Latest Alibi
Billy Bevan
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Bevan-Dent
Huntsman. Tfie
"Aesop Fables"
In the Bag
"Aesop Fables"
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Johnny Burke
Jungle Days
"Aesop Fables"
Jungle Triangle. A
"Aesop Fables"
Kashmir. Olfl and New
Geographical Number
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Ufe Savers
Rarebits
Umberlegs
Sportllght
Love at First Flight
Pollard- Hurlock-Cowley
Magnetic Bat. The
"Aesop Fable"
Man Without a Face (Serial)
A. Ray-W. Miller
Mark of the Frog, The
M. Morris-O. Reed
Matching Wits
Sportllght
Matchmaking Mamas
Sennett Girls
Monkey Love
"Aesop Fables"
Motor Boat Mamas
Bevan-Dent
Motoring Mamas
Billy^evan
Mouse's Brtde. The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportllght
New Aunt
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
NIghtwatchman's Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Halnes-Coombs
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
On the Ice
"Aesop Fables"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (TravelesQue)
Pink Pajamas
Billy Bevan
Playln' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeiino Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride 'Em Cowboy
."Aesop Fables"
Rodeo, The
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Run. Giri. Run
Sennett Girls
Sealing the Alps
."Aesop Fables"
Season to Taste
Sportitght
Short Circuit A
"Aesop Fables"
Should Tail Men Marry?
Roach Stars
Smile Wins. The
"Our Gang"
Smith Catatlna Rowboat Race
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Smith's Army Life
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Smith's Farm Days
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Smith's Holiday
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Smith's Restaurant
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Son Shower, The
"Aesop Fables"
South Sea Sagas
Sportllght
Spider's Lair. The
"Aesop Fables"
Star Builders
Sportllght
Static
"Aesop Fable"
Sunday on the Farm
"Aesoo F^les"

* tfeanf «ync&romzeJ tcore.

'\ Meam

TItte
Ret
Dale
Length
Reviewed
Septi
Sept 9 . 1 reel . .
.1 reel
April 8 . .2 reels.
Jan. 20. . 1 reel
July 15
Oct. 6
Oct. 14.. 2 reels
.1 reel
April 21
April 29.. .Ireel
April 7
April 8.. . 1 reel
June 23
June 24. ,
Ireel
April 7
April 15.
reels
Jan. 14
Jan. 22. . 21 reel
Jan. 22..
Feb. 11
Feb. 19 . 2reel8
2 reels ..
Mar. IP
Mar. 18.
.Ireel
Oct 27
Oct 21..
Feb. 26..
1 reel
Jan. 22.. ■.1\ '«e|
reel
Jan.
1
.2 reels
Dec
9.. . 1 reel
July 22.. .Ireel
Dec 31
Jan. 8..
.2 reels
Frt>. 24.. .2 reels
Feb. 3,. 2 reels
.
SepL 15
SepL 23 , . .2reBl8
Nov 25 .
1 reel
Aug. 11
..Aug. 19 .
June 9.. .2 reels
.2 reels
Sept 9.. .2 reels
.Aug. 26 . . ^ reel
July
1 , .2 reels
June 23. .
April 7
April 15, ., .2Ireel
reels
Jan. 6 .
.1 reel
May 19
May 13... . 1 reel
Mar 4... 1 reel
Sept S
Sept 16 .
.1 reel
Aug. 18
Aug. 19. . 1 reel
Feb. 19 .
.1 reel
Oct
6
Oct
7.
Oct 27
Ott 28.. .1 reel
Sept 29
Oct
7. . , 1 reel
Oct 20
Oct 21 . . , .1 reel
. 1 reel
.2 reels
May 19. .. 2 reels
Sept 8
Sept 18..
.10 episodes. Oct.
6
Oct 14
. 1 reel
July 22... -1 reel
Feb. 12... .1 reel
SepL 8
July
R, .
Oct. 27
Oct 14 . . . .1 reel
Jan. 14
Jan. 22. . . .1 reel
May 19
May 13... 1 reel
Mar. 3... in =„■ ^A^
I
i'
June 3. . . l.S
""'
•"'"•
April 22. . 2recls
Feb. 21
11
April
Feb. 12.. ,
.2 reels
Mar. 17. .
Mar. 18... . 1 reel
Mar. 3
Mar. 11 . . . .2 reels
OcL 20
Oct 28 . . 1 reel
.2 reels
Mar. 24
Aug. 6
Feb. 5... .1 reel
Oct 27
Oct 28. .. - 1 reel
Sept 30. . .
.1 reel
May 19
May 27... -1 reel
Sept 22
Sept 23
.1 reel
Jan. 15...
reels
Dec. 30 . .22reels
Aug. 12...
Jan. 15... .1 reel
.2 reels
Nov. 4... .2 reels
Dec
2... .1 reel
July 14
July
8. .. . 1 reel
Aug. 28... .2 reels
Nov. 11. .
1 reel
Mar. 31
Mar. 25. ..
.1 reel
May 19
May
6...
., .Jan.
8. . . . 1 reel
reels
Mar. 3... .2
.1
reel
Feb. 12...
June 2
June 10... .1 reel
.2 reels
Jan 21
Jan. 29. . . -1
reel
Sept30
Jan. 15. . . lOeplsodes.. Jan 14
Mar. 25. lOeplsodes.. Mar. 24
April 21
April 29. . . .2Ireel
reels
Mar. 31 . . .
.1 reel
Oct 27
Oct 14. . . .2 reels
Sept 29
Sept. 30. . .
.2 reels
June 16
.1 reel
June 30
June 24. . . 1 reel
Oct 13
Oct 14. . .
May 12... .2 reels
,2 reels
April 28. . . .2 reels
Dec 16...
Sept 29
Oct
7. , . .2 reels
Nov. 18... .2roel8
reel
Mar. 11... ..1
. . 1 reel
Aug. 5...
reel
Aug. 4
July 29. . .-. 11 reel
Feb. 11
Feb. 12...
April 21 .. . .2 reels
. .2 reels
Jan.
I. . .
May 27. .,. .1 roe)
June 10 ..1 reel. . . .«.
June 9
Jan. 15. . .1 reel
. .1 reel
Jan. 7
June 17 ..2 reels
July 14
Mar. 24.
Jan. 14
Jan. 15. ..2reel8
..1 reel
Mar. 31
April 1 . ..1 reel
Mar. 4.
..1 reel
Jan. 8.
Jan. 7
Jan. 16. ..2 reels
. . 2 reels
Mar. 3
Feb. 26.
OcL 13
Oct 21. . 2 reels
. .2 reels
Feb. 4
Feb. 5.
Mar. 3
Mar. 4. ..2reels
..2reels
Dec 31
Jan.
8. . ,2 reels
Aug. 19.
Sept 30. ..3 reels
. . 1 reel
Mar. 18. . . . 1 reel
Sept 22.
Feb. 18
Feb. 19 ..Ireel
May 19
May 27. . .1 reel
-Ireel
Sept 2..
.
1
reel
.
.
Sept. 6
Sent 16.

*omd ejects.

Star

Ret

Date

Length

Reviewed

Sunnyltaly
Supple Sex. The
Swim frincess. ine
Tall Waggers
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
Taxi Scandal. A
TaxJ Spooks
Territile People The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Pollard-Clyde-Lombard.
Soortllqht
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Copoer ,
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnoll-Allan
Rarebits

Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Dec
.April
Sept
Oct.
Feb.
Aug.
Dec.
Mar.

Twenty-Four Dollar Island
Uncle Tom
Versatility ^ .,„
Wandering Minstrel, The
Winging West
wriiglng
War
A
•■• Bride,
~ ■ ■Wwt"
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial)

Novelty
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Aviation Film
"Aesop fables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

Jan.
1... Ireel
Jan. 27
2 reels
Feb. 5. ...Ireel
Jan. 29
1 reel
May
6... 2reel8
May 20
1 reel
June 3. . lOeplsodes

Title
•t§Annapolis
Border Patrol

Coming
Star

12
Ireel
5
Ireel
26
2 reels
1.... Ireel
23.... 2 reels
14
2 reels
2
2 reels
28
2 reels
17
2 reels
5 . lOeplsodes
23
lOeplsodae
11
1 reel

Sept
Mar.

Oct 27

Dec 23
Jan. 28
May 19

Attractiona
Length

Lofl-Brown
Harry Carey

Reviewed

Nov. 18. .
Dec 23..

Flying Buckaroo. The

Wally Wales

Nov. 25.. .6670 feet..

"t§Flying Fool. The
Forbidden Love
Fort* Five-Calibre War
tSGeraldine
•tGodless Girt. The
Hawk of the Hills
*t5High Voltage
tSLeatherneck, The
•tSListen Baby
Love Over Night
*1§Marked Money
•i§'>Jed McCnhh's Daughter
*f§Noisy Neighbors
♦teOftice Scandal
*T§Sal of Singapore
*t5Shady Udy, The
Sin Town. ,
•tSSpleler, The
*t&Square Shoulders

William Boyd
Llli Damlta
Coleman-Loft
QuIllan-LofI
Basquette-Pievost
Allene Ray
William Boyd
William Bnyd
Eddie Quiltan

Feb. 10
Nov. 4
5937 feet
Feb. 17 '29
Jan. 6
10720 feet. . .Sept
Mar. 17

PEERLESS
Bitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy. Th«
Golden Shackles
Out
the the
PastTide
Out of
With
Web o( Fate, The
Wilful Vouth

Jan. 13
P*ov.
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Dec
Feb.

Junior Coghlan
Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Alten-Fair
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Junior Coghlan

TItl.

1
S

PICTURES
Star

2S
11
2
20.
3.
4.
16.
20
30
3

.
.
.6804 feat... S*|iL2Z
.
.
Oct 20

(S. R.)
Rel. Date
Length
Sept. 5... 5700feet
5600 feet

Bedford-Gravs. ,
GarDn-Slmpson.
Bonner-Wlttiers
Harris-Frajer
Dwan-Landls
Lillian Rich
Harlan-Murphy

AprlMS
Mar.
15.
SepL
June 28
22.
Nov. 7.
Dec 19

Reviewed

5600 lee!

6700 leet
5700 feet
6800 feet
6800leet
.. May 2a

RAY ART (S. R.)
Title
Boy ofthe Streets, A
Branded Man, The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol, The
Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner, The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart o> Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Men. The
Ligh t In the Wind w, A
Lightnin' Shot The
Man From H eadquartere. The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail. The
Phantom of the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains
Ridin' Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallin' Back
Wanderer of the West* A
Wheel of Destiny, The
Wild Born
You Can't Beat the Law

Star

Ret

Date

Length

Reviewed

Walker-Bennett
Sept
5059 feet.
feet — June It
Delaney-Mariowe
May..
Lewis-Robards
Jan.
,.5937
6673'feet
feet
Bedford-Frazer
Sept 15. .
,6089 feet.... Sept 30
Murphy-Keith
Sept
.6076 feet
Russoll-Faire
April
.4533 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Juno
. 5683 feet
Vera Reynolds
July 15
.4879 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct.5976 feet
Gordon-Hale
April
,5853 feet
Garon-Agnew
Jan.
.5076 feet
Bowers-Rand
Nov.
.69l6feet....Mar.24
Santschi-Brockwell
Jan.
.5960 feet.... Nov. 11
Walthall-Avery-Keefe
Oct
4797 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
May
Roberts-Keefe
Aug. 1. . , 5946feet
.5262feet
Murphy-Landis
May
.6608
June S
.4538 feet....
leet
Brockweli-Glase
Mar.
Buddy Roosevelt
July
.5970 feet
E. Torrence-Marlowe-O'Shea.. .Nov.
.4571 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
-5905 feel
H. Costello- Lease
Mar.
.4134 feet
Tex Maynard
Sept
,4137 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1
Foster-Oimstead
Dec.
5991 feet.
.4627 feet.
Buddy Roosevelt
April
.4308 feet.
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
.4200
feet.
Tex Maynard
Nov.
.5869
4490 feet..
feet.
Stanley-Hale
Oct
Tex Maynard
Dec
.5260 feet..
Lee-Keefe
Feb.

Coining Attractions
Title
Should a GIri Marry?

ReL

Star

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith . .

STERLING
^'■Je
Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt. The
Marry the Girl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Soula
Undressed

PICTURES

Star
H. Coslello.Frazer
Lea8e.Steven8
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston-Walker
P. Bonner-Oelaney
Bryant Washburn

(S. R.)
ReL
Jan.
Sept
Mar.
April
OcL
Dec
July

Date]
Length
Reviewed
30
5200 feet.
1.. .5200 feet..
5300 feet..
1 . .6400
feet..
15. . .5652 feet..
15. . 5210feel..
15.
5309 feel.
15.

Coming Attractions
Title
It Might Happen to Any Girl. .

Length

Revlwed

Star

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES
Title
Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust. The
Air Mail Pilot The

SUr
Lee-Keefe
Special Cast
Emll Jannlngs
Mehaftey- Metcalfe.

% Means voice (mclading dialogae and incidental songs).

DIsfr

Lengtt)
Ret

Date

Chesterfield... Aug. 15. 5256 feet
6800 feet
Collwvn
Dec
L. T. Rogers
.Hi-Mark

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

Reviewed
Mar.
April 21

Motion

1414
Title
Arizona days
Autumn Love
*tBlg Hop. The
Battles of Coronet...
Bteck Butiemies
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Wlthoul Jews, The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Oaughler of Israel
Devil Oogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of SL Petersburg, The
Faithless Lover, The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's
Fool The
Gay
Ai venturer

Star
ReL
Date
Length^Revlewed
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Sept 15 .4345 feet
Lya de PuttJ
Aff. European. .Sept
. .6 reels,
Oct
6
Jones-Ralslon-Hearn. B. Jones Corp.. Aug
7000 feet
Special Cast
Ameranglo
Feb
8400 fee ...
.Mar. 2
Ralston-Busch-Frazer.. Quality Dist. . .Sept 1..626Ueet
Bonner-Landls
Krelbar
Nov.
..61 99 feet... Nov. 4
Hercules
Special Cast
Aywon
Sept 1. 6000feet
Special Cast
Amklno
Mar. 10 8300 feet
Mar. 24
Corda-Varconl
Ufa Eastern
June 1 , , 5460 feet
Betty BIythe
Aywon
Sept 1.. 8000 feet
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
5600 feet
Special Cast
Arfa
6700 feet
June 18
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
SBoofeel..
Russian Cast
,
A. Hammerstein
8000 feet- .
.Mar.
3
O'Brien-Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
..5800 feet..
Silverstreak- Walker. ..Bischoff
5000 feet. .
Emil
Jannlngs
UT.
Roflers
6100
feet.
.
.Salt
8
.Cliarles Aldan
ABA
6400fdJt .

Golden Oawn
Gypsy flo.THfice
Hands of Orlac
Hearts of Mai
HellSil?
-Into the Night
HoLise of sriame
Jealousy
Lady of Pelrograd, The
Lady from Paris. The
Last Moment, The
LIfp'- Like Tfiat
Ligntsof Paris
Little Wild Girl. The
Lookout Girl, The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Modern du Barry. A
Mother of Mine
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap. The
Olympic Hero. The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
Port of Missing Girls
Power of Darkness, The..
PrImanBrllebe
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The
Racing Througfi
Romance of a Rogue The

Warwick- Ward
Ratjuel Mailer
Conrad VeiJl
Harris-Keale
SjesialCast
Agnes Ayres
Faire-Hile
Lya de Putll ,
Special Cast .
Vilma Banky
.
Malieson-Hile
Wiiners-Boteier
Special Cast
Lee-Landis
Jacqueline Logan
EdItn Jalanne
Maria Corda
Special Cast
German Cast
Devore-Mong
Vaughn-Hughes
Charles Paddock
Bob Custer
Special Cast
Bedford-McGregor
.Moscow Art Players
German Cast.
Balfour-Blackwell
SoeclalCast
Faire-Lease
Mae Marsh
Warner-Stewart

Scarlet
. .
Sally of Youth
tne soutrTseas
Sealed Lips
Shadows or trie Night
Shooting Stars
Silent Seitinei. The
Silent Trail. The
Simba
Sky Rider, The
Station Master, The
Streets of Algiers

Conquest
Aff. European.. Sept
Aywon
Sept
Anctiar
Collwyn
Raleigh.
.Cnesterfield..
Sept

.Brill

Sept

Aff. European .Sept
Aywon ... .Seat
Zakoro
Mar.

6200 feel
..8 reels
..6500fo9l
SIOQfeet
SSOOfeel. . . .Sept 15
6712 feel
1 5300 feet
Sept 15
I .5160 feet.
.6030 Feet
Mar. 31
.6000 feet.
.5500 feet

F. Royer (oroducer)
June 16
Superlative
6000feet
Hercules
Quality DIst. . .Sept
Ufa-Eastern. ...
7563 feat
Ufa Eastern
Mar. 15. .7124 feet
Zakoro
Oct
..7200 feet
7000 feet
Plaza
6215 feet
Trinity Pict
S573reet
S^LIG
Zakoro
July
..5200feet
Syndicate
Oct 15. .4657 feet
Superlative
.. .Brenda
Mar.
.,7270feet ...Mar.
3
Aff. European, .Sept
. .6 reels
Scenic Films
6500 feet
Mar. 24
Zakoro
Aug.
..6200 feet
6000feet
Crescent Plet
5900 feet
Aff. European. .Sept
..7 reels
Quality DIst.,. .Aug
6100 feet..

Oct;:::::
Corliss Palmer
..Circle Pict ..::..
..;:::: ■.,..,.
. .::;:::;^ercutes,
::::;;:::::
.6000
feet..
Swedish Cast.
.Colwyn
^^^,„ ,
wwuuiww

Title
Star
Water, The
M.Chekhov
Amklno
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
When Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Yellow Ticket, The
Anna Sten
Amklno

Picture
ReL

Date
Length
7000 feet
Nov. 15.. 4852 feet

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Title
Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
•tSCavairef, The
Clothes Make trie Woman
Devil's Skipper, The
Domestic Meddlers
Roatlng College, The
Girl From Gay Paree
Grain of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
House 01 ScanJil ,
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Nameless Men.Naughty Duchess, The
Night Life
. .
Once and Forever
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of tne Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hour
•tSTollers. The
Tragedy of Youth
Wlld Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares

Olive Borden
Star raves
O'Neili-G
Patsy Ruth Miller
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pidgeon
Bennett-Love-i^ndls
Claire Windsor
O'Ndll-Collier, Jr
Bedford-iVlcGregor
Cortez- Windsor- Bennett
Hagen- H a rron- Olmsted
Love-Sebastlan-SantschI
Sebastian-O'Malley
Cortez- Leonard
White-McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner-Southern
Harron-A. Day
Mlller-Harron
Belle Bennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borlo
..Southern-McGregor
Starke-Harlan
Harrfln-Sebastlan
Ralston- Fairbanks, Jr
Baiier-Miiler-Colller, Jr.
Bennett- Southern- Keith
Ford-Hale-Olmsted
Brent-Lytell-Kent

SHORT

I Length
Reviewed
..5844 feet
July 20 ..6147toet
Mar. 15. .6157 feet
Aua.
1 .6775 feet ...Oct 27
Nov. 1,
feet
May
1 . .5209
.&510reet....May 26
Feb.
1.
Aug. 15
.5233 feet.. ..Sept 28
Nov. 10
6126 feet..
Sept 15.
.5334 feet
July 10
June 10
.4752 feet.... Feb. 4
Dec
1. ,5297 feet
.6553 feet
April
May 15
.5676 feel
July
.5708 feet... April 14
Feb. 15
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
June
April
Juno
Dec
Mar.
Oct
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Oct

10
1.
15.
20
30
15.
1.
15.
1.
1
15.
15
1
1

.6235 feet..
.6629 feel..

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony

Maude Multer
"f-^S:.;.;.
Medallion. The

Color Classic
?rl"?S?Color Classic

Rel.

Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Dec 15
Jan.
1
Oct
1
Fet>. 15
.IMv. 1.
Mar.

.,1 reel..

1

1 reel..

Voutn Astray

Johnson-MattonI

Devil's Row.
Apple The
Tree, The. '..'.'.'...../
Family
George Washington Cohen
Geraldine l^ird
"SGhetto. The

Dorothy Sebastian. ....... .....Febl 10. .".'
Windsor-Gray
Jessel-Palmer.
Dec 20..
Bennett.
Belle Bennett
Mar. 20..
George Jessel
Feb.
I..

'^'''' ^^"^ Came Back (tentative)
S,""
J^ Vu
Man fIn"^"^
Hobbles,
The

Eve Southern
CortM-Une
Lee-Harron

Mar. 10..
'^•'*Jan. ',9,"
ID. .

''«^">r "' "'""^

I^'i'^'l'^'w

gr

1 •

?Sf°r'vI^°i,
i'''''L°'oT°;.'''
IjJ^^^ffiL
Tropical Nights

JSilif'S
j!SS"° cTJ^'"'
Sm^^^?,".™,
Miller-McGregor

i'S:
E't
nt
Dec.

-i,
^■■
A'
10..

6000 feet
RevleweO

Title
Star
Dist'r ReL
Date
Length
Bet The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels , . .
Charles Gounod (Technicolor).. Music Master Film
Fitzpatrick
^
1 reel
June 18
Chinatown Mystery. The [Serial).Joe Bonomo
Syndicate.
Sept 1.109 rooia
episodes,:.
Cigarette Maker's Romance . . F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Disb-ict Doctor. The
Fare Enough.
.
F, p, SoZv'a'n ,':;odu7e°;,'. . : ;. ,;:.:,;;:;:;;lr'let:;:;::,:,;,:;
.Poodle. Hanae.ord...A«.,ass_,
.,
Fatal Warning. The (Serial)
Mascot Pict. . . ,„„,„.2re,l.,
M V. 1 . .10 episodes.
Girl «lin the Gol Jen Eyes, The..F. P. Donovan (producer)
Mysterious Airman. The
WelssBros
..ecklace, Tne
F,P.Donoyan(producer)IVIaryAldon
Cranfield Clarke
.
AI Joy .
Live AFor
lot .ing
Piece
of 10
String,
F, P. Donovan (producer)
Police Reporter The (Serlati . . . W. Mlller-E. Gilbert . Weiss
Mu.
She Said No
Sen Turpin
Artclass

2 reels
lOeolsodee
2 reels
Zreels
2 reels
. .10 episodea.
2 reels

Title

Attractions
Rel.

Date

Atwut Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer .
. Circle Pict
Oct 15
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
, , Ufa Eastern
Aug. 15
"Bachelor Club. The
Talmadge- Worth
General Pict
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern.
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. European
Dancer of Nil \1aje3ty. The
Special Cast
Amklno
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
Escaped fro-n Kell.. . .
Murlat Esterhazy
Aff. Eurupean
Exodus to the New World. The. . Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German UnJerworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
SGreat Power, The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great Unknown, Tne..
Jonn Loder
Aff. European
Guilty
. .Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
Little Colonel, The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life ,
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European
Mechanics of tie Sraln
Educational
Atn'<lno
Mllak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
Poet and Ciar
Soeclal Cast
, . Amkino
South of Panama
Carmelita Geraghty . Chesterfield
Tnunder God
Cornelius Keetp
Ancnor
Thrall of Leif the Lucky, The. . .Starke-L. Mason . . Technicolor (producer)
Two Days
Special Cast
Amklno
Unholy Love. ...■
Wegenor-Petrovltch. , AR. European
Verdun
Special Cast
Rlchmount
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European

* Means synchronized score.

'\ Means sound effects,

Length

Reviewed

,7545 feet
7 reels. ..
7000feet.
6 reels . . ,
8 reels. ..
7reels...
7 reels. ..
6 reels. ..
6 reels. .,
8 reels. .
6000 feet.
. ,6500 feet
7 reels. .
8775 feet.

6500 feet.
10 reels. .
7 reels , .

,

New Orleans^^^^.. .......... .,.^^a^^^^^^^

Mar. 15
1 reel..
1 reel. .
Jan. 1....1reej..
April 1 .... 1 reel. .
Jan. 16
1 reel. .
FbIl 15
1 rert. .
1 reel. ,
1 reel..
»
«
«
■
Nov. 1....1re<rt
Feb. 1....1reel
Length

Rel. Date
Jan. 20

M.,.

Reviewed

.7786 feet — Get 20

1. .

UNIVERSAL

Sophomore. The
G. O'Neill-L Graydon Hj-Mark
Spookey Money
AI Joy
Cranfleld-CIarke
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Vanishing West. The (Serial). . .Special Cast
Mascot Pict.. Oct T5. 10 episodes. Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason...
Mascot Pict.
Aug. 1.10 episodes
Sept IS
Who's WHO
■
--..-..
.10I ;;.""■.
episodes.. ."-;:
i; J^::-'- . :;:;:;:c=iSlark."-.
. ;.
Vou Can't Win (Serial)
WelssBros

Coming
Star

2

SUBJECTS

Title
Gold
•t&Hawarlan Love Call, The
•t5 Japanese Carnival, A
•t§ln a Persian Market
*t|ln a Chinese Temple Garden
•tLove Charm. The

Thrill Seekers
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Tracey the Outlaw
TwoBrotfiers
When Fleet Meets Reet
Woman Templed The

Amerangto

.Oee.

.5160 feet
.6102 feet
.5735feet
.5276feet....Mar. 9
.5652feet
.7256 feet
Oct 2D
.6361 feet
Mar. 31
6448 feet..
5283 feet..
6614 feet..

Color Classic
Color
^ojor Classic
Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
.Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
^ . t>
..
ColorSymphony
Color Classic
/'«—.:-.*. A**...*:.^...
uoming Aitractione
Star
O'Neill-Drew

SUBJECTS

Reviewed

7000feet

Hercules . _
Mission Bells
English Cast
No
Woman
Allowed
Artlee.
.:!'.'.!Airir'!;5866feet".!iAlirir2a
!!l'"I!l
*" ^"^,
■ l:,Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield.
. . .Aug. 1- . .4890 feet
Perfect Day, A
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15 ,4315 feel.
Scarface
JufigleFlIm
Capitol Pict
SOOOfeel.
.Feb. 4
Souvenirs
Champion-Hughes. ...Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Ivan Moskvln
Zakoro
June 18 .7200 feet.
Tom, Dick or Harry
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern. .. May
1 .6603feet
,,._
^^
-ru 'tsToy Shop. The
4900feel
Superlative
Clifford-Fulton
Treasure Und
Ufa Eastern.. . .April 1 , ,6680 feet. Aug. 5 '27
Jannings-Dagover
Jack Hoey
New-Cal
Mar.
. ,6000 feet
Mar. 31
1.6300feet
Ufa Eastern.. .July
Conrad Veidt
Ejigllsh Cast. .
Hi-Mark
7953 feet
Title
Compton-Ward
Aywon
Sept
.,6500feet
Broadway Fever

SHORT

News

FEATURES
Title
Air Patrol, The
Alias the Deacon
Arizona Cyclone, The
AnyhodyHere See„ Ke„yr
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot The
Cleanup Man, The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Kellys In Paris
Count o( Ten, Tiie
Crimson Canyon
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider, The
Finders Keepers
Fly In* Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four Flushar. The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon, The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate, The
Hero For a Night A
Home. James

Star
AI Wilson
Herstiolt-Marlowe

ReU
Dtte
Length
Reviewed
JaiL 1 . . . . 4259 feet
6869 feet.... Oct 21
Jan. 22
.6243 feet

Fred Humes
May
6
Xo^; Moore.
.Sept !
Adoree-Frazer
Sept 4
Ted Wells
Oct 14,
Daugherty-Falre
Oct 28
Fred Humes
Sept 18
.June 3.
De Putti-McGregor .
Hoot Gibson
Feb. 10
Dynamite-Cobb-Alden
Jan. 29,
La PI ante- Hale-Stan ley
Sept 11. .
Compson- Harlan
Oct
9..
Bosworth-Nlxon
Oct 23..
Wells-O'Day
Feb. 12..
Glbson-Cul liver
Oct
7..
Ai Wilson
Sept 30. .
SIdney-Macdonald
Jan. IS. .
Ray-Ralston
June 17. .
Ted Wells
Oct 14..
Ted Wells
Dec 18..
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwell
Dec
4..
Humes-Worth
Jan. 15..
La Plante-Harron
Feb. 5. .
GIbson-Hasbrouck
July
1, .
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Sept 23 .
Dynamite (dog)
Mar. 25 . . .
Lewls-Nlxon
Jan.
8 .
Stone-Kelth-M. Day
Oct 28. .
Gibson-Rand
Nov. 20..
Denny-Nolan
April 29 . .
Ted Wells
July 29, .
Bushman-Hamlllon-Mariowe. . .Sept 30..
Rex (horse )-Perr In
Sept 16. .
Rex (horse)-Perrln
April 14. .
Tryon-Mlller
Dec 18..
La Planle-Delaney
Sept 2 ,

§ Means potc< (inelading dialogae and incidental songs).

4076 feet
S741 feet
July 28
.4786 feet
.4427feet
,6171 feet... Feb. 4
.5202 feet
.4345 feet
.7190 feet ..May.Dec
20.'27
.6623feet
23
.7304feet,..,Jaa
7
.4232feet
.5311fe6t
.4322 feet
.7481 feet ...Feb. 16
,6279 feet.... Sept 16
.4201 feet
.4349 feet
.4295 feet
.4173
.6081
.5109
.7828
.4426
.6193
6474
.5503
.5645
.4194
.6599
.4668

feet
feet....
feet
feet
feet..
feet..
feet. .
feet..
feet.
feet..
feet..
feet..

.4719 feet..
.5711 feet..
6307 feet .

A. T. after title means AU TMie^

Mir. 17
June 30
Jan.
Oct 28
20
Sept 22

1415
N ov ember

3 ,

Tltl«
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women, ,
irresistible Lover, The
Jazz Mad
Les Miserable*
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World rs Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past. A
•tMan Who Uughs. The.
•tMan. Woman and Wife
'jMelody of Love
Michigan Kid. The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird, The
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out Ail NIghl
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer. The
Phyllis of Ihe Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid, The
Red Lips
rtJdIngfor Fame
Shield of Honor, The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saundefs
Small Bachelor. The
Stop That Man
Straight Shootin'
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror .The
Thlrteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders. The
Trick of Hearts, A
Two Outlaws. The
'tSUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show, The
WoiPs Trail
Won In the Clouds

19 28
Star

Lewl&>Gulliver
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Tryon-fVUIIflr
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran
Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-Kent
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Bedford
Veldt-Phllbln
Kerry-Starke-Nlion
PIdg eon- Harris- WInton
Nagel-Adoree
De Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny- Wortft
Denny-NUon
GIbson-ClaIre
Cody-Thompson...
Al Wilson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (horse )-PeiTln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
, .... Gibson-Hale
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewis-Gulllver-Hamllton
La Plante-Harron
Al Wilson
Kent-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wella
Phllbln-Mosklne
..La Plante-Tryon.
Denny-Kent
Nllsson-Bushman
Hersholt-Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Glbson-Hale
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Special Cast
Sldney-Mltter-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Gibson-Gulliver
Dynamlle-Cobb-Lamont
Al Wilson

SHORT
TlUe
Africa Befoie Dark
All Bulled Uo
■Alitor Geraldine
Ambuscade, The
AnyOidCount
Back to Nature
BareFlsts
Battling Justice
Big Bluff, A
Big Game George
Boss of the Rancho
-Boundary Battle, The
Brand of Courage, The
Bright Ughts
Broke Out
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby
Susler's Big Chance
Buster Shows Of!
Buster Sleos Out
Buster Trims Up
fluster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster,
■BuU-oney
Bv Correspondence.
Calford in the Movies
Oalford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny. The
■Caseot Scotch. A
Cash Customers
Clean Sweep, A
Cloud Suiter, The
Code of the Mounted, The
Come on. Horace.
.
Liross Country Bunion Race, The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line. The
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail, The
Dates for Two
Dead Game
, ,,
Dear Old CaJforrf
Oeath'sHead
Diamond Master, The
•East Side
FantasJe
Fiery Fireman, The
Rghling Oestlny
Fighting Forester The
Fighting for Victory
Figitinq Kid. The
Fish Stories
Footprints
FoxCiase.The
Framed
Full House. A ..
Fun In the Clouds
Galloping Ace, The
Gauge of Qittle, The
George Meets George
George's False Alarm
George's School Daze
Getaway Kid, The
SGIobe Trotters. The
Gold Claim. The
Good Scout Buster
Half Back Buster
Handicapped
.Haunted Island, The (Serial)

Rel.

Date
Length
Reviewed
Oct 14, . , ,5591 feet
June 16 ..
. SeptIS
May 13, , .5874feet
May 20, , . .4095 feet
Oct \A. . . ,5591 feel July 14
.6958 feet. ..Sept 16
Dec
4
Nov. 11. .. .6832 feel
Oct 30 , .7713feet-...
Sept 18, . . .5862 feet ...April 28
Mar. 4 . 6813teet . Feb. 11
June 3. . . .412Ufeet
.6135feet . Seotlfl
Dec 25.. , 10185feet . May 12
Nov. 4
,6674feet
Dec 30,
,6733 feel,... Oct 27
Dec
2,
-6030feet,..,July 7
OcL 21,
.S689feet ...Mar. 10
Feb. 26
6670 feet
SepL16
.4172 feet
Nov. 20.
.5gi8feet
. Jan. 14
Nov. 27
.6170feet....Oct 7
Sept 4
.541 6 feet,.., Aug. 6
Sept 25
June 2
Feb. 26
,5907 feel
Nov. 25
Aug. 4, .4253 feet. "...",...'..
Oct 28
.4200 feet
Mar. 11
.4472 feel
July 15
.5382 feet
Jan. 29
'.'.'.'.'.
Anouet.'
.6957
feet.'.'.'..
Dec
2
.5424feet
Aug. 19
.6172 feel.... Dec 30
Feb. 19,
Oct
2, .61 66 feet.... Aug. 26
Nov. 6, .4393feel
.6218feet
Nov. 6
Mar. 11 , .5389 feet ...April 26
.4251 feet ...Aug. 19
Oct 18,
Mar. 4, .8249teet.. ..Mar. 10
4
April 1, .6179feet,...Feb.
.6073 feet
Feb. 5
.5598feet
Dec
9
Nov. 13.
.6274 feet... Feb. 4
April 8
Sept 4
feet
,4136feet.Junel0'27
April 8, .4353
.5495 feet
Mar. 18,
.4616feet
Nov. 18
10600 feet... Nov. 18
Sept 2
feet.... April 7
May
6 , . . ,9151
,5192teet
Nov. 27,.,
feet
May 20- . . .5254
.4167 feel
Oct
2. . .
April 22. . . .4348 feet

SUBJECTS

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 20... 1 reel
Feb. 4
Charles Puffy
Feb. 27, . . 2reel8
Sid Saylor
Dec
6... .2 reels
.2
reels
May 19
Fred Gilman
June 16. . .
"TheGumps"
Jan. 23... .2 reels
Feb. 11
Arthur Lake
Feb. 27,.. .Ireel
Dec 23
Jack Perrin
Jan. 14 . . .2 reels
Feb. 25
Fred Gllman
Mar. 24. . . .2 reels
April 7
Long-Adams-Layman-IV!cPhaII..May
2. .. .2 reels
Sept 1
Sid Saylor
July 18 ,, 2re6ls
Bob Curwood
Jan.
7 . .2 reels
Oct 27
Edmund Cobb
Nov. 17, . , ,2 reels
Jan.
7
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb. 4 . . . .2 reels
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19. . . .Ireel
2 reels
Young-La Salle
Aug. I . ,
Jan. 28
Newton House
Feb. 18 . , .2 reels
May 26
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog
June 27 , . -2 reels
.2 reels
Dec 23
Trimble. Turner and Dog
Jan. 11 . .2 reels
TrimWe. Turner and Dog
Mar. 14 . ,
Jan. 28
Trimble. Turner and Dog
Feb. 8 . .2 reels
.Trimbl&-Hardwlck and Dog
Oct 17 .. .2 reels
.2reel8
April 28
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May 23... .2 reels
Trimble- Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15, . .
.1 reel
Sept 29
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 ,.
Arthur Lake
Jan. 38 . . .1 reel
Jan. Id
Oct. 6
Lewls-Culliver-Philllps
Oct 15, ,. 2 reels
Lew is-Gu Iliver- Phillips
Sept 17, . . .2 reels
, . ..June 16
Fred Gllman
July 14... .2 reels
.2reels
Dec
23
"The Gum as"
Jan. 9 .. .2 reels
Younq-La Salle
Julv 11, ..
Bob Chandler
Dec
1 . . . .2 reels
Jan. 21
"TheGu.nps"
Feb. 6 . .2 reels
April 7
Jack Perrin
May
5 .. .2 reels
,2 reels
Arthur l^ke
Oct
8
Oct 13
Sid Saylor
Nov. 7 , . . .2reels,,
2 reels
S , Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 .2 reels
Edmund Co'ijb
.2
reels
Nevrton House. ,
Sept 1 . .
May
5
Jack Perrin
June 2. . . .2reel$
Dec 31
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18... .2 reels
.2 reels
Art Accord
Oct
7
Lewls-Guliiver-Phltllps
Nov. 26. . . .2 reels
.Bob Curwood
Lorraine-Slevenson

.2 reels

Dec. 8 ,.
April 8, '29. .10 episodes
.2 reels
.1 reel
Laemmie Navetty
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15, . . .1 reels.
April
Fred Gllman
Mayl9 .. .2 reels
., .Edmund Cobb
Oct 20 . . .2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phililps..
Nov. 12 . . .2 reels. Oct
Newton House
June 9 . .2reels. , . .May
Oct
Young-La Saile
Nov. 21 . . . .2 reels
Oct
Laemmie Novelty
Nov. 19, . . .1 reel .
Oswald Cartoon
June 25 . 1 reel . , . May
.2
reels.
May
Bob Curwood
May 26, . .
Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll...June 13 . .2reel3 .May
Oct
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5. . , .1 reel
Jack Hoxie
Sept 22 . . ,2 reels
Mar.
Fred Gllman
April 21 .,. ,2re3l3
May
Sid Saylor
June 20 .. .2 reels
.2 reels
, .Feb.
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29 . . .2 reels
, .May
Sid Saylor
May 30.., ,2roels
Bob Curwood
Aug. 18 . ,
Sept
Balley-Barnum
June
Bob Curwood
July 21 . . . .22 reels
reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
July 25 ., ,2 reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog . Sept 17 . .
,1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Sept 24
Jack Oaugherty- Helen Foster. . . Mar. 26 . . ..10 episodes. . .

* Meant synchronized score,

f Means soand effects.

21
27
19
20
27
26
6
19
20
24
19
4
5
1
30

Iltle
Harem Scarem
Her Haunted Heritage
Ker Only Husband
Hidden Monev

Star
Rel. Date
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 9. . , .1
Ben Hail
Julv
2 ... 1
Long-Adama-Laymon-McPhalll .April 4. . , .2
Bob Curwood,
April 26
2

High Flyln' George
High Up
His In Laws
Hollywood or Bust
Horace in the Army

Sid Saylor
Oswald Cartoon
Charles Puffy
Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake.

eel
Length

Reviewed

eel
eels
eels
eels
Jan. 25
2 eel
Aug. 6
1
eel
Mar. 12 ...2 eels
Sept 10 — 1
1 ■eels

June 2
Mar. 17
Mar. 31
, . .....
Feb. 18
Jan.

7

Horns and Orange 'Blossoms
Charles Puffy , ,
Jan. 29
eela
. Dec
July 16
28
Horse Play
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Jan.
4.
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon.
Aug. 20
Hungry Hoboes
Oswald Cartoon
May 14,
-eels. .
■eels
Sept 1
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hail
Aug. 27
.April 21
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29
Indoor Golf
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll.Mar.
7.
eels
Feb. 11
eels
May 26
Iron Code The
Jack Perrin
June 30,
Jackson Comes Home
Bob Curwood
2 eels
Junior Year, The
Lewts-Gulllver-Phllllps
Sept 3 ... .2
Just in Time
Edmund Cobb
2 eels,
JustWalt
Young-La Salle
Sept26
2 eels. ,
eels.
Klckino Through
Lewls-Gulilver-Phllllps
Oct
1....2
July 2t
King ofShebas
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13
1
Kitchen
Mechanic
Trimble-Hardwick
and
Dog.
Jan.
9
'29
2
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10 ...2
Looters, The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3
2
Feb. 114
Feb.
Madden of the Mounted
Jacl< Perrin
Mar. 10
2 eels
Manor Letters. A
Sid Saylor
Feb. 15
2 eels
Jan. 28
Married Bachelors
Charles Puffy
April 9
2 eels
Mar.
17
eels
.May
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH .Aug. 8
2
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17
eel
Jan.
21
fVllslakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13. . . .1 eel
April 14
Money I Money 1 Money!
Ben Hall
...10
3el
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 26
episodes
Neckn'^Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23. ...2
,. 2 eels
Dec 18
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan.
2, ...2
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6,
eels
Sept29
...1i
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31 .2 eels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm. The
. Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2
eels
Mar. 10
Newlyweds' Frionds. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll... .April 2,
eels
May
■eels
Aug. 12
18
Newlyweds' Happy (3ay, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
June 4
2
Newtyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5.
April 14
Newlyweds' Imagination, The
Snookums-Bartiett-McPhaill.. . .May
7 — 2 eels
.,,2:2 eels
Newlyweds' Headache ........ Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29..
eels
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28, . , 2
Newlyweds" Need Help. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec 26
Feb. 4
Newlvweds' Servant, The
Snookums- Bart Iett-McPhalH .... Feb. 6 .2 eels
eels
Feb. 11
Newlyweds Success, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Mar. 5
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
No Blondes Allowed
Oh. What a Knight
Die Swlmmln' '(5le. The
One Every Minute
Out In the Rain
Ozzleof the Mounted
Paddling Co-Eds
Panicky Pancakes
Payroll Roundup, The
Poor Papa
Prince and the Paoa
Prodigal Pup, The
Ranger Patrol, The
Red Warning
Reel Ufe
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Ride For Help, The
Riders of the Sierras
Riders of Ihe Woods
Riding Gold
Riding Romeo
Ring Leader, The
Ringside Romeos
Riva I Romoes
Rocks and Saddles
Romeo of the Range
Ropin" Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse, The
Sagebrush Sadie
Sailor George

Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
May
Oswald Cartoon
Feb.
Arthur Lake
April
"The Gumps"
Ftto.
Oswald Cartoon
April
Lewls-Guiiiver-Phillips
Oct
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
Bob Curwood
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Charies Puffy
Feb.
Canine Cast
Fred Gllman
Aug.
Jack Hoxie
Nov.
Long-Adama-Layman-McPhalll.July
Oswald Cartoon
April
Newton House
July
Edmund Cobb
Edmund Cobb
Sept
Newton House
Jan.
George Chandeir
Jack Perrin
April
.Arthur Lake
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Nov.
Bob Curwood
Oct
Newton House
Aug.
Sid Saylor
Sept
Jack Perrin
Aug.
Oswald Cartoon
April
Sid Saylor
May

Sailor
Suits and Tea
Sandwiches
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
Sealed Orders
Secret Outlaw, The
She's My Giri
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Lions
Society Circus, Tfie
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of the Frontier, A
So This Is Saop Center
South Pole Flight, A
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik. The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
That's That
There's a Wll
Trackless Trolley. The
f hCky Trickster, The
Unexpected Hero, An
Untamed, The
Valiant Rider. The {Western!
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hope
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The

Sfd Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman, Jr.
Jack Perrin
Bob Curwood
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Guillver-Phllllps
Ben Hail
Arthur Lake
Charies Puffy
Mar. 26. ,
Arthur Lake
Jan. 2, ,
Newton House
April 14, .
Ben Hal.
Jan. 16..
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26.
Ben Hall
April 9,
Bob Curwood
Sept 8.
Lewis-Guillver-PhllHoe
Arthur Lake
June 18..
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll . Feb. 1..
Arthur 1-ake
May 21 . .
Arthur Lake
Dec
5. .
C. KIng-C. Doherty
April 18..
Oswald Cartoon
July
9. .
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12..
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Nov. 14. .
Bob Chandler
Sept29..
Trimble-Turner and Dog
April 11
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Dec 21 . .
Ben Hall
July 30,
Ben Hall
June 4
F. Gillman-M. King
Feb. 2S.
Newton House
May 12.
Bob Curwood
June 23.
Wm. Desmond
Jan. 16.
Sid Saylor
Mar. 28.
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Dec 12.
Laemmie Novelty
Oct 22
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Feb. 22
Sid Saylor
April 25.
Young-La Safle
June 6,
Newton House
Mar. 17.
Lewls-Guillver-Phllllpt
Jan.
2.

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

3
21,
28
6.
23. .
20.
30.
29
1.
31 .
11.
13.

■eel
eels

May 265
Feb.

eel

Mar. 24

'eeis
eel
eel

Oct 277
April
Mar.
Oct
133
May 19

eel
eels

April 7
Jan. 28

1 eels
11... ,2 eels
1
2 'eels
■eels
4
2i ■eel
eele
16
7
2
15 ...2 eels
eels
21
2 eels
2
7
2 ■eel
eels
26.
5,
12.
eel
eels
6.
eels
4.
12.
25
eels
2.
9.
eels
eels
Jan. 216,
'29.
July
Oct 27.
eels
June 3.
episodes
Feb. 11 .
eels
eels
Nov. 10.
eels
Aug. 22,
eels
■eel
Oct 24,
Sept 3.
eel.
July 23.
eel
eels
Jan. 16. .
Mar. 12.
eel

Jan. 21
Sept 15
June 2
Mar. 24

Mar. 10
Oct 20
April

■eel

7

May
July 285
April 14
June 16
Oct 20
Jan. 28

Oct

6

July 28
Aug. 18
June 30
Dec 30
Fab. 18

eels

Mar.

eel
eels
eet

Doc 16
Mar. 17
Dec 30

3

eel ...... Mar. 17

eels

Sept 8

eels
2 eel
' eels
eel

May
Jan.
April
Nov.
eels
Mar.
eel
June
episodes. .July
eels
Oct
eels
eels
eel

Mar. 17

eel
eels
eels

26
14
28
18
24
16
21
20

May 19
..Jan. 28
Aprl. 19
14
...May

episodes
eels
eels
■eels
eels
eels
eels

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

.. .

Mar. 3
Feb. 4
May 31
12
Mar.
Feb.26

I4ie

Motion

Picture

Title
TiHt

Star

WolvM of »» Ru)«
Woman Chasers
Woman's Man, A
Yukon Gold

Length
Jan. 28. . ..2reela
May 16. . . .2reela.
..Ireel
Doc. 3..
July 28. . ..2 reels

Fred GlPman
Young-La Sails
Arthur 1-ake
Jack Perrin

Reviewed
Mar. 21
June 30

Coining Attractions
Tltla
*tSBraggart Tho
Bridos Will Bo BrMM
Born to the Saddle

Star

Lengtti

Ravtswed

Jean Hersholt
Laura U Plante
Ted Wells

*tfiBn»adway
Glenn Tyron
Clear the Deck
Reginald Denny
(CohensandKellyslnAtlanticClty. . .George Sidney
Crimson Canyon, The
Tod Wells
Crimson Hour. The
Do Puttl-Mosjukln*
Danger Rider, The
Hoot GIlMsn
Doubling For Trouble
GIbson-Gllbert
Erik the Great
Veidt-Plillbin
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Slarke
Gate Crasher. The
Glenn Tryon
Gtri Oodgv, Tlie
Arttiur Lake
"tGirl on the Barfle. The
•fGlve and Take
Grit Wins
Hell Wrecker. The
Hero of the CInaia
Hero of the Circus
II Can Be Done
Kid's Clever, The
King of the Rodeo. The
•tlast Warning, The
•tiUnesome
ManOlsturbef.The
Navy Blues
One Rainy Night
Port of DroamiThe
SRed Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown, The
(Show Boat
Sky
Sky Skldder. The
I'i'"/.';!^"''?',,*'
Taranga
Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the Clly. .

Dee. 23. .
Dee. 18..
Nov. 18. .

Hersholl'O'NemMcGraoor
SIdney-Hersholt
Dee. 2. .
Wells-Collins
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
Dec
2. . .Gen feel..
Special Cast.
Feb. 24..
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson. .
Laura LaPlanle
Tryon-Kent
June 30.... 6142 feet.... Oct
Reginald Denny
Arthur Lake.
Laura La Plante
Oec
9
Mary PMIbIn
Sept 22
penny-pay
iiiiil^;
Nlxon-Rogere
e947leel
Murray-Kent
Rubens-La Plante-J. Scblldkraut.
Al Wilson
Nixon-WalllnB-Nolan
Special Cast
Reginald Denny

JUL

Rex (horsol-Perrin

Feb.
Dec 10

UNITED

13

ARTISTS

FEATURES
TItl«
•IBattle of the Snea. The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer, The
Dove The
Drums of Love
Garden o( Eden, The
Gaucho. The
MaBic Flame, TTie
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
SorreHand Son
Steamboat Bill, if
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knlghta
tTwo Lovers
•tWoman Disputed. The

Star

Rel.

Bennett- Hersholt- Haver.
Chapun-Kennedy
Busier Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge-Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
.Fairbanks-Velez
Colman-Banky
Pickford-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-U Barrymore
Warner-Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Horn
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Roland

Coming

Date
13 . . .
7. ..
29...
19. . .
7. ..
31 . .
4. . .
t. . .
14. , .
2..,
11. . ,
7...
2. . .
12. . .
11...
23...
7. ..
20...

Length

Reviewed
Oct 20
, ,Jan. 14
,, Sept 23
,,Dec 30
.Jan.
. Jan. 287

8180 feet
6400 leel.
58O0leet
7000 leel.
9100 feet.
8350 feet
7300 feet.
9358 leel.
7850 feet.
6460 feet.
7552 feet.
8600 feet.
9000 feet.
6400 feet.
9300 feet.
78S0feel.

Jan. 14
Dec. 2

Feb.
. Feb.
.Nov.
May
. June
..Nov.
. April

8500 feet.

4
11
26
19
16
4
28

Reviewed
Length
Rel. Date
u
«•>
Nov. 17

-.

.v_----3..
.Nov.

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star

•Across the Atlantic
'Beware of Married Men
•Brass Knuckles
tiCiught In the Fog
•ColleflB Widow. The
•Crimson City, The
"Dog of the Regiment, A
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto. The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The

.Blue-Murphy
Rich- Ferris-Cook
Blue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costello-Colller, Jr
Loy-Miijan-Hyama
Rln-Tln-Tln-Gulllver
Fazenda-Cook
Miiler-Oldfreld
Fazenda-Cook
Chaplin-Costello

^ Means synchromzed score.

Re).

Date

Feb.
Jan.
Dec
Sept
Oct
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept
May
Nov.

25
14
3.
22.
15.
7.
29.
24.
18.
26,
7.

[Means soand effects.

Length

Jan. 2fi
Dec 23

feet. - ..Nov. 25
feet..
April 21
feet.,
Nov. 11
feet

.6767
feet JulySept
8. '27
.4914 feet
22
.6639 feet... Jan. 21

•Pay As Vou Enter
•Powder My Back
•Flace For Life , A
•Reno Divorce. A
•RInty of the Desert
•Sailor Iny fvlurphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart, A
•Silver Slave. The.
Slightly Used
*t estate Street Sadie
tiTerror, The (A.T.)
•When a Man Loves
tSWomon They Talk About
Title

Cook-Fazenda
Rich-Forrls-Beranger
Rln-Tln-Tin-Nye-Falre
McAvoy-Graves
Rln-Tln-Tln-Ferrls-Nye
Jessel-Ferris
Fazenda-Cook
I. RIch-Mllian
,
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horton
Barrymore-Costelio
I. Rlch-Ferrls-Colller, Jr
Coming
Star

Rel.

BLUE
Authoritative

Attractioni

nSConquest (A.T.)
Blue-Wamer-Wllson
•tSDesert Song. The
Boles-King
,,
r.™, o.uu.u=
•tJFancy
Baggage
Audrey Ferris
tSFromHeidqiiarters... ,..,,,,,. Monto'Blue,
njFroren River
RIn-Tln-Tin
•fiGlorlous Betsy
D. Costeilo-Nagle
^fcreyhound Limited, The
Monte Blue..
tSHard-Bollod Rose
Loy-Colller, Jr -Brockwell
n«Home Towners, The (A.T.)
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockweli
-'--. - Took
- . ■
'
_.._.'
•fJHonky
Sophie
Tucker
n§Kld Gloves
Nagol-Wllson
m^,,
inhtc
nf
Mm,
Vnrk
/aT.\
r.n<rtflllo-l
flnrli^RmrkwBl
•tjUnd
-■.::;; ;;;Rln.Tln-Tin-Ny<^Hyam8
tSLlghts ofoftheSllver
New YorkFox,'
(A.T.)
Costello-Undis-Brockwell
•t§LIon and the Mouse
L- Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr..
•tSLIttle Wild Cat. The
Ferrls-Hall-Oawson
Dolores Costello .
-tSMadon":na of Avenue A, The
nSMIIIIon Dollar Collar. The
Rln-Tln-Tln.
•tjMy Man
Fanny Brice
"tSNoah's Ark
D. Costello-O'Brien
*t|No Defense
Blue-McAvoy
•t5No Questions Asked
.FerTls-ColIfer. Jr.
.•tJOne Stolen N(ght
Bronson, Collier. Jr.
•t§On Trial (A,T.)
Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson
*t§Queen of the Night Clubs (A.T.).. Texas Guinan
nSRedeemlngSIn, The
D. Costello- Nagel
tSShe Knew Men
Bronson- Horton
HfSinging Fool. The
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
Jan.
•tSStark Mad (A.T.)
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
*t5Stolen Kisses
May McAvoy
•tSTenderloln
D. Costello-Nagel

VITAPHONE
Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomaniac
Bit o( Scotch, A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies

star
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martinelll
Florence Brady

NEWS

Who

of

Length

Reviewed

.May

..S2S7feet..
.6352 feet..

i

.May 2S

Oct 27

1

9592 feet

Sept 29

7340 feet

April 28

Ret

;

Date

Length

Reviewett
Aug. 26
Oct 13
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 26
S^t 1
July 7
Sept 1

:

1 reel

Sept 22'
June 16
t^^l'^
Sept 22
Sept 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June
Aug.
June
June
Sept

Filmdom

23
25
23
16
29

Aug.
June 25
S

2 reels

A. T. after title means AU Ttdkie.

BOOK

Who's

Date

SHORTS

Chips of the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
Creole Fashion Plate. The
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Sonqs, A
Rorence Brady
Death Ship, the
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
p^^,! Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hloine-Leah
GusArnheimA His Ambassadors. .. Jazz Band
^^^^ ^^^f
Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra. .. Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Band
Caupollcan
.Jazz
. W. & E: Howard
Ingenues,
TheOffice.
In a Casting
.UlisA Clark
,_ n.rtnh
'" ''"''^
.Songs and Dances
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
. . Crane- David son-Tucker
Lash. The
. . Hobart Bosworth
Man of Peace, A
. . Wllson-Horton
Miss Information
..Nightclub Revue
MorrisseyA Miller
. Songs & Dances
Myers
&
Hanford
Night Court. The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Pagliacci
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron
Question of Today. The
Audrey Ferris
Realization
.
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoietto— Quartet
Glgll-Taliey-<le Luca-Gordon
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Terry and Jerry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sistei^
Song Program
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve) . . . Giovanni Martinelll

PICTURE

N e zi's

Length

Date

.6390 feel. Reviewed
Nov. 28. .
Dec 31
Nov. 5. . .69781001
Nov. 12. . .63021001..
.Nov. 26
Dec 24. . .66131001..
.8893 feet
Dec 15.
27
Doc 31 .6200 feet.. Oct
Jan. 7
.6320 feet..
Dec 17
.Dec 31
.65691001 . .SepL30
Sept. 10
Feb. 4
7077 feet
Oct. 21
Oct. 13
Feb. 11 . . . .6331 feel
OcL
8
Aug. 7. . . .6485 feet. May 20, '27
.6357 feet... Oct
7
SepL17.
-Soirt. 4 .
.
7961
feel
July
8,
'27
..4975feol
Mey 12,
Mar. 10. . 6185feel
.4777
feet
...Fob.
11
Jan. 28,
.6492 feet..
Nov. 4
Oct 22
Oct 29
Aorll 21 ,4820 feet,
Oct
8
OcLII
,6295 feet
SepL24
,.5685 feel,,
Sept. 15
Nov. 19 .,. 6124
- _ feet
... . Dec
Sept. 3. . . .6412 feet , . Sept 31
Aug. 25, ,. 7169 feet ,. Sept 8
Oct
20. . . .7654 feel, , . .Aug. 25
Aug. 21... 10081 feet, .Feb. 18*27
Sept 8. . . . 5627 feel

Jessel-Ferris
Star
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wllson-Conklln-Lov
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockweli
Mooro-Costello
McAvoy-Nagle
RIn-Tln-TIn
..Jolson-McAvoy
Rln-Tin-Tln-Nye-Hyams
McAvoy-Fraier
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D. Costollo-Oland

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

MOTION
The

Reviewed

6052
5421 feetfeet.
.6330 feet..
. ,6616
,.5388
..5003
.5164

•Ginsberg tne Great
•Girl From Chicago, The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
■^SHome Towners, The
•Husbands For Rent
•II 1 Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•(Jan Singer, The
♦tSLand of the Sliver Fox
•Little Snob. The
*t§fVHdnlght Taxi, The
■IVIIsslnglInk, The
•One-Round
Hogan
•Old San Francisco

. , Sept 30
,, Dec. 9

Attractiona

^,-Title
, ,
_.
r, ■Star
o
nSAwakenlng.Tlie
f^"^-^\^'^\
•§Coquette
MaryPickford
•JCity Lights
Charlie Uiaplin
Evangeline
Del ores del Rio
tHell's Angela
Lyon-Hall-Nissen
King of the MountalM
John Barrymore
•jLove Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
JLummox.
.,.,... .
*t|Man With the Iron Mask, The. ..Douglas Fairbanks
•SNIghtstick.
•tSQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byron
•|S_Rescue. The
Colman-Damlh
•fRevenge
Dolores Del Rio..
nSSay It With Music
Harry Rlchnun
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman
Terry- Retro vitch
Three Passions

WARNER

OcL
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.
May
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Oct

RoL

Sept
June
June
June
June
June

1
IS
23
30
16
23

June 16
June 16
Oct 20
Aug. 25
June 16
Sept 15
Sept29
Get 13
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2

Look to Rastman
Panchromatic motion picture
film, now used in practically
e\ ery important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
art by Eastman scientists.
In the future, as in the past,
look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher Ica els of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

SOUND

PICTURES

REAL EYE AND EAR ENTERTAINMENT FINALLY
OBTAINED WITH THE USE OF RACON HORNS
Orchestral selections are recreated with
such fidelity and delicacy of tone, with
such sweetness and clearness combined with depth, as to make music
and entertainment of an actual orchestra that is present. The human
voice with every intonation, with every
fine expression, with every heart throb,
is reproduced lifelike through RACON
EXPONENTIAL HORNS. The one
piece construction, the patented, vibrationless, non-porous material and
the lightness of weight, make RACON
HORNS the recognized standard for
musical and voice reproduction by the
largest Amplifier Companies, Talking
Picture Companies and Reproducer
Companies throughout the world.
Sizes of horns vary from 6" bells to 6'
square bells, with air columns of from
one foot to fifteen feet.

RACON
Air-Colnmii
Exponential
Horn
For rinms
Anditoand
Theatres
Bell 54 in. sq.
Depth 32 inAir Co[u m n ches.15
ft.
Weight 55 lbs.

Dynamic
UnitsHORNS
FOR
EXPONENTIAL

Mark an advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units
are to be a surprise even to the most critical listener.
Your entertaining problems vdll be solved, the box office receipts wdll be increased.
Write
your patrons will be dehghted by the reproduction from RACON EX,
PONENTIAL HORNS AND DYNAMIC HORN UNITS.
There will ror
be no blasting, no tinniness, but perfect amplification combined with Catnloff
volume, depth and brilliancy.
°
Consult

O. B. 2320
.\ir Column 12H feet
Bell 30 inches by 45 inches
Depth 31 inches; Weight 29 pounds

[^AVAAl

Our Acoustical

Engineers

\^
ElE^TKI
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

VA>

lAiv.

FACTORIES
18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

November

10, 1928

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

HOT NEWS!

i
HOLLYWOOD, CAI
Last night in the M-G-M projectio^
rooms executives of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer previewed Clarence
Brown's production "A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS" starring
JOHN GILBERT and GRETA GARBO. Today the news is
sweeping through the picture colony like wildfire that one of the
greatest attractions of screen history is here, a production even
bigger than '*Flesh and the Devil" in which the Gilbert-Garbo
combination, directed by Clarence Brown, scored its initial success. Again M-G-M, the producer thus far this season of "Excess
Bflgg'Jge." "Our Dancing Daughters," "White Shadows in the South
Seas" and "While the City Sleeps," is receiving the congratulations of the film world.
Member

>I. XXXVIII

No.

of Molten Pieturt Ptoducir. ind DiKilbutonof AmcfkB, Inc

l^ru 22. IVZfi. at tut Fan i
under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly— fS.OO a Year

Los Angeles

Neiv York

• y»rk. iv. r

:E 20 CENTS
Chicago

THE STANDARD
TALKING PICTURE MACHINE
OF THE WORLD
SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT

Due to the many names similar to Tonefilm causing
confusion in the exhibitors minds — The World's
Finest Motion Picture Talking Machine will hereafter
be known as the

BIOPHONE
THE STANDARD TALKING PICTURE
MACHINE OF THE WORLD
Details as to when and where every exhibitor will be
able to see and hear the BIOPHONE MACHINE in
his territory mailed on request.

Price Right —
Terms Right
Prompt Installations
^

1600 Broadway

^

New York City

let^s Set doiii^ii
to business!
^Election's over. The verdict's in. The country's settling
down to business again. The tumult and shouting dies.
No more political speeches to keep the family home, glued
to the radio. No more campaign orators competing with
motion pictures from packed halls and soap-boxes. Your
Theatre business is due for a big boom. ^That is, provided
you're showing the right pictures. Provided you didn't
book a program that bloomed in August and passed out at
the first nip of frost. Provided you bought Paramount,
which started with hits like "Wings", "The Fleet's In" and

"Docks of New York" and is building steadily from there.
Provided you've got surefire material like 'Interference" (the
first big ^r^aZifjall-talking picture), Clara Bow in Elinor Glyn's
"Three Week Ends", Emil Jannings in "Sins of the Fathers"
(American role and happy ending), Richard Dix in ""^Redskin"
(Technicolor and sound), Anne Nichols' "Abie's Irish Rose"
(talking, singing, sound), "The Canary Murder Case" (most
talking) and "The Wolf of Wall Street" (also mostly talking)
coming in the next couple of months. ^ Provided you bought
Paramount and can start 1929 with the greatest line-up of
all-talking features and shorts (silent too) ever seen! Yes,
boom days for picture theatres from now on and Paramount
offers you the only quality product with which to cash in
on them!

Paramount, alone of the producing companies,

knew the season didn't end November 1st. Paramount saved
its choicest numbers for release now. ^Paramount's Greatest Year means week after week from now till August 1, 1929!

PARA^OHMT'S
Member Molitn Pitlure Produim

and DtitrtbuUr, «/ ^,„ci..i^

Int., If ,11 H. //.iji, PrrudtiU.

GREATEST

YE/UI

VyARNER BRQS.
AVAILABLE

WARNER

/VOiV

BR0S.LATEST100%ALLTALKING

VI TAPH ONE PICTURE

TTmiflV#mmTmnnTTTnTTTWTWIMnwTnTmnTTTmwmmnww^

WITH

A DISTINGUISHED

WARNER
TALKING
STANDARD

CAST INCLUDING

PAULINE FREDERICK
BERT LYTELL
LOIS WILSON
HOLMES HERBERT
RICHARD TUCKER

BROS. VITAPHONE
PICTURES ARE THE
OF THE
WORLD!

AL JOLSON
in
•THESINGINGFOOL"
"ON TRIAL" with
Pauline
Frederick,
Bert Lytell, Lois Wilson
DOLORES

JASON ROBARDS
JOHNNY ARTHUR

COSTELLO
in

"GLORIOUS
with Conrad BETSY"
Nage!

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
Scenario by Robert Lord

"LIGHTS

OF NEW

All

Cast

Just
With

Star

a Few
Plenty

M.

COHAN'S

FANNIE
"MY

BRICE
MAN"

in

AL JOLSON
in
"THE JAZZ SINGER"
•THE LION AND

THE

MOUSE" with
May McAvoy
and
Lionel 4: Barrymore
*
*

"THE TERROR"
May McAvoy
Louise Fazenda

From the stage success by Elmer Rice

GEORGE

"THE HOME TOWNERS"

DOLORES

COSTELLO

in
"TENDERLOIN"
with
Conrad Nagel

of the
Big
More
on the

Hits,
Way!

YORK"

OPENS
WARNER
B'WAY

NOAH'S

af

NOV. 14
BROS.

TH

Theatre

a/ 52*/ STREET.

ARR-NOW-TOPS

ANY PICTURE EVER MADE

uom n I i lou r Dootn
You wouldn't buy an old fashioned talking machine nor
obsolete radio for your home —
Even your best friends wouldn't sit
and listen to it — FREE.
Why buy obsolete, makeshift junk
for your theatre and expect the public
to PAY to hear it — Give them

Devised and Developed to Standardize Sound
Picture Reproduction.

_

Powers^ . , -,
INTERCHANGEABLE
For all Sound tracks

ACCURATE

in Tone

ABUNDANT

in Volume

For Immediate

NOW READY Iinstallation

On an attractive and reasonable rental basis

NOTE the
clariiy^ and
precision oP
CINEPHONE
sound
^ waves

POWERS CINEPHONE
EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
Powers Bldg., 723 7th Avenue
New York City

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTORS
Arrangements are being made
with reputable and financially
qualified distributors for
exclusive territorial
selling rights

I

1
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LAVALIER
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h
IT
RANG
THE
BOX OFFICE
BELL

Nexv York Neivspaper Critics Say —
\XR. TALMADGE
^ '■ Fairbanks, Tom

BI^O^IDVfly

and
HEARING
It

'FALMADGE,
the best dare-devil stunt man we've ever seen.
— The American,
TALMADGE shoivs a good deal of Fairbank's peppiness and
ability to create thrills. — The News.
THE audience took to it like a great big party of great big,
happy, grown-up children. — The World.

Tirr<iMy-c/^T<iML
1540

tackles the combined efforts of Douglas
Mix and Hoot Gibson. — Times.

AIINewYorhls
SEEING

productionc/^
MEW

yOl^K

inc
CIT

J

A NEW TRIUMPH
OF CLOCLIOUS

PATHE SOVND

NEWS

ACHIEVEMENT

*''>Adcm>»*\

Recorded by RCA Photophone PROCESS

marks epoch in news reel histor)
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

Look to Eastman
Panchromatic motion picture
film, now used in practically
every important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
art by Eastman scientists.
In the future, as in the past,
look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher le\^els of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

ATIMELY NEWSPAPER DMMA-a»i/aORmom
I PlAY IT RIGHT NOW FDR ailCK PROFITS!
m

I

I

I
\

FADOUGLAS
IRBANKS/
'Quality Counts

JOBYNA

RA15T0N

COLUMBIA PICTURES talk the
language of the box-office in a way
that every showman can understand

Proof—

"Good silent pictures are still the candy.
SUBMARINE, playing the Rialto, Newark,
grossed $6,700 in two days, battering down
the house record held by one of the leaders
among sound films. Silent or sound, quality
counts." — Kann.
-Film DiiiN. November I. 1928

DIAECTtD BY

COLUMBIA PICTURES Silent oiSound -Are Always
the BestBox-Office Value in
the Industry !

FRANK. ft.O\WA

THE PUBUC
Thousands of letters have been

in ever-y part: of the nation asking
"UndeToms Cabin" will be shown in

desire to seeE
it's Saturday
is aroused
publicbeen
nave
reading inour
stories, magazine stories, reviews
cities, word of mouth advertisinq
of human communication. Hundreds
towns have already made big money
Thousands more exhibitors will do
is when public interest is aroused
campaic|ns from your nearest
on Carl Laemmle's

AROUSED

■eceived by Universal from people
and
Laug
Mio
hs"
Man
vhe
nTh
e
their towns — evidence that the

these pictures. Fbr months they
/emg FbstAdS; newspaper publicity
-eprinted from newspapers in other
jnd every other conceivable form
Df exhibitors in large cities and small
as a result of this huqe publicity
ikewise.The time to get the money
Get the two tremendous selling
Universal Exchanqe NOW
two super winners/

CLEAR

AS A BELL

TORISTOLPHONE makes its bow under the aws.
^-' pices of SONORA, a name which conjures np in
the minds of both public and fihn industry, the last
word in sound recording* instruments.
SONORA brings to an already practical device the
technical accomplishments of its vast experience and
the refinements of tone and quality which have
gained world-wide prestige.
The acquisition Of the Bristolphone factories and the
increased facilities at SONORA 'S Stamford and Saginaw factories, gives SONORA-BRISTOLPHONE a
breadth of operations capable of furnishing exhibitors with 250 installations each month !
With every working, facility and material necessary
to its manufactures under its own roof ; with the endorsement of prominent showmen,^ producers and
exchangemen on both Coasts testifying to its excellence; with a price that puts it within the reach of
ail exhibitors, SONORA-BRISTOLPHONE stands
out as the pre-eminent sound device on the market
Installations will be made in the order of the receipt
of applications. Wire, write or phone now for,
your installation.
BR15T01PW0H€

fACTORY, WATER&URY.COHM.

B
RA
NO
SO
50WtSI51«SlREtT :
CIWC

O ONORATONE PICTURES is a name destined to
'^ tak^ its place among the box-office institutions
of this industry! The SONORATONE trade mark
will be publicized far and wide in the most consistent,
enterprising campaigns of which showmanship
genius is capable.
The identity of the producers who will make pictures
for SONORATONE is in itself a guarantee of the
box-office quality of these pictures.
Three series of pictures aggregating 24 featurelength films will be produced, respectively, by Asher,
Small and Rogers, Gotham Productions and LesserWarner.
In addition, there will be 52 short subjects covering
top-notch vaudeville acts, entertaining stage novelties and outstanding musical attractions.
Backed by such producing resources, SONORATONE can offer big box-office names and production values that will make the theatres that play
them the outstanding show places in their communities.

SONORA

rOLPUONE
tW YORK

o

CITY

FACTORY

STAN\FOQ0, CONN.

5 MORB
Oct. SO

BEATS

TOLEDO
RECORD
BY 25%

"'Lilac Time* greatest box office attraction in the
world today. Forced to hold theatre cipen two extra
hours on Saturday. First two days bioke house record
by twenly-five percent."
— John F. Aiim/er. Pantheon, Toledo
BREAKS JAMESTOWN
RECORD BY $1,100
At tlie Winlergartlcii Theatre in Jamestown, ]\. Y..
"LII-AC TIME" heat the house re.-onl hv $1,100.

Oct. 27

RBCORDS

Oct. 38

in 5 DAYS I

ALL RECORDS liN EAST
ST. LOUIS

"'Lilac Time' broke house record Majestic, East St
Louis, Sunday. Also broke house record for Monday
and house record for Tuesday, doinj: total gross much
jireater than previous record for three
— D. days."
P. Rathbone

Oct. 29
'"Lilac

Time"

openinp

SALT
ila>

LAKE RUN STARTS
WITFI RECORD
\'ii't<»ry

Theatre,

Sull

Lake City, broke house record. Picture talk of tow
Great crowds waiting lo get in. Nothing can st<
two-week run lo record business."
— William F. Gordc

Oct. :io

LONGEST RUN
PANTHEON

AT

Pantheon. Toledo, will hol.l "LILAC TIME" for thii
week. First time in history of hon^e anything ev'
|>la\e(I three ^^eek.«.
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Showmanship
The

Telephoto Stunt

and Its Real Meaning

By William A. Johnston
our readers are well aware, we published, overnight, last week a complete four-page advertisement, by telephoto, ofthe world premiere in Hollywood of "Noah's Ark."
It was, we believe, an outstanding bit of
showmanship, typical of the spirit that has
put this industry far to the forefront in the
history of the show world.

As

It is symbolic, we also believe, of the Future, a most wonderful one, that immediately faces the motion picture.

when he reads the story, following this editorial, ofjust how the trick was done.
The deed itself was more dramatic even
than the results.
It was the first time in the history of
the industry, and the first time in the history of any trade paper in any field, that
such an undertaking was made, and carried
through to a successful conclusion.

Furthermore, the "first time" angle ran
right through the doing of the job. It was
the first time that the Telephoto Laboratories in New York were kept open all night
The picture has ceased to be a mere triumph of photographic animation. That is and into the business hours of the followbut a period, remarkable as it is, in its
ing day, on a stretch, to handle such an
event
as this.
forward march. We must, sensibly, regard
it as such; and holding fast to all that has
It was the first time also that any mobeen so creditably accomplished in the
tion picture trade paper heralded from
technique and business of picture enter- the stage of a great premiere, betainment, be eager to add to that enterfore the performance started, that it was
tainment the new accomplishments of about to make history in which all who
these marvelous days of science and indus- heard the message read would participate.
try. _^
Likewise, it was the first time that New
That is the real problem facing us. The York saw within a few hours after it
headaches of the day are minor ones; so
happened, scenes of a picture preare the bugaboos that loom up. We are almiere in Hollywood 3,000 miles away, and
lied today with the great popular forces of read, in their own handwriting, the comelectrical transmission. We are in a new
ments ofcelebrities on the picture as they
entertainment era and, luckily, we are a, came out of the theatre.
perhaps the, basic part of it.
And the first time that a telephotoed
advertising section, complete in itself, appeared overnight in any publication anyIf we seem to boast a good deal about our
where.
telephoto accomplishment the reader, I believe, will understand our state of mind
But here's the story:

1440
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Ne^\ws Telephoto Scoop
By WILLIAM

A. JOHNSTON

A LITTLE beam of light, tracing its way across
a cylinder of celluloid in the Telephoto Laboratories in New York at four o'clock Friday
Morning, November 2, presaged the success of a daring undertaking.
The beam traced its way many times, until seven
photographs and thirty-five facsimile comments, were
delivered, by this modern miracle of communication,
three thousand miles across desert and mountain,
from Los Angeles to New York.
Back of the beam lay a mobilization of mechanical
resources ; whole-hearted co-operation from a great
picture company — the Warners; preparation covering several days; and the calling into play of complete
trade paper staffs on both Coasts — all without precedent in this industry.
All great ideas have their origins, of course. And
the creation of this idea belongs to Earl Hudson, the
assistant publisher of Motion Picture Apexes who, by
the way, will arrive in New York November 10 tj
take up his duties at the home office of The Nczvs.
The wheels were immediately set in motion, after
the idea was flashed from the Coast. The Warner
Brothers, pioneers in sound, at once grasped the opportunity to pioneer in telephoto advertising.
With all possible preliminary details completed,
then, the dramatic story of "how it was done" begins

A Sensation at Premiere
JUST before the world premiere performance of
"Noah's Ark" began at Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, Conrad Nagel, Warner star,
read a telegram to the audience which created a sensation. Itwas addressed to Sid Grauman and was as
follows :
"To Jack and Harry Warner and their production
staff responsible for 'Noah's Ark' and to you for the
honor of presenting it in its world premiere I extend
congratulations. Warner Brothers are making history not only in the development of sound pictures
but in the exploitation of them.
"Every motion picture executive in New York will
have on his desk tomorrow a copy of this week's issue
of Motion Picture News containing an insert announcement byWarner Brothers composed of photographs taken tonight of the crowds going into the
Chinese Theatre, of groups in the lobby and facsimile
reproductions of opinions that will be written in
longhand by a great number of the celebrities present
after seeing the production.
"Therefore, 'Noah's Ark' has the great distinction
of being both the first super-production with sound
and the first for which the recently perfected telephoto system is used to transmit written statements
and photographs of its premiere presentation.
"Wm. A. Johnston,
"Publisher, Motion Picture News."

at Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, Thursday
night, November i.
The willing co-operation of some 75 stars, directors
and production heads, a fleet of motorcycle policemen,
a battery of cameras, photographers who kept their
studios open all night to aid, plus the indispensable
aid of officials of the Western Union and the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, were all-important factors in making possible the doing of the
All night long, messenger boys dashed on motorcycles from Hollywood to the telephone building in
Los Angeles twelve miles away with photographs and
job.
photograms.
Graflex cameramen, stationed in the
forecourt of the Chinese Theatre, grabbed "shots" of
the various celebrities pointed out by a Motion Picture
Neivs staff man who stood with them all evening. A
speed truck, on which other still photographers were
mounted, v^'as up and down the street in front of the
crowds, also accompanied by a News staff reporter.
In this manner, various phases of the thousands roped
off in the streets were photographed for telephoto purposes. The policing was exceptionally fine and in no
instance did the truck encounter difficulties in getting
through the crowds so effectively roped off'.

A Race Against Time

It was past ten o'clock in the evening ( i a.m. Friday
New York time) when all photographs from the truck
cameras and the Graflex men, were rushed to the studio and developed. Hal Wallace, \\'arners' ^^'est Coast
publicity director, gave fine co-operation in getting
photographers and quick developing plants. Prints,
still wet, were hurried to the Telephone Building,
where still another Motion Picture News man was
stationed and at 12.30 o'clock a.m. (three thirty a.m.
New York time), the transmission of the first telephoto began.
Meanwhile,
four of the holding
Motion Picture
Xezvsfortstaff"
were still in Hollywood
down the
at
Grauman's Chinese Theatre. Immediately after the
final fade-out of "Noah's Ark" was flashed, the men
stationed themselves at the different exits. During the
intermission the News men had sought out various
stars, directors and executives and told them of the
stunt and asked them to write in their own handwriting after the show, what they thought of the production. Hence, it was a simple matter, during the final
exit, to secure the messages for photograms, which
were written on Western Union blanks for that purpose and provided in a temporary Western Union office
set up in the forecourt of the theatre.
By the time the last message was written and the
last person had left the theatre, it was almost one
o'clock (4 a.m. Friday New York Time). Some seventy-five messages had been written, with hundreds willing to co-operate. Only lack of time and space pre\ented the acceptance of many.
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Acclaimed
The photoyrani messages were then rushed to
Western Union's Hollywood office. By the time they
were stamped and marked for filing, it was 2 a. m.
(5 a.m. New York time). Then a motorcycle messenger created new time records in covering the twelve
miles between Hollywood and the Telephone building,
downtown in Los Angeles, where the telephoto sending station is located.

Several Records Broken
Three thousand miles away from this feverish activity, at 15 Dey Street, New York, the Telephoto
Division of the A. T. & T. went into action. A complete staff of experts, both Western Union and A. T.
& T., were on hand. As rapidly as the little beam completed its magic job, the cylinders were rushed into
the developing room and prints came forth. Members
of the Motion Picture Nezvs home office staff were on
the job throughout the night and the following morning. Handling the details of advertising layout and
lending splendid co-operation throughout was George
Brown, advertising manager of Warners, detailed by
A. P. Waxman, chief of the Warner advertising and
publicity forces.
It was six o'clock Friday morning when the final
telephoto was received, developed and turned over, and
then the race to the engraving plant, on Forty-Second
Street, several miles away, began. The making of the
plates went through in record time. Meanwhile, the
transmission of the facsimiles proceeded. It was 8.45
o'clock when delivery of these to the engraver was
made. They were turned into halftone cuts, with a
speed which the newspaper men present had iie\er seen
equalled.
Then, there was another race, this time to the printing plant in downtown New York, again several miles,
and just before noon the presses began to hum. In the
early afternoon, complete bound copies of Motion
Picture Nezvs. containing the telephoto section were
on the desks of executives and others in the film district, and the telephone began to ring with messages
of congratulation.
The Telephoto Section in Motion Picture iK'ews created a sensation in the industry. Praise for this unprecedented journalistic achievement was expressed
on every hand. Typical expressions follow:
Will H. Hays, (By Wire to William A. Johnston
from Mr. Hays at Philadelphia, Nov. 5, en route to
Indiana) : 'T note with the greatest interest the transmission bytelephone of the scenes at the premiere of
'Noah's Ark' appearing in the Motion Picture Nezvs.
This is another example of the splendid enterprise and
energy with which the industry adapts to its needs the

by Industry
successive wonders of science.
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Congratulations and

best wishes."
Sam E. Morris, General Manager of Distribution,
Warner Bros: "Your stunt in telegraphing scenes attending the premiere of "Noah's Ark' in Hollywood
together with facsimile written testimonials of celebrities present at the premiere and bringing same out in
a bound edition of Motion Picture Neivs within a fewhours — I might almost say minutes — after the premiere, isamazing. It took imagination to visualize it
and brains to carry it out. When it comes to news yoa
have made Hollywood nearer Forty-.Second Street
than is the Bronx. Your enterprise is on a par with
what one would expect from the old London Times or
from James Gordon Bennett when he was editor of
The New York Herald. It is the most conspicuous
stunt in a news way since the war. Warner Brothers
congratulate you."
S. R. Kent, General Manager, Paramount-FamousLasky: "I have read your special issue of November
3 and want to congratulate you on this step forward.
I think you showed a great deal of resourcefulness
and showmanship in getting out this issue."
George Kleine, film pioneer: "Harnessing the telephoto to your chariot — publishing photos and facsimiles of letters in the Motion Picture News a few
hours after the first presentation of a notable film
and placing them before the industry three thousand
miles from the event, is an innovation of which you
and your associates should be proud. Vision to see
an opportunity, courage to seize it and the power to
carry through are the qualities which mark the pioneer. You are richly endowed with them. You have
started something. Congratulations."
Carl Laemmle, President of LTniversal (By Wire
to \\'illiam A. Johnston from Mr. Laemmle at Winslow, Arizona, Nov. 5) : "Hearty congratulations.
Your telephoto stunt shows highest grade press enterColvin W. Brown, Executive Vice-President,
Pathe: "The Telephoto report on "Noah's Ark' represents an achievement in progressive journalism and I
congratulate
Tlic Ncivs on this example of .sensaprise."
tional enterprise."
Ned E. Depinet, Vice President and General Sales
Manager, First National: "Warner Brothers and the
Motion Picture News are to be congratulated upon
their enterprise in letting the trade know about the
marvelous opening of "Noah's Ark.' It was a great
P. L. Thomson, Advertising and Publicity Director, Western Electric: "One of the ways we judge the
stunt."
{Continued on Next Page)
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First Time
progress of the world is by the great advance in the art
of communication. The use of wires for the telephotu
reproduction of scenes at Hollywood during the premiere of 'Noah's Ark' is a striking piece of journalistic
enterprise and I congratulate Motion Picture News
upon it."
Joe Brandt, President, Columbia Pictures: "Congratulations on your journalistic initiative and enterprise. Telephoto insert certainly a great stunt."
R. P. Matthews, \'ice-President and General Manager, Robert Morton Organ Co. : "I wish to congratulate you on your enterprise in creating a new
thought in advertising. The Warner advertising employing telephoto, appearing in your last issue, sets a
high water mark in advertising published for its value
as news.
Editorial in Film Daily; "Credit 'Bill' Johnston
and his enterprising 'I\I. P. News' stafif with a stunt
unique in film journalism — telephotos and facsimile
comments published Friday covering the premiere
Thursday of 'Noah's Ark' on the Coast. This marks
an important step in bringing East and West film

First in the Field!
THE

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH GO.
Metropolitan Division
New York,
November 7, 1928
Mr. William A. Johnston, President,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Johnston:
Please accept my sincere thanks for your letter concerning the part we played in transmitting telephotographs of
the scenes taken at the Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, on
the occasion of the premiere of Warner Brothers new
masterpiece, "Noah's Ark" and the photogranis of the
endorsements of the thirty or more celebrities and film
stars who were present.
Warner Brothers and your publication have the honor
of being the first to use the telephotoraph and photogram
services of the Western Union in advertising in the motion picture field and there is no doubt that the example
you have set will be followed in many other fields.
One of the most surprising things about this rapid transmission of pictures and facsimile messages was the fact
that your publication containing the four-page advertisement was off your presses within an hour or two after
their receipt here in New York. We were equally pleased
with the way in which the telephotographs and photograms
reproduced, in view of the fact that the photographs taken
in Hollywood were flashlight pictures.
Please be assured that we shall be pleased to cooperate
vyith you on any future transmission you or your advertisers may contemplate.
Cordially yours,
(Signed) J. F. NATHAN,
General Manager.

Picture

News

in History
activities closer together. 'The News is to be congratulated on being first to utilize the quick transmission facilities offered by the telephoto system."
Al Lichtman, \'ice-President and General Manager of Distribution, United Artists Corporation :
"The News is to be congratulated on its journalistic
enterprise in connection with the telephoto stunt. It
was characteristically progressive."
Editorial in Exhibitors' Daily Review-.
"Thmugh journalistic enterprise that arouses our
enthusiasm, Motion Picture News covered the
world premiere of "Noah's Ark,' the new Warner
Brothers colossal picture yesterday by Telephoto and
Fotograni, so that pictures and statements made in
Hollywood at Grauman's Chinese Theatre on Thursday were reproduced in New York the next morning. \Varner Brothers forwarded advertising copy
by the same processes and the result was a matter for
entire industry congratulation.
"John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Harry Rapt,
Jack Warner, E. W. Hammons, Sid Grauman, Clarence Brown, Al Christie, Charles H. Christie, Efe
Asher, Joseph M. Schenck and J. Stuart Blackton all
signed enthusiastic tributes to the new picture and
these were reproduced in their own handwriting.
"We heartily congratulate Motion Picture News
on this achievement."
Victor M. Shapiro, Advertising and Publicity
Director, United Artists Corporation: "The telephoto pages from the coast were great stuff'."
J. D, Williams, World Wide Pictures: "Highly
commend initiative of Motion Picture Nezvs in putting
over striking idea of telephoto reviews from Hollywood on 'Noah's Ark.' You have conclusively proved
benefit of your trade paper to our industry. Kindest
Hyatt Daab, Director, Advertising and Publicity,
Fregards."
B O : "The Warner 'Noah's Ark' stunt was a smashing piece of publishing enterprise. It certainly put over
a rattling sales argument for the show as well as a
splendid stroke of service to all readers. More power
R. F. Woodhull, President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America : "Your report and pictures by
to you."
telephoto
'Noah's Ark'
in Holly-I
wood formona the
greatopening
piece ofof journalistic
enterprise.
congratulate Motion Picture Nc7i's on this trail-blazArthur M. Brilant, Managing Director, Colony
ing stunt."
Theatre, New York: "Congratulations on the Motion
Picture News' enterprise in showing telephoto pictures of the premiere of 'Noah's Ark' in Los Angeles.
It's certainly a marvelous step forward in trade paper
service and efficiencv."
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Foreign Talker Market Planned
Holly\vood Intensely Interested in Result of Warner Vitaphone
Picture Done in Three Languages
f Hollywood

H()LLV\V(HII), Xm-iMiiluT 4.— Plans
for the solving of the foreign market prolfleni in regard to (lialiigucd
films were given impetus tliis week with
pnlilieatiim that Warner Brothers have
jnst completed a Vitaphone pietnr> in three
languages — Fri'neh, (ii-rinan ami English.
Producers anil flistrihutors, who have been
disenssing various ideas, are now intensely
inter sted in the result of the Warner experiment. While other eompanies have
been discussing ways and means, the only
action taken without any iireliminary announcement is.Tack L. Warner's in the making of this Vitaphone subject. None of the
dailies went into detail as to cast or type
of the picture.
Contrary to the belief given by the daily
papers who reported the making of the triianguaged production, the Warner experiment is not with a feature length tilm. It is
a Vitaphone short subject, mad- by Ann
Codec and Frank Ortli. Jliss Codec and
Orth have been a standard \audeville attraction for the past 1.5 y"ars or more.
Ann Codee is billed as a "French music
hall comedienne," this background being
furnished her by the Shubcrts on their disastrous v^'Uture into vaudeville about seven
years ago. Prior to that she was simply
Ann Codv, of Orth and Codv, in private
life Mrs. Frank Orth.
This bit of biography is furnished only
to prove that American artists can speak
ffireign languages convincingly, for both
the German and Fr;'neh versions of the
Ann
Codec and Frank
Orth subject
are

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

said to be jjerfect linguistically.
Producers are generally unaware of this,
believing that "language doubles" were
used by the Warners in the making of their
foreign language prints. This has given
rise to one plan under discussion regarding
foreign distribution of sound f Iras made in
America.
This plan calls for the engagement of
foreign stock players by American producers. Artists thoroughly conversant with
French, German, Italian, or the tongue of
whichever country has a market big enough
to warrant the synchronizing of that particular language. An assistant director,
also thoroughlj' conversant with the language of each country, would be necessarily engaged. Under the plan, the foreign players would move right into a set
vacated by the Am"riean players, and make
the same scenes with the same action immediately after the English-speaking artists
were through. In this way the American
methods and direction would be followed
closely. The method would add a week or
two to the time required for production,
but would give the producers synchronization in all the languages necessary.
Other producers claim simply that American actors will just have to learn whatever foreign languages are necessary. They
point to operatic and concert artists, and
the fact that they must study several languages before they can appear before the
public. If the operatic singer — why not
the motion picture actor? They see no reason whv it should be more diflicult for a

U. S. Linked

screen personality to learn a language than
it is for an artist who depends entirely on
his vocal chords for success.
Still another method suggested to producers is the one which has been in use by
legitimate stage producers ever since there
has been an exchange of plays between one
ciuintry and another. This is the simple
expedient of selling foreign rights to a play
to a foreign producer, either outright or on
a royalty basis. If it can be done with
plays, why not with scenarios? American
producers can nmke their pictures for consumption in English-speaking territories
and sell the French, German, Italian, Russian, Scandanavian, etc., rights to a producer in any one of those nations. He can
secure just as much money on a royalty
basis as he can by distributing his film
abroad himself.
In this matter there is the equation of
personalities. American legitimate theatre stars have their appeal to America
alone, whereas, screen personalities are international inappeal. This is the one big
factor which producers raise as an objection to the royalty system of disposing
foreign rights in regard to talking pictures. It will mean simply that screen
stars' prestige will be restricted to nations
instead of continents, which means further
an eventual lowering of salaries paid to
film personalities on the strength of their
reduced following. The Warners' experiment is the first physical attempt to determine which is the best method. Hence the
interest of all executives in the industry.

in Foreign

Deal

Powerful American, German and British Interests Combine for
World Distribution of European Films
agreement has been reached
among American, British and German motion picture interests whose
purpose it is to build up a world market
for foreign pictures. Powerful int"rests
are behind the project, and it is understood
that financial arrangements are being eoneluded through Dillon, Read & Co.
AN

The agre- ment links the largest producers of Germany and England, UFA of
Berlin, and British International Pictures,
Ltd., with the recently organized World
Wide Pictures, Inc., which will undertake
the distribution of foreign pictures
thnuighout the United States and Canada.
In connection with the deal, Educational
Pictures, Inc., through its president, E. W.
Hammons, announces the acquisition of a
half interest in World Wide Pictures, Inc.,
and an arrangement with the latter whereby it will handle the actual distribution of
foreign films throughout its thirty-six exchanges in this country and Canada. To
finance the transaction, Educational Pictures has raised additional funds by an offering of .3.5,344 shares of common
stock

to its shareholders.
oversubscribed.

This issue has been

tures shown be of domestic origin. Because of the wide distribution which will

The plans projected by the new group
mark a reversal in the trend of motion
picture distribution. For many years the
United States had been able to market a

be assured by the new arrangeuu'nt, however, it is expected that a larger percentage
of American films will again be admitted
abroad in return for the increased foreign
showings guaranteed in this country.
Regarding the announc'd purpose of
World Wide Pictures, Inc., to include UFA
Pictures among the foreign films to be distributed through Educational Pictures,
Inc., David Brill, who is the president of
UFA Eastern Division Distribution, Inc.,
issued the following statement:
"Important developments are being
foreshadowed by the inclusion of UFA
films among pictures to be distributed by
Educational Pictures, Inc., as part of the
ambitious progress announced by World
Wide Pictures, Inc., to build up a world
market for foreign films. UFA films have
already become an important factor to be
reckoned with in the territory covered by
UFA Eastern Division Distribution, Inc.,
which includes New York, New Jersey,
(Continued on page 1450)

large part of its film outpiit abroad because European producers lacked the
equipment to compete with the American
product. With the past few years, foreign
production facilities have been so improved
that the European comjianics are now turning out pictures able to compete with ours
both in Europe and this country. The best
of these are to be selected for distribution
in the United States. In addition to contracts with the largest producers of Germany and Great Britain, agreements have
been concluded with other foreign film
eompanies for the showing of 'heir pictures
on this side.
One of the first results of the arrangement is expected to be a breaking down
of quotas recently imposrd by foreign countries. Certain of these restrictions require that at least 50 per cent of the pic-
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Rumor Mary Pickford Has Leased
Music Box for "Coquette"
( Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News >

HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 6. — Mary Pickford, according to rumor, has
leased the Hollywood Music Box Theatre for the purpose of presenting herself in a stage version of "Coquette." Miss Pickford,
the report has it. will star and the production will he handled on a percentage basis.
Despite denials from Music Box officials, the report is that Miss Piclcford intends playing a several weeks' run at $3.30 top prior to making the
talking picture version of "Coquette." As is well known, she was on the
stage under the direction of David Belasco.

Picture

News

Ontario Fills Vacancies on
Its Censor Board
Following the presentation of an ultimatum to the Ontario Government by the
film distributors of Canada regarding
censorship conditions in Ontario, action was
speedily taken by the Ontario Cabinet in
the matter of appointments to the Board
of Moving Picture Censors. One complaint
made by the exchange managers was that
there had been vacancies on the board for
three years.
.J. Chancellor Boylen, a former Toronto
newspaperman, has now been appointed
Ontario cenof the Byrne,
permanent
sors while chairman
Edward Joseph
Barre,.

Fox Said to be Clinching
Expansion Deals

Ontario, has been added to the board, making the personnel complete.
No announcement has yet been made regarding the demand for the appointment of
a county judge as a controller of all movProvince of Oning picture mattersalsoin athepoint
put forward
tario, which was
by the distributors.

Negotiations for Stoneman and Schine Chains Closed;
Netoco, Reade, Feiber and Shea Circuits Approached

Less

iifficial eonfirmation is lacking, it is undei'stood that Fox is
making: strong headway in his
series of negotiations with various theatre
chains in the Eastern part of the United
States for the enlargement of his circuit
of theatres. Some of the deals h.ave been
completed and others are still in stages of
negotiation. Formal announcement of
their completion may he forthcoming at
almost any time.
It is understood that last Tuesday, New
York, the Fox interests closed the deal for
the Ston'man circuit of New England,
which includes the following houses:
Massachusetts — Revere at Revere; Crescent Gardens at Revere ; Capitol at Somerville; State at Milford; State of Stoughton; Colonial at Brockton; Orpheum at
Canton; Embassy at Waltham.
Connecticut — Bradley and Victory at
Putnam; Orpheum at Danielson; Palace
and Princess at Rockville.
Fox is reported negotiating for the fastgrowing Netoco circuit, headed by Samuel
Pinanski. This organization lias been buying theatres in all sections of both Massachusetts and Maine, and also has several
construction projects under way. Only recently it acquired three Boston theatres,
the Warren at Roxlniry; the Casino on
Hanover Street, and the Globe on Washington Street.
If Fox, therefore, succeeds in getting the
Netoco chain and adds its houses to the
Poll and Stonenuin theatres, ivhieh he has
already nailed, he will automatically become
WllWjVi

Gloria
< Hollywood

Swanson
May
Go on Stage
Bureau,

Motion

Picture

tlic second largest th atre holder in New
England, exceeded only in number of holdings by Publix. Such a deal would give
him about 60 houses. It would also give
him absolute control of the situation in
Portland, Me.
Besides his New England efforts, Fox is
angling for theatres in New .Jersey and
Ohio. Deals are now pending for the acquisition of the W.alter Reade, Schine and
Feiber and Shea circuits. None of them
have been officially announced as closed so
far, although the Schine deal is declared to
be all set despite a denial from Gloversville. The Reade and Feiber and Shea
negotiations are not wet in their final
stages, it is understood. Fox, if successful
in closing these deals, will tack on something like 136 theatres onto his total.
Theatres involved in the three deals number 93 up-state New York and Ohio in the
Schine circuit; 12 up-state New York and
Ohio houses in the Feiber and Shea circuit, and 31 New York and New Jersey theatres in the Reade holdings.

on
Restriction
Films in Europe

American pictures are in no danger of
further restrictions as Europe is realizing
that the distribution of all films has become
international. That is the opinion expressed bv Jlichael J. Gourland, president
of the Affiliated European Producers, Inc.,
who has just arrived from Europe where he
stayed for five weeks. Nothing will be done
in America, Mr. Gourland feels confident,
that will hinder their release on the mere
grounds that they are European.
Among the films obtained by Affihated
"The
for release in the United States are
Passion of Joan of Arc," regarded as «ne
of France's foremost special productions;
by Chess Plaver"; "Miracle of the
"The
Wolves," shown at the New York Criterion
several years ago; "Chopin," which the
company hopes to synchronize; ' I nholy
Love" and "Russia."

So. California
University
Starts Movie Course
News)
(Hollywood

Harwood
Re-elected
Cleveland Unit
The Cleveland exhibitor unit last week
re-elected J. ,J. Harwood president by a
unanimous vote at its regular annual meeting, his fourth term in office.
Other officers elected at the meeting
were :
Henry H. Lustig, vice-president; B. Z.
Levine, treasurer; George W. Erdmanji,
secretary and business manager. Elected
to serve ou the board of directors for the
next three years were : Paul Gusdanovie,
.John Kalafat and A. E. Ptak.

Our

Bureau,
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4.— University of SouthHollywood, a Nov.
ern Californi will institute a special course
in Januarv under the heading of "Introduction to the Pliotoplay." This course,
prepared under the guidance of the
and
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is designed to give students
the motion
insight
s an art
member
faculty and
picture
related
forms. into ^
The University of Southern Cahtornia
course will be tried out for one semester,
experiand then revision made after that
ence so the correct course can be subnutted
universities throughto other colleges and adopti
on as a regular
out the country for
course.

News )

HOLIA'WOOD,
Nov. 6. consider— Gloria
Swanson is seriously
ing phiying the feminine lead
opposite Edward Everett Horton in
the latter's stage stock company at
the Vine Street I'layhouse, Hollywood.
The production in which Miss Swanson may appear is "Her Cardboard
Lover."

Subtitle — "Nature practised on
mules for 2000 years before it turned
out a masterpiece like you — you nit"I'm nit a not-wit!" — by George
Marion,
Jr., in "Someone to Love"
for Paramount.
wit!"

Role of
y Nola
Mar"Pea
rl" nin Gets
Broadway
Motion

Picture

News)

(Hollywood Bureau,
Hollwyood,
Nov. ().— JIary Nolan will
play "Pearl" in "Broadway" for Universal. The only other player selected for
the cast is Glenn Tryon, who will portray

the role of a "hoofer."
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Survey Shows Talkies Popular
Additional

Reports from Key Cities Prove Sound
Generally Outdrawing Silent Films

survey of box-offii-e result.s ol.'
THE
sound pictures as compared with ■tlii-'
silent version, started last week in
ifoTiON- Picture News, is continued with
reports from additional cities this week. As
in the initial installment of the survey the
reports indicate generally that sound pictures have proved a sjilendid hox-olfice
stimulant.
Additional

key

cities

report

as

fidhnv:

ATLANTA
That sound ]iictures have brought a
healthy stimulus to the box-office is obvious
even to tlie ca.>ual observer. Those theatres
in this immediate territory that were snt'liciently fore-handed with installations have
doubled and even trebled grosses.
To predict that sound pictures can continue to double and treble grosses would be
stupid and .short-sighted. Their immediate
pulling power depend upon novelty tirst,
and non-competitive situations, second.
Where sound pictures have been the vogue
for many months the novelty is gone.
Already patrons are "comparing" and they
will discriminate between the average sound
picture and the outstanding sound picture
exactly as they discriminated between the
mediocre silent picture and the exceptional
.silent picture. In the end sound pictures
uiust stand on individual merit just as
silent, pictures stand on individual merit.

CLEVELAND
In Cleveland some sound pictures have
broken records, others have just done satisfactory business and in some instances have
run behind tisrures made by silents running

during the same period. The Loew houses
here, with Vitaphone installations are the
only ones which have been oquipi)ed to
jjresent first run sound or talkies productions. Recently, Keith's Hippodrome reopened with "Mother Knows Best," repro
duced by R C A Photophone but inasmuch
as this house has been closed since last
August and has never played big feature
])ictures before it is impossible to compare
the cuiTent run with any other and too
early to get a true line on the matter.
The first talkie shoAvn at the Cameo,
"State Street Sadie," broke the house
record and while "Lights of New York"
did big business at the Stillman, it did not
break any records. "The .Jazz Singer"
did make a record at the Stillman. On the
other hand, "The Fleet's In" did as much
at the State as sound pictures did at other
houses the same week. "The Docks of
bfew York," silent, also did big business
at Keith's Palace.
At present it is thought that the novelty
of sound pictures is drawing business somewhat out of proportion to value and the fact
remains that good pictures, sound or silent,
have gotten away with the big business.

KANSAS

CITY

other hand, sound pictures of political addresses and important news events have attracted persons — probably 15 per cent of
the total attendance each week.
The Newman theati-e, first run, down
town house, which virtually was unabh' to
pay operating expenses with strictly silent
pictures, following the opening of the Midland about one year ago, and which recently
installed equipment for sound pictures, has
been doing a big business since re-opening
as a sound picture house. The Pantages
theatre and other houses which have installed sound pictures, retaining their former policies in so far as the remainder of the
program was concerned, have shown no
such increase as the Newman has been enjoying. The Newman, it has been estimated, since re-opening as a sound house
has shown an increase of between 40 and 4i>
The Mainstreet theatre, which previ(uisly
per cent.
operated as a first run house with a stags
program, has shown a slight increase since
the installation of sound pictures, but the
stage programs have been retained and
sound vaudeville programs are not included
in the new policy — only features and news
reels being of sound. The increase is about
10 per cent.

A check-up of first run houses in Kansas
( 'ity shows that sound pictures have resulted
in a general increase in attendance of about
10 per cent. There are some exceptions in
the case, however. The Midland theatre,
4,000-seat house operated by Loew, has
suffered a decrease of about 10 per cent
following the substitution of sound vaudeville pictures for stage programs.
On the

Pictures

BALTIMORE

Four of the nine first-runs report good
business with the adoption of sound picture policies, business that is miich higher
than formerly; one has had an increase
which cannot be attributed to sound alone
and another has fallen off due to sound
policy.

Drastic Action on Fan

{Conimncd on page 1451)

Papers

Academy, Wampas and Producers Association Investigating
Alleged Scurrilous Attacks on Film Players
< Hotlywdod

Nov. 4.— Recognizing
WOOD,
HdLLY
drastic action must be taken
that
to curb the continued practice of
several fan magazines launching personal
attacks on individuals in the motion picture
industry, the Boaivl of Directors of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences authorized the appointment of a
special committee to investigate every fan
magazine article published during the past
year, that carried a personal or unwarranted
article of attack upon any individual or
gi'oup in the pi'oducing branch of motion
pictures.
The committee will conduct the investigation in cooperation with the Wampas and
the Association of Motion Picture Producers.
In a statement announcing the pending
investigation, Frank Woods, secretary of
the Academy, said: "The oft-repeated practice of some types of magazines to deliber-

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

ately misrepresent the motion picture personnel, individually and as a class, has not
Ijeen greatly abated. Nine months ago
certain offending publications were called
to account b.v the Academy in cooperation
with the Producers Association and the
Wampas, with the result for a time of less
defamatory reading matter. Recently, however, there has been a recurrence of unjust
gossip and comment, calling for jn'otective
measures. Criticism of pictures, performances, directing and writing is, of course,
legitimate and constructive. It is the nasty
personal attacks when unjustly made that
are deeply and rightfully resented."
It is expected that the Academy committee, together with a committee from the
Wampas and Producers Association, will
delve thoroughly into the matter of fan
magazines and the large group of writers
now
associated
with
those
publications.

Action will undoubtedly be taken to inform
publishers of all fan magazines that malicious attacks on film personages without
foundation of fact, will result in the industry believing offending publications are not
honest and sincere, and all producer cooperation and player interviews will be discontinued entirely.
Prominent players and others that are
members of the Academy have resented recent personal attack articles on various well
known individuals appearing in fan magazines, and some have gone so far as to
absolutely refuse to be interviewed by any
writer on the staff of the offending publications. With the fan magazines going out
after star "names" for greatest reader interest, a group of about fifty prominent
players could materially hurt circulation
by refusing to allow publication of photographs and all interview requests.
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Academy
Woods
(HoUyxvood

Reviews

Work

Harry

Report Points Out Many Satisfactory Results
Achieved During the Past Year
Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News }

raphers, which was highly instrumental in
advancing studio lighting technique ; 14
meetings of various branches holding discussions on sound pictures; and results obtained by the Committee on College Affairs,
which had gained full cooperation with
Stanford, California and University of
Southern California on motion picture matters.

XoY. 4.— At th,,
HOLLYWOOD
second aimiial meetino: of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, the report of Secretarj' Frank
Woods proved to be the outstanding highlight. In reviewing the work of the
Academy for the past year, his report
pointed out satisfactory results achieved
along many lines.

Secretary Woods also announced in the
report that the Board of Directors expected
to close a contract with a fan magazine
publisher that will provide the Academy
with effective magazine representation, so

Summarizing the report, the Academy's
work included : successful negotiation of a
standard contract for free lance actors;
negotiations for a standard \vi-iters contract
which was discontinued at request of writers' committee until the sound picture situation was stabilized; settlement of more
than fifty complaints submitted to the
Academy for adjustment, four-fifths of
these complaints being presented from nonmembers; the demonstrations of studio
mazda lighting conducted in association
with the American Society of Cinematog-

that the organization's relations with the
motion picture public may be properly safeguarded and promoted for the benefit of
the industry as a whole.
Speakers included Douglas Fairbanks,
Conrad Nagel, C. B. De Mille, William Dc
Mille, M. C. Levee, Mary Pickford, and
Louis B. Mayer.

Legislators

Will

Meet

43 State Sessions Planned for January With Usual "Reformers" Measures Reported
Under Way
Illino-s
questions of interest to the
MANY
motion motion picture industry will
be up before various state legislatui'es when 43 of those bodies meet in January. It is reported that a number of legislative matters affecting motion pictures and
their exhibition will be submitted for consideration of the law-makers.
In a number of states the question of
admission taxes, censorship and Sunday
closing will probably be productive of bills.
Distributors and exhibitors are preparing
to combat any action they deem unfair.
The states that have legislative meetings
set for the month of January, together with
the dates of the meeting are the following :
State
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
rdabo

Date
14
14
7
2
9
1
2
26
7

140
8
Nebraska
Nevada

. ,

.

.

1
28

New

York

2
9

...

8
3
8
7
8

Utah

9
14
9
98

Wyoming

Fanchon & Marco Form $1,000,000
Corporation; to Extend Circuit
WEST

COAST

THEATRES

and Fauchon

& Marco

million dollar corporation for the production
tions on the Pacific Coast.

are to form

Picture

News

Marx
Resigns
from Publix

AT meeting,
the weekly
SamPubli\
Katz intercouncil
announced
the resignation of Harry Marx as
the Executive Associate of the President and Vice-President. That Mr.
Marx's retirement from Publix came
as a surprise would be indicated from
the fact that he only recently had
been promoted from his duties of General Director of Theatre Management.
It is understood it is Mr. Marx's desire to operate a group of his own
theatres, the controlling interest of
cently.
several having been offered him reThe former Publix ofBcial had been
associated with Sam Katz for approximately ten years and was brought
to New York City from the Balaban
and Katz interests of Chicago when
the latter took over the operation of
Famous-Players and associated theatres. Recognized as one of the foremost theatre management and personnel executives in the country he is
given credit for the development of
Publix Service and the managerial
conduct of their theatres. The Manager's School was conducted under
Mr. Marx's supervision and the Manual for the Training of Theatre Employees in his work; this book is considered the foremost contribution to
the problem of theatre administration
ever published. Plans are being formulated for a testimonial dinner.

James Crang, Canadian
Showman, Dies Suddenly
The death has occurred at Chicago, III,
with tragic suddenness, of James Crang,
owner of the Oakwood theatre, Toronto, for
12 years, in his 56th year. llr. Crang, who
was one of the outstanding exhibitors of
Canada and prominent in community life,
was visiting at the home of a relative when
he was seized with an attack of acute indigestion, passing away almost immediately.
He is survived by his widow, one son, three
brothers and a sister.
Mr. Crang was a life-long resident of
Toronto. He was a well-known ligurc, being a member of the Board of Education,
president of the North End Athletic Association and was associated with many clubs
and societies, including the Rotary, Granite
and Oakwood clubs. He was a member of
the Ashlar Lodge, A. P. and A. M., the
Scottish Rite, and was prominent in the
religious life of the community, being a
member of St. Clair United Church.
The deceased had been an officer of the
former

a

Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario, which was
succeeded bv the Ontario Division of the

of stage presenta-

Stock in the company will be held jointly by Fanchon & Marco and
the theatre operating company.
Marco will be General Manager, H. B. Franklin. President, and M. D.
"Doc" Howe, will continue with the West Coast company, transferring his
activities to the new company in the capacity of General Booking Manager.
Studios and general offices will be erected near the office of West
Coast Theatres located at Washington & Vermont. Los Angeles.
It is expected, with the formation of the new company, that Fanchou
& Marco activities will be country-wide and may be circuited abroad.

M. P. T. 0."• Adler
Woody
Exchange
Opens at Buffalo
Woody

and Adler, distributors of the

feature, "Fighting the White Slave Traffic," have opened an exchange at 440 Normal Avenue which will temporarily serve
as the Buffalo branch. George Moeser, re'cently manager for United Artists in Buffalo, is in charge.
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Cook, Pennsylvania
Exhibitor, Dies

The death of John 11. Cook, goneral iiiiUiager of the Equity Theatres Circuit in
Readiiifr, Pa., and one of tlie host known
and most po]nihir exhibitors in this territory, was a deeided shock to his hundreds
of friends, altliough he had been bedfast
for many w'oeks preceding; bis doatli. For
22 years Cook had been associated witli the
theatrical industry in Reading and was regarded as one of the best showmen in the
state. In 1007 he started bis career as
general utility nnxn at the old Victor Theatre in Reading, operated by Carr & Sehad
on the site now occupied by the Astor
Theatre. Promotions came rapidly and he
bee;i,me successively chief messenger for
the lirm, manager of the Empire Theatre
and later when Cai-r & Schad incorporated,
a director and assistant general manager
of the firm. In 1920 he was chosen general
manager of Carr & Schad, Inc. and finally
when the corporation leased its holdings to
Equity Theatres, he retained the posi'tion
of general manager for the entire circuit,
which position he held up to the time of
his death. Five hundred friends and associates attended his funeral and all the Circuit's theatres were closed until 1..30 on
that day. The M. P. T. 0. A. dispensed with
all regular business at the first meeting of
the season held on October 25th out of respect for Johnny Cook. Those present
stood for one minute in silence out of respect to his memory and a motion was
passed that a resolution of condolence be
written into the minutes and a copy of the
resolution sent to his family.

Toronto Theatremen Ask
Suspension of Charges
A resolution to liave the charges against
30 exhibitors of Montreal, Canada, for alleged offenses under the defunct anti-juvenile law suspended until the test case has
been disposed of was made before Mr.
Justice Coderre in the Superior Count,
Montreal, by solicitors of the iiO moving
picture men.
The new Quebec law prohibiting the admission of all children to moving picture
theatres became inoperative when Jules
Duhamel, of the St. Denis Theatre, Montreal, secured a writ of prohibition, thus
rendering the law inoperative, when he was
about to be tried for an infraction. It is
expected that the appeal from this writ
will finally go to the Privy Coucil in London.

Another
Illinois Town to
Have Sunday Movies
Following the lead of Champaign, Illinois,
which voted for Sunday movies, about three
months ago, Urbana will get Sunday shows,
its citizens having given a majority of one
hundred votes in favor of the ordinance
allowing movie houses to open on the
seventh day of the week. At the same time
Fairbury, in one of the hottest elections
ever held in that conmiunity, defeated tlie
Sunday movie measure by a vote of 675 to
470. This is the first instance, as far as is
known in the central part of the state,
where voters decided against Sunday shows
at special elections this year.

Wampas May Discontinue Insurance
With Canadian Company
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

H()LL\"V^'OOD.
Nov. the
4. — Canada
Unless changes
in the present
arrangement
of Wampas with
Life Insur«nce
Co., whereby
earh
member is covered for .$1,000 for each year of membership up to
$10,000. can be made, there is a possibility of this blanket policy being
discontinued. The arrangement has been in force two years and now the
West Coast press agents organization find the premium mounting to a sum
which they cannot handle comfortably.
For the past few weeks the Wampas have held special sessions and
closed meetings to find ways and means out of their dilemma. The fault,
they point out. is neither the insurance company or their's. It is simply
that the present arrangement prevents their increasing membership as they
would like to, and that the amount of premium compounds itself autoury.
matically to the point that becomes a decided strain on the Wampas treasPolicies issued to Wampas members now cover individuals in sums
ranging from $1,000 to $9,000 under the system of adding $1,000 for each
year of membership. The Wampas are trying to lower the mounting
premiums and one course, which may be adopted, is to fix a maximum of
$5,000 life insurance to any individual member.
Another question which has the organization conferring, is what to
do with policies of W ampas members who leave the ranks of publicity for
other fields. They feel, in the case of many charter members, that to discontinue the policies with the resignations of individuals, is unjust in view
of the years of service such members have given the association. Plans are
being discussed under which such persons could continue their policies
at their own expense, with the Wampas having paid premiums up to the
time of resignation,

New Developments in "U"
Sales Department
Ted Schlanger Appointed Assistant General Sales Head;
Larger Apportionment of District Sales Managers
ve
executi
a new
ofment
appoin
THEin the
sal
salestment
depart
of Univer
ation
es
Pictur
Corpor
and the enlarging of the number of district sales mant
agers were items of interes in the announcement from the Laeramle Company of
a new rearrangement in its selling orgaiiization.
Ted Schlanger, highly reconnnended by
Lou B. Metzger, Universal general manager, and M. Van Praag, general sales
manager,
Praag he's
assistant. was
For appointed
the past Mr.
eight,Vanmonths
has been Eastern sales director for the
Laemnile Company.
Another step in the sales department
was the move to get away from the three
grand division plan — East, West and South
— which marked
Universal 's sales terri-

ttiries a few years ago and to further establish a two gran(l division plan — East
and West, divided by the Mississippi —
brought about, it is said, to conform with
changes in the distribution and sales end
of the motion picture industry.
Using this new method, Universal will
seek closer contact with exhibitors and
closer supervision over the various territories. Instead of two sales directors in
the home office, who have been heretofore
dividing the supervision of the entire eounti-y and Canada between them, with but
one or two assistants or district managers
each, the new arrangement will enable an
increase in the number of district managers to come about, these managers to
have increased supervision over their respective territories.
It is said definitely that at least three
new districts will be created.

"Interference" Gross
$4,000
First
Night
(Hollywood
Bureau,
Motion
Picture News)

Harry Cohen En Route to
Resume Production

fer"Interseatin the Cartha
Nov. y 7.—Circle
ence" D,
HOLLYWOO
ing 1,600 gro.ssed $4,000 opening
night. Monday, topped at $5. Including opening night up to Wednesday
night, five performances grossed approximately $8,000 at $1.50 top.

Hollywood, Nov. 6. — Harry Cohen, who
n-ccntiy went on :i Kiiropean tour, is now
en nmtt' for Hollywood, and will again resume <'liarj^c of prodnftion at the Columbia
studios. Jack Cohen, wlio has been supervising in Hai'ry's absence, will again turn
his attention to distribution.

(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)
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Paramount Figures in N. Y.
Australia Radio Talk
The

ten thousand

miles between

Xew

York City and Australia were spanned during the week and the conversation that ensued gave prominent mention to Paramount
pictures. This because the participants in
the conversation were John W. Hicks, Jr.,
general manager for Paramount, and Albert
Deane, of the Paramount foreign department in New York.
The radio talk was made possible throngli
the experimental department of the General Electric Corporation and was sent on
low wave-length from the Schenectadv,
N. Y., station WGY.
Paramount's "Interference" was one
subject that was dwelt on during the talk,
which lasted altogether a quarter of an
hour. The speakers at Schenectady spok"
at 6:30 A. M. on Monday, while the speakers at Sydney were speaking at 9:30 P. M.
Monday, according to their time.

Pathe Players Complete
Photophone Tests
All contract players with the Pathe organization have taken RCA Photophone
■voice tests. Practically all of these artiste
were found to have talking voices that not
only met all requirements but registered
particularly well.
William Boyd, Phyllis Haver, Roliert
Armstrong, Jeanette Loff, Alan Hale, Eddie
Quillan, Robert S. Angelo, Lina Basquette,
Alberta Vaughn, Marion Nixon, Diane Ellis,
Raymond Hatton, Margaret Livingston,
Leslie Fenton, James Aldine, Carol Lombard, Mitchell Lewis, Joseph Girard, Philo
McCullough, Lloyd Whitlock, Lee Shumway, Russell Gleason, Jimmy Adams, Prank
Eeicher and Ned Sparks are among those
whose voices have recorded effectively.
All of these players are either playing in
current Pathe productions or are scheduled
to begin work within the next few days.

K. C. Theatres Reverse
Bad Season Prophecies
ion in
THE downtown theatre situat
Kansas City is a puzzle to those
who labor under the impression
they are familiar with business conditions in the screen industry. Not more
than three weeks ago there was a
."
winterthe
a "'toug
of nceme
predic
generalcame
nt h that
annou
thetion
Then
Orpheum theatre, first run and vaudeville house, would not re-open this
winter. That was followed by the reopening of the Newman theatre, which
had been losing money for more than
a year, and a good attendance following the re-opening.
Now comes the announcement that
the Royal theatre, which has been
closed for more than a year and which
was Kansas City's first and finest
downtown first run house, will re-open
under the management of Publix,
which now is operating the Newman.
The Orpheum, it also is said, will reopen as a dramatic stock company
house. The Mainstreet and Pantages
theatres, showing first run pictures
and five acts of vaudeville, are doing
a capacity business while the Midland,
the finest first run house in Kansas
City, is not doing such a business with
!«onnd pictures and vaudeville.

P ! c t H re

News

Additions to Casts
Film

Industry
Hit
Storm Area

in

recent
the has
caused
ne in
havoc
Porto byRico
not
THEhurrica
hit the film business in the
stricken territories to the extent
that the reports of the damage would
lead one to expect. This is the opinion
held by F. H. Knocke, president of the
Medal Film Co., Inc., of New York,
who has just signed a contract for the
entire Pathe program of 1928-29 for
Cuba, Porto Rico, the Dominican Republic and the Virgin Islands, and who
is now sailing for a tour through the
exchanges of these districts.
Mr. Knocke stated that Cuba has
been suffering for some time from a
severe general business depression
which has affected the film business.
He thinks that within a couple of
months, when the new sugar campaign
starts, a general improvement in the
trade will he noticeable.
Mr. Knocke believes that it will take
about six months before the motion
picture business in Porto Rico will be
near normal again. Many of the theatres on the island were either completely or partially destroyed by the
storm.

In and Out of Town
Al HLLIAM M. VOGEL, vice-president
VV and general manager of Pathe International Corporation, foreign distributors
for Pathe, arrived in New York last Friday.
November 2, on the SS Mauretania after a
two
months'
of the
Europe.
on the
continent
he tour
visited
P. I.While
C. offices
in
the principal cities.

Metro-GoldwynJ. M.WNIX,
EDWARD
arri\ed in New York last
Mayer producer,
week, bringing with him a print of "Alias
Jimmy Valentine." During his stay in New
York, to last about three weeks, he will interview stage talent and look over material for
talkies.
LILLIAN
GISH, Artists
who willbanner
be featured
under the United
in a Max
Reinhardt motion picture, sailed for America
on the SS He de France, leaving Havre on the
7th. Reinhardt zvill follozv three weeks hence.
Miss Gish has been dividing her summer beht'cen BerUn niid .Sahburg.

J. SWIFT, sales manager of VitaPAUL
phone, is now on an extended trip
through the Canadian provinces and the
northern part of the United States. Accompanying him is Max Milder, central sales
manager for Warner Bros.

JOHN W. CONSIDINE. Director Alan
Crosland and Scenarist C. Gardner Sullivan arrived in New York on Monday, November 5. Within a few days they will place the
Harry Richnian-Irving Berlin production in
work at a New York studio.
Dl I'A PARLO, German actress who zvill
play in Paramount veliicles, left Nezv York
lor Hollywood last Wednesday, accompanied by
iter mother. She has been loaned to Paramonn!
for hut otie picture and must reinrn to Germany
in March.
NAT ROTHSTEIN, advertising expert for
Universal, accompanied by Mrs. Rothstehi, returned November 1 from a tour of
I^^ngland, France, Italy, Switzerland and the
continental resorts.

"YeUowhack" (FBO) Irma Harrison.
"She Knew Men" (W. B.) Edmund Breese
(replacing Claude Gillingwater). "From
Headquarters" (W. B.) Henry B, Walthall,
Edmund Breese. "Alimony Annie" (W.
B.) Ralph Graves, Claude Gillingwater,
Tom Ricketts, Maude Turner Gordon.
"Sideshow" (Columbia) Ralph Graves,
Little Billy "Apache" (Columbia) Philo
McCullough, Edna May Cooper. "New
Orleans" (T-S) Ravmond Keane. "Spirit
of Youth" (T-S) PVank Moran. "Squads,
Right" (T-S) Alma Bennett. "Doctor's
Secret" (Paramount) H. B. Warner, Ruth
Chatterton, John Loder, Robert Edeson,
Wilfred Noyes, Ethel Wales, Nanei Price,
Pinch Smiles. "Dummy" (Paramount)
John Cromwell. "Seven Footprints to
Satan" (P. N.) Thelraa Todd. Sheldon
Lewis, Creighton Hale. "Girl Who Came
Back" (T-S) Claire :\IeDo\vell. Dick Bellield. "The Duke Steps Out" (M-G-Mj
Joan Crawford, Karl Dane, Edward Nugent, Chuck Hamilton, Tenen Holtz, Jack
Roper, Luke Cosgrove. Untitled Charley
Chase comedy (M-G-M) Vivian Oakland,
Anita Garvin, Huskv Haines. "Leatherneck" (Pathe) Joseph Girard, Philo McCullough, Lee Shumway, Llnyd Whitlock,
Mitchell Lewis. "Missing Man" (Pathe)
George Barraud, Robert St. Angelo.
"Frozen River" (W. B.) Nina Quartaro
(replacing Duane Thompson); "Tong
War" (Paramount) Warner Oland; "The
Leatherneck" (Pathe) Fred Kohler;
"Office Scandal" (Pathe) Leslie Fenton,
Margaret Livingston, Raymond Hatton;
"Last of Mrs. Cheyney" (M-G-M-) Conrad
Nagel,
"DesertConnelly,
Law"
(M-G-M)Lowell
Raquel Sherman;
Torres, Edward
Bert Roach, Harry Woods; "King of the
Mountains" (U. A.) Hobart Bosworth;
"Clear the Deck" (U.)Olive Hasbrook, Lueien Littlefield, Otis Harlan, Colette Merton,
Robert Anderson; "Hardboiled" (FBO)
Bob Sinclair, Ole M. Ness, Tom 0 'Grady;
"Jazz Age (FBO) Marceline Day, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Myrtle Stedmau, Henry B.
Walthall, Gertrude Messinger; "Four
Feathers" (Paramount) William Powell.

Interstate Takes Over
2 New England Houses
tion, Boston,telast
week added
the
CorporaTheatre
Intersta
THE
Capitol Theatre, Somerville, and
the Revere Theatre, Revere, both Universal houses in the New England territory, to its group of eight other
houses in this district. Both the Capitol and the Revere will be wired for
sound pictures next month. Two of
the other Interstate houses have already been wired. Edward Ansin and
E. Harold Stonman. both of Brookline,
are the officers of Interstate.
They first formed the Interstate circuit two years ago when they took over
three Connecticut towns, Putnam,
Danielson and Rockville. All three of
these houses have been renovated and
re-decorated. The company then builJ
the State theatre in Milford, Mass.,
and the State in Stoughton. Mass.
They also took over the Orpheum in
Canton, Mass., and the Colonial in
Brockton. This summer they acquired
the Crescent Gardens. Revere Beach,
where it operates a theatre and a ballversal. room. This also was a deal with Uni-
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Argentina Heaviest Buyer
of Our Films in July
Exports of motion picture filiiLS from
the Unitod States in July, totaling 27,620,453
feetquantity
valueil but
at had
$772,"924,
were
slightly
less in
a liigher
value
than
exports for the eorrespouding month in
1927, which totalled 27,903,405 feet valued
at $741,831, according to figures just compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestie Commerce, Washington, D. C.
Included in the month's exports were 18,700,200 feet of positive film, valued at $44,168, against 21,772,389 feet valued at $511,234 in July, 1927. Exports of raw stock
during the month totaled 8,175,317 feet
valued at $184,594, and shipments of negatives totaled 744.936 feet valued at $144,162.
Aj'gentina was the heaviest purchaser
of jwsitive tilms during the month, taking
1,550.253 feet valued at .$.35,232, followed
bv Belgium with 1,481, .518 feet valued at
$26,079; Australia with 1,365,161 feet valued at .$32,994, and Brazil with 1,276,7.59
feet valued at .$31,288.

6 Newly Chartered Firms
in New York State
Newly incorporated motion picture companies, chartered at Albany, by the Department of State during the past week,
and engaging in the business in New York
State, include the following: Thornc
Players, Inc., .$1,000, Eugene L. Freel.
Charles Berg, Brooklyn; Moses L. Malevinsky. New York City; Big 4 Film Corporation, capitalization not stated, and
Sterling Motion Pi'cture Apparatus Corporation, with John S. Freuler, Herman C.
Sehlicker, Sidney S. Bobbe, New York City ;
M. H. C. Photoplays Corp, $82,500, Ruth
Blundell, Marie E. Casey, Frances Hart,
New York City; Gotham- Asher, Small,
Rogers Sound Pictures Corp., $100,000,
Charles R. Rogers, Los Angeles ; Samuel
Sax, Edward Small, Los Angeles.

Action
and Comedy
Are
Featured in Pathe Shorts
"Thrills," one of the features of the
Pathe Review No. 47, and air stunts are
action highlights of the Pathe program of
short subjects whi'ch also is represented in
the field of comedy by "No Sale," a Smitty
two-reeler which has Lloyd Hamilton as
guest artist; "A Polar Flight," an Aesop
fable: Topics of the Day No. 47. The two
weekly issues of the Pathe new.sreel, Nos.
96 and 97, complete the new batch of shorts.
The new chapter of "Eagle of the
night," the serial, is entitled "The Fangs
of the Wolf." In the Review are, in addition to "Thrills," "South Sea Dusk" and
•"The Old Capitol of New France."
Eight Pathe Scripts
Current assignments on tlie scenarios of
forthcoming Pathe features include Elliott
Clawson, who is rapidly completing the
script of "Leathernecks"; Paul Gangelin
and Jack .Jungemeyer. writing "The OfSce
Scandal": Dromgold and Prior, "Square
Shoulders"; W. Scott Darling, "Noisy
Neighbors"; Neil Brant, "The Flying
Fool": William Conselman on "Listen,
Baby," and Willis Goldbeck and Tay Garnett on "The Getaway" and "The Elevator Girl," respectively.
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Special Meeting Called to Clarify
Agent-Manager-Producer Situation
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

/Vems )

HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 6. — Attempting to clarify the .\gent-ManagerProducer siniation in We.st Coast studios. Fred Beetson, executive
vice-president of the Producers' Association, called a special meeting which was attended by all agents and personal representatives.
Mr. Beetson explained that the present conditions were not satisfactory
to producers' agents or artists and asked that representatives submit ideas
for solution. He also stated that the producers were discussing the establishment ofa central booking office to act as a clearing house as one remedv
for the situation.
In conjunction with the possibility of producers establishing a central
booking office to deal with agents is a plan to franchise agents in a limited
number. Under this plan only franchised representatives will he recognized by producer members of the association for business dealing, thus
cleaning out the smaller fry who now clutter up studios. Lesser agents
will have to submit clients to recognized representatives to secure producer
attention for them.
The plan is still in the discussion period.

Tax
Ontario

Fight

Continued

Exhibitors
Stand
Pat in Their Assaults on
Amusement Tolls; Canadian Premier Opposes Them

E.XniIilTORS of Ontario are adamant
in their stand against the amusement
tax of the Ontario Government.
They claim through J. C. Brady, head of
the Canadian M. P. T. 0., that the Government is making a profit of some $40,000
yearly on theatre licenses and censorship
fees, and that the amusement tax, ther;'for, is available for general revenue.
But to their contention Premier Ferguson responds with the assertion that exhibitors have not passed their savings from
the tax on to the public, and that conseipiently he is strictly against any further
reduction in the amusement tax.
Mr. Brady has vigorously attacked the
tax on admissions of 25 cents and up, and
the Canadian exhibitors at tlieir recent
convention in Toronto voted to campaign
for the abolition of the tax. They realize
that they have a hard fight on their bands.
The present amusement tax was begun
during the late war as a measure necessary
for the times, and the Canadian Government is one of the few continuing to <*ol-

Chakeres
Forms
New
Ohio Theatre Company
conever Ohio,
deal eld
summated in Springfi
THE largest theatre
was put over last week by Phil
Chakeres in the formation of the
Regent - State Corporation which
merges the Regent and Fairbanks
theatres owned by Gus Sun with an
organization affiliated with the Schine
Enterprises of Gloversville, New York.
The new corporation will manage the
four houses involved. In addition, Mr.
Chakeres will erect a new .3.000-seat
house, the site for which is being
negotiated for.
Gus Sun will retain individual ownership of the Band Box and the Gus
Sun Booking Exchange and Chakeres
will retain individual ownership of the
Princess and Hippodrome.

leet such a tax. which ^Ir. Brady says has
developed into a nuisance tax. The leader
of the Canadian M. P. T. 0. has branded as
ridiculous the claim that the removal of
the tax on tickets up to 25 cents has benefited the theatre owners of Ontario to the
extent of $600. A promise was made when
the Ontario Government balanced its books
that the theatre patrons would be extended
some relief.
The committee which is organizing the
deputation to meet the Government in a
few weeks comprises Arthur Cohen, Toronto, chairman; J. C. Brady, J. M. Franklin, A. A. Bugg, Mr. Filmaii, T. H. Moorehead, Don Stapleton, J. A. Stewart and Col.
•J. A. Cooper, the latter president of the
Motion Picture Distributors of Canada.

Dix

to Make
Picture
Astoria Studio

at

Richard Dix' next starring vehicle for
Paramount, to follow his "Redskin," will
be made at the Long Island studio of the
company. On about Decendjer 15, it is announced, Victor Schertzinger will begin
filming preliminary sequences for the production.
The star W'as recently in New York, having arrived about two weeks ago directly
from New Mexico locations for "Redskin."
He conferred with Jesse L. Lasky and
Monta Bell and was given voice tests. He
left on Saturday on a iiying trip to the
coast. It is expected that the director, Edward Cronjager, Dix's cameraman, and the
star will all be on hand at the date expected. A New Screen Youngster
Anita Fi'emault has been signed by Tiffany-Stahl to play in ■ ' The Spirit of
Youth," being directed by Walter Lang.
Anita is but 10 years old.

Motion
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Bomb Outrage Averted
in Minneapolis
lives of about 100 theatregoers were imperiled last Saturday night in Minneapolis, due to
the perception of some small boys who
reported the location of a smouldering
bomb beneath one of the seats of the
Vista Theatre in time to allow Donald
Cole, part owner of the theatre, to
throw it into the street where it exploded.
The Vista had just been opened a
week. Police are busy trying to round
up the would-be perpetrators of the
outrage, but theatre owners are not
optimistic that they will be captured.
During the past eight years, Minneapolis has had almost a dozen theatre
bombings and no convictions have as
yet been secured.
THE

American-European Firms
in Film Deal
(Continued from page 1443)
"The exclusive franchise held by UFA
Eastern Division Distribution, Inc., covering the above ten-itory is not to l)e disturbed by the plans of World Wide Pictures, Inc., as presently annoimc-d, but it
is intended to co-ordinate the distribution
of UFA films by Educational Pictures, Inc.,
in the remaining territory not served by
UFA Eastern Division Distribution, Inc.,
so as to procure national-wide distribution
for the UFA product apart from the handling of French and Bi-itish films by Educational Pictures, Inc."
As to whether releases would be made
simultaneously as between UFA Eastern
Division Distribution, Inc., and Educational Pictures, Inc., Mr. Brill stated that
the contract of his corporation gave it
prior rights and a first call, subject to selection by the Paramount Famos-Lasky
Corporation or Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation on all motion picture subjects produced by Universum Film, A. G. of Berlin,
Germany, until January 1, 1033.

Pathe's Nov. 4 Shorts a
Mixture of Entertainment
Fashion displays, cartoon and screen
comedy, aviation scenes and magazine subjects contribute to the contents of short
subjects set for release from the Pathe exchanges during the week of November 4.
Parisian fashions created by Paul Poiret
is the highlight of Pathe Review No. 4.5,

Pettijohn Denies Report
He Will Join Chain Co.
ST.VTINC that there was no truth
whatsoever in a report published
in Indianapolis newspapers that
he was to be a director in a company
formed to operate a chain of picture
theatres in Indiana. C. C. Pettijohn.
general counsel of the Hays organization and president of Film Boards of
Trade on his return to New York last
Wednesday, declared that he had no
intention of affiliating with the proposed cooperative operating company
as either an officer or a director.

which also offers "Brown Autumn," Pathecolor subject, and "The Minister Gull," a
study of the sea bird.
Mack Sennett's latest comedy is "Hubby's Latest Alibi," featuring Billy Bevan
and directed by Phil Whitman. "The LaundrjTnan" is the Aesop cartoon for the
week. In addition to Topics of the Day,
Issues Nos. 92 ami 1)3 of the Pathe News,
the schedule includes "Dead Wings," chapter four of the serial, "Eagle of the

Night."
"Stool
Pigeon"
Columbia's
Second
for October
Following "Driftwood," Columbia's first
feature release fur October, is "Stool
Pigeon," a crook drama and the company's
second release for the month. Its official
release date was October 2.5. Charles Delaney and Olive Borden, directed by Renaud
Hoffman, are the stars of this storv.

O. B. Mantell U. A. Sales
Head in Latin America
otto B. Mantell. formerly with the foreign department of United Artists in Switzerland and recently eastern representative
for Mary Pickford, has been appointed by
Arthur W. Kelly, head of the United Artists foreign distribution, sales manager in
Central and South American countries.
His first post will be Mexico.

Raymond Hatton Engaged
for "Office Scandal"
Raymond Hatton has been signed by
Pathe to play the role of city editor in "The
Office Scandal," a story of a newspaper
"sob sister." Leslie Fenton as leading
man and Margaret Livingston as feminine
"heavy" have been cast for the same picture.

Aviation
in FBO's
New
Tom Mix Vehicle
Latest reports from the F B 0 studios
are that Tom Mix's next picture, "The
Drifter," upon which work begins under
direction of Robert DeLacy, will include an
airplane among the various contraptions
with which Mix will risk his neck.

Reed

Renews
Contract
With Universal

Tom Reed's contract has been renewed
by Universal for another six months. Reed
is one of "U's" ace title writers and at
present is working at First National to
whom he has been loaned. He is working
on John JlcConnick's next Colleen Moore
production, "That's a Bad Girl."

Pathe Entrusts New Story
to Willis Goldbeck
Again demonstrating faith in new directorial talent. Pathe officials have signed
Wallis Goldbeck, j'oung scenario writer, to
write and direct an original story of his
own entitled "The Getaway." Robert
Armstrong is scheduled to be featured.
Production will start as soon as Goldbeck
completes his own continuity.

Picture
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Collins Signed to New
Educational Contract
rm connew long-te
lins to asigning
Colof Monty
the
WITH
tract. Educational takes definite recognition of Monty Collins, who
was given his chance in comedies by
Jack White, director-in-chief of the
Educational plant, a comparatively
short time ago.
The comedian was given his first
chance in a Cameo comedy. He then
followed with more one-reel efforts
and second leads in two-reel comedies,
gradually working up to featured roles.
He has now finished work on "Sociml
Prestige," a new two-reeler.

Paramount Renews Three
Contract Players
Charles Rogers, Wallace Beery and Dorothy Arzner have signed new Paramount
contracts. Rogers is now making "Someone to Love." Beery 's next apjicarance will
be in "Tong War." Miss Arzner is now
directing "Manhattan Cocktail."

Paramo
s
Version"Wolf"
Two Making
in unt
Rowland V. Lee will direct the sound sequences, as well as the silent version of
"The Wolf of Wall Street," George Bancroft's new Paramount picture which went
into production last week.

"Sunset Gun" Paramount's
Newest Grey Western
J. Walter Ruben is adapting "Sunset
Pass" the next Zane Grey western for
Paramount with Jack Holt starred. Otto
Brewer will direct.

Pauline Garon Supporting
Dix in "Redskin"

Pauline Garon will be seen in support of
Richard Dix in "Redskin." This is Partmount's first all-Teehnicolor-all-talkie.

P. G. Smith Added to Fox
Movietone Writers
Paul Gerard Smith, author of musical
shows, has joined the staff of writers at the
Fox jVIoviet-one studios in Hollywood.

Stuff" for
"HotWhite
AdaptingAlice
Adelaide Heilbron has been signed by
that organization to prepare the adaptation and continuity for "Hot Stuff," Alice
White's next. "Hot Stuff' is from the
"Bluffers," bv Robert S. Carr.

"Noah's Ark"

Grosses

$32,000
for
Week
Bureau.
Motion
Picture News)

(Hollywood

Ark" grossed $.12,000 the first
's
"Noahse
Nov.
VOO
man'7.s— Chine
LIT
atD,Orau
week
HOL
re
ending Wednesday night. The
Theat
ngs
.
is S1.50 The gross
top price eveni
includes opening night figures of $8,500
alone, topped at $5. The house seats
2.200.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Talking
Films Stimulate Box-Office
Key City Survey Puts
Sound Pictures Well
in Lead of Silents

(Continucti from page 1444)
Under its old policy the Stanley averaged
around $12,000 on good weeks. With the addition of sound to the program averages
shot up to $27,000, operating costs being reduced 33 1/3 per cent.
The Rivoli, after being closed, opened
with sound late in July with the result tliat
business for that period was 60 per cent
better than the same of last year. The
August intake was 15 per cent better than
last August's, and September's figures
showed an income increase of 40 per cent
over the corresponding period of last year.
Overhead expenses have also been decreased
30 per cent.
Warner's Metropolitan has decreased
overhead expenses 10 to 15 per cent with
a sound policy, the orchestra being eliminated. Jolson pictures have been the best
money makers.
With theremains
adoption
soundthis
the because
New's
overhead
the ofsame,
they only had a small orchestra which wa.s
eliminated along with the organist. It is
understood that the house would have been
forced to close had they not installed sound
equipment. The Century and the Valencia.
Loew houses, have not been heavy winners
with the sound installations. The former
had been pulling strong even before sound,
so it cannot be said that sound boosted
trade. The latter eliminated its orchestra
and reduced its prices, but it was noticeable that whenever a good sound feature
played there business showed an increase.
The consensus seems to be that the public
does not want to return to the silents.

SEATTLE
John Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre has
shown a tremendous increase since the installation of sound pictures and at West
Coast's Fifth Avenue Theatre, while lio.x office averages remain about the same. Weekly
operating costs have been reduced apjjrosimat"ly .$2,000 with the elimination of stage
revues.

DENVER

Harry E. Huffman, manager of the Aladdin and American Theatres, the first Denver houses to install sound equipment,
states that sound pictures have unquestionably increased bo.x office revenue. Huffman
believes that the dialogue picture is the
p'ak of production and that it will double
and treble receipts as compared with the
same picture in silent form. The next in
value, Huffman Ijelieves, is the purely synchronized picture and that revenue here for
this type will be from fifteen to twenty per

cent greater than that of the sauje picture
silently produccil. But Huffman further believes that the adding of sound effects, etc.,
to a silent picture already made is dangerous practice and that it might seriously detract from its original value.
A survey of Denver territory shows that
from one hundred to one hundred and fifty
per cent increase in receipts has been shown
with the advent of sound pictures. Revenue of the Federal Theatre is two and
three times as great as that done with silents and the same increase can be applied
to Webb-r and Ogden Theatres. The Denver and Rialto Theatres have only recently
installed sound devices.

NEW

ORLEANS

Since the installation of sound equipment in New Orleans downtown first run
theatres business has shown a huge spurt
over that done previously with silent films,
managers report.
The iww Saenger Theatre reported that
business had jumped twenty per cent while
at Loew 's, across the street, trade increased
twenty-five per cent over the best week
done by a silent picture. The Liberty Theatre recently reopened with sound I'quipment and is doing thirty per cent better
than the Strand, which recently reojiened
with silent pictures. Two neighborhood
houses opened with sound last week and a
forty per cent increase was recorded. Five
others will shortly reopen with sound.
Business at the Tudor Theatre is twenty per
cent greater with sound than as a silent
picture theatre.

SAN

FRANCISCO

Because of the huge success being enjoyed by the above mentioned theatres with
sound, a number of other houses in Harriswired. burg and Reading are at present being
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Introduction of sound films in Washington has apparently made but little difference in box office receipts. On the whole,
the consensus of opinion appears to be that
receipts from sound pictures are subject
to the same infiuences and fluctuations as
those from silent films.
The Metropolitan, carried Al Jolson's
' ' The Singing Fool ' ' for four weeks, and
did a whale of a business, but other sound
films didn't do so well. The Earle put on
an "all sound" picture and showed a 300
per cent increase, but didn't keep to that
level with subsequent offerings.
Little difference has been noted at the
Fox since the introduction of Movietone
feature pictures, and the same might be
said for the Palace and Columbia.
AH of the first-run houses in Washington are equipped for sound pictures and are
exploiting them, but, on the whole, the
public is not rushing from theatre to theatre in a mad frenzy to see and hear them.
The good pictures are bringing them in,
and the poorer ones are not, and the exhibitors said the same thing last season,
when only silent films were available.
ALBANY, N. Y.
There are but two theatres in Albany and
Troy that can be analyzed as to the effect on attendance since the installation of
recently.
sound, a third house having been wired but

It is the opinion of theatre managers in
San Francisco that the public does not care
for sound pictures unless they are good.
The Embassy Vitaphone theatre has done
excellent business ever since it opened.
The El Capitan theatre has just completed
their installation of sound, and no report
has been obtained as yet.

From an authoritative source it was
learned that both the ilark Strand in Albany and the Troy Theatre, in Troy, have
improved their grosses with sound pictures.
It remains that only one sound picture.
"The Singing Fool," has ever exceeded receipts of "The BigFlats"
Parade,"
and "McFaddcn's
at the"Ben
Troy Hur"
The-

HARRISBURG, PA.
Reports from Harrisburg and vicinity
indicate that wherever sound films are being
shown business has increased materially.
At the Regent, Harrisburg, receipts have
been on the upgrade since that house was
wired last .July.

atre. Albany has always been a "tough"
city as far as any kind of a show is concerned. The folk here not only know legit
but know their movies as well and the result is that a poor talking or sound picture
will get no further than a poor silent picture. Word of mouth advertisement, good
or bad, gets around fast and as soon as the
public are sufficiently wised up that a pictvire is not what it should be in the way of
entertainment value, attendance falls. The
fact that people in this city will not come
to a theatre merely to hear sound if the
picture does not please was recently demonstrated during the recent showing of
"The Patriot." However, talking pictures
suchter inasthis"Lights
betsection of
thanNewmereYork"
sound draw
pictures.

With taking over of the Strand, at Carlisle, by the Comerford chain, sound was instituted, and the profits have grown. This
in spite of the fact that admission price
was jumped from 30 to 50 cents.
Two Reading theatres, Loew's and the
Astor, the latter owned by the Equities Corporation, have done increa.sed business since
their sound installations.
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Pathe Sound Production Active
in Both East and West
PATHE is busy ivith pruduction activities
under the RCA Photophone process
both in the eastern and western studios of
the company. At the Culver City studios
the east and sets are about ready for shooting first scenes in "The Missing Man,"
Pathe 's first 100 per cent talkie, and the
five other features that will have dialogue
sequences.
At the Sound Studios in New York musical and sound accompaniment are being
recorded for several features, and a prologue and epilogue are being produced for
■"Annapolis."
Benjamin Glazer, production manager of
the sound division, who will personally direct "The Missing Man," has about completed his cast. George Barraud will be
seen and heard in the leading male role,
Ned Spark will supply comedy relief and
others chosen thus far are Frank Reicher,
Mary Forbes, Robert St. Angelo, Russell
■Gleason and Claude King.
Dialogue sequences for "Geraldine" and
■*'The Shady Lady" are under way. In
the former, Marion Nixon, Eddie Quillan,
<}aston Glass and Albert Grand are talking
and those to be heard in the latter are
Phyllis
Haver,
Robert
Arnistrong,
Louis

Wnlheitii and a newcomer, Russell Gleason.
Other pictures in the making, for which
dialogue sequences will be provided, are :
"Noisy Neighbors," with Eddie Quillan,
the Quillan family. Alberta Vaughn, Theodore Roberts, Russell Simpson and others
directed by Charles Reisner; "The Office
Scandal," stan'ing Phyllis Haver, with
Leslie Fenton, Margaret Livingston, Raymond Hatton and Jimmy Aldine, under the
direction of Paul Stein; and "The Leatherneck," starring William Boyd, with Alan
Hale, Robert Armstrong, Fred Kohler,
Mitchell Lewis and others, directed by
Howard Higgin.
-Josiah Zuro, musical director of Pathe
sound pictures, has completed the Photophone sound and musical accompaniment
for "Captain Swagger," and "Annapolis"
and is now scoring "Marked Money" and
"Show Folks" at Sound Studios in New
York. The special song-and-dance-dialogue
sequences for ' ' Show Folks ' ' were performed by Eddie Quillan and Lina Basquette under the direction of Benjamin
Glazer on the West Coast. Zuro is making
his Pathe recording with a symphony orchestra, abrass band and a corps of effect
men, under the direction of Morris Manne.

Tonefilm
Road
Show
Special
Is Now Under Way
PHIL

GOLUSTONE, in charge of production at the Metropolitan Studios at
Fort Lee, N. J., where the Tonefilm is being applied in the making of sound pictures, announces that the first Metropolitan Road Show special is now under way.
The studios were officially opened on Monday of this week, when production was
launched on both the road show special and
the program of short subjects that are to
be supplied exhibitors.
Tonefilm, it is claimed, is interchangeable with any other sound-on-disc device.

First National
"Show
Girl"
Trailer Ready
THE advertising and publicity de-

partment of First National has
prepared a talking trailer on
"Show Girl," the company's first Alice
White picture, adapted from the J. P.
McEvoy novel.
The little man who appears in the
First National trade-mark has been
animated for this trailer. After talking about McEvoy's book and the picture, he calls upon Miss White who
appears on the screen. She is first
seen dancing in a cabaret scene, and
then with her dancing girls is seen
and heard singing, "She's One Sweet
Show Girl," the theme song of the picture, and "Buy. Buv for Baby or Baby
Will Bye, Bye You."
The First National Ad-Man is also
being animated into a talking trailer
for the mystery picture, "The Haunted
House."

The company plans to jiroduce two sheet
subjects weekly, in addition to a number of
the so-called road show specials. The shorts
will consist of sketches, playlets, short
operettes and orchestras and singers. The
first of these releases will be announced
shortly.
Tonefilm is of the more moderately priced
sound reproducing devices, and is being
manufactured in three models. These models are for houses seating up to 600, from
600 to 1,000 seats and over 1,000 s- ats. As
a part of the regular equipment is a nonsynchronous apparatus, which, it is claimed,
will play regular records to be used with pictures that arc not scored. Installations are
]iromised within a period of from 30 to 45
days.
Alfred Weiss is president of Tonefilm
Corp(u-ation, while the picture production
end is in the hands of Phil Goldstone,
jirnniinent as a director and producer of
silent pictures, ilr. Goldstone has made a
complete study of talking pictures. As
soon as he felt himself qualified in every
way he took over the Peerless Studios in
Fort Lee, and remodeled aud r;'named them
the Metropolitan Studios. All of the product of the company is to be produced there.

Ruth

Chatterton
to Play
in
"The Dummy"
Chatterton, now coiupiefing work in

Ruth
"The Doctor's Secret" for Paramount, has
been assigned by that company to play the
heroine in "The Dummy," former Broadway stage success and first all-dialogue
comedy.
Frederick March, now playing in

P ic t u r c

N e iv s

"Donovan Affair" First
for Columbia
AfDonovan
"The talkie
tion will be first
producCOLUMBIA'S
by
play
fair," from the stage
Owen Davis. It will have both sound
and dialogue. In addition to being the
first talkie of the company it will be
ten specials on Columbia's
one of the
program.
current
Preparations are already under way
for the production of the picture. Frank
Capra will be the director and Jack
Holt the star. A supporting cast is
being carefully selected. The screen
version of this well known Broadway
stage success is in the hands of Johnnie Grey, prominent as a playwright
and author. Shooting will be done at
the newly erected sound stages at the
Columbia studios and the Western
Electric system will be used.

"The Royal Family" in Los Angeles, and
John Cromwell, well known New York stage
actor, are others in the cast. The picture
will be directed by Robert Milton, for
many years an outstanding stage director
on Broadway.

Reeltone Ready to
Installations

Make

The Nathanson Reeltone Corporation announces that it is ready to make installations of its sound reproduction device in
theatres. Present releasing plans of the
company

call for the production and distribution of 52 single reels covei'ing
dramatic, vaudeville and novelty subjects
which will be released on the basis of one
a week. There is no initial cost to theatre
owners for the installation of this device.
In addition to the short subjects, Reeltone has already synchronized "The Ghost
Train," which was imported from abroad
and will be released as a road show attraction. It is said to be booked over the
entire Pantages Circuit.

Van

Buren
Product
All
to Be Synchronized

Amedee J. Van Buren. president of the
Van Buren Corporation, announces that the
entire Van Buren output will in the future
be synchronized with sound or put into
talkies. This will be in addition to the
silent version of the subjects released.
Included in the Van Buren list of subjects
are, Aesop's Film Fables, Topics of the
Day, Grantland Rice Sportlights, Smitty
and His Pals, and Walter Putter's Curiosities. All of these subjects with the exception of the last, are released by Pathe. The
"Curiosities" are F B 0 releases.

Dick Talmadge Vehicle to
Be Synchronized
"The Bachelors' Club," Oscar A. Price's
production starring Richard Talmadge, will
have a synchronized a'ccompaniment. Upon
the arrival of the print from the coast negotiations will be closed with a sound company for recording the accompaniment.
Talmadge 's three subsequent productions
will also be svnchrouized, it is said.
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French

Sound

Register Big Success
in Initial Showing at
Paris Cameo Theatre
By LARS
European Correspondent,

Score

in

Debut

Sixty Dates for Vitaphone Pictures
in Greater New York in November

MOEN
Motion

Picture News

October 31.— More than a
PARIS.
month before the date fixed for the
openiiifi of Ameriean sound films at
the Paramount Theatre, Paris was initiated
into the modern ''talkie" on the eveniufr
of October IS, wlien an invited audience was
shown a g:rouii of films made by the (iauniont-Pctersen-Poulseu process, including- a
feature film with synchronized orchestral
aeconipanlment. The following day the
doors were thrown open to the jjublic, for
three performances daily, at the Canu^o
Theatre, an SUO-seat Aubert house on the
Boulevard des Italiens.

furore

Films

Created

The result can only be labelled "success."
Paris is talking of nothing but sound films ;
every newspaper, every magazine, is devoting columns to the showing. And the
house is selling out.
American sound film activity has created
a great deal of theoretical discussion here,
all of which has helped create advance interest in hearing the "film sonore. "
The program at the Cameo is well varied,
and shows most of the important ajiplications of synchronized recording.
The program opens with a scenic. "Une
des plus belles gorges des Alpes francaises."
with synchronized orchestral aecom])animent. It cannot be said that the device
shows up to Ijest advantage in orchestral
recording. There is some tendency to blast
with an increase in intensity, and the tone
color would indicate that a speaker of the
eone type is employed, giving a tone
"tnbbiness" characteristic of such speakers.

Pathe Sound Meetings
in L. A. and Chicago
THE western and central divisions
of the Pathe sales organization
held their sales meetings simultaneously on Sunday, November 4, in
Los Angeles and Chicago respectively.
They discussed the sound picture program of the company and were addressed by Joseph P. Kennedy, official
advisor, and Colvin W. Brown, executive vice-president.
With these sessions, Pathe has decided to continue the special regional
sales meetings on its product. Another of these meetings will be held
in New Orleans on November 11. This
gathering will be addressed by Phil
Reisman, general sales manager.
At the Chicago session were Phil
Reisman, Harry Scott, short subject
sales manager: J. F. McAIoon, manager of exchange operations: Stanley
.4ngeles were E. J. O'Leary, feature
Jacques, central division sales manager, and branch managers. In Los
sales manager: I,. S. Weir, western
sales manager and branch managers.
Dan Michalove, southern division
sales manager, will be present at the
New Orleans meeting.

THE
rapid increase in the number of houses now equipped for Vitaphone is reflected in the announcement this week hy Sam E. Morria.
General Manager of Distribution for Warner Bros., that there will
be more than sixty exhibitions of Vitaphone talking pictures in theatres
throughout Greater New York during the month of November.
Three Broadway houses are now devoted to first runs on Vitaphone
productions. Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" continues at the Winter
Garden while George M. Cohan's "The Home Towners" is forced in spite
of big business to withdraw this month from the Warner Bros. Theatre in
order to make room for an all-talking Vitaphone version of Elmer Rice's
drama, "On Trial"' starring Pauline Frederick with Bert Lytell and Lois
Wilson. The Mark-Strand has just presented "The Midnight Taxi" and
will show "The Terror" beginning November 10th.

The second sulijeet is much more successful. It is an address by Mr. Leon Gaumont, telling briefly of his researches for
more than twenty years in the sound film
field, and his pleasure in presenting the
present perfected device. The synchronization is flawless, and the clearness of enunciation such that the writer whose comprehension of French is naturally not as quick
and intuitive as that of a native, was able
to understand every w'ord without difficulty. This number was followed by enthusiastic applause and a buzz of excited
comment.
Follows ' ' Toi et Moi, ' ' a dramatic scene
Iniilt around a iioera of Paul Geraldy and
interpreted by two well known actors. This,
too, was clearly understandable.
Fourth is a cello solo, "Sonate," by
Henry Eccles-Salmon, and it was here, perhaps, that the device showed up to best advantage, the reproductiou being practically
A Nocturne by Chopin, on the piano,
perfect.
which follows, again shows the synchronization to good advantage, and the tone was,
in general, good.
The balance of the program includes an
Alsatian scenic with orchestral music; the
"Air de Mimi" from "La Vie de Boheme,"
sung by a soprano; a piano improvisation
by a young Czechoslovakian composer; and
a street scene in Copenhagen, recording the
march of the Royal Guard with its band.
This last subject, incidentally, was
markedly inferior to many of the Movietone outdoor recordings which we have
heard, and shows that this particular field
has been little explored as yet.
After the entr'acte the program continues with an Aubert feature, "L'Eau du
Nil," with synchronized orchestral score.
This is little developed — a few effects are
introduced, such as the grinding of a handorgan, rushing water, and a desert song,
l)ut the possibilities of sound recording havo
been little applied.
Reviewing the quality of the program as
a whole, we should say that it compares
favorably, though in no particular excels,
that of the Vitaphone programs at the time
tliat device was first launched; reproduction is inferior to several Movietone subjects that we have heard. This may be due
to the loud speaker employed, because theoretically the process admits of as perfect

-ourid registration :i- .Mu\ ii'inn,- ur other
American processes.
The process is sponsored here by the Societe Francaise des Filmparlants (Procedes
Gaumont, Petersen and Poulsen.) This company includes the French Gaumont firm,
the Electrical Fono-Films Company of
Copenhagen, and vavious engineers. The
company is authorized to exploit the device in all French-speaking countries, a
liberal interpretation of which takes in
France, with its colonies and protectorates;
Belgium and its colonies; Switzerland;
Monaco; Roumania, and Egypt.
The company is, in effect, one to market
and exploit apparatus based on a patents
pool by a French and a Danish ecunpany,
the two making possible the present device.
The manufacture of apparatus has already
commenced, and its commercialization will
be pushed rapidly.

Gaumont's Statement
A

long interview with Raymond Gaumont makes clear, however, that the plans
of the company are similar to those with
which Vitaphone started at the inception
of that company — namely, the leasing of
apparatus, the making of short musical subjects, and the addition of synchronized music scores to features after they are made.
There is no intention at present to utilize
the enormous possibilities of synchronized
sound recording during production.
But just as Vitaphone quickly discovered
that musical subjects and scoring represented but a tiny and relatively less important application of the art, it is not unlikely that the same may hajipen here —
especially when suflicient time will have
elapsed for siuue of the newer American
subjects to an'ive here.
The application in England seems, at the
moment, to be more enterprising. It is announced that "Balaclava" will be made for
Gainsborough by Maurice Elvey, to be accompanied in part by sound recording by
the Danish process being exploited liy the
International Accoustic Films Company.
Details are lacking, however, and may be
misleading as to the application to be made.
Next week we shall be able to give the
interesting technical details of the G-P-P
process.
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HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 4. — Fanchon and Marco will produce a series of
Movietone short suhjects which w ill be released through Fox. This
is coincident with their announcement last week that West Coast
and Fanchon and Marco have formed a corporation for the production
and staging of theater presentations on the Pacific Coast. Stock in the
company will he held jointly by Fanchon and Marco and the theatre
operating company.
While the announcement of the new organization was made in regard
to producing and staging acts, no mention was made of Fanchon and

Ernest G. Grooney, musical conductor, has
been engaged by Warner Bros, to train the
chorus of a hundred men and women who
furnish the ensemble background in the
first Vitaphone operetta, "The Desert
Song." Grooney has had 'charge of rehearsing and conducting many musical successes
for the stage, among them "Castles in the
Air" and "Lady Be Good." Roy Del Ruth
is directing the Vitaphone version of "The
Desert Song. ' '

John Barrymore's
First
to
Be
"Tavern
Knight"
,Tohn Barrymore's first Vitaphone all-

and Marco. Through West Coast's affiliation with Fox and its interest in
the
presentation
Marco "Ideas," as their prologues
are known,
will becompany.
seen fromFanchon
Coast toandCoast.

talking picture will be "The Tavern
Knight," by Rafael Sabatiui, and one of
that author's best known works. It should
he a good vehicle for Barrymore as it relates the adventures and romance of a soldier in the service of Charles II when that
monarch attempted to regain the throne of
England from the parliamentary rule of
Oliver Cromwell in the seventeenth 'century.

Bi-Lingual Montreal Adapting
Itself to Talkies

New

Province of Quebec. The only possibility
in this connrction is that some theatres
will cater to French residents with allFrench speaking films. In the meantime,
all Montreal

o.

p. Heggie Signs
Year's
Paramount
Contract

0. p. Heggie, character actor of the legitimate stage, has signed a year's contract
to appear in Paramount pictures.
Heggie will appear in three other Paramount pictures in addition to ' ' The Letter, ' '
in which he is now working at the Long
Island studio.
"The Letter" is Heggie 's third venture
into moving pictures. Fifteen years ago
in London he had the leading role in one
of the early British pictures. About a year
ago he had a part in the film version of
came to the screen titled "The Actress."

Tonefilm
Changes
Name
to Biophone Corp.
Tonefilm CorjHiration has changed its
name to the Biophone Corporation, according to announcement by Alfred Weiss,
president of the organization. The change

M .

Acoustic
Chief for
"U" Theatre Chain

Fred A. Flader, general nuinager of the
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., has appointed H. M. Messiter manager
"U"
of the
of the Acoustic
Theatre
Chain. Department
Messiter will
supervise

is learning "film English.''

ED.

s

Stage
Director
Trains
"Desert Song" Chorus

Marco's entree into the field of Movietone productions. Motion Picture
News secured this information exclusively.
The intention is to take these stars and attractions who will be used in
their theatre presentations, and use them in specially written and produced
Movietone subjects. These Movietone shorts will not resemble in any
manner, the stage presentation in which the artist appears. In this way,
many new names, under contract to Fanchon and Marco, will be seen in
sound films.
Harold B. Franklin, as head of West Coast, is affiliated with Fanchon
and Marco in the new corporation. It is capitalized at Sl.000.000 with
50 per cent of stock held by West Coast and 50 per cent held by Fanchon

PRODUCERS of talking pictur; s have
unconsciously added an entirely new
angle to the bi-lingual situation in Montreal, Quebec, where the Palace Theatre
has been providing an audible screen since
September 1. Montreal is probably the
largest two-language city in the world, with
more than half of its 980,000 population
speaking French and the remainder employing the English tongue.
For years a requirement for silent moving pictures in the Province of Quebec has
been that all sub-titles were to be in both
English and French, sp-cial titles being
printed for thousands of pictures because
of the regulation. Incidentally, all official
publications, notices and other printed
matter is printed in both languages. At
times there is a real bi-lingual issue.
The introduction of talking pictures has
added an entirely new color to the situation in Montreal, and the comment has
alri'ady been made that the many French
residents find themselves faced with the
necessity of learning English or do without
th ir favorite film pastimes. It has also
been said that Montreal may soon be talking English exclusively, thanks to the talking pictures. Further, it has been pointed
out that talking pictures form a very pleasant medium of conversational instruction
with the film action indicating the talk
a la Berlitz method.
Xo objection has yet been taken by the
French residents of Montreal to the English language as spoken by the film stars,
and the Palace Theatre continues to double
its gross receipts and more. The Provincial Government probably realizes that bilingual films are impossible, ami that difficulties would arise in ordering a Frenchspe.'iking (|no1:i of moving jti.'fures for the

New

was made because the original title of the
company was too similar to that of other
'companies now in operation.
Biojihone, whose device will from now on
also he known hy that name, will have
equipment installed in exchange cities by
December
1 for the convenience of exhibitors.

Fanchon, Marco Will Produce Series
of Movietone Short Subjects
(Hollywood

Picture

equipment installation and the contracting
of synchronized scores and acts for the
"U'"' Chain. Within a short time fifty of
its theatres will be running sound and talkie
programs.

Paramount Changes Title
Barrie All-Talkie

The screen version of the Sir .Tames M.

which ParaHour,"Chatterton,
an Ruth
"Halfwith
play,
Barrie mount
is making
H.
B. Warner and Robert Edeson heading the
cast and William C. de Mille directing, is
to reach the public under the title of "The
Doctor's
Secret."
Production
has been under way liy Par.1mount for two weeks.
Subtitle — "Be sure and tell her you
nave five nice poppas waiting for mommas."— Tom Miranda in "The ShopWorn Angel" for Paramount.

HOPCRAFT

Representing

Artists for
TALKINGPICTURES
160 W. 46th St., New York City
Phone

Bryant
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U. A, Theatre in Los
Angeles
Adopts
Prolog
(Hollywood
Bureau.
Motion
Picture
News f
HOLLYWOOD. October 15.— The
slojjan of the non-presentation
theatre, "the picture's the thinq;"
was sharply challenged by one of its
strongest supporters recently. The
I'nited .\rtists Theatre, Los Angeles.
which opened on the basis propounded
by that slogan, adds prologs to its programs October 17. Heretofore the
house has confined itself to a p<ilicy of
all-motion pictures, supplemented occasionally bya soloist or specialty, but
never going strong for elaborate or
pretentious revues or even the playing
of "name" appearances.
The change in policy, adding presentations, goes into effect with the opening of Norma Talmadge in "The
Woman Disputed." Hal Home, who
was recently appointed managing director for the house, will supervise the
staging of the prologs. He intends to
make them revue style entertainments,
similar to those made popular on the
West Coast by Larry Ceballos in Warner's Hollywood Theatre, thus eliminating entirely the stage bands and
mast ers-of -ceremonies.
.Maxwell Shane has become publicity
director for the house. He was formerly attached to Columbia's West
Coast studios in a similar capacit.v.
William Henry will assist him.

Universal to Make Harry
Reichenbach Story
The story of a 3'oung man who recently
got his name in the headlines by becoming
a stowaway on board a trans-atlantic zeppeliu, will serve as a future movie on the
Universal program, it is planned. P. D.
Cochrane, secretary of Universal, decided
to call the stoi^'-^The Stowaway," while
Harry, Reichenbach, press representative
for the Colony theatre in New York, conceived the plot. The story was quickly
registered and sent to the coast where it
will be made with sound synchronization
and accompaniment.

Newspapers
Get
Second
Vitaphone Ad Smash
The second volley of Vitaphone advertising in big city newspapers began this
week when two more full-page advertisements were nationally released. The tirst
series of Vitaphone ads plugged Al Jolson
in "The Singing Fool" and other Warner
features but this second series will be eontined to institutional copy on Vitaphone.
One hundred and seven dailies will carry
the copy for the second series.

New
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Vitaphone Branch in
Cleveland, Ohio

Vitaphone 's seventh branch distributin;;
station was opened recently in Cleveland.
Ohio. The new point will servi'ce Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Detroit and intervening cities.
Three or four more Vitaphone distribution offices will be opened in the United
States shortly, it is thought. At the present
time they are located at Xew York, Chicago,
Atlanta, Dallas, Philadelphia and San Francisco.

New

Bristolphone Corporation
Combines All Interests

THK
\'ariuus iiitiT<'^t> idrTitifii'd with
Bristolphone sound producing and reproducing devices have come to an amicable
understanding, as a result of which a nt^'w
company will be organized as a combination of all of these interests. It is reported
that this company will be a ten million dollar corporation through arrangement with
Hayden-Stone Co., bankers of New York.
That first jiart of the announcement was
forthcoming from P. L. Deutsoh, president
of Acoustic Products Company and the Soiiora Phonograph Company, Inc. According
to the plan agreed upon, Acoustic Products
Company has the right to aeciuire full rights
aurl interest of the William H. Bristol
Talking Picture Corporation, the Gotham
Bristolphone Service Corporation and the
Lesser- Warner Productions in the worldwide Bristolphone patents.
As soon as arrangements are completed,
the statement says. Acoustic Products will
take over all the coutraets which the
Gotluiui Bristolphone Corporation and the
Lesser-AVarner Company liavc outstanding
for th" distribution of Bristolphone machines, and all outstanding licenses for pro-

ducing pictures witli sound uiuler the Bristol patents.
When the new corporation is formed
Charles E. Rogers will be actively engaged
in the managerial end. The corporation will
proljably combine the names of Sonora
with Bristolphone, and will have exclusive
distributing rights on the Sonora Bristoljilione for the entire world. The company,
it is also said, will have the sole rights for
the licensing of producers to emjiloy the
Bristol process of synchronizing sound with
pictures. The Acoustic Products Company
will manufacture the machines which the
new company will sell and service.
It is the hope of the new organization by
licensing of producers to have an output of
from .50 to 60 feature pictures a year in
addition to a progi'am of 10-1 short subjects
planned for pi'oduetion during the next
twelve months. Present plans call for the
production of pictures by Asher, Small and
Rogers, by the Gotham Bristolphone Photoplays Corporation, Lesser-Warner Co.
The corjjoration plans to supply at least
250 Sonora Bristolphones a month, ready
for installation in picture houses.

Powers Ready to Launch First
Cinephone Production
T."^ ASTER X production activities continue
-C--' to expand, the latest producing company to launch a program being the Powers Cinephone Studios, located in the heart
of New York's theatrical district at the
headcjuarters of the Powers Cinephone
Equipment Corporation. The entire upper
floor of the Powers Building at 4Sth Street
and 7th Avenue is now being reconstructed
as a sound-proof studio for the production
of sound pictures and the synchronizing of
subjects made in unequipped studios.
One stage is already completed, with
sets, lighting equipment and ajiparatus for
])roducing by the sound-on-film method already installed. Work on the first subject
to be produced will be started within a
week, it is announced.
The first production, it is said, will be a

"On

Trial"
Premiere
November 14th

anall-talkie world
will have
premiere
WARNER otherBROS,
on Broadway the evening of
November 14, when "On Trial" will be
presented at the Warner Theatre for
the first time. The screen adaptation
is from the Broadway stage success
of the same name by Elmer Rice. It
was first presented by George M.
Cohan and Sam Harris in 1914 when
it enjoyed a run of forty-six weeks.
The Vitaphone production of "On
Trial" was directed by Archie Mayo
and stars Pauline Frederick with Bert
Lytell and Lois Wilson. The cast also
includes Holmes Herbert, Richard
Tucker, Jason Robards, Edmund Breese
and Vondell Darr.

sound picture version of a current Broadway stage success, with a cast made up of
stage celebrities, who will perform under
the direction of Harry Revier, veteran
stage and screen director, who has been
signed by Mr. Powers to serve in this
capacity.
While not ready to disclose the title of
the play selected for s<nind production, nor
to state whether it is a musical or straight
dramatic vehicle, Mr. Powers said the
musical score for the new play has already
been adapted for synchronization.
Mr. Powers has been busy building up
his production organization and is now
ready to proceed without further delay.
In addition to Harry Revier, who will direct, Mr. Powers has signed Jack Livingston as production maniiger, and .lames
Bradford to arrange the musical scores.
Both have long bi'cn identified with the
motion picture industry.

Montagne Writes Vehicle
for Laura La Plante
K. J. has
^lontagne,
editorilrama
for I'niversal,
written scenario
an original
for
Laura

La

Plante entitled "The Compromise." Production will start around
the first of the year. The story is now being put into scenario form by Charles Kenyon. No director has been definitely chosen
as yet.
Subtitle — "Cohen and Kelly were
ninety-eight percent Americans — with
two percent deducted for advertising."
— Albert Du Mond in "Cohens and
Kellys in Atlantic City" for Universal.

Mot
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The Clieck^Up

€€

9 9
9 9

9 9
9 9

"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors in every part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num ber who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who consider it "Big."
Tlie fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av erage rating on that feature, obtained by the foUowirig
The permethod : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F air," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%.
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of reresents
the
consensus
of
opinion
on
that
picture.
In this
ports, giving the average percentage — a figure which rep
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not recei ved at least ten reports.

I

'>

I
Title of Picture

Title of Picturt

COLUMBIA PICTURES
After the Storm
—
ilatinee Idol, The
—
Sporting Age, The
—
Warning,
The
—
F B O
Chicago After Midnight
—
Coney Island
—
Freckles
1
Harvester, The
—
Hit of the Show, The
—
Hook and Ladder No. 9
—
Judgment of the Hills
—
Legionnaires in Paris
1
Little Mickey
Grogan
—
Mojave Kid, The
—
Perfect Crime, The
—
Red Riders of Canada, The. . . —
South Sea Love
1
FIRST NATIONAL
Big Xoise
2
Burning Dayhght
—
Canyon of Adventure
—
Fl}ing Romeos
—
French Dressing
1
Gorilla. The
1
Gun Gospel
—
Happiness .\head
—
Harold Teen . . . . ■ —
Hawk's Nest, The
—
Heart of a Follies Girl
1
Heart to Heart
—
Helen of Trov
3

.1
6
3
3
0
J

11

—

—

4
6
3
1
1
1

2

5
6
9

6
3
8
J
0

>

7
f

Her Wild
Home
Made Oa't

—1

1
12
10
1

Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come
Lo\c Mart, The
Mad
Hour, The
Man
Crazy
Night Watch, The
Noose, The
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors' Wives
Shepherd of the Hills, The...
Strange
Case
of
Captain
Hamper
Texas Steer, A
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider, The
Valley of the Giants
Vamping Venus

—
—

2

—
—

1
4
9
6
1
4

1
1

—
.—
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
—
■—
—
—
2

/

—
_

6
13

7
8
5
16
15
17
16

1

—

y

1
2
2

8
19
10
11
17
9
12
6
12
15

—
—
—
I
—
3
—
—

9
13
11
19
28

_
1
—
—

29
14
30
14

2
6

—

1
3
1

15
199
20

.— .
—

il

—
—
—

11
20
18
25
26
15
11
39
13
33
13
23
42

4

14
34

3

7

.1
3
1
3
2

13
299
37
7

/

61
64

—
—

6
7

8
2

—
2
—

12
4
3
20
—.
4

_10
2
—
—
2
—

54
67
69
63
61
65
76
61
.59
63
70
70
76
64
66
54
64
65
61
68
62
67
68
72
63
64
67
66
62
62
64
76
67
65
57
69
68
75
77
76
76
63
58
73
61
66
67
64
55
69

5.459 Ft.
5,925 Ft.
5,467 Ft.
5.791 Ft.
6,249
6,390
6,131
7,045
6,337
5,240
5.700

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,771
6,515
4,912
6,331
6,419
6,388

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,400
6,500
5,800
6,184
6,344
7,133
6,288
7,100
7,500
7,426
5,957
6,071
7,694
6,118
6,524
6,592
6.608

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,700
7,388
6,625
5,542
6,612
7,331
6.100

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,100
11.412
6,477
5484

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

8,188 Ft.
7,534
7,419
5,834
5,731
6,336
6,021

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

Wagon Show. The
Wheel of Chance
Whip Woman, The
Yellow
Lily, The
FOX

—
—

3

—

Arizona Wildcat. The
—
Blood Will Tell
—
Branded Sombrero, The
1
Come to My House
1
Dare Devil's Reward
—
Don't Marry
—
Dressed to Kill
—
Escape, The
■—
Fazil
■—
Fleetwing
—
Four Sons
—
Gateway of the Moon. The. ... —
Girl in Every Port, A
—
Hangman's House
—
Hello. Cheyenne
—
Honor
Bound
—
Horseman of the Plains
—
Ladies Must Dress
—
Love
—1
News Hungry
Parade. The
None But the Brave
—
No Other Woman
—
Play Girl, The
—
River Pirate. The
—
Road House
—
Sharpshooters
1
Silk Legs
1
Soft Living
—
Street Angel. The
—
Sunrise
—
Thief in the Dark. A
—
Very Confidential
—
Why
Sailors Go Wrong
—
Wizard. The
—
Wolf
Fangs
—
Woman
Wise
—
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Across to Singapore
^
Actress. The
1
Baby Mine
6
Beau Broadwav
—
Beckv
1
Big
City. Up
The Father
Bringing
Buttons
Cameraman. The
Cardbuard Lover. Her
Certain Young
Man, A
Circus Rookies

—1
—
—
—
—
3

Cossacks, TheThe
Crowd.
Detectives

—I
2

5
3
8
2

14
20
25

2

3
4
1
4
1
1
6

T>

1
1
1

?.
9

1
4
4
4
5
5
3
3

10
12
16
9
12
16

J

—

5

—

1
2
2
,—10

—

2
1
1
1
1
1

7

6
3
1
4
3
4
9

10
148
14
11
209
12
20

4

14

3

12
11
10
16
18

2
9
7

3
3
3

.
9
9
4
8
9
11
8
3
4
5
103
4

1
9
9

I

65
66
7(1
60
79

5.430
4.987
5.708
6,566
5,109
7.217

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

4,939
9,412
5,038
5,882
6.518
4.518
6.188
4.397
5.599
5.792
6,679

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,713
5,071
5,200
4.991
6,937

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

85
66
65
67
68
64
61
65
68
59
70
72
65
68
64
61
66
SI
66

6
3
1

64
68
56

?!3
6
24
36
14
97
16

—

10

—
—

10
23
13
7

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

1
1

12
14
20
10
25

7,187
4,665
4,556
5.612

68
6659
66
66
66
63
72

1

—14

9
0

4
1
2
5
5

—

6.212 Ft.
6.895 Ft.
5.087 Ft.

68
51
66
70
67

1

—

9

11
8
197
17
18
15
20
9
11

62
71
68

5,573 Ft.
5,446
5.692 Ft.
9,221
8,729
5.937
5.620
5.112
5.629
5.050
5,331

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6.805 Ft.
6.998 Ft.

71
55
66
58
73

6,037
5,139
6,433
6,838
6.344
6.995
6,050

55
58
69
68
53

7,108 Ft.
5,482 Ft.
Ft.
5.661
8,601

34
69

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

8,548 Ft.
5.838 Ft.

A' 0 r c in b c r

JO.

1 9 2 S

60
17

Feci Mv Pulse..'
Fifty-Fifty
Girl, The
First Kiss, The
Fleet's for
In, Luck
The
Fools

—
—
—
—2

Forgotten Faces
Gay Defender, The
Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes
Get Your Man
Half a Bride
Honeymoon
Hate
Hot News
Just Married
Ladies of the Mob
Last Command. The
Last Waltz. The
Legion of the Condemned, The
Loves of an Actress
Magnificent
Flirt, The
Mating
Call. The
Xight of Mystery, A
(Jld Ironsides
Patriot. The
Pioneer Scout. The
Racket, The
Red Hair
Sawdust Paradise, The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade
She's a Sheik
Showdown, The
Something Always Happens...
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight. The
Street of Sin, The
Sunset Legion, The
Three Sinners
Tillie's Punctured Romance....
Two
Flaming
Youths
L'nder the Tonto Rim
Vanishing Pioneer, The
Warming
L^p

—

1
3

3
7

4
1
10
8
6
8
12
11

14
12
27

—

7
3

12
11
6
4
4
7
1
7
3
9
7

1

37
17
31
36
18
33
77
27
12
41
7

in

1
in68

8
17

?

77J

6
3
7
8
7
1

—

3
3
4

3

2
7
3
3
5
3

J
J

4
8
5

—

4

11
1
1
5
4
4

>

4
10

^
1
17

—

77
68

—
—

63
67
78

5
3
7

6
6
1
7

6
6

73

1

60
65
71

24
7
27
34
14
37
9

1
7

—
—

7

62
70

7
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An important fiiittre in the soiind
recording field. Percy L. Deiitsch,
president of the Acoustic Products
Co., parent compony of the Sonora
Phonograph Co., ivhich has acquired the rights, patents and ivnrld
distribution of Bristolphone
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News

Foremost of the Hi-Hatters, iiho were installed at recent inaugural banquet of the theatrical publicity directors body in Hollytcood. Left to right : Harry Hammond Beall, president ; Jim
Loughborough, vice-president ; Perke Sivope, secretary; and
Frank Brunner, treasurer. They are posing before a table in the
Roosevelt
Hotel in Hollvwood
Long prominent in the production
and distribution ends of the picture industry, Charles R. Rogers
has now identified ftimself with
the sound field. He ivill be the
active general manager of the Sonora-Brislol phone operations

A veteran funster, A I St.
.John is now
.*ihowing his
ivares in Educational comedies

A famous murder story that will be brought to the screen
with a great deal of talent incorporated in its scenes tvill
be ""The Canary Murder Case" {Paramount) . Left ;j
right: James Hall, Gttstav von Seyffertitz, Lawrence
Grant, Charles Lane, Director Mai St. Clair, the mysterious Mr. t an Dine, the author; William Powell, Eugene
Pallette and Louis John Bartels

Here^s a case where two can live as cheaply as one. At
least, George Leivis and Eddie Phillips find that one
pair of trousers is large enough for two. "Tiny" Harlan, netv Vniversal comedian, however, doesn't seem to
be so hot for the liberties they are taking. George and
Eddie are appearing incomedies
a fiock of new '* Collegians'*
Albert Valentino, brother of
the late Rudolph,
note appearing in FBO's

"Tropic

Madness"

Michael J. Gnurland, president of
the Affiliated European Producers,
Inc., ivho has just returned from
Europe bringing tvith him several
netv foreign films

He tikes cats — no matter how big they are. Ernest Corts, IVe^it
Coast cameraman for the Grantland Rice series of interesting
Sportlights tvhich Pathe distributes, poses nonchalantly in a linn
cage ivhere he made friends with the lions to secure shots for a
forthcoming release

Any
maestro
wouldn't
mind megaphone
to he credited
tvith the
direction of "ISoah's Ark.*^ Michael Curtiz, above, fashioned this film for
Warners

November

10 ,
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Cameramen
Holdout Members
Join; New Wage
Scale Under Way
\ov. 7.— The iiewlyHOLLYWOOD,
fornicd fameramcn's union, which
is affili.ite<l with the L A. T. S. E.,
this week declaretl tliat 100 per cent membership liad nfiw been attained, the twelve
first cameramen who liad not joined now
liaving become members. The membership
eml)races workers in all branches of film
production.
Announcement was also made that previous to the affiliation of the twelve new
members, all cameramen employed by the
Fox studios had joined. These men, as a
studio group, had held out from joining
the organization, but finally capitulated
and took up the regular union cards.
The union collected questionnaires from

Promotions
in
take pleasure
announcing the following promotions
in our Hollywood staff;
William McCormack, for
the past several years Western Representative, is promoted to be Special Representative ofthe New York
office.
Laurence A. Urhach succeeds Mr. McCormack as
Western Representative in
charge of our Hollywood
office.
Jerry Hoffman becomes
Western News Editor.
These promotions are
based upon merit and demonstrated ability and will,
we feel sure, meet with
widespread approval among
members of the film colony
at Hollywood and throughout the industry.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

WE

OD

A. URBACH

Hotel Roosevelt,

Organized

100

Phone Granite 2145

Per

Cent

all members, getting data on salaries,
number of weeks employed during the past
year, hours worked, weekly contract or
free lance, and also covering all other details. The union will use this data in ne-

addition to stagiug the tale as a playlet for
many years in the legitimate theatre. Sam
Jacobson, Universal 's West Coast publicity
director, will supervise the production.
Jacobson is responsible for the origination

gotiations for minimum wag.-' scale when
new international agi'cement discussions
get under way.
It was stated that representatives of the
union will go East in order to be present
during negotiations between representatives of the five internationals associated
with the theatrical business and members
of the Hays organization. A new agreement between the latter organization and
union representatives will have to be negotiated to replace the present one, which
expires on Xovember 28. It is likely that
the I. A. T. S. E. executives will present to
Hays and his organization a demand for
a minimum wage scale for the various
classes of cameramen working in Coast
studios, together with provision for overtime. Under present conditions first cameramen in the studios receive salaries ranging from $75 a week upwards with no overtime.

and production of the "Laemmle

The union minimum wage under consideration is $2.50 weekly, plus overtime for
first cameramen. Second cameramen, assistants and still photographers would also
work under a minimum scale with overtime provisions.

week of the "Hollywood Merchants," a
local semi-pro league team. The team recently hit into financial difficulties, whereupon Reg came to the rescue. They now

"The
Cock-Eyed
World"
"The Coek-Eyed World" announced
over a year ago by Fox as a sequel to
"What Price Glory?" is finally in preparation and will be tlie next production directed by Raoul AValsh. Walsh is practically fully recovered from his recent eye
injury.
Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe, male
leads of "What Price Glory?" will head
the east of "The Cock-Eyed World." The
story has been written by Wilson Mizner,
Carl Harbaugh and Kaoul AValsh. It was
originally slated to be written by Laurence
Stallings, co-author

of

"What

Price

Another girl, not yet cast, will be seen
Glory?"
in the female lead. It had been intended,
a year ago, to use Dolores Del Kio again,
but now she is not available.
"U" Starts Dickens

Talkie

Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" goes into
production next week at Universal in the
form of a two-reel Movietone. It will be
made under the direction of Tom Terris,
who also will play the role of ' ' Scrooge. ' '
Terris has appeared
in this character in

Novel-

Universal intends to have "A Christmas
Carol" set for release in time for the forthcoming holidays. There is also a possibility
of its
ties. ' being reissued yearly as a seasonal
attraction.
Gilstrom

with Christie

Arvid Gilstrom is now directing "Melancholy Dame" for the Christies on their
newly completed sound stage in the Metropolitan Studios. It is one of the Octavius
Roy Cohen short stories. Gilstrom, to insure proper sound-direction, spent the past
month in a school of electrical research.
Denny

to the Rescue

Reginald Denny's yen for any form of
athletics has resulted in his purchase last

have chanfred their name

to "Reginald

Denny Hollywood Stars."
Garewe Back in Hollywood
"Evangeline," which is Edwin Carewe's
next production starring Dolores Del Rio,
goes into actual shooting next week. Carewe
returned to Hollywood from his European
trip last week.
Miss Del Rio, who also
toured Europe, is due in the film colony
Nov. 10.
Meanwhile Finis Fox has completed the script and adaptation
of the
Longfellow poem.

Turner Promoted
N. 0. Turner has been promoted to the
post of San Francisco booker and assistant
to Arch M. Bowles for the West Coast
Theatres. Turner fills the post vacated by
Charles M. Thall who became Seattle Division Manager. Heretofore Turner has been
manager of West Coast's Stockton, Calif.,
theatres.
Cannon's

Second

Raymond Cannon's second production for
Fox will be "Tragedy," which he also
wrote. Cannon recently completed direction of "A Slice of Life," which was his
first for Fox.
(Continued on following page)
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Dialogue "Double"
Forbids
New
Must Have Clause
Written
Mac Lean Had Case of
Consent from Actor
If One Is Used

prodiu-ors canimt "double" a
FILM
film actor's voice in rlialogue pictui-es without the player's \vritten
permission, according to a new clause added to the free lance actor standard contract, and adopted by the Producer and
Actor branches of the Academy of ilotion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
This important clause in the contract
will jirevcnt ]jroducers from engaging a
player for a picture part, and then decide
to dialogue the production with substitute
players speaking the lines. It will prevent
producers from making a ''talker" in English, and then attempting to translate the
dialogue into French. German or Spanish,
by engaging "voices" to speak the particular languages in place of the registered
English. Even though all but one player
in a "talker"' would consent to such a sub.stitntion, the one player could hold up the
dialogue translation of the production entirely. Producing executives have discussed the feasibility of "voice" substitution to translate talking pictures into other
languages, but the new clause will prevent
such an attempt.
Another vital point brought out by the
added clause provides that any voice registration in connection with the making of a
picture, is to be used solely for synchronization with that particular production,
and cannot be cut into any other film at
any time. This will prevent a studio from
having a player sing or recite a selection
in front of the camera a number of times,
and then use the cut-outs for two or three
productions over the period of a year or
more.
Another point which the clause clears
up is that of payment for time consumed
in rehearsal of talk for a picture. Provision
is made that jilayers receiv? full salary
while engaged in rehearsals of dialogue for
the picture the contract covers.
Employment Bureau
The Jlotion Piclure Theatre Owners of
Southern California are establishing an employnient bureau for the convenience of its
members. They intend, through this
bureau, to supjjiy all members with organists, operators, managers, cashiers, in fact
all tjfpes of employees even to ushers. Listings will be made at the f)tl^ce of the association where exhibitors can telephone their
ne^ds instead of bunting employees themselves.
New

Sea Melodrama

for Rayart

Next of Rayart 's Box Office Twenty to
go into production at Mack Sennett Studios is "Ships of the Xight." Producer
Trem Carr has lined up a cast headed by
Jacqueline Logan, Sojin, Arthur Rankin,
Andy Clyde, Glen Cavender, J. P. McGowan, Frank Moran and Tom Curran.
Shooting starts this week under the direction of Duke "Worne.
New

Vitaphone

Talkie

Archie ilayo is to make Leon Zurado's
"She
Knew
Men."
Graham
Baker
has

"Mike Fright"
ii\r IKE FRIGHT" caused DougJY'I "imagine
las MacLean
end of
my no
embarrassments" last week. MacLean suddenly
became very "talkie conscious" while
shooting talking scenes for "The Carnation Kid" on the Metropolitan sound
studio. His reaction was the result of
suddenly looking up into the glass
windows surrounding the monitor
room and noticing a visitor present.
The visitor happened to be the guest
of one of the studio officials who was
escorting him about the new stage.
MacLean grew confused in his lines
and refused to continue until the visitor left. Incidentally Doug made
some remarks anent the visitor in
which he thought was a low voice.
The microphone, however, picked
everj-thing up and amplified it several
times in the monitor, which is present
just for that purpose. Hence the visitor heard what MacLean had to say
louder than MacLean said it.
And there was much excitement.

just finished the script. Edward Everett
Horton and Betty Bronson have been chosen
for the leads and John T. Murray for one
of the principal roles.

Reginald Denny
as a Uni"U"
andcontinue
Denny will
versal star for another year, all other reports to the contrary. Denny and Universal executives reached a new agreement
last week. folloAving the expiration of Dennv's last contract.

Dotty Jottings
By Jerry Hoffman
IT'S been a big ^u-cck for Hollywood ....
zcith izvo of>enings .... "Xoah's Ark" at
Grauman's Chinese and Interference" at the
Carfhay Circle . . . . a great zvcek for the
laundries and a tough one for the bird xvith
only one dress shirt. . . . "Interference" is the
f>icturc ref'orted dedicated to production supcrZ'isors .... hon'Cfer, aside from the cast and
the picture itself .... I'm tickled ofcr the break
Evelyn Brent gets .... this is not at the expense of others in the cast .... but Betty is
splendid, and she's such a regular feller ....
Betty, by the way, being Evelyn. . . .
THE

truck bearing special cameramen shooting pictures of the crazed at the opening
of "Xnah's .-irk" . . . .for the tilephotocd section ill Motion Picttre K'ews .... stopped to
let the photot/raphers "shoot" scenes of the
crowed .... one little Arab in the mob yelled
.... "Look, they haven't finished the picture
yet" .... incidentally, wasn't that ielephoto
business a slunt.^

SOME producers have a trick of zvorrying
players toxvards the expiration of their contracts .... the players are ignored in every
manner .... aren't cast in pictures .... and
spoken to very coldly by studio cxecutiz'cs ....
the idea being to make the artist think the
company isn't going to renezv the contract ....
and also to get them to accept the vczv contract

:r/ir;i Ihc time co)ncs .... zcithout the raise in
salary .... oju' company made the mistake of
pulling it on a player zvho zcas jnarried to an
executive .... and she knezv all the tricks and
laughed it off ....

WITH
Robert ....
Milton
at
Paramount
and staging
Jimmy pictures
Gleason in
Hollyzi'ood .... together zcith the erase over
sound pictures .... the story can be reviz'cd
here about the time Milton zvas putting on a
play in zchich Gleason appeared .... Milton
is very fussy about tone and enunciation, and
he impressed his cast with hozv he zvanted words
spoken ....
"Xozi', Mr. Gleason" he said, "in your next
lines — / zvant to hear a 'pear-shaped' tone. Do
you understand F A pear-shaped tone."
"Yes, Mr. Milton," replied Jimmy, "but
zAiich end of the pear do you zi'ont first:'' ....
MAURICE
CHEVALIER
zcas introduced
to the local
scribes at a luncheon
in the
Roosevelt Hotel last zveek .... seems to be a
nice guy and very clever . ... at any rate he
impressed all zvith a fine personality and excellent sense of shozcmanship. . . .
WILLIAM
DE MILLE has completed
"The Doctor's Secret" .... ncc "HalfHour,"
and Director
is yachtingB. atReeves
Catalina
....are"Hoot"'
Gibson and
Eason
hunting in the Big Bear Mountains . . . . 's a tough
cxistnice . . . . E. H. Griffith has started production on "The Shady Lady." starring Phyllis
Haver .... z\.-hich reminds me .... Phyllis has
just completed "The Office Scandal" for Palhe
.... a nezcspaper story, directed by Paul Stein
.... and never .... in all my years have I
seen a newspaper office as faithfully reproduced
a^ Stein's set on the Pathe stages .... zvithout
the aid of a technical director .... Paul just
made the rounds of the local dailies himself
and made notes. . . .
ROLAND
DREW is recoveriiig from a nose
operation
it zvasn't
bobbed
and starts
zcork ....
soon no,
opposite
Dolores
Del ....
Rio
in "Evangeline" .... Eirst Xational zcill continue to have a speaker for public functions.
.... Milton Sills' contract zi'ith 'cm has been
rcnezi'cd
.... Eleanor
further evidences
of XeivlastYork's
invasion ....
Griffith arrived
zveek
from the legitimate field to play the lead in
Roland JJ'cst's production "Xightstick" for
United Artists .... Good heaz-cns; here's a
press agent story telling the zcorlj that a director made an actress take off her bloomers ....
because the silken material made a rustling
sound zchich the microphone picked up ... .
Oh. Mr. Hays .... there's a successor to "come
up aiid hear my nexi' radio." . . .
RECIXALD
DEXXY and Betsy Lee....
formerly Isabelle Stieffie .... ic/io beco)ncs Mrs. Denny Xovember 24 ... . sail on
a combined business and honeymoon trip to
Honolulu after the zcedding .... ah! ....
romance and them tlt'ar South Seas .... and
Roy Del Ruth has gone to the Arij:ona desert
to make
scenes isfor
"The aDesert
....
Jean
Hersholt
playing
HebrewSong"
gentleman
again in "The Younger Generation" for Columbia .... he did it so successfully in "Abie's
Irish
and people
nozv zcith
this
Jeana Dane,
zvon't
be
able Rose."
to convince
that is
really
and thenavian. . only
Yiddish he knozcs is .'Scandi. .
JOE JACK.WX'S idea of invective for Hollyzvood actors is, "He's a big 'S' sound"
.... zi'hich is really a dirty name if you'z'C
heard
c^scsbetzceen
in sound'
picturessome
. . .of. a'cm
fezvpronounce
are a cross
an
asthmatic and a leaky radiator .... hozvevcr,
let's not....
get for
cattythisat isthe
this . week's^
column
... end
. theof end.
. .
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mbcr
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Opinions on Pictures
Man,
You've

Woman

and

Wife

Seen lis Like a Score of Times
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THERE'S n.i liuling the light under :i
bushel in this story — the title of ^vhieh
elearly indicates a triangle. And as it unfolds and derelojis, one can easily say —
"old stiitf." Now the eternal situation has
always been with us — and will continue t-'
be with us whether it concerns reality or
make-believe. Ordinarily it can be done
exceptionally well. But when it hasn't
much conflict, action and suspense there's
nothing that can give it a great deal of
reconnnendation.
This particular triangle is very obvious —
Tery cut-and-dried in its plot, with everything shajiing it into dramatic form being
conventional. The idea revolves around an
unhappily married woman whose husbanil
goes to war and is reported killed in action.
So the natural thing for her to do is wed
again. What follows is a situation which
has served the screen and the stage and the
stflry-book world countless times. The report of the husband's death is false. But
since he is a no-account he is checked out
conveniently. Serving a term in prison he
tries to escape and is killed.
The picture has been mounted fairly well,
though many of the settings look artificial.
It is well cast — though the players don't extract much dramatic stuff from it.
Drawing Power: Title has a lure about
it. Suitalde for average trade. Exploitation Angles: Tease the title and bill as
domestic drama featuring two of the prettiest women on the screen; namely, Pauline
Starke and Marion Xixon.
THEME: Domestic drama based on
eternal triangle with unhappy wife marrying again and finding happiness when husband dies.
Produced nii.l distributed by Universal.
six reels. Released, November, 19'28.
Length,
Director, Edward Laenimle.
THE

CAST

Ralph Brandon
jjita
Helen Brandon
Jack Mason

Norman
Pauline
Marion
Kenneth

Kerry
Starke
Nixon
Harlan

Show Girl
Peppy

Picture and Sure to Please
Them

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

First National's presentation
WHILE
of .J. P. McEvoy's story doesn't hit
the bull's-eye so accurately — the characterization not being so sound still it carries a
punch, plenty of color — and incident — and
shapes up as something sure to please them.
The author's wiseci'acks seemed to us to
be clicking all the way in the original.
While many of them are reproduced here,
there are times when the title-writer tries
to improve on McEvoy. The result, then,
is not so good.
The picture like the story, carries many,
many laughs. And no one more suited for
the title role than Alice White could possibly be found. She is the wise, little
chorine to the life — pert in manner, and

possessing the jiersonality necessary to the
correct interpretation of the role. She has
plenty of appeal. She has what might be
called for want of a more appropriate name,
a Fisher body — and a Fisher body is supposed to be the last word in trimness and
style.
The story hasn't so much plot. It is
strung together on its characterization and
its wisecracks. So Alice White steps out
and does her stuff — making the boys eat
out of her hand — and that includes a dub
of a salesman (the traveling type) and a
sugar daddy or two — as well as a young
cub reporter who knows how to talk
"turkey" to the girl. And he's the boy
who wins.
The picture is well mounted — it shows
some chorus ensembles. It is crowded with
incident — and its sound effects shape up as
entirely satisfactory — the sounds registering a couple of solos and the girls helping
out. You should please the fans with this
number.
Drawing Power: Title and personality of
star. (). K. for any type of house. Exploitation Angles: Tease the title. Bill as
smart picture of wisecracking chorus girl.
Play up the show angle. Bill Alice White.
THEME: Comedy-Romance of chorus
girl who kids her men friends but eventually falls in love with youth.
Produced and distributed by First National. Length, six reels.
Released,
November, lil2S. Director, Al Santell.
THE

c.^ST

Dixie Dugan
Alvarez Romano
Dcnn.v
Timm'v
'Milfoil
Nita Dugan
Mr. Dugan
Mrs. Dugan

Alice White
Donald Reed
Lee Moran
Charles Delaney
Richard
Tucker
Gwen
Lee
James
Fmlayson
Kate Price

"Be My King"
(Educational — Two Reels)
t Rei'ieiced by Raymond Ganly)
THIS is the best Lupino Lane comedy the
writer has seen to date. It is extremely
funny, its comedy situations are handled with
rare skill and the performances of the star and
his brother, Wallace Lupino, offer a horde of
opportunities for laughter.
This re\iewer remembers the first Lane comedy that he saw in a projection room. It was
"His Private Lafe" and it was very, very
funny. Lane has several other successful comedies to his credit and only a few weeks ago
the writer saw an exceptionally good one,
"Fisticuffs." But this new one he unrestrainedly declares the best of the lot.
The clever work is well directed and interpreted, smooth in its action and continuity, containing many high-explosive laughs on the one
hand and worthwhile, subtle little flashes on the
other. Both of these different types of humor
are efficient as this comedy will bear out. Lane,
no doubt, has much to say about his vehicles
which possess individual touches that are not
in the portfolio of the average gag man. This
number has class.
The story shows the brothers wrecked on a
tropical isle inhabited by cannibals. They fall
into the clutches of the man-eaters but by employing guile they escape the pot. Their antics are rich, effervescent and extremely intelligent. You'll have to keep a score board for
the variety of laughs they produce.

The Woman

from Moscow

ISegri in a Heavy, Sombre Drama —
Fair
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
CABDOU'S "Fedora" has been given a
^ new monicker in its screen dress. Several years ago it was filmed and at this day
it looks old-fashioned despite the costly
production given it. It becomes draggy in
its exposition of melodrama as it concerns
Russian nobles, Nihilist plottings — and the
sentiment which always accompanies timeworn sitttations.
But pietorially it is exceptionally good —
the settings being rich and impressive. The
director has very evidently tried to bring
it up to date through the settings and costumes. These in a way take the sting off it — ■
hut no amount of expensive dressing can
overcome the plot which is heavy and tiresome— and the acting which is as old-fashioned as the story. The interpretation is
very much ohl school. .
So Pola, in a role wherein she has to suffer and suffer, never rings genuine. The
character is too stilted — too much of the
type which went big back in Bernhardt 's
da.v. So the situations which she has to
enact
of date.don't become her. Thev are too out
Drawing Power: Negri still has a following. Play her up in picture which once
served Sarah Bernhardt on the stage. Suitable for all theatres except those in factoi'y
districts. Exploitation Angles: Play up
Negri whose appearance here is last before
she set sail for Europe. Feature Norman
Kerry. Bill as screen version of Bernhardt
play, "Fedora,"
Produced and
Length, «ix reels.
Director, Ludwig

written by Sardou.
distributed by Paramount.
Released, November, 192S.
Berger.
THE

Princess Fedora
Buris IpanolT
\nadimir
Cretch
Milner
The General
Olga Andreavitshka
S'adia
Ipanoff's brother
IpanofE's mother
Ipanoff's sister

CAST
Pola Negri
Norman
Kerry
Paul
Lukas
Otto
Matiescn
Lawrence
Grant
Maude George
Bodil
Rosing
Jack Ludea
Martha
Franklin
Mirra Eayo

(Educational
— Two
"Hotby or
Cold"'Reels)
iRevieived
Raymond
Ganly)
THIS Mermaid comedy goes collegiate with
good results. Headed by Al St. John the
cast does uniformly good work. In the company of Estelle Bradley. Harold Goodwin, Eva
Thatcher, Robert Graves and Al Thompson, Al
cuts up like a real inmate and dishes out nuttiness with freedom. His vehicle is fast and
snappy, has its share of slapstick and is quite
capable of successfully carrying out the job of
making an audience laugh. Stephen Roberts is
credited with the direction of the frolics.
The college boys and girls are assembled for
a get-together dance. M and Harold have a private feud which grows more intense as the
dance
for-all progresses,
snow fight. finally winding up in a freeSt. John is particularly effective
where the assembled guests e.xpect
a few words and where, instead, he
embarrassment because of rebellious

in a scene
him to say
meets much
clothes.
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"All Parts"
(M-G-M-Roach— Two Reels)
(Revieived by Raymond Ganly)
CHARLEY CHASE stars in this new laugh
skit from the Hal Roach studio. It's a
good one.
Nina Quartaro, Gale Henry and Ed Kennedy have supporting roles. The quartet are
involved in a little drama, laughably presented
in which they all have splendid chances to put
over some good comedy. Chase has an able
companion artist in Kennedy, who is also an
excellent
foil for Qiarley's high class brand
of fun.
The story has some fine points. Gale Henry,
wife of Kennedy, has her face lifted. A ravishingly pretty girl is mistaken by Qiarley and
Kennedy as the wife, newly endowed with
youthful
beauty
through unaware
the surgeon's
skill.
Miss Henry
is blissfully
that another
woman has been mistaken for her. Kennedy
becomes very proud of the supposed wife and
Charley becomes smitten with her. This leads
to a lot of complications that crystalized into
real laughs. The gentle satire rises to a climax
where Kennedy and Charley decide that one
of them must die because they both are desperately inlove with the lady they mistake as
Kennedy's
wife. A lot of complications and a
lot of laughter.
There are ideas in these Roach comedies, ideas
that are valuable for comedy. These ideas are
handled with skill by the Roach outfit and
their possibilities seldom go to waste under the
able direction and work of the comedy constructors. Patrons who appreciate a higli class,
sophisticated comedy will undoubtedly be tickled
by this one.

"Murder

Will

Out"

(Educational — Two Reels)
VERNON DENT, a comedian with ablity,
is featured in this Cameo comedy, purely
slapstick and appropriate material for the neighborhood screens. Jules White directed and
Georgia Dell, Al 'Thompson, Ford West and
Jackie Levine are supporting ])iayers.
Of course in a piece of this type there are
mostly falls and tumbles, bodily mix-ups, and
general roughhouse. The story has to do with
a hubby who tries to fool his wife that he is
sick and is consequently treated by a pair of
doctors who claim he is the victim of various
ailments.— R.AYMOND G.ANLY.

Newsreel Resume
Highlights
Kinogranis
,")44,'jMrs.
inelnded:
Smith of
reception
in NewXo.York;
Coolidge helping in laying of cornerstone;
Koehl, Fitzraaurice and Chamberlain in
Germany; Hoover calling on Coolidge before departing for west.
No. 5446 included: Trojan-Stanfonl
football game; eorn-httskers ; leathernecks
arrive from China; CoUyer and Tucker
killed in crash; parachtites used for saving
planes; the first Armistice Day.
M-G-M News No. 24 had Armistice Day
scenes; beauty contest; herds of buffalo;
Rnssia's dancing girls; Coolidge bidding
Hoover good-bye and good luck; Smith's
reception in New York.
No. 25 : Aviators in bombing tests ; Mongolia's demon worshippers; motorcycling;
Mrs. Coolidge; leading football games;
Armistice Day ten years ago.
Paramount News No. 29 lead off with
views of Hoover and Smith; beauty parade;
icebergs dropping into sea; Germany revives
glory of old array; blimp lands on water.
Among the scenes in No. 30 were: liorse
races; airmen in whirligig tests; .Japanese
maids; Collyer and Tucker, who died in
crash ; plane saver tested ; Paramount News
election special.
Included in Pathe News No. 91 were :
Pathe News celebrates its 18th anniversary; Mrs. Coolidge; Hallowe'en; Nelson's ship restored; Smith in New Y'ork.
No. 92 began with views of Armistice
Day mentories; horse racing; homage paid
to desceased Russian czarina; new type of
plane; Japanese prince marries.
In No. 89 of International News were:
scenes at the futurity races; review of
China's army; U. S. Lexington overhauled;
New Y'ork waifs; big football battles;
Armistice Week sjjecial.

2 WEEKS
ASTOUNDING BUSINESS
Capitol Theatre —
Newark, To

All Records

WATCH
OF COURSE

WOODY

of This Theatre

What it is doing this week
At the STATE Theatre, Newburgh
And RIALTO

IT'S

The

Phone,

BRY.

Box

Office
Sensation

of the Year
INC.

723 SEVENTH
AVE.
New
York
City
0207

Now passed by the N. T.
State
Board
of Censors.
New

Dry Martini

Fairly Interesting But Not Very Heavy
(Reviewed by Laiireiirc Reid)

EXCHANGES
York: Nat Liebeskind.
Room
Buffalo:
G. H. Moeser,
444

isn't a very meaty
pictnre — is this
"Dry Martini," but it doesn't make any
pretentions of being something extraordinary. It has a slight little yarn which it
tells without exacting any work from one's
brain cells. The idea is rather original in
that it exploits a giddy papa who tries to>
hide his sins from his daughter. But the
girl has some modern ideas, too. So much
so that she fries to go through with a companionate marriage. The girl has an admirer— a young man avIio .joins forces w'itli
the daddy to prevent the girl from carrying out her designs. But the youth doesn't
fare so well in the end even though he becomes reconciled to her.
The picture has pep enough, btit it never
seems to get going on the promise of the
early footage. It carries a tine production —
is well cast and the incident is dashed off
speedily enough. But it doesn't get very
far in arousing one's interest. The piecewill afford amusement without making
screen history as something out of the way.
The best feature is the sound accompaniment. The score is perfectly synchronized.
And the acting is up to requirements, Mary
Astor as the dattghter, Albert Gran as the
daddy, and Matt Moore as the boy friend
giving well-rounded performances.
Drawing Power: Cast and title. Should
prove entertaining in majority of houses.
Exploitation Angeles: Tease the title and
bill as rtnnantic comedy, thoroughly
S"]ihistic;itcd in design.
Mention |ilayers.
THEME: Comedy-romance of daughter
who is as peppy as her daddy. How she
outwits him proves to be the crux of the
Produced and distributed by Fox. Length,
six reels. Released, Ncivemher, lll'iH. Diplot.
rectCT, HaiTy D'Arrast.
THE C.\ST
Elizabeth Qiiiniby
Freddie Fletcher
Lina
Lucille Grosvenor
Willoughhy Quimby
Paul De Launay
Jnseph
Bobbie' Gordon
Prank

Mary .^stor
Matt Moore
Jocelyn Lee
Sally Eilers
Albert Gran
Albert Conti
Tom Ricketts
JohnHughT. Trevor
Dillon

Mrs. Koenig

Marcelle Corday

"Pathe Review No. 45"
(Pathe— One Reel)
ing Pathe Review
good entertain
THIS
reel, is
thata carries
a strong appeal, especially
for the women folks. The film presents as its
liighlight a Parisian fashion fcaturette, giving
an intimate pictorial interview with Paul Poiret.
noted master of style creation in Paris. Scenes
are shown of the famous Poiret at home with
his children and at his elaborate fashion Salon
in Paris. Other sequences calling for mention

in this tiful
subject
are: "Brown
a beauPathe study
of the Autumn,"
effects of
Fall

Theatre, Poughkeepsie

AND

ADLER

N

It

At Stanley-Fabians

Breaking

P ic tn r

406. 729 7th Ave.
Normal
Ave.

weather on the average farm, and "The Minister Gull." showing the wariest of sea birds in
their habitat.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

"A Polar Flight"
(Pathe— One Reel)
CARTOONIST PAUL TERRY has taken
the "Polar Fli.ght" idea for his theme in
this .Aesop Film Fable, and has done some fine
work in penning the humorous ad\entures of
Farmer Al and tlie animal characters in their
endeavors to fly to the top of the world. This
reel is cramtned-full with the talented cartoonist's clever brand of animation, and as usual
will please all tvpes of audiences. — GEORGE
J. REDDY.
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Baltimore
WHILE
the new edifice of
tiie Arlington Presbyterian
Church is being built n?ar the Piinlico Theatre, that playlumse has
been loaned to the congregation by
Harry B. Wolf, the owner, Sundays, free of charge.
Junior McGeehan, one time publicist for the William Morris office
in Xew York, and who has been
handling the publicity for the Loew
Baltimore theatres for several
months, left for Cleveland to do
publicity for the 15 Loew theatres
in that territory.
McGeehan has been succeeded by
Hal Oliver, who has been with
Loew organization for about eight
years.
The Trenton Theatre, Lynchburg, Va., has ben entirely remodeled with a color scheme of olive
green and white, with new drapes
throughout to harmonize.
The Lyric Theatre, Richmond,
Va., which showed Paramount pictures during last year and for a
time was a Keith-Albee house, now
has a stock company giving stage
plays, and road shows will be given
at intervals also during the season.
Eugene P. Henshaw has been
appointed manager of the Broadway, a Wilmer and Vincent house,
Richmond, Va. He was formerly
at the Bijou, that city.
Sound pictures, it is announced,
will be among the attractions to be
ofTered at the theatre to be built
at the University of Virginia. Charlottesville, Va., with a seating capacity of 1200 persons. It will be
built by the Jefferson-Lafayette
Theatre. Inc.
Paul Harmon, formerly saxophonist at the Fox Theatre, Washington, D. C. has become a member of the orchestra at the Golden
Pheasant restaurant in Baltimore.
Joseph Brodie has installed a machine called the Viva-Tonal, by
which he can synchronize music
and songs for moving picture productions offered at his Brodie Theatre.

Jm

Dumiu'c Cunstanti, last week announced that he is now constructing a new Liberty Theatre m Tacoma.
L. J. McGinley, for the past few'
seasons a special sales representative out of the local Universal exchange, has been promoted to the
post of special representative of the
talking picture sales division in the
Denver-West territory.
The North Park theatre, in
Seattle, closed for the last several
months, is being re-opened this
month by R. Pronn.
A. G. Basil's new Raymond theatre, at Raymond. Washington, was
opened to the public last week.
Hermie King, master of ceremonies at West Coast's Fifth Avenue theatre, left last week to handle the opening of a new house in
Oakland, California. He will be
succeeded by Georgie Stoll.
Frank Shea, Western sales manager for F B O Pictures Corporation, spent a few days in town
last week with Manager Art Huot
and the staff.
Hal Craddock, formerly sales
representative for Universal out of
the San Francisco exchange, arrived here last w-eek to take the
same position at the local office.
Jack Sullivan, former Fox manager in Seattle, is now- head of buying and booking for the entire West
Coast circuit on the Pacific Coast.
J. F. Samuels, Western sales
manager for Advance Trailers, Inc.,
spent several days with his representative inthis territory.
The American theatre, in Hillman City. Seattle suburb, is now
being operated by W. B, Ackles. of
the Society theatre. Ringer &
Ringer were listed as the last operators of the house.
Arnold Flink, is now assistant
manager of the Fifth Avenue theatre, here, under the direction of
James Q. Clemmer. He succeeds
Bernard Hynes. who has been
moved to manage several houses in
New Haven, Conn.

Seattle

Philadelphia

IN celebration of Fire Prevention
Week last week, all employees
of film row were given a special
demonstration by the Film Board
of Trade in conjunction with the
Seattle Fire Department. Several
reels of film were burned, and
speeches were made by L. O.
Lukan, First National boss, and B.
Wallace Rucker, Educational exchange manager and president of
the Film Board.
Mike Newman, for several
months general manager of Liniversal's chain theatres in the
Pacific Northwest territory, last
week was transferred East by Universal and win be replaced here bv
K. L. Burke.
Phil Reisman. general manager
of Pathe. spent a very brief time
in the local office last w'eek.
Percy Hurst, general manager of
Jack Lannon's Greater Features
Exchanges, left recently for New
York City and other eastern
centers, where he will confer with

the construction of a
WITH
new 1200-seat house at
Westville, N. J., Handel & Rovner
will add another link to their chain
of theatres in New Jersey. William
Wrifford, of Camden. N. J., is
architect and builder of the house
and construction will start in the
near future. The theatre will play
vaudeville as well as pictures.
The new Boyd Theatre at 19th
and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia,
which is being erected for .■\1 Boyd,
former vice-president of the Stanley Company of America, is scheduled to open on Thanksgiving Day.
A special business meeting of the
M. P. T. O. A. of Eastern Penna.,
Southern N. J. and Delaware will
be held at the Elks' Club, Philadelphia, on November 22nd.
Jacob Klein, formerly with
Warner Brothers in Boston, has
joined the United Artists sales
force and will cover Harrisburg
and adjoining territory.
The Nixon Theatre, S2nd and
Market
streets, Philadelphia,
re-

various

state

right's

distributors.

opened un Munda}-. Xuvemb-r 5lli
with photoplays and vaudeville.
The house has been closed since
last May for alterations and now
is practically new, almost a quarter
of a million dollars having been
spent for new equipment and decorations.
The Girard Theatre, a combination picture and vaudeville house
at sixth and Girard avenues, Philadelphia, closed for an indefinite
period on Oetober 27th, due to lack
of patronage. It is claimed that the
opening
of theat Stanley
Company's
Met Theatre
Broad and
Poplar
streets, with a seating capacity in
the neighborhood of 4,000 and a
top of 50 cents, is largely responsible for the closing of the Girard,
which is not the only house in the
neighborhood to suffer as a result
of the opening of the Met.
The second of the Sunday night
concerts of the Stanley Music
Club, held at the Stanley Theatre
on November 4th, v/as largely attended. The Philadelphia Orchestra furnished the music.

Milwaukee
TRE
THEAlating
IT is contemp
WAUKEE
MILCIRCU
an extensive expansion program in
this territory. Fred S. Meier, district manager has been in the territory for the past four weeks looking
possible locations in the
smaller overtowns.
The bowling teams had their
fi rst games on Tuesday noon.
Eight teams comprise the league
this year.
Western Electric sound apparatus is being installed in the Venetian theatre ; the Sheboygan at
Sheyboygan; the Downer; and at
the Venetian at Racine. Other
Universal theatres in the city will
be wired very sextn.
Howard Sheehan, vice-president
of West Coast, was the guest of
F. G. Sliter, Fox branch manager,
last Monday. Mr. Sheehan is makhouses.ing a tour of the West Coast
The Rialto theatre at Racine has
a new manager, O. S. Olson, who
takes the place of J. Moffett. Mr.
Mofifett is now assistant at the
Kenosha theatre at Kenosha. The
Rialto at Racine is changing its
policy somew^hat. Tab shows are
being substituted for stock, which
has been used for some time.
J. S. Grauman, of Celebrated,
has returned from the east where
he attended the Bristolphone convention.
E. R. Mitchell, manager of the
Princess theatre at Bayfield, visited
Milwaukee exchanges last Tuesday.
Jack Camp, with Universal for
five years, is now associated with
the Celebrated exchange. He is
succeeded at Universal by Dick
Scheinbaum, formerly of Fox.
Stan Brown is no longer associated with Midwesco. Mr. Brown
was managing director of theatres.
Film Service has extended its
state route to include Janesville.
Beloit, Madison, Green Bay and all
points between these cities and
Milwaukee.

Denver
THEWyoming,
Atlas theatre
of Clieyenne,
was robbed
of ?75.
on Friday night, October 19th by
someone who was apparently familiar with the safe combination as
no damage was done to the safe in
opening it. The robbery was discovered at six-thirty P. M. on the
following Saturday when the theatre was opened for the evening.
G. E. Rosenwald. Universal district manager, was a recent Denver visitor enroute to Kansas City
where a sales convention was heldJ. F. Duffy is the latest newcomer among exhibitors in the
Denver territory. Mr. Duffy last
week acquired the ownership of
the equipment and the lease on the
Broadway theatre of Pueblo.
C. E. Pace, sales representative
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has resigned his position to accept a similar capacity with the local Universal office.
Last Tuesday night, October
23rd, fire broke out in the Lyons
Theatre. Lyons. Colorado, resulting in damage which was estimated
in the amount of $1000. Tiie film
became ignited in the project'on
booth but was extinguislicd without
anyone being injured and without
the aid of the fire department.
The Hollywood theatre of Aurora, which has been operated by Eldon K. Menagh, was closed last
Thursday night for an indefinite
A. J. Danielson, former owner
and
manager of the Crystal theaperiod.
tre. Palisade, Colorado, has again
entered the ranks of exhibitors by
purchasing the Rex theatre. Basin,
Wyoming, from Mrs. W. R. LoSamuel Henley, Para m o u n t
branch manager, left last Thursa convention of managers
City. day forwill
which
be held in New York
gan.Charles Klein, one of the officials
of the Black Hills Amusement
Company with headquarters in the
Deadwood Theatre, Deadwood, S.
cently.
D.. was visiting in Denver, reJack Krum, recently associated
with Columbia Pictures Corporation, has joined the salesman ranks
in the local Warner Bros., office,
and Bob Ryan, who has been with
Warner Bros., changed his association to United Artists.
Matt Skorey, for several years
associated with the local office of
Universal as a salesman was recently appointed as manager of the
Universal branch office in Butte.
The rumor is out that the K & F
Amusement Company, owners of
a chain of some twenty theatres in
the Denver district, are about to
acquire four more theatres, all located in Cheyenne. This means the
Carl Ray theatres, namely. Princess, Atlas and Capitol, and the
Lincoln Theatre, which is owned
and operated by the Plains Theatre
Corporation, will pass to the ownership of the K & F Amusement
Company, and that this company
will then control all the motion
picture houses in Cheyenne.
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New England

SUCCESSES
THREE i
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friends were present.
Mary Granger, ledger clerk at
American Feature Films, has been
confined to her home b>- illness.
Jack
Davis, Films,
salesman
at American Feature
is the
happy

years manager of Poll's Palace
theatre, at New Haven, has resigned He will engage in business
in New Haven.
P. Henry Clarke, for the past 14
years on the executive staff of the
Copley theatre. Boston, passed
away last Friday at the Carney
Hospital. Boston, the result of being struck by an auto four weeks
previously. He was 79 years old.
He leaves a wife and daughter.
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In keeping
withwas
the held
Hallowe'en
season,
a party
at the
Metro
exchange
by
the
M-G-M
club at which 65 members
and

father of a son.
The Casino theatre, Boston, has
been acquired by the Netoco chain.
The new Plymouth theatre at
Worcester opened this week with
seating capacity of 3,200. The
theatre is operated by the Gottesman Theatrical Corp. of New
York.
Oliver C. Edwards, for a score

?^^U^°^",

■■ L,\,rfi^° .

FORRoxbury
some years
the
Boardpresident
of Tradeof and
a prominent theatre owner in that
section of Boston. Harry Wasserman has resigned the presidency of
that board but has been unanimously elected to the chairmanship of
the directors. He resigns in order
to give more time to the New England Theatres Operating Corp., of
which he has just been appointed
field manager.

o\ cO', ti^e

»

Philip LaMonica, assistant shipper at Independent Films, Boston,
has resigned.
Harry Zates, of the Capitol theatre at New Bedford, was in New
York on business.
Katherine Sullivan of the New
Haven Film Board has returned to

a

her desk after a week's absence,
during which Helen Doten of First
National was in charge of the
office.
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The new England Theatres OperatingtoCo.itshaschain
addedduring
two more
theatres
the week,

ate

the Globe in Boston, formerly of
the Marcus Loew circuit, and the
Warren in Roxbury, owned by the
Warren Amusement
Co.
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E. J. Farrell has opened offices at
1(» Piedmont St.. where he has
taken the New England agency for
the Ton-A-Phone.
Al McEvoy has taken over the
Victory theatre in Lowell.
Maurice N. Wolf, district manager for Metro, spent part of last
week at the New Haven offices of
the company.
Netoco Globe Theatre. Inc.. has
been incorporated with $25,000
capital. Incorporators are Samuel
Pinanski. Jacob Lourie and Edward Canter, all of the Netoco organization.
The Netoco chain has leased, for
a term of years, the new theatre
under
boro. construction in North AttleThe Cele Theatres, Inc., have
been incorporated at New Haven
with capital of $50,000. Harry Olshan of New Haven heads the corporation.
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St. Louis
PRELIMIXARV plans for a
ntw theatre in Sheldon, la.,
to cost about $75,000. have been
prepared by John Latenser. architect. Peters Trust Building, Omaha.
Xebr. Kehberg Brothers will own
the new house.
The contract for the erection of
a motion picture theatre in Blue
Mountains, Miss., has been awarded
by the Blue Mountain Theatre
Company to \V. L. Robertson of
that city. Construction will start
al once.
Construction has started an a
700-seat theatre in Garden City,
Kans. The house, which will be
located on Main street, will be operated by the Garden City Amusement Company head-ed by Conrad
Gabriel. The Midwest Engineering Construction Corporation, Columbus, O., is the general contractor.
Walter Light, vice-president of
Progressive Pictures Corporation,
has sold his interests in that organization to Tom McKcan, president,
and John Walsh, secretary and
treasurer, and accepted a position
• on the sales staff of the Fox Film
Corporation.
Barney Rosenthal, president of
Columbia Pictures Corporation,
spent the greater part of last week
in Xorthern
Illinois.
Roy Dickson, manager here for
Tiffany-Stahl, visited a number of
Southern Illinois key towns during
the past week.
Mr. Wehrenberg, president of
Cinderella and \irginia Theatres
in South St. Luuis formerly operated as part of the St. Louis
Amusement
Company's
chain. has
At
the
same time
Wehrenberg
turned back to S. Horwith the
Red Wing Theatre at 4557 Virginia avenue.
Wehrenberg is also operating the
Melba, Cherokee and Michigan
Theatres, all in South St. Louis,
and holds the Ivory. Lidel and Marguerite, which are dark at present.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the Motion Picture Owners' of
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, has returned from Memphis,
Tenn., where he went with Xational President WoodhuU to attend the formation of a Tri-state
branch of the M. P. T. O. A.
St. Louis film stocks listed on
the St. Louis Stock Exchange
closed Xovember 3 as follows :
Skouras A, $48 bid and $52 asked,
compared with $48 a year ago. St.
Louis Amusement A, $21 bid and
$30 asked against $38 a year ago.
Dispatches from Rock Island.
III., state that the strike of musicians in fourteen Iowa houses adjacent to Rock Island has been
called off. Under an agreement
reached the Leclaire Theatre, Moline, 111., will employ union musicians. When the Leclaire attempted
to use non-union players the unicm
musicians employed by a number
of Iowa theatres affiliated with the
Central States Syndicate were
called out on strike.
The

Saenger-Ehrilich Enterprises plans the erection of a theatre at Park avenue and Caperton
street in the West End part of
Shreveport, La. Plans call for a
1200-seat house to cost about $125,000.
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Salt Lake City
OXE
of the regular cabinet
meetings of the managers and
members of the advertising department of the Louis Marcus Enterprises was held in the office at this
city last week, at which plans were
discussed and arrangements made
effecting the advertising and theatrical policies of all of the Marcus
houses, including those in Salt Lake
City, Prove, Ogden, Twin Falls,
Idalio. In attendance at the meeting were Louis Marcus, president,
who recently returned from a business trip to Xew York and Chicago: George E. Carpenter, secretary and treasurer of the organization, and a number of house managers.
Laura La Plante, the screen star,
visited this city last week, having
arrived in one of the planes of the
Western Air Express, enroute to
New York, where she intends
spending her vacation.
Wayne R. Ball, Warner Brothers local branch manager, made the
key points of Idaho recently.
Salesman M. H. Gustaveson of
the Warner Brothers sales, left
last week for Southern Utah.
Fred Gage, sales manager for
United .\rtists, has returned from
a trip throughout the northern territorv-.
L. W. Weir, division manager for
Pathe. is spending some time at
the Salt Lake exchange.
Salesman Johnny Dickson is
making his newly assigned Idaho
territory for Pathe. Lon Hoss is
busy in the Southern Utah section
and Dave McElhinney is still in
his Montana territory.
Ralph Pielow, assistant district
supervisor for Metro-Goldwynilayer, has returned to this city
fr«.im Denver.
O. Wog. manager of the Paramount Famous-Lask-y exchange,
has resigned. H. W. Braly, district
manager for this organization, is
at the present time in charge of
the branch.
Jack Curry, ad-sales supervisor
for the Western Division of Paramount Famous-Lasky, spent some
time at the Salt Lake office.
Paramount exchange recently organized a "Pep Club," of which
meetings are held every two weeks
for all employees.
Fred Lind, manager of FBO exchange, has engaged Howard Mathews to cover the Western Idaho
section.
"Hap" Fredericks of the Sheffield exchange system here is making an extended sales trip through
Idaho.
Milton Cohn, United Artists sales
representative, is now driving a
beautiful new car.
Exhibitors visiting along film
row this past week included : J. J.
Gillette of Tooelle, Utah: G. R.
Lawrence, who operates a circuit
of houses through Cache \'alle\',
Utah : Lee Stallings, of a circuit
near Richfield, Utah: Ben Winslor of Tremonton, Utah ; John Rugar of the Egyptian, .\merican and
Orpheum Theatres, Park City;
Harmon and Louis Peery, owners
of the Egyptian and Ogden Theatres, Ogden : William W'orman,
operator of a circuit out of Ogden ;

UNIFORMS

J. W. Xoxon, Provo: George Lindsay of the Star Theatres in Eureka
and Payson ; Earl Steele of Xephi ;
J. H. ililler. Cameo Theatre,
American Fork; Royal W. Tavlor,
of Salem; E. Ostlund, Rivoli Theatre, Springville; Fred Young,
Garland ; J. H. Greenlaigh, Greenlaigh Theatre, Ferron; Mr. and
-Mrs. Dick Milhvard. Harris Theatre, Bancroft. Idaho.

Portland, Ore.
MAXAGER
GWINX, of the
Twin City Theatres Company at Chehalis, W'ash., announces
that \itaphone will be installed in
the St. Helens Theatre here, and
that Photophone will be installed
at tlie Liberty tlieatre early in December.
Ike Binnard's Liberty theatre at
Lewiston, Idaho, has been equipped
with both \'itaphone and Movietone.
The Will Starkey Theatres Company, of Spokane. Wash., have sold
the business, lease and equipment
of the Majestic motion picture theatre to John Brooks and wife for
$12,000. Mr. Brooks is the owner
of the Lyric theatre, and will operate the houses jointly.
The .'Mlied Amusements of Xorth
Idaho has been formed and M.
Kenworthy, of Moscow, Idaho,
elected president; F. F. Moe.
Kellogg, vice-president; and Eddie
Rivers. Lewiston. Idaho, secretarytreasurer. They will shortly affiWMth the Western
ersliate
of Southern
Idaho. States' Own-

Southeast
Atlanta
THE

following changes in managerial personnel are announced byLionel H. Keene, southern division manager for Loew :
Wra. Vannard Taylor, formerly
manager of the Orpheum Theatre,
Xew Orleans, is now manager of
Loew's State Theatre, Houston,
Texas.
Allen T. Sparrow, who was succeeded in Houston by Mr. Taylor,
has been transferred to the managership of Loew's Palace, Indianapolis.
Talmadge
Loew's
Grand, .Atlanta,Manley.
has beenofadvanced
to the post of assistant manager of
the State, Memphis.
J. R. Mcllheran, manager of the
-\tlanta branch of Xational Theatre
Supply Company, left .\tlanta last
Saturday for Wichita Falls, Tex.,
having been called there by the
serious illness of his father.
Carl J. Goe. of the home office
sales of Tiffany-Stahl. is expected
to arrive in Atlanta soon.
-According to report. Xeal Blount
has taken over the lease of the
Capitol Theatre at Montgomery,
.•\la.. from Joe Wheeler.
W. E. Callaway, Southern district sales manager for First National, isexpected in Atlanta for a
sales conference.
E. J. Sparks, head of the E. J.
Sparks Enterprises in Florida, was
in .Atlanta last Thursday on his
way from X'ew York to his home
in Jacksonville.
C. .-K. Hill, Fox home office of-

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Picture

N c iv s

ficial in the play date department,
has arrived in .Atlanta.

bran,
Wade
L'nited and
.-\rtists.

W". G. Carmichael, head of
United Artists branch in Atlanta,
returned last week from Xew
York.
Frank Paskert, auditor from the
home office of United .\rtists. arrived in .Atlanta last week.
W. B. Fulton, Southern division

Eunice Richards, of the Richards' Theatre, Fayette, .Ala., has
made many improvements in her
theatre.
C. P. Phillips, of the Sipsey Theatre, Sipsey, who has been in the
South Highlands Hospital in
Birmingham, has now returned tohis home, but is still quite ill with
broncho-pneumonia.

manager
for \"itaphone
tion, returned
to Atlanta Corporarecently
from a trip to Xew Orleans.
F. A. Keimedy. special representative from FBO's Xew York office,branch
has beenforat several
the company's
cal
weeks. loFriends of Mrs. L. M. Poole will
regret to learn of the death of her
father, which occurred early Friday
morning.

Louisville
When Louisville's Walnut Tlieatre opened for the fall season the
policy included nothing but tab
shows. Xow, however, that policy
has been modified to include pictures.
Lee L. Goldberg, secretary of
Big Feature Rights Corporation,
has just returned from a trip to
Xew York.
Col. Fred Levy is taking a rest
at Battle Creek, Michigan.
W. P. Hogard, of the Kentucky
Theatre, Marion, Ky., made a
short business trip to Louisville
last week.
The Cumberland Theatre Co., of
McMinnville. Tenn., has merged
with the Sudekuni interests of
Xashville. The new company will
be known as The Cumberland
.\musement Company. Home offices
will be maintained at Tullahoma,
Tenn., where R. T. Hill will be in
charge of all buying. Tony Sudekuni. head of the Sudekuni interests and president of The Crescent
Amusement Company of Nashville,
will also be president of The Cumberland Amusement Co.

Birmingham
There are a number of theatres closed entirely, or shut down
to a minimum of running time,
in Birmingham, among which are
the
tages,former
in theLoew's
uptown Temple,
district, Paiiand
the Avon, a neighborhood house.
The Franklin, at Ensley, is only
operated one and two days weekly,
while the old Plaza, at Xorth
Birmingham, and the former Gary,
at Fairfield, have been dismantled
and out of business for the past
year or more.
It is rumored that Southern Theatres. Inc.. are considering the installation of talking equipment in
their houses, the first to be in the
new Ensley Theatre, and this followed by Xorth Birmingham and,
later, Fairfield and possibly Wy1am.
Walter C. Radebaugh, of the
Radebaugh Organ Company, who
has been on a business trip to Illinois the past two weeks, is expected
to return to .-Mabania soon.
.Among film representatives in
Birmingham the past week were :
A.
R. ilcRae,
W'illiam
Sharpe.
of Fox ;ofO.FBO:
K. Bourgeois,
of Pathe: W. C. Whitlock. of Paramount J.
; H. Thompson, of Elta-

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Williamson, of

Florida
Former City Manager Roy L.
Smart, Lakeland, Fla., of the
Publix Theatres, has been transferred to West Palm Beach in
charge of theatres tl.ere owned and
operated by Publix Theatres CorEarle M. Holden, manager of the
poration.
Publix Florida Theatre in Daytona
Beach, is now in Lakeland as temporary city manager.
District Manager Jess Clark
spent
a few days in Jacksonville
last week.
The Florida Theatre at St. Petersburg. Fla., reopened last Sunday. J.L. Cartwright is in charge.
Mrs. Clark, wife of district manager for Publix, has returned tcv
Jacksonville after a visit in Chicago.
Frank Dowler, southeastern division manager for Publix. has established temporary headquartersin Jacksonville.
Jack Ljkes is the new assistant
manager at the Palace.
Manager Scotty Chestnut of the
Paramount Exchange returned to
-■Ktlanta.
Jacksonville
from a short visit in
Manager C. B. Ellis of FBO
exchange is still in New York.
Mrs. M. G. McXamara left
Jacksonville last Tuesday to take
up new duties in the Publi.x office
at West Palm Beach.
Oakley Busier, T.impa boy who
has been in charge of the projection
at the Etta Theatre, Ocala, resigned
his position there and returned toTampa last week to take charge of
the projection at the new Lisbon
Theatre.
Frank Haithcox will open his
Isis Theatre, a new AOO-seat house
at Orlando,
vember 5. Fla., ne.xt Monday, No-

Minneapolis
IT is now understoixl that the
previous reports that A. PSwanson. proprietor of the opera
house at Ely, Minn., was back of
the project for the erection of an
$80,000 office and theatre building
in that city were erroneous. E. L.
Edwards, operator of the opposition house, is the builder of the
new theatre, which has alreadybeen started.
Ross Lynch has turned over his
lease to the Gem Theatre at Little
Fork. Minn., to Charles O. Peterson, who formerly operated the
Grand Theatre at Baudette, Minn.
The Gernian-.\nierican Hall Co.
has closed its Dreamland Theatre
in St. Paul, Minn., because of poor
business.
The Hylaiid Theatre, Fertile,
Minn., is undergoing a number ot"
improvements.
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Central Penn.
ANEW
tlieatrc. to be known as
tile Koxy, is bciiis erected in
Slatinglon, near Readiny;. It is of
fire-proof steel and concrete construction and win seal 400 persons.
George Nevin, a native of Sunbury, wliere for a nunilier of years
he was active in the management
of theatre belonging to the Comerford chain, has accepted the position of manager of a new $500,000
p'cture house in Ilion. N. Y. Until recently lie was manager of the
Stanley Theatre. Selinsgrove, a
suburb of Sunbury.
C. E. Krueger, for a number of
years employed in theatres in Lebanon, has accepted a position as a
Vitaphone and Movietone projectionist in the Arcade Theatre, operated by the Equity Theatre. Inc..
in Reading. James Garvie. also of
Lebanon, has become a member of
the orchestra of the Astor. Reading, the newest Equity theatre in
that city.
The death occurred recently of
Samuel N. Poetteiger. prominent
Reading real estate man. who formerly was principal owner of the
Capitol Theatre, in that city.
Vitaphone and Movietone devices have been installed in the
Rialto Theatre. Williamsport.
L. J. Chamberlain, of the Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises,
with headquarters in Shamokin
and controlling an important chain
of theatres in the hard coal mining
region of Pennsylvania, underwent
an operation for appendicitis at the
Stale Hospital. Shamokin. on October 11. Late reiwrts are that he
is rapidly recovering his strength.
Unable because of other business
to attend the fornril opening nf
his corporation's new $1,000,000
Capitol Theatre, in Williamsport.
on October 22, M. E. Comerford
made a special trip to Williamsport to inspect the playhouse, the
week of October 29.

Oklahoma City
SALESMAN JACK BRAIXARD. from Pathe. is reported
to be suffering from an attack of
"flu."
theMr.
and Mrs. G. A. Peterson
opened their new La Vista Theatre
at Hollis. Okla.. last Wednesday.
A number of friends from Oklahoma City drove to Hollis for
opening and were entertained by
Mr. and Mrs. Peterson.
William Richardson, Pathe, surprised his friends last week by announcing his marriage to Pearl
Johnson of Oklahoma City.
A. H. McLaughlin, Midwest
Division Manager for Tiffany Stahl
Productions out of Chicago visited
the local Tiffany office.
Kenneth Campbell advises he is
re-opening the Jenks theatre, at
Jenks, Okla., which has been closed
for repairs. Mr. Campbell formerly operated the Pastime theatre at
Mooreland. Okla. Prior to closing
the Jenks theatre it was under the
management of Jewell James.
Since selling his Woblam theatre at Walters, Okla.. to Mr. A.
R. Patterson, Mr. Woblam has
been taking an extended vacation
from the theatre business.
Earl H. Barrett, manager of the
Washington theatre at Atoka.
Okla., came to Oklahoma City the

early part of last week to make
arrangements with the M. P. T. O.
for display space at the M. P. T. O.
State Convention, which will be
held December 5-6. He was accompanied by his brother-in-law,
J. Moore, who is negotiating with
.\. J. Bedford for the Liberty theatre at Valliant, Okla.
John D. Clark, Division Sales
Manager for Paramount out of
New York, together with Mr. L.
C. Libeau, District Manager out of
Kansas
C'\iy, were
visitors
at the
local
Paramount
office
recently.
H. L. Stephens advises he has
closed the Victory theatre at Elmore City, and that present plans
are to dismantle same in the near
future.
H. H. Krebs has joined the local
First National force.
J. M. Thompson, who recently
purchased the Lyric theatre at
Spearman. Texas, was formerly
associated with his father in the
management of the American theatre at Pcrryton, Texas.
Roy Ginder, Booker for First
National is enjoying his annual
vacation visiting a brother on a
ranch in the Texas Panhandle.

Des Moines
PRESIDENT E. P. SMITH,
of the Iowa M. P. T. O. A.,
has set the next meeting of the
Iowa exhibitors for November 20.
Among those w-ho have been secured for the program are Col. H.
.-V.^'Cole, of Texas. H. M. Richey
and Glenn A. Cross and W. A.
Steffes of Minneapolis. Several
sound representatives have definiteIv announced their intention to be
there.
C. R. Coons, of Seymour. Iowa,
sold the Princess theatre, there, to
Mr. Yates, who was formerly in
business at Mystic. Iowa. A rumor,
not yet completely confirmed, reports that Mr. Yates has in turn
sold the house.
Mr. Daherty. who was previously
engaged in other business at Mystic.
Iowa, has now entered the motion
picture game, reports W. J. Miller,
Iowa theatre broker. Mr. Miller
transacted a deal in which Mr.
Dahertv bought the Majestic Theatre at Memphis, Mo. This theatre
was previously owned by Dr. and
Mrs. Bridgman of Kno.wille, la.
Ottumwa, Iowa, is soon to have
Vitaphone pictures. Mr. Brown
has contracted for the equipment
for his house.
Harry Weinberg, president of
the Commonwealth Theatre Company, announced that the Capitol
theatre at Ames is to have sound
pictures at once. Joe Benjamin
Gerbracht, manager of the tliree
theatres at Ames which are part
of the Commonwealth Theatres
Company chain, is much pleased
with the fact that the theatre has
been permitted to show on Sundays. It seems very probable that
the theatre on the Ames College
campus
from which the Sunday

showing is as yet excluded, will
also be allowed to lift the ban, so
favorable has public sentiment become.
Clifford Niles, of the Eastern
Iowa Theatres Company, has sold
the theatre at Decorah to T. J.
Salman. Mr. Salman w'as formerly
an exhibitor in Nebraska.
Harry Taylor, division manager
for Universal, visited the Des
Moines office last week.
Jimmy Wynn, Educational manager, was called to Nebraska by a
death In his wife's family.
W. E. Bramson. manager of the
office of Pathe, attended the district
convention of branch managers in
Chicago last week.
George Weigman, of the Strand
at Boone, reports that he has leased
the Strand at Newton. This house
has been closed for several weeks.

Cleveland
UNDER
a deal
closed the
lastterms
week.of Thomas
Coines and George Brown become
owners of the Lyric theatre, Cambridge, ahouse which they have
managed since 1914. It was previously owned by the Guernsey
National Bank of Cambridge. The
ne w owners announce tiiat they
will make extensive alterations.
House managers at the theatres
controlled by the \'arietv Amusement Company and the Universal\'ariety company have been shifted
around. Lowell Cash has resigned
as manager of the L'nion Square
and Alfred Pruce has been appointed to succeed him. L. McGuire succeeds J. L. Ernst as manager of the New Broadway.
Mrs. Rose Stasny. manager of
the Rex theatre, and Mr. Stasny
have just returned from Cuba,
where they attended the convention
of the United States Spanish War
Veterans.
Harry Sterrett has joined the
sales force of Independent Pictures,
and will cover the western part of
the territory.
M. A. Shea, of New York, is reported to be ready to award a contract for a new theatre and business
block in Ashtabula. Shea also runs
the Palace and Caste theatres.
Harry Brown. Jr., has been appointed manager of the Colonial
theatre, Akron. Brown opened the
Ohio theatre, Mansfield, and the
Palace theatre. Lorain, for Variety
Amusement Company.
Announcement is made by Mr.
and Mrs. Emrick that the By-Jo
theatre. Germantown, Ohio, is now
being remodelled, and will be equipped with Photophone.
It is reported that a new theatre
W'ill be built In Norwalk by the
Solomon interests who control
\'irginia.
houses In southern Ohio and West
Oiarles Weidner has been made
manager of Loew's Broad theatre,
Columbus. Weidner managed the
day.
Southern until it closed last Satur-

Chicago
ITTheatre
is reported
that the
Lincoln
at Danville,
which
has
been closed for almost four months,
has been taken over by Mrs. Jaroesky and her son, who operate theatres at Paris. 111., and that the
new owners will reopen the house
immediately.
Oscar Florine, veteran film salesman, is out of the motion picture
business, having resigned from Educational to become the central
west sales manager in another
business.
Country Sales Manager Harry
Graham of Pathe has been promoted to Indianapolis branch manager. He will be replaced as Chicago country sales manager bv W.
W. Clarke.
Steve Bennis of Lincoln. III., is
having sound equipment installed
in his house by the Western Electric Co.
The Armo
Theatre,
South Bend's
newest
theatre,
is scheduled
to
open on November 9ih. The house
has 550 seats and was completely
equipped by the National Theatre
Supply Company. M. Larman. the
proprietor, is a newcomer in the
motion picture field.
Joe \'ogel, owner of the River
Park, South Bend, is having his
house completely renovated and redecorated.
Pauline Greger. of National
Screen Service, will marry Ernest
Tromain at Traynor, la.. Thanksgiving Day. and will return to Chicago, where the happy young'
couple will reside.
The latest theatre to complete installation of Vitaphone is the
Twentieth Century on Roosevelt
Road, which is operated by Cooper
Brothers.
A. B. McCullom of McCuIlom &
Ramsey, operators of seven houses
in the east central Illinois territory,
is soon to receive his license as an.
aeroplane pilot. Mr. McCullom already owns his own plane and frequently flies to Chicago on busi-

ness.

Ed. Johnson, film salesman, has
resigned his connection with FBQ
in order to accept a position as
salesman with Tiffany-Stahl Productions. Eddie Phelps is filling
the vacancy at FBO.
Billbeen
Baker.
U^niversal from
salesman,
has
transferred
the
south to the north side territory
and Ted Meyers, who has just
joined the staff of L^niversal, wilt
cover the south side theatres. Benny Eisenberg has been switched to
the synchronized film department
of the local Universal exchange.
It is reported that East Chicagois to have a new $225,000 motion
picture
Indiana theatre
group. to be financed by an
General Sales Manager Cecil
Mayberry of Columbia Pictures is
due for a visit to Chicago.
V. R. Langdon. theatre man, is
back on the job again after a short
vacation spent in the north woods
of Wisconsin.
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Canada
A MORE or le^s startling develnient at Montreal, Quebec, has
been the action of Manager H. \V.
Conover in forsaking a poHcy of
two-a-day vaudevill-:^ exclusively
at the Imperial Theatre and returning to a continuous combination
program starting Xoveinber 4.
When the Province of Quebec
adopted the law prohibiting children
from attending a theatre where
moving pictures were shown. Manager Conover dropped films and
adopted an all-vaudeville bill, all
seats being reserved. This was a
real bid for family patronage and
it was successful until the constitutionality of the new law was
questioned, the statute becoming inoperative. The Imperial has now
returned to pictures.
No less than three new theatres
for the Border Cities of Windsor.
Walkerville and Ford. Ontario, to
be built within a year and costing
$500,000, have been announced by
H. L. Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players Canadian
Corp.
All three will be constructed for
the presentation of silent films at
the start but they are to be wired
and stage arrangements will be
such that sound programs ultitimately will be featured.
For the first time on record an
exhibitor has complained because
his community has been too prosperous industrially. This was J.
A. Bolinsky, manager of the Capitol Theatre, Paris. Ontario. He
reported that the Cajntol was doing
very good business "but our factories are very busy and keep going
until
nine o'clock
night."
Maurice
Meerto. every
musical
director
of the Capitol Theatre. Montreal,
took suddenly ill immediately at the
close of the perf':)rmance on November 1aud will be under the doctor's care for some weeks, it is
declared. Danny Yates, a hotel orchestra director of Montreal, has
replaced Mr. Meertc temporarily.

Albany
ALTHr)UGH thpre was a meeting of the arbitration board
as well as the tilm board of trade
in Albany last week, not a single
exhibitor was up before the board
on either charges or in straightening out contracts.
There will be no more walking
out of musicians on Al Barton, who
has a theatre in Ticonderoga. The
Photophone is being installed at all
of the Fischer theatres, including
the one handled by Mr. Barton.
R. Levee, connected with the
Pathe office in .\lbany, resigned last
week.
There was a near-riot one night
last week at Proctor's theatre in
Schenectady, when hundreds of
college students stormed the theatre in connection with a "pep rally."
The Mark Ritz. in .\lbany, managed by Oiarles Smakwitz. increased its price to 35 cents last
week, w'ith the installation of the
Vitaphone.
J. M. Podoloff. former Yale
student, has succcded Carl Fahrenholtz as booker at the local Fox
exchange.
William Benton, of Saratoga
Springs, signed contracts last week
for the installation of Vitaphone at

his houses in Glens Falls, Saratoga
Springs, Plattsburgh, and Mechanicsville.
C. B. Downs, of Pittsfield. Mass.,
succeeds Abraham Cohen, as manager of the Strand theatre. Carthage, N. Y.
Workmen are now installing a
Photophone at the Proctor house,
in Troy, with the expectation of
having it in operation bv December
first.
Harry Rose, of Troy, is nowconnected with the Schine theatre,
at Oneonta, assisting his brother,
Charles.
Mrs. Larry Nimonds. wife of the
manager of the theatre at Hoosick
Falls, is back home after spending
nearly two months at a Troy hospihip. tal, recuperating from a fractured
Harry Brooks, head of the Troy
projectionist union, was busy last
week as a member of a committee
staging a Moose bazaar.
All motion picture theatres in
Watertown, are cooperating with
the American Legion in that city,
and will show special films during
the .A,rmistice Week.
Felix Perry, handling the theatre
in Cambridge, is but 21 years of
age, but has been in the business
for ten vears.
W. H. DeVauI. of FIv Creek,
will open a new house in Hartwick.
Rev. D. E. Whitehnuse. of Berlin, is planning to use motion pictures each Sunday night this winter.
Joe Rinn, and Charles Gaiser
have been elected as new members
of the projectionist local in Troy.
Dayton La Pointe. is back from
a trip to Montreal and once more
handling the theatre at Chatham.
George H. Rosenbaum was last
week added to the selling force of
the .Albany F B O exchange.
Charles Dery, who handles the
Empire theatre at Port Henry, has
spent considerable money in modernizing his theatre.
William Donnellv, former projectionist atthe Majestic in Cohoes,
has moved to S}Tacuse.
\'isitors along Albany's film row
during the w-eek included Mike Kallet, of Oneida ; Lew Fischer, of
Fort Edward: D. E. Murphy, of
Catskill. and George Thornton, of
Saugerties.

Pittsburgh
THE
Pittsburgh Film Board
of Trade has held its annual election of officers with the
following results : President — A.
H. Schnitzer, EBO ; \'ice-President — Harry Goldstein. P a r a mount : Treasurer — Jas. H. .\lexander. Columbia Film Service.
New committees appointed by Mr.
Schnitzer to act for three months'
period were as follows : Business
Efficiency— A. H. Schnitzer, FBO :
Harry Goldstein, Paramount: J. J.
Malonev, M-G-AI : Toe Kaliski.
Educational ; Harry Reiff, Standard. Arbitration — Bert Stearn.
LTnited .Artists; Joe Kaliski. Educational : .Allan Aloritz. Tiffany.
Credit— Harrv Milstein. Universal ;
Roy Haines, First National ; James
Sharkey, Columbia. Safety —
Arthur Goldsmith. Pathe ; Harold
Dunn. Warner Bros. ; Harry Reifif.
Standard.
Pittsburgh is soon to have a fine
new neighborhood theatre, to be
known as the Brighton, located on

the North Side. It will be owned
and operated by Harry and Samuel
Fleischman. The house will seat
1,000 persons.
William Clark, local theatre
owner, who had been taking things
easy the past few months, has taken
over the Grand theatre at Tarcntum, for the past five years conducted by Joseph Huet. Mr. Huet
has amiounced no plans other than
a vacation trip to Europe.
Don Berkenstock has leased the
Broadway theatre at Parkersburg,
W. Va.
The new 3.000-seat Capitol theatre at Wheeling, W. Va.. will he
ready for opening about the middle of November. George Otte is
to be resident manager.
The Masonic theatre, at Hinton,
W. Va., has been leased for a long
term by the Lyric Theatre Company, which is owned by D. .C.
Meadows, P. L. Dysard. W. A.
Stanley, J. J. Dotson and T. S.
Williams, who operate the Lvric
theatre at Beckley. W. Va., and
also own a controlling interest in
the Allegheny Theatre Company.
The new owners took charge November 1st, and immediately closed
the house for extensive remodeling.
P. L. Dysard will be resident manager.
A. E. Rohlfs is the new assistant
manager at the local M-G-M
branch, having been transferred
office.
here from the company's Cleveland
James West, former manager of
the Boyer theatre, at Boyer, has
recently taken over the Park theatre at Grove City.

Picture
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San Francisco
WORD
received
Vic. has
H. been
Naggiar
has that
reopened the Arlington Theatre at
Suisun after reconditioning all the
The Filmland Theatre at Santa
equipment.
Rosa has closed.
Baron & Nathan, who recently
opened the new Marine Theatre
contemplate opening their new
Daly City house very soon.
Fred Voight, branch manager
for Fox Film Corporation, acted
as master of ceremonies at the
wedding of M. L. Kelley. owner
of the Strand Theatre at Dinuba.
The Consolidated Amusement
Company, of Honi:>lulu. has placed
an order for new booth equipment
and ordered a new blower fan.
C. Chicazola has opened a new
theatre in Pleasanton.
T. Frank Shea, recentlv visited
the FBO office.
Clyde Huston is now employed at
Universal.
Salesman Van Horn is now associated with Universal Exchange.
J. B. Lima of Livermore has installed new Projectophones.
M. W. Benedict, Western Sales
Manager and Walter J. Freudenberger, general salesmanager of
Advance Trailer Service and their
allied companies, Artwin Products
and Novel Service, have been visiting their local San Francisco office
for the past few days, consulting
with their division manager, Jo€
Soloman.
The Home Theatre on 23d Avenue, Oakland, is being opened by
Mischa Glueskin, a noted violinist.
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went Sound last week.
BROADWAY
Every theatre, with the exception of
the small Cameo on 42nd street, had
something in the way <if sound pictures to
offer but all in all it was just an average
week as far as business was concerned.
With Election day but a week off, the usual
interest in the presidential campaign undoubtedly hurtseveral
the week's
receipts
at most
s could
houses. The
candidate
be
heard over radio at every turn of the dial.
The weather was favrable.
"The Singing Fool" (W. B.) at Warners,
again held to record-breaking business. Xo
sign of any let up here where, \\ hat is
spi'ken ot as "the biggest nione\'-picture of
the time." is showing at $1 to 5^3 admission
— and seats selling in advance.
The Capitol, with a secnd week iif CIi.iiiey's business
"While the
did
fair
but City
could Sleeps."
not hold(M-G-M)
to the mark
for the first week and the Roxy, witli
"Mother Knows Best" (Fox) was also down
a bit lower than usual. Just fair business
for the big house. Pictures- at the Paramount
for the past few weeks have not been any
tor) hot as real brix olVice and tliis house
has also been behind its usual gait. The
week's offering was "Varsity" (Par). Again,
just fair business. The CoImuv. with "Melody of Love" (U) also felt depression in its
second week and let go. "Man Woman and
Wife" is in.
"Wings" (Par) showed its strength at the
Rialto during its first week at popular
prices and will undMul)tL'(lly sta\- liiere for
several weeks. There are many repeaters
showing up for this picture. As stated last
week. "The Wedding March" will finish its
run the current week to make way for the
latest Norma Talmadge picture. "The
Woman Disputed." \'on Stroheim's "Wedding March" grossed better during its I'-ur
weeks'
stay all
at in
the all
Rivoli
than many
pre<!k
ted and
did very
fair. The
Cameo finished a three week's run of "Three
Comrades and 1 Invention" to nice trade for
the entire run. Tirt'an\ -Staiil-- "Cavalier"
spent the week at the Embassy, as advertised, and on a short week did fair business.
Newspaper critics were not too kind aI»out
tliis picture, one r.f them even insisting thai
it was burlesque — but believe this writer
that no producer would ever attempt to put
over anything as subtle as that with a tlieme
such as "Cavalier." "Marriage by Contract."
another Tiffany-Stahl feature and given excellent reviews by the trade press, is in the
current week. The Strand had "Midnight
Taxi" and this picture did very well. Previous t>► its ^bowing, an excellent talking
trailer with Moreno, nicely paved the way
for a good week's business.
Warner's all-talkie. "Home Towners,"
while not causing an\' excitement like the
"Singing FomI." has um reason to complain.
Business steady for the past two weeks. At
the Gaiety "Four Devils" (Fox) is also doing a satisfactory business aii-i bids t" stay
out the mi .nth. M-G-M '•> "White Shadows"
is going right along in the money class at
the .\sti'r. but. as announced last week, will
soon be succeeded by "Alias Jimmy Valentine." First National's "Lilac Time" also
had a fair week's trade.

Philadelphia
i <'T* HE
TERROR."
Warner
Brothers'
1 second 100 per cent talking picture,
lined them up at the Stanley last week with-

City

Reports

out much aid from the surrounding features,
which C'-uisisted ].)rinci]iall\" of a number of
songs by Toni Waring, former h' of Waiting's Pennsylvanians.
Al Jolson,
in "The
Singing
Fool,"incontinued to draw
capacity
audiences
its
fifth week at the Aldine, with a long queue
at each evening performance, but was withdrawn at the end of the week and booked
into the Stanley for the week of November
12th. It is estimated that in the neighborhood of 200.000 patrons saw the picture at
the Albee.
"Wings" came to the Stanton direct from
the Stanley and again attracted large audiences.
"Dry Martini," a good
featuring Jack C'sterman,
r\Iartha Vaughn, brought
to the Fox this week.
At the Little Theatre
Dr. Caligari" had a very
week, Inil was withdrawn
\^ eek.

surrounding bill,
Moss &: Frye. and
only fair business
"The Cabinet of
successful second
at the end iif the

At the Fox-Locust. "Mother Knows
Best" is proving very remunerative, and
because of its drawing power will be held
over for another week.
the Carman,
Perfect stage
Crime"show,
and
anAtelabi'rate
and "The
diversilied
"Harvest Days,' ' were responsible for a
good week's business.
The Karlton. with "The Man Who
Laughs." was well patronized.
The Forum had an average week with
"The Hawk's Nest" and a stage show, "Tlie
I'ower ofBand.
Music," ' featuring the famous
Marimba

Chicago
HOLD-OUTS continue to be the rule at
McVickers Theatre, where "The Singing Fool" will probably be found to have
made a new house record upon the completion of its run. the end of which is not yet
in sight.
"Mother Knows Best" had a good week
at the Roosevelt, where a Fox Movietone
comedy alsn was a pleasing feature of the
program. The Oriental had fair business.
"The Perfect Crime" being the feature picture, and Paul .'Vsh and his gang in "Pickin'
Peaches" on the stage. "The Woman Disputed" completed its run at United Artists
Theatre to fair business, giving way lo
"Revenge" on Friday. The first two days
of the latter's showing went over big.
"Wings," recreated in sound, was the
production at the Tivoli, 1- ox M' ivietone
News and I'.ennie Kreuger also being on
the program, the box office turning in a good
report for the week. The same feature was
shown at the Uptown with Movietone News
and Verne Vnick and his orchestra lieading
the stage iiiil, where business was also good.
"Tempest" drew well at the Paradise The
atre, where Red Grange made a personal
aiipearance, The talking picture, "Women
They Talk About." Charles Kaley in
"Sparkles of 1928," and Francis X. Bushman in person, went over big at the Marbro
Theatre. This picture was aUo the screen
attraction at the Granada, wliere Benny
Meroff, with his stage band and a big show,
continued to pull the big crowds this house
has recently been enjoying.
"Moran of the Marines" held the screen
at the Capitol Theatre, and, backed by an
elaborate stage program, had an average
week, while the Avalon was enjoying big
business with "Our Dancing Daughters."

\V><>

Cleveland
WITH
weather conditions favorable, andJ
film attractions well above the average, business was good here last week, but
not startlingly so. Diagnosis of the situation reveals the possibility that the motion
picture fan hasn't the money to go to three
or four shows a week, so that all of the
theatres get their share, but none of them
are taxed to take care of the overflow. If
the pictures were not as good as they are,
and the sound movies didn't draw so well.
there appears to be well grounded thought
that the picture business would not be up to
average.
*'The King of Kings" playing its first local
popular priced engagement, played to big
business at the Ilipiiodrome, opening to
l(),6Sf> pcwple. Needless to say it is being
held over another week.
"Wings" closed its fourth week at the Stillman holding up well to the very last performance. This was the 17th week of
"Wings" in Cleveland, having previously
played a record road show engagement of
seventeen weeks.
"The Wind" did well at the Allen. The
picture produced opposed opinions as to its
entertainment value. Many thought it demasterpiece. pressing. All agreed that it is an artistic
"The First Kiss" was well liked and well
patronized last week at the State. Interesting and entertaining, was the verdict. Gary
Cooper Kains in h'cal popularity.
"Mother Machree" played to big houses
both matinee and evening at Keith's Palace.
.A. box otiice hit, with strong audience appeal
that makes unusually good popular entertainment.
"The River Pirate," a tale of New York's
waterfront, Nvas well liked because 'if its
human attributes. It did satisfactory business and won new laurels for \'ictor McLaglcn.
It was
Keith's "Win
h'a--t 105th
St. the first
halfshown
of theat week.
That
Girl," the attraction the last half of the
week, proved diverting and did nice business.
"The Wedding March," playing its first
neighborhood engagement at the Park was
a great success and business was fine.
"Beggars of Life" shown the last half of
week,
and ininaugurating
\'ita[)hitonielarge
in.stallatii-n
the theatre,theplayed
crowds.
"The Midnight Taxi" held up most satisfactory til the very end of its two weeks
run at the Cameo.

Indianapolis
DROP
of the
here lasttheatre
week
continued
to mercury
boost downtown
bo.K receipts. All downtown houses did
pleasing business due to the general pick
up in theatre going and the better typ- of
pictures brought here by sound policy.
George Bancroft in "The Docks of New
York," brought a good week's return at the
Indiana.
The Circle, another Skouras-Publix house
\\drew
eek. heavily with "Wings" in its second
Norma Talmadge, in "The Woman Disputed,' picked up over the previous week.
Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer" continued
to draw capacity audience^ m its fourth
week's run at the Apollo.
Neighborhood houses got their share of
tlie increase.

Motion
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Albany
<<CTATE
SADIE,"
runningin
>J for the STREET
week at the
Mark Ritz,
Albany, easily commanded first attention
from the standpoint of business and played
to capacity crowds each afternoon and
evening, with lines standing each night. It
was the lirst week cf the Vitaphone at the
Ritz, and although prices were jumped, this
fact apparently made no difference to the
thousands who flocked to the theatre not
only for the feature, but for an extremely
interesting and well balanced bill of entertainment.
The Strand used Ronald Colman and
Vilma Banky in "Two Lovers" to what
might be termed satisfactory business, although nothing exceptional by any means.
This house also used a couple of Vitaphone
presentations, as well as the Movietone
News.
The Leland slumped during the week
■with "Win That Girl," although nights witnessed well filled houses, though it marked
contrast to the mobs that have been packing
this theatre during the fall.
The Clinton Sfjuarc used its program of
double features during the week, includnuj
"So This is Love," and "Top Sergeant Mulligan."
The carnival crowd on Hallowe'en night
cut into business at the downtown houses
but did not noticeably affect the neighborhood theatres.
Proctor's Grand in Albany found "Baby
Peggy"
personpart
as of
a good
getter
for the inlatter
the business
week. In
the
neighborhood city of Troy. "Our Dancing
Daughters, running for four days at the
Troy theatre, proved a disappointment from
the standpoint of business done. I'^or some
unknown reason llie picture did not draw.
The house was only fairly well tilled, with
the exception of Sunday night, when there
was the usual crowd. 'The last of the week
was given over to "The Whip" and this picture seemed to please the Troy crowds better if one is to judge from the business
done.
The Lincoln reported only fair business
with "Excess Baggage" for the first three
days, and the same held true with "Varsity"
for the last of the week. Neighborhood
houses in Troy report business as but fair.
Weather was good.

Boston
OPENING of the f^ve million dollar Keith
Memorial Theatre by the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum circuit was the big event of the
week and brought to Boston the elite of the
profession from the entire East. Never before in Boston's
theatrical
was so
notable
a gathering
of film history
and vaudeville
stars gathered at one place at the same
time.
"Oh Kay" was the film chosen for the
opening week. Needless to say, it played to
capacity audiences the entire week and hundreds were unable to gain admission to the
theatre. Use of the reserved seat plan excepting on Saturdays and Sundays, resulted
in the SRO sign being placed at the ticket
window very early every day of the week.
Wliile some of the other first run houses
expected to take a drop in the box office
totals during Keith opening week, the results were just the opposite. Even on the
opening night of the new house, every first
run Boston theatre showed a jump in receipts. -\pparcntly some of the hundreds who
expected to secure one of the 2900 seats
in the new theatre went elsewhere.
Kcith-Albee's Boston Theatre inaugurated
sound pictures during the week with "Hit
of the Show" as the feature film, with the
result that receipts at that house exceeded
anything in months.
Metropolitan Theatre observed its third
anniversary week with a gala program and

"Moran of the Marines" was the film, playing to the season's heaviest business.
"The Perfect Crime" was the sound film
presented at the Xetoco twin theatres, Mo't-crn and Beacon, playing to such good business that the film is held over for another
w eek.
"The Singing Fool" which broke records
at several first run theatres weeks ago. is
still in Boston, playing simultaneously at
the Fenway and \Vasliington Street Orpheum,
both Publix theatres.
"Our Dancing Daughters," played to capacity business at the Loew's Orpheum Theatre and will probabU- In- br. night hack it
a later date f-'r another nni.
"Submarine," at Loew's State Theatre, did
cne in
of months
the bestat week's
businesses of any
lilm
that theatre.
"While the City Sleeps" at the Bowdoin
Square, "The Fleet's In" at the Scollay
Square Olympia and "If I Were Single" at
the Exeter all report better than average receipts for the week.
"Beggars of Life" played simultaneously
at the AUston. Central and Codman Square
theatres, all Publix theatres, while other
films reporting good business include "Freedom of the Press" at University and Lancaster Theatres. "Women They "Talk About"
at the Strand and Fields Corner and "Driftwood" at the Embassy."

PUtshumh
big wek as
had another
LOEW'S
attraction, Richard
The ^ceen
usual. PFNN
Dix in "Moran of the Marines," was be'ow
the average of i"!'ial film faro: however, it
nleased fairly well. The Publix Unit show.
Beaux .'\rts Frolic, proved to be a classy
offering and saved the show.
Billie Dove in "The Night Watch" played
to disappointing bu"!inesB. ami the production proved hut ordinary ontorlainment.
"The Singing Fool" in its third and last
week at the Grand and in its first week at
the Regent cont'nucd to bring sensational
business. The Regent house record was
broken and the production was held over
for a second week. This will be the sixth
consecutive week for this production in
Pittsburgh first run theatres. It also broke
records at the Stanley and Grand.
Loew's Aldine turned in a good week with
"Me, Gangster." This one is real entertainment, enhanced greatly in value by the use
of sound.
Clara Row in "The Fleet's In" got but
average business, although the fans seemed
to like it muchly.
The Cameraphons had a poor week with
"Excess Baggage."
The .-Mhambra had "Sally's Shoulders,"
which pleased fairly well. Business was fair.
Thebeing
Olympic
had showing
"The Street
Angel"
Cthis
the third
in downtown
Pittsburgh).
Business;
fair.

Oklahoma City
CITY first run picture
OKLAHOMA
theatres enjoyed some very good business this past week, with some exceptional
.ind highly satisfactory reports made.
Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" at the
Capitol, with sound synchronization, together with Movietone features, had a good
week in the aggregate, business fluctuating
from day to day, but excellent as a whole.
The Criterion had as its feature picture,
William Haines in "Show People" a MetroGoldwyn production, and a stage show. The
program drew well.
"King of Kings" was the feature at the
Empress, with Pathc News and Fducatii'iial
comedy, and the business was good all week.
"The Melody of Love," at the Liberty enjoyed excellent business all week.

Picture
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Baltimore
WITH
the Theatre,
exception where
of Warners'
Metropohtan
"The Singing
Fool," starring Al Jolson, offered as a sound
and talkie, did excellent business during its
fourth week and was still standing them up,
business at the other first-run houses was
sliced into badly during the week beginning
Monday, October 29, by politics and the
opening of the racing season.
.^1 Smith's parade and speech on Monday,
and later the speech of Senator Borah, hurt
patronage.
At Loew's Century, the feature film attraction was "The Night Watch," starring
Billie Dove. Business starting good, gradually built during the week to very good.
"Mother Machree," offered as a sound
and song film with Rclle Bennett featured,
proved a good pulling attraction at the
New Theatre.
"The Midnight Taxi," offered as a sound
and talkie, at the Rivoli, with Helene Costello and .\ntonio Moreno, pulled them in
fairly well at that house.
Due to the personal pulling power of
Norma Talmadge in Baltimore, her latest
starring vehicle, "The Woman Disputed,"
did very good business at Loew's Stanley,
despite the fact that it was another war
"Wings," the sound air epic, moved from
picture.
the Stanley to Loew's Valencia with the
same prices prevailing and business started
fair but mounted to good before the week
was over.
.•\t the Keith-Albee New Garden, "The
Night Bird," starring Reginald Denny, was
on the same bill with hvt^ acts of KeithAlbee vaudeville. Patronage was only fair
for the week.
"Dawn," the British production, starring
Sybil Tlioriulyke, started off poorly at the
Little Theatre, but toward the end of the
week began to catch on, and wound up
good.
It was held for a second week.
At the Keith-Albee Hippodrome, "Driftwood," featuring Don Alvarado and Marceline Day, with five acts of Keith-.\lhee
vaudeville, went over only fairly well.

Minneapolis
BUSINESS ran along on an even keel in
the Minneapolis picture houses last
week, with nothing sensational developing
in the wav of box otTice sensations.
The much touted "Wedding March" came
into the Strand but this Von Stroheim picture wasn't good for more than a week; it
didn't seem to click with the public. The
Strand is a small house, and if a film pleases
thesecond
publicweek.
at all, it usuallj- hi.dds over for
;i
The Minnesota enjoyed excellent business,
thanks to a good, all-round program. "The
Air Circus" was the picture attraction, and
Marit.in Harris, the world famous recording
artist, was listed among the stage attractions, along w^ith the Publix show, "West
Beery,
Life,"
was
at Wallace
the State,
and in
this"Beggars
did only ofthe
average
business.
Richard Dix and Ruth Elder, in "Moran
Point."
of the Marines," proved a good drawing card
at the I.>ric. The Hennepin-Orpheum had
a very good week from a box office standpoint, and this was ]iartl\- due, no doubt,
to the photoplay, "Tenth Avenue."
The Granada, Minneapolis' newest neighborhood house, found "Lilac Time" a very
popular attraction, and was forced to hold
it longer than it had been originally iiitciuUil. "Four Sons" did a very nice business at this house, too.
Other neighborhood houses found nothing to complain about in the week, showing
good grosses with such pictures as "Fazil,"
"Hot News," "The Mating Call." "Four
Walls," "Half a Bride" and "The Fleet's
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Portland, Ore.
WITH
the {oi>tl)ali season now on iti
full swing and a ninnluT of Hallowe'en
home parties during the week, the attendance at the first rini houses, wavered and ni
some instanees took a decided slump, and
the reports from the various box ot'tices were
only fair to good.
On of the screen at the Portland theatre,
Richard Barthelmes' "Out of the Ruins"
proved to be another war picture that registered only fair.
For the first three days at the Broadway,
■"The Wedding March," Von Stroheim's
stupendous undertaking drew capacity night
audiences but fell oj; considerably at the
end. lav. Table ciiinnunls made on technicolor scenes.
Now in its third week "The Singing Fool"
at The Music Box shows no signs of depression, and will be continued for a fourth
week, rublic's attitude seems whetted fur
^'itaphone oflferings in preference to sound
effects.

"Blameless Men" and "The Chorus Kid"
were the bills for the week at the Capitol
Theatre.
A fairly good week.
"Battle of the Sexes" was continued for
a second week at the United Artists, but
with only fair attendance. Metro movietone
acts heljied the bill.
"The Land of the Silver Fox" at the Blue
Mouse had not only a good cast of human
actors, but also used Rin-Tin-Tin to advantage and drew good business. V'itaphone
oflferings were also interesting including an
old favorite Henry B. VVathall in "Retribution," "Hot Tamales" with Billie and Elfa
Newell; "Cronandcrs" in a night club entertainment.

Harrisburg,

Pa.

HUGE crowds were drawn to the centre
of the city by the Hallowe'en celebration last Wednesday night, and after the
fun of parading the streets, thousands found
their way to the theatres, practicallv all of
which did capacity business.
The feature picture at the State was
Dorothy MacKaill and Jack Mulhall in
"Waterfront," which proved popular
throughout the first half ..f the week. The
last three days the screen attraction was
Charles Murray in "Do Your Duty," a
comedy that took very well.
At Loew's Regent, the feature presented
was "White Shadows in the South Seas,"
and although the Pennsylvania censors deleted some of the scenes, the picture chalked
up nice returns at the box office.
The Victoria did quite well with Richard
Dix and Ruth Elder in "Moran of the
Marines."
The Colonial Theatre did excellent business with Milton Sills in "The Crash," and
"A Bowery
Cinderella"
ness to the Bread
.Street brought
Theatre. good busiEsther Ralston, in "Something Always
Happens," was well liked at the Royal.

Seattle
' ' W/'
office business
•^ ' INGS"
in this did
citythelastland
week, playing its
first local popular price engagement at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre. Business came close
to setting a new house record, reaching well
over $20,000 for the week, and putting this
film in about the first six that have played
this house in more than two years.
The Seattle Theatre fared c >mparativelv
well only. "Out of the Ruins" was the film
attraction, and it was not particularly well
liked. On the stage, Fanchon-Marco's
"Temptation" Idea with Armand Kaliz was
pretentious but not "box ofiicy." An average week.
John Hamrick's "sound" houses continued
to play to packed houses. "The Singing
Fool" in its fourth capacity week at the
Music Box Theatre showed only a slight

let-up in business from the beginning of the
engagement. .Vt the Blue M"use Theatre,
"The Home Towners" opened a two-week
run to very big business.
The "regular" lilm houses had mediocre
.itlraciioiis, "Lady Be Good" at the Coliseum
was lacking in punch, and "Wickedness Preferred" at the Ct'linnliia \vas another program release only. Business at these houses
was quite slight. "Foreign Devils" at the
Embassy was another weak attraction.
The Orpheum got the break as far as the
vaudeville liouses are concerned. "Captain
Swagger" was a better-than-usual film for
this house, and showed better results than
"The Scarlet Lady" at the Pantagcs Theati e. "Street Angel," playing a second run at
the Egyptian Theatre in the University
residential district, with Movietone score,
played to big houses and showed its duplication of the tremendous box office success
of the same film at the Fifth Avenue Theatre two months ago.

Seattle
(Prez'iotts Week)

THE
two key houses in this city were
both up in the strong financial columns
last week, with business that should have
been pleasing to West Coast officials. At
the Fifth Avenue Theatre, "The Wedding
March" was the screen attraction, and despite the fact that it was generally disliked
for its lack of action and slowness, it did
nlay to big houses, especially the opening
three days. After it was publicly discussed,
business
registered.fell oft', but the profits were already
At the Seattle, on the other hand, John
Gilbert's "Four Walls" showed a tendency
to build up during the week, and showed a
very pleasing gross report at the end of the
run. Fanchon-Marco's stage revue, featuring Chez Chase, was also well liked. Genness. eral y, a very good bill playing to good busi"The Singing Fool" continued to plav to
rapacity day
business
at Hamrick's
Box
Theatre
and nieht,
and showedMusic
no signs
of slumping. At the Blue Mouse Theatre,
"Two Lovers" finished its second and final
week to average good business, everylhint^
c< insidered.
"TiUie's Punctured Romance" failed to
create much enthusiasm at the Coliseum
Theatre, where business was mediocre.
"The River Woman" at the Columbia and
"Prowlers of the Sea" at the Embassy were
fair mone>'-pettcrs only.
"Show Girl" at the Orpheum was rather
disappointing to all who expected a production on a par with the story, but it did a
f^ood business in conjunction with one of
I he season's best stage bills — one of the best
weeks this season.
Tan}j>a
ANOTHER
hie Sunday for all Tampa
houses. Practically every house in the
city had waiting lines for the night shows,
pnd the Tamna was turnino: 'em away at '^
P. M. with "While the City Sleeps." T.nii
Chanel- .-ilwa\s (n.es over goml here. "Show
Peoole" also pulled strong for the last half,
giv-ntr tli's house an over average week.
"The Air Circus," with some talking
scenes, was the feature of the Victory probackedMovietone
up with the
usual
\'!taphone
.'■cts ;indgram,the
News.
Business
was
just about the average for the house.
"Beautiful But Dumb" drew a very good
Sunday for the Strand, and Monday held
up nicely. "Power" did just a shade better
than average for two of the three days run.
and "The Painted Post" closed the week to
average.
The second runs shown this week at the
Franklin all did well. They had, "The Black
Pirate," "Rough House Rosie" and "Walking Back." Business was average.

Dallas
COLD weather
has atandlastwasmade
appearance in Dallas
moreitsthan
welcome. The past week included some
rather sharp weather, which might have
kept a few patrons away from the theatres,
but business at all down town theatres was
on the safe side of the ledger for the past
seven days.
No big business was reported.
At the Melba, "The Battle of the Sexes,"
which is D. W. Griftith's first synchronized
picture, and featured I'lndlis Haver, Jean
Hersholt, Belle Bennett. Don .\lvarado and
Sally O'Neill, was one of the best liked pictures of the week and checked off good
business.
"The Wedding March," with Erich Von
Stroheim, Fay Wray and George Fawcett,
at the Palace, failed to bring in the expected
patronage, although business was good for
the week's run. Comment on this picture
was b'lth gi.i'.'d and liad. The unusually
beautiful scenes more than pleased, but the
chief objection to the attraction as voiced
by patroits
was thatoutit for
was the
'draggy'
action
too drawn
length and
of the
the
At the
Majestic,
Circus,"
picture.
David
Rollins
and "The
ArthurAir Lake
and with
Sue
Carol, accounted for a good gross for the
week and was well liked. A large part .if
the week's good business was due to the
Kiddie Revue, which was a stage .iffering
composed of local children under the direction of Ruth Laird, a local dancing instructor. An Interstate Vaudeville bill was
also included on the. program.
"The Man Who Laughs," with Mary
I'hilbiii and Conr,ad Widt, at the Capitol,
received unusually good comment and was
successful in turning in good receipts for
the week.
At the Old Mill "The Midnight Taxi,''
featuring Helene Costello and Antonio
Moreno, brought an exceptionally good
gross to this theatre for the seven day run.
This was the lirst sound picture to be offered by the Old Mill since installing sound
equipment, and, backed by good publicity,
it received a good send off.
At the Ritz, the second run sound theatre
of
Dallas,
Crime,"
featuring
Clive
Brook"The
and Perfect
Irene Rich,
brought
only
fair business. No big gross was expected
from this picture and the receipts showed
that money had been made, which was all
that could be expected.
The Arcadia continued its usual good
business with "Oh Kay," featuring Colleen
Moore and Lawrence Gray, and "Forgotten
Faces," with Clive Brook and Baclanova,
The Arcadia has been more than successful
as a de-luxe suburban house.

Kansas City
tinued a second
week of crowds and
N in "The Singing Fool" conAL JOLSO
waiting
lines at the Newman Theatre, while
ly
virtual
all other first run houses shared
proportionate
good crowds.
At Loew's Midland "The Battle of the
Sexes" did a good week's business, surpassing the average weekly attendance mark by
a comfortable margin.
At the Mainstreet Rod La Rocque in
"Captain Swagger" played to filled houses
each afternoon and night, the matinee business being exceptionally good.
"Prowlers of the Sea" drew big at the
Pantages, which offered an unusually strong
stage program in addition to the pictii.'e,
while "Mother Knows Best" did about an
average business at the Ghibe.
"Runaway Girls" proved a drawing magnet f.>r the younger generation at the I'plown. while "The Wedding March" did a
good business at the Royal.
Nothing other than the usual newspaper
advertising and lobby displays were used by
any of the theatres in the exploitation of
the pictures.
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Ottawa
TICKET vendiiiR niaihines In tlu- box
offices of Ottawa. Ontario, worked like
flashers all durinp; the week of Octoljcr 29.
The cashiers were tired but the managers
happy. There were nn outstanding: hbii attractions but all were popularly received.
Alice White hit a popular note at the
Centre Theatre in "The Show Girl."
Lon Chaney. in "While the City Sleeps,"
at the Regent Theatre, more than paid its
way.
B. F. Keith's Theatre, showing "The
Cop," with William Boyd, had big crowds
at every performance.
"The Lion and the Mouse" clicked at the
Imperial Theatre in decisive manner, this
feature being well liked by the substantial
crowds. ralron.'ipc for this one was the
best in some weeks.
New serials caused a real Hurry amony
the neighborhood patrons, and the chapter
plays got away to a fine start. The Columbia launclied "Yellow Cameo" during the
first half and '"Ilanntcd Island" (hiring the
last three (la\-s. the features being "Simple
Sis" and
were
fair. "Smile, Brother, Smile," which
The Ke.x Theatre also started the sanie
serials, but at opposite eiuK of the week.
The Re,x features were "Paid to Love" and
"The Gay Defender," the latter drawing
heavily because of Richard Dix.
The Fern Theatre also cashed in on a
Lon Chaney feature, "The Big City," during the first half, while "Golden Snare,"
with Lewis Stone, also packed the house.
"Vanishing Rider" and ".Man Without a
Face"
two serials here which are beuig
followedare closely.

Atlanta
^''EITH•S Georgia rode out at the head
i. of the picture parade this week, grossing the biggest business in town with "The
Battle of the Sexes." True, the vaudeville
bill was excellent, but experience has proved
one point beyond doubt — that is, that the
feature picture is the one real drawing
card.
l.oew's (.'ai>itol. with a strong vaude\ille
bill headed by l-^mil Ilore", took a painful
flop with "The Melody of Love."
"Varsity" was disappointing at the Howard, and receipts slipped off sadly.
The Metropolitan Theatre did not measure up to expectations on the second week
of "The King of Kings," though receipts
picked up during the latter part of the
week.
"The Singing Fool" opened at the Rialto
Monday, beginning the third consecutive
week of its Atlanta first-run. Receipts were
about half the takings for the previous
Monday. Then Tuesday brought a dismal
drop in all box offices. -\ cold, mean rant
kept cash customers at home all afternoon
anrl evening while theatre managers groaned
in the spirit. The Rialto management questioned its good judgment in holding "The
Singing FcoV for a third week. But to the
general amazement it picked up appreciably
Wednesday, gained more strength Thursday, spurted forward again Friday and
closed a big Saturday.

Salt Lake City
SOME unusually good theatre reports were
received this past week regarding the
.Salt Lake first run houses, with motion picture patronage picking ui> generally tliroughout the entire ci1\'.
The Victory Theatre did a tremendous
business with "Lilac Time," First National's
first all-talking production, wlneh was heavily exjiloiled.
The Capitol Theatre
experienced packed

houses throughout the week in presantitig
Dolores Del Rio in "The Red Dance," the
latest l'"(ix dramatir si»eet;iele. a^ well .'is the
stage presentation I'anehon and .Marco's
"Dream Song Idea."
Owing to public demand the picture "Two
Lovers," a United Artists special, has been
held over at the American Theatre this
week, with continued large attendance.
The Pantages Theatre differed "LafT
Week" with yMexaiider .iiul ()Ken and their
company of merrxniakers in addition to the
lilm presentation "The Baby Cyclone" with
Lew Cody atid -\ilecn Priugle.
"Companionate Marriage" with Betty
Bronson, Alec B. Francis and all-star cast,
drew heavily at the Paramount-Empress.
Claire Windsor in "The Grain of Dust"
was a very good drawing card at the Gem
Theatre.
Second run and neighborhood houses are
all enjoying splendid patronage.

Cincinnati
BUSINESS for the week in Cincy was
all that could possibly be desired, with
a litie-np of attractions that could not possilily be resistedThe high-water mark for attendance goes
to the Capitol, where Al Jolson, in "The
Singing Fool," had 'em standing in line
long before the doors opened for the initial
showing. This condition continued to be the
rule rather than the exception throughout
the week. In fact, the picture is being held
over for another week. Business has been
little short of phenomenal.
The second week for "King of Kings."
with sound and synchronization, at Keith's
did a land-office business, and it is likely
that this W'Ould ha\'e continued had the picture been held.
The Albee, featuring Julian Eltinge as
the stage attraction, together with other
good acts, and the picture, "Moran of the
Marines," sent their receipts way up.
b.ltiuge is a local favorite in Cincinnati, and
bis admirers saifl it with attendance.
The Lyric did nicely with "Docks of New
York," which was in it-, second week. The
engagement, as a whole. b;is been satisfactor>'.
"Kit Carson," on view at the Strand, drew
good szied crowds which also is true of
"Shadows of the Night," for first lour days
at the b'amih-. and the last lialt attraction,
"After the Storm."
Neighborhood houses report business

Birmingham^

Ala.

The Galax held its owm with "Girl from
Chicago," with M\rna l.oy and C<'nrad
Nagel.
The neighborhood theatres reported that
business generalh- was lielow average.

N cw s

Milwaukee
MILWAUKEIt down town theatres had
a very satisfactory w-eek. The beginning of the week was especially conducive to
good picture business.
The Garden is still crowding them in to
see "Singing Fool." The theatre opens at
11 and S'-'on alter its opening is crow-ded and
continues to be crowtletl until late at night.
The picture is now in its fourth week.
"Wings finished its second week at the
Strand and will continue there for some time
longer. It too is packin.g the theatre al ever\performance.
Business was just fair at the Wisconsin
where "Me, Gangster," was featured.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" finished its run at the
Alhambra this week. It was very well attended throughout its stay.
"Loves of an Actress" was featured at
the Merrill where it brought in fair results.
"Battle of the Sexes" was moderately well
attended at the Al.ajestic, The Orpheum did
an unusually large volume of business this
week, with "Through the Breakers." The
Riverside to,, was a popular place. Its feaNeighborhood
ture was "Power." houses had a remarkably
good
week. Angel" brought excellent results
"Street
to the Modjeska, Garfield and Uptown. The
( )riental and Tower theatres showed
"Warming Up" with fair returns. "The
Cardboard Lover" at the Milwaukee, Savoy,
and Colonial was a good business .getter.
"Tempest" brought good patronage to the
National and Venetian theatres.

Den
' ' \\/
W
here as
records

Moines

INGS"
at thealready
Des Moines
theatre playing
after having
shown
a road show, broke the previous
which had been established at the

Des Moines
before the showing
of "The
Singing Fool.
I'he Jazz Singer" was thus
put
third week.
place. "Wings" will continue
for ainto
second
At the Capitol "Our Dancing Daughters "
which was exploited by one sheets, billboards and added newspaper advertising.
did a good business but did not come up to
expectations.
The piiture oiiening at the Strand was
"Women They Talk About" with Irene
Rich. Business was entirely satisfactory.

r„ir.

BUSINESS was fairly good iti liirmingh.im the past week. The Ritz, with a
personal appearance of Ben Turpin, had excellent business th^ entire week. The Kit;:
feature wa- Williatn 'I'ox's "River
Pirate.'
The Alabama fared but indifferently well
with "The Wedding March, with Erich
von Stroheim as the star and director, and
Fay Wray in support. The picture was un(loubtedh- a masterpiece of technical detail,
but the concensus of opinion was that it
was not particularl>" box-ofiicey.
The Strand packed 'em in all week on
the marvellcus "Singing Fool," starring Al
Jolson, and there appeared no let-up in
public appreciation
for this picture.
The Empire got by fairly well with
"Take Me Home." with I'.ebe Daniels in .a
picture directed by Marsliall Neilan.
The Trianon did not hold up to its previous week's performance, with "CourtMartial,"
( ' 'inpson. starring Jack Holt and Hetty

Picture

San
THE

Fraticisco

motion piclocalrecognized
in the was
past
ture first week
run theatres
as

goofl by some and fair b\- others.
"Wings," shown for its eleventh time in
this city, the last few weeks at the St.
Francis Theatre, continued to draw well.
"The Wedding March." shown at the
California Theatre, did not do as well as
contemplated, although the first few evenings the theatre was crowded.
The Granada Theatre reported good business with "The Water Hole," in which
Jack Holt starriil. Here also the public
was attracted by the I'tiblix Revue.
Loew's Warfield Theatre was crowded, as
it usually is, with "Show People," together
with l-ancli.'U and Marco's presentation,
"L'p in the .\ir." and Rube Wolfe's
Hand.
The El Capitan reported excellent business with "Making the Varsity" on the
screen and the presentation act. "Moonlight
b'rolics."
Al Jolson brought crowds to the Embassy
in "The Singing Fool."
Union Square Theatre reported excellent
business with "No Babies Wanted" and
"My Wife's Relations." The reason lor an
exceptional week in this theatre was the
fact that Nat Holt's singers and dancers
appeared in "Hello, Everyljody."
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England
„ ,
Schwartz
u,
II
Brookh-n

Opens
D ••
Patio

With all the pom|i
and
eeremonv
worthy of the theat,e
oeeasio,,.
A. andH.the Schwartz

opened his latest and most certainly his
finest theatre, bringing his circuit total np
to twenty-four.
Being fairly well acquainted with many
of the theatres which Mr. Schwartz has
built in the past, I was rather expecting to
find "just" another nice house, but I no
sooner arrived near the block of the theatre when the feeling came over me that I
was going to be agreeably siu'prised. And
I was.
The Patio Theatre is, in my estimation,
one of the finest neighborhood theatres in
this country. Built on a large and elaborate
scale, no expense was spared to make it
outstanding in every detail. That this procedure met with success in the final outcome is evident on every side.
As the name implies this house is Spanish in almost every respect and if they
have departed here and there from this
scheme of things, it was only done to improve on the finished article.
The front is ornamental terra cotta giving the house a distinctly Spanish effect
from the first view. Through the beautiful
entrance foyer you pass into a magnificent
rotunda. This part of the theatre will leave
a lasting impression on every patron who
visits the Patio Theatre. In the centre of
this rotunda is a large and effective fountain and aided by clever lighting it is bound
to draw them like a magnet. I don't believe
any one will enter that theatre without
walking over and standing by that fountain regardless of how many times they
attend. Natural greens and pretty plants
encircle this treatment and the trickling of
the water lends a perfect touch to what
greets the eye.
From the lobby you pass through a
smaller foyer into the theatre proper and
if first impressions count for anything then
the Patio has started off on the right foot.
Surely we on the inside of the business
must stop and ask ourselves whether such
a magnificent house is not worthy of a spot
on Times Square or the loop in Chicago,
notwithstanding the fact that both of the
above mentioned places boast of theatres
costing in the millions. But I would not
hesitate to say that the Patio is as good
as any of them and I say it feeling that it
cost a whole lot less than many of those
"picture palaces."
Every single detail had been carefully
planned and worked out with the satisfying

The Truth — and Nothing
But the Truth

Armistice

Day

lie_,.
, Vp

L. J. C a r k e y ,
Manager of the New
Olympia Theatre
in
Watertown,
N. Y.,

Dear Mr. Lewis:
arranged
a great
Armistice Day tie-up that
brought him
some
valuable publicity in his papers. We are
reproducing part of the story that appeared
in the Syracuse Sunday Herald mentioning
this tie-np.

I BELIEVE I am one of the first few
that
the have
Manager's
Round
Table joined
Club and
never missed
the NEWS both before and after the
CLl'B was formed.
I've been in the show business since
1910 and consider I know a little about
same, — But, never in all my years have
I read such plain facts and truth as you
stated in Oct. 20th issue of the NEWS
—"Let's Get Down To Mother Earth."
My hat's off to you, and here's hoping some General Managers clip same
out and stick it in their hat bands for
future use.

"L. J. Carkey, manager of the New
Oljrmpic. and a member of the Watertown
Post, has made arrangements with the post
officers, and every person with an American
Legion card and a ticket which will be presented to them before the parade, wiU be
admitted to the theatre free of charge. By
special
arrangement
'ThewiUFleet's
In,' a
Clara Bc'W
feature which
he of special
interest to army and navy men, has been
hooked for that day. Arrangements are
also being made for the show of a special

Regards from a member,
(Name upon request).
result that a wonderful theatre has been
built. Even high up on the walls a touch
of originality has been injected by the use
of leaded glass Spanish windows, properly
lit from the back. The lighting fixtures show
every sign of having been carefully thought
out well in advance and the loge seats are
bound to become popular in the Patio as
soon as they have been sat upon for the
first time.
For the premier performance Mr.
Schwartz selected a tasteful program and
placed the entertainment burden upon the
shoulders of Howard Emerson and his orchestra, an organization composed of clever
entertainers and musicians.

An

Inquiry

As

c
J i7ff
lo Sound
btiects.

An
exhibitor
Springhill,
N.

in
S.,

writes
i- „ „„ for
,„„ informa,.„ „.„
tion on how to produce and imitate
sound effects, such as waterfalls, aeroplane
effects, etc. All of these things can be purchased so reasonably that with few exceptions it hardly pays to build them. Any reliable drummer's supply house can furnish quotations on these items and since
we never make it a practise of recommending any particular dealer we can only suggest that he get in touch with the nearest
supply house to his theatre. Any musician
can give him several addresses.
He tells us in his letter, that he has kept
a scrap book of the various exploitation
stunts described in the Club pages of the
Xews and has found many of them feasible and profitable.

American Legion film."
Mr. Carkey is a member of his local Legion Post and gained entree to their activities and arranged fcr the showing of "The
Fleet's In" as his feature for the day of
the celebration.
In addition to the clipping above the paper carried his picture together with the
Legion officers and again mentioned, under
the pictures, that he was inviting every
member of the Legion to attend his theatre
after the parade.
This is but one of the many

angles that

present themselves to the live-wire manager
who is ever on the lookout for such tie-ups
at the appropriate time. There are very
few communities that have no activities on
Armistice Day and if you are on ycur toes
you should certainly he able to cash in on
such things. Don't he bashful or reluctant
about inviting Legion, or similar groups to
he your guests, if y&u can get some free
in your newspapers. And don't
publicity
forget that those invited generally bring
friends or relations who do pay an admission,
I have devoted s&
A Story That's
Still Being 1 old
T ij
c. -ii i> •

much space to difpioitation from
ferent sorts of ex-

every corner of the
earth that I thought I would steal a little
rc-om, for a story that is still going the
rounds out in Brooklyn, in which I figured
as the centre of the discussion.
Some years ago while managing the Farragut Theatre for the A. H. Schwartz Cir(Continucd on follonnug I'agc)
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Round Table Club
(Continued front ^'receding /'aor)
cuit, we had booked "Adam's Rib" a Paramount feature from which we all expected
big things (in the line of business).
Using a different kind cf an advertising
campaign every week made it hard to dope
out something different for this one, so I
instructed my assistant to get about 50 beef
ribs from some local butchers and hang
them under the marquee. That same morning I left for my weekly visit tc- the exchanges in New York and I returned to the
theatre at about 5 P. M. and as the trolley
car approached the corner where the theatre was located I noticed a large crowd
both under the marquee and across the
street. Naturally I was a bit curious and
when I alighted from the car I was stunned
to see about twenty dogs barking and
jumping under the marquee. The crowd
was roaring in laughter and it was but another minute when I discovered the reason
for this circus. The dogs were all jumping
for the meat bones hung under the marquee.
The stunt attracted more attention than
any previous exploitation used all that season and there are still folks living in Flatbush who "kid" me about it. Business
was NOT bad and I think the bones and
the dogs are entitled to a lot of credit for
the box office results.
I would add in closing that the "powers
that be" did not entirely approve of the
stunt and I had to take the bones down the
next morning.
Maybe
they were right.

'The Voice of
a Nation"

XOTE : This is
the third group of
letters received by

the Manager
's
Round
Table Club
on the important topic of "Sound." They
are worth keeping and a careful study of

these letters will show the trend of public
opinion on this subject.
C. E. L.
October IS, 1928.
My dear Mr. Lewis:
This will acknowledge with thanks your
letter of October 5th requesting a short
letter on the importance of Sound Pictures.
Of course I have a number of personal
views on this subject, but looking at it from
a business standpoint I am going to try to
enumerate below a few ideas that I have
along this line:
First — In my three theatres here, none
are as yet equipped with sound, however,
when the new Capitol opens it will be
equipped with both Movietone and Vitaphone. This will be one of the smallest
towns in the country operating Movietone
and Vitaphone before January 1st. This is
going to mean a great deal to not only the
theatre but to the theatre-goiug public of
this town. Through a very clever teaser
campaign we hope to have everyone talking about the marvelous opportunities afforded them through these two processes.
I have not as yet definitely or clearly explained to them the exact method and means
of sound pictures or impressed upon them
the difference in sound, synchronized or
talking pictures. The advent of sound pictures in a small town means a great deal
to us. The papers of Baltimore and Washington have a large circulation in this vicinity and of course the first run houses there
are equipped with Movietone and Vitaphone
and are advertising extensively.
Second — The synchronization of pictures
affords the small town the finest of music
to accompany the picture, whereas, in the
past we have had to rely solely on the
pianist, organist or a small incompetent orchestra, one not sufficiently large or competent enough to cue properly. Now with
the advent of Movietone and Vitaphone it
will be possible to have the finest of pictures properly cued by excellent orchestras.
That means something to them and some-

Join NOW
Clip and mail the coupon below with your name and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York Cit^^
APPLICATION
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successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
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thing to us as good music is an asset in any
picture. Good music will make a fair picture even better, whereas, poor music will
make the best of pictures worse.
Third — The novelty of sound or talking
pictures, such as we hope to play here will
never wear off. It is my idea to present
sound and talking novelties in the way of!
single reel comedies, acts and news reels
regularly, possibly three or four times per
week but actual talking pictures will be
presented only once a week. This will mean
that we will keep our patrons hungry for
more of this kind of entertainment and as
a result of this it will never become tiresome. This is one of the faults of the City
Managei-s in presenting talking pictures.
In presenting them too often, the novelty
will soon wear off and they will soon loose
the appeal that they had when first presented. For instance in Washington and
Baltimore, both situations which I am familiar with, practically every down town
first run theatre has sound equipment, they
are advertising sound pictures and talking
pictures regardless of the fact whether they
are in every sense of the word talking or
sound pictures. I am sure the attendance is
going to fall off if the theatres are presenting nothing but sound pictures. What is
going to happen to the people who desire
the silent drama? Surely there are a great
percentage of these left. The outstanding
pictures, whether sound or silent will alcity. ways be the backbone of any theatre program, whether in the small town or the
A new era has been created by tlie advent
of sound pictures and I am looking at it
from the standpoint of the small town. I
feel it is going to be a successful era if
properly handled but the larger cities should
beware, they should be careful not to cram
the people. Their patrons are going to be
better satisfied with a proper mixture of
sound and silent pictures. I hope that I
have made clear the above points and my
letter is not too tiresome; that you can
gain from same the expressions desired. If
I can be of any possible assistance to you
please do not hesitate to call on me.
With kindest regards, I remain, sincerely
yours.
Signed. F. M. Boucher,
Empire — Colonial — Win Theatres, Winchester, Va.

Clip Sheet on Film Source
for Featured Articles
Through infonnation supplied b^' the
press book issued in connection with
"Fighting the White Slave Traffic." the
X. Y. Evening Graphic carried the story of
this motion picture as the lead story in the
magazine section of their publication.
The press book is supplied with a sheet
written in syndicate style and based on the
findingsgationof
League
of menace.
Nations' investiof thetheWhite
Slave
The Graphic in reprinting the articles
merely condensed them into one story to
tit the space and ran the material word for
word as it appeared in the press book. The
idea of a syndicate page was that of Edward F. Hurley. It was written by him in
--trictly a straight-away newspaper style
and the make-up was the same as that
wliich the average editor is accustomed to
receive as news agenev matter.
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Showmanship
i Briefs

Window

in Cimbel Brothers Store. New York City, featuring tie-up with Educational
short subject series.

Gimbel Display Sets Style for
"Russ Farrell" Exploitation
A TIE-UP between Educ-atiunal Fihii
■^*- E.xchanges, Inc., and Ginibel Brothers
store in Xew York City on the "Russ Farrell. Aviator" .series, releaser! by Edueational, ser%-e.« as an example of effective
ex])!oitataion on this new ofroup of aviation
pictures which can be employed in any g;oodsized city in the country. The Xew York
tie-up is based primarily on the fact that
the .Junior Aviation Lea<jue is being sponsored in Xew York by Ginibels. This League
is affiliated with the Airplane Model League
of America, which promotes a nation-wide
activity, the X'ew York organization l)eing
virtually a local unit of the larger organization. Consequently, wherever there is u
unit of the Jlodel League, which is sponsored and backed by The American Boy
Magazine, such a tie-up is logical.
Featured

In Netvspaper

Ads

The tie-up between Educational and Ginibels consists of advance newspaper advertising, an unusually attractive and prominent window display, a "Russ Farrell "
book exhibit and special showings of "Rus.Farrell, Aviator" pictures. Gimbels used
twenty-six inches of display advertising in
a X'ew York newsijaiier to tell .Junior .Aviation League members of the special showing of "The Sky Ranger" last Saturday
(October 27) morning. This was on Page
Three in an ad that dominated the entire
page.
Probably the next most important phase
of this tie-up is the window display in one
of Gimbels' most prominent windows on
West 33rd Street. Many thousands ]ias<
this window each day, for it is located only
a few steps from the main entrance to the

Hudson luljes, less tlian a block from the
entrance to the Pennsylvania Station and
a few doors from the Pennsylvania Hotel.
This window display links up the picture,
and four volumes of "Buss Farrell"
stories, published by Doubleday, Doran and
Co., and the league activity. Enlargements
of outstanding scenes from "The Sky
Ranger" together with announcement cards
telling of the Saturday showings for .Junior
Aviation League members, form the background. Several typical airplane models
and "Russ Fan-ell" books are used to complete the exhibit.
Book

Department

Cooperates

The book department installed a table
display in the recreation hall featuring the
"Russ Farrell" books. This is backed up
by three l)ig cards on which regular 8 by 10
stills are mounted along with the information that the books contain the same stories
as found in the "Russ

Farrell, -Vviator"

pictures.
The showings of "Russ Farrell, Aviator"
subjects began Saturday (October 27)
morning, with "The Sky Ranger" in the
recreation hall at Gimbels. Approximately
odd .Junior Aviation League members, in
attendance at this show, greeted the picture with enthusiasm. Xot only did the
young aviation enthusiasts literally "eat
up" the picture, but they were eager to
know when the next subject was to be
shown. The publicity that will be given
"Russ Farrell, Aviator" pictures as a result of word-of-mouth advertising by these
youngsters is inestimable. Special showings
for .Junior Aviation League members are
to be conducted on other Saturday mornings until the entire series has been projected.

A SEARCH for new musical talent in
Grand Rapids, conducted under the joint
auspices of the Grand Rapids Sunday Herald
and B. F. Keith's Theatre in that city, developed into a bang-up exploitation stunt for
the vaudeville and picture playhouse. The
contest was wide open, any sort of musical
instrument would do, and offered two prizes,
$50 first for the winning group or organization, and $25 for the individual judged the
best musical entertainer. The stunt was exploited in conjunction with the appearance
of Henry Santree and his orchestra, the band
leader acting as judge. Contestants entered
by making formal application and appeared
at the theatre for the matinee or night performance at which they were to appear.
Thus elimination contests were held throughout the week with a final held on Saturday
night.
HM.
.\DDISOX.
managing
director started
of the
• Great
Lakes Theatre
in Buffalo,
a new craze called "Squee-Gee" which took the
town by storm. The fact that the only requirements to produce what might be a prize "SqueeGee" are a sheet of paper, pen and ink, and
the abilitj' to write one's name, may he largely
responsible for the hearty response which followed the announcement of the prizes for the
best squee-gees submitted to the Buffalo Evening Times. 5,000 entries were sent to the newspaper in five days, a record for the publication. .A "Squee-Gee" is made by writing your
name with black ink — India ink prcterablx' —
on a sheet of white paper. The paper is then
folded over approximately in the horizontal
center of the signature, pressed down while the
ink is still wet — and that is all. save to have
luck in producing unusual shapes and designs
by this simple method of designing. The Bufnent
falodisplay.
Evening Times gave the contest a promi-

VV
Una theatre
in Charlotte,
setctCaroone
\\7ARRE^f
IRl'IX.
managerN. ofC,the
of his ushers to the larious schools of the city
as a good -vill ambassador in connection -with a
sfiecia!
of "The
Circns"
at a
Monday presentation
matinee. The
usher Air
carried
a letter
from the Superintendent granting permission
for an announcement regarding the shoiving at
which all school children, including high school
students tc'i-rc elinil'lc to attend for a special
admission of 10 cents.
\ N immense throng of children gathered
r\ in front of the Ritz Theatre in Birmingham for the opening performance of the
weekly
Saturday
under
the
auspices
of the children's
Birminghammatinees
Better Films
Committee. The Birmingham police band
played marches and popular airs in the street
demonstration which preceded the showing
of a specially selected program of films. The
Committee and the Parent-Teachers Association have co-operated to the end that each
matinee will be announced one week ahead
in all schools in the city.
WH.\T could be better to exploit the City
of Mexico Motorcycle Cossacks in a theatre than to invite the Mexican consul and all
the city officials? That is w-bat Louis Charninsky of the Pantages Theatre, Kansas City, did.
Plenty of publicity resulted.
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Managers Fly High to Exploit
Aviation Film Attractions
nn HEATRE managers are taking the air
* to erploit aviation productions. It is
well enough to have some extra distribute
heralds as mere groundlings, but when it
comes to throwing them out of a plane,
there are special publicity advantages in
the manager himself hopping into a ship
and flying over the town as the passenger
of some celebrated local pilot.
The aviation pictures are being exploited
for all they are worth to a public whose interest in flying is not being permitted to
flag any so long as there are so many records to be made.
Two managers whose campaigns for air
pictures induced them to become active
members of flying expeditions are Marsline
K. Moore of the ,Toie Theatre in Fort Smith,
Ai-k., and H. M. Addison of the Great
Lakes theatre in Buffalo. Moore was exploiting "Wings" and Addison "The Air
Circus."
Moore's exploitation for "Wings" had
many angles of powerful publicity appeal,
but nothing he attempted exceeded in local
interest the tie-up with ten newspapers in
surrounding towns in which each of the
publications ran announcements that an
aeroplane would fly over their city at a
certain time on a certain day and would
"shell" the town with interesting printed
literature about "Wings." Moore chartered a plane from a local company and
tricked it out with large banners suspended
under the wings with the title "Wings"
displayed in large letters. A fire siren was

New

connected to the landing gear, and as the
plane neared the various towns it flew low,
the siren was sounded long and loud and a
shower of special heralds was released by
Moore from his place in the cockpit.
Addison flew over Buffalo and distributed
.50,000 heralds the day before his opening
of "The
at the
In
additionAirtoCircus"'
this stunt,
the Great
Great Lakes.
Lakes
had the co-operation of the post office department and a special ticket booth in the
lobby was used to sell air mail stamps. A
total of 22 window tie-ups, a special show
for the members of the Buffalo Evening
News model airplane builders' club, a lobby
display of aiiiilane parts, and a heavy poster campaign, were other features of this
drive.
Among the higlilights of Moore's exploitation was the planting of realistic planes
in front yards in the residential district.
These planes were made out of beaverboard
and were of huge proportions. These
planes contained copy about the picture,
theatre and play dates and were so placed
to give the effect they had fallen out of
the sky. These plane-signs were unusually
effective and gained plenty of publicity for
the picture bv causing lots of favorable
talk.
A real aeroplane was secured and placed
with its nose buried in the ground — in the
Citj' Plaza which is in the center of the
business section of town. This plane had
a broken propeller and looked as if it had
fallen from the clouds.

York Capitol Celebrating
Ninth Anniversary

A DVERTISEMENTS for the current pro•'* gi'am at the Capitol theatre in New York
City this week are featuring an illustration
of a birthday cake with nine lighted candles
adorning the white frosted decorations
which are the hall marks of the traditional
dessert of the anniversary banquet.
The big playhouse under the direction of
Manager Bowes has rounded out nine years
of popular appeal to Broadway picture patrons. And it is a tribute both to the motion picture and the motion picture theatre
as it is exemplified in the Capitol that the
public responds now in greater numbers
than ever — only a few weeks since, the
Capitol set the greatest record for attendance it ever has known, this with ' ' Our
Dancing Daughters" and a new sound instal ation as the attractions.
When this theatre first opened its doors
to the public nine years ago it was the hope
and aim of a gi'oup of idealists who were
responsible for its being, of which Messmore Kendall was president, and Major
Edward Bowes, Vice-President and Managing Director of the theatre, that the Capitol should stand, in the years to follow, as
an inspirational force in the field of entertainment. To this end neither effort nor
expense were spared and the management
has built diligently and tirelessly in every

Picture
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Radio Salute to Paramount
Theatre in Brooklyn
Nearly 200 Radio stations all over the
United States, Canada and Jlexico, and
four in Europe, will broadcast "salutes to
Brooklyn"
vember 18th.during the week starting NoBrooklyn radio fans who compile the
five largest lists of stations "received"
during that week, will each receive an annual complimentary ticket for the new
Brooklyn-Paramount Theatre, good for two
admissions, with the compliments of the
theatre and the Brooklyn Chamber of Commer'ce.
The huge radio salute was arranged by
the Brooklyn-Paramount Theatre, which
oj^ens at Paramoruit Square, Flatbush and
DeKalb, on Saturday noon, November .24th.
It is estimated that during the week of
"saluting" each of the 200 stations will
"salute" at least half a dozen times, and
a total of 100,000,000 listeners will have
heard the glories of Brooklyn and its newest
wonder-theatre extolled.
The new theatre, through the Publix theatres chain of which it is a part, has arranged with its actors and musicians and
stars who will be playing in each city, to
broadcast from a local station, singing or
playing a song in salutation to Brooklyn,to Paul Ash who is to be master of ceremonies at the new theatre; to Harry Murtahg, who is to be solo-organist; or to
"Gamby" the famous radio ace who will
uuike a personal appearance as premiere
ballerina on the opening week's program.

Phonograph Plays Theme
Song for Trailer

A talking film effect was sprung at the
Capitol Theatre, Peterborough, Ontario,
when Manager J. A. Stewart placed a
Brunswick Panatrope behind the screen for
the playing of "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
during the presentation of an advance
trailer for the feature of the same title.

direction — photoplays, nnisic, divertissements, personnel and service.
A theatre depends, pre-eminently, upon
the motivating spirit of its management
for its psychological effect upon the public
as a living factor in the community. The
cycle of nine years finds the Capitol maintaining this unique position, and this position was won by virtiie of its high and unimpeachable principles.
The Capitol is more than a mere theatre,
it has become an institution. Its slogan.
"Our True Intent Is All For Your Delight" is the Capitol's working principle —
the keynote which guides and directs every
department of this theatre. In entering on
its ninth year of service the 3uanagement
hopes the future holds as rich a harvest of
friendship and confidence as that so cor
dially extended by patrons in the past.

This little stunt caused a lot of "talkie"
around town and the film production had
three big davs.

Pyper Writes Book on Old
Salt Lake Theatre

staged a "backwards week."
The wording in a number of advertisements was run backwards, these
announcing that the Capitol orchestra
would play backwards for a change.
For this he had the orchestra seated
on the stage with their backs to the
audience. Mr. Goodman also ran across
a popular song that sounded fairly
good when played and sung backwards
and this was featured as a novelty.
"It's a wow!" Mr. Goodman reported.

"The Romance of nn Old Playhnusr" is
the title of a book recently publishi'd by
former Manager George D. Pyper rcg/irding
the historical Salt Lake Theatre. The writer
has givenofto reminiscenses
the publi'c a veritable
Treasure
Island
and interesting
facts of this, as termed bv the late Henrv
MiUcr, "Catliedral in Ihc' Desert. "

"Novelty" Takes Queer
Form But Works
for novelty,
larly demand
in stage shows
at the
public
THEparticu
presentation houses has the
"masters of ceremony" at many of
these theatres at their wit's end to
g "difsupply the
anythin
y," bending
gets by asSince
ferent" want.
"novelt
d, literally as well as figover backwar
y.
urativel
One of the queer stunts evolved for
a stage act came to light in Regina,
Sask., at the Capitol Theatre, where
Mike Goodman, master of ceremonies,

November
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Ads

KATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in adyance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
MANAGER — 25, single,
college education, energetic
and ambitious. Thoroughly
expei'ienced both de luxe and
'neighborhood houses. Exploitation, press and publicity
expert. Now employed by
large circuit. A-1 references.
Salary secondary. Write box
412, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.
A-1 Male organist at liberty. Large experience. Good
organ essential. Murray Levine, 89.3 Hopkinson Ave.,
Brooklyn,
Louisiana New
1107. York. 'Phone,

QiSHqeS-"

ORGANIST— Featured in
finest houses for eighteen
years. At liberty due to instal ation ofVitaphone. Have
ability, experience, character.
Young man. Box 408, care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York.
ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical Colcago. lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

WHATAPlCflJRl/

Manager,

thoroughly experienced small town or
neighborhood. Single, reliable. South preferred but not
'ssential. Knows pictures,
writes copy. Best references.
Box 386, care Motion Picture
Vews,
729 Seventh Ave., New
fork City.

Ask ANYONE WHO SAW THIS ,
TREMEMDOUS Piaune ANDTHEVLL
TELL YOU IN SHOUTS ' |T ISTHE.

CRCATEST

PICTURE THEV

CVtRSMV

•

On EvePv HAND YOU weAP
EXCLAMATIONS o/PPAtSeANDAOMIOATION
RDPTHE
SCPeENSMOSTBPILLIANT
• ACTPESS
.

TH

Woman

OlSPUTCO
7-- 9

.

V

Newspaper exploitation for presentations of ^'The
Woman Disputed" at first run theatres as represented in the displays reproduced above indicates
the many different types of campaigns which are
being used in connection with Norma Talmadge's
new starring vehicle. The ads shoivn ivere featured
by Carolina., Charlotte; Palace, Jacksonville; Loew's
Syracuse; United Artists, Detroit; Loeiv's State,
Louisville, and Loew's Palace, Indianapolis.

l^IANAGER witli finest references is looking for new
Iconnection which will be per,manent. Fully experienced in
theatre management, exploitation, publicity, booking, etc.
_ Good business executive with
pleasant personality. Age 35 ;
aggressive and a serious
worker. Will locate anywhere. Box 410, care Motion
Picture News. 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.
A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. OrLee St., Charles'nn-Ka., ganist,
W.1112 Va.

WANTED
POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Pelder St.,
Americus, Ga.
ORGANIST — A-1. $50.
($35 in Vitaphoned House.)
Experienced. References. Address Box 415, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
THEATRE

EMPLOYEES

— Modern Theatre Management Training will aid you to
better positions. Learn Theatre Management, House Service, Advertising and Technics, the Institute way. We
are helping others; we can
also help you. Send for catalog D Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

For Sale
500-seat theatre for sale
with store room and two
apartments above theatre.
WUl also lease sanae to raliable party. Personal reason
for selling. Apply Jos. N.
Brenner, 163 S. Lincoln Ave.,
Lebanon, Pa.
500 Upholstered Theatre
Chairs, spring seat, panel
back, perfect condition ; 660
re-upholstered theatre chairs,
fully upholstered back, like
new, $3.00 each ; 6 Kliegl spotlights, rebuilt like new, 100ampere rheostats, $65.00 each.
Also aU makes of new and rebuilt projectors, reflector
lamps, screens, everything for
your theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., 729
York
City.Seventh Ave., New
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Projection
Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice

Inquiries and
Comments
The Projectionist' s Interest
S. M. P. E.

in the

HE increasing interest among
projectionists in the activities o£
the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers is evidenced by the
number of inquiries received regarding the qualifications necessary for membership in this Society.
The reason for this interest is two-fold.
In the first place, the widespread installation of synchronized equipment has brought
many projectionists to realize that they require considerably more knowledge in order
to handle such apparatus intelligently.
Once this fact is established in their
minds, the nest logical conclusion is that
membership in the Society is essential because of the wealth of authoritative information which is presented to members at
the bi-annual meetiaigs of the Society.
It is true that much of the information
presented at the Spring and Fall meetings
of the Society eventually finds its way into
trade journals and allied literature but a
delay, of from three to six months is not
at all uncommon in the reprinting of many
papers.
Attendance at the meetings, therefore, is
essential if one wishes to keep posted on
the up-to-the-minute facts presented in the
technical papers which are prepared by experts in the respective fields.
Take, as an example, the meeting recently
held at Lake Placid, N. Y. The program,
for the large part, was composed of papers
which dealt either directly or indirectly
with subjects bearing on "talking movies."
The first three days of the meeting, in fact,
were devoted exclusively to the new branch
of motion picture projection.
To the person whose interest, even temporarily, lay strongly in this direction, these
three days were invaluable. Aside from
the many new facts brought to light in the
reading of the papers, others of equal importance were uncovered in the extended
discussions which followed most of the
papers.
Indeed, it is generally conceded by persons attending the meetings that the discussion of papers is a principal reason for
their attendance at the meetings since in
no other way can a clear understanding of
the contents of papers be obtained.

Membership Open to Projectionists
With the realization that membership in
S. M. P. E. offers an excellent opportunity
to the projectionist as a direct means for

increasing his knowledge, there arises a
doubt in the mind of all projectionists concerning their elegibility for membership.
Obviously, the structure of the Society, as
its name implies, is essentially of an engineering character and it is equally obvious
that a projectionist is not an engineer.
Occasionally, a motion picture projectionist is encountered who describes himself by
the rather fanciful name of "Projection
Engineei'. " To the uninitiated, this selfimposed title may seem rather impressive,
if somewhat vague, in character. It falls
quite flat, however, upon the ears of the
bona fide engineer because engineering
circles recognize the existence of no such
creature as the "Projection Engineer."
Not, at least, until positive proof of the
capabilities of the individual are foi'thcoming.
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers
has, however, pi'ovided for the contingency
of including non-engineering members within its body by creating the class of Assoiate Member. It is through these portals
which
Society.the projectionist must pass into the
As regards actual benefits to be derived
from the Society, the only difference between an Associate and an Active Member
is that Associate Members are not entitled
to a vote in Society matters.
The requirements for admission to the
Society as an Associate Member are as follows:
"An Associate Member is one who shall
not be less than 21 years of age, and shall
be a person who is interested in or connected with the study of motion picture
technical problems or the application of
The entrance fee for admission to the
grade 'of' Associate Member is twenty dolsame.lars ($20.00) and the annual dues are ten
dollars ($10.00).

Requirements for Membership
Entei-prising projectionists may consider
the requirements for Associate Jlembers to
be rather tame and this, no doubt, explains why so many aspire to the grade of
Active Member. Then, too, the fact that
several projectionists are enrolled in the
Society as Active Members leads them to
believe that they, too, possess the necessary
qualifications for this grade.
At this point a serious stumbling block
is encountered. The requirements for admission to the grade of Active Member are
as given beloAV. The applicant shall be
(a) A motion picture engineer by profession. He shall have been in the practice
of his profession for a period of at least
three years, and shall have taken responsibility for the design, installation or operation of systems or apparatus pertaining to
the motion picture industry.
(b) A person regularly employed in motion picture or closely allied work, who by

his inventions or proficiency in motion picture science or as an executive of a motion
picture enterprise of large scope, has attained a recognized standing in the motion
picture art. In the case of such an executive, the applicant must be qualified to take
full charge of the broader features of mopictiu'eliisengineering
work tion
under
direction. involved in the
Section (b), because of its greater generality, isthe favored route for projectionists aspiring to the grade of Active Member. It will be observed, in this section,
that persons employed in motion picture or
closely allied work who, by reason of inventions or proficiency in motion picture
work, are eligible to admission to the grade
of Active Member.
It will not do, as many projectionists
have already attempted, to describe oneself
as a "projection engineer," and hope,
thereby, to convince the Board of Govof the Board
applicant's
capabilities.
vote ofernorsthe
of Governors
must The
be
unanimous and the plea of the applicant is
considered purely upon his qualifications as
specifically set forth in his application.
If his application is vague as concerns his
accomplislmients in the motion picture field
(projection is logically a branch of this
field) it may be rejected immediately or
else investigated further to bring forth the
real facts.
Nor is it possible for the average projectionist to rightfully describe himself as a
"motion picture engineer" for the very
simple reason that he cannot classify himself as such.
The Society welcomes applications from
projectionists but is careful to place them
in the proper classification for reasons so
obvious as to require no further explanation.
The projectionist can derive many benefits from membership in the Society and in
these days of rapid developments in every
branch of the industry it behooves him to
acquire a source of authentic information
which will permit him to accumulate facts
far in advance of their publishment in the
general trade press.

Cumberland Chain, Tenn.
Merges with Sudekum
The Cumberland Theatre Company of
McMinnville, Tennessee, have east their interests with those of Tony Sudekum, who
holds a strong position in Nashville. The
new company will be known as the Cumberland Amusement Company. R. T. Hill
will be in charge of all the buying and the
headquarters will be located at Tullahoma.
Mr. Sudekum will be president of the firm.
The Cumberland company plans to expand its holdings throughout the state of
Tennessee.
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New Kenmore is One of Most
Elaborate of K-A-O Houses
uL' the B. F.
Ki'iimurt'
neweirriiit
rpIlK
oppiii'd roocntly iu
whit-liIhratri'
1 Ki'ith
Brooklyn with a gala pcTfurmnuce it easily
elahorate and ornate oC
one of" the most
the Keitb-Albee-Or|)heum houses and this
goes for its seicntiflc equipment, its size,
beauty and luxurious completeness.
Fi-ontiug on Church Avenue, the vestibule, lined witli multi-coloi-ed marble, leads
into the lobby which gives upon the main
floor of the auditorium. The interior is 100
X 150 feet in area and will seat about 2..500.
A paneled wainscot is carried around the
side and rear walls, and the space above is
divided info a series of arches framing carnival parade scenes. The smaller panels are
in polychrome relief and above is the
vaulted dome of the auditorium done in
tones of warm gray with gold ornamentation. The dome is 60 feet in diameter, with
figures fresco painted on the surdancing
face.
In tlie cove running around the margin of
the dome concealed lights are arranged and
there are also multi-colored glass panels in
the ceiling behind which groups of variously colored lights may be used separately,
in groups or all together giving a dozen
color combinations. The central chandelier
of cut-glass and crystal garlands is 10 feet
in diameter, to which are added side chandeliers. The grand staircases leading from
lobby to mezzanine lounge and balcony as
well as to loge boxes, are of marble, cornices and walls here, as throughout and the
interior is finished in gray, old ivory and

$1,000,000 Capitol Opened
in Williamsport, Pa.
Proclaimed as the finest in the Comerford
Amusement Co. chain, the new $1,000,000
Capitol Theatre was formally opened in
Williamsport, Pa., on the night of October
22. The theatre was erected under the direction of Charles Ryan, superintendent of
constiniction for the Comerford interests,
and George Morris, general construction engineer.
More than a score of prominent theatre
men were present, including M. E. Comerford, head of the Comerford theatres;
Frank Walker, vice-president of the corporation; JI. E. Ccnnerford, general manager; Lieutenant-Governor of Pennsylvania
Arthur James, who is financially interested
with the Comerfords in some of their enterprises; Mayor Daniel L. Hart, of WilkesBarre, and theatre managers and exchange
men.

Large Theatre Planned for
Aurora, Illinois
A large, de luxe motion picture theatre
will rise on the site of the Rialto Theatre,
Aurora, which was destroyed by fire approximately four weeks ago. Great States
Theatres, Inc., are back of the new project
and plan to wreck the adjoining Fox Theatre, damaged in the 'fire, to expand the
site for the new structure. It is reported
that the new theatre project will represent
an investment of one and one-half million
dollars.

Rexy

Theatre
in Philly
Opened by Stanley

Irving D. Kossheim, president of the

gold. The lailies' retiring rooms give upon
the mezzanine promenade.
The orchestra pit is 40 x 10 feet and will
accommodate 30 musicians, and is fitted
with an "elevator orchestra platform."
The stage has a depth of 30 feet. The console of the grand organ is located in the
orchestra pit. The motion picture projection room is a specially constructed soundbalcony.proof compartment at the top rear of the

Stanley Company of America, has announced the opening of tlie new Rexy Theatre, a half million dollar house at Eighth
and South Sfs., Philadelphia, with a seating capacity of 2,200. The Rexy is one of
the handsomest houses recently erected and
every effort has been made to provide the
latest ideas in equipment of the house for
the comfort of patrons. Hodgens and Hill
are architects of the Rexy, which is in the
Italian Renaissance style of architecture,
the interior being finished in Rosato marble
and Caen stone while Indiana limestone has
been used for the exterior. The large entrance vestibule is finished in marble with

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

mirrored walls. The lobby, finished in Rosato marble and Caen stone, is rectangular in
shape with two grand staircases leading to
the upper floor.

Edward B. Baron and Carol A. Nathan
opened their new Marina Theatre, San
Francisco , on Chestnut Street, between
Steiner and Pierce, recently. The Marina is
a beautiful theatre of Spanish design and
is a stadium type without balcony. It seats
1250 in its comfortable chairs which are
widely spaced on the roomy aisles. Edward
B. Baron was formerly manager of the
United Artists' Film Exchange.
The newly opened Capitol, Marshalltown,
Iowa, has some unusual ideas incorporated
into its construction. Charlie Dunsmore,
owner and manager, planned the dome
effect of the ceiling himself in which the
dome is bi'ought into the circular effect
which is painted blue with twinkling stars.
Moving cloud machines are also to be used.
Xearly all the seats are on the main floor,
a few being reserved on the balcony at advanced prices.

CCtP SEALl/fdig;missicn
KCTS
of All Kinds
juperior Mechanical
Features otlhe NEW ,

Aicdcl 29

COLD SEAL
include

The Waverly Theatre, newly built in
Waverly. 0., by Katherine R. Roush and
Thomas Edwin Jones, opened auspiciously
last week to crowded houses. The openingwas made a big social event. The show
was preceded by speeches from the city's
mayor and jjrominent citizens. The theatre
is built on the keynote of modernity. The
newest style in architecture and decorations
have been followed. "Theatre of Distinction," isits slogan.
A new theatre has been announced to be
built in Washington Courthouse, Cleveland,
by John G. Gregoi-y, who also has the
Palace. The new theatre will he located on
Xorth Fayette St. on the site of the Arcade
Garage. It will be a three story building
with the theatre auditorium on the street
level, office suites on the second floor and
dance hall on the third floor. Plans prepared by Fred D. Jacobs, Columbus architect, call for an atmospheric house, with
sky effect. It is understood that the general contract will be let this week.

yowBOX

Office Receipts andifeedup

^tandiardi

VAUDEVILLE
Motion

Picture

Presentation

TEIE FALLY MARKUS

AGENCY

Aator Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45thtorSt. A Broadway
Lackmeanna 7A76

TYPHOON COOLING QYSTEM
I

TYPHOON

FAN CO.

*•

345 W.39---ST.

**

NEW

YORK

Motion

1480

COMPLETE

Picture

News

RELEASE CHART ,

Productions
are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September

S
H
B
^
■

liliillillilillil

BRAY
Title
Bare Co-Ed, The
Barnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies.
Cat Tales
College Cuckoo
Cutting Up...
Daze of 49
Duke's Dirty Doings
Figures Do Lie
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick In Hollywood
His Wild Oat
Kids, Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot o' Boloney. A
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS
Star

Rel.

Date

Murdock-Cavalier-Uancaster
W. Lantz-M. Shaw-T. Ward
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Murdock-Cavalier
McDougall Kids
J- Cooper-L. Carver
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Bathing Girls
McDougall Kids

Nov.
Dec.
April
Jan.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
June
May
July
May
Aug.
July
Mar.
June
Dec
April
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

20 . .
20
.
10 . 10 . .
1 , ,
10. ,
1. ..
1...
1...
10. . .
20
1
10 ,. ,
10...
1—
1, ,.
1. . .
10 . .
10 , ,
20
.
10
.
20
20 . ,

Murdock-Cavalier
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Jack Coooer
Irving-Cooper
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
McDougall Kids

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

^.,^,^
2 reels
2 reels
2reels
2 reels
2 reels
Marl 17
2 reels v..
2 reels
Jan." 7
2 reels
2 reels' '.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.W.
2 reels
2 reefs. .!..."....".
"Septa

ls

FEATURES
After the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero, The
Court-Manial
Dawn
Desert Bride, The
Driftwood
Fashion Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten Women
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol, The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman.
Opening Night, The
Raider Emden, The
fianscm
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Alley
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady, The
Siren, The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age, The
Stage Kisses
That Certain ThlBg
Tigress, The
Virgin Lips
Warning, The
Way of the Strong, The
WIfe'6 Relations, The
Woman's Way, A

Star

Apache, The.
College Coquette
Lone Wolfs Daughter, The
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Sinners' Parade
Streetsof Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Subniarine
Younger Generation. The

Date
Rel.

Length

Revlewpd
.Sept 15

5459 feet
feet
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney
April 17... 5649
1 .
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
5537 feet
Logan-Lease
April
5432 feet. ..Ja
Cortez-Gilbert
Sept
n. 97
5628 feet. ..Dec
Agnew-Lease-Garon
Oct
6014 feet
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Special Cast
7500 feet
Compson-Forrest
Mw.
5528 feet
Sept 15
Alvarado-Day
Oct.
.551
3 feet ...Mar. 31
Windsor-Howes
Dec
,5592 feet
Ford- Reynolds- Rand
May
.5645 feet... -Jan. 21
Tearle-Sebastian
SepL
5471 feet .. June 23
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
.5925 feet. , .May
5
Walker-Love
Mar.
.5540 feet
Chadwick-Fairbanks. Jr.-Kent. .May
.5544 feet ...Sept 8
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
.5524 feet,... Mar. 17
Windsor-Bowers
Nov.
Sept15
Special Cast
. .5584 feet
Wilson-Bums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
. .5892
1^5 feet
feet
Mason-Arlen
SepL
.6401 feet
Bushinan-Livlngston-ChadwIck.July
..6443 feet
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug.
. ,5996 feet... June 23
Revier-T. Moore
Dec
.5611 feet ., June 23
Mason-Collier- Walker
Feb.
..5464 feet.... June 2
Bennett-Herbert-Nye
Mar.
.5435
feet
Harlan-Chadwlck
Nov.
.6047feet ...Mar. 10
Graves-Dana
Jan.
.5357 feet. . .Mar. 17
Holt-Revter
OcL
6048 feet.
Borden-Boles
July
. Sept. 227
.5791 feet.. .Jan.
Holt-Revler
Nov.
,5752 feet..
Day-Livlngston-Von Elt2
June
.5508 feet..
.April 28
Mason-Glass
Ja.x
.5472 feet..
.Uvlngston-Baxter
Feb.

ComiDg
Title

Mar. 17
Feb. 4
Mar. 17

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

COLUMBIA
Title

Reviewed
Jan.
7
Mar. 17

Attractiont

Star
Length

Don Alvarado
M. Day-Forbes
Bert Lytell
Logan-von-EJtz
Falrbabks, Jr.-Ralston
Revier-VarconI
Kelth-Valll
Delaney-Borden
Holt-Revler-Graves
Jean Hersholt

Reviewed

,.ff192feet....SepL1S

EDUCATIONAL
Title
AMBear
All In Fun
All Set
Always e Gentleman
America's Pride
At It Again
Between Jobs
Blaiing Away.
Blondes Beware
Builders of Bridges
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea. The
Call Your Shots

Star
Curiosities
Jerry Mandy
Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
Lloyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketdi
Stone-Ruth
Hope Hampton
Al St John

Chilly Days
CIrcuB
Blues
Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Cenquerlng the Colorado

"Big Boy"Devore
Dorothy
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge

^ Means synchromzed score,

Rel.
April
Oct
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
May
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
Sept

Date
Length
29 . . . -1 reel
21 . . , .1 reel
15. . . 1 reel
5.. . -2 reels
1 reel
7. . .
13, .. ,2 reels
18, . . ,2 reels
22. . . ,2 reels
15. , , 2reels
26... .1 reel
18. . . ,1 reel
1. .. .2reela
15... .2 reels
.2 reels
Feb.
19 , ... . .2reel9
Mar. 25.
.2 reels
Oct 14, . . .2 reels
Oct
7. . .
.1
reel
July 8. . .

f Means sound effecU.

Reviewed
April 21
Oct 27
Feb.
4
Feb. 18
Oct
6
April 28
April 7
June 23
Mar 10
Dec
Sept
Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Oct
July

31
29
18
17
13
6
14

ntle
Cook, Papa, Cook
Count MeOut
Crown Me
Cutte
Dog Days— Sun and Bain
Dummies
Fall In
Fandango
FelU the Cat In Arab antics
Feltx the Cat in Astronomeows
Felix the Cat in Comical ami ties
Felix the Cat in Draqgln'lhe Dragon
Felix the Cat In Esklmotlve

Star
Murdock-HuHon
Bamey Helium
Wallace Lupino
Dorotfry Devore
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Larry Semon
Monty Collins
Lupino Lane
"SuMlvan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"

Rel.
SepL
Mar
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
July
April
Jan.
April

Date
9, , .
11
3
15,
29
1
1
6
13.
8
1
22
29,

F'e'ix the Cat in Futuritry
^^''^ '" In-and-Out-Laws
^^"* *^® ^^^ '" Japanlcky
Felix the Cal in Jungle Bungles
f^^"" '" ^hm Sweet Ohm
^^''"^ '" Outdoor Indore
^^I'" ^^ *-^' '" Po"y-tlcs
^^"* '" SurenLocked Homes
^^'i" "^^ *^^' '" '^^ '-^st Life
^^"* '^^ ^^' '" *^« ^^''V ^'"^
^^'''' '" "^^ Smoke Scream
Feline Frolics—
Tonquin
Valley
Fiqhtinq
Orphans—
Evening
Mist
Fisticuffs
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser, The
Glorious Adventure
Goofy Birds
Green-Eyed Love
Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please
High Strung
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea
His Maiden Voyage
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot Luck
How to Please the Public
Indiscreet Pete
Just Dandy
Just For Art
Kid Hayseed
Kitchen Talent
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children

"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sulrivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Bruce Outdoor
Outdoor Sketch
Sketch
Bruce
Lupino Lane
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Hodge-Podge
Charley Bowers
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
Wallace Lupino.
Stone-Dale
Lupino Lane
Collins-Hutton
Jerry Drew
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
George Davis
Monty.CoIlins
Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Bowers
"Big Boy"
Hodge Podge
Jerry Drew
Jerry Drew
Curiosities
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Jerry Drew
Davis-Collins
Lloyd Hamilton

June
May
Mar.
July
Feb.
June
Mar.
April
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Aug.
OcL
Sept
June
Oct
Aug.
April
July
Nov.
June
Aug.
Jan.
April
Feb.
Nov.
June
Julv
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May
Aug.
April
July
July
July

24,
27
4.
22
19,
10.
18.
15.
5
5.
8.
25.
19
28
9
24.
14,
12,
8.
29
4.
17
12
29.
22,
26
11.
17
1
2
11 .
11.
19
27.
5.
15.
8
29
22

Listen
sister The
. . .... V. ............ .. Lupino
. .'.'. . .
Lost Laugh,
Wallace Lane.
Lupino
Love's Springtime
Hope Hampton
Lucky Duck. The
Billy Dale
Making Whoopie
Goodwin-Bradley
Mother Birds
CurlosWes
Mysterious Night. A
Monty Collins.
Navy Beans
"Big Boy"
Never Too Late.
Wallace Lupino
New York's Sweetheart
Curiosities
Nicknames
Hodge-Podgs
No Fare
"BlflBoy*
Oh Mama
Miller-Hutton
Off Balance
Monty Collins
On the Move
Hodge-Podge
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Hodge-Podge
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
. Show. The
Hodge-Podge
Penny
Curiosities
Peep Postals
Pictorial Tidbits
Hedge-Podge
Pirates Beware
Lupino Lane
Polar Perils
Monty Collins
Pretty Baby
Monty Collins
Quiet Worker, The
Jerrv Drew
Racing Mad
Al St John
Rah Rah Rahl
Dorothy Devore
Recollections of a Rover
Hodge-Podge
Roaming Romeo
Lupino Lane
Rubbernecking
Curiosities
Running Ragged
Lewis Sargent
Sailor Boy
Monty Collins
Say Ah-h
Charley Bowers
Simple Sap, A
Larry Semon
Sky Ranger. The
Reed Howes.
Skywayman. The
Reed Hawes
Slippery Head
Johnny Arthur
Spring Has Came
Monty Collins
Stage Frights
George Davis.
Star Shots
HodgfrPodge
Sword Points
Lupino Lane
There It Is
Charley Bowers,
Thoughts While Fishing
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Three Tough Onions
Monty Collins
Thrills of the Sea
Our World Today
Troubles Galore
CoIllns-McCoy
Visitors Welcome
Johnny Arthur
Wandering Toy, The
Hodge-Podge
Wedded Blisters
Lupino Lane
Wedding Slips
Monty Collins
Whooilt
Charley Bowers
Who's Lyln7
Davls-Colllns
Wife Trouble
Robert Graves

§ Means voice (inclnding dialogne and incideTOal songs).

. . . Mar.
July 25.
15. . .
Feb. 12, .
Oct
7..
Oct 28, .
Mar. 4..
Feb. 12. .
May 27..
May
6..
Jan.
1. .
April 8..
April 8..
July
1,.
April 22..
Sept 9 .
Nov. 18. .
May 20, .
Aug. 12..
April 1 , .
June 10 ,
SepL 9 ,
Sept. 30. .
Feb. 26..
Nov. 4. ,
Jan.
8. .
June 3, ..
Jan, 8, .
July 29. .
Feb. 5..
Jen. 29. .
June 17. ,
Feb. 19..
Feb. 12..
Sept 23 , .
Nov. 18. .
AprI' 29. .
Mar. 25. .
Oct 21 , ,
Feb. 5. .
Feb. 12..
Jan.
1, .
June 17..
May 20. .
Sept 2.,
Aug. 26. .
Mar. 4. .
May
6. .
Aug. 26. ,
Jan.
1. .
April 1 . .
June 10,.
Sept 23..

Length
eel

eels

eel. ,

Reviewed
Sept 15
Mar.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Dec
Dec.

3
28
18
25
23
23

June 2
April 14

eel
eel

Feb.
Aug.
April
May
July
June

25
18
21
28
21
23

eel
eel

Mar.
Mar.
17
Sept 31
22
June 30
April
14
Sept 10
29
Mar.
May
S

eel

Feb.
Mar. 18
10

eels

Oct 27
.Aug.
Sent 84
June 2
Oct 27
July 28

eel.

Mar. 24

■eels
'eels

OcL
July
May
July
Mar.
Feb.
eels

27
14
28
14
314

OcL 27

Feb. 18

eels.

June

eels

June
23
SepL 17
29
Mar.
Mar. 10

9

eels
eel
eels
eels

Aug. 11
June 2
Aug. 4
June
30
Mar. 31

eels

July 14
14
July
June 24
23
Mar.
Mar. 17

eel
eels
■eel
eel
eel

Sept.
Feb.
Oct
Feb.
May
Feb.
April

15
18
13
4
12
11
28

April
June 21
23
Mar. 24
AprI) 14

■eel

eel
eel

May
5
Aug. 18
Mar.
June 17
23

eels
eel

Sept 15
Feb. 18

eels

Jan, 28
May 26

eels

Feb. 4
July 21

eel

Feb.

Oct

6

4
June 9
Fob. 18

Feb. 28
eels

Oct

6

eels
eel
■eel
eels

April 21
Mar, 17
Feb. 64
Oct

eels
eels

eel
'eels
■eel..

Dec
Jan.
June
May
Sept
Aug,
Mar.
May

eel
■eels
s

Aug.
Feb. 17
114
Mar.
May 26

I

A. T, after title means AU TtiUue.

Sept

31
7
9
12
29
104
28

8

November

10 . 1928

Title
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Nljhl Clouds
You'll Be Sorry

14S1

Star
Johnny Arthur
Bnice Outdoor Sketch
Charley Bowera

EXCELLENT

PICTURES

RbI. Date
Length
Jan. 22....2reel
July 15. .. .1 reel
May 20
2 reals

Reviewed
Feb. *
June 30
May 19

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Back to Uberty
Bit of Heaven. A
Bowpfy Cinderella. A
Broadway Madness
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic. Inc
Stronger Will, The
Women Who Dare

Star
Wateh-HatI
Lee-Washburn
O'Malley-Hulette
De La Motte-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschl-Blythe
Hulette-Rankln-Lease
Befford-MIIIer
Wlndsor-Keefe
Lease-Harris
Marmont-Carewe
Chadwick-Delaney

Coming
Title

Rel.

Date

Nov.
May
Nov.
Oct
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

15 , . .
15...
1...
1
10 ,.
15
.
15
.
27, ,.
20. ..
31 ,.
20 , . .
31 . . .

Length
5980 feet .
7000 feet .
6900 feet . Nov. 25
6300 feel..
6759 feet . Oct. Ifl
6700 feet
.6400 feet.
6000 feet
47000 feet.
feet ...Mar. 10
8600 teet.
6520 feet,.

Attractions

Star

Gilded Love
life's Crossroads

Length

Reviewed

Hulette-Hamllton

Title

F B O
Title
Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandits Son. The
Bantarn Cowboy. The
Battling Bucl<aroo. The
Beyond London's Lights
Boy Rider, The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of tlie Gauchos
Cherokee Kid, The
Chicago After Midnight
njCircus Kid. Tiie

Star
Lynn-Luden
Gallagher-Owyer
Tom Tyler..
. .
Steele-Sheridan
Buz Jarton
Tyler-Clair
Shumway-Elliott
Bun Barton
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costelio-Brown

Clancy's
Kosher Wedding
Coney Island

Sidney-Lease-Lynn
Wllson-Mendez

Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate. The
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
g°9 l-a«
Drlnin Sands
FauB of the Wild
Fighhng Rediiead. The
Flying U Ranch. The
f 'eckles
Gingham Girl, The
Harvester, The
Her Summer Hero
•tSHIt of the Show. The
Hook and Ladder No. 9
In a Moment of Temptation.
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hiiia
Uw of Fear, The
Legionnaires In ParIa
Lightning Speed
Utile Buckaroo. The
Uttle Mickey Grogan
Utile Yellow House, The
Loves of RIcardo, The
Man in the Rough, The
Molave Kid, The
•J! Perfect Crime. The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid, The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade, The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
l^anBtieleO
Singapore Mutiny, The
Sl<lnner's Big Idea
Slingshot Kid, The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swirt Shadow, The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage. The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Lewls-HIII-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks, Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson
Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
feet.
Bob Sleeie
feet.
Ranger-Kitchen
teet.
Buzz Barton
feet.
Tyler-Lane.
-Jan. 28
feet
Bosworth-Fox. Jr
feet.
WLson-Anhur
feet. . . Nov. 25
Klngston-Caidwell
. . Dec
30
feel. July
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
29 '27
feet. ...Aug. 4
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
feet. ..Dec 16
Ellis-Keefe-Hearn
5605 feet. -Nov.
Stevens-Keefe
..SepL18
.Nov. 114
Devorska-Lynn
OcL 18. . . 5186 feet.
6481
Valil-Caidweii
Nov. 6
4769 feet.
feet.
Ranger-Reld-Nelson
April 6. . . 5893 feet. ...Mar. 10
Cooke-Guard
Jan. 31
Aug.19'27
Bob Steele
OcL 21
4801 feet.
Buzz Barton
Mar. 11
.Mar. 3
6515
feetDarro-Ralston-Nye
Dec 27. . .
6429 feet
Sleeper-Caldwell
May 28. . . 5181
feet. ..April 21
George Beban
June 17 . . .
Steele-King
May 20 . . 4785 feet.
Sleeie-Glimore
SepL 25... 4924 teet.
.6331 feet . Aug. 11
Rich-Brook-McConnell
Aug. 19
. 4781 feetFeb. 11
Tyler-Thompson-Darro
April 22. . . 48S4feet. Aug.12'27
..Jan. 7
Barton-Trevor-Lee
April 29. . .
..Dec 16
Grange-Ralston
SepL 1 . . 5992 feet.
4977 feet.
Ranger (dog)
OcL
9
6419 feet.
Mlller-Byer
ApMM5... 4729 feet. !!Dec 23
Bob Steele
Feb. IB
.6059
feet.
Love-Forrest
July 15
Wllson-Hackathorne
OcL 14 ... .
Mlller-lnce
OcL 19...
6999 feet ..Aug.
5812fcet
OcL26'27
13
Ince-Taylor. . .
.OcL
7
5967 feet.... Mar. 17
Washbum-Sleeper-T
April
Barton-Morgan-Rlcerevor
Dec 24.
4 . .. .. 4486 feet
6037 feet. .SepL 29
Tom Mix
OcL
1
Feb. 18
feet.
Mliier-Shumway-Brooka
Dec 10. . . 6388
5493 feet
Logan-Gallagher
SepL 9 .
4897 reel..
Ranger (dog)
Dec 11 . . . 4884 feet..
Tom Tyler
Aug. 19. . . 4793 feel. .
Tyler-Darro
June 24
4758 feet..
Steele-Bonner
July 8 . .
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Feb. 16. . . . 6339 feet, .
4898 feet..
Tyler-Darro
Feb. 26
4805 feet .
Barton-Thompson
Jan. 22. . . .

Title
AHer the Squall
*" «"l<e
All Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman.
Arabian Rghts. The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Come Maal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosiliea. No. 2
Curiosities. No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio. The
Heavy Infants
Horsefeathers
JesalB'a James
IW!'' °'^'<
M ckey s Babl«
Mickey s Batlles

* Mean

Date
IS . .
13. . .
7
20. . .
12

Length Reviewed
. 6034 feet . Nov. 11
. 6886 feet.... Mar. 24
.

4893
4789
.5583
Mar. 18. . .
OcL 23. . . . 4858
April 1...
Aug. 26 . . 5487
SepL 16 . . . 4837
OcL 30 ... .
Mar. 4.... 6249
OcL
7. .. 6085
6701
SeoL17
Jan. 13 ..... 6390
6291
May 1 1 ... . 5621
Aug. 26... 5511
Jan. 15. . . 4754
Dec 25. . . . 5984
April 7 .. 6043
June 10
.
SepL 2. . . .
Jan. 1 . . . . 4770
.4804
Feb. 5. . .
4758
July 1
4924
SepL 4
Mar. 21 . . 6131
OcL
2.. 6301
7045
Nov. 23. . .
Feb. 12 . . . 5146
.6337
SepL 23. . . 5240
Nov. 13

feet
feet!!!!.'.'!!!!!
feet..
Feb. 26
feet..
.SepL 30
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feetfeet.
feet
feet
feet.
feet.
feel
feet-

..Mer. 3
..Mar. 17
, SepL 22
..Feb. 26
Aug. 26'27

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
Carr-Alexandef-Rosa
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
AlCooke
Kaii-Rosa-Alexander
Al Cooke
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Barney Helium
Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

tynchnmzed score,

Rel.
Dec
May
OcL
Nov.
Aug.

Rel. Date
Length
April 30. .. . 2 reels
April 9. . . . 2 reels
.2reel8
Feb. 6 . . .
2 reels
June 25
2 reels
SepL 16... .2 reels
April 2. . 2 reels
May 14 . . .
June 11 ... . 2 reels
SepL 26. . . .1 reel
r
OcL 10.. .11 reel
OcL 24. . .
reels
SepL 18. . . 22 reels
SepL 16. . . 2 reels
Mar. 12. . .
June 11... 2 reels
SepL 9. . . 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 14... 2 reels
Aug. 7 . . 2 reels
SeoL 30. . .

t Means soand effects.

Reviewed
Feb. 18

SepL 29
Sept 29
June 1S
SepL 29
OcL 20

e

Ret.

fWlckey Yule
Mickey Yule. . ,
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr-fioss- Alexander
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Al Cooke
Al Cooke ...
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
... ,
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Coming

FEATURES

SHORT

Star

Mickey's In Love
Mickey In School
Mlckey'9 Little Eva
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
Mickey's Parade
Mickey's Rivals
Mlckey'8 Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey the Delectlve
Mild Bui She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Hearse
Okmnx
Oul Oul Heidelberg
Panting Papas
Rah I, Rah I Rexle
Restless Bachelors
ulh is Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fallows
Social Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hats
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares 'Em

Length

-.2 reels
.2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
..2 reels
. .2reel8
. ,1 reel
- 2 reels

July
May
Oct
Oct.
April
OcL
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
Oct.
Jan.
July
Oct.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
Oct
Oct
Sept

. .2 reel

. .2 reels
. ,2 reels
. 2 reels
. .2 reels
. ,2 reels

FIRST
Title
Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage. The
Fagasa
Flnnegan's Ball
Free Lips
Masked Angel, The
Merry Wives of New York
Polly of the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girl

..2reel8
. 1 reel
,22 reels
reels

1 reel

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

Jan.

6

Feb.

3

Reviewf

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. IB. . . .8337 feet
Mar. 3
Dec 16
Nov. 11
.".Mar. 3
Nov. 26

Dec 23
Nov.
Nov,

M. Day-0. Moore-Lease
Conklin-Sieeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Dec. 2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jan, 13

4
4

Buzz Barton

SepL 16

Oct. I

Nov, 25
Feb. 10

DIVISION (S. R.)
Star
Kellh-Hughes-H. Costello
^ye-Wells-Rae
Garon-Keith
Keliy-Kelton-Wells
Landls-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Short-Robarda.
De La Motte-Bowera
James-Wells
Compson-Garon

NATIONAL

Rel.

% Means voice Cinclading dialogae and incidental songs).

Length Reviewed
5400 feet.... Mar. 10
6960 feet... Aug. 12
,5800 feet
5700feet
6200 feet... Dec
I
.5700 feel
6000 feet
6900
6700 feet..
feet..

.Sett 8

.6200feet..
(700 feet. .

Rel,
Date

Star
Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
Conklin-Hardy-White
Talmadgfr-AIvarado
Sills-Kenyon
Mulhaii-Nissen
Taimadge-Roiand
Maynard-Faire
Langdon-McConnell
Hlnes-Lorraliie^
Maynard-McConneii
Bronson-Francls-Waliing
Sills-Todd
Mackaiii-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner-Brook-Wiison
Maynard-iVlcConneli
Eilers-Burke-Kemo
Murray-Day-Kelsey
..Maynard-Faire
Moore-Lowe
Lake-Baian-White
SHIs-Kenyon
Murray-Kent-Young
Dove-Kem
Aster-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moore-Kent
HInes-Daw
Mackalll-Mulhall
Mackalll-Mulhail

Dale

Jan. 1...
SepL 1 . . .
June 5. . .
May 20. . .
SepL 15
Aug. 4...
June29...
Jan.
OcL 15...
SepL 1
July 5. . .
Nov. 1 —

FEATURES
Title

Feb. 28
11
July

. ,2 reels
. 2 reels
. 22 reels,
reels

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

FIRST
American Beauty
•tSBarker. The
Big Noise, The
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man, The
Camille
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Comoanionate Marriage
•Crash. The
Crystal Cup, The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick. The
Flying Rameos
French Dressing
Glorious Trail. The
•tGood-Bya Kiss, The
Gorilla, The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest. The
Head Man, The
Heart of a Follies Girl
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Her Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
LadyBeGood

Feb. 18

Attractions

Lyon-Sieeper-Moreno
Star
Bob Steele
AnnaQ. Niisson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valli-Caldwell-Darro
.Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-T ashman
Steele-Mendaz
Otmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Fairbanks, Jr.
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beeiy
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners in Love
*Ti Stepping High
Stolen Love
""t^Taxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Vagabond Cub, The
Voice of the Storm
Young Whirlwind, The

Sept 29

. .2 reels

Length

Title
Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond, The
•r^Biockade
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drifter, The
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ons, The
Freckled Rascal, The
Fury of the Wild
•tSGang War
Gun Law
Hardboiled
.
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age, The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw. The
Love in the Desert
One fvlan Dog, The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Reviewed

...2
. 2 reels
reels

June
Feb.
April
Sept
Mar.
Jan.

OcL
SepL
Mar.
OcL
Mar.
SepL
SepL
April
Feb.
April
July
OcL
OcL
OcL
OcL
SepL
Feb.
Jan.
OcL
July
Nov.
Nov.
June
April
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
Dec
Nov.
April
May

9.
30
25
23
11
2
4
22
12
15.
1
21 .
7
16 .
14,
25.
26
15.
28
8.
13.
6
24
29.
27.
8.
18.
22
12.
25.
20.
1.
6

Length

..6333 feet..
.71
37 feet,.
..7402
feet..
.6042 feet..
.6500 feet..
.6467 feet

Reviewed
OcL 21
July 7
May
Dec 12
16
April 23

.8730 feet
foot...MayMay
19
.8692
6, '27
..5744feet
.6365 feel ...April 21
. .5600 feet
.6227 feet
.6225 feet
.6386 feet... Nov.
. .6037 feet
..6802 feet
Sept
.6172 feet... April
.6344 feet
.5886 feet
.7989 feet
..7133feet
Dec
..6288
feet. ...Mar.
..7l00feet

25
30
14

2
10

..7541 feet
..7426 feet... July 7
.6502 feet
..5957 feet.,.. Mar. 17
.6071 feet. ...SepLIO
,.5400 feet
..6118feet....Feb. 11
May 26
..6524 feet..
.6592
,6608 feet..
feet
June 2
AprtI 14

A. T. after title means AU TmUtie.

Motion

1482
Title
Life of Rdey. Tne
•t§LllacTlme
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come...
Love Mart. The
Mad Hour. The
Man Crazy
•tNlqhl Watch. The
Noose. The
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out of the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid, The
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Red Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West
Sailors' Wives
Shepherd of the Hills
•IS'iow Girl .
Smile, Brother, Smile
Strange Case of Capt Ramper
Texas Steer. A
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider. The
VaMey of the Giants
Vamptng Venus
Wagon Show. The
*|Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
'tWhip.The
Whip Woman, The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily, The

Star
Sidney- Murray
Mcore-Cooper
Barthelme8),-0"Day
Dove-Roland
O'Neill-Kent
Mackaill-Mulhall
Dove-Reed
Barthelmess- Joyce
Astor-Hughes
Moorft-Gray
Barthel mess-Nixon
Barthelmes ay
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Maynard-Drew
Astor-Roland
Astor-Hughes
Francis-O'Day
White-Oelaney
Mackaill-Mulhall
German Cast
Rogers-Faienda
Astor-Hughes
Maynard-Douglas
Sills-Kenyon
Murrav-Tndrt-Fazenda
Maynard-Faire
Macknill-Mulhall
Barthelmess-Basquette
Mackaili-r'ils'son-Foroes
Taylor-Moreno
Hinos-Lorraine
Dove-Brook

Coming
Title
•fAdoratlon
Cheyenne
•t§ChiIdrenof theRitz
Comedy of Life The
•■fir)ivineLady
nHaunted House. The
ngHot Stuff
*t5Man of the Moment, The
•fOutcast
Phantom City, The
"Ritzy Rosie
*t5 Saturday's Children
•tScarlet Seas
*t5Seven Footprints to Satan
•t§Squall, The
•tS Stranded in Paradise
n§>vnthetlr Sin
Ware Case, The
^§Weary River
Wells-Fargo Express The

Attractions

Star
Billie Dove
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaill-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
Griffith- Varconi
Kent-Todd
Alice White
Billie Dove
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gllbert
White-Mulhall.
Corinne Griffith
Barthelmcss-Compson

Rel.

Date

Length

FOX

Nov.

FILMS

FEATURES
Title
•JAlr Circus. The
Arliona Wildcat The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side, West Side
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Fazll
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
Girl In Every Port, A
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl. The
Ladles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
•t [Making the Grade
M e, Gangster
'Moltier rviachree
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post The
Pajamas
Plastered in Paris
Play Girl. The
Publicity Madness
•Red Dance, The
River Pirate. The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-issue)
Sharpshooters
Silk Leas
Silver Valley
Soft Living
Square Crooks
•fSStreet Angel, The
'Sunrise
Thief In the Dark, The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girt
Wizard. The....
Wolf Fangs
Womanwise

star
Carrol-Lake-Rol'Ina
Mix-Sebastian
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterllng-Carroll-Stone
Borden-Moreno
Rex Bell
Mix- Joyce
Moran-Hamllton
Lowe-Astor
G ran- Astor- Moore
O'Brien-Valll
Valll-Russell
Boel)e-Burke
Farrel I- NIssen-BuBCh
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hall-Bushman
Del Rio-Pldgeon
Cohen-McNamara
McLagI en- Armstrong
Rex Bell
McLaglen-Collyer-Kent
MIx-Llncoln
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
MIx-BIane
Borden-Hamilton
Valll-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del RIo-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bennett-McLaoIen
Stuart-Phlpps
Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del Rio-Farrell-Revler
McLaglen-Moran
Barry more- Alba
Gaynor-Farrell
John Gilbert
O'Brlen-Moran
Bellamy-Hall
MIx-Dwan.
Bellamy>Brown
Brown-Armstrong-Dwan
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Marjorie Beebe
Madge Bellamy
Cohen- McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Rollens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder- Morton- Lincoln
Russell-Collyer-Pldgeon

* Meant iynchrotiized $core.

Length
Rel. Diate
7702 feet.
Sept 30 ,-.
,
...
4665
feet .
Nov. 20,
...4777 feet
Sept 25. .4556 feet
Nov. 13
Jan. 8.. .. 4612 feet
June 17 . . 6417 feet.
Dec 25. . ...5430 feet .
July 15, . . 4293 feet..
.4987 feet..
Jan. 15
. 5706 feet.
June 3
Mar. 18 .. 6566 feet .
Oct 14,
...81 54 feet.
Oct
9,
5109 feet
Aprll29.
July
8, ...7217 feet
SeptlO.
4939fBBt
June 24 i... 9412feei
Sept 2
.5038 feet..
Jan.
1,. ....6524
feet
Sept 25
Feb. 26, . . 6500 feet .
-.
4404
feet
Aug. 12
1. . 6518 feel
May 13
May 13 . 4618feet
Oct 16,1... 6498teet
i... 6188feet,.
May
6
Mar. 11 ....4397 feet .
Sept 18,:. .6162 feet..
Nov. 20. ...5599 feet..
April 8,.-- 5792feet.Sept 4 ....8538 feet..

Reviewed
. IVIar.
Sept. 248
fVlar 3
. Mar. 3

. July 21
Jan 21
. June 9
Mar. 17
. Nov. 4
May 12
. June

9

. Sept. 8
Feb. 18
Jan. 14
SepL 23
Mar. 3
. May 19
May
.Nov.
. May
. Mar.
. . SepL
. Dec
April
.OcL

19
11
26
24
23
23
21
7

Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight fhe
Corpus Christ!
Diplomats, The
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M
Interview. The
Ladies* Man. The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get Me
Treasurer's Report The
Family Picnic. The
George Bernard Shaw
Serenade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool, The

Re>.
Jan.
April
Aug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Fob.
Dec
Nov.
Sept
April
April
Feb.
Aug.
April
Sept
Oct
Dec
April
SepL
Mar.
Mar.

N ezvs

Dal
Length
Reviewed
1 reel
May 26
1 reel
2 reels
,
.1 reel
9 . , 2reels
June 23
2 reels.
24
, 1 reel
8
19 ,
28.. .1 t
2 reels
Aug. 11
5.
2 reels ,. . May 19
13
11 .
Feb. 4
22 , 1 reel
2 reels
Aug. 4
19
2 reels
July 21
22
2 reels
, . , Mar. 24
15
1.. 22 reels
reels May 26
27
1 reel
Jan. 21
5
2 reels
Mar. 1?
29
10
2 reels
2
reels
May 19
25.
1 reel
Aug. 11
5
1 reel
22
2reel3
Mar. 17
26
2
reels
Jan.
14
18
1 reel
25
2, .1 reel
May 2B
8 , .2 reels
1.. ,11 reel
reel
July 28
,1 reel
19
1 reel
19
1 reel
29
1 reel
30
1 reel
14
. 1 reel
23
,2 reels
22
1 reel
16,
.2 reels
11 .
.1 reel
4.
15.,

Attractions

Star
Farrel I- Duncan
Mcl_a glen-Col Iyer
O'Bripn-Woran
Baxter-O'Brlen-AIba
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe- ^ci-dglon
Astor-Bard
Macdon a Id-Gay nor- Morton
Moran-O'Rrien
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Collyer
Barrymore-Alha
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser
Farrel l-Duncan
Rollens-Drexel
. ,
Macdonaid-Drexel
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE

.Jan.
June 14
23

Oct
7 1..".
.....
Oct
8<.... 6863 feet
. Mar. 17
Oct 22
'. . 6679feet. . June 16
May 27
Aug. 5 . 5034 feet . Aua. 11
]
,
.
5071
feet
June 10
... 4952 feet..
June 23
July
11... 5876 feet . . Dec
2
Oct 23
.'.Oc 29■■■
. SepL
.
5641
f
eet
.
Sept 23 1... 5200 feet..
April 22
April 28
Oct
21 - 5893 feet..
Feb. 30
11
. 9250 feet . June
Dec
21...
6937 feet
SepL 22
Aug. 26,i... 4991 feel.
4
July 151... 8500 feel J ..Aug.
Oct 30 '....5467 feet..
Nov. 27 i. .5573 feel.. une10,'27
Jan. 28
Jan. 15 1... .5446 feet
Doc 18 1... 5011 feet,.
OcL 14
Oct
2
Mar. 3
Feb. 5i... 5629feot..
Mar. 41 ...5397leet . Mar.
July 31
28
!.. 9221 feet
Aug. 191... 87 29 feet.
OcL 14
Nov. 4
. 6937 feet . . May 26
May 201.....6293feel..
. OcL
7
Sept 11
Oct 29
1... 5620 feet.. .Dec 16
Nov. 6
i....6112feet..
..April
14
Mar. 25
June 101... 4921 feet .
i... 5337 feet..
Oct
6
SeptlO I....6629feel..
Dec 11' ...5331 feet
Dec 16
Nov. 27
Jan. 8).... 6050 feet
Mar. IP

'[ Mean» tonnd effect$,

Title
Backwash
Baggage Sma^er. The
Blindfnld
*t§Caballero's Way. The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-Lyed World. The
Fatal Wedding. The
*Four Devils. The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
'tLost In the Arctic.
n§Mother Knows Best
Nayoleon's Barber
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep.
Riley the Cop
Woman, The

SUBJECTS

Variety.
Star
Variety
Anim-il Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety,.
Variety
Leon Ramon
.
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuart
T. Brooks-T.Hill
P. Cunning-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Lincoln-Clayton-Bletcher
Variety
Variety
Rollens-EIIls
MarjorJe Beebe
Variety ,
Variety
Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied
Variety
Varied
Varied
VarleN...
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-l_ Miller
Variety

Coming

Nov. 11

,
Sitts-Mackalll
Colleen Moore
Special Cast
Richard Barthelmess
Ken MayriarJ

SHORT

Re vlew«d

Sept. 18 , 6720 reet ...Sept. 16
».,,„
Nov. 8 , , .8967 feet
. Mar. 24
America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
April 8 ., 7700 reet
May I6l
Dec 18
7388 feel
Bear Knees
Mar. 4 . .6625 feet. .. April 21
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Nov. 27 , , 5542 feet . . Dec. 3C
Cow's Husband, A
SepL 9..
6612feet
OcL 13
Daisies Won't ''ell
Jan. 29
7129 feet
Jan.
7
DeserlBlnoms, The
Oct 30
6431 feet
. Mar. 17
Drifting Through Gascony
Aug. 26
. 6100 feet
Seot. 1
Elflohant's Flhows, The
Aug. 19
6100 feet . Aug. 25
Follow the Leader
Jan. , 11414 feet Aug. 26. '27
Glories of the Evening
Jan.
8 , 7694 feet
Dec. 23
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Sept 4 . 6210feet
Dec. 9
Her Moliier's Back
Oct
2
6477 feet
Oct
7
His Favorite Wife
Jan. 22 ,. ,5485 feet
, Mar. 1C
Hold Your Hat
Jan.
1 .8188 feet
Feb. 25
Hot House Hazel
Sept23 ., 6133feet
Jack anti Jilted
Sept 11 .. 6548 feet . Sept 9
Jungles )f the Amazon
July 29... 7534 feet
June 9
Kiss
Do;tor. The
Dec
4 . 7419feet ...Nov.lB
Knighl of Daze, A
June 10
5834feet
Lady Linn
, ,
June 3
5731 feet
May 1"
Lofty Andes. The
Dec 11... 6336 feet
Lords of the Back Fence
May 13
6021 feet
Love Is Blonde
Feb. 19 .. 6212 feet. ,. June 2
Low Necker. The
Sept 16..
£976feet
.
Monument Valley
June 17 . . ,6895 feet
July
7
Neapolitan Days
SeptSO... ffiJ feet. . Ser'- 22
Old Wives Who Knew
Feb. 5
5087 feet , . Mar. 24
On a S'.uth Sea Shore
Aug. 5... 630P feet
. Sept 22
Oregon Trait. The
May 20 ,, ,7187 feet
. May 26
Ship Aiioyl
Snowbound
Soanlsli Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Length
Reviewed
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
10015 feet
Vintage, the
Nov. 4

Picture

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18. .
Dec 23.

11700 feet

Oct 18

Dec 30
Dec
9
5474 feet. ...Aug. 18
Oct 28. . . .10.100 feet . . Sept 22
Nov. 11
Jan. 6, *29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raauel Meller
Ciarke-McCuiiough
Winnie Ligntner
Raymond McKee

Rel.

Date

L ength

Reviewed
Sept

8

Sept 8
2 reels
2 reels

Clarke-McCullough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

2 reels
2 reels
2 reals
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKeo
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwill

June 30
June 30
Sept 8
Sept; 8

GOTHAM

FEATURES

Title
Bare Knees
Blondes By Choice
Cheer Leader, The
Chorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio. The,
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
San Francisco Nights
Turn Back the Hours
United States Smith

Star
Ret
Date
Length
Reviewed
Cortiln-Ktlth
Feb. 1 . . , , 5800 feet, , . .Jan. 28
Claire Windsor
Oct
1.,
6987feet
,
Graves-Olmstead
Nov. 1... 6000 feet
. Mar. 10
Faire-Washburn
April 1..
6200 feet
. April 14
Myers-Pldgeon
Sept 1..
6990 feet
Mrs. W. Reid-Howes-Boery. . . .May
1.., 6432 feet ...May 12
Bushman-Olmstead
Aug. 12
. 62flP f eet
. Aug. 11
Logan-L. Barrymore
Aug. 26. . 6800 feet
. Aug. 11
Marmont-Busch
Jan.
1.., 7000 feet .. Dec 31
Loy-Pldgeon
Mw.
1 .. 6600 feet
. Mar. 17
Coining
Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan
June
I .6000 feet,
June 18

Attraction!
Title

Ret

Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade, The
•EGlrl From Argentine, The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Dale

Length

Reviewed

George Jessel
Star
Falrbanks-Calhoun.
.
Carmei Meyers
Livingston- Herbert. .
Falrbanks-Sedgwick.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress, The
Adventurer. The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine

Star
Novarro-Crawford
Shearer- Forbes-O. Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
GIsb-Kerry
Artftur-Dane

% Meant voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

Length
Rel.
April
April
July
Sept
Jan.

Date
7
28
14
17
21

6806 feet
4167 feet
feet
6998

May <
Reviewed
July 14

61
39 feet
..Jan.
14
8730
feet May
27 *27

A. T. after tide meams AH Talkk.

iV 0 V c inb cr

10 ,

>|||p

Star

RbI.

Date

t.pngth

Reviews

Baau Broadway
Cody-Pringle
Sept 29... 6037 feet
Aug. 4
Becky
O'Nelll-O. Moore
Nov. 12
, 6433 feet
•^Bellamy Trial. The
Joy-Bronson
Sept. 22
Ben Huf
Novarro-McAvoy
Oct
8, , .11693 feet Jan. 16, 26'
Beyond th* S erras
Tim McCoy.
Sept. 15 . , .
6B38reet Mar. 31
BIflCity The
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Feb. 18.
Bid Parade. The
Gllbert-Adoree
Sept 10
11519
feet Nov.Nov.
28 "25
5902 feet
25
Bod> and Sool
L Ba rry more- Pr'ngle- Kerry
Oct
1 , ,.6344
feel
June 2
Bringing Up Fattier
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran. . . ,Mar. 17.
*tBrolherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Oct 12.
.6u50feet..
Buttons
Coogan-L. Hanson
Dea 24.
Mar. 31
Cameraman. The
Keaton-Day
Sept. 29
Sept 15
Cardboard Lover, The
Davies-Aslher
Aug. 25
Sept. 8
5679 feel
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
May 19
Junpl e
Circus Rookies
Dane-Arthur
Mar. 31
66t>l feet . May 19
8601 feet
June 3Q
Cossacks. The
Gllbert-Adoree
June 23
feel' Feb. 25
Crowd. The
Boarrfman-Murray
Mar. 3
71 08feel..
y8538
5838
feet
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
June 9
Dfamnnd Handcuffs
.Boardman-Gray-Nagel
May
5 . 670rfeet.. Jan.
Sept. 21
15
7300 feet .
Divine Woman The
Garbo-Hanson
Jan. 14
Enemy. The
GIsh-Forbes
Feb. 18 .8189 feet
. 7ir2feet
Dec
31
Sept 29
tExcess Baggage
.Haines-Cortez
Sept 8
Nov. 4
Fair Co-Ed
Davles-Brnwn
Oct. 15 . 6408 feet
July 28
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
June 16 . 5011 feet.
465H feel
Foreign Devils
McCoy-Wlndsof
Sent 3
April 28
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Aug. 11 . 6620 feet . Aug. 25
Garden o( Altah
Terry-Pelrovlch
Nov. 6. .8200 feet
6646 leet
Sept 16
In Old Kentucky
H. Costello-Murray
Oct 29.
7743
Latest from Parts. The
Shearer- Forbes
Feb.
4
7743 feet
feet
. Mar. 3
.7045
feet —, June
Laugh, Clown. Laugh
Chaney-Voung-Aather
April 14
7045 feet
2
5393
feet
Law of the Range
McCoy-Crawford
Jan. 21.
5687 feet
Dec 23
London After Midnight
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Dec. 3
Dec 16
Love
Garbo-Gllbert
Jan.
2
7365 feet
5950 feet. .
Lovelorn, The
O'Nelll-Kent-0'Day
Dec. 17. . 5441f eel. . Dec 30
Madamoi=;eltefrom Armentleres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Juno 2.
June 2
Man, Woman and Sin
Gilbert- Eagles
Nov. 19. ..6280 feet..
Masks nf the Devil
John Gllliert
Oct
Mysterious Lady. The
Garbo-Nagel
Aug. 4
7652 feet
Aug. 11
Naool"on
Special Cast
Oct
*tOur Dancing Daughtws
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
Sept 8
Oct 13
Fatsy. The
"
"
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar. 10
7289 feet.
Quality Street
Davles-Nagel
Dec 31 , . . 7193 feet . . Nov. 18
Rld6r«iof the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
April 21 . 5014 feet
Road to Romance. The
Novarro-M. Day
Sept 24
6544 feet . Jan. 21
Rose-Marie
Crawford- Murrav- Peters
Feb. 11 — 7745 feet. .
.Feb. 18
Shadows in the Night
Flash-Grey-Lorrafne
Oct 26
5448 feet..
*tShow People
Davies-Haines
Oct
9
Skirts
Chapiin-Balfour
May 12, ., 5801 feet ,
Smart Set. The
Haines- Holt- A. Day
Feb. 25... 6476 feet..
Mar. 10
Spoilers o( the West
McCoy-Daw
Dec 10. . . 47B4 feet
Mar. 24
Spring Fever
Haines-Crawrord
Oct 22
6705 feet . Oct 28
Oct
7
Student Prince. The
Novarro-Shearer
Jan. 30
9435 feet .
Tea tor Three
Cody-Prlngle-O. Moore
Dec. 10, ,. 6273 feet. ,
Nov. 11
Telling the World
Halnes-Page
June 30
.7184 feet
July 21
Thirteenth Hour. The
L Barrymore-Gadsdon
Nov. 26. ...5252 feet
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
Mar. 24 , , 5901 feet
May 19
Jan.
We<!t °nlnl
Haines-Crawford
Jan.
7... 8134 feet.
tWfiile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
Sept 15
Oct 27
*t& White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
July
7
7968 feet
Aug. 18
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prtngle
Jan. 28
5011 feet
•tWoman of Affairs, A
Giibert-Garbo
Oct 19
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian
Mar. 24
4435 feet

SHORT
mie

SUBJECTS

star

Ac'ilng Youth
Afi :an Adventure, An
Aiijh 'L Allah
AN For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
AncJenl Art. An
Assorted Babies

Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Rel.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

Date
17
27,
16,
21,
27.
10.
2
5

Barnum
and Rlngllng, Im
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Booster, The
Boy Friend. The
Call of the Cuckoo
CametheDawn
Children of the Sun

"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
.Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities

April
Sept
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
Feb.

7.
15
31 .
24,
10.
15,
3.
11 .

Cleopah-a
Revier-Eliis
July
7,
Crazy House
"Our Gang"
June 2.
Czarina's Secret, The
Baclanova-Mlr-Rand
Mar. 17
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Roach Stars
Oct 13,
Dumb Daddies.
Max Davidson
Feb. 4 ,
Dying Jungle
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 2.
Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18.
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6,
Edison. Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10.
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12,
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
ftlay 5.
Familv Group. The
Charley Chase
Feb. 18,
Feed "Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec. 8
Fight Pest The
Charley Chase
May 12,
Finhhing Touch, The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25.
Forty Thousand MiieswIthLlndberghAviation Film
Mar. 4
From Souptf) Nuts...
Laurel-Hardy
..Mar. 24.
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19,
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept 22,
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec. 1
Happy Omen. A
Ufa Oddities
July 14
Heart of General Robert E, Lee. The.. Daw- Walling
Sept 22
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept 1
*ls Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sepi.29.
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30,
Jungle Round-Uo, A
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 28.
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec
8,
Lady of Victories. The
A.Ayres-0. Matlesen-G. trvlng. .Jan. 21,
Leave
"Em
Laughing
Laurel-Hardy
Jan.
28.
Limousine Love
Charley Chase
April 14,
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 10
Monarchof the Glen, The
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 24
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1
Murder
Ufa Oddities
Sept 29
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan. 5.
Natures Wizardry
Ufa Oddities
July 28
01' Gray Hoss.The
•01' Gray Hoss.The
Palace oi Honey. The
Pass the Gravy
Perfume and Nicotine
Pets and Pests
Primitive Housekeeping
Rainy
Sacred Days
Baboon, The

"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddiues
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities

' Meant tynchronized score,

1483

ReL

19 38

Oct
Oct
June
Jan.
Jan,
Jan.
April
Feb.
Sept

20.
20
16.
7.
14,
28.
21.
11.
1

t tUeaiu toand effects.

Length
2reels
I reel
. 1 reel. .
. .2 reels
.2 reels.
,1 reel
. .1 reel
. 1 reel
2reela
. ,1 reel
.2reels
, ,2 reels
,2 reels
,2 reels
. 2 reels
, .1 reel
. 2 reels
, , 2 reels
, 2 reels
,2 reels
,2 reels
Ir
. , 1 reel
, 2 reels
. 2 reels
. 2reels
. -2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
- 2 reels

3 reels

, ,2 reels
1 reel
, 2reets

Reviewed

..Jan. 14

April 21
April 21

May 26
Feb. 2S
July 28
April 7
May 12
Feb. 18
May 26
April 7
April 21

2 reels

1 reel
2reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
, .1 reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
. I reel
.
,
.

July 26
Oct

S

Feb. 25
Mar. 3
April 21
Jan. 21

. 1 reel
.Ir
1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
. .Ireei
,2 reels
,1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel

July
Oct
May
Jan.

28
13
26
14

Mar.

3

Feb. 25

Sanctuary
Savage Customs
"School Boozehounds
Begins
Secret
Secrets ol the Sea
Should Women Drive?
Should IVIufied Men Go Homo?
Sleeping Death ,
Spook-Spoofing
Shanking Age, The
Strange Prayers
. ..
Tell tllo the Judge, . .
That Night
Their Purole MnmenI
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen, The
UphillandDown
We Draw Down
Wirked K3'=:lmlr. The
WlvesforSale
World's Playgrounds
Your Darn Toolln*

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa
Ufa Oddities
Man Davidson
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
huach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
'■> Oddiiies
Laurel-Hardy
Stanley-Dwan-Mannlng
UfaOddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
UfaOddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Coining
Title

Reviewed
Date
Length
, July 21
5 - ,1 reel
Ir
24
2 reels
Sept 29
17
1 reel
16
1 reel
. . . Mar. 3
25
2reels
May 19
26
2 reels
,
July 28
15
1 reel
3D
.2reel8
Jan. 14
2 reels
15
1 reel.
22
2 reels
28
15 , 2reels
2 reels
May 26
19
1 reel
May 28
2.
2 reels
3
2 reels
May 19
12
19 . 1 reel
reels
29 , 12 reel
7
27. ,. 11 reel
reel

Oct. 13.
April 21 .

2 reels

May 12

Attractions

Star

Length

SAIias Jimmy Valentine
*t8aby Cyclone. The
SBaiiyhoo
'§Broadway Melody
Bushranger, The
Deadline The
tOevil's Mask, The
Dream of Love
•tFlying Ensign, The
•§Hallelujah
He Learned About Women

HaineE-Hyams-Barrymore
Cody-Pringle
Norma Siearer
Page-Love-King
McCoy- Douglas
Flaah-Lorraine-Gray
John nilhert
Crawford-Asther
Ramon Novarro
Colored Cast
Haines-Page-Percy
.

Honeymoon
. .
Humming Wires
jLittle Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
§Man's Man, A
Masked Stranger. The
Mysterious island. The
•§NizeBaby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies
Souix Blood
Thirst
•tTlde of Empire
•tTraii ot '9R. The
•t§Trial of Mary Dugan, The
West if Zanzibar
, ,
•tWInd. The

FlashMoran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes- Daly-Barry more
Gordon-Hoitz-Waldridge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Special Cast
McCnv-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Del Rio-Forbes

Reviewed

.5530 feet..

Nov. 30
'
Nov.

2

.
„

:

Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore
Glsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title
Casino Gardens
Fuzzy Kmgnt
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marlon Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-IV) Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and Capltollans

May
Nov.
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Sept
June
.Jan.
Dec
Dec
April
Sept
May
June
Nov.
May
Jan.
Dec.
April
Oct

IllOOfeel. .. .Mar. 24
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

ReL
Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
Oct.
..Oct
Sept
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
Oct

Date
27
27
17
17
20
10
3
29
13
3
8
6
29
13
3
13
20
20
10
29
27
10
8

Length
2 reels

Reviewed

2 reels

OcL 13

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Adventure Mad
Asther-H all -Davis
Mar. 31. . 5897 feet
Barbed Wire
Negrl-Brook
SeptlO... 6591 feet
Beau Sabreur
Brent-Cooper
Jan.
7 , 6536 feet
Jan. 28
•^Beggars of Life
Beery-Arien-Brooks
Sept 15, . . 7560 feel. . . Sept 29
Big Killing. The.
Beery-Hatton
Mav 19, , . 5930 feet
July
7
Chang
Jungle Film
Sept 3, . 6536 feet May 13 '27
City Gone WHd. The
Melghan-Brooks
Nov. 12, . 5408 feet
Mar. 3
'Docks of New York, The
Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova . Oct 20, . 72r2feet.
, Sept 22
Doomsday
Vidor-Cooper
Feb. 18, . 5665 feet
April 7
Drag Net The
Bancroft- Brent
May 26. . 7866 feet
June 9
Easy Come. Easy Go
Dlx-Carroll
April 21 . . . 5364 feet
. May 12
•Fleet's In, The
Bow-Hali
Oct 13... 69l8feBt
. Sent 1
Feel My Pulse
Daniels-Arien
Feb. 25. , . 5808 feet
Mar. 3
Figures Don't Lie
Ralston-Arien
OcL
8... 5280feet
Mar. 3
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The
Danlets-Hail
May 12. , 6402 leet
May 26
First Kiss. The
Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25
. 6134 feet
Aug. 25
Fools for Luck
Fields-Conklln
May
7
5852 feet
June 23
Forgotten Faces
Brian-Brook
Aug. II
76'IOfeet, , Aug. 11
Gay Defender, The
Dlx-Todd
Dec 10
6376 feet
Dec 31
Gentleman of Paris, A
Menlou-O'Hara
Oct 15
5927feet
OcL 14
Genliemen Prefer Blondes....
Tayior-Sterling-Whlte
Jan. 28. . . 6871 feet.., Jan. 21
Get Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Dec. 10
5998 feet
Haifa Bride
Ralston-Arien
June 16
6238 feet
His Tiger Lady
Menjou-Brent
June 9
5038feet
June 2
Honeymoon Hate
Vidor-Carmanatl
Dec
3. , , 5415 feet. . . .Feb. 11
Hot News
Daniels-Hamilton
July 14. . . 6528feet. . . July 28
JesseJames
Tbomson-une
...Oct 22..
8656f6et.,. Oct 28
Just Married
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18
6039 feet
Aug. 18
Ladies of the Mob
Bow-Arien
June 30, . 6792 feet. ,
-Dec. 30
Lasl Command, The
Jannlngs-Brenl
Jan. 21
8234 feet. .. .Jan. 211
Last Waltz. The
Frltsch-Vernon
Nov. 26, .. 6940 feet. — Aug.
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper-Wray
Mar. 10
741 5 feet. , . Mar.
. Feb. ?t
LoveandLearn
Raiston-C handler
Jan. 14
5737feet
4
•Loves of An Actress. The
Negri- Asther
Aug. 18, , . 7434reet,
Loves of an Actress (silent version^ .Neg^^Ast^er
Aug. 18, . . 71 59 feet
Magnificent Flirt, The
Florence VIdor
June 2
4998 feet.

§ Means voice (inclnd'mt dialogue and inciieiUal songs).

A. T. after title menu

AU Talkit.
24

1484

Motion

Title
Mating i-aii.
Call. The
i»iaung
ifiB
•Moranof
Marines
Model
fromtheMontmartre
Nevada
Night of Mystery. A
Now We're In the Air
Old Ironsides
One Woman to Another
Open Range
Partners In Crime
•Patriot, The
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout, The
Racket, The
Red Hair
Rough Riders, The
♦Sawdust Paradise, The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade
Shanghai Bound
She's a Sheik
Shootln" Irons
Show Down, The
Something Always Happens
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight The
Stark Love
Street of Sin. The
Sunset Legion. The
Swim, Girl. Swim
Take Me Home
Tell It to Sweeney
Three Sinners
Tillie's Punctured Romance
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonto Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer, Ttie
•§Varslty
•Warming Up
Water Hole. The
Way of All Flesh
♦Wedding March. The
We're All Gamblers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

-

star
Metghan-Brcnt-Adoree
meiyndM-Dicm-nuwiew

July 21
juiy ii

DIx-Elder
Naldl-Petrovltch
Cooper-Todd
Menjou-Brent
Beery-Hatton
Ratston-Farrelt- Beery
Vldor-Von Eltz
Chandlor-Bronson
Beery-HaHon-Brlan
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Special Cast
Thomson-Lane
Meighan-Prevost
Bow-Chandler
N. Beery-Bancroft
Ralston-Howes
Negrl-Th-'mson
Meniou-Carver-Basguette
Dlx-Brlan
Danlels-Arlen
Luden-Slane
Bancroft-Brent
Ralston-Hamllton
Lloyd-Chrlstie
DIx-Olmstead
Ralston-Hamilton
Special Cast
Jannlngs-Wray
Thomson-Murphy
Daniels-Hall
Daniels-Hamilton
Conkiln-Bancroft
Negrl-Baxter
Flelds-Conklln
Gonklln-Fields
Arlen-Brlan
Bancroft-Brent-Brook
Holl-BIane
Rogers-Brian
Richard Dlx
Holt-Carroll
Janninqs-Bennett-Haver
Von Stroheln-Wray
Melghan-Millner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers
Negri-E. Hanson

Oct
27
%^^^^
Sept 10 .
April 7 .
Oct. 22..
Mar. 3. .
Sept 24 .
Nov. 5 . .
Mar. 17..
Sept 1 , .
Jan. 28. .
Jan. 21..
June 30. .
Mar. 10..
Oct.
1..
Aug. 25. ,
Feb. 4..
Dec 24. ,
Oct 15..
Nov. 12. .
Oct
8..
Feb. 25 . .
Mar. 24 ,
April 7..
Feb. 11..
Nov. 19..
Sept 17..
May 26. .
April 21 . ,
Sept 17. .
OcL 20..
Sept 24, .
April 14,.
Mar. 3. .
Dec 17. .
Feb. 4..
Oct 29,.
June 23. .
Sept 29...
Aug. 4
Aug. 25
Oct
1 .,
Oct
6..
Sept 3..
Jan. 7..
Sept
Oct 29..

SHORT
Title
Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Behind the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Cuties (Christie)
Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)
Face Value
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob. A (Christie)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Home Giri, The
Horse Shy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Just the Type (Christie)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko'sBawth
Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko KleansUp
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko*s Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko"s Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ko's Smoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
Long Count, The
Long Hose (Christie)
Loose Change (Christie)
Love's Voung Scream (Christie)
Love Shy (Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling
Oriental Hugs (Christie)
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Phantom Nail, The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).,
Pig Styles
Prancing Prune
§Pu9her In the Face, The
hain Dropper, fhe
Save the Pieces (Christie)
Say Uncle (Christie)
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food (Christie)
Sea Sword
Shadow Theory
Show Vote
•iSldewalks of New York
*Skatlng Home (Christie)

Length
,6325 feet
t«<:oreei.

.6258 feet ...Oct 28
5741 feet . . April 21
.5798 feet . Dec. 23
.7910fe6t,Dec.
18'26
4551 feet -..Sept
30
5599 feet
Mar. 5
May
.6600 feet
,9819 feet,,
Aug.
18
Jan. 2t
,5582 feet.
.6118 feet . Mar. 10
July 14
.7646 feet
Mar. 31
.6331 feet.
. 5928 feet ...
.9443feet.
AprilSept
1 '27
7175 feet
Mar. 17
5209 feet
Dec. 319
Dec.
.551 5 feet
Dec
9
,601 5 feet
.5179 feet
.7616 feet
Mar.io
May 26
4792 feet
.7960 feet
April
.5951 feet,
Feb. 14
18
.4934 feet,
.6200
feet. Mar.
11 '272
.6218 feet,..
.June
6763 feet
Sept29
.61 24 feet,.
Sept 16
Oct. 27

28
28
29
7
28
9
29
21
8

Oct
.6006 feet
.7029feet,,,
April
.5733 feet
Sept
-5319 feet. . ..Jan.
.5991 feet
April
,7643feet
Sept
5834 feet
Sept
-6509feet July
6319feet Sept

8486 feet JulyOct
8. '27
.10400reet..
20
.5935 feet
.5413feet..
-Jan. 21
12reels
.5960 feet,,,.Aug.26'27
Oct 14

MtcK Slickers (Uhflstfe)
Sock Exchange.
The (Christie)
Slippery
Heels fChrlstIo)
Stage Coached
'Stop Kidding
Sweeties (Christie)
TongTIed
Two Masters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales
Water Bugs (Christie)
Wired and Fired

Neal Star
Burns
Bobby Vernon
JImmIe
Adams! ..".■!.'!.".'.'.■.".■.■
Krary Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Billy Oooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Coming
Title

Date

Julv
Sept
June
June
Aug.
Mar.
April
Sept
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.

7
22
16
16
11
10
7,
8
15
4
4
10.

2
. .2
. .2
. .1

Canary
Murder Case, The
*t§Burlesqu0

Powell-Tavlor-Brian
James Barton

Carnation Kid. The
Care of Feathers
Lena Smith, The
"tFour

Douglas MacLean
Esther Ralston
Wray-Arlen-Boery

His
Private
Life
tSHalf
an Hour
Huntinq Tower

Menlou-Carver
Ruth Chatterlon
Harry Lauder

'§lnt6rference
Just
Married ..

Brent-Brook-Powell
Hall-Taylor

Just
Twenty-One
KItCarson
t§Letler, The
Manhattan Cocktail

Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Jeanne Eagles
Arlen-Carroll

Marquis Preferred
t^Night
Club
Number Please
066 Fellows
Q""ck Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel. The
Side Show, The
§Slns of the Fathers

Menjou
Adolphe Cast
Special
Daniels-Hamilton
Flelds-Conklln
Flelds-Conklln
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklin
Emil Jannings

•fSoul Week-Ends
of France, The
Three

Special
Cast
Clara Bow

Wolf of
Tong
WarWall Street, The

George Bancroft
Beery-Vidor

Woman

Negrt-Keny

N ew s

Length
reels.,
reels . .
reels.
reel. ..

Reviewed

.. .2
.2 reels.
reels. .
. . I reel . . ,
. .2 reels.
.2
. .2
..2
..1

Attractions

Hersholt-McDonald
Hnlt-Hill

From Moscow.^The

Rel.

reels.
reels.
reels. ,
reel..
Revlewe

Length

Star

•table's Irish Rose
Avalanche. The

.12103 feet.

.April 28

.'!!..'*..[.".'".'.".".'.'.'.""
"."

' ",

.....'...,'..''.".',.'.*
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.". ...

Oct 27

...!..!]!!!!"!!!!!!!!!"!!!'!
7464feet
.

'.

''.'.",".','."

.'
'."/,,'
...'..'..'."....'

PATHE

SUBJECTS

Star
Novelty
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
JImmie Adams
Ann Cornwall
Bobby Vernon
Jimmy Adams
Gil more- Kruger
E. E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon.
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon.
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuff
Anne Cornwall
JImmIe Adams
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Helen Hayes
Special Cast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Jack Duffy
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
Frances Lee

'''Means synchronized score.

Reviewed
OcL 13
. UCL
ij

Picture

FEATURES
Rel. Date
Length
Feb. 25
2 reels
June 23 ..2 reels
Aug. 18 . .1 reel
Oct 22 , . . . 1 reel
Mar. 3. . . .2 reels
. .2reels
April 21 . . . ,1 reel
April 21 , .
reels
Oct 20,. ..2
April 7.. . ,2reels
..1 reel
Oct 13,.
. . 1 reel
July -4 . ..2reels
May
5, .
.2 reels
Jan.
7.. . .2 reels
Oct 27. . . .2 reels
Aug. 18 . .
July 21.. . ,2 reels
reels
Jan. 21.. ..2
. .2reels
Jan. 14. .
reels
May 26. . -.2
. . 1 reel
May
5. .
April 28,. . .2 reels
April 14.. . .2reel3
. .2reels
June 2. .
Feb. 11.., ..2 reels
. .2 reels
Dec. 1.. . .2 reels
May 19 .
. .2 reels
Aug. 25 .
Feb. 25... , . 1 reel
Feb. 11 .. , .1 reel
Feb. 18.. ,.2roels
Mar. 31 . . , .2reols
.1 reel
Feb. 18.. , .1 reel
Sept 8...
June 23 . . .1 reel
Aug. 25... , .1 reel
Sept 22... . 11 reel
reel
May 12...
. -1 reel
July
7,. .1 reel
Aug. 11 . , .1 reel
Oct 20, .. , .1 reel
April 28.., .1 reel
April 14. .. .1 reel
Feb. 4. . . .1 reel
Mar. 31 . . . . 1 reel
June 9, . . .1 reel
Jan.
7. . .
.1 reel
ree'
Jan. 21 . . . .1
Oct
6 .. .1 reoi
Mar. 3.
-1 reel
May 26,
.1 reel
Mar. 17. . . . 1 reel
Me
19 . ,
Mar. 17. , . .2 reels
Oct
6 .. ,2 reels
2 reels
May 12 . . 2 reels
Mar. 24. . .
Mar. 24 . . .1 reel
Aug. 4 . . .12 reel
reels
Sept29,.
June 2 . . .1 reel
Sept 29... ,1 reel
Oct 13 .. ,2 reels
Jan. 14... 1 reel.
2 reels
,
June 30
1 reel.
Jan. 28
2 reels.
June 9
2 reels.
June 30
2 reels
July 14... 2 reels
.1
reel,
Sept 1
.1
reel.
..Jan. 28
.1 reelSept 15,
1 reel
Sept 1
2 reels

\ Means sonnd effects.

Reviewed

Oct.

6

April 28

June

Oct

,

2

13

Title
Alice In Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway. The
Apache Raider. The
Avenging Shadow. The
Ballyhoo Busier. The
Black Ace. The
Blonde for a Night, A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bfonc Stomper. The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning BrMijes
*t§Captain Swagger
Celebrity , . ,
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier. The
Craig's Wife
.
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost, The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin. The
Discord
Dross Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman. The
Girl In the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Soy (ro-lssue)
Harp in Hock. A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
Hoof Marks
'tSKIng of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless. The....
Laddie Be Good
Law's Lash. The
Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Night
Main Event. The
Man-Made Woman
Marlle the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obligln'
Buckaroo, The
On to Reno

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
Leatrlce Joy
Leo Maloney
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Don Coleman,
Marie Prevosl
Leatrice Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstrong-Basquotte
Haver-Varconi
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monty Banks
Goudal-VarconI
Marie Prevost.
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
Harold Lloyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan
Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocpue-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schildkraut
Joy-Boles- Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangborn
William Boyd
Buffalo
Bill. Jr
Marie Prevost

Perfect Gentleman. A
Power
Red Mark. The
Ride' Em High
Roarin' Rroncs
Rush Hjur. The
Saddle Mates
Ship Comes in. A

Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schildkraut

•t§Show Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy, The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men, The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife. The
Wreck of the Hesoerua.The
Yellow Contraband

QuIllan-LofT
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Rod La Rocque
Haver-Varconi
R. Schlldkrant-Fay
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Sue Carrol
Nita Naldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford-Marlon
Leo Maloney

^ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

Rel, Date
Length
Dec 25 . . , 4408 feet , .
Feb. 12 , . 3996 feet , . Mar. 24
Dec 26 . , 5596 feet. .
Oct
3
6555 feet . . . Dec 18
Feb. 12 . . .5755 feet . .Feb. 18
Mar. 31
April 29 ..-4293 feet. . .. . Dec
30
Jan.
8
4805 feet.. -Sept 15
Sept 2
5722 feet.
Feb. 27 . 5927 feet.
6589 feet,... May 26
Mar. 12, , 4875 feet
Septll,.
Jan. 22, . 4833 feet ...Jan. 14
Feb. 26, . 5408 feet ...Mar. 3
Mar. 31
5400 feet...
feet
Mar. 25, . 4550
Sept 30 .
6312 feet
Oct 14, . 6 reels
Aug. 11
Oct
7 - . . 9145feet .- Dec 30
Mar. 5 . . 5100 feet
Nov. 11
Oct 23... 7054 feet
Jan. 28
Aug. 19 .
Sept 8
Jan. 29. . . 4526 feet.
Sept 16 ,, 6670 feet.
Feb. 5 . . . 4480 feet... Feb. 11
Dec. 30
Dec 18. . . 49?? feet
4398 feet
feet.... Jan. 21
Jan. 15. . . 5478
Dec
Nov,
NovJune
Dec
Nov.
Oct
Dec.
Nov.
Dec
Oct
Nov.
May
Nov.
Sept
Dec
Jan.
May
.Jan.
Jan.
Seot
Nov.
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Dec
Feb.
Oct
Jan.

11, . . .6599 feet
20. . . 8586 feet...
11... .4476 feet
24, . .
feet
4 . . .6403
.6568 feet
7. . .
31 . . . .5867 feet
18... .791 3 feet,
.4968 feet
feet
20. . . .4750

Nov. 23
11
June
Nov. ie
Dec
Nov. 16
18
Mar. 24
Dec 23

.5990 feet... Dec 9
10...
.4890 feet.... Feb. 11
27...
.7056 feet,.., Aug. 4
14 - , .4076 feet..,, Dec. 23
13 . .
31
30. . . 4131 feet,.,. Mar.
30
25 . . 13500 feeLAprilDec
29 '27
.Dec
30
1 . . . .4155 feet,
.4683 feet,
Mar. 10
20 . .
feet,
22, . . ,6650
.5888 feet.
.Jan. 28
15. . .
16 . . .5733 feet.,
feet.... Nov. 11
18... .6472
,5762 feet.... Sept 22
9. . . .4600 feet.... Mar. 3
4, ,. ,6559 feet
26. . . ,5750 feet ...Mar. 31
19, .. .5954 feet
6 ..
.4575 feet.... Nov. 11
.5494 feet
16.
1 , ... .
Jan. 14
Jan. 15. .. 5626 feet....Sept
15
Sept 23. .. ,6092 feet.
Nov. 11
Aug. 26, .. .7937 feet..
Sept 308
.Dec
Oct
9. . . .4542teet. .
Nov. 27
4375 feet . .Mar. 10
Dec 12
5880 feet . .Mar. 17
Aug. 5 ...4520 feet . .June £3
June 4
6902 feet.
'.7640feet-'.!!Apriri4
Oct 21
April 9
.4546 feet.... Nov. 4
Sept 25
.5423 feet,... April 7
Feb. 20
.6370 feel
Aug. 5
.5397 feet
Nov. 11
.4520 feet ...Mar. 3
Feb 19
Sept 28
22
Jan.
May 21 . . . 5035 feet .
Dec 16
Jan. 22 .. .4000 feet.
Oct 24. . . .5610 feet. . Oct 20
Oct 31
6447 feet. . . Mar. 31
Oct 28
5686 feet. .

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

X ore mb cr

10 . 19 28
SHORT

Title

14S5
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SUBJECTS

Star

Title
Ret.

Date
9
8

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits

Sept
April

Baby's Birthday
Baby Show. The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard
Lo'lge No. 1
Bath
Time

Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
Fables"
Sportllght

Jan.
July
Oct.
April
April
June

Batldng Duet, The
Beach Club. The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Ftlrt. The
BIgGame
Blaze ot Gnry. A
Boy Friend. The
Brnncho Buster, The
Burglar. The
Bunker Battlers
Busy Bodies
Button My Back
Calling
Camous Hubby's
Carmen. BluR
The

"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurtock
Geographical Number
Bevan-A. Bennelt-V. Dent
Bevan-V. Dent-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop fables'*.
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fahlw"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Sportllght
Sooriiiqht
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Sennett
Girls

April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
(Mar.
Oct. 21
Feb. 26..,
Jan. 22
Jan.
1
Dec
9
July 22
Jan.
8
Feb. 24
Feb.
SepL233

Campus Vamp. The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Close Shave, A
Clothes and the Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coast ta Coast
County Fair. The
Coverrng Ground
Cross Country Run. A
Crowned Heads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive H.ilf Backs
Defensive Line, The
*tDlnner Time
Don's Get Jealous
Dumb Waiters
Eagle of tfie Night (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's
Fair
Affair. A Flying
Fair Catch. The
Family Frolics
Famous Plavqrounds
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Flight That Failed, The
Flying Age. The
Flying Elephants,
Foolish Husbands
Fun Afoot
Galloping Ghosts
Getting Together
Girl From Nowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie, The
Gridiron Demons
Gndlron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
High Seas
High Stakes
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints

Length
1 reel
1

20. ...2
15
. ti eels
14, .2
29. . , ,1 eel
248 .11
eel
15
I eels
22. . . 2 eel
22, ...1
eels
19 , . .2
18 ., 2 ■eels

1 eel
.1
1
1
2i
li
1
2
22 eels
25
2 eels
19 . , 1 eel
9
2
eels.
9
2
26. . . .2
1
1
23
2
15
11
6
2 eels
eel
13
1 1 eel
4
1:
16
1
19
1 eel.
19
1
7 ... 1 ■eels.
28
1
7
1
21
1
eel . ,
1

Reviewed
..Septi

Oct

6

April 21
April
June 237
April 7
Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Mar. Id

Oct 27

Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Geographlc&I Number
Johnny Burke
Rarebits
Sportllght
Poiiard-Hurlock-Cowiey
"Aesop Fable"
A. Ray-W. Miller
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Sportlighl
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent

Nov.
Dec
July
Aug.
Nov.
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Sept
Jan.
Mar,
April
Mar.
Oct
Sept

.Sept
2
2
.Oct
K ■eel
episodes.
1
11 eel
Sept 8
Oct 27
1 eel
Jan. 14
1 eel
1 eel
May 19
10 episodes
eel
June 9
1 ■eel
April 21
1 •eels
2
..Feb. 11
2
'.Oct. 27
1
.Mar. 3
2 eels Oct 20
1
2
. Mar. 24
1
1
1
eel
May 19
1
Sept 22
1 eel
11
2
2
1 ; ^^^^
jbI
4. . . .2 .ggfg
2 — 2 .gB]8
8. .. ,1 1
iiily 14
■eels,
26
1 .gg|
11
2 .flgig
25 , . 1 eel
Mar
May '31
19
6
1
8
1
3— 2
12
1 eel , .
eel
10
1 eel
June
2
...
, .Jan 21
29
2 eels. .
30... 1
Jan 14
15. . ,10
episodes
Mar. 24
25. . .10 episodes
29. ... 1 ■eels
April 21
31
2
eel
Oct 27
14
1
eels
Sept 29
30
2 'eels

Motoring Mamas
BIlly'Bevan
Mouse's Bride. The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportllght
New Aunt
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
NIghtwatchman's Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Halnes-Coombs
No Picnic
Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale
Halnes-Coombs
On the Ice
"Aesop Fables"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Pink Pajamas
B(lly Bevan
Playin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reelinq Down the Rhine
Traveiesque

June
June
Oct
May
April
Dec
Oct
Nov.
Mar.
Aug.
Juiv
Feb.
April
Jan.
May
June
Jan.

16 —
24 —
14, , .
12
28
16
7
18
11
5
29 , , ,
12
21 —
1
27
10. ..
15

Ride 'Em Cowboy
Rodeo. The
Run. Girl. Run

"Aesop Fables"
Jackson- HIatt-McKee
Sennett Girls

June 17, . .
Mar. 24
Jan. 15

Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Short Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins. The
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race
Smith's Army Life
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Holiday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower. The
South Sea Sagas
Spider's Lair. The
Star Builders
Static
Sunday on the Farm

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesoo Fables"

April
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Sept
Mar.
Sept
Feb.
May
Sept
Sent

* Meatis synchronized score.

Aug. 11

■eels

April 7
May 19
Sept 8
Aug. 18
..Oct G
Oct 27
Sept 20
29
.Oct

19
18
14,..,
22
128
14 —
22
13
3
3
22
12
17
18
11
28
5
5
28
30..
27
23
15
30
12
15..,.

■eels

1
4
8
15 —
26
21
5....
4
8
19...
30
18
22
19
27
2
16

-^ Means sound effects.

2 eel
June 30
1
Oct 13
1 eel
2 ■eels.,
2
2 ■eels . ...\....'.'.
Sept 29
2 eels
eels
2 eel
•eel
1
1
Aug. 4
1 eel
Feb. 11
1 1 eel
2 eels
eelB
2i reel
1 eel
1 1 'eel
June 9
1
eel
Jan. 7
1
July 14
2 ■eels
Jan. 14
2 'eels
Mar. 31
■eel
1
1;
1 . eets
Jan. 7
2i
eels
Mar. 3
2
Oct 13
2 ■eels
eels
Feb. 4
2
eels
Mar. 3
2 ■eels
Dec 31
2
2
3 eels
1
1
1
.Feb. 18
..May
19
1
1
Sept 8
1 eel

■eel

Twenty-Four Dollar island. . . .
Uncle Tom
Versatility
Wandering Minstrel, The
Winging West
War Bride. A
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial)

Novelty
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Aviation Film
"Aesop fables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

Title
Sept 15

Nov
. Aug.
June
Sept.
Aujg.
July
June
April
Jan.
May
Mar
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct

Hubby's Utest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman. Tne
In the Sag
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Jungle Days
Jungle Triangle. A
Kashmir, Old and New
Ladles Must Eat
Life Savers
Umberlegs
Love at First Flight
Magnetic Bat The
Man Without a Face (Serial)
Mark of the Frog, The
Matching Wits
Matchmaking Mamas
Monkey Love
Motor Boat Mamas

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
PoIIard-Clyde- Lombard.
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Copoer
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits

Coming

Sennet! Girls
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fahles"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
.."Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght,
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Bevan-Dent
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
SportllghtFables"
,
Football Sense
Sportllght
Soortiight, ,
McConnell-AIIan
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght,...
. ,
Carew-Hardy
Sportllght
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables'*
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bevan-iJent
Rarebits

May
Sept
Oct
July
Feb.
July
Oct
Jan.
May
Mar.
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Sept
May
Sept
Jan.
Dec.
Aug.
Jan.

Star

Sunny Italy
Supple Sex. The
Swim Princess, ine
Tall Waggers
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
Taxi Scandal, A
Taxi Spooks
Terrible People The (Serial)
Tiger's .
Shadow. The
Trees,

*t§Annapoiis
Border Patrol
Flying Buckaroo, The
*tsFlying Fool. The
Forbidden Love
Fort» Five-Calibre War
t SGeraldlne
•tGodiess Girl. The
Hawk of the Hills
*t5High Voltage
' t SLeatherneck. The
•fSLlsten Baby
Love Over Night
*t§ Marked Money
*15"Jed McCibb's Daughter
*t5Nolsy Neighbors
*t50ffice Scandal
'1s* Sal of Singapore
*t§Shady Lady, The
Sin Town,
♦tSSpleler.The
*t5Square Shoulders.

TitleSweels
Bitter
Girl He Didn't Buy, The.
Golden Stiacklee
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web 01 Fate, The
Wilful Youtti

Star

Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner, The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart oiInBroadway,
The
Heroes
Blue
Law and the Man, The
Ugh tin the Wind w. A
LIghtnIn" Shot. The
Man From Headquarters. The
Midnight Adventure, A
Mystery
Town
My Home Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail, The
Phantom ol the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains.
RIdIn' Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen^'•Je
Trail Riders
Trallln' Back
Wanderer of the West, A
Wheel of Destiny, The
Wild Born

^^^ Cfin'l Beat the Law

PICTURES

,2 reels

. 1 reel
,
Jan.
1 . , 1 reel
Jan. 27. . .
...
Feb. 5, . I reel
Jan. 29. . .
May
6 ..
May 20. ..
June 3... .lOeplsodes

3
1

Oct 27

Dec". 23
Jan. 28

May 19

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Dec.
Feb.

25
11
2
20
3
4
16
20
30
3

6804 feet

Sept 22
Oct ^

(S. R.)
Rel.
Sept.
April
Mar.
Sept
June
Nov,
Dec.

Date

Length

5... 5700
15
5600
15. .. .5600
28 — 5700
22... ,5700
7. . . 5800
19. . . . 6800

feet
feet..
feet.
feet. .
feet.
feet .
(eel .

.May 26

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Walker-Bennett
Delaney- Marlowe
Lewls-Robards
Bedford- Frazer
Murphy-Keith
RusseK-FaIre

Sept
5059 feel
May
6089 feet — June 2
.6673 feet. .
Jan.
Sept 15. ,.5937feet
..6089 feet, -.Sept 30
Sept
. .6076
feet
April
.4533 feet
.5683 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
June
Vera Reynolds
July 15. ..4879 feet
.5976 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
..5853 feet
Gordon-Hale
April
..5076 feet
Garon-Agnew
Jan.
Bowers«Rand
Nov.
..5916 feet... Mar. 24
Santschi-Brockwell
Jan.
..5960 feel... Nov. 11
. 4797 feet
Walthall-Avery-Keefe
Oct
Buddy Roosevelt
May
5946 feet
Roberts-Keefe
Aug. 1 .
Murphy-Landls
May
5262 feet
.June 2
6608
feet.
,4538
feet,
■"""" '***
Mar.
Brockwell-Glasa
Buddy Roosevelt
July
.5970 feet.
E.Torrenee-Marlowe-0'Shea...Nov.
4571 feet.
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
.5905
feet.
4134 feet.
H. Costelio- Lease
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Sept
4137
feel.
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1.
,5991 feet..
Foster-Olmstead
Dec
.4627 feet..
Buddy Roosevelt
April
.4308 feet..
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
.4200teet..
Tex Maynard
Nov.
.5869 feet..
.4490 feet.,
Stanlov-Hale
Oct
Tex fflaynard
Dec
.5260 feet..
Feb.
Lee-Keefe

Coming Attractions
Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith

STERLING

PICTURES
Star

Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt, The
Marry the Girl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed
Title
It Might Happen to Any Girl. .

(S. R.)
Ret

H. Costello-Frazer
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralsttin-Walker,
P. Bonner-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

Jan.
Sept
Mar.
April
Oct
Dec
July

Date] .5200
Length
Reviewed
feet
.5200 feet
5300 feet... Mar. 10
.5400 feet
.5652 feel ...Nov.
4
,5210feet
.5309feet

30. .
1..
1..
15..
15..
15, .
15..

Coming Attractions
Length

RIGHTS

FEATURES

Title

Reviewed

Star

STATE
Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust, The
Air Mail Pilot The

,.

.10 episodes

.Mar.
Sept

(S. R.)

Star

Title
Should a Girl Marry?

Reviewed
, 1 reel
,2reels.,..
1 reel

Jan. 13

Star
Bedford-Gravs
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner-WIttiere
Harns-Frazer
Dwan-Landls
Lillian Rich
Harlan-Murphy

RAY ART
Boy of the Streets, A
Branded Man, The
Casey Jones ,
City of Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol, The

12. . .
5, , ,
26. . .
1...
23. . .
14. . .
2. ..
28, . .
17. . .
5 . .
23.
11 . ... .

Length
Reviewed
Nov. 18
Dec 23
Nov. 25
6670 feet
Feb. 10
Nov. 4
5937feet
Feb. 17 '29
Jan.
6
10720 feet. . .Sept 1
Mar. 17

Junior Coghlan
Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Junior Coghlan

Title

Date

Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Dec.
April
Sept
Oct
Feb.
Aug.
Dec
Mar.

Attractions

Loft-Brown
Harry Carey
Wally Wales
William Boyd
Lili Damita
Coleman-Loff
Qulllan-Loft
Basquetle-Prevost
Allene Ray
William Boyd
William Bnyd
Eddie Quillan

PEERLESS

Ret

Length

Length
DIsl'r
Rel. Date
Star
.Chesterfield.. . Aug. 15. 5256 feet Reviewed
Lee-Keefe —
April 2V
Special Cast
Collwvn
Dec
6600 feet,.. -Mar,
Emit Jannings
L. T. Rogers
Mehaffey-Metcaife. , , .Hl-Mark
SOOOfeet. .

% Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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Motion

Title
Arizona day3
Autumn Love.
*tBig Hop, The
Battles of Coronel
Blactc Butterflies
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews. The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Daughter of Israel
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg, The
Faithless Lover, The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's
Fool The
Gay
Adtrenturer
Golden Dawn,
Gypsy Ro.nance
Hand3of Orlac
Hearts of iVIan
HallSiip
Jntothe Night
House of S.ia/ne
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd, The
Lady from Paris, ThQ
Last IVIomBnl. The
LIfp- Like Tiat
Lignisof Paris
Uttle Wild Girl. The
Lookout Girl, The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Modern du Barry. A
Mother of ^Vline
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Olympic Hero, The
OntheDivide
Port of i(/lissing Children
Port of Missing Girls
Power of Darkness, The
Primanerilelje
Prodigals of IVIonte Carlo
Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The
Racing Tnrough
^-- The
. .Romance of a Rogue
Sally of the South Seas
Scarlet Youth
Sealed Lips

Shadows ot ttie Night
Stars The
Shooting
Silent
SB.itinel,
Silent Trail, The
Simba
Sky Rider, The
Station Master.
The . ,
-- —
Streets of Algiers
Thrill Seekers
Tartuffethe Hypocrite
Tracey the Outlaw
Two Brothers
When Fleet Meets Fleet
SnJrT""^
"^^^^^^^^'^y

'^^*'

Star
Ret. Dale
Length
I
Bob Cusler
Syndicate..
SepL15
4345 feet , .
Lya de Putti
Aff. European. .Sept
. .6 reels
Oct
Jones-Ralston-Hearn, B. Jones Corp.. Aug.
, - 7O00feeI
Special Cast
Ameranglo.
..Feb..
..MOOf e ..
Mar.
Ralston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dist. . .SepL 1 6261feet..
Bonner-Undla
Krelbar
Nov.
..6199 feet
.
Hercules
Special Cast
Aywon
Sept. 1. 5000 feet.
Special Cast
Amkino
Mar. 10 8300feet...
Corda-Varconl
Ufa Eastern
June 1, .5460 feet..,
Betty BIythe
Aywon
Sept 1. .8000 feet. .
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
5600 feet.
Special Cast
Arfa
5700 feet.
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet,
June 18
Russian Cast
A. Hammerstein
8000 feet.
Mar. S
O'Brien-Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
. .5600 feet.
Siiverstreak-Walker . . . Blschoff .
5000 feet.
Emil Jannlngs
L T. Rogers
6100 feat
feet. ...Salt 8
Cnaries
Aldei
ABA
6400
Warwick- Ward
Conquest
6200 feel
Raquel Meller
Aff. European. .Sept
..6 reels
Conrad i/eldl
Aywon
Sept
.6500f6Bl
.
Harris-Keefe
AncHor
5400 feet
.
Special Cast
Collwyn
5800feet
Sept 15
Agnes Ay res
Rafelgh
5712 feet
Faire-Hale
Cneslerfield..
Sept 1 5300feel ..Sept 15
Lya de Putti
Brill
, . . .Sept 1..54S0feet
Special Cast
Aff. European .Sept
.60^0 feet
.6000 feet .
Vilma Banky
Aywon
Seat
, , Matieson-Hale
Zakoro
Mar.
,. 5500 feet , .Mar. 31
.June 16
Wituars-Siiteler
F. rJoyer roroducer)..
Special Cast
Superlative
.6000 feet .
Lee-Landis
Hercules
Jacqueline Logan
Quality Dist... Sept
Editn Ja.iaririe
l}fa-£astern
7563 feet
Maria Corda
Ufa Eastern.. . .Mar. 15 ,7124 feel
Special Cast
Zakoro
Oct
.7200 feet
German Cast
7000 feel
Devore-Mong
Plaza
5215 feet
Vaughn-Hugnes
Trinity PIct
5573 feet
Sept 15
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
..5200 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct 15..4657feet
Special Cast
Superlative
Bedford-McGregor
, , .Brenda
Mar.
..7270 feet
Mar. 3
Moscow Art Players,
Aff. European. .Sept
..6 reels
German Cast.
Scenic Films
6500feet
Mar. 24
Balfour-Blackweli
Zakoro
Aug.
..6200 feel
Special Cast
6000feet
Faire-Laase
Crescent Pict
5900feet
Mae Marsh
Aft. European. Sept
. .7 reels
^
eiOOfeet,
Warner-Stewart
Quality
Dfst.. Aug
Hercules
Corliss Palmer
.... Circle Pict. . . . Oct
SwedishCast.
.
.Colwyn
6000feet
Hercules
. .5800 feel . . .April 28
. . .April
Artlee
English Cast
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield.. . Aug. 1.. 4890 feet
Bob Cusler
Syndicate
Aug. 15 4315feet
JungleFllm
Capitol Pict
8000 f eet, .. .Feb,
4
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield. ..June 15. .4900 feet
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
. . .June
16 .7200feet
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern.
May
l,,6603feet
4900feet
CIlfford-Fulton
Superlative
Jannings-Dagover
Ufa Eastern
April
6680 feet
5 '27
feel Aug.Mar.
31
Jack Ho ey
New-Cal
Mar. 1, .6000
.6300
feel
Conrad Weidt
Ufa Eastern.. . .July
English Cast
Hi-Mark
7953 feet.
f rP"'""Ji^»'^ 1
Johnson-Mattonl

Aywon..
Ameranglo

Sept

.-6500Jeet
6000feBt

SUBJECTS
SHORT
Title
Star
DIst'r ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
6fli The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Charles Gounod (Technicolor).. Music Master Film
Fitzpatrick
1 reel
June 16
Chinatown Mystery, The (SerlaD.Joe Bonomo
Syndicate.
Sept 1.10 episodes
Cigarette Maker's Romance. . F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels.
District
Doctor, The
F.
P. Donovan
(producer)
2feet8
fare
Enough
Poodles
Hanneford
...Artctass
2reel8
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Mascot Pict. . .Mar.
1. 10
Girl with the Golden Eyes, The..F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 ri
Mysterious^Airman, The
Weiss Bros
10 episodes,
. .F. P. Donovan(produc6r)MaryAlden
2

^^J^...ry-^^^^^

Piece of String, A
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Police Reporter The (Serial). . . . W. MHIer-E. Gilbert. . . Weiss
Mar.
. . 10 episodes
She Said No
BenTurpIn
Artclass
2 reels
Sophomore. The
G. O'Neill-L. Graydon . Hi-Mark
Spookey Money
Ai Joy
C ran field-Clarke
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Vanishing West The (Serial). . .Special Cast
Mascot Pict. . Oct 15- 10 episodes. Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot Pict. . Aug. 1.10 episodes. , Sept 15
yoTl'^-!'^ir,Y<i„u.
You
Can t Win (Serial)
Title

^'^"^

Cranfield-Clarke
Weiss
Bros

Coming Attractions
Star

About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge- Worth
Bondage
Special Cast
Buying a Wife
.Special Cast
Oaicerof His Vlijesty, The
Sjecial Cast
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Escaped from Hell
Muriat Esterhazy
Exodus to the New World. The. . Lyon-Prevost
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
German Underworld
Special Cast
JGreat Power, The
Special Cast
Great Unknown, The
Jonn Loder
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Little Colonel, The
Henry B. Waithal
Man Who Cheated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Mechanics of the Brain
Educational
Mllak of the Snowiands
Special Cast
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Our Dally Bread
Mary Nolan
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
South of Panama
CarmetltaGeraghty.
Thunder God
Cornelius Keete
Thrall of Lelf the Lucky, The. . .Starke-L. Mason
Two Days
Special Cast
. .
Unholy Love
Wegener-Petrovitch
Verdun
Special Cast
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
...Derussa

'^ Means synchronized score.

102reels
episodes

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Circle Pict . ...Oct 15
.Aug. 15 .7545 feet.,
Ufa Eastern.
General Pict
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
7 reels..
Am'<ino
7000 feel
Aff. European
6 reels
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels
Pioneer
Aff. European
7 reels
.7
reels.
Aff. Europej
Bell Tone
,
Aff. European
6 reels
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
6 reels
Aft. European
Amkino
Ufa-Eastern
Conquest
Jan.
Aff. European
Amkino
, Chesterfield
Anchor
Technicolor (producer)
Amkino
. Aff. European
Rlchmount
Aff. European

\'Means soand effects.

8 reels , . .
6000 feet. .
. .6500 feel.
7 reels. ..
8775 feet. .

6500feel..
10 reels . . .
...
7 reels . .

Title
Star
Water, The
M.Chekhov
Amkino
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
W leii July Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Yellow Ticket, The
Anna Sten
Amkino

Picture
Rel.

N c n' o

Date

Length
7000 feet
Nov. 15. 4852 feel

Reviewed

7000 feet

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Title

Star

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
tSCavalier, The
Clothes Make the Woman
Devil's Skipper. The
Domestic Meddlers

Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Patsy Ruth Mf Iter
Bedford-R. Talmadge
South or n-Pidgeon
Bennett-Love- Land Is
Claire Windsor

Fjoating
The
Girl
From College,
Gay ^^aree
Grain of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship, The
House o( Scandil
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Nameless Vien
Naughty Duchess, The
Nig.it Life
Once and Forever
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of t-ie Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Stt-eetsof SlianghaL...
Their Hour
♦t§Toilers, The
Tragedy of Youth
Wild Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares

O'Neill-Collier,
Jr
Bedfordvlciiregor
Cortez- Windsor-Bennett
Hag en- Harron- Olmsted
Love-Sebastlan-Santschl
Sebastian-O'iVlalley
Cortez- Leonard
White-McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner-Southern
Harron-A. Clay. .
Miller-Harron
Belle Bennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borio
Southern-McGregor
Starke-Harlan
Harron-Sebastian
Ralslon-Falrbanks, Jr
Baxier-iVliller-Coiiier, Jr
Bennett-Southern- Keith
Ford- Hale- Olmsted
Brent-Lytell-Kent

Title
Gold
•t§Hiwaitan Love Call, The
•t§ Japanese Carnival. A
"tlln a Persian Market
•f^ln a Chinese Temple Garden
•tLove Charm, The
Marcheta
„. _. „ „
Maude Muller
Medallion, The
Missionof Bells
North
Suez
"' *"■"•'
*'"-*'•
No
Woman
Allowed
Perfect Day, A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
•tSToy Shop, The
Treasure l.^nd
Title

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Co\ot Symphony
Color Classic
,« , ^.
■
Color Classic,
Color Classic
— 'Color'"'
Color
Classic
'^"''■• Classic
Color
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic

Date
Length
Reviewed
feet
July 20... .5844
8147 feet
Mar. 15. . . 6157 feet
Auq. 1 . . .
8775 feet
Oct 27
Nov. 1. . .
May
1 . . . 5209 feet
&510 feet... May 26
Feb. 1
Aug. 15. ..
Nov.
Sept
July
June
Deo.
April
fVtay
July
Feb.
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
Dec
Mar.
Oct
. .Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Oct
Rel.

10. . . 5233 feet..
Sept
15.
6126 feet
10
.5334 feet
10. . 4752 feet.... F«b.
1 . . 5297 feel.
1,.
15. . .6553 feet
1. . .5676 feet
15 . 5708feet. ...April
Dec.
10
1 . 6235 feet .
15 . , . 5629 feet. .
20.
30. . . 5160 feet. .
15
5102 feet. .
1
5735 feel .
15
5276 feet..
Oct
1
565? feet .
1 . . . .7256 feet. . Mar.
15
63b I feet
15
6448 feet ,
1
5283 feet.
1
5614 feet. .
Date

Dec 15
Jan.
1
Oct
1
Feb. 15
Mar.

1

Mar. 1
.Mar.15
"■—
Jan.
1
April 1
Jan. 15
Feb. 15

Nov.
Fc*.

1
1

23
4

14
2

20
31

Length
1 reel —
1 reel
1 reei
1 reel
1 reel
1 reei
1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel. .
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel . .
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel..
1 reel..

Coming Attractions
Star

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree. The

Rei.

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

George
Washington
- ■
^'' " Cohen
-'""' "-""'
Geraldlne
Laird

0-Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
y
Jessel-Palmer
Windsor-Gra
Belle Bennett

Jan.
Feb.
Dec
Mar.

20
10.
20..
20..

•JGhetto, The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner, The
Man in Hobbles, The
♦Marrinn«hu rnntrart
New
Orleans ^''"^'''*
M^rrl^.n^
Queen of Burlesque
Rainbow, The
Spirit of Youth

George Jessel
Eve Southern:
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
Millpr-Rraw
,
Coriez-Bnnett
K'IrZh
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastian
Sebastian- Kent

Feb. 1..
Mar. 10..
Nov. 20..
Jan. 10.
.7788 feet... Oct 20
1.,
nac
Mar.
M^r. 1 . .
,
Jan. 1.
Feb. J

??S^,%SL.-::;:;::::;::::::::^l?S?i?;:^.::::::::::::;:^,J:.
UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Air Patrol, The
Alias the Deacon
„n„nnnu Here
norr Seen Kelly?
Anybody
Xrona'cycTone,
The. . .'
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch, The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese
Parrot The
. .Clean Up Man. The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Keiiys In Parle
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider, The
Finders Keepers
Flyin' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four Flushar. The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate, The
Hero For a Night A
Home. James

Star
AI Wilson
Hersho It- Marlowe
Love-T. Moore

Dale Length
4259 feet..
Jan.
1,
Jan. 22
.6243
feet.
6869 feet
Sept 9
4076 feet.
5741 feet.
May
July 29
Sept 4
Oct 14..
Oct 28.. .4786 feet
Sept 18. . .4427foet
June 3. . .6171 feet.... Feb. 4
Feb. 10.. ,5202feet

Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Falre
Fred Humes
De Puttl-McGregor
Hoot Gibson
Dynamite-Cobb-Alden
Jan. 29. .
La Plante-Hale-Stanley
Sept 11 .
Co mpson- Harlan
Oct
9. .
Bosworth-Nlxon
Oct 23,,
- Wells-O'Day
Feb. 12
GIbson-Culliver
Oct
7
AI Wilson
Sept 30
Sldney-Macdonald
Jan. 15
Ray-Ratston
June 17. .
Ted Wells
Oct 14..
Ted Wells
Dec 18..
Dynamitft-Cobb-Caldwell
Dec
4..
Humes-Worth
Jan. 15. .
La Plante-Harron
Feb. 5. .
Gibson- Hash rouck
July
1. .
Kerry- Stone- No Ian
Sept 23 .
Dynamite (dog)
Mar. 25. .
Lewls-Nlxon
Jan. 8. .
Stone-Kelth-M. Day
Oct 28..
Gibson-Rand
Nov. 20. .
Denny-Nolan
April 29 . .
Ted Wells
July 29 .
Bushman-Hamllton-Mariowe. . .Sept 30. .
Rex (horse )-Perrln
Sept 16..
Rex (horsel-Perrln
April 14 . .
Tryon-Mlller
Dec 18..
La Plante-Delaney
Sept 2..

^ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

.4345feet

.5623
.71 90
,7304
.4232
.5311

feet
. Dec.
23
feet May
20. '27
feet ...Jan.
7
feet
feet

.4322
.7481
. 6279
.4201

feet
feet ...Feb. 18
feet, .Sept 15
feet

.4349 feet
.4299feel
.41 73 feel
.6081 feet... Mar. 17
.51 09 feet
.7B28feet . .June30
.4426 feel.
.6193 feel
Jan. 28
.6474 feel
.Oct
20
.6503
.5645
.4194
.6599
..4868

feet
feet
feet,
feet,
feet,

.4719 feet.
feet.
. .5711
.6307 feet.

A. T. after title means All Talltie,

Sept 22

\ ovc mb er

1487

10 , 1928

TItt*
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats o( Vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover, Tha
Jazz Mad
Lss MIserables
Lone Eagle, The
Love Me and World Is MlM.
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past. A
•tMan Who Laughs. The
•tMan. Woman and Wife
•{Melody of Love
Mlcnlgan Kid. The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird. The
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out All Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer. The
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put "Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid, The
Red Lips
rildlng for Fame
Shield of Honor. The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor. The
Stop That Man
Straight Shootin*
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror, The
Thirteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts, A
Two Outlaws. The
"tSUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show. The
Wolf's Trail
Won In the Clouds

Star
Lewls-Gultlver
Rex (horse)-PeiTln
Tiyon-Mllfer
Dynamite (dogi
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran
Hereholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-Kent
PhllWn-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Bedford
Veldt-Phllbin
Kerry- Starke- Nixon
PIdg eon-Harris- Wlnton
Nagel-Adoree
De Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny- Worth
Denny-Nlxon
Glbson-CIalre
Cody-Thompson
Al Wilson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex fhorsej-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hate,
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-GulHver-Hamilton
La Plante-Harron
At Wilson
Kenl-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wells
Phllbln-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
NIlsson-Bushman
Hersholt-Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (horsB)-Perrln
Special Cast
SIdney-Miller-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Gibson-Gulliver
Dynamlte-Cobb-Lamont
Al Wilson

SHORT

Length
Reviewed
Date
Oct 14 ,, 5591 feet
June Iti
5874 feel
May 13 , 4095
Sept 15
feet .
May 20 ..
Oct. 14, . , 5591 feet . July 14
.6958 feet,. ..Sept 18
Dec
4
Nov. 11,.- 6832 feet .
Oct 30 . . 7713feet
.5862 feet.. . April 28
SepLIS. ..
Feb. 11
Mar. 4 . 6813 (eel .
June 3. . . .4120feet
6135 feet ,
Dec 25 . . 10185 feet ..Septie
May 12
Nov. 4... .6674 feet,.
Dec 30. . .
feet . Oct 27
Dec
2... 6733
7
Oct 21. . , 6030 feet .July
feet . ..Mar. 10
Feb. 26 - . 5689
6670 feet
Septt6
.4172
feet
Nov. 20, .. .591 8 feet
Nov. 27 . .
Jan, 14
7
Sept 4,.. ,61 70 feet. ..Oct
Sept 25. .. . 541 6 feet , . . Aug. 5
June 2 . - 4253 feet,.
Feb. 26 ,,
Nov. 25 .. 5907 feet..
Aug. 4,.. .4230 feet..
Oct 28 . ,
.4200 feet
Mar. 11..
July 15. .. ,4472 feet
Rel.

Jan. 29. . .
Dec
2 . . 6957 feet
.5424 feet
Aug. 19 . , .6172
feet -Dec,
Feb. 19 .,
.6166 feet , ..Aug.
Oct
2..
Nov. 6... .4393 feet..
.6218feel
Nov. 6. .. 5389 feet
. April
Mar. 11 ..
4251 feel
Oct 16 . .82491661
Aug,
Mar.
Mar. 4 .,
.6179 feet
April 1, , . 6073 feat. , .Feb.
Feb. 5 . ,
Nov. 13, . . .55981661 . .Dec
62741661
April 8 , ,
Feb.
Sept 4 . . 4136(661
April 8 . , .4353 feel June 10
Mar. 18 . . ,5495 feet,.
Nov. 18., 4616reel..
10600 feet . .Nov.
Sept 2 ., ,9151 feet ,
May
6 . ,
April
Nov. 27... 51 92 feet
,5254 feet.
May 20. . . .4167
feet ,
Oct
2,., .4348 feet .
April 22 , . .

30
26
28
19
10
4
9
4
'27
18
7

SUBJECTS

Length
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed
Africa Before Dark
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 20- . . . 1 reel . .
-2
reels
Feb. 7
April
All Balled Uo
Charles Puffy
Feb. 27. . .
All for Geraldine
Sid Saylor
Dec
5, , , ,2 reels
May 19
Ambuscade. The
Fred Gllman
June 16, . , ,2 reels
,2 reels
Any Old Count
"The Gumps"
Jan. 23 . Ireel
Feb. 11
Back to Nature
Arthur Lake
Feb. 27 .
Dec. 23
Bare Fists
Jack Perrin
Jan. 14 , ,2 reels
Feb. 25
Battling Justice
Fred Gllman
Mar. 24. .. .2reels
7
Big Bluff, A
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalI..May
2. . . ,2 reels. . ....April
SepL 1
Big Game George
Sid Saylor
July 18 , , 2 reels. .
Boss of the Rancho
Bob Curwood
Jan.
7 . 2 reels
.2
reels
Oct
27
Boundary Battle, The
Edmund Cobb
Nov. 17. .
.2 reels
Jan. 7
Brand of Courage, The
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb. 4
April 7
Bright Lights
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19... .Ireel
Broke Out
Young-La Salle
Aug. I ,, 2 reels
Jan. 28
Buckskin Days
Newton House
Feb. 18., ,2 reels
May 26
Buster Minds the Baby
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog. , . June 27. . , 2 reels
.2 reels
Dec 23
Buster's Big Chance
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Jan. 11 . -2
,
Buster Shows Off
Trimble. Turner and Dog
Mar. 14 . . reels
Jan. 28
Buster Steps Out
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Feb. 8 . ,2
, reels
.2 reels
Buster Trims Up
Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog
Oct 17
.2reBls
April 28
Buster's Whippet Race
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May 23. . . .2 reels
Busting Buster
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15
Sept 29
Bull-oney
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 , . ,1 reel
Bv Correspondence
Arthur Lake
Jan. 38
.1 reel
Jan. 14
Oct
6
Calford in the Movies
Lewis-Culliver-Phlllips
Oct 15, , , 2 reels
Calford vs. Redskins
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Sept 17 . . 2 reels
June 16
Card of Destiny. The
Fred Gilman
luly 14 . . .2 reels
Dec 23
Caseo) Scotch. A
"TheGum3s"
Jan. 9 . , ..2reels
Cash Customers
Youno-La Salle
Julv 11.. 2 reels
Clean Sweep. A
Bob Chandler
Dec
1 . - ,2 reels
,2reels
Jan. 21
Cloud Buster, The
'The Gumps"
Feb. 6
April 7
Code of the Mounted, The
Jack Perrin
May
5 . . ..2 reels
Come on. H')race
Arthur Lake
Oct
8 ,, ,2 reels
Uross Country Bunion Race, The . , , Sid Saylor
Nov. 7 , . ..2 reels
Oct 13
2 reels
Crushed Hats
'. .Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 .2reels
Danger Line, The
tdmund Cobb
Danger Trail. The
Newton House
Sept 1... .2reels
May
5
Dangerous Trail, The
Jack Perrin
June 2... .Zreels
Dec. 31
Dates for Two
C. Klng-C Doherty
Jan. 18 . . .2reels
2 reels
Dead Ga-ne
.
Art Accord
.
Oct
7
Dear Old Calford
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Nov. 26, , 2 reels
2 reels
Death's Head
Bob Curwood
Dec. 8 ,
episodes
Diamond Master. The
Lorratne-Stevenson
April 8, '29. .10
.2 reels
•EastSldo
.1 reel
Fantasle
Laemmle Novelty
Fiery Fireman. The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15 , 1 reels
April 21
Fighting Destiny
Fred Gllman
May 19 .. .2 reels
Fighting Fo'ester The
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20 . 2reels
Oct 27
Fighting for Victory
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Nov. 12 ., ,2 reels.
May 19
Fighting Kid. The
Newton H^use
June 9. . . .2reels
Oct 20
Fish Stories
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21 . . ,2 reels
Oct 27
Footprints
Laemmle Novelty
Nov. 19. ., ,1 reel ,
May 28
Fox Chase. The
Oswald Cartoon
June 25 . .1 reel
May
5
Framed
Bob Curwood
May 26. .. .2 reels
May 19
Full House, A
Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhallI..June 13 . , ,2reels
Oct 20
Fun In the Clouds
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5 . .1 reel
Galloping Ace. The
Jack Hoxie
Sept 22 . -2 reels
Mar. 24
Gauge of Bittle, The
Fred Gllman
April 21 . , .2reels
May 19
George Meets George
Sid Saylor
June 20, .. .2 reels
.2 reels
Feb. 4
George's False Alarm
Sid Saylor
Feb. 29, .. ,2reels
May
S
George's School Daze
SId Saylor
May 30.. ,2reel3
Getaway Kid, The
Bob Curwood
Aug. 18,..
SGIobe Trotters, The
Balley-Barnum
SepL 1
June 30
Gold Claim, The
Bob Curwood
July 21 . . . 2 reels
2 reels
Good Scout Buster
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
July 25 . . 2 reels
Half Back Buster
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog . Sept 17 , .
1 reel
Handicapped
Laemmle Novelty
Sept 24, . .
Haunted Island. The fSedal)
Jack Dau^herty- Helen Foster... Mar. 26.. . 10 episodes

* Means synchronized score,

f Means sound effects.

Itlle
Harem Soarem
H8f Haunted HerlUqe
Her Only Husband
Hidden Monev

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
99,1 reel
.Ben Hall
Julv
2. .1 reel. .... ..June 2
Long-Adams-Laymon>McPhalll .April 4
.2 reels
Mar. 17
.2 reels
Mar. 31
Bob Curwood
April 26
, 2 reels
,1 reel
High Flyln' George
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25.
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
His In Laws
Charles Puffy
Mar. 12
.2reel3
Feb. 18
1 reel
.
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake,
Sept 10
Horace In the Army
Arthur Lake
11 reel
reel , .
Horns and Orange Blossoms. Charles Puffy
Jan. 29
2 reels
Jan.
7
2
reels
.
Dec 16
Horse Play
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Jan.
4.. 2 reels
July 28
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20 . 1 reel
Hungry Hoboes
Oswald Cartoon
May 14. . 1 reel
April 21
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Aug. 27 , t reel
Sept 1
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-L.a Salle
Aug. 29 . 2 reels
Indoor GolfLong-Adams-Layman-McPhalll , Mar. 7, . 2reels
Feb. 11
lronCode,The
Jack Perrin
Juno 30 , 2 reels
May 20
2 reels
Jackson Comes Home
Bob Curwood
.2reel3
Junior Year. The
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Sept 3,.
2reels
Just In Time .
Edmund Cobb
,
Just Wait
Young. La Salle
Sept 26 . 2 reels
Kicking Through
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Oct
1,. 2 reels
KIngofShebas
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13 . Ireel
July 21
Kitchen Mechanic
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan. 9 '29 22 reels
reels
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10,
Looters, The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3 . 2 reels
Feb. 4
Madden of the Mounted
Jack Perrin
Mar.10 . 2 reefs
Feb. 11
Man of Letters. A
Sid Saylor
Feb. 15
2reel3
Jan. 28
Mar. 17
Married Bachelors
Charles Puffy
April 9, . 2 reels
McGinis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH .Aug. 8.. 21 reels
reel
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept17,.
fiflistakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13 . 1 reel
Jan. 21
1 reel
.April 14
Money! Money! Money'
Ben Hall
May
7 .
10 episodes
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond- Perdue
Nov. 26.
1 reel
Neck n' Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23 .
reels
Dec IB
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan.
2 . 22 reels
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6
2 reels
Sept29
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
2reels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The. .. . Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2
_
Mar. 10
Newlyweds' Frionds^ThB_
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
April
2 . 2 reels
Newlyweds' Happy Day. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
June 4 . . .2 reels
May 12
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5
2 reels
Aug. 1 8
Newlyweds' Imagination, The
Snookums-Barlletl-McPhalll. . . May
7
,2 reels.
April 14
Newlyweds" Headache
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29.2 reels
Newlyweds Lose Snookums. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan .... Nov. 28
2 reels
Newlyweds' Need Help, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec26 . 2reels
Newlvweds' Servant. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Feb. 6
2 reels
Feb. 4
Newlyweds Success, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Mar. 5. . . 2 reels
Feb. 11
Newlyweds" Unwelcome. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3. , . 2 reels
No Blondes Allowed
C. King-C. Doherty
.Mar. 21
2 reels
Feb. 25
Oh, What a Knight
Oswald Cartoon
May 28 .. ,1 reel
May
5
Ote Swimmin' 'Ole,Tho
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6
1 reel
Mar. 24
One Every Minute
Arthur Lake
April 23. ,. ,1 reel
April 7
Out In the Rain
'The Gumps"
Feb. 20
2 reels
Jan. 28
Ozzieof the Mounted
Oswald Cartoon
April 30
1 reel
April 7
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Gullrver-Phiilips...
Oct 29 ,, 2 reels
Oct 27
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1
1 reel
Oct 13
Payroll Roundup, The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 31
2 reers
, , , Mar. 3
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 11
1 reel
May 19
Prince and the Paoa
Chanes Puffy
Feb. 13
2 reels
Jan. 21
Prodigal Pup, The
Canine Cast
1r
.
Sept 15
Ranger Patrol, The
Fred Gilman
Aug. 11
2 reels,
Red Warning
Jack Hoxie
Nov. 1 .
reels.
22 reels
June 2
Reel Life
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll. July 4.
1 reel
Mar. 24
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Oswald Cartoon
April 18,
Zreels
Ride For Help, The
Newton House
July
7, .
Riders of the Sierras
Edmund Cobb
2 reels
Riders of the Woods
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15
2 reels
Riding Gold
Newton House
Jan, 21
2 reels
Riding Romeo
George Chandeir
2 reels. ...
Ring Leader. The
Jack Perrin
April 7
2 reels
Mar. 10
Ringside Romeos
Arthur Lake
Mar. 26
1 reel
Mar. 10
RIva I Romoes
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 5
I reel
April 7
Rocks and Saddles
Oswald Cartoon..
Nov. 12
1 reel
Oct 20
Romeo of the Range
Bob Curwood.
Oct
6
2 reels
Ropin' Romance
Newton House.
Aug. 4 .. 2reels
Rubber Necks
Std Saylor
Sept 12
2 reels,
Ruse, The
Jack Perrin
Aug. 25 . , 2 reels
July 28
Sagebrush Sadie
Oswald Cartoon
April 2. . . .1 reel
May
6
Sailor George
SId Saylor
May
9
2 reels
April 14
Sailor Suits
SId Saylor
Jan. 2 '29.. .2 reels
Sandwiches and Tea
Arthur Lake
July 16 , . 1 reel
June 19
Saps and Saddles
Bob Chandler
Oct 27
2 reels
Oct. 20
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
F. X. Bushman, Jr
June 3... .10 episodes, .
Seated Orders
Jack Perrin
Feb. 11 , . .2 reels
Jan. 28
Secret Outlaw. The
Bob Curwood
Nov. 10. . 2 reels
Oct
JulyH
She's My Girl
Std Saylor
Aug. 22 . 22 reels
reels
Shooting the Bull
Young-La Salle
Oct 24..
Sky Scrappers
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3. . ,1 reel
Aug. 18
Sleigh Bells
Oswald Cartoon
July 23... ,1 reel
June 30
.2 reels
Dec ZO
Sliding Home
Lewis-Gulllver-Philllps
Jan. 16.
Social Lions
Ben Hall
Mar. 12 ..1 reel
Feb. 18
Society Circus. The
Arthur l.ake
Ireel.
Some Bat)ies
Charles Puffy
Mar. 26, .. 2 reels
Mar. 3
Some Pets
— Arthur Lake
Jan.
2
1 reel
Dec 1 6
Son of the Frontier, A
Newton House
April 14
2 reels
Mar. 17
So This Is Sano Center
Ben Hal.
Jan. 16 . . .1 reoi, .... ..Doc 30
South Pole Flight A
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26,.. 1 reel
Mar. 17
Special Edition
Ben Hall
April 9 . . ,1 reel
Sept 8
Speed and Spurs
Bob Curwood
Sept 8 . . 2 reels
. 2 reels
Speeding Youth
Lewis-Gulllver-Philllos
, ,1 reel
May 26
Speed Sheik, The
Arthur Lake
June 18 .
Jan. 14
Start Something
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Feb. 1 . . .2 reels
Summer Knights
Arthur Lake
May 21.. ..Ireel
April 28
SwellClothes
Arthur Lake
Dec
5.. . .1 reel
Nov. 18
Mar. 24
Taking the Count
C. King-C. Doherty
April 18. . .2 reels
June 16
Tall Timber
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 , . ,1 roel
.
15
episodes.
July 21
Tanan the Mighty fSerlal)
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12 ,
-2 reels
Oct. 20
Teacher's Pest
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Nov. 14,
Tenderfoot Hero, A
Bob Chandler
Sept29,. . 2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 17
That's That
Trimble-Turner and Dog
April 11 . .2 reel*
There's a Will
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Dec 21. . . . 1 reel
Trackless Trolley, The
Ben Hall
July 30..
.
.1
reel
May 19
. ricky Trickster. The
Ben Hall
June 4, .
Jan. 28
Unexpected Hero, An
F. Glllman-M. King
Feb. 25 . . ..2 reels
,2
reels
Apri.
14
Untamed. The
Newton House
May 12, . , 2 reels
May 19
Valiant Rider, The (Westernl
Bob Curwood
June 23.
Vanishing Rider. The (Serial)
Wm. Desmond
Jan. 16, ,..10 episodes ,
. 2 reels
Mar. 3
Watch George
Sid Saylor
Mar. 28, . , .2
reels
Watch the Birdie
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Dec 12,,
1 r
Wag Figures
Laemmle Novelty
Oct 22
What a Party
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Feb. 22
; 'eels
Feb. 4
When George Hops
SId Saylor
April 25... .2 reels
Mar. 31
Whose Wife
Young-La Salle
June 6,. .2 reels
May II
Winged Hoofs
Newton House
Mar. 17
2 reels
Feb.26
Winning Goal. The
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllpfl
Jan.
2
2 reels

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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1488
Title

Star
Fred Gilman
Young-La Salle
Arthur Lake
Jack Perrin

Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Woman's Man, A
Yukon Gold

Length
.2 reels
. 2reels
.1 reel
. .2 reels

Jan. 28.
May 16
Dec
3.
July 28.

Title

Reviewed
Mar.21
June 30

Coming Attractions
Title
*t5Braggart. The
Brides Will Be Bridee
Born to the Saddle

Star

Length

Jean Hersholt
Laura U Plante
Ted Wells

•tSBroadway
Glenn Tyron
.Dec
Clear the Deck
Reginald Denny
SCohensandKenyslnAtlenUcClty. . .George Sidney
.Dec
Crimson Canyon, The
Ted Wells
Crimson Hour, The
De Putti-Mosjuklne. . .
Danger Rider, The
Hoot Gibosn
Nov.
Doubting For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert....
Erik the Great
Veidt-Philbin
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
Gate Crasher. The
Glenn Tryon
Girl Dodger. The
Arthur Lake
"tGIrl on the Barge. The
Hersbolt-O'Nell-McGreoor
•fGlve and Take
Sidney-Hersholt
Dec
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Hell Wrecker. The
Hoot Gibson
Hero of the Circus
Special Cast
Dec
Hero of the Circus
Special Cast
Frti.
II Can Be Done
Tryon-Carol
Kid's Clever. The
Glenn Tryon
_
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson
•fUst Warning, The
Laura UPlante
*T§Lonesome
I'^?"-,'^^"*
■''"'®
Man Disturber. The
Regmald Denny
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
One Rainy Night
Laura La Plante
Dec
Port of Dreams, The
Mary Phitbin
5Red Hot Speed
Denny-Day
Red Lips
Nixon-Rogers
Shakedown. The
Murray-Kent
SShowBoal
_ ___
. Rubens-La Planle-J. Schlldkrairt
l!l*'^^')3..^^''^l^^
iky Skldder. The
Taranga
*^'9l!^y
Wild Blood .Speed
Wolves of the City..

NixonWalling-Nolan
Al
Wdson
Special Cast
Regmald Denny
■ "ex ihorse) -Perrin

UNITED

23..
16..
18.,

,
,
,
,
2. ,
2.,
24..

Title

.5606 feet. .
_

30. . . .6142 feet. . . Oct.

6

9
Sept 22
6947feet

i,:--;A
Feb.
. Feb.
Dec 10
■ '■ ■ -

ARTISTS

Star

I

Rel.

Bennett- Hersholt- Haver.
Chapun-Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge-Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Fairbanks- Velei
Colman-Banky
Pickford-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-L. Barrymore
Warner- Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Hom.
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Roland

Oa
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
May
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Oct

13 .
7,
29,,
19,
7..
31 .
4..
1, ,
14. ,
2.
11 .
7,
2.
12.
11.
23.
7.
20. .

Rel.

Date

Length

.8180
.6400
,5800
.7000
.9100
.8350
.7300
.9358
.7850
.6460
.7552

feet..
feet..
feet,,
leet..
feet..
feet.
feet..
leet..
feet..
feet
feet.

.8600
.9000
.6400
.9300
..7850
.8500

feet..
feet..
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet-.

Reviewed
..Oct 20
.Jan. 14
. Sept 23
..Dec 30
..Jan. 7
..Jan. 28
.Jan. 14
Dec
2
Dec

9

Feb.
..Feb.
-Nov.
.May
. June
..Nov.
. April

114
25
19
16
4
28

Star

„
Banky-Byron
Mary Ptckford
Charlie Chaplin
Delores del Rio
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
John Barrymore
Boyd-Velez-Goudal

*t|Man With the Iron Mask, The. ..Douglas Fairbanks
•SNIghtstlck
•HQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byron
•URescue.The
Colman-Damlla
•tRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
♦tjSay
Harry Richman
She GoesIt With
to WarMusic
Eleanor
Boardman..
Three Passlens
Terry-Petrovltch .

WARNER

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 17

Nov.

3

BROTHERS

FEATURES

Title
•Across the Atlantic
•Beware of Married Men
"Brass Knuckles
•tiCaught In the Fog
•College Widow, The
•Crimson City. The
•Dog of the Regiment, A
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto, The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The

Star
Blue-Murphy
RIch-Ferrts-Cook
BIue-Bronson
McAvoy-Naole
D. Costello- Collier, Jr
Loy-MII]an-Hyams
RIn-Tln-Tln-Gulliver
Fazenda-Cook
Miller-Oldfield
Fazenda-Cook
Chapl In-Cost el Io

* Means synchromzed score,

Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
Sept
Oct
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept
fVIay
Nov.

Date
25 . . .
14. . .
3. . .
22. ..
15. . .
7. . .
29 , . .
24 , , .
18. , .
26 , .
7...

f Means soand effects.

Length
6052 feet,.
,5421 feet.
6330 feet..
6616
5368
5003
.5164

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

-Nov. 25
.April
Nov. 21
11

6767 feet. JulyS-pt22
8. '27
4914feet,..
,6639 feet,,., Jan. 21

BLUE
Authoritative

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Doc
Dec
Dec
Dec
Sept
Ftto.
Oct.
Feb.
OcL
Aug.
Sept
Sept.
May
Mar.
Jan.
Oct.
Aorll
Oct
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Aug.
Oct
Aug.
Sept

,Boles-King
Blue- Warner- Wilson
Star

Rel.

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Belt-Coates
Giovanni Martinelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song Krogram
Lydell-Hlolna-Leah
Jazz Band

Harry Delf
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone. The
Ingenues. The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash, The
Man of Peace. A
Miss Information
Morrlssey & Miller
Myers & Hantord
Night Court, The
Non-Support
Pagliacci
Papa's Vacation
Question of Today, The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Sharp Tools
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julvel...

Songs & Dances
Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupollcan
Jazz Band
W. & E. Howard
UlisA ClarkSongs and Dances
Crane- Davidson-Tucker
Hobart Bosworth
Wilson- Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Bennett-Caron
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
GIgli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Giovanni Martinelll

Feb.18'27
Revlewed-

May

5267 feet
6352 feet. .. .May 2S
7...

.Oct. 27

1.... 9592 feet... Sept 29
..7340feet... .April 28
Date

Ret

Length
:

1 reel

BOOK

Filmdom

Reviewed
Aug. 25
Oct IS
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 25
Sept 1
July
7
Sept 1
Sept. 2!^
June 16
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June 23
Aug. 25
June 23
June 16
Sept 29
, .Aug. 25

,

2 reels

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

NEWS

of

Length

7441 feet

SHORTS

Star

Title

Who

Date

- .. - .

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomaniac
Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Alda (Aida)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs. A,
Death Ship. The
Dixie Days
Family Affair. A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Friend of Father's
GusArnhelm& His Ambassadors. . ,

Who's

Date
Length
5390
feet Reviewed
26.. .
5 , . . 5978 feet... Dec 31
feet.... Nov. 26
12... 6302
5613feet
24. . .
15... 8693 feel -. Oct 27
Jan. 7
31 . . . 5200 feet
17. . . 6320 feet . Dec. 31
10...
5569 feet . .
4. . . 7077 feet,.
Oct
Sept 21
30
13. . .
11 . . . 5331 feet.
6. .
7. .. 6357 feet Oct 7
feet May 20, '27
17. . . ,6485
4. . . 4975 feet
feet July 8. '27
12, .. 7961
6185feel
10. ..
28. . . 4777 feet .., Feb. 11
Nov. 4
22
,4820 feet
feet, . Sept 15
21 - . .5492
Oct 29
8 .. .5685 feel. . Oct
11
24. . , 6295 feet
, Oec
19 .. 61 24 feet .SeptJl
3 . . .641 2 feet
Sept 258
25... 7169 feet .-.Aug.
20... .7654 feet.
21
10081
.5527 feet
feet.
8

Audrey Blu.
Fe'rris
Monte
Rin-Tin-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier. Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwel!.
Sophie Tucker,

VITAPHONE

PICTURE

N c zv s

Coming Attractions

§ Means voice (inclading diahgae and incidental songs).

MOTION
The

-Jan. 28
Dec 23

Rsi.

,Nagel-Wilson ,
•tiLand^of'the
,' '.'.'.'.'.'.. Rrn-Tin'Trn-Nve-Hvams
»t jLights of NewSilver
YorkFox{A.T.)
Costello-Landis-Brockwell '
•t§Lion and the Mouse
L Barrymore-McAvoy-CoIller, Jr
n§LiHle Wild Cat. The
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
•fSMadonna of Avenue A. The
Dolores Costello
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The
Rln-Tin-Tin
•tjMy Man
Fanny Brice
*t|Noah"s Ark
D. Costello-O'Brien
•t§No Defense
BIue-McAvoy
•t§No Questions Asked
Ferris-Collier. Jr
•tSOne Stolen Night
Bronson. Collier. Jr.
n§On Trial i A.T.)
Fred ericks-Lyt el I-Wilson . ,
*t§Queen of the Night Clubs (A.T.).. Texas Guinan
•tSRedeemlngSIn, The
D. Costello-Nagel
"isShe Knew Men
Bronson-Horton
.Jan.
*T§Slnging Fool, The
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
*t§Stark Mad (A.T.)
H. B. Warner-Fazenda... .
•tSStolen Kisses
May McAvoy
■ tSTenderloIn
D. Costello-Nagel

. . Sept 30

Coming Attractionft
Title
^,.
. ,
_.
•tSAwakenIng, The
•JCoquette
•iClty Lights
Evangeline
IHell'ft Angels
King of the Mountains
•jLove Song. The
SLummox

Title
•fSConquest (AT )
*f§Deserl Song The
^^Fancy
Baggage
tSFrom Heldduarters
-■ -t§Frf>ipn
River
•tSGIorlous Betsy
•t§Greyhound Limited, The
*t5Hard-Bniled Rose
•tSHome Towners, The {A.T.)
SHnnky Tonk
•fJKid Gloves

Jessel-Ferrls
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costelto
Wllson-Conklin-Loy
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Moore-Coslello
McAvoy-Nagte
Rln-Tin-Tin
Jolson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
McAvoy-Frazw
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D. Costello-Oland
Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger
Rln-Tin-Tin- Nye-Faire
McAvoy-Graves
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Jessel-Ferris
Fazenda-Cook
I. Rich-Miljan
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horlon
Barrvmore-Costello
I. Rich-Ferrls-Collter. Jr

•tsr- ■ - ■

-ix13
Jan.

FEATURES

•tBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer, The
Dove ,The
Drums of Love
Garden ol Eden, The
Gaucho, The
Magic Flame, The
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrelland Son
Steamboat Bill. Jr
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knights
tTwo Lovers
• tWoman Disputed, The

Reviewed

,

Star

■Ginsberg tne Great
•Girl From Chicago, The
"Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
*t§Home Towners. The
"Husbands For Rent
•If 1 Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•jJazz Singer, The
*t6Land of the Silver Fox
•Little Snob. The
nSMIdnlght Taxi. The
"Missing Link. The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life, A
•Reno Divorce, A
•Rinty of the Desert
'Sailor Izry Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart. A
•Silver Slave, The.
•Slightly Used
•tSStnte Street Sadie
•t§Terror. The (A.T.)
•When a Man Loves
•t5 Women They Talk About

Picture

Sept
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

1
IB
23
30
16
23
16
16

Oct 20
Aug. 25
June 16
Sept 15
Sept 29
Oct 13
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2

prama

In the ^^Lido^^ ^ at

^^'.^^^

y^tXtCd^O *
is still another
AlioOBF
of those famous Kilgen Wonder organs
which so distinctively express the personality and individuality of the outstand'
ing modern theatre. These, a theatre
must have, to succeed. Their lack bespeaks the mere location of
just another motion picture.
Experienced exhibitors know that the Theatre Organ is today as
great a "box office factor" as it was before the advent of "sound"
equipment . . . People like to see the artist perform, as well as hear his
music . . . Nothing, for them, can ever replace the Organ.

Or^an

Send for the Kilgen Organ Catalog, or write National Theatre Supply Co., Distributors

GEO.

KILGEN

& SON,

Inc., 4034 N. Union

Blvd., ST. LOUIS,

U. S. A.

^.hi Jbl tOP«S who keep a watchful eye on the box office,
find that RoSert Morton music has a definite andpermanent
place in successful theatre operation^and that it isanin- /
V Vestment^ that pays for itself in increased ^bo)i ofjf/c^
//

\ receipts {"^
\

//

/ /

>ther make ofor^an approaches RoRiei^
/ / >
VimPkan in Quality, Volume, DistmctiPemssoftone,
// /
OrchestralResourcesorVarietyofEf&cts.Itis
// /
. the most power fid sin^Q factor any Exhibitor' / / /
\\\
can employ to provid^ a complets Picture
// /
\ \\ Presentation Pro^axn.
// /
k\\\
^ ^tV for an its xiiiquestionQd su- // / A
\WW
\ \ \
-periority
the Robeittheatre
Uartonisajnomr
/ / // //
least expensive
Or^ns to tbQ //
WW
avi/n -not otHu because it is more
// / /
, \ \ \\
durable- and costs less for up// / / A
^ ^ ^ \^
Acep
- iiiicre
but it pays for itself
// / / A
tbronff
ased patronage.
////

mFQim^
iiNje DCA0A.I4 PcacussiONS
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WORLD
Paramount's

PREMIERE
First

ALL-TALKING

Picture

^Audience cheers— critics unite in agreeing that "^Interference' is a marked step forward" and Paramount assumes

'

its rightful place as LEADER in the production of
QUALITY All-Talking Pictures! ^With a great cast of stage
trained stars.— Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon,
William Powell. Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy from the
Lothar Mendes Production of the play by Roland Pertwee
* * -.-.,.**-.,,
and Harold Dearden.
"A new experience in talking
L. A. Times
pictures."
"They all came
to see — and seeing, were con-

"There
doubt

is no
that

Hollywood
quered." Citizen

'Interference'

"Won

new converts to the

heretofore
doubtful

is a step forward."
L. A. Herald

L. A. Examiner
talkies."

"So far in advance that the

"The most intelligent use of
dialogue that I
have encountFilm
ered." Spectator

V

stoutest skeptic must give
L. A. Express
ground."

•Jiid eveit hififft'v ones coiiiiiiff!

"The l>octoi-'* JUecref," "The I^etter," "Ni^lif Club"
mid more, siiid more in Parnmoiiiit's Oreatest Year!

SIR HARRY,
LAUDER
— 'H hImv with vniniouH
of foUowers^ broMffht\

to the

screen

hy

P^R.l.WOU^Tl

%
^ Now y<iu get your chance to cash in on the S. R. O.
crowds

that always greet the one and only Harry

Lauder. ^ Here's the world-famous
at his best in his first motion

WELSH-PEARSON
e^ CO. LTD.
PRESENTS

Scotch comedian

picture! Kilts and

gnarly cane and all, he spreads his rich fun over a
side-splitting story of fun and adventure. ^ Written
by the famous
of Harry Lauder

novelist, John

Buchan.

The

«

«

■«

•

«

^

LAUDER
'Hvniinj^tcweK

name

over your marquise will start the

whole town your way !

FIRST SCREEN
itPPEARANCE

WITH veh^oVOROnina

G ^Paramount <J{^JUase

•

PAR AJUIOUIVT— world's greatest star s!

FBO'

At

ANQ N. Y.,WANov.R''18th
QColony,

COMING
BIG GAMES

All

synchronized

by Miraculous
RCA
PHOTOPHONE

FBO

TALKER CHAMPIONS RIP
OFF BIG GAINS AS SHOWMEN PILE UP PROFITS!

"PERFECT CRIME" Crashes Thru Blue Mouse. Seattle, Two Weeks.
Also
Giant Week Oriental Publix, Chicago; and Fortnight, Modern and Beacon, Boston.
"GANG WAR" Cops Honors at Lafayette. Buffalo!
"HIT OF THE SHOW" Mops Up Interstate Circuit . . .Booked Crucial Games
Publix. Charlotte . . . Jacksonville and Miami!
ALL SIX SLATED FOR BIG GAMES BY COMERFORD CIRCUIT!
GRIPPING DIALOGUE
THRILLING EFFECTS .... GORGEOUS
SCORES

A New Talking Picture
Equipment Ready for
Immediate Installation
S I M O T O N E
Simotone is a talking picture equipment that will reproduce perfectly any sound recorded by any motion picture
producer using the Western Electric disc method of recording.
Simotone will reproduce all other disc methods using the
so-called ^'standard speed/'
Simotone reproduces speech and music with ^delity of
tone and precise sjmchronization of lip movement thus
creating the greatest realism attained by talking pictures.
You can have Simotone installed for a small sum down and
a nominal weekly rental, being then prepared to nm the
big box office class of talkies.
The Simotone Perfect Recording System is now available
to producers. The recording system is a 33 1-3 — 90, the socalled ''standard speed." It is portable and can be used for
both interiors and exteriors. Simple and economical.
Write immediately for details

SIMOTONE
Telephone:
Pennsylvania 7630
7631

55

Suite 303
West 42nd Street
New York City

Here is a partial list of exhihitors who have already
booked this great SOUND
for a CLEANUP/
picture
lUon. N. Y.
Onrida, N. Y.
.
Rome. N. Y.
Sclma, Ala. AUu
Ttuc<doo«a.

Madison
Academy
Capitol
Capiiol

Colonial
Batna
a's Opera House

Buffalo, N. Y.
.
Buff^o. N. Y.
Rochmer. N. Y.
Chicago, III.
Chicago, III.
Danville, III.
Ashtabula, Ohio
DaiUa, Tex.
Detroit, Mich.
Flint, Mich.

Eastman
Granada
Marboro
Terrace
Palace
Michigan
Capitol
Regent
Colonial
. Orpheum
Pantages
Cameo
Upto*vn
Sheboygan
Capitol
Grand

Logansport,
Kansas
Citv, Ind.
Mo.
Wichita, Mo.
Loa Angelei, Cal.
Lo« Angelei, Cal.
Manitowoc, Wis.
Shebovsan, Wis.
Faribault, Minn.
Bridgeport,
New Haven, Conn.
Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Middle Villiage, U 1.
Bradford, Pa.
Grecnsburg, Pa.

^^\^^^JS
-1>t<^

Cameo
Garde
Rogers Sherman
A Hon
Bradford
Manos

Johnstown, Pa, .
Wheeling, W. Va.
Baker, Ore. Claric
La
Grande,Ore.
Ore. -^
Mcdford,
Fresno, Cal.

Cambria
Court
heum or Empire
Arcade
Pantages
Cratcrian
Pantages
Clemmer

Spokane, Wash.
Wash.
Tacoina,
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md.

Palace
Rivoli

''SENSATIONAL
SUCCESS"

Telegraphic report says:
* 'CAPTAIN SWAGGER WITH
RCA PHOTOPHONE SOUND
VERSION SENSATIONAL SUCCESS THIS WEEK MARBRO
AND GRANADA THEATRES
STOP AUDIENCES UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PRAISE OF
PICTURE AND SYNCHRONIZATION STOP PLAYING TO
PACKED HOUSES AT EACH
PERFORMANCE."

SUE

with

CAROL

A Hector TurnbuU Production
Adapted
by Adelaide
Heilbron
from an original story by Leonard Praskins

Directed

by

Edward

H.

Griffith

Picture

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distrflmtcrs of America, Inc. — ^Will H. Hays, President

BALTIMORE
GOES
PATHE ON SOUND NEWS

mm

CAPITOL

THEATRE,

iomjm/

Baltimore cast its vote unanimously for
Pathe Sound Neivs. Telegraphic rc'
ports just received from seven theatres
read:

New York

^lmiii

h.

'Pathe Sound

News

greatest yet.

Rivoli Theatre

"Your Sound News

a revelation!

gratulate you and stafF."

e'i —

Arthur B. Price

"The Pathe Sound News as screened last night in
Baltimore is more than a news. It is a revelation.
Congratulations! "

'

i.*

.:

F. H. Durkee Enterprises
C. W. Henderson

"After seeing the first Pathe Sound News it proves that
Pathe will always be the Leader.
Congratulations."
Walter D. Pacy
McHenry

STRAND

THEATRE,

Allow me to conAurora Theatre

3

MARK

Congratulations."
Frank Price

New York

and Garden Theatre s

"Pathe Sound News is the greatest entertainment
viewed by me since the birth of Pathe News eighteen years ago."

E. A. Lake
Hippodrome Theatre

"Had the pleasure of viewing the first Pathe Sound
News and if this is what we can expect the Pathe
News will live for many, more birthdays. Congratulations."

J. L.Associated
Rome

Theatres

"Just sat in on special screening Pathe Sound News
at Rivoli Theatre.
Congratulations."
JuliusAstor
Goodman
and Ideal Theatres

B. S. MOSS'

COLONY

THEATRE,

New

York

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

ilADS IN l^AMft^^niT
s
MARK

CAPITOL

-

STRAND

-

COLONY
B. S. MOSS'

Head vast multitude of theatres playing the newest and most
startling revelation in sound news reels beginning Saturday^ Nov, 10

PATHE
SOUND
NEWS
starts off with a bang!
117 theatres now set with Pathe Sound News
From Broadway to Dixie— from Coast to Coast— the
bookings on Pathe Sound News come rolling in—
and all indications point to a landslide to Pathe*

* * TAIKING/PICTURE
^»^'

in 1 AmiLABlE TO EVERY THEATRE
iy BOOKING

INCLUDES EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
NOW
READY

IF THEMRE 1$ NOT WIRED

PICTURE
NOW
BOOKING

1^I0N OTHEXWcSrk^l

A $200,000
SENSATIONAL
MYSTERY
DRAMA

^^REELS^5
DIALOGUE
AMO
SOUND

Directed by

ANDREW

STONE

A REAL BOXwith OFFICE CAST
Dialogue and Sound by the New Process

hOTOT'VM

LICENSED UNDER HARRISON W. ROGERS INC.PATENT5

le'*' Easy to Install
Supemi* Tone Quality^ Interchangeab
Permanent Equipment Now Available for Installation
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE

FOR IMMEDIATE

TALKING
/

TERMS

AND

DATES

DETAILS

\Yvii
PHONE

PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS

YORK CITY '^^'^R^dS^fl'S'i'^e
H AVE.- , NEW
729 SEVENT
A.J.MOELLER
GENERAL MANAGER

•^TiRRITOmi mOHTS AVAILABLg TO RESPONSIBLE PAQmS"

The BIG Money-'Naking
Special Event of the Year
TO PUT
"JOY WEEK"
DVER WITH A BANG!
HOW

Go to your nearest Universal Exchange
»nd ask them to give you the marvelous
lineup of Universal's
ind special
Week eProduct.
Joy complet
GREAT

Announce in your programs, in your heralds, in your one-sheets, on your poster
stands the coming of JOY WEEK. Use all
your advertising means to put the BIG
DATE across — December 23rd to January
2nd.
Call on your local newspaper Editor —
tell him about e.the big hookup — He'll be
glad to cooperat

See your local merchants — make a Prosperity Tie-Up with the live wires. You can
cover the town with JOY WEEK propaganda without extra cost to yourself. The
whole world loves laughter — the whole
world wants JOY WEEK — make them remember the date — December 23rd to January 2nd.
Show your local merchants our special
posters and window cards on JOY WEEK.
Tell your patrons you've got the Joy pictures sewed up for your Theatre — tell them
about DICKEN'S CHRISTMAS CAROL;
tell them about OSWALD in THE FARMYARD FOLLIES, the funniest cartoon
comedy that ever raced across a screen —
tell them about HORACE IN HOLLYWOOD— the one reel picture with the BIG
background of stars — tell them about
WOODEN SOLDIER — the Laemmle Novelty with the highpoint of Christmas cheer
— tell them you've got a complete Joy
Week program of short reel pictures that
stand alone and make them laugh — laugh
— laugh.
Shout the glad tidings in all of your advertising— stress the date — December 23rd
to January 2nd. Get started early and
you'll sure get the holiday mobs.

and
now
comes

akening^
'as one of the
bestpictures
of the year
Bof Jngales 911. Daily J{eurx

T
PfQsenfed by

JAMUEl

GOLDWYN

Story by Frances iTlaHon
mifh

LOUV lyOLHEIM
WALTER BYRON
Jl l)icfor ykming
f>roducfion

VN

I TE
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The

AWAKENING
is

marvelous —
box'office

"One of the best human interest
stories yet screened. New screen
team wins Hit. Took an enthused
audience by storm. It ought to pack
the United Artists for weeks to come"
— Los Angeles lllust. Daily News
"Gives the finest performance _[^of her career.
None
could fill her place in romantic drama.
I sense a
greater actress than we have
ever knownher to be. Compelling love interest."
Los Angeles Eve. Herald.

"Colorful love story.
Should increase her appeal greatly for her adLos Angeles Times.
mirers."

"The lovely Vilma packed them in all by
herself.
'The Awakening'
has colorful
story, plenty of action and suspense."
Los Angeles Record.
"Will be a money
maker.
F i Irn has
strong appeal.
Beauty
combined with interesting
story helps crowd the theatres."

^

With

"The synchronized score
by Hugo Reisenfeld as fine
as any ever written. The
theme song, 'Marie,' by
Irving Berlin has most of

us humming
Los Angeles Examiner

or Without

SOUND

it."

g
Over big with bi
Paraaudiences at
mount Empress,
Salt Lake City.
ans money
for
^rpes of hous
es",
'^y- FILM
DAILY.
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Mr. Hoover and the Industry
The President-Elect's Friendly and Significant Attitude

By William A. Johnston
PRESIDENT-ELECT HOOVER gives
to the industry, through Motion Picture
News, a most important message.
The interview, we are pleased and proud
to say, is the first obtained by any trade paper
since his election.
Mr. Hoover stresses his friendliness toward
the industry and his appreciation of the dominant force of the motion picture in the world
relations of today and tomorrow.
These are no idle words ; they are seriously
meant and, in our opinion, they are deeply
significant.

the industry's structure and economics than
any other world leader has ever had, he will
nevertheless thoroughly gauge its resources
before he indicates its opportunities.

A number within the industry will recall,
as does the writer, a meeting with Mr. Hoover
in Washington during the war and when he
was a cabinet member, his clear appreciation
of the power of the picture and his concise
and ready application of it to the needs of the
hour.
It will be a pleasure, which we are confident each individual in the industry will feel,
to work with and for such a leader and such
a platform.

The Hoover administration, we take it, will
fully recognize the new era of international
commerce, of world trade expansion. In this
great development, international amity and
Great strides will be made in the next
understanding are indispensable factors and
in this important respect, the motion picture several years. A good many social and business barriers will be levelled across the globe
is the one great facility today of all the nations of the world.
and it will be a satisfaction that no man will
No one knows this fact better than Mr. ever forget to feel that he, through his part
Hoover; but also the statesmen of the world in the motion picture industry, has contributed his mite.
are alive to the situation. As Mr. Walter
Marks of Australia so impressively stated at
It behooves us, therefore, to look beyond
our
office, studio and theatre roofs and realize
the Will Hays luncheon this week, the picture itself is greater in power than all the that the objectiv^es of the film are not merely
leaders of government.
those of trade and quick profits made regardlessly. We are intimately and basically concerned with a world-wide public, with the
Mr. Hoover will make, in the very near commerce of the world and the governments
future, a survey of the industry. That is char- of the world. It is our first and foremost duty
acteristic. Approaching the subject as he to make, distribute and exhibit pictures with
does, I believe, with a clearer knowledge of this fact always in mind.
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Motion

Stereoscopic Pictures in Color
Reported Achieved
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

14.— Stereoscopic
NOVEMBER
HOLLYWOOD,
motion pictures, the dream of countless inventors
and the picture industry, has been achieved, according to word received from a reliable source.
The Fox studios for the past four months have been
secretly making a stereoscopic picture — a real third dimension picture in color that is said to be amazing in its
results.
It is a development of the Spoor-Thompson process and
is said not to require any special theatre projection equipment. The earlier Spoor-Thompson process required a
special projection machine and extra-width film. The new
development is said to require only standard width.
Not even members of the Fox organization knew the
picture was being made. The rushes were projected for
only a select few high officials, the inventor and Frank H.
Hitchcock, former Postmaster General, who brought the
invention to Fox. Niagara Falls was photographed in
colors and the result is said to have been so amazing that
Fox officials decided upon the greatest secrecy — the officials
realizing, so the story goes, that they had an invention that
may turn the business topsy turvy just as the first talkie did.
The Fox organization is said to have achieved third dimension pictures in sound and color. The patent, according
to information, eliminates all distortion on the screen and
makes the figures life-like and natural and astounding to
the spectator. The public announcement which will be
made within a month, it is said, will react favorably to the
Fox stock and it is to beat the speculators that the invention is being kept a secret, it is reported. The Fox organization hopes to spring the stereoscopic picture as a surprise to the world and that is why not one word has leaked
out about the invention till now.

Giannini

to Receive

Cup

He Will be Awarded
the Harris
Trophy at AngloAmerican Dinner; Many Notables to be in Attendance
SPECULATION concerning the identity
of the individual in the motion picture industry who will be awarded the
Harris Cup at the Anglo-American dinner
of the A. M. P. A. to be held at the Biltmore Hotel in New York on November 20
was put at rest last Friday when the Board
of Directors of the A. M. P. A. decided on
Dr. A. H. Giannini, chairman of the Bank
of America, as the person most meriting
the honorary trophy for establishing good
will between the film industries of Great
Britain and America. Mr. Harris, the donor
of the cup, is editor of The Cinema of London.
Will Hays will be toastmaster at the
han(iuet and there will be many others of
prominence lending their presence to the
affair. All of the speakers have distinguished careers and their names are all to

be found in "Who's Who." Major General Robert Lee Bullard, of the War Department at Washington, D. C; J. E. Otterson, president of the Electrical Research
Products, Inc. ; Nathan Burkan, and Ralph
Blumenfeld, editor of the London Daily
Express, are some of the figures who will
deliver addresses.
It is generally accepted that the trophy
could go to no man more deserving. Mr.
Giannini has the distinction of being the
first banker to finance American film production and the first American banker to
finance British productions. Due largely to
his efforts British bankers have become interested infilm production and have become
increasingly active in the business in the
British Isles.
The A. M. P. A. banquet is being looked
forward to as a brilliant event, being as it

Picture

N etvs

will be a gathering of men prominent in the
industry of both countries. From England
have come handsome expressions concerning the significance of the affair. The viewpoint here is also praiseworthy.
Edward L. Klein is chairman of the Ban(|uet Committee of the A. M. P. A. At a
recent meeting of the Board of Directors it
was deemed necessary to revise the original
]>Ians and extend the banquet to ladies also.
There has been an excellent demand for
tickets.
Among those sending cablegrams of felicitation from the other side are Victor Davis,
chairman of the Cinematograph Exhibitors
.Association of Great Britain and Ireland;
Charles M. Wooll, chairman of the Kinematograph Renters Society of Great Britain and Ireland; H. A. Wallis, of First
National Pathe, Ltd., and chairman of the
British M. P. Advertisers; Murray Silverstone, head of the English subsidiary of
United Artists.

Fox

Shake-Up
on
Under Way

Coast

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — A shake-up in several departments of the Fox Coast organization is apparently under way. Joseph C.
Shea, who recently arrived from the New
York office, has succeeded Robert M. Yost
as the West Coast Publicity head. Other
changes are slated with Earl Wingart also
coming in as associate head of Fox West
Coast publicity.
It is reported that J. L. McCarthy will be
ajjpointed executive head of the new Fox
Hills Movietone plant, with Ben Jackson
officiating as the Movietone head at the Fox
Hollywood studio. Dave Thompson, according to reports will remain as the Fox Hills
studio manager.

Barthelmess Signed to New
First National Contract
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Richard Barthelmess has signed a new contract with First
National, the agreement covering six pictures to be made in the next eighteen
months. Barthelmess is reported to be receiving $150,000 per picture salary, which
ranks among the highest contract salaries
paid a male star. Plans provide for all
IJarthelmess pictures to carry dialogue.

Paramount Adopts New
Technic for Talkies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

mount is abandoning the policy
14. — ParaNov.
OOD
HOLLYW
gue in various
ing, dialo
of spott
r
s
sequence with remainde of the picture silent. An example of the new
method to be followed is offered in
"The Wolf of Wall Street," which has
the first three reels entirely silent
with the following reels from that
point to the finish entirely in dialogue.
Studio executives after seeing this
picture believe that this practice offers
a solution of the problem of combining
dialogue with motion pictures. "The
Wolf of Wall Street" was produced by
recti
B. P.ng.Fineman with Rowland Lee di-

November

17,

19 28
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Hoover's Attitude Toward
Picture Industry
President-Elect Friendly to Screen World, Sees Films as Big
International Force; Will Make Survey
{Copyright, 1928, by Motion Picture News, Inc., Republication Rights Granted Provided Full Credit is Given)

By A Staff Correspondent of Motion Picture News

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, November
12
President-Elect Herbert Hoover will,
in the near future, make a thorough survey
of the American motion picture industry
in all its branches, both here and abroad. He
will then issue a statement for general use on
the importance of motion pictures and their place
in the life of the nation.
Furthermore, Mr. Hoover, as the occupant of
the White House for the four years beginning
March 4, next, will be friendly to the industry.
Not only does the President-Elect hold a spirit
of kindliness toward the industry, but he realizes
it is one of the dominant factors in education
and the making of opinions in all walks of life.
These facts, of vital importance to the whole
screen world, were learned exclusively by Motion Picture News here today from the spokesman for Mr. Hoover. The interview granted to
the Motion Picture News representative at Mr.
Hoover's home is the first obtained by any trade
paper in any field, since his election.

tion picture can aid the nation greatly in tieing
closer bonds of friendship between the United
States and other countries
Through his experience as Secretary of Commerce, the President Elect is well versed in the
economic problems which face both the production and distribution branches of the industry.
At the same time, he is not unfamiliar with the
fact that producers as well as distributors have
many delicate questions to handle in the making
of subjects for foreign territory.
It is believed, for example, that on his forthcoming tour of Latin America the President Elect
will, among other things, observe motion picture conditions, doubtless with particular reference to the influence of American pictures in
Central and South America.
It was inferred by the spokesman that Mr.
Hoover regards the motion picture as probably
the greatest of all forces for international good
will.

Apparently, Mr. Hoover is following the precedent set by President Coolidge in the use of
a spokesman in the communication of his views
via the press to the public, instead of being
quoted in the first person.

Mr. Hoover's keen appreciation of what the
motion picture business has meant and can mean
in the future in the promotion of good will and
commerce throughout the world was arrived at
during his eight years as Secretary of Commerce.
It was in the Hoover Regime that the Motion
Picture Bureau of the Department of Commerce
was developed — a bureau which has been of very
great aid not only to American producers, exhibitors and distributors but also to kindred
industries.

Mr. Hoover recognizes the tremendous importance of the motion picture industry as a
factor in creating better understanding between
other nations and ours. He hopes that the industr\' will continue to bend every effort toward
securing good will for our country as a whole
from other peoples over the face of the earth.
He feels that the world wide influence of the mo-

Mr. Hoover believes that to the world distribution of American made motion pictures can be
traced a large portion of the foreign importatation of American clothes, furniture and other
domestic products in such countries as Japan,
China and Asiatic Russia, where the visual acquaintance with our products was made possibly
by the movies.

Just how soon the survey
it was impossible to learn,
will come shortly after the
doubtedly, the new Secretary
have a very large part in the

will be undertaken
but presumably it
inauguration. Unof Commerce will
Hoover survey.

Motion
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"Abie's

Irish Rose"

(Sound Version)

Reviewed by Anna Aiken Patterson
Publisher, The Weekly Film Review, Atlanta, and Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News

A

FAIR silent film version of a great stage success has
been turned into a fine picture attraction by the
addition of a sound synchronization plus dialogue

sequences. We are speaking of "Abie's Irish Rose". Paramount has now come through with an exceedingly fine job.
In its new form, Anne Nichols could not have asked
for a more sympathetic handling of her tremendously successful play.
Sound gives a greatly increased charm to the picture.
It has a pleasing synchronization throughout, with a pretty
love theme. In the handling of the dialogue there is no
"forcing a point". Je^n Hersholt is very impressive in
two speaking sequences wherein he intones the Hebrew
prayer for the dead; and Nancy Carroll sings two songs
and does a neat little tap dance. Her singing, be it known,
was by way of entertaining the A. E. F. in a Y. M. C. A,
hut "back of the lines" in France, and with Charles Rogers
playing her accompaniment at the piano.
In "Abie's Irish Rose" Paramount employs the method
of recording developed by Rov J. Pomeroy. There is no
surface noise whatever. And the music score synchronizes
perfectly with the action.

Meeting
Called
on Sound
Paramount
Executives
Convene to Decide
on Sales
Policy for Audible Films
SPECIAL cnnvontion was called by
Paramount flurin? the past week in
order to establish more firmly with
the sales depai'tment the new sound policy
of the company. The convention was held
in the Paramoiint home office and is beint;
attended by about GO out-of-town men and
about 15 of the local sales force.

A

At a meetinpr held I'ecently and attended
by every important executive of the Paramount ors:anization, a new policy was suggested and drawn up regarding the future
activities of the company in producing and
selling pictures. The sound situation was
thoroughly discussed from all angles. The
policy determined, Sidney Kent, general
m.anager of Paramount, instructed his men
in New York and showed them what has
been accomplished by Paramount in so far
as sound is concerned.

Paramount
Stock Put
on $3.00 Basis
Board of Directors of Paramount-Famous Lasky Corporation this week declared a quarterly dividend of .5 per cent on the new
common stock payable December 29th
to the .stockholders of record on December 7th. This places the stock on
a new $3.00 basis. The Paramount
stock was recently split three for one
and prior to that the old stock paid a
cash dividend of $8.00 per share.
THE

The convention, which was addressed by
Mr. Kent, Adolph Zuknr, Jesse Lasky, Sam
Katz, opened on Monday morning, November 12. The evening was spent at a theatre. On Tuesday the convention witnessed
sci-eenings of new Paramount pictures. That
evening also was devoted to amusement. On
Tliursday and Friday the same program was
in^iifect, with the exception that on Thursday the gathering will meet on the links
i)f the Winged Foot Golf Club where they
]ilnyed in a tournament which was followed
liv a dinner.

Brown to Star in Act and
Film at U. A. Theatre
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — United Artists
theatre, downtown Los Angeles bouse, will
>.tar Joe E. Brown in a revue presented in
conjunction with the screening of "The
Hit of the Show." Instead of the usual
procedure of staging revue ahead of the
picture, Brown and his company will follow
the film on the program.

"U" Signs Reiehenbach to
Publicity Contract
Harry Reiehenbach has been engaged on
a permanent basis by Universal Pictures
Corporation, having signed a long-term contract to stay with Universal and to relin-

Picture

News

quish all other publicity enterprises in
which he has been engaged. He also gives
up the offices he has maintained in the
Strauss Building for the last three years.
On September 20 Universal engaged him
for eight weeks to preside over the publicity
destinies of the Colony

Theatre's new

Mr. Reiehenbach will devote his time to
policy.
the Universal special productions as a specialist in publicity ideas and campaigns.
He is already at work on ideas for ' ' Show
Boat," "Broadway" and other Universal
specials.

Says MacLean
Observed
Carol Option Clause
Irrespective of published reports that Sue
Carol was free from her term contract with
Douglas MacLean Productions as a result
of the company failing to give proper notice
of taking up option, Bogart Rogers, manager of the company states the contract was
not broken and the actress was given proper
notice November 1 of option for additional
period starting in December.
Rogers further states this fact will hold
true in due course of time, even though
Miss Carol apparently is getting different
advice.

Director Sets Two-Day
Record for Talker
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14.— Eugene Walter,
well known playwright, has established a
record as a director of a two-reel talker
that no director so far hvas equaled. Walter
directed the picture for Fox called "Friendship" with Robert Edeson starred, in two
days. The entire cast is composed of seven
men and the action takes place in a single

"U"

Denies
Rumors
of
Welsh Replacement
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Rumors that Robert
E. Welsh was being replaced as general
manager of Universal Studios by Julius
Bernheim were emphatically denied early
this week by Carl Laemmle, Jr., who stated
that Welsh was proving his value as head
of the studios, and would continue.

Anna Aiken Patterson
Addresses A.M.P.A.
ly Film
lisher of N
the PATT
WeekERSO
ReN, pubAIKE
view, Atlanta, and special correspondent of Motion Picture News, was
a guest of honor at the weekly
of the Associated Motion Picluncheon
ture Advertisers in New York City on
November 15.
Mrs. Patterson pointed out a lack of
adin distributor
angles
proper selling
vertising in the
trade
papers. Too
much attention was given, she said, to
adjectives and superlatives and billing
credits of stars, etc. What the exhibitor wants, she declared, are facts
and definite exploitation material by
which the exhibitor can sell the picture to the public. This need exists
just as much in the case of the local
manager of a producer-controlled circuit house as in the case of the independent exhibitor, she declared.
ANNA

November

17,
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Production Boom in Hollywood
Usual Winter Depression Offset by Sound Picture Schedule;
Paramount and M-G-M
(Hollywood

Kox-. 11. — HollyHOLLYWOODl.
wood's production panic is endinsr. Oddly enough, for the first
time in years, the period durino; which there
has generally been less production than at
any other time of the year, will be the busiest one of the current season. Despite the
fact that three or four studios are rumored
closing:, one shut-down being definite, the
amount of production which will be held on
the other lots more than makes up for those
which will be closed and will offer more employment than has been open to Hollywood's film colony since the inception of
sound-hysteria.
The boom is due next month, by which
time practically all studios will have completed the sound stages under construction
and will place into production, stories which
have been withheld until equipment is
ready.
In former years, the months of December,
January and Fel)ruary witnessed a minimum of production. For this year, each
producer is planning more pictures to be in
work during that period than have been at
any other time for the past year. The one
definite closing is the Warner Brothers
studio, which goes dark in December, its
entire program completed. F B 0 is reported slated to close and rumors state that
Pathe and First National may follow a similar course for a brief period.
Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
will make over fifty pictures during the
next three months. Twenty-two of Paramount's planned productions were announced this week twelve of them to be 100

RCA

Bureau,

Will Have 50 in Work

Motion

Picture

f<iews >

per cent talking. The dozen are "The
Doctor's Secret," "The Dummy," "Tong
War," (also silent version); "Close Harmony," "Drums of Oude," "Tlie Geniu-"

Bebe
Daniels
Seeking
Contract Release
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

be
— Bea reNov.
OOD
ating14. for
s is,negoti
Daniel
HOLLYW
lease from her starring contract
ount
in order that she nny
with Param
do a dialogue picture immediately. Although she is making the first of four
productions for Paramount to be released .this season, none of them are
slated for dialogue. Miss Daniels feels
she should not risk loss of popularity
by delaying dialoging, on account of
the present widespread demand by exhibitors for "talkers."
Although Paramount has already
sold the series of four Daniels star
pictures to theatres for the current
season; it is said the company will
come to terms with the star whereby
she will be granted a release from her
contract after the current picture is
finished.

(not Dreiser's but a William Robson story) ;
an untitled Wallace Beery (silent version
also); "The Concert" (silent version
also); "Darkened Rooms" (silent also);
and three more to be announced. The other
ten, which will include synchronized song

and dance scenes, are "The Shop- Worn
Angel"; "The Wolf of Wall Street";
"The Four Feathers"; "Wolf-Song";
"Innocents of Paris"; "Two Shall Meef ';
■■Sins of the Fathers"; the next Jannings,
which is an original story by Victor Schertzinger; "Manhattan Co"cktail" and "The
Canary Murder Case."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 's list contains no
■'all-talkies, "as all production will be made
in both silent and synchronized versions.
Tlie productions, to which many more names
will be added, include "The Last of Mrs.
Cheney," "Spite Marriage," "Thirst,"
■•Broadway Melody," "Hallelujah,"
■■Wonder of Women," "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey," "The Pagan." "Desert Law,"
■■The Duke Steps Out," "The Five
O'clock Girl," and untitled Lon Chaney,
■■Dynamite," "The Bugle Sounds," "The
Green Ghost," an untitled Fred Niblo proiluetion, "College Days" and "Hunted."
This list is only complete as far
a^; the two studios themselves have their
plans, and there will undoubtedly be many
added to the number .nailed here. Universal, Fox, Tift'any-Stahl, Columbia, Hal
Koach, Christies, Educational, in fact, all
independents and short subject makers are
jplauning a greater number of productions
than ever before.
The news, which is not yet known to
Hollywood, is seeping out slowly. It is
bringing new life and new hope to the
thousands who have been hanging on
throughout the darkest period Hollywood
has know in many years, hoping for a
"break."
And it's due before Christmas.

Starts Production in Jan.

Now Equipping New York Studio and Will Experiment With
Features; Shorts Also Contemplated
Radio Corporation of America
THE
will start actual motion picture production on its own hook with the
Photophone system of recording right after
the first of January. It is not doing this
with the idea of entering into competition
with any of its licensees, but largely along
experimental lines, which, however, will be
productive of features that will be available for exhibitors, and which, it is claimed,
will be the equal or better than any on the
market.
RCA has taken a three-year lease on the
entire building covering practically a block
on 24th street between Madison and Lexington avenues, in New York City, and is
now converting it into what will be known
as the Gramercy Studios. It will have the
very latest equipment in every detail, and
will have a staff of experts qualified in
every manner to produce high-class pictures. It is said that at many of the sound
studios there is a serious handicap because
of a lack of knowledge of technique in the

making of talkies on the part of the cameraman and others.
The sound stage at the Gramacy studios
will be 170 by 170 feet and 45 feet high. It
will be equipped with multiple recording
facilities and every modern convenience that
will add to its effectiveness. Not only will
feature pictures be made, but much time
will be devoted to the making of short subjects, educational and industrial films. The
studios will be available to outside producers, and every assistance will be given
them by the RCA experts.
While the RCA staff is busy with preparations for opening the new studio, it is
also making rapid progress with theatre
installations of Photophone equipment. According to the schedule of installations as
now arranged up to the first of the coming
year, there will be twenty-six Keith-Albee
houses equipped and fifty-one outside
houses. Following is the schedule for the
K-A-0 installations :
Harris Majestic, Johnstown, Pa., Oct. 29 ;

Proctor's Fifth Avenue, New York, Dee.
1; Proctor's 125th Street, Nov. 18; Coliseum, N. Y., Dec. 5; Franklin, N. Y., Nov.
18; Chester, N. Y., Nov. 28; Madison,
Brooklyn, Dec. 14; Keith-Albee, Youngstown, Nov. 28; Keith-Albee, Akron, Dec.
5; Hill Street, Los Angeles, Dec. 15;
Golden Gate, San Francisco, Dec. 1 ; Harris,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 5; Hennepin, Minneapolis,
Deo. 15; Orpheum, Omaha, Dec. 20; Proctor's 86th Street, N. Y., Dec. 10; Riverside,
N. Y., Dec. 12; Proctor's Mount Vernon,
D:e. 12; Proctor's Yonkers, Dec. 12; Proctor's Grand, Albany, Dec. 21; Proctor's
Fourth Street, Albany, Dec. 22; Proctor's
Fourth Street, Troy, Dee. 17; Proctor's,
Schenectady, Dec. 17; Proctor's Palace,
Newark, Dec. 20; Proctor's 58th Street,
N. Y., D:c. 20; Belmont, Chicago, Dec. 23;
Victory, Providence, Nov. 20.
In addition to the equipments to be installed byRCA by the first of the new year,
the company is planning to have at least
650 Photophone outfits in theatres by May.

Motion

"The

Reviewed
(Editor of the Los Angeles

Times

Viking"
Schallert

by Edwin

Preview and Special Correspondent of Motion

Picture News)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 11. — Beauty is emphatically disclosed in
Technicolor Company's first all-color film which is to be released
with sound effects and probably dialogue by Metro-GoldwynMayer. I saw this picture in the silent version. It is called "The Viking," and is adapted from the novel, "The Thrall of Leif the Lucky."
It deals with an early discovery of America by northern sea rovers,
and tells a romantic tale of love and adventure. Principal players include Pauline Starke, Donald Crisp, Le Roy Mason, Richard Alexander and Harry Lewis Woods. The film was directed by R. William
Neill.
From a semi-historic standpoint there are several underlying
points of interest in this picture. One of these concerns the early
spread of Christianity through the Icelandic region. Another the daring venture of a band of intrepid warriors into the unknown regions
of the Atlantic in quest of a new land. The theory that the vikings
actually did visit the shores of America is established through a view
of a monument erected presumably by them ere Columbus came, and
still standing in Turo Park in the town of Newport, Rhode Island.
Thus the tale purely imaginary has some substantiation in fact, and is
rather adroitly tied up with the present at the close of the picture.
However, it is as a screen novelty that "The Viking" will most appeal. The period and place in which it is laid are absolutely new. Plot
interest has not been sacrificed to a remote locale. Any audience will
find inviting the romance between the Saxon nobleman, Alwin, and the
defiant daughter of the Vikings, Helga, who buys him as a slave. There
are some scenes of battle and contention, and a theme of sacrifice in
which Leif Ericson commander of the expedition figures. In love with
Helga himself Leif gives her up to Alwin, who saves his life during a
mutiny of the superstitious crew on the voyage to an unknown world.
Such a story as "The Viking" could perhaps only be effectively
produced in color. It strikes a new note, proving the development
which the process has undergone in the past year. The most notable
performances are those of Miss Starke and Donald Crisp, although
Anders Randolph, as the father of Leif who attacks his son's adoption
of Christianity in an actual contest by sword, is strikingly well done.
Le Roy Mason is effective.

Kennedy
Rumor

Not

to

Quit

He Was To Leave Pathe Definitely Quashed;
Is Busy Lining Up Next Season's Plans

h
, November 14. — Josep
OOD
HOLLYW
edy
is here busy lining up
P. Kenn
Pathe production plans for next
season. This definitely ends the rumors that
Kennedy is quitting Pathe.
He is spending his time between the F B 0
and Pathe lots and on this trip is formulating Pathe 's future policies in conference
•n-ith studio executives which was not typical of past visits made by Mr. Kennedy
here.
As previously reported in Motion' Pic-

L. A.

ture News, it is believed that John Gilbert has been added to the roster of stars
now under contract to him personally, the
others being Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson.
Tom Mix and Eric von Stroheim.
Mr. Kennedy declines to be interviewed.
Nothing definite can be learned beyond the
fact that stories for next year's Pathe production schedule are being selected. There
is a possibility of a definite statement next
week.

Theatre

Grosses

Business Better Than Usual Despite After Election LetDown and Rain Spell
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

OOD, Nov. 15.— Los Angeles
HOLLYW
motion picture houses marked up
better than average grosses over
the 8-day period following election, doing
better than expected in the face of the

usual post-election let down and several
rainy days, which interfered with trade.
Grosses for the full week from Friday to
Thursday of regular run houses which
open new bUls Fridays are as follows:

f ic tur e

News

Jletropolitan, featuring Richard Dix in
"lloran of the Marines," $25,000. Loew's
State, with the greatly ballyhooed Marion
Davies vehicle "Show People," grossed
ing its final week at Warner Brothers Hollywood, took $32,000.
The two-a-day attractions now current
are "Interference," at the Carthay Circle,
which did a total of $15,500, while Grauman's Chinese with "Noah's Ark" was
doing a business that ran up to $25,000 for
the week. Both are scaled at $1.65 top.
Gross for the week from Wednesday to
Tuesday last at the United Artists, featuring "The Awakening" was at $24,000. This
house under Hal Home's direction is
steadily increasing its business.

Mayer

Pleads for Better
English
Pictures
(Hollywood
Bureau,
Motion
Picture
News)

Hollywood, Nov. 11. — A plea for better
pictures from English producers was made
by Louis B. Mayer to the fourteen visiting
British editors and publishers at the banquet tendered them last week by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
There is plenty of room in America and the
rest of the world for good pictures, Mayer
told the assembled elite of the industry who
came to honor the visitors, and England's
film industry will find its product welcomed
according to its merit.
Mayer was one of many speakers. Douglas Fairbanks presided, with William de
Mille officiating as master of ceremonies.
Speakers included William Randolph
Hearst, Cecil B. De Mille, Harry Warner,
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, Ralph D.
Blumenfeld, Alan Pitt Rabbins and Sir
George Armstrong, the latter three being
among the honored guests.

D'Arrast Given Release
by Bureau,
Paramount
(Hollywood
Motion Picture News)
HoU.vwood, Nov. 14. — When Harry D 'Arrast, director, disagreed with Paramount
officials over the type of story that should
be used as the first starring picture for
]\Laurice Chevalier, he asked for, and received, a release from his five-year contract
with been
the producing
organization.
has
with Paramount
a year, D'Arrast
previous
to which time he was assistant to Charles
Chaplin. No other director has yet been
selected
to replacein D'Arrast
in tlie direction of Chevalier
his first picture
to be
. made in this country.

Ostrow Quits M-G-M
Columbia Post

for

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 14. — Resigning his post
as assistant to Harry Kapf at M-G-M,
Lou L. Ostrow has joined Columbia as a
producing executive. Ostrow had been with
M-G-M for the past year, previous to which
he was associated with Phil Goldstone in
production of a series for Tiffany.

Ray

Rockett
Supervisor
at Burbank Plant

(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Holl.\^vood, Nov. 6. — Ray Rockett, recently returned to Hollywood from Germany, is now at First National's Burbank
studios where he succeeds Henry Hobart
as production supervisor.
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Talkies Close Broadway Legits
Producing Managers' Picture Production Bubble Bursts, Leaving Them Holding Bag With Valuable Stage Hits
TALKING motion pictures have played
havoc with the legitimate theatres
along Broadway. Xo less than
thirty-three of the seventy-two first class
legitimate show places alon^ the Great
White Way have been dark during the current week and for the past two or three
weeks. Some along Broadway attribute this
condition to the Presidential election and
the radio addresses made by the candidates
and others. The legitimates were no doubt
hurt by these addresses. Box-office figures
show the falling off conclusively on the
nights that Governor Smith and Presidentelect Hoover spoke over the radio. But the
fact remains that the first run picture
houses along Broadway did at least a pleasing business in the face of this competition.
These are hard times in the legitimate
show business. The producers hoped before
the season started to reap big profits from
the production of their stage successes into
talking pictures. A number of them had
banded together for that purpose, according to an early announcement from the Al
H. Woods offices. That bubble of expectancy has apparently burst completely and
the producers are now more or less in a
panic.
Early last Summer William A. Brady,
veteran Broadway legitimate producer, predicted in an interview in the columns of
Motion Picture News that there would be
more legitimate houses dark along Broadway in October and November of this year

than ever in the history of theatricals. He
said that would be the effect the talkies
would have on the legitimate drama.
In the Brady interview, the producer said
that the legitimate producers along Broadway would make a lot of noise about the
plans they would have for reproducing some
of their stage hits as talking motion pictures, but that those plans would probably
get nowhere and in the end the picture industry, as usual, would reap the harvest
from the stage plays.
The Brady prophecies seem to be materializing. Shortly after his interview Al
Woods rallied together several of the Broadway producers, including llr. Brady, the
Shuberts, Arthur Hammerstein, the Selwyns and others and the official announcement was issued from the Shubert offices
that they would produce their stage plays
as road show attractions by the Vocafilm
process of recording. They had completed
arrangements whereby they acquired the
rights to Vocafilm. An official statement
was made by David R. Hochreich, president
of the Vocafilm Corporation to the same
effect.
An injunction against Vocafilm halted the
proposition temporarily, but within a short
time this injunction was vacated. Meantime the enthusiasm of the Broadway legitimate producers was evidently on the wane.
Al Woods got busy with his legitimate productions. He no longer cared to discuss the
Vocafilm productions. William A. Brady
met with an accident that incapacitated him

M. P. Relief Fund

for several weeks. The Shuberts were rumored to be dickering on production arrangements with Warner Bros, and P. A.
Powers. A few of the Broadway successes
were disposed of on the outright sale of
picture rights to motion picture producers.
Now comes the announcement from David
R. Hochreich, President of the Vocafilm
Corporation of America that he has closed
a thirteen year exclusive recording license
on Vocafilm to the Maurice Schwartz Yiddish Talking Pictures Corporation, of which
Maurice Schwartz is director general. Mr.
Schwartz is also director general of the
Yiddish Art Theatre. The productions of
that organization are to be made into alldialogue pictures to be shown in all parts
of the world. They are to make a minimum
of six a year to be done in Yiddish.
Meantime the Broadway legitimate producers are holding the bag. Their shelves
are warped with the weight of material
easily adaptable to sound and talking pictures. They are in a quandry as to what to
do with it. With them the proposition
seems to be similar to that of the stock
market. Theirs is now a watchful waiting
policy. They are trying to figure whether
the market is going to rise or fall.
Discussing the subject a Broadwaj' executive connected with one of the leading
producers said there was enough material
on Broadway shelves to keep the talkies supplied for a number of seasons. But they
are awaiting the most advantageous time to
(Continued on page 1517)

in Distress

Has Deficit of $15,000 on Current Year on Account of Cut
from "Chest"; Outlook
Even Darker Next Season
necessary charity work among members of
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

The Relief Fund has been operating as a
Chest.'
member of the Los Angeles Community
Chest, and last year is said to have received
written assurances from Chest officials that
the latter would provide a budget of $70,000
to the Relief Fund for the current year.

the film colony, the Relief Fund was forced
to borrow the $15,000 from outside sources
to meet its obligations.
As a member of the Community Chest
group, the Relief Fund is not allowed to
hold any benefits, or solicit income in any
other way aside from that revenue received
from the Chest. The contract further does
not allow the Relief Fund to use future
Chest allotments to make up past deficits,
and a number of Relief Fund members have
voiced disapproval of having the Relief
Fund continue under the Chest jurisdiction
beyond the present campaign for funds
which started Nov. 12th.
This year, under the budget system, the
Relief Fund can expect $38,000 from the
Community Chest to carry on its work, if
the Chest is able to reach its quota of
$2,644,185. If the quota is not obtained,
the Relief Fund can expect an even smaller
figure. This income to the Relief Fund
would be only half of the necessary amount

Last year's Chest drive, however, did not
reach its expected quota, and the Relief
Fund was cut down in its revenue to the
extent of $1.5,000.
In order to carry on

needed to carry on its year's charities;
would place the Fund in a position of
being able to take care of any requests
assistance except hospital cases.
One

Nov. 14. — Facing a
D.
HOLLYWOO
deficit of at least .$15,000 for the
current year, the Motion Picture
Relief Fund, the industry's charity organization on the coast, has been forced to
turn down all requests for assistance except
actual hospital cases.
Last year the film industry's quota for
the Community Chest was $200,000. The
amount raised was .$160,000, or in other
words, subscriptions made by members of
the motion picture industry only fell twenty
per cent below quota. This year its quota
is again set at $200,000 and, according to
present figures, the Relief Fund may expect
a fifty per cent cut on its share of the

and
not
for
offi-

cial of the Relief Fund is quoted as declaring that the Fund really needs at least
$100,000 yearly to function properly.
Relief Fund officials are reluctant to pull
away from the Chest, but are faced with
the necessity of obtaining other income than
that doled out under the Chest budget.
Meetings have been held between officials
of both organizations to work out a satisfactory solution, with little success resultr
ing so far.
In the current Community Chest campaign, solicitation of funds in the film
colony is under the general head of Cecil B.
De Mille, with captains in each studio to
do the collecting from employees. The film
industry quota is set at $200,000, with each
studio holding a sub-quota according to size.
Although Community Chest officials declare
all donations are to be voluntary, some
studios have sent out circular letters to employees informing them that they are expected to give a certain amount as their
quota, and subscription blanks with the
named amounts are enclosed to be signed
and returned to the studio head.
A number of studio employees resent this
method of solicitation.

Motion
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Three Fan Paper Writers Barred from
West Coast Studios
t Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 11. — The first definite step taken by producers
as a protective measure against fan magazine writers who are alleged to have abused privileges extended them, was the barring
of three writers last week from studios. While officiaL the closing of the
studio doors is not called a "ban:" the publicity departments have notified
doormen that these three writers are not to be permitted into the lot, have
\vithdrawn their names from publicity mailing lists and will refuse all
cooperation in the future. Any interviews or copy any one of the trio
needs in the future will have to be secured by direct contact with players.
The publicity departments have gone further by notifying all players under
contract that the writers are not in good grace.
The measure is a direct result of the recent article anent Conrad Nagel
in one of the fan publications. The writer of that article is one to whom
cooperation is being withdrawn. One of the others has been writing "love
life" stories.
Practically all studios whose publicity men are part of the Wampas
ethics or credentials committee are closing their doors against the offending writers.

Warner Net for Fiscal
Year $2,044,841
Tremendous

Gain Made Over Last Year's
New Stock Issues Under Way

Business;

31, 1928,
the year ending Aug.
FORWarner
Bros, financial statement
shows a net profit of $2,044,841. In
contrast to these figures is the previous
year's report which showed a net of $30,426.
pointing out the tremendous gain made by
this company for its fiscal year. .5.50.000
shares of combined Class A and Common
produced .$3.72 per share.
On Tuesday, Nov. 13, Warner Bros, gave
notice to the Xew York Stock Exchange
that it was the company's intentions to increase the present authorized 550 shares of
common stock to 2,500,000 shares. A new
issue of 785,604 shares of preferred stock
will also be created. Moneys accrued from
these issues will be used to finance expansion moves already made or under way.
171,000 shares of this issue will be used to

derwriting and have rei-uniniended that six
year contracts be made with Warner Bros.
Referring again to the financial statements it is estimated that Warner Bros,
profits for the current quarter will exceed
.$2,.500,000 or about a half million dollars
ahead of last ye^'s profits. The 199.140
shares of outstanding Class A stock are
called for redemption Dee. 1, current year.
By the close of this year, holders of $3,681.000 principal of three year 6V2 per cent
notes availed themselves of redemption before maturity. The balance has been paid.
The company retired the $799,000 6 per
cent obligation covering Vitaphone Corp.,
acquired from minority interests thereby
releasing the stock of this corporation and
also made additional reductions of $500,000.

finance the recent purchase of Skouras' St.
Louis and Indianapolis' theatres. Directors of Goldman, Sachs & Co. have agreed
to accept common stock in payment for un-

Trow^bridge
to Act
as
Pickford Eastern Agent

Pathe Sound Newsreel
Meet at New Orleans
THE regional sound sales meeting
of Pathe's Southern Division,
was held last Sunday, November
11, at the Hotel Roosevelt in NewOrleans. Colvin W. Brown, executive
vice-president ; Harry Scott, short subject sales manager; and J. F. Mc.\loon.
manager of exchange operations, addressed the meeting.
Dan Michalove, Southern Division
sales manager, and the following managers were in attendance: W. W. .Anderson, Atlanta; E. L. McShane. Charlotte; E. C. Leeves, Dallas; L. J. Duncan, Memphis; C. C. Brown, New Orleans; and C. W. Allen, Oklahoma City.

Carroll S. Trowbridge has become eastern representative for Mary Pickford. He
now serves in a similar capacity for her
husband. Douglas Fairbanks. The business
of both the Pickford and the Fairbanks
organizations will be handled by him from
rhe headquarters of United Artists in Xew
.York. Xo change in the policies of either
organization is contemplated, Mr. Trowbridge declared, although additions to the
staffs are contemplated from time to time.
Mr. Trowbridge expects to leave late this
month on an extended tour of the United
Artists exchanges.

Northwest Exhibitors Win
in Case Against U. A.
The Xorthwest Independent Exhibitors
.\~sociation, Portland, Ore., won a case on
Xrivember 6 against United -Artists, when

P i c t ii r

X c ?i' ^
a decision was rendered in favor of P. A.
Partridge, operating the Coliseum Theatre
at Tilamook, Ore., on account of the late
delivery of the United Artists production,
"The Gaucho, '■ on .June 11. Some weeks
ago the Arbitration Board had rendered a
decision in favor of United Artists, but
after J. J. Fleming, secretary of the Northwest Independent Exhibitors Association
presented the case on behalf of Partridge,
the decision was reversed, with the result
that Partridge was awarded the decision.
The case sets a precedent in the Portland
section.

Consolidated Reports $419,025 Net for Quarter
For the quarter ended September 30,
Consolidated Film Industries reports a net
profit of $419,025, an equivalent of .59 cents
per share on the combined 300,000 shares
of $2 no-par cumulative participating preferred and 400,000 no-par common. This
compares with net of $350,032 or 50 cents
per share in the preceding quarter ending in
March. $1,120,401 or the equivalent of $1.60
per share on the combined stock as the net
profit for the first nine months.

New

Appointments in U.
A. Sales Ranks

Xew appointments in the distribution department of United Artists, presided over
by Al Lichtman. vice-president and general
mana.ser. included the following:
J. Abrose succeeds Harry Dodge, resigned, as manager of the Cleveland exchange; W. M. Bigford replaces Carl Milton, resigned, as office manager of the San
Francisco exchange; Doak Roberts replaces
Ralph Morrow, resigned, as manager of the
Dallas exchange.

Begins "That's a Bad Girl"
Production on " That 's a Bad Girl, " John
McCormick's next production starring ColMonday under the direcleen Moore, beganSeiter.
Xeil Hamilton has
tion of William
the male lead opposite Colleen.

50' ( Amusement Firms
Pay No Income Tax
rations
corpo
of the
Yed half
NE.ARL
engag
amuse
in paythe
e ment
taxes into
no incom
dustries
the Federal Government, it is disclosed
is
e
by an analys of the 1926 incom tax
by the Bumade public
returns just al
Revenue. Washington,
D. C. reau of Intern
Returns were filed by 7,165 such corporations for 1926, but only 3,725 reported taxable income. This does not
mean, however, that the other 3,440
corporations made no money or paid
no dividends during that year, but
merely that their allowable deductions
were in excess of their gross income.
The 3.725 corporations which paid
taxes had an aggregate gross income
of $696,468,939, and net income totaling
S86.631.003, from which they were permitted deductions of $2,261,983 as net
losses for prior years, the taxes paid
on the remaining income aggregating
$10,819,151. The corporations which
were free of tax had gross income
after de$194,282,110,hadbutdeficits,
aggregating
ducting all allowances
for
tax-paying purposes, of $31,562,815.
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Ohio M. P. T. O. Meet
in Columbus, Nov. 20
T!!K nintion picture exhibitors of
Ohio will cimErejiate on November 20 and 21 at the DeshlerWallick Hotel in Columbus for their
eighth annual meeting at which will
be discussed the present vogue of
sound films in the industry. A large
attendance is expected.
There will be demonstrations and addresses by experts from the Electrical
Research Products. Inc.. and the Bristolphone Company of Waterbury. Conn.
The convention will discuss the question of how soon talkies are to enter
the smaller towns and villages, not
only from the angle of the manufacturer of sound equipment but from the
standpoint of the exhibitor.
The Rev. William M. MacLeod, of
Pinehurst, N. C„ an ardent motion picture enthusiast, has accepted an invitation to address the gathering.
In addition to William M. James,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio,
the following officers and trustees of
the theatremen's bodv will be present:
J. J. Harwood, H. T. Palmer, J. A. Ackerman, Henry Bieberson, Sam Lind,
F. J. Wood, M. B. Horwitz, F. A. Kelly,
John L. Damm, C. W. Miller, John A.
Schwalm, and A. C. Himmelein.

2

Birmingham
Theatres
Bombed by Vandals

The Princess and the Rialto, two theatres
of Birmingham, Ala., were bombed with
glass vials of velerium, an unpleasant
smelling chemical, on last Tuesday and
Wednesday nights, November 6 and 7. Two
shoe shops were also victims of the vandals.
The odor was very noticeable along the vicinity of the theatres hut it did not penetrate to the interior of the houses.
The only reason that R. M. Kennedy,
manager of both houses, could assign for
the throwing of the bombs was his refusal
to hire union musicians to change phonograph records on the new synchronizing machines which both theatres had installed.

Jerome Novat Now Poster
Art Chief for Paramount
.\ Paraniount worker for ten years in
various capacities, .Jerome Novat this week
was named to succeed Frank BLikply. resigned, as manager of the Paramount pu>ti'r
department.
Early in 192.5 Mr. Novat was appointed
ad sales manager of the Brooklyn Paramount exchange. In 1927 he was recalled
to the home ofBce where he confined his activities to creating original sales items of the
herald, and novelty stick classification.

Only 1 Firm Incorporated
At Albany. N. Y.
The only company to incorporate in tlic
motion picture business in New York State
at Albany during the past week was Movie
Editors, Incorporated, which will be located in New York City. The company was
incorporated with stock having no par value
and did not specify the amount of capitalization with which it will begin operations.
The stockholders and directors include
Arthur H. Loucks, John A. Norling and
Walter Ball, all of New York City.

Skouras
Chosen
Warner
Theatre
Head
All Houses to Come Under His Control Through Recent St. Louis Deal With Warner Bros.
As

a result of the recent deal whereby
Skouras Bros. St. Louis and Indianapolis theatres will pass into control of Warner Bros, about .Jan. 1, it is reported that Spyros Skouras, for a long
time prominently identified as a St. Louis
exhiiiitor and First National factor, will
assume charge of all Warner theatre activities, which will include the Stanley circuit,
the Skouras Bros, holdings in St. Louis, embracing Skouras Bros. Enterprises and the
St. Louis Amusement Co., and the Skouras
Bros, houses in Indianapolis .iointly operated bv Publix-Skouras. The salary to be
paid Srfouras is said to be $100,000 per year.
The complete details of the financing of
the purchase of the Skouras holdings by
the Wiirner Brothers have not been made
public, but it is stated that the Skouras A
stock taken over will be on the basis of .$70
a share and the B stock at .$60. The Skouras Enterprises are said to hold 51 per cent
of the St. Louis Amusement Company stock.
The St. Louis Amusement Company has not
been paying dividends recently.
Some inkling of the probable price to be
paid for the Skouras properties is given in
the notilieation to the New York Stock
Exchange that Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., will increase its common stock from
550,000 10 2,500,000 shares and will also
create 785,604 shares of new preferred. It
is understood that 171,000 shares of the
common ntock will be used to purchase
Skouras Brothers Enterprises, Inc., and the
St. Louis Amusement Company.
The Skouras houses to be taken over include the Ambassador, Missouri, Grand Central and V^mpress and the various neighborhood houses controlled
bv the St. Louis

all.
Amusement

Company, about twenty-five in

The deal also involves the Skouras interests in the Circle, Ohio and Indiana theatres
in Indianapolis.
So far as the motion picture public of
St. Louis and Indianapolis is concerned the
change of control of the theatres will have
absolutely no effect whatsoever. Spyros,
Charles and George Skouras will assume
management of the string of theatres
throughout the country controlled by Warner Brothers and the houses will continue
on the same plane as established by Skouras
Brothers.
It is understood that Warner Brothers
have not acquired title to the physical properties of the theatres taken over but
merely the rights of operation and management. The big asset taken over by Warner Brothers is the services of the Skouras
Brothers, who the recognized leaders among
the motion picture exhibitors of the world.
In order to land the Skouras Boys the Warners naturally had to bid high as owners
of large chains were seeking their services.
What price was actually paid and how it
was divided in cash and stock is in a measure purely a private matter.
In Indianapolis, little change of policy
is expected. Local officials, according to
report, have not yet been officially advised
of the consummation of the deal. George
Tyson, director of advertising for the St.
Louis stood
company
stated:
"We went
havethrough,
underthat in event
the deal
Mr. Spyros Skouras would become head of
Warner's theatre department. In that event
there will be no actual change in management or policies here."

Limited Franchising of Agents Now
Latest Coast Plan
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD.
Nov. 14. — The latest possibility, as the result of a series
of conferences between players' representatives and producers to
clarify the present unsatisfactory conditions, may be the franchising
of t. limited number of personal managers and agents who alone will be
permitted to deal with studios which are members of the Producers Association.
Under such franchising, the smaller fry among the agents and those
unaer suspicion of shady deals would be eliminated from dealing with the
larger producers. Representatives displaying initiative and honesty at the
end of a certain period will eventually be given franchises to deal direct
This method would do away with so-called "chiseling" on actors, writers,
directors, etc.. under contract to representatives by unscrupulous agents.
It would also protect casting directors from arguments as to who sold the
services of an actor and who had the right to do so.
The committee meeting of agents slated for Monday was postponed
because of the sudden death that day of Ernest Cowell, committee member
and well known representative who passed away as a result of a brain
tumor following a nervous breakdown.
A general meeting of representatives and producers is to be held later
this week.
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Publix to Resume Operation of Own
Coast Theatres— Crabill in Charge
RALPH CRABILXi will assume charge of the Publix theatres on the
West Coast when the company resumes operation of its own houses,
now operated by West Coast Theatres, Inc., on December 1.
Arrangements for the divorcing of the Publix theatres from Weaco
operation were completed by Harold B. Franklin, president of the latter
company, on his present visit to New York. The two Loew theatres, the
Warfield in San Francisco, and Loew's State in Los Angeles, will continue
under Westco operation as heretofore.
Nine theatres located in Coast cities will revert to Publix own operation when the present arrangement between that company and Westco
terminates next month. These are the Metropolitan and Million Dollar
in Los Angeles; the California, Imperial, Granada, St. Francis and Portola
in San Francisco; the Seattle theatre, Seattle, and Portland in Portland.
The resumption of the Publix operations will return the Publix stage unit?
to these houses it is believed.
Crabill, who will be in charge of bookings and policies, has been a
member of Publix since its inception, coming to the merged B & K-Famous
Players chains as a member of the former organization. He was sent from
Chicago to the Metropolitan theatre in Boston when Publix opened that
house, later receiving promotion to the executive staff at the home office.

Publix Managers Class
Fifth Session Will Assemble in February and Consists of
Twenty-five Hand-picked Men
THE fifth class of the Publix Theatre
Managers Training School will assemble in February, 1929, it was announced last week by Sam Katz, president
of Publix Theatres Corporation.
The class will be limited to twenty-five
men and the majority of these will be men
now in the employ of Publix, whose record
and ability have won for them an opportunity to avail themselves of special trainiiig at the expense of the corporation.
Many applications have also been received
from those who are not members of the
Publix organization and a limited number
from this group, whose educational and
business experience made them particularly
suited for the work, will be selected for the
coming season. Age limits are from twentyfive to thirty-flve and further details can
be obtained from Manager Jack Barry in
the New York Theatre Building.
New York City will again be the home
of the school and regularly throughout the
six months course, men will be assigned to
Publix houses in New York City and elsewhere, and to departments of the Home
Office where they will assist in the prepara-

tion and execution, of the daily routine.
Among the subjects included in the course
are:
Principles of Management, Policies of
Operation, Community Analysis, Selection
and Training of Theatre Staff, Equipment
Maintenance, Projection, Theatre and Stage
Lighting, Stagecraft, Public Relations, Advertising (copy, Layout, Media, Rates, Advertising Materials, Mechanics of Printing
and Engraving, etc.). Publicity, Relations
with Newspapers, Exploitation, Selective
Merchandising, Theatre Forms and Accounting, Insurance, Fire and Accident Prevention, Program Arrangement, Schedules,
etc.
Mr. Katz issued the following statement :
"The Publix Theatres' Managers' Training School which has completed four sessions and graduated about one hundred men
now engaged in theatre operation in this
country and abroad, has proved itself of
inestimable value in its work of providing
a definite and complete course in practical
motion pictjui"e management training". I
have great hopes in the future of the Managers' school."

U. S. Films Lead Abroad
They Will Retain Their Supremacy in Face of Existing
Conditions Says Harry Cohn After European Survey
VIEW extremely optimistic as to the
future of American films in Europe
is taken by Harry Cohn, Columljia
vice-president in charge of production, who
has just returned to America after a fourmonths' tour of England and the continent
during which time he made a first-hand
survey of the European situation.
The furore created by the sound film in
the United States is not being echoed in
Europe Mr. Cohn found. The opening of
A

"The .Jazz Singer" in London created only
a momentary flutter. The continental
movie-goer is not sold on the talkie, although he is susceptible to the picture
equipped with sound effects and synchronized score. It is this type of film, he asserts, that will successfully market abroad.
Mr. Cohn found England, France, Germany and Italy leading in the movement
to increase production to give the home product a chance, but in spite of conditions

Picture
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American films do not suffer any danger of
losing their supremacy abroad, in the opinion of the Columbia executive.
Germany is striving hard to achieve dominance over the European market by means
of negotiations of a reciprocal nature
which will open the German theatres to a
certain ratio of films from other European
countries in return for a continental market for her own product. The arrangement
is simplified by mutual customs concessions.
Such an arrangement is now being consummated between France and Germany, says
Mr. Cohn.
However, as Mr. Cohn points out, these
reciprocal arrangements will only work out
successfully if the publics of the various
countries involved will be satisfied with the
films of other countries. Mr. Cohn surmises after visiting the leading studios on
the continent that the American film will
find a greater response with the European
motion picture goer than will a European
production.

FBO

Distributing 6 Shorts
During December

Six short subjects will emerge from the
FBO exchanges during December as new
releases.
On December 2, "Honey Balks," the
fourth of the Barney Google comedies will
be issued ; Philip Davis and Barney Helium
have the leading roles. The sixth release
of the Curiosities series produced by Walter
Futter will be shown on December 5. On
December 9, "Casper's Week-End," the
fourth release in the Toot sand Casper series will make its appearance; Thelma Hill
and Bud Duncan are featured. The seventh
Curiosities will be shown on December 19
and on December 23 "Mickey's Big Game
Hunt," the fifth of this series, will be distributed. "The Beef-Steaks," another of
the Google comedies, will be shown on December .30.

First National
Earnings
Show Large Increase
The net earnings of First National Pictures, Inc., for the first nine months of
1928 show an increase in profits of $92,576.94 over the same period of 1927. The
net earnings for the period were $976,810.92
as compared with $884,233.98 for the same
period of last year.
The Board of Directors at a meeting held
this week voted on the first preferred stock,
the regular dividend of $2.00 per share, payable January 1, 1929. The regular dividend
of $1.7.5 per share, payable January 1, 1929,
was voted on the second preferred A stock.
It was voted to retire 1,000 shares of second
preferred A stock, series five, on January
1, 1929, at $100 per share.

Universal Financial Report
Shows Increased Net
Universal 's financial report fur the ninemonths' period ending August 4 indicates
a net profit of $1,286,516 after charges and
Federal taxes, comparing with $1,026,772
in the corresponding period of 1927.
For the quarter ending on September 4
the net profit was $635,383 as compared with
,$482,958 in the corresponding quarter of
1927.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Commetit on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Broadway Legits Hit Hard by Talkies
33 of 72 Houses Are
Closed as Pictures
Thrive on White Way
^Continued from page 1513)
dispose of their wares. There apparently is
no lonjicr any concerted effort being made
by the producers. They are merely watching the market. They cannot make up their
minds whether the talkies are here to stay
or whether they are just a Hareup that will
subside after the novelty has worn off in a
few months. They want all the traffic will
bear for their productions and they are
trying to figure at just what moment they
can collect the greatest tolls from the picture producers.
The average Broadway producer seems to
fear to let bis plays go to the movies at the
present time because he does not figure that
the new science has developed to a point
where the plays will be done full justice
in the movies. He seems inclined to think
that if he waits a while there will be vast
improvements and if these improvements
come his manuscripts are bound to be that
much more valuable.

Meantime practically all of the Broadway producers have their agents out in efforts to establish the right contacts with
the motion picture producers. The Haramerstein office has dispatched emissaries to the
coast with the idea of disposing of product.
They are feeling out the market.
Shuberts are rumored to be in negotiation with P. A. Powers with the idea of
producing their stage successes under the
Cinephone process. Shubert artists are reported to be working in the Powers studio
in New York City. Rumor also has nego-

"Smitty"
Comedies
Have Dialogue

to

HIS PALS'
C^ MITTY
i i ^^
comedies AND
will have dialogue
^--^ and sound effects, according
to the announcement of Amedee J. Van
Beuren, who with this addition now
has four Pathe releases with RCA
Photophone accompaniment. The
others ndare Aesop's hts
Sound Fables,
Grantla
Rice Sportlig
and Topics
of the Day.
"Stage Struck," the second Photophone recorded.
Aesop's Sound Fable, has just
been
"Winning Patterns" is the first dialogue Sportlight ip which Grantland
Rice tells about the sporting events
pictured on the screen.
"Smitty and His Pals" comedies with
Photophone accompaniment will be
made on the West Coast.

Pat Rooney, Marian Bent, Pat III Sign
for Universal Talkie Series
PAT ROONEY, stage comedian, song and dance man, and vaudeville
star, has been signed by Carl Laemmle for sound pictures.
Marian
Bent, his wife and stage partner, and Pat Rooney III. their son, also
have been engaged by the Universal Pictures Corporation.
The Rooneys
are now playing their vaudeville act around New York.
They will start
work for Universal about January 15.
The Rooneys are to make a series of high class comedies, with full
dialogue, sound effects and music.
The exact length of the individual pictures has not yet been determined.
They may be of feature proportions.
Edgar Allan Woolf, playwright and stage producer, is to write the
stories for the Rooney-Universal pictures.
The present plans call for two series of six comedies each during 1929.
The Universal-Rooney contract, is for a year, with options.
tiations pending
Warner Bros.
Al Woods

between

Shuberts

and

is commuting in Europe again.

He disposed of the picture rights to "The
Trial of Mary Dugan" and apparently has
lost all of the enthusiasm he once displayed
in producing his own shows for the talkies
and exhibiting them as road shows with
the original companies instead of sending
his troupes on the road.
George White was interviewed on the
talkies some months ago and he was emphatic in the assertion that talking pictures
were the bunk and would never get anywhere. He was not interested in the production of his "Scandals" in pictures and
if any of his artists were used in pictures

it would only be after the motion picture
producers had paid him plenty for the use
of such artists as he had under contract.
Harry Richman, one of the stars of the
"Scandals" is to make a picture, "Say It
With Music" for United Artists. Georgie
White, it is also said, will go into his dance
as another attraction to the picture.
William A. Brady said the legitimate
producers would never be able to get together on any sort of concerted action by
which they might profit handsomely through
motion pictures. He said the picture producer was too smart for the legitimate producer and would reap the major portion of
the profits. It looks as though Mr. Brady
was a wise prophet.

4(

Movietone
Annual
(Hollywood

Follies" May
Screen Fixture
Bureau,

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 4.— Plans for a
yearly institution in motion pictures akin
to the Ziegfeld "Follies" of the theatre,
are under way at the Fox Movietone Studio.
At present, the Fox executives are working
on story, scenic production and cast, the
idea being to make the first "Movietone
Follies" as fully elaborate in entertainment
and scenic value as the Ziegfeld institution.
On the success of the forthcoming
"Movietone Follies," which will be ready
for release early next year, depends making
the idea an annual feature with new editions and casts each year. Melody and
lyric writers who have contributed in past
years, to not only Ziegfeld 's "Follies," but
to George White's "Scandals," Earl Carroll's "Vanities," and the Shubert annual

Motion

Picture

Be

News)

"Passing Shows," the Bohemians' "Greenwhich Village Follies"; in fact, almost
every type of attraction which has made
New York's Broadway "The Great White
Way," are among those under contract to
Fox. Dave Stamper, Bud de Sylva, William
Halligan, who are not only responsible for
songs, but for black-outs, sketches and
monologues used in such shows are now on
the Fox lot.
The first cast will be assembled from
both the musical comedy and motion picture fields. Several screen personalities
have successfully taken singing and instrument-playing tests, with a view towards
being engaged for the "Movietone Follies."
The title ' ' Movietone Follies ' ' is not permanent.

M o tto n
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Four

Sound

Picture
By CHESTER

Reviews

J. SMITH

TIFFANY-STAHL'S sound feature, '-Marriage by Contract," came to
the Embassy theatre last Friday evening for its first New York showing and received an enthusiastic response from patrons, members of
the fiku trade and press representatives. This picture has ah-eady been reviewed bythis publication which makes comment, in this respect, unnecessary. With its capable cast, theme and exploitation possibilities, it looks
like a sure money-maker.
Synchronization, including a few incidental songs, has been well
handled. The producer took no chances with an attempt to time song
words with movements of the player's lips. Songs that were used were sung
as the action went along, with occasional flashbacks to the supposed singer.
The musical score, recorded by RCA Photophone under the direction
of Emanuel Baer, appears to mark a further step along these lines. A
perfect piece of cue-work has been accomplished, musical excerpts following the picture's moods in a surprisingly faithful manner and almost managing to reproduce words or a scream at times.
"In a Persian Market"
Here is a finely done short sound feature in color by Tififany-Stahl
more than worthy of all first run, and other bookings. It combines Persian
market scenes, a good little action story, songs and well worked-out sound
effects.
As to the story, a Caliph's daughter appears in the market square of
a city and is soon surrounded by merchants. While she is looking over
their wares, a desert man, with an escort, rides past. Their eyes meet and
a romance
and meets
orders the
two, after
city.

begins. He, later, climbs the wall around the Caliph's estate
the girl. A small boy espys them, and tells the Caliph who
desert man's arrest. The girl deftly sidetracks this issue and the
further planning escape the guards and ride madly out of the

"Mon Homme"
A newcomer to the screen, Mme. Ratti, French colatura soprano, makes
her debut in a song number, the well known "Mon Homme" and she
renders it excellently in both French and English. Photography and recording are good. The only possible criticism is that the lady was in too
much of a close-up.
You will probably see Mme. Ratti again. She screens extraordinarily
well, has personality and appears to be a find for the movies. This is an
RCA Photophone production.
Soup
Harry Delf does some clever work in this Vitaphone act, which truly
expresses his personality and effective mimicking. His voice records well
in the songs he sings and the "soup" gags that he puts over. A light, cheerful patter done with deftness and ease marks his performanc which makes
e
the grade as a good talkie short.

Winnie

Lightner

"The Song a Minute Girl" does three Vitaphone numbers in the
typical "hot mama" style. They are jazzy and "warmish" both in music
and lyrics and they strike the popular note. Miss Lightner snaps her
fingers and uses her face to emphasize her songs. All in all, her efforts
will undoubtedly "click" for they represent the modern element which is
so popular in song and story today.
When the Wife's Atvay
This is a Vitaphone skit which stars William Demarest. It is quite
crude in story and presentation but nevertheless is good for some laughs
because of its dialogue. Demarest goes over with fairly good results with
his lines and pantomime. He is the errant hubby who will play with his
girl friends while the wife's away. Unfortunately for him she returns unexpectedly tointrude upon his revelry. The humor can be counted on to
make a pleasant impression upon an audience, especially adults.

Picture

All-Talkie

News

Shorts

Ready by M-G-M
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has announced the
completion of a series of four two-reel alltalking pictures. Two one-act plays by
Kenyon Nicholson, author of ' ' The Barker," have been recorded as 2-reel dialogue
films. One of these, "Casino Gardens,"
was directed by Carlo De Angelo. The
other Nicholson play, "Confession," is a
story
the A.under
E. F.,
was transfen-ed
to the ofscreen
theand
direction
of Lionel
Barrymore, with Robert Ames and Carroll
Nye in leading roles.
"Phipps," Stanley Houghton's one-act
play which was produced in New York in
1914, under the direction of Holbrook Blinn,
has been made into a Movietone short feature under the supervision of Lowell Sherman. The latter plays the leading male
role in the piece, which also has Betty
Francisco and Cyril Chadwiek in its cast.
Gus Edwards' first M-G-M talking picture is a two-reel Technicolor subject, called
"Gus Edwards' Song Eevue." In it are
inconporated many of the old Edwards
songs.

Birmingham Musicians Hit
By precipitated
Talkies when local
The situation
theatres went "talker" and displaced orchestra with Vitaphone and Movietone installations, together with the elimination
of stage shows from the Alabama, and closing of Loew's Temple, has caused a large
number of musicians and stage employees
to be thrown out of work in Birmingham.
The Ritz is the only theatre in Birmingham
still retaining an orchestra.
The local Musicians' Union is endeavoring to reawaken public interest in orchestra music by presenting a series of concerts at the Municipal Auditorium, in which
fifty local musicians will take part. These
concerts will partake of both the classics
and popular airs, and it is anticipated by
that Birmingham muthem hearty
thosesic sponsoring
lovers will make
response.
Turnbull Associate Sound
Producer for Paramount
Hector Turnbull, who has held several
important executive positions with Paramount during the last few years, has been
producer of sound picassociate
appointed
tures at the
Hollywood studio of B. P.
Schulberg, general manager of west coast
production for Paramount.
Mr. Turnbull 's first assignment in his new
post is "The Dummy," an all-talking production now being filmed.

"U" Starts Construction on
Third Sound Stage
With the first two sound-proof stages
completed and equipment being installed,
Universal has started construction on a
third and larger one. The new stage will
measure 150 by 200 feet and will be 50 feet
high. It is planned to make on this stage
practically the entire dialogue versions of
"Broadway," which Dr. Paul Fejos will
direct under Carl Laemmle, Jr's supervision.
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Interchangeability Seems Established
Exchanges Furnishing
Product for Devices
of All Descriptions
INTERCHANGEABILITY, already fairly conceded by the Western Electric
Company and RCA, provided the reproducing equipment is satisfactory, is being
more and more established each week with
successful demonstrations being carried on
in various cities and without interruption
from the larger companies. Sound service
is being rendered by the leading exchanges
apparently without question, though some
of the devices on which the film and disc
is reproduced are comparatively crude.
From Cumberland, Maryland, comes word
that seven weeks of demonstration have
been concluded at the Strand Theatre there
over a device conceived and developed by
Bob Slote, manager of the theatre. The pictures used were recorded by the Western
Electric system and service was rendered
by the Washington exchanges of First National and Paramount. Among the First
National pictures shown were "The Whip"
and "The Good-Bye Kiss." Paramount
supplied "Wing?," "Sawdust Paradise,"
"Beggars of Life," "Warming Up" and
"The Wedding March." United Artists
also delivered "The Tempest."
According to the word from Cumberland
no questions were asked by cither Paramount or First National as to what equipment w-as to be used in the reproduction of
the sound in the pictures. United Artists
inquired as to the reproducing device. It
is said that a representative of Electrical
Research Products visited the Cumberland
Strand recently, looked over the sound reproducing equipment and departed without
comment. The house has had no word as
to the findings of this representative.
The Dramaphone, another sound repro-

Biophone Installing
First Equipment
BIOPHONE, formerly Tonefilm, is
making its first theatre installations this week, according to announcement byAlfred Weiss, president
of the company. Equipment is bein^
placed in the Plaza Theatre. New York
City and in the Stanley-Fabian Goodwin Theatre in Newark. Both installations will be completed within the
next few days.
Within ten days the first Chicago
theatre will get its equipment, and by
December 1 all exchange centers in
the United States will have Biophone
installations. There will also be an
expert on hand at all centers for the
convenience of the exhibitors, according to the announcement.
Two short subjects are to be released
each week by the Biophone Company.
Phil Goldstone in charge of production has started the first of these,
titled "Honeymooners." The second
will be "The Gossips." The technical
staff with Mr. Goldstone is made up of
James Byers, engineer in charge of
sound; H. Tackats, engineer in charge
of synchronization: George Orth, studio manager; Charles Nasca, art director and Louis Katzman, musical
director.

Warners Reported Preparing Cheaper
Talking Picture Device
WARNER

BROS, are contemplating a cheaper device for installations in theatres, according to rumor.
The word is being passed
around that the new equipment
will be ready for installation
within the next few weeks.
It is said that Warners have advised certain
of their customers to that effect, though the story is denied by executives
of the company.
Many

exhibitors are anxious to install equipment that will be interchangeable on the disc records, but they are waiting for a reduction in
prices. It is said that the new equipment will permit of interchangeability.
The story originated from exhibitors who claimed to have been advised
that the device will be ready for the smaller houses in the very near future.

ducing device was used with success and
without interruption at the Castle Theatre
ill Chicago in connection with the showing
of United Artists' "The Tempest." The
records are said to have been furnished by
United Artists Exchange. The machine is
made of metal and has two turntables. The
original non-synchronous device has been
supplied with a turntable to play 16-inch
records and the results are reported to have
been satisfactory. The only complaint came
from the musicians union. The machine
was originally operated by a representative
from
the Dramaphone
Company,
but on

complaint of the union the device is now
operated by the house organist, who was to
have been dismissed.
In Madison, Wisconsin, the Sonora Bristolphone again proved its interchangeability
when there was no interference with the
showing at the Strand Theatre. This disc
system was used on the showing of "White
Shadows of the South Seas" and an Our
Gang comedy, both M-G-M subjects. There
was some criticism of the synchronization,
but it is said there was no fault with the
installation.

Pathe Sound News Makes First
Appearance min Theatres
By Chester J. Smith
Nobel peace prize in Copenhagen, a subject
'y HE first issue of Pathe Sound News was
that appeared in the initial issue of the
* shown at a number of Broadway houses
Pathe Newsreel.
during the current week. It is synchronThe most attractive action in this first of
ized by the RCA Photophone process and
the sound reels by Pathe is the voice test of
was well received by Broadway audiences,
a number of youngsters. Babies are heard
despite the fact that it was almost entirely
crying and older elaildren render recitations
lacking in news angles. Terry Ramsaye and
that bring forth a riot of mirth, sure Are
Ray L. Hall are credited with the editing of
stuff for any motion picture house.
the Photophoned reel, which contains a
When Pathe Sound News gets settled
down to news pictures it will undoubtedly
variety of subjects, none of which was definitely connected with news.
be a great screen attraction. It has splenThe reel opens with the Pathe rooster
did synchronization and the effects by
achievement.
new
the
over
crowing loudly
RCA Photophone will surely enhance its
This is followed by a party taking several
attractiveness.
shots at a new invention of indestructable
considerably
to
runs
glass, which sequence
more footage than is necessary. In addition to taking a number of shots at the
glass, he explains the process by which it is
Charles R. Rogers, General Manager of
made indestructable.
Sonoratone Pictures, the distributing orThere follows a military picture made in
ganization of Asher, Small and Rogers,
official observance of the tenth anniversary
Gotham Productions and Lesser-Warner
of Armistice Day, which is the lone subject
pictures, announces that a Gotham produchaving to do with news of the day. Four
ing unit, headed by Sam Sax, has started
regimental bands are heard playing "Over
work at the company's studios in WaterThere" as they march across the screen.
bury. The first three short subjects of the
The world's largest suspension bridge
across the Hudson between New York City
company's scheduled 52, are being 'shot,'
with the Sonora-Bristolphone sound proand New Jersey is shown. In this picture
cess.
the action is carried from long shots to
Ti'ini, Spanish dancer, and her Marimba
closeups from one scene to another, while
Band, will consitute one subject; The Four
an engineer discusses the bog construction
job under way.
Nightingales, a feature of Beatrice Lillie's
recent musical comedy, will be another, and
Celebrating the eighteenth anniversary of
Pathe News, which falls this month, the reel
Mary Copeland, "blues" singer, the third.
Herman Heller will direct.
shows
Theodore
Boosevelt
receiving
the

Gotham
Shooting
Three
Sonoratone Shorts

Motion
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Detroit Injunction Suit Is Dropped
on Interchangeability Problem
JAMES N. ROBERTSON, operator of the CindereUa and Roosevelt
Theatres in Detroit dropped his conspiracy suit against Paramount,
Pathe. Warners. M-G-M and First National during the week. Robertson sought to force delivery of films and records from the defendants for
use on a Huma-Phone device. The temporary injunction granted was
abandoned by the plaintiff when the hearing was well under way.
Answering the question on interchangeahility, the defendants claimed
the commercial value of their product would suffer if presented with the
Huma-Phone machine, which they regarded as inferior to Western Electric equipment. The abandonment of the injunction is regarded as a big
victory for the defending companies as having a considerable bearing on
the question of interchangeahility, which is now practically conceded
where the reproducing device measures well up to standard.

Simotone
Disc Sound System
Ready for Installation
SIMOTONE, a new low-cost recording and
reproducing system employing the disc
method of sound synchronization this week
was placed on the market for immediate
delivery and installation. The Simotone
svstem records and reproduces at the socalled standard speed of 331/3 - 90, and
its records and reproducers are interchangeable with Electrical Research's records and
reproducers for the amplified sound in theatres.
The cost of Simotone theatre installations
range according to the size of house from
$1,000 to $2,000, with a nominal weekly
rental fee charged to the theatre. At several private demonstrations of the apparatus in New York a number of subjects
recorded by the Western Electric disc system were reproduced with what disinterested observers declared was "perfect synchronization and good tonal quality."
Both the recorder and reproducer are
very simple. The synchronization of the
disc turntable with the projector of the film
is accomplished by a sprocket driven by the
film itself as it travels through the projector. The machinery it adds to the projector
consists simply of a turntable geared to the
machine by a shaft vnth a sprocket at one
end and a worm gear at the other. A compact amplifying device, using regular radio

Radio
Guiding
Public
In Sound Selection
ERS, who has done
PA.much POW
experimental work in the
• perfection of his sound device,
Cinephone, figures that the novelty of
sound pictures is rapidly passing due
to the wide general use of the radio.
"Radio receiving set." says Mr. Powers, "have made the public acquainted
with good reception, and as this applies to the sound picture, good reproduction. It is already evident that the
public is selecting and judging its
sound picture entertainment with the
same care that is being exercised in
the selection and judgment of radio
receiving sets. .-\nd it will be well for
the exhibitor to remember this in deciding upon the nature of his sound

equipments."

tubes and a set of horns located on battens
which lower and lift them from the screen
level comprise the balance of the apparatus.
The horns are set at the sides of the screen
behind drapes, so the opaque projection
screen used for silent pictures may be used
with the Simotone.
The recording equipment is portable, so
compact and light in weight that it can be
used for recording on exterior locations as
well as studio stage sets.
The Simotone is the invention of Louis J.
Simon, of New York, in whose laboratory it
was perfected some time ago. Announcement of the device was held up pending the
production of full equipment for installations of the reproducers in theatres. In
addition to installing the apparatus for reproduction inpicture theatres the company
will synchronize pictures for other producers and as well license produeei-s to
make their own synchronizations of music
and dialogue.

Sound Experts Guests At
Winnipeg Dinner
Officials of the Northern Electric Company, which is installing the sound equipment in various Canadian theatres, were
the guests of honor at a dinner of Winnipeg
projectionists at the Marlborough Hotel,
Winnipeg, following the presentation of the
first synchronized film, "Street Angel," at
the Metropolitan Theatre. The Northern
Electric experts were H. S. Walker, A.
Cash and Mrs. Cash, and A. Jackson.
Among those present were V. Armand,
supervisor of projection for Famous Players Canadian Corp., R. Reney, president of
the Winnipeg local of the Moving Picture
Operators Union, and W. Hale, chief operator of the Metropolitan Theatre.

Sound and Silent Newsreels
Among Pathe Shorts

The second issue of the new Pathe Sound
News and silent Issues Nos. 98 and 09 contribute latest events of the day in oral and
mute versions as highlights of the schedule
of Pathe short subjects set for release for
the week of November 25.
The comedy for the week is "A Campus

Picture

News

V.Tmp, " a Mack Sennett two-reeler featuring Johnny Biirke and Daphne Pollard;
"On the Link" is a new Aesop fable cartoon, and humor is also offered in Topics
of the Day No. 48. Grantland Rice's new
Sportlight is "Targets," while the Pathc
serial, "Eagle of the Night," is continued
in "The Sky Hitcher," chapter seven. The
customary Pathe review. No. 48, includes:
' • A fashion novelty, " " Rural England, ' '
and "Broadway Takes to the Woods."

Warner

Cast

Completed

"Alimony
Thefor
selection
of Audrey Annie"
Ferris, Douglas
Gerard, Arthur Rankin, Dale Fuller, Albert
Gran, Lee Moran, Andre Beranger, Louise
Beaver and Tom Kennedy for supporting
roles in "Alimony Annie" starring Dolores
C'ostcllo completes the casting for this picture on which Director Michael Curtiz will
begin work for Warner Bros, shortly. Ralph
Graves has previously been announced by
J. L. Warner as Miss Costello's leading
man in this story by Harvey Gates, while
other parts are being filled by Claude Gillingwater, Tom Rieketts and Maude Turner
Gordon.
50 Chi Houses Ready in
Next Two Months
Numerous installations have been made
in the Chicago district by both circuit and
independent theatres and within the next
two months it is expected that from fortyfive to fifty theatres will be using Vitaphone equipment. To date the talkies and
sound pictures have proved not only a
strong attraction in the great de luxe, loop
and neighborhood houses, but the smaller
theatres which are also benefiting greatly.

B. & K. Circuit Signs for
Movietone Acts
Movietone acts are proving popular in
theatres wired for Movietone, and Manager
Felix Mendelsohn of M-G-M reports that
contracts have been signed for the showing
of the acts in United Artists Theatre and
Balaban & Katz Circuit, including the four
big loop theatres operated by this company.
Brown and Richman
Joe E. Brown, vaudeville and talking picture comedian, had been added to the support of Harry Richman in "Say It with
Music." ■ Brown was last seen in "Hit of

the Show."

78 Pacific Northwest
Houses to Install

tion
the
the ytheat
insurve
situa
the ofsound
of res
RECE
A Pacif
icNTNort
hwest territory,
ested
parties
made last week by inter
on Film Row in Seattle, Washington,
disclosed a total of 8 theatres that
either have sound equipment at present or have contracted for installations
before May, 1929.
In addition to the five installations
and two additional contracts already
announced in Seattle, there will also
he sound apparatus installed soon in
John Danz's Colonial Theatre and the
Pantages Theatre, now operating a
film-vaudeville policy.
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17 ,
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Disney
Completing
Four
Sound Cartoons

Actors
Talk Titles in Latest
Interchangeability Devices

Four of a series of twenty-six new allsound animated cartoons to be made by
Walter Disney, ereator of the Oswald cartoons, are now in work at the new PowerCinephone studio in New York.
The new series are tentatively titled

THE
trained actor has taken the place of the mechanical device out ill
Chicago; that is. he reads the lines and injects the titles through the
new apparatus employed.
The idea is being employed at the Ritz,
Berwin.
Joseph and Irving Biba have installed a Dramaphone, a disc
device said to be interchangeable with others of the kind.
A sound proof broadcasting booth has been built alongside the operating booth. The sound projecting equipment is housed there together with
a microphone. The picture is first previewed and the titles removed. It
is then cued and actors are engaged from a casting agency to read the titles
and inject the talking parts into the picture.

"Micky Mouse." The first subject has
been fully completed and three others will
be ready for screening within the next
week or ten days.
Each of the twenty-six sub.)ects will have
a distinguishing title. The first will be
known as "Steamboat Willie," to be followed by "The Barn Dance," "The Galloping Gaucho" and "Plain Crazy."

Talkie, Singing
Prologue
for "River Woman"

Charles R. Rogers, General Manager of
Sonora-Bristolphone and Sonoratone Productions announces that "The River Woman" starring Lionel Barrymore and Jacqueline Logan, is to have a "talkie" and
singing prologue, work on which will be
completed this week at the Waterbury,
Conn., studio.
Madelaine Fairbanks, recently a feature

of George White's "Scandals" has a prominent role in this sequence, together with
Tommy Gillen, Robert Fisher and a unit of
negro entertainers.

Paramount
Signs ZaSu
Pitts for Talkie
ZaSu Pitts is the latest screen actress to
be signed for the talking films. Miss Pitts
was engaged by Paramount for one of the
principal roles in "The Dummy," a comedy
of detective life by Harvey J. O'Higgins
and Harriet Ford, which is being transferred to the audible screen under the direction of Robert Milton.
Two other players added to this cast were
Jack Oakie, and Eugene Pallette. Ruth
Chatterton and .John Cromwell were assigned previously to principal roles.

Sound

Program
at
Canada Houses

Six

Six theatres in Canada were presenting
sound programs before the middle of November, these being located at Montreal,
Toronto, Calgary, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
Eight other theatres are being wired for
sound presentations, these including:
Capitol Theatre, Montreal; Regent, Ottawa;
Capitol, London, Ontario; Capitol, Regina;
Dominion, Victoria, B. C; Capitol, Winnipeg, and the Capitol, Edmonton, all of
which are Famous Players houses.

David Lee Signed to New
Contract by Warners
David Lee, the small boy who supports Al
Jolson in "The Singing Fool," has been
signed to a new contract by the Warner
Bros., who confidently believe that they will
in time build him to a box-office attraction
of the size of Jackie Coogan when he was
"The Kid." The new contract calls for a
specific number of pictures and also covers
an extended length of time during which
he may be starred.

of

The first picture on which this was tried was "Lilac Time." A silent
version of "The Singing FooF" has been booked and a singer hired with a
voice said to be similar to that of Al Jolson. He will sing the Jolson songs
and talk the parts into the microphone.

Warners
Plan Big Extension
in Sound Equipment
WARNER
BROS., pioneers in the talking picture field, are confident that
there is going to be no lagging of interest
on the part of the theatre-going public in
this form of entertainment for some time
to come. Though already fairly well
equipped along production lines, Warners
are adding extensively to their sound producing facilities on the west coast. It is
said that an additional $2,000,000 has been
appropriated for expansion plans.
Among the improvements contemplated
are several new Vitaphone stages, un which
work has already started, and the expansion
of affiliated units with new equipment and
buildings. The building program will be
elaborated as the new expansion plans proOn the present stages five companies are
gress.
now filming, and eleven productions are occupying the attention of the cutting and
editing forces. Pictures now actually being
filmed are "The Desert Song." Vitaphone 's
first operetta; "No Defense," co-starring
Monte Blue and May Mc Avoy; "One
Stolen
Night,"
featuring
Betty
Bronson

and William Collier, Jr.; "She Knew
Men," featuring Edward Everett Horton,
and "Frozen River," starring Rin Tin Tin.
Pictures now in the cutting room include:
"Madonna of Avenue A" starring Dolores
Costello; "The Greyhound Limited" starring Monte Blue; "Stolen Kisses" starring
May McAvoy; "Kid Gloves" with Conrad
Nagel and Lois Wilson; "Stark Mad" with
a cast including H. B. Warner, Louis Fazenda and Jacqueline Logan; "My Man"
starring Fannie Briee; "The Redeeming
Sin" starring Dolores Costello with Conrad
Nagel; "Conquest" starring Monte Blue
with H. B. Warner; "Queen of the Night
Clubs" featuring Texas Guinan; Audrey
Ferris in "Fancy Baggage" and Myrna Loy
in "Hardboiled Rose."
Productions in preparation which will be
filmed shortly are "Alimony Annie" starring Dolores Costello and "From Headquarters" starring Monte Blue.
All these pictures with which the studio
forces are concerned are talking pictures,
produced also as silent productions.

Moeller Acquires Sales Rights
to Phototone Device
A

J. MOELLER has acquired the sales
• and distribution rights for Phototone,
a sound reproducing device licensed under
Harrison W. Rogers patents, which it is
claimed, is interchangeable with all other
devices. The equipment is a combination of
a synchronous and non-synchronous machine
and is immediately available for all theatres. Cost of installation is approximately
.$1,000.
In addition to acquiring the rights to
Phototone, Mr. Moeller also has ready for
distribution to all theatres the feature picture, "Two O'clock In The Morning,"
which includes nearly 4,000 feet of dialogue
and complete sound effects. It is a six-reel
feature and is now ready for distribution
together with the sound reproducing equipment.
It is claimed by Mr. Moeller that over

600 theatres are already equipped with the
non-synchronous Phototone equipment, to
which will be added the synchronous equipment. It is claimed that the complete device can be installed in theatres in from
two to seven hours.
Mr. Moeller has an arrangement with Edgar A. Guest, well known poet, by which he
produces and distributes the screen adaptations of these poems. All of these productions are soon to be released as talkies.
Mr. Moeller is well known to exhibitors
throughout the country for his activities in
connection with theatre owners organizations. He was formerly general manager
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Michigan and for three years was general
manager of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.
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Jean Hersholt again plays the role of
a Jewish father, this time in Columbia's "The Younger
Generation"
a special.

Motion

The years of producing stage plays thai William De Mille spent
are now being used to good advantage as the director is
handling '''Half an Hour" a new Paramount talkie. H. B.
Warner, who is featured in the production, talks over a scene
with his director.

Picture

News

It has not taken Mary Nolan, formerly
of the stage, long to break into pictures. She is shown
as the girl of
M-G-M's '"West of Zanzibar."

•n

. Ji

C-^^

IINL/ !

■J
There are plenty of daring action feats in
the new Russ Farrell, A viator series thai
Educational is releasing.

Dolores Costello as she appears portraying the title role in "The Madonna
of Avenue A," a new Warner Bros.
film.

A famous family of troupers are the Roon^
eys who have been signed for "(7" talkies.
Left to right: Marion Bent, Pat Rooney III
and the elder Pat.

Eleanor Boardman, who has the foremost
part in '*She Goes to War" (U. A.) in an
intimate snapshot.

Just how hard is an egg? !\ot hard-boiled but petrified.
Instead of being flabbergasted by so momentous a question,
Ralph Ince, Sally O^JSeiil and Donald Reed are about to determine the matter to their own satuifaction. They've just finished
'*HardboUed^' for FBO and are pretty confident of their prowess.

G eorge
Fit zmaurice,
directorial ace
who will produce **The Man and the
Moment"
for First
National
Pic
tures.
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Stage Play Production Planned by "U"

Big Drive Under
Way to Obtain
Original Material

THE establishment of a play producing
bureau, ultimate purpose of which
appears to be provision of an additional source of talking and silent picture
material, is under way at Universal City,
the Pacific Coast studios of Universal Pictures Corporation, according to information contained in a letter addressed to professional writers and signed by Hugh Hoffman, director, play production department.
Talking pictures and their popularity, it
would seem, are mainly responsible for the
drive and in his letter Hoffman outlines a
plan which, if carried through, would provide Universal with much original material.
The plan is this:
It is estimated that there is a large army
of writers with whom it is a difficult task
to successfully market a story or play, principal obstacles being access to a publisher's
office to get personal attention on a story,
and the huge expense connected with producing a play. Universal proposes to give a
play stage production first, if acceptable,
and then produce it for the screen, retaining option on screen rights as its share for
stage production expenses.
It is stressed in the letter that the communication is intended only for professional writers, mainly "those who have not
quite arrived," pointing out that if circulated among amateurs there would ensue
an undesirable crop of "underdone" material, which the author emphatically does
not want. However, it is pointed out that
plays produced or written by college students, will be given consideration.
An accepted play would be produced iu
Los Angeles where,, it is pointed out, the
production of a play entails much less financial risk than in New York City. Los Angeles has become the second important play
producing centre in this country, contains
many theatres and the population is largely
composed of men and women of the stage
and screen. With all these resources,
cheaper theatre rent, etc., expenses would
be much lower.
It would appear from Hoffman's letter
that Universal has intentions of invading
the field of the legitimate producers for
not only would a stock theatre be operated
in Los Angeles but "a few road companies
would be sent out," and "in some cases
new plays would be farmed out to stock
houses in surrounding cities on guarantee."
It is further said that the "Phantom of
the
Opera"
theatre
would
be
used

"Mike
Fright" Worse
ThanBureau,"KHeg
Eye" News)
(Hollywood
Motion
Picture
"Mikee
t" is, theNov.
11.t — diseas
lates
frighOOD
HOLLYW
sponsored by the movies and,
according to those who have suffered
it, results in a more horrible feeling
than "Wieg eye," "grease-paint poison-fright. Itomes
awful
is thethos
ing" or stage
e
which overc
sensation
speaking into a microphone for the
first time and leaves them utterly unable to speak and in most cases, even
to catch their breath temporarily.
"I've had stage-fright," one legitimate actor who came to pictures says,
"but it's nothing compared to 'mikefright.' You see no faces before you
to get reaction on your words. Everything is so terribly still and just the
sound of your own voice filling the
vast space of a sound stage — well it
just licks you until you become accustomed to conditions."
"Mike-fright" affects both experienced screen and stage actors. It is
holding up production in many cases
and causing delay in signing of new
people. For it takes hold mostly in
the case of voice-tests, which is usually
players' first appearance before athe
microphone.

for final rehearsals; in fact, almost the
entire Universal corps, would in some way,
at times, lend cooperation for successful
production of a play.
While plays will not go through Universal's scenario department and the play
producing bureau will be detached from
regular studio regime, operations will have
full cooperation from Universal officials, it
is implied. It is said that Hoffman has a
free rein iu Universal City, being a close
business associate of Carl Laemmle, to the
extent of sitting in on practically all of
the "rushes" and making suggestions here
and there which, it is said, are usually
backed up.
Big Time Loan
Robert Armstrong has been loaned to Fox
by Pathe for the leading role in "Big
Time" which Howard Hawks will direct.
Bob will play a hoofer, with Marion Nixon
opposite him in the feminine lead.
Columbia Gets "Smoke Bellew"
Columbia Exchanges will release "Smoke
Bellew, ' ' made from the Jack London story
by D. W. Thomas of Big Four Productions.

The cast features Conway Tearles and Barbara Bedford. Scott Dunlap directed. Under the deal made by Thomas with Columbia, the latter firm will distribute the production in the Pacific Northwest and Central States, as an independent release.
Dunlap

Directing

Scott Dunlap began direction of "Object
Alimony" for Columbia this week. Lois
Wilson is starred.
Soundhasfor
"Hoot" all plans
"Hoot"NoGibson
abandoned
to use any type of sound synchronization
for his Westerns being released by Universal. This decision follows a canvas of several hundred exhibitors by Gibson's organization asking their opinions on the use of
sound with his pictures. A great majority
were emphatically against it.
Hollywood Casualties
Hollywood casualties of the past week
list:
Winfield Sheehan, a sprained ankle.
Unsell, scenarist, sprained ankle at
herEve
home.
Tay Garnett, director, sprained shoulder,
on his yacht.
Wallace Beery, sprained shoulder, on his
airplane.
Raoul Walsh, — injured eye, recovering.
Hello

Broadway

Lueicn Littlefield is scheduled for a trip
to New York when he completes his role in
"Saturday's Children" supporting Corinne
Griffith. He will be seen in one of the featured roles of "Childs, Fifth Avenue," to
be made in Gotham under Al Santell's direction, starring 'Vilma Banky.
Writing Dialogue
J. Grubb Alexander will write the dialogue for "The Bai-gain of the Kremlin"
which Universal is producing, under the direction of Edward Sloman. On completion
of this task, Alexander will take a mouth's
vacation.
Bert Ennis
has been
signed by Harry
Titling
"Smitty"
Weber to title the two reel "Smitty" comedies being made from the syndicated comic
strip. Ennis has just completed a set of
captions for the latest release, "Uncle's
Visit." The subjects are distributed by
Pathe.
Sound Expert
Elmer R. Raguse, an expert from the recording laboratories of the Victor Talking
(Continued on following page)
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in with Writers
Aga
War
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lbe
Tha
Declares Cooperation
Is Lacking;
Scribes
Also Have Complaint
(Hollywood

Bureau,
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the screen with dialogue
tone sound effects.

Dotty Jottings

News)
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Thalberg is again on the warpath
■with the writers at the M-G-M studios. He called a special meeting at which
he declared that writers were not contributing suggestions for titles or pictures;
neither were they showing a desire to submit new ideas for stories.
This action is said to be in line with
Thalbergand
's standard
system
of bawling
writers
he has used
similar
remarks out
on
past occasions. He is said to have admitted
that M-G-M was short of good ideas for
production on the new program now being
lined up and that no writers had come forward to submit fresh subjects for pictures.
The writers did not take the flaying without comment, one complaining that he had
submitted several stories and ideas which
were sent back without any remarks whatsoever and he felt from the producing supervisors' attitude that they were not open
for story suggestions.
Another writer claimed that ideas submitted today may be good six months hence
and blamed the studio for not keeping a
record of ideas for future reference.
Thalberg gave an assurance that all original stories and ideas submitted would be
considered and those which are accepted
would be paid for accordingly. Harry Rapf
and Hunt Stromberg said simply that Thalberg expressed the feeling of all the super-

Hollywood Notes
{Cotitinucd from preceding page)
Machine Co., in Camden, N. J., arrived in
Hollywood this week to supervise the preparation of stages at the Hal Roach studios
for sound equipment installation. New
stages will not be constructed, but those already in operation will be sound-proofed.
Cutting the Overhead
Frank Tuttle directed "Marquis Preferred," starring Adolphe Mcnjou, in three
days under the eighteen shooting day schedule assigned him and approximately $20,000
under the allotted production cost. Six
weeks ago Tuttle completed direction of
"His Private Life," two days under schedule and also with a saving of $20,000 under
cost.
Co-featured
Junior Coghlan and Phillipe de Lacy will
be co-featured by Pathe in "Square Shoulders." The tale revolves about two such
youngsters, one an apparent roughneck and
the other an embryonic "gentleman." E.
Mason Hopper will direct with Louis Wolheim and George Irving the grownup male
leads.
Mary Pickford's Plans
Mary Pickford's return to Hollywood and
her renewed activity on her all-talkie
"Coquette" has served to silence all rumors
that she had discarded plans to make the
picture. Sam Taylor has put finishing
touches on the story and while in New York

By Jerry Hoffman

man's
DY. . can
ANYBO
money
. if gamble
the othermth
man another
will open
his
purse-strings . . . but it takes more than usual
courage to gamble with your ozim money . . .
particularly when you are not tremendously
burdetied with the weight of it . . . gambling
on a motion fncture production is done either
by foolish innocents . . . suckers . . . or men
zi'ith faith, courage and confidence . . . plus
the necessary dough . . . hence this is a little
plug for a boy na-med John Reinhardt . . .
originally he came to Hollyivood as an actor
. . . he did well for a while . . . but not well
enough to suit himself . . . so he branched into
uniting . . . recently he ivrote a story he
thought exceptionally fine . . . with the result
that John Reinhardt is producing and directing
"Salanesque" ... a tentative title . . . the
cast including Frances Ford, Norman Trevor,
Florence Allen, Dimitri Alexis, Ferdinand Schuman-H eink and Jack Hoyle . . .
THE height of something-or-other should be
Rod La Rocque drilling about in a flizrver
when it is knois.*n he has three Packards home
. . . the happiest colored boy on the West Const
is Stepin Fechit . . . really his no/me . . . who
is billed on Fox' 24 sheets because of his performance in"The Ghost Walks" . . .
WELFORD
BEATON . . . in his recent
issue of "Film Spectator" beat me to doing sovtething I've been wanting to do for sez'eral weeks . . . atui that is attracting attention
to one executive who has never sought and
actually doesn't care for, publicity . . . and yet
under his guidance . . . his studio has turned
out the most consistently good pictures I've
seen . . . William Sistrom of Pathe is the
chap . . . and it seems that there are many
people doing more zvondering what zvill become
of him after December 31 zvhen his contract
expires . . . than Bill himself . . .
HERE'S
another
into the still
motion
picturemethod
businessof. .breaking
. one of
Hollyzvood's nezvest agents has fust graduated
from the bootlegging ranks . . . he formed
zvide acquaintanceship under his former capacity
atui nozu is peddling actors instead of liquids
. . . he should be meat for foreign actors
. . . with his slogan of "fust off the
ship"
. . .
OA'' the train to San Francisco last zveek . . .
met Billie Doz'e, Jane IVinton. Marion
Dcnnes and sez'eral others . . . en route for a
quiet zveek-end on a ranch . . . nothing like
the great outdoors . . . in describing a well
known producer to zvhom nature had been more
than generous in molding facial features . . .
one zvag stated . . . "He's a great guy . . .
got a heart as big as his nose" ... a greater
compliment could ne-'cr be paid . . . so until
next zveek . . . f
Miss Pickford interviewed several Broadway players who are being considered for
roles in the all-talking version.
"Show

Boat"

Done

Camera work has been completed at Universal City on "Show Boat," the company's
most ambitious offering for next season. It
is now in the cutting stage. This picture is
the end of about a year's work, including
six months of preparation.
It will reach

Teamed

and

full Movie-

Again

George Davis and Fred Spencer have
been teamed again in a new Mermaid Educational comedy. Ella McKensie, fat girl
comic, is again playing with them.
Will Join De

Mille

Phyllis Haver's option has been taken up
by Cecil B. De Mille and she is reported
scheduled to join him at Metro-Goldwyn"The Office Scandal,"
shortly.
Mayer she
which
completed last week under the
direction of Paul Stein is supposedly her
last for Pathe.
Seiter's Schedule
William Seiter has been signed by First
National to direct four pictures with Colleen Moore and four with Corinne Griffith.
He will alternate between each star. At
on "That's
working
he is
present
Girl" with
Colleen
Moore.

a Bad

Associate Producer
Hector Turnbull this week became an associate producer of sound pictures for
Paramount. During the past few months he
has been occupying the post of editorial
advisor. His first production will be "The
Dummy."

Talkie Prologue

"The
B O'sion
for Fproduct
prologu
The talking
at
gonee into
Kid ' ' has
Circus
dithe
the New York sound studios, under
rection of Bert Glennon.
Collegiate
Sam Wood 's next picture for M-G-M will
be a talkie mth a college background. The

temporary title is "College Days."

Meighan and Ade Confer
As soon as Thomas Meighan returns from
French Lick, Indiana, where he is reading
story material with George Ade, work on
his first Vitaphone. feature for Warner
Bros, will get under way. This will be
shortly after the first of the year.
Jack Cohn Toasted
A large gathering from the Columbia
el recently attended a testistudio personn
monial dinner in honor of Jack Cohn who,
after spending three months on the coast
as production head, in the absence of Harry
tion duties
returned
Cohn,
City. to his distribu
New hasYork
in
Five Year Contract
Sharon Lynn has been signed to a fiveyear contract by Fox. Her long-term
engagement is the result of her perform^
ance in "Husbands Are Liars" for which
she was engaged as a free-lance.
Miss Bradley

Estelle Bradley is plajnng her first cofeatured role in a two-reel comedy m
"Making Whoopee," a new EducationalTuxedo laughmaker. Ella McKenzie and
Harold Goodwin are co-featured with her.
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houses were treated to
BROADWAY
just a regtilar week for the past seven
days in spite of the fact that on Election night there was barely a vacant seat in
any of them. Advance advertising heralded
the fact that practically every theatre had
provided facilities for the handling of election returns and in addition to regular scheduled shows, all of them put on midnight performances. But even the Big Night did not
blow up receipts to a point where it could be
noticed.
Paramount got back to its regular pace
after being off for several weeks and the
Winter Garden set the pace for the specials
but on the other hand the Roxy was way
ofif again. In contrast to the Roxy the
Strand was up. So there you are. It looks
as though the regulars are picking their
brand of entertainment as of yore and that
it takes more than tin pan musical accompaniment to pull them in.
An exact reversal of policy seems to have
taken place at the Capitol, where for the
past several weeks a tendency to cut down
shows has been in evidence. Despite the
fact that the Grand Orchestra at this house
has greatly thinned its ranks, strong added
attractions have been added with the result
that this house has been setting a very good
pace ever since the showing of "Dancing
Daughters." Here is a case where one good
box office picture can bring about an increase in patronage — and this means that
they are usually taken away from a competing theatre.
Two pictures held their premieres the latter part of the week, the Embassy opening
with Tiffany-Stahl's "Marriage Contract"
and the Rivoli showing Norma Talmadge's
"The Woman Disputed" for the first time.
Both look like money makers. . During the
current week three more new ones will make
their appearance.
The Paramoimt got back in the nmning
again with Pola Negri in "Women from
Moscow," a picture that did not get much
from local critics, proving that at times it
doesn't make much difference whether the
boys give them the razzberry or not. Paramount has a new master of ceremonies in
the person of Eddie Peabody, quite some
master on the west coast but it's a bit too
early to forecast just what kind of swath
he'll cut in this town.
the treated
Capitol with
M-G-M's
all dusted
offAtand
sound "Wind,"
did a better
week
than many looked for. A rather imusual
picture and the Gish name drew 'em. A
good program also helped. The same trend
of business cannot be reported for the Roxy
where The
"DryStrand
Martini"
got below
average
trade.
did better
last week
with
"Show Girl" ('F.N.). A jazzy sort of a picture with enough flash to please the Strand
patrons. Sound had been added in the shape
of synchronization and an incidental soni?
or two and a good talking short program
also helped things along. Folk here also like
the talking trailers and look upon them as
an attraction. A particularly good one hershown. alding the showing of "The Terror" was
The Colony has apparently gone over to
sound pictures as the means of keeping the
marquee lit up. Since the inauguration of a
sound policy the house has certainly done
much better than it did last Spring and the
past week "Man, Woman and Wife" gave it
very fair returns.
This week a First Na-

City

Reports

tional picture is in, "The Goodbye Kiss" and
FBO'S "Gang War," another sound picture
is to follow, so it appears that it will be
"U's" policy to book other sound prcKluct if
one of their own isn't ready.
The Rialto keeps humming along to satisfactory trade with old vet "Wings" and
"Wedding March" eased out of the RivoU to
make way for "Woman Disputed" tU.A.).
Advance reports on the latter are most favorable. The Cameo had one of First National's German-made pictures, "Shadows of
Fear" to average Cameo business.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
with
dialogue) opens at the Astor(M-G-M
the current
week and "White Shadows" can be credited
with making a strong exit. "Lilac Time"
(F.N.) still hangs on at the Central to good
busiriess and Tiffany-Stahl's "Marriage Contract" isdue to make a much
showmg at the Embassy than thisbetter
same com4
pany's "Cavalier" did.
At Warner's "On Trial," another talkie
will take the place of "The Home Towners" on Wednesday evening of tlie current
week. Everybody's happy at the Winter
Garden, where Jolson's "Singing Fool' is
packing 'em in. Everybody includes the Warners, Al Jolson, the landlord, and specs—
not forgetting the spectators.

Minneapolis
"D (JSINESS seemed to pick up a bit in the
i-' Minneapolis theatres immediately after
election. The few days preceding election
were bad ones for most of the houses, because thousands preferred to hear the political speeches over the radio than to go
down town to a show. Election night parties, too, cut into the theatre attendance, but
once the political excitement subsided, the
theatres began to get the crowds back again.
"Show People," with Marion Davies
William Haines, did about as well as and
any
picture in town and pulled in the crowds at
the Hennepin-Orpheum.
Norma Talmadge in "The Woman Disputed" proved a good attraction at the Minnesota, while John Barrymore in "The Tempest" at the State did about the average business. "Women They Talk About" at the
Strand didn't click very strong at the box
office.^^ The Pantages found "Mother Machree" to be a very good business builder,
this picture probably drawing many more
people to the theatre than did the vaudeville
The Granada, Minneapolis' finest and newest neighborhood house which is equipped
with sound, packed them in with "Our
Dancing Daughters," but the outlying houses
that didn't have sound were not so fortunate. In addition to politics, the movie
theatres had more legitimate competition
than they have had in months.

Des Moines
' ' V\/INGS,"
at the did
Des nowhere
Moines
» ' for its playing
second week,
near as big a business as "The Singing Fool"
did on its second week at this house. However, business was enough to warrant holding the film through.
"Four Sons," at the Capitol, was considered a drawing card above the stage show.
The Strand, showing Buster Keaton in
"The Cameraman," did vi(ell and "Baby
Franklin," playing the last half of the week,
with Lew Cody as star, was satisfactory.
"Daughters of the Underworld," at the
Casino, caused some excitement but did not
win any whirlwind of attendance.

Albany

THE 130,000 or more residents of Albany
seem to be still clamoring for a chance
to see and hear "The Singing Fool," which
is being held over for a second week at the
Mark Ritz, after demontsrating in no uncertain fashion last week as to its drawing
power, despite the fact that it had rim a full
week at the Mark Strand about a month ago.
This is the first time a picture has been held
over in Albany in many a month, and if this
week proves as good as last, there is a
chance that it may be held for a third week.
The Mark Ritz carried oft the honors last
week from the standpoint of business and
even the surging crowds on the streets early
election night failed to put even so much as
a dent into the business. Along with the
feature there were two excellent Vitaphone
presentations.
The Mark Strand played to what might
be termed very satisfactory business with
"Our Dancing Daughters," which proved a
rather unsatisfactory business getter the
previous week in Troy.
The Leland used "Companionate Marriage" to crowds that filled the theatre each
evening and had them standing, but matinees
were not up to expectations. The Clinton
Square theatre used Lon Chaney in
"Shadows" and also "Plastered in Paris,"
and drew well throughout the week.
The neighborhood houses in Albany reported satisfactory business but said there
were not the expected crowds on eleciion
night. The downtown houses reported the
early evening crowds as being rather smaller
than anticipated but the midnight shows
help up in fine shape. The motion picture
theatres of Albany are encountering considerable opposition these days from the
Capitol theatre, playing the legitimate and
this week offering Bert Lytell in person in
a new comedy drama.
. .In Troy, "The Street Angel," running for
the week, played to good business, while the
Lincoln used "Pastered in Paris" to business
that was asserted to be up to standard.
Proctor's offered "Man-Made Women"
which apparently did its full share in the
combined entertainment of vaudeville and
pictures. Neighborhood houses and subsequent run theatres in Troy report business
as satisfactory.
Weather was good.

o

Oklahoma City
KLAHOMA
CITY
first-run theatres
rounded out another week of good busi-

At the Capitol "The Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson, kept the lobby jammed and
the side walk in front of the theatre blocked
with patrons at every performance, and the
picture is showing the second week. This
attraction has been the subject of more discussion than any other picture that has been
shown in Oklahoma City for a long time.
At the Criterion. "Beggars of Life," fea.turing Richard Arlen-Louise Brooks, Wallace
Beery, etc., proved a good box-office attraction, while the National Players in repermade toire,
good.presenting "Smilin' Thru," more than
"Sunrise" had very good week at the Liberty, and the stars, Janet Gaynor and George
O'Brien, pleased all seeing the picture.
"The Foreign Legion," at the Empress,
proved very good attraction and enjoyed
good business.

Motion
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Chicago
BUSINESS in Chicago and surrounding
territory is beginning to show a better
tone and the majority of houses, both large
and small are doing better business now
than for several months past.
The sensation of the loop continues to be
"The Singing Fool," which is in its sixth
week at McVickers still playing to capacity
business. It is understood that the box office receipts for its fifth week were greater
than those of any previous seven days of its
run, and that its fifth week also broke house
records at McVickers.
"Mother Knows Best" was held over at
the Roosevelt and continued to play to satisfactory crowds.
The Oriental has as its feature "The
Crash" and on the stage Paul Ash headed
his Au Revoir show, attendance being somewhat above the average.
Another downtovm house which had good
business was the Chicago with "Masks of
the Devil" as its feature picture and an elaborate Armistice week show on the stage.
Another extended run picture "Revenge" is
pulling strongly at United Artists Theatre.
The talking picture, "Beware of Bachelors," was the feature at both the Granada
and Marbro, big stage shows being on the
program at both houses and box office reports were satisfactory.

returned to United .Artists with "Revenge,"
a picture story that registered well and
helped the box office to show a nice increase.
Pantages also did a record business with
one of the best bills of the year headed by
"The Power of the Press."
The first talking picture "Mother Knows
Best" while it did not prove the sensation
anticipated brought fair business for the first
few days, but fell off at the end of the seven
days.
Although scheduled as the fourth and last
week "The Singing Fool" at the Music Box
did such a big business it was decided to
hold it over for another week, which practically sets a box office record for the city
as the house has upwards of 1,800 seats.
Another hold-over picture was "The Land
of the Silver Fox" at the Blue Mouse.
The Oriental did very good business with
"The Butter and Egg Man," accompanied by
the usual Monday night preview of vaudeville acts.
A return engagement of "Lights of New
York" at the Holljrwood played to good
business in the suburbs, the first all talkie at
the Rose City house.
A first rim, "The Nest" with Pauline
Frederick, did a nice business at the Capitol
for the first half of the week, but for the last
half "The Devil's Skipper" registered only
fair.

HIGH attendance records were reached
by practically all of the downtown
theatres, especially on Election night when
all houses augmented their bills with snappy
acts, and also made hook-ups with the various newspapers and radio stations and gave
the returns to interested patrons. They
were well repaid for the extra expense and
prospects are that they will have a continuance of good business.
With special exploitation Dolores Del Rio

News

At the
OB^ F T H E
C O 31M^E D Y
He bats out sure-fire laugh
hits more consistently than
Babe Ruth knocks home^-^
runs. It's "score another"
every time he goes to bat.
He's a true artist as well as
comedy's greatest acrobat.
And versatility is his middle name. He's as funny as

"Wings" was the offering at the Capitol,
where business was good and the Avalon
had "Women They Talk About" as its feature. "The Docks of New York" brought
good business to both the Uptown and Tivoli Theatres.

Portland, Ore.
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Birmingham,

Ala.

PRE-ELECTION political rallies took the
eye and tilled tlie ear in Birmingham the
past week somewhat to the detriment of
box offices, although the general average of
business was reported as fair.

TOP

The Ritz, with "Mother Machree," featuring Victor MacLaglen and Belle Bennett,
was well received by both critics and fans,
as well as the accompanying bill of Keith
vaudeville.

TM O REEL
CLASS

The Alabama had good business with "The
Terror" a Vitaphone picture with May Mc.Avoy. Louise 'Fazenda and Alec Francis.
The Empire with a screen satire based

a cowboy as he is playing
an old Roman gladiator,
or in a female impersonation.
No wonder LUPINO LANE
stands head and shoulders
above his field. And it's
inevitable that he will
scale to still greater heights.
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upon a local author's story got by nicely
with "Brotherly Love," with MGM News.
The Strand with "The Singing Fool" starring Al Jolson kept up the pace of very good
business the picture had previously estat)lished in this house.
The Trianon, with Shirley Mason in "The
Runaway Girl'' had fair business.
The Galax, with Reginald Denny in
"Nightbird" had fair business.
"Simba," Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's
picture of African wild animal life, roadshowing at the Erlanger, had poor business.
The neighborhood houses, generally, reported business below average.

WHEN
"The Jazz
Singer" first
played
the Victory,
it established
a record
for
this house, which has held good until last
week, though crowded by some of the alltalkie features. This week "The Singing
Fool" took just four days to top that former
week's record. Business has been immense
all week. Last Sunday there was a line,
four abreast, extending from the lobby,
around the block, and in some instances, extending clear to Ashley street. To take care
of the crowds the house put on "morning
matinees" each week day, and gave a "midnight matinee" election night.
The over-flow from the Victory last Sunday helped out the other down-town houses,
and all enjoyed excellent business. "The
Mask of the Devil," featured by the Tampa
for the first half, played to good business.
Gilbert is a favorite here, and always draws
well. "The Night Watch," which was a
corker of a picture, and about the best production ever given Miss Dove, went over
very good.
The Strand had a good Svmday with "The
Albany Night Boat," but Monday wras a
little off. "The Devil Dancer" proved a
good card and gave the house three days of
better than average business. "Jazz Mad"
closed the week with just above average takings.
None of the second runs used by the
Franklin could pull 'em up to the average,
and the week as a whole was "off." They
used, "The Kid Brother," "We Americans"
and "My Best GirL"

Indianapolis
FIRST-RUN
only was
averhge
business lasthouises
week. did
Business
not
as good for downtown houses as it had been
for the past two months.
Alice White in "Show Girl" at the Indiana
had the edge considerably on other first-run
houses.
May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel in
"Caught in the Fog," at the Apollo, failed to
reach the high mark set the previous week
by "The Singing Fool."
"Mother Knows Best," at the Circle, and
"White Shadows in the South Seas," at the
Palace, did average business.

Motion

Ottawa
MOVING
picture fans of Ottawa and
Hull had a wide assortment of attractions during the week of November 5, and
business was w-ell distributed. There was
no real stand-out at any of the leading
houses and receipts were fair to excellent.
Extra crowds were in evidence on election
night where managers gave presidential returns.
A picture that had all kinds of atmosphere
was "The Devil Dancer," but the general
opinion was that Gilda Gray does not screen
well, although her dancing and acting are
acceptable.
B. F.on Keith's
registered good
business
all week
this one.
"The Foreign Legion," at the Regent
Theatre, had several punch scenes and there
was also an element of pathos. It was liked
better by the male patrons than by the ladies,
generally speaking. The box office was
steadily busy.
"Sunrise," the attraction at the Centre
Theatre, proved to be a substantial feature
but, in its silent form, did not create any
furore of enthusiasm. The principal talk
around town was that Janet Gaynor was a
splendid actress.
With a plethora of crook dramas in
Ottawa during the previous week, there was
not much of a rush to see "Tenderloin,"
starring Dolores Costello, at the Imperial
Theatre.
At the Laurier Theatre, Hull, "The Patent
Leather Kid" was enthusing in spots but it
could not be classed as a big hit. Its presentation fo'llowed rather closely on its first
run in Ottawa.
Business at the Capitol Theatre, Hull, was
only fair for "Crooks Can't Win." The people apparently thought tlie title indicated
an object lesson.
There was really a crush at the Fern
Theatre, a neighborhood house, for "The
Cossacks" and there was also a big turnout
at the Rex Theatre for "The Big City," Lon
Chaney's name doing the trick.

Dallas
THE Dallas theatres have enjoyed another
week of good business, although any of
them could have easily taken care of more
patrons. The weather has been in keeping
with the season of the year for the first time
and receipts at the first-run houses seem to
have settled to a more even trend,
"Dry Martini," with Mary Astor and Matt
Moore, brought them to the box office at the
Majestic and the gross for the week was
good. An unusually good Interstate Vaudeville bill more than brought in its share of
the business.
At the Palace, "The Woman Disputed,"
featuring Norma Talmadge and Gilbert Roland, seemed to please the audiences and
bring them in despite unfavorable newspaper
criticism. Business started off good and
held up throughout the week due to the following of Norma Talmadge in Dallas. A
fair Publix presentation completed the program.
"Docks of New York," starring George
Bancroft and Betty Compson at the Melba,
accounted for good receipts for the sevenday nan. Business was unusually good considering the fact that Bancroft was the featured star, as he has no definite box office
standing in Dallas as yet. Business on this
attraction means that the next Bancroft picture will get over.
At the Capitol, "The Man Who Laughs,"
with Conrad Veidt and Mary Philbin, was
one of the outstanding attractions of the
week in Dallas and although the picture
failed to get the business it deserved, the
gross for the week was good. Comment on
this attraction was unusiKtllv good.
"The Night
Billie
Dove off
anda
Donald
Keith Watch,"
at the Oldwith"
Mill,
checked
fair week's business.
The Old Mill is going

into its fourth week as a sound house, and
business has been much better with sound
equipment.
At the Ritz, "The Jazz Singer," with Al
Jolson and May McAvoy, turned in good
receipts for the past week despite the fact
that the Melba had made a three week run
with the attraction. The Ritz is building up
a steady patronage on second-run sound pictures and in a few months it should click
every week.
The Arcadia rounded out an exceptionally
good week with "The Fleet's In," starring
Clara Bow and James Hall, "Drums of
Love," with Mary Philbin, Lionel Barrymore and Don Alvarado, and "The Devil
Dancer," featuring Gilda Gray.

Seek "Miss Sunshine" at
St. Louis Theatre
THE St.pany inLouis
Amusement
conjunction
with theComSt.
Louis Star, an afternoon newspaper, is conducting a "Miss Sunshine" contest, the idea being to select
a girl who radiates happiness, joy and
personality in such a way she goes
over big in any sort of company. Independent theatre owners and film exchange empIo.vees have also been invited to join the contest.
The grand finale will be held at the
Arcadia ballroom on the evening of
November
21 when "Miss Sunshine"
will
be named.
The winner will be awarded an automobile and the runner-up will receive
an all expenses paid trip to Hollrwood
Cal.

Cincinnati
CINCINNATI seems to be writing attendance history, and if present conditions continue in the various theatres, especially the first-run houses, extended engageinents will be the rule rather than the exception. The theatres where sound features
are shown are increasing their business by
leaps and bounds, although no comparative
figures are available as to the percentage in
increased returns.
The Capitol, with "The Singing Fool,"
has been crowded at each showing diunng
the two weeks' run. The picture is being
held over for a third and final week, and all
indications point to a continuance of the
record established, which, it is believed, wiU
eclipse all other attendance records at this
house for a continuous showing.
"Fazil," at the Lyric, with sound and synchronization, started out big, and the crowds
have increased as the week progressed. This
picture will also be held over.
Keith's, in the second week of sound pictures, presented
"'Lilac
and played
to capacity
during
the Time,"
entire engagement.
This will be another holdover, equally big
business is anticipated for the second week.
The Albee, with Lou Tellegen in person,
to.gether with several very good acts, and
"Craig's Wife" on the screen, maintained a
heavy attendance for the entire week.
"Win That Girl," at the Strand, did an
unusually good business, the receipts runniiig well above average.

Picture

N <

Atlanta
'T'WO pictures of more than ordinary en1 tertainment value served to brighten
an otherwise dull week in theater circles.
At best, business was spotty.
The two pictures which came through the
hectic week in good shape were "The Woman Disputed" at the Howard theatre; and
"Show Girl" at the Metropolitan. "Show
Girl," be it said, clicked mightily with the
school and college contingent and pleased
juvenile and adult audiences alike. It set
the town talking about Alice White as a
powerful rival for Clara Bow's honors.
"Me, Gangster" was disappointing to the
larger percentage of patrons, who having
read the Charles Francis Coe story, expected
a knock-out of a picture. "Slow and uninspired" was the criticism, and the box office
at Keith's Georgia is thanking a corking
vaudeville bill for pulling through the week.
"White Shadows in the South Seas" plus
five acts of vaudeville drew very good business at Loew's Capitol, but many who fared
forth with high enthusiasm to see the picture came back with all enthusiasm gone.
The most disastrous box office experience
of the week fell to the Rialto theatre where
"Plastered in Paris " let them down for a
heavy loss. The house "starved to death"
with the exception of one show — that was on
Tuesday evening when the management arranged to relay election returns — and advertised the fact heavily.
One stroke of showmanship saved theatres
from losses on Tuesday night — that was the
tie-up through newspapers and The Atlanta
Journal's station, WSB, to receive returns
over the national network. The stunt
brought better than average business to
major downtown houses as well as to the
smaller neighborhood theatres, and saved
what threatened to be an utterly unequal
competition.

Baltimore
WITH
the weather remaining cool and
clear throughout the week beginning
Monday, November 5, business was fairly
good at most of the first-run houses, in Baltimore.
Outstanding tor the week was the business done by "The Singing Fool," starring
Al Jolson. This was the fifth week for that
attraction at Warners' Metropolitan, and
they still had them standing up every night.
Next in line came Loew's Stanley where
"White Shadows in the South Seas," with
Monte Blue and Raquel Torres, proved an
excellent patron puller.
"Moran of the Marines," co-featuring
Richard Dix and Ruth Elder, went over
good at Loew's Century.
The Keith-Albee New Garden Theatre had
a good week with five acts of vaudeville,
and the feature picttu-e "The Cheer Leader."
The public attended very well throughout
the entire six days.
"Mother Knows Best," starring Madge
Bellamy and offered as a sound and talker
at the Rivoli, proved a very good pulling picture.
"Wings," the air epic, continued to pull
the public heavily at Loew's Valencia dicing the second week of its engagement there
with sound synchronization.

"Say It writh Sables." first-half, and
"Broadway
Daddies,"
last-half at the Family,
were both well
attended.

The second week of "Mother Machree,"
starring Belle Bennett, at the New Theatre,
was only a fair business getter. Movietone
acts were offered on the same bill, including
Chic Sales and Mussolini.

Practically all the downtown houses featured an extra election night show, where
the more important returns were given, and
all houses enjoyed exceptionally good patronage, the extra performances starting at
10:30 P. M. and continuing until well after
mi(fnight.

At the Keith-Albee Hippodrome "The
Power of Silence," starring Belle Bennett,
was offered with five acts of Keith-Albee
vaudeville. Business for the week was fairly
good and Saturday it went up to excellent.
"Dawn," offered at the Little Theatre for
a second week, only pulled fairly well.
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Salt Lake City
AVERY good week has been experienced
by most of the Salt Lake moving picture houses last week. Weatlier conditions
have been generally clear but cool.
The Capitol Theatre had a very satisfactory week during their presentation of
"Avalanche," starring the popular Zane Grey
star, Jack Holt. In addition to the picture
program the Fanchon and Marco stage
presentation
"Monkey Shines" idea, was well
received.
At the Victory theatre the First National
special, "Lilac Time," which is their first
talking picture, was held over for another
week due to its popularity and good crowds
were
enjoyed
throughout.
The Pantagcs Theatre presented their first
all talking picture, "Melody of Love," and
big business was enjoyed.
The American Theatre had an exceptionally good week with Norma Talmadge and
Gilbert Roland in "The Woman Disputed."
The Columbia special, "Driftwood," attracted satisfactory audiences throughout the
week
at the Paramount
Empress
Theatre.
Francis X. Bushman in "Charge of the
Gauchos," with Jacqueline Logan, enjoyed a
fairly good week at the Gem Theatre.
The second run of "The Cossacks," starring John Gilbert, proved to be a good drawing card, as did "Man Crazy" at the State
Theatre, wliere Ricardo Cortez in "Prowlers
of the Sea" was also shown.
The Mission Theatre, a neighborhood
house, did fairly well with "The Port of
Missing Girls." The second-run and suburban houses are all enjoying a very good
fall business.

Kansas City
FIRST-RUN houses at last seem to be settled down to a healthy condition of
good weekly attendances for the winter. Al
Jolson, in "The Singing Fool" at the Newman, went into the fourth week doing a good
business, that being the first film to have a
run of longer than two weeks in Kansas City
since last winter.
At the Royal, which recently re-opened,
Wallace Beery in "Beggars of Life," a talkie,
drew well all week, especially the matinees.
At the Globe "The Air Circus" was held
over a second week and did a profitable business, while Norma Talmadge in "The
Loew's
aWoman
businessDisputed,"
which wasat well
aboveMidland,
normal. did
"The Toilers," at the Mainstreet, enjoyed
a fair attendance for the week, the matinee
business being slightly better than normal
while the night business was about the same
as usual.
At the Uptown Adolph Menjou in "His
Private
Life" attracted a larger attendance
than
normal.
"Black Butterflies," at the Pantages, did
a capacity business all week, the night attendance being larger than usual.

San Francisco
UNSETTLED
weather conditions, although not serious, kept the people
from the beaches and the country and compelled them to attend the theatres.
"Wings" finished its twelfth week of playing in San Francisco, and reported fair business, which is considered remarkable as it
was shown so long here. The first two
weeks it was shown at the California Theatre, and the past ten at the St. Francis, both
West Coast Theatres.
"The Wedding March," shown at the California Theatre a second week, did fairly
good business, but not what expected.
Loew's Warfield Theatre, as usual, was
crowded during the past week. Here was
shown "The Air Circus," together with Rube
Wolf and his popular orchestra and the Fanchon & Marco
presentation
act, "River

Idea." The Granada Theatre did good
ness with the picture "Moran of the
rines." The Publix Revue, "Step
Way," whicli was tlie presentation
helped attract thousands.

busiMaThis
act,

"Mother Machree," shown at the Pantages
Theatres, together with vaudeville, filled that
theatre every night, anil the Embassy Theatre, a \'itaplione house, was crowded all
week with Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool."
The El Capitan Theatre, which seats 3.200
and is the city's newest and largest theatre
of tirst runs, last week installed the Vitaphone and reported remarkable business with
"The Lion and The Mouse."
In the residential districts, the Coliseum
Theatre reported fairly good business with
"The Cossacks," the Marina Theatre, with
"Three Sinners," and the Amazon Theatre,
with "Rose of Golden West."

Union Trouble Looms
in Minneapolis
of operof a strike
POSSIBILITIE
ators in theS motion
picture theatres of Minneapolis again loom
threatening as the result of a failure
of representatives of. the Northwest
Theatre Owners to come to an agreement last week with the operators.
The dispute is over the number of men
to be used in booths of sound equipped
houses.
Since last February the operators
have been working under a temporary
schedule which arranged for a 7 per
cent increase in wages and an additional man in the booth. The present demands are the same as those asked
last September; that is, 15 per cent
increase and doubling of the crews.
Theatre owners are holding out for
the 7 per cent increase and three men
in the booth for feature shows and
two men on short sound productions
in the downtown houses and one additional man in sound booths in the suburban theatres.
As the result of the failure to agree
the operators have referred the matter
back to the local union and action will
be voted upon this week. It is believed that a strike would result in the
operators being called out of every
theatre although the demands do not
affect the silent houses.

Pittsburgh
BUSINESS was very good for the week
at Loew's Penn. The photoplay attraction was Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge."
The Stanley had another good week with
"The Wedding March," though the production didn't seem to cause much talk.
The Grand and Liberty both offered Richard Barthelmess in "Out of the Ruins," a
fairly entertaining production which got
average business.
Loews Aldine had a big week vrith "Sunrise." This one scored with the fans and
press alike.
The run,
Ol3Tnpic
played
"Fotn* Sons" as a
second
and got
fair business.
The Regent, in its second week of "The
Singing Fool," did very good business. The
run ended after the production had played
first-run theatres for six consecutive weeks.
The Davis, with Charlie Murray in "The
Head Man" and Keith vaudeville, got average business.
Fair business for the week at the Cameraphone,
where "While the City Sleeps" held
the silversheet.
Lya De
in to"The
Scarlet Lady"
brought
fair Putti
business
the Alhambra.

Cleveland
pjUSINESS
in Cleveland
last very
week was,
■*-'
in all, variable.
Some
high
peaks were reached. And again, the even
level of fair averages was maintained. All
of the leading theatres ran special midnight
shows on election night, and all of them did
big business on that night regardless of the
value of the entertainment offered. If one
house was full up, patrons moved on to the
next nearest house, regardless of the attraction. It wasa long
a night
ment went
way.when a little entertam"The Singing Fool" led the way in theatre
attendance. It opened at the Stillman and
the box office was closed several times on
the opening day. It has played to capacity
at every performance to date, and has
already broken the previous house records.
It will play on and on, of course.
Keith's Palace also did a whale of a business last week. However, credit for the
huge crowds must go to Ted Lewis and his
band, rather than to the picture, "Tenth Avenue,'' which is just a mediocre underworld
melodrama.
"The

Home Towners" proved a disappointment at the Allen. A tine picture, full
of noveltj', the first all-talking comedy
shown, with everything in its favor, it nevertheless failed to create a stir. It did good
business where excellent business was
expected.
"Moran of the Marines," rather below the
average Dix picture, nevertheless made a
fairly good showing at the State. Interest
in Ruth Elder had a lot to do with the picture's mild success.
"Caught in the Fog," a dialogue melodramatic farce, did well at the Cameo, but
not exceptionally so. It proved amusing but
not vital.
"The King of Kings" held up satisfactorily during its second week at the Hippodrome.
"Take Me Home" and "The Charge of the
Gauchos " divided the week at Keith's East
lOSth St. "Take Me Home" had the advantage of the election night crowds, and made
a good showing, while "The Charge of the
Gauchos" did fairly well on its own account.
"White Shadows," plajring its first neighborhood run at the Park, did just moderately
well, the first half of the week, while "The
Battle
Sexes" did very well the last
half of of
thethe
week.
Neighborhood house business continued to
be way off. Interest in sound pictures on
the part of the public, and uncertainty about
sound equipment on the part of the exhibitor, has resulted in a stagnation of business never before known in the neighborhood theatres.

Exhibitors Defeat Church
Alhances in Oregon
A longr-drawn out fight between the Federated Church Brotherhood of Eugene, Ore.,
and the Lane County Credit Association
over the re-opening of motion picture shows
on Sunday, resulted in a victory for exhibitors voters of Eugene giving an overwhelming ma.jority in favor of the opening.
More than 200 student voters at the University of Oregon however, had their vote
challenged, in an attempt by the ministers
association to cut down the vote for Sunday shows, which was one of the big issues
in connection with local balloting.
At the 45th annual state convention of
the 'W.C.T.U. they roundly scored the action of the credit association in attempting to remove Sunday restrictions from motion picture houses. The work of the Federated Motion Picture Councils of America
was indorsed.
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Seattle

LAST week was a successful one with the
first-run houses, despite the fact that
there were no outstanding attractions on current programs to swell receipts above the
average. The Seattle Theatre probably
achieved high gross for the week with "Beggars of Life" which was generally pleasing. Fanchon-Marco's
stage quite
revueacceptable,
featuring
the Denver
Beauties was
and a local Fur Fashion Revue added to the
revue.
At the Fifth Avenue Theatre, "Mother
Knows Best" failed to come up to the gross
set recently by several other films, despite
the fact that it was widely advertised as this
house's first "talkie" in the strict sense ot
the word. Georgie Stoll made his debut as
master of ceremonies and director of the
Fifth Avenue Band. Just a fair week.
"The Singing Fool," at the Music Box
Theatre, played its fifth week to near capacity business, with lines out every night. This
picture is breaking every existing record for
films in Seattle, and goes into a sixth week
with no signs of weakening.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre finished
its second week of "The Home Towners" to
business that was a little bit below level.
The film had a poor title to exploit, and did
not set any remarkable box office record during the run, although the gross was quite
acceptable.
At the Coliseum Theatre "Lady Be Good"
played to moderately good houses only. The
Orpheum made a particularly strong camon "The attention.
Whip" butRobert
this film
didn't
attract paignmuch
Warwick
was the headline attraction on the vaudeville
program. At the Embassy Theatre, the
management departed from the usual firstrun policy and booked "Excess Baggage"
for a satisfactory engagement, despite the
fact that it was a second-run film.

Harrisburg,

Pa.

ALL the leading downtown Harrisburg
theatres and several neighborhood
houses materially swelled their average
receipts for the week by announcing the
returns on election night. Two houses, the
State and Loew's Regent, put on extra midnight shows, starting after the close of the
regular last performances and extending until after 1 o'clock on Wednesday morning.
Both houses attracted capacity audiences for
these late shows.
The feature film at Loew's Regent all
week was Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge,"
and did excellent business, even without the
stimulus of the election night crowds.
The underworld picture, "Me, Gangster,"
was popular at the Colonial. The Victoria
scored nicely with "Varsity" starring Charles
Rogers.
The last three days at the State the film
attraction was "The Glorious Trail," in
which Ken Maynard takes the lead part, and
quite satisfactory business was done.
"The Masked Angel" was back for a
second run at the Rialto, a neighborhood
house, and proved a good drawing card.

Freihofer Plans 4 New
Philly Theatres
ACCORDING to an announcementm
issued last week by Willia
Freihofer, president of the
Frankford Amusement Co„ a motion
picture theatre, store and office building to cost $2,000,000 will be erected
at Broad Street. 67th Ave. and Old
York Road, Philadelphia. Mr. Freihofer stated that the building program
of the Frankford Amusement Company includes the construction of three
other theatres in Philadelphia at a
total cost for tke four of $10,000,008.

Torn Mix, ever popular
capital city, was shown
Plains" at the Russell,
on the canine star. Wolf

in the Pennsylvania
in "Horseman of the
while the Royal put
Heart, in "Fangs of

Women patrons particularly were attracted to the Broad Street where John GilWolf."bert and Joan Crawford were shown in
"Four Walls."
Harold Lloyd came back to Harrisburg in
"Speedy," and packed them in at the Royal.
"The Hawk's Nest," with Milton Sills,
Doris Kenyon and Montague Love, brought
satisfactory box office returns to the Grand.

Milwaukee
A FAIR week was enjoyed by downtown
Milwaukee theatres. Business boomed
at the end of the week during Teachers'
Convention when a record crowd of visiting
teachers poured into the city and into the
theatres. Practically all downtown houses
held a midnight show on election night, giving election returns to late patrons. Good
attendance was reported at these performances. Heavy down pour of rain on several
nights early in the week held receipts down
to a great extent.
"The Singing Fool" at the Garden is still
holding honors for drawing the biggest
crowds. It is now in its fifth week and still
going strong. During the first day of the
convention, traffic officers had to be pressed
into service to hold back the crowds that
were surging into the theatre.
"Wings," in its third week at the Strand,
is drawing crowds at the evening performances.
Fiske O'Hara as a stage attraction at the
Wisconsin vied with the feature "Women
They
Talk About"
for popularity
The theatre
was well
attended. on the bill.
"The First Kiss," at the Merrill, drew
fairly well. The Majestic offered "The
Woman Disputed" to good houses.
"The Man Who Laughs" was according
very fine patronage at the Alhambra. The
two vaudeville houses both offering first-run
pictures did unusually good business. The
Orpheum used "Oh Kay" and the feature at
the Riverside was "The Cameraman."
The neighborhood theatres did not draw
very good business this week. "Lilic Time,"
at the Oriental and Tower, did good business, however. "Warming Up," at the Uptown, Modjeska and Garfield theatres, received fair patronage.

Saenger-Ehrlich and Union
Operators End Dispute
An amicable settlement of the wage dispute in Shreveport, La., between local motion picture operators and the SaengerEhrlich enterprises has been reached, and
operators who were idle for a short time
are back at their customary places.
The lockout was the result of a wage demand of some of the operators. During the
lockout there was no interruption of service at the company's several theatres.
It is expected an injunction suit filed during the dispute to prevent the arrest of
operators engaged during the lockout will
not be pressed.
3 for Arthur Lake
Universal plans to star Arthur Lake in
three features, "Campus Bjsses," "The
Boy Wonder " and " The Girl Dodger. ' ' Edward Luddy has been signed to direct the
first written by Colin Clements and Will
Chappel. The latter is now preparing the
adaptation. The second story is by Matt
Taylor and Clarence Thompson and the
third is by J. G. Hawkes.

Picture

News

Newsreel Resume
Among the highlights in International
News, No. 90 were: Armistice Week special; the election and the candidates; the
Zeppelin home again; horse racing; girl
dancers; buffalo herd round-up. No. 91 included: Football games; oil fire in Calif.-,
Fascisti anniversary in Rome; horse racing;
Lady Heath, Horusby, Serg. A. C. York-,
visiting British journalists.
Kinograms No. 5447 had the election special with views of the candidates ; burial of
czarina in Copenhagen; market day in
northern Tibet; steeplechase contest. No.
5448 contained views from football clashes ;
Mr. Coolidge at Unknown Soldier's tomb-,
Roosevelt brothers sail for Asia; cavalry in
action; oil fire in Calif.
M-G-5I News No. 26 began with scenes
of the election and its figures; towers of
new Hudson bridge; motorcycling; exclusive views of Zeppelin homeward bound-,
bombing tests; horse race; Armistice Week
special. No. 27 began with Fascisti demonstration in Italy; a geese colony; tunnel
through Alps; football games; Calif, oil well
afire; cavalry troops in test.
In Pathe News No. 93 were scenes of thePresident and the candidates on Election
Day; Queen Marie at fete; the Coolidges
visit Blue Ridge Mts. ; Europe's new planes;
leathernecks returning; modem Wm. Tell.
No. 94 : Hoover 's ranch ; dog show ; Czeehoslavakia's 10th Anniversary; Japanese
prince visits warriors; Mt. Etna's eruption;
oil fire; students fracas; new Gondola planeParamount News No. 31 included : Firemen in training; youth in trans-country
hop; new envoy to Spain; ballet dancers;
cold spell at zoo; Hoover at home; Zeppelin
reaches home; Faeisti march in Rome. No.
32: Cavalry on march; German youngsters;
Coolidges at tomb of Unknown Soldier; newoperatic singer; football; Scottish voters'
fray; oil well bums; blimps guard liner.

Additions to Casts
"Seven Footprints to Satan" (F. N.)
Wm. V. Mong, Kala Pasha, Sojin, Laska
Winters, Ivan Christy, De Witt Jennings,
Nora Cecil, Harry Tenbrooke, Cissy Fitzgerald, Lew Stern, Arthur Mellett, Edgar
Shurod; "Saturday's Children" (F. N.)
Anne Schaefer, Grant Withers, Alma Tell,
Charles Lane, Lucien Littlefield, Albert
Conti; "Snnset Pass" (Paramonnt) Robert
Fleming, Willard Cooley, Pee Wee Hohnes,
Christian J. Frank; Untitled Vilma Banky
vehicle (U. A.) Lucien Littlefield, Fritzi
Ridgeway; "She Knew Men" (W. B.) Jed
Prouty; "Sideshow" (Columbia) Pat
Harmon, Allan Roscoe; "Dummy" (Paramount) Spec O'Donnell; "Wolf of WaU
Street" (Paramount) Michael Vavitch,
"Hunted" (M-G-M)
Augustina
Robert
Ames,Lopez;
John Miljan.
"Gang" Completes Tour
"Our Gang" begin work in their first
production in three months for Hal Roach
this week. They returned recently from •
ten-week tour of vaudeville. Robert F.
McGowan will continue to direct their
screen destinies.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England
In response to
on
'"""y inquiries
Advertisine for
<-v .1
%T
this subject we
Outdoor Use
thought it would be
well to air our views,
based chiefly upon what we have observed
on our various travels.
In speaking of outdoor advertising the
first thought would naturally be billboard
posters and on this particular phase it
could be divided into two groups. First :
One and three sheet posters, and second:
24 sheet stands. The latter is, of course,
expensive and I only advocate its use in
cities well over 50,000. Below this figure
it is our contention that a good number of
well kept three sheet boards should answer
the purpose of the average theatre. The
policy should not affect this angle. Regardless of what you are selling you must be
able to tell the public about it.
Now there are many kinds of three sheets
boards. Some we erect ourselves and send
the doorman or the reelboy out to cover
once a week or maybe less frequent. Then,
others are a great deal more particular and
are not satisfied with anything but a wellkept board, with a painted frame that is
repainted as often as it becomes necessary.
Taking our own territory, for an example,
we have by various experiments finally settled on three sheet advertising through contracting for each space at a set sum per
week. The eompany taking care of the
boards and the posting must see that they
are always neat and clean looking. The cost
is naturally higher than on boards which
we erect and maintain ourselves, but the
additional cost is money well spent if you
are anxious to have all your theatre's advertising looking right.
There are still some managers who keep
after their staff to be certain that the front
and lobby of their theatres are spic and
span, but if you happen upon one of their
bill boards you think some "dump" is being advertised rather than a well run theatre. It has always been my contention that
every single phase of advertising in a wellrun theatre, must reflect the management
of the theatre itself. And your billboards
are just a mirror of your methods.
On the subject of
24 sheet stands, I
have tried to make a
particularly careful
study of this matter
and after observation and actual experience Iprefer the block posters to lithograph,
with, of course, a few exceptions. But these
exceptions are very few because it is indeed

Block Posters
vs. Lithograph

Sound
Pictures
and
the Show Business
THE tremendous interest created
Round ofTable
Manager'
by
the
their s survey
Clubtheand
"Sound" situation is worthy of everyone's careful attention. We heartily
recommend that you read the letters
on his subject, starting with the first
group in the issue of three weeks ago,
and including those published in this
issue.
After all, talk IS cheap, so why not
listen to the words of those who, by
experience, know what they are talking aboat.
C. E. L.

rare that we find an exchange 24 sheet attractive enough to really be eye-arresting.
I would only advocate them on some special picture and providing the lithograph
is good. As for cost between the two, you
will find it runs about the same on a basis
of ten or more stands. Over fifteen, if you
ever
money.run into that many, you will be saving
Don't fall down on your advertising or
the quality of it just because it happens to
be a little removed from the theatre itself.
Take regular and frequent trips and look
over your bill boards and be certain that
they are being kept neat and clean and properly posted just as long as you use them.
We are prompted

subt^is been
be!° ^^'"S
onceit°Pagain
ject
cause
has
called to our attention that many of the theatres which ;ook
our advice to use them last spring are still
running them and consider serials one of
the best bets on a Saturday afternoon.
The old bogie about serials being below
the standard of your theatre has passed into
the category of "bunk" because, with the
very few exceptions of key city first runs,
they can be well spotted in most any other
kind of a house. After all what are we in
business forT If you can increase that one
afternoon to the tune of some two hundred
dollars and send home a few thousand kiddies shouting the praises of your show,
would you still hesitate and call it bad business methods? We think not. Get hold of
a GOOD serial, surround it with the proper
kind of publicity, and sell, but sell it, to the
youngsters. Then sit back and watch them
pack in and fill up those empty seats. Just

SUbject
Again
l
,Seria.
.
c, , rday
Satu

make sure that you have enough help on
the job to properly supervise those kids and
see that they are well taken care of. If
you must stimulate interest to start them
coming, pick a certain portion of your town,
certain streets, or communities and invite
them in free. Take a different section each
week until you have attracted as much business as you can handle or else keep it up
until your entire residential population has
sent at least one youngster from the family.
Serials are even attractive to certain
grownups and it will surprise you to note
how many of them come back for the weekly
thrill regularly. So don't be old-fashioned
brothers, step up to the window of opportunity and cash in on an old but reliable
angle.
From up in Shen-

letter
from a '=°'?^=
newinteresting
most^ ^«'™*^'^^°^
comer to the Managers' Bound Table Club. Unfortunately
the CLUB is most anxious for the next few
weeks, to use all available space on the
subject of SOUND letters and articles from
various members, otherwise we would be
delighted to publish his letter. However,
this much we will tell you, he has traveled
quite a bit and knows the show-business
"stunts"
the across
Some y ofput
angles.
from many
are
successfull
he has
which
deserving of more detailed description so
we will withhold them until a week or two
later when we will pass them on to the
CLUB members for what they are worth. In
the meantime, make the acquaintance of
Harry A. Goren of the Strand Theatre up
in Shenandoah. Mr. Goren 's photograph
would accompany this paragraph but he
sent us a newspaper mat and it is therefore
impossible to reproduce this, so as to recognize his features. Only half-tones, made
from originals, aie adaptable.
Llub Member
er1.
Meet
i«
/-'I I. Anoth

(Note.

Herewith

all-important
group
of tellers
on the
^""Il'"
.'.'"subject
'"'"T!
"'^
of sound.
They are
well worth the few minutes it will take to read
them and remember they have been gathered
from every part of the country. — CEL)
We hear from F. C. Goldquist, The Webb
Theatre, Savanna, IlUnois, who is going to
send in more material later on but right now
plunges into the subject of sound pictures:
My Dear Mr. Lewis :
"There has been some material of inter(Conlinued on following page)
A. ^_
Nation
.
,.
of
Voice
"The

Motion

est to the Club, I have wanted to pass on
to the other fellows, accumulated on my
desk for quite a while. But you know we
little fellows have to double in B & 0 so
have not had time to write sooner. I am not
going to take up all that I want to at this
time, but will just go into the sub.iect of
"Sound Pictures" as that is the most important right now.
"The small town exhibitor who cannot
hope to include synchronized pictures in his
programs is somewhat at a loss to know just
which side of the fence to spring. It really
does not make much difference to him at
this time as, with the present cost of sound
apparatus he has no intention of placing it
in his house. However, we all of us have
our opinions, or if we do not have we soon
will.
"I believe it is of great importance that
the manager of any house, however small,
should visit the nearest theatre equipped
with sound apparatus as often as possible.
Our patrons are bound to discuss it vrith
us enquiring as to when we will have it,
the cost, how it is done and a thousand
other questions that only patrons can ask.
If we have not seen and heard the ' ' Talkies" we cannot discuss them intelligently.
I have to go 25 miles to roach the nearest
Vitaphone and 20 miles of this through
desert sand (yeah, we have deserts in northwestern Illinois) and the roughest road. I
usually catch the matinees as I can get
away better then.
"To my mind the all-talkie will not be
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much of a success after the novelty is gone.
In a year or less the average patron will
care no more about seeing a talking picture
than a silent one. In other words I do not
think they will draw any more business with
the sounds than the silent pictures do now.
I have no opportunity to study audience reaction in this respect only getting the opinions of the few who have seen and heard
synchronized pictures in other localities.
The general opinion thus coming to me is
that dialog detracts rather than adds to a
picture, and this, I confess, coincides with
my personal views. The dramatic type of
jncture is much better when accompanied
by a good organ or orchestra as the moods
can be more clearly expressed in this manner. Ihave seen no comedies done in talkies
so don't know just what my reaction would
be with this style of story. But I imagine
the gags would have to be much better than
most of the situations we have been used to
seeing in our comedies. As for sounds they
would be no more acceptable than in dramas.
"As for straight sounds, we have had
them with pictures since the year of One.
It is true they have been produced with
more or less fidelity manually, but so are
they in the mechanically produced sounds of
today. I have heard in the Vitaphone the
lightest rap on a door, a cough or a sigh,
but a broken down door produced no sound.
The sirens of the police cars accompanying
a raid continued into the following scene.
Pistol shots sound like a thud instead of a
shot. Sounds of approaching or receding
vehicles do not increase or diminish. They
burst upon us and then die a violent death.
Even the snores of the valet in "The Singing Fool" were produced on musical instruments such as any good organist or cello
player can duplicate.
"Music! There is the future of synchronism. What would "The Jazz Singer" and
"The Singing Fool" be without music? Al
Jolson's personality made them both, but
it was his singing' that actually put it
across. What a picture "The Student
Prince" would have been in Vitaphone or
Movietone! An orchestra or any sort of
music in Vitaphone vaudeville goes over
big, but the sketches seldom do. The comedy gags usually are a complete flop.
"I judge the future of synchronized pictures by past history. What ambitious plans
producers had 16 and 18 years ago with
respect to the "talking pictures"! It is
true they were not as well done then as
now. But I well recall what a sensation
our Renfax Musical Motion Pictures were
for one whole season. Then they died a
natural death and drew no more than any
other part of our programs. But, our apparatus did not cost what it does now. We
could afford to junk the synchronizer and
machine crank and take the phonograph
home to use. What will happen a year from
now with many grand tied up in each outfit
and only an occasional picture with sufficient pull to get them in?
' ' One thing the synchronized type of picture has done for us, operators have fought
years to secure, and this is a properly cued
and easily recognized place for a perfect
changeover. Some producers have tried to
give us a cue sheet, but the cues have been
imperfect and not easily recognized the first
time through. Until recently the exchanges
themselves have mutilated the leaders and
tail pieces with perforations. Now a beautiful change can be made, by the rankest

Picture
N ezvs
Sincerely,
amateur, that cannot be detected. ' '
(Signed)

P. C. Goldquist.

Here is a letter from William C. Ewing,
director of advertising and publicity for
the Stanley-Crandall Company, operating
fifteen or more theatres in and around
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
"In viewing one's opinion of sound pictures Idon't think that a more interesting
subject could have been brought up for discussion. At one time the mere mention of
"sound" or "talking" pictures would have
started a young calamity and then the unlucky one who had started it would have
been laughed right out of the room.
"If my opinion amounts to anything,
talking-pictures are here to stay. Unlike the
first movies, which started in any makeshift
nickelodeon that might be converted into
a show room of the old days, the "talkingpictures," the name by which they are
best known to the majority of theatre-goers,
are getting their first start in the bigger
and more elaborate picture palaces. They
are now the only ones which can afford the
costly tures
apparatus
with which
"sound"it picare made possible.
However,
will
only be a matter of time, and that will be
when the exorbitant cost of the mechanical
sound devices is lowered, that every small
theatre in the country wiU be advertising
sight and sound pictures. Imagine the thrill
that an audience in a small rural town will
get when seeing and hearing a sound picture
with musical accompaniment by a 100 piece
orchestra and all of the sound effects which
make the screen drama more realistic.
"There are now many defects in the
"talking pictures" just as there were in
the first movies which were shown in one,
two and three reels. But credit must be
given to the "talkies" for bringing back to
life a business which was on the decline,
also for reviving interest by the public in
the movies. Perfection will come and it will
not take as long as with the original silent
films.
"In the meantime it is taking with "The
Public" and that is what counts at the box
oiBce. The enormous crowds which are
flocking to see and hear "Lights of New
York" the first all-talking picture is evidence enough. This picture without sound
could not have been sold to the larger downtown theatres. With sound it is breaking
records and pleasing the general public.
"The Terror" the second all-talkie is an
improvement on "Lights of New York"
and the improvements will continue with
each picture. Could any picture have been
greater or done any more business than
"The Jazz Singer" or "The Singing
Fool" both with Jolson in the featured
role? Jolson in these pictures is better than
he ever was on the stage and both pictures
are bringing more money to the motion
picture theatres than Jolson brought to the
legitimate theatres.
' ' Would producing companies with soundbeaded executives at their head invest millions of dollars in sound-proof stages and
equipment necessary for the producing of
"talking pictures" if they thought they
say they wouldn't.
just athefad?bestI'llwishes
were
"With
to 'The Round
Table Club' and yourself, I am,
Sincerely yours,"
(Signed) William C. Ewing.
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^ibitm^ Service
Showmanship
^Briefs'THOSE
theatre men who need strong
sales talks to put over a co-operative
stunt with their local merchant might paste
this note in the hats they wear when they
sally forth to ntgotiate a tie-up: An example
of how effective a motion picture tie-up may
be in aiding sales of merchandise at local
stores was produced in Birmingham recently
during the presentation at the Alabama theatre of "The Singing Fool." A local music
house had 160 copies of the song "It All
Depends On You" piled up on the shelves
and coated over with a deposit of dust of
several months. On the Monday night following the opening of the Jolson picture the
store had sold out the whole batch of 160
copies and in addition did a brisk business in
the phonograph record of Jolson's "Sonny
Boy" song. All this resulted from the display of a small window card tying-up with
the picture at the Alabama.
Two
highlights
in the Boston
lobby display at the left, and

campaign
for ^^Submarine^^
are pictured
above.
The
on the right
a window
flash featuring a complete diver''8
rigging.

Theatre Bombards Boston With
Exploitation for "Submarine"

TRIGGING down under a news item often
■*— ' proves an interesting as well as an
illuminating occupation, because that is the
way to establish the causes at the bottom
of an accomplishment or an event which reporters select for recital in their writings
and news editors crystalize in a few lines
of type for presentation in the columns of
their publications. Take an item of three
lines in the Key City Reports Department
under the Boston heading in last week's
issue of Motion Picture News, the one
reading " 'Submarine' at Loew's State theatre, did one of the best week's business of
any film in months at that house," and inquire about conditions surrounding the presentation and the exploitation of this attraction which scored so heavily at the box
office.
If the exploitation was in any way unusual you may reasonably ascribe to that
feature some responsibility for the success
of the attraction and the following report
which this department has from Boston regarding the "Submarine" exploitation
would seem to prove two things: First, that
the campaign put on by the State management was out of the ordinary and therefore
might well be expected to produce results at
the box office; and second, that the methods
used are practical and effective.
To begin with the campaign for ' ' Submarine" at the State was one of the most extensive staged in the history of motion picture exploitatioi} in Boston. Joe Brennan,
manager of the State, organized his campaign in two parts.
Four days in advance of opening a newspaper teaser campaign was launched, these
ads appearing in the Boston papers and a
group of twenty-five suburban newspapers.

In the lobby of the State Theatre, a real

diver's outfit, including rubber suit, helmet,
air hose, and air pump apparatus, was spotted by several high-power lamps, a placard
alongside the outfit calling attention to the
fact that the apparatus shown was identical
with that used in the filming of the undersea picture. The .suit was obtained from a
diver's supply house.
Joe Di Pesa, Loew's exploitation expert
for the entire state, deserves a great deal
of credit for the manner in which the physical parts of the exploitation were handled.
The Monday morning of the opening, Di
Pesa put a crew of ten newsboys out on
the street in the downtown section of Boston to hawk and distribute four-page newspaper tabloids with scare heads announcing a submarine disaster.
The marquee of the theatre had not been
overlooked for its sales possibilities. 'Two
boat-shaped signs were erected on both sides
of the marquee, running clear up to the
roof. These signs were visible for blocks
away. Flags and hunting in profusion were
suspended from below the marquee, and
streamers were run from the marquee to
the roof proper, all along the building line.
One particularly interest-creating idea
used was a sound amplification device installed in one of the vacant offices in the
building adjacent to the theatre. On this
was played marches and the theme song of
"Submarine."
The local Navy recruiting division posted
several hundred "A" signs about town.
During the week of the run dozens of details from the Charlestown Navy Yard repaired in buses to the theatre. These invitation parties were given in conjunction
with the Boston American.

MANAGER

Chas. H. Amos had a real attention-get er inthe form of a real aeroplane— parked in the theatre lobby to advertise
"The Air Circus" at the Tennessee Theatre,
Knoxville, Tenn. The plane was one of the new
Monocoupes and just fitted in nicely in the lobby
to allow persons to pass by on either side. A
large lettered-sign was placed in front of the
plane containing copy about the picture and
play dates.
IA^ conuiwmoration of Armistice Day, S. L.
Rothafcl has secured a new composition by
Ceofrey O'Hara entitled "Guns," which he is
presenting for the first time at the Roxy this
week on the program surrounding "The Red
Dance." The composition has been dramatized
and is presented in four episodes ivith scenic investiture byJohn Wenger.
A FUR fashion show utilizing 30 models
and $150,000 worth of fur garments
was staged by Manager Bob Blair and Harry
Wareham at the Seattle theatre, Seattle, last
week as a special added attraction. The
Arctic Fur Company, of Seattle, sponsored
the presentation, which was the most professional style show of any type ever presented in a local picture theatre.
NOVEMBER has been set aside as Greater
Movie Month at Loew's Granada, Doan,
Liberty and Heights Theatres. Cleveland. Each
one of these houses will run a contest during
the month, with a cash prize to the one who
writes the best letter telling which of the pictures shown is the best and what makes It the
best picture. A similar contest was conduced
last month at the Park with great success.

CC.
DF.ARDORFF.
charge
of Metro• Goldwyn
exploitationin in
Clevelcmd,
got
a great tie-up with the automobile club of Akron
last iveck U'here he zvas putting over "Show
People." The Automobile Club permitted Deardorff to put up big signs all along the main
thoroughfares
said "PLEASE
CAREFULLY which
and SHOW
PEOPLE DRIVE
how to
avoid accidents. SEE SHOW PEOPLE at the
Strand." The stunt made a big hit, and it created general interest in the picture and much
business for the theatre.
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Opinions on Pictures
The Woman
Norma

Disputed

Talmadge Has Had
Ones

Better

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A S pictures go this shapes up pretty
■'»• well, telling its story with a pretty
good line of interesting situations and inei■dent — and acted very competently by the
star and the entire supporting cast. Still
the fact remains that Norma Talmadge has
demonstrated an emotional flair which is
seldom captured by several of equally wellknown sisters of screen drama. And that
emotional expression is not permitted full
play since the story is not up to the mark
of some previous films which have popularized the star.
It is her privilege to play a girl of the
lower strata — and she colors the role exceedingly well. It develops that she is brought
forth from her life of poverty and made a
pawn in the affections of two admirers. In
her effort to go straight she precipitates all
kinds of trouble. The background concerns
an Austrian town — with the girl finding
refuge in the quarters of an army ofiScer.
The latter is an Austrian. His friend is a
Russian. When war breaks out each of the
officers claims the girl. After she proves
herself honorable the disappointed suitor
forgives.
And it's all over.
The picture is neatly mounted and carries
some unique camera effects. It has been
well photographed — and the story moves
along well enough to hold the attention.
The players look the type — and play their
parts with good spirit.
Drawing Power: The Talmadge popularity. And Roland's too. Suitable for better
class houses. Eiploitation Angles : Play up
star as having colorful role. And feature
Gilbert Roland. Bill as romantic drama~bf
character development.
THEME: Romantic drama of girl of
streets who is npUfted and finds peace and
happiness in romance.
Produced and distributed by United Artists. Length, seven reels. Released, Nov.,
1928.
Director, Henry King.
THE
Mary Ann Warner
Paul Hartman
Nika Turgenov
The Passerby
Father
Roche
Otto Kreuger
The Countess
The Count

CAST
Norma Talmadge
Gilbert Roland
Arnold
Kent
Boris De Fas
Michael
Vavitch
Gustav
von Seyffertitz
Gladys
Brockwell
Nicholas
Soussanin

The Shady Lady
Weak

Story Strengthened
by
Cast and Direction

Good

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)
npHE main trouble with "The Shady
' Lady" for a reviewer who has seen
most of Pathe's recent product, is simply
that it suffers in comparison. For Pathe
has been turning out the most consistently
good productions of any outfit on the West
Coast and hence "The Shady Lady" appears weaker than it would to one unfamiliar with the pictures which have preceeded it.
This seems to be one of those things

where they originally had a title and no
story, and the plot was batted out to fit the
title. Which sometimes works out very
well, but in this case it misses fire slightly.
E. H. Griffith has done exceptionallj' well
with the direction of the weak script assigned him, and between Griffith's work and
that of the cast, Ralph Block needn't hang
his head over the fact that it is billed as
his production.
It's a tale of gun-running in Cuba, with
Phyllis Haver as "the shady lady" with a
mysterious past and Bob Armstrong as the
head of a hi-jacking band who falls in love
with her. Louis Wolheim is the menace,
heading the gang of gun-runners whom Armstrong annoys quite frequently and successfully. Russell Gleason adds further interest as a kid reporter who is rather vital to
the plot, and inasmuch as this is Gleason 's
first big role, he is entitled to high praise
for his handling of the character. Lots o£
personality and the ability is there. Phyllis
Haver has a much finer wardrobe permitted
her in "The Shady Lady" than recent
vehicles have allowed, with the result that
the girl impresses with her beauty as
effectively as she does with her fine dramatic
ability. Bob Armstrong and Louis Wolheim deliver very good performances.
Drawing Power: Suitable for practically
all types of houses, most effective in neighborhood houses. Exploitation Angles: Play
up mystery of leading lady's character, featuring suspense questions as "did she kill
him?", "is it right to marry a hi-jacker?",
etc.
THEME: Love of a hi-jacking gun-runner for a woman accused of murder.
Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Length, undetermined. To be released, Dec.
16, 1928. Story by Jack Jungmeyer. Titles by
Garrett Graham. Directed by E. H. Griffith.
THE
Lola Mantell
Blake
Holbrook
Haley

CAST
Phyllis Haver
Robert
Armstrong
Louis Wolheim
Russell Gleason

"Social Prestige"
(Educational — Two Reels)

{Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
YOU can take this comedy on the assumption
that you will find a lot of laughs in it.
When Monty Collins and Vernon Dent star their
gags
result. a'rollin' a plentiful supply of fun is the
There are a few wisps of humor in the first
hundred feet or so but the laughs wax warmer
as the comedy plunges deeper into the realm of
slapstick. Often a handicap to a picture, slapstick this time is used to good advantage. There
are two good exponents of it in Messrs. Collins and Dent. Dent, by the way, is right to
the fore and comes close to stealing the honors
of the comedy.
Betty Boyd, Eva Tliatcher and Ralph Graves
have supporting roles, the latter contributing
some effective work. The direction of the comedy was taken care of by Stephen Roberts.
The climax of their fun is reached in a banquet scene to which throng members of the local
elite as well as Monty's roisterous friends. The
banquet is a tremendous flop for the social
aspirations of Monty and his family but there
is some good fun to be had in it for the fans.

His Private Life
Menjou In Familiar Role — Pretty
Good
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

X^/ELL he's not to blame, he started it.
' ' We are paging Adolphe Menjou who
can be found houlevardinq on those Paris
streets, and again up to his old tricks, playing the ladies. This design is getting musty,
even for the artful Adolphe. And he needs
to be placed in something more original.
Oh, this isn't to say that the picture is
out of order. On the contrary it makes out
pretty well since it keeps the spectator interested most of the time. But Menjou
needs a change, else they'll be calling him
a type actor. Because he can look bored
and blase and simulate the perfect clubfellow he must needs go ankle-chasing on
the Rue or tete-a-teting on a cheese lountje.
So he's the roue again — the gay Parisian
dwelling but a few years this side of dotage.
And his game is an American girl. He
knows his stuff, does this stuffed character
of the Champs Elysees. And he has typical
company. For instance, what of the exsweetheart who would throw a monkey
wrench into the machinery of love? What
of the jealous husband, et al — not forgetting the chambermaid? These French
farcical figures are all present. The plot is
old stuff, though it has been doctored up
with creditable humor and some nifty titles.
So the debonair Menjou has his fling. He's
witty and pensive by turn — and his technique carries him through with flying colors.
He never looked in better health. And his
clothes and manners are truly maijnifique.
Kathryn Carver, the new wife, has the opposite role, and doesn't do so well by it.
The others are 0. K. The picture is fairly
amusing.
It should knock the women over.
Drawing Power: The popularity of star.
Teasing the title. Suitable for better class
houses and those catering to feminine clientele. Exploitation Angles: Tease the title
and play up star in another typical role.
Feature
Kathryn
Carver, comedy
Menjou 's of
wife.gay
THEME:
Romantic
Parisian who finally meets the big Icve of
his life and wins her.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels. Released, November, 1928.
Director, Frank Tuttle.
THE
Georges St. Germain
Eleanor
Trent
Yvette Bcrgere
Henri Bergere
Maurice
Maid

CAST
Adolphe
Menjou
Kathryn
Carver
Margaret
Livingston
Eugene
Pallette
Andre Cheron
Sybil Grove

"The Laundry Man"
(Pathe— One Reel)
IN this v5sop Film Fable release, our old
friend Farmer Alfalfa is let in on a lot more
of his cartoon troubles. This time cast as the
laundry man, the farmer, in his endeavor to
"polish up" the clothes of the animal kingdom,
is made the object of many practical jokes by
the animated characters. There is a good deal
of novel pen work in this number done by the
ink artist Paul Terry, and it is sure to be accorded the same welcome tendered the other releases in this series.— GEORGE J. REDDY.
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Show People
A Nifty — Entertaining and Amusing
All the Way
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
SHE'S been doing her stuff a long time —
has Marion Davies, but we can't recall
when this clever comedienne had a picture
more suited to her personality and talent.
The comedy, seemingly, has everything. It
not only provides the star with a rollicking
role — in which she gives play to some rich
burlesque, but it also has its contrasting
moments when it sings out with pathos.
Furthermore there is William Haines to
furnish extra high-jinks. And extras are
gathered from Hollywood's best social
circles. Take the cast and place it in a
picture which has plot, humor, sentiment,
finely-dovetailed incident — and excellently
produced and you have something to look
at and like it.
The story can be put down as partly
hokum and partly satire, partly ingenious
comedy and partly burlesque — and there
isn't a moment when it isn't clicking strong.
It takes up the making of a star from a
screen-struck girl. And she has to start at
the bottom in the slapstick comedies — supporting a slapstick comedian portrayed by
Haines. So the fun comes forth — and also
the human note when the girl goes ritzy,
gives the air to the boy who put her over
and affects the last word in bad deportment.
Studio life is revealed in all its color and
glamour — with the famous extras (yeah,
Chaplin and Fairbanks and Gilbert — and
Elinor Glyn are handy here) passing on
parade. And so it goes. The story is not
anything to rave about. But it does bring
forth a genuine slant on the Hollywood
situation — and does it with a kick. There's
rhythm and variety of incident present.
And it's a real picture any way you take it.
Drawing Power: The title, the star and
William Haines. Suitable for all types of
houses. Should be a knockout anywhere.
Exploitation Angles: Feature title and hill
as true picture of Hollywood. Play up two
stars with many famous extras recruited
from stardom. Feature as novel film of how
stars are made.
THEME: Comedy-romance of the making cf a screen-struck girl into a Hollywood
star.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Length, six reels. Released,
November, 1928. Director, King Vidor.
THE

CAST

Peggy
Pepper
Billy Boone
Colonel
Pepper
Andre
Casting Director
Comedy
Director
Dramatic
Editor
The Maid

Marion
Davies
William
Haines
Del Henderson
Paul
Rail.
Tenen
HolU
Harry
Gribbon
Sidney
Bracy
Polly Moran

The Wind
Vivid Enough

But ISot An Audience
Picture

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A PICTURE of dreary, desolate life on
•** the wind-swept prairies is on view
here — a picture which gets right down to the
bedrock of emotions and the soil of its background. And while it is exceptionally well
done it is so morbid of theme that its entertainment value is practically nil. Even for
the sticklers for realities it is doubtful
whether it has a great deal of appeal for

the drama is driven home with sledge-hammer strokes. There's scarcely a moment of
human interest. It's a story that calls for
shading to bring out its dramatic highlights.
True, these are brought out, but with too
much emphasis.
The backgrounds are the lonely prairies —
and against them is revealed a story of
domestic upheaval when a tender flower
from the South attempts to bloom there.
She arouses the jealousy of her cousin's
wife. And with no refuge in this particular home she becomes the wife of a roughhewn son of the soil. When a vicious scalawag would force his attentions upon her she
kills him. And he is buried in the sands.
This is the meat of this story which permits Lillian Gish to release her emotional
gifts. But had there been contrasts developed in a more subtle way the picture
would have contained more heart — and consequently more feeling. Lars Hanson is
more genuine as the husband. There are
some sound effects, but none of them are
So "TheWind"
in quality.
very authentic
remains
a sturdy
picture, rich in heavy
drama, but lacking balance to place it apart
and give it a lofty place on the screen. It
is good but not great.
Drawing Power: Play up title and feature star. Should attract because of the
Gish name. Exploitation Angles: Play up
Lillian Gish as having a full-grown drama
here. Feature the winds and storms of the
prairies. Bill as a sturdy drama of the
soil. Play up Lars Hanson, lately returned
to Sweden.
THEME: Drama cf sensitive girl who is
brought up sharp with realities of drab
existence. How she takes stern measures
to save her honor, etc.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Length, seven reels. Released,
November, 1928. Director, Victor Seastrom.
T -,,„

THE

Lf„
Roday .■.'.■
Qora
Sourdoukh. '.■.'.■.".'.
Beverly
Cora's Children
Laon
Billy Kent Schaefer

CAST

Lillian

Gish

Lars Hanson
■ • • Montague
Love
Curamings
Dorothy
■.■• • . Williain
Orlamoiid
Earle
Edward
Ramon, Carmencita Johnson,

"Follow Teacher"
(Educational — Two Reels)
iRevieived by Raymond

Ganly)

is mostly sl.ipPROVIDED with a story that has
the saving
stick, this Juvenile comedy
an above-theit
give
Boy" to
of "Bigation.
presence
average classific
Aside from its gifted star, the comedy has
little in the way of high-class entertamment.
However, there is a baby player, not credited,
who deserves an honorable mention at least, so
good is he in the few scenes allotted him. ^^
Evelyn Mills, a new leading lady for "Big
Boy," is attractive in her role. Much of the
burden of support is taken care of by Al Thompson, who appears to good advantage in the role
of "Big Boy's" teacher. Bert Young, Georgia
O'Dell and Ginger Conley are the other players.
guided them through their
Charles Lament
es.
pac
.
.
"Big Boy's" most important attribute is his
overwhelming wistfulness, but in this effort he
is called on to cut up a la slapstick. His gift
for eliciting pathos and human feeling is overthis instance. Tlie result is not entirelylooked insatisfactory.
, .

Aside from a few moments in the beginning
and the aforeof the two-reeler when "Big Boy"
mentioned baby do some fine work together, the
ordinary.
and
ive
unimaginat
mostly
is
effort
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"A Woman's Man"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
THIS issue of Arthur Lake, in the Horace
In Hollywood series of cemedies, is a
frothy piece of work with not much of anything
new in its makeup, but enough of the laugh element to get it across. Lake's efforts to create
fun in this number register fair.
Arthur, or rather Horace, lands himself a
job as "prop" boy at one of the Hollywood
studios, and takes his work seriously. On his
first assignment he stumbles onto a dungeon set,
and hears a victim's cry for help. He immediately butts in on the filming of the scene, and
is politely kicked out for his trouble. From the
frying pan into the fire, Horace becomes mixed
up in the work of another company, where a
high-powered vamp sets about making love to
him. The studio staff then joins in the spirit
of kidding the unfortunate Horace, and when
the terrified "prop" attempts to make his escape, he is caught in a maze of trick scenes, and
otherwise generally buffeted around. This film
will carry an especial appeal to picture audiences
because of its showing inside studio life.
"Pathe Review No. 46"
(Pathe— One Reel)
THE opening sequence of this Pathe Review
magazine, presents an interesting pictorial
survey of the much talked-of Muscle Shoals
situation, in which are shown the gigantic Wilson Dam and the huge modern water power
plant the U. S. Government has erected there.
The latter has been inactive, because of
a hold-up in the decision as to whether the
plant will be operated by a private institution
or by the Government. The next subject, "Extra 1 London Meets Short Skirt Problem,"
reveals the English "ceiling skirt," a new fashion creation, designed for feminine comfort. A
flower show in Tokio, done in Pathe color, tops
off this entertaining reel.— GEO. J. REDDY.
"All for Geraldine"
(Universal — Two Reels)
iRevieived bv George J. Reddy)
ALTHOUGH
this isrelease
the "Let George
Do It" series
not asof strongly
meated
with "gags" as some of its predecessors, Sid
Saylor and a competent cast of players manage
to get over a gocxlly portion of comedy. The
action of the film moves along at a fairly speedy
pace, and offers enough opportunities of laughter for any audience to warrant its showing.
The preliminary bid for the laugh in this number is made when George's pal Steve, aided by
neighbors, uses every method imaginable — including a compressed air pump and a popgun
to get George to take a pill. George and Steve
then call on the latter's girl friend, and George
makes a big hit, leaving Steve out in the cold.
At this point the real action of the comedy commences, with Steve's jealousy causing no end
of annoyance to George.

"Hubby's Latest Alibi"
(Path^Two Reels)
(Revietved by George ]. Reddy)
THE name Billy Bevan, when seen in the
^ cast of a comedy film, usually spells good
fun. and this Mack Sennett offering does not
upset the rule. Bevan's individual style of
humor is displayed to good advantage, with the
comedian's portrayal on this occasion of a
husband who deeply loves his wife — but also
craves the gay lights. This splitting up of affection breeds plenty of troublesome situations
for the comedian, and incidentally many laughs.
Bevan is assisted in this number by a capable
supporting cast of funsters, including Natalie
Joyce, Alice Ward, Virginia Vance and Otto
Fries. Phil Whitman directed. There is no
question but that this release will be a happy
addition to any program, for all types of audiences.
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mdlNewsfromCorresponden
Seattle
REPORTS from Klamath Falls,
Oregon, indicate that Harry
Poole's new Pelican Theatre will
be ready for formal opening the
latter part of November. It is a
750-seat house of the most modern
type.
K. L. Burk, widely-known theatre operator in the Oregon territory, who was rumored departing
from Portland for Europe a few
weeks ago, turned up in Seattle
last week to take over the directorship of the Universal Chain
Theatres on the Pacific Northwest,
succeeding Mike Newman, who left
for the East to become assistant to
Fritz Flader.
W. A. Crank, former exhibitor
from Chico, California, is now a
sales representative for Pathe Exchange. He succeeds Fred Burmeister, resigned.
Cecil Gwin. managing the theatre interests of West Coast Theatres in Centralia and Chehalis, was
in the city last week.
Charles Thall, general manager
of West Coast Theatres. Inc., in
the Pacific Northwest territory, has
returned to his office after a swing
around part of the circuit.
Exhibitors were given a demonstration of the new high intensity
reflecting lamp for projection machines at the Fifth Avenue Theatre last week, by National Theatre Supply Company.
William Farrell, of Yakima,
plans extensive alterations and improvements on his Avenue Theatre.
John Hamrick, owner and general manager of the Blue Mouse
circuit of theatres in the Northwest and the new Music Box Theatres in Seattle and Portland, left
New York last week with Mrs.
Hamrick for Los Angeles, en
route home after a month's absence.
J. L. Beardsley is erecting a new
motion picture house at Monroe.
Washington, according to report.
Donald Neece's new house in
Waitsburg is progressing nicely
and will undoubtedly be ready for
opening in December.

Albany
THE Sunday motion picture proposition is again cropping up
in Canastota, with L. W. Rousseau,
manager of the Avon Theatre, appearing before the village board
one night last week. A request was
made that Sunday shows be permitted providing the\- do not start
until 8 o'clock. The village board
took no action and will probably
refer the matter to a referendum
vote.
W. T. Finn, who has been running a chain of small houses in
central New York, has closed his
theatres in Munnsville, Eaton,
Madison and Morrisville.
The offices of W. W. Farley, in
Albany, were quite badly damaged
last Friday night by a fire that
started in a restaurant in the block
and threatened to spread to adjoining blocks before being curbed by

the fire
(loi)artinent.
Mr. Inc.,
I'arley
head
of Farash
Theatres,
withis
a chain of houses in Sclienectady.
It is understood that Harmanus
Bleecker Hall in Albany contemplates increasing its admission
prices as soon as it opens with
talking pictures.
R. J. Meigs, salesman at the
Pathe exchange in Albany, for the
past six years, resigned last week.
Apparently Columbia Pictures do
not intend to open a branch office
on Albany's Film Row, as at first
contemplated. C. R. HalHgan is
still having his office at his home
in Green Island.
Howard Lichey, former director
of public relations for the Empire
Theatre in Syracuse, is now abroad.
Under the management of Osteyee and Clark, motion pictures are
to be shown each Tuesday and Saturday nights in the village of ArR. V. Hyland. a salesman for
the Theatre Advertising Supply
gyle.
Company, had a narrow escape
from death last week when his car
skidded on a slippery roadway in
northern New York, turned o\'er
three times and landed on its side
in a ditch a total wreck.
The Majestic in Utica has gone
over to stock and started off with
its new policy last week.
Meetings of the Albanv Film
Board of Trade, as well as the arbitration board, took place in Albany
on Monday of this week. There
were quite a number of exhibitors
in town threshing out matters before the arbitration board.
Emplovees of the Strand Theatre in Carthage entertained one
night last week at a farewell partv
for Abraham Cohen, and a welcome for the new manager, Mr.
Downs.
.A.fter making six trips to New
York Citv to investigate the various sound appliances. W. H Linton, owner of the Olympic in Utica.
has definitely decided not to install
talking apparatus.

Canada
AN

indication of the position
which J. M. Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith's Theatre,
Ottawa. Ontario, holds in the community was seen in his appointment by the Ottawa Board of
Trade to a special committee to
provide a scheme for a pure waier
supply for the city. Mr. Franklin
takes an active Interest in many
community matters.
"In the Shadow of the Pole" is
the) titlei of a five-reel feature
which has been produced by the
Canadian Government Motion Picture Studio at Ottawa as a pictorial
record of the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 1928. Apart from its
scjentific aspect, the feature deals
with hunting and fishing in the
Arctic Circle.
The formal opening of the Avalon theatre, Ottawa. Ontario, by
P. J. Nolan was scheduled to take
place November 17, all seats being
reserved for the occasion. Announcement was made by Mr. Nolan that the Avalon was the first

tlicatre in the Dominion to be constructed scientifically for the presentation of sound pictures. The
first sound program will not be
presented for several months, however, itis stated.
The Avalon. which seats 1.000
and has two stages, is the first atmospheric theatre in Ottawa, presenting aMoorish motif.
Robbers cracked the safe of the
Alma theatre, a popular suburban
house of Vancouver, B. C, and secured $193.65. Manager J. Moore
reported, however, that they overlooked $95. No arrests have been
made.
The Crescent theatre, Westville,
N. S., was destroyed by fire in the
early morning hours of November
7, the loss being estimated at $30,000. There were indications that
the fire was of incendiary origin,
and an investigation was ordered.

Milwaukee
man-e
assist
andOrient
R of the
al antTheatr
CASHIEager
were held up last Sunday night and
d
a lone bandit escape with_ $500.
It was the second hold-up in the
theatre recently. The robbery occurred as the assistant manager,
and the cashier, were about to deposit the day's receipts in the manager's office. The bandit bound
both and locked them in the office.
A similar robbery occurred in this
theatre last June.
Community Theatres, Inc., sold
the Grand Theatre at East Troy
to Harold Davis and Charles
Snover.
Among out of town exhibitors to
visit the city this week were Joe
Winniger of thte Palace at Waupaca :Louis Lutz of the Appleton
at Appleton ; Charles Guelson of
the Badger at Stoughton ; J-_ D.
Smith and Steve Dorece of Racine ;
A. L. Merritt, Gem theatre, Oconto ; Jack Yeo. Odeon at Beaver
Dam: Carl Beglinger, Majestic,
Appleton.
Rose Day, cashier at the Educational Exchange was married last
Wednesday. She will continue at
her position.
Mrs. W. A. Aschmann. wife of
the Pathe branch manager, broke
her arm recently in a fall. She is
said to be recovering rapidly.
Members of the Milwaukee
Pathe sales force attended a sales
meeting in Chicago recently. The
meeting was presided over by J. F.
McAloon, Harry Scott and Phil
Reisman of the Pathe home office.
Morris Anderson has resigned
his position as representative for
Tiffany-Stahl Productions to take
over the distribution of SynchoEd. Pickler, former United Arphone.tist branch manager in St. Louis,
is now representing United Artists
in the Milwaukee territory. He succeeds Lyman L. Ballard.
Walter Rourke sold the Pastime
Theatre at Horicon to Herman Van
Vorst.
S. A. Shirley, district manager
for M-G-M stopped in at the local
branch for a few hours on his way
from Minneapolis to Chicago.

Dallas
local
and stated
rumorswhich
ENTr stories
CURR
newspape
that the Interstate Amusement Co.
had been sold, are without confirmation up to the present time. The
Interstate .Amusement Co. operates
the Majestic Hne of theatres in
Texas and Oklahoma and Mr. Karl
Hoblitzelle is the president. Mr.
Hoblitzelle is in New York on business at the present time, but is expected to return to Dallas in the
next few days. The rumor was
emphatic
denied at the Interoffice here.
stateally
W. E. Callaway, southern sales
manager for First National with
headquarters in New York, was a
recent Dallas visitor.
Cresson E. Smith, assistant general sales manager for United Artists, and Arthur S. Kana, division
manager for United Artists, were
in Dallas on business the past week.
J. I. Roberts, manager of the
Dallas branch of the National Theatre Supply Co., has returned from
a business trip to the Chicago office.
Marsline K. Moore, formerly
house manager of the Melba Theatre, Dallas, has been appointed
manager of the Worth Theatre at
Fort Worth. Mr. Moore succeeds
Raymondferred to John,
will be
transanotherwhoPublix
Theatre.
Ed Blumenthal, F B O salesman,
who has been confined with a severe illness at the Santa Rosa Infirmary in San Antonio is rapidly
improving and is e.xpected to be
back on the job in a few weeks.
C. T. Thompson, manager of the
Texarkana, Ark., Theatre was acquitted Thursday of having violated the Sunday Movie law. The
jury utes
deliberated
minbefore givingonly
Mr. seven
Thompson
his acquittal.
A second exhibitor's victory was
scored in Texarkana when a jury
acquitted Arthur Hardin, manager
of the Saenger Theatre of a charge
of violating the Texas Sabbath
Law. Hardin's attorney scored the
fact that the state had failed to
make a case.
A permit has been granted Asher
Kahn for the erection of a Dallas
Suburban theatre on South Haskell.
The cost of the structure which will
be brick will be around $12,000.
H. A. Brownlee, formerly manager of a Publix theatre in Oklahome City has opened a theatre in
Valley View.
Kelly Jackson of Grand Saline
is now operating the Crystal Theatre at Gilmer, Texas. Mr. Jackson purchased the theatre from H.
C. Houston.
The Lyric Theatre at Spearman
is now owned and operated by Mr.
& Mrs. James Thompson of PerThe Palace Theatre at Crane
ryton.
City which is owned by Oskar
Korn was destroyed by fire last
week. The loss was estimated at
around $14,000. A new theatre
will be erected at the same location
and it will be a brick construction.
E. R. Millican, who was manager
of the Palace, was transferred to
Siaton.
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Southeast
Atlanta
term lease on the
ALONG
Strand Theatre, colored house,
at Albany, Ga., has been taken by
Broinberg" & Creswell. of Atlanta,
who began operation of the . theatre Saturday. November
10.
W. S. Tuttle has joined the sales
force of First National's Atlanta
branch and has been assigned the
Tennessee territory.
All members of First National's
sales force in the territory under
supervision of the Atlanta branch
attended a sales conference here last
Sunday at the exchange. The meeting was presided over by W. E.
Callaway, Southern district sales
manager, with headquarters in
New York, who visited Atlanta
during a trip through the Southern territory.
J. R. Mcllheran^ manager of the
Atlanta branch of National Theatre Supply Company, returned last
week from Wichita Falls. Texas,
where he had been called by the
serious illness of his father.
Claude Ezell, Southern and
Western
sales manager
for \\"arner Brothers,
with headquarters
in New York, was in Atlanta last
Wednesday.
W. A. Killian. of Blairsville,
Ga., opened the Union Theatre at
that place. Saturday, November 10.
Stanley Spoehr, who has severed
his connection witli the Tower
Theatre at Miami. Fla.. was in
Atlanta Thursday on his way to
New York. J. A. Donnelly is operating the Tower.
Mrs. H. T. Wood, who operates
the Strand Theatre at Washington, Ga.. was a visitor to Film Row
last week.
Roy Campbell, who has been connected with the sales force of Universal, working out of the Atlanta
office, has been transferred to the
publicity and exploitation department.
The Tudor Theatre has passed
out of motion picture history. The
little Peachtree Street house that
years ago was built as the "home
of Universal pictures" and that presented many of the biggest attractions released under the U banner,
has out-lived its time as a theatre.
Last week its doors were closed.
The first Fox Movietone News
truck to invade the South arrived
here Monday. It is one of the
fleet being stationed in various portions of the country to record news
events in picture and sound. The
truck is manned by a crew of cameramen and sound technicians and
is in charge of Philip E. Dion.

Birmingliam
Last Thursday afternoon the
crowds on Second Avenue in the
theatre district were much e.xcited
over a fire in the Odeon Theatre.
The fire started in the operating
room of the theatre when a film
package suddenly burst into flames
and gained considerable headway
when discovered by Frank Delancy.
the operator.
C. L. Peavy, Atlanta branch
manager of F B O. visited Birmingham the past week, in company
with his salesman. H. S. Bryan.
The Empire, is now under the
direction of Marvin Wise Theatres.

It is reported that the Ritz Theatre which houses Keith Vaudeville in Birmingham and is under
direction of Inter-State Amusement
Company will be remodeled and
enlarged by several hundred seats.
Robert W. Percy, long associated with Birmingham theatres as
pianist, has resigned from the Ritz
Theatre orchestra and gone into
the real estate business.
Gail Hamilton, recent graduate

report was denied by the owners,
however, who stated the deal had
not been completed as yet. The
company now operates two of the
three houses in this city.
The Capitol Theatre, in Clearwater, which has been operated by
H. Pitman since it was built, has
been added to the Sparks string
in the State. Mr. Pitman still retains an interest and acts as man-

of Publix ilanagers' Training
School, has been appointed assistant manager of the Alabama Theatre.
Among the out of town exhibitors visiting Birmingham the past
week were John M. ililler of Cordova and Joe Portera of Brookside.

The Lincoln Theatre, in Clearager.
water, which has been dark all
summer, re-opened last Saturday
under the management of Larkm
ilarshall.
Tampa's Little Theatre is going
strong now with regular weekly
shows. The schedule will be continued all through the winter.

Charlotte
Management of the Palace Theatre, Stanley, N. C., has been taken
over by Dr. F. \^. Taylor from P.
D. Moose.
H. J. Paradis, who owns and
operates tlieatres in Wilson, Greenville, Tarboro and Sanford, announces the opening of his new
Sanders Theatre in Smithfield, N.
C. Mrs., E. - L. McShane, wife of
the manager of the local Pathe exchange, has been confined to her
home on account of illness.
Mrs, Phelps Sasseen sold the
Iris Theatre, Salisbury, to A. F.
Sams, Jr., of the Piedmont Amusement Company, Winston-Salem.
E. P. Yarborough sold the King
Theatre, King, N. C, to W. A.
Holden.
Stevenson Theatres, Inc., Henderson, N. C, have sold their Wilson Theatre in W^ilson, N. G. to
the Publix-Saenger
Corporation.
Mrs. Katie A. Goodnough has
sold the Rivoli Theatre, Lincolnton,
N. F.C,M.to Hamilton
W'. N. Sherrill.
has transferred
the Carolina Theatre, Oiester, S.
C, to Mrs. Kathleen Abell.
H. P. Howell, who owns and
operates theatres in Smithfield,
Benson and Zebulon, N. C, has
leased the Palace Theatre at
Moorehead City, N. C. which was
formerly operated by R. T. Wade.
The Palace is owned by R. A.
Cherry.
Ken E. Finlay, who operated the
Opera House Theatre at Goldsboro,
N. C, was drowned November 5,
when the car, in which he and Murray Borden, assistant cashier of the
Wayne National Bank, were riding,
crashed
through
a railing Mill
at Toler's
bridge, on
the Stephens
Road,
six miles west of Goldsboro. and
plunged 15 feet into Neuse River.
It is said that the bodies of the
men were taken from the car
tlirough the door, the glass of
which had to be broken.

Florida
Reports from Lakeland say that
the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
have bought the Park Tlieatre
building from John E. Melton at a
reported price of ?300.000. The
company had a 20 year lease on
the theatre, which has never been
completed, as it would cost in the
neighborhood of $60,000 to equip it,
so it was stated.
There was also a report that they
had taken over anotiier Lakeland
house, which was being built on
East Main Street, and to have
been called, "The Lakeland."
This

Louisville
The Drift Theatre, Drift. Ky..
now
day. closes on Saturday and SunAd Mercer, Selba Theatre, Central City, Ky., also Mr. and Mrs.
Miles. Eminence Theatre. Eminence, Ky.. were visitors along the
row last week.
Fred J. Dolle, president of the
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company. Louisville, who has been on
the directors' board of the M. P.
T. O. since its origin several years
ago, was re-elected at the recent
meeting in Toronto. On his way
back from the meeting, Mr. Dolle
stopped in New York and closed
\^itaphone
for to
hisLouisville
Indiana
houses. On deals
his return
he completed purchases for three
theatres in Lafayette, Indiana.

Portland, Ore.
ALL Portland
gaveto special features theatres
in addition
the
regular bills on Election Night,
while giving election figures, and
which
ance. brought out increased attendSam Cohen, formerly connected
with various houses in Portland on
special publicity and representative
for a number of theatrical publications, has been named as publicity
manager for the new Pantages
Theatre in Fresno, Calif.
The Eagle Theatre, Woodland,
Wash., has been leased by A. McPherson, of Kalama, who will
hereafter operate the house si.\
nights a week.
Two new theatres will shortly be
erected in Skagit county by Paramount Amusement Company, one
at Mt. \'ernon, Wash., and one at
Anacortes, \\'ash. The investment
will total more than $150,000 in the
two cities. All talking movies arc
to be featured in the houses. The
houses will be opened Feb. 1st.
The Port Angeles (Wash.)
Daily News hired the Lincoln
Theatre election night and invited
the entire population to a free seat
and free show, which included the
election bulletins.
Gene Morgan, ace band leader of
the West Coast Circuit, opened a
limited engagement at The Portland
Theatre, while Don and Iris Wilkins, band leader and organist were
moved to Tacoma, where they
opened at The Broadway.
Eddie G. Hitchcock, publicity
agent for West Coast theatres for
the past year, has left for New
Haven, Conn., where he wilt assume similar
duties in Wm. Fox*
Poli chain
of theatres.

Picture

N ews

Minneapolis
TH Park
E work
of atrazing
old
Theatre
Austin.theMinn.
is now under way and F & R has
announced that an atmospheric
house similar to the beautiful new
Granada in Minneapolis will be
erected this winter. The Park
Theatre was so badly damaged by
the Austin tornado this summer
that it was condemned. Complete
plans for the new house have not
>et been decided upon, but it is
planned to make final decision in a
few days so that the walls and roof
may be rushed to permit of working on the structure throughout the
winter.
The first of this week saw the
center of theatrical activity in the
Northwest transferred to the new
$150,000 headquarters building of
the Finkelstein &: Ruben company.
The new building, which is located
at 17 N. Sixth Street, was completed last week and office fixtures
and equipment were moved the last
of the week from the old offices in
the Lieb Arcade. All of the executive and administrative departments
of the F & R operating company
will be housed in the new building,
which combines the most recent innovations inconstruction.
On the second floor of the new
building will be housed more than
30 offices including the executive,
publicity and booking departments.
The first fioor is occupied by five
store buildings. The site is that
of the former La Salle hotel.
The Amazu Theatre at Marietta,
Minn, has been purchased by the
McCarthy Enterprises, which operates theatres in about 20 middle
northwestern towns and cities. J.
C. Juvrud has been placed in charge
as manager.
Frank Rubel and Dan Finkelstein of Minneapolis have sold the
State theatre at Bayport, Minn, to
Carl Alvin and R. G. McPherson.
The former owners have only operated the house for the past six
weeks.
Minneapolis was visited last week
by O. H. Steindorff, who formerly
operated a chain of 14 theatres in
Wisconsin. Mr. Steindorff was on
the return from a trip through 17
western states looking over the theatre field with a view to purchasing
a theatre.
Another recent visitor in Minneapolis was Crockett Brown, Nashwauk, Minn., exhibitor and builder
of the Mell-O-Tone musical device for theatres.

Pittsburgh
manager
tant
of X,
the Harris
assisERSO
HEXn
MORT
Amusem,ent Company's South
Hills
Theatre has won a promotion and
is
now Theatr
manage
the um.
company's
e r at ofTarent
Palace
Kaufman Stone and Nimrod A.
Helsey, of Pittsburgh, have leased
the Grand Theatre, Morgantown,
W. Va.
Teddy Joyce, master of ceremonies at Loew's Penn Theatre,
Pittsburgh,
a w'cck's
vacation
tripis toback
Xewafter
York.
The Orplieum Theatre at Huntington. W.remodeling,
\'a., has beenbutclosed
extensive
will for
be
re-opened soon.
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San Francisco
SAX in i-'KAXCISCO.
all having
cities,
the country, Itadsul in
its own personality, and San Francisco theatn.' patrons want to smoke
while watching a show. For that
reason, the Orpheiim is going to be
a bit old lashioned by going back
to the da\s when you could smoke
an.wvhcre in the tliealre. This
change in policy has gone into
effect already. Also the feature
photoplay has been eliminated and
vaudeville exclusively will be
offered.
Frank Jenks has blown. his last
trumpetfuls of blues at the Granada and the management has installed a new leader. Henry Busse
of Los Angeles and recently of
Xew York. Busse has been leading at the Metropolitan theatre in
the southern cit>' for the past eight
weeks. Prior to that he was with
Paul Whiteman's
jazz having
concert been
orchestra in Xew York,
a member of that aggregation for
eleven years.
Frank Jenks is being transferred
to the Los Angeles division of
West Coast theatres.

Cleveland
PLANS are going ahead for the
eighth annual convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio which will be held at
the Wallick-Deshler Hotel on
Tuesdav and Wednesdav. November 20 and ilst. Rev. VViiliam M.
MacLeod, of Pinehurst, N. C. has
accepted
lames'
invitation President
to attend William
the convention.
The last meeting of the present
officers and trustees will be held
Monday evening. November 19th.
Those present will be W. AL James,
Columbus ; J. J. Harwood, Clevelan; M. B. Horwitz, Cleveland;
P. J. Wood. Columbus: A. C.
Himmelein. Sanduskv ; John A.
Schwalm. Hanrlton ; C. W. Miller,
Yonngstown : Sam Lind, Zanesville; Henry ^ieberson, Delaware:
J. A. Ackerman, Cincinnati, and
H. T. Palmer, Fairport Harbor.
J. Real Neth. of Columbus,
closed his \'ernon theatre last
week. It will reopen in four weeks
with a new nanip. a new policy and
a new appearance, .^s the Cameo,
this theatre will be redecorated, and
will be equipped with both Vitaphone and Movietone.
Dan Stearns and Cowan Bain, of
the local covered
L'niversal
refrom their family,
bruiseshave
caused
when their automobile turned over
after bumping into a truck which
had no tail light.
William Watson arrived here
last week to take up his new duties
as house manager of the Hippodrome. Mr. Watson formerly
operated and owned a chain of
houses in Michigan which he sold
to Publi.x.
George Fleischman's State theatre, Toledo, opened with Fox Movietone on November 10th.
W. C. Barry has purchased the
Oakland theatre. Marion, from
John Huebner. receiver for the
Oakland theatre and other enter
prises of Rueben Maxson.
J. F. Sink has sold the National
theatre. Greenville. to Jonas
Thomas, effective November 1st.
The Grand theatre, Ironton,
owned by Ralph W. Montain and
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Dr. J. W. Lowry, has been leased
to a New Orleans company which
operates a chain of sixteen houses
in southern Ohio and West VirC. B. Ludwig is now managing
ginia.
the Marvin theatre, Findlay. This
theatre
is owned
by RossLudwig
Mc\*oy,at
of Gcne\a,
New York.
one time was k-essee and manager.
The Marion Photoplay Company
at Marion, has gone into receivership following an application from
Edward F. Sharpless, half owner
of the company. The company
operates three theatres in Marion.
Dan Kirwan and Ad Ritzier have
taken a 27-year lease on the State
theatre, Lima, and a 10-\"ear lease
on the Faurot Opera House, according to reports. It is further
reported that Kirwan and Ritzier
will reopen the Faurot Opera
House with Vitaphone and Movietone.
H. L. Booth has been transferred
by Harris P. Wolfberg from the
St. Louis to the Cleveland territory
of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange.
The new south wing of the
Cleveland Public Auditorium, with
its three individual auditoriums, has
been completely equipped with motion picture etiuipment by the E. E.
01i\er Moving Picture Supply
Cijuipany, of Cleveland.

Cincinnati
THE

office safe of the Ohio Theatre. Mansfield, Ohio, containing $3,500 and valuable papers,
was hauled away by thieves who
backed a truck up to the theatre
shortly after closing time this past
week. Apparently one of the
bandits had concealed himself in
the house, and assisted his accomplices to enter after Manager Reister had locked up for the night.
The Lyric Theatre is the largest
Cincinnati house to present sound
pictures, wiring having just been
completed. The Strand, also a
Keith controlled house, is now being wired, and is expected to inaugurate a policy of synchronized
pictures soon.
Chester Martin, manager Orpheum Theatre. Cincinnati, contemplates a trip to Hollywood in the
near future, on which he will combine business with pleasure.
Second application within a
month for appointment of a receiver for the Marion Photoplay
Co., operating the Orpheum and
Grand Theatres, at Marion, Ohio,
has recently been filed by Edward
F. Sharpless. half owner of the
partnership interests. It is expected
that both houses will eventually be
placed on a paying basis by this
T. Fulton and Ike Collins. Lanplan.
caster. Ohio, who are erecting a
new $150,000 house at Piqua. Ohio,
announce that Vitaphone and Movietone will be presented when the
house opens.
The Holl\ wood Theatre. Columbus, Ohio, which was closed by

EMPIRE

fire officials after two fires had occurred, has been granted a permit
to reopen after a third inspection
by the same officials.
The Rialto Theatre, Sandusky,
Ohio, is now under management of
Frank Bole, who succeeds Charles
Himmelein, w'hile Himmelein is
is looking after a house at Warren, Ohio. During the summer
months. Boles has been in charge
of a theatre at Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
Kxliibitors recently on Film Row
were : T. F. Thompson, of the
Palace and Princess Theatres at
Cedartown, Ga. ; W. H. Odum, of
the Pastime at Sandersville, Ga. ;
C. A. Crute, of the Lyric and Grand
Theatres at Huntsville. Ala.; Joe
Wheeler, of Montgomery. Ala. ; G.
F. Wise, the Strand Theatre at
Winder, Ga. ; Roy K. Martin, of
Columbus, Ga., head of the Martin chain of theatres: Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, of the Greenland Theatre
at Greensboro, Ga. ; B. E. Ponder,
Rainbow Theatre at Opelika, Ala.;
J. N. Morgan, of Columbus, Ga.,
Martin chain of theatres.

St. Louis
architect Ellis
UGH & his
THRO
Company in WiCharles
chita, Kas.. Otto Thets of Dodge
conthe store
on and
taking
City, is struction
ofa new bids
theatre
building to be erected in Dodge
City. The house will be 2-story and
basement on a lot 117 by 125 feet
and cost about $150,000. It will be
constructed of re-inforced concrete,
steel, buff brick and terra cotta.
Bob Stempfle owner of the Grand
Theatre, St. Charles, Mo., is recovering from a severe attack of
tonsilitis which forced the removal
of his tonsils.
Haro' Scheidker, manager of
the Star and Orpheum theatres in
Hannibal, Mo., was rushed to a
hospital on November 7 for an
appendix operation. Latest reports were his condition was greatly
improved.
Bob Cluster of Johnston City is
reported to have purchased the
Marvel Theatre in Carlinville, 111.
Dominic Fresena of Taylorville,
111., has purchased the Princess and
\'audette Theatres in Springfield,
III, from W. W. Watts. Fresena
also has houses in Charleston,
Jacksonville and Mattoon, 111.
F. E. Finfrock is operating the
Princess Theatre in Altamont, 111.,
three nights a week,
Louis Maroni who operates the
hotel at Creal Springs, 111., is giving a picture show every Tuesday
night in the dining room of the
hostelry.
Out - of - town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row included Mrs.
I. W. Rogers of Cairo, 111., and
son Carson ; Tom Reed, Duquoin ;
John Rees, Wellsville; S. Roman,
Benld. 111.
C. E. McKean, representative of
Fox News who spent the past two
weeks in St. Louis will depart this
week on an extensive trip through
the South.

FILM
MODERATE

I

to 10

Containers

PRICE
* .75

51

to 100

"

40

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

Des Moines
ANNOUNCEMENT
has been
made that a new 535,000
theatre is to be built at Clarion, luwa.,
which will include a fine stage and
all stage equipment.
C. O. Anderson and O. Carlson
who have taken over the management of the Eelmond Opera Hcjuse
at Belmond, Iowa are planning to
show vaudeville and pictures at this
house.
A petition was presented to the
city council last week at Superior,
Iowa, which asks for a special election to decide upon Sunday movies
by an amendment to the city ordinance.
J. W. Zimmerman, auditor of the
M-G-M offices, is back on the job
after a short stay at one of the
Des Moines hospitals.
The Rialto at Bode, Iowa is now
operated by J. Johnson.
O. E. Wampler of the motion
picture house at Bayard, Iowa, was
one of the new callers on Movie
Row.
The bowling league is lining up
its games again with First National,
the champions of last year, showing up in the lead after three or
four games.
C. L. Drake purchased the theatre at Radcliffe, Iowa, from Mr.
Ivcrson.
Art Burgum who purchased the
Strand at Grundy Center three
weeks ago has closed the house, reporting lack of business.
Lionel Wasson, assistant manager of the Capitol at Des Moines,
is back again after an operation for
Newell, Iowa again voted down
appendicitis.
Sunday movies, defeating the measure by thirteen votes. This is
twice that Newell has voted against
the Sunday shows and twice that
the measure was defeated by thirteen votes. About a year and a half
ago the count was taken and again
last week.
Abe Frankel went to Rochester
last week for an operation and reports he is getting along nicely.
Mr. Frankel has sold all of his
picture interests except the Casmo
Theatre in Des Moines but remains
as head of the Riverview Amusement Park Company.
Earl Miller of Dunlap, Iowa, was
badly injured when in trying to
avoid a car coming down the
wrong side of the viaduct at Council Bluffs, he w^as forced to collide
with a street car. He was taken to
St. Francis
the
mend. Hospital and is now on
Vitaphone and Movietone equipment was bought last w^eek by Stephen Braun, manager of the Square
Theatre at Ottumw'a, Iowa.
(ieorge Cookley of Mapletown,
Iowa, has purchased the theatre at
Victor, Iowa, formerly owned by
Harry G. Day.
M. R, Tournier has remodeled
and redecorated his theatre at Mason City and will reopen the house
under the name of the Iowa. The
theatre was previously known as
the Star.

VAULTS
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FILM

Over 1 00 Containers
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New York and
New Jersey
ONE of the most recent of new
theatre openings, was that of
the $1,500,000 Patio theatre, located
at Flatbush Avenue and Midwood
Street, Brooklyn, the latest addition to the Century circuit of A. H.
Schwartz. The house, with a seating capacity of 3,500 persons, takes
its place as one of the largest of
its kind in the metropolitan area.
An innovation in the theatre management is the office of social directress, which is held by the Contessa de la Montaigne. The house
staff includes William H. Applegate, Jr., general manager of the
Century circuit ; A. L. Greene,
managing director; Samuel Gruber,
house manager.
Another important opening was
that of The Little Carnegie Playhouse at 146 West 57th Street.
This theatre is uniquely laved out,
in that it contains in addition to the
picture auditorium, a number of
other features for the entertainment and comfort of patrons. These
include, a ping-pong court, ball
room, bridge room, art gallery and
modernistic lounge. Michael Mindlin is handling the management.
The former Bluebird theatre, at
147th Street and Amsterdam Ave.,
which was closed by Harry Harris,
will reopen soon under new management and the name Romona.
The Hudson theatre, 157th Street
and Amsterdam Avenue, which has
been closed for some time, is reported to be reopening soon under
the guidance of Mike Kirkorian.
Another house, that had also been
closed, the Hendricks, Pitkin Avenue, B'klyn,
was Mr.
reopened
recently
by M.
Stein.
Stein,
who
owned this house some time back,
will now handle the management.
Report has it this week, that the
Victory theatre. 74th Street and
13th Ave..
B'klyn,
by
Frank
De Somma,
has operated
closed. No
reason has been learned for the
shutdown.
Kenny Hirshfield has acquired a
partner in the ownership of the
Newkirk theatre in Brooklyn, in
the person of Mr. Beerbaum, who
is owner of the New Gates and
Forest Park theatres, also in the
same borough.
Harry Witty is the new manager
of the American theatre, Canarsie.
The former manager of the American is now associated with Blinder's Canarsie theatre.

Oklahoma City
FIRE recently in the booth of
the Hamly Theatre, Clinton,
Oklahoma, burned a quantity of
film and did considerable damage
to the booth, according to C. Lyles,
owner.
Jack Bryant advises he has closed
his Bryant Theatre at Marland.
Oklahoma, for an indefinite period.
L. H, Bramlett announces the
opening of a new theatre in Elgin,
Oklahoma, which he will call The
New.
Roy McAmis, owner of the Princess and Liberty Theatres in Sayre,
Oklahoma, closed his Liberty Theatre temporarily for repairs.
St. Louis, Oklahoma, a new oil

UNIFORMS

town near Seminole, saw its second
theatre open last week when Mr.
D. Stembridge held his opening
for the new Mission Theatre.
Ted Tolbert. who has just opened
the new Campus Theatre at Norman, Oklahoma, advises he has sold
his interest in this theatre to Ray
Barry. Mr. Tolbert will devote his
time to operating the Billings Theatre, which is one of the downtown theatres in Norman.
Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Orville Enloe which
occurred last Sunday night in El
Reno. Mr. Enloe operates the Criterion, Empress and Wood Theatres in El Reno.
Roy E. Heffner. Branch Manager for Paramount Famous Lasky,
is now on a business trip to New
York.
Mr. P. C. Crown has completely
reconditioned the Rex Theatre at
Maud, Oklahoma, the management
of which he but recently took over.
Mr. Crown is planning to build a
new and much larger theatre in
Maud in the very near future.
J. B. Terry of the Terry Theatre, Konowa. Oklahoma, expects to
spend
month's Branch
vacationManager
in Mexico.
Otto a Rohde,
for
Warner Brothers- Vitagraph. left
Tuesday for a meeting of all
Branch Managers of his company
in New York.
W. Z. Spearman, President of
the MPTO of Oklahoma is concentrating all of his energies on
plans for the state convention of
the MPTO to be held in the Huckins Hotel. Oklahoma City on December 4th and 5th. Mr. Spearman advises he expects to open an
office in Oklahoma City for the
MPTO which will be the permanent headquarters of the organization, before the convention.
Ralph Leachman has been appointed new manager for the GrifAmusement Company's
tresfith
in Blackwell.
Oklahoma. theaGriffith .Amusement Companv announce the sale of their Isis Theatre. Oklahoma Citv, to the Isis
Theatre, Inc., P. R. Isley, President.
Berryman Brothers, operators of
the Lyric and Isis Theatres in
Bartlesville. Oklahoma, advise they
have sold a substantial interest in
these theatres to Griffith Amusement Company. Active management will still be under Berryman
Brothers, it is understood.
Chas- Sassecn. District Manager
for Publix, has iust returned to
Oklahoma Citv from Ft. Smith
where he installed a new city manacer for Publix. Mr. Levtne. Marcelline Moore, who has been manager up to this time has been transferred to the new Worth Theatre
at Ft. Worth. Texas, as manager.

Salt Lake City
ACCORDING to announcement
M. Weigel has closed his theatre at Idaho Citv, Idaho.
Ralph Pollock, for the past
twelve weeks master of ceremonies
at the Capitol Theatre of this city,
has been transferred to the east.
Complete equipment has been Installed at the American theatre, at
Afton. Wyoming, which house has
just been remodeled
by .August
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Dabel. Two new reflector arcs and
a screen were obtained by the Gem
theatre, of Provo, Utah. Two machines and a screen have just been
ordered by the Second Ward
Amusement Hall.
It is understood that the Fanchon
and Marco stage presentations
will terminate their route at the
Capitol theatre of this city.
The Capitol theatre recently installed two of the latest type Peerless Reflector Arc High Intensity
Lamps.
W .H. Braly, District Manager
for Paramount - Famous - Lasky,
left Salt Lake last week for New
York, with the Paramount Districtvention
and as Branch
managers' conhis destination.
The successor to former
branch manager O. Wog, of the
Paramount - Famous - Lasky exchange here, is to be named following the convention in Oiicago.
The new Crest theatre, built by
C. M. Pace of Delta, Utah, has
opened.
The Star theatre, at Hinckley,
Utah, has been taken over by R. L.
Wicker from H. F. Wright.
Leslie Lund is now operating the
Laurel theatre at Fairview, Utah,
formerly managed by J. W. Christenson.
Another change among theatre
owners in this section is that of
the Cozy theatre of Malad, Idaho,
which is now under the management of Lawrence Jones rather
than Lubin Jones as formerly.
Mrs. F. S. McDermond is operating the Star theatre of Payson,
Utah.
Al O'Keefe, exchange manager
for Pathe, is attending the Pathe
convention being held at Los Angeles. Salesman Lon Hoss is covering Southern Utah. Johnny Dickson is in Idaho, and Dave T. McElhinney is in Montana.
L. W. Weir, Division Manager
for Pathe, left this city after a visit
of a few days, for Los Angeles.
Manager Fred Lind, of F B O,
is recuperating nicely after having
had his tonsils removed. Salesman
George Jensen is busy in the territory as is Thomas Walsh.
Loraine Allen has recently been
appointed cashier for the local Columbia office.

Central Penn
NEGOTIATIONS
are for
understood to be pending
the
sale by the Wilmer & Vincent
Company, of its Majestic Theatre,
Harrisburg, to a company which
proposes to erect a large public
garage on the site which is located on Walnut Street, facing the
state capitol grounds. C. Floyd
Hopkins, head of the Wilmer &
Vincent interests in Harrisburg,
declines to affirm or deny the reManager Charles Kear, of the
Opera House, a motion picture tlicport.
atre in Minersville, invited more
than 125 delegates of the biennial
Cfinventinn of District No. 9.
United Mine Workers of America,
who met in Minersville the week
of October 15. to be his guests at
one of the regular theatre perform-

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Picture

News

Kansas City
BANDITS last Monday night
the uptown
theatre's
safe robbed
and escaped
with $3,000,
the
Sunday. of Saturday and part of
receipts
Two

unmasked bandits entered

the manager's office and forced him
to open the theatre's safe which
contained the money. A police investigation revealed that a window in the locker room had been
opened and it was there that the
thieves made their entry.
The Doric Theatre, Elkhart
Kas., has been purchased by Edward Rowland of Texhoma, Okla.
The new Beattis Theatre in Nashville. Kas.. has been completed and
opened. R. H. Montgomery and
James Searle have arranged to
show pictures in the LO.O.F building at Independence, Kas.
Glen Klock has abandoned his
plan to construct a new theatre in
Ottawa, Kas. The Mainstreet Theatre in Sheldon, Mo., has been
opened by George Tyree.
Several business men of Olathe,
Kas., are planning the construction
of a new theatre.
A theatre, to be known as the
New Kansas Theatre, to cost between $75,000 and $100,000 is being planned by C. H. Barron at
Pratt, Kas.
An exchange Employees Ethics
and Efficiency Committee has been
appointed by Leo J. Doty, president of the Kansas City Film Board
of Trade for the purpose of assisting exchange managers in obtaining data concerning prospective emOnly one downtown first run
ployees.of Kansas City now does not
house
have sound pictures. That is the
Pantages Theatre, which has announced that preparations are to be
made for equipment. The Isis theatre is the latest suburban house to
present sound.
Kansas City's official fathers are
again considering the adoption of
daylight hibitors
saving
and the
exagain are time
preparing
to fight
the proposal.
"There
no 'ifs'
andtime
'ands*is
about
it ; are
daylight
saving
greatly detrimental to the theatre
business," President R. R. Biechele
of the M.P.T.O. Kansas-Missouri
said.
The M.P.T.O.K-M is expected
to take action soon in the matter,
providing the proposal materializes
into a definite plan.
E. L. Oldsmith, Manager of the
Kansas City Branch, won top honors in Pathe's recent sales contest
and thereby acquired a two-piece
silver fox fur set for Mrs. Oldsmith as well as a watch and a
cash prize for himself. This contest provided awards for the wife
of each winner.
Other divisional winners were :
R. S. Ballantyne, Omaha: H. S.
Lorch, Chicago and M. E. Cory,
San Francisco.
In the
salesmen's
division
the leaders
were;
F. M.
Blake, Portland ; F. H. Butler, San
Francisco ; B. Edwards. Kansas
City and R. V. Nolan. Chicago.
The above received cash prizes and
the wife of each winner received a
one-piece silver fox scarf.
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Classified

Ads

RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Einployment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANIST— Featured in
finest houses for eighteen
years. At liberty due to instal ation ofVitaphone. Have
ability, experience, character.
Young man. Box 408, care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York.
ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
A-1 Male organist at liberty. Large experience. Good
organ essential. Murray Levine, 893 Hopkinson Ave.,
Brooklyn,
Louisiana New
1107. York. 'Phone,
]\L4J^AGBR with finest references is lookuig for new
connection which will be permanent. Fully experienced in
theatre management, exploitation, publicity, booking, etc.
Good business executive with
pleasant personality. Age 35 ;
aggressive and a serious
worker. Will locate anywhere. Box 410, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.
ORGANIST — A-1. $50.
($35 in Vitaphoned House.)
Experienced. References. Address Box 415, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
THEATRE

EMPLOYEES

—.Modern Tlieatre Management Training will aid you to

Representative newspaper

displays featuring first

run shotpings of ''The Battle of the Sexes." The
layouts illustrated above include a four-column ad
for Loeu-'s Midland, Kansas City; a
display for Loew's Valentine, Toledo;
displays, tn-o columns each, which
picture at the Palace, Indianapolis,

three-column
three smaller
exploited the
Penn theatre,

Pittsburgh, and Loew's State in St. Louis.

better positions. Learn Theatre Management, House Service, Advertising and Technics, the Institute way. We
are helping others; we can
also help you. Send for catalog D Moving Picture Theatre Managers In.stitute, Elmira, N. Y.

A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St., Charleston-Ka., W. Va.

Wanted
Xationall.v known theatre
ad mat service enlarging selling organization — unusual opportunity for successfvd advertising man to associate
hiuLself with fast growing
company. Liberal commission
paid on an attractive selling
service for theatres. Exclusive territory. Box 420 care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Ave., New York City.
WANTED— Exclusive New
England agency for a good
taUdng jiicture device. Have
great theatre affiliations, capital and ability to put it
"over." Box 418, care Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York.

For Sale
1,650 High Grade New
Veneer Chairs. Any amount
sold at almost 50 per cent discount. C. G. Demel, 845 .So.
State St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Two Simplex
Machines and two Morelight
Lamps. Cheap. Apply, N.
Scliulman, Public Theatre 66
Second Ave., New York City.
500 Upholstered Theatre
Chairs, spring seat, panel
back, perfect condition ; 660
re-upholstered theatre chairs,
fully upholstered back, like
new, $3.00 each ; 6 Kliegl spotlights, rebuilt like new, 100ampere rheostats, $65.00 each.
Also all makes of new and rebuilt projectors, reflector
lamps, screens, everything for
your theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., 729
York
City.Seventh Ave., New
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Projection
Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice

Inquiries and
Comments
The Porous Screen Problem
XE

ous screen.

of the most serious problems at present encountered in
the projection of talking pictures is the elimination of the
excessive loss of light which
results from the use of a por-

The mere fact that the screen is porous,
regardless of the degree of porosity, is a
sufHcient indication that some loss of light
is entailed. The extent of this light loss
will naturally be in proportion to the degree of porosity.
At the present time, special screens, consisting of a single piece of loosely woven
fabric, are being used in most of the talking
picture installations. The attempt is made
to achieve an apparently solid surface,
which still is porous to sound waves, by so
weaving the cloth that loose ends of
threads will form a fine fuzz on the projection surface so as to cover, to a gi'eat
extent the spaces between the main threads
which constitute the foundation of the cloth.
The effect obtained is that of a coarsely
woven rug, having a fairly long nap which
gives it the appearance of being solidly
woven when in realitj', the opposite is true.
As a first endeavor to meet two opposite
requirements, this screen represents a fairlycreditable job in that it possesses the essential qualities of fair picture registration
and good sound transmission.
As an ultimate objective in the way of
a talking picture screen, however, it falls
too far short in the matter of projection
efficiency to giire it serious consideration.

Initial Efficiency is Low
In the first place, the initial reflection
efficiency of this screen is too low to meet
present conditions of projection in theatres.
It has been officially claimed for this screen
that its initial reflection factor is about SO
per cent. This is manifestly impossible because the reflection factor for a new
opaque screen, either of the flat white or
metallic type, is seldom above 80 per cent.
Upon investigating this claim of 80 per
cent for the porous cloth screen we are informed that this applies to the reflection
factor of the cloth only and does not take
into consideration the inactive area represented by the blank spaces between the
threads so that the reflection factor claimed
for this screen as a whole, must be lower.
Without having definite figures to support our contention, we should place the
overall efficiency of this screen somewhere
between CO and 70 per cent as this would

seem to be more reasonable for a screen of
this nature.
Upon this basis alone, this particular type
of porous screen presents a serious drawback to satisfactory projection because
many theatres have no reserve illumination
to draw upon in order to restore the overall
brilliancy of the picture to its former value.
If a proper reserve of illumination were
available, the inefficiency of the porous
screen would not be so serious, at least from
a light standpoint. Other factors present
themselves, however, to further complicate
the matter.

Rapid Depreciation
Aside from the hjw initial reflection efficiency of the porous cloth screen, the most
serious objection to its use rests on the fact
that it depreciates with almost inconceivable rapidity as compared with the hitherto
commonly used opaque screens.
The reason for this is found in the dust
collecting properties of the "fuzz" which
constitutes the projection surface. The
many fine thread ends which serve to cover
the interstices between the foundation
threads form a most excellent dust trap and
no better location for such a screen, from
a dust collecting standpoint, could be found
than its location on the stage. Air currents,
caused by moving draw curtains, raising
and lowering of the screen and drop curtains, organ pipes, heated stage lighting
equipment and numerous other props, serve
to keep the concentrated dust at the front
of the house in constant motion so that
eventually most of it finds a comfortable
lodging place on the fibres of the porous
screen. Once this dust is imbedded in the
fibres it cannot be removed by ordinary
cleaning processes.
Various projectionists and observers have
claimed that the porous cloth screen depreciates from a white to a slate gray color
in a period of time estimated at from 3 to
6 months depending upon dust conditions
in the particular theatre. The depreciation
is said to be so bad as to justify replacing
the screen with a new one after a period,
not exceeding 6 months. If this is true, and
it seems reasonable that it would be, then
the low initial reflection efficiency of the
screen coupled with its rapid deterioration
would condemn it as a permanent fixture on
the stage.

Poor Registration
A low reflection efficiency is not the only
objection to this screen. It has little to
offer in the way of registration qualities.
For excellent registration each little pinpoint over the entire active area of the
screen must reflect a cone of light to the
seating area. Each one of these thousands
of little cones must cover the entire seating
area.
If even small portions of the active screen

area are missing, corresponding areas of
the picture image will also be missing so
that poor registration of the image will result. The effect of perforations in the
screen is the same as that observed (but to
a lesser degree) when one looks at an object through a wire screen. The cross wires
composing the screen hide ]iortions of the
object from direct view and result in indistinct vision.
It is a fact, determined from observation,
in theatres that the porous cloth screen presents an image which is not as sharply defined and distinct as that observed on a section of an opaque screen placed beside it.

New Horn Location or Netv Screens
The need for a j^orous screen arises from
the location of the horns directly behind the
sci-een. The reason given for so placing the
horns is that a better illusion of directional
tonal effects is thereby obtained.
There is much contention with respect to
this claim so that it cannot be definitely
said that it is true or not true.
Any other placement of the horns (than
directly behind the screen) would eliminate
the need for a porous screen and so would
restore the projected picture to its former
high state of brightness and definition.
This consideration alone, is sufficient to
warrant serious thought toward finding another location for the horns. If the difference in illusion is slight between speaker
locations as behind the screen and elsewhere, then it would be better to forego the
slight benefit of this directional effect iu
order to gain the tremendous benefits of
good picture registration and increased picture brightness.
Practical projectionists and expert observei-s not directly connected with the theatre, ai^ unanimous in stating that the results of the porous screen now in use in
many theatres is highly objectionable and
cannot much longer be tolerated. At the
last meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers criticisms of this screen
were advanced in terms which left no doubt
concerning its ill effects upon projection in
In this meeting it was brought to light
general.
that most theatres, in an effoj-t to restore
their screen pictures to their former value
of brightness were using all available light
for projection purposes and were heating
the film almost to the point of flashing,
thereby creating a dangerous condition in
the projection room and the theatre.
Such conditions are fundamentally
wrong and call for corrective measures.
Whether these corrective measures will take
the form of new screen surfaces for improving the registration and reflection efficiency, or new speaker locations to permit
a return of the old opaque screen will be a
question of future developments.
It appears certain that a change of some
(Conlimicd on follou'iiig page)
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Inquiries and Comments

Oakland Theatre, Seating
4,000, Opened in Frisco

new Oakland Theatre, San Francisco, the larp;est place of entertainment west of the Mississippi River,
ojieneil on October 2Sth. The huge playhouse, boasting a seating capacity of 4,000,
represents an investment of more than $3,000,000. It is owned and ojieratcd by West
Coast Theatres and is a sister theatre of
the new Fox Theatre now under construction at Jlarket and Polk Streets.
According to architects the new theatre
is the tinest specimen of Mespotamian architecture in America. It was built with the
famous temples of the ancient city in mind
and was originallv to have been called the
THE

Frank Theatre.
Newman, '
Bagdad

who

has

managed

and

(Continued front /^receding /^o.'.7f)
kind will have to be made. New screens of

operated various theatres on the Pacific
Coast, lias been named division manager.
Wide and spacious corridors through
which one may walk for an hour without
doubling back over his steps, enhance the
playhouse. Massive chandeliers, rich impressions of the Oriental hand, hang fi'om
the ceilings. Rich carpets, tapestries, murals and drapes vie in a scheme of general
splendor. Partii-ular view to comfort was
exercised in the drawing of the jjlans.
A small army of film and theatre executives from all over the country were on
hand at the opening. Thousands of congratulatory messages were received by West
Coast Theatre officials in token of the new

higlily reflective perforated cloth are already being developed to meet the new
conditions. Some of these new screens are
of
the diffusing
metallized
type. type while others are of tha

missicn
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project, already one of Frisco's first sights.

Carnegie Playhouse Is Last
Word in the Little Theatre
pKESF.XTIXG, even when cursorily
■* viewed, an elaborate ornateness and
cleverly worked out modernistic design, the
latest of the little theatres to throw open
its doors to a discriminating Xew York public is the Carnegie Playhouse, located on
57th Street only a few steps east from Carnegie Hall. The house is under the management of Michael Mindlin, who has been
associated with the Little Theatre movement for some time.
A eoziness pervades its interior. The
house is not large and one does not feel lost
in it as is so often the ease with the huge
Broadway palaces dedicated to the cinema.
The scheme of intimacy is carried out thoroughly— perhaps more in the case of this
house than in the other numerous little
theatres.
Appealing to a more sophisticated type
of fan than he who makes his way to the
average movie, the Carnegie Playhouse
makes a bid for the patron of the arts. On
its screen it endeavors to show the latest
cinematic exhibitions that can lay claim to
being "arty" and throughout its interior
this idea of catching and retaining .the in-

Applegate Managing New
Patio in Brooklyn

terest of the client who appreciates nuances
in color, an oddly designed mural, or unexpected expressions in architecture or interior decorating is further carried out.

Theatre

Ad

Mat

Service

Changes' Address

Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc., who introduced their special advertising service to
theatres about a year ago, have moved their
plant from LTniontown, Pa., to the Mott
BIdg. in Cleveland, Ohio.
This change has been necessitated due to
a greatly increased balance of business and
also for the purpose of being more centrally
located for national service.

F. H. Marshall Sales Head
For Welte-Mignon
Frank H. Marshall, previously of the
Cleveland office of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company, has become general sales manager of the Welte-Mignon Corporation, organ manufacturers.
Mr. Marshall is well known to the theatre ti'ade of the middle west.

^tandiardi

The new Patio Theatre of A. H. Schwartz
which opened recently in Brooklyn is being managed by William Applegate, Jr.,
who has been with the Schwartz circuit of
theatres for many years.
The theatre is a Ijeautiful structure. The
main body has a garden wall represented in
the mural decorations and a vaulted ceiling
dotted with stars which appear when the
house lights are dimmed. Lounges for men
and women are in the Italian period manner
with wood beamed ceilings. Old Ivory, blue
and gold have been employed very effectively in painting and decorating. The most
up-to-date heating and ventilating systems
have been installed and the theatre is provided with the latest equipment in projection machinery. There is indirect lighting
throughout and there is a modern stage of
large dimensions to provide for any features apart from the picture offerings.

yof-BOX Office Keceipis and Speed up
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I COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART |

H
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
^m a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as informtuion on pictures that are coming,
■
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
M
"Coming Attractions"
m
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
BRAY
Title
Bare Co-Ed The
Barnyard Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
Coliege Cuckoo
r-'MngUp
Daze of '49
Pukp's Pirfy Dilnns
(
.jUoLle
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick In Hollywood
His Wild Oat
Kids. Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Ust In the Lurch
Lot 0' Boloney, A
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse.
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS

Title

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
2 reels
Jan.
7
MurdocJt-Cavaller-Lancaster. . . . Nov. 20 . . 2 reels
Mar. 17
W. Unt2-M. Shaw-T. Ward. . . Dec. 20 . . 2 reels
10...
April
- . McDougall Kids
2 reels
McDougall Kids
Jan. 10... 2 reels
; .Murdock-Cavalier
June 1, . ,
2 reels
Mar. 17
McDougall Kids
Feb. 10 , .
2 reels
. , Feb. 4
J- Cooper-L. Carver
Jan.
1 , . . 2 reels
Mar. 17
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Feb. 1. .. ,2 reels
Bathing Girls
April 1.-.
2 reels
McDougall Kids
Mar. 10 . .
^^ .
^ ^
„
i!V"* ^?
Murdock-Cavailor
May
1 . , . 22 reels
reels .............
McDougall Kids
July 10,-.
reels.
McDougall Kids
May 10. . 22 reels
Jack Cooper
Aug. 1
2 reels
Irving-Cooper
July
1 ... 2 reels
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Mar. 1 . . . 2 reels
Mar 17
McDougall Kids
June 10 . 2 reels
McDougall Kids
Dec. 10 . . 2 reels
Jari. 7
Jack Cooper
April 20
2 reels
*
McDougall Kids
Aug. 10 . 2 reels
Mar. 20 . . 2 reels
Feb. 20 , 2f6elte

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After the Stnrm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
Collie Hero. The
Court-Martial
Dawn
Desert Bride, The
Driftwood
Fashion Madness
GoIfWIdows
Isle of Forgotten Women
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol, The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Opening Niflht. The
Raider Emden. The
flansom
Runaway Girls
Sally In Our Alley
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
Siren. The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age. The
Stage Kisses
That Certain Thing
Tigress, The
Virgin Lips
Warning, The
Way of the Strong. The
Wife's Relations, The
Woman's Way. A

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Revlewpd
17
5459 feet ..Sept 15
Bosworth-Gllbert-Deianey
April
1 .. 5649 feet
Revler-M. Moore-O'Arcy
July
5537
feet...
Sept 15
Logan-Lease
April
5432 feet... Jan. 7
Cortei-GIIbert
SepL
5628 feet.... Dec
S
Agnew-Lease-Garon
Oct.
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Special Cast
.7500
feet
|0]^Je«J
.5528
feet
.Sept 15
Co mpson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Oct
.5513 teet .
Windsor-Howea
Dec
5592
feet
.
Ford- Reynolds-Rand
May
,5645 feet..
Jan.
Tearle-Sebastlan
SeptJune 21
23
5471 feet
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
,5925 feet . .May
5
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwick-Fairbanks. Jr.-Kent . . May
. 5540 feet
. 5544 feet
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
'.,5524
5584 feet..
feet
Sept 178
,
Mar.
Windsor-Bowers
Nov.
Special Cast
Sept 15
Wilson-Bums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
. 5892
5725 teet
'eet
Mason-Arien
Sept
.6401 feet
Bustjinan-Livingston-ChadwIck.Juiy
,6443 feet
Dp Putti-Alvarado
Aug.
June 23
5996 feet
Revler-T. Moore
Dec
June 23
5611 feet
Mason-Collipr- Walker
Feb.
.5464 feet
.June 2
Bennett-Herbert- Nye
Mar.
,5435
feet
Mar^tO
Harian-Chadwlck
Nov,
6047 feet
Graves-Dana
Jan.
. Mar. 17
.5357 feet
Holt-Revler
Oct
6048 feet
Sept 227
Borden-Boles
July
Jan.
. 5791 feet
Holt-Revler
Nov.
,5752 feel
Day-Livingston- Von Eltz
June
, 6508 feet
Mason-Glass
Jan.
April 28
.5472 feet
Livingston-Baxter
Feb.

Coraine
Title

Attractions
Lenath
Lengtn

Star

Apache, The
College Coquette
Lone Wolfs Daughter, The
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Sinners' Parade
Streets of Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Submarine
Younger Generation, The

Don Alvarado
M. Day-Forbes
Bert Lytell
Logan-von-Eltz
Fal rtabks. Jr.-Ralston .
Revier- Varconi
Keith-Vaill
Delaney-Borden
Holt-Revler-Graves —
Jean Hersholt

Reviewed
Heviewea

•iiiiV- — i";;r
, .8192 feet. . . .SepL 15

EDUCATIONAL
Title
AIIBear
All In Fun
All Set
Always ■ Gentleman
America's Pride
At It Again
Between Jobs
Blazing Away
Blondes Beware
Builders of Bridge*
Bumping Along
Celt of the Sea, The
Call Your Shots
Chilly Days
Circus Bluea
CometoPapa
Companionate Service
Conquering the Colorado

star
. . Curiosities
...Jerry Mandy
. . . Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
.Lloyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Stone-Ruth
Hope Hampton
Al St John
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge ..

* Means synchronized score,

Ret
April
Oct
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
May
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
Sept

Date
29. . .
21...
15. . .
5. .
7
13. . .
18 . . .
22. . .
15 . .
26...
18 . .
1,..
15, ..

Feb. 19 . .
Mar. 25 . .
Oct 14 ..
Oct
7, . .
July 8.. .

f Meant sound eff^cU.

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
April 21
.1 reel
Oct 27
1 reel
Feb. 4
2reelB
Feb. 18
1 reel
Oct
6
2 reels
April 28
2reri8
2feel»
. April 7
2 reels June 23
1 reel
Mar 10
1 reel
2 reels
Dec 31
2 reels
Sept 29
2 reels
Feb. 18
2 reels
Mar. 17
2reels Oct 13
2 reels
Oct
6
1 reel
July 14

Star

Cook, Papa, Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me
Cutio
Dog Days— Sun and Rain
Dummies
Fandango
Fall In
Felix
Cat In
Felix the
the Cat
In Arab'antlcs
Asb^nomeows
Felix the Cat In Comicaiamltles. ...
Felix the Cat In Oraggln' the Dragon

Murdock-Hutton
Barney Helium
Wallace Lupino
Dorothy Devore
Bruce Outdoor SkeMi
Larry Semon
Monty Collins
Lupino Lane
"Suillvan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
."Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"

Kid Hayseed
Kitchen Talent
ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children

'.'.".!! George
Davis
Monty" Collins
Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Bowers
"Big Boy"
Hodge Podge
Jerry Drew
Jerry Drew
Curiosities
"Big Boy"
George Davis
Jerry Drew
Davis-Collins
Lloyd Hamilton

Date

Sept
Mar
June
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
Julv
April
Jan.
April
June
May

13..
8. .
1. .
22 ,
29. .
24.
27 .

Mar.
July
Feb.
June
Mar.
April
Aug.
Feb,
jaru
Mar.
Aug.
Oct
Sept
June
Oct
Aug.
April
July
Nov.
June
Aug.
Jan.
April

4.
22.
19 .
10.
18. .
15. .
5.
5..
8. .
25,
19 .
28 .
9
24..
14. .
12
8, .
29
4.
17 ,
12
29
22

'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ..fNov.
eh.
June
Julv
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
May

26..
11 .
17.
1
2,
11. .
11
19
27

Felix
Cat in
Esklmotive
'" Futuritzy
^^ ^^*
'^^"'' the
Felix In In-and-Out-ijws
- .- • - -• - ..^.-..
Felix the Cat In Japanlcky
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles. . . "Sullivan Cartoon"
^*"'' '" ^^"^ Sweet Ohm
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In Outdoor Indore
"Sullivan Cartoon"
f^®"* ^* ^"^ '" Po'ly-tl"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
^^"^ '" Sure-Locked Homes
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Last Life ..
"Sullivan Cartoon"
f«"* •*>« ^^' '" ^^^ ^liy Bird
"Sullivan Cartoon"
¥e)\x in the Smoke Scream
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feline Frolics
— Tonquin
Valley.
Bruce Outdoor
Outdoor Sketch
Sketch
Flghtinq
Orphans—
Evening
Mist , , Bruce
Fisticuffs
Lupino Lane
Girlies Behave
Jerry Drpw
Gloom Chaser, The
"Big Boy"
Glorious Adventure
Hodge-Podge
Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
Green-Eyed Love
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
Hard Work
Wallace Lupino
Hay Wire
Stone-Dale
Hectic Days
Lupino l_ane
He Tried to Please
Collins-Hutton
High Strung
Jerry Drew
Hints on Hunting— Day by See
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
H's
Voyage
Hold Maiden
That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot Luck
How to Please the Public
Indiscreet Pete
Just Dandy
Just For Art

Rel.

9.
11.
3
15.
29.
1.
1

Aug.
5
April 15
July
8
July 29
July 22

Length
■eel
eel
eels
eel
eels
eels
eel

eel
eel
eel

=
H
■
H
■

Revlewetf
Sept. 16
May 283
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec
...Dec.
April
June
. ..Aug.

18
26
23
23
14
2
18

. . . April
. , , May
Feb.
July
June

21
25
26
21
23

eel
eel

Mar. 31
Sept 22

Bel
eel
eel
eel

Mar.
June 17
30
April 14
May
S

eel
eel
eel

Mar. 10
Feb. 18
Mar. 10
...Aug. 4
...Oct 27
Seot 8
June 1

eel

eels
eels
eels
eel

eels
eels
eels
eels
eel
eels
eel
eels
eels
eels
eels

Sept 29

...Oct 27

July
Mar.
...July
...Oct
. May

28
24
14
26
27

., July
...Feb.
. . . Mar.
...Oct
Feb.
June

14
4
31
27
18
9

June
Sept 23
29
Mar. 17
..Mar.
Aug. 10
11
June 2
Aug.
Mar.
June
..July
July
. . . Mar.
June

4
31
30
14
14
24
23

Listen
Sister,The
. ......... .".".'.V.V... -Lupino
Lost Laugh,
Wallace Lane.
Lupino. .'.*.*.* ..".'.".'*.'.*. .'.Mar.
July 25
15 ., 1
. . . Mar. 17
Love's Springtime
Hope Hampton
Feb. 12
2
... Sept 15
Lucky Duck, The
Billy Date
Oct
7,..,1
Making Whoopie
Goodwin-Bradlev
Oct 28
2
..Oct 13
Feb. 18
Mother Birds
Curiosliies
Mar. 4 ...1 eel
eel
Feb. 4
Mysterious Night A
Monty Collins
Feb. 12 ... 1
eels
May 12
Navy
Beans
"Big
Boy"
May
27
.
.
2
Never Too Late
Wallace Lupino
May
6. , . .1
. . . April 26
New York's Sweetheart
Curiosities
Jan.
1— 1
...Feb. 24
11
....Mar.
. . April 21
Nicknames
Hodge-Podge
April 8
1
No Fare
"Big Boy '
April 8 , . . , 2 eel
June 23
Oh Mama
Milier-Hutton
July
1,1
...April 14
Off Balance
Monty Collins
April 22. ... 1
On the Move
Hodge-Podge
Sept 9
1 'eel
May 8
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Hodge-Podge
Nov. 18. . . ,1 eel
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
May 20
1 eel
Aug. 18
Mar. 17
P^^P
Hodge-Podge
Aug. 12.
. . ,1
penny Show,
PostalsThe
Curiosities
April
1,..,1
June 23
Pictorial Tidbits
Hodge-Podge
June 10 , . 1
Pirates Beware
Lupino Lane
Sept 9 . ,2i
Polar Perils
Monty Collins
Sept 30. . . 2
Sept 15
eel
Feb.
18
Pretty Baby
.Monty Collins
Feb. 26
1 i eels
Oct 286
Jan.
Quiet Worker, The
Jerry Drew
Nov. 4 — 2 'eels
Racing Mad
Al St John
Jan. 8. . . .2 : eels
May 26
Rah Rah Rahl
Dorothy Devore
June 3
2 i
eel
Feb. 4
July 21
Recollections of a Rover
Hodge-Podge
Jan, 8 ...1 eels
Roaming Romeo
Lupino Une
July 29 , , 2
Feb. 4
Rubbernecking
Curiosities
Feb. 5 — 1 eel
Running Ragged
Lewis Sargent
Jan. 29
Feb. 4
Sailor Boy
Monty Collins
June 17 — 1
June 18
eels
-eels
Feb.
28fl
Say Ah-h
Charley Bowers
Feb. 19
2
Simple Sap, A
Larry Semon
Feb. 12
2 eels
Oct 6
sky Ranger. The
Reed Howes
Sept. 23 . , . , 2 eels
. , ,
Skywayman. The
Reed Hawes
Nov. 18
2
eels
April 21
Slippery Head
Johnny Arthur
,
Apr!' 29,.., 2
eels
Oct
6
Spring Has Came
Monty Collins
Mar. 25 — 1 -eel
Mar. 17
Feb.
4
Stage Frights
George Davis
OcL 21 . 2 : -eels
Deo. 31
Star Shots
Hodge-Podge
Feb. 5....1
Sword Points
Lupino Lane
Feb. 12
2 eels
Jan. 7
There It Is
Charley Bowers
Jin.
1— 2
June 9
Thoughts While Fishing
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
June 17 ..,1 eel ..... May 12
Sept 29
Three Tough Onloni
Monty Collins
May 20
1 eel
Thrills of the Sea
Our World Today
Sept 2.1
Aug. 4
Troubles Galore
Collins-McCoy
Aug. 26 — 1
Visitors Welcome
Johnny Arthur
Mar. 4
2 eels, ... ..Mar. 10
eel
May 26
Wandering Toy, The
Hodge-Podge
May
6 ...1 eels
Aug. 4
Wedded Blisters
Lupino Lane
Aug. 26. , ,2 eel
Feb. 11
Wedding Slips
Monty Collins
Jan.
1,...1
eels
Mar.
17
May 28
Whoozlt
Charley Bowere
April 1 — 2 eels
Who's Lyln'?
Davls-Colllns
June 10
2
Sept 8
Wife Trouble
RobertGraves
Sept23 ,,. I

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

1545
November

17 ,

Tilt*
Witdcal Valley
Wild Wool-Night Clouds
you'll Be Sorry

19 28

Date

Star
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Charley Bowers

EXCELLENT

Rel.
Dale
Length
Jan. 22
2 reels ...
Juty 15 ...1 reel
May 20
2 reels

PICTURES

Reviewed
Feb.
4
June 30
May 19

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title

Star

eack to Ulierty
611 of Heaven. A
Bowery Cinderella, A
Broadway Madness
Inspiration
Inio No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic. Inc
Stronger WItl. The
Women Who Dare
Title
Glided Love
'Life's Crossroads

Rel.
Nov.
May
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

Walsh-Hall
Lee-Washburn
O'Malley-Hulette
Oe La Motte-Kelth
GeorgeWalsh
Santschl-Blythe
Hulette-Rankin-Leass
Befford-Mlller
Wlndsor-Keefa
Lease-Harris
Marmont-Carawe
Chadwtck-Dalaney
Coining
Star

Date
Length
Re>lewed
15... 6980 feet
,7000 leet
16.
.6900 feet... Nov. 25
1.
1. . 6300 leet... OcL 14
6759 feet
10
. 6700 feet
15
15 - 6400 feet
.
eoOOfeet
27.
20. ,,6400 feet.... Mar. 10
31. - 4700 feet
.6600 teet
20.
31 . .6520 feet

Attractions
Length

Reviewed

Hulfltt»-Hunllton

F B O

Mickey Yule
Mickey Vule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Karr- Ross-Alexander
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Atberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hitl
Alberta Vaughn

Coming

TWe

Rel. Date

Length Reviewed
DeclB .. 6034 feet . Nov, 11
May 13 ... 68S6feel....Mar. 24
OcL 7 ...
Nov. 20....
Aug. 12... 4893 feel

Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider, The
Bandit's Son. The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Battling Buckaroo, The
Beyond London's Lights
Boy Rider, The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
•fJCircus Kid. The
Clancy'sIsland
Kosher Wedding
Coney
Crooks Cant Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate. The

Lynn-Luden
Star
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sheridan
Buz iarton
Tyler-CIaIr
Sh urn way- Elliott
Bun Barton
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costello-Brown
Sidney-Lease-Lynn
Wllson-Mendez
Lewls-HIII-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks. Jr.-Btane
Tyler-Thompson

Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Orinin' Sands
FaioBof the Wrid
Fighting Redhead, The
Flying U Ranch. The
Freckles
Gingham Ctrl. The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hero
'tSHIt of the Show. The
Hook and Ladder No, 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hllla
Law of Fear. The
Legionnaires In Paris
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo, The
Little rvilckey Grogan
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of RIcardo, The
Man In the Rough. The
Mojave Kid, The
'tSPerfect Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Racing Romeo. The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
■Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
Singapore Mutiny. The

B en nett-Mong- Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Steeie
Ranger- Kitchen
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-FOK, Jr.
Wlison-Arthur
Kingston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-BIane
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
Etils-Keefe-Heam
Stevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Valll-Caldwell
Ranger-Reid-Nelson
Cooke-Guard .
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Darro-Ralston-Nye
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-King
Steele-Gllmore
Rich-Brook-McConnell
Tyler-Thorn pson-Darro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlllar-Byer
Bob Steele
Love-Forrest
Wilson- Hackathome
Mlller-lnce
Ince-Taylor

April
June
SepL
Jan.
Feb.
July
Sept
Mar.
OcL
Nov.
Feb.
Sept
Nov.
SepL
OcL
Nov.
April
Jan.
OcL
Mar.
Dec
May
June
May
SepL
Aug.
April
April
SepL
OcL
April
Feb.
July
OcL
OcL
. . OcL

Skinner's Big Idea
SUngshot Kid, The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swlrt Shadow, The
TecTor Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage, The
Wall Rowers
•When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor
Barton-M organ-Rice
Tom Mix
Miller-Shumway-Brooka
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog)
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

April
Dec
OcL
Dec
SepL
Dec
Aug.
June
July
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

Mar.
OcL
April
Aug.
Sept.
OcL
Mar.
OcL
SepL
Jan.
May
Aug.
Jan.
Dec.

18 . .
23...
1 ..
26
16 . .
30 . .
4...
7. .
17, ,.
13...
11 . . .
26 , , ,
15...
25. . .

5583feet .'.'.
.. '.'.'
Feb..'.'.
25
tm(ml'.'.' ...Sept
485Sfeet
30
4869 feel
5487 feet
4337 feet
6249
8085
6701
6390
6291
5621
551 1

feet
feel
teet
feel
feel
feel
feet

..Mar. 3
.Mar. 17
SepI.22
..Feb. 25
Aug. 26'27

4754 feet.
5984 feel
7 . . 5043 feet.
10.,
2 .. 4770 feet.
1-. . .4804 feet.
5... 4758 feel
1 .. 4924
feet.
4...
21 , . . 8131 feet .Jan. 28
6301
2... 7045 feel
leet ..Nov. 26
23, . ,
6146 feel July
..Dec
30
29 '27
12...
6337 feet- , .-Aug. 4
23... 5240 feel. .Dec 18
13 . .
Nov. 11
6606 feel
18 . . 6188
feet
18,.. 6481 feel. ..Nov. 4
6. . .
4769 feel. ..Mar. 10
8 ,. 5893
feet.
31
Aug, 19'27
21...
11... 4801 feet.
6616 feet
.Mar. 3
27...
28... .6429 feel. ..April 21
feel
17... 6181
4785 leet
20,.. 4924 leet
25. . .
-6331 feet
19 , ,
:'b
Aug.
11
ee 11
23
4781 feet ..Feb,
22... 4884
feet Au9,12'27
29. . .
. Jan. 7
1 . . . 6992 feet. ..Dec 16
4977
feet
9
feet
15... 6419
4729feet
18 ..
15... 6059 feet.
14 ..
19 , . .
6999 feet ...Oct
Aug. 26'27
.58121001
13
7
.5967 feet. ...Mar. 17
24. . . .4488 leet
4...
.6037 feel ...SepL 29
1
10, . . 6388 leet... Feb. 18
9 , 5493 feel
.4897 teet. ...Dec 23
11,.. .4884 feet
19...
.4793 leet
24
.47581601
8. . .
16. . . .6339 feet
4898 feel
28...
22... 4805 feet ...Dec 30

SUBJECTS
Rel.

Date

Title
After the Squall
.- All Alike
^11 Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosilies, No. 3
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio. The
Heavy Infants
Horsefeathers

Star
Al Cooke . ,
Carr-Alexandor-Ross
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr- Ross-Alexander
Al Cooke
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill ,
Hill-Duncan
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Barney Helium

April 30, . .
April 9,..
Feb. 6. . .
June 25...
SepL 16...
April 2...
May 14. . .
June II . .
SepL 26. ..
OcL 10...
OcL 24 ..
SepL 16 . . .
SepL16 ..
Mar. 12 . .
June 11 ..
SepL 9. . .

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles

Vaughn-Cook
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule

Aug. 1 4 .
Aug. 7.
SeoL 30.

* Means synchronized score,

Mickey's In Love
Mickey In School
Mickey's Uttle Eva
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
Mickey's Parade
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey the Detective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Hearse
Okmnx .
Ou) Oul Heidelberg
Panting Papas
Rah I. Rah 1 Rexle
Restless Bachelors
Ruth is Stranger Than FIcHon
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fellows
Social Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hats
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares 'Em

June
Rel.

Star

Title

FEATURES

SHORT

Title

f Means sound effects*

,
.,.
Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
,2reels
2 reels
2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
,2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels

„ ,
J
Reviewed
Feb. 18

SepL 29
Sept. 29
June 16
SepL 29
OcL 20

4...

Length
Reviewed
.2 reels
6... .2 reels
Feb. 6...
.2 reels
.Sept 2 .. .2 reels. . ...SepL 29
.M».
April 2 . .2 reels
.2 reels
-2 reels
.2reels
Jan.
July 2... .2reels
1 reel
May
OcL
.2 reels
Oct.
.2 reels
April
, 2 reel
OcL
.2 reels
Feb.
.2 reels
Jan.
2 reels
Feb. 18
Feb.
.2reels
May
-2 reels
SepL
.2 reels
,1 reel
May
OcL
.22reels
reels
Feb. 28
11
Jan.
July
, 1 reel
.2reel3
,2reels
2 reels

July
OcL
Mar.
Mar.
SepL
Oct
OcL
SepL

-2 reels
,,22 reels
reels

Attractions

Star

Length

Air Legion. The
Amazing Vagabond, The
•fiSlockade
CilY ol Shadows, The
Come and Gel It
Down Our Way
Drifter. The
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ons. The
Freckled Rascal. The
Fury of the Wild
•tSGang War
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rebel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
King Cowboy
Litlie Outiaw. The,
Love In the Desert
One Man Dog. The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Lyon-SIeeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Anna Q. Niisson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steeie
Vaiil-Caidwell-Darro
Tom iVIix
Tom fVlix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
CNeii-Reed-Tashman
Sleele-Mendez
Olmslead.Trevor.
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler
M, Day-Fairbanks, Jr.
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

Rough Ridin" Red
Sinners In Love
*TJSlepping High
Stolen Love
*iiTaxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Guich
Vagabond Cub. The
Voice of the Slorm
Voung Whirlwind, The

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

Nov.
Nov.

M. Day-0. Moore-Lease
Conklin-Sieeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Dec
2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jan. 13

Buzz Barton

Sept 16

FIRST
Title
Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage. The
Fagasa
Finnegan's Bail
Free Lips
Masked Angel. The..
Merry Wives of New York
Polly of the Movies
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girl

Jan.

6

Feb.

3

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. 18... .6337 feel
fiflar. 3
Dec 16
Nov. 11
.Mar. 3
Nov. 26

Dec 23
OcL 20

Nov. 25
Feb. 10

Rel.

Star

Length Reviewed
1 .. 5400reet ...Mar. 10
5960 feet.... Aug. 12
. Sept
June 16. ... . 5800 feet
Aug,
. May 20. . 570Dfeet
6200 feet.... Dec
9
Sept 15 .. .5700 feet
6000
June 29.
.6900
Jan.
Oct 15 . .6700
Sept 1 . . ,6200
July
5. .6700
Nov. 1. .

NATIONAL

Star
Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
Conklin-Hardy- While
Talmadge-Alvarado
Sllls-K^nyon
Mulhall-fQlssen
Talmadge-Roland ,
Maynard-Falre
Langdon-McConnell
Hines-Lorralne
Maynard-McConnell . ,
Bron son-Francis- Walling
Sllls-Todd
Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner- Brook- Wilson
Maynard-McConnell
Filers- Burke- Kemp
Murray-Day-Kelsey
Maynard-Falre
Mooro-Lowe
Lake-Balan- White
Sill»-Kenyon
Murray- Kent- Young
Dove-Kent
Astor-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moore-Kent
Hlnes-Daw
Mackalll-MulhaM
Mackalll-Mulhall

^ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Dale

Jan.

Kelth-Hughes-H. Costello. .
^ yo.Weiis-Rae
Garon-Keilh
Keiiy-Kelton- Wells
Landis-Mehaifey
Marlowe-Novak..
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Shon-Robards
DeLa Motle-Bowere
James-Weils
Compson-Garon

feet
feet,.
feet,.
feet,.
feet..

.SepL

8

Length

FEATURES
Title

4
4

DIVISION (S. R.)

FIRST
American Beauty
•tjBarker, The
Big Noise, The
Breakfast at Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man, The
Camille
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet ,
Comoanlonate Marriage
-crash. The
Crystal Cup. The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick, The
Flying Remeos
French Dressing
Glorious Trail. The
"tGood-Bye Kiss, The
Gorilla, The
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nest. The
Head Man. The
Heart ol a Follies Girt
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Her Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladles' Night in Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good

Reviewed

Rel.

Date
feel.
OcL
9... .6333
,7137 feel
Sept. 30
. 7402 feet.
Mar. 25. . . .6042 feel.
OcL 23. . . ,6500 feel.
Mar. 11. . . ,6467 feel.
SepL 2. . . ,8692 feet
Sept. 4 , 8730 feet
April 22 . . ,6744 feel,
Feb. 12 .. ,6365 feet.
April 15, . . 6600 feel
July
1
feel.
OcL 21 . . , ,6227
6388 feet
feet.
OcL
7, . . 6225
OcL 16. . .
OcL 14. .. 6037 feet
.6802
feet,
.6172
feet
SepL 25. ..
Feb. 28, . . .6344 feet
Jan. 15, . .
5886 feel
OcL 28 .. .79S9feel
July
8... .71 33 feet.
Nov. 13 . . ,6288 feet,
Nov. 6 .. ,7100 feel.
June 24 . . 754t feet
Aprll29 .. 7426 feet
May 27 , . ,6502 feel
July
8 , .
Mar. 18 . , .5957 feet
,6071 feel.
July 22 ..
..Aug. 12 . . 6400 feet
,6118 feel,
Dec 25 . .
Nov. 20. . . ,65241601
.66921061.
April 1 . . . ,6608 feet.
May
6. . .

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

Reviewed
Oct Zl
July
7
May 12
..Dec
18
. April 28
May 19
April 21
May 6. '27
..Nov. 25
.Sept 30
. April 14
..Dec
2
..Mar. 10

July

7

^ Mar. 17
Sept 10
.Feb. 11
..May 28
..April
..June 142

Motion

1546
Reviewed
Tlire
Rel. Date Length
Star
6720 reel .
Lrfe of Riley. Tne.
Sidney- Murray
Sept. 18.
Sept. 16
8967 feet.. .Mar. 24
*t 5 LI lac Time
Moore-Cooper
Nov. 8.
7700 feet..
.May 19
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. . . Barthelmess-O'Day
April 8.
7388
feet..
Love Mart, The
Dove-Roland
Dec 18.
6625 feet..
April 21
Mad Hour, The
O'Neill-Kent
Mar. 4.
Dec 30
5542 feet..
Man Crazy
Mackallt-Mulhall
Nov. 27.
6612 feet . Oct 1?
nNighi Watch. The
Dove-Reed
Sept 9.
.Jan.
7
7129
feet.
.
Noose. The
Barth el mess- Joyce
Jan. 29.
6431 feet.. ,Mar. 17
No Place to Go
Astor-Hughes
Oct 30.
-Sect 1
6100
feet..
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
Aug. 26.
61 00 feet
,Aug. 25
Out of the Ruins
Barthelmess-Nlxon
Aug. 19
Patent Leather Kid, The
Barthelmess-U'Uay
Jan.
11414 feet. Aug. 26, '27
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Jan.
8
7694 feet — Dec 23
Red Raiders, The
Maynard-Drew
Sept 4
6210 feet
Dec
9
Rose of the Golden West
Astor-Roland
Oct
2
6477 feet
Oct
7
Sailors' Wives
Astor-Hughes
Jan. 22
5485 feet
Mar. 10
Shepherd of the Hilla
FrancIs-O'Day
Jan. 1
8188 feet
Feb. 25
nShow Girl
WhVt"(^DltIan"eyV.'."..''"'.".'.'"'V.Tept23".'.'.'6^^
.6548 feet.
Smile. Brother, Smile
Mackalll-Mulhall
Sept 11
.Sept
.June 99
Strange Case of Capt Hamper
German Cast
July 29. . .7534 feet..
Texas Steer. A
Rogers- Faienda
Dec
4 , . . .7419 feet,. .Nov. 18
feet,
Three-Ring Marriage
Astor-Hughes
June 10, . .5834
5731 feet.. !May 19
Uoland Rider, The
Maynard-Dougtas
June 3 . .
,6336
feet..
Valley of the Giants
Sllls-Kenyon
Dec. 11...
Vamolng Venus
Murray-Todd -Fazenda
May 13. . 6021 feet..
Wagon Show. The
Maynard-Falre
Feb. 19. .. .6212 feet.. .June 2
5976 feet •t Waterfront
Mackalll-Mulhall
SepM6,.
Wheel of Chance
Barth elm ess- Basquette
June 17. . . .6895 feet.
Sept 22
•tWbip, The
Mackaill-NMsson-Forbes
Sept. 30. . 6058 feet.
Whip Woman. The
Taylor-Moreno
Feb. 5, ., .5087 feet,. , Mar. 24
Wright Idea, The
Hines-Lorraine
Aug. 5. . .6300 feet. .July'
Sept 22
7
.7187
feet..
.May
26
Yellow Lily. The
Dov&-Brook
May 20..

Coming
Title
*t Adoration
Cheyenne
"tSChlldren of the Ritz
Comedy of Life The
*+5Divine Lady
•fHaunted House, The
*t§Hot Stuff
•f^Manol the Moment The
*tOutcast
Phantom City, The
•Ritzy Rosie
tJSaturday's Children
•fScarlet Seas
*t§S6ven Footprints to Satan
•f^Squall, The
nSStranded in Paradise
+ 5 Synthetic Sin
Ware Case, The
*t§ Weary River
Wells-Fargo Express The

Attractions

Star

Length

BlUie Dove
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaill-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
Grifflth-Varconl.
Kent-Todd
,
Alice White
Blllie Dove
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gilbert
White-Mulhall
Corinne Griffith
Barth el mess-Compson
Sills-Mackaill
Colleen Moore
Special Cast
Richard Barthelmess.
Ken Maynard.

FOX

Reviewed

,
.Nov.

4..

.lOOISfeet..

Title

Star

.Nov. 25..

* Meant aynchromzed score.

Rel.
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Nov.
Jan.
June
Dec
July
Jan.
June
Mar.
Oct
Oct
April
July
Sept
June
Sept
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Aug.
May
May
Oct
May
Mar.
Sept
Nov.
April
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
May
Aug.
June
July
Oct
Sept
April
.Oct
Dec
Aug.
July
Oct
Nov.
Jan.
Dec
Oct
Feb.
Mar.
Aug.
Nov.
May
Sept
Oct
, Nov.
Mar.
June
Sept
Dec
Nov.
Jan.

Date
Length
Reviewed
,7702feet
Sept 8
30.
.4665 feet, ..Mar. 24
20.
,4777 feet. . Mar. 3
25.
.4556 feel.. .Mar. 3
13.
feel..
Jan. 14
8. .4612
.6417 feet. , June 23
17.
.5430 feet..
25.
,4293 feet..
15.
.4987 feet.. .Jan. 21
15.
,5708 feet., , June 9
Mar. 17
3. .6566 feet..
18.
,Juiy"2i
14.
Nov. 4
..81 54 feet.,
9.
May 12
29. ,.5109 feet..
8. .7217 feet.. .June 9
10.
feet., . , Sept 8
24. .4939
9412feet..
Feb. 18
2
.5038 feet. . Jan. 14
1.
.5524 feet.. .Sept 23
25.
Mar. 3
.5500 feet..
26.
feet..
12, .4404
..6518 feet., . May ig
13.
May 19
13. ,.4618 feet.,
Nov. 11
16. ,.5498 feet..
May 26
, ,6188feet,.
6. .4397 feet,. . Mar. 24
11.
,61 62 feet..
, Dec
Sept 23
23
18.
,5599 feet,.
20.
8. .5792 feet..
April
217
4. ,8538 feet . Oct
7,
8,
Oc t 17
feet,
Mar.
22. ,-6863
June 16
.6679 feet.
27,
,5034
feet.
5.
Aug. 11
10, . ,5071feet,
,4952 feet
June 23
1. .5876 feet.
Dec
2
23.
. Sept 29
23 . .5641 feet,
.5200 feet.
April 28
22.
Feb. 30
n
2, ,5893 feet.
June
2. ,9250 feet
-Sept 22
6937 feet
26
IS.... 4991 feet.
,Aug. 4
30 ..5467
.8500 feet
feet. JunelO, '27
27.
..5573feet..,.Jan. 28
15. ..5446 feet
18.
2. .5011 feet..., Oct 14
.5629 feet.. .Mar. 3
5.
.5397 feet.. . Mar. 31
4
July 28
,,9221 feet,
19. .8729 feet.
Oct 14
4 . . 5937 feet
MEy 26
20
Oct
7
,6293 feet..
11.
29
Dec 16
6. .5620 feet.
,
5112feet..
25
492Ueet,. .April 14
10 ,5337
feet..
16 ,
.5629feet.,
11,
Dm. 16
.5331 feet..
27,
5050 feet..
Mar. 10
8,

'{* Meant toand effects.

Hot
Hazel
Jack House
anfi Jilted
Jungles jf the Amazon
Kiss Do-:tor. The
Knight of Daze, A
Lady LIdu
Lofty Andes, The
Lords ol the Back Fence
Love Is Blonde
Low Necker. The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Knew
On a Siiuth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail. The
ShipAhoyI
Snowbound
Spanlali Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone tor Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
Vintage. The

Variety
Variety
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Tenipla
Rubln-Uncoin
Variety.
Varied
Leon Ramon
Payson-Ramon
Variety
.Variety
Denl-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phtpps-Stuart

Rel.
April
JanAug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.

T.
.HillKing
P. Brooks-T
Cunning-M.
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
LIncoln-Clayton-Bletcher
Variety
Variety
Rollens-Ellls
Marjorle Beebe
Variety
Variety
Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L- Mlllw
Variety

Coming

Backwash
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
*t§CabaH6ro's Way, The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding. The
*Four Devils, The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•tLost In the Arctic
•tjMother Knows Best
Nayoleon's Barber
Our Daily Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cop
Woman, The

Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.
Sept
April
April
Feb.
Aug.
April
Sept
Oct
Dec
April
.Sept
Mar.
Mar.

Da e
Length
.1 reel
. ,1 reel

15.
8,
5.
9.
24,
8,
19.,
28.
5.
13.,
11.
22,
19.
22.
15.

Reviewed
May 26

. -2 reels
. . 1 reel
. 2 reels

June 23

. 2 reels
.. .1
. 1 reel
reel

. 2 reels
.-2 reels
. .1 reel
. .1 reel
. .2 reels
.2 reels
..2reels
..2 reels
. .2 reels
271..
5 . .1 reel
29 . .2 reels
10 . .2r6els
.2reels
25
.1 reel
5. . .1 reel
22 .,
26. . .2reel3
reels
18. . .2
.1 reel
25. .
2. . .1 reel
reels
8. . , .2
.1 reel
1...
,1 reel
. . .1
reel
19.. .1 reel
19. . , 1 reel
29, .
.1 reel
30. . .1 reel
14, . .1 reel
23. . .2reel3
22... .1 reel
16. . .2r6el3
11.. .1 reel
4. .

Aug. IT
May 19
Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 21
Mar. 24
May 29
Jan. 21
Mar. 1?
May 19
Aug. 11
Mar. 17
Jan. 14
..May 2ft
July 29

Attractiont

FarrelStar
I- Duncan
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Brien-Moran
Baxter-O'Brlen-AIba
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gay nor
Lowe-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gay nor- Morton.
Moran-O'Brlen
Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Collyer
Barrymore-Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser
,
Farrell- Duncan
Bollens-Drexel
Macdonald-Drexel
Astor-Boles.

MOVIETONE
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight. The
Corpus Christ!
Diplomats, The
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
Intervlev/. The
Ladles' Man, The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get Me
Treasurer's Report The
Family Picnic. The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool, The

News

SUBJECTS

Star

Rel.

FILMS

Carrol-Lake-Roliins
MIx-Sebastlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterling-Carroll-Slone
Borden-Moreno
Rex Bell
Mix- Joyce
Moran-Hamilton
Lowe-Astor.
Gran-Astor- Moore
O'Brlen-Valll
Valll-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Farrell-Nlssen-Busch
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hall-Bushman
Del Rlo-Pldgeon
Cohen-McNamara..
McLagI en- Armstrong
Rex Bell
McLaglen-Collyer- Kent
Mlx-Llncoln
Phlpps-Stuart
O'Brien-Taylor
Mlx>Blane
Borden-Hamilton
Valll-Gray
..Moran-Gray
Del RIo-McLjglen
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bennett-McLaqlen
Stuart-Phlpps
Morton-Phlpps-MacDonaid
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennlck
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del Rlo-Farrell-Revler
McLaglen-Moran
Barrymore-Alba
Gay nor- Farrell
John Gilbert
O'Brlen-Moran
Bellamy-Hall
MIx-Dwan
.Bellamy-Brown
.Brown-Armstrong-Dwan
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Meeker-Hlll-Boebe
,Gaynor-Tryon
Marjorle Beebe..
Madge Bellamy
Cohen-McNamara
Boll-Lincoln
Rollens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder- Morton- Lincoln
Russell-Collyer-Pldgeon

America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Bleod
Cow's Husband, A
Daisies Won't Veil
Desert Blooms, The
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The
Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wife
Hold Yonr Hat

Title

Nov.11.

FEATURES
•5Alr Circus, The
Arizona Wildcat The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House..
Cowboy, Kid The, .
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side, West Side
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Fazll
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat. The
Girl in Every Port, A
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl, The
Ladles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
•fjMaklng the Grade
Me, Gangster
•Mother Machree
News Parade, The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post, The
Pajamas
Plastered In Paris
Play Girl, The
Publicity Madness...
•Red Dance, The
River Pirate, The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-lasuo)
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
Silver \7aliey
Soft Living
Square Crooks
•USlreet Angel, The
•Sunrise
Thief In the Dark. The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwlse

SHORT
Title

P i c t xir e

Date

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18.
Dec 23.

11700feet....Oct 13
.Dec 30..
.Dec

8..
.5474 feet.... Aug. 18
Oct 28. . , .10,100 feet. .Sept 22
,

Nov. 11 . . ,
.Jan. 8. '29.

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raouel Meiler
Clark e-McCul lough
Winnie Llghtner
Raymond McKee

Re),

Date

Length

Reviewed
Sept

2 reels
2 reels

Clark e-McCul lough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

8

Sept 9

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwlll

June 30
June 30
SeptJ 8
Septl 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
Bare Knees
i By Choice
Cheer Leader, The
Chorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio, The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
,
River Woman, The
San Francisco Nights
Turn Back the Hours
United States Smith

Rel.

Star
CertHn-Kelth. .
Claire Windsor
Graves-Olmstead
Faire-Washbum
Myers-Pldgeon
Mrs. W. Reld-Howe»>Beery
Bushman-OImstead
Logan-L Barrymore
Marmont-Busch
Loy-Pldgeon
Gribbon- Lee- Harlan
Coming

Star
Able of the U. S. A
Down Grade. The
•iGlrl From Argentine, The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Date

Feb. 1 . . .
Oct
1. . .
Nov. 1. . .
April 1. . .
Sept 1...
May
1...
Aug. 12
Aug. 26
Jan. 1
Mar. 1
June
1

Length
.6800
.6987
,6000
6200
.6690
6432
6200
6800
7000
6600
6000

Reviewed

feet., ..Jan. 28
feet
feet... Mar. 10
feet.... April 14
feet
feet....
feet. ,
feet. ,
foot,.
feet..
feet . .

May
Aug.
.Aug.
Dec
June
Mar.

12
11
11
31
16
17

Attraction*
Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

George Jessel
Falrbanke-Calhoun . ,
Carmel Meyers
Ltvlngston-Herbert. .
Falrbanke^edgwlck.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress, The
Adventurer, The
Annie Laurie.
Baby Mine

Star
Novarro-Crawford
Shearer-Forties-O, Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
Glsh-Kerry
Arthur-Dane

§ Afeaiu voice (incladinf dialogae and incidental songs).

Rel. Date .6605
feet....Reviewed
May t£
Length^
April 7...
6996 feel... July 14
April 28... .4187 feet
July 14...
SepL17...
14
.Jan. 21... 6139
8730 feet...
feet. MayJan.
27 '27

A. T. alter title means AU Talkie,

1547

N oz' e mb c r

1\

1928

TItre
Star
Ret
Date
Length
Reviewed
6037 feet... Aug. 4
Beau Broadway
Cody-Pringle
Sept- 29
Bocky
0'NeHI.O. Moore
Nov. 12 .
•JSellamy Trial, The
Joy-Bronson
SepL 22
Ben Hur
.
Novarro-McAvoy
Oct
8...11693feBt Jan.ie, 26'
Beyond the S'erras
Tim McCoy.
Sept. 15
Big City, The
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Feb. 18
6838 feet" Mar. 31
Big Paradft. The
Gllbert-Adoree
Sept 10
Nov.Nov.
28 '25
,6902 feet
feet...
25
Bod* and Soil
L Barrymore-Prlngl&-Kerry
Oct
1, . . 11519
6344 feet
June 2
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmsled-Moran .... Mar. 17. . .
*tBrothwly Love
Dane-Arthur
Oct 12... 6050 feet..
Mar. 31
Buttons
Coogan-L. Hanson
Dec. 24.. .
. Sept 15
Cameraman, The
Kealon-Day
Sept 29. ..
Cardboard Lover. The
Davies-Asther
Aug. 25 . . 7108 feel! . Sept. 8
Junel 6
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
May 19, , . 5679 feet
.May 19
Circus Rookies
Dane-Arthur
Mar. 31 . .. 66d1 feel, .
.June 30
Cossacks. Ttie
Gilbert-Adoree
June 23 . 8601 feet
Crowd. The
Boardman-Murray
Mar. 3. . . 8S38feet..
Feb. 25
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
June 9 . - . 5838 feet
Diamond Handcuffs
Board man-Gray-Nag el
May
5 , . . 6700 feet - . SeptlS
7300
feet.
Jan. 21
Divine Woman The
Garbo-Hanson
ian. 14. . .
Enemy. The
GIsh-Forbes
Feb. 18... 8169 feet
Dec 31
71 82 feet, , Sept 29
"tExcess Baggage
Haines-Cortez
Sept 8, . .
Fair Co- Ed
Davles-Brown
Oct 15... 6408 feet. ..Nov.
4
July 28
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
June 16. . . 5011 feet
4658 feet,
April 28
Foreign Devils
McCoy-Windsor
Sept 3 . ,
.Aug.
25
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Aug. 11... 6620 feet.
Garden ol Allah
Terry- Petrovlch
Nov.
6. . . 8200 feet
Sept 18
In Old Kentucky
H. Costello- Murray
Oct 29... 6646 feet
Latest from Paris, The
Shearer- Forbes
Feb. 4 . . . 7743 feet ...Mar. 3
—
June
2
7045
feel
Laugh. Clown, Laugh
Chan ey- Young- Asther
April 14. . .
Law of the Range
McCoy-Crawford
Jan. 21
5393 feet
London After Midnight
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Dec
3 — 5687 feet . . Dec 23
Love
Garbo-Gllbert
Jan.
2... 7365 feet ...Dec 16
...Dec 30
Lovelorn, The
0*Nelll-Kent-0'Day
Dec 17.... 5950 feet t
Madamolsellefrom Armentleres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
June 2... .5441 feet
.June 2
Man, Woman and Sin
Gilbert- Eagles
Nov. 19 — 6280 feet.
Masks of the Devil
John Gilbert
, Oct
Mysterious Lady. The
.Garbo-Nagel
Aug. 4. . . .7652 feet. :.Aug^il
Naooloon
Special Cast
Oct
Oct 13
*tOur Dancing Dauflhtere
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
Sept 8 ... 7289 feel..
Fatsy. The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar. 10
7193 feet.. .Nov. 18
Quality Street
Davles-Nagel
Dec 31
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
April 21 , . 5014 feet .
Jan. 21
Road to Romance, The
Novarro-M. Day
Sept 24, . . ,6544 feet..
Feb. 18
Rose-Marie
Crawford- Morrav- Peters
Feb. 11... .7745 feet.
Shadows In the Night
Flash-Grey-Lorraine
Oct. 26
, 5448 feet.
♦fShow People
Davies-Haines
Oct
9
Skfrfs
,
Chaplin-Balfour
May 12 . , 5801 feet ,
6476 feet,, .Mar. 10
Smart Set The
Haines- Ho It- A. Day
Feb. 25 . . 4764
feet..
Spoilers of the West
McCoy-Daw
Dec 10 , .
Mar. 24
Spring Fever
Haines-Crawford
Oct 22, . . 6705 feet,.
Oct 287
Oct
.9435
feet,.
Student Prince, The
No varro- Shearer
Jan. 30 , .
Tea lor Three
Cody-Pringle-O. Moore
Dec. 10 , . 6273 feet,.
Nov. 11
7184 feet
Telling the World
Haines-Page .
June 30
July 21
Thirteenth Hour, The
L. Barry more-Gadsdon
Nov. 26
, 5252 feet,.
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
Mar. 24 . . 5901 reel.. .May 19
WestPoInt
Haines-Crawford
Jan.
7... ,8134 feet..
.Jan.
Oct 277
•fWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page.
Sept 15 , . ,7968 feet
•t (White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
July
7...
Aug. 18
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngie
Jan. 28. .. soil feet.
•tWoman of Affairs. A
Giibert-Garbo
Oct 19 , . .
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian
Mar. 24. . .

SHORT
ntle

SUBJECTS

Date
Length
17... .2r6els
27. . . .1 reel
1 reel
16. . .
reels —
21 . , . ,22reels
27...
10. .. . 1 reel
2... ,1 reel
5. . . 1 reel
.2 reels
Barnum and Ringling, Inc
"Our Gang"
April 7. .. ,1 reel
Bits of Africa
Ufa Oddities
SeptlS. . .
Blow by Blow
Max Davidson
Mar. 31 . . . .2 reels
Booster, The
Charley Chase
Now. 24 . . ,2 reels
Boy Friend, The
Roach Stars
Nov. 10 . . ,2 reels
Call of the Cuckoo
Max Davidson
Oct 15 .. 2 reels
Came the Dawn
Max Davidson
Mar. 3. .. .2 reels
Children of the Sun
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 11... .1 reel
Cleopatra
Revier-Ellis
July 7... 2ree1s
. 2 reels
Craiy House
"Our Gang"
June 2. .. 2 reels
Czarina's Secret. The
Baclanova-Mlr-Rand
Mar. 17 . .
Do Gentlenven Snore?
Roach Stars
Oct 13. . . ,2 reels
Dumb Daddies
Max Davidson
..Feb.
4. . . , 2 reels
Dying Jungle
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 2... ,1 reel
. 1 reel
Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18... 2 reels
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6, . .
,2 reels
Edison, Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10. . . .2 reels
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12. . .
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
5. . . .2reels
Family Group. The
.Charley Chase
Feb. 18, . . .2reels
.2 reels
Feed "Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec
8, , .
Fight Pest, The
Charley Chase
May 12... .2reel8
Finishing Touch. The
Laurel-Hardy
Fel>. 25- .. .2 reels
Forty Thousand MileswIthUndberBhAvlatton Film
Mar. 4 .. .3 reels
reels
From Soup to Nuta
Laurel-Hardy
Mar. 24 . . . ..21 reel
Golden Reeces
Ufa Oddities
May 19...
2 reels
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept 22, , . 2 reels
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec. 1 , ,
HappyOmen.A
UfaOddities
July 14 .. . 1 reel
Heartof General Robert E. Lee, The. Daw- Walling
Sept 22,.. ,2 reels
2 reels
'Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept 1. , . ,2 reels
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sept 29. .. .1 reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30. , .
. 1 reel
Jungle Round-Up. A
Ufa Oddtties
Jan. 28. ..
Kisses Come High
UfaOddities
Dec
8... .1 reel
.2 reels
Lady of Victories, The
A. Ayres-O. Matlesen-G. Irving. . Jaru 21 , . .
. 2 reels
Leave 'Em Laughing
Laurel-Hardy
JarL 28. . . 2 reels
Limousine Love
Charley Chase
April 14. . . 1 reel
Lonely Lapland
UfaOddities
Nov. 10. ..
reel
Monarch of the Glen, The
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 24. . . .1
.1 reel
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Sept 1 . . . ,1 reel
Murder
Ufa Oddities
Sept 29 . . . 1 reel
Napoleon's Homeland
Ufa Oddities
Jan.
5. . . .1 reel
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddities
July 28 . . . .2 reels
01' Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20... .2reels
•OI'Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Oct 20 ..
Palace Of Honey, The
UfaOddities
June 18.. . Ireel
2 reels
Pass the Gravy
Max Davidson
Jan.
7
1 reel
Perfume and Nicotine
UfaOddities
Jan. 14
1 reel
Pets and Pests
UfaOddities
Jan. 28
1
reel
Primitive Housekeeping
Ufa Oddities
April 21
2 reels
1 reel
Rainy Days
"Our
Gang"
Feb.
Sacred
Baboon, The
UfaOddities
Sent 111

Aching Youth
Afncan Adventure, Aji
Allah *L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
Ancient Art, An
Assorted Babies

Star

Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

* Means synchronized score,

Pel.

.Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

f Means sound effects.

Reviewed

..Jan. 14

April 21
April 21

May 26

Title
Sanctuary
Savage Customs
'School Boozehounds
Begins
Secret
Secrets of the Sea
Should Women Drive?
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Spook-Spoofing
Spanking Age. The
Strange Prayers
Tell it to the Judge
That Night
Their Purple Moment
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen, The
Uphill and Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr. The
Wives for Sale
World's Playgrounds
Your Darn Tootin'

May 12
Feb. 18
May 26
April 7
April 21

July 28
Oct

B

Feb. 26
Mar. 3
April 21
Jan. 21

July 28
Oct 13
May 26
Jan. 14
Mar.

3

Feb. 25

Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Coming
Title
JAlias Jimmy Valentine
*tBaby Cyclone, The
§Bailyhoo
•jBroadway Melody
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tOevil's Mask, The
Dream of Love . ,
♦tFlying Ensign, The
•§Hallelujah
He Learned About Women
Honeymoon
Humming Wires
§Little Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
§Man's Man, A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island, The
•5Nize Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Soles
Souix Blood
Thirst
•fTlde of Empire
nTrali of '98. The
•t^Trlal of Mary Dugan, The
West nf Zanzibar
nWind, The

Ret

Date
Length
.1 reel
May
5 .. ,1 reel
Nov. 24 . . ,2reel3
Nov.
17.. , .. ,1 reel
Feb. 16,
1 reel
Feb. 25, ..
2reel8
May 26. . .
2 reels
Sept 15. . . .1 reel
June 30. ..
,2 reels
Jan. 14. . . 21 reels
reel
Dec 15 . ,
Dec 22 . 2 reels
April 28 . . 2 reels
SeptlS, . .
May 19. .. Creels
June 2. .. . 21 reel
reels
Nov. 3 ..
reels
May 12. .. .2
.1 reel
Jan. 19...
reels
Dec 29, .. . 12 reel
April 7 . .
Oct 27. . . .Ireel

Reviewed
July 21
Sept2S
Mar. 8
May 19
July 28
Jan. 14

May 26
May 2S
May 19

.1 reel

Oct 13. . . .2 reels
April 21...

May 12

AttractioDft

Halfies-Hyams-Barrymore
Cody-Pringie
Star
Norma Shearer
Page- Love- King
McCoy-Douglas
Flash-Lorralne-Gray
John Gilbert
Crawford-Asther
Ramon Novarro
Colored Cast
Halnes-Page-Percy
Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
\
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes-Daly-Barry more
Gordon- Hoi tz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Special Cast
McCoy-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree- Murray
Del RIo-Forbes
Chaney-No ian- Barry more
Glsh-Hanson

MOVIETONE
Title
Casino Gardens
Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Marlon Harris
Marion Harris
Jlmtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jlmtown
M-G-lVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schdnck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesnerand Capltollans

Length

Reviewed'

5530 feet

Nov. 30
^

Nov.

2

,.

11100 feel. . . . Mar. 20
Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lylo
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

ReU

Date

OcL 27
Oct 27
Nov. 17
Nov. 17
Oct 20
Nov. 10
Nov. 3
SepL 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
OcL
8
Get
6
SepL 29
OcL 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
OcL 20
Oct 20
Nov. 10
SepL 29
Oct 27
Nov. 10
OcL
6

Length
2 reels

Reviewed

2 reels
_

OcL 19

PARAMOUNT

Feb. 26
July 28
April 7

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Oddities
Gang"
Ufa
UfaOddities
Max Davidson
.Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
UfaOddities
Max Davidson
Roach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
H'l Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Stan ley-D wan-Manning
UfaOddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

FEATURES

Title

Star

ReL
Date
.5887 reel.
Adventure Mad
Asther-Hall-Oavis
Mar. 31...
Barbed Wire
Negri-Brook
SepL 10... 6591 feet ..Jan. 28
Beau Sabreur
Brent-Cooper
Jan.
7. . . 653«leet
.SepL 297
.7560 (eet. .July
'SBeggars of Life
B eery- Arl en-Brooke
SeptlS. . . .6930 feet.
Big Killing. The
Beery-Hatton
Mav 19 . . . 6536feet May
13 773
.Mar.
Chang
Jungle Film
Sept 3, . .
City Gone Wild, The
Meighan-Brooks
Nov. 12. . . 5408 feel. .Sept. 22
7202
leet.
'Docks of New York, The
Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova. . Oct 20...
Doomsday
Vidor-Cooper
Feb. 18. . . .5685 feet. ..April 7
Drag Net The
Bancrofl-Brent
May 26, , . 786Sfeet. .June 9
Easy Come, Easy Go
Dix-Carroll
April 21... 5364 feet. ..May 12
•Fleet's In. The
Bow-Hali
Oct 13
. .8918 feet. . Sett 1
Feel My Pulse
Danlels-Arlen
Feb. 25. .. 6808 feet. ..Mar. 3
.5280 feet. ..Mar. 1
Figures Don't Lie
Ralston-Arien
Oct
8. .. .6402tael. ..Auj. 25
FIfty-Flfty GIri, The
Daniels-Hall
May 12. . . 6134 feet.
May 26
First Kiss. The
Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25. ..
Fools for Luck
Flelds-Conklin
May
7, . . 5852 feet. . .. June
Aus. 23
11
7640 feet.
Forgotten Faces
Brian-Brook
Aug. II...
Gay Defender, The
Dlx-Todd
Dec 10 . . .6376 feet. ..Dec 31
feet. ..Oct
Jan. 2t
Gentleman of Paris, A
MonJou-O'Hara
Oct 15, .. .5927
14
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Taylor-Sterling- While
Jan. 28. . . .6871 feet.
Get Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Dec. 10. . . 5998 feet ..June 2
Half a Bride.
Raiston-Arlen
June 16. . . 6238 feet
.5036 feet.
His Tiger Lady
Menjou-Brenl
June 9. . , .5415
feet. ..Feb. 11
Honeymoon Hate
Vldor-Carmanalt
Dec
3, ..
.Oct 28
Hot News
Daniels- Hamilton
July 14, . . 6528 feet. . July 28
Jesse James
Thomson-Lane
Oct 22. . . 8656 feet ..Aug. 18
Just Married
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18... .6039 feet.
Ladles of the Mob
Bow-Arlen
June 30. .. .6792 feet.
..Jan. 28
30
Last Command, The
Jannlngs-BrenI
Jan. 21 . . . .8234 feet. ..Dec
feet.
Last Waltz, The
Fritsch- Vernon
Nov. 26 . . . .6940
7415feet. . Mar, 24
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper- Wray
Mar. 10. . . .5737 feet. .Feb. 26
Love and Learn
Ra Iston-C handler
Jan. 14. .,
•Loves of An Actress, The
Negri- Asther
Aug. 18 .. .7434 reel. ..Aug.
4
Loves of an Actress (silent version^ ,Negr^Asther
Aug. 18. ..
..June 30
Magnificent Flirt The
Florence Vidor
June 2. .. .4998 feet.

§ Means voice (inch idin; dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T, after title means All Talkie,

1548

Motion

title
Mating Call, The
Model from Montmartr*
•Moran of the Marines
Nevada
Night of Mystery, A
Now We're In the Air
Old Ironsides
One Woman to Another
Open Range
Partners In Crime
•Patriot. The
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout, Th9
Racket, The
Red Hair
Rough Riders, The
*Sawdust Paiadlse, The
Secret Hour, The
Serenade
Shanghai Bound
She's a Sheik
Sfiootin" Irons
Show Down, The.
Something Always Happens
Speedy
Sporting Goods
Spotlight The
Stark Love
Street of Sin. The
Sunset Legion, The
Swim. Girl. Swim
Take Me Home
Tell It to Sweeney
Three Sinners. ^
Tiliie's Punctured Romance
Two Flaming Youths
Under the Tonto Rim
Underworld
Vanishing Pioneer, The
SVarsity
•Warming Up
WalerHole.The
Way of Ail Flesh
•Wedding March. The
We're All Gamblers
Wife Savers
Wings
Woman on Trial

Star
Metehan-Brent-Adoree
NaJdI-Petrovltch
Dlx-Elder
Cooper-Todd
Menjou-Brent
Beery-Hatton
Ralston-Farrell-Beery.
Vldor-Von Eltz
Chandlcf-Bronson
Beery-Hatton-Brlan
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Special Cast
Thomson-Lane
Meighan-Prevost
Bow-Chandler
N. Beery-Bancroft
Ralston-Howes
Negrl-Th-mson
Menjou-Carver-BasQuette
DIx-Brlan
Danlels-Arten
Luden-Blane
Bancroft-Brent
Ralston-Hamllton
Lloyd-Christle
Dlx-Olmstead
Ralston-Hamllton
Special Cast
Jannlnffs-Wray
Thomson- Murphy
Danjels-Hall
Daniels-Hamilton.
Conk lin-Bancr oft
Negrl-Baxter
Fields-Conklln
Conklln-Fields
Arlen-Brian
Bancroft-Brent-Brook
Holt-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard Dix
Holt-Carroll
Jannings-Bennett-Haver
Von Strohetn-Wray
Melgtian-Millner
Beery-Hatton
Bow-Rogers
Negrl-E. Hanson

SHORT

.Oct 20

Oct 27

Sept 24 .. .6006 feet ..Oct 28
.April 14 . . , 7029feet . . . .April 28
Mar. 3
5733 feet
Sept 29
Dec 17 .. .531 9 feet
Jan.
7
Feb.
4
5991 feet
April 28
Oct 29, ...7643 feet
Sept 9
June 23 , . 5834 feet
Sept 29
Sept29
Aug. 4 . .6509 feet
, July 21
Aug. 25 ,, 6319feet . Sept 8
Oct
1 . - ,8486 feet July 8. '27
Oct
6. . . .10400 feet. . Oct 20
Sept 3
5935 feet
Jan,
7. ... 5413 feet ..., Jan. 21
Sept
...12reeis
Aug.26'27
Oct 29
5960feBt
Oct 14

Star
Novelty.
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
.E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skeliy-Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jlmmle Adams
Ann Cornwall

Hold
Cowboy(Christie)
(Christie)
Holy 'Er
Mackerel
Home Girl, The
HorseShy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke. A
tee Boxed
Just tneType (Christie)..
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko'9 Bawth
Ko-Ko's Big Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko Kieans Up
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko*s Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Ko-Ko's Freid Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko's Parade
Ko-Ka's Snoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo
Long Count. The
Long Hose (Christie)
Loose Change Chrislle)

Bobby Vernon
Jimmy
Adama
Gtlmore-Kruger
E. E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuff

Love'sShy
Voung
Scream iChrlstle)
Love
(Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling
Oriental Hugs (Christie),
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Phantom Nail. The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).
Pig Styles
Prancing Prune
{Pusher in the Face, The
hain Dropper, the

Anne
JlmmleCornwall
Adams
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Francos Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Helen Hayea
Special Cast
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Save the Pieces ('Christie)
Say Uncle (Chr(slie)
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food Xhr(stle)
Sea Sword
Shadow Theory
Show Vote
•JSIdewalka of New York
•Skating Home (Christie)

Bobby Vernon
Jack Duffy
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Krazy KaI Cartoon
Novelty
Frances Lee

Ret
Feb.
June
Aug.
Oct
Mar.
April
April
Oct
April
Oct
July
May
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
April
April

Date
Length
25
2 reels
23 ..2reeis
. .1 reel
18
22 , . 1 reel
3 .2 reels
21 ..2reels
21 . , 1 reel
.2reels
20
7 . .2reels
reel
13, . .1
-1 reel
-4
5 ..2 reels
. .2 reels
7. ..Zre^s
27.
..2 reels
18,
.2 reels
21,
21 ..2 reels
14 , .2 reals
.2 reels
26
5 . . 1 reel
28 , ,2 reels
14 ,.2 reels
,.2reel3
June 11.
2
.2reel8
Feb.
Dec
1. ..2 reels
May 19 . .2reels
.2reols
Aug. 25
. 1 reel
Feb. 25
. 1 reel
Feb. 11
.2rBels
Feb. 18.
Mar. 31 . .2reels
.1 reel
Feb. 18.
.1 reel
Sept 8
.1 reel
June 23
.1 reel
Aug. 25
.1 reel
Sept 22
1 reel..
May 12
.1 reel
.1 reel
July
7
Aug. 11
.1 ree'
Oct 20
Ireel
April 28.
.1 reel
April 14
.1 reel
Feb. 4
.1 reel
Mar. 31
1 reel
June 9
.1 reel
Jan.
7.
ree'
Jan. 21 , ..11 reel
Oct
6
.1 ree.
Mar. 3
.1 reel
May 26,
. 1 reel
Mar. 17
1 reel
Mp
19
. 2 reels
Mar. 17
.2 reels
Oct
6
.2reels
May
Mar. 12
24 . .2 reels
. 1 reel
Mar. 24
.1 reel
Aug. 4
.2 reels
Sept29
.1 reel
June ?
.1 reel
SepL 29,
.2 reels
Oct 13
1 reelJan. 14.
2 reels
June 30 .. .1 rert
2 reels..
28
2 reels . .
9.
.2 reels..
30
2 reels. .
14 ,
1 reel , . .
1,
1 reel...
28.
Ireel...
15
1 reel .
Sept 1
2 reels
Jan.
June
June
July
Sept
Jan.
SepL

^ Means sound effects.

Revlrved
..

Oct

6

April 28

June

2

OcL 13

Dite

Title
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Slippery Heels (Christie)
'Sock
Exchange, The (Christie)
_ I Coached

Star
Neal Bums .
Jlmmle Adams
Bobby
Vernon
Krazy Kat
Cartoon

7
JunelB
Sept
22
June 16

•Stop Kidding
Sweeties (Christie)
TongTIed
Two Masters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales
Water Bugs (Christie)
Wired and Fired

Bobby Vernon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Billy Oooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Aug.
Mar.
April
Sept
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.

11
10
7,
8
15.
4
4,
10,

News

Length
22
2
1
2
21

reels. ..
reels
reels...
reel . . .
reels...
reels...
reel

22 reels.
reels. ....
2 reels...
2 reels...
1 reel

Coming Attractions
Title
•table's Irish Rose
Avalanche, The
•t§Buriesque
Canary Murder Case, The
Carnation Kid. The
Care of Lena Smith, The
•fFour Feathers
•tSHalf an Hour
His Private Ufe
Hunting Tower
•JInterf erence
J ust Married
Just Twenty-Ono
Kit Carson
tsLetter, The
Manhattan Cocktail
Marquis Preferred
njNight Club
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
JSins of the Fathers
•fSoui of France. The
Three Week-Ends
Tong War
Wolf of Wall Street. The
Woman From tAoseow.Jht

Length

Star

.12103 feet.

Hersholt-McDonald
Holt-Hiii
James Barton
Powell-Tavlor-Brian
Douglas rrtacLean
Esther Ralston
Wray-Arien-Beery
Ruth Chatterton
Menjou-Carver
Harry Lauder
Brent-Brook-Powell
Hall-Taylor
Rogers-Brian
Thomson-Lane
Jeanne Eagles
Arlen-Carroii
Adolphe Menjou
Special Cast
Daniels-Hamilton
Fields-Conklln
Fieids-Conklin
Richard DIx
Cooper-Carroll
Fieids-Conklin
Emtl Jannings....
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vldor
George Bancroft..
Negrt-Kerry

Revtewe
April 28

PATHE

SUBJECTS

Title
Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Benlnd the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Culies (ChrlsHe)
Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Oad's Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Chrlstlei
Face Value
Fighting Fanny (Chrtstle)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob, A (Christie)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)

* Means synchromzed score.

Rel. Date
Lengttt
Reviewed
July 21 , . 6325feet
OcL 13
SepL22
OcL 27
.6258
feet...
Oct
28
Sept. 10
5741 feet .. April 21
April 7
5798 feet
..Dec 23
Oct 22
Mar. 3
-7910
18 '26
4551 feet
feet Dec.
..Sept
30
Sept 24
Mar. 10
feet .
Nov. 5 ..5599
..6600 feet
May
6
Mar. 17.
-9819 feet .
Sept 1 . .5582 feet . Aug. 18
Jan.
21
Mar. 10
Jan. 28.
.6118 feet
Jan. 2t , .7646 feet
-July 14
June 30.
.6331 feet., . Mar. 31
Mar. 10.
Oct
1. ..9443 feet April 1 '27
592Bfeet
. Mar.
Sept 17
Aug. 25Teb. 4. ..7175 feet
Dec. 31
Dec. 24 . ..520yfeet
Dec
9
5515 feet
Oct 15
601 5 feet
Dec
9
Nov. 12
.51 79 feet
Mar. ID
Oct
8
.7616 feet
Feb. 25
May 26
,4792 feet
Mar. 24
.7960
feel
April 7
April
14
.5951 feet
Feb. 18
Feb. 11
,4934 feet
Nov. 19
Sept 17..
.6200 feet Mar. n "272
May 26., .6218 feet... June
.6763 feet,,. Sept 29
April 21.
.6124 feet..., Sept 16
Sept 17

Picture

FEATURES
ntle
Alice In Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway, The
Apache Raider. The
Avenging Shadow, The
Ballyhoo Buster. The
Black Ace, The
Blonde tor a Night, A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roost The
Bronc Stomper, The
Bullet Mark. The
BurningBndqes
♦tSCaptain Swagger
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop. The
Cowboy Cavalier. The
Craig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin. The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman, The
Girl in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy (re-Issue)
Harp in Hock. A
His Foreign Wife
Hold "Em Yale
Hoof Marks

Special Cast
starCast
Special
Vera Reynolds
Leatrice Joy
Leo Malonoy
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Don Coieman
Marie Prevost
Leatrice Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coieman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstrong-Basquette
Haver-Varconl
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Rooseveft
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monty Banks
Goudal-Varconl
Marie Prevost
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
Harold Lloyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan

ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
Dec 25 .. ,4408 feet,
Feb. 12 , . .3996 feet
Mar.
24
Dec 26
5596 feet
Dec 16
Oct
3 ..,6555 feet
Feb. 12
5755 feet
.Feb.
Mar. 18
31
April 29, .. 4293 feet
.Dec 30
Jan.
8
4805 feet.
Sept 15
Sept 2,.. 5722 feet
Feb. 27
5927 feet.
.May 28
Mar. 12
6589 feet.
Sept 11 ,.. .4875 feet.
Jan. 22 .. 4833 feet
Jan. 14
Feb. 26 ., 5408 feet
Mar. 3
Mar. 25 ...4550 feet
Mar. 31
Sept 30 , , 5400feet
Oct 14, .. .6312 feet
Oct
7
6 reels
Aug, 11
Mar. 5 .,,9145feet ,, Dec 30
Oct 23. .. .5100 feet, .
.Nov. 11
Aug. 19
. 7054 feet . Jan. 28
Sept 8
Jan. 29
4526 feet..
Sept 16
6670feet,.
Feb. 5
4480 feet, . Tei)! 11
Dec 18 . . . .4933 feet. .
Jan. 15
4398 feet
Jan. 21
.Dec.
30
Dec 11
5478 feet
Nov 20
8586 feet- ...Nov. 11
Nov. 11, , . 6599fe6t , . Nov. 11
June 24
4476 feet
June 23
Dec
4
6403 feet ... Nov. 18
Nov. 7
6568 feet
Dec 16
Oct 31
5867 feet
Nov. 18
Dec 18. . . .7913 feet. . . . Mar. 24
Nov. 20. . . .4968 feet, . . .Dec 23
Dec
4750 feet
Oct 10
5990 feet
Dec
9
Nov. Z7
4890 feet, .. .Fob. 11
May 14, .. ,7056 feet ,. Aug. 4
Nov. 13
4076 feet
Dec 23

• t SKing of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good

Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan.
Bill Cody

Sept 30. . .13500 feeLAprll 29 '27
Dec 25
4131 feet
Dec 30
Jan.
1... .4155 feet, .. .Dec 30

Uw's Ush. The
Leopard Lady. The
Let'Er Go Gailegher
Love Over Night
Main Event The
Man-Made Woman
Marlie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obiigln'Buckaroo.The
On to Reno
Perfect Gentleman, A
Power
Red Mark, The
Ride' Em High
Roarin* Broncs
Rush Hjur. The
Saddle Mates
Ship Comes In, A

Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocaue-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schildkraut
Joy- Boles- Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangborn
William Boyd
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Marie Provost
Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schildkraut

May
Jan.
Jan.
Sent
Nov.
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Dec
Feb.
Oct
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Aug.
Oct
Nov.
Dec
Aug.
June

20.
22
15
16
18,
9
4,
26
19
6
16,
1
15
23,
26
9
27,
12
5
4

•tSShew FolksSkyMzraper
Soda Water Cowboy, The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Man, The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife. The
Wreck of the HesDeru8,The
Yellow Contraband

Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Rod La Rocque
Haver-Verconi
R. Schlldkranl-Fay
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Sue Carrol
NIta Naldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford-Marlon
Leo Maloney

Oct
April
Sept
Feti.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb
May
Jan.
Oct
Oct
Oct

219
25
20
5
11
19
21
22
24
31
28.

% Means voice (inciading dialogue and incidental songs).

. . .4683 feel . . , Mar.
6650 feet
Mar.
5888 feet
Jaru
,..5733 feet
. . ,6472 feet. . . .Nov.
,. 5762 feet
Sept
. . ,4600 feet, . . .Mar.
.. .6559 feet
. . .5750 feet
Mar.
..,5954feet
...4575 feet.... Nov.
5494 feet
5626 feet
Jan.
. , 6092feet, . . Sept
. 7937 feet ., Sept
4542 teet
Nov.
. . .4375feet . . .Dec
.,.5880 feet
Mu*.
, .4520 feet .. .Mar.
6902 feet
June
.7040
.4546
5423
,6370
,5397

31
10
28
11
22
3
31
11
14
15
8
11
30
10
17
23

feet... April 14
feet... Nov. 4
feet... April 7
feet
feet.

..,4520feet
. . 5035 feet
,. 4000 feet
, . ,5610feet,
6447 feet
.. .5686 feet.

A. T. after title means AH Talkie.

Mar.
Sept
- , Jan.
. , Dec
. , Mar.
.. .Oct

3
22
28
16
31
20

November

11

SHORT
Title
Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby's Birthday
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Bamyard Lodge No. 1
Bath Time
Battling Duet. The
Beach Club, The
BenarBs I Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt Th«
Big Game
Blaze o! Grory, A
Boy Friend. The
Broncho Buster. The
Burglar, The
Bunker Baniers
Busy Bodies
Button My Back
Calling Hubby's Bluff
Camous Carmen. The
Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken, The
City Slickers
Close Shave, A
Clothes and the Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coast to Coast
County Fair. The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run, A
Crowned Heads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Une. The
•tDlnner Time
Don's Get Jealous
Dumb Waiters
Eagleof the Night (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's Flying
Fair Affair. A
Fair Catch, The
Family Frolics
Famous Playorounds
RreOetedive. The (Serial!
Flight That Failed, The
Flying Age. The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Husbanda
Fun Afoot
GaJlopfnq Gh-jsta
Getting Together
Girl From Nowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gridiron Demons
Gridiron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
High Seas
High Stakes
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints

1549

193S
SUBJECTS

Star
"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
Jackson- Hiatt-Mc Km
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurlock
Geographical Number
Bevan-A. Bennetl-V. OenI
Bevan-V. Dent-0. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables'*
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesoo Fables"
Jackson- HIatt-McKM
Sportllgbl
StwrtllQtit
Billy Bevsn
Bevaf>-DBnt
Sennett Girls
Sennetl Girls
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Bevwi-Dent
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Football Sense
Sportltght
Sportllght
McConnell-Allan
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
.,
Carew-Hardy
Sportllght
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesoo Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Oent
Rarebits

Tlife
ReU

Dale

Sept
April

9.
8.

Jan.
July
Oct
April
April
June
April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec
July
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Sept
Nov
Aug.
June
Sept
Aug.
July
June
April
Jan.
May
Mar
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

20
15
14.
29.
8.
24
15
22.
22
19
18
21.
26.
22.
19.
22
8
24
3
23 .
25
19
9.
9.
28.
1
23.
15
6
13.
4
16
19,
19
7
28.
7
21,

May
Sept
Oct
July
Feb.
July
Oct
Jan.
May
Mar.
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Sept
May
Sept
Jan.
Dec
Aug.
Jan.

19.
18.
14
22,
12,
8,
14
22.
13.
3.
3.
22.
12.
17.
18.
11 .
28
5.
5
28,
30
27.
23
15.
30.
12.
15.

Hubby's Ulest Alibi
BUly Bevan
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Bevan-Dent
Huntsman, The
"Aesop Fables"
In the Bag
"Aesop Fables"
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Johnny Burke
Jungle Days
"Aesop Fables"
Jungle Triangle, A
"Aesop Fables"
Kashmir. Old and New
Geographicsl Number
Ladles Must Eat
Johnny Burke
Ufe Savers
Rarebits
Umber legs
Sportllght
Love at First Flight
Pol lard- Hurlock-Cowley
Magnetic Bat The
"Aesop Fable"
Man Without a Face (Serial)
A. Ray-W. Miller
Mark of the Frog. The
M. Morrls-D. Reed
MatchlngWits
Sportiiqht
Matchmaking Mamaa
Sennett Girls
Monkey Love
"Aesop Fables"
Motor Boat Mamas
Bevan-Dent
Motoring Mamas
Billy Bevan
Mouse's Bride, The
"Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels
Sportllght
New Aunt
Jackson-Hlatt-McKeo
Nightwalchman's Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Haines-Coombs
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
On the Ice
"Aesop Fables"
Our LItlle Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Pink Pajamas
Billy Bevan
Playin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Puppy Love
.
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride "Em Cowboy
"Aesop Fables"
Rodeo, The
Jackson- HIatt-McKee
Run. Girl, Run
Sennett Girls

Length
1 rert
, 1 reel
2 reels.

Reviewed
Septl

2 reels
, .11 rreel
. ,1 reel
. 1 reel
. .1 reef
. 2 reels
. 1 reel
, 2 reels
2 reels
. .1 reel
,1 reel
, 1 reel
, 1 reel
.2reelB

Oct
6
April 21
April 7
June 23
April 7
Jan. 14
Feb. 11
Mar. in
Oct 27

.1 reel. ... , ..Dee. 31
. .2 reels
, 2 reels
, 2 reels
Sept 15
2 reels
1 reel
Aug.
1} l^aL
,2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels

"""'

.April

7

May 19
1 reel . .
.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. .1 reel
. 1 reel

.1 reel
1 reel

Sept 8
Aug. 16
Oct.
6
Oct 27
Sept 29

Oct 20

2 reels
.2 reels
10 episodes,
. 1 reel
, 1 reel
, 1 reel . , . ,
.1 reel
.1 reel
. ,1 reel .
.10 episodes..
1 reel
1 reel
2reels
2reels
. 1 reel
.2reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
.
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
, 2 reels
2 reels
Ir

2 reels

Sept
Oct

8
6

SeoL 8
Oct 27
Jan. 14
May 19
June 9
April 21
Feb. 11
Mar. 3
Oct 20
Mar. 24
Oct 27
May 19
Sept 22

Nov. 4. .2 reels
Dec
2.
1 reel
July 14
July
8,
1 reel
Aug. 26.
.2 reels
Nov. 11.
1 reel
Mar. 31
Mar. 25
.1 reel
May 19
May
6.
1 reel
Jan.
8.
2 reels
Mar. 3.
1 reel
Feb. 12.
.1 reel
June 2
June 10.
.2reels
Jan 21
Jan. 29.
1 reel
Sept 30
Jan. 15. 10 episodes.. Jan 14
Mar. 24
Mar. 25. 10 episodes.
Ireel
April 21
April 29.
2 reels
Mar. 31.
,1 reel
Oct 27
Oct 14.
2reels
Sept 29
Sept. 30
.2 reels
June 16.
1
reel
June
30
June 24.
Ireel
Oct 13
Oct. 14.
.2 reels
May 12.
.2r6els
April 28.
.2 reels
Dec 16.
2reels
Sept 29
Oct
7.
.2reels
.Nov. 18.
.1 reel
Mar. 11.
1 reel
Aug. 5.
1 reel
Aug. 4
Julv 29. , Ireel
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
reels
April 21 . .22 reels
Jan.
I , 1 reel
May 27.
1 reel
JunelO.
June 9
Jan. 15. . .1 reel
1 reel
Jan. 7
June 17
July 14
Mar. 24 . .2 reels
.2reel3
Jan. 14
Jan. 15.
1 reel
Mar. 31
Scaling the AIpe
"Aesop Fables"
April 1
.
::::::;::::::;Mi;: i::::lriii:::::::
Ir
s^se;n;;;^;::::::;:::::;:::::s»^;;hr
Short Circuit. A
"Aesop Fables"
Jan.
Jan.
7
Should Tall Men Marry?
Roach Stars
Jan. 15 . .2 reels
. ,2 reels
Mar. 3
Smile Wins. The
"Our Gang"
Feb. 26.
2 reels
Oct 13
Smith Calalina Rowboat Race
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
Oct 21,
. 2 reels
Feb. 4
Smith's Army Life
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Feb. 5 . ,2 reels
Mar. 3
Smith's Farm Days
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Mar. 4 ..2reels
Dec 31
Smith's Holiday
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jan.
8 , 2 reels
Smith's Restaurant
Jackson- Hlatt-McKee
Aug. 19 . ,3 reels
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Sept 30
1 reel
Son Shower. The
"Aesop Fables"
Mar. 18
South Sea Sagas
Sportllght
Sept 22
Spider's l-air. The
"Aesop Fables"
Feb. 19
.1
reel... ".'.'.'. Feb.'
-Ireel
May 18
19
Star Builders
Sportllght
May 27.
Static
"Aesop Fable"
Sept 2. .1 reel
.1 reel
Sept 8
Sunday on the Farm
"Aesoo Fables"
Seot 18.

* Mearii synchromzti tcore.

f Means sound effects.

Sunny Italy
Supple Sex. The
Swim Krincess. ine
Tall Waqgers
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
Taxi Scandal, A.
Taxi Spooks
Terrible Pecp'e. The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees,
Twentv-Fou
Dollar Island
Uncle Tom
Versatility
Wandering Minst e', The..
Winging West
War Bride. A. ,
Yellow Cameo. The [Serial)

Star
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Pollard-Clyde- Lombard.
Soortllqht
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
, . . .Jack Copoer
Jack Cooper
Ray-Milter
McConnell-AIIan
Rarebits
Nn^e'ty
Jack son- HIatt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables'*
Aviation Film
"Aesop tables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

Coming
Title

Ret
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Dec
April
Sept
Oct
Fet>.
Aug.
Dec
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
May
May
....June

Dale

.1
1
.2
.1
2
2

12
5
26
1
23
14
2
28
17.
5
23
11
1
27.
5
29.
6
20
3

Length
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels

Reviewed
Sept
Mar.

2reels
2reel3
2 reels
10 episodes
.10 episodes
, 1 reel
1 reel
2reel3
.1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
10 episodes

Oct 27

Dec 23
Jatt 29
May 19

Attractions

Star

Length

Reviewed

•t5 Annapolis
Border Patrol
Flying Buckaroo. The
tiFlying Fool, The.

Lofl-Brown
Harry Carey
Wally Wales
William Boyd

Nov.
Dec
Nov.
Feb,

Forbidden Love
Fortv nve-Calibre War
*tSGeraldlne
•tGodless Girl, The
Hawk of the Hills
nSHlgh Voltage
tSLeatherneck, The
nSUsten Baby
Love Over Night
^tjMarked Money
•♦5 Ned McCobb's Daughter
•tSNolsy Neighbors
•t§Office Scandal
njSal of Singapore
*t5Shady Lady. The
Sin Town
•tSSpleler.The
*ti Square Shoulders

LIM Damita
Coleman-Uff
Qulllan-Lof!
Basquetle-Prevost
Allene Ray
William Boyd
William Boyd
Eddie Quillan

Nov. 4
5937 feet
Feb. 17 '29
Jan. 6
10720 feet. . .Sept
Mar. 17

18
23
25. . . .6670 feet
10

T

Jan. 13
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Doc
Jan.
Dec
Feb.

Junior Ooghlan
Irene Rtch
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Junior Coghlan

PEERLESS PICTURES
Title
Bitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy. The
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Weh 01 Fate, The
Wllhjl Youth

1
3

Star
Bedford-Graves
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner.WIthers
Hams-Frazer
Dwan-ljndls
Lillian Rich
Harlan-MunKiy

2S
11
2
20
3
4 . . ,6804 feet. . . .SeptS
16
20
30
Oct. 20
3

(S. R.)
Rel.

Date

Sept,
April
Mar.
..Sept
June
Nov.
Dec.

5. .
15.
15 . .
28. .
22 .
7. .
19. .

Length
. 5700
.5600
5600
.6700
5700

feet .
feet.
feet..
feet..
feet..

.5800 feel.. .May 28
.SeOOteet .

RAYART(S.R.)
Title
Boy
of theMan,
Streets.
."
Branded
The A
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams. The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower. The
DKIne Sinner, The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart oi Broadway. The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man. The
Llgh t In the Wind w, A
Lightnin' Shot. The
Man From Headquartert. The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke or 12
Painted Trail, The
Phantom 01 the Turf , The
Prince of the Plains
RIdin' Luck
Sister of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallin' Back
Wanderer of the West, A
Wheel of Destiny. The
Wild Born
Vou Can't Beat the Law

Star

Coming
Title

Date

Length

Reviews

5059
feet
6089 feet.,
feet
6673

June

.5937
..6089
..6076
. 4533
.5683
,4879
.5976

feet..
feet.... Sept 30
feet
feet.,
feet
feel
feet

.5853
,5076
,5916
.5960
4797
5946

feet
feet
feet.... Mar. 24
feet.... Nov. 11
feet
feet

-June t
5262feet.,
..5608
feet..
.4538 feet.,
., 5970 feet. .
..4571 feet..
.5905 feet..
..4134
-.4137 feet..
feet..
.5991
..4627
..4308
..4200
.4490
.5869

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..
feet..

.5260 feet..

Attractions

Star

Should a Girl Marry?

Rel.

WalkerBennett
Sept
Delaney-Marlowe
May
Lewls-Robards
Jan.
Bedford- Frazer
Sept 15.
Murphy-Keith
Sept
Russell-Faire
April
Buddy Roosevelt
June
Vera Reynolds
July 15
Tei Maynard
Oct
Gordon-Hale
April
Garon-Agnew
Jan.
Bowers-Rand
Nov.
Santschl-Brockwell
Jan.
Walthall- A very- Keefe
Oct
Buddy Roosevelt
May
Roberts-Keefe
Aug. 1.
Murphy-Landls
May
Brockwell-Glasa
Mar.
Buddy Roosevelt
, , July
E. Torre nee- Mario we-0'Shea. . . Nov.
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
H. Cost el to- Lease
Mar.
Tex Maynard
Sept
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1.
Foster- 0 1mstead
Dec
Buddy Roosevelt
April
Buddy Roosevelt
Mar.
Tex Maynard..
Nov.
Stanley-Hale
Oct
Tex Maynard
Dec
Lee-Keef e
Feb.
ReU

Date

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith

STERLING

PICTURES
star

Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt The
Marry the Girl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
■■
Outcast
Souls

"""'»««'
Title
II Might Happen to Any Girl. ,

ReL

H. Costello-Fraier
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston- Walker
P.
" Bonner-Delaney
B„antwashburn

Coming

(S. R.)
.Jan.
SepL
Mar.
Aorll
Oct
Dec
July

Dale]
30. .
1. .
1..
15..
15..
15. .
15 .

Length
Reviewed
.5200 feet
.5200 feet
.5300 feet.... Mar. 19
.5400 feet
.5652 feet.... Nov. 4
.5210fe6t
5309 feet

Attractions
Length

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed

Star

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES
Title
Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust. The
Air Mall Pilot The

Star

DIst'r

Rel.

Dale

Lee-Keefe
Chesterfield.. , Dec
Aug. 15...6800feet
5256 feet. . ..April
Special
Cast
CoHwvn
Mar. 213
Emil Jannings
,UT. Rogers
Mehaffey-Metcalfe. ...Hi-Mark
5000feet

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and tncidenial songs).

A. T. after title means All Tidkie.

t
,
'

f

Motion

1550
Length
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Arizona days
Bob Cuslw
Syndicale., , Sept 15 4345 feet
6
reels
Autumn Love
Lya de PuttI
Aff. European - . SepL
. . 7000 feet
*t8ig Hop. The
Jones-Ralston-Hearn . B. Jones Corp. Aug.
8400 fee .
Battles of Coronal
.Special Cast
Ameranglo
..Feb
6261 feet.. Oct
Mar.
Black Buttertiies
RaJ^ton-Busch-Frazer, Quality DIst
SepL 1.
..Nov.
Broadway After Midnight
Bonner-Landls
Krelbar
Nov.
. .6199reet
Broken Hearts
Hercules
50()lj(eet. .
City Without Jews. The
Special Cast
Aywon
SepL 1 830Cfeet..
Crar Ivan theTecribie
Special Cast
Amkino
Mar. 10. 5460 feet
Dance Fever
Corda-Varconl
Ufa Eastern. .. June 1 8C03feet..
Daughter of Israel
Betty Biythe
Aywon
Sept 1. 5f0;feet
Devil Dogs
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
Arfa
bZJUfeal .
Devil's Passion. The
Special Cast
Dugan of the Dugouts
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
SSoofeet
End of St Petersburg, The
Russian Cast
A. Hammersteln
8000 feet.
June
.Mar.
Faithless Lover. The
O'Brlen-Huiette
Krelbar
Mar.
. . 5600 feet
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak-Walker. ..Bischoff
5000 feet
Fortune's Fool
Emll Jannlngs
L. T. Rogers
6100 feet.
Gay Ajt-e.ilurer The
Charles Alden
ABA
64i)0f33:
Golden Oa*n
Warwick- Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Gypsy Rjiunce
.Ril'jei Mailer. . .
Aff. European. Sejt
..6 reals. .
HinJiofOrlac
.Conrad Veidt
Ay*on
SepL
..6500t66t
Heirlsof Man
Hirris-Keafo
Ancior
5490 feel,
HaliSiij
S>e;ialCasl
Collw/n
5800 feel
Into the Night.
Agnes Ayrea
Raleigh
5712 feet
Sept
Hause of Sia-ne
Faire-Hile
Cnesierfield
SepL 1 5300 feet
SepL
Jealousy
Lya de Putti
Brill
Sept 1 . .5450feBt. .
Lady of Petrograd. The
Special Cast
Aff. European .SepL
..SOJOfeet .
Jjidy from Paris, The
Vilma Banky
Aywon
Seat
..BOOOfeet .
Last Mament. Tt\&
Matioson-Hile
Zakoro
Mar.
..5500 feet . . . Mar.
.June
LIfp'- Like Fiat
Wilfters-Bjteler
F. Royer foroducer)
Llgnis of Paris
Special Cast
Superlative
6300fBet .
Uttle Wild Girl. The
Lee-LandisHercules
Lookout Girl. The
Jacqueline Logan
Quality Olst. . .SepL
Loves of Jeanne Ney. The
Edith Jahanne
Ufa-Eastern
7563 feel. .
Modern du Barry. A
fVIarfa Corda
Ufa Eastern
Mar. 15 ,71 24 feet .
Mother of Mine
Special Cast
Zakoro
Oct
.7200 feet .
Myshc Mirror, The
German Cast
7000feet,.
No Babies Wanted
Devoro-Mong
Plaza
5215 feet. .
Old Age Handicap. The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Plcl
5573 feet .
Olympic Hero, The
. Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
..5200 feel, .
On the Divide
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct 15. .4657feel..
Port of Missing Children
Special Cast
.Superlative
Port of Missing Girls
Bedford-McGregor ., .Brenda
Mar.
..7270feet..
Power of Darkness, The
Moscow Art Players . Aff. European. Sept
. .6 reels
Pflmarifcrllebe
German Cast.
Scenic Films
SSOOfeel,.
Prodigals of Manle Carlo
Balfour-Blackweil
Zakoro
Aug.
..6200 feet..
Q Slips
Special Cast
6000 feel , .
Queen of the Chorus. The
. ..Faire-Lease
Crescent Picl
5900feet..
Racing Tnrough
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. .Sept
..7reels,...
Romance of a R^gue The
Warner- Stewart
Quality DisL.. Aug
6100 feet..
Sally of the Soutn Seas
Hercules
Scarlet Youth
Corliss Palmer
Circle Picl... . Oct
Sealed Lips
Swedish Cast
.Cotwyn
6000feot..
Shadows ot the Night
...Hercules
Shooting Stars
English Cast
Arllee
Aerli
..5800feel-.
.April
SileitSailinal, The
Chanjioi-Hjghes
Chesterfield.., Aug. 1.. 4890 feel ,
Silent Trail, The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15 4315 feet ,
Simba
JungleFiifn
Capital Pict
8003fe6t .
Sky Rider, The
Cha:Ti)ion-H'J3'i6s
Ciesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet.
Station Master, Thi
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
June 16 ,7200 feel .
Streets of Algiers
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern.,
May
1 6503feet
Thrill Seekers
July
~
■"
..Clifford-Fulton
Superlative
4300feet
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Jannings-Dagover. . . , Ufa Eastern..
April
.6000
.. .Mar.
6680 feet Aug.
5
Tracey the Outlaw
Jack Hoey
New-Cat
. . .Mar.
Two Brothers
, Conrad Veidt
Ufa Eastern. .
6300 feel
.7953 feel
When Fleet Meets Fleet
English Cast
Ht-Mark
6500 feet
Woman Templed The
Compton- Ward
Aywon
Sept
Youth Astray,.
Jotinson-Maltonl Ameranglo
eOOOIeet

SHORT

Title
Water. The
west of Santa Fo
W iRn Outy Calls
Yello* Ticket, The.

Sophomore. The
G. O'Nelil-L Graydon
Spookey Money
A I Joy
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Through the Ages
Novelty
Vanishing West The (Serial) .,, Special Cast
Vultures of the Sea tSerial)
Walker-Mason
Wfio's Who
Al Joy
v«.'.V,n'i
win >ii„i
V*
'"■"'
You
Can t Win
[Serial)

IB
3

15
15
31
16

Star

About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge- Worth
Bondage
Special Cast
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Oauer of Hr? (rtijesty. The . .Siq;iaf Cast
Duty to be Silent
Maria Aiban»
Escaped fro-n Fell
Murial Esterhazy
Exodus to the New Worid. The. Lyon-Prevosl
Full Dressei Thieves
Nils Asther
German UnJerworld
Special Cast
SGreat Power, The
Special Cast
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Gjilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Har Vien659 Lover
Asther-Nolan
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Waithal
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
Afl. European
Meshanicsuf tie Srain
Educational
Amkino
Miiak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
PoetanJCiir
Soecial Ca^l
Am'<ino
South of Panama
Carmeiila Geraghty
Chesterfield..
ThunderGad
Cornelius Keele .. . Anchor
Thrall of Lelf the Lucky, The . Starke-L.Mason .,. ,Technicolor (producer)
.Amkino
Two Days
Special Cast
Unholy Love
Wegener- Petrovltch , Aff, European
Richmount.
,
Verdun
, Special Cast
Aff. European
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa

26

31
'27

Reviewed
.June Ifl

* Means synchronized score.

'\ Means sound effects.

Length
.
.7545 feet

Reviewed

7 reels
7000 foot. .
6 reels
8 reels
7 reels
7 reels
,

6 reels. . . ,
,
8 reels . . .
8000feet. .
. .6500 feet
7 reels
.
8775feel..

6500 feet. ,
10 reels. . .
7 reels , . .

7000feet

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Pelsy Ruth Miller
Bedford-R. Talmadge.
Soulhern-Pidgeon
Bennett-Love- Land Is
Clairp Wind?u^r

July 15.,
20 .-5844
feet.
.Mar.
.6147 teet,.
, 6157feet
, Auq. 1
.6775
feet
Oct 27
Nov. 1.
5209feet
May 1.
.551 Of eel.... May 28
Feb.
l.
Aug. 15

Floating College. The
Girl From Gay r'aree
Grain of Dust. The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship. The
House ct Sea it it
Ladies of the Night Club.....
Lingerie
Na.-neless Men
Naughty Duchess, The
Night Life
Once and Forever
Power of Silence. The
Prowlers of tne Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hour
*t §Toiiers, The
Tragedy of Youth
Wild Geese
Woman Against the World
Women's Wares

O'Neill-Collier, Jr
Bedford-iVIcGregor
Cortei-Windsor- Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Love-Sebastlan-Santsctil
Sebaslian-O'iVlalley
.Corlez-Leonard
White-McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner-Southern
Harron-A. Day
Miller-Harron
Belle Bennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borio
Southern-McGregor
Starke-Harlan
Harron-Sebastlan
Raiston-Fairbanks, Jr
Baster-Miller-Collier. JrBennett-Southern-Kelth
Ford-Haie-Olmsted
Brent-Lytell-Kenl

Nov.
Sept
July
June
Dec
April
..May
July
Fob.
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
Dec
Mar.
Oct
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Oct

•t^Hiwaiian Love Call, The
•t§ Japanese Carnival. A
•t§ln a Persian Market
•t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
•tLove Charm. The
Marcheta
Maude Muller
Medalfion, The
Mission Bells
North of Suez
No Woman Allowed
Perfect Day. A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
•tJToy Shop, The
Treasure Land
Title

.5233 feel..
, 6126 feet

SepL 23

..5334 feet

..4752 feet.... Feb.
.,5297fe6t

«

.6553 feet

.5676 feet
..5708 feet... April 14
.6235 feet.,
.5629 feet..

.Dec

2

.5160 feel
.5102 feet

,5735 feel

,5276feet....MBr.
8
.5652 feet
.7256 feel.... OcL 20
.6361 feet
Mar. 31
.6448 feet..
.5283 feet.
5614 feet. .. .Nov. 18

SUBJECTS

Star
.Color Classic
, .Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic.
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic

Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
.,11 reel
reel.,
Dec 15
Jan.
1 , .1 reel..
.Oct
1., . 1 reel . .
Frtl. 15 ,
.1 reel.,
Mar. 1. .1 reel..
1 reel..
Mar. 1
1 reel..
Mar. 15
1 reel..
Jan.
1
1 reel..
1 reel. .
April 1
1 reel,.
Jan. 15
1 reel, .
Feb. 15
1 reel..
1 reel, ,
1 reel..
Nov. 1
1 reel..
Feb. 1
1 reel..

Coining Attractions
Star

Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree. The
Family Row, The
George Washington Cohen
Geraldine Laird
'SGhetto, The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner, The
Man In Hobbles. The
•Marriage by Contract
New Orleans
Qjeen of Burlesque
Rainbow. The
Rnlrit nf Vnirfh
Spirit of Youth
SquadsRight

10,
15.
10
10
1.
1
15
1,
15 ,
10,
1, .
15 ,
20.
30.
15.
1,
15,
1
1.
15.
15.
1.
1

O'Neill-Drew

Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Jessel-Palmer
Belle Bennett
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
MMIer-Gray
Cortez-Bnnett
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastian
Sfthai;tian-i(fint
Sebastian-Kent .
.Gribbon-Stone

Rel. Date
Jan. 20. ,

Length

Reviewed

Feb. 10..
Dec
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Nov.
Jan.
Doc
Mar.

20
20
1
10
kO
ID
1
1

7786 feat..

Jan. i 1 .
.Feb.
Frfl.!
Feb.

1.

f™S'S.e::::;;::;;:::;:::::MiM^s;^or:;::;:::::::::b.aio
UNIVERSAL

2reel3

6 reels

Reviewed

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
*t§Cavalier. The
Clothes Make the Woman
Devil's Skipper, The
Domestic Meddlers

Title
Gold

Hi-Mark
Cranfi eld-Clarke
2 reels
Artclass
2 reels
Castle
1 reel
Mascot Pict. . Oct 15. ,10 episodes. .Oct 13
Mascot Pict.. Aug. 1.10 episodes.. Sept 15
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
urann«.u.o.ttr.i«
inl^^^H^
Weiss Bros
lOepisodes

Rel. Dale
Circle Pict . . ..Oct 15
Ufa Eastern,. ..Aug. 15.
General Picl.
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
Amini
Aff. European
Aff. Eurupean
Pioneer
Aft. European
Aff. European
Bell Tone
Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European

Date
Length
7000 feet
Nov. 15 .4852 feet

Rel.

Star

SHORT

Coming Attraction*

Title

RbI.

FEATURES
Title

2 reels
'Z^iJ^^.r. ::::■Mar.
. .10 episodes

Piece of String. A
F. P. Donovan fproducof
Police Reporter The (Serial) . . . W. MIIier-E. Gilbert. . Weiss
She Said No
Ben Turpin
Artclass

News

TIFFANY-STAHL

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
DIst'r ReL
Date
Lengtfi
Get The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels ...
Charles Gounod (Technicolor). . .Music Master Film
Fitzoatrick
1 reel
Chinatown Mystery, The (Serial) Joe Bonomo
Syndicate.
SepL 1.10 episodes
Cigarette Maker's Romance.
F. P. Donovan (producer)
.2 reels ...
District Doctor, The
F. P. Donovan loroducer)
2 reels
Fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford
Artclass
2reeis
.
fatal Warning. The iSerial)
Mascot Pict. . Mar. 1 10 episodes
lu episoaes
Girl with the Gol Jen Eyes, The..F. P. Donovan (producer)
CTB&\5,
Mysterious Airman, The
Weiss Bros
■l?*^!?;"^

Star
M. CheVhov
AmVIno
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
ftnna Sten.
Amkino

Picture

FEATURES
Titlfi
Air Patrol, The
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The.
Back to God's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch, The
Border Cavalier. The
Buck Privatea
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot, The
Clean Up Man, The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Kellys in Paris
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider. The
Finders Keepers
Fiyin" Cowboy. The
Foreign Legion. The
Four Footed Ranger, Ttie
Four Fiushar, The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The.
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate. The
Hero For a Night A
Home, James

Star
Al Wilson
Hersholt- Mario we
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Faire
Fred Humes
De Putti- McGregor
Hoot Gibson
Dynamite-Cobb-Alden
La PI ante- Hale- Stanley
Compson- Harlan
Bosworth-Nixon
Wells-O'Day
,
Gibson-Culiiver
Al Wilson
Sldney-Macdonald
Ray-Ralston
Ted Weils
Ted Wells
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwell
Humes-Worth
La Plante-Harron
Glbson-Hasbrouck
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Dynamite (dog)
Lewis-Nixon
Stone-Kelth-M. Day
Gibson-Rand
Denny-Nolan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamilton-Mariowe.
Rex (horsel-Perrin
Rex (horsei-Perrln
Tryon-MItler
La Plante-Delaney

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Rel. Dale
Jan.
1.
Jan. 22
SepL 9
May
Sept 4
Oct 14
Oct 28
SeptlS
June 3
Feb. 10
Jan. 29
SepL 1 1
Oct
9
Oct 23
Feb. 12
Oct
7,
Sept 30,
Jan. 15
June 17
Oct 14
Dec 18,
Doc
4.
Jan. 15.
Feb. 5
July
1.
SepL 23
Mar. 25 .
Jan.
8
Oct 28,
Nov. 20
April 29
July 29
..Sept 30.
SepL 16
April 14
Dec 18
Sept 2

Review Ml
Length
4259
teet
6869 feet... Oct 21
.6243 feet
4076 feet
5741 feel.... July 29
.4786 feet
.4427 feel
,.6l71feet....Feb.

4

.5202 feet
,4345 feet
5623 feel
..Dec
23
.7190
feet .May
20. "27
.7304 feel.... Jan. 7
,4232 feet
.5311 feet
.4322 feet.
Feb. 18
, ,7481 feet
- 6279 feel
.4201 feel
SepL IS
.4349 feel.
..4295feet.
,.4173 feet,
,6081 feet,
. 51 09 feel
. , 7828 feel
.4426 feel.
.6193 feet
Jan. 28
Oct 20
..6474 feet
.5503 teet.
5S45feet
.4194 feel,
SepL 22
feet
,
. 6599
4B68feet
,,4719feet
.5711 feel.... Dee.
6307feet
,

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

X ove mber

17 ,

Title
Honeymoon Flats
HooTbeatsor Vengeaiwe
HotHeels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover, The
Jazz Mad
Los Mlserables
Lone Eagle. The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
ftrtan's Past, A
•fMnn Who Uughs, The
•t'VIan. Woman and Wife
"jMelody of Love
Michigan Kid, The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird, The
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out All Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Flyer,
FingersThe
Phantom

1551

19 28

Star
Lew Is-Gul liver
Rex (horsei-Perrln
Tryon-Miller
Dynamite ^dog)
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran
Hersholt-NUon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-KenI
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldl-Bedford
Veldt-Phllbin
Kerry-Stark e-Nixon
Pidg eon- H arris- Wlnton
Nagel-Adoree
De Putti-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny-Worth
Denny-Nlxon
GIbson-ClaIre
'., .Cody-Thompson
Al Wilson

Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put "Em Up.
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid, The
Red Lips
rtldingfor Fame
Shield of Honor. The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor. The
Stop That Man
Straight S^iootln'
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror, The
Thirteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The

M. Moore-A. Day
Rex ihorsei-Perrfn
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hale
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton
La Plante-Harron
Al Wilson
Kent-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wetis
Philbin-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
Nilsson-Bushman
Hersholt- Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (horse)-Perrln

'tSUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show, The
WolPs Trail
Won In the Clouds

Special Cast
Sldney-MHIer-LewIs
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Gibson-Gulliver
Dynamlte-Cobb-Lamonl
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title
Africa Befoie Dark
All Balled Uo
All for Geraldine
Ambuscade, The
Any Old Count
Back to Nature
BareFists
Battling Justice
Big Bluff. A
Big Game George
Boss of the Rancho
Boundary Battle, The. ..;
Brand of Courage, Tub
Bright LlgMs
BfokeOul
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster's Big Cfiance
Buster Shows Of
Busier StejsOJt
Buster Trims U^
Buster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
6v Corresaondenca
Calford in the Movies
Calford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny. The
CasBol Scotch, A
Cash Customers
Clean Sweep, A
Cloud Buster. The
Code of the Mjunted.The
Comeoo. Hjrace
Cross Country Bunion Race, The
Crushed Hats
Danger Line, The
Danger Trail, The
Dangerous Trail. The
Dates forT*o
Dead Game
Dear Old Calford
Death's Head
Diamond Master, The
•East Side
Fantasia
Fiery Fireman, The
Flgiitlng Oestiny
Fighting Fo'ester The
Fighting for Victory
Flgfiting Kid, Tne
Fish Stories
Footprints
Fox Ct399,The

Framed

Full House. A
Fun in the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge of Sittie.The
George Meets George
George's False Alarm
George's S:^lool Daze
Getaway_Kid,The^
|Globe Trotters, The
Gold Claim. The
Good Scout Butter
Half Back Buster
Handicapped
Haunted Island, The (Serial)

Rel. Date
Length
Oct 14 ., 5591 feet
June 16
5874 feet
May 13
4095 feel.
fMay 20,
5591 feet
Oct 14
July 16
14
6958 feet
.Sept
Dec
4
Nov. II ,
6^2feeV.".
Oct 30 . .7713feBt
.5862
feet
. April 28
Sept 18
.6813 reet
Feb. 11
Mar. 4
41 2U feet
June 3
. 6135 feet . .Seotie
Dec 25
85 feet
May 12
Nov. 4 -,101
6574 feet .
Dec 30 ,6733 feet .
-Oct 27
Dec
2
.6030 feet .
July 107
Oct 21
Mar.
Feb. 26 . 5689 feet .
. 6670 feet
Sept 16 .,4172
feet
.
Nov. 20,
Jan. 14
feet ,
Nov. 27 ..5918
.6170 feet.,
Oct 7
Sept 4 ..54l6feet..
.Aug. 6
Sept 25
June 262
.4253 feel..
Feb.
. 5907 feet. .
Nov. 25
Aug. 4,
Oct 28,
Mar.lt.
July 15,
Jan. 29
Dec
2
Aug. 19,
Feb. 19
Oct
2
Nov. 6
Nov. 6
Mar. 1 1
Oct 16
Mar. 4
April 1
Feb. 5
Nov. 13.
April 8
Sept 4
April 8
Mar. 18
Nov. 1 8
Sept 2
May
6
Nov. 27.
May 20
Oct
2.
April 22.

.4230 feet.
.4200 feet.
.4472 feet.
. 5382 feet 6957 feet
.5424 feet
.6172 feet. . .Dec
6166 feet.
Aug.
4393 feet
6218 feet
.5389 feet
April
,4251 teet
Mar.
Aug.
.8249 feet
.61 79 feet,
Feb.
6073 feel
.5598feet
Dec
,6274 feet ..Feb.

28
10
19
4
9
4

.4136feet June10'27
.4353feet

.5495 teet

4616
10600
.9151
5192
,5254
.4167
.4348

feet
feet
..Nov. 18
feet.... Apfil 7
feet
feet
feet
feet

SUBJECTS

Length
Star
Rel. Date
. \ reel ...
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 20
,2 reels, .,
Charles Puffy
Feb. 27... .2 reels...
Sid Saylor
Dec
5 ..
Fred Gllman
June 16. . . .2 reels...
"The Humps"
Jan. 23... .2resls...
Arthur Lake
Feb. 27 .. . 1 reel ...
Jack Perrin
Jan. 14 .. .2 reels.
.
Fred Gtlman
Mar. 24... .2re6ls
..
Loo9-Adams-Layman-McPhall..May
2,., ,22 reels.
reels...
SIB Saylor
July 18 .,
-2
reels...
Bob Curwood
Jan.
7 .
Edmund Cobb
Nov. 17 . .2 reels...
.2 reels. .
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb. 4
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 19... .1 reel ...
2 reels ,Young-U Salle
Aug.
1
.
Newton House
Feb. 18... .2 reels
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog,
June 27 . . 2 reels. .
Trim'ile. Turner and Dog
Jan. 11 . .
Trlm'>le. Turner and Dog , . .Mar. 14 . .
Trlm'>le. Turner and Dig
Feb. 8 . 2 reels. ..
reels
.
Trim'jie-Hirdwick and Dog. . Oct 17 ,., ,2
.2 reels. .
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May 23
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 .,
Arthur Lake
Jan. 39 ... .1 reel . ,
Lewis-Culliver-Phillips
Oct 15., 2 reels .
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Sept 17 . ,,2 reels ..
reels ..
Fred Oilman
July 14,., .22 reels
"The Gum is"
Jan.
9 ...
Youno-La Salle
Julv 11. ..
Bob Chandler
Dec
1. . .
2 reels...
"TheGu.nps"
Feb. 6 . . . 2 reels....
Jack Perrin
May
5 ...
Arthur Lake
Oct
8 .. 2 reels....
Sid Saylor
Nov. 7
S -Saylor
Jan.30'29 2 reels
Edmund Cobb
2
2 reels
Newton House
Sept 1
Jack Perrin
June 2. .2reels
.2
reels
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18
,2
reels
Art Accord
.
Oct
7
2 reels
Lewls-Gultiver-PMIllps
Nov. 26.
2 reels
Bob Curwood
Dec. 8
Lorraine-Stevenson
April 8. '29. lOe
2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
1 reel.
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15
1 reels
2 reels
Fred Gllman
May 19
2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20
,2
reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Nov. 12
Newton House
June 9
,2 reals
.2 reels
Voung-La Salfe
Nov. 21
.1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Nov. 19
, 1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
June 25
Bob Curwood
May 26. .2reels
,2 reels
Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPha!II...June 13
,1 reel
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5
.2 reels
Jack Hoxle
Sept 22
,2 reels
Fred Gllman
April 21
.2 reels
Sid Saylor
June 20
.2 reels
Sid Saylor
Feb. 23
,2reel3
Sid Saylor
May 30.
2 reels.
Bob Curwood
Aug. 18
Bailey-Barnum
.2 reels
Bob Curwood
July 21.
.2 reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
July 25 . .2 reals
Trlm'jle-Hardwick and Dog . Se^it- 17 . .1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
SepL 24 .
Jack Daujherty-Helen Foster. . .Mar. 26. . .10 episodes

* Meatu synchronized score,

30
2fl

f Meant sound effecti.

Reviewed
.April
7
..Feb.
4
Mav 19
Feb. n
, Dec. 23
..Feb. 25
..April
..SepL

7
^

.Oct 27
..Jan.
..April

7
7

-.Jan. 28
. May 26
nee ?.1
. Jan. 2B
..Ap'rlfzB
.Jan. 14
. Oct. 6
. .June je
..Dec 23
..Jan. 21
..April 7
..Oct 13

May
5
Dec 31

April 21

Oct 27
May
Oct
Oct
May
May
May
Oct

ic
20
27
28
5
19
20

Mar. 24
May 19
Feb.
4
May
5
Sept 1
lune 30

lllle
Harem Scarem
Her Haunted Heritage
her Only Husband
Hidden Money

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Ben Hall
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll.
Bob Curwood

Ret
Dal
Jan.
9 .
Julv
2 .
April 4 .
April 28 .

High Flyln- George

Sid Saylor

Jan. 25 .

His
"'^^^In^PLaws
Hollywood or Bust
,
Horace In the Army
Horns and Orange Blossonta
Horse Play
Hot Dogs
Hungry Hoboes
Hurry Up Marriage
Husbands Won't Tell
Indoor Golf
Iron Code. The
Jackson Comes Home
Junior Year. The
Just in Time
Just Wait
Kicking Through...
King of Siebas
Kitchen Mechanic
Look Pleasant
Looters, The
Madden of the Mounted
Man of Letters. A
Married Bachelors
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Mississippi Mud
Mistakes Will Happen
Money: Money! Money!. .
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Neck n' Neck
Newlyweds' Advice
Ne*lyweds' Anniversary
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The
Newlyweds' Frionds. The
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
Newlyweds' Hard Luck
Newlyweds* Imagination, The
Newlyweds' Headache
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The
Newlyweds' Need Help, The
Newlvweds' Servant, The
Newlyweds Success, The
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
No Blondes Allowed
Oh. What a Knight
Ole Swimmin' 'u!e. The....
One Every Minute
Out In the Rain
Ozzie of the Mounted
Paddling Co-Eds
Panicky Pancakes
Payroll Roundup, The
Poor Papa
Prince and the Paoa
Prodigal Pup. The
Ranger Patrol, The
Red Warning
Reel bfe
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Ride For Help, The
Riders of the Sierras
Riders of the Woods
Riding Gold
Riding Romeo
Ring Leader, The
Ringside Romeos
Rival Romoes
Rocks and Saddles
Romeo of the Range
Ropln* Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse. The
Sagebrush Sadie
Sailor George
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
Sealed Orders
Secret Outlaw, The
She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Stlding Home
Social Lions
Society Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Soi of the Frontier, A
So This Is Saoo Center
South Pole Flight, A
Special Edition,
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik. The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Herg, A
That's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley, The
.ricky Trickster, The
Unexpected Hero, An
Untamed. The
Valiant Rider. The (Westernl
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal, The

Length
eel
eel
eels
eels

Reviewed
June

2

Mar. 17
Mar. 31

Charles
Mar.
Feb. 18
eel
Oswald Puffy
Cartoon
Aug. 12
Arthur Lake
Sept 10
1
Arthur Lake
1 eel
eels
Jan.
Charies Puffy
Jan. 29
2 'eels
Dec 167
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Jan.
4
2
July 28
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20 . . 1
Oswald Cartoon
May 14 . . .1 eel
April 21
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
eels
Sept 1
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29
eels
Feb. 11
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll.Mar.
7.
Jack Perrin
June 30.
May 28
eels
Bob Curwood
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
SepL 3,
eels
eels
Edmund Cobb
Young-La Salle
Sept 26
eeis
Lewls-Gulliver-Phltlips
Oct
1,
July 21
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13
eels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan. 9 "29
Sid Saylor
Oct 10
'eels
Feb. A
eels
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3.
Jack Perrin
Mar. 10.
eels
Feb. 11
eels
Jan. 28
Sid Saylor
Feb. 15
Charies Puffy
April 9
eels
Mar. 17
eels
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH
Aug. 8
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17
Ben Hall
Feb. 13.
Jan. 21
Ben Hall
May
7
eel
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 26
April 14
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23. ,. .1
Dec 10
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan.
2. . . 2 eels
Snookums
Aug. 6
2 eels
Sept29
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
2 eels
June 2
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2
2
Mar. 10
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll. . . .April 2
2 eels
May 12
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill. .. June 4
2i eels
.2
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5
2
Aug. 14
18
eels
April
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll, .. May
7,2
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29. 2
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28
2 eels
eels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec 26 .2
Feb. 4
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaJH
Feb. 6
2 eels
2 eels
Feb. 11
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll... Mar. 5
2
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3
eels
Feb.
25
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Mar. 21
...May
5
1
Oswald Cartoon
May 28.
.1 eel
Mar. 24
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6
Arthur L.ake
April 23
...April
Jan. 287
"The Gumps"
Feb. 20, ,.2 eels
:Oswald Cartoon
April 30
eel
April 7
Oct 27
Lewis-Gulliver-PhilHps
Oct 29 .2 eels
.1
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1. ,1
eel
Oct
Bob Curwood
Mar. 31
,2 eeis
Mar. 133
Oswald Cartoon
June 11. ..1
. . .Jan.
May 21
19
Charies Puffy
Feb. 13 ...2 'eels
Canine Cast
1 eels
....Sept IS
Fred Gllman
Aug. 11
2
eels
Jack Hoxte
Nov. 1
-1 eeis
Long-Adams-Leyman-Mc Phalli . July
4
June 2
Oswald Cartoon
April 18
eel
Mar. 24
eels
Newton House
July
7..
Edmund Cobb
2 'eels
eels
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15
eels
Newton House
Jan. 21.
George Chandelr
Jack Perrin
April 7 .
eels
Mar. 10
Arthur Lake
Mar. 26.
eel
Mar. 10
Oswald Cartoon
Mar, 5
eel
April 7
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12
eel
Oct 20
eels
Bob Curwood
Oct
6.
eels
eels,
Newton House
Aug. 4
Sid Saylor.
Sept 12
Jack Perrin.
Aug. 25.
eels
July 28
Oswald Cartoon
April 2.
eel
May B
eels .... .April 14
Sid Saylor
May
9.
eels.
Sid Saylor
Jan. 2 '29.
Arthur Lake
July 16
. . Oct
June 20
16
Bob Chandler
Oct 27.
eels
episodes
..F. X. Bushman, Jr
June 3.
Jack Perrin
Feb. 11.
eels
Jan. 26
Bob Curwood
Nov. 10
eels
Oct
eels
July 1 1
Sid Saylor
Aug. 22.
eels
■eel
Aug. 18
Young-La Salle
Oct 24
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3.
...June 30
Oswald Cartoon
July 23.
eels
Dec 30
Lew Is-Gulliver-PhI Mips
Jan. 16.
...Feb. 18
Ben Hall
Mar. 12.
Arthur Lake
eels
Mar. 3
Charles Puffy
Mar. 26.
■eel
Arthur Lake.
Jan. 2.
eel
Dec 16
eels
Mar. 17
Newton House
April 14.
eei...
Dec 30
Bon Hal.
Jan. 16.
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26... 1
Mar. 17
Ben Halt
April 9
1 ; eel
Sept 8
Bob Curwood
Sept 8
2 eels
, . . May 26
Lewis-Gulliver-PhilllDS
2
.Arthur Lake
June 18
11
Jan. 14
Long-Adams-Laynion<McPhalII . Feb. 1
2 eels
1
Arthur Lake
May 21.
..April 28
..Nov. 18
1
Arthur Lake
Dec
5.
Mar. 24
C. KIng-C. Doherty
April 18, ...2 eels
June 18
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 .. 1 eel
episodes. July 21
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12
Oct 20
. 215 eels
..
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Nov. 14 .. 2 eels
Bob Chandler
SepL 29
eets
Mar. 17
Trimble-Turner and Dog
April 1 1
2 eela
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Dec 21.... 2 eel
Ben Hall
July 30
1
Ben Hall
June 4
1 eel
May 19
Jan. 28
F. Glllman-M. King
Feb, 25
2 eels
Aprl. 19
14
Newton House
May 12
2i eels
..May
Bob Curwood
June 23... 2
Wm. Desmo.id
Jan. 16... 10 episodes
Sid Saylor
Mar. 28. . . , 2 eels
.. Mar. 3
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Dec 12
2
Laemmie Novelty
Oct 22 . 1 eel
eels
Feb. 4
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Feb. 22. ... i
Sid Saylor
April 25
2 eels
. . Mar.
May 31
12
Young-La Salle
June 6 . .2
Feb.25
eels
Newton House
Mar. 17
2 eels
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
Jan.
2
2

% Means voice (inclading dialogae and inctdei^al songs).

A. T. after tide means All TaUtie.

Motion

1552
Title
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Woman's Man. A
Yukon Gold

Star

Length
Jan. 28. . .Zreela
May 16- . .2 reels.
Dec
3. . .1 reel
July 28. ..2 reels

Fred Gilman
Voung-La Salle
Arthur Lake
Jack Perrln

Coming
Star

Title
•fSBraggart. The
Brtdes Will Be Bridee
Born to (he Saddle

Mar. 21
June 30

Attraction*
Length

Jean Hersholt
Laura La Plante
Ted Wells

Reviewed

,

•t {Broadway
Glenn Tyron
.Dec. 23..
Clear the Deck
Reginald Denny
(Cohens and Kellys In Atlantic City. . George Sidney
.Dee. 16..
Crimson Canyon. The
Ted Wells
Crimson Hour. The
De Puttl-Mosjuklne
.18..
Danger Rider. The
Hoot Gibosn..
Doubling For Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
EriktheGreat
Veidt-Philbin
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
Gate Crasher. The
Glenn Tryon
Girl Dodger. The..
Arthur Lake
•tGlrlon the Barge. The
Hersholl-O'Nell-McGreaor. .
•fGlve and Take
Sidney-Hersholt
Dec 2.
Grit Wins
Wells-Collins
Hell Wrecker. The
Hoot Gibson
,
Hereof the Circus
Special Cast
Dec
2.... 5606 feel..
Hero of the Circus
Special Cast
Fetk. 24
It Can Be Done
Tryon-Carol
Kid's Clever. The
Glenn Tryon..
King of the Rodeo, The
Hoot Gibson
•tLast Warning. The
Laura LaPlante
; • ■ -^V •• -^/.V.
«•-•■„
•ULonesome
^
J^Von-Kent
June 30. .. .6142 feet. ...Oct
6
Man Disturber. The
Reginald Denny
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
;.■■•■ -i
One Rainy Nlghl^
Uura La Panto
Dec
9
v ■ A«
Port of Dreams, The
Mary Phllbtn
Sept 22
IRed Hoi Speed
Denny-Day
«8d Lips
Nixon-Rogers
6947reflt
Shakedown. The
Murray-Kent
tShowBoat
Rubens-U Plante-J. Schlldkraut
Silks and Saddles
NIxon-Walllng-Nolan
Sky Skldder, The
Al Wilson
Jan. 13
Taranga
Special Cast
watth
My Speed
Reginald Denny .
;.■:■•:;
Wild
Blood.
.Dec
^"'*°'""'*
.Rex(hor8e)-PerTln
Feto. 10
Wolves of the City..

UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Title
•tBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer. The
Dove .The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Gaucho. The
Magic Flame. The
My Best Giri
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorreiland Son
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knighta
tTwo Lovers
* tWoman Disputed, The

Star
Bennett- Hersholt- Haver
Chapim-Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge-Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Falrbanks-Velez
Colman-Banky
,. Picktord-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-L Barrymore
Warner- Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Hom
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Roland

Coming
Title

Oct
Jaru
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jart
Aug.
Dec
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
May
Aug.
Sept
SepL
OcL

Length
Date
.8180 feet.
13...
7. . . .6400leet.
29. . . .5800 leet
.7000leet
19...
7, . . .9100 tset
31 . . . .8350 feel.
A... .7300 feet.
1... .8358 leet.
.7850 feet
14. . .
2... . M60feet.
11. .. .7552 feet.
.8600 feet.
7. . .
feet.
2 , . .9000
.6400 feet.
12, . . 9300 feet
11... .7850 teet.
23. . .
7... .8500 feel.
20. . . .

Reviewed
..Oct. 20
.Jen. 14
.Sept 23
.Dec 30
.Jan.
7
. Jan. 28
Jan. 14
.Dec
2
..Sepl30
. . Dec. 9
.Feb.
i
.Feb.
..Mov.
.May
. June
..Nov.
. .April

11
25
19
16
4
28

Attractions
ReL
Date
..Nov. 17

Star

•fSAwakening, The
•{Coquette
"{City Lights
Evangeline

Rel.

Banky-Byron
Mary Pickford
Charlie Chaplin
Delores del Rio

Length

Reviewed

fHeii's Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen. .
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
"SLove Song, TiiB
Boyd-Velez-Goudal. .
'{Lummox
*tSMan With the Iron Mask, The. . .Douglas Fairbanks..
•{Nightstick
"tSQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byron
•t{Rescue, The
Coiman-Damlta.....
•jRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
*f{Say It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman. . .
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovitch . . .

WARNER

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title
"Across the Atlantic
•Beware of Married Men
•Brass Knuckles
"tSCaught In the Fog
•College Widow. The
•Crimson City. The
"Dog of the Regiment, A
•Domestic Troubles
•nrst Auto, The
"Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter. The

Date

Star
Blue-Murphy
Rich- Ferris- Cook
BIue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costelto-Colller, Jr
Loy-Miljan-Hyams
Rln-Tln-Tln-Gulllver
Fazenda-Cook
Mllier-Oidfield
Fazenda-Cook
Chaplin-Costello

* Means synchronized score,

Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
Sept
Oct
April
Oct
Mar.
Sept
May
Nov.

Length

25 .. 6052 feet..
14
3
22.
15,
7.
29.
24
18
26 .
7.

f Means sound effects.

5421 feet. . Jan. 28
6330 feet.. .Dec 23

.661 6
.5388
,5003
..5164

feet.
feet.
teet.
feet.

Nov. 25
April 2t
Nov. 11

.. 4914
6767feet.JuIy
8. '27
feet... S-pt
22
..6639 feet... Jan. 21

Star

•Ginsberg tne Great
'Girl From Chicago. The
'Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
tSHome Towners, The
•Husbands For Rent
•If I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•{Jazz Singer. The
*t§Land of the Silver Fox
"Little Snob, The
nSMIdnight Taxi, The
"Missing Link. The
"One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
■Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life .A
•Reno Divorce. A
•Rinty of the Desert ,
•Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart A
•Silver Slave, The
•Slightly Used
•tSState Sh-eet Sadie
*t5Terror, The (A.T.)
•When a Man lijves .
.
"t! Women They Talk About

Jessel*Ferrl9
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wllson-Conklln-Loy
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Moore-Costello
McAvoy-Nagle
Rln-Tln-TIn
Jotson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tln-Nye-Hyams
McAvoy-Frazer
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D. Costello-Oland
.Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferris-Beranger
Rln-Tln-TIn- Nye-Falre
McAvoy-Graves
Rln-Tln-Tln-Ferrls-Nye
Jessel-Ferris
Fazenda-Cook
I. Ricb-Mllian.
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horton
Barry more-Costello
I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller, Jr

CoDjing Attractions
Title

Star

•t{Conquest (A.T.)
*t{Desert Song. The
n^Fancy Baggage
t§From HeadQuartera
•t{Froien River
'tSGIorlous Betsy
n§Greyhound Limited, The
"t5Hard-Bolled Rose
fSHome Towners. The (A.T.)
^{Honky Tonk
nSKId Gloves
•t{Und of the Silver Fox
H§Llghts of New York (A.T.)
•t§Lion and the Mouse
n§Little Wild Cat. The
tSMadonna of Avenue A.The
nSMIIIIon Dollar Collar, The
•tJMy Man
*t{Noah's Ark
*t5No Defense
*t5No Questions Asked
"tSOne Stolen Night
"tSOn Trial (A.T.)
"tSQueen of the Night Clubs (A.T.)..
*tSRedeemlnflSIn, The.
*t5Sh6 Knew Men
"tiSlnging Foot. The
nSStark Mad (A.T.)
"tSStolen Kisses
"tSTenderloln

VITAPHONE
Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Bll of Scotch. A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs. A
Death Ship. The
Dixie Days
Family Affair. A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Friend
of Father's.
Gus
Arnheim
& His Ambassadors ...
Harry Delf
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone. The
Ingenues. The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash. The
Man of Peace. A
Miss Information
Morrissey & Miller
Myers & Hanford
Night Court. The
Non-Support
Pagllacci
Papa's Vacation
Question of Today. The
Realization
Regular Business Man, A
Rlgoletto— Quartet
Sharp Tools
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort [La Julvel . .

BLUE
Authoritative

PICTURE

Star
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coales
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin. Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song r'rogram
Lydell-Hlgins-Leah
Jazz Bana
Songs 4 Dances.
Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupolican
Jazz Band
W. & E. Howard
UlisA Clark
Songs and Dances
Crane-Da vidson-Tucker
Hobarl Bosworth
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Bennett-Caron
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
Gigli-Taliey-de Luca-Gordon
Ethel Grey Terry
Songs and Gags
Song Program
. Giovanni Martlnelll

of

Data

Length

Feb. 18*27
Reviewed

.7441feel....Miy

5267 feet
6352 feet

&

May 28

OcL 27-

1.... 9592 feat... SepL 29

7340 feet. . . .April 2S

ReL

Date

Length

:

1 reel

;

Filmdom

Reviewed
Aug. 25
OcL 13
SepL22
July 7
Aug. 2S
Sept. 1
July
7
Sept. 1
Sept 2?
June 16
Sept. 29
Sept 22
SepL 1
Aug. 2S
Aug. 26
June
Aug.
June
June
SepL

23
25
23
16
29

Aug. K
June 23

2 reels

A, T. after title means All Talkie.

NEWS

Who

Rel.

SHORTS

BOOK

Who's

News

ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
,Nov. 26.... 5390 feet
5978
feel....
Dec. 31
Nov. 5.
6302feet....Nov. 2S
5613 teet
Nov. 12.
Dec 24 .
8G93feet .. Oct. 27
Dec 16.
5Z00feet,...Jan.
7
Dec 3t ,
Dec 31
Dec 17
6320 feet
Sept. 10
5569 teet
Sept
OCL 30
21
Feb. 4
7077 feet
OcL 13
Feb. 11
5331 feet
Oct.
6
Aug. 7,. .6485
6357feet
feel .
MayOct
20, '277
Sept 17. .
Sept 4 . . .4975 feet
.7961
feet.
July
8. '27
6185feet
May 12. .
Mar. 10. . 4777feet . Feb. 11
Jan. 28..
.6492leet.
Nov.
Oct 22
.4820 feet, . . Sept 15
Aorll 2t . .
. Oct 29
Oct
8, ..6295 feet. . Oct II
Sept 24. . ..5685 feel.
.Dec
Nov. 19. . ..6124feet
. . . Sept 8
Sept 3. . ..6412feet.. ..Sept 31
Aug. 25. .71 69 feet. ..Aug. 25
Oct
20.. ..7654 feet.
Aug. 21 . . lOOSUeet .
Sept 8. . ..5527 feel.

Blue- Warner- Wilson ....
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Monte Blue
Rin-Tin-Tin
,
D. Costelto-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Colller, Jr -BrockwoII
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Wilson
Rin-Tln-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Costello-Landis-Brockwell
L Barrymore-McAvoy-CoIller, Jr
Ferris- Ha 11- Dawson
Dolores Costello
Rln-Tln-Tln ,
Fanny Brice
D. Costello- O'Brien
Blue-McAvoy
Ferris-Collier. Jr
Bronson, Collier. Jr.
Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson. .
Texas Guinan
D. Costello- Nagel
Bronson-Horton
.Jan.
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
H. B. Wamer-Fazenda....
May McAvoy
D. Costello-Nagel

% Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).

MOTION
The

Title

Reviewed

Picture

SepL
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

1
1ft
23
30
16
23
16
1ft

OcL 2&
Aug. 25
June 16
Sept. 1 5
Sept 29
Oct 13
Aug. 26>
June 23
June 2

Look to Rastman
Panchromatic motion picture
film, now used in practically
e^ ery important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
art by Eastman scientists.
In the future, as in the past,
look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher levels of artistic
achievement.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

SEE
HEAR
AND
BEFORE
BUYI\0

BIOPHONE
TALKING
PICTURE
MACHINES
METROPOLITAN
TALKING
PICTURES
Announce the opening of New York District
Sales Agency*:i#729 Seventh Ave.^ Suite 801
.■>KK

AND
HEAK
BEFORE
BUYING

Offices in all Exchaege Cities
Open December Isc or Soomer

^tE
AND
HEAR
BEFORE
BUYING

November 24, 1928

Won^^fiTl^fiir?
Reg. V. S. I'aleiit Office

-G-M TALKS TURKEY!
(Happy Thanksgiving, Folks I)
WHILE THE
CITY SLEEPS
(C'htmt'v)

^md

'

WHITE
SHADOWS
5 Months on .
^'w*y at $2

MASKS OF
THE DEVIL
(Cilfcen)

XXXVIIl

No. 21

(<;i»urt.G<..l...)

WEST OF
ZANZIBAR

ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE

(Chanrv)

(Hdines) Hit
$2 Talking

PLEASURE!
Mfinhar

>( MmlDn

fklurr

Prad«*n

and

[M.iribul

LHlcrcd as second-class matterunder
April act22, of1926,
the1879
I'ost Office at Sexv York, N.
Marchat 3,

Published Weekly— %3M

Los Angeles

A WOMAN
OF AFFAIRS

{Diit'icS'Haines)
Eiplolted like .
an Election

n r/u- South Seas

IT'S A

SHOW
PEOPLE

Neiv York

a Year

Y.

PRICE 20 CENTS
Chicago

DOING REMARKABLE
BUSINESS EVERYWHERE!
,:m:^^ms^A^

Alfred
THEATRICAL
1540

Gottesman
ENTERPRISES
BROADWAY

NEW

VOBK,

N. v.

Mr. Joe Brandt,
Pictures
Columbia adway
,
1600 Bro
New York , N. Y.
Dear Mr. Brandt :
sberuaN tubathc

STA-rE TbKATAX

CAPITAL
nRAND
PALACE
CAMEO
BESOEN

THEATRt:
TBEATRB

Corp .

be

interested
You no d oubt will
learn that SUBMARINE in its first
to
week of business at the Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, came within
a few hundred dollars of the record
gross established by THE SINGING
FOOL.

TBEATBX
THXATBK
TBKATRE

AU£RICAN
noei.VN

)er • 14th
Novemt
1 9 2 8

TBKATlia

TBEATBK

OAailE THKATRX

At the Garde Theatre in New London,
SUBMARINE has smashed every existing record for the house. It is
beating the previous high gross established by THE SINGING FOOL.
This, tome, is remarkable business.
Everybody who has seen SUBMARINE
has been enthusiastic about it.
My heartiest

AG

K

congratulations.
truly.

I

UY

COLUMBIA
PICTURES

ant/ JAKl/^e
GAMBLE OUT
OF YOUR
BUSINESS
"SUBMARINE"
NOW
BOOKING

Silent <fr Sound

Plaees Paramount
at the head of the list for class
ff

talking produetioiis and eonvineing
drama. ^Interference^ is beyond
question the great talking picture
of the day.''

^E.rttihitor^s naily Jteriew

^1^^*^

liVItli Evelyn Brent, t'live Brook, H^flliani Powell, Dori!>i Kenyon.
Uirected by Roy J. Poiiieroy
from
the
liotlinr .TIendes Production
of tlie play by Roland
Pertwec
and Harold
Dearden.

f araiiiouiit takes an
easy lead in talking pietnres with
^ I n t e r f e r e n ee'.'^-^v. w ^oiuin:? wotut

#

Read
these
Mevieivs!

•'The quality of the recording is
so close to perfection that it
might almost be said to have a
human appeal, and the acting
is as good as you will find in a
month of Broadway produc— i\ew York Evening Sun

tions."

" ' Interference ' Paramount's
first all-talking feature unfolded foradiscriminatingNew York
audience what in many ways is
the finest sound picture made
so far."
— Fitm Daily

"As a specimen of the strides
made by the talking picture it
is something to create no little
wonderment."
— New York Times

'^
"A further stride toward perfection in talking movies was taken
last night at the Criterion
Theatre when 'Fnterference*",
Paraniount*'s first 100 per cent
dialogue picture had its premiere. For this picture doubtless
approaches nearer than any
predecessor to what talking
movies ultimately will attain."
— JSew York Evening World

'* Undoubtedly this new comer
is the most smoothly executed
recording of a talking film that
has yet reached Broadway."
— iVeic York Evening Graphic

^VFEK^I
First

of 15 PARAMOINT
^

All-Talking Pictures eoiiiiiig
betiveen now and Julv 1. 192fl.

natioii-i^vide publicity!
New York HeraldTribune — Full
Page

l.nni Strrnnts t'mtn MottiiJ Etna Suffiping Over SU-ilian Towm ami VnrmluiuU

New York
World

and exhibitors raving about

PARAMOrNT

NEWS

amazing on-the-spot pictures
in great 350 -ft. special on

Mt. Etna Eruption
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ITS NOT VI

i"NOAH'S ARK "—TOPS ANY

ARE DELIVERING
Jhe Greatest Arrajr of
Box Office Smash
^ HitsintheHistoiy
of This Industry?

AndManifOther

AL JOLSON
.'the SINGING FOOL'

On the Way!
with

DOLORES

"THE DESERT SONG"
*'*

MAD"

"STARK
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and Particularly in Wired
Houses.

An

FBO

Production

with

Olive

BORDEN

H4NYC010NY
Hops Oiq bivay House
?s K^qainit Stiff eit

qf
Rif tMyear'

^

FBO's

Other Talker
Sensations!

"H/T OF THE SHOW
''PERFECT CRIME"
#">

^

^--^f^'

Coming Soon . .
"TAXI 13"
"CIRCUS KID"
"BLOCKADE"
"LOVE IN THE
"JAZZDESERT"
AGE"

I" 1
laCK

"r> "P\ Presented by
T>T/^^T/'T7^/^
WM. LE BARON
X ll^lVr VJlvJJ

Story by J. A. CREELMAN
Directed by BERT GLENNON

^Tneatre Qoers are Comfort
Jovers theWorld Over J
Progressive theatre owners appreciate the tremendous attraction of
"comfort" to the theatre-going public. Whatever the program that is
being oflFered, the public looks first to the house where their comfort
is assured. Axnerican Seating Company oflfers theatre owners and managers a wide selection of chairs whose qualities of beauty and comfort
stimulate box oflSce receipts. Significant, too, is the exclusive use of this
company's seating by the nation's foremost exhibitors.

American Seating Chairs are in hart^pny
with the beauty of the Paramount Theatre
as illustrated hi this interior view.
No. 4078 Special Ch4ir^3y56l of these
chairs were installed in the Paramount
Theatre. Seat upholstered in red Moroccoline, with rose mohair back and
brown mahogany finished wood parts.
Aisle lights built into chair standards
and noiseless ball bearing seat hinges.

Lobby of Paramount Theatre, New York
City.
One of the many fitie^ theatres
equipped with American Seating Chairs.
C W. and Geo. L. Rapp, Architects.

American Seating Company
10 E. Jackson Blvd. /£t \
113 W. 4()th St., New York Cit>- [|| |
77.D Canal St.,

Chicago, Illinois
1211-K Chestnut St., Philadelphia
Boston

Theatre' Chair Builders to the American

Public For Over 50 Years

iincMre
Joseph

John

M.

Schenck

presents

m.^
in■M
qA SAM TAYLOR
Production

with

CAMILLA HORN
LOUIS
WOLHEIM
JOHN

Supervisetl
h\
W.
CONSIDINB,

America's
Most Distinguished
Actor
in His
Greatest
Screen
Triumph
Opening with a sensational Thirteen Week run
at the Embassy Theatre, New York at $2 top,
"Tempest" is one of the outstanding box-office
successes of the year.
Everywhere "Tempest" has broken records and
won high praise from pubUc, critics and showmen ahke.
a4s Silent entertainment or
with Sound "Tempest" is boxoffice fare of the finest kind.
UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURE

P&^^

JR.

a4n

E D
CA
Pro

REVENG
From the short story

"THE

BEAR
TAMER'S
DAUGHTER"
by KONRAD BERCOVICI
Screen

play

by

FINIS

Preienled by EDWIN

FOX

CAREWE

"'R
and
theatres will have no trouble filling
now
"Resurrection' ' — ■'Ramona"
■■REVENGE.' As the Los Angela E\- the benches with eager customers."
ambler says;
As with ■■Ramona" so now with
'Revenge' is Great Hit."
"REVENGE" — the whole country will be
The
Lns Angeles
Times
said
singing, dancingandwhistlingto the song
venge' will triumph."
And the
hit, ■■Revenge," now being broadcast
orJ: "With Dolores Del Rio starred
over Radio, and played and sung on
in a play of flaming
gypsy
love,
the records of nine different companies.
A BIG

star ... A BIG
UNITED

picture . . .with or without Sound

ARTISTS

PICTURE

HENRY
KING
Production

'Presented by
JOSEPH M.
SC H E N C K

WOMAN
DlfPLTED
with
GILBERT
ROLAND
Direcled by HENRY KING
^nj SAM TAYLOR

a4 GREAT STAR'S GREATEST
S. R. O. PICTURE
"Talmadge picture a HIT at the U. A.
Long lines waiting at the theatre yesterday."— Los Angeles Herald.
"Seats were hard to find and hne stood
in foyer waiting their turn. One of
those offerings which makes the public
wish

there

were more
like it."
— Los Angeles Record.

"Lavish and entertaining film. Miss
Talmadge natural and at all times convincing."— Los Angeles Examiner.
"A forceful
Times.

film." — Los

Angeles

A tremendous success for any theatre —
With or Without Sound.
UNITED

ARTISTS

PICTURE

ID.W. 6 iri
•"- lB>CinifjLIE^*«^f BEXJES^
lyith

JEAN

HERSHOLT

PHYLLIS
BELLE
DON

HAVER
BENNETT

ALVARADO

SALLY

O'NEILL

SirT^^i

Los Angeles says: "Sure-fire entertainment. ... St. Louis says:
A picture women will enjoy and men will find entertainment."

worthy of discussion."
Boston says:

"Picture scores on State screen."

WITH

^

SOUND

OR

SILENT

"Recommended

for .ill .iround

^^^ york says: "Will keep the box-office men
busy. Will stack up the shekels."
"A

BOX-OFFICE

SHOW

^

in

SOUND/
with the

UNIVERSAL

JAZZ

BAND

r^ SWALD, the Lucky Rabbit, is going to be
^^ more comical than ever before. Because,
now he'll be in sound. And what sound — squeaking, roaring, squealing, wheezing and sounds
there are no names for. Assisting him will be
the syncopating UNIVERSAL JAZZ BAND.
Osw^ald's nutty — the music w^ill be nutty — the
sound effects nuttier still. But funny? Just give
a listen. For un-wired houses, Osw^ald will continue to caper in silent form.
75 sound cartoon sensations.

Winkler

Productions

Released by

UNIVERSAL

m

»

Published in December
Theatre

Building

BUYERS
Buyers

&

Equipment

GUIDE

Guide

win

contain:

Fully colored reproductions of fine
theatres designed by HoffmanHenon, Architects^
An illustrated article giving valuable information pertaining to
theatre design as told by Mr, Henon,
A complete buyers reference listing
for the purchase of all types of
equipment.
Watch for Your Number

Motion
729'7th

Picture

Avenue

Manufacturers — Make

News
New York

your advertising reservations now.

City

Jnrotn

PATHE i
Now ready to ^

TALK BIG \

Bin03I^OFFICEi

and Sound

Here the^are
The greatest thrill scene of
its kind ever pictured!

A sensation in pre-release at
Marbro and Granada Theatres^
Chicago.

The pursuit of rumrunners in high-powered machines, hurtling through the pilch
dark night! An open
draw bridge looms
ahead! Two children
rescued from certain
death in a runaway
careening truck!

Playing to packed
houses at every performance.
A tremendous comedy
drama of war and love,
synchronized with music and sound effects.
Thrilling aeroplane
battles, riotous scenes,
romantic interest — vibrating to sound!
Rod La Rocque
great role.

Synchronized
in
sound
effects
that j
make this one of the
"punchiest"
melodramas of the year. |

MEDMXOBBS

in a

ROD La ROCQUE

DAUGHTER'
with IRENE RICH,

*Ca pta inSwagger

ROBERT

tcith SUE CAROL

A Hector Turnbull Production. Adapted by
Adelaide Heilbron from an original story by
Leonard Praskins. Directed by Edward H. Griffilh.

The

ARMSTRONG, GEORGE BARRAUD,
and THEODORE ROBERTS

Adapted
by Beulah
Marie Dix from Sidney Howard's
Theatre Guild Hit. Directed by William J. Cowen.

Greatest Picture of the U.S. Naval Academy

Ever Produced
Packed with the kind
of action that is intensified by sound.
The roar of big guns!
Middies on parade!
Bands blaring! With a
spectacular Prologue
featuring the McCarthy Sisters, fornnerly
of
George White's
"Scandals",
heading
an array of talent
which includes the
Hastings Twins of the
"Scandals", Mirton

icifhJOHN MACK

BROWN, JEANETTE LOFF, HUGH
and WILLIAM BAKEWELL

ALLAN

Scenario by F. McGrew Willis from an original story by Royal S. Pease. Directed
by Christy Cabanne.
Produced by F. McGrew Willis for Pathe Studios, Inc.

HERE'S

ONE

THAT

'WILL

CLICK'

IN

ANY

HOUSE!

and Mayo, Dolores
Weeks, Nell Jewel, six specialty tap dancers and a
Frances Weldon troupe of
twenty-four dancing girls.

:7h€i

CECItB.DEMILtE$
Sensational
Melodrama

allsetforSPO.
A Natural
in Dialogue
and Sound!

Picked by photoplay as one of the best
pictures of the month. The highUghts
and shadows of the street carnival
"racket". Realism ranipant! A startling expose of life in the playground
of the "grifters". The tragedy, the
pathos, the riotous color of the carnival
thrilling in sound and dialogue on the
screen. A great cast in vivid characterizations!

A NATURAL

in Exploitation

with ALVN H\LE, RENEE ADOREE,
FRED KOHLER and CLYDE COOK.
A Ralph Block Production.
Adapted
by Hal Conklin
and Tay Garnetl from an original story by Hal Conklin.
Directed by Tay Garnetl.

Behind the scenes of
the t roup el's — the
hoofer, the feeder,

'■'Markfid Money^^ is marked
Box Office!
Love!

the baby-doll "digger"— with the gripping love triangle
superbly developed.
Singing and dancing
and dramatic sequences that register
sure-fire box office
in sound and dialogue.

SHOW

Money!

Big

Crooks ! Figh ts I Airplane Battles! Comedy!
Drama! All rolled into
one to make a real
""Money Picture". A
perjec t sound
chronizationsynpicture.
The best role Junior
Coghlan has everplayed

fOLKS

with EDDIE QUILLAN, LINA BASQUETTE, HOBERT
ARMSTRONG, BESSIE BARRISCALE,
CAROL LOMBARD
A Ralph Block Production.
Adapted by Jack Jungmeyer and
George Dromgold from an original story by Philip Dunning.
Directed by Paul L. Stein.

with
TOM

JUNIOR COGHLAN, GEORGE DURYEA.
KENNEDY and VIRGINIA BRADFORD

A Hector Turnbull Production.
Adapted by George Dromgold and Sanford Hewitt from an original story by Howard
J. Green.
Directed by Spencer Rennet.

Pathe (^ Pictures

APARTMENTS

MOTION

Apartments for Rent
ApartmpDtA

of Miscellaoeoua

Boonu.

ROBERT G, GRtTNERT,
Managing
Agent.
2IST,
JSS
WEST— Most
attractive
2-3-4room
apartments;
JCO up. new
building;
Immediate
possession,
AeenT
premlsps
30TH, :^2G-22S EAST (Murray Hilll— 2 rooms
and kitchenette. 3 rooms with kitchen; all
latest improvements: $l»0 up: huildinc ready
Nov. 15, Applv premises or Julian E Gordon.
25 West 4nd St.
Bryant 02.«i.
45TH
ST.. 32-1 WEST.
"THE
"WHITBV "
1-2-3 rooms.

or rates
month.

by

week

or

51ST, 313 WEST— 5-C rooms, elex-ator apartment, all night
service.
$lOO-$120
per
also doctor's or dentist's apartment.
preml^jpg.
.''.8TH ST.. 158 \Vr:ST.
Modern
elevator
anartrunt,
4
and 7 rooms.
Jl.OfHt, J.^.o^'O
J. IRVING WAT.SH
7."* WKST
IITH FT.
72D
to
IllTH
ST.,
WEST— One
lo
ten
rooms, 1. 2, 3 baths; all hleh-class apart.ment
houses:
splendid
locations!
JOOO
to
$5,000; concessions; ownorshlo managF'ment.
MR.
GREEN.
RIVERSIDE
937!>.

month,
JnpiUra

72D
ST.. ."/r. wr-:ST— rhoir.- r!t\atcr
a-irtments; very reasonable rent; now leasing
73TH. 321 WEST
(off Riverside Drivt .—5-6-7
room apartments, planned and appointed to
pleHse
discriminating
people;
surprises
In
dfCor<Tt'^np awpft yon.. Call af Vmildino.
85TH,
250
WnST
(U-stori- 1— Two,
three,
four room
housekeeping
apart menis;
Hied
kitchens and kitchenettes, moderate rents.
SOTH ST.. 120 WEST— Choice elevator apartments; very reasnni^h'e
rent : now Imsing
lOTTH.
203
WEST— High-class
elevator
apartment; 5-6 rooms, SIOO-SICO per month,
near
Broadway,
Inquire
premises
or Academe 7(517,
imTH,
412 WEST.
Hfch-class.
fireproof,
12-310 rv building.
Excertionally
"arce
rooms,
facinc Cathedral St. John the Divine,
overlooking
park.
5 rooms and. bath. SI Rnn; worth -S2,-^''iO; 7
rooms and 2 baths. S2 200: worth S3 n(Ml:
Immediate occupancy; liberal concessions;
can also be seen any eveninc and Sunday.
Af'-^lv premi'^ps
or Arad'^mv
1fi-'7.
ll^TH ST.. .^01 WEPT— Fireprcof- corner, opposite Cathedral nf St. John: 4-G-? room's,
newly decorated: Immediate occupancy; rentals Sl,20n-?2.r,f;n Appiv on premises or
Slnwcnn
f- Ho*.^'--. It^c West
72.1.
llOTH.
520 WEST— 4-5-6 rboma, front apartments;
fireproof ; reasonable;
concession.

113TH.
517 WEST— Desfrablp.
modern,
light4-5-'i rooms,
newlv
decorated.
51,200
til
?l,Ron. 72^.Supt.,
or 'SlawBon
& Hobba,
102
West
122D, 5-10 WEST (corner Broadway.i- ^ and
6 room apartments , hirh-cTass elevator
house : exc^l In value flnv apartments on
west side: $100 and Jl25. Phonp owner. Riverside .'^4^ .
144TH,
510
WEST-Cholce
elevator
apa
ments
now
Ipa-^ln^:
very
rf.T5onablp
rf^
147TH, 561
"rt'EST apartment,
(Mortheast/corner
way)—El ?vator
4. 5 Broadand T
bright and spacious rooms ; ?84r)-$l .200. Apply Supt. on premises or N. . A. Berwin <^
Co.. Inc., ]0.? Park Av
T'hcne AshHnd'SlOO.
150TH. GOO >VEST (rorri.?r Hi oadwav)— 5-T
••t ?lpht rooms, all modern
beautiful, large,
Improvements, reason ah J© rent, Inqvilre Superintendent or Realty Co.. 144 East SOth.
Afw.iter 27RO-2T<5:k
iy7TE
(northea
corner
St. Nicholas
.Av..
940) -Elevator
.S -4-5-(l room
V ashJnf^ion Heights atlrncblock
tlve- finest on PP
from school.
A
y premises
16 1ST
(betwetn
Riverside
Drive
and
Fort
Washington
Av.) — ^>-5-G-7 rooms:
elevator
buildings.
Inquire office Hudson
View Con.Mructlon
Co., OfiO Riverside
Drive,
corner
Iffl^t.
Wadsworth r.<*;;-..
174TH,
56'2 WEST
Cljeacon
Apartments i—
Just completing: ndlolning St. Nicholas Av.
2-3-4 ROOMS.
High-Class Elevator Apartment.
REASON.ABLE
RENTALS.
nwnrr?Mp Man.T:pmrnt.
ISfTH.
660-061
WEST
High-class
eleviitor.
S125.
AMSTERDAM
apartments

(corner
4-5-C-7

Broadwayi—
rooms;
$S0-

AV.,
1.0.50— Choice
elevator
now
leasing,
vcq'
reasonable

"WILL.Hrii'vlficc xny bungalow, o'l i-nriK ' it"';
double Sl'teet fronta^;!' of 0,vei T (i li-.t. for
$^,1C0: UJ'viQtXy fully Impiovi <;. paved jtH'i-i.
fiidewa!!'. i^an, water, ek-ttriiify ; iitai >tjtlod.S(JiiooJ±>,
fituras,
and lamuii.<
beach:
will accept
*I50rhui'cbf^
cash paynieiil
Ironi
responsible buyer, bi lance easy time .'.
SINGER, 421 7th Av,, 5th floor, Vew York
City.

Houses — Qneeni & Long Island.

DAVIDSON
AV..
1,985
and
I,89r>-Thre6
rooms:
conceasion;
near subway;
only $45.
$.■^8-5 ST.,
50.
yox
736—3-4
rooms;
concession;
only
steam,

FOREST HILLS—Rcstrlcted .section; new
solid brick 1-famlly detached. 7 large
rooms, 2 baths; plot 40xliX»; two-car garage; tiled roof; builtrin ^liower, real fireplace; separate breakfast room; frigldaire;
exceptional construction. $23,500.
Also cornftr house adjoining, on plot 60sl00
with 8 rooms, 3 baths, heated garage;
$28,500; Inspection Invited. Mr, Hanson,
builder, Herrick Av., corner Ingram St. or
phone Virginia 4059.

hot

HOE
AV.. 832-940-3-4-5 rooms, bath,
modern Improvement;
Janitor.
HARRI.SON AND TREMONT AVS. (southv,es* comer, one block east of University
Av.i— New building, one of the finest ; one
block to school .'5-4-5 rooms, 1-2 baths: spaclous rooms; Frigldaire. ic. Inquire premises.
VNIVERSITY
AV..
2,315
(near
Fordham
Road 1— Modem
elevator
apartments,
3-4 -i
large rooms:
liberfil terms to select tenants.
IDEAL
PHYSICIAN'S
APARTMENT.
\'ySE
A v.,
I.i<i4:, (corner
Treniont>— Very
choice apartments now leasing, reasonable
rent.

Modern apartment hotel, centrally located : coo!(ing Icsal In every apartment ; full hotel service
available.
leases

STATEN
ISLAND,tile Gi-iU
KilJs-Seven
room'
house, hon&w
and stucco
construction;
excoiUjiit residential neighborhood; convenient transportation, 300 feet from Richmond
Road bus. four nilniites from Staten Island
rapid tranffll st.ition; plot 1(m>s!05: price
Jt3,500: small cash payment required, terms
to suit; this is a bargain; must act at once.
G. A. & C. G. Wilson, ^.l^y ilylan Blvd..
Staten Island.

BUCHANAN PLACK. „L— Three-four
rooms.
first floor; S5(J-ST2,
_^
Cl-AY AV.. 1.354 (at East 17Uth SL-^^aEt of
Grand ConCuucse. adjoming Ciareniont
Park) — One entire floor, i;0xr.O, with permanent rear light and hiph view, 4 unusual
rooms, bath and large dining alcove, living
room lGx20 ; bedrooms 13x1(3 ; ateani-heated
parage;
'J-famlly
houses, with lull jaflitor
service;
S95.

FOX
ST..
T60-t6S— 4-5
rooms,
v.ater, elect ricit>
ianiior

L'AST

FOR RENT
for any theatre

The
HAUNTED
HOUSE

CALL.

2,S75 SEDGWICK
AV.
NORTH OF KINGSBRlDGB ROAD.
ONLY A FEW CHOICE
FOXm AND FIVE
RQOM
APARTMENTS
EEFT IN THE
HIGH-CLASS
ELEVATOR HOUSE.
RENTING AGENT ON PREMISES.

.Ml Modern

EUiboralely furnished icitli
9 celebrated Stars, iiicliidiiig: Chester Coiikliii and
Thelmu Todd.
I- iilly equipped with

SOUND :

F 1Apph
15 Slo T
X A T I « > A L
PICTURES

Apartments
— Brooklya.
FiirnKh^d.

LINCOLN PLACE, 350— Newly furnished 3
and t roam apartments. J75 up; one block
from ErookijTi Museum Station. I. R. T
subway. Apply on premises or Bupi., 125
Eastern Parlcway.
Phone Sterling OSJA,
PRKSIDHN'T
ST..
90.3— Nfwlj
furnished
2
and .3 room apartments, S6o up. one block
from Franklin A\enue expresB station.
I. K.
T. eubwav. App'v on premises or 826 Franklln-Av
Phone Stptllng ng4S
T^V I RtmMS at sublet savin^ra:
leave houseJtceping
work
and hoi hers behind
forever:
see these
de luxe two-room 'suites,
large.
light, airy; fine ba'.h ; beautiful furnlahlnRS
full* hotel
Bf^rvice;
the rents
compare
vf-r\'
favorably ^ uh slralcht
apartments and w-ll
sublet
at atiH
lower
prices
Clark
St
express station .7th Av, Interboroueh
In building; 4 minutes
Wall
St.. 1? Times
Square.
Applv Manager. Hotel St, George, Clark St
3l!lyn,■
Unfurnished, l

I r...n tlir sUp.- sri.irss b> Owrn Diiv,^
l)irect*-.l \,\ Brnjamin Chrisi.nsr.ii
^^<.-scrUe<^ll^ Rithiird A Ro»h>n<l

i

Houses for Rent
AUDSLLi— ALL

W EbTvjIlKSTEU.

Sf^nd 10c for 1 12-pase Illiislrat.ed Guide
of
WeF(ch»-s|..iHiindL.d.s
of phorncra'ihs
a^d
li^f m^s
of properties.
W ESTCHfJSTER
I.\T0RMATlON
BURE-VV
lOU Eait 42d St.. N. Y. Tel. LexiiiSton (iOSS.
CniJSTWOOD— "i-ti room houses all inipi-ovemcDls tiled batbg, oaK floors, hoi
\\ ,it*.r heal ; garages, iinl oi' bale rentals
St::ri
sale !ll.7"0
lo S]2 Rni|iORil
"iX», Z^irgerle'-s
rnfn-f-. up Cr*-:twf.od
Hprlpfii

SC.VR3DALE.
CLOSING

AN

ESTATE.

l"or some one interested in rtmodel'mc an
old housis w^ offer this Lhtirming plart with
an acre of ground it is located In one of
the excUisi\''' sections of Rcarsdalc the
shrubbery and landscaping trhance the r,aturiil
<: f the
the overlooking
'sto*""* lerraue beauty
i'urrounded
by groundf
evi-ryreens
an -o'd -fashioned (•B'dPii ;'M(I fri-.ii OTch.^rd
is- one of the many interesling featurcy, the
^ cariousiirt':^ f.\ the house i^- another nuf
standing
f-aturr>
room ivith
is' 40 smuifet
ln"K, faccii
.o&iiih the
and living
i? f!orded
sbhie. a» old fireplace ndds to lJ*i hDar"'a'ily. [lie liiiiint! room 1e- well ii;opuit'"r'r.,| ami
has a rare old crys'al diande'itr. llit)<; iMf
four master b^'M-uims" 'T't "f ihet^c is n-iiisi:a1Iy laige nnd hit-^ a firvnlace s*.rvanfs
room and garape iru'y n homt- lb:'i \\ ill
nff-^jvl
real pli;i;i>i:re lo the oni; w lio icmodcls it.
Mrs
Mr>rlp
I. KHi":
ECAn!=^DAT
i: i:\cLi
•-iivm.'^
J Chase
Rf.^d
.s.-ar-^rtale
flailv riiMn*- .'^(.■ars''.-'.'r :ocr,

Pliolograpliic

liii|)rovcinenls
Hoi and Cold Shivers
in Every Room

ROSEWALL
GARDENS.
2. 290-2.
,"^00 Sedgwick LODGE.
Av.. Bronx.
GRACEWAI,L
2.326 Lormg
Place, Bronx.
Both Just Sttuth of Fordham Road.
Two of the most
beautiful
elevator
apartment houses In New
York
or Westchester,
built and
managed
to satisfy
refined
and
discriminating
tenants,
unusually
spacious
rooms,
foyers,
dining
al voces,
cedar- lined
closets,
cross
venflatlon,
Frieidalre.
lit!]sized mlrxors
In bedrooms,
beautiful
bathrooms, kitchens, garden^, playgrounds, clock
golf;
near
subways,
cars,
buses,
schools,
churches,
stores,
theatres;
rents
moderate
for value offered;
15 minutes to 42d St. by
New
York
Central.
3, 4 AND
5 ROOM
SUITES.
Inspection
Invited.
.Agent nn Premises.
WOODROW
WILSUN COURT,
l.".? to 175 West 188th St., facing De Voe
Park ; within five minutes of University
Heights station, N. T. C. R R., also Fordham Road station, Lexington Av. subway,
also Gth and Plh Av. "L."
3. 4, 5 rooms,
larce, bright,
newly decorated. Immediata possession.
Tel
Kellogg 2443

)

HOUSES

NEWS
Houses for Rent

Apartments for Rent

20TH ST.. 5do "WEST.
Suites of 2 and 3 rooms In Choleea'a* brand new 16-stoi-y fireproof
apartment house, fully equipped for
housekeeping: evep.- modern improvement. Including Incinerator, electric
refrigerator, mall chute, day and
night call service, &c. : rents. S80 and
upward; ready • for Immediate occupancy; everj" convenience; offered for
inspection dally, Including Sundays
and evenings,

Yearly

PICl URE

42 i:
EIJV ARD
:'.st

SCARSpAI.K
l.niNt^.STON
\\ n 'In
ParUwHV
npn

HOaiK'*
MnNTGOMERV
ylR.lion
Tel
{«.')

\V VRItNON-r/rH
nsl-sh
I'omfi:. 7 rooms.ST -«ENr-"-f.'A
t.-iige pbili,AV
';-2-".'l. fjr.-.l ninrl~ri"e
?fJOni), lerma.
■ijUi^I undT .*Hi,iitM»."
,.»'.-')t-nfllnr.m.
ni'''(= aavs
. (I one
Ea=l purc'-Tscr.
-r.-h.
V.-KITE l'LAIN.=5
Nf w two-f.'niily,
semi-di-lacbed .
cornei' T>lot , excellent
section
S.';0 PER
MONTH
l.<i your
approTcimate
rent
Ii^ng
In one sldi* and niiting the other.
Each
contains
7 r^onis.
2 hatha.
two
open
on-^ pni iised porch
W
J, CHERRY,
29 Ur>'pt Drive,
White IJlains, .V V
Tel. Eves. 40S4.
Mf'l

f\f

OI:T-OI''-T;jWN owner musi sell Colonal
brick hovise, nestled among '.all tf.ees. surrounded by picturesque homes; on large corner plot, sev-ii rooms, Iwo ballis.. garage
4U minute? Gi;iii.J C«'iitra'- Tchiced froiv
?11.n*>r' to *t4.:'''n
o^-iih ?2 'mo.
Parmelee, 0

Houses — Manhattan
313T

&

Bronx.

ST..

S32 WEST— 18 room.s.
newly decorated; ?L*0O month.
Grunewald.
iKtl 5th
Av,
Murray HiU .■',2!l'.. ^
4&TH.
2iO."
EAST—
For
rent.
14
rooms.
bat! 15. Applv
preniiiics, Murray- Hill 734;j.4
or >i-H]r ov.n broiier.

r.7TH
ST..
\\ KST
(near
(JarncgitHall) — fJ
rooms, 6 ballisr rent reEbfonable ■ exccilt-m
oppuilunij}'.
For DiL.adwa\.
Int-pection apply Uaggslruni
Calli'ii Ccif l,i'74

DWELLINGS, 30>100. 4Glh. betw ■
I IWO
.* rn and nih Avs.. ?150,0i<0 W'csl 5i;i
; H-,ii Mti
S'.xirtO, $,'i25.li(l0.
;iIacf;oiiii\ , J

i;2D,
EAST—
Charmhu;,ne\t'
sit*ly
rurnl.^hed;
?* rooms, renldenre
^ bathsVL'Oiar
liable 7440.opportunity.
Warren
l>^,vinj-'tun
daily

■

7i;tH, ;ni V^'EST— Small cash
buys b^autitu
)C-roniri house, ;: baths,
perfect condiltho
well
fmanced ;v Tiosscsbiou.
Inspeciion
12-;

Houses — Westchester County.

MOU.N'T ■^'ERNON. Seneca At. -5th St.
Best Home
Value
In Westchester.
EngHah
brlch
stucco,
7 rooms,
garage;
j;i.';,2oO. cash ^2,000:
upkeep %1h.
i
Voucht, Hal^prn. Builders, fi East 4fith.
;
SCARSDALE
HOMES.
EDWARD
LIVINGSTON
MONTGOMERY.
42 T.fiM ParK-wav.
opp.
station.
Tal
9'>0.
6ftTH,
1,879— Seven
rooml:^ comer;
garage;
3 ■!. cialr- lor ptofessiunal.
Mallln.
UtieLht
TL'CKAHOE
(Colonial
Hel^htsi
04 Puntnn
4441.
av,— Tfn
rooms,
two bnihs.
lavatory,
fireplace, garage; rent $175.
Phone
Tuck^hoa
0624.
BEDFORD .\V.._2 ^iC) inear Clarendon Roadt
— Ntw elevator apartmenls. 3-2-^' large
rooms, all modern, conveniences : rent ,$4ri uf
VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE.
Apply oa premises or Kellner, 82"^ Franhllc
Out of a recently completed development
Av. . Phon^
Flalhiish
lOfiT,
Ster'm?
OSJS.
of 12 houses we have four l«ft that we -are
EA.=1TER\ PARKWAY, \Z:> (Theodore Hoose- i offermg at a price .they, cannot be duplicated
for.
They are (instructed of the highestvelf Apartment*— Exclusive S, 4 and 6 room]
apartments; BrortkUn Museum station. 1. R , (lasa materials, fuliy decorated, ^every modern improvement, including garage, elate
T.. ai door, Applv on premises or 52?
Prntiklin
Av.
Phone
Sterlln'7
nc-lS.
; roof, copper work. Situated on large lots
fronting on Improved streets, within 10 minFLATBUSH AV. (northwest corner Wf.stutes" walk of station, one bin?!; from White
hurv Court, one block north of Parkside
Plalna Hchools.
bus line, If3 you
block?
Scarsdale's
Av. B. M. T. euhway station t-HJghest tMie
noted
are from
looking
for an
elevator apartment house, just .'complete.l ■ up-to-date house In a first-class neighborgas
Ac; on2-.1-4-.''j-6
rooms, 1-2-3
hood and do not want to spenil a large
hhths.refrUeratlon,
Renting agent
premises
amoi/nt of money, do not misa this opportunity. Address ub, Box 201, Mount Vernon, N. Y,, or phone Oaku-ood 4t>19-EronxFLATBVSH APARTMENT GUIDE.
;

vllle

r!5ir.

WESTCHESTER

Before you buy ask for our SR'^age IlluBLINCOLN ROAD. 50—1, 2. S and 4 room
booklet;
detailed
Information
of each
modern elevjitor apartments, some with . trated
a valunhle
aid for the homcsceker;
electric refriti-eratlon; rent ?no up; Im- j town;
mailing co^t, 10 cents
mediate occupancy. Take Brighton B. M.
I
PRINCE
& RIPLEY,
INC,
T, line to Prospect Park Gtatign.
I
Pioneers
In Westchester
Real
Estate.
Av.
New York City.
MYRA COURT. 2,100—1. 2. R. 4, B and 6 ; 342 Madipon
room modem elevator apartments; some
with electric refrigeration; rent $G0 up,
Immediate occupancy. Brlshton B. M. T.
BinLl-'Kn will rt-rrt new cl.-t:t.Iie(l onc-(ainil>
line to Prospect
Park
station.
dwollinLIn llllhrest
Manor.
,\orIli
.l:irnali;a , Ji^O a mmtji with opllon to buv. «i\
OCEAN
A v..
150— Overlooking
Prospecl
roonis, sun parlor, tiM-^kfor-t noo!.. -iileft
Park ; 1 and 2 room
modern,
new,
ele,nni) bnth: pprijUf": sIfJMii lie:il : bof
, vator
apartmenls,
featuring
gas
refrig- 'KUcien
...rv'v." lirivale .lriv(.u;iy. giiiagi^f dti-iiv.)
eration. Munhy beds, cedar closets, A-c. :
J'houe liuildcr, ilt-public TUT^ gr tr'Jft.
rent
*r»2.ri0 up,
inirped'ate
occupancy.

Houses — Rockland County.

esgu;x:i,2iiij;
Marki^,

iiiS. WEST— 21fxlOU, 4-st'jry, biiaeineiil . ne;>r
park; exceli''nl condillui'. f-ieam, paryu- i.
Inoruied lliiouglioul ■ must saOrlfiCC lo
)i|i.-V l.ii.ver
no hrokiT,
\\;«v.'rly 1:J]3.
>yvH
i;;:- ^^ est— Salo ov rent, houte. fnHy
furnlslied;
H' rooms,
o baths; ^convenient
■ uli'.viv.
surface
c:ir: ■■tcvalor,
.
I.
54lj
^\ K.sr— Two-tarnil.''.
4-Storv
Miicni . 1 I rooni^,,
all
jmprovenu-nt'* .
■ ■lynr: v.ill lalit bn'-k moftcA'-c lo suit.
(■ni.UMEi.\ UNIVICKSITY SECTTON
American
ba'^tiueiit
dwelling;
14 rooms,
11;<TH ST.,
o'Jo WEST—
■J'ixHlO.11;
4',-8t0i-y:i
baths; for sale; inimcdJate ppssession. Willi lui A. Wliilo & Sons. SriO' Madison Av.
VsTi.tr^rbnt
02fn.
■
PARK
BLOCK.
Ll-ft.
huuye : entirely
remodeled: can be
purchased
JlO.WO
uniier
any
sinnhif
houst
in
Hid
n.-ighborhood ; priiitipuls
only.
SIAWSO.V
.V HOBBS.
102 Wvst
V2d St.
>-.'*torv,

',\iVIepb
T:sT
end
av..
:M0
(corm-r
7lithi-22
luo'n-, t; batll^.' newl>
dccoialfd. fo'- IfUfcc ;
ill iripiovenn-nls.
Sli-tn, bl West
fiSth Si.
Wl-.S'f' MliT'NT i;DK,\ aw. H^-HiIi f.el Horn
.siiIms;^ sr.iii.iii: ;;o f^rl; two-f.iiiilly dweMinc f.ij .-;ili., 1.-, room.-' and 2 b.•lth^. buliablo
lor UuiM'^r. d-'ilist, OI- busii.eifs; jilleratloil,
ensv
t.'MTis
'KMi,-r,
Mclrns..
1l'4:;7.
r>OCT0R'S

DWELLING

ANB

OFFICES.

In the 70s, Just off. Central Park
■W est, r.- story and haSemeni. 2jx1'i2 ,
completely
electric ^-li*\ator.
Terms remodeled
can bo ; .arrauijed.
Prlndiials only,
JOSEPH MILNEK COMPANY. INC.,
285- ^Tndison
.Wcnuc.
Ashland
4110.
HEMPSTEAD— N»-w seven-room house
*'\^r:
_-lniinovtment; sacrifice. J£i.o<»0.
K. fi.mfi'^*'
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The Squawkers
Exhibitor Faced

With New Bootlegging Menace

By William A. Johnston
IHE box-office appears to be faced with
a new bootlegging menace, and a bad
one.
I refer to the crop of anonymous and alleged sound machines and pictures rushed
recently into being to ride along — as long as
they can — with the popular waves of the
sound movie.
Letters are coming to us from exhibitors
in which they speak of their experiences with
these makeshifts.
Here's one from the corn belt:
"One of our houses," the letter states, "has
a small sound device" (a certain number of
short acts were promised as service).
"We believed that perhaps the small equipment would carry us over until the important
questions became settled, but believe we made
a great mistake. Our policy had always been
that the best was not too good and why we
detoured from this policy when we put in
sound is more than I can tell you.
"It was a flop from the start. Equipment
was too small, the acts were punk, and the
records were terrible; and to put them over
was impossible with the result that I am
afraid that in the few days we were trying to
put them over we did considerable damage
to our territory as far as future sound is concerned."
So far as the latter point is concerned — the
possible damage done to future and good
sound pictures by present poor ones — I do
not feel so greatly concerned. We are going
to have good sound pictures — that is certain;
and the good shows will pull the "talker"
public back.

But, as certainly, it hurts, and at once, any
house to put on a succession of bad shows.
And these squawkers are bad.
It is better to wait than to make this mistake and the wary exhibitor, we find, is fast
arriving at this opinion.
Why is it not best to advertise frankly to
your public, and tell the plain facts: that you
cannot get the installation you want, that
the best you feel is not too good for your
patrons, that you will have the best sound
pictures when and only when their supply
to your neighborhood is a physical possibility?
There are already, and there will be more,
sound devices and services that will stand up.
The tonal quality of the devices and the quality of the pictures will be improved right
along.
Just now it will pay the exhibitor to watch
the market like a hawk.
But it will not pay him to buy in the dark.
And one way of buying in the dark is to buy
unadvertised product. If the manufacturer
of the device cannot print on plain black and
white the claims the salesman makes to you,
then there's something decidedly wrong.
The whole sound picture situation needs the
full glare of publicity. There are many questions involved. The sound device that can
deliver the goods needs no pussyfooting. The
other kind does. But it is up to each, certainly, to tell the puzzled exhibitor just where
they stand and to prove also their contention
as to tonal quality, operation, patent protection, interchangeability, etc. There's too
much silence in the sound picture situation.

lS/6

Motion

Paramount— M-G-M-U. A. "Merger
Stock Market Yarn

1»

R'^'^^?^?\'"'^'°^'J'VVP Ix-'ng made to Hollywood by Adolph Zukor
and Nicholas MSchenck with an alleged impending
merger of
Paramount, M-G-M and United Artists were issued for
stock market
purposes, according to information received by Motion Picture
Neics Thursday It was learned that the United Artists home office
was tipped off on
Monday that the stoi^^ would break four days later. The
is believed
o be hooked up with reported pools of Paramount and story
Loew stock and
to have been given out purely for stock market purposes.
Who passed the
yarn along for publication could not be learned.

TV- u"^ ^''i''''"" ««'eeping denials of published reports with the ZukorNicholas Schenck trip which was pictured as being
for the purpose of
conferring with Joseph M. Schenck at the coast on
the alleged merger
were issued in New 1. ork by S. R. Kent, Paramount
manager. Harry
D. Buckley, United Artists vice president and Josephgeneral
M. Schenck in Holly-'
wood. The Kent statement follow
s:
f«rt 2j,^flVl ^„b^°J"'^ly/iUy the published inferences drawn from the
fact
that Adolph Zukor and Nicholas Schenck are traveling
together from
New York to Hollywood This is not the first time the two
men hav"
Raveled together with their families. They made the trip
in the same
manner last November when I was a member of the
party and in previous
special conParamount's
'^"""^
^'"'"
'''*'
'"
vention traTns

"I deny aU of the published rumors referring to negotia
tions looking
^l°f ""derstanding which arose through the fact
u""'"".!
WM
that Mr.''T
Zukor
and',*"/
Mr. Schenck traveled
together to the Coast "
An emphatic denial of any contemplated merger or
conferences regarding any merger was made by Joseph M. Schenck on Thursday
in Hollv-

^'^'^"^^ ^^ded thit
^'^'"^-to ^'^'^""'^coming
h'r ''{^"'T
Mr
Zuk^rTn'rN*
Mr Zukor
and Nicholas
Schenck were
Hollywood for aimual
visits regarding production plans at their respective studios.
Harry D. Buckley, vice-president of United Artists and Mr.
Schenck's
personal representative in New York, also categori
caUy denied that there
was any truth in the merger rumor.

Myers Silent on Allied
$100,000 Offer
Organization's Financing Plan Not Disclosed; Reports
of Tender Current Some Time Ago
REPORTS this week that Coniniissioner Abram F. Myers, of the Frderal Trade Commission, had been
tendered the leadership of the Allied States
exhibitor organization at a reputed salary
of $100,000 a year, failed to disclose the
financing plan by which this was to be accomplished.
Whether the Commissioner would accept
or not could not be confirmed in Wash-

"U Not Selling Any
Theatres" — Metzger
A

REPORT from Los Angeles this
week that Fox had purchased 185
Universal theatres in the Middle
West and Oregon was emphatically
denied Thursday by Lew Metzger, general manager of Universal.
"We haven't sold any theatres and
we are not contemplating selling any
theatres. On the contrary, we are
negotiating for the purchase of more
theatres," said Mr. Metzger.

ington, where Mr. Myers refused to comment upon reports that the offer had been

made.
The Commissioner pointed out that the
formation of the organization has been
under consideration for some time, but
declared that he is not in a position to comment upon the situation. Rejiorts of this
nature have been in circulation before.
Commissioner Myers eondneted the Federal Trade Practice Conference in New
York in October, 1927, at which time his
handling of industry problems, as they
arose in the Conference, attracted wide and
favorable attention.
From other sources it is reported that
formal tender of the leadership of Allied
has been made to the Commissioner, and
that he is receptive to it. At the convention of the M. P. T. 0. of Ohio, held at Columbus this week, the Allied lenders, W. A.
Steffcs, of Minnesota; H. M. Richey, of
Michigan, and Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas,
were in attendance, and the offer to Commissioner Myers became known.

Picture

News

The nucleus of the Allied group is Minnesota, the Dakotas, Michigan, Texas and
AVisconsin, the latter State having joined
this week, according to reports.

L. A. Road-Show Houses
Under Warner Lease
(Hollywood Bureau^ Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — With the booking
of "The Barker" to open at the Carthay
Circle theatre here on December 6, the Warner Brothel's are in temporary absolute control of the only road-show houses available
in this territory. While "The Barker" is
a first National production, their control
of First National brings it within the Warner jurisdiction. The only other road-show
house is Sid Grauman's Chinese theatre,
where the Warner's "Noah's Ark" is running and booked indefinitely.
The only other houses in Los Angeles and
Hollywood are first-run theatres, and with
the exception of the United Artists and the
Criterion theatres, all are booked for
months ahead with program product. The
United Artists has maintained a grind
policy since opening and isn 't considered
available for a two dollar showing with two
performances daily. The Criterion has been
playing pictures of road-show quality in
several instances, but has been unable to
get more than a two or three-week run out
of them, these also playing a grind policy.
"Interference" opened at the Carthay
Circle November 5 and its closing makes it
one of the shortest runs in the history of
the house. It was very well received by the
local critics and the public, but the failure
to draw is attributed to the title as well as
the fact that the 100 per cent dialogue
could be made more effective by A synchronized undercurrent of music, which is absent
at present.

David
Selznick
Becomes
Aide to B. P. Schulberg
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 22.— David Selznick,
who has been assistant to B. P. Schulberg,
Paramount production head for the past
year, has been promoted to the post of
executive assistant to Schulberg.
Selznick has supervised several Paramount productions during the past eight
months with marked success. In his new position he will continue production supervision, in addition to having direct charge of
the studio's writing department. Selznick
is the son of Lewis J. Selznick, one of the
industry's
producers
tors up to leading
a few years
ago. and distribu-

Vanderbilt,
Jr., Reported
About to Enter Movies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., arrived recently in Hollywood and
is reported with a fat bankroll with which
he will enter the ranks of motion picture
producers. His production and release arrangements are indefinite as yet but he will
soon make an announcement of his forthcoming activities, it is thought.
Subtitle— "The Bilkmore Hoteldecorated with broken pillars and fallen arches from Brooklyn." — by RobM-G-M.
ert Hopkins in "Honeymoon" for

.V fl V c III her

5 1.

19 38
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$100,000 Equipment Music Fee
Curbs Inter changeability
Annual License Charge of Publishers Makes Payment Necessary by
Manufacturers to Reproduce Copyrighted Music
faetor in the problem
ADOMIXANT ^eabi
lity is in the music
iif intcrelian
angle and the license fee eharsjed
by the nmsie ])ublishers tn manufai-tiirers
of equipment to be installed in theatres for
This lieense fee amounts to a minimum of
This lieense fee amount to a minimum of
$100,(100 for the first year and a minimum
of .•fll'.i.OOO the seeon<l year to any sound
equipment manufacturers who reproduce
over their equipment in theatres any of the
copyrighted music covered by the license.

Terms

of License

This license is not granted by the Music
Publishers' Association, but by E. C. Mills,
acting as agent and trustee for some fifty
or sixty music publishei's whose product
is released only subject to copyright restrictions. It is a license charge entirely
separate from the ten cents a seat fee imposed upon theatres for the right to publicly
perform copyrighted music liy organ or
orchestra. It is not granted to ]iroducers
or distributors of pictures, but is a direct
fee paid for the right to the reproduction of
the music by the manufacturers of sound
reproducing films and discs used in theatres.

It means no additional seat tax charge t.'
exhibitors.
According to the terms of the lieense, the
.$100,000 minimum fee the first year must be
m;ule in quarterly payments. The same
conditions obtain the second yeai*, with the
payments being made quarterly and the
annual amount increased to a minimum of
$125,000. These minimum fees are based on
a seat tax equivalent to 21/2 cents the first
,vear and 3V2 cents the second year. The
licenses granted Western Electric Company
and RCA Photophone were issued to cover
a period of five years with no minimum
charge the last three years, but the seat
tax increased to 31/2 cents the third year,
5 cents the fourth .year and five cents the
fifth year. Mr. Mills explains that new
licenses will be issued onl,v to cover a period
of two years.
Installations of lower priced devices have
been announced to cost from $.500 up to
$2,500 or even $5,000.
Those companies that are figuring on iustalling equipment frinn $500 \ip would
necessarily have to make a large number of
installations to cover the minimum license
fee alone.

.Mr. Mills points out that it is possible
to run synchronized copyrighted film of
licenses of Western Electric or RCA over
unlicensed equipment, but only with his
permission as representative of the music
publishei's. He also declares that licenses
may be issued to equipment devices by individual music publishers of his association,
but that publishers generally do not care
to act as individuals.

Double Permission
For the manufacturer

Required
of lower priced

equipment

to play the copyrighted synchronized music it will not only be necessary for the compan.y selling the film to get
permission from the Mills organization to
jilay the music, but it will also be necessary
to get permission from one of the electrical
companies. In the absence of permission
from any of these organizations it would
not be possible to plav- the synchronized
music over equipment not licensed by Mr.
Mills as agent.
Motion Picture News in an exclusive
story in the issue of October 27 pointed out
{Continued on page 1583)

Equity Active in Hollywood
Association Proceeds Carefully, Biding: Time to Spring Referendum on Organization Plan
ION is
ACTORS EQUITY ASSOCIAT
calmly biding its time to spring a
new eruption in the ranks of the motion picture industry in Hollywood. All is
not as serene with Equity as appears on the
surface at the present time. The forces of
Equity are busy in Hollywood and it would
not be surprising if a referendum was urged
upon the acting talent of Hollywood before
the first of the year, according to a New
York official of Equity.
The Actors' guiding body is reluctant to
discuss the situation pro or con. Their
present movements are as completely veiled
as possible and the.y will not definitely
divulge any phase of their plans. At the
same time it is intimated that had Frank
Gilmore, executive secretary of Equity,
cared to be more insistent in 1027 when
efforts were made to organize the acting
forces, he might have been successful in
perfecting his organization. However, it is
said he considered the time not entirely
favorable and that it would be more advisable to wait.
California, once a hot bed of labor unionism had reverted more or less to the open
shop idea. In the past year this condition
has changed considerably according to the
Equity executive. Labor unions are coming back into their own with many produc-

tion branches of the jucture industi'y miw
Ix'coming unionized.

Ranks Strengthened
In the past year, or since the advent
of the talking pictures, many Broadway
players and Equity members have .ioiued
the motion picture colony in Hollywood.
These, according to Equity want the protection of that organization and will vote
for an Equity shop if proposition is again
put to a referendum.
While it is the general impression that
the actor is well satisfied ivith conditions as
they obtain in Hollywood, Equity is of the
impression that these conditions could be
umterially improved upon. A canvas of
new stage stars who have recently signed
for pictures reveals the fact that they have
been splendidly treated by the motion picture producers, but Equity maintains that
conditions outlined by the Academy are not
entirely equitable and that additioni'l
mergers will react to the detriment of the
])layer.
The tendency of the picture industry, so
far as production goes is undoubtedly toward unionism.
With the application of the Make-Up Artists'association for charter in the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor filed this week,
complete unionization of every craft
aligned with motion picture production
seems likely within the next year. The
move by the ilake-Up Artists' organization was hurriedly made when they discovered that several persons not members of
their association had endeavored to secure
a charter.

Cameramen

Organized

The seeking of an A. F. of L. charter is
to protect both members and producers from
a possible union organization which would
consist of make-up artists not competent in
that line of work. No trouble is anticipated '
on the passing of the application, and they
will probably secure their American Feder■ation affiliation through the Ignited Scenic
Artists, who are already chartered.
With cameramen now 100 per cent organized, and another group, comprising film
cutters and editors reported starting union
organization shortly, unionism has a better
hold c)U the production end of the motion
picture industry in Hollywood than it has
ever held in its history. Stage hands, electricians, carpenters and others are already
chartered via the I. A. T. S. N. and kindred
organizations.
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Schnitzer Made F B O Head by Sarnof f;
Expansion Policy Planned
As

indicated in stories previously published by Motion Picture News,
the policy of R. C. A. with respect to the F B 0 organization, which
it controls, will be to build up and expand on the present structure
of the film producing and distributing company. It is understood that
David I. Sarnoff. president, and the governing board of the company, has
officially notified Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president of F B O, that he was
in charge and was to assume full guidance over the policies and administrations of F B O.
Changes in the present responsible personnel of the production and
sales departments of F B O, if any are made, will be entirely up to Mr.
Schnitzer, for according to reliable information received by Motion Picture Neivs. Schnitzer was told to "go ahead" with F B O as the reins of
the organization's government were entirely in his hands.
Whether the company and its product will continue to be known as
F B 0 or bear some other title is a matter which has not yet been decided.
However, any important changes in the organization will be entirely along
the line of strengthening the present set-up of the companv rather than
any tearing-down process to make way for entirely new policies and operating plans. R. C. A. obtained control of F B O because an established
and experienced organization for picture production and distribution was
wanted to expand the R. C. A. operations in the amusement field. And
having secured one there is every intention of capitalizing the opportunity
to elaborate on an existing structure.
F B O will be an important factor in bringing the Photophone method
of sound recording before the public. In addition the product will be the
main source of supply for the Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres.

L. A. Theatre Grosses
B. O. Business Drops Despite Good Weather and No Big
Counter Attraction

Picture

News

Theatre
Company, and resulted in verdicts
for the company.
Mr. Crandall had testified that neither he
nor his company had been interested in the
building of the theatre and did not take
the property over until after it had been
completed, his counsel contending that, accordingly, hehad had no interest in or responsibility for the structure.

Quarterly

Dividend

to be

A quarterly dividend of two per cent (2
per cent), to be due and pavable on January 2, 1929, to First Preferred stockholders of record as shown by the books of the
company at the close of business December
19, 1928, will be paid, it is indicated by a
resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of Universal Pictures Company, Inc.,
at a meeting held November 13. The transfer books of Universal for its First Preferred stock will be closed at the close of
business, December 19, 1928; they will be
opened on the opening of business, .January 3, 1929.

Declared by "U"

June Marlowe
Making
2
"U" Films in German
y
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

New)

Hollywood, Nov. 22. — -June Marlowe,
placed under contract by Universal, leaves
soon for Germany to make two pictures under the direction of Joseph Levigard.
"House of Glass" by Max Marein and
"Fallen Angels" by Arthur Somers Roche
are her two vehicles. The star is familiar
with the French and German languages so
.she expects no speech handicap at the Berlin studios. The remainder of the cast will
be hired from various European countries.

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Nwwa)

22.— BusiNovember
, Los
HOLLYWOOD
ness at thp
Angeles first runs
dropped during the past week despite good weather conditions and nothing
of big importance to give as an alibi for
poor box ofBee intake.
"Interference' at the Cart hay Circle
went to $11,900. "Noah's Ark" at Grauraan's Chinese held up nicely with $23, .500;
Loew's State was below the previous week,
but still bettor than average with $27,000
for "West of Zanzibar," starring Lon
Chaney. The Metropolitan hit about ave-

rage with Adolphe Men.i'ou in "His Private
Life," doing about $21,000. United Artists
playing "The Awakening," Vilma Banky's
first starring vehicle, secured $15, .500, considered not bad for its second week there.
Warner Bros. Theatre for the first three
days of "On Trial" did about $12,000,
with the big end of the week to come.

Pla>'\vright Awaits Film
to Detect Plagiarism
' Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News )

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 22.— The playwright of a Broadway stage succi'ss which was purchased by one
of (he big producers for filming, is
anxiously awaiting the release of a
picture made by one of the larger independent producers. The latter's production c.irries a title very similar to
that of the play, and the plaj-wright
figures (he story may have enough
similarity to his play so that he can
institute suit for plagiarism.

Grosses are for the week ending Thursday, with the exception of the United Artists, where the week ended Tuesday. The
W.arner gross, as indicated, is for three
days only, as that picture opened Monday.

Fairbanks Using Different
Style of Lighting
A method for securing soft highlights,
christened Rembrandt lighting, is now being
used for the Douglas Fairbanks starring
vehicle, "The Iron Mask." Henry Sharpe
brought the method up to its present standard. The effect of softness is gained, it is
said, by a system of one source high lights
and the strategic placing of reflectors. The
result is said to be a mellowing of tones
and highlight emphasis on individuals or
groups in the picture.
Mr. Sharpe won the medal of the American Society of Cinematographers with his
work on ' ' Don Q. ' '

Jury Frees Crandall
of
Blame for Roof Collapse
No responsibility for the collapse of the
roof of the Knickerbocker Theatre, Janu,iry 28, 1922, when nearly 100 persons lost
their lives, attaches to Harry M. Crandall
or the Knickerbocker Theatre Company, under a verdict of a jury in Washington, D.
C, exonerating them from blame in the
first of a series of suits in which it was
sought to hold Mr. Crandall personally responsible for the disaster. Other suits were
heard in 1924 against the Knickerbocker

Late Production Limits
Players' Earnings
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture New)
pendent producer
HOLLYWOOD,
Nov. on
19.—the
An Coast
indesigned two comedians to be cofeatured in a war comedy about five
months ago. At that time the picture
was slated to start within two weeks,
but the producer would not stipulate
starting dates for the players in the
contracts.
The picture's start was delayed,
however, and the comedians were assured that it would get into production any day, with the two players
turning down other engagements to be
ready. Actual production dragged
along, and both comedians were stalled
with statements that they had to stand
by for calls. During the time of nonstart, both players lost other engagements that would have kept them busy
for the entire period of waiting, with
one having to turn down a guaranteed
weekly.
16 week part at his salary of jl,000
When the picture finally got under
way a couple of weeks ago, the comedy
pair found that it was not a war comedy, hut a melodrama, and one of the
players would work in only about ten
scenes according to the working script.
Even though he will appear as a bit
player in the finished picture, his contract stipulates that he will have to be
co-featured in all advertising put out
on the production, and the releasing
organization will have to go through
on that basis.

November
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Government

Survey

Launched

Department of Commerce Issues Questionnaire to Theatres; Its
Activities Reviewed in Annual Report
ve
COIXCIDENTALLY with the exclusi
story in Motion Picture News last
week in which it was made known by
President-EIect Herbert Hoover that a survey of the film industry in all its branches
would be made, the government machinery
has begun to function for the purpose of
gathering data. The Motion Picture Bureau
of the Department of Commerce in Washington, D. C. which sprang into existence
during Mr. Hoover's incumbency as Secretary of Commerce, has already grouped motion picture theatres into five classes according to their seating capacity and questionnaires have been sent them requesting information that will determine the position
of the film industry in its relation to other
industries, aside from the purchasing power
of its 3i50,000 employes.
The Motion Picture Department of the
follows : in the first classification are houses
has been extremely active during the past
year, expanding the scope of its surveys
both in this country and abroad. The new
survey it will attempt will be the most
sweeping that it has ever made.
The Department has grouped theatres as
follows : in the first classification are houses
seating less than 300; in the second houses
with from 300 to 599 seats; in the third
houses with from 600 to 999 seats; in the
fourth houses with from 1,000 to 1,999
seats; in the fifth houses of over 2,000

Producers

seats. Approximately 3,500 theatres of the
20,000 exhibiting films daily or once or
twice per week have been selected in each
of the various zones of all the states. Their
replies to the questionnaire will enable the
Department to obtain a cross-section of the
industry on which to make generalizations.
The questionnaire asks for a variety of
information. Theatres are requested to
state their yearly expenditures on newspaper ads; paper and miscellaneous supplies; power and heating; express costs and
cartage; the cost of replacing electric bulbs,
chair parts, carpets, drapes, flowers, decorations, uniforms, building costs and specialties. Itinquires into the costs of various building materials used in the construction of a theatre; of the equipment installed from the heating system, refrigeration and ventilating to signs and scenery.
The value of the land and building, the date
of the building of the theatre, the different
types of musical equipment are desired.
Such information as it asks for will be kepi
strictly confidential. Each report will not
be available to any person in the trade but
will go to make up the total result which,
of course, will be made public.
The activities of the Motion Picture Department of the Department of Commerce
have been of aid not only to producers but
also to other industries. Reports regarding
foreign
markets
have been of particular

Invade

value to producers and exporters of films.
The annual report of the Department, just
made public by Dr. Julius Klein, summarizes briefly its achievements during the past
Such abuses as the piracy of American
copjTights in foreign countries have been
curtailed
the Department's agents are
year. alert and
ever
for recurrences of this practice.
Effort was made to promote foreign trade
in film accessories. Special assistance was
rendered an export department of a prominent distributor. Aid was given a secretary
of state in preparing pictures of his commonwealth. Several equipment firms were
extended help in expanding their trade in
Latin America. The entire year of 1928, says
the report, was one of increased services.
Six trade information bulletins and 22 foreign market bulletins were published, and
the section's weekly press service was increased. A trade bulletin on Marks for Industrial Educational Motion Pictures
Abroad was also issued and the file of general information was added to enormously
by the Department.
The work of the motion picture trade
commissioner also contributed assistance to
the trade, his reports including a survey of
the European market. The foreign offices
of the Department contributed in their reports to Washington and in their services
to picture men in their localities.

Music

Field

Move Seen As Means to Secure World's Rights and Increased
Revenue; Society Denies Any Conflict
SEVERAL of the leading film producers
have recently gone heavily into sheet
music composition and production and
those, in the know, trace a number of reasons as being behind the movement.
First, by securing copyright on a song, it
will be possible for the picture producer to
obtain world rights on the composition.
Under their agreement with the American
Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, in most eases only rights in the U. S.
and Canada are procurable, although it is
understood that the Society is endeavoring
at the present time to obtain world rights
on all their products. This point is an important matter with the picture producer
as regards the distribution of product in
European countries.

Song Grosses $50,000
Next, the tremendous sales of certain
theme songs has opened up another source
of profit for the producer.
At one time, the producer was only too
glad to turn over publication rights to the
music companies for what ever picture exploitation was in sight, viewing the matter
as extra advertising. But when it was
found that sheet music and record royalties
on just one theme song grossed the sum of
$50,000, producers of pictures saw the pos-

sible financial returns in this new by-prodtict and insisted that new contracts be written.
How extensive this music publishing
movement on the part of picture producers
is will be seen by the following tie-ups
which have been recently made :
Paramount-Famous-Lasky has formed an
alliance with Harms, Inc., the company
known as the Famous Music Corporation.
The concern will act as selling agents for
all theme songs or other compositions produced by Famous.
In addition to the Famous company,
under a previous agreement made before
this company's formation, the Sam Fox
Music Company is publishing six songs for
Paramount features. The Fox company
supplied the score for "Wings," also
"Abie's Irish Rose" and "The Wedding
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has a tie up with
March."
the
Robbins Music Company, which went
into effect when M-G-M secured a controlling interest in the Robbins Company.
Jack Robbins is still in charge of the company and the concern will function on practically the same basis as the Famous company, as to the marketing of songs.
Other tie-ups include a deal between Fox

and the De Sylva, Brown and Henderson
Company for the production and marketing
of theme songs. It is reported that it will
be a subsidiary to be known as the Sound
Music Corp., of which Erno Rapee will act
as one of the supervisors. Rapee, one of
the most successful theme song writers of
the day, is also reported to be connected
with Famous Music Publishing Company.
A number of other deals between picture
producers and music houses for exclusive
publication rights are reported pending.

Retail Sales
Publix theatres have recently inaugurated
a system of selling sheet music in the lobbies of all their theatres, all managers of
the circuit having received a notice to install music booths for sales purposes. This
may or may not be construed as direct
entry into the retail end of the music-publishing business. It is, of course, to the
advantage of Publix to use every possible
means of advertising a picture and it is undoubtedly believed that getting copies of
theme songs in the home will give further
aid.
A report recently circulated in New York
City that a movement was under way by a
(Continued on joUoiv'mg page)
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Film
No

Action

Bills Slated to
in Congress

Die

Expected At Short Session on Measures
Affecting the Industry

various film measures, now pending: in Congress, have little likelihood of passage at the hands of the
short session that reconvenes on December 3.
About half a dozen bills affecting the industry were left pending at the time of the
adjournment of Congress on May 29 and
of these only two received any serious consideration. Their prospects of getting anywhere at the new Congi-ess are rated slim.
Congress, reconvening on the tirst Monday in December and adjourning on March
4, "will have
various
bills.butThethree
shortmonths
stretchto ofdevote
time to
is
THE

sibility of secondary matters taking preference over appropriation for all the Governmental activities.
If the measures affecting the industry
are still pending when the Congress adjourns on March 4 they will all automatically die. because the next Congress will be
new and .starts with a clean slate.
The Brookhart Bill, which was the only
legislation that received much attention
from the last Congress, has not been
dropped by its author. Senator Brookhart
of Iowa, who has announced that he will
seek the submission of a report on his
measure upon the reconvening of the Con-

conceded to be very much against any pos-

Warners

gress.

Bound

by

Pact

Agreement Binds Them to Company Management
Six years; First National Moving In
Bros, have signed a sixER
WARNyear
contract with the stockholders of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
ted
Goldman Sachs and Comby
represen
pany, whereby HaiTy M. Albert and Jack
er
Warn
are bound to continue at the head
nization for the term of the eonof the
orga
tract.
Goldman Sachs, acting for the stockholders merely wanted to secure the position of
the stockholders in continuing the competent management of the Warners. It is
pointed out that the vision and foresight
of Harry, Albert and Jack Warner brought
about the si>ectaeular success of the company and that the recent acquiring of First
National and the Stanley Company necessitated the continuance of such capable
management.
The actual ratification of this deal will
be effected on November 30, it is said, and
inunediately following that First National,
Stanley and Warner executives will all be
housed under the one roof at the Warner
Home Office Headfinarters in 44th Street
between Eighth and Ninth Avenues in New
York.
Warner executives are already revamiiin^
the space at the home office so as to pro-

for

vide room for the incoming st.affs and executives. The Stanley company is to have
an entire floor, while three floors are to be
devoted to the officials to be retained in
the First National organization.
It is said that all three In-anches will
function under the direction of Warner
executives, all of whom will jjerhaps be retained. It is intimated that there will be
deep slashes in the ranks of First Nation;;!
and Stanley. Bruce Johnson, for many
years head of First National's foreign department was the first big executive to be
effected. Herman Starr will continue in
charge of the Warner foreign department.

Leading
Producers
Form
Music Tie-Ups
(Coutinuctl from patw 157*^)

number of picture producing companies to
break the ranks of the American Society
of Authors, Composers and Pulilishers was
strongly denied this week by an executive
at the society 's headquarters in the Paramount Building. The report stated that,
due to what was termed exorbitant fees, the
producers were organizing musical staffs

Pathe Acquires KFVD, Pacific Coast
Radio Broadcasting Station
f Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 22.— Contracts have been signed by Pathe Studios on the Coast whereby they acquire Station KFVD. one of the
oldest radio stations on the Pacific slope now operated by the Culver City Broadcasting Company on a small wave length. Under the Pathe
regime the station will use a wave length of 1.000 watts and will operate
24 hours daily under the new allotment of the Federal Radio Commission
in Washington, D. C.
A new broadcasting station will be constructed at the Pathe Studios in
Culver City and will be finished within a month, it is expected. It will be
known as Pathe Station.

Picture

N e w s

30 Dropped from First
National Payroll
on about
swoopedes down
axe employe
THEthirty
Naof First
tional studios Saturday afternoon, when they were told that effective immediately, their services were
no hmger required. Most of the
eliminations were of clerks, typists and
the clerical force in general. The most
important of them were Daral Faralla,
business manager for the studio. Ashton Deerholt, unit manager, and several in the publicity department.
and companies of their own, and were
•'signing right and left" many reputable
authors and composers with a view toward
jjroviding their own sources of theme and
incidental songs, scores for synchronized
pictures, etc. It was also alleged that a
number of radio broadcast companies were
in on the movement to the extent of popularizing the producers' song numbers; tlu't
they, too, would benefit Iiy an arrangement
which
would make royalty payments unnecessary.
The chief function of the Society, as understood by the layman, is to protect its
members on copyright, the Society receiving a percentage of collected royalties for
its maintenance. Thus, it will be seen that
music publishing companies might exercise
their own judgment as to the advisability
of joining the .Society, perhaps coming to
a conclusion that they could protect their
own copyrights. Payments of any royalties would not be necessary and they
would, in turn, reap any other financial
benefit.
When interviewed on the subject by a
Motion Picture News reporter, J. C. Rosenthal, who holds an authoritative position
with the Society, said :
' ' There is nothing to the report that
there is any conflict between the Society
and picture producers. Any musical prt)duction plans under way by these producers will have our fullest co-operation.
It is true that they are placing under eontract many authors and composers, but
these, in most cases, are not well-known
artists. Practically all of the better-known
writers and composers of this profession
are members of the Society, and under a
contract which would make any other
agreement out of the question unless it had
the Society's sanction."
The ilills agi-cement, a much discussed
clause in talking picture contracts, which
licenses the use of Society properties for
reproduction in sound-equipped theatres,
was also cited as further proof that there
is a perfect understanding between producers and the Society.
As far as the radio people were concerned, Mr. Rosenthal stated that it was
apparent that they were always short of
new numbers to broadcast, and that they
were only too glad to plug any new
number.
Subtitle— "Hotel Edge-Palms — the
owners had the edge and the bellboys
stuff came off a boat, it
had"Ifthethat
palms."
must have been scraped off. It's terrible liquor." — by Ralph Spence in
'Lady of Chance" for M-G-M.
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Md. Court of Appeals Will
Pass on Sunday Movies
The Sunday Movie test came up before
tbe Marylani] Court of Appeals, at Annapolis, reeently, with .Tohn Philip Hill and
Paul Boyd Jhiles, acting as attorneys for
the defendants. The State's right to prohibit the showing: of motion pictures in Baltimore on Sunday is contested and the
Court of Appeals has been asked to say
definitely whether motion picture auditoriums were meant when the Legislative fatiiers of 1S66 ruled against opera houses giving performances on Sundays. Attorneys
for the defendants claim that the lower
court erred when it ruled that a motion
picture house was meant by the reading of
opera house in the law.

Loew's,
Inc., Declares
Quarterly Dividend
The Board of Directors of Loew 's Incorporated at a meeting held Tuesday, November 20, declared the regular quarterly dividend of 50 cents and an extra dividend of
$1.00 per share on the common stock of the
company, payable December 31, 1928, to
the stockholders on record at the close of
business on December 13, 1928.
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Producers
and Distributors Extend
Agreement With Unions
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD,
Nov. 22. — The producer and distributor agreement
with the five International unions affiliated with motion pictures
(I. \. T. S. E.. .Musicians. Stage Hands, Electricians, and one other)
which expires November 27th, has heen extended for an additional three
years: and the pact has been signed by executives of those organizations
involved.
There were no changes in the agreement for the additional period
when it was finally signed, the agreement remaining the same as it was for
the former period.
International union executives are this week attending the A. F. of L.
convention at New Orleans, but will shortly return to New York.
The exact status of the recently formed cameramens union as far as
wage scale and working conditions are concerned will be determined at
conferences that will be held in New York in the near future. No date has
been set for the cameramen's union hearing for wage scale and working
conditions agreement, but this will probably take place in New York with
a committee of the cameramen's
to sit in on all conferences.

ilnion from here making

the trip east

Internationalism Stressed
at Giannini Dinner

Kingston, N. Y. Votes in
Quality Will Give Any Picture Admittance to America,
Favor of Sunday Shows
Emphasize Speakers Addressing Gathering
The voters of Kingston, New York, decided by a majority of 697 for movies on
Sundays when the issue of the Sunday show
was presented to them recently. Following
the poll, the Walter Reade Circuit has announced that their Sunday programs will
start at the Broadway and Kingston theatres on November 11.

Dog Films Discontinued
by M-G-M
(Hollywood Bureau,
Motion
Picture News)
D, Nov. 22.— The cycle
YWOO
HOLLof
dog star pictures which
sprang up from the success of
the Rin-Tin-Tin series four years ago,
has gradually flickered out. M-G-M is
the latest producer to discontinue a
dog series, finding production costs
necessary for that type of feature are
too high in comparison to possible
gross from bookings. M-G-M recently
made two dog starring pictures and it
is understood that difficulty was encountered in securing proper stories,
in addition to having production costs
run into large figures for the calibre
of picture turned out.
With M-G-M definitely out of the
field with dog pictures, onlv Warner
Brothers with Rin-Tin-Tin and FBO
with Ranger remain. The Rin-Tin-Tin
series seems to be well established for
consistent business, while FBO is
finding their dog series profitable on
account of being enabled to keep production costs low. During the last two
years, several independent producers
launched production of dog star series
for the state rights market, but all of
them discontinued after making two
or three pictures. Sam BischoflF, the
last of the independents with dog series, finished the last of his series some
months ago, and will not start a new
group.

at the A. M. P.
Y night
TUESDA
t at last,
A. banque
the Biltmore Hotel,
New York, Dr. A- H. Giannini was
presented with the Sam Han-is good-will
trophy, awarded to him as being the one
individual most deserving because of his
work in promoting harmony between the
motion picture industries of Britain and
America.
Friendly internationalism was the topic
discussed at the banquet, Messrs Giannini,
Will Hays and others sounding it as the
keynote of their speeches. The number of
other addresses delivered ranged from an
attack on the quotas and contingents of
European countries and a defense of such
protective measures to the unlimited possibilities of the new art of talking pictures
and a commendation of the work of the A.
II. P. A.
Responding to the honor bestowed upon
him. Dr. Giannini declared that quality
alone was necessary for a picture to find a
market in America, no matter whence its
source. Americans, he asserted, are international intheir reeeptiveness to the arts.
Mr. Hays, acting as toastmaster, spoke
in the same vein and declared that the
American industry would not be fulfiUing
its responsibility to the public if it did not
distribute quality films regardless of their
origin.
A note not harmonious with the amity of
the occasion wa.s the charge brought against
countries protecting home industry by
means of quotas. During the course of his
address Nathan Burkan, general counsel
for United Artists, declared that America
regarded such moves as deliberate attempts
to stifle American trade.
Mr. Harris, editor of the "The Cinema"
of London and donor of the cup, spoke in
defense of England's quota restriction. He
was vehemently opposed, he said, to the
practice of sending all types of American

films to England. Frequent visits by men
both in the British and American industries
would do much, he stated, to erase existing
misunderstandings.
The talkie was viewed as a means to improve friendly relations between the two
English speaking countries by J. E. Otterson, president of Electric Research Products.
Presenting George Harvey, president of
the A. M. P. A., with an endorsement of the
organization and its work from the "Bumpers, ' ' British ad men association, the visiting English delegates also tendered a gift
to Edward L. Klein, chairman of the arrangements committee of the A. JI. P. A.

Herbert Wilcox to Film
Talkies in Hollywood
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

runner to what is considered a
Nov. 22.— As foreHOLL^TV'OOD,
revolutionary step for conservative England, Herbert Wilcox, producer and director from that country,
arrived in Hollywood this week for the
purpose of making two talking pictures
with a Hollywood cast, in a Hollywood
studio in charge of a Hollywood director. The completed product also will
be in competition with the usual Hollywood product made by American firms.
Marshall Neilan will direct the two
stories. While none of the cast have
been disclosed as yet. it is most probable that English actors, who have been
in Hollywood for several years, will
play the leading roles, in order to meet
the quota requirements of Great Britain. Both productions will be made
in the Metropolitan Studios for release through World-wide Pictures,
which is headed by J. D. Williams.
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51 Films in Work at 14
Hollywood Studios
Comparatively Few Cameras Turning This Week But
Heavy Schedules Are Preparing
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Newt)

mber 22.— A total
HOLLYWOOD, Nove
of only fifty-one productions are
actually before a camera in the studios of fourteen major producers during the
current week. While heavy production is
being planned for the forthcoming months,
the major portion of these are in preparation. Fox, with twelve productions, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer with eight. Paramount
with seven, and First National with six,
contribute the major portion of the fiftyone. This number is exclusive of the filming going on along Poverty Row or in several independent studios, where it is practically impossible to keep definite track of
films being made.

Fox list includes "In Old Arizona,' Irving Cunimings directing; "The Big Bout,"
Harry Sweet; "Friendship," Eugene Walter; "Wateh Out," James Parrott;
"Strong Boy," John Ford; "White Silence," Charles Klein; "Exiles," AVilliam
Beaudine; "False Colors," James Tinling;
"Scarehead" (tentative title), Fred Newmeyer; "Christina," William K. Howard;

Letter to M-G-M Staff
Urges Story Needs
the need for suitable
ADMITTING
screen material, Albert Lewyn,
scenario editor at M-G-M Studios, broadcast an appeal to all writers
working for that company, asking that
they submit any original or novel story
ideas, together with suggestions of
books plays or stories that the company might utilize for star series productions.

M-G-M is at present lining up stories
and productions for the 1929-30 season,
and is in need of story material for
about fifty film productions for the
year. Approximately half of these will
be adapted from original stories written by staff writers, with the remainder adapted from books and plays.
Lewyn"s letter was sent to every
member of the studio writing staff
in the hope that a number of new and
unusual ideas might be forthcoming
for original screen stories. The request for lists of books and plays was
made so that the writer might submit
new slants on adaptations of material
which the company had already passed
up as unsuitable.
No mention was made in Lewyn's
circular letter about sound or dialogue
pictures, but inquiry revealed the fact
that M-G-M is primarily interested in
new and fresh ideas for pictures, regardless of Movietone possibilities.
The policy of the producing end of
M-G-M seems to be the securing of
the best picture material possible, and
then gauge whether individual stories
will lend themselves to dialogue or
sound before production is startd.

"Our Daily Bread," F. W. Murnau.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer : Greta Garbo, directed by Svdney Franklin in "Heat"
(tentative title); "Thirst," John Gilbert,
William Nigh directing; Novarro in "The
Pagan," W. S. Van Dyke (on location);
"The Duke Steps Out," James Cruze;
"The Spite Marriage," Ed Sedgwick;
"Hunted," Willard Mack; "Mysterious
Island,' ' Lucian Hubbard.
Paramount: "Sunset Pass," Otto
Brower; "The Dummy," Robert Milton;
"The Wolf-Song," Victor Fleming; "The
Wolf of Wall Street," Rowland V. Lee;
"Tong War," William Wellman; "The
Case of Lena Smith," .Josef Van Sternberg; "Four Feathers," Cooper-Sehoedsaek.
First National: "Seventeen Footprints
to Satan," Benj. Christensen; "Weary
River," Frank Lloyd; "Comedy of Life,"
Alexander Korda; "That's a Good Girl,"
Colleen Moore's, William Seiter directing;
"Children of the Ritz," John F. Dillon;
"Saturday's Children," Corinne GrifiSth's,
Gregory La Cava directing.
United Artists : John Barrymore in
' ' King of the Mountains, ' ' Ernst Lubitsch ;
Douglas Fairbanks, "The Iron Mask,"
Allan Dawn; "Night-Stick," Roland West
production.
Warner Bros. : ' ' From Headquarters,' '
Howard Bretherton; "The Desert Song,"
Roy Del Ruth; "She Knew Men," Archie
Mayo; "Alimony Annie," Michael Curtiz.
Universal: "His Lucky Day," Reginald
Denny, Eddie Cline directing; "A Christmas Carol," Tom Terris.
Pathe: "The Missing Man," Benjamin
Glazer.
Columbia: "Object Alimony," Scott
Dunlap; "The Faker," Phil Rosen.
Tiffany-Stahl:
"Reputation," Al Ray.
Hal Roach: One "Our Gang" comedy.
Bob MacGowan.
Christie Comedies: One Bobby Vernon,
one "Confessions of a Chorus Girl.''
FBO:
Gloria Swanson in "Queen
Kelly," Eric Von Stroheim directing, for
United Artists' release.
Inspiration Pictures ((at Tee-Art Studios :) " She Goes to War, ' ' Henry King,
fur United Artists 's release.

Iowa Unit to Discuss
Proposed Affiliations
Iowa
Moines
that is
is the
allying

exhibitors are to convene at Des
this month and one of the things
to come up for interesting discussion
question of the Iowa organization
itself with the Allied States organization or with the national organization of
the M. P. T. 0. A. The report was given
that E. P. Smith, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Iowa, had allied
himself with the Allied States organization

Picture

News

since he atended their conference at Kalamazoo. Many showmen of the state have
expressed themselves as anxious to vote on
the question. Mr. Smith, however, states
that he nor the organization are in no way
tied up with either side. The expectation
is that the Iowa group will make an alliance
one way or another at this next meeting.
November 20 was the tentative date set by
Mr. Smith some time ago,
This music tax, the new contract, and the
Hudson Bill are also to come up for discussion.

Important Decision Handed
Down by Tax Board
Money expended by a lessee for the reconstruction ofa building destroyed by fire,
which it occupied, may not be deducted in
the computation of its net income for the
year in which expended, but may be amortized, and an aliquot part thereof, less
amounts recovered on fire insurance and
salvage, may be deducted in each of the remaining years of the lease, it has been held
by the United States Board of Tax Appeals,
Washington, D. C, in passing on the case
of the Southern Amusement Company, Inc.,
Danville, Va.
The board held, however,
pany was entitled to deduct
loss sustained by it by reason
tion of a building previously

that the comthe amount of
of the demoliacquired by it.

Treasury
Rules
Film Dep't
Assessment

on

So-called reversed negative films have
been held by the Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C, to be properly assessed
for duty at the rate of two cents per linear
foot as photographic film negatives imported for use in connection with moving
picture exhibits, exposed but not developed,
under paragraph 1453 of the present tariff
act.
The ease arose in the port of New York,
where the collector advised the Treasury
regarding the importation of these films,
quoting a report of the appraiser at the
port in which he expressed the opinion that
a motor photographic film positive is dutiable at one cent per linear foot under paragraph 1453 even though made on negative
stock.

Cinephone Short Shown
on W. E. Equipment
INTERCHANGEABILITY,
as
equipment is concerned, sois far
again
established in the showing of
"Steamboat Willie," a P. A. Powers
Cinephone short reproduced on Western Electric equipment at the Colony
Theatre in New York City. Cinephone
records by both the sound-on-film and
disc methods the subjects in this instance being recorded on film.
When this was called to the attention of Western Electric officials it was
said that they had been too busy even
to attend the showing and that they
had more weighty problems to consider. The same reply was made when
other showings on unlicensed equipment were called to their attention.
They expressed the belief that the
whole problem of interchangeability
would adjust itself in the near future.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

License

Fee

Problem Hinges Upon
Payment of Gash by
Equipment Producers
(Cond'iii'i'rf jrpm faijc 1577)
the fact that the problem of interchangeability hinged on the music angle and that
story is now completely verified.
It is argued both by Mr. Mills and the
electrical companies that the interchangeability problem is one that will take care
of itself within a comparatively short time.
Nothing has yet been done to interfere witli
any houses that are now reproducing copyrighted music on equipment not licensed.
Mr. Mills says he has been too busy to interfere for the present. He has been apprised of the fact that a house has been
so operating here and there but declared
that the matter would regulate itself
shortly.
A Western Electric Company executive
explained that his company had the interest
of its licensees at heart and it did not want
to interfere with profits to be derived from
the sales of pictures provided the reproflucing equipment was satisfactory to the picture producer and Western Electric. If
such permission is granted by the producer
and Western Electric it still would be necessary, according to Mr. Mills, to also get
permission from him as agent to reproduce
the eopjrrighted music.
Apparently in the Dark
Just how generally these conditions are
known to producers of the lower priced
equipment for theatres is problematical
Some of them are apparently proceeding on
the assumption that their devices may be
used in theatres regardless of the payment
of the license fee.
It seems to be generally established now,
however, that as a sure means of securing
service from film companies it will be necessary for the exhibitor to have a licensed device if he is to reproduce "lopyrighted music
in his theatre over mechanical equipment.
Meantime, distributo'-s of motion picture
are in a quandary as to the service they
should render theatres not having licensed
equipment. The plar seems generally to lie
to serve the theatres with synchronized film
provided the reproducing equipment is satisfactory. That takes care of a wider distribution of film for them and with comparatively few theatres equipped with any
device they are anxious to dispose of their
product where they can. It seems likely
that this condition will obtain until such
time as enough theatres are equipped to
make a real issue of it. Then doubtless
some action will be taken, it is said, to force
the issue with the unlicensed equipment
concerns.
A movement is being advocated in New

Curbs

Interchangeability

804 Theatres Announced as Equipped
With Western Electric Device
ACCORDING to reports received by Western Electric Company up to
November lOtb. 804 theatres had Western Electric equipment installed on that date. Work has been progressing rapidly on installations during the past few months.
During the month of October alone,
according to the reports, there were 156 installations of equipment for
either sound-on-disc or sound-on-film productions, or both.
In addition to those installations, 42 theatres which already had some
form of Western Electric equipment had additional equipment installed,
in the majority of cases, film attachments having been added to the soundon-disc equipment. Non-synchronous equipment was also installed in 57
theatres during October.
York to have all of the manufacturers of
cheaper equipment demonstrate their devices
in a New York theatre so as the quality of
the equipment may be judged by the picture
distributors and permission granted for its
use or rejected, as the case may be.

Denies Vitaphone Jr. Story
W. E. Quigley. in charge at the Vitaphone offices, expressed himself as being
opposed to interchangeability except on devices acceptable to his company and suggested that these devices should be demonstrated not in a projection room, but in a
theatre, which would provide a more complete test.
It was denied by Mr. Q\ugley that there
was any contemplation of a cheaper Vitaphone device to be installed in theatres, but
the rumor at the same time persists that in
a short time there will be a Vitaphone, Jr.,
device that will be considerably cheaper
than the equipment now being installed.
The story being told is that the Martin
Parry concern formerly in the manufacture
of automobile bodies and later for the
manufacture of radiators will be taken over
as the nucleus for the manufacture of the
Vitaphone, Jr., equipment.

Pathe

Signs Goulding
Sound Division

for

Edmund Goulding, writer and director,
has been signed by Pathe as an important
member of the sound division. Goulding 's
first assignment has not been announced,
but it is understood that he will assume his
duties with Pathe immediately.
Recording of Photophone productions
will be speeded up with the arrival of
Goulding. Already, the first Pathe alldialogue feature, "The Missing Man," is in
production and talking sequences are being
recorded for "Geraldine," "The Leather-

neck" and other features
season's program.

Vilma

on the current

Banky Will Make
All-Talkie Film

Vilma Banky will be heard throughout
an all-talking picture in her next film for
Samuel Goldwyn, following "The Awakening.'' Mi.ss Banky 's new picture will be
directed by Alfred Santell, who plans to
film location scenes in New York during the
next two weeks. Robert Montgomery,
stage player, will act opposite Miss Banky.
It will be his motion picture debut.
Mr. Santell said that separate silent and
talking versions of the new Banky picture
will be made. United Artists will distribute
the film.

Ball Eastward
Bound
on
Sound Equipment Mission
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, November 22. — J. A. Ball,
head of the newly formed Technical Bureau
of the Producers Association, is enroute
East to visit various manufacturers of
studio and production equipment. Ball will
explain to the manufacturers the various
requirements of producers for improved apparatus, and will in return gain an insight
into details of research pertaining to pictures and production being conducted by
the manufacturers.
Subtitle— "Dedicated to the toiling
millions who spend their week-ends
where they spend the rest of the week
— "Get
at home."
to work, it's nearly seventhirty. You can't run a trolley car by
remote control!" — by Herman J.
Mankiewicz in "Three Week-Ends"
for Paramount.
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Bell Plans Feature Production
Each Month at Paramount Studio
MOXTA BELL, supervisor of sound
production at the Paramount, Long
Island studios, is not a believer in dialogue
pictures. He very frankly says he does not
see any future for them in the picture industry. He advocates the sound picture,
but not the dialogue picture. At the same
time Mr. Bell is doing a splendid job over
on Long Island and he has liig plans for
the future.
Despite the fact that he had no experience with dialogue before assuming his
task on the first of September, he has e.\perimented and overcome many obstacles
to complete the first dialogue picture produced in the East. He finished work on
"The Letter" last week with Jeanne
Eagles in the starring role and he completed the task in three days under the allotment of time for the shooting of the feature. It required just twenty-seven days.
There were rumors to the effect that Paramount was having considerable difficulty
with their recording system over on Long
Island. There was truth in the rumors
during the early days of the shooting.
There were three sound experts on hand
and a number of picture experts, but as
Mr. Bell explains, the sound experts know
nothing of making motion pictures and the
picture experts know nothing of sound. It
took them some few days to get properly
organized, but once they hit their stride
things progressed in great shape.
"We had the Paramount sales staff over
here last week," said Mr. Bell, "and wc
showed them some of the early shots we
made in the studio. Then we showed them
some of the rushes on 'The Letter' and
you 'd mentreally
in those befewsurprised
weeks. at the improve' ' Once we got fairly started we went
along in great shape. We had allowed five
weeks for shooting 'The Letter' but we finished it in just twenty-seven shooting days.
We had our difificulfies at first, but I think
we have things so well regulated now that

in the future we will be shooting sound
pictures in just about two or three more
days than it would take to shoot silent
films. At least we are basing our future
production schedule on that basis. And
we have quite an extensive schedule proJuly. vided between now and the first of next
"We started shooting here on the first of
September without knowing what it was
all about. Up to the end of last week we
had concluded 'The Letter', a full length
feature, and seven short subjects. On the
first of December we will start shooting
'The Hole in the Wall'. We will finish
that picture within the month of December
and during the same month we will make
from twelve to fifteen short subjects. We
could not accomplish this, of course, on
one recording apjiaratus, but we will have
a second installed by the end of next week.
That will be our monthly schedule up to
the first of Jiily. We hope to complete a
feature a month and at least twelve short
subjects.
"We have found that the best method of
recording the feature picture is on film,
where we get the best results from dramatic action and in cutting from long and
medium shots to closeups. The disc system is the best for the short subjects where
the action is much the same throughout and
the printing is just about half what it is
for the film.
' ' The shooting of these shorts does not
present much of a problem and we will
make rapid progress with them. Eddie
Cantor came over to the studio with his
numbers prepared and we shot the whole
thing in one day. Where we have an act
in which there are four or five people we
have them over for four or five days of rehearsal and then shoot the whole thing in
a day.
"We had only one director for 'The Letter', but I intend to have two for 'The Hole
in the Wnll'.
1 will have a stage director

Universal Making
Feature
Length
Film in Three Languages
HOLLYWOOD. Nov. 22. — Universal has gone a step further in solving
the problem of the foreign market in regard to "talkies" by being
the first company to make a feature length production in three
languages, spoken by the leads in the American production. As a result,
the same stunt will be applied to other feature length pictures made on the
lot.
"Eric The Great" has been dialogued in French. German and English,
the languages actually being spoken by Conrad Veidt, Mary Philbin and
Leslie Fenton. Veidt was a fortunate choice, being thoroughly familiar
with all three tongues. Miss Philbin knew a conversational German and
Fenton a smattering of French.
It is pointed out that a knowledge of a foreign language isn't necessarily vital to synchronization in that tongue. While familiarity with it
aids in the rendition of lines, an artist can be taught the lines and told
their meaning for effective delivery.
Warners have already made a short subject featuring Ann Codec and
Frank Orth in the same languages. Universal has several other features
in which the foreign expressions are adaptable and will apply the same
measures to them.

Picture

News

and a picture director, with the picture
director reigning supreme and entirely responsible for the picture. The sound experts will, of course, remain with us. Their
relative importance to the picture is about
the same as that of a cameraman. They
know best how to get recording results as
the cameraman knows best how to get
photographic results. Our organization is
working entirely satisfactorilv. "

Additional Talent
Vitaphone Acts

for

Warner Bros, announce the signing of
additional well known talent to appear in
Vitaphone acts. Trixie Friganza is now at
the Warner Studios preparing for her first
Vitaphone appearance which will be called
"My Bag 0' Trix."
Miss Juliet, called the "One Girl Revue,"
will make her Vitaphone debut in an act of
impei-sonations titled, "Not for Me." Wilbur Mack and Gertrude Purdy, prominent
on the variety stage will be seen and heard
in "An Everyday Occurrence."
Another pair of musical comedy and
variety stars who will be heard for the first
time on Vitaphone are Robert Enimett
Keane and Claire Whitney. Their playlet
is titled, "Gossip."

Sign O. P. Heggie to Star
in Paramount Talkie
Hollywood, Nov. 14. — 0. P. Heggie, star
of several Broadway stage productions, is going to the We.st Coast to play the starred role
in a Paramount all-talkie picture entitled
"Genius," an original by William Robson
adapted with dialogue by Samuel Ornitz.
Edwin Knopf, stage director, recently
signed
' 'Genius.by" Paramount probably will direct

Vitaphonein January
Due
in

Paris

Vitaphone 's domain will be extended in
January to the continent of Europe. Warner Bros, will introduce it in Paris shortly
after the first of the year. The Aubert
Palace is the theatre chosen and the first
attraction will be Al .Jolson in "The Jazz
Singer" which is scheduled for an indefinite run.

Lionel
Atwill
to Make
"The Knife" for Fox
Lionel Atwill, through his personal manager, Leo Morrison, has contracted Avith
Fox Movietone to do a two-reel talking
motion picture version of ' ' The Knife, ' ' by
Henry Arthur .Jones, a dramatic play which
won much favor fifteen years ago. Violet
Heming, Lester Vail and Henry Carvill
will support Jlr. Atwill in this picture.

Cantor
to Make
Feature
Talkie for Paramount
Eddie Cantor is to make a talking feature
for Paramount titled, "The Birth of the
Blues." This decision came as the .result
of a short -subject Cantor recently made
for the same company titled, "That Party
in Person." It is said that George Gershwin music will be used in tlie new talker.
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Cumberland

Strand

Home Made Equipment
Costing $2,000 Gives
Entire Satisfaction
•riic.itrc' .-il ruiiilicrlaiul,
TWV: SliMHil
Marvlami, h;is cunu' in fur a (U'al ot
ilisciission these days when the lemling question is that of interchan^ealiility
regarding tlie reproduction of sound ].iii"tures. This house for many weeks past has
been playing sound and dialogue films on
home made eiiuipment reproducing the product of Western Klectric Company licensees,
as yet without any interruption from the
Western Electric Company. At the same
time it has been serviced with product by
exchanges that hold Western Electric licenses.
That the equipment of the Strand, after
considerable experimenting, is now working to the complete satisfaction of the proprietors of the house and their patrons, is
the statement of Robert Slote, general manager, who has forwarded to Motion Picture News a description of the system,
which he savs was built and installed for
less than .$2,"000.
This description by Mr. Slote is as follows :
"After an exhaustive study of the principles of synchronizing music, sound and
dialogue with motion pictures and arriving
at the solution of proper gearing of the
speed of a record with film, we connected a
turntable (16 inch) to each of our Powers
projectors — this connection was made direct to the driving shiift which we ran at a
speed of 90 revolutions to the minute, using
a si>eed indicator to keep the correct speed
— this shaft was connected by a universal
joint so that it would run absolutely true
and would not place any strain on the projector shaft. We connected the shaft to a
pair of gears with the ratio of 90 to 3.3 1/3,
the 33 1/3 gear driving a shaft connected to
the turntable, which was naturally driven
at a speed of .33 1/3 revolutions per minute.
"We used standard record dynamic
pick-ups to relay the recorded music into an
input amplifying panel. The sound was
then relayed into a push-pull output ampli-

Sound News Reels Hit
Snag in Canada
picture presentation has
SOUND tered
encoun
a snag in Canada in
connection with the showing of
news reels. The Ontario Government
and various other Provinces require a
stated percentage of Canadian or British Empire scenes in all news weeklies.
As sound pictures are not yet being
produced in Canada, all Canadian news
views are being screened in silent form
at theatres where complete sound programs are offered. The Canadian
"shots" are the only silent portion of
such programs. Int imitation has been
made, however, that at least one Canadian company is undertaking to produce sound pictures in the Dominion.
Another feature to the new situation
is that film releases usually printed in
Canada cannot now be handled in
sound form because there are no facilities in the country, as yet, for the
making of sound prints.

System

Revealed

Ziegfeld Will Produce "Follies"
Super-Feature on Screen
FLORENZ ZIEGFELD is
pirfure and hecause of
the stage version.
The
Follies as a screen feature and

as

to reproduce his new "Follies" as a sound
that he is going to speed up production on
Fox company has already announced a Fox
Ziegfeld will endeavor to beat them to it.

The Ziegfeld "Follies" have been a national amusement institution
for the past twenty-one years and the producer feels that he has a prior
right to the title even for screen purposes. As soon as his new "Follies"
are produced he will have the entire show done as a sound and shadow
superfeature picture.
The new "FoUies" are not due for production on the musical comedy
stage until late Winter or early Spring, but no time will be lost thereafter
in producing them on the screen.
fier of two stages. (This amplifying system is large enough to fill a theatre of about
2500 to 3000 seats.)
"The sound was then conveyed to the
stage by regular electric wiring to four
dynamic speakers, which are matched in
impedance with the amplifying system.
"The greatest trouble we encountered
was in the difference of the regular Victor
records and records from the exchanges.
Naturally during our experimenting stages
we used Victor records for tests. These
records were absolutely perfect in tonal
qualities. But after running a few of the
exchange records we found that they were
heavily scored. We had to change our impedance and do some more experimenting
while running, to overcome flat notes, distortion on bass, etc. We gradually overcame this — in fact dialogue and singing
qualities are now
splendid — we are now-

working on overcoming the musical distortion.
"In connection w-ith our outfit we have
installed a Microphone for announcements
of various sorts also installed a non synchronous system for cueing non sounded
The Strand Theatre is a modern 1500
seat house, operated and owned by a local
corporation.
It was constructed in 1920 by
pictures."
the George A. Fuller Construction Company
and is of fireproof construction. It ranks
very favorably with the best theatres in
the state of Maryland and is very rarely
surpassed by any theatre in a city of its
size.
For the past seven years the Strand has
been under the management of Robert Slote
who received his theatre training under
Harry M. Crandall, of Washington. D. C.

Darmour Tells Plans for Using
Sound With Comedies
T AERY DARMOUR, producer of four
•*— ' series of two-reel comedies for F B O
distribution, is returning to the West Coast
this week with papers licensing him to use
the RCA Photophone system of recording
sound on comedy films. Darmour was in
New York for only a comparatively brief
stay and concluded arrangements with RCA
covering sound production and details connected with the distribution of the product
by

F B 0.
Dialogue and sound effects will be added
to the releases in all four series which the
producer is making for F B 0. Darmour
said that he expected to have the RCA
equipment installed and ready for use about
the first of the year. He will produce a
sound and a silent version of each picture.
He plans to make the sound version of
the comedies a blend of the silent and the
new technique, making each comedy about
75 per cent in straight silent form with 25
per cent using dialogue and effects. The
musical synchronizations will be added to
the film after completion of the camera
work.
This method, Darmour contends, is the
one which will enable the producer to prefierve the action, which is the real meat of
screen comedy, while adding the dramatic

virtues of the new sound invention to pictures of this type. The necessity for a set
camera speed in recording vision and sound
with the synchronizing device he says, is a
limitation which the picture producer must
get around if he would avoid sacrifice of
the one greatest element of power in motion pictures, that being the movement and
scope of the scene which the play develops.
In comedy production great reliance
always has been placed upon varying
camera speeds to produce the effects which
score on the screen. And Darmour believes
that the secret of success with the new
vehicle lies along the line of adapting sound
to pictures, rather than pictures to sound.
Borrowing vaudeville methods and vaudeville talent from the variety stage, he says
will not prove successful after the novelty
of sound has passed off. Recently the acts
which have been screened with sonnd have
succeeded because the sound picture itself
was the main attraction and that anything
demonstrating that talking pictures actually
would talk is bound to produce a favorable
reaction. Later on it will be different, he
says.
Darmour is president of Darmour Productions and vice-president of Standard
Cinema Corporation.
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immediate installation of Western

* 'Narrow-Casting" Device Picks Up
Music from Mirror Target
JOHN

BELLAMY TAYLOR, consulting engineer of the General Electric Company and inventor of the photophone, last week gave a demonstration ofthe device before 175 members of the Cleveland section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Hotel Statler in
Cleveland. A beam of light was sent about the room until it reached a
mirror target and broke into music.
Taylor said that he called this demonstration "narrow-casting" in contrast to radio broadcasting, and explained that the photophone was an
adaptation of the theory set forth by Alexander Graham Bell 50 years ago,
utilizing the perfected photo-electric tube, electric pick-up and the newly
developed amplifiers and sound reproducers. Plans are now under way,
Taylor stated, for using photophone as a means of communication between
points where radio or wire communication is impossible or impractical.

'U' Maps $5,000,000 Program oi
Feature Sound Films
CARL

LAEMMLE, president of Universal, made a hurried trip to the coast
last week and with Universal executives
uiapi>ed a propfraiu of sound pictures which
it is annnuneed l)y the company will cost
over $.5,000,000. A number of the productions will be made with Movietone negatives only, though the majority of them
will be carried in llniversal exchanges with
two negatives, one with sound and one
without.
Outside of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Show
Boat," "The M.nn Who L.iughs." "The
Last Warning," "Man. Woman and Wife"
.and "The Charlatan," all other Universal
sound pictures will have dialogue sequences
or be 100 per cent talking pictures. "Broadway" will be an all-talking picture. Glenn
Tryon will play the "hoofer." Paul Porcasi and Thomas .Tackson have been signed
for the roles they played in the original
"Broadway" production. It is being directed I)y Dr. Paul Fejos and supervised by
Carl Laommle, .Jr.
"The Minstrel Man," starring Eddie
Leonard under the direction of Harry Pollard, .nnd "King of Jazz" starring Paul
Whitemnn, "The Shannons of Broadway"
stan'ing Mr. and Mrs. .James Gleason, "The
Bargain in the Kremlin" starring .Joseph
Schildkraut,
"Tlie
Climax"
with
.Jean

De Forest-Movietone
Suit Postponed
De Forest Phonofilm suit
THE
again.st the Fox-Case Corporation, which has been pending for
some time, will probably not get a
hearing in the Federal Court in New
York until February, owing to the
crowded condition of the court calendar. It is charged in the suit that
Movietone is an infringement on patents held by De Forest.
While the New York suit is pending
action has been filed in Montreal to
restrain the showing of Movietone at
the Palace Theatre there. It was announced a short time ago that the
New York suit would probably be up
for consideration before the first of
the year.

Hcrsholt, the Pat Rooney productions by
Edgar Allan Woolf, "Flaming Daughters."
"The Luxurv Husband," "The Braggart,"
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" with Tom
Terris will be 100 per cent talking
Dialogue will also be introduced into the
following productions, and some of them
as they develop may be made full 100 p?r
cent talking: "Erik the Gi'eat" with Conrad Veidt and Mary Philbin, "Give and
Take" with George Sidney and Jean
Hersholt, "The Shakedown" with ,James
Murray and Barbara Kent, "The Cohens
and Kellys in Atlantic City'' with George
Sidney, Vera Gordon, Kate Price and Mack
Swain, "Port of Dreams" with Mary Philbin, Reginald Dennv in "His Ijuckv Day,"
"Red Hot Speed" and "Clear the Decks,"
Glenn Trvon in "It Can Be Done." Laura
La Plante in "The Haunted Lady," "That
Blonde" and "Dangerous Dimples," and
"The Girl on the Barge" with Jenn
Hersholt, Sally O'Neil and Malcolm McGregor.

Musical Comedy

Prologue

For "Annapolis"

As a Photophone prologue to "Annapolis," Pathe has produced a musical comedy
presentation reel at the Sound Studio in
Xew York with the McCarthy Sisters, formerly of George White's "Scandals," heading the an'av of talent which includes the
Hastings T^ius, of the "Scandals," Morton and Mayo, Nell Jewell, Dolores Weekes,
six specialty tap dancers and a Francis
Weldon troupe of twenty-four dancing
Several specially written musical numgirls.
licrs enliven this prologue reel. "My Annapolis (And You)" theme song of the feature is used for the tap and ensemble danee
numbers.

Roach Preparing Stages for
Sound Production
Klnicr R. Raguse, an expert from the
rcM-iirding laboratories of the Victor Talking
Machine Co.. in Camden, N. J., arrived last
week to supervise the preparation of the
stages at the Hal Roach
Studios
for the

K c tt' i
Electric

talking equipment, following the consummation of Hal Roach's affiliation witli
the Victor concern in the talking picture
fleld.
No sound stages are to be erected, but
those already in operation on the lot will be
sound-proofed. 'The Victor Talking JL'!chine Company's recording engineer, AV. W.
Clark, will .arrive soon to superintend the
actual installation of the delicate recording
equipment, by the Electrical Research Products, Inc. It is expected that the installation will be complete and ready for actual
production before the first of the year.

SkirboU
Approves
Sound
Effect Pictures
W. N. SkirboU, Columbia franchise
holder, and prominent theatre owner, states
it as his opinion that the sound effect picture is the one that will settle down and
become standard entertainment in the motion picture theatres. While the talking
picture is getting the most money right
now, SkirboU thinks that its popularity is
short lived. He bases this prediction on
the fact that the talking picture, in his
opinion, has not gone ahead in quality as
it should liave done in order to insure its
lasting success.
SkirboU also has great faith in the
synchronized picture, for it brings the big
orchestra overtures and scores to every
theatre. Sound ctTeets, SkirboU stated, add
to the excitement of the picture, to its reality, and speeds up its action.

Jessel Starts "Lucky Boy"
for Tiffany-Stahl
Talking and singing sequences for the
Tiffany-Stahl production "Lucky Boy,"
?^tarrin^ George .Jessel, were started on
Thursday, November 16th, in New York at
the RCA Studios under the pei-sonal supervision of Rudolph Flothow, who is in full
charge of Tiffany-Stahl synchronization.
This is to be Jessel 's first singing and
talking i>icture, with scenes taken in and
around New York City. Margaret Quimby
has been brought on from Los Angeles to
New York to play opposite .Jessel. She was
formerly a George White Scandals' girl.

Movietone Synchronization
For Oswald Cartoons
The advance ot' synchnmization and the
injection of sound effects into motion pictures has spread now to the field of the animated cartoon. The Winkler Productions,
headed by Charles Jlintz, decided last week
to produce the Oswald cartoons with full
sound and music effects.
The exact nund)er of sound Oswalds to
be made has not been determined. The first
will
be entitled
Ragtime
and will
be made "Oswald's
lioth as a sound
and Band"
silent
picture. Universal is releasing the series.

Schertzinger in N. Y.
Produce Talkie

to

Victor Schertzinger, director, arrived in
New York this week to assume control over
a motion picture unit that will shortly begin production upon a new Paramount
talkie at the Astoria studio, Richard Dix to
star. The unit is expected to swing into
work nbnut
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Artclass Closes 9 Deals for
Product Distribution
The sales department of Weiss Brothers'
Artclass Pictures Corporation recently
olineheil nesrotiations for the distribution
of their product in various sections of the
world.
The deals included:
^[addan Theatres, Ltd., purchased for
India, Burma and Ceylon three serials, and
70 comedies; Universal Pictures Corporation purchased for the United Kingdom
one serial; International Variety and Theatrical Asency, Inc.. purchased for Africa
one serial and 11 western features; Raissi
Freres juirchased for Egypt, Palestine and
Syria one serial; Gaumont Co. Ltd., purchased for the United Kingdom 22 comedies; Film Distributors, Ltd., purchased for
the United Kingdom 17 short subjects; Kinemas, Ltd., purchased for South Africa
one serial, .54 short sub.jccts; J. T. Sheffield
purchased for Colorado, Utah, Wyomin;;,
New Mexico and Southern Idaho 44 tworeel comedies; Big Three Exchange, Inc.,
purchased for Greater Xew York and
Northern New .Jersey two serials, 43 short
subjects.

Warner
Studio Producing
7 Feature Productions
The Warner Studio on the coast is at
work on seven productions at the present
time. The most important of the septet is
"The Desert Song," which Roy Del Ruth
is directing.
Director Archie Mayo is making "She
Knew Jlen," while "Lloyd Bacon is expected back from location to finish scenes
for "No Defense" in the studio. "Madonna of Avenue A," which Michael Curtiz is
directing, is nearing eomj-jletion while the
three features, "Fancy Baggage," "Frozen
River" and "Kid Gloves," are also near
the finis mark. Curtiz was lately chosen to
direct Miss Costello again in "Alimony
Annie." Vitaphone is being used extensively in all of these productions.
Al Jolson arrived on the coast where he
will talk over plans with J. L. Warner for
his next Vitajihonc vehicle.

August Film Exports Low;
Increase in Negatives
Export trade in motion picture films continues at a fairly low level, August shipments totaling 21,901,311 feet valued at
$72fi,0:!6, compared with 27,620,4.')3 feel
valued at .$772,924 in July, according to fiu;ures just compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in Washington, D. C.
The only class of films to show an increase in exports in August was negatives,
of which 1.II4I),5(I9 feet valued at $lS,S,(i22
were shipped, compared with 744,9.'ifi fci't
valued at ■$144,I()2 the i>reccding ninnlh.
pxports of positives diT)pped from 1S,7(MI,|00 feet valued at $44,lfiS in .July to l(i,541,648 feet valued at ,'ii43:!,:i01 in August, and
exports of raw stock dro|)ped from 8,]7.'5,.317 feel valued at .$184,.')94 to 4,409,154 feet
valued at $104,11.3.
The only markets taking more than 1,000,000 feet of positive film in August were
Australia. 2,150,000; Argentina, 1,687,000,
and Brazil, ],.337,000.

Pathe Sound News Issues Vestris
Wreck Extra with Interview
PATHE

SOUND NEWS issued a special talking extra last week following tlic wreck of the Vestris.
It took the form of an interview with
Harry Faye, one of the last survivors to leave the ill-fated ship. The
interview was secured shortly after the arrival of one of the rescue ships
and the Paihe Sound News Staff worked all Thursday night in getting out
prints which were shown at Broadway houses at the first show Friday.
Fayc is a pugilist who was on his way to South America to hox Louis
Firpo. In his interview lie gave a recital of last minute events during the
sea tragedy and as he talked cut-hacks were made showing actual scenes of
the wreck.
Simultaneously with the delivery of prints to Broadway houses, additional prints were dispatched to Pathe Sound News customers throughout
the countrv.

United Artists Place 17 Sound
Pictures on Market
UNITED ARTISTS salesmen have bcc:i
instructed by Al Lichtman to place on
the market all seventeen of the company's
features, more tlian 50 per cent of which
will have talking sequences. The pictures
are made in various styles. There are two
all-talking films, seven part talkies and
eight synchronized with music and sound
elfects.
Eight of these seventeen films are already
made and the other nine are in various
stages of production, five of them being
almost completed. In these pictures will
be heard the voices of Mary Pickford,
Gloria Swanson, Douglas Fairbanks, Ronald
Colman, Lupe Velez and others. Mr. Lichtman said that because many theatres will
not be wired within the next year United
Artists will make each picture in separate
sound and silent versions.
The two all-talkie pictures to be offered
b.v United Artists are Mary Pickford 's
"Coquette," and "Nightstick," a Roland
West production of the stage play.
The seven part-talkies now being sold
are: Gloria Swanson, speaking and singing

Cohn
HARRY

in "Queen Kelly," direction of Erich Von
Stroheim; Charlie Chaplin in "City
Lights," with dialogue; Douglas Fairbanks,
speaking in "The Iron JIask, " direction of
Allan Dwan; Ronald Colman, speaking in
"The Rescue," direction of Herbert
Brenon; Lupe Velez and others speaking
and singing in "Masquerade," D. W.
Griffith production with 65 per cent of the
film in dialogue; "Lummox," Herbert
Brenon 's production, dialogue sequences;
"She Goes to War," Henry King's production.
The eight synchronized films are :
Norma Talmadge in ' ' The Woman
Disputed," Dolores del Rio in "Revenge,"
direction of Edwin Carewe ; Viliiia Banky
in "The Awakening," direction Victor
Fleming; John Barrymore in "King of the
Mountains," direction Ernst Lubitsch;
"Three Passions," Rex Ingram production; "Tempest," John Barrymore the star
and Sam Taylor the director; "Two
Lovers," Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
co-starred under direction of Fred Niblo;
"The Battles of the Sexes," D. W. Griffith

Off for Coast to Start
Columbia Sound Stages

COHN, vicc-i>residcnt of Columbia Pictures in charge did not linger

hmg in New York following his month's
sojourn in Euro|)e dejiarted almost immediately for the coast to start construction
of the two sound stages to take care of the
company's synchronized and dialogue productions. Preparations have been going on
<liiring his absence and all preliminary steps
.■ind technical plans have been completed
for the immediate erection of these stages.
Columbia has not yet announced its
entire sound program for the season but ir
has definitely decided that it will make a
silent version of every sound i)icture produced.
In discussing i>lans, Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, said:
"Columbia is still very d cidedly committed to the production of a strong program of silent pictures, and for a very good

production.

reason. With only 1,500 houses out of 22,OOO wired to date, the ratio is still very
much in favor of silent picture. The silent
house's, for some time to come, will constitute our largest nuirket.
"In order to give the owners of both
types of houses only the best, we have
decided to make two versions of every picture we produce with sound. We wiil not
take a silent picture and cut out half a
dozen sequences and replace th-^m with so
much conversation. Instead, we will make
one version in the technique suited for
dialogue and the other in the best manner
we know how as a silent picture. This undoubtedly will add materially to our production costs, but we feel that it is warranted, as only in this way will we be
enabled to give the exhibitor playing Columbia's product the best in both sound
and silent pictures.''

Motion

Hal Roach's M-G-M
A ^•.
.1. j>
J.
■ c i/f
"nrf Stan Laurel
A titan among the Kussian directors is b. M,
Eisenstein,
who
is coming to America
to
make a film for V. A.

Corinne

Griffith

and

Victor

1 arconi

comedy
duet, Oliver Hardy
in a characteristic pose
'

as

N czvs

A friend of the motion picture. Dr. A. H.
Gianuini who was awarded the Harris trophy
last Tuesday night

Dorothy Gulliver, "V" star, and her sister,
Jessie, who recently visited her at the "I/"
City studio

Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson in F. A'.'*
"The Divine
Lady'*

liny McAvoy,
Thanksgiving

Warner star, tells the tvelUbeloved
bird of his impending fate, hut he
doesn't seem to care
Dorothy

The Gleasons, the famous theatrical family,
are notv sporting their talent under the
kliegs and before the mike at Hollyuood

William Austin, Englishman whose sophisticated humor, backed up by George Marions
titles, is featured by l*nramount

Picture

comedy
slapstick

Players of "The Younger Generation*' as caught
by the M. P. News cameraman on the Columbia
set. Rear rotv, left to right: Sonya Levien (scenarist)^ Martha Franklin, Sydney Crossley, Ricardo
Cortez, Rosa Rosanova and Jack Cohn, {producer) ; front row: Frank Capra (director) y
Teddy Tezluff (cameraman), Lina Basquette, Jean
Hersholt, Julanne Johnston and Rex Lease

Devore,
player,

EducationaTs
whose

latest

featured
venture

in

is **Misplaced
Husbands,'* a December release

Olive Borden, free-lance, who

currently ap-

pears in FBO's "Gang War" and "Sinners
in Love," playing Broadway simultaneously
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

Three
Broadway Shows Rate Hold-Over
Capitol, Roxy and
Strand Offerings
Do Big Business

YORK CITY— Business held up in
NEW
good shape along Broadway last week,
and popularity of several attractions is
attested to by the fact that three out of four of
the larger houses along the Street held pictures
for a second week's stand. Houses having the
hold-overs were the Roxy, Strand and Capitol.
The only weak spot along the row seemed to
be at the Paramount, and this house, after setting a most consistent pace ever since it opened,
has been up and down for several weeks. True,
pictures here have also been on the up and
down, and there has been considerable shift of
those entertainment foremen known in the trade
as masters of ceremonies. Paul Ash, the Chicago importation, has apparently been the best
"getter" of any of them. After a return date
in Chicago, to see his "folks" around the Loop,
he is to be shifted to the new Brooklyn Paramount, which opens at the end of this week.
Eddie Peabody, latest entertainer at the New
York house, is to be replaced by Frankie Fay
at the latter's weekly picture change.
That they still like their stories of back-stage
life was well demonstrated at the Capitol, where
"Show People" (M-G-M) gave this house a
week of e.xcellent business. Enough comedy
in this one to get plenty of laughs. In addition
another good stage show was in evidence. The
picture was held.
Every time one of the Fox specials is booked
into the Roxy the big house gets back on its
feet in great shape, so pictures of this calibre
would seem to be the proper prescription for
this 6,000 seater. It has been demonstrated
often enough that mediocre pictures cannot get
by here even with an elaborate stage show.
Fox's "Red Dance," with Farrell and Del R-o.
was the featured picture, and this, too, was held
for another week on account of a satisfactory
volume of business.
The other hold-over in the larger houses was
"The Terror" at the Strand. The Strand engagement followed two-a-day showings for several weeks at Warner's a short while back.
Strand audiences, trained to Ulkies, liked this
one and the good business justified holding for
another week.
The Paramount had a Menjou picture, "His
Private Life" (Par) last week to the alreadystated ordinary business. Nothing wrong with
Menjou, so reports go, but many think this star
should get something new in the way of roles.
The Rialto with "Wings," still goes along
at a fairlv satisfactory pace, and in its three or
four weeks at the Rialto has done well enough
for a picture that ran a year and three months
at top prices. The Norma Talmadge picture,
"Woman Disputed" (U. A.), at the Rivoli is
, ... ,
_
going at a nice pace.
It has been confirmed that Universal will keep
if this
basis,
picture
sound
a
on
the Colony
means proves to be the necessary tonic for this
tough spot on the Street. A story went the
rounds that the house was to go back to B. S.
Moss, but it now appears that this was rumor.
"The Goobye Kiss" (F. N.) did not do so much
War," in the curFBO's "Gang records,
last week, but breaking
according
house
rent week, is

to Harry Reichenbach. Benny Rubin will replace Ben Bernie on the stage.
Paramount's first all-talking offering, "Interference," made its New York debut at the Criterion, and' advance reports indicate that this
one is in for a run. Critics have acclaimed it as
a foreward step as far as the talkies are concerned. Business is at capacity mark so far.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" (M-G-M) followed
"White Shadows" at the Astor, and this one
also has registered to an extent that indicates
it will make a comfortable run. The Gaiety,
with Fox's "Four Devils," had another fairly
good week.
Good reports have been received on War-

ner's new Vitaphone talkie "On Trial," now at
Warner's. A little too early +o predict just
how long it will stay, but indications are that it
will make good.
The Winter Garden is still going top speed
with "The Singing Fool," and having no trouble
making the pace. Every one who sees this reports that it is one of the greatest money pictures ever made. TifTany-Stahl's "Marriage by
Contract" is doing well at the Embassy. One
of the supporting talking shorts, "The Brox
Sisters," was taken oflf the bill for e.xcellent
reasons. It was razzed plenty on the opening
night. A Marion Harris number was substituted.

Baltimore Normal; "Varsity",
"Fool",
"White Shadows" Up; "Revenge" Off
BALTIMORE.— Although the week beginning Monday, November 12, was one of the
warmest for this time of the year that this city
has experienced for many seasons, the days were
clear and business at the first run houses proceeded ina normal way.
"Varsity," the Paramount talker, was the
feature at Loew's Century with the Loew-Publix stage show "Step On It," tieaded by Ted
Claire and syncopators. Although the audience laughed at some of the talking parts in
the film supposed to be sad, they enjoyed the
story hugely and the humor of it tickled them
pink. It played to packed houses all week.
During the sixth week of the engagement of
"The Singing Fool" at Warner's Metropolitan,
with Al Jolson singing and talking, people
again stood up during the entire week.
"Mother Knows Best," starring Madge Bellamy, offered as a sound and talker at the Rivoli, did good business during its second week.
"Revenge," staring Dolores Del Rio, offered
as a sound picture at Loew's Stanley, did not
prove a hit with the public and it was generally
conceded that the story was weak. Business
was only fair.
"White Shadows in the South Seas" moved

into Loew's Valencia from Loew's Stanley at
the same prices prevailing and business there
on this excellent picture was very good.
While "The Melody of Love," co-starring
Mildred Harris and Walter Pidgeon, was an
excellently done all-talker, the patronage at the
New Theatre was only fairly good for the
week.
The Sovkino production, "The Marriage of
the Bear," offered at the Little Theatre by the
Motion Picture Guild, did a very good business
throughout the week at that little 250 seater.
At the Keith-Albee Hippodrome business
picked
up considerably
with and
"Sinners'
co-starring
Dorothy Revier
Victor Parade,"
Varconi.
Five acts of Keith-Albee vaudeville were offered also.
At the Keith-Albee New Garden "Hot
Heels," co-staring Patsy Ruth Miller and Glenn
Tryon, was the featured film attraction. Business was good for the week.
"Some Wild Oats," the Sam Cummins* sociological film, continued at the Palace burlesque
house without the burlesque for iti second week.
Business was poor throughout, due perhaps to
this picture having been shown here several
times before.

Albany and Troy Have Satisfactory Week;
'Wings" and "Fool" Vie for Honors
ii^
ALBANY.— Al Jolson in "The Singing
Fool," running for the second week at the
Mark Ritz in Albany, continued to pull the
crowds last week, playing to standing room
night after night, despite counter attractions
such as "Wings" at the Mark Strand and "Excess Baggage" at the Leland. "The Singing
Fool" will not be held over, however, for another week. Weather was of the sort that
proved good for the theatres, although one or
two days were ratlier warm and probably accounted for some falling off in business.
"Wings" played to exceptionally good houses
at the Mark Strand, despite the fact that it had
been road-shown at higher prices several weeks
ago at the Capitol.
The Leland reported satisfactory business with
"Excess Baggage" and the same held true with
the Clinton Square Theatre in its program of
first run double features that last week included

the pictures, "Flying Romeo" and "Outcast
The Capitol in Albany offered three days of
Bert Lytell in a new play that drew well.
"The Terror," an all talking picture, panned
out satisfactory for the Troy Theatre last week,
while the Lincoln enjoyed excellent business
Souls."
with "The Red Dance."
Proctor's Troy Theatre used "The Night
Watch" for the first part of the week, and then
as an added attraction pulled good business by
showing a picture taken in Troy ten years ago
when the soldiers of that city left for the war,
their return and their reception.
During the last of the week the theatre used
"Tenth .Avenue" as the picture contribution to
a combined bill of entertainment consisting of
pictures and vaudeville. The picture was heavily advertised and did much to fill the house.
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Clevelanders Develop Downtown
Neighborhood Houses
Accordingly Suffer;
"Fool" Continues Big
contrary,

CLEVELAND.— All alibis t.i the
the public goes to picture theatres to see
pictures. They go in droves to see the
pictures they want very much to see. They drop
in casually to see the pictures that happen to
interest them as they pass by the theatre. This
was once again clearly demonstrated here last
week. Crowds jamined the Stillman all day and
all evening to see "The Singing Fool." Neither
rain, shine, storm or football conspired to keep
anyone away from the Stillman. In order to
get into the house with any slight possibility
of securing a seat, patrons attended the 5
oclock performance and took dinner downtown.
"The Singing Fool" is way ahead of anything
that has previously played at the Stillman. It
is now going into its third week.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." presented at the Hippodrome, isanother picture that defied all alibis
and played to very big business all week. The
huge auditorium was filled all the time, and
patrons either had to stand in the foyer or take
upstairs seats.
"Revenge." the film version of Bercovici's
well known story "The Lion Tamer's Daughter," did consistently good business at the Allen.
"The Woman from Moscow," moderately interesting melodrama of Russia, did fairly well
at the State. Favorable comment was made on
the staging of this picture.
"\'arsit>-." with Van and Schenck as the
vaudeville headliners, cleaned up at the Palace
last week. Business was capacity both afternoon
and evening, but it's doubtful whether "\'arsity" was the reason for this.
"Gang War," an underworld picture, proved
entertaining to patrons at Keith's East 105th
St. the first half of the week, and business was
decidedly good. "Do Your Duty," a good Charlie Murray comedy, also made a good showing
the last half of the week.
"The Home Towners," playing a second
downtown engagement at the Cameo, was just
moderately successful. For some unaccountable
reason, this picture, which has gone over so big
in other spots, has not made a great stir in
Cleveland.

New York" and "The Crash"
Docks of
"The honors
divided
about equally at the Park, where
botli these pictures played their first subsequent
run engagements. Both pictures had done well
downtown, and had the support of large attendance last week at the Park.
Neighborhood houses report that business is
wav off average. Even the big pictures fail to
bring in a good attendance. Cleveland fans seem
to have developed the downtown habit, and the
neighborhood houses are suffering neglect.

Big Portland Bills During
Armistice Week
Portland, Ore.— For Armistice Week attendance records were equalled or greatly exceeded
at all houses, and each manager seemed to try
and outdo the other in offering stellar entertainment on both stage and screen, with military
music predominating.
Almost a double bill at each performance at
The Portland played to exceptionally good
music. On the screen "Beggars of Life"
brought Wallace Beery but was disappointing.
"Show People," at the Broadway, turned back
the clock to the good old days and pleased capacity business. Max Bradfield and his musical
revelers put over the usual collection of novelt\'
numbers.
.M was
Jolson
"TheforSinging
Music
Box
heldinover
another Fool"
week, at
breaking
all bouse records and has now been witnessed

by upwards of 150, UUU. In competition with
hnnself Jolson returned to The Blue Mouse in
"The Singing Fool," which looks like a threeweek engagement to capacity houses, and necessitated giving extra performances.
An outstanding bill at Pantages headed by
Art Gilham, whispering pianist of record fame,
brought daily capacity business. On the screen
"The Stool Pigeon" registered only fairly well.
The big surprise of the week was the return
of "Wings" as a second run at the suburban
Hollywood theatre. Extra performances were
run but waiting lines were the rule every day,
with peak of $2,300 gross for Armistice day.
Will doubtless be continued for second week.
A considerable increase in patronage greeted
Dolores
RioArtists.
in "Revenge"'
for acts
a second
week
at Del
United
Movietone
with
synchronized comedy supplemented main attraction. The popular "Four Sons" played a
return engagement at Rivoli theatre, to
e.xceptionally good attendance.
.Attendance at Peoples theatre shows increase
past few weeks with a pre-view on Mondays.
The comedy of Hatton and Beery, "The Big
Killin.g,"
one ofhouse.
best box office attractions at
this
second-run
William Bojd in "The Cop," Glen Shelly at
the Wurlitzer and Srodka and Portland
S\mphony Orchestra all proved good entertainment at the Oriental theatre, and good houses
were the rule throughout the week.
The Capitol theatre showed Phillips "Grain
of Dust" and "Once and Forever," the two a
week program proving most popular, and
Armistice Day here broke all house records to
date according to Manager Akin.

"Lilac Time" Has Big Week
in Harrisburg, Pa.
Harrisbiirg, Pa. — It is doubtful if any picture
ever shown in Harrisburg attracted as many
persons in a like period as "Lilac Time," with
Colleen Moore and Gary Cooper did during the
week at the Colonial Theatre. The picture had
the advantage, it is true, of an intensive campaign of exploitation put on by the members of
Aurand Post, \''eterans of Foreign Wars, who
sponsored it. There also was an extra midnight
showing of the film, which added 1,700 to the
week's total attendance, yet in spite of that the
theatre was overflowing at every single performance.
CriticsConklin
declaredand"Fools
Luck,"
Chester
W. C. for
Fields,
at thestarring
State,

Habit

one of the cleverest comedies seen in Harrisburg in several months. The State's film play
the last half of the week was "Making the
Grade," with Lois Moran and Edmund Lowe.
The Victoria had a good week, judged from the
financial angle, with Jack Holt in Zane Gray's
"Avalanche," and William Haines and Marian
Davies in "Show People," drew crowds to
Loew's Regent.
This is a sound picture.
Jack Mulhall in "The Butter and Egg Man"
was popular at the National, and the Rialto
did fair business with "The Four Flusher,"
starring George Lewis and Marion Nixon.
The Russell Theatre continued to record satisfactory success with the double programs it has
been offering the public, the week's combination
being Ricardo Cortez and Carmel Myers in
"Prowlers of the Sea," coupled with Leatrice
Joy in "Nobody's Widow."

"Submarine" and "Cabin"
Up in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. — Loew's Penn had a very good
week's business as usual Film attraction,.
"The First Kiss," is weak and was mildly received. The Publix LTnit stage offering. "Bars,
and Stripes," offered a good half hour's entertainment.
Loew's Aldine had "Beggars of Life," a
fairly good film which brought good crowds and
seemed to please.
The Stanley had a better-than-average week
with "Submarine." This is an e.xcellent production and the large Stanley audiences applauded!
its showing on several occasions. Applauding
motion pictures in this man's town is a rarity.
On the stage was Paul Tremaine, saxophonist,.
and his orchestra.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" brought a big week's
business to the Grand.
It made a big hit here.
The Regent had a very good week with "The
Terror," but "The Battle of the Sexes" brought
but a*-erage business at the Liberty. The film
was hurt by the large number of censor cuts \\i
Pennsylvania.
The Olympic turned in an average week's
business with Pola Negri's "Loves of an ActThe Cameraphone did fairly well with "Four
Sons," as did also the Alhanibra with "The
Street
Illusion."
Bebe ofDaniels
in "Take Me Home" and Keith
vaudeville brought but average business to the
Davis.
ress."

Up and Down Week in Seattle; Fifth Ave.
Good with "Dancing
Daughters"
warranted a second week for the film, despite
SEATTLE.
"Dancing
Daughlcrs"
on last
the
screen of — the
Fifth Avenue
Theatre
week was the big gross attraction in the first
run circles, piling up a very substantial box office showing and pleasing the large audiences at
every performance. It was one of the most successful of the new synchronized films, and business was particularly strong.
At the Seattle Theatre "Moran of the Mar'nes" failed to arouse any enthusiasm, disappointing a majority of the audience. FanchonMarco's Violin Idea on the stage was well liked,
and Bobby Agnew in person drew a number of
the feminine contingent to the house. Business
for the week was just average.

previous plans to the contrary. It was a good
film, well received. Bessie Love and Eddie
Foy. Jr.,too.
in a Movietone short subject, scored
heavily,

At the Music Box Theatre "The Singing
Fool" in its sixth week showed a slight tendency
toward a decline at the box office, but this was
quite natural. The film has broken all local
records, and will undoubtedly go one or two
more weeks, judging from present business,
still very strong.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre opened with
"The Perfect Crime" and results the first week

films strongly, with "Mother Machree" at Pantages being the leading attraction, heavily exploited and good for a gross better than average. "Waterfront" at the Orpheuni was mediocre. "Street Angel" in its synchronized form
at the Egyptian, neighborhood house, showed a
very big business, following in the same course
that it began at the Fifth Avenue Theatre two
months ago.

"Sawdust Paradise" at the Coliseum was
just an average attraction, playing to mediocre
business. "Do Your Duty" at the Columbia Theatre was a very poor box office film, and did
practically no business. This house closes this
week, pending a change in policy by its owners.
Universal Theatres. At the Embassy "The
Power of Silence" pleased the audience and
scored
average week's
The anvaudeville
houses gross.
both featured their
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Heavy Trade on Chicago Extended Runs
"White Shadows" and
"Submarine" Go Big;
"Fool" Still Capacity
CHICAGO.— With the advent of "White
Sliadows" and "Submarine" in Chicago's
loop, long: run houses were the center of
interest and big business was reported. "White
Shadows" got away to a heavy attendance at
the Roosevelt and "Submarine" was drawing
crowds to United Artists, while "The Singing
Fool" went into the seventii week of its great
run at McVickcrs, where it continues to play to
capacity business. Last week also marked the
arrival of Brooks Johns, new conductor and master of ceremonies at the Oriental, and with
"Outcast" as its feature picture, this house had
a good week. "Fazil" on the Movietone, Chic
Sales talking comedy, stage show and Spitalny's
musical gem, "Schubertians," were included in
the Chicago program which went over big.
The talkie,
"ShowtheFolks,"
was and
the Marbro
feature
attraction
at both
Granada
Theatres. Backed by strong stage shows,
Charles Kaley heading the bill at the Granada
and Benny Meroff wielding the baton at the
Marbro, attendance held up well. Another feature which had a week's run at big, outlying,
de luxe houses, was "Show People," which was
billed at the Uptown, Tlvoli and Paradise. Advertised as being the first time ever presented
with singing and orchestral sound, it drew well.
all the houses having the usual stage shows in
addition to the picture.
The Capitol Theatre offered "Women They
Talk About" on the screen, Roy Dietrich heading the stage show, the box office report being
satisfactory. At the Avalon "The Man Who
Laughs" was featured, while on the stage, Del
Lampe and his band were the headliners.

Pantages Off, Newman
Mainstreet Big

and

Kansas City. — Thp attendance at first run
houses in Kansas City this week offered somewhat of a puzzle. The Pantages. with "The
Stool Pigeon" as the feature picture and a
strong stage program, fell off in attendance, being about 30 per cent under normal, while the
Newman, which formerly played to small
crowds, but which recently finished a one-month
run of tinued
Alto sot
Jolson
in "The
Singing
Fool,"
a fast
pace with
Clara
Bowcon-in
■"The Fleet's In," doing a large business both
at matinees and night performances.
The Mainstreet. which featuerd Rae Samuels, alocal favorite, on its stage program, did
a capacity business with "The Cavalier."
Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge" at Loew's Midland attracted crowds which just about measured
up to the Midland's average over the last two
months or so. business being only fair. "The
Midnight Taxi" drew good at the Royal, unusual
newspaper space being devoted to the picture.
"Fazil," which was exploited big in daily
newspaper advertising and on billboards, made a
special appeal to the younger generation and did
a gooti business.

Good Week Reported
'Frisco Theatres

for

San Francisco. — Good theatrical weather, together with some especially good pictures,
crowded the majority of motion picture theatres in the down town, first-run section of San
Francisco as well as in the residential districts.
The theatre which drew the biggest crowds
was the Embassy, where Al Jolson appears in
"The Singing Fool." Although it is being
shown for the third week, crowds for almost a
block lined streets in front of this theatre, in
the evenings, trying to get in. The first week
it played to 42,000 persons, breaking all exist-

ing house records by several thousands. The
Embassy seats but 1,200.
The Granada theatre, did but fair business
during the past week. Here was shown, "The
Battle of the Sexes" on the screen and the Publix
"Main
St. to business
B'way." for
Loew's
WarfieldRevue,
reported
excellent
the entire
week. Here. "The Masks of the Devil" was
on the screen and Rube Wolf with his Fanchon
& Marco "Idea" on the stage.
"Lilac Time," at the California theatre, drew
well in the evenings, and fairly well in the afterNational's
sound
taclenoons.andIt is
wasFirst
advertised
as first
such.
ThespecSt.
Francis theatre, this week, showed "Our Dancing Daughters," for a second time. Only fair
business was reported with this picture although

all liked and praised it, who saw it screened.
The Vitaphone, shown for a second week at
the new El Capitan theatre, reported remarkable business with the picture, "Tenderloin,"
shown together with the stage presentation,
"Hawaiian Nights." "The Man Who Laughs"
attracted thousands to the Pantages theatre all
week. The Union Square did well with "Stormy
Waters" and "Almost a Gentleman," which was
acts.
shown together with Nat Holt's presentation
In the residential districts, "Her Cardboard
Lover" did well at the Coliseum theatre and
the Royal theatre did better than expected with
"The Wheel of Chance," the evenings being
crowded. "One Round Hogan " drew very well
at the Irving theatre.

Armistice Week and Theatre Opening
Peps Up Ottawa Business
OTTAW.A.— .A. National holiday, .Monday.
November 12, for special observance of
the Armistice Anniversary, and the opening of
a new theatre had Ottawa, Ontario, exhibitors
all pepped up during the week of November 12.
With no counter-attractions, the theatres were
packed on the holiday and patronage kept high
all week.
Much interest was taken by the public in
"Show People" at the Regent Theatre because
of Marion Davies and William Haines, both of
whom have splendid followings in the Canadian
Capitol. Fine business resulted.
"Stocks and Blondes" also made good at B.
F. Keith's Theatre, this feature having mixed
appeal. The picture stood on its own merits
because the accompanying vaudeville was not
except'onal.
There was considerable excitement at the
Centre Theatre during the presentation of "The
Air Circus," particularly among the men. Some
lady patrons said there was "too much airplane."
"Power." starring William Boyd, at the Imperial Theatre, was one of those sturdy action

features that Imperial patrons like and the
ticket-vending machine clicked all to the merry.
The Avalon Theatre, Ottawa's new neighborhood house and a real atmospheric treat, opened
with "Dress Parade" at $1 general admission,
seats reserved. The place was full and patrons
were greatly excited over the many frills.
"Dress Parade" itself was too much like the
West Point picture in which William Haines
recently appeared.
The neighborhoods were all in good form,
registering capacity trade. There was a rush
to the Fern Theatre to see "Chinatown Charlie"
and the first chapter of "Haunted Island." The
Rex was also as busy as a toy store on Christmas Eve with "The Gaucho" and also the
"Haunted Island" serial. The Columbia secured
high class locality patronage with the presentation of "Camille," starring Nortna Talmadge.
The Laurier Theatre. Hull, had no complaints
to
regarding
business
Lovers'*
withmake
Colman
and Banky,
and for
the "Two
Capitol,
Hull,
got the remainder with "The Devils Trade-

Cincinnati Trade onmark." Increase; "Lilac
Time" and "Fool" Lead for Week
CIN'CINKATI.
Business
ing the past —week
might inbeCincinnati
likened todurthe
present stock market. It is reaching new
"highs." With ideal weather conditions and a
list of excellent attractions, practically all of
the larger downtown houses enjoyed liberal patronge.

"Baby Cyclone," the screen attraction, aided
and abetted by a good vaudeville bill, drew heavily at the Palace.
Other houses reported business from fair to

The Capitol is hanging up an attendance record for all time In this city with "The Singing
Fool." Originally booked for a two weeks' rim.
the picture was held over for a third week,
which was advertised as final. However, so
great has been the demands that bookings were
switched, and a fourth week has been added,
which is to end the engagement.
Another enviable record has been made with
"Lilac Time" at Keith's, which is now in its
third week, with attendance amounting to capacity at practically every performance. Apparently the picture would hold up for another
week, but will not be held, according to present

good.

plans.
TheandLyric
played
a second
"Faz'l"
returns
at this
house week
were with
as highly
gratifying to the management during the second week as they were the first.
"The Masks of the Devil," together with a
well-balanced vaudeville bill at the Albee, did
nicely, although there have been better weeks
during the present season from the standpoint
of box-office check-ups.
Shoulders" large
and
hadThea Strand
steady, displayed
although "Sally's
not particularly
stream of patrons during the whole of the week.

Specials Help
Trade
Oklahoma City

in

Oklahoma City. — Some highly satisfactory
reports have been received this past week regarding the attendance at motion picture shows
here. Some special precautions as well as invigorating fall weather have done much toward
the growing attractions and attendance.
"White Shadows of the South Seas." featuring Monte Blue in Metro-Goldwyn's sound picture, enjoyed a week's excellent business at the
Capitol.
The National Players in "The Family Upstairs" and the feature picture, "West of Zanzibar," with Lon Chaney, continued to please
"em" for a whole week at the Criterion.
The Marion
Empress Dixon
did a very
week'sRogers
businessin
with
and nice
Charles
"Red Lips."
At the Liberty Dolores Del Rio In "The Red
Dance" played to good business. "A Reno Divorce" and five acts of good vaudeville had
good week's business at the Orpheum, and the
Victoria enjoyed good business with Sally.
O'Neil and Willie Collier, Jr., in "The Floating College."

Motion
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Keith's, Without

Overflow of New
House Also Helps
the Keith-Albee

BOSTON. — The new Keith Memorial Theatre opened two weeks ago, and the only
first-run theatre in Boston not equipped
with sound continues to be the chief attraction
for the motion picture public, with long standing lines and hundreds turned away at every
performance. This weelcs film is "Take Me
Home," and it has met with a more than cordial reception. Indications are that the Keith
Memorial is all set for capacity business for the
entire winter season.
Opening of the new Keith Memorial has had
a decidedly beneficial effect on the Keith-Albee
Boston theatre, diagonally across Washington
street, which has been playing to capacity business ever since the Memorial Theatre opened
its doors. Pathe sound news is proving decidedly attractive to patrons, and this week's film,
"Captain Swagger," is coming in for favorable
comment among fihn fans. All in all, the two
Keith-Albee-Orpheuni theatres are hanging up
new box office records for late fall among the
Boston playhouses.
"The River Pirate" has appealed to Boston
theatregoers in no uncertain terms, with the
result that box office reports from the Publix
Metropolitan are near the breaking point this
week.
"The Singing Fool," which broke all records
by being held over for eight weeks at the
Netoco twin theatres several months ago, is
having a second record-breaking run at the Publix Fenway and Olympia Theatres, where it
has been showing this week and may be held
over.
Loew's State, showing "The Woman Disputed," reported better than average business.
Fo.x Movietone news has also caused favorable
comment. Leonora's Steppers furnish the stage
number.
"The Cavalier," another sound film, is attracting crowds to the Modern and Beacon Theatres of the Netoco chain. These twin houses
continue their double bill policy with "Power"
as the accompanying feature.
"Submarine" at Loew's Orpheum is meeting
with splendid business. Other films of the week
reporting good returns include "Our Dancing
Daughters," playing simultaneously at the Capitol and Exeter, the "Night Bird" at the Lancaster, and "The Fleet's In" at the University.

Decided
Lull in Down
Town Milwaukee
Milwaukee. — Only fair business was reported
at the down town theatres this week. The
weather was mild with no rain and no extreme
temperature and affected business but little.
There was a decided lull in activity at practically every theatre.
"Wings," playing its third week at the Strand,
was not accorded nearly as strong patronage as
it had been previously. In fact business dropped
off at a very appreciable rate as the week wore
on.
"The Singing Fool," at the Garden, is drawing just fair patronage. It too, has played an
extended run and finishes its sixth week at the
Garden. It has ceased to draw the crowds it
previously did and is pulling only very moderate
houses. It is, however, scheduled for an additional week.
"The Man Who Laughs," at the Alhambra,
held over for a second week drew good attendance. Itfinished its run this week.
"Moran of the Marines," at the Wisconsin,
was not very successful in attracting good
patronage. The Merrill, with "Romance of the
Underworld," was fairly well attended.
The Majestic drew fair business with "Masks

Sound,

Minneapolis Trade
Keeps
Up Fast Pace

Minneapolis. — Theatre business continued to
boom a bit in Minneapolis last week following
the slump which hit it around election time.
At the Strand, for example, D. W. Griffith's
picture "Battle of the Sexes" made such a good
showing that it was held over for two extra
days.
The Minnesota found George Bancroft in
"Docks of New York" to be a first rate drawing
card, and enjoyed a very good week with this
attraction.
"Sunrise," at the State, however, did not
prove a strong magnet, this capital Murnaudirected picture failing to catch the fancy of the
movie-going public. The critics on the Minneapolis papers praised this one to the skies, but
the Stale audiences laughed or snorted at it, and
the city generally failed to give it the patronage it so eminently deserved.
Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman" proved
a knockout at the Hennepin-Orpheum, drawing
large crowds and pleasing them immensely. It
has been a long time since a comedy of this sort
has made such a big hit locally. Everyone said
this was Buster's best in many, many months.
The Lyric shows Bebe Daniels in "Take Me
Home." doiing about average business, and
Pantages featured "Court Martial" with Betty
Compson and Jack Holt, a film which no doubt
helped business some.
The Granada, the new neighborhood house
with sound equipment, continued to do a rushing
business with "While the City Sleeps," while
the non-sound houses generally found business
improved over the average of the past six
weeks.

Give
Tampa
Good Break

News

Leads Boston

of the Devil." The vaudeville houses, usually
so well attended, felt a decrease in patronage
this week also. Tlie feature at the Riverside
was "Captain Swagger" and at the Orpheum,
"Take Me Home" was featured.
Neighborhood theatres did very gratifying
business this week. The strong attractions is
no doubt accountable for the good business.
"Lilac Time," at the Uptown, Modjeska and
Garfield, received very good patronage, as did
also "Win That Girl" at the Oriental and
Tower. "Drums of Love" was well received
at the National and Milwaukee.

Holidays

Picture

a

Tampa. — The double holiday this week gave
all show-shops a flying start, with both Sunday
and Monday going over very good. The Victory
continues to take the lead with "The Singing
Fool," in its second week, and this picture has
broken all records.
Never before in the history

of show business in Tampa has a picture packed
and
weeks. 'em the way this one has for two
solid jammed

The Tampa had a good card in "The Woman
Disputed" for the first half. The opinion generally is, that this is the best thing
lalmadge has ever done. The pictureNorma
drew
very good for the four days. "Varsity" followed Itin and did not do so well, in fact busi"T-r,'*^"
T^ '""^Cyclone
""'''''■ "average
the lastd half.
The Lady
was feature
by the
Mrand for the two holidays
, and it drew excellent business giving the house an over avera"-e
start on the week, but "The Whip" failed to
Hold up the lead and business went a little under
average the three days of its run. "The First
Auto
closed the week to average business.
The Franklin, second run, had three real good

.'^ll Night"
and '"
"Wheel
of Chance.
" All
Tf,
^"^"^
'"^^^ Volga
Boatman
"Out
," drew
nicely« *'^
and kept the business up to average
and
some days a little better.

Salt Lake Theatres Enjoy
Good Week's Trade
Salt Lake City. — A

very good week was enjoyed by Salt Lake theatre owners tliis past
week. Stormy weather was mixed with bright,
cool weather and some special attractions were
presented.
The Capitol Theatre had very good results
during their showing of "Do Your Duty," with
Charlie Murray, and the stage presentation
"Temptation."
The Movietone attraction drew well at the
Pantages Theatre, where talking pictures are
well under way and are being received enthusiastically. The Universal production "Lonesome"
went over to crowded houses, it is reported.
Conrad Nagle and Myrna Loy in "State
Street Sadie," a Vitaphone production, played
to capacity houses at the Victory throughout
the entire week.
The American Theatre was so well attended
during the first week of Norma Talmadge in
ing.
"The Disputed Woman" that this picture was
held over and drew very good houses to this
large theatre during the second weeks' showThe Paramount Empress had a satisfactory
week with "Varsity" and William Boyd in
"Power" was received at the Gem Theatre by
fairly good sized houses.
"The Foreign Legion" was shown as a second run at the Rialto this week with fairly good
results and the State Theatre did well with
"Her Father Said No" and the third showing
of
Gloria
Swanson in "Sadie Thompson" as an
added
attraction.
The other second run and neighborhood houses
are also enjoying very good attendance this
week.

Atlanta Keeps Up Average; Universars
**Lonesome" Heads the Parade
ATLANTA. — Average good business was
enjoyed by most of the major and smaller
downtown theatres in Atlanta last week, with
Universal's "Lonesome," featuring Glenn Tryon
and Barbara Kent, at Loew's Capitol leading
the box office parade. Business on the picture
built up steadily from the openins:. word of
mouth advertising being responsible, in large
measure, for the crowds which attended during
the latter part of the week.
Loew's Grand put "Lilac Time" over to good
gross, although this was the second showing of
the picture in Atlanta. Some weeks ago it had
its premiere here at the Howard.
Keith's

Georgia

celebrated

its second

anni-

business. versary by showing "The Air Circus" to good
"The Night Watch" did very well at the
Howard, where an exceptionally fine list of
Movietone and Vitaphone short subjects also
came in for much favorable comment.
"The Goodbye Kiss," well liked by many,
did not do so well on the opening at the Metropolitan and. as an added attraction, the management brought back "Show Girl," which
scored heavily at the box-olfice the previous
week, for the last half — playing both features
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with business
mounting steadily as a result of the move.
The Rialto chalked up a satisfactory week
with "State Street Sadie."
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Hollywood Office:

Studios

Mezzanine Floor,

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Nov. 22. — Despite
OOD,
HOLLYW
pruspeets for greater production in
the forthcoming few months than in
several years, several of the larger companies started pruning down all contracted
people to a minimum number last week. The
elimination affects players, writers, directors and all other branches of production.
Inasmuch as the plans for most future pro<luctions include dialogued and synchronized
features, studios wish to feel themselves
free to add any number and type of freelancers without being burdened by a running overhead of stock players, contracted
"writers, directors, etc.
Most of the eliminations have been made
in Paramount, Universal, Fox, Warner
Brothers and First National. In most cases,
the slashing affected mostly stock players.
Paramount is reported not through with its
notifications that options will not be renewed with many people who have been
with them for some time. Bebe Daniels
and Paramount reached an agreement
whereby she is free to work in other stu-dios. Florence Vidor and Esther Ralston
are among the most important of those rumored leaving the Paramount roster.
Stock players in the other studios also
have been cast loose to free-lance or sign
with other producers. In most others, however, the slashes affected the writing, sce-

Scenarist Finds Truth
Stranger Than Fiction
Bureau,

Motion

Hotel

Picture

News)

22.— A scenaOOD
HOLLYWrio
writer,who Nov.
has been working
in Holl)-wood for the past five
years, found it hard to sell original
screen stories to producers and finally
sent a group of originals to a New
York playbroker for possible sale. The
playbroker recently sent one of the
stories to a coast producer, with the
. The author's name
latter purchasing
on the manuscript was a nom de
plume, with his address listed as from
a large eastern city.
In looking for a writer to do the
scenario, the producer unknowingly
called the real author of the story and
made a deal for him to do the script,
first asking his opinion on the story.
Naturally the writer said, "Great!"

JERRY HOFFMAN
Western News Editor

Roosevelt,

Cutting Down

Stock Talent Affected
By Moves to Decrease
Overhead to Minimum

(Hollywood

OD

nario and title staff's, with several directors
included. Another result of the general
pruning is reported scheduled as the signing of new people on a picture-to-picture
basis at lesser salaries. Most writers were
from the legitimate field as well as lesser
known stage players, who can be secured
for smaller sums than have been paid to establislied screen people.
Added to Writing Forces
W^arner Bros, have added three well
known writers to the scenario department
which is soon to start next year's program.
They are Harvey Thew, L. G. Rigby and
.1. Grubb Alexander.
John V. A. Weaver, poet, playwright
and novelist and expert in American slang,
lias been engaged by Paramount to do
dialogue for forthcoming sound films.
Directorial Assignments
Pathe has re-signed E. Mason Hopper to
direct "Square Shoulders," which will be

Phone Granite 2145

on Players
.Junior Coghlan's first dialogue picture for
Pathe.
Richard Wallace will direct Maurice
Chevalier, the French star, in his first vehicle for Paramount.
Adolfi Signed by Warners
John Adolfi, director, was last week
added by the Warners to their directorial
staff. He signed for a long term which
provides for him Titling
to make a number of
Vitaphone features.
John

Krafft of Pathe

is editing and

titling "The Leatherneck."
The Hattons, Fi-ederick and Fanny, are
titling "The Spirit of Youth" for TiffanyStahl.
Lois Wilson Signs for Series
Lois Wilson has signed a contract with
the Christie
Film
Co. to play opposite
Edward Everett Horton in a series of tworeel comedies
in sound
which page)
will be pre(Continiied
on foUozving

'German' Professor Offers 'Sound
Advice'
to Hollywood
been the cause of
SOUND experts have
many a reverberation
around West Coast
studios since the advent of talking pictures
but the biggest noise
made by any of them
fades into insignificance alongside of the
commotion recently
made by Professor von
Vincent Barnett
Schweringen, ".sound
expert from the Home Office," when that
gentleman's report on the sound plant at a
big Coast studio was rendered to studio
officials. The stuccoed walls of the studio
echoed and rechoed to the tunc of the Professor's sound advice.
Von Schweringen recently dropped in on
the studio moguls and stated that the Home
Office had deputized him to make a report
on their sound studios. An introductory
letter from New York, authorizing his admittance to the studios had preceded him.
lie was accorded courtesy and every facility in his undertaking and went his rounds
in a scientific manner, jotting down this
and tliat observation as he made his tour
of the plant.
This happened before luncheon.
As most of the studio executives were

about to go out to partake of their noonday repast, von Schweringen returned and
with a few short words scrapped about
$280,000 worth of equipment. It was no
good, he said, and all of it would have to be
entirely reconstructed under a different
method. The professor then announced
that he would go eat his lunch and would
return anon.
Von Schweringen 's bombshell had laid
a trail of human wreckage around the
studio's office, a hot wire had been drafted
for transmission to New York and conferences were thick as hornets' nests when a
card was sent in announcing the professor's
reappearance.
On his entrance, after the lunch, all prestook Schweringen
one look and I cried: "Why, you're
not ent
von
"Oh, you're looking for him are you?
Wei], I'm the Professor alright, but when
you last saw me I was in disguise. My
real name is Vincent Barnett, and I am an
actor looking for a job. As far as I know
your sound stages, etc., are o. k.
. . ."
Did he get the job? That remains to be
seen but right at that time a job for such
a subtle comedian not being open, von
Schweringen has since occupied himself by
giving "characterizations" at parties held
by film folk of Holly^vood.
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Talkies Add to Work of Title Writers
Established Gaptioners
Find Large Returns in
Composing Dialogue
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

Nov. 22.— Dialogue
HOLLYWOOD,
anil sound motion pictures have increased work for both title-writers
and title film plants to a greater extent
than either have handled in many years.
This fact reveals itself following a check-up
on the general
that
the reverse
effect had taken belief
place. With.I'list
the increasing
production of talkies, it was supposed that
the title-writer would rajjidly disappear
from the industry and that the manufacturers of film titles would soon file petitions in voluntary bankruptcy.
The result instead, has been beneficial to
the title writer. Producers are assigning
dialogue sequences to standard established
title writers in the belief that they are better equipped than imported stage writers
for the amount of screen sense already developed in them. Another reason is that
films are still being made in both silent and
sound versions and the title writer now
finds himself made in both silent and sound
versions and the title writer now finds himself employed for a longer term on each
picture. Instead of titling a production, and
then beginning work on another, or if he is
a free-lance, seeking another, the title
writer is held over for an additional period
longer than the one assigned for mere titling. This is for the purpose of injecting
dialogue.
The benefit to film title plants is mostly
because of the latter reason. Not only have
they the work of making titles for the silent
versions, but all dialogue versions carry a
certain number of titles as well. In most
cases these are descriptive or credits and
cannot be furnished via the dialogue in the
picture. Hence the manufacturer finds himself with double the amount of work on each
picture, instead of a decreased order because of svnchronization.

Hollywood Notes
(Conlinucd from frcccding /'(/(/t')
released by Paramount next year in all
liouses wire for sound, and regularly disti'ibuted on the firm's 1929-30 line-up.
Miss Wilson has also been signed by Columbia for the lead in ''Object — Alimony,"
on which Scott Dunlap will handle the mega]>hone.
Estelle Bradley with New Team
Gene Stone and JIarshall Ruth, the new
comedy team now playing in Educational
short features, have Estelle Bradley as tlieir
leading lady in "Bumping

Along."

The Leads for "The Faker"
Columbia has signed Jacipieling Logan,
Warner Gland and Gaston Glass for the
featured roles in "The Faker,"
from a story by Rupert Hughes.
Among

Dotty Jottings

News)

adapted

Screen Magazine
the subjects featured in the new

issue of Our World To-day, Educational 's
screen magazine, is one dealing with the
knights and ladies of 600 years ago.

Bjr Jerry Hoffman
THIS miyht he- called It siiyiicstio:! . . . hul insi
for protection in case it is said . . . "H'e've
already thought of that" . . . I'll plav safe and
call it a prediction . . . for such things have
happened . . . even where the thought wasn't
had . . . The Warner Brothers have a boy who
is the sensation of the country . . . evcrvone
-who sees "The Singing Fool" raves about David
Lee . . . and all sing "Sonny Boy" . . . also
■ . . in "She Knew Men" . . . directed by
Archie Mayo in ivhich little David is now playing, he is again called "Sonny Boy" . . . so the
suggestion . . . or the prediction . . . that for
next year's program . . . the IVarners make a
picture starring Dazid Lee . . . calling it
"Sonny Boy" . . . yes? ...
THERE are thirteen principals in "The Missing Man" . . . Pathe's first 100 per cent talkie
. . . including June Nash. Lee Patrick. George
Barraud. Russell Gleason. Robert St. Ani/clo,
Frank Reichcr, Ned Sparks. Claude King. Josephine Brozm, Charles Hamilton, Otto ilatiesen.
Harry Allen, Cosmo Kyrle Bellczo, and Warner
Richmond . . . thirteen of 'em and they started
work, the publicity department tells me . . . on
the thirteenth of the month . . . so to make it
a perfect press yarn . . . let me add . . . "And
the studio
them."
. . . gatenian didn't recognize one of
JN

case you want to knoio how motion picture
theme songs are tarillen . . . here's one
cxaimple ... on e.vecutive on the Paramount
lot . . . meeting a song-zi*riter hired for just
that purpose said . . . "We've got a picture
called 'Wolf-Song' . . . it's all about a man on
a mountain . . . zvrite a so)ig abont it" . . .
zvell, many have had less to go on than that . . .
did you hear "Woman Disputed. I love You"?
. . . hey, hey . . . many theme songs are turning into scream songs . . . that's funny too . . .

WHEN
Olive Borden left Fox some time
ago . . . it zoas whispered that Fox ti'as
I'ery anxions to secure Bebe Daniels to succeed
her . . . nozo that Bebe has left Paramount
. . . the possibility of her joining Fo.v is
stronger
thanthat
evershe. .lias
. incidentally
quitting recalls
been tinder Bebe's
contract
to

OOD rumors . . .not \et confirmed . . .
zvill be Harold Lloyd's
next Mary
leadingMcAllister
lady . . . either Mary Nolan or
Pauline Starke zvill play "Pearl" in Universal's
"Broadzmy" . . . Betty Branson may plav the
ingenue role in the same . . . and I could think'
of lots zvorse . . . and many better too . . .
meanwhile you can bank on Glenn Tryon as
set . . . since Jim Barton is out of Paramount's
forthcoming production. "Burlesque" . . . Eddie Cantor may play it . . . and then again Jack
Okie . .please
. Hollyzi'ood's
. . . (Harrv
Lauder
note) mayspendthrift
...
AND

I zvish that studios would stop exploiting people as "genius" . . . it only hurts
the individual so bally-hooed . . . it giz'es rise
to silly stupid mouth-lo-mouth reports that the
"genius" has become high-hat . . . and in lots
of eases it makes him so . . . it's funny . . ,
rather, in most cases . . . tragic . . . how
many react foolishly to the personal spotlight
. . . the reason for this is that the noun hasbeen abused terribly in recent zveeks and is aninjustice . . .

/KNOW
one man zvho hasn't had any publicity and doesn't zvant any . . . and deserz'cs it . . . of a straight honest type . . . cc
Roy Hunter at Universal , , . zvho has quietly
installed a sound studio zvhich equals and perothers haps. riz-als
. . any of these highly exploited I'jt
IT

remained for Eddie Cantor to release a
nezi's story in a motion picture before the
studio did . . . in the short subject shozvn before "Interference" zvhile Eddie talks . . . he
announces that he is to make "The Birth of the
Blues" for Paramount next year . . . scooped
by a trailer, bigosh! . . . and them's that . . .
Four

in Work

at F B O

Four features are now in work at theFBO studios on the coast, where recently
"Blockade" and "Hardboiled" were completed. "The Yellowback" is in its last
week of work and editing on "Love in theDesert" is being finished by George Melford, "The Little Savage" is in the final
week and "The Drifter" will also be finished shortly.
La Rocque in Dove Vehicle
First National has engaged Rod

La^

Parcuniount for ten years . . . and is probably
the oldest contraet player in point of service
z^'ith Paramount . . . she came to them as a
stock player in 1918 after doing leads opposite
Harold Lloyd in one-reelers and since has risen
to stardotn . . . her salary for the past term
being reported in the $5,000 zveekly area . . .

Rocque to act opposite Billie Dove in herforthcoming vehicle, "The Man and theMoment." Miss Dove has just completed
"Adoration."

DENIALS
seem scheduled as no aid In
Dolores Del Rio and Edzi'in Carezve . . .
and for the next fezc months dailies will continually report a break hctzvecn them . . . the
rift seemed obznoits Zi'hen Dolores arrived in
Hollyzvood last zveek . . . refusing to pose for
a still with Eddie and her greeting to him . . .
considering her Latin blood . . . seemed quite
distant . . . zi'hich is enough for any scandal
reporter to pin a story on . . . so it goes . . .

Quillan and other players in "Noisy Neighbors" will be given opportunities to display their musical talent in the Photojdioned version of this Pathe production.
Eddie will give Iiis impressions of a saxophone virtuoso, while Miss Vaughn and!
Marie Quillan will demonstrate their ability at the piano. Eddie and his Dad will,
also do a dance.

A

John Boles — Leading Man
.lohn Boles will be the leading male player opposite Laura La Plante in the Universal star's next, "The Haunted Lady,"'
a story by Adela Rogei's St. John. JaneWinton will also act and Wesley Ruggles;
will direct the story, about to go into production.
(Conliniu\l on page 1616)

RATHER .safe risk . . . and good for lots
of nezcspaper spaee maybe . . . is the
fact that Samuel Goldwyn is supposed to have
insured the exterior of Child's, Fifth Az'enue.
for $40,000 against snozv . . . if it snozcs anytime betzveen Noz'ember 15 and three zcreks
from that date . . . Sammy collects fortygrand
. . it's
for Vilma . Banky's
picture .zt'hieh
Al being
Santellused
is directing
. . and

hozi< some people nutst be praying for a pop-corn
explosion . . . that's also funny . . . yeh . . .

To Reveal Talent Through Sound
Eddie Quillan, Alberta Vaughn,

Marie?

A' o ■:• c 111 her
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MAN AQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Cleariisiq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre OperatIon
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

A

in
Shoiiman
lu I ■
I
ttie
making

From the Broadway Theatre in Norwich, Conn., comes
the interesting news

that
Phil
Smith's,
younger brother, Sidney, has been appointed
an assistant to M. J. Levinson and placed
in charge of the floor at the above menticned theatre.
Well, Sydney, you have a
darn good teacher and you will never go
wrong on following in his footsteps.
No
need for me to say any more about M. J.
Levinson, we've already had our say some
time ago.
Young Smith wants to know if he is
eligible for membership in the CLUB and
cur answer is YES. I'm sure other members would be glad tc hear of his future
activities and he has plenty of opportunities up there in Norwich. And being his
house is a Sound theatre we would certainly like to know how they are taking to
the different kind of Sound pictures they
are showing.
Keep us posted Sydney.

Stirring Up
Business
joined the CUJB

Harry A. Goren,
Shenandoah, P ;) .
manager, whom vou
will recall from last
week's issue, ju.-t
and he started off on thr

right foot by sending in some "stunts"
which he tried and recommends to others.
We are embodying one of his suggestions
this week.
He tells me that he organized and is
working, what he calls, a "Caravan." The
idea being to enlist the aid of the leading
citizens in the town for the pur]jose oi'
bringing crippled children fruni hospitals,
etc., to a special performance at his theatre.
For proper supervision of the youngsters
while in his care he worked up interest with
some of the prominent matrons in town an.l
they helped play host to these unfortunate
children.

"Manager's

Round

Table Club"

d of :theaation compose
organiz
1—
who believe
tre managers
That the interchanging of ideas
and suggestions will benefit everyone;
2_Whn have accepted the CLUB slogan—"USE THE NEWS": 3— Who are
all striving to make the NEWS the
clearing house for all box office ideas
and theatre operation.
Membership is open to all exhibitors
and theatre managers.
AN

Out

of the

oneJackof ourO'Conneil,
real live

Chalk up another mark
boys, we score again.
art^t

I he

»/

•

Voice

t

of

for the CLUB

(Note:
Here are some
more
letters
on
the

-sound" question.

If wu

Ruins" to a
members, from that
rruju
Temple
Theatre Vitain
^^^ famed
Pmtlt
Toledo, tells us an interesting idea whereby
he had to dc' some quick thinking when he
awoke one morning to find that the old
Booby House, once a great hotel, was to he
demolished and the passage which had been
built to protect pedestrians during the tearing down of the hotel would obstruct the
view of his theatre.

have not been ioli&ii'iufr
great chance to Und out
them, you
are losimi .1
what other managers
already know on this subjccf. Dig up vour last four :t'ceks' issues of the News
and xtart at the beginning. ~ CIiL)

Arising to the opportunity for fast work
he ran an ad in the leading papers telling
about the work tC' be done, the building to
be erected to take its place, and telling
Toledo that the passage was not a dingy

Anything I might say abcut sound pictures does not necessarily mean that I have
heard many of them. To be truthful, I have
seen one talking and one sound picture:

wooden passage way, "but a Lighted Lane
that leads to the home of the World's
Greatest Talking Pictures."
As was to he expected, the ad attracted
attention and many who might not happen
along that way came down to see what it
was all about and if they got that far. Jack
knew he had a fighting chance that they
would try "that lighted passage" into the
Vita-Temple.

I have always been sold on this kind of a
stunt because when you consider the actual

A little review of O'ConneU's many activities makes us wonder how long it will
be before Jack sits himself dcwn to write

good you are doing, besides all the sterling'
publicity it brings, you have combined a
great team. The expense cannot be great
and it is quite possible to have the kiddies
present during a regular matinee and in this
way eliminate any extra expense entirely.
Try this one boys, not only myself, but
many others, from long experience heartily
recommend it. And don't forget the Chi'istmas Show for all children in Institutions.

a little book on what the "good theatre
managers must do." You qualify for the
title of author so better start the book.

I'm going to harp on this latter one until
you send me the "dope" to prove you are
going through with it.

just such requests. From a letter just received from him he tells me his entire staff
was taxed for over a week answering such
inquiries and they ran into the hundreds.
This bit of information was particularly
gratifying to myself and other members of
the staff of the News because it is hard to
(ind out to what extent such advice is followed. It is no mystery any longer. While
we feel sorry for Laighton, we are tickled
to death that our readers and members
have faith in our suggestion to follow up
any angle that will give them a chance to
cash in on tried stunts and ideas.

AV h e n

Members
rrClub
I
/->
J Tips
TTake
Good

the
Hshed
liow ^^^^
Ed.
|,„t

w e

pub-

story of
Laightioi
j^j^
,,„„.

paign on "King of
Kings" we suggested that members and
readers write to him for full details on howhe handled it. But we never anticipated
that poor Laighton would be swamped with

/I
A

ilflinjiv
IKlftti^n^^

Readers of these columns have heard
from Ralph Cokain before and while he admits that he has seen but few talking or
sound pictures he freely expresses his opinion of them:
Dear Mr, Lewis:

namely,
"The
"Don Juan."

Lion and the Mouse"

and

When I saw "Don Juan." which has
been about three years ago, I was very
much disappointed. There were nc sound
effects in the picture, the only sound being
the musical setting by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra. Well, I suppose tha
orchestra is a wonderful musical organization, but to hear it via Vitaphone on "Don
Juan, ' ' I thought it was terrible. However,
the Vitaphone has improved considerably
since that time, so I am not going to criticize it.
Sound pictures are revolutionizing the
business right now. Crowds are jamming
the doors cf all theatres that show them.
As I write this I understand the Apollo
theatre has stood them up every day for
two weeks now with Al Jolson in ' ' The
Singing Fool." In this case, we might account fcr the large patronage due to tha
popularity of Jolson, but even at that, other
talking and sound pictures have been held
over for a second week. (The Apollo, by
the way, is in Indianapolis, Indiana.)
{Continued on folfozi'ing t^ffc)
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E. C. Laskey, of
The small town exhibitor is presented
■with a problem. He cannot go on showing
Thc""^ Kerrisdale
j to and
, Sweet
.
atre
Vancouver,
•silent pictures, because the talking pictures
Short
and
the
point
b.
C, in
Canada,
makes
in the cities close around wiU draw the peohis letter on
ple away from their local theatre. In order
"Sound"' short, but proved that one need
to compete with the bigger cities he must
not use a lot of unnecessary words to coninstall sound equipment. There is the high
cost of the equipment ; will the returns from
vey a thought. We offer it for your own
the patronage more than pay the installadigestion: "... pertaining to 'Sound Piction costs? Frankly, the small town extures' Imight just as well make it plain
at the start that we in Canada have had
hibitor can not afford to install sound equipment. The cost is not within his reach, and
very little experience so far with 'Sound
the theatre-going public in his town is not
large enough to bring him in enough rePictures.'
' ' Our leading theatre in Vancouver has receipts to cover the cost of it. As time goes
cently installed sound equipment and so
on, sound pictures will be mere popular,
far have only run synchronized features
and every town will have them. But the
small town exhibitor must wait.
with the odd talking sequences and of course
Not only have sound pictures presented a talking short subjects. This new form of
entertainment is going over very well so
problem to the exhibitor, but the film folk
as well. Good looks or a cute smile will not
far, but, then it may only be the novelty
get a girl in the movies now; she must have
of the thing. In my opinion talking pica pleasing personality, and above all, a good
tures are here to stay but they will have
voice. So essential is this to the success of
to undergo a great improvement before they
sound pictures that many of the old favorare universally accepted. Then, of course,
ites are coming into their own again, bethe producer in making talking pictures
cause of their voices being suited to the remust not lose track of the fact that the
quirements of sound pictures. In "The
story is 'the thing.' So far, as just sound
Lion and the Mouse," there is one actor
and synchronized pictures go, I would not
who outshines the performance of any one
advise any Exhibitor to install expensive
of the other characters ; that actor is Lionel
equipment to get this effect because there
Barrymore. He has an excellent voice, and
are hundreds of non-synchronous instruno doubt, brother John has likewise. Janments that have the expensive licensed
nings, Barrymore, Fawcett, all of them are
veteran stage as well as screen actors. They
equipment beaten to death."
had to have good voices to get where they
You know, boys, it gets more and more
are. Now their chance to even surpass their
interesting, this subject of "Sound," if
efforts on the stage is before them.
you are only following these letters as I
Sound pictures are here to stay, and will
progress slowly but surely each year. la am publishing them week by week. The
variety of opinion is stimulating to anyconcluding, I wish to state that it is my
one really seeking light on this subject and
honest opinion that the time is coming when
every theatre in the United States, large
it also proves that "what is sauce 'for the
and small, will be equipped with sound pic- goose, is NOT sauce for the gander." Why?
Because if you read these letters you will
tures. Dc not condemn a few flaws yon
see in such pictures; they will be remedied.
find
everyone's
reaction
differs.thing
That'sso
what that
makes
the whole
blooming
Very truly yours.
darned interesting.
Signed, Ralph Cokain.

Join NOW
cup and mail the coupon below zs.nlh your name and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB"
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Picture

News

Newsreel Resume
The Vestris tragedy was featured by
Paramount News, No. 33 containing shots
of the survivors. Other items in the reel included:Soldier;
Rome pays
tribute toattend
Italy's
Unknown
the Hoovers
church
services; alligators; rocket-propelled motorcycle; English ace flying 5 miles per minute; the ship which carries Hoover to South
America; Berlin hails the Zeppelin. Pictures of the Mt. Etna eruption were on view
in No. 34, in addition to which were shots
of Hoover joining the Red Cross; English
royalty
the hunt;
the world's
longest
suspensionon bridge
at Detroit;
U. S. officials
investigating Vestris disaster; African king
of
gold coast;
taxi;thehockey
games. Japan's newest water
In addition to a dozen pictures dealing
with the Vestris ease, M-G-II News No. 28
contained views of the following: Italy's
Armistice Day celebration; Chinese ducks;
new mooring for Graf Zeppelin; co-eds iu
rhythmic exercises; football; rockct-drivcn
cycle; tiger springs through ring of fire.
In No. 29 were scenes of the eruption of
Mt. Etna; football games; tanks in battle
maneuvers; new winter beach styles; Santa
Clans.
The survivors of the Vestris shipwreck
were shown in International News No. 92
which also had: Chinese gunboats in battle
practice;
Hoover
watches
Mater'sin
football team;
Armistice
Day Alma
celebration
Rome; football; new rocket cycle. Issue
No. 93 had shots of Mt. Etna in eruption;
football games; auto sets record on dirt
track; ishing
galaflamingo.
procession in London; the vanThe Vestris story led off Issue No. 5449
of Kinograms, which gave some 15 scenes
of the disaster and its survivors; there were
also est
in collection
the issueof scenes
the world's
small of
books;
a sail largboat
with an airplane wing; rocket car; Zeppelin and her crew in Germany. Among the
offerings of No. 5450 were scenes of ice
hockey; Santa Claus; tanks on a rampage;
petting party for pets; hunting hounds of
French Duchess; Princeton-Yale game.
The rescued passengers and crew of the
Vestris was an item of importance among
the Pathe News No. 95 stories. Footage was
also given to the Hoovers attending church
at Stanford; Spanish King's cousin visits
New York; parents of dog pet for White
House; Italy celebrates Armistice Day; Illinois corn shucker contest; Graf Zeppelin
tries out new mooring mast. No. 6G led off
with special views of the destruction nf
Mascali by Mt. Etna. It also contained
scenes of world 's largest mooring mast in
Canada; large bridge spanning the James
River, Va. ; football games.

Name
Address

Policy

Theatre

Capacity

City
State
Honorary Chairman
Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston
Charles E. Lewis

Additions to Casts
"From Headquarters" (W. B.) Ethlyne
Clair, Gladys Broekwell, Pat Hartigan,
John Kelly, Otto Lederer, Wm. Irving, Pat
Somerset, Joseph Girard; "Alimony Annie" (W. B.) Stanley Taylor; "Eeputation" (T.-S.) Joe E. Brown, Alma Bennett,
Russell
Simpson;Irma
"Nightstick"
'U. Hill,
A.)
George Cooper,
Harrison, Al
Kernan Chester
Cripps, Morris,
Eleanor Mae
Griffith,
Jlalley,
Busch.Pat 0'-

November

24 .
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&hibitors Service
Develops New Angle for
Auto
Dealer
Tie-Up
Endurance
Driving
Contest Demonstrates Quality of
Car and Exploits "Brotherly Love" Showing
ative exploitacooper
forlocal
angle
between
auto dealers and
tion
the motion picture theatre was given
a demonstration in Birmingham Ala., recently when Manager F. V. Merritt of the
Empire theatre in that city arranged for
a driving endurance cont-est featuring a
stock car furnished by a local dealer and
tying up directly with the showing of
M-G-M's picture "Brotherly Love."
Mr. Earl William-s, known as "Xapoleon,
the World's Greatest Endurance Driver,"
put on a one hundred and fifty hour 'Brotherly Love" endurance drive in a Durant
car. Entire ear was bannered. The top of
the ear carried this caption — On the 72nd
hour of this great drive, "Brotherly Love,"
a Metro Goldwyn Mayer production, will
open at the Empire Theatre. The drive
started on a Friday at eleven o'clock. The
banner was carried until Monday at eleven
ANEW

o'clock, when new banners were placed announcing the coming attractions at the Empire Theatre. A large clock was placed over
the marquee of the theatre with this caption: "Watch the clock for Napoleon's
great Brotherly Love Endurance drive.
How many hours can he last?"
set every five hours giving the
hours. A window was obtained
teer of the Oster Furniture Co.,

Clock was
number of
by Exploiand a sign

placed there reading "At the End of the
Drive, Mr. Williams will sleep in a Brotherly Love Bed Room Suite. Two nurses
were obtained from a local hospital. They
rode at all times with Mr. Williams, and
their uniforms carried this caption: "They

Show Brotherly Love by Keeping Napoleou
in the Great Contest."
One of the heaviest billing campaigns that
the Empire Theatre has so far carried was
put over with this production. Fifteen electric lighted twenty-four sheets in the business district was obtained by the exploiteer.
Two hundred inches of free space was
obtained from all three papers — Birmingham Post, News, and Age Herald. Teasers
were used ten days in advance of the opening date. Space was increased until the
day before opening and three column
twelves were used in all three papers for
Sunday, these with special stories and special art. The News broke on Sunday with
a special art three column and story by
Mr. Marzoni, the author of "Brotherly
Love." On Saturday morning a free matinee was given Mr. Marzoni and three hundred orphans were his and ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer's guests. For the first time in
the history of the Birmingham News a front
page story was carried about a picture production.
At the Alabama and Swanec football
game twelve thousand novelty football
score heralds were given away.
Arrangements were made to carry free
space in all the college papers, for free
tickets. A contest was arranged for at the
theatre asking "How Many Miles will Napoleon drive in the Brotherly Love Endurance Contest?" Free tickets were the
prizes. Ten thousand heralds were distributed by paid advertising company.

Amateur Photo Makers Stir Up
Interest in "The Cameraman"
MANAGER
W. F. BROCK used an aj.propriate contest to exploit "The
Cameraman" playing at the Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
2500 cards (4 x 8V2) were circulated
about the city which contained announcement of the contest — prizes — title of picture, theatre and play dates.
A local photo supply store co-operated
in putting over the stunt. 25 prizes were
at stake for the best amateur photographers submitting snap-shots which they have
taken. Any pictures were considered, be
they naturally, scenery, poses, children,
etc.
The snap shot was to be pasted on the
4x9 card and turned in at the Rialto box
office for consideration as to its merits in
winning a prize.
The Supply Co. donated the first prize of
a .$20.00 Kodak ; the other prizes were given

by the theatre. 2nd prize — five dollars in
gold; 3rd to 10th prizes — two tickets each
to see the picture; and 11th to 25th prizes
— one ticket each to see "The Cameraman."
Many persons took advantage of this
simple contest to compete for prizes, while
to others the cards containing the copy
about contest and picture furnished them
with something to talk about.

Showmanship
iBrieft'i
at Cornell University at
NTS
STUDE
Ithaca,
N. Y., will be allowed to whoop
it up for all they are worth every Saturday
night at the Strand Theatre in that city,
according to an agreement made between the
theatre and the student body last week. The
theatre on Saturday night will be reserved
for the exclusive use of Cornell students,
who will be permitted to do all the booing,
razzing and hissing they desire without encountering the theatre's strong arm squad as
in the past. The "whoopee" night is a combody.
promise growing out of a conflict between
the theatre management and the student

Allen-in
in ent
thirteen
THEtownmanagers
advertisem
page theatres
a full
donated of
the Allentown Chronicle-News Item urging public support of the American Red Cross, appearing in the newspaper on November 10. The
cooperating theatres and their owners or managers are : Lyric, Harry Gammet ; Colonial,
Robert M. Ferenbaugh ; State, Walter J. Hurley; Strand, Dr. Benjaniin H. Stuckart ; Embassy. Alexander Boyd ; Earle, Frank H. Mickley; Rialto, M. M. Shenkman; Franklin, Reube"n Mainker; Hamilton, Herbert M. Meeker;
Victor, Walter Z. Reinbold ; Madison, R. M.
Loux; Nineteenth Street. Reuben Mainker, and
Cameo, M. J. Nederstock.

THE Regent theatre in Cleveland has inaugurated a Saturday Children's Matinee with
great sueeess. Everything of interest lo youngsters apt'ears on the program. In addition to a
selected juvenile program which is announced
in advance, a special surprise feature is added.
This feature is not announced and interest in it
is kept alive by trailers. The Regent is aho
forming a Kiddies Club. This club xvill have as
Us object the job of selecting its own screen
hero, zfho n'ill be featured on the screen.

HOLLIDAY got more
R TOM
M /ONAGE
usual amount of publicity
than the
when the Mayor officially received the print
of "Wings" at the flying field. This stunt
was pulled on the Saturday previous to the
picture's Monday opening at the Ritz Theatre, Columbia, S. C. The plane delivering
the print had painted on its sides, "Ritz Now
Playing Wings."
CECIL B.
and interests,
Diamond
offered prizes
best window
Week of the

GRIMES, of the Wilby-Grimes
operating
a, Ala.,
Theatres, the
in 'Bama,
TuscaloosBelvedere
to Tuscaloosa merchants, for the
display during the Homecoming
University of .Mabama .Muniiii.

To celebrate the opening of the new Lisbon theatre in the Palma Ceia section of

all cuty
from "Uncle
S puc::ling
the fraternit
invadedCabin,"
pieces, Tom's
up in
SriLL
and sorority houses of Perdue University during the run of the picture at the Luna Theatre
in Lafayette. Indiana. The person who succeeded in assembling the pieces into a whole
picture was admitted free to the show. The
gag kept the students interested in the film.

Tampa, Fla., Manager Gore decided to forget about profits and get people started
coming, so he advertised the opening free
to all, and what mobs he played to is nobody's business. Capacity, SRO, and all
the other ames don't describe it.

is reported that A. L. Glassman of the
ITOrpheum
Theatre at Ogden, Utah, received the cooperation of the exhibitors
throughout this territory in exploiting "The
Singing Fool," by running trailers in some
of their theatres advertising this picture.

No Admissions at Opening
of New Tampa Theatre
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Advises Overflow Crowds to Attend
Rival Show Across the Street
TALKING

pictures made such a hit at the Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg. Manitoba, that Manager Waher F. Da^as made the suggestion
in newspaper advertising that if the Metropolitan were filled the
people could go across the street to another theatre, the Capitol, which is
under the direction of L. C. Straw.
Manager Davis hoosted the rival theatre in this manner during the
week of Octoher 29 when his sound feature was "Street Angel." Incidenally, he mentioned "The Cameraman," starring Buster Keaton, which was
the attraction in the Capitol Theatre. Mr. Davis has also offered Sl.OOO
for a new adjective to describe the success of sound pictures.

Oldest Two Lovers" Idea Still
Leads as Exploitation Ace
A C'CORDIXG to reports on campaigns for
-'*■ "Two Lovers" in cities varied in size
and locality, the most successful single
piece of exploitation developed for this picture is the human interest story which is
built around the contests to find the "oldest two lovers" in the town. This stunt has
particular local appeal and has met with
hearty response from newspapers and merchants, who are necessary to the handling
of the idea. The newspapsrs conduct the
search for the oldest married couple in
town, feature pictures of them and give
publicity to local merchants who contribute
merchandise to be awarded to them in conjunction with parties at theatres.
An "Oldest Two Lovers" contest was
conducted by the Atlanta Constitution, tying-up with "Two Lovers" run at the Howard Theatre, Atlanta.
Not only did the newspaper feature its
search for the married couples wedded fifty
years or longer, with rewards provided by
the theatre and by merchants, but it also

dined the forty and more couples, after
which they were guests at a theatre party,
with the Howard as host, to see Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky in the United
Artists Picture that inspired the newspaper's human interest stunt. The leading
winners in the contest, llr. and Mrs. L. W.
Bailey, proved to have been married 64
years and 11 months. The contest ran two
weeks and was featured daily with big art.
Other newspapers which successfully ran
similar contests tying up with "Two Lovers" were: the Syracuse Post-Standard,
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle, Montreal.
La Patrie, Newark Ledger, Allentown
Chronicle-News, Memphis Appeal, Iltica
Observer-Dispatch, Springfield, O., Sun.
Illinois State Register, Cleveland Press,
Houston Press, Washington News, Milwaukee Sentinal, Baltimore Post, Indianapolis
Star, Altoona Tribune, Pittsburgh Press,
Toledo Blade, Akron Times-Press, and Albanv News.

Projects Returns on Separate
Screen at Election Nite Show
P LECTION returns gathered, tabulated
•*— ' and presented to patrons so rapidly
that the early compilation and announcement of Hoover's success nearly knocked a
proposed midnight show for a goal featured the service of the Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo, offered its patrons the evening
of November Cth.
Managing director H. M. Addison, in
charge of the election night services, is being generally congratulated on the success
of his innovation. A supplemental screen,
12 feet square, was erected beside the regular screen. A special machine in the booth
was arranged to take care of slides, shown
during the progress of "the Terror." Cooperation of the Buffalo Evening News
brought all the resources of that newspaper's organization into play. The returns,
tabulated at the newspaper office after being
collected in the usual way, were telephoned
to the radio studio in flic Great Lakes theatre Ijuilding and from there broadcast, between numbers played by the Great Lakes
Theatre orchestra and specialties by entertainers provided bv the theatre.

As a double protection against delay, i
Western Lnion special election return wire
was installed in the theatre, to take results
from that organization 's service. The operator was on from 6 o'clock until the close
of the party.
A loud speaker in the manager's office
picked up these returns as they went out on
the air. The theatre's publicity director,
long a newspaper man, took off the loudspeaker what was necessary to provide bulletins and gave it to two typists, who
hustled out the slides, which were rushed to
the booth by a messenger and shown at
once.

Split-Week Policy at K-A
Riverside in New York
Beginning Sunday, the Keith-.-Ubee
Riverside Theatre changed its full-week
l)iiliey and becomes a so-called split-week
theatre, changing its programs of Keith-Vlbee-Orpheum vaudeville and photoplays
bi-weekly on Sunday and Thursdays.

Picture

N e w s

Plays 167 Pieces in Test for
Job as Lobby Pianist
An example of the musical virtuosity being sought by de luxe motion picture theatres in their efforts to gratify the tastes of
a large and varied type of patronage is
furnished by Miss Ruth Bingaman, pianist
and composer, who has been selected for the
position of lobby pianist for the new Paramount theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Before Boris Morros, general music director for Publix, selected Miss Bingaman for
the job he put her through a two-hour test
during which he shot the names of 167 compositions at her, and all of which she
played from memory. The selections called
for comprised a curious musical hodge
podge. Chopin's "Waltz in A Minor,"
Tchaikowsky's "Pathetique Symphony,"
■ ■ Yes, We Have No Bananas ! ' ' Irving Berlin's "All Alone," a Bach fugue, a choral
from Scarlatti, "Everybody's Doing It!"
and Handel's "Messiah" were among the
pieces which Miss Bingaman played.

5-Page News Section Hails
"Sound" in Meriden
"Sound" pictures were introduced at the
Fox-Poli Theatre in Meriden, Conn., with a
ballyhoo that blanketed the town, the drive
accumidating as much power as would be
developed for a new million-dollar picture
palace. The campaign which was staged under the direction of Howard Waugh, manager of the Palace, had as one of its leading features a five-page special section in
the Meriden Record.
The newspaper gave twelve full columns
of publicity to the event. The Palace was
represented by a full-page ad and the balance of the space was occupied by special
di-splays of local merchants. This merchant
advertising all tied-up directly with the preof "Theat Singing
Tool" and Fox
Movietone sentation
News
the theatre.

"Excursions"

Title

Given

Shows of "Fleet's In"

Part of ilanager M. A. Baker's lobby display for "The Fleet's In" playing at the
Colfax Theatre, South Bend, Ind., was a
new price sign in which nautical terms were
useil.
The price sign was
like this:

worded

something

PURSER'S RATES
Main Salon
50c
Promenade Deck . . . 3oc
Crow 's Nest .......
25c
Passengers under 12
years
lac
For the matinees, the sign was worded,
"Afternoon Excursions" 25c.

Pays $5000 for 2 Seats at
Rivoli Charity Premiere
What is believed to be a record price for
admission fo a motion picture performance
was paid by an anonymous purchaser who
sent $5,000 to the New York American
Christmas Fund and received two tickets
to the
of "The New
WomanYork,
Disputed"
at
the premiere
Rivoli Theatre,
Friday
night, November 10. The premiere pcrforjuance was for the benefit nf the American's
Christmas Fund.

X oz' ember

3 i .
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Opinions on Pictures
The Midnight Taxi
Crook

Melodrama

Fair-to-Middlin'

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
'T'HERE'S enough action and excitement
■* to keep this one moving, even if it is
patterned after conventional ideas. The
underworld is exposed here — the modern
underworld of bootleggers coupled with
much framing and cheating cheaters. A
young clerk is convicted of stealing bonds
and his girl friend is ready to aid him with
some detective work t>f her own. The picture is shot full of dialogue and sound effects— and most of it is recorded well
enough. The title is derived from a bunch
of the boys who use taxis to rush the booze.
The plot never falters but keeps moving
with lots of kick to it. The acting honors
go to Tommy Dugan whose vocal effects are
productive of many laughs. He plays his
eharacter with authority as well as a sense
•of humor. Antonio Jloreno is good in his
role, though his talking scenes don't measure up to hisCostcllo
momentsshe when
As
for Helene
docs he's
first silent.
rate. She
is very careful of her utterances which
makes her somewhat self-conscious. But the
■girl will develop with proper coaching. The
lesser roles are filled capably.
"Midnight Taxi" is fairly representative of the talking films. It isn't released
as something superlative and as a result
those who see it will not be disappointed.
The picture is not all-talkie, there being
several scenes worked out through pantomime.
Drawing Power: Suitable for average
house. Cast should attract. Exploitation
Angles: Bill names of cast and exploit as
talkie film of the underworld.
THEME: Crook melodrama of ram-runners, etc., with hero emerging triumphant.
Produced and distributed liy Warner
Brothers- Length, six refl>. Released, November, 19_*S.
THE
"Taxi"
Priscoll
Nan Parker
"Mite-.\way"
Morgan
Joe Brant
Mrs. Joe Brant
Jack .Madison
Detective Blake

CAST
Antonio
Moreno
Helene Costello
Tommy
Dugan
William
Russell
Myrna
Loy
Bobbie Agnew
Pat Hartigan

Alias Jimmy Valentine
Old-Timer Makes Fairly Clever
Picture
(Reviewed bv Laurence Reid)
THE talkies are certainly going to tlie
old-timers for expression and finding
them fairly able to keep pace with the modern stories and plays. Here is one of them
which has served botli stage and screen and
which has been widely imitated in various
forms. Its obviousness is against it — the
director must have sensed that fact becausiof the kidding he gives the central character and the hokum he has injected to keep
it on the up and up.
William Haines plays the crook who reforms and does it in his customary playful
manner — which may or may not please the
fans.
This writer
admits
that the star

hasn't sufficient poker face to make the 0.
Henry character true to his environment.
But Haines kids along and Jimmy is not a
half-bad skate at all. It is when the talkie
sequence is introduced at the climax that he
is eclipsed by Lionel Barrymore as his nemesis, the detective. The scene is faii-ly
tense, but Haines is self-conscious and
Barrymore's stage presence comes to the
rescue and saves the entire situation.
There's considerable hokum. For instance
the shots of the small town where the ei-ook
worked out his redemption. Too much hooey
is injected into burlesquing a country
church. One minute you think you're in a
fair-sized town and the next you read on
an awning — General Store. The voices register with too much volume — and too much
"hot potato" in the throats. It is satisfactorily staged and tells its story evenly and
progressively enough. It should do business.
Tully Marshall makes a rich character
sketch as the hero's pal, but Leila Hyams
appears lost in the talkie scenes.
Drawing Power: Should go well through
title and popularity of star. Suitable for
all types of houses. Exploitation Angles:
Tease title and use song for musical setting. Play up Haines, Miss Hyams and Tully
Marshall. Also Barrymore. Feature as new
talkie version of famous story and play,
the story having been written by 0. Henrv.
THEME: Melodrama of crook who reforms under the speU of love.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Length, six reels. Released,
Xovembcr, 192S. Director, Jack Conway.
THE
Jimmy
\"a]entine
Doyle
Rose
Swede
Avery
Mr. Lane
Little Sister
Bobby

CAST
William
Haines
Lionel Barrymore
Leila
Hvaras
Karl
Elane
Tully Marshall
Howard
Hickman
Evelyn
Mills
Billy Butts

"The Campus Vamp"
(Pathe— Two Reels)
{Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
MACK
SENNETT corraled the cream of
his players for appearance in this comic.
but failed to back them with a suitable vehicle,
with the result of a sad waste of \aluable talent.
The story, which is a light one, carries a college atmosphere, and features the love triangle
of a sweet young girl, a boy and a meddling
vamp. Harry Edwards, who wielded the megaphone, made the most of a poorly gagged yarn,
and the same may be said of a hard-working
cast, which contains such high-powered names
as Daphne Pollard and Johnny Burke, both former headline vaudeville performers: Sally
Eilers, Matty Kemp and Carole Lombard.
Some time back the appearance of a crew of
.Seimett bathing girls disporting themselves at
the beach would have been sufhcient to make
any film a success, but on this occasion tiiey
register just so much atmosphere. Several technicolor sequences that have been worked into
this subject and featuring the girls are quite
dressy, but lend very little to the entertainment
value of the picture. It is the writer's opinion
that producers of ciinedy should avoid sacrificing continuity and gags for an attempt at the
artistic.

Homecoming
Heavy, Morbid Drama

From Germany

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT'S meaty and matured and it will cither
make you sit up and take notice and
praise it or pass it up as something too
heavy to be entertaining. The picture comes
from Germany and deals with life in the
raw — life as expressed in tense heart-beats
reflecting the eternal triangle.
It's not so pleasant to watch because th*?
players make it too vivid. But the Ufa
people always see a picture plot through
come what may from the theme. This time
they project two friends of the war, with
one of them courting the other's wife when
he thinks his comrade is dead. And the
story introduces the Enoch Arden touch as
the gallant husband renounces his love and
fades out of the picture.
It is told with economy of acting and
settings — and naturally, with no extraneous
matter to annoy him, the director got right
down to business and told his .story. But
there's little variation to it aside from the
conflicts generated by- the heart-strings of
the characters. Perhaps this is sufficient to
keep the spectators interested. At any rate
it sticks to its theme, even if it ch-inees to
displease those who don't care for heavy,
morbid tales. It is treated with reality.
This quality is all too rare on a screen
which capitulates too easily to passing the
old hokum bucket.
Drawing Power: Needs exploitation.
Suitable for houses catering to audiences
inclined to take films seriously. Exploitation Angles: Play up as story of renunciation— with husband performing self-sacrifice to see his wife happy. Mention Lai's
Hanson and fact that it was made by German Ufa company.
THEME: Triangle drama cf husband's
renunciation.
Produced by Ufa. Distributed by Paramount. Length, six reels. Released, November, 1928. Director, Joe May.
THE
Richard
Anna
Karl

CAST
Lars Hanson
Dita Parlo
Froelich

Gustav

"In the Morning"
(Educational — One Reel)
NO sooner has he joined the ranks of the
Educational players, than \'ernon Dent is
starred in a vehicle. This is exercising proper
judgment on the part of Educational, for this
artist is a talented individual whose gayness and
talent for humor has long been a feature of the
Sennett productions. He is seen to .good advantage in this one reeler made up of slapstick and
once in a while a better brand of fun.
"In the Morning" shows Dent as a boarder in
a lodging house whose efforts to complete liis
morning shave are continually hindered by persistent fellow boarders also an.xious to scrape
the hirsuite growth from their countenances. It
starts off well with Dent doing some effective
solo pantomime, but with the entrance of other
players in the cast the humor becomes all slapstick.
Francis J. Martin directed and William Hver
photographed.— RAYMOND GAXLY.
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Motion

Ten Days That Shook the
World
An Interesting Russian Film
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THE So%'iet's version of the book by John
Reed contains some well pictured
drama of a people in revolt, although it
cheers too lustily for Lenin and the things
his adherents achieved when they broke the
Kerensky government during those days of
October,"
1917,
That Shook
the glorified
World." as "The Ten Davs
First of all, let it be stated that this is
not an audience picture and at best w-Il
hold an appeal for a limited few. There is
considerable doubt of its strength with the
average American movie-goer. But there i=;
no question of its appeal to persons of
Slavic extraction and any exhibitor can
recommend it to the patron who appreciates
such things as kaleidoscopic photography;
a driving, inspirational direction ; marvelous
mass movement; and true types of men and
T'omen.
Directed by the brilliant Eisenstein, the
picture has plenty of cinematic ideas, the
director making a compelling use of vivid
contrasts and symbolism. He propels his
story with vigor and while the picture is
not on a par with his "End of St. Petersburg" it has a justified claim to near greatness in the richness of its material shaped
with so sure a hand as Eisenstein 's. The
film has abundant energy.
Drawing Power: Fine for Slavic clientele or for "arty" type of movie-goer, but
decidedly not for Main Street. Exploitation
Angles: Bill as story of Red Russia, a
theme which has been popular lately. Mention Lenin, Trotsky, Kerensky, etc. Promis"
brilliant virtuosity in direction.
THEME
: The'
of the Kerensky forces by
thte overthrow
Soviets.
Produced by Sovkino nf Moscow. Distributed in the United States and Canada by
Amkino. Length, 8,600 feet. Direction and
Scenario, 8. M. Eisenstein and G. V. Aleksandrov. Story bv John Reed. Cameraman,
E. Tisse.
THE
Nikandroff
"opoff

C.4ST

Thousands of extras.

Le„i„
Kerensky

The Good-Bye Kiss
Fairly Interesting War Film
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
IF one is not inclined to be too critical he
* can get some good entertainment out of
this Mack Sennett feature which tells a
simple, if at times, illogical war story.
Some of the sequences are entirely implausible with a decided lack of discipline manifest in the ranks of Uncle Sam's warriors.
In fact there are times when it borders on
the ridiculous, but if these shortcomings
can be overlooked there is enough good
tragedy, comedy, suspense and romance to
make it all worth while.
The leading roles are in the hands of
Johnny Burke and Sally Eilers, comparatively new as leading players, and while
they have their shortcomings, their work
all in all is acceptable. The material which
they handle is almost sure-fire stuff.
The tale is somewhat different than the
usual war story. Here we have a hero who
is a coward under fire, such a despicable
coward that he all but deserts before the
real danger presents itself and is saved
from doing so only through the efforts of

the young Salvation Army girl who is at
much at home in the front line trench as
she is in the gayer scenes in Paris. This
hero is most heroic anywhere but along the
battle lines. It is a trifling incident in his
young life to stop a runaway horse and
save a couple of lives. He fears nothing until he gets into the war zone and then there
is nothing he does not fear.
The girl has stowed away on the boat
with him and is taken in charge by a sympathetic Salvation Army worker. She joins
the ranks of that organization and is right
on the job with the hero from that moment
on. At the height of an air raid the cowardly young leading man cringes in a panic
of freight and is about to desert until he
is brought to his senses by the girl. Then
he becomes the real hero, accomplishing
one of the most daring feats of the war.
Drawing Power: It is a story that has
many angles of appeal and one that should
serve fairly well as a box-office attraction;
ExplO'itation Angles: The thrilling war seromance. quences; the producer's name; the pretty
THEME: Small town hero, first among
the war volunteers finds himself a coward
when he reaches the battle front, is spurred
on by the girl he loves who stows away on
the ship with him and becomes a Salvation
Army worker. She gives him the necessary
courage and he becomes a real hero.
Produced by Mack Sennett. Distributed
bv First National. Length, T.'JSS feet. Released, July 22, 1328. The Cast: Johnny
Burke, Sally Eilers, Matty Kemp, Wheeler
Oakman, Carmelita Geraghty, Alma Bennett.
"Pathe Review No. 48"
(Pathe— One Reel)
AS was the case in Pathe Review release
No. 45, this new issue presents as its high
light of entertainment another fashion feature,
which on this occasion has been fihned in the
elaborate headquarters of the Brothers Worth
in Paris. This subject pictures the inner
workings of the foremost style emporium in the
French Capitol, and other intimate studies of
the establishment's operators. Other sequences
of this reel are: "Rural England," revealing
beautiful scenes near old Canterbury in Kent,
excellently done in Pathecolor. and "Broadway
Takes to the Woods." an attractive girl subject,
in which the Gamby-Hale dancing queens appear in a picturesque outdoor rehearsal on the
shores of Long Island Sound. New York. An
average good reel.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

DEVORE is starred in this
DOROTHY
comedy production and Harold Goodwin.
Robert Graves. Edna Gregory and Eva Thatcher
are the other players. The direction was done
bv Charles Lament under ttbe supervision of
Jack White and William Hyer turned in the
photography.
The production is not very funny. The
scenes develop the story fairly well, but they
do not contain real peppy gags which are the
life-blood of a comedy. Being quite gagless,
they fall back often on slapstick.
Miss Devore plays a wife who marries another man when she believes her husband, an
arctic explorer, is lost for good. He shows up
after her wedding in a daze and procures the
job of her butler. When his wife sees him, she
forgets all about her second hubby and centers
her affections on the returned one. With two
husbands she has her hands full but finally the
secondhappily.
husband is ejected by the first and all
ends

News

"Pathe News Mt. Etna Special"
(Pathe— «00 Feet)
THE Pathe News cameraman who covered
the story of the eruption of Mount Etna
in Sicily has the satisfaction of knowing that
he did his job thoroughly and well. The views
that he obtained at risk of his life have been
incorporated into a current issue of Pathe News.
They tell a complete story of the volcano's fury
and are a splendid adjunct to any newsreel. It
has been said that a picture is worth a thousand words. With this in mind one reviewing
this bit of camera reporting can rightfully say
that Signor Giovanni Pucci's film record of the
destruction of Mascali by a stream of molten
lava is worth numberless columns of type.
The terrific destruction wrought by the volcano on the fertile mountain side is amply realized in the Pathe shots. The lava, reported to
be 30 feet in height, is seen relentlessly advancing at a speed of about 300 yards an hour. The
black, ugly mass smashes down the structures
of the Sicilian town as if they were made of
papiere mache. The fiery volcanic rocks were
photographed at close range and the destruction
of This
the city
was taken
by theis camera's
cataclysm
of in
nature
a topic eye.
of live
importance. Covered so ably as it is in this
Pathe News special, it deserves to flash its way
before all audiences to let them become acquainted with a modern counterpart of the fate
that overtook Pompeii. It is a splendid film
record of a great event. — R.^YMOND
GANLY.
"A
Clean
Sweep"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
AVERY ordinary Western featurette is this
Universal effort, which presents as its featured player George Chandler. It is a flimsy
piece of work, with little or nothing in its favor
but a touch of hard riding, the usual scraps and
a weak atempt at humor on the part of (Chandler. This is not intended as a slap at the
players, for they are only able to register according to the material given. As is usual witha Western, however, this subject will find itsplace and audience.
Chandler appears as a vacuum cleaner salesman, in a characterization (a la Keaton), whoinvades tlie wild and wooly West to peddle his
wares. Kidnapped by bandits, he overhears,
their plot to rob the payroll of a ranch owner.
He escapes in his trusty flivver, with the outlaws close on his trail, gives the ranchmanwarning, and in a rough-and-tumble battle that
ensues, aids in the successful overpowering of
tlie gang, and wins the hand of the rancher's
daughter.
"A

"Misplaced Husbands"
(Educational — Two Reels)
{Revietced by Raymond Ganly)

P i c 1 11 re

Patchwork of Pictures"
(Educational — One Reel)

this one-reeler has.
subject
THEnot been
put matter
togetherof very well. The reel
could stand some more editing and trimming of
its animated sequences. A more interesting
brand of pictorial shots would have made thisHodge-Podge about 50 per cent better than it
is in its present form.
The subject contains views of sheep being
fed from the bottle; a small native of the isle
of Trinidad inbibing the milk of a cocoanut ; a
gold prospector in the Crazy Mts. of Montana.
A slowness and often a dullness handicap this
reel. There have been better Hodge-Podges.—
RAYMOND GANLY.
"Handicapped"
(Universal — One Reel)
AN

excellent short subject with a much higher
tone than the general run of shorts is this
Laemmie Novelty production from the series,
of that name now being produced by some imaginative and clever young men in the Universal,
ranks of pictureinakers. — R. G.\NLY.
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midlNewsfromCorrespondeiv
Central Penn
1'*HE Conmii'iuvcalih Trust C'ompany. ot Harrisburg. has confirmed lU'ws oi the sale of tlie Majestic Theatre, in that city, controlled by the Wilmer & Vincent
Theatre Company, and tiie adjoining Hotel Adams. lacing the Capitol grounds on Waliuit Street, to a
symlicate that will erect a ninestory public garage on the site.
Paul C. Bailey, one of the best
known nmsicians of Central Pennsylvania, has resigned as organist
of the Hollywood Theatre, Pottsville.
Fred C. Bitner, manager and
part owner of the new Slate Theatre. Hanover, a part of the Appell
chain, of York, announces that contracts have been let for sound and
talking equipment.
George E. Shewell, manager of
the Capitol Theatre, York, controlled by the Appell Amusement
Enterprises, of that city, resigned
his post and became manager of a
theatre in Coatesville.
A. L. Trenchard. for many years
connected with theatres in Lancaster and Philadelphia has returned to Lancaster as general
manager of the Stanley circuit theatres in that city.
Samuel Friedman, manager of
the Capitol Theatre, Pottsville, a
link in tlie Comer ford chain, of
Scranton, presented a large oil
painting of M. E. Comerford. president of the corporation, on the occasion of his chief's recent visit to
Pottsville.
Stanley Wallgarski on Xovember
17. opened the new theatre he recently erected in Shillington, near
Reading. It has a seating capacity
of 370 and is known as the Roxy.
The Comerford circuit, of Scranton, has just acquired the Wyalusing Theatre. Wyalusing. Bradford
County,
& \"ancapacity
Dyke.
The
housefrom
has Lee
a seating
of 500 and will be managed hereafter by William Woodin.
Galen Fisher, owner of the Galen
Theatre, Marysville, Dauphin
County, is spending the month of
November on a vacation trip into
Canada.
Manager
\'al WilliamspOrt,
Luppert, of has
the
Park
Theatre.
abandoned tlie policy of holding
continuous performances from 1 to
11 o'clock,
and
holidays. except
On all for
week Saturdays
days the
afternoon performances will run
from I to 5 o'clock and thte night
shows will start at 7 o'clock.
The management of the Stanley
Theatre, SeJinsgrove, near Sunbury, has adopted a new policy
whereby it will offer daily changes
of pictures on the screen.
Announcement is made that the
Seville. Clayton Busse's new picture house in Easton, will be formally opened on Thanksgiving Day.
The theatre is to be operated by a
company headed by Joe Sexton as
president. Mr. Busse is treasurer.
As a part of the regular program
at the Majestic Theatre, Williamsport, a motion picture showing the
National Home of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, at Eaton Rapids,
M ichigan, was
presented
during

the week of November 5. The
Williamsport branch of the Veterans' organization was at the time
stressing the work the local veterans are doing for the care of
disabled veterans at the National
home.
Use of the State Theatre, Harrisburg, was granted by C. Floyd
Hopkins, head of the Wilmer &
\"incent theatres in that city, to the
Worldtions onWar
\'eterans"oforganizathe afternoon
Sunday,
November H, for the holding of a
public patriotic service.

New York and
New Jersey
THE De Luxe Theatre at Newark, New Jersey, will once
more be operated by Mr. Steinhardt, who was the original owner
of this house, but sold to a Mr.
Marcus. M»- Marcus in giving up
the theatre, did not announce his
plans for the future.
The Brighton Theatre at East
Orange. N. J., has been sold by
Seligman and Ulicney, to Mr. Hosford. formerly of Fords Theatre.
Fords. N. J. Messrs. Seligman and
Ulicney will continue the operation
of their other house.
Sol Raves has sold his Gramercy
theatre, 310 1st Ave., Manhattan.
Name of the new owner has not
yet been learned.
M. Seidlitz is now managing
Loew's
and
6th Greeley
Avenue. Square, 30th Street
L. F. Murphy is the new manager of the A. H. Schwartz Century Theatre, Nostrand Avenue,
Bklyn. succeeding M. Nicholas,
wlio has been transferred to another Schwartz house, the Farragut
on Flatbush Avenue.
The Tremont Theatre, Tremont Avenue the Bronx, has been
opened by Sidney Cohen.
Joe Rankin has taken the place
of A. De Costa as manager of the
Endicott Theatre, 72nd Street and
13th Ave., Bklyn.
Sol Saphier, owner of the Empress Theatre, 181st Street and St.
Nicholas Ave., is having his house
wired for sound pictures without
any interruption of regular performances. The initial fihn with
sound, will be presented some time
in December.
The McKinley Square Theatre
on Boston Road, was opened last
week, with Jewish vaudeville and
pictures. Jack Stern is the manager.
The sick list at Pathe Exchange
has grown one since last week, with
the addition of the name of Milt
Kronnacher, who it is understood
w-as taken down with a disturbing
stomach ailment. The nther patients are Bill Raynor and John
Dacey, who are at present at the
French hospital recuperating from
their troubles.
The regular weekly luncheon
meeting of the M. P. Salesmen,
Inc.. is now being conducted each
Saturday at the Hotel Manger located on 7th Avenue, between 50th
and 51st Streets. The highl'ght
discussion of the past gathering,
was the organization's 8th annual

ball scheduled for the Hotel Commodore on Nov. 24. The receipts
uf the atTair will be turned into
funds for the sick and other organization benefits. There will be
a dinner served, dancing and entertainment.
Word has been received that the
Major Theatre located at Canal
Street and Broadway has been
darkened, with no definite information as to when it will reopen.
The new Paramount Theatre.
Flatbush and De Kalb Avenues,
Bklyn., will have its formal opening Saturday Nov. 24.
The Auditorium Theatre at
.\uburn, N. J., was opened recently.
Sobelson Brothers have reopened
their Hillside Theatre. Hillside, N.
J., following extensive alterations,
and the equipping of the house with
sound apparatus.
While an audience was watching
the show at the Allerton Theatre,
White Plains Road, Samuel Oshrin, manager and the cashier were
cornered in the box-office and
robbed.

Pittsburgh
THESt. new
St. Pa.,
Marys.
at
Marys.
was Theatre
opened to
the public on November first. The
house was built by local capital,
the head of the company being Paul
Jones, formerly with the Stanley
theatre chain in Pittsburgh. House
manager is "Ernie" Dock, former
manager of the Strand at Ridgeway.
The Variety Club, members of
which are composed of local film
and theatre folk, handled all arrangements for a midnight show
given at the Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, Friday November 23rd.
Most of the talent in the city was
on hand to do its bit, and all theatre employees extended their services gratis inasmuch as the show
was of a benefit nature, the entire
proceeds being turned over to the
Welfare Fund, a combination of
twenty-five of Pittsburgh's charity
organizations.
Jacob and Isaac Silverman, owners of several theatres in Pennsylvania and Ohio, are planning to
erect a 3,000-scat theatre at Erie.
Construction work will start about
February first. H. C. Hodgen and
A. D. Rice, of Philadelphia, are
the architects.
The Rialto theatre at Beaver
Falls, has just been opened by the
A. Hanauer Enterprises. The house
was built on the s'te of the old
Lyceum.
It seats 1.000 persons.

A Correction
In the October 6 issue of Motion
PiCTi-RE .Vews a paragraph in the
regional news section stated : "The
Uptown theatre. Brad and Susquehanna Ave's, Phila.. was nearing
completion and will be opened very
shortly, taking the place of the
Bluebird, operated directly across
the street by Nate Goldman. As a
matter of fact, the Bluebird has
been operated for fifteen years by
E. J. Goldman, is not a part of the
Uptown theatre and has no intention of closing.

Chicago
BKi hearteil rt.blxrs held up
Manager A. H. Miller and the
janitor of the Plaisancc Theatre,
a Siman.sky & Miller house, recently but did not secure any of
the compan>' 's money as the receipts had been removed to another
S & M theatre before the highwayman arrived. The men who were
masked, took $40.00 away from
Mr. Miller but returned it when
they found it w-as his own and did
not belong to the theatre.
Harry
Warner of
ers,si expected
in W'arner
Chicago Brothsoon,
enroute to Hollywood.
Louise Laemmle is installing
Vitaphone and Movietone in his
Alcyon Theatre at Highland Park.
Suburban Salesman Jack Scott,
has resigned from Universal on
account of ill liealth.
The Exhibitors Association of
Chicago is again co-operating with
the American Red Cross in its annual drive for funds, by allowing
the theatres to use a small trailer
on their screen and letting uniformed nurses collect money in
lobbies.
Thisat was
.Paul Ash's
week
the Oriental,
where farewell
Brooke
Johns will succeed him as master
of ceremonies.
The Pershing Theatre, owned
and operated by Sam Halper, was
completely destroyed by fire recently. No one was in the house at
the time the fire started.

Canada
THEPlayers
constructinn
the Ottawa.
Famous
Theatreof in
Ontario, scheduled to be started this
fall, has been delayed until next
spring, .-\nnouncement was mad;.'
that tenders for the building of the
3,000-seat house, recently opened at
Toronto, were unsatisfactory and a
call has been made for new plans.
In the meantime. Famous Players,
through Ray Tubman as manager,
is operating the Regent and Imperial Theatres in the Canadian
Capital. The Regent will shortly
introduce sound pictures.
Plans have already been made by
Manager J. M. Franklin, manager
of B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa,
for the first Christmas community
party of the season. This is to be
the fourth annual entertainment for
the crippled children of Ottawa and
district under the direct auspices of
the Rotary Club, of which Mr.
Franklin is an officer. The performance will be given Saturday
morning, December 15. Tiie orphans will also attend and it is expected that 3,000 children will be
The announcement is forthcompresent.
ing from the Canadian Government
that its motion picture studio at
Ottawa will shortly be established
in a building of its own in a property of eight acres recently acquired by the Government. Director F. C. Badgley has intimated
that considerable new equipment
ally.
will be installed for special film
work, including "sound." eventu-
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Cleveland
PRACTICALLY all local theatres ran Community Fund pictures last week in anticipation of
the Community Fund drive which
started recently. There were
three different reels, shown in various houses so that patrons were
not asked to see the same Community Fund picture in every theatre
they attended last week.
J. McGeehan
has assistant
joined Loew's
Ohio
Theatres as
to M.
A. Malaney who handles all the
publicity and exploitation for the
Locw theatres in Cleveland. McGeehan hails from Baltimore and
points east.
Harry Dodge has resigned as
manager ol tne local Lnited Artist exchange. He is succeeded by
Jimmy Adrose who formerly was
United Artist sales manager in
Chicago.
Norman Moraym, manager of
the Warner Brotiiers' exchange
says that the Schine-State theatre
in Sandusky
will have equipment
its \"itaphone
and Movietone
completed soon.
E. W. Castle of Castle Films
paid a short visit to independent
exchanges while in the city last
week.
F. A. Kelly, former owner of
the Lincoln Theatre, Massilon, and
more recently connected with the
local Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer sales
organization is in Jamestown, Xcw
York, managing several houses for
the Dipson Zimmerman circuit.
W. F. Rogers, Metro-GoldwynMayer eastern division sales manager, made his annual pilgrimage to
Cleveland last week. He was accompanied by disti^ict manager J.
E. Flynn.
Jack Mooney, formerly of Cleveland, and more recently of New
York is back in town recuperating
from an illness.

Oklahoma

City

A NEW house has been opened
-i*. in Keota, Oklahoma, by O. H.
Smith, which he has named The
Community. Until recently W. D.
Tarkington operated the Rialto
Theatre in Keota but this theatre
has been closed and dismantled.
Sol Shelton. who has been operating the Mecca Theatre at Rocky,
Oklahoma, for the past year, advises he has disposed of his theatre to Chester Glancy and C. R.
Hamilton.
E. \V. Johnson, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre at Tulsa made
an air plane trip to Oklahoma City
early last week.
Buster Felix, formerly connected
with
local National.
\'itagraph office, has
joined theFirst
According to reports from McLean. Texas, Ellis & Cook have
sold their Legion Theatre to E. L.
Adams.
Oklahoma City film friends of
M rs. Hattie Perkins were saddened to learn of her death last
Monday. Mrs. Perkins was for a
number of years Chief Inspector
for Liberty Specialty Film Company.
Announcement has been made of
the sale of the Home Theatre at

UNIFORMS

Strong City, Okla., by Jobe and
Jobe to Jones and Males.
D. Rodman has announced the
opening of the New Theatre in
Erick, Oklahoma.
W. J. Cammer, Branch Manager
for Educational is recovering from
injuries received in a car accident
while in the territory recently.
John Brown, manager of the
Lyric Theatre. Tulsa, Okla., has
recently returned to his duties
after an extended vacation.
W. D. Tarkington has abandoned his Rialto Theatre at Forum.
Okla.
Wallace Walthall, Southwest
District Manager for National
Screen Service, left to attend the
State Convention of the M. P. T.
O. of Texas.
S. S. Seibert advises his lease on
the Salina Theatre, at Salina, Oklahoma, has expired. The theatre
management will be taken over by
M. S. Wainwright.
At a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the M. P. T. O. of
Oklahoma, held early last week, arrangements were completed for the
opening of a business office of the
M. P. T. O. which will be located at No. 16 S. Dewey Street,
Oklahoma City.
Sam Benjamin, Branch Manager
for F B O has fully recovered from
the results of a fall early last week.

Albany
ANEW theatre being erected b}*
the Farash Company of Schenectady in the neighboring village
of Scotia, is nearing completion.
A. Marchetti, booker at the
Pathe exchange has resigned and is
succeeded by Dick Strewe.
Pete Gordon, exhibitor of Keeseville. last week went deer hunting
in the Adirondacks.
M. H. Tormey will close his theatre in Cadyville until next spring.
Frank Williams, or Saratoga,
who is general manager of the
Benton circuit, moved last week to
Whitehall.
Tom Grierson, for the past year
organist
Shea's
tre, will at
leave
that Buffalo
house to Theaopen
in Keith's Palace, Rochester, N. Y.,
on Thanksgiving Day.
Louis Benton, of Ballston Spa,
who has organized quite a chain of
theatres in the last few months, is
now making his home in Greenwich.
Kenneth Robinson, local manager
for Paramount, was in New York
City last week.
William P. Schramm, home office
representative for Tiffany, and
Irving Reiss, play date auditor,
were in Albany recently.
Vitaphone is being installed at
the Orpheum in Utica.
Columbia will open a branch here
this week with C. R. Halligan in
charge.
William LaFontaine has resigned as shipper for First Graphic.
Jane Holloran. one time secretary of the Albany Film Board of
Trade, entered the employ of the
local Fox exchange last week.
E. S. Wright, of Redwood, is remodeling the booth in his theatre.
The theatre in Cranberry Lake
is closed for the winter. The
Schine Brothers are rebuilding a
portion of the old Family theatre
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

in Gloversville, and will have its
executive offices there.
The Temple Theatre in Syracuse,
was leased last week to Nathan
Robbins, of Utica, and L. H. Herk,
of New York.
Rhea Carmody, of the Pathe exchange in Albany, was called to
Jamaica last week through the
death of a brotlier. Kenneth Kennedy was called to Baltimore last
week through the death of his
brother-in-law, Robert McDoerraott.
Harry Lux of the Alhambra Theatre in Utica, is now booking big
second run features.
A. R Elliott has relinquished control of a motion picture theatre at
Bombay, which hereafter will be
run by the Masonic Lodge.
Ed. Hochstim, is quite proud of
a baby that recently came to the
Hochstim home.

San Francisco
FRIENDS
ManagerTheatre,
Silvey
of the of
Embassy
were pleased to learn that he has
recovered from his attack of the
flu.
C. Gregg Crapster, Fox cashier,
is the proud father of an eight
pound daughter.
Maurice Lowery is now representing Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Gerald Hardy has resigned from
First National to take over the
management of the theatre at Carmel.
A hold-up man met Jack Tripp
on the highway over in Contra
Costa county recently and relieved
him of $35.
Theodore Greenfield, Fox shipper, is receiving the sympathy of
his friends because of the serious
illness of his wife, who recently
underwent a major operation.
J. L. Kaufman, formerly with
M-G-M's local office as salesman,
has resigned.
Columbia's big program of sound
pictures will have their headquarters distributing offices located in
the 177 Golden Gate Avenue exchange. General manager J. H.
Goldberg was in San Francisco to
arrange the details of the housing
and shipping facilities. Extensive
alterations were made in the present offices. New vaults were installed and the entire basement of
the big building utilized.
William B. Wagnon, lessee of
the Embassy Theatre, left San
Francisco Nov. 4th on an important business trip which will take
him to many points across the continent.
Charles Chicaola is opening a
new theatre in Pleasanton.
N. Levi of First National Pictures has a new car.
Bud McDonald and Esther Malm
are out of First National battling
the flu and Harry HoUingsworth
and "Andy" Anderson of Pathe
were also on the disability list.
John J. Cluxton. manager of El
Capitan Theatre was confined to
his home for a week with the flu.
J. H.
Columbia's
divisionGoldberg.
manager, recently
paid a visit
to the local exchange.
Fred Lahm has reopened the
New Oakdale Theatre at Oakdale.

COSTUMES

Picture

New

iV c tv s

England

FIRE
the projection
of
the in
Laconia
Gardens booth
at Laconia, N. H., on Saturday, Nov.
10th, resulted in the loss of a small
amount of film and inflicted painful burns on the operator, Charles
Tilton of Tilton, N. H., who was
removed to a hospital. He is now
on the road to recovery.
Abraham A. Spitz is to open his
new Park Theatre in Westfield,
Mass., Wednesday evening, Nov.
28th. Movietone and vitaphone
equipment has been installed. William Hadley will manage.
William Grenier, formerly manager of the South Boston Strand
Theatre, has been appointed assistant manager of the Boston Madison Square Gardens.
Natt Silver, formerly assistant
manager of the South Boston
Strand Theatre, has been promoted
to manager.
J. Socket is the new student who
has joined the Fox organization at
Boston to prepare for the foreign
field.
Ufa Films exchange has joined
the Boston Film Board of Trade.
The new Ufa exchange in Boston
is located at 28 Piedmont St., and
David Shoolman is branch manThe new Plymouth Theatre at
ager.
Worcester is arranging for its
opening which is to take place early
next month.
The Capitol Theatre at Leominster, of which James A. Farrell is
owner, is temporarily closed.
The Capitol Theatre at Faulkner
district of Maiden has been sold by
E. Markell to A. D. Rudenstein.
Film Row in Boston was pretty
well deserted on Armistice day with
most of the exchanges observing a
holiday and retaining only an
emergency crew at work.
Harry G. Seigel, manager of the
Royal Film exchange at Boston, is
the father of a baby boy which arrived at his home last week.
Employees of Royal and Red
Seal exchanges, with a number of
exhibitors and guests, celebrated
the eighth anniversary of Harry
Seigel's managership in the film
business with a dinner at the Arlington Hotel.
Agnes Crowley, sales control
clerk at Pathe exchange, Boston,
has returned to her desk after a
three week's illness.
Mike Yack, 69 years, one of the
best known house managers of
theatres in New England, died at
the Phillips House of the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston,
Nov. lOth. He leaves a widow and
one daughter.
Keith Memorial Theatre Corp.
has been incorporated at Boston.
Incorporators are William E. ColW^. Burke
Katherine lins,
M. James
Green,
all of and
Boston.
Contract for the construction of
the Rialto
new
theatre Amusement
in Fall RiverCompany's
has been
awarded the Olympia Construction
Co. of Boston. Darling and Parlin
are architects. Nathan Yamins is
the owner. The new structure will
cost about $500,000.

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS
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Portland, Ore.
A DISASTROUS rtrc in the
heart ot the business district
on Central Avenue, Great Falls,
Mont., burned out a number of the
leading business bItKks including
the Liberty Theatre, which suffered
a loss of between $5.0U0 and SS.OOO.
A. F. Edwards, formerly owner
of the Princess Theatre. Florence,
Ore., has taken ovf^r this house
again, which he will operate in
conjunction with his house at
Reedsport, Oregon.
E. C. Shaffer, manager of
Greater Features, Butte. Mont., office recently made a survey of the
trastern part of Montana.
Manager Merle Davis of the
Broadway Theatre, Butte, Mont.,
announces that he will make the
Arlington Stock Company a regular mid-week feature in addition to
his film offerings.
Effective December 1st both the
Portland theatre here and the Seattle Theatre in Seattle will be returned to Pubhx Theatres ownership, according to Richard Spier.
(Vegon division manager of the
West Coast Theatres circuit. Other
key houses on the Coast in the various large centers will also revert to
Publix ownership.
Rigid investigation is now being
made in Portland, by the municipal board of motion picture censors
of reports that some suburban
houses are running pictures without making eliminations that have
been ordered.
The board has recently made a
number of eliminations in five piclures viewed recently, which was
only a small number as during the
past month they have viewed 186
in 682 reels, and condemned three
pictures in 14 reels. It is their
belief that the city is either getting better pictures, or that viewers are becoming more liberal.

Des Moines
THE Crown Tlieatre at Truro,
Iowa, changed hands again
when
D. E.
KaleX.repurchased
house \\".
from
Hutchison the
to
whom he gave up the ownership
last August. Mr. Kale sold the
house shortly after the death of
one of his sons who was drowned
on July 4.
Miller and Wettengell have sold
the Princess Theatre at Dexter,
Iowa. The new owner is S. X.
Heeiner.
Mrs. Conner who has been the
owner of the Columb'a at Milton
for some time sold the house last
week, to Charles Goesling.
Charles Glicauf, who is in this
territory exploiting pictures for
M-G-M. was at Davenport last
week to put on a campaign for the
Columbia Theatre.
J. J. Jacobson. salesman for
Universal, has been ill at Mercy
Hospital.
A surprise event was the marriage of D. C. Kennedy, salesman
of the M-G-M DesMoines branch
and Lois Melvin. formerly of the
Equitable Insurance
Company.
L. J. Johnson is the new owner
of the Rialto at Bode. Iowa. K. C.
Will is the former owner of this
house.
The M-G-M Club have a party
scheduled which includes dinner
and a dance. Dinner will be served
at Younkers tearoom and the dance
will be held at Wheel Rock Cabin.

Paramount lost to Universal two
out of three last week in the bowling contest.
Wayne A. Dutton, manager of
the Plaza Theatre at Manchester,
Iowa, will not close the house during remodelling and refinishing.
The theatre is to have a new lobby,
foyer and front, the interior decorations will be changed and the
house is to have a larger stage.
The Star Theatre at Mason City
is planning to make some changes
in the theatre construction. Redecoration and new equipment will come
to more than $1,000.
Lou Ehlman, salesman for First
National, is at present suffering
from stomach trouble. He is not
expected to be out on the road for
several months.
George Weigman who is now operating the Strand Theatre at Newton as well as the Strand at Boone.
Iowa, is in partnership in the new
enterprise with Harry Frankel,
manager for F B O.

Minneapolis
THE

newest
&. Ruben theatre,Finkelstein
the Riviera,
was
opened in St. Paul last week. It
is that city's first atmospheric
house, and stands on the site of
the old Astor Theatre, one of the
most venerable of St. Paul's theatres. The Riviera
has N'itaphone
and Movietone
equipment.
J. S. Woody, assistant to James
R. Grainger, Fox general sales
manager, was a recent visitor in
Minneapolis.
Finkelstein & Ruben has announced the appointment of Dave
Wells as manager of its Palace
Theatre at Maiidan, N. D.
L. F. Heitzig has sold the Star
theatre at Madelia, Minn., to Isabel Getter.
The Opera House at Elbow
Lake. Minn., has been leased for
five years by B. J. Benfield, owner
of the Crystal Theatre. Benefield
thus eliminates competition for the
Crystal.
Louis Hoppenrath has sold his
interest in the Movies theatre at
Belleview, Minn., to William Duncan and Art Orr.

Seattle
MUSICIANS and motion picture operators in the suburban and neighborhood theatres of
this city last week were granted a
raise in salary and a six-day week.
Under the new terms, the musicians and operators will receive
?2.50 more weekly, and the janitors $1.75 more.
After fifteen weeks in Seattle as
master of ceremonies at the West
Coast Seattle Theatre, Gene Morleft last week for Loew's State,
Los gan
Angeles.
Percy Hurst, general manager of
Jack Lannon's Greater Features
exchanges, has returned from New
York City, where he arranged to
distribute Gotham product.
Mike Newman, who goes East
this week via California alter a
season as manager of Universal
theatres in the Pacific Northwest.
was given a farewell party here
last week by the musicians of the
eleven Universal theatres in Seattle.
He was presented with a handsome
silver inlaid cigarette case and
lighter.
Jack Woody, assistant general
sales manager of Fox, is making a

national tour of all the Fox offices,
Tiffany-Stahl's local exchange,
last week underwent an extensive
program of housecleaning and redecorating.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Graham of
Shelton, Washington, last week announced the arrival of Francis
Walter Graham, Jr.
According to report a new theatre will be built in Mount Vernon,
Washington.
name uf the newowner
was notThelearned.
A new theatre is also planned
for Port Townsend, w'ith A. A.
MacDonald reported to be the interested sponsor.
B. Wallace Rucker, manager of
the Educational exchange, returned
last week from Portland, where he
spent a short time at his branch
exchange. Other Seattle film men
in the Oregon territory recently,
included G. G. Maxey, and Jess
Beckman.
Friends and employees of Joe
Bradt, owner and manager of the
Roycroft and Gala Theatres, last
week united and tendered him a surprise birthday party.
Reports indicate that Will
Starkey has sold his Majestic Theatre at Spokane to John Brooks,
owner of the Lyric Theatre.
A. T. Carlson, assistant booker
at the Pathe exchange, last week
was relieved of an o\ercoat and
$20 by thieves who waited for him
in his room at home.
The Lakeside Theatre, suburban
playhouse built by John Hamrick
and taken over several seasons ago
by Finkelstein and Rosenberg, with
the Neptune, Egyptian and Uptown Theatres, -will be reopened
soon.

Cincinnati
THEStage
Cincinnati
chapter
of the
and Screen
Scribes
of
America held a midnight frolic at
the Hotel Gibson Roof Garden last
week drawing an attendance of
more than 500. Ben Turpin, appearing at a local theatre, was master of ceremonies.
The Marion Theatre, closed after
being placed
in the
hands of
receiver, has been
reopened
by aJohn
Huebner, who is looking after the
receivership. Policy of pictures will
be continued, with top admissions
25 cents.
The Schine-State Theatre, Sandusky which recently opened, is installing Vitaphone.
George J. Reister, manager of
the Ohio Theatre, Mansfield, Ohio,
who also looks after the Majestic
in that city, advises that the latter
house, which has been closed for
the summer, will reopen shortly.
John J. Gregory, of the Palace
Theatre, Washington Court House,
Ohio, will build a 1,000-seat atmospheric theatre in that city. Plans
have already been drawn.
The entire interior and exterior
of the Rialto Theatre, Hamihon,
present a brand new appearance following the work of painters and
decorators. The redecorating was
all done during the mornings so as
not to interfere with business.
The Pastime Theatre. Roundhead, Ohio, which has been closed
for over a year, is again doing
business under management of R.
W. Hughes, who recently took the
house over.
The La France Theatre, Swanton, Ohio, built by Mrs. L. A.
Pilloid, has opened.

The Ogden
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Motion

Kansas City
SE\"ERAL openings of new theatres and changes in management were announced in the Kansas City territory this past week.
The Palace Theatre, a Topeka,
Kas., house for negroes, has been
sold by the National Theatres Company to Franklin Whittam of Kansas City. The LaCrosse Theatre,
LaCrosse, Kas., has been purchased by C. B. Haas, who has
leased the house to A. F. Weber
and C. C. Haas. A building will
be remodeled into a motion picture
theatre at 714 Xorth Broadway.
Pittsburgh, Kas., and managed by
Urs. Nellie Jackson of Independence, Kas. The Warwick Theatre,
one of the larger suburban houses
of Kansas City which has been
undergoing remodeling, is scheduled
to re-open in about two weeks. A
theatre being constructed at 2011
Quindaro boulevard. Kansas City.
Kas., by E. T. Burgan & Son will
be ready for opening about Thanksgiving Day. The Lyric Theatre.
Lebanon, ^Io., managed by L. L.
Lewis, opened recently.
Work has begun on a new $250,000 theatre at 1013-19 Minnesota
Avenue, Kansas City, Kas. The
house is being equipped for Vitaphone and will be fireproof throughout. A group of merchants at
Tenth and Minnesota Avenue, of
which Ben Gorman is president, is
building the theatre.
The new building of the Paramount exchange, construction of
which is scheduled to be completed
in about three months, will be
equipped for the screening of sound
pictures.
There is a rumor afloat in Kansas City that Warner Bros, are
planning the construction of a
building in this city to be devoted
to \'itaphone.

Southeast
Atlanta
of the Atlanta
MEMBERS
g Pathe's
on
delegati
attendin
on,
Southern regional sales conventi
which was held in New Orleans,
returned Monday. They were Dan
Michalove, Southern division sales
manager ; W. W. Anderson, Atlanta branch manager, and R. F.
Pinson. head booker in the Atlanta ofHce.
Otto Gross, formerly of the Aro
Amusement Company of Raleigh,
N. C. and Petersburg, Va.. has
taken charge of the Princess Theatre at Cedartown, Ga. Mr. Gross
announces that he will install Phototone.
Mrs. Anna Aiken Patterson,
editor and publisher of Weekly
Film Review, has been in New
York for some ten days.
Fred AL Young, sales manager
for Arctic Nu-Air, is in New York
on a business trip.
J. H. Butner, head of Educational's
exchange
in Atlanta,
visited
the Florida
territory
last week.
Joe H. Wheeler, has announced
that he will be manager of the
Grand Theatre at Cedartown. Ga.
Keith's Georgia Theatre in Atlanta celebrated its second birthday
anniversary last week. John Smith
is manager of the Georgia, having
been appointed to that post early
in October, succeeding C. Roltaire
Eggleston.

approximately
fifty cases
on \\'ith
the callendar
for consideration,
the Atlanta Joint Board of Arbitration met last Tuesday, in the
board's office, 101 Marietta Street.
Visitors along film row this past
week included: J. J. Powell, Star
Theatre, Toxxoa, Ga. ; Earle M.
Fain, Palace Theatre, Leesburg,
Fla. ; Ernest F. Ingram, Ingram's
Theatre. Ashland. Ala. ; J. A. Snider, Grand and Liberty, Bessemer.
Ala. ; Hugh Manning and J. C. H.
Wink, of the Manning and Wink
chain ; J. B. Worthington. Libertv.
Griffin, Ga.; C. W. Maxey. Royal.
Summerville,
Ga. ; :Nat
Rose, Thomasville
Roy\\'ilhams.
Martin.
Martin chain. Columbus, Ga. ; John
Evins, Lucas Theatres. Savannah,
Ga. ; A- F. Sams. Jr.. Piedmont
Amusement Co., Winston-Salem,
N. C. ; Phelps Sasseen. former exhibitor in North Carolina.

Birminghain
The Liberty Theatre at Roanoke,
Ala., which has been owned and
operated by C. B. Welch, has been
bought by P. F. and F. R. Lane,
who have already taken over management of the house.
C. W. Wade, Jr.. son of C W.
Wade, who operates the Wadesonian Theatres, at Calcra and Clanton. Ala., was the victim of an accident the past week, having fingers
and hand badly torn and lacerated
by an accidental discharge of a gun.
Joe Steed has returned to the
game, and is now actively engaged
with Southern Theatres, Inc.
Among out of town exhibitors
visiting Birmingham the past week
were T. G. Amberson of Margaret.
John M. Miller of Cordova, Morris
Watson of Piedmont. C. W. Wade
of Clanton.

Louisville
Fire, caused by an overheated
projection machine, it is said, destroyed approximately 2,000 feet of
motion picture film at the Loop
Theatre in Paducah. Ky.. last Wednesdav. Efficient work by firemen
quickly brought the blaze under
control without causing a panic in
tlie audience.
Mrs. H. A. Rohs. wife of the
owner and manager of Rohs Theatre at Cynthiana, Ky.. was called
to New York last week by the
death of her brother-in-law.
Colonel Harrv E. Long, manager of Loew's State Theatre here,
has announced that arrangements
are being made to add sixty-seven
new seats to the main floor of his
theatre.
John
B. Stout,Ky.,
of had
Stout's
Theatre at Danville.
an attack
of ptomaine poisoning last Saturday. He is now able to be up, although ver>' weak.
The Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company has consummated a deal
for the purchase of three more theatres in Indiana. They are the
Luna. Colonial and Grand at Logansport. which were bought from
the Hornbeck Amusement Company of that city.

The Tampa Theatre has secured
jection.
the services of Joe Alexander for
the mighty Wurlitzer and he is
pleasing tthe patrons.
N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli in Ybor City and the Royal
in Tarpon Springs, left this week
for Havana to look after his movie
interests in Cuba.
Harmon E. Crossley, representative of the Frank Haithcox Enterprises, Orlando, was in Tampa last
week.
Changes in the personnel of the
F B O exchange, Jacksonville, were
announced. R. Brenner, of the
Jacksonville office, has been transferred to the Memphis, Tenn., territory. Hubert Lyon, of the local
office, will cover the entire state of
Florida, with headquarters in Jacksonville.
C. B. Ellis, exchange
manager ofhere,
F B O's
Jacksonville
returned last week from a ten day
visit to New York. Mr. EUis spent
some time at the R.C.\. Photophone offices and heard demonstrations of various synchronized pictures.

Milwaukee

offices of the
nightsmanagers'
receipts
ROBBING
theatre
seems to be Milwaukee's favorite
indoor pastime. This time it was
the Modjeska that received a call
Wednesday night. Clarence Pagelsdorf
in the
manager's
office was
when alone
requested
to hand
over
the cash. Mr. Pagelsdorf succeeded in frightening the bandit
money. before he discovered the
away
A. C. Accola. manager of the
Bonham theatre of Prairie du Sac,
recently flew to Milwaukee.
Morris Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer is visiting the Milwaukee
branch.
B. N. Judell. manager of the
Judell film exchange in Chicago,
has taken over the Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis branches
of Red Seal. Mr. Judell will retain headquarters in Chicago.
Harry H. Brown, formerly salesman for F B O, is now representing Pathe in this territory.
The Egyptian theatre under
management of Earl Rice will have
its Bristolphone premiere on December 1st.
Theo Sophie, formerly with the
Rialto in Norway. Michigan, is
now managing the Capitol at Brcitung. Mich.

ANEW
brancli
manager
was
appointed
last week
to take
charge of the Rayart exchange, inthe person of Henry Levey who
takes the place of James R. Keitz,
resigned.
Fred Brown, president of Rayart
is in the city for a two weeks* stay.
E. Hugo Strickland, salesmanager in this city for Tiffany-Stahl..
made a swing throughout Southern Utah.
Lee M. Stallings of the circuit
of houses out of Richfield, Utah,
is reported to be vacationing in
California.
Manager Chas. Walker, is making a sales trip in Wyoming.
Oliver Alberti, master of ceremonies, is returning to Salt Lake
to take the place of Ralph Pollock.
Western Division Manager Harry Lustig of the Warners, is expected to arrive here shortly.
Manager Wayne R. Bali of the
Warner office, is in the city at thi^
time. Salesman Ed. C. Mix is
making Idaho and M. H. Gustaveson is making the nearby towns
of Utah.
Salesman J. A. Ferguson of Universal is in from the Utah territory, and Ernie Gibson is making
IdahoManager
has returned fromAl
the O'Keefe
Pathe convention
held at Los Angeles. Sales representative Johnny Dickson is in the
local office for a short time. Lon
Hoss is headed for Southern Utah,
and Dave McElhinney is in Montana.
J. E. Karikas, one of the owners
of the Isis Theatre has announced
the arrival of a baby daughter.
The Gem Theatre of Provo,
Utah, owned by L. M. Strike Company, opened very successfully with
synchronized pictures.
' Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Steck, exof Ogden.
L'tah, are spending somehibitorstime
in California,
due to
the condition of Mrs. Steck'shealth.
District Manager Bershon arrived in this city from Denver during the week, according to report.
Able Davis is making points in
Wyoming this week for United
Artists. Milton Cohn has resigned
as salesman here and is in California on a combined business and
pleasure trip.
Nina Scott, Assistant Manager
at the Sheffield Exchange is driving a beautiful new sedan.
Among exhibitors along film
row this past week were ; J. J. Gillette and son of Tooelle ; the Peery
brothers of the Egyptian and Ogden Theatres at Ogden : T. IVI.
Chesler. manager of Princess and
Gem Theatres, Bingham; O. E.
Schmidt. Colonial Theatre. Idaho
Falls. Idaho; T. J. Larsen, Egyptian at Boise. Idaho; Earle Steele,
\'enice Theatre, Nephi, Utah ;
Spieker, Capitol,
G.
George
ThatcherLogan
and Utah;
W'illiam
D. Johnstone, Lyric. Richfield,
Utah ; John Rugar, Egyptian. Orpheum. Park City. Utah.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
N. Y.
723 Seventh Ave.,
DEVELOPING
AMD
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Salt Lake City

Florida
It is reported that the Polk and
Lakeland Theati*es. in Lakeland
which were purchased recently by
the Famous Players-Lasky corporation are being fully equipped and
will be wired for sound pictures.
The two houses will be opened in
December and with their opening,
the Palace, now operated by the
company, will be closed.
The Florida Theatre in St. Petersburg re-opened on Oct. 28th.
Vitaphone and Movietone equipment is now being installed. Cecil
Fernandez, will have charge of pro-
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New and
Opened

Remodeled Theatres
in Central Penn.

month. The theatre seats 600 and Webster

of important Central Pennsylvania picture houses, representing
an atrgreaate investment of more than ii
millioii dollars, were iledicateil to public
use in the latter part of October and the
early part of November.
The new Roxy, at Ashland, erected at a
■cost of a quarter of a million, was formally
opened on the night of October 31, by John
Schreek, owner and op.»rator. This
structure has a seating capacity of l.'iHl)
and is equipped with all modern facilities,
inchiiling apparatus for sound and talking
pictures. The Architectural plans were
hiyed out by William H. Lee, of Pbila<lelphia.

new seating arrangements.
The capacity is
900.
Following a complete overhauling, the
Majestic theatre, Catasauqua, has just been
reopened, under the management of Noah
Wentz. The original exterior of the theatre
has been jireserved, but the interior has
been thoroughly modernized. It is the only
house in Catasauqua.

Wilmer & Vincent's new State theatre.
Bethlehem, formerly the Lehigh-Orpheum,
•n-hich has been practically rebuilt, was reopened November 8. The house offers a
seating capacity of S.ill, and its architecture
is of Si>anish type. There is also a court
yard, which by the use of a complicated

The new Pekin Theatre at Pekin, Illinois,
which will have a seating capacity of fifteen
hundred, will open within the next thirty
days. Manager Fluegcl, inspired by the
name of his home city, has had the architectural treatment of the theatre carried
out in Chinese manner. Architect Behrendt,
who has designed many houses including

A

NUMBER

"lighting formed
system
can instantly
into a moonlight
effect. be transThe Strand theatre, Sunbury, which has
been completely rebuilt by the Comerford
Theatres, Inc., of Scranton, was reopened
November 12, under the direction of J. JI.
Blanchard, district rpresentative of the
above mentioned chain in Sunbury and
vicinity. This I'cmodeled house is of tireproof structure, and is of modern and artistic construction. Seating capacity 1,200.
November 19 was the date of the reopening of Arthur Snyder's Victor theatre,
Pottstown, previously known as the Opera
House. More than $30,000 was spent in
the improving of this building, including

Work
Inaugurated
On
Marion, Ind., House
Work has been started on the construction of a new theatre building at Third and
Washington Streets, Marion, Ind. Although
it has been rumored for s(une time ago that
the I'niversal Chain Theatre Company,
which held the lease on this property had
sold out, the official announcement has ju.;t
been made. The new theatre will be constructed by the Marion Washington Theatre Company, which has been m-ganized for
that purpose. The principal stockholder of
the company is Mark G. Margolis of Indianapolis.
After the building is completed, it is to
be leased to Fitzpatrick and McElroy of
Chicago. This operating company now operates a chain of theatres in Indiana, including houses in Michigan City, Richmond
and Muneie. All have been built recently.
The theatre will cost about $28.5,000 and
will be one of the finest small town theatres
in the state. The E. C. Strauthniann Construction Company of this city will build
the structure.
According to present plans it is expected
to have the theatre ready for operation
within six months and plans are being
made to push the work during the coming
winter season. The theatre will show both
motion pictures, synchronized pictures and
vaudeville, it is said.

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

City feels justly proud of this modern and
attractive picture palace. The house has
been re-constructed from the old Orpheum,
that Stephens and Puffer had operated for
years, and which had been closed for some
time while extensive alterations were being
made.

New "U" House in Va. to
Open During December
The new Capitol Theatre, now being
built by the Shenandoah Valley Theatres
Corporation, a subsidiary of Universal, in
Winchester, Va., will open the early part
of December. The Capitol will be the first
of a number of theatres to be erected by
the Shenandoah company in the Winchester
section.
Frank M. Boucher, at present city manager for the company, will be managing director of the new house. He will alsi> continue supervision over the Colonial and Win
theatres.

RETS

.lohn Miller's theatre at Woodstock, is responsible for the new Pekin.
Watts and Thornton have transferred
the leases of the Princess Theatre, a first
run house, and the Vaudette, a second run
house, of Springfield, Illinois, to Dominick
and Frascini. It is reported that the new
owners contemplate making improvements
in the Princess, including the installation
of a thirty-six foot electric sign, new organ,
seats and marquee, and will also refurnish
the Vaudette wherever it seems to be required. A straight picture policy will be
continued in both houses, the Princess having Vitaplione and ^lovietone installations.
This deal leaves AVatts & Thornton as operators of the Gaiety, which has been going
over big as a stock house.

Two years ago Leon Cazin took over the
Royal in West Tampa, Florida. He remodeled it and re-opened under the name
of Cazin Theatre. Now, he has outgrown
the house and is going to erect another
Cazin on the lot adjourning the present
theatre. Plans have been dra^\^l for the
new house by Nicholas Mitchell, architect,
and calls for a house with a seating capacity
of 7.30. The lower floor to have .">2.5 and
the balcony to have 225 seats. There will
be a stage so that vaudeville acts can be
played. "Construction will start pronto,"
says Leon, "And I expect to be in the new
house in exactly four months from the dav
we brea'tc the groimd." The house will cost
around .$75,000 equipped.
One of the most beautiful theatres in its
class in Iowa, is the Granada at Webster
City, which had its opening within the last
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Ads

RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
JIANAGER, with finest references is lookinii for new
comieetiou which will be permanent. Now employed by a
large eiroiut. Good business
executive — fully experienced
in theatre management. Exploitation, Publicity, Booking, etc. Age 3(j. Will locate
anywhere. Box 422, care Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Pitzroy Page, Spotlight Organist, Union. Slick Playing,
pep, absolute syncronization.
Regular, Relief. 175 Shelton
Ave., Jamaica, Phone, -Jamaica 10446.
ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St., Charlestnn-Ka., W. Va.
WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Pelder St.,
j^mericus, Ga.
Manager, who is a real gogetting sho-mnan of proven
ability desires connection with
circuit or independent house.
Fully experienced in picture,
vaudeville, exploitation.
Salary secondary — go anywhere. Untiuestionable reference. Address, Showman,
•care Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave., New York
City.

WANTED

a change. Pro-

jet-tionist, and "I'll Do it,"
non-union. JIarried. 12 years
with present job. F. White,
201 Sylvan St., Emporia.
Ivans.

Wanted
NATIONALLY KNOWN
THEATRE AD MAT SERVICE ENLARGING SELLING ORGANIZATION— unusual opi)ortunity for successful advertising man to a-ssoeiate himself with fast growing company. Liberal commission paid on an attractive
selling service for theatres.
Exclusive territory. Box 420
care Motion Picture News.
City. Seventh Ave., New Yoi-k
729
WANTED— Exclusive New
England agency for a good
talking picture device. Have
great theatre aflSliations, capital and ability to put it
"over." Box 418, care Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York.

^ITHBORE.'U-ER^I

•■'■■■ -OU SEP 4N0 UEAB
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Al Jolson
"Singing Fool

.JOLSON

:%$IIIGINGF(»C

VODLCS OUEilCST
fNTCPTfllWCD ,
//. WIS COOV^'nQ aCulEVEWEfJT/^-—

WANTED To lea-se or rent
complete equipped motion
picture theatres in towns under ten tlionsand population.
B. Chas. Walker, LaSalle Hotel, Boston, Mass.

For Sale
1,6.50 High Grade New
Veneer Chairs. Any amount
sold at almost 50 per cent discount. C. G. Demel, 845 .So.
State St., Chicago, 111.

. Al Jolson .
^Singing Fool

500 Upholstered Theatre
Chairs, spring seat, panel
back, perfect condition; 660
re-upholstered theatre chairs,
fully upholstered back, like
new, $3.00 each ; 6 Kliegl spotlights, rebuilt like new, 100ampere rheostat.?, $65.00 each.
Also all makes of new and rebuilt projectors, reflector
lamps, screens, everything for
your theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., 729
York
City.Seventh Ave., Ne^i^

Ho^RD
The fact that there is but one factor to emphasize
— the star, Al Jolson — results in concentrated
appeal developed in newspaper displays exploiting
^'Thc Singing Fool." The ads shown are reproductions oflayotits of the folloning theatres: Ala,bama, Birmingham; Howard, Atlanta; Music Box,
Seattle: Apollo, Indianapolis; Newman, Kansas
City; Roger Sherman, New Haven, and a novel
'"hold-over" ad for Schines Eckel in Syracuse, N. Y.
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_ COMPLETE

^
Productions
are listed according
to the
^S
a short-rut toward such information as he
^B
Features tihirh am finished or are in tiork.
H
■
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS

RELEASE CHART

names
of Distributors
in order that the Exhibitor
may have
may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
but to ichich release dates have not been assigned, are lisli'd in
"Coming Attractions"
BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September

lilillillliB

ililllilliliiliillllliiilllillllliiliillliillllllillliiiil
BRAY
Tflle
Bare Co-Ed. The
Barnvapd Rivals
Bathing Beauty Babies
Cat Tales
Colieqe Cuckoo
Cutting Uii
Daze or '49
Duke's Oiny D-^lnBa
Figures Do Lie
Fowl Plav
Hw Salty Suitor,
Hick In Hoftywood
HIsWildOat
Kids . Cats and Cops
Lonesomp Bahles
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot o" Boloney. A
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse,
Pikers The
Sntackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS
Star

Rel.

Murdock-Cavaller-Lantaster
W. LanU-M. Shaw-T. Ward
McDougall Kids
McDougall Ktds
.
Murdock-Cavaller
McDoiita'l Kids
J. Cooptr-L. Carver
P Murdock-N. Cavalier
Bathing Girls
McDougall Kids

Nov.
Dec.
April
Jan.
, June
. Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
April
Mar.
June
May
July
May
Aug.
July
Mar.
June
Dec
April
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

Murdock-Cavaller
McOougallKlds
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
Irving-Cooper
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
McDougall Klda

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After (he Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero, The
Court- Martial
Dawn
Desert Bride, The
Driftwood
Fashion Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten Women
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol. The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Opening Mght. The
Raider Emden, The
flansom
Runaway Girts
Sally In Our Alley..Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady, The
Siren, The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age, Th«
StageKlsses
That Certain Thing
Tigress. The
Virgin Lips
Warning, The
Way of the Strong. The
Wife's Relations, The
Wonmn's Way, A
Title
Apache, The
College Coquette
Lonp Wolfs Daughter. Ttie
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Presa, The
Slnneri' Parade
Streets of IllusJon. The
Stool Pigeon. The
Submarine
Younger Gefleratlon, The

Star

Rel.

Bosworth-Gflbert-Delaney
April
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lease
April
Corlei-Gilbert
Sept.
Agnew-Lease-Garon
OcL
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Special Cast
Co mpson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
OcL
Wlndsor-Howea
Dec
Ford- Reynolds- Rand
May
Tearle-Sebastlan
Sept
Taylor-Drew
Jan.
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwlck-Falrbanks. Jr.-Kent . . May
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
..Windsor-Bowers
Nov.
Special Cast
Wlfson-Burns
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Mason-Arlen
SepL
Bushman-Llvingston-ChadwIck..July
De Putti-AIvarado. . . ,
Aug.
Re*ier-T. Moore
, . Dec.
Mason-Collipr- Walker
Feb.
Bennett- Herbert-Nye
Mar.
Harian-Chadwlck
Nov.
Graves-Dana
Jan.
Holt-Revlef
OcL
Borden-Boles
July
Holt-Revler
Nov.
Day- Livingston- Von Eltz
June
Mason-Glass
Jan.
Livingston-Banter
Feb.

Coming

Attractions

EDUCATIONAL
ntlB
AtlBew
All In Fun
All Set
Always a Gentleimn
America's Pride
At It Again
Be My King
Between Jobs
Blazing Away
Blondes Beware
Builders ol Bridget. . ..
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea, IIm
Call Your Shots

Star
Curiosities
Jerry Mandy
Luplno-Sargent-Hutton
Lloyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lupino Lane
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Stone-Ruth
Hope Hampton
Al SL John

Chilly
Circus Days
Bluee
Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Conquering the Colorado

"Big Boy"Devon
Dorothy
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devofe
Hodge-Podge
.

* MeauM Bynekromxed score,

Title

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept. 9-1 roel
... Sept. 16
Mar II . 1 reel
Mar. 3
June 3
1 reel
. May 28
20
Jan
15. . 2 reels .... Feb. 18
n
r»
<•
^ni
20
Ian. 29
1 reel
Feb. 25
Jan.
1
2 reels
Dec. 23
TO
Larry Semon
..
^°^ Days— Sun and Rain
10
Jan.
1
1 reel
Dec. 23
Monty Collins
Dummies
1 .
May
6.2
reels
April 14
Lupino Lane
^«"'"
^''"""SV . ■ . " L- ' \,
May 13 . . 1 reel
June 2
"Sullivan Cartoon"
10
1 ..
«"*'««
*'■''
'"
^'^
"Sullivan
Cartoon"
Julv
8
..
1
reel
,
Aug.
IB
'^'^
'*
^
4
Feb
reels
1. . . 2
"Sullivan
Cartoon"
April
1
,
1
reel
April 21
'.'.'.'. Mar. 17 Felix
^^tlx the
the Cat
Cat In
1
22 reels
rpp)5
In Astronomeows
Comlcalamilies
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan. 22
1 reel . Feb. 25
10
"Sullivan Cartoon"
April 29 ... 1 reel
May 28
2fggi5
FrHx the Cat In Draqqln' the Dragon
20
PbWx the Cat In Esklmotive
s
"Sullivan Cartoon"
, .
June 24. ,. ,1 reel
July 21
1 . 2 reel
"Sullivan Cartoon"
May 27
1 reel
.
June 23
10
. 2 reels :::::::: FeliKtheCallnFutuntiy
"Sullivan Cartoon" ,
Mar. 4
1 reel .
Mar. 31
Felix In Ifi-ard Out-Laws
10
2 reels
"Sullivan Cartoon"
July 22
1 reel
.
Sfipl.22
2 fgpls
Felix the Cat In Japanlcky
1
Feb. 19,1 reel
Mar. 17
29 rpgis
Felix the Ohm
Cat in
Jungle
, , "Sullivan Cartoon"
-cole
Sweel
OhrBungles
1
Felix (n
In Outdoor
indore
"Sullivan Ca'loon"
June 10. . 1 reel
June 30
2reel3
Mar. 17
1
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 18 . 1 reel
April 14
10
"Sullivan Cartoon"
.
April 15
, 1 reel
May
5
f^*"" ^^^ ^^^ '" Po'W-tlcs
1 0 , 2 reels
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Aug. 5 .. 1 reel
SepL 29
20
2 reels.
ropii:
Felix
Cat m the Last
Life .. .
Homes
'" Sure-Locked
^^'i" the
7
. ' Jan.
2
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Feb.
5 , 1 reel
Mar. 10
10
.
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Jan.
8 , 1 reel
Feb. 18
Felix the Cat In the Oily Bird .. .
20
. 2 reels
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
, Mar. 25
. 1 reel
Mar. 10
20 . . 2 feels
^^'''' '"^Frolics
""^ Smoke
Scream
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Aug. 19 . 1 reel
Aug. 4
2ieete
Feline
— Tonquin
Valley.
FlQfitinq
Orphans
— Evening
Mist .
Fislicuffs
Lupino Lane
Oct. 28 . 2 reels
OcL 27
Follow Teacher . .
"Big Boy"
Dec. 16
2 reels Nov. 17
Girlies Behave
Jerry Drew
Sept. 9
2 reels
.. Sent. 8
Gloom Chaser, The
."BlqBoy"
June 24 . 2 reels
June t
Glorious Adventure
Hodge-Podge
OcL 14
1 reel
OcL 27
Dale
Length
Revleweit Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
... Aug. 12
2 reels
.July 28
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
April 6... 1 reel. ..,. Mar. 24
17. . . 5459feet
. SepLlS Green-Eyed Love.
Wallace Lupino
July 29 , 1 reel
.. July 14
Hard Work
1 .. 5649 feet
Stone-Dale
Nov. 4. . . 1 reel
OcL 27
7
5537 feet
SepL 15 Hay Wire
Lupino Lane
June 17 . 2 reels
May 28
7
Hectic Days
15 . 5432 feet ..Jan.
Coilins-Hutton
Aug.
12
1
reel
July 14
Dec
9
He Tried to Please
9 . . 5628 feet
Jerry Drew
Jan. 29 , 2 reels
Feb. 4
High Strung
12. . . 6014feet
April 22 . 1 reel
Mar. 31
7500 feet
Hints on Hunting— Day by Sea . . Bruce Outdoor Sketch
George Davis
Feb. 26 . ? reels
Feb. 18
26 . . 5528 feet
SepL 15 His Maiden Voyage
Monty Collins
Nov. 11 ,. 2 reels
OcL 27
Hold That Monkey
15...
Lloyd Hamilton
June 17 . 2 reels
June 9
6 . , 5513 (eet
. Mar. 31
Homemade Man, A
Charley Bowers
Julv
1
2 reels June 23
,
Hop Off
1 ., 5592 feet ,.
"BlaBoy"
SepL 2 . 2 reels .... SepL 29
27. . . 5645 feet ...Jan. 21 Hot Luck
AISLJohn
Dec.
2
2
reels
Nov.
10
25 .. 5471 feet , . June 23 Hot or Cold
Hodge Podge
Mar. 11
.1 reel
Mar. 17
14 . . 5925 feet ... . May
5
How to Please the Public
Jerry
Drew
Mar.
11
.
2
reels
Mar.
10
.5540
feet
Indiscreet
Pete
13 . .
Vernon Dent
Dec. 30
1 reel
25. . . 554a feet
, Sept. 8
In the Morning
Jerry Drew
Aug. 19
2 reels . . . Auq. 11
Just Dandy
14.. ,5524 feet- . . . Mar. 17
Curiosities
May 27 . . t reel
June 2
Sept. 1 5
Just For Art
7 . 5584 feet
"Big Boy"
Aug
5
2 reels ,
Aug.
4
Kid Hayseed
George
Davis
April
15
.
2
reels
Mar. 31
Kitchen Talent
23. . . 5725 feet
Jerry Drew
July
8
2 reels
June 30
3. . . 6892 teet
Ladies Preferred
Davis-Collins
July 29
2 reels
July 14
13 .. 6401 feet
Leaping Luck
Lloyd Hamilton
July 22,
2 reels ... July 14
Listen Children
1... 6443 feet
Lupino Lane
Mar. 25
2 reels
Mar. 24
20
. 5996 feet... June 23 Listen Sister
Wallace Lupino
July 15 . , 1 reel
June 23
6 . . 5611 feet
.June 23 Lost Laugh. The
Hope
Hampton
Feb.
12...
2
reels
Mar. 17
2...
feet
June 2
Love's
Springtime
BlllyDale
OcL
7... 1 reel
SepL15
5435 feet
Lucky Duck.
The
2... .6464
Our World Tod^
Nov. 11
1 reel
Nov. 3
1 .. 6047 feet. . . Mar. 10 Magic City The
Goodwin-Bradlev
Oct. 28 . . 2reels. ... Oct. 13
Making Whoopie
21... , 5357 feet. . . . Mar. 17
Dorothy Devore
Nov. 25
2 reels
.
25.. 6048 feet
SepL 22 Misplaced Husbands
Curloslttes
,
Mar. 4 . 1 reel
Feb. 18
26... 5791 feet... Jan.
7
Mother Birds
Vernon Dent
Dec. 16
1 reel . . . , Nov. 10
19 , . 5752 feet
Murder Will Out
Monty Collins
Feb. 12 .. 1 reel
Feb.
4
Mysterious Night, A
13. . . 5508 feet. . . . April 28
"Big Boy"
May 27,., 2 reels
May 12
Navy Beans
18... ,6472 feet
Never
Too Late
Wallace Lupino
May
6...,1 reel
April 28
Curiosities
Jan.
1 , ... 1 reel
Feb. 11
New York's Sweetheart
Hodge-Podge
April 8 ., 1 reel
April 21
"BlgBoy*
_
April 8.., 2 reels
Mar. 24
Oh Mama
Miller-Hullon
July
1
1 reel
... June 23
Off Balance
Monty Collins
April 22 ...1 reel
April 14
On the Move
Hodge-Podge
SepL 9 , . 1 reel
Patchwork of Pictures. A
Hodge-Podge
Nov. 18 . 1 reel. .
. Bruce Outdoor Sketch
May 20 . . . 1 reel
May
B
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Peep Show. The
Hodge-Podge
Aug. 12 ..1 reel
Aug. 18
Curiosities
April 1.1 reel
Mar. 17
Penny Postals
Pictorial Tidbits
Hodge-Podge
June 10... 1 reel
June 23
Luplnn Lane
SepL 9 ,. 2reels.,..
.8192feet. . . .Sept 15 Pirates Beware
Playful Papas
Jerry Mandy
Dec. 1
1 reel
Polar Perils
Monty Collins.
SepLSO,,, 2 reels
SepLIS
Pretty Baby
, Monty Collins
Feb. 28,.,, 1 reel
Feb. 18
Jerry Drew
Nov. 4... 2 reels ... OcL
6
Quiet Worker, The
AISLJohn
Jan.
8...,2reel9
Jan. 28
Dale
Len,.h Reviews,. ga"'R°ah"lat,i:::::;.;;:;;.
Dorothy Devore
June 3
2 reels . . . May 26
:;.;;:
1
f
Ml
April
21
Recollections
of
a
Rover
29. .
.Hodge-Podge
Jan. 8 , . 1 reel
Feb. 4
OcL 27
Roaming Romeo
21.. 1 reel
Lupino Lane
July 29 , , 2 reels
July 21
Feb. 5 ... 1 reel
Feb. 4
Feb. 4
Rubbernecking
, Curiosities
15... 1 'eel
Feb. 18
Running Ragged
LewlsSargenI
Jan. 29. ...1 real
Feb.
4
S. .. 2reel8
Monty Collins
June 17 . 1 reel
June 6
1 reel
OcL
6
Sailor Boy
7.,
Chariey Bowers
Feb. 19, .. 2reels
Feb. 18
Aoril 28
Say Ah-h
13 . . 2 reels
Nov. 10
Simple Sap, A
Larry Semon
Feb. 12
2 reels
Feb. 2fl
9 . . 2 reels
Reed Howes
SepL 23
. 2 reels
Oct.
6
18. .. 2 reels
Sky Ranger. The
Reed Hawes
Nov. 18
2 reels
Nov. 3
April 7
Skywayman. The
22. .. 2 reels
June 23 Slippery Head
15 . 2 reels
Johnny Arthur
AprI' 29 , 2 reels
April 21
MortyCollins
Dec. 23, ,2reels,,,,
Nov. 17
Mar 10
Social Prestige
26. , . 1 reel
Nov. 3
Spring Has Came
.Monty Collins
Mar. 25 ...1 reel
Mar. 17
18 . , 1 reel
I. .. 2 reels
Dec. 31
Stage Frights
George Davis
OcL 21 . , 2 reels
OcL
6
SepL 29 Star Shots
15 . .2 reels
Hodge-Podge
Feb. 5. ... 1 reel
Feb. 4
2reels
Feb. 18
Sword Points
Lupino Lane
Feb. 12... 2 reels
Dec 31
19.
.
.
Mar. 17
There It Is
Chariey Bowers
Jan.
1... 2 reels
Jan.
7
25 , . . 2 reels
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
June 17
1 reel
June 9
14 ,. 2 reels . . OcL 13 Thoughts Wiiile Fishing
Monty Collins
May 20
, 1 reel .. . .
May 12
6
Three Tough Onlona
7 . . 2 reels . , . Oct.
1
roel
,..
July
14
Thrills
of
the
Sea
Our World Today
SepL 2.
1 reel
SepL 29
8 .
Date

Length
Reviewed
2 reels
2 reels .. . Mar. 17
Jan.
2 feels
2re"ls ......
22reels
reels Mar. 17

Cook, Papa, Cook..
Crown
Me. Out
Count Me
Culle

Murdock-Hultnn
StarHelium
Barney
Wallace Luplnn
Dorothy Devore
Bruce Outdoor Sketch

un,th R«i..«. Klftsr.;;;:;:;;::;::::::::

Star
Don Alvarado
M. Day-Forbes
Bert Lytell
Logan-vort-EIti
Falrbabks, Jr.-Ralston
Revier-Varcont
Kelth-ValU
Delaney-Borden
Ho It- Rev I er-G raves
Jean Hersholt

Rel.
April
OcL
..Jan.
Feb.
Oct
May
Dec.
Mar.
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
SepL
Fed.
Mar.
OcL
Oct
July

H
=
S
M

f Means sound effects.

§ Means voice (inclading d'lalogae and aicidental

songs).

A. T. after title means All TaUiie.
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M o fi0 n

Title

Star

Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wanderlnu Toy, The
Wedded Blisters
Wedding Slips
Whoozlt
Who's LylnV
Wife Trouble
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
Wives Won' Weaken
You'll Be Sorry

Rel. Date
Length
Revlewei)
Mar. 26. . . t reel
Aug. 4
Aiip.
2 reels
Mar. 10
May 28
..May
6 . 1 reel
2 reels
Aug. 4
Aug. 26
1 reel
Feb. 11
. Jan.
1
Mar. 17
. April 1 . 2 reels
2 reels
. . May 2fl
. June 10
I rppt
Sent, f
. Seoi-2^
Feb. 4
Jan. 22 . 2 reeis
1 reel
June 30
July 15
2 reels
Dec. 1 6
.2reels. . ..May 19
May 20

Collins-McCoy
Johnny Arthur
Hodge-Podge . . . ,
Luplno Lane , . .
Monty Collins. . .
Charley Bowera. ,
Davls-Colllns
Robert Grave
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Drew-Bradley
Charley Bower*

EXCELLENT

PICTURES

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Back to Liberty
Bit <jt Hea.en. A
Bowery Cinderella. A
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Mantiattan Knights
Stronger Will. The
Women Who Dare
Title
Glided Love
Life's Crossroads

May
Nov
OcL
May
. June
. July
. Aug.
Jan
July
Feb
Mar.

Marmont-Carewe
Chadwick-Dslaney
Coining
Star

Length

Rel. Dale
No>. 15

SUr
Walsh-Hall
Lee- Washburn
O'Malley-Hulette
Dp La Motte-KelUl
George Walsh
Sanlschl-Blythe
HulettB-Rankln-LeasB
Befford-Miller
Wlndsor-Keele

5930
root)
69U0
6300
6759
670C
6400
6000
6400
4700

15
1
1
10
15
15
27
20
31
20 .
31 .

leet
test
loet
teel
leet
feet
feet
feet
feel
feet

Reviewed
Nov. 2E
On

1-

Mar 10

6600 feet
6520 leet

Attractions

Length
Review et

'.'.'.'.'. ! Huleno-Hamllton. ■..'.■.■ .■.'..■.'

F B O
FEATURES
Title

Star

Ret.

Lynn-Luden
Gallagher- Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sheridan
Buz Jarton
Tyler-Clair
Shu
Buzz mwayBartonElliott
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnce.
Darro-Costello-Brown
Sidney-Lease-Lynn
Wlison-Mendez

Crooks Can't Win
DangerStreet
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate, The

.Lewls-HIII-Nelson
Baxipr Sleeper
Fairbanks, Jr.-Blane
Tyler-Thompson

Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Dmin" Sands
Fa 106 of the Wild
Fighting Redhead, The
Flying U Ranch, The
Freckles
Gingham Girl, The
Harvester, The
Her Summer Hero
•fSHit of the Show. The
Hook and Ladder No 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law of Fear. The
Legionnaires In Parle
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo, The
Uttle Mickey Grogan
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of Rlcardo. The
Man in the Rough, The
MoiaveKld. The
♦UPerf ect Crime, The
Prwntom of the Range
Pinto Kid, The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders of Canada
Riding Renegade. The
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Shanghaied
Singapore Mutiny, The
Skinner's Big Idea
Slingshot Kid, The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swirt Shadow. The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado. The
Trail of Courage. The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Steeie
Ranger-Kitchen
Bun Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox. Jr.
Wl.son-Arthur
Klngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-Blane
Brown-Astor-OImstead
Eilis-Keefe-Heam
Stevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Valll-Caldwell
Ranger-Reid-Nelson
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steeie
Buzz Barton
Darro-Ralston-Nye
Sleeper-Caldweli
George Beban
Steele-KIng
Steele-Gilmore
Rlch-Brook-McConnell
Tyler-Thompson-Darro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller-Byer
Bob Steeie
Love-Forrest
Wilson- Hackathome
Mlilor-lnce
Ince-Taylor
Washburn-Sieeper-Trevor
Barton- Morgan-Rice
Tom Mix
Miiler-Shumway-Brooks
Logan-Gallagher
Ranger (dog)
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Oarro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

SHORT

* Meant tfnchromzed tcort.

Reviewed
Dec
Nov. 24
11
. Mar.
May 13 .
7...
Oct
20... 4789 feet
Nov.
Aug. 12, ,. 4893 feet
Feb. 25
5583 feet
Mar.
4358 feet
SepL 30
OcL
48b9reet
.
April
Aug.
5487 feet
Sept.
Mar. 3
. 4837 feel
Oct
. 6249 feet . Mar. 17
Mar.
.
6085
feel
Sept 22
OcL
5701 feet
..Feb. 26
SepL
P390teet
Jan.
6291 feet . Aug. 26'27
May
5621 feet
Aug.
551 Meet
Jen.
4754 feet .
Dec.
5y»4feet
5043 feet
April
June
'. 477Pfeel-.
SepL
Jan.
Feb.
July
SepL
Mar.
Oct
Nov.
Feb.
Sept
Nov.
SepL
Oct
Nov.
April
Jan.
Oct
Mar.
Dee.
May
June
May
SepL
Aug.
April
April
SepL
Oct
April
Feb.
July
OcL
OcL
Oct
April
Dec.
OcL
Dec
SepL
Dec
Au(^
June
July
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.

4804 feet.
4758 feet
4924
6131
63C1
7045
5146
6337
5240
5605
5188
6481
. 4769
5893

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

f Memu

Rel.
April
April
Feb.
June
Sept
April
May
Dec.
Dec.
June
Sept

feel . Jan. 28
feet .
feet
leet.. . Nov. 25
. Dec
30
feet. July
29 '27
feet.
Aug. 164
feet ., . Dec
feet . Nov. 11
feet.. . Nov. 4
teet
Mar. 10
feet
feet .

Aug.19'27
feet
Mar
3
feet
feet . April 21
leet .
feel
teel
feet
Aug. 11
,4781
teet . Aug.12'27
Feb. 11
.4884 feet
Dec 167
.5992 feet . Jan.
.4977 feet .
.6419 feet . !.Dec 23
.4729 feet
.6059 feet.

. 48C1
.6515
. 6429
SI 81
.4785
.4924
. 6331

1
1
1
1
1
S
1

.5999 feet
5812 feet
. 5967
4486
, 6037
6388
5493
4897
4884

Oct
13
feet. Aug.26'27
..Mar. 17
teet.
SepL IS
29
feet . Fell.
feet
feet
reet
feet

4793 feet.
4758 feet.
6339 teet
4898 feet

Dale
30 .
9
6 .
25 .
16
2 ,.
14 .
30
9
II...
26 ,

toniul effects.

Coining
Title

Length
2 reels
2 reels. ...
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels . . . .
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
SepL 29

. .

Aug.
Aug.
SeoL
Dec.
June
Feb.
April
SepL
Mar.
Jan.
July
May
Oct
Oct
April
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
Oct
Jan.
July
Oct
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
Oct
OcL
SepL

2
7
28
14
16
7
13
9
20
14
23
28
27
23
9
24
5
19
2
7
14
9

2 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. . 1 reel
. , 221 reels
reels
reel
.
2 reels
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
, . 2 reels
.
Length

Jan.

6

Feb.

3

SepL^

Feb. 18

Feb. 11
July 28

flevlewe*

Nov. 11
Mar. 3
Nov. 26

Dec 23

M. Day-O. Moore-Lease
Conkiin-Sleeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Dec
2
Nov. 18
Nov. 4
Jaru 13

Young Whirlwind. The .

Buzz Barton

SepL 16....

4
4

OeL 9

Nov. 25
Feb. 10

DIVISION (S. R.)
Star
Kelth-Hughes-H. Coslello
»-ye-Wells-Rae
Garon-Keith
Kelly-Kellon-Wells
Landls-Mehaffey
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Shorl-Robarda
De La Motte-Sowen
James-Wells, Compson-Garan. .

FIRST
American Beauty
•tJSarker. The
Big Noise. The
Breakfast al Sunrise
Burning Daylight
Butter and Egg Man. The
Camille
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Chinatown Charlie
Code of the Scarlet
Comoanlonate Marriage
•Crash, The
Crystal Cup, The
Do Your Duty
Drop Kick, The
Flying Remeos
French Dressing

SepL 29
OcL 20

Dec 18

Nov.
Nov.

—

June 16

Mar. 31
Nov. 4
Nov. 18 . . .6337 feet
Mar. 3

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage. The
Fagasa
Flnnegan'a Ball
Free Lips
Masked Angel, The
Merry Wives of New York
Polly of the Movlea
Ragtime
Souls Aflame
Temptations of a Shop Girl

SepL 29

.. 21 reels
reel
.. 2 reels
.
2 reels

Rough Ridin' Red
Sinners In Love
•riSte,)ping High
Stolen Love
*tiTajii 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves. The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch..
Vapabond
The . . ,
Voice of theCub,
Storm.

FIRST

Reviewed

Attractions

Lyon-Sleeper- Moreno
Bob Steeie
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-DuTO
Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
.Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Tom Tyler
O'i^eil-Reed-Tashman
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Fairbanks, Jr.
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

Title

News

Date 1 reel
Length
10...
1 reel
rei
24
1 reel
5
19
2 reels
16
, 2 reels
16 . 2 reels
12 ., 2 reels
11 .. 2 reels
2 .
9 . . .2 reels
.2reels
.2 reels
14 .. .22 reels
reels
7 . . 2 reels
30 . .
.2 reels
23
,2reels
4 . . .2 reels
6 ..
2 . . 2 reels
2. - . .2reel9
B... .2 reels
2. .. -2reel8
2 reels

Rel.
OcL
Oct
Dec.
Dec.
Sept
Seot
Mar.
June
, . Dec.
Sept

Star

Air Legion, The
Amazing \/agauond. The. , .
*tiSlockade
City of Shadows, The
Come and Got It
Down Our Way
Drifter. The
Drums of Araby
Eagle % Ta'ons, The
Freckled Rascal. The
Fury of the Wild
•tSGang War
Gun Law
HirJOoiled
, .
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubet
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jaiz Age. The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw. The
Love In the Desert
One Man Dog. The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Title

4805 feel

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
Carr-Alexander-Rosa
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-DavIs
Hill-Duncan
Al Cooke
Novelty

Length
B034 feet
5886 feet

Aflame In the Sky
Alei the Great
Avenging Rider, The
Bandlt'8 Son, The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Battling Buckaroo, The
Beyond
London's
Lights
Boy
Rider.
The
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
*tSCircus Kid, The
Clancy's
Kosher Wedding
Coney Island

Title
AHer the Squall
All Alike
All Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights. The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Beef-Sleaks. The
Casper's Week-End
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1

18
Date

Title
Star
Curiosities. No. 2
Novelty
Curiosities, No. 3
Novelty
Curiosities No. 6
Novelty
Curiosities No. 7
Novelty
Fooling Casper
Ouncan-Hill
Happy Holidays
Hill-Duncan
Happy Trio, The
Karr- Ross-Alexander
Heavy (ntmts
Karr-Rnss-Alexander
Honey Balks
Helium-Davis
Horsef eat hers
Barney Helium
Jessie's James
Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey's Babies
Mickey Yule
Mickev's Battles
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Mickey Yule
Mickey's In Love
Mickey Yule
Mickey In School
Mickey Yule.
Mickey's Little Eva
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Movies
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Nine
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Parade
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Rivals
Midey Yule.. . ,
Mlckey'o Triumph
Mickey Yule
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey Yule
Mickey ttie Detective
Mickey Yule
Mild Bui She Satisfies
Alberta Vaughn
My Kingdom Fot a Hearse
Al Cooke
Okmnx
. Barney Helium
Qui Out Heidelberg
.
Karr-f^oss- Alexander
Panting Papas
,
Karr- Ross-Alexander .
Rahl. Raht Rexle
..
Al Cooke
Restless Bachelors
Al Cooke
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction
Alberta Vaughn
Silk Sock Hal .
Al Cooke.
Six Best Fellows
Alberta Vaughn
Social Error. A
Al Cooke
Standing Pat
. . Karr-Ross-Alexander
That Wild Irish Pose
, Alberta Vaughn
Too Many Hisses
Al Cooke
Too Hats
...
Al Cooke
Wages of Synthetic Sin. The
Alberta Vaughn
Watch Your Pep
Alberta Vaughn
What a Wife
Duncan-Hiii
You Just Know She Dares 'Em - . . Alberta Vaughn

Picture

NATIONAL

FEATURES

Rel.

Date

Jan.
SepL
June
July
May
SefiL
Aug.
June
Jaa
Oct
Sept

1 . ..
1 ..
5, ..
20. . .
15 . .
4...
29
.

6200
5700 feet
feet ...Dea

6900 feet
feet
15 , . 6700
1
6200 (eel
feet
6700

Date

Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
Conklln-Hardy-White
Talmadge-Alvarado
Sllls-Kenyon
Mulhall-Nlssen
Talmadge-Roland
Maynard-Falre.
Langdon-McConnell
HInes-Lorralne
Maynard-McConnell
Bronson-Francls-Walllng
Sllls-Todd
Mackaill-Mulhaii
Charlie Murray
Barthelmess-Kent
Sidney-Murray
Warner-Brook-Wllson

I

6000 feet
SeflL

ReL

Star

§ Jlfeaiu roi« (mchiint dialogae aiul incidenlal songs)-

Length Reviewed
5400 feet... Mar. 10
6960 feet ...Aug. 12
5800 leet
5700feet

OcL
SepL
Mar.
OcL
Mar.
SepL
SepL
April
Feb.
April
July
OcL
OcL
OcL
OcL
SepL
Feb.
Jan.

9
30
25
23
11
2
4
22
12
15.
1
21 .
7.
16
14.
25
26
15

Length

7137
6333
.7402
6042
6500
6467

feet
feet
feel
feet
feet
feet

Reviewed
OcL 21
July 127
..May
..Dec It

April 28
8730 feet
feel MayMay
10
8692
6, '27
5744 feet .. April 21
5600 feet

6365 feet

6227 leet
6225 feet
6386 feel .. Nov. 26

6037 leet

6802 feet ...SepL 30
6172feet... April 14
6344 feet

A. T. alter title means AU Talkie.

N or ember

24 , 1928

Title
Glorious Trail. The
•tGood-Bye Kiss, The
<3orllla,ThB
Gun Gospel
Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Hawk's Nesl. The
Head Man. The
Heart Ota Follies Girl
Heart to Heart
Heart Trouble
Her Wild Oat
Home Made
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
Lady Be Good
Life of Rtley. The
•tiUlac Time
Utile Shepherd of Kingdom Come.
Love Mart. The
Mad Hour, The
Man Crazy
nNlght Watch. The
Noose, The
.
No Place to Go
Oh Kay
Out o( the Ruins
Patent Leather Kid. The
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Red Raiders. The
Rose of the Golden West.
Sailors" Wives
Sheoherd nf the Hills
=" Show Girl
Smile. Brother. Smile
Strange Case of Capt Ramper
Texas Steer, A
Three-Ring Marriage
Uoland Rider. The
Valley of the Giants
Vamping Venus
Wagon Show, The
•tWftterfront
Wheel of Chance
•tWhip. The
Whip Woman. The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily. The

Maynard-McConnell
Ellers-Burkfr-Kemo
Murray-Day-Kelsey
Maynard-Faire
Moor6-Lowe
Lake-Balan-While
SHIs-Kenyon
Murray- Kent- Young
Dove-Kent
Aslor-Hughes
Harry Langdon
Moorfr-Kent
Hines-Daw
Mackalll-Mulhall
Mackalll-Mulhall
Sidney-Murray
Moore-Cooper
Bartheimess-O'Day
Dove-Roland
0"Nelll-Ker>t
Mackalll-Mulhall
Dove-Reed
.
Barth el mess- Joyce
Astor-Hughes
Moore-Gray
Barthelmess-NIxon
Bartheimes-.-..' Lay
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Maynard-Drew
Aslor-Roland
Astor-Hughes
Francls-O'Day
White-Delaney ,
Mackatll-Muihall
German Cast
Rogers- Fazenda
Astor-Hughes
Maynard-Douglas
Siils-Kenyon
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
Maynard-Faire
MacknIII-Mulhall
Barth el mess-Basquette
Mackaill-Niisson-ForDes
Taylor-Moreno
Hines- Lorraine
Dove-Brook

Coming
Title
♦t Adoration
Chevenne
nSChlldren of the RItz
Comedy of Life The
nSOivineLady
tHaunted House, The
*t5Hot Stuff
•tiMan of the Moment. The
♦tOutcast
Phantom City. The
•Ritzy Rosie
nSSaturday's Children
*tScarlet Seas
•fSSeven Footprints to Satan
*tSS(juali. The
nSStrandedIn Paradise
•t! Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Girl
Ware Case, The
*t5 Weary River
Wells-Fargo Express The

1609

Star

Oct.
July
Nov.
Nov.
June
April
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
Dec
Nov.
April
May
Sept
Nov.
April
Dec
Mar.
Nov.
Sept
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Oct
Jan.
Jan.
Sept
Sept
July
Dec
June
June
Dec
May
Feb.
Sept
June
Sept
Feb.
Aug.
May

28
, 5886 feBt
8 .
33 feet.. ..Dec.
:
13. . . 71
6288 feet . Mar. 10
6 ., 7 100 feet
24 . 7541 feet.
29 . ,
7426 feet ...July
7
27... 6502 feet
8...
18 .. 5957 feet . . fVlar. 17
Sept. 10
22.,. , 6071 feet
5400 feet
12
eilSfeet.. .Feb. 11
25...
20, . , 6524 feet . . , May 26
6592 feet .
14
1 . 6608 feet .April
June 1
6
6720 leet
Mar. 24
18
8967 feet ..Sept. IB
8 . . 7700 reel, ,
..May ID
8.
7388 feel
18
6625 feel .
April
Oec. 21
30
4
5542leet
Oft- n
27
6612 feet
9
7129 feel
Jan.
7
29
6431 feet
Mar. 17
30
6100 feet
26
Aua.
Seel. 251
6100 feet
19
Dec. 23
7694 feet
11414
feet Aug. 26. '27
8
6210 feet
Dec. 9
4
6477 feel
Oct.
7
2
5485 feel
Mar- 25
IC
8188 f est
22
Feb
Nev.
10
1
6133 feet
23
6548 leet
June 9
11
7534 feel
Sept. 8
29
7419 feet
Mat. 18
4
5834 leet
10
5731 feel
3
May 1?
6336 feet
tl
6P21 leet
13
6212 feel . June 2
19
5976 feet
16
17 . , 6895 feel
July
7
frit
feel
30
Sept. 24
22
5087 feet . Mar.
5 , .
6300 feet . SepL22
5
7187 feet
20
May 28

Aktracttoni

Sills-Mackaiil
Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore
Special Cast
Richard Barthetmess
Ken MaynarJ

FOX

Length

Nov.

•[Air Circus, The
Arizona Wildcat. The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero. The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side, West Side
Escape. The
Farmer's Daughter, The
•Fazll
Fleetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat, The
Girlln
Port,
.
~ " Every
'
- - A.
Girl-Shy Cowboy. The
Hangman's
House
Hello.
Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound,
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl, The
Udles Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
njMakIng the Grade
M e. Gangster
•Mother Machree
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post The
Paiamas
Plastered In Paris
Play Girl, The
Publicity Madness
•Red Dance, The
River Pirate, The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (rfr-lssue)
Sharpshooters

*MeaM

4...

Nov. tl...

Nov. 25...

FILMS

FEATURES
Title

Reviewed

Date

Star
BlllieDove
Maynard-McConnell
Mackalll-Mulhall
Siils-Corda
Griffith- Varconl
Kent-Todd
Alice White
Biilie Dove
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Gllbert
White-Mulhail
Corlnne Griffith
Bartheimess-Compson

Length

Rel.

Reviewed

Title
Sllli Legs
Silver Valley
Soft Living
Square Crooto
•t§Street Angel, The
•Sunrise
Thief In the Dark. The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl
Wizard. The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwise

tjnehromzed score,

"f Meant wnrnf «0eeU.

Bellamy-Hall . . .
Mln-Dwan
Bellamy-Brown..
Brown-Armstrong-Dwan.
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Meeker-HIII-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Mar jorle Beebe
Madge Bellamy
-Cohen-McNamara
Belt-Lincoln
Rollens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder-Morton-Llncoln
Russell-Collyer-Pldgeon

SHORT

Title

SUBJECTS

Sur

Dale

..Dec
.Oct
Mar.
Feb.
Aug.
Nov.
May
Sept.
Od
Nov.
Mar.
June
SepL
Dec
Nov.
Jan.
Rel.

Length
S446feet .
501 1 feet
feet .
5629
5397
9221
8729
5937

19
4
20
11.
29
6
25.
10
16.
11
27
8

feet
feel
feet
feet

6293 feet .
.. .5620 feet.
...51 12 feet.
...4921 feet
. . .5337 feet
5629feet.
5331 feet.
5050 feet.

Date

1 reel.
Length.

.
.
,
.
.
.

Mar. 143
Oct
Mar. 31
July 28
Oct 14
May 26
Oct.
7
Dec ie
April 14
Dec
Mar. 16
10

Reviewed
. . May 26

1 reel . .
21 reel
reels. . .

America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Kiees
. ,
Blue Grass and Blue Bleed
Cow's Hu'^hand. A
,
Dalslfis Wo.i't Veil
Dnser t Blooms, The
Drifting Through Gascony

Variety
Variety.. ...
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubln-Llncoln
Variety
Varlehf

April
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
June
July
Mar.
Oct

15
8
5
9
24
8
18
28

Elephant's Elbows. The
Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters of Ecuador
Hflf Vlither's Back
His Favorite Wife
Hnid Your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles jf the Amazon
Kiss Do;tor, The
Knight of Daze, A
Lady Linn
Lofty Andes. The
Lords 01 the Back Fence
Love is Blonde
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Knew
On a S-iuth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail. The
Ship Alroy I
Snowbound
Soanisli Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Alstee
Too Many Cookies
Vintage. The

Leon Ramon
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuaft
T. Brooks-T .Hlii
P. Cunning-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
Llncoln-C lay ton-Bi etcher
Variety
Variety
Roilens-DIls
Marjorle Beebe
Variety
Variety
Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied .
Variety.
Varied
Variety
Variety
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L Miller
Variety

Aug.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Jan.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.
Sept
April
April
Feb.

5... 2reels..,
. Aug. 11
13
. 2 reels
May 19
11 , , .1 reel
22
^ reel
Feb.
4
19
2 reels Aug. 4
22
2 reels July 21
15
.2 reels
Mar. 24
1 .... 2 reels
27
2 reels
May 28
5
1 reel
Jan. 21
29
2 reels
Mar. 17
10 .. 2 reels
25 . . 2 reels
May 19
5 . 1 reel
Aug. 11
22 . . t reel
26 . . 2 reels
Mar. 17
18
. 2 reels
Jan. 14
25
1 reel
2 ,. 1 reel
8 ...2reel3
May 28
l,..,lre6l
reel ,
July 28
19 . - 11 reel
-1 reel..
1
reel
.
.
.
19 .
29 . -1 reel. .
30..
14
. 1 reels.
reel . . .
23, , .2
22 . 1 reel . .
16. .2 reels.
11..
Ireel..
4, .

Coining
Title
Backwash
Baggage Smasher. The
Blindfold
•tSCabal lore's Way, The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding, The
*Four Devils. The
Girl Downstairs. The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•fLost in the Arctic
tSMother Knows Best
Nayoieon's Barber
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cop
Woman. The

late
Length
Reviewed
Rel.
Carroi-Lake-Rol'Ins
Sept 301. . 7702 feel. , Sept. 8
4665 feet . . Mar. 24
Mix-Sebastian
Nov. 201
Mar
Jones-Bennett
Sept 25i . 4777 feet.
Mar. 33
4556 leet .
Jones-Perry
Nov. 131
Jones-Hyams
Jan. 81... 4612 feet . Jan. 14
... Sterting-Carroll-Stone
June 17r. . 6417 'eel. - June 23
Title
Borden-Moreno
Dec 25 :... 5430 feet.. . July 21
Rex Bell
July 15i... 4293 feet
At the Ball Game
i .. 4987 feet . Jan 21
Bridge at Midnight, fhi
MIx-ioyce
Jan. 151
June 9
5708 leet
Corpus Chrlstl
Moran- Hamilton
June 3
6566 feet
Lowo-Astor.
Mar. 18 1
Nov. 10
Diplomats. The
G ran- Astor- Moore
Oct 14
Dolls and Puppets,
1... 8154 feet . Mar.
Nov. 174
Everybody Loves My Girl
O'Brien-Valli
Oct
91.. 51 09 feet
Valll-Russell
April 29
Family Picnic, The
May 12
Four A. M.
Beebe-Burke
July 81
June 9
7217 feel
Farreil-Nlssen-Busch
Sept 10
tntervlev. The
4939 feet
Norton-Janls
June 241
Sept. 188
Ladles' Man, The
>.
9412
feel
Feb.
Mann-Hall-Bushman
Sept 2
Mind Your Business
5038 feet
Del RIo-Pidgeon
Jan.
1
Napoleon's Barber
Jan. 23
14
feet . Sept
Cohen-McNamara
Sept 25 1i . 5524
Mystery Mansion
5500 leet
Mar. 3
McLaglen-Armstrong
Feb. 26
They're Coming to Get Me
Rex Bell
Aug. 121
4404 feet
Treasurer's Rpporl, The
6518 feel
Mci-agI en-Col Iyer- Kent
May 131
Family Picnic. The
May 19
461 8 leet
May 19
MlK-Llncoln
May 131
George Bernard Shaw
. Nov. 11
. . Phipps-Stuart
Oct 16i - 5498 feet
Seranade (Schubert)
.
May
26
i . 6188 feet
Mar. 24
White Faced Fool. The
. , O'Brien-Taylor
May
6
4397 feet
Mix-Blane
Mar. 1 1
1
61
62
feet
Borden- Hamilton
Sept 18
SepL 23
5599 feel
Dec. 23
Valll-Gray
Nov. 20
5792 feet . April 21
Mnran-Gray
April 8I. ... 8538
leet
Oct.
7
Del Rlo-McLaglen
Sept 4.
Title
Moran-Lowe
Oct
7
Coilyer-Terry
Oct
81
Mar. 17
Bare Knees
Bennett-McLaoIen
Oct 22!' . 6F63leet
Blondes
By Choice
6679 feet . June 16
Sluart-Phipps
May 27
Cheer Leader. The
i . , 5034 feet . Aug. 11
Morton-Phipps-MacDonald .... Aug.
Chorus Kid. The
5071leel
June 23
Del Rio-Alvarado
June 10D
4952
feel
Girl From Rio. The
Mix-Kingston
July
1
Hell Ship Bronson
5876feet.. . Dec. 2
Borden-Gray
Oct 23 ..
Midnight Life
.5641
feel
.
SepL
29
Cohen-Pennick
Sept 23 !.. 5200 feet .
River Woman, The
. April 28
Beltamy-Brown
April 22
San Francisco Nights
:
.5893
feet..
Moran-Lowe
Oct
2
Feb. 11
Turn Back the Hours
.June
30
.
9250
feet
Det Rio-Farreli-Revler
Oec
2.... 6937 feet ..SepL 22
United States Smith
McLagl en- Moran
Aug. 26
1■
i ...4991 feet Barry more- Alba
July 15 ...8500 feet J Aug. 4Oc
Gaynor-Farrell
Oct 30,
Title
John Gilbert
Nov 27. ...5467 feet.. une10,'27
Jan. 28
. .5573leet..
Able ol the U. S. A
O'Brien-Moran
Jan. 15
Star

Rel.

Star

Aug.
April
Sept
Oct
Dec
April
Sept
Mar.
Mar.

2 reels. .
2 reels.
1 reel

Attractions

Star
Farrell-Duncan
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Brien-Moran
Baxter-O'Brien-ARM
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-Mcl-aglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gay nor- Morton
Moran-O'Brien
Sammy Cohen
Nagei-Collyer
Barry more- Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser
Farrell-Duncan
Rollens-Drexel
Macdonald-Drexel
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE

Rel.

Date

Reviewed

11700 feet.. ..Oiit 13
Dec 30
Pec

,

9
6474 feet. . . .Aug. 18
10,100 feet. .Sept 22

Oct 28
Nov. 11
Jan. 8. '29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
IVIary Duncan
Raauel Melier
Clark e-McCuiiough
Nancy Drexel
Winnie Llghtner
Raymond McKee

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed
SepL

2 reels
2 reals

Ciarke-McCullough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

,,

Length

Nov. 18
Dec 23

8

S^it 8

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2re^s

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
LionelAtwIll

June 30
June 30
Sept 8
Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Star
Cnrtiln-Kelth
Claire Windsor
Graves-Olmstead
.Faire- Washburn
Myers-Pldgeon
Mrs. W. Raid- Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L. Barrymore
Marmont-Busch
Loy*Pidgeon
Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan

Coming

Length
Reviewed
5800 feet , Jan. 28
. . 6987 feet
..
. . eOOOfeet ...Mar. 10
6200 feet... April 14
. . 6990
feet
.. 6432 feet.... May 12
..
.6200 feet.
Aug. 11
Aug. 11
. 6800 feet
Dec
Mar. 31
17
,7000 feet.
.6600 feet..
6000 feel . June ie

Rel. Date
Feb.
Oct
Nov.
April
Sept
May
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Mar.
June

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1,
12.
26.
t.
1.
1.

Rel.

Date

Attractions

Star

Length

George Jessel.

§ Af eonj voice (indading diaiogae and incidetacd songs).

A. T. alter title meant AH Taikie,

Reviewed

1610

Motion

Title
Down Grade. TTie
•SGIrl From Argentine. The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Star
Falrbanks-Calhoun
Carmel Meyers
Livingston- Herbert
Falrbanks-Sedflwick

Rel.

Date

Length

Revleweo

M20feel

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

Rel.

Star

Across to Singapore
Novarro-Crawford
Actress. The
Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore
Adventurer, The
McCoy-SebasIan
Annie Laurie
Glsh-Kerry
Baby Mine
Arthur-Dane
Beau Broadway
Cody-Prmgie
Becky
0'Ne[li-0. Moore
•^Bellamy Trial. TTie
Joy-Bronson
Ben Huf
Novarro-McAvoy
....
Beyond thf S'erras
Tim McCoy
Big City, The
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Big Parade. The
GHberl-Adnree
Body and Sot I
L Barrymofe-Pr'ngle-Kerry
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
•tBrotherly Love
Dane- Arthur
Buttons
Coogan-L. Hanson
Cameraman, The
Kcaton- Day
Cardboard Lover. The
Davies-Asther
Certain Voung Man
Novarro-Adcree
Circus Rookies
Dane-Arthur
Cossacks. The
Gilbert-Adcree
Crowd, The
Boardman-Murray, .
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs
Boardman-Gray-Nagel,
Divine Woman The
Garbo-Hanson
Enemy. The
Glsh-Forbes
*tE«cess Baggage
Hatnes-Cortez
Fair Co- Ed
Davles-Brown
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
Foreign Devils
McCoy-Wlndso'
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Garden of Allah
Terry- Petrovlch
In Old Kentucky
H. Costello-Murray
La'eM from Paris. The
Shearer- Forbes
Laugh. Clown. Laugh
Chan ey- You ng-Asther
Law of the Range
McCoy-Crawrford
London After Midnight
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Lowe
Garbo-Gllbert
Lovelorn, The
O'Neill-Kent-O'Day
Madamoiselle from Armentleres
E. Brody-J Stuart
Man. Woman and Sin
Gilbert- Eagles
Ma'.ks of the Devil
John Gilbert
Mysterious Lady. The
Garbo-Nagel
Naool-wn
Special Cast
*tOur Dancing Daughters
Crawford-Brow n-Sebastlan
faisy. The
Davies-Caidwell-Gray
Quallty Street
Davles-Nagel
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Road to Romance, The
Novarro-M. Day
Rose-Marie
Crawford- Murray- Peters
Shadows in the Night
Flash-Grey- Lorraine
*TStiow People
... Davies-Haines
Skirts
Chaplin-Balfour
Smart Set. The
Haines- Holt- A. Day
Spoilers of the West
McCoy-Daw ,
Spring Fever
Halnes-Crawtord
Student Prince, The
Novarro-Shearer
Tea for Three
Cody-Pringle-O. Moore
Telling the World
Halnes-Page
Thirteenth Hour, The
U Barry more- Gadsdon
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
West Point
Haines- Crawford
*tWhlle the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
■t (White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngle
nwoman of Affairs. A
Gllberl-Garbo
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT

7
28
14
17
21
29
12
22
8
Feb.
18
Sept
Oct. 15
Sept
Ort
Mar.
Oct
Dec
.Sept
..Aug.
.May
.Mar.
..June
.Mai.
. ,June
.May
Jen.
Feb.
Sept
Oct.
June
SepL
Aug,
Nov.
Oct
Feb.
April
Jan.
Dec
Jan.
Dec
June
Nov.
Oct
Aug.
Oct
Sept
Mar.
Dec
April
Sept
Feb.
Oct
Oct.
May
Feb.
Dec
Oct
Jan.
Dec.
June
Nov.
Mar.
Jan.
Sept
July
JanOct
Mar.

Length'^ Reviewed
6P05Feet . May 5
6998
July 14
4 If: feet
feet

101
17
12
24
29
25,,
19 31,.
23 .
3
9 .
5
14
18.
8
15
16
3
11
6
29
4
14
21 .
3.
2,
17,
2
19,

8730 teet
(eel May
27 '27
6139
. Jan.
14
6037 feet Aug. 4
6433 (eet
11693leet Jan. 16. 26'
6838 feet Mar. 31
teet Nov.
28 '25
.11519
5902 feet
, Nov.
25
6344feet .. June 2
Mar. 31
, Sept 15
- Sept 8
. . 5679 feet
June I 6
66ol feet. . . May 19
..June 33
8601 feet
Feb. 25
8538 feet.
^ 71 OS feet"
. 5838 feet
. 670Cfeet
73O0 feet
Sept. 2115
Jan.
81 89 feel
Dec 31
, 71f2feet
Sept. 29
6408 feet
Nov.
July 284
. 5011 feet
April 28
4658 feel
. 6620 feet
Aug. 25
,8200 feet
6646 reet , Sept le
7743 feet
Mar.
7045 feet
June
5393 feet,
5687 feet,
Dec 23
Dec 16
7365 feel
Dec 30
5950 feet
, 5441 feet,
-Jure 2
,.6280 feet.

4

6U50 feet . .

7652 feet

8
7289 feet .
10.
7193 feet..
31
5014 feet .
21
.6544
feet .
24
11. .. 7745 feet .
.
5448
feet
26
9
12 .5801 feet .
25 . 6476 feet..
10 . 4784 feet,.
22, . 6705 feet..
30 . .943ateet..
10. . 6273 feet,.
30 - 7184 feet
-5252 feet
26
5901 teet ,
24
.8134 leet.
7
15
7... 7968 feet
28
5011 feet
19
24
4435 feet

Aug. 11
Oct 13

Jan. 21
Feb. 18
Nov. 17
;Mar.
, Mar.
Oct
Oct
..Nov.
'.
May
. July

10
24
28
7
11
19
21

Jan. 277
Oct 18
Aug.

star
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddilies
Chariey Chase
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Rel.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

Barnum
and Rlngiing, tnc
Bits of Africa
Blow by Blow
Booster, The
Boy Friend, The..
Call of the Cuckoo
Came the Dawn
Children of the Sun
Cleopatra
Crary House
Czarina's Secret, The
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Dumb Daddies
Dying Jungle

"Our
Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Revler-Eliis
"Our Gang"
Baclanova- Mir- Rand
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities

April
Sept
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
Feb.
July
June
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Feb.

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug.
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
Edison, Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar.
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan.
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
Fantilv Grouo. The
Charley Chase
Feb.
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec
Fight Pest The
Chariey Chase
May
Finishing Touch. The
, . . Laurel-Hardy
Feb.
Forty Thousand MlleswIthLlndberghAvlatron Film
Mar.
From Soup to Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Mar.
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities
May
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Dec
HappyOmen,A
. Ufa Oddities
July
Heartof General Robert E.Lee, The, Daw-Walling ...^
Sept
•Imagine My Embarrassirent
Charley Chase
Sept
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Sept
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar.
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddities
Jan.
Kisses Come High
UfaOdditles
Dec
l-ady of Victories, The
A. Ayres-O. Matlesen-G. Irving.. Jan.
Leave 'Em Laughing
Laurel-Hardy
Jan.

Date
17, . ,
27 . .
16. . .
21 . .
21
10. ..
2...
5, ..

Length
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
, 1 reel . .
1 reel
1 reel
. 2 reels
157... . .. . 1 reel
31. . . .2 reels
24 . . ,2 reels
10 . . 2 reels
15 . 2reels
3 , . . , 2 reels
11 . . . - 1 reel
2 reels
7. . .
.2 reels
2... 2 reels
17 .. 2 reels
13 . .
4 . , 2 reels
2 . 11 reel
reel

18 , 2 reels
6
.2reel3
10, , . .2 reels
12. . .
.2 reels
5, . .
18. . . ,2 reels
2 reels
8. . . 2 reels
12 , ,
25. . . 2 reels
4... .3 reels
24. . . .2reels
, 1 reel
19 , . .
2 reels
22. . . 2 reels
1
1 reel
14 .
22 . .22 reels
reels
1. . .
29. . . 21 reels
reel
30, , .
1 reel
28.
1 reel
8,,
21 . . ,2 reels
.2 reels
28...

"^ Mean* loand effects.

Star
Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Ruach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
'lf«Oddllies
Laurel-Hardy
Stan Iey-D wan- Manning
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities..

World's Playgrounds
your Darn Tootln'

Ufa Oddities.,
Laurel-Hardy

Title
fAlias Jimmy Valentine
*tBaby Cyclone, The
SBally'ioo
'I jBridge of San Louis Rey
'iBroadway Melody
Bushranger. The
Deadline The
tDevll's Mask.Tho
Dream of Love
*TjDuke Steps Out, The
•tFlylng Ensign. The
•§Hallelujah
He Learned About Women
Hineymoon
Humming Wires
*'^Last of Mrs. Cheney
JLittle Angel
Loves of Casanova, The
SMan's Man. A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island, The
•SNlzeBaby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies
Souix Blood
•l§Thlrst
*t ride of Empire
tTrailof 'ga. The
tSTrial of Mary Du9an,The
West nf Zanzibar
''Viking. The
'tWind, The

Coming
Star

Reviewed

Nov.
Jan. 10
14

April 21
April 21

May 26
Feb. 26
Nov.
April

3
7

May 12
Feb. 18

Title
Casino Gardens
Confession
Friendship
Fuzzy Kmght
Gto'ge Dewey Washington
Georoe Dewev Washington
Gus Edwards' Song Revue
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-fVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Phipps
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schonck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and Capltollans

Nov. 3
July 28
Oct

9

Feb. 25
Mar. 3

A' c re x

Length
2reels
, 1 reel
.. 1! reel
reel

Reviewed
April 21
Jan. 21

, 11 reel
reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
-Ireel
21 reels
reel

July
Oct
May
Jan.

28
13
26
14

11 reel
reel

Mar.

3

21
11

reels
reel
reel
reel

Feb. 25

2 reels
.1 reel

SepL 29

1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
Ireel

Mar. 3
May 19
July 28

1 reel
2 reels

July 21

Jan. 14

May 20
May 20
May 19

Nov. 3
May 12

Attraction*
Length

Reviewed

. 5530 feet .

.Nov. 30..

Nov.

2

,.

11100 fMl. .. .Mw. 24

Chan ey- No Ian- Barry more
Starke-Crisp
Gish-Hanson

Nov.HT
Nov.jT

Nov. 23

SHORTS

Star

ReL

Ames-Nyo
Robert Edeson
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs
Songs
MlHer and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and Lylo
Songs
Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck
Songs
...Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

Date

Length
2 roela
22 reels.
reels. ,,

Reviewed

Oct 27.,
Oct 27.,
Nov. 17
,

2 reels
Nov. 17
Oct 20
Nov. 10... 2 reels
Nov. 3
Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct
6
Oct
6
Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
Oct20....
2reBls
Oct 20
Nov. 10
Sept 29
Oct 27
Nov. 10
Oct
6

Oct 13

PARAMOUNT

May 26
April 7
April 21

P I c t It r c
Rel. Date
April 14. ..
Nov. 10..
Mar. 24. ..
Sept. 1...
Sept 29...
Jan.
5. . .
July 28 . .
Oct 20..
Oct 20 . .
June 16 . .
Jan.
7. ..
Jan. 14
Jan. 28
.
April 21 ..
Feb. 11 . .
Scot 1
May
5
Nov. 24 .
Nov. 17
Feb. 16 .
Feb. 25
May 26 .
Sept. IS. .
June 30
Jan. 14 , .
Dec 15 ..
Dec. 22 . .
April 28 . .
SepLIS
.
May 19 ..
June 2 ..
Nov. 3
May 12
Jan. 19
,
Dec 29 . .
April 7
Oct. 27.
Oct 13
April 21

Haines- Hyams-Barry more
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
. ,,
Page-Love-King
McCoy-Douglas
Flash-Lorraine-Gray. .
John Gilbert
Crawford-Asther
Haine-s-Crawford
Ramon Novarro
Colored Cast
Haines- Page- Percy
.Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
Nagel
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
»
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes-Daty-Barrymore
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash- Gray-Lorraine
Special Cast
McCoy-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Del Rlo-Forbes

MOVIETONE

SUBJECTS

rule
Aening Youth
Afi'can Adventure, An
Ailjh 'L Allah
All For Nothing
All Parts
Amazing Lovers
AncientArt.An
Assorted Babies

* Mean* iynckroniztd score,

Date

Aprir
April
July
Sept
Jan.
Sept
Nov.
Sept-

Title
Limousine Love
Lonely Lapland
Monarch of the Glen, The
Monkey Shines
Murder
Napoleon's Homeland
Nature's Wizardry
,
or Gray Moss, The
•01' Gray Hoss.The
Palace Of Honey, Tfie
Pass the Gravy
Perfume and Nicotine
Pets and Pests
Primitive Housekeeping
Ra=ny Days
Sacred Baboon, The
Sanctuary
Savage Customs
'School Begins
Secret Boozehounds
Secrets 01 the Sea
Should Women Drive'
S^inulJ M.irried Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death ,
.
Spook-Spoofing
Sjanking \g% The
Strange Prayers
Tell ilto the Judge
That Night
Their Purple Moment
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen. The
Uphilland Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr, The
Wives for Sale

FEATURES

Title
Adventure Mad.....
Barbed Wire
Beau Sabreur
•SBeggars of Life
Big Killing. The
Chang
City Gone Wild. The...
■Docks of New York. The
Doomsday
Drag Net The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The

Star
Rel. Date
Asther-Hall-Davls
Mar. 31, . .
Negrl-Brook
Sept 10 , . ,
Brent-Cooper
Jan. 7 . .
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
Sept 15. .
Beery-Hatton
Mav 19, .
, Jungle Film
SepL 3, . .
Melghan-Brooks
Nov. 12...
Bancroft-Cofr,pson-Bactanova. . Oct 20. . .
Vidor-Cooper
Feb. 18. ..
Bancroft-Brent
May 26, , .
Dix-Carroll
April 21 . . .
Bow-Hah
Oct 13. .

§ Means voice (inclnding ditdogae and incidental songs).

5897 feet
659) feet
6536 (eet .

Jan. 28
Julv
7
7560 feel.
Sept. 29
5930 feel
.
fVlar.
3
5408 feel..
6536
feel May
13 '27
72C2fcel,
. Sept.
22
7
5665 feel..
(eel.. .. April
7866
June 9
5364 (eet.. . fVlly 12
6918 feel.. , Sept. 1

A, T. after title means All Talkie.

\ ov ember

24 ,

1611

1928
ntle

ntle

Star

Fee) My i^utse
Danlels-Arien..
Figures Don't Lie
Ralston-Arlen
Fifty-Flfty Girl. The
Daniels-Hall
First Kiss. The
Wray-Cooper
Fools for Luck
Flelds-Conklin
Forgotten Faces
Brian-Brook
Gay Defender. The
DIx-Todd
Gentteman of Paris. A
Menjou-O'Hara
Genitemen Prefer Blondes
Tayior-Sterllng-Whlte
Get Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Half a Bride.
Ralston-Arlen
His Tiger Lady
Menjou-Brent
Honeymoon Hate
Vidor-Carmanall
Hot News
Daniels-Hamilton
JesseJames
Tliomson-l_ane
Just Married
Hall-Tayirr
Ladies of ihe Mob
Bow-Arlen
Last Command. The
Jannmgs-Brent
Last Waltz. The
Fritsch- Vernon
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper-Wray
Love and Learn
Ralston-Chandler
•Loves of An Actress, Tfte ...
Negri- Asther
Loves of an Actress fsilent version*. .Negr^-Ast^e^
Magnificent Flirt. The
Florence Vfdor
Mating Call. The
Mekitan-Brent-Adoree
Model from Montmartra
Naldi-Petrovltch
♦Moran of fhe Marines
Dix-Elder
Nevada. ,
Coop-r- rndo
Night of Mystery. A
Menjou-Brent
Now We're In the Air
Beery-Hatton
Old Ironsides
Ralston-Farreil-Beery
One Woman to Another
VIdof-Von Elti
Open Range .
Chandie'-Bronson
Partners in Crime
Beery-Hatton- Brian
"Patriot The
Jannlngs-Stonfr-Vldor
Peaks of Destiny
Special Cast
Pioneer Scout, The
Thomson-Lane
Racket. The
Meighan-Prevost
Red Hair
Bow-Chandler
Rough Riders. The
N. Beery-Bancroft
•Sawdust Paiadlse, The
Raiston-Howes
Secret Hour, The
Negrl-Th mson . ,
Serenade
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
Shanghai Bound
Dix-Srlan
She's a Sheik
Danlals-Arlen
Shootln' Irons
Luden-Blane
Show Down. The
Bancroft- Brent
Something Always Happens
Ralston- Hamilton
Speedy
Lloyd-Christle
Sporting Goods
DIx-Oimstead
Spotlight The
Ralston- Hamilton
Stark Love
Special Cast
Street of Sin. The
Jannings-Wray
Sunset Legion. The
Thomson-Murphy
Swim. Girl, Swim
Daniels-Hall
Take Me Home
Daniels-Hamilton.
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklln-Bancrolt
Tfiree Sinners
Negri-Baxter
Tiilie's Punctured Romance
Fields-Conklln
Two Flaming Youths
Conklln-Ftelds
Under the Tonto Rim
Arlen-Brlan
Underworld
Bancroft- Brent-Brook
Vanishing Pioneer. The
Hoit-Blane
•^Varsity
Rogers-Brian
•Warming Up
Richard DIx
Water Hole, The
Holt-Carroll
Way of All Flesh
Jannlngs-Bennett-Haver
•Wedding March, The
Von Strohein-Wray
We're AH Gamblers
Melghan-Miiiner
Wife Savers
Beery-Hatton
Wings
Bow-Rogers
Womanon Trial
Negrl-E. Hanson

SHORT
Title

Rel. Date
Feb. 25 .

Length
Reviewed
Mar. 3
5808»e6t
Mar. 3
5280 feet
Oct
May 26
,
6402teet.
May 12.
.6134
teet
.Aug.
25
Aug. 25,
. June 23
May
7 .5852 feet
Aug. 1 1 . 7640 feet. . Aug. 11
Dec 10. .6376 feet. ...Dec 31
.5927 feet.
14
Oct 15 .6871 feet. ...Oct
.. Jan. 21
Jan. 28.
Dec 10. . .5998 feet -6238
feet,
June 16
June 2
June 9. .5038 feet.
Dec
3. . .541Sleet
July 11
2E
Feb.
July 14 . €52E teel,
8656
feet
Oct 26
Oct. 22
■ Aug. 18
603Bfeet
Aug. 18
June 30 . 6792 Jeet
8234 teet
Jan. 28
Jan. 21
Dec. 30
Now 26 . 694((eel.
Mar. 24
7415 feel.
Mar. 1 0 ,.5737
teet.
Feb. 26
Jan. 14
.
,7434
feet
Aug. I8, . ,7159feet.
. Aug.
4
Aug. 18
lune 3n
June 2 .4998 feet
July 21 . 6325 fset.... Oc. 13
Sept 22
. ..
.Oct 27
Nov. 3
Sept lu
6258feel . , , Oct 28
5741
feet
.
April
21
April 7
5798 'pet . Dec. 23
Ort 22
Mar. 3
7910teet
18*26
4551
feet Dec.
...Sept.
30
Sept 24
5599 feet
Mar. 10
Nov. 5
May 5
6600 feet
Mar. 17 . 9819
feet
Aug. 18
Sept 1.
5582 feet
Jan.
Jan. 28
Mar. 21
10
6118 feet
Jan. 21
July 31
14
-Mar.
June 30 .7646 feel
.6331 feet
Mar. 10.
Oct
1. .9443
5928 feet.
feet Aorii
. . Sept
1 "27
Mar.
17
Aug. 25,
Feb. 4 ,71 75 feet
Dec.
Dec 24. . .52Cyfeet
Dec 319
.
5515
feet
Oct 15
Dec
9
6015 feet
Nov. 12
Oct
8 . 5179 feet
.7616
feet
..
Mar.
10
Feb. 25
Mar. 24 .4792 feet * May 26
April 7. ..7960 teet - April 14
feet ..Feb. IB
Feb. 11 -.5951
4934 feet
Nov. 19
Septl7
".6200 feet Mar. 11*27
May 26. .-6218 Feet... June 2
April 21 . .6763 feet -. Sept 29
Sept 17
.6I24f6et... Sept 16
Oct 20
Oct 27
Oct 28
.6006 feet,,
Sept 24.
. 7029 feet - -April 28
April 14
Mar. 3. . .5733 feet,
Sept 29
,5319 feet
Dec. 17.. ,5991
feel . Jan. 7
Feb. 4..
April 28
7643
feet..
Oct 29-.
Sept 9
5834 feet
June 23
Nov. 293
Sept
Sept 29
6509
feet
Aug. 4 - .
July 21
6319feet.
Aug. 25 , .
Sept 8
Oct
1 .
.8486 feet July 8. "27
Oct
6. . .10400 feet... Oct 20
Sept 3.. .5935 feet
.Jan. 21
Jan. 7. . .5413feot..
Sept
,12 reelsfeet...Aug.
Oct28*27
14
Oct 29. ..5960

SUBJECTS

Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Behind the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Cutles (Christie)
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town, The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)
Face Value
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob. A (ChrlsOe)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)

Star
Novelty
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
E- E. Horton
Bobby Vemon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayee
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley ...
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jlmmle Adams
Ann Cornwall

Rel.
Feb.
June
Aug.
Oct
Mar.
April
April
Oct
April
Oct
July
May
Jan.
Oct
Aug.
July
Jan.
Jan.
May
May
April
April

Hold *Er Cowboy (Christie)
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Home Girl, The
HorseShy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Juet the Type fChrlstle)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko*9 Bawlh
Ko-Ko's Goes
Big Pull
Ko-Ko
Over

Bobby Vernon
Jimmy Adams
Gil more- Kruger
E. E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Canoon....
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon
inkwell Cartoon
Cartoon
inkwell

June
Feb.
Dec.
May
Aug.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Sept
June

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko KleansUp..
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
,
Ko-Ko's Haunted House.
Ko-Ko*B Hot Dog
Ko-Ko*8 Jerm Jam
...
Ko-Ko*8
Earth Control.
Ko-Ko*8 Field Daze
KoKo'8 Ktnk
Ko-Ko's Kozy Komer
K(>-Ko*B Parade
Ko-Ko's Smoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo

Inkwell
.inkwell
inkwell
.inkwell
. .Inkwell
.inlcwel!
,. Inkwell
..Inkwell
, .inkwell
Inkwell
inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell

Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon

* Af eam tynehmuzed score,

Aug.
Sept
May
July
Aug.
Oct
April
April
.Feb.
Mar.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Oct
Mar.
May
Mar.

Date
25. .
23 . . ,
18. .
22, . .
3...
21...
21...
20...
7..,
13...
-4 .
5.. ,
7. . ,
27. . .
18- .
21..
21...
14..
26-.
5. .
28. .
14..

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
1 reei
.2reels
.2reel8
. 1 reei
,2reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels.

2reels

.2reel3
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
-2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
2. .
11... 2reels
1.. ,2 reels
19. . .2 reels
25,. .2 reels
25.. .1 reel
11, .. . 1 reel
18.. .2reels
31 . . ,2reel«
. 1 reel
18.. .1 reel. .
8... .1 reel. .
23,
25.. ,1 reel- .
.1 reel- .
22
1 reei
12
1 reel
7
-1 reel
11
.1 reel..
20.
1 reel. .
28
14
1
4
1 reel. .
31.. . .1 reel..
9
Ireol..
7
1 reel..
21 — 1 ree'..
6
1 reel. .
3. - .1 reei..
26.
.1 reel.
17 — 1 reel , .

"f Means sound effects.

Reviewed

Star
Long Count, The
Long Hose (Christie)
Loose Change 'Christie)
Love's Young Scream (Christie)
Love Shy (Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling
Oriental Hugs (Christie)
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Phantom Nail, The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).
Pig Styles
Prancing Prune
SPusher in the Face. The
hain Dropper. I fie
Save tne Pieces Chrislloi
Say Uncle iChrlstlei
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Fnnd i Christie)
Sea Sword .
Shattnw Theory
Stiow Vote
•jSldowalks of New York
•Skating Home iChristle)
Slltk blickers i Christie)
Slippery Heels (Christie)
•Sock Exchange, The iChrlstle) - .
Stage Coached
. . ..
•Stop Kidding
Sweeties iChristie)
Tung Tied
Two Vlasters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales
Water Bugs Christie)
Wired and Fired
Title

Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuf!
Anne Cornwall
Jlmmie Adams
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Helen Hayes
Special Cast ,
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Bohby Vernon
Jack Duffy
E. E Hnrlon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kal Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
. Novelty ,
Frances Lee
Nea! Burns
Jimmie Adams
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon.
Bobby Vernon.
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Coming

Rel.
Mp
Mar.
Oct
May
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Sept
June
Sept
Oct
Jan.

Date
1 reel
Length
19 . 2 reels
17 ... , 2 reels
6 . -2 reels
12
.
reels
24 . . . .2
1 reel
24 .. . 1 reel
4 . . 2 reels
29 ,. 1 reel
2 . - 1 reel
29... Ireel
13 ... 2 reels
14... 2reel8

June
Jan.
June
June
July
Sept
Jan.
Sept

30
28
i)
30
14
1
28.
15.

.

Reviewed

- . 1 reel . .
2 reels .

. . 2 reels .
., 2 reels .
reels . .
- 12 reei
reel.. .
.. . 11 reei...
. .
,1 reel...
.. .2 reels..
2 reels .
, 2 reels , .
2 reels. .
. . 1 reel - .

Sept I ,
.July
7
June 18
Sept 22
June 16
Aug. 11
Mar. 10
April 7 .,
Sept 8 . . .
Sept 15, , .
Aug. 4 .
Feb. 4...
Mar. 10 , .

2 reels .
21 reel.
reels .. .

2 reels. .
2 reels. .
2 reels. .
2 reels. .
.1 reel...

Attractions

Stai
, Hershoit-Carroll-Rogers
. Herslolt-Carrol- Rogers
. H(-lt-Hill
. James Barton
.Powell-Taylor-Brlan
. Douglas MacLean
. Esther Ralston
Adolphe Menjou
*t§Concert. The A. T.i
Warner- Chatterton,
^tjjDoctor's Secret. The i.A. T.J .
*' t;Dummy, The (A. T.J
. Cromweli-Clatterton
'tfour Fe.it lers
Wray-Arlen-Beery
•tJHalf an Hour
, . Ruth Chatterton
His Private Life
. Meniou-Carver
Harr\ Lauder.
-.
Hunting Tower .
, . .
Maurice Chevalier
>r$lnrocenls of Paris, The (A.T.)
•Jlnterference
, Brent-Brook-Powell
Just 'Vlarried
Hall-Ta>lor
Just Twenty-One.
Rogers-Brian
Kit Cnrson
. Thomson- Lane
'tiLetter,The
. Jeanne Eagles
. Arien-Carroll
*t § Manhattan Cocktail
Adolphe Meniou
Marquis Preferred
. Special Cast
njNight
Club
Number Please
. Daniels-Hamilton
Odd Fellows
. Fields-Conklin
. Fleids-Conklln
Quick Lunch
- Richard DIx
Redskin
. Cooper-Carroll
*r5 5hop Worn Angel, The
Flelds-Conkiin
Side Show, The,
Emil Jannings
•t iSlns of the Fathers
. Charles Rogers
Someone to Love
. , Special Cast
•fSoul of France, The
. Clara Bow
Three Week-Ends
"t^Tong War
. Beery-Vidor
, George Bancroft
n^Wctf of Wall Street, The
Coop er- Wray
*t5WolfSong
Woman From Moscow. The
Negri-Kerry
^tSAbie's Irish Rose
ALie's Irish Rose
Av^Lincrie. T(ie
*t5BurIesque. . ,
•jSOanary iviurrter Case, The
Carnation Kid. The
Care of Lena Smith, The

Length
12103 feef

Revlewe
Nov. 17
April 28

Nov. 17
Oct 27
7464 feet

Nov. 10

PATHE
Title

FEATURES
Star

Oct

6

April 28

June

Oct

2

13

Alice In Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass- .
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway, The. . .
Apache Raider, The
Avenging Shadow, The
Ballyhoo Buster, The
Black Ace, The
Slonde for a Night. A
Blue Danube. The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The.
Bronc Stomper. The
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges
•tfCaptaln
Celebrity Swagger
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier, The
Craig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost, The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin, The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying LuckWoman, The
Forbidden
Girl in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Weepah
Grandma's Boy re-Issue)...
Harp in Hock. A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Yale
Hoof Marks
•tiKing of Kings. The
Ljind of the Lawless, The
Laddie Be Good
l^w's Lash, The

^ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental

, Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
LeatriceJoy
Leo Maioney
Klondike (dog)
Boffalo Bill, Jr
Don Coieman
Marie Prevott
LeatriceJoy
BlllCody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstfong-Basquette
Haver- Varconi;
Walsh-Adams-Hulelte
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales....
Leo Maioney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd
Klondike (dog)
Monly Banks
Goudal- Varconi
Marie PrevosI
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
- Harold Lloyd
R. Schildkraut-Coghlan
. McDonald-Murphy
. Rod La Rocque
. Jack Donovan
. Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
BlllCody
. Klondike (dog)

songs).

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
4408 feet
Dec 25
Feb. 12.
3996 feet
5596 feet
. Mar. 24
Dec 26
6555 feet.
Oct
3
, Dec 16
5755 feet..
Feb. 18
Feb. 12
30
April 29.
4293 feet..
feet - , Dec
4805
Mar. 31
Jan.
8.
Pflay
26
.
Sept
16
Sept 2 ,
5722
6927
Feb. 27
6589 feet
feet .. .,
Mar. 12,
4875 feet,,
Septll.
Jan. 22.
4833 feet-. . Jan. 14
Feb. 26
5408 feel,.- Mar. 3
4550reet...
Mar. 31
Mar. 25
54Crfeet
Sept 30
6312 feet
Oct 14 ,
6 reels . . . Aug. 11
Oct
7.
9145 feet. .. Dec 30
Mar. 5,
Oct 23.
61 00 feet
Nov. 11
7054 feet,
feet
Aug. 19
Jan. 28
4526
Sept 8
Jan. 29.
Sept 16
6670feet
4480 feet. . Feb. 11
Feb. 5.
49?? feet... Dec 3n
Dec 18.
4398feet....Jan. 21
Jan. 15.
5478 feet
Dec. 11 ,
8586 feet... June
Nov. 23
11
Nov, 20.
6599 feet , , Nov. 11
Nov 11
.4476
feet-.
June 24.
Nov. 18
6403 feet..
Dec
4.
6568 feet..
Dec 18
16
Nov.
Nov. 7 ,
Mar. 24
Oct 31
58673 feet
791
feet.. .
Dee. 18.
4968 feet..
feet..
Dec 23
4750
Nov. 20.
Dec.
,5990 feet.... Dec, 9
Oct 10.
.4890 feet... Feb. 11
Nov. 27.
7056 feet. . Aug. 4
May 14
4076 feet. . Dec. 23
Nov. 13 ,
Sept 30.
4131 feet..
feet...
Dec
30
4155
Dec 25. 13500
feetAprllDec
29 '27
30
Jan.
1.
4663 feet.. . Mar. 31
May 20 .

A. T, after title means AU Talkie,

Motion

1612

Leopard Lady. The
Let*Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Nigfit
f«aln Event. The
fVlan-Made Woman
fWarlie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer, The
Obligin*
Buckaroo. ThB
On to Reno

Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocaue-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schlldkraul
Joy -Boles- Warner
Klondike idogi
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangbom
William Boyd
Buffalo
Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost

Jan.
Jan.
SeoL
Nov.
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Dec
Feb.
Oct
Jan.

Reviewed
Date
Length
Mar. 10
22
6650 feet
Jan. 28
15
5888 feet
16
5733 feel
Nov. 11
18.. 8472 feel
Sept 22
9
5762 feet , Mar. 3
4
4600feet
26 . - 6559 feet .
19
5750 feet
6
5954feet ,
Nov. 11
16t .,. . .5494
, 4575 feel
feet .

Perfect Gentleman, A
Power
Red Mark, The
Ride' Em High
Roarin* Broncs
Rush Hjur. The
SaddleM-ites
Ship Comes In, A
•tSShflw Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowboy. The
Stand and Oelivef
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunled Men, The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife. The
Wreck of the Hesoerua, The
Yellow Contrabar>d

Monty Banks
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Wat ly Wales
Rod U Rocque
Haver-Varconl
R. Sc'iiidkranl-Fay
Buffalo BjM. J/
Sue Carrol
Nita Naldl
Phyllis Haver
Bradford-Marlon
Leo Maloney

Jan.
SepL
Aug.
Oct
Nov.
Dec
Aug.
June
Oct
April
SepL
Feb.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb
May
Jan.
OcL
. ...Oct.
Oct

15
5628 feet . Jan. 14
Sept 15
23 .- 6092 feet.
26 .. 7937 feet . Sept 8
Nov. 11
9 ...4542teet . Dec 30
Mar. 10
27 .. ,4375 feet,.
12 ...5880 feet , Mar. 17
June ;£3
5
4520reet
4 . . 6902 feet
21
Nov.
April 144
9
7040 feet
25 , 4546 feet
April 7
20
5423 feet
5 . 6370 feet
II .. 5397feel..
Mar. 3
19 .. 4520 feet .
Sept 22
21 . 5035 feet
Jan. 28
22 . 4000 feet
24
561 0 feet . Dec 16
31 . .6447feet . .Oct
Mar 20
31
28
5686 feet .

Title

Star

SHORT
Title

Rel.

SUBJECTS

Star

Rel.

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby's Birthday
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Barnyard Artists
Barnyard
Lodge No. 1
Bath
Time

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
Jackson- HIatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatl-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
Fables"
Sportllght

Battling Duet, The
Beach Club, The
Benares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Flirt The
Big Game
Blaze of Glory, A
Boy Friend, The
Broncho Buster, The
Burglar, The
Bunker Battlers
Busy Bodies
Button My Back
Calling
Camous Hubby's
Carmen. BlufT
The

"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurlock
.Geographlral Number
Bevan-A. Bennett- V. Dent
Bevan-V. Dent-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sportllght
SportllQht
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Sennell
Girls

Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Caught in a Tajtl
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken, The
City Slickers
Close Shave, A
Clothes and the Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coast to Coast
County Fair. The
Covering Ground
Cross Country Run, A
Crowned Heads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
•tDinner Time
Don's Get Jealous
Dumb Walters
Eagleof the Night (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's Flying
FalrAffalr.A
Fair Catch, The
Family Frolics
Famous Playqrounda
Rre Detective, The (Serial)
Flight That Failed, The...,
Flying Age. The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Husbands
Fun Afool
Galloping Ghosts
Getting Together
Ctrl From Nowhere, The
"
Good
Ship Nellie. The
Gridiron Demons
.
Grrdiron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
Higti Seas
High Stakes.
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints
Hubby s Latest Alibi

Sennett Girls
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Spertlight
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Bevan-Dent
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
SportliqM
Football Sense
Sportllght
Sportllght
McConneJI-Allan
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Sportllght
Carew-Haitfy
Sportllght
Sennett Girls
"■
" ■■ "
"Aesop
Fabli
"Aesop Fables'
Sportllght
,
"Aesop Fables'
"Aesop Fables'
"Aesop Fables'
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Rarebits
Billy Bevan

Nov
. Aug.
June
Sept
Auo.
July
June
April
Jan.
May
Mar
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
OcL
Oct
Oct
OcL

Hubby's Week-End Trip
huntsman. The
In the Bag
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Jungle Days
Jungle Triangle. A
Kashmir. Old and Now
Ladles Must Eat
Laundry
Man. The
Life
Savers

Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Geographical Number
Johnny Burke
"Aesop
Rarebits Fables"

Dec
July
Aug.
Nov.
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mw.

Llmberlegs
Love at First Flight
Magnertc Bat, The
Man Without a Face (Serial)
Mark of the Frog, The
MatchlngWlts
Matchmaking Mamas
Monkey Love
Motor Boat Mamas
Motoring Mamas
Mouse's Bride. The
Muscle Marvels

Sportllght
Pollard- Hurlock-Cowley
"Aesop Fable"
A. Ray-W. Miller
M. Morris-D. Reed
Sporllighl
Senneit Girls
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Billy Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

* Means synchronized score,

SepL
April
Jan.
July
Oct
April
April
June
April
Jan,
Jan.
Feb.
, , Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
ian.
Dec
July
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Sept

Date
Length
9.1 reel
8.1
reel
8
, 2 reela,
20
1 reel
15
14 . 2 reels
. 1 reel
29 . 1 reel
1 reel
248
, .1 reel
15.
22. , 2 reels
22. - 1 reel
19 . 2reel8
18 . 2 reels
-.1 reel
1 reel
21.
26. . 1 reel
22. . 1 reel
1 . ,2 reels
9. , 1 reel
22
.1 reel
8
24 . 2reels
, 2 reels
233- , 2reels
2 reels
25
19 , 1 reel
2 reels
9.
9. . 2 reels
,2reel8
28.
^ reel
1
2 reels
23.
1 reel
15
2 reels
6
I reel
13.
.1 reel
4 .
1 reel
16
.1 reel
19, - 1 reel
19.
1 reel
7
28. ,1 reel
1 reel
7
.1 reel
21.
.1 reel
2 reels
19
2 reels
18,
episodes.
14
110reel

May
Sept
Oct
July 22 ,
Feb. 1 2
July
8
Oct 14
Jan. 22.,
May 13
Mar. 3.
June 3.
April 22. ,
Feb. 12..
Mar. 17.
Mar. 18. ,
Mar.ll..
Oct 28 ,
Aug. 5 .
Feb. 5..
Oct 28,.
Sept 30
May 27..
Sept 15
23 .Jan.
Dec
Aug.
Jan.
Nov.

ftb.
June
Jan.
Sept
Jan.
f^ar.
April
Mar.
Oct
Sept
June
June
Oct

Reviewed
Septi

Oct

April 21
April 7
June 23
April 7

Jan. 14

Feb. 11
Mar. 10
Oct 27

Dec. 31
SepLIS

7

May 19
Sept 8
Aug. 18
Oct
6
OcL 27
Sept 29
Oct 20
Sept
Oct

8
6
8
27
14
19
9
21
11
3
20
24
27

14
3
31
19
17
2
21
14
24
21
27
29
30
13

Length

June
Jan.
June
Mar.
Jan.

10
15.
17,
24.
15.

Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
S or. Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins. The
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race
Smith's Army Life
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Honday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower. The
South Sea Sagas
Solder's Lair. The
"-jStage Struck
Star Builders

"Aesop Fables'*
Sportilghl
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiart-McKee
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKeo
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

April
Mar.
.Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Sept
Mar.
Sept
Feb.

1.
4,
8.
15.
28.
21.
5.
4,
8.
19
30.
18.
22.
19.

Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sax. The
Swim Krmcess. me
Tall Waggers
Targets
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
.,,
Taxi Scandal, A
Taxi Spog|s
Terrible Pecp'e. The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees

"Aesop Fable"
"Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Pollard-Clyde-Lombard.
Soortllqht
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper.
Jack Copoar
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allan
Rarebits

.SepL
Seot
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
April
Nov.
Dec
April
Sept
OcL
Feb.
Aug.
Dec
Mar.

Twenty-Fou
Dollar Island
Uncle Tom
Versatility
Wandering Minstrel, The
^tSWinning Patterns
Winging West
War Bride. A
Yellow Cameo. The (Serial)

Novelty
Jackson-Hlalt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght,
Aviation Film
"Aesop fables"
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

Jan.
1. . 1 reel
Jan. 27... .2 reels
Feb. 5.., .1 reel
.1 reel
Jul 29. . . .1 reel
.2 reels
May
6.. 1 reel
May 20..
June 3. . ,10 episodes

Coming

May 27
2
16. .
12..
5..
26..
1..
25...
23..
14..
2..
28...
17..
5, .
23..
11..

Nov.
Dec
Nov.
Feb.
Nov.

Forty Five-Calibre War
*tSGeraldlne
•tGodiess Girl. The
Hawk of the Hills
*t5High Voltage
tSLeathemeck. The
*t5Llsten Baby
Love Over Night
■^SMarked fvfoney
•t5>Jed McCobb's Daughter
*tSNolsy Neighbors
•tSOffice Scandal
•fSSal of Singapore
^t^Shady Udy.The
Sin Town
•t§Spleler.The
•tISquare Shoulders

Coleman-Loff
QulHan-Loff
Basquette-Prevost
Altene Ray
William Boyd
WllilamBoyd
Eddie Quillan

Feb. 17 '29
Jan. 6

Junior Coghlan
Irene Rich
Eddie QuIIIan
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Junior Coghlan

PICTURES

Trti»
Bmer Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web 01 Fate. The
Wllhil Youth

reels.
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

Reviewed

Sept 29

1 reel
1 reel

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
-11 reel
reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel,
.1 reel
,2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
,2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
2 reels
.3 reels
. 1 reel
- 1 reel
Ireel
, 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel.
-1 reel. .
.1 reel
..2reels
1 reel
1 reel

Aug. 4
Feb. 11

Nov. 10
June
Jan. 79
July 14
Jan. 14
Mar. 31
Jan.
Mar.

7
3

Oct 13
Feb. 4
Mar. 3
Dec 31

Feb. 18
May 19
.SepL

8

SepL 1
Mar. 3

.2reels
.2reels
.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels
10 episodes
.10 episodes
.Ireel

Length

Loff-Brown
Harry Carey
Wally Wales
William Boyd
LHl Damlta

PEERtESS

2
2
2
2
1

OcL 27

Dec 23
Jan. 28

May 19

Attractiom

Star

•t5 Annapolis
Border Patrol
Rylng Buckaroo, The
nSFIylng Fool, The,
Forbidden Love

Bedford-Grav.s
Stsr
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner-Wlthere
Hams-Frazer
Dwan-L^ndis
Lillian Rich
Harian-IMurpliy

Reviewed

18
23
25. . . .6670 feet
10
4
5937reet

Mar. 17

10720 feet. . .Sept

1

Jan. 13
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Jan.
Mar.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Doc
Feb.

2S
4. ...5506 feet.... Nov.
2
20
3
4. . . .6804 feet. . . .SepL
16
Nov.
20
30
OcL
3

3

22
17
20

(S. R.)
Rel.
Sept.
April
Mar.
Sept
June
Nov.
Dee.

Dale
Length
Reviewed
5, . 5700 (est . .5600(eet..
t5. ..S600fe«!.,
15. ,
28.. ..5700 feet..
22. . .S700(eet..
7, ..5800 feel..
19. .6800 feet.. .i«iy 21

RAY ART (S. R.)

19
22

17

Date

May 12
April 28
Dec 16
Oct
7.
Nov. 18.
Mar.ll.
Nov. 25
Aug. 5 .
Julv 29.
Feb. 12.
April 21 .
Jan.
1.
May 27.

Title

April

Rel.

Star

News

New Aunt
Jackson-HIatt-McKee,
Nightwatchman'a Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Haines-Coombs
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
On the Ice
"Aesop Fables"
On the Link
"Aesop Fables"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Sounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Pink Pajamas
Billy Bevan
Playln' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Polar Flight. A
"Aesop Fables"
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride 'Em Cowboy
"Aesop Fables"
Rodeo. The
Jackson-HIatl-McKee
Run, Girl, riun
Sennett Girls

Aug. 1 1

1 reel
1 reel
Seot
1 reel
Oct
.1 reel
Jan.
1 reel
May
.10 episodes..
1 reel
June
1 reel
April
2 reels
Feb.
,2 reels
1 reel
. 2 reels
Mar.
.1 reel
OcL
,2 reels
Mar.
1 reel
,1 reel
jOct
1 reel
.1 reel
May
1 reel
SepL
.1 reel
30.. .2 reels
reels
12, . -12 reel
15,.
2 reels
Nov.
4
.2 reels
2.. 1 reel
July
8.. 1 reel
26.. 2 reels
,
Nov.
11 ,
1 reel
Mar.
25
.1 reel
May
6. . 1 reel
8. .
.2 reels
3
Nov.
11 reel
12
reel
10
1 reef
June
29
2 reels
Jan
30 , , 1 reel
15. . .10 episodes. . Jan
25. . .10 episodes. . Mar.
29. .. 1 reel
April
31
2 reels
14. ...Ireel
Oct
30
2 reels
Sept
16
2 reels
24. , . 1 reel
June
14
. 1 reel
Oct

f Means soand effects.

6

Title

Picture

Boy of the Streets, A
Branded Man. The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams. The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower. The
DMne Sinner. The
Gun-Hand Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart ol Broadway. The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man. The
Llphtln the Wind w, A
Lightnln' Shot The
Man From Headquarters. The
Midnight Adventure, A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail. The
Phanto.nof the Turf, The
Prince of the Plains
Rldln'Luck
Sister of Eve

Star
ReL
Date
Length
.__
.Walker-Bennett
Sept
. . . .5059 feet. ,
June
D elan ey- Marlowe
May
6089 feet
Lewls-Robards
Jan
6673 feet.,
Bedford-Frazer
Sept 15
5937 feet
Murphy-Keith
Sept
. . . .6089 feet. . . .SepL
RusseK-Falre
April
6076 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
June
, ,..4533 feet
Vera Reynolds
July 15. .. .5683 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
4879 feet
Gordon-Hale
April
5976 feel
Garon-Agnew
Jan.
— 5853 feet.
Bowers-Rand
Nov.
5076 feet
Santschl-Brockwell
Jan
5916 feet
Mar.
Walthall-Avery-Keefe
Oct
... .5960 feet. .. .Nov.
Buddy Roosevelt
May
4797 feet
Robcrts-Keefe
Aug. 1
5946 feet
Murphy-Landls
May
5262 feet
.June
Brockwell-Glass
Mar
5608 feet.
Buddy Roosevelt
July
...4538teetE. Torrence-Marlowe-0'Shea...Nov
5970 feet.
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
4571 feet.
H. Coslello-Lease
Mar
5905 feet.
Tex Maynard
SepL
— 4134 feet.
Tex Maynard
OcL
... ,4137 feet.
Anita Stewart
OcL
1

§ Means voice (including di alogae and incidenlal songs)

A, T. after title means AU Talkie.

2

30

24
11

2

X oz-cmber

24 , 19 28

1613

Title
Sweei Srxteen

Star
Fostef-Olnistead

Rel.
Dec

Trail Riders
'
Trailin" Back
Wenderor oUhe West. A
Wheel Df Destiny. The
WlldBorn
Vou Can't Beat the Law

Buddy Roosevelt
Buddy Roosevelt
Tax Maynard
Stanley-Halo
Tex Maynard
Lee-Keefe

April
Mar.
Nov.
Oct
Dec
Feb.

Coming
Title
Should a Gin Marry?

Date

Length

Title
Sne Said No

5991 reet..
....4627 feet..
....4308feet..
....4200leet..
....5889 feet..
....44S0reet..
....6260 feet..

Sophomore. The
Spookey Money
Thick and Thin
Through the Ages
Vanishing Wt-st. The (Serial)
Vultures uf the Sea (Serial)
Who's Who
You Can't Win (Serial)

Attractions

Star

Rel.

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith

STERLING
▼••Je
Burning Up Broadway
Cancelled Debt, The
Marry the Girl .,
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed

PICTURES
Star

H. Costeilo-Frwer
Lease-Stevena
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston- Walker
P. Bonner-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

Coming
Title
II Might Happen to Any Girl. .

ReL
Jan.
SepL
Mar.
April
Oct
Dec
July

Length
Date]
30, . . 5200 feet .
.6200
(eet.
1
1
.5300 reel.
.5400 feet.
15,
.5652 feet.
15
.5210 feet.
15
.5309 feet.
15

Attractions

Reviewed
.Mar. 10

.Nov.' 4
Length

Star

STATE
Title

(S. R.)

Reviewed

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Star

ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
Chesterfield,
Aug. 15 5256 feet .April 21
Collwvn
Dec.
. .6800 feet
Mar. 3
DIsl'r
.L. T. R gers
SOOOfeet
.
rk.
HI-Ma
SeptIS cnAn.-4345feet
Syndicate.
Aff. European.. Sept .
Sreels
B. Jones Corp.. Aug.
,7000 feet.. Oct
6
Feb
.. 8400 fee . . Mar.
Amerangio
Quality Dlst
Sept 1. 6261 feet
Krelbar
Nov.
,6199 feet... Nov. 4
Hercules
Aywon
SepL 1 . . 6000 feet
Amkino
Mar. 10. .8300 feet
Mar. 24
Ufa Eastern.. .-June 1. 5460feet
Aywon
Sept 1.. SOOOfeet
Crescent
SEOQfeet
Arfa
5700 feet
Crescent
56oofe6t
A. Hammerstein
SOOOfeet
June 18

Adorable Cheat
Aftermath
Age of Lust, The
Air Mali Pilot The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
•TBig Hop. The
Battles of Coranel
Black Butterflies
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews. The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Daughter of Israel
DevllDogs
Devil's Passion. The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg, The

Lee-Keefe
Special Cast
Emil Jannlngs
,
Mehaffey-Metcalfe.
Bob Custer
Lya de PuttI
Jones-Raiston-Hearn
Special Cast
Rafcton-Busch-Frazer.
Bonner-Landis

Faithless Lover. The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Fool . .^
Gay AJveoturer
TIM
Golden
Da«n
S'"?
.''SV"
HandsofOriao
HaartaofMs.!
ITS.""...
IntotlioNIgM
HouseotSiame
Jaoland
Jealijs/

O'Brlen-Huiette
Krelbar
Mar.
..5600feet
Mar. 3
Silverstreak-Walkef . . Bischoff
5000 feet
EmIl Jannlngs
_L T._ Rogers
6100 feet. ..........
.Seat 8
Charles Aidun
ABA
!!?"'»»' •■•5e)l- »
War«ick-Ward
Conquest
6200feet
RaquelMs^er
Alt. European. .SodL
■■Bree!'.Conrad yoidt
Ay«on
SeoL
■ 6500le«t
Hirrls-Koafe
,. Anchor
MOOIeet... . .
SpecialCast
£"'*'"
5800feet. .. .SeptIS
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh ...
...5712 feet, .........
Falre-Hale
. .Chestorlield..^Sept. 1 .5300leet . ..SepL15
Reynolds-Nye..
Dec.
Lyadepjtli
Brill
Sept 1..54S0feet

Lady of Petrograd The
Lady fron Pans The
Last Mjment The
UW- Like Tiat
LIgntsof Paris
Uttle Wild Girl. The
LookoutiGrrl. The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Modern du Barry. A
MotherofMine

SpecialCast
yiima Banky
Matieson-Hale
Withers-Boteler
SpecialCast
Lee-Landis
Jawiueiine Logan
Edith Jahanie
Maria Corda
SpecialCast

Special Cast
Special Cast
Corda-VarconI
Betty BIythe
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
Garon-O'Shea
Russian Cast

Means soand effects.

Rel.

Date

Length
2 reels

HI-Mark
Cranfietd-Clarke
2 reels
Arlclass
2 reels
Castle
1 reel
Mascot Pict..
OcL 15 10 episodes.
Mascot PicL.
Aug. 1 lOepisodes..
Cranfield-Clarke
2reels
Weiss Bros
10 episodes

Reviewed

Oct. 13
SeptIS

Coming Attraction*
Rel. Date
Title
Star
Length
Reviewed
About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer
Circle Pict . .Oct 15
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
, . . Ufa Eastern.
.Aug. IS. 7545 feet
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge- Worth
General Pict
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. ..
Dn;er of His Vlijesty, fne . . .Siecial Gist
Am'<iro
7000 feel.
Djty lo be Silent
Maria Aibana
AR. European
6 reels...
Escaped from hell
Muriat Eslerhazy
Aff. Eurupean
Sreels...
Exodus to the Ne* World, The. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full DresseJ Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels...
GermaT Unjerworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. ..
jGreat Power, The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great Unknown. T.ie
Jonn Loder
Aff. European
6 reels. , .
Gjiity
Frrtsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Har Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels. . .
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walttial
,
Man Who Cheated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Afl. European
Sreels. .,
Meclianics of tne Sain
Educational
Amkino
.
6000 feet.
Milak of the Snowiands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
..GSOOfeet.
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels. ..
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
Amkino
8775 feet.
South of Panama
CarmelitaGeraghty
Chesterfield
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe .. . Anchor
Thrall of Leif the Lucky, The. . Starke-L. Mason
Technicolor (producer)
Two
Special Cast
Amkino
8500 feet.
Two Days
Days'
Unholy
Wegener-Petrovltch . Aff. European
10 reels...
....'. Love
Verdun
SpecialCast
Richmount
vera Mlezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels
Water. The
M.Chekhov
Amktno
TOOOfeet.,
vvest of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15- .4852 feet. .
Wen Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
,
Yellow Ticket, The
Anna Sten
Amkino
7000feet..

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Tltlt
Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful
But Dumb
_
nsCavalier" The""
Clothes Make theWoman
Devil's Skipper, The
Domestic Meddlers
Floating Coliese, The
Girl From Ga/Paree
Grain ot Dust. The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship. The
House ot Scaodil
Udles of the NIghl Club
Lingerie

Nameless Men.
.■.■...■...,...
Duchess. The
--Naughty
■■Life
Nignt
Once and Forever
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of tne Sea
Scarlet Dove. The
Stormy Waters
Streets of Shanghai
Their Hour
Mystic Mirror. The
German Cast
I£?»,'"'
•tSToHers, The
K?H°»^'^*5""^T.;
Devore-Mong
P\^
5|I5feel........... Tragedy of VouUi
Old
Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict. .. .
5573feet. . . .Sept 15
wild Geese
n^7""n^,?-^^^
Charles Paddock
... Zakoro
i"'" ,«■ fccS!^^
Woman Against the World
?"*"!?J''^®
P°''P"^'^'"
Syndicaa
...Oct 15..4657feel
Women's Wares
Port
of Missing r.uM.
Children
SpecialCast
Superlative
Port of Missing Girls
Bedford-McGregor ...Brenda
Mar.
..7270feet
Mar. 3
Power of Darkness. The
. . Moscow Art Players
Aff. European.. Sept
. 6 reels.
Title
PrimanerlielDe
German
Cast
Scenic
"■
"
"
'
. Films,
—
6500
Mar. 24
6200 feet...
feet
Gold
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
Balfojr-Blackwell
Zakoro
Aug.
.6000feet
Q S.iij5
Special Ca;t
"t5Hiwaiian Love Call. The
5900 feet
Queen of the Chorus, Tne
Falre-Lease
Crescent Pict
•ft;ln
JJapanese
Carnival
7 reels
a Persian
Market
Racing T.iroug^i
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. .Sept
Romance of a Rogue The
Warner-Stewart
Quality Dist.. Oct
61 00 feet
•tjln a Chinese Temple Garden
Sally of the South Seas
Hercules
■tLove Charm, The
Scarlet Youth
Corliss Palmer
Circle Plot
OcL
Marcheta
.6000 feet..
Maude Muller
Sealed Lips
Swedish Cast
.Colwyn
Medallion, The
Shadowsot tie Nlfl*!!
Hercjies
Mission Bells
.. 4890
5800 feet
feet .. .April 28
Shooting Stars.
English Cast
Artlee
.April
North of Suez
Silent Sailinel, Tfia
Chainjion-HjghBS
Chesterfield
Aug. 1
No Woman Allowed
4315 feet .
Silent Trail. The
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15 SOOOfeet
. .Feb. 4
Perfect Day. A
Simba
,
Jungle Film
. Capitol Pict
.4900 (eet
Scarface
Sky Rider, The
Chamjion-Hjghas. .. Chesterfield. .June
June 15
16 7200 feet
Souvenirs
Station Master, Tlie
Ivan filoskvln
Zakoro.
-May
1 6603feet
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Streets of Algiers
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern,
,4900feet
Tom. Dick or Harry
Thrill Seekers
Clifford-Fulton
Suoerlative
Tartjffe tfie H/pocfite
Jannings-Dagover, .
Ufa Eastern
April
"tSToy Shop. The
,6680
feet Aug.Mar.
5 *27
6000 feet
31
Treasure Land
Tracey the Outlaw
Jac!t Hoey
New-Cal
Mar.
6300feet
Two Brot.lers
Conrad Veidt
Ufa Eastern
July
Wt)en Fleet Meets Fleet
English Cast
HI-Mark.
7953 feet.
Woman Tempted The
Compton-Ward
Aywon
Sept
..6500feet
THIe
Youtn Astray
Johnson-Mattoni Ameranglo
6000reet
Broadway Fever
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Family Row, The ...
Reviewed
George Washington Cohen
V/Ok
star
DIst'r ReL
Date
Length
Bel The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Geraldine Laird
.June 18
Charles Gounod (Technicolor).. Music Master Film — Fitzpatrlck
1 reel
•{Ghetto. The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Chinatown Mystery, The (SerialUoeBonomo
Syndicate
Sept 1.10 episodes.
Gun Runner, The
Cigarette Maker's Romance.
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Man In Hobbips. The
District Doctor, The
F. P. Donovan (oroducer )
2 reels
Fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford ...Artclass
2reals
Marriage by Contract
Fatal Warning. The Serial)
Mascot Pict. . .Mar. 1. .10 episodes
*t; Marriage by Contract
New Orleans
Girl with the Golden Eyes, The..F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels. . . .
Queen of Burlesque
Mysterious Airman, The
Weiss Bros
lOeplsodea..
Rainbow. The
Necklace, The
F. P. Donovan{produceriMary Alden
2 reels
Spirit of Voulh
Norning 10 Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield Clarke
2reels
Piece of String. A
F. P. Donovan fproducerV . . ,
2 reels
Squads Right
Police Reporter The (Serial) . . . W. Miller-E. Gilbert . Weiss
Mar.
..10 episodes.
Tropical Nights

* Means tynckronized tcore.

Aff. European .Sept
-.OOOOIoel
Ay«on
Sept
..6000leet
Zakoro
Mar.
.,5500feet ...llrtar.31
F. Royer (producer)
June 16
Superlative
6000feet
Hercules
Quality Dist.. Nov.
. 6413 feet
Ufa-Eastern
7563 feel
,
Ufa Eastern. ., Mar. 15 ,....
'™1™
.akoro
Oct
'200 feet

Star
BenTurpin
Artclass

G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon
A I Joy
Snub Pollard
Novelty
. Special Cast
Walker-Mason
AlJoy

Length
Dal
5844 feet,
Olive Borden
^
July 201.. .6147(681,.
O'Neill-Graves
Mar. 15 . 6157 feet.
Patsy Ruth Miller
Aug. 1- ■•
■
■
1,.
6775 feet..
.5209
feet..
BedfortJ-R! TaVmadge .... Nov.
Southern-Pidgeon
May
.
.
..5S10feet..
May
Bennett-Love-'Undls
Tl^
1
Claire Windsor
Aug. 15
O'Nelil-Coilier, Jr
Nov. 10
.5233 feet.,
Sept
Bedlord-.vlcGreqor
Sepl-lS.
, 6126 feet,
Cortej-Windsor-Bennott
July 10 .5334 feet..
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
June 10 ,4752 feet..
Uvo-Sebastlan-SanlschI
Dee. 1. , 5297 feet. .
Sehastian-O'iVlaliey
April I . 6553 feet..
Cortez-Leonard
May 15 , 5676 feet..
White-McGregor
July
1
.5708 feet.. ..April
Windsor-Moreno.. ...... ...... Feb. 15
Warner-Southern
Oct
10
... 6235 feel.. ..Dec
..
- „
...
Harrun-A.
Day
Nov. 1 1
5629 feet .
Miller-Harron
Oct 15
Belle Bennett
Oct 20 . SieOfeet
Cortez Myers
June 30
.5102
5735 feel
feet
Frazer-Borio
April 15,
Southern-McGregor
June 1. .5276 feet.... Mar.
Starke-Harlan
Dec. 15 . 5652 feet
Harron-Sebastlan
Mar. 1
. 7256 feel .- Oct.
Ralston-Falrbanks. Jr
636) feel
. Mar.
Jan.
6448 feet
Oct 151
Baxier-Miller-Colller, Jr.
Bennett-Soulhern-Kelth
Nov. 15
5283 feet
Fo rd- Ha I(k Olmsted
Jan.
1. .5614 feet... Nov.
Brent-Lytell-Kent
Oct
1
SUr

SHORT

Rel.

28

23

14
2

8
20
31
18

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic

Dec. 15
Jan.
Oct
1
Feb, 15
Mar.

1

Mar. 1
Mar. 15
Jan. 1
April 1
Jan. 15
Feb. 15
Nov.
Feb.

1
1

ReL

Date

1 reel
Length
reel
11 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel.
Iroel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.
1 reel
1 reel.

Reviewed

Nov. 17

Comings Attractions
O'Neill-Drew
Star
Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Jessel-Palmer
Belle Bennett
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
MHler-Gray
MilIer-Gray
Cortez-Bnnett
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastian
Sebastian-Kent
Gribbon-Stone
Miller-McGregor

% Means voice finc/atfing dlalogae and incidental songs).

Length

Reviewed

Jan. 20
Feb. 10
Dec
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
NovJan.
Dee.
Dec
Mar.

20
20
1
10
10
10
1
1,
1

7786 feet

Jan. 1
Feb. 20
Feb. 1
Dec 10

A. T. after tide means All Talkie.

Oct 20
Nov. 17

1014

Motion

UNIVERSAL

' Itle

FEATURES
Title
Air Patrol, The
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The
Back to God's Country
.
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
Border Cavalier, The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheallnfl Cheaters
Chinese Parrot, The
Clean Up Man. The
Clearing the Trail
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and KeHys In Paris
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon
Danger Rider, The
DesertDust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider, The
Finders Keepers

Star
Star
Al Wilson
Hersholt- Marlowe
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Falre
Fred Humes
De Puttl-McGrejor
Hoot Gibson
Dynamite- Cobb- Aid en
La Planle-Hale-Stanley
Compson- Harlan
Bosworth-Nlxon
Wells-O'Day
GIbson-Cul liver
Al Wilson
SIdney-Macdonald
Ray-Rafston
Ted Weils
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells ..
Dynamlle-Cobb-Caldwell
Hume»-Worth
La Plant&-Harron

Flyln' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger. The
Four Flushar, The
freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Creased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate. The
■Hero For a Night, A
Home, James
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
HotHeels
Hound ot Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover. The
Jan Mad
tes Mlserabies
Lone Eagle. The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past, A
•tMan Who Laughs. The
*tMan, Woman and Wife
•§Mfliody of Love
Michigan Kid, The
Midnight Rose
fJight Bird. The
One Glorious Scrap
On Your Toes
Out AM Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer. The
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear, The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid, The
Red Lips
hiding for Fame
Shield of Honor, The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor, The
Stop That Man
Straight Shootln*
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's My Daddy
Thirteenth Juror .The
Thirteen Washington Square
ThreeMilesUp
Thunder Riders. The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The
•fSUncie Tom's Cabin
We Americans
WlldBeauty
... .
Wild West Show. The
Wolfs Trail
Won In the Clouds

Grbson-Hasbrouck
Kerry- Stone- Nolan
Dynamite (dog)
Lewls-Nkon
Ston»-Kelth-M. Day
Gibson-Rand
Denny-Nolan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe
Rex (horse )-Perrin
Rex (horse)-Perrin
Tryon-MlHer
La Plante-Delaney
Lewis-Gulliver
Rex (horsel-Perrin
Tryon-Miller
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran .
Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keano-Kent
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Bedford
Veldt-Phllbln
Kerry-Starke-Nixon
Pidgeon-Harris-Winton
Nagel-Adoree
Oe Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny-Worth
Denny-Nlxon
Gihson-Clalre
Cody-Thompson
Al Wilson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hale
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-GuKiver-Hamllton
La Plante-Harron
Al Wilson
Kent-Beranger
Uke-Kent
Ted Wells
Phllbln-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
Nllsson-Bushman
Hersholt- Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Special Cast
SIdney-Mlller-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Glbson-GulIlver
Dynamlte-Cobb-LamonI
Al Wilson

SHORT

Rel. Date
Jan.
1. . ,
Jan. 22. ..
SepL 9.
May
6.
Sept. 4.
Dec 16
Oct 28
Sept. 18
June 3
Feb. 10
Jan. 29
Sept. 11
Oct
9
Oct 23
Feb. 12
Oct
7.
SepL 30
Jan. 15
June 17.
Oct 14
. . Nov. 18
Dec 18
Dec
4
Jan. 15
Feb. 5

6171 feet
5202 feet

Fab.

4

fe
4345
7190 feet
feet .May
20. '27
5623
.et
Dec.
23
7304 feel ...Jan. 7
4232 feet. .

4322
^^
7481
6279
4201

feet
fe**
feet
feel
feet

4349
4295
4173
6081
5109

feet
feet
feet
feet

Feb. U
-Sept IE

Mar. i;

.7828 feet
June 30
442 6 feet
.6193 feet
Oct 2P
20
Jan.
.6474 feet
5503 feet
Sept
22
5645 feel
4194 feet
6599 feet
^„„,
«?L
'
''''9*eet
5711 feet... Dec
!
6307 feet
559' fee*
5874 feet
. 4095 feet
Sept 16
5591 feel , , July 14
RM? fall
.OtU^
reel ' ' ■^*"** '*
.7713
feet
.5862 feet
April 26
.681 3 feet
Feb. 11
.41 20 feel
6135 feel
Sept 16
101 85 feet
Nov. 10
6674 feet
May 27
1?
Oct
,6733 feet
6030 feet
July 7
Mar. 10
5689 feet
6670 feet
.41 72 feet
Jan. 14
.591 8 feet
-61 70 feet
Oct 7
. Aug. B
,5416 feel.
.4253 feet
,5907 feet.
4230
4200
4472
.5382
6957
5424
.6172
.61 66
.4393
.6218
.5389
.4251
8249
6179
6073
5598
6274

feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feel
feel
feel
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

4136
4353
5495
4616
10600
9151
5192
5254
4167
4348

feet June 10 '27
feet
feet .
feet
feel
Nov. 18
feet
feet
April 7
feet
feel
feet

-Dec 30
-Aug. 26
April 28
Aug.
Mar. 19
10
Feb.
4
Dec

9

Feb.

SUBJECTS

Title
Africa Before Dark
Al 1 Balled Uo
All for Geraldine
Ambuscade. The
And Morning Came
Any Old Count.
Back 10 Nature
Bare Fists
Battling Justice

Star
Oswald Cartoon. ,
Charles Puffy . . .
Sid Saylor
Fred Gilman
Young-La Salle.
"The Gum js"
Arthur Lake
Jack Perrin
FredGllman.,
,.

"■ II Bluff.
Gime AGeorge
Bookworm Hero
Boss ot the f?ncho
.
Boundary Battle, The
Brand of Courage, Ttie
Bright Lights
Broke Out
Buckskin Days
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster's Big Chance
Buster Showi Of
Buster Steps Out
Buster Trims Ud
Buster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
By Correspondence

Lojg-AJam^Lavnan-fVIcPhall.
SW S
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Bob Curwuod
Edmund Cobb
B. Curwood-P. Monlgomary
Oswald Cartoon
Young-La Salle
Newton House
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog
Trimtile. Turner and Oog
Trimble. Turner and Dog ...
Trimble. Turner and Oog .. .
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. .
Trimble-Turner and Dog
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake

* Mean* synchronized score,

July
1.
Sept 23
Mar. 25
Jan.
8
Oct 28.
Nov. 20
April 29
July 29
Sept. 30
Sept 16
April 14
Dec 1 8
Sept 2.
Oct 14
June 16
May 13
May 20,
Oct 14
Dec
4
Nov. 11 .
Oct 30
Sept 18
Mar. 4
June 3
Dec 25
Nov. 4
Dec. 30
Dec
2.
Oct 21.
Feb. 26
Sept IS
Nov. 20Nov. 27.
Sept 4
Sept 25
June 2
Feb. 26
Nov. 25
Aug. 4
Oct 28
Mar. 11
July 15,
Jan. 29.
Dec
2
Aug. 19.
Feb. 19
Oct
2
Nov. 6
Nov. 6
Mar. 11
Oct 16
Mar. 4
April 1
Feb. 5
Nov. 13
April 8
Sept 4
April 8
Mar. 18
Nov. 18
Sept 2
May
6
Nov. 27
May 20
Oct
2
April 22

Length
RnuiawAd
novitiwMi
4259 feet. ■■■■-■■■■
6869 feet.
on»<
. ■ ''** '
■6243feet
.4076
5741 feet.
feet .--■■-. ■ ■.
July 28
4179 feet
4786 feet
4427 feet

Rel. Date
Length
Feb. 20 ,, 1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
Dec. 5
2 reels
June 16
Dec 19
2 reels
2 reels
Jan. 23 ,
Feb. 27 , .1 reel
Jan. 14 . 2rjel3
Mar. 24 , ,2 reels
2 reels
liilv 182
.May
2 reels
2 reels
Dec. 17
Jan.
7 . ,2 reels
Nov. 17,. ,2 reels
Feb. 4 . .2 reels
Mar. 19 . .1 reel-,
2 reels
Aug. 181 . .2 reels
Feb.
June 27 . ,2 reels
.2 reels.
Jan.
Mar. 14 . . 2 reels
,2 reels
.Feb. 8
.Oct 17. .2 reels,
2reels
2 reels
May 23.
Aug. 15
1 reel
Nov. 28
.1 reel
Jan. 30.

Reviewed

Feb. 27 .

f Means sound e0tcU.

Feb. 7
April
Nov. 17
May 1U

.

Feb. 11
Dec. 23
Feb. 25
April 7
Sept 1
Oct

27

Jan.
April 7
Jan. 28
May 23
26
■Dec
Jan. 28
April 28
Sept 29
Jan. 14

Calford In the Movies
Ualford vs. Redskins
^^"^ 0* Destiny, The
pg^g jj, Scotch. A
Cash Customers

Star
Lewis-Cut liver-Phi Ilips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Fred GUman
'The Gumps"
Young-La Salle

CleanSweep.A
Bob Chandler
Cloud Busier. The
"The Gumps"
Code of the VI junted. The
Jack Perrin
Comeon, Hjrace
Arthur Lake
Cross Country Bunion Race, The . .Sid Baylor
Crushed Hats
! Saylor
Danger Line, The
Ldmund Cobb
Danger Trail, The
Newton House
Dangerous Trail, The
..Jack Perrin
Daring Chances
^
OatesforFrfo
C. KIng-C Ooherty
Dead GaiTJ
Art Accord
Dear Old Calford
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Death's Head
Bob Curwood
Diamond
East SideMaster. 'The
Fantasie
Fiery fireman. The
FlgHIng Oe^tlny
Fiq'iting Fn'ester The
FIghltng for Victory
Figiting KIJ. Trie
Fish Stories
•
Footprints
Fox Ciase.The
Framed
Full House. A
Fun in the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge ot Bittle, The
George Meets George
George's f Jlse ^larm
G»orge's School Daze
Gelaway Kid, The
SGIobe Trutters. The
Gold Claim, The
Good Scout Buster
Half Back Bjster
Handicapped
Haunted Island, The (Serial)
Harem Scarem
Her Haunted Heritage

Picture
Ret
Oct
Sept
July
Jan.
Julv

Date
15
17
14.
9
11

Dec
1
Feb. 6
May
5
Oct
8
Nov. 7
Jan.
Sept 30 '29
June 2 .
Dec 15,
Jan. 18 .
Oct
7
Nov. 26. .
Dec
"

Lorraine-Stevenson.. !!!.!!!!! .April
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
.Fred Gllman
May
Edmund Cobb
Oct
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
Nov.
Newton House
June
Young-La Salle
Nov.
Laemmie Novelty
Nov.
Oswald Cartoon
June
Bob Curwood
May
Long-Adam9-Lymon-McPhallL..June
Arthur Lake
Nov.
Jack Hoxie
Sept
Fred Gllman
April
Sid Saylor
June
Sid Saylor
Feb.
Sid Saylor
May
Bob Curwood
Aug.
Batley-Barnum
Bob Curwood
July
Trimbf e-Hardwfck and Dog
July
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog . Sept
Laemmie Novelty
Sept
Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster.. . Mar.
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
Ben Hall
Julv

8. '29
15
19
20
12
9
21 .
19.
25
26.
13
5.
22,
21
20.
29
30.
18

N ew s

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels
,2 reels
,2 reels
.2 reels

June 16
Dec 23

2 reels
.22 reels
reels

Jan. 21
April 7

2reel3..
2reels,
22 reels
reels
2reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
,2reets.

Oct 13

May

5

Dec 31

2 reels
10
2r episodes
11 reels.
reel. , .
. .2 reels.
2 reels .

..2reels

. .2
.2
..1
.1

reels
reels
reel
reel

.April 21

Oct 27

May
Oct
Oct
May

19
20
27
26

..2reels
.. .2
. 1 reels
reel

May
6
May
Oct 19
20

. ,2
. .2
-.2
. .2
, .2
..2

Mar. 24
May 19
Feb. 4
May
6

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

. .2 reels
. .2reels
. .2 reels
. . 1 reel
..lOeplsodes
. . 1 reel
. .1 reel
^^e'
0"'ylUlnnau
Husband
Long-Adams-Uymon-McPhalll
.April
4 . .2reel3
Ulrtrlon
Rnh Curwood
r.ipuiAAH
Ar..ll Oa
Hidden
Monev
Bob
April
26.. ..2reels
.2 reels
High Flyin' George
Sid Saylor
Jan. 25. . . .1 reel
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6 . .
His In Laws
Charles Puffy
Mar. 12.. ..2r6sls
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake
SeptIO, , .1 reel
Horace In the Army
Arthur Lake
1 reel.
Horns and Orange Slossomt
Cttaries Puffy
Jan. 29
2 reels
Horse Play
Long-Adams- Lay mon-McPhalll .Jan. 4. . .2 reels
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20 . .1 reel
Hungry Hoboes
Oswald Cartoon
.May 14, . Ireel
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Aug. 27. . , .1 reel
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29. . . .2 reels
Indoor Golf
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll.Mar.
7. . .2reels
I rof> Coda The
Jack Perrin
.June 30 . . .2reels
Jackson Comes Home
Bob Curwood
2 reels .
Junior Year, The
Lewis-Gulilver-Phllllps
Sept 3
2 reels...
Just In Time
Edmund Cobb
2 reels. ..
Just Wait
Young-La Salle
Sept 28 ., ,2 reels.
.2 reels
Kicking Through
Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps
Oct
1, .
Ireel
King ofSbebas
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13
2 reels
Kitchen Mechanic
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan. 9 '29
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10, , 2 reels
Looters, The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 3, . . .2 reels, ....
Maiden of the \1ounted
Jack Perrin
Mw. 10, . ..2 reels
2 reels
Man of Letters, A
Sid Saylor
Feb. 15
Married Bachelors
Charles Puffy
April 9.. .. .2roels
.2 reels
McGl^nJs vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymort-Mc Phalli Aug. 8, .
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 17.. .1 reel
Mistakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13. . ..1 reel
Money I Money I Money '...
Ben Hall . .
May
7 . ..1 reel
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 26. ...10 episodes
Nack n' Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23.. . .1 reel
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums- Perdu e-Egan
Jan.
2 . . .22re6l3
reels
Newiyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6,,
, .2 reels
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums- Perdue- Egan
Oct 31 ,
Newiyweds' False Alarm, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2. ..--2 reels
Newlyweds* Frionds, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll... .April 2 . -. .2reels
,2reels
Newlyweds' Happy Day. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
June 4 .
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5, . .2 reels
Newlyweds* Imagination, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
May
7 . .2 reels
Newlyweds' Headache
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29. 2 reels.
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The ,. Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28 . . 2reel3.
, .2 reels
Newiyweds" Need Help, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec 26 .
Newlvweds' Servant, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll .. .Feb. 6, . .2 reels
Newlyweds Success. The
Snookums-Bartiett-McPhallt... .Mar, 5, . ...2reels
,2 reels
Newlyweds' Unwelcome. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3, .
No Blendes Allowed
C. Klng-C. Doherty
Mar. 21 . . , 2 reels
Oh, What a Knight
Oswald Cartoon
May 28.. . 1 reel
Ole Swimmln' "Ole, The
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 8, . .1 reel
One Every Minute
Arthur Lake
April 23, . ..Ireel
Out in the Rain
"The Gumps"
Feb. 20.. . .2 reels
Ozzle of the Mounted
Oswald Cartoon
April 30, . . .1 reel
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
Oct 29. . .,2 reels
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1. .
.1 reel
Payroll Roundup, The
Bob Curwood,
Mar.31
.2reeis
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 11
1 reel
Prince and the Paoa
Charies Puffy
Feb. 13
2 reels
Prodigal Pup. The
Canine Cast
1 reel
Rani;er Patrol. The
Fred Gllman
Aug. It
2 reels
Ro.J Warning
Jack Hoxie
Nov. 1
2 reels
Reel Ufe
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll.July
4
2 reels
RIde'Em Plowboy
Oswald Cartoon
April 16, , .1 reel
Ride For Help, The
Newton House
July
7, . .2 reels.
Riders of the Sierras
Edmund Cobb
2 reels.
Riders of the Woods
Edmund Cobb
SeptIS
2reel8.
Riding Gold
Newton House
Jan. 21
2 reels. .
Riding Romeo
George Chandelf
2 reels.
Ring Leader, The
Jack Perrin
April 7 ..2 reels
Ringside Romeos
Arthur Lake
Mar. 26.. .1 reel
RIva I Romoes
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 5 . .Ireel
Rocks and Saddles
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12, . -1 reel
.2 reels
Romeo of the Range
Bob Curwood
Oct
6, .
2 reels
Ropin' Romance. . .
,
Newton House
Aug. 4. . . .2reels
Rubber Necks
Sid Saylor
Sept 12,
Ruse. The
Jack Perrin
Aug. 25, . .2 reels
Sagebrush Sadie
Oswald Cartoon
April 2 . 1 reel
Sailor George ,
Sid Saylor
May
9 , . .2 reels
2 reels
Sailor Suits
Sid Saylor
Jan. 2 '29.,

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Reviewed
Oct
6

21
25
17
24.
26.
9,
2.

A. T. after title means All Talkie,

Sept 301
June

June t
Mar. 17
Mar.31
Feb. 16
Jan.
Dec 10
July 28
April 21
Sept 1
Feb. 11
May 20

July 21
.Feb. 4
Feb, 11
Jan. 28
Mar. 17
Jan. 21
April 14
Dae 16
Sept
June
Mar.
May
Aug.
April

29
2
10
12
18
14

Feb. «
Fet). 11
Feb.
May
Mar.
April
Jan.
April
Oct

28
S
24
7
28
7
27

Oct
Mar.
May
Jan.
Sept

13
S
19
21
16

June 1
Mar. 24

Mar. 10
Mar. 10
April 7
Oct 20

July 28
May
8
April U

\(\\S

November

24 ,

Titlt
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
Scrnppjn'
Ratigcf
Sealed
Orders
Secret Outlaw, The
She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
Sliding Home
Social Uons
Society Circus. The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of (he Frontier. A, . ,
So This Is SatiD Center
South Pole Flight, A
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik, The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot
Hero, A
That's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley, The
I ricky Trickster. The
Unexpected Hero, An
Untamed. The
Valiant Rider. The (Western)
Vanishing Rider. The (Serial)
Watch George
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
Woman's Man, A
Wooden Soldier, The
Yukon Gold

19 2t
Star
Arthur Lak 8
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman, Jr
Edmund
Jack
PerrfnCobb

Reviewed
Length
July 16 . , Ireel , ... .June U
Oct 27. . .2 reels. . . . ..OcL 20
.June 3, . , 10 episodes.
. 2 reels
Dec. 11
22 .,
Feb.
.2 reels ...
on. S
Bob Curwood
Nov. tO. . . 2 reels . , . Jan. 2>
.-2r6els . - July 2S
Sid Saylor
Aug. 22 . . 2 reels
Young-La Salle
Oct 24, .
Oswald Cartoon
SepL 3. . ..Ireel
...Aug.
June 30
18
Oswald Cartoon
July 23.. . .1 reel ....
Dec 30
Lewls-Gulllver-PhllNps
Jan. 16 . . . 2 reels
.
reel. . . .Feb. 16
Ben Hall
Mar. 12.. . 1 reel
Arthur Lake
J reel
2 reels
. . . Mar. 3
Charles Puffy
Mv.26.
Dec. If
Arthur Lake
Jan.
2
1 reel
.2reel9
.. ..Mar. 17
Newton House
April 14
Dec 3C
1 ree.
...
Ben Hal
Jan. 18
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 . 1 reel
. Mar. n
Ben Hall
April 9 . . 1 reel
Bob Curwood
SepL 8 ..2 reels
Sept i
Lewis-Gulllver-PhJlHos
May 2E
2 reels ...
Arthur Lake
June 18 ..Ireel
Jan.
14
.2
reels
.
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Feb.
t
1 reel . .
May 21
Arthur Lake.
1 reel
Dec. 5
Arthur Lake
April
Na>. 2:
11
April 18 , 2 reels. .
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Oswald Cartoon
June 2<
11
July
9 . 1 reel
IS eolsodes , Mar.
, Aug. 12
Merrill-Kingston
Inly 21
.Nov. 14, . 2 reels ... .Oct 20
Trimble-Hard
2 reels
Bob
Chandler wick and Dog . .
Sept. 29
2 reels
.
April 11
Mar. 11
Trimble-Turner and Dog . . .
Dec. 21
reel
.21 reels
C. KIng-C. Doherty .',
..July 30
Ben Hall
June
4
,
1
reel
Ben Hall
May 28
16
Jan.
F. G)1lman-M. King
Feb. 25 , .2 reels ...
Newton House
May 12. . . 2 reels . .
May U
Bob Curwood
June 23 - 2 reels .
Aprt. 14
Wm. Desmond
Jan. 18 , .10 episodes
2 reels
Mar. 3
Sid Saytor
Mar. 28.
Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog
Dec. 12. . .2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
Oct 22
. reels . ,
Feb. i
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Feb. 22
.2 reels
Mar. 31
Sid Saylor
April 25
2 reels
May 12
Young-La Salle
June 6,
.2 reels
Feb.2S
Newton House
Mar. 17
-2 reels
Lewl»-Gulliver-Phllllps
Jan.
2
i reels .
Fred Gilman
Jan. 28
Mar. 21
Young-La Salle
May 16
reels.
12 reel
Nov. 17
Arthur Lake
Dec. 3
1 reel
Laemmie Novelty
Dec. 17
2 reels. .
Jack Perrln
July 28

Coming Attractions

TMIe

Length

Star
Jean Hershott
Laura U Plants
Ted Wells

•tSBraggart, The
Brides Win Be Brides
Born to the Saddle

*t SBroatfway
Glenn Tyron
Clear the Deck
Reginald Denny
ICohensandKellysInAtlantlcClty. , , George Sidney
Crimson Canyon, The
Ted Wells
Crimson Hour, The
De Puttl-Mosiuklne

Reviewed

-Dec 23.

Hoot GIbosn
GIbson-Gllbert
tfeidt-Phllbin
WilllarnCody
Kerry-Starke

Rfi n '^
""vl"®
Giri
•TGriDodger,
on the The
Barge.. The
•tGlve and Take
£''''Wln3
^
Hell Wrecker The

VlSI"" T'^.""
^"' .^ji?„
■ ;. ii A"
Hershol
-O'Nell-McGreaof
■■■■-■■
SIdney-Hwsholt
Dec
2
Wells-Collins
Hoot Gibson
«
-i--^^.,
Special Cast
Dec
2.... 6606 feet
Special Cast
Feb. 24
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Hoot Gibson.
Laura LaPlante
.■■•;„■■•„,„. ■.■■•«■•*
Tryon-Kent
June30... 6142reet... Oct
6
Arthur Lake
Reginald
Denny
Laura La Plants
Dsc
Mary Phllbin
,
Sept 22
Denny-Day
6947 feat..
NIxon-Rogers
Murray-Kent ■--■■■■--■••-■
Rubens-La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
NixonWalllng-Nolan
Al
Wilson
Jan. 13
Special Cast
Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-Perrln.
Feb. 10
Dec
2

Silks
and Saddles
Sky Skldder.
The
Taranga
Watch My Speed
Wild Blood
Wolves of the City

UNITED

Nov. 18

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Title
*1Battle of the Sexes, The
circus. The
College
Devil Dancer. The
Dove .The
Drums of Love
Garden of Edsrwlhs
Gaucho. The
Magic Flame. Ths
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrelland Son
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knighta
tTwo Lovers. .
*t Woman Disputed. The

Star
Bennett-Hereholt-Haver
Chapi in- Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge-Roland
Phllbln-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Fairbanks- Velez
CoImar>-Banky
. Pickford-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-L. Barrymore
Warner-Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barrymore-Horn
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Hotand

Length

R«|.

Date

OcL
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Dec
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
May
Aug.
SepL
Sept
Oct

13...
7 ..
29 . .
19 . .
7 . ,
31
4
1 . .
14. . .
2 .
11 . .
7. . .
2 .
12 . .
11 . .
23 . .
7. . .
29

8180 feet
6400 leel.
5800 feel
7000 leet
SI 00 feet
8350 feel
7300 feel
9358 leet
7850 feel
6460 feet
7552 feel
8800 feet
8000 feel
6400 feet
9300 feet
7850 teel
8500 feet

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed
.Oct 20
Jan. iH
Sept. 23
Dec 30
Jm.
7
Jan. 28
Jan. 14
2
. Dec
. .Sept. 30
Dec. 9
Feb. 4
.
. .
. .
..

Feb.
Nov.
IVIay
June
Nov.
April
Nov,

11
26
19
16
4
2B
17

Comingr Attractions
THIa
•tiAwakenlng, Ths
•(Coquette
•jcity Lights

,

Star
Banky-Byron
Mary PIckford
... Chariie Chaplin,

*Afeiiiu MynchromztA Kore.

Nov. 17. . . .

f Means »ovnd effect*,

Star

WARNER

Reviewed

Ral.

Date

Length

Reviewed

BROTHERS

FEATURES

Title

Star

•Across the Atlantic
'Beware of Married Men
•Brass Knuckles
•t^Caught In the Fog
•College Widow. The
•Crimson CUy, The
'Dog of the Regiment, A.
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto. The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The
•Ginsberg tne Great
•Girl From Chicago. The
•Good Time Charley
'Ham and Eggs al Front
•ISHome Towners, The
•Husbands For Rent
•It I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
'SJazz Singer, The
•tJLand of the Silver Fox
•Little Snob. The
...
't^Midriight Taxi, The
•Missing Link. The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life .A.
•Reno Divorce, A
•RInty of the Desert
•Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart, A
•Silver Slave. The
•Slightly Used
*t5StatG Street Sadie
•1'§Terror, The {A.T.)
•When a Man Loves
•tS Women They Talk About

Blue-Murphy
Rich- Ferris-Cook
Blue-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costello-Colller, Jr
Loy-Mlljan-Hyams
Rln-Tln-Tln-Gulllver
Fazenda-Cook
Miller-Oldfield
Fnzenda-Cook
Chaplin-Costello
Jessel-Ferris
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
WHson-Conklln-Loy
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell.
Moore-Costello
McAvoy-Nagle
Rln-Tln-Tln
Jolson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
McAvoy-Fraiw
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaprin
Blue-Hyams
D. Cosletlo-Oland
Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger
Rln-Tln-Tin-Nye-Faire
McAvoy-Graves
Rln-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Jessel-Ferris
Fazenda-Cook
I. Rlch-Mfljan
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Nagle
McAvoy-Horlon
Barrvmore-Costello
I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller, Jr

Coming Attraction*

Title

Dec 16

Danger Rider.
The
Ooub'Ing
For Trouble
Erik the Great
^
Eyes of the Underworld
Fallen Angels

Hereof the Circus
Hero of the Circus
It Can Be Done
Kid 8 Clever. The..
King of the Rodeo. The
•tLasI Warning. The
•tSLonesome
Navy
Blues
Man Disturber.
The
One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams, The
Ifled Hot Speed
Red Lips
Shakedown,
tShow Boat- The

Title

Evangeline
Dolores del Rio
fHell's Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen . .
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore .
•JLove Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal. .
*f Lummox
nS'Vlan With the Iron Mask, The. ..Douglas Fairbanks. .
"SNIghlstlck
•fSQueen Kelly.
Swanson-Byron . . ..
'tSRescue. The
Colman-DamHa
• tRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
•tSSay It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman..
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovitch . . .

Star

^ _
„., Annie
*t§Alltmony
' ■
"~
*t5ConqueBt 7a.t")
•tSDesert Song. The
nSFancy Baggage
•t§From HeidqSarters
'tSFrozen River
•tiGlorlous Betsy
t^Greyhound Limited. The
n^Hard-Bolled Rose
*tSHome Towners, The (A-T.)
tSHonkyGloves
Tonk
'
t^KId
*t§Land of the Silver Fox
•t§Ughts of New York (A.T.)
HsLlon and the Mouse
*1§Little Wild Cat, The
tsMadonna of Avenue A. The
tSMIIIfon Dollar Collar. The
•tjMy Man
•4§Noah's Ark .■...■".....".■■■.■.
•t§No Defense
•tiNo Questions Asked
•tSOne Stolen Nlqht
♦^On Trial A. T.)
•fSQueen of the Night Clubs (A,T.).
nsfiedeemlng Sin. The
Men
41"SShe Knew
-njSlngingMad
Foo^(A.T.)
The."..'.!;!!^/.".!!
n^Stark
»t§Stolen Kisses
............
'tSTsnderloIn

Date
Length
Jan. 23
28
Feb. 25 . . , 6052 feet , Dec
5421 feet.
Jan. 14.
Dec. 3 , 6330 feet,.
SepL 22. . .6618feet....Nov. 25
OcL 15 .
April 7, , 5388 feet.... April 21
Oct. ?9 . 6003feet
5164 feet . Nov. 11
Mar. 24
Sept. 18. .
6767 feet
feel July
8. '27
May 26 . 4914
.. S-)pt22
Jan. 21
Nov. 7 , 6639 feet
5390 feet
Nov. 26 . 5978
feet ...Dec. 31
Nov, 5 .
feet.... Nov. 2B
Nov. 12. . .6302
5613 feel
Dec. 24 .
8693 feet ..Oct 27
Dec. 15 . 5200 feet . Jan. 7
Dec 31 .
. 8320 feet . Dec. 31
Dec. 17 . .5569
feet,. . Sept 30
Sept 10 .
.7077 feet.. .Oct 2\
Frti. 4 , .
OcL 13.. .5331 feet
Feb. 11 . 5729 feet
6485 feet May 20/27
OcL
6
Aug. 7 . ,6357 feet ..-Oct
7
SepL 17 .
Sept 4 . ,4975 feel
feet July 6, '27
6185feel
May 12 . 7961
Mar. 10, .
Jan. 28. . ,4777 feel... Feb. 11
Oct 22
5492 feel
Nov. 4
15
Aorll 21.. ,4820 feet, ..Sept
Oct
Oct II
28
OcL
8 , .6295 feet
,5685
feet,
Sept 24, . .6124 feet . Oec
Nov. 19 . .841 2 feet..
..Sept 31
Sept 3 .
, . Sept 8
Aug. 25, . . 7169 feet . .Aug. 25
Oct. 20.. .7654 feet
Aug. 21. . 10081 feet.,
.5527 feet.
Sept 8. .
Rel.

Data

Length

Feb.
18*27
Reviewed

D. CosteHo-Ferris-Rankin
BlueWarner- Wilson
BoIes-Klng

„.,^.>...i, , .
Audrey Ferris
Monte Blue
Rln-Tin-Tln
D. Costello-Nagle
7441 fest. ... May
B
Monle Blue , .
."...
Loy-Colller. Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Witson
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Nov. 10. .. 5179 feet
Costelto-Landis-B rock well
5267 feet
L Barrymor^McAvoy-CollIer, Jr
6352 feet. ... May 28
Ferris-Hal l-Dawson
Jan.
5
Dolores Costello
RIn-Tin-Tin
Fanny Brlce
D. Costello-O'Brien."..".
'...'.'. '.'.".'.!'.'.!'..''.'.!'.'.!.... Oct 27
Blue-McAvoy
Ferrls-Colller, Jr
Bronsnn, Collier. Jr.
.Dec 29
8290 feet..
Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson. ,
Texas Guinan .
D. Costello-Nagel
Bronson-Horton.
...» .
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn',!!!!!!!!
Jaa"'i"."MWfeet.\""SepLa
H. B. Wamer-Fazenda
May McAvoy
D. Costello-Nagel
7340 feet , . . .April 28

VITAPHONE

Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Bitot Scotch, A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship. The
Dixie Days
Family Affair, A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Friend
of Father's
GusArnhelm&
His Ambassadors

Rel.

SHORTS

Star
Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelli
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song f'rogram
Lydell-Higlns-Leah
Jazz Band
, ,

ReU

Data

Length

:

1 reel

Harry Oelf
Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra , . Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, Ths
Chief Caupolican
Ingenues. The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
UIIs & Clark
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review. . . Songs and Dancee
Lash, The
Crane-Davldson-Tucker
Man of Peace. A
Hobart Bosworth

% Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

A. T, after title means All Talkie,

Reviewed
Aug. 25
Oct 13
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 25
Sept 1
July 7
Sept 1
Sept 22
June 16
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
June
Aug.
June
June
Sept

23
2S
23
18
29

Aug. 25
June 23
Sept 1
June 16
June 23

Motion

1616
Title
Miss Information
Morrlssey & Miller
Myers & Hantord
Night Court. The
Non-Support
PagliaccI
Papa's Vacation
Question of Today, The
Realization

Star
Wllson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Bennett-Caron
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Ram

^ Means synchronized score.

Ret.

Date

Length
2 reels

Reviewed
June 30
June 16
June 23
June 16
June 16
Oct 20
Aug. 25
June 16

'(Means sound effects.

Title
Regular Business Man, A
R igo Ietto— Quartet
Sharp Tools
Soup
.
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)...

Star
Robert Ober
Glgli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Ethel Grey Terry
Harry Delf
Songs and Ga|3
Song Program
Giovanni MarllnBlll

When the Wife's Away
Winnie Lightner

William Demareat
Songs

^ Means voice (inclnding dialogue and incidental songs).

Hollywood
From the Footlights
Fred March, legitimate actor, will play
the male lead for Paramount in "The
Dummy," directed by Robert Milton. March,
who is apearing in Los Angeles in "The
Royal Family" has been placed under a
five-year contract by Paramount.
Ruth Chatterton
One of the leading actresses on the stage,
Ruth Chatterton has been signed to a longterm contract by Paramount, who are very
enthusiastic over her work in "Half an
Hour," a new talkie.
New

Devore Vehicle

Dorothy Devore 's next Educational comedy has been entitled "Misplaced
Husbands." Harold Goodwin plays opposite
her.
Baclanova
Baclanova, the Russian actress who recently transferred her talents to the screen
with great success, has been signed to a new
contract liv Paramount. Her latest role is
in "Wolf 'of Wall Street."
Vernon Dent
Vernon Dent, comic artist, is now appearing in Educational comedies and was last
seen with Monty Collins in "Social Prestige," in which Estelle Bradley has a part.
Janis Story Purchased
Paramount has purchased "Close Harmony," a story by Elsie Janis, for a 100
per cent dialogue film. This story was published in the Red Book and it revealed some
of tlie back stage mysteries, based upon experiences recalled by Miss Janis. Percy
Heath is preparing the story.
Seitz Completes "Blockade"
Director George B. Seitz has completed
"Blockade" for F B 0 following lengthy
location aboard ship and on Catalina Island.
Anna Q. Xilsson is featured in this rum
runner story and she is supported by Wallace McDonald and Walter McGrail.
Paramount

Renews

Kthel Doherty and Louise Long, Paramount screen writers, have renewed contracts with the company. Miss Doherty is
now doing continuity for "Innocents of
Paris," Jlaurice Chevalier's first Paramount release.
3 Weeks

with Circus

Erie C. Kenton, who .iust completed direction of "The Side Show" for Columbia,
spent three weeks on tour with the SellsFloto Circus in order to secure a proper

P i c t it r c
Rel.

Date

Length

X
Reviewed
Sept. 16
Sept.2!^
Oct 13
Nov. 17
Aug. 2S
June 23
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

— Continued

technical knowledge for the picture. Little
Billy, the Lilliputian actor who has been
starred in musical comedies, has the leading
role, with Marie Prevost featured.

Re-titled
Bebe Daniels' new eiiort for Paramount
has
labelled
"What awriter.
Night." It'saboutbeen
a woman
newspaper

Heath Writing Dialogue
Percy Heath is wTiting the dialogue for
Paramount 's feature length talkie "Close
Harmony." The story is being adapted
from an original by Elsie Janis and Gene
Markey.

Wm. C. De Mille with M-G-M
William C. De Mille, who is pioneering in
the new art of the talking screen, has been
signed by M-G-M to direct. His brother,
Cecil B., is also writing for the same organization.

Signs Goulding for One
Al Goulding has been signed by Fox to
direct one feature production. He recently
completed "All at Sea" co-featuring Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.

Barker's Next Special
Director Reginald Barker, after completing "New Orleans" for Tiffany-Stahl, has
started working on the story and continuity
of "The March of Humanity," his next
special in which it is possible that Virginia
Valli will play the lead.

New

Title

"Naughty Baby" has replaced "Ritzy
Rosie" and "Bad Baby" as the title for
Alice White's next picture for First National.
Chase Starts Comedy
Charley Chase has started production on
a new society farce under the direction of
Jimmy Home. His support includes Vivian
Oakland and Anita Garvin.
Frank Moran
Frank Moran, ex-prizefighter who once
fought Willard, has a featured role in Tiffany-Stahl's "Spirit of Youth."
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang" went to work last week on
a new comedy under the direction of Robert
MeGowan. They have just returned from
their tour.
Adapting "Reputation"
The story for "Reputation," a TitifanyStahl production to star Belle Bennett, is
being whipped into shape by Frances Hyland. The supporting cast is now being
signed.
Joins Columbia
Johnnie Grey, scenarist and playwright,
has been added by Columbia to its staff of
writers. He will do the adaptation and
continuity for "The Donovan Affair."
Guinn Williams Cast
Guinn Williams, who had an important
part in "Noah's Ark" and "My Man," has
been added to the cast of "From Headquarters," Monte Blue's next starring vehicle
for Warner Bros, which is to go into production shortly.

Dorothy Parker
Dorothy Parker, who has gained quite a
reputation in the East as an accomplished
writer, has been signed to write dialogue
for M-G-M 's forthcoming talkies.
Goldwyn Signs Howard
Sidney Howard, author of many stage
pla.vs, has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn
to do the dialogue for "Condemned," Ronald Colman's new starring vehicle for U. A.
"Squads Right"
Tiffauy-Stahl is now filming "Squijds
Right" with George Archainbaud directing
and with Alma Bennett, Buster Collier, Eddie Gribbon and George E. Stone in the
chief roles.
Production Ended
Chesterfield Productions has finished
work on "South of Panama" at the :\retropolitan Studio. This is the third release
in a series of eight features. Editorial and
titling work is now in progress.
Evelyn Brent Signed
Paramount lias re-engaged Evelyn Brent,
who last week signed a new contract. Her
latest picture role is that of Deborah Kane
in "Interference."
New Contract for Sills
First National lias entered a new contract
with Milton Sills, under the terms of which
he will make four pictures during the coming year, the first to be "The Comedy of
In Work

Archie Mayo, Warner Bros, director,^ is
along with the direction of "She
getting Men,"
knew"
starring Edward Evverett
Horton
and
Betty Bronson.
Life!"

Look to Eastman
Panchromatic motion picture
film, now used in practically
every important production,
represents one of the many
contributions, nothing short of
revolutionary, made to the
art by Eastman scientists.
In the future, as in the past,
look to Eastman for advances
that will help the motion picture industry to attain still
higher le^ els of artistic
achievement.
EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

E

ibitOFS who keep AivatcMul eye on the &ox office,
if RbSbept Morton music has a definite andpermanent ,
§T^tJS mmCH^m%t§ltJ

CfmW K [%W m

w m^WmmtmMt

Vestment^ that pays top itself in increased "^bo^i ofFtC^
^

9 other make ofoF^an approaches Robeit:
Moiifon in Qualitg, Volume, Distinctiveness of tone.
Orchestral Resources orVariety of Effects.^ It is
the most powerful sin^e factor any Exhibitor' >
y can employ to provide a complete Picture /
A Presentation Pro-am.
//
V
* GL for all its unquestioned sa- // /
X \\ periority the Mbeit Umrten is among the / / / .
\\\\ Jeast expensive theatre Or^ns to / / / /
WW
avfn-not only because if is more // / /
. \ \\\ durable -and costs less for up- // / / j
WW
heep - but it pays for itself // / / A
^ ^ ^ ^ tbronffi increased patronage. // / /
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IT Flip antl a half years in AVit'Tl
[J[ 1 ork. liecorrl runs everytrhere! IT

Th

e most

amazing
stage hit in
liistory starts its trinmphant career as a picture!
AXNE

NICHOLS'

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE
Talking
Jean

Hersholt,

- Singing
Charles

'Buddy"

99

<• Sound Effects
Rogers,

Nancy

Carroll

Hit theme songs: "Rosemary'V'Little Irish Rose" ■< A Victor Fleming Production

|y a»:-PER»RM*N« ;

.^M

1

S. R. O.

■ic;v,^^;...

.^B

Pre-release Shoiivin^s!

LyMi^ 1^*]^ i^ imM M — "'Abie's Irish Rose' opened Lyric Saturday to
lapacity. On Sunday, we could not handle crowds. Reviews wonderful,
iudience reaction splendid." — I. LIBSON

*

,

,

*

♦

mTM. m. M J^Jt§ U M%^^^_H — "Had to hold special midnight opening Sunlay to accommodate

'Abie' crowds. Complete sell-out every performance.

Audiences rave about picture." — GRAND

THEATRE

<•

♦

♦

*

SABi^ FRANCISCO— "'Abie' taking town by storm. Opened
$1,070 bigger than 'Wings'! Critics and public declare picture better than
play. Double lines waiting for admission."— CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

.

PARAMOUNT
all the BIG

ones!

*

public and exhibitors proclaim it to the skies!

Night shot of
Criterion Theatre, Af. Y.
where "'Interference^' is
playing to S.R.O. at $2 admission

Book the whole
"INTERFERENCE"
All-Talking Show!
Feature!

"IlVrERFERE^CE"
The industry's greatest
all-talking picture
Talking, Singing Short!

EDDIE

CANTOR

"That Party in Person"
Singing Short!

RLTH

ETTING

Ziegfeld Jazz Singer

ARAMOUNT

takes an

easy lead

in talking!

1

pictures, with 'Interference'", says the New!
York World. And exhibitors and public echo this 1

opinion. The industry's finest all-talker to date is i
doing capacity business in $2 preview engagements i
at the Criterion, New York, and Carthay Circle,
Los Angeles.

PARAMOUNT
QUALITY

HAS

TALKING

THE

REAL

PICTURES!

OOOl

^F

"Bigger than
^^The Cat and
the Canary^^

Starring LAURA LA PLANTE with Montagu Love,
Roy Roach,
D^Arcy, Burr
Margaret
Livingston,
Bert
Mcintosh.
ProducedJohn
underBoles,
the
personal supervision of CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.
From the Broadway stage success by Thomas F.
Fallon and the novel by Wadsworth Camp. Two
negatives: one SILENT; one with SOUND.

PAUL

LENPS

greatest picture

a LAEMMLE
special
Released

JU\

by

UNIVERSAL

^}»,

Another Great CaREWE-DeL RiO
success/
f-v

-V,

^

Following those

tremendous box-office hits,
"RESURRECTION"
and "RAMONA"

comes

DOLORES
DEL
RIO

United

Artists

P i c t ii

re

^i

REVENGE"
'^"A turbulent Gypsy love
drama
Rich in atmosphere. .. . Strong of story.
Ranks as something new
in romantic tales."
— L. A. Illustrated News

" Revenge.sothe saying goes,
is sweet." — L. A. Express
EDWIN

CARE

DOLORES

United

\V E

prrsenls

DEL RIO

Artists

Picture

SCORES

GREAT

HIT ^Says

United

LOS ANGELES
EXAMINER

Artists

P ic t u r

The world will he smging l^^REVENGE'^

It'sSweetMusic at the Box-Ojfice

ign

The Campa

It has innumerable

Book

ideas that will

help you sell "Revenge."
A song and record tie-up that has
never been equalled.

Qet

of "Revenge"
edition
A popular
d by Grossett
Si Dunlap.
publishe
A nationwide tie-up with the Wurlitzer Music Stores.
A marvelous lobby display to every
exhibitor.

United

Artists

Picture

GAVE CHICAGO
TtWRILL
100^
h res
Mae Tinee
witSco
"Tj^OKBIDDENLOVE'isa movie to seeBeauty, passion and tragedy — setting!
magnificent and magnificently photo
graphed — gorgeously costumed and actet
with brilliance and feeling. LILI DAMITy^
is ADORABLE. She has a world oi
MAE TINEE in Chicago Daily Tribune
charm."

Liy

ndensatioa in

N Love
from

the play by

NOEL
A gorgeous
Beauty in a
Gor geous
ic ture

COWARD

"PORBIDDEN LOVE" and the magnetic
Liii — the latest European sensation toi
crash the American screen — gave Chicago
and Chicago's best known reviewer a
big thrill.
Here's an amazing production that wilt
give exhibitors a big thrill.
i

Pathe ® Picture
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will

H, Hays, President

A Stampede to
Pathe Sound
IVews I¥o. 2 Sets
New Standard
PATHE

SOUND

Read the contents of this great reel:
SEEK

SAI.VATI01V

New York — Tom Noonan of the "Church in
Overalls" rescues city's souls in pawn.
(Noonan, in his famous mission in Chinatown,
is seen and heard in a characteristically witty
talk — the kind that has made him front page
material in metropolitan newspapers.)

NEWS

No. 2 has even surpassed No. 1, setting
a new standard for
sound news reels to
shoot at. Timely,
original, exciting —
it is first page news
dramatized with the
finest eflfects since
sound became a
medium.

I^ CHIXATOM^]^

8EE

AW»

HEAR

HOEIDAI

DI:KI\ER

Sudbury, Mass. — Davis Turkey farm presents
its graduating class of 1928.
(Flocks of Holiday fodder "on the hooP',
with the gobblers registering their voices in
chorus and solos).

4 YEAR

OED TOTS FORH

O^VX RAIVD

Boston — Whole class takes up a kindergarten
course in jazz effects.
(A jazz symphony of tots from 2 to 6 jazzing
to beat the band. A corking novelty made
for sound).

E. J. SPARKS OF THE SPARKS
ENTERPRISES, JACKSONVILLE FL.4., Says—

STARS

TRAIX

FOR

HOCKEY

SEASON

Springfield, Mass. — Strenuous workout brings
champion Rangers into form.

"Myself and all the managers
were thrilled with the first Pathe
Sound News, and if you keep up
this standard you are sure to
win the audiences throughout
the country where Pathe News
has always been an important
feature in the program.,"

(Action packed with thrills as the New York
Rangers, World's Champions, go through their
paces. A voice introduces the members. The
verity).
sound effects are reproduced with startling

THE

C'EIIflAY TO

A GREAT

REEE

The last number in this great reel presents
the most graphic and startling novelty ever
shown in a sound-picture — a double-exposed
sound track as well as a double-exposed
Following the thrillingpicture.
and historic embarkation of the Yanks for
"Over There" a decad^ago, while a voice sings: "Goodbye Broadway, Hello France," the scene dissolves into the battlefield graves
of France. Phantom
* figures march across the screen while a bugle
plays softly
in
^ the distance as a voice in the foreground recites
"In Flanders Fields."

PATHE SOUND
NEWS
Bookings on PATHE

SOUND

indicate a STAMPEDE
LAST
TOWN

Albany
Boston
Providence
Batavia
Homell
Olean
Jamestown
Rochester
Cincinnati
Louisville
Dayton
Toledo
Steubenville
E. Liverpool
Canton
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Kansas City
Manitowoc
St. Paul
Brooklyn
Union City
White Plains
McKeesport
Altoona
Johnstown
.
Provo
Sacramento
Washington

ISEWS from every section of the country-

to the world's greatest news reel in sound
MINUTE
THEATRE

Ritz
Keith Victory
Albee
Family
. Majestic
Havens
Palace
. Eastman
,
.
Lyric
. Mary Anderson
Strand
Pantheon
. Capitol
American
. Strand
Michigan
Indiana
Mainstreet
Pantages
Capitol
Riviera
Albee
. Capitol
. Keiths
. Liberty
State
Park or Cambria
Gem
•
.
Alhambra
tarl or Metropolitan

RETURNS

SHOW:

TOWN

THEATRE

Baltimore
Akron

Rivoli
Palace
Palace
Amusu
Hillstreet
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages
Pantages

Youngstown
Winston-Salem
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Minneapolis
Seattle
.
Portland
San Diego
Salt Lake
Spokane
Tacoma
Fresno
Memphis
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Montclair

Get on the Band

81st Street
Riverside
Jefferson
Regent
Hamilton
Coliseum
Fordham
Franklin
Royal
Chester
Kenmore
Bushwick
Madison
Claridge

Waa:on

comiiii
ABIG
TIME
SLEEPER

O

NCE

ill a

blue moon a picture comes
through that bears the hall
mark of BOX OFFICE PLUS.
Such a picture is "THE
SPIELER"— the surprise picture of the year.
It has everything that makes

The
Surprise
picture
of the year

for Box Office Success —
DRAMA with a knockout
wallop !
COMEDY

that hits you where

live!
you
A WALLOP
that will shatter
all existing records!
Here's
Office
It will
Office

one that will Talk Box
in Big Figures.
Sound the Bell in Box ^Jk
Receipts!

IT'S A BIG TIME SHOW
FOR BIG TIME SHOWMEN!
Picked by Photoplay as the
Best of the Month.

J

icture

iiii

III

In Sensational SOUND

and DIALOGUE

with

ALAN

HALE, RENEE

FRED KOHLER

ADOREE

and CLYDE COOK

|

^

Would you like ho

YOVR

BOOST

Bvsuies

■^

- -J

Act Today on this ^
Amazing^
IV e \¥
£Tideiice of BoxOIHce Poorer!

^%0fm^^^^'

50%

Over •Inn'of/e in JPot'lltnirl

"It is seldom I give any information relative to
pictures played in my Oriental Theatre but I am so
pleased with the business done on 'Companionate
Marriage' that I want you to know it grossed fifty
percent more than my normal business in spite of
fact it was put on cold, giving it only five days advance publicity. Matinee business far ^ exceeded
house record on account of its appeal to ^ women.
Exploitation possibilities practically unlimited and
I assure you this production will gross big if backed
up by campaign it so justly deserves."
— ^VAF/rER

E. TEBBET8,

llsr. Oi-ieiilal Tlienire, Portlniid, Oregon.

Hiff Biisiiiexs in St. T^oiiis
" 'Companionate Marriage' opened to very big business
at our Ambassador Theatre and audience reaction is
splendid. In this picture you have a box-office attraction which lends itself to the most effective sort of
advertising and exploitation. The presentation on the
screen of Judge Ben Lindsey's theory of marriage is
one of the year's outstanding pieces of showmanship."

— S. P. !SKOrRA!!i, Anibn«K.i(loi\!i>t. T^oiiIn.

Beat IStroiif/est Com pel it ion in Boise
'"Companionate Marriage' played four days to exceptional business against strongest competition of year.
Consider this picture great box-office attraction and
one of First National's leaders."'
— F. P. f.AR)iiO>, i:^v|iti.-iii Theatre,
Boiise, Itlnlio.

'the Only Picture That Givea You
the Box-Office Backing oj—
JUDGE
JUDGE

BKK

B. I,INDSEV

LIKDNEY'S FAMOUS
RE!«T-»iEI<I,ER

A BIO..STAR

CANT

FralurinK Bcll> Bron.on and \lrc B. FmncU
By Jud«. B«n

D. Undwy

>r.d T.lD.rifhl Era

Dlr.r<p4 by E.1r C. K.nlon
9t*»rat*A by the C. M. Csrtwrallan

Before you- turn tfm^a^e, 'plMt^e or iviire if our order fir
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Calling A Halt
Sound Rush Shows Signs of Common Sense

By William A. Johnston
reaches California and
ZUKOR
gives out a statement that the silent
picture is not dead by a long shot.
On the contrary, making every picture talk
100% would be, he says, a step downhill.
MR.

Effects and dialogue he regards as adjuncts, not the main proposition. It is his
first pronouncement on the subject of sound
pictures and it is certain to have a sobering
effect.
The sound fever patient is apparently passing the crisis. Temperature may now be expected to go lower, and may even reach normal before very long.
This first mad rush to make everything
talk, regardless of whether there was anything
to say, and whether the talk fitted the picture, has to come to an end sometime, and it
might as well be now.
Several months ago, speaking of this very
point, we said: Sound is properly the exclamation point of the picture.
But attempting to build all pictures wholly
out of exclamation points is dramatically and
commercially dangerous.
It is perfectly true that the public wants
talking pictures. But it is absolute folly to
suppose that just because a picture talks the
public will now receive it with open arms.
We have passed that stage, and it will be
well if those in the industry who are not
aware of the fact, wake up to it quickly.
The silent picture is, as Mr. Zukor indicated, the result of fifteen years, or more, of

work. It can't be thrown away,
if we
wanted to. On the other hand, even
there is a
field, and a definite one, for the 100% talker.
But it is a specialized field. Not every story
is suited to such treatment. Many a story
can be told most effectively with pantomine.
plus sound or dialogue effects; others should
talk all the way.
We go back, once more, to our contention
rnade a very long time ago: the solution
lies in classification of pictures. At the
studios, first, of course. But, equally so, at
the theatre.

Otherwise, sound, which is a very great
step forward, instead of being a life-saver
will become a Frankenstein. The production
forces have their work cut out for them; it's
a huge job, if it is to be done right. But the
exhibitor also must do his part. Let him
begin by not misleading the public. Wise
exhibitors have already adopted this enlightened and honest policy. All exhibitors
should do so. There is no excuse for letting
the public think it is going to "see and hear"
a sound picture, much less a talker, when the
facts are otherwise. There has been too
much of this sort of thing, and it should stop.
Pictures should be classified in production,
and made in the medium that actually fits
the story. And they should be classified at
the theatre, for the public, unmistakably.
Along those two roads lie the safety and
well-being of this industry.
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"Redskin"
Reviewed by Edwin Schallert
(Editor of the Los Angeles

Times

Prev

I and Special

Correspondent of Motion
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News)

November 28.— What color photography can do
HOLLYWOOD,
to enhance the interest of a production photographed largely in
the outdoors, and on new locations is amply demonstrated in
Richard Dix's starring film, "Redskin." This is the feature that Paramount made in the Indian districts of the Southwest, and while its plot
is hackneyed, there is no question about the film's pictorial values. It
will be liked by all audiences who appreciate the screen's scope in capturing the scenically unusual.
The story of "Redskin" is obviously romantic. It pertains to a
young Indian chieftain and girl of a neighboring and inimical tribe,
who fall in love during their school years, who are separated by the hate
between their respective peoples, and who eventually manage to
escape the old traditions, and find happiness together.
Dix impersonates the Indian youth, Fleet Wing, and Gladys Belmont, is the girl. Corn Blossom. They occupy the center of the stage
almost exclusively in the plot, though rather important roles are played
by Jane Novak, Tully Marshall and Lawrence Steers. There are many
native Indians in the production, and the views of their ceremonies,
their rug-patterning and weaving, their tribal festivities, are exceptionally fascinating. Dix as the hero comes into wealth at the end of the
story by virtue of filing a claim on oil lands. He succeeds also as the
peacemaker between the two rival contingents of red men.
All of this picture, with the exception of a couple of reels, is photographed in color. The black and white portion shows the Indians during their school days. In some ways "Redskin" reminds of "The Vanishing American," but ends happily. As a production with color it is
distinctly interesting.

Denies

Hays

Connection

Woodhull Asserts Status of M. P. T.O. A. at Convention
Of Ohio Exhibitors; W. M. James Re-elected President
CHARGE that the Motion Picture
A
Theatre Owners of America were
connected with the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America was
emphatically denied by R. F. Woodhull,
head of the national body of exhibitors, at
the convention of the Ohio M. P. T. 0. in
Columbus. About 275 exhibitors attended
the meeting and discussed non-theatrical
competition, the music tax evil, Sunday
shows and other items of interest. The
gathering unanimously re-elected W. M.
James president for a fifth term.
Other officers elected were: J. J. Har■\vood, Cleveland, and Vice-President-atlarge J. A. Ackerman, Cincinnati; Henry
Bieberson, Jr., Delaware; John Damm,
Wadsworth; George Fenberg, Granville,
secretary; and Harry Abram, Lancaster,
treasurer. The trustees appointed were:
H. H. Lustig, Cleveland ; Martin Smith,
Toledo; John Schwalen, Hamilton; Arthur
Himmelein, Sandusky; I. Lipson, Cincinnati; Caldwell Brown, Zanesville.
To refute the imputation that the united
theatre owners are affiliated with the Hays
office, Mr. Woodhull quoted the amounts
7>aid in the treasury by members of the
M. P. T. 0. A. The financial plans of the
national organization adopted last week at
a meeting of the trustees call for assessment of $100 per year for each state unit
and $5 per year per theatre, said Mr. Woodhull in answer to the charge that the Hays
office is financing his organization.
The gathering decided that non-theatrical

competition can only be restricted in specific instances and that concerted action
against such competition is not possible as
it would be a violation of the Sherman act.
The exhibitors concluded that relief from
the music tax could come only through Congress. They planned unified backing against
those forces opposed to Sunday showings
and who are now contesting the rights of
many exhibitors throughout the state to exhibit films on the Sabbath. Mike Simmons,
of Sonora-Bristolphone, addressed the convention on "Merchandising with Sound."

C. Kurtzman Made Publix
San Francisco Manager
Charley Kurtzman will assume the position of San Francisco district manager for
Publix when the divorcement between Publix and West Coast becomes operative on
December 1. His appointment came by wire
from E. R. Crabill, the Publix Pacific Coast
manager, and followed a conference between
Messrs. Crabill and Sam Katz, Publix head.

Hot Criticism Launched
Against Canadian Film
"Carry On, Sergeant," the war feature
produced at the Ontario Government studio
at Trenton, Ontario, by Canadian International Films, Limited, Toronto, has been
given a rough ride by critics since its
world's first showing started at the Regent

Picture
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Theatre, Toronto. There is even an intimation that the Ontario Government, which
loaned considerable assistance to the producing company because of the Canadian
angle, may demand the withdrawal of the
feature because of the public rumpus.
Printed comments are that "Carry On,
Sergeant" is a reflection upon the Canadian military forces because of its story but
the picture cannot be changed, it is stated,
because the whole theme would be involved.
The feature cost $500,000, it is generally
stated.
The story deals with a Canadian sergeant,
a married man, who becomes entangled
with a woman in France and finally seeks
death in action because of the affair. Col.
W. H. Price, Attorney-General for Ontario,
is said to be aroused against the feature.
The making of the picture took 18 months.

A.M.P.A. Luncheon Draws
Large Crowd
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held a luncheon last Thursday, November 22, at the Paramount Hotel in New
York which was well attended. The program of entertainment included several
numbers from Dorothy McCarthy and
speeches by Sam Harris and Nat Rothstein.
Mr. Rothstein, the latest Ampa to travel
abroad, related his personal observations on
things theatrical in England and on the
Continent. Mr. Harris, donor of the trophy
awarded to Dr. Giannini last week, thanked
the organization for its sponsoring of the
event. President George W. Harvey, in introducing Mr. Harris, expressed his enthusiasm for the success of the affair and
thanked Edward Klein and his committee,
who handled the dinner, and the Board of
Directors, who chose Dr. Giannini.

K.

G.

Daylight

Saving

Up to Public

With a special conmiittee of the Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce busy in endeavoring to obtain public opinion on the
question of daylight saving time, the matter is causing considerable of a stir in theatrical circles of that city. The committee
has decided to leave the question entirely
to the public. Hearings thus far have beeu
heard, with the exhibitors being represented
by A. H. Cole and Lawrence Lehman of
the Orpheum Theatre. Letters from the
public to the Chamber of Commerce indicate that citizens are about evenly divided
in opinion. The exhibitors are waging a
hard fight against change of time, and feel
that they will win out.

Mo. Town
Imposes
Stiff
Sentence for Violators
The City Council at Columbia, Mo., has
passed a city ordinance which produces a
fine of $100 and three months imprisonment
in the city jail for admitting cash customers to motion picture theatres and other
amusement places on Sundays.
This action is the answer of the reform
element to the movement started by the
Junior Chamber of Commerce of Columbia
in favor of Sunday movies.
The Federation of Churches and seven
individual churches claiming a total membership of 4,000 men and women are opposed to Sunday shows.

December
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Chase's Pow-Wow A Big Flop;
Slim Crowd; Much Discord
Canon's "Conference" May Never Meet Again; Usual Resolutions
Passed But This Time Strong Opposition Develops
November 27. —
GTOX,
WASHIX
Pointing with pride and viewing
alarm. Canon William Sheafe
Chase's sixth national motion picture conference, after trying for 24 hours to work
up some real enthusiasm among the 50 or 60
persons in attendance, adopted some resolutions and adjourned today, possibly never
to meet again as a body. The attendance
was in great contrast to the several hundred persons who were present at the first
meeting about five years ago.
Motion pictures are becoming mechanically and artistically better but morally
worse, the conference voted. And resolutions were adopted favoring Federal regulation, indorsing the Walsh resolution and
the Brookhart and Hudson bills, sponsoring a plan suggested by former Federal
Trade Commissioner Huston Thompson for
"censorless censorship," and calling upon
all organizations favoring Federal censorship and the exhibitors, affiliated and unaffiliated, toappoint delegates to a meeting
to draft a legislative program for submission to Congress for censorship.

In Short — A Flop
The meeting was what is known in the
box office as a tlop. And a bad one, too, because there did not seem to be that unanimity which has been the aim of Canon
Chase and to secure which he announced
that the "open forum" at which any phase
of the questions before the conference could
be discussed or questions asked, would not
include either statements or questions by
anyone opposed to regulation. Yet there
was all through the conference an undercurrent of opposition, which culminated in
the walking out of the delegate of one national organization and the opposing votes
of a half-dozen others when the resolutions
were brought up behind closed and guarded
doors.
The conference opened Monday night
with a supper — $3.50 each, collect in advance— at which Senator Brookhart and
Representative Grant M. Hudson outlined
their measures. Senator Walsh was not
present, although invited, finding business
elsewhere. He sent a nice letter, though,
expressing his regret and saying that his
resolution ought to be given the immediate
attention of Congress and that the film industry is "marked by malpractices" which
should be investigated.
Although expressing some grief over the
fact that some of the exhibitors originally
in favor of his bill now showed less enthusiasm, afeeling later to be increased
when Frank Rembuseh of Indiana deserted.
Senator Brookhart told the gathering he
would stick by his guns, and suggested that
the wholesale desertion of the exhibitors
might be investigated as another example
of the "trickery" of the producers' organization.

By CLARENCE

(Washington

L. LEVZ

Correspondent, Motion

Picture News)

'Censorship Complexes'

, noted
TONforSIMON
CARLE
DR.alienis
t, and
years
several
l
specia deputy police commis
ed
in
the
sioner New York, attend
Chase Conference in Washington and
issued this statement:

"Many sincere and excellent persons," he said, "attend meetings of this
kind. An appeal on the basis of good
morals always draws honest support
and I would not impugn the motivrs
of such persons. Yet the psychologist
knows that in groups which persistently launch themselves into the public eye with complexes like that of
censorship a scientist can find useful
subjects for study.
"The censorship complex is in itself
a manifestation of well-understood impulses. The way in which the chairman of this meeting calmly announced
an 'open' forum but forbade any arguments against the bills under consideration isperfectly typical of bigotry, although the scientist knows that
unfortunate twists from the normal
should be viewed with pity. Motion
pictures have nothing to do with
crime, but censorship might well help
increase it. I note that Chicago has
the strictest form of municipal censorship of any city in the country. It
is almost impossible for the normal
man to understand an analysis of the
minds of real professional reformers.
Whoever and
doesn't
agree with
is
damned
dishonest.
That them
is the
basis for all they do and say."
The million-dollar educational provision
of the Hudson bill might be unconstitutional, and one or two provisions might be
changed, the author of the measure admitted after he finished supper, but it still is
a good bill, which was a nice statement in
view of the fact that the real author of
the organization plan. Canon Chase, was
seated beside him. But it is not censorship,
Mr. Hudson declared; that is a word repugnant to him and he wouldn't think ot
it. But he didn't say what it was.

Minister Scores Conferences
The first intimation that all was not well
came when the Reverend William Murdock
MacLeod, a Pinehurst, N. C, minister, declared that he was getting clean pictures in
his town through the cooperation of CharU->s
W. Piequet, the local exhibitor, and challenged the right of the conference to put
the ministers of the country on record in
favor of censorship. After a few minutes
during which he gave signs of physical discomfort. Canon Chase as chairman declared
the speaker out of order as the conference

was for those in sj'uipathy with the movement.
The Tuesday sessions were devoted to a
discussion of "what is wrong with the motion picture." Lurid details of alleged salacious scenes in various pictures and their
effect upon children and youths were given
by Professor Harmon B. Stephens of the
University of Tennessee, Dr. C. G. Twombley, of Lancaster, Pa.; Miss Dora Stecker,
formerly a social worker and now an exhibitor in Cincinnati; Miss Maude Aldrich
of Portland, Ore., WCTU and others.
As the arguments of these and other
speakers are well known to the industry
after five years of reiteration, it is necessary only to say that Dr. Twombley characterized the conference's work as "a fight
for the life of the country"; Professor
that "dollar determined
Stephens charged
standards"
were the only standards known
in the industry, and Miss Stecker complained that "crime on the screen is playing havoc with the exhibitors' profits."
Delegates from Dr. Twombley 's own city
took exception to his talk, and declared they
were successful in suppressing undesirable
films and the doctor ought to work with
them and get somewhere, and the doctor
said that the women's association ought to
work for him. Then another delegate
pointed out that Dr. Twombley and Miss
Stecker expressed opposing sentiments, and
Mrs. Charles T. Owens of the Pennsylvania
D. A. R., wanted to know whether those
opposed to censorship were going to have
the privilege and right of speaking and
offering resolutions, which she was assured
they were but found out afterwards they
weren't.

Thompson s Scheme

The main speaker of the day was Huston
Thompson, who said that the showing of
American films, with luxurious draperies
and so forth, abroad made the foreign
countries unwilling to pay their war debt
to the United States. He is utterly opposed
to censorship, he said, and proved it by
offering a substitute, which called for an
international conference under the League
of Nations— he admitted to being a democrat—for the setting up of standards for
films in international trade to be followed
by a multi-lateral treaty, under which all
films intended for export would be submitted to the Secretary of Commerce and by
him approved or disapproved, his findings
with respect to each picture, accompanied
d, to be comwhere disapprove
by reasons municated
to each signatory nation.

Then, presumably, the foreign countries
would not permit the entry of disapproved
films. There would, therefore, be no bar
on the producer, who could make any kind
of film he wanted, but probably the producers would not put out films for domestic
(Continued on page 1681)
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"Ridiculous," Says N. M. Schenck
of Rumored Fox Negotiations
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

NewsJ

HOLLYWOOD, November 28.— "There is absolutely
no truth to this ridiculous rumor," Nicholas M.
Schenck, head of Loew's and M-G-M, told Motion
Picture News when queried regarding a report published
in New York that Fox was negotiating to take over Loew's
and M-G-M.
"I wish you would deny it most emphatically," Mr.
Schenck added. "We positively have not had any negotiation with Fox. Loew's Inc. and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are
not for sale."

Butterfield Chain Expands
Michigan Circuit Progressing With Plans for Theatres
in Jackson, Muskegon, Ionia and Sault Ste. Marie
PLANS that will add to his chain in
Michigan four new theatres are fast
being formulated by W. S. Butterfield, president of the W. S. Butterfield
Theatres, Inc. The company has already
completed transactions for the erection of
one house and will shortly end negotiations
for the erection of the other three.
Mr. Butterfield is anxious to complete the
additions to his chain in order to put into
practice an idea he has entertained for the
last ten years, and that is : the booking
into the smaller Michigan cities of vaudeville acts, road show pictures or traveling
combinations. The plan is to institute a
new booking route for shows that will enable the smaller cities to see the same sort
of entertainment that is being exhibited in
Detroit.
Mr. Butterfield has organized the Jackson
Theatre Building Co. in Jackson, Mich., in
conjunction with the local business men, to
erect a 2,000-seater to be called The Michigan. As soon as the plans have been completed construction will be started with the
idea of having the theatre finished by September 1,1929.
Contracts for the building of a new the-

North Carolina Unit to
Meet December 10
Theatre OwnTHE North Carolina
ers Association will hold its annual convention at the Hotel
Charlotte, Charlotte, North Carolina,
on December 10 and 11. R. F. Woodhull, the national president; A. Julian
Brylawski, of Washington; M. A. Lightman, of Arkansas, and C. C. Pettijohn
are expected to attend. The toastmaster will be the Reverend Murdock McLeod, who attended the banquet in Toronto.
One of ihe principal topics of discussion will be the sound situation confronting the industry. Other matters
that the gathering will thresh out will
be various legislative questions and
other subjects affecting the North
Carolina association. There seems to
be no doubt but that the convention
will vote to continue with the national
organization.

atre in Muskegon, to seat 2,000, are being
completed. Ground will be broken, it is expected, early in March, 1929, with the intention of having it ready for occupancy by
November 1, 1929.
The circuit is also negotiating with Governor Green to build a memorial theatre in
Ionia. The plans may include a new hotel
and eight or ten stores. A new theatre, to
be erected in Sault Ste. Marie and to seat
1,000, is planned by the company, also.
The details of Mr. Butterfield 's booking
arrangement are being handled by him personally. He plans to book his entertainment
out of Detroit to the Soo, into Calumet and
back down the western shore of the lake and
into Chicago, without a loss of over two or
three nights for railroad transportation.
The idea of sending a road show from Chicago up the west coast and back down the
east coast, finishing up at Detroit, is also
included in the plan.

Manager Swears Warrant
Against Bomb Suspect
Charged with throwing several stench
bombs last Tuesday night at the Metropolitaan Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia, Herbert
Stoker has been taken into custody by the
police. Warrants charging him with bombthrowing and malicious mischief, the first
a felony and the second a misdemeanor in
Georgia, were sworn out in the Municipal
Court in Atlanta by Carter Barron, manager of the Metropolitan.
The police arrested Stoker immediately
following the bombing on evidence said to
be furnished by several witnesses that he
was the bomb thrower.

Drawing Up New Picture
Regulations in Ontario
Hon. J. D. Monteith, Ontario Provincial
Treasurer, Toronto, announced on November 8 the drawing up of new regulations
providing for the classification of moving
picture releases for presentation in Oning. tario theatres for adult or universal showThe regulations, which will come into
force before the end of the current calen-
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dar year, will not obligate exhibitors or
parents in any respect and no penalties will
be provided for laxity on the part of theatre managers in advertising the classification of a picture. Exhibitors will be requested to make known the category of film
productions, as decided upon by the Ontario Board of Moving Picture Censors, so
that parents will have a guide in the selection of entertainment for juveniles.
As in England, the Province of Albert*
and elsewhere, all film subjects will be
labelled "A" or "U" according to the
rating of the Ontario censors.

New Motion Picture Firms
Chartered at Albany
Newly incorporated motion picture companies receiving charters from the department of state at Albany, New York, during
the past week and engaging in various
branches of the motion picture business,
included the following: Kinatone Patents
Corporation, capitalization not stated, Harold Greenwald, Lillian O'Neill, David Levy,
New York City; Afftliated Graphic Arts,
Inc., White Plains, $10,000, Walter J. Fillans, Walter V. Hogan, John J. Ackerman,
White Plains; Syracuse Empire Theatre
Corporation, Syracuse, $50,000, Marc Buckland, Fayetteville ; Albei^t P. Kaufnian,
Syracuse; Jacob Silverman, Utica; Kapstone Service Corporation, capitalization
not stated, A. J. Pederson, A. M. David, A.
J. Kessler, New York City; Grammercy
Theatres, Inc., $15,000, Louis M. Weber,
Michael M. Kirsch, Solomon M. Chadable,
ProducNew York City ; James S. McBride
tions Inc., capitalization not stated, James
William
Centre,
Rockville
S. McBride,
Stoermer, Otto E. Becker, New York City.

Blue Law Foes Supported
by Business Men

The Junior Chamber of Commerce of Columbia, Mo., has announced that it has obtained the signatures of 102 business men
for opening of Columbia theatres on Sundays.
on a petition
It is contended the ban on Sunday movies
has caused students of Missouri University
and townspeople to motor to Boonville,
Jefferson City and other modern cities in
that vicinity that do permit Sunday amusements.
Officials of the Chamber of Commerce
have declined to sign the petition.
Mayor W. J. Hetzler and City Attorney
Howard Major attempted unsuccessfully to
forestall the circulation of the petitions.

Myron Selznick Buys Out
Partner in Agency
Myron Selznick has purchased the interest of Felix Young in their joint managerial
concern. Selznick will continue to operate
his office with his assistants, representing
artists, writers, directors, etc., and also
serving as story agents, with Robert Eddy
in charge of the story department.
Felix Young, who is now in New York,
will devote his future energies to the production of motion pictures. He recently
made his debut in Los Angeles as a legitimate producer with the presentation of
"The Marriage Bed" at the Mayan.
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Lower Priced Sound Devices
For Exhibitor Coming
RCA Promises All-Disc Equipment at $4,000 to $5,000 and Vitaphone
Jr., Despite Denials, is Expected Within Next Few Weeks
financial problem of the small
THE
motion picture exhibitor who is desirous of equipping his theatre witii
a sound reproduction device that will come
within the limit of his bankroll is still unsolved. Even the lower priced devices
being planned in some quartere may require an investment for the small
exhibitor beyond his ability to make, according to report. Vitaphone denies that
lower priced equipment will be manufactured; RCA admits that they will have a
lower-priced device on the market within
the next few months. But it will be a disc
device exclusively. The Western Electric
Company claims now not to be considering
any lower priced device and advises exhibitors who cannot afford their present one
to equip temporarily with a non-synchrouous device until such time as prices might
become modified. Western Electric contends that the price revision is downward ;
that their equipment is cheaper now than
it formerly was and that if thei-e is a further change of price it will be at a lower
figure than at present.
The Radio Corporation of America announces officially that it is now working on
the perfection of a plain disc device that

will reproduce from disc records only and
that will not peraiit of a film reproduction
attachment. It is explained by RCA that
this is equipment solely for the little theatre of COO seats or under, but at the same
time the company will not be averse to furnishing the equipment to houses of any size.

RCA's Disc Device
This new device will not be as inexpensive
as was at first announced. Instead of it
costing from one-third to one-half of the
combination equipment furnished for a
minimum of about .$6,000 to the larger
houses, it will cost the small exhibitor or
any other who might order it, between
$4,000 and $.5,000. The fact that it can be
used only in the reproduction of disc records makes it little more available to the
small exhibitor than the more expensive
equipment on which either disc or film can
be run.
Vitaphone has emphatically denied time
and again that it will have any cheaper
equipment on the market than at present
exists; at least that is the statement regarding the near future. At the same time the
story persists that within the very near
future Vitaphone Jr. will be a reality and

announcement to that effect, it is said, will
be forthcoming within the next month.

W. E.'s Position
The Western Electric Company claims to
see no reason for the production of lowerpriced equipment than it now has on the
market. Devices which early in the game
cost $7,500 and $8,000 and up are now said
to cost a minimum of about $7,000 and these
will probably be less expensive in the near
future. Meantime Western Electric contends that the small exhibitor can well afford to expend this amount for equipment.
The company shows records of houses with
seating capacities of 600 and up that have
paid top prices for equipment and report
that they are perfectly satisfied. It is contended by Western Electric that many of
these houses have gone from the red to a
profit even in the short time that the equipment has been installed. It is also the contention of RCA that sound equipment on
its more expensive devices is a good investment for any exhibitor and that it will
pay for itself within a few months, this
despite the fact that admission fees of
fifteen and twenty cents only are charged.
{Continued on page 1683)

Put Brakes on Talkie Production
Fox Studios Will Have 40% to 50% of Features Strictly Silent,
With No Dialogued Versions
( Hollywood Bureau, Motion

HOLLYWOOD, November 28.— Fox is
putting on the brakes as to the
talkies. While most of the producers are planning to have 100 per cent of their
pictures with dialogue sequences, Pox will
make almost a fifty-fifty ratio of talk and
silent production.
This does not mean that pictures will be
made in both silent and talk versions. That
is the plan adopted by other producers.
Fox intends to have between forty and fifty
per cent of its feature product strictly
silent, with no dialogued version whatever.
The remaining fifty or sixty percent will be
Jlovietoned or will be 100 per cent talkies.
This may have important bearing on the
doings of the other studios. Production
still remains a game of imitation.
A survey of productions planned for next
year in regard to talking pictures reveals
that all other studios who did little or no
experimenting with sound are rushing
further into it than the one which has spent
more time and money on the subject than
any, with the possible exception of Warner
Brothers.
Some

of Fox'

most

important

produc-

Picture News)

tions, among them F. AV. Murnau's "Our
Daily Bread"; Wm. K. Howard's "Christina," starring Janet Gaynor; James Tinling's "False Colors," are being made in
silent versions only.
Practically all other studios, with the exception of Warners and Paramount, spent
a minimum of money and time in experimentation prior to constructing sound
stages and rushing features for synchronization. Paramount did experiment to a
certain extent, but Warners and Fox are
primarily the pioneers of sound in pictures.
Fox has spent millions in the construction
of an entire studio city, dedicated exclusively to the production of sound and talk
pictures only. And yet. Fox, who has invested more than the others, (again, possibly excepting the Warners) sees fit to move
more slowly and do more experimenting before investing more millions into product
for public consumption.
An example of how slowly it is going was
shown in the production schedule of last
week. Twelve pictures were in the making,
of which seven are exclusively silent and
only five Movietoned.

The other studios are not neglecting the
silent market, but at the same time are going to the opposite extreme in making talkies. While Fox differentiates between silent
and talkies, making only a selected number
in both versions, it is devoting a great deal
of concentration on those which shall be
silent only.
Warners are making all product in both
silent and talkie. The same applies to First
National. With Universal, FBO and M-G-M
practically the only pictures made which
will not be synchronized, are Westerns.
An average from 90 to 100 per cent prevails
in making others in both talk and silent
prints. Pathe is synchronizing 100 per
cent. Paramount has a few slated, but in
much smaller ratio, for strictly silent versions. United Artists, despite the openly
expressed belief of Joseph M. Schenck
against the permanence of sound productions, is making dialogue and sound for all
its product. Even the independents, foremost among which are Columbia and Tiffany-Stahl, have a pre-dominance of talk
and sound to the extent of 75 per cent.
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Offices Being Readied for Joseph P.
Kennedy at Pathe
THAT Joseph P. Kennedy is to continue active in the industry and
with Pathe is indicated by the fact that, according to information,
offices are being made ready for his occupancy at Pathe headquarters,
35 West 45th Street, New York. Space is also being prepared for the
Kennedy personal executive staff.
Kennedy is at present in California on production plans for Pathe for
next season.
The first studio conference regarding next year's product for Pathe
was held Wednesday night in Hollywood by Kennedy, William Sistrom,
Paul Bern, Ralph Block, Benjamin Glazer.
Other conferences were slated for Friday and Saturday nights with
final approval on program likely due late next week, undoubtedly to he
followed by an announcement.
Indications are that William Sistrom will continue in charge for next
year, his present contract expiring December 31. Also Block, Bern and
Glazer will remain as unit producers.

Brown, of U. S. Leather,
Heads R-K-O
Sarnoff Announcement Also Names Four New
bers of Board of Directors
M S. BROWN, president of the
HIRAUnited
States Leather Co., was
elected president of the RadioKeith-Orpheum Corporation at a meeting
of the board on November 28, according to
an announcement by David Sarnoff, Chairman of the R-K-0 Board. Brown will leave
the presidency of the leather concern to
take up his new duties Jan. 1, 1929. The
Sarnoff announcement said :
"The existing personnel of the enlarged
Radio-Keifh-Orpheum Corporation already
includes the entertainment, picture production and theatre experience necessary to
the successful operations of the company.
It is evident, therefore, that the primary
requirement for the administrative task involved in such a combined effort of industry, technical development and motion picture art calls for great co-ordinating and
executive ability. The Board of Directors
believe that the company is fortunate in
obtaining the services of an administrator
whose capacity h.is been so thoroughly
pi-oven in otlier fields. Mr. Brown will have
the advice, support and aid of all the di-

Phonographic
Sound
Widi Movie Barred
NEW film booking contracts in use
in Canada contain the provision
that a picture sold as a silent
film is not to be used with auxiliary
sound producing devices intended to
create synchronization effects. In other
words, amplified phonographic reproductions are not to be used with silent
pictures. It is understood that no
objection is taken to interchangeable
synchronizing devices when a sound
film is sold as such, but so far interchangeability has not become an issue
in the Dominion.

Mem-

rectors. It is my own expectation to maintain an active interest in the affairs of the
company and to work closely with Mr.
Mr. Brown is 46 years old, a native of
Brown."
Maryland. His first job was as an office
boy for The New York Herald. In 1904, he
went into the public utilities field, where
he became prominent. During the war, he
was chief of the Finance Division of the
Air Service. He served later with the
U. S. Liquidation Commission. About five
years ago, he became president of the Central Leather Company and its successor,
the U. S. Leather Co.
Mr. Sarnoff also announced that at the
directors' meeting, the following were
added to the R-K-0 Board: Paul D.
Cravath, Arthur Lehman, Edwin M. Herr
and Mr. Brown. E. F. Albee continues as
president of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corp., the theatre chain unit of the new
company.

Picture
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al the request of Mrs. Ambrose N. Diehl
of Pittsburgh, Pa., chairman of the motion
picture department of the General Federation of Women's Clubs. It is to be had
without charge from the Hays office to the
organizations affiliated with the National
Committee on the Cause and Prevention of
War.
The picture is now being shown in Pennsylvania and will be released in other states
as soon as possible.

Judgment Withheld in Case
Before Montreal Justice
Justice Demers, of the Superior Court,
Montreal, Canada, heard arguments by an
array of counsel representing the Quebec
Government and 35 exhibitors of Montreal,
charged with infractions of the new Quebec
law prohibiting the admission of children
to theatres, on November 16, but refrained
from
issuing judgment until he had studied
the case.
A test ease has been arranged to decide
the validity of the new law, which now
stands suspended until judgment has been
delivered. So far no exhibitors have given
evidence because the whole question involves fine points of the law only. Lawyers
appearing for the theatres contended, at this
hearing, that the new anti-juvenile law provided for criminal action and, therefore, as,
such, the Canadian Federal Government
only could pass the legislation, the Province
having overstepped its jurisdiction. The
ease may not be settled for two years.

K. and F. Circuit,, Colo.,
Acquires 4 Theatres
The K. and P. Amusement Company,
owners of a large circuit of theatres in the
Denver, Colorado, district, have just added
four more theatres to their chain by acquiring all four theatres in Cheyenne, Wyoming
— the Lincoln, Princess, Atlas and Capitol.
They were taken over by K. and F. under
the name of K. and F. Theatres Company
and the transaction was closed with Carl
Ray, owner of the Princess, Atlas and Capitol, and -ivith the Plains Theatre Corporation, which owns the Lincoln. The purchase
theatres increases K. and F.'s
theseto four
of
a total of 23 theatres.
chain

No

J. Karch Manager of
Motion Picture Club

Film

The duties of club manager and steward
of the Motion Picture Club in New York
City have been taken up by A. J. Karch.
The resolution to extend the posts to him
were passed at the last meeting of the
Board of Directors, who also empowered
him with the privileges of employing an
assistant to undertake the detail work.

mention was made in this announcement as to the presidency of the
FBO, the picture production end of R-K-0,
but Motion Picture News understands, as
printed last week, that the destinies of FBO
will be directed by Joseph I. Schnitzer, as
at present.

Prepared
by Hays
Office to Aid Peace

The work of societies, clubwomen and
other forces to advance the cause of peace
has received further impetus with the release by the Hays office of a special tworeel picture containing the most complete
record yet made of the signing of the
Briand-Kellogg Pact in Paris and showing
war's toll in lives and money contrasting
these losses with the advantages of peace.
The Hays organization compiled the film

A.

Films Chief Entertainment
of Hoover on Tour
Motion pictures will provide the bulk of
-elect Herthe entertainment ofthePresident
U. S. S. Maryland
bert Hoover aboard
during his current South American tour.
More than 50 feature productions and a
like number of short subjects will be shown
to the President-elect and his party on the
ship during the trip.
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Kansas City^s Newest Theatre
A gala opening last tveck marked thte formal admission la the ranks of
beautiful fylayhouses devoted to sound picture presentations of the Plaza
theatre in Kansas City. Above is a 7'iezv of the procenium arch and
stage of this theatre featuring the Spanish style of architecture and
decoration. The Plaza, ivhich has a seating capacity of 2,200 persons zcas
built by the Plaza Theatre Company of Kansas City after plans by Boiler
Brothers, architects. Other 7'ieivs and a description of this uczi^ theatre
appear on the tivo pages folloiviug.
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City's
of Kansas
premierPlaza
the ,000
AT $1,000
Theatre last

Auditorium

of the Plaza

week were 2,200 of the city's social
elite, admission being by invitation

Theatre, Kansas City

only, the new theatre's regular opening
being the following night. Not so conspicuously theatrical Avas the premier
as it was architectural and historical.
There really are three shows in one at
the Plaza — a modern remarkable
achievement in motion picture theatre
construction with sound synclironization and divertissements, an unusual
triumph in Spanish architecture and a
museum of Spanish and Moorish objects of art, medieval and modern.
The persons who attended the invitational premiere were, of course, unable to grasp the full esthetic and historical value of a most unusual contribution to suburlian theatre construction. It is something which cannot be
taken at a glance, something which can
be understood only through study — a
sincere counterpart of Old-World
beauty, a painstaking arrangement of
Old- World objects of art.
In other words, there is none of your
modern, architectural "hokum" in the
construction, design and equipment of
the Plaza Theatre. It is as educational
and as honest as such a building could
be. The seating capacity is 2,200.
The crowd became an audience before it entered the new Plaza Theatre
and Shops building which stands in
the center of the Country Club plaza,
its tower dominating the group of
Spanish buildings.
And then the patio, on entering. It
is a replica of Spanish court, the family
living room with the blue sky for ceiling. It might have been dark blue night
sky overhead, with its sheen of stars,
so realistic the semblance. In the patio, one should get out his Plaza guidebook, "A Day in Spain." Tlienceforth, the theatre is a liberal education
in Spanish and Moorish art.

Then there was the music of water
in the patio, water gurgling from the
throats of little frogs balanced on the
edge of a tiny pool of water made multicolored bylights and made alive by
gold fish, on which the lights glistened.
Benches of glazed tile encircled the
pool and frog fountain. And, at the
same time, music tinkled from the guitars ot musicians on a stairway rising
to a typical balcony, whence senoritas
tossed roses down upon the crowd
moving
in wonderment through the patio.
In the patio, one first takes cognizance of the marvelously wrought,
graceful iron work encountered again
and again through the theatre.
In a brief survey of the theatre
building — and a brief survey is all the
audience the first night could possibly
make, one is impressed by auditorium
and lounges.
The lounges give the idling a subject for study and contemplation, bits
of Moorish art and equipment out of
the Sahara's edge, IMoorish guns inlaid with silver and ivory, hassocks of
leather, beautifully colored and soft to
sit upon, Spanish picture tiles, Moorish tiles of esthetic geometry, human
and animal figures having been forbidden as designs for home decoralions.
The auditorium is a splendid example of the plain wall surface typical
of Spain, walls broken with restraining
arches, which reveal scenes of impressive landscape and delicate coloring, grilles, niches for urns and vases,
tapestries. It was a temptation for the
architects, Robert Boiler of Kansas
City and Los .Angeles and Edward W.
Tanner, to introduce a bit of so-called
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"hokum" and destroy the value of the
sincere Spanish, but they refrained.
The auditorium, taking its theme
from the Palacio de las Duenas of Seville, is vaulted with ancient wooden
beams bearing characteristic Spanish
crests and ornaments. Over the stage
arch is the Hapsburg coat of arms
upon which a golden light plays, sugnation. gesting the one-time Austrain domiThe lanterns of the auditorium are
unique in their curious design. All except the center piece were made in
Seville from early Spanish designs.
The center piece is Estrella design,
nothing similar having been seen in
Kansas City before.
The Latin atmosphere was preserved
by the feature drama, a touching story,
"Street Angel," with its Neapolitan
background. Italian romance and
Spanish architecture and appointments
make a delightful evening. Jack F.
Truitt, lessee and general manager of
the theatre, received congratulations on
the opening of the theatre from both
stars of "Street Angel," Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell. He received telegrams of congratulation also from
scores of other motion picture magnates, directors and actors.
Mr. Truitt came to Kansas City
frorn Los Angeles, where he managed
motion picture theatres four years. At
one time he was manager of Universal
Theatres in Moverly, Sedalia and other
Missouri towns. As manager of the
old Willis Wood theatre in Kansas
City,
introduced the motion picture
to
its he
stage.
J. C. Taylor, vice-president of the
J. C. Nichols Companies, which built
the theatre, presented the keys to Mr.
Truitt, the lessee, at the end of the feature picture. Mr. Truitt accepted with
a brief address of thanks. Harry A.
Jones, director of public relations for
the theatre then spoke.

D c c c III b <■
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J. C. Nichols in a brief, informal
speech, said the theatre was built as a
contribution to the beauty and the education of Kansas City.
The house, which is equipped for
both Movietone and Vitaphone, will
have a policy of nothing except sound
pictures. Independent stage programs will be booked, but not regularly, depending upon the need of a
prologue.
One of the outstanding features of
the theatre is its $25,000 free parkingstation for patrons, the capacity being
more than 350 automobiles and the
station being convenient to the theatre,
located a comparatively few steps from
the entrance. It is through this parking station that the plaza intends to
make a bid for patronage that otherwise would go to downtown theatres.

Oil the right, a cozy nook off the main lobby
Below, viezv of the main lobby
HOLLER BROS
TAXXER.

AND EDWARD
ARCHITECTS

W.
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An Ambitious Building Program Reaches Its Clim^ax in K-A's Boston Playhouse
IN' opening the B. F. Keith Memorial
Theatre in Boston, E. F. Albee, of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheiini theatres,
builder of deluxe theatres, declared
that the Memorial theatre surpassed
them all and was the climax to the erection of beautiful theatres.
Contrary to general expectations, the
Keith .Memorial theatre is not one of
the largest in Xew England. It seats
but 2,900 people. Nor is it built with
the idea of returning a profit to the
circuit of which it is a part. Playing
to a one dollar top nights and a seventyfive cent top matinees, it is not designed
to more than meet its own operating
expenses without interest charges
against the capital invested. It is. first
of all, a memorial. It is to be kept as
such insofar as is possible.
The theatre is also the only first-run
theatre in Boston not equipped or in
process of equipping for sound p'ctures. It is not to be equipped for
sound pictures.

The most unusual feature of the
playhouse, aside from its distinctive
beauty and its works of art. is the fact
that nearly half of the big structure is
located back of the scenes. One looks
across the auditorium after passing
through Memorial Hall and the spacious loggias, to the .stage. But back
of the stage is what is virtually a modern hotel for the exclusive use of the
actors, actresses and employees. This
is a spacious .section with broad corridors, richly furnished rooms, gymnasiums and quarters incidental to the advancement of vaudeville. Every room
has large windows, plenty of air and
sunliglit. each has modern bathroom
and shower connected. Nothing has
been omitted which would add to the
comfort of those persons who are devoting their lives to the enttertainment
of the public.
The theatre is located not far from
the site of the old Keith theatre, on
Washington Street, familiar to all New

Englanders. The ground for the liuilding was acquired by the demolition of
the old Boston theatre and tlie old
Mason Street Fire House. The location of the building is on what is
known as the ''original Boston peninsular," which means that the material on
which the building is carried is very
compact and firm. This is an important factor in Boston, where more
than two-thirds of the city proper is
on made or filled in land.
Entering the theatre from any one
of its three entrances, one comes to the
great bronze doors through which the
passes into the beautiful Memopatron
rial Hall.
The Memorial Hall rises to a great
vaulted dome. It gives a dazzling impression of light diffused against ivorywhite marble and gold. There are sixteen huge marble columns on either
side of the hall.
From Memorial Hall one may turn
through bronze and ornamented doors
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into the main auditorium, or traverse
the length of the Hall and ascend the
Grand Staircase, which leads up a feusteps to a wide landing, where the stairs
sweep right and left giving access to
the mezzanine floor and the balcony.
On this oval-shaped landing, which is
also domed and decorated witli a beautiful mural, there is a wide, central
niche in which rests a large tablet bust
of B. F. Keith. The base on which the
bust rests is of heavy green marble.
Behind the landing on the Main
Staircase, a few steps lead into another
room in white marble, where a few
steps down lead into a general lounge
room, intended for both men and
women patrons of the theatre. This
room is panelled in rich woods, luxuriously furnished, with a great Florentine fireplace in the center.
At one end of this room is a series
of rooms devoted to the use of women
giiests. They are most complete.
There are ''cosmetic rooms," smoking
rooms, telephone rooms, and reading
and writing rooms. All of them are
tastefully, even luxuriously furnished.
At the opposite end of tliis general
lounge there is a smoking room of
huge proportions. It is panelled in mahogany, furnished in heavy leather. It
is as luxurious, as comfortable as the
lounge of any metropolitan club.
From a survey of the outlying
rooms, one enters the main auditorium.
It is a wide, sweeping, yet intimate
place of dazzling ivory and gold.
White marble rail runs around the
back of the auditorum, and from it
the eye sweeps over the series of
seats and spacious aisles to the elaborate proscenium arch, to the magnificent boxes with richly carved
baldachins and golden draperies. Then
the eye travels a vast semi-circle, pillared and arched, of ivory white
marble and red damask, and over it all
a domed ceiling, highly ornamented,
and in the center a beautiful mural,
softly illuminated.
Over the proscenium is another mural, also illuminated. The proscenuim
arch is hung in red and gold draperies
and the curtain is a triumph m arrangement and color harmony.
The stage equipment, like everything
else in the house, is of the very latest
design. Here the old system of wood
w.ngs and foliage borders have been
done away with, an dinstead we find
spirciaiiy des.gned series of overhead
curtains.
The new curtains are highly decorative with foliage borders. Everything is of hangmg stutf, with the exception of one profile top interior.
Black velour is the main motif in the
stage arrangement.

Ahol-c, lite iiraiid salon
Below, another view of the main

foyer
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theatres on the coast which will revert
to the dperation of Publix under an arrangement recently concluded to take
back to active management by Publix
the theatres on the Coast which have
been under West Coast Theatres'
regime.
An extraordinarily wide variety of
detail and decorative appointment is
featured throughout this massive
house, and furnishings notable for
their richness and the note of luxury
they express are utilized to further the
sumptuous atmosphere which pervades
the auditorium. lobbies and public
rooms.

A Scctioiuil I'lczv of the Amiitonnm, Portland Theatre, Portland, Ore.

ONE

OF THE
THEATRES

MOST
BUILT

PL'l'.LIX' Portland theatre Portland. Ore., takes rank among the
most important theatre enterprises
launched during 1928. From the architectural standpoint it represents the
highest type of baroque design the specialist in theatre planning has evolved
during several years of study and experience. Equally important is it from
a standpoint of showmanship.
The Portland was designed li_\'
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, architects of
New York and Chicago, responsible
for the design of a large number of the
most important picture tlieatres in leading cities of the country.
It has a seat-

IMPORTANT
NEW
DURING
1928
ing capacity of about 4,000, and is
operated on the de luxe scale of the
big houses in the foremost theatre
chains. The interior decoration is by
the Robert E. Power Studios of Xew
York and Los Angeles.
Stage presentations of an elaborate
sort are provided on the programs featuring motion pictures. The Portland
lias been under the operation of West
Coast Theatres and has been one of
the first string presentation houses of
the circuit for the Fanchon and Marco
shows routed over the Pacific Coast
cities by that com])any. It is one of
the most important of the nine Publix

The keynote of this luxurious theatre is struck in the grand lobby, where
the patron is given the impression of
massiveness and sumptuousness in
which the management of the Portland
entertains its guests. Marble is extensively used in this grand lobby as
the material of which the walls and
columns are constructed. ^Marble
statuary on bases of black marble that
matches the surbase line the walls and
as centerpiece there is a white marble
figure set in an arch under the transverse balcony. The grand lobby is
two stories high with an ornamental
plaster ceiling forming an arch above
the marble columns. Elaborate chandeliers are suspended from the large
panels of the ceiling. The floor is of
terrazzo with a block design alternating light and dark set in a wide border.
C)rnamental plaster applied skilfully
in intricate patterns which match the
elaborate style of the architecture gives
the auditorium its great effectiveness.
The decoration here is greatly enhanced by the lighting effects obtained
by concealed cove lighting and the
grille effects which allow colored lighting to pick out ceiling and sidewall detail. .\ series of arches with relief designs framing mural decorations are
used to break up the long stretch of the
sidewalls which sweep from the proscenium to the rear balcony.
The auditorum scheme builds up to
a climax at the proscenium, where
elaborate organ grilles, illuminated
from behind and framing rich draperies harmonize with the valances and
hangings in the proscenium arch, a
high, wide span set in a narrow decorative frame set in close to the sidewalk and the ceiling.
There is ample space provided for
hold-out crowds and for the enjoyment
of patrons. Long promenades on the
mezzanine level, a series of rest rooms
and lounges are fitted for comfort as
well as the air of luxury with which
they surround the visitor give ])atrons
of the Portland every comfort.
The stage equipment is of the latest
design, and conveniences for performers arc a feature of the back-stage
equipment.
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Shown on thie right is
fl view of the stairway
leading to the me£::anine of the Portland
theatre. The note of
sttntptuoustiess e v i denced in the detail
illustrated here pervades the entire
scheme of this luxurious house.
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Hclozv, a viciv of the
mezzanine lounge, a
lyf'ical example of the
rich furnishings and
fi n e appointments
zvhich are provided in
the various public
rooms designed for the
comfort and convenience of patrons of the
dc luxe picture theatre.
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OF

LITTLE
THEATRE

MODERN IN IDEA AND MODERNISTIC IN DECORATION IS THE
LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE
WHERE THE INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE SURROUNDS PRESENTATIONS OF SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT FOR NEW YORK'S
DEVOTEES OF CINEMA ART

Oi7 the left, the viain loniuie located at the chH
oj the lohhy tchich houses the art gallery. The
iiiniitoritiiii if cwtcred throuqh this lounge.
Belniy.', a general view of the auditorium,
equipped zcith luxurious zvinged chairs and decorated in fhfe extremely modern manner. The
Little Carnegie Playhouse is operated by the
/ ifth Avenue Playhouse Groups Inc., under ike
management of Michael Mindlin
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WEATHER, as produced only through the Carrier
MANUFACTURED
System for Air Conditioniug, will provide patrons of the great new
Brooklyn Paramount with an ideally comfortable and a scientifically
healthful atmosphere every day in the year, regardless of outdoor weather
conditions or the size of the crowd.
This is the same system of air conditioning, including Carrier Centrifugal
Refrigeration, which provides ideal comfort in the two other great Paramount Theatres — in New York and Paris — and in an impressive list of progressive theatres in this country
and abroad.
The choice of Manufactured
keeping with the policy of the
patrons the ultimate in theatre
that this is the twenty-fourth
to be Carrier Conditioned.

Weather for the Brooklyn Paramount is in
Publix Theatres Corporation to provide for its
comfort, luxury and beauty. It is significant
of the de luxe theatres of the Publix Group

Theatre Owners, Architects and Engineers are invited to investigate the results accomplished by the Carrier System for Air
Conditioning. Write for the book, "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning,*' and ask for a visit from one of our engineers.
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The Approved Screen for

SOUND

PICTURE

Approved by Electrical Research Laboratories.
Better Acoustics and far superior projection.
The manufacturing rights for the
Ci/ievox have been obtained by the'=o

AMERICAN SlLVERSHEEl COMPANY
800-12 BEAUMONT

.
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•
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ST. LOUIS

a?id the

MINUSA

CINE SCREEN CO.

2665-69 MORGAN

Remember

<

,

,

— the Cinevox

,

ST. LOUIS

must bear the

label of either one of the above Companies.

AMERICAN

CINE
ST. LOUIS,

SCREEN

CO.

MO.

See your supply dealer or arile direct to American SilverSheet Co. or Minusa Cine Screen Co.Jorfurlher information.
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages
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Heavy new construction

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven territories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from October I5th to
November 15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of
dollars and cents rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities; solid, which represents the greatest

AFTER three months of reduced activities in new theatre
construction, our report for the thirty days ending November 15th, is well along the path of peak building
again. In fact the figures for this report compare favorably
with many summaries which were published during the height
of the theatre building boom, though, of course, they are by no
means records in themselves.
The actual figures for the United States and Canada are
$7,714,000 total investment which will cover the cost of construction offorty-two new theatres which will have a total seating capacity of 52,750. Of these forty-two projects, only one
will cost between $500,000 and a million, while two will exceed
an investment of one million dollars.
The average for this group are : Cost per theatre, $183,667 ;
seats, 1,256; and cost per seat, $146.23. The cost per theatre
and the cost per seat show a material increase over those costs

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation
of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative building ; and the very Kght areas, where the investment in new theatre prcH
jects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics
visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.
The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate
averages of theatre attendance during the period from October 15th
to November 15th, 1928. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at
the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.
These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other
sources of information gathered by this publication.
in our previous month's report, though the average seating capacity isonly slightly increased.
Taking all in all, however, the building program as indicated
in this report still tallies with the theatre calling for a modest
investment and a moderate seating capacity which, of course,
is in direct contrast to the tendency of a year ago when an
enormous amount of money was being invested in theatres
though the seating capacities were not a great deal higher than
those shown in the more recent reports. The difference in the
cost of these theatres is not accounted for in the equipment
and furnishing but rather by inexpensive sites.
Honors for the heaviest building in the various territorial
divisions of the United States go to the Middle States where
$2,305,000 will be invested in twelve theatres with total seating capacity of 14,800. In this territory, one theatre will cost
{Continued on page 1655)
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TONE. Orrliestraphone lone
s^tandarii* are ripidly upheWI in
ihe Junior Model, in part
Ihrnush l!ie use of llie 'ame exelusive pirk-iip» featured Kilh
the De luxe Model Tlie?e pirkup* are fully protecled by patent
rii^hts and are not prorurable
with anv other inslrument.

LimC. The"fade-oui"of one
renir.l
the "fade-in"^^tlh
of
an-llier and
is accomplished
I nc control — aKiiy<i reliable
and ei-ily nperaled by any
pers^on of average intelligence.
'Uilh Orrliestraphone Junior
Model any picture or stape production Clin be accurately and
easily cued from slurt to finish.

'RCHESTRAPHONE
Junior Model
combines incomparable
tone quality and cueing
precision with a price that makes its installation simply
a matter of good showmanship.
In addition to its many exclusive mechanical features, Orchestraphone commands an expert library service that the exhibitor
finds available with no other sound instrument . . . complete
libraries of records expertly selected to fill every cueing need
are readily available for Orchestraphone owners.

NO FIRE nAZARD Orchestraphane Junior Model is the only
soi'nd instrument tn its price
field featuring an all-steel cabinet The fire hazard present
through the use of comparatively hi^h voltapes in instruments with wooden cabinets is
thus entirely eliminated Deskstyle front allows the operator a
comfortable sitting position as
she cues the picture The finish
is an attractive Ripple iMaroon.

VOLUME The Orchestraphone
air column type horn is in large
part responsible for the practically unlimited volume obtainable with absolutely no distortion to the original lone
quality. Depth of tone, together
with the individual tone qualities of various instrnments, are
failhruHy reproduced The horn
i4 a part of standard equipment
for the Orchestraphone Junior
Model.

Orchestraphone Junior Model is unlimited in its range of
musical reproduction . . . every type and form of music, as
only the world's masters can produce it, will come to your
theatre now. . . will solve your musical problems permanently.
Ask your nearest National branch for demonstration or address your inquiry to our General
Ofliees: 624 South Mieliigan Avenue. Chicago

Rational ^eatre SupplySompanf
u' *"'-Jprincipal
Offices in€Uies
all '

Junior Model

550

Complete ivith one Horn
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TO

as owner or manager, Ameriyou, Theatre
Chairs add three factors
can

to the "drawing power" of your house
that should never be overlooked. First,
American chairs give your patrons a maximum of comfort that brings them back to
your house. Second, the beauty of design
and finish of American chairs assures perfect harmony with the decorative effect and
appointments. And third, the in-built quality of American chairs makes them an investment that yields a steady profit in reduced upkeep costs and more years of
durability.

No. 6o6^ — 1369 of these chairs
were installed in the State Theatre,Kalamazoo,Mich. American
Walnut woodparts, upholstered
back and dark red Moroccoline
seat. Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
seat movement. Comfortable,
durable and pleasing to the eye.

American Seating Company
Theatre Chair Builders to the American Public For Over 50 Years
10 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois
113 W. 40th St., New York City
1211-K Chestnut St., Philadelphia
77-D Canal St., Boston
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one of the siix^kest
^ LnstaLLatlons"
"I frankly admit that this is one of the
slickest little installations I have seen,"
writes Mr. John Eberson, of Eberson &
Eberson, well-known theatre architects,
about the Page Unit Organ installation in
the new V. U. Young's Palace Theatre at
Marion, Ohio.
And an architect of Mr. Eberson's reputation is especially particular about the
installation and design of an organ. It
must fully harmonize with and become a
part of, the decorative scheme. At the
same time it must be fully qualified to
render an outstanding performance of its
own.
Page Unit Organs are especially built
for individual theatre requirements. They
have the ability that wins for them such
encomiums as Mr. Eberson gives in his
letter. It is because of this that so many
theatres are becoming Page equipped.
The Young and Wolf Corporation, owners of the
above theatre, with theatres in many cities in Indiana
and Ohio, recently purchased their third Page Unit
Organ, thereby expressing in the only real substantial
way, the satisfaction they have had with the first installation, then again with the second installation.
After all is said, — nothing can take the place of pipe
organ music in the theatre. It has won its way, there
to remain, due to a certain attractiveness and individuality that it alone can provide.
So you need pipe organ music and you owe it to
yourself to find out how well Page can serve you.

THE PAGE

ORGAN

COMPANY

521 N. Jackson Street
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Lima, Ohio

Page Unit Organs
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Reports

{Continued from page 1651)
over a million dollars. These figures give for averages, $192,080 cost per theatre; 1,233 seating capacity and $156 cost per
seat.
THE section calling for the next heaviest building is the
South Eastern which is very unusual, as this territory, in
the past, has shown nothing but a very light building campaign.
The South Eastern territory will have invested $1,600,000 in
two projects seating 4,300. One of these projects will cost over
a million dollars. The averages for this territory are $800,000
cost per theatre; 2,150 seats and each seat costing $372.
West Coast takes rank immediately after the South Eastern
territory, where $1,453,000 will go for building eleven new
theatres tliat will seat 11,350. These figures are exceedingly
encouraging for the West Coast inasmuch as this part of the
country has not, in the immediate past, been showing very great
activities in new theatre construction. The figures which give
the averages for this territory are 1,032 seats costing $128. per
seat and $132,090 cost per theatre.
New England is coming to life as it takes fourth rank with
the building program of $950,000 to cover the cost of 6,250
seats to be included in three theatres, one of which will cost
over $500,000. The average figures for this territory are $316,667 cost per theatre, seating 2,083 ^nd giving the cost per seat
of $152.
A reversal of form, so to speak, for a particular territory is
shown in the North Atlantic States. This section of the country has consistently ranked first or second throughout our past
reports. However, in this November report, the building
activities in this section have dropped materially, the total cost
of investment for new theatres requiring only $600,000 to
cover the cost of 6,500 seats for four new theatres. The averages for these states show $150,000 per theatre, seating 1,625
and costing $92 per seat.
The South Western territory shows, relatively, exceptional
activity, as it has been this territory that has reported practically no building with few exceptions, in the past. In this
report we credit this territory with $550,000 to be invested in
6,600 seats for six new theatres. The averages are $91,667 per
theatre, seating 1,100 and costing $83 per seat.
The territory to take last rank is the Western. Three new
theatres seating 1,550 will total in investment $106,000. The
averages for these houses are very small. They are $35,333
cost per theatre; 517 seats and $68 cost per seat.
Canada reports only one new project which will cost $150,000 and seat 1,000.
Rated according to the dollars invested in new theatre
projects, Virginia leads all states with $1,600,000 for two
projects seating 4.300. California is second with $1,020,000
to be invested in six projects which will together seat 7,500.
South Dakota has one theatre which will cost $1,000,000 and
seat 2,500. Massachusetts, ranking fourth, has investments for
its building program totalling $950,000 for three theatres seating 6,250. Pennsylvania, the fifth ranking state, will invest
$500,000 in three theatres which will together seat 5,000.
Quite contrary to conclusions that might be gained on first
consideration, when judging the sale of theatre equipment as
influenced by the retrenchment in theatre building for the past
few months, the volume of equipment sales has been on the
increase. While the total amount of investment in all theatres
and thus, of course, the average cost per theatre have been
materially reduced, yet this reduction in cost has been primarily
due to a saving in such items as construction materials, expensive sites, etc. Equipment included in these theatres covers
all the essentials necessary for a finely equipped theatre and
thus accounts for sales of a volume equal to those called for
equipping the more costly structures. In fact, it has been during the last year that builders of theatres or moderate cost have
come to fully realize the importance of complete theatre equipment in the efficient operation and popularity of tliis class of
theatres.

THE national election which, as indicated by the heavy
registration and vote commanded a greater popular interest than has been evidenced in Presidential contests in many
years proved a heavy adverse factor in theatre attendance
averages during the period on which we are now reporting. Unseasonably hot weather the week of November II was another
deterrent to business in many cities.
More than ever before politics became a focal point for the
interest and enthusiasm of great masses, brought into closer
touch with issues and personalities due to the radio broadcasts
of candidates and orators for the parties. Here was a case of
politics taking -the play from motion pictures, the speaking stage
and even sports and the result was bound to be reflected at the
ticket offices.
Extra election night shows were a big help in holding up
averages at the picture houses, but according to reports on the
whole the proceeds from these special performances did no
more than to make up some of the losses attendant upon the
slim houses immediately preceding and immediately following
the election.
Up to the week before election and from the week-end following it, the bulk of the key city theatres did entirely satisfactory business, many of them consistently playing to very
high averages. This and the fact that some pictures, notably
"The Singing Fool" succeeded during the period of this report
in running up several new house records at theatres in various
sections of the country, should prove conclusively that motion
pictures are enjoying a flourishing season.
General business conditions over the country are reported
especially good according to those agencies of information which
are
accepted as authentic by financiers, bankers and captains of
industry.
THE

last week brought optimistic reports from various sections of the country. Exports for the last ten months were
way above the figures for the period of a year ago. Record holiday trade is indicated by business the past week in the large cities of the country. Reports from Pittsburgh show steel production at a slight decline but general business improving. Industrial
wage earners' income this fall reached their highest level since
1920, a year of inflation, and emplojinent in manufacturing
was at the highest point since April 1927, according to the
monthly reports to the National Industrial Conference Board
by approximately 1.500 manufacturing establishments employing on the average about 800,000 workers. Large building projects and the record trading on the San Francisco exchange are
accepted as indication that the Pacific coast will be active and
prosperous during the year ahead. So go the business indicators in all lines and all parts of the country.
In the picture theatre field the volume of trade follows for
the present at least, the sensationally ballyhooed "sound presentations." The intensive campaigns aided and abetted by some
strong talking picture attractions are having their effect on the
smaller theatres in the outlying districts within easy traveling
distance of the cities.
The outstanding performer at the box office this past month
is "The Singing Fool," which has proved that previous ideas
of capacity were subject to revision as record after record for
attendance fell by the wayside. So far as the regular run picture houses are concerned, this Jolson starring vehicle with its
\'itaphone synchronization is overshadowing everything that
went before it. Close behind this picture is "Wings," which
topped the list last month. The aviation picture that made
air romances popular on the screen has set some handsome
records. When "The Singing Fool" played the Des Moines
theatre in Des Moines the week of October 14 it broke every
Iowa theatre record. Then later came "Wings" to that same
house and topped the Jolson picture.
The pictures which rate after "The Singing Fool" and
"\\'ings," which are one-two and way ahead of the others on
the list for last month's ten best at the key cities, are :
"While the City Sleeps," "Our Dancing Daughters," "The
Woman Disputed." "Moran of the Marines," "The King of
Kings," "Mother Knows Best," "The Midnight Taxi" and "The
Battle of the Sexes."
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100 Per Cent.
There are 17 theatres in the city of Hartford,
Connecticut, and all of them are equipped with
"Diamond H" Remote Control Switches.
These switches are used for many purposes. In
most of the theatres automatic, double throw
Remote Control Switches are used to control the
main and emergency lighting circuits for the important sections of the theatres, such as lobbies,
exits, stair-ways, aisles, and corridors, so that
lights will not fail, no matter what happens.
In many, the stage lights are controlled by "Diamond H" Remote Control Switches, also the
outdoor signs and lights on marquees are controlled by them, and in others push switches
operating Remote Control Switches, are placed
in the operator's booth, so that various lighting
effects can be produced at will.
"Diamond H" Remote Control Switches are a
necessity in every theatre. Their use for controlling lighting circuits is not only good insurance,
but proves an economy in the long run.
Our engineers are ready at any time to help you
plan the use of "Diamond
Switches in your theatre.

H" Remote Control

Write for a copy of Bulletin No. 10
all about Remote Control Sivitches.

THE

HART

MANUFACTURING

HARTFORD,
NEW

CO.

CONN.

YORK

Remote
Control
TypeG
Double
Tlirow
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F
Remote
Switcli
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
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Major Chromium

Chromium

^

Plated Reflector

Reflectors

Used

in Stage Lighting Units
AXEW

bulletin just issued by the Major Equipment Company of Chicago, deaHng with the Chromium Reflectors developed by the company for use in
border lights, gives an illustrated report
on the results of tests made at the Palace
Theatre, Chicago, in comparison with
other reflectors.
The adoption of this hard chrome metal
to reflectors awaited the comparatively recent solution of the problem to successfully plate with the material. Chromium
has amazing hardness, is not affected by
salt water or salt air and is impervious
to all acids save two. In its polished state
it has a highly peculiar surface, having a
reflection factor of .65. In addition to
these advantages as a reflector surfacing
material, the Chromium plate will not discolor and has a mirrorlike finish allowing
for accuracy of beam control and distribution not obtainable with other materials.
According to the published report the
test at the Palace Theatre, comparing one
border light fitted with 200 watt lamps
in porcelain enameled reflectors with a
similar borderlight fitted with 150 watt
lamps in Major Chromium Plated Reflectors, the latter gave 40 per cent more light
on the floor with the reduced voltage. The
borders were hung 22 feet above the stage
door and all conditions were the same.
The major company is offering the
Chromium Plated reflectors in borderlight and footlight units, with each lamp
placed in a separate reflector.

National Offers Sound Film
Reel and Record Library
TWT) important new items oft'ered in
the line of equipment offered by National Theatres Supply Company are a

incidental music and sound eft'ects with
motion pictures. The libraries may be
had in various sizes, complete in dustproof steel filing cabinets.
The new Sound Film Reel for theatres
using sound-film equipment features an
improved 5-inch hub which prevents the
film from passing the aperture plate at
too great, or at an uneven, speed. The
speed of the average reel used as a "takeup" cannot be closely enough gauged to
secure the best results where the music or
speaking is synchronized on the film.
The Sound Film Reel is being adopted
by many of the larger producers of sound
equipment and marks another contribution to the perfection of sound pictures.

J-

5
f

\^'%

complete library of Orchestraphone records for theatres, aid a sound film reel.
The libraries are selected to give the theatre owner a range of music that will meet
with every requirement for supplynng

Compact
Power
Amplifier
for "Sound" Installations
A

POWER amplifier which has been
widely adopted for theatre sound
installations of both the synchronous
and non-synchronous type is a compactly
designed unit utilizing Push Pull Transfonners in a two-stage amplifier requiring four tubes and manufactured by the
Samson Electric Co., of Canton, Mass.
The amplifier, known as a Samson
Pam, has an overall measurement of 15

Samson Pam Amplifier

X 1 1 1/^ X 7J.2 inches and weighs 32
pounds. It is designed to provide field
current to a dynamic type speaker, the
output transformer matching the impedance of input transformers contained in
dynamic type speakei's. The Pam 16-17
unit will operate 12 to 16 loud speakers.
It requires one UY-227, two UX-21OS
and one UX-281 tubes, and needs no output device between itself and the speaker.
A larger unit, designated as the Pam
19-20 is for installations requiring from
16 to 40 speakers. It also provides field
current to dynamic speaker, and like the
smaller unit operates from 105 to 120
volt, 50-60 cycle current. This unit requires six tubes, including two UX-250S,
two U!Y-227s and two UX-281S.
The units provide amplified reproduction of music or speech from phonograph,
microphone or radio set.

American Cine Demonstrates New Screen
For Sound Film Project
ML'CH

experimentation
toward the development directed
of a projection screen combining the conflicting virtues of "light capacity" and
"sound porousity" has been going on ever
since the introduction of sound picture
installations, which for purposes of illusion place the speaker horns or cones directly behind on screens which the pictures are projected.
Last week a demonstration was made
at a St. Louis theatre equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone of a new screen
developed by the American Cine Screen
Company of that city. The new screen
has been named the Cinevox and the
company has progressed so far with production on it that it is now being installed
in theatres.
The result of the St. Louis demonstration of the Cinevox was the issuance of
approval of the Cinevox by the Electrical Research Laboratories for use in connection with Movietone and Vitaphone

installations. Incidentally this is the first
"sound screen" offered by an outside
company to be approved by Electrical
Research, which has been installing its
own sound porous screen with all apparatus.
According to report on the demonstration the Cinevox showed superior qualities in sound porousity while giving
greater light reflection results than the
Electrical Research screen installed at
the theatre. A comparative test using the
]Martinelli song reel showed that the tone
and clarity of the sound was better at
eight, on the volume dial, with the Cinescreen.vox than it was at X^ine with the other
At the same time, the projection was
judged to be better with the new screen,
A newly developed process is said to give
the screen surface a reflection value far
superior to that of the sound porous ma(Continued on page 1672)
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FIREPROOF

PROJECTION
IN
GREATER
DEMAND
THAN
EVER
BEFORE

ROOM

EQUIPMENT
ALWAYS
SPECIFIED .
WHERE THE
MOST
EXACTING
REGULATIONS
PREVAIL
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SPACE
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E. E. FULTON
C. H. FULTON,

AND

CO.

FULCO
ALL STEEL REEL
WITH LARGE HUB.
FULL NICKEL FINISH

Pretident

F. A. VAN HUSAN, Vice-Pres. & Sales Mgr.
A. G. JARMIN, Treasurer

EXECVTIVE

CONVENIENCE
ABSOLUTE SAFETY
COMBINED

BRANCHES
1018 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
115 W. 45lh ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
3403 OLIVE ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.
151 SEVENTH ST., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
340 N. ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
255 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO
146 WALTON ST., ATLANTA, GA.

BEADQVARTERS
FACTORY

1018 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

0mm

2001 S. CALIFORNIA AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Fill those Empties'.
4ifilillitf4

The ^^SILVER NITE''
PROFIT
PLAN
15 a
proved success
Here are just a few of the
hundreds of theatres, big and
small, that are now "packing
them in" this simple and digni'
fied way:
Stanley Company
(54

of America
theatres)

Proctor's Harmanus, Albany, N. Y.
Hecht Circuit, New Jersey
(entire circuit)

Bratler & Pollock Circuit, New Jersey
(entire circuit)

Rachmil & Rindsler Circuit,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A clean, high-grade plan
Don't watch empty seats any longer.
The best -n the business have
stopped it— this fine, PRESTIGECREATING way. The "SUver
Nite" plan works regardless of
theatre size, movie population, or
neighborhood.
It not only increases business on
dull nights, but fattens your weekly
gross. And it's not beneath any
theatre's dignity. Don't confuse
this plan with cheap lottery schemes
or "catch" contests.

the Idea
Here's

By special arrangement with one of
the largest and best-known makers
of silverware, I have the exclusive
theatrical use of an exquisite pattern of excellent quality pure silverplated tableware : the Lorain design in Peerless Plate.

Cost-7c a Seat
Every lady purchasing a top-price
admission on "Silver Nites" receives one piece of silverware absolutely free from you. At the end
of 52 weeks she will have a complete
service of from 52 to 104 pieces.
The illustration above shows the
fuU 52-piece set.
Each piece costs you \2^f>c. But it's
given ONLY TO LADIES. Experience has shown that that means
an average of less than 7c for each
seat filled. You pay as you go —
and only for benefit received. You
can't lose a penny on the plan, no
matter how you figure it!
A Stanley house increased its
profits $600.00 per week through
the use of this plan. This is just
one instance of its phenomenal
success.

M. & S. Circuit, New York
Consolidated Amusement Co.,
New York
The Home Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Roosevelt Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Stanley Rowland, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Victoria, Los Angeles, Calif.
Whitney-Broth's Mayflower,
Florence, Kansas
Shiyn & Struble, Kansas City
Lyda Theatre, Grand Island, Nebr.

Send the Coupon!

/

The beneficial effect increases as the weeks roll by.
The first patrons keep coming, and otliers keep
joining them.
And the result stays with you —
you can't have people come to your theatre 52
times without deriving a permanent benefit 4^

/

from it.
A?^
Get busy today — this moment — before your
opposition beats you to it. The coupon JffAp
below will bring you by return mail ^
full details of the plan, and a free <y
sample of the siherware to show
J$^
you how really fine it is. You ^V
must see the ware to apprejk
ciatc it.

Act NOWl

,'f.^.
*.

<?•".,.
,0

"SILVER
NITE"
PROFIT PLAN
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Campaign Ideas
IT is neither too early nor too late now
to get plans under way for the celebration of the Christmas holiday at
the motion picture theatre. Because of
the institutional character which a majority of the picture men have wisely built up
around their playhouses, most people in
this country look to the picture theatre
for expressions of the community spirit
on all occasions, but particularly during
the Yuletide.
Before planning the outline of activities
which his theatre will engage in during
the pre-holiday season and during Christmas week as well, the theatre man who
successfully guides the policies of his
house at times such as this, will prepare
for the campaign Iiy first establishing the
right attitude of mind. For everything
that he does must sincerely be an expression of a deep inward sympathy with
the sentiments manifesting themselves in
connection with the Christmas season.
He may begin, therefore, by reminding
himself that the motion picture theatre
should be a place of ideals as well as
ideas, and allow tlie former to shape the
character of his Christmas campaign
while he employs the latter in generous
measure to bring them forward.
Here is the time of times to divorce
from considerations of the campaign all
thoughts of the immediate profits counted
at the bo-K office. Under such circumstances, campaign planning becomes a
work of pure art. This is not to say that
the theatre is entirely altruistic in all its
purposes and etTorts at such times. For
no matter how hard the theatre man
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Here are a few reminders of what has
been done successfully in the past —
They may help you in arranging your
celebration for the biggest of all holiday seasons just ahead

might try to avoid commercial gain
through such means, it is in the very
nature of things that goodwill, a possession which compensates in both the
idealistic and materialistic sense, goodwill acrues to that theatre which associates itself intimately with the events and
the preoccupations of mass movements
keyed to a high sentimental pitch. Prestige and goodwill, purchasable for no
amount of money, no matter how large,
if simply used in the money sense, are the
"profits" which the theatre counts when
it takes an active part in furtherance of
the Christmas spirit.
It is a time for cooperation with all
agencies associated with the public welfare as well as the private enterprises of
the individual. The theatre perhaps better than any other institution in a community can take the position of leadership

in movements of a charitable nature, and
some active part in the charities which become a pleasant community duty at this
season should lie given a place of first importance on the list of things the theatre
will do in the course of its Christmas celebrations.
Indeed, the theatre man might begin
his Christmas plans with the idea of arranging first the details of his activities in
connection with some charity. After that
has been thoroughly threshed out and
every effort put forth to insure its success, he may go on to other things.
His advertising, newspaper, house program, frontal displays and cooperative
stunts, should tie-up with the seasonal
idea. His theatre must express the
Christmas spirit in every way possible, it
must be especially cheerful in the tone of
its jirograms as well as the conduct and ■
bearing of every member of the organization who comes in contact with the public.
With the purpose in view of assuming
the role of the "reminder," this department has collected a group of ideas which
in the past have been used with exceptional success during the Christmas season,
and they are recited here in order to help
the theatre man in the outline of his holiday campaign, so far, at least, as it is
jjossible to do that in a treatise addressed
to a large group.
The campaign may be broadly classified as capable of development in charitable activities, community events, cooperative movements, seasonal exploitation
ideas, and seasonal presentations.
Among the ideas which have been exe-

Old and young arc children al Xnias lime so ihe iheaire plays up llie kiddie ideas in stunts^ displays and presentations.
Above
is shown a lobby during a ^Moy matinee/'
At the left above is a lobby toy show; on the right a presentation by local children
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cuted successfully in towns of various
sizes and economic and social characters
are the following :
Charity Activities : the so-called "tov
matinee" is by all odds the most popular
and the most availing method for the
theatre to advance tlie interests of the
poor and the afflicted of the community.
The cooperation of the theatre with sonic
local charity, however, may in certain instances be even superior, but this is the
case only when the nature of the charitv
chest or fund is such that separate and
individual activity on the part of the
theatre simply detracts or diverts interest
and funds in such a way that the two
activities become competitors for support.
The "toy matinee" produces the best
results when the theatre man ties it up
with some influential local organization or
enterprise, such as a women's organization, church association, newspaper,
chamber of commerce, Elks Club, the Boy
Scouts, etc.
THESE
"toy matinees" can be put on
elaborately, or in a simple manner,
according to the resources of the theatre
and the size of the community. In the
past there have been instances where a
series of such matinees were held once a
week

for three weeks preceding Christmas, and culminating in the customary
Christmas morning party at which the
poor children nominated by charitv organizations or other bodies, or the theatre
itself, were treated to a free show and
then received packages containing the
gifts obtained through the toy matinees.
The idea of the matinees, of course, is
that children attending these special
morning shows pay their admissions by
delivering in the lobby of the theatre their

surplus or outgrown toys. The gift
basket containing foodstufifs of a nonperishable sort may be substituted for the
toy idea if the poor for whom it is
destined are in dire want.
To carry out the scheme on an elaborate scale, the theatre man must enlist
the assistance of a local newspaper. Boy
Scouts, police and fire departments,
women's clubs, etc., and in this way can
make his Christmas drive a city-wide
activity.
Special entertainments for the inmates
of asylums, the newsboys of a leading
local daily, special night shows for workers who owing to the rush of business in
many lines are unable to attend regular
performances, and otlier specials of this
sort give the theatre wide opportunity to
provide a real measure of happiness and
joy to large groups during the Christmas
season. The cooperation of local merchants in these special activities is very
desirable and in most instances readily
obtained. The candy stores may contribute bags of confections for distribution, at these special shows, fruit stores
and grocers may contribute, the local taxi
service may help by providing free transportation from homes or central meeting
places for various groups. The local
dancing school may ofifer some special entertainments, the women's clubs provide

Qmm
Illustrating a few of the newspaper display ideas, from the elaborate hand-drawn ad to
the simple layout, suitable for Xmas campaigns

chaperones. There is a part to be played
by nearly every merchant, club member or
specialist in the community.
In the class of theatre exploitation of
special seasonal appeal or association, we
may consider the lobby and house decorations, ideas which have special appeal
to the youngsters, service features and
special presentations.
Several theatre men who have built up
large followings among the children of
the town, have used stunts along the line
which make the theatre a sort of second
home for the reception of visits and gifts
from Santa Claus. One of the most
novel ideas along this line is the "Christmas Stocking" stunt in which children are
invited to bring a stocking, marked with
their own name and hang it in the place
provided for the stockings in the inner
lobby of the theatre.
Each week some

new toy or gift is put into the stocking by
the theatre, and the youngsters come to
the Saturday morning matinees to see
how their stockings are fattening under
the process — though, of course, they are
not permitted to take them or even look
into them until the final morning matinee
before Christmas. Naturally this stunt
must get under way a few weeks before
Christmas. The stockings are fastened
to lines strung around the foyer. If securely fixed they may be removed, line
and
all, at the completion of each morning
matinee.
Lobby decorations, naturally, give an
important place to a Christmas tree. A
favorite stunt of many showmen is to include in the decorations cutout stars each
bearing the name of some future attraction or dolls tagged with the names of
{Continued on page i666)
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This is the unique chair designed by Graven
and Maygcr and developed by HeywoodVS akcficld for the magnificent new Fisher
Theatre at Detroit. It has a deep, luxurious,
s|)ring seat and back, and is easily one of the
most comfortable theatre chairs in use today.

Months ago, Graven and Mayger were busy executing details of
treatment, equipment, etc., for the new Fisher Theatre at Detroit.
This magnificent showhouse, conceded by authorities to be the

SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

world'sfinest example of Mayan architecture, called for a theatre
seat of unusual character — one that would harmonize with the
Mayan motif, yet possess the luxurious comfort which modern
audiences demand.
After creating a special Mayan design, Graven and Mayger turned
to Heywood-Wakefield for the development of the chair. They did
so with confidence because Heywood-Wakefield seats had proved
so successful in the many houses Graven and Mayger have designed for Pubhx and other amusement enterprises. They knew,
too, that Heywood-Wakefield chairs have been pleasing owners and
audiences in such theatres as the Roxy, Palace-Orpheum, Schine,
Saxe, and scores of other houses.
Heywood-Wakefield executed for Graven and Mayger the unique
design shown above. It will please the audiences at the new Fisher
Theatre and will bring dividends to the box office. There is a
Heywood-Wakefield theatre chair that will do the same for you.
May we tell you more about these popular theatre seats?

HEYWOOD <^W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating DiVisibn
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Cue and
Record Service
1

houses that are giving their patrons tlie advantages
of sight-sound
programs by means of Phototone will welcome
this announcement. For small annual cost
MOVIE

j'ou can equip your theater with Phototone's new cue and record service. This
gives you a circulating library of sound
records made exclusively for Phototone— also standard records for
incidental use, and special noise records such as mob sounds, growls,
shrieks, sirens, etc.

By means of this new sound service your
Phototone disc library will be replenished with
cue service made up by the Thematic Music
Cue Service of New York, who are also writing
original musical scores for Phototone.
This expanded service makes Phototone —
more than ever — the logical and also the least
expensive method of maintaining the sightsound policy in your theater. Mail the coupon.
Get the details.
If you are not already a Phototone owner,
also ask for information concerning the

New Phototone Improvements
Phototone, with these improvements, is furnished with a library of 100 special
theme and sound records, also record cue service for one year only $200 extra,

1

New fadaway switch volume control.

V

New dual turntable control.

3

New type improved amplifier with perfected audio transformer, increasing trutone quality.
A, Greater volume with less distortion.
^

More efficient scratch filter.

r\ More effective control of the bass notes.

Check the information you luant and mail this coupon to the Phototone Company, North Vernon, Ind.

Motion
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Electric Company.
Examine your lighting. Write today for your

trons, your box-office suffers. Why risk
the loss of new business? Why not give better
lighting a chance to show you what it can do
for you? It adds to the comfort of
your house. It creates atmosphere. It
lends charm to your presentations.
And aids in a thousand and one
other ways. That is why it is such a
valuable box-office asset.

copy of the new free bulletin, "The Lighting
of Theaters and Auditoriums." You will find
in it many valuable ideas for the
proper lighting of your particular
type and size of theater. Just drop a
line to the Edison Lighting Institute,
Edison Lamp Works of General
Eledtric Company, Harrison, N. J.

Good lighting is dependent upon
good lamps. When you use Edison
Mazda* Lamps you get lamps
that are of a known standard of lamp
quality. In addition to this, you receive
through reliable theater supply organizations
the engineering
services of the Edison

Edison Mazda Lamps represent the
latest achievements of Mazda Service, through which the benefits of
world-wide research and experiment in the
laboratories of General Electric are given exclusively tolamp manufacturers entitled to
use the name Mazda.

*Mazda — thi mark of a research service

EDISON
MAZDA
LAMPS
GENERAL
E LECTRIC
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Heavy Advance Campaign f
Roxy's "All Sound" Bill

For the first time since it opened in
March, 1927, the Roxy theatre, in New
York, "circussed" the front of the house
last week as advance ballyhoo for the current program featuring an all-talkie presentation.
The advance campaign for this bill was
the heaviest staged by the Roxy since its
pre-opening drive. Though it was the
first house in the country to open with a
sound installation as part of the original
plan, the Roxy has never before laid such
emphasis on the talkie phase of the presentation.
The current program is unique in many
respects, but mainly for the fact that
there is no feature-length picture included
on the bill. The screen part of the show
is made up of "Napoleon's Barber." a
three-reel Movietone version of the play
of that name by Arthur Caesar, which is
listed as the film feature ; a two-reel comedy Movietone subject featuring Clark
and !McCullough, and a complete Movietone newsreel.
The stage and musical program is one
of the most elaborate Roxy has offered
his patrons. The stage feature is a
musical and dramatic presentation titled
"Tableaux Napoleon" with original music
by Maurice Baron and special settings designed by John Wenger from paintings
depicting the Napoleonic period. The
legend of Napoleon is portrayed in eight
scenes and employs a cast of 200, includirig the Roxy ensemble. Ballet Corps,
chorus and the thirty-two Roxyettes, and
with Patricia Bowman, Helen Huttenrauch, Michael Voljanin and M. Vodnoy
in the principal roles.
The Roxy Symphony Orchestra, under
the alternating direction of Erno Rapee.
Joseph Littau and Mischa Violin, offer
Tschaikowsky's "1812" Overture.

Questionnaire Asks Patrons
Why They Came to Show
The age-old question of why patrons
attend a particular show, or rather what
persuaded them to attend one particular
show, has been answered to the satisfaction of the publicity department of the
Martin Beck theatre, New York, where
"Night Hostess" is now playing.
Seeking to solve the problem of rating
at their result value the various items of
showmanship and exploitation, the management gave out cjuestionnaires at various performances of "Night Hostess."
Twenty thousand replies established the
following percentages :
Recommended by a friend
52%
Producer's reputation
8%
Favorable newspaper reviews
12%
Newspaper advertising
8%
Radio exploitation
4%
Recommended by ticket broker. . . 16%

Throughout

the theater —

The new Major Chromium Plated Reflectors will serve better
for they give a narrow beam, controlled light, projecting further,
more candlepower per watt consumed than any other metal reflector. The chromium surface in addition has a dense texture
that dirt, corrosion and salt water can't damage. High efficiency
is retained a long time and replaced with the wipe of a cloth.
So much better has this reflector proven that it is standard equipment on all Major Borderlights, Footlights, Coves and other
theater lighting equipment.
Send for the new Bulletin on these reflectors

Mi^WEquipment

Companif

4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sales Offices
In 30 Cities

MAJOR
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Planning Xmas Campaigns
at the Picture Theatre
{Continued from page 1661)
screen stars whose vehicles are to be
played.
A card prominently displayed at the
foot of the tree announces that the tree,
with its lights, its decorations, its stars
with the titles of pictures, or dolls bearing
the names of screen celebrities, is the
theatre's gift to the people of the city.
Practical fireplaces, constructed of compo
board painted to represent brick or stones,
with stockings stuffed with gifts, or again,
bearing the name of pictures, are another
favorite lobby decoration.
Corner scenes.

showing a chimney with a cutout of Santa
stepping down into it is another. This
same idea is frequently used as a ticket
booth decoration and is especially effective
lor an island booth. A mask of compo
board cutout in the form of a chimney
with a Santa figure over it is the idea employed in most cases.
As outside exploitation, there are innumerable stunts available through cooperation with merchants. The theatre
may obtain valuable representation in
windows through some tie-up in which
passes are offered through the store. For
example, the merchant may be featuring
some special doll. Added interest can be
given the display by naming it for some
screen star, the store offering a theatre

Today Is the Day...
To Protect Your Show: Take Out
Your Vallen Policy
Insurance against hitch or mis-cue.
Assurance of quiet, proper curtain performance at the exact dramatic instant.

NOISELESS

CURTAIN

CONTROLS AND VALLEN NOISELESS ALL-STEEL TRACKSEach and every Vallen Part is a product of
research for specific purpose, — insuring you
not only proper equipment but permanent use.

VALLEN
O* Yes! Syncontrol
for ''Talkies:*
Write today; i('«
trorfh it.

ELECTRICAL

COMPANY

ncov^ol
'ALLEN
TRADE

MARK

PRODUCT

N ezvs

pass as a prize for the best drawing of
the doll submitted at the toy department
by children. Or the doll dressing contest
can be used in similar fashion.
The newspaper advertising, naturally,
stresses the seasonal idea in its decoration
and the style of its copy. The conventional Christmas borders and Santa Claus
designs which are stock material at nearly
every print shop can be used with good
effect if the theatre cannot afford the services of a special designer and the engravings. Boxing off the various items of the
bill to suggest packages and featuring the
headline which calls attention to the many
Christmas gifts which the theatre is offering on the current bill is a general
favorite.
Theatre scrip or coupon books are almost a necessity at this time of the year.
These can be gotten up as books containing several admissions sold at a reduction
or simply in the form of cards, neatly
printed so they may be presentable as a
Christmas gift, and having figures from
one to six or ten, or even twelve printed
at the bottom. The card is therefore good
for the number of admissions indicated
by the figures, and the doorman uses a
punch to cancel the admissions as they
are used.
Admission books or cards should be
vigorously advertised on the screen, in
cards prominently displayed in lobby,
foyer and rest rooms, mentioned in every
piece of printed advertising in the newspapers, house programs or heralds, and
even announced from the stage. Feature
them as solving the gift problem, as something peculiarly attractive to all to whom
they may be given, as appropriate card
party
etc.
The prizes,
one outstanding
seasonal service
idea for the theatre is the institution of

A Secret Regarding the Success of

VALLEN

Picture

225 Bluff Strtet
Akron, Ohio
U. S. A.

checking facilities, if such are not a regular feature. If a check room is a standard service, the theatre may give it special significance by tying up with one or
more of the leading stores of the town.
The arrangement is simply to have the
store deliver a check for the parcel and
tell the customer that they can obtain their
package by presenting the check at the
theatre check room. This stunt has been
used with mutual benefits to stores and
theatres in several towns. The store and
the theatre each exploit in their respective
establishments and their newspaper advertising the fact that people who wish
to see a show after their day's shopping
can save themselves considerable effort by
checking their purchases to the theatre
and then pick up their bundles after they
have seen the show and are ready to start
directly for home.
One of the most interesting community
events sponsored by the theatre is carol
singing at the tlieatre. This was a feature which the Lucas theatre in Savannah,
Ga., sponsored under the auspices of a
local Festival Association. The events
were held Simday afternoons, as there
were no Sunday showings of pictures.
The singing was led by a local man or
woman and accompanied by organ music.
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Electric ^"^^^^Jju Purpose
SPECTACULAR
with brilliance
. . . perma-in
nent in attractiveness
. . . economical
operation and maintenance ... a Flexlume
licity.
electric sign is a first necessity for theatre pubFlexlume Electrics — backed by sixteen years
of
sign building
advertising
job: experience — perform a two-fold
First, by focusing all eyes on your
theatre name and location.
Second, by featuring your current attraction with equal daytime and nighttime effectiveness.

Factories
also
at Detroit aiirf
Toronto.

Flexlume can take care of all your sign needs.
Send for free booklet "Theatre Electric Displays"; also, without obligation, a color sketch
of a display for your theatre. Flexlume Corporation, 1859 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC
SALES

AND

SERVICE

OFFICES

IN

DISPLAYS
CHIEF

CITIES

OF

U.

S.

AND

CANADA

Heat your Organ Chamber Correctly!
The Prometheus Orgau Healer proletls the
delicate raeihanism of the organ by heating
the lower part of the chamber in a scientific
way. Unlike other devices which send heat
upward, thus neglecting the equally important
base, Prometheus deflects the warm air doiynward. The heal naturally rises throughout the
organ chamber giving a constant, unvarying
degree of temperature. Proper healing avoids
expensive repairs and maintenance costs due
to destructive cold, moisture and climatic
changes.

It also keeps pilch accurate.

Autotnatir Thermostat regulates heat to the
proper decree required. Furnished iti .4 tuminum.
Ofeupie>ioitlyl4'ix4inches. Sturdy. Durable.
- Send

Coupon

for CompletL- Ueluils

PROMKTHtl S KI.I-;(:lHI<: CORP.
I
:t34 W. I3lh Sl, rVe» York Cily
I

I

I'lt'ii^f 94'Dtl deliiiU atMiul yuur organ healt-r.

I Aditrrm
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The Clavilux
A Color Organ Amplifies
Recources
for Producing
Theatre Light Effects
ONE of the many innovations of the
new Paramount Brooklyn theatre,
which opened Saturday', Novemlier
24, is the Clavilux, or color-organ, which
will be used to produce auditorium lighting effects, including a system of movable
murals, as well as special stage settings
and color decorations.

Thomas
inventor,
keyboard
Clavilux.
Below,
showing

The Clavilux, invented by Thomas Wilfred, makes possible the use of light as a lies of seenic decor'
this de^
tine art in that it places form, color and ation with
vice.
motion at the command of the artist
seated at the keyboard. It is a machine
composed of steel and aluminum which is
divided into foffr sections, the Light
Source, the Forin Producing Mechanism,
the Motion Producing Device and the
Color Producing Device. Each of these
mechanisms is connected to a keyboard,
similar to that in the console of the organ.
The Light Source is a large electric
lamp which, through compensating
screens, is made to produce a strong beam
of pure white light. The Form Producing Mechanism takes this formless white
light as it comes from the lamp and,
through its connection with the Form
Keys, enables the player to build up on
the screen one or more static white forms
and to change those forms at will.
The motion producing device, through
its connection with the motion keys on the
keyboard, enables the player to move the
already produced white forms through
rliiythm developments on the screen.
By

playing from two units at the same time,
the player is thus enabled to play two independently moving and changing sets of
forms or what would correspond to
melody and accompaniment in music.
The color producing device is connected to the color keys on the keyboaW
and, with all color keys at zero, permits
the already built up form and motion to
record on the screen in black and white
only. As the player moves the color keys,
he builds into or around the forms such
colors as he desires from the lowest red
to the highest violet visilile to the human
The sidewall panels of the new BrooklynParamount. Behind these panels the
('lavilux paints luminous
color scenes.

eye.The Form, Motion and Color keys controlling these mechanisms are small knobs
sliding horizontallv
in numbered
slots.

through 100 positions. The use of two
keys, therefore, gives the player lo,ooo
possible combinations, while three keys,
simultaneously employed, give 1,000,000
combinations.
With these combinations to work from,
the artist can create compositions in
light as the musician composes sound
symphonies.
The of
"music"
or notation
stieet-s, ni the case
the Clavilu.x,
have
one system of vertical staffs for each unit
divided between Form, Color and Motion.
As the player follows the notation and
moves the keys in the maimer indicated,
a composition is produced on the screen
vvliich can be repeated by any skilled
player with a margin for personal interpretation, asin music.
In the portable Clavilux, the keyboard
and projector are built together. In the
case of the permanently installed color
organ, as in the Brooklyn Paramount
theatre, the projector can be placed anywhere and played by remote control from
a keyboard on the floor. Wilfred has so
developed the instrument tliat even a
mechanical player can be used, like a
pianola, so that visual compositions can
he recorded on a paper roll and played
automatically.
Aside from the innovation of permitting the operator to compose pictures with
colored light on the screen, the Clavilux
can produce three dimensions with its
projections. The ordinary flat, white
screen can be made to look like a window
into unlimited space with light forms
floating out, away from the spectator, for
miles and miles before thev finally disWith the mo\-cment of a finger, the
appear.
operator may create domed palaces
decked with glowing sapphires and other
precious stones.
Organs can intone solemn svniphonies
of stafelv. cathedral-like beaut\-' and —

(Conti)utrd oit fffji' 1 670")
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ROCKBESTOS
—the asbestos covered wive

Ik. Bjenkeit F7
BKENOGRAPfl

MOTION

PICTURE CABLE

This picture tells tlie story of Rockbestos superiority
better than words.
It is extremely flexible.
Rockbestos insulation wiil not deteriorate with age.
A beautiful permanent finish.
Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is the choice of
projectionists everywhere.
WrUcJor BulUUn

on .11. P. CabU.
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On the Pacific C^ast — C, Dent Slaughter

ON
PITTSBURG

DRESS
UP
YOUR
THEATRE
What do your patrons think of your theatre? Are
they satisfied? Does it encourage further patronage?
Why

not dress up the interior and stage with new

DRAPERIES
MOTION PICTURE SETTINGS
BUILT AND PAINTED SCENERY
OR

PRESENTATION

SETTINGS

Let us suggest possible changes that will enhance
the beauty of the interior and stage of your theatre.
We will gladly' furnish sketches, materials, ideas,
without any obligation.
Write us todav and send for catalogue No. 77 .

340 West 41st Street

■TIIWliMllilll

IKiarvehmJlew, Chmtginq, ColoM

SCENIC
EffECTS
IfHade Possible

The new Master Brenograph will give your
theatre an individuality of atmosphere far in
advance of any former possibility. New
colorful overture scenes, dramatized prelude
scenes, feature picture association scenes, organ attractions, curtain designs, colorful illusions and actions, decorations, high lighting. All at a cost so small that you will be
amazed.
The new Brenkert F-7 has advanced effect possibilities so that these effects do for the eye what the
talking pictures are doing for the ear. You can
change your entire effects every week or every day.
Enhance pictures and attractions, all with this one
unusual machine. No theatre, large or small, can
afford to be without the Master Brenograph F-7
because of the PULL it puts into the show.
Theatre owners and managers, write for descriptive matter and folders. Please state yoiu' position
in theatre, whether owner, manager, or operator.

Brenkert Light Projection Company
St. Aubin at East Grand Blvd.
Detroit, Mich.
'VTV'-

New York City
Scene

effects

can be obtained
from Effect Scen^
20J0
Washington
Boulevard
Bldg.

Burmaa,
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The Clavilux Is Introduced
at Brooklyn-Paramount
(Continued from page 1668)

they can also bang out jazz. So the color
organ can flash out a dizzy fantasmagoria
of swaying colors that makes the spectators reel in their seats. It can shriek out
shrill cadenzas, it can pound out ceaseless
rhythmic motion of weird forms and contours.
Four of these instruments, or rather a
newer and more highly developed refinement of the Clavilux created especially
for the Brooklyn-Paramount theatre,
which Wilfred
calls "Luminars,"
have

been installed in the new theatre. The
projectors are placed on top of the arches
at the side of the auditorium. In back
of the arches, the large expanse of
smooth, white plaster wall serves as a
screen upon which these projections are
focussed, so that when the instruments
are started, all the walls will begin to
now in many colored pictures.
The light is flashed down from the top
of the arch and hits the wall crossways at
an angle of 45 degrees. This gives an
effect of depth and vividness that the
ordinary process of projection would not
give. Thus, instead of the flat color of
the ordinary mural, by the use of the
Luminar, the plain white walls of the

An Investment in Organ
Protection
Organs are necessary theatre equipment and
they are the most valuable equipment a theatre
owner can buy, or an architect can specify.
Then, why pay thousands of dollars for a wonderful organ and hesitate to pay a few hundred
for organ protection. Why install an organ
that is a masterpiece of construction only to
subject it to severe and changing weather conditions, tolet it deteriorate from lack of proper
care.

ENERGY
ALL

^

USED TO
CREATE
WARM

'

AIR
CIRCULATION

EVENHEETERS
EVENHEETERS are a necessary investment
in organ protection. They are a necessity to
ward off cold and dampness which ruins every
theatre organ. They heal the entire organ
chamber and organ parts with a steady, smooth,
even heat, warding off deterioration and loss of
organ use caused by weather conditions. Why
not spend an additional few hundred for this
necessary organ chamber equipment when you
are installing your organ, or now before winter
really sets in. You vsall find that saved maintenance expenses will more than repay you the
original cost of EVENHEETERS.
Clip the coupon, now for our latest booklet on
EVENHEETERS.
We will be pleased to send
it to you without obligation.

Cramblet

Engineering

286-288 Milwaukee

Cramblet
Engineering Co.,
286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee,

St.

Co.

Milwaukee,

Wis.

Please send me your newest booklet on Evenheeters.
Name
Address
••A

..
\

eceaaity

M

Wis.
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theatre become alive with moving and
ever-changing paintings in color that
possess depth and life-like vividness.
The instruments will be operated by the
electrician back stage, all the effects being combined on the keyboard. As in the
case of the Clavilux, records and plates
of the compositions can be made show that
matically.
the
instruments will operate semi autoColorful as the instrument he invented
is the life of the inventor, Thomas Wilfred, poet, musician and artist. The idea
originally started with a cigar box in
which a prism was suspended. For 21
years, he worked alone and against tremendous odds to perfect this instrument.
After the war, he came to .\merica and
continued his recitals here, traveling from
cnast to coast. Wilfred gave recitals with
his instrument all over the world, lectured
at universities and contributed to encyclopedias and became one of the leading
exponents in the art of light.
During one of these recitals, Frank
Cambria, Art Director for Publix Theatres, happened to be in the audience. He
was instantly impressed with the possiis made up of
"Napoleon's
decoration.
When
the new Barber,"
Brooklyna
Paramount theatre was about to be built,
Cambria sought out the inventor and
asked him to make four of these color
organs for the new theatre. Wilfred has
signed contracts which give his inventions
exclusively to Publix Theatres.

Interior Color Lighting
with ^ Color Hoods
Furnished in all colors
and

for all sizes of

lamps 10 watt and upward.
Color lighting equipment
which will last indefinitely and will always retain its initial brilliancy.
Color Hood for 100
to 500 Watt Lamps
ELECTRIC

2628

W.

Write

for Catalogue

and

Prices

COMPANY

Congress

St., Chicago
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The Supreme Picture Horn
Here is the ONE Dynamic Unit for Exponential Horns which
reproduces the human voice or musical composition with the utmost fidelity and charm —
Which forever banishes that barrel sound, false overtone and
jumble of the common-type reproducer —
A one-piece horn of vibrationless, non-porous material, light
weight and small-space requirements.
Install the Racon Horn as a part of your equipment and crowd
the doors with delighted patrons who will swell box office receipts and advertise your theatre far and wide.
There's no substitute for Racon, with horns for all purposes —
from 6 in. bells to 6 ft. square bells — from 1 to 15-foot air columns
Let our Acoustic Engineers show how you can adopt this
basically-patented invention with astonishing results.

AVAN

Va.

in v.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers
rAOTOSIES

O. B. 2320,
Shown herewith,
Air Column
12 '/z
feet; Bell 30 inches
by 45 inches; Depth.
31 inches; Weight
29
pounds.

FOR

Ele^tki^:^

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto. Canada
WRITE

FOR

CATALOG

XMAS

Spotlights
Remote - Control

with

Color - Frames

pT QUIPPED with an electro-magnetic device for remotecontrol operation of its color frames — the entire
service of the spotlight, including white-lighting, color
lighting, and dimming can all be controlled from a
distant point. Spotlight may be located in concealed
and inaccessible places — and yet be operated without
the least difficulty from the switchboard or some other
convenient location.
Write for Bulletin No. 3.

Holly Wreaths in all sizes, from 6 inches to 16 feet, both
artificial and natural prepared.
Priced accordingly.
Write today for copy of our XMAS CATALOGUE No. 7
illustrating in colors Artificial Flowers, Plants, Vines,
Wreaths also Natural Prepared Trees, Plants, Wreaths, etc.,
MAILED FREE ON REQUEST.

FRANK
61 Barclay Street

NETSCHERT.

Inc.
New York, N. Y.

OTHER
KLIEQL
LIGHTING
SPECIALTIES
Color
Music Stands
ColorMediums
Caps
Aisle Lights
Footlights
Borderlighta
Dimmers
Lamp Coloring
Connectors
Terminal
Lugs
Color Wheels
Spotlights
Plugging
Boxes
Color Frames
Floor PockeU
Floodlights
Color Rolls
Scenic Effects
Sciopticons
Resistances
Exit Signs
Stage Cable
Shutters
Color Boxes

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 50th Street
NEW

YORK.

NY.
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Screen Developed for
Sound Projection
{Continued from page 1657)

terial hitherto used for the sound installations.

WHEN YOU
TRACKS

ORDER CURTAIN
INSIST UPON

SAMUEL'S

lEnTSTEEE
Without an equal in Strength
. . . Silence . . . Simplicity of
Installation . . . Ease of
Operation.
Your Equipment Dealer or
supply
Drapery
House
can
them.
Sample will be sent upon
request to any interested
Theatre Owner or Executive.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES
COMPANY
739

HAMILTON

ALLENTOWN,

ST.

PA.

Also manufacturers of the
A. D. C. Automatic Curtain
Control and Stabilarc Gen-

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion
THE

for Pieeentation
Picture

FALLY

MARKUS

AGENCY

A«tor Theatre Building
N. W. Cor. 45th St. A Broadwar
Vockaaoanna 7876

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

According to a statement from the officials of the American Cine Screen Company the new screen gives the depth and
detail that is required of standard projection and they believe that it will not be
necessary to use the extremely highpower amperage which has been necessary
since the advent of sound pictures using
the present type sound porous screen.
One of the major advantages of the
Cinevox screen is the fact that it care and
maintenance does not require more effort
than the upkeep of the standard opaque
screens. It may be thoroughly cleaned by
brushing at regular intervals, the makers
recommend that it be brushed about every
f'lO orcleaned.
go days,This
just eliminates
as the standard
screens
are
the labor
and
cost of removing screens every few weeks
for washing, a necessity with the sound
porous screens which have been in use
heretofore.

Is this hurglar
spending your
money?
He has made another successful
raid upon a moving picture
theatre. The money he is spending upon Wine, Women and
Automobiles belongs to the
owner of a theatre in a town a
hundred miles away.
Will he be spending your money
next week? Not if you install a
York Burglary Chest.

The development of the Cinevox screen
is the resultmentation.
of Thealmost
a year's
.American
Cine experiScreen
Company has turned the manufacturing
rights of the new screen over to the jNfinusa Cine Screen Company and the
,'\merican Silversheet Company, both of
St. Louis, Mo.

York Safe
and Lock
Company
York, Pa.

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen

Senorita in Native Costume
Presides at Plaza Console
A Spanish senorita who appears at the
console in her native costume of brilliaiU
colors and intricate embroideries as a
feature of the shows offered patrons of
the Plaza theatre at IMilford, Delaware,
is bidding strongly for place among the
leading
"organist showmen" of the picture theatres.
Her name is Senorita Dolores Fenchez
and .she is billed as the .Spanish Novelty
Organist. .A.ccording to a report from
E. C. Evans, resident manager, Senorita
Fenchez has aroused the enthusiasm and
admiration of the Plaza patrons through
her engaging personality as well as her
organ technique and understanding of the
public
in musicto and
efi'ects.
The
Senoritatastes
in addition
winning
applause
for lier solo numbers has been acclaimed
highly proficient in providing elTective
musical accompaniments for the features
and short subjects shown on the screen
at the Plaza.

Picture films vary as well as current conditions. Tour projectionist can adjust his arc
current to always give you a clear, bright
picture if you equip with PERFECTION.
Current saving also is a result of PEEFECTION equipment, for he need not use full
current till the actual projection is started.

perfPctidn
RHEOSTATS

RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE
CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED

BY ALL THE LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN

& SOONS

387 First Avenue
Contracting

New York City

Electrical Engineers — Moving
ture Theatre
Mfg.Electrical
Division Specialists

Pic-

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEn
I

TVPHOON

FAN CO.

COSTUMES

**

345W(q-ST

FOR SI AGE
PRESENTATIONS

*•

NEW
NEW

BROOKS

YORK
YOPK

1437 B'way
New York
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UNIFORMS

Gaining

Designed expressly
for your theatre

Public

Favor

Even though you own America's
finest theatre, its whole impression can be spoiled if your attendants are not properly uniformed.
We've created and executed distinctive uniforms for the greatest
theatres in the country. May we
submit exclusive, original designs
and estimates for uniforming
your staff? Write:

How can it be done? Good films, good
location, an attractive theatre, comfort and
conveniences — of course.
But all of these things are of no avail unless
the picture on the screen has Clear Definition,
Flatness of Field, Black and White Contrast,
and Proper Illumination.
For after all, the public pays to be entertained by with the pictures.
So page the Cinephor Lens. It will faithfully reproduce the film and help greatly to
gain public favor.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
653 St. Paul St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Drowning King
UNIFORM

DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores
in the principal cities from coast to coast.

TAKE
WITH

NO

CHANCES—

ELECTRIC

POWER

FAILURE

ENSLEN
HYDRO -ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection
Machines and Lights

IN AN

EMERGENCY—
Approved by
mthee nDepartt of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th
1922. Ap.
276.
proval No.

N AtlON At•tins SCREEI^
SEIlViGE
rMfiOi/GMovr rue VMr
CHICAGO

■

NEW

YORK

ARTISTIC
L E A
FOR.

Send jor descriptive Booklet.

LOS ANGELES

FEATURE

ANIMATED
D E R. S
- COMEDY

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co^ Inc.
1600 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.
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Looking at Television as a Possible
Future Competitor of Movies
Experience Seems to Prove that the Results of Scientific Findings are Progressively
Favorable to Established Activities in Industry and Trade
HARDLY
has the Motion Picture
Industry passed through the first
trying stages of readjusting itself
to the talking picture when another spectre arises to confound it and disturb its
peace of mind in even more serious
fashion.
Television — synonomous with radio
movies — is now an established fact. An
experimentally established one it is true,
but nevertheless possessing potentialities
so extensive as to prohibit even the wildest conjectures concerning its ultimate
applications.
These conjectures, in the minds of
some persons, range all the way from the
complete abolition of all motion picture
theatres in favor of the showing of television pictures in the home, to a more
beneficial advantage of adapting radio
movies to the present theatrical system
and incorporating the new baby as a member of the moving picture family as was
done with the talking picture child.
In the words of one large producer of
motion pictures, there is nothing to fear
from a successful conclusion of the current television experiments because each
■new discovery of science has acted to the
benefit of existing industries rather than
restricting them. In other words, the results of scientific findings are always progressively favorable to present activities
instead of tending to create altogether
new ones.
A sufficient number of examples are
close at hand to support this line of reasoning. Radio broadcasting, at first, was
a serious competitor of moving pictures
and became even a greater one as its perfection progressed to a high state, until
it was eventually incorporated with the
motion
vantage. picture to the latter's great adIn the industrial field, the invention of
labor saving devices and systems invariably have resulted in opening up newfields of ernployment because the lowered
prices coming from mass production have
greatly augmented the demand by making
hitherto unobtainable products available
to all.
True, there is always a readjustment
period which must be passed which, for
the time being, makes it appear that advantages have been gained at the expense
of a welfare of a large group of people
whose services have thus been dispensed
with but in the end each person finds a
niche in the new order of things and one
more step has been recorded in the progress of the world.
There are many who believe, however,
that successful television will ultimatelv

spell doom for the motion picture through
its ability to reproduce in the home the
same show that can be staged in the theatre.
Whether or not this will happen is
purely a matter of guesswork and one
which will be decided by future inventions and discoveries. At the present time,
this eventuality appears so remote as to
cause little worry.
The most optimistic enthusiasts of television claim that successful home installations are a matter of but months while
its more conservative proponents promise
successful results in the home in from
two to five years.
Either estimate is sufficiently close to
place the day of reckoning in the immediate future and so provide food for
serious thought.
At the present time television pictures
are being broadcast by a number of stations in this country and abroad. These
pictures, as may be surmised from the
very newness of the thing, are comparatively crude and less sharply defined than
newspaper photographs. Some are merely
silhouettes and quite poor ones at that.
These first results, however, should not
be taken as being indicative of the ultimate for it will be remembered that radio
broadcasting had its beginning in much
the same fashion. Perfection, within the
limits of human ability, is almost certain
to follow because of the intensive research now in progress by innumerable
companies and individuals.

THE best results at present show a picture about six inches square consisting of 60 lines to the inch. Most of the
transmitters now used are for pictures
varying from 24 to 48 lines to the inch.
Tlie distinctness of the television picture
depends upon the number of lines to inch,
those pictures having more lines to inch
being more distinct.
Each television picture consists of a
series of lines. These lines are made up
of white dots on a black background and
are similar to a newspaper photograph
view through a magnifying glass.
Photographs in the average run of
magazines average about iio lines to the
inch and engravings printed on calendered
paper run as high as 150 lines to the inch.
In this way, a comparison of television pictures with magazine photographs
may be had and will serve to show the
progress
that has been made in this new
field.
It may seem a far cry from a photograph six inches square and of a quality
comparable to that of the ordinary news-

paper photograph to one 18 or 20 ft. in
width and of a quality equal to that shown
in the modern motion picture theatre.
It should be remembered, however, that
a picture several feet in width will be
ample for showing in the average home
and that the quality of the average motion
picture as projected in the theatre is far
below that of good printing in the better
class of magazines. Looked at in this
light, present results from television receivers are not so far oflf as they would
seem to be.

are now being made
SERIOUS efforts
to circumvent that bugbear of all radio receivers — static. Wired radio seems
to be the logical solution and measures
are being taken to transmit radio programs to millions of homes over the regular house lighting power lines. This is
right in line with the development of television reception and besides providing a
ready means for the elimination of static
interference, it also furnishes a method
of collecting revenue from the receivers
of programs.
Under a plan now being formed by a
large company, radio receivers will rent,
on a monthly basis, to customers who will
receive their programs over electric light
wires.
This last named consideration is probably the most important of all as concerns
both audible radio and television. It provides a stimulus for presenting programs
rendered by the best talent available and
at same time giving all of the expensive
trimmings now used in the motion picture theatre. In other words, audible radio and television, logically combined as
were motion pictures and sound, will be
definitely placed upon a commercial basis
— a pay as you receive basis — which will
make it well worth while for the producers of such programs to present the very
best talent which can be obtained.
That is the dream and also the possible
outcome of it, which is fostered in the
minds of those persons now intensively
engaged in promoting audible radio and
television programs.
The seriousness of this competition can
be judged by the exhibitor himself. It
cannot be denied that radio has kept possible theatre patrons at home, especially
during the winter months. Tex Rickard
will attest — volubly — to the competition
wluch radio provided in his last sad experiment with million dollar gates.
It now remains to be seen how much
stronger this competition will become
when radio movies are used to supplement
the audible programs.
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DONT
ORDINARY

BE MISLED!

SOUND PHONOGRAPHS

WILL NEVER GIVE YOU TALKING

PICTURES

NOW AVAILABLE
GENUINE TALKING PICTURE
EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR BOOTH
We install complete Sound and Talking Picture Equipment
and Silent Pictures at a fraction of the cost
of others and no service charge or long term
film contract attached.

DONT
any

outfit

offered

you

for both Synchronized

BUY
and

junk it later.

INVESTIGATE!
Model A-3

3 Turn Tables with
Amplificatioii,
Loud
and Recorde.
Price
$600.00

Complete
Speakers
complete,

DELIVERIES

With Our Sound Devices Yon Can Present
Talking Pictures at Any Time You ]Vish.
RIGHT

NOW— NO

WAITING!

SYNCHRONIZING DEVICES
Attached to Motion Picture Machines for projecting Vitaphone and other standard talking pictures are furnished to
operate in conjunction with the units illustrated herein at extremely low prices.

MOVIE-PHONE

You can buy the units shown here and install the booth devices later or install all at one
time

as desired.

ManulactureJ

anJ

Dislributed

by

MOVIE-PHONE
TEEEITORIAL

RIGHTS

BVJLD

AVATLAELE

CORP.

BOX

TO

riNANCIALLT

OFFICE

2 Turn
Tables,
AmpHficAtion
Model Records.
B-2
Speakers
and
Price
complete. $475.00

724 so. WABASH AVENUE
CHCAGO, ILL.

EESPONSIBLE

DISTRIBUTOES

MFCFIPTS

Write for Samples Jkel^ejme^sn G), Cmcimial'r,(X

ORL

,©©M(g

TICKETS

Quiet Electric Ventilator
Good ventilation
makes business

AND

SIMPLEX
TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF

good. Ventilators
for all your fresh
air requirements.
Write for catalog.

Service — Accuracy — Quality
SATISFIED
USERS
ARE
OUR
BEST
ADVERTISEMENT
WORLD

TICKET

& SUPPLY

1600 Broadway

CO., Inc.
New York

LAKESIDE

225 Main St.

COMPANY

Hermansville,

Mich.
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Al
Sales

Lichman
Views the
Theatre Situation Silent,
Executive Sees Entertainment,
Sh owman s Only Marketable

REMEIMBERING that the fihn distributor will, during the coming
season at least, find the largest
market for his product in theatres which
are not equipped with sound installations
than he will to the relatively few which
have such apparatus, what are the prospects, as viewed by chief sales executives,
of the "silent" tlieatres for the immediate
future ?
Do tlie sales executives see in the present situation a threat at a large portion of
their market through the inability of the
silent to compete with the sound picture
and thus impoverish or put out of business
altogether those theatres which are unable
for one reason or another to obtain sound
equipment in the immediate future?
The answer to those questions should
be of interest to theatre men who must
go on through this season without benefit
of sound as an attraction, for tlie big distributors have large sources of information and they are financially interested in
the turn of events affecting their outlets
for product. So with both the means of
obtaining reliable information and the
business incentive to weigh the subject
most carefully, the distributors are not
likely to base conclusions on guess work.
The viewpoint of the chief sales executive of one of the leading distributors, we
are therefore pleased to present here in
the form of a report on an interview by
a representative of this publication with
Mr. Al Lichtman, general sales manager
of United Artists Corporation.
Mr. Lichtman recently returned from
a sales trip through the middle west and
he has been making a study of the present
theatre situation.
Regarding the position of the theatre
which is forced to do without sound for
some time, Mr. Lichtman said that in his
opinion the brains and resources of competent showmen may be relied upon to
steer their theatres into the current of
prosperity which, according to all the reliable indicators of business afi'airs. will
flow steadily through the season ahead
for business men in every line.
"Irrespective of a startling innovation
introduced by the perfection of the synchronized sound system, the showmen
have the advantage which they always
enjoyed and that is the fact that the theatre is a place which attracts patrons because itprovides entertainment, and fails
to attract if it is not successful in the
matter of entertainment."
Consequently, his opinion is that the
silent picture which has demonstrated its
ability to stimulate, anuise and otherwise
appeal to the minds and emotions of peo-

Sound
or
Product

pie still can perform that function
and it remains now as always for
the showman to give his public the
kind of performance that will entertain
them, whether he employ pictures with
dialogue,
with
synchronized
musical

Picture

Nezvs

scores, or pictures without the added features of a new invention.
The theory that sound alone will attract
patrons to the picture theatres will not
stand up in the face of experience. Already we have clear-cut examples which
conclusively show that the mere novelty
of sound cannot be depended on to hold
the interest of people. Sound is a powerbox artistic
office attraetrOfi'and
a new
forceful added
fOE the
advancement of
the
thing.
motion picture — but the picture is still the
Where dramatic subjects lend themselves to the treatment which employs
dialogue there is no question -but that a
better entertainment is developed when
{Continued on f^age 1679)

It's right for a reason

Because of greater flexibility in lighting control — more
gorgeous
utter simplicity
with absolute
safety!
It was theeft'ects,
first preselective
remoteandcontrol
and is still
the
best.

^

The @ INIajor System, for theater lighting control, is used by
practically all of the largest, finest theaters, the country over.
Ask any experienced showman of its value in building up box
office receipts. We have a beautiful new book describing every
detail.
Send for your copy.
No obligations, of course.

Sn-ank ddam
ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
DISTRICT OFFICES
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Bo3toa, Mass.
Eiiflfalo. N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mlcb.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles. Calif.

Memphis, Tenn.
Minneaijolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Nebr.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla.

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver, B. O.
Walkervllle, Ont,
Winnipeg, Man.
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INTEREST

TO

EVERY

ORGANIST

THEATRE

Each volume contains ihirly-five (35) of Schubert or Tschaihowsky's finest compositions, arranged
but readily usable on the pipe-organ. Theatre organists will find these books infor the piano,
valuable intheir work.
Be sure to get them.
HOME
AT
SERIES— SCHUBERT
THE MASTER-COMPOSER
Piano Works
Allegretto (Posthumoue)
Impromptu, Op. t'O, No. 3
Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 2
Marehe Militaire. Op. 51, No. 1
Marche Militaire (TausiE Arr.)
Marelie Militaire (.Four-Hand Arr.)
Minuet (Sonata, Op. 78)
Moment Musical, Op. 94, No. 3

Aloment Musical (Four-Hand .\rr.) ■
Petite Scherzo [Composed in 1S17)
Song Transcriptions
Auf den \Va.s.ser zu Singen
Ave Maria: Op. 52
Cradle SonK
ErI KinK, The
Hark! Hark! the Lark
Serena.Je. Op. 135
Serenade. Op. 135 (Four-Hand Arr.)
To Be Sung on the Water
Trout , The (Die Forelle)
Wayside Rose, The (Heidenroslein)
^^'ho is Syl\na?

THE

MASTER-COMPOSER

Symphonic
Works
.\Ddante 'C Major Symphony)
Melody (Trom Octet. Op. 106)
Uofiiiisbeil Sjinphony, The
Ua&nished Symphony (Four-Hand)
Operatic
Works
Ballet Music (Rosamunde) (No. 1)
Ballet Music (Rosamunde) (Pour-Hand ,i
Entr'acte (Rosamunde)
Dance

Symphonic Works
1812" Overture (Excerpts)
Fifth SjTiiphony (Andante Cantabile)
Marehe Slave ("Excerpts)
Pathetique" S>Tnphony (Finale)
Price $X.SO

Rhythms

German Dancss, Op. 33
Minuet No. 1 (Posthumous)
Minuet No. 5 (Posthumous)
Valses Nobles, Op. 77
Valses Sentimentales, Op. 50
Waltzes, Op. 9a
Waltzes. Op. 9a (Four-Hand Arr.)
Price

SERIES — TSCHAIKOWSKY

Piano Works
Barcarolle. Op. 37, Np. 6
Chanson Triste. Op. 40 , No. 2
Chant Sans Paroles, Op. 2. No. 3
German Song. Op. 39. No. 17
Humoreske, Op. 10. No. 2
Italian Song. Op. 39, No. 15
June" Barcarolle, Op. 37, No. 6
Reverie Interrompue, Op. 40. No. 2
Romance. Op. 5
Song of the Lark, Op. 39. No. 22
Sweet Dreams, Op. 39, No. 21
Sweet Dreams (Four-Hand Arr.)
Troika. Op. 37. No. 11
ftaltz Op. 39. No. 8

LoeWs.Ihc

$1.50

AT
Operas

HOME
and

Ballets

Eugene One^in (Aria "Yes, I Love You";
Eugene Onegin (Waltz)
"Nutcracker" (Casse-Noisette Ballet)

for 14 years has been using
Gold
Seal
Registers
because
of their absolutely dependable
operation.
Gold
Seals
are now
standard equipment in over
100 Loew
houses.

Children'sDance
March(Piano Solo)
Chinese
Chinese Dance (Four-Hand Arr.)
Danse .\rabe
Dause of the Reed Flutes
Miniature Overture
Trepak (Piano Soloj
Trepak (Four-Hand Arr.)
Valse des Fleurs (Elower Waltz)
"Sleeping Beauty" Ballet (^Valtz)
"Sleeping Beauty" Waltz (Four-Hand)
Miscellaneous
Compositions
Andante Cantabile (Quartet, Op. 11)
Andante Cantabile Op. 11 (Four-Hand)
Melodie, Op. 42. No. 3
Only the Sad of Heart (Song)
Yes. I Love You (Eugene Onegin)

h or Sale at AH Music Stores in the Vnited States & Canada

D. APPLETON

& COMPANY
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is being added
the Motion Picture

to SIGHT
Industry

More light is required than in installations heretofore. This means
more current in the arc at the projector than previously used.

THE

NEW

TYPE

"C. P." TRANSVERTER

designed to meet these conditions, represents another step in advance— and is the result of long experimental work and extremely
careful production. It assures better projection with a minimum of
current cost.

The

Let
for
Smid in the U. S.
National Tlieatre

us help solve your "Sound" problems.
Send
folder
on the new
type
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared foi the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Aivjhitects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine. For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.
,
SCREENS. MOTION PICTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descripfaces, etc.
tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in theatres.
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.
CLEANING SYSTEMS
TICKET VENDORS
(2) Apparatus used in centra! cleaning system for theatres.
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
DECORATION
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decorative furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, drap:Ties, etc.
(4) Finshing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

Index of Advertisers

FILM

PROCESSING

AND

CLEANING

(5) Descripi'ons
of materials preservation
and apparatus and
usedcleaning.
in processes for h.m renovation,
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of vt -tilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustra.>ns and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
effect projectors, automatic and remote con(7) Spotlight,
trol color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.
LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
and their uses in stage effects.
LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various type.' for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specia.'v ^iesigned
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS

AND ORGAN

EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.
PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify
make and model).
RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.
SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-sealing arrangementi, etc

Tlie foUoimng list of advertisers in the December Shozmnan has been
freparcd for the convenience of readers, and while care has been
taken to make it correct it cannot he guaranteed against possible
errors or omissions.
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the certain preventive is
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CONTROL

lath and Cherry SU., PHILADELPHIA
1S60 Broadway, NEW YOKK
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COMPANY

The positive fire preventer. Can be attached to any projector.

Costs only a few cents a day.
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Sees "Entertainment" or Theatre's Only
Successful Appeal for Patronage
{Continued from page 1676)
dialogue is used. On the other hand, for
the present at least the motion picture
craft as developed without the aid of
sound has a long start on the combined
silent and sound technic.
The stars whose names have been
magic at the box office maintain their
hold on the public and nothing has happened to supplant them in favor. All of
them will make pictures this coming season with and without sound. The greatest directors are making pictures with and
without, and some of them will put forth
great efforts on pictures which will have
no dialogue.
These facts coupled with some recent
demonstrations at the theatres themselves
should be enough to reassure the theatre
men who must wait several months for
sound installations that the material for
entertainment will be offered in abundant
supply. How much added value such
showmen can give their attractions by the
application of judicious and capable
showmanship methods is something which
cannot be considered to have limit or restriction.
It is perfectly natural that the sound
development, demonstrating an advance
in motion picture dramatic resources and

box office value which gives it place
among the greatest single developments
for the theatre, should create as great a
stir of excitement in the business that it
has. But along with the enthusiasm must
go a sober consideration of the basic facts
of business. The motion picture with
sound or without sound is still the motion
picture, an entertainment for the masses.
What the public wants is entertainment
in the theatre.

Theatre Manager in College
Town Must be Diplomat
One of the requirements of a theatre
manager stationed in a college town is to
be a diplomat. That Publix has an envoy
of good-will in South Bend is evidenced
by actions of Manager Maurice A. Baker,
whose tact and foresight created a great
deal of good will for the Colfax theatre
instead of resulting in a boycott by the
student body.
South Bend is often identified as the
home of Knute Rockne's "Fighting Irishers," otherwise Notre Dame. In accordance with the "old college custom," students always stage big pep meetings in advance of an important football game, and
when their team wins they proceed to

tear the town to pieces and put it together

Fearing that some of the more playful
again.
members of the student body might bring
back the wrong set of doors (if any).
Baker stole a march on them. A month
prior to the Army-Notre Dame game, the
biggest of the season, he made overtures
to the student body and invited them to
enter the theatre peacefully on the afternoon of the big game, promising them that
their admittance would not be protested,
providing
wouldn't
carry off the
chandeliers they
and seats
for souvenirs.

Perutz and Salmon Promoted
by West Coast Theatres

Harold B. Franklin, president of West
Coast Theatres, recently announced a
number of promotions within the ranks
of his theatre organization.
Steve Perutz, who has been in charge
of West Coast's Tacoma houses, is promoted to a higher post, as yet unannounced in the Fox-Poli circuit in New
England, under Herschel Stuart, general
manager. The Poli circuit belongs, of
course, to the same parent company as
West Coast — the William Fox organization.
Perutz' place is filled by Monty Salmon, for the past year manager of the
Boulevard Theatre, Los Angeles, at which
theatre he has done exceptionally good
work.

M 0 t io It
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Commissio
n's Views Unchange
Dismisses Charge of Block Booking Against
First National d
but
Will Continue Prosecution of Paramount Case

an application for comALTHOrGII
plaint against First National Pictures eliargino: the film concern with
violating: the law by the employment of
g:
block bookin was dismissed by the Federal
Trade Commission last week, the attitude
of the Commission against block booking
is in no way affected, ofSeials of the Commission indicated when questioned following the dismissal of the complaint.
The Commission, it was promised, will
continue with undiminished vigor its prosecution of the Paramount block booking
case.
'VThat littlereleased
information
officials
of the Commission
held that
the
underlying factors beneath the First \ational case were different from those that
have determined the Commission to continue prosecution of the Paramount case.
Strictly Confidential
It is the Commission's policy to keep
strictly confidential the details of all complaints that are not the subject of regular
proceedings. It was indicated, however,
that the First National case was not regarded as analogous to the Paramount suit.
Its details — who brought the complaint
against the company and what was involved
— these and other facts of the case are
buried in the Commission's archives.
First National was first notified of the
intention of the Federal Trade Commission
of investigating its booking policy last
March 5, when Otis B. Johnson, secretary
of the Commission, sent the following communication: "The Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe you are violating
the law in employing the practice known as
block booking in the film industry. You
may have informal hearing before the
Board of Review on the questions of fact

New Star Ratings and Readjustment
of Salaries Planned by Producers
(Hollywood Burt^au,

Thinks Lloyd Funny

News >

A "first-run" star will be one who is considered a good draw for both
silent and talking pictures. "Second-run" attractions are stars found unfit
for talkie purposes and whose values are restricted only to theatres showing silent films. Hence, the decreasing market for silent versions, with the
increasing number of houses wired and equipped, makes necessary a readto each
star's
drawing can
power
of
audiences justment
heof salary
or she incanratio
attract.
If the
individual
caterandto the
bothtype
talkie
and silent film fans, the value of that person is so much greater. And, contrary to popular impression, a star or player who is valuable to "talkies"
is not always equally effective in silent pictures. This is because such players' greatest asset is a "vocal personality."
Such artists are found to possess negative personalities when it comes
to strictly silent productions, depending on pantomomie ability alone.
There are many who find their talents lie mainly in the ability to express
themselves vocally only. Hence such people will be rated on their appeal
to "talkie" fans. The others, whose value is proven for both forms of entertainment, will lead the income tax lists for the ftuture years.
involved, within 30 days, if desired. Such
hearing in nature of opportunity to show
cause why complaint should not issue
against
yoii alleging
of law."
The hearing
before violation
the Board
of Review
and a searching investigation of the company and its branches by agents of the

{Cofitinucd from page 1037)

The only good word for any picture was
spoken by Huston Thompson who made the
astonishing discovery that the Harold
Lloyd films are clean and funny. This will
be news to the exhibitors who have played
them.
Despite the efforts of Canon Chase and
his assistants, discord crept into the meeting when Mrs. David Ross of Indianapolis
outlined the work which is being done by
various organizations and which seems to
be accomplishing what the conference cannot; when a representative of the Catholic
Alumnae told of their work, and Mrs. Har-

Picture

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 28. — Classifioation of stars into "first-run" and
"second-run" types, and readjustment of salary values is the next
move to I)e inaugurated by producers in conjunction with "talkie"
hysteria. This was broug;ht out last week when several stars and featured
players were told that they would have to make entirely new arrangements on their next contracts before any options can be taken up.

Chase's Pow-Wow
consumption that would not be approved
for export, since most of the films are exported and the foreign markets represent
a good part of the American producers'
profits. This, he declared, would not be
censorship, but like Representative Hudson,
he did not say what it would be.

Motion

granted by law to this Commission. ' '

A Big Flop

rict Hawley Locher told of the work she
is doing in Washington and suggested that
Canon Chase might look into what she is
doing with a view to getting somewhere
with his reform work.
And then it was again announced that
there would be an open forum but, said
Mrs. Oilman, who presided, all the questions before the conference had been thoroughly discussed and there was nothing
left to argue about, so she would call upon
one or two friends of the cause and then
close the discussion. Then Mrs. Rufus Gibbs
of Baltimore made her annual dissertation
on the moving pictures and Will Hays.

Rembusch

Commission followed, with the result that
Mr. Johnson last week notified Fii'st National of the Commission's dismissal of the
application for complaint "being of the
opinion that the facts developed did not
call for the exercise of the remedial powers

Changes Attitude

Two very interesting statements were
distributed among the newspaper representatives during the conference, one announcing the withdrawal of Frank Rembusch 's

support of the Brookhart bill and the other
giving the views of a well known criminologist, Dr. Carleton Simon, for eight years
deputy police conmiissioner of New York
City, who attended the conference.
"I am not only opposed to the Hudson
bill," Rembusch said, "but I am now
equally opposed to the Brookhart bill. All
factions of the industry are ironing out
their differences. The more I hear about
this Fedei'al regulation business, and the
more I see the type of people who sponsor
it, I know that any exhibitor is silly if he
does not ask all the self-constituted friends
of the industry to let us solve our problems in the American way.
"I know what I am talking about, because I, myself represent the group which
is supposed to have interests opposed. We
are
peace. We of
don't
anythingpublic
but
the atfriendliness
the want
American
for motion pictures at large."
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Gaumont Buys P. C. T.,
Britai
n's andLarges
t Chain
Nearly
$100,000,000
Over 300 Theatres
Involved in

W

Deal Combining Country's Leading Groups
'HAT

is considered the Iarp;est individual transaction in Great Bri-

tain's tmotion picture industry,
was negotiated last week when Gaumont
British Corporation bought out Provincial
Cinematograph Theatres, the largest theatre cij'cnit in England. The deal, involving
almost $100,(:itlO,f)00 and oyer 300 theatres,
gives British Gaumont a controlling advantage in the theatrical field. The houses
involved include all in the West End of
London, excepting the Empire, and takes
in all the principal key cities of the country.
Gaumont is backed by Ostrer Bros., British bankers, and is a holding company for
Ideal Films, W. and F. Film Service and
Gaumont. The combination of Gaumont and
P. C. T. makes the former the foremost
factor in the motion picture industry of
Britain.
The absorbed chain was built up following the war by Will Evans. Gaumont British, sponsored and financed by Ostrer
Bros., has been building up a rival chain for
the past few months under the name of
Denman's Houses, Ltd.; by October 2 last,
they had acquired 190 houses, a line-U|> inferior as to locations but stronger numerically. Now that the two rival chains have
been combined, thoir'^'esources place them
.first in ranking.
■ It was in November of last year that
First National negotiated successfully a
deal allying First National with P. C. T.
on a production, distribution and exhibition
basis. Maneuvered by E. Bruce Johnson,
then foreign manager of First National,
the deal guaranteed a preferential treatment for First National in P. C. T. houses.

Fox

Bans Free-lance
Press Agents

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

WOOD, Nov. 28.— Fox has
HOLLY
been added to the list of studios
inserting a clause in their player
contracts which forbids the actor or
actress from engaging free-lance publicity agents. A similar clause is included in the contracts issued by Paramount and it is understood that First
National and Warner Brothers forbid
the use of free-lance press agents.
The cause for this procedure is the
usual punishment of the majority for
the sins of the minority. The tactics
of a few press agents have resulted in
what is considered poor publicity for
the player and studio, with the result
that all free-lancers are suffering.
There arc certain number of publicity men in the free-lance field,
whose methods have been approved by
studios and producers as constructive
and helpful. These are the type who
have avoided over-exploiting their clients at the expense of stars in productions who are supported by such clients. The constructive press-agents
work hand-in-hand with the studio department and are generally well-liked
by studios.

It eventually led to a merger between First
National Pictures, Ltd., English distributing firm, and Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., a
producing and distributing company controlled by P. C. T.'s subsidiaries.
A deal similar to the one transacted by
Mr. Johnson was projected a few weeks
later but was never carried through; it involved Loew's, Inc., and the United Artists
Theatre Circuit, Inc. P. C. T. was then controlled by Standard Film Co., Ltd., and the
Film Investment Co., Ltd., The New Standard Film Co., was formed to take over
Standard Film Co. If the deal had gone
through Loew's and United 'were to have
gotten 2.5 per cent of the stock in the new
corporation, or a quarter interest in the'
company controlling P. C. T.'

L. A. Premiere of New Fox
Special on Christmas
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Hollywood, Nov. 29.— That Fox intends
production of grand opera as Movietone
subjects is shown in the signing of L. E.
Behymer, local concert and opera imii-psario to an executive nost. Behymer 's
connection with operatic and concert
celebrities has been mainly responsible for
the appearance of such attractions in Los
Angeles for vears.

M-G-M and Fox 'Race' to
Finish All-Negro Films
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hdllyivood, Nov. 28. — Metro-GoldwynMaycr and Fox are now engaged in a race
to get the first all-colored cast talking,
singing and dancing production on the
niarket. The race, probably unintentional,
gives M-G-M a slight lead inasmuch as its
"Hallelujah" has been in actual production
for several weeks, and Fox just placed
"Hearts in Dixie" before a camera during
the current week. Both companies are
slated to finish within a fortnight of each
other, with release dates not scheduled for
one

nt

present.

scheduled
to wind
up December
20 and
"Hearts in Dixie'' about January 1.
Charles Gilpin plays the leading role in
the Fox production which Paul Sloane is
directing. The cast includes other colored
artists well-known to the musical comedy
and vaudeville fields, among them Eugene
Jackson, Stepin Fetchit, Gertrude Howard,
Berniee Pilot, Zack Williams, Mme. Sul Te
Wan and a negro chorus of 50 voices. King
Vidor started work on "Hallelujah" in
New York and brought his company to the
Coast to finish. His leads include Daniel
Haynes, Honey Brown, Victoria Spivcy,
Mrs. Florence De Knight and Harry Dray.

J. A. Ball in New York
to Confer on Sound
J. A. Ball, director of the Technical Bureau of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, Inc., of Hollywood, arrived in
New York City this week to confer with
Will H. Hays and motion picture and electrical companies concerning improvements
in sound pictures. The technical bureau, of
which Mr. Ball is head, began to function
last Oct. 1. Mr. Ball is making his headquarters at the Hays Organization, 469
Fifth Avenue.

"Hallelujah"

Edward Connelly, Veteran
Actor, Dies from Flu
Edward Connelly, one of the oldest of
the veteran character actors on the Coast
and under contract with Metro-GoldwynMayer since 1914, died at his home in California last Thursday, November 22, folviveslowinghim.an attack of influenza. His wife surHe had just completed a part in a new
Metro film, "Desert
years old.

Law."

He

was 73

Subtitle — "Experts claim it takes
seven years to inake marriage a solid
proposition — while it only takes a

in Movietone
Planned by Fox

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

either

News

Picture News)

Hollywood, Nov. 26.— "In Old Arizona,"
Fox's special directed by Irving Cummings,
comes to the Criterion Theatre Los Angeles,
Christmas Day. Fox was anxious to get a
house of road-show reputation for the production but the Criterion proved the only
one available. The house has been generally considered a poor one.
Raoul Walsh splits screen credit for direction of "In Old Arizona" with Cummings. Walsh started production but
couldnt' finish when he met with an injury
to his eye. Later the picture had several
changes in east and was practically re-made
by Cummings. Edmund Lowe, Warner Baxter and Dorothy Burgess play the leads.

Opera

Picture

is

blonde ten minutes to wreck it." — By
Jimmy
StarrBros.
in "One Stolen Night"
for Warner

Nat Rothstein Resigns;
Silver Succeeds Him
s Nat
succeed
ON SILVER
in as adverti
sing
MILTRothste
man-G.
ager for Universal Pictures Corporation. The appointment has been
announced by Carl Laemmle. Rothstein, after years of faithful and highly
competent service resigned that he
might take up his residence at his
palatial home in Beverly Hills, California. He has been in the industry
for thirteen years and doubtless will
continue after he has had a rest.
Silver has been assistant advertising
manager of Universal for two and onehalf years. He joined the advertising
department as a copy writer in 1924
and was elevated to assistant manager
in May, 1926. He entered the motion
picture field seven years ago. As advertising manager Silver will have supervision over Universal's exploitation
department.

December
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M.P.T.O.N.J. Sets Forth
Attitude on Affiliation
The attitude of the M. P. Theatre Owners of New Jersey toward the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and allied
states organizations of exhibitors, which
during: the past few months has been a matter of speculation, was detinitely set forth
recently at a meeting of the association.
The Board of Directors unanimously
adopted the following resolution:
"The M. P. T. 0. of New Jersey is an independent organization and has no affiliation with any national oi-ganization, but it,
hereby, declares that it will cooperate with
any independent motion picture organization on any project for the welfare of the
independent exhibitor. Furthermore, no
individual has been authorized by the M. P.
T. 0. X. J. to represent it in any national
organization."
In the absence of President Seider, the
statement was given out by Sidney E.
Samuelson, chairman of the Board of Directors.

Banky
Returns
to Coast
to Remake Scenes
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Because Robert
Montgomery, legitimate stage actflr who
played in the New York scenes made recently for Vilma Banky's "Child's Fifth
Avenue," was detained in the east because
of stage engagements, Alfred Santell, who
is directing the feature for United Artists,
arrived this week in Hollywood with his
unit and will remake all of the New York
scenes in which Montgomery participated,
substituting James Hall in his place. Samuel Goldwyn is the producer.

Evelyn
Brent
Signed
by
"U" for "Broadway"
The character of Pearl, created by Jed
Harris in his Broadway stage play, "Broadway," will be played on the screen by Evelyn Brent, whom Universal has just signed
for its forthcoming adaptation.
The selection of Miss Brent follows several reports that various actresses were
slated for the role. Dr. Paul Fejos will direct the picture and Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
will act as supervisor. Glenn Tryon will
have the leading male role and Myrna Kennedy was recently chosen for the ingenue
role.

Lower Priced Sound
Devices on Way
(Continued from page 1639)
Though RCA is now working to capacity
to turn out the more expensive equipment
experiments are continuously going on with
the cheaper device and it is said it will be
ready for installation in theatres within
the next five or six months. Meantime the
company is making many installations of
the more expensive equipment.
E. E. Bucher, vice-president of RCA Phot-ophone says there will be 52 sets installed
by the end of December and that the company's program calls for 6.50 installations
by the first of May of next year. It may
be that these figures will be exceeded as
production is speeded up.
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Sound Will Not Displace Silent
Pictures, Says Zukor
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture JSetcs)

sound
28. — "So-called
November
HOLLYWOOD,
films."
displace
pictures
statement made
the first
off insilent
is thenotlead
This will
on talking pictures by Adolph Zukor, who arrived here
Sunday.
"On the other hand," said Mr. Zukor, "sound effects
and dialogue will be used to enhance the entertainment
value of a film. I believe it is generally accepted that to
tell a story to hold interest, to reach a climax in drama by
means of pantomime is the most difficult of the arts. That
is the field of the motion picture. We have worked out a
technique of continuity, direction and acting to relate a
story by means of the screen.
"Surely we are not going to turn wholly now to the
so-called talking motion pictures, for that way lies the road
downhill. We would be surrendering all that we have
achieved. I think our future lies in the silent film, with
sound and dialogue as adjuncts. We should not strain in
an effort to inject sound and dialogue into motion pictures
merely because of novelty. They are properties to be utilized the better to tell a story just as we have used subThe Zukor statement is interpreted here as a virtual
announcement
of Paramount policy with regard to sound.
titles."
It is somewhat in contrast to statements made by Jesse
L. Lasky, some time ago, in which the latter predicted that
in five years there would be no more silent pictures.

Educational Will Release
Sennett Talkie Shorts
"The Lion's Roar," First Subject With Dialogue and
Music, Exhibited at Special Showing in New York
EDUCATIONAL has concluded a contract with Mack Sennett whereby the
former will release a number of two reel
comedies that will be made by the Sennett
organization with sound and musical accompaniment under the RCA Pbotophone system of recording. The first of these subjects, "The Lion's Roar" had a previewshowing at the RCA Photophone studios
on Tuesday of this week. It is understood
that the second picture in this series already has been completed and that future
releases will be made at short intervals.
"This is only the first announcement on
our sound program," said Mr. Hammons in
making public the information on Educational's entrance into the sound field.
"Other details will be made as other groups
of sound short subjects become ready for
showing. In promising details of Educational 's program in recent weeks, we have
stated only that Educational could be relied upon to maintain the same leading position with short subjects in sound that it

has maintained in the silent short subject
field
for years. at
'The
Lion'spreviews
Roar,' which
saw prese«ted
several
on myI
recent visit to Los Angeles, will, I believe,
bear us out fully in this."
The Mack Sennett Talking Comedies are
being produced at Sennett 's sound studios
in Hollywood. "The Lion's Roar" was
both written and directed by Sennett personally. Every character talks, sings, plays
a musical instrument or does all of these.
No titles appear after the first main one
and the credits, the story unfolding in natural sequence and being self-explanatory
because of the conversation.
Subtitle — "As the owner of this
cafe, I want to say that our ham sandwiches are made from pleased pigs
that have made perfect hogs of themselves."— By Jimmy Starr in "Million
Dollar Collar" for Warner Bros.

Motion
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Washington, D. C. Exhibitor to Rush
Interchangeability Test
SIDNEY LUST, owner of five Washington, D. C, theatres and member
of the board of directors of the exhibitor unit in the District intends
to settle the question of interchangeability in the near future if such
a thing is possible. He will install a disc sound reproducing device is one
of his houses and then demand service with Western Electric records. In
the event that service is refused it is his intention to rush the matter to the
courts at the earliest possible date for a test hearing.
Mr. Lust is not acting in defiance of anyone, he explains, btit as a small
exhibitor he feels that the question of interchangeability should be determined satisfactorily without delay. He says exhibitors owning theatres
such as his cannot afford the prices asked by Western Electric and RCA.

Mid- West

Troubles Brew

Daylight Saving, Amusement Tax Proposal and Activities
Of Reformers Are Problems Before Kans.-Mo. Showmen
DAYLIGHT saving battle raging
hotly in Kansas City and the spectres of a new amusement tax and
activities from a new "reform" organization are now confronting the exhibitor
world of Kansas and Missouri.
The proposed daylight saving ordinance
has aroused the Team and Motor Truck
Association of Kansas City, employing more
than S.OOO men, to vigorous protest. The
Association has gone on record as unalterably opposed to the plan.
The amusement tax situation was thrust
to the fore the other day when the governor of Kansas called a special meeting at
Topeka to discuss a tax levy upon amusements, tobacco and incomes. Concerning
this measure, K. R. Biechele, president of
the M. P. T. 0. of Kansas-Missouri, pronounced the times as none too good for its
adoption with business conditions as they
are. Thousands of fans who cannot afford
to do so will be forced to pay the tax, said
the exhibitor leader.
A

Ina

Claire

The reform element who have made their
bow in Kansas City under the name of the
Wholesome Amusement Committee proposi>
that the police commissioners to be appointed for the eity be men who will not
tolerate indecent shows. They will call upon Governor-elect Henry S. Caulfleld and
request that their plan be taken up. It is
understood that films are included under
the general classification of "indecent."
Exhibitors who had planned to open their
theatres on Sundays at Columbia, the seat
of the Kansas state university, were restrained from such action when the eity
council last Tuesday passed an ordinance
prohibiting Sunday movies.
That measures of this type have not the
approval of lawyers was ascertained wlien
F. Dumont Smith, president of the Kansas
Bar Association, in addressing the association in convention, declared "laws forbidding Sunday amusements violate the 'very
spirit of the Declaration of Indepen-

a Pathe
dence.' '

Star

Signing of Stage Luminary Seen as First of a Series of
Moves Presaging an Aggressive Policy for Firm
INA CLAIBE, a feminine personality of
the American stage who hgs achieved
outstanding success as an actress, has
signed a contract to star in Pathe motion
pictures.
The signing of Miss Claire is held by
Pathe to be the first of a series of moves.

Producers to Establish
Call Bureau
(Hollywood Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News}

OOD, Nov. 28. — A call
HOLLYW
bureau is practically certain to
be established by the Producers
Association on January L Arrangements are now being made whereby
the bureau will list all actors who have
representation by agents and calls for
such players will not be made to the
actor direct but to the representative.
Franchising is still being discussed.

now in progress, which will advance Pathe
picture production. It is taken to presage
an aggressive production policy for this
concern.
Plans for the actress' first vehicle have
not been divulged, but a statement will soon
be forthcoming from Pathe detailing the
production. That it will be a talking picture there is not a doubt. Speaking of this
medium by means of which stage stars will
achieve additional prominence, Colvin W.
Brown, executive vice-president of Pathe,
remarks that "the fruition of the new art
will eome from a judicious blending of the
best of the technique of the silent picture
with the talent and the experience of the
The latest stage appearance in New York
of
the new Pathe star was early this year
stage."
when she starred in W. Somerset Maugham's
"Our Betters." It was announced recently
that she would star in "Children of the
Darkness."

P ic t u r c
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Canadian Chain Asks Writ
Permitting Sunday Shows
Still another legal development has taken
place in the Province of Quebec over law
enforcement and the interpretation of existing statutes in the application for a writ
of prohibition to restrain the criminal
courts from prosecuting motion picture theatres under the law of 1907 which places
a ban on Sunday theatrical performances.
The applicant is United Amusements, Lin\ited, which has a chain of 13 theatres in
Montreal, and the motion was heard by
Mr. .Justice Desaulniers in Superior Court,
November
The key '22.
witness called by the applicant
company was J. E. Ouimet, a pioneer exhibitor of Montreal, who said that he
started presenting motion pictures there in
1904. When the anti-Sunday show law was
]iassed, no restriction had been placed upon
moving pictures and they had continued on
Sundays ever since. If the writ is granted,
all theatres in the Province of Quebec can
operate on Sundays unless the law is
amended.

Doctors Thank
Hays
for
Surgical Films
After witnessing the special showing of

the French films of surgical operations at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, last
Tuesday niglit, November 20, the assembled
gathering of physicians passed a resolution thanking Will H. Hays for making
available to them the showing of the films
through his cooperation and that of George
Eastman. The doctors also expressed their
appreciation of the motion picture in its
non-entertainment phases as an agency to
aid the progress of scientific learning.

"U"

Acquires

Right

to

"Luxury Husband"

Universal has acquired the talking picture rights for Maysie Grieg's novel, "The
The
Luxury production
Husband." undoubtedly will be a
special. It will be put into work at an
early date. No intimation is yet to be had
as to the identity of the stars or players
who will handle the two leading roles.
Neither has a director been chosen.

"U"

Signs

2 from

Stage

TwoCast
actors of
from "Broadway"
the original cast of the
stage play, "Broadway," were engaged recently by Universal to reenact in the film
version of the work the same roles that
they played behind the footlights. The two
are Thomas Jackson and Paul Porcasi and
they will leave New York for Universal
City at an early date.

"Bachelor's
Club"
Has
Feminine
Leads

2

Both a blonde and a brunette figure in
the plot
"The
Bachelor's
Club,"
the
Oscar
A. of
Price
production
which
General
Pictures will soon release. These two feminine leads are Edna Murphy and Barbara
Worth resjwctively. They play opposite
Richard
ductio!!. Talmadge, who stars in the pro-
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Bristolphone
Company Now Among
Leading Factors in
Equipping Theatres
SOXORA-BRISTOLPHOXE, which rceortls on t\\M', has i)ceome a leading'
factor in the sound production and
reproduction fiehl and is a keen rival oi
both Western L'Icciric and RCA. Indications are that the Bristoljdione device will
be a very popular one.
That the Sonora-Bristolphone will be interchangeable with both Western Electric
and RCA seems assured l)eyond any doubt.
It is understood tliat Bristolphone has been
licensed to both produce and reproduce
copyrighted music by the music publishers
who are represented by E. C. Mills. Negotiations in this direction are said to have
been completed last week. This company,
with Western Electric and RCA are said
to be the only equipment producing concerns so licensed by Mr. Mills.
Bristolphone has been used in two theatres for the showing of Western Electric
disc product and to date there has been no
objection on the part of Western Electric
officials. These tests were made at the
Academy in Hagerstown, Md., and the
Strand in Madison, Wis. Service was given
the theatres by licensees of the Western
Electric Company and reports indicate that
the showings were carried on with complete
success.
Both Western Electric and RCA have
practically conceded intercbangeability provided the equipment used meets with the
approval of their licensees and satisfactorily reproduces their product. This require-

Norma Shearer to Play
Role of Mary Dugan

bring to
MA SHEARER will
NORthe
screen the character of Mary
Dugan, the heroine of Bayard
Veiller's stage drama which MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is about to produce as
an all-talking production. Rehearsals
are scheduled to start at any minute.
Miss Shearer, who has just finished
*'A Lady of Chance," has had her vehicle, "The Last of Mrs. Cheney," postponed temporarily. Frederick Lonsdale, who wrote the play, is now enroute to Hollywood to cooperate with
Director Robert Z. Leonard on the
dialogue version.
Mr. Veillcr is also to direct "The
Trial of Mary Dugan" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; he has just completed the
screen version of his work. Raymond
Hackett will have the part he played
on the stage in the picture. No other
players have been announced.

Schedule

Is

250

Month

Shuberts Pleased With Sound Films;
Will Wire All Houses
SHUBERTS are reported so well satisfied with their contract with
Warner Bros, on the Winter Garden in New York that all of their 98
theatres in 24 cities will eventually he wired for sound films. It is
said that the Shubert cut in the weekly receipts of Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" has netted them at least $10,000 a week. The Jolson picture, it
is said, has grossed an average of .$42,000 for the nine weeks it has been on
display at the Winter Garden.
"Noah's Ark" is to follow "The Singing Fool" into the Winter Garden
and when it does it wiU also be shown at four others of the largest Shubert
houses located in Philadelphia, Chicago, Pittsburgh and Boston. They
are now being wired.

nient has undoubtedly been met by BristolAs the result of these showings and the
phone.
activity of the Bristolphone officials tifteen
large circuits have already ordered installations, with indications, according to the
company, that many others will fall into
line in the near future. Orders are said to
number '250 at present.
Plans for the production of the equipment are being rushed to completion and
the Bristolphone plant will be working at
capacity in the near future. The present

schedule calls for the manufacture of 250
equipments a month starting December.
Bristolphone is fortunate too, in having a
number of picture producing companies
aligned with it in using the recording system and will therefor have an abundance
of its own product available. The production companies now are : Gotham Productions, Asher, Small and Rogers and LesserWarner Productions. The schedule at present calls for twenty-six feature productions, two of which will be specials, and 52
short subjects.

Western Electric to Install 4,000
Sets By End of 1929
Y'Sat
ICionsCOMPAN
RN ofELECTR
schedule
installat
calls for
WESTE
least 4,000 hou.scs being equipped by the
end of next year, according to officials of
that company. There are now said to be
885 systems in operation and this number
will be increased to 1,000 by the end of December of this year.
Production has been speeded up all along
the line by the Western Electric staff and
their capacity which has been around 160
a month will shortly be increased to an
average of 250 a month. This pace, it is
said, will at least be maintained and probably increased during the coming year. It
is figured that at least 3,000 sets will be installed during 1929.
J. E. Otterson, head of the Electrical Research Products Company only recently returned to New York from the Hawthorne
manufacturing plant. He inspected every
angle of the work and declares that every
possible step is being taken to increase the
equipment oxitput. Three shifts are now
working twenty-four hours a day in the

plant, with additional space being devoted
to the manufacture of sound equipment and
additions
being made to the staff of workmen regularly.
The work of manufacturing this theatre
equipment is of a highly skilled nature and
it is only with difficulty that the staff of
workmen can be increased as rapidly as the
company desires. However, results are most
satisfactory, according to Mr. Otterson.
Sets are being turned out more rapidly
than ever before and in the period from
November 5 to 17 no less than 105 theatres
were equipped, the banner number for that
period of time.

"Circus
Kid"
Prologue
Completed by FBO
Work on the prologue for "The Circus
Kid" art FBO production with music,
sound and talking sequences, has been completed by Director Bert Glennon at FBO's
Sound Studios, 134th Street and Park Avenue, New Y'ork.
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Sound Picture Reviews
By Chester J. Smith
The Spanking Age
This M-G-M subject presents "Our Gang"' in a comedy with sound and
there is some doubt as to whether or not it enhances the value of the picture. The voices of several of the gang are reproduced mostly in sound,
but
smattering
of dialogue
have with
been a noted
for their
speed andhere
the and
soundthere.
servesThese
to slow"gang"'
them comedies
up quite
a bit. It is a good comedy, however, and a decided novelty. Mary Ann
and Wheezer are in the limelight more than the actors as badly treated
stepchildren. They take advantage of the absence of the stepmother to
stage a party for the gang and there is much humorous action. It is a picture that will be appreciated as much as any of these comedies in the past.
Confession
This is an intensely dramatic playlet presented most capably by an
M-G-M cast. Its technique is somewhat different than similar subjects that
have been heard on the sound screen and it holds the interest throughout.
Robert Ames, Carroll Nye, Christian Yves and Yvonne Stark make up the
very capable cast that presents the playlet just on the outskirts of an American rest camp on the outskirts of Bar-le-duc. A despised officer has been
slain and a private sentenced to death for the murder. A doughboy run
over by a truck is brought into the French Inn and there confesses the killing to his buddie as he passes out. More subjects such as this are needed
on the sound screen.

We Faw Down
Here is one of the funniest short comedies ever seen or heard on the
screen. It is a Hal Roach offering by M-G-M featuring Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy and it is done in sound but no dialogue. Only the laughter
of the comedians is recorded. The action is hilarious and the sound effects
ingeniously arranged. Laurel and Hardy are a pair of cheating husbands
who plan a night at poker but tell their wives they are going to a vaudeville
show. Instead they inadvertantly become entangled with the girl friends
of a couple of prizefighters who discover the quartet in the apartment.
Meantime an extra paper has conveyed the news to the wives that the
vaudeville house has burned down. When Laurel and Hardy make their
escape from the apartment they are discovered by their wives exiting
through a window. The wives say nothing at the time but rush back to their
own apartments to await them. There some hilariously funny action takes
place with a final shot that is guaranteed to evoke plenty of laughter from
any audience.

Phipps

Lowell Sherman is starred in this M-G-M Movietone subject which is
very well done and all in dialogue, but which drags horribly. It is replete
with clever lines however, but would hardly be passable in less skilled
hands. Sherman is the Butler, Phipps, who is called upon to witness the
cruelty of Sir Gerald to Lady Fannie that a divorce may be obtained. A
proposition is made that Phipps shall accompany Lady Fannie as her companion on a trip that the divorce may be made easier. He confesses his
love for her and she enthuses over the confession. However, the difficulties
between Lady Fannie and Sir Gerald are smoothed out and Phipps, much
abashed is then compelled to give his notice.
The Lions Roar
This is the first of the Mack Sennett comedies in the new tieup with
Educational done under the RCA process of recording and reproducing.
It is very cleverly conceived in that it takes in a wide variety of sound, all
of which is capably reproduced on the screen. This sound varies from
straight dialogue to a reproduction of the chirping of birds, the carrying
of high notes by a soprano, the tones of a saxophone and various other
tests. The plot too, is well planned and executed, with Johnny Burke,
Daphne Pollard, Billy Bevan and Vernon Dent in the leading roles. The
subject matter is of the type that can reflect only credit to the sound screen,
and is well interspersed with good comedy material.

Picture

Portland Has Device
Reproduce Sound

A' civs

to

Theatre Sound Corporation, has been org-anized at Portland, Ore., by J. J. Fleming,
M. F. Roach and W. H. Roach to market
sound device for theatres that is said to be
much simpler in operation than other sound
devices now on the market. This is the invention of Art Kolstad, owner and operator of the Rialto Theatre of Hood River.
A representative body from the Northwest Independent Exhibitors Association
recently were given a preview of the apparatus at Hood River, Ore., on "Lilac
Time." The maehinoi is equipped with
three horns, tenor, baritone and bass, each
being distinct from each other.

"Younger
Generation"
to
Be Columbia Talkie
"The Younger Generation," the Columbia special adapted from Fannie Hurst's
stage play, "It is to Laugh,'' will be a
"talkie" and also have a synchronized music score and sound effects. This is the
second production listed on Columbia's
sound program. The tirst was "Submarine. " "The Donovan Affair,' ' the mystery
play by Owen Davis is now being cast as
an "all-talkie."
"The Younger Generation" stars Jean
Hersholt under Frank R. Capra's direction.
Besides Rex Lease and Miss Basquette, the
featured members of the cast selected so
far are Ricardo Cortez, Rosa Rosauova,
Edward Molnar, Leon Ramon and Virginia
Marshall.

Jessel
Starts
Talking,
Singing Sequences
Talking and Singing sequences for the
Tiffany-Stahl production "Lucky Boy,"
starring George Jessel, were started on
Thursday, November 16th, in New York
at the R-C-A Studios under the personal
supervision of Rudolph Flothow, who is in
full charge of Tiffan.y-Tone Synchronization.
This is to be Jessel 's tirst singing and
talking picture, with scenes taken in and
around New York City. Margaret Quimby
has been brought on from Los Angeles to
New York to play opposite Jessel. She was
formerly a George White Scandals' girl.

Warners Acquire More
Land for Sets
Expansion of Warner Bros, facilities to
cope with the demands for increasing production of Vitaphone pictures has been the
motive for acquiring several acres of land
adjacent to the auxiliary studio at Prospect and Talmadge Street, Hollywood. This
is to provide for more ground to erect exterior sets which have been crowded from
the main studio on Sunset Boulevard where
large space has recently been absorbed in
the construction of new stages.
Subtitle — "I'm a woman who has
sinned and suffered! And how I suffer when I think how I suffered!"
"New York City — where all the sin
is synthetic and all the gin is pathetic."
—First
by Tom
Reed in "Synthetic Sin" for
National.

December
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London Suspends Judgment on Talkies
"Jazz Singer" Scores
but "Terror"
Heavily
Dampens Enthusiasm
By a Special Correspondent

berent2'J.— For the n moLONDON, ment,Novem
the judgm
of Lomlo is
suspended on the subject of Ajnerican talking pictures. London received "The
Jazz Singer" very cordially — more cordially than one might believe in view of a
rather unfortunate impression created by
the odd mixture of English and American
accents in the trailer of "The Terror" that
was shown immediately before it.
Then after four crowded weeks of "The
Jazz Singer" (which could easily have run
for four months) "The Terror" was shown.
It got a chilly reception from the chorus ot
professional knockers who form so large a
proportion of any first night audience in
Loudon. To say the least of it, it is unbelievable that any father and daughter could
have such widely differing accents as Alee
Francis and May McAvoy.
Soon after the first showing of "The
Terror" came the opening of the new Empire. There was a brilliant audience who
were all thrilled by the magnificence and
the comfort of the new house, with which
nothing else in Europe will bear any comparison. They were unquestionably prejudiced in favor of the entertainment before
it began. They applauded the overture
more than the item deserved. Then came
the Movietone, w'ith a greeting to the theatre by the new Lord Mayor of London.
Then came —

English vs. American Voices
But I must interrupt myself, and refer
again to that trailer of "The Ten-or," Ever
since it was shown and heard, all the professional Englishmen had been saying that
when it came to "talkies," English voices
were bound to be so much better than
American voices. This statement looked all
right, even reasonable, until the British
stars were seen and heard over the Movietone greeting the audience at the opening
of the new Empire. Alas! If anything, they
were worse than the Americans — both men

British Film
Censors
to Act on Talkies
announced in LonIT has donjust
that thebeen
British Board of Film
Censors is to continue to act as
sole censor on talking and sound films
in addition to silent films, the Department of Commerce learns.
There was some question as to
whether the Lord Chamberlain's theatrical censorship department should
be represented when talking films are
being reviewed, but after consultation
among the authorities concerned it was
decided that talking films should be
judged as ordinary films, and that at
present there was no need for theatrical censors to view them, according to
Trade Commissioner William M. Park,
London.
The Board of Film Censors have decided to issue a special certificate to
distinguish talking from silent films.

General Talking Pictures to Buy
60 Plays for Production
A

LARGE

transaction in story material has just been completed between General Talking Pictures Corporation and the Sanger and
Jordan Division of the Anglo International Play Bureau. General
Talking Pictures Corporation which controls the DeForest Phonofilm system has taken an option on one hundred musical comedies and stage plays
from which a selection of sixty will be made and purchased for the use of
the producing companies licensed under the Phonofilm patents.
The one hundred subjects which have been set aside on the option
agreement include full length dramatic pieces, farces, comedies, modern
melodramas, and mystery plays as well as musical comedies. They were
selected by Walter C. Jordan, general manager in America of Anglo International Play Bureau, from the vast number of successes he had handled
on the legitimate stage as being story properties which are well adapted
to talking picture production.

and women of the rest of the Movietone,
which included a sort of a travelogue with
some of the M-G-M stars.

"The Singing

FooV

Next day came the trade showing of
"The Singing Fool." There was quite a
fair sprinkling of people who were not in
the trade, and the majority seemed agreed
on several things : first that the only voices
worth listening to were those of Al Jolson
and Ed Martindale. I forbear from relating what the audience thought of the others.
They could have tolerated an occasional
word or two from the child, but it would
have taken a highly-skilled dramatist of the
first order — like Lonsdale, Maugham, Molnar or Brieu.x — to have written the dialogue
for the bedroom scene where "Al" accuses

his

wife of coldness and extravagance.
By all counts, the most effective scene
(excluding the last half reel, of course)
was the scene in the park between the
father and the child — and there wasn't one
word spoken !
Some years ago, George M. Cohan, out
of the depths of his experience, said, "Let
the audience do your acting for you." To
which I will add, "Let them do your 'voicing' for you — so far as England is concerned." The chief source of the trouble,
I believe, lies in the fact that we have attained in the last few years, photographic
perfection. We have now attached to this
perfection something that is vocally a misfit. It looks as if we need at least two years '
hard experimental work on sound reproduction.

Vitaphone
Complications
Due
on Canada Trademark
COMPLICATIONS are developing in connection with the Vitaphone trade-mark
in Canada, which may result in legal action before the situation is straightened
out. As things now stand the Baldwin International Radio Corporation of Canada,
Ltd., claims the exclusive right in Canada
to the use of the word when applied to talking, phonographic or music devices in the
dominion. Vitaphone claims the right to
the use of the name in the reproduction of
sound pictures and has so instructed exhibitors in the Dominion.
Search of the records in the copyright
and trademark branch of the Canadian
Patent Office reveals the fact that the trade
name, "Vitaphone" was registered October 24, 1913, by the Canadian Vitaphone
Company, Limited, under number 19006 of
Register 77 to apply to talking machines,
acces.sories and musical instruments. The
record shows that the name "Vitaphone"
was assigned by William R. Fosdick, liquidator of the Canadian Vitaphone Co., Ltd.,
on January 19, 1927 to the Baldwin International Radio Corporation, of Canada,
Ltd.
New York offices of Vitaphone claims
that the Vitaphone Company, a corporation

of Delaware was bought out by the Vitaphone Company of Canada, a subsidiary of
the old Vitaphone Corporation, and that the
Baldwin company acquired the rights from
that company. It is contended that the
rights lapsed from lack of usage and that
the present Vitaphone Company was the
first to apply in Canada for the use of the
name in connection with cameras, projectors, etc. In other words it is contended
that Vitaphone has a valid right to the use
of the title in theati'es and that if the
Baldwin Company has rights they appl.v
outside of theatres.
Meantime Vitaphone is serving Canadian
exchanges and advising them that they have
a perfect right to advertise the title. Vitaphone and Western Electric are being represented by the same solicitors.

Sylvia
Fields
Assigned
to "Hunted" Cast
Sylvia Fields will make her talking picture debut in Willard Mack's original
screen play, "Hunted," having been assigned the leading feminine role by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer last week.
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M-G-M Completes and Releases More
Than Fifty Movietone Acts
MORE
than fifty Metro Movietone acts had been completed and most
of them released by M-G-M up to and including November 24. A
large percentage of these were made at the newly renovated Cosmopolitan Studio, 127lh Street and Second Avenue, New York, where short
feature work is now progressing at a rapid rate.
A list of subjects released, classed according to release date, follows:
September 29: Van and Schenck, 2 numbers: Johnny Marvin, 2 numbers; Marion Harris, 2 numbers; October 6. Walt Roesner and Capitolians,
2 numbers: Locust Sisters, 2 numbers: Leo Beers, 3 numbers. October 13.
Miller and Lyles, 1 number; Joseph Regan, 2 numbers; Fuzzy Knight, 2
numbers. October 2. Ponce Sisters, 2 numbers; Odette Myrtil, 2 numbers; Marion Harris, 2 numbers. October 27. Van and Schenck, 2 numbers; Ella Shields, 2 numbers; George Dewey Washington, 2 numbers.
November 3. Johnny Marvin, 2 numbers; Joseph Regan, 2 numbers;
Metro Movietone Review (1-reel vaudeville show). November 1. Vincent
Lopez, 1 number; Ponce Sisters, 2 numbers; Miller and Lyles (special
two-reel number). November 17. Marion Harris, 2 numbers; George
Dewey Washington, 2 numbers; Frances White, 1 number. November 24.
Metro Movietone Review; Elsa Ersi and Nat Aver, 2 numbers.

Lasky Announces
Plans on Short
THE current production of half a dozen
important talking short features and
plans for a large program of one and two
reel pictures to be made at the Long Island
Studio are announced by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president in charge of production
of the Paramount Famous Lasky Coi-poration.
' ' The short feature department, headed
by James R. Cowan, has just added three
important writers to it-s staff," said Mr.
Lasky. ' ' They are S. Jay Kaufman, widely
known newspaper man and author of many
dramatic works; Morrie Ryskind, co-author
of the book of 'Animal Crackers' and of
other plays, and William Grew, author of
'The Sap,' 'Undressed Kid' and of the
books for several of Earl Carroll's Vanities.
We intend to spare no efforUs to get the
best and freshest material from the most
talented writers for our talking short fe.itures.
' ' These writers will be at the studio for
a long term, writing original short comedies,
sketches
and novelties and adapting ma-

Bristolphone
Ordered
by 15 Circuits
less than fifteen large circuits
have ordered Sonera - Bristol phone installations according to
Charles R. Rogers, general manager of
the company. Included in them are
the following:
Finklestein and Ruben, Kunsky
Theatres Corp., Midland Theatres Co.
of Ohio, Northwest Theatre Circuit,
W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., Strand
Corp. of Wisconsin, E. M. Loew Theatres. Inc.. Great States Theatres, Inc.,
Schine Enterprises Inc., Fay Theatres,
Inc., Delta Amusement Enterprises,
Consolidated Amusement Enterprises
of New York, Strand Amusement Co.
of Iowa, L. K. Brin Enterprises, Ventner Amusement Enterprises.
No

Production
Subjects
terial from other fields. They also will

assist Joseph Santley, the director."
Mr. Lasky announced that George Abbott,
the eminent director of "Coquette"
"Broadway" and other stage hits, now is
engaged in directing "The Bishop's Candlesticks." The cast of Broadway stage actors
is headed by Walter Huston, late star of
George Cohan's "Elmer the Great."
Mr. Abbott will direct still another short
feature, after which it is expected that he
will make one or more full-length pictures.
Other shert subjects in sound cither completed recently or still in production at
the Long Island Studio, include the sketch,
"If Men Played Cards as Women Do,' by
George S. Kaufman, "Highlowbrow" by S.
Jay Kaufman, Eddie Peabody and his band,
Borrah Minnevitch and his troupe of harmonica-playing boys, songs by the Geirsdorf Sisters and a group of songs in an
Oriental setting by Anna Chang and other
Chinese and Japanese artists.

Edward
Everett
Horton
Signed by Christie
Edward Everett Horton, stage and screen
star who has just completed a series of two
reel comedies for Hollywood Produetiouj,
has been signed by the Christie Film Company to star in a series of two reel sound
comedies released on the Paramount propjram for 1929-30 but pre-released this year
in those houses equipped for sound reproduction.

"Bulldog Drummond" to be
Colman's First Talkie
Ronald Colman's firet talking picture will
be "Bulldog Drummond," wliich is planned
to go into production within two weeks under the direction of F. Richard Jones. It
will contain dialogue throughout.
The star's first individual starring picture, "The Rescue," is now being synchron-

Picture
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ized by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, talking sequences having been eliminated by Sam
Goldwyn. The producer believes that indiscriminate mixing of silent and oral sequences weaken the dramatic force of a
picture and for that reason he is also cutting out dialogue in Vilma Banky's first
vehicle, but is making her second, "Child's
Fifth Avenue," as an all-talkie.
"Devil's Island," planned by Mr. Goldwyn as a near production, has been postponed for two mouths. "Natches, " a story
by Joseph Hergesheimer, is set for production about April 1.

United
Artists
Sound
Stages Near Finished
United Artists' two sound stages will be
completed this week and work of synchronizing that company's product with talk
will start immediately. Completion of the
stages permits Mary Pickford to start actual production
"Coquette''
under the
direction
of Sam on
Taylor.
She is expected
to
start within a week.
Roland West has started on his first
"talkie," in "Nightstick." It is likely that
West will do the talk sequences at night
and Mary Pickford will use the stage in
the daytime. Dougles Fairbanks is winding up"" The Iron Mask" and D. W. Griffith will begin immediately on the talk sequences for "Masquerade," originally
called "The Love Son?."

Paramount
to Star Clara
Bow in All-Talkie
Clara Bow's next vehicle for Paramount,
"The Wild Party" from a story by Warner
Fabian, will be a- 100 per cent dialogue production and will be directed by Malcolm
St. Clair. E. Lloyd Sheldon adapted the
story to the screen and F. Hugh Herbert
did the continuity. The dialogue is now being prepared by John V. A. Weaver.
"The Saturday Night Kid," slated as
the actress' next, has been postponed until
a later date.

Voice

Fade-Out
Used
Pathe Feature

in

The "voice fade-out," a clever mechanical arrangement by which the voice of a
screen player in a talking picture may be
made gradually to fade out and in, corresponding to the action he is describing, has
been evolved by Director Howard Higgin
and Benjamin Glazer, head of Pathe 's
sound department, for use in "The Leather*
neck. ' '

Cinephone Subject Not
Halted by W. E.
reports
ic to
enta-.
ding
repres
Electr
Westernaccor
WHILE
d over" and
have to
"looke
tives
lly
York
the New
listened critica
tation of the
Colony Theatre's presen
Walt Disney animated sound cartoon
"Steamboat Willie," synchronized by
Powers Cinephone and reproduced on
the Fox-Case device, nothing was said
or done by Western Electric officials
tending to halt the Colony showing all
last week.
"Steamboat Willie" is now held over
for a second week at the Colony.
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New Empire in London
Opened Auspiciously
THE recent opening of the New
Empire Theatre in London, England, occurred before a large and
brilliant audience which filled the
house to overflowing. The handsome
playhouse a recent acquisition of
Loew's, Incorporated, presented its
feature attraction, "The Actress," before a gathering that included the two
daughters of the King and Queen of
Spain, the Infanta Beatrix and the Infanta Maria Christina. Lady Londonderry, Lady Colefax, Field Marshall Sir
George Milne, Arnold Bennett, Lady
Cunard, Viscount Castlereagh. Sir
Basil Clarke and others of the nobility.
The new theatre is said to approximate the large theatres on Broadway
in details and construction. The seating capacity is more than 4,000, the orchestra has a moveable stage, and
there are several special salons. The
house is also wired for the presentation of sound pictures and at the
premiere one of the M-G-M talkies
bearing greetings from prominent MG-M stars was shown.

Newsreel Resume
Paramount News No. 35: Hoover off oi:
tour; floods sweep raid-west; Japan begins
imperial rites; elephants as farm hands;
pioneer iron horse; Etna's new eruption.
Xo. 36: Austria's tenth birthday; European
beauty winners; Stanford students build
bonfire; Mendez Hies from New York for
South America; football teams end season;
swimming gymnasts ; Mikado ascends
throne.
M-G-M News : France celebrates Armis-ticc Day; Dixie girls aquaplaning; Emperor Hirohito 's coronation ; Etna belche^
lava; T'. S. cavalrymen in arillery charge,
football games. No. 31: Japan's emperor
enthroned; college runners; Swedish King'.s
kin arrives to wed U. S. girl ; European
beauties ; old-time iron horse ; football ; pictures of stricken King George.
Pathe News No. 97: Hoover sails on good-

British Film Suit Lost
by Universal
IN a decision26, rendered Monday, November in the law suit brought
by Universal against the Transatlantic Film Company of London and
a counter-claim brought against Universal by the English company. Sir
Francis Newhold, the official referee
of the London court gave judgment
against Universal for $132,550 and 6
per cent interest from January, 1920,
and costs, and ordered Transatlantic
to return all Universal films held by
them.
Originally, I niversal sued Transatlantic for .$90,000 for films alleged
to be unaccounted for and it was
claimed Transatlantic exploited outside of an agreed area. Transatlantic
responded with a counter-claim for
$500,000 for losses on films alleged to
have been withheld. The English company centered its attack on a transaction with Universal whereby LTniversal distributed a boy scout film in
the United States.

\m)
will voyage; Japanese ruler borne to his
throne; blessing the hounds; Rickard vacationing; floods in mid-west; Mt. Etna. No.
ItS: Stanford students in rally; Canada's
huge grain crop; Austria celebrates tenth
birthday; Maine's first snow; cattle contest; racing season in Manila; pets assemble
in Kansas City; fire in Brooklyn factory;
auto racing. Pathe Sound News No. 2:
Tom Noonan's Bowery mission; turkies;
,iazz band of 4-year olds; Rangers, hockey
champs; Hoboken remembers war time.
International News No. 94: Coronation
of Hirohito; war dead honored in France;
Mass. fishing craft runs ashore; Hoover's
departure for South America ; a fox colony ;
football; Etna's rivers of laval. No. 95:
haiTiers in race; Britain prays for King
George; Stanford students build a bonfire;
Europe's fairest girls; Swedish count arrives; Japanese emperor ascends his
throne; kids learn swimming; football
games.
Kinograms No. 5451 : France prays for
war dead; England pays homage to fallen
heroes; turkey do their final trot; Mrs.
Coolidge christens plane; jazz arouses tank
waves ; Hoover leaves for visit to Latin
America; the president-elect's family who
will stay at home; Berlin dog teams in
clash. No. 5452; College runners; Swedish
royal bridegroom arrives for wedding to
American girl ; new arrivals in German zoo ;
Stanford student body constructs bonfire;
our
ball. first locomotive; Europe's fairest; foot-

Novelty
Sketch
Filmed
by Paramount
"If Men Played Cards As Women Do''
is the title of the latest all-talking short
novelty filmed at Paramount 's Long Island
Studio, a one-reeler directed by Joseph
Santley and produced by James R. Cowan.
It is based upon a dramatic sketch by
George S. Kaufman which was a part of
the Music Box Revue several years ago.
The cast consists of four men, all with long
experience on the legitimate stage, Frank
McHugh, Fi-ederic Santley, Hugh Cameron
and George McFarland.

Increase
in Famous
Canadian Earnings
Famous,
nt of Limited
n Corp.,
l stateme
Canadia
financia
THEPlayers
Toronto, which has just gone forward to shareholders, reveals a heavy
increase in earnings and a strong balance sheet for the fiscal year ending
August 25, 1928.
Operating profits for the 12 months
totaled $1,507,067, as compared with
$1,191,877 for the previous fiscal year,
net profits for the last and previous
years being $794,125 and $708,268, respectively. 'The surplus last August
was $986,150, as compared with a profit
and loss balance of $583,345 at the end
of the previous fiscal period.
A number of capital re-adjustments
were made early in 1928. The assets
of the corporation are given as $20,156,604, as compared with $16,966,372 at
the end of the 1927 fiscal period.
In his report to shareholders, J. P.
Bickell. Toronto, vice-president of
Famous Players, announced that the
corporation now owned or controlled
146 theatres in Canada, almost onesixth of the total number of moving
picture houses in the Dominion.

Serena Klein, Belle Balstow, New

York

City; Sam Kaplan M'anufaeturing and Supply Co., Inc., $200,000, Evelyn Luquer,
Lloyd F. Thanhouser, James J. Irwin, NewYork City; Broadway-Park Corporation,
$10,000, David Davis, Benjamin Schulman,
Max Goldbaum, Brooklyn; Farrell Theatre.
Inc., $10,000, Patrick J. McGrath, Thomas
F. Fan'eU, Daniel J. MeCleary, New York
City; Humanaphone, Inc., $10,000, Lillian
Cunningham, Henry R. Danziger, Mildred
Lawn, New York City; Nils T. Granlund,
Inc., $5,000, Donald J. Flam, Nils T. Granlund, Moses Hoffenson, New York City;
Sound Shorts, Inc., capitalization not stated,
Joseph Stark, Irene Epstein, Jessie Chisling, New York City; Colortone Pictures
Corporation, capitalization not stated, Louis
J. Freda, Vincent Westrup, Raymond J.
Gorman, New York City; Fox Interstate
Playhouses, Inc., capitalization not stated,
George Blake, Nelle Barber, Louis M.
Weber, New York City.

Johnny Mack Brown Male
Lead in "Coquette"
Playing opposite Mary Pickford in "Coquette" will be Johnny Mack Brown, who
wUl portray the part of Michael. George
Irving has been cast for the role of the lawyer. Sam Taylor will soon begin the direction of the feature.

Many New Firms Obtain
New York Charters
Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York State, at Albany, during the
past week, included several which will include the production of sound pictures in
their purposes. The companies chartered
were : Stanley Recording Company of
America, Inc., .$6,000, W. Wirtshafer, Jacob
Miner, Brooklyn ; Gus Rosenblit, New York
City; Lew Fields ' Producing Co., Inc., $100,DUII. lyew Fields. Loon Spachner, Arthur W.
■Wright, New York City; Brothers Company,
Inc., capitalization not stated, Anne Eichel,

Publix to Play Fanchon
Marco Acts
by West
now
stagebutshows,
-MarcoCoast
Fanchon
THEowned
playing
in Publix houses in Portland and Seattle, will remain in the
Publix houses for an indefinite period.
The West Coast-Publix split becomes
effective December 1. At that time the
Seattle Theatre, Seattle, and the Portland Theatre, Portland, will sever their
operating connection with West Coast.
The decision to retain the FanchonMarco shows is undoubtedly because of
the expense that would be entailed by
Publix in bringing the eastern Publix
units to the Northwest. It is regarded
as likely that Publix has bought the
Fanchon-Marco acts from West Coast.
The present
policyand
of Seattle
West Coast's
houses
in Portland
will be
continued by the decision, which was
made by R. E. Crabill, general manager of Publix interests on the Pacific
Coast.
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Ina Claire, one of the stagers elite,
ichose striking presence tvill be
brought to the screen by Pathe,
who tvill star her in a series of
talkies.

BeaiUiful Marceline Day as she looks in the role of the heroine
of "Restless Youth," a new Columbia production.

Picture

News

John Gilbert, one of the leading
screen artists as well as box office
draws. He has just completed
'"Women of Affairs," in which he
co-stars with Greta Garbo.

Where fortunes are made and lost— a reproduction
at
the Paramount studio in Hollywood of the I^ew York
stock marlcet which provides the glamor and the back-

Filming
scene John
for ^King
of the
Artists). a While
Barrymore
andMountains''
Mona Rico {United
portray
the modest
village couple the camera
follows them.
Ernst Lubitsch is directing.

ground for *"The Wolf of Wall Street.""
Colleen
Moore
symbolizes
youth. Her latest role is in
First
IS at ional's
**Synthetic

Sin."

//. B. Warner plays his first
role in a sound picture in
Mad"
be offered
Warner soon
Bros,to with
Warner

talkina
"Stark
byin the
an

attractive character part.

Haven't
up and
as they
ond act

you ever had that feeling? Chills are beginning to run
down the spines of Estelle Bradley and Charles Lamont
travel the *'shoot the chutes." They are man and wife
and direct respectively on the Educatioiud comedy lots.

Sally Blane is one of a trio of
sisters who are to be seen on the
silver screen. Her attractiveness
makes her much in demand as a
leading lady. She appears in
FBO's *'King Cowboy."
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Mezzanine Floor,

Big Stage

Western Newi Editor

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

, Nov. 28.— Unless legiHOLLYWOOD
timate show producers permit the
immediate filming and release of
productions made from attractions to which
they have sold screen rights, a smaller
nnmiber of plays than ever before will be
purchased by motion picture producers.
Despite sound pictures and a greater opportunity than ever before to playwrights to
sell screen rights, this policy will be carried
out rigidly in the future.
It is a direct result of many cases of
conscious or unconscious plagiarism which
have taken place during the past few seasons. With the sale of almost every big
Broadway hit for film production, independents and even major studios, have hopped
on themes of the hit, made slight changes in
titles and sequences, and produced their
film before the studio which paid a tremendous price for the screen rights had an
opportunity to make and release the story
for which it paid money. Many of such
plagiaristic cases are either within the law ;
or the paying producer does not care to
become involved in the long legal procedure which guarantees him satisfaction.
Universal paid $225,000 in 1927 for tlic
screen rights to "Broadway'' and so tied
itself up that it could not release the play
in screen form until 1929. Added to that,
in 1928 the company paid an additional
$25,000 for the dialogue rights, making a

NowDictates
the "Theme
Song"
the Plot
Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 28.— A new
phase of "tail wagging the dog"
is rapidly spreading thronghont
Hollywood studios. Now scenarios are
being written to suit theme songs
which are the basic ideas for productions. Originally, song-writers were
imported with a view lo having them
write songs for scenarios already written. Several instances have arisen
lately where the theme song was submitted and scenarios based upon them.
A case in point is "Listen Baby,"
Fathe's forthcoming production. In
(his instance, the method has proper
justification, as the entire story is
based on the theme song and a songwriter's adventures in getting it sold.

Hotel Roosevelt,

Hits Lose

Practice of Plagiarism
Makes Inroads Into
Their Drawing Power

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

JERRY HOFFMAN

Western RepresenutiTe

Repres«ntaliTe» N. Y. Office

Hollywood Office:

OD

A. URBACH

Screen Value

total cost of a quarter million. Meanwhile
stories similar to "Broadway," since its
opening as a legitimate attraction have
been made by almost a dozen other companies.
"The Trial of Mary Dugan," "The Bellamy Trial," "The Canary Murder Case,"
one a play and two books, started the independents working on mystery stories with
courtroom sequences, simply because the
producers couldn't get their product on the
market quick enough to prevent the others
from cashing in on the tremendous price
paid for screen rights.
"Excess Baggage" was one of the few
cases which beat the quickie-makers to the
punch. Paramount owns "Burlesque" from
the play by George Manker Watters. Meanwhile another company has announced
"The Queen of Burlesque."
Other instances pop up daily of companies changing merely one word in a title or
using a play on a title purchased. While
speedy production will not eliminate the
evil entirely, standard producers feel that
it gives them an even break with the others
and that it is unfair to tie themselves up
for any length of time.
Cromwell to Make Talkie
John Cromwell, legitimate actor who was
signed by Paramount, will make his debut
as a director with "Close Harmony," the
story by Elsie Janis and Gene Markey.
Cromwell was signed during his appearance
in Los Angeles on the legitimate stage in
"The Racket."
Ruth Roland Plans Return
Ruth Roland is planning another return
to the screen in a series of talk and song
features. Miss Roland has a large radio
following, being in charge of a program
once a week from a Los Angeles station.
She is negotiating for a release medium at
present.
Caddo Renews Contracts
Lewis Milestone, director, and Louis Wolheim, actor, will continue under contract
to Howard Hughes, head of Caddo Company. Hughes took up the options on both
last week. At present both are being loaned
out to other companies. Plans call for the
appearance of Wolheim

Phone Granite 2145

in a production di-

Subtitle— "I've got the hungriest old
man in the world. If he didn't have
false teeth, he'd order an ostrich." —
By Julian Johnson in "Sins of the
Fathers" for Paramount.

recteJ by Milestone some time in the distant future when "Hell's Angels" is completed.Rosabelle Laemmle Engaged
Rosabelle Laemmle, daughter of Carl
Laemmle, was engaged to be married to
Stanley Bergerman of Los Angeles, last
week. Bergerman is one of the executive
heads of the May Company in that city.
No date has been set for the wedding.
T-S Signs Conway Tearle
Conway Tearle signed with Tiffany-Stahi
to make one talker after completion of his
current vaudeville tour over the Orphcum
Titling
circuit.

"Three Week Ends," Clara Bow starring, is now being titled by Herman
Manckiewicz.
William Powell Re-signed
William Powell, one of the busiest of
Paramount players, last week signed a longterm contract with Paramount.
Dorothy Revier Loaned
Dorothy Revier, starring player with Columbia, has been loaned by the latter organization toFox to play in a newspaper
story that will be directed by Fred Newmeyer.
Sonia Levien
Sonia Levien 's record assignment for Columbia isthe screen version of "The Younger Generation," which marks the continuation of the team of Frank Capra and Miss
Levien.
Christie

Casting

Cohen

Story

Christie is now assembling an all-colored
cast for the first of the talking pictures
which will be made from the Octavus Roy
Cohen stories. The first will be "The Melancholy Dame," which has been adapted by
Alfred A. Cohn. Arvid E. Gillstrom will
direct it.
Neal Burns Now Directing
Ncal Burns has jumped from player to
the status of director and is now directing
Jack Duffy in a new Christie comedy for
Paramount release. The story, incidentally,
was written by Burns himself. A new baby
star and Eddie Barry have been cast.
Educational Signs Bowes
Cliff Bowes has been re-signed by
(Continued on following page)
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cational to play leads in Cameo comedies.
Dolores Johnson will be seen as his leading
lady. Francis J. Martin will direct.
"Big Boy's" Leading Lady
"Big Boy" will have a new leading lady
in his next Educational release, "Follow
Teacher." Evelyn Mills is the young thin;
who will appear opposite him.
Holt in New Western
Jack Holt and fifty other players and
technicians have left the Paramount studios
in Hollywood for location work in Tuba
Pass. ' ' Xora
' ' Sunset
Arizona,
City, and
Lane
John on
Loder
will have supporting
roles to Holt and Otto Brower will direct.
Barton in New

Vehicle

Buzz Barton, F B O's kid cowboy, has resumed work on ' ' The Little Savage, ' ' interrupted two months ago by a broken wrist.
Pathe Engages Marie Prevost
After completing "The Leatherneck,"
Marie Prevost has signed with Pathe to
play opposite William Boyd in "High Voltage," which will go into production at once.
Ralph Block is the producer and Tay Garnett will direct. Alan Hale is also featured
in this picture.
Title Oiange
Xed Depinet, general sales manager of
First National, has announced that the release title of the Sills-Mackaill picture,
"Changeling," will be "His Captive
Woman." This has also at times been referred to as "Stranded in Paradise."

Schrock Writing Haines Vehicle

Picture

Baldwin's Dialogue in Movietone
Earl Baldwin, contract writer at M-GM, is writing dialogue for the Gus Edwards
series of Movietone shorts.
Lloyd Nosier with Inspiration
Lloyd Nosier, formerly supervising film
editor for Universal, has been engaged by
Inspiration in the same capacity. Nosier
completed a two-year contract with Unisal recently.

Mix Begins "The Drifter"
Tom Mix began recentlv his new FBI)
feature, "The Drifter," which blends the
old west with the new. Scenes are being
filmed in San Fernando Valley, Calif.
"Love in Desert" a Talkie

Jim Loughborough on Wesco Sta£f
Jim Loughborough, formerlj' publicity
director for the Metropolitan Theater, Los
Angeles, has been signed by West Coast
theaters to handle the publicity for the
Fifth Avenue and Coliseum Theaters, Seattle, Wash. He will be attached to
Charles M. Thall's staff. Thall is Northwestern Dirisional Manager for West
Coast.
Geballos Remaining

The leads of "Love in the Desert,"
Olive Borden, Hugh Trevor and Nnah
Beery, were recalled recently by PBO to
make talking sequences for the production.
The dialogue scenes are being recorded with
Pliotophone equipment.
"She Goes to War"
Eleanor Boardman 's new film, ' ' She Goes
to War," which Henry King is producing
for United Artists, is to have dialogue and
singing sequences. Alma Rubens will play
a ukelele and sing several songs.

with Warners

Larry Ceballos remains with the Wai'ncrs for a period of two years more at least.
A contract for that term was signed last
week, the major duty of Ceballos being to
wo(jd from New York.

Evelyn Brent Weds
Evelyn Brent, Paramount actress, wa.married last Thursday to Harry Edwards,
the Christie director. The ceremony, a
quiet one, took place at Agua Caliente and
the couple returned to Hollywood after a
one-day honeymoon.

Voice Tests at Burbank
First National contract players were
given voice tests at the Warner Brothers
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studio recently, with a view towards ascertaining their vocal types. Those given
tests were mainly players who heretofore
have confined their appearances to silent
productions only.
Billie Dove, Alice White, Jack Mulhall
and Milton Sills were among those who
recorded for test purposes. Synclironization of the First National product is being
done at the Warner Studio.
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Film

Colony Hard Hit
by
Flu Epidemic
(Hollywood BtiTvau, Motion Picture News)

System of Unit Supervisors Will Be
Abandoned at F. N. Studio

Hollywood, Xovcmlier '2S. — Fourteen film
stars, directors and others are known to be
confined to bed with flu or pneumonia, and
several hundred others of lesser note in film
colony are similarly confined.
Those whose illness is now holding up important productions include Clara Bow,
Kichard Barthelmess, Marie Prevost, Mary
Philbin, William Haines, John Gilbert, Lois
Wilson, Monte Blue Sally Phipps, Jean
Arthur, F. W. ilurnau, and Ruth Taylor.

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD,
Nov. 28.— The system by which Warner Bros, have
operated for years without either unit supervisors or unit business
managers will shortly be adopted at the First National studio at
Burbank.
When as many as eight or ten productions were being produced
at the Warner plant, all of them were handled by William Koenig, studio
manager.
The Warners have used this one-man system for years.
The Warner Brothers feel that if Koenig could handle so many productions simultaneously in work, the First National studio should similarlv
have a capable individual to take care of Burbank production instead of
dividing the task between a large number of unit supervisors and unit
business managers.

Al Cooke with Jerry Drew
Al Cooke, comedy star, is playing a role
in "Wives Don't Weaken," an Educational-Ideal comedy featuring Jerry Drew.
"Nightstick" Before the Cameras
"Nightstick" is the first United Artists
all-talkie to go before the sound cameras.
Synchronized photography and voice recording began last week at the United
Artists studio in Hollywood. Rehearsals
for the dialogue scenes have been held for
the past two weeks by Director Roland
West. Everyone in the cast has had stage
experience. Five of the players are making their movie debat.
Pathe Production News
The sound stages of the Pathe studio in
Culver City are all being utilized at the
present time. The RCA Photoplione process is being used for "The Missing Man,"
the newly finished talkies including
"Geraldine, " "Noisy Neighbors," "Leatherneck" and "Shady Lady." The equipment will also be soon at work recording
scenes for "Listen Baby" and "Square
Shoulders." As rapidly as pictures are
finished they are sent to the Sound Studios
in New York where the musical accompaniment is recorded.
"Bulldog Drummond" for Goldwyn
"Bulldog Drummond," the crook drama,
has been bought by Samuel Goldwyn as a
future all-talkie for Ronald Colman. Richard Jones will direct the production.
"Bulldog Drummond" follows "Rescue'"
already finished, and "Devil's Island," in
preparation.
Ed Laemmle to Direct Talkie
Edward Laemmle, Universal director
whose latest work is "Man, Woman and
Wife, ' ' will start work shortly on ' * The
Drake Murder Case," planned as an alltalkie with complete dialogue by the author
of the original story, Charles A. Logue.
"Hit of the Show" Premiere
The sound version of "Hit of the Show,"
which FBO is releasing, was given its
Hollywood premiere at the United Artists
Theatre on Wednesday, November 21. Joe
E. Brown, who stars, is making a one-week's
personal appearance.
With 'Big Boy"
"Big Boy,'' Educational 's juvenile star,
is supported by Ginger Conley in "Follow 'Teacher," a current Educational release. . .
(Continued on page 1712)
Subtitle — "There ain't no more oil
down there than there is perfume in a
skunk. — By Julian Johnson
skin" for Paramount.

in "Red-
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Grosses

Epidemic, Closing Several Schools, Takes Heavy Toll
at Theatre Box Offices
( Hollyujood BuTKau, Motion Picture News)

ic
29.— Epidem
y closed
of ' OOD
' flu ' ' ,
whichNov.
has alread
HOLLYW
several Los Angeles schools took a
heavy toll of theatre box office grosses during the past week.
Figures show houses, such as United Artists, Carthay Circle and Grauman's
Chinese, where grosses given are for w-eek
ending Wednesday night, took in from three
to five thousand dollars less than the preceding week.
Other houses, where grosses furnished are
for week ending Thursday night, were saved
by Thanksgiving holiday performances,
which lifted totals to almost average in
most theatres.

Actual figures, "Noah's Ark," fourth at
Grauman's Chinese, twenty-two thousand;
"Interference," fourth week at Carthay
Circle, nine thousand five hundred; Loew's
State did twenty-five thousand with Corinne
Griffith in ' ' The Outcast " as picture attraction, but attributes most drawing power to
personal appearence of Sally O'Neill,
United Artists, with "The Hit of the
Show," ten thousand eight hundred; Warner Brothers, second week of "On Trial,"
twenty-seven thousand. The Metropolitan
surprised all by coming up to twenty-two
thousand five hundred with "Manhattan
Cocktail."

Dotty Jottings
-By Jerry HoffmanPREDICTIONS, or even suggestions, such
as made in this space last week are silly
. . . because everyone leaps on yoti to publish
some of theirs . . . Hozvever, since the opening of "The Hit of the Show" and the sort of
entertainment put on by Joe E. Brozvn in his
personal appearance zvith the picture at the
United Artists last week . . . every one is
unanimous in declaring Brown . . . comparatively unknoii.^)i to pictures ... a combination
of Fred Stone and Charlie Chaplin ■ • • ond
also a great star for the future if properly
handled . . . Fred Stone . . . because Brown's
talents are versatile and clean . . , Chaplin because a more clever bit of pantomime than the
one-man basebalt game Brown put on would be
difficult to see . . . but let us stress the cleanlientertainment
style . it. is. it's
refreshingnessandof his
doubly
valuable because
funny
. . .
which should prove something . . .
A

LOCAL photographer zvhose penchant for
posing film players ala nude is well-knozvn
in Hollywood . . . is burned up . ... his wife
played a bit in a picture last xveek and the
photographer under contract to that lot grabbed
her off to pose in a series of draped poses . . .
zvhich reminds me . . . zcith all the revues being
made in pictures for synchronisation . . . there
are many widressed roles . . . and some one
zvanted to fetive the old Winter Garden gag
.■ . . referring to a runway used in a picture as

the "Bridge of Thighs" . . . but better than thai
. . . is calling the plank on zvhich chorus girls
are lined up . . . "the Bridge of Sice" . . .
I GOT
lookcolor
at one
Gus Edwards'
reztiesa in
for of
M-G-M
last week short
. . .
the one I saw was "The International Revue"
. . . featuring Artnida, Georgie Harris, and
Doris Walker . . . lots of entertainment, moves
szi^iftly and the novelty of sound without color
zvhich annoys the eyesight should give revues
a great reception. . . .
THREE
ago two
nezvspaper
. . . the years
more deadly
of the
species . writers
. . sat
in the grill of the Algonquin Hotel . . . nezvs
zvas scarce and just at that time the Warners
had engaged John Barrymore for the lead in
"The Sea Beast" and Dolores Costello as his
leading lady . . . "Let's engage Barrymore and
Costello to marry" said one . . . and they did
. . . and nozi' look at the darn thing ...
DAVID
Nicktheir
Stuart
and Harry
Brand BUTLER,
returned from
European
jaunt
last iveek . . . a six-months' trip making a picture called "Chasing Through Europe" for Fox
. . . tho. gang on the lot gave Butler and Stuart
a party at the Munchers' Monday . . . that's the
studio eating place affectionately called "The
Moochers" by Bobby Clark . . . Harry Brand
has a party coming to him from the gang. . . .
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Classified

SIANAGER, with finest references is looking for new
connection which will be permanent. Now employed by a
large circuit. Good business
executive — fully experienced
in theatre management. Exploitation, Publicity, Booking, etc. Age 3(j. Will locate
anywhere. Box 422, care Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
ORGANISTS

and SING

ERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
A-1 Male Organist at liberty. Wurlitzer specialist. Organist, 1112 Lee St., Charleston-Ka., W. Va.
WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Pelder St.,
Americus, Ga.
Manager, who is a real gogetting showman of proven
ability desires connection with
circuit or independent house.
Fully experienced in picture,
vaudeville, exploitation.
Salary secondary . — go an.vwhere. Unquestionable reference. Address, Showman,
care Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave., New York
City.
WANTED

a change. Pro-

jectionist, and "I'll Do it,"
non-union. Married. 12 years
with present job. P. White,
201 Sylvan St., Emporia,
Eans.

News

Ads

RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted

Picture

OPERATOR^Xine years"
experience. Power 's. Simplex,
de.sires position. J. T. Kensetts. nedy, Gilbertville, MassachuMANAGER with finest references is looking for new
connection which will be permanent. Fully experienced in
theatre management, exploitation, publicity, booking, etc.
Good business executive with
pleasant personality. Age 35 ;
aggressive and a serious
worker. Will locate anywhere. Box 410, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.
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3 Big Vitaphone Vaudeville Acts
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i -THE RECORD

BOYS"— R.<lio uui Recordbj. H,

1 -TTD DONEJl AND HIS SUNKIST BEAUTIES.'
<. THE TALKING FOX MOVIETONE NEWS.

School

Modern

Theatre

Management. A training that
is helping many theatre employees to success. Catalog
C. Moving Picture Theatre

nsiiana

T PREMIERE ! Q

■■ PACIFIC COAS
B

sow PLAYING

Managers' Institute, Elmira,
N. Y.

Wanted
WANTED— Exclusive New
England agency for a good
talking picture device. Have
great theatre affiliations, capital and ability to put it
"over." Box 418, care Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York.

It Pays to
Advertise

'wmiXmmk II

5^rr,?^^BUJE MOUSE

in the
Classified

A group of four newspaper displays which indicate
the style of exploitation conducted for showings of

Ads Section

"The Home Towners" at first run theatres. The
layouts illustrated include a three-column reverse
display for the Knickerbocker theatre, Nashville;
and three double-column displays for the Liberty
theatre, Spokane; the Blue Mouse, Seattle, and
the Allen, Cleveland.

of the News.
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

New
Talkers Lead Broadway Theatres
Two Holdovers Also
Do Well; "Interference"
Capacity First Week
YORK CITY.— The smaller theatres
NEW
did a livelier business than the big houses
last week in New York City. Three out
of the four big fellows had hold-overs, and attendance at two of them seemed to justify the
second wieek. Both Capitol and Strand had
good trade, neither one dipping to any great
extent, but the Roxy went under considerably
with its hold-over of a rated special.
"Show People" (M-G-M) was the offering
which again gave the Capitol an excellent
week's business. No doubt but that the audience of this house liked the type of picture and
a good stage bill also helped. While "The
Red Dance" did very well for the first week at
the Roxy, attendance was appreciably off the
second week. Of course this picture ran as a
special along Broadway before it came to the
Roxy, and it is quite possible that this hurt
some. It is also a question as to just how
strting this picture is as a special. Other pictures have gone into the Roxy after a previous
run on Broadway and given this house big
business. "The Terror" completed its second
week at the Strand, and all in all made a creditable showing.
The Paramount is still a bit shaky on its feet,
lack of strong fare for the past several weeks
apparently being the reason for the let down.
"Homecoming," made for Paramount by UFA,
could only get a mediocre week's trade. The
Colony picked up smartly with FBO's "Gang
War,'' and it is claimed that this talker broke
all Colony records on the opening day. The
picture has a synchronized score, sound effects, talking sequences, and is being held for a
second week. "Mati Hari" completed its third
week at the Cameo to fair business.
"Wings" has finally decided to leave Broadway after its long stay at the Criterion, and
for the past four weeks at the Rialto. The current week will be its last. "Behind the German

"Barker," New Talkie,
At Central, Dec. 3
al, "The
FIRST r,"National's speciny's
first
and the compa
Barke
talking picture, will succeed
"Lilac Time" at the Central Theatre in
New York City on Monday night, December 3. It will play an extended run
at the $2 top scale of prices. The New
York premiere will practically coincide
ning of the picture's
with
Carthay Circle Theatre in
the begin
run atthe
Los Angeles where it is scheduled to
open about December 1.
The important scenes of "The
Barker" have been done in dialogue.
The players in the four leading roles
are Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill,
Betty Compson and Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. The film is adapted from the play
of the same name and was made by
Director George Fitzmaurice.

Lines," official German pictures of the big war,
made by Ufa, goes in next week at this house.
"Revenge" (U. A.) is being billed to take the
place of "Woman Disputed" at the Rivoli, the
latter having made a very fair showing for
three weeks. Another week will be the last for
this one.
"Marriage by Contract" (Tiffany-Stahl) had
begun to droop at the Embassy, and M-G-M's
"The
of the\'iking"
current replaced
week. it on Wednesday evening

Capacity houses have greeted Paramount's
"Interference" since this picture's opening at
the Criterion, and it is undoubtedly in for a
comfortable run. Another talker that has
gotten away to a good start is "Jimmy Valentine" at the Astor. Business here has also been
very brisk. "The Barker" (F. N.) is coming
into the Central to replace "Lilac Time," but
last week's trade was anything but weak. This
picture has made a nice run of it for over four
months. Fox's "Four Devils" continues in the
Gaiety at a fair pace.
The Winter Garden, with "Singing Fool,"
still sets the gait for the high-priced shows.
It's easily the most popular show in town at

"Viking"
Premiere
at
New York Embassy

( i rr\ HE VIKING," a Technicolor
I production
the
Scandinavian based
sagas on
of Leif
the Lucky, was given its New York
premiere at the Embassy Theatre last
Wednesday, November 28. A surrounding program of Movietone shorts were
shown in conjunction with the feature,
among them a one-act Metro play.
The picture features Pauline Starke,
Donald Crisp, Claire McDowell and
others and was produced by Technicolor for M-G-M, the details of its
making being handled by Dr. Herbert
Kalmus, who produced the Great
Events series. R. William Neil was
in charge of the direction.

the present time.
Warners "On Trial" is also
doing exceptionally well at Warners Theatre.

Baltimore
Theatres
Have
Fair Week;
"Lonesome" Ad Is Criticized
BALTIMORE. — The week beginning Monday, November 19, here started warm with
clouds and rain and gradually turned to cloudy,
cold and then clear. -A football game on Saturday hurt business.
This marked the seventh week of "The Singing Fool." starring -Al Jolson as a talker at
Warners' Metropolitan and the picture still
stood them up.
"Show Girl," starring Alice White, proved
an A-1 attraction at the Rivoli as a sound and
song film and business for the entire six days
was very good.
Patronage at Loew's Stanley was also very
good for "The Awakening," with sound, starring Vilma Banky.
While "The Power of the Press," co-featuring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Jobyna Ralston,
was an excellent picture, it only pulled them in
slowly at the Keith-.AIbee Hippodrome with five
acts of Keith-Albee vaudeville on the same bill.
"The Woman from Moscow," staring Pola
at Loew's
feature film offered
Negri, was thesound
and music and a LoewCentury with
Publix stage act headed by Ted Vlaire and his
syncopators. Business was consistently good.
"Two Brothers," the foreign film starring
Conrad Veidt in a dual role with Lil Dagover
and Liane Haid, only proved a fair pulling attraction at the Little Theatre.
"Don't Maro'," co-featuring Lois MoraM
and Neil Hamilton, shared honors on the KeithAlbee New Garden program with Kenneth
Harlan in person. Business was good throughout the week.
"Lonesome," co-starring Glenn Tryon and
Barbara Kent, as a sound and part talker, did
not do so well at the New Theatre, only coming oS fairly well. This was offered in advertising as"The Perfect Talking Picture" but
it is understood that there were complaints be-

cause there was so little talking in it and they
were led to believe it was a 100 per cent talker
by the phrase.
".Avalanche," co-starring Jack Holt and Doris
Hill with Olga Baclanova, proved only a fair
business getter at Loew's Valencia, where it was
vice.
offered with music on the non-synchronous de"The Road to Ruin," featuring Helen Foster,
was offered at the Auditorium, a legitimate
house with the performance continuous from 11
to 11. This attraction pulled poorly at the start
but gradually built to good business.

Birmingham Has Normal
Week's Business
Birmingham, Ala. — Business was about average in Birmingham the past week. The Ritz,
with a personal appearance of Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and other Keith acts, coupled with
"Gang War" (FBO) had fair business. The
Alabama with "Home Towners" (Warner
Bros.), a Vitaphone all dialogue picture and
Van and Schenck and the Locust Sisters in
Vitaphone presentations, with Fox Movietone
News, fell below its average take, although the
picture pleased those who saw it.
The Strand, had
withfair"Moran
of The
the Marines"
(Paramount)
business.
Trianon,
with "The Street of Illusion" (Columbia-Liberty) got by fairly well. The Empire, with
"White Shadows in the South Seas" (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer) with M-G-M News and
Charley Chase in a Hal Roach comedy "Imagine
My Embarrassment" (M-G-M) had nice business. The Galax, with "Passing of the Oklahoma Outlaws," featuring U. S. Marshal Tilghman, had average business.
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Sound Pictures Do
All Downtown

Houses

Week's
Briskwith
HaveTrade
Talkers
. — Al Jolson, who. with "The Jazz
LOUIS
ST.Sinser
" took the Grand Central Theatre
at Grand boulevard and Lucas avenue, out
of the ink bottle and placed it in the dividend
paving class, got the new Midtown Theatre )the
former Empress) on Olive street, west of Grand
boulevard, away to a flying start during the
week ending November 23 with the premier
g of "The Singing Fool."
Louis showin
St.Throughout
the entire week tlie picture played
to capacity audiences and many hundreds were
turned away because there were not sufficient
seats to accommodate them.
At tlie Missouri Theatre, Grand boulevard at
Lucas avenue, "The Home Towners," a Warner
Brothers talking picture, played to nice business during the entire week. St. Louis critics
were very complimentary in their reviews of
this picture, claiming it to be the best all-talker
that haS been shown in St. Louis to date.
Just across the street from t'-:e Missouri at tlie
Grand Central "The King of K'ngs" supplemented with a music score and other sound effects in its second week played to fair business.
This picture was road-showed here last season
and for that reason many of its potential patrons at the Grand Central had already seen it.
So under the circumstances its run at the
Grand Central was satisfactory.
Loew's State on Washington avenue, near
Eighth street, offered as its feature picture Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge," with sound accompaniment. Miss Del Rio gave a good account of herself and business held up very
nicely.
Skouras Brothers Ambassador Theatre had
on its screen "Beware of Bachelors," a Warner
Brothers picture, a comedy-talker. Ed Lowry
on the stage offered "Ambassador Frolics" and
the box office receipts were very satisfactory
during the week.

Good Pictures and Weather
Help Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City. — Drop of the mercury here
last week continued to boost downtown theatre
jxix receipts. All downtown houses did pleasing business due to the general pick up in theatre going and the better type of pictures
brought here.
"Varsity" at the Capitol received usually
good comment and turned in good receipts for
the week.
At the Criterion the National Players in "The
Witch Doctor" and the feature picture "Manhattan Cocktail," starring Richard Arlen and
Nancy Carrol, did a good week's business, surpassing the average weekly attendance.
"Outcast," starring Corinne Griffith, pleased
good audiences all week at the Empress, and
"Air Circus" enjoyed good business at the Liberty. The Orpheum presented a good bill of
vaudeville and the picture "Through the Breakers," had excellent business.
"Nothing to Wear." at the Victoria, drew
e.xcellentlv.

Just

Another
Fair Week
for Milwaukee

Milwaukee. — Although Milwaukee experienced a wide range in varieties of bad weather
this week, business in the down town theatres
was not materially affected, for this, week's receipts were much like those of last week, just
fair. Matinee business in most of the down
town houses was at a lower ebb than usual for
this season of the year. Here possibly, weather
may have affected patronage.

Well

"The Singing Fool" is playing its seventh
week at the Garden and is being played for
still another w-eek. Business here is no longer
quite as active as it has been but has reached
a steady gait, which keeps the house well filled
at practically every performance.
"The Strand opened "Mother Knows Best,"
this week, and the patronage accorded the picture is meeting with the expectation of the
manager. It w'ill no doubt be continued for several weeks longer at the Strand.
The Wisconsin offered "The Fleet's In" and
a very good week was the result "Man,
Woman and Wife" al the .Alhambra brought in
fair returns. "Show People" at the Majestic
had a moderately good week. "The Street of
Illusion" at the Merrill drew slim houses.
The Garrick, which has been dark for some

Picture

News

in St. Louis
time, opened this w-eek W'ith "Motherhood,"
which is expected to run here for some time.
It met with very good business in its first week.
"The Circus Kid" at the Riverside was a big
drawing card on a fair bill. The Orpheum had
a very good week by virtue of a strong bill, with
"The Haunted House" as the photoplay feature.
Neighborhood theatres found things a bit
slack throughout the entire week. "Win That
Girl" met with only very moderate returns at
the Garfield, Modjeska and Uptown Theatres.
Better success was the lot of the Oriental and
Tower, which featured "The Terror," The
Egyptian drew fair houses with "Her Cardboard Lover." "The Garden of Eden" was
featured at the Milwaukee, the National and at
the Venetian, and at all, receipts were average.

Dallas Trade Steady; All Houses Turn in
Good Reports for Week
DALLAS.— The Dallas first run theatres
have enjoyed good business for the past
week without exception. Receipts seemed to
have reached a steady trend, with no unusually
big business reported and no bad spots.
Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" at the Melba w-as again successful in checking off an unusually good gross at a Dallas first run theatre.
This attraction was shown at the Palace, the
other Dallas Publix house, several weeks past
and was accorded the greatest patronage ever
given any attraction at a Dallas theatre. The
Palace was unable to hold the picture longer
than one week at that time although business
warranted at least a two week's run. The
Melba then secured a return engagement and
continued the good business where the Palace
left off. The Melba is strictly a first run theatre.
The Majestic reported good business with
"The Red Dance." featuring Dolores del Rio
and Charles Farrell. Some unusually good publicity more than helped to bring them in. A
special feature offered was the S. M. U. and
A. & M. foot-ball game picture which boosted
the receipts for the week. An Interstate Vaudeville bill completed the program.
"\\'hite Shadows in the South Seas," starring

Monte Blue was a good box office attraction
for the Palace for the past week. Clever publicity gets the greater part of the credit as the
picture fell far short in the expectations of the
patrons and comment on the attraction was not
so good. A very good Publix presentation "Seeing Things" helped the program out.
The Capitol appearing as the latest Dallas
first run theatre as a sound house secured a good
patronage with Universal's much discussed
talkie, "The Melody of Love" featuring Walter
Pidgeon. Mildred Harris and Tommie Dugan.
"Brotherly Love," with Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur at the Old Mill failed to
attract and business was only fair. The Old
Mill has been able to show much increased
grosses since installing sound equipment, but this
week brought a decided slump.
The Ritz turned in a good gross with "Women They Talk About," featuring Irene Rich
and -Audrey Ferris. This is a second run for
this feature in Dallas and the Ritz is a second
run sound house.
At the Arcadia, "Ramona," with Dolores del
Rio, and "The Magnificent Flirt" with Florence
\'idor proved to be good box office attractions
and business w'as good for the week.

"Show Girl" Big in Albany; "Gangster"
Good, "Beggars Inofthe neighboring
Life" cityOff
ALBANY.— The Mark Ritz in Albany did
of Troy, "Submathe mopping up act last week with "Show
Girl." business exceeding the second week of
the "Singing Fool," which had run to extremely
heavy houses for the previous two weeks.
"Show Girl" apparently caught on with the very
first matinee and the theatre was jammed to
its utmost every night. The matinees were unusually heavy throughout the week and it was
noticeable that Tuesday's business was ahead
of Monday and that Wednesday ran ahead of
Tuesday.
The Mark Strand in Albany, using "Beggars
of Life" failed to pan out to a satisfactory extent, the picture apparently failing to meet
what the public wanted in the way of entertainment. The bill included movietone and two
\itaphone acts, there was a special Schubert
anniversary overture.
The Leland in Albany had the crowds standing the first three nights of the week, as "Me,
Gangster" held its own against competing attractions. The Clinton Square theatre continued to draw good crowds and last week used
as first run double feature "Diamond Handcuffs" and "The Albany Night Boat."
Neighborhood houses and subsequent run theatres in Albany report normal business for the
week. Weather conditions were favorable.

rine" went over the top at the Lincoln theatre
and established a new house record. Heavy
exploitation including a parade by the .American
Legion, started this picture off with a bang, but
once it was under way, it more than held its
own during the week that was characterized by
rather poor business at e\'ery other theatre
with the exception of Proctor's, where "Forgotten Faces" was used along with the vaudein "Tempest"
failed ville
to program.
score atJohn
the Barrymore
Troy Theatre,
even Sunday's business being off.

Constance Talmadge Starts
"Venus" in France
Constance Tahnatlge, United Artists star,
has begun initial scenes for "Venus," her
next vehicle which is being made at Nice,
France. The story is based on the novel of
that name by Jean Vignaud, French journalist. Jean Murat will be the actress'
leading man while others in the cast will
he Andre Roanne, Max Maxodian and Maurice Scbutz. Louis Mercanton is directing.
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Clevelanders
Film's Merit Rather
Than "Sound Label"
Draws the Crowd
CLE\'ELAN'D.
A week
of infine
pictures
on the screen — has
resulted
a week
of
excellent business. It is interesting to
note that it was the value of the picture on its
merits that drew the crowds, rather than the
novelty of the production as sound picture.
"The Singing Fool" opened to bigger business
on its third Sunday at the Stillman than on the
opening Sunday. And the second week's business exceeded the first week. It goes merrily
on and on, of course.
"Sunrise" was as successful as it deserved to
be
at Keith's
Palace,
meaningA that
it played fine
to
capacity
business
all week.
remarkably
photoplay remarkably portrayed and just as remarkably directed. A masterpiece.
"Submarine," a masterpiece of its kind also,
was tremendously successful at the Hippodrome
where it was acclaimed for its novelty and its
fine drama alike.
"Show People," story about well known show
folks, was another success. It played at the
Allen, and proved to be high class popular entertainment witla a strong box ofiice appeal.
"His Private Life," highly sophisticated com.-^y drama of the type long associated with
'lAdolphe Menjou,
was highly pleasing to pa* trons at the State Theatre. The picture was
recommended for its brightness of manner and
for its amusing situations as ably portrayed by
Menjou.
"Beware of Bachelors" was just moderately
successful at the Cameo. Although a "talkie" a
discriminating public was not satisfied with it.
The first novelty of the talkie has worn off
• sufficiently so that the public is critical of it
and now demands merit of a high type as well
as novelty.
"How to Handle W'omen" proved a fairly
succesful comedy attraction the first half of the
week at Keith's East 105th St. It contained
much to laugh at and pleased patrons who want
light
"Stolen
Love" the last half
of
the amusement.
week was also
well received.
"The Woman Disputed" and "The First
Kiss' divided the week at the Park Theatre.
"The Woman Disputed" was very successful
and was liked immensely well, while "The First
Kiss" was liked well enough, but didn't draw
so well as the Talmadge picture.
"America Under Fire." official U. S. Signal
Corps picture, presented at the Metropolitan
linder the auspices of the American Legion, held
tip strong during its second week.

Good Business Continues in
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore. — A continuance of ideal fall
weather also brought a continuance of good
business at the leading down-town houses, and
this in spite of a number of road attractions
which showed during the bulk of the week.
An offering which materially increased box
office receipts was "White Shadows of the South
Seas" at the United Artists.
A most diversified bill was given for increased
number of patrons at Tennett's Oriental, including the popular "Craig's Wife" and the
usual group of vaudeville acts for Monday.
"The Jazz Singer" at the Blue Mouse, re1 turned to Portland for the third time, and went
into second week with the S. R. O. sign in evidence at all evening shows.
^ Corinne Griffith came back after a long absence in "Outcast" to the Portland and registered fairly well. Gene Morgan, new and versatile band leader, stood them up as he put over
Fanchon & Marco's "Up in the Air" idea.
"The Terror," Warners' second 100 per cent

Demand

Picture

talking picture, proved the sensation promised
by the Music Box management, and good business was the rule and promises to go into extra
weeks. On the Movietone, Al Herman, famed
black-face comedian.
John Gilbert in "Masks of the Devil" played
to good business for the first three days, but
balance of week left much to be desired in matter of attendance. Fox Movietone weekly included Stan Laurell-Oliver Hary comedy in
"Sugar Daddies." Special Kiddies Matinee with
candy bars for youngsters proved most popular.
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Value

Max Bradfield and band proved good musical
stage offerings.
Pantages Theatre had as headline attraction
Art Gilham,, and another Columbia offering on
the screen, "The Stool Pigeon." Extra good
business.
W'ith announcement of De Luxe shows at
Capitol Theatre, Manager Akin reports extra
good business, breaking house record with WilHam Haines in "Excess Baggage" for second
run. followed by Henry B. Walthal in "A Light
in the Window."

"Docks

of New York" Big in Seattle;
"Air Circus" Disappoints

SEATTLE.—
"Docks
of Xew
was
the headline
attraction
amongYork"
the first
run houses last week. It played at the Seattle
Theatre and kept the box office clicking at a
very rapid rate, with the result that the week's
gross was very strong ; one of the best in recent months. On the stage, Fanchon-Marco's
midget act, with the giant John Aasen in the
cast, was a pleasing novelty, but not a moneygetter.
At the Fifth Avenue Theatre, "The Air Circus" was quite unfavorably received. Audiences
did not consider it a worthy picture, and business was not up to the standard of past weeks.
Georgie Stoll and the Band had a pleasing musical interlude, but not good enough to swing the
whole show. Business average.
The Music Box Theatre broke all long run

Singing Fool" finished its seventh week to good
business. The long waiting lines have disappeared, but gross is still acceptable, and another
week is scheduled. The Blue Mouse Theatre,
across the street, finished the second week of
"The Perfect Crime" to good business, aided
by a strong supporting bill of "talkie" shorts.
"Thunder God" at the Coliseum and "Beautiful but Dumb" at the Embassy Theatre were
mediocre attractions that played to average business only. At the vaudeville houses, "Stool
Pigeon" at the Pantages had the shade on "The
Good-Bye Kiss" a the Orpheum, the latter being poorly
received.
The
Columbia
Theatre. Universal house, was
closed for an indefinite time, signs explaining to
the public that "Repairs and renovating were in
progress prior to an early opening under a new

records ever established in this city when "The

Picture

Line - Up and Snappy Weather
Boosts Atlanta policy."
Attendance

ATLANTA. — Business in Atlanta Theatres
this week is on the upward climb, due to
a number of good pictures and a cool snap
which hit the city Monday.
Paramount's "Wings" is giving the Howard
good grosses, although not standing them out
as was expected by officials in Gotham. Yet,
this is natural since this picture played at the
Erlanger as a road show only a few weeks ago.
Also, a return engagement of "Lilac Time"
last week took the edge off this aviation special, itbeing similar to it.
Loew's Capitol is enjoying capacity houses
with Marion Davies and W^illiam Haines rollicking through "Show People." This picture
is well liked.
While Loew's Grand is showing a return engagement of Joan Crawford and Johnny Mack
Brown in "Our Dancing Daughters" to unusually good houses. This picture is still the
talk of town.
Milton Sills and Thelma Todd are drawing
fair houses for the Metropolitan with "The
Crash," a real he-man number.
U^p the street Keith's Georgia is doing only
fair with "The Avalanche," featuring Jack Holt.

AMPA

Hollywood Ball
On March 9

MARCH
9th has been determined
upon by President George Harvey as the date for the Hollywood Masque Ball of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, the head
of the organization announcing his
choice at a recent meeting at which
Elizabeth Meehan, Anna Aiken Patterson, Kerry Conway and Mr. and Mrs.
Henri Therrien were guests of honor.

Francis X. Bushman. Jr. headlines the vaudeville, proving a better drawing card than the
"Dry Martini," a would-be sophisticated
comedy is keeping the Rialto dull, helping Mary
picture.
Aslor to lose a few admirers.

"Wings" Big in Tampa but
Chill Hurts Others
TAMPA.— Winter came, and we enjoyed
three nights of light frost this week, which
hurt show- business, as well as tender vegetables,
for Floridans seem to prefer the fireplace these
chilly nights.
The Victory had an excellent week with
"Wings." Business grossed better than the second week of "The Singing Fool," but this latter picture still holds the record of the house on
first
run. had a very good Sunday with
Theweek's
Tampa
"Revenge," but the big draw at the Victory cut
into the following three days receipts and r)el
Rio failed to pull 'em as she has in former pictures. "The Outcast." featured the last half,
suffered from the chill and receipts were hardly
up to the average of the house.
"Red Lips" w-ent over fine for the Strand,
giving that house a good start on the week, the
two days showing better than average- "Home
James" did nicely for three days, but did not get
better than average returns, ".\valanche" closed
the w'eek to about average business.
The week registered a little under average
for the Franklin, second runs. They had, "The
Miracle Man," "Wolf Fangs" and "The Dove."

Subtitle— "They live on the hill
overlooking the bluff — and there was
plenty of it to overlook." — By H. M.
"Beanie" Walker in a new Charley
Ghase comedy for Hal Roach.

Motion
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Business

Not

"Revenge" and "Varsity"
Both Get Panning
from Local Critics
LIS.— Business was not so
MINNEAPO
very good in Minneapolis theatres this
week, largely perhaps, because there
were no outstanding movie attractions.
Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge" was panned
by the critics and didn't seem to make much of
a dent at the box office. "Caught in the Fog"
was good for just a week at the Strand, doing
about the average business for that theatre.
'*\'arsity" at the Minnesota was also knocked
by the newspaper reviewers, but there was a
good stage show, and the picture went over
fairly big as a result of the side attractions.
The Hennepin-Orpheum found "Beau Broadway" to be a good business-getter, just as it
has found all the other M-G-M pictures since
it took them over a few weeks ago. The names
of Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle helped this
one.
Pantages showed "The Scarlet Lady" and advertised ita little sensationally as "a daring
story of surging passions" and found that it
helped to pull the crowds.
Among the neighborhood houses, the best
business was probably done by the Granada,
which showed "The Singing Fool" for an entire wQek. The other outlying houses showed
good average business for the week, with such
pictures as "The River Pirate," "The First
Kiss." "The Devil Dancer" and "Hot News."

Specials Aid Salt Lake City
Theatres
Salt Lake City. — Some special productions
offered at the Salt Lake first run houses this
past week have aided in making it highly satisfactory week here. Exceptionally cold weather
and the first snow storm of the season also aided
indoor amusement.
The return of Oliver Alberti as Master of
Ceremonies at the Capitol Theatre this past
week, in conjunction with a special program
offered, consisting of the picture production
"Fazil." and a stage presentation titled "Denver
Beauties." drew
packed houses to this theatre
throughout
the week.
"Show People" has attracted a goodly share
of attention this week at the Pantages Theatre,
drawing capacity houses. Vaudeville is also offered at this house.
The special production "Sunrise," with Movietone musical score, was well received at the
Victory Theatre by good sized houses.
Adolphe Menjou in "His Private Life"' drew
a large number of his admirers to the Paramont Empress Theatre, where there were satisfactory results throughout the week.
Lewis Stone and Marcelin,e Day in "The
Freedom diences of
Press" pleased
at thethe
American
Theatre. good sized auTom Mix and Tony in "Son of the Golden
West" drew his usual flock of admirers, with a
good portion of children, to the Gem.

Spotty But Satisfactory in
Cincinnati
Cincinnati. — Business for the week in Cincinnati, although spotty for the most part, was
nevertheless satisfactory when considered as a
whole.
The Capitol in the fourth and final week of
"The Singing Fool." which was one week longer
than the original run was intended, enjoyed a
very nice volume, although business dropped
off very considerably from the previous three
weeks, and decreased gradually as the fourth
week progr,essed. As it is, this picture has established a record which will be something to
make all houses shoot at in the future.

So

Hot

Picture

N ezvs

in Minneapolis

"Abie's Irish Rose," which has been played
in Cincinnati time and again on the legitimate
and stock stages, appeared to have lost none of
its appeal when shown at the Lyric, where it
drew big crowds at every performance.
Keith's, in the third and final week of "Lilac
Time," got by nicely, although there was an
appreciable decrease in attendance which characterized the two preceding weeks. As it was,
however, the third week held up as well as
could be expected.
Corinne Griffith, a favorite with Cincy fans,
drew big at the Albee. where an elaborate vaudeville bill, headed by Will Mahoney, helped swell
the attendance.
"Avalanche," at the Strand, got a good break,
with attendance inclined to increase as the engagement continued throughout the week.
The Palace, featuring Ben Turpin in person,
together with a good lineup of acts, and "Power" on the screen, had a big week. During the
appearance of the M-G-M lion in Cincinnati
during the week, stops were made at several
prominent downtown locations, where Ben Turpin also appeared to share honors with Leo,
and this, in turn, proved a good card for the
Palace.
Neighborhood houses reported busines only
fair. Legitimate houses are not doing anything
wonderful, with one house dark for lack of attractions.

Kansas City "Slightly Better
Normal"
Kansas Than
City. — Another
week of "slightly better than normal" business was experienced by
most downtown first run houses of Kansas City.
At the Newman, "Buddy" Rogers, a Kansas
City boy, in "Varsity," drew well filled houses
all w,eek at both afternoon and night performances.
Richard Di.x in "Moran of the Marines" at
the Royal also drew good crowds all week,
especially at the matinees. Buster Keaton in
"College" boosted the weekly attendance at the
Pantages well above the mark of the previous
week, night attendance being much better than
the average night attendance for the last three
weeks.
"The Haunted House" at the Mainstreet
played to normal attendance, although a "normal attendance" at that theatre has meant filled
houses for the last two or three months. "Fazil"
at the Globe Theatre did well for its second
week's run, although there were plenty of empty
seats available. "Wings" at the Plaza drew
what was reported as average crowds.

With the exception of a bit more newspaper
advertising
thantheusual
on "Varsity"
Newman, none of
theatres
resorted atto the
anything
unusual in exploitation.

"Abie" Held Over, "Show
Girl" Big in Pa.
Pittsburgh. — Loew's Penn had a big week's
business
with and
"Show
People,"
co-starring
Marion Davies
William
Haines,
a photoplay
of average merit. The stage attraction, "Step
On It," Publix Unit, was good as usual.
The Stanley had "The Home Towners"
(talkie) and liad a good week's business. The
picture proved splendid entertainment, and
many favorable conunents were heard on all
sides.
"Abie's Irish Rose" was the attraction at the
Grand and business was satisfactory. Held over
for a second w.eek.
"Caught in the Fog" got average business
at the Olympic.
Loew's Aldine offered "The Melody of Love'
and enjoyed a good week's business. This one
pleased very well.
"The Foreign Legion" at the Davis proved
good melodrama, and in conjunction with Keith
vaudeville, got but average business.
"Moran of the Marines" barely brought average business to the Liberty.
"The Night Watch" at the Regent did not
draw very well.
"Fazil" did but average at the Cameraphone,
as did also "Court-Martial."

"U's"

Columbia,
Seattle,
Closes Its Doors

Universal 's Columbia theatre in Seattle,
Washington, for many seasons the leading
first run house in that territory, last week
closed its doors to the public after two seasons of extremely poor business.
Presentation of "talkies," big stage productions and elaborate film programs for
50 cents at other first run theatres, in competition with the Columbia's program films
and music at the same admission, is blamed
for the shutting down of the house. Reports indicate that it may open within a
few weeks at a 1,5 cent admission on a
second run policy, but no confirmation of
the rumor has been obtained, and all employees have been dismissed.

Ottawa Picture Theatres Hold Their Own
Against Hockey Games
OTT.^WA. — Professional hockey games
competed with the theatres of Ottawa,
Ontario, for public attention during the week
of November 19, but the theatres held their own
in the matter of patronage. There was no outstanding picture for the week but they were all
well up to the standard in their respective
fields.
There were some who said that "Revenge,"
with Dolores Del Rio, at the Regent Theatre,
did not "click" but crowds held up nicely and
the general result was very satisfactory.
Everybody told most everybody else that
"Outcast," starring Corinne Griffith, at the Centre Theatre, was "a fine picture" and patronage
was good. It was a popular attraction.
"Captain Swagger" at B. F. Keith's Theatre
overshadowed the vaudeville portion of the bill
in the way of entertainment value and business
was strong mostly because of the picture.
The Imperial Theatre had a big week with
"The Cameraman," starring Buster Keaton, and
the comedy was a refreshing treat. Short sub-

here, such and
as Grantland
Rice's
Pathe jectsReview
the comedies,
are Sportlight,
important
permanent fixtures and help to draw nice
crowds.
The Avalon Theatre, a new suburban beauty
spot, opened with "Dress Parade," starring William Boyd, but people did not like it because
it was altogether too much like William Haines*
"West Point," which had previously shown in
Ottawa.
Neighborhood houses had a very good array
of features and every house had a stand-out
practically every night. One of the best was
"Excess Baggage" at the Columbia and sweet
business was also done at the Fern Theatre Nvith
"Laugh,
Clown
Laugh," with
"Circusduring
Rook-ies"
a splendid
neighborhood
attraction
the
last half. The Columbia Theatre had a substantial feature in "The Enemy" during the last
three days. Greta Garbo had 'em eating out of
her hand at the Rex Theatre in "The Divine
Woman," a picture that drew a preponderance
of adults. "The Crimson City" had standees
every night during the last half at the Rex.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E, Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New
Just to prove that

.'*■

'I""''3™ '"^°^T^,? ^^'^
3">
pubhs.1ing herewith
a sot
of instimetions made
up by one of the ushers in Alfred GottesTaking
„
FT Tips
1
Ironi
Ushers

man's new Plj-mouth Theatre at Worcester,
Mass.
The few managers who have seen
this list have already requested copies which
they intend to post in their own ushers'
rooms.
We suggest that you all do the
same.

Notice to Ushers
''For the protection of my position as
well as j'our own, I find it necessary to announce the following rules which will be
enforced immediately:
"No usher is to leave his post to roam
about the theatre or lavatories.
' ' Ten minutes every hour will be allowed
for a relief period.
"All ushers finding it necessary to use
the lavatory before their relief period must
first obtain permission to do so.
"Whenout. orders are given they must be
carried
"This theatre opened with the purpose
of giving the public a treat. It is your duty
to devote your time to catering to the
patrons' wishes and make their visits
pleasant. When catering to the public always act prompt, courteously and cheerful
and treat each patron equally.
' ' Come prepared to have your meals near
the theatre on Sundays and Holidays so
that rou can be back on your post within »
certain time.
"Make it your business to be on time,
thereby protecting no one but yourself.
"When passing through the promenade,
foyer or lobby, pick up pieces of paper,
etc., that might detract from the beauty of
the theatre.
' ' Keep your uniforms neat, well pressed
and clean, and your shoes shined. And
remember that you must wear black socks
with your uniform.
"Do not allow any disturbance. Notify
the Special Officer at once in case you are
unable to check any such disorder.
"All male patrons must remove their
hats after taking their seats. See that this
is enforced, but use tact in making this
request.
"Do not talk loud while on your post, act
orderly at all times as such disorder disturbs the patrons and causes dissatisfaction.
"Report any accidents to
immediately and get name,
description of accident in all
note where accident occurred,

the manager
address and
details. Also
the parts of

Christmas Kiddie Show
Club
Table Xmas
a Kiddies
's Round
Managering
THEis sponsor
Show in every town where a
member is located. Your Chairman
has never missed a single year in giving these shows and therefore knows
the various angles pertaining to them.
Get together with your local Chamber of Commerce, your society leaders
or the Elks, and together plan a special morning show for Monday, December 24th, for the poor kiddies of your
town, all the inmates of Orphan Asylums or other worthy institutions. Get
behind this idea a hundred per cent
and play it up strong. Your local
papers will give you plenty of publicity
because it is worth it.
LET'S GET TOGETHER BOYS
AND SEND ME COPIES OF ALL
ADS. AND PUBLICITY PERTAINING TO THIS SPECIAL SHOW. YOV
MIGHT EVEN MENTION THAT IT
IS SPONSORED BY THE .MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB.
C. E. L.

body injured, etc., but refrain from getting
personal.
"Lost articles must be returned to the
office. Patrons reporting any losses must
give names and addresses and description
of articles lost. Verbally, these rules may
look unfair, but after studying them over
carefully you will find them very simple
and easy to carry out.
"You should also pride in this new theatre and should work in its interest. The
easiest way to do this is to co-operate with
the management and follow instructions
given you. Let this theatre be the outstanding theatre in our city. It can be done and
we can do it by offering unexcelled service.
Poor service may result in decreased business, which in turn may result in unnecessarySigned,
lay offs and
of work." Captain.
W. lack
R. Anderson,
Approved by the Manager.
Just a few weeks

a short
d that
ago I printe
reminder
silence
was the
only
thing I was getting
from Newark, Ohio, and lo! immediately
there came forth (ct possibly fifth) a fast
reply.
Ed. J. Heihle, who heads the chain of
frome
J-, J Hear
„ ...
La.
Heinl
We

"big time" houses out in that part of the
country, takes off just enough time from his
activities in finishing the new Midland thea-

England

tre to let me know that it is coming along
in great shape and will open shortly after
Thanksgiving. His invitation to "Come
On Over" sounded great, and believe me,
if there was a ghost of a chance I would be
the first to enter and shake his hand to wish
him all the luck he deserves. But his letter was meant to convey a few words on the
subject of "Sound' and in this respect he
tells us that the new Midland will open with
it and the Auditorium theatre will also be
wired and then asks : " Is this not an en'?"
dorsement for ' talkies
Lots of luck,
Ed., and don't forget that
promise to write me about how things get
going. Also remember me to the rest of the
hoys out that way. Thank you.

"The Voice

of

(Note: teresting
A discussion
most has
inresidted from
the
iveekly publication of
these
letters
on
"Sound."
The various

opinions
expressed by the wide scattered memabers ofNation"
the CLUB
give a true angle to the
"sound" situation. Read them — and learn. CEL)
Here's an interesting letter from Lloyd
M. Townsend, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland, Cal., entitled "Sound Pictures as I
Dear Mr. Lewis :
See Them":
"The coming of Sound Pictures into the
Motion Picture Industry has created a condition that is hard to analyze with any degree of accuracy, so one can only express
du opinion regarding the ultimate effect
upon the future of the business. As an
exhibitor I can only express my reaction as
applied to my individual case.
"For my part let me say that I am not
going to be stampeded into spending a large
amount of money to install sound devices
until I am sure that the producers are going
to produce what the public wantS' and
further until they are in a position to furnish service to me on a basis where I can
afford to run it at a profit.
"I can't help but feel that the general
public does not want the all-talking picture,
especially in feature length. I believe that
good pictures, well synchronized with a
good musical score and possibly some incidental sound effects is what the public will
prefer. I am speaking now about features,
but with the short subjects, such as comedies, monologues, vaudeville acts and
musical numbers, I believe they are apt to
supplant the present silent film in this line
especially if they are short and snappy.
This is my idea of an ideal program.
"The (Continued
silent picture
of the past
on following
page) has had

.1/ 0 t io n
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more or less of a restful effect upon the
audience, whereas the talking picture of today taxes the mentality to a considerably
greater extent in that one has to pay very
close attention to ivhat he sees and hears in
order to get the full sense out of it. This
being the case it would seem that the restful relaxation that one experiences in the
case of silent pictures is greatly curtailed
in the talkie.
"In the all-talking picture the lines are
of paramount importance, whereas in the
picture that is simply synchronous with
music and sound effects, the music and
sound effects are merely incidental, the
music, of course, forming an accompaniment to the picture which one listens to
only with a sort of sub-conscious mind and
the" scene
sound being
effectsenacted.
giving life and vitality to
the
"Pictures of this latter class can, of
course, be used in international ti-ade, but
talking pictures can not, therefore the talking pictures must be absorbed by the English speaking countries and the producer
must realize as much out of them from
those countries as he would realize out of
the other picture from the entire world,
which means that the cost to the exhibitor
would probably be raised fifty per cent on
the talking picture.

Opeiis Up a
• I1
Vast
Field

"There is no questi<"i ^^^ ^lia* t^e
picture
synchronized
opens
up a vast new

field and will greatly
improve the class of screen entertainmeni.
Furthermore it makes it possible for the
small town or neighborhood exhibitor to
put entertainment in his theatre that he has
never been able to supply before. In fact
I can't see where the dcwn-towu first^run
houses can put on any better entertainment
than the neighborhood houses, so this would
seem to be a distnnct advantage to the
neighborhood theatre.
"Of course, the cost of installation of

"I have your letter of October Sth, requesting ray views
I regret very
much, on
the "Sound
necessaryPictures."
delay in
answering.

Eduardo Arozamena Casino Theatre,
Ybor Citv, Florida.
Julius Chalif, Elton Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stiefel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel
Theatre, Glen

sound devices is out of reach of most small
houses and until such times as the costs
reach a reasonable level, the down-town
theatres will reap the benefits. Then too
the question of interchangeability is one of
great importance and must be settled between the various equipment manufacturers before the smaller houses can afford to
install sound devices. All this will take
time and lots of fencing and manoeuvring
for positicn, so in the mean time, I believe
the smaller exhibitor ought to mark time
and watch developments before he plunges
ten or fifteen thousand dollars on any of
the present sound devices.
"After all is said and done, we are in the
Motion Picture business for profit and until
such times as we can equip our houses with
a reasonable outlay and run synchronized
I say 'lay off'.'
at a profit
pictures Signed,
Lloyd M. Townsend,
New Piedmont Theatre,
Oakland, Cal.
Still

They're
Thinks
Here to
Stay
c*
.
„

another

let-

™"
»"a^j^™"'l*
'^^
Zadra,
T. Ram-sdel
Ly^i^
Rdw,

l
theatres, Manistee,
Mich. Zadra believes that progress cannot
be retarded, not any more than that the
present knee-length dresses of the women
were simply bound to supercede the boopskirt of olden days — likewise the passing
of the "hole in the wall" for the de luxe

Join NOW
Clip and mail the coupon below with your name

and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
•^MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB"
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name
Address

Policy

Theatre

Capacity

City

State

Honorary Chaimian
Wm. A. Johnston

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

N czu s

theatre — but go on and read:
Mr dear Mr. Lewis :

Additional Members of
The Round Table Club

Harry Lewis, Cove
Cove, L. I., N. Y.

Picture

"Sound, is of course, the most discussed
topic of our industry to-day. Some months
ago I might have given you many arguments against it, but at last I have read the
handwriting on the wall, and candidly believe, that sound is here and here to stay.
"Its invention and innovation is the
natural trend of a progressive generation,
made necessary by the public's ever changing mind . . . the result of trying to figure
out what the public wants. It is a new
competition and must be looked at squarely
in the face as to-day it is threatening
thousands of exhibitors and only the fit, the
fast thinking and the 'do-its' will survive.
' ' To make my point more clear, I might
ask, where are the long skirts, the stiff collars and the high shoes of not so long ago?
These have all vanished partly because . . .
the public changed their mind. And in oar
business, where are the 'nickelodeons'
own 'holes
and
in the wall' of our childhood?
They, like high shoes and stiff collars, have
vanished, and in their wake have sprung
up, in a remarkably short while, beautiful
and palatial moving picture theatres.
' ' You cannot hinder nor retard this progress, and sound is the result of this desire
to give the ever changing public a new
thrill and something more to talk about.
As to its success, one need only scan the
"box-office" of every sound equipped
house in the country.
"This new form of motion picture entertainment may be hard to understand, and
only time can tell to where it will lead us,
for its possibilities are, no doubt, tremendous .But of this I feel certain, that sound
is here to stay, and no exhibitor can long
survive who is not alert to the public 's ever
changing moods and able to meet them.
Keeping abreast with the times, constantly
giving our patrons something new is our
only salvation, and the only power that can
prevent our balance sheets from showing
red. You can readily imagine what a tremendous aid sound will become as a business stimulant.
Sincerelv
vours.
Signed

Ed"w. T. Zadra.

Search for Minneapolis
Bomber
Fruitless
Minneapolis police are still hunting for
the person or persons who placed a bomb
in the Vista Theatre a week ago and imperilled the lives of about 100 members of
the audience. The bomb was discovered and
chucked out in the street just before it
exploded with tremendous force. There
have been several theatres bombed in Minneapolis during the past few years, but the
police have yet to apprehend and convict a
bomber.

Sunday
Shows
Petitioned
at Saratoga Springs
William Benton of Saratoga Springs, N.
Y.. ap))eared bPfore the city council in
Mechanicsville last week, with a petition
asking that the public be granted an opportunity to express itself at a special election
on December 4, in connection with Sunday
nuivii'S starting at 6 o'clock in the evening.
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Opinions on Pictures
Waterfront
Nothing Much to Make a Fuss Over
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
YOU can take it or leave it. No matter
which plan you adopt the picture can
be entered in your log as just another tribute to the movies. Carrying a simple romance, aboy and girl ailair, it must needs
be bolstered up with comedy bits to keep
one at all interested. The idea mil be recalled as having served before — the sweethearts not getting on any too well together
because of parental distrust — and the
author seeing to it that the youth and his
light o' love must serve their screen conflicts. So it develops that the heroine has
the newsstand concession on a ferryboat
and is in love with a sailor-man whose fo'castle is a freighter. To keep it going the
idea is injected of having the youth frown
upon the girl's desire to go to sea. So he
frames to teach her a lesson by having the
boys show her a rough time. And by taking
it and liking it she lives up to the obvious
pattern.
Not so new is it? But it works itself up
into a creditable line of action and is played
with spirit by Dorothy Mackaill who never
looked better in her life — and Jack Mulhall who does his stuff with pep and poise.
The b.ickgronnds are the dockyards, etc.,
and they look pretty good. It has a fair
amount of laughs.
Drawing Power: Suitable for average
houses. Needs strong support from rest of
program. Exploitation Angles: Play up
two principals. Bill as romance of the
wharves, etc.
THEME: Romantic drama of sailor and
girl — with both encountering conflicts before they find happiness.
Produced and distributed by First National. Length, six reels. Released, September, 192S.
THE
Sadie Seastrom
Breeze O'Connor
Uncle Pete
Capt. Seastrom
Olican Oleson
Slip MuUins

CAST
Dorothy Mackaill
Jack Mulhall
James Bradbury, Sr.
Knute Erickson
Ben Hendricks, Jr.
Wm. Norton Bailey

The Wolf of Wall Street
IFell Done From. All Angles
(Reviewed by Jerry HofiTman)
TT is evident that when Paramount sets
■*• out to build a star, they use something
more concrete than mere exploitation to
build with. George Bancroft has been given
another good vehicle, fine direction, and a
supporting cast which in quality, if not in
drawing power, makes good as a "soopersuper. " Particularly in the case of one
chap who came to America billed as "the
John Barrymore of Hungary. '' Advance exploitation of that sort is generally a jinx.
Yet, our own John Barrymore has not delivered a performance in artistry since
"Beau Brummel" which can equal the one
Paul Lukas gives supporting Bancroft iti
"The Wolf of WaU Street."

Bancroft, through his role, his ability and
direction, undoubtedly stands out as the
star. The splendid portrayal of Lukas, contrary to the usual belief in such cases,
doesn't hurt Bancroft's performance one
bit, in fact it helps. It only goes to prove
that good acting from others will never injure a good actor. This is mentioned because so many in Hollywood have inferiority complexes.
One expects much more from Baclauova
than she delivers. Which is probably not
her fault. This might serve as a warning
against over-exploiting a player and leading
audiences to expect more than one can humanly deliverer. Nancy Carroll radiates an
adorable personality and praiseworthy ability in a minor role. Arthur Rankin and
Brandon Hurst also deliver.
"The Wolf of Wall Street" is timely in
view of the tremendous amount of speculating which has figured on the front pages
recently. Bancroft, "The Wolf," heads a
pool of manipulators dealing in copper. He
claims no man can make a "sucker" of him,
and while he is piling up millions, his wife
(or mistress, the status is not definitely
established — and a good touch by the way)
and Lukas make a "sucker" of him with
a clandestine love affair. A rather brief
outline of an exceptionally well done film,
but it will serve.
One of the best dramatic situations ever
seen in a picture is beautifully handled by
Rowland V. Lee. This is the juncture where
Bancroft discovers that he has been fooled
by Baclanova, (his wife or mistress) and
Lukas, for whom he has been making millions at the same time. He, after some
nicely handled business, walks in and pretends ignorance of their affair, with the
suspense being so played that Baclanova
breaks down and defiantly confesses. It is
in this sequence that Lukas reveals that
he is an artist of rare quality, for the scene
could
entirely.so easily be overdone or neglected
Lee atones for "The First Kiss" in full
measure with "The Wolf of Wall Street."
Drawing Power: Has everything: timeliness, title, star and cast. Suitable anywhere. Exploitation Angles: The "Wall
Street and sucker" phase never ceases to
be interesting; added to that is the social
aspirations of a millionaire's wife and a
society lion — viz., "the wolf's wife and the
lion". . . play up "how stocks are made
to rise and fall and who actually makes
millions," etc.
THEME:
Rough millionaire's stock
manipulations and his wife's social ambitacns, his intense love for her and her contempt for him, resulting in her clandestine
affair to climb into society.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, seven reels. To be released, January
26, 1929. Director, Rowland V. Lee.
THE
Tlie Wol f
Olga
Philip Graham
Sturgess
Jessup
Office boy

CAST
George

Bancroft
Baclanova
Paul Lukas
Brandon Hurst
Crauford
Kent
Paul Guertzmann

Gang War
The Sound

Gives It The Breaks

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
' I ' HERE is substance to this plot because
^ it is established on a prologue which
has something in common with it. And this
very prologue doesn't waste any time in
starting the conversation on its way. The
melodrama may be familiar stuff if you
know your headlines, but you probably
wont be thinking of the obvious, so dramatically dovetailed are the scenes, most of
which click with crackling action.
The prologue introduces a newspaper
office with a couple of reporters getting in
bad with their city editor through failure
on a story. So they start out to put themselves in right. This incident smacks genuine. It fades into the story proper and
gives it the punch when a cafe singer proceeds to tell all. And the guns start popno letdown
the action
— which
ping, giving in
emphasis
to the
titles. revolves
There's
around the types associated with our big
city honky-tonks.
The romance is built around a saxophone
player and a taxi-dancer who do their stuff
in one of the tonks. Since the girl is a big
bootlegger's little friend the element of
jealousy enters into the conflict. He is killed
conveniently by the rival gangsters.
The picture is realistically staged. And
there is sure plenty doing in the shape of
action. Moreover it is competently played
by a cast that extracts everything out of
it. And there you are.
Drawing Power: Okay for average
houses everyAvhere. Play up as typical of
big city life. Exploitation Angles: Tease
the title and stress the melodrama going on
continuously in our big cities, etc.
Produced and distributed by F B 0.
Length, six reels. Released, November, 1928.
Director, Bert Glenuon.
THE
Flower
Clyde
Blackjack
Mike

CAST

L

Olive Borden
Jack Pickford
Eddie Gribbon
Walter Long

"The Boy Friend"
(M-G-M-Roach— Two Reels)
{Revieived by Raymond Ganly)
A

HUMOROUS
this Davidson
new Hal
Roach comedy.two-reeler
Starring isMax
and equipped with a fine supporting cast that includes Ed Kennedy, the piece has enough nonsense packed into its scenes to make it a suitable subject for any audience. It is a good example of the high average that is being struck
these days by the Hal Roach bunch. These boys
know their gags.
Max' daughter meets a young man with whom
she has an embarrassing few minutes when he
chases her through the streets with a piece of
lingerie that she has dropped. As his daughter
is the apple of his eye and because he thinks her
too young to wed, Max tries to convince the
young man that he and his wife are mad in
order to discourage his suit. Several amusing
situations develop because of Max' crazy antics.
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The Masks of the Devil
Interesting Picture Appeals to
Intelligence
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
AN

appeal to the intelligence of the fans
is made in this new Gilbert picture,
directed with sympathy and imagination by
Victor Seastrom. It is told in the manner
of the stage play, "Strange Interlude," and
employs double exposure to present its
treatment. In other words the central
character has a dual identity. He masks
his real feelings during his intimate associations while his "other self" carries out
his baser nature. Now such a process of
screen technique is interesting to say the
least in %-iew of the fact that it may start
something. The fans are so accustomed to
a diet of screen pap that we wonder how
they'll react to it.
So this story deals in mental processes
and how they govern the conduct of the
characters. Here John Gilbert sees himself
as a villain and his actions of deviltry control his romantic moods. Seastrom has
emphasized the symbolic touches exceptionally well though he is inclined to become old-fashioned in the romantic expressions. But the thought had to be pounded
home to bring out its significance.
Gilbert acts very well, though his leading
woman, Eva von Berne, lately returned to
Germany, does not come up to requirements.
Alma Rubens is good as a feminine philanderer, and Theodore Roberts is thoroughly
at home in a character role — though one
can't help but be reminded of the suffering he's gone through in his illness.
The picture carries a tragic story, but it
is dramatic and interesting. The characters are convincing and we hope it stimulates response for more of its kind.
Dra'wing Power: Title and star. Good
for high class patronage, though Gilbert
fans should be attracted to it even in cheap
neighborhoods. Exploitation Angles: Tease
the title. If house warrants it might put
on dance numbers with ensemble wearing
masks. Play up Gilbert in ideal role and
mention return of Theodore Roberts to the
screen.
THEME: Drama cf dual nature with
philandering sowing the harvest and reaping
the whirlwind.
Produced and distributed by Mctro-Goidwim-JIayer. Length, seven reels. Released,
November, 1928. Director, Victor Seastrom.
THE

CAST

Baron Reiner
Countess Zelines
Count Palester
Count Zellner
Virginia
Manfred
Virginia's Mother
Dancer

Jolin
Alma
Theodore
Frank
Eva von
Ralph
Ethel
Polly Ann

Gilbert
Rubens
Roberts
Reicher
Berne
Forbes
Wales
Young

"A Day Off"
(Pathe— One Reel)
MILTON MOUSE and two of his animal
friends have this cartoon practically all to
themselves. His two companions play a
prank on the mouse by making him swallow a
jumping bean which starts him bouncing over
the landscape. In the meantime, his two friends
have their own adventures with the jumping
beans and tiring of this, they steal a few drags
from old Al Falfa's pipe and dream mighty
dreams. They are awakened by the revengeful
Milton, who has tied firecrackers to their tails.
Not as good as some of the Aesops ; it is average program filler.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

"On the Links"
(Pathe— One Reel)
L FALFA and the friendly cats and dogs
who play with him in Aesop Fables put on
a new show in this new Paul Terry release.
The fun is up to the usual good standard of the
Terryers and makes the number appropriate
program material.
Al and his pals spend their time on the links.
The story winds up with the old duffer driving
his ball into a bee hive and the angry insects
pursuing
REDDY. him into the fadeout. — GEORGE J.

A

"Caught in the Draft"
(Pathe~One Reel)
OLD Al Falfa, the cartoon philosopher, opens
the door to some more of his particula*
brand of fun in this new Aesop cartoon from
the workshop of Artist Terry. Not overburdened with humor, to be sure, the piece has,
nevertheless, some clever gag-making and good
sketching. It is a good Aesop.
This time Al mingles with the animals, joining them in their sports. Of course, the cats
play a joke on him. However, his troubles are
soon forgotten when a dog-catcher arrives with
a powerful vacuum. Al and the dog-catcher are
sucked in by the machine and then the cats
place two skunks near the nozzle and the}^ too,
are sucked in.— GEORGE J. REDDY.
"South
Pole Flight"
(Universal — One Reel)
HARMAN and Clapton are credited with the
clever cartoon art that has gone into this
new product from the studio of Walt Disney,
who draws Oswald cartoons. And a good job
they've done. too.
Oswald airplanes down to the South Pole,
wliere a bird, unappreciative of his sterling
qualities, gives him the razzberry. This is the
first of several funny situations that the cartoonists have subjected him to. The subject
has fine fun and your audiences should enjoy
it.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Playful Papas"

(Educational — One Reel)
THEY try to be playful in this slapstick
scramble, but they don't get anywhere in
particular. This Cameo is often inept and frost>'
where it comes to creating genuine amusement.
Crudely put together it rarely arouses the laugh
impulse.
Jerry Mandy strives mightily to be entertaining, but with no great success. Amber Norman,
a quite capable looking blonde, is cast as his
wife. The trouble of the married couple commences when they receive a telegram announcing an impending visit from a relation.
Jerry falls all over himself ; he works energetically but has no gags to play around with,
lust an average, slapstick effort. — R.-VYMOND
G.\NLY.

"The Newlyweds Need Help"
(Universal — Two Reels)
{Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
THIS Universal comedy number featuring
the popular Snookums and the newlyweds,
is right up on a par with previous releases in
this series, and will please most any type of
audience.
The newlyweds on this occasion endeavor to
hold a nice quiet bridge party, but fail to count
on the mischievous Snooki»ms. During the
game he confuses Grandma, embarrasses Father,
and when tea is being served puts bromo seltzer
in the sugar. He finally hides in the dumbwaiter, and causes so much havoc in general
that his desperate parents send him out for an
airing with the maid. While the maid flirts with
a cop, moving men hoist Snookums and the
carriage to the top of the van tliey are loading. Snookums gets the ride of his life, until
he is rescued by the frantic parents.

"The

P ic t u r c

Wooden

X e iv s

Soldier"

(Universal — One Reel)
IT is a pleasure to witness any film that has
a semblance of novelty, and this Universal
single-reeler fits perfectly into this class. The
story revolves around an old toy maker who is
very much attached to his doll creations, and
under the illusion that he can bring them to life.
It is revealed that for years he has been working in his laboratories, endeavoring to find a
chemical, with which he might breathe life into
his toys. He finally hits upon a vapor that he
believes will do the trick and blows it all around
the shop. The dolls fail to move, but the inventor is overcome by the fumes and dreams
that his life-long ambition has come true. Good
work is done by the human players, impersonating the dolls in this film, and the sets have
been built in such proportions as to give an authentic appearance. A very interesting piece of
work and well handled bv Director Rollens. — •
GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Calford

on

Horseback"

(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
AS

is usual with these releases in Universal's
third Collegians series, each number is centered around some college sport or other. This
one presents
class
Derby. as its background theme an interWith the opening of the Story, the juniors are
at a loss for an entry in the race, but their
spirits rise high, when the uncle of their jockey
Ed Benson, loans him one of the best racers
from his stable. When Trent, a rival class
jockey, learns of the new entry, he switches instructions for the horse's diet, with the result
that it becomes sick and unable to run the race.
The juniors refuse to be eliminated from Derby,
so Benson and his classmates secure an old fire
liorse that still has plenty of steam left. When
the race starts, the juniors with a burning
wagon attached to an auto, ride in front of old
Dobbin, who, believing he is answering a fire
call, puts forth all his pep and wins the race.
This is fair enough entertainment and will get
bv.
"Our

World

Today"

(Educational — One Reel)
THE three subjects that go to make up this
newest issue of Educational's screen magazine, "Our World Today," are interesting rnatter for the movie fans to persue. The first gives
some views of the world's crookedest railroad
high up in the Colorado Mountains: the second
shows
Neysa
McMein.
who draws and
pretty
faces for
the covers
of magazines,
the girls'
third
introduces
the
Varden
Brothers,
adepts
in dizzy
tricks.
For pract'callv all audiences. — GEORGE
REDDY.

J.

"Pathe Review No. 50"
(Pathe— One Reel)
has
EDITOR R.\MSAYE of Pathe Review
played up several very interesting subjects
in tliis new issue, the highlight of which is
"The United States in Five Minutes." This
novelty featurette will have especial appeal to
aud-ences throughout the country as it presents
pictorial views of points of interest in the U.
S. A. Other items offered are : "Undersea Ad\entures." in Pathecolor showing William
Beebe, the famous naturalist on the bottom of
the ocean gathering rare specimens of life and
vegetation, and an informal interview with Rex
Beach, the well known author. — GEORGE J.
REDDY.
Kohler Cast
Fi-ed Kohler will have a prominent role
in Paramount 's dialogue picture, '"The
Dummy, ' ' a comedy of detective life.
Mickey Bennet has the title role.
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^idl News from Corresponden
k^
Albany Territory
Activities
C^'OLUMBIA
will open an ex^ change in Albany soon.
Al Bothner, tormerly of Troy,
is handling the Smallcy house at
St. Johnsville.
The operators' union in Troy
has approved an increase in salary
for operators in the booth at the
Troy Theatre, one man now receiving $51.50 per week, another
.$59 and another $78. Negotiations
are on tor a new scale for projectionists at the Proctor Theatre.
Cecilia Rosenthal, of the Rose
Theatre, is back from a week's trip.
Jake Golden, manager of the
Proctor Theatre in Troy, was in
New York City on a business trip.
.\lec Herman, connected with
Universal Company, is now at the
New Haven exchange.
The Palace in Saratoga Springs,
and Fred Mausert's house in Glens
Falls, are installing the Photophone. William Benton, of Saratoga Springs, is putting the Vitaphone in all of his houses.
Henry Severance, of Granville,
is contemplating reopening a theatre at North Creek.
.Arthur Richardson, of Schroon
Lake, has decided to keep open
throughout the winter.
Louis A. Buettner, of the Cohoes
Amusement Company, was the
■chief speaker at a Rotary Club
luncheon last week.
The theatre at Marlborough
<:hanged hands last week, according
to notice received along Albany's
"film row. B. J. Karner has closed
his theatre for the winter at Westport. E. H. Hobbs has followed
suit at Ellcnburg Center, while Ray
Elliott has closed his house in
Bombay.
Jerry LaRock, of Warrensburg,
spent a few days on a hunting trip
in the .Adirondacks.
Visitors along film row during
the past week included the Slotnick Brothers, of Utica; A. Vouloukos, of Kingston ; Sam Hochstim. of Hudson ; William Smalley,
•of Cooperstown ; Mike Kallett, of
Oneida : Hoctor and Herbst. of
Philmont ; ; Mr. and Mrs. Dopp,
of Johnstown, and C. E. Almy, district manager for Warner Bros.,
from Buffalo.
Warden Hunter, owner of the
theatre in Peru, is back home from
a short business trip to New York
City. Mr. Oliver, who runs the
theatre in New Berlin, was on a
"business
trip to Binghamton last
-week.
Al Guteck, former manager for
FBO in .Albany, is now connected
•with the St. Louis exchange.
Manager Mills, of the First
Oraphic Exchange in Albany, had
the offices repainted.
Harry Rose, as well as his
brother Charlie, both connected
•with the Schine outfit in Oneonta,
■were in Troy last Sunday.
Robert Sykes, owner of the
King Theatre, presented a turkey
last Friday to the holder of a lucky
coupon. He is now giving gold
prizes one night each week.

The Schines will reitpen tlic
Richmond Theatre in Herkimer on
November 23. This house has been
closed for many months.
The new ^Mausert house in
Greenwich, to be known as The
Swan, will open within the next
two or three weeks. The Central
in Albany, closed for several
months, is to be reopened by Alexander Jackofsky. There is a new
theatre being erected in Delmar.
The new house being erected in
Scotia will be open at Christmatime, and will be known as the
Ritz.
Ernest Mills, 22 years of age,
organist at the Strand Theatre in
Syracuse, N. Y., died last week
from injuries received when an
airplane in which he was a passenger crashed in a tail spin. Mrs.
Rose Noble, also employed at the
Strand in the orchestra, was likewise badly injured in the crash.

Minn. Towns
Get
Sunday Shows
rriWO more towns liave joined

tlie list in Minnesota that have
won permission to conduct Sunday
shows. These are Dawson and Ortonville.
Visitors in Minneapolis last week
included E. J. Smith, general sales
manager for Tiffany-Stahl. and J.
S. Woody, assistant sales manager
for Fox Films.
Damage estimated at $800 was
done by hail recently to the roof of
the Strand Theatre at Fairmont,
Minn.
The Liberty Theatre at Bertha,
Minn., has been purchased by
Clarence Johnson from Cram and
Lang.
The Unique Theatre, a 10-cent
house in the loop district which is
operated by F. & R., has been completely redecorated, and opened with
pictures and vaudeville.

Regent-State
Corp.
Active in Ohio
PRESIDENT J. Meyer Schine,
of the recently formed RegentState Corporation, accompanied by
John May, of the Schine financial
forces, spent several days in
Springfield, withOhio, recently in connection business of the new
company. Schine ordered the Regent closed for redecorating and
refurnishing. He also investigated
several tentative sites for the new
3,000-seat house which his company will erect in Springfield, and
also made final arrangements for
taking over the Regent, Majestic,
State and Fairbanks Theatres.
James Lunfy has been appointed
Universal representative for Cincinnati to succeed Charles Lowenburg. who has been made exploitation manager for Cincinnati.
Tlie Imperial Theatre, Zanesville, Ohio, originally known as the
Schultz, and subsequently called the
Liberty, has been reopened by the
Brown Theatrical Company, after
alterations.
The new Peoples Theatre, Day-

ton, Ohio, recently completed at a
cost
$175,000',2\.was
opened ofNovember
The formally
house is
located at Third and Mathisn
streets and has a seating capacity
of 750. Floyd Bennett is manager.
Another new Dayton house, the
Ohio, located on South Jefferson
street on the site formerly occupied
by the old Globe Theatre, opens on
Thanksgiving Day. The opening
date marks the twenty-second anniversary of Manager P. S. Rayburg in the motion picture industry
in Dayton.
The house seats 400.
Keith's Theatre. Dayton, last
week celebrated its sixth birthday.
Adam Hamnierly, 75, prominent
exhibitor of Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
Dayton, Cincinnati, and Hamilton,
Ohio, passed away at his home after
a lingering illness. .A widow and
two sons survive.
Chifos Brothers Motion Picture
Company, Middletown, Ohio, has
awarded contract for a new $350,000 house to be erected on the
present site of the Strand Theatre
on Central avenue of that city.
Chester Martin, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre, Cincinnati, has
announced that his house would be
dedicated to community service,
having offered it to the city to present a safety campaign now in
process and for similar proceedings
which may hereafter be launched.
Herman Luecke, a protege of the
late Victor Herbert, has been
named chief organist at the Orpheum theatre.
The Forest Theatre, Cincinnati
of which Doris Stecker is manager, has inaugurated a new plan
of selling tickets in book form entitling children to attend the special juvenile matinees at reduced
The Capitol Theatre, Bellaire,
prices.
Ohio, owned by A. G. Constant and
associates, has reopened after being
dark several months to permit extensive remodeling.

Theatres
Change
Hands in Ohio
Pastime
of theOhio,
.ASE
PURCH
has
at Lyons,
Theatre
been made by Guy Johnston from
Elmer Fenney.
For the second time within the
past few years. H. W. Jenrich is
the proprietor of the Cozy Theatre,
Cleveland.
Messrs. Saks and Bluskinsky
have purchased the Strok Theatre,
Cleveland, from Herman Smith.
Maurice Weintraub, who formerl}' had the Princess Theatre,
Youngstow^n. has purchased the
.Amuse-U Theatre at Struthers
from Messrs. Tigue and Kelly.
The Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association has set aside
Monday, December 10th, for a
party. It's to
dance with
tertainmentbe
for alla members
of enthe
film business. It will take place at
the Hollenden Hotel.
Jack versal
Hays,
three years
Unibranch for
manager
in Mexico

City, for the past year in charge of
the company's office in Havana,
Cuba, is spending several weeks in
Cleveland.
Lew Thompson, prominently connected with the motion picture
business, has divorced himself from
the industry and is now with the
Buehler Printcraft Co., Cleveland.
The entire state of Ohio is now
covered with a film delivery service since Morris and Harris Dudelson, opened offices in Cleveland
Cincinnati and Columbus, linking
up the southern section with the
rest of the state which has for a
long
land. time been served by two companies with headquarters in CleveRalph Bishop has joined the Independent sales force.

Denver Publix Is
Open 1 Year
the new
Theatre,
Denver
THEmillion
Publix amusedollar
ment house of Denver, has just
ed its first year of existcomplet
ence.
The Sun Theatre, of Carbondale,
Col., closed its doors last week,
when some one entered the theatre
and stole the projection machine
from the theatre booth.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Schuback invited a large number of film exchange managers and theatre men
to their home on Tuesday night.
November 13th, to celebrate their
silver wedding anniversary. Mr.
Schuback is one of the oldest theatre owners in point of service in
the Denver territory.
A new 500-seat theatre is being
erected at Lander, Wyo.. by G. W.
Blakeslee. The theatre will be
opened on or about December 10,
1928.
G. E. Rosenwald. district manager of Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., was a recent Denver visitor.
S. D. Weisbaum, FBO local
branch manager, left for Salt Lake
City last Thursday.
Samuel Henley. Paramount
branch manager, left last Wednestrip.
day night for Wyoming on a .sales
J. S. Hommel has been appomted
manager of the Denver branch office of Metro-Goldwyn Mayer Distributing Corporation, succeeding
R. J. landGarland,
resigned. any
Mr. future
Garhas not announced
The Isis Theatre, Broadwater,
Neb., has been bought by Messrs.
Wehn and Merritt from Elwood
plans.
Singer.
Visitors in Denver domg business along film row the past week
were Chas. Klein, of the Black
Hills Amusement Co., Deadwood,
S. D.; Thos. Villnave, Columbia
Theatre, Casper, Wyo.; Mrs.
Frank Killv, Empress Theatre,
Salida. Col.; Everett Cole, Rialto
Theatre, Alamosa, Col., and W.
Glen Miller, Rialto Theatre,
Brighton, Col.
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Four
Milwaukee
Houses Go Sound
THE

Municipal Theatre at Mineral Point, after six weeks of
extensive redecorating and refurnishing, was opened on Nov. 16th
under the direction and management of A. P. Desormeaux of
Madison. Mr. Desormeaux also
manages the Strand Theatre at
Madison. Bristolphone will be installed in the Municipal Theatre
within a month.
The Opera House at Yuba has
been temporarily closed, according
to Robert Novey, manager.
Midwesco Theatres, Inc., are taking over the Palace and Antigo
Theatres at Antigo.
J. Abrose, formerly manager of
the Chicago District of United Artists, has been assigned branch manager of the Cleveland branch. C.
C. Wallace, formerly district manager for United Artists in Milwaukee district, is now with United
Artists Indianapolis office. Lyman
L. Ballard, formerly of United Artists, is now representing TiffanyStahl sound productions in this territory.
Stanley Jacques, west division
manager for Pathe, spent some time
in the local office recently.
The Majestic Theatre, under direction of L. K. Erin, opened on
December 1st with sound.
Abe Fisher, Chicago branch manager of United Artists, was in Milwaukee last Friday.
Jack Gross, manager of the Venetian and Rialto Theatres at
Racine, has returned from his
honeymoon.
Joseph Skirball, general sales
manager for World Wide Pictures
Corp., was here for a brief visit.
Frank Welter, manager of the
Grand Theatre, Wausau, is contemplating the instalation of sound
apparatus.
E. J. Brandau, of the Zenith
Amusement Co., announced plans
for the erection of a new theatre
in Sparta.
The Venetian Theatre, of which
Morgan C. Ames is manager, will
open with sound on December 25th.
R.C.A. Photophone, Vitaphone and
Movietone appartus is being installed..

Wesco
and Fox
Build in San Diego
THE newest West Coast house,
now under construction at
Twenty-ninth street and University
avenue, will be ready for opening,
according to present expectations,
shortly after the first of the year.
The house, which will have a
seating capacity of about 900. will
be known as the West Coast North
Park Theatre,
Ground has been broken for a
new theatre on the block bounded
by A, B, 7th and 8th streets, which
will be under lease to William Fox
and will be on the West Coast
circuit. This new house will have
a seating capacity of about 3,000
and will be one of the largest theatres in this part of the state.
Al Berti. who has been guest
conductor at the West Coast New
California for six weeks, has gone
to Salt Lake City. He was accompanied byPhil Kalar, who had
been appearing
at the California

as soloist, and both will fill an
engagement in the Mormon city.
George Breece, house conductor at
the California, will direct aflfairs
at that house for the present
The West Coast California recently completed the installation of
eqiiipment for presenting talking
pictures.
According to the experts of the
Electric Research Products the installation of the talking picture
equipment at the West Coast California, when given their test, developed the best sound synchronization possible.

Fires Damage
Missouri Houses

Pittsburgh Houses
Change Over
3

AFIRE that started about 1 p. m.
November 22 destroyed the
stage and rear section of the Orpheum Theatre in Harrisburg. 111.
The loss was estimated at $10,000
and covered by insurance. Repairs
to the Orpheum will be made as
quickly as possible.
The Liberty Theatre was considerably damaged by fire early on the
morning of November 21. The
damage in the theatre was largely
due to smoke and water.
The safe of the Miller Theatre
in Jefferson City, Mo., was hauled
away in a truck to an abandoned
quarry on the outskirts of the town
early on November 19 and broken
open. It contained no money, according to the theatre management.
The Washington Theatre. 817
Trendley avenue. East St. Louis,
in., was damaged by an explosion
and fire at 3 :30 a. m. November
16. Fire Chief Ames reported that
his men found gasoline on the
front and rear steps of the building.
Neighbors told the police they saw
two men run from the building
shortly before the blast
The Pathe offices in St. Louis
are being remodeled and improved
generallv.

Seattle

Jack Bower, former manager of
the First National Exchange here,
has been appointed manager of the
United Artists Exchange in Washington, D. C.
Frank Case, salesman for Manager Mat transferred
Aparton's "U"
exchange,
has been
to the
Coast
sector.
Don Geddes is now operator at
the Colonial Theatre,
Ed Dolan is installing a new
non-synchronous device in his
Liberty Theatre at Chehalis, Wash.

Film Exchanges toMove

REPORTS
from other exchanges on the new Second
Avenue film row last week indicated that both Fox and Pathe will
be conveniently located near the
B. F. Shearer Building in that district within the near future.
G. E. Rosenwald. Western division manager of Universal, was
at the local office last week.
Phil Lampkin succeeds Gene
Morgan as master of ceremonies
at the Seattle Theatre.
Al Bernard is the new manager
of the Rivoli Theatre in Portland,
Ore.
Herbert Hoke, Paramount sales
representative, is now covering the
Coast sector.
John Danz, head of the Sterling
Chain Theatres, Inc., has announced the appointment of Harry
Beale as manager of the Capitol
Theatre.
Harry Lustig. Western division
manager for Vitaphone productions, spent a short time at the
local Warner Bros, exchange last
week.
W. Stefan Perutz, for the last
season manager of West Coast
Theatre enterprises in Tacoma,
spent a short time in Seattle last
week.

the
over Vertook,of
ona, recently
STONER
KAUFMAN
Grand Theatre at Morgantown, W.
Va., and reopened tlie house on
November 19th under the name of
New Liberty.
Messrs. Leighner and Blank
have taken over the Harris Theatre at Evans City, formerly conducted by the Harris Enterprises.
The new owners have renamed the
house the Rialto.
Edward Moriarity, accessory
salesman for M-G M, is back on
the job after an illness.
Bella Mandell,
of Paramount's
accessories
department,
has been
promoted to the booking department. She is succeeded by Phoebe
Homer.
S. Marky, for some time booking manager for the Theatrical
Producing Company, has resigned,
and
is
vacationing at the present
time.

Theatrical Transfer
in Indiana
OPERATION of the principal
theatrical properties of Lafayette, Ind., has changed hands as
the result of a deal just closed
whereby the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company of Louisville.
Ky., take over the Mars, Luna and
Family Theatres, all of which have
been operated by the Luna Amusement Company of this city. It is
stated that the new operators, within the next three months, will equip
the
tures.Mars theatre for sound picUnder the terms of the agreement, the new management gets a
25 year lease on the Mars Theatre,
which belongs to the Luna Amusement Company, and assumes the
leases which that company has held
on the Luna and the Family Theatres. H. H. Johnson, founder of
the Luna and Mars, and general
manager of the Luna Amusement
Company, has retired from the
management of the houses after
having been in the theatre business
here for 15 years.
The transaction by which the
Hornbeck Amusement Company of
Logansport, Ind., disposed of its
Luna, Grand and Colonial theatres to the Fourth Avenue Amusement Company of Louisville, Ky.,
has been completed. The new owners will assume possession of all
three properties Feb. 1 next year,
the time when it is figured the new
theatre on the Colonial site will be
ready to open. The new owners
own the Apollo Theatre in Indianapolis and in Louisville they control
the Alamo, Grand, and Rex. The
same company also controls the
Luna and Family Theatres.

Picture
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New Studio Planned
for Salt Lake
PREPARATIONS
to build ofa
new studio on the outskirts
this city are under way. A sound
proof stage is to be included, as
sound effects and talkies are to be
produced, according to report.
A delegation of the Intermountain Theatre Owners Association is
being selected to make a trip into
Idaho from this city for the purpose of securing additional members.
Harvey Harris Gates, formerly
a Salt Lake newspaper man and
now scenario writer, is visiting his
parents in this city from Hollywood at the present writing, and
will return shortly to the Warner
Brothers studios on the West
Coast.
George Jensen, F.B.O. salesman,
has suffered from an attack of the
flu this past week.
Oliver Albert!, who has returned
to Salt Lake City as Master of
Ceremonies at the Capitol Theatre,
was accorded a warm welcome.
Fred Brown, president of the
Rayart Pictures Corporation exchanges in this city and Denver,
has left Salt Lake City, after a
short visit.
H. W. Braly, district manager
for Paramount, is expected at the
Salt Lake office soon. A new exchange manager for the local
branch has not yet been announced.
Lon Hoss has just returned from
the coal camps of Eastern Utah,
having encountered severe snow
storms. Dave McElhinney is working the "High Line" in Montana
and also reports plenty of snow
and cold weather.
Al O'Keefe, Pathe branch manager here, is leaving the office this
week for Idaho.
John Dickson has invested in a
new car and is now covering
Western Wyoming and Southern
Idaho.
C. C. McDermond, who operates
a circuit of houses in the southern
part of Utali, intends putting in
synchronization in all of his houses.
A new romance has recently developed in the Film Colony here
between Jimmy Dugan, booker for
Pathe, and Peggy Gallacher. of the
Fox office. A new shining diamond
has also been noticed on the hand
of Lois Atkin of Pathe.
L. N. Strike of the Strike Theatre Company opened sound at his
cently.
Gem Theatre at Provo. Utah, reE. W. Sonz, formerly selling out
of this office for Universal, has
been transferred to the Portland office recently. J. J. Epperson will
now cover Utah. Ernie Gibson is
making the Idaho branch.
Exhibitors
Salt Lake's
film
row thisvisiting
past week
were :
Melvin Peterson, Avolon Theatre,
Fillmore ; Harmon and Louis
Peery, Egyptian and Ogden Theatres, Ogden ; Harry Ashton, of
the Paramount, and A. L. Glassman, Orpheum, Ogden ; Tohn Rugar. Park Citv ; Mrs. E. H. Littlejohn,ler,Star,
Utah; Fork
J. H.; Fred
MilCameo,,Price,
American
Houston, Royal ; T. M. Chesler,
Bingham; Ernest Pappas, Diana,
Copperfield; S. J. Baxter, Casino,
Gunnison ; Albert Van Wagner,
.'\lhambra. Pleasant Grove.
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Baltimore Reports
Two Robberies
amount of $3,040 was
THE
stolen from Loew's Richmond
Theatre, recently, by two bandits
who held up R. \V. Sparrow, assistant manager, at revolver point
and took the money.
The sum of $20 and a revolver
were stolen from the Gem Theatre,
Washington, D. C, recently, according to the report.
Harry Somerville has been succeeded by Herbert Stark as manager of the Mosque Theatre, Rich\'a.
The mond,Liberty,
Cumberland, Md.,
has had improvements made recently, costing $50,000, including
sound mechanism.
Al Retler is now selling Universal pictures out of the Washington,
D. C, office. Another new salesman signed with Universal is Oscar Bloom.
The M-G-M Virginia territory
will be covered now- by Matt Whitman.
The new theatre being built at
Hopewell, Va., by J. C. Cunningham, was scheduled to open November 26.
Due to illness, Harry Lohmeyer,
manager of the Earle Theatre,
Washington, D. C, was absent
from his work for about a week.
Arthur Jacobson, formerly Tiffany Washington, D. C, salesman,
has resigned and has been succeeded by Joe Ginsberg.
Melvin Summers has succeeded
L. A. Gooding as assistant booker
at the Fox Exchange, Washington,
D. C.
The Strand, colored, Deanwood,
Washington, D. C, was opened
recentlv bv A. E. Lichtman.
Albert H. Stine, of the Tivoli
Theatre, Frederick, Md., suffered a
fractured skull recently when
struck by screen weight at the theatre.
The Boulevard Theatre, operated
by the Frank H. Durkee Theatrical
Enterprises, went into a sound policy Thanksgiving Day.
Plans are all ready by
the Bluebird Theatre Corporation,
Petersburg, Va., to start construction work on the new playhouse at
Adams and Franklin Streets of that
city.
Al Rettler, formerly with M-GM, Washington, D. C, exchange
as a salesman has succeeded Fred
Kline as salesman at the Universal Exchange, Washington, D. C.
Mildred Understein has been appointed stenographer at the United
Artists'
Exchange, Washington,
D. C
Tom Cavanaugh, chief of service at Loew's Century, succeeds
Frank Snyder, resigned, as assistant manager.
Norman Munford, manager of
the Elite Theatre, Baltimore, has
been succeeded by George De Perini.
Miss M. Klein has succeeded
Miss A. Dicer, as office supervisor
at Loew's Century.
The Star, Western Port, Md.,
and the Music Hall, Keyser, W.
Va., have had Han-A-Phone mechanism installed.
Having fully recovered from an
attack of pneumonia, Margaret
Herbett, has returned to her duties at the Warner Brothers' Exchange, Washington, D. C.
John W. Morris, 51, president

of the Wilmington Fibre Specialty
Company, died recently.
Eugene Porter has been succeeded as manager of the Strand
Theatre, Smyrna. Del., by Louis
P. Reubens.
Harry B. McNiven, has been
succeeded as manager of the Bijou
Theatre, Richmond, Va., by John
R. Mountcastle.
Three playhouses of Richmond,
Va., were closed recently including
the Isis. the Rex and the Empire.
Frank Collins has succeeded
Welden Waters as advertising and
sales manager for the Washintjton,
D. C. Paramount Exchange. Waters has been appointed traveling advertising and sales representative
of the Eastern division for Paramount. The foreign department of
that company in Washington, is
being handled now by Jerry Sussman.

'Frisco May Have
New Theatre
IT is reported that William B.
Wagnon, of the Embassy Theatre, is planning a new theatre for
San Francisco, and at present has
two or three possible sites in mind.
Hal Honnre. formerly assistant
manager of the California Theatre
in this citv, has been appointed
manager of the California Theatre at Stockton. He also will attend to the publicity of the California and State Theatres in Stockton.
At the Pathe Exchange, Jockies
Mark Cory and Howard Butler,
branch manager and city salesman,
have been notified that they won
the national sales drive contest.
After several years of operating
the New Oakdale Theatre, acquired from Fred Lahm, Oscar Atkisson relinquished the lease to the
former owner.

Temporary
Home
for K. C. Censors
the mezstarted
has zanine
WORK
floor ofon the
new
county court house in Kansas City,
Kan., to provide temporary quarters for the Kansas State Censor
Board. The quarters will be occupied until the city completes a
new fire building.
A. G. Smith, Tom Byerle and
other officials of Kansas City's
picture row, had a short film made
of their antics on a golf course.
H. C. Woods, president of the
American Silversheet Company,
and Frank Keihlack. of the service
department of the National Theatre Supply Company, were recent
Kansas
City visitors.
Advocates of a "closed town"
in Wichita, Kans., a city of 150.000,
in so far as Sunday shows are concerned, did not get very far in
an effort to have the question submitted to voters. Of
the 5,013 signers on petitions, a
total of 3,361 were found to be

EMPIRE

names of qualified voters. 3,393
names were required on the petition, thus making the total number
of names thirty-two short of the
number required. The 5,013 names
had been gathered in three days
after petitions, containing 10,000
names, had been declared illegal because of the listing of wrong ordinances on the petitions. Those
favoring Sunday closing will demand a re-check of the names, it
was intimated.
A new theatre for Ottawa,
Kans., is being planned by Glenn
Kalock, former owner of the
Crystal theatre, Ottawa. The new
Uptown theatre, Junction City,
Kans., has been opened by Glenn
W. Dickinson. The house will be
operated as one of a string of about
ten theatres controlled by Mr. Dickinson.
Rembert Wurlitzer, Cincinnati,
son of Rudolph Wurlitzer ; Robert
Shclton, Star theatre, Warrensburg, Mo.; M. J. Alley, Princess
theatre, Eureka, Kans., and H. P.
Wolfburg, district manager of MG-M, were Kansas City visitors last
week.

Shake-up in Ranks
of Canadian Firms
GENERAL
managerFilms,
of Canadian Educational
Limited, O. S. Hanson, has announced
a number of important changes in
the branch office personnel. Phil
Hazza, Montreal manager, has become Eastern Supervisor with
headquarters at Toronto. He has
been succeeded at Montreal by S.
A. Chalu of Winnipeg, Manitoba,
where R. W. Wilson of Toronto
has been appointed branch manager.
J. Kirkpatrick, formerly with
Universal, has been appointed Educational branch manager at St.
John, N. B. Norman Smith, formerly with Regal at Calgary and
with Fox at Portland, Ore., has
been made salesman at Winnipeg.
M. M. Williams of Detroit has
joined the sales staff at Toronto.
Harry Walker, former manager
of the Crystal Palace Theatre,
North Bay, has opened a new theatre in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
seating 425 persons.
James Autcli fife, lumber merchant of Novar, Ontario, has taken
out a permit for the erection of a
theatre in Huntsville, Ontario, seating 600.
The Star Theatre, Charleton
Place, Ontario, is now under the
management of C. J. Shaw.
Manager Leonard Bishop of Famous Players Tivoli Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, introduced sound
pictures at this house at midnight,
November 23.
A partly finished moving picture
theatre in Outremont, Montreal,
has been taken over by Confederation Amusement, Limited, which
operates several theatres in Montreal.

FILM
MODERATE

I to 10
I
II to 50
51 to 100

oers

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

VAULTS

Eventful Week
Central Penn

after returning
having performed
her
WHEN
to her home
duties as organist at the Arcade
Theatre, Mount Carmei. one night
recently, Miss Myrtle Gumble was
held upof by
robbed
$40. a highwayman and
C. C. Pippin has resigned as
manager of the Strand, one of the
leading theatres of the Appell Circuit in York. Ed Moore is now
manager of the Strand.
Manager Glaser, of the Strand
Theatre, Carlisle, and his corps of
ernployees, handled the situation so
skillfully when fire broke out in a
small building adjoining the rear
of the theatre on November 13,
that all knowledge of the blaze was
kept from a large audience.
The Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, managed by Lee Levy for the
Wilmer & Vincent Company, began the operation of sound devices
the week of December 3, having
been equipped with both Movietone
and Vitaphone.
H. A. Schuermann, owner of the
Sherman Theatre, Stroudsburg,
has awarded a contract to Gibelli
& Co., of Philadelphia, for redecorating the house.
Luke Gring, owner of the Capitol Theatre, Chambersburg, has
adopted a policy of introducing
local pictures among his news
reels.
William Dabb, of the Lyric Theatre, Shenadoah, and Mrs. Dabb,
recently were congratulated upon
the occasion of their silver wedding anniversary.
The Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, celebrated the fifteenth anniversary of its opening as a motion picture house, with a special
The P. O. S. of A. Theatre in
program.
East Berlin, formerly operated by
Eugene Elgin, has been acquired
by Robert M. Shaffer.
The Park and Colonial Theatres,
Palmerton (Central Pennsylvania),
formerly owned by the East Coast
Circuit, have been taken over by
the newly-formed Penn State Theatres Company, of which the president is George P. Aarons, secretary
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware.
C. Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg
and Reading representative of the
Wilmer & Vincent Theatre Company, operating a dozen theatres
in the two cities, has just been appointed as a member of a committee of the Harrisburg Chamber of
Commerce to co-operate with the
Harrisburg Post, No. 27, of the
American Legion, in arranging for
the dedication in the spring of 1930
of
the new Memorial Bridge in
Harrisburg.
The contract for the erection of
the new theatre to be built in Columbia, Lancaster county, by
Joseph M. Schverba. of Lewistown,
has been awarded to Eearnest
Mann, of Lancaster.

INC.

PRICE FILM STORAGE
$ .75
50
40

in

Over 100 Containers
Cases per month
Cases per month over 10 cases

$ .35
2.00
1.75

Bryant 2180-ZI81-2182
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Southeast
Picture
Circles Hum
IMPORTAXT appointments and
transfers in theatre personnel in
the Southeast were announced last
week by Frank Dowler, Jr., Southeastern division manager of Publix
Theatre Corporation.
John Smith, manager of Keith's
Georgia in Atlanta, is leaving for
San Francisco, where C. E. Crabill,
divisional manager of Fublix, will
assign him to a major post of operation on the west coast. Mr.
Smith will be succeeded by Martin
L. Semon, formerly manager of
the Capitol Theatre in Atlanta.
Sidney Dannenberg, manager of
the Alabama Theatre at Birmingham, also leaves soon for San Francisco to be assigned by Mr. Crabill to a position in that territory.
Mr. Dannenberg will be succeeded
by Boliver S. Hyde, Jr., manager
of the Strand Theatre at Birmingham, who in turn will be succeeded
by Martin N. Anderson, at present
assistant manager of the Ritz and
Noble Theatres in Anniston, Ala.
Four motion picture theatres in
tlie Southeast were reported this
week as having changed ownership.
The Universal at Lithonia, Ga.,
bought from J. W. Haygood by
H. H. Langford. The Columbia
Theatre at LaBelle, Fla., bought by
Carl E. Rover from J. G. Attanaseio. The
Savannah, Ga.,'Folly
bought Theatre
by J. G. atEvins
from M. Lucas. The Victory Theatre at Brooksville, Fla., bought by
J. C. Owen from A. C. Hawkins.

Atlanta
At a lengthy session of the Atlanta Joint Board of Arbitration
last Tuesday, approximately 50
cases were considered and disposed
of. The next meeting of the board
will be held in December.
Dan Michalove, southern division
manager for Pathe, left last Sun-*
day for a trip to the company's exchanges.
John \^an Denborough is the
manager of the Strand Theatre,
Albany, colored house, operation of
which was recently taken over by
Bromberg & Crewell of Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, well known theatre
executive, has moved his offices to
209 Howard Theatre Building, Atlanta, from the Tudor Theatre
Building, which is now being remodeled for commercial purposes.
E. J. Sparks, of Jacksonville,
head of the Sparks chain of theatres in Florida, and R. B. Wilby,
of .Atlanta, who operates theatres
in Georgia. .Alabama and other
po'nts in the Southeast, left last
Sunday for Mexico for their annual hunting trip.
Exhibitors seen along film row
this past week included R. P. Higqinbotham. of Alabama ; F. W.
Smith, Dublin, Ga. : T. E. Watson,
Montevallo, Ala. ; P. J. Henn, Canton, Ga. ; Sam Wood, Abbeville,
Ah. ; C. H. Carney, LaFayette,
.Ala. : Mort and Gus Seligman,
Jacksonville. Fla. ; E. C. Fain,
Tallassce, .'Via. : Winston Callaway,
LaGrange,
Ga.';Margaret
Ben Stein,
South
Georgia
; Mrs.
K. Ware,
Thomson, Ga. ; F. J. Wood, Vienna,
Ga. ; R. E. Golden, LaGrange,
Ga. ; C. W. Maxey, Summerville,

Ga.; P. P. Xeal, Villa Rica, Ga. ;
Mack Jackson. Alexandria City,
Ala. ; V. L. Owens, Abbeville, Ala.
W. G. Underwood, of Dallas,
Texas, vice-president and general
manager of Liberty-Specialty Film
Distributing Corporation, was in
Atlanta last Friday.

Birmingham.
A distinctly optimistic trend is
felt throughout Alabama since election. Industry has begun to speed
up and the many new enterprises
in the state are now beginning operation, bringing employment for
several thousand workers.
Film representatives in Birmingham the past week included Carl
Mock of Educational, J. W. Greenleaf of Warner Bros., O. K.
Bourgeois of Pathe, C. T. Jordan,
special representative for Universal :C. R. Beachman, special representative for First National; W.
H. Heyward of Universal, Ben Y.
Cammack, Atlanta branch manager
for Universal.
The Strand, Montevallo, Ala.,
had a narrow escape from destruction by fire the past week when the
town was threatened with a conflagration which destroyed the Wilson
Drug Company and the Post Office.
The Frolic Theatre, a colored
house operated by H. Wood in
Bessemer, Ala., was damaged by
fire believed to have originated
back stage.
Muscle Shoals Theatres, Inc., of
which Louis Rosenbaum is manager, operating the Prncess and
Majestic at Florence, the Ritz at
Sheffield, the Strand at Tuscumbia
and Ritz at Athens, Ala., is installing a talking device known as
iloviephone.

Louisville
Heyde C. Conrad, formerly featured organist at the Rialto Theatre here, has been retained in a
similar position by the Strand Theatre at Lexington, Ky.
The Phcenix Amusement Company, operators of the Strand, have
spent thousands of dollars elaborating on the house.
The Saunders Theatre at Saunders, Ky., has been turned into a
garage and all the equipment sold.
The Royal Theatre at Elizabethtown, Tenn., has closed.

Florida
Ed. F. Tarbell, one of the pioneers of the movie game in Tampa,
who deserted us a few years ago,
is back with us again and making
Tampa headquarters for the Florida agency of the Page Organ Co.
The Campobello, in the Belmont
Heights section of Tampa, has
changed hands again. H. E. Bailey
is the latest lessee.
Edwin .Adler, manager of the
Strand, Tampa, every night removes a few sections of the old
wooden chairs and replaces them
with new ones. This work is being
done without interrupting the regular show hours.
The new Park Theatre, Tampa,
is nearly completed and is expected to open early in December.
C. D. Cooley has been engaged as
manager.
The first Photophone to be installed in Jacksonville
has been

placed in the Empress Theatre, a
Sparks'
house. district manager, and
Jess Clark,
Frank Dowler, Jr., Southeastern
district manager, of Publix, were
in Miami last week.
Manager Scotty Chesnutt, of
Paramount exchange, Jacksonville,
during the week from a convention of the company, held in New
York City.

New Theatres Open
in Chicago
OLERM.AN
opened his
* new Armohas Theatre
in
South Bend, a beautifully equipped
house of 550 seats. The schedule
of admission prices is 10 to 25
cents.
Mrs. A. Seigfried. wife of the
owner of the Bijou Theatre, Decatur, is in a sanitarium in Chicago, recovering from a nervous
breakdown.
Work of wiring the Princess
Theatre, Springfield, for sound, is
under way.
District Manager Kimsel, of Columbia, ismaking his headquarters
at the Chicago office temporarily.
Sales Manager Maberry is at present in New York City, but was
expected in Chicago for Thanksgiving Day.
Pete Kolaris has opened his new
1.500-seat Tivoli Theatre at Garv,
Ind.
Harry Lerner. of the Lerner,
Buckland and Family Theatres,
Elkhardt, Ind., is enjoying his annual hunting trip in Northern
Michigan.
Country Sales Manager Bill
Brumberg, of Columbia Pictures,
has zoned the Illinois territory, and
has assigned Jack Cohen to cover
Central Illinois east of the Illinois
River, and Adolph Rosecan the
northwest and central portions of
the state.
Walter Fleugel was on film row
this week arranging bookings for
his new Chinese type theatre, the
Pekin, at Pekin, 111.
Among visitors on film row recently were Albert Schultz, of the
Royal Theatre, Walkerton, Ind.,
and Mrs. J. M. Smith, of McHenry, 111. , who reports that she
and her husband will depart shortly
for an extended pleasure trip
through the East.
Manager A'Hara, of the Temple
Theatre, Mishawaka, Ind., is vacationing in Wisconsin.
J. Edwards is returning to the
motion picture business after pursuing other activities for several
years, and is again in charge of the
Aledo Theatre at Aledo, 111., having taken over the house from Leslie Trevor.
Steve Bennis has completed the
installation of Vitaphone and Movietone in his Lincoln Theatre at
Lincoln, 111.
J. R. McPherson, of the National Screen Service, is back on
the job. after having been ill at
his home.
The Gifford Stock Company has
moved from the Blackstone Theatre to the Oliver Theatre, South
Bend, and Manager Cochevity, of
the former, has replaced the stock
with tabs and pictures.

P i c t ii r e
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Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
Has Big Opening
THElyn-Paratmount
new and elaborate
BrookTheatre,
located at Flatbush Extension and De
Kalb avenue, the most recent addition to the chain of theatres owned
and operated by the Publix TheatresCorporation, was opened at noort
on Saturday, Nov. 24.
A speech was made at the first
evening performance by Borough
President James J. Byrne, and reproduced on Movietone for presentation to other audiences. The theatre is the ultimate in beauty and!
luxury. The management claims
for it the distinction of being the
first theatre in the world to be built
expressly for the showing of sound
pictures. Its construction includes
sunken sound chambers, breaks in
the walls, a special t}'pe of soft
cement and other facilities to bring
about acoustic satisfaction.
Aside from the technical developments, Frank Cambria, art director
of the Publix Theatre, has assembled a collection of art subjects^
and these placed amidst the artistry
of the architecture, makes the new
house one of the art centres of
Brooklyn. The general scheme of
the theatre is Italian Renaissance,
orange.
and
the color style is subdued bumThe entertainment provided for
the new Publix house is their regular circuit stage shows and first
run pictures. Stage music is in the
capable hands of Paul Ash. John
L. McCurdy is managing director.
William Goldsmith, who was at
one time manager of the Kinema
Theatre, one of the Rosenzweig
Circuit, located at Pitkin avenue
and Bergman street, has again
taken over the management of this
Brooklyn house.
Henry G. Dieter is the new owner of the Rige Theatre, Brooklyn,
which he purchased from the former operator, Mr. Smith.
H. Bloom has severed his connection with the Tompkins Theatre,
Gates avenue, Brooklyn. L. I. Peisner, owner of the theatre, will
manage.
As the result of a fire that recently wrecked the Moscow Inn at
161 West 44th street, part of the
premises
of the
Film Players'
Club
above the
restaurant,
was damJoseph M. Seider, prominent in
aged.
national and local organization
work, sailed on November 26, from
Marseilles, France, on tlie S. S.
Saturnia, and will arrive back in
the U. S. A. on December 6.
Seider & Moley Theatrical Enterprises are moving this coming
week from tiieir headquarters in
the offices of Prudential Film Delivery at 735 Seventh avenue, and
will be located on the third floor
of 729 Seventh avenue. Al Moley, for tlae past ten years, has
been associated with Prudential
Delivery in the handling of routings
and bookings for distributors. In
severing his connection with this
company Moley will now devote
his entire efiforts to his shows for
theatres and banquets. Eddie Seider,
Al's partner,
will remain with Prudential temporarily.
Word has been received that the
Fox Theatre at Burlington, N. J.,
is undergoing remodeling.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward- such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
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BRAY
Title
B»re Co-Ed. The
Bamyapd Rivals
Bathinc) Beauty Babin
CatTales
Coliege Cuckoo
Cutting Up
Daze of '49
Duke'B Dirty Dolngi
Figures Do Ue
Fowl Play
Her Salty Suitor
Hick In Hollywood
His Wild Oat
Kids, Cats and Cops
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lost In the Lurch
Lot o' Boloney, A
Mr. Pooh
Naughty Nurse
Pikers The
Smackem Alley
Wild Waves

PRODUCTIONS
Star

Rel.

Murdock-Cavallef-Lancaster....Nov.
W. Untz-M. Shaw-T. Ward. . . Dec
McDougall Kids
April
McDougall Kids
Jan.
Murdock-CavalJer
June
McDougaM Kids
Feb.
J. Cooper-L Carver
Jan.
P- Murdock-N. Cavalier
Feb.
Bathing Girls
April
McDougall Kids
Mar.
June
Murdock-Cavaller
May
McDougall Kids
July
McDougall Kids
May
Jack Coooer
Aug.
Irving-Cooper
July
P. Murdock-N. Cavalier
Mat.
McDougall Kids
June
McDougall Kids
Dec
Jack Cooper
April
McDougall Kids
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.

Date

Length
Reviewed
Jan.
7
20 ,. . 2 reels
Mar. 17
20. - . 2 reels
10. . . 2reels
2
reels
10...
2 reels
reels
1 .. 2 reels
10
. 2 reels
Mar. 17
2 reels
Feb. 4
1. . .
2 reels
Mar. 17
1 . . . t.,vx»a iTiai ..
1,,, 2 reels
*
10 . . 2 reels
20, . .
1 . . 2 reels
10... 2 reels
10. . . 22 reels
regig
1 . . . 2 reels
1 . . . 2 reels
1. ...
2 reels
Mar 17
IQ . . 2 reefs'
10 . .
2reels
Jan
7
20 . . 2 reels
10 . .
2 reels
20 . .
20
. 2 reek

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title
After the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
By Whose Hand?
College Hero. The
Court-Martiat
Dawn
Desert Bride, The
Driftwood
Faahlon Madness
Golf Widows
Isle of Forgotten WoiPfln
Lady Raffles
Matinee Idol, The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Opening Night. The
Raider Emden.The
rtansom
Runaway Girts
Sally in Our Alley
Say II With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
SIren.The
So This Is Love
Sporting Age, The
Stage Kisses
That Certain Thing
Tigress. The
Virgin Lips
Warning. The
Way of the Strong, The
Wife's Relations, The
Woman's Way, A

Rel. Date

Star

Coming

Reviewed
feet .,'SepL15
SepL 15
feet, ,.
feet
feet.
. , Jan. e7
feet. ..Dec
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet,
feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet.
feet,
feet
feet.
fpet
feet
feet
feet.
feet.

SepL 15

Mar. 31

Jan. 21
,'. June
SepL 238
.May
5
Mar. 17
.Sept 15

, June 23
Mar.'i23o
.' June
..June
2

. . Mar. 17
. Sept 22
7
.Jan.

!.April 28

Attraction*

Star

Title

Length

5459
Boswortti-Gllbert-Delaney
April 17. , 5649
July V . .
..Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy.
.April 7... 5537
Logan-Lease
Cortai-Gllben
SepL 15 ,. 5432
Oct 9. . . 5628
Agnew-Leaso-Garon
6014
Holt-Compson
.Aug. 12...
7500
Special Cast
5528
Compson-Forrest
Mar. 26
Atvarado-Day
Oct 15.
5513
WIndsor-HowM
Dec
8.
Ford- Reynolds- Rand
May
1 . ,5592
Tearto-Sebastlan
Sept. 27. .5645
5471
Taylor-Drew
,
Jan. 25,
.5925
"Walker-Love
Mar. 14.
Chadwick-Faif banks, Jr.-Kent. -May 13, . , 5540
Slewart-Glass-Gordcn. .....
May 25 , 5544
...Windsor-Bowers
Nov. 14. ,.5524
Special Cast
, .Wlfson-Burns
June 7. ! 6584
Mason- Rankin
Aug. 23, . 5725
,6882
Mason-Arlen
SepL 3 , .6401
Bushtnan-Livlngston-Chadwlck-.July 13.
De Putli-Alvarado
Aug. 1. . 6443
Revler-T. Moore
Dec 20 , 5996
Mason-Collipr-Walker
Feb. 6 . 5611
.5464
Bennett-Herbert- Nye
Maf. 2.
5435
Harlan-Chadwlck
Nov. 2,
Graves-Dana
Jan.
1 , . 6047
.5357
Holt-Revler
Oct 21.
€048
Borden-Boles
July 25. ..6791
Holt-Revler
Nov. 26.
5752
Day-Livrngston-Von Eltz
June 19
5508
Mason-Glass
Jan. 13.
.5472
Livingston-Baxter
Feb. 18.

Length

Apache. The,
College Coquette.
Lone Wolfs Daughter. The

Don Alv^ado
M. Day-Forbas
Bert Lyt all

Nothing to Wear...
Power of the Press, The
Streets
i[2"'L'Jn?''f
TV
odllu&lon. The
Stool Pigeon. The
Submarine
..
Younger Generation, The

Logan-von-Eltz
FaJrbabks, Jr.-RaIston
^'uJw^m'''"'
Kelth-Valll
Delaney- Borden
Holt-Revler-Graves
Jean Hersholt

Reviewed

B192feet. . . .Sept 15

EDUCATIONAL
TItte
All Bear
All in Fun
All Set
Always a Gentleman
America's Pride
At It Again
Be My King
Between Jobs
Blazing Away .
Blondes Beware
Builders of Bridget
Bumping Along
Call of the Sea, Th«
Call Your Shots

Ster
Curiosities
Jerry Mandy
Luptno-Sargent-Hutton
Lloyd Hamilton
Our World Today
Monty Collins
Lupino Lane
Lloyd Hamilton
Lloyd Hamilton
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketth
Stone-Ruth
Hope Hampton
Al St John

Chilly Days
Circus Bluee
Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Conquering the Colorado

"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge

* Means iynckromxed score,

f Meam

Rel.
April
Oct
Jan.
Feb.
Oct
May
Dec
Mar,
April
July
Feb.
Nov.
Jan.
Sept

Date
Length
29. . . Ireel.^
21... 1 reel
13. . . 1 reel
6 . . . 2 reels
1 reel
7. . ,
13... 2 reels
9,...2reels
18
2 reels
2 reels
22
2 reels
15
1 reel
26.
.1 reel
18
2 reels
1,
2 reels
15
2 reels
Teb. 19.
2 reels
Mar. 25.
2
reels .
Oct 14,
2 reels
Oct
7,
1 reel
July
8.

MOund effects.

Reviewed

April 21

OcL 27
Feb. 4
Feb. 18

Oct

6

Aorif 28
Nov. 10
April
June
Mar
Nov.
Dec
Sept.
Feb.
Mar.

7
23
1<
3
31
29
18
17

, Oct 13
Oct
6
July

14

T'tle
Cook. Papa^ Cook
Count Me Out
Crown Me
Cutle

Star
Murdock-Hutton
Barney Helium...
Wallace Luplno. .
Dorothy Devore. .

Ret. Date
Length
SepL 9 . 11 reel
reel
1 reel
.Mar 113
-June
Jan. 15. . 2 reels
1 reel
- 2 reels
Dog Days— Sun and Btin
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Jan. 29 . 1 reel
Dummies
Larry Semon..
Jan.
1
reels
^*"
'"
Monty
Jan.
16 ■ 12 reel
Fandango
Luplno Collins
Lane
May
1 reel
Fell! the Cat In Antb'antlca
"Sullivan Cartoon^
May 13
^^"^ ^^ ^^' '" Astronomeows
"Sulltvan Cartoon"
July
8 , 1 reel
^®"'' ^^^ ^at In Comlcalamltles
"Sullivan Canoon"
April 1 . .11 reel
reel
."Sullivan
April
_.
FetixtheCatIn Draggln" the Dragon
"Sullivan Cartoon'*
Cartoon"
Jan. 22
reel
"Sullivan Cartoon"
June 24. . .11 reel
^*"'' '^" ^at In EsklmoOve
"Sullivan Cartoon"
May 27
^^"^ '^® Cat In Fu tu ritzy ,
"Sullivan Cartoon**
Mar. 4 . , 1 reel
1
reel
ws
Felix
^*"'' In
"'^In-and-Out-La
^at In Japanlcky
_,
^®'''' '^® ^at In Jungle Bungles . , "Sullivan Cartoon"
July 22 - 11 reel
reel
^®"* '" ^^"^ Stteet Ohm
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Fob. 19 .1 reel
Feliiln Outdoor Indore
"Sullivan Caloon"
June 10 . 1 reel
^®"'' *^ ^at In Polly-tlcs
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Mar. 18 . 1 reel
Felix in Sure-Locked Homes
"Sullivan Cartoon"
April 15
'^*'''' '^^ '^^' '" "^^ '-^^' l-"^
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Aug. 5 , 1 reel
^*"*
^atSmoke
In the Scream
Oily Bird
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Cartoon"
Feb.
' . .1 reel
Felix '^^
in the
"Sullivan
Jan.
. .1 reel
Feline Frolics— Tonquin Valley
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Mar. 25 . , 1 reel
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist , . Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Aug. 19 .2 reels
RstlcufTs
Lupine Lane
OcL 28
, 2 reels
Follow Teacher
"Big Boy"
Dec 16 , 2 reels
GiriiesBehave
Jerry Drew
SepL 9 ..2 reels
Gloom Chaser. The
"Big Boy"
June 24 .1 reel
Glorious Adventure
Hodgo-Podge
OcL 14
2 reels
Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
Aug. 12 . ,1 reel
Green-Eyod Love
Ruby McCoy-George Hall
April 8 . ,1 reel
1 reel
Hard Work
Wallace Luplno
July 29
Hay Wire
Ston e-Dal 6
Nov. 4 . .2reels
Hectic Days
Lupino Lane
June 17
1 reel
He Tried to Please
Collins-Hutton
Aug. 12 ,2 reels
High Strung
Jerry Drew
Jan. 29
. 1 reel
Hints on Hunting— Day by Se«
Bruce Outdoor Sketeh
April 22 .2 reels
His Maiden Voyage
George Davis
Feb. 26 . 2 reels
Hold That Monkey
MontyfCollins
Nov. 11,
2 reels
Homemade Man. A
Lloyd Hamilton
June 17
2 reels
Hop Off
Charley Bowers
Julv
1 . 2reels
Hot Luck
"Big Boy"
Sept 2
2 reels
HotorCoId
AlStJohn
Dec
2
How to Please the Public
Hodge Podge
Mar. 11 . 1 reel
Indiscreet Pete
Jerry Drew
Mar. 11 - 2 reels
1 reel
In the Morning ,.
Vernon Dent
Dec 30
2 reels
Just Dandy
Jerry Drew
Aug. 19 ■ 1 reel
Just For Art
Curiosities
May 27
. 2 reels
Kid Hayseed
"Big Boy"
Aug. 5 . 2 reels
Kitchen Talent
George Davis
April 15
2 reels
Ladies Preferred
Jerry Drew
July
8
2 reels
Leaping Luck
Davis-Collins
July 29 . 2 reels
Listen Children
Lloyd Hamilton
July 22 ..2reels
Listen Sister
Luplno Lane
Mar. 25
1 reel
Lost Laugh, The
Wallace Lupino
July 15
, 2 reels
Love's Springtime
Hope Hampton
Feb. 12 . 1 reel
Lucky Duck. The
Billy Dale
Oct
7 . 1 reel
Magic City The
Our World Today
Nov. 11 . 2 reels
Making Whoopie
Goodwin-Bradtev
OcL 28 , 2 reels
Misplaced Husbands
Dorothy Devore
Nov. 25
-ireel
MotherBtrds
Curiosities
Mar. 4
1 reel
Murder Will Out
Vernon Dent
Dec 16 . 1 reef
Mysterious Night A
Monty Colllna
Feb. 12 , .2 reels
Navy Beans
"Big Boy"
May 27
.1 reel
Never Too Late
Wallace Luplno
May
6
.1 reel
1 reel
New York's Sweettieart
Curiosities
Jan.
1
Nicknames
Hodge-Podge
April 8 ,2 reels
. 1 reel
No Fare
"Big Boy '.
- .. Ireel
Oh Mama
Miller-Hutton
jJly t . 1 reel
1 reel
Off Balance
Monty Collins
April 22
On the Move
Hodge-Podge
Seot 9
1 reel
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Hodge-Podqe
Nov 18
.1 reel
Peculiar Pair o' Pups, A
Bruce Outdoor SkeWi'
Mav 20
.1 reel
1 reel
Peep Show.
Hodge-Podge
■.'.".■.■ Anrtl
Aug. 121
Penny
PostalsThe
.2reels
Curiosities
1 reel
Pictorial Tidbits
Hedge-Podge
June 10
Pkales Beware
Luplno unl
Seot 9 . 2reels
PlayfulPerils
Papas
Jerry
Dec.
Polar
Monty Mandy..
Collins ".....■.;;.■!!
Sept. 301
1 reel
Pretty Baby
Monty Collins
Fab. 26
2 reels
Quiet Worker, The
Jerry Drew
Nov. 4
.2reels
Racing Mad
AI St John
Jan.
8. . . 2 reels
Rah Rah Rahl :
Dorothy Devore
June 3
-Ireel
Recollections of a Rover
Hodge-Podge
ian. 8
2 reels
Roaming Romeo
Luplno Lane
July 29Ireel
Rubbernecking
Curiosities
Feb. 5 . Ireel
Running Ragged
Lewis Sargent
Jan. 29, .
1 reel
Sailor Boy
Monty Collins
June 17,
2 reels
Say Ab-h
Charley Bowera
Feb. 19
.2 reels
Simple Sap.A
Larry Semon
Feb. 12
2 reels
Sky Ranger, The
Reed Howes
Sept 23
2 reels
Skywayman, The
Reed Hawes
Nov. 18
2reeis
Slippery Head
Johnny Arthur
AprI' 29
2reels
Social Prestige
Monty Collins
Dec 23
-1 reel
Spring Has Camo
Monty Collins
Mar. 25
2 reels
Stage Frights
George Davis
Oct 21
Ireel
Star Shots
Hodge-Podge
Feb. 5
2 reels
Sword Points
Luplno Lane
Feb. 12
.2Ireel
reels
There It Is
Charley Bowers
Jan.
1
Thoughts While Fishing
Bruce Outdoor Sketeh
June 17
1 reel
Three Tough Onions
Monty Collins
May 20
1 reel
Thrills of the Sea
Our World Today
Sept 2

Means voice (iaclading dialogae and btcidentcd songs).

A. T. after title means AU TaUde,

Reviewed
Sept 16
Mar.
May 28
Feb. 18
Feb. 25
Doc 23
Dec 23
April 14
June I
Aug. 18
April 21
Feb. 25
May 28
July 21
June 23
Mar. 31
Sept 22
Mar.
June 17
30
April U
May
S

Sept 29

Mar. 10
Feb. 18
Mar. 10
Aug. 4

Oct 27

Nov.
Seot
June
Oct
July
Mar.
July
Oct
May

17
8
2
27
28
24
14
27
28

July 14
Feb. 4
Mar. 31
Feb. 18

Oct 27

June 9
June 23
SepL29
Nov. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 10
Aug. 11
June 1
Aug. 4
Mar. 31
June 30
July 14
July 14
Mar. 24
June 23
Mar.
Sept.
Nov.
Oct

17
IS
3
13

Feb.
Nov.
Feb.
May
April
Feb.
April

18
10
4
12
28
11
21

Mar. 24

June 23
April 14
May
5
Aug. 18
Mar. 17
June 23

Sept15
Feb. 18

OcL

Jan.
May
Feb.
July
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Feb.

Oct.

6

28
28
4
21
4
4
9
18
28

6

Nov. 3
April 21
Nov. 17
Mar. 17

Oct

6

Feb. 4
Dec 31

Jan.
June

78

May 12
Sept 29

Motion

1704
Title
Troubles Galore
Visitors Welcome
Wandering Toy, The
Wedded Blisters
Wedding Slips
Whoozli
Who's Lyin'?
Wife Trouble
Wildcat Valley
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
Wives Won' Weaken
You'll Be Sorry

Star
Collins-McCoy
Johnny Arthur
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Monty Collins
Charley Bowers
Davls-Colllns
Robert Graves
Johnny Arthur
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Drew-Bradley
Charley Bowers.

EXCELLENT

PICTURES

Rel. Date
Aug. 26. .
Mar. 4. .
May
6 .
Aug. 26...
Jan. 1..
April 1..
June 10. .
SepL23..
Jan, 22..
July 15..
Dec 16. .
May 20..

Length
1 reel
.2 reels
1 feel
2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.2re6l8
.1 reni
.2 reels.
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2reel8

Reviewed
Aug. 4
Mar. 10
May 26
Aug. 4
Feb. 11
Mar. 17
May 26
SepL 8
Feb. 4
June 30
May 19

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Back to Uberty
Bit of Heaven, A
Bowery Cinderella, A
Broadway Madness
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Satan and the Woman
Speed Classic, Inc
Stronger Will, The
Women Who Dare

Star
Walsh-Hall
Lee-Washburn
O'Malley-Hulette
Oe La Motte-Kelth
George Walsh
Santschl-Blythe. .
Huiette-Rankln-Lease
Befford-Mlller
WIndsor-Keefe
Lease-Harris
Marmont-Carewe
Cfiadwick-Delaney

Coming
Title
Glided Love
Life's Crossroads

Rel.
No*.
May
Nov.
OcL
May
June
July
Aug.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.

Date
Length
Reviewed
.5980 feet
16. . . .7000 feet
16.. .
.6900 feet... Nov. 25
1. . .
1. . . .6300 feet.... OcL 14
10. . . .6759 feet
6700 feet
15. ..
feet
15,.. ,6400
eOOOfeet
27 . . .
20... .6400 feet... Mv. 10
.4700 feet
31 . . .
.6600 feet
20.
.6520 feet
31.

AttractioDC

Star

Length

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed

Hulett^Hamllton

F B O
FEATURES
Title

Star

Rel.

Aflame In the Sky
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bandit's Son. The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Battling Buckaroo. The
Beyond London's Lights
Boy Rider. The

Lynn-Luden
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Steele-Sheridan
Buz Jarton.
Tyler-Clalr
Shumway-EIHott
Buzz Barton

Dec
May
OcL
Nov.
Aug-

"
j of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Cherokee Kid. The
Chicago After Midnight
t§Circus Kid, The
Clancy's Kosher Wedding
Coney Island
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Dead Man's Curve
Desert Pirate, The
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Drltiin' Sands
Fanos of the Wild
Fighting Redhead, The
Flying U Ranch. TTie
Freckles
Gingham GIri, The
Harvester. The
Her Summer Hero
•t§Hltof the Show, The
Hook and Ladder No. 9
In a Moment of Temptation
Jake the Plumber
Judgment of the Hills
Law of Fear, The
Legionnaires In Parts
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo, The
Uttle Mickey Grogan
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of Rlcardo, The
Man in the Rough. The
Mojave Kid, The
•nPerfect Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid, The
Racing Romeo, The
Ranger of the North
Red Riders ot Canada
Riding Renegade, The
Sally of the Scandals

Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Tyler-Lynn
Mendez-lnea
Darro-Costello-Brown
Stdney-Lease-Lynn
Wllson-Mendez
Lewls-Hlll-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Fairbanks, Jr.-Btane
Tyler-Thompson
Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Bob Steele
Ranger-Kitchen
Buzz Barton
Tyler-Lane
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Whson-Arthur
Klngston-Caldwell
Thompson-Trevor-Bitne
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
Ellls-Keefe-Heam
Stevens-Keefe
Devorska-Lynn
Valil-Caldweli
Ranger- R eld-Nelson
Cooke-Guard
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Darro-Raiston-Nye
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-KIng
Steele-Gllmore
Rtch-Brook-McConnoll
Tyler-Thompson- Darro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Grange- Ralston
Ranger (dog)
Mlller-Byer
Bob Steele
Love-Forrest

April
Aug.
SepL
Oct
Mar.
Oct
Sept
Jan.
May
Aug.
Jan.
Dec
April
June
Sept
Jan.
Feb.
July
Sept
Mar.
Oct
Nov.
Feb.
Sept
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
April
Jan.
OcL
Mar.
Dec
May
June
May
SepL
Aug.
.April
April
SepL
Oct
April
Feb.

Sally 8 Shoulders
Shanghaied
^'"""'^""
^
Singapore Mutiny, The
Skinner's Big Idea
Sllngahot Kid, The
Son of the Golden West
South Sea Love
Stocks and Blondes
Swift Shadow. The
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage, The
Wall Flowers
When the Law Rides
Wizard of the Saddle

WIIson-Hackalhome
Mlller-lnce
MiMor.in.n
Ince- Taylor
Washburn-Sleepsr-Trevor
Barton- Morgan- Rice
Tom Mix
Mlller-Shumway-Brooke
Logan-Gallagher.
Ranger (dog)
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Trevor-Arthur-Todd
Tyler-Darro
Barton-Thompson

SHORT
Title
After the Squall
All Alike
All Washed Up
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Fights, The
Are Husbands People?
Big Berthas
Beef-Steaks, The
Casper's Week-End
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
Carr-Alexandar-Rosa.
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vauglin
Al Cooke.
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Helium-Davis
Hill-Duncan
Al Cooke
Novelty

*Meaiu iynchronized icore.

Date

18
6034
13
6886
7
20. . . .4789
12
4893

Mar. 18
Oct 23

feet... Nov. 11
feet
Mar. 24

Title

feet
feet

5583 feet
4858 feet

Title
Curiosities, No. 2
Curiosities, No. 3
Curiosities No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Happy Trio. The
Heavy Infants
Honey Balks
Horsefeathers.
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Mickey's In Love
Mlckey In School
Mickey's Little Eva
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Nine
Mickey's Parade
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey's Wild West
Mickey the Detective
Mild But She Satisfies
My Kingdom For a Hearaa
Okmnx
Oul Oul HeldelbecB
Panting Papas
Rah 1. Rah 1 Rexle
9 Bachelors
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction
Silk Sock Hal
Six Best Fellows
Soda! Error, A
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Too Many Hisses
Top Hats
Wages of Synthetic Sin. The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares 'Em

Fob. 25
Sept 30

1.
"
26
16
5487 feet.
30. . . .4837 feet, ..Mar. 3
4. . . .6249 feet. ..Mar. 17
7
6085 feet. . SepL 22
17
5701 feet. ..Feb. 26
13
6390 feet.
11 . . . .6291 feet Aug. 26*27
26. ,. 5621 feet
15
5511 feet
Dec 23
25
4764 feel
7
5984 feet
10
5043 feet
2
1
4770 feet
5
4804 feet
Jan. 14
1 .... 4758 feet
4. . . .4924 feet
21
B131 feet
Jan. 28
2. . . .6301 feet. .July 29*27
23. . . ,7045 feel. . . Nov. 25
12
6146 feet
Dec 30
23
6337 feet
Aug. 4
13. . . ,6240 feet . .Dec 18
18
5605 feel
Nov. 11
16
5186 feet. .. Nov. 4
6. . . .6481 leet. .Aug.19'27
8
4769 feet
Mar. 10
31
6893 feet..
21
11. ...4801 feet
27
6515 feet
Mar. 3
28. . . .6429 feet. . . .April 21
17
5181 feet
20
4785 feet
25. . . .4924 teet . Aug.12'27
19. . . 6331 feet . Aug. 11
Feb. 11
22 .4781 feet
Jan. 7
29. ..48S4feet
Dec ie
1 ..6992 feet
.
.4977
feel
9.
.6419 feet... Dec 23
15
18 ■ "25'»«

Coining
Star

Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'on8,The
Freckled Rascal, The
Fury of the Wild
'tSGang War
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Headin'for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
Idaho Red
Jazz Age, The
King Cowboy
Little Outlaw, The
Love in the Desert
One Man Dog. The
Orphan of the Sage
Outlawed

Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Plckford
Tom Tyler
.O'Neil-Reed-T ashman
Steel&-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Falrtianks, Jr.
Tom Mix
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beery
Ranger
Buzz Barton
Tom Mix

22 reels
reels

SepL 29

2
2
2
2

June IB

reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels
,22 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

July
May
OcL
Oct
April
J)ct
Fel>.
Jan.
Feb.
May
Sept.
May
OcL
Jan.
July
Oct
Mar.
Mar.
SepL
Oct
Oct
Sept

2 reels
2
reels
.22 reels..
7. . .1 reel- .
28 . .2 reels.
14
.2 reels..
16.
7. . . 2 reel .
13
2 reels
9
2 reels
20 . . 2 reels
reels
14
22 reels.
23.
.2 reels
28. . . 1 reel
27. . .2 reels
23 . . . .2reels
.1 reel
9. .
24. . .2 reels
5 . . .2 reels
19.. -2reels
2... . 2 reels
7.. .2reels
14.. -2 reels
9..

Jan.

6..

Feb.

3..

z Barton

Sept 29

Feb. 18

Feb. 11
July 28

Revlewari

Dec 16..

Nov. 26..

Dec 23..

.OeL 20

4..
4..

Nov. 25..
Feb. 10
Sept 16..

DIVISION (S. R.)
Star

Rel.

Dale

Jan.

1..., 5400 feet.

Keith- Hughes-H. Costello..
Nye-Wells-Rae
Garon-Keilh
Kelly-Kelton-Wells
Landls-MehafTey
"
" ■
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
Pauline Garon
Short-Robards
De U Motte-Bowera

SepL
June
May
SepL
Aug.
.
June
Jan.
OcL
Sept

James-Weils
Compson-Garon

July
Nov.

Length

1 . . . .5960
5. .. 5800
20. ,, 5700
15
6200
5700
— 4 . . . .6000

29

16
1,

feet.
feet
leet
feet
feet
feet

Reviewed
..Mar. 10
..AuD. 12

Dk.

.6900 feet
.6700 feet.... SepL 9
-6200 feet
.6700 feet

15

NATIONAL

FEATURES
Star
Dove-Hughes
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
ConkI
In-Hardy- While
Talmadge-Alvarado
Sllls-Kenyon
.Mulhall-Nlssen
Tal mad ge- Roland
Maynard-Falre
Langdon-McConnell
HInes-Lorralne
Maynard-McConnell
Bronson-Francls-Walllng
Sills-Todd
Mackalll-Mulhall
Charlie Murray
Barth el mess- Kent
, Sidney-Murray
Warner-Brook- Wilson

§ Af coni iroice (including dialogae and incidental songs).

Oct

Nov. 11 . .
Mar, 3..

Dec
2..
Nov. 18. .
Nov. 4..
Jaiu 13..

FIRST

Sept 29

Mar. 31 . .
Nov. 4..
Nov. 18..
Mar. 3..

M. Day-0. Moore-Lease
Conklin-Sieeper-Trevor
Ranger (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Leatrlce Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

t™

Reviewed

1 reel

14
7.
30
23.
4.
6.
2.
2
6.
2.

Nov.
Nov.

FIRST

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Aug.
Aug.
Seat
Dec
June
Feb.
April
SepL
Mar.
Jark

Buzz Barton
Borden-Gordon

Title
Comrades
Death Valley
Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
FreeUos, Ball
FInnegan'e

Date
10
24
5.
19.
16.
16
12
11
2
9

Length

Lyon- Sleeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele..... _
Valll-Caldwell-Darro.
Tom Mix. .

Rough Rldln' Red
Sinners In Love
*t§Stepping High
Stolen Love
*f5Taxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Vagabond Cub, The
Voice of the Storm
Young Whirlwind, The.

Rel.
, .OcL
OcL
Dec.
Dec
Sept
SepL
Mar.
June
Dec
Sept

News

Attractions

Air Legion. The
Amazing Vagabond, The
•f^Blockade
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down
Drifter,Our
TheWay

July 15. ...6059 feet
Masked Angel. The
Oct
■■■■■■■■■ ■■Merry Wives of New York
OcL '^i19. ••■■■;-■■
.
Hri 1Q . 6M9 foot . .Aufr 26'27
Polly of the Movies
OcL
7. .
^^IV.^^^
■ -^J*- II
Ragtime
April 24..
Dec
4.. • .4486
JlSl feet
.
Souls
Aflame of t Shop GM
—" ■ ■™^'
■
■ ■■'■
Temptations
Oct
1..
feet... Feb. 18
••
Dec 10, . .6388
»29
SepL
feet
..6037
SepL 9. . ,5493 feet
Dec It.. .4897reet....Dw. 23
Au[^ 19.. ,.4884 feet
Title
June 24.. ■■™feet
4758 feet
July
8..
Feb. 16. . 6339 feet
American Beauty
Feb. 28..
4898 feet
♦tSBarkor, The
Jan. 22 . 4805
feet
bee 30
^'9
Noise. atTheSunrise
Breakfast
Burning Daylight
Butter
and Egg Man. The
Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Camiile
April 30
2reel8
Canyon of Adventure
..April 9.. .2 reels
Chaser, The
Feb. 18
...Feb.
6,. .2 reels
Chinatown Charlie
. .June 25 . . 2 reels
Code of the Scarlet
.
2
reels
...SepL 16..
Comoanlonate Marriage
...April 2 . .2reels
•Crash, The
.2reel8
May 14.. .2 reels
Crystal Cup, The
Dec 30 . .2 reels
Do Your Duty..
Drop Kick. The
Dec
9 .
June 11.. .2 reels
Flying Remeos
1 reel
Sept 29
Sept 26..
French Dressing..

-f Meant Boxmd effects,

Star
Novelty . ,
Novelty
Novell
Novelty
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross-Atexander
Karr-Ross-Atexander
Hellum-Davis
.Barney Helium
Vaughn-Cook
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
At Cooke
Barney Helium
Karr-Ross- Alexander
Karr- Ross- Alexander
A I Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Al Cooke
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Picture

Rel.
Oct
SepL
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
Sept
SepL
April
Feb.
April
July
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept
Feb.
Jan.

Date
9
30
25
23
11
2
4
22 .
12.
15.
1
21.
7.
16 .
14.
25.
26
15

Length
6333
7137
7402
6042
6500
6467

Reviewed
Oct 21
July 7

feet.. .
leet
May 12
feet. .Dec
IB
feet.
feet.. .April 28
feet .

8730 feet
feet...MayMay
19
8692
6, '27
5744 feet.... April 21
6365
feet
seoofeet
6227 feet
6225 feet
6386 feet.... Nov. 2S
6037 feel
6602 feet... SepL 30
.6172feet... April 14
6344 feet..

A, T, after title means AU Talkie,

December

1,

Tltt«

1705

19 28
Star

Grorlous Trail. The
Maynard-McConnell
•tGood-Bye Krs3. The
Ell ers-Burtce- Kemp
Gorilla, The
Murray- Day- Kelsey
Gun Gospel
Maynard-Faire
Happiness Ahetd
Moore-Lowe
Harold Teen
Lake-Balan- White
Hawk's Nesl. The
Sllls-Kenyon
Head Man. The
Murray- Kent- Younu
Heart of a Follies Girl
Dove-Kent
Heart to Heart
Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble.
Harry Langdon
Hoc Wild Oat
Moore-Kent
Home Made
Hlnee-Daw
Udles' Night In Turkish Bath
Mackalll-Mulhall
UdyBeGood
Mackalll-Muihail
Life of Riley, fne
Sidney-Murray
*tSLilac Time
Moore-Cooper
Uttie Shepherd of Kingdom Come.. .Barthetmess-O'Day
Love Mart. The
Dove-Roland
Mad Hour, The
O'Neill-Kent
Man Crazy
Mackalll-Muihail
•tNlgtit Watch, The
Dove-Reed
Noose, The
Barth el mess- Joyce
No Place to Go
Astor-Hughes
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
Out of the Ruins
Barthelmess-Nlxon
Patent Leather Kid. The
Bartheimess-u'Uay
Private Life of Helen of Troy
Corda-Stone-Cortez
Red Raiders. The
Maynard-Drew
Rose of the Golden West
Astor-Roland
Saltors' Wives
Astor-Hughes
Shepherd of the Hills
Francis-O'Day
♦tShow Girl
White-Delaney
Smile, Brother. Smile
MackaMI-Muihali
Strange Case of CapL Ramper
German Cast
Texas Steer. A
Rogers- Fazenda
Three-Ring Marriage
Astor-Hughes
Upland Rider. The
.Maynard-Douglas
Valley of the Giants
SIIIs-Kenyon
Vamolng Venus
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
Wagon Show. The
Maynard-Falre
n Waterfront
Mackalll-Mulhall
Wheel of Chance
Berth elm ess- Basquette
•tWhIp.The
Mackaill-NlUsfin-Fortes
Whip Woman, The
Taylor-Moreno
Wright Idea, The
Hines-Lorraine
Vellow Lily. The
Dove-Brook

Coining
Title

Rel.

Dale

Length

Oct. 28 , , .5886 feet
,7989 feet.
July
8 .. .7133
feet.
Nov. 13. ..
Nov. 6 , . . .6268 feet.
June 24 , . 7100 feet.
April 29 , , 7541 feet.
(eet.
May 27 -. 7426
July
8 . . 6502 feet.
Mar. 18 .. ,5957 feet
.6071
feet,
July 22...
Aug. 12 . . .5400 feet.
Dec 25,.. .6118feet.
Nov. 20. . . .6524 feet.
.6592 feet.
April V . .
May
6 .. .6608 feet
Sept. 18 .. .6720Teet
.8967 feet.
Nov. 8. .. . 7700 reet .
April 8 .. .7368 feet.
Dec. 18. . .
.6625 feet.
Mar. 4, . . .554 2 feet.
Nov. Zf ...
,661 2 feet.
SepL 9 , . .
Jan. 29 . . . ,7129 feet.
Oct 30 .. .6431 feet
Aug. 28... .6100 feet.
Aug. 19. .. .6100 feet.
11414 feel.
Jan.
Jan. 8, .. .7694 feet.
SepL 4 . . . .6210 feet.
Oct
2... ,6477 feet.
.5485 feet.
Jan. 22... .81 88 feet
Jan.
1. . .
SepL 23. . . .6133 feet.
Sept 11 .. .6548 feet
July 29... 7534 feet
Dec
4 .. .741 9 feet.
June 10. . . .5834 feet
June 3, . . .5731 feet.
Dec 11... .6336 feet.
May 13. .. .6021 I eet.
Feb. 19. . . .6212 feet.
Sept 16.. . 5976 feet
June 17. .. .6895 feet
Sept 30, ,, . 6058 feet
Feb. 5, .. .5087 feet.
-Aug. 5. ., ,.6300 feet
May 20... .7187 feet

Title
Dec
2
Mar. 10

...Mar.
...Sept 17
10
!!>eb/l1
...May 2fl
...April
...June 142
'.'.! April 21
...Sept
16
...Mar. 24
...May 19
. . . Dec 30
...Oct
, , .Jan.
...Mar.
...Sent
...Aug.

1?
7
17
1
25

. . , Dec 23
...D
6
Aug
.26ec
,*27
...Oct 7
...Mar. 10
...Feb. 25
...Nov. 10
. . . Sep
Junet 99
...Nov. 18

!!;May
'.July19 7
.June 2

. Sept 22
.Mar. 24
..Se
pt 22
. . May 26

Attractioni

Star

Length

•fAdoratlon
Cheyenne
t§Childrenof theRltz
Comedy of Life The
tSDIvine Lady
•tHaunted House, The
•tfHot Stuff
♦tsManof the Moment The
•fOutcast
Phantom City, The
•Ritzy Rosie
•tJSaturday's Children
HScarlet Seas
♦fSSeven Footorlntsto Satan

BliiieDove
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaill-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
Griffith-Varconl
Kent-Todd
Alice White
BliiieDove
Griffith-Lowe
Maynard-Glibert
White-Mulhail
Corlnne Griffith
Barthelmess-Compson

•tiStranded In Paradise
•+S Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Girl
Ware Case, The
tS Weary River
Welis-Fargo Express The

Sills- Mackail!
Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore
Special Cast
Richard Barth elmess
Ken Maynard

Nov.

Reviewed

4...

Nov. 11...

Star

•JAIr Circus. The
Arizona Wildcat The
Black Jack
Blood Will Tell
Branded Sombrero, The
Chicken a la King
Come to My House
Cowboy, Kid The
Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Dry Martini
East Side. West Side
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
'Fazll
Fieetwing
•Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Gay Retreat The
Girt In Every Port, A
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
High School Hero
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Girl, The
Ladies Must Dress
Love Hungry
Loves of Carmen
*tSMaking the Grade
Me, Gangster
'Mother Machree
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post, The
Pajamas
Plastered In Paris
Play Girl, The
PulJilcity Madness
*Red Dance. The
River Pirate. The
Road House
•Seventh Heaven
Shame (re-Issue)
Sharpshooters

* Mtam

Carrol-Lake- RolUns
MIx-Sebastlan
Jones-Bennett
Jones-Perry
Jones-Hyams
Sterling-Carroll-Stone
Borden-Moreno
Rex Bell
Mix- Joyce
Moran-HamlKon
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor- Moore
O'Brien-Vallt
Valii-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Farreii-Nlssen-Busch
Norton-Janis
Mann-Hall-Bushman
Dei RIo-Pldgeon
Cohen-McNamara
Mci_agi en- Armstrong
Rex Belt
McLagten-Col Iyer- Kent
MIx-Llncoln
Phlpps-Stuarl
O'BrI en-Taylor
MIx-Blane
Borden-Hamilton
Valll-Gray
Moran-Gray
Del Rlo-McLaglen
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bennett-McLaalen
Stuart-Phipps
.Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Borden-Gray
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown
Moran-Lowe
Del Rlo-Farreil-Revler
McLaglen-Moran
Barry more- Alba
Gaynor-Farreil
John Gilbert
O'Brlen-Moran

tynehromzed score,

America's Little Lamb
Arkansas Traveler
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Bleed
Cow's Husband, A
Daisies Won't Veil...
Desert Blooms, The
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The
Follow the Leader
Glories of the Evening
Head Hunters ol Ecuador
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wife
Hold Your Hat
Hot House Hazel
Jack and Jilted
Jungles of the Amazon
Kiss Do-:tor. The
Knight of Daze, A
Lady Linn
Lof^ Andes. The
Lords o( the Bacic Fence
Love Is Blonde
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
Old Wives Who Knew
On a Siiuth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail, The
Ship Alioy!
Snowbound
Soanisii Influence
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
T. Bone for Two
Through Forest Aisles
Too Many Cookies
Vintage, The

Nov. 25...

Length
Ret
Date
Reviewed
Sept 30. . . ,7702 feel. ...Sept 8
feet, . . , Mar. 24
Nov. 20,.. .4665
4777 feet.
...Mar, 3
Sept 25, ..
3
Nov. 13. . . 4556 feet. ...Mar.
'.'.July '21
Jan. 8.. . 4612 feet. ...Jan.
. . June 14
23
June 17. . . ,6417 feet.
Dec 25... 5430 feet.
July 15. . . ,4293 feet.
4987 feet.
..Jan 219
Jan. 15 .. .5708 feet. ...
June
June 3 , . .
Mar. 18, . . . 6566 feet. ...Mar. 17
...Nov. 10
Oct 14
Oct
9. , . 8154 feet. ...Nov. 4
April 29. . . . 51 09 feet. ...May 12
July
8
..SeptlO... 7217 feet.. .June 9
June 24.. . 4939 feet,.
Sept 188
Feb.
Sept 2 .. 9412 feet..
5038 feet.. .Jan. 14
Jan.
1
Sept 25. .. 5524 feet.. .Sept 23
feet,. .Mar. 3
Feb. 26. , . 5500
4404 feet,.
Aug. 12, , .
.6518 feet.. .May 18
May 13 . . ,4618 feet.. .May 19
May 13. , .
Oct 16.. . ,5498 feet., .Nov. 11
,61 88 feet.. .May 26
May
6 .
Mar. 11 , . 4397 feet.. . Mar. 24
Sept 23
Sept 18. .. .6162 feet.. . Dec
Nov. 20... 5599 feet..
April 8. . . 5792 feet.. .April 21
Oct 7
Sept 4... 8538 feet..
Oct
7
Oct
8. ..
Oc
Mar. I 17
Oct 22 , , 6863 feet
-June 16
May 27, . 6679 feet
5034
feet
Aug. 5. . .
11
June 10. . . ,6071feet. . . Aug.
June 23
July 1 . . . 4952 feet
Oct 23. .. 5876 feet. ...Dec 2
Sept 23, . . 5641 feet. ,, Sept 29
April 22. . . 5200 feet. ...April 28
Oct
2, .. 5893 feet. ...June
...Feb. 30
11
Dec
2. . . 9250 feet.
Aug. 26 . . 6937 feet ...Sept 22
...Aug.
4
July 15. .. .4991 feet
Oct 30. .. 8500 feet.
Nov. 27... 5467 feet. June 10. '27
5573 feet.
Jan. 15 .

f Afeona wand effects.

Rel.

Star
Bellamy-Hall.
Mix-Dwan
Bellamy-Brown
Brown-Armslrono-Dwan
Gaynor-Farreil
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Meek-er-Hlil-Beebe
Gaynor-Tryon
Mariorie Beet)e
Madge Bellamy
Cohen-McNamara
.Belt-Lincoln
Rol lens-Carrol
Lowe-Hyams
Thunder- Morton- Lincoln
Russell-Collyer-Pldgeon.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Star
Variety
Variety
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubln-Llncoln
Variety
Varlehr
Leon Ramon
Payson-Ramon
Variety
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Phlpps-Stuart
T. Brooks-T.Hill
P. Cunning-M. King
Variety
Brooke-Thompson
Tyler Brooke
LIncoin-Ciayton-B Ietcher
Variety
Variety
Rollens-Ellls
Marjorie Beebe
Variety
Variety
Hallam Cooley
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varleb'
Variety
Variety
Tyler Brooke
Variety
T. Brooke-L Miller
Variety

Coming

FILMS

FEATURES
Title

Title

Title

nSSquail. The

FOX

Silk Legs
Sliver Valley
Soft Living
Square Crooks
•HStreet Angel, The
•Sunrise
Thief In the Dark, The
Two Girls Wanted
Vampire a la Mode
Very Confidential
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl
Wizard, The
Wolf Fangs
Womanwise

Backwash
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
•tJCatjallero's Way, The
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Cock-Eyed World, The
Fatal Wedding. The
*Four Devils, The
Girl Downstairs, The
Homesick
Husbands Are Liars
Joy Street
•fLost In the Arctic
nSMother Knows Best
Nayoieon's Barber
Our Dally Bread
Prep and Pep
Riley the Cop
Woman, The
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight, The
Corpus ChrlstI ,
Diplomats. The
Dolls and Puppets
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M.
Intervlev/, The
indies' Man, The
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Get Me
Treasurer's Report, The
Family Picnic, The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool. The

Length

Reviewed
!!6ct
..Mar. 143
. July 28
. . Mar. 31
..Oct
14
. May 26
..Oct
7

. Dec is
April 14
Dec 18
Mar. 10

Reviewed
May 26

June 23

Aug, 11
May 19
Feb. 4
Aug. 4
July 21
Mar.24
May 26
Jan. 21
Mar. 17
May 19
Aug. 11
Mar. 17
Jan. 14
May 28
July 28

Attractions

Star

Farreli-Duncan
Rollens-Orexel
Macdonald-Drexel
Astor-Boles

Rel.

MOVIETONE

Date

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 18
Dec 23

11700 feet..

..Oet 13

Dec 30
Dec

9

Oct 28

6474 feet
Aug. 18
10,100 feet.. Sept 22

Nov. 11
Jan. 8, '29

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raquel Meller
Ciarke-McCul lough
Nancy Drexel
Winnie Llghtner
Raymond McKee

Rel.

Date

Length

Star

Sept 8

2 reels
2 reels
2reels
2 reels
Juno 30
June 30
Sept 8
Sept 8
Ret
Length
1...
Reviewed
Dale
1... 6800 feet.
1...
.Jan. 28
1... 6987 feet,,
6000 feet.... Mar. 10
6200 feet.... April 14
6990 feet
Sept 1 . . . 6432 feet.... May 12
May
1,.. .6200 feet. .
Aug. 11
11
Aug.
Aug. 12
6800 feet
Aug, 26
.7000 feet..
Dec 31
Jan.
Mar.
17
June 16
.6600 feet..
Mar.
6000 feet .
June

..Feb.
..Oct.
. April
..Nov.

Attractions
Title
b(e of the U.S. A.

Rel.

Date

Lengtti

. .George Jesse!
Star

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

8

2 reels
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwill

Cwbin-Kelth
Claire Windsor. . . .
Graves-Olmstead..
Faire- Washburn. ,
Myers-PIdgeon
Mrs. W. R eld- Howes-Beery
Bushman-0 implead
Logan-L Barrymore
Marmont-Busch
Loy-Pldgeon
Coming
Gribbon- Lee- Harlan

Reviewed
Sept

Clarke-McCul lough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

FEATURES
Title

Date

18 ...5446feel .
.5011 feet
2
, 5629 feet .
5
.5397 feet..
4
.9221 feet.
feet
19 . . .6729
4, . ,
20 . . 5937 feet.
11. . . ,6293 feet..
29 .,
6. .. .6620 feet..
25. . . .5112 feet..
10 . . .4921
5337 feet..
feet ,
16 .. .562gfeet.,
11 . . . ,5331 feet .
27. . .
8. . . .5050 feet..

Rel. Date
Length
. .1 reel
April 15.. ,.1 reel
Jan.
8. . . .2 reels
Aug. 5. . -.1 reel
Dec
9.. , .2 reels
June 24. . . .2 reels
July
8., .1 reel
Prtaf. 19.. .1 reel
Oct 28.. . .2 reels
Aug. 5. ,2reel9
May 13. . . . 1 reel
Nov. 11. . ..1 reel
Jan. 22. . ..2 reels
Aug. 19. . .2 reels
July 22.. .Greets
Jan. 15 . . 2 reels
Jan.
1 . . 2 reels
May 27.. . 1 reel
F^.
5 . .,2 reels
Jan. 29. . . 2 reels
June 10 . . ,2 reels
Mar. 25. . . .1 reel
Aug. 5. . . .1 reel
Jan. 22. .
..2 reels
Feb. 26..
reel
Dec 18 . .. .12 reels
Nov. 25.. ..1 reel
Sept 2.. .2reel3
April 8. , ..1 reel
April 1..
1 reel.
Feb. 79.... 1 reel
reel. .
Aug. 19. ..11 reel
. .
...April 29. .
Sept 30., . 1 reel . .
. 1 reel , .
Oct 14.
.1 reels.
reel. . ,
Dec 23. . . .2
April 22..
reel..
Sept 16. .. .21 reels.
Mar. 11.. ..1 reel. .
Mar. 4. .

Farrel I- Duncan
Mcl.agi en-Col Iyer
O'Brlen-Moran
Baxter-O'Brlen-AIba
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-Mct.aglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonaid-Gaynor-Morton
Moran-O'Brlen.
...Sammy Cohen
Nagel-Coliyer
Barry more-Alba
Special Cast
Bellamy-Dresser

GOTHAM
Bare Knees
Blondes By Choice
Cheer Leader, The
Chorus Kid. The
Girl From Rio. The
Hell Ship Bronaon
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
San Francisco Nights
Turn Back the Houra
United States Smith

Dec
Oct
Feb.
Mar.
Aug.
Nov.
May
..Sept
Oct
Nov.
Mar.
June
Sept
Dec
Nov.
Jan.

A. T. after title means AU Talkie,

Reviewed

Motion

1706

Picture

X eivs

Title
'Wb
Down Grade, Th»
•fiGtrl From Argentine, The
Thru the Breakers
When Danger Calls

Star
Fairbanks-Calhoun. .
Carmel Meyers
LJvfngston-Herbert, .
Falrbanka-Sedgwick .

Rel.

Dale

Length

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title
Across to Singapore
Actress, The
Adventurer, The
Annie Laurie
Baby Mine
Beau Broadway
Becky
•SBellamy Trial, The
Ben Hur
Beyond the Sierras
Btg City, The
Big Parade, The
Body and Soul
Bringing Up Father
*tBrotheriy Love
Buttons
Cameraman, The
Cardboard Lover, The..
Certain Young Man. . . .
Circus Rookie)
Cossacks, The.
Crowd, The
Detectlves
Diamond Handcuffs
Divine Woman The
Enemy, The
*tExcess Baggage
Fair Co-Ed
Forbidden Hours
Foreign Devils
Four Walls
Garden ot Allah
In Old Kentucky
Latest from Paris. The
Laugh. Clown. Laugh
Law of the Range
London After Midnight
Love
Lovelorn. The
Madamoisellefrom Armentleres
Man, Woman and Sin
Masks ot the Devil

Star
No varro- Crawford
Shearer- Forbes-O. Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
Gfeh-Kerry
Arthur-Dane
Cody-Pringle
O'Nelll-0. Moore
Joy-Bronson
No varro- McAvoy
Tim McCoy
Chaney-M. Day-Compson
Gllbert-Adoree
L Barrymore-Prlngle-Kerry
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
Dane-Arthur. .
.Coogan-L.
Hanson
"
. . Keaton-Day
. . Davies-Asther
, Novarro-Adoreo
. Dane-Arthur
Gtlbert-Adoree
,Boardman-Murray
Dane-Arthur
.'
Board ma n-Gray-Nagel
Garbo-Hanson
GIsh-Forbes
Haines-Cortez
Davles-Brown
Novarro-Adoree
McCoy-Windsor
Gilbert-Crawford
Terry-Petrovlch
H. Costeiio-Murray
Shearer-Forbes
Chaney-Young-Asther
McCoy-Crawford
Chaney-M. Day-Nagel
Garbo-Gllbert
O'NellI-KenI-0'Day
E. Brody-J, Stuart
Gilbert-Eagles
John Gilbert

Rel.

Star

Reviewed

Date
Length'
Reviewed
feet... May 6
April 7. .. 6805
6998 feet
..July 14
April 28, . , 4187 feet
July 14. . .
SepL17... 8730 feet. May 27 '27
Jan. 21. . . 61 39 feet... Jan. 14
Sept- 29 , . 6037 feet. Aug. 4
6433 feet
Nov. 12...
SepL22
Oct
8. . .11693 feet. Jan. 16.26'
SepL 15
Feb. 18, .. .6838 feet
Mar. 31
SepL 10, . .11519 feet Nov. 28 '25
Oct
1
5902 feet
Nov. 25
Mar. 17
6344 feet
June 2
Oct' 12
Dec 24. .6090 feet.. . Mar. 31
,
Sept, 15
Sept 29 .
Aug. 25 , .71 08 feel,. , Sept, 8
May 19. ...6679(661., , Junel 6
Mar. 31 . ..eetn reel.. ,.May 19
. 8601 feet ,.June 30
June 23
,F6b. 25
Mar. 3. ..8538 feet..
. .5838(eet .
June 9 .. 6700 feet.. ., Sept 15
May
5
Jan. 14. .7300 feel.. .Jan. 21
Feb. 18, .8189 feel.. , Dec. 31
. 7182 feet,.
SepL 8
Sept, 29
4
Oct. 15 .6408 feet , .Nov.
July 28
June 16 - 5011 feel,. ,, Aorll
28
,
.4658
feet,
.
Sept 3.
Aug. 11 , . 6620feel - , Auj. 25.
Nov.
6. .8200 feet , SepLie
6646 feel ,
Oct 29. .,
, Mar. 3
Feb.
4, .77431661 , ,,June
2
April 14. .70451661 .
Jan. 21 . .5393 feel.. , Dec 23
,56871661,.
Dec
3,
Jan.
2. .7365 feet.. ..Dec 16
.5950 feet,.
Dec. 30
Dec 17.
5441feet,.
June 2
..Jure
2
Nov. 19. ..6280 feet..
Oct

Limousine Love
Lonely Lapland
Monarch of the Glen, The
Monkey Shines
Murder
Napoleon's Homeland
Nature's Wizardry
or Gray Hos3,The
•or Gray Hoss.The
Palace of Honey. The
Pass the Gravy
Perfume and Nicotine
Pets and Pests
Primitive Housekeeping
Rainy Days
Sacred Baboon, The
Sanctuary
Savage Customs
•School Begins
Secret Boozehounds
Secrets ot the Sea
Should Women Drive?
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Spook-Spooflng
Spanking
Age. The
Strange Prayers
Tell it to the Judge
That Night
Their Purple Moment
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
Virgin Queen, The
Uphill and Down
We Draw Down
Wicked Kaslmlr. The
Wives for Sale
World's Playgrounds
Your Darn Tootin'
Title

SAIias Jimmy Valentine
*tBaby Cyclone. The
SBallyhoo
,
*t ^Bridge of San Louis Rey
•§Broadway Melody
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tDevirs Mask. The
Dream of Love
*t ^Duke Steps Out The
•tFIyIng Ensign, The
Mysterious Udy, The
Garbo-Nagel
Aup. 4....7652feet....Aufl. 11 •JHallelujah
,^^„„,„j^.
HT'^" Dancing
, Daughters
n
i..^r^'fl Jp
"cK-ir
P^V
OM'-ir,13
He Learned About Women
tOur
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
Sept
8a
^
Oct
Honeymoon
ratsy. The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar. 10
7289 feet..
Humming Wires
Quality Street
Davles-Nagel
Dec 31... 7193 feet
Nov. 18
*15Last of Mrs. Cheney
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
April 21
5014 feel
5Lmie Angel
Road (0 Romance. The
Novarro-M. Day
Sept 24
6544 feet . , ,Jan. 21
Loves of Casanova, The
Rose-Marie
Crawford-Murray-Peters
Feb. 11
7745foet... Feb. 18
SMan's Man, A
Shadows in the Night
Flash- Grey- Lorraine
Oct 26,., 5448 feet ,,
Masked Stranger. The
*tShow People
Davies-Haines
Oct
9
Nov. 17
Mysterious Island. The
Skirts
Chaplin-Balfour.
May 12
5801 feet
•5Nlze Baby
Smart Set. The
Halnes-Holt-A. Day
Feb. 25
6476 feet
Mar. 10
Pagan, The
Spollersol the West.
McCoy-Daw
Dec 10
4784 feet
Mar. 24
Single Standard, The
6705 feet,. .Oct 28
Spring Fever
Haines- Crawford
.Oct 22
Spies
9435 feet. . Oct 7
Student Prince. The
Novarro-Shearer
Jan. 30
Souix Blood
Nov. 11
6273 feet..
Tea for Three
Cody-Prlngle-0. Moore
Dec 10,
7184 feel..
July 21
•tfiThlrst
Telling the World
Haines-Page
June 30
"tride of Empire
5252 feet..
Thirteenth Hour. The
L. Barrymore-Gndsdon
Nov. 26
5901 feet. .
't Trail of '98, The
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
Mar. 24.
May 19
"t§TrlaI of Mary Dugan, The
8134 feet.. .Jan.
7
West Point
Haines-Crawford
Jan.
7.
West of Zanzibar
-Oct 27
"tWhlle the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
Sept 15
.Aug. 18
*1Viking, The
•t! White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
July
7
7968 feet
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Pringle
Jan. 28
5011 feet
*tWind. The
nwoman of Affairs, A
Gllbert-Garbo
Oct 19
V.yomlng
McCoy-Sebastian
Mar. 24
4435 feet
Title
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Casino Gardens
Reviewed
ritle
Star
Rel. Dale
Length
Confession
,2 reels
Friendship
Ac .Ing Youth
Charley Chase
Mar, 17.
.1 reel
Fuzzy Knight
Afncan Adventure, An
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 27.
, 1 reel
Geo-ge Dewey Washington
Alljh 'L Allah
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 16
2real9
Jan.
14
George Dewey Wa'hinglon
All For Nothing
Charley Chase
Jan. 21.
2 reels
Nov. 10
AD Parts
Chariey Chase
Jan. 21.
Gus Edwards' Song Revue
.1 reel
Amazing Lovers
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 10.
Marlon Harris
Ancient Art, An
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 2. , ,1 reel
.
,
1
reel
JImtown Cabaret
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddities
Nov. 5
Johnny Marvin
.2 reels
April 21
Barnumand
"Our
Gang"
April
Johnny Marvin
Bits
of Africa Rlngllng, Inc
Ufa Oddities
Sept. 157. . ... 1 reel
Joseph Regan
Blow by Blow
Max Davidson
Mar. 31
2 reels
April 21
Joseph Regan
Booster, The
Chariey Chase
Nov. 24
.2 reels.
Leo Beers
Boy Friend. The
Roach Stars
Nov. 10 . .2 reels
Locust Sisters
Call of the Cuckoo
Max Davidson
Oct 15 . ,2 reels
.
2
reels
Marion Harris
CametheDawn
Max Davidson
Mar. 3
Mayor of JImtown
Children of the Sun
Ufa Oddities
Feb, 11 . . 1 reel
M-G-IVi Movietone Revue. .•
Cleopatra
Revler-Ellis
July
7 . .2 reels
..2reels
May 26
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Crazy House
"Our Gang"
June 2, . .2 reels
OdetteMyrtle
Czarina's Secret. The
Baclanova-Mlr-Rand
Mar. 17.
Do Gentlemen Snore?
Roacii Stars
Oct 13 , , ,2 reels
Phipps
Feb. 26
Ponce Sisters
Dumb Daddies
Max Davidson
Feb. 4, , .2 reels
,
.1
reel
Ponce Sisters
Dying Jungle
Ufa Oddities
Feb. 2
, .1 reel
Van and Schenck
Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Aug. 18 . .2 reels
Nov. 3
Van and Schenck
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Oct
6.
Vincent Lopez
reels
April 7
Edison. Marconi and Co
"Our Gang"
Mar. 10. , .2
.2 reels
Wall Roesnerand Capltollans
Election Day
"Our Gang"
Jan. 12. ..2reels
May 12
Fair and Muddy
"Our Gang"
May
5.
Feb. 18
Family Group, The
Charley Chase
Feb. 18, ,.2reels
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Dec
8 . 2 reels
May 26
Fight Pest The
Charley Chase
May 12. , .2 reels
April 7
FlnUhing Touch, The
Laurel-Hardy
Feb. 25. ..2 reels
Title
,3 reels
Forty Thousand Miles with Lindbergh Aviation Film
Mar. 4.
.2 reels
April 21
From Soup to Nuts
Laurel-Hardy
Mar, 24
Adventure Mad .
.1 reel
Golden Fleeces
Ufa Oddities.
May 19
, 2 reels
Barbed Wire....
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Sept. 22,
2 reels
Beau Sabreur
Habeas Corpus
..Laurel-Hardy
Dec. 1
. 1 reel
Happy Omen. A
Ufa Orldlties
July 14
irs of Life
.2 reels
Nov. 3
Heartof General Robert E.Lee, The. Daw-Walling
SepL 22
Big Killing. The
.,
2
reels
July
2b
♦Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
Sept. 1.
Chang
2 reels
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
SepL 29
City Gone Wild. The
1 reel
Jungle Orphans
Ufa Oddities
Mar. 30
'Docks of New York, The
. 1 reel
Oct
9
Doomsday
Jungle Round-Uo. A
Ufa Oddtlies
Jan. 28.
, 1 reel
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Dec. 8
Drag Net. The
Feb. 25
Lady of Victories, The
A. Ayres-0. Matlesen-G. Irving. . Jan. 21 . -2reel3
Easy Come. Easy Go
,
2
reels
Mar.
3
•Fleet's
In, The
Leave 'Em LaughlnQ
Laurel-Hardy
Jan. 28.

* Means tynchromzed score.

'{* Means soand effects.

Charley Chase
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Max Davidson
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Gang"
. "Our
Ufa Oddities
.Max Davidson
Roach Stars
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Stan ley- Dwan-Manntng
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Laurel-Hardy

Coming

Rel. Date
Length
April 14.... 2 reels
Nov. 10 , 1 reel ,
Mar. 24 . .1 reel.
Sept. 1 , .1 reel.
SepL 29 . , 1 reel .
.1 reel
.1 reel
Jan. 5
July 28.
.2 reels
Oct 20
,2reel8
Oct 20 . Ireel
June 16
Jan.
7. ,2reel8
,1 reel
Jan. 14
Jan. 28
.11 reel
April 21
Feb. 11
2 reels
1 reel
Sept 1,
(Way 5. .1 reel
-1 reel
Nov. 24
.2 reels
Nov. 17.
Feb. 16.
.1 reel
Feb. 25.
.2reel3
May 26.
reels
SepL 15. . 12 reel
June 30.
.2reel8
. 2 reels
Jen. 14
,1 reel
Dec 22.
15 ,
April 28-. .2 reels
2 reels
Sept 15,
,2 reels
May 19.
reel
June 2. , .1
,2 reels
Nov. 3,
.1 reels
reel
May 12, . .2
Jan. 19.
.2 reels
Dec 29, .1
-1 reel
April 7, ,
Oct 27.
, 1 reel
Oct 13.
.2 reels
April 21.

Reviewed^
April 21

Length

Reviewed

-Jan. 21
July 28
Oct 13.
May 26
Jan. 14'
Mar. 3'
Feb. 2&
July 21i
Sept 29
Mar. 3
May 19
July 28^
Jan. 14<

May 2ff
May 2ft
May IB

Nov. S
May 12

Attraction*

Hakies-Hyams-Barrymore..
Star
Cody-Pringle
Norma Shearer
Page-Love-King
McCoy-Douglas
Flash- Lorraine-Gray
John Gilbert
Crawf ord-Asther
Haines-Crawford
Ramon Novarro
Colored
Cast .
..,„.«,...,
Halnes-Page-Percy,
— - Moran-G
-- =• - ribbon
-?
FlashTim McCoy
Nagel
Norma Shearer
Special Cast

.5530 feet..

Nov.

2

William Haines
McCoy
Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray- Lorraine
Special Cast
McCoy-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Del RIo-Forbea
Chaney-Nplan-Barrymore
Starke-Crisp
Gish-Hanson

MOVIETONE

SHORTS

Star
Ames-Nye
Robert Edeson
Songs
Songs
Songs
.
Songs and Dances
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
JaiiBand

_
^

11100 feet. . . . Mw. 24
..
Nov.'IT'
Kov.'JT

Nov. 23
Rel.

Date

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

Oct 27
Oct 27
Nov. 17
2/eels
Nov.
Oct 17
20
^ov. 10
Nov. 3
Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct
B
Oct
8
Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct. 13
Oct20
Oct
Nov.
Sept
Oct
Nov.
Oct

20
10
29
27
10
6

'
2 reels

2 reels
,,.
Oct IS

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Reviewed
Lengtii
Star
,
Rel. Date
Asiher-Hall-Davis
Mar. 31 . . 5897 feel
6591 feel .
Negri-Brook
SepL 10
28
6536 feel. ..Jan.
Sept, 29
Brenl-Cooper
.
Jan.
7,
7
,75E0leel .. July
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
Sept. 15
5930 feel
Beery-Hatton
Mav 19,
6536 feel
Jungle Film
Sept 3,
3
6408 feel N\m
,. Mtr.
Stpt,22
13 '27
Melghan-Brooks
Nov. 12.
72C2feel,
Bancroft-Cofr^pson-Baclanova. . Oct. 20.
5665 feet , ,.April
7&
June
Vldor-Cooper
Feb. 18.
7866 feel .May \Z
Bancroft-Brent
May 26,
53641661,
Dlx-Carroll
April 21 ,
1
69l8feel. .Sept.
Bow-Hali
OcL 13

§ Means voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T* after thle means AH Talkie.

December

1,

Title

1707

19 28
Star

Feel My Pulse
Danlels-Arlen...
Figures Don't Lie
Ralston-Arlen...
Flfty-Flfly Girl. The
Daniels-Hall. . ,
First Ktss. Ttie
Wray-Cooper, ..
Fools for Luck
Flelds-Conklin .
Forgotten Faces
Brian-Brook . . .
Gay Defender, The
DIx-Todd..
Gentleman of Paris, A
Menjou-O'Hara
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Taylor- Sterling- Wtilte
Get Your Man
Bow-Rogers
Half a Bride
Ralston-Arlen
His Tiger Lady
Menjou-Brenl
Honeymoon Hate
Vldor-Carmanatf
Hot fiews
Daniels-Hamilton
Jesse James
Thomson-tjine
Just Married
Hall-Taylor
Ladles of the Mob
Bow-Arlen
Last Command, The
Jannlngs-Bront
Last Waltz. The
Frltsch-Vernon
Legion of the Condemned
Cooper-Wray
Love and Learn
Ralston-C handler
•Loves of An Actress, The
Negri- Asther
Loves of an Actress (silent version). , Negrf-Asther
Magnificent Flirt. The
Florence Vldor
Mating Call. The
Melghan-Brent-Adoree
Model from Montmartre
Naldl-Petrovltch
♦Moran of the Marines.
Dix-E(der
Nevada
Cooper-Todd
Night of Mystery, A
Menjou-Brent
Now We're In the Air
Beery-Hatton
Old Ironsides
Ralston-Farrell-Beery
One Woman to Another
VIdor-Von EIt2
Open Range
Chandler-Bronson
Partners In Crime
Beery- Hatton-Brlan
•Patriot. The
Jannlngs-Sto no- Vldor
Peaks of Destiny
Special Cast
Pioneer Scout, The
Thomson-Lane
Racket, The
Meighan-Prevost
Red Hair
..Bow-Chandler
Rough Riders, The
N. Beery-Bancroft
♦Sawdust Paradise, The
Ralston-Howes
Secret Hour, The
Negrl-Thrmson
Serenade
Menjou-Carver-Basquette
Shanghai Bound
Dlx-Brlan
She's a Sheik
Danlels-Arlen
Shootln' Irons
Luden-Blane.
Show Down. The
Bancroft-Brent
Something Always Happens
Ralston- Hamilton
Speedy
Lloyd-Chrlstle
Sporting Goods
DIx-Olmstead
Spotlight. The
Ralston- Hamilton
Stark Love
Special Cast
Street of Sin. The
Jannlngs-Wray
Sunset Legion. The
Thomson- Murphy
Swim, Girl. Swim
Daniels-Hall
Take Me Home
Daniels-Hamilton
Tell It to Sweeney
Con kiln-Bancroft
Three Sinners
Negrl-Baiter
Time's Punctured Romance
Fletds-Conklln
Two Flaming Youths
Conkiln-Flelds
Under the Tonto Rim
Arien-Brian
Underworld
Bancroft-Brent-Brook
Vanishing Pioneer, The
Holt-Blane
*SVarstty
Rogers-Brian
•Warming Up
Richard Dix
Water Hole. The
Holt-Carroll
Way of All Flesh
JannJngs-Bennett-Haver
•Wedding March, The
Von Stroheln-Wray
We're All Gamblers
Melghan-Mlllner
Wife Savers
Beery-Hatton —
Wings.
Bow-Rogers
Wonian on Trial
Negrl-E. Hanson

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Adoration
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Behind the Counter
Bugs My Dear (Christie)
Bum Steer, A
Call Again
Campus Cuties fChrlsllfi)
Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Cruising the Arctic
Dad's Choice
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Chrlslla)
Face Value
Fighting Fanny (Christie)
Frenzy
Gallant Gob, A tChrlstle)
Gold Bricks
Goofy Ghosts (Christie)
Halfback Hannah (Christie)
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Holy Mackerel (Christie)
Home Girl, The
Horse Shy
•Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hunger Stroke, A
Ice Boxed
Just the Type (Christie)
Knights of the Air
Ko-Ko'sBawth
Ko-Ko's
Big Pull
Ko-Ko Goes
Over

Star
Novelty
,
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
E, E- Horton
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
May-Skelly-Hayea
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Featured Cast
Novelty
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jlmmle Adams
Ann Cornwall
Bobby Vernon
Jimmy Adams
GJImore-Kruger
E- E. Horton
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Canoon....
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Neal Burns
Aviation Film
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell
Inkwell Cartoon
Cartoon

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ko KleansUp
Ko-Ko Lamps Aladdin
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko*B Haunted House
Ko-Ko's Hot Dog
Ko-Ko's Jerm Jam
Ko-Ko's Earth Control
Ko-Ko'3 Field Daze
Ko-Ko's Kink
Ko-Ko's Kozy Korner
Ko-Ko'b Parade
Ko-Ko's Smoke
Ko-Ko Squeals
Ko-Ko's Tattoo..

Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell
Inkwell

Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon
Cartoon

* Meam tynchromzed score,

Rel. Dale
Lengtt)
Reviewed
Fob. 25 .. .6808 feet
Mar. 3
..Oct. 8.,. ..5280 feet.
..May 12... ..e402leet. . May 26
Aug. 25
. . Aug. 25
..61 34 feet.
.May 7 . 5852leet. .June 23
. Aug. 1 1 .7640 feet. . Aug. 11
.Dec 10 ..6376 feel. ..Dec. 31
,5927feet
Oct, 15.
..Jan. 21
14
.6871 feel. ..Oct.
Jan. 28. ..5998
feet
Dec. 10. .6238 feet.
June 16.
June
2
feet.
June 9, ..5038
. .6415feet.
Dec
3.
Feb. 11
July
28
.
6528
feel.
July 14
Oct. 28
Oct. 22, ..8656 feel.
feet.
Aug- 18. .-6039
Aug. 18
June 30, ..6792 feet
Jan. 21. .8234 feel l.,..Jan.
Nov. 28 . .6940 feel 1....0ec 30
Mar. 10. ..741 5 feel ;....Mar. ?i
Jan. 14. .5737 feel l....Feb.
...Aug.
284
Aug. 18. . .7434ieel
Aug. 18 .71 59 feet
June 30
June 2. ..49981601.
.OcL.
13
July 21 .6325 feet
SepL22
OcL 27
Nov. 3
Sept. 10... .6258 feet
Oct 28
5741feet ...April 21
April 7
5798 feet... Dec 23
Oct 22
Mar. 3
7910 feet
Dec.Sept.
18 '26
4551
Feet....
30
SepL24
.-Mar. 10
..5599feel
,Nov. 5;.
'...,6600 feet,. .May
5
Mar. 17
..Aug. 18
Sept 1 ....9819 feet..
Jan. 281... .5582 feet,. ..Jan. 21
10
Jan. 21 ....6118 feet,. ..Mar.
..July 14
June 30)....7646feet. Mar. 31
Mar. 101.... 6331 feet..
Oct
1
....9443feel. April 1 '27
Aug. 25),, 5928 feel. , .-Sept. 1
Feb. 41... 7175 feet.. ..Mar. 17
Dec 241... ,6209 feel. .Dec. 31
.Dec.
9
Oct 15i,,.,5515feet. ,,Dec
9
Nov. 12!,, 6015 feel ,
Oct
8
Feb. 25i ., 7616 feet , Mar. 10
. ,4792 feet , , , May 26
Mar. 241■,.,,7960feet,.
April 7
.April 14
Feb. 11 ...5951 feet , .Feb. 18
Nov. 19 1. ...4334 feet ,
Sept 17.
... .6200
feet. Mar.11'27
..June
2
.6218 (eel..
.May 26,i...
...6763 feet. , . Sept. 29
April 21 '....6124
feet..
, Sent 16
Sept 17
Oct 20
Sept 241.... 6006 feet. , .OcL 28
April 141... 7029 feel. ...April 28
,5733 feet. , , , SepL 29
Mar. 3i,,.
',..,5319feet. ...Jan.
7
Dec 17
Feb. 41... 5991 feet,.
28
Oct 291... 7643 fool. .April
Sept. 9
1,.,
5834
feet
June 23
, , Sept.
Nov. 293
Sept 29
Nov.
1,., 6509 feet ..July 21
Aug. 4
"
Aug. 25i ,, 63l9feBt, . Sept. 8
Oct
1 .8486 feet, July 8. '27
Oct
6i... 10400 feel ...Oct. 20
1.... 5935 feet.
Sept 3'....5413feet,
,,,Jan. 21
Jan. 7
... 12 reels., Sept
Oct 29!.... 5960 feet. ...Oct 14
,Aug.26'27

n

)

Rel. Date
Length
Feb. 25... 2 reels
2 reels.
June 23.
.1 reel, .
Aug. 18.. 1 reel . . .
Oct 22
,2 reels. ,
Mar. 3
.2 reels.
April 21
. 1 reel..
April 21
2 reels..
Oct 20.
April 7... 2 reels
Oct 13
1 reel..
.-July -4
1 reel.
May
5. .
.2 reels. .. ...Oct
6
Jan.
7..
Oct 27..
Aug. 18,.
July 21 . . 2 reels
Aorll ?B
Jan. 21..
Jan. 14. .
May 26..
May
5..
April 28. .
April 14.. 2 reels
June 2..
2
Feb. 11.. .2 reels... ...JunB
Dec. 1- . 2 reels
May 19.. ,2 reels
Aug. 25,.
Feb. 25. .
Feb. 11..
Feb. 18.. .2 reels
Mar. 31 . . 1 reel
Feb. 18.. .1 reel
.Sept
8. .. .Ireel.. . ...Oct 13
June 23Aug. 25, .
Sept 22..
.May 12.. -11 reel
reel
July
7. . 1 reel
Aug. 11. . .1 reel..
Oct 20. .
.
April 28. , , .. 11 reel
reel . ,
April 14. . .1 reel. .
Feb. 4, . .1 reel..
Mar. 31 . . ,1 reel. .
June 9, . .1 reel- .
Jan.
7..
Jan. 21.. .1 reel..
.
OcL
6 . ..11 ree*.
reei . .
Mar. 3.
.1 reel. ,
May 26.
.1 reel- .
Mar. 17. .

f Means soand effects.

Title
Long Count, The
Long Hose (Christie)
Loose Change (Christie)

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuf!

Ret. Date
Mp
19
Mar. 17
OcL
6

Love's Young Scream (Christie)
Love Shy (Christie)
Love Sunk
News Reeling
Oriental Hugs (Christie)
Patent Medicine Kid. The
Phantom Nail, The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie)..
Pig Styles
Prancing Prune
JPusher In the Face, The
Haln Dropper. The
Save the Pieces (Christie)
Say Uncle (Christie)
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food (Christie)
Sea Sword
Shadow Theory
Show Vote
•SSIdewalks of New York
•Skating Home (Christie)
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Slippery Heels (Christie)
•Sock Exchange, The (Christie)
Stage Coached
•Stop Kidding
Sweeties (Christie)
Tong Tied
Two Masters
.Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales
Water Bugs (Christie)
Wired and Fired

Anne Cornwall
Jlmmle Adams
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Helen Hayea
Special Cast
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Jack Duffy
E, E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kay Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Novelty
Frances Lee
Neal Burns
Jlmmle Adams
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
.Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon

May
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Sept
.June
Sept
Oct
Jan.

Title

Length
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

12. , . .2 reels...
24
2 reels. ..
24... 1 reel
4
1 reel
29 ... 2 reels . . .
2. . . .1 reel
29
1 reel
13 .. 2 reels ..
14. . . .1 reel. . ..
2 reels...

June 30
1 reel, ...
Jan. 28
2 reels...
June 9
2 reels...
June 30. . 2 reels...
July 14 . . - 2 reels. . .
Sept 1. . , ,1 reel
Jan. 28
1 reel.,..
Sept 15
1 reel....
1 reel....
Sept 1 . ...2 reels...
July
7
2 reels...
June IB . . ,2 reels. ,,
Sept 22
2 reels. ..
June 16
1 reel
Aug. 11. ...2 reels. ..
Mar. 10
2 reels...
April 7
1 reel
Sept 8
2 reels. ..
Sept 15. ..2 reels. ..
Aug. 4
2 reels. ..
Feb. 4. . . .2 reels. . .
Mar. tO
1 reel

Coming Attractions
Length

*t$Abie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers
star
Abie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-Carrol-Rogers
Avalanche. The
Holt-Hill
•t§Burlesque
James Barton
*t§ Canary Murder Case. The
Powell-Tavlor-Brlan
Carnation Kid. The
Douglas MacLean
Care of Lena Smith, The
Esther Ralston
*t§Concert, The (A. T.)
Adolphe Menjou
*t ^Doctor's Secret The (A. T.)
Warner-Chatterton
*t§Dummy. The (A* T.)
Cromwell-Chatterton
"tFour Feathers
Wray-Arlen-Beery
tSHalf an Hour
Ruth Chatterton
His Private Life
Meniou-Carver
Hunting Tower
Harry Lauder
*t$lnnocents of Paris, The (A.T.). . .Maurice Chevalier
•jlnterference
Brent-Brook- Powell
J ust Married
Hall-Taylor
Just Twenty-One
Rogers-Brian
Kit Carson
Thomson-Lane
"t§Letter. The
Jeanne Eagles
'tSManhattan Cocktail
Arlen-Carroll
Marquis Preferred
Adolphe Menjou
t§Nlght Club
Special Cast
Number Please
Daniels-Hamilton
Odd Fellows
Flelds-Conklln
Quick Lunch
Flelds-Conklln
Redskin
Richard DIx
•t§Shop Worn Angel. The
Side Show. The
"tSSInsof the Fathers
Someone to Love
•fSoul of France, The
Three Week-Ends
*t§Tong War
•Is Wolf of Wall Street The
*t5Wolf Song
Woman From Moscow .The

12103 feet

Revlewe
Nov. 17
April 2S

'
Nov. 17
Oct 27
7464 feet

Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklln
Emll Jannings
Charles Rogers
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vldor
George Bancroft
Cooper-Wray
Negri-Kerry

Nov. W

PATHE
FEATURES

Length

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds
Leatrice Joy
Leo Maloney
Klondike (dog)
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Don Coleman
Marie Prevost
Leatrice Joy
Bill Cody
Don Coleman
Don Coleman
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstrong-Basquette
Haver-Varconl
Walsh-Adams-Hulette
William Boyd
Buddy Roosevelt
Irene Rich
Jack Padjan
Wally Wales
Wally Wales
Leo Maloney
Ekman-Dagover
William Boyd..
Klondike (dog)
Monly Banks,
Goudal-Varconl
Marie Prevost
Ekman-Bell
Bill Cody
Harold Lloyd
R. Schlldkraut-Coghlan
McDonald-Murphy
Rod La Rocque
Jack Donovan

Ret
Dec.
Feb.
Dec
Oct
Feb.
April
Jan.
Sept
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept
Oct
Oct
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
Jan.
SepL
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec
Nov
Nov
June
Dec.
Nov.
Oct
Dec
Nov.
Dec
Oct
Nov.
May
Nov.

'tJKing of Kings, The
Land of the Lawless, The
LaddleBeGood
Law's Lash, The

Warner-Logan
Jack Padjan
Bill Cody
Klondike (dog)

Sept 30. . , 4131 feel.. ..Dec.
. . Dec. 30
30
Dec. 25 . , 13500feet.Aprll29'27
,4155 feet..
Jan.
1..
4683 feet,. .Mar. 31
May 20.

^ Means voice (inclad'mg dialogue and inciderdal songs).

Dal
25 . .
12. .
26 . .
3.
12. .
29.
8. .
2,
27. .
12.
11..
22. .
26. ,
25..
30.
14.
7..
5.
23.,
1929.
16
5.
18..
15. .
11..
20, .
11.
24. .
4..
7. .
31.
18..
20. .

RevlewMl
-4408 feet..
, 3996 feet
,5596 feet,. . Mar. 24

Title
Alice In Wonderland
Alice Thru Looking Glass
Almost Human
Angel of Broadway, The
Apache Raider, The
Avenging Shadow, The
Ballyhoo Buster, The
Black Ace, The
Blonde for a Night A
Blue Danube, The
Born to Battle
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The
Bronc Stomper. The
Bullet Mark, The.
Burning Bridges
*t5Captaln Swagger
Celebrity
Chicago
Combat
Cop, The
Cowboy Cavalier, The
Craig's Wife
Crashing Through
Desert of the Lost.The
Desperate Courage
Devil's Twin, The
Discord
Dress Parade
Fangs of Fate
Flying Luck
Forbidden Woman. The
Girl in the Pullman
Golden Clown. The
Gold From Wocpah
Grandma's Boy i r&-l8sue)
Harp In Hock, A
His Foreign Wife
Hold 'Em Vale
HoofMarks

10,
Z7.
14.
13.

,,5755
6565 feet..
feet..
..Dec. 18
ie
..Feb.
. 4293 (eel. ,.,Mci.31
30
,.4805 feet.. .Dec.
.5722 feel. .SepL IE
6927 feel,. . May 28
,6589 feet..
.4875 feet
,4833 feet,.
Jan.
. 5408 feet-. . Mar.
,4560 feel.. . Mar.
. 5400 feet .6312 feet..
, 6 reels ...
.Aug.
.914500 feet..
feel. .Dec.
,51
..Nev.
.7064 feel..
feel.
SepL
.4526
..Jan.
, 4480
6670 feel..
feet..
. Feb.
4398 feet..
,49?3feel..
.5478 feet.. ..Jan.
,8586 feet..
, 6599 feel-.
-4476 feel-.
6403 feet- 6568 feet,.
7913
feet.. 5867 feet-

. June
Dec.
.Nov.
..Noy.
Dec.
.Nov.
Nov.

14
3
31
11
30
118
28
11
21
3'
23
11
11
16
18
18

Mar. 23
24
.. , Dec.
4968 feet..
feet, -4750
,5990 feet..
9
. ,4890 feet.. ..Dec.
..Feb. 11
Dec. 23
.
4
,7056
4076 feet..
feel.. .Aug.
.
.

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Motion

1708
tlire
teopard Lady. The
LefEr Go Gallegher
i-ove Over Night
Main Event. The
Man-Made Woman
Marlie the Killer
Midnight Madness
My Friend From India
Night Flyer. The
Obligin'
Buckaroo, The
On to Reno

Star
Jacqueline Logan
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
Reynolds-R. Schlldkraut
Joy-Boles- Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Franklyn Pangborn
William Boyd
Buffalo
Bill. Jr
Marie Prevost

Perfect Gentleman, A
Power
Red Mark. The
Rfde' Em High
Roarin" Rroncs
Rush Hjur. The
Saddle Mates
Ship Comes In, A
•tfiShnw Folks
Skyscraper
Soda Water Cowtwy. TTie
Stand and Deliwar
Tenth Avenue
Turkish Delight
Valley of Hunted Men. The
Walking Back
What Price Beauty?
Wise Wife, The
Wreck of the Hesoerus, The

Monty Banks.
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Buddy Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Marie Prevost
Wally Wales
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Wally Wales
Rod La Rocque
Haver-Varconl
R. Schlfdkrant-Fay
Buffalo Bill. Jr.
Sue Carrol
Nlta Naldi
PhylIls.Haver
Bradford-Marlon

Vflilow Contraband

Oct 28. . . .5686 feet. .

Reviewed
. Mar. to
..Jan. 28
..Nov. 11
. Sept 22
..Mar. 3

.Nov. 11
Jan.
Sept
Sept
.Nov.
Dec
Mar.

14
15
8
11
30
10

.Mar. 17
.June t3
April 14
.Nov. 4
.April 7
Mar. 3
. Sept 22
.Jan. 28
.Dec 18
. Mar. 31
Oct 20

SUBJECTS

Star

Ret

, , . "Aesop Fables"
..Rarebits
...Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
0 Fables"
Jackson- Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight

Sept
April
Jan.
July
Oct.
April
April
June

Battling Duet. The
fieach Club, The
fienares (Educational)
Best Man. The
Bicycle Rirt, The
eig Game
Blaze of Gwry. A
Boy Friend. The
Broncho Buster. The
eurglar. The
Bunker Battlers
Busy Bodies
Button My Back

"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Hurlock
Geographical Number
Bevan-A. Bennett-V. Dent
Bevan-V. Dent-D. Garley
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Kables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sportiight
Sportiight
Billy Sevan

April
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Oct
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec
July
Jan.
Feb.

Calling
Camous Hubby's
Carmen. Bluff
The
Campus Vamp. The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught in the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Close Shave. A
Clothes and the Game
Clunked on the Comer
Coast to Coast
County Fair, The
Covering Ground
Crosscountry Run. A
Crowned Heads
Cure or Kill
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Una, The
•t Dinner Time
Don's Gel Jealous
Dumb Walters
Eagle of the Nighl(Serial)
Early Bird. The
Everybody's Flying
Fair Affair. A
Fair Catch, The
Family Frolics
Famous Playgrounds
Fire Detective, The (Serial)
Flight That Failed. The
Flying Age. The
Flying Elephants
Foolish Husbands
Fun AfQol
Galloping Ghosts
Getting Together
Girt From Nowhere, The
Good Ship Nellie. The
Gridiron Demons
Grrdiron Cocktail, A
Happy Days
High Seas
High Stakes.
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Honeymoon Hints

Bevan-Dent
Sennett
Girls
Sennett Girls
Sportiight
Jack Cooper
Billy Sevan
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sportiight
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables".
Sportiight
"Aesop Fables"
Spertight
"Aesop Fables"
Foottiall Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Sevan-Dent
Johnny
Burke
'-'■ — **"-'Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables". ;
Sportiight
Football Sense
Sportiight
Sportrlght
McConnell-Allan
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
Bevan-Dent
Sportiight
Carew-Hardy
Sportiight
Sennett Girls
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Sevan
Bevan-Oent
Rarebits

Feb.
Sept
Nov.
Aug.
June
Sept
Aug.
Ju^'
June
April
Jaru
May
Mar
Sept
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

Hubby's Latest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman. The
In the Bag
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Jungle Days
Jungle Triangle. A.
Kashmir, Old and New
Ladies Must Eat
Laundry Man. The
Life Savers
Umberlegs
Love at First Flight
Magnetic Bat, The
Man Without a Face (Serial)
Mark of the Frog. The
Matching Wits
Matchmaking Mamas
Monkey Love
Molor Boat Mamas
Motoring Mamas
Mouse's Bride. The
Muscle Marvels

Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables".
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Surke
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Geographical Number
Johnny Burke
"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
Sportiight.
Pollard- Huriock-Cowley
"Aesop Fable"
A. Ray-W. Miller
M. Morrls-D. Reed
Sportiight
Sennett GIris
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Billy Sevan
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight

* Meant synchronized score,

Data
Length
22 . 6650feet ,
15
5888 feet .
16 . , .5733 feel .
18
6472 feet .
9. .. 5762 feet
4 ...4600feet ,
26 ...6559feet .
19 . , ,5750 feet .
6 ...5954feet .
161 — 4575
feet.. .
5494 feet

Jan. IS
5628 teet .
SBpt23
6092feet
Aug. 29 ...7937 feet .
Oct
9... .4542 teet .
Nov. 27
4375 feet .
Dec. 12. .. .5880 feet .
Aug. 5
4520 feet .
June 4
6902 feet-.
Oct 21
April 9
7040feet .
SepL 25. . . .4546 feet .
Feb. 20 .. ,5423 feet .
Aug. 5
6370 feet, .
Nov. 11 .. .5397 feet. .
Feb 19 ...4520 feet .
May 21 ...5035feet
Jan, 22
4000 feet
Oct 24, ...5610 feel. ,
Oct 3t . . .6447 feet. .

Leo Maloney

SHORT
Title
Alaska or Bust. .
Animal Snaps. ..,
Baby's Birthday.
Baby Show. The..
Bargain Hunt
eamyard Artists
Barnyard Lodge No. 1
Bath Time

Rel.
Jan.
Jan.
, Seat
Nov.
SepL
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
Feb.
OcL
Jan.

f Mean

May
Sept
c.
Oct
July
Feb.
July
Oct
Jan.
May
Mar.
June
April
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Sept
May
Sept.
Jan.
Dec
Aug.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec
July
Aug.
Nov.
.Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Jan.
Sept
Jan.
Mar.
AprtI
Mar.
Oct
SepL
June
June
Oct

Date

Length
1 reel
9
8
2 reels,
J"®j
20
1 reel
15
14
2 reels
29
1 reel
8 . . .1 reel
24 .. 1 reel

Reviewed
Septi

Oct
6
April 21
April 7
June 23

15
1 reel
April 7
22
2 reels
Jan. 14
22 — 1 reel
19
2 reels
Feb. 11
18
2 reels
Mar. 10
21
1 reel
Oct 27
26
1 reel
22 — 1 reel
1
1 reel
9
2 reels
22
1 reel
9 — Ireel
Dec 31
24
Zreeb
■;
lllz
.^reeiS
..
3.
2 reels
Sept IS
23 .
25.
^'^,g
oi»ni.ia
19 ...1 reel
Aug. 11
9 — 2 reels
9
2 reels
28
2 reels
1
1 reel
23
2 reels
15
1 reel
April 7
6 — 2 reels
13
1 reel
May 19
4
1 reel
16
1 reel
Sept 8
19 — 1 reel
Aug. 18
19
1 reel
7... Ireel
Oct
6
28. .. .1 reel
Oct 27
7
1 reel
Sept 29
21 — 1 reel
Oct 20
1 reel.
19. . . .22 reels
reels
Sept
«18
n — .c— . o
b
14, . ,10 episodes. Oct
..1 reel
22 ..1 reel
12, . 1 reel
Sept 8
8
Oct 27
14. ..1 reel
Jan. 14
22. ..1 reel
May 19
13 ..1 reel
3. . .10 eplso/cs
..1 reel
June 9
3,
AprtI 21
22. ..1 reel
12.
17, ■■«'®^l^
^"*- *'
18. • f ,„,
Mar. 3
11. ..2roel3
1 reel
Oct 20
28
5
2 reels
Mar. 24.
. .1 reel
5 ..1 reel
Oct 27
28. . 1 reel
30
reel
May 19
27. ..1
. . 1 reel
Sept 22
23 .
reel
15. ..1
..2
reels
30
.
.2
reels
12.
15. ..1 reel
..2 reels
Nov. 17
4, ..2 reels
2
reel
July 14
8. ..1
..1 reel
28.
Nov. 3
11. ..2 reels
Mar.31
25. .1 reel
..1 reel
May 19
6
8 . . 1 reel
-.2
reels
3
Nov. 17
1
12
1 reel
1 reel
June
2
10.
2
reels
Jan 21
29.
,1 reel
30,
15. 10 episodes. . .Jan 14
25. 10 episodes.. Mar. 24
Ireel
AprtI 21
29,
31 . .2 reels
-1 reel
Oct 27
14.
2
reels
Sept 29
30
.2 reels
16.
.1 reel
June 30
24.
Ireel
Oct 13
14.

sound effects.

Title

Picture

News

"
. .2 reels
Rel. Date
Length

Star

New Aunt
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Nightwatchman's Mistake
Johnny Burke
No Company
Halnes-Coombs
No Picnic
Haines- Coomb s-Dempsey
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
On the Ice
"Aesop rabies"
On the Link
"Aesop Fables"
Our Little Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Outnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Over the Bounding Blue with Will Rogers (Travelesque)
Pink Pajamas
Billy Bevan
Plavin' Hooky
Our Gang"
Pleasure Hunting
Rarebits
Polar Flight A
"Aesop Fablea"
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
Reeling Down the Rhine
Travelesque
Ride 'Em Cowboy
"Aesop Fables"
Rodeo, The
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Run, Girl, Run
.Sennetl Girls

May
April
.Dec
Oct
Nov.
Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
Julv
Feb.
April
Jan.
May

Scaling the Alps
Season to Taste
Shorl Circuit. A
Should Tall Men Marry?
Smile Wins. The
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race

"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight
"Aesop Fables"
Roach Stars
"Our Gang"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee

April
Mar.
Jan.
8,
Jan. 15.
Feb. 26.
Oct 21.

Smith's Army Life.
Smith's Farm Days
Smith's Monday
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
Son Shower. The
South Sea Sagas
Solder's Lair. The
*t5Stage Struck
Star Builders

Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
.Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Harry Langden
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight..

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Sept
Mar.
Sept
Feb.

Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sax, The
Swim KnncBss. ins
Tall Waggers
Targets
Taxi Beauties
Taxi Dolls
Taxi for Two
Taxi Scandal. A
Taxi Spooks.
Ternbte People. The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
Trees

"Aesop Fable",
- "Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportiight
Pol lard-Cly de-Lombard.
SoortUqht
Sportiight
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper
Jack Copoer
Jack Cooper
Ray-Miller
McConnell-Allfm
Rarebits

Twenty-Fou Dollar Island
Uncle Tom
Versatility
Wandering Minstrel, The
*t5Winnlng Patterns.
Winging
Wop RrlHo West
a
War Bride. A
Yellow Cameo. The (Serial)
Title

Novelty
,.
Jackson-HIatt-McKee
Sportiight
"Aesno Fables"
. Sportiight
Aviation Fahlm
Film
"floonn
"Aesop
Ray-Cyclone (dog)

Coming

June
Jan.
June
Mar.
Jan.

12,... 2 reels
28
16 . .2 reels
reels
7 ..2
..2reels
18 ..1 reel
11. . .1 reel
25
..1 reel
5
29. . .1 reel
12. ..Ireel
21 ..2 reels
. .2reels
I,
27 ..1 reel
.11 reel
reel
10.
.1 reel
15.
.1 reel
17
.2 reels
24.
15,
.2 reals
1 . .1 reel
4. .1 reel

.2
reels
.2 reels
5
.2 reels
4
.2 reels
8
.2 reels
19
.3 reels
30
18 ...1 reel.
22
1 reel
19
1 reel .
reel ,
.11 reel

May 27.
Sept
Seot
Aug.
Aug,
Feb.
April
Nov.
Dec
May
April
Sept
Oct
Fett.
Aug.
Dec
Mar.

.2 reels
.2 reels

12.
12. 5. .
26. .
1..
25 .
23. .
14. .
2..
28. .
17..
5..
23..
11. .

Jan.
1,.
Jan. 27. .
Feb. 5..
Jan. 29
. May 20. .
June

. 1 reel
..1 reel
. . 1 reel
. .1 reel
..2reels
. .1 reel
1 reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels.
.2 reels
. .2 reels
ID episodes
..10 episodes
, . 1 reel
. .1 reel
.2 reels
. .1 reel
1 reel

Forty Five-Calibre War
•t5Geraldlne
*tGodlPss Girl. The
Ha*k of the Hills
*t5High Voltage
t SLsatherneck, The
*t§Listen Baby
Love Over Night
*15^"''^ked Money
• ^ 5 ^J ed McCobb's Daughter
*»5NoIsv Neighbors
•tjOffice Scandal
n^iSiiI of Singapore
*t5Shady Lady. The
Sin Town
*t5Sple'ef,The
*t5Square Shoulders

Bitter Sweets
Girt He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles. .'
Out of the Past
Out With the Tide
Web ol Fate. The
Wilful Youth

Aug. 4
Feb. 11

Nov. 10
.June 9
Jan. 7
July 14
Jan. 14
Mar.31
Jan.
Mar.

7
3

Oct
Feb. 134
Mar. 3
Dec 31

May 118
Feb.
Sept

8

Sept
Mar.

1
3

Oct 27

Dec 23
Jan. 28

21 reels
reel .

. .
May 19
10 episodes.

Attractions

. .Lofl-Brown
. .Many Star
Carey

..Wally Wales
. . William Boyd
. Llli Damita

Coleman-Loff
QulIlan-LoR
Basquette-Prevost
Allene Ray
William Boyd
William Boyd
Eddie Quillan
Junior Coghlan
Irene Rich
Eddie Quillan,
Phyllis Haver..
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Hale-Logan- Adore e
Junior Coghlan

PEERLESS
n;!e

Sept 29

1 reel

Length
♦tjAnnapolls
Border Patrol
Flying Buckaroo, The. ,
*t§Flylng Fool, The...
Forbidden Love.

Reviewed

PICTURES
Star

Nov. 25.
Feb. 10 ,

Nov.
..5937 feet.
Feb. 17*29.
Jan. 6
1 0720 feet. . -Sept
Mar. 17

1

Jan. 13
Nov. 25
Nov. 4. .. .5506 feet
Dec
2 .
Jan. 20.
Mar. 3.
Nov. 4. . . .6804 feel, ,
Dec 16
Jan. 20
Dec 30
Feb. 3

Nov.

3

Nov.
Sept 17
22
Oct SO

(S. R.)
Ret

Bedford-Graves
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner- Withers
Harns-Frazer
Dwan-Landls
Lillian Rich
Harlan-Murphy

Revlewei

Nov. 18.
Dec 23.

Sept
April
Mar.
Sept
June
Nov.
Dec

Date
5...
15
15
28.
22
7
19

Length
5700feet
.5600 feet
.5600 fee!
.6700
.5700 feet
feet

Reviewed

.5800 feel
.6800 feet.... May 28

RAYART(S.R.)
Title
Soy of the Streets, A
Branded Man, The
Casey Jones
City of Purple Dreams, The
Cruise of the Hellion
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner. The
Gun-H.ind Garrison
Gypsy of the North
Heart of Broadway, The
Heroes In Blue
Law and the Man, The
LIghlln the Wind w. A
Mghtnin' Shot. The
fVlan From Headquarters, The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
On the Stroke ot 12
Painted Trail, The
Phantom of the Turf. The
Prince of the Plains
Rldln' Luck
Sister of Eve

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

....5059 feet
Walker-Bennett
Sept
6089 feet.... JuM S
Delaney-Martowe
May
...6673 feet
Lewls-Robards...
Jan.
..5937 feet
Bedford- Frazer
Sept 15,
..6089 feet. ...SepL 30
Murphy-Keith
Sept
. .6076 feet
Russell-Faire
AprtI
.4533 feel
Buddy Roosevelt
June
..5683
feet
Vera Reynolds
July 15,
..4879 feet
Tex Maynard
Oct
..5976 feet
Gordon-Hale
April
Garon-Agnew
JacL
..5853 feet
Bowers-RafMl
Nov.
..6076 feet
..5916 feet... Mar. 24
Santschl-Srockwell
Jan.
..5960 feet.... Nov. 11
Walthall- A very- Keefe
Oct
.4797 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
May
.5946 feet
Roberts-Keefe
Aug. 1,
..5262 feet
Murphy-Landis
May
..6608 feet.... June 2
Brockwell-Glass
Mar.
.4538 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
July
..5970 feet
E. Torrence-Marlowe-O'Shea. . , Nov.
..4571 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Feb.
..5905 feet
H. Cost el lo* Lease
Mar.
..4134 feet
Tex Maynard
Sept
..4137fert
Tex Maynard
Oct
Anita Stewart
Oct
1...

% Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

A, T. after title means All Talkie,

December

1 , 19 28

Title
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Tralhn' Back
Wanderer o( the West, A
Wheel of Oesllny. The
Wild Born
You Can't Beat ttie Law

Star
Foster-Olnistead
Buddy Roosevelt
Buddy Roosevelt
Tex Maynard
Stanley-Hale
Tex Maynard
Le»*Keefe

Rel. Date
Dec
April
Mar.
Nov
OcL
Dec
Feb

Lenflth
5991 teet
4627 feet.
4308 feet.
4200 feet.
5869 feet. .
4490 feet.,
5260 feet.,

Tide
Star
Rel. Data
Length
She Said No
BenTurpIn
Artclass
Zreeta. .. Reviewed
Sophomore. The
G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon , Hl-Mark
_
Soookey Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Vanishing West. The (Serial). . .Special Cast
Mascot PIcL.. OcL 15. 10 episodes.. Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot PIcL. ..Aug. 1.10 episodes... SepL ISWho's Who
Al Joy
Cranfleld-Clarke
2 reels
you Can't Win (Serial)
Weiss Bros
10 episodes

Coming Attraction*
Title

Star

Should a Girl Marry?

1709'

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

Coming Attractions

Foater-Kelth

STERLING
T.,.
Burning
Up Broadway
Cancetted Debt, The
Marry theGIrl
Million For Love, A
Pretty Clothes
Outcast Souls
Undressed

PICTURES

S^,
H. Costello-Frazer
Lease-Stevens
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes
Ralston-Walker
P. Bonner-Delaney
Bryant Washburn

Title
About Trial Marriage
Apaches of Parts The

(S. R.)
R.,
Jan.
SepL
Mar.
April
OcL
Dec
July

na,.l
30.
..
1 ....
1...
15
15
15
15

Length
5200
feet
5200 feet
5300feet
""""'""'
6400 feet
5652 teet
5210 feet
5309 feet

Reviewed

- -Mar. 10
• -■- — ■
..Nov. 4

Coming Attractions
Title
ItMlght Happen to Any Girl..

Length

Star

Reviewed

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES
Title
Adorable Cheat
Aftermath

of Lust.
Age Mall
Air
Pilot,The
The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
•tBlg Hop, The
Battles of Coronal
Black ButterfltM
Broadway After Midnight
Broken Hearts
City Without Jews, The
Czar Ivan the Terrible
Dance Fever
Daughter of Israel
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passron,The

Star
Lee-Keefe
Special Cast
EmIIJannings
Mehaffey- Metcalfe. . .
Bob Custer
Lya de PuttI
Jones-Ralston-Hearn.
Special Cast
Rafcton-Busch-Fra2er.
Bonner-Landls
Special Cast
Special Cast
Corda-VarconI
Betty Blythe
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast

Dugan
Dugouts The
End of of
SL the
Petersburg,

Garon-O'Shea
Russian
Cast

Faithless Lover, The
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Fool.. ^
Gay Adventurer ThB
Golden Dawn
Gypsy Romance
Hands of Orlac
Hearts of Men
H«'Siip
Into the Night
flouse of Sname
Jazzland
Jealousy
Udy of Petrograd. The
\AAiUom9^t\%,J\tt
Last Moment, The

Dlsl'r
ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
Chesterfield... Aug. 15. .5256 feet
April 21
Collwvn
Dec
.. 6800 feet .... Mar. 3
L. T. Rogers
. Hl-Mark
SOOOfeet
Syndicate
Sept 15, .4345 feet
f. ,.„|_
Aff. European . . Sept
,B. Jones Corp.. Aug.
. . . ,7000
feet Oct
7nnnffl«roi>r"'R
Ameranglo. . ..Feb , . ...8400feei. ..Mar.
.Quality Dist, , .Sept 1. 6261 feet,
Krelbar
Nov.
..6199 feet
.Nov. 4
Hercules
Aywon
SepL 1 . 6000 feet
Amkino
Mar. 10. .8300 feet,
. Mar. 24
Ufa Eastern, ...June
1, 5460feet
Aywon
Sept 1., 8000 feet
Crescent
,5600 feet,
Arfa
6700 feet.
56oofeet
6000
feet, , . .June 16

Reviewed

|S'g"a ''"'■''"'V.V.-.-.V.-.V.lSate""'*;;;■ 'S^^^^^^
Buying
Wife
..Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Dancer of His Majesty, The
Special Cast
Amkino
7000 feet
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels
Escaped from Kell
Murlat Esierhazy
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels
Exodus to the New World, The.. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European.
7 reels
(Great Power, The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Guilty,.
Frltsch-Vernon..... . , , Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels. . ..
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life
Veldt-Krauss
Aft. European
8 reels
Mechanics of the Brain
Educational
, .Amkino
6000 feet..
Milak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
..6500 feet..
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
Amkino
8775 feet..
South of Panama
CarmelltaGeraghty,. , Chesterfield
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Anchor
Jhrallnf LaII thn L nckv The
Starke-L. Mason
Technicolor (producer)
rftranotLelt the Lucky. The
Two Days
'
Special
Cast
Unholy
Love
Wegener-Petrovitch
, . Amkino
Aff. European
..106500
reelsfeet.
— .
Verdun
Special
RichmounL.
vwruuir
oi^vbidi Cast
oaai
nibiiiiiuuiii.
^^""^
(tentative)
Water,Mlezewa
The
West of Santa Fe
When Duty Calls
Yellow Ticket The

Derussa
M.Chekhov
Bob Custer
Special Cast
Anna Sten

Aff. European
Amkino
Syndicate
Ufa-Eastern
Amkino

7 reels,,
7000feet.
Nov. 15. .4852 feet.
7000feet.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Rel.

Title

Date

Length
Reviewed
5844
feet.
61
47 feet..
6157 feet.

Albany Night
Boat
Bachelor's
Paradise

OliveStar
Borden
O'Neill-Graves

July 15
20
Mar.

O'Brlen-Hulette
Krelbar
Mar.
. ,5600 feet.. ..Mar.
8
Sliverstreak-Waiker. , .Blschoff
5000 feet
EmIIJannings
L T. Rogers
6100 feet
Charles Alden
ABA
8400 feet .. .Sept 8
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200feet
Raquel Meller
Aff. European. .Sept
..6 reels
Conrad Veldt
Aywon
Sept
.6500 feet
Harris-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feel
Special Cast
Collwyn
SBOOfeet. . . .Sept 15
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh.
.............6712 feet.... ......
Falre-Hale,..
Chesterfield..
Sept 1, .5300feet, .. .Sept 15
.Reynolds-Nye. . . . _
Dec. . .
LyadePutti
Brill
Sept 1.. 5460 feet
Special Cast
Aff. European ,. Sept
..OOOOfeet
yflmaBanky.
Aywon
Sent
..6000feet
Matieson-Hale
Zakoro
Mar.
..5500feet
Mar. 31

Beautiful But Dumb
•tjCavaller, The
...
Clothes Make the Woman
Devil's Skipper. The
Domestic Meddlers
Floating College, The
Glri From Gay Paree
Grain of Oust, The
Green Grass Widows
Haunted Ship. The
House of Scandil
Udies of the Night Club
Ungerle
Nameless Men
Naughty Duchess, Tfie
f^lghlLife

Patsy Ruth Miller
"".'.',',.'
Bedford-R. Talmadge
South ern-Pldgeon
Bennett-Love-Undls
Claire Windsor
O'Neill-Collier, Jr
Bedford-McGregor
Cortez-Windsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Love-SebastJan-Santschl
Sebastian-O'Malley
Cortez-Leonard
White- McGregor
Windsor- Moreno
Warner-Southem
Harron-A Day

Aug.
Nov.
May
Feb.
Aug.
Nov.
Sept
July
June
Dec
April
May
July
Feb.
Oct
Nov

Ufp- Like That
Ha?"^:^ .^^^ '. W
Utile Wild GlrL The
LookoutiGlri, The
Uves of Jeanne Ney. The
^Q<^^tn<^»^fr,,f>^
MotherofMlne

Withers-Boteler
Special Cast
l^ee-Undls_
Jacqueline Ugan
Edith Jahanne
Maria
Special Corda
Cast

My!'''= I^'''.7/- The
No Babies Wanted.
Old Age Handicap, The
S'1'"?P''= """■ Tfie
On the Divide .
Port of Missing Children
Port of Missing Girls
Power of Darkness, The
Prlmanerllebe
Prodigals of Menle Carlo

German Cast
Devore-Mong
Plaza..
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity PIct
Charles Paddock
f^koro.
Bob Custer
Syndica e
Special Cast
Superlative
Bedford-McGregor. , . Brenda
Moscow Art Players
Aff, European.
German Cast
Scenic Films
Balfour-Blackwell
Zakoro

Once and Forever,"."! I!!;;;!!! !!.' ^Milier-Harron.'.'.' ;'.!'.*.!!;".;! !Oct' is! !
Power of Silence. The
Belle Bennett
Oct 20.. 5160 feet
Prowlers of the Sea
Cortez Myers
June 30,. .51 02 feet
Scarlet Dove, The
Frazer-Borlo
April 15. .
,5735 feet
Stormy Waters
Southern- McGregor
June 1 . . .5276 feet,.. Mar.
Streets of Shanghai
Starke-Harlan .
Dec 15, . ,5652feet
Their Hour
Harron-Sebastian
Mar. 1 . . 7256 feet ...Oct
•tSTollers, The
Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr
Oct
1.. .6361 feet ...Mar.
Tragedy of Youth
Baxier-Mlller-Colller. Jr.
Jan. 15,. .6448 feet,.
wild Geese
Bennett-Southern- Keith
Nov. 15. .
Nov.
.5283 feet..
Woman Against the World
Ford- Hale-Olmsted
Jan.
1,.
Women's Wares
Brenl-Lytell-Kent
Oct
1. . ..5614 feet,.

tjueen of the Chorus, The
Racing Through
Romance of a Rogue The
Sally of the South Seas
Scarlet Youth
Sealed Lips
Shadows of the Night
Shooting Stars
Silent Sentinel, The
Silent Trail, The
SImba
Sky Rider. The
Station Master. The
Streets of Algiers
Thrill Seekers
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Tracey the Outlaw
Two Brothers
When Fleet Meets Fleet
Woman Temoled The
Youth Astray

Falre-Lease
Mae Marsh
Warner- Stewart

Q Ships

Crescent
A.
Hammerstein

Star
Rel. Dale
Length
Corliss Palmer
Circle Plot ....OcL 15
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern
Aug. 15. .7545 feet

F. Royer (producer)
Superlative
6000feet
Hercules
Quality DIsL.. .Nov
6413 feet
Ufa-Eastern
7563 feet
.Ufa Eastern.. . .Mar. 15. .7124feet
Zakoro
Oct
..7200feet

Special Cast

June 16

JSPi'i*^*
5215feet..... ... .
5573 feet. . . .Sept 15
July , .-SMOfeet
Oct 15. .4657 feet
Mar.
Sept
Aug.

. .7270 feet
. .6 reels.
6500 feet
..6200 feet

Mar.

6000feet

. .Crescent PIct
5900 feet
Aff. European. .Sept
. .7 reels
Quality Dlst.. .Oct
6100 feet
Hercules
Corliss Palmer
.Circle PIct
Oct
Swedish Cast
Coiwyn
6000 feet
Hercules
.SBOOfeet.. .April 28
English Cast
Artlee
Aerll
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield
Aug. 1...4890feet,.
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15 4315 feet..
Feb. 4
.8000 feet..
Jungle Film
Capitol PIct
Champion-Hughes. ., .Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet.
Ivan Moskvln
Zakoro
June 18 7200 feet..
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern
May
1 , 6603 feet,.
Clifford-Fulton
Superlative
4900feel.,
Jannlngs-Dagover
Ufa Eastern.. , April 1. 6680 feet. Aug. 5 '27
Jack Hoey
New-Cal
Mar.
,6000 feet
Mar. 31
Conrad Veldt
Ufa Eastern
July
1 . 6300 feet
English Cast
Hl-Mark
7953 feet
Compton-Ward
Aywon
Sept
. 6500feet
Johnson-Mattonl
Ameranglo
6000 feet

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Dlst'r Rsl
Data
Length
Reviewed
Bet The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Charles Gounod (Technicolor)... Music Master Film
Fitzpatrick
1 reel
June 16
Chinatown Mystery, The (Serial) Joe Bonomo
Syndicate
Sept 1.10 episodes
Cigarette Maker's Romance . . F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
District Doctor. The
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
...
Fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford , Artclass
2reels
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Mascot PIct
Mar. 1. .10 episodes
Girl with the Golden Eyes, The..F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
Mysterious Airman, The
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Necklace. The
F. P. Donovan(producer)Mary Alden
2 reels.
Nn'lilng to Live For
AUoy
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
Piece of String, A
F. P. Donovan (producer)
2 reels
PollceReporier The (Serial) ...W. Mlller-E. Gilbert . Weiss
Mar.
..lOeplsodea

* Means Mynchromzed score,

t ^^'''^ soand effects.

SHORT

3

Mar. 24

Title
Gold
•fSHawallan Love Call, The
•tSJapanese Carnival, A
*t§lna Persian Market
"tjln a Chinese Temple Garden
'tLove Charm, The
Marcheta
Maude Muller
Medallion. The
Mission Bells
North of Suez
No Woman Allowed
Perfect Day, A
Scarface
Souvenirs
Tenderfoot Tourist, A
Tom, Dick or Harry
•fJToy Shop, The
Treasure Land

1,'.
1,.
1..
1,.
15, .
10..
15...
10 .
10,.
1,.
1...
15. .
1..
15 .
10..
1

Oct 27

6775 feet
feet..
5209
5510 feet... May 28
.5233
.6126
.5334
.4752
.5297

feet. ...Sept 29
feet
feet
feet.... Feb. 4
feet

,6553 feet
5676 feet
.5708 feet, ...April 14

.6235 feet.. .Dec
.5629 feel,.

2

9
29
31
IB

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Svmphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
.Color Classic
.. , Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Classic

ReL
Date
Length
1 reel
Dec IS — 1 reel
Jan.
1..
1 reel
Oct
1
1 reel
Feb. 15 — 1 reel
...-1 reel
Mar. 1
1 reel
1 reel
Mar. 1
1 reel
Mar. 15
1 reel
Jan. 1
1 reel
1 reel
April 1
1 reel
Jan. 15
1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Nov. 1
1 reel
Feb. 1
1 reel

Reviewed

ReL

Reviewed

Nov.J?

Coming Attractions
Title
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Family Row, The
George Washington Cohen
Geraldlne Laird
'{Ghetto. The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
Gun Runner. The
Man in Holioles, The
Marriage by Contract
*)5Marriage by Contract
New Orleans
Queen of Burlesque
Rainbow, The
Spirit of Youth
Squads Right
Tropical Nights

Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Jessel-Palmer
Belie Bennett
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Cortez-Lane
Lee-Harron
Miller-Gray
Miller-Gray
Cortez-Bnnett
Belle Bennett
Dorothy Sebastian
Sebastian-Kent
Gribbon-Stone
Ml Her- McGregor

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Date

Length

Jan. 20
Fel>. 10
Dec
Mar.
Fell.
Mar.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec
Dec
Mar.

20
20
1
10
JO
10
1
1
1

7786 feet

Jan. 1
Feb. 20
Feb. 1
Dec 10..

A. T. after title means AU Talkie,

Oct 20
Nov. 17

1710

M 0 t io n

UNIVERSAL

Title

FEATURES
Tltr*
«lr Patrol. The
Alias the Deacon
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone, The
Back to Grid's Country
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
Border Cavalter.The
Buck Privates
Burning the Wind
Call of the Heart
Cat and the Canary
Cheating Cheaters
Chinese Parrot. The.
Clean Up Man, The
Clearing the TrafI
Cloud Dodger, The
Cohens and Kellys In Paris
Count of Ten, The
Crimson Canyon
Danger Rider, The
Desert Dust
Fangs of Destiny
Fearless Rider, The
Finders Keepers

Star
At WIfson
Hershol I- Marlowe
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Adoree-Frazer
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Faire
Fred Humes
De Putti-McGregor
Hoot Gibson
Dynamlte-Cobb-Alden
La Plante-Hale-Stanley
Compson- Harlan
Bosworth-Nlxon
Wells-O'Day
GIbson-Culliver
Al Wilson
Sidney- Macdonatd
. .Ray-Ralston
Ted Wells
Hoot Gibson
Ted Wells
Dynamlte-Cobb-Caldwell
Humes-Worth
La Piante-Harron

Flyin' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger, The
Four Flushar, The
Freedom of the Press
Galloping Fury
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon, The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate. The
+lero For a Night, A
Home. James
Honeymoon riats
Flats
nuMoyniuun
Hoofbeats Of vengeance
Hot Heels
Hound ot Sliver Creek
How to Handle Women
irresistible Lover, The
Jan Mad
Ces Mlserabies
Lone Eagle. The
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Man's Past, A
•fMan Who Laughs, The
•^tMan. Woman and Wife
'§Melody of Love
Michigan Kid. The
Midnight Rose
Night Bird, The
One Glorious Scrap
•On Your Toes
Out All Night
Painted Ponies
Phantom Fingers
Phantom Flyer, The
Phyllis of the Follies

GIbson-Hasbrouck
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Dynamite (dog)
Lewls-Nlxon
Stone-Keith- M. Day
Gibson-Rand, ,
Denny-Nolan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe
Rex fhorsej-Perrin
Rex (hofse)-Perrin
Tryon-Mlller
La Ptante-Delaney
Lewis-Gulliver
LewiS-UUIIfver
Rex (horsel-Perrln
Tryon-Mlller
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nlxon
Kerry-Moran
Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Special Cast
Keane-Kent
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Bedford
Veldt-Philbin
. .Kerry-Starke-fJixoi
Pidgeon-H arris- Wlnton
Nagel-Adoree
De Puttl-Harlan
Reginald Denny
Fred Humes
Denny-Worth
Denny-Nlxon
GIbson-ClaIre
Cody-Thompson
Al Wilson
M. Moore-A. Day

Plungingof Hoofs
^nnce
Fear, The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Rawhide Kid, The
fled Lips
rtldtng for Fame
Shield of Honor, The
Silk Stockings
Sky Hand Saunders
Small Bachelor. The
Stop That Man
Straight Shoottn'
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
That's
My Daddy
Thirteenth
Juror. The

Rex (hors6)-Perrln. !.!/.!!'.'.'.
Cody-Thompson.
Fred Humes....
Fred Humes
Gibson-Hale.
-.-Ntxon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton
La Piante-Harron
Al Wilson
Kent-Beranger
Lake-Kent
Ted Wells
Phllbln-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Denny-Kent
Nilsson-Bushman

Thirteen Washington Square
Three Miles Up
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws, The

Hersholt- Joyce
Al Wilson
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (horse)-Perrln

•tSUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild Beauty
Wild West Show, The
Wolf's Trail
Won In the Clouds

Special Cast
SIdney-Mlller-Lewls
Rex-Allen-Marlowe
Glbson-Gulllver
Oynamlte-Cobb-Lamont
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title
Africa Before Dark
All Balled Up
■ All for Geraldine
Ambuscade. The
And Morning Came
Any Old Count
Back to Nature
BareFlsts
,,
Battling Justice
Big Bluff. A
Big Game George
Bookworm Hero
Boss of the Rancho
Boundary Battle, The
Brand of Courage, The
Bright Llgtits
Broke Out
Buckskin Oays
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster's Big Chance
Buster Shows Off
Buster Steps Out
Buster Trims Up
Buster's Whippet Race
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
8v Correspondence

Rer. Date
Jan. 1 . .
Jan. 22,.
Sept. 9. .
May
6. .
Sept 4 .
Dec. 16..
Oct 28 .
Sept 18, .
June 3 .
Feb. 10..
Jan. 29. .
Sept 11..
Oct
9 .
Oct 23 .
Feb. 12 .
Oct
7..
Sept 30,.
Jan. 15..
June 17. .
Oct 14
Nov. 18. ,
Dec. 18..
Dec. 4 .
Jan. 15..
Feb. 5 .

.4427
4786
.6171
.5202
.4345

feet
feet
feet
feet

Feb.

4

.7190feet May20.'27
.5623feet
...Dec. 23
.7304 feet
Jan.
7
.4232 feet
„., , .
rfonlff.
SK '"F^h^
R97q4?. ■ ct ; 1?
Son? I ; ■
^
^^"' ^^"
;!;■ ■ ■ ■ .■
^^49
feet
.4295
''^'"***"*
'
.4173
feet.

.6081 feet. ..Mar. 17
, - 51 09 feet ,
. .June 30
July
1 .
Sept 23 . ,.7828 feet
Mar. 25 . .442 6 feet,
.Jan. 28
Jan.
8.. .61 93 feet,
Oct 20
Oct 28 . .,6474 feet.
.
- -—
Nov. 20 . KBM*
■•■«-■.■ io
April 29 . ficdsK
July 29 , a^ZaI I'' ^
. Sept 30 . 2™, °I
Sept 16 , ^lll '^5
25iq!reet. .....
April 14, . ana
Dec 18. .
57i;l««|---D«2
Sept 2
^t^i [l^\
Oct 14
UCt
14 . , .5591 teet
June 16 ...5874 feet ..Sept IS
May 13
... 4095 feat .
May 20 ...5591 feet.
.July
14
Oct 14
.Sent 16
Dec
4, ...6958 feel..
Nov. 11 ....6832 feet..
Oct! 30 ....77t3feet
..April 28
Sept 18 ...5862 feet .
Mar. 4 ...6813(861.. .Feb. 11
June 3 ...4120feet
...6135 feet.. ..Sent 16
Dec 25 ...10185 feet .May 12
Nov. 4 ... 6674 feet .
.Nov. 10
27
.Dec. 30, ...6733 feet . ..Oct
Dec
2....6030 feet
..July
7
Oct 21
feet . ..Mar. 10
Feb. 26 ...5689
.6670 feet
Sept 16
...4172
feet..
Nov. 20
Nov. 27 ...5918feet . Jan. 14
7
Sept 4 ....6170 feet. ..Oct
Sept 25 ...5416 feet.. ..Aug.
5
June 2
.4253 feet,
Feb. 26
.5907 feet.
Nov. 25
.4230 feet,.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.
28
""^4^!^ .4200feet.
—-.--_..
.
11.
.4472 feet..
15.
. 5382 feet. .
29.
2. ..6957 feet..
.5424 feet . '.
Aprir28
19 . .6172 feet . .Dec
30
19 .
2 ,,6166 feet., .Aug. 26
,.
4393
feet
.
6
..6218feel .
6
1 1 .. 5389 feet .
..4251 feet .
.Aug. 19
16
4. ..8249teet.. , .Mar. 10
4
1. ..6179 feet.. . Feb.
..6073 feet
5, ..5598feel
Dec
9
13.
4
April 8 -.6274 feel ...Feb.
Sept 4
.,4136 feet
feet. June 10 '27
April 8 ..4353
Mar, 18. ..5495 feet
Nov. 18. .,4616feet
.10600 feet ...Nov. 18
Sept 2. ..9151 feet ...April 7
May
6.
Nov. 27 . .5192 feet
..5254 feet
May 20
..4167 feel
Oct
2 , ..4348 feet
April 22.

.Oct
.Aug.
"'
.Mar.
July
-Jan.
Dec
Aug.
Feb.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Mar.
Oct
Mar.
April
Feb.
Nov.

SUBJECTS

Star
Rel.
Oswald Cartoon
Feb.
Chartes Puffy
Feb.
Sid Saylor
Dec
Fred Gllman
June
Young-La Salle
Dec.
"The Gumps"
Jan.
Arthur Lake
Feb.
Jack Perrin
Jan.
Fred Gllman
Mar.
Lcwg- Adams-Lay man- McPhall. .May
STB Saylor
July
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Dec
Bob Curwood
Jan.
Edmund Cobb
Nov.
B. Curwood-P. Montgomery
Feb.
Oswald Cartoon
Mar.
Young-La Salle
Aug.
Newton House
Feb.
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog. ,, June
.Trimble, Turner and Dog
Jan.
Trimble. Turner and Dog. . .. Mar.
Trimble, Turner and Dog ,. . .Feb.
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog. ...Oct
Trimble-Turner and Dog
May
Trimbte-Hardwick and Dog . . Aug.
Oswald Cartoon
Nov.
Arthur Lake
Jan.

* Meant synckronized score,

Length
Reviewed
,4259 feet
Oct 21
.6869 feet
Mat f <><>t
"
■^«Y7K Iff.
.5741
feel...
29
;,!.? "::■
■ ■ ■ July
■..■.;.: ««

Length
Reviewed
Date
20 .. .1 re
Feb.
27 . .2 reels
April 7
.2 reels
Nov. 17
5
May 19
16 . . .2 reels
19 . .2 reels
.2
reels
23
.
.1 reel
Feb. 11
27
Dec. 23
14... .2 reels
Feb. 25
24. . . .2 reels
April 7
2. . . .2 reels
2
reels
Sept 1
18
17. . . .2 reels
.2reels
. .
7
Oct 27
17... .2 reels
Jan.
7
4 . .2 reels. .
.1 reel. ..... .April 7
19
2 reels
1
.2
reels
Jan.
28
18
.2 reels
May 26
27
.2 reels
Dec 23
11
14 . .2 reels.
Jan. 28
. 2 reels .
8
17 . ,2 reels,
. 2 reels
23
.2 reels
15
.1 reel
Sept 29
28
.1 reel
Jan. 28
14
30
..April"

f Means sound effects.

Calford in the Movies
Oalford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny, The
Case of Scotch, A
Cash Customers
^^^"
Cloud
Code
Come

Sweep, A
Buster. The
ofon.theHorace
Mounted, The

Crushed Hats
Bunion Race, The
Danger
Line. The
""""^^ Country
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail, The
Daring Chances
Dates for Two
Dead Game
Dear Old Calford
Death's Head
Diamond Master. The
'East Side
Fantasle
F'^i'V FIfeman, The
Fighting Destiny
Figtiting Fo'ester The
Fighting for Victory
Fighting Kid. The
Fish Stories
Footprints
Fox Chase, The
Framed
Full House. A . . ,
Fun In the Clouds
Galloping Ace, The
Gauge of Battle, The
George Meets George
George's False Alarm
George's School Daze
Getaway Kid, The
SGIobe Trotters, The
GoldClaim.The
Good Scout Buster
Half Back Buster
Handicapped
S^nmn'Lnn^"''''
Haunted Island, The (Serial)
Harem Scarem
Her Haunted Herltaqe
Her Only Husband
Hidden Monev

Star

Picture

N ezv s

Date
Reviewed
reels
Oct 6
15... 2 Length
.2 reels
17
14
,2 reels
June 16
,2reels
Dec 23
9,
2 reels
11
.2 reels
2reels
Jan. 21
Bob Chandler
Dec. 61
"The Gumps"
Feb. 65 ...2 reels
April 7
Jack
May
2 reels.
ArthurPerrin
Lake
Oct
SidSaylor
Nov. 7... 2 reels
Oct 13
S .- Saylor
Jan. 30 '29 2 reefs
Edmund Cobb
2 reels
2 reels
Newton House
Sept 1
.2 reels
May
5
Jack Perrin
June 2,
,2 reels,.
Dec 15
2 reels
Dec. 31
C. KIng-C Doherty
Jan. 18.
,2reels.
Art Accord
Oct
7,
.2 reels
Lewls-Gulllver-PhllUps
Nov. 26.
2 reels.
BobCurwood
Dec
8,
Lorraine-Stevenson
April 8, '29.. 10 episodes,
2reets....
Uemmle Novelty
1 reel
..
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15 . .2 reels.
Fred Gllman
May 19 . , 2 reels.
.April 21
.Edmund Cobb
Oct 20 . ,2 reels
Oct 27
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Nov. 12. . .2 reels
May 19
Newton House
June 9.
Oct 20
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21 . . ,2 reels
Oct 27
Laemmle Novelty
Nov. 19, . .1 reel
May 26
Oswald Cartoon
June 25 . . 1 reel
May
5
Bob Curwood
May 26 , . .2 reels
May 18
Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhallI...June 13, . .2reels
Oct 20
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5. . .1 reel
, 2 reels
Jack Hoxie
Sept 22,. .2 reels
Mar. 24
Fred Gllman
April 21 . . .2 reels
May 19
SidSaylor
June 20.. ,2 reels
Feb. 4
SidSaylor
Feb. 29,. .2 reels
May
6
Sid Saylor
May 30. . .2 reels
BobCurwood
Aug. 18..
Bailey-Bamum
Sept 1
June 30
BobCurwood
July 21.. ,2
.2 reels
reels
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog
July 25 . .2 reels
TrimhtB-Harrfwirk and Onn
. 1 reel
Sept 17
Laemmle
Novelty '"■* °°»
Sept 24
7
L^Jlt."..':?:,?
.10 episodes
Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster... Mar. 26.
.1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Jan.
9.
June 1
Ben Hall
Julv
2. .1 reel
.2 reels
Mar. 17
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .April 4
BobCurwood
April 26
.2reels
Mar.31
Lewls-Culliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps
Fred Oilman
"The Gumps"
Younq-La Salle

Rel.

Oct
Sept
July
Jan.
Julv

.2re6l8

High Flyln' George
SidSaylor
Jan. 25,
.1 reel
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
His In Laws
Charles Puffy
Mar. 12.
.2reels
Feb. IB
1 reel
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake
Sept 10
Horace In the Army
Arthur Lake
1 reel
Horns and Orange Blossoms
Charles Puffy
Jan. 29
2 reels
Jan.
Dec 16
Horse Play
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Jan. 4. .2reels
,1 reel
July 28
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
.Ireel
April 21
Hungry Hoboes
Oswald Cartoon
May 14
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
2 reels
Sept 1
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29
2 reels
Feb. 11
Indoor Golf
Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll . Mar. 7.
2 reels
May 28
Iron Code. The
Jack Perrin
June 30
Jackson Comes Home
Bob Curwood
2 reels
Junior Year, The
Lewis-GuIllver-Phllllps
Sept 3
2 reels
1r
Just In Time
Edmund Cobb
2 reels
Just Wait
Young-La Salle
Sept. 26 .... .2reei3
2 reels
Kicking Through
Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps
Oct
1 . . ..1 reel
July 21
Kicking
Through! !'.' V/.V.V.V.V.'... Arthur
Lewls-Gulllver-Phlilips..'.'.
'.'.'. .'.Oct'
1 . 2 reels
King
or*■„._._
Sfiebas
Lake
Aug.
13
.,.
.
,_
Kitchen Mechanic
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan. 9 '29 . 2 reels
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10 .
Feb. 4
Looters, The
BobCurwood
Mar. 3. . .2 reels
Madden of the Mounted
Jack Perrin
Mar. 10 . .2reel3
Feb. 11
2 reels
Jan. 28
Man of Letters, A.
Sid Saylor.
Feb. 15
reels
Mar. 17
Married Bachelors
Chartes Puffy
April 9. . . .2
.2 reels
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8. . . . 1 reel
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17. .
Mistakes Will Happen
Ben Hall
Feb. 13. . ,.1 reel
Jan. 21
April U
Money I Money i Money!
Ben Hall
May
7. . ,.1 reel
episodes
Mystery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 28. , , ..,10
1 reel
Neck n' Neck
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 23, . ..2reels
Dec IB
Newlyweds' Advice
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Jan.
2. .
. .2 reels
Sept 28
Newiyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
Aug. 6. . . 2 reels
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31 . .2 reels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2. . .2 reels
Mar. 10
Newlyweds' Frionds, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll. .. .April 2. , .2 reels
May 12
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
.Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill. . . .June 4. . . .2 reels
Aug. 18
Newiyweds" Hartl Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5, . .2reels
April 14
Newlyweds* Imagination, The
Snookum«-Bartlett-McPhalll
May
7
Newlyweds' Headache
Snookums-Percue-Egan
Jan. 23 '29. 2 reels
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28. . . 2 reels
Newlyweds' Need Help, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec 26 . . 2 reels
Newivweds' Servant. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Feb. 6, . . .2 reels
Feb. 4
Newlyweds Success. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
Mar. 5 , . 2 reels
Feb. 11
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3. . . 2 reels
No Blondes Allowed
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Mar. 21
2 reels
Feb. 28
Oh, What a Knight
Oswald Cartoon
May 28... 1 reel
May
B
Ole Swlmmin' "Ole, The
Oswald Cartoon
Feb. 6 .... 1 reel
Mar. 24
One Every Minute
Arthur Lake
April 23. . . .1 reel
April 7
Out In the Rain
"The Gumps"
Feb. 20
2 reels
Jan. 28
Ozzieof the Mounted
Oswald Cartoon
April 30
1 reel
April 7
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Oct 29... 2 reels
Oct 27
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1
1 reel
Oct 13
Payroll Roundup, The
Bob Curwood
Mar. 31
2 reeis
Mar.
3
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 11
1 reel
May 18
Prince and the Paea
Charies Puffy
Feb, 13.... 2 reels
Jan. 21
Prodigal Pup, The
Canine Cast
1 reel
Sept IB
Ranger Patrol. The
Fred Gllman
Aug. 11
2 reels.
Red Warning
Jack Hoxle
Nov. 1
2 reels.
Reel Life
Long-Adam8-Layniar>-McPhalll.July
4
2 reels
June 2
Ride 'Em Plowboy
Oswald Cartoon
April 18 ...1 reel
Mar. 24
Ride For Help, The
Newton House
July
7
2 reela
Riders of the Sierras
Edmund Cobb
2 reels. . ..
.
Riders of the Woods
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15. . . .2 reels
Riding Gold
Newton House
Jan. 21, ...2 reels
Riding Romeo
George Chandeir
2 reels
Ring Leader. The
Jack Perrin
April 7
2 reels
Mar. 10
Ringside Romeos
Arthur Lake
Mar. 26
1 reel
Mar. 10
Rival Romoes
Oswald Cartoon
Mar. 5
1 reel
April 7
Rocks and Saddles
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12
1 reel
Oct 26
Romeo of the Range
Bob Curwood
Oct
6
2 reels
,
Ropin' Romance
Newton House
Aug. 4
2 reels
Rubber Necks
SidSaylor
Sept 12
2 reels
Ruse. The
Jack Perrin
Aug. 25... 2 reels
July 28
Sagebrush Sadie
Oswald Cartoon
April 2
1 reel
May
B
Sailor George.
SidSaylor
May
9 ...2 reels
April 14
Sailor Suits

Sfd Saylor

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).

Jan. 2 '29.. .2 reels

A. T. after title means All Talkie.

December

1 , 19 28

TtOt

17il

Star

■Sandwiches
and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow. The (Serial)

Arthur
Lake
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman, Jr

Length
. .1 reel
July
16, ,. .2 reels
Oct 27.
June 3.. .lOeplsodM

Scrappin*
Ranger
Sealed
Orders
Secret Outlaw. The

Edmund
Cobb
Jack
Perrin
Bob Curwood

Dec 11
22, .
Feb,
. .2 reels
2 reels
Nov. 10.

She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Belts
Sliding Home
Social Lions
Society Circus, The
Some Babies
Some Pets
Son of the Frontier. A
So This Is Sapp Center
South Pole night, A
Special Edition
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Speed Sheik, The
Start Something
Summer Knights
Swell Clothes
Taking the Count
Tall Timber
Tafzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot
Hero, A

•.

Oct 20

. , 2 reels

Jan. 26
Oct.

Sid Saylor
Aug. 22 .,.2 reels
July 28
Young- La Salle
Oct. 24
2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3
1 reel
Aug. 18
Oswald Cartoon
July 23
1 reel
June 30
Lewis-Gulllver- Phil lips
Jan. 16. . . .2reels
Dec. 30
Ben Hall
Mar. 12.... 1 reel
Feb. 18
Arthur Lake
1 reel
Charles Puffy
Mar. 26.. .2reeis. . ....Mar. 3
Dec 16
Arthur Lake
Jan. 2. . .1 reel
Mar. 17
..Newton House
April 14. . ,2 reels
Dec 30
Ben Hal
Jan. 16- . .1 reei
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28. . , .1 reel
Mar. 17
Ben Hall
April 9.. .1 reel
SepL 8
-Bob Curwood
Sept 8. , .2 reels
Lewls-Gulllver-Philllos
2 reels.
reel
May 2B
Arthur Lake
June 18.. . .2" reels
Jan. 14
.Long>Adams-Laymon<McPhalll.Feb.
1. ..
Arthur Lake
May 21 . . . .1 reel
April 28
Nov. 18
Arthur Lake
Dec. 5... .1 reel
Mar. 24
C. KIng-C. Doherty
April 18... .2 reels
June 16
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 . , .1 reel
Merriil-Klngsfon
Aug. 12. . IS episodes.. July 21
TrimbleHard wick and Dog
Bob
Chandler

Thai's That
There's a Will
Trackless Trolley, The
iricky Trickster, The
Unexpected Hero, An
Untamed, The
Valiant Rider, The (Western)
Vanishing Rider. The (Serial)

Trimble-Turner and Dog
C. KIng-C. Doherty
Ben Hall
Ben Hall
F. Glllman-M. King
Newton House
Bob Curwood
Wm. Desmond

Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
What a Party
When George Hops
Whose Wife
Winged Hoofs
Winning Goal. The
Wolves of the Range
Woman Chasers
"Woman's Man. A
Wooden Soldier, The
Yukon Gold

Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Laemmie Novelty
0. KIng-C. Doherty
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
Newton House
Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllipe
Fred Oilman
Young-La Salle
Arthur Lake
Laemmie Novelty
Jack Perrin

Watch George

Reviewed
June 16

Sid Saylor

Nov. 29
14.. .
SepL

.2 reels

Oct 20

2 reels
2 reels
Mar. 17
11
.2reel3
21 . . . . 1 reel
30..
May 19
4. . , ,1 reel
Jan. 28
25. . . .2 reels
Aprl. 14
12, . . .2reels
May 19
23 . 2reels
16 .. 10 episodes
2 reels
Mar. 3
Mar. 28. . .2ro6ls
Dec. 12 . , 1 reel
Oct 22 , .
Feb. 4
Feb. 22. . .'d reels
April 25.. .2 reels.... ..Mar.31
May 12
June 6 . ,2 reels
.2
reels
Feb.2fi
Mar. 17. .
Jan.
2.. .2 reels
Jan. 28 . .2 reels
Mar. 21
May 16, . . 2 reels

April
Dec.
July
June
Feb.
May
June
Jan.

1 reel

Nov. 17

Dec. 3, . .1 reei
Dec. 17, .
July 28 . . ,2 reels

June 30

Coining Attraction*
Title

Star

Length

"•tSBraggart.
Jean
Brides Will BeThe
Brides
Laura Hersholt
La Plante
Born to the Saddle
Ted Wells
*tSBroadway
Glenn Tyron
Clear the Deck.
Reginald Denny
ICohensandKellysInAUantlcClty.. .George Sidney
Crimson Canyon. The
Ted Wells

Reviewed

Title
Star
Evangeline
Delores del Rio
tHell'B Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen. .
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
"jLove Song, The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal .
•fiLummox
^SMan With the Iron Mask, The. . .Douglas Fairbanks. .
"SNlghtstlck
•fJQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byron. . , .
•|iRescLie, The
Colman-DamWa, , , .
• TRevenge
Dolores Del Rio
•tSSay It With Musle
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman .. ,
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovitch . . .

WARNER

Dec 23
Dec 16

Eyes of the Underworld
S!rJ>T!rTh
■Glri
Dodger. The,
Gfr'DodSrM^:
*tGlrl on the Barge. The
•fGive and Take
<3rit Wins
Hell Wrecker. The
Hereof the Circus
Hero of the Circus

W^'S^".""
Kerry-Starke
Arthur
Laki
S^T-T^L™
Hersho It-OTJ ell- McGregor
Sidney-HershoU
Wells-Collins,
,
Hoot Gibson. . .
Special Cast
Special Cast

Lirt-« rtl„« Thn
K „„ nf .hf dIhI Th^
King^.tof \ir
the. Rodeo^The
•*i
1no T*.*tl-ast
Wnrn
Thn

r^^« t!^L
ul„.VT^
(
ni .
""
tHootGlbson,
aura I aPlnntn

'*°'-"

Title

■

.Dec
2..
.Feb. 24..

iSr„^;ii..,.V
|"S'?"3/'"'?'»

|i»Skldder.The
Watch
.'.?^'?.My Speed
.
WBd Blood
Wolves of the City

.Dec.

Mary Phllbin
Denny-Day
Nixon-Rogers
nixon-Hoger^
n"h7^"^*m

9..

SepL 22

icMML--

Sr.^I"^^.,^^?:^:^'""''"'"'
NIxon-Walllno-Nolan
J'T?!-"u
^"^ "
Denny
IReginald
1 iSn
-Feb. 10..
Rex (horsel-Perrln.
..Dec
2.

UNITED
Title

Star

Rel.
Oct
Jan.
July
Nov.
Jan.
Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec
May
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Oct

Date

Length

Reviewed

13. . . .8180 feet. . . .Oct 20
7 ...6400 feet
.Jan. l-J
29. . . SBOOfeet , . .SepL23
19 , . . . 7000 teet ... Dec 30
7. ..,9t00feet
Jan.
7
31
8350 feet .. Jan. 28
4
7300 feet ,.., Jan. 14
1. ..,9358 leet
Dec. 2
14
7850 feet
SepL 30
2 . 6460feet , , Dec. 9
It.. . 7552 feet,,. Feb.
4
7
860Cfeet. . . Feb. 11
2. .. ,9000 feet, ..Nov. 25
12
6400 feet
May 19
11 , . 9300 feet
. June 16
23 ... 7850 feel .... Nov. 4
7
8500 feet... April 28
29
Nov. 17

Coming Attractions
Title

Star

•fSAwakenlng,
it?'«™7„.i„ "• The""
Sr?.2^iTl,;
fCity
Ughls

Banky-Byron
U^'"-'r^','J"^'
H"^,'^??*'^
Charlie
Chaplin

*Meattt $ynehTcmzed score,

Rel.

Date

Nov.
' 17

i Means sound e/fecU.

Date

Length

Feb. 25
Jan. 14. ,
Dec
3. ,
Sept 22. .
...Oct 15..
April 7. .
Oct 29. .
Mar. 24 . .
Sept 18..
May 26 .
Nov, 7. .
Nov. 26. .
Nov. 5 . .
No*. 12..
Dec 24 .
Dec 15. .
Dec 31 .
Dec 17..
Sept 10 .
Feb. 4. .
Oct 13. .
..Feb. 11 .
Oct
6. .
Aug, 7..
Sept 17. .
Sept 4. .
May 12 .
Mar. 10. .
Jan. 28. .
Oct 22
Aorll 21 . .
Oct
8.
Sept 24. .
Nov. 19. .
Sept 3.

Comtngr
Star

6052
5421 feet,
feet ...Jan. 28
6330 feet ...Dec 23

■.eeiefeet'y.^NovVM

S388feet.. April 21
6164 feet
. 5003
leet... Nov. 11
4914
.6767
.6639
.5390
.5978
.6302
5613
.8693
.5200

feet.
feet. ...S^pt
July 8,
feet.... Jan,
feet. ..Dec
feet
feet. ..Nov.
feet. . Oct
Jan.
feet
Dec
feet

.6320 feel
.55691661.
.7077 feet.

Rel.

=^^
Rin-Tln-TIn
D.
Costel.o-Naglo.
Monte
Blue. .
Loy-Colfier, Jr -Brockwell.
Bennett-i<enyon-Brockweil
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Witson
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Nov. 10
Costello-Landis-Brockwell
L Barrymor^McAvoy-Colller, Jr
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
Jan.
5
- "
"
■■
Dolores
Costelio.,
..

25
27
7
31

..Sept 30
..Oct 21

6485 foot .MayOct20, "277
.6357f6et
.4975
7961 feet
feet July 8, '27
6185 feet
.4777 feet ...Feb. II
S492f6et.
Nov. 154
..Sept
.4820 feel.
Oct 14
28
Oct.
..6295 feet.
feet.
..5685
.61 24 feet. ..Dec
.6412 feet ..Sept 30
. Sept 8
.71 69 feet.
feet ..Aug. 23
..7654
10081 feet.
6527 feet

Date

^fp o-HelJarters:: ;; .;.•.■.■:.;.
"tSFroren River
.-tSlo'lo-^
^§GreyhoundBetsy.,,
Limited,.,,..
The
•^Vtl^rriR^u-Xrinif^
*t5Home Towners. The (A.T.)
*t§Honky Tonk
nSKid Gloves
*tSLand of the Silver Fox
tJLights of New York (A.T.)
nSLion and the Mouse
'ULittle Wild Cat, The
t^Madonna
of MvoiiuD
Avenue «.
A. The..
1 ii»iiiuumia_ ui
I iiw .
..-:......

22
'27
21
31

.5331 feet
.5729 feet

Attractioni

D, Costello-Ferris-Rankin
Blue-Warnor-Wllson
Boles-Klrg
Andre.
Audrey F«r
Ferrje,,

Lengtli

Feb. 18-27
RevlewMl

.7441feet....May

B

5179 feet. .
5267 feet..
6352 feel. .. .May 26

K'S

•t§No Defense
BIue-McAvoy
•tjNo Questions Asked
Ferris-Collier. Jr
•t 5One Stolen Night
Bronson. Collier, Jr
».
'"50n
Trial (A- T.)
Fredericks-Lytell-Wllson.,
n§Queen of the Night Clubs (A.T.).. Texas Gulnan
•tSRedeemingSln.The
.D. Costello-Nagel.

Title

ARTISTS

Bennett-Hersholt- Haver.
Chapi in- Kennedy
Buster Keaton
Gray-Brook
Talmadge- Roland
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Falrbanks-Velez
Colman-Banky
Picktord-Rogers
Del Rio-Baxter
Swanson-L. Barrymore
Warner- Joyce
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barry more- Horn
Boyd-Wolhelm
Colman-Banky
Taln-^dge-HoIand

Rel.

nSAIIImony Annio
nlconquest (A.T.)
•tSDesert Song. The
.tSFancv
'tSFancy Baonaoe
Baggage

!t
She Knew^Men
fSSlnging
Fool. The
nisiark Mad (A.T.)
nSSloien Kisses
•tSTenderioin

FEATURES

•tBattle of the Sexes, The
Circus, The
College
Devil Dancer. The
Dove ,The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden. The
Gaucho. The
Magic Flame. TTie
MyBestGiri
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrelland Son
Steamboat Bill.Jr
•tTempest
Two Arabian Knlghla
tTwo Lovers
♦fWoman Disputed. The

Blue-Murphy
Rlch-Ferrls-Cook
Blua-Bronson
McAvoy-Nagle
D. Costello-Colller, Jr
Loy-MMjan-Hyams
Rln-Tln-Tln-Gulllver
Fazenda-Cook
Mtller-Oldfield
Fa2enda-Cook
Chaplin-Costello
Jessel-Ferrls
Nagel-Loy
Oland-H. Costello
Wllson-Conklln-Loy
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockweli
Moore-Costello
McAvoy-Naflle
RIn-Tln-TIn
Jolson-McAvoy
Rln-Tln-Tln-f/ye-Hyams
McAvoy-Frazer
Moreno-Costello
Syd Chaplin
Blue-Hyams
D, Costal lo-Oland
Cook-Fazenda
RIch-Ferrls-Beranger
Rln-Tln-Tln-Nye-Faire
McAvoy-Graves
RIn-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Jessel-Ferrls
Fazenda-Cook
I. RIch-Mllian
McAvoy-Nagel

4Krk:v.-.;;.;;;;:;;;:;:|'^&Brfen,

6947 feet.
W47reei
,

Reviewed

BROTHERS

Star

•Across the Atlantic
•Beware of tvlarrled Men
•Brass Knuckles
•tSCaught In the Fog
•College Widow, The
■Crimson City, The
•Dog of the Regiment. A
•Domestic Troubles
•First Auto. The
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•Fortune Hunter, The
"Ginsberg the Great
•Girl From Chicago, The
•Good Time Charley
•Ham and Eggs at Front
•tSHome Towners, The
•Husbands For Rent
•If I Were Single
•Jaws of Steel
•{Jazz Singer, The
*t5Land of the Silver Fox
•Little Snob, The
't§Midnlght Taxi. The
"Missing Link, The
•One-Round Hogan
•Old San Francisco
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•Race For Life, A
"Reno Divorce, A
•RInty of the Desert
"Sailor Izzy Murphy
•Sailor's Sweetheart, A
•Silver Slave, The
•Slightly Used

.Ji'Siermr;7''.-.:::.\;::.\\v.'SyTn-Sr
•:.\\v.:.vv.::^^^^^^^^ ^I'SliXr'"'"'-""
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
Laura La Plante.
S^-'^Pr"

Length

FEATURES

Tllle

De Puttl-Mosluklne
?,K°"^rMl"9,"'2?'SS
11°"
yeidl-Phlibin

V^Z°^S^?^'""

Date

*tSState
Sadie. ..... ..... ...Loy-Nagle
°" ..'...'...'.'.'.'. ..'..Aug.
25
"tSTerror,Street
The (A,T.)
McAvoy-Horton
Oct
20
•When a Man Lovea
Barrymore-Costello
Aug. 21
•t§Women They Talk About
I. RIch-Ferrls-Collter, Jr
Sept 8

nJ'™.°"p"H°"''J„''°
SnS
r T
M
Snf
1%
7°""'° ^.
Erik the_Graat.

One Rainy Night
Port of Dreams, The
(Red Hot Speed
Red Lips
^h.ut^n
Th;
?5J«« K^*

ReL

Length

Reviewed

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Ban)omanIac
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm, The
.'
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Alda (Alda)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Sonqs, A
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Famiiy Affair, A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore

Bronson-Horto'n,
Jolson-Bronson-Duno. .

..Dec 29
..Jan.

H. B. Wafner-Fazenda..
May McAvoy
D. Costello- Nagel

VITAPHONE

Star

1....9992feet....Se(tt.2a
.7340 feet.... April 28
Date

SHORTS

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddie Peahody
Kitty Doner
•
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coales
Giovanni Martinolll
Florence Brady
.-. . The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song Program ,..

8290 feet..

ReL

Length
:

1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 25
Oct 13
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 26
Sept 1
July 7
Sept 1
Sept 22
June 16
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1
Aug. 26
Aug. 25
June 23

Friend of Father's
GusArnheimA
His Ambassadors
Harry Delf , .
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone, The
Ingenues. The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch

Lyd ellHI pine-Leah
Jazz
Band
Songs & Dances
Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupollcan
Jazz Band
W. & E. Howard
Ulis & Clark. ,

Aug.
June
June
Sept

'^^ Ceballos Undersea Review
Ush.The
Man of Peace. A

Songs and Dances
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Hobart Bosworth

Sept 1
June 16
June 23

% Means voice (indading dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T. after title means AH Talkie,

25
23
16
29

Aug. 25
June 23

1712

Motion

TTtte
Miss Information
Morrisspy & Miller
Myers & Hantopd
Night Court, The
Nori-Support
Pasliacel
Papa's Vacation
Question of Today, The
Realization

Star
WIIson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Buir Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Bennett-Caron
Audrey Ferris
Herbert-Pam

* Means synckroniied score.

Rel.

Date

Lengtti
2 reels

Reviewed
June 30
June 16
June 23
June 16
June 16
Oct 20
Aug. 25
June 16

t Means sonnd effects,

Title
Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto— Quartet
Sharp Toots
Soup
Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)...
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ughtnef

Picture

Star
Robert Ober
Glgll-Talley-deLuca-Gordon
Ethel Grey Terry
Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Giovanni MartlnolII
William DemareM
Songs

Rel.

Dale

News

Length

Reviewed
Sept 15
Sepi29
Oct 13
Nov. 17
Au|^ 26
June 23
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

A. T. after title means AU Talkie,

§ Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs).

Hollywood
Molnar Story
A story by Ferene Molnar, entitled
"Prisoners," has been purchased by First
National as a starring vehicle for Corinne
Griffith. It will follow "Saturday's Children" into production. William A. Seiter
will direct.
2 Directors with Columbia
Columbia has added Scott Dunlap and
Richard Thorpe to its directorial roster and
they both hare been assigned two forthcoming productions, the titles of which are
yet to be released.
Talkie Scenes Launched
The Christie Studio last week started
actual work on the talking sequences for
its feature production, "The Carnation
Kid," starring Douglas MacLean. It is
thought that the studio will also begin work
shortly on the short feature plays acquired
and the first of the OctaTus Koy Cohen
stories.
F B O Productions
F B 0 is in the midst of editing and
titling "The Amazing Vagabond" and
"The Jazz Age," featuring Bob Steele and
Marceline Day and Douglas Fairbanks, .Jr.,
respectively. Tom Mix has made a start on
"The Drifter," his fourth western for
FB 0.
"Broadway Melody"
Jed Pouty will play an important role in
M-G-M's talkie, "Broadway Melody,"
which Harold Beaumont is directing. The
cast includes Charles King, Broadway
musical comedy star, Bessie Love and Anita
Page. Nacio Herb Brown is writing the
music and Arthur Freed the lyrics for this
release.

"The Brass Band" was needed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer for immediate production.
It
is athe
sequel
"Our Dancing Daughters"
with
sameto cast.
Poland Leaves Universal
J. Franklin Poland, who for the past two
years
been supervisor
L'niversal
's
comedy has
scenario
department, ofwound
up his
contract with that firm last week. Poland
goes
story. to First National this week to do one
John Boles in Demand
Universal has recalled John Boles from
Fox, where he was slated to play the lead
in "White Silence." Boles' services are
required as leading man for Laura La
Plante in "The Haunted Lady." Ian
Keith will bo another principal. Larry
Grey has gone over to Fox to do the role
Boles was scheduled for.
A

New

Team

o£ Comedians

"Whoopee Boys'' is the first of a new
series intended to popularize Monty Collins
and Vernon Dent as a comic team by Educational. Stephen Roberts directed it as
his tenth picture for Jack White Productions this year. The film was received exceptionally well in a preview in Los Angeles last week, building up to many big
laughs.
Gus Edwards' Talkie Titled
Gus Edwards' second all-talkie, all-color
revue for Motro-Goldwyn-^Iayer goes into
production this week. It will be known as
"Colortone Revue," and follows Edwards'
first offering billed as "Gus Edwards
Revue." The "Colortone Revue," includes Armita, protege of Edwards, Doris
Walker, soprano, George Harris, Majorie
Moore and Neomi Curston in the east.

Fires
Studio explosions and fires were not confined to First National last week. Most of
them were a direct result of the first big
rainstorm of the season, the rain dampening
the powder, followed immediately by sunshine, thus causing a form of spontaneous
combustion.
"California Mail" for Ken
"The California Mail," written by
Marion Jackson and dealing with the early
gold shipments from California during the
'50's, is Ken Maynard's next western vehicle for First National. It is already being produced with Albert Rogell directing
and Harry J. Brown supervising.

Air Pilot Injured
When

the plane in which he was taking

off during the filming of "The Drifter"
" cracked-up, " Lt. B. M. Spencer, pilot of
the ship, was severely injured and is now
confined to the Hollywood Hospital where
physicians fear that his skull has been
fractured.
F. N. Buys Carey

Original

A new original story by Carey Wilson
has been purchased by First National for
Colleen Moore's use following her present
vehicle, "Synthetic Sin." The new storyhas been titled "Why Be Good?" and wiU
be directed asbyleading
Williamman.
A. Seiter with Neil'
Hamilton

"The Play Goes On"
"The Play Goes On," one of Universal 's
important forthcoming productions, is
ready to go into production at Universal
City. James Murray is to play the leading role. Robert Hill will direct the picture.
Griffith Protege

Vacation
Olive Borden, it is reported, will leave
for Europe shortly with her mother for a
vacation and rest.
Mack

"Battle of Sexes" Novelized
John Peere Miles has written a fictionized version in novel form of "The Battle
of the Artist
Sexes,"release.
D. W. Griffith's current
United

in Talkie

His own story, "Hunted," will be directed by Willard Mack, stage luminary,
who recently arrived on the coast to produce for M-G-M. Mack will also portray
the leading character in this all-talkie and
Duane Thompson will have the first feminine role.
Finishes "Daughters" Sequel
Josephine Lovett completed and delivered
the script of ' ' The Brass Band ' ' from a
sick-bed in her Beverly Hills home. She
suffered painful injuries as result of horseback riding recently and was compelled to
remain in bed.
Meanwhile the script on

Irma Harrison, a protege of D. W. Griffifth, arrived in Hollywood recently toplunge into screen work after several years
on the stage in New York. She has joined
the
unit making
"The lead.
Yellowback"'
and FBO
is enacting
the feminine

J. Schildkraut to Star for "U"
Joseph Schildkraut has been elevated to
stardom by Universal as a result of his
performance as Ravenal in "Show Boat."
His first starring vehicle will be "The
Bargain in the Kenilin. "
Specials Only for Capra
Frank Capi-a, Columbia's ace director,
mil be assigned to specials only by that
company in the future. This decision follows the successful ruu of "Submarine" in
New York. His next will be "The Donovan Affair," having .I'ust completed Fannie
Hurst's story, "The Younger Generation."

F. N.'s New

Films

First National
pictures
in production
number six, three are about to start and
five others are being edited and cut.
The six in work are "Weary River,"
"Saturdav's Children," "Comedy of
Life," "California Mail," "Children of
Ritz" and "Seven Footprints to Satan."'
The three about to start are ' ' That 's a.
Bad Girl," "Hot Stuff" and "Man and
the Moment." Now in the hands of theeditors are 'Synthetic Sin," "Scarlet
Seas," "His Captive Woman," "LawlessLegion,"

and

"Naughty

Baby.''

And, History JFill RepeatThe orio;inal motion picture film
...workable long rolls... colored film
base., tiuplicatino; film. .panchromatic
negative.... the history of the important developments in American motion picture materials is a factful story
of this Company's cooperation with
the cinematographic industry.
Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected to repeat in the future.
For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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December 8, 1928

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

-G-M SMASHES
SALES RECORDS!
WE'RE doing some record-breaking of our own
EVERY previous sales figure in the
HISTORY of M-G-M has been brokenA CONSCIENTIOUS sales force
ALONE can't do itIt takes even more than great pictures!
IT means that the overwhelming majority
OF America's exhibitors
BELIEVE in M-G-M now and for the future!
EVERY release confirms that belief, for instance:
OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS (Crau/ord) EXCESS BAGGAGE (Haines) WHILE
THE CITY SLEEPS (Chaney) WHITE SHADOWS in the South Seas (5 months on
B'uav al $2) SHOW PEOPLE (Davies-Haines) A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS (GilbertGarbo) MASKS OF THE DEVIL (Gilbert) WEST OF ZANZIBAR (Chanev)
FLYING FLEET (Novarro) LADY OF CHANCE (Shearer) DREAM OF LOVE
(Crau/ord) ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (Smash TaKcing $2 hit)
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PARAMOr^T
AU'TALKIMG
PICTURES
f'omiiiff ht'ltm-H »Tanuarff 1, 1929 anti ^Tultj 1, 1929

Paramount

takes an easy

'?i

lead in talking pictures."
—New

York Morning World

Mnterference' places PARAMOUNT talking product at the
head of the list."
— Exhibitors Daily Review

-Interference' is so far in advance
of other talking pictures that the
stoutest skeptic must give ground!'
— Los Angeles Express
WJ^/ ITH "Interference'', Paramount takes the next step forward in
the motion picture business by offering to exhibitors the first
QUALITY ALL-TALKING SHOWS. An entire evening's entertainment of audible motion pictures sold as a complete unit. A Paramount quality all-talking feature picture garnished with a carefully
selected surrounding program of audible short features — talking and
singing shorts, playlets, jazz numbers, novelties of all kinds. Four of
these QUALITY ALL-TALKING SHOWS are announced today. They
are followed by an announcement of Paramount's line-up of talking
and sound product — features, shorts and Paramount News in Sound
— for the period from January 1 to July 1, 1929. With this announcement Paramount's leadership in the talking field cannot be questioned! No exhibitor wired for sound can be without

PARAMOUNT QUALITY
TALKING
PICTURES

I II

^^^!?^

^^Interference'' Unit-1
y alln lit
firstg gre
picture.
uioatlioqua
THE talkin
A gripping nielocirania of
the upper-world. From the sensational stage success that ran over
\^ ith
a year on Broadway.

EVELY>
IlltEXT
CLIVE HKOOK
DOltIS KEXYOX
WILLIAM
POWELL
Complete dialogue throughout —
not a silent scene in it. Film Spectator, Hollywood publication, says :
"The most engrossing drama ever
brought to the screen". Directed
by Roy J. Pomeroy. Based upon a
Lothar Mendes production of the
play by Roland Pertwee and
Harold Dearden.

INTERfEREICE
EDDIE

CANTOR

[by arraagemenf 'irith Florenz Ziegfeld, .Ir.]

"That Party in Person
A 2-rccl de luxe talking and singing short
99
feature namic
starring
famous
dycomedian. Broadway's
Cantor doing
the stuff
that made hint the stage's favorite entertainer. With pretty Bohbe Arnst, Ziegfeld
headliner.

RTTH

ETTING

{by arrnngenieni iWlh Floreaz Zirgfrld, Jr.}

Ziegfeld beauty and Columbia recording
star. Jazzing over popular song hits as only
she can. Songs by Irving Berlin and Vkalter
Donaldson. The girl Broadway raves about
brought to your screen !

«?

w

Doctor's Secret"— Unit 2
A

on
zati
inges pict
ie's
«f Sirtalk
Jam
M.iiri
Barr
100%
famous
stage
success,

"Half
An
Hour".
Directed
i
lian
adapted
hy X^il
C. de
with

and
Mille

IKI TH
rilATTKRT«X
II. II. IfVARXEII
.lOIIX LODKII
ItOIIKRT EDESOX
The

story of a younjj, beautiful

wife's infatuation for a handsome
wastrel — her reckless <lecision to
elope with

her lover from

her

wealthy old husband — the startling slroke of fate that threatens
scandal — and the doctor who holds
the dark secret that means ruin
or happiness I

DOCTORS SECMr

THE

BORRAH MEVNEVITCH
and his Musical Rascals
One of the most popular acts of the vaudeWlle
and musical comedy world. Now captured
for the screen in sound. The reigning hit
of Hammerstein's Broadway revue success,
"Good Boy".
Jazz a la 1929.

??

ONE

A fast- moving,

WORD
roar- breeding

99

conied>

short feature in talk. Presenting a start lingly new idea. Produced and written by
the popular musical

comedy

star and

ilirector, Joseph Santley. Acted by a cast
of big Broadwav

names.

"Night Club 'Unit- 4

I

'MAGINE!
An
all-talking,
ill -singing, all -wonderful
production with these internationally known stars in the east :

%

Faiiiiio llri4*4>
Ann l*onnin;^lon
Il4>l»l>«' Arnst
>linnie llnpree

Pat Koonoy
and l*at ICooney.Jr.
Jininiic Carr and Silvor
SBi|»|M'r Ori'liesf ra
»lunp Walker
Frances Williams
tp«'offrey Kerr
Palrieia Collinj^e
••Good News"
Varsif V Drag Cvirls
fimf others Jtist as hig!
Directed by Robert Florey.
SuperWsed by Monta Bell. Story
bv Katherine Brush.

MGHT

CLUB
**THE

PIJSHERIN- THE -FACE"
A 2-reel talking pie turizat ion of
F. Scott Fitzgerald's screaming comedy story. With Estelle Taylor, Lester
Allen (star comedian of Ziegfeld's
"The Three Musketeers"), Raymond
Hitchcock, Carroll McComas, Lillian
Walker, Reginald
Broadway

Owen

and other

stars. Directed by Robert

Flore V.

"The

BISHOP'S

'^99

Cabtdlesticks

Novel talking short based on a stirring incident in Victor Hugo's
immortal "Les Miserables." With the popular stage favorite,
Walter Huston

who starred in "The

Barker"

and "Elmer the

I

"The Letter" Vnit-3

w

A ^^^B^^^^^^^H^M
and other hits in a producn"
of "R
r log
relygein sta
ofaithe
dia
tion entista
M
FA OUS
d
ay
ate
dw
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and Broa
Lond
celebr

^^^^^^Ik: '^

success, "The Letter". By W.
Somerset Maugham, author of
"Sadie Thompson". All-star supporting cast, including the well
known dramatic artist, O.P.Heggie,

^^^^v

^^^^^^^^'

Reginald Owen (hit of Ziegfeld's
"The Three Musketeers") and
others. Supervised by Monta Bell.
Directed byJeanDcLimur. Adapted

■'^'^^||gj||g|||^^^^^l

J

JEAME
in

by Garret Fort. A flaming melodrama of the white ruling classes
in the Malay Peninsula in which
the killing of her admirer by a rich
married woman unleashes a torrent of scandal and intrigue. With
a fatal letter the key to the seething tangle.

EAOELS

THE LETTE
EDDIE

PEABODY

He's Musical Dynamite and the way he strums a banjo is just
nobody's business. A "personality" stage band h-ader kno«ii
from coast to coast, with a tremendous following. \i'atch your
customers rave when they hear this musical short.

THE

GIERSDORF
I^ISTERS

Well kno^vn musical comedy singing
stars in a brilliant rendition of song
hits of the day. The act that Broadway pays S3. 30 a seat to see.

ALL-TALKlNO«
«<

MaUolm

ALL-STAR

THE CANARY
MURDER CASE

n

Si. Clair I'rodiiolioii of the biggest mvstery-iiielodrania of the decade.

From

the

novel by S. S. Van Dine. With William Powell as "Pliilo Vance", Louise Brooks, James
Hall, Jean Arthur and others.

THE WOLF

OF WALL

STREET"

Starring George Bancroft.
With Baclanova, Nancy Carroll and all-star cast.
on the current Stock Market craze.
Rowland V. Lee Production.

Cashing in

MHli
WUJtMJtIm
The screen's first big all-talking comedy I
melodrama.
From the famous stage play by Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet j
Ford. With Ruth Chatterton, Fredric March, John Cromwell, ZaSu Pitts, \
Jack Oakie, Fred Kohler, Mickey Bennett and others.
Produced by the well
known Broadway stage director, Robert Milton.

i%.

f^MVMUS

IS

BORIV

A

startling

new

idea

in

screen drama produced as an all-talking production.
With a cast henr'ed by
the eminent stage star, O. P. Heggie. Directed by Louis Gasnier an
-^ Ariu \
Knopf, former stage director for David Belasco.
|

THE

HOLE

IX THE

WALL

a 100%

talking production of the play by Fred Jackson.
With a distinguished cast
headed by Claudette Colbert and Edward Robinson. Directed by Robert Florey. |
A mystery drama of a world never yet seen and heard on the screen !
1

i

CHARLES

ROGERS

in

CLOSE

Jlfl.Xm.M%'iT M ^^X^ M
All the jazz, joys, heartaches and jealousies
of show business in an all-talking, all-singing production.
Written by Elsie
Janis and Gene Markey.
Edward Sutherland Production.

RICHARD

DIX in NOTHING

:

RUT

M MMMj<
^.M^U JL mm
Richard Di\, long a stage leading man, in <
his first all-talking picture. A lavish picturization of the stage play which
William
Collier made
famous for years.
The roaring comedy of a man- 1
about-town who bets he can tell the absolute truth for two weeks.
j

"THE
STUDIO
star is mysteriously murdered

MURDER"

a ,»„„,„.„„„.

on a studio set. The crime shakes Hollywood
to its depths. The complications are startling, thrilling, fascinating. Paramount is making a smashing 100% talking production from this Photoplay
Magazine story (half a million readers) by the Edingtons.

GEXTLEMEX

OF

THE

PRESS

NeM'spaper plays are the craze of the hour. Paramount offers an all-talking
picturization of the cream of the current Broadway hits. With the great
American stage star, Walter Huston. Play by Ward IVIorehouse. Supervised
by Monta Bell, formerly an ace Washington newspaper man.

THE

WOMAN

WHO

NEEDED

■Mm B B ^ B ^Ml^ \M
Baclanova as the beautiful siren who coiled around
men like a serpent.
Killed by the brother of the innocent youth she had
doomed.
From the Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Margery Lawrence.

THROUGH

THE

NIGHT

. ™i.h., ..,.„.

ture-romance of the steel rails. Love and thrills rushing through the darkness at express speed.
All-star cast to be announced.

M flli
M VJ^ Cp
▼▼ i%Ml
First all-talking appearances of
Wallace Beery and Florence Vidor. Directed by William Wellman, producer of
"W.ngs". Story by the famous novelist, Samuel Ornitz. The drama of the
gian; boss of Chinatown and the society girl who loved him.

CLARA

ROW

in

THE

WILD

i^xmM^' M 1
They'll hear Clara Bow as well as see her! By Warner
Fabian, author of "Flaming Youth". Imagine the run on the box oflfice when
the most popular girl on the screen talks. And how she talks! A typical Bowflaming youth offering. Dialog by John V. A. Weaver, author of "Love 'em
and Leave 'em".

"DARKE^EIf
Fromby the
Cosmopolitan Magazine serial by Sir ROOM^
Philip Gibbs.S Directed
Josefpopular
von Sternberg, producer of "Underworld"
Powell and big cast.

HERE

and "The Docks of New York". With William

COMES

THE

RAND

wW xm^^^^i.^
Slan'rg G.-iry Cooper and Fay Wray in a lavish alltalker. A drama of love and ve.igeance beneath the glamorous "big tops" of
two rival circuses.
From the magazine serial story by H. L. Gates.

!,

\''.

%4.

i ^2

CLARA

BOW

in

1^^/^ M
i^ MW.PH M
MmMMV
Clara Bow and all-star supporting cast.

ADOLPHE

I SATUBSecond all-talking appearance uf
Title and story may be changed.

MENJOV

ALL-STAB

iMenjoii, Mith years of previous stage experience and a truly marvelous voice.

GEOBCE

BANCBOFT

ALL-

J^ ^ xm Mt
Having proven his ability as talking star in "'The Violf ofj
Wall Street", Bancroft now launches into another big hit. Details later.
*SILENT

VERSIONS

ALSO

TALKING,

17
I
SINGIXG HITS

released lietAi^oeii now
NOTE:

ALL

OF

THE<«iE

PICTI

and Jnly 1. I029

BE^i HAVE

SILE>T

VERSIONS

ANNE NICHOLS'
^M ABIE'S IRISH ROSE

»»

The world's most successful stage play. Picturized with Jean Hersholt talking, Nancy
Carroll singing, Charles "Buddy" Rogers accompanj-ing on piano. Stirring music score by
J. C. Zaniecnik. Victor Fleming Production.

THE

SHOPWOBN

ANGEL

With

Gary

Cooper and Nancy Carroll. One of the surprise hits of the year. The stirring romance
?9
of a ruhe soldier and the most beautiful chorus girl on Broadway. Directed by Richard
Wallace.
ONE REEL DIALOG.
PLUS NANCY CARROLL SINGING.

INNOCENTS

OF

PABIS

First American

appearance of the idol of the French stage, the international star, Maurice Chevalier.
spectacular drama of Parisian life. TALKING SEQUENCES.
CHEVALIER SINGING.

CABNATION

KID"

9»

A

su„,„. b„..i„

MacLean.
Presented by Al Christie.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
With Frances Lee |
and big cast. The best MaeLean in years. TALKING ALL THE WAY THROUGH.
i

MK/MI^M'

29 Mm

11^

Starring Kichard

DL\. Big casl includes 2,000 Indians.

Dix"s biggest since "The A'anishing American". Victor Schertizinger Production. SYNIMOST OF THE PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR.
CHRONIZED WITH MUSIC SCORE.

WOLF

SOXG

With Gary Cooper, Lupe Velez and Louis Wolheim.

Victor Fleming Production. From
SCORE. LUPE VELEZ SINGING.

the Novel by Harvey

Fergusson.

SPECIAL

SIXS OF THE

FATHERS

Starring

Jannings.
With Ruth Chatlerton, Barry Norton, ZaSu Pitts, Jean Arthur.
LudWg
Berger.
JANNINGS
SINGING.
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

"BEHIND
German

THE

war secrets exposed at last!

at work.

'Why the

Germans

MB-liimM^-Bm

INIUSIC

^1

didnl

GERMAN

LINES

In oflicial film taken in action by Ufa.
take

Paris.

MixmMpliMi^

WITH

Emil

Directed by

MUSIC

AND

Big Bertha

EFFECTS.

Starring George Bancroft.

From a story

by the famous novelist, Jacob Vi asscrmann, author of "Masks of the DcWl". A spectacular
drama of the Russian revolution.
S^TVCHRONIZED WITH MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

RIVER
dale.

ROAT

Love and adventure

59
Charles "Buddy" Rogers' strongest
vehicle
afloat on a mightv river.
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.

to

MM^_^1.T-B- M^^-y^^XyBM-l.^
^_P
Triumphant
pre-release
eufiagemcnt at
Paramount
Theatre, New York.
Ufa production
with
beautiful
Dila Parlo and Einar
Hanson.
MUSIC SCORE AND EFFECTS.
Erich Pommer Produ< lion.

1
WW %9
SSMMxmLil^
J^A J1^ Jl( M
dramatic picturization of Owen Davis' well known
play.
rivals for the love of a designing woman.
MUSIC SCORE

LOOPING

THE

Vith Werner Kraus and big cast.
With

THE

JIarroll.
Carroll.

MAN

Story by Hermann

LOOP

See the 'loop of Dea
Death"!

I LOVE

Mankiewicz.

S(
SOUND

ELLIS ISLAND
emigrant.

Title and story may

RICHARD
MUSIC

SCORE

AND

be changed.

DIX

2

ZAXE

world's most

MUSIC
With

SCORE

Richard

SEQLIENCES

AND

AND

EFFECTS.

Arlen and Nancy

MUSIC

SCORE.

'4^

Starring Emil Jannings.
The epic of the
MUSIC SCORE AND SOUND EFFECTS.

Vi

A great Dix box office attraction lo be announced.

MacLEAN

ROBABLY
PROBABLY

^ITH
^ ITH TALKING
TALKING

SILKNT
"MARQUIS
Chester Conklin.

The sensation of Europe!

EFFECTS.

DOUGLAS
Christie Production.

Charies "Buddy" Rogers in
The story of son and father
AND EFFECTS.

■•ICTI

Popular

IN M
IN
MAJOR

RES

Doug

in another

#A'G

ONLY

PRODtlCTIOIVS

popular author, produced

as only Paramount

With

outdoor classics l,v the
can.

FA-i,
Cpammounl^

SEQUENCES.

PREFEKREII"
starring love-drama.
Ad„lphe
Menjou.
Frank Tullle
Production.
A flashing Menjou

OREY

Al

-5

\

> \.>^l
%

GIANT PARAMOrXT
TALKING and SINGING
SHORT FEATURE PROGRAMS
In quality sound shorts as well as in sound features, Paramount
This company

13

is supreme!

will release between now and July 1, 1929:

PARAMOUNT—

CHRISTIE

two-reel short features. Some of America's most brilliant short plays. Such
stars as Lois Wilson, Edward E erett Horton, Raymond Hatton, James Gleason,
Lucille Webster, Sam Hardy, Cissie Fitzgerald and others. Also the famous
Octavus Roy Cohen colored stories that have been running in the Saturday
.' I
Hb:'f

Evening Post for 15 years.

2« PARAMOUNT

TALKING

ACTS

Produced with the cream of screen stars and of Broadway stage talent combined. Fifteen releases in two reels each, 13 in one reel. All-talking, allsinging, all Paramount
Huston, Raymond

quality. Stars like Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Walter

Hitchcock, Lester Allen, Estelle Taylor, Elinor Glyn, Eddie

Peabody, Borrah Minnevitch. Giersdorf Sisters and others. Made by men like
George Abbott, co-author of "Broadway."

6

SO^G

The class of the market.

CARXOOl^S

audience will sing too.

5 FAMOUS

Musical

novelties.

The

Presented by Alfred Weiss.

COMPOSERS

Series of onereel musical numbers, including the most famous songs of all times. Jas. A.
Fitzpatrick Prodvictions.

Paranintint \eus Tnirk. ivith
Stmml Eintiptuetil

PARAMOUNT

SOUND

NEWS

Very soon the industry's leading news reel, Paramount News, under the
leadership of Emanuel Cohen, will appear in sound. Sound trucks and staff
are ready now. Hundreds of feet of sound news reels have already been
photographed. Right from the start this will be the finest sound news
reel on the market!

PARAMOUNT
QUALITY
and SOUND

TALKING
PICTURES

ACAIN-ANOTHER BIG ONE
froyn WARNER BROS.

Available for you NOW
DAYamlDAIEwltkBROADWAY
ONE

WITH

^K

VITAPIW" ^^^

OPENS

TivoADay at $2
WARNER BROS.
THEATRE

^B

^^B

ONE

WITHOUT

^^^VviTkPMMC

NEGATIVES

LUarner Bros, present

DEC. 21
hWAY. at ^I'^St

^W

fANNIt
BKICE

W!ma^
//I

See
and
Hear

■ DIRECTED

ARCHI£

fANNI£BRIC€ SING
H£K0LDfAV0R.ITf5
AND MANY N£W SONGS

STOR.Y BY
MARK CANf letD

BY

MAYO
SCtNARIO BY
ROBERT LORD

tannieand
Her Following
Will house/
fill t/our

iwwH PICTURtEVtR
NOAH'S ARK-TOPS nfANY

MADE

s
$

We

^
i^

(SducaUoruii'A

pal^ TALKIIVC

have been promising you

details of Ediicational's sound
program. Here is the first important detail : Ed»cationa/'s first alltalking two-reel comedy is ready
for you to see and hear — and play.
Without resorting to high sounding phrases, we have told you
simply that you could rely on
Educational to lead the way in
short subjects with sound, as it
has led the way in silent short
subjects for years. All we need
to say now is to ask you to see
and hear "The Lion's Roar"
This we invite you to do.
Other talking comedies from the
great Sennett Studios will follow
in quick succession.
And other groups of short subjects with sound will be announced soon.
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1
LIO[V'S

"THE

ROAR"
with

Johnny Burke
Daphne Pollard
Billy Bevan
Vernon Dent

i
EDUCATIONAL

PICTURES!

The

trade mark that for years has dominated
the short subjects field! Now, the sign of
the best in short subjects with sound!
EDUCATIONAL

is proud to present, as

part of its great sound program, this series
of two-reel comedies from the oldest
comedy producer — MACK SENNETT.
The world has been waiting for comedies with sound and talking on a par in
quality with the best that has been done in
talking features. They are here in MACK
SENNETT TALKING
COMEDIES.
"THE LION'S ROAR" begins a series
of talking comedies that will pull like
big features. No short subject series has
ever held greater promise of profit for the
exhibitor who books them.

Talking, Music,
Natural Sound Effects,
From Start to Finish
Produced by
RCA

Photophone Process

f'^dAjAUltuxruil (RctiMlS)

THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM"
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And, History IVill Repeat The original motion picture film
...workable long rolls... colored film
base., duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the important developments in American motion picture materials is a factful story
of this Company's cooperation with
the cinematographic industry.
Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected to repeat in the future.
For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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A Picture the Public Has Been Waiting For
"LUCKY BOY," with GEORGE JESSEL in the title role, will
be the outstanding box office attraction of the year. Known
from Coast to Coast, both on the legitimate and vaudeville
stages, Jessel has made for himself a host of admirers.
"LUCKY BOY"
IS GEORGE JESSELS
FIRST ALL
TALKING
AND
SINGING
PRODUCTION

"""

^^

The score has been specially written for the star by
Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld
and synchronized
by
R. C. A. Photophone.
The supporting
cast includes
Margaret
Quimby,
Richard Tucker. Rosa
Rosanova, Gwen
Lee.
Gayne Whitman, William Strauss and other
well known screen players.
^\

The
story is by Viola
Brothers
'Shore
and directed
by
Norman
Taurog-
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BEING BOOKED BY THE
LEADING CIRCUITS AND
FIRST RUN THEATRES IN
THE UNITED STATES.
PLAYED NEARLY THREE
WEEKS AT THE EMBASSY.
NEW YORK. AT
ying $2.00 TOP.
Newark Theatre. Newark. N. J.
Capitol. Lawrence. Mass
Resent and Piccadilly,
Rochester.Pli N. Y.
Modern and Beacon. Boston.
Colorado. Denver. Col.
Globe, Philadelphia. Pa.
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LOVE
The finest synchronized short
subjects ever offered to an exhibitor. Taken in natural color,
-.ind synchronized, they have been
hailed by the public and by exhibitors
as the classiest short ever flashed upon
a screen.

Ortfis, r. B. 4.
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AS A PRELUDE TO TIFFANY TONE
PRODI ICTIONS THE EXHIBITOR CAN
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TO HIS PATRONS CXASS SUHJECTS
THAT
ELICIT
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WHEREVER SHOWN.
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Ii*s the Great AmmcanTictHre ,
Dallas, Tex,
" *UncIo Tom' good for ten
days more. Expect to make
up all Summer losses with
it."
Capitol Theatre

Wichita, Kans.
*'Just completed week of tremendous business on 'Uncle
Tom.*
All records smashed."
Chcnrlem F. Smith,
Managing Director,
Uptown Theatre

Ottumwa, Iowa
"Had

plenty of competition,

but they
couldn't
Tom's
Cabin.*
Nowlick
we 'Uncle
knoir
S. Brayn,
Universal L.has
the bigMgr,,
ones.**
New Square Thecttre

Akron, Ohio

advise neces-

"I have seen a lot of big pictures and 1 have played a lot
but beyond any question of
doubt 'Uncle Tom' is the biggest and best box office sensation that has ever been re-

sary hold over 'Uncle Tom'
for second week. Did tre-

Frank C. Reinecke,
Paramount Theatre

Oklahoma City, Okla.
**Very happy

mendous business.**
R. D. Hutchinson,
Liberty Theatre

Grand Island, Neb,
** 'Uncle Tom' has broken all
records in its first three-day
showing topping year's best
supers."

Vogel Gettier,
Capitol Theatre

" 'Uncle Tom' Universal's
greatest screen masterpiece.
Opened to record - breaking
business despite heavy opposition."

Chaae Street Theatre

leased."

White, S. D.

"Wonderful picture in every
respect. Better than I thought
it could or would be. I wish
all the so-called specials were
K. Cumminga,
as

good."

Opera

Houae

Lincoln, Kans,

"A w^onderful
drawing
card
and
a really
big
picture.
Drew^ in people
that 1 had
never seen in town before.
R. }V. Mussleman,
PrinccMs Theatre

Pueblo, Colo.
"Just completed sensarun
'Uncle tional
Tom.'week's
Business
phenomenal. Biggest
sevenHarold
days ever
done.
E. Rice,
Palm

Book "THE MAN WHO LAUGHS" and let the magic name of Victor
Hugo pack them in for you. Carl Laemmle gave you "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "Les Miserables." Now he gives you the most
soul-stirring and dramatic of this great Victor Hugo trio. It is glorious
entertainment for Big Towns — for Little Towns — for Everybody — Everywhere. Paul Leni's greatest achievement, starring Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin.

Theatre.

e maqicic batonoi

DAMROSCH!

♦

*

♦

♦

His baton rises . . . and the orchestra weaves a pattern of divine fire that enthralls humanity.
And thus does the public today respond to the
swelling harmonies, the sublime symphonies of voice
and orchestration of FBO Photophone Productions.
The press applauds. The public responds. The box
office thrives wherever FBO SOUND and DIALOGUE isheard.
Los Angeles Times: "Hit of the Show" is one of the first
to be synchronized with Photophone dialogue, and the
quality of tone seems unusually excellent."
Los Angeles Record praises "Hit of the Show": "Photophone reproduces the voice tvith great clarity and pleasing naturalness."
Variety's Tribute to "GANG WAR": "Synchronization
by RCA Photophone very good. RCA method appears
to have the edge previously reported

FBO NOW
DIALOGUE

OFFERS EIGHT
ATTRACTIONS

SOUND AND
....

"HIT of the SHOW" "GANG WAR" "TAXI 13"
"CIRCUS KID" "BLOCKADE" "JAZZ AGE"
"PERFECT CRIME"
"LOVE in the DESERT"
Coming shortly.'

FBO SOUND

Novelty
Feature
All-Talker
Sensational
. . .
Mighty BoX'Office Names

AND DIALOGUE

with

PRODUCTION!

and the

FBO

SOUND
and
DIALOGUE

SYNCHRONIZED

BY

RCA

PHOTOPHONE

In the Mails on December 29th

The Fall Issue of
Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS

GUIDE

This issue of Buyers Guide
will contain —
A complete section of fully colored illustrations of fine theatres
An interesting and instructive article on
theatre design and building by the noted
architect, Mr. Paul J. Henon of HoffmanHenon Company
Complete buyer's index for the purchase of
every type of equipment
And advertising from practically every important equipment manufacturer in this
industry
Watch for your copy of Buyers Guide.
It will prove invaluable in your buying and
for keeping you informed on the latest in
theatre design.
Published Semi'Annually by

MOTION
729 -7th Avenue

PICTURE

NEWS, Inc.
New York City
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Crashes through /?/^
State -Lake, Chicasfp
Just an exploitation natural. That's
"ANNAPOLIS" spectacular picturization
of midshipman life.

BM^jEi a-.

The U.S. Navy co-operated with the StateLake in putting this one over, and the
result — despite rain and snow for three
days -was
ENORMOUS
BUSINESS!
with
Special one-sheet prepared and
used by U S Navy 125 of these
were postrd by the Navy in Chicago and ouburbs for 30 miles
around. Just one angle of great
co-operation givtn by U S Navy

JOHN
HUGH

MACK
ALLAN

BROWN,
JEANETTE
LOFF
and WILLIAM
BAKEWELL

Scenario by F. McGrew Willis, from an original story by
Royal S. Pease. Directed by Christy Cabanne.
Produced
by F. McGrew Willis.

Case contatnui}; .inffu-ntK- inoJcl^ of
seaplane, submarine and subchaser
loaned by Great Lakes Naval Training
■Station and displayed in lobby of StateLake during run. A uniformed Naval
officer guj^rdcd the case day and night.

Pafhe ® Pictures talking Box-Office
An Exploitation Natural Sound or S\[^ni
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Diatributois of America, Inc. — Will

H. Hays, President

All Over
Town • • • •
the Ne>vs
has
_ nas
/
Spread /

APPLAI

SE

that wilt echo in ten thou- •
sand tuchy Box-Offices •
views for use in your ttictil ntls. J

"The real thing, if I am any judge of swell shows
. . . Pictured beautifully . . . Acted capitally . . .
Deserves success. — ' 'Quinn Martin in Morning World
"The picture is there."
—Mordaunt

Hall in N.Y. Times

"Genuine three-star entertainment. . . Sills at the
peak of his career . . . House in uproar at premiere
. . . Swell comic relief . . . Knockout cast . . . Big
spectacular shots are thrilling . . . Behind-the-tent
stuff 'gets' you . . . Realism. . . Sparkle. . . Plenty of
action. Never a dull moment . . . Completely engrossing movie. "
—Irene Thirer in Daily News
"Milton Sills' best picture since 'The Sea Hawk.' "
— Rose Pelswick in N.Y. Evening Journal
"Stirring in the extreme. You can bet it will remain at the Central Theatre for months."
— George Gerhard in N.Y. Evening World
"Sills human and believable and quite credibly
tough . . . Faithful, well acted, and brightly produced .. . Deserves
' in Herald Tribune
Riirhardsuccess.
Watts, ' Jr.
"Here's entertainment for you. A carnival story
in which the guts has been kept . . . Plays tricks
on your emotional funny bone . . . The picture is
there. Go to it. "
—Kann in Film Daily
"Bound to take its place as one of the year's winners .. . Marvelous job in direction. Fitzmaurice
left nothing undone
overdone.
— W.or R.
Wilkerson" in Daily Review
/'/lo/o by Fairchtld Aff.al 3u

MMroaaway n^pentnt^
Siunned the Street I
And now
All New York
Is just one mighty stream
Of humanity —
Flowing .... surging
To one common goal —
The Central Theater . . . Because
839 frenzied, fanatical first-nighters
Have
the word —
"You passed
MUST see

FIRST

IXATIONAL'S

FIIIST TALKING

PICTURE

at >«2.00
with

MILTON
DOROTHY
Bellv Compson

SILLS
MACKAILL
& Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

From
the Play by Kenyon Nicholson
Stage Production by Charles L. Wagner
Adaptation by Benjamin Glazer
Presented by Richard A. Rowland
a
« E O n « E

FITZMAURICE
PR0DUCTI02V

Menher of Motion Picture Producers ^M Distributors of America Inc. -^ Will H.Hays Jhtudtnt
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Get Together
Big Need for Exhibitor Organization

Unity

By William A. Johnston
are right on the eve of the annual
gunning season for the motion picture industry.
And it looks like war to the knife.
The fact that Canon Chase's bombshell in
Washington turned out to be a dud doesn't
alter the gravity of the situation.
The sharpshooters of every tax hungry
state and the salaried bigots of the nation
will train their guns, this legislative year,
upon a grossly overvalued industry as never
before.
And as never before, this business is unfitted to stand the proposed raids upon its
structure and resources.
Our whole defensive strength is a plain
matter of defensive organization.
So it seems fitting right now to make inventory, and so find just what defensive organization we possess, and in this connection
to call a spade a spade.
To begin with, we have no complete organization whatever unless we have exhibitor
organization.
And we have no effective exhibitor organization unless we have one solid national
organization made of solid state units.
As we write this, a wire from Oklahoma
says that the exhibitors just convened there
are addressed by the leaders of two organizations, the M.P.T.O.A. and the Allied, each
urging the Oklahoma State League to enter
under its national banner.
Which situation ought to offer a lot of
hope, if not actual glee, to the well organized
crowd which would regulate this industry
out of its own control and tax it out of
existence.

WE

To all exhibitors concerned, we would
suggest this simple simile: if you saw two
rival football teams lining up, one compactly
trained and captained and the other split in
the middle by two sets of orders and signals,
which one would you bet on?
And to the same exhibitors we say that
your organization matter is so serious that if
you bet wrong you are going to lose the
butter off your bread and even the bread
itself.
We have seen the game of exhibitor organization politics too long to have any wool
over our eyes. The personal and petty ambitions ofself-appointed leaders have been as
absurd as they were despicable. We have
seen state organizations secede under the heat
of the moment and not blamed them a bit.
But after all, gentlemen, the issue at stake,
which is simply your industry and therefore
your theatre, is greater than any other issue.
It is large, practical and convenient. Don't
let it be bowled over by considerations of
pride or displeasure, or by the oratory of
the politician.
Ask this latter gentleman just what he has
got at stake; what his motives are; why he
doesn't work for one united national organization; and make him keep talking till he
answers in the plain language that concerns
your state and national safety.
We, ourselves, would like to know just why
we cannot have one national organization
representing all the theatre strength of the
country; by all, we mean chain theatres as
well as independent theatres.
andWho
why?are fighting so simple a proposition,
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Schnitzer's Election

"bankers" came to the bat this week with a display of fine judgment in the choice of Joseph I.
Schnitzer as the new president of F B O. It is one
of the most encouraging things that have happened since
THE

the industry
"went isfinancial."
Mr. Schnitzer
one of the ablest of film men.

He

is a showman of the first class, and you can't operate the
film business successfully unless you have real showmen
in posts of high authority. As an executive his ability is
beyond all question. By hard work and brains, he has
earned the leadership that is now accorded him.
His election is a cause for congratulating him; the
industry; and the interests that have shown the good sense
to choose him as the operating chief of the all-important
film end of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
organization.
— W. A. J.

Schnitzer
Heading
F B O;
Kennedy Out
Le Baron Remains as Vice President; New
Directors
Chosen
exclusively forecast by Motion
Picture News two weeks ago,
Joseph I. Schnitzer was this week
elected to the presidency of F B 0, and i■^
in full command of the active operation of
the company.
His election took place at a meeting of
the Board December 3. The new board of
directors consists of Hiram S. Brown, new
head of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, as chairman
of the board ; David Sarnoff, president oi
RCA; J. I. Schnitzer; Paul Mazur; Maurice Goodman; B. B. Kahane; and Guy W.
Currier.
William LeBaron and C. E. Sullivan remain as vice-presidents of FBO; and C.
J. Scolliird and Thomas Delehanty as treasurer and secretary, respectively.
Joseph P. Kennedy voluntarily retires
from FBO as Chairman of the Board and
President.
The new FBO president is 41 years old
and entered the industry in 1907 as manager of the Pittsburgh Calcium Light &
Film Co., Des Moines. Subsequently, he
joined the Mullin Film SeiTice, Minneapolis, as a salesman and later became general
manager of the concern with headquarters
at Syracuse, N. Y. In 1916, he went to

As
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Board of

Universal, first as bi-anch manager, then
division manager,' and, within two years, he
became general sales manager.
From 1920-22 he was president of Equity
Pictures Corp. He joined FBO, as vicepresident, and for the past 2 years has
been the FBO senior vice-president.

Union Supports Theatres
Against Daylight Saving

The Central Labor Union and scores of
individuals are waging a bitter fight in Kansas City, Mo., against a proposed change
to daylight saving time. So concentrated
has the fight against the proposal become
that the exhibitors, who strenuously oppose
the measure, enjoy the unique position of
watching their battle being fought for them.
The Central Labor Union is the latest organization to join hands with the theatre
owners in opposing a change in lime, the
opposition of the labor organization having
been officially voiced through its president,
Max Dyer. The columns of daily newspapers have been thrown open to public discussion and the public opinion, which previously was about equally divided, has
turned decidedly against daylight .saving.
Motion Picture News

Joseph

I. Schnitzer

Paramount Lengthens Oral
Scenes in 3 Features
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Three Paramount
productions, originally intended to have
only one or two talk sequences plus sound
effects, are being turned into 100 per cent
talkies. The decision to make them dialogued from start to finish, in the case of
two of them, followed the excellent reception of both at previews. The third has
developed into a much greater picture during the course of its making than had been
hoped it would be and Paramount believes all-talk will enhance it still further.
The first two are "The Wolf of Wall
Street" and "The Canary Murder Case."
The other, "Four Feathers," was originally
slated for sound effects only. The same directors who made the silent versions are
doing the talk editions. They are respectively, Rowland V. Lee, Mai St. Clair and
Schoedsaek-Cooper.

Pathe Exchange Moving to
44th St., N. Y.
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has leased a large
part of the eighth floor in the Film Center
Building, 44th Street, New York City, possession to be given about January 1. The
lease is for a term of 10 years at an aggregate rental in excess of $200,000.
The balance of the eighth floor will be
occupied by FBO Pictures Corporation.
Vol. XXXVIII,
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Interchangeability Urged by W.E.
Producers to Stimulate Sales
Plans Submitted by Companies Provide for Arbitration Board to
Determine Quality of Equipment; Music Ban Feared
THE

ten licensees of Western Electric
are endeavoring to negotiate the
question of interchangeability -n-ith
the electric concern in order that they may
move their sound pi'oduct more rapidly,
but it is apt to be a long drawn-out proposition before linal determination, according
to Elek J. Ludvigh, chief counsel for Paramount and head of the licensees committee
in the negotiations with the electric company.
Interchangeability except between RCA
and Western Electric is not a question of
weeks, but months and perhaps longer, according to Mr. Ludvigh, for when the negotiations are finally concluded between Western Electric and its licensees the same process, and in fact a more complex one must
be successfully concluded between the companies reproducing copyrighted music and
E. C. Mills, agent and trustee of some seventy of the leading music publishers. This
is the positive statement of Mr. Ludvigh.
The controversy with Mr. Mills has not yet
even started and will not be undertaken
until the negotiations with Western Electric are completed, Mr. Mills departed
Thursday for Europe and will not return
for at least two months. Nothing will be
accomplished on the music angle until his
return. The Western Electric licensees are
Paramount, United Artists, Universal, M-GM, First National, Warners, Fox, Hal
Roach, Christie and Columbia.

Ludvigh's

Statement

Discussing the negotiations with Western
Electric, Mr. Ludvigh said :
"The licensees of Western Electric have
been meeting and communicating with
Western Electric for some time with regard to interchangeability. They are
anxious to get as wide distribution on their
product as possible and this can hardly be
done unless Western Electric agrees to interchangeability on satisfactory reproduction equipment other than their own.
"We have submitted a proposition to
Western Electric which I think is eminently
fair, and which I think will eventually be
accepted. It is rather cumbersome as to
detail in its present state and it will require considerable time, in all probability,
to be worked out to the satisfaction of all
parties concerned. In effect, it simply asks
the right of the licensed companies of Western Electric to pass upon the quality of
other sound reproduction devices and to
render sound picture service to those devices that are considered up to proper
standard.
"We

do not ask the privilege of arbitrarily passing upon this equipment. We
ask that after hearing our pictures on this
equipment we be permitted to recommend
or reject the equipment. If it is recommended we ask that a Western Electric
expert then make his report on it. If in

Vitaphone Records Are Refused for
Showing on Bristolphone
VITAPHONE records for showing on a Bristolphone machine were
refused for the first time when the Palace Theatre at Danhurj",
Conn., ordered the records in connection with the showing of "Tenderloin" that was to be held at that theatre next week. The action was
taken by Paul Swift, Vitaphone representative, who refused service to
Joseph Walsh, who operates the Palace. Swift advised Walsh that he could
have the silent version of the picture, but not the sound version. It is said
that no explanation was made for the refusal.
W. E. Quigley, in charge at the Vitaphone offices in New York, refused
to comment on the matter other than to say that Vitaphone interchangeabilityoffice.
with Bristolphone had never been with the approval of the New
York
'"The cases where Vitaphone discs were shown on Bristolphone equipmnt in Hagerstown, Md., and Madison, Wis., were purely local ones and
were not with the approval of the home office. They were allowed through
a misunderstanding of a local representative in each instance."
Inquiry at Western Electric headquarters revealed the fact that they had
heard nothing of the showing and had given no orders for or against it.
It is reported in some quarters that the agreement between Western
Electric and Warners is different than that of any of the other licensees of
the electric company in that under no circumstances are Warners permitted
to show their product on other than Western Electric equipment. It is said
that if they give such permission they will sacrifice the contract and be
refused further permission to reproduce by the disc method.
Asked whether or not Vitaphone was a subsidiary of Warners or Westem Electric, Mr. Quigley said that under no circumstances would he discuss the subject. He declared that things had been entirely too kadeidoscopic and moving too fast in the sound picture field during the past few
days to be kept track of, but if there had been a change in the status of the
Vitaphone connection he had not been advised of it.
his opinion it is not quite up to standard
we will endeavor to bring about such improvements inthe equipment as are deemed
necessary. If after this has been done
Western Electric is still not satisfied we
urge that the case be submitted to an arbitration committee to be named to serve in
all such cases.
"While we are anxious to see as many
theatres equipped as possible in the near
future, we naturally are anxious, too, to
have our pictures given the best possible
reproduction. It would not be to our advantage to accept showings through devices
that would not do the subject full justice.
Western Electric appreciates that, and
seems inclined to co-operate with us, but
there are so many angles involved that it
is apt to be a long time before they are
all finally straightened out.

Up to Mr. Mills
"As to the music angle, that is something
entirely separate and apart from the negotiations with Western Electric. True, Westem Electric signed the agreement with Mr.
Mills as agent and trustee of the sixty or
seventy music publishers he represents for

the production and reproduction of copyrighted music. That, however, is a problem
that the licensees will have to take up with
Mr. Mills. We have taken no step in that
direction yet and will not do so until we
have reached a satisfactory conclusion with
Western Electric on interchangeability.

The Reproduction Problem
"This music problem is apt to be a far
more vexing one than that with Western
Electric. The contract between Mr. Mills
and Western Electric covers a period of
five years and the amount stipulated was
apportioned to the licensees of the electric
company. It provides for the recording of
copy-righted music and the reproduction of
the same only over such equipment as is
supplied by Western Electric Company.
Before complete interchangeability can be
established, it looks as though we would
have to get permission from Mr. Mills for
the reproduction of his music on equipment unlicensed by him that comes up to
the standard required by us. If Western
Electric agrees to interchangeability on
other scores it will hardly stand in the way
(Continued on page 1753)
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Motion Picture Broadcasting Devices
Now Being Tested in England
NEW

broadcasting devices for radioing motion pictures and for supplying a musical accompaniment with the pictures are now being
tested in England. Three new devices in all are reported, the Department of Commerce. Washington, D. C, is informed by Trade Commissioner G. R. Canty, Paris.
The first of the devices is an apparatus for broadcasting motion pictures, the second an apparatus for synchronizing films with music, and the
third a recording machine which can be attached to any radio receiver
and which will record incoming messages on a ribbon so that they can be
reproduced at any future time through the same radio set. The three
inventions are expected to open an entirely new field in radio in the
British Isles and will link up the film industry with broadcasting, it is
believed.
The inventors of the broadcasting machines claim that they are so
well made that no difficulty is anticipated in obtaining licenses for broadcasting pictures. They expect to have their devices in readiness for broadcasting before the end of the year.

Pa. Supreme
Court Will
Pass On Talk Censorship
Governor of State Favors Extending Censors' Jurisdiction to Cover Sound Films; Foolish Instances of Cutting
to the conflict arising from the
contradictory decisions of two Common Pleas court judges of Philadelphia as to the right of the Pennsylvania
Board of Motion Picture Censors to exercise jurisdiction over the spoken parts of
sound pictures, all of Pennsylvania is interested in whatever action will be taken
by the Supreme Court of the State on the
pending appeals from the decisions. Whatever action results "will have a bearing on
whether or not an effort will be made in
the session of the State Assembly, which
opens in Januai-y, to amend the censorship
law to cover the talkies. Since the introduction of the talkies complications with
regard to censorship have arisen on numerous occasions. In a late instance where
the censors deleted parts of the picture portion of sound films the oral sequences have
remained intact, the result being that the
dialogue becomes useless since the action
with which it synchronizes is absent.
The question of talkie censorship came
up some time ago in the capitol at HarrisDDE

Kennedy
Off to East;
Pathe Talent Lined Up
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Dec. 5— Joseph P.
YWOOyD,
HOLLKenned
is on his way to New
York from the coast studios of
Pathe, where he lined up stock players
and production plans for the next year.
Contracts which he renewed with
Pathe players and directors include
those signed with Alan Hale, William
Boyd, Eddie Quillan, Jeannctte Loff,
Robert Armstrong, Carol Lombard and
Junior Coghlan, players, and Tay
Garnett and Howard Uiggins, directors.

burg where Governor Fisher, at a conference with members of the Censorship
Board, of which he is the head, committed
himself definitely to a policy of giving the
censors power to delete speech in sound
films. More recently, the Governor instructed all departments of the state government to submit before December 15 outlines of any new legislation that may desire the administration's support in the
1929 session of the legislature.
Drafts of proposed administration measures are ordinarily prepared either by the
Attorney General's office or by the Legislative ilefercnce Bureau. Accordingly an
inquiry was submitted to Attorney General Baldridge as to whether his department had prepared any proposed new legislation to carry out the Governor's wishes to
have the talkies censored. In reply, General Baldridge stated that in event the
State Supreme Court decides that the censorship law, as now on the statute books,
gives the censors sufficient authority to censor sound films, no new legislation on the
subject will need to be introduced by the
administration. On the other hand, in case
of a Supreme Court ruling to the effect
that the present law does not permit talkie
censorship a measure will be prepared and
introduced in the legislature embodying the
Governor's idea of strict censorship of the
spoken piirts of sound pictures.

Portable Sets Speed M-G-M
Sound Production
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Doc. 5. — In order to utilize
all possible time for shooting on sound
stages, M-G-M has instituted a system of
constructing sets for sound pictures in the
studio mill; then transporting and erecting
the sets on the sound stages as needed. By
this method, M-G-M is able to save most of
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the time available on the sound stages for
actual rehearsals and shooting, instead of
having the stages idle for long periods of
time on account of constructing new sets.
In production of silent pictures, it is possible for carpenters to work on erecting sets
on a stage at the same time as a company is
shooting, but this cannot be done in the case
of sound or dialogue pictures, on account
of the silence required.
M-G-M solved the problem of time consumed on sound stages for change-over by
the method of portable sets; old ones being
dismantled and new ones erected in a remarkably short space of time.

Changes Delay Release on
M-G-M Talkies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Holljnvood, Dec. 5. — Although both
"Bellamy Trial" and "Broadway Melody," M-G-M 's first dialogue features, have
been completed for some time, studio executives are delaying release of these pictures and making minor changes in the
dialogue and musical sequences in each.
It is claimed at the studio that both productions set new standards in the talker entertainment field as originally made, but
with dialogue pictures opening a new field
of screen technique, the extra time and expense consumed in making changes for the
betterment of the pictures will be reflected
in box office grosses when the two are released. M-G-M has three other all-dialogue
talkers currently in production. AI Green
is directing "The Five 0 'Clock Girl";
Willard Mack directing "Hunted"; and
Bayard Veiller is directing "The Trial of
Mai-y Dugan."

Flynn,
Newmeyer,
Reed
Are
Reported
Out
at
Fox
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Dec. 5.— Emmett Flynn. Fred
Newmeyer and Luther Keed are reported
out at Fox. Flynn recently made a picture
called "The Veiled Woman" with most of
Fox' foreign importations, such as Lia Tora
and Maria Alba heading the cast .and was
supposed to make another. Newmeyer was
working on a newspaper story called
"Headlines," the original title being
'that
' Calamity.
Luther Reed supervised
story. ' '
"Headlines" is now reported as being
temporarily shelved, with "False Colors,"
directed by James Tinling rumored as being
rushed to replace it on the Fox release
schedule.

Order Restrains Sue Carol
in Tilt Over Contract
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Dee. a. — A temporary order
restraining Sue Carol from breaking her
contract with the Douglas MacLean company was issued by Superior Court Judge
Gates. The order is etteetive until injunction brought by MacLean comes to trial.

Param't Takes Up Option
on Esther Ralston
Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Esther Ralston will
not be dropped by Paramount after all.
Her option has been taken up and her next
role will be opposite Emil Jannings in a
production to be directed by Lewis Milestone.
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Curtailment of Producer Ads.
Hits Exhibitor, Says Cohen
Misguided Economy Effort Has Done Incalcuahle Harm is Consensus
of Theatre Owners' Opinions
saving
"From conversations and communications I have had
with theatre owners in all parts of the country, I am
satisfied that the consensus of opinion on the part of a
large group of showmen is that incalculable harm has been
done by this curtailment of advertising. Things don't
happen. You must make them happen!" — Sydney S. Cohen,
THE net result of a false economy era during which the producers
and distributors curtailed their advertising appropriations, particularly inthe trade paper field, is that the picture industry is
"down" when in view of the many excellent pictures ofTered it should be
decidedly "up," Sydney S. Cohen, exhibitor leader for many years, declared this week in an interview with Motion Pictxire News following
the issuance of a formal statement by him.
"So far as the theatre owner is concerned business is oflf," Mr.
Cohen declared, "and it is no coincidence that this condition prevails
after a period of curtailment in advertising by producers, who in a
misguided effort to economize hit directly at the box offices of their own
customers, the exhibitors.
"In a business which builds prosperity on a foundation of publicity
directed toward making up the public's mind for it and fired with enthusiasm for the article being sold to that public we find today a condition of apathy toward the pictures themselves right down the line from
the producer to the exhibitor. When enthusiasm is lacking there is no
real, availing substance to the selling efforts put forth to bring people
into the theatres.
"A short time ago the publisher of a
leading magazine advertised for solicitors
and in his want ad stated that no applicants
would be considered who did not regularly
read that magazine and had not read, out of
sheer interest in his writings, the editorials
and books of the magazine's distinguished
editor. The publisher was absolutely right
in his conviction that the only men to sell
that magazine were men who were sold
on the magazine. The most skilful and able
salesman cannot sell merchandise he does
not believe in, and the showman cannot sell
his public entertainment over which he is
not himself enthusiastic. But what have
the producers of the pictures done this
past year to build up the interest and enthusiasm of the exhibitor in their productions ?

Vigorous

Campaigns

Needed

"The lack of enthusiasm in their own
product evidenced in the absence of vigorous campaigns through trade channels is
reflected in a negative attitude on the part
of their own advertising men, salesmen and
on the part of the exhibitor who books their
attractions.
"The afSrmative note has been lacking
and the enthusiasm
of the public has

dwindled with the rise of the negative attitude which has grown up as a result of
diminished effort and appropriations for
advertising and publicity.
"This appraisal of the situation which
now exists is one which I share with a
large numiber of fellow exhibitors in all
parts of the country. From conversations
and communications I have had with theatre owners I am satisfied that the consensus
of opinion on the part of a large group of
showmen is that incalculable harm has been
done by this curtailment of publicity and
advertising.
"The cut in advertising came at a very
inopportune time. It was just after a public announcement by one of the leading
producers of the need for economy in star's
salaries, studio expenses, etc. That statement sounded a negative note. For years
theatre owners and producers had been
telling the public the good things — the
affirmative ones — about their theatres and
their pictures. But the economy idea spread
to regions where harm instead of good resulted to the patient. The patient needed
a tonic, not an anaesthetic. An attitude of
'hold everything' was ushered in, and it
was as though the policy was generally being adopted that more was to be made by

money than by going out and getting
more of it through the box office turnstiles.
"Nothing counts for as much as the creation of new and increased patronage for
motion picture theatres. All future success of every branch of the industry is predicated upon it. Costs of operation are rising— sound equipment being costly and
sound pictures higher in rental price than
the silent films — and these increased costs
can be taken care of only through the medium of more — or higher — admissions.
"Theatre owners hesitate to make theatre-going more expensive, which leaves the
other and more desirable alternative, viz;
going out into the highways and byways
and utilizing every possible means to make
new patrons for their theatres, and new
converts to the motion picture as entertainment.

A New Opportunity
"The present situation in the Industry,
in which sound and talking pictures are
playing so large a part, affords a tremendous opportunity of biinging in new audiences to our theatres, but concerted action
along organized lines is required to bring
this about, as thus far this purpose has not
been served.
"Why don't producers try for a period
of at least six months (because I feel certain the time will be extended after the
experiment), to increase their advertising
in all trade papers that are read, both national and regional? Let them make it as
comprehensive and efficient as their be.st
advertising minds can make it. Where possible, take advantage of billboard advertising, newspaper and magazine publicity. It
will be found to be self-serving as well as
customer-serving, for good merchandise
cannot be too extensively advertised. Then
with the installation of sound reproducing
devices in their houses, the theatre owners will follow the lead of the producers,
and will advertise locally more so than
ever before. This combined effort will develop new audiences and make more frequent the visits of old patrons. It is worth
whUe to try to bring this about, or otherwise there will be no justification for the
many hundreds of millions of dollars that
are now being invested by the industry
for reproducing and sound devices on which
interest, etc., must be made.

Public Mind Can Be Made Up
"The public's mind can be made up. It
has been done time and time again. Look
what has occurred during 1928 in the case
of the radio and automobile industries,
with their enormous advertising programs.
"Theatre going is a habit, and producers and theatre owners together should employ
means
keep alive,
if possibleeveryincrease
thisto habit.
And and
let us
not
(Continued on following page)
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Quota

Law

In Balance

Findings of Walter M. Marks, Now Visiting Hollywood
Will Determine Question in Australia
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

The findings
. Dec.
HOLLTofn'OOD
the Royal
Motion6.—Picture Commission, ofwhich Walter M. Marks,
who is visiting Hollyirood this week, is
chairman, shall determine to a great extent
whether or not Australia will invoke a
quota law on foreign films. Mr. Marks,
Member of Parliament in Australia, has
been in Hollysvood for the past fortnight,
including the film eapitol as part of his
itinerary for the purpose of surveying motion pictures in several countries.
His trip takes in the motion picture production of Canada and of the United
States. The report of the Royal Motion
Picture Commission will be made to the
Australian Parliament on Mr. Marks' return, following which Parliament will act
on the proposed quota ruling. The report
of the Commissiiin will be also an important
factor in the decrease or increase of censorship on American films in Australia.

To date, Mr. Marks has visited almost
every important studio in Hollywood, meeting personally the heads of each production trrrn. The visits to the Coast of Adolpli
Zukor and Nicholas M. Schenck enabled
him to come into personal contact with
them. He seems favorably impressed thus
far with the methods of American production, and has gained the good-will of individual pereonalities.
As part of his report, Mr. Marks is bringing back to the Australian Parliament a
personal message in film from about
twenty-five celebrities of the motion picture
industry. These include producers and
stars and are motion pictures of each individual delivering messages addressed to the
Parliament. Among them are Will H.
Hays, Nicholas M. Schenck, Adolph Zukor,
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Reginald Denny and others.

Radio

Broadcasting

Jenkins

Film

Television
Transmission

Corporation
Device
for

company, named after C.
ANEW
Francis -Jenkins, pioneer of the motion picture and one of the first
experimenters in television, has been formed
under Delaware laws. With a capitalization
of 1,1100,000 no par common shares, the
firm is rated as a $10,000,000 concern.
Prominent bankers and radio financiers are
backing the coi-poration, the aim of which
i^ the producing and marketing of television sets for home use. The radio transmission device that it will market is the
invention of Mr. Jenkins, who will have a
substantial interest in the company. Early
production is planned.
The Jenkins television device is a transmitter which operates from an especially
prepared film permitting of television signals from a broadcasting or short-wave
transmitter. A receiver joins the device
which will project clear animated pictures
into millions of homes, it is claimed.
The Jenkins Television Corporation is
backed by James W. Garside, president of
the De Forest Radio Corporation, who will
be president; A. J. Drexel Biddle, .Jr.,

Formed
Home

to
Use

Market

chaiiman of the De Forest Radio Compauj,
who will be chairman of the board; and
Donald S. Rogers, secretary, and Philip H.
Diehl, treasurer. Mr. Jenkins will hold the
positions of vice-president in charge of research and a director.
The board of directors will consist of the
followingCharles C. Renshaw, Kelly Graham, John
H. Merrell, Joseph E. Higgins, Samuel A.
Darby. Jr., Charles C. Dawes, WCey R.
Reynolds, Alexander W. Gregg, Victor C.
Bell and Harris Hammond.
The Jenkins Television Corporation will
buy all of the capital stock of Jenkins
Laboratories, Inc., which has been developing radio and wire equipment for the past
seven years. In addition to the inventions
that the corporation already controls, Jenkins Television will acquire more inventions, exploitation and patent rights, and
image transmission apparatus. The corporation is safeguarded by basic and detail
patents on television, radio photographs,
facsimile transmission and similar inventions, it is said.

Sarnoff Foresees Broadcasting by
Television Into Million Homes
IN a lengthy statement looking into the future of television broadcasting
or the dawning age of sight by radio. David Sarnoff. vice-president and
general manager of the Radio Corporation of America says:
"The transmission in rapid succession of a series of still pictures —
otherwise, motion pictures — is a logical element in the development of
sight transmission. Thus an educational or other event might be broadcast
by a single radio operation to 100,000 or to 1,000,000 homes in the country;
the same event, distributed through present-day methods, would require a
million separate deliveries of a million films to a million homes."

Ad
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Cut Hits Producer's
Wares, Says Cohen
iCoKtinitcd from preceding page)

forget the good silent pictures of which
there are so' many. These have been left
like orphans, neglected, abandoned and forgotten. All recent talk has been about
'talkies,' most of which did not really exist.
"By all means proclaim the 'talkies,' but
do not neglect the fact that almost 8.3
per cent of the industry are not yet
equipped with sound reproducing devices,
and who will not be for a long time to come
because of their inability to secui-e installation. Not being able to secure immediate
installation of expensive reproducing devices, every effort should be expended
upon simple inexpensive devices, easily
handled, which would serve at least to play
the various 'theme songs,' that have
proven so attractive, and other special
effects designed to increase the attractiveness of the picture. And during this time
'silent' pictures of necessity will be the
backbone of many thousands of theatre
programs. These, therefore, must not be
neglected in producer advertising. There
are so many good silent pictures among
current releases, pictures that producers
ordinarily would shout their heads off about,
that it seems a shame that these pictures
should be shoved into the background by
the fact that the bulk of producer publicity
is
xegarding their forthcoming sound pictures.
"Conditions can be bettered only by a
sincere and common mutuality of purpose
on the part of both producer and theatre
owner. Die public is the ultimate goal of
both of these factors, and tlie public cair
be reached and multiplied I feel sure, if
this concerted effort of man, brain and
screen power which I have suggested is put
into immediate effect."

Lesser
Starts
Plans
for
New Coast Studio
'Hollywood Sureau, Motion

Picture News}

Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Immediately upon
his arival fi'om New York, Sol Lesser
started plans for construction of a coast
studio for production of a series of feature
talkers for Sonora-Bristolphone.
Lesser will be producing head of LesserWarner Productions; his associate being
FriUiklin Warner, who recently finished an
all-talker by Bristolphone process in the
East. Construction of Lesser 's studio will
be started as soon as location in San Fernando valley is selected, with studio cost
estimated at $400,000.

Shoot Sound Version First
in (Hollywood
MakingBureau,"Missing
Motion Picture Man"
News)
Hollywood. Dec. .">.— The cu.>tomary
method of shooting silent versions first
and then dialoguing pictures to be offered with and without sound was reversed at the Pathe studios when Barney
Glazer made the talker version of "The
Missing Man" complete before the work
was turned over to Arthur Gregor, assigned
to direct the silent version, which is now
being filmed.
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Stanley Purchase by W. B. Set
Stockholders Ratify Deal at Meeting; Transfer of First National
Franchises to Occur on Dec. 10; Warners Profits $2,900,000
the ratification of the deal for
WITH
the acquisition of the capital
stock of the Stanley Company of
America by Warner Brothers' stockholders
this week, VTarners are all set to take over
Stanley. It is also anticipated that the
company will get control of First National
on December 10, when a majority interest
in First National will become the property
of Warners. His corporation has just enjoyed the most prosperous quarter in its
history, said Vice-President Albert Warner
at the meeting of stockholders, which was
held in Wilmington, Del. The financial figures for the first quarter of the current
year ended November 30, he gave as being
no less than $2,900,000 after aU deductions.
The assembled stockholders approved an
increase in authorized common stock of
Warner Brothers from 550,000 to 2,500,000
shares, and the creation of 755,604 shares
of new preferred stock. Approximately
785,603 shares of Stanley stock were deposited by Warners. Nothing was said at
the meeting about renewing the exchange
olfer to Stanley minority leaders, it is reported. It is expected that the New York
Stock Exchange will approve an application
to list 592,227 additional shares of Warner
common, provided for in the authorization
made by stockholders.
With the Stanley deal clinched, the 24,000 shares of First National stock owned
by Stanley are now owned by Warners.
They are being held in escrow with the
blocks of First National stock deposited
in the name of Warner Brothers by Finkelstein and Ruben, Balaban and Katz, A. H.
Blank and other franchise holders of First
National. Combined, these shares constitute about two-thirds of the outstandim;
shares of First National stock.

"Theme" Copyright Is
Banned by Court News)
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture

"
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copyrighted according to a decision handed down by Superior Court
Judge Yankwich in Los Angeles this
week. Themes, according to Judge
Yankwich. are free to all, but it is the
handling and development, the new
ideas and cleverness of the writer in
so developing, which cannot be infringed upon.
The ruling was made in the case of
William F. James and Dorothea K.
Martin against Universal Pictures, in
which the two writers alleged that
Universal had taken the idea of "The
Echo of the Hills" written by them,
and made it into a picture called
"Symphony." The writers claimed that
they had submitted their story to the
picture company for sale and that the
company had pirated their idea and
developed it into the production completed. Universal answered by saying
that the picture was made from a story
by Sven Gade called "Cabaret."

Educational Officially Licensed to
Produce Under Photophone System
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC., is now a licensee of RCA
Photophone and will produce its own comedies under that recording
system.
This wag the announcement made by E. E. Bucher, executive vice-president of Photophone on Thursday.
The standard recording
license was executed that day between Mr. Bucher and E. W. Hanunons,
president of Educational.
Immediately upon the signing of the contract the necessary apparatus
wag shipped to Hollywood and an expert was on his way to the coast to
supervise the installation.

Vice-President Albert Warner's statement at the Wilmington meeting, which occurred on Tuesday, December 4, is as
follows :
' ' Before proceeding with the business for
which this meeting has been called, I have
a very gratifying announcement to make.
The first quarter of our current fiscal year
closed on Saturday last. Due to the widespread nature of the activities in which this
corporation is engaged, it is impossible at
this early date to state our eai-uiugs accurately. am,
I
however, in position to announce that the earnings of the corporation
after depreciation and amortization, but
before making deductions for taxes, were
not less than $3,300,000 for the quarter, and
our net earnings after making all deductions for taxes and every other contingency
will not be less than $2,900,000. This is,
of course, by far the most prosperous quarter in the history of the corporation.

"We have no bank loans and none of
the stock of any of the subsidiaries of the
corporation is pledged to secure any loan
with the exception of one small amount
which is in process of payment.
"This payment of the pui-chase price to
Walter J. Rich for the stock in the Vitaphone Corporation previously owned by
him has been anticipated. This stock,
which was previously held in escrow, has
now been released and is now in our possession.
"The reduction in bank loans and other
indebtedness has been brought about
through the application of earnings and by
an additional advance of $800,000 by the
Warner Brothers personally. Arrangements have been made to repay these advances by the Warner Brothers over a period of years, thereby improving our current position."

Fox N. Y, Expansion Move
First
N

Circuits Swing
Independent
of Acquired
Action Dec. IS — Others at Weekly Intervals
the

15th

of December,

the

first

squad
of Fox's
recently
acquired
V_-/ independent theatre reinforcements
in New York Cify, will wheel into action
ami at weekly intervals through December
and .lanuavy the balance of units in his
■jrou]) of approximately 150 former independently-owned houses will begin to function as an outlet for Fox product, according to reliable information received here
this week.
The twelve houses acquired from the
Brandt Brothers of Brooklyn are reported
to be the first unit of Fox's Metropolitan
Theatres to start operations under the new
l)anner. On Dec. 22, it is said, Rachmiel
and Rindsler, operating several theatres in
the Brownsville section of Brooklyn will
add their holdings, and on Dec. 27 the
Bronx houses formerly under conti-ol of
Joelson and Suchman. Jan. 1 will see the
addition of the Park Lane and Avalon theatres in upper New York City and on Jan.
5, the circuits of Grobe and Knobel, and
Springer.
After this the larger chains of

Into

Consolidated Amusement Co. and Small and
Straussberg will lend their tremendous
neighborhood strength to the movement;
then the Arthur Rapf holdings and several
other circuits,
just as rapidly as arrangements can be made.
The Fox movement for the acquisition of
a large group of independent theatres has
been reported on from time to time- in this
publication. Outside of New York City and
in New England other circuits have been
mentioned as in line for a pool of theatres
which would number high in the hundreds.
All of the neighborhood houses acquired
by Fox are to be wired for sound pictures
and on account of preference which will of
course be given to Fox pictures considerable loss in neighborhood bookings will be
felt by other distributors.
Whether a majority of the original eii-cuit owners of Fox group will be retained
in some executive capacity, could not be
learned at the present time. It is almost
certain that the Brandt Bros, will have
supervisory positions, as well as others.
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Paramount Announces Big Schedule
of Releases for New Year
PARAMOUNT announces an extensive schedule of releases starting the
first of the year. They will be divided into three classes, the alltalkie, the sound and part dialogue features and the silent picture.
There are to be twenty-two all-talking feature pictures and seventeen
full length productions that will have talking and singing in addition to
a synchronized musical score. Of this total of thirty-nine sound pictures
there will be twenty-four that will also have silent versions. But three features will be produced entirely in silent form. These however, make a
total of twenty-seven that will be available for exhibitors whose houses are
not yet equipped with sound reproducing apparatus. Approximately 50
short talking features will also be distributed.

"U"

Lines

Up

Product

Many Sound Specials A mong 26 Stories So Far Scheduled for 1928-29; Montagne in East to Confer
liue-up of feature
SAL
UNIVEB
ngs 'S
offeri
for the next season has
been decided on by the company executives. Some 26 stories have been de!initely announced for production and a
$5,000,000 sound picture production plan is
to be launched shortly. Ail of the larger
"U" releases will have sound next year,
it is promised, and to this end Edward J.
Montagne, scenario chief for the company,
has been purchasing picture material best
fitted for sound production.
Mr. Montagne left Universal City, Cal.,
recently for New York to confer with company officials and sales heads on the production schedule. Before his departure, he
had extended conferences with Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., Robert E. Welsh and the
studio personnel.
More than half of its major program for
the 1928-29 season has been completed by
Universal and many features are in work
with others in various stages of preparation. The material on hand for the new
schedule embraces novels, stage plays,
stories and original ideas. Among them are
the following :
"The King of Jazz," to star Paul Whiteman, with
appropriate Jazz music; "The Minstrel Show," to
star Eddie Leonard; "The Climax." from the Edward Loclie play, to be directed by Renaud Hoffman :
"The Great Cinema Murder," by Leonard Fields;
"Earnum Was Right," a sound and dialogue version
of the stage play by Eartbolomae and Meehan: "The
Bargain in the Kremlin," by Sir Philip Gibbs, to
star Joseph Schildkrant under the direction of Edward Sloman; "The Shannons of Eroadway," with
James Gleason from the stage play, to be directed
by Wesley Euggles; "The Drake Murder Case," by
Charles A. Logue, to be directed by Edward
Laemmle;
"The Luxury Husband," to be made in

Governor-elect of O.
Favors Sunday Shows
exhibitors, especially those
OHIO
in certain localities, are jubilant
over the statement made by
Governor-elect Myers Y. Cooper, who,
in his recent address before the recent
convention of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio,
at Columbus, expressed himself in sympathy with Sunday movies. He made
it known that if the next State Legislature passes a bill repealing the blue
law, he will not veto it. The question
is expected to come before the Legislature when it convenes next month.

sound from story by Maysie Grieg; "The Haunted
Lady." from story by Adela Kogers St. Johns, to
sur Laura La Plante with directiou from Wesley
Euggles; "Flaming Daughters," from Beatrice Van
story.
"Eric the Great," co-starring Conrad Veidt and
Mary Philbin and being made by Director Paul
Fej OS ; ' 'The Last Act, ' ' by Joseph Swerling ;
"Grease Paint," by Svend Gade; "The Geezer,"
by Damon Runyon; "The Spring Shower," by Ilona
Fullop, starring Mary PhUbin; "Children of the
Sun," a New Zealand story by Alexander Markey;
"Man Hunt," by Harry Hoyt; "No Place to Love,' '
starring Mary Philbin," by Will Chappel; "Why
Girls Walk Home," by Inez Gregg; ' 'The Braggart," starring J^on Hersholt. from story by Benjamin S. Kutler, directed by Edward Sloman; "The
Worm Turns," by Ward Russell; "The World Tomorrow," a novelty feature written by Leonard
Fields: and three vehicles for Arthur Lake, "Campus Kisses," "The Girl Dodger" and "The Boy
Wonder."

New

"U" Theatre in
Va.
Has Premiere

Universal Chain Theatrical Knterprises,
Inc., has added another house to its circuit.
This week saw the opening of the Capitol
Theatre, Winchester, Va., the latest link in
the "U" chain of 14 houses in the Dixie
state controlled by the Shenandoah Valley
Theatre Corporation, subsidiary of the Universal circuit.
The Capitol is having sound installation
made. It is equipped with modern facilities
for screen and other types of entertainment.
It has an ample stage and the seating capacity is1,500.
Universal Chain has also announced pro.iects for Harrisbui'g and Clifton Forge, Va.

Wesco's Frisco Offices to
Move to Warfield
Loew's Warfield Theatre in San Francisco will house the ofSces of the West
Coast Theatres, following the dissolution of
the West Coast-Publix operating agreement.
The offices have been located in the Granada Theatre for some time. A. M. Bowles
is in charge of the San Francisco Division
of West Coast.

Blue Law Struggle On in
Greencastle, Indiana
The Indiana town of Greencastle has a
Sunday show battle that is being waged
fiercely. Following the opening of his l;heatre last Sunday, B. L. Goodlander, owner
of a theatre in the town, was ari'ested for
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exhibiting films and gave $100 bond pending trial. The warrant was issued from the
city court, but it is believed that the case
will not be tried there as attorneys for Mr.
Goodlander desire a trial in the circuit
court, where an appeal would bring the case
directly before tthe Indiana supreme court.
The townspeople are somewhat divided
on the subject. The town is the home of
DePauw University. The majority of ministers are opposed to Sunday movies, although the Rev. B. H. Bruner is one clergyman who bears no ill-feeling towards Sunday movies, asserting that there was no
lessening of attendance at his church as a
result of showings.

6 New
Companies
Enter
Industry in N. Y. State
Motion picture companies and those
affiliated with the industry in New York
state, incorporated during the past week at
Albany as follows:
Jay Williams Production Corp., $20,000,
Wm. Edelson, Emma Dresdner, Gene Heitel,
New York City, Sound Classics, Inc., capitalization not stated, Mark Sandrieh, Fanny
Holtzmann, Adrian J. Weil, New York
City; William M. Brown & Company, Inc.,
$50,000, William M. Brown Sara Goldberg,
Lillian Greenberger, New York City; The
Rosnew Corporation, capitalization not
stated, Belle R. Meisel, Ina Israelite, Hyman Shapiro, New York City; Ackro Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., capitalization, Lillian E. Miller, Arthur Israel, Edward M.
James, New York City; Argentine- American Film Corporation, capitalization not
stated, Robert C. Richter, K. A. MaMguire,
G. D. Murphy, New York City.

Additions to Metropolitan
Productions Staff
George Orth and Charles Nasea have
joined the staff of Metropolitan Productions. The former becomes production manager of the Metropolitan studio on the coast
while the latter will work as a designer of
sets that will be used in the making of
sound pictures.
Mr. Orth comes from the Paramount
sound picture studio in Astoria, Long
Island, where he was production manager
for the first Paramount talkie picture, "Interference." Mr. Nasca has been an art
designer for several years. He is now erecting sets of the Johns-Manville acoustical
material that will be used in all of Metropolitan's productions.

Horace
Judge
to Leave
First National Pathe
Horace Judge will relinquish his post of
publicity and advertising manager for First
National Pathe, Ltd., England, at the close
of the current year. His resignation has
evoked an expression of reluctance from
the board of directors and their thanks for
the manner in which he has carried out his
duties.
Mr. Judge gained theatrical experience
handling various road show companies and
managing theatres in the United States
and Canada. After working with Universal
and First National in New York, he went
to England as head of First National Pictures, Ltd., publicity.
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British Phototone Plans
Entry In U. S. Market
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Quebec Exhibitors Hit
Hard by Decision
exhibitors who counted
QUEBEC
on a successful termination of
the case before the Superior
Court at Montreal received a severe
setback when Justice P. Demers
quashed the 30 writs of prohibition or
injunctions to restrain the Quebec
government from enforcing the recent
legislation prohibiting juveniles under
the age of 16 to see motion pictures in
either sound or silent form in any of
Quebec's theatres. The exhibitors
fought the anti-juvenile law vigorously,
but with the new decision the government comes off victorious.
The organized exhibitors, however,
promise to carry on their attack on the
constitutionality of the act, even
though it has been upheld. Steps have
been taken to carry the case to a
higher court and to the Privy Council
if necessary. A meeting for this purpose was held on December 6.

Tends Projectors Himself
When Operators Strike
When

the union men operating the projectors in his Texan, Ritz and Iris Theatres, Houston, Texas, walked out on him as
a protest move to increase their wages from
.$60.00 to $72.50 per week, Will Horwitz,
«wner of the houses in association with
Saenger Amusement Co. of New Orleans,
temporarily managed the projection machines himself and put on a continuous
show. The theatres were dark a short while,
the petition presented by Mr. Horwitz to
prevent the operators from walking out
having been denied, but within three day.s
the theatres were functioning again with
non-union operators and sound equipment.
Seven union musicians walked out iu
sympathy with operators but all the other
union men of the theatres' forces are on
the job. Mr. Horowitz is asking the courts
not to allow the operators and the union tj
declare his theatres as unfair.

Pathe Completes Plans for
Studio Radio Station
Plans have been comi)lcted tor the new
building which will house Pathe 's own radio broadcasting station, KFVD, and actual
construction work will be begun within the
next few days. The building will be of colonial architecture, in keeping with the main
Pathe administration office building, and
will occupy space with frontage on both
Washington and Ince Boulevards.
The station, at present operated by the
Culver City Broadcasting Company of
which C. F. Carr and W. R. Marshall are
the proprietors, will open under the Pathe
management with elaborate ceremony in
which a galaxy of stars and celebrities of
the motion picture industry are expected
to participate.

Garrett
Fort
Signed
Paramount Contract

to

Garrett Fort has been signed by Paramount as a writer at the Astoria studio.
He is co-author of the stage play, "Jarnegan. " His first assignment will be the continuity of the next Richard Dix vehicle.

Will Make Recording and Reproducing Machines on Its
Own or Link with Big American Concern
the American market is
Y into
ENTR
by the British Phototone
planned
Co., Ltd., which recently formed important German and French alliances. According to information received by Motion Picture News, British Phototone will
either make recording and reproducing
machines on its own for outright sale here
or will link up with one of the big American film concerns.
It is probable that a Broadway theatre
will be taken in the near future for showing of the British Phototone product, which
already includes 27 short subjects made in
England.
The company has the financial backing of
the Ledbury Trust and Count Bosdari, and
has a working arrangement "with Brunswick-Balke for interchange of product iu
Europe.
According to Eustace Robb, personal representative of Count Bosdari, and who is
now in this country, British Phototone has
acquired the French Brunswick concern by
purchase. It also bought the disc process
of the Lignose Hor Film (described as the

Duponts of Germany), and made a further
d"al with Siemens Halske, Ltd., and the
Allgemeine Elektricitas Gesellschaft in
Germany, which together operate under the
name of Klangfilm. Phototone thus has access to the research laboratories of Klangfilm.
Mr. Robb said that British Phototone
had already installed Panatrope non-synchronous machines in more than 1,000 theatres in the British Isles, and that by attachment of a synchronizer these houses
would be iu a position to present perfect
sound pictures. The synchronizer, he said,
was a simple affair and could be easily attached.
The first showing of British Phototone
subjects, held recently in London, brought
praise from the newspaper and trade press.
It is the intention of the company to offer its reproducing machine for theatres
here at a price not exceeding $2,000.
Dudley Bott, a director of British Phototone, is expected to return to America
shortly to complete the details of handling
in this country.

Progress Made on Survey
Request for
300 Theatres Have Responded Thus Far to
Data from Department of Commerce

Motion Picture Section of the
THE
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C, has received 300 answers
to date to its request for data to make an
analysis of the motion picture industry
with regard to its effect on the prosperity
of other industries in America. The survey,
which is national in scope, was begun right
on the heels of President-elect Hoover's
promise that such a survey would be made.
When it has concluded its analytic study,
the Department of Commerce expects to
be able to set forth concretely the exact
strength of the film business and to what
extent other industries — such as steel,
power, furniture, etc. — rely on the motion
profits. The Department bepicturelievesfor
that such a report as it is preparing
will prove invaluable in securing support
from business communities in general for

Merger Rumor Denied
by Tiffany-Stahl week,

a statement issuedry this
INGrant
L. Cook, secreta
and treasurer of Tiffany-Stahl Productions,
Inc., denied that there was any truth
in the report that a merger with another company was contemplated by
his company. He has no idea where the
rumor originated, said Mr. Cook. Tiffany-Stahl, he added, is going along
with its production schedule of sound
and talking pictures.

the

expan.sion
of the picture industry.
The Department has again pointed out
that the returns made by the theatres will
be held strictly confidential and that all
exhibitors need have no fear on this score.
In the case of theatre chains, a sufficient
questionnaires have been forsupply ofwarded tothe
the headquarters of the circuits
for distribution to their various theatres.

M-G-M

Will Maker Talker

of "Nize Baby"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 5. — Metro-GoldwynMayer after several unsuccessful attempts
to make "Nize Baby" as a silent comedy
had decided to produce the picture as a
talker. Hugh Herbert, former Movietone
writer, has been assigned to do the new
story along the lines of the heart interest
The Milt Gross book which the company
type.
bought for the screen some time ago has
been on the shelf following efforts to film
it as a silent comedy.

Gamby Directing Cabaret
Scene for Talkie
Gamby,
the name
by which
Maria Gambarelli
is known
to radio
and theatre
fans,
is directing the troupe of Gamby-Hale girls
in the cabaret scene of "The Hole in the
Wall," the Paramount all talkie production.
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Elect Bender President
of Oklahoma Body
THE Oklahoma M. P. T. O. convened in annual session at Huekins Hotel, Oklahoma City, Dec.
4th and 5th with a large number of
members and visitors present.
Governor Henry S. Johnston, National President Pete Woodhull, Col.
A. H. Cole, president of the Texas
Association, and G. D. Howell, editor
of the Motion Picture Journal of Dallas, made addresses at the opening
session.
Col. Cole representing the Allied Independent National organization made
a bid for the Association to join Allied,
while the National Association asked
Oklahoma exhibitors to remain in the
National fold. The subject matter was
referred to the executive committee
for its action, which will be final.
A lobby committee was appointed to
combat adverse theatrical legislation
that may be offered by the Oklahoma
legislators.
The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year:
A. R. Bender, president; Uncle Willie Spearman, vice president and general manager; Edward Kadane, secretary; John Brown, treasurer; Eph.
Johnson, John McGinley, Fred Allred,
J. H. Bennett, Carl Hartman, Phil
Isley, H. G. Stepman and E. V. Weaver,
directors.

Canadian
Government
to
Build Studio in Ottawa
The Canadian GoveTnlment has undertaken a substantial step in connection with
its own moving picture industry at Ottawa
in the purchase of a large brick structure
there formerly owned by important lumbering interests. This building, which is
situated on the banks of the Ottawa River,
is to be made into a large film studio to
replace the present plant in the downtown
section of the Canadian Capital.
With this step a number of important developments will take place. It is understood that the National Research Bureau,
which is being established as a Government
aid for Canadian industries, will occupy a
portion of the large structure and the efftcial moving picture studio will undertake
the making of 16 millimetre films in cooperation with this research work.
Canadian Government officials are also
considering the adoption of sound pictures
for propaganda purposes in the British Isles
and throughout the British Empire and elsewhere. Talking pictures would replace the
Government lecturers who now give illustrated talks in a number of countries, to a
certain extent.

Columbia Studio in MidSeason Production Peak
The Columbia studio on the West Coast
now has three pictures in production, two
ready for shooting at any time, and several
more in preparation.
The production forces have completed
work on "Nothing to Wear," which is now
in the cutting room and will be ready for
early

release.

Phil

Rosen

and

"The

Apache" unit are expected back shortly
from location and only a short portion of
the film remains to be filmed. Al Rogell is
filming the finishing scenes for "The Lone
Wolf 's Daughter. ' '
Shooting has been started on "Restless
Youth" under the direction of Christy Cabanne. "The Younger Generation" and
"The Sideshow" are ready for shooting.
"The Donovan Affair," "Behind Closed
Doors" and "Greenwich Village" are the
trio of features in various stages of preparation.

Hertner
Co. Moves
Into
New Cleveland Factory
A new factory on Elnnvood Avenue,
Cleveland, 0., has been constructed by the
Hertner Electric Company, manufacturers
of Transverters. The new site has better
facilities and advantages than the old,
where for the past 14 years the Hertner
company has manufactured its product.
The new plant has additional acreage and
is described by John H. Hertner, president
of the company, as ideal in every way. Five
acres are available for future expansion.
The factory has direct shipping connections, with trackage on one side and paved
frontage on the other. The new location is
in every way superior to the old factory.
The company has effected several new
economies in operation which have made
for increased efficiency. The moving chain
system is being used, the Transverters proceeding step by step from initial stages to
finishing touches, the chain forming a huge
"u" through the plant. Bach of the machines is so located as to have its full share
of daylight.

Sunday Shows Triumph in
2 Ore. College Towns
Returns received last week in Seattle,
Washington, from the state-wide elections in
Oregon, indicated that Sunday motion picture
had scored decisive victories in Eugene and Corvallis, college towns in Oregon that have not
had Sunday shows for many years. Eugene,
home of the University of Oregon, polled a
majority of more than 1,000 votes for Sunday
moving pictures, and Corvallis, center of Oregon Agricuhural College, gave a majority exceeding 500 for Sunday entertainment.
The exhibitors of Eugene and Corvallis
have promised the townspeople a finer grade
of entertainment, to be ushered in during
the next few months by the inauguration of
talkie programs at the two leading theatres, in response to their vote of confidence.

Wide Activity at First
National Burbank Studio
Nine new productions in preparation,
each demanding a different locale that will
keep the technical staff busy, a number of
other productions occupying the stages all
presage activity for many weeks to come
at the Burbank studio of First National.
The new First National features include
"Why Be Good?" to star Colleen Moore;
"Weary River," Richard Barthelmess'
next; "Saturday's children," a Corinne
Griffith film; "The Comedy of Life," with
Milton Sills; "The Man and the Moment,"
with Billie Dove; "Children of the Ritz,"
a co-feature for Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall; "Hot Stuff," with Alice White;
and "Seven Footprints to Satan," with
Thelma Todd.
These pictures range all the
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way from city, prison and Venetian atmosphere to collegiate and mystery backgrounds. A number of them are expected
to enter production momentarily. "Seven
Footprints to Satan" is already in work.
Preparatory work is under way on "The
The new sound unit, including stage, recording building, etc., is well under way
and others are expected to follow shortly.
Obscure players have a better chance of
Squall." into pictures with the arrival of
breaking
sound films, it is believed at the First National plant. Doris Dawson and James
Ford, are two players who have been
brought forward because of their ability
to speak their lines.

Large
Home SignOfficeon

Pathe's
Bldg.

A large sign, extending across the fi*ont of
the building, has been erected at the home
office of Pathe at 35 West 45th Street, New
York City. The firm name is spelled out
in gilded block letters 16 inches high and
with a large, red, trade mark rooster at
both ends. The firm name and the street
number are lettered in bronze at each side
of the entrance.

Columbia Borrows Circus
for "The Sideshow"

The Al. G. Barnes circus has placed all
its resources at the disposal of Columbia
for the filming of "The Sideshow," new
production. A unit is now at work under
the leadership of Erie C. Kenton at El
Monte, Calif.
In Supporting

Roles

Supporting Lois Wilson in Columbia's
"Object — Alimony," will be Hugh Allan
and Douglas Gilmore.

City of Birmingham
May Show Movies
may
ham,of Ala.,
showing
business
theBirming
into of
THEgo City
motion pictures according to a
news story appearing last week in The
Birmingham Post, the tentative plans
indicating that the entertainment
which would be provided by the municipality would be free to the public. It
is believed that the project would be to
the grave disadvantage of the motion
picture theatres in the city which are
prevented from opening on Sunday by
an anti-Sunday movie ordinance.
These theatres pay taxes, business licenses and are, it is claimed, entitled
to protection in the conduct of their
business. The Auditorium is mentioned as the house where the municipal entertainment would be presented.
What the popular opinion is on the
matter remains to be seen.
Whether the city will have Sunday
movies or not depends on a ruling from
City Attorney W. J. Wynn in passing
on the plans of the Birmingham Park
and Recreation Board. The board has
appropriated $2,000 for staging regular Sunday shows. Besides films, the
city plans to present musical concerts,
plays and other features.
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Dotty Jottings
Br Jerry

RCA

Hoffman

PARAMOUNT
changes the litlt of Sw
James M. Barrie's "Half-Hour' to "Th4
Doctor's Secret" . . . which seems a silly
sort of procedure although Paramount probably
had good reasons to improve on Barrie . . .
but the chatige is a great break for Robert
Edeson, who ploys the doctor, and thus putt
him in the title role. . . . Bob by the ttxty
. . . has a great term for going back to studios
to work in sound version of silent pictures in
which he worked months before . . . he calls
it " goat-glanding" the opera. . . .

SOME one mode a iiasly crack about this
column ha-c'iitg more dots than jots . . .
n Mr. Compositor . . . hut you can't
attentio
print EVERYTHING. . . .
. . . Hollywood's
of returns
ANDtnost speaking
popular pair
are hack . . . Jack Dcmpsey and Estelte Taylor ... a team so 'well liked
that ei'cn the local newspaper gang chipped in
and threw a big farm'ell party last summer
when they left for New York . . . and when
writers shell out for actors and fighters . . .
what remains to be said? . . .
A

REAL estate salesman launched into his
best campaign speech to Marie Prevost last
-week . . . but Mai-ie couldn't he sold . . . filially
the "realtor" exclaimed . . . "Why Miss Prevost , . . there's oil coming in on this land . . .
yon can't go li'rong" .... "That settles it" restationplied Marie . . . . "I zvaut a home not a filling
(Continued on page 1760)

In and Out of Town
CARLOTTA KING, the lead in the Vitaphoned version of "The Desert Song,"
has returned to California from a two-weeks'
vacation in New York.
AFTER completing his series of M-G-M
westerns, Tim McCoy will leave California
for New York to sail for England. He plans
spendmg Christmas with his wife and family
and will also tour Europe.

T) £.?5^/£ LOVE, featured player in M-G-M' s
fJ Broadway Melody." is spending a vacation m New York. She plans to return to the
IVest m about three ii.vcks.

OIAM FOX, head of the Sam Fox Publish^1 mg Company, has arrived in New York
from California. Luigi De Francesco, associate of the Fox Sound Synchronization
Department, returned east with him.

"lyiLLIAM W.-\RXER, manager of First
' ' Xational's Kansas City exchange, arrived in New York on Wednesday of this week
on company business. He will remain in the
city for about a week.
r^LIVE BROOK. Paramount actor, will ar^-^ rive in New York on Saturday for a brief
vacation.
WE.
CALLAWAY, BOuthern sales
■ manager for First National, is b»ck
at the home office after a six-months' trip
through the country.
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Signs to Produce By
Disc System Also

to Agreement with Brimswick-Balke Whereby
That Company Will Manufacture Records

Brunsa contract
is closing
RCA wiek-Bal
ke whereby
will
latter
thewith
make synchronized disc records for
the licensees of the radio company, according to E. E. Bucher, executive vice-president of RCA Photophone. In making the
announcement Mr. Bucher says his company
will produce under the disc system only
wlien they have to, but that there seems to
be but little necessity for it now. With
interchangeability established as between
RCA and Western Electric and Movietone
apparatus all providing for showing by disc
it was deemed advisable to place a disc
recording system at the disposal of the
RCA licensees if they desired it.
Final papers in the Brunswick-Balke
deal have not been actually signed, it was
said, but all agreements have been reached
and the formal signing will take place probably before the end of this week.
The signing with Brunswick-Balke is in
line too witii the anninineement of RCA last

week that within the next few months that
company

would place on the market a reproducing device exclusively for disc
records that would be considerably cheaper
than the present equipment that is being installed. For some months past the radio
company experts have been working on this
new device and it is announced to be now
nearing completion. It will he ready for
marketing perhaps within the next three or
four months. The disc apparatus, it was
said, would be largely on accommodation to
the smaller theatre owners who could not
afford the equipment that cost from about
.$6,000 up. However, the disc equipment, it
is Just
said, how
will soon
cost from
to ,$.'"),000.
RCA $4,000
will start
the manufacture of disc records through BrunswickBalke has not yet been determined, but it
will probably he only when the demand is
made on the company by some one of its
licensees. There apparently is no intention
of starting in the immediate future.

Silent Films Hold Ground
Their Strength in Talkie Rush Determines M-G-M Sales
Meet to Recommend Strong Number for Production
(By a Staff Correspondent)

picsilent their
more .5.—
thanGoodholding
CHICAGO, tures are Dec.
own, despite the fact that the talkie
is proving a strong bo.x-ofifiee attraction.
This was the report of M-G-M district
managers to Felix F. Feist, distribution
chief, at a conference held at the Hotel
Stevens this week.
"The silent theatres will be taken care
of in the M-G-M program," Mr. Feist
stated after the close of the conference over
which he presided. "In fact," Mr. Feist
added, "we still regard good pictures as

Iowa Showmen to Join
Allied States Unit
AT tors
the recently
meeting of
the Iowa exhiba unanimous
decision was made to join with the
Allied States organization. The meeting was held at the Hotel Savery on
November 20 with E. P. Smith, president of the Iowa Theatre Owners' Association in charge. The Iowa organization has now ioined with the national M. P. T. 6. A. and there has
been some conjecture that the Iowa
group might jump to the Allied States
group since Mr. Smith has been in
sympathy with the new organization.
W. A. Tempest was present to speak
for the Allied States and Glenn A.
Cross of Battle Creek was another
speaker at the meeting. The Iowa unit
raised Sl.-'iOO for the support of the
new exhibitor body.

the chief consideration, and our features
and short subjects will be made with this
in view, although we are bending every
bit of energy to get the best results in talkThe purpose of the Chicago conference
was to discuss problems facing the sales
force and exhibitors in the marketing of
ing pictures.''
talking and synchronized pictures, and the
formulating of recommendations for the
guidance of the production department in
working out the 1929 program.
A feature of the meeting was the preview of the latest developments in Metro
Movietone, including dramatic and comedy
sketches in dialogue, a Gus Edwards musical revue, the screen's first Technicolor
Movietone presentation and the first Hal
Roach comedies with music, dialogue and
sound effects.

M-G-M to Make "Trader
Horn" in U. S.
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

HoIl\^VllOll, Dec. tj. — "Trader Hcjrn" will
be made in this counti'y by Metro-GoldwynMayer, instead of Eastern Africa, as originally intended.
Screen rights to "Trader Horn" were
purchased by M-G-M some months ago and
plans were formulated to send players and
staff to Africa to get correct locale backgrounds. Investigation, however, has shown
film production in the .jungles of Africa to
be highly impractical and dangerous, with
M-G-M abandoning original plans.

Motion
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Pathechrome
Process
Acquired by Pathe
PATHECHROME, a new color process developed by the Pathe Cinema laboratories in France, will
be presented in forthcoming issues of
Pathe Review and will supplant the
use of the Pathecolor process used by
the company. Pathechrome. it is
claimed, gives to the film a new brilliancy and a superior clarity of definition.
The process is said to require a special training for the colorists and a
large array of equipment. Hitherto, the
company has found it impossible to
reproduce the work in America.
Pathe claims exclusive contracts for
the use of the Pathechrome process
and American and foreign patents are
said to take care of any possible infringement. One of the elements of
the process involves a special positive
stock of Dupont-Pathe manufacture, it
is asserted, which permits the transmission of light through the nitro-cellulose base with less color absorption
and filtration than was previously held
possible.

"Blockade," starring Anna <J.'*Jfilgson,
is the special release, which has been dated
for December 16.

"Jazz Age" FBO Talkie,
Now in Work
Both dialogue and sound effects will be
a feature of the FBO production, "The
Jazz Age," and Henry B. Walthall, Marceline Day, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
other members of the cast are appearing
before the mike on the sound stages at the
Pathe studio in Culver City. The dialogue
is the work of Paul Gangelin, Lynn Shores
and Harold Schwartz.

"Show Folks," Pathe Film,
Synchronized

Broadway plays, has been chosen to play
the foremost girl role in Pathe 's "The Missing Man." She closed in the play, "The
Common Sin," in New York left the next
day for Los Angeles, and the day following her arrival began working in the picture.

The musical synchronization and sound
effects for Pathe 's "Show Folks" were recorded recently at the Sound Studios in
New York under the direction of Josiah
Zuro. The dialogue and dance sequences
were previously recorded at the Culver City

Nagel in "Dynamite"

Conrad Nagel will have one of the two
principal male roles in "Dynamite," the
Cecil B. De Mille production from an original story by Jeanie McPherson wliich the
director will shortly place in work at the
M-G-M studio. John Howard Lawson has
been signed to do the dialogue.

6

Features
Set by FBO
for December Release

The FBO schedule of feature releases
during the month of December is made up
of six productions, one of which is a special with and without sound effects and
talking.

Foy
Here
to Make
Vitaphone Pictures
veteran sound direcBRYAN tor ofFOY,
Warner Bros. Vitaphone
pictures arrived in New York late
last week and will be in charge of
Vitaphone production when Warners
open the old Vitagraph studios in
Brooklyn. It is expected that production in Brooklyn will be started within
the ne.vt two or three weeks. Foy has
been the foremost producer of Vitaphone pictures at Warner Bros, west
coast studios. He has directed both
feature pictures and short subjects.
An extensive production program is
planned at the Vitagraph studios.

plant. The theme song is "Love's First
Kiss" and other songs are "No One But
Me" and "My Heart Keeps on Speaking
of Love."

Goldwyn Guts Down N. Y.
Shots for Production
Because

grounds.

Gharley Ghase Plays Stage
Engagment on Goast
Having

2

finished a new

Roach

comedy,

I'harley Chase is appearing between pictures upon the stages of the Metropolitan
and Loew's Warfield theatres in San Francisco as star of the Publix revues. The
comedian is apparently brushing up on his
slan:e tricks preparatory to beginning work
in Roach's sound program for the coming
vear.
Warren

Doane

Arrives

Warren Doane, vicp-]jresident and general manager of the Hal Roach studio in
Culver City, arrived last week in California
with Mrs. Doane after spending several
weeks in the east conferring with executives of M-G-M on the forthcoming sound
program at the Roach studio.

Planning
Super
House in Boston

Directors
GoUaborate
on Talkie

For the first time a talking picture is
being produced at a studio with two directors collaborating to give it 100 per cent
stage and directorial technique. Louis Gasnier, screen director, and Edwin Knopf,
Broadway stage director, are merging their
talents to program.
ibring ' ' The
Paramount

Genius, ' ' a new

Paramount Signs Graduate
of Baker Drama Glass
Several students of Professor George P.
Baker's drama class in Yale have made
good in the scenario staffs of Hollywood.
The latest to sign a contract with Paramount is William N. Robson 2nd of Pittsburgh, who wrote "The Genius," soon to
be made into an all-dialogue picture by
Paramount.

of the difficulties incurred in

shooting a picture in New York's streets,
Samuel Goldwyn has decided to film as few
scenes of his new Vilraa Banky vehicle in
New York as possible. He will make most
of the picture in California through duplication of New York scenes and back-

N ewj

theatre
newHotel
Tour-is
of the a old
siteBoston
the in
On aine
planned by the Fox Theatre
Corporation. The location is in the
city's oldest and most fashionable district, and the theatre, it is said, will
be the largest in the world. No details as to the extent of the seating
capacity have been released as yet.
Other properties immediately adjacent to the Hotel Touraine are understood to be involved in the plan.
Rumors had been floating in and
around Boston for several weeks to the
effect that negotiations were in progress for the disposal of the hotel property to a theatre company, and it was
also rumored that the plans involved
the acquisition of properties adjoining the Touraine. The papers completing the deal were in process of being
signed, it was said.

month, "Orphan of the Sage," starring
Buzz Barton, will be released on December
23.

Lee Patrick, Stage Player,
in "The Missing Man"
Lee Patrick, feminine star of several

G. B. De Mille to Direct

Fox

"Stolen Love," starring Marceline Day,
was distributed beginning December 2.
"Tropic Madness," featuring Leatrice Joy,
will be issued on December 9. Another December 16 release will be "Heading for
Danger," an action film starring Bob Steele.
"Hey Rube!" co-featuring Hugh Trevor
and Gertrude Olmstead, will be released on
December 23. The final feature for the

Pa c tur e

Pathe

Production

Pathe has in production at their studios
in Culver City the following foa^tures:
"High Voltage," "Listen, Baby," "The
Flying
Fool"
and "The
Missing week.
Man," Also
the
last have
finished
its second
in work are more scenes for ' ' The Leatherneck," sound sequences for "Noisy Neighbors," and "Square Shoulders."
"The

Warner Completes Two
Desert Song," the first Vitaphone

operetta, and "She Knew Men," a Vitaphone vehicle for Edward Everett Horton
and Betty Bronson, were finished last week
bv the Warner Bros, studio.

Blue Law Prevails in
35% of Texas Towns
recentl
ics Dougla
edG byto Don
i,y
statistC.
gather
RDIN
ACCO
executive secretary of the Dallai
d
Film Board of Trade, one hundre and
twenty-five of the six hundred fiftytwo theatre towns in Texas now haT«
Sunday shows. About 35 per cent of
the total number of theatres in the
Sunday
fltate .are now open for business on

December
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

W. E. Producers Ask Inter changeability
Confer on Plans to
Assure More Rapid
Disposal of Product
{Cotttitiui'd from f^titjc 1747)
on the music agreement it liolds with Jlr.
Mills."
Western Electric professes to want to
help its licensees in every way in disposing
of as much picture prnclnct as possible and
points to the fact that the company has
(lone nothing yet to block such showings as
have already been held on outside equipment. It was said at the executive offices
of the company Wednesday that not one of
the licensees of the company would fail to
sign the contract they now hold if they had
it to do over again at the present time.
The music angle undoubtedly presents the
greatest difficulties. Mr. Mills licensed Ijoth
Western Electric and RCA to produce and
reproduce copyrighted music. The license
covers a period of five years on a graduated
price scale. The first year provides for a
minimum of $100,000 and the second year
a minimum of $12.5,000 based upon the number of seats in the houses equipped. After
the second year there is no minimum and
the seat basis is increased. Mr. Ludvigh admits that the Mills contracts are somewhat
drastic in their content and that they are
verj' much in favor of Mr. Mills.

DissaUsfaclion Reported
It is said to be quite an open secret that
many of the music publishers whom Mr.
Mills represents are dissatisfied with the
contracts they hold with him and that they
will not renew at the expiration of the
present contracts. One of the greatest barriers to interchangeability is said to be the
fact that Mr. Mills, if he permits copyrighted music to be played on other than
Western Electric and RCA equipment, will
be violating his contract with his music
publishers. If these contracts are violated,
it is said that many of the publishers would

Sonora ■ Bristolphone
Forms School
phone school
Sonora-sBristol
THE
has been formed by
for engineer
the sound device organization. It
will supervise instalations of the sound
machines and now has 25 engineers in
attendance who are taking a course of
instruction in order to be thoroughly
familiar with every detail of the device. Twelve engineers have already
taken the course and are directing installations in various sections of the
country.

But One Refusal of Service Recorded
On InterchangeabiUty
WHILE

negotiations are pending with Western Electric on the question of interchangeability, there has been but one refusal of service to a theatre that lias sought to show on other than Western
Electric equipment. This was at Danbury, Conn, where Vitaphone refused

to serve
the Palace Theatre with disc records for a "Tenderloin"
next
week.

showing

Showings have been held without interruption at Hagerstown, Md.,
and Madison, Wis., of Western Electric disc records over Bristolphone
equipment. The Alhambra Theatre at Canton, Ohio started a week's run
last Saturday of Tiffany-Stahrs "The Toilers" synchronized by RCA Photophone on Phonofilm apparatus. The same house expects to run a Movietone subject on Phonofilm next week, but this service is said to have been
passed up by Fox to decision by Western Electric.
be glad to take advantage of it to part company with Mr. Mills.
It is said that some of these publishers
out of the $100,000 license fee charged by
Mr. Mills receive a sum under $100 for the
year for the use of their copyrighted music.
Even the largest of them receive comijaratively small amounts as a result of the contract. Rumor has it that all of them would
prefer to free-lance in the motion picture
industry as they would undoubtedly receive
larger returns. If copyrighted music is
placed on a free-lance basis it undoubtedly
would cost motion picture producers many
times the amount they are now paying for
the use of such music. It would place the
most popular music on a competitive basis
and would probably, under the circumstances, put further restrictions on interchangeability.
Mr. Mills, before departing for Europe
had the following to say on the question of
interchangeability :

Mills'

Stipulations

"It is not the intention of the publishers
I represent to obstruct interchangeability.
We do insist though, that our copyi'ighted
music be given proper rendition. You can
appreciate the value of good rendition to
the sale of our music and at the same time
you can appreciate how much poor rendition would harm us. We simply cannot have
our music butchered and we therefor will
insist upon reserving the right to pass upon
any equipment on which our music is to be
reproduced.
"If certain equipment is satisfactory to
Paramount, for instance, for the showing
of their pictures, it may be satisfactory to
us for the reproduction of music, but we
still would have to be satisfied. As matters
now stand, there are two and po.ssiblj' three
reproduction equipments that are satisfac-

tory to us. We have licensed RCA and
Western Electric and we have negotiations
on with Bristolphone which may and may
not be completed. I gave a temporary
license to Bristolphone to operate in Hagerstown. Isent two men from Washington to report on the showing and their report was anything but satisfactory. Bristolphone explained that the house was operating on direct instead of alternating current or vice versa and that good results
could not be had. My agents saw the showing of Bristolphone at the Strand in Madison, Wis., and reported it was nuirvelous.

Consider the Patents
"We have not yet looked into any of
the lower priced devices, but we understand
that the majority of them are likely to be
infringing on Bell Telephone or Western
Electric patents. I think they should prove
otherwise if they want to play our copyrighted music. We will be glad to negotiate with licensees of Western Electric
and RCA and will do all we can to clear up
the question of interchangeability, but I
am departing for Europe to be gone two
months at least and perhaps nothing will
be accomplished in this direction until my

All Boston Houses But
One Sound Equipped

return."

weeks Boston
willmonth
have all
six
or but
the next
WITHIN
one theatre equipped for sound
pictures. The Keith-Albee Boston wiring has been completed and the Orpheum will also be equipped. This will
leave the new Keith Memorial Theatre
the only first run theatre without
sound equipment
in Boston.
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West

Coast to Have First Theatre
Built Especially for Talkies

THE
of
bv
January

country's first theatre to be eonstnicted solely for the exhibition
talking pictures is rapidly nearing completion in San Diego, Cal.,
the West Coast Theatres and will be opened for the first time on
18. 1929.
The house is the North Park Theatre.

West Coast "s engineers and architects have long been working on
plans for a theatre, the acoustics of which will be most effective for theatre reproduction of sound devices. Their plans call for the use of a special plaster all throughout the building and on all wall surfaces as well
as on the ceiling. One of the results of their experiments is a specially
designed theatre seat, so constructed as to eliminate any possibility of
non-absorption of sound.
Designed primarily for the talking film, the construction of the North
Park necessitated many extra thousands, but the additional sum is justified, says Harold B. Franklin, president of West Coast, in the results obtained.

E.

W.

Hammons
Tells Sound
Plans for Educational

■p W.tional
HAJIMOXS,
president
■*-'•
Film Exchange,
Inc., ofis Educaa keen
advocate of sound comedies and his company will release many of them during the
next season, but he has no intention of forsaking the silent field. Educational is bu.sy
now lining up its product, according to Mr.
Hammons and is not yet ready to divulge
its fid! plans.
"You can say that we have concluded
arrangements with Mack Sennett whereby
we will release twenty of his sound couudies during the season and there will also be
twenty Educational two-reelers. Further
than that I do not want to make any announcement as to our .season's plans, except
that we will have an abundance of silent
pictures for the exhibitor who has not yet
been able to secure c(|uipment.
"The tirst of the Sennetts will be a group
of four. One of the-^c, 'The Lion's Roar'

Pathe Offering Unit
Shows in Sound
A

COMPLETE show in sound, from
overture to exit march, is Pathe's
newest innovation in the sound
field. The show will be complete in
one can and will include a Pathe feature, aPathe Sound Xews reel, a tworeel comedy and other short subject.s
drawn from .Aesop's Sound Fables,
Topics of the Day Talkers and Grantland Rice Sound Sportlights. The complete show will be about 12.000 feet or
more in length and will be mounted
on 2.000-foot reels ready for running.
Rooking details will be reduced to a
minimum, it is expected.
Strict care will be exercised in the
selection and assembly of the subjects,
Pathe announces. The overtures that
will he used will be descriptive pictures of musical compositions synchronized with the orchestral renditions.
The closing number on the unit show
will offer music only.
.-\ll sound records are being made by
Pathe on the RC.\ Photophone system.
The new unit sound service will not
interefere with separate bookings.

synchronized by KCA Photophone, has
already been previewed and I can truthfully
say I never heard of a short comedy meeting with more general approval. It was
shown to an appreciative audience at the
RCA headquarters and then it had a preview at the Roosevelt Theatre in Chicago
and the verdict again was unanimously in
favor of it.
"A print of the second Sennett picture
has just been received and will be ready
for immediate showing. The other two oi
the first group of four will be ready by the
end of this month.
"These comedies, like those of pjducutionai will nearly all have some dialogue',
but all will have sound. The Educational
short subjects will feature such players as
Dorothy Devore, Lupino Lane, Monte Collins, "Big Boy" and .Jen'y Drew. .Jack
White will also make a couple of short operettas.
"We will in all probability release upward of fifty two-reelers as well as a large
number of single reel subjects. We have
all of our stories ready now and expect to
start work on them on December 15.
"Of course there is no telling whether or
not talking pictures will supplant silent
ones, but certainly the silent picture will
never be entirely replaced by the talkie.
Educational is not forgetting its duty to
the large majority of houses that are not
yet wired, nor will we ever forget this duty
in the future. We will have silent pictures
as long as there are houses that can use
that type and we will develop our sound
]irogTam as rapidly as the sound pictures
justify it. Unfortunately the Mack Sennett comedies that Educational has contracted for are available in the talking and
sound versions only. They will not be made
in the silent form."

Paramount Now Producing
"The Hole in the Wall"
"The Hole in the Wall," an adnptatiun
by Pierre Collings of a mystery play ]u-csented on the New York stage about seven
years ago, went into production last week

Picture

X e zc s

at the Paramount Long Island studio under
the direction of Robert Florey. Claudette
Colbert, young leading woman on the Broadway stage who last year appeared in a picture for First Xational, is playing the princij^al feminine role and others in the cast
of the all-talkie include Edward G. Robinson, David X^ewell, Loiuse Glosser
Barry Macollum, Donald Meek,
Brooks, George McQuarrie Katherine
mett and Nelly Savage.
Rehearsals were carried on last
under the direction of Mr. Florey,

Hale,
Alan
Emweek
with

Irving Rapper assigned to stage the dialogue. Monta Bell, production executive at
the studio, is supervising.

Photophone's First Hearing
in Pittsburgh at Harris
RCA Photophone was tirst heard by the
Pittsburgh judjlic at the Harris theatre
Monday, DeceudJer 3rd. The F B O production, "Hit of the Show" was the attraction first three days of the week while
"Gang War," another FBO offering was
on the silversheet for the last half of the
week.
Local theatre and film men were the
guests of the Harris Amusement Company
(owners of the Harris) at a showing and
hearing of Photophone for the trade on the
evening of Sunday, Decemlier 2nd.
The Harris' are also installing Photophone in their Scranton Square Theatre in
East Liberty. This installation will be ready
soon.

Jessel to Star in "Lucky
Boy" for Tiffany-Stahl
"Lucky Boy," the dialogue and titles by
the star himself, will be a Tiffauy-Stahl production in which George .Jessel, legitimate
actor and comedian, will make his first appearance in a singing and talking screen
feature. It is expected to be finished in
time for a Broadway premiere in January.
.Jessel has been working at the RC.\ studios
in New York on scenes of the picture.
Songs in the picture are by L. Wolfe trilbert, Abel Baer. Louis Young and Axst.
Margaret Quimby is playing in the leading
fenunine role.

Grapewin Signed to Make
Christie Talkie
Charley Grapewin, who perfornu'd on the
vaudeville stage for a number of years in
his sketch, "-Jed's Vacation," has been engaged by the Christie Brothers to act in
their sound version of the work. The
actor's wife, Anna Chance, who always
played with him in the sketch, has also
been signed to play her stage role. As soon
as Walter Graham has finished a Christie
talkie, "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper,"
he will begin work on the new production.

Paramount Technical Staff
Perfects Echometer
A device that pursue> elu^ivc souiul rebound.* to their source and that works for
their elindnation has been perfected by the
Paramount staff of technicians in Hollywood. They have called their invention the
echometer.
The device was first used during the filming of "Toug War" and is said to bring
accurate acoustic results.
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Sound

Device

Used

Bureau.

Motion

Picture

The West Coa.st sound equipment is installe<l in the theatre orchestra pit, with
the speakers placed on each side of the
stage. Volume controls are mounted on the
control panel so that the volume can be ingan.
creased or decreased, a,s required. It is
necessary to vary the sound volume of
various effects to make them realistic with
the picture pro.jeeted.
The portable sound efpiipment weighs

News)

Hn|,l.V\V(lii|l, l)ci-.-iiil]iT 5.— Lack of
wii-i'il tlii'atri's (lid not prevciil
West Coast Thrati-i's from plaviiiI'araiuount's "Wings" tlirousliout the territory with full soiind effects equally as
effective as the synchronized versions supplied for wired houses.
In ]>laying "Wings" over the West Coast
circuit, officials were up against the problem of getting sound effects in the umvired
houses in order to take full advantage of
the drawing power of the picture. Back
stage etfeets were decided a.gainst as they
generall.v did not synclironi/.e with the action on the screen. Finally R. H. JIcCiillough, technical expert of West Coast,
solv«l the problem of constructing a portable electric outfit with four record turntables; each turntable carrying a differently
i-equired effect that could be switched on
or off as required. A single operator easily
manipulated tlie outtit, having the entire
picture cued so that the effects are realistic and synchronous.
The operator is stationed at the sound
machine during the time of operation and
each record jiickup has a separate push
button mounted on the control panel so that
cues may be picked up immediately. The
four turntables operate together or individually and the pickujxs mounted on the
records are kept on the records at all times
during the time when the sound effects are
being used. The operator watches the picture closely and upon noticing the action in
the picture and the cue, presses the button
and holds such effects as long as necessary.
The new sound equipment consists of an
aniplitier with a!i electric A. C. Supply, using full wave rectitieation, driving a '2'27
pickup tube, which supplies three stages of
Thordarson audio frequency amplification.
The first stage is a 226, the second a 271
and these in turn feed two 210 tubes in
push-pull. The si>eakers consist of two of
the dynamic tyjje and two of the exponential type. The action supply consists of
four 0. E. motors, four magnetic pickup.and a svstem of scratch filter. The entire

Mike
May Be Male
or Female, Says M-G-M
i i \if ALE MIKES" and "female
ly'l lem
mikes"
are making
the latest
probin the
of motion
pictures. Every microphone, through
infinitesimal differences, the vaccum
tubes in them, and tiny variations in
electrical capacity, have different
tricks in recording.
Whenever a new microphone is
broken in at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, or even when a new tube is
placed in one, it is tested, according to
Lew Kolb, electrical engineer, to see
whether it records male or female
voices best. Mter the tests it is
marked with white paint — "M" for
mal* and "F" for female. An "M"
mike is used where masculine voices
predominate.

Wesco

are gained through the regular theatre or-

"Winfjs"
in
UnwiredPresented
Houses With
Portable Electric Outfit
1 Hollywood

by

only about 'MO pounds, and is easily installed or removed for showings of the picture. West Coast officials, before using the
device, asked Western Electric if it infringed in any way with the Movietone device, and received a reply that it did not.
It is likely that West Coast will use this
same device for the bookings of First Xational's "Lilac Time" when the latter
starts over the circuit of unwired houses.

Closing of Camera Booth
Flashes Silence Signal

The If esco Sound Device, which the Pacific
Const Circuit used in conjunction icith its shotvingsaction
of "IT supply
I'ngs" are mounted
anij>lifier and the
in a combined table and shipping case, upon
which is constructed the control panel for
inflividual handling of each record aiul
also the four turntables. The control panel
is entirely shielded to prevent the alternating current hum. The am])lit]er is so
constructed that two or more turntable^
may be operated aiul effects produced at the
same tinte.
Four records are used to gain the effects
in "Wings" — one each for American
planes, Gennan planes, machine gun fire,
and idling planes. Crashes and big gun fire

When the sound-proof doors of the camera booth at the Pathe studio, Culver
City, close the entire studio becomes aware
that the silence signal has been given
through the Hashing of red lights electrically connected with the camera booths. The
doors are aUvays closed when the rehearsals
for scenes have been concluded and it is
only when they have given the signal that
the director orders actual filming. Watchmen stationed at the ends of- the stages j>revent anyone from entering the restricted
area until the scenes are finished and the
lights have gone out.

FBO

Des Moines Manager
Making Equipment

Harry Frankle, manager for FBO, Des
^loines, is putting out an equipment for
talkies. He plans to manufacture them
there and place them on the market for

Reeltone Interchangeability
Given Demonstration
$250.

REELTONE, a disc recording and reproducing device manufactured by the
Poole Engineering Ciunpany of Baltimore
and distributed by tlie Reeltone Corporation in Kew York, gave a demonstration of
interchangeability during the week with
two sub,jects recorded by the Western Electric Disc system.
The equipment to be placed in theatres
is not for sale, but is installed for a survey
charge of $l."iu and a weekly maintenance
fee thereafter of .$.')(). The trade press was
invited to the initial showing which proved
only that the Western Electric disc could
lie run on the Keeltone equipment.
The two subjects shown were hardly
satisfactorily reproduced but the fault was
declared to be with the arrangement of the
horns rather than because of any fault with
the main equipment. The projection room
was a small one and it was declared could
hardly do credit to the equipment.
The

is

tonal quality was fair enough but the reproduction of the dialogue made the lines a
bit blurred.
It w'as explained by W^. E. Quigley, head
of the Vitaphone offices, that in this case,
as in other similar ones, the discs were .sup])lied on request for the purposes of the
demonstration as an aceonmiodation to the
handlers of the equipment and that it did
not mean that the equipment had the approval of Vitaphone. A representative of
the company, Mr. Quigley explained, took
the discs to and from such showings and
that in no ease were they allowed to remain.
Reeltone is planning production of 52
single reels and a series of features, it is
announced by the company. It is also announced that the equipment is to be placed
in the Doric, Star and Strand Theatres nf
the Kent Enterprises in Duluth, and the
string of theatres controlled by the Howard Wells Enterprises in Wilmington, X. C.
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Educational Device Registers Laughs
At Preview Comedy Sho\vings
EDUCATIONAL
has perfected an unique device which they figure
will help materially in strengthening their output of sound pictures.
It is a machine placed in a preview theatre to register audience
laughs.
It wiU register an^nhing from a giggle to a roar.
From these recordings the finished product is revised.
While the device is registering it shows at just what footage the picture is running. If there is a giggle where a roar w as expected that spot in
the picture is holstered up after the preview showing. If there is too much
lapse hetween laughs that fact is recorded. If the laughter is too continuous and precludes the hearing of any dialogue, regxilations are made. It
is a complete barometer of the preview audience reaction to the comedy.

Christies Launching Their First
Sound Program for Paramount
APKODUCTIO.V scliedule that takes iu
32 all-talking; short subjects to be
pre-released during the coming season in the fii-st run wired houses has been
placed into work by the Christie Brothers.
These shorts, which will be distributed
through Paramount, range from screen versions of Octavus Roy Cohen's stories of
colored folk to well-known vaudeville skits.
They represent new fields of comedy material that the screen has hitherto never
been called upon to exploit.
The first of the Cohen stories to be filmed
is "The Melancholy Dame," in which appear colored players who will enact the
various dusky characters enlivening the
author's fiction. Another Cohen story set
for early release is "Music Hath Charms."
The Cohen stories have been appearing in
the Saturday Evening Post for 13 years.
Two more on the Christie roster of releases
are "The Widow's Bite" and "Completely
Done in Oils."
The first of the vaudeville skits to Ijc
filmed by the Christies is "When Caesar
Ran a Newspaper," by Walderaar Young
and William Jacobs, in which Raymond
Hat ton will appear as Caesar, Sam Hardy
as Mai'c Anthony, Betty Lon'aine as Cleopatra and Carl Stockdale, Maud Truax and
otliers in minor parts.
Comedy talking shorts that are planned
to appear soon include "Meet the Missus,"
by Kenyon Nicholson; "A Bird in the
Hand," a farce by Percy Heath; "Post
Mortems, " a comedy by Charles Divine;
"A Cup of Tea," by Florence Ryerson;
"Hot Lemonade," also by Charles Divine;

RGA Engineer Invents
Sound Attachment
JOHN C. AALBERG, engineer with
the R. C. A. Photophone working
at the Pathe Studios, in Culver
City, has perfected a sound attachment for the portable Moviola, which
now is being used for the cutting and
editing of all' Pathe talking pictures.
The completion of this instrument
overcomes one of the biggest difficulties in the preparation of dialogue and
sound screen attractions, making it
possible for the cutter to literally
"cut a word in half," with very little
difficulty.

' ' Dear Vivian, ' ' by Waldemar Young ; and
"Hit or Miss," a bedroom-bath farce written by Miss Ryerson in collaboration with
Colin Clements.
Well known stars with stage exxperience
will be starred in the Christie talkies, it
is said, Edward Everett Horton having already been announced as scheduled for several pictures. He will probably appear in
at least two of them and Raymond Hattou
is sure to make one more, at least. Other
names will be announced as the productions
go into work.

"My Man" Is Next Special
For N. Y. Warners
Warner Bros, will next present Fannie
Brice in "My Man" at the Warner Theatre
in New York, the premiere to take place
on December 21. Many notables of stage
and screen are expected to attend and Miss
Brice will be on hand to say a few words
at the conclusion of the performance in
conjunction with Archie Mayo, who directed
her.
"My Man" is Miss Brice 's first screen
venture. She is supported by Edna Murphy,
Guinn Williams, Richard Tucker and Andre
de Segurola.

100 Juveniles in New
Edwards Revue

Gus

One hundred juvenile singers and dancers, representing every state in the Union,
appear in Gus Edwards' next "Colortone
Revue," now being produced with Movietone equipment at the Metro-GoldwynMayer studio. The composer and impresario is singing several of his own numbers
and will appear personally in other scenes
of the revue. His songs will include "Ixin
Chaney'U Get You If You Don't Watch
Out." Other features of the subject are a
Christmas tableau with reindeer and sleigh
and ballet dancing.

Powers Cinephone Is Now
Making "White Lilacs"

"White Lilacs," tlic Shiibcrt ojieretta
based on the life of Chopin, is the first 100
per cent dialogue production that Powers
Cinephone is making. The sound picture
version of the musical work has been in

P ic till

N ews

production for several weeks at the Powers.
Cinephone studio iu New York, the stage
players who are playing in the screen version including Guy Robertson, Grace Brinkley, Allan Rogers and Maurice Holland. According to production sehedulcj the sound
film will be completed within the next few
days.
Harry Revier is directing and Jack Livingston isin charge of production details.
Joe Seideu is chief cinematographer while
William E. Garity, Powers Cinephone 's
chief technical engineer, is in charge of
sound recording.

"Highbrow"
in Making
at Paramount
"Highbrow," a two-reel all-talking dramatic novelty by S. Jay Kaufman, is in production now at Paramount 's Long Island
Studio under the direction of Joseph Santley, with Joseph Ruttenberg doing the camera work. The cast of Broadway stage actors includes Leo Donnelly, Harry Mestayer,
EiBe Shannon, Ian Hunter, Horace Braham,.
Marie Williams, Leslie Stowe, Eugene Redding and Frank Taylor.

Warners
Buy "Hottentot'
for Talking
Feature

Warner Bros., h:
tentot, " to be ni
Vitaphone picture,
assigned to direct
written by Willie
with Victor Slapes
"The
Hottentot

Vitaphone pictures
their 1929-30 progr
duction early in
Everett Horton iu

William
Work

vc purchased
Hot:ule
into an "The
all-talking
Roy Del Ruth has been
this comedy which was
Collier in collaboration
will be one of the
offered by Warners on
am. It will go into prothe year with Edward
the principal role.

Collier,
Sr., to
on Dix Vehicle

William Collier, Sr., actor and playright,
will assist .Tohn G. Bachman, Paramount
supervisor, on the ])reparatiou of Richard
Dix' new vehicle for Paramount, a talkingpicture which is to be made at the Long
Island studio. The title is still in doubt.
Victor Schertzinger will be the director.
Mr. Collier holds a foremost place on the
American stage and is best known for his
work in "The Dictator" and "The Hot-

Fire

tentot."
Metropolitan Studios' arsenal had a wee
bit of a blow-up and a small fire was similarly caused on Paramount 's lot. Damage
was blight in the latter instances.

Lloyd Now Angling for
Leading
Playwrights
deepnewin
prelim
, whoforis his
LLOYDplans
LD inary
HARO
comedy vehicle for Paramount
which will have sound and dialogue, is
seeking the signatures of several of
Broadway's leading playwrights to
write dialogue for the picture.
The comedian last week took a test
at the sound stage of the Metropolitan
Studio and is assured of the suitably
of his voice for recording. He will
first complete the silent version of his
comedy and will then go back and
make the sound and dialogue portions.
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Upholds
Sunday
Shows
Montreal Justice Decides Sabbath Film Entertainment

Silk Gauze Eliminates
Vibrating Rattle
IT has been discovered by sound experts working on "Broadway
Melody." first Metro - Goldwyn Mayer all-talking picture, that the
filaments in incandescent lights pick
up sound waves, causing a vibrating
rattle which is detected by super-sensitive microphones used on the picture.
This is eliminated, however, by placing a fine silk gauze over the globe.

Sound
Equipment
for
More Seattle Houses

Is Permissible; Provincial Government to Appeal Case
in the
n-out legal
long-draw
THEProvince
the question
over battle
of Quebec
of Sunday shows reached a new
stage November 30 in the handing down of
a judgment by Mr. Justice Desaulniers in
Superior Court, Montreal, the import of
which is that a moving picture show is NOT
a theatrical performance and, therefore, not

2

s of t.
the Lord's Day
regulation
to the
subject
Parliamen
Federal
Act of the

Talking: pictures for two more of Seattle's downtown houses!
Announcement was made last week bj'
K. L. Burk, Northwest manager of Univer•sal Chain Theatres, to the effect that talkie
equipment is now being: installed in the

In giving this decision. Justice DesauInier confirmed a "writ of prohibition which
had been secured by United Amusements,
Limited, Montreal, which injunction restrains the Quebec Provincial authorities
from taking criminal action against the
corporation for conducting Sunday show.-,
in its 13 Montreal houses. The test case

Columbia Theatre, Universal 's dark house
«n Second Avenue. And Pantages Theatre,
at Third and University, closed this week
for the installation of talkie apparatus.
Both houses plan to open with the
■"sound" films early in December. It will
present an interesting situation, for Pantages is reported to have bought the entire
Universal output for the season, including
the sound films. Thus Pantages will run
the Universal pictures, while the Columbia
Theatre, Universal owned, will have to look
•elsewhere for product.
The output of Fox, Warner Brothers,
United Artists, Pathe, Paramount, First
National, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Tiflany-Stahl is reported to be under contract
to other first run houses for the coming
•season.

F. A. Rice Gets Franchise
for Powers Cinephone
Fred A. Rice, former factory representative of the Marr and Colton Organ Company, and at present operator of the Oakla
Theatre and the Warsaw Opera House,
Warsaw, New York, has signed for an ex•clusive franchise for the sales and serTiee of Powers Cinephone in the upper terlitory of New York State. He will install
the Powers Cinephone in his own houses
and has alreadj' closed several contracts
including one for the installation in the
Auditorium Theatre, PeiTV, New York.

Hasting
Twins
Talk
in
"Annapolis" Prologue
The Hastings Twins, the two small girls
who used to announce the various features

■of George White's Scandals by voice across
the footlights, enact in a similar style in
the prologue to Pathe 's "Annapolis,"
which has ,iust been tinished at the Sound
Studios in New York. The Twins procured
the job after many had failed in the test
before the microphone.

Mclnerney Will Handle All
Berlin-Richman Publicity
All studio publicity on the new T^nitcd
Artists film, to be made in New York during
the next two months and to star Harry
Eiehmond, with music by Irving Berlin,
will be handled by John E. Mclnerney. He
recently resigned from Publix.

was between this corporation and the Quebec Government, and the first granting of
the writ compelled the taking of the action
to the higher court.
The
judgment
of Justice
Desaulniers

points
out statutes
that thedefined
Lord's a Day
in the
the
Canadian
show Act
under
classification of "all plays, sports, fights,
representations and entertainments." The
latter word was defined as meaning
"recreation" or "pastime," according to
His Lordship. Further, the judgment asserts that no aot of the Quebec Government
at any time
ever on
prohibited
showing
oL'
miotion
pictures
Sundaystheand,
at any
rate, the mat)ter of Sunday observance was
in the hands of the Federal Government and
not the Quebec Government because prosecutions under the Lord's Day Act can-ied
with them a penalty and were therefore
criminal actions. The United Amusements,
Limited, had challenged the .jurisdiction of
the Quebec Government.
Sunday picture shows are, therefore, permitted in all Quebec cities and towns. The
Provincial Government has given notice
that it will appeal the judgment of the
Superior Court.

Kans. Theatres Picking Up
Havoc of Flood Still Retards Bookings and Exhibitions;
Damage Estimated at $35,000
d or more
hundre
ofes the
, which
MOST
theatr
in one
Kansas
were
forced temporarily to close because
of the recent disastrous flood in the states
of Kansas and Oklahoma, have been reopened by their owners, according to reports reaching Kansas City 's film row. The
Hood dama.ges to the houses were expected
to reach near $35,000, although no official
report has yet been made.
It is estimated that several weeks will
elapse before bookings, now disrupted by
flood conditions, can be straightened out,
exchange officials of Kansas City said. In
several instances, the ground was so muddy
and practically impassable for autos and
other vehicles that it was found necessary
to resort to airplanes to transport films
from Kansas City to various points in the

territory. Many of the roads were under
water and railroad transportation was in a
paralyzed condition for a time. Glenn Dickinson, of the Booth Theatre, Independence,
Kansas, was among those who ordered shipment by airplane.
In some instances, exhibitors were forced
to "trade" films until transportation facilities improved.
Relief funds for various flood sufferers
were started in the stricken area. Part of
the receipts of the Apollo theatre, Kansas
City, went to a relief fund for the victims.
L. .1. Lenhart, manager of the Lee theatre,
Clinton, Mo., obtained some front page
publicity in his town through his efforts to
navigate the muddy roads to obtain prints
for his theatre. He declared afterwards
that this was expensive publicity.

U. S. Shortly to Bring Suits Testing
Legality of Various Film Phases
THE
Department of Justice at Washington, D. C, will shortly bring
numerous cases pending to test the legality of various phases of the
motion picture industry, it is divulged in the annual report of Attorney-General Sargent. Three suits have already been instituted and others
will probably be filed in the near future.
These suits are the result of the investigation in 1927 by the Department of Justice into practically every branch of the industry and the decision has been made to submit without delay to the proper court the
determination of specific questions so that stabUity and certainty could be
established in the industry.
Meantime, with Congress re-convened, Senator Walsh of Montana is
prepared to press action on his demand for a probe of Department of Justice investigation into the film industry. Little likelihood is seen in the
dustry. abbreviated session for the passing of measures aimed at the inpresent
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Bessie Love
brightly in
thnt's hoiv it
is a clever

s personality shmes
talking films. And
should be because she
actress. Here she is

shown being welcomed to the I\'eiv
York office of M-GM by Felix F.
Feist, general sales manager.

(Left to right) Harold B. Franklin, West Coast president; Adolph
Zukor, head of Paramount and Publix; Nicholas M. Schenck,
president Co.
of M-G-M
Loew's,Mrs.
Inc.;Arthur
E. I . M.
Richards,
president
of
^aenger
in I\etv and
Orleans;
Loetc and
her iiio
children^ Jane C. and Arthur Marcus Loew, Jr.; Herman W obher,
of Publixi and Mrs. Adolph Zukor. The party are shown as fbey
arrived in ^tew Orleans on their trip from !Sew i ork to the Const.

P i c t It y c

N c iv

All screen tots grow up and lose
some of their kiddie tvinsomeness.
This mite of a lad, however, is now
at his most appealing stage. He is
little Davey Lee. dressed up for
his

part

in

Warners'

"Frozen

RiVf'r"

^^Thecarnival
Barker,"shows,
the boy
who pulls
at
the
is shoicn
here 'em
doingin his
stuff in an ingratiating way. Betty Compson
and Milton Sills are the players and will be
seen and heard in the First \ational version
of the play.

Lituru Ln Plante (,s a badly jrinhtened young heroine in '^The Last
ff aming."So the
I nivrrsal
thriller.
she needs
must feature
have a
stalwart hero to protect her.
Spookiness, erriness and shodowv
horror are promised

A contrast in profiles — Kit Guard and Monty
Collins size each other up carefully. To
judge from their expressions they must be
criticizing their respective hats. They costar together in the new Educational Mermaid comedy, ''Hold That Monkey"

The circus ballyhoo — a hint of beauty or the
mysterious. Allan Roscoe and Marie Prevost are featured in the Columbia production, ''The Sideshow," which Erie C. Kenton
is notv directing on location at El Monte,
Ccd. Ralph Graves is the leading man.

British journnlists visit Hollywood. Buck nnc ( left to right I :
Henry C. Owen. Lily Damita. Ralph O. Blumenfeld. Joseph M.
Schenrk. Camilla Horn. Ronald Colman, Lady Peake, John Barrv.
more, I ilma Hanky. Front row U. to r.\ : Samuel Goldtvyn, U'ilUtnn J. LcK-kp. Sir Charles Iggle.^den, Charles Chaplin, ff', J. T.
Collins, Alan Pitt Robbins. The writers were received by the
United Artists stars ivhen tJiey visited the V. A, studu*

Mack Sennell is the {lean of beauty
pickers. His latest charmer
guile the eyes of movie fans
young Miss above, Carol
hard. Besides tivtf-reel Paihe

to beis the
Lonicome-

dies, she has appeared in '*Power"
and "/Verf McCobb's Dauchter"*

D <• <■ <■ 1)1 her

S . 1 !) 2 8
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Met With $28,000 Tops L. A. First Runs
House Surprises
As Others Suffer
From Flu Epidemic
L.,s Angeles
5.— with
Dp.-. off
HdLLVWOo
the flu
still were
himses n.
cpidemie still keeping them out of
theatres last week. The big surprise of the
week was the Metropolitnn, where grosses
usually are among the lowest for the first
runs of the town, but which recently has
been steadily bettering its box-ot!ice takes.
Gross for the past week at the Metropolitan tops all other local first runs, the figures
reaching $28,000 for a bill headed by "Varsity" as the screen feature.
"Interference" at the Carthay Circle
picked up last week, getting a total of
$12,200 up to its closing Wednesday to
make waj' for " ' The Barker.' ' Grauman 's
Chinese ran up a gross of $17,500 for the
week with "Xoah's Ark" in its fifth week
at this house.
Loew's State, with Charlie Murray in
"Do Your Duty," and personal appearances of Charlotte Greenwood, grossed $24,000. For some reason or other "Companionate Marriage" failed to take hold with
L. A. picturegoers or the reviewers, who
didn't like it and said so in the dailies, and
the Criterion was down to $10,500 on the
week. "On Trial" at Warner Brothers
in its third week drop]>ed down to $24,000
as the total take.

Jed Buell Becomes Head
of
"U" So. Gal. Ghain
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Dec. 6. — Jed Buell, for many
years resident manager for the Westlako
Theatre, Los Angeles, has resigned to accept the position of general manager of the

Too Much Money and
Time for This Bird
' Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News )

6.— A producD, Dec.
HOLLYWOO
ing director
who has made a
number of one week independent
"quickies" economically, but still with
audience value, recently made a deal
with a large producer to direct a picture. The former independent was discussing his deal with a friend, and declared he was troubled. When asked
why, he replied:
"They're giving me S7.5.000 and a fiveweeks' shooting schedule to make the
picture — I'm worried over what to with
$60,000 and four weeks' time."

Southern California Division of Universal
theatres. Buell will have seven theatres in
as many different cities throughout South
ern California under his supervision. His
headquarters will be established in Fullerton.
Bruce Fowler, formerly manager at the
United Artists Theatre in Los Angeles has
been appointed manager of the Westlake.
It is a West Coast house.
Barryniore's Sabatini Role
Four years ago, Warner Brothers purchased the screen rights to "The Tavern
Knight'' by Raphael Sabatini, intending il
as a starring vehicle for -John Barrymore.
The latter suddenly left Warners and went
over to United Artists, and plans were
abandoned for that picture. With Barrymore returning to Warners, however, "The
Tavern Knight" has been dusted off again,
and it will be his first talker for that com|»any.
New Mascot Serial
Mascot Pictures will make "The Fatal
Warning," a ten-episode serial for the state
right market. The story is by Wyndham
Gittens, with Richard Thorpe slated to direct. Ben Schwab is jiroductinu supervisor.
Grinde

Becomes

Talkie

Director

Nick Grinde, M-G-M director for the past
several years, has l>een sent East by the
company to direct sound features at the
Xew York plant of M-G-M. Grinde was
connected with the vaudeville field before
entering pictures, and studio officials feel
him fitted to make the Eastern features in
sound.
Houston

Silent Version
Branch is writing scenario for

sileat version of Pathe's "The Missing
Man," dialogue version of which is now
being directed by Benjamin Glazer. The
silent version will be made after complelirin of latter.
Signed
United Artists signed Regis Toomey for
part
in RolandhasWest's
"'The for
Nightstick.''
The company
an option
long term
on sei-vices of Toomey after completion of
this picture.
Studio Night Work Widespread
Talking pictures .^cliechiles reciuiriug night
work in various coast studios have played
h.-ivoe with meetings of various organizations connect+'d with the film industry.
Last week a quorum could not be secured
for the Board of Directors meeting of the
Academy of Jlotion Picture Arts and
Sciences
because
of the large number of

Rooster's Growing Puts
Pathe Back $5,000
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

nio.st expensive
HOLLYWOOD.
Dec.roosters
«.— One in
of the
the
world Coast
was purchased
by Pathe's
West
studios last
week,
and with no thought of the Pathe
trade-mark in mind at the time. The
rooster was owned by a family living
opposite the studio. The company of
"The .Missing Man" started night work
on talkie sequences. Everytime the big
klieg and sun-arcs were flashed, the
rooster, thinking it was day-break,
started to crow. The result was that
the
company
couldn't synchronize the
talking
sequence.
The rooster was purchased the next
day for a few dollars. Meanwhile.
Pathe officials estimated that over
$5,000
worth of time had been wasted
in delay.

members that were engaged in production
of talking pictures on night schedules.
Europe Bound
Corinne Griffith and her husband. Walter
Morosco, leave for a si.x-week's vacation in
Europe shortly. They will embark when
Miss Griffith
completes
dren" for First
National. "Saturday's
Her

First Talkie

Chil-

Script

Clare Beranger will do "White Collars"
as her first "talkie script for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Her husband, William De
Mille, will direct.
Columbia Signs J. P. McCardiy
Cohnnbia signed .lohn P. McCarthy to
direct one picture for that company. Lou
L. Ostrow w'ill supervise.
Mathis Library for Sale
The private library of the late .lune
ilathis, scenario writer, is being offered for
sale to the general public.
TiflFany Christmas Release
Tiffany is producing a Christmas story
Colored Classic for holiday release under
title
of "The with
Toy direction
Shop." " Josef
Swickard
is
featured,
by !Martin
.Justice.
Frances Guihan Joins T-S
Frances Guihan has been added to the
Tiffany-Stahl scenario staff.
(Continued on following page)
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Landy at First National,
•Johnston with Columbia.

Dotty Jottings

"Hoot"

-By Jerry Hoffmani ' l\
\ ROUND
world in
jails"
offered astheanother
titleciyhly
for the
Foxis
production of "Chasing Through Europe." . . .
Since titles are usually changed prior to release . . . this should be as good as any and
holds much truth . . . 1 understand that Daz'e
Butler, director, Harry Brand, writer, and Nick
Stuart, star, were incarcerated on several occasions in various nations . . . The cause was
their filtning scenes zvhich arc forbidden under
some law or other which prevents motion pictures being made in foreign countries excepting
for newsreel purposes. . . .

the boys had a great time and
HOWEVER,
claim they've got a great picture . . . If
they prove wrong . . . they can at least pose
as martyrs for art. . . .
THE group of youngsters who sal happily
through the Notre Damc-Unii-ersity of
Southern California football classic last Saturday . . . can zvipe the beivildered look from
their faces . . . if by chance this ever falls
before their eyes . . . for they zvere stupified,
aiU all through the game couldn't believe their
good fortune . . . zvith all Southern California
paying enormous sums for tickets . . . a total
stranger approached these kids individually and
said . . . "Here son, you'd better rush if you
zvant to get in for the first kick-off" . . . and
no charge! . . . their unknozi'n benefactor . . .
rather benefactress, zms Corinne Griffith . . .
zvho may not like this expose . . . but Miss
Griffith does thousands of such acts during each
year . . . and I think just a tiny little one . . .
[tittle to her, although magnified to others) deserves alittle public "Bravo!" . . .
BELIEVE this or not . . . (apologies to
Ripley) . . . but on the authority of his very
intimate friends . . . I learn that Raymond
GritHth took a "talkie" test and proved to have
one of the best mechanically reproduced voices
in Hollyzvood . . . those zvho do not knozv that
Raymond Griffith is unfortunately unable to
speak above a zvhisper may not see anything
astonishing in this . . . those zvho knozv Ray
zviU realize zchat a tremendous thing it means
not only to Kay . . . but to mtmy who have
contracted inferiority complexes where talkies
are concerned . . . for it proves something regarding stage-trained zioices, resonances vibrations . . . or zvhat haz'e you? . . .
THERE'S a young man from a New York
daily bound for Hollyzaood . . . he has
spent many years reziczmng pictures on that
daily . . .at the .mme time loudly proclaiming
the fact that he was zvasting his life . . . that
he Itates pictures and their personalities . . .
and nozv he's bound for Hollyzvood because no
film company ez'cr made him an offer in New
York, thinking that they zvill szvoop dozm on
him zvith brass bands and tremendous contracts
. . . there's a young 7nan bound for Hollywood

Pathe Signs Maugham
to Write Claire Story
SOMERSET MAUGHAM, the
English playwright and nov• elist, has been signed by
Pathe to write an original screen story
to serve as Ina Claire's first screen
vehicle. The author will remain in
New York until he has finished the
vehicle.

W

Incidentally, Miss Claire's most recent stage appearance was in a play
written by Maugham, she having had
the lead in "Our Betters."

. . . zvho is shortly going back to Nezv York
. . . proclaiming twice as loudly . . . hozv much
he hates pictures and their personalities . . . and
zvhat if I did split an infinilizr' . . .
NO

sooner did Ben Lyon return from Utah
zvherc he appeared in a picture of Mormonism . . . than did three different fan magazine stories appear . . . each one engaging him
to a different girl . . . one to Ruth Elder, another to Marion Nixon and a third to Lupe
Vales . . . is this zvhat is called "absorbing
atmosphere" . . . or "the pozver of environment? . . .

UNIVERSAL has a nczv apparatus for
shooting scenes called . . . in honor of
the one zvhose idea it is . . . the "Fejos Crane"
. . . for Dr. Paul Fejos suggested it . . . and
it is too marz'elous to be described in this limited
space . . . tzvo extras zvere giz'cn a scene last
week which required them to bring in a prisoner
. . . one spoke up as they did the action . . .
"/ caught him" . . . the other extra glared at
him and said . . . "Listen bum . . . We caught
him" . . . anything for screen credit . . .
P.4THE
renczv
oplion on neglected
time . . . tozvith
the Alan
result Hale's
that Hale
zvill sign zvith some other company . . . E. H.
GriiHih Icaz'cs for Nezv York shortly to znsit
theatres . . . Joe E. Brozvn is enroutc there
this week to synchronize "Reputation" . . .
Becky Gardner says the best way to zvrite dialogue isto dictate it . . . is cat so? . . . JVilbur
Morse . . . actually a zrry capable press agent
zvhose ability to zvrite real nezvs copy might be
copied zvith good 7-esults by some others . . .
finally succutnbs and sends a nezv twist to the
"gateman didn't recognize him" story . . . oh
Wilbur . . . how could you? . . . they're all
Irish in the cast of "Children of the Rits"
. . . with Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall,
James Ford. Kathryn McGuire. Doris Dazvson,
Lee Moran. Edmund Burns and Aggie Herring
. . . and Jack Dillon directs . . . please don't
ask the supervisor's name . . . and here's another yarn sent by a p. a. .raying that the next
develo'pmett-t
in pictures,
"talkies"
the third dimension
.. . .adding
zvill beto the
sense and
of
smell . . . zvhich gives too much scope for cerhere. tain. types
. of gags . . . hence . . . let's sign off

Hollywood Notes
(Continued from preceding page)

Three

Damage Suits
seamen injiiroil more

than two

years ago during filnung of Paramount 's
"Old Ironsides" were awarded a total of
$.33,041 in local Superior Court. Harry
Broyles, permanently injured, received
award of $28,541; while $2,500 each was
granted Erie Johnson and Ernest Olsen.
Enroute

to New

York

Raoul Walsh is enroute to New Yoiic
via Havana. He intends to see a specialist
regarding his eye and take a vacation at
the samp time.
Johnston

Picture

Leaves

Columbia

John LeRoy Jolmston, formfrly publicity
director with Columbia's West Coast studios, has gone over to Edwin Carewe, handling the publicized destinies of that producer and his star, Dolores Del Rio. Adam
Hull Shirk, formerly associated with George

Gibson

News

has

succeeded

to Produce

"Hoot" Gibson intends to enter the production end of motion pictures while still
making his own Westerns for Universal.
He will produce a series of aviation features starring Ruth Elder. They may be
released through Universal, although
financed by Gibson.
Foxites

Oflf for South

Seas

Arch Buchanan, assistant to Raoul Walsh,
and George Snyderman leave for the South
Seas this week. They are to shoot scenes
for a Fox Movietone feature.
"Dialogue Consultant"
Dialogue Consultant is a new term that
will have to be added to the vocabulary of
the motion picture studios. The first of this
new species of cinema workmen is George
Scarborough, playwright, who acted as consulting dramatist on "Masquerade." He
has been engaged for a long period by
Joseph M. Schenek.
With the "Gang's" Thanks
Ray Coflin, Hal Roach's personal representative who acted as master of ceremonies and director on the recent trip taken
by "Our
Gang,"
was presented
by the kiddie stars with
a loving
cup.
"The

Rescue"

Finished

"The Rescue," directed by Herbert
Brenon and starring Ronald Colman, has
now been completed. Lily Damita has the
chief feminine role in this production.
Charley Chase at Work
The next Hal Roach comedy starring
Charley Chase is now in work under the
direction of James Home and the supervision of Leo McCarey. In support are Anita
Garvin, Vivian Oakland, Ed Kennedy and
"Husky" Haines.
No 'Lummox" Yet
The title role of the forthcoming United
Artists production, "Lummox," is still unfilled. Thus far the names of ZaSu Pitts,
Belle Bennett and Louise Dresser have been
discussed as prospects. The central figure
is that of a servant girl.
Laurel-Hardy Vehicle
The scenario for the next Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy two-reel comedy is now
being prepared by the Roach staff of writers. Leo McCarey has personally supervised
all the material for these comedies.
Ostrow

Joins Columbia

Lou Ostrow has l)een signed as a nu'mber
of the Columbia production staff. He has
been associated for a year with Harry Rapf
as his assistant. Prior to that he was associated with Phil Goldstone in the making
of a series.
"The Red Sword"
Director Robert Vignola is actively preparing for the filming of
Sword" at the FBO studio.
has been cast as the principal
which tells of the Cossacks
Czarist regime.

"The Red
Noah Beery
in the story,
during the
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

Thanksgiving Turk Runs True to Form
Holiday Influence All
on Right Side of
Showmen's
Ledgers
CITY.— The old reliable and

YORK
NEW
annual event of the Thanksgiving Turkey
again ran true to form as far as giving
aid to theatre attendance is concerned, for the
mid-week holiday helped chalk up better marks
than were registered on preceding weeks. A
l)etter than usual line-up of pictures also helped
matters along — to say nothing of the fact that
the usual Thanksgiving football games were also
in evidence, helping swell the Broadway
crowds. This all combined to make the cash
registers sing a lustier tune.
The Capitol kept up its fine attendance mark
of late with a week's showing of John Gilbert
in "Masks of the Devil." Gilbert's popularity
"was strongly in evidence and business at the close
of the week appeared to justify the continuance
of the Capitol's recently adopted policy of holding 'em over — but this house let go of Gilbert
10 take in Columbia's "Submarine." the latter
having made a comfortable run at the Embassy
.several weeks ago. Probably a jam in bookings
prevented the hold-over.
The Roxy took a spurt for the better after a
couple weeks ballyhoo of the fact that this
house would present "Napoleon's Barber" (Fox
sound) and all sound program. It is possible
that Roxy himself was astounded by the fact
that this bill outdrew what this prominent manager has always deemed the ultimate in picture
theatre entertainment — recent offerings of a picture plus an excellent orchestra and elaborate
presentation by most capable artists. However,
it is possible that Mr. Rothafe! still has the
right hunch and that it was only the novelty of
the program that stimulated attendance.
The Strand can find nothing much to kick
about with the business done last week with
'"Outcast" (F. N.) with sound. Trade w^as
very fair with this not-out-of-the-ordinary picture. It is being routed over to the 6th avenue
Hipp
a week's week
stand. had its effect on the
The forfavorable
Paramount but not to the point where any commotion was caused. The gate here was an im-

Columbia's "Submarine
Booked Into Capitol
i i Q\ UBMARINE." Columbia's pro^S duct ion which recently en^^^ joyed a nine weeks* run at
the Embassy Theatre in New York,
opened last Saturday, December 1, at
the Capitol Theatre on Broadway.
During its Embassy engagement, the
picture was booked at $2 top and was
in silent form. At the Capitol, the
production is shown with a synchronized musical score and talk and sound
effects. "Pals, Just Pals," by Irving
Berlin is the theme song. The synchronization was made over the Western Electric system.

provement over several preceding weeks but the
house is still under the excellent marks it used
to make. The picture used here was "Manhattan Cocktail" (Par — with dialogue). Frank
Fay, the new master of ceremonies, is now installed here.
Tlie Rialto. w^ith "Wings," finished the run
of that picture with signs of weakness undeniably in evidence. But why not — after its long
run in this town? It can still golout to the neighborhoods and make a creditable showing. The
Rivoli will give "Woman Disputed" one more
week and then usher in Del Rio and "Revenge"
on Dec. 8. Last week's business on "Woman
Disputed" was fair — practically the same as
preceding week. FBO's "Gang War," during its
two-week stay at the Colony, Universal's Broadway white elephant, gave this house excellent business, disputing an assertion that not
even a good picture can get a break on what is
called an extremely tough spot along the street.

Warner's "Singing Fool" still leads the
parade as far as the specials are concerned.
Xo noticeable falling off at the Winter Garden
at all. Paramount's talker, "Interference," in
its second week at the Criterion, again held to
capacity and another good week's business was
done by M-G-M's "Alias Jimmy Valentine" at
the Astor. "On Trial." rated as one of the best
Warner talkies to date, also continues to very
good
business,
while Fox's
at
the Gaiety
also shared
in the "Four
general Devils"
prosperity
o,f the week. At the Embassy, "The Viking"
(M-G-M). did well enough on a short week.
The Cameo has a British war picture, "The
Somme," and last week's trade was good.
After a four and a half months* stay at top
prices at the Central "Lilac Time" gave
'way to "The Barker" (F.N.) on Wednesday
night of the current week. The former will go
into the Strand Dec. 9th for a run at popular
prices.

Baltimore Theatres Do Well; "Masks of
Devil" Sets High
Mark
ed business however and the latter three days
BALTIMORE. — Thanksgiving day, coming
as a holiday during the week beginning
Monday, November 24, was a big booster for
practically all the first-run theatres making the
majority show good figures on the right side
of the ledger.

While "The Singing Fool," starring Al Jolson, still had them coming during its eighth
week at Warner's Metropolitan, patronage beto drop off to some extent during the regulargan days.
Perhaps the best business for the week was
done at the Stanley, where "Masks of the
Devil/' co-starring John Gilbert and Alma
Rubens, with Theodore Roberts, did excellently
on the weak days as well as on the strong days.
"The Wind," starring Lillian Gish, with a
Loew-Publix stage show headed by Ted Claire
and his syncopators, pulled them in at Loew's
Century perhaps on the strength of the Gish
name but many complaints were heard about
this picture not having a popular appeal.
"Tol'able David." starring Richard Barthelniess, was brought back for another showing
after seven years by the Motion Picture Guild
at the Little Theatre, and did slowly during the
regular days but boosted up during the latter
part of the week.
"Nothing to Wear," co-featuring Jacqueline
Logan and Theodore von Eltz with Bryant
Washburn and Jane Winton. proved one of the
b?st sophisticated comedies of the year offered
at the Keith-.'Mbee Hippodrome with five acts
nf Keith-Albee vaudeville. Business was slow
(hiring the first three days but it boosted to very
good during the latter three.
"Phyllis of the Follies" was offered on the
s;une bill with Ken Murray's stage revue at
the Keith-.-Mbee New Garden and business
throughout the week was very good. Ken Murray has a big following in Baltimore.
"Marriage by Contract," starring Patsy Ruth
Miller, did not pull so well at the New Theatre
during the first three days but the holiday boost-

were very good. A generally good week for
this house.
"Sunrise," the F. W. Murnau production, costarring George O'Brien and Janet Gaynor with
Margaret Livingston, pulled goud during the
first three days at the Rivoli and ran up to excellent during the latter three.
"Napoleon." the Abel Gance French-made
picture,
slowweek.
business getter at Loew's
\"alencia proved
during a the
Business was slow all the week at the Auditorium, alegitimate house where "The Road to
Ruin," starring Helen Foster, was on view with
a continuous performance daily with 40 and 60
cents prices at night. This was the second
week for that picture there. The public may
have been disappointed for it is said there was
nothing in the film that was startling after it
had been examined by the Maryland Censor
Board.

Gold Weather
Guts Into
Birmingham Grosses
Birmingham, Ala. — A sudden cold snap
caused a very decided drop in box office receipts the first two days of the past week and
helped to hold down weekly grosses in Birmingham.
The Alabama, with "The Awakening"
(United Artists),
Vilma Banky's
vehicle,
drew favorable
criticismfirstbutstarring
drew
poorly at the b. o.
The Ritz had probably the best business in
town during the week, due to the personal appearance of Nick Lucas, "tlie crooning troubadour." The Ritz also presented "Dry Martini"
on the screen.
The Strand had only fair business on "The
Battle of the Sexes" and the Galax did passably
well with "The Michigan Kid." The Trianon
with "Pep and Prep" got by fairly well.
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Heavy

Business

Schenectady Trade
Is Also Reported to
Be on the Increase
ALBAXV. — Tremendous business was done
by the motion picture theatres in Albany
on Thanksgiving day. with the result that
the week as a whole panned out very well from
the standpoint of business done. The weather
on Thanksgiving day was of the sort that permitted automobilists to enjoy their cars during
the afternoon and then sent them to the theatres
seeking entertainment in the evening. There
appeared to be plenty of persons without cars
who found enjoyment during the afternoon at
the theatres, and thus evened up the day.
The Mark Strand in .Albany used Corinne
Griffith in "Outcast" for the week, and while
the picture d'd not do the business expected during the first part of the week. Thanksgiving
day marked the turning point and the last three
days found capacity business. Aside from the
feature the bill contained a Fox Movietone
News and two Vitaphone presentations.
The Mark Ritz, which has been setting the
pace in Albany for the past several weeks, continued to pack them in during the past week
with Lon Chaney in "While the City Sleeps."
together
newsreel. with a \"itaphone presentation and a
The Leland in Albany used "Mother Machree"
to what was termed satisfactory business, although itmight have been perhaps a trifle better.
The Clinton Square, in .-Mbany, used a program of double features made up of "In Old
Kentucky" and "The Heart of Broadway."
Milton Sills in "The Crash" featured above
the vaudeville bill, proved a good pulling card
for Proctor's Grand in Albany.
A canvass of the neighborhood houses made
one night during the week, revealed that while
some exhibitors were apparently well satisfied
with the business being done these days, others
were rather inclined to be a bit pessimistic.
In Troy, "Wings" did a whoopin' business at
the Troy Theatre, playing for the first time in
that city. Long lines of persons could be seen
nightly in front of the theatre, while matinees
were topnotch.
The Lincoln, in Troy, did a capacity business
with "Fazil," running heavy both matinee and
evening, and with hundreds turned aw'ay. The
-American used "The Whip \\'oman" and
"Deadwood Coach" to fairly good business,
while Proctor's found "The Crash" a strong
addition to its entertainment program.
In Schenectady, business is picking up at
both the General Electric and the -American Locomotive Works, and as a result the motion picture theatres of the city are also gaining in attendance.

Good

Business
Continues
in Cincinnati

Cincinnati. — Houses here contiitue to enjoy
phenomenal business despite advanced holiday
activities, opposition of other amusements and
similar factors which would normally detract
from the sum total of business at the movie
houses.
The Capitol, presenting its first all-talking
picture, "The Terror." together with Vitaphone
acts and Movietone features, got ofl: to a flying
start and returns have been mounting steadily
ever since, so that the picture will be held over
for a second week, with the possibility of even
a longer run.
"Abie's Irish Rose," which had
capacity
week on the original booking, and wasa therefore
held ff)r an extra seven days, is beginning its
third and final week, with no apparent let-up in
attendance. Claude Saunders, special exploitecr
far Paramount, came on from \ew York for
the opening, and has been in the city ever since

in Albany

putting on some effective publicity and exploitation stunts, all of which has helped business
immensely, especially since the local dailies have
played up Saunders' activities every day.
The -Albee, presenting Lon Chaney in "West
of Zanzibar," together with some exceptionally
good acts, piled up an enviable gross.
Barrymore in "Tempest," with sound, at
Keith's,
did week
a big to
business,
anddemands
is beingofshown
for another
meet the
local
fans.
"Love Over Night" seemed to please the regulars at tile Strand, w-ho all turned out and apparently brought their friends along.
The Orpheum, with three changes for the
week, all with sound, reports an unusually heavy
week, as does
the Palace with "\'arsity" in
connection
withalso
vaudeville.
Neighborhood houses report business better
than usual.

"Show
Girl" Goes
Over
Big in Des Moines
Des Moines. — At the Capitol the feature
"Show Girl" did the biggest business which this
house has had for some time, due largely to
the fact that the story ran serially in the Sunday papers here. The picture showed that it
could draw against the sound pictures as it did
a bigger week than "White Shadows of the
South Seas" at the Des Moines. This picture
did a very satisfactory business although a big
snow storm cut into the Thanksgiving crowd.
At the Strand "Avalanche" with Jack Holt
had perhaps the shade better business than
"Midnight Taxi" with Myrna Loy with both
pictures doing very good business.

Downtown
Milwaukee
Is
Up on Holiday Trade
Milwaukee. — The holiday on Thursday helped
to swell proceeds for the down town theatres.
At all houses unusually good business was reported. Generally fair weather helped to bring
patronage to the down town houses.
The Garden ended its long run of Al Jolson's "Singing Fool" this week, and with the
announcement that the picture was ending its
run came a burst of big business that started
with a line outside the box office at 10 in the
morning.
The

Alhambra

with

a

midnight

show

and

Picture

News

Troy

Thanksgiving eve had a very good week with
"Lonesome" as the feature picture.
Fair business was the lot of the Majestic with
"Show People" on the screen.
The Wisconsin, with two attractions, Francis
X. Bushmaji in person, and "Varsity" as the
feature, succeeded in drawing good houses.
"Mother Knows Best" is having a very good
run at the Strand. It will be continued some
time longer.
"Runaway Girls" did just fair business at the
Merrill. The two vaudeville houses down town
with first run pictures had an unusually successful week. The Riverside offered ''Annapolis" as the photoplay feature, and the feature at
the Orpheum was "Waterfront."
Although business was a little better than average in the neighborhood theatres, they did
not do as well as the down town houses did.
Strong attractions at the outskirt houses, which
were very well exploited, helped to swell the
crowds. "Four Sons" had very good patronage
at the Oriental and Tower. "The Terror"
brought good business to the Garfield, Modjeska
and Uptown. "Street Angel" drew well at the
Xational and Egyptian Theatres. "Silks and
Saddles" pleased the Venetian patrons.

Conditions
Improved
Oklahoma City

in

Oklahoma City — Oklahoma Cit\' theatres have
enjoyed another week of good business, although any of them could have easily taken care
of more patrons. The weather has been in
keeping with the season of the year for the
first time and receipts at the first run houses
seem to have settled to a more even trend.
"A Single Man," co-featuring Lew Cody and
.\ileen Pringle. with the Xational Players in
"The Nervous Wreck," went over good at the
Criterion.
The Orpheum Theatre had a good week with
five acts of good vaudeville, and the feature picture "A Romance of the L'nderworld." The
public attended very well throughout the seven
days.
"Companionate Marriage" at the Empress and
"Submarine" at the Liberty enjoyed good business.
The Capitol had a very satisfactory week during theirVictoria
presentation
"Thebusiness
Terror." with Syd
The
had of
good

on
Chaplin in "Skirts."

Lull in Seattle; "Outcast'* and "White
Shadows" Rated ItJust
"Average"
was tile greatest box oifice run picture in
SEATTLE. — There were no new outstanding

films in this city last week, and as a result the first run houses had to be satisfied with
ordinary business. The Seattle Theatre featured
"The Outcast"' on the screen, and it was considered just an average production that failed
to arouse much audience enthusiasm. FanchonMarco's stage revue was very pleasing, and
helped put the week over, but business could not
be considered anything but fair.
"White Shadows in tlie South Seas" played
at the Fifth Avenue Theatre and was interesting
from the technical standpoint but dis,appointing
as to story and treatment. It played to average
business onl\'. pleasing many patrons and disappointing many others.
.At the Music Bo.\ "The Jazz Singer" concluded its eighth and final week, after breaking
every existing long run and attendance record
ever held by any film in the Pacific Northwest.
It played more than 3.Vi performances at 50c
and 75c. and the final week registered quite
strongly at the box oflice. all things considered.

Seattle's history.
Hamrick's other house, the Blue Mouse,
played "The Midnight Taxi" for a week, and
this neat little myster>- film kept audiences entertained and satisfied. It was just strong enough

for one
added \'itaphone
and Movietone week,
attractions.withBusiness
good.
"Under the Black Eagle" at the Coliseinii
and "Clothes Make the Woman" at the Embassy were program films that did their share
of business, but not much more. .At the Orpheum "Show Folk" was an interesting little
l)rogram attraction tltat fitted in well at tliis
\audeville house, and business was very pleasing, due principally, if not entirely, to a goo<i
stage
Woman
Wife" at Panta,ges show.
failed "Man.
to arouse
muchand enthusiasm
and
played
to fair business
onl\'.
Neighborhood
and suburban
business is picking up a little with the coming of less pleasant
weather that keeps people from making lon^
trips downtown to the major houses, except for
particularly strong attractions.

December
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Holiday
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Boosts

But Neighborhood
Houses Are Still
10 to 30' c Off
CI.EN'ELA.VD—
What Iiavc
wouUI.
nary circimistaiicfs.
been imdc-r
just a ordifair
week in local tiiovie tlieatre circles, was
turned to a week of profits at the first run
houses by a holiday. Thanksgiving day was a
sala theatre day. All of the first-run houses
were taxed to takv care of the crowds. Ropes
xyere brought out to keep the foyer patrons in
line until seats were available.
"The -SingiiiR Fool." in its fourth week at
the Stillman. did as much on Thanksgiving day
as it did on the opening day. This brought the
week's business up and guarajiteed a continuation of the picture's engagement for at least
se\'eral more weeks.
"ilasks of the Devil" had a good week at the
.•\llen. Particularly interesting were the double
exposures used for the first time to signify a
dual character. Magnetic story, coupled with
splendid direction and intelligent acting.
"Tlie Haunted House" did great at the State,
where it was well exploited bv a "spook"
house which took the place of the box office,
and a "spooV cottage that covered the town on
an autoniotile truck. This is good popular entertainment.
"Adoration" packed Keith's Palace. Even
standing room on the main floor was at a
pi;emium. The picture, just a fair presentation
of the Russian revolution and how it broke up
a family, seemed to please. But the big drawing card on the program was the personal appearance ofKenneth Harlan in a dramatic skit.
Dan Halperin was also a headliner that helped
put the show over.

"The Man Who Laughs," ver\- excellent photoplay, received its just reward at the Hippodrome by being well attended and enthusiastically received.
"The Night Bird," a Reginald
picture,
the
audiences
pleased the Keith East 105th St. Denny
first half of the week, especially the fight scenes.
"Power." a fine production with William
Boyd in the leading role, was also well liked
and playing as it did the last half of the week
at Keith's East 105th St. it had the advantage
of enjoying holiday trade, thus bringing the total business up to a good average.
"Show People," playing its second run at the
Cameo, did well, while the Park had a good
week with "Revenge" the first three davs and
"Moran of the Marines" the last half of the
week, each of these pictures playing their first
subsequent run engagements.
"Foreign Legion" continued to draw big attendance during its second week at the Metropolitan, where it was staged under the auspices
of the -American Legion.
Xeighborhood houses are goirig through a
period of depression. Business is from 10 per
cent to 30 per cent off from what it was last
year at this time. Sound pictures in the dovi'ntown houses is drawing business from the
neighborhoods. Legitimate theatre and concert
competition was moderately keen, but not tremendouslv so.

Hohday and Games Boost
Portland Trade
Portland. Ore. — It wa-^ a most acceptable
meiiu of film and stage presentations that the
various houses spread before an eager populace
during Thanksgiving week and, as a result,
business reached a peak far above the average.
To further stimulate patronage several of the
houses made a tie-up with the football teams,
who brought in a veritable horde of visitors
from the adjacent centers.
"The .•\ir Circus" brought out an increased
attendance at the Broadway, which was doubly

Cleveland

;ippreciatcd b> tli-.- younger sets, and who continue to supix)rt the Thursday night dances on
the mezzanine. Prominent among the Movielone attractions was George Bernard .Shaw.
-Max Bradfield and nmsical revelers continue to
merit g<x)d business.
,\t the Portland Gene Morgan presented in
his usual snappy fashion the "River Idea." On
the screen "Me Gangster."
.\t the Music Box "The Terror" continued for
a second week with ever increasing crowds, especially at the evening shows, and promises to
continue a good money-maker for at least another week.
Manager .\kin brought to the Capitol Theatre undoubtedly the best offering yet at pojnilar prices, "Midnight Life," with Francis X.

First

Eddie Ross and his ",\frican Harp" was the
headline act at Pantages. On the screen "Man,
Woman and Wife," featuring Norman Kerry,
who has always been popular here in his screen
offerings.
The usual screen and stage offerings of the
clever type were brought on in [jrofusion at
Tebbett's "Oriental" and increased attendance
were registered on Monday, preview night and
Wednesday, the weekly gift night. "The .Angel
of Broadway" was entertaining screen action.
United .Artists held over for a second week
"White Shadows in the South Seas." which
caused considerable favorable comment, with a
slight box office increase.

Philadelphia First and Second
Report Fair Business
PHILADELPHIA.— Fairly successful attendance records were had by most of the
Philadelphia down town theatres during
Thanksgiving week. Weather conditions were
good but there were few special features.
Business was fair at the Stanley with Wilh'am Haines Jnd Marion Davies in "Show People." in which an imposing array of Hollywood
stars take part. There was an exceptionally
strong surrounding bill featuring Ledova and
Ivan Luttman.
■'White Shadows in the South Seas" continued its engagement at the Stanton with mediocre business.
The Karlton did a good business with Warner Brothers 100 per cent talking picture. "The
Home Towners," a breezy comedy which was
well liked by the public.
The Little Theatre presented "Secrets of the
Soul," a U. F. .A,, production, which attempted
to interpret the mental life of the leading character rather than physical activity. The acting

All

First

Runs

Bushman in the lead. Good business was the
rule here throughout the week.

Runs

is of high quality but the picture, while interesting from a scientific point of view, does not appeal to popular taste.
At the Arcadia Ruth Elder stole the honors
from Richard Dix in "Moran of the Marines"
in which she soared into prominence as a motion picture star of ability as well as good
looks. Business was fair.
Business was good at the Fox with "Romance of the L^nderworld," another gang picture. There was a good surrounding bill, including Bernoff & Eulalie. Elsa Ersi and Michon
Brothers.
The Aldine reports fair business with Charles
Rogers
in "Varsitj'."
Business
at the second run houses was satisfactory all week. The Carman presented
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and a stage presentation,
"Indian Love Call." At the Forum "Four
Walls" and a stage show "Palace of Jazz" attracted good business.

Run Kan sas City Theatres
Show Gain for Week

KANSAS CITY.— A continuance of healthy
business was experienced by practically all
tirst run houses in Kansas City, attendance being either up to the normal mark or slightly
over it.
At Loew's Midland John Gilbert in "Masks
of the Devil" showed a slight gain over the
average weekly mark, the matinee business being exceptionally good, while night attendance
held its own. At the Xewman. "The Docks of
Xew York," starring George Bancroft, played
to a much better matinee attendance than was
experienced at the night performances, but the
week's total business was good. "Win That
Girl" at the Royal offered a strong appeal to
the younger generation and school students, the
wdek's attendance soaring comfortaibly over
the normal mark.
"The Crash." featuring Milton Sills, did an
average business at the Pantages, the matinee

'Seventh Heaven" Wins
Photoplay Medal
HQ\^N
EVENTH
the Fox
productionHEAVEN,"
has been awarded
^-^
the Photoplay Medal for 1927.
The seven
pictures
to which
the
medal was awarded in previous years
are: "'Humoresque," "Tol-able David,"
"Robin
Hood,"
"Covered
Wagon,"
"Abraham Lincoln," "Big Parade" and
"Beau Gestc."

attendance being good, but the nightly business dropping off a bit. "Honeymoon Flats" at
the Uptown was another picture which did
slightly better than normal business, as was
"Outcast," starring Corinne Griffith, at the
Mainstreet. The customary newspaper and billboard advertising, along with the usual lobby
displays and Thanksgiving decorations, was all
that was resorted to by any of the theatres in
the way of exploitation.

Chill Weakens Tampa, But
Not Enough to Hurt
Tampa. — Chilly weather, the first half of the
week, had its effect upon theatre attendance.
Most all houses reported a slight falling off in
the receipts, but not much below average.
The Tampa had two excellent cards this week.
"The Awakening," for the first half, was well
liked and drew good business. But for the
chilly weather this picture would have shown
up well
over average. "The Michigan Kid"
also
pleased.
The Victory, for the first time in several
weeks, gave a split-week program. "The River
Pirate." with sound. Movietone Xews and VitaI)hone acts, for the first half, failed to pull the
average
business.
"ver better
the last"The
half,Perfect
but theCrime"
week, went
as a
whole, was not up to average.
The Strand had a good week. "Sally's Shoulders" drew nicely for two days. "The Foreign
Legion" did well the following three. For the
last two days "The Cardboard Lover."
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Boston Theatres Set November
Pull of Keith's and
Good Picture Line-up
Seen As Cause of Boost
holiday
BOSTON.— With tlie Thanksgiving
Boston's
followed by a stormy week-end,
motion picture theatres enjoyed the heaviest business in their history for the final week
of November. Every theatre played throughout
the week to practically capacity audiences.
The opening of the new Keith Memorial
Theatre has apparently brought more theatre
patrons to Boston, for since that playhouse
opened its doors three weeks ago. all of the
motion picture theatres have enjoyed bigger
business than ever although long waiting lines
form in front of the new theatre every night
.and capacity audiences have been the rule. It is
interesting to note that when the big Metropoli
tan opened its doors two years ago. the same
isituation followed, so that the opening of a new
and modern theatre is getting to be a sign
ior record breaking business at all other theatres. „
„ ,
is still hangAI Jolson's "The Jazz Singer"
ing up box office records for Boston. For four
weeks it ran simultaneously at the Fenway and
Washington Street Olympia Theatres of the
Publix chain after having made the record run
of a dozen weeks at the Netoco chain's twin
houses, the Modern and Beacon. Now it has
moved along to the Netoco's new Casino Theafter exatre, which opened its doors thisit week
is hanging up
tensive remodeling, and again
"box office marks for that playhouse. To date its
total run amounts to 32 weeks in Boston and
yet lines form nightly at the Casino for an opportunitv to see and hear it.
"King of Kings" returns to Boston for a big
•week at Loew's State Theatre after having been
highly successful as a road show six months
ago at the Colonial Theatre. It is the first
showing at popular prices and bids fair to make
a new year's box office record for the State
'Theatre.
"Outcast" is the film at the new Keith Memorial Theatre, playing to capacity audiences
at all performances, keeping up with the mark
made by "Tenth Avenue" a week ago.
"Manhattan Cocktail" is the Publix Metropolitan's offering and coupled with the personal
appearance of Fannie Brice on the stage, has
rfilled the theatre to capacity all week.
"Marriage by Contract" with Movietone and
A'itaphone at the twin Modern and Beacon The.atres is another film which is filling Boston
playhouses this week.
With these larger tlieatres playing S.R.O.
most of the week, it might appear that there
would not be sufficient patronage to go around,
yet the following theatres report unusually good
"business : Keith-Albee Boston with "Annapolis," Publix's Olympia and Fenway with simultaneous showing of "The Terror," which bids
iair
to exceed
Singer,"
and
has met
with "The
aclaimJazz
on all
sides ;high
the run
ScoUay
Square Olympia with its anniversary week pro•duction of "Caught in the Fog" and Loew's Orpheum with "The Woman Disputed."

Holiday Gives Harrisburg
Good Week's Trade

Harrisburg. — Tiie influence of the holiday on
the business of the Harrisburs theatres in
Thanksgiving week was on the right side of
'the ledger, and. moreover, the merits of the
plays offered in the principal theatres justified
•the patronage, which showed an increase over
■even the good averages of the earlier weeks of
November.
There was a big feminine attendance at
Loew's Regent, which showed "The Masks of
■the Devil," and two youthful Paramount stars,
INancy Carroll and Richard Arlcn, went over

big in "Manhattan Cocktail." at the Victoria,
where business was above the average.
"Fazil" occupied the screen at the Colonial
and was well patronized throughout the week.
.-\t the State the main screen attraction tlie
first three days was "Adventure Mad," and
the last half of the week the picture was "The
Phantom City." The State increased its average daily receipts for the week by putting on a
Saturday morning matinee, consisting of pictures especially chosen for children by a welfare
organization. These shows are to be a permanent Saturday morning fixture. The receipts
from them are practically "velvet" because they
are shown at an hour when, heretofore, the theatre was closed.
The Broad Street Theatre showed "Chicago"
and did good business. The offering at the Russell was "The Girl-Shy Cowboy," while the
Rialto got good financial results from presenting
a second run showing in Harrisburg of "Out
of the Ruins." The Capitol gave the city a
repeat engagement of Clara Bow in "Ladies
of the Mob."

Picture

N ezvs

Record

good much
week'sabout
business,
although the fans didn't
rave
the production.
The second week of "Abie's Irish Rose" got
by fairly well at the Grand.
The Liberty instituted its new policy of split
weeks. First half played "Beggars of Life" and
the
three Business
days saw for
"Caught
m the
on
the last
screen.
the week
wasFog"
below
average.
The Cameraphone also started the split week
policy. The first half "The Loves of an Actress" was the feature and the last half "Mother
Knows Best" was the attraction. Business here,
too, was below average.
"The Wedding March" did but fair for the
week at the Regent.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" did satisfactory business at the Alhambra. this house being in the
East End. five miles from the heart of town,
viously.
where the production played the week pre"The Farmer's Daughter," along with six acts
of Keith vaudeville, got but average business for
the Davis.
The Olympic had Rin-Tin-Tin in "Land of
the Silver Fox." and business was but aver-

"Show Girl" and "Masks of
age.
Devil" Big in Pitt
Pathe Rooster to be Seen
Pittsburgh. — Loew's Penn had a big wek as
usual. The screen attraction was John Gilbert
in Pathechrome Color
in "Masks of the Devil," a typical Gilbert love
drama of average entertainment value. Teddy
Joyce, m. c, and the PubHx unit, "Blue Revue." was well received.
The Stanley also had a big week with "Show
Girl." This comedy got much laughter from the
audiences.
"The

Red

Dance"

at Loew^'s

Aldine

got a

Mr. Pathe, the trade mark of the Pathe
company, having been given a voice through
the Photophone, will in future be exhibited
in the films in his natural by means of the
color process, Pathechrome. He will be
seen thus in a forthcoming issue of the
Pathe Review.

Ottawa Theatres Cash In on HoUday
Week; Suburban Trade Also Good
OTTAWA. — Amusement seekers of Ottawa.
Ontario, had paths worn from one theatre
to another during the week of November 26.
thanks to the diversity of film attractions, and
professional hockey activities did not make
much of a dent in theatre patronage. With St.
Andrew's Day on November 30. it was a gala
week for the local Scottish and they loosened
their purse strings to celebrate the occasion.
"The Masks of the Devil." starring John Gilbert, at the Regent Theatre, was plain mush to
the men but it had the women clutching the
opera chairs.
A peach of a picture was "The Docks of
New York" at B. F. Keith's Theatre, where it
balanced good vaudeville.
The Centre Theatre had a comedy, "Plastered
in Paris," that had everybody talking. It was
a popular attraction. At the Centre. Keith's, and
the Regent there were news shots of the eruption of Aetna.

The Collegians swelled the regular patronage
at the Imperial Theatre to see "Win That Girl."
A re-issue of "Sunnyside," as an added feature,
rounded out a program that brought big business.
The new Avalon Theatre continued to make
progress with a split week of light features,
"The Baby Cyclone" and "The Girl in the Pullman," augmented by an appropriate stage show
and symphony orchestra. The Avalon has not
yet found its stride, however.
Neighborhood houses packed them in every
night w'ith assorted features. Judging by the
crowds, these "spot houses" must be making
big money. The Fern Theatre split the week
with "Four Walls" and "The Warning," the
latter being more of a treat for juveniles. The
Columbia oiTered "The Noose" and "Rose of
the Golden West," both of which were popular.
The Rex registered well with "Two Arabian
Knights" and "The Branded Sombrero."

Georgia
and Capitol Share Honors in
Atlanta; Other Houses Are Off
ATL.\NTA. — Business in Atlanta theatres
last week for the most part went to Keith's
Georgia and the Capitol.
Although "Companionate Marriage" pulled at
the Georgia because of its name only, Nick Lucas proved the real drawing power, plus three
other very good vaudeville acts. On Thanksgiving the house broke all previous gross records.
John Gilbert in "Masks of the Devil" brought
the Capitol its splendid week.
At the Howard "The Home Towners" fell
below what is due that picture, which fact may
rightly be attributed to poor title. Gotham alone
appreciates such a cognomen, it would seem.
"Wings"
played in Atlanta a fourth week,

moving from the Howard to the Rialto this
week. Considering this picture ran two weeks
at the Erlanger as a road show three weeks
previous to its return as a first run. the fourth
week was good ; however, nothing to boast
about.
The Metropolitan came out only fair with
Rod La Rocquc in "Captain Swagger," while
Loew's Grand divided the week between "While
the City Sleeps" and "Excess Baggage" with
fair returns.
The Erlanger. showing "Desert Song," stage
production, enjoyed an unusually good week,
thus breaking into moving picture box-offices.
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Opinions on Pictures
Behind The German
Good

Lines

But Mot the Thrills Expected
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

'T' HKOUGH the use of some excellently
* animated maps the spectator at this
picture — which flies the Ufa banner — can
appreciate something of militaiy strategy.
These are intei-spersed with some actual
war shots and a series of subtitles that
try to explain literally what it's all about.
It is easy to see that the i^icture has been
extensively edited. The maps attend tu
that. But these are first rate since they
portray troop movements on both sides —
the movements being recorded through solid
and hollow lines. The advances and retreats are clearly indicated. The Germans
make out that they lost the battle of the
Marne through transfeixing their soldiers
from the Western front to the Eastern.
There are shots of Hindenburg and the
former Kaiser — ditto the Crown Prince and
Joffre and Kitchener. There are other shots
of hostilities and the sm-prise attacks which
occur when there is a lull in the warfare.
The submarine campaign is neglected —
which is unfortunate considering the
strength of the Germans in this arm of
their strategy. But taken altogether it
shapes up as authentic except where some
sound effects are introduced. These don't
belong.
The maps really put it over.
Drawing Power: Good for all those who
were in the war; for American Legion men
and all sorts of military organizations. Exploitation Angles: Use a war ballyhoo; arrange tie-ups with American Legion Posts;
stress the great German offensive and how
the allies finally checked it and hurled it
back. Reproduce some of the stories that
the papers ran at that time.
THEME: Germany's side of the late
war.
Produced by Ufa. Distributed by Para
mount. Length, s:J.'A feet. Release date,
undetei'mined.

Outcast
The

Original Sting Missing But It
Does Very Well
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

YlfHEX this one appeared' on the stage
' ' it made 'em gasp a bit because of
what in that day was called a shocker.
But in this modern era there's nothing to
make a shudder pass over the frame of your
favorite prissy aunt. As the title indicates
it tells of a lady of the evening — an outcast from society who carries her passionate
cross without a murmur. Indeed she carries it so well that she shows herself to be
more genuine and regular than the sisterhood with whom she is scorned.
This picture moves along very well for
considerable of its footage, then it begins
to grow wearisome and the response,
naturally, is not so keen. It has meat to
it — has this story and it gets around its
original difficulties in tip-top style. Corinne
Griffith is the lady of the streets here and
the play develops from the moment that

she meets a society man and becomes his
light o' love. There is a counter-conflict
showing a society woman cheating on her
husband. The society man checks out his
fair friend for this cheater only to discover
that his erstwhile playmate is a true friend
and loyal. The result is he returns to her.
And so on to the inevitable understanding.
Some may argue that the story is innocent enough. Perhaps these will remember
the original situations. Certainly there's
nothing otf color about it. The picture is
smartly u))holstered — and the players do
exceptionally well, especially the star and
Edmund Lowe. And because of them and
its title and the promise of a sting to it —
there should be a healthy patronage for it.
In all a good picture if a trifle tedious.
Drawing Power: Star, cast and title
should attract them. For better class houses.
Exploitation Angles: Play up title. Build
campaign around original play and that it
was one of the best of its day. Play up
star and cast.
THEME: Drama involving triangle with
gay bounder playing fast and loose with
daughter of easy virtue and a wife who
would cheat her husband.
Produced and distributed by First National. Length, six reels. Released, Dec,
1928. Directed by William A. Seiter.
Miriam
Tony
Geoffrey
Hugh
\"alent;ne
Mable
Moreland
Mrs. O'Brien
Fred
Joie

THE

CAST

Corinne Griffith
James
Ford
Edmund Lowe
Huntley Gordon
Kathryn
Carver
Louise Fazenda
Claude Iving
PatsySam O'Byrne
Hardy
Lee Moran

"The

Newlyweds
Lose
Snookums"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J, Reddy)
TWO
entirely separate continuities seem to
have been spliced together, in order to make
up
Sternruns
Brothers
comedy,
the this
action
along "Snookums"
fairly smoothly,
and but
the
comedy is peppy. A rather good number that
should please.
The newlyweds read in the newspapers about
the operations of kidnappers in their neighborhood, and are sure "Snookums" has been stolen,
when he is missing from his crib. The frantic
parents race all over the apartment bouse and
cause much confusion before they discover that
their angel child has stolen the elevator and
was giving himself a continuous ride. They
finally catch the mischievous kid in time to rush
him to a baby parade. Snookum jockeys his
decorated auto into first place, and then sets
about putting pep into the parade, in his efforts, he successfully wrecks the whole affair,
and is given first prize for his "cuteness,"

"Spartan Diet"
(Pathe— One Reel)
f'CF.A.RTAN DIET," one of the latest
O issues in the Grantland Rice series of
Sportlight films, proves pictorially that many
modern sports are just as severe on the human
system as those practiced by the ancient
Spartans. The prominent sports authority in
planting the compilation of this single-reeler
surely must have the combed the field of athletics, for the film runs the gamut of sports
events.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

Someone to Love
Light But Fairly Entertaining
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A PICTURE reminiscent of "The Charm
•'* School," which reached the screeii
several seasons ago is on view here — and it
shapes up as toleral)ly entei-taining. It's
one of those boy-and-girl affairs, which is.
to say that the love interest is the important note. And since Ch.irles Rogers
and Mary Brian carry on this romantic
appeal their public (the Buddy boy has
some following) will be pleased. It should
find response with most of the youngsters
who have gone into the sweetheart business.
This particular film is adapted from Alice
Duer Miller's story and reveals one of those
mild conflicts when a youth with little background has to make good in order to win
the daughter of a millionaire — and to convince him in the bargain that he isn't a
fortune hunter. So he gets the air from
clerking in a music store and becomes a
director of a girls' boarding school. Do'
you
see where
similarity to " ' The Charm
School"
entersthehere?
There are some mild complications from,
which the youth escapes before he can elope
with the girl of his heart. And there it
is — a celluloid sweetmeat, but competentlv
played by the east which comprises James
Kirkwood, William Austin and Jack Oakie.
The producers have given it a neat mounting, the exteriors and interiors showing up
neatly enough.
Drawing Power: Rogers' popularity as a
male star getting the most fan mail. Bound
to please the younger set. Suitable for all
types of houses. Exploitation Angles: Play
up
Brian
and star's
James popularity.
Kirkwood. Feature
Bill as Mary
romance
of
young
go-getter,
etc.
THEME:
Romance
of poor youth who
develops go-getting qualities and wins a
young heiress.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels. Released, Dec., 1928.
Director, F. Richard Jones.
THE
William
Shelby
Joan Kendricks
Aubrey
Weems
-Michael Casey
Mr. Kendricics
Harriet Xewton
Simmons

"Huhby's

CAST

-

Week-End

Charles Rogers
Mary Brian
William Austin
Jack Oakie
James
Kirkwood
Mary Alden
Frank Reicher

Trip"

(Pathe — Two
Reel?)
( Revieued by George J. Reddy \
ATYPICAL American domestic problem
servps as the background for some comedy
in this Mack Sennett two-reeler. The story revolves around tlie determined efforts of a
sl'ghtly hen-pecked husband, to take a weekend spree at the gay Tia Tuana. and the equallydetermined efforts of his fair spouse to prevent
him. A number of choice laugh situations have
been gagged into this release by Edward Adamson and Jefferson Moffit, and are capably put
across by the featured character. Billy Bevan,
and a well balanced supporting tast, including^
Dot Farley, Vernon Dent and Carmilita Geraghty. Harry Edwards directed.
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Riley the Cop
Playful But Pleasing
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
'I ' HE title sure gives it away. It's one of
-'■ those comedies wherein the central
character must register a typical Irish personality and do his stuff in a typical Irish
way. And who among the Fox forces is
better entitled to play the title role than
Fan-ell MacDonald .? With his expressions
and gift of pantomime he makes it better
than it really is — and first thing you know
it 's over and you admit to yourself that
it 's berpretty
it long. good even if you won 't rememThe cop in this story is sent to Germany
{Irish and German comics have gone together since the first "burleyque'' days) to
capture a suspected embezzler. But the
big bluecoat develops a yen for Munich
beer and forgets his mission. Between MacDonald and Louise Fazenda as a coy German girl they extract the necessary amount
of laughs.
It 's a story which just gallops along not
asking much concentration on your part to
get excited over it. The cop is the whole
works here, though there is a subordinate
love interest to provide something of a balancing note. Two youngsters on Riley's
beat fall in love with intention of mari-ying.
But the girl is packed off to Europe by a
wealthy aunt. The youth gathers up hi~
savings to follow her. But the bakery in
which he worked discovers a shortage in
the funds. AVith the boy under suspicion it
is Riley's job to bring him back, although
he knows him to be innocent. It all end^
with the real guilty culprit caught — with
romance beckoning between the youngsters
and the cop and his German flapper. So it
fares as an average comedy, made amusing
by the players.
Drawing Power: Suitable for average
houses. Should draw well if rest of program is strong. Exploitation Angles: Tease
the title. Play up principals. Bill as amusing comedy ^if a r-op,
THEME: Comedy romance of cop who
saves youth from arrest and gets real crock,
besides finding romance to boot.
Produced ami distributed by Fox. Length,
six reels. Released, Deceiiiljcr, lrt2S. Director, .John Ford.
THE
James
Kiley
Lena Krausmeyer
Mary Coronelli
.Joe Smith
Hans Krausmeyer
'Caroline
Julius Kuchendorf
Judge Coronelli
Mr. Kuchendorf
Munich Cabman
Paris Cabman
■Crook

CAST
Farrell MacDonald
Louise Fazenda
Xancy
Drexel
David Rollins
Harry Schultz
Mildred
I3oyd
Ferdinand Scliumann-Heirik
Del Henderson
Russell Powell
Otto Fries
Billy Bevan
Mike Dfmlin

"Sailor Suits"
(Universal — Two Reels)
{Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
SID SAYLOR gets across sonri good comedy
in this issue of his "Let George Do It"
series, assisted by a capable cast o£ Universal
fuiimakers. Saylor is a hard worker, and when
given material to work with usually turns out
commendable results.
George (Sid Saylor) and his "Buddy" are
two sons of rest, and while wandering in the
park discover that they rate less than zero with
the girls, Un it is sailors' day off, and the
fvmmes can't see anything but the; Xavy. The
I)als hit upon the ingenious idea of swiping a
couple of smocks from some artists and sailor
hats from two small boys. All set for action
they soon see a "sweetie" rowing on the lake.
Their efforts to double-cross
each other and

make a date with her lead to many laughs.
Finally
George the
wins
the Xavy
"M. them
P.."
who
mistakes
boysjustforas sailors,
orders
back to the ship. They get out of this mess just
in time for George's date. When they arrive at
the girl's house they find that she has doublecrossed them both, and invites them to attend
her wedding with a real sailor. This one should
click with most any type of audience.

"Sleeping

Through"

(Universal — Two Reels)
iRevieived by George J. Reddy \
A FAIR enough comedy release is the classification that may be given this newest release in the "Horace In Hollywood" series of
Universal comics, featuring Arthur Lake. Lake
again appears as an assistant prop in one of the
big studios, which on this occasion happens to
be filming a big race track story. Arthur becomes very much interested in the scenes and
neglects his duties, with the result that the director and actors get sore and cutf him around.
Horace is so dazed that he accidentally drinks a
sleeping powder, and falls asleep standing up.An unfortunate accident puts one of the jockeys
out of commission, and the frantic director looks
for Horace to take his place, and finds him in
the land of dreams. The director somehow
manages to get Horace aboard the horse, and
by a trick of fate he wins. Xo one was quite
sure just what had happened, least of all Horace, for he was nine-tenths asleep. His one
idea was to stretch out under the nearest tree
and sleep it off. This number will please
Arthur Lake followers, and will register well
enough with average audiences.

"Watch
the Birdie"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George 3. Reddy)
AXOTHER Buster Brown comedy, that succeeds in maintaining the fair laugh pace
that previous offerings in this series have set.
The gags and stories that go to make up tliese
comedies are such that will go over immensely
with
and that
this,theo*'adults
course,will
is visit
more the
or
less ofthea kiddies
guarantee
theatreThe Browns, on this occasion, are seeking an
apartment where dogs are welcome, but have
little luck. In spite of the pleas of Buster and
Mary Jane. Father decides that their dog Tige
must go. Father rents an apartment in an exclusive house, and Buster manages to sneak
Tige in the place in a suit case. The suit case
is delivered to the wrong apartment, but the
crafty Tige escapes and seeks the children,
during which he upsets several households.
Buster and Mary Jane find a camera, and pose
Tige for a picture. The explosion of the flashlight powder almost wrecks the house, and the
landlord gives the kids and dog a merry chase.

"Two Tars"
(M-G-M-Roach— Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THERE is some splendid elaboration on a
simple idea in the new Hal Roach comedy,
co-featuring those lovable dubs. Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy. So well are the ideas in the
Roach comedies carried out that it would well
profit other comedy-makers to study the method
employed. Here all the comedy revolves around
a fight on the highway — and what a fight !
Some of the gags are old and slapstick shows
her face frequently but the humor is presented
with deft touch, nevertheless, the fine team work
of Stan and Oliver provoking considerable merriment. Stan achieves expressions of absolute
vacuity, while Oliver exhibits a slyer type of fun
and uses with good effect glances of embarrassment at the camera. These boys have a comedy
style all their own and one that's hard to beat.
"Two Tars" is fine comedy for audiences
evervwherc.

P ic t u r c

X i

"The
Fishing Fool"
(Pathe— One Reel)
P.\UL TERRY and his assistant cartoonists
have created another good chuckle-getter in
this one, which shows Waffles, the cat, and his
master, old Farmer .■Mfalfa, out on a fishing trip.
Waffles is successful with the rod. while .\I is
equally as successful in courting trouble. The
farmer falls into the lake several times, loses his
bait, gets bitten by a turtle, rides the high
waves, flirts witli a mermaid and accidentally
kisses a walrus. Al finally is chased over the
hills by a huge fish, when the latter discovers
the old man catching small fish with a mouse
trap. In all a verv cleverh' animated subject. —
GEORGE J. REDDY.

Newsreel Resume
Paramount

News Xo. 37 : Holiday parade

on B'way; Kin^ George ill; motor boat
taking- a hnrdle; Alp dwellers invading
T^Tot Valley; Hollywood's animal extras;
Smith-Jones gqlf match; tonring the Grand
Canyon via the air. Xo. 38: Congress opens
session; Mexico inangnrates Gil; winter
racing at Tia Jtiana starts; .John Coolidge
and Florence Trumbull, newlyweds-to-be;
Roy Chapman Andrews returns from Gobi
Desert; Bossy Gillis out of jail; last of
Riffian rebels; Santa gets ready; StanfordArmy football match.
Kinograms Xo. 5453: Coolidge begins
hunting holiday; president's son to wed;
Santa Clans; high school in X. .J. which
teaches flying; a Thanksgiving hike; Londoners exhibit ancient aiitos ; French hold
bike carnival; Turkish troops in gymnastic
review. No. 54.^4: Mexico hails Gil; TOtli
Congress opens ; American girl and Swedish
King^s nephew wed; Coolidges trap shooting; Bossy Gillis celebrates release from
jail;
Follies ; girl
now Hurst
pastor'sand
wife;
ifcPherson
Fanny
herAimee
pet ;
six-day bike race participants; StanfordArmv game.
il-G-M Xews Xo. 3'2: Mussolini at Coliseum rally; French porters in race; at the
Tia .Juana track; football games; Smith in
Dixie; Bishop of Verdun arrives in Xew
York; France's oldest woman; arctic
whalers' haul; midinettes in ])aper hat contest; U. S. airplane carrier Lexington.
Xo. 33: Mexico inaugurates Gil as presimotorboat
jumping;
minister's
wife
trains dent;
child
dancers;
Bossy
Gillis free;
American heiress weds nephew of Swedish
king;
Tia
.luana;
Congress
assembles;
Pathe Xews Xo. 99: The Coolidges visit
Swannauoa ; Geisha girls at Hirohito 's coronation; kids celebrate holiday; Poles celebrate anniversary; painters begin 3-year
job on Quebec bridge. X'o. 300: Congress
in convention; Coolidge 's skill as rille
marksnuin; American heiress weds; 6-day
bike riders; Tia Juana racing; .John Coolidge to wed; babies weighed in.
International X'ews Xo. 9fi : Stormy Atlantic ; Bishop of Verdun in America ;
Prince and Princess Kotochoubej-Beauharnais; French autoist; a Strad violincello;
Amelia Earhart ; Siamese canoeists; Yankee doughboys leave on transport; FascLsti
rally in Rome; New York's wee citizens;
Tia Juana races; football games; Italy's
cavalry cadets; dog show. Xo. 97: Coolidge
tests his marksmanship; Swedish King's
nephew married; Xew York babies; Tia
.Juana opens r.acing season; Gil sworn in
as Mexico's president; the 70th Congress;
famous folks' pets; Stanford-Army game.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England
■-■.
JNewspaper

D. F. Stevenson of
„,p Lincoln Theatre
Tie-up
and
in Trenton,
N. J.,
"'^'t^'s *" '"'"P"''* «
"Laff Week"
fine merehants-newspaper-theatre tie-up on "Laff Week'' in his
city. We are always glad to call attention

to sucli tie-ups because they create a lot ot'
good talk and publicity for evei-yone concerned and shows that the manager is on
the job.
As Stevenson describes it: "A card containing two numbers (these selected by the
merchants) was placed in the window of
each of twelve large stoi-es in the city.
Kach store was represented by an ad. on
the special page tie-up and in its advertisement copy gave two numbers which coiTe.sponded with those displayed in the windows.
Each window also contained a special
display on the "Laff Week" working in
the name of the theatre and all three angles
"were well covered and since Stevenson reports that he found this entire idea very
productive along business lines we do not
hesitate to pass it along and at the same
time recommend it. If further details ar?
wanted we gladly refer you to him and we
iire the
sureentire
he will
send you all the "dope"
ton
selieme.
With such a start we are going to look
forward to hearing from D. F. Stevenson
3igain and often.
From the RothStrand, in Summit.
N. J., .we again get
Jersey Hits
some sidelights of
Again
new ideas in exT)loitatlcn and by this time we are begintiing to suspect that the Roth-Strand is, indeed, fortunate to have its present manager at the helm. This time he tells us
about offering a gold lined, silver cup as a
special prize to the winning team of the
football game between Summit and Chathajn. And to prove that it was a success
from the standpoint of free publicity he
sent me a copy of the newspaper story
about it. In addition he took pictures of
the game, the crowds, etc., and made it
incwn at the field that these pictures would
he shown at his theatre. Result : Good will
from both schools and their faculty. Plenty
of extra business shunted into his box oflice
from the crowds wanting tc- see themselves
in the picture and lots of valuable word-ofmouth advertising.
There are plenty such opportunities in
practically every city and town In the country for just such tie-ups and the expense.

Summit,

New

"Kiddies Xmas

Party"

THEthe fun's
boys.that.Already
word started,
has traveled
every
member of the ROINDTABLE
CLUB will hold a kiddies Xmas Party
in his theatre, cooperating with his
local Chamber of Commerce, the local
newspapers or other organizations, all
willing to dig in and make Dec. 24lh
a happy morning for the youngsters.
We are going to publish an "Honor
Roll" of every member who successfully puts one of these shows across.
So start the ball a-rolling and make
your plans now. If you want further
information as to the various angles of
this "stunt" drop me a line and I'll
shoot it along. BUT, don't forget to
keep me posted as to progress and
how if turns out.
C. E. L.

as compared tC' the added business, etc., is
hardly worth talking about. Why not tuck
this away where you can find it quick, because your mind should be on the alei^ for
any such chances as this offers.
The Roth-Strand also informs us of a
"Birthday Party" at the theatre, when, in
conjunction witih the showing of the first
two chapters of "Fighting For Fame" (a
serial) featuring Master Ben Alexander,
they offered to admit, free, all children
bringing letters from their parents certifying that the child's birthday was the same
as Master Alexander's. In addition to the
marvelous business this created, he also
cashed in again on some free newspaper
publicity.
I don't mind admitting that I like to tell
about such exploitation stunts. They are
easily fitted to most any picture and most
any picture can be easily fitted to rtm it
with.
Thanks Roth-Strand, we want to hear
more from you.
There are, indeed,
^^^ ^^^ angles that
^^^^^
j^ called
comes new
to
could be
talking abotit
Women's Fashion and Style Shows, biit it
remained for W. H. Bergmann, of the" Columbus Theatre, in Columbus, Nebr^ to
spring a new one on us in the way of a
Men's Fashion Show. And what's more it
clicked — and how! The stunt cost him
nothing at all and he received free window
display, free newspaper space and the store
furnished the models, stage settings, etc.
Here is one, boys, that should make yon

A Men's
Style
i/ioir
£,' , £,,

"hop" to the chance of putting it over.
Just grab your typewriters and send a letter to Mr. Bergmann asking for full detaUs.
And after you get them, g& to work on it.
because it's distinctly different and will
cause no end of comment in your town.
More about Bergmann next week.

A...^ew

-,.
,
Member

Introdlices

Julius of the
Chalif,
manager
Elton

Theatre,

in

together
his
Brooklyn, sends
selfhouseapplication
with Him
an attractive
program from the
Elton.
The only thing I can say about his
program is that he takes an ordinary affair
and makes it interesting by reason of using
Uttle readers here and there tc teU about
his theatre and shows.
We are expecting to hear some interesting things about The Elton now that it is
represented in the CLUB and knowing the
section as I do I'm certain Chalif must keep
stepping to stay on the job. Lots of luck
and fellow the CLUB for some good tips.

iarasli
„
,

Iheatre
,._,

of Wesomeare fine
newsin receipt

republicity
paper
of
'
M. Shirley, President and General llanafger
ofg the
am
WilUraMr. corpo
dy
cta
ely hejrdin
tunat
tinri,Sch
bat ene
unfor
sent us a mat of
liim-self and this we cannot reproduce.
Please send me a regular photo Mr. Shirley
as I want to tell the CLUB members something about yoct, but I will hold the story
rnitil I receive the photo.
Corp.

The Farash Corp. is one of the fast steppers operating the following theatres up
N'ew York State : Strand, Albany, State,
liurLson, Wedgeway, Van Curler, and Barcli.
And, incidentally, I want every house manager on that cirexrit to join the club. Follow the '•'chief's" example, boys. I have
had my eye on some of your houses and
know that there is a wealth of good stuff
that
you have been pulling. Don't keep it
a secret.

Illuminated Stand Erected
by Neosho Exhibitor

An illuminated 24-sheet stand has been
erected by Hugh Gardner, Xeosho, llo.,
exhibitor, on the Concrete highway leading
to his town, advertising his theatre. Recently bookers,- salesmen and exchange managers of Kansas
decidedwhich
to "sell"
exhibitors
one idea City
each month
might
aid in obtaining greater attendance at theatres.
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News

"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors-in every part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num her who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who.
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who
consider
it "Big."
rating
on that feature, obtained by the following
Tile fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av erage
method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F air," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%.
The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of reresents
the
consensus
of
opinion
on
that
picture.
In this
ports, giving the average percentage — a figure which rep
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not recei ved at least ten reports.

s
Title of Picture

COLUMBIA PICTURES
Aft er the Storm
—
Broadway Daddies
—
Matinee Idol, The
—
Scarlet Lady, The
—
Sporting Age, The
—
F B O
Chicago After Midnight ... —
Coney Island
—
Dead Man's Curve
—3
Freckles
Hit of the Show, The
—
Legionaires in Paris
1
Little Mickey Grogan
—
Mojave Kid, The
—
Perfect Crime, The
—
Red Riders of Canada, The —
South Sea Love
1
FIRST NATIONAL
Big Noise
2
Burning Daylight
—
Butter and Egg Man, The . —
Canyon of Adventure
—
Flying Romeos
—
French Dressing
1
Happiness Ahead
—
Harold Teen
—
Hawk's
The Girl.
Heart of Nest,
a Follies
, —1
Heart to Heart
—
Helen of Troy
3
Her Wild Oat
—
Ladies' Night in a Turkish
Bath
—
Lady Be Good
—
Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come
—
Love Mart, The
—
Mad Hour, The
1
Night Watch, The
—
Noose. The
—
Oh Kay
—
Out of the Ruins
—
Patent Leather Kid, The.. . —
Sailors' Wives
2
Shepherd of the Hills, The —
Show Girl
—
Strange Case of Captain
Ramper. . . . .■
—
Texas Steer. A
—
Three-Ring Marriage
—
Upland Rider. The
1
Valley of the Giants
—
Vamping Venus
2
Wagon Show, The
—
Waterfront
—
Wheel of Chance
—
■WTiip,
The
—3
Whip Woman, The
Yellow Lily. The
—

i

Title of Picture

4
9
9

1
6
3
5
3
4
1
3
1
9
9

2
6
6
1
9

fi
3
7
9

7
9

121
10
7
3
1
4
9
3
4
1
1

fi
5
4
1

3
7
3
1
3
9

5
9

3
1
H
2

7
8
8
7
5

—
—
—
9
—

17
17
7
17
179

—
—

10
12
10
13
15
10
21
10
11
13
28
31
16
24
16
11
21
33
18
20
40
25

1
9

—
1
—
3
—
—
1
1

64
64
73
54

5,400 Ft.
5,925 Ft.
8.192 Ft.
5,467
Ft.

63
70
61
60
73
63
70
70
72
66
64

6,249
6,390
5,511
6,131
6,337
5,771
6,515
4,912
6,331
6,419
6,388

2
1
3
1

65
54
65
70
61
68
65
71
64

6
7

68
62
64
68

9

62
66
69
77

—
—
—
—

_
—
9

—
—

44
17
35
149

—
10
—
_

1353
20

57
65
75
75
73
76
58
74
67
66
61

9

12
14
7
38
17
7

—
9
—
—

9
24
10

—

26

5.459 Ft.

9

15
16
34
19

7
29

59

9

6
1
3

65
65
69
55
63
74
51
73
71
70

7,400
6,500
6,467
5,800
6,184
6,344
7,100
7,500
7,426
5,957
6,071
7,694
6,118

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,592 Ft.
6,608 Ft.
7.700
7,388
6,625
6.612
7.331
6.100
6.100
11,414
5,484
8.188
6,133

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7.534
7,419
5.834
5.731
6.336
6,021
6.212
6.142
6,895
6.058
5.087
7.187

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft

FOX
Air
Circus,Sombrero.
The
Branded
The
Chicken
a
la
Come to My King
House

—1

Dare Devil's Reward
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
Escape, The
Fazil
Fleetwing
Four Sons
Gateway of the Moon
Girl in Every Port, A
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
Honor Bound
Horseman of the Plains. ...
Love Hungry
Mother Knows Best
Mother
MachreeThe
News Parade.
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Play Girl, The
River Pirate, The
Road House
Sharpshooters
Silk Legs
Soft Living
Street Angel. The
Thief in the Dark, A
Why Sailors Go Wrong ....
Win That Girl
Wizard, The
Woman Wise

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—2

0

1
1
6
9

1
9
9

1 '
—
—
—
—
—
—
— •
■— 1
—
—
—
—
—

1
1

4
0

4
o

5
3
9

1
1

fi
3
9

4
3
1
1

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

METRO-GOLD WYN-MA'yER
Across
Singapore
—1
Actress, toThe
Baby Mine
6
Beau Broadway
—
—
TheFather
Big City, L'p
Bringing
1
Buttons
—
Cameraman
—
Cardboard Lover. The
—
Certain
Young
Man,
A
.
.
.
.
—3
Circus Rookies, The
Cossacks,TheThe
—1
Crowd,
Detectives
2
Diamond
HandculTs
—2
Divine Woman,
The
Enemy, The
2
Excess Baggage
—
Forbidden Hours
—
Four Walls
—
Latest From Paris, The. ... —
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
—
Law of the Range, The. ... —

5
3
4
9
9

3
3
5

9
9
12
10
17
17
21
15
18
13
8
18
15
20
9
11
17
11
10
9
10
19
9
14
11
12
18
22
21
10
18
13
9

—.
1
—
—
1
—
3
—
7
—
11
1
9
9

1
1
1

—

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

—

9

18
1

12
21

1

21

7
3
1

5
10
11
11
9
113

6
36
28
18
14
23
24
14

4
6
105
5
5
8
5
3
4
1
8
4
6

24
7
17
36
33
25
21
17
26

12
17

41
13
40

5
4
2

.—

9

6
5
1
6
2
5
3
4
5
4

70
66
67
57
79
70
68
66
65
64
64
68
62
80
61
67
66
68
67
.59
65
72
70
66
72
65
64
61
83
66
68
67
65
66
72
73
63
.56
.56
55
66
69
67
56
.59
74
69
65
70
72
52
69
73
67
68
64

—

70
61

7.702
5,612
6,417
5.430
4.987
5,708
6.566
5,109

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7.217
4.939
9,412
5,038
5,882
6.518
4,518
6,188
4.397
5.792
10.100
6,863
6,679
5,713
5,071
5,200
6.937
4,991
5,573
5,445

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5.629
9,221
5,937
5,112
5.337
5.629
5,050

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,805
6.998
5,139
6,037
6.838
6,344
6,050
6,995
7,108
5,482
5,661
8.601

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

8,548
5.838
6.700
7,300
8,189
7.182
5.011
6.620
7.743
7.045
5.393

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

Pi

1769

I ," :' s

Title

of

Picture

Title of Picture

K
Di

London After Midnight. .. . 2
Love
—
Lovelorn
1
NIan. Woman and Sin
4
Mysterious Lady. The
—
Our DancinR Daughters ... —
Patsy. The
—
Road to Romance. The. . . —
Rose-Marie
.. —
Show People
. . —
Skirts
—
Smart Set. The
—
Spoilers of the West
—
Student Prince. The
—
Telling the World
—
L'nder
the Black Eagle .... —
West Point
—
WTiile the City Sleeps
Wickedness Preferred
W\oming
PARAMOUNT
Beau Sabreur
Beggars of Life
Big Killing. The
Docks of New York
Doomsday
Drag Net. The
Easy Come. Easy Go
Feel Mv Pulse

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Fiftv-F'iftv
Girl. The
First Kiss. The
Fleet's
In.
The
Fools for Luck

—
—
—2

1

—
4

—

3
5
11
6
1
1
2
4
4
1
3
2
3
2
2
1048
b
b
8
8
7

—
3
3
4
103b

/

b

2

—

8
3
5
3
4
3
1
1
8
8
1051
b
2
3
4
8
14
4
3
4
3
1
1
b

—

8

47
13
31
14
30
19
41
32
39
8
8
39
17
35
24
41
16
12
14
10

—

3
9

5
1
17
6

—

16
11

—
—

28
18
15
11
30
15
29
27
22
22
18
22
10
36
26

—

5
4
1
6
6
1
9

9

13

—

1
2
b
6

23
42
lb
15

—
—
—

11
25
27
11

—

37
22
37
17
11
14
14
37
25
19
27
26
15
9
32
14
17
19
99

33
39
15
31
19
16
14
11

3
b
1
1

lb
21

—

10

20
12

_

10
16
21
17
12

1
b
1
4
1

11
1
1
5
4
13
4
4

29
16
17

20

1
2

2
19
14
2
2

—

56
70
62
65
74
79
69
66
66
73
72
75
66
77
75
64
77
79
64
65
63

76
70
61
62
71
64
63
65
83
57
70
67
68
72
65
68
71
59
70
60
76
70
64
75

1

66
69
70
66
72

148
1
6

72
64
78
64
71
64

9

—

2

—12
9

3
1
19
9

—
—
—

4
3
2
4
2
5
4
3
3

10
9

—

4
1

20

57
77
64
68
57
65
78
68
71
72
68
66
.52
76
73
69
74
60
71
59
84
65
72
68
70
74
64

5.687
7,365
5.950
6.280
7,652
7.652
7.289
6,544
7,'?45
7,453
5,801
6.476
6,280
9.563
7,181
5.901
8.134
7.448
5.011
4.435

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6.704
7..560
5.808
7.202
5.665
7.720
5.364
5.889
7.720
6,134
6.918
5,758
7.640
6.376
6.871
5.889
6.263
5.038
e-.528
5,415

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.

6.039
7.464
6.792
8,234

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

7.415
5.7.37
7.4,34
6.440
6.325
5.444
5.741
7.910
6.600
9.819
6.118
7.646
6.331
5,928
7,149
5.209
7.616
4.729
7.960
5.951
6.218
6.763
6.514
7.029
5.733
5.319
.5.991
5.834
6.509
6.319
10.400
5.413
11.764

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5..596
6.589
9.992
7.054
7.056
13.500

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

Leopard Lady. The
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Midnight Madness
Night Flyer, The
On to Reno
Rush Hour. The
Ship Comes In. A
Skyscraper. The
Stand and Deliver
Tenth Avenue
Walking RIGHTS
Back
STATE

1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

-1
2
1
4
3
—
2
4
2
—
—

Hell Ship Bronson
Port of Missing Girls
Road to Ruin. The
Simba
United States Smith
TIFFANY-STAHL
Grain of Dust. The
Haunted Ship. The
Lingerie

—
—
1
—
—

3
4
3
1

—
—
1

1
2
1

Night Life
Streets
of Shanghai
UNITED ARTISTS

—1

—1

Battle of the Sexes. The . .
Circus. The
Devil Dancer. The
Dove, The
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Gaucho, The
My Best Girl
Ramona
Sadie Thompson
Sorrell and Son
Steamboat Bill. Jr
Tempest
Two Lovers
Woman Disputed. The. ...
UNIVERSAL
Buck Privates
Cohens and KcUvs in Paris..
Count of Ten. The
Finders Keepers
Foreign Legion. The
Four Flusher, The
Good Morning Judge
Hero for a Night, A
Hot Heels
Irresistible Lover, The
Lonesome
Love Me and the World is
Mine
Man's Past, A
Man Who Laughs. The. ...
Melody of Love
Michigan
Midnight Kid.
Rose The
Rawhide Kid. The
Shield of Honor. The
Stop That Man
Surrender
Thanks for the Buggv Ride .
That's My Daddy
Thirteen Washington Sq. , .
Trick of Hearts. A
Uncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
WARNER BROS.
Across the Atlantic
Beware of Married Men
..
Caught in the Fog
Crimson City. The
Glorious Betsy
Ham and Eggs at the Front.
If I Were Single
Jazz Singer, "The
Lightsof New York, The..
Lion and the Mouse
Little Snob. The
Race for Life. A
Silver Slave, The
State Street Sadie
Tenderloin
Terror. The
Women They Talk About. .

—
2
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
7
7
14
6
2
8
4
—
4
2
5
—
3
2

—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

1
3
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
4
2

—
1
—
—
—
3
1
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
1
—

5
5
3
1
32
3
3
2
3
5
5
5
5
3
10

—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

3
6
2
3

•3

Forgotten Faces
—
Gay Defender. The
1
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. . 3
Get Your Man . ^
—
Half a Bride
—
His Tiger Lady
1
Honeymoon Hate
1
Hot News
— .
Just Married
—
Kit Carson
—
Ladies of the Mob
1
Last Command. The
—
Legion of the Condemned,
The
—
Love and Learn
—
Loves of .\n .A.ctress
—
Magnificent Flirt, The
—
Mating Call, The
—
Moran of the Marines
—
Night of Mystery, A
1
Old Ironsides
1
Partners in Crime
—
Patriot, The
—
Pioneer Scout. The
—
Racket, The
—
Red Hair
—
Sawdust Paradise, The .... —
Secret Hour, The
3
Serenade
—
Showdown. The
3
Something Always Happens
1
Speedy
—
Sporting Goods
—
Street of Sin. The
—
Sunset Legion. The
—
Take Me Home
—
Three Sinners
—
Tillie's Punctured Romance
3
Tw'o Flaming Youths
—
Lndcr the Tonto Rim
—
\'anishing Pioneer. The. ... 1
Warming Up
—
Water Hole. The
—
Wedding March. The
—
Wife Savers
4
Wings
—
PATHE
Almost Human
1
Blue Danube, The
—
Chicago
—
Cop, The
—
Hold 'Em Yale
—
King of Kings
—

8
4
12
11

3
1
1
1
1

1fi

«
in
11
in
16

ifi

18
8
i:',
in
17
1?
11
19
12

—
1

72

2

62
64
70
66
72

2

—

—

6
5
1
1
1
3
3
6
1
3
4

9
9
9
9
13

1
2

11

3

?f;
29

m

?.?.

32
40
23
17
11

127
16
10
34
14
17
14
138
19
8
12
15
8
9
5
7
14
9
19
15
9
149
13
16
11
31
H
7
2n
17
10
7
19
11
8
K
8
14
25
23
7
15

72
70
65
66
66
60
73
64
67

—

?5

S

£

6
4
283
10
27
14
o

4
241
20
10
11

—

—

1
3
2
1
1

—
_
—

2
1

—
—
—
—
—
—
3

—
9
1

_
—
—
—
13
1
1
27
11
4

—
—

1
3
8
3
2

67
65
63
74
73
69
69

i
6,650
5.888
6.559
5.954
5.494
5,880
Ji
6,209

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7.040
5.423
6.370
5,035

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

■236.432 Ft.
7.270 Ft.
5.167 Ft.
8.000 Ft.
6,000 Ft.
6.126
4.753
5,676
6.235

Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.

5,276 Ft.

77
68
67
70
71
77
84
75
75
66
84
71
68
82
67
55
65
66
75
67
70
67
70
66
65
61
62
69
65
4K
57
70
65
65
66
64
59
59
75
60
66
59
60
64
61
83
62
61
87
83
77
62
62
62
72
74
79
67

8.180
6,700
6.765
8.400
8.350
7,558
9.256
8.500
8.200
8.700
9.000
7.700

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

9,300
Ft
8,500 Ft
8,041 Ft
6,171
7,481
6,279
6,081
7,828
6,193
5,645
5,711
5,874
6,958
6.142

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,813 Ft
''
10.185
6.135 4Ft
6,733 Ft
6.030 Ft
5.689
4.777 Ft.
Ft.
6.172
5.389 Ft
Ft
8.249
6.197
6.073
6.274
5.495
10.600
9.151

Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6.052
5,421
5.428
5.388
6.800
5.613
6.320
7.077
5,267
6,352
5,331
4,777
6.124
7,169

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Xt
Ft

7,782 Ft.
Ft
7,674
5,527 Ft

■?8

■^n

i;^o

Motion

Classified

P i c t It r

Ads

RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
WELL KNOWN THEA-,
TRE MANAGER at liberty
owing to change in ownership. Just severed connections as managing director of
one of America's foremost
theatres. Long experience ;
Result producer ; Saaiely
progressive; second to none
in press and exploitation. Addre.ss, IManager, 24 Brighton
St., Rochester, New York.
Experienced

Projectionist

wants position, have 10 years'
experience and best of references. Address, Box 423, care
Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.
Experienced Poster Artist
with ideas and real creative
ability. He knows lobby display and exploitation and desires first class connection.
WiU send samples and all
sonal details. Married;
30. Write Box 424, care
tion Picture News, 729
Ave., New York City.

perage
Mo7th

Projectionist, experienced
on Simplex and Powers machines with arc reflector D.C.
current, wishes • steady job
anj'-ivhere. Address Box 426,
care Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.
WAJvTTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Pelder St.,
Ainericus, Ga.

OPERATOR^Nine years'
experience. Power's, Simplex,
desires position. J. T. Kennedy, Gilbertville, Mas.sachusetts.
WANTED

a change. Pro-

!l^ i

jectionist, and "I'll Do it,"
non-union. Married. 12 years
with present job. F. White,
201 Sylvan St., Emporia,
Kans.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE— 1200 Upln.lstered Theatre Chairs; 1000
Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500
Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also
all makes REBUILT proje.-1 0 r s. spotlights, reflector

ON

U^^.--

THE

fXnZCS

AT

LiSti

Whoopee!

0^^^

W-^

ciRr ?f'
^""■''^

UU/IAUCE WHITE

Sciinadrrs

HUGE ANNIVERSARY
STAGE SHOW

>

Today at 12 30

Join the Happy Throngs
■ Big PuMll
aU'rs.iry Ci-Ir(jrsllon oo
SL1K6 and

lamps, screens. Evei^-thiiig
for the theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York Citv.

Sarta

JAYMIILS

^^

"The

LiJ> pi ihf FstlT"

Barnette & Clark
JoeT-^^J-!
Besser
■■th^r±
U-C''
Ruth Whitmer

Managers' School
Learn

Modern

Arthur Campbell
Almira Sessions

Theatre

Management. A training that
is helping many theatre employees to success. Catalog
C, Moving Picture Theatre
Managers' Institute, Elmira,
N. Y.

Feliaa Sorel Dancers

Showgirl
will, Hollrwftoa • «•»»»' BeOMIloo

Alice White
Tbt roiMi

Litii* <"""' 'b!" *"' '*'™>'

tbrT tuT* It l6ro- "'"

It Pays to
Advertise

Sbe't Show

on

GitI ia tfi* Fleii'

Pittsburgh's Finest Ofche»ti«
jf ^Bmfeij Compaxf aheatre

c:?M U UL

in the
Classified
Ads Section
of the News,

Illustrating the style of newspaper

exploitation for

"S/ioM> Girl" at some first run theatres, the reproductions above are of displays selected as typical
of the advertising thus far developed in connection
with campaigns <>n this picture. The displays
shown were used by the following theatres: Strand,
Syracuse; Stanley, Pittsburgh; Riviera, Ohama;
Minnesota. Minneapolis.

December

8,

1771

1928

ibit^^ Ser viceiu£eai^#
Brings Fame to City's Largest
Family in Rochester Theatre Stunt
'y
miMAS
* rector

n. SORIERO, managing di-

of the Roclipster theatre,
Rochester, \. Y., Avith the aid of the
Koehester Democrat and Chronicle, discovered the largest family in Monroe
County, X. Y., and made them famous. This
was the outcome of an exploitation eam[laign executed in behalf of ''The Battle of
the Sexes," one of the attractions recently
presented at the Rochester.
Soriero proposed the exploitation idea to
the officials of the newspaper and obt^ained
the fullest cooperation of the Democrat and
Chronicle in a prize offer for the largest
family in the county, another for the largest family of boys, and a third for the largest family of girls.
The theatre offered a clock, a traveling
bag and a dinner party at one of the leading restaurants of the town as the prizes
for the winners in the three classes of the
contest.
The first and second prizes, the clock and
the bag and a large card announcing the
third prize were displayed in the lobby. An
amusing incident developed when a sneakthief or perha)>s some person who believed
couples who raise large families should not
be encouraged, stole the clock from the
lobby and it was not noticed until just before the presentation, and it took some
quick thinking on the part of Mr. Soriero
and quick ai^tion to get anothoSr clock,
which, never-the-less, he did, and the prize
was delivered as scheduled.
A photographer was engaged to go to
each home as soon as the paper received a

letter from a family that wished to enter.
He then placed all the pictures in the lobby
in one big frame and issued invitations to
all the contestants to be present on
the opening night of "The Battle of the
Sexes." The three winners were then
picked and an announcer from the stage
introduced them as they made their appearance and presented them with the
prizes. The contest tilled all of the four
thousand seats in the Rochester theatre.
The newspaper next morning displayed
pictures of the prize winners.

Saturday Morning Mats for
Children Widely Used
Children's Saturday morning matinees of
the type sponsored by welfare organizations, are growing in popularity throughout
important cities of Central Pennsylvania.
They are held with much success each week
at the Hamilton Theatre, Lancaster; the
Colonel Drake Theatre, Oil City, and several others.
The Victoria, Mahanoy City, holds a
"Children's Bai'gain Hour" each Saturday
afternoon between 1.30 and 2..30 o'clock.
Children who enter the theatre within that
hour are admitted at the reduced rate of
10 cents, but are entitled to remain for the
duration of the entire program.
Saturday morning matinees for children,
consisting of picture programs selected and
sponsored by the Harrisburg Civic Club, a
women's welfare organization, with the cooperation of C. Floyd Hopkins, local representative of the Wilmer & Vincent Theatre Company, were inaugurated in the State
Theatre, Harrisburg, a AV. & V. house, on
December 1.
The idea of the Civic Club is to sanction
only pictures which it regards as wholesome and proper for juvenile entertainment. The feature film for the first of
these morning matinees was "The Phantom City," and the program included also
an "Our Gang" comedy and an Aesop's
fable picture. There is a reduced price of
fifteen cents for children and adults may
attend for 25 cents. The first attendance
was six hundred, which was gratifying both
to the Civic Club committee and the theatre management. The plan has been permanently adopted at the State and greatly
increased attendance is expected when parents more generally understand project.

Reproduction
of S-column
publicity
flash
resulting from 5Ir. Soriero's campaign for
'^The Battle of the Sexes"

Showmanship
^BriefsMANAGER
W. E. SPRAGG pulled a neat
tie-up with a local shoe dealer to exploit "Our Dancing Daughters" playing at
the Stadium Theatre, Woonsocket. R. I.
The dealer furnished two pairs of shoes of
a very small size. One shoe of each pair
was effectively displayed in the store window. The other "one of each" pair was on
display in the theatre lobby. Tickets bearing copy about the stunt were given to ladies
well in advance of picture's opening. Copy
on the tickets read. "Ladies — A pair of shoes
Free to the first two fortunates who can step
into Miss Joan Crawford's shoes. Every
lady attending
the Stadium
Mon-Tues-Wed
matinees
will receive
one of these
cards. On
Thursday or Friday take this card to the
Lafayette Shoe store — give it to the clerk —
try on the shoe — wear them — and they are
By

far the most popular method devised by
exhibitors to exploit Al Jolson in "The
Singing Fool" is the co-operative ad page or
ad section, according t'o Warner Bros. The
latest example of how successfully such exyours." can be achieved is furnished by
ploitafjon
Skouras Bros. Midtown Theatre in St. Louis.
Last week the St. Louis Star published in behalf
of "The Singing Fool" a four-page section
abounding iu co-operative ads from a score of
different music houses, radio dealers and talking machine merchants.

THANKSGIVING DAY the Florida Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., put on sale "Christmas Cheer Books" of tickets for $2.50 and $5.00.
The hooks are attractively printed in Christmasy
design envelopes. The tickets ivill be honored
at any shozo at the Florida and ivill be sold up
to Christmas Day. The idea of giving these
books for holiday gifts is being stressed to the
''r'HE
idea of a phonograph record as a
public.
reg1 lobby ballyhoo for "Lilac Time"
istered so well that First National's exploitation department is out with another similar
accessory
used in Talking
exploitation
for "The
Barker." to
Thebe Victor
Machine
Co.,
has
a record
of the
barker's
spiel
in
frontmade
of his
tent show
which
Milton
Sills
renders in this talking picture. The record
for "The Barker" is of the twelve-inch size
and has a playing time of five minutes. They
are to be used as exploitation for lobby,
street ballyhoo and for unwired houses may
be used in lieu of the talking trailer.

of Hamrick's
managerOre.,
"Music
Box" ,
Portland,
with his
PETERSON
LYNN
usual thoughtfulness, invited some sixty inmates

Turns House Management
Over to Drama Club

of Oregon
Institute
ror." It w-as
a gala for
day the
for Blind
them toandthea "Terboost
for sound pictures. Their comments were both
interesting and enlightening.

Officials of the Palace Theatre at South
Bend, Ind., recently staged a novel stunt

EER SLADDIN
SAL theEXPLOIT
UNIVER
proprietor of the largest
convinced

when they permitted the house to be "operated entirely by students of the High
School drama club. The students thoroughly
enjoyed the opportunity the routine of presentations and motion pictures offered to
participate in the successful management
if only for a day and night.

"Lonesome"
furniture store in Syracuse that
offered good tie-up possibilities for furniture
windows. The zvindow included a fireplade at
one end. with the wa.r figure of a pretty girl
be
"Don'tyour
and a card
before
sitting
let us outfit
and reading.
get itmarried
Imiesome;
new home. See 'Lonesome' at tlie Empire Theatre, etc."
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Realism in Lobby Display

Judge Lindsey Appears at Theatre
Showing Film Based on His Book
t 41
y^ OMPANIONATE
the its
Rialto
Denver. Colo., had MARRIAGE"
everything in playing
its favor at%vhcn
authorTheatre,
Judge
Ben B. Lindsey made four personal appearances daily during the
showings of the picture.
Judge Lindsey, who is a resident of Denver, further co-operated in
publicizing the picture by mailing 2500 personal letters to prominent
people in the city. And also granted an interview as a basis of a story
in the Denver Post.

Makes Rule to Call Only M.Ds.
Who Leave Names at Office
HM.

ADDISON, managing director of
tlie Great Lakes theatre in Buffalo,
has made a new rule regarding a call service
for physicians who attend perfomiances ai
that house as a result of a recent case
wherein his acquiescence to page a doctor
at the insistence of a party telephoning the
theatre worked out to the embarrassment
of the management when the doctor sternly
informed Addison that he came to the show
to be entertained and not to be inteiTupted.
The policy which Mr. Addison has established for his theatre and his reasons for
so doing are explained in the following extract from his editorial in Movienews, the
house organ of the Great Lakes theatre.
"The other night a telephone call came
to the theatre for a well-known physician
of Buffalo, whose services were needed for
an operation. The physician not having informed us that he was in the theatre, ^e
were unable to notify him and as a consequence, he lost the professional service call
and, incidentally, a considerable fee.
"Just the next night, another eall came
from the outside for another physician, the

caller saying it was of the utmost importance that the doctor be reached. The
show was stopped and the amplifiers used
to make the call. This physician came to
the telephone, told the caller that he would
see them later and then told me that he
came to the theatre to be entertained and
forget for the moment his work. He rather
resented the message, as the case was not
one which required immediate attention.
"Caught between two dilemmas, the theatre management will hereafter call no
physician w'ho does not desire to be called
while in our house. If any physician, however, comes to the theatre and desires to be
notified of telephone messages, the management will be glad to take his name, if he
steps into the office at the Chippewa street
entrance upon arrival, and will notify him
if called, an usher taking the row and seat
in which he is seated for convenience of
notification.
"We tnist that this will meet the approval of all physicians and it is hereafter
to be the hard and fast rule in the Great
Lakes Theatre."

Displays Extra Box Office to Be
Used Week of Big Picture
]\/f AXAGER .JOHN McKENNA, playing
i"X •'Wings" at the Imperial theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, planned for a banner business by building an extra box office in the
lobby.
The extra box office was built one week in
advance of play date and carried a placard
reading, "This box office will be used to
help handle the tremendous crowds that
will see 'Wings' at this theatre."
A large thirteen-foot balloon on top of
the vertical sign on theatre building could
be seen for many blocks away. A large banner was suspended from the balloon announcing name of theatre and play dates.
The word "Wings" was written on the
balloon in very bright and attractive colors.
A plane was hired for a week for the
small sum of $2.5. This plane flew over the
city at least twice a day and flew low enough
for peopk> to read the title of pictuie
painted underneath its wings.
Sundays always draws huge crowds to
the airpoi-t where people enjoy airplane
rides while hundre<ls of others go there

merely to watch. The hired airplane was
in the air this particular day most of the
time confining its flying mostly over the
flying field.
The aviator who owned the plane fui-nished
gratis two large propellers, one a threeblade affair, that was placed on top of the
marquee at one end and the other propeller on the other end of marquee. The
latter propeller had a larg illuminated cutout of Bow and Rogers in a circle with the
word "Wings" predominating. Around
this circle was a row of lanqis hooked to
the flasher that gave an effect as if the cutout was a huge wheel in motion.
Playing in conjunction witli "^^'ings"
was a song slide number entitled " Jlemuries
of France" — a very appropriate one for the
feature picture. McKenna went to a local
music dealer and got a Gene Austin number
on this and used it as a specialty. It was
perfect and appeared as if it was a synchronized slide. The comments were most
favorable on this number and many people
wondered who was singing.

for "Haunted House"

William Haynes, assistant general manager
Theatres
in Cleveland,
createdof Loew's
interest that
was converted
into real
business, by exploiting "The Haunted
House" at the State Theatre. He surrounded the box office with a clapboard
cottage. In the windows appeared spooks
and fantastic figiu-es with colored lights behind them. Crowds gathered around this
cottage all day long. A similar cottage,
smaller in size, was mounted on a truck
and paraded the downtown and suliurljan
sections during the busy hours. This traveling cottage was also portraying fantastic
shapes in its lighted windows, and with the
rider were witches and other fal)led characters which drew crowds. The excellent
business of the week was held to be largely
the result of this conspicuous campaign.

Clever Idea for Store Tie"Home
With"Home
Wherever
James"James"
is played
up
there is a chance for a good department
store tie-up. In Pittsburgh, A. J. Sharick
got two of the leading department stores
to distribute coupons to their employees
allowing them a slight discount on certain
nights.
The Sunday Times published a story in
which Laura La Plante requested the management of department stores to have their
girl employees see the picture. The story
also requested shoppers to write to the
paper telling of any department store
salesgirl who, because of her personality
or affability, should be given a pass.
Telephoto Stunt Scores in
Toledo for Talmadge Film
Manager
J. H. Toledo,
Jlerriman
of developed
Loew's Val-a
entine Theatre,
Ohio,
valuable publicity angle for his ex]jloitation for "The Woman Disputed" by employing Telephoto, the newest rapid system of sending pictures and messages by
wire which first was used for motion picture advertising by Jlotion Picture News
in conjunction Avith Warner lirothers.
Merrinuin arranged for Norma Talmadge
to send a written message of greeting to
the dramatic editor of the Toledo News-Bee.
The Telephotogram which is reproduced below was addressed to Dwiglit North, Dramatic Editor. Toledo News-Bee.
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New England Film
Market Active
THE Middlesex Amusement Co.,
wliich operates the Granada,
Strand. Mystic and Orpheum theatres in Maiden, has placed on the
market an offering of 2,000 shares
of first preferred stock of the
company which will be used to retire maturing indebtedness and for
additional equipment. The company controls the Maiden picture
theatres 100 per cent.
W'aldron's Casino, Boston, dark
for several weeks while undergoing remodelling, redecoratiou.
and installation of sound equipment, reopened this week as one
of the Xew England Theatres Operating Corp"ration's
theatres
under the name
of the Xetoco
Casino.
George Markell has sold the
Strand theatre at Pittslield, Mass.,
lo the Publix circuit.
The Elm theatre at West Springfield, owned by Eaton & McKnight
of Boston, has been sold to Max
T aback man.
A new theatre under constrLiction in Pittsfield is expected to
open abtjut the first week in January. It is being erected by local
capital.
Myron W. Sperry has purchased
the Strand theatre at Willimantic,
Conn. Herbert W. Tiffit remains
as manager of the theatre.
The Lion .Ajnusement Enterprises, Inc., of Boston, have incorporated with 1.000 no par shares.
Julius Levenson, 27 School street,
Boston, and Copel Levenson are
the incorporators.
Storms & Boice, Inc., Revere,
Mass., has incorporated to operate
theatres, with 520,000 capital.
Edgar Storms, Jr., Lola M. Boice
and John C. Boice are the incorporators.
Extensive alterations are to be
made to the Phillips theatre at
Springfield. Harry Cohen will
personally have charge of the
work.
Contracts have been let by the
Xetoco theatres for a new theatre
in Xorth Attleboro, Mass.
Because of an epidemic at Brunswick. Me., the theatres of that
city have been temporarily closed.
Rose Mee, contract clerk at the
Fox exchange, is confined to her
home through illness.
District Manager Harry F.
Campbell of Fox Fils has been
confined to his home in Boston by
illness but is now on the mend.
George A. Marsh has resigned
as manager of the Capitol at Hartford to join the Goldstein
Brothers circuit and will handle
the affairs of the Palace theatre
at Pittsfield. Mass.
The Palace theatre at New
Haven, a Fox-Poli house, and the
Poli at Springfield are undergoing
redecorating and improvement.
The former will «>pen with films
and a stage show and the latter
will have sound equipment. Sound
equipment is also being installed in
the Poli and Palace theatres in

liruli;t.]iort. while four other FoxPoli theatres have already been
equipped.
Catherine J. McDonald, cashier
at the AUston theatre, Boston, was
recently felled by a robber while
leaving the theatre and robbed of
$60 in cash and other valuables.
She was not injured and resumed
her duties at the theatre the same
afternoon.
M. B. Seaver, who has been organist at the Beacon theatre for
16 years, was guest organist at tlie
opening of the Casino theatre during the week.
Three New England theatres are
reported as tempiirarily closed.
They are the Bradford at Bradford, N. H. ; the Capitol at Leominster, Mass., and the Casino at
Central Falls, R. I.
The Mystic theatre at Maiden is
operating the last three days each
week.
Fire of undetermined origin
badly damaged the Academy of
Music in Haverhill early Sunday
morning. The loss is estimated at
5100,000 and it is doubtful if re,pairs on the budlding will be attempted.
Many persons from all branches
of the theatrical industry paid
tribute to Edmund A. Hayden,
long with the Keith-Albee interests in Boston and at the time of
his death manager of the KeithAlbee St. James theatre, Boston, at
funeral services held at the Mission Church in Roxbury this week.
Rev. Nicholas Hayden, a brother
of the deceased, officiated at the
requiem mass. Burial was in
Holyhood cemetery.

Central Penn Has
Quiet Week
HESS has been
EDWARD
made manager of the LegionTheatre,
^lilton, successfully
naire
operated by the local post of the
American Legion. He succeeds
Harry Hartman, who resigned recently.
H. J. Thompson, of Curwensville, has had plans prepared by
Hodgens & Hill, architects, of
Philadelphia, for a new theatre to
be erected in Clearfield. It will be
a large building in which space
will be provided also for offices and
stores.
L. Pizor eliminated competition
with his Lyric Theatre in Minersville. when, on November 19, he
obtained control by purchase from
Charles Kear,, of the rival picture
theatre, the Minersville Opera
House. The latter seats 450. At
the time of the purchase Mr. Pizor
did not announce what future plans
he had for the property.
The announcement was made recently of the birth of a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nayor, the
latter being manager of the Opera
House, a motion picture theatre, in
Columbia. Lancaster county. Pa.
The management of the Gem
Theatre. Greencastle. Pa., the home
town of the Ambassador to Italy.
Henry
P. Fletcher, employed
a

cameraman to ^hoot inntn.n pictures of the Ambassador when he
went to the polls it. Greencastle
on November 6 to cast his ballot
in the presidential election. The
pictures subsequently were shown
on the screen of the iheatre.
The management of the Grand
Theatre, Lancaster, announced that
"combined Metro and Paramount
news reels" will be a regular feature of the Grand's programs, starting with the week of December 3.

Seattle Territory
Film Activities
SE\'ERAL
changes inof theatres
ownership
and management
of
the Pacific Northwest were announced here last week, and include the following : Taking over
of the North Park Theatre in
Seattle by Raymond Perron from
V. V. Williams; sale of the Empire Theatre at Granger, Washington, to W. A. Seaman by D. J.
Beattie ; sale of the Ark Theatre
in Pierce City, Idaho, to William
Dennison by A. R. Kennedy; sale
of the Wrangell Theatre at Wrangell. Alaska, to C. C. Munday by
Wesley Sorenberger. and sale of
the Green Lake Theatre in Seattle
to Sam Sax, former Portland exhibitor, by G. O. Bishop.
William Ripley, of Longview
and Kelso, recently took over the
Liberty Theatre at Kelso for complete renovating, and last week began renewing processes on the Peekin Theatre in Longview.
Ray Jones, assistant manager of
Carl Reiter's local Orpheum Theatre, took a brief vacation trip to
\'ancouver. B. C. Another Vancouver visitor was Georgie Stoll,
master of ceremonies.
H. Neal East, Paramount exchange manager here, left last
week for New York City, where a
conference with home office officials
was scheduled.
Ike Binnard, owner and operator
of the Liberty Theatre in Lewiston, Idaho, will inaugurate a
"talkie" policy at his house the latter part of November.
Lloyd Bacon, Warner Brothers
director, was a Seattle visitor last
week.
Les Davis, Portland manager of
First National exchange, spent sevences.eral days here last week for conferJoe Cooper, Seattle correspondent for a Hollywood trade paper,
last week was appointed house manager for John
Danz's
Palaceof Hip
Theatre,
operated
as part
the
Sterling Theatre Chain. He succeeds George I. Appleby, former
Pathe salesman and more recently
head of the Palace Hip and vicepresident of the Sterling organization. No successor to Mr. Appleby
in the latter capacity has been selected as yet.
Karl L. Burk. new manager of
Universal Theatres in the Pacific
Northwest, last week announced
the appointment of Art Bishell as
house manager of the Clemmer
Theatre in Spokane.

Theatre
Transfers
Heavy in Iowa
of thewitnessed
Princess theTheatre
LAST ing
week
openat Dexter, Iowa, which has been
closed for the past two months.
Mr. C. Heefner bought the theatre
Dunlap.
from Miller and Wettengall of
At Brayton, Iowa, the management of the Opera House there has
been taken over by the Brayton
American Legion.
Mr. Ulrich has purchased the
theatre at Lone Tree. Iowa, and is
now operating the house.
G. L. DeN^une, who now owns
the Majestic at DeWitt. has purchased the Heartacke Theatre,
which was previousl yowned by C.
A. Lopeman.
Mrs. Fairchild, of Fairfield,
Iowa, last week purchased the
Strand Theatre at Boone, Iowa.
Her manager is Carl Millane. who
was formerly with the Orpheum
Theatre at Fairfield. The house
was formerly under the management of George Weigman. Mr.
Weigman has taken over the management of the Strand at Newton.
Edward Phillips recently bought
the Cozy Corner Theatre at Vail,
Iowa.
Everett Cummings, manager of
the Capitol Theatre at Cedar Rapids, has a new assistant manager
in W. M. Gollner, who comes from
the Publix managers' school.
The new manager of the Strand
Theatre, Des Moines, was welcomed into the Theatre Row last
week. George M. Watson, who
was formerly assistant manager of
the Capitol at Cedar Rapids, has
been placed in charge of the
Strand. Arthur Swanke, who has
been acting as manager of the
Strand in Des Moines, will receive
a promotion to another theatre with
the A. H. Blank organization.
The Coin Entertainment Company at Clarinda, Iowa, have made
plans for a theatre which will be
included in a commercial construction which they will erect. This
company are owners of the Sun
Theatre at Clarinda.
Harry Watts, formerly of the
Capitol, Des Moines, and since of
the Riviera at Omah^, has resigned
to become head of the Chamber of
Commerce.
George M. Watson, manager of
the Strand. Des Moines, announces
that this theatre will be immediately equipped for sound pictures.
Another theatre which is to have
the sound installation at once is the
New Ames Theatre at Ames.
Harry David, district manager
for Publix in this section, will be
in
York for
ten adays'
A. New
H. Blank,
who a has
chaintrip.
of
theatres in Iowa allied with the
Publix organization, will join Mr.
David in New York next week.
Villisca, Iowa, decided against
the Sunday shows last week after
the second attempt to vote out the
Blue Laws. The vote of 509 to
398 gave a decisive vote for the
side which opposes the Sunday
shows.
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EPH SAPR X, JOS
AGE
MANERS
TEI
of Harmanus
Bleecker Hall in Albany for the
past four years, resigned last week
and left for Ithaca, to assume the
general management of the new
million dollar theatre erected in
that city by the Berinstein brothers
of Elmira, and which is scheduled
to open this week. No successor
has yet been named to Mr. Saperstein.
along Albany's
row
lastVisitors
week included
Harry film
Lazarus,

of Kingston ; Henry Frieder and
Harry Grossman, of Hudson ; Sam
Hochstim, also of Hudson ; and
Louis Nizer, secretary of the New
York Film Board of Trade.
Neal Hellman, who handled the
Paramount theatre in Albany, is
spending a week in New York City.
Abe Xzn Dusen, booker at the
FBO exchange in Albany, underwent an operation last week when
a swelling, caused by Mr. Van
Dusen's knocking his hand against
a desk, was removed by a surgeon.
Mr. Van Dusen was able to attend to his duties, but with his arm
in a sling.
Sterling Wilson, local manager
for Tiffany, was ill for a few days
last desk.
week "but is once more back at
his
The meeting of the Film Board
of Trade and also the Arbitration
Board was held on Monday of this
week, with quite a number of out
of town exhibitors present.
Carpenters are busily engaged
these days in remodelling the Central Theatre in Albany, which will
shortly be reopened and will then
be known as The Empire.
Sunday movies were to be voted
for in MechanicsviUe on December
4. and according to all reports the
proposition would be carried. The
churches, however, were opposed
to the idea which calls for the
theatres to run from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Sunday nights.
J, B.
Hart's
in Bennington, which
willtheatre
open in
the very
near future, will be shown as the
"General Stark."
Fenton Lawler has been added to
the sales staff of Pathe's Albany
exchange, succeeding R. J. Meigs,
who recently resigned.
Fire of an unknown origin practically destroyed the Union Square
theatre in Pittsfield, Mass., one
night last week, with a resultant
loss of approximately $100,000. The
fire started back stage about an
hour after the conclusion of the
evening show. A general alarm
was turned in and for a time it
looked as though other business
blocks were doomed. The theatre
is owned by John F. Cooney, of
Pittsfield, and leased by Samuel
Goldstein, of Springfield, Mass.
The new theatre in Argykj is
to be run as a Community House,
and bookings are now being made
through the Albany exchanges.
Some delay is being encountered
in the construction of a new motion picture theatre for Mrs. W. H.

UNIFORMS

Carpenter, at Lake George. The
foundation has been laid, but the
architect's plans are still incomplete. The theatre will replace the
one destroyed by fire last summer
and will be in shape to open for
the tourist business.
William E. Benton, of Saratoga
Springs,
ownier of New
a chain
of theatres in northern
York,
was
elected last week as president of
the Saratoga Springs Chamber of
Commerce.
If Sam Hochstim, of Hudson, installs sound equipment as he is now
contemplating, he will enlarge the
Star theatre and add about 250
more seats.
Jacob C. Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose theatre in Troy, donated the
entire
of Sunday's
to the proceeds
Santa Claus
fund of a shows
Troy
newspaper. Mr. Rosenthal bore all
expenses in connection with the
entertainment and several hundred
dollars was turned over to the
The village of Franklin is to
paper.
have a new motion picture theatre,
according to a report.

New Famous Sound
House for Canada
manager Frank
DENT
RESI
of Famous Players at
Miley
Saskatoon, Sask., has announced
that the opening of the big Capitol Theatre there will take place
February 15 with Movietone equipment. The house seats 1,600. Famous Players also have the Daylight
Theatre in Saskatoon and this will
e
house."
a "silent
continu
Ernie as
Moule,
veteran
manager
of the Temple Theatre. Brantford.
Ontario, was recently made an
honorary life member of the Moslem Shriners Temple at Detroit,
Mich., during a visit in that city.
F. E. L. Fisher, manager of the
Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has returned from Fort William, Ontario, where Garrick Theatre interests propose to erect a
new theatre. The Garrick was
erected some years ago with Winnipeg capital and is locally controlled.
Handley Wells, organist of the
Dominion Theatre, Victoria. B. C,
for the past 11 years, passed away
suddenly following a serious operation in St. Joseph's Hospital, Victoria.
The Theatrical Duck Pin Bowling League of Ottawa, Ontario, has
started its second season with six
teams instead of three as before.
One new team has been entered by
the Moving Picture Operators
LTnion and the theatres represented
comprise
F. Keith's,A the
Galvin
and RussellB. Theatres.
handsome
trophy has been presented by J. M.
Franklin, manager of Keith's, who
is also sponsoring the Big Six
Hockey League, a prominent local
ice hockey circuit.
The lola Theatre, Danforth and
Gough Avenues, Toronto, one of
the first suburban houses in the
Ontario Capital, has been purchased by a syndicate from the
Playter Estate, with two adjacent
stores, the amount involved being
over SIOO.OOO. The lola was operFOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

ated for }'ears by Harry Ginsler.
The attractiveness of the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa. Ontario.
has been improved in many respects
during recent months by Manager
Ray Tubman and excellent patronage has been built up.

Bandits
Blow
Safe
in Baker, Ore,
1~^HE safe
at the
Theatre, Baker,
Ore.,Claridge
was dragged
from the box office at an early hour
Nov. 22, into the corridor of the
building and blown with a heavy
charge of nitro, the robbers succeeding in getting away with $925.
The loss was covered by insurance, but no clues of perpetrators.
The 16th anniversary of its establishment isbeing celebrated at
the Circle, Theatre, owned and operated by Col. G. T. Woodlaw.
This house has been under single
continuous proprietorship longer
than any other centra] downtown
moving picture show. The theatre
is managed on a profit-sharing plan
in which 28 employes are included.
Charles Pincus, formerly city
manager of Publix Theatres in
Houston, Tex., has been appointed
managing director of The Portland
Theatre. Despite previous announcements to the contrary, Publix officials announce that FanchonMarco stage presentations will be
offered at the Portland indefinitely
in addition to current film releases.
John Hamrick, owner of the
chain of Blue Mouse and Music
Box chain of houses, wired instructions for his some 150 employees tobe his guests for Thanksgiving, while he spent his holiday
with his parents in California.

Woodhull Addresses
Gleve. M.P.E.A.
O. of
HULL
F. WOODR. M.P.T.
T the
IDENof
PRES
America addressed the members of
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association last Thursday
and set forth reasons why the association should become a member of the national association. The
following Monday H. M. Ritchey
and Jim Ritter of Detroit spoke
before the members on the merits
of Allied. The Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association took
no action on the situation.
Keith's Theatre, Youngstown.
is the next Keith house in this
territory to be equipped with Photophone. Installation will be complete December 9th.
December 10th is the date of the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association dance and entertainment. Itwill take place at the
Hollended.
Jess Fishman, general manager
of the Standard Film Service Company was called to New York for
a meeting relative to distribution
in Ohio of Sonora-Bristolphone.
M. B. Horwitz' mother was
struck by an automobile on the
evening before Thanksgiving while
crossing East 105th St. at Lee Ave.
She suffered
a broken leg and several broken ribs.

COSTUMES

FOR SI AGE
PRESENTATIONS
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Exchanges Desert
Old N. Y. Film Row
ONEare by
one the the
largeoldexchanges
deserting
film row
to take up quarters in the new picture center located in the section
of 44th and 45th streets on the East
side of 9th avenue. The latest company to migrate is Pathe Exchange,
Inc.. which has signed a ten-year
lease for space in the new Film
Center Building. Other motion
picture exchanges that have been
reported to liave signed leases for
space in this building are, FBO,
M-G-M, First National, Universal
and Educational.
Two fires helped to liven up matters in the theatre district this past
week. Unaware that a two alarm
blaze was doing between $50,000
and $100,000 damage next door,,
some 2,500 persons enjoyed the
show at Loew's Greeley Square
theatre at 513 Sixth Avenue. Theother fire occurred at the Capitol
theatre on Broadway, when defective wiring in the electric display above the marquee caused
flames to burst forth. Little damage was done, but quite a thrill was
ered.
supplied a large crowd that gathIn addition to the already large
number of added attractions for
patrons' entertainment that have
been instituted at the new Little
Carnegie Playhouse on 57th street,
the management will, beginning
December 10, present Goeffrey
Mott-Smith. author of "Pencil
Bridge," in a series of illustrated
talks on auction bridge which will
take place in the Playhouse card
room. The author will be introduced by Sidney S. Lenz, the international champion. The lectures
will be given at 4 P.M. each Monday and tea will also be served.
According to word received along
the row, M. B. Seider, manager of
the Regent theatre, at Bay Shore,.
L. L, will in the near future marry
Miss Julia Tannenbaum. Mr.
Seider is a brother of Eddie Seider,.
partner to A] Moley in Theatrical
Enterprises, and nephew to the
well known Joe Seider.
For a number of years connected
with the Brooklyn Strand theatre
in the capacity of publicity man,
Lee Ferguson severed this connection to become associated with the
Playhouse Operating Corp. For a:
short period of time Mr. Ferguson
managed
HoUistheatre, butthat
was company's
recently appointed
as special exploiteer for the Playhouseunder
Corp..his
withwing.
a number of theatres
It was good news to learn that
the the
boysmend.
on Pathe's
sick list areis
on
Milt Kronacher
again about after an operation for
ulcers of the stomach, and John
Dacey has bid adieu to the French
Hospital where he underwent a leg
operation.
The Motionconducted
Picture Salesmen's
organization
a meeting
at the Manger Hotel this past week»
to nominate officers for the coming
year. Their recent 8lh annual dinner-dance, held last Saturday at the
Hotel Commodore, was a success.
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Remodeled Warwic
in K. G, Opened
THE
\\''ar\vic
Theatre,houses
one of
of
the larger
suburban
Kansas City, opened last Friday to
a capacity crowd after being closed
several months for remodeling,
costing $75,000. Members of the
South Side Business Men's Association attended in a gnrnp. M. E.
Lenge, director of the Orpheum
theatre orchestra for thirty years,
has taken his orchestra to the Warwick, the Orpheum now being a
stock company house instead of
Orpheum vaudeville. V.. \V. Werner is manager of the Warwic.
Herman Gould, manager of the
Hubble Theatre. Trenton, Mo.,
heard of a 70-ycar-old man in
Tronton. who never had seen a motion picture show. Gould at once
sent him an invitation to attend the
theatre, which was accepterl. with
the result a one coUmin front page
story in a Trenton newspaper !
The Photolont' Company of
Missouri, a distri^juting branch of
the Phototone Company of North
\'ernon, Ind.. has opened offices at
118-JO West Eighteenth Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

Two Incorporations
Reported for Va.
PLANS to build a theatre seating
2095 persons, to cost about
$350,000, at Bristol, Va., are under
way by the Bristol Amusement Co..
Inc., H. .\r. Pulford, president. The
capital of the company is $150,000.
The Patrician Theatre will be
built and the Fellers' Hall will be
rebuilt at Martinsburg, W. Va., if
the plans of the United Productions
Corp. are carried out. The company has been chartered with $500,000 capital.
Harry Greenman, of the Washington, D. C, Fox Theatre, has resigned to go to the Fox Theatre.
St. Louis. He has been succeeded
at the Fox, Washington, by David
Idzal. who will also have charge
of the Philadelphia house.
The Hippodrome, here, which
has been running Keith-Albee
vaudeville, went into stock beginning Monday, Dec. 3. This leaves
only one straight vaudeville and
picture house here, the New Garden showing Keith-Albee vaudeville
with Loew's Century presenting
the Loew-Publix stage shows, with
their moving picture bills.
The Rialto Theatre, Washington,
D. C. has been closed.
,
Nathan Machat, president of the
Motion Picture Guild, operating
Little Theatres in Baltimore.
Washington, Philadelphia and Detroit, isnow at the Sinai Hospital
here undergoing treatment.
The Ideal Theatre, Julius Goodman proprietor, a residential theatre here, has had VJtaphone and
Movietone mechanism installed
and the new policy started Monday,
December 3.
E. A. Lake, who managed the
Keith-Albee Hippodrome here for
several years, has resigned to take
over the management of the new
Keith Theatre in Rochester, N. Y.
He has been succeeded by Nat
Keane, formerly associated with
Pierce and Scheck.
H. H. Maloney, Jr., from Fort

Worth, Tc,\as, and assistant manager of Loew's Stanley here, and
Elizabeth Jarvis Clayton of Baltimore, will be married January 15,
at
St. Michael's and All Angels'
Church.
Emma Snyder, formerly cliief
cashier at Loew's Stanley here, has
gone to Washington, D. C, to become phone supervisor at the Earle
Theatre there. Alice Raines has
succeeded Miss Snyder.
Edmund Kane, for a number of
years in the show business, is now
handling the publicity and advertisshow.ing for Dr. M. Sayle Taylor's stage
Thomas Mohr has been appointed
organist at the Astor Theatre by
Julius Goodman, manager.

Two New Theatres
in Buffalo Section
opento theTheatre
LUOKIingXG
of theirforward
new State
in Ithaca, N. V., about Dec. Oth,
are H. L. and Ben Bernstein.
Harry G. Clark is rushing to
completion his 750-seat theatre in
ithaca.
Among the exhibitors seen along
Film Row last week were Mr.
Hager from North CoUons and
Mr. Vogel of the Roxy Theatre
of Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Vogel
has built a beautiful theatre where
the princess once stood.
Clarence Snyder, booker for
Gotham Pictures, wore a glad smile
when he stepped into the local office
the other day. He boasts a little
eight and one-half pound baby girl
arrived at his home last Friday
morning.
J. \V alter Morris, manager of
the Happy Hour Theatre on Main
St. Butfalo, is on the receiving
end of many congratulations, and
is deserving of them, having just
hnished his twelfth year as manager of this theatre.
Florence Hendl of the First
Graphic Exchange found a perfectly good husband last week,
changing her name to Krug.
National Screen Service Representative made a trip through the
Southern tier last week.

Normal
Week
'Frisco Row

on

SAM PERLIN for many years
a familiar figure in the local
motion picture industry, passed
away very suddenly Nov. 10th,
after an illness of but a few hours.
Perlin has been associated with
Golden State Theatres for some
time and at the time of his death
was manager of the Parkway Theatre, Oakland.
Manager Mark Cory has returned from Los Angeles, where he
went for a conference with E. J.
O'Leary, feature sales manager,
and Les Weir, western district manager. J. Frank Shea was a recent
visitor at the local F B O office.
Al Oxtaby has returned from
Fresno where he traveled in the
interest of First National Pictures.
Sam Dubois of the Rink Theatre,
Dos Palos, was a recent visitor on
Film Row.
"Pete" Whitelow, who was formerly with First National, has
taken a position with United Artists.
Martin SchiflF, Universal's trav-

eling auditor, has made
of the local office books.
Mr. Bigfnrd has been
from booker at United
office manager, replacing
ton, wlio resigned.

a survey
promoted
Artists to
Carl Mil-

J. J.agerPatridge,
manof the San Paramount's
Francisco office,
attended the managers' and district
managers'
November convention
11 to 15. in New York,

Indiana
Reports
Manager Changes
signed aboutGordon,
four weeks
A • GEORGE
who ago
reas manager of the Palace theatre, South Bend, Ind., has been
replaced by C. W. McDaniel,
former manager of the Granada
theatre here. Leroy Williams,
formerly in charge of the Orpheum theatre, will become managed of the Granada. Mr. Gordon has not announced his future
plans, but stated he intended motoring to California, where he will
spend the winter.
The first motion picture house at
Mars Hall, a suburb of Indianapolis, has been opened. It is
managed by Louis Cernat.
The Armo theatre, 915 South
Michigan street. South Bend, Ind.,
was opened recently. The theatre
will seat about 750 persons.
William C. Sanderson, head of
a gravel company at Paducah, Ky.,
has purchased the old Strand theatre building at Evansville, Ind.,
which was burned two years ago,
the loss being given then as about
$10,000. The purchase price was
not made public.

3 Ohio
Openings
One With Sound
Cameo theatre, Columbus,
REAL
NETH opened his
Ohio, with Movietone and Vitaphone,- December 2, with "The
Jazz
Singer"
the initial
sound
feature.
Theas house,
originally
known as the Vernon, has been
closed for some weeks pending installation ofthe sound devices, and
reopened under the new name. It
caters to colored patronage.
The Ogden theatre, at Long and
Garfield avenues, Columbus, which
was recently completed, has opened
with vaudeville and pictures.
It is
owned
and operated by colored
The Ritz theatre, Tiffin, Ohio,
persons. Thanksgiving Day. with
opened
James W"erba as manager. Wcrba,
until recently, managed the Grand
in that city, and has been sueceeded by Dean Metzgar.
Among
those visiting Cincinnati exchanges recently were Harry
Silver, Hamilton, Ohio; E. Dodge,
New
Richmond.
Ohio,
and R.
Mitchell, Barbourville. Ky.
Chester Martin, manager of the
Orpheum theatre, Cincinnati, after
showing a picture of a football
game between two local high
schools, presented the film to the
winning school to be placed in
their archives.
John Schwalm, manager of the
Rialto theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,
was host to local high school
students when their annual HiNite was pn.it on with special fea-
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Witness Big Week
in Southeast
Atlanta
THE

Franklin Theatre. Ft. Valley, Ga.. has been taken over
b\' Joe Stonaris. who formerly operated several houses in Florida.
This house was, for several years,
n[)erated by Walter Brandenburg,
who disposed of his interest to A.
H. McCarty. who, in turn, sold to
Mr. Stonaris.

The Capitol Theatre at Montgomery, Ala., has been taken over
by DeWess & Katz, according to
information received. The Capitol
was operated for several years by
Joe Wheeler.
The Grand Theatre, Cedartown,
Ga., has been taken over by C. H.
Graves. Joe Wheeler is manager.
The Grand was damaged by fire
some months ago and had not been
operated until recently.
C. R. Beacham, special sales representative for First National, was
in Atlanta for a brief visit the latter part of the week.
Messrs. DeWess and Katz have
taken over operation of the Capitol
Theatre at Montgomery, Ala.
E. A. Rambonnet, special sales
representative of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions in the Charlotte
territory, has returned to that section after completing about three
weeks of special work in Atlanta.
Arthur C. Bromberg, president
of -Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, with headquarters in Atlanta, returned to his office the first
of the week after spending" about
ten days in Florida.
Jack Keegan. general booking
manager for \'itaphone, spent a
week at the company's Atlanta
branch.
William G. Minder, southern
district manager for Tiffany-Stahl,
with headquarters in Atlanta, has
been on an extended trip through
the Alabama territory.
Exhibitors
Atlanta'sJ.
film
row this seen
past along
week were;
T. Freeman. Griffin, Ga. ; L. B.
Harrell. of Lyric and Orpheum,
W^aycross, Ga. : Cy Colley, Westmont Theatre, Montgomerv. Ala. ;
Mrs. I. H. Dictz. Star theatre,
Covington, Ga. ; Holt Mitchell,
Dixie Theatre, Pelham. Ga. ; H. E.
Edenfeld, Dreamland Theatre. Augusta, Ga. ; I.ce Castleberry, Gandsden. Ala.; Herman Silverman,
Grand Theatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn. ; Nathan Morgan, Roy Martin chain, Columbus, Ga. ; Carl
Cope. Colonial Theatre, Ga. ; William R. Griffin, Strand Theatre,
Cullman, Ala.

Birmingham
Encouraging news headlines
many newspapers throughout the
state carry, showing railroad companies arc placing orders for steel
rails, gondolas and other railroad
equipment, and even now some
Birmingham steel plants are blowing in furnaces idle for several
mouths, which will make many local people feel that Christmas
really means something when they
get a couple of i)aydays together.
There are no wild claims of
"boom" conditions but most business men feel that, with the resumption of factory work and steel

and iron manufacture, Alabama will
have turned the corner.
Joe Patton, for the past several
weeks acting manager of the Empire Theatre, one of the Marvin
Wise chain, has returned to Atlanta
and will resume his duties as publicity man for Metro-GoldwynMayer. The Empire, at least temporarily, will be under tlie personal
direction of Frank \\ Mcrritt, general manager of the Marvin Wise
Theatres.
C. L. Peavey, Atlanta branch
manager for FBC), was a Birmingham visitor the past week.
Willard C. Patterson, district
manager for Publix, was also in
Birmingham last week.
Damage estimated at several
hundred dollars w-as done by a fire
at the Odeon Theatre on Second
avenue, Birmingham, Ala., earh'
Wednesday afternoon.
The film was ignited and flames
damaged the operating room. Other
damage was done by smoke. J. B.
Amberson. projectionist, suffered
burns about the hands and arms
when he attempted to extinguish
the blaze.
P. A. Engler, of the Famous and
Champion Theatres, went on a fishing trip the past week.
Lee L. Castleberry of the Princess Theatre, Gadsden, dropped in
on Birmingham the past week, as
did Joe Portera of the Sunshine
Theatre, Brookside.

Charlotte
Several \'itaphone installations
will be completed in North Carolina within the next thirty days,
including the Lyric and Gastonia
Theatres at Gastonia, the Broadhurst atreatat Burlington,
High Point, the
Quarles'
WilsonThe-at
Wilson, and reported for installation not later than January 5 are
the Sams Theatres and the Colonial
at Winston-Salem.
H. F. Kincey and his architect
have been in New York purchasing
furnishings and equipment for the
new Publix-Saenger Theatre at
Winston-Salem, N. C, which is expected to open around Christmas.
M. Buchanan, of Tupelo. Miss.,
has leased the Carolina Theatre at
West Asheville, N, C, from the
Continental Trust Company of
Charlotte, receiver for Carolina
Theatres, inc. Mr. Buchanan has
also purchased the Strand Theatre
at
rill.Canton, N. C, from R. W. SherThe Lyric Theatre at Beattyville, Ky., is closing down to two
nights per week for the next three
months.
Leo the Lion, living trade-mark
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures,
did his clever tricks in person at
the Strand and Ben Ali Theatres at
Lexington, Ky., last week. The
animal is making a tour of the
world.
The Paramount Theatre at Columbus, Ky., has closed.
The Orion Theatre at Kuttawa,
Ky., has been closed and dismantled.
W. T. Green has purchased the

Palace Theatre at Bessemer City,
N. C, from Beam & Plummer.
The Best Theatre at Warsaw,
N. C. has been sold by R. B. Best
to Mary G. Quinn.
R. C. Cawthorne has sold the
Central Theatre at Anderson, S.
C, to W. S. Finch.
Charles H. Arrington, of the
Palace, Lyric and Cameu Theatres
at Rocky Mount, N. C, and Rudolph Mason, of
at Goldsboro.
N. Mason's
C, made Theatre
a trip
to New York last week to inspect
several different types of sound reproducing devices.
Ray Gardner, salesman for Fox
in this territory for many years,
has ben seriously ill at the Presbyterian Hospital in Charlotte.
Reynolds Wilbanks. manager of
the Paramount exchange here, returned early last week from the
Paramount convention held in New
York.
Orchestraphones were installed
last week in the Columbia Theatre
at Albermarle, N. C, and the Alameda Theatre at Albermarle, by
the National Theatre Supply Company. The Columbia is owned by
George Hughes and the Alameda
by E. L. Hearne.

Florida
Work is progresshig nicely with
the installation of the sound equipment in the Tampa and the house
announced the starting of sound
films for Sunday, Dec. lOth.
Mrs. N. V. Darley, manager of
the Royal, Tarpon Springs, spent
Sunday in Tampa.
New upholstered seats have been
installed in the Strand and beautiful heavy carpet laid in the foyer
Jesse L. Clark, Florida district
manager for Publix, and W. E.
Drumbar and W. L. Whitehead
plan to leave Jacksonville for Atlantic City to attend a conference
of district managers and other executives of the Publix.
E. J. Sparks, head of the Sparks
chain of theatres in F"lorida. is expected to return to Jacksonville
about December \2. He is now in
Mexico on a hunting trip with
friends.

Pittsburgh Theatres
Change Policies
Liberty
East s,
ent theatre
promin
burgh)
Two
(Pitts
the
Liberty, owned by the Stanley
company ajid the Cameraphone
owned by H. B. Kester, which have
been playing week stands have
changed to a split week policy, the
change having taken place Thanksgiving Week. The Liberty also cut
balcony admission rates from forty
cents to twenty-five cents.
Earl Lohr, of the Film Distributing Company, had a narrow escape from serious injury recently
as the result of an unusual accident, h^rl was dri\'ing his closed
car, when a link from a tire chain
on a truck immediately preceding
him, snapped
off the chain and
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hurtled shield,
back smashing
through
the Earl's
glass. windThe
chain link hit the back of the car
and j ust missed striking Earl
in the face. Lady luck was riding with him that time!
Recent theatre owner visitors to
Pittsburgh's
center; Joe
included :Carl exchange
Becker. Butler
Mercer, Warwood ; James Retter,
California; Tom Rankin, Bridgeville; Mike Marks, Oil City; J.
B. Kane, Pitcairn ; Bart Dattola
and Sam Hyman. New Kensington; Paul Jones, St. Marys.
James Lynch has completed construction of his new theatre building in Bridgeville, and will soon
announce his opening date.
Claud Saunders, exploitation
manager for Paramount, was a recent visitor to Pittsburgh and conferred with David Brown, accessory sales manager of the local
branch.
Louis "Sticks" Padolf, wellknown Pittsburgh film salesman,
was married on November 13th to
Miss Lillian Marietta.
The Stanley Company is rushing to completion their new 3000seat Enright Theatre in East Liberty, and hope to open the house
on Christmas Day.

Another Milwaukee
Show Robbed
robbed ! This
time, however,
ANOTHER
Milwaukee
theatre
it was done by experienced safe
blowers. Bandits attempted to
blow up the Orpheum safe but two
charges of "soup" failed to do
more than dent the safe door and
$8,000 receipts lay safe inside. $80
was taken from the box office,
which was locked in a small box.
One of the bandits, it is supposed,
remained hidden in the theatre
after the last performance and let
in his associates.
Louis Orloff, formerly managei
of the Mirth Theatre, is now managing the Tivoli. He succeeds Ken
Butterfield, who is now at the
Mirth.
The door curtain at the Whitehouse Theatre was destroyed by
fire. Origin of the fire is unknown.
Steve Dorece, manager of the
Crown at Racine, recently purchased a new sedan.
Art Schmitz, formerly a sales
representative for F.B.O., has been
appointed branch manager of
F.B.O. to succeed M. H. Hull.
M. P. Kelley, who for the past
year has been director of exploitation for Midwesco, has resigned his
position to take over the publicity
work for Northwest Airwajs at
St. Paul.
The Strand had a small fire,
which started in the basement and
did some damage before it was
halted.
H. W. Foerste is now manager
at the Uptown Theatre to succeed
Al Kvool. Mr. Kvool is now manwaukeedirector
houses. of Midwesco's Milaging
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Projection
Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice

Inquiries and
Comments

As said before, these outfits together with
complete instructions can be obtained from
Mr. C. Francis Jenkins by sending two and
a half dollars to him, addressing the envelope to :
The

Television Outfits for Amateurs
KIjKVISIOX reception, in its
present stage promises to be
(pnte inexpensive althoiifih future (ievelopnients probably will
alter this condition as more

C.

Francis
Jenkins
Laboratories,
Washington, D. C.

The Principles of Television

In its simplest form, the television receiver consists of an ordinary radio receiver
and amplifier for picking up and then amplifying the signals broadcast by another
station; a neon lamp which is connected to
elaborate apparatus will be r.'the
receiver
in the same fashion as a pair
(juireil to obtain gi-eater i)erfeetion in results.
of headphones or loud speaker; a motor
driven scanning disc with lens and a screen.
The present state of the television reThe projection lens and screen may be
ceiver can be compared with that of the
crystal type of receiver which prevailed in
dispensed with where the pictures ai'e not
to be magnified to proportions greater than
the early days of radio broadcasting; when
those represented by the scanning disc picit was possible to purchase a satisfactory
ture. In this case the observer looks diheadphone set for as little as ten or fifteen
dollars.
rectly into the scanning disc when reception is in progress.
Xow, too, it is possible for any interested
The
method of operation, for the eleprojectionist to obtain satisfactory televiments enumerated above, is as follows :
sion reception at a coat not exceeding
The incoming electrical impulses are intwenty-five or thirty dollars. Indeed, C.
tercepted by the antenna and directed to
Francis Jenkins, who is accredited as bethe receiver where they are rectified and
ing the inventor of the motion picture, and
uuignified in exactly the same fashion as
who has been actively engaged in solving
the problems of successful television, is now
the ordinary radio i-eceiver. These impulses
instead of then being passed through a pair
•offering to send to any interested person,
of headphones or a loud speaker to make
the "makings" of a television outfit for the
them audilile are passed through a neon
small price of two and one half dollars.
Iam]3 which is caused to light to different
degrees of brightness depending upon the
A Kit for Two and
One
Half
strength of the electrical impulses which
Dollars
follow one another through the lamp.
This television kit consists of a scanning
A motor driven scanning disc, with adjustable speed control, is placed just be•disc, a shaft and bearings for mounting
:same, a neon lamp and several other odds ,
fore the neon lamp for the purjjose of rendering the fluctuations of brightness in the
and ends together with complete and explicit instructions for assembling the maneon lamp visible in the form of a complete
terial and attaching it to a simple battery
picture. Herein lies the secret of televitype of radio receiver.
sion and in order to explain this, it is
Aside from the material which Jlr. Jennecessary to digress from the subject.
The completed television picture is made
kins offers for this price the experimenter
will require a small A. C. motor for driving
up of nothing more than a series of lines
the scanning disc and an ordinary three
running horizontally across the picture
tube radio receiver, preferably of the resisfrom top to bottom. Each line is comixised
tance coupled type.
of dots of light (from the neon lamp) which
With such a simple outfit, Mr. Jenkins
vary in brightness depending upon the
character of the jiicture.
•claims that fully satisfactory reception
(within present limits of the act) can be
If tin f>rdinary newspaper photograj^h or
obtained from most of the stations nov.magazine photograph be inspected under a
broadcasting television i>rograms.
magnifying glass, it will be seen to conHe is even willing, upon application, to
sist of black and white dots patterned
suggest a source where radio receivers of
after the screen through which the printthe proper type can be obtained at a low
ing plate was photogi'aphed. The proporprice so as to leave no obstacle in the path
tion of the white dots to black dots in any
of the television amateur which might deter
given area of the photograph dptermines
the shading of that particular area. Thus
him from enjoying this new form of entertainment.
if a black object is to be represented in the
It might reasonably be asked "What is
photograph, the black dots would far exceed the number and size of the white dots
the motive behind this generous offer of a
so that the finished appearance would be
television kit for such a low price" to
that of a solidly black object.
which question Mr. Jenkins is frank to reWhere the spacing between the white and
ply that it is solely for the purpose of stim;ulating wide interest in television.
black dots is great, such as in newspaper

photographs due to the coarse paper used,
the finished picture is not so sharply defined as where the spacing between dots is
very small such as in photographs printed
on smooth calendered eq. paper.
The number of lines of dots to the inch
determine the sharpness of the finished photograph and since this number is low in
present television practice, it is impossible
to greatly magnify these pictures because
the white and black dot structure would
show in the same fashion as when a newspaper photograph is inspected under a
magnifying glass.
Each complete television picture, analogous to a single frame of a motion picture
film, is cut up into many smaller ones and
each one of these small pictures is then
transmitted separately. They are transmitted and received so rapidly, however,
that the last section is presented to the eye
before the first section has a chance to fade
so that the eye sees all sections of the complete picture at the same time. The next
complete picture, transmitted and presented
section by section, then follows so rapidly
that the illusion of continuous motion is
obtained with the result that the picture
seen through the scanning disc is a true motion picture.

Similar to Motion Pictures
The persistence of vision effect used in
television reception is the same as that
Avhich makes ordinary motion pictures possible and the scanning disc used is analogous to the intermittent sprocket and revolving shutter of the motion picture proThe scanning disc consists of a disc of
jector.
metal which has a line of holes cut into it,
this line of holes being curved inward toward the center in the form of a spiral.
If one continuous line of holes is used,
it will extend all the way around the disc
and the end of the line will come about 1
inch or more (uj) to 6 inches) below the
beginning of the line. This line of holes
will be similar to one complete turn of a
watch spring with the two ends opposite
earch other but not touching.
The distance between the beginning and
end of the line of holes governs the size
(height) of the picture. Thus, if the two
ends are separated by a distance of 1 inch,
the picture will be 1 inch high. Each hole
in the disc rejn-esents a dot of light in the
comjjleted picture, these dots all varying as
to brightness. As the disc revolves before
the neon lamp, each revolution represents
one complete picture, and each hole in the
disc corresponds to a fixed point in the pictiu'e. These holes, as they move past the
neon lamj?, pennit the light fiuetuations in
the lamp to pass through the disc.
A similar arrangement is used in transmitting station and at the exact moment
that a given
lightonimpulse
being trans(Cofitinucd
followmgis page)
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Avalon Theatre, Ottawa, Boasts
Developments New to Canada
T J XIQ'UE in many ways is the Avalon
»-^ Theatre, Ottawa, which was formally
opened November 17 by P. J. Nolan, proprietor, and P. Ambrose Nolan, manager.
The Avalon Theatre marks a distinct development in suburban house ideas. Although itis a neighborhood theatre, seating
1,000 persons, the Avalon is:
The first theatre in Eastern Canada to
have an e.vterior and interior atmospheric
effect; the first to be built and opened with
sound picture facilities actually incorporated in the striicture during erection; the
first in Canada to make use of the Brenkert
Brenograph scenic effect projection; the
first to have a double stage, one for tlic
orchestra and the other four feet higher
and to the rear, for stage presentations;
the first suburban house in the Dominion to
have a 2S-piece orchestra and a dancing
chorus of nine for ballets, together with a
uniformed corps of eight ushers who had
been drilled by an army sergeant ; the first
suburban house in Canada to have an opening which was attended by patrons in
formal dress, all seats being $1 for the first
night and
with45 regular
cents
cents. prices thereafter — '3')
The Ottawa Avalon is looked upon as a
''big little theatre" and, because of its
many innovations, has attracted wide attention. It had been intended to open with
a sound program but the installation could
not be made in time. The theatre has been
equipped with special Simplex projectors,
however; has a battery room, Transvox
screen and other facilities all ready for
sound pictures. The theatre has a concert
grand piano, Wurlitzer organ, dressing
rooms, oil heating system, richly furnished

Cutler ■ Hammer Move to
New Atlanta Quarters
The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, dealers in electric control apparatus,
moved their Atlanta office last Saturday,
December 1, and are now located at 1.50
Peters Street, S. W., in the Georgia city.
The new quarters provide warehouse facilities for the carrying in stock of various
standard devices for shipment to clients in
the Atlanta territory. The South is consuming more electrical power than ever before and it is with this thought in mind that
Cutler-Hammer are providing this immediate local shipping service.
A. C. Gibson is in charge of the Atljyita
office.

3 New
Houses
for the
West Coast Chain
Three new Wesco theatres — the Redlands,
the Riverside and the North Park — will
shortly throw open their doors.
The Redlands Theatre, Redlands, Cal.,
West Coast junior circuit house, will open
on December 28; Harry Sugarman is head.
The Riverside Theatre, Riverside, Cal.,
will open on .January 11.
The North Park Theatre, San Diego, will
open on January 17; this house was designed especially for talking pictures.
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mitted, or televised, in the sending station,
that same light impulse is being received
and
presented
to the observer's eye in the
receiving
station.

foyer with smoking facilities for ladies and
gentlemen, 800 loge seats and many other
interesting
fcatm^es.
Spanish and
"atmospheric effect
has been Aemployed
the
auditorium, which is of stadium type, presents a wonderful garden scene with the
ceiling representing the open sky, across
which clouds pass. Outside the Spanish
mission style has been followed.

1

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

This means that the scanning disc in the
receiver imu^t be perfectly synchronized
with the scanning disc in the sending station so that con-esponding holes in the disc
will pass before the respective light sources
at exactly the same moment.
In this manner, each little section of the
picture is received at exactly the same
moment that it is transmitted and we,
therefore, see what is happening at the moment it happens.
This, in brief, is television. And it is very
simple when one understands.

1,400-Seat Theatre
to
Erected in Philly

It is announced that the old Star Theatre
at Payson, Utah, has been completely redecorated and remodelled. New carpets,
stage fixtures, screen and loges have been
installed as well as two new reflector arcs.
The re-opening of the house was held on
Armistice night. The theatre's new name
will henceforth be The Orpheum. It is one
of a chain operated by the C. C. McDermond
interests in Southern Utah. Roland Lindsey is resident manager.
Extensive improvements are under way
at the Loop Theatre on South St., Paducah,
Ky. A new graded floor has replaced the
old artificially elevated type and new seats,
with plenty of space between the rows, ha^e
been installed. The front of the structure
is being remodelled, new illumination is supplanting the old, and rest rooms are fast
being constructed. A balcony, to increase
the seating capacity to more than 500, has
been started at the Loop. It is planned to
tear out the stage and erect one extending
across the entire width of the building.
Everything will be in readiness shortly, it
is expected.
A theatre with a seating capacity of 350
opened on December 1 in Hummelstown,
Dauphin County, Penn. Edward George,
of Harrisburg, is in charge. The house, an
old one-story hall, was remodelled by him
and repainted and refurnished, including
the installation of a new heating system.
The house will be called The Orpheum. Its
only rival in Hummelstown is the Star,
operated by Sam Wood and claiming the
same seating capacity. The building was
leased by Mr. George from Mrs. Adams, of
Marvsville.
Construction has started on the new theatre being erected by Tommy James at 2002
Market St., St. Louis, on ground owned by
the Terminal Railroad Association of St.
Louis. Dufifner and Stecker Construction
Co. are the contractors. The building will
be one-story. 33 by 110 feet and will cost
approximately $15,000.

TYPHOON FAN CO.

•*

be

Plans have been filed with the Bureau of
Building Inspection, Philadelphia, for the
erection of a 1,400 seat motion picture theatre at 8145 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia,
for the Home Realty Co., Inc.
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BRAY
Tide
Coliege CucVoo
Her Salty Suitor...
His Wild Oat
Lonesome Babies..
Lost Whirl. The.
Lot o' Boloney, A
Pikers The

PRODUCTIONS

Star
Murdock-Cavaller

ReL
June
June
July
Aug.
July
June
Aug.

..McDougallKIds
. Jack Cooper
.Irving-Cooper
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids

ntle
Length
Date
1
20 .
10.-.
1
1
10. ,
10, .

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
o-oftis
2.„la

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After the Storm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
Court-Manial
Dawn
Desert Bride. The
Driftwood
Golf Widows
Matinee Idol. The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Power of the Press, The
Raider Emden, The
Ransom
Runaway Girls
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
Sinners" Parade
Streets of Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Submarine
Sporting Age. Tilt
Virgin Lips
Way of the Strong, The
Title
Apache. The
College Coquette
Lone Wolf's Daughter. The
Nothing to Wear
Younger Generation, Tlie.

Star

ReL

Bosworth-Gllbert-Detaney
April
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lease
April
Holt-Compson
Aug.
Special Cast
Co mpson- Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Oct.
Ford-Reynolds- Rand
May
Walker-Love
Mar.
Chadwick- Fairbanks. Jr.-Kent, May
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May
Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston
Special Cast
Wllson-Pums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck.,July
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug.
Revier-Varconi
Keith-Valli
Delaney-Borden
.Holt-Revler-Graves
Bennett-Herbert-Ny«
Mar.
Border-Boles
July
Day-Llvlngston-Von Ellz
June

Coming

Date
17- .
1. . .
7. . .
12...
26 . .
15 -.
1. .
14 , . ,
13- , .
25- . .

Length
5649
5459 feet
feet
5537
6014
7500
5528
6267
5592
5925
.5540
5544

Reviewed
- SepL15

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

SepL 15

6465 feet

Sept. 8
.Sept IS

7. . , SS84leat .
5725 feet..
23 . , . 6401 feet .
13
1.. . 6443 feat. .
Sei6feet..
5988 feet..
819? feet
feet .
5988
.5464 feel .
2. .
6048
Ipet
25...
19. .. 5752 feet .

Length

Star
Jerry Mandy
Our World Today
Lupine Lane
Johnny Arthur
Stone-Ruth
Al St John
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodge-Podge
Murdock-Hutton
Wallace Lupino

Felix the Cat In Astronomeowe
Felix ttie Cat In Futuritry
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles
Felix In Outdoor Indore
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist
Fisticuffs
Follow Teacher
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser. The
Glorious Adventure
Goofy Birds
Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
HotLuck
Motor Cold
In the Morning
Just Dandy
Kid Hayseed
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Lost Laugh. The
Lucky Duck. The
Magic City The
Making Whoople
Misplaced Husbands.
Murder Will Out
Oh Mama
On the Move
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peep Show, The
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware

"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"SulHvan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Lupino Lane
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
•^Ig Boy"
Hodge-Podge
Charley Bowers
Wallace Lupino
Stone-Dale
Lupino Lane
Collins-Hutton
MontytColllns
Uoyd Hamilton
Chariey Bowers
"BigB<>y"
Al St John
Vernon Dent
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
Davts-Colllns
Uoyd Hamlltoa
Wallace Lupino
Billy Dale
Our Worid Today
Goodwin-Bradley
Dorothy Devore
Vernon Dent
Mlller-Hutton
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-Podge
Hedge-Podge
Lupino Lane

* Meant Byuchromxed score,

Rel.
OcL
Oct
Dec
July
Nov.
SepL
OcL
OcL
July
SepL
...June

Date
Length
21... ireel
1 reel
7 , 2 reels
9..
2 reels
15
18. - . ,1 reel
15 . . 2 reels
2 reels
14 .. 2 reels
7. , .
.! reel
8
9. - . 1 reel
3... ,1 reel. ..
.1 reel
July
8, .. -1 reel
June 24... 1 reel
July 22. . . .1 reel
June 10- ..
.1 reel
Aug. 5. ..
.1 reel
Aug. 19. . . .2
reels
OcL 28
2 reels
Dec 16... 2 reels
SepL 9 . .
.2 reels
June 24. . . Ireel
Oct 14..
Aug. 12 ,, 2reels
July 29 . . .1 reel
Nov. 4. . . 1 reel
June 17. . .2reel8
Aug. 12 . . 1 reel
Nov. 11... .2 reels
June 17. . . 2feels
Julv
1 ., 2 reels
2reels
Sept 2... 2 reels
Dec
2
1 reel
Dec. 30
Aug. 19 . . 2 reels
Aug.
5 . .2 reels
July 8 , . 2 reels
July 29... 2reels
July 22 . .2reels
July 15. . . 1 reel
Oct
7... 1 reel
Nov, II . . . 1 reel*
Oct. 28. .. 2reela
Nov. 25 . 2 reels
Dec 16 . . 1 reel
July
1 , . 1 reel
SepL 9 . . . 1 reel
Nov. 18, . , 1 reel
Aug. 12... 11 reel
reel
June 10... 2 reels
Sept 9. . .

f Meam toand eifecU,

Roaming Romeo
Sailor Boy
^^'^ Ranger, The
Skywayman, The
Social Prestige
StageFhghts
Thoughts While Fishing
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Wedded Blisters
Who's Lyln"?
Wife Trouble
Wild Wool— Niohl Clouds
Wives Won' Weaken

Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Reed Howes
Reed Hawes
Monty Collins
George Davis
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Our World Today
Collins-McCoy
Lupino Lane
Davis-Collins
Robert Graves
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Drew-Bradley

EXCELLENT
May

5

Title
Bit ot Hesven. A
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Speed Classic. Inc
Women WIm Dare

PICTURES
FEATURES

star
Lee-Washburn
George Walsh
Santschl-Blythe
Hulette-Rankln-Lease
Befford-Mlller
Lease-Harris
Chadwick-Delaney

Length
Reviewed
Date
1 reel
Dec.
1
Dec.
1
2 reels
Sept. 16
Sept. 30. . .
2 reels
Oct.
6
Nov. 4
2 reels
. . May 26
2 reels
July 21
June 3
Rel.

July
June
SeptNov.
Dec
Oct
June
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
June
SepL
July
Dec

29 .
17. ,
23
18
23.
21 . 17 .
2, .
26 .
26 10 .
23
15
16. .

Ireel
2 reels

June
Oct.

fl
6

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
I reel
1 reel

Nov.
Nov.
Oct
June
SepL
Aug.
Aug.
May
Sept.
..June

3
17
6
B
29
4
4
26
8
30

2 reels

(S. R.)
Rel.
May
May
June
July
Aug.
July
Mar.

Length
Dale 7000 feet..
15
6759
6700 feet..
feet. .
10
15
6400 feet. .
4700
15
6000 feet.
27
31.
3t
6520 feet. .

F B O
June
2
Sept. 15
SepL 22

Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title
All in Fun
America's Pride
Be My King
Blondss Beware
Bumping Along
Call your Shots
CometoPaoa
Compantonate Service
Conquering the Colorado
Cook. Papa, Cook
Crown Me

Jerry Mandy
Montv Collins
Jerry Drew
Dorothy Devore

SepL 15

Attractions

Star
Don Alvarado...
M. Day-Forbes..
Bert Lytell
Logan-von-EHz..
Jean Hershoit...

Star

Playful Papas
Polar Perils
Quiet Worker, The
Rah Rah Rahl

Reviewed
Oct 27
Oct
6
Nov. 10
June 23
Nov. 3
SepL 29
Oct 13
Oct
6
July 14
Sept 15
May 26
Aug. 18
July 21
Sept 22
June 30
Sept 29
Aug. 4
Oct 27
Nov. 17
Seot 8
June
t
Oct 27
July 28
July 14
Oct 27
May 26
July 14
Oct 27
June B
June 23
Sept 29
Nov. 10
Nov. 24
Aug. 11
Aug. 4
June 30
July 14
July 14
June 23
Sept 1 G
Nov. 3
Oct. 13
Nov. 24
Nov. 10
June 23
Nov. 24
Aug. 18
June 23

FEATURES
Title
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider. The
Bantarn Cowboy, The
Beyond London's Lights
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Chicago After Midnight
njCircus Kid, The
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Ftgnting Redhead, The
FreckJes
Fury of the Wild
*T$Gang War
Haadin* for Danger
His Last Haul
'tiHIt of theShow, The
King Cowboy
Law of Fear. The
Lightning Speed
UttlB Buckaroo, The
Uttie Yellow House. The
Loves of RlcanJo, The
Man In the Rough. The
Orphan of the Saga
•tJPerfect Crime. The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Red Riders of Canada
Rough Ridin" Red
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Singapore Mutiny, The
Sinners in Love
Skinner's
Idea West
Son
of the Big
Golden
Stocks and Blondes
Stolen Love
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado. The
Trail of Courage. The
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Young Whiriwind. The

Star
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Bu2- iarton
Shumway-EJIlott
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Mendaz-lnee
Darro-Coslello-Erown
Lewis- Hlll-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger
Dog < . . .
Buzz Barton
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Steele-Mendez
T. Moore-Owen
BrDwr>-Astor<Olms1ead
Tom Mix
Ranger-Reld-Nelson
Bob Steele
..BuzzBarton
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-KIng
Buzz Barton
Rich-Brook- McConnef I
Tyler>Thompson-Dafro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Mliier-Byer
BuzzBarton
Love-Forrest
Wilson-Hackathome
Ince-Taylor
Borden-Gordon
Washbum-Sleeper-Trevor
Tom
Mix
LogarwGallaghor
M. Day-O. Moore-Lease
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Oarro
Steele-Bonner
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

SHORT
Title
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Rghts, The
Beef-Steaks, The
Casper's Week-End
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
CuriosiOes, No. 3
Curiosities No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Heavy Infants
Honey Balks

Oct
Oct
Nov.
April
Oct

14.
7.
4.
241

5812feet .. Oct. 13

Oct a

5967 feet... Mar. 17
6037 feet... Sept. 2a
,5493 feet

Sept 9
Dec
2
Aug. 19
4884
June 24
4793
July
8. . . .4758
Nov. 25
Sept 16
. 4762

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Hellum-Davis
Hill-Duncan
AlCooke
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Duncan-Hill
HIII-Duncan
Karr- Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davls

§ Mtaat voice (ineUibtg italogne aad incufenla/ tongg).

Rel. Date
Length Reviewed
May 13... -6866 feet. ..Mtr.24
4808 feet
4893
Oct.
7
Aug. 12
5583 feet.... Feb. 25
4869 leet
Mar. 18
April 1 .
Aug. 26SeotlO
6249feet ...Mar.17
Mar. 4.
6085 feet ... Sept 22
Oct
7,
6291 feet
".Mar. 10
5621 feet
May 11 .
5984
feet
Aug. 26.
5043 feet
April 7
'et'-'.".!!!'. "'.'■.
5487yefeet
4802
June 10
Sept. 2
4758 feet
July
1,
Mar. 2t .
B131 feet
Jan. 28
Nov. 4
6337feet
.Dec
1
Nov. 18
Dec 16.
Nov. 11.
.6337 feet-, .Aug. 4
Sept 23.
Nov. 26
4647 feet
April 8. .476Meet,.
Oct 21
.4801 feet
Mar. 11 .
6429 feet ...April 21
May 28. .5181 leet
.4785 feet
June 17.
May 20.
. Aug. n
Dec 23 , ...6331 feet
Aug. 19 ...4781 feet.. .Fell. 11
April 22 ....4884 feet..
April 29 .6419 feet.. ..Jan.
.Dec. 237
April 1 5
4714 feet
Nov. 4J. ...6059 feet
July 15

A, T, after ^e

Rel.
June
Sept
Dec
Dec
June
Sept
Oct
Oct
Dec
Dec
Sept
Sept
June
Dec

Date
Lengtl)
25 — 2 reels.
16. .. ,2 reels.
30 . . .2 reels
9 ...2 reels
11 .. 2re8ls
26 ...1 reel
10... -Ireel
24. -..1 reel
5
1 reel
19... 1 reel
16... 2 reels
16
2 reels
11
2 reels
2. ...2 reels

40 TaUde.

Revl«weA

SepL 2d

Sept 29
June IS

Motion
Title
Horsofeathers
Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey the DelecUve
Mild But She Satisfies
Okmnx
Ruth ts Stranger Than Fiction
Six Best Fellows
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose...
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
Vou Just Know She Dares *Em

star
Barney Helium
Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Barney Helium
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Coming
Title

Free Lips
Masked Angel. The..
Souls Aflame

Julv
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept.
Oct
July
Oct
Sept
Oct
Oct
Sept

?...
28. . .
14
7 . .
23
.
27 ,.
9 .
24-. .
2 .
7. ,14...
9 ..

Conklin-Sleeqer-Trevor
Ranger
Dog'
Tom Tyler
Leatrlce Joy
Buzz Barton

6

Feb.

3

Title

July 28

2 reels

Reviewed

. 6351 feet

3

Nov, 18
Nov. 4 Jan. 13
•

Star
Garon-Kellh
Kelly-Kel ton- Wells
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
James-Wells...

4957 feet

Feb. 10

Rel.

Dale

June 5 . .
May 20, . .
Aug. 4 - .
June 29 . .
.July 5. . .

Rel.

•tSBarker. The
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
Big Noise, The
Conkl In- Hardy- White
Burning Daylight
Sllls-Kenyon
Butter and Egg Man, The
Mulhall-Nissen
Canyon of Adventure
Maynard-Falre
Chinatown Charlie
HInes-Lorralne
Code of the Scarlet
Maynard-McConnell
Comoanlonate Marriage.
Bronson-Francis- Walling
'Crash, The
Sllls-Todd
Do Your Duty
Charlie Murray
Glorious Trail, The
Maynard-McConnell
*tGood Bye Kiss. The
Ellers-Burke-Kemp
Happiness Ahead
Moore-towe
Harold Teen
Lake-Balan-WWte
•fHaunted House, Tlie
Kent-Todd
Hawk's Nest The
Sllls-Kenyon
Head Man, The
Murray- Kent- Young
Heart of a Follies Girl
Dove-Kent
Heart to Heart
Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble
Harry Langdon
Ladles* Night In Turkish Bath
Mackalll-Mulhall
Lady Be Good
Mackalll-Mulhall
*tfiLllacTime
Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. . Barthelmess-O'Day
Mad Hour, The
O'Netll-Kent
•tNlght Watch, The
Dove-Reed
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
=*tOutcast
Ghmth-Lowe
Out of the Ruins
Barthelmess-Nlxon
*tShowGirl
Whit^Delaney
Strange Case of Capt Ramper
German Cast
Three-Ring Marriage
Astor-Hughes
Upland Rider. The
Maynard-Douglas
Vamping Venus
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
Ware Case, The
Special Cast
*tWaterfront
Mackaill-Mulhall
Wheel of Chance
Barthelmess-Basquette
•tWhlp.The
Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbes
Wright Idea. The
Hines-Lorraine
■Yellow Lily, The
Dove-Brook

Coming

Attractions

Star
BIllieDove
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaill-Mulhall
Sllls-Corda
Griffith- VarconI
Alice White
BIllieDove
Grlffith-Uwo
Maynard-Gilbert
White-Molhall
Corlnne Griffith
Barthelmess-Compson

* Mtam Bynchromxtd tcore.

Length
SBOOfeet
5700feBt
5700feet
eOOOfeet
6200 feet

Revlewetf

Dale

Length

Review e(^

Rel.

LenBth

Reviewed

FILMS
Rel.

Star

Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept 8
Sept 30... 7702 feet
Nov. 18 ...
Dec
June 23
.641 7 feet.
June
July
.5708
July 21
.4293 feet.
feet..
June 9
June
. 6566 feet . Nov. 10
Mar.
7176 feet
Oct.
Mar, 17
.51 09 feet . May 12
April
5148 feet
July
June
.4939
feet
.5038
4404 feet
feet ., Jan. 14
Jan.
Sept 8
Aug.
.6518 feet..
May
May
.4618feet.May 19
19
May
Dec
.6188 feet.
May
May
26
.4397 feet.. . Mar, 24
Mar.
Dec.
April 8... 5792 feet.... April 21
Oct 10
Oct
Oct.
6042 feet
10.100
feet Mar. 17
OcL
Sept 22
6663 feet .. June 16
Oct
-6679 feet... Aug. 11
May
5034 feet..
Aug.
. .5071feet .. June 23
June
,4952 feet..
July
Nov.
Sept
.5200 feet... Sept 29
-April 28
April
6937 feet,.
Jan.
Aug. '
!Sept 22
.4991 feet
.Aug. 4
July
.9221
feet.
5641 "feet.."!
July 28
Aug.
.8729 feet..
Oct 14
5112feet..
Nov.
Oct
Mar.
4921 feet . .Aprll14e
June
.5337
feet-.
Sept
Rel.

Carrol-Lake-Rolilns
McLagl en-Col Iyer
O'Brien-Moran
Sterling- Car roll-Stone
Rex Bell
Moran-Hamllton
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor-Moore
Vatd-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Norton-Janls
Del Rlo-PIdgeon
Rex Bell
McLagl en-Col Iyer-Kent
Mlx-Llncoln
Sammy Cohen
O'Brien- Taylor
MIx-Blane
Barry more- Alba
Moran-Gray
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bellamy-Dresser
Bennett- McLagl en
Stuart-Phipps
Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Rollens-Drexel
Cohen-Pennick
Bellamy-Brown

Riley
Cop The
River the
Pirate,
Road House
"t§Street Angel, The
'Sunrise ,
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl

Macdonald-Drexd
McLaglei-Moran
Barry more- Atba
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brien
Cohen- McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Roll ens-Carrol

7137 feet
July
7
Sept 30
7402 feet
Mar. 25 . , 6500 feet. ..April
May 12
28
Mar. 11 . 6467 feet
Sept 2 . 8730 feet - . May 18
April 22, . 6365 feet .
April 15, . . 5600 feet ,
July
1 , .
6227 feet.
Oct 21...
Oct
7 , . . 6225 feet..
5976 feet
feet,
Oct 14 .. 5886
Title
Oct 28
.
7300 feet
Backwash
July
8
7 100 feet
June 24- . .7541 feet.
•tSCaballero's Way, The
April 29 . . ,
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
Nov. 4... . 7426 feet . July 7
Cock-Eyed World, The
May 27 . , 6502 feet ,
Fatal Wedding, The
July
8 .,
Mar. 18 .. .5957 feet,.
Mar. 17
♦Four Devils. The
feet,
Sept 10
July 22 . ,6071
Girl Downstairs, The
5400 feet .
Aug. 12 - Husbands Are Liars
6592 feet . .Aprin4
June 7
*tLost In the Arctic
April 1 . . - 6608 feet .
May
6 . .8967 feet.. . Mar. 24
Nayoteon's Barber
Our Daily Bread
Nov. 8... .7700reet..
May'Ma19y
19 Woman, The
April 8... -6625 feet..
Mar. 4... 6612 feet . Oct 13
April 21
Sept 9... 6100 feet..
Aug. 26 . .
Title
Sept
1
6622 feet
Nov. 11 . . .6100
At the Ball Game
feet - Aug.
Nov. 25
10
Aug. 19. . .
Bridge
at Midnight, The
.6133
feet
,
Sept 23,..
Corpus Christl
June
9
July 29 - , .7534 feet..
Diplomats. The
. 5834 feet .
June 10. . , -5731
feet .
Dolls and Puppets
June 3 ..
Everybody Loves My Girl
May 13, . . 6021 feet- .
Family Picnic, The
Nov. 25...
FourA.M.
Dec. 1
Sept. 16
Interviev, The
June 17 . . 6895 feet .
7
Se,)t 22
Ladles' Man. The
."
6058 feet., July
Sept30..
Mind Your Business
Aug. 5 . 6300 feel.
Sept 26
22
87 feet,. .May
Napoleon's Barber
May 20 . . 71
Mystery Mansion
"
They're Coming to Get Me
5976 feet
Treasurer's Report. The
Length
Reviewed
Family Picnic. The
George Bernard Shaw
Serenade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool. The

Date

News

FEATURES
•jAIr Circus, The
Baggage Smasher. The
Blindfold
Chicken a la King
Cowboy, Kid The
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
*t$Dry Martini
Escape. The
..
Farmer's Daughter, The
Fleetwing
Gateway of the Moon
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
Homesick
hjonor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Street
Love Hungry
•t {Making the Grade.
Me, Ganster
•tSMother Knows Best
"Mother Machree
News Parade. The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman
Painted Post. The
Prep and Pep
Plastered In Paris
Play Girl. The

Title
r Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband. A
Daisies Won't Veil
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The
Glories of the Evening
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wlfa
Knight of Daze, A
Lof^ Andes, The
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
On a Siiuth Sea Shore
Oregon Trail. The
Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
Through Forest Aisles

Picture

Sllls-Mackalll
Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore
Richard Barthelmess. .
Ken Maynard

SHORT

NATIONAL

Star

•tAdoratlon
Cheyenne
nSChlldrenoftheRItr
Comedy of Life The
•tSDlvlne Udy
nsHot Stuff
*t5Manof the Moment The
*tOulcast
Phantom City, The
•Rltiy Rosle
n&Saturday's Children
■*TScarIet Seas
♦ffiSeven Footprints to Satan
♦tfiSquall, The

1 reel
2 reels
2reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Star

FOX

Sept 28

Mar. 31
Mar. 3
Mar,

•tSStranded in Paradise
•ts Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Girl
*t§Weary River
Wells-Fargo Express The

.2reel8

Length

Jan.

FEATURES

Title

Reviewed
Sept 29
Oct 20

DIVISION (S. R.)

FIRST
Title

Length
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Attractions

Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Anna Q. Nilsson
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-DarFO
Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Olmstead-Trevor
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Fairbanks, Jr.
Buzz Barton
Borden-N. Beery
Ranger
Tom Mix

FIRST
Devil's Case, The

Aua-M..
Aug. 7 .
Sent. 30, . .
Dec 23. ..
June 4 ...
Sept 2 . .

Star

Air Legion. The
Amazing Vagabond, The
•tSBIockade
City of Shadows. The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Orlfter, The
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ona, The
Freckled Rascal, The
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Hey Rubel
Idaho Red
Jazz Age. The
Little Outlaw. The
Love In the Desert
One Man Dog. The
Outlawed
*tSStepping High
*tSTaxl 13
Tracked
Trallof the Horse Thievea, The
TroDlc Madness
Vagabond Cub, The
Voice of the Storm

Title

Rel. Dale
Sept 9...

Title

SUBJECTS
.Aug.

Star
Animal Comedy.
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
Leon Ramon
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Tyler Brooke
Variety
Marjorle Beebe
Variety
Varied
Varied
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Varied

Coming

Dec
June
July
Oct
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
July
June
Aug.
Dec.
Nov.
Sept
April

Date

Lengtli
5 .. .2 reels
. 1 reel
.2reels
-2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
-2 reels
.2 reels
-1 reel
.2reels
Ireel
. 1 reel
reel
.1
-1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

Aug.
Sept
Oct
Dec
Sept

reel
'eel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed
June 23
Aug. 11
Aug. 4
July 21
Aug. 11
Jen. 14

July 28

Attractions

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Farrel I- Duncan
Baxter-O'Brlen-AQa
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-McLaglen
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton
Moran-O'Brlen
Nagel-Collyer
Special Cast

11700 feet

Oct 13

6474 feet

Aug. 18

Farrel 1- Duncan
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raouel Meller
Clarke-McCullough
Nancy Drexel
Winnie Lightner
Flaymond McKee
Clarko-McCullough
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed
Sept

8

Sept 8
2 reels
2reels
2 reels
2 reels
2reelB
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley . :
McKee
Interview
Harold Murray
Lionel Atwill

June 30
June 30
SepL 8
Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Nov. 11. . .

f Metau Moand elfecU.

Title
Chorus Kid, The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman, The

Star
Faire- Washburn
Mrs. W. R eld- Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L. Barrymore

§ Af emu voice (istdaiing dtologae and incidental songs).

Length
Reviewed
,6200 feet
April 1
.6432 feet ..May 12
May
1 . . . 6200 feet, .April 14
-. Aug. 11
Aug. 12.
Aug. 11
Aug. 26 .6800 feet

A. T, after title mean$ AU Talkie.

December
Title
Turn Back the Houn
Thru the Breakers
United States Smith

8,
•

1928

1/81

Star
Loy-PWgMn
Livingston- Herbert
Giibtran-Lee-HarlBn

Coming
Title
Able of the U. S. A
•SGIrl From Aroentlne, The
When Danger Calla

Review e d
Rel. Date
Length
Mar. 1... .6600 feet.
M20teet. ..Mar. 1>
June 1
6000 feet.

Attracttona

Star
Georpe Jessel
Carmel Meyers
Falrt>ankB-Sedgwlck . . .

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

FEATURES

Star

Rel.

Length

Date

Reviewed
..May 6
.July 14

Across to Singapore
No varro- Crawford
April 7. .. 6805 feet.
Actress. The
Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore
April 28. . , 6998 feet.
4187 feet.
Adventurer, The
McCoy- Sebastian
July 14.. . 5530 feet.
•tBaby Cyclone. The
Cody-Pringie
Beau Broadway
Cody-Pringle
Sept. 29 .. 6037 feet.
.Aug. 4
•iBeliamy Trial. The
Joy-Bronson
SepL22...
Beyond the Sierras
Tim McCoy
SepL 15
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmeted-Moran
Mar. 17. . . 6344 feet.... June 2
nBrotherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Oct 12...
. SepL 15
Cameraman, The
Keaton-Day
Sept. 29
Cardboard Lover. The
Davies-Asther
Aug. 25.)....
. 7108 feet. ..Sept 8
Certain Young Man
No varro- Adoree
May 19 ...5679 feet.. .-Junel 6
Circus Rookies
Dane-Arthur...
Mar. 31. ...seal lest.. . Mti 19
Cossacks. The
Gilbert-Adoree
June 23 ... 8601 feet ..June 30
feet.. .Feb. 25
Crowd. The
Board man- Murray
Mar. 3....8538
..
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
June 9 ... .5838 feet.
Diamond Handcuffs
Boardman-Gray-Naoel
May
5 . 6700 feet. ..Sept. 15
J... 71 82 feet. .SepL 29
•tExcess Baggage
Haines-Cortez
SepL 8
•tPlylng Ensign, The
Ramon Novarro
Nov. 30
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
June 16J... 5011 feet. .July 28
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford.
...Aug. 11 ...6820 feet.. . .Aug. 25
Laugh. Clown, Laugh
Chaney-Young-Asther
April 14 ...7045 feet.. .June 2
jLlttie Angel
Norma Shearer,
Nov. 2
5441f eet.
Madamolseilefrom Armentleres
E. Brodv-J. Stuart
June 2. .. 5575
feei
Dec.
1
Masks of the Devil
John Giiber
Oct.
.7652 feet.. .Aug. 11
Mysterious Lady, The
Garbo-Nagel
Aug. 4
Naooieon
Special Cast
Oct,
"^Our Dancing Daughters
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept. 8 .
Fatsy, The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar. 10.... 7289 feet..
5014 feet..
RWers of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
April 21
Stiadows in the Night
Flash-Grey-Lorralne
Oct. 26. . . .5448 feet..
Nov. 17
7453 feet
feet '.
7652
'•'iShow People
, ,
Davies-Haines
. Oct.
9
Skirts
Chaplin-Baifour
May 12... .5801 feet.. ..July 21
7184 feet.
Telling the World
Haines-Page
June 30 . .
5901 feet
Under the Black Eagle
Fiash-M. Day-Forbes
Mar. 24...
May 27
19
Oct.
^^While the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
Sept. 15 . . 7231 feet
.7968 feel.
"t i White Shadows in the South Seas Blue-Torres
July
7. . . 5011 feet. . .Aug. 18
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prfngie
Jan. 28...
Nov. 17
6721 feet
*TWind. The
Gish-Hanson
Nov. 23
nWoman of Affairs, A
Glibert-Garbo
Oct 19. . .
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian
Mar. 24. . .
4435 feel
SHORT SUBJECTS

)

rwe
Afiican Adventure, An
Assorted Babies
Bits of Africa
Rooster, The
Boy Friend. The
Call of the Cuckoo
Cleopatra
Crazy
House
Do Gentlemen
Snore?

Star
. Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Revler-Eliis
"Our Gang"
Roach
Stars

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Happy Omen, A
Ufa Oddities
Heartof General Robert E- Lee. The.. Daw-Walling
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Kisses Gome High
Ufa Oddities
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Murder
Ufa Oddities
Nature's Wizardry
or Gray Hoss.The

•or
Gray Hos3,The
Palace or Honey. The
Sacred Baboon, The
Savage Customs
•School Begins
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Spanking Age. The
Strange Prayers
That Night
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
We Draw Down
Wives for Sale
World's Playgrounds

Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"

"Our Gang"

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
.Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
'"a Oddities
Laurel-Hardv
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Coming
Title

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 27 ... .1
. reel
,1 reel
Nov. 5
SepLlS... .1 reel
? reels
Nov. 24, . .
Nov. 10 . . 2 reels
Oct 15. . . 2 reels
July
7. . . .2 reels
.2 reels
June 13,
2...
Oct
.. .2 reels
. 1 reel
Aug. 18... .2 reels
Oct
6... .2 reels
Dec. 8. . . 2 reels
SepL 22... 2 reels
Dec. 1 , . , .1 reel
July 14. ..
SepL 22. .. 2 reels
.2 reels
SepL 1. . . 2 reels
Sepi.29. . .
Dec. 8 ..
r
Nov. 10... .11 reel
SepL 1... .1 reel
SepL 29 . . . , 1 reel
1 reel
July 28. . .
2 reels
OcL 20...

2 reels
OcL
20 . .
June 16. . . ,1reei
SepL
Nov.
Nov.
SepL
June
Dec
Dec.
SepL
June
Nov.
Dec
OcL

1 . .
24, . .
17...
IS. ..
30. . .
15...
22...
15...
2.,.
3. . .
29. ..
27. . .

OcL 13...

Star

reel
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels
reel
reel

Length

Haines-Hyams-Barrymore
Norma Shearer
Page-Love- King
McCoy-Dougiaa
Flash- Lorraine-Gray
John Gilbert
Crawford- Asther
Haines-Crayrford
Colored Cast
Halnes-Page- Percy
Flash- Moran-G ribbon
Tim McCoy
Nagel
Special Cast

JMan's Man, A
Masked Stranger. The
Mysterious Island, The
•jNIze Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Spies

William Halnes
McCoy
Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
Gordon-Holtz-WaldrWge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray- Lorraine
Special Cast

* Means synckromzed Kore.

.t
,1
2
2
1
2
.1
.2
1
.2
.2
-1
.1

Rev'ewed

Dec.

1

May 28
Nov.

3

Nov. 3
July 26

July 28

OcL 13

May 26
SepL 29
July 28

.aoOOfeet

..,

f Meaiu sound effecU.

,

Title
Casino Gardens
Confession
Friendship
Fuzzy Knight
George Dewey Washington
George Dewey Washington
Gus Edwards' Song Revue
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Jfmtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marion Harris
Mayor of Jlmtown
M-G-fVi Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Phipps
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and Capltolians

ReL

McCoy-Fraier
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Dei RIo-Forbes

3

Reviewed
- Nov. 24

Length

11100 feet —

Cheney- Nolan-Barry more
Starke-Crisp

Reviewed

Mar. 24

8508 feet

Nov. 17

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reds

Reviewed

SHORTS

Star
Ames-Nye
Robert Edcson
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs.
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and LyIe
Songs
Sherman-Frarcisco-Chadwlck
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band

ReL

Date

OcL 27
OcL 27
Nov. 17
2 reels
Nov. 17
OcL 20
Nov. 10..., 2 reels
Nov. 3
SepL 29
OcL 13
Nov. 3
OcL
8
OcL
6
SepL 29
OcL 13
Nov. 3
OcL 13
OcL 20
2 reels
Oct. 20
Nov. 10
SepL 29
OcL 27
Nov. 10
OcL
6

Oct 13

FEATURES

Title

Star

Rel,

Date

Length

Reviewed

•§Beggars of Life
Beery-Arien-Brooks
SepL 15
7560 feet — SepL 29
Big Killing, The
Beery-Hatton
Mav 19 .. 5930 feet
July
7
•Docks of New York, The
Bancroft-Cornpson-Bacianova. .OcL 20
. 72D2 f eet
Sept. 22
Drag Net, The
Bancroft-Brent
May 26... 7866feet — June 9
Easy Come, Easy Go
DIx-Carroll
April 21.. ..5364 feet
May 12
•Fleet's In, The
Bow-Hah
OcL 13. . . 69l8feet.
..Sect. 1
Flfty-Flfty Girl, The
Daniels-Hall
May 12. . . 6402 teet ... May 28
First Kiss. The
Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25.. 6134 feet .. Aug. 25
Fools for Luck
Flelds-Conklin
May
7. ...5852 feet .. Juno 23
Brian-Brook
Aug. II, . . 7640 feet
. Aug. 11
Forgotten Faces
Ralston-Arlen
June 16.
6238 feet
Haifa Bride..
Ncv. 17
Menjou-Carver
4690 feel
His Tiger Lady
Jun( 2
Menjou-Brent. ,
June 9. . 5038 (eet .....July
'^'^ Private Life
Parlo-Hanson
8100 feet
Homecoming,
The. ,
Nov.
Hot News
Daniels-Hamilton
July 14 .. 6528 feet ...Aug. 18
Just Married
Hali-Taylor
Aug. 18. . . .6039 feet
Kit Carson
Thomson-Lane
7464 feet
. Bow-Arien
June 30 . .6792 feet ... Aug.
Ladles of the Mob.
74
. Cooper-Wray
Mar. 10. .7415 feet
Legion of the Condemned .
4
. 7434 r eet ...Mar
•Loves of An Actress, The
Negri- Asther
Aug. 18.. .71
59 feet
Loves of an Actress (silent version). .Negr^Asther
Aug. 18.
.
.
June
30
Maonificent Fiirl, The
Florence Vtdor
June 2. . 4998 feet
24
*i §Manhattan Cockatil
Arien-Carroil
6051
6325 feet
feet
28
Mating Call. The
Melghan-Brent-Adoree
July 21
5941 feet
Model from Montmartre ..
Naldi-Petrovitch
SepL 22
Nov. 3
5444 feet
*Moran of the Marines
Dix-Elder
OcL 27 . 5741 feet
Night of Mystery, A
Menjou-Brent
April 7
Old Ironsides
Raiston-Farrell-Beefy
Mar. 3,
Partners In Crime
Beery-Hatton-Brlan
Mar. 17. , .9819
6600 feet
feet ...IVIaj
215
Dec.April
18 '26
•Patriot, The
Jannlngs-Stone-VIdor
Sept. 1. . .. 7910foet
7646 feet ..July 14
Aug. 18
Racket. The
Meighan-Prevost
June 30.
Red Hair
Bow-Chandler
Mar. 10. , .6331 feet. . . Mar. 31
♦Sawdust Paradise. The
Ralslcn-Howes
Aug. 25 . 5928 feet. . . Sept. 1
. . May 26
Something Always Happens
Raiston-Hamlllon
Mar. 24. . ,4792 feet.
Speedy
Lloyd-Chrlstle
April 7.. .7960 feet. ..June 2
Street of Sin, The
Jannlngs-Wray
May 28.. .6218 feet. ..April 14
Sunset Legion. The
Thomson-Murphy
April 21 . . 6514 feet . SepL
OcL 29
27
.5763 feet.
Take Me Home
Daniels-Hamilton
Oct. 20
..April 28
Three Sinners
Negri-Baxter
April 14. . .7029feet.
..SepL
293
5834
feet.
Vanishing Pioneer, The
Holt-Blane
June 23..
Nov.
5802 feet
*$Varsity
Rogers-Brian
SepL 29
21
•Warming Up
Richard Dix
Aug. 4 .6509 feel . July
SepL 8
feet .OcL 20
Water Hole, The
Holt-Carroll
Aug. 25 . .10400
6319
feet
Wings.
•Wedding March, The
Von
Sjroheln-Wray
OcL
. Bow-Rogers
SepL
Nov. 10
12 reels
Negri-Kerry
6938 feet
Woman From Moscow, Tfie. .

SHORT

Nov.

Date

PARAMOUNT

Title
May 26

AttractioDft

JAlias Jimmy Valentine
SBallyhoo
*tJBridge of San Louis Rey
"jBroadway Melody
Bushranger. The
Deadline, The
tOevil's Mask. The
Dream of l_ove
*t;Duke Steps Out, The
•SHalieiujah
He Learned About Women
Honeymoon
fHummIng Wires
♦tJLast of Mrs. Cheney
Loves of Casanova, The

SouIk Blood
•tSThirst
•tride of Empire
•+T'railof "98. The
•tSTrlal of Mary Dugan, The
West (^t Zanzibar
*fViking, The

Star

MOVIETONE

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title

^Itie

SUBJECTS

Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beacties and Scream
Call Again
Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Dancing Town, The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)
FaceValue

star
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Morton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May-Skelly-Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty

Rel. Date Lengtfi Aug. 26'27
2 reels. . .
June 23.
. 1 reel
Aug. 18. .
OcL 22 — 1 reel
OcL 20. . . .2 reels
OcL 13 — 1 reel
July -4 — 1 reel
OcL 27.... 2 reels
Aug. 18. . . .2 reels. . . .
July 21. .. .2 reels

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Home Girl, The
HHot Scotch (Christie)

Bobbv Vernon
GIlmore-Kruger
Jack Duffy

June 2 —
Dec. 1 —
Aug. 25 —

Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-K c Kloans Up
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko'sCatch
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Chase
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Parade
Inkwell Cartoon
Loose Change (Christie)
Sandy MacDuff
News Reeling
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Orlentai Hugs (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).. Frances Lee
Prancing Prune
Helen Hayea
JPusfier in the Face, The
Special Cast
f^aln Dropper. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
S ay I rcle (Christie)
Jack Duffy

§ Afeoju voice (auladht dialogae and incidental songs).

.SepL
June
Aug.
SepL
July
Aug.
OcL
June
OcL
OcL
Aug.
SepL
June
SepL
OcL

2reel3
2 reels. ...
2 reels

8 — 1 reel
23 — 1 reel. . ..
25
1 reel
22. ... 1 reel
7. . . .1 reel. .. .
11 — 1 reel
. .
20 ...1 reel
9. ...1 reel
8
1 reel
6 — 2 reels —
4 — 1 roe!
29. . . .2 reels. . . .
2
1 reel
29 — 1 reel
13.... 2 reels
2reela....

June 30 — 1 reel
June 9. ...2rcels...,

A. T, alter title means AH Talkie,

Motion

1782
Title
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food (Christie)
Sea Sword
Show Vote
•SSIdewalks of New York
•Skating Home (Christie)
Srick Slickers [Christie)
Slippery Heels fChrlstle)
•Sock Exchange. The (Christie)
Stage Coached
•Slop Kidding
Two Masters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tell Tales

Star
. _E. E. Morton
.Billy Dooley
. Kf azy Kat Cartoon
.Krary Kat Cartoon
.Novelty
.
Frances Lee
Meal Burns
Jimmle Adams
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy

Coming
Title

Rel. Date
Length
JuneSO .. 2reels ...
July 14... 2 reels
SepL 1 ... 1 reel
SepL 15 ..,1 reel
1 reel.,
SepL I ...2 reels
July
7, . , .2 reels
June 16
. .2 reels
SepL 22 . . .2 reels
June 16. , . 1 reel
Aug. 11,., ,2 reels
SepL 8
2 reels
SepL 15. .. ,2 reels
Aug. A
2 reels

Attractions

Star

Length

Revlewe

*f5Abie's Irish Rose
Abie's Irish Rose
Avalanche. The
•tSBurlesque
•t§Canary Murder Case, The
Carnation Kid. The
Care of Lena Smith, The
*t§Concert, The (A. T.)
♦t^Doctor'sSecreLThe (A, T.)
*t50ummy. The (A. T.)
•fFour Feathers
'tSHalf an Hour..
Hunting Tower
..
*t5lnnocents of Paris, The (A- T.)...
*§!nterference
Just Twentv-One
•tSLetter, The
"tS ManhaKan Cocktail
Marpuis Preferred
*t5Night Club
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Ouick Lunch
Redskin
't5 Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
*tSSIns of the Fathers

Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers
Nov. 17
Hersholt-Carrol-Rogers
12103 feet
April 28
Holt-Hill
James Barton
Powell-Tavlor-Brlan
Douglas MacLean
Esther Ralston. ,
Adolphe Menjou
Warn er-C halt erton
Cromwell-Chatterton
Wray-Arlen-Beery
Ruth Chatterton
Harry Lauder
,
Maurice Chevalier
Bren,-Brook-Powell
7480 feet . Oct 27
Rogers-Brian
,
Jeanne Eagles
Arlen-Carroll
Adolphe Menjou
Special Cast
Daniels-Hamilton
Flelds-Conklln
Flelds-Conklln
Richard Dix
Cooper- Carroll
, Dec.
Flelds-Conklln
Emil Jannings.

Someone to Love
'tSoul of France. The
Three Week-Ends
•tSTong War
*t5Wolf of Wall Street, The
•t§WQlf Song

Charles Rogers
Special Cast
Clara Bow
Beery-Vidor
George Bancrof
Cooper-Wray

Jan.

26 .. 7 reels

Dec.

•tSShew Folks
Skyscraper
•tSSpleler, The
Valley of Hunted Men, The
Walking Back
Vellow Contraband

Star

Alaska or Bus!
Animal Snaps
Baby Show. The
Bargain Hunt
Bath Time
eig Game
Burglar. The
Bunker Balllers
Camous Carmen, The
Campus Vamp. The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught in the Draft
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
'Close Shave. A
Covenng Grojnd
Cross CounUy Run, A
Cure or Kill
DayOff.A
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Une, The
•tDlnner Time
Dumb Walters
Eagle of the Night (Swlal)
£vly Bird. The

* Meam

Rel.
Nov.
April
SepL
Mar.
Dec
Mar.
SepL
OcL
OcL
Mar.
Aug.
SepL
June
Nov.
Nov.

Harold Lloyd
Rod La Rocque
Warner-Logan
Klondike laog)
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
Joy-Boles- Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
. Irene Rich
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro....
Wally Wales
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
Hale-Logan-Adoree
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Sue Carrol
Leo Maloney

SHORT
Title

DecMay
SepL
May
Jan.
SeoL
SepL
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
SepL
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
Dec
June
OcL
April
Dec
Feb
May
Oct

Date

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables'*
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Spmilght
Sennett Girls
Sennett Girls
Sportllght
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"

Rel.

Date

Reviewed

"Aesop Fables"
Sporttlght
Sennett Girls.
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

High Seas
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Nignt
Hubby's Latest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman, The
In theJamBagJanitor. A
Jim

"Aesop Fables"
Billy Sevan
Bevan-Oent
Billy Bevan
Bovan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Burke
Fables"
Johnny

Laundry Man, The
Llmberlegs
Magnetic Bat, The
Monkey Love
Motor Boat Mamas
Motoring Mamas
Mouse's Bride. The
Muscle Marvels
No Company
No Picnic
No Sale
On the Links
Our Little Nell
OtjtniirnbfJered
Polar Flight A
Puppy Catalina
Love
Smith
Rowboat Race
Smith's Reslaurant
Soldier Man
South Sea Sagas
*t5Stage Struck
Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sex, The

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Billy Bevan
"Aesop Fables"
Sporllight
Haines^Coombs
Haines-Coombs-DBrnpsey
Haines-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Faoles"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
Fables"
.'
Jackson-Hiatt-McKoe

. .

June
SepL
OcL
SepL
June
June
OcL
.Dec
OcL
Nov.
Nov.
Aug.
July
June
Oct
Aug.
SepL
SepL
SepL
SeoL
Aug.
Aug.

. _ .

f Means sound eHectt.

Nov.
Dec
SepL
Oct
Aug.
Doc
June

10
30
14
30
16.
24
14
16..
7
18,
25
5.
29. .

1 reel
11 reel
reel

Nov. 17
June 2

1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1

OcL 27
SepL 29

reel
reels
reels
reel
reel
....
reels
reels
reels
reel.
reel
reel

June 30
OcL 13
SepL 29
Dec.

1

Aug. 4
Nov. 10

1 reel
10
12 reel
21,.
reels
19
.,2reels
30 .. .3 reels
22
1 reel
1 reel
2 ...1 reel
16. . . .1 reel
12
1 reel
5
1 reel
.2reels
25
23 —, 1 rei '
2.. . .2 reels
28 , .2 reels
5 .10 episodes
- -10 episodes
23
3
10 episodes..

. . 13
OcL

SepL 8
Sept

1

Oct 27

Coming Attractions
Length

*t§Flylng Fool. The
Fortr Five-Calibre War
nSGeraldlne
♦tGodless Girl, The
Hawk of the Hills
*t5Hlgh Voltage
t§Laitherneck. The
niListen Baby
*(5M->rked Money
*t§Nolsy Neighbors
♦jsOffice Scandal
SmTown

William
Star Boyd
Uoleman-Loft
Quillan-Loft
basquetle-Prevost
Allene Ray
Wiliiam Boyd
Wlliiam Boyd
Eddie Quillan
Junior Coghlan
Eddie Quillan
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair

Feb. 10
Feb. 17 '29
Jan.
6
Mar. 17

PEERLESS
T(;ie
Bitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out With the Tide

Feb.

PICTURES
Star

City of Purple Dreams, The
Danger Patrol, The
Devil's Tower. The
DMne Sinner. The.
Gypsy of the North
LIgntnin" ShoL The
Man From Heatq larter*. The
Midnight Adventure, A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
Phantom ol the Tuit. The
Sisters of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallin" Back

Delaney-Marlowe
Bedford-Frazer
Russell-Faire
Buddy Roosevelt
Vera Reynolds
Gordon-Hale
Buddy Roosevelt
Roberts,-Keefe
Murphy-Landls
Brockw ell-Glass
Buddy Roosevelt
H. Cost el Io- Lease
Anita Stewart
Foster-Olnistead
Buddy Roosevelt
Buddy Roosevelt

Coming
Title

5506 Ieet

3

Nov.

3

(S. R.)
Date
Length
5700 feet
Sept 5... ,5600
feet
April 15,
5600 fee!
Mar. 15 .
.5700 feel
June 22

Reviewed

ReL

Reviewed

Date

Length

May
6089 feet. . . .June
.5937 feet
SepL 15
.,6076leel..
April
.4533 feet..
June
July 15 .5683 feet.
,5976
April
. 4797 feet
feet
May
. 5946 feet
Aug. 1.
,5262
feet .
May . .
Mar.
. ..5608 feet..
4538 feet
feet. .
.. 5905
July
Mar.
5650 feet .
OcL
1
. 59yi teet .
Dec
..4627 feet.,
April
.4308 feet..
Mar.

I

Attractions

Star

•t§5riould a Girl Marry?

1

R.)

Star
B anded Man. The

10720 feet. . .Sept

ReL

Bedford-Gravos
Garon-Simpson
Bonner- Withers
Dwan-Landis

RAYART(S.

Title

Reviewed

Jan. 13
Nov. 4
Jan. 20
Mar. 3
Jan. 20

Junior Coghlan

♦tSSquare Shoulders

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

Foster-Keith

STERLING

PICTURES
Star

Marry the Girl
Million For Love. A

N e7VS

ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
SepL 8
July
8 ,. 1 reel
OcL 27
OcL 14 . . 1 reel
1 reel . . . .June 9
June 3 .
OcL 20
Oct 28 .. 1 reel
Mar. 24
Aug. 5 . . 2 reels
1 reel
Oct 27
OcL 28 . . , 1 reel
SepL 30 . . 1 reel
SepL 22
SepL 23 . . 2 reels
Dec 30... 2 reels
Aug. 12 , ,
2 reels
Nov. 17
Nov. 4 .. 2 reels
Dec
2 . . . 1 reel
July 14
July
8 .. 1 reel
Aug.
26... 2 reels
Nov. 3
Nov. 11,

Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
Harry Langdon
Syortlight
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght

Targets
Sportllght
Taxi Beauties
Jack Cooper
Taxi for Two
.. .. .Jack Cooper
Taxi Scandal, A,
Jack Copoer
Terrible
Ray-Miller
,
,People
^_,,_ The (Serial).,,
_,
. .

Length

Reviewed
.1 reel
..Septl
9 . . 1 reel —
8... 1 reel
15 . . .2 reels
OcL
6
14 . .
June 23
24 . , .1 reel
OcL 27
21 . . . .1 reel
9... ,2 reels
22 .. 1 reel
23 . , . 2 reels
Sept 15
25
. 2 reels .
Nov. 24
Aug. 11
19 .. 1 reel
9... .2reel8
1 reel
Dec.
1
Sept 9... ,2reels
Aug. 26. . . 21 reels
reel
Jufy
1 , ,
.Sreels
June 23...
Sept 8
Sept 16 . . . 1 reel
Aug. 18
Aug. 19... .11 reel
reel
Ocl. 6
Oct
7 . .
1 reel , .
Dec. 1
Oct 27
Oct 28 . . .1 reel
SepL 29
OcL
7, , . .1 reel
Oct 20
Oct 21. .. ,1 reel
. 1 reel
Sept 8
Sept 18. . .2 reels
Oct 14,.. 10 episodes
Oct
6
. 1 reel
July 22...

SepL
April
July
Oct
June
Oct
Dec
July
SepL
Nov.
Aug.
June

*

Length

18
TAlt. 31
29. .. 4293 feet
2
Sept. U
5722 feet
.6589 feet
12.
May 26
23.
25
4550 feet
^.„„.
.
30.
Mar.' 31
14.
6^^2llft
reels ...
7,
91
as
feet
.Dec 30
S
Aug. 11
. Sept e
70Mfeel
19
6670 teel . June 23
16
«76feel..
24
.e670feet..
25
4
5937
. .
4750 feet
feet
Auo.
4
7056 feet
14
30. 13500
29 '27
4683 ffuLAprll
eel .
20
5888 feet . Jan.
Mar. 26
31
15
.5733 feet
16
.5762
feet.
.SepL
22
9.
4600
feel
.
..Mar.
3
4
6559 feet .
26
6070 feet
2
6092 feet.
Sept 15
23
7937 feet .
26
Sept
4520 feet
Mar. 17e
5
6804 feet
Sept 22
4
.Nov. 17
16
4. .6902feet. ..June 23
21
9 .-,7040feet
April 14
30
Oct. 20
19 ...4520feet
..Mar.
3
Sept 20
22
21 . 5035 feet
OcL
28. .. .5686 feet

SUBJECTS

Star

synchronized score,

Flight Thai Failed, The
Getting Together
Girl From Nowhere, The
Gridiron Demons
Gridiron Cocktail. A

Title

Lofl-Brown
Klondike (dog)
Don Coleman
Leatrice Joy
Harry Carey
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armstrong-Basquetle
Haver-VarconI
William Boyd
Irene Rich
Klondike (dog)
Wally Wales
Lill Damita

Grandma's Boy [re-Issue)
Hold 'Em Yale
• t fiKIng of Kings, The
Law's Lash. The
Let'Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Night
Man-Made Woman
Marliethe Killer
Midnight Madness . .
■*t$Ned McCobb's Daughter
Power
Red Mark, The
SaddleMates
tSSalof Singapore
*t5Shady Udy.The
Ship Comes In. A

Star
Sportllght
Football Sense

1

FEATURES
•tSAnnaoolls
Avenging Snadow, The
Black Ace, The
Blue Danube. The
Border Patrol
Bullet Mai-k. The,
Burning Bridges
♦tSCaptaIn Swagger
Celebrity
Chicago
Cop. The
C/alg's Wife
Fangs of Fate
Flying Buckaroo, The
Forbidden Love

Title
Fair Affair, A
Fair Catch, The

tfger's Shadow, tlie..'.
...!... Mc'Connell-Allan
'tS Winning Patterns
Sportlight
.. ..
_
_._...
^
„ .
Vellow
Cameo,
The
(Serial)...
.Ray-Cyclone
(dog)

PATHE
Title

Picture

Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes

(S. R.)
Rel.

Date.

Mar. 1
April 15

Length
Reviewed
S300feet .. Mar. 10
6400 feet

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES
Title
Star
DIst'r
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer
Circle Plot ...Oct 15
Adorable Cheat
Lee-Keefe
Chesterfield.. , Aug. 15. 5256 feet — April 21
Age of Lust, The
EmIl Jannings
L. T. Rogers
Air Mail Pilot The
Mehaffey-Metcalfe.
.Hl-Mark
5000feet
Arizona days
Bob Custer
Syndicate
SepL 15 .4345feel
Autumn Love
Lya de PuttI
Aff. European . . SepL
. 6 reels
*tB(g Hop. The
Jonos-Ralston-Hearn. B. Jones Core., Aug.
,. 7000f66t
Oct
fl
Bhck Butterflies
Ralston-Busch-Frazer
Quality Dist. . SopL 1. 6261 1 eet
Broken Hearts
Hercules
City Without Jews, The
Soeclal Cast
Avwon
SepL 1 5000 feet
Dance Fever
Corda-VarconI
Ufa Eastern.... June
1. 5460 feel

% Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

A. T, after title meant AU Talkie,

December

8,

1783

192

Title
DevMDogs
Devil's Passion. The
Dugan of the Dugouts,^
End of SI. Petflfsjurg. The
. .
Fangs of Justice
Fortune's Fool
Golde-i Oavn
GvpsyR»Tin:e
HanJiofOfU:
Heart; of Mai.
HellSiij
.
Into the Night
Houseof Siaiie
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd, The
Lady from Paris, The
Uf*'- LikeTiat
Llgriisof Paris
JJttle Wild Girl, The
Lookout Girl, The
U»es of Jeanne Ney, The
Mother of Mine
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Olympic Hero. The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
Power of Darkness, The
Primanerliebe
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus. The
Racing Through
Romance of a Rogue The
Sally of the South Seas
Youth
Scarlet
Sealed Lips
Shadows ot the Night
Shooting Stars
Silent Saitinel. The
Silent Trail. The
Simba
Sky Rider. The
Somme. The
Station Master. The
Streets of Algiers

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed Title
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
SEOOfeet
Power of Silence, The
Special Cast
Arfa
670Dfe8l
Power of Silence, The
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
SBoofeet
Prowlers
of tneTheSea
June
IS
'"
""'"
no-.-^---.
■ -- —
Scarlet Dove,
Russian Cast
, , A. Hammersteln
BOOC-feet
Stormy Waters
Sitverstreak-Walkc
Bischoft
5000feet
Their Hour
Emll Jannlngs
L T. Rogers
61 00 feet
War*ii;lc-Ward
...
Conquest
6200 feet
•tSToilers. The
Rmja' Mailer
, .. Aff. European .Sept
..Oreeis
Tropical Nights
Conrai t/eidt
Aywon
Sept
. SSflOfeet
Hirris-Keafe
Anchor
5400 feet
Sje;(alCa5l
Collwyn
SSOOfeet. . . .Sept 15
Title
Agnes Ayres
Ralelgfi
5712 feet
Gold
Faire-Hale
Cheslerfield.. . .Sept 1 5300feet ...Sept 15
•t§Hiwaiian Love Call, The
Lya de Putli
Brill
Sept 1 5460 feet
•t 5Japanese Carnival, A
Special Cast
Aff. European , Sept
. 6000 feet
*t5lna Persian Market
Vllma Banky...
Ay won
-.Sent
,6000 feet
•tjln a Chinese Temple Garden
Wilhers-Boteler
F. Royer (oroducer)
June 16
'tllove Charm. The
Special Cast
Superlative
6000feet
Maude Muiler
Lee-Landls
Hercules
No Woman Allowed
Jacfiueiine Logan
Quality Dist.. .Nov.
6413 feet
Edilh Jahanns
Ula-Eastern
7563 feet
Tenderfool Tourist, A
Tom,
Dick or Harry
Special Cast
akoro
Oct
..7200feet
German Cast.
7000 feet.
•fJToy Shop. The
Devore-Mong
Plaia
5215 feet.
Title
.Sept 15
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Plot
5573 feet
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
.-5200feet.
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Oct 15. .4657 feet.
Broadway Fever
Special Cast
Superlative
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Moscow Art Players . Aff. European. .Sept
. 6 reels .
Family Row, The
German Cast
Scenic Films
6500 feet.
.Mar. 24
Geraldine Laird
Balfour-Blackweli
Zakoro
Aug.
. .6200 feet.
•JGhetto, The
SpecialCast
eOOOfeet
Girt Who Came Back ftentatlve)
Faire-Lease
Crescent Plct
5900 feet.
Man in Hobbles. The
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. .Sept
. .7 reels. . .
♦tJMarriage by Contract
Warner- Stewart
Qu.'lity DIst.. .Oct
6100 feet
^^.^ r>,i„„.,>
Qijeei
of Buriesaue
Burlesque.
Hercules
Sre?of
of Burlesque
g-jeei
Rainbow,
The
Oct
Circle Pict
Corliss Palmer
Swedish
Cast
Colwyn
6000 feet
Spirit of Youth
Hercules
Squads
Right
English Cast
Artlee
Aorll
..5800 feet
April 28
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfreid., . Aug. 1.. 4890 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Aug. 15 4315 feet
JungleFilm
Capital Plct
8000feet
Feb. 4
Chamnion-Hughes
Chesterfield. ..June 15. .4900 feet
Special Cast
.
N ew Era
7000 feet
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
June 18 7200feet
Title
Camilla Horn
... Ufa Eastern..
May
1 6603 feet..
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Jannrngs-Dagover
Ufa Eastern
April 1 . .6680feet, Aug. 5 *27
Arizona Cyclone, The
Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cast
8600 feet . , Nov. 24
Beauty and Bullets
Thunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Anchor
Body Punch. The
Two Brothers
Conrad Veidt
Ufa Eastern.. . .July
1..63D0foet
West of Santa Fe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15. .4852
feet
^^^^,
Buck Privates
When Fleet Meets Fleet
English Cast . .
Hi-Mark
yoMffl-.
Burning the Wind
Woman Tempted The
Compton-Ward
. . Aywon
Sept
fibrin fflpV
Clearing the Trail
Youth Astray . .
Johnson-Mattonl
Ameranglo
6000 teet
r fn Dodger,
n h
tW
"
Cloud
The
Count of Ten, The
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Crimson Canyon, The
Title
Danger
Rider.
The
DIst'r ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
Star
Fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford
Artclass
2reel8
Flyin' Cowboy, The
Foreign Legion, The
Mysterious Airman, The
Weiss Bros
..10 episodes
Four Footed Ranger, The
to img to Live For
A I Joy
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
Freedom of the Press
She Said No
Ben Turpin
Artclass.
2 reels
•tGlveand Take
Sophomore, The
G. O'Neill-L Graydon . Hl-Mark
Good Morning Judge
Spookey Money
AlJoy
Cranfi eld-Clarke
2 reels
Greased
Lightning
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Grip of the Yukon, The
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Guardians of the Wild
Vanishing West, The fSerial) , .SpecialCast
Mascot Pict.. Oct 15 .10 episodes.. Oct 13
Harvest of Hate, The
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot Plct., Aug. 1.10 episodes.. Sept 15
Hereof the Circus
Who's Who
AlJoy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Home, James
You Can't Win (Serial)
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
Coming Attractions
Hot Heels
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Hound or Silver Creek
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern. ..Aug. 15. 7545 feet
How to Handle Women
Jazz Mad
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge- Worth
General Plct
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
•f§Lonesome
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. . .
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
Dancer of His Majesty, The. . . .Special Cast
Amkino
7000 feet.
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels. ..
•fMan Who Laughs. The
Escaped from Kell
Muriat Eslerhazy
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels . . .
*tMan, Woman and Wife
Exodus to the New World, The.. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
'SMelody of Love
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels, ..
Michigan Kid. The
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels. . .
Night Bird, The
{Great Power. The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
One Rainy Night
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels. . .
Phantom Fingers
Guilty
Fritsch-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Phyllis of the Follies
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels. ..
Plunging Hoofs
Little Colonel, The
Henry B. Walthal
Prince of Fear, The
Man Who Cheated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European.
3 reels. .,
Put 'Em Up
Meclvanics of the Brain
Educational
Amkino
6000 feet.
Quick Triggers
Milak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Red Lips
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. .6500 feel.
Hiding for Fame
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels. . .
Shield of Honor. The
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
Amkino
8775 feet.
Sky Skidder. The
South of Panama
CarmeiitaGoraghty
Chesterfield
Stop That Man
Two Days
Special Cast
Amkino
6500 feet.
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
Unholy Ljjve
Wegener-Petrovitch. . -Aff. European
10 reels. .,
Thirteenth Juror. The
Verdun
SpecialCast
Rfchmount
Thunder Riders. The
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels. .,
Water, The
M. Chekhov
Amkino
7000 feel,
Trick of Hearts, A
Two Outlaws, The
en Cuty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Yellow Ticket The
Anna Sten
Amkino
7000feet.
•jiUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild West Show. The
Wolves of the City
Won In the Clouds

D3UU IBBl

Plonr thn nofL

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title
Albany Nighl Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
*tSCavaIier, The
Clothes Make the Woman
Do-nestic Meddlers
Floating College, The
George Washington Cohen
Giain of Dust. The
Green Grass Widows
Gun Runner, The
House of Scandal
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Marriage by Contract
Naughty Duchess. The

Star
Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Patsy Ruth Mllfer
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pldgeon
Claire Windsor
O'Neill-Collier, Jr
Jesset-Palmer
Cortez- Windsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-OImsted
Cortez-Lane
Sebastlan-O'Maiiey
Cortez-Leonard
White- McGregor
Miller-Gray
Warner- Southern

* Means gynckronized $core.

Rel.
July
Mar.
Aug.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Nov.
Dec
July
June
Nov.
April
May
July
Dec
Oct

Date Length
Reviewed
.5844 feet.
20
6147 feet.
15.
,61 57 feet
1
6775 feet.
feet.
Oct 27
5209
1.
1,
15
5477 feet..
10
20,
6126 feet
10
.6334 feet..
10
20.
,,5297 feel..
1. . .6553 feet. .
15. .5676 feet..
1
feet. . .Oct 20
1 . .7788
5271 feet .
10

^ Means sound effects.

Star
BelleBennen
Belle&ennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borio
Southern- McGregor
Harron-Sebastlan
Ralston-Falrbanks. Jr
Miller-McGregor

SHORT

Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony

1
10

.Oct 20

.7256 feet-.

Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
Dec 15 ...1 reel
Jan.
V . 1 reel
Oct
1
1 reel
Frt). 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Nov.

1

Rel.

Date

Reviewed

Nov. 17

1 reel
1 reel . .
1 reel..

Attractions

O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Belle Bennett
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Lee-Harron
Miller-Gray
n^^^
a■ „«
'
--Belle Bennett
BbKoS
Bennett
Belle
Dorothy
Sebastian
Sebastian- Kent
Gribbon-Stone

Length

Jan. 20
Feb. 10

Reviewed

Mar. 20
Feb.
1
Mar. 10
Jan. 10
Dec
1
Mar. 1....
Jan. 1
Feb. 20. . . .
Feb. 1

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Star
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Faire

Rel. Date
Sept '
May
6. .
Dec. 16
Oct 28

D 1 1^ n

n-^ ■

Length
RevlewtJ
..6243 feet..
,.4076 feet..
..4179 feet..

.6171 feet.... Fab.
.5202 feet
De Puttl-McGregoT
June 3
Hoot Gibson
;. Feb. 10.
.5311feet
Gibson-Cuiiiver
Oct
'
Reginald
Dea 30,
23
Al
Wilson Denny
Sept
4322 feet.
,6279
feet..
. , Ray-Ralston
June 17
. Sept IS
Ted Wells
Dec 16
Hoot Gibson
Nov. 18 , 5357 feet
,51 09 feet
Gibson-Hasbrouck
July
1.
Kerry- Stone- Nolan
Sept 23 .7828 feet .
,442 6 feet .
Dynamite fdog)
Mar. 25
.Stone-Kelth-M. Day
Oct 28 . . .6474 feet. .
Sidney-Hersholl
Dec
Z .
5645 feet.
Denny-Nolan
April 29 . y.
Sept 22
Ted Wells
July 29 , ,.4194 feet..
Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe. . Sept 30.. .-6599 feet..
Rex (horsej-Perrln
Sept 16.. ..4868feet..
Rex (horsej-Perrin
April 14 . .
Special Cast
Dec
2.. , ,4719feet.,
6606 feet..
La PI inte-Delaney
Sept 2, . 6307 feet,.
Lewis-Gulliver
,
Oct 14. . ,6057 feet.
Rex (horse)-Perrln
June 16. .
Tryon-Miller
May 13. ., .5874 feet
Sept IS
Dynamite (dog)
May 20, ...4095 feet.
Tryon-Nlxon
Oct 14
5591 feet
July 14
Hershoit-Nlxon-Lewls
Nov. 11 . . . .6832 feet.
6142 teet. ,
Tryon-Kent
June 30
6
6813 reel.. .-Oct
Phllbln-Kerry
Mar. 4
4120 feet
Ted Wells
June 3.
Feb. 10
11
Nov.
lOISSfeet
...May
12
Veldt-Philbin
Nov. 4
,6674 feet
Kerry-Stark e-Nixon
Dec. 30
.Oct 27
PIdg eon- H arris- WInton
Dec
2. . .6733 feet,
Nagei-Adoree
Oct 21. ..6030 feet.
.6670
feet.
.July
7
Reginald Denny
Sept IS.
Laura La Plante
Dec. 9
Cody-Thompson
June 2
M. Moore-A. Day
Nov. 25 ... . 5907 feet
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Aug. 4
Cody-Thompson
Oct 28. . ..4230 feet,
.4200 feet,,
Fred Humes
Mar. 11,. 4472 feet.,
Fred Humes
July 15 .
Nixon Rogers
Dec
2. , ,6957 feet,,
Hoot Gibson
Aug. 19 . .5424 feet.
Lewis-Gull Iver-Hamliton
Feb. 19,. .6172 feet.. .Dec 30
AI Wilson
Jan. 13, ,
Lake-Kent
Mar. 11. ,5389 feet.
..Mar, 10
Philbln-Mosklne
Mar. 4 . .82 49 teet ..April
28
La Pfante-Tryon
April 1 . .6179 feet ..Feb. 4
NHsson- Bush man
Nov. 13, . , . 5598 feet
Ted Wells
April 8. . . .4353feet
..Dec
0
Gibson-Hale
Mar. 18.. ,.5495 feet
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Nov. 18,. .4616 feet
18
Special Cast
Sept 2. . .10600feet....Nov.
Sidney-Mlller-Lewls
May
6 . . ..9151 feet.... April 7
GIbson-Gulllver
May 20. , ..5254 feet
Dec
2.
Al Wilson
April 22. .

SHORT
Title
All for Geraldine
Ambuscade. The
And Morning Came
Big Game George
Bookworm Hero
Boundary Battle, The
Broke Out
Buster Minds the Baby
Buster Trims Up
Busting Buster
Buli-oney
Calford in the Movies
Calford on Horseback
Calford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny, The

Date
Length
20
5554 feet
20
02 feet
30 - 51
5160
feel .
15
5735 feet .
5652 feet-.

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony
Color Svmphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
,
Color Symphony
. . .Color Classic
Color Classic

Coming
Star

Rel.
Oct.
Oct
June
April
June
Mar.
Oct
Dec

SUBJECTS

Star
Sid Saylor
Fred Oilman
Young-La Salle
Sid Saylor
Lewis-Gulliver-Phiiiips
Edmund Cobb
Young-La Salle
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog
Trimble- Hard wick and Dog
Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Culliver-Phlllips
Levins-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewis-Guiliver-Phiiiips
Fred Gilman

^ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Ret.
Dec
.June
..Dec
July
Dec
Nov.
Aug.
June
Oct
Aug.
Nov.
Oct

Date
5
16
19.
18
17.
17.
1.
27
17
15
28
15

Sept 17
July 14

Length
Reviewed
2reei3
Nov. 17
.2 reels
May 19
.2 reels
.'.*.' .'.'.'
.'.'.'
2 reels
1
48 feet.".' Sept
..43
.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels
-2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

A. T, after Htle means AU Talkie.

Oct 27

May 26
Sept 29
Oct
6
Dec. 1
June 16

Motion

1784
'Itle
Star
Ral. Date
Lenath
Reviewed
Cash Customers
Younq-La Salle
Julv 11 .. 2r6els
Clean Sweep, A
Bob Chandler
Dec. 1
2 reels Nov. 24
Come on. Horace
Arthur Lake
Oct
8 — 2 reels
Cross Country Bunion Race. The- ... Sid Saylor
Nov. 7, . . .2 reels.,
Oct. 13
Danger Trail. The
Newton House
Sept. 1, .. ,2 reels
Dangerous Trail, The
Jack Perrin
June 2,...2r6el8
May
5
Daring Chances
Decl5....2 reels
DeadGame
Art Accord
OcL
7 . 2reel3
Dear Old Calford
Lewls-Gulllver-PhllHps
Nov. 28... 2 reels
Death's Head
Bob Curwood
Dec
8... .2 reels
Diamond Master, The
Lorraine-Stevenson
April 8, '29. . 10 episodes
*East Side
2 reels
Fantasie
Laemmle Novelty
1 reel
Fiery Fireman, The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct. 15
. .
Fighting Fo'ester The
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20 - 2 reels
Oct 27
Fighting for Victory
Lewls-Gulllver-Phliiips
Nov. 12- ..2 reels
May 19
Fightlng Kid, The
Newton House
June 9 ..2reels
Oct 20
Fish Stories
Young-lj Salle
Nov. 21, . . 2 reels
Oct 27
Footprints
1-aemmfe Novelty
Nov. 19. .1 reel
May 26
FoxChase.The
Oswald Cartoon
June 25 . . 1 reel
May 19
Full House, A . .
Lon(|-Adarns-Lymon*McPha[|I...June 13 ..2reel3
OcL 20
Fun in the Clouds
Arthur i_ak6
Nov. 5, ..1 reel
Galloping Ace, The
Jack HoKle
Sept. 22 . .2 reels
Mar. 24
Gauge of Battle, The
Fred Gil man
April 21, ..2 reels
May 19
George Meets George
Sid Saylor
June 20, ..2reels
1 reel
Nov. 24
Handicapped
Laemmle Novelty
Sept. 24
June
1
Her Haunted Heritage
Ben Hail
Julv
2. . .1 reel
- .1 reel
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6 .
.1 reel,
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake
Sept. 10
.
Ireel
July
28
HotDogs
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Aug. 27. . .1 reel
2 reels
Sept 1
Husbands Won't Tell
Young-U Salle
Aug. 29
Iron Coda The
Jack Perrin
June 30 — 2 reels
May 26
Junior Year. The
Lewis-GulHver-Phlillps
Sept. 3 -..2reela
Just Wait
Young- La Salle
Sept 26 . . .2 reels
.. .2 reels
Kicking Through
Lewis-Guiiiver-Phllllps
Oct
1.
July 21
King of Shebas
Arthur l-ake
Aug. 13. .. .1 reel
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
Oct 10 , , .2 reels
McGlnis vs. Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-Mc Phalli Aug. 8 .. .2 reels
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Septl7. ... 1 reel
Myslery Rider, The (Serial)
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 26. ...10 episodes
. . .2 reels
Newlyweds' Anniversary
Snookums
..,
Aug. 6, - . 2 reels
Sept 29
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
OcL 31 . . . .2 reels
June 2
Newlyweds' False Alarm. The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
July
2.
May 12
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaiil.. . .June 4 ...2re6l$
. . .2reels
Aug- 18
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5.
Newlyweds Lose Snookums. The - Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28 , 2 reels
2 reels . . Dec
1
Neluweds' Need Help, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26 . . 2 reels
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3
Oct 27
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewls-Gulliver-Phlilips
Oct 29 ...2 reels
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1. ...1 reel
Oct 13
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 1 1
.1 reel
May 19
Prodigal Pup. The
Canine Cast
1r
Sept IS
Ranger Patrol. The
Fred Oilman
Aug. 11
2 reels.
Red Warning
Jack Hoxie
Nov. 1
2 reels
Reel UFe
Long-Adams-Laymafi-McPhalll.July
4
2 reels
June 2
Ride For Help, The
Newton House
July
7
2 reete
Riders of the Woods
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15
2 reels
Rocks and Saddles
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12
1 reel
Oct 28
Romeo of the Range
Bob Curwood
Oct
6... 2 reels
Ropin'
Rubber Romance
Necks
Ruse. The
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow. The (Serial)
Secret Outlaw. The

Newton
House
Sid Saylor
Jack Perrin
Arthur Lake
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman, Jr
Bob Curwood

Aug.
Sept
Aug.
July
Oct
June
Nov.

She-sMyGirl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleigh Bells
South Pole Flight A
Speed and Spurs
Speed Sheik. The
Swell Clothes
TaNTimber
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Post
Tenderfoot Hero. A

Sid Saylor
Aug. 22, .. .2 reels
July
Young-La Salle
Oct 24
.2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3
1 reel
Aug.
Oswald Cartoon
July 23... 1 reel
June
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26
1 red
Dec.
Bob Curwood
Sept 8
2 reels . , Sopt
Arthur Lake
June 18 ..,1 reel
May
Arthur Lake
Dec
5
1 reel
Nov.
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 , . 1 reel
June
Merrill-Kingston , , . Aug. 12, . 15 episodes, .July
Trimbie-Hardwlck and Dog
Nov. 14,.. 2 reels
Oct
Bob Chandler
Sept 29 . 2 reels

There's a Will
Trackless Trolley. The
'ricky Trlcksler, The
Valiant Rider. The (Western)
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
WhoseWife
Woman's Man, A
Wooden Soldier, The
Yukon Gold

C. KIng-C. Doherty
Ben Hall
Ben Hail
Bob Curwood
Trimbie-Hardwlck and Dog
Laemmle Novelty
Young-La Salle
Arthur Lake
Laemmle Novelty
Jack Perrin

Dec
July
June
June
Dec
Oct
June
Dec
Dec.
July

reels
124.2 2 reels
25 . . 2 reels
July 28
16 ,1 reel
June 16
27
2 reels
Oct 20
3. . .lOeplsodes
10. . . 2 reels . . . Oct
6

21.... 2 reels
30
Ireel
4 ...1 reel
23 . . . 2 reels
12
2 reels
22 .. Ireel
6 .. 2 reels
3. ,.,1 reel
17
1 reel
28 . . 2 reels

58
18
3P
1
b
26
18
16
21
20

May 19
May 18
May 1?
Nov. 17
Dec. 1
June 30

UNITED

Picture

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title

Star

§Awakening, The
•tBattleof the Sexes, The
College
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, Th«
Magic Flame, The
Ramona
• tRevenge
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•tTempest
tTwo Lovers
"t Woman Disputed, The

Ret

Banky-Byron
Bennett-Hersholt-Haver.
Buster Keaton
Phlibin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Colman-Banky
Del Rio-Baxter
Dolores Del RJo
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barry more- Horn
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Hoiand

Coming
Title

Dale

Nov.
Oct
July
Mar
Ftb.
Aug.
Feb.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Sept
Oct

17
13
29. . .
31 . . .
4. . .
14. . .
11.. .
3. . .
12 . .
11. . .
7. ..
29 ,

Rel.

Date

Length
7972 feet
8180
5800 feet.
,8350 feet,

2(r

-Sept 23
.Jan.
28

7300
Sept 14
30
7850 feet.,
feet, . . Jan.
7552 feet.
Feb. 4
.6400 feet..
June 16
9300 feet..
feet,
,8500
April 26
8041 feet

Length

Mary Plckford
Charlie Chaplin
Dolores del Rio

t Hell's Angels
Lyon-Hall- Nissan
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
•JLove Song. The
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
"jLummox
^SMan With the Iron Mask, The. , . Douglas Fairbanks
•JNighistick
•fiQueen Kelly,
Swanson-Byron
•tJRescue. The Cotman-Damlta
•tSSay It With Music
Harry Richman
She Goes to War
Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions
Terry-Petrovltch

WARNER

Reviewed
.Oct

Attractiont

Star

•{Coquette
•jCity Lights
Evangeline

N ezv s

Revlewe(>
May 19'

Nov. 17'

,

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star

•t§Caught in the Fog
'Crimson City. The
•Domestic Troubles
"Five and Ten Cent Annie
*t5Home Towners, The
^
'SJazz Singer. The
'....
•tSUnd of the Silver Fox
*+$Misniglit Taxi. The
*i$On Trial A. T.)
•t §0n Trial I A. T.)
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
"Rinty of the Desert
♦UStale Street Sadie
HlTerror, The (A.T.)
nsWomen They Talk About

McAvoy-Nagle
Loy-Mil|an-Hyams
Fazenda-Cook
Faiendn-Cook
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Jolson-McAvoy
R in-Tin- Tin- Nye-Hyams
Moreno-Costello
Fredericks-Lyteii-Wiison ...
Fredericks-Lytell-Wiison
Cook-Fazenda
Rlch-Ferris-Beranger
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferrls-Nye
Loy-Nagie
McAvoy-Horlon
I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller, Jr

Rel.

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Sept 22
April 7. . . .5388 feel. . . .April 2T
Mar. 24
5164 feet
May 26. .. 4914 feet. . . S'^pt 22"
Dec 15. . ..8693 feet... Oct 27
F^.
4
7077 feet
Oct 21
Nov. 10
5179 feet
Oct
6
5729 feet . Nov. 24
Dec 29 , 8290 feet
Nov. $
Dec. 29 ... , 8290 feet
May 12
4975 feet
Mar. 10,.. 6185 feet
Aorli 21
4820 feet, ,. Sept 15
Aug. 25, .. .7169 feet. . . Sept 8
Oct
20. . . .7654 feet. . . .Aug. 26
Sept 8....5527feet

-Coming Attraction!
Title

Star

♦t§Aliimony Annie
•t§Conquest (A.T.)
♦tSDesert Song, The
♦t^Fancy Baggage
•t§From Headquartws
•fiFrozen River
•tJGIorlous Betsy
•t§Greyhound Limited, The
•tSHard-Boiied Rose
•flHome Towners, The (A.T.)
*t§Honky Tonk
n^Kid Gloves
•fSLlghts of New York (A.T.)
•fJLIon and the Mouse
•1 ^Little Wild Cat The
•t§Madonna of Avenue A, The
nSMlllion Dollar Collar. The
•fSMy Man
H-lNoah's Ark
•t§No Defense
•t§No Questions Asked
•t50ne Stolen Night
•t§Queen of the Night Clubs (A.T.)..
•tSRedeemingSin, The
*tsShe Knew Men
*t§Singlng Fool, The
•tSStark Mad (A.T.)
*t5Stolen Kisses
•tSTenderloln

VITAPHONE

Coining Attractions

Rel.

D. Costello-Ferris-Rankin
Blue-Wamer- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Monte Blue
Rin-Tin-Tln
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Colller, Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Wllson
Costeilo-Landis-Brockwetl
L. Barry mo re-McAvoy-Col Her, Jr
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
Jan.
Dolores Costeilo
Rln-Tln-TIn
Fanny Brice
D. Costelio-O'Brien
Biue-McAvoy
Ferrls-Colller, Jr
Bronson, Collier, Jr.
Texas Gulnan
D. Costeilo-Nagel
Bronson-Horton
Jotson-Bronson-Dunn
Jan.
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvoy
D. Costello-Nagel

Date

5

Length

Reviewed

7441 f eet

May

0

5267 feet
6352 feet

May 26

Oct 27

1

9592 feet. . . .Sept 29
7340 feet. . . .April 28

SHORTS

Rel.
Songs and Jazz Band
THHia Paahnriw
Eddie
Peabody

Bit of Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. Tho
C6iesteAida(Alda).^...V.\\'.'.\".'.
rhararter SlnrliPi
t™'^".^'. ^"i°'.^!..- ■ •.
Chips of the Old Block

Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni
Marllnelir.;;.\\\\'.\\\\\\\\\\\'.\'rrMi."
Flnrpnce
h orence Rrnriv
tJraOy
The Foy Family

Sept 22
July
7
.Aug.
Sept 28
Se?t 71
1
Sept 22

fSZ'C""''"'*"''''
Zll°'?«r°,?.' ■
G.BCrashe? Th.'
rLTT?^ „
cfrl DodoSr Th.
Slfh TT"
r,GI,l„n°S^;B,?.;'TW.t^lif^J^iLH-;.
g\»wZ
Hell Wrecker. The'^.^'''^V::-^^^
Hoot Gibson,!
It fan dV n'„' .; '■"
T — "A — I

Co.ga>i Company
Creole FMtilon Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle ot song " a
Dixie
Days
D'eath_Shlp,The
Family Affair, A.

June 16
Sept, 29
Sept.22
SepL 1
Aug.
AuJ. 25
28

.}^
K^a:^Z>
King of the Rodeo. :::::■-The
Hoot Gibson
nuui wioson,
Laura LaHlante
•fLast Warning. The
LaPlar.._,
Man Disturber, The
Reginald Denny,
Navy Blues
Arthur Lake
Port of Dreams, The
Mary Phiibfn
iRwi Wfttcnon-i
n"' ' n"
IRedHotSpeod
Denny-Day,
Shakedown, The
Murray-Kont ,
i^y^oll'lt::::.—^^^^^^^
IShow Boat
Rubens-Lfl Plante-J. Schlldkraut
Silks and Saddles
Nixon-Waliing-Nolan

Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Plantation
Songs
Mitchell Lewis
Arthur Byron,
J.eanBarrlos.
Song Hrogram

FemmmeTypes
Florence
Moore
p^lg^j g, Father's
Lydeii-Hlglns-Leah
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors. . Jazz Banc!
Harry Delf
, Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra , , . Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
mdlan Baritone.
The
Chle. Band
Caupollc«,
Ingenues,
The
Jazz
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch
Uiis & Clark

*tiBraggart. The
Brides Will Be Brides
ornVtZs.ddl«
HsS.laiwi
rc^^n^TnnU^{\^:.in&»,.«fi^ri,iCrimson Hour, The
fcmfnnMl!:!^!'"*"*"^*'*^''^Doubling For Trouble
Erik
Er k the Groat
Grnat

wS'mv Stifled
Wild
Blood
fcuTmTnrt

Rn!?inJwnln««
Reginald
Denny
Rex (horse)-Perrln

* Meant iynchromzed score.

Sent 22
ort(u*t
5809 feet ,
Feb. 10. .

^ Mean* sound effects.

Dale

Length

July
Reviewed
Aug. 25
fir*
11
Oct
13

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
RanlAmnnlmBaniomanlac

Length
Reviewed
...
Je ft Lj
nerSnOlI
Laura La Plante!
TJiwT^i=
"
Ted Wells
r!!}rJl^!!ni
^!°»f^^^^^^^^
Gibson-Gilbert
°?,'*""J;'U°siul(ln«
i;c,rfi.DhUhi«

:•

UrryCet)allos Undersea Review..., Songs and Dances
Lash,
Craneson-Tucker
Man ofThePeace. A
Hobart David
Bosworth..

§ ilfeaiu voice (inchding ditdogae and incidental songs).

A, T. after title means AB Talkie.

June 23

Aug.
June
June
SepL

28
23
18
29

Au,
June 28
23

Sept 231
.June
June 18

reetmgs;
ties, has been possible only through
Two hundred and eighty-eight yfe^rs
ago the music of the Kilgen Organ , the appreciation of those.}vho provide this King pf Instruments for
first told its swelling story of Christmas cheer and good will to men. ^ 'their audiences. For this appreciation
. of ^
This Christmas, in thousands
:
we are very 'thankful.
theatres and auditoriums in this and
And so it is with a 1
full of gratother lands, Kilgen Organs will again
a k^fuU of
itude and good w|
ilgen
repeat to millions of music lovers
xtends Cnrisi
ristmas
the old, old story that never dies.
Organization-ex'tenc
Greetings to the theatre-owners of
America — to the discriminating
The constant perfecting of the Kilorganists — and to that vast army of
gen Organ through nearly three
listeners which knows and demands
centuries, and the growth of the
the unequalled Voice of the Silent
Kilgen Organization to world's first
Drama — The Kilgen Wonder Organ.
place in Organ production and facili-

Geo. Kilgen & Son, Inc., Organ Builders
4020 North Union Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
National Theatre Supply Co., Distributors

1640
1928

M
^ ^ bonder Organ

1640
1928

^^ ^i^lll j3ltOP<S who keep a watchful eye on the box office
find that RoSert Morton music has a definite andpermanent
place in successful theatre operation, and that it isanin< Vestment^ that pays £)r itself in increased "^bo^ office
/

\

\i\

receipts
{''
—
^

//

//

make
ofor^an
approacltes Robeit/ /
i49ipUn^ Vin other
Quality,
Volume,
Distinctifenessoftone,
// /
Orchestral Resources orVariety of Ef&cts. It is // /
the most powerful sin^e factor any Exhibitor' / / /
^ can employ to provide a complete Picture
// /
\ \ \ Presentation Pro-am.
// /
.\\\
' GT for all its -aiiquGStioned su- // / A
\ \ \ \
jKriority the Mbeit Mwten is ajitoiifr the
// / /
\ \ \\
least expensive theatre Organs to
// / /
WW
ovm-not onh] because it is more
/ / / /
WW
durable -ana costs less /or up// / / a
' \ \ \X
haep - but it pays for itself
iV / / *
fbronffi increased patronage.

i

RoteitMntKiQq^nG»>

. . r\
\ \ VV

\\\X

\ \ \X

/., .

New York. Chicag-o ////
i56oBK«dwjy 624So.Michii«iv
f///

Los Angeles

SuiFtancisco

'9"* SttVennont 168 GcUen Gate

// / /

// / /

'

■*a^^^Bj|^H^^^^^ '
Grand Riviera Theati-c
> Dctroit,Mich.

Saen^er
Theatre
New Orleans

Y/ORLDS

FINEST

THE/KTR.E

OR.GA.hL.

mjiKsm^
IINC

OCAOA,N

PlRCUSSIONS

USED

''

December

15, 1928

>Mteri'Pj Tx ITT^
Reg. U. S. Patent Office

Once each year comes
the Giant among
motion pictures

THIS YEAR
it is

THE TRAIL
OF '98

m

(Sound or Silent)

The most important announcem,ent of the
season soon from Metro -Qoldwyn-Mayer
Member
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NEW
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SIX
BIOPHONE
INSTALLATIONS
DAILY
CHICAGO

Greater -\f ic Yorfe-jVortfccrn
ISeic Jersey,
HERMAN GLUCKMAN,
Dist. Mgr.
Suite 801 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. C.
PITTSBURGH

PHILADELPHL4

DISTRICT

Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey, Delaicnre.
OSCAR NEWFELD, WM. U.
BETHELL. Dist. Mgrs.
1232 Vine St.. Philadelphia,
Pa.

Northern
Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana.
HENRI ELLM.AN,
JERRY ABR_AMS,
Dist. Mgrs.
810 S. Wabash Ave., Chicaso. ni.
DISTRICT

ff estern Pennsylvania,
W. I'irginia.
C. B. PASCOE,
Dist. Mgr.
Park
Theater,
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Pa. (Temporary address)

OMAHA

DISTRICT

DISTRICT

Nebraska and
STRAND
CO.,
S. H.
COHEN,
Dist. Mgrs.
235 E. Main

loira.
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A Branch Coming to Every Exchange Center
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MERRILL
and

Produced by special arrangement with Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of "Tarzan of
Apes," "The Cave Girl,"
the
etc., etc.
Directed by Jack Nelson

iai dnrHfsL^m likeThese
"Am more than pleased with the remarkable showing made by your serial 'Tarzan.' Each Saturday
matinee has shown a surprising increase over the
preceding week. In fact, the receipts last Saturday
were just three times as much as the first Saturday of the run."
Frank
W. Galvin,
Alhambra
Theatre,
Sacramento, Calif.

"There is certainly magic in the title 'Tarzan The
Mighty.' I put it on on the off day in one of my
small towns, where it seemed that it might be necessary to close up on that day, and by exploiting the
serial to the limit it looks as if I have got them
coming." G. E. Fuller, The Playhouse,
Fairhope, Ala.

"Business Increased 78%!"

"Just a few words giving my opinion of the wonderful serial, 'Tarzan The Mighty,' which I am now
running. I ran chapter 8 last Saturday, and did a
TREMENDOUS BUSINESS. My patrons say
every episode gets better, and they are tickled to
death that it has been extended to fifteen episodes.
It is the best serial I have ever run."
W. T. McEntyre, Princess Theatre,
Enterprise, Ala.

"Just as soon as Universal is ready to release another 'Tarzan' serial kindly notify me so that I can
sign up at once. 'Tarzan' has proven to be a wonderful box-office attraction. My business on the night
it is shown has increased 78%."John B. Dumstre,
Lutcher, La.

"It's a WOW!"
"A moment of your time, please. Kindly tell 'Uncle
Carl' to feed us exhibitors more serials like 'Tarzan
The Mighty.' It's a WOW! Audience reaction
great. A serial like 'Tarzan' is worth its weight in
gold !"
A. Lehman,
Canton
Theatre,
Canton, Miss.

"Tremendous Business!"

"Realized a Neat Sum!"
"I congratulate Universal on having such a good
serial as 'Tarzan.' We opened in two towns, and I
must say that it was indeed a great drawing card
and we realized a neat sum on it."H. Solomon,
McComb, Miss.

utse Us a UNIVERSALI
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IN A ROW
I allTHREE
ready to CRASH THROUGH
to new records! That's the Triple
Box Office Threat
offered by

,S^i&

Another
Phyllis Haver.
Sensation!
The blonde star
in the type of
role that never
fails to 'click' —
and this is one
of her best.

PHYLLIS
1L4VER

77i.SR4DlL4DY
with ROBERT
and LOUIS

ARMSTRONG
WOLHEIM

A Ralph Block Production.
Title suggested
by Leonard Praskins and Richard L. Sharpe
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

PATHE
in "THE
SPIELER,"
"GERALDINE"
and "SHADY
LADY".
One great picture is
something to shout about.
Two
in sequence is something to rave
about.
THREE
IN A ROW—
there's a record to SHOOT at!
And we'll go on record with the
prediction that these three productions will ALL be ranked among
the outstanding successes of the
year.

"THE SPIELER" has already been picked by Photoplay
as one of the six best. Well —
"GERALDINE"
and "SHADY
LADY" are just as good!

Paste This
Prediction in
Your Hat —
and Get Busy!

Paih^®Picture!§;
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will

H. Hays, President
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The Greatest Picture of
Carnival Life Ever Screened!
The glamour and tragedy of street
show life as IS — reeking with realism and color and packing a
devastating WALLOP — with a
great cast.

with ALAN HALE, RENEE ADOREE.
FRED KOHLER and CLYDE COOK

..■
'i

A Ralph Block Production.
Adapted by
Hal Conklin and Tay Garnett. From an
original story by Hal Conklin.
Directed
by Tay Garnett.

Talkiii^ BoxOff ic^

In the Mails on December 29th

The Fall Issue of
Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS

GUIDE

This issue of Buyers Guide
will contain —
A complete section of fully colored illustrations of fine theatres
An interesting and instructive article on
theatre design and building by the noted
architect, Mr. Paul J. Henon of HoffmanHenon Company
Complete buyer's index for the purchase of
every type of equipment
And advertising from practically every important equipment manufacturer in this
industry
Watch for your copy of Buyers Guide*
It will prove invaluable in your buying and
for keeping you informed on the latest in
theatre design.
Published Semi'Annually by

MOTION
729- 7th Avenue

PICTURE

NEWS, Inc.

New York City
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Every important producer made him flattering offers. He is
the greatest name in
pictures today!

Press and public have
made his new contract
the year's most talked
of topic. Reams of
publicity!

HE HAS
SIGNED
A NEW
M-G-M
CONTRACT
The Biggest Star

JOHN
GILBERT
-G-

The Biggest Company

Watch for John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in "A
Woman of Affairs"— and John Gilbert in "Thirst"!

it*s a pleasure!

His affiliation is the
most important factor
in the minds of thousands of exhibitors.
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SYniHETic Sin
4 William A. Seitei- p^duram

From the play by Frederic and Fanny lltUtor

Vibrant, vag— SHErant,was
any
voluptuous
man's woman...
Bitter, reckless,
lawless — HE
man.
was no woman's
Strange that
these two should
find —Love
— and
God
alone,
together, in an
open boat on a
surly sea...
Stranger still
that this love
should make
her lead a rumcrazed crew
when
againstMutiny
him

MM^

stalks wild-eyed
under the
Southern Cross!
f t
Prtitnled by
Slary by

RICHARD
W. SCOTT

A.ROWLAND
DARLING

Scrern Vtrfion by

BRADLEY
aJOHN

Production
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KING

FRANCIS DILLON

Christmas Cheer
for Eye and Ear!
Perfect Sound
Accompaniment

UfDibcr tf Motion RciuK PtwSvcen mrf
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A General Motors in Pictures
By William A. Johnston
RUMORS of large consolidations of film
companies- — theatres as well as producers and distributors — fill the air. Vigorous denials follow printed stories. And the
man
what. in the film street is wondering what's
The important thing, it seems to us, is not
the question of whether one company is to
merge with another, or whether one head is
conferring with another, or which company
is buying the other company's stock. Moves
are being made ; there's no doubt about that.
A story may be right or it may be wrong. The
important thing is just what is the definite
trend
the the
industry's
— and
why.
That isofwhat
man whoforces
owns
a theatre
wants to know ; and so does every employee
in the business.
It has always been the habit of the trade
to ascribe a major move to the personal ambition or strategy — or both — of some industrial leader. That is scarcely the truth today.
The bankers are in the business. It is our belief that recent consolidations have been very
largely in their hands, from beginning to end.
The man uptown who, in the trade's habitual
gossip gets the credit for a big deal, is quite
apt to get his orders downtown.
Bankers, it is said, are selfishly interested
in consolidations; they make their profits
that way. But bankers of repute look further than that. When they distribute stock
to the broad public, they are the custodians
of these securities. That's their major, and
selfish interest. They are just as much concerned about the welfare of these securities
as a theatre man about his clientele or a producer about his product.
Bankers are opposed to waste and destructive competition. If consolidations are

needed to eliminate these economic evils and
put the industry and its securities upon a
stable basis, then we are going to have consolidations, perhaps on a large scale.
There is talk of a General Motors of the
film industry, maybe two or three.
That does not alarm us. On the contrary.
We know perfectly well that neither theatre nor production nor distribution activities
are sound, that something sensible must be
done to give the public what its money is
worth without the expense that makes red
figures.
We have passed through an era of theatre and production inflation. Wild promotion has overseated the centres of population; then followed inflation in theatre presentation, the blind effort to give a two dollar
show for sixty cents. Studio expense has
passed all bounds of sound business.
Things have got to be mopped up. If
consolidations make the right mop, then consolidations are in order and inevitable.
Not mergers. You cannot merge parallel concerns. But you can consolidate activities and make them pay.
And not stock jobbing. A consolidation
should aim to stabilize properties and not to
inflate stock values.
We are in an era of reconstruction. It
was inevitable. When the lines straighten
out you will, in our firm opinion, find this
industry in better shape than ever before and
a better opportunity than ever before for the
independent theatre man and the independent
producer and for each individual anywhere
who doesn't fourflush and who can deliver
the goods.

Motion
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FBO to Make "Rio Rita" as Talkie;
Marks Change in Policy
As

talkie.

an indication of the new policy to be pursued by FBO, Joseph I.
Schnitzer, newly elected president of the corporation, has purchased
the screen rights to the Ziegfeld musical show. "Rio Rita," and announces that his company will produce the production as an elaborate

"Rio Rita" will be the first special on FBO's 1929-30 program in affiliation with Radio-Keith-Orpheum. Contracts for the acquisition of the
operetta were signed by Mr. Schnitzer and Florenz Ziegfeld. It is promised
as the first Ziegfeld show that will be screened with songs and dialogue
intact. The original cast, headed by J. Harold Murray, Ethelind Terry and
mediately began the selection of locations for the exteriors. Interiors will
eing and dance in the various roles.
William LeBaron, vice-president of FBO, will supervise the making
of "Rio Rita." Upon his arrival in Hollywood during the week, he immediately began the selection of location for the exteriors. Interiors will
be shot at the Hollywood studios of FBO.
Other productions are being lined up by Mr. Schnitzer and will be
announced from time to time.

L. A. Theatre

Grosses

Flu and Seasonal Slump Combine to Cut Into Business
— Loew's State Leads at $27,000
ES, Dee. 12.— With the flu
ANGEL
Losepidem
ic still running strong and the

early indications that the seasonal
pre-holiday slump is about here, the Los
Angeles first-run houses last "week suffered
reverses, practically all of them showing
totals well below the average.
Loew's State topped the week's receipts
with a total of $27,000 with a combination
attraction bill featuring "The Air Circus,"
talking and sound, as the screen offering,
and personal appearances of Mildred Harris and Gene Morgan as stars of the stage
program.
"Adoration," Billie Dove's new starring
vehicle drew $22,000 at the Metropolitan,
United Artists grossed $12,000 on the week
■with "Marriage by Contract" as the attraction.
The leader among the long-run offerings

Hughes
Buys
"Front
Page"Bureau,
forMotion
$125,000
(Hollywood
Picture News)
Dec. 12.— Howard
YWOO
HOLLHughe
s D,
purchased the screen
rights to "The Front Page" for
$125,000 from Jed Harris, legitimate
producer, last week. The picture will
be made immediately after completion
oof "Hell's Angels" and will be synchr
nized 100 per cent with dialogue. The
purchase price is said to include dialogue rights.
While Hughes is already afiSliated
with United Artists and the production
is expected to be released through that
concern, there is a strong possibility
of its being distributed through Paramount. Caddo Productions, of which
Hughes is head, has already made two
for Paramount release in Thomas
Meighan's "The Racket" and "The
Mating Call."
Louis Wolheim will play the managing editor. Lewis Milestone will direct.

of the town was "The Barker," which, with
the aid of a capacity opening performance
at five-fifty top, for the first week at the
Carthay Circle played to a gross of $17,500,
this figure including the opening night take
of $4,300. The picture appears to be well
liked by picturegoers and with a break in
the weather and the flu it undoubtedly will
draw well over a sizeable run.
"Noah's Ark," in its sixth week at
Grauman's Chinese in Hollywood, was down
to $15,000. At Warner Brothers theatre
"On Trial" in its fourth week grossed
$21,000. "Companionate Marriage," held
over for a second week at the Criterion,
was credited with a total of $8,500.

Paramount
Will Remake
"Clarence"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Booth Tarkington's
story, "Clarence," dealing with adolescent
love, will be made again into a picture by
Paramount. It was originally made by this
company years ago with Wallace Reid starring. In the new version, Richard Dix will
Iia^'e the title role.

Selznick Enroute to N. Y.
to Sign Stage Talent
(Hollywood Bxtreau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Myron Selznick,
one of the coast's leading talent managers,
is enroute to New York to sign representation contracts with a number of well
known stage players for possible talker picture engagements.

Gus Edwards Will Make
6-Reel Movietone Revue
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Gus Edwards will
start preparations
for production of an
elaborate six reel Movietone Revue feature
for M-G-M as soon as he completes his

Picture

News

current Movietone short for that organization. Edwards will write original music
and lyrics for the production in association
with James Broekman, former music publisher.
Present plans call for cast consisting
mainly of stage and vaudeville "names"
and acts, with picture players spotted in
the cast only if they can deliver for dialogue or sketches.

Chevalier Vehicle Will Be
All-Dialogue
Production
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Dee. 12. — After ten days in
production, shooting on Maurice Chevalier's
first Paramount picture was stopped when
Adolph Zukor ruled to make it 100 per cent
talker. The original intention was to have
only a few sequences dialogued and with
musical numbers. It has been decided also,
to have Chevalier talk and sing in English
only, instead of French as originally intended.

Decision Upholding Sunday
Shows Will Be Appealed
The Attorney-General's Department of
the Province of Quebec, through Premier
L. A, Taschcreau, has entered an appeal
from the judgment by Justice Desaulniers
in the Superior Court at Montreal upholding the right of motion picture theatres to
give Sunday shows on the ground that a
moving picture show was not legally a performance under the terms of the Lord's
Day Act.

598 Features Censored in
Great Britain
During the first nine months of the present year, there have been censored in Great
Britain 598 features (3,000 feet or over),
the Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C, learns. During the first half of this
year, 429 of these were censored, while the
remaining 169 were censored during the
third quarter of the year, as follows : 35,
July; 69 August; September, 65.

Nicholas M. Schenck Due
in New York Saturday
Nicholas M. Schenck left the West Coast
last Tuesday following conferences with
production officials there, and is due to arrive in New York Saturday.

M-G-M
Buys
Phyllis
Haver's
Contract
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
reported to have paid M-G-M
Cecil B.
Dec.for12.—
OD,
ITVO
HOLLDe
Mille
$25,000
the contractis
he held with Phyllis Haver. Miss
Haver signed a term contract with De
Mille when the latter was producing
for Pathe. After her success in "Chicago," Pathe made arrangements to
star her in a series of productions for
the
curren
year.
Upon
ngt on
uing Patthehe's
in decidi
contin
dealdelay
for
Miss Haver for next year, De Mille
M-G-M.
negotiated sale of her contract to
Cecil De Mille will not use Phyllis
Haver in his first M-G-M special,
"Dynamite," as reported by various
publications.

December

15.
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Otterson Attempts Answers to
Small Exhibitors' Problems
Questions Propounded by Motion Picture News Bring Advice to
Theatre Owners Who Cannot Afford Expensive Equipment
the result of innumerable s requests
As from
small town exhibitor over a
period of several weeks for information as to what to do regarding sound installations, Motion Picture News propounded three questions to J. E. Otterson,
president of Electrical Research Products,
which concern has made most of the theatre
installations to date. These questions and
their answers as made by Mr. Otterson
follow ;
Question 1 : What advice would you give
the small exhibitor who is in a quandary
about whether or not to place an order for
an installation ? What is the small exhibitor, who, obviously, cannot pay more
than about $2,000 for an installation, to
do?
Answer: I doubt if there is any one
answer which will apply equally to the
many thousands of small exhibitors because
their conditions are so different.
We have furnished regular sound projector equipment to many theatres of less
than 800 seats and I think the general experience has been that even theatres of that
size, if well located, have had no difficulty
in so increasing their income as to make
the investment pay. We have used no high
pressure salesmanship to induce these theatres to buy. The owners have in every
case figured out for themselves that the introduction ofour sound system would be a
good investment. On the other hand other
owners of small houses who are not disposed
to make such an initial investment have purchased our non-synchronous music amplifying outfit and are using it with satisfactory
results. These exhibitors are getting into
the sound picture business by easy stages.
Later on if their customers want pictures
fully synchronized they are in a position to
buy additional equipment which they can
utilize in conjunction with what they have
already installed.

Small

Exhibitors

Profiting

Question 2 : If it remains for the independent sound equipment manufacturer to
make equipment for the small exhibitor,
what opportunity is there for the small exhibitor to book sound films made by the big
picture concerns? This, in view of the fact
that the small exhibitor will need the biggest and best sound productions, just as he
has needed the best silent pictures, to hold
his patronage.
Answer: I know of no reason why the
small exhibitor must depend for his sound
equipment on what you term ' ' the independent manufacturer."
When sound pictures became an established commercial success it was inevitable
that the large exhibitors should be the first
to seek to equip their theatres, but as I have
said, there were many small exhibitors
whose courage matched their foresight, and
they are now profiting from their enterprise

in being among the first to put in the equipment.
Small exhibitors who want synchronized
sound pictures at once can, however, probably not be satisfied. Our advice to them is
to use non-synchriinous equipment of
proven worth upon which early deliveries
can be made. Otherwise they must run the
risk of tying up their money in equipment
which will not reproduce sound films of the
principal producers up to the standard of
quality which has been set.

Small

House

Situation

Question 3 : Has your company given
serious consideration to the financial limitations of the small exhibitor in the purchase
of sound equipment? If so, what solution
is regarded as practical? Again, if so,
how long will the small exhibitor have to
wait before he can obtain an installation ?
Answer: This question seems to me a restatement ofquestions 1 and 2.
We are, indeed, concerned about the position in which the small exhibitor finds himself, for he fills a most important part in
the industry, which cannot prosper if he
is not prospering. Recognizing his financial
limitations we have been careful to advise
no one to invest in a synchronous system
until he has measured the probability of
his getting back his cost in increased box
office returns.
Of course, nobody could foresee how the
movement for sound in pictures would
sweep the country. The manufacture of
reliable e<^iuipment is a job of extreme com-

plexity. We believe there is no company in
the world which could have so quickly
stepped up to large scale production in the
time that Western Electric has. When in
the space of a single week last Spring orders for 600 theatre equipments were
heaped upon the only known source of supply, it represented approximately a year's
manufacturing capacity and it was inevitable that some would have to wait. Since
that time, because of Western Electric's
tremendous manufacturing resources we
have been able to quadruple production, and
next year we are going to turn out a minimum of 250 synchronous equipments monthly. The fact that only a handful of other
types of machines are installed in theatres
today, in spite of the fact that they have
been on the market for months and some
for years, is pretty good evidence in support of this statement.
But it is more than a job of manufacture,
and paralleling our manufacturing development. We have built up a national servicing organization. We wish it were possible
to serve immediately the thousands of theatres who want equipment, but uufortunatel/
that cannot be done. Under the circumstances we are carrying on to perform the
great obligation which the industry's needs
imposed upon us. We are, first of all, interested in maintaining quality of sound
production and reproduction. We shall go
on building a greater and greater output
and at the sjune time shall pursue our
efforts to simplify the equipment and
iCoutiinted on f^atic 1807)

Warners
Reported
Organizing
Own Music Publishing Concern
(Hollywood Bureau,

WARNER
BROS., who are expanding
generally in all directions, are now
reported to be about to embark in the music
publishing field. It is said that a new firm
is being organized by them and Al Jolson
for the purpose of publishing all Warner
theme
songs, including those Jolson writes
and sings.
This movement on the part of Warners is
said to be the result of the success of
"Sonny Boy," theme song in "The Singing
Fool." This song alone is reported netting
a fortune for the publishers, and Warners
and Jolson see these profits for themselves
on future publications.
As in other new ventures Warners have
undertaken, the greatest secrecy is being
maintained regarding this one. A. W. Warner when questioned regarding it refused
to make any comment or to give out any
information. He would neither deny nor
affirm
simply
said: "That
a matter I doit.notHe care
to discuss,
I can isgive
you
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no information regarding it." Asked as to
the authenticity of the story he said, "I refuse to discuss it in any way."
The tendency of several of the leading
producing companies has been to effect
tieups with publishing companies by which
they would share in royalties from the sale
of sheet music used in their sound productions, but this is said to be the first time a
producing company has definitely decided
to enter the music field as a publishing concern.
Paramount-Famous-Lasky is said to have
an arrangement on the sale of music %vith
Harms, Inc. M-G-M is said to have a similar tieup with the Robbins Music Company.
In fact, it is said, M-G-M has secured a controlling interest in the Robbins Company.
Fox, similarly, is said to have an arrangement with De Sylva, Brown and Henderson. A number of other deals between producers and music houses are said to be
pending.
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John Gilbert Signs New Long-Term
Contract with M-G-M
RUMORS to the effect that John Gilbert would align himself with other
companies upon the expiration of his contract with M-G-M were
definitely set at rest this week when the home office of M-G-M announced that he had been signed to a new long-term contract which would
keep him in the M-G-M roster of stars for a lengthy period of time. Both
the star and Nicholas M. Schenck, president of M-G-M, express themselves
in the announcement as heartily satisfied with the new arrangement.
One of the reports that has persisted in Hollywood and which the
signing of Gilbert by Metro proves untrue is the rumor that Gilbert had
reached a definite agreement with United Artists whereby his vehicles
would be released by that company.

Herman
Starr President
of First National
Warner Executive Named to Head Company as New
Officers Are Elected; Companies Operate Separately
BROS, are now in control
WARNER
of First National, final details
having been concluded at a meeting held Tuesday of this week, and Herman
Starr has been elected to the presidency of
First National, which will retain its individual identity and function separately
from Warners.
As new head of First National Starr replaces Irving D. Rossheim, who resigned
together with M. L. Finkelstein, A. H.
Blank, John McQuirk, Abe Sablosky, Barney Balaban, E. V. Richards and Albert
S. Smith, former officers and directors.
Starr, up to his appointment as president
was general manager of the Warner home
offices in New York and also supervised
foreign distribution.
Other new officers named to govern First
National in addition to Starr, are: S. P.
Friedman and G. E. Quigley, vice-presidents; Warren C. Boothby, treasurer, and
Robert Perkins, secretary. The new board
of directors of First National has been reduced from fourteen to ten and is now
made np as follows; Herman Starr, G. E.
Quigley, S. P. Friedman, Warren C. Boothby, Robert Perkins, Spyros Skouras, Harold S. Bareford, R. C. Lieber, Jack Leo,
Richard Hoyt and S. W. Mc Donald.
Irving D. Rossheim, who has been serving as president of First National and head
of the Stanley Company of America, has
been made a member of the directorate of
Warner Bros. Pictures. W. C. Boothby has

Radio Keith Pictures
New Name for FBO
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

It now
Dec. 12.—ed
, itely
HOLLYW
that
assur
defin
seemsOOD
FBO will change its name to
Radio Keith Pictures. The studio here
will also be closed down for the construction of four sound stages, it is
said. Upon the reopening of the studio, the FBO stock company of players
will be established on a permanent
basis for the first time in the history
of the company.

been serving First National as treasurer
and retains his post, as does Ned E. Depinet,
who as vice-president has been in charge of
First National distribution. Perkins, renamed secretary under the new alignment
has been sei-ving in that capacity for some
time past.
Among the first announcements made by
President Starr was that no radical changes
in policy would be effected in the company,
nor would there be any shakeup in the personnel. The plan is to operate First National and Warners as separate companies,
which, while working individually, will be
in the closest cooperation.
While itofficials
is likelywillthattake
someup oftheir
the headFirst'
National
quarters at the home office of Warners,
the majority of them will remain at the
present offices until such time as a new
building to be erected by Warners in New
York is completed. This building will be
located in 44th Street between 8th and 9th
Avenues adjoining the present home office
of the company. It is scheduled to be finished within six months.
The entire scenario department of First
National under the direction of Mrs. Florence Strauss was abolished last Saturday.
Jerome Beatty, director of Advertising and
publicity, has also tendered his resignation.

To Distribute Reeltone in
Southwest Territory
The Fonr-Square-Distributing-Corporation has been formed by Arthur and Stanley Less, and Charles and Murray Weintraub to distribute Reeltone in Tennessee,
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Mississippi, and
also Connecticut.

New Film Firms Seek New
York State Charters
Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York State at Albany, during the
past week included the following: Motion
Pictures Synchronization Service, Inc., capitalization not stated, Mollie Segall, Isidor
Tnnkus, Hilda Lifschitz, Brooklyn; W. M.
Aiiiiisement Co., Inc., .$10,000, Lewis Moses,
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Stapleton; Isidor Welt, West Brightou:
Elias Moses, Stapleton; Hugo Amusement
Co., Inc., $1,000, Philip Sahn, Mollie SegaU,
Rubin Heller, New York City; Momstone
Talking Picture Machine Corporation, $40,000, Meyer Britwitz, Herbert S. Cohen,
Joseph Kleiner, New York City; Edited
Pictures System, Inc., $10,000, Ilsley Boone,
WalterCity.
A. Yorke, Rose G. Andrews, New
York

M-G-M Is Not Renewing
Writers' Contracts
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Pictura Nmat)
Hollywood, Dec. 12. — Waldemar Young
and Byron Morgan, two M-G-M first line
writers, will leave that organization this
month upon expiration of their term contracts with the company. Because of indecision on production plans for next year
due to talkfilms, M-G-M does not care to
sign new term contracts with the writers.
Young has been with M-G-M for five
years, and during that time was recognized
as one of the most consistent writers with
the organization. Morgan has written a
number of original stories for M-G-M during the past two vears, including
"Rookies," "Gold Braid/' "The Cameraman," and "The Smart Set."

Herron Elected Treasurer
of Hays Organization
F. L. Herron was elected to succeed
J. Homer Flatten, resigned, as treasurer of
the M. P. P. D. A., at the regular quarterly
day.
meeting
of the Board of Directors of the
association held in New York last WednesMr. Flatten resigned to become Executive
Vice-President of the White Rock Mineral
Springs Company. F. L. Herron, has been
associated with the organization for some
time as foreign manager. George Borthwick was elected assistant treasurer.

Mrs. Edward Bowes 111 in
N. Y. Hospital
Mrs. Edward Bowes, wife of Major Edward Bowes, managing director of the Capitol Theatre and vice-president of M-G-M,
is now convalescing from a serious operation performed at the Harbor Hospital in
New York City. Her physician. Dr. Philip
Grausman, reports that the operation has
been successful and that the patient is making favorable progress. It will be several
weeks before she will be entirely recovered.

Academy Clinches Deal
For Official Fan Paper
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

aanks, compl
negoti
Fairb
Douglas
Dec.eted
OOD
HOLLYW
my12.—of Motion
tions for the Acade
Picture Arts and Sciences whereby
ine becomes the my,
Magazation
Hollyioood
of the Acade official fan public
beginning with the issue of January 1.
This deal was reported as pending exely months
in Motio
clasiveral
ago. n Picture News sevThe purpose of the arrangement, according to Fairbanks, is to insure
truthful information concerning picture people to fans, and to bring direct
contact between the Academy and picture theatre patrons.
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Exhibitors Back Cohen Protest
Against Reduced Advertising
Prominent Showmen Insist Producers are Hurting Own Product by
"Economy Program" for Trade Paper Campaigns
EXHIBITOR dissatisfaction over the manner in which producerdistributor sales campaigns are conducted under the "economy
rule" for trade paper campaigns this week found widespread expression invigorous statements from all parts of the country endorsing
the stand taken by Sydney S. Cohen in an interview published in Motion
Picture News last week, that producers are hurting the business of
their own customers by cutting their advertising efforts to a mere gesture.
That Mr. Cohen accurately estimated the situation regarding the
attitude of fellow showmen throughout the country appears to be conclusively proved by the numerous statements echoing the opinion he
stated. The declaration that the greatest handicap the theatre business

I will welcome the day when I can believe
everything I see in advertising on pic-

suffers today is a psychological one arising from a "negative attitude"
created by the lack of producer advertising support for his product, is
the essence of the many expressions of the exhibitor.

"After all, we exhibitors are patrons of
the producers just the same as the public
is patrons of us. We must be 'sold' on a
picture if we are to make any profit on it
in 're-selling' it to the public. VFhen a producer conducts an elaborate advertising
campaign on a picture, or a series of pictures, Iam going to concede that he must
have something good to offer until I have
been convinced to the contrary. I am sorry
to say that I have been convinced to the
contrary in several cases, but the pictures
which had been advertised as 'big' pictures did prove to be good 'program' pictures, sovertised
why
couldn't
beenThey
adas such
in the they
tirst have
place?
would have been bought any way, as all exhibitors must have a certain number of
'program'
pictures booked to fill in his
schedule.

"Perhaps exhibitors have lost the enthusiasm they once had for
motion pictures," said Sig Samuels, managing director of the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, in commenting on the Cohen interview printed
last week. "If that is the case, the producers have themselves to blame,
for they have shown less faith in their own product."
"The box office is losing vitality," Mr.
Samuels continued, "and when the box
oiBces loses the whole industry is slipping.
Exhibitors are taking the loss now, but the
time will come when producers will feel
the effects of that loss. The industry cannot prosper unless the box-office prospers.
If the retailers of a product continue to
lose the manufacturers will lose in the
long-run.
"For some time now the producers have
been showing a lessening confidence in pictures in a manner that was bound to communicate the same feeling to exhibitors : by
curtailing adequate merchandising information through the one organized channel
that the exhibitors depend upon — the trade
press.

Started — Then Stopped
"Producers taught us to expect a steady
flow of dependable information through the
trade papers, and then they suddenly ceased
to give us adequate information. They curtailed their merchandising copy. Some of
them sought to supplant trade paper advertising with circulars, but no exhibitor
has time to wade through bales of circulars to find the facts he is seeking.
"By reducing his merchandising messages to a minimum the producer sought
to save money; it seems to have been a
part of the general policy of 'retrenchment' but it was a bad policy. The worst
part of the 'economy move' was that it
actually deprived the exhibitor of facts
that he needed. How can the retailer merchandise to the public any product about

which he lacks merchandising information?
And who but the manufacturer possesses
the information which the exhibitor — the
retailer — requires ?
' ' We do not ask f orwelaborate year books ;
we have small patience with extravagant
claims that a picture fails to back up; we
are rather weary of superlatives. But wc
do want bedrock information, merchandising copy, actual facts that will give us
something to work on when we merchandise pictures to the public. And we want
those facts far enough in advance to be
of some service."
Louie Chaminsky, manager of Pantages
Theatre, first run house of Kansas City,
takes a similar view in a statement he made
to this publication.
"There is no question in my mind," he
said, "but that an exhibitor must be sold
on a producer's product just the same as
the exhibitor in turn must sell the picture
to his patrons.
"An exhibitor is only human and cannot
be expected to become wildly enthusiastic
over something in which the owner displays
only apparently mild interest.

Wants Facts
"In trade paper advertising why can't
the producer give the exhibitor some technical knowledge of actual facts concerning
the picture. The exhibitor needn't be told
the
picture
is out
a box
'wow,'
because
he will
find it
in a office
preview,
anyway.
"Personally I gain much valuable advance information on certain types of pictures through trade paper advertising and

"Not for the world would I attempt to
tell a producer how to conduct his business, but I will say that when a producer
adequately
presents his product to me in
tures."
advertising of the right type that it gives
me added confidence in selling the picture
to my patrons," R. R. Biechele, manager
and owner of the Osage Theatre, suburban
house of Kansas City, Kansas, and president of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri,
said.

Exhibitors Must Be "Sold^'

"The show business must have a certain
amount of 'glitter' to it; otherwise interest
will
but that of'gHtter'
can onbe the
applied
with lag,
no violation
the truth
part
of the exhibitor or the producer. 'Play it
up' is the watchword of this business we
are in. Unless we 'play it up' how can we
expect the public to 'pay up'?

Effect

of Curtailment

"I realize that it may sound like a pure
boost for more trade paper advertising to
say so, but I honestly believe that the average exhibitor accepts a curtailment of advertising on the part of the producer to
mean nothing more or less than an admission by the producer that he hasn't anything very 'hot' to place on the market,"
A. F. Baker, manager of the Electric theatre, the largest house in Kansas City, Kansas, a city of 125,000 population, said.
"The producer must keep prodding at
the exhibitor and the exhibitor must keep
prodding at his public if the motion picture
industry is to move along with prosperity.
The exhibitor must believe and feel confident that the producer really has something
good to offer if the theatre owner is, in
{Continued on following page)
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Curtailment Affects Selling Ability and Leaves Theatremen
Gravely Doubtful of Picture Value
{Continued from preceding page)

turn, to be expected to make the public
believe he has a picture worth paying
money to see.
"Riglit here, however, I wish to say
something concerning the type of advertising used by producers. To endeavor to make
a theatre owner believe that each picture
produced is a 'sure box office hit' is folly
of the worst type. It destroys the exhibitors' confidence in everything the producers say concerning pictures. Give the exhibitors some cold facts concerning the
technical phases of the picture!
''Let's have truthful advertising — and
more of it ! "
Milwaukee theatre managers agree that
the lack of advertising of the distributors'
product in the trade papers leaves them
rather at a loss as to the merit of the various films released.

"The Short End"

measure on the pictures I want to try to
getHarry
for myWren,
house."
manager of the Alhambra,
a first-run Milwaukee house, says a picture
nationally advertised in the trade papers is
the picture that will bring in the biggest
results in his theatre. "I have no doubt in
my mind that I cannot sell a picture to the
public unless I believe in the product I am
offering them," is Mr. Wren's opinion.

Loss

of Confidence

R. J. Stinnett, manager of the Capital
theatre, Dallas, states that lack of merchandising ad copy in trade papers causes a
loss of confidence in current productions
offered also states that if a picture he has
booked has been heavily advertised in trade
papers, he will spend twice as much on publicity which means much more business for
his theatre and also that he has truthfully
presented his claims to the public. Stinnett stated that he saved all ads on pictures
he had booked which appeared in trade
magazines and used them as copy for his
own ads.
Stinnett remarked that a valuable asset
to exhibitors in trade paper advertisements
would be statements that a certain picture
had increased business one-third, one-half,
etc., for certain theatres. Then the exhibitor would have a basis to work from.
"My knowledge of current pictures naturally conies from the trade magazines as
well as my enthusiasm and both are necessarily low when trade paper advertisements

"We seem to be drawing the short end
all around," said George Fischer, manager
of two large neighborhood theatres, the
Jlilwaukee and National, in commenting on
the new economy program of producers.
"We lose incentive through the apparent
lack of backing the producer gives his picture in the trade papers, in his cost cutting
methods, and yet we pay the same price for
pictures that we have in the past."
This view is shared by Earl Rice, manager of the Egyptian theatre, a neighborhood house. "I have always followed the
advertisements closely," was Mr. Rice's
areEdward
cut down."
Arozamena, general manager of
coBoment. "In this way I keep informed
on coming pictures and can decide in a Casino Theatres in Tampa and West Tampa,

says: "I
ads and
desire to
by trade

would like to see bigger and better
more of them. My opinion and
play a pictiu-e is largely influenced
paper advertising and I find impressions created by producer advertising
reflected in my own ads to the public.
"In selling our local papers the idea of
publicity cooperation with our theatres we
find trade paper advertising is a big help.
In this connection I would like to add that
the gi'eatest help the producer can give an
exhibitor in profitably exploiting a picture
is to eliminate from trade advertising all
exaggerations and in their place concise
details regarding production merits and
highlights presented in the form of inforPicture theatre owners and managers of
St. Louis and vicinity generally agree in the
main with
S. Cohen's indictment
mation. '' Sidney
of producers
and national distributors for
their
tising.misguided economy in the curtailment
of national and regional trade paper adver-

Aid to

Merchandising

"They feel that the proper kind of advertising copy in national and regional
trade publications would make it much
easier for them to sell their pictures to exhibitors and at the same time give the
exhibitors that enthusiasm and confidence
in pictirres so necessary if they are to be a
box office success."
John P. McCarthy, manager of Loew's
Regent theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., said :
"Lack of merchandising ad copy in the
trade papers is bound to have an adverse
(Continued on page 1806-C)

RCA To Make Broadway Shows
Negotiations Now on with Leading Legitimate Producers
Whereby Stage Hits Will Be Produced in N. Y. Studios
PHOTOPHONE is ;n negotiation
with leading Broadway producers
looking to the production of legitimate Broadway shows in their entirety
at the new RCA studios to be opened in
New York City immediately after the first
of the new year. This announcement was
made by E. E. Bucher, vice-president of
RCA Photophone, who at the same time
said he was not prepared at present to go
into further details regarding the matter.
It was intimated by Mr. Bucher that the
transactions in negotiation involved some
of the biggest producers and also some of
the outstanding hits of the Broadway stage.
He said he was not in a position at present
to divulge cither the names of the producers or the stage productions to be made
into sound pictures.
The idea is to reproduce the stage show
with the original cast as nearly in line with
the original production as possible. Experts will make a study of the show, and
RCA

will eliminate any portions that are not
adaptable for sound pictures. When these
deductions are made the show will be shot
just as it is produced on the stage.
It is figured that this manner of producing will materially reduce production
costs, as long periods of rehearsal will not
be necessary and many of the original stage
sets may be utilized. It is not possible to
get the best results shooting in the theatre
because of sound and lighting conditions,
so the show will merely be transported to
the RCA studios.
Early in the Summer a number of the
Broadway producers secured an option on
Vocafilm, and announced that they would
produce their own stage successes by this
disc recording method. Legislation was
launched with regard to Vocafilm, and that
plan was eventually abandoned. This producer group was headed by Al Woods, and
included among others William A. Brady,
the Shuberts, Hammerstein and others. AJi

official announcement was made from the
Shubert office that they were about to proceed, but a temporary injunction halted the
plan at that time. The idea was to roadshow these productions in the cities where
they were not played on the legitimate
stage. Doubtless the arrangement with
RCA will provide for their showing more
in the picture houses than would have been
possible under the original plan.
Work on the new RCA studios in New
York is being rushed to the earliest possible
conclusion, according to Mr. Bucher, and
it is now five days ahead of the original
schedule. Present plans are to open the
studios, which are located on 23d street in
the block between Lexington and Third avenues, on January 7. It is not known yet
what the first production will be, but if the
negotiations now in progress with the
Broadway producers arc carried to a successful conclusion, it is likely that shooting soon after the studio opens.
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Contract Player Ranks Normal;
Slash Fails to Arrive

1 806- A

228 Now Engaged at Major Studios
Year's

Only

75 Less

Than Last

Total; Same Names Predominate

THAT
the many startling chang^es to
take place in the acting end of motion pictures are still in the distant
future, is shown in the fact that there are
only seventy-five players less under contract
at the close of this year than were signed to
term agreements in December, 1927. There
is a total of 228 players now under contract
to the thirteen major studios on the ^Ycst
Coast. Last year's total was approximately
seventy-five more.
Furthermore, these contracts are not for
one picture only. While the list of names
appended here carries many who may have
only one or two pictures more to go on their
current contracts, their agreements were
made on a time basis, ranging in termination from three months to five years.
The contract lists supplied herewith are
exclusive of the many additions made by
some of the major studios on the East
Coast. In that section of the country, undoubtedly manj' changes in the type of
players, the number under contract, may be
noticeable. Hollywood 's concern is mainly
with the West Coast, and here a comparison
of the names now engaged with contract
lists of last year at this period, show that
with very few exceptions, the same names
predominate which were featured at the
close of 1927.
In addition to the list of players now
under contract to each studio, appended here
is also a complete list of writers and directors signed for at least a three-month period
in various studios. Here too, with few
exceptions, the same personalities are still
in strong evidence. Fox is the main exception, where a lai'ger list of new players,
writers and some directors are noticeable.
Metro-Goldwyn-lIayer and Paramount have
made many changes, but as pointed out
above, these concern mainly the Eastern
production.
The seventy-five more or less players who
are not under contract this year and were
last year, are for the major part, bit and
stock players, ilost of them were signed at
salaries ranging between $50 and $100
weekly.
Players, directors and writers under contract at present and their studios follow :

Paramount
Players: Clara Bow, George Bancroft,
Richard Dix, Emil Jaunings, Adolphe Menjou, Charles Rogers, .Jean Arthur, Baclanova, Evelyn Brent, Mai-y Brian, Xancy
Carroll, Ruth Chatterton, Doris Hill, Leone
Lane, Esther Ralston, Ruth Taylor, Florence Yidor, Fay Wray, Richard Arlen, William Austin, Wallace Beery, Clive Brook,
Robert Castle, Chester Conklin, Maurice
Chevalier, Lane Chandler, Gary Cooper,
Paul Guertzman, James Hall, Neil Hamilton, Phillips R. Holmes, Jack Luden, Frederic March, Jack Oakie, Guy Oliver, William Powell.

Directors: Dorothy Arzner, Clarence
Badger. Ludwig Berger, John Cromwell,
Victor Fleming, Louis Gasnier, Edwin
Knopf, Ernst Lubitsch, Lnthar Mendes,
Robert Milton, Mai St. Clair, Victor
Schertzinger, Josef von Sternberg, Frank
Tuttle, Richard Wallace, William Wellman,
Meriau Cooper, Ernest Sehoedsaek.
Writers: Doris Anderson, T. J. Ahearn,
Norman Burnstine, Lloyd Corrigan, James
Audrey Clark, Owen Davis, R. H. Diggs,
Ethel Doherty, Howard Estabrook, Jules
Purthmann, Zane Grev, Elinor Glvn, Oliver
H. P. Garrett, Percy Heath, F. Hugh
Herbert, Grover Jones, Patrick Kearney,
Edwin Knopf (directs also) ; Ben Grauman
Kohn; Louise Long, Samuel Ornitz, Lee B.
Pride, Wells Root, William N. Robson,
J. Walter Ruben, Florence Ryerson, John
Monk Saunders, E. Lloyd Sheldon, Viola
Brothers Shore, Keene Thompson, Dan
Totheroh, Ernest Vadja, S. S. Van Dine,
George Manker Waiters, John V. A.
Weaver.

First National
Players: Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess, Billie Dove, Corinne GriiBth, .Milton
Sills, Ken Maynard, Jack Mulhall, Dorothy
Mackaill, Alice White, Loretta Young,
Doris Dawson, James Ford.
Directors: George Fitzmaurice (one more
picture on present contract), William A.
Seitcr, John Francis Dillon, Frank Lloyd,
Mervyn Le Roy, Benjamin Christensen.
Writers: Only Gene Townes and Tom
Geraghty under contract. Others engaged
picture to picture.

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
Players: Lon Chaney, Marion Davies,
Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, William Haines,
Buster Keaton, Ramon Novarro, Norma
Shearer, Renee Adoree, George K. Arthur,
Nils Asther, Lionel Barrymore, John Mack
Brown, Joan Crawford, Karl Dane, Mary
Doran, Josephine Dunn, Liela Hyam*,
Dorothy Janis, Gwen Lee, Bessie Love,
Polly Moran, Conrad Nagel, Charles Kings,
Edward Nugent, Anita Page, Aileen
Pringle. Bert Roach, Dorothy Sebastian,
LeAvis Stone, Racquel Torres, Fay Webb.
Directors: Han'y Beaumont, Charles Brabin, Clarence Brown, Tod Browning, Jack
Conway, James Cruze, Cecil B. De Mille,
William B. De Mille, Al Green, Nick Grinde,
George Hill, Lueien Hubbai'd, Rupert Julian, Robei't Z. Leonard, William Mack,
Fred Niblo, William Nigh, Victor Seastrom,
Edward Sedgwick, W. S. Van Dyke, Bayard
Veiller, King Vidor, Sam Wood.
Writers: Clare Beranger, Morton Blumenstock, Al Boasberg, Endre Bohem,
Frank Butler, Leonore Coffee, Delniar
Davies, Harry Sinclair Drago, Dorothy Farnum, James Gleason, Becky Gardiner, Robert Harris, Hugh Herbert, Brown Holmes,

Norman Houston Bradley, John M. Lawson, Josephine Lovett, Lew Lipton, Edwin
Justis Mayer, Francis Marion, Sarah Y.
Mason, Byron Morgan, Bess Meredyth, Jack
Neville, Fred Niblo, Jr., Dorothy Parker,
Harriet Parsons, Stuart Paton, Renson
Rideout, Madeleine Ruthven, Richard
Schayer, Raymond Schrock, Ralph Spence,
Sylvia Thalberg, Dale Van Every, Lieut.
Com. Wead, Dorothy Yost, Waldemar
Young, A. P. Younger.

Warner Brothers
Players: Dolores Costello, Al Jolson,
Monte Blue, Rin Tin Tin, Audrey Ferris,
Lois Wilson, Edward Everett Horton,
Pauline Fredericks, Bert Lytell, John
Barrymore, Myrna Loy, Grant Withers,
Davie Lee, John Miljan, Harry Wardell.
Signed for one picture with options for
others are George Arliss, Sophie Tucker and
Ted Lewis.
Directors: Howard Bretherton, Lloyd
Bacon,
Michael Curtiz, Roy Del Ruth, Ray
Foy.
Enright, Archie Mavo, John AdollI, Bryan
Writers: Anthony Coldeway, Graham
Baker, Harvey Gates, Robert Lord, J. Grubb
Alexander, Harvey Thew, L. G. Rigby,
Francis Towers.

Fox
Players: Madge Bellamy, Janet Gaynor,
Mary Duncan, Mary Astor, Lois Moran,
June Collyer, Helen Twelvetrees, Marguerite Churchill, Louise Dresser, Maria
Alba, Lola Salvi, Lia Tora, Lapita Tovar,
Delia Magana, Florence Lake, Betty Collins,
Lola Lane, Sally Phipps, Sharon Lynn, Ada
Williams, Sylvia Fields, Marjorie Beebe,
Charles
Farrell, Morton,
George O'Brien,
Edmund
Lowe, Charles
Earle Foxe,
Don
Terry, Warner Baxter, Barry Norton, Paul
Muni, Victor McLaglen, Farrell McDonald,
Paul McCullough, Ivan Linow, Charles
Eaton, Rex Bell, Robert Clark, Antonio
CumeUas, Gino Conti, Juan Sedillo, Arthur
Stone, Nick Stuart, Paul Vincenti, Arnold
Lucy, Lumsden Hare, Frederick Graham,
Paul Page, Warner Hymer, Clifford Denipsey, George Bickel, David Percy, David
Rollins, Charles Gilpin, Stepin Fetchil,
Frank Albertson, Olympin Guilherme,
Bobby Clark.
Directors: John Blystone, Frank Borzage,
David Butler, Irving Cummings, Raymond
Cannon, John Ford, Howard Hawks, William K. Howard, Charles Klein, Henry
Lehrman, F. W. Murnau, Lew Seller, Ben
Stoloff. James Tinling, Raoul Walsh, Norman Taurog, Norman McLeod, Marcel Silver, AVilliam Beaudine, Robert Flaherty,
Harry Sweet, James Parrott, Eugene Walters, Paul Sloane.
Writers: Tom Barry, Arthur Caeser, Ben
(Continued oh page 1806-Z))
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Vitaphone Will Serve Disc Records
to RCA Equipped Houses
UNDER
a new arrangement just eflfected Vitaphone pictures will be
available in houses equipped with RCA reproducing apparatus.
The latter company is soon to place on the market a device exclusively for the reproduction of disc records. It will be installed at a cost
said to be between $3,000 and $4,000.
This move practically establishes interchangeability as between Westem Electric and RCA, though it is with the understanding, according to
Mr. Quigley of Vitaphone that the RCA equipment must reproduce satisfactorily the Vitaphone records. For the present not all RCA equipped
houses will be served under a blanket policy, but this doubtless will come
when the RCA device proves its quality.

Foreign

Sales

Movement

Tijfany-Stahl Announces Formation
of Distribution
Companies in England and France
new foreign companies have been
Two
formed for the distribution of Tiffany-Stahl product, one located in
England and the other in France. Plans
and details of the corporations were worked
-out by Grant L. Cook, secretary and treasurer of the company, on his recent trip to
Europe.
The company formed in England is to
•distribute all the American made TilfanyStahl productions and the British pictures
made by the same company. The British
company, under the managing directorship
of C, F. Bernhard, will produce British pictures, the exact number to be produced as
yet being uncertain. The pictures made in
Great Britain will be distributed throughout England, the Continent and the United
States.
Within the next few weeks, Mr. Bernhard of the British company, expects to
make a visit to New York and Hollywood
to confer with M. H. Hoffman, Vice President in charge of production, and Mr.
Cook, to definitely determine
and decide

upon the production plans for the British
company.
The Tiffany exchanges in England will be
located in London, Liverpool, Leeds, Cardiff, Manchester, Glasgow, Neweastle-onTyne, Birmingham and Sheffield.
Mr. Cook states that before he left England, arrangements had be^n made for
four British productions, which are to be
distributed through America and Canada
by the Tiffany organization in the United
States.
In forming the French company, Mr.
Cook appointed J. Frank Broekliss as the
administrateur de lague of the company.
Associated with Mr. Broekliss is Philip De
Becker. Mr. Broekliss was associated with
M-G-M and First National on the Continent.
The French Tiffany company will be the
headquarters for all the continental business of the company and a renting organization for France and Belgium is now in
the process of forniation.

U. A. Sales Convention
Talking Pictures, in Relation to 1929 Analysis of Wired
Houses, a Leading Topic of Discussion
sales force of United Artists Corporation will hold a national convention at the Stevens Hotel, Chi•eago, December 14 and 1.5, it was announced
this week by Al Liehtman, general sales
THE
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manager of the company. It will be the
first national convention to include district
mianagers, sales managers, salesmen and
executives in charge of sales promotion, and
about 125 members are expected to be present.
Talking pictures now in production will
be emphasized by Liehtman in his discussion of 1929 releases. Individual sales and
exploitation campaigns on these films will
be an'anged at the convention. Liehtman
said talking pictures would be studied in
relation to his analysis of theatres that
will be wired during 1929, that all LTnited
Artists Pictures will be miide with separate silent versions, even all-talkies.
The keynote of the convention will be the
United Artists sales policy that only entertaining pictures will sell, whether silent or
talking, that a picture will have to tell its
story effectively in 1929, regardless of
whether pantomime or scientific devices ai'e

Picture

News

the method of expression, Liehtman said
yesterday.
Al Liehtman, Cressou E. Smith, Victor
M. Shapiro, Paul N. Lazarus, Emil Jansen,
CaiToll Trowbridge and Henry Ginsberg
will go to Chicago from the home ofSce in
New York. Paul Burger, now in the field,
also will report to Chicago for the convention.
District Managers L. J. Sehlaifer, Phil
Dunas, Harry Gold, William Rosenthal,
Arthur Kane, David Bershon and Haskell
Masters will be present.
Branch managers who will be at the convention are H. E. Lotz, J. B. Reilly, Charles
Stern, Moe Streimer, Jack Von Tilzer, M.
J. Garrity, W. G. Carmiehael, C. E. Peppiatt. Jack Bower, Joseph Levy, J. Abrose,
J. D. Goldbar, Bert M. Stearn, A. H.
Fischer, Oscar Kusehner, C. C. Wallace,
Saul Resnick, Harry Stern, Doak Roberts,
William E. Truog, Hoyt G. Morrow, Mannie Gottlieb, Guy Gunderson, Frederic Gage,
Russell Egner, D. J. McNerney, Joseph
Myers, A. J. Jeffery, S. Jacobs, S. Glazer,
m! C. Hill and Joseph Cantor.

N. Y. Branch of Hollywood
Pictures Moving
Hollywood Pictures, Inc., distributors in
New York of Columbia Pictures Corporation product, has taken a lease for five
years at a rental said to be in excess of
$30,000 in the Film Center Building in New
floor.
York City. They will have part of the 10th
Herman Ross Enterprises have leased
quarters on the fourth floor of the Film
Center Building.

Columbia
Engages
Rosen
and Delaney
Columbia has signed Phil Rosen to direct
and Charles Delaney to co-star in "The
Faker," a story of faked spiritualism in
which Jacqueline Logan will have the feminine lead. Warner Oland and Gaston Glass
are the only other members of the cast
chosen thus far.

Ray Foster Elected Local
644 Secretary
At the last general meeting of the International Photographers, held this month,
Ray Foster was elected secretary of the
Cameramen's Union, Local 644.

Paramount Net Said to
Be $9,000,000
the last
t year
,000 in
quarte
the curren
and
NET r ofof $3,000
a net of $9,000,000 for entire year
are being estimated for Paramount.
This would make the equivalent of
$4.3.5 per share on the 2,063,517 shares
of common stock outstanding.
Earnings for the first nine months,
including undistributed share in the
profits of Balaban and Katz, were
$5,973,600, equivalent to $2.90 a share
on the common. Seasonal advance,
A

plus increased earnings of Publix theaters due to sound films, as well as the
percentage system, both from the
standpoint of theaters and the distributing company, are ascribed as causes
of the expected earnings for the last
quarter.
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$4,016,461 Fox Net for
First 9 Months of '28net
Fox

FILM CORPORATIONS

income for the first nine months
of the current year was $4,016,461. after interest, Federal taxes, etc.,
or the equivalent of $5.23 per share on
the 767.216 shares of combined class
stocks. The period
"A" and class "B"
ended September 29.
The figures compare with the $2,273,454 or $4.54 a share on the 500.000 combined shares of the same period of
1927. The net for the third quarter of
1928 was $1,369,971, after charges, or
the equivalent of $1.78 per share on
the 767,216 shares of the combined
stocks as compared with $1,282,929 or
$1.67 per share on the combined shares
of the preceding quarter.

Exhibitors Back Cohen Ad
Gut Protest
(Continued from page 1806)
effect upon the avprag:e exhibitor. If the
exhibitor is effected, it is only natural that
the public is effected also. Good ad copy
in the trade journals undoubtedly creates
enthusiasm among the exhibitors. This enthusiasm they pass on to the public, thereby
increasing their box oiBce receipts.
"To improve their service to exhibitors,
prdncers and distributors should write their
ad copy to exhibitors and not to the public.
It is then up to the exhibitor to take care
of his public. Further, I would suggest,
that Barnuni-like methods and worn-out
stock phrases, which do not go over with
experienced exhibitors, be eliminated from
copy in the trade papers. From the trade
paper ads I am led to believe that the
producers and distributors are trying to sell
to the public, instead of to the exhibitor.
Their copy should be original, and written
solely to exhibit-ors. "
An independent neighborhood exhibitor
of Cincinnati says he keenly feels the handicap saddled on him by the curtailment of
trade paper merchandising ideas, which, he
believes, indicates the producers' apparent
indifference to exhibitors' best interests.
The restricted foraiula of producer service
in this regard makes tlie theatre man's job
a difficult one, he says, and results in halfhearted efforts instead of enthusiastic.
Present conditions make it appear that
the producer and distributor are not inclined to offer sincere cooperation to their
customers, a detriment, he points out, which
asserts itself at the box office, and resulting
in loss to the exhibitor and the producer as
well.

Washington and Idaho T.
O. Gather at Spokane
For the purpose of discussing matters of
mutual interest, particularly the proposed
theatre admission tax in the state of Idaho,
the Allied Theatre OwTiers of Northern
Idaho and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Washington gathered in Spokane
last week for a joint conference that lasted
the better part of two days.
Milbum Kenworthy of Moscow, Idaho,
president of that association, brought with
him several Idaho exhibitors, while Washington was represented by a group that included President Ray Grombaeher of Spokane and James Hone of Seattle.
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Commission Points Value
of Trade Conferences
Self-Regulation

Without Rules Would Be Impossible,
Annual Report Points Out

the efsuccess
forts of the as
Fed h.Ts
ral atlended
Trade Commission, in Washington, D. C, to have industry regulate itself through trade practice conferences, such as that held by the
motion picture industry late in 1927, is due
to the fact that the commission is armed
with power to enforce the regulations so
adopted, it is asserted in the annual report
just made public by the Commission.
Other than a brief outline of the resolutions adopted at the motion picture and
other trade conferences held during the
fiscal year ended June 30, last, the report
does not discuss the conferences individually. However, it is pointed out, if an industry is capable of self-regulation the
trade practice conference procedure affords the most effective method yet devised
to accomplish this end.
That the commission realizes that its
power of enforcement is the only reason
for compliance with these so-called codes
of ethics is indicated by its statement that
"self-regulation without rules would be impossible, and rules without some power of
SUCH

Pathe-FBO

enforcement make self-regulalion often a
mere expensive gesture.
' ' The fact that some power rests, as it
does, in an impartial, disinterested governmental body," the commission asserts, "obviates the necessity of frequent use of such
power. This is demonstrated in that of
more than 300 rules adopted by industries
in trade practice conferences the power of
the Federal Trade Commission has not
been invoked with reference to a dozen of
A complete study is now being made by
the commission of the effect of past conferences, the results of which may tend to
change the opinion just expressed, but, irrespective of the showing on final analysis,
these. ' '
"the fact remains," the commission states,
"that the mere probability that any rule
may be enforced adds materially to its general commission's
observance."
The
suit in the Federal
Courts in New York for enforcement of its
orders against Paramount, issued in July,
1927, still being a pending matter, the report
does not comment upon that situation.

Distribution

American Firms Negotiate Deal with Franco Films, S.
A., to Handle Product in France
be ext will Films,
FBO produc
PATHE and
ploited in France
l)y Franco
S. A., in accordance with the terms
of a contract consummated recently by the
Marquis de la Falaise, representing jointly
Pathe International Corporation and FBO
Export Corporation. The contract involves
the product of the firms for a period of
years gives them widespread distribution
through the French exchange and theatre
combination.
France has just purchased 11 theatres
from Gaumont and a deal is now being
closed with Metropole for 15 more houses.
Paul Kastor, assistant general manager of
Franco, has announced that his company is
seeking expansion and that it will continue

along expensive lines. What is said to be
the largest production studio in France has
just been completed by the Franco comThe French company is backed by the
pany.
Bank Intermediare and DeCapcane, head
of the Franco Wyoming Oil Company,
whose capital is estimated at 25,000,000
francs, which, it is understood, will be
shortly increased to 100,000,000 francs.

Subtitle — From "Captain Swagger"
for Pathe, titles by Paul Perez:
"If all the bachelors
to-end it would

were

laid end-

be a good thing!"

Be Seeking
to Coast
Fox SaidWest
ContractFranklin's
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Dec. 12. — William Fox is negotiating to purchase the
HOLLYWOOD.
contract held by Harold Franklin, president and operating head
of West Coast Theatres, according to persistent rumors in Los Angeles theatre circles.
Reasons advanced for the report is fact that Franklin's contract gives
him full directon of West Coast, without outside dictation from any source.
This does not fit into the ideas of Fox, who believes that he should be able
to operate his own holdings along lines he feels best suited for the success
of the properties. There is absolutely no friction between Fox and Franklin, according to the rumor, but Fox wshes to buy up Franklin's long term
contract so that he will be able to have complete charge of the circuit
operation in the future.
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Quebec
Superior Court Dismisses
DeForest Petition Against Famous
THE
petition of DeForest Phonofilm of Canada, Ltd., in which an
interlocutory injunction was sought against Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, Ltd., has been dismissed with costs by the Superior
Court of the Province of Quebec, District of Montreal. The DeForest
Company alleged infringement on some eight DeForest Canadian patents
by reason of the use of certain talking motion picture apparatus and combined sound and picture films in the Palace Theatre, Montreal.

Status of Units Uncertain
Allied Will Invade East; May

Obtain Myers as Head;

Keep Nat'l Body Intact, Says Seider, as Members
which within the past few
EVENTS
weeks have taken on the appearance
of a tug-of-war for membership between the M. P. T. 0. A. and its newly revived rival, the Allied States Association,
received further impetus this week with the
announcement that Allied would invade the
East by seeking additional members.
Many other events have occurred, also, to
trouble the waters of a hitherto calm exhibitor world. A report sprang up in the
Middle West that Abrani F. Jleyers, chairman of the Federal Trade Commission,
would take over the leadership of Allied.
It was also reported that the M. P. T. 0.
of Washington would drop out of the M.
P. T. 0. A. because, it was said, the Coast
body was not in sympathy any more with the
aims and purposes of the national organization. Maryland exhibitors, it is now rumored, would willingly acept the advances
of Messrs. Steffes, Allied president, and
Theodore L. Hays, leader in the Northwest
exhibitor unit; it is said that several other
Allied sealjoard states are in the mood to
listen to proposals from Allied leaders.
Messrs. Steffes and Hays are seeking permission to place their arguments before the
New Jersey Theatre Owners. They believe
that New Jersey is one of the four eastern
states that they can swerve into the Allied
column and that the other three are Western Pennsylvania, Ohio and Maryland.

Balk

The view of solving any troubles that
may now bother the member states of the
M. P. T. 0. A. by a truly representative
and honest election of ofSeers rather than
by breaking into a new organization of theatremeu wherein the self-same troubles may
exist was offered by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the M. P. T. 0. A.
In announcing their campaign in the east
for the capturing of new member states,
Messrs Steffes and Hays are but continuing
their activities begun a few months ago,
following the revival of the Allied organization at a meeting at Battle Creek, Michigan. Upon their arrival in New York on
Monday, they plan to launch activities for
membership increase. They will also confer on labor problems.
Col. H. A. Cole, head of the Texas unit
of exhibitors, and Glenn Cross, of Michigan,
will talk over the situation with Messrs.
Steffes and Hays before they inaugurate
their stumping tour which has been outlined
for New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Maryland and other Eastern states. Maryland exhibitors, it is said, have already requested the Allied leaders to broach their
proposition.
While in New York, Messrs. Steffes and
Hays will seek to come to terms with the I.
A. T. S. E. for the stage hands in their respective teritories.

Contract Player Ranks Normal
{Continued from page 1806-.'!)
Holmes, Paul G. Smith, Harlan Thompson,
Walter Weems, Han-y Brand, Frederick H.
Brennan, Charles Condon, Douglas Dody,

Feder, Maude Fulton Gropper, A. H. Halprin, Ben Markson, Marion Orth, John
Stone, Marion Spitzer, Tristam Tupper,

Beulah, Marie Dix, Randall B'aye, Nicholas

Berthold Viertel, Andrew

WATCH

for the BIG

Bennison.

NEWS

in the ^^Seivs" issue of Dec. 2,9th
First Announcement
Netv Company, New Idea
World

Wide Pictures, Inc.

Players: Robert Armstrong, William
Boyd, Junior Coghlan, Alan Hale, Carol
Lombard, Eddie Quillan, Stanley Smith,
Margaretta Tut fie, Lou Ayres, Jeanette
Loff, Russell Gleason, Gladys MeConnell,
Marion Nixon.
Directors: Spencer Bennett, Tay Gamett,
Howard Higgin, Willis Goldbeck, Paul
Stein, Benjamin Glazer, Edmund Goulding.
Writers: William Couselmau, Horace
Jackson, Paul Gangelin, .Jack Jungmeyer,
George Dromgold, Peggy Prior, Elliott
Clawson, Dudley Murphy, Pierre Gendron,
Neil Brant, Scott Darling, Scott Littleton,
Anthony Brown.

United Artists
Players: Mary Pickford, Doughis Fairhanks, Charles Chaplin, Gloria Swanson,
Dolores Del Rio, Norma Talmadge, Ronald
Colman, Vilma Banky, Lupe Velez, Camilla
Horn, Walter Byron, Lily Damita, Gilbert
Roland, Mona Rico, Don Alvarado.
Directors: Ernst Lubitsch, Eric Von Stroheim, Sam Taylor, Allan Dawn, Edwin
Carewe, Herbert Brenon, Alan Crosland,
Henry King, Rex Ingram.
Writers : Hans Kraly, George Marion, Jr.,
C. Gardner Sullivan.

Universal
Players: Elsie Allen, Aristi Elene, John
Boles, Kathryn Crawford, Reginald Denny,
Dorothy Gulliver, Otis Harlan, Jean Hersholt, Peggy Howard, Merna Kennedy,
Barbara Kent, Beth Laemmle, Arthur Lake,
Laura LaPlante, George Lewis, Fred
Maekaye, Mary Nolan, Mary Philbin, Eddie
Phillips, Churchill Ross, Benny Rubin,
Joseph Sehildkraut, Glenn Tryon, Conrad
Veidt.
Directors: William Craft, Paul Fejos,
Ernst Laemmle, Paul Leni, Friedrick Neubauer, Harry Pollard, Wesley Ruggles, Edward Sloman, Raymond Taylor, William
Writers: Benny Rubin, Richard H. Smith,
Wyler.
Earle Sucll.

Christie
Players: Billy Dooley, Jack Duffy, Bobby
Vernon, Billy Engle, Eddie Barry, Frances
Lee, Douglas McLean.
Directors: Neal Brown, Eddie Baker,
Wm. Holland, Walter Graham.
Writers: Alfred A. Cohn, Heine Conklin,
Robert Hill.

Educational
Players: Lupino Lane. Dorothy Dwan,
Big Boy, Jen-y Drew, Wallace Lupino,
Monty Collins, Estelle Bradley, Robert
Graves.
Directors: Chas. Lamont, Stephen Roberts, Jules White.

F.B.O.

Players: Tom Mix, Bob Steele, Buzz Barton, Frankie DaiTO, Martha Sleeper, Tom
Directors: Ralph Ince, Lynn Shores, Bert
Tyler.
Glenuon, Bob De Lacy.
Nc' Writers.

Roach

Players: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Ed
Kennedy,
Charlie
Chase,McGowan,
''Our Gang."
Directors:
Robert
Anthony
Mack, Lew Foster, James Home, Hal Yates.

Columbia
Player: Dorothy Revier.
Writers:
Dorothy
Howell,
Green.
Director: Frank Copra.

Howard

J.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of ''Sound" Pictures

Otterson

Answers

Tells Exhibitors How
Installation Problems
May Possibly Be Solved
{Ciiiilinui-il jrom f.i;i,- 1«U)

Tells of

Questions

Pa. Supreme Court Reserves Decision
In Talkie Censorship Case
APPEALS from the conflicting decisions of two branches of the Common Pleas Court in Philadelphia as to the right of the Pennsylvania State Board of Motion Picture Censors to have supervision

wherever ]>ossible reduce its cost without
auy imixiirmcnt of its quality. When these
things shall be an accomplishetl fact I cannot say because I am no pro]>het, but I
fancy that the solution of the problem of
equijiinent for the small theatre will come
out ()f our experience rather th;in out of the
experience of others.

over the subject matter of the spoken part of sound pictui'es, were argued
before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Philadelphia on December 4,
The upper court reserved decision. Upon its ultimate ruling will depend
whether Governor Fisher will have introduced in the coming session of
the State Legislature a law with the administration backing to give the
censors supervision over the talkies.
During the appeals from the conflicting decisions of the lower courts.

Interchangeability

Coinciilental with the answerini;' of thcM'
questions, and ]>robably insjnred by them,
Mr. Otterson released a general inten'iew
largely covering those questions, and at the
same time he took occasion to go further
into the question of interchangeability,
without rendering a definite answer. Regarding interchangeability Mr. Otterson
says:
"The Western Electric system of recording and re]n-oducing sound represents seven
years of laboratory development. The fact
that it was the first commercially successful
system ever developed quite naturally made
us jealous of the results which, in conjunction witli our licensee producers, we have
secured; and in the contracts whicli we
entered into for the use of our equipment
in theatres we sought to protect the standard of quality in sound jjictures which we
had estalilishcd. Before our system was
put on the market there had been many
unsuccessful attempts to ju'oduce talking
pictures, and all had been doomed to failure. Since our system came out there have
been a lot more offered for sale. We could
not prejudge their quality and, without the
opportunity to examine their mechanism,
we could nut .judge whether the makers had
infringed any of the patents which we took
out to protect our own designs. But it is
significant, I think, that the chief argument
of these competitive devices which are now
advertised is that they are interchangeable

Sound

Justice Simpson said: "It's the combination of the words spoken with
the pictures that makes the picture objectionable if the words are."
with

the

Western

Electric

device.

may or that
may our
not system
be true.willW^ebehave
no "This
expectation
the
only one theatres can install, nor are we
spending very much time to send out experts to test the results of each new installation of another device as it is made,
or even to examine the equipment for patent
infringement. Having, a common interest
with the producers who have adopted our
system, we are asking their judgment of
the quality of the reproducing in each instance where they have the opportunity to
book a sound picture for showing on other
than Western Electric machines. We are
inclined to believe that many of the systems now being offered for sale on the basis
of studio demonstrations will not stand the
test of operation in a theatre.

Inferior Systems

Will Fail

"Some of the trade press have expressed
surprise because we have not taken a more
aggressive attitude in seeking to shut down
these shows on other equipment as fast as

they have bobbefl up in various parts of the
country. May I say in reply to that, as I
have said before, that our policy in this
industry is not one of aggression; we are
not trying "to stamp out competition
wherever it shows its head"; we are not
playing a "dog-in-the-manger" game; we
are devoting all of our resources to what
we conceive to be our primary job, namely,
to manufactui'e, install, and service with all
dispatch the theatres that liave shown their
confidence in us by ordering our equipment.
In the long run inferior systems will fall of
their own accord without any pressure from
us. Some already have. In the long run, if
we find other manufacturei-s invading the
field of our patents, we shall ask t je courts
to see that our rights are resijected, but we
are not out trying to pick a quarrel. We
are trying, rather, to meet to the best of
oxn- ability the obligations to serve the business of talking pictm-es, in the success of
which we, and the great producers who are
aligned with us, have such a tremendous

General Pictures
for Theatre Ins
s sDep't
zeion
talnilat
Orga
stake."

Pathe Sound News to
Be Released Weekly
be
THE Pathe Sound News will
issued weekly, beginning February 3rd. Since its debut on November 11, the sound newsreel has
been released bi-monthly. RCA is now
preparing additional equipment, including cameras, camions, etc, and they
will be ready early in the new year. A
complete system of branch offices for
sound news gathering will be established throughout the country and in
Europe, it is said.

A SALES force for the distribution of
theatre installations in every part of
the country has been organized by General
Pictures Corporation, owner of the DeForest Phonofilm systems of projection and
recording. The depai-fment began active
work this week and manufacturing facilities for the projector have been an-anged
on an expanding basis to admit deliveries
in short time.
Manufacturing facilities in the Middle
West have been acquired by the Corporation and they will be in operation by the
first of next year, it is thought.
The east-

crn factory has been increased to a larger
capacity, a night shift having been added
on December 10. The eastern factory will
be devoted to filling orders that have already been received. The factory routine
can be trebled within four weeks, it is said.
Installation supervisors are being trained
at the eastern factory so that a crew of
them will be available for each territory
to take care of installations, and to train
projectionists in the operation of the machines. There will be no regular servicing
of the installations, it is said.
(Continued on page 1811)
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Two Sound Recording Systems
Means Wastage, Says Powers
CAT.TiTVf} the elimination of two different systems of sound recording and the
adoption of either one method of recording
or the other as necessities of prime importance, P. A. Powers, of Powers Cinephone,
this week characterized the continuance of
the two sound recordings systems as a wastage of millions of dollars. Standardization,
he says, is a matter of common sense.
The present condition in the industry in
which studios and exhibitors have the choice
of sound-on-film and disc methods is one
of duplication of effort, confusion and uncertainty, declares 3Ir. Powers. "Thousands are being lost by the distributors
through double physical handling and the
limitations of wired houses," he said.
Standardization would eliminate many of
the evils, he claimed.
"I am convinced," says Mr. Powers,
"that the system of recording sound on
the fihu will be the ultimate standard
adopted by the picture producers.
Many

economic reasons and features of efficiency favor the sound-on-film system. Synchronism cannot be lost in pictures synchronized bythe sound track method. They
call for single shipments, they save the
extra can-ying charges called for by the
disc system and are saving in valuable storage space.
"From the exhibitor's angle, sound-oniilm pictures are easier to handle and more
certain of satisfactory showing. They
eliminate the uncertainty of the human
element required in handling discs, the
adjustment and operation of the turntables,
replacing of needles, etc. Once the soundon-film picture is threaded into the machine, its projection and sound reprodutt
tion is entirely automatic and perfectly
synchronous."
Sir. Powers' company manufactures and
distributes sound devices employing both
methods of sound recording and reproduction.

Sol Lesser Forms Company
Make Talkies
np HE Lesser- Warner Producing Corpora* tion. formed by Sol Lesser, is entering the film business to produce sound and
talking pictures for theatres, the home and
churches. Mr. Le-sser, who is president of
the corporation, is re-entering the industry
after an absence of several years. Other
executives of the organization are: Franklyn TVaruer, vice-president ; Richard F.
Bailey, secretary, and Mike Rosenberg,
treasurer. Offices of the company will be in
New York and Los Angeles and production
plants will be located in the former city
and in the San Fernando Valley in Cal.
The construction studio in California to
cost .$500,000, is now being supervised by
Mj. Lesser. The plant in New York is expected to be in operation shortly. It will
be supervised by Mike Rosenberg, who will
have charge of eastern production. Broadway stage players, who will be engaged by
the Lesser-Warner Company, will work at
the New York plant, it is planned. The
Bristol recording and sound device will be
used by the company.
Mr. Lesser plans the manufacturing and
mai'keting of a talking picture outfit for
home use. A combination phonogi-aph and

Lesser will offer, will be "picturized" religious entertainments for churches of all
denominations.
In the policy of furnishing subjects in
sound for the theatres, the company will
place a number of legitimate stars who are
now appearing in a number of New York
plays. For the producing of short subjects,
the services of actors in vaudeville and

Musicians Fight Talkie
In Canada and U. S.

M

USICLiNS both in the United
States and Canada are preparing
for a conflict with the talkies.
The union musicians of Springfield,
Mo., have announced that they would
declare a strike against the Gillioz
Theatre unless the large orchestra was
reinstated.
In Canada newspaper editors of Canadian dailies have been solicited by
Joseph N. Weber, of New York, president of the American Federation of
Musicians, to take sides in "the threat
to substitute mechanized music in the
theatres."
ture is "Singapore Sal," by Charles Weinberg', Billy Stone and Al Koppell, and is
published by the Foster Music Company.
.Jacques Gruenberg is composing a lullaby
for one of the sequences. Other music has
been composed by Zuro and Francis Gromon.
Carnival and circus music forms the
"audible atmosphere" for "The Spieler,"
"Your song.
Heart Looks Into Mine" is the
theme

Wilcox
to Make
"Wolves"
into "Fog"
Talkies and
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture News}

Hollywood, Dec, 12. — Tiie first of the two
talkers which Herbert Wilcox will make
for British and Dominions Film Corporation, Ltd., at the Metropolitan sound
studios,
will beas ana legitimate
adaptation play
of "Fog,"
which apeared
in New
York last season. The second is ' ' The
Wolves," which has run successfully in
London
as apen
legitimate
"Fog"of
is from the
of John attraction.
Willard, author
"The Cat and the Canary."
Marshall Neilan will direct both. Recent

musical
corned}', will be placed under contract.

reports that both productions will be released through World Wide Pictures are
denied by Mr. Wilcox, who states that no
definite release medium has been arranged
as yet.

Pathe Begins Synchronizing
"Sal" and "Spieler"

Sonora-Bristolphone on Air
Every Wednesday

Recording of the musical synchronizations
of "Sal of Singapore" and "The Spieler"
was begun this week by Pathe at the Sound
Studios in New York City, Josiah Zuro and
his orchestra rendering the music. South

An hour of radio entertainment will l)e
given over Station WGBS every Wednesday by the Sonora-Bristolphone Company,
ilike Simmons, Sonora-Bristolphone publicist and for two years a movie lecturer oveiStation WPCH, has contracted for the hour.
The first of the series is set feu- December 12, with Ernest Maas, production su))ervisor, and Freclericka Sagor, scenarist,

American tunes predominate in ' ' Sal of
Singapore. ' ' The ' ' theme song ' ' of the pic-

QualitoXe
Samuel

News

to

movie device, records and film whic4i
will be sold as one transaction, both pieces
to be fitted into a cabinet machine, the
operator of which will be able to see the
artist in synchronized movement with the
sound, it is said, -inother innovation Mr.

Watch for News of
c/ne

Picture

j/ojce of we
Freedman,

Hollywood,

Screen
Calif.

contributing a triologue ou "Sound

in the

Harry Revier to Produce
10 Cinephone Subjects
Ten "cincoral" fantasies, with subject
Movies.''
matter adapted from literary works of a
fantastic character or to be picturizations
of well known mythological tales, will be
produced by Harry Revier for Powers Cinephone. Stage players with screen experience will make up the cast of the productions, for which tlieme songs are planned.

Pc
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Paramount's
"Whole Shows" and
24 Silent Versions
In 1929 Program
WING a two-year period of reFOLLO
seareh in the sound pieture tield
Paramount has announced a definite
si'hednle of talking, singing and synchronized pictures for release between Jan. 1 anil
July ]. 1929.
In a statement by .Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of the company, accompanying the announcement, is dwelt ujwn the
fact that Paramount has assembled a complete plant for the production of sound pictures, procured the best available technical
statt and that after rigid tests had been
made of their own stars and players it had
been found that a majority of their voices
were suitable for recording purposes.
Contracts have also been signed with
Jeanne Eagels, Eddie Cantor, 0. P. Heggic,
Claudette Colbert, Walter Huslcn, Ruth
Chatterton, the Four ilar.x Brothers and
Edward Robinson, all well known players
of the legitimate stage. George Abbot.
Robert Milton, Joseph Santley, -Iidin Cromwell and Edwin Knopf, the Charles Froliman producing company under the direction
of Gilbert ]\Iiller, have also been enlisted
to lend aid to the organization.
To proceed with the Lasky statement :
"Following is the list of talking pictures which will be relea.sed starting the
first day of the new year. There will be 22
all-star all-talking feature pictures and 17
full length productions which will have
talking and singing in addition to a synchronized features
music score. will
Appro.ximately
.'ill
short talking
be distributed
during that period.
"This does not mean a cessation of silent
picture production. Of th:' 39 sound pictures 24 will also have silent versions.
These, in addition to 3 pictures which will
be produced entirely in silent form, make a
total of 27 feature 1-ngth pictures which
will be available for those theatres not
equipped for sound reproduction.
"We will release a series of four units
comprising a full program with one feature
and two short feature subjects. The lirst
unit is made up of 'Interference;' a two
reel production starring Eddie Cantor in
"That Party in Person' and a one reel f - aturette in which Ruth Etting, Ziegfcid
beautj' and Columbia recording artist, sings
two popular songs.
"The second unit comprises 'The Doctor's Secret,' a 100 per cnt talking picture
based on Sir James il. Barrie 's famous
stage success 'Half an Hour.' Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner, John Lodor and Ri>bert Edeson are featured in this production
which was adapted and dirt cted by William
C. de Mille. Borah Jlinnevitch and his
Musical Rascals, a hit in the Broadway
musical smash of this season, 'Good Boy,'
is one of the two short talking features
which go with 'The Doctor's Secret;' the
other is "One Word,' a fast moving comedy
short feature produced and written by Joseph Santley and acted by a cast of Broadway celebrities.
"I'nit Xo. 3 is made up of 'The Letter,'

Sound

Picture

aclaptatiort of th ' \V. Scuuerset Maugham
siu'cess in which Jeanne Eagels is starred.
Garrett Fort furnished the adaptation, the
story was directed by .Jean de Limur. and
the production supervised by Monta B II.
Eddie Peabody and his banjo appear in one
of the short features accompanying 'The
Letter,' and the Giersdorf Sisters, wrllknown musical comedy singing stars, sing
some of the song hits of the day in the
other.
•'The fourth unit comprises 'Xight Club,'
with a cast of internationally known stars
in the cast, including such names as FanniBrice, Ann Pennington, Bobbr Arnst, Pat
Roouey and Pat Rooney, Jr., and many
others of equal prominence on the legitimate stage, and two other features, 'The
Pusher-Li-the-Face,' a two-reel comedy
adapted from the story of F. Scott Fitzgerald. Estelle Taylor"
Lester
Albn, stars
Raymimd Hitchcock
and other
Broadway
appear in tliis featurette, which was directed by Robert Florey. 'The Bishop's
Candlesticks," a novelty short feature based
on Victor Hugo's 'Les Miserables,' completes this unit. Walter Huston, of 'The
Barker,' and 'Elmer the Great,' plays the
featured role.
"We are putting forth these units to
demonstrate again Paramount 's ability to
])roduce a 'Whole Show' program.
■In addition to the foregoing we will produce 17
all-star, all-talking feature length productions as follows:
" "The Canary
Murder
Case", a Malcolm
St. Clair
production of the mystery
melodrama
by S. S. \ an
Dine.
The
cast includes
William
Powell,
Louise
. Brooks. James Hall. Jean Arthur and others.
There
also will be a silent version of this picture.
'• 'The Wolf of Wall Street", starring George Bancroft with Baclanova, Nancy Carroll and an all-star
cast. Rowland \'. Lee, the producer, has also made a
silent version of this picture based on a story of the
stock market.
" 'The Dummy*, first big all-talking comedy melofrom the Ruth
stageChatterton,
plav by Harvey
and
Harriet drama
Ford.
FredericO'Higgins
March, John
Cromwell. ZaSu Pitts, Jack Oakie. Fred Kohler, and
-Mickey Bennett appear in the cast which was directed by Robert ^iilton■* 'A Genius is Born', a drama directed by Louis
Gasnier and Edwin Knopf and featuring O. P- Heggie.
" 'The Hole in the Wall', a picturization of the play
bv Fred Jacksim. Claudette Colbert and Edward
Robinson
head the cast which was directed by Robert
Florey.
" "Close Harmony", starring Charles Rogers \
story of show business written by Elsie Janis .tnd
Gene Markey and directed by Edward
Sutherland.
" 'Nothing But the Truth', the first Richard I>i-\
all-talking picture. A picturization of the comedy suge
plav in w-hich William Collier starred.
" 'The Studio Murder', a mystery melodrama from
the Edingtons story in Photoplay.
" 'Gentlemen of the Press', an adaptation of the stage
p'av of newspaper men now playing a Broadway run.
Walter Huston has the star role in the picture supervised bv Monta Bell" 'The Woman Who Needed Killing', with Baclanova in the featured role- It is an adaptation of the
Cosmopolitan
story by Margaret
Lawrence■■ 'Through the -\igbt', an adventure romance of the
railrnriH.
.\n all-star cast will enact this story.

CA UTION!
Don't miss

Neivs

issue

"'Here Comes the Band Wagon'. starring_ Gary
Cojper and Fay Wray in a drama of Circus life. H.
L. Gates wrote the original which is running serially
in a popular magazine. A silent version will also be
produced.
■• 'The Saturday Night Kid", Gara Bow's second alltalking picture, with an all-star supporting cast. The
title and story arc tentative. The second Bow picture
also will have a silent version.
"An Adolphe Menjou starring picture with a featured
supporting
cast.form,
Story as yet untitled; it will also be
made
in silent
■"A second all-talking picture starring George Bancroft which win also have a silent version.
"The seventeen talking and singing feature productions all will be made with silent versions. They are
as follows :
"Anne Nichols' 'Abie's Irish Rose', with talking,
singing and music score.
•■ 'The Shopworn Angel", with Gary Cooper and
Nancy Carroll, directed by Richard Wallace; containing one reel of dialogue and vocal numbers by Nancy
Carroll.
" 'Innocents of Paris', first American picture starring Chevalier in a drama of Parisian life; incorporating talking sequences and songs b/ Chevalier.
" 'The Carnation Kid", an Al Christie production
starring Douglas Mac Lean. Directed by E. Mason Hopper with talking all the way through.
" "Redskin", starring Richard Dix in a Victor
Schertzingcr production. It has a synchronized music
score and technicolor through most of the picture.
■' 'Wolf Song', featuring Gary Cooper, Lupe Velez
and Louis Wolheim. A Victor F-cming production
\ ased on the novel by Harvey Fergusson. Lupe Velez
sings and a special music score has been arranged.
" 'Behind the German Lines', official picture of the
World War from the* German side filmed by Ufa.
Produced with sound effects and music score.
" 'Black Eagles', a drama of the Russian revolution
starring George Bancroft, Synchronized with music
score and sound effects.
" 'River Boat', a story of love and adventure stareffects.ring Charles Rogers. Produced with music score and
" "Homecoming", a Ufa production, with Dita Parlo
and Einar Hanson, made by Erich Poramer. Synchronized music score and effects.
" 'Two Shall Meet', an adaptation of the Owen
Davis play with Charles Rogers in the starring role.
Special music score effects.
" "Looping the Loop', a sensation in Europe. Werner
Krauss is featured with a supporting cast of wellknown names, music score and sound effects.
" 'The Man I Love', a story by Herman Mankiewicz. with Richard Arlen and Nancy Carroll in the
leadingscore.
roles. Produced -with sound se»4uenccs and
music
" 'Ellis Island", an epic of the immigrant, starring
Emil Jannings. Produced with music score and sound
effects.
Title and story may be changed lated.
•' 'Richard Di.x will make a second story with music
score and effects. Story and title to be announced at
amake
lateranother
date. production
Doug'as MacLean
alsotalking
scheduled
to
probably iswith
in the
major sequences.
'"There will be but three completely silent pictures.
'Marquis Preferred', starring Adolphe Menjou. is the
first, and the others will be based on Zane Grey
stories.
"'The Christie Film Company will produce \l twc>reel short feature with sound sequences and special
music scores. Stories, casts and directors have already
heen announced.
'"There will be 2S Paramount talking acts, comprising
15 two-reel and 13 one-reel subjects. Stars of the
calibre of Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting. Walter Huston,
etc.. and producers and directors in the class of
(leieorge
lures. Abbott A-ill appear in and produce these short
".\Ifred Weiss will make six song cartoons and
James A. Fitzpatrick Productions will produce a series
r>f one- reel musical numbers under the brand name
'Famous
Composers,'
"Last
any meansin least.
Newsin
u ill
comebuttonottheby exhibitor
soundParamount
as well as
silent form, starting in the very near future. The
'^ound trucks and staffs are ready and will soon func-

Dec. 29

of
New
Feature
Company
with a new idea
IVorld

Schedule

- -Thr Tong War', inarkin;,' :lir nrst all t ilkiny ai»pearaiicc
of wrote
Wal ace
l-'loreiicc \"i(Ior.
uel Omitz
thisBeery
story arni
of Chinatown
and itSamwas
directed
by William V\'el!man. A silent version will
be
produced.
'• 'The Wild Party', Clara Bow's first all-talking p»>
ture.
Warner
of was
'Flaming
Youth',
wrote this
story Fabian,
and theauthor
dialogue
prepared
by
John
duced. V. A. Weaver. A silent version will be pro'■ 'Darkened Rooms', a Cosmopo'itan Magazine serial
story by Sir Phillip Gibbs. directed by Josef von Sternberg. William Powell heads a big cast of stellar play-

Wide Pictures. Inc.

Subtitle— From "A Man's Man" for
.\I-G-M, titles by Joe Farnhani :
"Fine welcome! Like a ccuple of
warts on a piano player's finger!"
".\ paper once said I'd be an artist
and I've gotten as far as drawing

sodas!"
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Sound Transmitted Over Telephoto
Incorporated into M-G-M Film
THE voice and features of William Haines, speaking the words. "Is
That So?" into a microphone in Los Angeles, were transmitted hy
telephoto process to New York and the reproduction of words and
actions were incorporated by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer into its Haines picture, "Alias Jimmy Valentine," now running at the Astor.
The stunt was pulled off by M-G-M officials in cooperation with the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company and the reception of the
actors voice took only seven minutes from the coast to New York.
It was estimated by the director of the picture. Jack Conway, that the
film now appearing at the Astor could be improved by the addition of one
more talking sequence. Hence the telephotoing of the short sentence,
which was photographed in Los Angeles on sound strips or Movietone light
record, the strips being reassembled on their reception in New \ork and
then placed into the picture.

M-G-M is Working at Fullest
Capacity on Sound Schedule
LESS than six months t'oUowiiifr the linisli
of constraction on the six siumtl stages
at their studio in Culver City, Jletro-Guklwyn-Mayer are now swingeing into capacity
production on their sound and talking picture schedule.
Two productions have been fully synchronized at the present time and more
than a dozen short subjects made on the
West Coast are now being released in addition to the large number made in the Kast.
Virtually every featui'e produced by the
Culver City i)lant will contain dialogue or
natural sound synchronization, it is siiid.
A number of all-dialogue films arc now in
production.
"Broadway Melody" is the first Jf-G-M
all-talkie that will be presented to the public. Now finished, it is said to be the tirst
original musical comedy score to make its
appearance in film form. Technicolor, as
well as sound, are included in the scenes.
"Dynamite" will be the second all-talkie
of the company and will be directed by
Cecil B. DeJIil'le. Another of the talkies
scheduled for production is "The Trial of
Mary Dugan. " Bayard Veiller, author of
the play, is personally directing the screening of his work.
Willard Mack, dramatist and actor, is directing his own play, "Hunted," as a 100
per cent talkie. He will star in it himself.
Sam Wood is busy on an all-talking picture
of college, title of which has not yet been
revealed. It ^vill have sound effects with
cheering and shouting during the progress
of a football game. ]\rnsieal syru'hroniza-

NEW
tVith

Assembles
Principals
"Coquette" Cast

a nCiV

idea

Netvs^^

COMPANY
will make its First

UNCEMENT

ISSUE
OF

for

JIary Pickford has chosen her supporting
cast for "Coquette," her next production
for United Artists in which she will play
the title role and talk. The role of Michael
will be played by .Tohnny Mack Bnnvn;

FEATURE
ANNO

«(

tion and sound effects will be features of
Greta Garbo's new starring vehicle, which
will have .Javanese native dancing and
>iiiging. Marion Davies is making lier talking debut in "The Five 0 'Clock Girl,"
which Al Green will direct. "The Pagan,"
being screened by W. S. Van Dyke, will
have talking as well as natural sound effects
and a synchronized musical score.
"A Man's Man," featuring William
Haines, which has been finished, and another Haines vehicle, "The Duke Steps
Gut," now in the making, will both contain
dialogue and sound effects. The sequel to
■'Our Dancing Daughters," entitled "Our
ilodern JIaids, ' ' will have dialogue and
sound and a synchronized musical score.
So will "Hallelujah." "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey" will have talking and sound
effects, as will also ' ' The Green Ghost ' '
and "The Flying Fleet."
"The Bellamy Trial," a talking and
sound picture, and ' ' Confession, " " Casino
Gardens," "Phipps," shorts, complete the
recorded dramas. Gus Edwards' several
Colortone reviews in sound arc also among
the M-G-M sound shorts.

Hee. 29th

irorU Ifide
Pictures Inc.
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-fuhn Sainpulis will Ijc Dr. Bezant; J(jhn
Gales, Stanley Wentworth; George Irving.
Mr. Wentworth; William .Janney, Jimmy
Besant; Louise Beavers, Julia. Each of the
players with the exception of Brown has
had wide stage experience and Miss Pickford herself was a Belasco star before her
entry into the films.

Goulding Completes First
Talk Film for Pathe
Dialogue sequences for his forthcoming
production for Pathe have been completed
by Edmund Goulding, director who was
signed recentl.y by Pathe as an executive
of the sound division supervised by Benjamin Glazer.
In a series of voice tests conducted by
Goulding, Carol Lombard and other players have emerged as promising talent for
dialogue films. Goulding 's experience with
talking liluiis is extended, he having conducted Movietone tests for Fox. Only recently he MTOte and directed talk sequences
for "The Bellamy Trial."

"Melophone"
Is Seattle's
Newest Sound Device
The "Melophone," newest instrument in
the sound field, was introduced to Seattle
showmen last week by George Endert, former Paramount manager, and William
Drummond, former film representative, who
together have perfected the insti-ument and
are distributing it to the snuiU town houses
that cannot afford expensive equipment and
film rental for sound pictures. They have
opened offices of the Melophone Talking
Picture Company of America in the Securities Building, Seattle.

George

Jessel Completes
"Lucky
Boy"

"Lucky Boy," George Jessel 's first singing and talking feature screen vehicle, has
been completed in New York by TitfanyStahl under the stipervision of Kndolph
Flothow. Jessel sings five songs and talks
practicallv through the entire length of the
picture, it is said. L. Wolf Gilbert and
Abel Baer wrote "My Mother's Eyes" as
the theme song. The musical score is now
being written by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld.

"Say It With Music" Will
Be Made in Holl>'wood
"Say It With Music," the forthcon\ing
United .-Vrtists vehicle for Harry Richman.
on which production has been postponetl
until the early sunnner, will be made in
Hollywood and not in New York. Production is scheduled to begin after the current
stage run in New York of "George White's
Scandals," in which Richman stars.

Synchronized
"Captain
Swagger" at Strand

Pathe 's synchronized version of "Captain Swagger" is going into the Mark
Strand, New York, on December 22 as the
feature attraction for Christmas week. The
film stars Rod La R()c<iue and has Sue
Carol in the girl role. >Iusical and sound
recording was supervised by .Tosiali Zuro.

/',■
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1 Talkie, 9 Silents Set
by Educational
A

TALKIE and nine silent short
subjects, not including the eight
issues of the Kinograms newsreel, are scheduled for release during
January by Educational.
The sound short is *"The Old Barn"
and is the second of the Mack Sennett
comedies in sound and dialogue that
this company is releasing. The silent
pictures include five two-reelers, four
one-reelers or novelties.
Lupino Lane stars in "Only Me." in
which every principal character is portrayed by the comedian himself. Reed
Howes is seen in "The Air Derby." the
third of the two-reel aviation subjects
which the company is releasing under
the classification of "Russ Farrell.
.Aviator" films. Jerry Drew is featured
in "Beauties Beware" and Wallace
Lupino is the stellar player in "Husbands Must Pay.' (ieorge Davis is seen
in a new Mermaid comedy, "Going
Places."
The first of the two-reel comedies is
"What a Trip," the second "Dumb —
and How." Vernon Dent is featured
in the first and Eva Thatcher and others in the second. "Walking Fish" is
the title of a new "Our World Today"
Magazine issue. A new and untitled
Hodge-Podge reel completes the shorts.

General

Pictures
Form
Sales Force

{Conthincd from page 1807)
Arrangements are being made l)y General Pictures Corporation for a plan whicli
will admit the production abroad of pictures suitable to the American market by
use of the DeForest system of recording.
For this purpose an executive of General
Pictures sailed for Europe last week. British Talking Pictures, Ltd., owner of the
Phonofilm device for England, has already
made several shorts and features under thipolicy and General Pictures intends to release these pictures in America in the near
future.
The DePorest Phonofilm recording apparatus is said to be installed in studios in
Australia, Spain and Argentina. Installations of the apparatus will be extended t,i
other countries.
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Universal
Now

Talkie
Under

TAI.VLUIU'E and sound sequenei's are be•*— ' ing made at the Univei-sal City studio
for 22 Universal features of which the
silent scenes have been completed. The two
new sound-proof stages at the Universal
plant were formally inaugurated by Carl
Laenimle, president of Universal, and initial work was immediately started on the
.$5,0(1(1.000 talking program which the company has announced. The Movietone process is being employed.
The stages are being used both day and
night, a double shift working to complete
the program as quickly as possilile. During
the day sei|uences are recorded for "The
Cohens and the Kellys in .\tlantic City"
and "Give and Take" and at night the
stages are occupied by "The Port of
Dreams" and "The Last Warning" units.
Additional films which will be synchronize*] before the end of the year include
' ■ The .Shakedown, " "It Can Be Done, ' '
"Red Hot Speed," "The Girl on the
Barge." "Man, Woman and Wife," "Clear
the Decks." and "His Lucky Day." It is
jilanned to make English, French and German dialogue versions of "Erik the Great."
The production staff of Universal
will

Columbia

Filmtone, in conjunction with Rayart
Pictures Corporation, is planning to send
out a large number of road show organizations within the next two weeks with a unit
attraction to be shown in houses that are
not wired for sound films.
Five talking and singing novelty acts
have b: en completed to be sh.iwn with the
first Rayart dialogue feature. "Should a
Girl Marry?" These will make up an entire evening's program. The five acts are,
•'The Overture of 1S12," by the Filmtone
Harmonists; Val and Ernie Stanton, "The
Two English Boys from America ; " " The
Dancing Colleens," with Erin Tap Dancers;" "At the Xigbt Club," with Shaw's
Hawaiians, and The Radio Franks, singing
popular songs.

be concentrated iin ^lovii'tone work for
the next few weeks. Nine 100 per cent dialogue films will {JO into production shortly as
well as a program of short sub.iects. Three
of the features, "Broadway," "The Shannons of Broadway," and "The Climax,"
will have dialogue from the stage productions from which they are adapted. Additional all-talkies will be "A Bargain in the
Kremlin," to star .loseph Schildkraut;
"The Minstrel Show," to star Eddie Leonard; "The King of Jazz," to star Paul
Whiteman; "Collegiate," with the same
cast as the "Collegians" shorts; and "The
Play Goes On." Talking vehicles are also
being prepared for Benny Rubin and Pat
Rooney, who will each star in a series.
Musical scores and theme songs for various features are being written by .loseph
.sal.
Cherniavskv, musical director for UniverWhen the Movietone productions have
been completed, Universal will then adhere
to the regular schedule of production which
calls for about 7.5 per cent sound pictures
and the rest silent. All talking pictures will
have silent versions, it is announced.

Launching
Program
of Six Talkies

TALKING picture plans, comprising six
productions to be made from well
known stories or stage plays, are being
launched this week by Columbia Pictures.
The six will join "Sulimarine, " the company's only sound picture now before the
public. Like "Submarine" they will have
full sound effects and musical scores as
well as dialogue.
The productions ai-e "The Younger Generation," "The Donovan Affair," "The
Fall of Eve," "Father Love," "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter" and "A Broadway
Hoofer." Of these "The Younger Generation" and "The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
have already been completed. The remainder are either in work or in preparation.
"The Younger Generation" is derived
from the stage play by Fannie Hurst, "It

Rayart
Roadshows Ready
for Unwired Houses

Program
Way

"Response Meter"Tried
Out at Preview
nce reacup on
NG
CHECKItion
by means
of audie
"response meter" is a new method of gauging
the strength of a picture. Sound engineers from the Paramount studio
fried out the device at a preview or
"prehearing" of "The Dummy," an alltalkie. They installed microphones
throughout the theatre where the
showing was being held, the microphone being connected to a sensitive
meter in the projection room. The response of the fans to various scenes
was indicated by the meter and in this
r
manne Paramount editors and cutters
were able to determine what situations
procured the loudest response and the
longest.

is to Laugh." Its cast includes Jean Hersholt, Lina Basquette, Rosa Rosanova and
Ricardo Cortez.
Bert Lytell, who is now acting, on' the
stage and who played a part in "On Trial."
the Vitaphoned stage play, ;.will talk in
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter. "^Tliis adap
tation of a Louis Joseph Vance story will
have Gertrude Olmstead opposite the star.
"The Donovan Affair," adapted for the
screen from the stage play of that name,
will present Jack Holt for the first time in
a speaking screen role. Johnnie Grey is
now working on the dialogue and screen
continuity.
Frank Capra will soon begin
directing.
Another stage play, this time by John
Emerson and Anita Loos; is "The Fall of
Eve," in which Columbia will offer sophisticated dialogue in a setting of the French
farce type. The east for this production
has not yet been announced.
Two

prominent male star* will be announced shortly for the chief rivles in

"Father Love.''
"The Broadway Hoofer," the last of
the Columbia talk films, will have music
sound and talk effects inteqireting a story
of vaudeville and backstage life.

New Sound Device Being
Marketed In Portland
Art Kolstad and associates interested in
the Kolstadphone, his sound invention, are
reported as having made fast progress during the past week and are now marketing
the device. Installations have already been
made in Hood River and at the Selhvood
and Oregon Theatres in Portland, Ore.
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Her neuesl picture — Fiimiif Brice, stti^e
comedienne who^e "U> Man" her first
screen effort, will make its debut with
laughter and music at the Warner Theatre in Netc York next week

A famous playwright—His "Letter" made into a talkie by
Jeanne Eagels, his "^ Sacred
F/nnie" playing
in A'.
[f .
Somerset
Maugham
hasV.,been
engaged by Pathe to tvrite the
story for Inn vehicle
Claire's first talkie

Just bejorf snm*' iiftiim pops loose — Bob Steele acting before
the camera
for a scene in his netvest a:hle,^ic produc.ion,
"Laughing at Death" iFBO).
I irgil Miller is the cameraman
while B allace Fox, the director, can he seen at the right

The Seiders return from Europe — Accompanied by Mrs. Seider, Joseph M.
Seider, the genial business manager of
the M. P. T. O. A., returned last week
on the Saturnia

//f.N 11 busy youHii man — IVhnt
nith ffroducina fo-ir diQerent
comedy brands for FBO, Larry
Darmour can say verv liitlc
time is his oicn. The series inelude "Racing Blood,'* "linrney
Google,*^ ' ^Mickey McGuire''
and ^*Toots and Casper"

r Ic tH r c

A former vaudevillian — Johnny Burke,
Mack Sennett's netc funster, is an effective performer both in pantomime and
the spoken
"Thecurrent
Lion's release
Roar"
Sennett word
talkiein and
from Educational

Paramount players on dedicatory program of netv radio
— If hen the I^os Angeles Evening .\ews station went on
for the first time James Hall. Charles i Buddy) Rogers,
Carroll and Baclmiofa. Paramount stars, ivere on hand
occasion

The do or die spirit — The unit mnkim:
' I l.r 1'irj.nn" ji>r M(,M
as they entrained from Los Angeles to take ship for the South
Seas.
Left to right: Donald Crisp, George E. Kahn, Dorothy
Jnnis and W. S. Ian Dyke

-V c K' i^

station
the air
!\ancy
for the

An enjii-able pair — Lois Wilson and
Hugh Allan present their youthful personalities in "Object — Alimony^^ a new
Columbia film. Its title is the golddigger's creed short and sweet

D c c ember
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Tabulation

Gives

Los Angeles Patrons
Indicate Preference
In Theatre Canvass
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

OD

News)

. Deo. 12.— A small maHOLLYWOOD
jority of film house patrons prefer
talkers tn silent jnetures, aecordin^;
to a canvass taken by the drama department of "The Los Ant^eles Eveninji' Herald." That publication distributed 2^9
questionnaires, asking eleven questions regarding talking and silent films. The result was 141 preferred talking pictures to
104 who would rather see silent version^.
Fourteen people failed to answer the questions or qualify their opinion so that the
Herald could tabulate.
The complete questionnaire and results
are:
Yes.
No.
1. Do vuu prefer talking picpictures ?
141
104
2. Do you want silent film-s
eliminated ?
38
215
3. Do you prefer orchestral
music to a synchronized
score 1
192
57
4. Would
you limit sound in
pictures to sound efifect
and music ?
60
173
5. Do
you
object
to parttalkics ♦
153
98
6. Is your interest increasing
in talking pictures?
165
77
7. Is your interest waning as
the novelty wears off?.. . 50
190
8. Are talkies a good enough
substitute to lessen your
going to stage plays?. ...
31
223
9 . The average number of talking pictures
seen is 6.6.
10. Voting for the most popular talking
picture actors runs: Conrad Nagcl
94; Al Jolson, 39; Lionel Barrymore,
23.
11. Voting for the most popular talking
picture actress runs: May McAvoy,
32; Dolores Costello, 39; Lois Wilson, 22.
The Next Watnpas Frolic
The next Wampas frolic will be held ir
Los Angeles and not in San Francisco as
has been reported elsewhere. The first
meeting of the Wampas Frolic Committee
held last week determined that much with
the actual place for the frolic to be set
later. At present, indications are that it
will be held in the Shrine Auditorium, with
the presentation of the thirteen Wampas

Hotel

Roosevelt,

Talkies

Carl Laemmle, Jr., an
Associate Producer
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

JERRY HOFFMAN
Western News Editor

News)

12.— Robert
Dec. manage
r of
D,genera!
Welsh,
HOLLE.YWOO
Universal City, announces the
promotion of Carl Laemmle, Jr., to the
position of associate producer at the
studio. During the past year Junior
Laemmle, as production supervisor, has
to his credit "Erik the Great," "The
Last Warning," "Lonesome," "We
Americans" and "The Collegians,"
among others. He is undoubtedly the
youngest associate producer in the industry, being but twenty-one.
Junior's first assignment as associate
producer will be the first million dollar all-talkie made by the industry,
"Broadway."
Paul Fejos is directing.
Baby Stars being the usual starring feature.
The Wampas Frolic Committee includes
Harry Beall, chairman; Sam Jacobson,
George Thomas, George Landy, Ed Perkins,
Ray Coffin, Jeff Lazarus, Hal Wallis, Tom
Engler, Pat Dowling, Louis D. Garvey, William Newberry, Oliver Garver, E. 0. Van
Pelt and Joseph Steele.
Caddo Planning 5 Features
Howard Hughes, head of Caddo Productions, is now planning five pictures to be
made next j'ear. If "Hell's Angels" is
completed early in the year, work on the
first of the five will be started immediately
after the aviation epic is wound up. Otherwise they \vill be placed into production
while "Hell's Angels" winds its men-y way
into millions. It is now working on its
third, over two million dollars having been
spent to date.
Lewis Milestone, Louis Wolheim and Ben
Lyon are still under contract to Hughes.
He plarLs to add more people to his contract
list shortly after the first of the new year.
Synchronizing
T-S leave
Ricardo
Cortez and"Life"
James for
Flood
for New York shortly to synchronize the
silent version of "Life," made in the Tiffany-Stahl studios in Hollywood. Until Tiffany-Stahl's equipment arrives, which is
scheduled for January, all the product of
that firm wil be synchronized in New York.
Sylvia Beecher Cast
Sylvia Beecher will play the feminine
lead opposite Maurice Chevalier in "Innocents of Paris." Miss Beecher was in stock

Phone

Slight

Granite 2145

Lead

to Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer last year and appeared with Tim McCoy. During the past
few months she has gained a reputation on
the legitimate stage in Los Angeles.
Stuart-Carol Teamed Again
Nick Stuart and Sue Carol will be seen
together again in "The Girl "Who Couldn't
Stop" which Lew Seiler will direct for Fox.
The story is an original by Bertram Milhauser and Beulah Marie Dix.
Marion Nixon a Pathe Star
Marion Nixon is to be placed under a
long term contract by Pathe. She ha,s been
under option since the making of "Geralweek.
dine" and the option will be taken up this
Ned Sparks in Paramount Talkie
Ned Sparks leaves for New York this
week to appear in Paramount 's motion picture version of "Nothing But the Truth,"
starring William Collier. Sparks appeared
with Collier in the original legitimate stage
version of the play. Monta Bell will direct
the talker adaptation.
Pathe Extends Contract
Although he had not appeared in one
picture during a three month optional contract period, Stanley Smith was signed for
another year by Pathe to appear in talk
films. Smith is appearing locally in a stage
production, and was signed to a three-month
optional contract by Pathe after passing
voice tract
and following.
screen test, with long term conParamount Exercises Options
Paramount exercised options on contracts
of Florence Ryerson and Viola Brothers
Shore, scenario writers.
Contract of William N. Robson, co-author of "Genius," and one of the Yale
group from Prof. Baker's dramatic class,
was also extended for another year.
Montagu Love Gets Role
Tiffany-Stahl has signed Montagu Love
to be featured in two talkers to be produced shortly after the first of the year.
The silent versions will be made at the local studios, with talking sequences being
produced in the East.
Enroute to N. Y. for Stories
E. S. Gelsey, Pathe studios story editor,
is enroute to New York to look over the
play and story market for possible material
for Pathe 's next season program. Gelsey
returns to the coast the first of the year.
(Contimied on following pag* j . .
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Exhibitors Complain of Preview Abuse
Claim Advance Product
Is Shown by Producers
To Tide Over Flops

Hollywood

Dotty Jottings

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Deeemher 12.— Pre,
HOLLYWOOD
views of forthcoming releases are
Ijeing used by producers to bolster
up gi'osses in neighborhood tlieatres
throughout Southern California on their
own product already released. This is another phase of "preview abuses" pointed
out by local exhibitors.
They claim producers do not seek bouses
for preview purposes with the legitimate
desire to secure audience reaction. In sub.stantiation of this exhibitor,s state that in
nine eases out of ten, a preview is held in
a theatre playing a release from the company de&ii'ing to preview. The added business brought by the preview is naturally
credited to the gross made by the feature
booked into the house through regular channels.
The exhibitors ' attitude is that producers
only hurt themselves by not shopping for
various types of audiences to secure preview reaction. Rarely will they submit a
preview of a filra to a house playing another
company's picture at the time.
Meanwhile the "fake preview" evil continues unabated in Los Angeles and envii-ons. This consists of independently made
productions, some even eight yeai-s old,
which have no release medium in this ten'itoi-y. Independent exhibitors pay rentals
of from $5 to $10 a night for such features
and advertise them only as "previews."
There are a number of such productions
which have been sold for "preview" purposes several hundred times to various theatres during the past few years.

Many Film Stars Respond
to Call of Footlights
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 12. — The invasion of
motion pictures by stage players as a
result of talkies now seems to have resulted in a policy of reciprocity with a
large number of screen players being made
offers from the legitimate stage, llany filra
names have already invaded vaudeville, but
the entrance of screen personalities to the
legitimate field has never been emphasized
as much as recently.
The film colony members made their first
attack on Hollywood and Los Angeles theatres and now are reaching out to New
York's best theatres as well. During the
past week Montagu Love and Ben Lyon received offers from various legitimate producers. Love's was to join the cast of the
new Earl Carroll show eo-starring Fanny
Brice and Leon Errol.
Film names which have appeared during
receipt weeks in Los Angeles legitimate
houses include Patsy Ruth Miller, Alice
Joyce, Owen Moore, Lawrence Grant, Lois
Wilson, Albert Gran, Virginia Valli, Lila
Lee, Helen Ferguson, Mac Busch, Barbara
Leonard, Barbara Luddy, Duane Thompson,
Pauline Garon, Leatrice Joy, Mike Donlin,
Natalie Warfield, Violet Palmer, Sylvia
Beecher and many others.

By Jerry Hoffman
THE
azvard for the prcttkst electrical dist'lay at Hollyzvood opcnincj'; goes to the
Carthay Circle for the stunts t>idlcd zcnth the
premiere of "The Barker" . . . and if there isn't
an award there should be one . . . for rarely has
aiiy one seen anything as beautiful and effective. . . In addition to the usual display of sunarcs in all colors ... a new stunt zvas a long
pipe line, zchich sent jets a}id columns of steam
into the air . . . zvhile searchlights of red. blu^,
ycllozv, green, lavender . . . colors too many to
think of played on the vapor . . . and as the
steam rose the colors dissolved into each other
. . . surrounding the theatre and streets about
it zenith myriads of rainbows. . . .
AND
Hollyzvood is becoming more Xezc
Vorkish at openings . . . last year one took
his life into his hands by ztfcaring a derby at
an opening . . . this year the derbies and even
canes . . . are permitted . . . but it remained for
Jack Warner and Darryl Zanuck to attempt the
silk opera hats . . . the " go-to-you-come-fromyou" kind . . . and nozv Jack, Darryl, Ben Lyon,
Joseph M, Schcnck, Ben Bard, Darve Butler,
and even a fezv zvriters dare zi'ear them . . . "all
were z^aliani." . . .
OXE
of those fan stories which is often m
print but rarely happens . . . Lou Ayres, a
19-year-old kid, ployed in the Montmcirte and
also sang to dance numbers . . . Paul Bern heard
him and asked him to come to ih' Pathe studio
for a test . . . Edmund Goulding made the test
zvith the boy. and gave him Jeannette Loff to
zvork opposite . . . and nozv Lou Ayres has a
five-year contract for singing and talking
"talkies" with Pathe. . . .
J.V
mentioning
"The Barker"
opening
neglected
the thousands
zuho svjoop
dozvnI
on film players in the intermission period and
after the exit for autographs . . . one kid
marched up to a red-headed player zvith a Clara
Bozv doll and asked the star to autograph the
doll . . . the sorrel-top said, "Do you zvattt me
to zvrite my name?" , . . the youngster said, "Of
course" . . . I zconder hozv the kid felt zvhen she
read . . . "Alice White" . . .
CAROL LOMBARD joins the gang of e.vMack Scnnctt bathing beauters to become
dramatic . . . she'll be Cecil B. de Mille's leading lady in "Dynamite" .. . . Clara Bozv's next.
"A Wild Party," zvill be all-taJker, and Clara
has only to be herself to be marvelous . . . that
kid is one person who doesn't have to zvorry,
because she's alzvays herself . . . Martha franklin is making talk sequences in "The Younger
Generation" for Columbia . . . Senora Lueva
tops the Quillan family of nine . . . by appearing
in Paramounl's "The Wolf-Song." with six of
her eighteen children and four of her score or
more grandchildren. . . . Earl Snell is finishing
"Companionate Troubles" in scenario form for
I'niz'cr.uil . . . zi'hich William J. Craft ztnll dercct . . . probably zvith Reginald Denny. . . .
LVPLXO LAXE is going to give Hollyzvood
a taste of old English Christmas pantomime . . . and for that purpose has leased the
Hollyzvood Music Box . . . and a forthcoming
fan magazine story, to zvhich I look forzvard
zvith great expectation, is "The Love Life of
Rex, the Dcz'il Horse" . . . zvhoal . . .

Notes

(Continned fi-oin Preceding Page)

Visitor
Walter Hutchinson, foreign representative for Pox, arrived in Hollywood for a
month's stay this week. Hutchinson is
branch manager in charge of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales for Fox. He will
gather material for distribution exploitation abroad during his visit.
M-G-M

Engages

Writer

Edwin Justice Mayer has been signed
by M-G-M to write dialogue for one feature
production. Upon completion of this work,
Mayer will go East for the opening of new
play which he authored.
Title for
fora "Heat"
M-G-M New
is looking
new release title
for "Heat," which Sidney Franklin recently directed with Greta CJarbo starred.
Perez Dialoguing "Changeling"
Upon finishing titles for silent version of
First National's "The Changeling," Paul
Perez has been assigned to write the dialogue for this production's sound sequences.
Doris Adapting
Anderson is"The
writingGenius"
adaptation and
dialogue for Paramount 's "A Genius Is
Born," which Louis Gasnier and Edward
Eoiopf will direct. B. P. Fineman will produce.
Bobby Clark in Accident
Bobby Clark of Clark and McCuUough
was temporarily laid up last week as the
result of being struck on the head with a
windmill paddle at Fox Hills. He and his
partner were working in a Movietone short
when the accident occurred.
"Dancing Daughters" Sequel
"Our Modern Maidens" will be the title
of M-G-M 's secjuel to ' ' Our Dancing Daughters" instead of "The Brass Band." The
picture will serve as Joan Crawford's first
stari-ing vehicle.
The title "The Brass Band" is being kept
by M-G-M for another production which
will be made in musical comedy style.
Little Billy in Talkie
Little Billy, vaudeville and musical comedy star, will make the first all-talking picture in which a midget appears. It will be
a two-reel Vitaphone subject called "The
Flaming Youth."
Oakie's Option Renewed
Jack Oakie's option has been taken up by
Paramount. One of his most important
roles on the new schedule will be the lead
in "Burlesque."
Russian

Stories on U. A. Program

"The Shot," by Alexander Pushkin, and
"Taras Bulba," Ijy Nikolai Gogel, are two
productions that will be included on United
Artists' i)rograra for next year. Both are
foreign stories and will be directed by Lewis
Milestone. Both stories are being adapted
from the Russian classics.
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Opinions on Pictures
Three Week Ends
.4 Glynnish Bote Tied Deftly — Makes
a Pleasing Tid-Bit
(Keviewed by George J. Reddy)
A

PLEASING little moi-sel, sort of lig:ht
on the story Imt easy on the eyes is

this vehicle for the "it" girl. Conceived
by Elinor Glyn, the film presents the romance of a tiery cal)aret dancer, neatly
spiced with hnmorous incident, and covered over witli a tyi)ical Glynnish coating.
The usual heavy sex cl-ment of the Glyn
creations is missing on this occasion, l)ut
Clara Bow, with the assistance of a capable
cast of players, has turned out a snappy
enough number to tease the palates of fans.
There is no question, regarding this one
being a decided box-office benetit.
The kernel of this concoction of triedand-true ingredients is the extremely edible
Clara Bow, who jaunts through one of her
typical roles, flapperisb and tigerish. She
has a flaming personality, this baby, and
an adept foil in Xeil Hamilton, the young
man whom she snares. As for the plot —
what matters it? It is only necessary to

Madame 's
it is redolent
that
reportline
and, that ofit contains a
of chatter
usual
saucy, pert touch.

Yes, like the well-known brand of cigarettes, these Glyn-Bow stories satisfy, and
is no "exception. -411 hands should
the latest
enjoy
it.
Drawing Power: For all theatres, the
picture just the sort of entertainment for:
all sorts of audiences. Exploitation Angles
Exploit star and author to the limit.
THEME: Comedy drama of young cabaret dancer who captures her man.
Produced ami distributed by Paramount.

more dramatic sequences as though Edwin
Carewe, who is responsible for the production, permitted entirely too much overacting. The various characters register their
emotions too emphatically for it to be convincing. Miss Del Rio is one of the main
offenders in this direction.
The story is laid in the Carpathian Mountains and tells the tale of the temperamental girl bear tamer, who rousing the ire of
the band chief, suffers the Gypsy shame of
having her hair cut off by him. She swears
revenge, but is made captive by him, suffers further humiliations and eventually
falls in love with him. It is quite implausible in many of its details. The synchronized
score is effective and the sound effects well
executed. There is no dialogue in the story.
Dra'wing Power: Must depend principally upon the title and star. The story is
rather weak, though well set and has splendid photogra]ihy.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the star,
the unusual story and the wonderful scenic
shots.
THEME: Gypsy drama in which untamable girl of many moods is finally conquered by the handsome young leader of
the outlaw band.
Produced and distributed by United
Artists. Length, 6541 feet. Released Nov.
3, 19'28. An Edwin Carewe production.
Screen play by Fenis Fox.
THE
Rascha
Costa
Itinka
lurga
'Tina
Stefan
Jancu
Leana
It. De

CAST
Dolores Del Rio
James
Marcus
Sophia Ortiga
Leroy
Mason
Rita Carewe
Jose
Crespo

Jorga

Sam .\ppel
Marta
Golden
Jesse Gavin

Released, December, 192S. Length, .J,9(i'i
feet. Author, Elinor Glyn. Director, Clarence Badger.
THE

Gladys O'Brien
James GorJen
Turner
Miss Witherspoon
Mrs. Witherspoon
Turner's Secretary
Ma O'Brien

Pa O'Brien

(^3rtgt.

CAST

• ■ ■■C\Y' B""
Ne.l Hamilton
"^"'.^""o ^""^
. .Luc.lle Powers
Julia Swayne Gordon
■J^':^ Pjymon.l
Edythe Chapman

-

•,•.:•;,■'"''•
S^'r,"
>\illiam Holden

Revenge
Unusual Story, Well Set
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
DOLORES DEL KIO is starred in this
tale of Gypsy life and lore, which tells
an unusual story if not a particularly appealing one. Miss Del Kio is the Gypsy girl
of passion, untamable and one of many
moods, but eventually she is tamed by a
G>lJsy bandit in a manner not calculated to
win much sympathy for either.
Were it not for some unusual photography the production would he somewhat
flat. It has some beautiful scenic shots and
is attractive throughout for its beaiftiful
settings. Perhaps it is natural for these
Gypsies to be over-emphatic in their expressions ofemotions, but it does seem in the

"Wives Don't Weaken"
(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

entirely competent vehicle for the talents
of Jerry Drew is this n^w Ideal comedy,
with its easy flow of gags and breezv . dapper
action from its star. Estelle Bradley plays in
the leading feminine role.
\X

a yen for girls. He considers himhas smart
Jerry
looking fellow, equipped with
self a right
all the necessary masculine charms with which
to captivate his lady friends. An entirely likable chap his maneuvers among the fair ones
does not please the jealous boy friends of his
many loves. In other words. Drew is a Lothario,
gay and rollicking.
On board ship, in a stateroom with friend
wife, he proceeds to get himself into one whirl
of trouble after another, and in the course of his
adventures is found several times in the arms of
the fair Estelle, which fact is not appreciated
by her bulk\' husband.
Things clip along snappily, lots of pretty
girls making their entrances and exists, and
Drew is the center of feminine attention and
the object of laughter. He has an ease to his
plav acting and a gentleness in his pantomime.
His silk hat type of fun is good for a bounteous
supply of laughter in this subject.

Show
Mot Much

Folks
Strength in Story

(Reviewed by Raymond Canly)
'T'HE Hollywood scribes have fastened
A upon another theme — that of the
hoofer and his woes — and will soon exhaust
whatever possibilities it may have. Numerous recent offerings have dealt with life as
it is lived behind the footlights and this
Pathe
story. release is just another account in
the same vein. Its faults outnumber its virtues, particularly shabby is the tissue-paper
The dialogue sequences are good and the
sound effects and musical score boost it.
Eddie Quillan displays a warm and youthful sincerity; he is a hoofer. Opposite him
is Lina Basquette; she does not shine
brightly in her many scenes, except in one
instance wherein she shows her talent for
dancing. Robert Armstrong is most subdued as a semi-villain; he hides his vigorous
masculinity behind a mask of restraint.
These three make up the trio who bear the
brunt of the talking scenes, although Bessie
Barriscale (returning to the screen after a
long absence) speaks effectively in a short
sequence.
These good attributes prop the story up,
and needs propping inasmuch as it is
mighty slim and well nigh transparent. The
only drawback with Quillan is that he appears too youthful and Armstrong seems
not exactly suited for his role of lounge
lizard. The plight of the hoofer, ivho
through a swelled head and obstinacy, is
driving awaj' the girl he loves, does not
grip the onlooker and the scenes of misunderstanding are lukewarm in spots.
It is a pretentious offering, which does
not fulfill the possibilities it holds out. It
has been produced with taste.
Drawing Power: A fair bet, because it is
the first vehicle of a new star and because
of
the constant stream of "show
stories.
Exploitation Angles:

Play

up

folk"
Eddie

Quillan, Pathe 's new star; Lina Basquette,
ex-Follies girl; Robert Armstrong, stage
star, and Bessie Barriscale, who is making
a comeback. Its theme of dancing entertainers admits of theatrical tie-ups.
THEME: Drama of a young hoofer, who
suffers from an enlarged head. His piggishness almost drives his girl away from him,
but when he is going on
a single, she helps him
threatened with failure.
united, the girl forsaking
producer after her.

in "big time" in
out when he is
They become rethe big theatrical

Produced and distributed liv Pathe. Released, October '21, 192S. Length, fi reels.
Story, Philip Dunning. Adaptation, -Jack
.lungmeyer and Geo. Dromgold. Director,
Paul L. 'stein.

THE
K.ldie
ClpQ
j^j^jj ".'.'..".'.".
Owens ".*'.".'.'.'.

j^inv

C.\ST

^•i'^'' Qui'la"
Lina Basquette
Carol
Lombard
Robert Armstrong
Bessie Barriscale
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The Barker
Entertaining and Well Acted
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
T^HIS one ranks well up at the head of
* the list with the best of the talkies
made to date. It holds the interest and is
thoroughly entertaining from start to finish.
The directing is exceptionally good and the
acting about all that could be desired.
George Fitzmaurice injected some splendid
subtle touches and enough good comedy relief to add materially to the worth of the
picture.
The Barker as a stage play was a decided
hit. It is as good as a picture as it was as
a legitimate drama and it follows the original play very closely. It is bard to signal
out anyone particularly as doing better
work than anyone else. Milton Sills does
splendidly as the Barker. In the more
dramatic moments he was particularly
effective.
Dorothy Mackaill has rarely been seen to
as good advantage as in this role of the
carnival girl and young Doug Fairbanks
was perfectly east as the sap lover of this
hard-boiled girl. Surely no one did more
effective work than Betty Compson as the
dancer in love with the Barker.
As entertainment it is splendid with
many stirring climaxes and a number of
spectacular and thrilling shots. The picture
seems destined to take its place among the
very best of the year and it is doubtless in
for a long run at the Central Theatre in
New York.
Drawing Pawer: It is a picture that has
everj' ingi-edient to make it a big box-of&ce
success for those houses equipped to handle
talkies. Exploitation Angles: Adapted
from one of the season's most successful
stage plays; the carnival shots; the splendid acting and directing, and the many
thrills.
THEME: Carnival Barker in love with
dancing girl is ambitious to have his son
become a lawyer. The youth on his vacation
hops a freight, joins the carnival and weds
a dancing girl, but eventually fulfills the
ambition his father had for him.
Produced and distributed by First National. A George Fitzmaurice production.
From the stage play by Kenyon Nicholson.
Released Dec. 30, 1928. Length 7,137 feet.
THE
Nifty
MiUer
Lou
Carrie
Chris Miller
Ma Benson
Hap Spissel
Sailor West
Colonel Gowdy

CAST
.'...:

Sills
DorothyMilton
Mackaill
Betty Compson
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
Sylvia Ashton
George Cooper
John Irwin
One-Eye Connelly

Craig's Wife

A Splendid Entertainment
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganiy)
THIS picturization of George Kelly's
great play is one of the best pictures
Pathe has ever releas-d. It is adult entertainment, finely etched and unrelenting in
its adherence to logic. Human nature is reflected inthe persons of Craig's selfish helpmate and her good-natured husband. Men
and women and all married folk should enjoy the various situations in this pictured
play, so thoroughly are they pictured and
directed.
One of the r- asons that this production
satisfies is that it possesses story value. The
character of Craig's wife, around whom
lives of kin and friend revolve while she
sits selfishly in their midst, is deeply intro-

spective. The delineation of Irene Rich in
this difficult role is fine screen acting. That
f)f Warner Baxter is smooth and polished.
The work of the cast is uniformly good
even down to a small servant role plaved
by Ethel Wales.
William de Mille was confronted witli a
tough task when be started out to turn the
play, equiped vnth its scintillating dialogue, into a shadow and light creation.
But he has done sympathetically by it, intelligence being manifested in the sturdy
bite and clash of the scenes.
All in all, the spectator carries away with
him a sense of having witnessed a slice of
life, touched with some bitterness and semitragedy, but life pure and simple. When
Mrs. C^raig's world comes tumbling down
about her ears and when she is left all alone
in her great big house, one has the satisfaction of knowing that this story has not been
'* dumbed up." Sad ending and everything,
it ma}' repel a few who feebly demand all
their screen romance to be bliss and joy,
but it will draw the majority of patrons
because of its sincerity and convincing
realism.
Drawing Power: A fine film and one
which should satisfy all types of patrons.
Exploitation Angles: Mention the name
of George Kelly, whose "Showoff" has also
been filmed. Play up the cast and dwell on
the forceful characterizations.
THEME: Drama of the breach in the
Craigs married life, how the husband was
driven away by his wife's coldness and selfishness and how she, left alone and friendless, learned the bitter sting of self-centeredness.
Produced and distributed by Pathe. Released, September 16, 1928. Length, 6670
feet. Adaptation, Clara Beranger, from play
bv George Kelly. Director, William de
jiille.
THE
Mrs. Craig
Mr. Craig
Ethel
John Fredericks
Mrs. Passinore
Mr. Passmore
Miss Austen
Mrs. Frazer
Eliza
Mary

CAST
Irene Rich
Warner
Baxter
Virginia Bradford
Carroll Nye
Lilyan Tashraan
George Irving
Jane Keckley
Mabel Van Buren
Ethel Wales
Raida Rae

"What a Trip"
(Educational — One Reel)
VERNON DENT, the versatile comediaiiheavy, who turned out some fine work in
Mack Sennett productions over a period of
years, has been wisely signed up by Educational,
and is now being featured on his own in a series
of single-reel Cameo comics. Dent's individuality of characterization and screen personality, have secured him a strong place with
the fans, and his new appearance should meet
with success.
Vernon in this subject sets out on a day's fishing, accompanied by his wife and youngster, and
right off the bat things begin to happen. They
get aboard a launch that is to take them to a
fishing barge, and Vernon cautions the boy
about getting his tackle caught on the pier. His
own line has become caught in the meantime and
when the launch starts, he is yanked into the
water. A number of good laughs arc offered on
the way to the fishing boat by Jack Richardson,
in a full-dress drunk characterization, who is
also in the party. The real fun of the piece is
the action presented on the fishing barge, where
laugh gags are plenty, and climaxed by a freefor-all fish-flinging battle. Director Francis J.
Martin. A snappy enough single-reeler to top
off any program.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Only

Picture

N c tc

Me"

(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
THERE are 24 principal roles in this comedy
and each and every one of them is played
by Lupino Lane. The comedian surely must
have worked in Herculean fashion to turn out
this vehicle, and to his credit it may be sau,
that he lends a dash of individuality to the various parts he essays and they are quite distinct.
The film has its slapstick moods, but the final
result is a comedy into which has gone considerable of brains and talent. It is a genuinely good
piece of work on the part of the ex-Follies
comic.
As a drunk. Lane staggers his way into a
theatre, where to his intense surprise, everyone
looks like him. These include the ticket taker,
stage attendant, audience, orclaestra leader, actors, etc., all of whom are played by Lane. The
comedian shows convincingly that he has a different brand of humor to offer than most of his
rivals have. The idea of a one-man show is not
exactly new, but seldom, we'll bet, has it been
done with the finesse and ability of the English comic. A criticism might be advanced that
there are far too many closeups, but when you
remember that there are some two dozen characters and that there is no better medium than
the close-up with which to capture distinct mai
nerisms this criticism can be easily dispensed with.
"The Death's
Head"
(Universal — Two Reels)
{Reviewed by George J. Reddy)
THE usual outdoor atmosphere is to be seen
in this featurette starring the athletic
Westerner, Bob Curwood. The story for this
one is not so bad, carrying a little romance,
hard-riding and fighting. It will please audiences that cater to this sort of film.
Curwood as Bob Perry, has just realized his
dreams of owning a homestead, when he finds
a message on his door warning him to sell out
at a small figure to the unscrupulous Ace Dugan.
Bob dashes after the messenger, and is amazed
to overtake a girl who has fallen from her
horse and fainted. While he is getting water,
she disappears.
goesfollows.
to Dugan's
refuses
hisNext
offer day
and Bob
a fight
Bound place,
and gagged.
Bob is surprised to be released by the girl he
had chased, who tells him to get the sheriff.
Sheriff and posse finally run down the Dugan
gang, and the mystified Bob learns that
the girl is a Government agent.
"Pathe Review No. 49"
(Pathe— One Reel)
A SCREEN interview with the celebrated
novelist. Sir Phillip Gibbs, is presented as
the high-light of a very entertaining Pathe Review educational subject numbered 49. Other sequences appearing in this reel are :"Woof ! Woof !
From London," depicting the latest in dog
fashions in England; "Cliff Farmers of the
Faroe Islands," adventuring with Danish sons
of Vikings in the North Atlantic and "Where
Pirate Chiefs Hid Their Gold," an attractive
Pathe-color visualization of Rio del Dulce, lair
of the bold corsairs of the old Spanish Main. —
GEORGE J. REDDY.
"Flying One
Hoofs"
(Pathe—
Reel)
THIS rates as an average Aesop Film Fable
release, containing several clever bits of
animation that will draw forth the giggles.
Most of the pen situations of this one have
been seen before in one form or another, but
will still entertain.
Waffles, the cat has invented a mechanical
steed and enters it in the race. At the flash of
the gun, Waffles gets off to a bad start, but soon
leads the field, when the other horses stop to
dance to the band music. Racing on to the
jucfee's
Waffles
is unable
to halt
his horse.
metal
steed. Astand,
crash
follows,
and the
stand,
judge
and
Waffles
are
sent
sky-high.
—
GEO.
J.
REDDY.
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

Store

Trade

Pre-Xmas Shopping
Makes Considerable
Dent in Attendance
GENERAL prosperity wliicli was shared
by practically all Broadway htiuses over
the Thanksgiving period was somewhat
dissipated last week by reason of a horde oi
Manhattanites being considerably more occupied
with pre-Xmas shopping than anything else.
Several theatres made a very good showing but
others couldn't call last week anything but a
large-sized pain and reports up and down the
street indicate that those affected were off anywhere from 10 to 20 per cent. This week soine
exceptionally strong bills are in evidence. Ions;
run specials of the $2 grade having dropped
into the popular class for what will probabl;.mean a two-weeks' stand, and the outlook is exceedingly brighter for an evening up on last
week's dip.
The week's new arrival was "The Barker"
at the Central and it appears that this one has
A

gotten off to a good start. "Lilac Time," which
preceded this is currently in at the Strand.
Columbia's "Submarine." after a good run
at the Embassy went into the Capitol and
caught the fancy of the fans at this theatre.
Business was good all week. A synchronized
musical score has been added, also sound effects and some singing which serves to enhance
an already strong production.
After a very fair week with an all-sound program the big Roxy took one right on the chin
with "Riley the Cop" (Fox). The picture was
rated below Roxy calibre and lack of punch
in title also did its share in chalking up a rather
poor week's showing. The Paramount was below average, too, with "Someone to Love"
(Par.) about the same as several preceding
weeks. A Clara Bow picture is in the current
week and advance reports indicate that attendance will show considerable improvement.
One of the bright spots along the street was
at
Rialto War
whereis Germany's
newsreel
of the
the Great
on exhibition.
The alibi
film
was made by Ufa and claims are that the niajority of war scenes are official. A brisk
trade kept up all week and about the only way
.to figure this one is that it has a distinct appeal
to the vast German-American element in this

Famous Canadian Now
Controls 152 Theatres
US Players Canadian Corp,
FAMO
Toronto, now owns or controls
1.52 theatres in Canad'^. according
to an announcement on December 7.
The annual report of the company for
the fiscal year, which closes the end
of August, showed that the company
then had 146 theatres in the Dominion, as compared with 126 one year
previously.
The total seating capacity of the
152 theatres is given as 165,121. There
are about 950 theatres in the DominioH
all toU.

Cuts

Broadway

city. Applause always being in evidence when
von llindcnberg's picture was flashed in both
peace and war-time scenes. At the Rivoli
"Woman Disputed" called it a run and "Revenge" isnow running there. The former made
a very creditable showing for the month.
The Strand also had a good week with
"Caught in the Fog," a Warner dialogue picture and this house can share in the good news
of the week. The good business will probably
continue with "Lilac Time" current.
Most of the specials showed a drop in at-

*'Home

being reported at these houses. Warner's "On
Trial" at Warner's had a fair week and about
the same can be said for "Four Devils" at the
Gaiety. "Jimmy Valentine" at the Astor did
very well
and Tiffany's
by Contract"
also
managed
to make "Marriage
very creditable
returns
at the Colony. "Somme"
week at the Cameo.

completed its second

Towners"
Scores
Albany Showing Heavily

ALBANY. — Another all-talkie scored heav\\y in Albany during the past week when
the "Hometowners" at the Mark Strand Theatre packed the house to its utmost capacity
each night with many obliged to stand during
practically the entire second show. The picture
proved one of the most satisfactory both from
the standpoint of the patron and the box office,
of any that has played at the theatre in recent
months. Starting off w'th a capacity house on
Monday night, and followed by the sort of
newspaper criticism that sends crowds flocking
to the ticket office, the picture could perhaps
have been held for a second week. The feature
was also assisted by two Vitaphone acts and a
Movietone.
The Leland, in Albany, came within a ace of
establishing a new house record for the year
with "Submarine." This picture was well exploited and ran to capacity houses and more
throughout the week. The Clinton Square Theatre in Albany appears to be doing very well
with its double first run features, using "Virgin Lips"
and "Domestic Meddlers" last week
to full
houses.
The Mark Ritz might have done better perdid last
with card,
"Varsity,"
whichit
provedhaps than
a it
very
fair week
drawing
although
was somewhat panned by newspaper critics.
Neighborhood houses in Albany reported good
business all throughout the whole of the week.

Kansas

Grosses

tendance, some slipping considerably more than
others. "The Singing Fool" at the Winter
Garden and "Interference" at the Criterion
were up among the leaders, but little difference

City

In Troy. "The Wedding March," running
four days at the Troy Theatre, proved an absolute disappointment from the standpoint of
the box office. Opening on Saturday, it played
to only ordinary business and Sunday night was
but a trifle better. By Monday night the house
was only about one-half filled. The picture
ran four days and was followed by "Moran of
the Marines" for three days, this doing somewhat better as Richard Dix is a favorite in
Troy, while many no doubt came tu the theatre
for a glimpse of Ruth Elder, who had been in
Albany less than a year ago to receive a decoration at the State Capitol.
The Lincoln used "Mother Machree' for the
entire week and found well-filled houses as the
result. Proctor's played to packed houses with
its combination of vaudeville and pictures, and
featured William Boyd in "Power" the first of
the week and Esther Raltson in "The Sawdust
Paradise" the latter part of the week.
Business appeared to be spotty in Troy during the week among the neighborhood and subsequent houses. While some of the exhibitors
in Troy are rather inclined to protest the business being done, others declared last week that
they were well satisfied. In Schenectady, the
General Electric now has the biggest payroll
in its history and theatre owners are smiling in
the belief that business this winter will top any
of recent years.

Business Reported
Above Normal

KANSAS CITY — The average attendance at
first-run houses of Kansas City proved a
duplication of the previous week, which was
slightly better than normal. A steady flow of
out-of-town Christmas shoppers may have been
responsible for well-filled houses, but the lineup of pictures was also strong.
At the Mainstreet Theatre "Annapolis" drew
well all week, the matinee attendance being better than the previous week, but the night attendance showed a slight decrease, serving to
balance matters. At the Pantages Theatre
"Companionate Marriage." starring Betty Bronson, packed them in all week. The subject of
companionate marriage has received much publicity in Kansas City, so the picture served as
ail unusual attraction for the younger, as well
as the older, generations.
At the Newman "On Trial." which was ad-

in

Little

vertised much more than the average picture,
drew big all week, the matinee business being
of the capacity calibre, while the nightly attendance saw comfortably-filled houses. Lon
Chaney
in
"West
Loew's
Midland held
up of
welltheallZanzibar"
week, theat matinee
business being slightly better than the nightly
attendance, which was good.
"Land of the Silver Fox." starring Rin Tin
Tin. at the Royal did not quite measure up to
the previous
but theno box
office mark wasweek's
good attendance,
enough to cause
worry.
"A Reno Divorce" at the Globe played to
average attendance, as did "The Baby Cyclone"
at the Uptown.
Aside from additional newspaper advertising,
and bill-board posters used by the Newman, the
remainder of the theatres did nothing unusual
in the way of exploitation.

Motion
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Loop Theatres Set Fast Pace for Week
December
Proving
Banner Month for
Chicago Palaces
AGO. — December, which is a bad
CHICmonth
for many of the smaller theatres
in Chicago, is proving a banner month
for the big de luxe houses, and this past week
the Chicago set a strong pace in the loop with
Sousa and his Military Band as the big attraction, and on the screen, in sound, "The Haunted
House."
With two more weeks to go "The Singing
Fool" continues to smash attendance records at
McVicker's Theatre, where it has proved the
sensation of local theatrical history. At the
Roosevelt "White Shadows" run is continuing,
and business is reported satisfactory. "The
Awakening" is drawing to the end of its engagement at United Artists Theatre, where it
has proved a popular attraction. "Someone to
Love' 'on the screen, with a stage show headed
by Brooke Johns, proved a good drawing program at the Oriental.
Big theatres outside the loop are also doing a
satisfactory business. "Annapolis" in sound was
the screen feature at both the Granada and Marbro, and the talking picture, "Mother Knows
Best," held the screen at the Uptown. Paradise
and Tivoli, all of these houses offering big stage
shows in addition to the feature picture and
headlining popular stage band leaders.
"Masks of the Devil," Fox Movietone and
V'itaphone, with Del Lampe and his ochestra.
feature in the stage bill, did good business at the
Capitol, while "The Home Towners," that excellent talking picture, brought good crowds
to the Avalon.

Indianapolis Downtown
Houses Improve
Indianapolis. — Downtown movie business
picked up last week over the previous week's
box because
office receipts.
Thanksgiving'
off
of holiday
activities week
and was
bad
weather. The past week brought good show
weather.
"Manhattan Cocktail" at the Indiana topped
the week's business. The Richard Arlen and
Nancy Carroll picture was a popular film.
"The Air Circus" at the Apollo also had a
good week's business. "Lonesome" at the Circle. "West of Zanzibar" at Palace and neighborhood houses had average business.

Freezing Weather Crimps
Portland Receipts
Portland, Ore. — As the thermometer took a
drop and freezing weather crept in during the
past week, box office receipts likewise legistered considerably lower, in spite of the fact
that several stellar attractions were held over
for extra weeks, and managers kept their heating plants working tm an almost 24-hour basis,
and advertised that their pleasure houses were
semi-tropical.
Rod LaRocque, Jeaiiette LofF and Mary Carr
furnished the comedv at Tebbets Or:ental. and
brought ouft some good houses, in "Love Overnight." On the stage Hert and Betty Stone
proved to be a pair of clever dancers. Josef
Srodka and the Oriental Symphony orchestra
were acceptable.
"Driftwood" with Don .\lvarado and Marceline Day, registered well, acompanied by five
acts, two of which were of headline caliber.
The Capital played to fairly good business
with "Modern Daughters."
Lon Chaney always draws well here regardless of liis vehicle and the melodrama "West
of /Zanzibar" brought out some good houses.
Musical effects were enjoyed hut synchroniza-

tion coidd have been eliminated. Max Bradfield
and his musical band helped considerably.
Portland Theatre reverted to Publix ownership, and yet continued Fanchon & Marco stage
events with "Happy" Idea featuring Ted Doner.
The work of all principals in "Varsity" including Chester Conklin. Buddy Rogers and Mary
Brian was enjoyed and should have drawn better at box office.
At the Music Box, "The Terror" held over
for third week with continued good business,
and every offering either comedy, melodrama
or
whatnot offered at Hamrick's Theatre seems
tc click.
The "Blue Mouse" showed "The Midnight
Taxi" for a second week, with splendid night
audiences, but fair matinees, though 25c top
at latter. "Dawn" was given first showing at
Helig Theatre for five day run, but did not
catch on as expected.
Robert McWade, guest star at "Duffwin"
continued to third week in "New Brooms"
which received good patronage. By coincidence
in addition to taking lead here, McWade will
he one
of principals
"The Box,
HomeandTowners"
liiis
coming
week at inMusic
will be
heard via Vitaphone at latter house.
The Rivoli had Jack Holt in Zane Grey's
"The Water Hole." Peoples Theatre, "The
Port of Missing Girls." Critics were imanimous in praise of Vilma Banky in "The Awakening at United Artists, but from a box office
standpoint left much to be desired.

"White
Shadows"
Boosts
Pittsburgh Business
Pittsburgh. — Loew's Penn had another
exceptional week's business. S. R. O. at practically all performances. "White Shadows
in
was the
Thistheis South
one of Seas"
those freak
filmsscreen
which attraction.
seems to
please some folks and displease others : nevertheles , i'tseems to get the business. The Publix ment
stage
unit, "Volcano." was good entertainas usual.
Corinne Griffith in "Outcast" did rather w^ell
at
the Stanley,
a nice week's
was
recorded.
The where
film proved
a littlebusiness
better than
average entertainment. "Women They Talk
.\bout" did fair for the week at the Grand.
"The Sawdust Paradise," with Esther Ralston
more lovely than ever, did well at Loew's Aldine.
"Flying Romeos" and six acts of Keith

ii

time did but fair for the week at the Davis.
Mary Astor, in "Romance of the Underworld,"
rather a pleasing film, did not fare so well at
the Olympic.
"The Home Towners" at the Regent had the
tctwn singing its praises, and got a big week's
bus.ncss. "Wings," in its second run at the
Cameraphone, played to disappointing business.
"The Floating College" at the Alhambra did
not draw.
Split week at the Liberty. First half, "The
First Kiss"; last half. "Land of the Silver
Fox."
Business poor all week.

Clara Bow
Beats Talkies
in Tampa Showing
Tampa. — Clara Bow has the distinction of
holding the box office record for the silent
drama in Tampa, and last week, at the same
admission scale, she ran ahead of the talkies.
Her opening Sunday, at the Tampa, in "Three
Week-Fnds." was ibig. While it was not up
tn her record, still it was crowding it, and the
business held up very good for the entire four
days. "Manhattan Cocktail," featured by this
house for the last half, did nicely, pulling about
the average business.
"The Home Towners." an all talkie, two
\ itaphone acts and the Movietone News, gave
the Victory an excellent program, but for some
unknown reason the combination failed to
click and business was not up to expectations.
Advertising was doubled and sold the show to
Tampa. Receipts mounted every day of the
run and the week went over to very gcxA returns.
Adolphe Menjou, well liked in Tampa, pulled
two days of good business for the Strand in
his latest picture. "His Private Life." Reginald Denny, in "The Night Bird," opened
Tuesday to just fair business. On the same
bill was a comedy, "Hat's Off," that was about
the funniest thing seen here in moons and deserves special mention. It helped on the draw
and the second and third day of the run showed
up better at the box-office. "The Haunted
House" closed the week to average business.
The Franklin had nothing very startling in
the second
way of drawing
in this was
week's
of
runs, andcards
business
justline-up
fair.
Pictures used were. "Three Bad Men," "Fast
and Furious" and "Hot News."

Show People"
Baltimore
Run Leads
Theatres

BALTIMORE.— Head and siioulders over
every other first-run picture in town during the week beginning Monday. December .3,
was "Show People," co-starring Marion Davies
and William Haines, at Loew's Century with
a Loew-Publix stage act headed by Ted Claire
and his syncopators.
Throughout the week this theatre was jammed
practically to capacity and it was aided to a
great extent by the large advertising and publicity space given to it in Hearst's News and
Sunday American here.
Next in line for big business came "West of
Zanzibar." starring Lon Chaney and featuring
Lionel Barrymore, Warner Baxter and Mary
Xolan.
This forwasthe offered
at very
Loew's
Stanley
and
business
week was
good.
"The Singing Fool," with W Jolson, was
shown for its ninth and last week at Warner's
Metropolitan and business for the six days was
very good. Tliis picture broke all house records even topping that made by "The Jazz
Singer,"
(if
weeks. which was held for the same number
"The Station Master," the foreign production starring Ivan Moskvin, offered at the Lit-

First

tle Theatre by the Motion Picture Guild, proved
a poor business getter up to Friday and Saturday when business went up to very gootl.
The new policy of presenting a musical comedy tab interspersed with vaudeville acts by the
Lewis Mack Players as a stock company was
begun at the Hippodrome with the feature film
"The Apache." Business was good, people
seeming to like the new arrangement.
Due to some extent to the overflow of the Century, downstairs, Loew's Valencia, upstairs in
the same building, did a very good business for
the week with "His Private Life." This proved
an enjoyable attraction and drew a great many
Menjou fans.
"Romance of the Underworld/" proved a good
pulling attraction at the Rivoli.
"Me, Gangster," did not pull so well at the
New Theatre, but did a fairly good business on
the entire week.
At the Keith-Albee New Garden,
Major as the featured headliner,
Handle Women" was the feature
(ilenn Tryon and Marion Nixon.
tiiat theatre a good week.

with Jack
"How to
film with
This gave
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Cleveland Holds Off Pre-Holiday Slump
I ,■;

Theatres at High

Average; Jolson's
Strong 5th Week
CI.EVELAXT).— The anmml pa-holiday
biig-a-boo is postponing its visit this
year, and although Christmas is only two
wctks away, tlie first-run theatre business is
maintaining its high average.
"Theweek
Singing
Fool"
did very Not
well soduring
fifth
at the
Stillman.
well its
as
Thanksgiving week, however. It will play a
sixth week at the Stillman. and possibly a seventh week.
"The Awakening," \'ilnia Banky's first
starring vehicle, proved a great success at the
Allen last week, where a box ofHce line was
steadily maintained. Reviewers have called this
picture "a box-office high light." and have
called Miss Banky "very nearly perfect." Louis
Wolheim also came in for praise from local
critics. From all sides came recommendations
for this attraction.
"The Air Circus," a highly entertaining,
bright, cheerful play, with just enough thrills
in it to give it spice, did average business last
week at the Palace.
"Three Week Ends," the attraction at the
State Theatre, drew large crowds from among
those who like their tales with the El'uorglyn
sex appeal. It proved to be a box-office picture. Clara Bow, true to type, alwa\'s gets what
she's after — this time it's wealth for her pour
suitor. The answer to the quality of this
production is that the public liked it and patronized it.
"Romance of the Underworld" did fairly well
at the Hippodrome. An entertaining picture,
well made, it was nevertheless not sufficiently
outstanding to compete with great success
against other and outside activities.
"Freedom of the Press" did very well the first
half of the week at Keith's East 105th Street.
Preceded by a locally-made prologue showing
the working of a local newspaper office, and
based on the Mellert murder of nearby Canton,
it aroused great interest. It was interesting both
because of its subject matter and its presentation.
"Sally's Shoulders" broke just about even at
Keith's 105th Street the last half of the week.
"The Haunted House," amusing thriller, succeeded in attracting considerable business last
week to the Cameo, where this picture was presented for its second downtown run.
"Show People" and "Wind" divided the
week's honors at the Park Theatre. Business
for the week was very good. Interest in "Show
People" was keenly demonstrated by good attendance. "Wind" also drew pretty well, although its theme is not in tune with the holiday attitude.
Neighborhood houses are complaining. Business is way ofT from last week at this time.
Few neighborhood houses have sound installation, and most of the movie business here is directed toward those houses which are presenting
sound and talking pictures.

Weather Helps Results in
S. F. Houses
SAN FRANCISCO.— Business, generally, in
San Francisco during the past week was considered but fairly good. One reason being that
the films were not as high grad-.* as the people
desire in this city. Cloudy weather drove the
"beach fiends" to the theatres, and had it not
been for the weather box office reports, with
probably one exception, would have been still
worse.
The leading picture of the week, as it has
been for the past four weeks, was "The Singing Fool," at the Embassy. This picture is beginning its fifth week, and the crowds continue
to fill the sidewalks, waiting to enter.
"Abie's Irish Rose," in its second week at

liie California Theatre, did but a fairly good
business there. Not what was expected. The
idea of jealousy and hatred between the Jew
and Irish, both of whom are very friendly to
each other in this section, is one of the reasons
so many speak against, and naturally, keeps
others from seeing this film.
"Lilac Tim-'." at the St. Francis Theatre, was
well thought of by the many who saw it. During the time of its showing the St. Francis and
California were both of the West Coast chain,
and as the California had previously played it,
some did not think it would do as well as desired. However, it did better.
"Romance of the Underworld," on the screen

Seattle

at the Union Square Theatre, where "Sea
Prowlers" and the comed>', "Standing Pat." was
shown with Nat Holt's musical comedy and
presentation.

First Run
Houses
Only Fair
Over Thanksgiving Holiday

SEATTLE, — L'.'cal first-run houses didn't
fare particularly well last week, depending upon the Thanksgiving holiday to put them
over for an average week, and nothing more.
andTheit
of this
rather

at the Loew's Warfield Theatre, did well. The
picture itself was not desirably considered. In
fact, many thought it was too crude. The appearance of Armida in person on the stage \»\')
aiid
the "Nite Club" presentation were very popular. "Manhattan Cocktail." shown at the
Granada, also was considered too crude, but the
Publix Review, "Harem Scarem," helped.
The Pantages Theatre drew but fair business with "Submarine," together with a vaudeville show. Fairly good business was reported

Seattle
Theatre oneplayed
Gangster"
was
considered
of the"Me,
weakest
films
type yet released. Most audiences were
unfavorable. The bill was strengthened

by Fanchon-Marco's very acceptable "Oriental
Idea" on the stage, which pleased everyone.
Just a fair week.
At the Fifth Avenue, the popular John Gilbert disappointed his many admirers with
"Masks of the Devil," which was generally disliked by the local audiences, and considered his
poorest picture to date. Business was ofif on
this one. A bad musical presentation act did
not help matters.
The Music Box. after eight weeks of pro:;perity with "The Singing Fool," opened up with
"On Trial" after a heavy advance campaign.
Business, though good, was not what it should
have been, and it looks like two more weeks

will finish this fihn. Vitaphone and Movietone
shorts were well received, and the feature was
liked by those who saw it.
At the Blue Mouse Theatre. "The Woman
Disputed" seemed to please all the Norma Talmadge fans, who considered this her best film
in recent seasons. Business was quite good for
the first week, aided by Vitaphone shorts, and
the picture continues on its run.
Two moderately good program releases of a
different type were shown at the Coliseum and
Embassy
Theatres,
where "Plastered
in Paris''
and
"Domestic
Meddlers"
were the screen
attractions. Both films did a fairly strong business, the latter being aided by a local stage
revue.
At the vaudeville houses, "Sal of Singapore"
graced
thePantages.
Orpheum Both
screenwere
and films
"The ofApache'
played at
similar
t>pc, neither particularly strong. The Orpheuin
business was good, but Pantages on the stage
featured a side-show monstrosity act which
ness.
aroused public disgust and detracted from busi-

Ottawa Holds Own Against Some Keen
Competition
OTTAWA.— Exhibitors of Ottawa, Ontario,
had all sorts of competition during the
week of December 3 but held their own in the
matter of receipts and, for one thing. Christmas shopping had not yet started to cut into
the business. Counter-attractions included the
annual Winter Fair, the annual radio show and
several important hockey games.
The outstanding hit of the week was "The
Woman Disputetd," with Norma Talmadge. at
the Regent Theatre. This was a real film storv
and patrons said it compared with "Seventh
Heaven" and "The Patriot." It was a case of
try-to-get-in
at the evening shows and matinees
were also heavy.
A fair attraction was the new version of "The
Whip" at B. F. Keith's Theatre. Crowds were
slightly above average, the production was wellliked but there was no great excitement over it.
"The Haunted House" at the Centre Theatre
was seen by good crowds but this type of feature is not popular in Ottawa and it was evident that quite a number of regular patrons
side-stepped it.
A double bill at the Imperial Theatre provided
plenty of entertainment and steady business was
registered throughout the week. The attractions comprised "Take Me Home" with Bebe
Daniels and a re-issue of "Grandma's Boy."
The new Avalon Theatre presented the second run of two extraordinary features, playing
"The Big Parade" during the first half and
"The Patriot" for the last three days. Matinees
were light but there was a good increase in evening patronage.
The Fern Theatre enjoyed capacity business
with "Across
to Singapore"
during the first

three days and the patronage
repeated with
"Phantom of the Turf" during the last half.
The Columbia was also jammed every night,
first with "Sailors' Wives" and then with
"Across the Atlantic" during the last half. The
Rex was a popular neighborhood spot witli
"Fleetwing" and "The Million Dollar Alystery"
for three days each. Business was good, generally speaking, all around.

"Mother
Knows
Best"
Scores at the Des Moines
Des Moines. — "Mother Knows Best" showing at the Des Moines was a picture which
proved satisfactory to all types of audiences
and business was entirely satistactory. People
liked it. They were also much interested in
the newsreel talkies of King George.
.■\t the Capitol "The Mask of the Devil" was
favorably commented up<:m for the unusual
treatment, but it was a picture which audiences
did not seem to care for. Paul Spor came back
as director of the stage band with all his old
time pep but devotion to the master of ceremonies does not seem to hold at such a pitch
as with the first season. The stage show was
a good one but did not draw big enougli to
counteract hesitation because of the feature.
At the
"Caught
F"og" good
was
shown
the Strand
end of the
week in
andthe
it drew
business. Cold weather in general may be said
to have had some effect on business as it generally keeps some away, while drawing others
in.
box The
office.'flu has also been counting against the
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Average Week for Theatres in St. Louis
Jolson, Bow and
Gilbert Star at
Downtown Houses
the
to Love."
OneMissouri
"Some
LOUIS.—
ST.screen
attraction
at the
Theatre.
Grand Boulevard and Lucas avenue, was
a nice enough picture of its particular type, but,
frankly, it must not be credited with pulHng in
the thousands who visited the box office during
the week's run, as that would be very unfair
to Eddie Peabody, who was making his first appearance as master of ceremonies for this
house. In fact, Eddie was the whole works,
and the rest of the program was sort of incidental. So, for that reason, the pulling power
of "Some One to Love" was very hard to judge.
"The Masks of the Devil," starring John Gilbert, held the screen at Loew's State Theatre,
and from observations apparently had a satisfactory week.
Clara Bow in "Three Week Ends," helped Ed
Lowry entertain the customers at the Ambassador Theatre. Clara is rather popular in St.
Louis, especially with the flappers.
The St. Louis Theatre at Grand and Delmar
Boulevards ofifered on its screen "Freedom of
ihe
Press." It proved fairly interesting and
attractive.

Married," a film which did about the average
business for that theatre. The Hennepin-Orpheum found William Boyd in "Power" just
a fair drawing card, and "The Power of the
Press' at Pantages fell in about the same class.
"The Woman Disputed" was good enough to
stay a whole week at tlie Granada, Minneapolis'
atmospheric neighborhood theatre. Other outlying houses enjoyed fairly gotjd business, sliowuig such pictures as "The Wedding March,'
"Ramona," "Beggars of Life," "Sawdust Paradise" and "Hangman's House."
The competition was chiefly provided by
"Good News," the musical comedy which did
a fine week's business at the Metropolitan, and
"Abie's Irish Rose" which was presented by
the Bainbridge Players at the Shubert v.'ith
great success.

Sound
Equipment
Brings
Harrisburg Capacity
Harrisburg. Pa. — L'se of full sound equipment for the first time in the Colonial Theatre,
Harrisburg, which has just been equipped with
Vitaphone and Movietone, resulted in overflowing audiences each night of the week, the

AI JolsoH and Sonny Boy continued to bring
'em in at 75 cents and $1 per head with "The
Singing Fool" at the Midtown Theatre on Olive
street west of Grand Boulevard. The picture
continued to draw big crowds.
At the Grand Central, "On Trial," the best
all-talking picture to play St. Louis to date, was
held over for another week. But it hasn't the
pulling powers of Jolson.

principal
attraction
Best."
The novelty
of the being
talkies"Mother
and the Knows
popularity
of
the piece combined to bring business said to
r.ite with the largest the theatre has done in a
single week this year.
At Loew's Regent, which has been a sound
house for several months, the feature offering
was "Lion and the Mouse," starring Lionel
f^arrymore and May McAvoy, and here, too,
the crowds were up to capacity. The excellent
speaking voice of Barrymore added much to
the effectiveness of the Vitaphoned stage pro-

Three

Cincinnati

"Wings"
Showings
Hurt
Buffalo

Buffalo. — Experience of Shea'-Publix here in
exhibiting "Wings" simultajieously at three
neighborhood houses was reported as unsatisfactory. The picture was first roadshowed and
then
two-weeks
at Shea'sSimultaneously
Hippodrome
where played
it established
a record.
showings at North Park., Baily, and Kensington
were reported to have started strong but to
have fallen off in the middle of the week.
At the Baily "The Singing Fool" starring AI
Jolson, was shown and the lobby was jammed
every night with great crowds on the sidewalks
ill front.
"The Home Towners" playing at the Great
Lakes kept all the patrons continually laughing
during the performance. It was a great success.
At the Lafayette "Oh Kay siarnnt; Loiicen
Moore brought fair business which practically
set a new record for the first few days.
High attendance were reached at the Buffalo
playing Dolores Del Rio m "Revenge die
house was filled to capacity. "Manhattan Cocktail" at the Hippodrome with Richard Arlen
and Nancy Carroll playing the leading roles
proved to be a bigger success than was expected.

Counter
Attractions
Hit
Minneapolis Receipts
Minneapolis. — The movies had some rather
stiff competition this past week, but at least two
attractions managed to make a good showing at
the box offices. At the Minnesota "White
Shadows in the South Seas" brought in the
crowds in fine fashion, and at the State
"Mother Knows Best" proved very popular,
although business did not warrant its being
held over for a second week.
The Strand showed Pola Negri in "The
Woman from Moscow" witii only fair results,
and the Lyric had the comedy picture "Just

week's receipts by putting on the second of the
weekly children's Saturday morning matinees
sponsored by a women's welfare organization
of the city. The Broad Street tlieatre accomplished fair results, financially speaking, by
showing Pauline Garon in "The Heart of
Broadway." while the screen feature at the
Grand was Buzz Barton as "The Fighting Redhead." The Russell continued its policy of
showing a double bill, the features of which
were "Stormy Waters," which Malcolm MacGregor and Eve Southern, and "Burnt Fingers,"
starring George O'Hara and Eileen Percy.
The Capitol thrilled fair sized audiences with
"Chinatown
Charley."

Salt Lake Business Good in
Face of Illness
SALT LAKE CITY —The Salt Lake firstrun theatres averaged very good this past week.
considering the prevalence of Illness which has
been broadcast. Some special productions and
very attractive bills aided in abating the lull in
business.
Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Mary Brian in
{Continued on page 1822)

Business
Reported
Holiday Slump

CINCINNATI.— Many of the houses here
are experiencing more or less of a preho!ida>' slump, although in no individual case is
the decline such as is causing any particular
worry.
"Abie's Irish Rose." ended an extended engagement at the Lyric in a blaze of glory. The
house has established a record with this pictiue
both from a standpoint of length of run and attendance. There was no appreciable let-up in
attendance during the engagement, and the last
week was nearly as big as the opening.
The Albee presenting Irene Franklin, a
favorite in Cincinnati, as the headliner of the
flesh-and-blood portion of the program, and also
showing "Manhattan Cocktail" on the screen,
did a satisfactory business, which, however,
caiuiot be put down as the best week of the season by any means when everything is considered.

kk

duction.
Buddy Rogers is fast becoming a favorite in
Harrisburg and he drew well at the Victoria
in "Some One to Love" in which the co-star
was the youthful Mary Brian. The State the
first half of the week did quite gratifying business with a half movie, half vaudeville bill,
the film feature of which was Pola Negri in
"Loves of an Actress." while the last three
days the screen ofiferlng was Fred Thomson in
"Kit Carson."
The State also added to the net total of the

OVER

in

Pre-

"The Terror." in the second week at the Capitol, played to good returns during the entire
run. this is the first 100 per cent talking
picture to be shown in Cincinnati, and received
considerable word-of-mouth advertising.
Keith's with a holdover of "Tempest." with
sound, duplicated the business done for the first
week, which as a whole might be called nominal. Lillian Gish in "Wind" proved a good
draw at the Strand.
The Palace presenting "The Woman from
Moscow" on the screen, and a very good vaudeville bill, had a big week, which is generally the
rule at this house.
Neighborhood houses report that business is
not up to the usual standard, while legitimate
houses are likewise suffering from lack of pat-
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'Thru
Hell and Back Again With the Allies .
AUTHENTIC PICTURIZATION OF THE WORLD WAR
Endorsed

Official U. S. Allied Government War Film
Appeals to Every Man, Woman
by the D. A. R.

and

ii

Child.

Authentic^ThPilling--Educational»Entertaining

The war from start to finish including the Navy in action.
Special lobby display.
7 reels of white troops and one additional reel of colored troops.

A GREAT

MONEY

MAKER

FOR

EXCHANGES

For bookings in U. S. A., Canada and Foreign Countries, write to

SIDNEY

916 G Street, N. W.
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Washington,
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E, Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New
\V. H. Bci-smann,
lit' till' L'nlunibus
Tlieati-i" in Colunil)us, Xebr., come?
forward with a few
short lines about "Sound." Taking just
two sentences from his letter we quote :
"At present the only house on our circuit
using sound is the World Theatre in Omaha.
In our outstatc houses we feel that 'sound'
is not necessary at present owing to our
vaudeville and circuit-stock policy. ... 1
think the time will come when every theatre
will have a 'talkie' of some kind, but at
present I do not think sound would sufficiently increase our business to warrant the
e.xpenditure.

s
Ber
s nn'
on
Viewgma
"Sound"

Well, at any rate, he don't mince word-;.
But, whether long or short, we always welcome expressions aljout "sound."
J. R. Moss, who
the ofeverJoined
Jnst
Makes
J Tswelling
ranks
the
J. R./-• Moss
a Good lie-up ^WB describes a
most effective tie-up
with the Zenith Radio Co. through which he
placed thirty-one radios in that many theatres for broadcasting the returns on Election Day.
Quoting this stunt from Mr. Moss ' letter :
"I made a tie-up with the Zenith Radio Co.
here and had a Zenith radic- installed in 31
theatres. Nineteen in Lubliner & Trinz
theatres, seven on the Lynch circuit and one
on the Balaban & Katz circuit. ... I had
the radic-3 installed one week before Election Day. . . . connected them all up two
days before. . . . and as a result of my tieup the Zenith people ran an ad, 150 on 3,
in the four largest papers in Chicago. The

Xmas Kiddie Shows
l response to
THE wonderfu
our Kiddie Show suggestion is the finest proof we
can offer as to the co-operative
spirit of the Club. Up to this
writing we have received word
that almost 50 members will put
this idea over, and successfully,
because they have tackled it the
right way.
I am still waiting to hear from
any other members who have not
sent me word about the Kiddie
Show.

in this magazine sells for $3.50 per inch.
The merchants who worked with the
theatre know this, so you can imagine
how they appreciate their names mentioned as being donors of wedding gifts,
at no cost to them. There is no cost to
the theatre for having their program in
this magazine, so we all saved money.

ad. gave the complete list of theatres and
their addresses, rebroadcasting the results."
In conclusion, Mr. Mess tells me that as
a result of this tie-up business increased
over any other Tuesday or Election Day in
the history of the circuit. The copy cf the
ad. he sent me bears out his enthusiatic
description of this great tie-up and before
closing this item we would call attention to
the fact that such tie-ups can be effected
without waiting for Election Day tC' roll
around. Work it out for some special occasion with your local radio dealers or direct
with the manufacturers.
We are glad tC' welcome Mr. Moss into
the CLUB, and we also know that all the
other members will be looking forward to
hearing from him again and cften through
the CLUB pages.
Manager

I wishClub
to thank
the splendid
Manager'sidea,
Round
Table
for this
and
especially to Brother Chapin of the
Lyric Theatre, Jackson, Tenn., for his
kind suggestions in his letter to me.
Thanking
you again and with best
wishes to the club, I remain.
Very truly yours,
LLOYD TOWNSEND.
The stunt referred to in Mr. Townseud's
letter was the staging of a real wedding en
the stage of his theatre with wedding presents being donated by various merchants.

Julius

copy 01 senthis melatesta
Chalif
p,.ogi.a
m, which
shows that for a
special picture he alters the layout to the
extent of utilizing the entire inside portion for the special di.splay, but without
loss of his regular program copy which he
moves for this special occasion to the rear
page. His idea about changing the color
of the program every week is not a bad
suggestion and gets away, to a certain extent, and for his type of progi-am,
from the monotony that a same colored program might provoke.

£_l
House
Specia

In response

^-.for
Use
Organ
s

Lloyd

England

Tcwnsend,

Piedherh
^ew
a Urot
in
J mont
,ood
_Club,
°^ *^^
nd, Thea
tes
Oakla
Crea
Cal.,tre
writes
The
us the letter which
we reproduce below and which called attention to the great brotherhood of managers.
Read the letter and then think it over. You
will prchably realize that what we told
you over six months ago was true; That it
don't pay to hide yourself away and keep
all your doings a deep dark secret. Come
out into the light and ' ' tell the world ' '
what ycu are doing. You can't express
yourself through a better medium than the
CLUB and the NEWS.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
I am attaching hereto a copy of the
Movie News, a magazine that has a circulation of 50,000 and is published in
Oakland. My reason for sending you
this is to have you see the publicity
given my wedding Saturday evening,
November 3rd, 1928. Advertising space

^^^x
^
Lost

i Luug
^x
One

to a

recent
jjjgj^jjg Qfrequest
offering we
as

one
rd ( ?).'I'i^
" Manager a''"'^rewat'-^^i"!
"Good
fur-lined tooth-brus to anybody who can

h
furnish us with information (good, bad or
indifferent) regarding a certain theatre man
known in the middle west as "Ducky"
Harris, and who hails (if that's the right
word) from Chillieothe, Ohio. When last
seen he was munching a thick sandwich and
drinking some ambre colored liquid (probably tea?) on a boat headin' for Sandusky
from Peelec Island, Canada.
AH such information will be treated confidential except the portion that will he
published in the NEWS f(n' the enlightenment of some eight CLUB members who
have requested this idea.
So, get busy Sherlock Holmes, and see
what vou can unearth about "Duckv. "

A
,

Welcome
nv I
TtVO Foreign

to
.

^^^^^
Table Club
The
Managers '
takes great pleasure

into
welcoming
'i CLUB
Members
the
two members who hail from a distant land. Manager Ernst R. Lim, of the Royal Standard
Bioscope in Samarinda, Dutch East Indies,
and Manager J. H. Stodel, cf the Bijou
Theatre in Johannesburg, South Africa.
Mr. Lim's letter is so interesting that we
are holding it for publication next week.
Don't miss reading it if you want a new
slant on theatre management and exploitation.
i Contimii'd on follozvtng page)
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The Voice of
a Nation

(Note: Still wc
continue to fyublish the
i7itercsting letters and
stories on the subject

of
You "sound
cannot pictures."
afford to
miss a pngle one of
them if you are really interested. CEL )
Here is a letter from Harry Aumack,
manager of the Strand theatre, Clayton,
N. J. — another exhibitor who thinks that
sound pictures are here to stay.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
Last week I received a letter from you
requesting a letter or article as tc- just how
I feel about sound and talking pictures.
Despite the belief of many people that
talking movies are merely a novelty and
will go into discard within a year or so I
disagree with that belief in every respect
and surely think that sound films are here
to stay, but have no idea as to the success
that awaits dialogue and sound in films, but
will' agree that ncase of some sort is a
permanent fixture as far as the movie industry is concerned.

now but by the time the public has tired of
them as a novelty the directcTs and producers will have improved them to such an
extent that the people will go to the theatres because of their entertainment values.
Naturally we must expect that the sound
pictures will be crude at first, because the
directors and producers have rushed into
the production of them too fast to expect
any other result. But I look for surprising
improvements within the next six months.
I am not so sure that the dialogue will be
a success but am strongly in favor cf sound
effects.
I sincerely hope that this article points
out plainly that my opinion has not been
formed merely because of the sensational
"hits" made by practically every spoken
picture released to date.
I truly hope that this article is quite
satisfactory and I will remain a steady
reader of the Round Table news with the
hope that many other exhibitors will grasp
the benefits offered by thte interesting news
columns of the Round Table Club.
Yours very truly,

Numerous

experiments and many improvements are to be made on the sound
pictures. Spoken words and sound effects
have opened new fields which were never
dreamed of before.
Talkies are a novelty

(Signed) Harry Aumack,
Mgr. Strand Theatre,
Clayton, N. J.
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Key City Reports
{Conthnicd from patic 1820)
"Some One to Love" were received at the
Capitol Theatre by crowded houses. In addition to the picture presentation an annual stage
offering was shown in the form of Fanchon
and Marco's "Midget Follies" idea, which
proved a big drawing card. Oliver Alberti as
master of ceremonies and Phil Kalar were also
featured successfully.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's synchronized attraction, "White Shadows in the South Seas," was
well attended at the Pantages. A good deal of
exploitation was given this production.
Paul Lukas. Nancy Carroll and Richard
Arlen. in "Manhattan Cocktail." with sound
and dialogue, drew good-sized houses to the
Victoryshorts
the greater
part
of the week. \'itaphone
were also
presented.
"Outcast," starring Corinne GrifHth, drew
well at the Paramount-Empress Theatre.
Patsy Ruth Miller and Lawrence Gray, in
"Marriage by Contract." brought satisfactory
results to the American.
A good many fans of Rex, the king of wild
horses, enjo(yed the performance of "Wild
Beauty" at the Gem Theatre, which was fairly
crowded throughout the week.
Dolores Costello, in "Glorious Betsy." filled
the Rialto Theatre during a second-run showing of several days' duration. "The Scarlet
Lady" and "The Gold Claim," at the State,
drew crowded houses also.
The Isis Theatre, a second and third-run
house, is enjoying very good business.

Recent Members of

The Round Table Club
Earl
J.

Rice,

H.

Jules
Ernst

Egyptian

Stodel,
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Moss,
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Theatre,
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&
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E. T. Murphy,
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Theatre,

Theatre,
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Now — You Join
Clip and mail the coupon below zvith your name

and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York Git>^
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB"
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.
Name
Address

Pnlicv

Tlieaire

Capacity

Citv

State

Honorary Chairman
VVm. A. Johnston

Milwaukee
Reports
Dull
Trade Last Week
MILWAL'KEE.
— Milwaukceans
week
did not scein much
interested in last
the downtown theatres. Business was very dull for no
apparent reason, for pictures offered were all
good attractions and well exploited, the
weather was conducive to good business, clear
and quite cold, yet at most of the houses, business dropped off to an appreciable extent. The
exception to this was the Majestic which opened
the week with Bristolphone sound, oflfering
"\\'hite Shadows of the South Seas" as the
feature. Business here was very good throughout the week and the picture is being held over
for another week at least.
"Nothing to Wear" at the Merrill was accorded very slim patronage. "The Patriot'' at
tiie Wisconsin drew fair attendance. "Mother
Knows Best" finished an extended run at the
Strand, and here, too, things were not very
Hvely. "The Hometowners" at the Garden was
moderately
successful.
Fog"
at the Alhambra
shared "Caught
the fate in
of the
the other
houses and drew only fair business. The vaudeville houses were more successful in keeping
tilled. At the Riverside "Avalanche" was offered as the feature and "Outcast" at the
Orpheum.
Business in the neighborhood houses was
apparcntl>' far better than that in the downtown
theatres. "Four Sons" did very good business
at the L^ptown, Modjeska and Garfield. "Beggars of Life" was only a fair drawing card at
the Oriental and Tower. "Take Me Home" at
the National and Downer was very well received. The Eg\i)tian did ver>- well with "Loves
of an Actress."

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

Pathe Buys

Wilson

Story

''The Flying: Fool," an original story by
I'liroy Wilson, has been purehasod by Pathe
ns a William Boyd starring vehicle that
will follow "Hiffh Voltage" into work.

\R23
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Holds Small Town

Trade

Olympia, Wash., Showman Acts to Stem Flow of Trade
to Theatres in Nearby Cities
a theatre nianager by entering
How
into tlie spirit of the community,
soon becomes its very liul), and
biiikls patronage, is revealed in the recent
activities of a West Coast Theatres manasjer, A. C. Ralei^b of Olympia, Washington.
The theatre manager who perhaps has the
most unhappy situation of any in the business is the man who is in a small town
that is within driving distance of larger
cities. He faces a problem that came with
the automobile and has remained.
The shows in the smaller town may be
just as good — but it is the part of human
nature to want to go to the "big city,"
and Raleigh set about to overcome that
natural desire.
Olympia, the state capital, has a population of 12,000 and a drawing population of
22.r)l10 from Shclton, McCleary, Tenino,
Yelm and other villages within a radius of
20 miles. The chief industry is lumber.
Raleigh discovered that the people of Olympia were not dependable theatregoers, as
they made weekly trips to the nearby cities
of Seattle and Tacoma and invariably would
get their entertainment there.
The first move was to change bookings to
play simultaneously with Seattle, or nearly
so. That helped. Then Raleigh set about
determinedly to organize the community —
and to develop a "home town pride" spirit.
He started a widespread campaign consisting of small space in each of the weekly
newspapei-s ; distribution of programs by
mail, stores and newspapers and on all four
incoming highways he has 24 sheet stands.

Organizes Merchants
Raleigh organized the merchants to present a Fashion Show on two successive
nights. This created much good will — and
brought capacity business. The show will
be repeated in March.
Apples are extensively raised in this part
of the country. But there has been little
market for them, due to lack of concentrated selling effort. At the solicitation of
Raleigh, the Chamber of Commerce staged
Olympia 's tirst "Apple Week." An exhibit was given, a slogan coined for OljTiipia apples, and prizes given the best displays. Incidentally the only merchant mentioned on window cards was the Liberty
Theatre, and the farmers are delighted to
(ind a concentrated effort boing made to
popularize their product. The theatre is being given 90 per cent of the credit for the
entire affair, and Raleigh noticed more
farmers coming to the show houses.
The various different classes of merchants are holding merchandise shows at
the theatre, and combining them with exhibits on the mezzanine. For instance, the
first merchants to do this were the furni-

ture dealers. They had displays on the mezzanine, and at their expense brought down
two vaudeville acts from Seattle. Grocerymen, department stores and others will follow and each will stage its own stage show
— at its expense. With the merchants competdng against each other to stage the best
shows, there is bound to be a favorable reaction at the box office.

Plans Neto Street Lighting
The downtown district of Olympia is
poorly lighted at night. Raleigh is now engaged in trying to get the merchants -to install an overhead lighting system in the
vicinity of West Coast's two theatres. Estimates are now being received and it looks
as though it will go through.
A campaign is now under way to use the
slogan "Shop in Olympia" in all advertising in the city. An advertising Club is being foi-med, to include the "live"' element
in the city. The motive of this campaign
is obvious.
The above are a few of the activities
started by Raleigh since coming into Olympia. All are aimed at building up community prestige, which will in turn build theatre patronage.
Raleigh is an able cartoonist, and he
swnnig his ability into play during the
Apple Week campaign, drawing a cartoon
which was used in one of the local newsHe is .joining wholeheartedly into the life
papers.
of the community — gradually creating a
spirit
of community
sive work
and while
about the only way
leni of keeping the

pride.
That'swork,
progi'esit is hard
it is
to overcome the prol)home folks home, in-

stead of having them go to the "big city"
to get their merchandise, and that includi-;
their entertainment.

Announce Change for West
Coast Theatre Managers
The following changes in managers in the
Los Angeles Division of West Coast Theatres are announced by Harold B. Franklin,
president :
G. H. Christoffers is transferred from
the Strand Theatre, Pasadena, to the Westlake Theatre, Los Angeles.
F. J. Menneiley has been appointed manager of the Strand Theatre, Pasadena.
Fred Rapport has been api)ointed manager of the Florence, Pa.sadena.
The new San Francisco divisional office
of the company is now located in Loew's
Warlield Theatre Building. Division Manager A. M. Bowles, with his staff, moved
into his -new quarters this month.

-Brie/a^
Showmanship

HARRY
HUFFMAN,
manager
the
AladdinE.Theatre
of Denver,
has aofgood
publicity stunt in awarding a silver loving
cup to the winner of the Denver UniversityColorado University football game each year
on Thanksgiving evening. The game is
always played in Denver on Thanksgiving
and during the intermission between the two
evening performances the cup is presented
to the winner. Last year the cup was won
by Denver University and this year it passed
to Colorado. The winner of the cup three
times becomes its permanent owner. The
stunt has attracted plenty of attention
among the student bodies of the two universities and consequently a lot of good
publicity for the enterprising
Harry Huff-

MANAGER e BOLIVAR HYDE, JR., is
responsibl for one of the most lavish
aviation lobby displays used in connection with
"Wings" playing at the Alabama Theatre. Birmingham, Ala. The lobby contained a Curtiss
airplane motor, a fuselage and propellers. The
motor was set on a wooden block while smaller
parts were on exhibit in a show case. Lettered
cards alongside of the displays gave a brief explanation of the particular display that was of
interest to the many on-lookers. .''in excellent:
tie-up was affected with the Birmingham Post,
airplane "Niagara," which was on,
the giant
aandgoodwill
tour of the country.
EXTENDING
a s/>ecial
inviti\lw\i
World
War and Sf^onish
American
War toz'etcrans,
ami boy scouts, the Akron (Ohio) Times-Press
and Manager Broiim, of the Colonial Theatre,
ran a drum contest in connection zuith exhibition
of "Drums of Love." Through the newsfaj^er,
announcement was made that anybody ufho could
f/rtv a drum zcas eligible to enter the contest,
zi'/nV/i
Theatre.zi'ould be held on the stage of the Colonial

THE

St. Louis Theatre. St. Louis, received much valuable newspaper publicity through a tie-up with the St. Louis
Star's annual Santa Claus drive now under
way. On the morning of Saturday, December 1, children of St. Louis were guests at
a special show in the St. Louis at which the
Star's Santa Claus motion pictures were
shown. A number of vaudeville casts from
the St. Louis were included on the bill.

L.AUDINGdents andthepromoting
work donewelfare
in preventing
acciof company
employees, representatives of the California
Accident Commission placed the stamp of approval on the efforts of the Paramount-FamousLasky medical departmciu and safety committee,
especially in San Francisco.

MANAGER
CHARLES STRAW of the
Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
is already considering arrangements for a
dog sled race under the auspices of the
theatre. Last winter at Port Arthur, Ontario, where he was the manager of two
theatres, he had such a race with 45 entries
and had all the civic leaders as officials.
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Be
Election
of
"Miss
Sunshine"
to
Annual Event in St. Louis
THEtenth
selection
a ''Miss
of St. Louis21 inaugurated
the
annual ofFilm
Ball Sunshine"
given on November
at Arcadia at
Dance
Hall was so successful that announcement has been made that event
will become an annual feature.
The contest was conducted under the auspices of the Film Exchange
Employes Local Union No. 16,169 with the cooperation of the St. Louis
Star, an afternoon newspaper, and numerous theatres in the St. Paul
District.
Miss Norine Putney of 3131 Thomas Street. St. Louis, redheaded,
pretty and petite was selected by five judges as their unanimous choice for
"Miss Sunshine" at the contest this year. Miss Putney was entered from
the Novelty Theatre on Easton Avenue near Grand Boulevard, one of the
St. Louis Amusement Company's chain of houses. The four other prize
winners were: Helen Mathus (Miss Arsenal Theatre) : Alice Burns (Miss
Ashland Theatre) ; Helen Downey (Miss Mikado Theatre) and May Dahlberg (Miss Powhattan Theatre) Miss Putney wins in addition to the title
a De Soto Six automobile and a trip to Cuba while Miss Mathus the runner up for the championship will receive a sight-seeing trip to Hollywood.

Dealers Stay Sold on Tie-Up
After Successful Stunt
SHOWMEIN who have developcfl local
merchant cooperation to a high point
of efficiency place great value on the success of a tie-up with dealers who have not
previously associated themselves or their
businesses wi'th theatre exploitation, because
it is almost a rule that the dealer "stays
sold" on tie-ups after he has had one
profitable experience in that direction. So
much depends upon future exploitation
efforts along this line that many showmen
keo(p away from potcntfal tie-ups with
hitherto untried sources for merchant-theatre cooperation until they are sure they
have the material and the plan that will
work out successfully for the merchant. In
tie-ups "first impressions" are lasting and
if the first try fails the dealer is likely to
become very shy of any similar pro]xisitions. On the other hand if the first tie-up
is a success it is comparatively easy to
effect cooperative stunts wherever the opportunity presents.
A recent instance serines again to emphasize the repeat value of a successful mer-

chant tie-up in a re])ort from Charlotte,
N. C, concerning the campaign in that city
for "Revenge." This Dolores Uel Rio vehicle like "Ramona" has a theme song
which has been published as sheet music
and recorded for phonograph reproduction.
After the success Charlotte music dealers had on "Ramona" tie-ups it was an
easy matter for Manager Warren Irvin to
get window displays for "Revenge" when
he presented the picture at the Publix Carolina theatre.
Fifteen excellent windows were secured
including music dealers, radio and phonostores. graph shops, furniture stores and ten-cent
Large photos, display boards, sheet music and records featuring the song "Revenge" were used in these windows as well
as neatly lettered cards giving title of pictui'c, star, theatre and play dates.
The song "Revenge" was featured on
two radio concerts by the theatre organist,
Mr.
dates.Harry Waters well in advance of play

Stage Rehearsal
Presented
as
Epilogue to "Show Folks"
VyHE.X
Folks"
played Manager
the Or* ' pheum••Show
Theatre
in Denver,
Louis Hellborn staged a novel presentation
that registered as unusual entertainment.
The audience was given an opportunity
to see a little of life back stage. Hellborn
outlines his stunt as follows:

"Immediately
after the
closebillof come
the picture we had A I .\bbot
of the
out
dressed as a stage manager, making an announcement to the effect that as the audience had seen the picture of stage life they
would undoubtedly like to see what actually took jjlace at a Monday morning rehearsal.
Abbot then called to the stage crew to
open the traveler and the shadow-box picture sheet w:ls cleared in view of the audience, and stage set for the lirst act.

The regular rclicarsal routine then proceeded, such as acts arriving, greeting each
other, rehearsal with orchestra, complaints
about billing, position on bill, dressing
rooms, hammering and interruptions while
rehearsing and giving cues, etc. Several
girls in practice clothes were limbering up,
a Fire Warden was cautioning people about
smoking, stage hands were testing colors in
borders, towers, etc., and other miscellaneous routine to create atmosphere. Several
gags were used. In the meantime the set
was made, the rigging was ready for the
first act, and at the command of the stage
manager the traveler was closed and the
overture started. There was also a lot of
incidental talk between the artistfe, stagehands, and musicians."

Picture

A' c ic ,<■

Urgesfor"Safety-MIndedness"
Theatre Staffs
".Safety in the Theatre" was the subject
of an important address w-hich was delivered by Arthur Gaboury of Montreal,
secretai-y-general of the Province of Quebec
Safety League, before a large gathering of
members of the Province of Quebec Theatre
Owners Association at the Mount Royal
Hotel, Montreal, December 7.
Mr. Gaboury, in making a plea for
"safety-mindedness, " declared that the
manager of a theatre held the same responsibility as the captain of an ocean
liner. He referred to the mechanical safeguards which had been provided in Jlontreal theatres in the past year but urged
the exhibitors to add a well-trained personnel to the safety equipment. The employe shoiild be prepared to face a panicstricken crowd at any moment. Ushers
should know their duty, the musicians
should also be able to do their part
and the operator in the booth also has his
role to play. Safety was more a matter of
the mind than of the pocketbook. It was a
question of education, he believed, more
than one of costly physical equipment.
The manager, above all, was the right
man in the right place when an emergency
arose, Mr. Gaboury said. The manager
could do the job better than any fireman,
policeman or safety specialist stationed in
the theatre during performances.

Female Assistant Managers
The
possibilityGood
of girls at
replacing
men as
Loew's
Making
assistant managers of theatres, an experiment a month ago, now seems a reality,
with three young ladies filling those piisitions with satisfaction to the Loew Circuit officials at the present time.
Chelli Janis, the present assistant at
Loew's Plaza Theatre in Corona, was formerly assistant to Louis Klein, production
manager for Horace Livcright, and prior
to that a play broker. A]\ee E. .losephs, began with the Loew Circuit several years
ago as head usher at the State Theatre,
was promoted to cashier and now is .issistaut .at Loew's Prospect in Flushing. Phyllis Page, the present assistant manager of
Loew's Brevoort in Brooklyn, is a native of
Youngstomi, Ohio, and prior to her present
post was an actress, having small parts in
the musical comedy "Irene."

Radio Station Sponsors
Special Saturday Mats
radio
in
Salt Lake
KSLdayof morni
ng theCity
RY nSatur
EVEstatio
conjunction with Pantages Thel
ce
on na specia
putsMotio
atre there,
ren.
and a
picturesm-ltin
for child
vaudeville performance in which the
children themselves take part are features of the special shows.
"Uncle Roscoe" and "Big Brother"
of station KSL conduct this children's
period, at which about $1!J0 worth of
prizes are given away each week, it is
stated.
About one thousand bars of candy
are also given to the children each
week. This arrangement is in the form
of a tieup with the radio station, the
Pantages
merchants. Theatre and various local

'her
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Classified

Ads

RATES; 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SINGRRS. thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
'ago.
salary,
and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Cbi-

WELL KNOWN THEATRE MANAGER at liberty
owing to change in ownership. Just severed connections as managing director of
one of America's foremost
theatres. Long experience ;
Result producer ; Sanely
progressive ; second to none
in press and exploitation. Address, Manager, 24 Brighton
St., Rochester, New York.
Experienced Projectionist
wants position, liave 10 years'
experience and best of references. Address, Box 423, care
Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.
Experienced Poster Artist
with ideas and real creative
ability. He knows lobby display and exploitation and desires first class connection.
Will send samples and all personal details. Married; age
30. Write Box 424, care Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.

It Pays to
Advertise
in the
Layout ideas for the larger type of theatre netcsin exploitation of "Outcast"
used
displays
paper
are shoun
in the
illustration above. The displays
reproduced include a four-column ad for the
Pantheon, Toledo; and three-column display for
the Seattle, Seattle; Mainstreet, Kansas City;
Liberty, Wheeling, W. Va., and Regal, Hartford,
Conn.

Classified
Ads Section
of the News*

Projectionist, experienced
on Simplex and Powers machines with arc refiector D.C.
current, wishes steady job
anywhere. Address Box 426,
care Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.
WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Felder St.,
Americus, Ga.

OPERATOR^Nine years'
experience. Power 's, Simplex,
desires position. J. T. Kensetts. nedy, GilbertviUe, MassachuWANTED

a change. Pro-

it,"
Do years
non-union. jectionist,
Married.
and "I'U 12
with present job. P. White,
201 Sylvan St., Emporia,
Kans.

Used Equipment
SALE— 1200 Upholstered Theatre Chairs; 1000
Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500
FOR

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also
all makes REBUILT project o r s, spotlights, reflector
lamps, screens. Eveiything
for the theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

Chair Repairing
Let me estimate on Repairing the chairs in your theatre.
Refinishing, re-upholstering
and fastening to cement floors
a specialty. Repair parts furnished aU makes. Chairs
bought and sold. Twentyseven years' experience. Will
go everyTvhere. Shelly, 329
West 43rd St., New York
City. Chickering 9284.
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onal News from Corresponden
Special
Columbia
Meet Held in Chi.
SALES MANGENERAL
AGER CECIL MABERRY
and District Manager Fred Knispel of Columbia Pictures, held a
special meeting of branch managers in Chicago last Sunday, to discuss sales plans. Those in attendance included Branch Managers H.
A. Young. Detroit ; Ben Marcus,
Minneapolis ; Qaude McKean. St.
Louis ; W. A. Rand, Omaha ;
Ralph Peckham, Des Moines ; Bill
Weinshenker, Milwaukee ; Jimmy
Sharkey, Pittsburgh ; also Home
Office Representative Charles
Schwerin and Special Representative Oscar Blum. The Chicago
office was represented by Country
Sales Manager Bill Brumberg and
Salesman Oscar Florine, Adolph
Rosecan and Jack Cohen.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Selig of
the Gem and Kozy Theatres, left
last week for a ten day trip to
New York City.
Simansky & Miller are completing the installation of Vitaphone
equipment at their Forest Theatre
and expect to have it in operation
shortly.
Manager Frascini has completed
extensive improvements in his Lincoln Theatre at Lincoln, Illinois,
and it is reported has expended
about 560,000 in the work. New
items of equipment include an organ, seats and complete Western
Electric wiring for sound pictures.
Henri EUman has sold out his
interest in Columbia Pictures local
branch and has formed a partnership with Jerry Abrams for the sale
and distribution of Biophone in the
states of Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
Reports from Moline are to the
effect that theatre business is showing a decidedly better trend, increase in factory employment having helped the theatres greatly.
Frank Welter, Wisconsin exhibitor, who has theatres in Wausau
and Rhinelander, was in Chicago
for several days investigating
sound equipment.
B. Hoffman of the Bijou and
Rivoli Theatres, Monmouth, Illinois, is reported to be negotiating
for two houses in Iowa, which are
served out of Des Moines. Mr.
Hoffman is already operating a pair
of theatres in Fairfield, Iowa, as
well as his Illinois houses.
J. E. Edwards of the Aledo
Theatre, Aledo, Illinois, reports
that he has installed a new boiler
and furnace in his theatre and will
remodel the house throughout, next
spring.
Carl Harthill, a film row veteran
of many years standing, has resigned from Columbia Pictures to
become connected with the theatrical sales department of the Penn
Crockery Company. Booker
Charles Lindau is also leaving Columbia to take a position with the
Penn Crockery Company, Harold
Wise replacing him as booker. An
addition to the Columbia sales staff
is Oscar Florine, wiio is now covering the north side territory.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Tracy of

the Grand Theatre, I>owell, Indiana, were in Chicago last week,
purchasing new equipment to replace that which was damaged by
fire. They were compelled to close
down for several days but are again
operating.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Cross of
Battle Creek, Michigan, were visiting Chicago last week. Mr. Cross
is a director of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan and
called on jack Miller of tlie Exhibitors Association of Chicago,
while in this city.
Simon Simansky and Aaron
Saperstein of the West Town Theatres, were both ill tliis past week,
being confined to their homes with
the tlu. Mr. Simansky was able to
return to his office, but was not
entirely recovered.

Sound Debut
in
Ottawa Dec. 29
OTTAWA
IS to have Us first
sound program on December
29 when the Regent Theatre will
offer "Street Angel" and other
Movietone subjects. Manager Ray
Tubman has been busy with the reconstruction of the theatre for a
number of weeks and the actual
equipment is now being installed.
Incidentally, in the reniodeUing of
the Regent, Manager Tubman has
established a spacious office on the
second floor of the theatre building.
On top of all the \arious censor
boards in Canada, now comes the
proposal at Ottawa, tlie capital, for
the establishment of a Canadian
board of censors for the examination of all printed matter and periodicals imported into the Dominion from the United States and
other countries.
One of the prime movers in Ottawa, Ontario, for a pure water
supply was Manager J. M. Franklin ol B. F. Keith's Theatre, Mr.
Franklin serving on the Board of
Trade committee. The project has
now been adopted.
Pete Egan, manager of tlie Capitol Theatre, Regina, Sask., has
tlirown his cap into the ring as an
aldermanic candidate for 1929.
At the same time he is busy with
the wiring of the Capitol, equipment being installed for the Movietone
and V^itaphone.
Charles
L. Querrie, manager of
the Palace Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, has announced that he "does
not choose to run'' for the City
Council in the coming civic election, withdrawing in favor of Aid.
W. A. Summerville, proprietor of
the Prince of Wales and Eastwood
Theatres, Toronto, who is an aspitrol. rant to the Toronto Board of ConEddie Loughton, widely known
as a master of ceremonies, has
been added to the presentation staff
of tlie Uptown Theatre, Toronto,
key theatre of the Famous Players Canadian chain. This step was
taken in spite of the fact that sound
programs, recently introduced
there, have drawn multitudes.
The Strand Theatre, Brandon,
Manitoba, has been re-opcned by
Manager C. S. Ferguson, follow-

ing the carrying out of many alterations and complete redecoration. Manager Ferguson has transferred the stage presentations, orchestra and other features from
the Capitol Theatres, which he also
operates, thus making the Strand
the chief theatre of the two. Incidentally, the Strand also has an
organ.

Film
News
from
Seattle Section
FOR thecific
last
several
years PaNorthwest
manager
for
Alexander Pantages, Lloyd Dearth,
last week resigned that position
and has become general manager of
Nathanson's Paramount theatres in
Western Canada. He has been
succeeded at the local Pantages
Theatre by Earl Cook, former
"Pan" manager in Tacoma.
William Farrell, owner and manager of the Avenue Theatre, in
Yakima, spent a few days on film
row last week.
Employees of all of John Hamrick's 5 first-run theatres in Seattle,
Portland and Tacoma were guests
at three individual Thanksgiving
dinner parties in their respective
cities, with Mr. Hamrick acting as
host by proxy. He and Mrs. Hamrick were spending Thanksgiving
in Hollywood, and are expected
back soon.
Homer Borger,
Western divisiori"
manager
for Tiffany-Stahl,
is
spending a few days at the local
office. He is here just a week in
advance of L. A. Samuelson, former Seattle Pathe exchange manager,
who returns next week on his first
trip as home office representative in
the
West sound
for Tiffany-Stahl's
Tiffanytone
productions.
Louis Goldsmith, newly-appointed
sales representative for Alanager
Carl Steam's local Warner Brothers exchange, returned last week
from two-weeks' trip into Eastern
Washington.
W. Stefan Perutz. former manager of the United Artists Theatre, and more recently general manager of the
W'est Coast
Theatres
housesthree
in Tacoma,
Washington, left last week for New Haven,
Conn., where he will become associated with the Poll circuit. He
has been succeeded in Tacoma as
head of the Broadway, Rialto and
Colonial Theatres by Montague
Salmon, former manager of West
Coast's Boulevard Theatre in Los
Angeles.
Reports circulated on film row
last week indicated that Robert
Mayea, operator of the Columbian
Theatre at Columbia City, planned
to close that house shortly and reopen the Lakeside Theatre, local
suburban house that has been dark
for many months.
E. C. Jeffries, former manager
of the Rialto and American Theatres in Butte, Montana, passed
through Seattle last week en route
to New York City, where he will
re-enter the exhibiting field. He
has been succeeded in Butte by
Harry Stone, h's assistant there.
Ray Felker, of Salem, Oregon,
spent a short time here last week.

Wesco
Up 3
'FriscoGives
Houses
VX ^EST COAST THEATRES,
VV now control but one theatre
in San Francisco, as the Granada,
St. Francis and California theatres,
have been taken back by the Publix
Corporation. Recently these three
houses have not been doing as good
business as it was thought they
should do. The West Coast Theatres now have but Loew's Warfield
Theatre in this city and it will remain under the management of
Louis Golden,
Alice Joyce and Anna Q. Nilsson*
visited San Francisco recently.
Miss Nilsson is able to walk with
a cane now after seven months of
nursing
a broken hip, injured when
May.
she was thrown from a horse last
Boss Hardy, of Carmel, made a.
number of improvements in his projection room, including the installation of reflector lamps.
Phototone was inaugurated DecemberSt
1 at the Golden Gate:
Theatre. By virtue of the recent
affiHation of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit with the Radio Corporation of America, the Golden
Gate is able to present to its patrons this newest of all sjnchronizing devices.
Manager Greenberg, of the Cinema Club, is extending a special invitation to out-of-town exhibitorsto make their headquarters at the
popular club when in San Francisfacility
for theiris socialco.and Every
business
convenience
to
be made a special feature.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowers, who operate the Isis Theatre at Sparks and
also the Opera House at Carson.
City, have placed an order with
W. G. Preddy for complete projective equipment for their new
show house at Hawthorne, Nev.

Jail

Sentence
For
K. G. Forger

A 2-YEAR tentiary
sentence
in the
was imposed
on R.peniH.
Emert, convicted of passing bad
checks on several Kansas City exchanges and stores and representing himself to be the son of W. E.
Ward, manager of tthe Strand Theatre, Sharon Springs, Kas. He is
not related to Ward.
The Ritz Theatre, suburban;
house of Kansas City, came in for
some free publicity recently when,
a patron left a pet raccoon asleep,
in the rear of a motor car parked
in front of the theatre. Both car
and raccoon were gone when the
patron came
out. The
vertised the thief
couldpatron
keep adthe
car if he would return the raccoon.
Speaking of tough breaks for film
salesmen, it was none other than
Stanley Mayer of the Fox exchange, Kansas City, who was
forced to carry two heavy suitcases two miles in six inches of
mud the other day when a flotnl
interfered with his progress to
Osage City, Kas.
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Ohio Sunday Blues
Again at Work
THK Sunday blue law question
which is at all times being
more or less agitated in various
sections of Ohio, has now come up
at Westerville, a suburb of Columbus, where a single picture
house, the State, owned and operated by Dwight Curlman. is the
objective of the reformers. Petition signed by 500 voters and circulated by the Ministerial Association in connection with the W.C.T.
U. has been presented to the Village Council, asking that future
Sunday showings in the lone theatre be prohibited. Council has
tabled the matter for consideration
at a later date.
Opening of Neth's Cameo Theatre, Columbus, scheduled and advertised to open December 1, was
deferred at the last minute following word from the sound equipment
company of their inability to install certain necessary parts on
time. The house opened Dec. 7.
M iHard Blaettner, manager of
the Colonial Theatre, Dayton, Ohio,
in connection with the city's Director of Welfare, is putting on the
fourth annual charity benefit, when
a special Saturday morning matinee will be given just prior to
Christmas. Admission will be an
article of food, which will subse■quently be distributed to the poor.
Last year more than 20 barrels of
food thus collected was turned over
to the needy by the theatre management.
The Palace Theatre. Cincinnati,
under management of Roy Haines,
is celebrating its ninth birthday anniversary, in commemoration of
which a new ultra-modern switchboard is being installed.
The Forest Theatre, Cincinnati,
will show special Christmas features particularly suitable to juvenile audiences during the children's
special Saturday matinees throughout the holiday season.
The new L. B. Wilson theatre,
Covington, Ky., which, in reality
is the old Lyric Theatre, remodeled, opened recently with a big
■crowd from Cincinnati, just across
the river, in attendance.
The Regent, Hamilton, Ohio,
■which has been
in
connection
with playing
dramaticpictures
stock on

Atlanta
The Action Film Company has
opened an office in Atlanta at 163
Walton Street, N. W.. for the purpose of handling state rights pictures. John Caiman, who is well
known to exhibitors throughout the
Southeast, has been appointed manager.
Jack Chalman, who, for the past
ten months has been director of advertising and publicity of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, has been
transferred to a similar position at
the Metropolitan Theatre at Houston, Texas, according to an announcement from the office of Willard C. Patterson, district manager
here for Publix.
Fred F. Creswell, district manager of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, with headquarters in Atlanta, visited the Alabama and
Tennessee territories.
C. W. Starr, who is well known
to exhibitors throughout the entire
Southeast, has joined the sales staff
of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions,
and has been assigned to the Alabama territory.
Work is progressing on the Bocanita Theatre, which C. T. Bobo
is building at Scottsboro, Ala., and
it is expected the house will be completed in about three months. Mr.
Bobo now operates the Dreamland
Theatre at Scottsboro but it is understood that house will be closed
when the new one opens. The Bocanita will have a seating capacity
of approximately 1,000.
C. A. Clegg,
of First
National's
Atlanta
exchange,
returned
last
Thursday from a trip in Florida.
William G. Minder. Southern
district manager for TifFany-Stahl,
left last Tuesday for a trip through
Florida territory, expecting to return to Atlanta early next week.
L. G. Jenkins, South Georgia exhibitor, while in Atlanta last Wednesday, announced that he had disposed of his interest in the Liberty
Theatre at Homerville. Ga., to D.
M. Hughes and Fred W. Jernigan
of that city.
O. L. Freeman, ad sales manager atchange,
Paramount's
Atlanta
has been confined
to exhis
bed with a bad cold.
R. H. Clark, of the shipping department ofisLiberty-Specialty's
Atlanta office,
another Flu sufferer.

a full-week basis, has changed its
policy to split-week, changing on
Sundays and Thursdays.

R. F. Pinson,
at Pathe's
Atlanta
branch, booker
was confined
to
his home by an attack of the flu.

Week

C. L. Peavey, head of F B O's
Atlanta branch, visited Montgomery. Ala., last week.

in Southeast
Active

CHAXGES
in ownership and
operation of five motion picture theatres in the Southeast are
announced this week.
O. L. Shelnutt has bought the
City Theatre at Lafayette, Ala.,
from W. U. Shelnutt.
The Royal Theatre at Elizabethton, Tenn., has been taken over by
D. L. Quinn.
The Peafowl Theatre at Nashville. Tenn.. has been bought by
L. M. Agathen, the former owner
being Thomas R. Hughes.
The Norwood Theatre at Birmingham, Ala., which was operated
by Ben Jafife, is now being operated
by C. H. Burke, receiver.
Chris LaComa has taken over
the house at Willacoochee, Ga.,
formerly operated by R. A. Turner.

W. J. exchange,
Collins, cashier
at Pathe's
Atlanta
has been
ill at
his home.
John EzelK ^ead of Warner
exchange in Atlanta, made a trip
into the Tennessee territory recently.
H. P. Rhodes, head of the Vitaphone office in Atlanta, was confined to his home the latter part of
the week by an attack of the flu.
W. W. Anderson, of Pathe, paid
a business visit to Chattanooga last
week.
Exhibitors seen doing business
on Film Row this past week were;
Joe Steed, Southern Theatres, Inc.,
Enslev, Ala. ; Carl Cape, Colonial
Theatre, Buford, Ga. ; C. W.
Maxey, Royal Theatre, Summerville, Ga. ; Sam Borisky, Independent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga.
Tenn. ; H. H. Langford, Universal

Bait. Announces
3 New Theatres

Theatre, Lilhonia, Ga.; G. L.
Wynn, Rilz Theatre, Newman,
Ga. ; P. J. Henn, Haven Theatre,
Canton, Ga. ; Mrs. \'iolet Edwards,
Colonial Theatre, Ga. ; W. U. Remond, Scenic Theatre, Lake Wales,
Fla. ; D. V. Marquis, Ernado Theatre, Bartow, Fla.

THE

Broadway
Theatre,
Hopewell, \'a., was
opened
recently after the building had been
constructed under the supervision
of J. C. Cunningham.
Robert H. Coulter, formerly
manager of the Brookland Thea-

Florida

Business has been so good at
the Garden, Tampa, that Manager
Gore finds it necessary to enlarge
tlie house. The building did not
cover the entire lot, but had an
open space about 12 feet wide along
the west side, so he is building an
addition to cover this vacant space.
This addition will add at least 150
seats to the capacity.
Harry Catron has bought an interest in the Lisbon Theatre,
Tampa, and assumed tlie management last week. Several years ago
Harry and his father operated the
Bonita Theatre, on Franklin Street.
They sold to Consolidated Amusements, who re-built the house and
named it the Franklin. The Catron's then took over tlie swiniinmg
pool at Sulphur Springs and made
it the most popular bathing resort
around Tampa. As there is not a
great deal of winter bathing here
Harry decided to try his hand at
show business again.
Another change at the Campobello, Tampa. Oakley Busier is the
latest to try his hand at putting
the house over. This house has
changed hands the past year about
as many times as there were
months in the year.
Patsy Ruth Miller, the screen
star, is planning to spend the
Christmas holidays in Tampa as
the guest of Anthony Shiinko, who
operates the Patio in St. Petersburg, and the new Park Theatre
in Tampa.

tre, Richmond. \'a., has been appointed manager of the new William Byrd Theatre, that city. Emmett 1. Peroe has succeeded Coulter as manager of the Brookland.
A motion picture theatre is to
be built in Petersburg, \'a., to cost
about $300,000 by Charles A. Somma and Walter J. Coulter, who
operate a number of other Virginia
Theatres.
Frances Reid, formerly cashier
at the Bluebird Theatre, Richmond,
Va., has been appointed Cashier at
the Brookland, recently opened in
North Richmond.

Salt Lake City
Regional News
Theatre will
IT is can
reported
tliat betlie equipped
Amerifor sound pictures by March 1st.
George
Smith,
exhibitor
of
Magna,
Utah, has been ill with the
flu.
D. T. Lane, Secretary of the Salt
Lake City Film Board of Trade,
lost his father, John Patrick Lane,
recently, through an attack of influenza.
E. Hugo Strickland, in charge of
Tiffany-Slahl exchange for the
past few months, has been transferred to San Francisco. His successor has not been appointed as
Many Idaho theatres, including
those of Twin Falls, Kimberley,
Filer and Buhl, Idaho, have been
closed recently due to the epidemic
throughout that section.
The Forum Theatre of Sugar
House changed hands recently it
yet.
is reported, having been taken over
by ilr. Hoggen from L. F. Brown.
T. Clifton Pierce of the Espee
Theatre, returned last week from
a pleasure trip to the Pacific coast.
Many of the local Fox ernployees have been confined to their
homes due to the Influenza.
United Artists traveling auditor,
E. Rowell. spent several days at
the local branch.

The town
Franklin,
second runTampa's
house, big
is downgoing
to try out a serial, adding it to
their Saturday program. Manager Heston realized the importance of getting a big opening for
the first episode, and is giving a
"treat matinee" this Saturday, at
which everybody will be admitted
at the flat price of ten cents per.
Charlie Morrison, manager of
the Palace Theatre, Jacksonville,
was robbed last Sunday night by a
lone unmasked bandit. Mr. Morrison was crossing the room to lock
the door when held up.
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Rob M.P.T.O. Head
in St. Louis
F'^RED
owner St.
of
severalWehrenbcrg,
theatres in South
Louis aiul president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, was held up and robbed of $350
in cash by two well-dressed young
bandits in an alley in back of the
Melba Theatre, Grand Boulevard
and Miami Street, at 10:30 p. m.
December 1.
Wehrenbcrg who is now operating the Melba, Michigan, Cinderella, Virginia and Cherokee Theatres, had just collected the receipts at the Melba, the last of the
string to be checked up and was
taking the net returns of the five
houses to his home when robbed.
St. Louis film stocks were less
active on the St. Louis Stock Exchange the week ending on December 1 and apparently the temporary
buoyancy due to the published reports concerning the negotiations
of Warner Brothers for the purchase of the Skouras Brothers interests has worn away.
St. Louis Amusement Company
A has slipped back into its shell
and hasn't been heard of on the
exchange for several days. Skouras
A was also weaker closing on December 1 at ?56.50 bid and $57
asked, a drop of 50 cents per
share. A year ago this stock was
quoted at $36.
Eddie Peabody, the Coast Defender, has made his debut as a
master of ceremonies at Skouras
Brothers Missouri Theatre, Grand
Boulevard and Lucas Avenue. He
opened on December 1 and apparently St. Louisians like him.
Esrl Lilly has sold tlie Irma Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., to T. Coty.
Lillv has entered the commercial
field.
Gus Kerosotas of Springfield,
111., has gone to New York on a
pleasure and business trip.
Bon Cluster of Johnston City
who recently added the Marvel
Theatre, Carlinville, 111., to his
string, opened that house on December 8.
The Lyric Theatre at Pocahontas, 111., and the Pastime at Tamarora. 111., have increased from two
nights a week to three nights. The
coal mines are now working more
steady and business has warranted
the extra night a week.
Joe Hewitt of Robinson, 111., is
back from a visit in Okmulgee,
Okla.
Louis Kerasotas of the Strand
Theatre, Springfield ; Mike Nash
of King Bee, St. Louis, and Tom
McKean, president of Progressive
Pictures, St. Louis, enjoyed a very
successful duck hunting expedition in the vicinity of Bcardstown,
111., recently.
Ed. Regan of Harrisburg, 111.,
who operates the house at Harco,
111., now has the opera house at
Omaha, 111.
Everett H. Hays, manager of
the St. Louis Theatre, Grand and
Delmar Boulevards, St. Louis, Mo.,
has been re-elected president for
the third consecutive year of the
St. Louis Theatre Managers Association. Other officers are: David

UNIFORMS

Russell, St. Louis Municipal Opera
Association, vice-president ; Paul
Beisman, American Theatre, secretary, and James Patrick Brennan
Grand Opera House, treasurer.
The Lowell Theatre building at
5035 North Broadway, St. Louis,
Mo., is to be altered and remodeled into a two-story and basement
apartment house of twelve units.
Chester H. and Clarence S. Kaimann, owner of the building,
through their architects Lahey &
Kane, 4207 College Avenue, have
taken bids from contractors on the
remodeling job.
"Red" Terhune the St. Louis
boy who stole a ride on the Graf
Zeppelin tried his luck as an actor
at Skouras Brothers Ambassador
Theatre recently when he appeared
in Ed. Lowry's stage show. His
act, of course, had reference to the
trans- Atlantic adventure.

Milwaukee Reports
Midwesco Deal
ACCORDING
to present
report, under
negotiations are at
way between the Adler Circuit and
Midwesco for the acquisition of the
Adler Circuit houses at Marshfield,
Stevens Point, Waupaca and Antigo Midwesco has taken over the
Palace theatre at Antigo from
Harvey Hanson. Mr. Hanson will
continue as manager until the first
of the year.
Sound pictures are about to invade upper Wisconsin theatres and
upper Michigan houses, A number
of upstate exhibitors are planning
sound installations in the near
future. "Doc'' Gallup, according
to recent reports will soon install
sound apparatus in the Delft theatres at Escanaba, Marquette, and
possibly Iron River. Martin
Thomas is planning sound installation for* the Braumart at Iron
Mountain. Charles DePaulI will
soon have sound in the Temple at
the Soo. Paul Schultz, of the
Orpheum at Hancock, is installing
his equipment himself.
The Comfort theatre, which has
been closed for sometime to permit
extensive remodeling, will be
opened shortly according to Sam
Thirion, manager.
Lawrence McDaniel, Alhambra
theatre
artist, was married on Dec.
1st.
Clifford Gill has been appointed
to succeed M. P. Kelly as director
of pubHcity for Midwesco.
Irvin Newman, of EvansviUe,
Ind., is now booker of the Frackman Film Exchange.
Fred Meyer, manager of the
Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, received many congratulations this
past week due to his celebrating,
a third year in Milwaukee, as
manager of the Alhambra and of
the U-chain in Wisconsin.
A. L. Merritt of the Princess
at Oconto was a recent visitor to
Milwaukee exchanges.
Elmer Huhnke, sales representative for First National, succeeded
in bringing down a sufficient quantity of venison to prove his prowess
in the north woods.
The Lyric theatre which was
formerly managed by Helen Connelly and which has been closed for

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

some timCj has been re-opened and
is being managed by Miss Larson.
Don Bole, Wisconsin theatre
manager, has been appointed assistant to Sherman Brown of the
New Pabst theatre, and .will have
charge
of the Davidson when it is
re-opened,
Tlie Fern Theatre is said to have
been taken over by Walter Rourke,
formerly with tlie Pastime at Horicon, from Sam Thirion.
John Merrill has recently been
appointed exploitation manager for
Milwaukee Theatre Circuit. Mr.
Merrill some time ago was associated with Saxe Amusement Enterprises,

Oregon
and Idaho
Hit By Flu
MANY
houses and
in various
parts ofof the
Oregon
Idaho,
on account of the seriousness of the
ffu are experiencing a considerable
loss of income. This has been particularly noticeable in Southern
Oregon, but as yet no ban has been
placed on theatres, though schools
are closed at some points.
At Twin Falls, Ida., the county
board of health issued an order
closing the theatres and which ban
has been in force for a week with
prospects of being extended for another week, on account of several
deaths.
Improvements costing $60,000,
covering Vitaphone and Movietone
installations at the New Everett
theatre, Everett, and remodeling
the Apollo theatre, long closed,
have been announced by the Star
Amusement Company through A.
W. Adamson,
operating manager.
The Vitaphone and Movietone
installation in the New Everett
theatre, will be the largest of any
city the size of Everett in the state,
and will be put in at an expenditure
of $25,000, and be completed early
in March.
The Apollo theatre will be provided with Photophone, which installation also will be made at a
cost of $15,000. The house when
completed, Mar. 15th, will seat 800.
Harold J. Murphy, formerly
manager of the Orpheum Theatre
has assumed the management of
Cole
Seattle.McElroy's Spanish Ballroom,
Kolstaphone, Inc., has been incorporated by A. S. Kolstadt, C.
H. Costner, Jeanie L. Young of
Hood River, Ore., who will engage in the manufacture and sale
of Kolstaphone, a patented machine
and other sound equipment.
Both vitaphone and movietone
have been installed in the McDonald Theatre at Eugene, Ore.
Frank D. C. Alexander, however,
continues to give his organ concerts.
In a real spirit of co-operation
the Clemmer Theatre was given
over to Dr. Charles Pease of the
Unitarian Church for his early
morning worship.
Lou Forbes, has been elected to
assume the baton at the Portland
Theatre to direct the Fanchon &
Marco revues. Gene Morgan has
gone to California.
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Brooklyn, N. Y., Is
Good Show Town
ACCORDING
to the latest
reports from across
the East
River, the flourishing Borough of
Brooklyn is becoming a good show
town. Brooklynites are gradually
learning that they may find as good
entertainment in the theatres of
their own section, as may be obtained along the White Way. With
the ever-growing hardships of getting about Manhattan, with its congested transit lines and streets,
folks of Brooklyn are showing
more and more of a tendency to»
spend evenings near at home. So
it is that the Brooklyn theatrical
business is gaining headway all the
time. Brooklyn's chain of elaborate motion picture houses, including the new Fox and Paramount
theatres, have had much to do with
this change of sentiment. These
palatial establishments are every
bit as handsome as similar structures in Manhattan. They offer just
as fine performances at the same
prices, and on occasions new pictures are shown in Brooklyn, before they appear in Manhattan.
Seventy-five persons in the Steuben Motion Picture Theatre, at 1345
Third avenue, w-alkcd out in orderly fashion this past Tuesday afternoon to the strains of popular airs
played by a pianist when fire
started inthoughthe
operator's
Althe booth
was booth.
destroyed,
there was no excitement, and no
one was injured. The persons were
led out by W. Unger, owner and
manager of the theatre. When
Alexander Rosen, the relief operator, notified him of the fire, he
went down the center aisle and told
the audience, composed largely of
women and children to follow him
quietly to the street. Meanwhile
the pianist, under Unger's orders,
struck up the popular tunes with
such gusto that some patrons joined
out.
in singing them as they marched
The Cameo Theatre at South
Orange. N. J., has been taken over
on lease by Mayer Schlesinger, who
will have the house redecorated
and an installation of sound equipment made.
Another recent house reopening
was that of the Monticello Theatre,
Monticello, New Jersey,
James A. FitzPatrick, producer
of the Famous Music Master
short features, recently arrived
back in New York from Scotland,
where he produced a feature picture starring Percy Marmont.
Al Moley, of Seider and Moley
Theatrical enterprises, is now located in his new headquarters on
the third floor of 729 7th Avenue,
the 'phone number of which is
Bryant 5119.
Last week the Plaza theatre celebrated the anniversary of its llth
birthday. Lee Brecher, director,
after studying the results of a
ballot taken among the audience,
has decided to avoid sound and
talking pictures. The Plaza patrons voted unanimously against a
change of policy involving tiie presentation of audible movies.
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Albany Territory
Has Busy Week
ALL bookers in Albany were
present at a special meeting
held last Tbursday at the Film
Board of Trade.
L. \V. Kniskern, assistant general sales manager for Pathe, together with Frank Ross and
Cliarles Wilson, of Boston, was in
town last week, conducting a sales
drive.
Mrs. B. M. Taylor, theatre owner
of North Adams, Mass., will sail
for Europe about January 15.
Mike Kallet, opened tlie new
Capitol Theatre in Rome on Monday night of this week. Officials
of the Conierford Company were
present.
\V. A. Sullivan, owner of the
Empire Theatre In North Adams,
is still ill at his home.
Tom Stowell. a well known
Albany newspaperman, w-as named
last week as manager of Harmanus"
Bleecker Hall in Albany, succeeding Joseph Saperstein, who has become manager of the new Berinstein house in Ithaca.
Mrs. Lew Fischer, of Fort Edward, wife of the owner of a chain
of houses in northern New York,
is at an Albany hospital, recovering from an operation.
Richard Curry took over the
Hudson Theatre in Albany and the
Bijou in Troy, from Louis Benton, last week, Mr. Benton retaining the theatre in Greenwich.
The new Swan at Greenwich
was opened last week by H. L.
Maussert. The house seats 350 persons.
■ Cecilia Rosenthal, daughter of
Jake Rosenthal, owner of the Rose
in Troy, will become the bride of
Jack Green of Troy, on January 6.
Ed. Thornton, of Saugerties,
stated that improvements to his
house made during the past summer, had cost $30,000, including a
new organ.
The Battaglias have reduced admission prices at the Palace to ten
and fifteen cents.
Exhibitors along Film Row during the week included Margaret
Sullivan of the SanSouci in WatervHet, Len Garvey of New Hartford; Jack Finn, of Madison; Sam
Hochstim. of Hudson.
The stock company now playing
at the Majestic in Utica, is working on a week to week basis and
there is a report to the effect that
the house may go back to pictures
in the near future.
Repairs costing $7,000 are being
made to the Liberty Theatre in
W'atertown,
weeks
ago. damaged by fire a few
The Albany Film Board of
Trade will hold a meeting on December 17. The Board has decided
not to stage a dinner this winter.
A power surge, one of the freaks
of electricity, plunged a large part
of Watertown into darkness one
night last week, throwing the Vitaphone apparatus at the Avon Theatre out of commission, with damage estimated at $1,500.
George Lane, Troy projectionist,
has joined the R. C. A. research
laboratory in N. Y. C.
Jake Golden, announced Proctor's in Troy, will open with the
Photophone on December 17.
The Casino in Waterford has
been sold by H. R. Davidson to
Hinds and Crane. A. Siegel has

1829
sold the Family Theatre at Rotterdam to Charles Carroll. Tony
Boguardi has acquired tlie Rutherford Theatre in Franklin.
Jake Rosentlial and Neil Hellman served on the arbitration
board of the Albany Film Board
of Trade last week.

New Roxy Opened
at Ashland, Pa.
n"^HE Roxy Theatre at Ashland,
Pa., w'hich cost approximately
$200,000 to erect, has just opened.
J. Schreck is resident manager.
Monarch Tlieatre at Wilson is
undergoing a remodeling process.
The house was recently taken over
by the Gorris Brothers of McKeesport, John Schultz being the
retiring owner.
C. P. Pascoe, owner of the
Pascoe Theatre at Somerset for
many years, has been appointed
Biophone representative in the
\\'estern Pennsylvania-West Virginia territory.
Marian Wiesen is tlie new secretarv to Secretary Fred J. Herrington, of the M. P. T. O. of W. Pa.,
and W. \'a., succeeding Helen Brogan who resigned after several
years' service.
The Masonic Theatre at Hinton,
W. Va., is closed for repairs and
Day.
will be re-opened on New Year's
The Holmes Realty Company is
planning the erection of a new theatre at Holmesburg, Pa.
Jack Cohen, well-known Pittsburgh film salesman, is back with
Tififany-Stahl.
W. M. Wear, manager of the
Harris' State Theatre at Washington, isagain on the job after a
severe illness.

Sunday Show Vote
for Albion, la.
OWNER
and the
manager
Charles
Marks of
Rex Theatre,
.\lbion, Iowa, secured 535 signatures to a petition asking that a
special election be held to vote upon
the Sunday movies at Albion. The
Mayor and city council authorized
the holding of the election, which
was expected to result in a vote
for the Sunday shows which are
being endorsed by a number of the
big business men of Albion.
Lionel Wasson, formerly assistant manager at the Capitol Theatre, was given the management of
the Des Moines Theatre last week
when Stanley Sigelbaum who came
from St. Paul and Minneapolis to
take charge of the Des Moines six
months ago left last Tuesday for
New York City. Mr. Sigelbaum
will be with the Universal Company acting in a managerial capacity for a number of theatres. Mr.
Wasson has as his assistant at the
Des Moines Don Allen. At the
Capitol Abe Holdsberg is tiow
assistant manager.
The Strand at Newton was sold
by the Classic Pictures, Inc., to
Harry
Frankel
last week.
The
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house will be managed by George
Weigman who was niterested with
Flarry Frankel m the Strand at
Boune. Mr. Frankel, who is manager for F B O, acts as liead of
the Strand Operatmg Company
which controls the Strand at Newton. The Strand at Boone, was
sold on December 1 by Harry
Frankel and George Weigman to
A. \V". Fairchild who is now managing the theatre himself.
Alvin Chapman opened the Joy
Theatre at Winheld, Iowa recently.
The Des Moines police department found the car stolen Irom
Max Wintroub of Tiffany who has
his offices in Umaha.
Edgar Phillips of Lake View
bought the Cozy Corner Theatre at
VaJl, Iowa and look immediate
possession, ilr. Phillips has operated theatres in Iowa prc\iuusly.
He bought the theatre from R. M.
Jinkins who is one of the Iowa
veteran showmen. Mr. Jinkin reports that he has retired from the
tilm business, for a time, at least.
W. J. Miller, theatre broker, has
been quite ill, and was unable to be
out on the road for several weeks.
J. H. Zimmerman, travelling
auditor for M-G-M, left this office
for ilinneapolis after several
months in checking books here.
A. H. Blank who left for New
York on Thursday was accompanied by Mrs. Blank who will do a
bit of Christmas shopping while
Mr. Blank is in business conference.
Margaret McGreavy, secretary
to Manager Banford of M-G-M,
is now on vacation.

Offer $850 Reward
for Ind. Slayers
RR. offered
BAIR,
owner,
$500 theatre
reward for
the
slayers of Paul T. Pulliam, general manager of Bair neighborhood
theatres, making a total reward of
$850. Pulliam was slain in a holdup recently after he left the theatre office.
Mars Hill, Indianapolis suburb,
now has its own theatre. The building cost $25,000 and is operated by
Louis Cernat.
Grenada Theatre is equipped for
talkies, and is the first neighborhood house there to have talkies.
The Valparaiso Theatre at Valparaiso, Ind., has been reopened
by E. E. Sailor, Hammond theatre operator. P. W. Goodson, Jr.,
son of P. W. Goodson, Sr., former
owner, is associated with Sailor.
Vitaphone and Movietone reproduction equpiment is being installed
at the Strand Theatre at Shelbyville. It is one of the smallest Inment. diana houses with the new equipThe Zaring Egyptian, north side
house, celebrated its third anniversary last week with special features.
The new $750,000 Tivoli at Gary
was opened with elaborate program.
It is the first of the de luxe neighburhood houses.
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Penn. City Ground
Sold for Theatre
ANNOUNCEMENT
was made
by Mayor Musser at a meeting of the Lancaster City Council, that Al. Boyd, formerly a prominent figure in the Stanley Company of America, and who recently
built modern theatres in Allentown
and Philadelphia, had purchased a
city-owned property centrally located at Queen and Chestnut
Streets in the former city, with the
intention of building a new theatre there. Published reports state
Mr. Boyd will erect a building to
cost $500,000 and that it will contain store rooms in addition to the
theatre. The theatre will seat between 2.500 and J,000 and the policy of the house will be combination films and vaudeville. A cashier's check for $10,000 was turned
over to the city of Lancaster to
bind the agreement under the terms
of which Mr. Boyd is to take over
the site from the city between
April 1, 1929, and April 1, 1930.
Work on the theatre must begin
within
taken. a year after the title is
William Woodin has recently
completed the wiring of the Keystone Theatre, Towanda, for sound
devices, and is planning to wire the
Arcadia in Wellsboro.
In order to make newly installed
talkie devices operate to the best
advantage in the Colonial Theatre,
Harrisburg, Manager Lee Levy
moved the projection booth back
ten feet. To avoid interrupting any
performances he had the work done
in a single day, Sunday, December
2, notwithstanding it was necessary to tear out a part of the wall
of the theatre and add a ten-foot
extension to the building.
The death occurred recently in
Reading of Isaiah H. Dickinson,
for twenty-five years identified
with theatres in that city. For a
long period he was stage manager
of the old Grand Opera House,
now the Capitol Theatre.
Picture theatres of Scranton will
have competition in the form of
dramatic stock productions by the
Thatcher Players, in the Academy
Theatre, beginning December 24.
The Academy, which is owned by
the M. E. Comerford chain, with
headquarters in Scranton, has been
practically rebuilt in the last two
months and has been leased to the
James Thatcher Productions, Inc.
The P. O. S. of A. hall, operated as a motion picture theatre, in
East Berlin, has been transferred
back to its former owner, Dr.
Eugene Elgin, after having been
conducted for a brief period by
Robert Scheaffer.
Maxwell Hite, employed for a
number of years as a projectionist
in various picture theatre in Harrisburg and adjacent towns, entertained the inmates of the Dauphin
County Almshouse with a show
consisting of eight reels of comic
subjects.
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stream of cold air directly on the film were
factory.
frequently tried but were generally unsatis-

Inquiries and
Comments
Film

Buckling
Responsible
Shutter Clwnges

for

SATISFACTORY solution to the
film buckling problem seems to
have been reached at last. It involves simply a change in the location of the revolving shutter
from its former position in front of the
projection lens to a place immediatel.v behind the aperture.
In this new position the shutter is double
acting in that it serves to mask the light
beam (its primary function) and at the
same time shields the film from the radiated
heat within the beam during the light washing period.
Thus, bj- simply changing the position of
one element in the projector optical system
a defect is satisfactorily corrected, the eftieiency of the system is maintained at its
normal value, and complicated mechanisms
for cooling the film are avoided thus retaining simplicity of design.

In Step with Progress
Placing the revolving shutter behind the
aperture constitutes an improvement which
is directly in line with new developments in
the art of motion jiicture projection. By the
same token it is indicative of the alertness
■of projector manufacturers to the ever oc•curring changes with which tlie industry
is faced.
The matter of film buckling has been a
serious one ever since the introduction of
the reflector arcs. This system, with its
greatly increased efficiency in light transmission subjects the film to heat levels
W'hich are higher than those encountered
with the old condenser forms of optical
system-s.
There is an axiom in the lighting field
that light and heat go hand in hand and
any increase in the foraier is attended by
a like increase in the latter and vice versa.
This seems perfectly logical in view of the
fact that heat, too, is a wave motion and
is subject to the same control by means of
lenses, prisms and mirrors.

Early

Attempts

at

High

Aside from being cumbersome, these devices were inefflcient and approached the
problem from the negative standpoint in
that they all first permitted the film to be
lieated and then attempted to dissipate this
heat stored up in the film.
This was equivalent to evolving a method
for finding a horse which had been stolen
instead of taking the more direct method
of preventing the horse from being stolen
in the first place.
Placing the revolving shutter at the aperture location prcz'Ciits the film from being
excessively heated and so takes the forni
of a preventive rather than a cure. This
method is infinitely better.

Why

Film.

Buckles

The best opinions on the subject ascribe
the buckling of film to its lack of perfect
drying. Film which leaves the laboratory
imperfectly dried will be subjected to a
violent drying operation as it passes the
aperture during the coiirse of projection
and it is this almost instantaneous drying
during projection which sets up uneven
strains in the film and causes it to assume
shapes other than that of a perfectly fiat
ribbon.
More specifically, the action is claimed
to be as follows : Imperfectly dried film
passing through the projector during projection is subjected to a preliminary heating before it reaches the aperture from its
contact with the heated mechanism.
The edges of the film, being in direct contact with the sprockets, guides and tension
springs are heated more than the center
strip of the film which rides practically free.
Some degree of strain is thus established
due to this preliminary uneven heating. As
the film is exposed to the beam passing
through the aperture, the center strip of
film, which until now has been little heated,
is suddenly subjected to a large increase in
temperature whereas the edges of the film
are protected from direct exposure to the
projected light beam.
A violent strain is then established in
the opposite direction.
The net result is that the center portion
of the film not only tends to, but actually
does, expand more than edges and this unequal expansion gives rise to the so-called
l)uokling.

Cooling

Efforts have been made at various times
to protect the film from excessive heating in
the new fornus of illuminatoi's but the principal result was merely the evolution of
cumbersome forms of cooling devices which
found no permanent place in the projector
optical system.
Forced draft devices which drew a stream
of cold air past the aperture or played a

Its

Effect

on

Projection

The effects of buckled film are evidenced
during projection by the projectionists inability to keep an entirely sharp defined
picture on the screen. The film, as it passes,
the aperture, does not present a flat plane
to the projection lens but on the contrary
presents different planes which vary in
their distances from the lens.
Focussing

the lens, therefore, for the normal position
of a fiat film at the aperture is inqjossible
as the film constantly changes its position.
In extreme cases, it is not at all uncommon for the projectionist to remain at the
working projector and continually refocus
the the
lensscreen.
in order to keep a legible pictui'e
on
Such a procedure, of course, is absurd
even if it were effective, but no matter how
alei't the projectionist may be to catch these
changes the definition of the picture is certain to be affected.
It might logically be asked that if imperfect drying of the film is responsible for
its buckling then why not eliminate this
trouble at the source by correctly drying
the film. It is far easier and simjiler to find
a universal preventive for buckling than
to try to obtain the cooperation of a large
body of companies who may or may not be
in favor of going to the extra work required to perfectly condition their product
which they consider to be at best, but temIt seems almost certain that the old type
porary.
of revolving shutter placed in front of tlie
projection lens is doomed to extinction.
In view of the fact that the old shutter
location possesses no marked advantages as
compared with the new one, its disappearance should be no cause for grief.
The aperture-shutter, on the other hand,
holds forth sharply defined pictures, the
conservation of film and projector parts,
and a lessening of the projectionists duties
in that he is not required to devote much
of his time to watching the screen for its
definition.

Two

Florida
Theatres
Acquired by Publix

Plans are being rushed by the Publix
Theatre Corporation for the opening of the
Polk theatre, at Lakeland, Fla., which was
erected during the time of the Florida
boom, of Spanish atmospheric style, and at
a cost reported to be close to a million dollars. The name of the Polk, which seats
2,000 has been changed to Rio.
Recently final deals were closed between
the owners and Publix, whereby the Polk
and another theatre never before opened,
the Lakeland, were purchased outright by
Publix. It is the plan of the company to
open the Polk (now the Rio) some time in
December with Movietone and Vitaphone.
The Lakeland will open its doors the early
part of next year, also with sound.
Representatives of Publix' maintenance
departments in Atlanta and New York are
at Lakeland now, rushing through the
equipping of the new Rio. All furniture,
etc., will be in keeping with the Spanish
style of the house. The Rio policy will be
sound at popular prices, and the Lakeland
will offer first and second run sound.

1831
December

15 ,
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Several Theatre
Projects Are
Planned in Mid- West
THE Great State Theatre Corporation is
said to be planning the erection of a
$1,000,000 theatre and store building on
Main Street, Aurora, 111. The preliminary
sketches are being prepared by Rapp and
Bapp, well known Chicago architects.
Construction will get under way at once
•on the theatre at 2141 North Market Street,
Wichita, Kas., to be erected by the Stoekman-Hartnian Theatre Company. The plans
which were prepared by Boiler Brothers of
Kansas City, Mo., call for a one story building with balcony, 50 by 140 feet and of reinforced concrete and briek, trimmed with
terra eotta. The house will be built on the
sub-contract basis.
Chicago interests are said to be considering the erection of a new theatre in Burlington, la., to cost about $400,000. A site
on Main Street has been mentioned in connection with the proposed new house.
Buckner, Mo., is to have a new theatre
and dance hall. E. V. Buchanan of 221
South Osage Street, Independence, Mo., is
behind the project. AVilliam S. McCoy, an
architect of Independence, Mo., has prepared the plans which call for a building
two stories with basement on a site 40 by
100 feet.
It is reported that Otto Theis will have
plans for his new theatre and commercial
building in Dodge City, Kas., revised before
awarding the contract.
Ellis Charles and

Company, Orpheum Building, Wichita,
Kas,. are the architects. The theatre will
have a main floor, mezzanine, and balconv
and be 115 by 126 feet. The building will
cost about $150,000.
George W.
the contract
seat theatre
John Waller
ing will cost

Penniwell has been awarded
for the construction of a 900to be erected in Leon, la., by
and John Michael. The buildabout .$50,000.

C. E. Stevens, St. Louis, Mo., architect
has prepared plans for a theatre in De Soto,
Mo.
J. Rosen is behind the project.

summer but discontinued.
It will now be
rushed to completion, it is said.
The theatre will be one of the most modern in Southern Utah, it is promised, and
will contain seats for 932 persons. It will
have a fully equipped stage and provisions
are being made for installing sound film devices. The accommodations will include a
large lobby and lounging rooms for men
and wniiicn.
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Plans for a new theatre in lola, Kas., to
be operated by T. N. Magruder, owner of
the Elite Theatre in that city, have been
completed. Construction work has begun
on a new theatre in Ellis, Kas., being built
by W. H. and L. C. Snyder. F. Murphy has
re-opened the Electi'ic Theatre, Lawson,
Mo., which temporarily has been closed. An
extensive remodeling plan is under way at
the Liberty Theatre, Cherryvale, Kas., operated by R. C. Lee.
Construction work is well under way on
a new $250,000 theatre at 1013-19 Minnesota
Avenue, Kansas City, Kas., being built by
the Tenth and Minnesota Building Corp.,
of which Ben Gorham is president. Boiler
Brothers of Kansas City are the architects.
The house will seat 1,200 and will be of the
medieval Spanish type.

Si/errf Setrfinel wi/l Sa^^uord
yor -BOX Office Heteip/s ont/ Speed op

Candy Manufacturer Will Erect
Community Theatre in Hershey
M. S. Hershey, the "chocolate king" and
philanthropist, intends to erect in Hershey,
Dauphin County, Pa., where his chocolate
plant is located.
The old theatre that stood on the site of
the proposed structure has been razed and
most of the excavation work for the foundations of the new building has been completed. In this connection, announcement is
made of additional details of the plans of
construction. The building will be six
stories in height and will cover a plot 400
by 250 feet. The main theatre will be on

the first floor and will seat 2,500; the balcony Avill extend into the second floor.
Other floors will be devoted to recreational
and club rooms. There will also be a smaller
theatre for local entertainments and there
will be a large number of living apartments,
a gynmasium and a swimming pool. The
two upper floors will be used for a community hospital.
The building will be of Italian Renaissance design and will face a terraced formal
court, containing a decorative pool and
promenades bordered by flower beds. The
entire project is to be operated as a community benefit with unusually low charges
for individual accommodations.

Change of Policy for New
Pinanski Boston House

Theatre to Be Erected in
Idaho Falls, Idaho

After being dark for several weeks, the
New Netoco Casino, located in the heart of
Boston's downtown district, reopened on
Sunday, November 25, with a Vitaphone
and Movietone policy.
When Samuel Pinanski, president of the
New England Theatres Operating Corporation, assumed control of the old Walron's
Casino a few weeks ago, he closed the house
for complete renovation and redecoration.
The old Casino has emerged as an up-todate house, one of its features being a latest
model Wurlitzer.

General contracts for the building of a
new theatre at Idaho Palls, Idaho, which is
being financed by Joe George, have recently
been awarded Salt Lake City contractors.
Work on the structure was begun in the

FIRST steps have been taken toward the
construction of the new and costly theatre and community centre building that

^taxidiardi
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RELEASE CHART |

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming,
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions**
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
BRAY
Title
Coliege Cuckoo
Her Salty SuHor
HIsWirdOat
Lonesome Babies .
Lost Whirl. The
Lot o' Boloney. A.
Pikers The

PRODUCTIONS
Star

Murdock-Cavalier
McDougallKIds
Jack CooDer
Irving-Cooper
McDougatI Kids
McDougall Kida

ritle

Rel.

Date

June
June
July
Aug.
July
June
Aug.

1
20 .
10
1
1
10. .
10.

Lengtti

Reviewed

reels 22 reels
reels
22 reels
..„„,.
2reels
2 reels
2r6els

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Length
Rel. Date
Star
Reviewed
5459
feet . Sept. 15
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney
5619
feel.
April 17
Revfer-M. Moore-D'Arcy
July
5537 feet
Logan-Lease.
April
SepL 15
6014 feel
Holt-Compson.
Aug. 12
Special Cast
1.
5528
feet
Compson- Forrest
Mar. 26
SepL 15
6267 feet
A(varado-Day
Oct. 15
5592 feel
Ford-Reynolds-Rand
May
t
-Ma/
5
5925 feet
Walker-Love
Mar. 14
5540 feel
Chadwick-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent.
May 13
5544 feel. . SepL 8
Stewart-Glass-Gordon . . . .
May 25
Logan-von-Eltz
Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston
6465 feet
Special Cast
SepLlS
Wilson-Burns
June 7 .. 5584 feet
Mason-Rankin
Aug. 23- , , 5725 feet
Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlclc. July 13
6401 feet
Dp PuHi-Alvarado
,,
Aug. 1 ,. 6443 feet
Revier-Varconi
5616 feet
Keith-ValH
5988 feet
Delaney-Borden
5988 feet
Ho It- Rev I er- Graves
8192 feet
Sept. 15
Holt-Revier-Graves
Sennett-Herbert-Nye
Mar. 2.. .5464reet
2
6048 feet. ..June
Borden-Boles
July 25
SepL 22
Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz
June 19. ,.5752 feet..

Title
After the Slorm
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
Court-Maniai
Dawn
Desert Bride, The
Driftwood
Golf Widows
Matinee idol. The...,
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Raider Enden.The
/Ransom
Runaway Gtris
iay It With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
Sinners" Parade
Streets of Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon, The
Sihmarine
*t5Submarine
Sporting Age, The
Virgin Lips
VVay of the Strong, The

Coitiingf
Star

Title

Magic City The
Making Whoopie
Misplaced Husbands
^l.
«■
Murtler
Will Out
'^'" ""
rt
..
"!! .,.
IT?™
OnlieMove
o.'^.'^*',
. «■
-■
Patchwork of Prctures. A
o " ^^"""-.P®
„ .,
.,
Permanent
Wave Railroad,
The

P.clonai
Tidbiu
PlratP'^ Rowfi
re
Playful Papas
PjlarPerlls
Quiet Worker. The

Hodge-Podge
Lupino
Lane
Jerry Mandy
Mont^Collins
Jerry Drew

June
Sept.
Dec
Sept.
Nov.

Rah
Ra^ Rahl
Roaming
S^illnr
Bov Romeo
Shifting Scenes
Sky Ranger. The
Skywayman, The
Social Prestige
Stage Frights
Tt»oughts While Fishing
Thrillsof the Sea

Dorothy
Devore
Lupino Lane
Mnnty Collins
Hodge-PoJge
Reed Howes.
. .
Reed Hawes
Monty Collins
George Davis
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Our World Today

Troubles Fish
Galore
Walking
Wedded Blisters
What a Trip
Who's Lvln7
Wife Trouble
Wild Wool— NlQhi Clouds
Wives Won' Weaken

ColKns-McCoy
Our
World Today
Lupino Lane
Vernon Dent
Davls-Colllns
Robert Graves
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Drew-Bradley

Length

.

Star
Burke-Bevan-Dent

EXCELLENT

PICTURES

Star

Reviewed

h*^**S^"l"
c'^I^iy^o^l
Santschl-Blythe

LirSsSSter^he

m«'L"'h

^nl^^nJllT}^
Classic, Inc
Speed

J^'l^S;:'""-'-"""

B^^^^

Wilson
Louis
Ps
M Dav-Fnrh

KslS^^^^^^
V::;-.V;::.;:
SiSow!Tte:::.
*t§Younger
Generation, Tfie
Hersfiolt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

EDUCATIONAL
Title
All In Fun
Air Derby, The
America's Pride
Beauties Beware
Be My King.
Blondes Beware,
Bumping Along
Call Your Shots

Star
Jerry Mandy
Reed Howes
Our World Today
Jerry Drew
Lupino Lane
Johnny Arthur
Stone-Ruth
Al SL John

Come to Papa
"Big Boy"
Companionate Service
Dorothy Devore
CoTiQuenng the Colorado
Hodge-Podge
Cook, Papa, Cook
Murdock-Hutton
Crown Me
Wallace Lupino.
Dumb— and How
Thatcher- Young-AIIen
FellK the Cat In Astronomeows
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Futurilzy
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles. .. . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In Outdoor Indore
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist. . . Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fisticuffs
Lupino Lane
Follow Teacher
Girlies Behave
Gloom Chaser, The
Glorious Adventure
Going Places
Gooty Birds
Hard Work
Hay Wire
IHeclic Days
He Tried to Please
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot
Hot Luck
or Cold

"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Hodge-Podge
George Davis
Charley Bowers
Wallace Lupino
Stone-Dale
Lupino Lane
Collins-Hutton
MontyrColllns
Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Bowers
"BIgBoy"
Al SL John

Husbands Must Play
In the Morning
Just Dandy
Kid Hayseed
Ladies Preferred
Leaping Luck
Listen Children
Lost Laugh. The
Lucky Duck, The

Wallace Lupino
Vernon Dent
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry Drew
Davls-Colllns
Lloyd Hamilton
Wallace Lupino
Billy Dale

* Meant tynchromzed Kore.

'Vri?

women who D.re

Title
Rel.
Oct
Jan.
OcL
Jan.
Dec
July
Nov.
SepL

Date
Lengtti
21... 1 reel
..2 reels
.1 reel
7
27. . .2 reels
9. , .2 reels
15 . 2 reels
18. , .1 reel
15 , .2 reels
2 reels .
OcL 14.
2 reels
OcL
7.
July
8. ,1 reel
reel
SepL 9 .-11 reel
June 3.
,1 reel
Jan. 27.
.1 reel
July
6. ..1
reel
June 24. . 1 reel
July 22
.1 reel
June 10.
1 reel
Aug. 5
.1 reel
Aug. 19.
.2 reels
OcL 28.
.2 reels
Dec 16.
2 reels
SepL 9
.2 reels
June 24.
1 reel
OcL 14.
2 reels
Jan. 13,
2 reels
Aug. 12.
.1 reel
July 29.
Nov. 4. .Ireel
.2 reels
June 17.
1 reel
Aug. 12
.2 reels
Nov. 11.
.2 reels
June 17,
2 reels
Julv
1.
2 reels
SepL 2.
Dec
2. .2 reels
Jan.
6. .2reels
,1 reel
Dec 30
2 reels
Aug. 19.
reels
Aug. 5- ,2
July
8 , .2 reels
.2reels
July 29.
,2reel8
July 22.
1 reel
July 15,
Oct
7. . 1 reel

f Means tomd effects.

Reviewed
OcL 27
OcL

6

Nov. 10
June 23
Nov. 3

SepL 29

. OcL

Oct.

13

6

July 14
SepL 15
May 26
Aug.
July
SepL
June
SepL
Aug.
OcL
Nov.
SeoL
June
OcL

18
21
22
30
29
4
27
17
8
2
27

July
July
OcL
May
July
OcL
June
June
SepL
Nov.

28
14
27
26
14
27
8
23
29
10

Nov.
Aug.
Aug.
June
July
July
June
SepL

24
11
4
30
14
14
23
16

I ... 1 reel
, June 2j
9
1 reel
20 . 2 reels
18.1 reel
Nov. 24
12. . . .11 reel . . . . Aug. If)
reel
Dec
1
10. !' 1 reel !"' ! June 2;
9
2
reels
1
reel
Dec.
1
1
. 2 reels
SepL IS
30
2^,^^,0
reels
OcL
6
4

June 3 .. .".2 reels
July
reel
June 29
17. . 21 reels
De:. 16 . .1 real .
SepL23,.. 2reels
Nov. 18
2 reels
Dec 23.... 2 reels
OcL 21. ...2 reels
June 17
1 reel
SepL 2
1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
Aug.
26
Jan. 13
2
reels
Aug. 26. .
1 reel
Jan. 13
June 10
2 reels
SepL
I, .reel
«^^^ 23...
„ .
,„,
July 15... 1 reel
Dec 16... 2 reels

May 26
July
June 219
.
Oct.
6
Nov. 3
Nov. 17
OcL
6
June b
SepL 2?
Aug. 4
Aug.

4

May Zt
SepL
^„^,^ P^
June 30

Rel.
Dec.

Date
Length
9 , . . 2 reels

Revlewe
Dec. 1'

(S. R.)

FEATURES

Pnlni .m^""' *
HmI'mo
t h
'"'° ^° Man ■s Und

■.;;,■

^
V

Length
RevlewO
1 reel
Nov. 3
?reels
.
Oct. 13
2 reels
.
Nov. 24
1 reel
Nov. 10

C»ming Attractions
^'*'9
*t5Lion's Roar

Apache. The
Don Alvarado
College Coquette
M. Day-Forbes
»t':nnnnvan
Affair Thfl

...
Object-Alimony
RpiilBss Vmiih

Date

Nov.
Oct. 11
28
25
,.„.
Dec!
July
■'"•I
SepL
Jan.
Nov.
Aug.

Title

Attractions

Rel.

Star
Our World Today
Goodwin-Bradlev.
Dorothy Devote
Vernon Dent
Mlller-Hution
•
Hodqe-Podqe
Lupino Lane
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-podge
Our
World Today

H
H

Alex the Great
Avenging Rider, The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Bevond London's Lights
*l5Blockade
BrBBd of tiie Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Chicago After Midnight
•tjCircus Kid. The
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Devil's Trade Mark, The
OoQ Justice
Dog Law
Fignling RedheaJ, Tne
Freckles
Fury of the Wild
*t$Gang War
Headin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His L.ast Haul
■tSHit of theShow, Tho
King Cowboy
Law of Fear. The
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of Rlcardo, The
Man In the Rough. The
Orphan of the Sage
•tjPerf eet Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
Pinto Kid. The
Red Riders ot Canada
Rough Ridin' Red
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Singapore Mutiny, The
Sinners In Love
Skinner's Big Idea
Son of the Golden West
Stocks and Blondes
Stolen Love
Terror Mountain

Befford-MI ller
Lease-Harris

F B O

Chadwick-Delaney

Rel. Date
Length
Retlewed
.. 7000 feet .
.-6759 feel,.
K'^ 1^
.6700 feel..
^''^
June 11
15 . 6400 feel..
...4700
.eoOOfeet.
feel..
27
Aug. 31
July
.6520 fast..
i""^it

mJ.31.
Rel.

FEATURES
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Star
Tyler
Buz' Jarton
Shumway-Elliott
Anna Q. Nilsson
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costeilo-Brown
Lewls-HJII-Nelsori
Baxter Sleeper
Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger iDog)
Buzi Barton
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
Tom Mix
Ranger-Reld-Nelson
Bob Steele
Buiz Barton
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-KIng
Buzz Barton
Rich-Brook-McConnell
Tyler-Thompson-Darro
Barton-Trewor-Lee
Mliter-Byer
Bun Barton
Love-Forrest
Wilson- Hackathome
Ince-Taylor
Borden-Gordon
Wash bum-Sleeper-Trevor
Tom Mix
Logan-Gallagher
M. Day-0. Moor&>Lease
Tom Tyler

§ Means voice (biclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Date
Lengtti Reviewed
.5886 feet, .
. Mar. 24
May 13,
.4808 feet.
OcL
7
,4893 feet
.5583 feet.
Aug. 12
Feb. 25
Mar. 18
Dec. 16
April 1
4869 feet. .
Aug. 26
SeoL 16
5487 feet. .
Mar. 4
6249 feet , Mar. 17
Sept. 22
OcL
7, ,, 6085 feet
May 11.... 6291 feet .
Aug. 26
5621 feet. .
April 7
5984 feet .
June 10 .. ,5043 feet
SepL 2 , . 4802 feet
Jan. 28
July
1
4758 feet .
Mar. 21 ... ,9131 feet..
Dec
1
Nov. 4
Nov. 18, .. ,6337 feet, Dec 16
Dec. 23
Nov. 11
Sept 23
6337 feet
Aug. 4
Nov. 26
April 8 . . ,4769 feet
Mar. 10
OcL 21 , , . 4647 feet
Mar. 11
4801 feel
May 28 ., .6429 feet ...April 21
June 17
5181 (eet
May 20
4785 (eet
Dec 23
Aug. 19
6331 feel
. Aug. 11
April 22
4781 feet
Fel>. 11
April 29
4884 feet
Jan,
7
April 15
6419 I eel
Dec 23
Nov. 4
4714 feet
July 15. ...6059 feet
Oct 14
OcL
7... 58t2leet.-. Oct. 13
Nov. 4
Oct tt
April 24
5967 feel
Mar. 17
OcL
1
6037 feel ... SepL 29
SepL 9. . ,5493 feel
Dec
2
Aug. 19
4884 feet

A, T. after title means AH Talkie,

December

15 ,

THIe

1833

1928
Star
Tyler-Darro
... Steele-Bonner
Leatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Texas Tornado, The
Trail of Courage. The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Young Whirlwind. The

SHORT
Title
Almost a Gentleman
Arabian Rghts, The
Beef-Steaks. The
Casper's
Come
MealWeek-End
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosities. No. 3
Curiosfties No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Heavy Infants
Honey Balks
Horsefeatfiers

Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
. . Duncan-HllI
Hill-Duncan
. .Karr-Ross-Alexander
Hellum-Davis
Barney Helium
Vaughn-Cook
karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule;
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
Barney Helium
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill

You Just Know She Dares 'Em... . Alberta Vaughn

Coining
Title

Reviewed

Conklln-Sleeper-Trevor
Rangw (Dog)
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Star

FIRST

...

Sept 29

Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29
Oct 20

Length
8. .. .6351 feet

Jan.
Feb.

Reviewer

3...

Mar. 31...
Mar. 3...
3...

Nov. 18...
Nov. 4.. .
Jan. 13...
Feb. 10...

NATIONAL

Star

* Meam

tynchromzed score.

Length
Dale
Reviewed
7137 feet,, ..July 7
Sept30
.
7402 feet. ..May 12
Mar. 25. . .
.6500 feet. ..April 28
Mar. 11...
..May 19
Sept 2, . , 6467 feet
8730 feet.
April 22. , , 6365
feet..
April 15, . . 5600 feet. .
July
1, . .
Oct 21... 6227 feet. ,
Oct
7. . . 6225 feet..
feet.
Oct 14... 5976
5886 feet . .
Oct 28 , ,
.Nov. 24
July
8. . . 7300 feet.
June 24, . . 7 1 00 feet.
April 29 . . . __ ., . .
ll'll '^^
Nov. 4... ■,^«
\. ••■-■:••"
May 27, .. iflS , . - ■ ■■'"'y
6502 feet. ....... ...'
July
8... 5957
Mar. 17
Mar. 18,.. "" feet....
"".6071 feet... M"
Sept "10
July 22,..
Aug. 12. .. 5400 feet
6592 feet.... April 14
June 2
April 1 . . . 6608 feet..
May
6 . . 8967 feet., . Mar. 24
Nov. 8. . . 7700 feet..
April 8. . . 6625 feet., .May 19
April 21
Mar. 4. . .
Dec. 16. . . .661 2 feet , , Oct 13
Sept 9... eiOOfeet..
Aug. 26. . .
. Dec
Seot 81
Nov. 11 . . . .6622 feet.. .Aug. 25
Aug. 19... .6100 feet..
,6237
feet..
Dec
9...
Sept 23 . . . .6133 feet.... Nov. 10
June
9
July 29. . . .7534 feet
.5834 feel
June 10. ..
5731 feet. ...May 19
June 3, . . 6021
feet
May 13 , . .
Nov. 25... .6185 feet
1
Sept 16. . . .5976 feet.... Dec
Rel.

fAfeoiu sooiuf e0€cU*

Length

Reviewed

feet
July
7
(eet
. Sept 2?
feet
Sept 22
feet , .May 28

Attractions
Dec

Billie Dove
Maynard-Dwan.
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaill-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
, , Griffith-Varconi
Sills-Mackaill
Alice White
Ken Maynard
Billie Dove
Maynard-Gilbert
Corinne Griffith
Todd-Hale

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

2,

Length
, 6360 feet

Reviewed

17
3
10
27 . .10015 feet. .
30
31

Feb. 10,
Dec 23
Mar. 17
Feb. 3

Colleen Moore
Colleen Moore
Richard Barthelmess

Jan.
6
Mar. 24
Feb. 24

5887 feet..

6730 feet. .

FILMS

Star

•§AIr Circus. The
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
Chicken a la King
Cowboy, KIdThe
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
*t§Dry Martini
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
Fleetwing . ,
Gateway of the Moon
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
Homesick
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Street
Love Hungry
*t5Maklng the Grade
Me, Ganster
*tSMother Knows Best
•fnother Machree
News Parade, The
None But the Brave
No Other Woman.
Painted Post, The
Prep and Pep
Plastered In Paris
Play Girl, The
Riley the Cop
Rrver
Pirate, The...'
Road House

Carrol-Lake-Rol'ins
McLaglen-Collyer
O'Brien-Moran
Sterling-Carroil-Stone
Rex Bell
Mo ran- Hamilton
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor-Moore
Vallt-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Norton-Janis
Del RIo-Pidgeon
Rex Bell
McLaglen-Coilyer-Kent
Mix-Lincoln
Sammy Cohen
O'Brien-Taylor
MIx-Blane
Barry more- Alba
Moran-Gray
Moran-Lowe.
Coiiyer-Terry
Bellamy-Dresser
Bennett-McLaglen
Stuart-Phipps
Morton- Phipps-MacDonaid
Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Rollens-Drexel
Cohen-Pennlck
Bellamy-Brown
Macdonald-Drexel
McLaglen-Moran
Barry more- Alba

•JSStreel Angel, The
•Sunrise
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl

Gaynor-Farretl
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Cohen-McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Roltens-Carrol

SHORT

Length
Date
5.. .6800 feet
.5700teet
May 20.
Auj.
i.. . .5700 feet
June 29... .6000 feet
July S.. .6200 feet

Rel.
June

Date

FEATURES
TlUe

July 28

Rel.

June 17, ...6895
Sept. 30,,. 6058
Aug. 5
6300
May 20 . 7187

Star

FOX

,

Mar.

♦lAdoration
California Mail, The
Cheyenne
*l §Children of the Ritz
Comedy of Life, The
*t§Divine Lady
*tSHis Captive Woman
*15Hot Stuff
Lawless Legion, The
*t5Man of the Moment
Phantom City. The
Saturday's Children
*t§Seven Footprintes to Satan
•tSSquall. The
*f5Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Girl
*t§ Weary River

Sept 29

FEATURES
•tSBarker.The
Sllls-Compson-MackaJII
Big Noise. The
Conklin-Hardy-White
Burning Daylight
SlIIs-Kenyon
Butter and Egg Man, The
Mulhail-Nlssen
Canyon of Adventure
Maynard-Faire
Chinatown Charlie
Hlnes-Lorralne
Code of the Scarlet , . .
Maynard-McConnell
Comoanlonate Marriage
Bronson-Francls-Walllnfl
•Crash. The
Sllls-Todd
Do Your Doty
Charlie Murray
Glorious Trail, The
Maynard-McConnell
*tGood Bye Kiss. The
Ellers-Burke-Kemp
Happiness Ahead
Moore-Lowe
Harold Teen
Lake- Baian- White
*tHaunted House, The
Kent-Todd
Hawk's Nest The
Sllls-Kenyon
ilead Man, The
Murray- Kent- Young
Heart of a Follies Girl
Dove-Kent
Heart to Heart
Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble
Harry Langdon
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
Mackaill-Mulhall
Ladv Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
t§LlIac Time
Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. . . Barthelmess-O'Day
Mad Hour. The
O'Neill-Kent
♦Naughty Baby
White-Muihall
•fNignt Watch, The
Dove-Reed
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
*tOutcast
Griffith-Lowe
Out of the Ruins
Barthelmesa-Nlxon
*tScarlet Seas
Barth el mess-Co mpson
•fShow Girl
White-Delaney
Strange Case of Capt. Ramper
German Cast
Three-Ring Marriage
Astor-Hughes
Upland Rider, The
Maynard-Douglas
Vamolng Venus
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
Ware Case. The
Special Cast
•I Waterfront
IMackalll-MuIhali

Star
, Barthelmess-Baaquette
Mackaili-Nilsson-Forbas
Hlnes-Lorralne
Dove-Brook

Coming
Title

DIVISION (S. R,)
Garon-Keith
K el ly-Kel ton- Welts. .
Mariowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman.. .
James-Wells

Title

Title
Wheel of Chance
•tWhip.The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily. The

Attractions

Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Luden-tynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-Darro
Tom Mix
Tom Mix
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Tom Tyler
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Tom Tyler
M. Day-Fairbanks. Jr.-Walthall
Buzz Barton
Bo rd en-Trevor- Roscoe
Ranger
Tom Mix

FIRST
Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
Free Ups
Masked Angel, The
Souls Aflame

Date
Length
25. . . . 2 reels
16. . . 2 reels
2
reels
30. . .
2 reels
119.... . 2 reels
Sept. 26 . . 1 reel
Oct 10,., 1 reel
Oct 24... ,1 reel
Dec
5... 1 reel
Dec 19. . . ,1 reel
Sept. 16. . . 2 reels
Sept. 16. . . 2 reels
June 11 . . 2 reels
2 reels
Dec
2..
Sept. 9.. . 2 reels
,2reelB
.2
reels
Aug. 14...
,2 reels
Aug. 7, .. -2 reels
Seot. 30, , . ,2 reels
Dec 23. . . 2 reels
June 4 .. . .2 reels
SepL 2. . . 2 reels
.2 reels
Julv
2. ..
Oct 28... , 21 reel
reels
Oct 14 .. 2 reel
Oct
7 ..
Sept. 23 - . 2 reels
Oct 27. . .
rei
July
9 . . 211 reels
reel
Oct 24 .
2 reels
Sept 2 . . -2 reels
Oct
7...
Oct 14... -2 reels
2 reels
Sept 9...

Rel.
June
Sept.
Dec
Dec
June

Star

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond. The
City of Shadows, The
Gome and Get It
Down Our Way
Drifter. The
Drums of Araby
Eagle's Ta'ons, The
Freckled Rascal. The
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
*t§Jazz Age. The
U
Little Outlaw. The
♦tJLove in the Desert
One Man Dog, The
Outlawed
•tiStepping High
*T5Taxi 13
Tracked
Trait of the Horse Thieves, The
Vagabond Cub. The
Vorce of the Storm

Title

Reviewed

SUBJECTS

Star
Al Cooke
Alberta Vauflhn
Hellum-Davis
Hill-Duncan
Al
Cooke

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Battles
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey's Triumph
Mickey ttie Detective
Miid But She Satisfies
Okmnx
Ruth ts Stranger Than Fiction
SiK Best Fellows
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Wages of Synthetic Sin. The
Watch Your Pep
What 8 Wife

Length
4793 feet
24.
.4758 feet
8.
16
25 —
16. . .

June
July
Dec
Nov.
Sept.

SUBJECTS

Title
Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband. A
Daisies Wont Veil
Drifting Tlirough Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The
Glories of the Evening
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wife
Knight of Daze, A
Lofty Andes, The
Low Necker, The

Animal Comedy
star
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
Leon Ramon
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Tyler Brooke
Variety
MarjorieBeebe

Monument
Valley
Neapolitan Days
On a South Sea Shore

Variety
Varied
Variety

Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
Through Forest Aisles

Variety.
Varied
Variety
Variety
Variety

Oregon Trail, The

.".

Varied

Coining

Ret. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept &
Sept 30. . . 7702 feet
Nov. 18. .. .
Dec 23. . . 641 7 feet.
June 23
June 17. . .
feet,,
July 15... 4293
5708 feel
June 219
June 3 . . 6566 feet . July
Mar. 18 ..
5109 feet, . Mar. 17
Oct 14 . 7176 feet .
April 29
July
8. , .
May
Nov. 12
lOi
feet
June 24. . . 5148
4939 foRt.,
4404 feet , .Jan.
Sept 148
Jan. 1. . 5038
feet..
Aug. 12. , . 6518 feet.
May 13. .. .4618feet., .May 19
May 13. . .
May Ift
.6188 feet.
Dec 30
May
6.. . 4397 feet.. . Mar.
May 24
26
Mar. 11. ..
Dec
9 .
April 10
21
^. April 8. . . 5792 feet... Oct
Oct
7 ..
Oct
8 . . 6042
10.100feet
feet...
Oct, 28 . . . 6863 feet... June
Sept 16
22
Mar. 17
Oct 22. . .
feet, ,.
May 27 . . 6679
5034 feet...
Aug. 5 . . ,S071feet,.. June 23
June 10, . . 4952 feet... Aug. n
July
1 . ,
Nov. 11. . .
..Sept 23. , . 5200 feet.,. . Sept 29
April 22
. 61 32 feet.., April 28
6937 feet , .
Jan. 8, '29. ,4991 feet...
.Sept
.Dec. 228:
Aug.
26,
.
July 15, . ,.
.Aug.
July 284
et
92291 fe
, 872
t,.,.,,
et,.
Aug. 19, . . 51
12fefee
Nov. 4, . .
Oct 14
.
..fVfar. 25, . . 4921 feet.. .
June 10... 5337 feet.. April 14
Oct &
Sept 16. . .
Rel.
.'."
Date
Length
5641 feet,'Reviewed
...2 reels
Aug. 59 ....
1 reel
Dec
9, .
June 23
.2 reels
reels
June 24. . .2
July
8. . .1 reel
Oct 28..
2
reels
Aug. 11
Aug. 5. . . 1 reel
Nov. 11. .
.2 reels
Aug. 4
,2
reels
July
2)
Aug. 19, .
July 22.. .2 reels
June 10. .
Aug, IT
Aug. 5. . .1 reel
Jaru 14
Dec 18. . .2reels
.1 reel
. 1 reel
Nov.
25..
.1
reel
Sept 2. .
April 1.. .1 reel
July 28
.1 reel
Aug. 19.. . 1 reel
Sept 30. . . 1 reel
Oct 14. . .1 reel
Dec 23.. .1 reel
Sept 16-.

Attractions
Rel.

Title

Backwash
.-»»........, .
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
False Wedding.
Colors
Fatal
The
*pour Devils, The
Girl Downstairs. The
Hearts in Dixie
In Old Arizona
"tLost In the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
Veiled Woman, The
Woman, The.
Title
At the Ball Game
Bridge at Midnight. The
Corpus Christ!
Diplomats. The
Dolls and Puppets
Everybody Loves My Girl
Family Picnic, The
Four A. M

Date

Farrelf- Duncan
Star
Stuart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-McUglan
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gay nor- Morton. . . .
Moran-O'Brlen
.Colored Cast
Lowe-Baxter-Burgess
Special Cast
Farrell- Duncan
Nagel-Collyer
Tora-Alba
Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE

Reviewed

.11700feet....Oct 13

.5474 feet.... Aug. 18

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook
Mary Duncan
Raouei Mellei
CI ark e-McCu Hough
.Nancy Drexel
Winnie Llghtner
Raymond McKee

§ Af eons voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

Length

Ret

Date

Length

Reviewed

.SepL 8

2 reels..
2reel3.

A. T. after Cit/e means AU Talkie,

.S^t 8

,1/ 0 t io n

1S34
ntle
Intervlev/, The
Ladles* Man, The
Mind Your Business
Wapoleon's Barber
Mystery Mansion
They're Comtng to Get Me..
Treasurer's Report. The
Family Picnic. The
George Bernard Shaw
Seranade (Schubert)
White Faced Fool, The

Star

Rel.

Dale

Ctarke-McCullouuh
ChrcSales
Hugh Herbert

Lengtti

Reviewed
,

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Chick Sales
Robert Benchley
McKee
tntervlew
Harold Murray
Uonel AtwIN

June 30
June 30
SepL 8
Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
Chorus Kid. The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
Turn Back the Hours
Thru the Breakers
United States Smith

Star
Faire-Washbum..
Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L. Barrymore
Loy-Pldgeon
Livingston-Herbert
Gribbon-Lee-Harlan

Coming

Attractions

Star

Title
Ahia nf thA ir s A

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
April 1 .. 6200feet
.April 14
May
1... 64)Meet ...May 12
Aug. 12. . . 6200 feet. , , Aug. 11
Aug. 26 . - 6800 feet
, Aug. 1 1
Mar. 1
6600 feet
Mar. 17
6420 feet
June
1. . . 6000 feet — June 16
Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

GfMiriie Jftssel

■;;.•.•.■.•.■.•.:.•.■.■. .v.
rhe;;;;;;..c3iXts:;;.v;;
Frrxfgentjne.
i?Gir°
When Danger
Calls
Falrbanks-Sedgwlck;;.v;;.v;;;;;;.v;;.v.
.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Title

Star

Across to Singapore
Novarro-Crawford
Ac&ess. The
Shearer-Forbes-0. Moore
Adventurer. The
McCoy-Sebastian
*tBaby Cyclone. The
Cody-Pringle
Beau Broadway
Cody-Prlngle
Beyond the Sierras
Tim McCoy
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
*tBrotherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Cameraman, The
Keaton-Day
Cardboard Lover. The
Davles-Asther
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
Circus Rookies
Dane-Arthur
Cossacks, The
Gilbert-Adoree
Crowd, The
Boardman-Murray
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs
Boardman-Gray-Naeel
*tExcess Baggage
Halnes-Cortez
•JFlylng Ensign, The
Ramon Novarro
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Lady of Chance, A
Norma Shearer
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
Chaney- Young- Asther
Madamolselle from Armentleres
E. Brody-J. Stuart
Masks of the Devil
John Gilber
Mysterious Lady. The
Garbo-Nagel
Napoleon
Special Cast
•(Our Dancing Daughters
Crawford-Brown-Sebastian
Fatsy, The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Shadows In the NIflht
Flash-Grey-Lo
ilnt
*fShow People
Davles-Haines
Skirts
Chaplln-Balfour
Telling the World
Halnes-Page
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
♦tWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
•tSWhite Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Prlngle
*tWind, The
Gish-Hanson
•tWoman of Affairs, A
Gllbert-Garbo
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT
ntle
Afiican Adventure, An..
Assorted Babies
Bits of Africa
Booster, The
Boy Friend, The
Call of the Cuckoo
Cleopatra
Cra/y
House
Do Gentlemen
Snore?

Length
Dale
Reviewed
6805 feet
May S
April 7...
April 28- . . 6998 feet
July 14
July 14.
Ataj faat
'
.««.-.
. 5530 feet .. HUB. Aug. 4
Sept. 29 . .6037 feet
"""
Sept. 15 .
.June 2
6344 feet.
Mar. 17 .
6053
feet
Oct. 12 . .6995 feel
Sept. 29 . .7108 feet
Sept. 158
..Sept.
Aug. 25 .
June I 6
.5679 feet
May 19. .
Mar. 31 , . . 66ol feet. . . . May 19
. . June 30
June 23 . 8601 feet
Mar. 3. . .8538 feel... Fell. 25
June 9, . .5838 feel.
May
5 . 6700 feet
Sept. 15
SepL 8.. .7182 feet.
Sept 29
Nov. 30. .
. July 28
5011
feet.
June 16, .
-Aug. 25
Aug. 11.. 6620 feet.
Nov. 2 . 7045 feet .
April 14 .
June 2. , 5441f eel.
Oct.
5575 feej . Dec. 1
Aug. 4.. .7652 feet..
Aug. 11
Oct
SepL 8, . .7652 feet .
Mar. 10. . .7289 feet..
feel..
April 21 . .5014
5448 f eel . .
OcL 26..
Nov. 17
7453 feel.
Oct
9 . .5801
feel .
May 12 . .
July 21
.71841661
.
June 30 ,
5901 leal .
Mar. 24
May 27
19
7231 feet . Oct.
SepL 15
7968 feet..
Aug. 18
July
7.. .501
1 feel..
Jan. 28. , .6721 feel
Nov! 17
Nov. 23..
OcL 19. . .4435 feet..
Mar. 24. .
Rel.

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Revler-EIHs
"Our Gang"
Roach
Stars

Rel. Date
Aug. 27
Nov. 5,
Sept.15.
Nov. 24,
Nov. 10,
OcL 15,
July
7.
June
2.
Oct. 13.

Eagle's Nest
Ufa Oddities
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Feed *Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
HapoyOmen.A
Ufa Oddities
Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw-Walllng
'Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Murder
Ufa Oddities

Aug.
OcL
Dec.
SepL
Dec.
July
SepL
Sept.
SepL
Dec
Nov.
SepL
SepL

Nature's Wizardry
or Gray Hoss.The
•or Gray Hoss, The
Palace ot Honey, The
Sacred Baboon, The
Savage Customs
•School Begins
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
Spanking Age, The
Strange Prayers
That Night
Tokens ot Manhood
Two Tars
Wo Draw Down
Wives for Sate

July
OcL
Oct
June
SepL
Nov.
Nov.
SepL
June
Dec
Dec
SepL
June
Nov.
Dec
Oct

World's Playgrounds

Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang**
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
.Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
Ufa Oddities
Roach Stars
ON Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities

Coming
Title
•tJAllas JImmy.Valentlne
^Ballyhoo

Dec

1

May 26
" "' *"

, ,1 reel

17,
15..
30. .
15. .
22..
15 ,
2. .
3, .
29. ,
27. ,

Oct 13. .

Attraction*

Star

^ Mean

2 reel's
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2re6ls
7 reel
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed

18.
6.
Nov
3
8,
22 ,
1
14 ,
22,
Nov
3
1,
July 26
29,
8.
1 reel ......
10
1. , ,1 reel
29 , . 1 reel
.1 reel
28. ,
.2 reels
July
July 28
20.
.2 reels
Oct 13
20
May 26
16 . . .Ireel
1,
1 reel- ... ..
24, . Ir

Hal nes-Hyams-Barry more
Norma Shearer.

*itf<aiu Mynchronized Kore.

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels..2 reels

tonni ttlteU.

2B
.2 reels- -.
1 reel ...
Sept 2d
.2 reels...
Ireel....
.2r6els...
Ireel...
May 26
2 reels.. . ..Dec. n
.Ireel ...
.Ireel ...
Length
8000 feel

..Nov.

Sylvia Fields
Colored Cast
Haines- Page-Percy
Flash-Moran-GrJbbon
Tim McCoy
Nagel
Special Cast
William Haines
McCoy
Hughes-Daly-Barry more
Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
Ramon Novarro
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Special Cast
McCoy-Frazer
Gilbert-Nolan
Adoree-Murray
Del RIo-Forbes
Norma Shearer

fViking. h?">"'
The
^.•^}.->

Sta r
Joy-Bronson

Starke-Crisp
chanB,,N.,an.Barr,more,

Title
Casino Gardens
Confession
Friendship
Fuzzy KmgM
George Dewey Washington
Georoe Dewey Washington. .
Mario
Gus nEdwards'
Harris, Song Revue
Marion Harris
II—....,

n-i,

Jlmlown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin.
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Marlon Harris
Mayor of JImtown
M-G-rn Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Phipps
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters .
Spanking Age, The
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
Vincent Lopez
Wait Roesner and Capllollans
We paw Down

Rel.

Date

Length

X e iv ,
Revleweik

McCoy-Douglas
Flash-Lorralne-Gray.
John Gilbert
Crawford-Aether
Haines-Crawford
Conrad Nagel

MOVIETONE

11100 feet. . . .Mar. 24

SHORTS
ReL

Star
Ames-Nye
Robert Edeson
Songs
Songs
Songs. .
Songs and Dances
Songs
Songs
Miliar and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck
Songs
Songs
"Our Gang"
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band
Laurel-Hardy

Date

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
Dec
1

Oct 27
Oct. 17..
27
.Nov.
Nov. 17..
Oct. 20.
Nov. 10
Nov. 3
Sept. 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct
6
Oct
6
.Sept 29
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
Oct2Q
Oct. 20
Nov. 10
Sept 29
Oct 27
Nov. 10
Oct
8

2 r
2 reefs

2 reels

Dec

1

2 reels

Dec
1
Oct .13

2 reels

Dec

1

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title
•JBeggars of Life
Big Killing. The
"Docks of New York, The
Drag Net, The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The
FIfty-Flfty Girl, The
First Kiss, The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
HalfaBride
His Private Life
His Tiger Lady
•tHomecoming, The
Hot News
Just Married
Klt Carson
^■^'^so' ^^^ ^°^

Star
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
Beery-Hatton
Bancroft-Corrpson-Baclanova.
Bancroft-Brent.
DIx-Carroll
Bow-Hali
Daniels-Hall
Wray-Cooper
Flelds-ConkKn
Brian-Brook
Ralston-Arlen
Menjou-Carver
Menjou-Brenl
Parlo-Hanson
Daniels-Hamilton
Hall-Taylor
Thomson-Lane
Bow-Arlen

Rel.
SepL
Mav
Oct
May
April
Oct.
May
Aug.
May
Aug.
June
June
July
.Aug.
June

Legion of the Condemned
Cooper-Wray
•Lovesof An Actress, The
Negri- Asther
Loves of an Actress (silent version i. NegrJ-Asther
MaqnificenI Flirt, The
Florence VIdor
*t5Manhattan Cockatll
Arien-Carroll
Mating Call. The
Melflhan-Brent-Adoree
Model from Montmartre
Naldi-Petrovitch
*Moran of the Marines
Dlx-Elder
NightIronsides
of Mystery, A
Menjou-Brent
Old
Ralston- Farr ell-Beery
Partners In Crime
Beery-Hatton-Brlan .
•Patriot, The
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Racket, The
Melghan-Prevost
Red Hair
Bow-Chandler
•Sawdust Paiadlse.The
Ralston-Howes
Something Always Happens
Ralston- Hamilton
Speedy
Lloyd-Chrlstle
Street of Sin, The
Jannings-Wray

, Sept.
June
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
April
May

Sunset
Taite MeLegion,
Home The
Three Sinners
Vanishing Pioneer, The
*$Varsity
•Warming Up
Water Hole, The
•Wedding March, Die
Wings.. From
^
_ ■•■ .
Woman
Moscow, The.

Oct
.April
April
June
SepL
Aug.
Aug.
Oct
Sept

-"— - — -

■.__,__. (..._. w.j„

Thomson-Murphy,
Daniels-Hamilton
Neflri-Banler
Hoit-Blane
Rogers-Brian
Richard DIx
Holt-Carroll
Von SInheln-Wray
Bow-Rogers
. .Negrl-Kerry

SHORT

243

Reviewed
..Nov.

' '' **
*f §BelIamy Trial, The
♦tSBridge of San Louis Rey
*t$Broadway Melody (A. T.)
Bushranger, The
Deadline, The
tOevirs Mask. The
Dream of Love
*t5Duke Steps Out, The
Dynamite
*t5Five OXIock Girl, The (A. T.)
*t§Hunted (.A. T.)
'§HaMelujah
He Learned About Women
Honeymoon
Humming Wires
, ,
*t5Last of Mrs. Cheney
Loves of Casanova, The
iMan's Man, A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island. The
•§Nize Baby
Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
SdIbs
Soulx Blood...
• rSThlrst
*t ride of Empire
t Trail of '98. The
*r§Tnal of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)

P ic t u r c

Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
June
July
SepL
Oct
April
Mar.
Mar.

SUBJECTS
Rel.

Alice
TitleIn Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Believe Iter Not (Christie)
Call Again

Novelty
Krazystar
Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
E. E. Horton

§ AfeoJu voice fracIoJifif iitdogne and incidental songs).

June
Aug.
Oct
Nov,
Oct

Date
Length
Reviewed
7560 feet
. July
SepL 297
15.,,
19...
5930 feet
72C2feet
20 ,. ,7866
feet, . Sept 22
26,,.
feet. ..June 9
21, . . ,6364
89iefeet
13. . . .6402 leet. ..May 12
12...
...Sept
Aug.
May 25
261
25 . . 6134 feet.
7. . . .5852 feet . June 23
,7640 feet
II...
.Aug. 11
16 . 6238 feet
.4690 feet, !!Nov. 17
5038 feet.
9. . , 8100 feet , June 2
. Nov. 24
14. . . 6526 feet
feet . July 28
18... .6039
.7464 feet
.Aug. 18
7415 feet
30.. .6792
7434 reet ,., Aug. 4
10. . .
...Mar
18 — 7159 feet
4998 feet
feet , , June
6051
18, . .
2. . . 6325 feel
,,.,OcL 13
21 , , 5941 feet
22 — 5444 feet... Nov. 3
24
27 — 5741 feet April 21
7' ..
17.,
feet
May
5
7910 feet. Dec.
18 '26
. ..Aug.
18
. .9S19feet.
30
1 . . .76461661 ...July 14
30, .63311661
. . Mar. 31
10..
. Sept. 261
25 . 5928(661- . ..May
.47921661.
24, . .79601661.
7.. .6218 leet. . .June 2
April 14
26.. .6763 feel.
. . Sept 29
.6514 feel.
Oct 27
20.
.70291661.. ..April 28
21
14.
58341661.
23
..Sept 293
.5S02f6et. ..Nov.
29.
feel
July 21
4 .6509
6319feel.
.10400 feel. . Sept 8
25
.Oct 20
S. 12 reels.
..Nov, 10
6938 feet
Date

23
18
22.
24.
20.

Length
.2reel8
.11 reel
reel

.2 reels
.2 reels

A. T. alter title means AU Talkie.

Aug, 26'27

December

15 , 19 2 8

1835

Title
Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May-SI<eliy- Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty
Bobby Vernon
Billy Dooley
Billy Dootey
Bobtiv Vernon
GUmore-Kruger
Jack Duffy
Bobby Vernon

Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Dancing Town, The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)
Face Value
,
Footllose Wimmen (Christie)
Gobs of Love Christlel
Happy Heels Christie^
Hold 'Er Cowboy iChrlstle)
Home Girl. The
*Hot Scotch (Christie)
Hot Sparks (Christie)
Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-Ki KleansUp
Ko-Ko*s Catcti
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko"s Field Daze
Ko-Ko's Parade
Lay on, MacDuff (Christie)
Loose Change (Christie)
News Reeling
Nifty Numbers iChristie)
Oriental Hugs (Christie'
Papa Spank iChristie)
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Phantom Nail. The
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).
Prancing Prune
Rain Dropper. The
Say Uncle (Christie)
Scrambled Weddings
Sea Food (Christie)
Sea Sword ,
She-Going Sailor, A (Christie)
Show Vote
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie)
Slick Slickers lUhrlstief
Slippery Heels t Christie)
•Sock Exchange. The (Christie)
Stage Coached
"Stop Kidding
Two Masters
Vacation Waves
Walls Tetl Tales ..
Why Gorillas Leave Home

Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon , ,
Inkwell Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy IVtacDuff
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Billy Dooley
Jack Duffy
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
Helen Hayes
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon...
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Neal Burns
Jimmie Adams
Bobby Vernon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Eaton-Post
E. E. Horton
Madge Kennedy
Bobby Vernon

Rel.

Date

Oct.
July
Oct.
Aug.
July

13...
-4 .
27, , ,
18. . ,
21 . . ,

Length
, 1 reel
1 reel
-2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Dec. 15 . . ,2 reels
Jan. 19..- 22 reels
'eels
June 2. . 2 reels
Dec. 1 - . . 2 reels
Aug. 25 . . 2 reels
Nov. 3 . .
1 reel
Sept. 8... 1 reel
June 23 , . t reel
Aug. 25 . . 1 reel .
Sept 22...
July
7
, Aug. 11. . 1 reel
. . ,
OcL 20 . . 11 reel
reel
June 9 , . 1 reel . .
Oct. 6 ..
Nov. 17.., .2 reels. .
Oct
6... .2 reels. .
1 reel . . ,
Aug. 4. . .
Jen.
5. .. .2 reels. .
.2
reels. .
Sept 29...
.
Feb.
2... .21 reels.
reel , .
June 2,..
SepL29... 1 reel . . .
Oct 13. . . 2 reels .
,2 reels. .
June30... , 1 reel
June 9. . 2 reels
June 30... 2 reels .
July 14... 21 reel
reels. . .,
Sept 1...
2 reels. .
Nov. 10 . . 1 reel . .
Sept 15...
reels, .
Dec. 22 . . 22 reels
.
July
7.., 2 reels .
June 18. , .
2 reels. .
Sept 22 ..
June 16... 1 reel. . .
2 reels. .
Aug. 11 .. . 2 reels. .
Sept 8, .. 2 reels . .
Sept 15...
Aug. 4... 2 reels. .
Jan. 12... 2 reels. .

Reviewed

Oct 13

♦tJAble's Irish Rose
Abie's Irish Rose
Avalanche. The
•tBehind the German Lines
*tSBurlesQue
♦tjCanary Murder Case. Tit A. T.).
♦Carnation Kid, The (A. T.j
Case of Lena Smith. The
*t§Close Harmony (A. T.) ,...., ,
•tfConcert, The lA. T.)
•tSDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.)
•t§Dummy, The (A. T.)
*t§Four Feathers
*t|Genius is Born, A (A. T.)
•tiHalf an Hour
*f§Holein the Wall. The A. T.)...
Hunting Tower
♦tjinnocents of Paris. The
*55nterference (A. T.)
Just Twenty-One
*f5Letter. The fA. T.)
*tLooping the Loop
•+} Manhattan Cocktail
Marquis Preferred
♦t^Night Club lA. T.l
*i5Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)..
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Oulck Lunch
Redskin
•tSShop Worn Angel. The
Side Show. The
'tSSIn?! of the Fathers
Someone to Love
•tSoul of France. The
Sunset Pass
Three WePk-EndK
*t5Tong War rA. T.)
•t§Wolf of Wall Street, The {A. T.)
•IgWolf Song (A. T.)

Star
Hershoit-Carroll-Rogers
Hershoit-Carrol- Rogers
Holt-Hill
Special Cast
James Barton
Poweli-Taylor-Bruan
Douglas MacLean
Esther Ralston
Charles Rogers
Adolphe Menjou
Warner-Chatterton
Cromweli-Chatterton
Wray-Ari en-Beery
A. P. Heggie ,
Ruth Chatterlon
Colbert-Robinson
Harrv Lauder
Maurice Chevalier
Brent-Brook-Powell
Rogers-Brian
Eagels-Heggie-Gwen
Werner-Kraus
Arlen-Carroll
Adolphe Menlou
Special Cast
Richard Dix
Daniels- Hamilton
Fieids-Conklin
Flelds-Conkiln
Richard Dix
Cooper-CarroH
Flelds-Gonklin
Emll Jannings
Charles Rogers
Special Cast
Holt-Lane
Clara Bcw
Beery-Vidor
George Bancrof
Cooper-Wrap

Dec.

,
,

Dec.

6323 feet

Jan. 26

7 reels

Dec.
..

Dec.

SPsuher in the Face. The
Tayfor-Hitchcock-Allen
2 reels. .
•SSIdewalks of New York
Novelty
lr«l..,
•Skating Home (Christie)
Frances Lee
SepL 1. . ..ZretiS. .
Bishop's Candlesticks, The
Walter Huston
If Men Played Cards as Women Do, ,McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarIand
Highlowbrow
. . Donnelly-Shannon
,
Melancholy Dame, The (Christie)... Colored Cast
Ruth Etting
. Songs
That Party in Person
Eddie Cantor
2 reels. .
Borrah Mannevitch
Harmonica Band and Songs
,
One Word
Special Cast
Eddie Peabody
Banjo Solos and Songs
Giersdorf Sisters, The
Songs
Jed's Vacation iChristie)
Charles Grapewin
When
Caesar
Ran a Newspaper
(ChrisMe)
Hatton- Hardy-Lorraine
Music Ha'h Charms (Chris'ie)
Colored Cas»

FEATURES
Title

Star
Loff-Brown
Klondike (dog)
Don Coleman
Leatrice Joy
Harry Carey
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey

* Mean* synchronized score,

Star

OcL
Oct,
Mar.
Aug.
Sept
June
Nov.
Nov.

Date
14 .. . .6312 feet .
6 reels
5 . 914.5 feet , Dec 30
19 . 7054 feet
Aug. 11
,
6670 feet . Sept 8
18
June 23
24 . ,4476 feet
.6670 feet
25.
4, .5937
feel
4750feel

Grandma's Boy (r&>lssue)
Hold 'Em Yale
•tSKIng of Kings, The
Law"s Lash. The
Lei *Er Go Gallegher
Love Over Night
Man-Made Woman
Marliethe Killer
Midnight Madness
*t$Ned McCobb's Daughter
Power
Red Mark. The
Saddle Mates
. .
"tSSal of Singapor*
•t§Shady Lady, The
ShlpOomes In. A
•tSShew Folks
Skyscraper
•tSSpleler, The
Valley of Hunted Men, The
Walking Back
Yellow ContrabarKl

Harold Lloyd
Rod La RocquB
Warner-Logan
Klondike laog)
Junior Coghlan
La Rocque-Loff
Joy-Boles-Warner
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Irene Rich
Boyd-Logan
von Seyffertltz-Quartaro
Wally Wales
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quiilan-Uff
Wlttlam Boyd
Hale-Logan-Adoroe
Buffalo Bill. Jr
Sue Carrol
Leo Maloney

Dec.
May
Sept
May
Jan.
SeoL
Sept
Mar.
Mar.
Dec
Sept
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
Dec
June
Oct
April
Dec
Feb
May
Oct

7056 'eet Aug. 4
14
30.
4683 feet
Mar.
31
20
13500
feetApril
29 '27
5888 feet
.Jan.
28
15
16
5733 feet
5762
feet...
Sept
22
9
4
4600 feet ,.. Mar. 3
.6559 feet
26
.6070 feet
2
23
6092feet..,.Septt5
Mar. 17
. Sept 8
26 . . 7937 feet
5 . . ,4520feet
. Sept 22
4. . . ,6804 feet
16
. ,Nov.
.June 17
23
4
6902 feet,
21 .
9
.7040 feet... April 14
Oct. 20
30
19
.4520 feet ...Mar. 3
5035 feet... Sept 22
21
28,
.5688 feet.... Oct 20

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby Show, The
Bargain Hunt
Bath Time
BlflGame
Burglar. The
Bunker Battlers
Camous Carmen, The
Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught in the Draft
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken, The
City Slickers
Close Shave, A
Covering Ground
Cross Countiy Run, A
CureorKiil
Day OH. A
Defensive Ends. The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
•IDInner Time
Dumb Walters
Eagle of the Night (Serial)
Early Bird. The
Fair Affair, A
Fair Catch. The
Fishing Fool, The
Flight That Failed, The
Getting Together
Girl From Nowhere. The
Gridiron Demons
Gridiron Cocktail, A
High Seas
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky NIghi
Hubby's Latest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman, '^na
In the
Jim
JamBag
Janitor. A
Laundry fVIan. The
Llmberlegs
Magnetic Bat, The
Monkey Love
Motor Boat Mamas
Motoring Mamas
Mouse's Bride. The
Muscle Marvels
No Company
No Picnic
No Sale
On the Links.....
Our Little Nell
Outnumbdered
Polar Flight. A
Puppy Love
Smith Catalina Rowboal Race
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
South Sea Sagas
Spartan Diet
.t§Stage Struck
Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sex, The
Targets.'
Taxi Beauties
Taxi for Two
Taxi Scandal. A
Terrible People The (Serial)
Tiger's Shadow, The
*t5Winning Patterns
yellow Cameo. The (Serial)

Rel.

SUBJECTS

Star
"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Sportltght
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
.Spartlighl
SennettGlris
Sennett Girls
Sportlight
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Jackson- Hlatt-McKee
"Aesop Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sponilght
"Aesop Fables"
---^ Fables"
"Aesop
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense.
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
Football Sense
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
SennettGlris
"Aesop Fables"
Sportlight
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bovan-Oent
Biiiy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables'*
"Aesop Burke
Fables"
Johnny

Ret

Date

Length

Sept
April
July
Oct
June
Oct
Dec
July
Sept
Nov.
Aug.
June

9... 1 reel
8... 1 reel.
15 ...Ireet
14 ,. . .2 reels
24 .. 1 reel
21... Ireel
9... 2 reels
22 ... 1 reel
23
2 reels
25
2 reels
19,.., 1 reel
9
2 reels
Ireel
.2 reels.
S^t
reels
. 1 reel
Aug. 26. . .2
July
1.
.2 reels
June 23 . .
.
1
reel
Sept 16 ,
.1 reel
Aug. 19.
Ireel
Oct
7.
Ireel
Oct 26
1 reel
Oct
7... 1 reel
OcL 21
Ireel
1 reel
Sept 18
2 reels
Oct 14... 10 episodes
. 1 reel
July 22
.1 reel
July
8
Oct 14 . ._ . 1 reel
1 reel
June 3
1 reel . .
.1 reel
Oct 28
Aug. 5.
reels
12 reel
Oct 28
1 reel
,.,.
Sept 30
1 reel
Sept 23
2 reels
Dec 30.
2 reels , ,
Aug. 12,
2 reels
Nov. 4
2 reels
Dec
2.
1 reel
July
8
1 reel
Aug.
26.
Nov. 11
2 reels, .. ,
"Aesop Fables"
Ireel
Sportlight
June 10
1 reel
1 reel
"Aesop Fable"
Sept 30
"Aesop Fables"
Oct 14 , ,1 reel
Bevan-Dent
Sept 30 . 2 reels
Billy Bevan
June 16. ..2 reels
"Aesop Fables"
June 24, . .1 reel
Sportlight
..Oct 14 . 1 reel
Halnes-Coombs
Dec 16. , ,2 reels
Halnes-Coombs-Oempsey
Oct
7, ..2 reels.
Halnes-Coombs
Nov. 18. ..2 reels
"Aesop Fables"
Nov. 25. , .1 reel
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 5. ,1 reel. .
"Aesop Fables"
Julv 29
.1 reel
.
.1 reel
"Aesop Fabies"
Nov. 18
"Aesop Fables"
June 1 0 ,
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Oct 21 ... 2 reels
Jackson-Hiatt-McKoe
Aug. 19. .2 reels
Harry Langdon
Sept 30
3 reels
Sportlight
Sept 22 , . . 1 reel
, "Aesop Fables"
1 reel
"Aesop Fables"
11rreel .
"Aesop Fable"
Sept 2
.11 reel
reel ,
"Aesoo Fables"
Seot IB
reel . . .
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 12 . .11 reel
Sportlight
Aug. 5 . .1 reel
Sportlight
, Nov. 25
Jack Cooper
Dec 23 . 22 reels.
reels ,
Jack Cooper
Sept 2
Jack Copoer
Oct 28 . .2 reels . ,
Ray-Miller
Aug. 5 ,10 episodes
.10 episodes.
McConnell-AIIan
Dec 23
Sportlight
i . „.
Ray-Cyclone (dog)
June 3
10 episodes

Reviewed
Septi
Oct
6
June 23
Oct 27
Sept 15
Nov. 24
Aug. )l
Dec

1

Sept 8
Aug. 18
Oct
6
Dec
1
Oct 27
Sept 29
Oct 20
Sept
Oct

8
fi

Sept 8
Oct 27
Dec
8
June
Oct 20
Mar. 27
24
Oct
Sept 22
Nov. 17
Dec. S
July 14
Nov.
Nov,
June

3

Oct 27
Sept 29
June 30
Oct. 13
Sept 29
Dec.

H

Aug. t>
Nov. 10
Oct

13

Dec.

8

Seut.

a

Sept.
Oct

V
27
_

Comingr Attractions

PATHE
•tiAnnapolls
Avenging Snadow, The
Black Ace, The
Blue Danube, The
Border Patrol
Bullet Mark. The
Burning Bridges

Rocque-Carol
^
Armstrong-Basquette
Haver-Varconl
William Boyd
Irene Rich
Klondike (dog)
Wally Wales
Llli Damlta

SHORT

Length
Revlewe
Nov. 17
12103 feet... April 28
8254 feet

*tfiCaplaln Swagger.
Celebrity
Chicago
Cop. The
Cxalg's Wife
Fangs of Fate
Flying Buckaroo, The
Forbidden Love

Title

Coming Attraction*
Title

Title

Length

Rel.
Nov.
April
Sept
Mar.
Dec
Mar.
Sept

Date
Length
Reviewed
18
29. . 4293 feet , SeptlJ
Mtr. 31
2 . . .5722 feet
May 26
12 . , 6589 feet.
23
25
.4550 feet . ..Mar. 31
30
5400 feet

-f Means soand effects.

nUe
nSFIying Fool. The
Fortv-Fivo-Calibre War
tEGeraldlne
•tGodless Girl, The
Hawk of the Hills
*t5Hrgh Voltage
*t§Leatherneck, The
•fjListen Baby
*15Mvked Money
•tfiNoley Neighbors

Star
Lenoth
Re.in-^a
William Boyd
Feb. 10
Coleman-Lol
Feb.17'29 ..
QuIIIan-Loft
Jan.
6
Basquette- Provost
10720 feet
Sept «
Allene Ray
Mar. 17
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
William Boyd
Jan. 13
Eddie Quillan
Junior Coghlan
Nov. 4
5506 feet
. Nov. 3
Eddie Quillan
Jan. 20

^ Means voice (including dialogae and incidental songs).

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

Motion

1836
' Itle
*t5rvilsslng Man. The
•tiOffice Scandal
Sin Town
*t5Square Shoulders

Star
Patrick
PhylHs Haver
Allen-Fair
Junior Coshlan

PEERLESS PICTURES
Title
eitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out With the Tide

Rel.

Date

Length

Two Brothers
v. est of Santa Fe
When Fleet Meets Fleet
Woman Temoted The
Youth Astray

Dale
Length
5... 5700feet
15
5600 feet
15 ... . 5600 fee!
22. . . . 5700 feet

Reviewed

RAYART(S.R.)
Title

Delaney-Marlowe.
Bedford-Frazer
Russell-Faire
Buddy Roosevelt
Vera Reynolds
Gordon-Hale
Tom Santschi

Lightnin' Snol. ThB
Man From Headqjartera. The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
Phantom of the Turf , The
Sisters of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Rhlers

Buddy Roosevelt
Roberls-Keefe
Murphy-Landis
Brockwell-Glasa
Buddy Roosevelt
H. Costello-Lease
Anita Stewart
Foster-Olnistead
Buddy Roosevelt

Trallin' Back

Buddy Roosevelt

Coming
Title
•t§ Should a Girl Marry? .

Attraction!
Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

SHORTS

Filmtone Harmonists
Songs
Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans. .
Tap Dancers
Songs

STERtlNG
Marry the Girl
fMlllion For Love, A

B
Length
Reviewed
..6089 (eel
Junt 2
.5937 feet
.6076 feet
.4533 feet
. 5683feet
.5976 feet
..5800 feet
. 4797 feet
May
.5946 feet
Aug. 1
May. . . ..5262 feet
June
2
Mar.
, ..5608 feet
.4538 feet
July
, 5905 feel ...
Mar.
Oct.
1 .5650 feet
. 59yi teei
Dec.
..4627 feet
April
-4308 feel
Mar.

SepLlS
April
June
July 15
April

Star
. Foster-Kelth

FILMTONE
Overture of 1812 (Tschaikowsky)
Vat and Ernie Stanton
At the Night Club
Dancing Colleens
Badio Franks, The

ReL
. May . ,

Star

Qranded Man, The
City of Purple Dreams, The
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner. The
Gypsy of the lilorth
!sle of Lost Men

PICTURES

(S. R.)

Star
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes .

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Mar. 1 . . 5300 feet. . . . Mar. 10
April 15... 5400 feet..

SUBJECTS

'''■tl'
Star
DlsCr
ReL
Data
Length
Reviewed
Fare Enough
Poodles Hanneford
. Artclass
2reels
•Wvsterious Airman. The
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
Mascot Pi ct
> .ling to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
She Said No
BenTurpIn
Artclass
2 reels
Sophomore, The
G. O'Neill-L Graydon , Hi-Mark
Soookey Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Zreela
.
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2reels
Through the Ages
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Vanishmg West, ThefSerlal), . Special Cast
Mascot Pict. . Oct 15. .10 episodes .Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Mascot Pict . Aug. 1 .10 episodes. . Sept 15
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfreld-CIarke
2 reels...
Vou Can't Win (Serial)
WelssBros..
.
.lOeplsodea
Title
Coming Attractioni
Star
Rel. Date
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern.. . .Aug. 15
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge-Worth
General Pict
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
, . Aff. European
Circumslantiat Evidence
Fosler-Keefe-Lake
Chesterfieid
Oancar of Hi'* Vl.^jesiy. rne. . .Saacial Cast
Amlcino
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
Escaped from hell
Muriat Esterhazy
Aff. Eurupean
Exodus to the New World. The. Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
{Great Power, The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The
John Loder
Aff. European
Gjilty
Frrlsch- Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European
Meclianics of the Brain
Educational
Amkino
Milak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
Our Dally Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European.
Poet and Czar
Soecial Cast
Amkino
South of Panama
CarmelitaGeraghty
Chesterfield
Two Days
Special Cast
Amkino
Untioly Love
Wegener-Petrovitch. . Aff. European
Verdun
Special Cast
Richmount
Vera Miezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
Water. The
M. Chekhov
Amkino
on Hyty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
*t§ White Lilacs
Robertson-Brlnkley
Powers Cinephone
»eiiow jicket, The
Anna Sten
Amkino

Title

Length
.7545 feet

FEATURES
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Circle Pict ,
Corliss Palmer
.Oct 15
Chest
erf
eld.
.5256 feet... April 21
Lee-Keefe..
Aug. 15
EmI! Jannings
..L DIst'r
T. Rogers
Mehaffey-Metcalfe. . . . HI-MarkT
5000 feet .
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Sept 15. ,4345 feet
Lya de PuttI
Aff. European. .S^t
..6reels
Jones-Ralston-Hearn. ,B. Jones Coro..Aug.
— 7000 feel Oct
6
Ralston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dist. ..Sept 1.6261 feel
Hercules
Soecial Cast
Avwon
Sept 1 .SOOOfeet
Corda-VarconI
Ufa Eastern.. . .June 1, 5460 feet
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
5600 feet
Special Cast
Arfa
5700 feet
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
Russian Cast
A. Hammersteln
8000 feet
June 16
Sllverstreak-Walkw. . Blschoff
5000 feet
Emil Jannings
U T. Rogers
6100 feet
Warwick- Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Raque! Meller
Aff. European, .Sept
..6 reels
Conrad Veidt
Aywon
Sept
. .6500 feet
Harrls-Keefe
Anctior
5400 feet
Special Cast
Collwyn
5800 feet
Sept 15
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5712 feet
Faire-Hale
Chesterfield... Sept 1 .5300 feet
Sept 15
Lya de Puiti
Brill
Sept 1, 5460feet
Special Cast
Aff. European
Sept
.6000 feet
Vilma Banky
Aywon
Seat
.6000feet

Lifp'That
LIgnts Like
of Paris
UHle Wild Girl. The.
Lookout. Girl, The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Mother of Mine

Withers-Boteler
Special Cast
Lee-Undls
Jacqueline Logan
Edith Jahanne
Special Cast

F.
Royer (producer)
Superlative
Hercules
Quality Dist-.. Nov.
Ufa-Eastern
akoro
Oct

Mystic
Mirror.
The
No
Babies
Wanted
Old Age Handicap. The
Olympic Hero. The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children

German
Cast
Devore-Mong
Vaughn-Hughes
Charles Paddock
Bob Custer
Special Cast

7000feel
Plaza
6215 feet.
Trinity Pict
5573 feet
Zakoro
July
. 5200feot
Syndicate
. ..Oct 15. .4657 feel.
Superlative

Power of Darkness. The
Prlmanerliebe
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The

Moscow Art Players
Cast
German
Balfour-BIackwell
Special Cast
Falre-Lease

Aff. European. .Sept
Scenic Films
Zakoro
Aug.
Crescent Pict

. 6reels
6500 feet. . . .Mar. 24
. .6200 feet
6000 feet
5900 feet

nacing Through
Romance of a Rogue The

Mae Marsh
Warner- Stewart

Aff. European. .Sept
Quality DIst. . . Oct

..7reels
6100 feet

f^SK
'Sh1d7wsotih«'Nloht

ShCasI
Swedish Cast

Col«,n
Co«,iv

6000feet

June 16

6413 feel
7563 feet
..7200feet..

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful Buf Dumb
*t§Cavalier, The
Clothes Make the Woman
Domestic Meddlers
Floating College, The
George Washington Cohen
Gtain of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Gun Runner. The
House of Scandal
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Marriage by Contract
Naughty Duchess. The
Power of Silence. The
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of tie Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Their Hour
♦tSTollers. The
Troplcal Nights

Olive Borden
O'Netll-Graves
Patsy Ruth Milfer
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Southern-Pidgoon
Claire Windsor
O'Neill-Collier, Jr.
Jessel-Palmer
Cortez-Windsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Cortez-Lane
S aba stIan-O* Mall ey
Cortez- Leonard
White- McGregor
Miller-Gray
Warner- Southern
Belle Bennen
Belle Bennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borlo
Southern-McGregor
Harron-Sebastian
Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr
Miller-McGregor

SHORT
Title
Gold
•f§Hjwaiian Love Call, The
•f 5Japanese Carnival. A
*f5ln a Persian Market
'f§ln a Chinese Temple Garden
•tLove Charm, The
Maude Muller
No Woman Allowed

Reviewed

7 reels
7000feot
6 reels
8 reels
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels
6 reels
3 reels
6000 feet
. .6500 feel
7 reels
8775 feet
6500 feet
10 reels
7 reels
7000 feet
7000f6et
Length

FEATURES

Star

About Trial Marriage
Adorable Cheat
Age of Lust. The
Air Mail Pilot, The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
•tBig Hop. The
Black Butterflies
Broken Hearts
City WithoutJews, The
Oance Fever
OevHDogs
Devil's Passion, The
Ougan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg. The
Fangs of Justice
fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Gypsy Romance
Handsel Orlac
Hearts of Man
HellS'iip
fnto the Night
House of S,iame
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd, The
Lady from Paris, The

Rel.
July
..Mar.
Aug.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Nov.
Dec.
July
June
Nov.
April
May
July
Dec
Oct
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
Mar.
Oct
Dec.

Date
5844 feet.
feet,.
6157
feet
20 . . 6147
15...
1...
5209
6775 feet
feel. .
1
5362 feet
1
15
5477 feet..
10
20
10. . 6126 feet
10 — 5334 feel.
20
.5297 feet..
1. . .6553 feet..
15. .
1 . . ,5676
.7786 feel..
feet.
1.,
10,. ,5271 feet..
20,. .5554 feet.
20..
30 . . 5160feet..
15.. . 51 02 feet. .
.5735 feet .
1. . ,.5652
feet.. .Oct. 20
1. .
1- .7256 feet.
10. .

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
Color Symphony..
Color Svmphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Classic
Color Classic

Rel. Date
Lenstti
1 reel
Dec 15
1 reel
Jan.
1..
1 reel
Oct
1....1 reel
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

Nov. 17
.

Tenderfoot
Tourist.
reel
Tom.
Dick or
Harry A"! !!!!!"."'. Color
Color Classic!
Classic .'.'.'.".'.".'.'.*.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'."."'.'.'.'." "."".11 reel..
.Sept 15

■fiOOoiert
SOOOfeet

SS:,'?laV's'''''''.::;:;:::;En»U,hCas.:::-.:::K'^
'Silent
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfield..
feet
A„„ ic1 . .4890
At^ctaot
Silent Sentinel.
Trail. TheThe
Bob Custer
Syndicate . . .Aug.
Slfnba
Jungle Film .
. . Capitol Pict
SOOOfeei
Sky Rider. The
Chamoion-Hughes
Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feat ■■'Feb."*
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era
7000 feet
Station Master. The
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
June 18 .7200 feet
Streets of Algiers
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern.. . .May
I. 6603 feet
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Jannings-Dagover
Ufa Eastern.. . .April 1. .6680 feet. Aug. 5 '27
TenDaysThatShooktheWorld.. Russian Cast
8600 feet. .. .Nov. 24
Thunder God
Cornelius Keel e
Anchor

"f Means soand effects.

Ufa Eastern.. ..Jury
1 .6300 feet .
Syndicate
Nov. 15. 4852 feet .
Hi-Mark
7953 feet..
Aywon
Sept
, 6500 feet .
Ameranglo
6000 feet. .

TIFFANY-STAHL

STATE RIGHTS

* Means Mynckronized score,

Conrad Veldt
Bob Custer
English Cast
Compten-Ward
Johnson-Mattonl

SHORT

(S. R.)
Rel.
SeptApril
Mar.
June

N e zvs

Fievlewed

Mar. 3
Jan. 20
Fell. 3

Star
Bedford-Graves
Garon-Slmpson
Bonner-Wlthers
Dwan-Undis

Picture

't§Toy Shop, The
Title

Color Symphony
Coming

Attractions

Rma'iil»v Favat
n'NMM"nrow
^ neiii-urew.
^®^^Star Sebastian
?™™*^^
Devil's Apple
Tree, The
Dorothy
Family Row. The
Windsor-Gray
Geraldine Laird
Belle Bennett
•jGhetto. The
George Jessel
'
"
-Eve Muthem
G^TS
Came
Back
(tentative) ■'■ EvTw
""** fteniative)
-^'"'^
^'" ^^° Boy
*t§Lucky
Jessel-Quimby. ,

Nov.

1

Rel.
'ili,'
Jan.
Feb.

Date
on
zp
10. .

Length

Revlfwtr

fMar. 20..
Feb. 1..

.Mar.lO..

•fSMarriage b, Contract
New Orleans
Rainbow. The
Q..enofBurles,>.e
Spirit
opini of
ui Youth
iDuin

Miller-Gmy
Cortez-Bnnett
B.I,eBenn,n
Dorothy Setustlan
Sebastian-Kent
aeuasiian-i^eni

1..
D«.
M>r. 1
Jan. 1.
Feb.
reo. 20
<u .

Squads Right

Gribbon-Stone

Feb.

1

Rel.

Date

UNIVERSAL

1 reel..

FEATURES
Title
Anybody Here Seen KellyT
Arizona Cyclone, The

Star
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes

% Means voice (including diahgae and incidental songs).

Sept 9
May
6

Length
6243 feel,..
4076 feet.. .

A. T. after tUle means AH Talkie*

December

15 ,

Star
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Falre
De PuttI- McGregor
Glbson-CullivBT
Reginald Denny
Al Wilson
Ray-Ralston
Ted Wells
Hoot Gibson

Flyln' Cowboy. The
Foreign Legion, The
Four Footed Ranger. The
Freedom of the Press
Gate Crasher, The
•fGiveanJ fake
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The
Guardians o( the Wild
Harvest of Mate. The
Hero of the Circus
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hnofbeats o\ Vengeance
HotHeals
Hound or Silver Creek
Mow to Handle Women
Jazz Mad
•tjLonesome
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
•tMan Who Laughs. The
*fMan. Woman and Wile
'SMelody of Love
Michigan Kid. The
Night Bird. Tho
One Rainy Night
Phantom Fingers
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear. The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
fied Lips
Hiding for Fame
Shield of Honor. Th«
Sky Skldder. Tho
Stop That Man
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Rid©
Thirteenth Juror .The
Thunder Riders. The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The
"•fSUncle Tom's Cabin
WoAmerlcans
Wild West Show. The
Volvos of ihe City
Won In the Clouds

6ibson-Hnsbrouck
Kerry- Stone-Nolan
Dynamite fdoo)
Stone-Keith-M. Day
Glenn Tryon
Sidney-Horsholl
Denny-Nolan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe
Rex (horsel-Perrin
Rex (horse )-PBrr in
Special Cast
La Plante-Delaney
Lewls-Gulliver
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Tfyon-MHIer
Dynamite {dogi
Tryon-Nfxon
Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls
Tryon-KenI
Philbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Philbin
Kerry-Starke-Nixon
PIdg eon-Harris- Winton
Nagel-Adoree
Reginald Denny
Laura La Plante
Cody-Thompson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (hors8)-PerrIn
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewis-Gultlver-Hamllton
At Wilson
Lake-Kent
Phllbln-Mosklne
La Ptante-Tryon
Nllsson-Bushman
Tod Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex fhorsej-Perrln
Special Cast
Sldney-Mlller-Lewls
Glbson-Gulllver
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title

Rel.
Dec
Oct.
June
Oct.
Dec
Sept.
Juno
Obc
Nov.

Date
Length
Reviewed
16. ...4179(eet
28 . . 4786 teet
3
6171 feet
.Feb. 4
7... 5311 (eet
23.
4322 feet
30.
.6279 feet.
17
Sept. 18
Tfi
5357 feet
18
5109 f let
July
1
June 30
7828 feet
Sept. 23
442 6 feet
Mar. 25.
Oct. 28 . .6474 teet
, 5597
„^, feet
,„„
Dec. 9,
Dec. 23
6552 feet
April 29
5645 feet.
leet
Sept 22
4194
!!oci."2d
July 29
6599 feet
, Sept. 30.
.4868 feet.
Sept. 16.
.471 9 feet.
,.'
April 14,
"
Doc. 2. .5606 teet.
j..'....
6307 f pet.
Sept. 2.
.6057 feet.
Dec. 30.
■■■'."
June lb
5874 feet
May 13
".May 16
..Sept
4095
feet
12
May 20
5591 feet
Oct. t4
July 14
.6832 feet.
Nov. 11.
.6142 feet
Jan. 20.
681 3 teet.
Mar. 4.
4120 feet, ..Feb. 11
June 3.
. .Oct." 6
101 85 feet
Nov. 4.
Nov. 10
Jan. 13 . .6674 feet
Oct 27
leet.
Dec. 2. .6733
.6030 feet
Oct 21 .
July
7
6670 feet.
SepL15.
Dec. 9 .
June 2.
Nov. 25
5907 feet

Aug.

4

Oct. 28
Mar. 1 1
July 15
Dec. 2. .
Aug. 19
Feb. 19 .
Jan. 13,
Mar. 1 1 . .
Mar. 4..
April 1. .
Nov. 13..
April 8. .
Mar.18..
Nov. 18. .
SepL 2..
May
6..
May 20. .
Der. C
April 22. .

.6957
.5424
.6172
4364
.5389
.8249
.6179
5598
- 4353
.5495
'9151
4616
10600

feet..
feet..
feet..
feet
feet..
feet
feet.
feet
feet feet
feet
feet
feet

.Dec. 30
.April 28
.Mar. 10
. Feb. 4
Dec. 8

Nov. 18

5254 feet . .April

Husbands Won't Toll
Iron Coda The
Junior Year. The
Just Walt
Kicking Through ...
Kingof Shebas
Look Pleasant
McGkiis vs. Joneses
Mississippi Mud
Mystery Rider, The 'Serial)

Young-La Salle
Jack Perrin
Lowis-Guliiver-Phniips
Young-La Salle
Lewls-Gulllvor-Phllllps
Arthur Lake
. Sid Saylor
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH
Oswald Cartoon
Desmond- Perdue
Snookum*
Snook ums- Perdue- Egan
Snookums-Perdue-Egan

* Mean* tynchronized score,

Star
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll. ...June
Snookums-Perdu&-Egan
Sept
. Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec.
Snookums-Perdue-Eoan
Oct
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan.
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Oct
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
Oswald Cartoon
June
Canine Cast
,
Bob Curwood
Jan.
Fred Gllman
Aug.
Jack Hoxie
Nov.

Date
Length
2 reels
4
S
28
,2
reels
2 reels
,2 reels
26.
2 reels
3
9
.2 reels
29
,2 reels
1,
11
.1 reel
...t reel
12
2 reels
11 , .2 reels
2
1.

R^P' Ltf e
'"'^^
^°' Help.Woods
The
Ri^tersofthP
Rocks and Saddles

Long-Adama-Layman-McPhalll . July 4
Newton
July
Edmund House
Cohb
Sept 157
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12.

Romeo cf the Range
Ropin' Romance
Rubber
Ruse. TheNecks
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, Tho (Serlel)
Sflcret Outlaw, The
Shadows
She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleeping Through
Sleigh Bells
South Pole Flight, A
Soeed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Soead Sneik, The
*tSteamboat Willie
Swell Clothes

,Bob Curwood
Newton House
Sid
Jack Saylor
Perrin
Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Bob Chandler
F. X. Bushman. Jr
Bob Curwood
Laemmie Novelty
Sid Saylor
Young-La Salle
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Bob Curwnod
Lewls-Guiliver-Phillips
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Oswald Cartoon
Morrill-Kingston
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Chandler
C. KIng-C. Dohorty
Art Accord
Ben Hall
Ben Hall
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Laemmie Novelty
Young- La Salle
Arthur Lake
Laemmie Novelty
Jack Perrin

Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
There's a Will
Tracked Down
Trackless Trolley, The
■ ricky Trickster, Tho
Valiant Rider. The (Western)
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
Whose Wife
Woman's Man. A
Wooden Soldier, The
/ukon Gold
rttie

Aug. 29 ...2 reels
SepL 1
Juno 30
2 reels
May 28
SepL 3
2 reels
2
reels
Sept 26 .2 reels
OcL
1 . .1 reel
July 21
Aug. 13,
-2reols
Oct 10,
,2 reels
Aug. 8,
.1
reel
Sept17.
.10 episodes
Nov. 28.
.2 reels
Aug. 6.
2reels.
. . Sept2S
Oct 31
.2reels
June 3
July
2.

Reviewn
May 12
Dec. I*"
28
Aug.
Dec , 1
Oct 27
Oct
May 13
IB
Sept 18

.2
reels
June
, 2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
OcL
.2 reels
2 reels
,2 reels
,2 reels
. , July
,2 reels
Dec
1 reel
June
,2 reels
Oct
10 episodes
2 reels
Oct
, 1 reel
2 reels
July

Oct
6,
Aug. 4
Sept 25
12,
Aug.
Jan.
2
July 16
Oct 27,
June 3.
Nov. 10
Jan. 14
Aug. 22
Oct 24
Sept 3
Dec 31
July 23
Nov. 26
Sept 8
Jan.
7
June 18

2 reels

2P
8
20
16
8
18

Aug. 18
Dec. 8
Juno 30
Dec. 1

,2 reels
.1 reel
. 1 reel

May 28

.1 reel
1 reel

Nov. 18
June 18

15 episodes,
2 reels
-2 reels
.2 reels
.21 reel
reels

luly 21
Oct 20

.2 reels

Dec
5
July
9
Aug. 12
Nov. 14. ,
Sept 29
Dec 21 . .
Jan.
5
July 30
June 4 .
..June23 ,
Dec. 12,
Oct 22 ,
June 6
Dec
3..
Dec. 17
July 28

2
20
;.

1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel

Sept 8

.1 reel

May 19

2 reels
, 12 reel
reels

May 19
Dec 8

2 reels
-1 reel

May 17
Nov. 17

2 reels

June 10

1 reel

Dec

3

Coining Attractions
Length

Rel.
Dec
June
Dec
July
Dec
Nov.
. Aug.
. June
Oct.
Aug.

f Means sound effects.

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Newlyweds Lose Snnokums, The
Neluweds' Need Help. Tho
Newlyweds' Unwelcome. The
Out At Home
Paddling Co-Eds
Panicky Pancakes
Poor Papa
Prodiga' Pup. The
Range of Fear. The
Ranger Patrol. The
Red Warning

7

Date .4348fFet..'
Length
Reviewed
5
2re3ls
Nov. 17
2 reels
May 19
18
2 reels
19
2 reels . . . Sept. 1
18
2 reels
17
2 reels
Oct 27
17,
2 reels
1
2 reels , . May 26
27
2 reels
17
2 reels
15
1 reel
Sept 29
2 reels
Oct
Oct. 15
__.
Dec 10
2 reels
Dec
. Sept 17 .. 2 reels
2reels
June 18
July 14
Julv 11. . 2 reels
Jan. 19 , 2 reels
Nov. 24
Dec. 1, . 2 reels
Oct.
8, "". 2 reels . . ,
Nov. No 7. , 2reel8.,
Oct 13
.
2
reels
Sept. 1 .
May
S
June 2. . 2 reels
2 reels
Dec 1 5
2 reels
Oct
7
Nov. 26, .2 reels
,2 reels
Dec
8
April 8. '29. , 10 episodes
2 reels
Laommie Novelty
1 reel.
Osw^d Cartoon
Dec. 24
1
1 reels
Oswald Cartoon
OcL 15,
2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Oct. 20
2 reels
Oct 27
Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips
Nov. 12
2 reels May Itt
Newton House
June 9.
2 reels
Bob Chandler
Dec. 29.
2 reels
Oct 20
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21
1 reel
Oct 27
Laemmie Novelty
Nov. 19
1 reel
May 26
Oswald Cartoon
.
June 25
2 reels
May 19
Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhaill., .Jure 13.
Oct 20
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5, .1 reel
2 reels
, . . .
Jack Hoxie, ,
Sept. 22.
2 reels...
, Mar. 24
Fred Gllman
April 21..
2 reels
May 19
Sid Saylor,
June 20.
1 reel
Nov. 24
Laemmie Novelty
SepL 24
11 reel
June
k
Ben Hall
Julv
2.
reel
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
1
reel
Arthur Lake
Sept. 1 0
Young-La Nalle
Jan 7 .1 rel
Oswadl Cartoon
Jan. 7
1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Dec. 10
1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20
1 reel
July 26
Ben Hall
Aug. 27
1 reel

Sid Saylor
Fred Gllman
Young-La Salle
Sid Savior
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Edmund Cobb
Young-La Salle
Trimble, Hardwick and Dog
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog.
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Lewis-Culliver-Phillips
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Lewts-Gulliver-Phillips . .
Fred Oilman
Youno-La Salle
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Arthur Lake
. Sid Saylor
Newton House
Jack Perrin
Jack Hoxie
Art Accord
Lewls-Gulllver-Phinips
Bob Curwood
Lorraine-Stevenson

Ttlie

Tall
Timbi
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)

4230 feet..
.4200
feet..
4472 feel..

SUBJECTS

Star

lAll for Geraldine
Ambuscade, The
And Morning Came
Big Game George
Bookworm Hero
Boundary Battle. The
Broke Out
Buster Minds tho Baby
Buster Trims Up
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
Calford in the Movies
Calford on Horseback
Calford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny, The
Cash Customers
Claim Jumoer
Clean Sweep. A
Come on. Horace
Lross Country Bunion Race. Tho
Danger Trail. The
Dangerous Trail, The
Daring Chances
Dead Game
.
,
Dear Old Calford
Death's Head
Diamond Master, The
•East Side
Fantasle —
Farmyard Follies
Fiery Fireman, The
Fighting Fo'ester The
Fighting for Victory
Fighting Kid. The
Fighting Tenderfoot, A
Flsn Stories
Footprints
Fox Chaso.The
Full House, A
Fun In the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The
Gauge of Battle, The
George Meets George
Handicapped
Her Haunted Horltaqo
High Up
Hollywood or Bust
Hold Your Horses
H9meless Homer
Horse Tail, A
Hot Dogs
Hurry Up Marriage

Newlywods' Anniversary
Newljrweds' Court Trouble
Newlyweds' False Alarm, The

1W7

Rel.

192 8

Tine
'Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. Tne
Buck Pflvales
Clearing tie Trail
Clear the Deck
Cloud Dftdoer. The
Counlof Ten, The
Crimson C.nvnn. The
Dangw RiJer. The

♦fBargain in the Kremlin. The
Tjtlfaggan. The
Brides Will Be Br Idea
Born to the Saddle
*rBroadway
Burning tne Winl
Crimson Hour, Tho
Oouhling For "Trouble
*t5Drake Murder Case. The
EfiK the Great
Eyes of the Underworld
Fallen Angels
Girl Dodger. The
*tGirl on the Barge, The
lirliWins.,,, . .
Hell Wrecker, Tho
't Can Be Done
Kid's Clever, The
*15King of Jazz, The
King of the Rodeo, The
*tLast Warning. The
Man Dislurber, The
♦fSMinstrel Show, The
Navy Blues
. .
One Rainy Night
Play Goes On, The
Pon of Dreams. The
5Red Hot Speed
Shakedown. The
*t5Shannons of Broadway, The
S low Boat
Silks and Saddles
■ itranga .
Watcn My Speed
«ilJ Blood

StarSchildkraut
Joseph
Jean Hersholt
Laura U Plante
Ted Wells
Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Hoot Gibson
De Puttl-Mosjuklno
Gibson- Gilbert

Reviewed

,
Feb.10..
,

Voidt-PJiifbin
William Cody
Kerry-Starke
Arthur Lake
Hersholt-O'Neil-cGregor
Welts-Collins
Hoot Gibson
Tryon-Carol
Glenn Tryon
Paul Whitemanand Band
Hoot Gibson
Laura LaPlante
Reginald Denny
Eddie Leonard
..ArthurLake

Feb. 24..

Feb. 17. .
Jan.
Jan.

6. .
6, .

War. 3..
James Murray
Mar. 10. .
Mary Phllbin
Denny-Day
Jan. 27..
Murray-Kent
Feb. 3. .
Jaems"^tar
Gleason
Rubens-La Plante- J. Schildkraut. . . .
Nixon-Walling-Nolan
Jan. 20. .
Special Cast
Reginald Denny
Rex (horse)-Perrin
Feb. 10..

UNITED

Sept 22

ARTISTS
'.May 19

FEATURES
Title
*t5Awakening. The
•tBattle of the Sexes. The
College
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Magic Flame, Ttio
Ramona
• tRevenge
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•f Tempest
tTwo Lovers
*|Woman Disputed, The

Banky-Byron
Bennett- Hersholt- Haver
Buster Keaton
Phitbin-Alvarado
Grlffith-Ray
Colman-Banky
Del Rio-Baxter
Dolores Del Rle
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barry more- Horn
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Holand

Coming
Title

Date
17 ,
13, .
29,,
31
4. .
14 .
11 .
3 .
12
11
7. ,
29 .

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Oct 20
aiSOfeet
5800 test .
8350 feel. . SepL
Jan. 28
23
7300 teel..
Jan, 14
7850 feel .
7552 feet..
SepL 30
Feb, 4
9300 feel . June 16
8500 feet
..Nov. 17
8041 feet . April 28

Attractiona

Star

*t5Bulldog Drummond
Ronald Colman
*t5Chi!ds Fifth Avenue
Banky-Hall
*t5Coquette
Pickford-Brown
•|Ulty Lights
Charlie Chaplin
Evangeline
Delores del Rio
tHell'8 Angels. .
Lyon-Hall-Nlsson
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
•jLummox
*tSMan With the Iron Mask. Tho. . Douglas Fairbanks
*t5Mgquerade
Boyd-Velez-Goudal

§ Means voice (inclading dialo^se and incidental songs),

Rel.
Nov.
Oct
July
Mar
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Sept
Oct

Lensth

Reviewed

6400 feet ■

,

A. T, after title means AH Talkie,

1838

-1/ o t i o n

Title

Rel.

Slar

♦tSNightstick (A. T.)
•flQueen Kelly
•tSRescue. The
*t5Say It With Music (A. T.)
*t5She Goes to War
Tufee Passions
Venus

Date

Length

Reviewed

O'Maliey-Busch
Swanson- Byron
Colman-Damlta
Harry Richman
Boardman-Rubens —
Terry- Petrovitch
Constance Talmadge..

WARNER
BROTHERS
FEATURES
Title

Star

Rel.

Date

•t§Caught in the Fog
•crimson City, The

McAvoy-Nagle
Loy-Mtljan-Hyams

Sept. 22 ..
-April 7. ..

•Five and Ten Cent Annie
*t5Home Towners, The
'jjazz Singer, The
♦tSLand of the Silver FoK
*t5Lights of New York (A.T.)
•tSMidnight Taxi, The
*f §0n Trial (A. T.)
•i §0n Trial (A. T.)
'Pay As Vou Enter
•Powder My Back
•Rinty of the Desert
•tSState Street Sadie
'tSTenderloln
nSTerror. The {A-T.")
tS Women They Talk About

Fazenda-Cook
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Jolson-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Costello-Undis-Brockwell
Moreno-Costello
FrBdericks-Lytell-Wilson
Fredericks-Lytell-Wllson
Cook-Fazenda
Rich- Ferris- Beranger
R in-Tin-Tin- Ferris- Nye
Loy-Nagle
D. Costello-Nagel
McAvoy-Horton
I. RIch-Ferrls-Colller, Jr

May 26,..
Dec. 15. . .
Feb.
4...
Nov. 10....

•Domestic Troubles

Title
*t5AMimony Annie
*tSConquest (A.T.)
•tjDesprt Song. The
•tSFarrcy Baggage
*t§Frorn Headquarters
'tSFroien River
•tSGlorlous Betsy
*t|Greyhound Limited, The
♦tSHard-Boiled Rose
•fSHome Towners. The {A.T.)
*t§Honky Tonk (A. T.)
n-jKId Gloves
tSUon and the Mouse

Fazenda-Cook

Coming
Star

Attractions

Mar. 24. . .

Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
May
Mar.
Aorll
Aug.

6...
29 . .
29. . .
12 . .
10, . .
21...
25 . .

Oct
20. . . 7654 feet..
Sept 8. . . .5527 feet.
Rel.

Dat*

D. Costello-Ferrls-Ranlcin
Blue- Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Monte Blue
Rin-Tin-Tin
D. Costello-Naglfl
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier. Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Sophie Tucker
Naoel-Wilson
L Barrymore-McAvoy-Colllert Jr.

^ Means synchrotuzed score,

Length
Reviewed
6270 feet
.5388 feet
April 21
.5164 feet
4914 feet,.. SipL 22
8693 feet... Oct 27
7077 feet..., Oct 21
5179 feet
.5287 feet
.5729 feet... Nov. 24
8290 feet... Nov. 3
8290 feet
,4975 feet
61 85 feet
4820 feet. ..SepL2P
Sept. 15
.7169
feet.
7340 feet..

Length

.April 8
.Aug. 25

Reviewed

.7441f«et....May

B

Title
•1 JLittle Wild Cat, The
•fS Madonna of Avenue A, The
t SMHIion Dollar Collar. The
•UMy Man
*ff Noah's Ark
•tSNo Defense
•tSNo Questions Asked
•t^One Stolen Night
"tsQueen of the Night Clubs
*t!RedeemingSln, The
*t§She Knew Men
*t5Slnging Fool, The.
•t§Slark Mad (A.T.)
•t§Stolen Kisses

VITAPHONE

"t Means soand effects.

Signs Webb

Millai-tl Webb signed by Paramount to
direct a "talker" in the New York studios.
New Columbia Scenarists
Peter Milne, Jack Wagner and Stuart
Anthony have been added to the Columbia
roster of screen writers. Milne has been
associated with Columbia during the past
season. They will start immediate work on
stories set for early production.
Paramount

Sound

Stages

Paramount 's five sound stages, of which
four are under construction now, will be entirely coni|)leted and in full operation by
Jan. 1.5. Three are scheduled to start production .Jan. 1 and the fourth on the fifteenth.
Glazer Signs Anthony Brown
Anthony Brown has been signed by Benjamin Glazer, head of the Pathe sound division, to work on future dialogue attractions.

in Celluloid

Each of the British editors whose goodwill trip to America brought him to the
United Artists studio in California has been
presented by Joseph SI. Schenck, head of
United Artists, with a film record of his
trip to California. On the eve of their departure from Los Angeles, the publishers
were shown a rush print of the reel.
Signs Contract
Paramount has signed Frederick March,
leading man who recently appeared on the
stage as Tony in "The Royal Family," to
a contract calling for his exclusive services
in Paramount talkies. He worked in the alldialogue feature, "The Dumqiy. " He will
work in the films at night.

Stein Finishes Feature
Pat he's "'The Official Scandal," new feature of the Fourth Estate, has been completed by Director Paul Stein,
L. G. Rigby With W. B.
L. G. Kigby joins Warner Brothers scenario statf as a writer no.Nt week.
Christies Sign Grapewin
Charles Grapewin, former vaudeville
headliner, ha.s been signed by the Christies
for a one-reel comedy. ".Jed's Vacation."
This is the sketch which Grapewin did for
manv years on the two-a-day.

FBO

Units

on Location

Three FBO productions just completed
—"The Drifter," "The Jjittle Savage" and
"Laughing at Death" — utilized the location country around IjOs Angeles for their
backgrounds. For the first, starring Tom
Mix, mountain scenes were shot in tlie San
Fernando Valley near Newhall. The second,
a Buzz Barton vehicle was photographed
on the old Lasky ranch on the slopes of
the Hollywood foothills. The last production, which features Bob Steele, was made
in the San Fernando Valley and at the Los
.\ngeles harbor at San I'edro.

Oct 2r

1 . . . .9592 feet. . . .Sept 2B)

Rel.

Dale

Length

:

1 reel

Reviewed'
Aug. 25Oct 13i
Sept2Z.
July
7
Aug. 25*
Sept t
July 7'
Sept 1
Sept2Z'
June 18
Sept2B(
Sept 22*
Sept 1
Aug. 2b
Au]^ 25
June 1^

H

Aug. 28
June 23i
June 16
Sept29>
Aug. 2ft
June 29

^

Songs and Dances
.Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Hobart Bosworth

Sept 1
June 16
June 23

A. T. after title means AH Talkie,

Continued

Other names signed recently for talking
shorts by Christie include Edward Everett
Horton, L/ois Wilson, Sam Hardy and Raymond Hatton.
Trips Preserved

Reviewed

Jan.

Ulls & Clark

Larry Cebal os Undersea Review
Lash. The
Man of Peace. A

Length

,

Songs and Jazr Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song Program

% Means voice (Incla ding dtalogae and incidental songs).

Their

6

Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlglns-Leah
GusArnheimA His Ambassadors
Jazz Band
Harry Delf
, . . . Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupotlcan
Ingenues. The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard

HollywoodParamount

Date

Jan.

SHORTS

Star

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Alda (Aida)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship. The
Dixie Days
Family Affair, A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore

Rel.

X c a' y

,

Title

In Dutch. . .1
.6352 feet.. ..May 26

Star
Ferris-Hal I- Dawson
Dolores Costello
Rln-Tln-Tfn
Fanny Brlce
D. Costello-O'Brlen
Blue-McAvoy
Ferris-Collier. Jr.
Bronson. Collier. Jr.
Texas Guinan
D. Costello-Nagel
Bronson-Horton
Jolson-Bronson-Ounn.. .
H. B. Warner-Fazenda. .
May McAvoy

Picture

Contracts

Renewed

Florence Ryerson and Viola Brothers
Shore renewed their contracts recently with
Paramount.
New

Drew

Comedy

Jerry Drew has considerable support in
"Wives Don't Weaken," his new Ideal
comedy for Educational. Al Cooke, Betty
Boyd, Estelle Bradley, Robert Graves and
Al Thompson all have parts.
Goodwin with Devore
Harold Goodwin is playing for the second
time opposite Dorothy Devore. His role is
in
"Misplaced Husbands," a current release.
Wolheim's New Role
For the first time Louis Wolheim

is play-

ing a sympathetic role, appearing in Pathe 's
"Square Shoulders" as the father of
Junior Coghlan.
Writing Barker Special
Jack Natteford is now engaged in a story
of Switzerland which will be Reginald
Bai-ker's next special for Tiffany-Stahl.
Frances Hyland is also doing a story for
the director, temporarilv called "Top

of

the Mast." "When East Is East"
Lon Chanev's new starring feature for
M-G-M will be "When East is East," a
story of the Malay Peninsula. Tod Browning and Waldemar Young will work together with the star on this new story, an
original by Browning.

And, History JVill RepeatThe orio:inal motion picture film
...workable long rolls... colored film
base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the important developments in American motion picture materials is a factful story
of this Company's cooperation with
the cinematographic industry.
Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected to repeat in the future.
For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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1928 DEC 11 PM2:30
NB266
22 3 EXTRA-SOMERSET PENN
11 150P
ALFRED WEISS, PRES BIOPHONE CORP
1600 BROADWAY
FIRST BIOPHONE
EXfflBIT MANHATTAN COCKTAIL
LAST NIGHT TO MOST ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE IN
MY CAREER EXHIBITION MOST ENTRANCING HEARTY
CONGRATULATIONS
JOHN A BLATT CIRCUIT OF THEATRES

deceived at

PLAYING
WINGS
WITH
SOUND
ON OUR
BIOPHONE MACHINE
IT IS SPLENDID.
STRAND
THEATRE,
ALLENTOWN,
PA.

SEE IT

BATTLE
OF SEXES
WITH
SOUND
BEING PLAYED ON OUR
BIOPHONE EQUIPMENT.
EXCELLENT — CONGRATULATIONS. LAFAYETTE THEATRE,
NEW YORK CITY

HEAE

IT

T

o

the

greatest

business

ou

earth

and everybody in it —

T

o the army of Paramount exhibitors,

vaster than ever and constantly growing. In appreciation of your good will toward this company and our
pleasant and profitable relations together —

T

o the personnel of Paramount far
flung throughout the world. With a special bow to our
matchless production forces because they are following
f?

Wings" and Paramount's fine product this year with
Interference" and a mighty program of quality talking
pictures assuring Paramount's leadership in every
field—

??

T

o 1929, a year of
portunity for the quality showman —

tremendous

CordiaM

Cpara mount Q>ic tares

op-

Cparamoiwi

^^

fflS*^*
^l'^

list

«»3

BCX)KED BY

PUBLIX
ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY—

amwmli
J^

W

Other One-Reel

and

BAILEY and BARNUM
Headliner blackface singing and entertaining act.
THE BROX SISTERS
Harmonizing
ordinary.

Hawaiian

trio

/j

SOLDIE

iza-x
Publi
likeorgan
W.I
E N an
I ^ IH tion
books a short subject for
its theatres all over the
country it must be out'
standing. It's a habit with
the Laemmle Novelties to
be outstanding in the single-reel field. Theatres
like the Roxy, New York,
show them frequently —
subjects like "The Rag
Doll," "Handicapped, "etc.
YOU can take a profit -tip
from the big fellows and
add to the drawing power
of any program by including the Laemmle Novelties.
They're truly something
t
new under the sun.

Supers:

singing

REEL

WOODEN

OSWALD
The Lucky Rabbit.
26 subjects, 15
with two negatives, sound and silent.
HORACE IN HOLLYWOOD
Arthur Lake, with shots of studio
big-timers in a zesty series of 13.
— and these with
dialog:

THE ONE

extra-

Zimmerman and Grandville
Unique, delightful Swiss yodelers.

^

Universal Sliorts are Super SbQrtS/

JheWholeWoria
^isReadingAbout
theSouthPole/

tS
OIK CScnlng SSor

WARNER

100% VITAPHONE
TALKING PICTURE

H.B.W!tRNER
lOISWIlSON
ONE
WITHOUT
VITAPHONE

ONE
WITH
VTTAPHONE

AL

COSTELLO

in

■THE
REDEEMING SIN"
with Conrad Nagel
•THE
With

DESERT
SONG"
an All Star Cast

DOLORES COSTELLO in
■MADONNA OF AVENUE A"
■STARK
MAD"
rith H. B. Warner, Louise Fazenda

Right now — while it's hot news
— Warner Bros, give you "CON-

3 0NTHEN0VEL.ENTITL£D"THE CANDLE IN^E WlND'l, M/lRl IMLATTAYLOR.
AiafOlimh, EveUnsell ■• Scenario byC GRAHAM BAKER

DEL RUTH

NOW

DOLORES

Showrmen,
here's showmanship !
Everybody's
reading
about the
Byrd Antarctic Expedition.
It's on the front page of every
newspaper.

EdmundBreese
TullyMarshQ//
Directed by ROY

JOLSON

Tw^o prints of course — a Vitaphone and a silent version. Book
it at once.

CLEANING
UP:
FANNIE

ERICE

IN

DOLORES
COSTELLO
"MY
MAN^'
in with
"GLORIOUS
Conrad BETSY'
Nagel
•LIGHTS OF NEW

Hellene Costello, Cullen
Landis
TOWNERS"
■•THE TERROR" with
May
McAvoy,
Louise
Fazenda
YORK"

"NOAH'S ARK-TOPS

A great picture of the Antarctic,
brimful of breath taking action
on land, sea and in the air. A
fine love story — a remarkable
cast.
QUEST."
It's timely — it's big — it's a wonder for a cleanup.

in

■THE SINGING FOOL'
■■ON TRIAL"
with
Pauline Frederick,
Bert Lytell, Lois Wilson
■•THE
HOME
George
M. Cohan's

DOLORES COSTELLO in
■ALIMONY
ANNIE"

BROS. Latest

FOR:
WATCH
JOHN
BARRYMORE
in
"THE
TAVERN
KNIGHT'
TEXAS GUINAN in
"QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS"
GEORGE
ARLISS
in
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

His
His

SOPHIE TUCKER in
"HONKY
TONK"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in
First Vitaphone
Talking
Picture
TED
LEWIS
in
First Vitaphone
Talking
Picture

ANY PICTURt£V£R

MADE

In Your Hands
Next Week
The Fall Issue o£
Theatre Building & Equipment

BUYERS

GUIDE

It's worth watching for. New theatre
designs, colored illustrations, com^
plete buying reference for all types
of equipment — and descriptive ad'
vertising from practically every
important manufacturer of equip'
ment in the industry.
File your copy — youll find it a
mighty useful reference.
Published

MOTION

by

PICTURE

729 ' 7th Avenue

NEWS,

Inc.

New York City

ROD LAROCaXJE CAPTAINi SWACrGEB
Crashes Golden Gate!
•THE 5ANFRANU!

e^s inPrenuere
E
p
A
r
e
g
g
a
w
^
n
i
apta
fCSynchronized
Picture
Golden

ROD

Gate

at Golden Gate

T^TPWonhone

Success

LAROCQUE

ROD
LA
"CAPTAIN

in

"CAPTAIN SWAGGER"
walked right into San Francisco and took the Golden
Gate Theatre by storm!
The "CAPTAIN" — in
SOUND — inaugurated the
sound policy of the big
Frisco house to the tune
of packed houses and
crashed the press in resounding headlines.

ROCQUE
in
SWAGGER"

With SUE

CAROL

A Hector
Turnbull
Production,
Adapted by
Adelaide
Heilbron
from an original story by
Leonard
Praskins
Directed
by Edward H.
Griffith

What "CAPTAIN
SWAGGER"
did at the Golden
Gate is just a sample of what these big SOUND and
DIALOGUE features are all set to do:
"THE

SPIELER"

The
Most
Realistic
and Colorful Picture
of Carnival Life Ever
Produced!
with ALAN HALE, RENEE
ADOREE, FRED KOHLER
and CLYDE COOK
A Ralph Block Production.
Adapted by Hal Conklin and
Tay Garnett from an original
story by Hal Conklin Directed by Tay Garnett

"GERALDINE"
The

Laughs,

Loves,

Thrills and WHOOPEE of Real American Youth!
from the story by Booth
Tarkington with EDDIE
QUILLAN, MARION NIX
ON. GASTON GLASS and
ALBERT GRAN. Super
vised by Paul Bern. Directed by Melville Brown,

PHYLLIS

HAVER
IN

"THE SHADY LADY"
Another Phyllis Haver
Sensation!
with

ROBERT
ARMSTRONG and LOUIS
WOLHEIM
A Ralph Block Production
Title suggested by Leonard
Praskins and Richard L.
Sharpe Directed by
Edward H. Griffith

Pathe ® Pictures talkinj/ Box Office
•

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

the moving finger writes . . .
Three

Just

NOW

Released

CLEANING

UP'

"ANNAPOLIS"
The Exploitiition Natural !
with JOHN MACK BROWN. JEAN
ETTE LOFF.
HUGH ALLAN
and
WILLIAM BAKEWELL
Scenario by F. McGrew Willis, from an
original story by Royal S. Ptase. Directed by Christy Cabanne. Produced
by F. McGrew Willis for Pathe
Studios, Inc.

tt

SHOW

FOLKS''

A Big Time Showmanship Picture'
with EDDIE QUILLAN.LINA BAS
QUETTE, ROBERT ARMSTRONG.
BESSIE BARRISCALE and CAROL
LOMBARD
A Ralph Block Production. Adapted by
Jack Jungmeyer and George Dromgold,
from
an original
story
by Phihp
Dunning.
Directed by Paul L. Stein.

ROD LA ROCQUE in

"CAPTAIN

SWAGGER"

Rod

La Rocque's GREATEST!
with SUE CAROL
A Hector Turnbull Production. Adap
ted by Adelaide Heilbron, from an
original story by Leonard Praskins.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

1929>i^
1928 Ends

With a WHOOP/

"ANNAPOLIS," "CAPTAIN SWAGGER,"
"SHOW FOLKS" and other features talking box
office in big numbers in SOUND and DIALOGUE
as well as SILENT.
PATHE SOUND NEWS headlined on marquees
like a road show.
PATHE
where.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

'Clicking' every-

,NUAKY

THE
SPIELER
with

ALAN HALE, RENEE ADOREE,
FRED KOHLER and CLYDE COOK
A Ralph Block Production.
Adapted by Hal Conklin and
Tay Garnett from an original
story by Hal Conklin. Directed by Tay Garnett.

PHUUS
IftiVER
from the story by
BOOTH TARKINGTON
with
EDDIE QUILLAN,
MARION NIXON, GASTON
GLASS and ALBERT GRAN
Supervised by Paul Bern.
Directed
by Melville
Brown.

^"cSHADYLADY
with

ROBERT
ARMSTRONG
and LOUIS WOLHEIM
A Ralph Block Production.
Title suggested by Leonard
Praskins and Richard L. Sharpe.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.

Pathe ® Pictures

1929 Starts With a BANG!
Headed by "THE SPIELER," "THE SHADY
LADY" and "GERALDINE"— the greatest lineup of sure-fire productions ever released on any
one program is ON THE WAY to crash through
to new box office records. All in sensational
Dialogue and Sound.

JANUARY

JANUARY

NED
McCOBBS
DAIIGHTEI^
with IRENE

RICH

ROBERT ARMSTRONG,
GEORGE
BARRAUD and THEODORE
ROBERTS

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix
from Sidney Howard's Theatre
Guild Success. Directed by
William J. Cowen.

X

^JANUARY

PATHE
PHYLLIS NOISY
SOUND
HAVER NeOHBORS NEWS
with

EDDIE

QUILLAN,

THE QUILLAN FAMILY,
ALBERTA VAUGHN and
THEODORE ROBERTS.

with

ALAN HALE
and
FRED KOHLER

Produced by Paul Bern
from an original story by
F. Hugh Herbert. Directed
by Charles Reisner.

Onemveek

Adapted by Elliott Clawson
from Dale Collins" "The SenHoward Higgin, timentalists.'.' Directed by

It's in the Cards!
It's in the Stars!
It will go on Record!
This will be the Rooster's Greatest Year!!

Talking BoxOfflce
Member of Motion Pic'-ure Producers and Distriljutors of America, Inc. — \\'in H. Hays, President

iv'J

Is -Mm"'
AVAILABLE
AU orders for DE FOREST PHONOFILM Equipment received and approved by January 1st, 1929, will
be installed on or before February 15th, 1929.
Your

theatre will be fully equipped to project

sound and talking pictures by the end of February if
you act promptly. Orders received after January 1st,
will be filled in the order received.
For your convenience, authorized distributors have

INTERCHANGEABLE

been appointed in all exchange centers in the United
States. Wire or write to the General -Talking Pictures
Corporation for the address of the distributor in your
territory and thus expedite
the placing of your order.

'

DE FOREST PHONOFILM installations will project
any sound-on-film picture produced.
The method of sound .protiuction adopted by the
seven largest producers issuch that their sound films
can be successfully projected -through the new DE
FOREST PHONOFILM equipment. Only with a

2

sound-on-film projector can you project news reels.
DE FOREST PHONOFILM is the only sound projector offered to the American exhibitor that is fully
protected by patents owned outright by its manufacturer— General Talking Pictures Corporation. DE
FOREST
PHONOFILM
installation
is therefore
^

the best possible insurance
against infringement
suits:

y

3

2
3

ing
General' 2.18^talk
West 42 f St.,
'^(LJ^^

^iniiniiiniiniiniiiniiniiiniiiniiniiirMiiniiiniiiniin

f

MllUIIUllUIIIUIIIUIIlUIIUIIlUIIUlllUIIUIIUIllUIIIUlllUIIJiV-

PHONOnLM
DEPENDABLE
DE FOREST PHONOFILM is the most dependable
sound projector on the market.
Its design is the result of over five years of practical experience and continuous development, under
the personal supervision of Dr. Lee DcForest. inventor of Phonofilm. and the engineering staff of General
Talking Pictures. The result is that DE FOREST
PHONOFILM is the most simple sound projector on
the market and is practically fool proof.
DE FOREST PHONOFILM parts are all standardized and manufactured by General Talking Pictures
Corporation in its own factories. Accessories are
handled by one of the largest distributors of motion
picture theatre supplies in the country and are available from nearby shipping
points in cve.y part of the
country.

QUALITY
I "Newspapermen agree with me that I have the best
sound in town," wired John Prescott. manager of the
Alhambra Theatre, Canton, Ohio, after the reviewing
show of the new DE FOREST PHONOFILM installation inthe theatre on December 1st.
It is not surprising that unprejudiced listeners
should pronounce DE FOREST PHONOFILM the
best sound in the talking picture field. Dr. Lee
DeForest. under whose supervision all apparatus is
manufactured, is the undisputed authority on voice
amplification. He made clear radio reception a reality. He made clear long distance telephoning a reality.
Now he has made natural,
pure-toned talking pictures
a reality.

.

Pictures Corporation
JVeu)

York

City -

A ND when surli drama is presented as only the magic pen of Victor
-^ *■ Hugo coukl have written it; as only the showmansliip of Carl
Laemmle could produce it; as only the directorial genius of Paul Leni
could interpret it; as only the acting ability of Conrad Veidt and Mary
Philhin could portray it— you get telegrams like this one, from the
Palm Theatre, Puehlo, Colo. :
"/^\PEI\ED Thursday with 'Man Who Laughs' following first blizzard
^^
of season.
Universal advertising campaign
and fame of the
story overcame
abstacles of weather
and ice opened
to standout

Irl

business."
A VAILABLE either silent or with sound. With Olga Baclanova,
-^*- Brandon Hurst. Sam De Grasse, Cesare Gravina, Stuart Holmes,
George Seigniann.
A Universal super production.
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Spiritless Advertising
Exhibitors Attack It As Box-office Deterrent

Bv William A. Johnston
issued a statement
COHEN
SYDNEY
recenth- to the effect that lack of trade
ad\ertising had damaged the box-office
to an alarming degree.
Exhibitors everywhere replied immediately to the charge with as vociferous and
unanimous agreement as we have ever witnessed in connection with any other trade
problem that has arisen ; and the exhibitor is
still talking on the subject, in particular that
smaller exhibitor whose very existence today
is a concern equally grave to himself and to
the industry.
We have labored for years to drive home
the fact that trade advertising was a service
to the exhibitor, just that and nothing more.
The exhibitor is now finding his own voice
in the matter, and, for his own good, it is to
be hoped he yells his way clear to the ears
of those in New York who could, if they
would, help him.
Trade advertising is just as important a
function in this or any other business as the
making of the goods or the distribution of
them. Its successful conduct is a matter involving millions of dollars in results one way
or another. These are facts that no business
man would attempt to deny.
The box-office plight of the exhibitor today is to a considerable extent the result of
the impecunious, unreasonable, unsound
policy of trade advertising which this business secretly resolved to adopt a year and a
half ago. From the very time that trade advertising became spiritless, scheduled, limited
often to the point of mere negation, it is a
fact that exhibitor advertising dropped and

so did the appeal of motion pictures to the
public.
It is a curious paradox that producers
will spend through the nose for forced Broadway runs and even buy millions of dollars
worth of theatres to put pictures across —
and then play penny ante with the straightforward merchandising of their product to
their retail customers.
This matter goes straight to the heads of
the producing-distributing companies, the
members of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association. From their
own standpoint, if only they knew it, but
assuredly from the exhibitors standpoint, it is
as broad and serious as any of the internal or
external problems that confront that body.
Abram F. Myers
We cannot but deprecate the existence
of two national organizations of exhibitors
when exhibitor interests, externally, at least,
will be but protected by one. It is to be
hoped, and earnestly, that the two organizations will join forces, council together and
fight shoulder to shoulder against the common foe. Whatever the situation, however,
and whatever the circumstances of his appointment, there will be unanimous opinion
upon the calibre of Abram F. Myers. His
conduct, from beginning to end. of the Trade
Practice conference of a year ago was singularly able. His fairness, coolness, and keen
grasp of the fundamental principles not
merely of business in general but especially
of the motion picture business, was for him
universal commendation. We regard his new
appointment as a highly important matter.
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eight sound-proof stages are nearing completion at the First National Studios, Burbank. Calif.

PICTURE
N
OWS
MOTI
NE
is very happy
to announce the addition to its editorial staff of
Frederic H. Schader, better
known on and below Broadway and on both sides of
Hollywood Boulevard as
"Freddie" Schader.

"Woman of Affairs" Dated
for L. A. Showings
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood,
Dec. 20.has
— Clarence
Brown's
"Woman
of Affairs"
been booked
first
run
Los Angeles
of January
4th. at Loew's State the week
A deal recently under way would have
sent the picture into one of the extended
run houses, but M-G-M turned down the
proposition. Excuse given was the fact
that long-run Avould tie up the production
from showing in the ten'itory for at least
six months after finish of the engagement,
and it was felt that the picture should go

He

joins the editorial department of Motion Picture
News this week following his
return to New York from the
West Coast and after resigning from the William Fox organization where he was engaged in Movietone production activity.

into geueral distribution as quickly as possible. The booking will be followed by
showings at the Boulevard, Hollywood
Egyptian, and other sul)urban theatres.

Freddie Schader's association with Motion Picture News
marks a return to the publishing field of one of the most
famous and best known of all
motion picture trade paper
Frederic H. Schader
press staff representatives.
For many years Freddie Schader's name was synonymous with the important news values of the
industry.
Prior to joining the Fox organization he was for more than fifteen
years identified with Variety and was responsible for the introduction
in that publication of the weekly box office reports on motion picture

Hal Wallis Made
Studio
Manager
First
National
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood. Dec. 20.— Hal Wallis, for the
years publicity director at Warpast three
ners' West Coast studios, has been promoted to the post of studio manager for the
First National plant in Burbank. He succeeds Bobby North, who is also advanced to
production supervisor. Bill Bloecker will
take over Wallis' duties directing Warners'
West Coast publicity.
Mr. Wallis is the husband of Louise
Fazenda. screen player.

attractions. One fact little known in the history of Freddie's publishing activity is that in 1917 it was he who induced Wid Gunning to
change the policy of a weekly publication which was then devoted
solely to film reviews into the first motion picture daily trade journal.
He was on the staff of that publication during the first six months of
its existence.
Resigning from Variety about two years ago, Schader went to Los
Angeles with Harold B. Franklin to become general publicity director
of the West Coast Theatres and later Western editor of Photoplay
Magazine.

Fox
Abandoning
Term
Contracts With Writers
(Hollywood

Product
AN

National

Brand

of Company in Future Will Be Known
First National-Vita phone Pictures

announcement which will affect motion picture theatres all over the country was nuule Thursday by First National
Pictures, Inc., to the effect that beginninj^
immediately the organization's product will
be known as First National-Vitaphone Pictures, and that this company will have the
complete facilities placed at its disposal to

Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 20. — Fox Studios will
not renew term contracts with members of
the scenario department, according to reports. Officials feel the stampede to talkers
might tie them up to expensive contracts if
they carry writers along on term contracts.
Instead, writers will get individual stoi-y
assignments as required, and delivery of a
satisfactory adaptation or script will result
in deal for another iiicture immediately.

His reviews in Variety signed "Fred" were at all times fair although they were severe, and he was conceded an uncanny faculty for
picking box office values almost without error over a period of more
than ten years of reviewing.
His past experience in the publishing field, his close contact with
every department of the motion picture business, including the operation of chain theatres and the production division of the industry, give
him a background possessed by very few, and Motion Picture News
regards him as unusually well equipped for the position he has on its
staff.

1st

N c zv s

many sound-proof studio stages which have
been built especially for the filming of talking pictures. These include eleven Vitaphone sound-proof stages in California, one
in Brooklyn, and another in the latter city
which is nearing completion. Plans have
been laid for four more stages to be cou>tructed in the east and west. In addition,

"Freddie" Schader Joins Staff
of Motion Picture News

New

P ic t u r c

As

produce talking and sound-synchronizeil
motion picture productions enjoying the
usage of all Vitaphone equipment and
sound-proof stages concerned in the combining of a motion picture production witli
dialogue, musical and sound effects.
In the deal just consummated,
future
productions
will gain the benefit of the

Mayer Denies He Plans
M-G-M
to Leave
(Hollywood
Bureau, Motion
Picture News)
nt to a repre
senclusive stateme
exn. an
catioIn
Louis
publi20.—
this Dec.
HOLLYWOOD
tative of,
B. Mayer, emphatically denied the report that he was planning to leave
Met ro-GoIdwyn-Mayer.

"You can deny most emphatically,"
he said, "the report that I am planning
to leave Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. There
is absolutely no truth to this rumor,
which is on a par with other ridiculous reports which have been circulated throughout the trade regarding
M-G-M. I expect to remain with
M-G-M

for a long lime to come."

December

33 ,
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Key City Exhibitors Give Report
on Experience With Sound
Respond to Motion Picture News Survey for Benefit of Houses
That Have Not Yet Installed Equipment
difficulty in the handling of equipment thxis

Editor's Note. — This is the first of a series of reports to
MOTION PICTURE NEJVS from Key City exhibitors
whose houses are equipped with sound reproducing apparatus. The series is intended as a guide for those exhibitors
who have not yet made installations. It contains much
valuable information as to experiences, overhead costs, projection and service problems. Much grief may be forestalled by any exhibitor by a careful reading of the entire
series.
SOU. XL) picture problems for the exhibitor are numerous, but resuhs more than justify the troubles that accrue from them, according to reports received b}' Motion Picture Nezvs in a survey
just inaugiu-ated in the key cities. Costs of installation are heavy and
considerable expense has been added to the overhead, but increased attendance has invariably been recorded in the equipped theatres.
In almost every instance enlargement of projection booths has been
necessary, as well as an increased staff in the booths. Additional overhead has also resulted from the servicing of the equipment by electric
company experts and in film and disc rentals. The service by the experts
has, however, been reported very satisfactory and the costs nominal.
One of the greatest problems that seems
to confront the exhibitor when he first installs is that of properly regulated sound
volume so that it will be uniform throughout the house. This is accomplished principally by a proper arrangement of the
horns and the setting of amplifiers in various parts of the house so as to equally distribute the sound.
In some cases two or three rows of seats
have been sacrificed in order to set the
screen further forward and thus make room
for the setting of the horns behind the
screen.
Here are the first reports submitted to
Motion Picture News:
T/'AXSAS CITY.— A summarization of
' *■ the experiences of seven Kansas City
exhibitors with sound pictures offers conclusive proof that problems of the industry's newest invention are not the same in
all theatres, although, with few exceptions,
they are similar.
At the Midland Theatre, which has a seating capacity of 4,000, for instance, the situation is much different than at the Plaza
Theatre, which seats 2,200. At the Midland a move is being considered to have
amplifiers placed in various parts of the
house so that it will not be necessary to
have the tone so loud back-stage in order
to clearly reach those in the top of the balcony, practically one-half block away.
At the Main.street Theatre a situation
similar to that of the Midland is confronted,
the Mainstreet's seating capacitv being
.3,400.
"In a theatre larger than the usual size

the problem of making the tone .sound
realistic to patrons in any nook and corner of the house has not been solved yet,"
Lawi-ence Lehman, manager of the Mainstreet, said. "One cannot expect a meek,
subdued tone to sound like a human voice
to the man in the last rows of the balcony,
yet to the person down in front of the
house such a tone would have a very realistic sound.
"As to the increased overhead from
sound pictures, that has more than been
absorbed by a healthy increase in business.
Aside from the installation itself, about
the only additional cost of any consequence
with sound pictures is the additional operator in the booth. There is, of course, a
rea-sonable inspection charge made by sound
equipment manufacturers, but that is necessary. We have experienced no difficulty
thus far in handling sound equipment.
There was no remodeling necessary, aside
from the actual installation of sound equip-

No

Trouble

Here

ent. ' '
At mthe
Plaza, Kansas City's newest
.$1,000,000 suburban house, which has a
policy of sound features only, the theatre
was Ijuilt for sound pictures originally.
"It is very easy in our house, which
seats 2,200, to clearly hear the tone in any
part of the theatre," Jack F. Truitt, managing director, said. "We do not need to
think of amplifiers. Like other theatres,
we get the regular periodical inspection
service from the manufacturers and our
only additional overhead is the cost of another operator. We have experienced
no

At the Globe Theatre, which seats about
2,600, William Flynn, one of the owners,
had an experience similar to that of Mr.
Truitt, although the Globe was forced to
install sound equipment, it being an older
house and the first theatre in Kansas City
to far."
install sound equipment.
"I feel firmly convinced that the owner
of a theatre of any size will have to come
to sound pictures, sooner or later," Mr.
Flynn said. "I do not mean by that that
lie will have to play all sound pictures, but
he must have his house equipped for sound
if he is to keep abreast with the industry.

Admission Increase?
"No increased admission price should be
an absolute necessity with the installation
of sound pictures, as such an installation
should be regarded as nothing other than
an ordinary improvement which is necessary inL.allFinske
theatres
fromNeT\nnan
time toTheatre.
time,"
said J.
of the
"It is tiiie there will be an additional operator to pay, but that virtually covers the
bulk of the 'extra' expense and such an
expense should pay big dividends in an increase in attendance. I have learned one
thing, at least, about sound pictures. The
'kiclc' of hearing some big star's voice will
cause the sale of many more tickets at the
box office than merely seeing that star ever
would.
Martin Finkelstein of the Isis, one of the
larger suburban houses, also finds that the
small additional overhead with sound pictures is more than absorbed in increased
attendance. He has experienced no difficulty in the handling of sound equipment.
SEATTLE. — Suburban exhibitors whose
houses are operating on a paying basis
and who contemplate installation of talkie
equipment must make this installation with
the full i-ealization that it is merely a matter of protection for the future, and will,
in all probability, result in lower net profit
for several seasons to come. That is the
message of Al Rosenberg, president of DeLuxe Theatres, Inc., in Seattle, Washington, whose Egyptian Theatre in the University district of that city was one of the
first suburban houses on the Pacific Coast
to install Vitaphone and Movietone equipment. Mr. Rosenberg's deductions are
based upon several seasons of experience in
the field.
The problems of talkie equipment installation are not within the house, the projection booth or behind the walls, according to Mr. Rosenbei'g, but lie in the greatly
added cost of giving the audiences "Vitaphoned" shows. While it is natural that
the equipment is decidedly expensive, the
slight added costs of changes in the pro{Continucd on payc 1865)
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Electrical Entertainment for
the World — RCA

Purpose

An Interview with Joseph I. Schnitzer
By William A. Johnston

THE
Radio Corporation, according to Joseph I. Schnitzer, newly
elected president of FBO, is coming into the amusement field in
a very large way.
"It is their purpose," said he, "to supply the electrical entertainment of the world in this marvelous new era of radio, motion pictures
and television. With the recent Victor Phonograph merger, they have
this big company's resources in music and famous artists; in FBO,
they have production and distribution of sound pictures; in RadioKeith-Albee, they have a retail outlet; and in National Broadcasting,
a great network of our communication.
Here is a remarkable structure in itself, but one upon which they
will build considerably."
The FBO production schedules will consist altogether of sound
pictures. These will vary from 100% all talking pictures to those in
which the silent sequences will dominate. Musical and other sound
effects will be freely used. In reply to a query, Mr. Schnitzer said it
was not fully decided as yet whether the name FBO would be retained
as a picture production trade mark.
The already announced production of "Rio Rita," he pointed out,
is an indication of the quality of the proposed program. Deals are on
for other prominent attractions. Two prominent composer-playwrights
have just been signed and others are under consideration.
Asked ivhether the independent producer would have an opportunity to bid for a place on the program, he said that the capable outside producers would be encouraged to do so.
Production will be confined to Hollywood. Although the RCA
Photophone Studio at Gramercy Park, New York City, could be utilized for such Eastern production as is necessary.
Mr. Schnitzer feels that television is on its way and not so far away.

Say
opposite

New

Quota

is Fair

Views
of Germans and U. S. Producers on
"Kontingent" Limiting Permits to 250

protests which it was
ANTICIPATING
indicated would issxie from American picture producers against the
provisions of the German "kontingent,"
which on .July 1 next will limit the importation of films into Germany to a total of
210 pictures annually, officials of the German government have been quoted as declaring there is no basis for tlie contention
that the new quota discriminates against
any particular country.
Belief exists here that the Americans will
bring the charge that the new quota works
out in effect as an iinfair "protective wall"
against the American film product. While
in theory the new "kontingent" is generally admitted to be fair, in practice, American producers believe, the restrictions of
the new law work out in an unfair manner
to them. They point out that while the 210
permits arc ft) be divided among all foreign
producers, the existence of agreements of
Germany with France, Italy and Austria
automatically reduce the number of licenses
available to all outside producers. Genuan
officials disclaim any knowledge of such
agreements.
An adde<l ground for grievance is found
in the claim of several American distribu-

tors that they were promised an allotment
of licenses before the new quota was decided upon and that the enactment of the
regulation in its present foi-m automatically
destroys these an'angements.
The effect upon American production of
these restrictions of its exports is one which
is bound to be felt in all branches of tinindustry if the foreign "quotas" continue
to reduce the totals of outside product admitted to the markets abroad.

Mayer's Message

•Just how inqjortant the foreign market
is to the motion picture in the United States
was lirought home to Americans last Sjiring,
when Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production
executive, was quoted as declaring that the
saturation point of motion pictures has almost been reached in tliis country and that
the American film industry nnist look
abroad for its future development. At the
time Mr. Mayer made public a survey by
Arthur Loew, head of the M-G-M foreign
department which showed that the motion
picture field ranges from the United States,
with one theatre per .5,000 citizens, to China
with one theatre to 3,000,000 persons. With

N cw s

the cost of production steadily mounting,
Mr. Mayer said, the industry must develop
foreign markets for its future existence.
At that time he declared the income of his
company
from foreign countries was seven
ously.
times greater than it was five years previWhere the American producer will look
for revenue to compensate for the loss incurred when imarkei'ts are automatically
closed to his product by legislation, is a
question that now concerns the best minds
of the film industry.
According to recognized authorities next
year's theatre building program Avill be as
"heavy as that which was carried out in 1928,
a record year, but it is pointed out by these
same authorities that many of these new
theatres will be in replacements of obsoleted
bouses, and while larger in capacity than
the structures they will suiiplant the increase in actual seats per capita will not be
commensurate with the number of new operating pi-ojects.

Gore
Bros, Seek Interest
in Fanchon and Marco
1 Hollywood Bureau, Motion

Picture Sews)

Hollywood, Dec. 20.— Abe and :Mike Gore,
former large stockholders and officers of
W'est Coast Theatres, are reported negotiating for purchase of a large interest in
Fanchon and Marco Productions, Inc. The
supplies stage presenlatter organization
tation units for West Coast Theatres, and
acts and novelties
flash
will later assemble
by various stuproduction
Movietone
for
dios.
Fanchon and Marco have begun their program of expansion. Harry C. Arthur has
been sent to Chicago to arrange bookings
he has finfor the F. and M. units. When
ished there he will come to New York to
obtain more bookings.
F. and M. is seeking 30 weeks addition to
its time in AVesco houses. It is also reported that the company is planning to send
some of its units to Australia.
A recent announcement from the newly
organized Fanchon and Marco. Inc., of
which H. B. Franklin is an executive officer,
says that a new show unit will sail from
Seattle for Australia every two weeks,
two weeks in the Australeach act to play
ian cities or eighteen weeks in all. At the
present time F. and M. use more than 300
will lie mstao-e personalities, but this total
creSsed to exceed 1,000 when the Australian
plans are perfected.

Million
Publix Will Run
Runs
Long
for
r
Dolla
(Hollywood

Louis

P ic t u r c

Bureau, Motion

Picture News)

Hollvwood, Dec. 20. — Publix will reopen tiie Million Dollar Theatre on a longrun policy, according to local reports. W est
Coast Theatres operated the Metropolitan
and Million Dollar for Publix, but closed
the latter early last Spring when business
fell off over a jieriod of months.
When Publix took back operation of their
coast houses recently, decision was made to
install Western Electric Movietone equipment in the Million Dollar and re-open as a
long-run house for Paramount and M-G-M
specials.
The only long-run house operating downCriterion
Coast'sgross
is West
at present
since,
its weekly
doubled
which townlias
booking talk film specials.
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Ad Curtailment Is Still Target
for Exhibitor Criticism
Further Reports From Key City Showmen Provide Additional Evidence in Support of Cohen Statement on "Misguided Economy"
upon the rece nt article by Sidney S. Cohen in the
TING
ENmber
COMM
Dece
8 issue of Motion Picture Nezi's, exhibitors of every
classification in the Pacific Northwest this week seconded Mr.
Cohen's sentiments relative to the h arm that curtailment of producers'
advertising- has done to the industry, From interviews with several exhibitors in and around Seattle. Washin gton, these are the opinions that have
been g-athered bv this publication's correspondents in the Northwest:

Doivntowu

Situation

First, from the st.indpoint of the kej' city
first run exliihitor, the curtailment of trade
paper copy has withdrawn from the heads
of the theatre the soiiree of much enthusiasm relative to product which in turn becomes box office showing. As expressed by
one large theatre manager, * ' Despite the
fact that under present conditions our
product is bouglit entirely tlirough the circuit oflices, the lack of ad copy in the trade
papei-s about the films I am going to play
takes away from me the source of much enthusiasm which I could pass on to my associates and friends. This lack of enthusiasm about something we know nothing
about is quite naturally reflected at the box
office." The assumption then to be derivtd
is that the producer of these films has a
harder job next season selling the same
circuit, because of the mediocre showing of
the films at the box office the previous season.

The Neighborhood Theatre
Second, however, comes the opinion of
the neighborhood manager, and the small
town exhibitor, both of A\hom have the
same feelings upon the subject. Said one
suburban theatre head, "We depend very
much upon the producer's copy in the trade
papers to put our shows across — just as we
look to the ad eopj- as a sort of assistant in
the selection of product in the first place.
Ad copy that tells us the higlilights of the
picture, its success or box office record at
other theatres we have heard about, or a
resume of the leading subjects in a season's
campaign, gives us a guide to buying film,
as well as an enthusiasm that we maintain
and pass on for weeks before we play the
pictui-e. The fact that we are sold on a
picture naturally helps make it a box office
success in our theatres because we come
into such close personal contact with our
patrons that we can pass on our enthusia.-m.
gained from trade pajier copy. Producershould realize how much trade paper advertising means to their sales — often one or
two ads will sell a whole season's product
in my house."
The exhibitors interviewed were almost
unanimous in their preference for copy that
gave facts about story, cast, business in
other centers, unusual angles, etc., rather
than ads built simply ujjon beautiful design and superlatives of descriptipn.

Milwaukee. — Fur the past six months or
so I liave Ijeen l>uying my pictures "blind,"
says (>. V. Kelly, manager of a 4.50-.seat
liouse at Deedsburg, Wis.

Not Enough Facts
"The advertisements in the trade papers
of the various producers have been misleading me. Not only that, but all their energy
has
'put still
over'in their
filmsbeen
and directed
we whoto are
the talkie
silent
ranks have been given very little to go by.
I have just returned from a buying trip to
Milwaukee and can lionestly say that of
four out of every ten pictures that I purchased, Iknow very little, outside of the
stars and the type of picture."
With only limited announcements and
advertisements to guide him, Mr. Kelly declares: He cannot get enough information
to show him that the pictur s are what he
wants for his patrons, and, naturally, he
is not sold on many pictures himself. A
lack of producer-distributor enthusiasm for
one particular picture, as indicated by the
very limited advertising given it in the
Kelly.
trade papers, had a costly result for Mr.
The picture, of comedy type, was of the
average tyj)e that he shows on week-ends.

The material he had on this particular picture was of little importance and contained
little information. He could not get himself enthused over it, because of the lack of
producer-distributor enthusiasm in the
trade paper advertising, and with the result
that his newspaper ads lost their pep and
pull. He did not extend himself, as usual,
in the billing of the conununity as he believed that the picture did not warrant it.
He showed to a small house on that Sunday evening. After seeing the picture, he
immediately took steps to advertise it more
fully for the following night 's run, but was
too late and again the box office had many
pasteboards for empty seats.
ilr. Kelly's offer to the solution of this
problem concerns two phases of producer
advertising: their advertisements, the type
and amount in the trade journals, and their
press sheets on the pictures.

Barking Up Wrong Tree?
He believes that producers are barking
up the wrong tree in placing all their emphasis on the talkies. Wisconsin alone has
350 silent houses that will remain in this
status for several years. They should be
given clear, concise statements by the producers; not a lot of high sounding plu'ases
such as "spectacle of the age,'' "two years
in the making," "two million spent."
These glowing terms mean less than nothing to Mr. Kelly. What he would like to
see in the advertisements are: type and
theme of picture, settings, appeals, and a
statement of the exact rating of the picture
in comparison to others. All pictures ean(Cmrthnied mi f^at/c 1H64)

Irwin Book Tells How Zukor's
"Yes" Paved Way to Fortune
Perhaps the most
fortunate "yes" ever
uttered by a movie
magnate was the word
of assent which Adolph

Adolph Zukor

Zukor, then fur merchant, finally gave to
the appeal of one Max
Goldstein for $:!,000 to
buy a partnership in a
pennv arcade. That was
in 1903. A golden

stream of
warded his decision and laid
work for the structure of fame
which Zukor later was to build
and his associates in a gigantic
lure enterprise.

pennies rethe gi'oundand fortune
for himself
motion pie-

The career of this Hungarian immigi-ant
boy who rose to dominant rank in the nation's fourth greatest industry, is the suh-

ject of a romantic story told by Will Irwin
in his book "The House That Shadows
Built," published by Doubleday Doran.
Modern America with increasing avidity
seeks its romance in these recitals of the
rise of a commercial enterprise or the
career of a captain of industi'y — thus in its
recreational occupations taking pride from
and giving admiration to those institutions
and individuals who wage a successful
battle against obstacles to human ambition.
"The House that Shadows Built" tells an
interesting and at times a gripping story
of the rise of a human from humble beginnings and in so doing traces an informative thread of history dealing with the

growth of motion pictures from a "penny
arcade" novelty to an industry involving
billions in capital investment and the talents and energies of hundreds of thousands
of workers.
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Office

Scandal

Greatest Newspaper Story Screened
Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman
newspaper story screened" in the
"greatest
description,
THAT
subhead
above takes
in a lot of territory, but it goes, doubled or
redoubled. After seeing it, one admits not only that much, but
adds further it's the best picture Pathe has made this year — and that
bunch in Culver City have turned out a flock of films which no one
would hide his head over.
The odd part of it is that it remained for a German (or is it Hungarian), Paul Stein, with but two years in this country, to make the
most real American newspaper yarn without the aid of any so-called
technical directors. Stein refused the aid, fat so much per week) of
all city editors and newspapermen, went ahead making his own impressions. And what a story! That's to Jack Jungmeyer's and Paul Gangelin's credit. And what a picture ! That's to Ralph Block's and Paul
Stein's credit.
It's to Pathe's credit.
Phyllis Haver plays a hard-boiled "sob-sister" who tries to revive
an interest in life and work in a former star reporter who fell to "carrying the torch." In plain words, he was on a long drunk. She, in the
process of so doing, falls in love with him, meanwhile unaware that
he is mixed up in a big murder case. She has a bet with the city editor,
(what a performance Raymond Hatton gives in that character!) that
she will be able to break the story. Margaret Livingstone plays the
widow of the murdered man who has a love interest in the ex-star reDorter. The latter is given a fine portrayal by Leslie Fenton. Dan
Wolheim Is the man murdered. While I think of it, there's a kid playing the role of office boy whose name I went to the trouble of getting.
He wasn't given screen credit, but he deserves it. It's Jimmy Aldine.
There's no hokum about a cub reporter beating the star man to a
big story. There's no false atmosphere which any newspaperman or
critic in the country can get sarcastic over. It's the most natural city
room action I've seen outside a daily's office. There are neither any
forced "production value" scenes nor gang fights for the purpose of
adding to the overhead.
It's simply a fine story remarkably well told.
Phyllis Haver has given some splendid performances for her past
pictures. "Sal of Singapore," was among the best of them. As the
"sob-sister," she surpasses herself. Raymond Hatton proves that he's
a real actor when he is permitted to act. Margaret Livingstone delivers, infact, everyone and everything connected with the picture does.
Even unto the snappiest set of titles one wants to read.
Drawing power: Only stupid exploitation can prevent this from
drawing anywhere. Suitable for any and all houses. Exploitation
angles: try to get a look at the picture first. There's any number of them
to suit any locality. The inside workings of a newspaper are always
interesting.
The title oflfers possibilities for great teasers.
Theme : Newspaper story with mystery angle. Romance of a hardboiled "sob-sister" and a fallen star reporter.
Produced and distributed by Pathe. A Ralph Block production
directed by Paul Stein. No release date yet. About 6500 feet when
down to footage.

110 Out at First National
Majority of These Are from Exchange Personnel List,
but Home Office Is Also Hit
THOUGH l it is announced that First
Nationa and Warner Bros, will be
operated as entirely separate organizations, considerable slashing has been going on in the past week in the ranks of
First National employees. It is said the
payroll has been reduced in number to the
extent of 110 employees during the week.
For the most part these cuts have been in
the exchanges, though a few were made in
the home office of the company since Her-

man Starr assumed charge as president.
Reported among those dismissed is Roy
Seery, western division manager, First National exchanges.
It is said that with these reductions the
exchanges of First National will remain intact for the time being and will function
independently. No further slashes are said
to be due in the immediate future. Those
who have departed the company are said to
have been superfluous to the operating
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needs. Members of the staff of the publicity
department in the home office in Xew York
were the principal sufferers by the slash.
Included among those who have departed
the First National publicity department, in
addition to Jerome Beatty, whose retirement was announced last Avcek, are Lynde
Danig, head of the publicity department
under the direction of Beatty, and Walter
Eberhardt, who was in charge of the house
organ and other publicity activities.
First National executives will, in future,
pass upon story material submitted in the
east, in the same manner as do Warner executives. The First National eastern scenweeks ario
ago.department was dispensed with two

Noah Beery Claims $1,500
in Suit Against Manager
(Hollywood

Bursa

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Dec 20. — Appearing
Ijefore
the Los Angeles county grand jury, Noah
Beery, well-known tilm actor, alleged that be
had been victimized to the extent of .$1,.500
by his former manager, Felix Young. According to Beery 's testimony, he signed a
contract with Young whereby the latter
was to act as his representative on a basis
of 10 per cent of the money received by
the actor in film engagements.
Beery claimed he was engaged by Lysander Productions for a two-day period,
and he informed Young to obtain salary
of $1,000 a day. Young, he declared, told
him the best salary he could get was $1,000
for two days, together with 10 per cent of
the picture's profit. Beery agreed to this.
Later, however, when Beery changed
managers, and engaged Grant Dolge to act
as his representative, Young informed
Dolge that the Lysander agreement was
only verbal, it is alleged. Beery claimed
he had discovered that the producer had
paid Young $2,.500 for Beery 's work in the
picture in full payment, and there was no
10 per cent of protits clause in the agreement.

Param't
Leavin
Pomero
y gFirst
on y Januar
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Roy Pomeroy, technical director and expert on sound, is leaving Paramount on
.Januai-y 1, both parties to the contract
which he signed with Paramount years ago,
agreeing to cancellation, following differences over salary adjustment which Pomeroy demanded on the ground that he had
assumed added work as head of the studio
sound department while his original agreement provided only salary for direction of
technical
effects and the miniature department.
Pomeroy was responsible for the id a
and the execution of the sound effects recorded with "Wings" and the direction of
"Interference." He is said to own a half
interest in all patented devices with Paramount which he invented for production.

Seattle Boosts Wages
An increase of $2.50 for musicians and
operators, and an increase of $1.7o for janitors, as well as a six-day week for craftsmen, have been granted by the suburban
houses of Seattle.
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New Mergers to Follow Victor
Acquisition by RCA
Heavy Conferences During Week Expected to Bring Many Theatres
and Possibly Big Production Company Into Fold
merging of the Radio Corporation
THE
of America and Victor Talking Jlacliine Co. adds a tremendous power to
E.CA*s strength in the motion picture tiehl.
It is another powerful link added to the
chain that has been welded in the past few
months, and within the next few days other
important additions are very apt to be announced. Heavy conferences have been in
progress during the entire week and out of
them doubtless will come big announcements.
In addition to the acquisition of Victor,
RCA is known to be dickering with independent theatre owners in New York state
for approximately 200 theatres, and with
important chains in different parts of the
country. Negotiations are known also to
be rapidly coming to a head with Broadway
legitimate producers for the reproduction
of their stage successes at the New York
studios of RCA Photophone.

Plans

Under Way

RCA is known to have agents in all parts
of the country endeavoring to close theatre
deals and add to the extensive chain that
the radio corporation acquired with the
taking over of the K-A-0 circuit. Announcements ofproduction mergers are also
anticipated. E. E. Bucher, executive vicepresident of RCA Photophone has freely
admitted that expansion plans are under
way in every phase of the motion picture
field and that new acquisitions would likely
be made rapidly by the radio corporation.
The Victor deal is a most important one
as it brings under the RCA banner the extensive array of stars who have been contributing their entertainment via Victor
records. It makes them available not only
for broadcasting, but also for screen material of all varieties. They will be used in
FBO productions or those made directly by
RCA or any of the company licensees. It
assures the radio coi"poration a steady flow
of pictures with which to serve the
thousands of theatres now under their control or that will be acquired.

No Surprise
The merging of RCA and Victor came as
no surprise as it has been an open secret
for the past several months that they were
endeavoring to get together. Back in July
E. E. Sbumaker, president of Victor, said
a consolidation of the companies would be
a benefit to both and that by such a combination the facilities of each company
under one management would work toward
greater economy and would lower the cost
of production, which in the end could be
passed on to the public.
While the terms of the merger have not
been definitely announced they are understood to contemplate an offer of one share
of new radio common, one share of new
radio preferred stock and $5 in cash for

each share of Victor common. The complete purchase price is said to be over $100,000,000. It is understood the two companies will retain their individual identities
and that Victor's personnel will in no wise
be affected by the deal.
It is said that the negotiations take in the
development of television, in which both
companies are interested, and that eventually ajoint cabinet including I'adio, talking
machine and television would be put on the
market.

In Conference
Just what progi'ess has been made by
RCA with the independent theatre owners
in New York state is not definitely known,
but they are said to have been called together in conference this week to reach
some definite conclusions. Many of these
houses are said to be under option for sale

to the Fox interests and that Fox from
time to time has postponed these options.
It is said that RCA is willing to come to
terms with the independents as rapidly as
these Fox options now expire.
Along production lines expansion in
progress has been slower with RCA than
have theatre activities. With so many additional artists now available an abundance
of production is bound to follow, but
further mergers with producing companies
seem inevitable. RCA will open its own
studios in New York on .January' 7th, and
will rush its production as rapidly as possible, but the rumor pei'sists that one of the
big producing and distinbuting companies
will in the near future be within the fold
of the radio corporation. Mr. Bucher from
time to time has intimated as much, but he
invariably refuses to announce possible
deals until they are actually consummated.

Warner Theatre Moves
Extend Over U. S.
Latest Chain Reported in Negotiation Is Gottesman Enterprises With Houses in New England
theatre expansion
WARNER
seems rapidly to be exprogram BROS,
tending from coast to coast, with
rumors afloat that they are in negotiation
looking to the purchase of chains in all
parts of the United States. In addition to
the sixty theatres they aro seeking in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Maryland, and the
Skouras Enterprises theatres in the St.
Louis and Indianapolis territories, they are
said to be in negotiation now for the houses
of Alfred Gottesman Enterprises, which operates in the New England territory.
During the past week meetings are known
to have been held at the Astor Theatre in
New York City with regard to the purchase
of the Gottesman circuit, which includes
twelve houses operating in New Haven,
Derby, Conn., Bridgeport, Wooster, New
London, Newark, New Jersey, Roselle, Middl: town and Norwich, Conn. Warners are
said to have offered 5.5 per cent of the purchase price in cash and the balance in stock,
while the Gottesman interests are said to
be demanding 70 per cent in cash and the
balance in stock. The houses are said to be
much desired by Warners and it is thought
the negotiations will be successfully concluded in the near future.
While declining to admit that negotiations were in progress for the Gottesman
chain, Albert Warner said there was a deal
on for the sixty houses located in twentyfive cities of Pennsylvania, Ohio and Maryland. He would neither name the houses

nor the cities in which they were located,
however. It is thought that this latter deal
will be concluded within the next few days.
Spyros Skouras, head of the Skouras Enterprises, controlling theatres in St. Louis
and Indianapolis, has been dividing his time
between St. Louis and New York. With the
acquisition of this chain by Warners, it is
said that in the future Mr. Skouras will
make his headquarters in New York as the
directing head of the Warner theatres
throughout the country. It is said his eontract with Warners will call for an annual
stipend of $150,000. It is also said that
William Goldman, who, several years ago,
cast his lot with the Skouras Brothers, will
find a lucrative berth in Philadelphia with
the Stanley chain, also recently acquired by
Warners. He recently has been in charge
of three threatres operated by the brothers
in Indianapolis.
J. Reeves Espy is said to be destined
for a place in New York Citj'.
Another acquisition hinted to the Warner
chain is that of the Fischer-Paramount circuit in the Northwest, according to word
from Milwaukee. It is intimated that L. K.
Brin may be acting for Warners. He operates the Garden and Majestic in Milwaukee
and recently is said to have taken over the
Fischer holdings of eight Wisconsin houses
and five proposed sites for theatres in a
deal which is estimated at $3,000,000. Brin
announced he would build a big chain of
houses in the middle west.
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More Than $15,000,000
for 50 Fox Theatres
West Coast and Midwesco Plan to Erect New Houses
On Coast and Throughout the Middle West
FIFTY new theatres, to cost more than
$15,000,000, form the new building
jH'ogi'am of West Coast Theatres, for
1929, as announcod by Harold B. Franklin,
president of the Paeitic Coast circuit. This
is taken to bo the answer to Franklin's recent New York conference with William
Fox, with whom his circuit is affiliated.
The program of expansion will not be
confined to the West Coast only but will
extend to other parts of the country. Midwesco has plans involving many millions
for the construction of several theatres.
The future Wesco theatre operations will
take in the states of Oregon, Washington,
Montana, Nevada, and even, it is thought,
Ai-izona. All of these theatre projects will
be built with the exhibition of sound piclures principally in mind, it is said.
Rumors also persist to the effect that
several circuits, such as the Schine will
align themselves with the Fox theatre
forces.
Wesco is now finishing the erection of
the new Wm. Fox theatre in San Francisco,
to open next sunmier. A plot of ground
has been acquired in Hollywood for a new
theatre.
Other theatre pi-ojects planned are as
follows: Stockton, Cal. — house between
Main and Market Sts.; one in Modesto;
one in Marysville; one iu Visalia, Hanford
and Holister; the North Park in San Diego;
the 3,000 seat San Diego; one in Spokane;
one in Riverside; new Sante Fe Theati-e,
San Bernardino; one in Redondo, Redlands
and San Luis Obispo; new 2,500-seater in
Billings, Mont.; one in Great Falls and
Butte, Mont.; one in Eugene and Corwallis,
Ore.; one in Aberdeen and Centralia, Wash.
In addition 25 houses are planned for
other locations.
Thc.-itre-; planned
by Midwesco include:

One to seat 2,000 iu Appleton; une at
Green Bay; six new theatres in as nuiny
cities throughout Wisconsin; one theatre in
Milwaukee; to seat 4,500.
The Wisconsin Fox chain is negotiating
for the Paramount-Fischer Circuit, involving 12 houses, iu Wisconsin. The deal is
expected to be concluded at the end of the
week. In addition Midwesco is said to be
making a bid for three Universal houses
in Kenosha, Racine and Sheboygan.
Fox has already acquired six neighborhood houses, Roosevelt, El Capitan, Avenue,
Amazon and Casino in San Francisco and
Century in Oakland from Ackerman and
Harris. Reports persist that Fox is about
to acquire the Schine circuit. Fox and
Schine are now partners in Springfield,
Ohio.

Another
Merger
Denied
by Both Companies
The printed report of a contemplated
merger between Tiffany-Stahl and Educational Exchanges, Inc., has been emphatically denied by both companies. E. W.
Haiiimons, president of Educational, says
there has never been any talk of such a
merger. The same statement was forthcoming from Grant L. Cook, SecretaryTreasurer of Tiftany-Stald.
Mr. Cook attributed the foundation of
the rumor to the fact that Oscar Hanson,
former General Maimger of Candian Educational, has just been appointed by Tiffany-Stahl to succeed Ed Smith, who has
just resigned as general sales manager.

Emerson Quits Equity Post
— Gillmore Succeeds Him
.lohn K.iicer>un, jn-esident of Actors'
Equity Association since 1920, resigned last
week. The Equity Council immediately creII ted the post of honorary president and
elected Mr. Emerson to the position. The
former Equity head is said to be suffering
Irom a tliroat malady which necessitates
moving to a warmer climate. It is announced that he will leave for Palm Beach
with his wife in the near futur:'.
Succeeding Mr. Emer.son as head of
Equity is Frank Gillmore, executive secretary, who has l)een a]ipointed acting president. Jlr. Gillmore is to serve the unexpired term of his predecessor until the annual el ction in the spring.

More Than 200 Attend Al
Lichtman Dinner
The dinner tendered by the Jlotion Picture Club of New York in honor of Al

Al Lichtman

Picture

News

PubHx Leases Eastman
Theatre in Rochester
of GeorgeTheatre
Eastman
gift, ,thepromiTHEhouseEastman
nent philanthropist and film and
kodak manufacturer, to the University
of Rochester, has been leased for a period of ten years by PubHx. Sam Katz,
vice-president of the Paramount interests, and Raymond Ball, comptroller
of the University, signed the papers.
It is stipulated in the contract that
20 days shall be reserved each year for
concerts and three days of each spring
for the presentation <»f opera. The
lease also provides that the theatre
have available mornings for community events.
Under the new auspices the Eastman
orchestra of 80 pieces will be kept intact until the musicians' contracts expire on July 31.
The theatre had a deficit of more
than $75,000 last year, it was said.

of the entertainment. An effective gag was
staged by Eddie Conrad, entertainer, who
hibitor.
gave
his interpretation of an East Eide exAmong the speakers were John C. Flinn,
Nathan Burkan and Sam Katz. On the
dais were Mr. Lichtman, Arthur M. Loew,
S. L. Rothafel and Paul Gulick. The directors included A. H. Goldstein, James
Rvan and Frank Walker.

Sound Production Begun at
First National Studio
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Dec. 20. — First sound jjroduction in First National studios has been
started. Heretofore the First National productions awaiting sound and talk sequences
were synchronized at the Warner Brothers'
studio. "Weary River," the Richard Barthelmess feature, is the first picture to be
sounded within the First National studios.
Curiously enough, while the sound stages
will be completed next week, the first sound
production is being done on a stage used
for silent productions. Traffic was diverted
from about the silent stage and heavy
drapes put around the walls.

Laurel, Hardy, Chase and
"Our Gang" to Tour
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Dec. 2(1. — Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy, Charlie Chase and "Our
(iang" are reported slated for vaudeville
tours starting shortly after the new year.
At this time the Hal Roach studio is to
close down, the present jicrioil licing scIumIuled to last one month.
The deal between Hal Roach and Harry
Langdon calling tor a series of short
musical comedy subjects is now rejiorteil to
luive fallen through. Langdon is -aid to
he considering an offer from Fox.

A Correction

Lichtman,
vice-president
of I'nitcd
tists in charge
of distribution,
brought Arout
almost 250 men and women. Mr. Lichtman
is the founder and first president of the
new club. Tlic affair's chief light was the
presentation of a silver tea set.
Toastmaster for the occasion was Harry

called to a rei>ort that "Harry Frankle,
manager for F B 0, Des Moines, is putting
for talkies." This was in
out
errorequipment
iiuismuch as the report referred to

Reichenbaeh.

.Milton Frankle, Harry's brother.

Billy Brandt was in chai-ge

In a short item published in th<' December 8th issue of the News, attention was
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Myers Elected Head of
Allied States Ass n

1862-A

Resigns From Federal Trade Commission and Signs 3
Year Contract With Exhibitor Body

S. Charles Eittfeld

Einfeld in Charge
F. N,
Advertising, Publicity
S. t'liarli's Eiiiffld has been
by
of Firstd NaH rman Starr, new president appointe
tional Pietiiri's, Inf., as director of advertising and publicity for that company. He
has already assumed the duties of his new
office.
Mr. Einfeld is recognized as the employee
longest with First National in length of
service. He joined the organization nine
years ago. During that time he has served
in practically all capacities in the department which he now beads.

M-G-M Disbanding Team
of Dane and Arthur
(Hollywood

Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hi.IIvwimmI, Dec. 21).— The star team of
Karl Dane and (leorKe K. Artluir will be
discontinued by -Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
after production of the one remaining picture to be made for the current year's program. Practically all of the recent DaneArthur team jjictures have rated well above
average, but studio executives decided on
discontinuance of the series on account of
trouble encoun1ei-ed in finding suitable story
material.

ARKAM
F. IIYERS,
a member of and
the
Federal
Trade Commission
widely known to the industry as
liresiding officer of the Federal Trade Conference of last year, was elected president
and general counsel of the Allied States
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors,
at a meeting of exhibitor leaders held in
Chicago, this week.
Inmiediately following his election, Mr.
-Myers wired to Washington, his resignation
.■IS a member of the Federal Trade ConnnisMon, assuming his new duties as leader of
the independent exhibitors, immediately.
It is understood that the headquarters of
the Allied States will be located in Washington, D. C, and that Mr. Myers will open
oflices in that city ou January 1st.
The signing of the contract by Mr.
.Myers comes as a culmination of several
\'ears work by independent theatre leaders
including Al Stelifes, James C. Ritter, H.
M. Richey, Col. H. A. Cole and others, who
believe that the independents, if they
were to have a successful organization,
needed a man of outstanding aliility, to head
their organization, and in ilr. Myers, it is
generally
conceded that they have such a
man.
ilr. Myers has signed a three year eontract, with an option of extending the time
two more J'ears.
Members of the Allied who were in attendance at the meeting, state that cash
contributions and pledges which have rei-ently been secured, assure the financing of
the organization for its first year and that
no trouble is anticipated in continuing to
secure ample funds for future operation.
Those present at the Chicago meeting in-

west exhibitors, as well as North and South
Dakota; James C. Ritter and H. M. Richey
of -Michigan; E. P. Smith of Iowa; B. L).
Cockrill of Indiana; Col. H. A. Cole of
Texas and Herman Blum of Maryland.
Under the terms of the constitution
adopted at the Chicago meeting, any exhibitor association is entitled to become a member of the Allied on subscribing to the constitution, thereby assuming obligations and
rights of a member, including representators. tion by one member on the board of direcIt is understood that the Maryland and
New Jersey organizations and probably the
Wisconsin Association are to become members of the Allied at an early date.
The first meeting of the board of directors
will be held in Chicago the early part
of .January.
The commissioner, who is 39 years old,
had had twelve years of experience in antitrust work with the Department of Justice,
culminating in his appointment to the position of special assistant to the Attorney
General in charge of this work. For two
and one-half years he has been a member
of the Federal Trade Commission, the
youngest ever to be appointed to the post
of chairman.
Jlr. Myers was born at Fairfield, Iowa,
and studied law at Georgetown University
and the University of Pennsylvania. He
was also an instructor at the University of
Pennsylvania and the author of numy
articles for law periodicals. His connection
with the Department of Justice brought him
prominently into such important anti-trust
cases as the M. P. Patents case, the Reading
Coal case and the American Tobacco C^)m-

cluded: Al Steti'es, representing the northpany case.

^^^^1

"Show Boat" to Open for
Circl
at Garthay Picture
Run
e
I Hollywood Bureau, Motion
News}
Hollyw.M.il, Dee. 20.— I'nivcr^al's ■•Sho«
Boat," with dialogue and sound, will follow
the run of First Xatinnal's -'The P,arker"
at the Carlbay Circle. The latter liou-e ojierates on two a day policy with $]..5U to|).
As "The Barker" openecl last week, it i^
expected that "Show Boat" will go in
around the tirst of Februarv.

^A

V^H^&I^H^^v

"Object
— Alimony"
December
Release Last
The last December

release to come frcjm

Columbia will be "Ob.ject — Alimonv,"
which stars Lois Wilson. Scott 1{. Dunlap
directed.

W. Al StefMyers sinning the contract to head Allied.
Sitting left to right: James C. Ritter, Bauer,
A. C.
jes, Abruni F, Myers, H. M. Richey, Cot. H. A. Cole.
Standing: B. D. Cockrill, S
Gutenberg, Herman Blum, E. P. Smith, ChiLi. L. Casanave

Motion
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PATHE has joined the ranks of the major companies who will produce
feature pictures in the east. Only a small portion of the features will
be made in New \ork, though the number has not yet been definitely
decided upon. This was the announcement of Paul Bern, recently named
associate producer by Pathe.
The feature pictures will be made at Sound Studios, Inc., an enterprise recently launched by Joseph P. Kennedy, new president of the Pathe
organization. The production program is now being mapped and within
the next week or ten days it will be determined just what pictures will be
made in the east. The move is one of convenience as some of the talent
not have time to make

the long trip to Hollywood

Max Reinhart Arrives to
Make His First Picture

and

N. Carolina Ends Session
Concludes

With

Resolution
Endorsing
National Organization

Carolina Theatre Owners'
North
THEAssoci
ation in the closing session of
its two-day annual convention on
Tuesday re-affirmed its allegiance to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners' of America and went on record with a resolution
endorsing the National organization and
pledging support for its jjrogram.
Highlights of the meeting included the
address of R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, president of the M. P. T. 0. A., who outlined a
program for financing the national organization whereby each state organization
would contribute $100 yearly to the national
body, and the parent organization would
have the privilege of billing individual
members of each subsidiary group in the
amount of $-5 a year for conducting a campaign to combat undesirable legislation and
to foster the welfare id' the exhibitors.

Program

of

One of the most constructive contributions to the convention was the addr("ss of
the Rev. William Murdoek McLeod, pastor
of Pinehurst Presbyterian Church, Pinehnrst, N. C, wherein he declared himself
as emphatically opposed to federal censorship of motion pictures, saying, "This idea
that federal censorship can accomplish more
than intelligent and decent public opinion
is an insult to the intelligence of the churchgoing
public,
to the public
at larg;^. who
"
Charles
W. and
Piequet,
of Pinehurst,
has so ably headed the state exhibitor organization, was re-elected to the presidency. H. E. Buchanan, of Sylvia, was
chosen first vice-president ; U. K. Rice, of
Winston-Salem, second vice-president.
The seven directors are as folows :
Charles Roth, of Greensboro; S. S. Stevenson, of Henderson ; C. B. West, of Clinton ;
Percy W. Wells, of Wilmington; L. L.
Drake, of Wadesboro; W. L. Horn, of Forest Cit}', and H. E. Buchanan, of Sylvia.
Chosen to serve on the Board of Arbitration were L. L. Drake, E. L. Hearne of Albermali' and Harrv I^^. Lucas, of Charlotte.

Hays
and Steffes Confer
Over Labor Situation
Theodoi'e Ha^■^, cnntrai-t ui.-iu fur V. and
K., and W. A. Steffes, head of th? Northwi'st Theatre Owners' Association, are in
Xew York conferring with labor leaders
c(uiceriiiiig the situation relating to operators in sound equipped houses and stage
liousfs. It was thought that the local troul)!e with the operators was nt aring a solution but the situation with the stage hands
seems
ni) nearer
an agreemrnt.

Jury

Decides
Exhibitor
Must Pay $3,000

i^xliibitors have their truuliK's, as witness
i'rs instance :
A iTiinrt liy a ir w jury in Supreme

Mike Simmons, lirislolphnne director of publicity iind advertising, who has lately addresaed
several cotiventions of exhibitors on sound.
On Dec. 12 he ivill beiiin 'i series of lectures
over WGBS

News

more than a year ago was approved last week
with $500 added, following a new trial. The
original verdict was for $2,500 in favor of
Mr. Owens. This was later reversed by the
appellate division and a new trial ordered.
Owens alleged that he sustained injuries to
his right leg, causing a permanent shortage
of one inch, and resulting from the fall
caused by slipping on a pile of snow at the
corner where th:^ theatre is located.

Pathe Plans Producing Some Feature
Pictures in New York Studios

to be used would
return.

Picture

; 'iiurt, Albany, N. Y., last week added to the
clifliculties of George Roberts, at one time
I ijpi'ating the Eagle Theatre in that city, in
au action lirought against him by Frank
(hv ns, following a fall in front of the
Eagle Theatre in I'Vbruary, 1027. A judgment returned by the Supreme Court jury

Max Reinhardt, important figure in the
theatre world, aiTived in New York this
week on the S.S. New York. He was met
by Lillian Gish, who will star in the film
Reinhardt will make at the United Artists
Studio in liollywood. This will be his first
venture into the films and Reinhardt is said
to have been preparing for it for the past
2 years.
After three days in New York, Reinhart
anil Miss Gish will entrain for HoUyvvood
and upon their arrival will begin immediate
production on the story, which is by Hugo
von Hofmannsthal. The script calls for
sound effects.

Northwest Theatre Chain
Gets 2 More Houses
Deals were closed this last week which
gives the Northwest Theatre circuit, after
negotiations, the control of theweeks atresof
in Minot, N. D., and Hibbing, Minn.
.J.F. Cubberly, head of out-of-town affairs
for the F. and R. Company, handled the
deals up to the signing of the papers. The
theatres involved were the New Garden,
Hibbing, formerly owned by Edelstein, and
the Straud and Arcade, Minot, owned by
Baasen and Jleyers.

Columbia Makes Changes
In Sales Staff
Three changes in the Columbia sales organization occurred last week.
W. G. Smith, former branch manager of
the Pittsburgh exchange, has been brought
in to act as special home office sales representative, which post, also, has been allotted
Charles Schwerin. Oscar Bloom, former
branch manager for P. D. C, has joined the
~ales staff of Columbia's St. Louis branch.

Woodhull Views Things
That Concern Exhibitor
g more
the exhibitor and are
takin
g
ontinof
confr
lems
prob
OTHER
tion
his atten
than the attempts
on
niuof
izati
to line-up a new organ
(iim picture thcf.li-^ owners units, in
the opinion of R. F. (Pete) Wondhull,
who arrived back in New York this
week after a swing around the country.
The National president of the M. V.
T. O. A. declared that he found exhibitor interest intens- on such subjects
as sound pictures, tree shows, labor,
nc ■■'lility, big
legislatiiin.andin'or.-h
overheads,
censorship.
Mr. Woodhull addressed the Eastern
ArMissouri and Southern Illinois the
kansas. Mississippi and Tennessee, the
unit
Oklahoma and North Carolina
during his trip and received pledges
of allegiance from each, he said.
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Seeks Writ Against B. & K.
and 17 Distributors

Department of Justice Ch
Efforts Territory
to "Kill Off"
in Chicago
Independent Exhibitors arges
AN practices
injunction
against
alleged of
illegal
in the
distribution
motion picture films in Chicago is to
be souglit by the Department of Justice,
Washington, D. C, in a suit filed in the
Federal Court in Chicago naming as defendants the Balaban and Katz Corporalion, Lubliner and Trinz Theatres, Inc.,
Balaljan Katz Midwest Theatres, Inc.,
(ireat States Theatres, Inc., Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation, Metro-Goldwyn-ilayer Distribution Corporation, Publix Theatres Corpoi-ation, Universal Film
Exchanges, Inc., United Artists Corporation, First National Pictures, Inc., Fox
Film Corporation, Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
Osrnr Hanson, AVic Sales Head of TiffanySlahl

Oscar Hanson Made T.-S.
General Sales Mgr.
K. J. Smith's resignation
mana^rer of Tififany-Stahl
cepted, Oscar Hanson lias
by Grant L. Conk as the
of the company.

as general sales
having been acbeen announeerl
new sales chief

For the past seven and one-half years,
Jlr. Hanson has been general manager of
Canadian Educational Pictures and has also
handled the distribution of the TififanyStahl product in the Dominion. He has
been in the film industry for more than 1.5
years, having been connected with the General Film Companv, Mutual and RobertsonCole.
He took up his new duties on Monday,
December 17.

Eugene Walter Completes
Sound Film for Fox
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

A'itagrapli, Inc., Columbia Pictures Corporation, Educational Film E.xehanges, Inc.,
FBO
Pictures Corporation, and tlie
Gotham Photoplays Coi-poration.

The First Step

This will be the first step in the Department of .Justice's action ordered last week.
United States District Attorney George E.
Johnson in Chicago will prosecute the action, which charges the distributors and
Balaban and Katz with "freezing out"
the independent exhibitors of the territory.
The petition charges that arbitrary discrimination is exercised between theatres.
This action by the Federal Government follows a similar injunction suit filed in the
district court by Marks Bros, more than a
year ago in which the court refused an injunction.
Announcing the filing of the suit the Department ofJustice in a statement declared
that "the petition alleges that Balaban and
Katz Coi-poration, directly and through its
wholly
owned
subsidiary,
Lubliner
and

Trinz Theatres, Inc.. operates many of tlu'
largest and best nuition picture theatres in
the city of Chicago, and that Great States
Theatres, Inc., wliich is dominated and controlled by Ballaban and Katz Corporation,
operates most of the largest and the best
motion picture theatres in many other cities
and tow^ls in Illinois. Balaban and Katz
Midwest Theatres, Inc., another subsidiary
of Balaban and Katz Corporation, books
motion pictures for the three theatre operating corporations and also for 32 other
motion picture theatres operated by other
exhibitors. The other defendants named in
the petition are engaged in the business
of distributing motion picture films through
exchanges maintained in Chicago, and together these distributors distribute most of
the quality product of motion pictures.
"The petition chai-ges that through long
term contracts and agreements and understandings the defendant exhibitors have the
right to secure all of the best motion pictures distributed each year by the defendant distributors, and that the independent
exhibitors are prevented from securing motion pictures which are suitable for exhibition in first-class theatres.

Further Charges
"The

petition also charges that the defendant exhibitors, through their great purchasing power, have caused each defendant
distributor to enter into contracts providing for the sequence in which motion picture theatres shall be entitled to exhibit
pictures, and providing for arbitrary and
unreasonable discrimination against all independent theatre operators in favor of the
defendant exhibitors."

News)

Hollywood, D'.-c. 20. — Eugene Walter h:i^
left Fox, having completed direction of
"Friendship,'' a two-reel ^loviet(jne sub,iect which he wrote. It re(|uire(t two days'
actual shooting. Fox has an option on some
of Walter's plays and also for his .s'rviees.

National Board Conference
Set for January 24-26

The Fifth jVjinual Conference of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures
will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York, -January 24-26. The fourteenth
annual luncheon of the Board will take
place on the 26th.

Weeks on Coast to Revamp
Sales Plan for Shorts
George Weeks, eastern representative for
Christie, arrived in Los Angeles last Wednesday, for the purpose of rearranging sales
plans for the company's talking shorts.

Fosilion 16 everything in a comedy director's life. Charles Lamunt and
man give a lesson in balance tvhile shooting a "Big Boy"

comedy
onal (
the Edncati

Motion
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Tax

Collections Lower

of the pi-eceding fiscal year, totaling $17,724.952 against $17,940,636, according to
the annual report of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, just submitted to Secretary of the Ti-easury ]\[ellon.
The figures reported by the commissioner
cover the collection of taxes on tickets selling in excess of 75 cents, and the report
shows that the greater part of the total,
$16,675,419, was collected on tickets sold at
the box office at established prices. Other
collections under this head, however, included .$317,618 on tickets sold at places
other than the box olifice, .$3,8(»9 on tickets
sold at the box office but in excess of the
established rate, $13,241 on leases of boxes
or seats in theatres and $714,863 on admission to roof gardens, cabarets, etc.
Tax collections for the fiscal year on tickets sold at the box offices at established
prices are shown by States in the following

table :

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

L.

A.

$

23,805.41
688.55
16,000.83
11,915.76
1,239,849.11
6.5,746.98
125,1 68.34
15,343.58
226,319.13
66,203.58
47,359.20
12,437.34
16,070.04
1,968,018.45

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Elaine
JIaryland
Massacluis-tts
ilichigan
Minnesota
llississi])pi
Jlissouri
llcmtana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

225,010.39
64,237.43
31,629.34
183,665.93
75,526.16
20,552.67
241,722.31
786,067.97
471,198.22
116,142.88
8,027.05
329.297.83
22,626.24
33,732.78
42,325.12
17,128.17

New Mexico
-lerscy
New
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode

' 357,327.48
3,570.55
7,126,169.59
352,-52.00
9,.550.29
645,866.42
72,048.79
65,511.50
1,278,632.14

IslanrI

78,389.21

Smith Carolina
.South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

10,611.37
12,342.58
49,580.23
129,435.68
20,648.76
8,147.57
66,589.27

■Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
AVyoming

86,699.59
12,831.35
94,963.96
7,334.22

Total . .

Theatre

.$16,675,419.34

Grosses

Little Improvement in Trade Noted; Metropolitan With
Clara Bow Feature Leads Again
H(ILLYWOOI), Dec. 2(1.— Very little
improvement in Los Angeles picture gi-osses was noted the week before Xnuis. The Metropolitan was far ahead
of all other.s, with Clara Bow in "Three
This is the
Week Knds" drawing $32,500.

Loew's
Inc. Net
$8,568,162.12

Is

THK asset liability and operating
statement of Loew's Incorporated
and its 1009^ subsidiaries for the
fiscal year ended .\ugust 31. 1928, is estimated by I). Bernstein, vice-president
and treasurer of Loew's, as $8,568,lfi2.12. after all charges, depreciation
and Federal taxes. These figures compare with .$6,7.'i7,20r>.19 for the same
period of last year.
During the past year, Loew's did
financing via a I*referred stock issue
amounting to .Sl-l.lT.'i.OOO on which dividends were paid amounting to $59.3,125. leaving a balance of .$7,975,037 for
the common stockholders for this year.

house which has trailed others in Los
Angeles for most of the year.
Loew's State, with "Dream of Love,"
got .$24,500. The Carthav Circle did only
$14,000 with "The Barker" in its second
week at that house, but the management
re|)orts
mas day.a big advance sale beginning ChristWarner Brothers, for the first 3 days of
"Tlie Hometowners," took $7,500. United
.\rtists. with "The Little Wildcat," was
down to a total of $9,000 on the week. The
Criterion also was way off, with $6,500 the
total for the week witli "The Wind" as the
attraction. (Irauman's Chinese took in
some $14,000 on the seventh week of the
run there of "Noah's

Ark."

U. A. Exchange in N. Y.
Changing Address
The I'nitcd Arli.^ts Corporation, represented by Harry Buckley, vic"-])resident,
has signed a ten-year lease with Abe N.
Adelson, president of Film Center, Inc., for
a large portion of the sixth floor of the new
Film ('{'uter building.

News

R. D. Graver of Charlotte
Dies Suddenly
K.

Show $215,684 Decrease on Admission for Fiscal Year
Ending June 30 Over Preceding
Year
ADMISSION tax collections during the
fiscal yeai- 1928, which ended June
30, last, were $215,684 under those

Picture

D.

Craver, for

many years prominent
in political distribution
and exhibition circles
of the motion picture
industry, died suddenly
at his home in Charlotte, N. C, at two
o'clock on the morning
of December 18.
Mr.
B.
„ D.
„ Craver
„

Graver's

illness

tt
i- i brief.
was was
exceedingly
He
actively
en-

with his business
affairs which
but "a few
hours gaged
preceding
his death,
was
caused
by
complications
setting
in from a
stomach ailment.
Practically the better part of Mr. Craver "s life has been associated with the molion picture business. He has built many of
the outstanding theatres in the Carolinas,
was a ]>ioneer in that section of the South
and has many times been prominently engaged in opposition to movements which
threatened exhibitor welfare. He was also
the firet bolder of a First National franchise in this country. A wife, and a family
of five boys and one girl are his survivors.

Talkfilms
for Paramount
Feature Releases
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood. Dec. 20.— Talk-film arhiptafions of one act ])lays and sketches will ]>rovide a number of feature releases on Paramount's program next year. The Paramount story department is now searching
for suitable one-act dramatic and comedy
playlets that would lend themselves to
adaptation as talkfilm features.
The one-act plays are said to be more
suitable for adaptation into feature length
talkfilms than the three-act drama or comedy. The latter generally runs from an
hour and a half to two hours on the stage,
while
utes. the short play runs within forty minIn transposing the playlet into a talkfilm, the scenario writer is enabled to retain all of the action and dialogue of the
play, in addition to liaving seo])e and lattitude in writing an introduction to the playlet or making additions to build up the
quality of the picture version. The jilaylet itself would consume about four reels,
leaving the writer and director a leeway of
two or three reels of additional material to
be spotted in where necessary. The finished picture could then be held within the
regulation seven reels as required liy exhibitors generally.

u.

A. Studio Satisfied With
Progress of Talkies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 20.— With two weeks
production of "Nightstick" completed in
dialogue on United Artists recently
eijuipped sound stages, studio officials anelated over results so far attained.
Following completion of "Nightstick,"
which Roland West is proilucing and directing, the sound stages will be used for
producing Samuel (ioldwyn's jiroduction
"Bulldog" DruiniMond, and .Miiry Pickford's first talkfilm, "Coquette." Both of
the latter will go into i)roduction before the
first of the vear.
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Awaits Information on
Walsh Resolution
No

action with respect to the resolution introduced at the last
session of Conjiress by Senator
Walsh of Montana, calling for an investigation ofthe activities of the Department of Justice in connection with
the motion picture industry, will be
taken by the Senate Judiciary Committee until additional information has
been received from the department.
At the request of Senator Walsh the
committee on December l.'i held an
executive meeting at which the resolution was considered but no conclusion
was reached and the department was
asked to furnish additional data. No
time has been set for a further meeting of the committee, pending receipt
from the department of the information requested.

Charges

Ethics Violated

Grand Forks Exhibitor Files Complaint With
Commission Charging Overbuying
theownerN. of
BEXXIE atres BERGER,
in Grand Forks,
D.,three
has filed
t
complaint against Northwes Theatre
Circuit, operated by Finkelstein and Ruben,
charging violation of Rule 14 of the Code
of Ethics as drafted by the conference in
X'ew York over a year ago. This is the first
complaint to be filed under the Code.
Berger alleges that the Northwest Circuit
has overbought feature pictures for the purpose of forcing him out of business.
He alleges that his competitors have purchased over lUO pictures in excess of requirements for the one house of the circuit
in Grand Forks.
It is alleged in the complaint that North-

First of Academy's Talkie
Lectures Completed
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hc.liywimil, Dei-. 211.— Intnidiu-tion .if lectures and addresses via talk-Hlms is the latest ai-i'omplishment iif the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The comjpletion of the first of a series of vocal
films for the use of colleg-es and other educational institutions and for general exhibition was anininneed recently by Doug-la-s
Fairbanks, jiresident of the Academy. The
first si)eech is delivered by Milton Sills,
First Xational star and ex-member of the
faculty of the University of Chicago. It will
be given its first public reproduction during
the Xational Convention of Teachers of
Spee<-h in Chicago, December 1!7 and 28.
The demonstration is made possible through
the cooperation of Warner Bros., Eastman
Kodak Co., and Will Hays, president of the
M. I*. P. D. A. through whom a Chicago
theatre will be made available for the convention.

Goulding

on Lookout
New Talent

for

At the pres-nt time, Pathe has only two
stars under contract, William Boyd and
Ina Claire. The latter is practically unknown in the picture field, but has been a
stage star for a number of years.

St. John's Long Affiliation

His fifth year as a teatiireil player in Kducational-Merniaid comedies is being completed by Al. St. -John. The comedian is a
product of the Sennett school and his long
association with the Educational company
is considered a record for a motion picture
player. This comedian's latest release is
*'Hot or Cold. ''

west has 250 features under contract, with
Berger having but 150 features, including
Westerns for his three houses. Complainant
says X'orthwest has sewed up the product
of Paramount, First National, Warners,
Fox and M-G-M, while he has product of
United Artists, Universal, Pathe, FBO and
Columbia.
It is said that the complaint has been
filed with the Federal Trade Commission
and from Washington comes the word that
any complaint filed with the conunission
will be examined thoroughly. If the charges
are substantiated, it is said action will follow. All complaints are made the subject
of a preliminary investigation to determine
if they are based upon fact.

S. F. Houses Go To PubHx
Granada,

California, St. Francis, Former
Theatres Are Taken Over

erco 1st,
IX THEAT
PUBL
of
Francis
in SanDecemb
controlRES,
removed
the Granada, California, and St.
s
Francis Theatre from West Coast. The
Warfield Theatre stands alone today as the
sole representative of West Coast Theatres
in San Francisco, with first choice of W^illiam Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and First
X'ational productions.
Only first run motion picture productions
are scheduled for Publix houses.
Herman Wobber, well known San Franciscan on the board of directors of Paramount Corp., of which company Publix
is a sul)sidiary, is now western distribution
manager for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and will soon be identified with the
entire western operation in a most important capacity. R. E. Crabhill is Pacific
Coast Division
Manager fur Publix chain.

f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 2n. — Pathe has delegated
Edmund Goulding, director and writer, to
look for stars and featured players that
might prove of sufficient draw to warrant
signing on long term contracts. Goulding
recentiy joined Pathe, and is making the
talent hunt while wailing for Pathe to get
production plans fully worked out. Three
stars and at least eight featured players
are wanted.

Trade

Interchangeability
Fog
Blankets
Meeting
de a
that followe
ionnected
R discuss
AFTE
cours
discon
rather
through the mazes of interchangeability, the general meeting of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, held at the Hotel Astor in New
York on Thursday afternoon, was adjoined and the executive committee
went into executive session to consider
the suggestion introduced by P. A.
Powers, representing Powers Cinephone, that the organization would do
well to get some legal advice as to
whether there was any ground for
hoping for clarification of the muchbefogged issue through legal action.
The meeting, to which the Chamber
invited representatives of all the makers of sound reproducing apparatus in
the "big time" producers, was attended
mainly by exhibitors and a few representatives of so-called "independent"
sound devices. None of the producers
sent their representatives officially
equipped to speak for the companies.

West Coast

Local officials include Charles E. Kurtzman, city manager for Granada ; California,
and St. Francis Theatres. Herbert S. Polin,
assistant to Kurtzman, specializing on advertising; Gardner Wood, publicity director; Sidney Dannerberg, recently arrived
from the Publix liome office, manager of
Granada Theatre; Horton Kahn, house
manager of the Granada and assistant to
Danneberg; Edward Hussong, treasurer of
the Granada Theatre; John C. Smith, San
Francisco boy, wlio has just returned from
assignments in the East under the Publix
direction, manager of the California Theatre; Tom Lancour, assistant manager of
California Theatre; Joseph Frazer, manager of St. Francis ; B. Shallenberg, assistant
manager of St. Francis; Richard Lucas,
treasurer of St. Francis, and Jewett Babar,
art
director for San Francisco Publix
houses.

New Field for Producers
in Talkie Sales Ghat
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 20. — A newly created
Held of income for talking pictures via commercial industries was opened last week
when the Oakland Motor Car Conii)any officials sent a talking reel from the Oakland
factory in Michigan to a convention of
Southern California salesmen in Los Angeles. The reel presented A. R. Glancy, president, and W. R. Tracy, sales-manager of
the Oakland Company, outlining in talking
pictures, details of the new Oakland and
Pontiac cars.

"Abie" Suit Up Next Week
in Federal Court
Anne Nichols' .$3,000,000 damage action
against Universal is scheduled to get under
way in New York before Federal Judge
Goddard next week. The playwright charges
the picture company with purloining her
■'Abie" idea and incorporating it into "The
Cohens and Kellys."
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Ad Survey Reveals Depression
Exhibitor Reports from "Firing Lines" Also Carry Many Valuable
Suggestions As to Picture Merchandising
(Cniitiiiiirii jriim paiiv 1859)
nut l)e the b^'st. Exhiliitors do not expect
them to be and would prefer the facts, according to llr. Kelly.
Mr. Kelly also suggests that the material
in the press sheets, although it should b?
enthusiastic, should present several different types of appeal. Most pictures as advertised in the press sheets, pick one type
of appeal: love, sex, comedy, actors, etc.
With but one appeal and little general information on the picture the exhibitor is
forced to advertise from that one particular angle (unless he has had the opportunity to see the picture before release to his
own patrons). In many cases, Mr. Kelly
has found that his appeal through newspaper ads, posters and 3-shcets, did not fit the
picture as a whole but applied rather to the
phase the jn-oducer had cniiihasized and
which be felt would sell the picture. Thus,
Mr. Kelly says, he has unintentionally misguided his patrons, who naturally look to
him as the last word in telling tbeni whether
• or not he has an exceptional good show.
Exhibitors in the smaller towns cannot
escape the personal element of their business, and once they direct their public by
false methods, they are through getting the
necessary cooperation that leads to the

S.R.O. sign.

From Pennsylvania
. A representative of the Xews recently
had the pleasure of iutcrvieiving B. W.
Redfoot, manager of the Arcadia Theatre,
AVindber, Pa. Mr. Eedfoot is a poinilar exhibitor in his territory, one who is successful and consequently his opinions are valued
by his friends.
In the course of the interview Jlr. Redfoot deplored the fact that producers are
using less advertising space in the trade
papers. He stated that he always enjoys
reading and dig: sting the contents of the
trade publications, and this interest includes, too, the advertising pages. Heart
and soul in the theatre business, nevertheless he reports that the lessening of the advertising inthe trade press has to a certain
extent slowed down his enthusiasm for pictures. Says Mr. Redfoot: "When I read
less advertising, naturally I am less 'sold'
on the product which is to come. My being
only partly 'sold,' reflects on the box-oftice in the way of smaller receipts. Publicity is the life blood of any branch of the
industry. Nature e(piippcd the lowly hen
to announce the arival of an egg with a
cackle. Exhibitor enthusiasm is a factor in
the succes of the industry."
When we asked Mr. Redfoot what suggestions he would make for the improvement
of producers' advertising in the trade pajjers, lie said :
''Less colorful lithograjjliiiig and self
congratulating l)y the producer and a
greater amounts of FACTS about the ju'oduct. After all — a trade mark is only as
good as its prcidnct. Barnuiii would have
been a failure if he had advl•^ti^-ed a "white

elephant" and neglected to see that the coat
of white paint was put on the elephant before admitting the public to see it. All the
publicity in the world would have failed
unless the elephant was made to APPEAR
white. Most successful national advertising campaigns are based on FACTS and are
written in good taste."

Balliinore
Baltimore, Md. — The stereotyped and exaggerated copy that is used now by the
producing companies in their trade paper
advertising to influence exhibitors to buying their product is sickening and overdone,
is the opinion of Frank Price, .Jr., manager
of the Rivoli, a flrst-run house here.
"The producers should change their
copy," he said emphatically. "The exaggerated phrases that they are using now are
overdone to such an extent they mean absolutely nothing to exhibitors and do not
impress them in the least."
<H1."All companies
have this fault," he went
.1. Lewis Rome, general manager of Associated Theatres, Baltimore, states that
what seems to be the greatest need in trade
paper picture advertising at the present
time is truthful advertising.
He does not think that the exaggerated
statements made in such copy Ii-^lps in the
least but tw-o points that he brought out
are : That if honest reviews were published
in advertising giving opinions of the pictures rather than clipping out those parts
only which favor it, the exhibitors could
get the unbiased ideas of what it is about.
And, second, in trade paper advertising if

suggestions were given as to how exhibitors
can put over pictures with the public other
than the stereotyped club, newspaper and
band ticups they usually suggest, that might
help to a great degree.
"I g<n'ern myself in buying pictures,"
he said, "by watching what they have done
for the other fellow to a great extent. In
this I follow out the key city reports and
read the honest reviews about the pictures.
"But this business of saying that a picture has broken all records on Broadway
is quite overdone. What the exhibitor
wants," he thinks, "is honest reports on
the pulling power and not exaggerated
statements as to its drawing power according to what the producer thinks.
"Where trade paper advertising particularly helps is in the beginning of the seasiui when I want to know what the companies will have to offer for the coming

Cincinnati
.Vnother example of depression at the retail end through wiiat is termed a lack of
eoojieration is brought to light by an inter\'ie\v with a neighliorhood exhibitor in Cincinnati. This particular exhibtor, Avhile admitting that he is generally sold on a majority of pictures, states that he keenly
feels the curtailment of merchandising
ideas heretofore carried on in trade paper
advertising. He further stated that to his
mind it indicated an indifference on the
part
of theMore
producer
as to exhibitor's
interests.
advertising,
publicity best
and
exploitation will result in increasing receipts for both distributor and exhibitor,
he believes.

AMPA
Decides on Affiliation
With Theatrical Group
'T>HE AMPA held a busy session last
* week at whicli it was decided to aftiliate with the Theatrical Press Representatives of Ajuerica and to establish its own
headquarters. The elubroom angle was
left to be worked out by Paul Benjamin,
business manager of the AMPA,
while
President Harvey appointed a committee of
four to meet with the theatrical jiress representatives.
In addition to these activities a service
committee was formed to provide the right
men for tlie right jobs in the motion picture industry. The committee hopes to All
vacancies in all departments of publicity
work and urges the cooperation of all companies. The committee named is made up
of Walter Eberhardt, chairman; Bruce Gallup, .James Milligan, Lou Rydell, .Joseph
O 'Sullivan and Alarvin Kirsch.
The following committees were named to
handle the AjiPA annual ball to be held

in New York City on next ilaieh (Uh:
Executive committee: Don Hancock,
Chairman; Hop Hadley, .Jack Harrower, Al
Selig, Tom Wiley, Ijou Rydell and Leon
Bamberger J entertainment committee: Lon
Rydell, Chairman; Leon Bamberger, Jack
Harrower, Alex Moss, Ed JlcXamee, Hy
Daab, Tom Wiley, Dave Bader and Bernard
Randall; motion picture committee: Ed McXamee, Chairman; Victor Shapiro, Barrett
JlcCormick, H. E. Hancock and Moirie Rykind; masque and costume committee:
George Bilson, Chairman; .Jim Milligan,
Ai'thur Eddy and Eddie Finney; decorations eonimi'ttee: Mel Phillips, Chairman;
Henry C. Bate, Ted .Jaediker and George
Hoffman; publicity committee: Rutgers
Neilson. Chairman; Ray Gallagher, Mike
Simmons and Warren Xolau; ticket committee: .Jim Beecroft, Chairman; Bert Adler, Al Selig and P. A. Parsons.
Bert Adler is treasurer.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Theatre

Men

Key City Exhibitors
Report Valuable First
Hand Experiences
{_Coiiliiun-d from fagi' 1857)
jecjion room to accommodate the equipment are negligible. But the installation of
the equipment certainly does increase house
overhead, botli in the cost of operation and
in cost of film service. The Egyptian, for
example, pays twice as much for operators in the projection room as it formerly
did with silent films, having two men on
duty at all times instead of one.
Xot only this, but the |)ayments for film
rental for talking pictures runs about ;)fl
per cent higher than for silent films, according to Jlr. Rosenberg. This applies to
shorts, as well as features. The exchanges
give no more service for the added cost
than formerly. The only service comes from
the installation firm itself, whose men inspect all equipment twice monthly and keej)
it in good condition.
Summarizing the nuitter from the suljurban standpoint, where second run sound
films are featured, it ai)pears that the operating cost of the Egyptian Theatre iu
Seattle has increased about 3.3 per cent
since the installation of sound ecpiipment.
PHILADELPHIA. ^ The Stanley Com■* pany of America is already more than
satisfied with the results obtained in the
fourteen theatres in Philadelphia and the
immediate vicinity in which it has installed
sound pictures.
In practically every instance considerable remodeling and alterations were necessary. Booths were widened. Projector locations -were changed, and in most of these
theatres it was necessary to remove the
first two or three rows of orchestra chairs
because screens were originally set against
the rear wall and had to be brought out to
jiuike room for the installation of the horns.
In the greater nuud)er of the theatres remodeling and alteration costs averaged from
*Li,000 to .$2(1,01)0.
Coupled with this expense has been the
cost of the sound devices themselves. These
costs, however, have been pro-rated over a
period of 104 weeks, but nevertheless represent a substantial addition to the weekly
overhead. Atop of this is the cost of the
synchronized news reel, which cannot be
substituted in weekly expense for the silent
one, for which long terra contracts have
been made. Record costs, and rentals for
sound pictures have in every case increased
the general weekly overhead from forty to
fifty per cent.
As an offset against this, however, there
has been an average increase in bo.x office

Interviewed
receipts of ai>proximately one luiinhi'd [wvcent. Increased income was clearly demonstrated in one house where the receijits the
first two days after the sound devices had
been installed were larger than they had
■.en for the entire previous week.
What is fookefl iqjon as an almost needless expense, too, is the employment of a
well-paid organist, who sits idly for hours
in the theatre, but who is retained solely
because of existing agreements with tlu'
union.
In the case of comedies where the sound
effects have no real nu'rit, and do not enhance the entertainment value of the picture, the records have not been rented.
Only where the incidental dialogue or
noises heighten the comedy gestures have
the records been used.
WASHINGTON,
D. C— Foresight dis]>layed in the construction of the projection booth in the Metropolitan Theatre
made possible the necessary installation for
the presentation of sound movies at perluips a minimum of expense and without
the disruptive influences of remodeling operations. The Metropolitan has had two
years' experience with sound pictures,
opening with ' ' Don Juan. ' ' The cost of making the change from silent drama to the
talkies, everything included, was figured by
the management at between $2.5,000 and
.$30,000. That is for the so-called de luxe
houses using the larger instruments.
"We had no mechanical difficulties in
changing over," declared John J. Fayette,
of the Metropolitan Theatre.
"We did not have to remodel the house
at all because of the sufficient amount of
space on the stage. The horns were permanently placed on movable towers. When
the house is to be used for stage presentations these can easily be taken off the
"Sound installation can and should be
of
material benefit to the small-town theastage."

Pathe Plans "Porgy" as
Vehicle for 1929-30
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

ased
which was originally12.—purch
,"
"Porgy
, Dec.
HOLLYW
for OOD
production
by Cecil B. De
.Mille under the P. D. C. regime, will
be made early next year by Pathe. E.
H. Griffith will direct it, making the
third all-colored feature production to
emanate from Hollywood studios on
the 1929-30 programs. An all-colored
cast will appear in it.
"Hallelujah" is M-G-M's contribution
to the colored race glorification, and
"Hearts of Dixie" is from Fox.

on

Sound

Contract Stipulates Star
Must Learn English
by Lily contract
Damita, signed
the French
THEweekfive-year
last
actress whom Samuel Goldwyn
brought to America to co-star in "The
Rescue," stipulates that she learn English within six months. This is believed to be the first time in pictures
that consideration of a foreign actress'
ability to speak lines have been included definitely into a contract. It
is due, of course, to the talking pictures.

tres that cannot afford large orchestras,
and, in most cases no music at all," continued Mr. Payette. "The pictures that
have met with j>henomenal success from the
box office standjioint are the 'talkies' although there is still a big opportunity in
the de luxe houses for silent pictures with
regular symphonic orchestral accompaniment, with subsidiary entertainment of
short subjects of talking movies.
"All the money we were spending for
the de luxe shows, stage presentations,
bands, etc., we can use for other purposes.
This saving will run from $5,000 to $7,000

HARJilSBrRGH, PA.— John P. McCarper week."
tre, said : thy, manager of Loew's Regent Thea"The most important advice I can offer
with regard to installation is concerning
the placing of the horn. It should be placed
where it will create the best illusions.
"Fifty per cent of the success of presentation depends on proper volume. Much of
the success of sound movies depends upon
ability of the operator to control volume.
The more crowded the house, the more volume required. Too much volume, which
many exhibitors are furnishing with the
mistaken impression that the greater the
volume the better the reception, destroys
the illusions which sound pictures are intended to present.
' ' The only remodeling of our house necessary was that of liuilding an addition to the
l>rojection booth to take care of the sound
"Absolutely, sound installation has inapparatus.
creased overhead expense of our house because sound pictures are more costly, and
two extra men are employed. It was necessary to employ the two additional men in
the booth at wages higher than those our
two old operators were receiving. Then it
was necessary to raise the wages of our old
oj)erators so that they were equal to tliose
of the new{Continued
men." on page 1867)
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they do not want him or her on the screen.
Many of the favorite players in New York
are little known in outside territories and
it would consequently be harder to sell their
film ]:)roductions.
Predicts ''Radical

Change

Mr. Bern expressed the belief that there
would be radical changes in sound ])icture
technique in the near future. He thinks
the ideal picture in the future will be the
one that opens with just suflieient dialogue
to lay down the plot of a feature; then
would follow the silent story until a line
or two of dialogue might strengthen ji dramatic climax, and then it might terminate
with a few minutes of dialogue.
Production plans will be mapped while
Mr. Bern is in New York until perhaps the
middle of next week. He will then return
to Hollywood with three or four signed contracts for players and stories and final details will be arranged on the coast.
While in New York Mr. Bern made a
Gus Ediitirds **limbers" up some of the M-G-M diiintieti in chorus routine

Paul Bern Favors Screen Stars
Over Legitimate Players
pAl'L BEKX, recently named associated
•^ producer of Pathe is in New York for
a week or ten days to map a Pathe production program and in search of screen talent
and stories. It is likely before he departs
he will sign a stage star and two or three
movie stars to contracts that will take them
to the Pathe studios in Hollywood.
Unlike most producers
Mr. Bern is not

Sound Effect
Records

Don't

Are at Last Available to Theatres
Using

Phonographic

Music

We offer you 1'2 double faced .sound effect
records containin[^ over 3U different sound
effects with wliich you can actuaUy cue your
pictures. These records are electrically recorded and manufactured of high yrade materials, tjringing to your theatre the realistic sounds which your patrons have been
anxious to hear. These records contain the
following sound effects:
Sleigh bells, steamboat whistle, cheering of
carnival crowds, gun shots, auto horn, crash
of falling buildings, siren, realistic storm
record with wind and thunder effects, 2 train
records — both freight and passenger — approaching— passing — and receding, recorded
from actual train sounds, fire apparatus actually taken from a big city fire department
and containing siren — bells — etc.. hand Clapping and applause, crowds cheering as at a
football game. gong, cuckoo, horses hoofs.
2 realistic airplane records both with orchestral background and without — containing
drone of motor and shriek of falling planes,
church bell with orchestral background,
etc.
These records are the greatest box office sensation of today. We can make immediate
delivery, price per set of 12 double faced
records $21.00.
Wire or write.

Orchestrola
Sales
Company
K<M>m

2, 1508

Omaha,

Davenport

partial to the stage performer in talking
pictures. He is under the impression that
the average motion picture actor will be
more easily trained to talking picture technique than will the legitimate player.
"Technique on the talking stage is entirely different than that required for the
screen," said Mr. Bern. "The average
stage player has been trained too long to
act to an audience. He is acting to the person in the first row and he is acting to the
last seat in the gallery. He is too much
inclined to orate.

Si.

Nebraska

Srnd No Money — We Will Ship Express,
Insured, C. O. D.

Need

Orators

"What the talking jjictures need is not
oration, but a natural, well modulated voice
that at no time attempts to act. The difference is that the screen actor does not have
to read his lines for the gallery and the
front row. We can follow him closely with
the microphone and the more naturally he
ttilks the more effective is the recorded result. A man talking with his head in his
arms resting on a table can talk right into
a mike placed directly beneath him. He can
talk naturally without raising his voice and
when the dialogue is reproduced it will
ctirry as well to the galleries as it does to
the first rows.
"Your legitimate actor finds it hard to
accommodate himself to such circumstances.
His training has all been along different
lines and it is hard to break him of old
liabits; in fact it is harder to rectify his
faults than it is to teach the screen actor
.I'ust to be natural in reading his lines. I
do not say that this applies to all stage
stars. There are some whom I think would
screen perfectly and at the same time would
take naturally to reading lines into the
microplione.
The

Sales Angle

"Another angle to be considered is that
of the sales force. It is easier for the film
salesman to sell a film player than it is a
stage favorite. Movie tmdienccs are entirely different than stage audiences. They
will accept a stage player on the stage, but

trip to Ithaca where he addressed Cornell
University in one of the Goldwin Smith
foundatiiui lectures on the subject, "The
Moving Picture Speaks." The Goldwin
Smith Lecture Fund established in 1910
provides for a number of occasional lectures at Cornell University in the course
of the }-ear by men distinguished in their
fields.

Seattle Sound Convention
Draws Exhibitors
Practically all Portland, Drc, film row
moved to Seattle during the past week to
the "sound" convention, where they had
an opportunity of listening to the various
new inventions, in an endeavor to decide
which would fill their needs to the best
advantage. While there they also took part
in a discussion of anti-block-booking and
Government investigation of Department of
Justice attitude toward the ParamountTrade Commission ruling and government
control. Both Governor Hartley and Mayor
Frank Edwards gave interesting talks on
these big subjects.

M. A. Chase Heads New
Synchronizing Firm
Maurice A. Chase, vice-president of Excellent Pictures Corp., has been made president and general manager of ^Motion PicCity. tures Synchronization Service, Inc., a new
company with headquarters in New York
Mr. Ch.ise is also president of Chase Pictures, Inc., independent film exchange in
Buffalo. He also served as vice-president
of Selznick Pictures, and later as Universalis foreign sales manager.

Ray

Griffith Signs
Christie Talkie

for

A contract to make one short feature dialogue play was signed this week by Raymond Griffith. Al Christie, who signed him
to the agreement, will star him in "Post
Mortems, " a 100 per cent talking film,
adapted from the story by Charles Devine.
The ]iicturc will be included on the Paramount program, and will go into work in
the near future.
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Exhibitors

Relate

Reports Contain Many
Valuable Suggestions
for Prospective Buyer
fCi'iitiiiiu-ti from page 1865)
_\ LBAXY. — Owners of motion picture
•^ *■ theatres in Albany, X. Y., having
sound equipment are rather reticent as to
advising other exhibitors on the advisal)ility of iiistallin!; siniihir equipment. Uly
S. Hill, managing director of the Stanley
chain of houses in Albany and Troy, prefers to let the exhibitor settle the question
for himself and stated that after all, it
■was the public who made the decision.
The Mark Strand and the Mark Ritz,
both first nin down town theatres in Albany, and both belonging to the Stanley
I'onipany are the only ones thus far to have
installed sound ei|uipnient. Proctor's Grand
and Harnianu^-Bleecker Hall in Alljuny,
both of which are Proctor houses, are installing sound equipment and expect to have
the same in operation soon. In Troy, the
Troy Theatre has sound equipment and
Proctor's Fourth Street house is also installing sound apparatus.
If crowds can be taken as any criterion
as to the success of sound pictures, then
there is no question as to the advisability of
the exhibitor installing the apparatus just
as soon as he can get it.
According to the managers of the Mark
.Strand, Mark Ritz and Troy Theatres, there
were no real problems encountered in the
projection booths in installing sound apparatus. Neither was there any remodeling of
the houses necessary. Overhead has gone
up, on account of the demands of the union
that an exti'a man be placed in the booths.
T> ALTIMOKK.— Those exhibitors plan-^ ning to install sound mechanism in
their theatres should take several facts into
consideration according to exhibitors who
have been interviewed in Baltimore.
First : An extra operator is needed in
the projection room; Second: Sound synchronized pictures have practically lost
their pulling power with the public and it
is full talking pictures that they want at
present which the companies seem unable
to give.
J. Louis Rome, president of the M. P. T.
0. of Maryland and general manager of the
Associated Theatres Corporation of Baltimore, speaking for the latter organization
said that the exhibitor must be sure that
the projection booth is large enough to
handle the extra work and to accommodate
two men.
While no remodeling was necessary for
the installation of the equipment in the
Apollo, Capitol or Broadway Theatres controlled by his company, Mr. Rome said he
found that it was necessary to employ an
extra operator at each of the three theatres
to be sure of good projection. This is particularly due to some of the reels only running four or live minutes.
C. W. Henderson, business manager for
the Frank H. Durkee Theatrical Enterprises, opei-ating a number of film theatres
in Baltimore and vicinity of which four,
the Belnord, Grand, Boulevard and Arcade
have been equipped with sound mechanism,
said they had practically no problems to

Sound

solve for llieii- jirujei'tion bontb> hiil in
some instances the screen had to lie OLovcd
forward on the stage to make r
n fur the
horns to be placed back of it.
The overhead expense, apart from the
cost of installation, according to Mr. Henderson, has l)een increased by the amount
of electric power used, by the extra man
employed at each theatre as an assistant
operator and in handling the expressage of
records from New York and Philadelphia,
whereas in the past all shows came to Baltimore from Washington.
A service charge is paid every week and
the equipment manufacturer has an engineer in Baltimore who inspects the equi]iment if any thing goes wrong and tixes i'
immediately unless he has to send away for
Mr. Henderson seems to think that those
exhibitors contemplating installation of
parts.
equipment had better lay off for one season
because there are not enough first class full
talking pictures being made at the present
time.

The ilodjoka
^|\/|"ILWAl"KKK.—
*■ a pre-release Midwesco
house Theatre,
with a
capacity of 2600 located on the south side
of Milwaukee, has been using Vitaphone
and Movietone equipment for several
months with very satisfactory results.
Fi-ed Brown, manager of the Modjeska,
believes the success of sound apparatus is
in the hands of the operator. "If you havi'
skilled, efficient ojjerators in the booth, you
have no problems to solve. The few difficulties which may arise the operators can
adjust almost immediately."
The Modjeska is constructed with an unusuallj' large balcony. The accoustic lU'operties of the tlu-atre were such that no
rebuilding or re-arrangements were necessary with the installation of sound machinery. It was necessary to enlarge the
booth to some extent. This enlarged booth
had to be entirely re-equipped.
The mnv

Experiences
sounil e(|uipinent also necessitated tlii' services of an additional operator.
The overhead expense for a house the
size of the Modjeska is not excessive. It
has been increased by the sound apparatus
to some extent however.
The sound equipment manufacturer services the nuicliinery at regular stated intervals and nuiinfains engineers in the city
who may be called at any time specific
trouble with the machinery arises. An engineer of the etpiipiuent company trains the
operators in the theatres where equipment
in installed and spends one week or more
with the operators during the projecting of
pictures at regular performances.
-Although the house was not built especially for this e(piipnient, engineers found
that but few alterations were necessary for
satisfactory installation. It was necessary
to enlarge the projection booth.
The installation costs were heavy, with
the reduction in orchestra costs more than
offsetting the increased pay of the operators. No increase in admittance price was
made and the house is one of the best paying ones in the city.
Mr. .Johnson also states that he receives
the greatest co-operation from both the
Western Electric and Electrical Research
engineers, who nmke an inspection of gquipment on the average of every three days,
and during the past three weeks have, after
the six months' o])eration made mechanical
changes on both the booth equipment and
stage wiring, In-inging the entire apparatus
up-to-date.
It is the opinion of the management that
standardized equipment only should be installed, and not be sold as interchangeable
I quiiunent. Also recommends that the most
experienced operators be employed, and
]irefers those who have run many short
subjects and their work checked before being allowed to run longer films.
(To be coiitUiiwd next week)

Direclori. adopt n nfw technique for sound films.
Archie Mayo
raises a jeorning
visitors at the Warner Bros, studio are to be seen and not heard

hand
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Visions

Harold Lloyd Official
Sees Their Possibilities
as Practically Unlimited
By WILLIAM

R. FRASER

General Miutager. Hnrold

THE

Lloyd

Corporation

outlook facing the inotioii picture
industry on the tiireshhohl of 1029,

lias an entirely dift'erent htie than in
any jwevious year of its existence. Not even
the most drifted clairvoyant can safely predict just what will liappen during the approachinff year, in the way of screen development.

Silent s W ill Stay-

That the talking picture is here to stay,
is, of course, a foregon:> conclusion.
Whether the vogue will lie for hundred per
cent talkers is another proposition. This no
one can be assured of. Hundred per cent
talking pictui'es, nor talking pictures in
any form, cannot eliminate the silent picture, if their action must be interpreted in
the cramped area they thus far have been
confined to. The scope of the microphone
must take in the same territory eovere<l
by the camera lens. The camera range must
not be limited by the ability of the mici'ophone'to record the voice. That to me is
the greatest jjroblem the talking picture
has to overcome right now, to be an unqualitied success.

The Third Dimension
On other sides we again liear rumblings
of the definite discovery of the third dimension in pictures. To me, stereoptical pictures will mean more to the continued appeal of the screen than any other single
factor. Combined with the voice, the possibilities of third dimension tilms are virtually beyond conception.
American producers are alert to meet
every shifting whim of the public, whether
it be in the Unit;'d States or in South
America. Today the hundred per cent
talker is THE thing. Tomorrow its the picture which has talking only in its last two
reels that wins acclaim, and is immediately
accepted as the proper way to handle the
talking situation. Next week all this may
be changed again. However, there is one infallible guide for picture producers to follow, and that is to make their eye entertainment capaljle of standing on its own
legs, regardless of dialogue or sound, for
the primary appeal in motion pictures always will be through the optical organs.
Harold Lloyd's plans for talking pictures

In the News

Next Week
World
Widens
A nnouncement

Important

Future

"Noise Morgue" Latest
at M-G-M Studio
A

"NOISE
MORGUE" is the latest
in
the Metro-Goldwyn-Majer
studio laboratories.
The odd collection of sound recordings was the result of extensive experiments conducted by Douglas
Shearer, chief sound technician, and
includes the pounding of horses hoofs,
booming of navy guns, airplane motors,
deluge of waters, police sirens, fire
gongs, falling of rain, howling of whipping gales and all other sound effects
that might be used in synchronizing
feature pictures.
Among the most unusual records on
file is the wail of a three-day-old
baby, the shriek of wind through the
aelerons of a falling navy plane, snores
of a sleeping man, rat-a-tat of machine
gun bullets spattering upon a pavement, and a complete football game
recorded in the I.os Angeles Coliseum.

have lieen given th- must mature consideration. His current production, as yet untitled, will be filmed in the same manner
he always has workeil, will be previewed in
silent form, and will have to meet the same
standard of the past before he finally goes
back and remakes those scenes in which
dialogue and sound will be incorporated.

DeForest Establishes Sales
Phonofilm Headquarters
The General Talking Pictures Coiporation has established headquarters in four
of the twelve zones into which ofificials of
the company have divided the territory and
authorized distribution of the DeForest
Phonofilm installations have opened their
various offices.
E. S. Manheimer and George Mooser, distrilnitors in New York State and New Jersey, have opened quarter's at Film Row,
New York; they will also have a sales room
at the offices of General Pictures in NewYork and will establish branch offices in
Ruffalo or Albany. P. Harrison, -Jr., distril)utor for the southern states, has opened
quarters in each of the branch offices of the
Harcol M. P. Industries, Inc., of which he
is president. .Jesse C. P^ishman, distributor
for Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, western Pa.
and \V. Va., has his office in Cleveland and
branches in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit.
Ben Amsterdam, who has the eastern territory, has established his office in Philadel]>hia.

Moviephone Machine Uses
Spool Principle

The Moviepluinc, which i> to be iiiaiiufactured and sold by Sound Pictures, Inc.,
New York City, and wdiich operates on the
spool principle the spools being wound Avilh
a magnetic wire which travels through a
sitecinl made magnet, is the newest of the
sound devices to make an appearance. Dr.
S. J[. Baruch, who is credited with having
invented a depth bomb that was used by
the government in the late w:ir, is the in\'<'ntor of the newly ]>atented stiund device.

P i c t ii r c

X c w s

of Talkies
The principle of its operation is really
telephonic magnetism and the spools of wire
are said to operate much in the sa,me
fashion of the film spools in a modern
projector. Its inventor claims that perfect
synchronization is achieved by his machine
by eliminating a portion of the wire to correspond with the loss of the film.
The company organized to manufacture
and market the device is headed by Arthur
E. Christie, president; Nathan Lurie, vicepresident; William S. Bemenyi, treasurer;
Dr. Baruch, general manager. The company,
which calls the device the First Moviephone,
plans to distribute it on a royalty or weekly
payment basis with a synchronized set of
spools for any nationally released pictui'e
the exhibitor might book.

The Warings and Barbara
Bennett Signed by F B O
Warings Pennsylvanians, record, radio
and vaudeville aggregation of musical artists, and Barbara Bennett, daughter of
Richard Bennett and .star on stage and
screen, have been engaged by F B 0 for
■'Stepping High," the temporary title of
an all-talkie for the 1928-29 schedule.
The production gets under way in the
near future at the Sound Studios in New
York under the direction of Bert Glennon,
who made '"Gang War," Supervision will
be in the hands of Robert Kane.

Pathe
Finishes
"Missing
Man," First All-Talkie

'^The Missing- :\r:m." the fir.-^t lIM) per
cent all-dialocrue tilm produecd by Pnthe,
was completed last week at the studio of
the cniiipany in Culver City. ' ' Listen,
Baliv. " will he the second talkins? feature.

Weiss
Bros.
Plan
Produce Talkies

to

ion
st
DeFore
tures Corporat
l PicfJenera
ent withand
an alignm
INPhonof
ilm whereby it will make its
debut in the talking picture field, Artclass Pictures, controlled by the Weiss
Brothers, is planning to start a series
of tests in order to perfect its organization as a preliminary to the production of the 1929 production schedule.
Artclass plans to make both shorts
and features and in both types of films
to incorporate dialogue throughout.
The "Craig Kennedy" stories, of which
the company has screen rights, is believed by Artclass to be suitable and
appropriate for its talkie program.
They are now dickering for the services of a star experienced in stage and
screen work for the lead in its picture
series. Six full length dialogue features and 12 three-reelers have been
scheduled so far. the first to appear
about December 21.
Completed productions will be available to exhibitors, it is said, via the
sound on film or the disc methods.
Artclass is going ahead with its original schedule and will finish all pictures before announcing the output for
next vear.
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Di'C. 2(1.— The imich.
HOLLYWOOD
di.si'ussc'd era of new star-building,
a direct result of talking pictures,
lias been started in the various studios.
The eon\moii inijiression, since the vogue
of dialogued jn'oductions, has been that
only such players who make good in talkies
will occupy the screen lirmamont of the future. Events of the past few months and
.stories published exclusively in the Motion
Picture Xews prove that this applies only
to a small minority, and that the average
standard screen players will continue successfully.
There are, however, a number of new
personalities who are rajndly coming into
prominence at theatre hox-offiees as a direct result of talking lilms. Classed with
these are also many who were formerly important in tihnland and lost out in recent
years. Only since the ince])tion of talkies,
have they returned to the screen from tours
in the theatre. Such people seem scheduled,
on the sirength of performances in recent
talkers, to attain greater film importance
than ever before.
A list of players, imported from the
stage on the West Coast, who the jjroducers
bclii'vi^ will lie added
to tli" regular film

Tin Pan Alley Shows
Holl>"v\ood
a Picture
TrickNews )
( Hollywood
Bureau,
Motion
20.— An eastDec. sher
, publi
HOLLYWOOD
ern music
recently
made a quick dash to the coast
to negotiate for the exclusive publishing rights to several theme songs being written for a super-special sound
picture. He was willing to go the limit
to obtain the rights, and expected that
he would have to pay a bonus to the
film producing company to make the
tie-up.
.\fler a preliminary discussion with
studio executives, he found them unfamiliar with the music publishing
business and general practices. When
the contract finally was closed, it provided that the film company pay the
publisher a bonus of $12,000 for publishing the numbers: with the music
man congratulating himself on the fact
that he had saved $10,000 which he was
prepared to give as a bonus on the
contract, in addition to separating the
producer from $12,000.

Stars

Hotel

Roosevelt,

Via

Phone Granite 2145

the Talkies

slnrs because of their ability in talking
|iictures, is given herewith. Some of the
names were signed by the studios before
talkers became as important as they are. It
is owing directly to performances in talking
pictures .just made, that the producers believe they are the "sound-stars" of the
new future.
Paramount and Fox have more such personalities than the others. At Paramount,
>creen personalities imported from the stage
whose importance increase with talking
j>ictures are Ruth Chatterton, Xancy Carroll, Maurice Chevalier, Phillip Holmes,
Frederic Marsh and Jack Oakie.
Fox points with pride and faith to Mary
Duncan, Helen Twelvetrees, Mai'guerite
Churchill, Sylvia Fields, Paul Muni, Charles
Eaton, Luinsden Hai-e and AVarner Hymei'.

Universal has Kathryn

Crawford

and

-John Boles. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's greatest sound expectations in new personalities
are Charles King and Bessie Love. The
latter, they say, will be greater than ever
before on the strength of her performance
in "Broadway Melody." King also makes
his sound-screen debut in thai.
All of Warner Brothers' best sound-film
bets are from the stage. Al Jolson, Edward
Everett Horton and Pauline Frederick are
under contract for several pictures. Signed
for only one, but with options for additional
pictures, are George Arliss, Sophie Tucker
and Ted Lewis.
Pathe has Robert Armstrong, Russell
Gleason and Eddie Quillan. United Artists
have Eleanor Griffith and HaiTy Richman
for one ]>icture witli options.

Only 6 of Paramount's 40 Contract
Players Have Not Talked
(Hollywood

Bureau,

HCJLLVWOUD, Dec. -.20.— Further evidence that the average motion jncture
player has not been affected thus far by
the increasing production of dialogue pictures is shown in the fact that '.ii of ParaUKuint 's 40 contract players will have
spoken parts in pictures by the end of December. In last week's Motion Picture
Xews, a complete list of contract players
in all studios was given, proving that very
few film personalities have lost out in the
past year.
Paramount's list is unique inasmuch as
oidy two of the 40 players were imported
on the AVest Coast from the speaking stage.
These are Ruth Chatterton and Frederic
March. There are some others, such as C.
P. Heggie, who were signed in the past, but
such contracts do not affect the status of
Paramount's

Motion

Picture

News)

Of the six Paramount i>la_\'ers who have
not spoken in the films, three are ah'eady
scheduled for speaking parts and the other
three will have spoken within the next few
months. By December 27, when ' ' The Wild
Party" and "Innocents of Paris" will be
started, the names of Clara Bow, Maurict
Chevalier and .lack Luden will be addeil to
those who talk. The only Paramount players who will not have recorded their voices
by the end of the year are Richard Dix,
Adolphe Menjou, Esther Ralston, Robert
Castle, Neil Hamilton and Lane Chandler.
Dix, Menjou and Miss Ralston are slated
for talking pictures. Dix's first will be
"Nothing But the Truth," starling the first
of the year. Jlcnjou's next is also to be dialogued, although reports state Jlenjou insists he will not talk. Ralston alsii will talk
in her lu'Xt.

West Coast people.

Wampas Baby Star Check-up Shows 7 of
13 Last Chosen Have Made Headway
( Hollywood

Bureau,

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 20.— Seven of the
thirteen Wampas Baby Stars elected
in February. 1!)2S, are still under contract
to studios. With the annual agitation for
new AVampas stars now under way, further
>nrvey reveals that only six have advanced
their screen careers to any great extent
since election. If six out of thirteen make
good, it will lie consiih'red an exceptionally
liigh average by the Wa)iiii.-is.
The seven

Motion

Picture

News)

still under contract to studios are Sue
Carol, Lupe A^alez, June Collyer, Gwen Lee,
Ruth Taylor, Audrey Ferris and Dorothy
Gulliver.
The six now in the free-lance class, who
were under contract when elected to Baby
stardom, are Lina Basquettc, Molly O'Day,
Flora Bramley, Alice Day and Ann Christie.
Of this sextette, Lina Basquette seems tu
{ Continued on follozuing page)
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Talkies

Have

Little

Dotty Jottings

Picture News)

Dec. 20.— Statistics
OOD,
HOLLYW
compiled by Dave Allen, head of
l
the Centra Casting: Bureau, show
that talking pictures have had little el^^ect
on extras and the amount of money paid to
that class of players. While there were
20,000 less placements during the past year
than the same preceding year, the average
daily pay checks for 1928 were bigger than
those issued in 1927, according to Allen.
He attributes this to the faet that while
fewer extras were called for, a better class
was employed.
Allen 's figures for the first ten mouijis of
1927 show there were 272,347 placements
for which producers paid .$2,223,442.80;
while for the corresponding period in 1928,
there were 240,119 placements, for which
$2,140,744.11 was paid. The average daily
wage for 1927 was $8.16, while for 1928 it
was $8.91, indicating, Allen says, a better
cla.ss of people being used. The total shown
here makes it 32,228 less in 1928 than in
1927. However, Allen believes that placements will pick up during the next two
months which -n-ill bring it down to 20,000
less than last year.

Wampas Baby Stars Make
Good Headway
(Continued from preceding page)
have advanced further than the others.
It is the custom of the Wampas to give
an "Achievement Cup" at their annual ball
to the Baby Star elected two years before
who has accomplished most. The list of
stars and their accomplishments since 1927
is not very promising at this writing. Unless one does something sensational between
now and February, 1929, when the cup will
be awarded, the Wampas will have a difficult time in singling out one individual.
The 1927 stars were Iris Stuart, Adamae
Vaughn, Sally Rand, Helene Costello,
jrartha Sleeper, Natalie Kingston, Rita
Carewe, Barbara Kent, Frances Lee, Gladys
MeConnell, Patrica Avery, Sally Phipps
and Mary McAllister. Of these, the only
names still under contract to studios, are
Martha Sleeper, Natalie Kingston, Sally
Phipps, Barbara Kent and Frances Lee.
The others have either left pictures, or are
free-lancing. Out of pictures are Iris
Stuart, Sally Rand, Adamae Vaughn.

St. Clair and Paramount Separate
Mai St. Clair and Paramount came to
an open split last week, with St. Clair leaving the studio. That he intended to do so
was published in the Motion Picture
News some time ago. For several weeks
St. Clair and studio officials have been arguing over story material. The final break
came after "The Wild Party," Clara Bow's
next starring picture, which Mai was slated
to make. It was taken from him and assigned to Dorothy Arzncr.
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in Their Salaries
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By

Jerry Hoffman

A

SUIT charging Cecil B. De Mille with
plagiarism in the making of "The King
of Kings" was filed last week . . . which
leads me to wonder how Matthew, IVIark,
Luke and John feel about it? . . . think?
. . . the chap suing claims "The King of
Kings" was taken from an original work by
himself! . . . and they still claim that no
one ever outlived Methuselah! . . .

F1

RICH.\RD JONES, who is to direct
Ronald Colnian in "Bulldog Drunnnond"
. . . sends out a story via the publicity man

. . . starting off with "Wanted — a girl witli
sad eyes"
line
. . . . . . Dick, you'll find her on any extra
CHARLES
GILPTN . . . colored actor,
seems to find Hollywood too powerful for
him . . . he Zi'as imported last year by Universal to play the lead in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
and right after production was started, Gilpin
was succeeded by James Lowe . . . recently
Fox brought him here to do the lead in "Hearts
in Dixie" and the pace wa,s too fast . . . or
some'pin . . . at any rate Gilpin is out and
George Reed will play the role instead . . . the
big classic to me is the colored actor in the cast
of the same picture who has gone: so ritcy and
high-hat that he won't talk to the other members
of his race and insists in the futiire on acting
ivith "white-folks only" . . . this Hollyzvooditis
makes no distinction of race or color in whom it
affects apparently . . .
IT'S
getting
actors
have for
to
go to
New so
YorkHollywood
in order to
be fiired
roles in Hollywood . . . "Skeets" Gallagher
will return to the film colony at Paramount's
expense to play in "Close Harmony" . . .
"Skeets" was here all last summer and despite his big legitimate rep in New York had
tough sledding . . moral , . don't volunteer, make 'em send for you
. .
WHOEVER
is responsible for the advance
trailer on "In Old Arizona" shown at
the Criterion in Los Angeles . . . should be
credited with very good work . . .but at the
same time I'm wondering whether it is possible
for any picture to fulfill the promises this trailer
makes ... at any rate it will bring business
and that is its primary function . . . which
reminds me, Dorothy Burgess, who plays the
lead in "In Old Arizona," makes her screen
debut in the role and I believe this girl will be
another of the future "sound-stars" . . . some
producer is going to make "The Squall" in picture and it was on the strength of her performance in the legit version that Miss Burgess was
brought into pictures . . . just a suggestion . . .

suggestions . . . the Warner
S announced
APROPO
Brothers
last week that they are
going to make a picture starring Daz'id Lee
called "Sonny Boy" . . . nozv it is my time to
"I told you so" . . . Ray Coffin, for the past
l-wo years with Hal Roach, is tearing and will
take charge of FBO's publicity department . . .
Lance Heath will concentrate on Gloria Sivanson . . . William Powell has a new contract
-with Paramount . . . if any one gives me more
gags about "The Barker^' being a dog-picture
there'll be murder committed and an acquittal
on the basis of justifiable homicide . . . Frank
Capra threw a great party the night "Sulnnarine" opened here . . . and zoith At Roscoe
assisting as host . . . all the boys had a great
time . . .

Money

News

Is Spent

^Vith Caddo Productions leasing practically all available airplanes in Southern
California
Angels,"
lers on the for
coast"Hell's
who have
been inair
thetravelhabit
of renting small planes for quick trips up
and down the coast were forced to resort to
train service.
Caddo had fifty planes from every commercial airport in Southern California for
eight weeks at a reported overhead of $20,000 weekly. The completed scene representing a mass airplane attack in the clouds, will
run about fifty feet when finally cut into
the picture.
Denny in Talk Films
Sound and dialogue will be used in all the
Reginald Denny productions. His last
three productions are now being synchronized under the direction of Eddie Cline.
These are "Red Hot Speed,'' "His Lucky
Day" and "Clear the Decks."
"Hoot" in the Air
"Hoot" Oibson is a western star who
will take to the air. His next production is
an original called "Birds of a Feather," in
which Ruth Elder will be leading lady.
Arthur Rosson will direct "Hoot"
separation of three years.

after a

New Paramount Talkers
• • Russian BalParamount is preparing
let" as an all talk film w ith musical numbers and dances to sfar B; aclanova. Oliver
H. P. Garrett is writing s
tory and story
adaptaoriginal
by
tion. "Night Court," an
Samuel Ornitz, will be pr
oduced by Paramount as an all talk film. Gary
Cooper and
Esther Ralston are slated.
George Cukor Signed
George Cukor, eastern stage director, has
been signed by Paramount and is now enroute to the coast. Cukor will spend several
weeks studying film production methods,
and will then be assigned to direct an all
talk picture.
Arthur

Caesar

Directing

Arthur Caesar is directing "Women Are
Like That," a Fox Movietone short with
Sharon Lynn and Arraand Kaliz featured.
The picture is adapted from a one act play
written by Caesar.
Lupe Valez Loaned
Lupe Valez has been loaned to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer by United Artists for Lon
Chaney's production, "Where East Is
East." Jetta Goudal, who was supjioscd to
appear opposite Clianey, will not be in the
cast, due to a hitch in negotiations. At present, Estelle Tayhu- is most likely to play
the role.
Keane and Whitney
Robert Emmett Keane and Claire Whitney, who have been touring vaudeville for
the past few years, will return to pictures
shortly. They are reported to have signed
with the Warner Brothers to make a series
of feature length comedies, somewhat similar in character to those featuring Mr. and
Jlrs. Sidney Drew some years ago.
(Continued on page 1894)
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

Pictures Versus Shopping and Sickness
Broadway Presents
Strong Line-up in
Face of Conditions
NEW
VtJRK LITV.— PV.rtiticd with strung
attractions to offset the annual Xmas
shopping slump most of the larger Broadway houses with the popular priced shows and
a majority of those in the $2 class came through
in very fair shape considering the odds against
their doing so. In addition to heavy department store competition there is a great deal of
sickness about town and health officials have
generously broadcast their advice to avoid, as
far as possible, places of public gathering. But
in lace of all this business was pretty good —
good enough for the pre-Xmas brand, anyway
and the current week sees three holdovers, two
with a very fair week's record and one held
in the face of poor business.
(3f the four big houses the Paramount and
Capitol made the best showings. As predicted
in this column last week Clara Bow's "Three
Week Ends" ( Par.) had its effect on the slump
that this house fell into several weeks ago and
attendance again struck the old money-making
gait. Changing of masters of ceremonies appears to be a regular thing at the Paramount
these davs. Bennie Krueger has replaced Frank
Fay.
The Capitol squared its shoulders for the
fray with "White Shadows of the South Seas."
This house held its head up all week with this
special which had already put in a good run at
the $i rate. It will stay for another week in
face of satisfactory business.
Roxy took a gamble with Sovkino's "End of
St. Petersburg" (Hammersteinj and it's safe to
state that Mr. Rothafel is about the only one
along the street who would take a chance on
booking a picture of this type into a 6,200seater. The picture had already played for
several weeks as a special, drawing a trade
that generally patronizes pictures of this type
and this fact coupled with the lack of popular
pull and Xmas trade conditions gave the big
house a rather poor week. In spite of all this
the Russian revolution film is being held an<)lher seven days and predictions are that it will
skid still farther into the red.
The Strand also had their strong man booked
— "Lilac Time" (F.N.), which had coaxed
many a $2 bill away from the customers during
its special run. It did pretty well for the week,
hardly well enough to justify a holdover but it's
getting it just the same. At the Rialtu, "Behind the German Lines" (Ufa-Par), which did
SM well the previous w'eek, German patronage
strongly in evidence, felt the depression, contrasting the first week's attendance with the
second. "Abie's Irish Rose" (Par.), with U'.
brand new voice, will succeed the German w ir
tilm on Saturday of this week. The Rivoli chd
fair enough for the week with "Revenge"
f U.A.), and after spending Xmas this nne
will
give way 28.to Vilma Banky's "Awakening"
on December
Considering the amount of rent and overhead
at the Colony it cannot be said that last week's
engagement of Pathe's dialogued "Show Folks"
made any profit for this house. Film not so
hot and conditions were bad.
No particular

strengthis holding
is reported
the Embassy
"Viking" for
either,
which
forth for
at the
the
holidays.
The Astor is still going along w-ell with
"Jimmy Valentine" (M-G-M) and after five
weeks of very fair business, "On Trial" (Warner talkie) will depart to let Fannie Brice's
"My Man" ( W.B. singing and dialogue) in
Friday,well,
current
week.
"Interference"
doing
feeling
the depression
a bit, isat still
the
Criterion,

and

First

National's

dialogued

"Barker" is pulling nicely at the Central. "Four
Devils" (Fox) is scheduled to leave the Gaiety
this week after a very fair run. "The Singing
Fool' held up well in face of business conditions.
Asked if the Hippodrome had become a secondrun house for Broadway attractions the K-A-O
office offered a denial. At any rate, "Submarine," "Outcast," "Drag Net" and Clara Bow's
"Three Week Ends" have had or will have
their week's stay at this house.

Kansas City Houses Have Fair Business
Despite Flu Epidemic
KANSAS CITY. — An epidemic of influenza,
which was widespread in its scope, exacted
a heavy toll from Kansas City theatres, but was
not expected to extend over a very long period.
Despite the loss of hundreds of regular patrons,
most theatres enjoyed fair business under the
circumstances, due to the fact that many out of
town Christmas buyers were in town.
"The Awakening," at Loew's Midland, did a
fair matinee business all week, but the nightly
attendance was short of the usual mark, which
also was the case at the Pantages, where
"Nothing to Wear" was the feature picture.
"Beware of Bachelors," at the Royal, did slightly better than any of the other first run houses,
as the title of the picture attracted hundreds of
(4

women and girls, w'ho were in the majority at
all performances.
"Prep and Pep," at the Globe, did less than
normal business. "Lonesome" did a good business at the Uptown, it being the first talking
picture to show at that house. The novelty of
a talkie, however, forced many a patron to place
an extra handkerchief in his pocket as a safeguard against his "flu" and come along.
Nothing out of the ordinary in the way of exploitation was done by any of the theatres, newspaper and billboard advertising remaining about
the same w^ith one exception, that being the Uptown, which used a slight increase in newspaper
advertising.

Singing Fool"
Run inContinues
St. Louis Prosperous

»,;;^T.
LOUIS.—theatre,
"The Singing
Fool,"
the
^
Mid-Town
Olive street,
justat west
of Grand boulevard, continued to play to record
business during the week and seemed destined
for an indefinite run.
The Grand Central closed its run of "On
Trial" on Sunday, December 16, and the house
was shut down to undergo improvements in
the way of redecorating, etc. It will have a
new Grand Opening on December 22. "On
Trial" did nice business but not up to what it
should have, considering the dramatic quality
compared with some other soimd films that
have been real box ofifice knockouts.
At the Missouri theatre "His Private Life"
was the screen offering and, aided by the personality of Eddie Peabody, had a big week.

The bill at the Ambassador was very nautical.
Dick Barthelmess and Betty Compson were all
at sea in "Scarlet Love," while Ed Lowry's
stage offering was "House Boat." However,
frankly, the stage show was a few knots ahead
of
view.the picture from an entertainment point of
"The Awakening," with \'ilma Banky at her
best, was the offering of Loew's State, and
apparently had a satisfactory week's run.
The St. Louis theatre, in conjunction with
live acts of vaudeville, offered on its screen
"Captain Swagger." It has a rather thin plot
but some real character acting.
The Capitol, at Sixth and Chestnut street,
showed "The Perfect Crime."

Neu/ Cotnpany^ Big Idea
Announcement

in

Neivs Next Week
World

JVide

Pictures,

Inc., makes

its bow

to

the

trade
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Reports

"Show People ' Does
Best Business Among
First Run Theatres
SEATTLE. — Just an average week at iucal
houses last week, with the pahn for gross
probably going to the Fifth Avenue Theatre with "Show People." Opinion was (piitu
divided on this film, but the names of the supers
atracti'd the crowds. Haines always draws well,
and Davies was acceptable, at least to most
patrons.
Business was very good.
The Seattle Theatre, once again, let the stag:e '
bill put the show over. Fanchon-Marco's
novelty "Up in the .Air" Idea scored a ver.\noticeable triumph, and eclipsed the film, ".Adoration." The latter was a typical Dove film, a
suitable program attraction for a house that has
a strong supporting bill. Business was good,
but not capacity by any means.
.^t tlie Music Box Theatre, "On Trial" continued to play to very good business in its second week. This isn't a sensational box office
film that keeps them standing in line for hours
like previous attractions, but it does hold up
very well and the house is well filled at all performances. Good supporting \itaphone and
Movietone acts. Business very good.
.At the Blue Mouse Theatre "The Woiuan
Disputed" ended a two-week engagement to
average business only. This one didn't stand
up very strongly with the patrons, and the twoweek gross was just moderate in size.
The Coliseum Theatre featured "Win That
Girl" and did a very fair little business on this
program release. Even at 25c this house is not
being flooded with patronage, so business was
acceptable and not much more than that. The
same thing may be applied to the F.mbassy.
w-here "Driftwood" was the screen attraction.
A local stage revue was an added box-office
magnet, but business has been just about average.
Pautages had a better than average week with
"Companionate Marriage" on the screen. The
title attracted added business, and the film
seemed to stand up pretty well. At the Orpheum, "The Haunted House" was the screen attraction, but the big business registered was due.
not to the fair film, but to the personal appearance of Lita Gray Chaplin as the headline attraction.

Illness,
Holidays
Hurt
Des Moines Business
Des Moines. — The pre-holiday slump was apparent at all the theatres and they are undoubtedly feeling the results of a siege of illness
which has been fairly general.
"Show People," at the Des Moines, was considered a good show, although Marion Davies
has not been considered a big personal draw
heretofore. Qara Bow, who generally draws
them in at the Capitol, in her "Three Week
Ends"
did not do so well. The stage show was
mediocre.

Only

Average

business help up ver\- nicely during the week.
"Scarlet Seas," starring Betty CompstMi and
Richard Barthelmess, did good business at the
Empress and "The Cop" .starring Louise
I'azenda and J. Farrell ilacDonald, also received good business at the Lil>erty.
The Criterion enjoyed a nice week's gross
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Week

with "Somet)ne to Love," starring Charles
"Buddy" Rogers, and the National Players,
11th week playing "The Gorilla."
Patsy Ruth Miller pleased 'em at the Victoria,
and the Orpheum's business was good with
vaudeville and feature picture "The Perfect
Crime," featuring Irene Rich and Clive Brook.

Albany Business Survives Usual Slump
Expected Before Holidays
ALBANY. — As a general tiling the motion
picture theatres of Albany and Troy figure
< n playing to smaller crowds during the weeks
immediately preceding the holidays. This year,
however, the situation has heen reversed to the
extent that business is holding up in fine shape
at all of the first run houses in the two cities,
while the residential theatres state that business
is but little off from normal.
The Mark Strand might have done better
during the past week with a picture other than
"Moran of the Marines," which was roundly
criticized by the newspaper critics. Despite
the unfavorable criticism and the holiday season, there was a line up in front of the box
office nearly every night last week and the
management expressed itself as well satisfied
with the week. In addition to the feature, the
theatre broadened its program to the extent
that three Vitaphone acts rather than two were
given
sound. together with an "Our Gang" comedy in
The Mark Ritz in Albany did a good business,
hut "'The Battle of the Sexes" did not appear to

please as well as many of the recent pictures
sh.own at this theatre. The Clinton Square in
Albany had a fair business with "Queen of the
Chorus" and "Beware of Blondes." Proctor's
Grand used "His Private Life" for the picture
end of its program.
Tn Troy, the best bet last week proved to be
"The Air Circus," running at tlie Lincoln, and
preceded on the f)pening day by heavy exploitation. This theatre is using exploitation
of late more than in the past and if resuUs
are to be taken as any criterion, there will be
more exploitation by the Stanlev company
in its group of houses in Albany and Troy than
has taken place for many an odd month.
The Troy theatre found only normal business with "Four Sons." Proctor's Troy theatre used "Companionate Marriage" and appeared to be able to draw them in. Subset|nent run houses in Troy declare that business
might show some pick up although the managements as a rule are not complaining to the
e^:tent of other vears.

Fair Patronage Despite
Unfavorable
Conditions in Ottawa
OTT.\\V.\. — Mild inlluenza and Christmas
shopping did their worst in Ottawa, Ont.irio, during the week of December 10, with
the result that theatre patronage was only fair
all around. The influenza was more of a scare
than anything else, but the people were not
taking any chances and stayed away. Every
type of picture was offered but they fared
about the same.
.\ "peach picture" was ".\doration" at the
Centre theatre, the peach being Billie Dove.
Everybody liked it. but the one objection was
that it was "another Russian."
"The ."Kwakening," starring Vilma Banky, at
the Regent theatre, was a sweet and spectacular romance, but it suffered in comparison with
"The Woman Disputed," a recent Regent success.
I). W. Griffith's "The

Battle of the Sexes"

at the Imperial had the tongues wagging. Some
thought Griffith had gone wrong in putting out
such a feature, but others saw many of his
deft touches in a modest production. It was
a good picture — but not great.
Poodles Hanneford and his big time circus
act meant quite a bit to "The Circus Kid" at
B. F. Keith's theatre. It was a popular story
of the big top all through and one liked Helene
Costello for her portrayal.
Much variety was offered at the new Avalon
theatre with "Ben Hur" playing first half and
"While the City Sleeps" during the last three
days. It was the fourth local run for *'Ben
Hur." 'Nuff said. Lon Chaney drew substantial business.
Mackaill
played
"Lady
Be stare
Good"in
at Dorothy
the Columbia
theatre,
but the
vacant
front of the theatre indicated that they did not
want her bad. Crowds were only fair at the
Fern

>.Ai\

.'\t the Strand. "Me, Gangster," Fox feature,
did well but not as good as it might have done.
The last half of the week was "The Head Man,"
a First National film with Giarlie Murray, did
fairlv well.

for Sally O'Neill

in "Lovelorn."

Indianapolis
First Runs
Have Off Week
Indianapolis. — Business was "otT" last week
for first run houses in Indianapolis. A citywide wave of influenza, unfavorable weather
and pre-Christmas activities kept crowds away
from picture houses.

Oklahoma
City Reports
Exceptional Week

Managers
reported diseases
tlie week crippled
"very bad."
The
wave
of respiratory
the staff
of several houses.

I )klahonia City. — Oklahoma City first run
theatres have enjoyed good business for the i)ast
week without exception. Receipts seemed to
have re.'ichecl a steady trend, with no unusually
big business reported and no bad spots.
The Capitol offered as its feature ()icture
\'ihna Banky with sound accompaniment. Miss
Hanky gave a very good accoimt of herself anrl

"The Desert Song" at English's played to
capacity houses all week, capturing a share of
the uKivie business. "Just Married," at the Indiana, did average business. Other houses had
attendance below normal. "Outcast" was at the
Circle; "The Midnight Taxi" at the Apollo,
and "The borhood
Awakening"
at the Palace. Neighbusiness was bad.

Thry'rp in the JSavy Notv!
Lo Rayne Du I'ul
ami /iV.Mf' AHvn, I'nitvrsnl hfoutics cast for
"Clfiir ifip Decks" Rei(inutd Denny's new prodiirlinn
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Cleveland Good Under Poor Conditions
Threatened Epidemic
and Christmas Fail
to Hurt Box-Offices

Lafayette Theatre ulTered "The Perfect
Crime," co-starring Clive Brook and Irene
Rich. This one scored with the fans. Business was very good at Shea's Hippodrome, the
•^ilversheet feature was "The Battle of Sexes."
.\lice White in "Show Girl." the headliner at
Shea's Bailey Theatre, attracted big attention
in that section, and brought in fa^r business.
Kensington Theatre screening "The Docks
of New York" made a great change in the box
office receipts after playing. Al Jolson in "The
Singing Fool" was played at the \'ictoria and
made a great hit. Dorothy Alackaill and Jack
Mulhall, who are co-featured in "Waterfront,"
will be featured at Shea's Kensington, and it
is hoped for a good showing.

CLEVELAND.— Contrary to all the rules
of the game, the motion picture theatres
which were oflfering unusual attractions
succeeded in drawing very good business ewn
thoush it was two weeks bet<.)rc Christma>
Added to this, there was considerable new >
paper space devoted to a threatened flu cp.
demic. In previous years, either one of the^>
conditions would have been sufficient to regisl-ji
a decided fall in the box-office barometer. But
the total average of the first-run theatres wiis
gfKXl.

"On Trial" played to capacity attendance at
every performance all week at the Allen. This
was given first place by local critics among
talking pictures and \V. Ward Marsh, photoplay critic for The Plain Dealer^ included it
among his Year's Ten Best Pictures.
" Singing Fool" closed its sixth week at the
Stillman in a blaze of glory and will continue
one week more, which will be its final week,
having broken both attendance and endurance
records.
•'Companionate Marriage" at the State, did
not prove to be the sensational attraction that
was expected of it. Business was good for this
season of the year, but the verdicts of patrons
were not enthusiastic. This picture was rated
as just fair popular entertainment.
"Lonesome," a simple tale told with charm,
and put on with a tremendously successful dolldressing contest, did very well at the Hippodrome.
"Scarlet Seas" yas moderately successful at
Keith's Palace Theatre. Business was average,
and opinions were pretty well agreed that
Barthehness was not at his best in this rough
tale of the sea.
"The Little Wildcat," an average picture
made amusing through judicious use of talking
sequences, did just fairly well at the Cameo.
"The Scarlet Lady," very Russian in flavor,
attracted considerable business at Keith's East
105th St. Theatre the first half of the week,
while "Phyllis of the Follies" was sufficiently
entertaining
to keep the week's average pretty
steady.
"Masks of the Devil" and "Varsity" divided
honors at the Park, where both pictures played
their first subsequent run engagements. Business was better the first half of the week.
Hc»wever, being an uptown house, it was seriously affected by the spreading flu epidemic,
which threatens to close the schools.
Legitimate theatres had strong enough attractions todraw business in spite of tlie heavy
Christmas shopping. "The Command to Love"
did very well at the Hanna, and "The Vagabond King," playing a return engagemeiU at
the Ohio, had satisfactory business.
Neighborhood motion picture theatres were
hard hit. Christmas shopping and flu hit these
houses and the result was unfortunate.

Pittsburgh
Business
Big
During Past Week
Pittsburgh. — Loew's Penn had a big weck'^
business with "The Woman Disputed" and Publix stage unit "Crinohne vs. Ja^z." Norma Talmadge's popularity is waning, yet this film
pleased fairly well.
The Stanley had an exceptionally good week
with "On Trial,"' a "talkie," which made a big
hit with the audiences.
The Grand had "The Man Who Laughs/' a
powerful drama w^hich brought better-than-averagc business.
"Lonesome" went over exceptionally well at
Loew's Aldine, where a nice week's business

Jf hen ''The Hnrker's" rtt^e breaks loose. One
of the t'xi'itini: scenes in Urst JKntionnVs filmizatitm of the play wherein MUrnn Sills nnd
Betty Coin/tsnn jntrlivipnte in a hit of iiciion
was
astic. enjoyed and the audiences seemed enthusi"Show Girl" did a nice busines at the Regent
for the week. Some of the wise-cracking titles
were really funny, while others went over the
heads of the audience. "Beware of Bachelors"
at the Olympic got fair business.
"Revenge." one of the poorest pictures of this
or any season, got just the kind of business it
deserved at the Liberty for the week. The
Camerapiione
did fair with "Show
People."
"The Power of Silence" at the Alhambra got
average business.

Buffalo

Theatres
Report
Good Business

— Business
the
lastBuffalo.
two weeks
went into the
the Buft'alo
BuiYalo theatres
and Great
Lakes.
Clara Bow. starring in "Three Week Ends"
at Shea's Buffalo, brought good business. "The
Red Dance." with Dolores Del Rio, was a success and was well attended for the week.

The Kemuore Theatre offered "Fazil," witii
Farrell and Kissen. and did very good business.
"The Patriot" did not bring in much at the
Plaza.
Neighborhood houses were way oft" again, but
are expected to pick up alter the holidays.

Tampa Houses All Report
Satisfactory Take
Tampa. — All llic ])iLturL-s used b\ Tampa theatres for the opening of the week seemed to have
plenty of "It" as they all pulled nicely and gave
every house a very satisfactory Sunday. The
Victory ran up the largest gross for the day
with "The Red Danco" featured, three \'itaphone acts aJid the .Movietone News. King
George was seen and heard in this latter reel
and was featured in the billing. A good show
and good business all week.
"West of Zanzibar" pulled nicely for the
Tampa the first half. Though the receipts were
not up to the record established by Chane\' in
some former productions, it was satisfactory.
"Wind," featured the last half, did not do so
well. Receipts hardly up to average. Sound
pictures open at this house Sunday.
"Romance of the Underworld" started the
week in good shape for the Strand. "Husbands
For Rent," and "Marked Money" were the
other features used, both drawing just about
a\era,ge business.

Christmas Shopping and Flu Scare Put
Crimp in Baltimore
Receipts
and William HaiuLS. was transferred from

BALTIMORH.— Xmas shoppmg probahly
had a great deal to do with the slump in
business at the tirst-run theatres during the
week beginning Monday, December 10. And
l»erhaps this was aided somewhat by the llu
scare and inclement weather.
Despite this, however. Loew's Century had a
very
good Charles
week with
"Someone
Love," with
cofeaturing
Rogers
and Maryto Brian,
a Loew-Publix stage show.
The all-talking Vitaphone feature, "The
Home-Towners," co-starring Richard Bennett
and Doris Kenyon, proved a very good business
getter
Warner's Metropolitan.
The atKL-ith-Albee
Xew Garden went along
with fairly good business through the week
with Jack Alajor in his second week as the
\'audeville lieadliner and the feature picture
"Freedom of the Press."
"Blindfold," while a very good sound picture, only did a less than fair business at the
Xew theatre. Strange to say, this picture
seemed
better
than "Me,
Gangster,"
but still toit be
didliked
not do
a better
business.
"Waterfront" went over very good at the
Rivoli. It was offered as a sound picture, and
appealed greatly to audiences.
"Outcast." starring Corinne Griffith, proved
awith
goodsound.
pullingMiss
attraction
Stanley.
Griffith atdidLoew's
decidedly
her
best work in this fdni.
"Sliow
People," costarring Marion
Davies

Loew's Century to Loew's Valencia, upstairs,
and it did a fair business at that house. This
show was aided again by large publicity and
advertising space in the News and Sunday
American, Hearst newspapers here.
The Lewis Mack stock company at the Hippodrome, does not seem to be going so well and
therefore that theatre had a poor week with
"Craig's Wife."
"Bondage," the foreign production, offered
at the Little theatre by the Motion Picture
Guild, while an excellently well done production, pulled only poor to fair business.
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Orleans Hangs Up Banner Week

Gold Weather Fails
to Check First Runs
In Record Business

"The King ut Kings." which was roadshowed at the Metropolitan last year for a
couple of weeks, came into the State and did a
very good business, but not sufficient to warrant
keeping it another week.

ORLEANS.— Despite one or two
NEW
days of excessive cold and inclement
weather, downtown first-run tlieatres of
Xew Orleans did more business tlian at any
time during the past six months.

Corinne Griffith in "Outcast" was only a fair
attraction at the ilinnesota, and "The Toilers,"
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Jobyna Ralston, didn't create much of a riot at the box
office. The Hennepin Orpheum was showing

Loew's State Theatre, wliere "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was the screen feature, did the biggest
lousiness of the past year. Huge crowds waited
in line for hours to get into the Canal Street
playhouse to see this Universal production.
This playhouse has a few hundred balcony
seats for colored patrons. The business done
was the biggest in the history of Loew's State.
Unlike many other cities, there were no howls
or protests against the showing of the epic of
slave days.

Lon Chaney in "West of Zanzibar," and while
the Chaney name may have drawn in quite a

"Show People." with Marion Davies and
William Haines, was the new Saenger attraction and did the next best business of the w^eek.
it was the picture that clicked for this house
as the stage show was not up to average.
At the Liberty Theatre "The King of Kings"
was shown at popular prices for the first time
and despite the fact that it had its local premiere at the Tulane Theatre here about two
years ago, drew well. It was presented with
sound effects.
"Lonesome" was the Tudor talking picture
and went over big. This house is the home of
talldes. Four acts of Vitaphone vaudeville
were offered in conjunction with the feature.
"Show Folks." with Lina Basquette and Eddie
Quillan. was the Orpheum attraction and was
responsible for whatever business this playhouse did.
The Palace Theatre featured "The Chorus
Kid." with Virginia Brown Faire and Bryant
Washburn in conjunction w^th a musical comedy, but the management credits the film with
drawing business to this theatre.
Saenger's Strand did a soaring business compared to the previous week with "The Port of
Missing Girls."
Business was above average.
"The Docks of Xew York" had its premiere
at the Saenger a few weeks previous, but the
Globe drew well despite this fact. Neighborhood and suburban theatres report business as
being on the increase since the coming of
winter.

Christmas
Shopping
Hits
Minneapolis Houses
Minneapolis. — iNitential niovie-gocrs were
rather busj' doing their Christmas shopping last
week, and many of them couldn't be bothered
with going to the theatre. That fact, coupled
with the fact that there were few outstanding
attractions in town, probably accounted for the
fact that business was not all that the exhibitors
could have desired at this period of the year.

few people, the picture was off, as most everyone who saw it agreed.
Pantages found "The Apache" a fairly good
drawling crowd, while the Lyric did a rather
brisk business with Jack Holt in "The AvaNorma Talmadge in "The Woman Disputed"
drew the crowds in satisfactory manner ut the
Grand, a second-run loop theatre. Among the
lanche."
neighborhood
houses, the Granada did well with
"Women They Talk About," the Rialto with
"The Lion and the Mouse" and the Lagoon with
"Show People."

Pre-Christmas
Apathy
Makes
Poor in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE.
— The pre-Christmas
apattiy
in the show business
has hit Milwaukee
theatres. Business was very dull throughout
the week and managers are looking forward to
much the same kind of business for next week.
Too much competition at this time of the year
they say, from the gift laden stores. All theatres experienced the let down in activities so
the reason is evidently not to be found in the
pictures offered or their exploitation.
"White Shadows in the South Seas" finished
a two weeks' stay at the Majestic where it
played to ver>' good houses. "The Hometowners," at the Garden, drew very slim houses
throughout the week. "Sunrise," at the Strand,
is holding its own and is doing fairly good business. "Fazil," at the Wisconsin, was not the
drawing card it was hoped and houses were just
moderately good. "Dry Martini," at the Merrill, just managed to get along. Business poor.
"The Wedding March," at the Alhambra,
which was given a little more than the usual

Business

advertisnig. started the week well and kept up
fairly good averages for the balance of the week.
"Someone to Love" was offered patrons at the
Orpheum. Here business w'as just fair. Moderately good houses were the lot of the Riverside,
where "Show Folks" was featured.
Neighborhood houses are struggling along,
many of them have resorted to offering dishes
and glasses to women patrons. Some are offering chances on furniture to bolster up receipts.
This week was just another of poor to fair
business.
"Women They Talk About" did just about
that amount of business at the Oriental and
Tower. At the Uptown. Modjeska and Garfield, "Beggars of Life" was offered to veryslim houses. The Eg>'ptian presented "Freedom
of the Press" and advertised it as first Milwaukee showing.
With three
acts of in"Chicago"
vaudeville
the program
succeeded
drawing
fair houses. "Out of the Ruins" did fairly well
at the Milwaukee and National.

Cincinnati Managers Satisfied With
Results Under Poor Conditions
CINCINNATL— Ahhough tht- diversion of
both time and money to other channel s
occasioned by tlie holiday season has made
itself felt to some extent at majority of the
Cincinnati houses, yet, considered as a whole,
business is better than it was during the corresponding period last season, and managers
say that if it does not fall below its present
level the>' will be satisfied.
The Albee, featuring Sophie Tucker at the
head of an otherwise good vaudeville hill, and
showing "Adoration" on the screen, enjoyed an
unusually good patronage for the week, in fact,
it was better on some nights than was the attendance for equally strong programs earlier in
the season.
"Wings." at the Lyric, showing at popular
prices with sound and music, did a highly satisfactory business, especially considering the fact
that the picture was road-showed earlier in the
season at the Erlanger Grand Opera House
just across the street
from the Lyric, where
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it ran for several weeks to capacity at every
showing.
The picture will be held over.
The Capitol, with "Mother Knows Best," with
Movietone and Vitaphone, had a very satisfactory week, which, however, was not one
that will go down in history as a record breaker.
"Captain Swagger," at Keith's, sound and
music synchronized, succeeded in maintaining a
rather steady flow of customers, which is also
true of the Strand, showing "The Red Mark."
The Palace, where Menjou in "His Private
Life" was the screen underline, together with
an aggregation of pleasing acts, had an exceptionally good week, w^hich, at this house, is generally the rule.
The neighborhood houses are not declaring
any extra dividends on account of box-office returns for the current week, despite the fact
that many of them offered attractions quite
above the average for their theatres.

"Shop

Early" Movement
Helps Harrisburg

Harrishurg, Pa. — Altliough in other years
approach of the Yuletide has had an adverse
effect on the business of the Harrisburg theatres, no serious slump had been encountered
t!uis far this year, with Christmas less than
two weeks off. One theory to explain this is
that the "shop early" movement has sent the
gift buyers into the stores far in advance of
Christmas, so that they iiave more time as the
holiday is drawing near to visit the movies.
Consistently good business was done all week
at Loew's Regent, where the main film attraction was "West of Zanzibar," starring Lon
Chancy, Lionel Barrymore. and Mary Nolan.
The play was pronounced by local critics to be
{Continued on page 1876)
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Geraldine

The Danger Rider

Mild Tale of Young Love

Average Western, itith Comedy

(Reviewed by Raymond

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
IT OOT GIBSGX appears in an ordinary,.
' ^ hum-drum western, which, it not
equipped with comedy snatches, would be
pretty much without any of the things
that fans crave in westerns. It looks plainly as if Hoot were kidding the everlasting

Ganly)

rp VIDEXTIA' there wasn't much tii the
■L' Booth Tarkiiisjton story from wliich
Pathe produced this harmless movie of the
qualms of young love. It is a light, little
piece all the way and, while not so good fur
those sensitive souls, is pleasant enough en
tertainment for the fan who is not to"
critical. It is a program picture and on.
that 's not very strong at the hox office.
Eddie Quillan, Pathe 's ambitious ynunj;
star, has the first male role. Featured with
him is Marion \ixon as the girl wlioui
Eddie turns from a drab to a bright,
s])rightly thing. There is a third party,
fiaston Glass, with whom the girl is infatuated. But Eddie proves his worth in the
end and it is he who capers down the homc>
stretch with the girl ujjon his arm.
Unpretentious, Eddie and JIarion portray
their roles of adolescent lovers with youthful verve. They make out pretty well when
you consider the amount of action in the
story.
There's very little.
Drawing Power: The picture needs push
and plenty of it, too. Most appropriate for
second run and vaudeville houses. Exploitation Angles: Play up the Tarkington
name, the ca>t, the dancing, the prohibition
raid and dance contest in the story.
THEME: Young man is hired to transform colorless girl to charming hutterfly.
During his labcTs, she is unmindful of him,
being in love with an indifferent lawyer, but
the young feUer shows his quality and the
girl eventually falls for him.
Prcduced and distributed by Pathe. To
be released, .Jan. 1.5, 1929. Length, "),95<1
feet. Director, Melville Brown. Author,
Booth Tarkington. Adaptor, Carey Wilson.
Scenarists, George Dromgold, Peggy Prior.
Editor, Barbara Hunter, titles, .John Kraft.
Cameraman, David Abel.
THE
Eddie
Geraldine
Her father
The lawyer

CAST
Eddie Quillan
Marion Nixon
Albert Gran
Gaston Glass

The Haunted House
Exciting Mystery Story
(Reviewed by Chester J. Sniilh)
THE mystery play as a screen vehicle
is made very attractive by the weird
sound effects that can be employed. They
nuike it even more blood-curdling than
the stage play. Fortunately for this one
the effects are unusually good as the story
needs a bit of bolstering up. It is rather a
weak tale which becomes somewhat
monotonous through repetition. There is
too much a sameness to it throughout.
Here is a whole cast searching through a
haunted house for .$.500,0110 that has been
secreted there by the wealthy uncle of the
family, who has forbidden any of the
family entering the house. They do not
even wait for his demise before disobeying
the order. It is then just a succession of
encountering supjiosed ghosts, with the
weird slamming
of doors anil other gro-

themes, burlesquing the usual "bad man"
angles and making fun of ''the grand open
spaces" honored times innuuierable in films
of western calibre. Perhaps this is as it
should be and in the case of this westei'n.
its comedy is its foremost asset.
You've heard of the story before: a girl
running a ranch and employing convicts
thereon in the hope of refoinning them.
When one of the convicts starts some monkey shines, Hoot is on the job as the girl 's
protector and though she thinks him to be
a crook she discovers finally his deep and
Merna Kennedy, rhtisen
by I'nii-erstil fur the
juvenile lead in "Broaditny" iiilh Director Paul
Fejos and Carl Laemmle, Jr., production supervisor

tesque effects that send a chill down the
spine the first time each is revealed.
Chester Conklin and Thelnia Todd are
the featured pla.vers and they do well
enougli with their material, but the comedy
element in the story is of a type that does
not show Conklin to the best advantage.
There are a few real humorous sitiuitions,
but the picture will have to stand up under
its mystery element rather than the comedy.
Drawing Power: It is the type of play
that has a jinpular appeal and its effectiveness is materially added to with the addition of sound. Any wired house slmuld do
good business with it. Exploitation Angles:
The search for the hidden gold, weird
effects, the good cast.
THEME: 'Wealthy uncle of a large
family is being slowly poisoned. He calls
all expectant heirs together, hands each a
letter with instructions not to open it.
They all disobey and find the wealth is
hidden in the haunted house. After harrowing experiences the uncle appears and bestows the fortune upon the right pair.
Produced and distributed by First Xational. Length, 5,755 feet. Released, Xov.
4, 1928. Adapted from the stage play by
Owen Davis. Directed by Benjamin Christensen.
THE
Billy
The .\urse
James Herbert
Tully
Xancy
Mrs. Rackham
Mr. Rackham
The Caretaker
The Mad Doctor
Sleep Walking Girl
Jack the Chauffeur

C.\ST
Larry Kent
Thelma Todd
Edmund Breese
Sidney Bracy
Barbara Bedford
Flora Finch
Chester Conklin
William V. Mong
Montagu Love
Eve Southern
Johnnie Gough

manly
character.
Allup.of whicli is old stuff'.
Hoot has
dressed it
Drawing Power: ■ For the houses that
always find a demand for westerns. Exploitation Angles: The usual procedure for
exploiting
THEME; a wi'stern.
Westerner, portraying role of
"bad man," protects a girl whose ranch
is overrun with convicts and wins her.
Produced and distributed liy Universal.
Released, Xov. 18, 1928. Length, 5,357 feet..
Director, Henry MacKae. Story by Wynn
.lames. Scenario bv Arthur Statter. Editor,
Gilmore Walker. Titles, Harold E. Tarsliis.
Cameraman.
Harry Xeumann.
The Cast: Hoot Gibson, Eugenia Gilbert,
Reeves Eason, Monte Montague, King Zany.
"Camping
Out"
(Pathe — Two Reels)
[Revietved by George J. Reddy)

fun is supplied
MUCH
the freckled
face kid by
and Donald
a fine Haines,
cast of
players that make up the troupe in this third
number of "Sniitty and His Pals Comedies,"
produced by Amedee J. Van Burcn. When Van
Buren hit upon the idea recently, of adapting
for screen purposes, the internationally popular
newspaper
cartoon
strip "Smitty
His Pals"
from the pen
of Walter
Berndt, and
he surely
did
strike a natural. The popularity of the cartotm.
plus the sterling work of the players humanizing the strip, and some real comedy gags, combine to make something for the exhibitor to
shout about. This third release in the series
paces along on the same high levels.of entertainment set by its two predecessor
The story
relates to the adventures of Smitty, Herby, Pa,
Ma, and the Boss, while on a vacation caiup'ug
trip in the woods, with rnan\- laughs being
ofifered in the endeavor of these city-bred folk to
get close to nature. George Marshall director.
A sure-fire short-comedy film for presentation
in any type of house.

"Trail of '98"
Subtitle— Fron> "Do Your' Duty"
for First National, titles by Gene
Towne :
"There wouldn't be any traffic jams
if they let only the cars that were paid
for on the streets."

Clarence
Brown
' ' Trail
of '98,' ' M-G-M
special,
which
had 'srun
engagements
in Los
Angeles and X'ew
to eight reels for
had synchronized
and sound effects
lar picture houses

York, has been cut down
general release and has
musical accompaniment
added. Release in reguis slated for .January.
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"Shadows"
(Universal — One Reel)
'I'^HIS reviewer has previously commented on
1 the novelty and real entertainment value
of the Universal series of single-reelers known
as "Laemmle Novelties." These films all contain clever little plots, aiid are brought to the
screen by competent players. They should certainly lend spice to any theatre bill.
In "Shadows." the newest number, two lovers, sitting on a bench outside a private estate,
are suddenly horror stricken by a tragedy unfolded in shadows on the shade of a nearby
■window. -A. group of men stealthily appear,
money is involved, an altercation takes place and
a gun is drawn. Then darkness until a light
appears in a second story window. Another
shadow, this time a woman screaming. Again
a light downstairs and the shadows reveal a
fight, the fleeing men and one still figure.
The terrified young people summon the police
and investigation proves that Bill, owner of the
house had taken some friends home for a card
game, the supposed altercation merely a friendly
argument, the gun a trick cigarette case. The
shadows upstairs occurred when Bill tried to
filch some change from friend wife's purse,
getting caught iti the act. The fight downstairs
was wifie breaking uji the party. — GEORGE J.
REDDY.

"Hold Your Horses"
(Universal — Two Reels)
( Reviewed by George J. Rpthiyi
Mike and Ike tCciiii ai-ain appear in another of their Stern Brothers-Universal
comedies, and offer their nsual amount of laughs
There is enough of the gag and story element in
this two-reel comic, to rate it a berth on thf
average program.
Mike and Ike had been quite successful in
devising ways and means of stjothing unpaid
housekeepers, but they hit a snag at their latest
hangout, and are bounced out with little ceremony. Wandering down street, the boys meet
two pretty dames, and soon forget their troubles,
when the girls suggest they all go horseback
riding. At a saddle shop, Mike and Ike rehearse on a wooden horse, and lose some of their
enthusiasm, when they receive a rough tossing
around. The pair are let in on a deal more
trouble, upon arriving at the riding club. They
are thrown from their mounts so many times,
that the girls become tired picking them up, and
finally give them the a'r with a merry ha! ha!

Bert that the house next door was robbed last
night. And at about the same time, Harry is
trying to navigate his w-ay home. When he
sees a goose loose, he starts after it, chasing it
to the Stevens house. It flies in a window,
knocking over a vase. The Stevens, upstairs
in bed, of course, think it is a burglar and start
downistairs heavily armed.
Harry, in the meantime, has climbed inside
after the goose. It walks on the piano keys
and then turns on the radio. Bert fires at the
radio when he hears a shot come through the
ether from a scene that is being broadcast. This

"MM

W{

wrecks the radio. Harry's hat falls on the
goose, and the Stevenses have an e-xciting ten
minutes chasing what they think 's a burglar.
Many other exciting things happen before peace
is again brought over the household. — GEORGE
J. REDDY.
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^'The

Mail

Man"

(Paihe— One Reel)
HERE is an up-to-the-average Aesop Film
Fable release. The animation is good, and
several new bits of pen work have been injected.
Old Farmer Alfalfa is seen this time cast as
post-master of Fablesville. He sends his trusty
carrier, Milton Mouse on a dangerous mission
delivering a pouch of registered mail. Along
the route, Milt meets his sweetie, Rita, who is
flying a kite, and later is attacked by two desperate bandits. A haw^k flys off with the money
bag, the bandit cat pummels Milt, and then runs
off with his girl friend. The important action
of the cartoon is presented in the efforts of the
mouse to get hack his stolen sweetie and the
mail, and also to bring the thieving animals to
justice.— GEORGE J. REDDY.

'^Dumb — and

How"

(Educational— One Reel)
THREE funmakers lead the comedy antics in
this Cameo film. Under the direction of
Jules White, Eva Thatcher, Bert Young and
Harry Allen have produced a fair combination
of fast action and giggles. Bert Young and
Harry Allen are comparative newcomers to
comedy, but they get over well. Eva Thatcher
is a veteran in Educational's comedies and her
characterizations
are always gotxl.
Eva and Bert Stevens are just retiring when
the feminine member of the household reminds

fe!zr^^

Director Clarence
Badger and
make whoopee
nt the expense

!\eil Hnmillim
of Clara Bow

during the filmina of Paramount's "Three Week

"The Claim Jumpers"
(Universal — Two Reels)

iRevieived by George J. Reddyi
ANEW

{Continui-d jroui l^a^ic 1^74)
one replete with mystic thrills of a type that
is bound to grip an audience.
Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel, in the
Vitaphone
drew
well at the talking
Colonial,picture,
while "Tenderloin,"
Clara Bow, always
popular in Harrisburg, provided quite satisfactory entertainment at the Victoria in "Three
The film attraction the first half of the week
Week-Ends."
at the State was Esther Ralston in "Sawdust
Paradise." while the last three days the screen
play was "Romance of the Underworld." Gloria
Swanson, in "Sadie Thompson," which packed
them in at Loew's Regent some months ago,
was presented for a repeat booking at the
Rialto, and did a big business.
It has been the experience of neighborhood
theatres in Harrisburg that plays which prove
big successes in the first run houses are pretty
certain to draw well when they return to the
smaller theatres.
The Russell presented a double bill, including
■"Sorrell and Son." with H. B. Warner and
Anna Q. Nilsson. and Art Mix in "Lightning
K'ange." The Broad Street did well with Lois

■^

Wilson

in "Ransom."

Portland,
Ore, Glories
Record Receipts
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issue in the Universal
series of westEnds" Edmund
ern featurettes, starring
Cobb,

this two-reeler pictures the usual "Ranger"
background, tied up with some hard-fighting,
hard-riding and romance. It is sure-fire stuff
for the kids, and of course will click w-ith other
western fans.
Cobb, as Fred Hale. Forest Ranger, who for
months had been trailing a band of claim jumpers, arrived at Dad Adams' cabin just as John
Burr and his gang, who had wounded the old
man in a gun fight, were riding off at top speed.
Fred was dressing the old man's wounds when
his daughter. Alice, steps in.
They decided upon a clever ruse to trap Burr.
Fast ridhig, fierce fighting and the co-operation
of the Rangers at Headquarters helped them to
carry out their well laid plan and capture Burr,
the despicable claim jumpei

in

Portland, Ore. — Some outstanding box office
records were hung up during the week, which
will hvlp materially the totals for 1928, and
put the managers in a most optimistic frame
of mind for the coming year's activities, which
promise to continue good.
No doubt at all but what Charlie Murray, in
person, at the Portland theatre was the bright
and particular magnet which help^^d to break
house records, yet the entire oft'ering of
Fanchon & Marco's "Hat Idea" was much better than good. On the screen Richard Dix, in
"Moran of the Marines," assisted by Ruth
Elder. George Johnson, another new organist,
brought a book of musical novelties.
At "The Broadway," a diversified bill drew
fairly well, with Clara Bow in "Three Week
Ends," and Max Bradgeld and his band.
Pantages theatre opened their first "talkie"
with
goodWalter
business
for "Melody
of Love,"
featuring
Pidgeon.
Mildred Harris
and
Tommie Dugan. Pathe, with sound-film, was
also fair attraction with headline act Masters
and Grayce Company.
"The Home Towners" brought record crowds
at the evening performances at the Music Box,
and will be sufficiently good to run for a
second week. Bobbie Burns at the Wurlitzer
gave usual musical novelties.
"The Awakening." at United Artists, brought
out increased attendance for first three days,
but eased off at end of week. Metro-Movietone
acts were interesting. Vilma Banky shoe contest stimulated attendance here.
A departure from Warner to FBO offering
Clive Brook in "The Perfect Crime" did
e.'uially as well at Blue Mouse from attendance
standpoint.

"Pathe Review No. 51"
(Pathe— One Reel)
NJECTING a subject containing more or
less of a "news" twist into an educational
reel, serves to bolster it up considerably, and
this seems to be the method now being used in
the compilation of Pathe Review. The highlight scenes of this issue are corraled under the
headingviewsofhave "Ring
Memories."
Pictorial
interbeen obtained
with such
prominent
squared circle heavyweight ex-champions as
James J. Corbett, James J. Jeffries. Jess
Willard. Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney.
These scenes alone are enough to sell the public the idea of seeing a show, (^ther interesting scenes are "A Reallv Drv Countrv," and
••Yorktown."— GEORGE J. KKDDV.

"Pathe Review No. 52"
(Pathe— One Reel)
SEVER.\L interesting subjects combine to
make this Pathe Review issue, quite entertaining material. For the lead-off sequence
t'tled "\ Leaping Riot." the camera has caught
some excellent shots of an exciting Kangaroo
round-up in .'\ustralia. .Mso presented in this
reel ive
are Pathecolor
"The City
Beautiful,"
attractstudies
of the showing
beauty spots
of
N. Y.. and "The \'ery
R<x:hester,
of of
the cityArt
Weird
.\rchipenko," a picturization of
tile works of the famous sculptor, and a lilm
interview with him in his New York studios.
—GEORGE J. REDDY.
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Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England
From

tlie Oilier Side
of the World
Someone onee said
lliat half of the worhl
never knows how the
Ml her half lives, and
tliis phrase certainly

Ernest R. Lim

aj>plies to theatre maiiMirenient, espeeially it
villi could read my
daily mail, hroug;ht t(t
Miy desk from every
eiirner of the earth,
.hist to give you some

idea that all the "pep"
is not cornered in America, we present herewith, without adulteration, a most interesting letter received from Mr. Krnest R. Lim,
manager of the Koyal Standanl Bioscope,
a theatre located in far-off Borneo, Dutch
Ea.st Indie>. Head it over and then paste
it in your hat because it is worthy of such
recognition.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
f am enclosing the application form
for
memb;rship
the Managers'
Roundit
Table
Club, dulyof filled
in, as I find
will be good for my business to be member of this Club. However, I hope, I
will be accepted.
I do not know, whether the business
in Dutch East Indies is equal to that in
the States. I think not, as 70 to 80 percent of our patrons are natives. Only in
the big cities as Sourabaya, Batavia,
Bandoeng and Semarang there are theatres especially for the Europeans and
here there is no entrance for the natives.
Anyway I will try to give you an exposure of the way I am advertising my
films.
Firstly, I want to tell you that we,
in D. E. I., are showing films only, not
combined with other shows, as in the
States. Sometimes, as in the "Ten
Commandments," we give a prologue.
Top prices are at Java F 2.40 to f 3.^—
being $1 — to $1.25. Shows twice daily,
starting at 7 a. m. to 9.30 a. m. and 10
a. m. to 11.30 a. m. Weekly two programs.
My idea is to startle the patrons. F. e.
when showing the Serial "The Riddle
Rider." I make big placards promising a
reward of f 1.000 — who can give information about the Riddle Rider, who
rides in the night of a certain date in the
Main Street. A week after the first reward Iincreased the reward to f 1.500 —
and the third week I gave the premiere
of the Chapterplay. So when showing
Michael Strogoff, I asked Mr. Lambert

I

Over the Top
pleasure
Club takes ' great
Managers ng Round Table
THEin anno
unci
to its large
membership that the Kiddie
Christmas Shows sponsored by
the CLL'B are meeting with
wonderful support in very many
different localities. That the
shows themselves will be a great
success is an assured fact.
We want to take this means of
expressing our appreciation to
the members who cooperated and
followed the suggestion.

of Universal Pictures Corporation to
send on the shipping date telegrams to
all Europeans at Samarinda (40) with
the notice Strogoff is coming. Nobody
knows this is a part of my advertising
campaign for Michael Strogoff. On the
premiere I got S. R. O.
I am enclosing a snapshot of my advertising "Beware of Widows." 'These
signs I put on every crossroad of the
Main Street. The success was tremendous.
The native patrons are very impressive
for electric signs. I use thesa with good
results.
I tried to make
success.

tie-ups, but without

What about the idea of having a special Club Emblem, which the members
can wear or put on their marquee or
print on their letter heads. Some day I
hope to visit America and surely I will
call at the fellow members.
Awaiting your agreeable news.
Respectfully yours,
Ernest R. Lim,
Manager, Royal Standard Bioscope,
Samarinda.
(Editor's note: The snapshot referri'd
to on "Beware of Widows" showed a regulation railroad caution sign reading —
■LOOK OfT—DAXOER— BEWARE OF
WinttWS." The photo was not clear
enough for reproduction.)
We sincerely trust that Jlr. Lim will find
the time to send us some more of his ex]>loitation ideas and since he is so eager
to heed the advice of the members in America, we can well take note of some of his
ideas.

should

have

to the front ejgn
' bethis weeks
Jjf.^^dEdition.
Australia Comes
Forpages—
CLUB cause
,
r
I find a most
.,
interesting story on ' ' Sound & Synchronization" from another far-distant member of
the CLUB— Mr. F. Sykes. manager of the
Piccadilly Theatre in Sydney. Australia. . .
..The boss has been so good natured (?)
about space for the CLUB news that I
won't take advantage of his generosity by
including Mr. Sykes letter in this week's
issue, but watch for it next week and find
out that even Australia has some ideas en
"Sound." But I will ask a favor. After
you read Mr. Sykes letter I would like to
have you drop me a few lines and tell me
what you think of his opinion on this important topic and whether you share his
views. I would Uke to make a comparison.
Still on the subject of foreign matters I
must not pass up the information that Mr.
J. H. Stodel of the Bijou Theatre in Johannesburg, So. Africa has become a member
of the CLUB. And if he don't get busy and
send us some news about the theatrical activities in his city and country, then I'm
going to organize a party of CLUB members
(probably some of the gang who were with
me at the Gus Sun Convention last summer)
and start out for Africa to hunt Stodel
and other big game. Take a friendly tip,
Stodel, and send me the "hot"
Africa.

news from

W. H. Bergmann
of the F r e ni o n t
Theatre in Fremont,

Bergnianu
Exploits
^

tremendous

interest

-''''^■'"■- ^worked
of Kings"
of
of "King up
on the showing
anil business
"King
Kings" through the use of a carefully laid
out campaign which covered every conceivable angle. When you stop to consider that
he put this over in a town of about 8,000
population then you must give him all the
credit he deserves. He opened his campaign
with a series of teaser ads, billed the town
like a circus and also billed twenty other
towns within a radius of some thirty miles,
'f hat's what we call a campaign covering a
bit of territory. He then mailed out a personal letter together with complimentary
tickets to every miuister in the same territoiw, but he made a ]>ersonal visit to the
ministers within his own city. Every school
teacher in the county received a letter and
herald on the picture. Ministers announced
the picture from their pulpits the Sunday
prior to the o))ening and a special announcement was made at the high school assembly.
{Cnntinttcd nil fnlloivintr l^ayc)
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Warns
Against "Tin pan" Music
Devices
Bergmann's
Campaign
on
"Managers' Round Table
Club" Editor Decries
Trash Bait on Market
By Charles E. Letcis

present flood of sound devices
THE
now being: offered to the theatres,
especially those located outside of
the key cities, and particularly in the
smaller towns, makes comment very essential at this time.
Every conceivable type of equipment is
being offered at all kinds of prices from
cheap, amplified phonographs to the betterknown standard "non-synchronous" plants
turned out by the leading companies.
With such a condition, a word of caution
is very appropriate to theatre owners right
now, and the "small towner" should .gladly
lend a willing ear to this warning.
Bound

to Lose

'Nothing will ruin the future of "sound"
quicker than a lot of trash called, and cei-tainly not entitled to the name, "Sound."
The public is being made the goat of this
great big joke and are e.xpected to swallow
whatever is given them regardless of the
quality or results. Nothing will destroy
the public confidence in this valuable asset
to the once "silent drama,"
them into your theatre with
cannot be fulfilled, and when
a sober, common-sense angle,
big loser in the long run.

than to pull
promises that
viewed from
YOU are the

It is surprising that exhibitors, shrewd
buyers and traders by necessity, will fall
for a lot of "bunk" and promises without
investigating before they sign on the dotted
line. There is no need, no matter how great
you view it, to get a "hurry-up" installation because you think you MUST have
sound and therefore proceed to go out and
buy a "cat in the bag."
"Go slow, take it easy and don't rush"
was the expression of a well known theatre
man in New York, and I pass it on to thea-

tre men everywhere when it comes to tlie
buying of a sound plant. You fellows in
the smaller towns and cities are not so
well equipped to go out and investigate
these propositions being offered to you
from every corner of the business, but no
handicap is sufficient to warrant your buying something you know nothing about.
Just a Phonograph
I have before me the details of a case
where a theatre in a city of about 40,000

population bought one of these "cats in a
bag" and during the installation he ballyhooed it all over his town and county.
Tremendous interest was created and when
the big day arrived, he found that he had
paid close to $3,500 for a cheap contraption
under a fancy name, which when lioiled
down to plain facts consisted of a double
turn-table phonograph with two loud
speakers. The noise and distorted music
that came from those loud speakers beggai*s diseription, and because of the "razzing" and stamping and shouting from the
audience that had packed his house, he
was compelled to make an apology and
"cut" the sound plant the very first night
that he started. Subsecpient attempts to
make it fit for use were without success,
and he finally had to swallow his medicine
and .I'unk the entire mess, only to find a
little later that for the same money he could
have had a tried and honest-to-goodness
plant, and one that could later be turned
into a synchronous plant if he wanted to
do so.
Demand

Demonstration

From close personal investigation and
actual experience I can only caution you
smaller town and city exhibitors to thoroughly investigate any "sound" plant that
you anticipate buying and make sure that
it will answer your requirements. After
you sign a contract and pay out money,
you won't have time to do anything else
but regret your hasty action. If you are
apjiroached by any representative for such
equipment, ask where you can see and hear
an installation or at least a demonstration
before vou make a dccisimi.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE
CLUB"
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name
Address

Policy

Theatre
City

Capacity
State

Honorary Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

"King of Kings"

(Continued from prcceiUiuf /'Uj/t')
The Church papers gave him special stories
concerning the picture. Picture was announced on the bulletin boards of every
City Library through special displays. A
special lobby front was used during the
run of the picture, and after the opening
of the picture he used testimonials from
leading folks in the town and county in his
newspaper ads.
Now if there is anything that he overlooked, Iwould like to have someone call
my attention to it. And he certainly was
entitled to sit back and watch the
"shekels" roll into the box office. Jlenibers who recall my own campaign on "Ben
Hur" will readily see that Bergmann ran
circles all around me in the way he handled
his campaign.
Take a friendly tip, brother members, you
can well follow the example of Mr. Bergmann; and DON'T sell yourself the idea
that you must wait for a "King of Kings"
or a "Ben Hur" to do these things. There
are many outstanding pictures that could
be made box office landslides if you would
only treat them as thev should l)e treated
ami GET BEHIND THEM STRONG.
In reply to Mr.
Inquiries
him
venti,
.".
I am that
glad the
to advise
inquiry,
Ansuering Some Townsend's
lating plan which he
asked about was designed by the Typhoon
Fan Co. of New York who will be glad to
answer and describe anything pertaining to
this type of system.
Mr. Beatty: A phcto of the billboards
(3 sheet) which I had reference to, in my
recent article, will be published in an early
issue. I had a special photo of one made
up and this will be better than trying to
describe it again.
Mr. Scoville; The equipment you refer
to can be purchased from any theatre supply company. Take it up with the nearest
one to your city. I never recommend any
particular make of equipment. Better to
investigate and satisfy yourself.

Say

Devices
Deteriorate
Quality of Music

The <|uality of national music of this
country will lie affected seriously if "canned music" displaces other forms, according to the Musical Union of Baltimore,
which issued a statement recently through
its secretary, J. Elmer Martin.
The statement reads in part :
"It is a creeping adulteration of music,
against which we are warning the public.
"Looking a little further into the future,
we foresee that the quality of our national
music will be seriously affected if 'canned
music' displaces other forms and reduces
the musician's opportunities of employment.
"From a community viewpoint, is it not
preferable to have resident artists drawing
and sjiending their salaries here to having
tile tnonev sent out of town?"

' ■.
' (• (■ (• III l> c r
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hibitm^ SierviceBu^eau
Exploitation
Boosts
Coast Scrip

West

Many Novel Ideas Employed by Managers to Increase
Sale of Admission Books During Holiday Season
THE

l)iisiiu>ss of scllinfT scrip, or cmijKin Imoks, is ono which the West
Coast Tlieatres iiriranizatioii iias de\cU)]ieil t(i a (legn'ee of eflicieney wliich perhaps sui-i)asses that of any otlier chain or
incliviilual theatre in the country, anil the
many exphiitation ideas which West Coast
managers have executed to hoost sales of
Scrip durinfr tlie contest now drawin;? to a
close are worthy of consideration for duplication byt)wnmvs and managers at this or
some future time.
The advantage to the theatre of selling
admissions in this manner is one which has
been pointed out too often to admit of its
repetition here. Indeed, coupon books as
a seasonal or year round feature are extensively used by theatre men who operate
along progressive lines.
West Coast, however, for several years
has nuuie Scrip an inii>ortant phase of the
selling operations and at the present time
is surpa.ssing all previous efforts and obtaining greater results than ever before.
The managers of the circuit devise and
carry out exploitation campaigns for Scrip
on a scale that rivals their exploitation for
special feature attractions. Stunts, cooperative ideas and special advertising are employed to boost sales of the coupon i)n(tks.
This is especially the case around the holiday season — whicii presents the opjiortunity
for the theatre to get on the "shopping
lists" of the Xnias buyers. There is now in
progress a contest with prizes for the West
Coast managers. Scrip sale percentages are
highest during the drive, which emls on
January 5.

Details of Campaigns
In the course of the contest to date several managers have carried out excellent
exploitation ideas featuring the Scrip. The
ideas employed consist of special theatre
displays, an extra booth in the lobby to sell
Scrip, prominent mention in all newspaper
advertising, and cooperative campaigns with
mei'cluiuts and newspapers.
Heavy direct nuiil camj>aigns are being
earned on by several of the nviuiagers, who
send letters to business firms and prominent
individuals calling attention to Scrip as the
ideal Christmas gift, for employees or
friends. An clTort is being made by Mel
Kiddle and .lack Rosenberg of Loew's State,
Los Angeles, to have several business firms
— drug stores in particular — place Scrip
booths in their establishments.
In the newspaper field there have been
several excellent stunts put on, A prominent example of this type of exploitalaion
emanates from Oakland, where the (Jakiand
Ti'ibune liought Scrip Books to entr'rtain
its newsbovs throu2:h an arrangement nutde
by Manager Phil Phillips of the T. and D.,

Oakland Theatre. Another feature of the
Oakland campaign was a tie-up with :i
clothing store, which gave a $5 book with
each $25 purchase. The store bought the
books from the theatre and exploited the
premium feature in window displays and
newspaper ads.
In San .Jose Manager Ilennan Kersken
developed an idea which netted his Scrip
drive some excellent pnlilicity, through
newspapers, schools and the local bank.
Kersken had one of the junior executives of
a bank talk to high school students on
"thrift," using West Coast Scrip as a
model.
At no cost whatsoever to the West Coast
Theatre in San Bernardino, Scri]) is being
heavily advertised in the P^vening Telegram
of that city. The newsjiaper is out after circulation, and it figures that West Coast
Scrip is a reward that every boy and girl
in the city will want to get. For eight new
subscriptions, the boy or girl gets a .$.T
iScrip book. These books the news]>aper
buvs from the theatre.

Judges
View
Copy
for
Ads Featured by Theatre
William Haynes, assistant general manager of Loew's Ohio Theatres, secured the
opinions of the leading judges of Cleveland
on companionate marriage. These opinions
appeared daily in tile advance advertisements on "Companionate Marriage," whieli
opened at the State on December ftth.
Haynes, together with State Theatre ]\Ianager rieorge Duniond and Publicity Director
M. Malaney, put over a liig publicity campaign for this picture. First they advertised for a couple to be married on the State
Theatre stage the companionate way. Several couples applied and after one couple
was chosen, the future bride was provided
with bridal array and toured the downtown
streets in an automobile, properly caparisoned for the occasion with wide Avhite ribbens, old shoes, and ]ilenty of placards.
When not on parade, the auto parked in
front of the State Theatre and the bride
gave away "marriage certificates," anntmncing the marriage of Sally Williams
and Tommy Van Cleve, the leading characters in the play. In addition Haynes wired
•Judge Ben Liiulsey to attend the engagement of the picture based on his book. Tlie
telegrams, in which Judge Lindsey regretted
his inability to attend the State Theatre
presentation, but in which he extolled the
picture, appeared in all local newspapers.
All this publicity gave the picture a fine
start, and it got away Sunday to big business.

Isi,

Showmanship
=Brie/s=
A NEWSPAPER
extra with scareheads
across the front page was printed byFred Cruise, manager of the Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles, to exploit "Companionate
Marriage,"
from theJudge
famous
book.made
He called
paper Lindsey's
The Los
Angeles Sun. It was full newspaper size and
consisted of four pages. "Companionate
Marriage
Sex Secrets
the
scarehead
on page Revealed"
one, whileproclaimed
the page
was dotted with
prepared by the
Judge Lindsey
showing at the
a box.

stories and special notices
manager. A telegram from
to Mr. Cruise about the
Criterion was played up in,

A NOVEL idea to stimulate attendance at the
Keystone Theatre, Williamsport. Pa., during a week's celebration of its second anniversary under the present management, was a plan
under which each person attending the regular
show on any of the first four days of anniversary week received a free ticket to the anniversary ball held on Thursday night. The ball
was in the Park ballroom, with music provided
by Dan. Gregory's \'ictor Recording Orchestra, which played all week as one of the special
attractions of the bill at the Keystone. The film
feature was "Show People."
TflE blindfolded auto driver ivas one of the
stunts used by Manager Waller Price for
"The Siu(/iutj Fool" at the Rii'icra Theatre,
Kuoxi'iUe, Tcuri. As several of the uu^rchants
had their ails lettered on the zi'iiidozvs of the car
driz-en by the blindfolded man. Manager Price
i/ol otw of the best spots on the ear at a very
snuill cost. A banner taking up the whole rear
of the car advertised the picture, theatre and
play dales. This ear was driven all over the
city streets on the opoiing day of the picture.
RAY TUBMAN, manager of the Regent
and Imperial Theatres, Ottawa, Ontario,
made a bid for the Christmas shopping himself when he offered "scrip books" as Christmas gifts. A book containing $10 worth of
tickets good at either theatre sells for $8.50
while a $5 book sells for $4.50. They were
on sale at both box offices.
MANAGER
JOHN P. McCARTHY. of
Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, invited several hundred school children who recently were appointed members of the public
schools safety patrol whose duty it is to help
the smaller pupils through traffic on the way to
school, to be his guests on December 15. at a
special Saturday morning performance of "'West
of Zanzibar," featuring Lon Chaney.
UNDIiR the auspices of the Troy hedt ration
of Parent Teachers' Association. Junior
Movies i\.'ere given at the Troy Theatre last
Saturday morning for the school children of
Troy. Every school in the city zvas represented
and each group tuas chaperoned.
CHARLES
the Palace
sportsman
who
directs the QUERRIE.
destinies of the
Theatre.
Toronto, staged a dog show as an added attraction, and prizes were given for pedigreed
canines, just plain animals, clean dogs and dirty
dogs — all the pets of the neighborhood being in
evidence.
Plenty of fun was created.
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Sweden Introduces Glassy
Idea in Ballyhoo
Raoul Lamat, Metro-Gokhvyn-Mayer representative inSweden, informs this d''partment of a novel street stunt used in Stockholm and other large cities of Sweden as a
promotion

CARNIVAL

ATMOSPHERE

The carnival alniosphere which serves as the locale for First National's ''The Barker"
is the keynote of display advertising for that picture at the Central Theatre. New York
City. Reproduced above are views of the marquee and lobby displays currently attracting the attention
of Broadway
crowds.

"Lilac Time" Drive Hooked Up
With Air Port Dedication
'IVTHILE the air is smooth, so to speak,
* ' Manager Guy A. Kenimer flew higli
with his campaign for the presentation at
the Florida Theatre in Jacksonville of
"Lilac Time." The official dedication of
Jacksonville's new air port and Kenimer 's
booking of the Colleen Moore vehicle bi-oke
about together, and the manager made the
most of the opportunity presented thereby.
The fonnal ojiening of the new municipal airport and the establishment of the
regular air mail focussed all local attention
to aviation so it just remained for Kenimer to exjiloit the picture along the same
as was uppermost in everybody's
channels
mind.
A local aviator with his plane was employed and entei'ed into the air derby and
races. The lower right wing of his plane
canied copy relative to the engagement of
"Lilac Time." He flew three or four times
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Three
smoke trailers were, attached to his plane

on as many flights and gave an effect of the
plane afire above the thousands who visited
the air port during the gala festivities.
A parachute ,ium]>er worked off this plane
twice. On the back of his overalls (furnished by the theatre) the following copy
appeared, "I am landing to see Colleen
Moore in Lilac Time at the Florida four
days starting Sunday."
Tlu'ough special arrangements with the
First National home office, two special records on the picture were used at the fair
grounds on a giant electrola — the last day
of the Florida State Fair. These records
were talking records — giving information
about the picture.
Another stunt that received plenty of
puiilicity was a small French type wagon
with two ponies. Two girls playing one of
the talking records on a small portable Victrola passed through the busiest section of
the city Saturday. These girls also passed
out 500 rotos on the attraction.

Reference
to Official Ban On
((
Hot Ads" Startles London

ADVERTISING that had the populace
■^*- by the ears and gave Canadian Officialdom a distinct shock was used in the newspapers of London, Ontario, by R. S. Roddick, recently-appointed manager of the
Capitol Theatre of that city for the presentation of "The Red Dance" as a sound
attraction during the week of December 17.
A sensation was caused by the naive references to the censor board, seizure of the
advertising matter by the Canadian Customs and other hot stuff.
The news))aiicr display appeared as a telegram to Roddick from the Toronto film exchange and nothing like it had ever appeared in the Canadian press before — with
the author still living. 'I'he facsimile wire
.signed liy D. O. Byrne, read as follows:

If Dolores Del Rio's new picture "Tlic
Red Dance" is released without cutting by
board you will have it for London to open
Monday, December 17, exactly as shown
in New York with complete sound and music accompaniment. Doubtful, however, if
it win be passed without cutting. If they
cut it then it caimot be shown as a sound
picture. Picture rather daring so be careful in advertising. If it gets through complete it will be the best possible bet to
l)ring in pre-Christnias crowds as picture
is splendid romance of strong drama, big
scenes, luxurious settings and packed with
action and great thrills from start to finish.
Original advertising held by Customs as
too hot for Ontario but am rushing you
special material from our own studios which
will have to do. Will advise tomorrow if
picture gets past Board. Regards.

idea for "A

Certain Young

Two good looking young girls who could
climb a ladder and were not afraid to show
a shapely calf were found and sent out on
the streets to attract attention. The two
girls would promenade slowly, pointing
here
and there, to focus attention upon
Man."
themselves. Occasionally they would stop,
and a small boy who followed them would
immediately rush up to them and set up
a small step ladder which he carried with
him. One of the girls would mount the ladder and with a pair of field glasses look in
every direction, as if searching for some
one. When a large crowd had gathered
about the group, one of the girls would unfurl abanner reading, "We are looking for
'A Certain Young Man.' "

Trailer Gained
Exclusive
Ad Rights at Ball Park
Now

that the football season is over,

JIanager T. R. Earl, of the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, tells us how he had the exclusive advertising rights in th:^ Aslieville
City Stadium
in return
trailer
on Thanksgiving
Day.for I'unning a
Earl was given permission to advertise
his pictures playing at the Imperial
throughout the entire football season. The
locations within the stadium were excellent— across the stand oj^posite the parking
space and across the top of the score board.
Comparing the amount of attentive reading this space should get with that of the
usual highway posting, Earl considers this
most potent advertising.

Pathe Exploiteer Speaker at
Women's Glub Meeting
Dan Roche, Pathe exploitation reju'esentative at Chicago, was the guest at a luncheon
given
by the
their club
roomsChicago
at 410 Woman's
Michigan Club
avenue,in
on Tuesday, December 11th. The occasion
was a meeting of the Moving Picture Committee, and was atteruled by over 200 members of the club. Several Pathe sliiu't subjects were screened after the luncheon and
Roche delivered a short talk on "The Problems of the Producer of Today." From
one
was received.
present we learn that Dan's
talk who
was well

Usher Does Black Face
Act to Plug "Fool"

ng on an
had his booki
"The I'rage
Sing-r
er Norm
WHEN ingManag
ced one week,
Fool" advan
he was forced to act quickly and effectively when (hat picture played the
Missouri Theatre. St. Joseph, Mo.
One of the ushers blackened his face
such as Jolson does in the picture and
then visited the grade and high schools,
giving out stock heralds on the picture. Heralds were also given to people on the street and in public places
during his travel.

December

33,
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l^idlNewsfromCorresponden
i^
Two Central Penn
Charters Granted
A CHARTER of incorporation
J.** was issued at the capitol in
Harrisburg to the Juniata Amusement Company, of Philadelphia, organized for the purpose of "establishing, maintaining. operating,
managing and controlling a theatre or theatres." The capital stock
is $5,000, consisting of 200 shares
of a par value of $50 each, of which
$500 is paid in. The treasurer is
Fred R. Elston. 4005 O Street,
Philadelphia, who is also one of
the incorporators, owning forty
sliares of stock. The other incorporators are: S. Albert Eisenberg, 1462 East Luzerne Street,
Philadelphia, ten shares. and
Cicorge H. Davidson, 4023 North
Potter Street, Philadelphia, one
share.
A charter Inc.,
wa^ granted
to \''isual
Education,
of Philadelphia,
■organized to "buy, sell, etc." The
authorized capital is $5,000, consisting of 50 shares of par value
of $100 each. The paid in capital
is S500. D. Dawson Wolle. 6104
Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia, is treasurer and one of the
incorporators, owning one share of
•stf.Kk. The other incorporators
are : Barbara A. Hunsberger, 19
East Tulpehocken Street, Philadelphia, who holds one share, and
J. H. Littlefield, Apartment G3,
Powelton Apartments, Philadelphia.
Sound devices were successfully
used for the first time in the State
Theatre, Allentown, the week of
December 3.
Dr. Herbert M. Meeker, who
operates the Strand Theatre, Allentown, introduced Paramount s\nchronization for the first time in
liis theatre on December 3.
Work of installing a new $25,000
ilarr-Colton organ in the Keystone
Theatre, Williamsport, has been
completed.
The corporation of which Ruben
Mainker and his nephew, Alex
Mainker, were leading spirits, and
^\■hich built the Nineteenth Street
Theatre, acquired the Franklin and
was building the Capitol, all in
Allentown, Pa., has gone into a
receivership, following bankruptcy
proceedings before John G. Diefenderfer. United States Referee
in Bankruptcv. The total assets
are listed as S357.000 and the lia"bilities
are placed at about §400,000
The Hippodrome Theatre, Pine
Grove, Schuylkill, Schuylkill County, has been sold by Lewen Pizor
to Eugene Ferrin who took possession on November 26.
L. J. Williams, of Ebensburg,
Cambria County. Pa., has recently
been made manager of the BroadAvay Motion Picture Theatre, Tacoma, Wash. He is only 22 years
old and is said to be the youngest
manager of an important theatre
on the Pacific Coast.
After the expenditure of $30,000
to remodel the Firemen's Auditorium. Kennett Square, into a modern picture theatre, the place was

tornially
reopened
on Nu\ ember
1".
The
public
was admitted
free the
opening night. The improvements
included installation of a $15,000
pipe organ, lowering and narrowing the stage, sloping the floor of
the auditorium, widening the lobby
and adding an elaborate marquee
and electric sign at the front of
the building. C. Osmond Raymond has been appointed organist.
The Valentine Theatre, Mt.
Carmel, which was closed pending
the installation of a sound device,
has been reopened.
Motion pictures were endorsed
as "the best form of entertainment
that candress bybeMrs.
foundCharles
today,"T.in Owens,
an adof Norristown. State chairman of
the Better Films Committee of the
Pennsylvania branch of the Daughters of the American Revolution,
at a meeting of the Harrisburg
Chapter.

Sunday Shows Get
Two Minn. K. O/s
OK, MINN., reCLEARBRO
cently voted at a special election against Sunday shows by a
vote of 97 to 72 and as a result
Albert Henderson, owner of the
theatre, states that he will be
forced to close his theatre entirely.
At Belview, Minn., there was
also a special election at which
Sunday shows were ruled out by a
vote of 81 to 69. It is reported
that opponents of the shows induced
many people who had not voted for
years to vote against the proposition. It has been announced by
Johnson & Duncan, owners of the
Odeon Theatre at Belview, that
will they make another effort to
have Sunday showings.
The Sonora-Bristol phone equipment will be installed immediately
in the New Arion Theatre, Minneapolis, and the F & R projection
room, according to contracts which
have just been signed between the
two companies.
H. J. Brown has purchased the
stock of the Rialto Supply Co., the
oldest theatre supply house in Minneapolis, which was formerly
owned by S. A. Louis, who is retiring to private life. It is rumored that Mr. Brown plans to dispose of the stock to the National
Supply Co.
The new Grand Theatre at Carrington. N. D., will be opened by
Don Tracy on December 31.
The erection of a new theatre at
Two Harbors has been begun by
Christensen, Wright and Stephenson.
W. J. Rich has closed h's Cozy
Theatre at Madison Lake, Minn.
Movietone sound equipment has
just been installed in the Strand
Theatre. Minneapolis, to supplement the Vitaphone equipment,
w^hich was installed before the
house was reopened about two
months ago.
Pantages has finally installed
both Vitaphone and Movietone
equipment.
Minneapolis' second atmospheric
theatre, the Homewood,
will be

opened next week prepared to
show both Movietone and Vitaphone pictures. The theatre, located at Plymouth and Newton
Avenues north, has been remodelled at a cost of $25,000 by
Finkelstein & Ruben. The Homewood will be the only atmospheric
theatre of its kind in the northwest. Its side walls are paneled
to represent large windows and
each of these present a different atmospheric scene. Unusual effects
are
obtained through lighting and
coloring.
During the past week Joseph
Skirboll, general sales manager for
World Wide Pictures, an American distribution system, which will
sell most of the available product
of the foreign market, was visiting
in Minneapolis. While here Mr.
Skirboll announced the appointment
of Mark Ross as sales manager of
the branch exchange. Mr. Ross
returns to Minneapolis to take up
his duties with World Wide after
having been in business for himself in the east.
A petition has been presented to
the town council of Madison,
Minn., by S. B. Hulett. owner of
the Grand Theatre, asking that an
ordinance be passed allowing shows
on Sunday.
F. & R. has begun work on the
building of the new theatre at
Austin, Minn, to replace the Park
which was destroyed by the tornado last summer.
Hippie & Donahoe have leased
the Florence Theatre at Elk Point,
S. D., to C. S. Bovee, who will
operate it six nights a week.
The New Capitol Theatre at
Cavalier. N. D., has been opened
by A. B. O'Toole with "King of
A new theatre will be erected
at De Smet, S. D. by George
Christian son.
Kings."

New Shea Century
Buffalo Wired
SHEA'S
newwill
Century
Theatre
in Buffalo,
be opened
December 22nd. Already 525.000 dollars has been spent on the new 1929
type Western Electric sound equipment.
Robert W. Taylor, father of
Chas. B. Taylor, director of publicity for Shea's operating company
in Buffalo passed away Sunday
ness.
December 9th after a short illSidneyferredSampson
has been
from tthe Fox
Film transoffice
in New Haven, Conn., to the local
Fox office here.
Samuel Seplowin is the new
cashier at the First Graphic exchange he
; is from New York.
Bazil Brady, former manager of
the Pathe office announced his resignation effective Saturday December I5th.
Phil Geutilli of the Gotham production in Albany was in the film
row last week.

Proctor Opens New
N. Y. C. Theatre
ber 20th, marked the openin-g
Decem l
g, palatia
AY revenin
THU
bv
F.RSD
F. Procto
of his
new Fifty-Eighth Street Theatre.
This house, built on the combined
sites of the old Fifty-eighth Street
Theatre and The Palm Garden offers a seating capacity of over 3,000
and is something of a novelty
among the modern theatres of
Greater New York, being of Spanish design in architecture, color and
detail.
The approaches to the theatre,
through tunnelled lobbies leading
from both East 58th Street and
Lexington Avenue are typical of
a Spanish corridor, and lead to the
Grand Foyer suggestive of a plaza
in Spain. This theatre is one of
the first in America to have the
RCA

Photophone equipment installed in the building and made a
part of the building specifications
with the organ installation and conduits for lighting effects. Electrical, heating, ventilation and cooling systems are of the latest construcion. The policy of operation will be
Keith-Albee vaudeville and motion
pictures, with sound accompaniment when desired, and other special short subject features to be run
continuously after the opening day
from noon until 11 P.M.
Frank Nagel has severed his connections as manager with the
Century Circuit, Inc., of Brooklyn,
after having been with this organization for a year and a half in
vaudeville and picture houses. He
is now manager of the Marboro
theatre, Brooklyn, a de luxe presentation house.
Sam Breitemstein, formerly Superintendent ofthe Tremont Film
Labs., in New York, developers of
negatives and sample prints, recently arrived back from the West
Coast where he represented the
above mentioned company in Hollywood. Sam made the trip back by
automobile, over a period of 12
days, by way of the Southern route.
He was accompanied by his wife
and two children.
United Artists Corporation has
signed a lease with Film Center,
Inc., for a large portion of the
sixth floor in the new Film Center
Building, located on 9th Avenue,
between 44th and 45th Streets.
W^ith the signing of this lease
United Artists makes eight of the
principal motion picture exchanges
that have arranged for space in this
building.
Police of the Fifty-ninth precinct
in Long Island City reported to
Police Headquarters that at 3:15
A. M. Monday of this past week,
robbers entered the Sunny side
Theatre, Roosevelt Avenue, Woodside, Queens, held up and then
bound and gagged two watchmen,
dvnamited the safe and escaped
with $1,300.
Wife of Major Edward Bowes,
managing director of the Capitol
theatre, who recently underwent an
operation, is said to be well on the
road to recovery now.
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New Stanley Penn
Opening Dec. 28

touch with exhibitors in many instances than the exchange managers," said L. J. Doty, of United
Art., president of the senior Kansas
City Film Board of Trade, and the
man who fostered the organization

EY'S new 3500-seat EnSTAXL
right Theatre in East Liberty
will open on December 28th. James
Bahner, for the past ten years manager of the Grand in downtown
Pittsburgh, has been named manager of the Enright.
P. J. Demas, for years owner of
the old Minerva Theatre in downtown Pittsburgh, and who had
temporarily deserted the theatre
business, has again returned to the
old love, and has signed a threeyear lease on the Strand Theatre at
Brownsville.

of
junior organization.
new the
organization
will not make "The
any
decisions which will affect the industry without first having sanction
of the senior body. The junior
board will meet regularly and discuss various questions and problems
pertaining to their work and make
recommendations. It also should
prove a splendid plan to train junior executives for work in the

John Alderdice. who lias conducted the Dormont Theatre at
Dormont, leased the house to
Messrs. Frissara and Senttfanta.
Frank Mastrianni is house manager. Change in ownership took
place December 5th.
Manager "Bert" Stearn of the
United Artists Pittsburgh branch
attended a recent sales convention
held at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
He was accompanied by his trio of
salesmen, Harry Reese, William
Scott and Joseph Kaufman.
Helen Horr, formerly in the accessories department at Pathc, is
now doing office work at the local
Phototone headquarters.
Our sympathies are extended to
Mr. Civitrese, owner of the Strand
Theatre, whose ll-year-old son died
as the result of an automobile accident.
We also extend our sympathy to
Harry Lande, exchange man, in
the loss of his 12-year-old daughter, Charlotte, who died after several weeks' illness.
Harold Weinberger, assistant
manager at the Columbia Pictures'
branch in Pittsburgh, played an important part the other evening in
"A
Beggar
on Horseback,"
played
by the
Y Civic
Players at the
Y.
M. H. A.
C. B. Pascoe, veteran local exhibitor, owner of the Park Theatre,
Somerset, has been appointed
Western Pennsylvania- West Virginia representative for Biophone.

Junior Film Board
Organized in K. G.
THE organization of a Junior
Film Board of Trade in Kansas City this past week, will prove
a great step towards establishing a
closer relationship between exhibitors and producers, it is believed.
The newly formed board is composed of office managers, assistant
managers and bookers. Tom
Byerle assistant manager of the
First National exchange, was
elected president and Lee F. Durland, booker, of Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., vice-president, M. A.
Tamier, booker at the Fox exchange being secretary-treasurer.
The by-laws of the board will be
adopted at a meeting in a few days.
The regular meetings of the board
will
be at 1 o'clock every other
Wednesday.
"Assistant managers, office managers and bookers are in closer

UNIFORMS

senior film board."
Theodore Davis has been succeeded as manager of the theatres
of Glenn Dickinson in Parsons,
Kans., by Louis Vaughn. The
houses are the Uptown, Orpheum
and Liberty Theatres. Davis, who
will remain in Parsons, has no definite plans for the future.
The contract for a $125,000 theatre in Wichita. Kans., to be built
by the Stockman-Hartman Theatre
Co.. will be awarded soon,
according to J. C. Hartman. Boiler Bros, of Kansas City are the
architects. The house, which will
be 140 X 50 feet, will be of reinforced concrete and brick and will
seat 750 persons, being located at
2141 Xorth Market street. Mr.
Hartman left for Chicago, where
he intended to confer with the Electrical Research Corporation regarding the installation of Vitaphone
and Movietone equipment.

Fox Negotiations
Rumored in Gleve.

H. L. Gallen has arrived in
Cleveland to operate the Ohio Adsign Corporation.
Mrs. Rebecca Goldman, mother
of Mrs. Ernestine Goldman Bauer
of the local F B O secretarial staff,
died suddenly last Monday after
a heart attack.
Milton Mooney, of the First
National sales staff, and Mrs.
Mooney, spent last week in New
York. It was Milt's vacation time.
A Flu epidemic, prevalent in Toledo, is hurting tthe picture business in that town, according to report from film salesmen.
E. J. O'Leary Pathe feature
sales manager, is spending a week
or more in the Cleveland territory.
He is in command of a special high
pressure sales campaign.

Elect Officers
of
Ind. Screen Club
yer
r,
* Goldwyn-Ma
MetroMAN, manage
WTLL
isWW.
now president
of the Screen Club.
A. H. Kaufman, of Big Features,
is vice-president. Other officers :
D. C. Newman, Paramount manager, secretary ; Louis Goldman, of
Goldman
Film Enterprises,
Treasurer.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the Indianopolis
secretary of state, by the River
Park Theatre Realty Company, of
South Bend, Ind. The corporation
has an initial capital stock of $38,000 of common, and $38,000 preferred and is formed to acquire
title to certain real estate in South
Bend on which a theatre is to be
built. The incorporators are Hugh
R. Stephenson, Charles B. Lawton,

OF
the many rumors current
regarding plans of the Fox
Film interests to build a big motion picture theatre in Cleveland,
the latest one is that the Fox is
negotiating for the theatre planned
for the Public Square Union Terminal Group.
No confirmation of this report
could be gained either from the Fox
offices nor from, the Terminal
offices. However, at various times
architectural notes have appeared
in print to the effect that architects of the Terminal group, were
jtreparing preliminary sketches for
a theatre building.

Ladislaus
Faltin, Joseph \'ogel and
Ella
G. Vogel.
Indianapolis electric light and
theatre managers have just celebrated the fortieth anniversary of
the use of lights in an Indianapolis
playhouse. The marvelous effects
accomplished in interior illumination, stage lighting and sign lighting in the theatre world of this
city has been accomplished in the
short space of 40 years. The old
Park theatre, which stood at Washington street and Capitol avenue,
the present site of the Capitol theatre, was the first thus served by
electricity.

It is also reported that Fox interests have negotiated for pritperty
at the northeast corner of Euclid
Ave., and East 18th St., extending
to 19th St.. and for the acquiring
of property at the Northeast corner of Euclid Ave. and East 17th
St.

Henry G. Graham, former country sales manager for Pathe in Chicago, has taken over management
of the local Pathe exchange. He
succeds Oscar Bloom who went
East.
Helen Brown, secretary of the
Associated Theatre Owners of
Indiana, was married to Ralph
Keeler, Chicago, in October. The
wedding
was kept secret until last
week,

"Pop" Foster, well known to
everyone in the film business in
this territory, died last Saturday,
of bronchial pneumonia. He was
buried Monday in Cincinnati. Surviving are his wife and three sons.
Paul Berger, assistant to general manager Al Lichtman of
Lhiitcd Artists, spent a day in the
Cleveland exchange last week.
The Home theatre, Cleveland
changed hands last week. Mrs. A.
R. E. Fulton sold the house to
Mrs. Bertha Lamport.
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Charlie Davis, master of ceremonies at the Indiana, was confined
to his home with a cold last week.
He is back on the stage again.
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company, Louisville, has increased its
holdings in the State with purchase
of the Grand, Luna and Colonial
at Logansport. Purchase was from
Hornbeck Amusement Company.

COSTUMES

FOR SI AGE
PRESENTATIONS

P ic t n r c
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Sunday Shows Win
la. City Election
INhistory
the largest
cast in
of thevote
city ever
at Clarion,
Iowa, the majority was given to
the Sunday shows with 755 for
the li fting of the band and 405
against the movement. A special
election was held to pass upon the
Sunday movies.
A. B. Turner, owner of the
American Theatre at Corning,.
Iowa has j ust completed big
changes in the theatre which have
practically made it a new house.
A new heating system was put inand a new system of ventilation installed. New seats have also been
put in the theatre which was entirely redecorated.
A. M. Fairchild, who bought the
Strand Theatre at Boone, Iowa, announces that the theatre will continue under the same policy but
that he intends to install sound devices just as soon as delivery cait
he made. Mr. Fairchild bought
the theatre from George Weigman
of Boone and Harry Frankel of
Des Moines.
G. L. DeNune, of DeWitt. Iowa,
is the new owner of the Hardacre
Theatre at Tipton, which was
owned by C. A. Lopeman. Mr. and
Mrs. Lopeman have left for southern California to spend the winter
season.
A. H. Blank, Iowa theatre magnate, returned from a week in
New York. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Blank so the trip was a
trip.
combined business and pleasure

Bandits
Rob
Two
St. Louis Houses
with youthfu
revolverls, bandits,
robbed Albert
armed
Two
Kraemer, treasurer of the Ambassador, a Skouras and Publix theatre. Seventh and Locust streets,.
St. Louis, Mo., in the basement
smoking room of the theatre and
after herding nine persons into a
washroom escaped with two steel
boxes that contained $1000 in cash
at 10 p. m. December 15. About
2500 persons were attending a performance inthe theatre at tlie time
of the robbery.
Safe robbers entered the Kingsland Theatre. 6457 Gravois avenue,.
St. Louis, Mo., the night of December 9 and after cracking a 1100pound safe escaped with $80 in receipts. The safe was carried from
the lobby into the auditorium before being looted. The Kingsland
is one of the St. Louis Amusement
Company's
St. Louis chain.
films stock closed December 15 as follows: Skouras A,
$52 bid and $55 asked, compared
with $35 a year ago. But fifteen
shares were sold durhig the week. •
A drop of $3.50 a share from the
previous week was recorded. St.
Louis Amusement .\ closed at $24^
bid. compared with $35 a year ago.
There were no sales of this stock
during the week.
Harry Greenman. formerly manager of Loew's State Theatre in
St. Louis, has been appointed manager of the $7,000,000 William Fox
Theatre, Grand
and Washington

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York

ncccinhcr

32,

Albany Territory
Film News
now Swan tlicatrp of
THK
Greenwich, installed a Photophone last week.
The Gateway theatre, in Antwerp, was packed last week w'ith
liigh school students and their
friends as a benefit picture was
shown as a means of raising funds
for the senior class.
Exhibitors along Albany's film
row durin.g the past week included
ilr. and Mrs. McCarthy, of Fair
Haven: Mr. and Mrs. H. C. McNaniara.
of \'alatia
; Henry
Fried- ;
er
and Sam
Hochstim,
of Hudson
John .\ugello. of Utica ; Mike Bomonsour, of Malone ; and .■\ndrew
\'ouloukos,
Kingston.
Several ofofthe
film exchanges in
Albany will hold Christmas parties
on the day before the 25tli, and
grab bags will be featured.
George Lefko. manager of FBO
in .-Mbany. spent nearly all last
■week on a swing through nortliern
New York. Ben Smith, salesman
for Tiffany, has returned to Albany
after two weeks in northern New
York.
The Olympic theatre in Watertown was the scene of a large gathering of insurance men one night
last week.
Proctor's theatre in Troy staged
a w-hoppin' Santa Glaus benefit
show in conjunction with the Troy
Record last Sunday. Along with
double features there was a program of vaude\ille.
Max Milder, central sales manager for Warner Brothers, journeyed up from New York City last
week.
Phil Gentille, manager for Gotham Pictures in .-Mbany for several
months, left last week for Buffalo.
His successor has not yet been appointed.

Two
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More Seattle
Sound Houses

more downtown film
Two
houses in Seattle. Washington, joined the ranks of the
"talkie" houses last week, making a
total of five sound houses among
the nine first run theatres. The two
newcomers are Publix's Seattle
Theatre and the Columbia Theatre,
Universal-owned.
Pantages Theatre, vaudeville
house that was closed for apparatus installation two weeks ago. is
scheduled to begin a sound picture
policy SfX)n. Before March 1, UViO,
It is expected thet both the Orpheum and Embassy Theatres will
alsd be using the synchronized
films,
thus Theatre
leaving as
WesttheCoast's
Coliseum
only
downtown house out of nine that
will not have sound apparatus installed.
Seattle now has four idle downtown theatres, according to facts
compiled this week. Included is
the magnificent new 3,000-seat
Mayflower Theatre ; the Olympic
Theatre ; the old Liberty Theatre
on First Avenue, and the Strand
Theatre at Second and Seneca.
With the exception of the Mayflower, which is now being decorated and furnished, it is doubtful
when any of these houses will be
used again.
The American Theatre at Hill-

man City, suburban Seattle house,
is now being operated by Mrs.
Frank Stannard, wife of the manof Univcrsal's
Mission and
Beaconager suburban
theatres.
Melvin Winstock, former film
and theatre man of this territory,
last week was appointed house
manager
of Universal's Columbia
Theatre here.
Mickey Carney, booker at the local Pathe exchange, was receiving
congratulations last week upon the
arrival of eight-pound Mickey. Jr.
Universal's Clemmer Theatre in
Spokane last week joined the ranks
of the sound houses, having installed both \'itaphone and ^fovietone equipment. Art Bishell, house
manager, inaugurated the new
policy.
JohnnialDanz's
and second
ColoTheatres, Capitol
downtown
nm houses, last week underwent a
complete change of policy. Under
the new plans the Colonial, on
Fourth Avenue, becomes the home
of the big second runs at 25c. and
the Capitol, smaller house on
Third Avenue, will be the daily
change house at 15c.
James M. Hone, executive secretary of the M. P. T. O. W. last
week assumed the additional duties
of Seattle representative for the
Northern Idaho Exhibitors Association, newly-organized group
headed by Milton Kenworthy of
Moscow.
Out of town exhibitors held
sway at the regular meeting of the
Seattle Film Board of Arbitration
meeting last week. Presiding was
C. A. Swanson of Everett, and he
was assisted by Waldo Ives of
Anacortes and George Srigley. of
White Center. The Film Rtnv
representatives were Harold Harden. United Artists ; L. O. Lukan.
First National; and Art H. Huot,
FBO.
Jimmy Beale, for the last several
months manager of the local Tiffany-Stahl exchange, last week was
promoted to the position of special
representative in the West for Tiffany-Stahl sound production sales.
Mr. Beale will be succeeded as
manager by George Appleby.
Joint denial was issued by both
interested parties last week to the
recent rumor that John Danz
planned to take over the operation
of the Winter Garden and Columbia town
Theatre.
houses. Universal's two down-

Portland
Censors
Laud New Films
Ore.
Port..Board
to the
DING
ACCOR
Motion
Pictune
Censor
pictures sent here this year by the
various producers are much better
than were turned out last year, the
number of eliminations required by
the board being much fewer.
According to Robert M. Mount,
chairman of the board, out of 507
pictures viewed by the board during September, October and November, 1927, 52 eliminations were
made, while for the same months

this year only 12 eliminations were
made in 458 subjects. He also
pointed out that fewer complaints
had been received from the public.
C. A. Swanson of the Star
Amusement Co., Everett, Wash.,
has installed Phototone in the
Orpheum Theatre. Everett.
F. F. Vincent, accompanied by
his wife and family, recently left
the Northwest, where, for years,
he has been Universal exploitecr.
He expects to locate in Los Angeles.
Irving Walerstrce, exploiteer of
the United Artists Theatre, together
with a number of oth*^-rs in this
department in various parts of the
country, has resigned.
Exhibitors were given a practical demonstration of the Kolstaphone synchronization apparatus
at the Rialto Theatre, Hood River.
Hugh Jones has taken over the
management of the Capitol Theatre, and promises a continuation
of high class film entertainment.
A deposit has been made by Fox
interests on the purchase of a theatre site in Spokane, Wash., on
which they announce they will
build a new theatre, work to commence during April of 1929. The
site has been held for the past
year by L. N. Rosenbaum.
Work has been started on a
$125,000 picture house at The Dalles. Ore., which will be known as
the Granada, with a seating capacity of 650. the largest in Eastern Oregon. It will be operated by
G. E. Matthews and J. T. Moran.
It will be built for and equipped
with equipment for sound pictures.

St. Louis Reports
Skouras Purchase
P'JRCHASE
by Skouras
Brothers Enterprises
of the Washington Theatre, Nineteenth Street
near State St., Granite City, 111.,
has been announced. The consideration has not been made public,
but it is understood the propertv
was valued at about $300,000.
The Washington Theatre seats
2,000 persons and is among the
finest show houses in Southern
Illinois. It also has an adjoining
airdome that seats 1200 persons.
Skouras Brothers plan to expend
about $25,000 in improvements and
decorations, etc., including the installation of \'itaphone equipment.
The theatre will be closed during
the alterations but will reopen
during Christmas week as a strictly
talking picture house.
The theatre was built in 1922.
It also has four stores on the
ground floor and two apartment
suites above.
Skouras B rothers are now interested in thirty-four theatres in
St. Louis and vicinity.
The alertness of a patron of the
Ambassador Theatre, Seventh and
Locust Streets, resulted in the arrest recently of a pick-pocket. The
man was captured by a Traffic
Officer, after fleeing from the theatre. When questioned by Chief of

Detectives, the theif admitted purloining a leather cigarette case
from the patron's hip pocket.
A two-reel motion picture depicting the adventures of forty St.
Louisnied Boy
accompathe BoyScouts,
Scouts who
Roving
Camp
on a tour of the East last Summer
has been released by the Boy Scout
Council of St. Louis and is now
available for any troop that desires to show it. Most of the pictures were taken by Scouts with
a camera provided by the council.
Christmas health seals and buttons were sold December 8 at all
of the leading theatres in St. Louis
an annual feature of the Tuberculosis and Health Society of St.
Louis' drive for funds. The theatres that participated included the
Grand Opera house. Ambassador,
Loew's State, Missouri. Grand
Central, Mid-town and St. Louis.

Exchanges Moving
in Milwaukee
gun movingExchange
its equipment
THE FBO
has into
bethe okl Metro quarters at 102 9th
St., adjacent to the Pathe exchange.
Columbia exchange is negotiating
for F B 0"s old stand on Seventh
St. Paramount exchange has outgrown its present quarters on 7th
and Michigan and is planning a
new exchange to be located on
Eighth near Highland. Operations
for construction of the building
have already begun.
The Miller theatre will be
equipped with sound within a few
weeks.
stalled. A Biophone is being inS. A. Shirlev. district manager,
was at the Milwaukee M-G-M
branch, last w^eek.
Marvin Harris has been appointed manager
the VanderVaart Theatre
at of
Sheboygan.
He
was formerly manager at the
Parkway in Milwaukee.
Homer Gill, manager of Midwesco's state houses, narrowly
escaped
death
Saturday
noon when
his last
car hit
a snow afterbank
near Madison and overturned. The
car burst into flames. Mr. Gill
was not seriously injured.
Francis Kadow of the Midako
Theatre at Manitowoc was in the
city this past Tuesday making arrangements for sound pictures. He
is equipping the Mikado with R.
C. A.
John Ludwig of the Ludwig exchange has taken over the state
distribution of the Biophone.
Andy Kelly has joined the stafif
of Midwesco in the advertising department as assistant to Cliff Gill.
Mr. Kelly was formerly director
of publicity
for the Schubert Theatres in Chicago.
L. L. Ballard is now representing Celebrated and the Bristolphone
in this territory. Mr. Ballard was
with Tiffany for a short time after
leaving United Artists.
John Ludwig has taken a sixtyday option on the two Plymouth
houses, the Gem and Princess.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
N. Y. AND
723 Seventh Ave,
DEVELOPING

INC.

2180-2181-2182
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M. P. T. O. of Ohio
Board Will Meet
AFTER having postponed a previously planned meeting due
to absence from the city of Wm.
H. James, president, and P. J.
Wood, business manager, the M. P.
T. O. Ohio board of trustees will
hold a meeting at Columbus around
Christmas to consider details of
legislative measures which are to
be placed before the January session of the Ohio Legislature concerning Sunday showings. President James and the board will name
a special committee to handle the
legislation features.
Work on the new Ohio theatre,
at Piqua, Ohio, is progressing
favorably and. according to present
indications, the house will be ready
to open on April 1.
Fifteen dollars in money is the
prize which Leo Kessel and Harry
Abrams are offering tlie public for
the best name suggested for the
new house which they are erecting at Lancaster, Ohio.

Week's Film News
for Southeast
Atlanta
WITH
both the Atlanta and
Memphis exchanges well
represented, a rousing regional
sales convention was held by the
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer forces
last Sunday in Atlanta. The meeting was presided over by Charles
E. Kessnich, Southern division
manager, and no time was lost in
getting down to the object of the
gathering, which was a recital of
the work accomplished during the
past year, and a discussion of the
new product.
Those attending the meeting
were Mr. Kessnich, J. W. HanIon, Atlanta branch manager; Sam
Mclntyre, John Cunningham, L. B.
Butler, Louis Ingram, Charles McGuire, Jack Elwell, F. E. Bradley,
Lois Davis, Eunice Mobeley, Sydney Laird, and, from the Memphis
branch, Frank Willingham, manager ; Charles Lynne and Phil
Grau.
Richard H. Clarke, aged 30, for
the past year in the shipping department of the Atlanta exchange
of Liberty-Specialty, died last Sunday evening at his home here.
Tom Colby has been appointed
head of the Atlanta branch of Tiffany-Stahl Productions, following
the resignation of William G.
Minder. Announcement of the
change was made by E. J. Smith,
sales manager of the company.
Charles E. Kessnich, Southern
division manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with headquarters in
Atlanta, last week presided at a regional sales convention in Dallas,
Texas.
Arthur C. Bromberg, president
of Arthur C Bromberg Attractions, has returned to Atlanta from
a brief trip to New Orleans.
Jack Tierney, special representative from Pathe's home office, visited the company's Atlanta exchange early last week.
Paul Gulick, director of publicity
for Universal, 'arrived in Atlanta
recently.
W. G. Carmichael, head of the

Atlanta office of United Artists,
accompanied by members of his
sales force, was in Chicago for the
company's sales convention.
Theatremen
along were
Atlanta's
Film
Row this seen
past week
: N.
V. Darley, Ybor City, Fla. ; Vester
Wood, Cornelia, Ga. ; Roy Martin,
Columbus, Ga. ; George Stonaras,
Ft. Valley, Ga. ; Lee Castleberry,
Gadsden, Ala. ; Nathan Morgan, Columbus, Ga. : Joe Wheeler, Cedartown, Ga. ; Henry Hury, Birmingham, Ala. ; Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Curry, Milledgeville. Ga.; W. H.
Brewer, Lanett, Ala. ; Bruce Snider, Bessemer, Ala. ; Col. Thomas
E. Orr, Albertville, Ala.

Louisville
The American Theatre at Bowling Green, Ky., is now being operated under new management, L. W.
Bevel, of Palmetto, Fla., having
purchased a half interest in the
house with W. F. Toops.
The Dixie theatre at Lexington,
Ky., had a fire last week but little
damage was done.
The Gem Theatre at Mt. Olivet,
Ky., has closed as a result of the
prevalence of smallpox.
The Karlton Theatre at Whitesburg, Ky., has closed until further
notice.
David Blunk, assistant manager
at the Alamo Theatre here, has
succeeded Herbert Morgan as
manager.

Florida

In a recent issue of Motion Picture News there was printed an
item in the Florida regional news
to the effect that the New Park
Theatre in Tampa was nearly completed, and that C. D. Dooley was
engaged as manager. The owners
of the Park wish to call attention
to the correction that Mr. Dooley
is not to be manager of the house.
The Park Theatre will have its
Gala Premier Opening December
22nd at 7:00 P. M.
Tampa, Fla. — John B. Carroll,
formerly of Asheville, N. C, and
for the last four years manager of
a group of local theatres, has been
promoted to a district manager for
the Publix Theatres Corporation,
he announced last Wednesday. Mr.
Carroll will have charge of twelve
theatres, including houses in Lakeland, St. Petersburg and Tampa.
He will be relieved here Monday
by Guy Kenimer, now manager of
the Florida Theatre, Jacksonville.
F. C. Thompson, owner of the
Ramon at Frostproof, was a Tampa
visitor last week.
Sound pictures opened recently
at the Tampa. Tampa, and the symphony orchestra will be discontinued. The new policy gives Tampa two talkie houses.
The Prince, on upper Franklin
street, Tampa, are adding "tab"
shows to their regular picture programs.

Charlotte

Terry McDaniel, for the past
two years manager of the National
and Imperial Theatres, Greensboro, N. C, last week left for Wilson, N. C, to take over managership of the Wilson Theatre at that
place, which was recently acquired
by Publix-Saenger Theatres of
North Carolina, Inc. Frank Wood
succeeds Mr. McDaniel at the National and Imperial.

H. G. Campbell has taken over
the Cameo Theatre at Belton, S.
C, from J. W. Meldin.
D. M. Eaves, of the Eaves Theatre Circuit in Union, S. C, has
discontinued the operation of the
Opera House Theatre at Henderson, N. C, and W. E. Wood, who
was manager of the house for Mr.
Eaves, is running it.
Mrs. D. A. Stevenson has sold
the Royal Theatre at Elizabethton,
Tenn., to D. L. Quinn.
The Jefferson Theatre at Jefferson, S. C, is being operated by R.
B. Miller and P. T. Gautt.
The
former owner was R. I. Ingram.
The Central Theatre at Anderson, S. C, has been transferred by
W. S. Finch to Mr. Price.
F. M. Bryant has sold the Imperial Theatre at Branchville, S.
C, to S. A. Hand, Jr.

10 Canadian Cities
Hear Sound
STILL
anotherto addition
has wired
been
been made
the list of
houses in Canada, this being the
big Capitol Theatre. Regina. Pete
Egan, manager, which introduced
sound programs December 12. Synchronized pictures are now being
heard in ten Canadian cities with
two houses wired in Toronto.
Afterdence 27
years' continuous
resiin Canada,
Chris. Georgas,
veteran manager of the Classic
Theatre, Owen Sound, Ontario, is
paying his first visit to his birthplace at Sparta, Greece, his holiday covering a period of four
months.
Famous Players Canadian Corp,,
through B. C. Paramount Theatres, Ltd., Vancouver, a subsidiary, has leased the new theatre
of the Prince Rupert Amusement
Company at Prince Rupert. British
Columbia, for a term of 15 years,
with an option to buy the theatre
at the end of three years for $150,000. The Prince Rupert Company
previously had operated a theatre
in Prince Rupert in a rented structure.
The Province Theatre, one of
Winnipeg's leading houses, has installed new projction equipment at
a cost of $3,500.
W. J. Stewart, exploiteer of Toronto, has been appointed director
of publicity for Canadian International Films. Ltd., with offices at
15 Excelsior Life Building, Toronto.
John T. Fiddes makes a good
fireman as well as a theatre manager. When fire broke out in the
Playhouse Theatre, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, after the night's show,
Fiddes rallied his employes in an
attack upon the blaze. With the
house hose. Manager Fiddes and
his men checked the flames until
the department arrived on the
scene. As a result the damage was
comparatively slight and the theatre resumed business next day.
Feeling that other towns were
getting the country trade because
of the lack of an attractive theatre
locally, the , recently-established
Board of Trade at Gait, Ontario,
with its 353 members, has floated a
new theatre project, an allotment of
stock being sold to merchants and
other business men within two
weeks. R. O. McCullough, Gait
manufacturer, has charge of the
project.
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Salt
Lake
Movie
Activity Normal
ITof isthereported
FredUtah,
Young
Liberty that
theatre,
has
installed an attractive new Neon
sign above the entrance of his
house.
The new theatre being constructed by the M. and M. Enterprises
at Parawon, Utah, will be ready for
the opening soon.
Manager Fred Gage of United
Artists has sufficiently recuperated
from an attack of influenza to leave
the hospital.
Miss Barretts, bookkeeper for
United Artists here, was also confined to lier home with illness.
J. A. Connant, district manager
for Tiffany-Stahl, is visiting the
Salt Lake branch.
H. C. Borger, Western Division
Superintendent for Tiffany-Stahl,
is expected to arrive here soon.
Manager O. J. Hazen of the
National Theatre Supply Co. is
making a trip into the territory.
Manager Al O'Keefe, of the
Pathe exchange here, is expected to
return shortly from a sales trip^
into Idaho.
First National's Salt Lake office
is leading the Western Division in
the Fall contest at the end of the
ninth week, according to report.
Jack Curry, ad-sales representative for Paramount Famous-Las^
ky, left this city last week for Los
Angeles after having spent about
two weeks at the local branch.
Harry Lustig, Warner Brothers
district manager, left Salt Lake for
Denver after spending several days
in the local exchange.
Twin Falls, Kimberly, Filer and'
Buhl, Idaho, will open their theatres again after an epidemic ban.
It is reported that Edgington
Brothers have taken over the Forum Theatre of Sugar House, Utah,
from L. F. Brown.
Exhibitors seen along Film Row
this past week included : Melvin
Brown of Wclsville, Utah; Ed.
Ryan. Brigham City, Utah; E. Ostland, Springville. Utah ; Louis and
Harmon Peery, Ogden, Utah.

'Frisco Regional
Reports
over
has taken
WEISS
MAXthe
s rable
Theof Godard'
leaseento.
Conside
atre in Sacram
renovating and changing in the
house will be done.
.Some of the out-of-town exhibitors seen along the Row recently
were: Chas. Westcott, of Fortuna;
M. Restano, of the Sonora Theatre; W. F. Rogers, of Corning;
Gus Johnson, of the Star Theatre,
Newman.
Andy
Anderson
recovered'
from
pneumonia
and has
is back
at his
desk at Pathe.
W. J. Heineman, manager of the
local Universal exchange, had an
operation for appendicitis recently,
and is now back at work.
Joe Cannon,
tional, ishome cashier
fighting attheFirst
flu. NaC. A. Dickerson, owner of the
Isleton Theatre on the Sacramento
River, and the Lyric Theatre in
Sacramento, was in town recently.
W. R. Batchclder. exhibitor of
Gait, is quite ill and expects to have
to remain in the hospital for an
indefinite period.
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Classified
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Screen's
oreaiesi

. , JOHN
/ji3, GILBERT

Situations Wanted
CvA Von SCRnc

ORGANISTS

MASKS

OF

THE DEVIL''

Cmtcr TTuo 'FleJi ud the DttiI

Mycie
TEDDY

and SING

ERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men nnd women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical Coli:ago. lege, 64 B. Van Buren, CbiWANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator

gEjmiXEQZLS^^^

(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
MaiTied. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David

lOtWI PAlACt

S. Mayo, 848 Felder St.,
Americus, Qa.
Experienced

LOE

\Vi

MIDllND

,

e Premier Presenution . * '

Projectionist

wants position, have 10 years'
experience and best of references. Address, Box 423, care
Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.
Experienced Poster Artist
with idea.s and real creative
ability. He knows lobby display and exploitation and desires first class connection.
Will send samples and all personal details. Married ; age
30. AVrite Box 424, care Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.

It Pays to
Advertise
in the
Specimens

Ads

RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

of the type of display advertising which

exploited some of the first run shoivings of '^Masks
of the Devil" reproduced above. The ads illustrated featured neivspaper campaigns by the following theatres; Loew's Palace, Washington, D. C,;
Penn Theatre, Pittsburgh; Loeic's, Dayton; Midland Theatre, Kansas City, and Loew's Theatre,
Nashville.

Classified
Ads Section
of the News*

Projectionist, experienced
on Simplex and Powers machines with arc reflector D.C.
current, wishes steady job
anywhere. Address Box 426,
care Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.
ORGANIST, versatile, competent, now employed, desires
change of city. Complete library. Nine year experience.
Box 428, care Motion Picture
News,
York. 729 Seventh Ave., New
FOR SALE: Practically
new Tanny Reprodueo twoRoll Automatic Organ. Can
be played hand or roll. Cost
.$3300,00. Will sell for .$.300.
Clearfield Amusement Co.,
Inc., Clearfield, Pa.
FOR SALE — 300 high
class upholstered opera chairs,
$2.75 per chair. Box 42.5, care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Ave., New York.
FOR SALE : Wurlitzer
Electric Reproducing piauo,
six roll automatic. Factory
rebuilt. Cost $2100. Sell for
$350.00. Clearfield Amusement Co., Inc., Clearfield, Pa.

Used Equipment
FOR

SALE— 1200 Upholstered Theatre Chairs; 1000
Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500
Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also
all makes REBUILT projec1 0 r s, spotlights, reflector
lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain
prices. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

Chair Repairing
Let me estimate on Repairing the chaire in your theatre.
Refinjshing, re-upholstering
and fastening to cement floors
a specialty. Repair parts furnished all makes. Chairs
bought and sold. Twentyseven years' experience. WiU
go everywhere. Shelly, 329
West 43rd St., New York
City. Chickering 9284.
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Projection
Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice

Inquiries and
Comments
A Simple Solution of a Difficult
Problem
TRIXG the past seven years the
]u-(ihleiii presented by the bueklinu of tilm in the course of its
projection has come to be one of
the tirst importance. But, like all
obstacles which arise to challenge
the inventiveness of man, it has been the ilirect cause of new improvements which more
than compensate for the temporary lowering,' of the quality of projection which obtained until a solution was found.
One of these iuijirovements is to be found
in the more perfectly eoiTected projection
lenses, esi)ecial!y those of large diameter.
The I'eflector arc is directly responsible for
this development.
Aiu)ther, and jirobably the nuist important, improvement is the adaptation of the
revolving shutter to a new position behind
the aiH'rtnre. As explained in a ])receeding
article, this i-elocation of the shutter is the
means of umking the shutter serve two useful j)urposes instead of one and offers some
degree of compensation for the light which
is necessarily sacrificed to obtain the masking of the film while it is in motion before
the aperture.
The aperture shutter, which already has
been adopted by a number of projector
manufacturers, will prevent at least fifty
per cent of the heat present in the projector beam from reaching the film and is the
only satisfactory method yet found for
preventing the film buckling which raises
hob with picture definition.

screi'n. the grailual diminution in its size
as the shutter cuts across the light beam
at this point is reflected on the screen in
the form of an even reduction in bi'ightness
over the entire picture area.
Theoretically, this is an ideal condition
although actually, its advantage is open to
dou))t because the nuasking of the shutter
is so rapid in its action as to make the cut
off appear to be instantaneous instead of
perceptibly gi-adual.
The shutter, therefoi'e, might well be located in ajiother concentrated part of beam
without incurring a lowering in the quality
of projection.
The second ilisadvantage lies in the removal of the t)nly ready means whereby the
projectionist can in.stantly check the efficiency of the projector optic system in that
it was always possible, with the shutter located at the aerial image, to observe the
image of the illuminateil condenser or reflector and so observe whetlier it was working to its best advantage.
The relocation of the shutter to a position immediately behind the aperture makes
a dissolving cut-off impossible and prevents
the shutter from, serving as a screen upon
which the condition of the optical set-up
can be registered.
The preservation of the film and the
more sharply defined jirojection \\'hich results from the absence of film liuckling,
however, more than offset these minor considerations and so throw the balance in
favor of the aperture shutter.

The Neiv Motiograph Barrel
Shutter

It marks a true advance in projector design and accomplishes a highly useful purpose without introducing complicated mechanisms into the present ]irojector C(jnstruction.

The lirst aperture shutter to be ap]ilied
to a modern professional projector was that
introduced by the Knterprise Optical Com[lany on their Motiogi-aph projector.
This device represents a distinct advance
in projector design. The Motiograph shutter is unique in point of construction and
involves a nwre scientific apj^lication of the
]>rincij>Ies of mechanics than do the ones
which followed it. The shutters which later
appeared are all of the flat disc type and it
can be said that the only change which these
shuttei*s present is one of shutter location
rather than construction.

In opposition to the important advantages presented by this new construction
certain slight disadvantages are involved
which can, however, l)e sacrificed in favor
of the marked im])rovenu'nt in i>rojcction
quality which results when tlu' film is permitted to pass the a|)erture in a iwrfectly
flat ])lane.
The first of these minor considerations is
the dissolving effect which is obtained when
the light beam is alternatel.v masked and unmasked at the aerial image location. Inasmuch as the aerial image acts as a secondary light source
for
illuminating
the

The Jlotiograph shutter offei-s certain advantages, chief of these advantages is the
fan action exercised on the cooling i)lates in
front of the aperture.
Without going into great detail regarding
its construction, it can be said that the Motiograj)!! shutter is of the revolving barrel
or cylinder type. In the absence of a photograph showing details of construction it
can be said that this shutter is siuular in
appearance to a closed metal cylinder with
o|>])osite side sections of its curved walls
renuived.
The ends of the cyliuiler, instead of being

True Advancement

in

Projector Design

flat are curved after the fashion of an airjdane propeller and a metal fin extends
across each end to further assist the fan
action established by the curved end pieces
axis.
as the cylinder is revolved about its long
Two more metal fins are placed inside of
the cylinder, one in the center of each
curved section of cylinder wall and extending ff)r the full length of the cylinder.
The purpose of these fins is to suck
into one side of the cylinder (through
cut away sections of walls) and expel it
of the other so that a constant stream
air passes through the shutter when it
vcdves.

air
the
out
of
re-

The shutter is su])]>orted at each eml of
the cylinder and directly behind the cooling
plates of which there are two. Jlounted in
this fashion, the curved walls of cylinder
.sweep past the aperture and alternately
mask and unnuisk the aperture from the
light l)eam.
Between the slmtter and the aperture,
and constituting part of the shutter assembly are placed two cooling plates separated from each other by an open space.
The reason for their separation is to permit
cool air to be drawn by the shutter past the
two cooling ])lates and so prevent the head
of
the projector from becoming unduly
heated.
As the shutter revolves, air currents are
set into motion which not only cool the film
but also the uu>tal surrounding the aperture
and this reduction in heat is greatly augmented by the interception of more than
fifty jier cent of the heat present in the ])rojector light beam.
Thus, the Motiograph shutter not only
prevents heat from reaching the aperture
but it also takes stejjs to reduce the effects
of the heat which unavoidably passes the
shutter and reaches the aperture.
The shutter is statically balanced to provide smooth and silent ninning characteristics and proper precautions are taken to
prevent binding of the shutter as it comes
up to full heat. The means for setting the
shutter so that it will intercept the light
beam at the right moment are also sinijile
and adjustments can be made while the
shutter is stationary or while it is running.
It goes without saying that the quality of
masking as seen upon the screen nnist be
fully satisfactory else this type of shutter
would have died aborning.
In effect tlu' general action of the shutter
is the same as that of the double disc type
in which the separate discs revolved in opposite directions so as to shorten the time
required for beam to be masked and unnuisked. This effect is translated into tenus
of slightly increased screen illumination
since waste motion is therebv reduced.
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2 Keith- Albee Theatres Opening
on Christmas Day
/^ X Christnuis twn new tlicatrcs nf tlie
^^ Riuliii-Ki'ith-OrplnHini eliaiii will Ix'
t)|x'iu'(l to movie ]>atrons for tho first time.
The new houses are the Keith-Alhee T*alaee
in Rochester, Xew York, and the KeitliAlbee Fhishinp: in the Fhishin<r ilistriet of
Xew York City. Tlionias AY. Lamb of Xew
York City is the architect.
The Flushino: theatre is ilescrilied by the
Keith-Albee-Orphenni Corporation as something: of a novelty theatre, being Spanish
Renaissance in design. The house is located
on Xorthern Boulevard. Its facade is done
in frreyish white cast stone, with projecting
window bays trimmed with ornamental
bronze. The grand foyer is sha]ied in a
graceful semi-oval and in its center stands
a display fountain in marlile and l»lychrome teiTa cotta. Similar smaller display
fountains are to be found along the grand
stairways which lead from either side of
tha foyer to the mezzanine promenade.
Here
appropriate period furnishings ai'e to
be found.
The main auditorium is all fresco in feeling, there being a curved skyline ceiling
with clever lighting effects to enhance its
atmospheric coloring. Groupings of Spanish facades form the walls. The manage-

Ackerman, Harris, Oppen
House Opened in Frisco
The neivest theatre of tlie Ackerman,
Harris and Oppen chain was auspiciously
opened recently in San Francisco when the
Amazon, on Geneva Avenue and Paris
Street, threw open its doors to the public.
AYith its policy one of presenting the finest
of feature pictures the Amazon is expected
to cater not only to the residents of the
Crocker Amazon tract, but to the entire
residential district of the city. The Amazon has daily matinees, opening at 1.30 P.
M. daily except on Saturday and Sunday,
when it opens at 12..30 P. M. Programs
change daily except on Wednesdays.
Lew Xewcomb, for several years in charge
of the Casino Theatre in San Francisco, is
in charge of the house, the structure and
decorations of which are a blend of Egyptian and Spanish styles.

Theatre's Interior Conveys
Open Air Garden Effect
Something new in San Francisco theatrical architecture was introduced Xovember
27th with the opening of the Daly City Theatre, Mission and Flournoy Streets. It is
an atmospheric Theatre combining the effect of an open air garden with the practical arrangements of a completely housed
heated and ventilated interior.
The garden idea is obtained through an
illusion created by a series of eighteen alcoves or openings in a Spanish type of wall
which completely encircles the audience section. Within the alcoves are painted scenes
representing the garden, brought realistically into view by cleverly arranged lights.
It scats 1250 and is owned by Barron and
Xathan.

niiMil is particniaily proud of the rest
room.s, cosmetic rooms, smoking rooms, etc.,
and their apjmintments. The same interior
decoration extends to the back stage rooms,
where sonu- of the features are a recreation
roniii. a kitchen, a laundrv and a niii--prv.

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

The new Lincoln Theatre, Springfield,
111., was opened by Dominick Fresna on
Thanksgiving Day with appropriate ceremonies. This house, which seats 1,400, was
formerly the Princess. It was entirely remodeled and redecorated, a new organ being installed and sound equipment put in.
E. W. Groesbeck, exhibitor of the Pacific
Northwest has announced plans for a new
SOO seat house at Cole and Myrtle Streets
in Ennmclaw, Washington. The theatre will
represent an investment of .$00,000, and will
be designed
l)y architect
V. W.pictures.
A'orhees The
of
Seattle,
especially
for talking
Liberty, Mr. Groesbeck 's present house will
continue its policy of silent films.

Bids have been taken for the construction
of a theatre and commercial building to be
erected in Dodge City, Kansas, by Otto
Theis. This building complete will cost
.$150,000 and the theatre will include a main
floor, mezzanine and balconv and will cover
a site 125 by 115 feet. Ellis Charles and
Co. are the architects.
The new Pickwick Theatre at Park Ridge,
Illinois, was opened recently. The house
seats 1,500 and is very unusually designed,
being futuristic both inside and outside.
Tax Commissioner Malonev owns the house.
The Uptown Theatre, new 3,000-seater at
St. Clair Avenue and East 106th St., Cleveland, built by the Variety Amusement Co.,
opened last month. The Uptown is the finest suburban house in the city, it is said,
and compares in architecture, furnishings,
and policy with the first-run downtown
houses.
Thomas Carroll is manager.
Jacob and Isaac Silverman, of Altoona,
Penna., have announced the purchase of the
Central Presljyterian Church property in
Erie. They will begin construction on February 1st on a new theatre with a seating
capacity of 3,000. H. C. Hodgen and A. D.
Rice, theatre architects, have been engaged.
Three new theatres have opened up down
in Southern Xew Mexico. The Cannon Tlieatre of Elida, X. M., with 200 seats, has
.just opened under the management of E. R.
Cannon, who has closed the old house.
Charles McDonald of Lovington has opened
the new Lyric Theatre and closed the theatre which he has been operating. Terrerro,
X. M., has its first amusement house, called
the Terrerro Theatre. It will be operated
by Joe Lopez.
The Liberty Theatre of Salt Creek, Wyo.,
has again been reopened, this time by a
group of Salt Creek business men who were
interested in seeing an amusement house
operating in their city. The name of the
new association is the Salt Creek Amusement Company and it is represented by
William H. Jordie, who operates the drug
store in the town. The Liberty Theatre was
leased from .J. G. Kittleson, owner of the
building and former manager of the theatre.

Contracts were awarded recently to th*i
Wheeler Construction Co. for the erection
of the new Italian Club Building which will
be built at the corner of Spruce Street and
Howard Avenue, in West Tampa, Florida.
Building will include theatre.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE CHART |

Productions
are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to September
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BRAY
Title
College Cuckoo
Her Salty Suitor
His Wild Oat
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The
Lot o' Boloney, A
Pikers The

PRODUCTIONS
Star

Rel.

Murdock- Cavalier

June
June
July
Aug.
July
June
Aug.

McDougall Kids
Jack Cooper
Irving-Cooper
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids

ntle
Lost Laugh. The
Lucky Duck. The
Magic City The
Making Whoopie
Misplaced Husbands
Murder
Oh
MamaWill Out

Length
2 reels.
1
2 reels , ,
20
10 . 2 reels. . ,
.2 reels. .
1
1 . . .2 reels. . .
. 2 reels, . ,
10
2 reels .
10
Dal

On thfl Move

COLUMBIA
FEATURES
Title
After the Storm
Apache. The
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
Court-Martial
Dawn
Desert Bride. The
Driftwood
Golf Widows
Matinee Idol, The
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Raider Emden, The
flansom
Runaway Girls
Say It With Sables
Scarlet Lady. The
Sinners* Parade
Sporting Age. The
Street of Illusion. The
Stool Pigeon, The
*fiSubmarine
*t {Submarine
Virgin Lips
Way of the Strong, The

Star

Rel.

Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev
Alvarado-Livingston
Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy
Logan-Lease
Holt-Compson
Special Cast
Compson-Forrest
Alvarado-Day
Ford-Reynolds-Rand

.'

College Coquette
**5Donovan Affair, The
Faker. The
*t§Fall of Eve. The
*t5Lone Wolfs Daughter, The
Obi ect— Alimony
Restless Youth
Sideshow. The
't^Younger Generation, The

April 17.

Length Reviewed
5459 feet ,. Sept. 15
5838 feet
. .
5649
feet

July
1, .. 5537 feet...
April 7
Aug. 12
. 6014feet .
7500 feel...
5528 feet ..
Mar. 26
6267 feet .
Oct. 15
May
1 . - 5592 feet . .
5925 feet ..
Walker-Love
Mar. 14 . . . 5540 feet ..
Chadwick-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent .May 13. , 5544
feet .
Stewart-Glass-Gordon
May 25. . ,
5701 feetE
Logan-von-Eltz
6465 feet
Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston
Special Cast
6021 feet
5584
feet ..
Wilson-Bums
June 7
5725 feet ,.
Mason-Rankin
Aug. 23. .
6401 feet . .
Bushman-Livlngston-ChadwIck-.July 13 . , 6443 feet -.
De Putti-Alvarado
Aug. 1 , , .
5616 feet ..
Revier-Varconi
Bennett-Herterl-Nye
M«r. 2.. .5464 feel...
5988 feet ..
Keith-Valli
. 5988 feet ,.
Delaney-Borden
81 92 feet ..
Holt-Revier-Graves
Holt-Revier-Graves
6048 feet.
Borden-Boles
July 25 . ,
.5752
feet..
Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz
June 19...

Coming
TMt

Date

Sept. 15

SepLIS
May

5

Sept 8

Only Me
. .
Patchwork of Pictures. A
...
Peep Show. The
Permanent Wave Railroad, The
Pictorial Tidbits ,
Pirates Beware
Playful Papas
Polar Perils
Quiet Worker. The
Rah Rah Rahl
Roaming Romeo
Sailor Bov
Shifting Scenes
Sky Ranger. The
Skywayman. The
Social Prestige
Stage Frights
Thoughts While Fishing
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Walking Fish
WTedded Blisters
What a Trip
Who's Lyln7
Wife Trouble
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
Wives Don't Weaken

Star
M. Day-Forbes
Jack Holt
Logan-Delaney
Lytell-Olmstead-Keith
Louis Wilson
M. Day-Forbes
Pre vost-G raves
Hersholl-Lease-Basquette-Cortez..

PHOTOPHONE

*t5Lion's Roar
*t§Old Barn. The

Reviewed

.6214 feet.
.'..'"'
"6214 feet...'

'.emioet'..

Burke-Bevan-Dent
Johnny Burke

PICTURES

* Meant tyndtromzti score,

f Meam

Date
15
7.,
11..
28.
25
16,,
1.
9, .
20 .
18 .
12..
, . .

June 10- .

Sept

Dec. 1 . ,
Sept. 30. .
Nov. 4..
June 3 . .
July 29..
June 17. .
Dec. 16. .
Sept 23. ,
Nov. 18. .
Dec 23. .
Oct 21,.
June 17. ,
Sept 2. .
Aug. 26. .
Jan. 13, .
Aug. 26. .
Jan. 13
June 10. .
Sept 23..
July 15.

.1
1
1
2
2
.1
.1
1
2
1
1
.1

21 reels
reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Ireel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
.2reels
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
,1
.1 reel
reel

Oct.
6
Nov. 3
Nov. 17
Oct
6
June 9
Sept 29
Aug. 4

2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.1 reel

Aug. *
Dec. 15
May 2tl
Sept
8

Dec.' 1 6 .

Rel.

Date

Dec

9

Length
Reviewed
reel
June 23
reel
SeptlS
reel
Nov. 3
reels... . Oct. 13
reels
Nov. 24
reel
Nov. 10
reel
June 23
reel
reels . . Dec. 15
reel
Nov. 24
reel
Aug. 18
reel
Dec. >

1 reel
2 reels
Length
2 reels
2 reels

June 2'd
Dec
1
SepM5
Oct
6
May 26
July 21
June 9

June 30
Dec. 15
Reviewed
Dec

1

(S. R.)

FEATURES
Title
Bit of Heaven. A
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Life's Crossroads
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Speed Classic, Inc
Women Who Dtre

Rel.

Star
Lee- Washburn..
George Walsh
Santschl-Blythe
Hulette-Conklin
Hulette-Ran kin-Lease
Befford-Mliier
Lease-Harris
Chftdwlck-Delaney

Date

Length

.M«y
7000
May IS...
10
6759
June 15 . . 6700
... 5355
July 15
6400
Aug. 27
6000
July 31
4700
Mv. 31.... 6520

feet..
feet
feet..
feet .
feet..
feet.
feet.
feat..

F B O

EDUCATIONAL
TItIt
Star
All In Fun
Jerry Mandy
Air Derby, The
Reed Howes
America's Pride
Our World Today
Beauties Beware
Jerry Drew
Be My King
Lupino Lane
Blondes Beware
Johnny Arthur
Bumping Along
Stone-Ruth
Call Your Shots
Al St John
Come to Papa
"Big Boy"
Companionate Service
Dorothy Devore
CoHQuerlng the Colorado
.Hodge-Podge
Cook, Papa, Cook
Murdock-Hutton
Crown Me
Wallace Lupino
Dumb — and How
Thatcher- Young-Allen
Felix the Cat In Astronomeows
"Sufllvan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Futuritzy
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles , . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix In Outdoor Indore
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist , . Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Fisticuffs
Lupino Lane
Follow Teacher
"Big Boy"
Girlies Behave
Jerry Drew
Gloom Chaser. The
"Big Boy"
Glorious Adventure
Hodge-Podge
Going Places
George Davis
Goofy Birds
Charley Bowers
Hard Work
Wallace Lupino
Hay Wire
Stone-Dale
Hectic Days
Lupino Lane
He Tried to Please
Collins-Hutton
Hold That Monkey
MontyrCollins
Homemade Man, A
Lloyd Hamilton
Hop Off
Charley Bowers
Hot Luck
"Big Boy"
Motor Cold
AI St John
Husbands Must Play
Wallace Lupino
In the Morning
Vernon Dent
Just Dandy
Jerry Drew
Kid Hayseed
"Big Boy"
Ladles Preferred
Jerry Drew
Leaping Luck
Davis-Collins
Listen Children
Lloyd Hamilton

Rel.
July
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Nov.
Dec
July
Sept
Jan.
Nov.
Aug.

SHORTS

Star

EXCELLENT

Attractions
Length

'■ ' " ■

Drew-Bradley

Title

Sept. 22

Star
Wallace Luplno.
Billy Dale
.. ,
Our World Today
Gnodwin-Eradlev
Dorothy Devore
., . Vernon Dent
Miller-Hutton
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Hndge-Podge
Hodge-PodflO
Our World Today
Hodge-Podgi
Lupino Lane
Jerry Mandy
Mont^ Collins
Jerry Drew
Dorothy Devore
Lupino Lane
Monty Collins
Hodge-Podge
Reed Howes
Reed Hawes
Monty Collins
George Davis
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Our World Today
Collins-McCoy
Our World Today
Lupino Lane
Vernon Dent
Davis-Collins
Robert Graves
.
Bruce Outdoor Sketch

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Oct 27
Oct 21.. .1 reel
Jan.
6. . . .2 reels
1 reel
Oct
6
Oct
7 , .
Jan. 27. .. .2 reels
Nov. 10
Dec
9. . , .2reels
June 23
July 15 . . 2 reels
.1 reel
Nov. 3
Nov. IB. . .
Sept 29
Sept 15... .2 reels
,2 reels
Oct 13
Oct 14... 2 reels
Oct
6
Oct
7. . .
July 14
July
8. . . .1 reel
Sept 15
Sept 9, . . 1 reel
May 26
June 3... 1 reel
Jan. 27. . . .1 reel
.1 reel
Aug. 18
July
8, . . ,1 reel
July 21
June 24. , . 1 reel
Sept 22
July 22
. .1 reel
June 30
June 10, . . 1 reel
Sept 29
Aug. 5 , . 1 reel
Aug. 4
Aug. 19. . .
Oct 27
Oct 28. . . .2 reels
2 reels
Nov. 17
Dec 16, . . 2 reels
Seot 8
Sept 9 ..
.2 reels
June 2
June 24. . . .1 reel
Oct 27
Oct 14. ..
.2
reels
Jan. 13. . .
July 28
Aug. 12. . . .2 reels
July 14
July 29... .1 reel
.1 reel
Oct 27
Nov. 4...
May 28
June 17. . . .2 reels
1 reel
July 14
Aug. 12
Oct 27
Nov. 11... .2 reels
.2
reels
June
9
June 17. . .
June 23
Julv
1 ... .2 reels
-2 reels
Sept 29
Sept 2. . . ,2 reels.
Nov. 10
Dec
2...
Jan.
6. .. .2 reels
Nov. 24
Dec 30, .. .1 reel
Aug. 11
Aug. 19, . .2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 4
Aug. 5 , . 2 reels . . . June 30
July
8 . ,
.2 reels
July 14
July 29.
July 14
July 22 . . 2 reels

toand effect*.

FEATURES
Title
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider, The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Beyond London's Lights
*t5Blockade
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Careless
Charge of the Gauchos
Chlcago After Midnight
*tSCircus Kid. The
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Dog Justice
Dog Law
Fignling Redhead, The
Freckles
Fury of the Wild
"tSGang War
Hoadin' for Danger
Hey Rubel
His Last Haul
•t§Hit of the Show, The
King Cowboy
Law of Fear. The
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo, The
Little Yellow House, The
Loves of Ricardo, The
Man in the Rough. The
Orphan of the Sage
•tjPerfect Crime. The
Phantom of the Range
PInIo Kid. The
Red Riders of Canada
Rough Ridin' Red
Sally of the Scandals
Sally's Shoulders
Singapore Mutiny, The
Sinners in Love
Skinner's Big Idea

Star

Rel.

Gallagher-Dwyar
Tom Tyler
Buz" 3arton
Shumway- Elliott
Anna Q- Nilsson
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Mendez-lnce
Darro-Costello-Brown
Lewls-HIII-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Bennett-Mong-Douglas
Ranger-Martin
RangeriDog)
Buzz Barton
Bosworth-Fox, Jr.
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T. Moore-Owen
Brown- Astor-Olmstead
Tom Mix,
Ranger-Reid-Neison
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-King
Buzz Barton
RIch-Brook-McConnell
Tyler-Thompson- Darro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Mliler-Byer
Buzz Barton
Love-Forrest
Wllson-Hackathorne
Ince-Taylor
Borden-Gordon
Wash bum-Sleeper-Trevor

§ Meant voice (inclading dialogae and incidental songs).

May
Oct.
Aug.
Mar.
Dec
April
Aug.
Seot
Mar.
Oct
May
Aug.
April
June
Sept.
July
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec
Nov.
Sept
Nov.
April
Oct
Mar.
May
June
May
Dec
Aug.
April
April
April
Nov.
July
Oct
Oct
Nov.
April

Date
Length Reviewed
. . Mar. 24
13.7
.G888feet
4808 feet
4893 feet
12
5583 feet.... Feb. 25
18
16.
1,
26.
.5487 feet
16.
4 . .6249reet....Mtr.17
6085 feet... Sept 22
7
.6291 foot
11 .
5621 (eet
26 .
,5984 feet
7
5043 feet
10
4802 feet
2
1 . ,4758 feet
21.
.0131 feet... Jan. 28
4.
'.6337 feet.".'.. Dec. 1
18
16.
23.
11.
.6337 feet. .Aug.
4
Mar. 10
23.
26
8, .4769 feet.
21 .4647 feet..
11
.4801 feet..
28 .6429 feet
17. ..5181 feel..
20.
April 21
23 ..4785 feet..
. Aug. 11
19 . . .6331 (eet . Feh. 11
22.
29. ...4781 feet.. .Jan.
Dec 237
....4884 (eet..
15 ...6419 (eel .
4 ...4714 feet .
15
...6059 feel.
14
7. . . ,5812feet. , . Oct 13
4
Oct 2(1
24
5967 feet... Mar. 17

A, T. after title means AU Talkie.

December

22 , 19 28

1889

T(t1«

Rel. Date
Oct
1.
Sept 9.
Dec. 2, .
Aug. 19..
June 24. .
July
fi. ,
Dec 16. .
Nov. 25
Nov. 25 . .
Sept.l6 ..

Star
Tom Mix
Logan-Gallagher .
M. Day-0. Moore-Lease
Tom Tyler
Tyler-Darro
Steele-Bonner
Lcatrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

Son of the Golden West
Stocks and Biondes
Stolen Love
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado. The
Trail of Courage, The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Young Whirlwind. The

SHORT

Star
Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Hellum-Davis
Hill-Duncan
Al Cooke
Novelty
Novelty
Novelty
Noveltjf
Novelty
Duncan-Hill.
Hill-Duncan
Karr-Ross- Alexander
Hellum-Davfs
Barney Helium

Jessie's James
Joyful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickey's Bailies
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Mickey's In Love
Mickey's Movies
Mickey's Rivals
Mickey'stheTriumph
Mickey
Delective

Vaughn-Cook
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule.
Mickey
Mickey Yule
Yule

Mild But She Satisfies
Okmnx
Ruth is Stranger Than Rction
Sit Best Fellows
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish Pose
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
What a Wife
You Just Know She Dares 'Em ...

Alberta Vaughn
Barney Helium
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Coining
Star

Aug. 14. ..
Aug. 7 ..
SeotSO . .
Dec 23...
June
4
SepL 2...
Julv
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept.
Oct
July
Oct
Sept
Oct
Oct
Sept

Sept 29

2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2reels

.2 reels

2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
,2reels
2 reels
.2 reds
2reel8
.2reel8
1 rei
2 reels
2 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2reel3
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29

Oct 20

Star
Garon-Keith
Kelly-Kelton-Wells
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
James- Wells

July 28

Lengtfi
8. . . .6351feet

Feb.

3. . .

Reviewed

31 . . .
3...
3...

18... ■_._4. .. '*yo7\etH
13...
10...

ReU

Date
Length
Rev ewed
..„„,
.
June 5, . . 5800f6et
May 20... 5700f66t
Aug. 4. . .
5700 feet
June 29. . 6000
feet
July 5. ..
6200feet

FEATURES
Barker. The
Sllls-Compson-Mackalll
*f jBarker. The.
Sids-Compson-Mackaill
Big Noise. The
Conkl in- Hardy- White
Burning Daylight
SHIa-Kenyon
Butter and Egg Man. The
Mulhall-Nissen
Canyon of Adventure
Maynard-Faire
Chinatown Charlie
H In es- Lorraine
Code of the Scarlet.
Maynard-McConnell
Companionate Marriage
Bronson-Francls-Walllng
•Crash, The
Sllls-Todd
Do Your Duty
Charlie Murray
Glorious Trail, The
Maynard-McConnell
*tGood Bye Kiss, The
EIlers-Burke-Kemp
Happiness Ahead
Moore-Lowe
Harold Teen
Uke-Balan- White
•IHaunted House, The
Kent-Todd
Hawk's Nest The
Sllls-Kenyon
Head Man. The
Murray-Kent- Young
Heart of a Follies Girl
Dove-Kent
i-leart to Heart
Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble
Harry Langdon
Udles' Night in Turkish Bath
Mackaill-Mulhall
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
*tSLJIac Time
Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come...Barthelmess-0'Day
Mad Hour. The
O'Neill-Kent
*Naughty Baby
White-Mulhall
nNight Watcn.The
Dove-Reed
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
*rOutcast
Griffith-Lowe
Out of the Ruins
Berth elm ess-NIxon
*tScarlet Seas
Barthelmess-Compson
•tShow Giri
White-Delaney

Mjnchrotdzed acore.

ReU
Sept
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
April
April
July
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
July
June
April
Nov.
May
July
Mar,
July
Aug.
April
May
Nov.
April
Mar.
Dec
Sept
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
Dec
SepL

Length
Reviewed
7137
feet
30
.
July 157
7137 feet
feet . Dec.
30 . . 7402
May 12
25. . . 6500 feet
April 28
11 . . . 6467 feet
2 . 8730 feel ..May 19
22, . ,
6365
feet.
15...
5600 feet.
1. . . 6227
feet
21 - . .
6225 feet.
7. . .
5976
feet
14...
28 . 5886 feel.
feet
Nov. 24
8 . 77300
100 feet
24 . .
29...
™] ,
4... 5.S
.'■ ••■;■:•••;
6502 feet
feet . . .July 7
27 . . 7426
8 . ,
5957
18 , , 6071 feet
17
feet . Mar.
SepL 10
22 , .
12 , , 5400 feet
April 14
6608 feet - . June 2
1 . . . 6592
6 . .
8967 feet. . - Mar. 24
8. . .
7700 teet.
.May 19
8. . . 6525 feet.
4 ..
April 21
16. . . 6«12feel
13
9... 6100 feet .. OcL
SeoL 1
26, . .
6622
feet.
..Dec
8
11,..
6100 feet.
Aug. 25
19. ,.
9... ,6237 feet
6133 feet
23. . .
' Nov. i 0
Dale

f Meant sound eHecU,

Rel.
July
June
June
May
Nov.
Sept
June
Sept.
Aug.
May

Date
29
10
3
13
25 . .
16..
17 .
30,
5
20

Saturday's Children
*^5Seven Footprintes to Satan
•tSSQuall. The
*t§Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Giri
*t 5 Weary River

Corinne Griffith
Todd-Hale

Mar. 17
Feb. 3

Colleen Moore
Moore-Hamilton
Berth el mess-Compson

Jan. 6
Mar. 24

FOX

Length
7534 feel
5834 feet
573Ueet
6021 feel
6185 feel
5976 feel..
8895 feel .
6058 feet
71871661
6300 feel

Revlewetf
. June ff
.May 19

.Dec

1

..July
Sept. 22
May 267
. Scpl.22

Attractions

Star
Billie Dove
Dec
Maynard-Dwan
Maynard-McConnoH
.Feb.
Mackaill-Mulhall
Mar.
Sills-Corda
Mar.
Griffith-VarconI
Jan.
Sills-Mackaill
Jan.
Alice White
Mar.
Ken Maynard
Billie Dove
Feb.
Maynard -Gilbert
Dec
Corinne Griffith

2

Length
6360 feet

Reviewed

17
3,
10
27. ..10015 feet
30
31
10
23

5887 feet

8730 feet

FILMS

FEATURES
Title

NATIONAL

Star

German Cast
Star
Astor-Hughes
Maynard-Douglas
Muffay-Todd-Fazenda ......
Special Cast
Mackaill-Mulhall
Barthelmess-Basquette
Mackaili-Nlkson-Forbes
Hines-Lorraine
Dove-Brook

Title
*TAdoration
California Mail, The
Cheyenne
*TjChitdrenof fheRitz
Comedy of Life. The
*T§Divine l^dy
♦tiHis Captive Woman
*t§Hot Stuff
Lawless Legion, The
*t§Man of the Moment
Phantom City. The
Prisoners

SepL 28

DIVISION (S. R.)

FIRST

* Meam

Reviewed

1 reel

Jan.

Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Mar.
Tom Tyler
Mar.
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Mar.
M. Day- Fairbanks, Jr.-Walthall
Buzz Barton
Bord en-Trevor- Roscoe
Ranger
Tom Mix
Special Cast
B. Bennett-Warings Pennsylvanrans
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor
Nov.
Ranger (Dog)
Nov.
Tom Tyler
Jan.
Buzz Barton
Feb.
,

Tide

282.. .,
14 , .
7...
23 , . .
27...
9 ..
24 ,
2 . .
7. . .
14...
9

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
, 1 reel
,1 reel
1 reel

Attractions

Eagle't Ta'ons. The
Freckled Rascal, The
Gun Law
Hardboiled
Idaho Red
•t§Jazz Age, The
U
Little Outlaw, The
•tSLove in the Desert
One Man Dog, The
Outlawed
♦tJRIo Rita
•f JStepping High
•tjTaxl 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Vagabond Cub, The
Voice of the Storm

Title

.

Title Case of Capt. Ramper
Strange
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider, The
Vamping Venus
Ware Case. The
•t Waterfront
Wheel of Chance
•tWhip. The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily, The

Coming

Lyon- Sleeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwelt-Darro
Tom Mix
Tom Mix

Devil's Cage. The
Fagasa
Free Lips
Masked Angel, Tlw
Souls Aflame

Sept 29

.4684 feet.,
.4793 feet..
.4758 feet.

Rel. Date
June 25
SepL 16
.
Dec 30 . .
Dec
9 ..
June 11 ..
SepL 26, ..
Oct- 10.. .
Oct 24...
Dec
3- ..
Dec 19...
Sept. 16
.
Sept 16 . ,
June 11...
Dec
2. ..
. , Sept 9. . .

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond. The
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drifter, The
Drums of Araby

FIRST

Reviewed

SUBJECTS

TItti
Almost a Gentieman
AratJian Fights. The
Beef-Steaks. The
Casper's Week-End
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1
Curiosities, No. 2
Curiosities. No. 3
Curiosities No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casoer
Happy Holidays
Heavy Infants
Honey Balks
Hofsef eatners.

Title

Length
6037 teet
5493 feet.

•iAIr Circus, The
Baggage Smasher, The
Blindfold
Chicken a la King
Cowboy. Kid The
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
*';Dry Martini
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
Fleetwing...
Gateway of the Moon
GIri-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello, Cheyenne
Homesick
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
Joy Street
Love Hungry
"t {Making the Grade
Me. Ganster
njMother Knows Best
"Mother Machree
News Parade, The
None But the Bravo
No Other Woman
Painted Post The
Prep and Pep
Plastered in Paris
Play Giri, The
Riley the Cop
Rfver Pirate, The
Road House
-nStreet Angel, The
Sunrise
Uneasy Money
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Giri
_. .
« Ttle
,,
Bear Knees
S'"^ Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband, A
Daisies Won't Veil
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows, The
Glories of the Evening
Her fvlother's Baclt
His Favorite Wife
Knight of Daze, A
Lofty Andes. The
Low Necker. The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
On a South Sea Shore
Oregon Trail. The
Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
Through Forest Aisles
Title

Star
Carrol-Lake-RoI'lns
McLaglen-Cotlyer
O'Brien-Moran
Sterling-Carroll-Stone
Rex Bell
Moran-Hamllton
Lowe-Astor
Gran-Astor-Moore
Valli-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Norton-Janis
Del RIo-Pldgeon
Rex Bell
McLaglen-Collyer-Kent. ...'...
MIx-Llncoln
Sammy Cohen
O'Brien-Taylor
.MIx-Blane
Barrymore-Allia
Moran-Gray
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bellamy-Dresser
Bennett-McLaolen
Stuart-Phipps
Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
Del Rio-Alvarado
MIx-Klngston
Ro 11ens- D rex el
Cohen-Penelck
Bellamy-Brown
Macdonald-Drexe!
McLaglen-Moran
Barry more-Alba
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brien
Mary Nolan ...
Cohen- McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Rollens-Carrol

SHORT
SUBJECTS
_.
Star
.....
J
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Uncoin
Variety
Leon Ramon
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooi<6
Tyier Brooite
Variety
fvlarjorie Beebe
Variety
Variety
Variety..,.
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

Coming

n .
ReL
.
Aug.

Aug.
SepL
OcL
Dec
SepL

« .
Date
r
2 reels. . .
5... 1 reel .
9. .. .2 reels
24. . . .1 reel
8.. .
28. . . .2 reels
5. .. .1 reel
11. .. .2reels
19... .2reeis
22... .2 reels
10... .1 reel
5. .. 2re6ls
18. . . .1 reel
25 . . .1 reel
2. . .
Ireel.
1
1 reel..
19. ...1 reel..
30
1 reel..
14
1 reel..
23
1 reel..
16 ...1 reel..

Rei.

In Old Arizona
•tLost in the Arctic
Our Dally Bread
Playboy
Veiled Woman, The
Woman, The

Lowe-Baxter-Burgess
Special Cast
Farrell-Duncan
Nagei-Collyer
Tora-Alba
Astor-Boies

MOVIETONE

bcL 14&
April

Revieweift
June 23f
Aug. It
Aug. ♦
July 21
Aug. 11
Jan. 14

.July 281

Date

Length

11700 feet

5474 feet

Reviewed-

Oetl

13-

Aug. 18

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Joe Cook

§ Meant voice (inciad'uig diatogue and incidental songs),

July 14
28
OcL

Attractions

Farrell-Duncan
Star
Stoart-Carol
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-McLagian
Astor-Bard
Macdonaid-Gaynor-Morton
Eaton-Tweivefrees-Foxe
(Vloran-O'Srien
Colored Cast

Al Die Bail Game

Nov. 4 . . . 6000 feet .
.5112 feet..
Mar. 25... 4921 feet .
June 10... .5337 feet..
Length
Sept 16. . .

Dec
June
July
Oct
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
July
June
Aug.
Dec
Nov.
SepL
April

Backwash
Chasing Through Europe
Christine
palse Colors
Fatal Wedding, The
*Four Devils. The
*TsGhost Talks. The
Girl
Downstairs,
H earts
in Dixie The

Title

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
7702 feet
SepL S
Sept 30, , .
June 23
Nov. 18
Dec 23. ..
June 17. .. ,6417 feet... July 21
July 15... 4293 feet .
5708 feet . June 179
June 3 . . . 6566 feet . . Mar.
Nov. 10
Mar. 18
51
09 feet...
7176
feel
Oct. 14 ..
May 12
April 29
5148 (eel...
July
8. , .
June 24. .. 4939 foet...
5038 feet... Jan. 14
Jan. 1
4404 feet - Sept S
Aug. 12 . . 6518 feet...
May 13. . . 4618 feet... May IS
May 13...
May
Dec 30
May 19
26
Mar.
24
May
6. . . 4397 feet...
Mar. 11
Dec
9
a... 5792 feet ...April 21
April
ocL la
Oct
7
6042 feet ..
Oct
8... lO.IOOfeeL.
Oct 28.. .
SepL 22
Oct 22, , . .6863 feet. ,. Mar. IT
6679 feet , June 16
May 27 ,, , 5034
■,'.
feet
,,
'.
feel
Aug. 5 . . ,6188
.6071feet,.. Aug. 11
June 10, , . ,4552
feel... June2»
July
1 ..
Nov. 11... 5641 feet ,
Sept 23, , . ,5200 feet, . SepL2>
April 22
. 6132 feet.. April 28
69371661,. .Dec. &
Jan. 8, '29. .4991
feel..
Aug. 26. ,
.Aug.
SepL 224
July 15. .. .9221 feet
Aug. 19... .87291661,.

A. 7*. after title meant AR Talkie,

Reviewed

M 0 t i0 n

1890
ritle
star
Bridge at IVIidnigritrh*
Mary Duncan
Corpus Christi
Raouel MeUer
Diplomats. The
Clarke-McCullough
Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
Everybody Loves IVIy Girl
Winnie LIghtner
Family Picnic. The
Raymond McKee
fourA.M
Interview. The
Clarke-IVIcCuliough
Ladles' IVIan, The
Chic Sales
Hugh Herbert
Mind Your Business
WmnlMn's Barber
MvsleTMansnn
Get M,..:;...Chlcl<
to The
Th^'r^CoX
Benchley
Robert Sales:.....:...'
Report,
Treasurer's
Family Picnic. The
McKee
George Bernard Shaw
Interview
Serenade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
White Faced Fool. The
Lionel Atwiil

Rel.

Date

Length

ritle
Wives for Sale

Reviewed
Sept

e

2 teals
Zreels

Sept fl

2reela
2 reals
2reals
IreSs
June 30
June 30
Sept I
Sept t

FEATURES

Star
Faire-Washbum
Russell-Corbin
Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery —
Bushman-Olmstead
Logan-L. Barrymore
Loy-Pldgeon
Livingston-Herbert
.Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan
"

Coming
Title
Able of the U. S. A
•6GlrI From Argentine, The
When Danger Calls

June

Length
Date
6200 feet .
1 ..
6250 feet
feet .
1 . . . 6432
6200 feet.
26
12
6800 feet
1., 6600 feel-.
6420 feet
6000 feet .

Rel.

Date

Rel,
April
May
Aug..
Aug.
Mar.

Reviewed
April 14
.May 12
. Aug. It
Aug. 1117
. . Mar.
. June ie

Attractions

Star
George Jessel
Carmel Meyers
Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

Length

Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title
Star
Across to Singapore
Novarro-Crawford
Actress. The
.Shearer-Forbes-0. Moore
Adventurer, The
McCoy-Sebastian
*tBaby Cyclone. The
Cody-Pringle
Beau Broadway
Cody-Pringle
Beyond the Sierras
Tim McCoy
Bringing Up Father
Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
*f Brotherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Cameraman, The
Keaton-Day
Cardboard Lover, The
Davies-Asther
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
€lrcu8 Rookies
Dane-Arthur
Cossacks, The
Gilbert-Adoree
Crowd, The
Board man- Murray
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs
Boardman-Gray-Naqel
*tExcess Baggage
Haines-Cortez
"' rFlying Fleet, The
Ramon Novarro
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
Four Walls
Gilbert-Crawford
Lady of Chance. A
Norma Shearer
Laugh, Clown. Laugh
Chaney-Young-Asther
Madamolselle from Armentleres.... .E. Brody-J. Stuart
Masks of the Devil
John Gilber
Mysterious Lady, The
Garbo-Nagel
Napoleon
Special Cast
*fOur Dancing Daughters
Crawford- Brown-Sebastian
Patsy, The
Davles-Cald well-Gray
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan
Shadows in the Night
Flash-Grey-Lo ralne
*1Show People
Davies-Haines
Skirls
Chaplln-Balfour
Telling the World
Haines-Page
Under the Black Eagle
..Flash-M. Day-Forbes
♦fWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
*t tWhIte Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Pringle
♦tWind. The
Gish-Hanson
•tWoman of Affairs. A
Gilbert-Garbo
Wyoming
McCoy-Sebastian

SHORT
rule
Afiican Adventure, An
Assorted Babies
Bits of Africa
Booster. The
Coy Friend, The
Call of the Cuckoo
Cleopatra
Crazy
House
Do Gentlemen
Snore?

SUBJECTS

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
RevIer-EIIIs
"Our Gang"
Roach
Stars

Eagle's riest
Ufa Oddities
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hardy
Feed "Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Happy Omen, A
Ufa Oddities
Heartof General Robert E.Lee, The. Daw-Walling
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Lonely Lapland
Ufa Oddities
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Murder
Ufa Oddities
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddltlea
or Gray Hosa , The
"Our Gang"
•01' Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
Palace of Honey, The
Ufa Oddities
Sacred Baboon, The
Ufa Oddities.
Savage Customs
Ufa Oddities
•School Begins
"Our Gang"
Should Married Men Go Homs?
.Laurel-Hardy
Sleeping Death
Ufa Oddities
Spanking Age, The
"Our Gang"
Strange Prayers
Ufa Oddities
That Night
Roach Stars
Tokens of Manhood
UH Oddities
Two Tars
Laurel-Hardy
We Draw Down
Laurel-Hardy

* Meam

tynchronized More.

Reviewed
Rel. Date
Length
April 7
6805 feet. . . May
July 145
.6998
feet
April 28
.,4187 feet.,
.July 14
.5530 feet , , .Aug. 4
Sept. 29 . 6037 feet .5896 feet
Sept. 1 5 .6344
feet
.June
2
Mar. 17 .
Oct. 1 2 .6053 feet ,
,6995
feet
Sept. 29
Sept. 15
.71
08
feel,
. Sept 8
Aug. 25
May 19 . , 5679 feet . , Junel 6
Mar. 31. . .56ol feet, . , . May 19
30
June 23 . 8601 feet .June
Feb. 25
Mar. 3. ..8538 feet, .
June 9 .5838 feet,,
6700
feet.,
.-SepL
15
May
5
SepL 8 .71 82 feet, .SepL 29
Nov. 30 ..5011 feet. , July 28
June 16
..Aufl. 25
Aug. 11 .6620 feet,.
Nov. 2
feet .
April 14. ..7045
June 2 ..5441f eet.
. 5575 feei , Dec
1
Oct.
Aug. 4. ..7652 feet., , , Aug. 1 1
OcL
;.7652 feet . bcL 13
Sept. 8
Mar. 10. ..7289 feet
April 21.
5448 feet
Oct. 26.
7453 feet
Nov. 17
Oct.
9
5801 feet
May 12 .
7184
feet
..
July 21
June 30
5901 feet
OcL 27
Mar. 24 . 7231
feet
May 19
Sept 15
.7968 feet
July 7 .5011
Aug. 18
feet
Jan. 28
Nov. 17
.6721 feet
Nov. 23
OcL 19 .
.4435 feet.
Mar. 24,
Date

Rel.
Aug.
Nov.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
July
June
Oct.

27
5
15
24
10
15,
7.
132.

Aug.
Oct.
Dec.
Sept
Dec.
July
SepL
Sept
Sept
Dec
Nov.
Sept
Sept
July
Oct
Oct
June
Sept
Nov.
Nov.
Sept
June
Doc.
Dec
SepL
June
Nov.
Dec

18
6.
8.
22
1
14
22
1.
29 ,
8
10 .
1.
29
28
20
20
16.
1.
24
17,
15.
30
15,
22,
15
2.
3
29 .

fAfeoiM nand tUtcU.

Length
-1 reel
.1 reel
,1 reel
2 reels
.2 reels
,2 reels
2 reels
.2reels
2 reels
, 1 reel ,
2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
2reels
-1 reel

-2 reels

2reels
.2 reels
,1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

Dec.

1

May 28
Nov.

Nov.

July

3

3

26

,1 reel
,1 reel

.1 reel
,2reel8
,2reela
.Ireel
,1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels
2 reels
. 1 reel

July 28
OcL 13
May 26
SepL 29
July 28

,2reel8

,1 reel
.2reels
Iroel
.2 reels
.2 reels

May 2fl
Dec. 8

Title

Rel. Date
Lenoll)
Oct 27. ... 1 reel

Ufa Oddities

Oct 13. . . .1 reel

Reviewed
Nov.

3

Attraction*

Star

*t§Alias Jimmy Valentine
.i.-,ii„h„„
5?,1!'m°°
t ■ i t^
*'t|''-'L"'"> Jj'"''T*'^b"i^'-'i"' »' ^^".'-"'"^"^r
• tsBroadway Melody lA. T.)
Bushranger. The
Deadline
Desert LawThe
tDevll's Mask. The
Dream of Love
*t5Duke Steps Out, The
Dynamite A. T.i
■ 'itFive
jGreeno'clock
Ghost Girl,
The The (A. T.)

-V e zv s

Star
Ufa Oddities

Coming

GOTHAM
Title
Chorus Kid, The
Head of the Family, The
Hell Ship Bronsen
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
Turn Back the Hours
Thru the Breakers
United States Smith

World's Playjrounds

Picture

.Haines-Hyams-Barrymore
Norma Shearer
i p
■'.?"^TT
t
n
-^
Alvarado-Torris-Torrence-Damita
Lovs-Page-Kmg
McCoy-Uougla.
Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Tim McCoy
John Gilbert
Crawford-Asther
Haines-Crawford
Conrad Nagel
Davies-Arthur

' '^Hunted
A, T.)
Mack-Thompson
•tij Hallelujah
Colored Cast
He Learned About Women.
Halnes-Page- Percy
Honeymoon
Flash-Moran-Grlbbon
Humminq Wires
Tim McCoy
,
♦t§Lastof Mrs. Cheney
Nagel
Loves of Casanova, The
Special Cast
*i jMan's Man, A
William Haines
Masked Stranger, The
McCoy
Mysterious Island. The
Hiighes-Daly-Barrymore.
•SNIie Baby
Gordon-Hiltz-Waldridge
^ t SOur Modern Maids
Joan Crawford
't^Pagan. The
Novarrc-Adoree-Janis. . .
Single Standard, The
Flash-Gray- Lorraine
Soles
Special Cast
Spite Marriage
Buster Keaton
Souix Blood
McCoy-Frazer
''tSThlrst
Gllbert-Nolan .
"t ride of Empire
Adoree-Murray
•t Trail of '98. The
Del RIo-Forbes
♦t&Trial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) Shearer- Wamer-Hackett
West "f Zanzibar
C ha ney- No Ian- Barry more
*tViking, The
Starke-Crisp

MOVIETONE

Length

Reviewed

8000 feet

Nov. 24

,

.
.
.

.11100 feet.. ..Mar. 24
.. .
8508 feet. .. .Nov. 17

SHORTS

Title
Casino Gardens
Confession
Friendship
Furry Knight
George Dewey Washington
Georae Dewey Wasihington
Gus Edwards' Song Revue
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Marlon Harris
Jimtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-M Movietone Revue
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Phipps
Ponce Sisters
Ponce Sisters

Star

Songs
Sherman-Francisco-Chadwick
Songs
Songs

Spanking Age. The
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck
. . . _
Walt Roesner and Capltollans
WeFaw Down

"Our Gang"
Songs
Songs
Piano Solos
Jazz Band
Laurel-Hardy

Ames-Nye
Robert Edeson
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs
Songs
Songs
MIHer and Lyie
Songs
Songs
Songs and Whistling
Songs
Miller and Ly(e

ReU

Date

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Reviewed
Dec
1

Oct 27
Oct 27
Nov. 17
Nov.
Oct
Sept
Nov.
Nov.
SepL
Oct
Nov.

17
20
29
10
3
29
13
3

2 reels

2 reels

Oct
6
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
OcL 20
Oct 20
Nov. 10
SepL 29
OcL 27
Nov. 10
OcL
6

2 reels

Dec

I

2 reels

Dec
1
Oct 19

2 reels

Dec

1

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title
Avalanche, The
•^Beggars of Life
Big Killing. The
•Docks of New York, The
Drag Net The
Easy Come, Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The
Fifty-Flfty Girl, The
First Kiss. The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Haifa Bride
His Private Life
His Tiger Lady
•tHomecoming.The
Hot News
Just Married
Kit Carson
Ladles of the Mob
Legion of the Condemned
•Lovesof An Actress, The
Loves of an Actress (silent version*..
Magnificent Flirt. The
*t gManhattan Cockatll
Mating Call. The
,
Model from Montmarlre
+Moran of the Marines
Night of Mystery, A
Old Ironsides
Partners In Crime
•Patriot, The
Racket The
Red Hair
•Sawdust Paiadlse.The
Someone to Love
Something Always Happens
Speedy
Street of Sin, The
Sunset Legion, The
Take Me Home
Three Sinners.....
Three Week-Ends
Vanishing Pioneer, The

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Nov. 10 , 6099 feet
Holt-Hill
7560 feet..
■ SepL 15..
Beery-Arlen-Brooks
5930 feet..
Beery-Hatton
Mav 1
7202
feet. - July
Sept 297
7866 feet..
Bancroft-Compson-Bactanova. . OcL 20
June
SepL 229
Bancroft-Brent
May 26
DIx-CarroIl
April 21... .5364 feet
.May 12
SeoL 1
Bow-Hah
OcL 13. . 69l8fe6t
Aug.
Danlels-Halt
May 12. . . .6134
6402 feet
May 25
28
Wray-Cooper
Aug. 25.
June 23
Flelds-Conklin
May
7
5852
7640 feet
feet
Brian-Brook
Aug. 1 1
Aug. 11
6238 feet
Ralston-Arlen
June 16
...Nov, 17
Menjou-Carver
4690 feet .-..June 2
...
July
Menjou-Brent
June 9... ,5038 feet
...Aug.
Parlo-Hanson
8100 feet . ...
Nov. 28
Daniels-Hamilton
July 14 . . 6528 feet
18
Hall-Taylor
Aug. 18. .. .6039 feet
Thomson-Lane
7464 feet
Bow-Arlen
June 30.. .6792 feet . . . .Aug.
2«
Cooper-Wray
Mar. 10 — 7415 feet
4
Negri-, Asther
Aug. 18 — 7434 reet ..Mar.
Negr>-Asther
Aug. 18
7159 feet — June 30
Florence VIdor
June 2... 4998 feet
24
Arien-Carroll
6051 feet ...OcL 13
Meghan- Brent- Adoree
July 21 . 6325 feet
Naldi-Petrovltch
SepL 22 . . 5941 feet . . Nov. 3
.6444
feet.
S741feet
Dix-Elder
Oct 27
7910 leet
Menjou-Brent..
April 7
.April 21
Ralston-Farrell-Beery.
Mar. 3
.eeooteet
..May
Aug. 186
Beery-Hatton- Brian
Mar. 17
(eet. . Jufy 14
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Sept 1 . .9819
7646 reet 3ec18'26
..l*l»r.31
Melghan-Prevost
June 30
.6331 feel.
Bow-Chandler
Mar. 10.
5928 feet. . . Sept. 1
Ralston-Howes
Aug. 25
.l»lay
Dec, 288
Charles Rogers
Dec.
1
6323 feet
.4792 feel
Ralston- Hamilton
Mar. 24.
.7960 feet
April 14
Lloyd-Chrlstle
April 7.
..June
2
.6218 feet.
Jannlngs-Wray
May 26.
.SepL 27
29
6763 feet .Oct
Thomson- Murphy
April 21
.6514
feet.
Daniels-Hamilton
Oct 20
Dec 28
15
.7029 feel. . April
Negrl-Baxter
April 14.
..Sept. 29
Clara Bow
Dec
5962
feel
5834 feel
Holt-Blane
June 23
Star

§ tf com voice frndaJiiif iialogat attd incUenttd songs).

A, T. after title ateam AU Talkie.

December

32 , J 9 28

Title
*$Varsity
•Warming Up
Water Hole, The
•Wedding March, The
Wings
Woman From Moscow, The

Star
Rogers-Brian
Richard DIx
Holt-Carroll
Von Stroheln-Wray
Bow-Rogers
Negri-Kerry

SHORT
Title
Alice In Movleland
Baby Feud
Beaches and Scream
Believe It or Not (Christie)
Call Again
Come Easy. Go Slow
Companionate Marriage
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver, The [Christie)
Face Value

1891
Date

Footllose WImmen (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Gobs of Love Christie)
Billy Dooley
Happy Heels .Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
HomeGlri.The
GIImore-Kruger
•Hot
Scotch (Christie)
fChrlslle)
Jack
Duffy
Hot Sparks
Bobby
Vernon
-- .-'
Ko-Ko's Big Pull
inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Goes Over
inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ki KleansUp
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Catch
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko*s Chase
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Parade
....Inkwell Cartoon
Lay on, MacDuff (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Loose Change (Christie)
Sandy MacDuff
News Reeling
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Nifty Numbers (Christie)
Frances Lee
Oriental Hugs i Christie)
Billy Dooley
Papa Spank Christie)
Jack Duffy
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee
Prancing Prune
Helen Hayes
f(aln Dropper, The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Say Uncle iChrlstie)
Jack DoRy
Scrambled Weddings
E. F. Horton
Sea Food (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Sea Sword.
Krazy Kat Cartoon
She-Going Sailor. A (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Show Vote
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Neal Burns
Slippery Heels (Christie)
Jimmie Adams
•Sock Exchange. The (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Stage Coached
Krazy Kat Cartoon
•Stop Kidding
Bobby Vernon
Two Masters
Eaton-Post
Vacation Waves
E. E. Horton
Walls Tell Tales
Madge Kennedy
Whv Gorillas Leave Home
Bobbv Vernon

Rel.
June
Aug.
OcL
Nov.
OcL
OcL
July
OcL
Aug.
July

".
2 reels
Dec 15... 2 reels
:.
Jan. 19... 2 reels
June 2.... 2 'eels
Dec. l-..,2reel9
Aug. 25... 2reel3
Nov.
-. ' 2 reels
3 .. ^1 fggl
■
Sept
June 23
■] reel
Oct ' 1 3
1 reel
Aug. 25.
I reel
SepL 22.
. .1 reel
July
7
1 reel
Aug. 11 . .1 reel.
Oct 20
1 reel .
June 9
,1 reel- .
OcL
6
2 reels. ,
Nov. 17Oct
6. ■ 2 rools
Aug. 4. " 1 reel
Jen.
5.
22 reels
reels.
Sept 29.
.2 reels, .
Feb. 2.
1 reel
June 2.
1 reel . .
Sept 29.
OcL 13
2 reels .
2 reels..
-1 reel ..
June 302 reels. .
June 9,
June 30.
2 reels .
July 14.
21 reel
reels . .
Sept 1reels. , ..
12 reel
Nov. 10
SepL 15.
2 reels, ,
Dec 22,
2 reels, .
July
7.
2 reels .
June 18,
2 reels .
SepL 22.
1 reel . .
.June 16
2 reels, .
Aug. II
Sept 8.
2 reels . .
Sept 15. .. 2 reels
Aug. 4.. 2 reels
.Jan. 12
2 reels

Attractions

Star
Star
•tJAbie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-Carroii-Rogers
Abie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-Carrol- Rogers
*tBehind the German Lines
Special Cast
„,„
,
,
r.
nSBurlesque
y ■■;■■■ Jam^ Barton.
•t§Canary Murder Case. Tl • A. T.). Powell-Taylor-Bruan
•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.)
Douglas MacLean
Case of Lena Smith. The
Esther Ralston
*t§Close Harmony lA. T.)
Charles Rogers
•t JConcert. The (A. T ) ,
Adolphe Menjou
•f Doctor s Secret The (A. T.)
Warner-Chatterton
•tjDummy. The (A. T.)
Cromwell-Chatterton
•f JFour Feathers
Wray-Arlen-Beery. , .
•t§Geniusis Born. A (A. T.)
A. P. Heggie
*t5Half an Hour
Ruth Chatterlon
•tSHoiein the Wall, The (A. T.)
Colbert-Robinson , ..
Hunting Tower
.
Harry Lauder
*t5lnnocentsof Paris. The
Maurice Chevalier ..
*5 interference
lA. T.)
Just
Twenty-One
♦tjLetter, The lA. T.)
•tLooping the Loop .

Brent-Brook-Powell
Rogers-Brian
Eageis-Heggie-Owen
Werner-Kraus

•tjManhattan
Cocktail
Marquis Preferred
*-; Night Club A. TJ
._
*tiNothing But the Truth (A.T.). ,.
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Quick Lunch
Redskin
•tiShop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
"tSSins of the Fathers
•tSoui of France, The
Sunset Pass
•'STong War (A.T.I
»tjWoif of Wall Street, The (A, T.)•t fWolf Song (A. T.)

Arlen-Carroil.
Adolphe M eniou
Special Cast
Richard Di
Daniels-Hamiiton
Fleids-Conkiln
Fields-Conklin
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Fields-Conklin
Emll Jannlngs
Special Cast
Holt-Lane
Beery-Vidor
George Bancrof
Cooper-Wrap

SOUND
Star

12103 feet8254 feet

Revlewe
-, April
Nov. 28
17
Dec

Dec.

,
,
Jan. 26... 7 reels

Dec.

SHORTS
Rel.

Date

Bishop's Candlesticks, The
Waiter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch
Harmonica Band and Songs
Eddie Peabody
Banjo Solos and Songs
Giersdorf Sisters, The
Songs
Highlowbrow
Donnelly-Shannon
if Men Played Cards as Women Do. . - McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation > Christie i
Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame, The Christie)... Colored Cast
Music Ha*h Charms (Chris'le)
Colored Gas*
One Word
Special Cast
(Pusher in the Face. The
Taylor- Hitchcock-All en
Ruth EHing
Songs
•jSldewalks of New Yoffc
Novelty
'Skating Home (Christie)
Frances Lee
SepL 1
That Party in Person
Eddie Cantor
When
Caesar
Ran a Newspaper
(Christie/
Hatton-Hardy-Lorraine

'^ MeanM Mynchromzed score,

Length

f Means soanil effect*.

Length

2 reels. ,
t«el...
Zreela
2 reels.

PATHE

Reviewed
. . Nov. 3
, July 21
. Sept. 8
. Oct. 20
Aug. 26*27
. Nov. 10

Date
Length
Revic-«ed
23 . . . 2 reels . . ,
18. . . 1 reel , . .
22 — 1, reel
, ^p,
2A
2 reels
20
2
reeig
13
1 ,gg|
-A
J reel
27
2 reels
18
22reel3!
reels !!!!!!!!!!!!
21

Title

Title

Length

Sept 29 ... , 5802 feet .
Aug. 4 .. 6509feet
Aug. 25 . 6319feet
OcL
8. . . .1MO0 feel.
Sept.
.. 1?rettls
6938 feet

SUBJECTS

Star
Novelty
Krazy K at Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Frances Lee
E. E. Norton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
May-Skeily-Hayes
Billy Dooley
Novelty

Coming

R«l.

Reviewed

FEATURES
Star

Title
•t§ Annapolis
Avenging Snadow, The
Black Ace, The
Blue Danube, The
Border Patrol
Bullet Mark. The.
Burning Bridges
*tECaptaln Swagger
Celebrity

Loff-Brown
Klondike (dog)
Don Coreman
Leatrice Joy
Harry Carey
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
La Rocque-Carol
Armfitrong-Basquette

Rel,
Nov.
April
Sept
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Sept
OcL
Oct.

Chicago
^"P* ^*'*
Craig's Wife
Fangs of Fate
Flying Buckaroo, The
Forhidden Love
9'.'^"'^.?*'^..^?^
Tissue)
Hold 'Em Yale

Haver-VarconI
William Boyd
Irene Rich
Klondike (dog)
Wally Wales
LID Damita
Harold
Rod La Ljoyd
Rocque

Mar.
Aug.
Sept.
June
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Mav

-^tjKltig of Kings. The
h^r.^'-^^Vn^ u
,"-»' o
m !?^^*
« ^?/^^^ ,.?'"
K^T.'^.l''^^?'"^"
M?.[^,^!^®«i^'i'®''
Midnight Madness
*t$Ned McCobb's Daughter
f*"*^'
^** Mark. The
SaddlflMates
•tSSal of Singapore
*t5Shady Udy.The
ShIpOomesln. A
*r§Show Folks
Skyscraper
•t§SpIeler,The

Warner-Logan
Klondike laog)
Junior Cogh Ian
La RocQue-Loff
iT^J!'^:)^^\"^
Klondike (dog)
Jacqueline Logan
Irene Rich
Boyd-Logan
von
WallySeyffertltz-Quartaro
Wales.. T
Phyllis Haver
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schlldkraut
Quillan-Loff
William Boyd
H ale-Logan- Adoree

l^^^l^
May 20
Jan. 15
^eoLie
«,*"*• ?
K^""* J
Mar. 26
Dec. 2
SepL 23
Aug. 265
Aug.
Nov. 4
Dec. 16
June 4..
Oct 21
April 9 Dec 30

Valley of Hunted Men, The
Walking Back
Yellow Contraband

Buftaio Bill, Jr
Sue Carrol
Leo Maloney

Feb 1M . . .4520 feet
Mar. 3
May 21 - 5035 feet . , Sept 22
Oct 28
5686 feet. . ..Oct 20

SHORT

Title
Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby Show. The.
Bargain Hunt
Bath Time
81g Game
Burglar, The
Bunker Battlers
Camous Carmen, The
Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Caught In a Taxi
Caught in the Draft
Caught in the Kitchen
Chicken, The
Cfty Slickers
Close Shave. A
Covering Gfojnd
Cross Countiy Run.A
CureorKill
Day Off. A
Defensive Ends, The
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
♦tDlnner Time
Dumb Walters
Eagle of the Night (Swlat)

--

SUBJECTS

ReL

Star
"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Sportiiqhl
, "Aesop Fables"
Jackson- Hiatt-McKee
Sportllghl
Sennett Girls
Sennett Girls
Sportlight
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"Aesop Fatles"
Johnny Burke
SportHght
., "Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Football Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke

Date
Length
Reviewed
18...
MLr. 31
29.. .4293 feet
2
,
.
5722
feet
12 - 6569 feet
Sept 26
15
May
23
4596 feet
25
. Mar. 31
. .4550
feet.
5400
feet
30
14, .6312 feet
Aug. 11
7 . , 6 reels
.91't5 feet... Dec. 30
5 . 7034 feet
. Sept. 8
6670 feet Dec. 15
19
16 . 4476 feet . . June 23
24 .6670 feet
25. . 5937 feet
4 .-4750feet
7056 *eet Auo. 4
14

Dale

..Sept 9 .,
..April 8...
..July
..Oct 15
14.,,-,
June 24 -.
Oct 21. . .
Dec
9...
., . July 22 - .
Sept 23. . .
Nov. 25 . .
Aug. 19 . ,
June 9
Sept
Aug.
July
June
SepL
Aug.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Oct
Sept
Oct.

Coming Attractions
Star
WHIIam Boyd

§ /Veniu voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Length
reel
,.11 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
SepLi

.2 reels
1 reel
reel
21 reels

Oct
6
June 23
Oct 27

1 reel

2 reels
21 reels
reel
2 reels.
1 re(
9... 2reels
26
2 reels
1,1 reel
23. ..,2 reels
16
1 reel
19
1 reel . .,
7,--lreel
. .
1 reel
28
1 reel
7.1 reel . .
21
1 reel
12 reel
reels
18
14
10 episodes.
1
reel
.
22.
1 reel
8
1 reel
14
11 reel, . . .
3
1 reel
.1 reel
285.
.2 reels
5
.1 reel
28
1 reel ,
30
23
2 reels. .
30
2 reels
12,
2 reels
4
2t'reel
reels
reel
2."
81 reel
26.
2
reels
11 .

^^'■'V ^''''l' ^^^
"Aesop Fables"
July
Pair ;^^aj, ^
. . Sportlight
July
Fair Catch. The
Football Sense
Oct
Fishing Fool, The
"Aesop Fables"
Flight That Failed, The
"Aesop Fahles"
June
Flying Hoofs
,
"Aesop Fables"
Getting Together
Sportlight
Oct
Girl From
From Nowhere.
Nowhere, The
The
Sennett Girls
Girls.
Aug.
Girl
Sennett
Auo.
Gridiron Demons
"Aesop Fables"
OcL
Gridiron Cocktail, A
Sportlight
Sept
High Seas
"Aesop Fables"
Sept
His New Stenographer
Billy Bevan
Dec.
His UnJuckv Nig it
Bevan-Dent
Aug.
Hubby's Latest Alibi
Billy Bevan
Nov.
■
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Bevan-Dent
Dec
'iunlsman,
.... - ."Aesop Fables"
July
Kunrs'm'an! Tne
Tne
n the Bag
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Jim Jam Janitor. A
Johnny Burke
Nov.
_
Laundry Man. The
"Aesop
Fables"
...
Limborlegs',
V
""
."!y.V.".V.".V.".
.
.
,SporiTohr,'.7..".'.V.'.'.V.V.V.V.".June
10^
Magnetic Bat, The
"Aesop Fable"
Sept 30
Monkey Love
"Aesop Fables"
Oct 14
Motor Boat Mamas..
Bevan-Dent
SepL 30,
Motoring Mamas
Billy Bevan
June 16.
Mouse's Bride. The
"Aesop Fables"
June 24.
Muscle Marvels
Soonlight
Oct 14
No Company
Haines-Coombs
Dec 18.
No Picnic
Haines-Coombs-Oempsey
OcL
7.
No Sale
Haines-Coombs
Nov. 18.
On the Links
"Aesop Fables"
Nov. 25 ,
Our LUtle Nell
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 5, ,
Oiitnumbdered
"Aesop Fables"
Julv 29
Polar Flight A
"Aesop Fables"
Nov. 18 ,
Puppy Love
"Aesop Fables"
. JunelO
Smith Cataiina Rowboat Race
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Oct 21..
Smith's Restaurant
Jackson-Hlatt-McKoo
Aug. 19,
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Sept 30. .
South Sea Sagas
Sporilight
Sept. 22 .
Spartan Diet
"Aesop Fables"
,
. tJStage Struck
"Aesop Fables"
Static
."Aesop Fable"
Sept 2..
Sunday on the Farm
"Aesoo Fables"
Sent 16. .
Sunny Italy
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 12 .
Supple Sex. The
Sportlight
Aug. 5 .
Targets
Sportlight
Nov. 25- .
Taxi Beauties
Jack Cooper
Dec 23.,
Taxi for Two
Jack Cooper
SepL 2. .
Taxi Scandal, A
Jack Copoer
OcL 28..
Terrible People The (Serial)
Ray-Milter
Aug. 5 .
Tiger's Shadow. The
McConnell-Allan
Dec 23. .
•t&W(nning Patterns
Sportlight
Yellow Cameo. The iSerlal)
Ray-Cyclone (dog)
June 3.
Title
nSFlying Fool. The

. 4683 feet , . Mar. 31
10,200 feet pAril 29 '27
.5888 feet ...Jan. 28
..5733feet
.5762 feet..- Sept 22
.4600 feet ...Mar. 3
. .6559 feet
6070 feet
. 6092 feet... SepL 15
. 7937 loet
Sept 8
4520 feet
Mar. 17
-6804 feet
Sept 17
22
.Nov.
6g02feet
Dec ^
15
. June
6581 feel
.7040 feet
Oct I20
.April

.1 reel
,1 reel
,1 reel
2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
1 reel
,,,
,2 reels
,2reels
.2 reels
,1 reel
. 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
,22 reels
reels
.3 reels
, 1 reel
.1 reel
reel
.1
. 1 reel
-1 reel
. 1 reel
1 reel
.1 reel
.2reels
.2 reels
10 episodes
.2
.10reels
episodes
-1 reel
.lOeplsodes
Length

Feb. 10. .

A. T. after title means AU Talkie.

Sept 15
Nov.
Aug. 24i
11
Dec.

Sept
Aug.
Oct.
Dec.
Oct
Sept
Oct

8
18
6
1
27
29
20

Sept
Oct.
SepL
Oct
Dec
June
Dec.
Oct
Mar.
OcL

8
27
&
9
15
20
24
27

Sept 22
Nov. 17
Dec 14S
July
Nov. 3
Nov. 17
June
2
OcL 27
Sept. 29
June 30
Oct 13
Sept 29
Dec.

\

Aug. 4
Nov. 10
.
Oct 13

Dec

8:

Sept

8

Sept

1

OcL 27"

Revleweit

Motion

1892
y Ille

star

FortvFive-Calibre War
=*tSGeraldJne
♦tUodless Girl. The.
Hawk of the Hills
*t5High Voltage
*t5Leatherneck. The
•tJLIsten Baby
*15Mvked Money
♦tSNolsy Neighbors
'*t§Missing Man, The
*t§Office Scandal
Sin Town
*tSSqu3re Shoulders

Coleman-Loff
Quillan-Loff
Basquetle-Prevost
Allene Ray
Boyd-Prevost-Hale
William Boyd
Eddie Quillan
Junior Coghlan
Eddie Quillan
Patrick
Phyllis Haver
Allen-Fair
Junior Coghlan

PEERLESS
Title
Bitter Sweets
Girl He Didn't Buy, The
Golden Shackles
Out With the Tide

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Feb. 17 '29
Jan.
6 .- 5959 feet
10720 feet. . .Sept
Mar. 17
Jan.

1

13

Nov. 4
Jan. 20

5506 feet

Nov.

3

Mar. 3
Jan. 20
Feb. 3

PICTURES

Star
Bedford-Graves
Garon-Simpson
Bonner-Wlthers
Dwan-Landls

(S. R.)
Rel. Date
Length
Sept. 5 . - 5700 feet
April 15. . . .5600feet
Mar. 15 — 5600 feet
June 22 . . , 5700 feel

Reviewed

RAYART(S.R.)
TItto

star

ReL

Dale

Length
Reviewed
6089 feet... Juni 2
5937 feet
6076 feet

Branded Man, The
City of Purple Dreams, The
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower, The
Divine Sinner. The
Gypsy of the North
Isle of Lost Men

Delaney-Marlowa
Bedford-Frazer
Russelt-Falre
Buddy Roosevelt
Vera Reynolds
Gordon-Hale
Tom Santschl

May
Sept. 15 , ,
April
June
July 15...
April
—

Llghtnin' Shot. The
Man From Headquarters, The
Midnight Adventure. A
My Home Town
Mystery Valley
Phantom ol the Turf, The
Sisters of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders

Buddy Roosev ell
Roberts-Keefe
Murphy-L.andls
Brockwetl-Glass
Buddy Roosevelt
H. Costello-Lease
Anita Stewart
Foster-Olnistead
Buddy Roosevelt.

May
Aug.
May
Mar.
July
Mar.
Oct
Dec.
April

Buddy Roosevelt

Mar.

5683 feet
5976 feet
5800 feet
4797 feet
1 . . . 5946 feet
.5262feet
.5608 feet
4538 feet
5905 feet
1 . . . 5650 feet
. . 5991 feet
.4627 feet
,4308feet
. .

ReL

Date

Length

Reviewed

Ret.

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Trailin' Back

4533 feet

Title

Star
..Foster-Keith

FILMTONE
Title

June

2

SHORTS

Star

Overture of 1812 (Tschaikowsky)
Val and Ernie Stanton
At the Night Club
Dancing Colleens
Radio Franks, The

Fllmtone Harmonists
Songs
Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawailans
Tap Dancers
Songs

STERLING
'^'*Je
Marry the Girl
Million For Love, A

PICTURES

Star
Bedford-Ellis
Dunn-Howes

(S. R.)
Reviewed
ReL
Date;
Length ..Mar. 10
Mar. 1 . . . 5300 feet
.AprtI 15... 5400 feet..

STATE RIGHTS

Air eo(
MailLust.
Pilot.The.
The '..!!!!!'!!!
Arizona days
Autumn Love
•tBig Hop, The
Black Butterflies
Bondage
Broken Hearts
Cltv Without Jews, The
■Code of the Air
Dance Fever
DevlIDogs
Devil's Passion. The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St. Petersburg. The
Fangs of Justice
fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Gypsy Romance
Hands of Orlac
Hearts of Men
HeilSiip
Into the Night
House of Siiame
Jealousy
Lady of Pelrograd, The
Lady from Paris. The
Lifp- Like That
Lignts of Paris
Little Wild Girl. The
Lookout^Girl, The
l-oves of Jeanne Ney, The
Mother of Mine
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
Olympic Hero, The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
Power of Darkness. The
Prlmanbrlletje
Prodigals of Monte Carlo
■Q Ships
(Jueen of the Chorus, The
Racing Through
Romance of a Rogue The
Sally of the South Seas
Scarlet Youth
Sealed Lips
Shadows of the Night
Shooting Stars

DIst'r
ReL
Date
Length
Circle Pict . ...Oct. 15 ,
Chesterfield... Aug. 15 5256 feet

Reviewed
April 21

!EmllJannlngV.'.iX.T.
Rogers'..
.Hi-Mark
SOOOfeet
Mehaffey- Metcalfe
Bob Custer
Syndicate
SeptIS .4345teet .
Aff. European .. Sept
..6 reels. .. Oct
Lya de PuttI
..
6
,
B.
Jones
Corn.
.
Aug.
7000 feet
Jonos-Ralston-Hearn
Relston-Busch-Frazer Quality Dist . .Sept 1. 626J feet
Ufa
6040 feet
German Cas
.
^,^
UU-™
.ci^i
Hercules
Soecial Cast
Avwon
Sept
t 5000 feet
Harlan-Mirlowe
Bisc'ioff Prod
5700 feet
Corda-Varconl
Ufa Eastern.... June 1. .5460 feet
Holmes-Alt
Crescent
560';feet
Special Cast
Arf a
5700 feet
.June 18
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
Russian Cast
A. Hammerstein
8000 feet
.Sllverstreak-Walker. . Bischoff
5000 feet
Emll Jennings
L.T. Rogers
6100 feet.
Warwick-Ward
Conquest
6200feet
Raquel Meller
Aff. European
Sept
..6reel3
,
Conrad Veidl
Aywon
Sept
. 6500 feet
Harrls-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet.
SpecialCast
Collwyn
5800f6el
SeptIS
Agnes Ayres
Raleigh
5712 feet
.Sept 15
Fa(re-Hale
Chesterfield... Sept 1 5300 feet
LyadePuttl
Brill
Sept 1..5460feet.
Special Cast
Aff. European
Sept
. .6000 feet
Vllma Banky
Aywon
.Sent
.6000 feel
Withers-Boteler
F. Royer (producer)
June 18
SpecialCast
Superlative
BOOOfeet
Lee-Landis
Hercules
Jacrjueline Logan
Quality Dlst...Nov.
G413f6et
Edith Jahanne . .
7563 feet
Special Cast
akoro
Oct
. .7200
Ufa-Eastern
German Cast
7000 feet
Devore-Mong
Plaza
5215 (eet
Vaughn-Hughes
Trinity Pict
5573 feet
Sept 15
Charles Paddock
Zakoro
July
. .5200 feet
Bob Custer
Syndicate
.. .Oct 15. .4657 feet
Special Cast
Superlative
Moscow Art Players . Aft. European. Sept
. 6 reels
German Cast
Scenic Films
6500 feet
Mar. 24
Balfour-Blackwell
Zakoro
Aug.
. .6200 feet
SpecialCast
6000feet
Faire-Lease
Crescent Pict
5900 feel
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. .Sept
. .7 reels
Warner-Stewart
Quality DIst.. .Oct
6100 feet
Hercules
Corliss Palmer
Circle Pict
Oct
Swedish Cast
Colwyn
6000 feet
Hercules
English Cast
... Artlee
Aorll
..5800 feet ..April 28

""Means tynchronized score.

'\^ Means soand effects.

SHORT

Rel. Date
Length
Review
. Aug. 1. .4890 feet
Aug. 15 4315 feet
8000 feet
Feb.
. .June 15. .4900 feet
,
7000 feet
June 16 .7200 feet
, .May
6603 feet
. April
Jan.
8600
. .Nov.
24
6680 feet
feet. Aug.
5 '27
. July
6300 feet.
Nov. 15. .4852
7953
Sept
. 6500
6200
..6000

feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet

SUBJECTS

Title
star
Fare Enough
Poodles Hannoford
Mysterious Airman. The
Fatal Warning, The (Serial)
morning to Live For
Al Joy
She Said No
Ben Turpi n
Sophomore, The
G. O'Nelll-L Graydon
Spookey Money
Al Joy
Thick and Thin
Snub Pollard
Through the Ages
Novelty
Vanishing West The (Serial).. , Special Cast
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Walker-Mason
Who's Who
Al Joy
You Can't Win (Serial)

DIst'r ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
Artclass
2reels
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Mascot Pict
Cranfield Clarke
2 reels
Artclass
....2 reels
Hi-Mark
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Artclass
2 reels
Castle
1 reel
Mascot Plct....Oct 15. 10 episodes. Oct 13
Mascot Pict,. Aug. 1 .10 episodes. . Sept 15
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Weiss Bros
10 episodes

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Apaches of Paris The
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern
Aug. 15, 7545 feet
Bachelor Club, The
Talmadge-Worth
General PIcl
Bondage
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Circumstantial Evidence
Foster- Keefe-Lake. . . Chesterfield
Dancer of His .Vlajesty. The. . .Special Cast
Amkino
7000 feet
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aff. European
6 reels
Escaped from Kell
Muriat Esterhazy
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels
Exodus to the New World. Tha.Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves
Nils Asther
Aff. European
7 reels
German Underworld
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
§Great Power. The
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Great Unknown. The
John Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Guilty
Frltsch- Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover
Asther-Nolan
Aff. European
6 reels
Little Colonel. The
Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life
Veidt-Krauss
Aff. European
3 reels
Mechanics of the Brain
Educational
Amkino
6000 feet
Milak of the Snowlands
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Mountain Lovers
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest
Jan.
. .6500 feet
Our Daily Bread
Mary Nolan
Aff. European
7 reels
Poet and Czar
Special Cast
Amkino
8775 feet
South of Panama
CarmelltaGeraghty . . Chesterfield
Two Days
Special Cast
Amkino
6500 feet
Unholy Love
.Wegener-Petrovltch . Aff. European.
10 reels
Verdun
Special Cast
Richmount
Vera MIezewa (tentative)
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels
Water. The
M.Chekhov
Amkino
7000 feet
on Duty Calls
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
*tSWhit6 Lilacs
Robertson-Brlnkley... Powers Cinephono
Yellow Ticket The
Anna Sten
Amkino
7000 feet
Length

Reviewed

TIFFANY-STAHL

FEATURES
Title
Star
About Trial Marriage
Corliss Palmer
Adorable Cheat
Lee-Keefe

Star
Champion-Hughes
Chesterfietd.
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Jungle Film
Capitol PIct
Chamoion-Hughes. .. .Chesterfield.
Special Cast
New Era
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
Ufa Eastern..
Camilla Horn
. Ufa Eastern..
Jannings-Dagover
Amkino
Russian Cast
Anchor
Cornelius Keefe. ..
Ufa Eastern..
Conrad VeidI ....
Bob Ouster
Syndicate
English Cast
Hi-Mark
Compton-Ward. ...
Aywon
Russian Cast
Amkino
Johnson-MattonI
Ameranglo

N ezvs

Coming Attraction!

Coining Attractiona

•tSSheuldaClrl Marry?.

Title
Silent Sentinel. The
Silent Trail, The
SImba
Sky Rider. The
Somme, The
Station Master. The
Streets of Algiers
Tartuffe the Hypocrite
Ten Days That Shook the World.
Thunder God
Two Brothers
West of Santa Fe
When Fleet Meets Fleet
Woman Temoted The
Yellow Ticket, The
Youth Astray

Picture

Title

FEATURES

Beautiful
But The
Dumb
*t5Cavalier.
Clothes Make the Woman
Domestic Meddlers

Patsy Rutll Tatmadge
Milter .
Bedford-R.
Southern-Pidgeon
Claire Windsor

Rel.
July
Mar.
Aug.
Nov.
May
Aug.

Floating College, The
George Washington Cohen
Giain of Dust. The
Green Grass Widows
Gun Runner, The
House of Scandal
Udies of the Night Club
Lingerie . .
Marriage by Contract
Naughty Duchess. The
Power of Silence, The
Power of Silence. The
Prowlers of the Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stormy Waters
Their Hour
•f {Tollers. The
Tropical Nights

O'Neill-Collier, Jr
Jessel-Palmer
Cortei-Wmdsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Cortez-Lane
Sebastian-O'Malley
Cortez- Leonard
While-McGregor
Miller-Gray
Warner-Southern
Belle Bennen
Belle Bennett
- Cortez Myers
Fraier-Borlo
Southern-McGregor
Harrnn-Sebastlan
Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr
Miller-McGregor

Nov.
Dec.
July
June
Nov.
April
May
July
Dec
Oct
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
Mar.
Oct
Dec.

Albany Night Boat.
Bachelor's Paradise..

Title
Gold
*t§Hawaiian Love Call, The. . .
•tUapanese Carnival, A
*f5ln a Persian Market
t^ln a Chinese Temple Garden. .
,1?''
p.
ti,
Maude
Charm. The
'tLove Muller
No Woman Allowed
Tenderfoot Tourist A
Tom, Dick or Harry
•t5Toy Shop. The
Title
Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, The
Family Row, The
Geraldlne Laird
"SGhetto. The
Girl Who Came Back (tentative)
*tSLucky Boy
Man In Hobbles, The
•tJMarriage by Contract
New Orleans
Queen of Burlesque

star
Olive Borden
.O'Neill-Graves

SHORT
.Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

SUBJECTS

Star
Classic
Symphony
Svmphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Symphony

Coining
Attractions
Star
O'Neill-Drew
Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Belle Bennett
George Jessel
Eve Southern
Jessel-Quimby
L^f^Hnrron
Miller-Gray
Cortei-Bnnett
Belle Bennett

^ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs).

Date
20.
15. ,
1.
1.
1. .
15. .
10 .
20..
10..
10..
20..
1 .
15. .
1,.
1..
10..
20 .
20 . .
30
15..
1. .
1. .
1 .
10. .

6147
5844 feet
feet
6157 feet.

5477
61 26 feet.
feet.
.5334 feet..
.5297 feet.

Date

,

6553
5676
.7786
.5271
5554

feet
feet
feet ...Oct I
feet
feet

5160
.51 02
.5735
. 5652
.7256

feel..
feet .
feet .
feet .
feet ,

Rel. Date
Length
1 reel
Dec. 15 — 1 reel
Jan.
t , 1 reel
Oct
1
1 reel
..Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Nov. 1... Ireel
Rel.

Revlewatf

6775 feet.
5209 feet.
5362 feet

Length

Reviewed

Nov. 17

Reviewed

Jan. 20
Feb. 10
Mar. 20
Fell. 1
Mar. 10
Jan. 10
Dec
1
Mar. 1

A. T. after title means All Talkie.,

Nov. 17

r
December

22 , 1928
Length

Rainbow. The
spirit of Youth
Squads Right

Dorothy Sebastian . .
Sebastian-Kent . . . .
Gribbon-Stone

Bel. Date
, Jan.
1
Feb. 20
Feb. 1

Length

Reviewed

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclnne. The
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
Buck Privates
Clearing the Trail
CleartheDeck
Cloud Dodger. The
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon. The
Danger Rider, The
Flyin' Cowboy. The
Foreign Legion. The
Four Fooled Ranger, The
Freedom of the Press
<jate Crasher, The
•tj jivManJ fake
Good Morning Judge
■Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon, The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate. The
Hero of the Circus
Home. James
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofljeats of Vengeance
HotHeels
Hound of Silver Creek
Mow to Handle Women
Jizz Mad
•tSLonesome
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
•tMan WhoUughs.The
*tMan. Woman and Wife
•t§MeIody of Love
Michigan Kid, The
Night Bird. The
One Rainy Night
Phantom Fingers
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear. The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Red Lips
Hiding for Fame...
Shield of Honor, The
Sky Skidder. The
Stop That Man
Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
Thirteenth Juror. The
Thunder Riders. The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The
•tSUncle Tom's Cabin
WeAmerlcans
Wild West Show. The
Wolves of the City
Won In the Clouds

Star
Love-T. Moore
Fred Humes
Ted Wells
Daugherty-Falre
De PuttI -McGregor
GIbson-Culllver
Reginald Denny
Al Wilson
Ray-Raiston
Ted Weils
Hoot Gibson
Gtbson-Hasbrouck
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Dynamite fdogi
.
Stone- Kelth-M. Day
Glenn Tryon
Sidney- Hershott
Denny-Nolan
Tod Wells
Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe
Rex (horse )-Perr In
Rex Ihorsel-Perrln
Special Cast
La Plante-Delaney
Lewis-Gulliver
Rex (horse)-PeiTln
Tryon-Mlllef
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nlxon
Hersholt-Nixon-Lewls
Tryon-Kent
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Philbin
Kerry-Starke-Nixon
PIdg eon-Harris- Winton
Nagel-Adoree
Reginald Denny
Laura La Plante
Cody- Thompson
M. Moore- A. Day
Rex (horse)-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lew Is- Gut liver-Hamilton
Al Wilson
Lake-Kent
Phitbln-Mosklne
La Plante-Tryon
Niisson-Bushman
Ted Wells
Gibson-Hale
Rex (horse)-Perrin
Special Cast
Sidney- M Iller-Lewls
Glbson-Gulllver
Al Wilson

SHORT

Ret. Date
Length
Reviewed
, -Sept 9. .62«feet
4076 feet
May
8
1179 feet
Dec 16
4786 feet
Oct 28
6171 feet... Fab.
June 3
5311 feet
Oct.
7
Dec 23
4322 feet..
Sept. 30
6279 feet .
June 17
4179 feet .
Dec, 1 6
Sept IS
5357 feet
Nov. 18
51 09 feet
July
1
7828 feet .
Sept. 23
442 6 feet .
Mar. 25
Oct 28 . ,6474 feet .
5597 feet .
Dec. 9
6552 feet .
Dec
23
5645 (eet . Sept 22
April 29
4194 feet..
July 29
6599 feet .
. Sept30.
4868 feet .
Sept 1 6
4719 feet..
April 14
. S606 feel . .
Dec. 2
6307feet ..
Seot 2.
6057 feet..
Dec 30
June 16
5874 feet
May 13
Sept 16
.4095 feet. .
May 20.
5591feet .. July 14
Oct 14
,6832
feet
Nov. 11
6142 feet..
Oct
8
Jan. 20
. 681 3 feet . ..Feb. 11
Mar. 4,
4120feet
June 3
10185 feet
Nov.
May 10
12
Nov. 4,
Jan. 13 . 6674 feet . Oct 27
.6733 feet .
Dec
2, , 6030 feet .
Oct 21
July
7
6670 feet
Sept 16
Dec
9,
June 2. .5907 feet.
Nov. 25.
Aug. 4,
4230 feet .
Oct 28
4200 feet .
Mar. 11
4472 feet.
July 15
6957 feet .
Dec
2
5424 feet .
Aug. 19.
61 72 feet . .Dec 30
Feb. 19.
4364 feet
Jan. 13.
5389 feet .
Mar. 11.
April 28
8249
feet
Mar. 10
Mar. 4 ,
6179 feet,.
Feb. 4
April 1
9
5598 feet . Dec
Nov. 13.
4353 feet .
April 8,
5495
feet
.
Mar. 18
4616 feet.
Nov. 18
Nov. 18
Sept 2 .10600 feet
May
6 .. 9151feet
April 7
May 20 ... . 5254 feet.
Dec
2 .
April 22. . . .4348 feet.

SUBJECTS

t Means sound effects.

Star

Rel.

Dal

July 20
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 20 , 1 reel
.
Ben Hall
Aug. 27 , 1 reel
2 reels
. Sept
1
Young-La Salle
Aug. 29 . .2 reels
May 26
Jack Perrin
June 30 .
.2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
Sept 3,
.2
reels
Young-La Salle
Sept 26 ,
Review e''
Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps
Oct
t.. .2 reels
July 21
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13 . ,1 reel
2 reels
Sid Saylor
Oct 10
2
reels
Long-Adams-l^ymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8 , 2 reels
Jack Huxie
Jan. 26
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 17, ,
Desmond-Perdue
Nov. 26 , . 10 episodes
, 2 reels
Snookums
Aug. 6 , 2 reels
Sept2 8
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
2reels
June 2
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
.,
July
2
.2 reels
May 12
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll
June 4
,2Irreels
Aug. 18
Snookums-Perdue-Egan ... ,
Jan.
2 reels
Snookums-Barllett-McPhaili
Dec. 28
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 285. , 2 reels
Sept
reels
Dec .1
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Dec. 26 , 22 reels
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct
3 , , .2 reels
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan.
9 .
Oct 27
Lewis-Gulliver-PhilHps
Oct 29 . ,2 reels
Oswald Cartoon
Oct
1. .
reel
Oct 13
Oswald Cartoon
June 11. . .1
.1 reel
May 18
..Ireel
Sept IB
Canine Cast
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12 . .2 reels
Fred Gilman
Aug. 11, . , .2r6els
Jack Hoxie
Nov. 1.. . -2 reels
June t
Long-Adams-LaymafvMcPhalll . July 4, . .2 reels
Newton House
July
7 . ,2 reels
Edmund Cobb
Sept 15 .
reels
Oswald Cartoon
flov. 12 . . -12 reel
Oct 2B
,2 reels
Bob Curwood
Oct
6 .
.
2
reels
Newton House
Aug. 4 ,
Sid Saylor
Sept 12 . , ,2 reels
Jack Perrin
Aug. 25 . .2 reels
July 28
Dec
a
Sid Saylor
Jan.
2. . . .2 reels
June 20
Arthur Lake
July 16.. .1 reel
Bob Chandler
Oct 27.. .2 reels
Oct 16
F. X. Bushman, Jr
June 3. . .10 episodes
Oct 6
Bob Curwood
Nov. 10 , .2 reels
Laemmie Novelty
Jan. 14 . .1 reel.
. .2 reels
July 28
Sid Saylor
Aug. 22,
Young-La Salle
Oct 24.
.2 reel
reels
Aug. 18
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3., .. .1
Dec
8
Arthur Lake
Dec. 31 , , . .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
July 23 . .1 reel
June 30
Dec
1
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26,. .1 reel
Sept 8
Bob Curwood
Sept 8 . ..2 reels
, .2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
-. .Jan.
7,
May 28
Arthur Lake
June 18. . .1 reel
. .1 reel
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Dec
5. . .Ireel
Nov. 18
June 16
Oswald Cartoon
July
9 . .1 reel
Merrill-Kingston
Aug. 12 , .15 episodes.. July 21
. .2 reels
Oct 20
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Nov. 14. .
Bob Chandler
Sept 29 . .2 reels
.2ree1s
C. KIng-C. Ooherty
Dec 21,. . .2 reels
Art Accord
Jan.
5 ,
Ben Hall
July 30, . ..Ir
May 19
Ben Hall
June 4 . .1 reel
May 19
Bob Curwood
June 23 , 2 reels
Dec. 8
12reels
reel
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Dec. 12.
Laemmie Novelty
Oct 22 ,
.2 reels
May 12
Young-La Salle
June 8 .
2 reels
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Jan. 21
Nov. 17
Arthur Like
Dec
3, . .1 reel
Dec
3
Laemmie Novell
Dec. 17, . ,1 reel
.1
reel
Oswald Cartoon
Jan. 21 . .
June 10
Jack Perrin
July 28. , .2reel3

Coining Attractiona

Reviewed
Title
Star
Re). Date
Length
Nov. 17
All for Geraldine
Sid Saylor
Dec
5
2 reals
Ambuscade. The
Fred Gilman
June 16 . .2 reels
.May 19
Sept
And Morning Came
Young-La Salle
Dec 19, . ,2 reels
2 reels
Big Game George
Sid Savior
July 18
Bookworm Hero.
Lewis-GuHiver-Philllps
Dec 17 , 2 reels
Oct 27
Boundary Battle, The
Edmund Cobb
Nov. 17, . ,2 reels
2 reels
Broke Out
Young-La Salle
Aug. 1
... May 26
Buster Minds the Baby
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog , June 27 . 2 reels
Buster Trims Up
Trimble- Hard wick and Dog
Oct 17 . .2 reels
Busting Buster
Trimble- Hardwick and Dog
Aug. 15 . ,21 reels
reel
Sept 29
Bull-oney
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 28 .
2 reels , . . .Oct.
Calford in the Movies
Lewis-Culliver-Phillips
Oct 15,
Calford on Horseback
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Dec 10
2 reels
Dec
1
2 reels
Calford vs. Redskins
Lewis-Guiliver-Phillips
Sept 17
2 reels
June 16
Card of Destiny. ThP
Fred Gilman
July 14,
2 reels
Cash Customers
Youno-La Salle
Julv 11
.2 reels
Claim Jumper
Edmund Cobb
Jan. 19
2 reels
Nov. 24
Clean Sweep, A
Bob Chandler
Dec. 1
.2 reels ...
Comeon. Horace
Arthur Lake
Oct
8
2reels ,
Oct 13
Cross Country Bunion Race. The, , , Sid Saylor
Nov. 7.
2
reels
Danger Trail, The
Newton House
Sept. 1
2 reels
May
9
Dangerous Trail, The
Jack Perrin
June 2,
2 reels
Daring Chances
Jack Hoxie
Dec 15
2 reels
Dead Game
Art Accord
. , , . Oct
7
2
reels
Dear Old Calford
Lewls-GulIIver-Phllllps
Nov. 26,
2 reels Dec. 15
Death's Head
Bob Curwood
Dec.
8
Diamond Master, The
Lorraine-Stevenson
April 8, '29.. 10 episodes.
•East Side
2 reels
Fantasle
Laemmie Novelty
1 reel.
Farmyard Follies
Oswald Cartoon
Dec. 24
1 reel
1 reels
Fiery Fireman. The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct 15
2 reels
Fighting Fo'ester The
Edmund Cobb
Oct 20
2 reels
Oct 27
Fighting for Victory
Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps
Nov. 12
2 reels
.May 19
Fighting Kid. The
Newton House
June 9
2
reels
Fighting Tenderfoot, A
Bob Chandler
Dec. 29
.2 reels
Oct 20
FIsn Stories
Young-La Salle
Nov. 21
1 reel
Oct 27
Footprints
Laemmie Novelty
Nov. 19
1 reef
May 26
Fox Chase, The
Oswald Cartoon
.June 25
,2reel3
May 19
Full House. A
Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhallL..JunB 13
. 1 reel
Oct 20
Fun In the Clouds
Arthur Lake
Nov. 5
.2 reels
Galloping Ace. The
Jack Hoxie
Sept. 22
2 reefs
Mar. 24
Gauge of Battle. The
Fred Gilman
April 21
2 reels
May Ifl
George Meets George
Sid Saylor
June 20
1 reel
Nov. 24
Handicapped
Laemmie Novelty
Sept 24
1 reel
June
l
Her Haunted Herltaae
Ben Hall
Julv
2.
1 reel
High Up
Oswald Cartoon
Aug. 6
1 reel
Hollywood or Bust
Arthur Lake
Sept 10
Hold Your Horses
Young-La salle
Jan 7 1 rel
,.
Homeless Homer
OswaJI Cartoon
Jan. 7 . . .1 reel
Horse Tail, A
Oswald Cartoon
Dec 10 . . ,1 reel

* Meant aynckronized score,

Tllle
Hot Dogs
Hurry Up Marriage
Husbands Won't Tell
Iron Coda The
Junior Year. The
Just Wait
Kicking Through
King ofSiiebas
Look Pleasant
McGlnls vs. Joneses
Men in the Row ire-issue)
Mississippi Mud
Mystery Rider. The (Serial)
Newly weds" Anniversary
Newiyweds' Court Trouble
Newlvweds" False Alarm, The ,. ,
Newiyweds' Happy Day, The
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
......
Newiyweds' Headache, The
Newiyweds Lose Snookums. The .
Neluweds' Need Help. The
Newiyweds' Unwelcome. The
Out At Home
Paddling Co-Eds
Panicky Pancakes
Poor Papa
Prodigal Pup. The
Range of Fear, The
Ranger Patrol, The
Red Warning
Reel Ufe
Ride For Help, The
Ridersof the Woods
Rocks and Saddles
Romeo of the Range
Ropin' Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse. The
Sailor Suits
Sandwiches and Tea
Saps and Saddles
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial)
Sscret Outlaw, The
Shadows
She's My Girl
Shooting the Bull
Sky Scrappers
Sleeping Through
Sleigh Bells
South Pole Flight A
Speed and Spurs
Speeding Youth
Soeod Sneik. The
*fSteamboat Willie
Swell Clothes
Tall Timber
Tarzan the Mlqhty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
There's a Will
Tracked Down
Trackless Trolley. The
.icky Trickster. The
Valiant Rider, The (Western)
Watch the Birdie
Wag Figures
Whose Wife
Winning Point. The
Woman's Mao, A
Wooden Soldier, The
Yankee Clippers
Yukon Gold

1893

Title

Sur

Length

*tjBargain in the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schildkraut
Blow by Blow
Hoot Gibson
Born to the Siddfe
Ted Wells
•tSBraggart. The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Bfidee
Laura La Plante
''^Broadway
A. T.)
Tryon-B rent- Kennedy
Burning the Wmd
Hoot Gibson
*t§Chariatan. The
Special Cast
*t^Clear the Deck
ReginaldDenny
*'§Climax, The {A. T.)
*t§Cohen5 and Kelleys in Atlantic
City. The
George Sidney
*t§Collegiate (A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
*t|Come Across
Special Cast
Crimson Hour. The
De Pulti-Mnsiuklne
*T§Dangerous Dimples
Laura La Plante-.
Daubling Fof Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*f5Drake Murder Case. The
E Ik th » Grei'
Verdt-PIiilbin
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Anoels
..Kerry-Starke
Girl Dodger. The
Arthur Lake

Feb. 10

5202 feet

Mar. 24
Mar, 17
May

5

June 16

*t§Girl
Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor
Feb. 24
Grit Wins on the Barge, The
Wells-Collins
-ipll Wrecker, The
Hoot Gibfnn
*iSHis Lucky Day
Reginald Denny
June 2
t§"t Can Be Done
Tryon-Carol
April 21
Kid's Clever, The
Glenn Tryon
Feb. 17
*t§King of Jazz. The
(A. T.l
Paul Whiteman and Band
King of the Rodeo. The
Hoot Gibson
Jan.
6.
Lariat Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
June 23
*tiLast Warning, The
l-aura LaPlante
Jan.
6
•fl^n Oisturtinr. inp
Reginald Denny
*t5Minstrel Show, The i,A. T.j
Eddie Leonard
Ntw Blues .
Arthur Lake .
...
^T^One Rainy Night
l-aura La Planle
Mar. 3,
•tiPlay Goes On, The (A. T.)
James Murray
Mar. 10
Points West
Hoot Gibson
April 7
•1 j .'ort of Dreams, The
Mary Phllbin
•TjRed Hoi Speed
Denny-Day
Jan. 27
*T^Shakedow^. The
Murray-Kent
Feb. 3
*t;Shannons of Broadway, Thef'A, T.'Jaems Gleason
•Slow Boat
Rubens-La Plante-J. Schildkraut
Silks and Saddles
Nixon-Wailing-Nolan
Jan. 20.
Smilin' Guns
Hoot Gibsob
Aug. 30
■'aranga
Special Cast
*TjThat Blonde
Laura La Plante
April 28
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny
VHd Blood
Rex (horse 1- Perrin
Feb. 10
*t§You Can't Buy Love
Special Cast
May 26

§ Means voice (inclm ding dialo^se and incidental songs).

Reviewed

May 19

. ..5509 feet

,
Sept 22

.-.
.. .5809 feel

A. T. after title means All Talltie,

.1/ 0 t i o II

1894
MOVIETONE

SHORTS

star
Vaudeville Act
Songs -

Title
Bailey and Barnum
Three Brox Sisters

UNITED
*t5Awakening. The
•tBartle of the Sexes, The
College
Drums of Love
Garden of Eden, The
Magic Flame. The
Ramona
•tRevenge
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•t Tempest
t Two Lovers
*f Woman Disputed, The

Star
Banky-Byron
Bennett-Hersholt- Haver
Buster Keaton
Philbin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Colman-Banky
Del Rio-Baxter
Dolores Del Rio
Keaton-Torrence
J. Barry more- Horn
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Holand
Coming

Title
*t5BulIdog Drummond
*t§ChiIds Fifth Avenue
*t5Coquette
•iuity Lights
Evangeline

1 reel
1 reel

Date
13
Length

Bel.
17

Nov.
Oct.
July
Mar
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
Nov.
May
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

?9
31
4
14
11
3
1?
11
7
29 .

,7972
.8180
5800
8350

feet
feet.
feet
feel

Reviewed
Oct 20
Jan.
28
SepL 23

7300
7850
7552
6541
6400
9300
8500

feet
Jan.
feet
feet , Sept.
Feb.
Dec.
feet.
teet
, May
feet. , June
feet.
,..April
Nov.
8041 feet

14
30
154
19
16
28
17

t Hell's Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
King of the Mountains
lohn Barrymnre
*t§Lady of the Pavements
Boyd-Velez-Goudal
"SLummox
•tSMan With the Iron Mask, The. . Douo'as Fairbanks
*t§Nightstick lA. T.)
O'Malley-Busch
•tSQueen Kelly
Swanson-Byroi
•tlRescue. The
Colman-Oam(ta.
*f5Say It With Music (A, T.)
Harry Richman
*f§She Goes to War
Boardman-Rubens
Three Passions
Terrv-Peirnvitcn
Venus
Constance Talmadge.

Lenjtti

Reviewed

,

...

BROTHERS

FEATURES
*t§Caught inlhe Fog
Caught in the Fog
•Crimson City, Tr>e
•Domestic Troubles
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•tSHome Towners. The
•jjazz Singer, The
*1§Land of the Silver Fox
*t5Lightsof New York (A.T.)
*t5Midnight Taxi, The
*f50n Trial (A. T.)
♦'50n Trial (A. T.)
•Pay As You Enter
•Powder My Back
•RInty of the Desert
*t5State Street Sadie
•tJTenderloln
•t§Terror, The (A.T;)
•t§Women They Talk About

Star

Rel.

Dale

Reviewed

Attractions
Rel.

*t§Allimony Annie.
*t§Conquest (A.T.)
*f50esert Song. The
•t§Fancy Baggage

Length

McAvoy-Nagle
Sept. 22 .. 6270 feet
McAvoy-Nagel
5428 feet,- ,.
Loy-Miljan-Hyams
April 7... 5388feet
April 21
Fazenda-Cook
Mar.24 .. 5164 feet
Fazendn-Conk
May 26 . 4914 feet. . Sipt 22
...Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
.
Dec. 15... 8693 feet .. Oct 27
JoIson-McAvoy
Feb.
4
7077 feet
Oct 21
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Nov. 10
5179 feet
Costello-Landis-Brockwell
5267 feet
Moreno-Costello
Oct
6... 5729 feet ..Nov. 24
Fredericks-Lytell- Wilson
Dec. 29 - - 8290 feet
Nov. 3
Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson
Dec. 29
..8290 feet
Cook-Fazenda
May 12
4975 feel
Rich-Ferris-Beranger
Mar. 10
. 6185feet
Rin-Tln-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Aorll 21 . . 4820 feet
. Sept.?f
Loy-Nagle
Aug. 25
7le9feet
Sept. 15
D. Costelln-Nagel
. . 7340 feet. . April 8
McAvoy-Horlon
Oct. 20 . 7654 feet . Aug. 2B
I. Rich-Ferris-Collier. Jr
Sept 8... 5527 feet

Coming

Title

Date

Length

Reviewed

Star
D. Coslello-Ferris-Rankln.
Blue- Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris

Title
Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomanlac
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm. The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds. The
Celeste Aida (Aida)
Character Studies
Chips of the Old Block
Cougal & Company
Creole Fashion Plate The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship, the
Dixie Days
Family Affair. A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Friend of Father's
Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors
Harry Oelt
Hollywood Montmarle Orchestra.
Jesse Stafford Orchestra....
I ndlan Baritone, The
Ingenues. The
In a Casting Office
In Dutch...!
Larry Cebilos Undersea Review,
Lash. The
Man of Peace, A
Miss Infnrmation
Morrissey & Miller
Myers & Hanford
Night
Court. The.
Non-Supporl

peruian-,nt title of D. W. Griffith's recently completed production is "Lady of
the Pavements." Thus far it has run the
fiauntlet of "La Pavia," "The Love Song"
and "The Heart Song" to its latest.
Role in "Coquette"
Alan Cftnnors will ]^lay the second iiuile
lead with Mary Picklord in " t'oquette. "
Option Taken Up
First National has ihanged its mind regarding Doris Dawson and her option with
that company has been taken up. She was
slated to be releasr'd at the expiration of
her current conti'acl.
Paul Muni Cast
Paul .Muni, who was iniiiortc{l to Hollywood by Fox from

New

York's li-gitinuite

7441 feet

May

B

6352 feel

May 26

5

Oct 27

1

9592 feet. . . .Sept 20

Date

Length

;

1 reel

Reviewed
Aug.
Oct
Sept
July
Aug.
, . Sept
July
Sept
Sept
June
Sept
Sept
Sept
Aug.
Aug.

25
13
22
7
25
1
7
1
22
16
29
22
1
28
25

June
Aug.
June
June
Sept

23
28
23
16
29

Aug. 25
June 23

2 reels. .

Sept
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

I
18
23
30
16
23
16
16

Oct. 20
Aug. 25

Bennett-Caron
Audrey Ferris

■~
Harry and
Delf Gags
Songs

June 16
Sept.1 5
Oct 13
Sept 29
Nov. 17
Aug. 25

Song Program
'. .:
Giovanni
Martinelli
William Demarest
Songs

June 232
June
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

HerbertPam
Robert Ober
Gigti-Talley-de
Ethel Grey TerryLuca-Gordon.

one time directed "An American Tragedy"
for jsresentation in Los Angeles.
Jannings

Sweet

Vpon completion of one Movietone talking short for Fox, Harry Sweet was signed
to long term optional contract as director
for that company.
Fairbanks

Reviewed

— Continued

field where he scored in "Four Walls," will
make his d?but to jiietures in "The Valiant." William K. Howard is to direct.
Fox Signs Harry

Length

N c IV s

SHORTS
Rel.

Sharp Tools Terry and Jerry
Three Brox Sisters
Va Prononcer Ma Mort iLa Julve]
When the
Wife's Away
Winnie
Lightner

Date

SongsStar
and Jazz Band
Eddie Peabody
Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conley
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coates
Giovanni Martlnelll.
Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin. Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song Program
Lydell-Hialns-Leah
... Jazz Bana
.Songs & Dances
. . Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupollcan
Jazz Band
W. & E. Howard
Ulis&Cfark
. ..Songs and Dances
. . .Crane-Davidsm-Tucker
, Hobart Bosworth
Wilson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas

Pagliacci
Papas Vacation
Question of Today, The
Realization
Soup
Regular Business Man, A.
Rigoletto— Quartet

Hollywood
Griffith Vehicle Titled
The late.st, and what is stated to be the

Rel.

Monte Blue
Rin-Tln-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier. Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Wilson
L Barrymore-McAvoy-CftlHer. Jr
Ferris-Hall-Dawson
Jan.
Dolores Costello
Rin-Tln-TIn
Fanny Brice
D. Costello-O'Brlen
BIue-McAvoy
Ferrls-Colller. Jr
Bronson. Collier, Jr.
Texas Gulnan
D. Costello- Nagel
Bronson-Horton
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
Jan.
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvoy

VITAPHONE
Date

Rel.

Ronald Colman
Banky-Hall
Pickford-Brown
Charlie Chaplin
Delores del Rio

Title

*t§From Headquarters
•JlFrozen River
•tSGIorlous Betsy
*t5Greyhound Limited, The
•t^Hard-Boiled Rose
*t6Home Towners, The (A.T.)
♦iJHonky Tonk (A. T.)
•t^KldGloves
^§Lion and the Mouse
•i^Little Wild Cat, The
*t§Madonna of Avenue A. The
•-r^Million Dollar Collar, The
•| SMy Man
*f ^Noah's Ark
*t5No Defense
t^No Questions Asked
•tSOne Stolen Niqhl
*t5Queen of the Night Clubs
■tSRedeemlnflSln. The
*t§She Knew Men
*t§Slnging Fool, The
tistark Mad (AT.)
"tSStolen Kisses

Attractions

Star

WARNER

Length

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title

Star

Title
Rel. Date
Jan. 11
June 14

P ic I u r c

Plans His Next

Now that "The Iron Mask" is nearing
completion, Douglas Fairbanks is at work
upon the script for a new story, an original
as yet untitled. Lotta Woods is scenario
editor.
Reicher's Wide Stage Experience
Frank Reicher, added recently to the cast
of "The Missing Man," Palhc talker, is a
veteran
stage actor and director.
He at

in New

Role

Eniil .Jannings' next picture for Paramount will have an Alpine background in
which the star will portray an Alpine citizen betrayed by his friend. The story, untitled as yet, is based on an original by
Victor Schertzinger, director, and Nicholas
Soussanin, actor; Hans Kraly is preparing
the adaptation. Lewis Milestone will direct.
Chautard

in Cast

The cast of Titfany-Stahl's "The Girl
Who Came Back" includes Emile t'hautard,
the French actor and director.
Franklin to Direct for T-S
Chester Franklin will direct a picture
tentatively titled "Life" from a story by
Frances Gnihan, starring Bicardo Cortcz.

And, History JFill RepeatThe original motion picture film
...workable long rolls... colored film
base., duplicating film. .panchromatic
negative.... the history of the important developments in American motion picture materials is a factful story
of this Company's cooperation with
the cinematographic industry.
Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected to repeat in the future.
For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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HIS LUCKY

OF LOVE

-

lull':;

T.ilkiiij;

Rftjinal.l

I'kIuh.

THE LAST WARNING
Laura

La

Plante.

Paul

Ltiii

GIVE AND
George

Sidney.

THE

Jean

Production.

Wni.

Mclford

Barl^jia

Kent.

Win.

W'ylcr

Swain.

Prudiiction.

COME

ACROSS

Mary Nolan.

Wni. Wyler Production.

RED
Reginald

Denny.

HOT
Jose^/h

SPEED
Henabery

Edivard

Clinc.

Xewmeyer

Production,

Jean Hersholt, Sally O'Neil,
Edward Sloman Production.

THE DECKS

Reginald Denny. A Joseph Henabery Production.

Si'Iney. \'era Gordon, Kate Price, Mack
\Vm, J. Craft Production.

Miirra>,

Fred

CLEAR

I'roduction.

THE SHAKEDOWN
James

Tryon.

By Rupert Hughes.
Malcolm McGregor.

THAT

COHENS AND KELLYS
in ATLANTIC CITY
George

DAY
by

BARGAIN IN
THE KREMLIN
By

Sir

GIRL on the BARGE

Beaudine

CHARLATAN
I icorge

Pirectcl

IT CAN BE DONE
Glenn

TAKE

Hcrsholl.
Production.

n.;iiri>.

Philip
Directed

f.a

I'lantr,

ONE RAINY
I.jura

La

NIGHT

famous

Laura

La

by

Edward

Locke.

By Leonard Fields.

FLAMING
DAUGHTERS
By

Plante.

play

THE GREAT
CINEMA MURDER

I'laiili".

DANGEROUS
DIMPLES

Gibbs,
Joseph
Schildkraut.
by Edward
Sloman.

THE CLIMAX
From

BLONDE

I. aura

I

IV.-itricc

Van

BARNUM
WAS

RIGHT

From play by Philip Bartholomac. John .Median.

YOU

Production.

An

CAN'T
LOVE
BUY Production.
Laemmle

Ernst

THE HAUNTED
LADY

LONESOME

By

Paul Fejos' Masterpiece.
Kent. Glenn Trvon, Barbara

BROADWAY
Paul

Fejos

Production.

Original

play

THE MINSTREL
SHOW
Eddie Leonard.

THE KING OF JAZZ
Paul

Whiteman

SHANNONS OF
BROADWAY
with

James

Gleason.
Directed
Ruggles.

by

Wesley

Rogers

St.

John.

THE BRAGGART
Jean

dialogue.

Adela

Hersholt.

Edward

Sloman

Production.

ERIC THE GREAT
Conrad

Veult,

SHORT

Mary
Philbm.
Production.

Paul

Fejos

SUBJECTS

BAILEY
THREE

and
BARNUM, THE
BROX SISTERS, ZIMMERMAN and GRANDVILLE.
"THE
COLLEGIANS" — Fourth
Series. Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
(Note: Two negatives, sound and
silent, on all Universal talking pictures
excepting "Melody of Love.")

"Sthffi or Sound' Carl Laetnmle leads the Way///

I manufacturer
II producers
1000 exhibitors
making Sound Pictures a success
shoulder to shoulder
WORKING
they have pioneered a new art to
its present position as an outstanding
box-office success.
Western
Electric, the manufacturer

ping-up of output to meet the pressing
demand.
The Producer, naturally jealous of the

who developed the only Sound Picture
equipment
in considerable use today,
pledges
a continuance
of high electrical
and
mechanical
standards and announces a rapid step-

quality of his Sound Picture releases,
and the Exhibitor, who knows the popularity of his house is closely linked with
a Sound Picture installation of high
quality, will continue to look to the experience, the
reputation and the organization of Western Electric.

Western Electric
made the frsi successful Sound
Picture recording and reproducing
equipment.

in a thousand theatres all OTier
the land, have brought Sound
Pictures to the people.

r^rO
f»r«
rliirCia
T*rr»tlUC

new and
^"^^ worked
t producout
difficul
tiona techniq
ue

Electrical Research Products /tic
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Representing

Western Electric
System

of Sound

Pictures

This whiskered gentleman went crazy from
lack of sleep* He couldn^t decide where to
park his beard —

OVER
TH
SHEETS
or under the sheets?

The Big Porcupine never thought of shaving
off his chin-'feathers
III

NT BE A BEAVER!

cut off your troubles with shears^

A lot of folks in this business like to create
trouble for themselves* They like to BUILD
UP WOODEN SOLDIERS JUST SO THEY
CAN KNOCK THEM DOWN!
TAKE THE RACKET WERE IN -we go
around schmoosing about SOUND and
SILENCE, FILM AND DISC, STAGE
BANDS
AND
PRESENTATION,
and a
million other long beards and wooden soldiers*

AH of this, too, when we know that ONLY
ONE THING COUNTS!

i

And that ONE THING is

THE SHOW
it doesnH matter whether it^s

THIS

OR THIS

OR THIS

AS LONG AS IT'S WHAT
N.** PUBLIC WANTS
GREGORY*
* He's changed his name from Isadore
** The "N" stands for nothing

as long as ifs what makes
THIS

Look Like

THIS

THAT'S WHERE
LEO COMES

OR THIS

ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
has proven itself to be
this industry's rock of
GIBRALTAR
— an asset that is fixed, an
insurance that brings confidence

LISTEN!

Week after week Variety's theatre
check-up
proves M-G-M
leadership!
WHITE

SHADOWS {Stanley, Baltimore) reception justified another
downtown showing, so moved to
Valencia.

There is no company in this
entire business that can
point to such a Une-up of
hits! hits! hits! as MetroGoldwyn-Mayer has
brought to your public this
year* (And still they come!)
vmoopee '

WHITE SHADOWS {State, Syracuse)
Way out front. Real business.
MASKS OF THE DEVIL {Warfield,
Frisco) Continued to lead town.
About ten grand ahead of Granada.
SHOW

PEOPLE {Hennepin, Minneapolis) Second biggest week since
opening. Brought them in paying
numbers.

DANCING DAUGHTERS (Fi/tK
Avenue, Seattle) Whoopee, what a
party!
MASKS

The greatest individual record- crasher of today.
Joan Crawford marvel! The money hit of all time.

Silent print plays Orpheum, Boston, to S. R. O.
after Sound at the State. Any way you play it,
it's sure 'fire b. o. Hooray Bill Haines!

SHOW

PEOPLE

r Continues its sensational performance. Two big
stars, Marion Davies— William Haines. Exploited
like an election, it's another M-G-M showman's
delight.

THE

DEVIL

(State,

SHOW PEOPLE (Loeu/'s Toronto)
Regulars liked inside stuff. House
built steadily.
THE

Thrills/

BAGGAGE

OF

Los Angeles) John Gilbert a natural.
State was the downtown leader.

Our Dancing Daughters
EXCESS

THE BOX-OFFICE BAROMETER!

CAMERAMAN

(Orpheum,

Topeka) Drew weU.
EXCESS BAGGAGE

(Orjjheum,

Boston) Very fine week. Put into
house silent after being shown uptown with Sound.
CAMERAMAN
(Loeu-'s, Montreal)
Picked this house out of the doldrums.
EXCESS

BAGGAGE

(Hif>(>,Bu^a!o)

Rousing week's business with turnstiles clicking through entire period.
DANCING DAUGHTERS {Columbia, Washington) Took the three
weeks gross record of this house
that plays all the big money getters.
DANCING DAUGHTERS {State,
Providence) Capacity all week.

WHITE
SHADOWS
IN THE SOUTH SEAS

WHILE THf fl I V Sl.KHPS (Cn/iitol, 'New York) Weather didn't boost
picture house receipts. In only one
case was there real offensive "While
The City Sleeps." Leader of street
aryd holding over.

Direct from 5 smash months on Broadway at $2.
Extended runs ! Bahimore 3 weeks. Chicago 6 weeks.
Los Angeles, Frisco, Milwaukee, etc.

SHOW PEOrLE {Warjidd, Frisco)
Rated one of the best entertainments in months. Jumped gross.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS

SHOW PEOPLE (Chicago, Chicago)
Jumped to $50,000.

SLEEPS (Loeiu's,
CITYwith
WHILE THE
Toronto)
Opened
a rush. Film
played silent here, hut the Chancy
name drew.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (Cencufy, Baltimore) Got back in stride

Rated by trade consensus as the best Lon Chaney
draw of past few years.
Buffalo, Minneapolis,
Boston and everywhere it's record biz.

MASKS

DANCING DAUGHTERS (Egyptian, Los Ange(es) This product just
natural b. o.

A LADY OF CHANCE

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (State,
Syracuse) Brought house back into
paying class.

DANCING DAUGHTERS (Capitol. New York) At $189,750 for two

Perfect vehicle for the perfect star. It's full of pep
and young ideas, the kind they like to see
beautiful Norma Shearer in!

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE

Solid sell-out at $2 since it opened at Astor on Broad- ^j, j^
way. William Haines' best! Great as a Talker— ^^|
smashing silent drama too! You'll like this number! ^^ I

weeks "Daughters" now holds top
for any picture that ever lingered
here a fortnight. Weather didn't
help other places, but didn't keep
them out here.
DREAM OF LO\'t (Oriental, CKicago) Trend of better pictures here
helping. Jumped to $46,500.
MASKS OF THE DEVIL
Washington) Big week!

(Palace,

OF THE DEVIL

Hear those flappers flap. Sensational business na
tionwide. And oh boy, M-G-M has just signed
Jack Gilbert for more box-office fun!

with "While The City Sleeps."
Chaney a favorite and picture liked.

BAGGAGE (J-oew's. TorEXCESS Took
town leadership. Excelonto)
lent.

^

■""^^''J"
T

DREAM

^

OF LOVE

Grand title! Joan Crawford, starring. Directed by
Fred Niblo of "Ben-Hur" fame.
It's another Big
One from the M-G-M showmanship boys.

THE FLYING FLEET

\VHITE SHADOWS
(Roosereft,
Chicago) Started importantly, and
bettered it second week.

The last word in aviation thrills ! Plus handsome Ramon utu

^tA^K< OF THE DE\ IL (Hennepin, Minneapolis) Gilbert magnet.
Second biggest house in year.

Novarro.
Directed by George Hill of "Tell it
to the Marines."
A pippin, gents !

SHOW

PEOPLE

(Fi/th Ave, Seattle)

Bestintown. Started off' at great clip.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR (State,New
Orleans) Chaney remains corking
card.
WEST

OF ZANZIBAR (State, Syracuse) Within few dollars of "Masks
of the Devil." Chaney on par with
John Gilbert as drawing card here.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR (State. I'roviderxce) One of Chaney 's best.
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
{Astor. New York) Led the talking
arrivals. Excellent.

WEST

OF ZANZIBAR

Meet Mr. Chaney in his most fascinating role since "Road
to Mandalay." "West of Zanzibar" is the kind of
, Chaney thriller that made him the biggest!

A WOMAN

OF AFFAIR]

The trio that made "Flesh and the Devil," Gilbert-Garbo
and Clarence Brown have made the picture about
which you'll hear nothing else but in 1929!

HITS! HITS! HITS! AND MORE

COMING

.''

AND FURTHERMORE
WE ANNOUNCE

direct from its
$2 Broadway run
at the Astor, N. Y.

for release soon

ONCE each year
COMES the
GIANT among pictures!
The desperate gtritaale to eroim ChUkoot
Past U ahown vividlv together ieith the
aiffantte enoie elide enffuifinff hundrede!

THIS year it is
"THE Trail of '98"
IT is keenly awaited
BY those thousands

-ifti-n

WHO thrilled to M^G-M's
"BIG Parade" and "Ben-Hur"
A worthy successor!

&^i\
The

with

fturnini/ 0/ Dawton Citv. the sereen'B
oreatcgt Mpeelocle to date!

DOLORES
DEL RIO
RALPH FORBES
KARL DANE
HARRY CAREY
TULLY MARSHALL
directed by

CLARENCE

SOUND
when
great
Fighting

the

perUoun
White
biggeet thrill yon

Hori«
Rapids
tfMr hod.

it

th*

BROWN

OR SILENT!

M'Q'M
makes
them
they*re
either with Sound or Silent!

SIMULTANEOUSLY
WE ANNOUNCE

100%
Technicolor
Picture

The new marvel of
this film age of
big achievements!
THRILLS THAT COME TO
LIFE IN SOLIND AND COLOR
1 . The attack of the Vifcing fleet on
the English castle
2. The
betiveen the Engh'sh hoy
and duel
the }^orseman
3. Beauties on the auction block
4. Mutiny on board the Vifcing ship
5. The beautiful Viking maid stows
away on shipboard
6. The clash betu'een Lei/ the Lucky
and Eric the Red
7. The English youth declares his
love for Helga
S, The first sight of America's shores
— And many more

$2 S.R.O.
AGAIN M'G'M brings you the BROADWAY'S
SMASH HIT!
DARING and different!
FOR theatres without sound
WHO need a novelty

IT'S a sure-fire house packer —
AND it's also synchronized —
THE first 100% color film
WITH sound!
BEAUTIFUL! Thrilling!
A Showman's Picture!

so, BROTHERS
Lift up your glass with me
and lefs make m^erryy for
we know that weWe sure of

A HAPPY
NEW YEAR
THANKS TO OUR
LUCKY STARS
<Si

«w "'""'" \

The Great American Picture
Breaking All American Records!
Showmen Everywhere Report Huge Grosses and Satisfied Patrons
Who Enthusiastically Spread Praise for "Uncle Tom"
The Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex., wires: '"Uncle Tom' good for ten days more. Expect to make up all Summer losses with it." From Charles F. Smith, of the Uptown
Theatre, Kansas City, comes: "Just completed week of tremendous business on 'Uncle
Tom.' All records smashed." Then R. D. Hutchinson wires from the Liberty Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.: "Very happy advise necessary hold over 'Uncle Tom' for second
week. Did tremendous business." Vog-el Gettier, of the Capitol Theatre, Grand Island,
Neb., has this to say: "'Uncle Tom' has broken all records in its first three-day showing,
topping year's best supers." From Kane, Pa.— the Chase Street Theatre— comes: " 'Uncle
Tom' is Universal's screen masterpiece. Opened to record-breaking business despite heavy
opposition." "Had plenty of competition, but they couldn't lick 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,'" says
L. S. Braun, of the New Square Theatre, Ottumwa, la., "Now we know Universal has
the big ones." Frank C. Reinecke, of the Paramount Theatre, Akron, Ohio, declares: "I
have seen a lot of big pictures and I have played a lot of big pictures, but beyond any question of doubt 'Uncle Tom' is the biggest and best box-office sensation that has ever been
released by any distributor." From White, S. D., comes the message, signed by K. Cummings, of the Opera House: "Wonderful picture in every respect. Better than I thought it
could be or would be. I wish all the so-called specials were as good." R. W. Mussleman,
of the Princess Theat]:j^ Lincoln, Kansas, writes: "'Uncle Tom's Cabin' is a wonderful
drawing card an
;ig picture. Drew in people that I had never seen in town before,"
while //(
e Palm Theatre, Pueblo, Colo., says: "Just completed sensati
jj'om.' Business phenomenal. Biggest seven days ever done."
Keith Theatre, North Platte, Neb., writes: "I wish to say
t more comment from patrons than any picture ever played
in th^
exhibitor anywhere that I believe 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' to
bet
11 the so-called specials, and that their patrons all will be
satis
ney's Theatre, Point Marruon, Penn., says: "This my
first c
^tell you 'Uncle Tom's Cabiri' just established a record
for eigh
pyond all conception." A wire from Charles F. Smith,
Managing
'heatre, Wichita, Kansas, states: "Just closing week
of treme
^gjT^ Cabin.' All records smashed. Despite change of
pohcy for
uous run ^jM^ Tl^d special performance at nine thirty, this morning
have been u^
o handle the cro\f»"uB^

— JV/^/i/ or Sound' Carl Laetnmle leads the 'Ji^ay///
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The Advertising Manager
FOR A National Film Distributing Organization Recently Motored from Los
Angeles to New York Stopping Enroute in More Than
Fifty Cities and Towns and
Personally Interviewing
Exhibitors in all Classifications OF Theatres on Advertising AND Trade Papers.
As THE Result of His Personal Check-up, this advertising Manager is Using
More Space in Motion
Picture News than in Any
Other Trade Medium.

Greetin
to the
Entertainment
Industry and all
good wishes
for a Happy and
Prosperous
New Year

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
411 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

A Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America
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Meet us over on pages 1927 to 1939
in our W. W. P. Announcement
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Talker Features
Can

They Be Made Box

Office Successes?

By William A. Johnston
REIXHARDT goes to Hollywood to make a sound picture. That
is important. If the sound movie is
to attract producers like Reinhardt, then
there can be little doubt about the great
future of the new and greater motion picture.
But, equally important is Reinhardt's statement about the new art. He will employ
music and dramatic sound effects — but not
dialogue. As for the all dialogue film — he
means feature length subjects, of course —
that, he declares, is out of the question.
We note that some of our own producing
heads are also putting out late warning signals on the "all talker" feature.
All of which is salutary — and, we trust,
timely.
We cannot — and need not, agree with
Reinhardt that all dialogue films are impossible. It is in fact quite possible that the
right combination of producing genius, suitable subject and improved voice reproduction will result in a box-office success.
But the immediate job, unquestionably, is
to make good sound pictures, regardless of
dialogue.
The trade at large, we believe, has been
confused right along on the matter of
"talker" features. The two Jolson successes
were not "talker" pictures. But, apparently
they were so registered in the market places
and the market talk of the business. A few
months ago the exhibitor was demanding just
two kinds of sound pictures — talker pictures
and talker news reels. And so the producers
began talking and planning just such a style
of goods.
Jesse Lasky now comes to the fore and says
he will not permit any dialogue in "Four
MAX

Feathers" because it would destroy the sweep
and action of the picture.
Exactly. You cannot do two entirely different things on the same stage and for the
same subject.
Each is fighting the other.
The movie replaced the legitimate stage
in a great run of popularity because, for one
and a most important thing, it widened the
horizon of the stage. The movie expressed
what the stage could not — sweep of action,
color, realism, etc. That was its glamor.
To express a story in dialogue is to go back
to the very thing the movie superceded.
We have contended from the very first
that sound — of any kind, should only come
into the motion picture to give dramatic
emphasis, that sound effects were virtually
the exclamation points of the story. We still
hold this first contention.
Obviously, the thing tp do is to build sound
into pictures, not pictures into sound. Then
we will hold fast to all the picture has accomplished and add to its ^expression and its
audience.
The sound picture situation is highly
serious. The theatres are struggling frantically to give the public what it expects, but
which, generally speaking, they cannot supply with satisfaction to their patrons. The
styles in our business changed suddenly overnight and the studios do not know, as yet,
how to make the new kind of goods. At
least, however, the producer can watch his
step and play as safely as possible. We repeat, the successes thus far are pictures with
songs, personalities, and sound effects. The
dialogue picture is a venture, a step in the
dark at best and apparently a step backwards.

Motion

1918

U,

"In
Old Arizona"
Reviewed by Edwin Schallert
(Editor of the Los Angeles Times Preview and Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News)

/ ^irN Old Arizona" sets the pace for outdoor sound pictures. Here
I is a feature broadly fashioned along the lines of a western, with
conversation and effects that will make those who thought the
horse opera dead sit up and take notice. It may not be 100 per cent
class, but it is good 90 to 95 per cent entertainment, easily one of the
best novelties produced during the year just closing. All of the old
reliables of the movies are on display. There is a stage coach hold-up
for example before the first reel is unspun. There is cattle rustling,
vaquero roinancing, gun battling and all the rest of the stuff of the
great open spaces, but it is dressed up with sound efTects, singing and
dialogue.
The plot of this picture could be stronger and the finish better.
It is unfortunate they are not. However, audiences won't complain
because they'll find incidental interest abundant with Warner Baxter,
Edmund Lowe and Dorothy Burgess in leading roles. There is some
agreeable conversation as well as acting that will convince. Baxter
and Lowe are rivals for the love of the heroine, who out-Carmens
Carmen and is ultimately shot when she becomes too intriguing.
"In Old Arizona" won't perhaps go down as art in the estimation of
critical audiences, because it has its cruder side. But for those who
have growing interest in talkies it will prove great. The sound effects,
donkeys braying, steers bellowing and pigs squealing are just about the
last work in the unique, and the songs help a lot. There is plenty of
funnycase.
repartee between
this

Lowe

and Baxter.

It's talkie or nothing in

If exhibitor isn't equipped he would hardly be interested.

Tiffany

Plans

Circuit

Negotiations Under Way for Theatre Sites in N. Y.,
Philly, and Chicago; Co. Enthusiastic Over "Lucky Boy"
on the part of
EXT
ANNOUNCEM
Tiffany-Stahl of their entrance into
the field of theatre operation came
this week just prior to the opening of
the i)icture organization's sales convention in Chicago. The announcement in
effect is that they hare under negotiation
sites in New York, Philadelphia and Chi«ago. Exact location of the sities are a
secret as also is the source of the finance
which might make possible the theatre
building program. Unofficially in the Tiffany-Stahl home offlees it is stated that
they are to have theatres as fine as anything on Broadway with a capacity of at
least 4,000 seats, also that their New York
site is on Broadway between Times Square
and 53rd Street.
It is believed by the T-S insiders that in
their sound production, "Lucky Boy," they
have a picture that is going to perform a
miracle for them as did "The Jazz Singer"
for the Warners. They state that their advance sales for the picture indicate that it
will do a gross of $2,000,000, and that they
believe that George Jessel will duplicate the
Jolson success. The picture however will
not be previewed in New York until after
the sales convention is closed.
The vagueness of information as to just
when and where the theatre building operations are to begin and the lack of any statement, except that the Third Dimension
Pictures will revolutionize the entire field,
makes it appear as though the theatre
building announcement
is something that

will add additional enthusiasm to the T-S
sales convention.
M. H. Hoffman, chief production executive of Tiffany-Stahl, stated in Hollywood
several weeks ago that his organization was
going to hold back on any third dimension
activity until the industry as a whole had
assumed something of a normalcy following
the present excitement regarding talking
and sound productions.

Gaumont

Selects Toronto
Theatre Site

On his way to St. John, N. B., to open
a new office there, Edward Auger, of Toronto, general manager of Gaumont British
Corporation of Canada, Limited, announced
that his company would build the first of
a series of large theatres in the downtown
section of Toronto, a site having been secured at Yonge and Dundas Streets. This
will be the official first-run outlet in Toronto
for British film productions. Other large
Canadian centers are to have Gaumont
Theatres within the next vear or 18 months.

$100,000 for Film Bureau
Renewed activity on the part of the Ontario Government Motion Pictures Bureau,
with studio at Trenton, Ontario, in 1929, is
forseen in the announcement of Hon. Dr.
J. D. Monteith, Provincial Treasurer, that
the Bureau would have an appropriation of
$100,000 during the year.

'

Picture

News

S, Charges Oklahoma
With Conspiracy

The U. S. Government has filed restraint
of trade charges against the M.P.T.O. of
Oklahoma in connection with the organization's activities in the service to non-theatrical accounts. No individuals were
named in the petition, but it is charged
the association has banded together to restrict to their members trade in pictures in
Oklahoma and Northern Texas.
It is alleged a conspiracy exists against
non^theatrieal exhibitors and declare that
interstate commerce is involved as all films
are made outside of Oklahoma and shipped
to distributing agencies from New York,
New Jersey and California. It is charged
that the defendant and certain individuals
have banded together "to prevent every
non-theatrical exhibitor of motion pictiu'es
seciu'ing such films."

Tilt Between DeForest and
Paramount Still On
While DePorest Phonotilms of Canada,
Limited, was denied an injunction at Montreal, Quebec, to restrain Famous Players
Canadian Corp. from using the Movietone
at the Palace Theatre, Montreal, the issue
between the two companies is still technically alive, it is stated.
While the injunction was refused, the action for $25,000 damages against Famous
Players for alleged patent infringement has
not been decided in the courts, it is asserted.

Heavy Fee for Traveling
Shows in Sheldon, la.
The city council
passed an ordinance
ful to the resident
which requires $100
eling shows.

at Sheldon, Iowa, has
which has proved helptheatre men, in a law
daily as fee from trav-

High
London
Court
Reserves Decision
ronto from London, England,
in Toedttee
that the
Commi
of
been alreceiv
has Judici
WORD
the Privj' Council has reserved decision after hearing the appeal to
the Canadian Performing Right Society, Limited, Toronto, from the judgment of Mr. Jnstice Rose of the
Canadian Courts which dismissed with
costs the suit of the society against
Famous Players Canadian Corporation
for alleged infringement of two musical copyrights which the society
claimed to control. The two compositions were used at the Regent Theatre,
Toronto, under the direction of Famous
Players, one of the pieces being the
Colonel Bogey March.
In giving his decision, Mr. Justice
Rose declared that the plaintiff society
had not complied with the clause of
the Canadian Copyright Act which reqaires all assignments of copyrights
to be registered at Ottawa at $2 per
registration. If the Privy Council decides in favor of the Canadian Performing Right Society, it is probable
that all Canadian theatres would be
called upon to pay the rate fixed by
the society in order to obtain the use
of considerable
music.
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WoodhuU

Hopes for Solid Front

M. P. T. O. A. President, Claiming 7,000 Theatre Members,
Fears Two Organizations Will Injure Industry
WOODHULL, president of the
ir.P.T.O.A. in his Xew Year's
statement, deplores the advent
to the industry of the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, headed
as president by Abram F. Myers, who last
week tendered his resignation as presiding
officer of the Federal Trade Commission. Mr.
Woodhull fears that without an allied front
damaire will result to the exhibitor interests.
Ill the course of his lengthv statement
WF.

Mr. Woodhull
that the 7,000
it". P. theatres.
T. 0. A.
nuiiibers
amongclaims
its members
However, he says, "With an undivided
front against our greatest foe the industry
will suffer and the individual will find that
block booking, contract clauses and some of
the other timeworn ballyhoos are mere details to his success.
"Legislators, badly-advised or selfishly
inclined reformers sincere and otherwise,
have given us several close calls at Washington and State Capitols through the foUy
of divided ranks in the pa-st. I hope this
danger will not be increased by this new
movement. This is one of the many important and dangerous reasons why the constructive minds of our industry deplore the
idea of two organizations.

Asks

Will Allied

Bar

Chains

"I want to ask those interested in the
new movement one direct question. Will it
be the policy of their new Allied States
Exhibitors ' Association to bar all affiliated
and chain theatre owners from membership
and to counsel all state organizations as
may join with them, to also bar from membership the chain and affiliated theatres ?
"If the latter is so we can simply sit
back with sympathy for those who have
been led to contribute and watch the new
organization die of its own futility. There
are more independent theatre owners in the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

De Mille Victorious in
Damage Suit
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion
Picture News)
Dec. 27.— De Mille
YWOO
HOLLPictur
esD,
Corporation won the
decision in the suit brought
against the concern by Nils Chrisander, Swedish director, who asserted
the company owed him $44,626 back
salary. Roling in the action was made
by Superior Judge Schmidt.
Chrisander asserted he was engaged
by the De Mille Studios over two years
ago to direct one picture, the agreement calling for an option on his services after the film's completion. The
director stated he made the picture,
and the company exercised the option
and had him make another production.
Cecil Dc Mille testified that the engagement for the second picture was
not under the optional agreement ; but
that the company had given Chrisander another chance to make good before studio ofiicials could decide on
the optional terra contract.

Poor Judgment Shown in Curtailing
Trade Paper Ads, Says Showman
COMMENTING
upon the articles in the Motion Picture I^eivs on the
curtailment of the producers ads, B. E. Gore, operating two neighborhood houses in Tampa, Florida,
when I open my i\cns is the advertising
anxious to see what they have to say about
these ads to decide on what I believe will

says. "The first thing I look for
of the producers. I am always
their latest releases and I study
please my patrons.

"Just last week I found one of the Neivs ads so attractive, and felt the
pictures advertised would appeal to my patrons. I wired for and obtained
three of the pictures advertised. Naturally I am sold on the pictures I
selected and have preserved the ads to use in connection with my own
advertising. I certainly feel the producers are showing poor judgment in
cutting down

on their trade paper advertising."

tiuin there are ever likely to be drawn under
the new banner. This is not a test for
supremacy as a "Czar" of independent
theatre owners between Mr. Myers and myself. I have never been able to visualize
myself as a Czar; neither can I see Mr.
Myers on any such throne. I wonder also
if Mr. Myers still believes in rubles and
how many it will take to pay the rumored
.$100,000 annual salary. I am afraid the
travelling troupe will be dependent for continued support on keeping in the limelight,

ignoring the proven fact that the problems
of this industi-y can be settled within the
industry through peaceful negotiations.
' ' Let us go into the New Year firm in the
conviction that we as individuals progress
only as the industry thrives. Let us spread
this gospel to the unbelievers. Let us rededicate ourselves to every activity that
will reflect credit to our business and watch
with unceasing vigilance and strongly entrenched, the slightest movement that will
bring reproach upon it."

Funds for Film Bureau
Motion Picture Section of Dep't of Commerce Can Be
Given Higher Status If New Bill Is Passed
the mofundsof whereby
nt
ADDITIONAL
the Departme
tion picture work
of Commerce, Washington, D. C, can
be given the status of a division, instead of
a section as at present, have been provided
in the appropriation bill for the Department of Commerce for the fiscal year beginning July 1, next, just introduced in
the House of Representatives.
The need for the higher standing of the
work was explained to the House Committee on Appropriations during recent hearings on the bill by Dr. Julius Klein, director of the bureau, who explained that the
peculiar problems of the motion picture industry made it advisable to have a separate division for the work.
The motion picture industry has been one
of those suffering most keenly from trade
barriers abroad, the committee was told.
"When the question of blocking our film
trade was up for discussion in various legislatures in Europe not long ago," Dr.
Klein said, "the paramount issue was the
potency of the motion picture as a vehicle
for promoting commerce; and there is ample evidence of the wisdom of the committee in sending a trade commissioner of this
department to Europe a year ago on that
Discrimination against American motion
pictures
problem."by foreign governments has been
largely prevented during the past year by

the activities of George R. Canty, European
representative of the motion picture section, Dr. Klein told the committee.

6

New
Directors
Join
Stanley Company

Six new directors were elected to the
board of the Stanley Company of America
last week to fill vacancies due to resignations. Harry M. Warner was named chairman and Albert Warner was elected a director and a vice-president. The new directors are: W. Stewart McDonald, Henry
Rudkin, Abel Carey Thomas and George E.
Quigley. Samuel Carlisle was named compwhose places are taken by the new directors
whose places are taken by the ne wdirectors
are: John J. McGuirk, Louis J. Kolb, Etta
V. Mastbaum, Clifford B. Hawley, H^rry
CrandaU, Jacob Fabian and James B. Clark.

E.

Cohen a Committeeman
at Aviation Show
Emanuel Cohen, Paramount News editor
and director of the Short Features Department of Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation, has received and accepted an appointment to serve on the general committee of the New York Aviation Show which
is to be held at the Grand Central Palace
early in February.
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A Christmas Present for Censors in
Hollywood Party
NEWSPAPER dispatches from Hollywood this week contained a distinct Christmas present for the advocates of censorship and bhie
laws in the detailed accounts of the Christmas Day brawl in which
Lottie Pickford. Jack Daugherty and others were involved.
Newspapers
justified the front page position given the story by the line "Lottie Pickford. Sister of Mary Pickford."
Without mention of Mary Pickford, the story would never have
reached the telegraph wires in Holl\'wood.
Such is daily journalism, and. unfortunately, it is quite within its
rights.
But that doesn't carry consolation to Mary Pickford. the real victim
in the public mind. And it doubles the degree of resentment bound to
exist within the industry, toward those directly responsible for the happenHere is a situation demanding prompt and effective action by the
Hays organization, by the Producers" Association in Hollywood, and by
every thinking member of the production colony there.
Jack Daugherty has been in newspaper headlines before.
If Lottie Pickford continues to show a dangerous lack of discretion
in her choice of guests, and inability to control their actions in her home,
and has so little regard and appreciation for the moral obligation she
owes to the fates that made her the sister of Americas Sweetheart, so little
sense of the importance of her family name to a great industry, she deserves a social chastisement by every professional in Hollywood. She is not
active professionally, so there is nothing the industry can do officially to
express its resentment.
Daughertv has been the beneficiary of studio payrolls.
From this point on, his connection, directly or indirectly, with any
reputable motion picture company, is something the public will regard as
an act of forgiveness by the entire industry for the part he has played in
dragging the name of Mary Pickford into a police case.
Meantime. Mary Pickford, the innocent bystander, has what little consolation she can derive from the syiupathy of the industry.

More Houses For Warners
Negotiations

Reported
Under Way in Several States
jar Acquisition of Chains

RUMORS continue thick and fast with
regard to the acquisition of theatres
by Warner Bros., but no confirmation can be had on them from tlie Warner
home office. It is said that negotiations are
under way and have been for some time for
the houses owned by the Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises of New England. Word
is also on hand that the Gottesman circuit
is being extended to include two additional
houses in Norwich, Conn., and another
liouse or two in Middletown. Negotiations
are also reported under way for another
chain of seven houses in JIassaehusetts.
These, if the Gottesman deal is finally consummated will eventually be in the control of Warners.
L. K. Brin is said to be operating in the
interest of Warners in the Northwest ten'itory. He nins Garden and Majestic Theatres in Milwaukee and word from there is
to the effect that he closed a deal last week
for the Fischer circuit which operates in
many cities in Wisconsin. Eight houses
were involved in the transaction, including
the Majestic, Madison and Parkway at
Madison, the Applcton at Appleton, the
Home
and Portage at Portage and the

Fischer's Fond du Lac at Fond du Lac and
Fischer's Oshkosh at Oshkosh.
Another rumor of a chain to be acquired
by Warners comes from Cleveland to the
effect that negotiations are under way for
the Silverman circuit, which includes the
State at Akron, the Alhambra at Canton
and the Palace at Lorain.

Skirboll Organizing World
Wide Sales Force
Joseph Skirboll, general sales manager
for World Wide Pictures, Inc., spent last
Monday in Atlanta, Ga., on the second leg
of a long journey which will take him to
the Pacific Coast and having for its purpose
the organization of World Wide's field sales
force.
Following his stop in Charlotte, whei-e
E. F. Dardine, veteran cxchangenian, was
chosen to head World Wide's sak's efforts
in the Carolinas, Mr. Skirboll came on to
Atlanta where he confeiTed with Arthur
Lucas, head of Educational in this teriitory, and Jas. H. Butncr, manager of the
comj^any's Atlanta branch.
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Photophone, W, Electric
Join Hays Group
RCA Pliotophono, Inc., the subsidiary of
the Radio Corporation of America, has
joined the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc., of which Will
H. Hays is president.
John E. Otterson, President of Electrical
Research Products, Inc., which is the manufacturer ofthe synchronizing process of the
Western Electric Company, was also elected
a member.
The two new members were admitted at
a special meeting of the board of directors
Thursday. David Sarnoff, President of
RCA Photophone, Inc., was elected to the
Board. Changes in the Board were made by
the election of Harry M. Warner, representing Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and Vitagraph, Inc., and Albert Warner, representing First National Pictures, Inc.; also
Hiram S. Brown was elected a Director,
representing FBO Pictures Cor]i.

New

Paramount Building
Going Up at Astoria

An additional building, covering space
50 by 200 feet, is being erected by Paramount at its Long Island picture studio,
where Paramount talking films are now being made. It will be finished by March 1.
The motor generators and heating plant,
carpenter shop and all of the mechanical
departments now located in the basement
tirely.
and wings of the studio will be removed enThe new studio will more than double the
available floor space for picture sets on the
lower stage. It will consist ot a basement
and one story, with foundations for additional stories. All sets will, be built in the
shops and will then be rolled to the stages
to eliminate noise.

Corinne
Griffith, Alice
White Sign Contracts
Alice White and Corinne Griffith have
been signed to new long term contracts by
First National. Miss White is to appear in
four big pictures this year, all with dialogue, and Miss Griffith's contract calls for
two special productions each year. The
latter will also he with dialogue.

Schnitzer Strengthened
by New FBO Officers
rectors ofofFBO
Productions,
a meeting
the board
of diInc., held Thursday the position
of Joseph Schnitzer as president of
the organization which is now controlled by RCA was materially
.strengthened by the election of Lee
Marcus as vice-president with headquarters inNew York. Charles Rosenweig was appointed general sales manager and B. B. Kahane elected treasurer and secretary. Clinton P. Scollard
and Thomas Delehanty, former secretary and treasurer respectively
resigned. Herman Zohbel was elected
assistant secretary and treasurer.
B. B. Kahane is also treasurer and
secretary of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp., and Herman Zohbel was connected with the U. S. Leather Co. for
24
years as auditor and a.ssistant comptroller.
AT
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Broadway Legitimate Theatres
Wiring for Talkies
Installation Already
Made
in Four Shuhert Houses,
Erlanger Will Close for Equipment Shortly
DWAY legitimato tlu-nti-es :irc
BROA
to enter into active competition witli
tlie picture houses playing sound and
talking productions by the time summer arrives. Four of the theatres controlled by
the Messrs. Shubert have already contracted
tor the installation of Vitaphone, ivhile the
Krlanger office states that A. L. Erlanger
has the matter under consideration and that
he will close within the next few days for
the installation of sound amplification and
projection devices in the houses controlled
by that office. In an announcement issued
this week by George E. Quigley, vice-president of the Vitaphone Corp., 179 theatres
recently contracted for Vitaphone, which
"ill bring a total to appi-oximately 1,800.
The Shubert theatres are the 44th Street,
tlie Booth and the Shubert, as well as the
Sam H. Harris. Just which of the Erlanger houses arc to be wired has not been
divulged as yet. but there is a strong possibility that the Liberty on 42nd Street is to
be one of the houses. This is the house
which has always been favored by picture
producers ever since "The Birth of a Nation" made its debut there. The Gaiety,
an Erlanger house now under lease to Pathe
and sub-leased to Fox, is wired, as also was
the Globe theatre last summer during the
Fox tenancy there. The Gaiety, with its
sub-lease to Fox, will house productions of
that company until December 31, 1I120,
under its present terms.
Legitimate theatre operators, knowing
that all of the special productions for the
screen will be either with synchronized
scores or in dialog, will be in a position to
demand greater rentals from the picture
producers if their houses are equipped to
present those productions. Likewise they
will fortify themselves against a condition

such as exists in the legitimate theatre Held
today with the business all shot to pieces.
With their theatres equipped, should a like
condition occur, they would be in a position
to step out into the picture field and take
talking pictures at any time during the
regular season when they were faced with
a series of stage failures.
There have been a number of rumors that
the Warners were interested in the marketing of a .Junior Vitaphone, This report,
however, is denied in toto at the Warner
himie offices. However, admission is made
of the fact that were there a machine on
the market that would adequately reproduce and amplify the Vitaphone productions and were the Warnei-s and Westcin
Electric to get together on the question
of the adequacy of such a machine, the
Warners would be ready to permit of the
showing of Vitaphone productions on such
a machine.
In the face of this there are reports
that certain of the Warner executives are
interested, with an inventor named Payson,
in a reproducing device and it is expected
that shortly after the first of the year an unnouncement will be made to the effect that
this machine will be available to exhibitors
at an installation cost that will not be in
excess of .$2,,500.
At the same time reports are to the effect
that the installations of various Western
Electric devices for amplification are running behind schedule due to the lack of
man power. Exhibitors who were promised
installations during the current month Imve
been told that they cannot possibly have
their machines until some time in February.
.John E. Otterson, president of the Electrical Research Products, Inc., stated in
Chicago this week that his organization has

While

sold in excess of $20,000,000 wortli of equipment in 1928, that there were 1,000 houses
wired in the country at present and that
during the coming year 3,000 additional
would be wired by his company. There
woidd be also 600 wired in European countries. On the coast 30 studios are now installing sound production equipment and
there are 140 sound recording trucks ordered by various producing organizations.
Some of these will be utilized for news reel
work, while the majority will be assigned
to outdoor production shots.
The prediction is that next year's production output will have more than 200 features that will be made in dialog and sound.
The list of theatres that have just signed
contracts for Vitaphone equipment are :
Sam Harris Theatre, 44th St. Theatre,
Booth Theatre, Shubert Theatre, New York
City; Avalon Theatre, Farragut Theatre,
Midwood Theatre, Marine Theatre, Patio
Theatre, Brooklyn; Grove Theatre, Free])ort, N. Y.; Huntington Theatre, Huntington, N. Y. ; Merrick Theatre, .Jamaica,
N. Y.; St. .Albans Theatre, Long Island
Y.; Beacon Theatre, Port AVashCity, N. N.
ington,
Y. ; Oasis Theatre, Queens,
N. Y. ; Queens Theatre, Queens Village,
N. Y. ; Ritz Theatre, Port Richmond, N. Y. ;
Strand Theatre, Summit, N. .J.; Roxy Theatre, Ashland, Pa.; New Virginia Theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Opera House, Philadelphia, Pa.; Capitol Theatre, Scranton, Pa.;
Poll Theatre, Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Royal
Theatre, Baltimore, Md.; Masonic Theatre,
Clifton Forge, Va.; Colony Theatre, Portsmouth, Va. ; Strand Theatre, Staunton, Va. ;
Howard Theatre, Washington, D. C. ; Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.; Strand Theatre, Washington, D. C; Majestic Theatre,
(Continued on f'auc 1042)

R-K-O
Head Wars on Surcharge
Ruhng Abolishing: Excess Booking Charges May Effect Motion
Picture House Presentations

split-commission policy in the
THE
booking ofl&ce of Keith-Afbeet-Orpheum is to be ousted under the new
regime that has taken over the combined
vaudeville circuits which are now known
as the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. That
much was apparent in a brief talk that
Hiram S. Brown, former president of the
U. S. Leather Corp. who has been placed
at the head of the combined amusement
interests, made last week to a group of
asseml)led newspaper men.
The abolishment of the 50 per cent surcharge made on artists' representatives by
the Vaudeville Collection Agency, which
was a subterfuge conceived during the early
days of the Booking Agency Law, will tend
to but one thing in its effect on motion pic-

ture theatres, and that is in such houses
as are booking vaudeville attractions either
as individual acts or as part of their presentations these attractions might in the
future be more difiienlt to obtain. That at
least would appear on the surface to be
the aim of the new directors of the combined vaudeville chains.
The advent of the presentations in motion picture theatres of the country gave
long suffering vaudeville acts a new outlet
for their talents. The old regime in vaudeville held that the actor was to be held under thumb at all times and that their salaries were to be regulated by a salary fixing committee that functioned in the home
offices here. Then came the question of
percentages to be paid by the artists first

to the booking office itself and then an additional percentage to their personal representative.
The Law fixed commissions at five per
■■ent. That five per cent was deducted by
the Booking Office for its own coffers. Then
it charged the personal representative of
the act or artist fifty per cent of an additional five per cent that the artist was paying him, this in turn made the agent turn
to the act and personally demand anywhere
from five to fifteen per cent in addition
to the ten per cent that had already been
deducted from the salary of the act.
These are the tactics that made it
possible for the motion picture theatre to
choose and pick as it pleased from the ranks
of vaudeville such acts as it wanted.
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Vice-President

Former General Sales Manager Is Also Appointed General Manager of Warner Bros.
years
SAM E. MORRIS, who for several
past has been General Sales Manag-r
for Warner Bros., was last week appointed Vice-President and General Manager in charge of distribution for that company. The announcement was made liy
Harry M. Warner, president of Warner
Bros. For the past seven years Mr. Morris
has built up the Warner sales organization
to its present status of efficiency.
Mr. Morris is well qualified to handle the
duties of his new executive post. He has
served as an executive in many branches of
the film industry. A native of Oil City, Pa.,
he spent most of his boyhood in Cleveland.
Upon gi-aduation from school he went with
the American Tobacco Company and as
foreign manager of that concern traveled
all over the world.
He entered the motion picture industry
as an exhibitor in Pittsburgh. He later acquired the Home Theatre in Cleveland and

eventually operated three other houses
there. In Cleveland he was elected Chairman of the Film Committee of the Chamber
of Commerce.
From exhibitor Mr. Morris became an exchange manager in Cleveland for the World
Film Company and later came to New York
as Vice-President and General Manager of
Select Pictures. When Warner Bros, underwent its first expansion seven years ago Mr.
Morris assumed charge of the sales department. One of his first accomplishments was
the reorganization of the selling force when
Warners acquired the old Vitagraph Company.
The enormous popularity of Vitaphone
pictures is also attributed largely to Mr.
Morris' efficient selling methods. Vitaphone
pictures have amassed unheard of grosses
that have advanced the company to its present prosperous condition.

Ezell Warner Sales Chief
Old Company Employee Succeeds Sam Morris, Just
Named Vice-President of Organization
of the first steps taken by Sam
E. Morris, newly appointed VicePresident and General Manager of
Warner Bros., was the naming of Claude C.
Ezell as his successor as General Sales
Manager. Mr. Ezell has been with the
Warner organization for a number of years
and has already assumed his new duties.
The new General Sales Manager of the
Warner organization has had almost twenty
years of experience in the film industry. He
started his career with the Bass Film Company in New Orleans and later served as
branch manager and Southern Division
Manager with General Film Company.
Since joining Warner Bros, a number of
years ago, Mr. Ezell has occupied the post
of Southern and Western Sales Manager.
In commenting on the promotion of Mr.
Ezell, Mr. Morris said :
ONE

Ore. Exhibitors
Meet
to Discuss Legislation
IN order to present a solid front to
combat any state or national legislation detrimental to the motion
picture industry, the Oregon Theatre
Association met at the Benson Hotel.
Portland, Ore. and discussed a number
of national and -state bills that are expected to come up at an early date.
They agreed that each exhibitor should
"put his house in order" and be ready
to help defend their business and the
industry at large against any and all
adverse legislation.
Some thirty members were present
at the meeting, and listened to Harry
Poole, exhibitor of Klamath Falls, discuss block-booking and other timely
subjects. Another meeting will be
held on Jan. 4th. Mrs. Pearl Potter
was elected permanent secretary.

''No one is better equipped both in experience and initiative to undertake the resposibilities of this post than Claude Ezell.
It is a great pleasure to me to announce
the appointment, not only because of his
own capabilities, but because it gives us a
chance to exercise our policy to give promotions to members of our own personnel
who have proved their value to the organi-

Netoco
Files Plans for
New Waltham Theatre
zation."

Plan.s for the foundatiim of a new theatre
to be constructed on East Moody Street,
just west of Gordon Street, Waltham,
Mass., were filed recently and the office of
Superintendent of Buildings Cole has issued
a )iermit for the construction of the house.
Approximately $35,000 will be the cost of
the theatre, details of which hjive not been
completed. The theatre will be the new
Xetoco Oriental Theatre and in front of the
house itself, which will extend easterly
almost to Union Street, there will be a twostory bxisiness structure with five stores, the
theatre entrance on the ground lloor and a
restaurant on the second floor. The stage
of the house will face Moody Street.
The architects are Krokyn, Browne and
Hosenstein, of Boston. The builder is
Benjamin Rteinl)erg.

Censors Pass "Dawn"
Montreal Showing

for

"Dawn," the British production, has just
been passed by the Quebec Board of Moving
Picture Censors and is booked for early release in Montreal. The Ontario Censors
continue to keep it on the black list, however, and it has also been condemned by the
Saskatchewan censor board.

Sam Morris

M-G-M Issuing Five Films
During January
Five feature jiroduetiiiiis will be released
to exhibitors by Metro-Gnldwyn-Mayer next
month.
The five are as follows :
"Alias .Jimmy Valentine," the picture
now playing at the Astor with William
Haines and Lionel Barrymore in talking
and silent sequences, "The Flying Fleet,"
stari-ing Ramon Novarro with Anita Page;
"The Loves of Casanova," a continental
drama with Ivan Mosjoukine in the title
role; "Morgan's Last Raid," a Tim McCoy
western vehicle; and "A Single Man," a
Lew Cody-Aileen Pringle vehicle.
"U" Engages Dance Director
Maurice Kusell has been signed by UniTers&l to stage the dances in "Broadway."

H. B. Franklin Predicts
a Profitable Year
s,
Theatre
Coast
West
dent ofB.
presiLIN,
FRANK
HAROLD
forecasts "greater stability and
continued growth" during 1929. In his
statement, issued at the Los Angeles
office of West Coast, he predicts that
the year will witness a continual improvement and development in both
the sound and silent pictures and a
new assortment of talent introduced
screen. He dethrough the talking
clares new advances will be made in
technique and more of the practices of
the stage will be absorbed by the
screen. All producing and exhibiting
organizations, he says, will be geared
to meet the new condition brought
about by the sound film. Mr. Franklin
complimented the Warner Bros, and
the Fox organization in fostering the
film.
sound
"Never in recent years have the
Coast states been in so favorable economic
as they Hearebelieves
today," that
assertedposition
Mr. Franklin.
1928 will go down in movie annals as
"the year when talking pictures talked
themselves into the motion picture in-

dustry."
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Seven Short Subjects from
M-G-M in January
Metro-tioUIw yn-Mnyt'v is n'lfiisin,s: seven
short subjects (im-iiis Jaiiuai-y in addition
to the resruhu'lv senii-weeklv issues of the
M-G-M News. "
A Ufa Oddities, "Kisses Come Hisrh," is
the tirst release, being- set for Janiiaiy 5.
'•Goiusr Ga Ga, " with Ed Kennedy, Manon
Byron and Max Davidson, is also scheduled
for the sanu^ date.
"Manchu Love,'' a Great Events story,
is a Technicolor two-reeler set for January
12, at which time "Election Day," an "Uur
Gang" vehicle will be released. "Uphill
and Downhill," another Oddities, is to be
released on .January 19. Charley Chase appears in "Ruby Lips," set for .January 19,
also. "Liberty," a new Laurel-Hardy comedy, completes the group of releases and is
scheduled for .January 26.
In addition, 8 Metro Movietone acts are
to be released, beginning January 5.

Bancitaly Stock Listed as
Trans-America Corp.
The withdrawal from the l)oard of the
Bancitaly stock has caused no little concern
to a number of holders of those certificates
who were not entirely familiar with what
was happening. As a matter of fact all of
the Bancitaly stock has now been transferred to the Trans-America Corp. and is
now listed under that name.
The certificates of the Trans-America
Corp. will be ready for distribiition to the
stockholders during the coming month.
All stockholders of the Bancitaly who
have not already done so should immediately turn in their Bancitaly certilicates to
the Bank of Italy depositories or depositories designated by the corporation and receive certificates of deposit for the same.
These deposit certificates can be used for
trading purposes until the new TransAmerica Corp. certificates are issued.

A Correction
In the Motion Picture News Check-Up,
published in the December Sth issue, the
percentage value of "The King of Kings"
(Pathe) was incorrectly given as .74. The
reports for this picture properly totaled
give a percentage rating of .84.

Warner Booking Office
for Theatre Talent
IT was reported yesterday that the
Warner Bros, were forming their
own booking offices for tlie engaging of vaudeville and musical talent
for their own theatres as well as those
of the Stanley circuit. This office will
also handle booking of talent for the
Vitaphone productions that are being
made in the east under the direction
of Bryan Foy who came from Hollywood several weeks ago.
E. A. Darling, who was the principal
booker for the Keith-Albee theatres
until the recent acquisition of these
theatres and the booking office by
R.C.A., is reported as having been
placed in charge
ing offices. AI
with Foy will
attached to the
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of the Warner's bookLloyd who came east
also undoubtedly be
office.

Otterson Concedes Interchangeability
on Proper Equipment
JE.

OTTERSON. presiilent of Electrical Research Proaucts. has taken
the hlanket off interchangeability. He has come to an agreement

* with the licensees of Western Electric Company which concedes
that their picture products may be shown on theatre equipment that in
their judgment reproduces satisfactorily. He reserves the right, however,
to demonstrate that the cjuality of the equipment may not be up to the
standard, and in such event the companies will be ordered to cease service.
Mr. Otterson's statement follows:
"We have reached an understanding with the producers licensed by
us that thev will play their productions on any equipment which in their
judgment gives results of satisfactory cpiality. If they find or we demonstrate that the quality is not up to standard then they will cease to serve
such equipment.
"To the Exhibitor we say if you can get an equipment as good as
ours for less money, buy it; but if it is of lower quality do not buy it at
any price. Wait until you can offer your public the best.
"The continued success of talking pictures depends upon the maintenance of quality. Indeed, I may say it depends upon an improvement in
quality. As the public taste develops it will become more exacting and
critical, and it is essential that there be continued improvement in the
quality of production

and of apparatus

to meet

these more

exacting re-

quirements.
"If the producer, the exhibitor or ourselves compromise on this question of quality and accept quality lower than our present standards, the
cause of talking pictures is lost.
"If the exhibitor installs equipment that gives inferior quality of
reproduction, he has not only wasted the cost of that equipment but he
has injured the good name of his house and ruined his market for talking
pictures. He cannot afford to pay less than the cost of the best.
"We will not in the interest of sales put on the market apparatus of
lower quality than the best we can build. Our first efforts will always be
directed toward higher quality and this quality will never be sacrificed to
lower prices.
"If other manufacturers can build and sell equipment as good as ours
for less money and it is equipment that does not infringe on our patents
they deserve the business and will get it."
What the forthcoming means is that the exhibitor fight in New York
for the rights to play all product on whatever sound projecting and amplifying device they may be able to secure for their theatres is bearing
fruit. The executives of ERPI evidently recall the days of the old Motion
Picture Patents Company and the fate which finally befell them when
they tried to intimidate the entire exhibitor field.
Right now the exhibitor can go out and get any machine he wants
that is capable of filling his needs, and if the question arises as to the
standard of quality of reproduction, then there is certainly left the field
of arbitration on that question.

30 Productions
Lined Up by
Schnitzer for New FBO Program
AFTER

several weeks spent in negotiations with Broadway producers and
novelists, Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of
FBO, has lined up 30 special productions
for the program of 1929-30. The company
began acquiring forthcoming product after
the ascension of Mr. Schnitzer to the president's chair, formerly occupied by Joseph
P. Kennedy. With the recently created Radio-Keith-Orpheuiu Corporation, a new policy in pictures has been adopted by FBO.
The titles of the new material have not
been revealed by Mr. Schnitzer as yet, but
just as soon as final contracts have been
signed, an announcement of their consummation will be made.
Sound and silent neg-

said.

atives will be made of each production, it is

William Le Baron, vice-president of FBO
in charge of production, returned to the
Coast last week after several weeks' confrrence with Mr. Schnitzer concerning the
firm's widened scope of operation. He announces that the program of expansion will
be inaugurated with the sound-proofing of
the present stages at the FBO Studios in
Hollywood. In addition, a new sound-stage
will be erected. Construction to begin as
soon as plans and specifications are ratified
within the next few days. As equipment
for FBO's sound operations, Photophone
outfits are enroute from New York.
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Instructive
Films
Non-Paying
University of California Representative Holds No Company
Operates at Profit Handling Such Films

arr^ here is not one company today
I
in the United States distributins:
-*- educational motion pictures at a
profit," according- to the statement of Edward Mayer, executive seci-efary of University of California's Department of Visual Education, in a lecture delivered before tlie Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciener-s.
This condition exists despite the fact
that there are over 23,000 schools, churches,
clubs, farm bureaus, and other organizations equipped with projection apparatus
and using educational films, continued Jlr.
Mayer, who further stated that it is an economic impossibility to distribute educational motion pictures through a commercial organization at the present time. An
educational film distributor would have to
maintain extensive exchanges with an overhead that would not justify itself in rental
returns.

"The Past, Present and Future of the
Educational ilotion Picture" was the subject of Mr. Mayer's lecture, which covered the history of the educational film in
detail.
After tracing the historical background
of pictures, Mr. Mayer declared that the
United States government was among the
first to utilize motion pictures for instruction, producing in 1906 and exhibiting at
the Jamestown Exposition in 1907 a number of pictures covering the U. S. Reclamation Service. Since that time the department of Agriculture has developed a large
number of films and maintains a production laboratory at Washington.

Universities Distribute Film
Some 20 years ago, a few universities
maintained distributing centers for slides
as part of their extension work. With the
development of motion pictures, it was a
natural step for these few universities to
undertake distribution of educational films.
The University of Wisconsin, which now
maintains the largest non-commercial distributing unit in this country, was one of
the original pioneers; and was followed by
Universities of Iowa, Kansas and California, with 21 prominent universities now
carrying on this work.
In giving statistics on the work of the
University of California in the educational
film field, Mr. Mayer presented the following figures: Over three hundred organizations are being supplied each month with
educational films. Distribution averages
about 1200 pictures monthly between September and June. Since the University established the Department of Visual Education ten years ago the annual distribution of films has been :
1318-1919, 837 pictures; 1919-1920, 2733
pictures; 1920-1921, 3609 pictures; 19211922, 3846 pictures; 1922-1923, 4917 pictures; 1923-1924, 7591 pictures; 1924-192.'),
7791 pictures; 1925-1926, 8835 pictures;
1926-1927, 9236 pictures; 1927-1928, 8583
pictures.
The University of California is allowed
only $4000 annually for purchase of pie-

Demand
Stage
Hand
for Ontario Talkies
crisis ehasof been
of a Provinc
WHATin the
SOME
Onreached
tario between exhibitors and the
union men with the alvent of the
sound films. The kick has not come
from the projectionists nor from the
musicians, it is declared, but from the
International .Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes.
The demand has been made for the
placing of one stage hand in theatres
presenting sound pictures exclusively
and the union is asking that three
stage hands be employed in houses
having stage presentations in addition
to the sound pictures. In one instance
the manager of a theatre which has
no stage has been asked to hire a stage
hand. This manager had just engaged
two more projection machine operators, making four in all, after wiring
the house.

tures ; with average cost per reel of $100.
This makes it necessary to purchase used
prints from various sources. The department also acts as a clearing house for information on all matters pertaining to motion pictures.
Educational motion pictures are now on
the verge of a revolution, however. At the
present time, with but few exceptions, the
standard width film is the only kind used
by schools. It will be only a matter of two
or three years before the schools will be
usiug the 16mm or narrow width film exclusively.
Two or three reels of the 16mm film can
be purchased for the same cost as one reel
of standard width film. Distribution of
pictures on the narrow gauge stock will be

materially reduced on account of elimination of insurances, special storage vaults
and heavy shipping cases. The films can be
rented at a much lower cost, which should
triple the present scope of distribution
within three or four years.
The film industry can be of inestimable
value in allowing certain films with historical backgrounds to be re-edited so that the
educational features of the pictures would
be made available for instructional work.
At the present time, negatives of many productions with potential educational qualities are lying idle in the vaults of the various film companies.
After the lecture, highlights of which
have been detailed above, Mr. Mayer, who
is one of the best informed educators in
the visual instruction field, declared that
the exhibition of educational pictures in
any city or connuuuity should not endanger
the business of the picture theatre; in fact,
he has encountered many instances wh-^reby
the local exhibitor has gained both prestige
and profit by co-operating with those interested in the exhibition of educational films.

Lupino Lane Stages Revue
During Christmas Week
A revue along the lines of the Music Box
Revue in which he made his stage debut in
Los Angeles about two years ago, is being
presented during Christmas week by Lupino
Lane, Educational comedy star. His schedule of work at the Educational studio is said
to be so far in advance that the comedian
will possibly not resume work on any of the
pictures until the run of his revue is com-

pleted.

Caesar and Mark Antttnr are brought back to life in the persons of Ravniond Hatton and
Sam Hardy in Christie^s netc talkie for Paramount, "When Caesar Ran a ISetvspapeT^'
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Moviephone
Given
First
Public Demonstration
The Movicplionp, Dr. S. X. Banu'li 's ilcvicp for recordiiif; and reprodueinp: sound
and the human voice, was given its first
|)ul)lir audition last Friday night at tlip
Little Carnesie Playhouse in New York in
eonjnnetitui with the i)reniiere ol: *'Luere/ia Boriria." Sound Pictures, Inc.,
headed by Ur. Baruch, is sponsoring the
device.
The Moviephone employs the spool system of operation. The recording instrument operates on a driven wire from si)ool
to sp(oc4 passing through two uiagni'tic
telephone magnetic poles. The entire process revolves around the magnetic wire
■n-hich is some 10,000 feet in length. The
telephonic system reproduces all of the
magnetic fluxes.
At the Carnegie Playhouse demonstration, the Jloviephone rejiroduced the voice.-of personages in the house with .satisfactory tidelity as to timber aiul feeling.
Dr. Baruch claims that his device can
register accurately for recording in the
open air, that it can record telephone conversation, aiul that it can be used in connection with television. He asserts that his
machine does not have to rely itn a key wire
with which to make copies and that the
same can be made with perfect ease.
No definite plans of selling has been made
to date but exchanges will shortly be established, itis said.

Graves and Costello Are
Signed for Levine Serial
Nat Levine, producer, has signed Helene
Costello and Ralph Graves for the leads in
his new sereal, ''The Fatal Warning,"
which goes into work on January 2 under
the direction of Richard Thorpe and the
production management of Ben Schwalb as
a Mascot production. Levine is now selecting supporting players for the story, which
will have action against a society background.

Creed A, deeper, sales manager of the Harold
Lloyd Corporaxion, who last week married
Elizabeth /v. Vesey, whom he met about seven
years ago tvhen they attended the University
of Denver. They will live at Forrest Hills,
Long Island

Warners to Abandon Program Pictures for Extended Runs, Specials
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD,
Dec. 26.— Warner Bros., it is reported, will publicly
announce
shortly
that the 1929
production
plans
contemplate
abandoning the making of program pictures entirely bv that studio
and Warners will concentrate entirely on making specials and extended
run productions only.
It is said that SIS.OOD.OOO will be spent on thirty-five of these productions, fifteen of which will be extended runs and twenty specials. Last
year's program cost slightly over $10,000,000. Every one of the thirty-five
will be 100 per cent Vitaphone and there will also be silent versions, according to Jack Warner, production chief of Warner Bros.
The stars that will be used in these pictures include Al Jolson. John
Barryniore, Dolores Costello. Sophie Tucker, George Arliss, Ted Lewis,
Thomas Meighan, Grant Withers, H. B. Warner and David Lee.

New

German Restrictions
on Film Imports

Reduction in Number of Permits for Features; Shorts
Not Affected; Other News of Berlin Trade
By HEINRICH
(Berlin

Correspondent,

FRAENKEL
Motion

Picture

News)

the Cerman imnewport settle
THE
situationment
just of
decided on by the
authorities is on the lines of the old
settlement providing for a numerical restriction of imports. As the present term
expires on .June :iOth of next year, the new
ment
settle
liolds good from .July 1st, 1929,
until June 30th, 1930. During that time
the total amount of foreign pictures allowed
on the German market is limited to 210.
For the time being, however, 160 import
permits only will be available, the renuiining .50 to be a reserve to be used at the
discretion of the authorities. This is a
reduction compared with the previous year
allowing 210 and a reserve of 50.
The available pemiits will be shared by
individual companies according to the
amount of German features handled by
them during the last two calendar years,
the reserve of 50 permits being meant,
among others, for new companies.
As heretofore, there is no restriction in
importing short comedies and news reels to
the German market as long as they do not
exceed a footage of 1,.500, that means to say
that the considerable business done by
American short slapstick comedies on the
German market will not be impeded.
AVhereas. however, educational films have
also been unrestricted under the old settlement, the new one provides for rather a
severe restriction of imports, inasmuch as
in order to import a foreign full-size educational feature the Germany company handling it will have to prove that during the
last year it has handled two German educational features of about the same footage.
It must be borne in mind that the new
-ettlement of the Gernutn import situation
is by no means a definite one, but only provisional and pending the time when the
decision reached at during the international
Geneva free trade conference will come into
force. As the Gennan government has
failed to enter the film industry for exemption, the new German
import
settlement

will obviously be illegal as soon as the
Geneva decisions come into force, which
may be the case even before the end of the
new term, i. e., June 30th, 1930. It seems
likely that the German tilm industry will
fall back on the old quota system
(probably 1 :1).
The German trade is generally pleased
about the statement that a Berlin exhibitor
who

incidentally happened to be a member of the Reichstag is preparing a bill
which, it nmy be hoped, shall considerably
alleviate many troubles of the trade. The
bill is said to provide for the creation of a
special government office for films. The
bill requires the amount of .Mks. 1,01)0.000
(.$250,000) to be collected by Government
funds
duction.for supporting educational film proAccording to a report from our Berlin
correspondent the Austrian authorities have
complied with repeated complaints from
foreign importers, chiefly American companies, by way of eliminating the restrictions as to the number of import.ed prints.
Whilst so far talkies have been shown
intermittently only in the Berlin first run
houses, a cinema is now about to be opened
which will exclusively show sound pictures.
The Cinema is being built in Potsdam. Generally speaking Gernuin public opinion
seems to be still rather reluctant, not to
say skeptical about the "talkies."

Establish

Cueing
Service
in Chicago

The Exhibitors Cueing Service, which
specializes in cueing motion pictures in conjunction with double turntable devices, has
established headquarters in Chicago. Marie
Pirrson, in charge, supervises the cueing of
films submitted and the exhibitor is infornu'd of the name, number and manufacturer of each record and is also given a detailed cue sheet, with full instructions. The
cueing service is available for any single
Him or for an entire year's booking, it is
said.
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This week's reports follow:

Years Experience With Sound
TAilPA. — "Sell yourself, and then you
will have no trouble in selling sound
pictures to the public," says George B.
Peck, manager of Tampa's talkie house,
the Victory.
The talkies have been on trial in Tampa
for practically a year now. They are
a genuine success. Two of the talking
features have been given two consecutive
weeks showings, while most of the others
have played a full week, which was unheard of before the advent of the sound
films.
There are 26 theatres in Tampa. All
but five of them are playing motion pictures. The four big down-town theatre^,
and one of the finest of the neighborhood
houses, are operated by one company.
Consolidated Amusements.
In January of this year Consolidated gave
Tampa it's first talkie. The company was
fortunate in having a house of physical
construction for the successful reproduction
of the sound films. This house was the
Victory, with the height, breadth and width,
plus a seating capacity of 1600.
After the equipment was installed in
the Victory, Mr. Peck did a great deal of
experimental work to determine the best
location for the horns. They were placed,
and tried out, in many different positions.

N c iv s

Exhibitor
Reports
Sound
Problems
Survey Shows
Theatre Managers
With Reproducing Devices

Editor's Note. — This is the second of a series of reports
to MOTION PICTURE NEWS from Key City exhibitors
whose houses are equipped with sound reproducing apparatus. The series is inte tided as a guide for those exhibitors
who have not yet made installations. It contains much
valuable information as to experiences, overhead costs, projection and service problems. Much grief may be forestalled by any exhibitor by a careful reading of the entire
series.

advice is given by exADDITIOXAL
hibitors who have sound reprodueinj;
equipment installed, in this second
batch of reports in the survey inaugurated
by Motion Picture \ews. As in the first
reports printed last week they all attest to
the higher cost of operation, but find it jusified by the remarkable increase in attendance.
Various problems in installation, lighting
and the successful reproduction of the talkies are outlined and intelligently answered
here. All reports show that such problems
have been easily overcome in some instances
by the house operatoi-s themselves and in
others through the splendid seirice given
by the installation companies.

P ic t u r c

It was finally decided that the ideal location was directly back of the screen.
Asked about the overhead, Mr. Peck
said :
"Naturally our overhead was reduced.
We discontinued our orchestra, organist
and stage crew. The only extra help
needed with this form of entertainment is
the extra men in the booth."

Praises Service
"We get excellent service. An inspector
visits us every week or ten days and his
route is always before us so that we can
reach him promptly in case of an emergency. In the year's showing we have
had but one accident that might have tied
us up. A 'short' developed in the system
one night at the close of the performance.
We wired for the inspector, who arrived
in the morning, and succeeded in locating
the trouble and starting our show just a
few minutes after our regular opening
hour.

The lovers of a feme story. June Daly and
Lloyd Hughes in a romantic scene from M-G-HTs
**The Mysterious Island," in which Captain
Nemo and the vii'id I erne imagination provide
a vivid entertainment

Well

"I think this Vitaphone and Movietone
entertainment is simply Manager' Heaven.
I believe every exhibitor should install the
sound ecjuipment a.s soon as he can get it.
After he has the equipment all set, his
troubles are practically over."
DESl)een-MOIXES
— "Improvements
made since
the introductionhave
of
sound pictures and will continue to aid
the exhibitor who i.s showing the talkies,"
says Sidney Sigelbaum, manager of the
Des Moines Theatre. "While the overhead
is increased in our case by $7.50 a week by
the addition of the sound pictures and
newsreels, the exhibitor who comes into a
virgin field with a sound equipped theatre
can knock off the cost of his installation
in four to ten weeks if he is any showman
at all while after that the increase in
business of 50 per cent to 100 per cent with
no average of less than .30 per cent over
the previous year's business shows that
the theatre profits with the sound pictures."
The mechanical department of the Des
Moines theatres have met a number of
emergency situations so that there has
been no serious break in the program of
pictures since the installation
last April.
More carbons are used and there is more
need of replacement of lamps with the
stronger light used at the Des Moines and
it is estimated that replacements weekly
average $15.

Adds One to Booth Crew
It is necessary to have two men in the
booth instead of one as previously and
these men state that they are not only
kept busy but that it requires a man of
some intelligence and preferably one of
mechanical skill to meet all the situations
ai-ising promptly and aptly. This extra
man is, of course, an addition included in
the estimate of the overhead. The service
charge to the producing company is about
$200 a week and estimates include larger
amounts. There is also the newsreel. The
.service charge to the engineer of the Electric Research Company who keeps the
mechanisms of a chain of theatres in order
visiting them sometimes weekly, varies
according to the number of theatres reached
each week. The engineer who covers the
Des Moines theatres has ten theatres to
look after and the exhibitors report that
he has given them very good service.
CALT LAKE CITY— The local theatres
^ which have been equipped for sound
productions have been tremendously successful in this venture. The Victory Theatre which was the first house here to
present the talking pictures and which is
equipped for the Vitaphone productions,
broke house records continuously for many
weeks in succession after this change of
policy and is continuing to enjoy an in{Contiiuicd on page 13.39)
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ijx 9iVo pictures
A notable picture by a great director
of stage life
E. drama
A. DUPONT'S

MOULIN

ROUGE

Brings gay Paris to America
Dupont rented the famous night resort and
its entire beauty cast of the daring "ParisNew York Revue" — the show no visitor to
Paris misses — for the background of the
strange love-triangle of his story.
It's like a night at the Moulin Rouge.
Mile. Checova runs the gamut of human
emotions in her characterization of the stage
beauty who unw/illingly fascinates her young
daughter's fiance.
The love story climaxes in a motor race with
death' that is a triumph of cinematic art.
A rare and stirring entertainment.
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The great European favorite who, like
Bernard Shaw, has refused all offers
to come to America.
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'VARIETY'S" London Reviewer says of this picture, "A delicate theme
handled robustly— makes it 100% entertainment.
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Maria ^orda and Jamesoix Thomas
The luscious star of "Helen of Troy" supported by a fine London actor.

^

A Burlington film Directed by Victor Saville
Freely adapted from the novel by Countess Barcynska
LONDON
A British International Picture, Studios, EUtree, London

Genuine scenes in liistoric London

A " Beau Geste" romance of modern
society and brotherly love.

- 'figktmg lover
nith

Walter Byron

Fictn the Fiimous Dritry Lane
Melodrama
Av Ben L^iudcck
iind /Irthnr Shirley.

(Nob Starring in America)

Lillian Hall-Davis
and Henry Victor

Produi\d hy arrjngcuient
with CHARLKS WILCOX
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The pictures described on preceding pages
are in our first list*

We will release 40 to 50 yearly.

SoundTYES!
RCA

Photophone

Individual Selling
Buy one or all. You can see before you buy.

Money -getting

Advertising Accessories
Class A Distribution
through

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES
in 36 Principal Cities
of U.S. and Canada
Printed in the U. S. A.

We search the earth for pictures of worth
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Exhibitors Offer Advice On Sound
Answer Problems for
Benefit of Theatres
Not Already Equipped
(Continued from page 1326)
crease of at least forty per cent each
week over previous records, it is reported.
No trouble whatsoever has been experienced at the Victory, and an inspector
looks over this equipment once a week.
The booth had to be entirely remodeled
and enlarged somewhat for this installation.
The Pantages theatre which has just recently added sound equipment in the form
of the Movietone device, reports very satisfactory results with business very much
increased. Some difficulty was experienced during the first week of the installation, but this was very soon and satisfactorily overcome.
The Pantages theatre underwent a great
deal of remodeling for the purpose of installing this sound device. A good )i{)i'ti(>n
of the back of the theatre was changed
and some enlarging done and the projection booth was entirely remodeled.
The American Theatre expects to have
their sound device installed by March 1 it
is announced, and according to reports the
remaining houses of the Louis Marcus
Enterprises here in addition to the Victory,
consisting of the Paramount Empress and
Capitol theatres, will be equipped for sound
within the near future.

Cost Too High for Small House
CLEVELAND— A sui-vey of the Cleveland theatres emphasizes the fact
brought out at the Ohio exhibitors convention by a leading exhibitor that the sound
equipment now installed and operating in

Will Investigate Voice
Secrets Via Talkies
A

NOVEL use for talking films is
planned by Professor G. Oscar
Russell, director of the Ohio
State Lniversity phonetics laboratories, Columbus, O. By means of a special apparatus designed by Dr. Russell
and called the "laryngo periskop," motion pictures will be made of opera
stars' vocal
the which
films to
chronize cords,
with records
willsynbe
made simultaneous with the tests.
X-ray photos will also be made of the
singers' throats.
Professor Russell is making the tests
at the instigation of the American
Academy of Teachers of Singing and
is working in cooperation with the
Carnegie Foundation. The research is
expected to take about two years.

Cleveland
theatres
small house.

is

too

costly

for

the

Six Loew houses in Cleveland are sound
equipped. Of these, four are downtown
houses, and two are uptown houses. None
of these houses required any physical
alterations for sound equi-pment. Acoustics,
in most cases, 'were satisfactory. In some
instances additional horns had to be properly placed to take care of occasional dead
spots. But on the whole the theati'es required practically no alterations when
sound policies were adopted.
Aside from the high cost of sound installation, the cost of operating a sound

Grindell-Matthews Will
Form Talkie Firm
English inventor, has organ- MATTHEWS,
HGRINDEL
the Grindell - Matthews
izedL
Speaking Film Corporation with a
capitalization of $25,000. The process
to be used is sound-on-film. Matthews
became famous as the inventor of the
death ray and claims to hold patents
on sound producing and reproducing
equipment. On his last visit to New
York some months ago he threatened
to bring suit for infringement on some
of his patents against leading producing companies.

Director Talks
In
Trial" Trailer

"On

Archie Mayo is the first director to appear in a talkie trailer for a feature picture. He will be seen and heard when the
trailer for Warner Bros. Vitaphone picture,
"On Trial" is presented. Mayo directed
this feature. Others who talk for the trailer
are: Pauline Frederick, Bert Lytell, Lois
Wilson, Holmes Herbert^ Richard Tucker
nnd Jason Robards.

"U" to Star Rubin in Historical Talkie Series
^'The Leffihernecks" bob up again as a iheme
for a movie. William Boyd {center) and
Robert Armstrong and Alan Hale are seen in a
neiv Pathe release which deals with the adventures of Lncle

Sam's

marines

policy is vastly higher than a silent policy,
according to a statement made by William
A. Haynes, assistant general manager of
the Loew Theatres. Two additional operators and a stage hand are required where
sound is used, in additional to the regular
operators and electricians. These additional workers are required alike for both
small and large houses, so that the overhead is greatly increased. The high cost
of reeoi'ds also materially increases the
operating overhead of the sound theatres,
says Haynes. Add to this the increased
price of sound features, over silent features, as well as the added cost of sound
short subjects, and the total operating inci-ease is tremendous. Only those houses
with large seating capacity are able to
stand this increased overhead and reap any
profit from sound programs, in Haynes'
opinion. A small house playing capacity
all the time cannot overcome this increase.
Therefor it is impractical for the smallhouses to install the present available
equipments
with any sense of optimism.

T'luversal is preparing to produce a series
of Movietone short subjects dealing with
characters in history, Benny Bubin to star.
Emphasis will be placed on comedy characters. Rubin will finish his engagement at
the New York Colony within a week and
will then entrain for Universal City to start
production on the first subject under the
direction of Jacques RoUens. Stories are
being written by C. Jerome Horwin. Rubin
is supplying the dialogue himself.

New
Title for Powers
Cinephone Production
"Chopin's Passion" supplants "AVhite
Lilacs" as the title of the first Powers Cinephone all-sound production. It is now in
its final stages of editing and cutting under
Harry Revier's direction.

"Synthetic Sin" Trailer
An audible trailer for "Synthetic Sin,"
First National's current Colleen Moore release, has been issued by the advertising
and publicity department. The miniature
First National Ad Man is animated in this
novelty sales talk, which relates the story.
Music and sound effects are also included.
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"U" is Pleased With Sound System

Scientific Handling
of Talking Pictures
Revealed in Making

sound-prool'
new
'S whi
VER
XIstag
ch has been in
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system
has been
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n
a
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found to be flawless. The first stage group
consists of four sub-units: two stages for
the actual filming, each 60 by 100 feet^,
a combined theatre and monitor room, 35
by 50, located between the stages; and an
53, losection, 73 by ss
apparatus and n office stag
the
es and acro
cated betwee the
on.
ball from the theatre secti
Communication between the various sections of the stage gi-oup is through a double
sepaseries of soundi-proof doors, each
rated bv a vestibule so that it is impossible
to have the two doors open at the same
time and thus permit sound of any nature
to penetrate from one section to another.
The stages are of the truss type, the
matewalls being built of sound-insulating
rial. The interiors are covered with an
inch thickness of a special cork-felt composition and padded with soft material.
Probably the best way to get an idea
of the size and efficiency with which the
filmplant operates is to watch a company
ing dialogue sequences and trace the sound
recording.
U

Spectators

Barred

No one is permitted to enter the stage
while a company is working. People with
eolds are refused admission for a sneeze
or a cough would ruin a scene.
The actors have rehearsed their lines and
are ready. The powerful silent incandescent lights are switched on. The cameras
are in sound-proof cages, tive feet square
and seven feet high. These are padded
cells set on rollers with two plate glass
windows in the front, one for the camera
to shoot through and the other for the
director to observe the action. The door
is of the refrigerator lock type and makes

Sound Devices Wreak
Havoc With Musicians
displacement in indusM.\CHINE
try has reached the stage where
the artists have begun to suffer, according to statements made to
the Senate Committee on Education
and Labor in Washington, D. C, by
William Green president of the American Federation of Labor, during hearings on a Senate resolution authorizing
a survey of unemployment throughout
the Inited States.
"Musicians have begun to suffer
through the introduction of sound devices," said Green. "Men who are artists, who have given their lives to
their art. have begun to find they are
losing
Dr. out."
I. Lubin, of the Institute of

Economics,
said this
was true. who
"In lost
one
theatre
we found
40 musicians
their jobs in one week," said Lubin.
"What are we going to do with
them?" asked Green. "How are we going to induce the artists t<» go back to
the farm or to go into manual labor?"

the cell air tight. There is sufficient air
to last for a long scene without discomfort to the cameraman and director.
The director and cameraman are locked
in. the scene is almost ready. A series of
a half dozen microphones are held out over
the set by long counter-balanced arms.
These are just above the camera range.
They are set wherever action and spoken
lines are to take place. Other microphones
are set off stage near various sound devices.
In this scene there is a storm outside. There
must be lightning, the roar of thunder,
the patter of raindrops on the windows
and roof, and the whine of wind. One
microphone is set near a suspended sheet
of tin which gives the thunder; another
near a sprinkler gives the patter of rain
and a third near a canvas roller windeffect machine.
.Sitting on the set watching you merely
see the scene start, hear the effects and
hear the call of "Cut" over a loud speaker. But the shooting of a dialogue
sequence is a more complicated niatt/cr
than that.

Microphone Outlets Abundant
The walls of the stage are literally
dotted with electric sockets where microphones may be plugged in as convenient.
On a balcony on one side of the stage
is a glass enclosed monitor room where
the sounds from the various microphones
are properly "mixed." The microphones
are plugged in on different lines which run
to a large control device on the balcony.
Each microphone is connected with a rheostat by which the volume of sound from
that particular microphone can be regulated. In this wav the wind device will

not be recorded louder than the thunder
and the thunder will not drown out the
dialogue in important dramatic moments,
yet, when dialogue stops momentarily, an
unusually loud clap of thunder can be recorded with telling effect.

Blank Record on Film
In the Movietone method which Universal uses, the sound is not recorded on
the film which shoots the scene. A blank
is left on the sound strip on the edge of
the film. The sound is recorded on another
film on which the blank represents the
scene. The positive prinf which is run in
the projection machine is obtained by
double printing the scene negative and the
sound negative. The wires continue on
from the monitor room to a recording room
in the apparatus section of the stage system and it is here, 100 feet from the stage
and separated from it by a half dozen
thickness of soundproof walls, that the
sound is actually recorded on film. The
camera in the cell on the stage and the
camera in the recording room are on the
same switch aiul are started together by
the monitor on a signal from the du-eetor.
In another recording room, at the same
time the sound is being recorded on the
film, it is being recorded on a wax record.
Inmiediately after the scene is completed
this record, which is a test record, is played
back to the director and if it is satisfactory and contains no flaws in speech, lost
syllables, mispronounced words, poor pausing between words or hesitation on an
actor's part in recalling his lines, the scene
is approved and production progresses to
the next scene.

M-G-M Averaging Eight Shorts
Weekly in N. Y. Studios
THE
newly-organized Metro-G»ldwynMayer studios in Xew York City are
turning out lots of short product under the
new regime which recently took charge.
Major E. J. Bowes and Louis K. Sidney are
in dual control of all activities and are making a good job of it. They are spending
practically all of their time at the studios.
Xick Grinde, recently imported from the
west coast is director-in-chief, Ira Morgan,
west coast photogi'apher is head of cameramen and Edward Brophy is production manager.
While these executives are furnishing all
cif the product possible their policy is not
to sacrifice quality for quantity. They are
getting quality, as some of the late acts
made and heard at the studio show, and at
the same time they are completing eight,
nine or ten acts a week. The short subject
field has hit a lively stride lately, according to Director Grinde. "We are making
an ordinary act that nins seven minutes on
the screen in about four and one-half hours
now," said Mr. Grinde, "and we will improve on that time shortly."
In that four and one-half hours are included the time necessary for makeup, rehearsal and the instructions that go to the
artists. It also includes a preliminary test

which is recorded on a wax disc and played
back for possible eiTors.
"We have gotten this thing down to
pretty much of a science now," said Mr.
Grinde. "During the past week we have
brought acts over from Brooklyn after they
had completed their night shows and we
had
record of those acts by 4 o'clock
in thea full
morning.
"We have had to run on a day and
night schedule for the reason that many
artists are occupied with their regular work
all day long and only have spare time after
eleven at night. On this schedule we can
make three acts in the course of a day's
woi'k.
Among the problems that confronted the
sound producers was salaries for acts.
"There was a lot of feeling on the part
of the artists that we were not paying them
sufficiently at first," said Mr. Grinde.
"They felt that playing in sound pictures
might be hurting them on the vaudeville
stage, but they realize now that it is an
actual benefit to them. I know one team
that was getting $350 a week in vaudeville.
They made a sound picture that was shown
in Australia and as a result they got an
offer from there for a long term contract
to appear in vaudeville at $600 a week."
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Pathe Releasing 5 Feature
Talkies in January

Silent Films Lined
Up; Sound Comedies
Are Assuming Shape

Five sound and dialogue feature productions have been scheduled to make their ap])earance before the public during the
month of .January. Dialogue sequences as
well as the musical synchronization have
been recorded by the RCA Photophone system.
The releases and their dates are as follows: "Sal of Singapore," starring Phyllis
Haver, January 4; "Ned McCobb's Daughter," featuring Irene Rich, January 12;
"Geraldine," co-starring Eddie Quillan and
Marion Nixon; "The Shady Lady," another Phyllis Haver vehicle, January 20;
"Noisy Neighbors," in which Eddie Quillan
again stars, this time with the late Theodore
Roberts and Alberta Vaughn; .January 27.

Inc.,
EnrCATIOXAL Film Kxclianu'cs,
is jilanninjr '"S things for the New
Yeai-. A representative silent program lias alreaily been lined up and the
sound pietures ot the eonipany are rapidly
assuming shape. JIack Sennelt's iirst alltalking comedy, "The Lion's Roar," has
met ivith splendid success -wherever it has
been displayed. The first of a new series
produced l)y Coronet Comedies, an Educational unit, is due in th^ immediate future.
A Lnpino Lane and a .Tack White talking
comeily are now in production. Discussing
the situation. E. \Y. Hammons, president of
Educational, says:
"We have contemplated with infinite care
the lialancing of our jjroduction schedule
for the forthcoming year, and we have
formulated our plans only after weighing
and considering every possible contingency.
There are today demands for two distinct
types of entertainment — the silent comedy
and the comedy with sound. These demands
we are endeavoring to meet without sacrificing one to the other."
The latest addition to its sound product
comes with the announcement of a new series of comedies to be called "Coronet Talking Comedies," of which ther;' will be si.x.
This anninincement is made after work has
been completed on the first of the series and
while th? Homo Office is awaiting arrival
of prints frtim the coast.
Under the supervision of Sidney Brennecke, for years ^[r. IIamnu>ns' pei'sonal
representative in the west coast, the Coronet Comedies, Inc., operating as an PMucational unit, will produce the Coronet Talking Comedies. The first subject in this
group, "The Eligible Mr. Bangs," features Edward Everett Horton supported by
a cast including .Johnny Arthur and Florence Eldredge.

Lupino

Lane's Audible

One of the most significant developments
on Educational 's program is Lupino Lane's
entry in the sound field. Lane's efforts in
the past year have embodied the ultimate in
comedy, both in idea and construction and
characterization. However, for the benefit
of the unwired houses. Lane will continue
to make silent comedies as well.
The .Jack White Talking Series promises
something distinctly novel in short subject
entertainment.
.Jack White's Jlermaid Comedies have
for years been popular two-reel favorites.
Added to such comedians as Ai St. .John.
George Davis and Estelle Bradley, the Mermaid Comedies this year will offer Monty
Collins. "Big Boy," the wonder kid, has
five more of his two-reel funf- sts forthcoming.
Jerry Drew is scheduled to make several
more Ideal Comedies for release during the
coming year. Forthcoming from the Educational Studios are also several Tuxedo
Comedies. Dorothy Devore will also contribute further to the season's output.
A number of new Cameos, "Russ Farrell
Aviator" films, Hodge-Podge and "The
World Today" relea.ses as well as the Kinograms will appear as customary.

Program

Renewing his acquaintance. E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, visited ^^Big: Boy"
and Lorraine Rivero, the young star's leading
lady, on his recent lusit to the Coafit. They
gave their ^'Boss" a tvarm welcome

First National Completes 2
New Features
"Children of the Ritz," a co-starring
vehicle for Dorothv Maekaill and Jack Mulluill, and "The California Mail," a Ken
Maynard western, are two newly completed
First National feature productions. They
are now in the cutting rooms being edited
and titled.

Watson
"Syncopation;"
New Titlein for
FBO Special
The chief masculine speaking and singing role in ' ' Syncopation, ' ' the FBO dialogue special which entered production last
week at the Sound Studio in New York
under the direction of Bert Glennon, was
won last week after several screen tests by
Bobby Watson, stage and vaudeville entertainer.
"Syncopation" is a new title for the
special formerly known as "Stepping

Talkies Limit Universality
of
the Screen, Says Reinhardt
High."

THE universality or internationalism of
the film — that pure pantomime which
IS umlerstood in all climes — is not to be
found in the talkng film, declared Max
Reinhardt, the creator of many stage spectacles, upon his arrival in New Y'ork last
Monday. After meeting Lillian Gish, the
United Artists star, who will play in his
first cinema effort, the German theatre magnate departed with her two days later for
Hollywood on the Lake Shore Limited.

Halperins Plan to Make
Third-Dimension Flms
'Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Victor
27. — producDec. now
YWOO
HOLL
Halperin
HugoD.
and
ing with Inspiration Pictures,
are planning formation of company to
make third dimension pictures in natural colors and with sound synchronization. Studios are planned for both
Hollywood and New York.
The Board of Directors of the new
company will include: Henry King, film
director: William Walker, treasurer of
M. P. Capital Corporation: Clifford
Home, bond broker; Mayo Rice, investment broker: Arthur S. Friend;
A. S. Temple, former banker; Marcus
Marshall, capitalist; the Halperin
brothers: and Serge Midvani, husband
of Pola Negri.

I'he inability of speech to bring a response in the minds and hearts of those not
familiar to the language spoken was
stressed by Mr. Reinhardt. "I see two
dangers in talking pietures," said he, "One
is that the films which are univei-sal in appeal and really international, can only tend
to be destroyed as an international art
through the addition of the limitation of
language. Talking pietures, by bringing to
the screen stage plays, almost in their entirety, with dialogue, tend to make this independent art a subsidiary of the theatre
and really make it only a substitute for the
theatre instead of an art in itself. Talking
pictures, in their relationship to the stage,
seem to me like reproductions of paintJlr. Reinhardt compared the films as a
universal medium of expression to music.
He plans to use both in his motion picture
for United Artists.
While
sawings."
and
Singing
terms of

in New York, Professor Reinhardt
heard "Interference" and "The
Fool." He spoke in optimistic
their future.

Accompanying him to Hollywood, where
he expects to get his picture under way
sometime in February, are Raymond von
Hofmannstahl, son of the Austrian poet,
who wrote the story Reinhardt is to make,
and Louis Simon, graduate of Professor
George Pierce Baker's dramatic course at
Yale.
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Theatres

Equipped

(CoiiUni(,-(i from f'iUic \')2l )
Boston, Mass.; Albert Theatre, Berlin,
N. H. ; Majestic Theatre, Burlington, Vt.;
Capital Theatre, Conc^ord, N. H.; St.
George Theatre, Framingham, Mass.; Orpheiim Theatre, Gardner, Mass.; Empire
Theatre, Lewiston, Me. ; Playhouse Theatre,
Montpelier, Vt. ; Fays Theatre, Providence,
R. I.; Regent Theatre, Norwalk, Conn.;
Capitol Theatre, Symphony Theatre, Star
Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y. ; Lyric Theatre,
Strand Theatre, Endicott, N. Y.; Rialto
Theatre, Glens Falls, N. Y. ; State Theatre,
Mechanicsville, N. Y.; Strand Theatre
Plattsburg, N. Y.; Congress Theatre, Saratoga, N. Y. ; Orpheum Theatre, Utica,
N. Y. ; Olympic Theatre, Watertown, N. Y. ;
Palace Theatre, .Jamestown, N. Y.; Diana
Theatre, Medina, N. Y.; Andrews Theatre,
Salamanca, N. Y. ; Babcock Theatre, Wellstille, N. Y. ; Virginia Theatre, Fairmont,
W. Va.; Strand Theatre, Greensburg, Pa.;
Princess Theatre, Jeanette, Pa. ; Metropolitan Theatre, Morgantown, W. Va.; Keith
Albee Theatre, Rialto Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio; Strand Theatre, Dayton, Ohio; Ohio
Theatre, Sidney, Ohio; Palace Theatre,
Canton, Ohio; State Theatre, E. Liverpool,
Ohio; Palace Theatre, Marion, Ohio; Capitol Theatre. Steubenvillc, Ohio; Birmingham Theatre, Birmingham, Mich.; Redford
Theatre, Detroit, Mich.; Fuller Theatre,
Kalamazoo, Mich.; Royal Oak Theatre,
Royal Oak, Mich.; Miller Theatre, .JetTersoii City, Mo.; Pahice Theatre, Anderson,
Ind.; Indiana Theatre, Marion, Ind.; Mars
Theatre, Lafayette, Ind.; Majestic Theatre,
National Theatre, Rialto Theatre, National
Theatre, Louisville, Ky. ; Orpheum Theatre,

for

Picture

Sound

Huntington, Ind.; Palace Theatre, Gary,
Ind.; Indian Theatre, Kokomo, Ind.; Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand
Theatre, Devils Lake, N. D. ; Orpheum Theatre, Grand Forks, N. D. ; Opera House,
Jamestown, N. D.; New Logan Theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Filler Theatre, Valley
City, N. D.; Swan Theatre, Columbus,
Nebr. ; Empress Theatre, Kearnv, Nebr. ;
World Theatre, McCook, Nein-. ; Keith Theatre, North Platte, Nebr.; McSwain Theatre, Ada, Okla.; Liberty Theatre, Hartshorne, Okla.; Liberty Theatre, Alva, Okla.;
Grand Theatre, Holdenville, Okla.; State
Theatre, Pawhuska, Okla.; State Theatre,
Seminole, Okla. ; Circle Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.; Odeon Theatre, Shawnee,
Okla.; Savoy Theatre, Shawnee, Okla; Key
Theatre, Rex Theatre, Wewoka, Okla. ; Orphuni Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.; Chimes Theatre, Berkelev, Calif.; Tokay Theatre, San
Jose, Calif.; Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,
Wash.; Columbia Theatre, Seattle, Wash.;
iMain Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah; New
Virginian Theatre, Harrisonburg, Va. ;
Brooklyn Paramount, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Palace Theatre, Port Richmond, S. I,;
Thompson Sq. Theatre, Charlestown, Mass.;
Park Theatre, Fall River, Mass.; Strand
Theatre, Fall River, Mass.; Lawler Theatre, Greenfield, Mass.; State Theatre, Manchester, N. H. ; Riverside Theatre, Medford,
Mass.; Shea's Opera House, Jamestown,
N. Y.; Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, N.
Y.; Circle Theatre, Globe Theatre, Harrowgate Theatre, 3:33 Market Street
Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.; Earle Theatre,
Embassy Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.;
Grand Theatre, Camden, N. J.; Washing-

News

Films

ton Theatre, Cliester, Pa.; Capitol Theatre,
Farrell, Pa.; Broad Theatre, Pennsgrove,
Pa.; Arcadia Theatre, Wellsboro, Pa.;
Queen Theatre, Wilmington, Del., Granada
Theatre, Bluefield, W. Va.; Rialto Theatre,
Danville, Va. ; Capitol Theatre, Winchester,
Va. ; Arcade Theatre, Capitol Theatre,
Garden Theatre, Hippodrome Theatre, Pitt
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Liberty Theatre,
Majestic Theatre, Ellwood City, Pa.; Grand
Theatre, Moundsville, W. Va. ; Capitol
Theatre, New Castle, Pa.; Broadway Theatre, Columbus, Ohio; Columbia Theatre,
Portsmouth, Ohio ; Park Theati-e, Cleveland,
Ohio; Capitol Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio; Kent
Theatre, Kent, Ohio; Midland Theatre,
Newark, Ohio; Ohio Theatre, Piqua, Ohio;
Detroit 0. H., Detroit, Mich.; Tiger Theatre, Auburn, Ala.; National Theatre,
Greensboro, N. C; Wilson Theatre, Wilson, N. C; Mecca Theatre, New Orleans,
La.; State Theatre, McConib, Miss.; Capitol
Theatre, Monroe, La.; Wilbert Theatre,
Plazquemine, La.; Maplewood Theatre, St.
Louis, Mo.; Lyric Theatre, East St. Louis,
111.; Arcade Theatre, Padueah, Ky. ; Fountain Sq. Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.; Monroe Theatre, Olympic Theatre, Chicago, 111.;
Merrill Theatre, Parkway Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise.; Laguon Theatre, Nokomis Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Park Theatre, Austin, Minn.; Riviera Theatre, St. Paul,
Minn.; Amuse U Theatre, Muscatine, la.;
Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex.; Strand Theatre, Orange, Tex.; Pettit Theatre, Hominy,
Okla.; New Theatre, Lawton, Okla.; Balboa
Theatre, Boulevard Theatre, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Fox Theatre, San Francisco, Calif.;
State Theatre, Stockton, Calif.
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Stage and Screen Compete for Writers
Composers of Vaude
Material Are Most
Sought After Now
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

27.— Filmg; proDec.been
, have
OOD
HOLM^V
s who
duecr
raidin
the
vaudeville and legitimate field fi>r
talkfilm dialogue -writers, will find plenty of
competition from producers in those tields
to retain the best writers of original stage
material.

First steps of Keith-Orpheura to compete
with film companies in contracting established writers of vaudeville material were
taken last week when the vaudeville circuit
closed a deal with Al Boasberg on a longtime basis.
Boasberg has been a writer and comedy
gag man in pictures for the past four years,
after establishing a reputation as a writer
of original vaudeville material for many
headline acts. Although film producers
have been combing the vaudeville field for
prospective writers of short and feature
dialogue pictures during the past six
months, no consideration has been given the
number of former vaudeville writers who
have had experience in the picture field.
With the reviving of big time vaudeville
and the need for originators of needed material, itis understood that Keith-Orpheum
will establish a staff of contract writers for
its own protection against the inroads of
the talker.

Opinions
Differ Over
Stage Stars' Chances

VARIED opinions as to the stage
star's chances of winning out
over the screen star's with the
arrival of the talkies have been expressed by Cecil B. DeMille, Bayard
Veiller and Willard Mack, who are now
engaged upon production at the M-G-M
studio.
"Perhaps the stage star will have an
advantage," believes Mr. De Mille.
Most screen personalities have splendid voices and while the trained stage
elocutionist may win out — he'll know
he's had competition."
Mr. Veiller, the author and director,
declares that it will be easier for
screen writers and stars to learn talking technique than for stage people to
do the reverse.
An entirely opposite view is taken
by Willard Mack, actor and playwright,
who says that stage folk will have a
distinct advantage in the talkies.

Talking Picture Hysteria About Over
In Hollywood Studios, Is Report
t Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD.
Dec. 26. — According to reports emanating from a
number of the studios here the hysteria over the talking picture
has passed the crest and apparently is on the wane, ^\'ith retrenchment plans already under way in several of the studios.
Among those mentioned as about ready to abandon the talkie is Fox.
It is said to have been decided that that company will make no dramatic
pictures including spasmodic talking sequences, but instead will use sound
effects only. Shorts and musical comedy productions will be made with
talking sequences, but no dramas nor straight talk feature length films.
Paramount is also reported reconsidering talkie plans, following the
decision to make "The
tions, with sound effects
Warners seem to be
with M-G-M and others
intended talking films.

Four Feathers," one of the year's biggest produconly and absolutely minus talking sequences.
the only studio going ahead full blast with talkies,
said to be changing their minds regarding many

Talkies Developing New Type of
Cameraman, Survey Shows
EVERYTHING changes in the motion
picture business, it has been said.
Hollyvi'ood 's limbo of defunct customs is
well filled. Now even the old type of cameraman/ IS threa'teiled with extmction.
With Hollywood plunged heart and soul
into the manufacturing of talking pictures,

cameraman for "Broadway Melody" unit
at the studio, the new system has entirely
revolutionized the art of scene lighting.

the man who responds to the call of *' camera" has undergone a transformation. Not
only must he be an expert in light perspective, but he must also be a musician and
must know the lines of the play he is filming as well as the director.
This the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio on
the Coast has found out in a recently-finished survey. At this plant entirely new organization ofcameramen have been formed.

Dec. 20. — Kiehard Walton Tully, playwriifht
Dec. 20.— Richard Walton Tully, playwiTght

Batteries

Cinema Finance Files Suit
Against Playwright
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

and author of "Bird of Paradise," was
named defendant in a suit for $75,177 filed
by the Cinema Finance Corporation of Los
Angeles. The company claimed Tully owed
the balance on loans totaling $i07,500
made in 1922 to finance a film production
of "Omar, the Tentmakor. " The latter film
was released by First National several years

of 6 Cameramen

Six cameramen, each in a sound-proof
booth with a different lens which registers
all the graduations, are used. These are
grouped in semicircles, while the head cameraman stays outside and signals his men.
As the play goes on, one man films the
"long shot" scenes, then at a signal the
"medium" or "close" cameras cut in.
Lighting scenes has been changed, because every scene must be lighted for not
only one camera, but six in different possitions. According to John Arnold, head

ago.
Moxie
Folk Donate $126,
000 Community Chest
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 27. — The motion picture
colony has contributed $126,000 to the Los
Angeles Community Chest in the drive for
funds to support various civic charities for
the next year. Cecil B. De Mille, heading
the picture division, assured Chest officials
that the film industry would likelv reach its
quota of $200,000 by the first of the year.
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Fred

Metropolitan
with "Some
One to
Love" Leads in Los Angeles Grosses
(Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 26. — The Metropolitan continues to lead Los
Angeles houses in gross business for the past week, doing §30,000
with "Some One to Love," starring Buddy Rogers. Warners and
Loew's State follow, the former with .$26,500 with "The Home Towners"
and the latter with S26,000 with "The Romance of the Underworld."
"The Trail of Ninety Eight" at United Artists, grossed $13,000, while
"The Barker" did the best business the Carthay Circle has done in the
past eight weeks, with §15,500.
"Noah's Ark," the tremendously costly production of Warner Bros,
had a poor week with the low gross of $14,500. "In Old Arizona" opened
Christmas day at the Criterion, getting $3,800 on the day, which was almost
as much as "The Wind"
slightly over $5,000.

grossed there in its entire second week, with

Picture

News

Thomson
Dies
Christmas Night

on

One of the most popular of the screen
figures, Fred C. Thomson, western star, died
on Christmas night shortly before midnight. The actor had undergone an operation three weeks ago for gallstones. He
was 38 years old and leaves behind him his
wife, Frances Marion, the scenarist, and a
3-year-old son, Fred, Jr.
Funeral arrangements await the arrival
from Princeton, N. J., of his mother and a
brother. The deceased's will provides that
his estate be left to his mother and his
young
son.
Thomson's
most recent vehicles were
' ' Jesse .James ' ' and ' ' Kit Carson. ' ' He
was a full ordained minister and attended
Occidental College and the Princeton Theological Seminary. At Princeton he won the
all-round athletic championship of the
world three different vears.

Pantages and Wesco Both
Building in Hollywood
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

McCrae With M-G-M
Joel MeCrae has been signed by M-G-M
on a term contract and joins the company 's
list of stock players.
Pathe Signs Reicher
Frank Reicher signed term contract with
Pathe as an actor, director, and voice coach.
Reicher has had stage experience in these
lines, besides directing and acting in pictures
for the past several years.
M-G-M
Engages Cunninghain
George Cunningham, producer and director of musical comedy choruses, has been
signed by M-G-M on a term contract to
supervise and originate chorus ensembles in
talkfllm feature productions.
Adapting "Hottentot"
Harvey Thew is writing adaptation and
dialogue for "The Hottentot," which Warner Brothers will produce early next year.
Writing Scenario
Howard Estabrook is writing scenario of
"Through
Paramount. the Night" a railroad story for
Writing Original
William Robson is writing "Steel," an
original story which will be produced as a
talkfilm by Paramount. S. P. Pineman will
produce.
Paramount
Planning "Killarney"
"Killarucy," an original story by T. J.
Ahcarn and .J. A. Clark, is being prepared
by Paramount for early production. Plans
call for both dialogue and music in the
picture.
"Man I Love"
Paramount will make "The Man I Love"
from original stoi'j' by Herinan Mankiewicz.
Richard Aiden and Mary Brian will be featured.
New Story
"Madison Square," is title of original
story being written by Wells Root for Paramount. The picture will carry both sound
and dialogue.

Fox Borrows Darrow from Caddo
John Darrow, film actiir under contract
to Howard Hughes, has been loaned to Fox
for
part inwill
' ' Why
Girls Go Wild, ' '
whichfeature
Lew Seller
direct.
Dialoguing "Green Ghost"
Dorothy Parnum. ^I-G-]\I scenai'io writer,
is adapting and dialoguing "The Green
Ghost" for early production. This marks
Mi-ss Farnum's initial effort in the dialogue
writing field for talkfilms.
Burbank

Tennis Champs

Philip Moore won the men's singles tennis championship of First National Studios;
while Gregory La Cava and AVill Ruggles
captured the doubles trophy. Al Roekett
presented cups to the winners.
F. N. Casts Thelma Todd
First National signed Thelma Todd for
featured part in ' ' The House of Horrors, ' '
which Benjamin Christiansen will direct.
Studios with Henry Lehman directing.
Trio in New Fox Film
Mary Astor, Charles Slorton, Earle Foxe
and Arthur Stone are featured in "New
Year's Eve" now in production at Fox
Studios with Henrv Lehman.

Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Both Alexander
Pantages
and W^est
Coast Theatres
have new theatres
in Hollywood,
each of will
the
two houses having seating capacities of
around 3,500. The Pantages Theatre will
be leased on long term from the Bartlett
Syndicate Building Corporation, which will
immediately erect a combination theatre
and office building at Hollywood and Ar-

Madge
Bellamy Breaks
With Fox Over Role
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

gryle.
Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Madge Bellamy has
been released as a contract star with Fox.
The sudden cancellation of her contract is
said to have come after she refused to play
the star part in "From Hell Came a Lady,"
for immediate production.
Miss Bellamy has been under contract
to Fox for nearly four years.

Richard
Easton, Aide
Carewe, Dead
{Hollywood

Bureau,

Motion

Picture

News)

Hollywood, Dec. 27. — Richard Easton, for
the past six years with Edwin Carewe as an
assistant director, died at the Hollywood
Hospital from pneumonia. He is survived
by his widow, Mrs. Mareella Faye Easton;
two sisters, Mrs. Wallace Fox and Miss
Winifred Easton, and George Easton, a
brother.

Universal
Engages
Psychologist
to
Aid in Buying and Producing Stories
A

to

PSYCHOLOGIST will be regularly employed at the Universal studio.
Dr. William M. Marston, lecturer in psychology at Columbia and
New York universities, will devote himself to every branch of the
film business, it is said. His title with Universal will be the Director of
the Public Service Department. He will begin his duties at the Universal
studio on or about January 15, and will keep in constant touch with production activities in order to apply the principles of psychology. He will
apply his knowledge in story conferences before purchases, during and
after production. He will also apply psychology to the distribution of the
finished product.
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

BVay Recovers from Box Office Slump
Off,
WeekFeatures
Pre-X
Butmas
Strong
Pull Busness Agaiji
YORK CITY.— Broadway business
NKW
was hit a wallop during the week just
ahead of Christmas. It is quite evident
that the managements felt that the opposition
of pre-holiday shopping would be too much for
them to overcome, and therefore they held over
their attractions from the previous week. There
was one exception, and that was the Paramount,
where "The Haunted House," a First National
feature with synchronized sound did a nose
dive, the box-office return being disappointing,
even though it was expected that business would
be off.
There is a certain set "nut" at the Paramount,
and to meet it the attractions must very nearly
touch $75,000 on the week. The First National
picture was decidedly below that figure. At the
Roxy, due to the illness of S. L. Rothafel, "The
End of St. Petersburg" was held over, even
though the business of the previous week did not
warrant it. the reason being that with Rothafel
away it was decided to let the show that was
current remain, and the natural result was that
the house did one of the worst weeks that it has
had in a long time.
The Capitol likewise held over its attraction,
"White Shadows of the South Seas," which
managed to weather the attack in imposing manner, the box-ofiice falling off being only that
which would mark a normal drop for a second
w'cek of any picture. "Lilac Time" at the
Strand w'as also a second week attraction, but
even Colleen Moore could not face the Broadway slump and make a showing against it.
Both the Rialto and the Rivoli held their attractions for a third w-eek. The former had
"Behind the German Lines," a Ufa-Paramount
production, which went all to pieces at the boxoffice, while "Revenge," the United Artists production, with Dolores Del Rio as the star, may
have shown a public reaction to the death of the
star's former husband. The business there could
only be termed fair. It is going to be interesting to watch the manner in which the fans will
greet
Mexican
withso her
husband's
death the
in alittle
foreign
cHnie star
coming
closely
after
she had divorced him.
The Colony held up very nicely with th-?
F B O production "The Circus Kid," in the face
of the universal slump all along the line, while
at the little Cameo the Sovkino picture, "The
Yellow Pass," fell below what was expected
of it.
In the run picture houses and the legitimate
theatres playing film attractions, a total of seven,
the general opinion is that both "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" at the Astor. and "The Barker" at
the Central will return to normal receipts with
the influx of visitors to Broadway this week.
Both of these were off last week. "Interference"
at the Criterion little felt the lack of business,
and remained almost on an even keel. This one
is certain to jump right back to the pre-holiday
level this week. Two pictures passed out rather
quietly. One of these, the Fox production. "The
Four Devils." was succeeded by "The River."
with Charles Farrell and Mary Duncan, which
was rather severely burned by the daily newspaper critics, but which did good business never-

tlieiess. Miss Duncan came in fur th_- major
share of the panning. The other feature to
wash-up was "On Trial." succeeding w'hich was
Fannie Brice in "My Man" at Warner's. "On
Trial" passed on just as quietl>' as did "Four
Devils," but the new one with great reviews
accorded it looks like a real winner. "The
Singing Fool" at tlie Winter Garden had the
lowest receipts of its run to date, and "The

Zero

X'ikiiig" at tiK Embassy, a picture that really
never got under way since opening
w^as decidedly
olt at the B. O.
Another newcomer to the street this week for
a run was "Give and Take," which opened
Christmas Day at the Colony. It is a Universal
feature with talking sequences that has a lot of
laughs, and should do very nicely indeed for
about four weeks at the house.

Temperature
Makes
Attendance
Light in Milwaukee

MILWAUKEE. — Another dull week in
Milwaukee theatres has just been completed. It was no disappointment however, for
theatre managers generally expect a decided
lull just before the holidays. The weather did
much also to keep patrons from the theatres.
The week began with some rain, then a bit of
snow and ended with zero temperature.

ijarden did fair business. "Revenge" at the
-Majestic was fairly well received. Patronaoe
was moderately brisk at the Orpheum where
"The Crash" was featured. Business at the
Riverside
ture here. was dull. "Taxi 13" was the pic-

"Sunrise" at the Strand is drawing about
the best business of any picture house down
town.
Midnight
at the
Alhambra
did fair"The
business.
TheTaxi"
Merrill,
newly
wired,

Neighborhood houses ' also experienced slow
business. "Wings" was featured at the Oriental and Tower. Business fair. "Women They
Talk .•Kbout" played to poor houses at the Uptown, ^.Modjeska and Garfield. "iHasks of the
Devil" drew fair patronage to the Venetian.

for sound, offered an all sound program with
"Riley the Cop" heading the bill. Business was

Talkinglief
Picture
s Bring Reto Tampa

"Dream of Love" at the Wisconsin did not
p<.K)r.
pull the patronage the picture merited. Things
were verv dull here.
"Little Wildcat" at the

Tampa. — Two talkie houses in Tampa now,
and both pulling real nice business. The
Tampa opened with the sound films last Sunday, using "Mother Knows Best" as the feature, and packed them in, piling up the largest
gross of the day. The show went over fine
and pulled good business for the entire four
days. "Lonesome." featured the last half, had
the night opening of the stores to buck, and
then the picture did not seem to click, so the
business was not up to the usual takings of
this house.
The Victory featured "Lilac Time"
synchronized score, Vitaphofie acts
Movietone News. Sunday was big
entire week held up to good. An
show and everybody pleased.

with the
and the
and the
excellent

"Companionate Marriage" drew better than
a\erage for the Strand Sunday and Monday.
"Beware of Married Men" opened Tuesday to
about the average business, then Wednesday
it jumped to above average and Thursday fell
off a little. "Freedom of The Press," used
the last two days was well liked but did not
pull the average business.

Attendance Reported Fair
in Oklahoma City

Fannie Brice in caricfUttre.
Gard, the caricaturist, gives his conception of the star of *^My
Man" the Warner Bros. J'itaphone film which
last week enjoyed its tvorld premiere

Oklahoma City, Okla. — With bad weather
prevailing, theatrical business was only fair
in Oklahoma City the past week.
"The Wedding March" at the Capitol, featuring Von Stroheim, Fay Wray and George Fawcett, w'ith sound effects, pleased the crowds at
the Capitol. "The First Year" played by the
National Players and feature picture. "Dream
of Love," featuring Joan Crawford, enjoyed
good business at the Criterion.
The Victoria had "Restless Youth" with
Marceline Day, Ralph Forbes and Norman
Trevor.
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Philadelphia Slumps With Holidays
Baltimore Has Good Week
With Poor Weather

Met Only House to Have
Good Business During
Week Before Christmas

Baltimore. — First-run theatres here fared
pretty well during the worst week of the year
beginning Monday, December 17. The majority seemed intent on shopping. The weather
started warm with rain, turned cold and then
rain on Friday and very cold Saturday.
"Dream of Love," with Joan Crawford and
Nils Asther shared honors with Singers' Midgets on the
program
Century
and
business
for the
week at
wasLoew's
excellent
consider-

DELI'llIA. — PhiladL-lphia motion
PHILA
picture theatres last week experienced
typical pre-Christinas business, with the
exception of The Met, which had an excellent
week- with Ronald Colman and Vilma Baiiky
in "Two Lovers," and an elaborate Syncopation
Frolic on the stage.
.\doIplie Menjou in "His Private Life" at
shared honors with Rose's Lillithe Stanley
putians on the stage and played to well fdled
houses most of the week. The Karlton had
just an average week with "The Night Watch."
"Kriemhild's Revenge," a spectacular U. F. A.
production with some unusual photography, did
a sufficiently good business to be held over tor
a second week at the Little Theatre.
A prograin consisting exclusively of photoplays, with "The Air Circus." shown some
time ago at the Fox Locust, as the main feature,
comprised the entertainment at the Fox this
■week, the usual presentation acts being omitted
Business was fair. .
"Abie's Irish Rose," with sound effects, is
just as entertaining on the screen as it was
on the stage and succeeded in attracting good
business to the Aldine, where it will be held
over for a second week.
The Arcadia had a fair week with "The Ware
Case," an English mystery play.
The Fox-Locust will re-open with the premiere on Christmas Day of "Four Devils,"
with Janet Gaynor, which has created a sensation on Broadway
for the past three months.
The Forum had as its main attraction "The
King of Kings" as the photoplay feature, the
length of which caused the curtailment of the
surrrounding features, "Tlie Five Crooners." a
musical organization, being the only other attractions.
"The Syncopated Gambol" an unusually elaborate revue, headed the bill at the Carman, the
photoplay
beingForum
"The Foreign
Business atfeature
both the
and the Legion."
Carinan
was affected by pre-holiday shopping.

Salt Lake Has Brisk Week
Despite Gold Spell
Salt Lake City. — \'ery wood results were
enjoyed as a general rule by the first run motion picture houses here last week. Cold and
snowy weather has been the rule.
The Capitol theatre did highly satisfactory
business with "Scarlet Seas," starring Richard Barthelmess and Betty Compson, and also
with the Fanchon and Marco stage presentation, "Artists Idea."
The Pantages theatre screen offerings consisted of the talking production "The Night
Bird" and the Pathe sound newsreel, and very
good results were had.
"The Air Circus" at the Victory theatre
drew good sized houses throughout tlie w( ek.
This is a synchonized production. The Vitaphone acts and Movietone news were also presented.
Greta Nissen. Gertrude Astor and Jack Mulhall in "The I'.utter and Ki-g Man" and also
"The Virgin Queen" were well received at the
Paramount Empress and played to good sized
houses.
The American Theatre entertained a satisfactory number of i)atrons this week with the feature prndnction "Salan and the Woman." The
second showing here of "The Fleet's In" drew
very Alice
well atWhite
the Gem
theatre.Reed
"Show
witii
and Donald
filledGirl"
the
Rialto theatre throughout the week, as a second run. Peter B. Kync's "Foreign Devils"
and "The Patsy" were shown at the State theatre with fairly pleasing results.

A{First
domestic
scene from
"Snturday''s
National).
Director
Gregory Children"
La Cava
instructs Corinne Griffith and Grant Withers,
who is her husband in the play

Des Moines
Low Mark

Registers
for Week

at

Des Moines. — The records of previous years
show a decided pre-holiday slump for this week
and comparison with other years shows this
one conforming with the low score.
At the Capitol the stage show was "West
Point Day" with Paul Spor putting across a
Ijeppy show. Lon Chaney is a consistently
.good draw but "West of Zanzibar" did but
average.
At the Des Moines Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge" was also neglected, with the box office,
however, doing as well as ever at this season.
At the Strand "Companionate Marriage," a
I'irst National feature, did probably as good an
average as any of the pictures for the week.
Over the state the theatre men are registering
howls as to business but the e\idence seems to
prove that one must expect the slack season
and at the same time put on a good show for
the faithful few.
Big plans are being made for the special
Xew Year's shows with the three Des Moines
houses registering capacity reg:istrations for
the holiday shows.

ing it was the week prior to Christmas.
But at Loew's Stanley "Manhattan Cocktail"
with Richard Arlen and Nancy Carroll just
did about half the usual business of an average good week.
"Tropical Nights" was the feature film attraction at the Hippodrome. Business was poor
for the week.
Two Sovkino Russian pictures were offered
at the Little Theatre by the Motion Picture
Guild: "Potemkin," shown in Baltimore previously, and "Three Comrades and One Invention." Business was fair for the week.
"Honeymoon Flats" was the feature film on
the program at the Keith-Albee New Garden.
Business was fair for the week.
After having been shown at the Metropolitan
here forinto
ninetheweeks.
The Singing
Fool." talk
was
booked
New Theater
as a sound,
and song picture, with a 50 cent top price at
night. Business was fairly good for the week
and was considered much better than it had
been at that house during previous weeks.
"The Home Towners," offered as an all-talking picture went over very good during its
second week at Warners' Metropolitan. This
picture took the fancy of all who saw it and
it was proclaimed as the best all-talkie so far
offered.
"Land of the Silver Fox," starring Rin-TinTin. was offered as a talk and sound picture
at the Rivoli. but business was only about fair
for the week.
"The Mating Call," starring Thomas
Meighan with Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree,
proved a flop at Loew's \'alencia.

Epidemic and Hockey Games Combine
to Hurt Buffalo Attendance
BUFF.A.LO. — Business here continued to lessen more each week, reports are that the
"Flu" has been spreading somewhat in this
territory which might be the cause. Hockey
games
are the
being
three nights
a 'week,
and being
first played
year Buffalo
folk have
been
able to see a "pro" game.
"The Awakening" starring Vilma Banky at
Shea's Buffalo last week was the big gross
attraction in the first run circles.
Hippodrome played "Someone to Love" and
brought in a big week's business.
The Lafayette received fairly big reports at
the box office with Norman Kerrv and Pauline

''White

Starke's "Man. Woman and Wife." this went
big with the women.
The Great Lakes Theatre turned in a little
over the average week's business with "Caught
In The Fog." Elmwood screening "The
Women Disputed" brought in good business.
"Shepherd of the Hills" made the box office
reports go higher than usual at the Regent
theatre.
Kermiorc theatre enjoyed a goods week's
business with "Our Dancing Daughters." Victor
McLagen's picture "Mother Machree" went
over big at the Victoria. The other neighborhood houses are enjoying fair business.

Shadows''
Tops San Francisco
Houses in Dull Week

SAN FRANCISCO.— "White Shadows in
the South Seas," shown at the St. Francis
theatre did a wonderful business in spite of the
fact tliat a great many of tlic first run houses
did not do so well, because of the excitement
always caused because of Christmas. Some,
however, did better business than contemplated
as the days were clear and cold, which drove
many in the warm rooms of the screen.
"The Awakening" drew many to the California Theatre, but not as many as contemplated

and the Granada Theatre, reported good business with ".\doration" on the screen and the
Puhlix Revue
on the
stage.
Loew's Here
Warfield
reported
a crowded
house
all week.
was
shown Charlotte Greenwood in person in "Her
Morning Bath." "Hit of the Show" on the
screen and the Fanchon & Marco Idea, "Hit
Judge Ben Lindsey attracted thousands to
the Panatages theatre, where he appeared in
person.
King."

December
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Seattle Enjoys Average Holiday Week
l--\

First Runs Do Fairly
Well Under Conditions
None Too Favorable

^o

SEATTLE. — An average good week was
registered by a majority of tlie first run
houses last week, with Clara Bow in
"Three Week-Ends'* stacking up the biggest
gross. This film played at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, where Bow films have always been
tremendous box office attractions, but it did
not equal the drawing power of previous Bow
pictures, despite the very good business for the
week. "Fuzzy" Knight in a Movietone act
(M-G-M) kept the house laughing. The
musical end of the show, featuring an amateur
dance act, was very weak.
the Seattle
the despite
"talking the
screen"
wasAt used
for theTheatre,
first time,
fact
that equipment has been in for many months.
The big Publix house played "Varsity." which
was just a fair attraction. On the stage Fanchon-Marco's "River Idea" was very pleasing.
Business average.
"On Trial" in its third week at the Music
Box Theatre continued to do a very pleasing
business, although waiting lines have disappeared. One more week is scheduled. At Hamrick's other house, the Blue Mouse, "Battle
of the Sexes" played to one week's good business, although it was not a strong attraction.
Business was just about average.
"Smoke Bellew" at the Coliseum pleased the
fans who like plenty of action in their film
fare, and business was fair. At the Embassy.
"The House, of Shame" was billed as a thriller
but patrons found nothing exciting but the
name. Business just fair here, too. The vaudeville houses both had very entertaining films.
"Annapolis" at the Orpheum was a fair program film on the service school type and rated
better than most of the pictures at this house.
"Power of the Press" was well accepted at
Pantages. where it bolstered up a weak vaudeville program to a very pleasing extent. This
house, which announced a few weeks ago that
talkies were coming on December 3. seems to
have forgotten about that statement, and no
more has been heard about the "noisy" pictures
since the original ads announcing installation
of sound equipment.

Portland
Hold-overs
Hit
During Slump Week
Portland. Ore. — A deep-wide channel has
been made by the Christmas buying in whicli
the dollars have steadily rolled away from
the theatres which have felt a decided slump in
attendance during the past week, yet in part
this was due to continued holding over of
the pictures. Managers are making extensive
preparations for big bills on New Year's Eve
Midnight shows, which will undoubtedly make
up the shortage in receipts during the past
week.
Pantages received the best attendance of the
week with a most enjoyable composite picture
"Lonesome"
with Glenn Tryon and Barbara
Kent
in the leads.
The playlet "Garage Love" played by Eugene
Strong and Hazel Mann, opened the picture
"The Wise Wife," but only drew enough to
make a fair showing at evening performances.
The preview of vaudeville acts on Monday
night helped receipts.
*
A number of mirthful offerings in the Fanchon & Marco stage show and the feature "Adoration" composed the bill at the Portland. But
with all of this high class talent only halfhouses prevailed.
At the Broadway John Gilbert and Greta
Garbo registered well in "A Woman of Affairs." Business was good, dropping to fair at
week-end.
"The Lion and the Mouse" returned to Blue

h

^\

i V
A peppy bunch of boys.

Warings Pennsylvanians ivho can turn ott hot jazz with the best of them^

They hnve been engaged
FBO to do at
their
"Syncopation"
nn all-talkie tvhich Robert
Kane by
is supervising
the stuff
Soundin Studios,
Netv York
Mouse for two-weeks, but on account of only
fair showing was cancelled at end of first week.
road week
screen atattraction
"Simba"
hadThea special
fairly good
The Helig.
with
$1.50 top. Brought out a large student body
and excellence of animal picture deserved much
better attendance.
The "Music Box'' continued their showing
of "Home Towners" but only evening performances came near the usual run enjoyed
by this popular house.
The L^nited Artists held over for just five
days Vilma Banky in "Tiie Awakening" with
steadily decreasing attendance.
"The Port of Missing Girls" proved to be
one of the best drawing cards put on at The
Capitol Theatre, and Manager Jones states that
this is only the first of a number of the better attractions under their new policy.
Suburban houses without exception reported
a drop in business due to Xmas buying.

Harrisburg
Better Than
Former Years
Harrisburg. Pa. — The expected holiday
slump in business was reflected to a marked
degree in the Harrisburg theatres, though it
set in later than usual and was, perhaps, not
as bad as in some former years. The widespread presence of a mild form of flu also
reduced theatre attendance. Due to the fact that
talkies are comparatively new. the Colonial
sustained receipts there to a pretty fair degree,
the feature attraction being "Lights of New
At the Victoria. Pola Negri in "The Woman
from Moscow," offered rather ineffectual comYork." petition to the attractions of the stores and
shops with their Christmas wares at Loew's
Regent.
"Dream
Joan in
Crawford, Nils
Asther ofandLove."
Aileenw'ith
Pringle
the
leading roles, had some pulling power, particularly among feminine patrons, but there, too,
the inroads of the competition of Santa Claus
were felt.
At the State the film feature the first half
of the week was Nita Naldi in "The Model
of Montmarte," and the last three days "Prep
and Pep," starring David Rollins and Nancy
Drexel. The latter attraction made a distinctly favorable impression
in Harrisburg.
Charley
in "Doto Your
Duty,"while
attracted fairMurray,
sized crowds
the Rialto,
the Broad Street had fairly good success with
Greta Garbo in "The Mysterious Lady," in
spite of the counter attraction ofi Yuletide
acti\'ities.

A particularly strong appeal was made by
Milton Sills in "The Crash," a railroad thriller,
which appeared at the National, due perhaps,
to the fact that Harrisburg has an exceptionally large percentage of railroad workers in its
population. The Grand bolstered its receipts
somewhat by offering a double bill consisting
of "The Canyon of Adventure," starring Ken
Maynard. and "The Police Reporter." The
Capitol's chief attraction was "The Forbidden

Cincinnati Believes There
Is a Santa Claus
Cincinnati.
— Whether any of the Cincinnati
Hour."
exhibitors penned letters to Santa Claus, the
deponent sayeth not, but the fact remains that
old Kris was liberal towards the aforesaid
gentlemen, by sending unusually good business
for the week before Christmas.
The Albee with Richard Barthlemess in
"Scarlet Seas." aided and abetted by a vaudeville bill of considerable merit, snapped up the
attendance record to a high mark for this
particular season of the year.
"A Woiuan of Affairs." at the Capitol, where
Movietone and \'itaphone in addition to speciall\selected numbers by the Capitol orchestra, were
featured, did a remarkably good business, in
fact, so good that the picture will be held
over. The original story of "The Green Hat,"
is based, was seen herethe picture
which
on in
stage form
sometime ago. which did not
mitigate against the picture, but had the opposite effect of drawing patrons into the house.
"Wings," at the Lyric, with sound effects,
in its second week, did a most satisfactory
business, especially considering that hundreds
had
seenhere.
the The
picture
previously
whetijustifies
roadshowed
business,
however,
a hold-over.
Keith's fared nicely with "Romance of the
I'nderworld" (sound) which was thoroughly
Love"'
To which
customers.
piled
nice
gross at "Someone
the Strand,
enjoyedupbya the
house is soon to swing into the sound column.
Over at the Palace, "Sinners in Love," with
a good vaudeville program, drew all the regulars,
in addition to many others, with the result that
this house
mas
week. enjoyed a really record pre-ChristBoth legitimate houses were dark during the
week, thus undoubtedly diverting considerable
"trade" to the movie houses. Neighborhood
houses likewise report an appreciable improvement over last week.
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Christmas
Flu Epidemic Adds to
Woes of Exhibitors in
Poorest Week Recorded
CLEVELAND.— The usual wcek-beforoChristmas slump reached Cleveland.
Only this year it was worse than previous years because, in addition to the seasonal
competition, a flu epidemic has been rampant.
Schools closed prematurely, and people were
urged by doctors to keep away from crowds
and to refrain from participating in public
gatherings.
Fortunately, no very fine picture suffered by
this state of affairs. There was just the usual
run of photoplays on display, and none of them
boasted anything better than fair business.
Al Jolson and "The Singing Fool" brought
its seven week engagement at the Stillman to
a close. Business was nothing to brag about
the last week, but as the picture had previously broken all house and all attendance records, one must not complain if. under the circumstances, itclosed rather lamely.
"Show Girl" was given the first place as an
entertainer by local critics. It played at the
Hippodrome, and. although labelled a "wow."
it just got by.
"Dreamat of
exciting
the Love"
Allen. didn't do anything verv
"Waterhole" was well liked by the patrons
who attended the State last week. They likcj
the beautiful scenes, and the fundamental characteristics which were well pictured. But there
■weren't enough people attending the theatre
to make their favorable opinion go far.
"Blindfold" proved just a mediocre underworld picture at Keith's Palace, was given
correspondingly fair support. Irene Franklin
as the headline attraction on the vaudeville bill
succeeded in bolstering business to average.
Keith's East 105th St. theatre managed to
pull through the week with fair results, showdone ingin "Celebrity."
its silent good
form,lighttheentertainment,
first half of well
the

Motion

Slump

Hits

Picture

N ezvs

Cleveland

week,lastand
Lastweek.
Haul," as the attraction
the
half"The
of the

Legitimate theatre business suffered just the
same as the movie business. The Ohio theatre

"The Awakening" and "His Private Life'"
divided the week's honors at the Park. Neither
did good business during this, their first neighborhood house run.

was dark and the Hanna presented "Follow
Thru" a new musical comedy presented by
Schwabfered and
similarly.Mandel. Other attractions suf-

Pittsburgh Reports Average Business for
Week Before Christmas
PITTSBURGH.—
than any house Loew's
in towii Penn
duringfared
this hetur
week
of the pre-holiday slump. The Penn had a
very good week's business, with a very ordinary picture, namely "Just Married." However, the Publix Unit "Stars," was exceptionally
good and helped the show a lot.
"The Midnight Taxi" did a little better than
average business at the Grand, the "talkies"
still being a winning novelty here. Loew's
Aldine had just about an average week with
"Dry Martini," a fairly pleasing comedy production. George Bancroft in "The Docks of
New York" at the Stanley didn't arouse as
much
enthusiasm
as other Bancroft
pictures

have
done, however business for the week was
satisfactory.
Corinne Griffith in "Outcast" got by fairly
well for the week. The Regent business has
increased greatly since the new policy of sound
and talkies only. Charlie Murray in "Do Your
Duty" got an average week's business at the
Olympic. Liberty — first half: "Sawdust Paradise ;" last half : "Women They Talk About."
Business for the week was not so good. T'ne
Cameraphone played "Masks of the Devil" to
disappointing business.
"Tenth Avenue" brought but average business to the Alhambra. The Harris and Sheridan Square, offering combination policies, as
usual, played to capacity.

All Forms of Entertainment
Hit
During Week in Ottawa

Snag

OTTAWA. — "The decrease in box office receipts this week would make a good salary for the average man for a whole year.
The week before Christmas is the worst in the

the whole feature was not so good. "The
Crash" served the purpose of a stop-gap for a
few
ment. days and did not arouse any wild excite-

showman's calendar," declared one Ottawa,
Ontario, exhibitor with reference to business
during the week of December 17 and the situation was general all around. The week preceding Christmas is worse than Holy Week
ever was but there is one consolation in the
fact that sports and other forms of entertainment suffer likewise.

A shaking up has occurred at the Avalon
Theatre, Ottawa's new suburban house, but
Manager Ambrose Nolan is finding the going

The brightest bit of the week was '"The Butter and Egg Man" at B. F. Keith's Theatre and
those who went shopping missed a very enjoyable feature.
One of the best comedy-features in weeks
was "Steamboat Bill, Jr.," in which Buster
Keaton showed some new stuff. The best
crowds of any theatre, relatively speaking for
the week, took in Keaton at the Imperial Theatre, where an added incentive each evening
was a turkey draw.
The Regent Theatre did fairly well with
"West of Zanzibar" but Lon Chaney was altogether to<> villainous to suit some minds. The
morbid theme was relieved by the presence of
an
bill. instalment of "The Collegians" on the same
The Centre Theatre split the week with
"Craig's Wife" and "The Crash." The former
carried a good moral but the general result of

rather tough. Only fair crowds took in "Beau
Broadway" during the first half and the same
applies to "Shadows of the Night" during the
last half.
The "flu" scare made a deeper nick in receipts at neighborhood houses than at the downtown palaces because parents kept their children home from both school and theatre. The
pick of the open spaces was the fourth local
run of "The Big Parade" at the Rex Theatre,half.
followed by "Rinty of the Desert" during
the last
Sickness did put a damper on patronage at
the Columbia Theatre where the split week
features were "A Million Bid" and "The Bushranger." The Fern Theatre held up fairly well
with "Fashion Madness" and "Revel Rider"
but the crowds weren't anything to write home
about.
Only once In a year do Ottaw'a stores keep
open at night and that period is the three
or four days before Christmas. This brought
many shoppers downtown but they walked right
by the theatre lobbies.

Albany
First Runs
Have
Prosperous
Week Despite Unfavorable Conditions
ALBANY. — Although about everybody in
Albany appeared to be on the streets last
weok doing their Christmas shopping, the motion
picture theatres fared better than in years past
from tlie standpoint of attendance. Of course
there was a noticeable falling off from the
packed houses that have been the rule during
the fall, but on the other hand the theatres,
especially the first run houses, were well filled
during the entire week during the evenings,
but the matinees were off.
A young lady who mmlp a favorable impression
in **The Oood-Bye Kiss."
Sally Eilers is the
attractive Miss.
Her latest vehicle is "Trial
Marriage"
I Columbia}

The Strand
played
during
the week
and "The
found Woman
Norma Disputed."
Talmadge
still a big drawing card. The Mark Ritz used
"Women they talk about" and had absolutely
no complaint
about the business done.
The

Leland used "Across to Singapore'' during the
week, and played to packed houses practicallv
every night. The week before Christmas is
regarded In Albany as second only to Holy
Week as ^ tough proposition. This past week,
however, did not see the slump that managers
expected and from now on during the winter,
business will probably remain topnotch.
In Troy, the first run houses played to exceedingly good business. The Troy theatre
used "State Street Sadie" and it went across
in fine shape despite Christmas shopping. Persons were advised to drop into the theatre for
a rest while doing their afternoon shopping and
many appeared to avail themselves of the invitation.
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Opinions on Pictures
Give and Take
Synchronised with Talkint! Sequences
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
LOOKS like :i <'i)U])le <tf talking sequences
of jil)out a reel each wliioli have been
inserted into this feature nhieh was originally intondeil to be released as a silent picture,
will have the ett'ect
helping
box
oi^ce effectiveness.
Had itofbeen
turneditsloose
on the market as a silent picture it would
have just fitted in with the general run of
average comedies of feature length. Undoubtedly its two principal characters, enacted by -Jean Hersholt and George Sidney,
would have had some box office value, but
even Carl Laennnle would not have attempted to place the picture on Broadway
in his own house if it wasn't for the talk.
In this respH't the picture had its dialogue
made to order, for, ' ' Give and Take ' ' was
in its original form a stage play by the late
Aaron Hoffman, than whom there was none
more adept in turning out dialog in dialect.
Your audiences will undouljtedly get a
kick out of the talk sequences, but as they
are interposed between stretches of silent
footage, there is considerable of a let down
when the characters continue to move their
lips and no sound issues. This is the case
despite the fact that a synchronized musical score continues during the non-dialog
stretches of film.
But the Universal studio executives must
be given credit for having done very well
indeed when they reshot a couple of reels
of this picture in sound with their sparse
equipment and turned out as effective a picture as they have. There are moments when
their synchronization of voice is a little off.
but the genei-al public has not been sufficiently educated in this phase of the new
picture business to become critical on these
points.
Jean Hereholt and George Sidney acquit
themselves with honors as far as the talking
sequences are concerned. It was expected
of Sidney, but Hersholt 's work is surprisingly good. George Lewis and Sharon Lynn
however cannot be looked upon as anything
to rave about as far as handling talk is concerned. This is particularly true in the case
of Lewis, who has a tendency to niouthe his
words with a slight lisp resulting. Miss
Lynn may develop with further dialog to
handle and more experience.
Drawing Power: If you play the talking
version i:>lay it up as the first talkie with
dialog in dialect ; if you play the silent you
can stress the fact that Hersholt and Sidney are the new AVeber and Fields of the
screen. Exploitation Angles: If yours is
a manufacturing town you might get the
manufacturers to send their working crews
to see this one because it is a keen satire
on the communizing of plants. If not a
manufacturing town go after the laugh
angles. In "canning factory" communities this will be a wow because the story is
laid in a canning plant.
THEME: College youth returns home
from school with plans for revolutionizing
his father's business. Result almost a financial disaster which is averted through the

intervention of big business. Love interest
at a low ebb with the story played for low
comedy laughs.
Produced and Distributed l)y Universal
Film Co. Length, li,.")52 feet. Released December '23rd, 192S. Author, Aaron Hoffman. Screen Adaptor, llervey Thew. Director, William Baudine.
John Bauer
.Mbt-rt I<ruger
Jack Bauer
Marion
Kruger
Craig
Xancy
llrumm

THE

CAST

Jean Hersholt
George Sidney
George Lewis
Sharon Lynn
Sam
Hardy
Rhoda
M, Cross
Charles Hill Mailes

Captain Swagger
Entertaining Throughout
(Reviewed bv Chester J. Smilh"*
ROD LA ROCQUE has a splendid story
in this new Pathe feature. It starts
with some splendid shots of the star in an
air duel with the leading German ace and
it never lags in interest through the final
fadeout with Sue (Jarol in La Rocque's
arms. There is action every foot of the way
and the variety changes often eiKuigh to
make one wonder just what is coming next.
And with it all there is some splendid comedy and a bit of clever romance.
There are parts of the story that are just
a trifle implausible, but one hardly stops to
think of them until it is all over. It is just
downright good entertainment, well directed and well acted. La Roeque is everything the title suggests. First he is the ace
of aviatoi-s, then the daring holdup man,
later the Russian dancer in the cabaret and
then the hero of a daring holdup of the
cabaret.
All the time Sue Carol is just her sweet
little self; a cabaret girl out of luck, befriended by the star when he holds her and
her amorous companion up on an autoniible
ride in New York. Her role does not call
for much in the way of acting, but she does
manage to win complete sympathy. It is a
picture abounding in thrills, air raids, holdups and rescues predominating and there
seems no reason why it should not click in
any house.
Drawing Power: An exceptionally good
feature with plenty of action and all other
elements to make for success. With music
synchronization and sound effects only and
without dialogue it cannot miss in the house
equi])ped for sound reproduction. Exploitation Angles: The airplane battle; the cabaret holdup; the dancing; the good ca.st and
splendid direction.
THEME: Daring devil-may-care aviator
goes broke following New York night life,
decides to turn bandit, meets girl on first
holdup, befriends her, makes her his dancing partner and eventually wins her love.
Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Length, (5,124 feet. Released Xov. IS, 1928.
Produced by Hi'Ctor Turuliull. Story by
Leonard Praskins. Directed bv Edward H.
THE
Captain Swagger
Sue Arnold
Phil Poole
Griffith.'
Jean
Van Stahl

CAST
Rod

La Roeque
Sue Carol
Richard Tucker
Victor Potel
Ulrich Haupt

194')

The Shady Lady
Has Thrills, But a Poor Story
(Reviewed bv Chester J. Smith)
THIS Pathe feature in which Phyllis
Haver is stan-i'd is not without thrills
but the story is very illogical and at times
is so poorly told as to be almost ridiculous.
It is a gun smuggling and hi-jacking tale of
the type that has box-office appeal but it is
handled in such a manner as to make it all
very unconvincing.
Miss Haver has what is meant to be a
sympathetic role. iShe is supposedly a fugitive from justice, wanted in New York for
murder. One knows she is probably not
guilty of the murder, but she enters too
readily into the agreement with Louis Wolheim, the smuggler, to assist him in his
operations by curbing the efforts of his
rival in the racket. This rival, Robert Armstrong,can hardly be sympathized with
either, as he, to all appearances, is a racketeer himself. And there is nothing of an
explanatory nature to make him otherwise.
One wonders how Phyllis and Armstrong
are going to get by when they overthrow
Wolheim and his gang and return to New
York to be married.
An impossible reporter, the Havana representative of the New York Times is one
of the heroes, but he is such a sap that the
Times has good grounds for canning him
at any stage of the proceedings. He recognizes the girl as the one wanted in the celebrated murder case, but he is too soft
hearted to turn her in. There is no fault
to be found with the way the players handle
their roles. They make the best of a poorly
handled and poorly directed story.
Drawing Power: It is the type of story
that has l)ox-oftice appeal and it may do
fairly well with an audience that is not too
critical. Exploitation Angles: The battles
between the smugglers ami the hi-jackers;
the gambling sequences.
THEME: Melodrama in which former
Broadway girl is wanted for murder. In
Havana she is recognized by gun smuggler
and is persuaded tc- assist him in his opera^
tions by winning the rival smuggler. Instead she falls in love with the latter, is
cleared of the murder charge and the happy
pair depart for New York to be married.
Produced and distributed bv Pathe.
Length
Released Directed
.Jan.' 20, bv
1929.
Story bv15,132
Jack feet.
.Jungmever.
E.
H. Griffith.
THE
Lola Montell
.Monte Blake
IToIbrook
Jimniie Haley

CAST
Phyllis Haver
Robert Armstrong
Louis Wolheim
Russell Gleason

A. E. P. Acquire Rights to
"Unholy Love"
"Unholy Love," now being distributed
in England under the title of "A Daughter
of Destiny" and in Germany under the title
of "Alraune, " will be distributed in America by Affiliated European Producers, Inc.,
Michael J. Gourland, president of Affiliated,
having acquired the American distribution
rights. Brigette Helm stars.
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Ads

LMIED,

RATES; 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SINGERS, thoroughly trained and
experienced in theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Address, Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator
(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.
Married. Must have work at
once. No reasonable offer refused. Can give best of references. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Felder St.,
Amerious, Ga.
Experienced Projectionist
wants position, have 10 years'
experience and best of references. Address, Box 423, care
Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.

Picture

4RTin$

iniiM

NOW/

UNIVERSALS

CONTINUOUS
FROM 11 AM.

ALLTALKINC
PICTURE:

POPULftR PRICES

Organist, past five years
salary over hundred weekly,
will divide salary to secure
a.ssured engagement, lucrative
teaching field, or future
musical or executive possibilities. References plenty.
Available March fir.st. Ferdinand Ueltzen, Victor Theatre,
McKeesport, Pa.
Steady Operator — with
good reference, desires position— non union. Willing to
do janitor work also. Middle
age — C h i 1 d s —
Astoria, lU.

Bowser,

For Sale
FOR SALE — 300 high
class upholstered opera chairs,
$2.75 per chair. Box 425, care
Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Ave., New York.
FOR SALE : Used Reprodueo Player Organ with large
library music rolls. Excellent condition. Clyde E.
Noble, Arcade Theatre,
Brookhaven, Miss.

100% PICTURE
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Clark and Bergman
oergman

Experienced Poster Artist
with ideas and real creative
ability. He knows lobby display and exploitation and desires first class connection.
WiU send samples and all personal details. Married ; age
30. Write Box 424, care Motion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave., New York City.
Projectionist, experienced
on Simplex and Powers machines with arc reflector D.C.
current, wishes steady job
anywhere. Address Box 426,
care Motion Picture News,
729 7tli Ave., New York City.
ORGANIST, versatile, competent, now employed, desires
change of city. Complete library. Nine year experience.
Box 428, care Motion Picture
News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

News

Wanted
THEATRE WANTED —
•AT ONCE— any town over
2,000 population. Prefer
lease. Will consider buying.
10 yeai-s successful management. Box 430, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
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It Pays to
Advertise
in the
Classified
Ads Section
of the News,

A trio of newspaper displays exploiting Universal's
sound picture ''''The Melody of Love," at first run
theatres are reproduced above. The ads illustrate
the method generally used to stress the dialogue
feature of the picture. Displays shown are a 3column layout for the United Artists Theatre, Detroit, and 2-column ads for the Rialto in Washington, D. C, and Loew^s State, Houston, Tex.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for
Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis
of the Alfred Gottestnan Theatrical Enterprises, New

England

Wishing You All a Happy and Prosperous New Year
— Charles E. Lewis, Editor-Chairman
llie

Voice

Nation"

OI a
Becomes

marvelous group of
letters and articles

ot ;"!?<»■*'
sound,'■;«
'™^'>''/"
International subject
but those letters already published were
almost entirely from membership within the
boundaries of the United States. I now
otTer one from far off Australia which gives
still another ans^lo to * ' sound ' ' as it is
viewed from a country* where it is still just
talk, not talkie. Read it over and then
compare it with some of the previously published letters.
To pass an opinion at this juncture on the
success or otherwise of "sound" or "dialogue" pictures is. so far as I am concerned,
an extremely difficult one. In the first place
we in Australia have had but little opportunity of obtaining first hand know^ledge of
this new adjunct to motion picture entertainment. Secondly— and I think tliat it is
the most important proviso of all — our cash
customers — the members of the picture-going public — have not yet been able to cast
their vote for or against this innovation.
From trade organs I gather tliat certain
prufUictions accompanied by the Movietone
or \'itaphone have been enormously successful. English trade-journals received by the
last mail eulogize such pictures describing
them as "amazing." "'wonderful." etc.
While all this is encouraging and leads one
to believe that the future of "synchronized
sound" and "talking pictures" is a rosy one,
still most showmen will agree that it is not
until such pictures have outgrown the
novelty stage — in which they undoubtedly
are at the present moment — and until the
public as a whole has had an opportunity of
voicing its approval or otherwise, that one
can say "sound pictures and talking pictures
have come to stay."
Tlie above remarks mainly refer to "diapictures. Regarding
these
feel
there islogue"
a considerable
amount
of Idoubt.
Much depends, of course, on the voices of
the stars, the vehicles selected, the manner
in which the pictures are presented and so
on. Just as to how the public will react
to a "silent art" suddenly become articulate
is a prophecy which only a rash man would
care to make at this stage.
Productions in which "synchronized
sound" only is used would appear to have a
very successful future before them. Back
in the early days of the motion picture business in this country every conscientious
showman worked "effects" with his pictures.
Many of the present leaders of the industry

occupant of the kingdom or the newcomer?

Thanks, in Advance
WE

selescted
n ber
agai
p of
have
anda
mem
grou
have written them a

special letter pertaining to a certain phase of "sound." We are
confident thai the response will
be better and greater than the
last letter we sent out on this important but also, vital subject.

Thank you boys, in advance,
for a prompt and helpful answer to the letter.

in Australia and New Zealand made their
entry into the business in the role of an
"effect boy." Such effects were, as most of
us remember, crude and frequently at the
wrong time. Still they were an effort to
give realism to the flickering shadow shapes.
To-day "synchronized sound" gives us
those effects as part of the picture, synchronized to the action of the film and
simulating the real thing as perfectlv as
possible. We are told that in "sound pictures" we will hear clocks ticking, revolvers
being discharged, the cheers of crowds and
the roar of hreakin-^ surf. In this c^se
sound becomes an accessory or an adjunct
to pictorial motion and so far as one can
judge at the present moment should provide
motion pictures with new interest and give
the whole industry a fresh impetus.
There is one thing, however, which I hope
the producers will always bear in mind. It
is this. The whole world has been educated
to the entertainment value of motion pictures— silent pictures. Picture making has
become an art, and is appreciated as such.
A great edifice has been erected — on silence I
Xo\v comes sound! Which is to take precedence? The old love or the new? Will
dialogue and sound be regarded only as
something with which to embellish and improve silent pictorial motion or is it to be
eiven first preference? If the basic principle— silent drama — on which the industry
is founded is overlooked then a hybrid may
be produced which will alienate the picturegoing public and fail to captivate those who
prefer spoken drama with living actors. In
other words the motion picture industry has
spent many years and much money in creating a kingdom for itself. Now it is embracing an invader. Which will rule, the former

Such are my personal views on the subject which is exercising the minds of the
leaders of the industry in every part of the
world. At present we in this country, have
to be shown. We have yet to learn at first
hand what "sound" and "talking" pictures
really amount to. So has the public. And
again I repeat that no matter what we may
think ourselves ; what high hopes we may
hold, everything depends on the public —
they pay the cash and they have the final
word.
F. Lykes, Manager,
The Piccadilly Theatre, Ltd..
Sydney, Australia.

About
41.
*
Xtnas

Kiddies
t^-" J j-'^o
Shows

I am going to ask
3„ecessfuly put over
the
members
who
one of these shows

to kindly send me
some clippings or other publicity en the
show they ran. After receipt of the above
I will then compile the "Honor Roil" of
members who put this stunt over right. In
the meantime,
those members
whc have
already
sent me
such
information
will
please pardon the delay in publishing the
list, but I do not want to list only a few
names at a time.
In connection with
the CLUB'S Service
Bureau, I want to
call attention to the
fact that we have
answered upwards of 200 letters reo:ardiug
various soiuid devices and non-synchronous
machines. For the benefit of those readere
who did not know that such questions could
be addressed to the Round Table Club, we
wish to state that this service is opened to
both members, and non-mend)crs. If you
wish to secure authentic inforination concerning any phase of sound or sound equipment, kindly write direct to the Club Service Bureau and your letter will receive
every attention and consideration.
DON'T BUY A "CAT IN THE BAG"
when it comes to sound equipment. Investigate carefully any proposition that may be
presented to j'ou and make sure it is all that
is claimed before you sign any contracts
or pay out any money.
(Continued on foUozoing page)

Club Service
Bureau

Motion
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,
Here s One
Worth
Trying

Our attention was
recently
called
to
what we might call

busifine stunt.
-'
ness
building
=^ mighty
Anytime
It consisted of linin? up a list of all automobile owners outside your own city cr
town limits and covering a radius of from
15 to 30 miles, send them a personal letter
inviting them to drive to your town and
theatre and witness a show as your guests.
Enclose two passes for this purpose.
Now, I ask you, isn't this a corker? If your
theatre is at all worthy of such a title, and
you present your shews as they should be
presented, and your staiT are of the kind
that you like to talk about — then make a
connection with your state license department and get a list of auto owners in the
radius you decide on. send them the letter
and the passes and then see if you can't
make some of them regular auto patrons
for your theatre. You can utilize this a
dozen different ways.
Amnna: the latest
to join the now faiiimi^ R n f X I)
TABLE CDUB, is
Elmer E. Vosburgh,
of the Tivoli Tlipatre, in Mishawaka, Ind. I
must of missed that town on mv trip l)iit
1 'II look it up before the next one.
Also welcomins: Kd. .J. Cangley, manager
of the Sayre Theatre in Sayre, Penn. Mr.
Canjrley uses a most timely method of introducing: himself as a new member. Hi'
sent me a story about his Xmas Kiddie
Party and at the same time tells us about
some other novel special matinees he has
put over with great Bo.x Oilice success. I'll
tell you about them in an early issue.
Also Mr. V. .J. Mollica, Opera House,
Lebanon, \. H.
Introducing
Some New
Members

Y. J. ilollica
wrote us for informatifin about thi'kiddie shows but
his letter was delayed in transit and dirt not reach my desk
until the Saturday before Cliri^tmas. so it
was fntile to try and get him the infovm.ntion he requested in time. We are, indeed,
sorry Mr. Mollica, but we are always at
your service. Don't delay too hmg; when
yon want some help, give us a little chance
t(i send it on the right way.

Mollica Letter
Came too Late

Our
old
friend
freri idge,
.Tohnson Ohio
frcm
Cambr
,
Cnmbridge
came t^ I'fe a"-aiti
and so we have
cause for feeling in a holiday spirit once
more. Hearing from Johnson, or in fact
any of the "b&ys" from out in the middle
West and who I met on my trip last summer, always peps me ud considerablv and
ri^ans being cheerful for the rest of the
Hav. Therefore all this joyous exclamaticn for friend Fred.
This time he writes to tell me that he is
stUl as active as ever in the various ci^ic
and business men's oreanizaHons out his
wav. It is both interesting and pleasant to
call other exhibitors' attention to men like
Johnson because he is without a doubt the
tyne of man who capitalizes on everv conceivable angle and rarely misses a chance
to combine a theatre tie-up through his wide
and varied activities. As a director of the
Kiwanis Club he is always seen by the leading business men of the town, both at meetings and other Kiwanis affairs.

John
f Ison

That's what I think of him.

♦^MANAGER'S

FOR

MEMBERSHIP

ROUND

TABLE

IN

CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name
Address

Policy

Theatre

Capacity

City

State

Honorary Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston

Are you interested
An Ideal Holiday Sie"tUy"'fro'^
Program
gram that is a credit
to the manager and
the theatre? Then drop a line to Bill Levey
at the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington.
Just ask for a copy of his Christmas program. It's neat, it's novel, and it will find
its way into the patrons heme without any
too much coaxing.
In

reply

to

the

from Mr. we Rudolph
,ved
Kecei
Xorelius,
wish to
^f^'' ,7""
Letter
Norelius
advise
him l^'f'l^t
that
practically every member publishes some
form of theatre program or house organ. It
would be best to communicate
with tlie
numbers direct.

Freedmann
Resigns
from
Loew's Ohio Theatres
Al Freedman, for the past seven and a
half years associated with Loew's Ohio
Theatres has resigned, effective Febniary
1st. Freertmnn, one of the original stockholders of the company which last year was
absorbed by Loew's Theatres of New York,
has had complete charge of the management
of the eleven Loew theatres in Cleveland.
In addition he has booked all short subjects
for these houses. His plans for the future
are not yet announced, but he will probably
spenrl the rest of the winter in California.

Mansfield
Wesco's
PortlandMade
Manager
.Jack Mansfield, after several years' association with H. B. Fianklin and many
months at the Weseo home office in Los
Angeles, has been transferred to Portland
to take over the duties of divisional manager of that district. He assutnes his new
post with the new year. Richard Spier will
be brought to the main office.

You7' Chance to Be a
First Member of 1929
APPLICATION

News

Bon't "hide" away for so long a time,
Fred, and best holiday greetings to Mrs.
Johnson as well as yourself.

V _
from

His description of the Kiddies' Xmas
party will make interesting reading in an
early issue, but rest assured, if Johnson
gets behind
it, then the
it's 95
per cent
cess even before
party
comesa sucoff.

Picture

Chainnan
Charles E. Lewis

Travis
Canadian Educational's
General Head
.lames Travis, funiicriy western supervisor in Canada for Educational, has taken
up the duties of general manager of Canadian Educational Films, Ltd., the post left
vacant by Oscar Hanson, who resigned last
week to become sales manager for TiffanyStahl.
His headtiuarters are at Toronto.
Mr. Travis began his career at the Educational Toronto office as a sales repi'esentative and then as a special agent.

New

Paramount Marquee
to Shelter Line-Up

Paramount is spending a neat sum of
••friD.llOO to insure comfort for those who
stand and wait outside the Paramount Theatre during the wet and snowy days of the
ajiproaching winter. A complete new marf)U('t' is being erected on the 4.3d Street side
of the theatre, extending from the front
and present canopy, to the canopy to the
rear at the 4.'^d Street entrance. A distance
of about 2.')() feet.
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1928
1933

Service^u^^^^
Chaney Plays "Personal
Appearance"
WireSound
Ripley
Broadcasts Message from by
Coast Through
Installation in Longview Theatre
unu-iiiil "|ii'rsoiial appoaraiipc "
Ax >rii!it
\v;is iisi'il with great success
at the C'c)hiiiil)ia Theatre, LiiiiKvicw,
Wash., to pniiiuite the Lon Chaney starring
picture, "Whih' the City Sleeps." The
stunt was put over by Manager William
Ripley, of the theatre staff, and an II-G-M
e.vploiteer.
Five thousand extras were distributed two
ilays lu't'ore the up iiing of the picture. The
lead story told of Chaney's heroism during
the gun battle with local gangsters. Additional yarns included on the page revolved
.■iround tile incidents following Chaney's
thrilling exjierience in rescuing one MjTtle
Sullivan (the character played by Anita
Page). Though no press sheet material was
used for the stories appearing in the fixtra,
the star "heads" and cartoon mat were
invaluable for "make-up."

Ads Pay for "Extra"

The rntire cost for this stunt was realized by selling the back page to three Longview merchants.
A co-oijcrative page was used in the Daily
News one day preceding the opening of picture. Each "ad" on the page prominently
displaved the title, "While the Citv
"'
Sleeps.
Two days in advance of opening the
Daily Xews carried a story to the elTect
that the local theatre management had at-

tempted to induce Chaney to make a persoiuil ajipearantre, but being unsuccessful
arrangr-d to have the star's voice transmitted from Hollywood to the Columbia
Theatre via a special telephone connection.
As a follow-up the News gave this announcement front-page representation. At
the api)oinled hour for Chaney's long distance address, his picture was flashed on
the theati'e screen and "his" message communicated to a capacity house.

Sound Installation

Used

This stunt was put over through the aid
of an Electrical Research synchronous machine, which has been installed in an anteroom of the projection booth.
Lon Chaney, looking suspiciously like a
jniblic relations counselor, was perched before the microphone of said machine and,
in a series of strange guttural sounds,
emitted a conventional speech, which was
carried to the stage over the regular synchronized equipment. The illusion, according to conniient, was a success from all
angles. Only the newspaper publisher,
theatr? manager and projectionist shared
knowledge as to the true nature of this
broadcast.
Six- and three-sheet cut-outs, as well as
a twelve-foot banner, were used for a special lobby display.

Mail Plane Makes Special Stop
to Deliver Print of "Wings"
•yHE highlight in Manager T. Y. Walk^ er's campaign for his showing of
"Wings," at the Ritz theatre in Anniston,
was an arrangement whereby a mail plane
made a special stop in that city to deliver a
print of the picture to the theatre.
This stunt was arranged by Walker with
the manager of the Chamber of Commerce
and it was the first stop ever to be made at
the local airport since the inauguration of
.-.crvice between Atlanta and Birmingham.
Walker was all set with a cameraman and
a committee of officials on hand to welcome
the ainnan with the print of "Wings."
The cameraman, however, wasn't of much
use as the plane arrived at a much later
time than expected, making the taking of
pictures almost impossible on account of
the darkness.
Although there were not actual photographs of the stunt taken, the ncwsj>aper
reporters did the next best thing by painting a vivid word picture of the proceedings

in

the

columns

of

their

respective

news-

])ai)ers.
In addition to the newspaper publicity,
the stunt caused a lot of favorable comment
and reacted very favorably in publicizing
the picture.

Radio Stunt for "The Wind"
Uses Novel "Sound" Idea
A novel radio broadcasting stunt was
used to exploit "The Wind," when it
played at the Allen Theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio. Manager Fred Clary of the theatre
staff was assisted by an M-O-M exploiteer.
It was arranged with the local broadcasting station, on Tues.-Weds.-Thurs. night
between New York programmes to announce "Look Out," then a long wind
whistle, Whewee — The Wind is Coming"
with direct anm)uncement on Friday night
that Lillian Gish and Lars Hanson in "'The
Wind" would open at the Allen Theatre.

Showmanship
=Brie/ff=

INDIANAPOLIS
who have
followed the careertheatergoers
of Colleen Moore
and
who visit the Circle Theatre this week will
find the contest the theater is putting on
rather easy. In conjunction with the theater,
an Indianapolis newspaper printed a collection of pictures of Colleen More as she appeared in a number of her pictures. The
theater offers a prize of $15 for correct
guesses as to the picture from each particular pose printed in the collection. Second
prizes of $10 are to be given and $5 will be
the third prize. In case of ties, equal
awards are to be given.

TO

safeguard patrons and to encourage public confidence during the flu scare, Manager Ernie Moule of the Brant Theatre, Brantford, Ontario, hit upon the novel policy of
asking any person who gave a sneeze during
a performance to leave the theatre, the admission price being refunded at the box office.
Ushers were instructed to listen-in for sneezes
and. if any patron was unable to clioke it, he
or she was immediately asked to leave for the
sake of others. The idea made good copy for
the local newspaper.

RIGHT deCARTWstunt
ACER
MAX
and a s/^eocrof>linic
pended iif'onJ.an L.
cial sha<{oxi' hox as his hi-st bets in puhliciain:)
tion of "IVings"
the Florida
/presenta
his
g, Pla. Aat heal
aviator
St. Pcterslmr
Theatre.
Zi.K}s engaged to throiv heralds out of his f^lane.
This ivas done for fire days in advance. The
set zcn'th
a stage
liketrans
bo.v n'as
shudozv
for
vox cloth
zchitc
andbuilt
velo'W curtains
the screen. On the screen zcas the Paramount
trade mark and a Hasher behind it Hashed out
the title "Wings."
has put SaturIT'RANK GREENWALD
day Matinee on the map at the Moreland
Theatre, Cleveland, by the simple process
of letting the children get on the stage and
do a stunt. Every Saturday. Greenwald says,
he has from 600 to 800 children at the theatre. Anyone who wants to can perform, and
as most children think they can do as well
as the professional, many of them claim the
privilege extended. And, of course, the fond
parents come along to see their young hopefuls perform.
ALLfit persons
bringingArmy
an article
that basket
would
in a Salvation
Christmas
were admitted free last Tuesday afternoon to
the Olympic Theatre in Watertown. N. Y..
and on Wednesday to the Avon Theatre. The
idea originated with Walter L. Powers, district
manager of the Schine houses.

GIRL
Harrishurg
acted as15 ushers
at theScouts
State of
Theatre
on December
Ziehen
the third of the children's morning matinees,
sf'onsored by the Harrishurg Ciznc Club in coof>eration zi'ith C. Ployd Hopkins, district head
of the Wilmer & Vincent Company which ozvns
the theatre, zms held in the presence of a big
audience.
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Notes

Names of Phone Callers
Build Theatre Mailing List

to

DEMPSEY of the Strand Theatre, a suhurhan Boston
MANAGER
operation in Dorchester is building a bona-fide mailing list by
taking the names of persons calling on the telephone to inquire
about his shows. W hen the patron calls, his name is solicited and he is told
that he will be put on the mailing list to receive information about coming attractions. Dempsey then maUs him the weekly letter which he prepares.

Local
Up

Orchestra
"Singing

Leaders
Fool"

MA.VAGER SOY SLEXTZ had a unique
tie-up with six orchestra leaders in
which they plug^ged "The Singing Fool"
when that picture played at the Colorado
Theatre, Pueblo, Colo.
Every time one of these orchestras played
a song hit that Jolson sang in the picture,
the leader would announce that this was
one of the songs sung by Al Jolson in "The
Singing Fool" playing at the Colorado
Theatre the entire week starting Sundav,
Nov. 25th.
All of the orchestras plugged the picture
for two weeks in advance of play date and
thoughoiit the picture's engagement. It
made excellent publicity for the picture —
getting over to a certain class that probably wouldn't have been reached in some
other ways.

Talk

Showing

Another good stunt that worked to the
advantage of further publicizing the picture was a tie-up with music stores. These
stores dressed their windows one week in
advance to feature cut-outs and stills from
the picture as well as records and sheet
music and cards announcing the star, title
of picture, theatre and play dates. The
windows were on display throughout play
dates. In return for this tie-up, Slentz
agreed to allow each of them one day apiece
during the run of picture to sell music featured in the picture in the rear box office.
This particular theatre has two box offices;
one facing the sidewalk and the other facing the entrance doors. The music store
proprietors used the one facing the entrance
doors.

Football "Letter" Men
Invited
to See "Win That Girl"
TZNOWIXG that -'Win That Girl,"
' »■ playing at the Carolina Theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, would appeal to high
school students. Manager TVarren Irvin
sent personal telegrams to the football "letter" men inviting them to see the picture.
The telegrams embodied congratulations
upon winning their letters, the title of the
picture, which was a football comedy as
well as mentioning that Jack Garber and
His Orchestra would be on the stage.
The Sporting Editor of one of the local
)"apers when informed of this stunt gave
a generous size story in his column — mendates. tioning the title of picture, theatre and play
The hoys at the school appreciated

Club Takes Over Town
Theatres for Day
As

a Christmas treat for all the
children of the borough of Steelton the Kiwanis Club engaged
both the town's theatres — the Strand
and the Standard — for all day December 28. Five free shows in each theatre were given for the youngsters,
starting atof 10theo'clock
in theat morning.
Members
club were
the theatres all day to look out for the welfare of the smaller children.

the

telegram as well as the invitation which also
was good for the boys' girl friends. The
boys being filled with an over amount of
enthusiasm
to show the
to
their friendswereandgladrelatives.
In 'grams
fact, the
news spread all over the school with the
result that not just the team but most of
the student bodv came to see the show.

Harrisburg School Band Is
Feature of Special Show
Manag-r C. if. Gibble. of the State TheHarrishiu'g.Penn
presented
band
of theatre,William
Schoolth"inboys'
a concert
as a special attraction at a children's Saturday morning matinee on Becember 22
The feature film was "Wolf's Fang," and
the show was sponsored by the Educational
committee of the Harrisburg Civic Club.
.\ boosters' chdj for the Earle Theatre.
Allentown, composed of sixteen popular
young p'^rsons of that city, has been orfranized by Frank H. Micklcy, manager of
the house. The members pay fifty cents a
month in dues. This entitles them to attend the theatre as guests of the management every six weeks and they hold social
gatherings under Mr. Mickley's auspices at
which they are told a lot of interesting
things about the theatre industry. They
frequently are presented with stills and
l)hotographs of motion picture scenes.

Picture

News

Xmas Parties at Canadian
Theatres Stopped by Flu
Various features have caused an unusual
situation in Canada with regard to the holding of special holiday shows for orphans
and poor children. Because of the "flu"
epidemic, the annual Christmas Cheer performances at the Regent and Imperial Theatres, Ottawa, under the auspices of the
Kiwanis Club have been indefinitely postponed. The annual Christmas show at the
Imperial Theatre, Moiitreal, under the
auspices of the Montreal Motorists' League,
usually a big yearly treat, was also called
off. Plans tor similar gatherings in other
cities Avere also curtailed.
Another contrary influence in the Province of Quebec has also been found in the
new law prohibiting the admission of all
children under 16 years of age from moving
Iiicturc theatres. Manager George Rotsky,
of the Palace Theatre, Montreal, did stage
a Saturday morning free show for poor
children and the house was crowded with
youngsters who were delighted with the
Movietone entertainment. Xo action has,
a.s yet, been taken by the authorities in the
matter but other exhibitors have not shown
an inclination to offer free shows.

'Frisco Drive for "Woman
Disputed" Hits All Angles
Tlie San Francisco campaign for "The
Woman Disputed," at the Granada theatre,
hit ever\- form of exploitation billboards,
newspaper advertising and publicity, radio,
street cars, windows, theatre trailers,
fashion layouts and serialization in papers,
tire covers for autos, and display on original gowns worn by Norma Talmadge in
picture
shipped ran
up to
'Frisco from
studio. and
The Bulletin
serialization,
art
with each instalment, for six days. The
Xews ran fashion series on Xorma for six
days, crediting picture in caption. Song
"Woman Disputed I L/<.ivc You" plugged
twice daily over two radio stations. Cards
on front of 250 Market Street cars and
special tire-covers on 100 taxicabs.
Fifty-five window tie-ups, a trailer annoimcement for three weeks in advance and
a concluding feature in the form of a luncheon preview for newspaper critics coml)leted the drive.

Charlie Davis Try-Outs
for Local Talent
ng ain plan
polis is sponsori
for
IndianaTheatre
THE Indiana
the encouragement of local talent.
es
Charlie Davis, master of ceremoni
at
the theatre will give try-outs to all
ambitious to appear on the stage. He
also will render a %'erdict after the
trial as to whether, in his opinion, the
neophyte has any chance to make good.
In cases where promisinp: material is
found proper
for further
adnded. The
vancement willsteps
be recomme
trials will be conducted weekly backthe Indiana
at s8 o'clock
each
.Mondaystage atnight.
Aspirant
will report
lo Ed Resener, conductor of the Indiana concert orchestra, who then will
arrange the schedule of appearances
before Davis. Singers, dancers and
tho.se who do comedy turns will receive trials.
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ondl News from Corresponden
L^JL
Sixth
Shea
Link
Opened in Buffalo
1"^HE New Shea's Century thealre tipeiicd Saturday. Uecember 22. Western Electric in<.talled
the sound equipment valued at $^5.000 dollar>. Tliis is the sixth link
added to the Shea's chain.
Dave Kreiger. manager ol the
Liberty theatre here, was called to
his home in Batavia by the sudden
death of his younger sister.
Phil Gentille is the salesman for
the First Graphic covering the
Rochester and Syracuse territory.
E. L. Even is the new manager
of the Elk theatre in this city.
George Ferguson city salesman
for Pathe is confined to his home
with the flu.
Harry Gilbert manager of the
Rivira theatre in Syracuse was in
town doing his January bookings.
George Miller is the new manager of the Falls theatre in Xiagara
Falls.
Chas. W. Anthony Pathe salesman is back with us again after
working at the Cleveland office for
the past two weeks.
Howard Brink of the Educational and Oscar Hansen Pathe
manager seem to be working together, they are both having there
offices painted.
Fox interests are taking over the
Elmwood theatre it was announced
by Frederick Ullman present manager of the Elmwood to be effective Febriiarv 1.

Albany
Lists
Six
New Film Charters
COMPANIES incorporating in
the motion picture business in
N. Y. state during the past week Included the followine; : D-A-R Corporation. $100,000. William H.
Hechheimer, Michael Walters,
Belle Jaffe. Xew York City : Talkaphone Picture Corporation. $100,000. William S. Zinman, Cliarles
Arotsk>-. Dorothy Busch, Now
York City ; Coronet Comedies. Inc..
S50.000, F. X. Carroll. G. _ J.
Mauer, Charles F. Gatlin, Xew
York Citv : Etchcraft Film Studios.
Inc.. $50,000, Samuel Marcus,
Sarah Marcus. Samuel Harris.
Xew York City ; Decatur Amusement Corp., S5.000, Isidore Lurie,
Staten Island : Samuel Fleischer,
Staten Island: Xathan R. Scher,
Brooklyn ; Boston Pictures Corporation, $1,000, Aaron Asen, May
Asen, Gustave Asen, New York
City.
The box office in the Schine theatre at Canandaigua was entered
by burglars one night last week
and the safe cracked and $1,000 in
cash taken. The hea\'y' safe was
rolled through the lobby and into
the auditorium where the burglars
got busy.
The Liberty in Watertown. which
was damaged to the extent of
several thousand dollars by fire a
few weeks ago was reopened on
Christmas Day. The house is
owned by Charles Sesonske and
managed by E. H. Arnold.
The first Sunday movie in Cor-

^

intli attracK'd a cai)acity crowd Ia--i
week. Ray Eastman is manager
of the Starr Theatre and will conduct a Sunday night show starling
at 8:15 o'clock. There have been
no formal protests to the Sunday
shows.
Employees at several of the .A,!bany exchanges presented their
managers with Christmas gifts.
Film RowlastAmong
week the
werevisitors
C. D. on
LaPointe.
of
Chatham; Sam Hochstim, of Hudson ;Guy Graves, of Schenectady ;
and Frank Green, of Castletown.
Fred Maussert, exhibitor in
Glens Falls, remembered all the
bookers along Albany's Film Row
with a present, despite the fact that
he was practically laid up at home
with a sprained ankle.
C. E. Almy, connected with the
Warner Brothers exchange in Buffalo, was in Gloversville for a conference with the Schine Brothers.

Cleveland
Picture
Circles Active
CLEVELAXD'S
second
annualat
theatrical ball will
be held
Public Hall, February 4th, announced Manus W. McCafFery.
The ball is sponsored by stage
hands, musicians and motion picture operators, and proceeds go to
the sick and relief fund of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes, of which McCaffery is business representative.
The first shovelful of dirt for the
Xew Ravenna Theatre, Ravenna.
Ohio, was turned last Monday.
This is a new 1,000-seat house being erected by B. C. Steele. Edward
Flanigan and Sam Rosenthal.
The Garden Theatre. West 25th
street, Clark avenue, offered sound
movies as a Christmas present to
the movie patrons of the West Side.
Variet\' Theatre, belonging to
Variety Amusement Company, has
been wired for Biophone sound installation.
Local houses have been seriously
hit by the flu epidemic which is
rampant in the city. Health commissioners ofCleveland and the suburbs have warned people against
attend'ng large gatherings. ScliooK
were closed in advance of the regular Christmas vacation period. All
of this affected the theatres.
The Cleveland Board of Education has specified that Superior
Projection machines be installed in
local High Schools. This machin*?
is handled exclusively in Ohio by
E. E. Oliver Moving Picture Supply Company.
The Cleveland Museum of Art
has installed a new Superior projection machine. Motion Picture?
have always been a part of the Museum programs.
Frank A. Hines. manager of
Keith's Palace Theatre, says there
is no announcement to be made
relative to sound installation in the
Palace.
A. C. Himmelein, long owner and
manager of the Plaza Theatre.
Sandusky, has purchased the
Rialto, Elyria. With these two
houses as a nucleus, Himmelein

\\ill lurni a cliain o: Ohio motion
picture houses.
Dan Stearms has brought his
eight years of service with Universal to a close. He resigned last
week to devote all of his time to the
Willoby Theatre, Willoughby. in
which he is financially interested.
Among the United Artist representatives from Cleveland attending the U. A. convention in Chicago recently were District Sales
Manager Harry L. Gold, Local
Sales Manager Jimmy Adross. and
Salesmen William K. Sellman.
Charles Kranz. Al Bowman and
Barney Fcrber.
M. B. Horwitz, general manager
of the W'ashington Circuit, was ill
last week.
A slight grippe attack.
The Royal Theatre, Salem, has
changed hands. Mrs. Anna Wieberg recently sold the house and all
its equipment to ^L W. Sheffield
and G. W. Briggs. of Marietta.
Ohio.
Toledo w^ill have a new theatre,
sponsored and backed by the Toledo
Retail Merchants' Association, if
plans presented before the association recently materialize. The
plan as outlined is for a large theatre,
similar toGarden,
Xew York's
Madison Square
capable
of
showing sports events as well as
theatrical offerings.
Jerry Kessler is now managing
the Apollo and Rex Theatres in
Oberlin. He succeeds C. E. Skidmore, who recentlv resigned.

Film

News
From
Des Moines

THEis tonew
Strand at
Theatre
be erected
Leon. which
Iowa.
is now under way. The work of
excavation was begun last week.
The old theatre was razed to make
room for this new theatre building
which will be one of newest type
of modern houses with a seating
capacity of 500.
Joe Benjamin Gerbacht announces that the Ames Theatre
Company at Ames, of wliich he is
head, has a new assistant manager
in S. N. Fangman, formerly of
Decorah, Iowa.
A. H. Blank entertained for his
employees at a Christmas party on
December 22 on the basement floor
of the Iowa Building. The party
was attended b>- about 500 including over 200 members of the A.
H. Blank staff and their friends.
Jake Cohen, who has a number
of theatres at Ottumwa, will install sound shortly.
^ Rose Theatre
Erdman, atwho
has had the
Crest
Creston.
Iowa,
over a period of years last week
sold the house to Roy Benson. Mr.
Benson plans several changes in
the policy of the house.

popular
junior are
books."
the
resolution
to beCopies
sent of
to
Will Hays, and the various producers.
The American Legion at Summitville, Ind.. has announced that
it has closed the old Community
Theatre, which it has operated for
many years and which is to be succeeded by a handsome new theatre,
also to be managed by the Legion.
Articles of incorporation have
been filed with the secretary of
state here by the Colmay Theatre
Corporation of Hammond. Ind.
The corporation has an initial capita! stock of $5,000 and is formed
"to operate and conduct theatres

C. R. Coons has taken repossession of his theatre at Seymour,
Iowa, and is operating it again
himself. Mr. Coons has had the
house at Seymour for vears but
recently sold to W. W. Swisher.
C. F. Savage has bought the Isis
at Lynnville and is now in possession. Mr. E. Woods, who formerly operated this house, has gone
South.
Lou Levi, salesman for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, has taken as his
partner in a theatre enterprise at
Clear Lake, a Mr. Melchor who
will manage the houses there for
the company. The theatres are the
L'ptown and the Park, which were
bought last week by Levi and Melcher from C. C. Carragher.
The Strand at Council Bluffs is
again open after being closed for
a short time while redecorating
was going on.
Harry Watts, who retired as
manager of the Riviera at Omaha
to take up civic enterprises, is succeeded bymanager
Ray Jones,
w'as formerly
of the who
Metropolitan
Theatre at Dallas, Texas.
The Cota Theatre at Waukon,
Iowa, has been closed for several
weeks following a fire, which destroyed the walls, stage and ceiling. The house has been redecorated and refurnished and is agaii
open after several weeks without a
show.
Everett Cummings. manager of
the new Capitol Theatre at Cedar
Rapids, was in last week to confer
with Harry David, manager in this
district for Publix shows.
The Strand Theatre. Des Moines,
now has sound equipment.

and incorporators
other places are
of Albert
amusement."
The
Goldman. L. W. Alexander and Harry
P. Munns.

M. E. Anderson, booking manager for Paramount, will take a
ten-day \'acation trip.

Plan Convention of
Indiana I. P.
THE annual convention of the
Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays will be held at the Claypool
Hotel. Indianapolis, April 5 and 6.
These dates were set at a recent
meeting of the board of directo'-s
of the organization. A legislative
committee to prepare for the coming session of the legislature also
was named.
Discussion of the problem of the
lack of children's motion pictures
led to the adoption of a resolution
asking that an appeal be sent to
producers for the production of
"three pictures a \ear suitable for
children's matinees, subjects to he
chosen by popular vote by attendin the children's
room in from
publicancelibraries
over the country

Motion

1056

"U" To Have Own
Pitts. Building
UNIVERSAL is buildmg its
own new exchange building on
the Boulevard of the Allies, just
seven blocks from the present Film
Row. (Occupancy is expected by
April 1st. At least four other kical
exchanges are to move to the Allies
Blvd., next Spring, in a building
construction of which starts mimed iately.
The jM-G-M Pep Club, held its
annual election recently. New
officers — Ted ToUey. president ;
Clara Cejrowsky, treasurer; Lucy
Kopp, secretary.
The Rex Theatre in East Liberty, a consistent 700-seat moneymaker for twenty years, will close
its doors at the end of the year.
The Rex property, as well as the
adjacent building, w'ill be converted into a department store.
Ernie Dock, of St. Marys, was
a recent Film Row visitor. As
were also William Gray of Monongahela and James Retter of
California, Pa.
Biophone is opening a Pittsburgh
branch at 1022 Forbes street. C
B. Pascoe is representative.
The Capitol theatre at Wheeling, W. Va., which was opened on
Thanksgiving Day, was built with
local capital. George Otte is resident manager.
"Jimmy" Nash and M. J. Robinson are now in the local territory
representing the Alexander Film
Co.. of Denver.
Zeb Epstein, service manager
for the Stanley theatres, out of
New York, was a recent visitor at
the various theatres conducted by
Stanley in Pittsburgh.
Jack Lawrence, formerly of
Cleveland, is now manager of the
Standard Film Service, Pittsburgh.
He succeeds Harry E. Reiff.
Joseph Lefko. for several vears
city salesman for First National,
has resigned to take over the management of the local branch of
World Wide Pictures.

Gincy Chain
Adds
to Sound Houses
TH

F latest house in the Libson
chain in Cincmnati to be
equipped with sound is the Strand,
located on Walnut street, which

inaugurates a "see and hear" policy
on December 29. "The Singing
Fool," which broke Cincinnati atendance records at the Capitol,
also a Libson house, will be shown
as the initial Strand attraction
under the new policy.
Doris Stecker. manager of the
Forest Theatre, a Cincinnati suburban house, featured local vocalists
in songs by local composers as added attractions to the regular programs during Christmas week.
Miss Stecker announces that the
Forest, which is one of the houses
of the "L" circuit, will feature
sound pictures shortly after the
first of the year.
As Margaret Roberts, cashier of
Loew's Broad, Columbus, Ohio,
was chcck'n^ up her cash prepara-

UNIFORMS

tory to closing, a well-dressed
youth shoved a revolver through
the box-office window and demanded the money. Miss Roberts
instinctively shoved the pile of
bills into a tin box under the window, and routed the bandit, thus
saving the day's receipts.
John A. Schwalm. president of
the Jewel Photoplay Co . and
manager of the Rialto Theatre.
Hamilton. Ohio, has been elected
a director of the Central Building
and Loan Association in that city.
The Rialto Theatre. Hamilton,
announces a change in policy from
a split week to a three-a-week basis,
w^hile continuing to show the same
high class pictures.
Trade and private circles were
deeply grieved at the recent passing
of "Pop" Foster, veteran film salesman in the "river territory" of
Ohio, who succumbed to bronchial
pneumonia. Although living in
Cleveland at the time of his death
Foster was buried in Cincinnati,
his former home. His widow and
three sons survive.
Rumor has it that the Young
Amusement Co., Gary, Ind , is negotiating for a prominent site at
Springfield, Ohio, on which to erect
a large house in opposition to the
one which the recently-formed
Schine organization will build in
that city.

Flu Strikes Hard in
Kans. and Mo.
NEVER before have theatres in
the Kansas City district suffered as they now are sulTerin'?
from a widespread epidemic of influenza. Columbia. Mo., and Lawrence. Kan., probably have been hit
the hardest as those towns are the
seats of the University of Missouri
and Kansas, respectively. Both
universities temporarily have
closed, meaning there are 4.000
probable patrons lost to theatres in
each town, as all students have gone
to their home towns.
(^ther towns of Western Missouri and Kansas, lar^e and small,
also have been hard hit. There are
2.000 cases of influenza rcDorted in
Fmporia, Kas.. while Ft. Riley,
Kas.. has had a quarantine placed
on it. In Kansas City, Mo., and
Kansas City. Kas., the attendance
at first run down town theatres has
not been suffering quite as much as
the suburban houses, due to the fact
that thou.sands of out-of-town persons in the city for Christmas are
serving to keep attendance figures
normal. The epidemic is reported
to be decreasing.
Bids have been opened on a proposed theatre in Dodge City, Kas.,
to be built by Otto Theis. Ellis
Charles of Wichita. Kas.. is the
architect. The theatre will be 126
X 115 feet with a seating capacity
of 1,100. Construction work on the
new Blair theatre, Bellville. Kas.,
being erected by Sam Blair, is progressing rapidly. The Lone Star
theatre at X'ermillion, Kas., has
been decorated and re-opened.
Work on a new theatre at Ellis,
Kas., is well under way. A new
theatre in Fmporia. Kas., is planned
by the Strand Theatre
Company
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

of that
Dwight
E. Dow'dinot
has
been city.
succeeded
as manager
the Doris theatre, Nox City. Kas.,
by T. E. Bondurant, owner of the
house. The New theatre, Salina,
Kas., is being razed to make way
for a 7-story office building. J.
C. Whalen has sold his interest in
the Strand theatre. Greenfield. Mo.,
to his partner, W. C. Slinker. The
Rex theatre of LaGrange. Mo., has
been purchased by A. Goetz an.l
F. F. Page of Canton, Mo. A company is being formed in Bosworth,
Mo., for the purpose of erecting a
new theatre on the site of the old
Grand theatre in that town.
The newly formed Junior Film
Board of Trade of Kansas City
met the other day and adopted bylaws, which provide for the election
of officers once a year and for the
annual meeting to be the first Mxjnday in March of each year. A. H.
Cole of Paramount was forced to
offer his resignation as a member
of the board of directors as he expects to be out of town much of
the time on legislative matters of
importance to the industry.
The Admiral theatre. 1312-14
East Eighth street, suburban house
of Kansas Citv, has been sold bv
Walter O. Burkey to Charles H.
Potter, who will operate that theatre as well as the Baltis theatre,
which he also owns.
The latest in Christmas gifts in
Kansas City proved to be a "theatre bond" introduced by the Orpheum theatre, which is playing
stock. For many years merchants
have sold gift certificates, but the
Orpheum was the first theatre to
introduce
"bond"*
which
entitle
the aholder
to the
best would
seats
for any performance.
Aside from the usual lobby decorations and trimmings about the
stage and interior. Kansas City theatres made little display for Christmas this year.

3 Theatre
Fires
Occur in Canada
D.\MAGE
to caused
the extent
of
SI ,500 was
by fire
wOiich broke out at a late hour in
the Empress Theatre, Kemptville,
Ontario. December 19, the blaze
being confined to the lobby and the
projection room above where two
reels of film were destroyed. One
reason the flames did not spread
is that the structure is of solid concrete.
The storehouse of the Capitol
Theatre, Montreal, Quebec, was the
scene of spectacular fire on December 19 when flames consumed a
large quantity of scenery and stage
effects used in special presentations
at the theatre. Manager Harry C.
Dahn estimated the loss at $6,500.
A moving picture theatre in the
small town of Asquith, Sask., was
recently destroyed by fire, along
with other buildings. The theatre
loss was $3,000. The house was
filled at the time of the outbreak
but there was no panic.
A formal tribute was paid Clarence Robson of Toronto in thi'
form of a complimentary banquet
by officials and staff of Famous
Players Canadian Corporation at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESINTA'nONS
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'Frisco
Theatres
Change Policies
OXE
of
the most
ary changes
in the revolutionhistory of
operating de luxe motion pictures
took place when the three local
Publix Theatres placed in operation the policy of morning matinees featuring complete shows.
Under the new arrangement the
doors of the Granada, California
and St. Francis theatres will open
at 11 a.m., except on Saturdays
when the Granada's doors wilt
open at 11.30. During the morning matinees, which extend froin
opening time till 1 p.m., the admission charge will be 35c in each
house. From 1 to 6 p.m. regular
matinee prices will prevail. On
Saturdays, Sundays and all holia bargain matinee of 50c will
be in daysvogue.
Sally Goldman, for several
years conected with the Fox Exchange as assistant booker, and
later with Supreme Film Exchange, died very suddenly Novemrally.
ber 15. Death was due to an operation from which she did not
.•\t the Union Square Theatre in
San Francisco, business is increasing every week. Next season Nat
Holt will alternate his shows. For
example, the No. 1 show will alternate at the different houses with
the No. 2 show.
E. E. Fulton Company are suppl}ing all the .■stage and booth
equipment in the new El Camino
Theatre, being built bv the Blumenfcld Theatres at San Rafael, Calif.
They are also supplying all the
stage and booth equipment for the
new Blumenfeld Theatre at Mill
Valley. All the electrical plans
were aid out by C. \V. Burcliett,
who is also supervising the electrical work of these theatres.
The Star Theatre. Delano, reopened December 7, with H.
Vamoto in charge. The house
seats four hundred.
Ellis J. -\rkush has purchased
new Projectors for his Peninsula
Theatre, Burlingame. Calif.
Sam Katz, president of Publix
Theatres, has appointed Charles.
Pincus manager of the Portland
Theatre. Prior to this position,,
Pincus was city manager of Publix Theatres in Houston, Texas,
and the Imperial in San Francisco,
West Coast Theatres, Inc..
moved back to the Loew's Warficld
Theatre building on December 1st.
.\. M. Bowles will have his headquarters there. Charles Kurtzman,
manager of Publix, w-ill retain his
headquarters
ada building. at the Granada TheMrs. Lola Gentry, secretary of
the Los Angeles Film E.xchange
Board, cently,
washavinginbeen
San called
F'rancisco
rethere for
a conference with Clare Foley, the
local secretary.
On December 15th the Peninsula
Theatre, Burlingame, began to feature synchronized Vitaphone piclures. The program was partly
silent drama and partly Vitaphone
features, short topics being alternated with silent drama at each
program.
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No Movie Closings
by Flu in Penn.
I^noL't.U tiK- privalcncc of
grippe or Hu in a mild form
has been reported in inaii\' parts of
Pennsylvania, and a number of
pnblic and private schools were
closed in advance of the regular
date for the beginning of the
Christmas holidays, it was stated
at the headquarters of the State
Department of Health, in the capitol at Harrisburg. that no reports
had been received up to December
22 of any tlieatres having had to
close in the State on account of the
disease.
John P. \tcCarthy resigned on
December 21 as manager of Loew's
Regent Theatre. Harrisburg. to
accept a promotion to the post of
manager of a big Loew house in
Syracuse. X. Y. He was succeeded immediately bv Donald
Ross.
The death of Mrs. Frank R. Bonstein, mother of Donald \V. Bonstein, manager of the Third Street
Theatre, Easton. occurred after a
brief illness on November 15.
A. Karl Kramer, organist at the
Strand Theatre, Carlisle, since
1912. resigned his position on December 18 when he entered upon a
contract with a pageant company
in Los Angeles to write scores for
musical productions. Prof. Kramer
was succeeded at the Strand console by Xathan Rosenau.
Unanticipated delays in the construction o\ the Seville Theatre,
being erected in Easton by Clayton
Busse, caused the postponement of
the opening of the house. It is now
stated it will b° several months before the building will be completed.
C. Floyd Hopkins, district representative of the Wihner &: \'incent Company, in charge of its
dozen theatres in Reading and Harrisburg. is recovering from an attack of the f^u which kept him in
bed in his home in Harrisburg for
several weeks.
A dozen experts of the Western
Electric Company worked all day
Sunday. December 16, and until 5
o'clock the following Monday afternoon to complete the installation
of Movietone and \'itaphone equipment in the Capitol Theatre, Shenandoah, in time for an advertised
premiere.

Wisconsin
House
Robbed of $1,000
Kenosha theatre at Kenosha was robbed of !?1.000 this
past Monday and on Tuesday the
watchman of the theatre told a
stor>' of a framed robbery which
invohed his brother, a policeman
and three so-called bandits from
Cliicago. The robbers have been
apprehended and extradition has
been begun for the bandits in Chicago.
Harry Hatfield, manager of the
.Mien theatre at Racine went to the
hospital last Wednesday for an
operation on his eye.
Clarence McMillan is now representing Tiffany in this territory.
J. (j. Erackman sold his exchange, known as the Erackman
Film Corp. to Frank Zambreno.
Tiic exchange will now be known
as Progress Film exchange.
Ben
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Edelman of Chicago will lu- the
new manager.
The Palace theatre in Waupaca
was closed because of the prevalence of tin. Adults were allowed
to attend on Monday and Tuesday
and after Tuesday the house was
dark.
The Cosmo theatre at Merrill
and the building in which the theatre was located were completely
destroyed by fire on Sunday afternoon. About 300 children were attending a matinee and all were
safely marched from the burning
building. The theatre building
which housed six business enterprises in addition to eleven apartments and the theatre was destroyed with an aggregate loss of
more than $90,000. The theatre
was owned by the Merrill Amusement Co., and was managed by Al
Robarge and N. D. McChesney.
Sound equipment will be installed in the Hollywood theatre.
Milwaukee, under management of
Sam Pylet, in the near future.
George Hickey of New London is
installing sound in his two houses.
Mrs. Henrietta Eckhardt has contracted for sound equipment in her
two houses in Wisconsin Rapids.
Exhibitors flocked to Milwaukee
exchanges last week from all parts
of the state. Among the visitors
were; Walter Chilton of the Colonial at Saulte Ste Marie; Art
Desormeaux of the Strand at Madison : Xeil Duffy of the Elite at
Appleton : Don Smith and Don
Kastner of Racine ; J. Smith of
the Regent at Prairie du Chien;
Joe Pawling of the Columbia at
Kenosha ; George Herzog of the
Strand at Manitowoc; Frank
Welter of the Grand at Wausau ;
J. J. Rytkonen of the Vista and
Star at Xegaunee, Mich. ; and Ray
Pfeiffor of the Princess at Chilton.
Practically all the exhibitors who
have not already installed sound
equipment
"shopping"'
for soundwere
apparatus
foraround
their
houses.

Philly
Territory
Has Big Openings
THE Boyd Tiieatre, the newest
addition
to Philadelphia's
downtown
theatres,
operated hv
Alexander R. Boyd, former vicepresident of the Stanley Company
of America, opened on Christmas
Day. The Boyd Theatre is located
a few doors from the Stanley
Company's Aldine Theatre at 19th
$c Chestnut Sts. and the competition that may arise from this selection of a site is being watched
with much interest by the motion
picture fraternity in Philadelphia.
The Boyd has a seating capacity
of 3.000 and represents the most
advanced ideas in modern theatre
construction. It is looked upon as
one of the finest theatres in the
city and the central idea of the
decorations is the triumph of
woman.
Edwin

N. Johnson's new $500,-

EMPIRE

000 theatre, the Keswick, at Easton
Road and Keswick Avenue, Glenside, Pa., wliich is considered onui the most beautiful suburban theatres in the vicinity of Philadelphia, had an elaborate oi>ening during Christmas week. The Keswick
has a seating capacity of 1,700. It
is of old English architecture and
represents the very latest in modern theatre construction. It was
designed by Horace Trumbauer, of
Piitladelj)hia, and built by the
Turner Construction Co. Edwin
11. Johnson, the owner, has been a
successful real estate operator for
many years. In the rear of the
theatre there will be free parking
space for several hundred cars,
which it is believed will contribute
largely to the success of the undertaking.
The Orpheum Theatre. Germantown, one of the Stanley Company's houses under the management of Buck Taylor, has adoj)tcd
a picture and vaudeville policy but
will re\'ert in a short time to
straight pictures to be continued
throughout the winter.
Construction has just started on
William Friehofer's new Oak Lane
Theatre at 6700 North Broad
Street, which, with a .seating capacity of 4,000, will be Philadelphia's largest neighborhood motion
Ijicture house. The new theatre
will have the most up-to-date
equipment and will furnish both
photoplay and stage presentations,
with orchestral accompaniment.
Hodgens and Hill are the architects.
Joseph C. Dougherty, who for
28 years was associated with the
B. F. Keith interests, has resigned
as manager r.f the Grand Opera
House and lias assumed the management for Harry C. Schwalbe,
former secretary of First National
Pictures, oi the Riant and Forrest
theatres in the Conshohocken section of Philadelphia. Mr. Dougherty has been succeeded at the
Grand Opera House by E. R. Hanley, who has been connected with
the Fox interests in New York.
Percy A. Bloch, Philadelphia
branch manager for Famous-Paramount Lasky Corporation, has returned to his duties after a short
illness.
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, who
is affiliated with the Stanley Company and William Freihofer, and
is interested in a chain of theatres
in this city, has returned from a
two-weeks' visit in St. Louis where
he and Mrs. Nirdlingcr were the
guests of the latter's parents.

Baltimore Reports
New Theatres
WALTER
J. COULTER,
of
Richmond,
Va., who has
purchased all of Charles A. Somma's interests in the circuit of seven
theatres in Richmond, will open a
new de luxe neighborhood house,
the Byrd, in the near future.
This
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is one of the finest neighborhood
theatres in the South, seating 1,550
people. An important feature of
this house is that it is fully
equipped for the t>pening with
Vitaphone and Movietone, also a
feature of mostly all of Mr. Coulter's houses in the alcove mentioned
chain. Mr. Coulter is also comsmaller
hood pleting
theatreanother
to be
called neighborthe New
Bluebird. This circuit consists of
additional houses, namely. Bluebird,
Hippodrome. Globe. Brookland,
ersburg.
also the Bluebird Theatre at PetBenjamin Pitts, of Fredericksburg, Va., is rushing to completion
his new Leader Theatre. This will
be a modern type house, offering:
about 800 seats.
A theatre is to be built at Morgajiton. N. C. The design was
drawn by Benton & Benton, architects, Wilson, N. C.
A theatre to cost about $70,000
will be built at Parkersburg. W.
\'a., by cellor,Joe
Park and E. AP. site
Chanitis announced.
on
Juliana street is sa'd to have been
taken over for the building.
Fire practically destroyed the Arcade Theatre and the Tuxdo billiard parlor at Norfolk. Va., recentlv, with a loss estimated at
about $12,000.
Theatres are to be built at Clifton Forge and Harrisonburg, Va.,
by the Shenandoah Valley Theatres Corp., of which Isaac Weinburg, Staunton, Va., is the head.
This company will also redecorate
and equip the New Theatre at
Staunton.
Work has been start-ed on the
theatre being built at Harrisonburg,
\'a.. by the Shenandoali Valley
Theatres Corp., of which Isaac
Weinberg, Staunton, is the head.
It will measure 42 bv 180 feet, and
will cost $150,000. 1. Neilson was
the architect.
Jack Milligan. general press representative of the Motion Picture
Guild, Washington, D. C, operating theatres in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington and Detroit,
is now at the Sinai Hospital, here,
suffering a rundown condition.
Wesley Eddy, who acted as mastertury
of ceremonies
Loew's
Cenhere for the at
week
beginning
December 10, has returned to
Loew's Palace. Washington. D. C.
There was no master of cereuKjnies
at the Century during the week beginning December 17.
Fred Stark, formerly associate
musical director at the Fox Theatre. Washington, D. C, has been
transferred to the Fox in Detroit in
same capacity. Samuel Korman
has succeeded Stark in Washingtrjn and Henry Sokolove has succeeded Korman as concert master
at the Washington Fox.
The Bristol Amusement Corp..
Bristol, Va., was chartered recently
with an authorized capital stock of
about $150,000. Officers are H. M.
Pullford, president; Walter R.
Lupton, vice-president.
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Week

in Southeast
Active

in operation and
CHANGES
ownership of theatres in the
ast,
Southe
reported this week, are
as follows ;
R. J. Booth has taken over operation of the Palace Theatre at
Clearwater, Fla., the house formerly operated by Mrs. Criett
Jordan. The Huckabee Theatre at
Aragon. Ga., has been taken over
from R. S. Huckabee by Mr.
Engler. Operation of the Washington Theatre at Deland. Fla., has
been taken over by A. W. Beadle.
The Royal Theatre at Hurtsboro, Ala., is now being operated
by J. O. Park. The former owner
was L. Goldstein. P. M. Lord has
taken over the Elite Theatre at
Parsons, Tenn., from E. D. Rains.

Atlanta
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Elwell offer their congratulations to
them upon the arrival of a daughter, who has been named Lois Virginia, which took place December
13 at the Georgia Baptist hospital.
The Capitol Theatre at Montgomerv, Ala., operation of which
was recently taken over by DeWess & Katz, reopened last Sundav.

According to news reaching Film
Row this week, \V. M. Atkinson,
well-knONvn Florida exhibitor,
planned to open his new house .at
Panama City, on Thursday
December 20.
E. F. Dardine, dean of local exchangemen, will head tlie World
exchange when that company opens
in Charlotte, N. C January 14.
Appointment of Mr. Dardine to
the post was announced by Joseph
Skirboll, sales manager for World
Wide Pictures, Inc., following his
visit here for the purpose of choosing a sales representative for his
companv. Mr. Dardine will have
his office in the Educational exchange at Poplar and Second
street.
Lodge announced that he
D.
B.
the Cresng to operate ille.
is prepariTheatre
Ga.
at Wrightsv
cent
at one
who
Clark Strickland,
Jacksontime operated a house in appointe
d
ville. .'\la., has been
colTheatre,
Ritz
the
manager of
Ala.,
mery,
ored house. Montgo
and assumed his duties last Sunday.
R. M. Savinin, representing Sonora-Bristolphone, arrived in At-a
lanta. Sunday. December 2i for
stay of five days during which time
he will maintained headquarters at
the Hotel Ansley. in order to be
available to exhibitors who are interested in getting first-hand information on the Sonora-Bristolreproducing equipsound
phone
ment.
Ben Y. Cammack, Atlanta
branch manager for Universal,
left last Friday for New York,
where he will spend the holidays
with his sisters.
Elizabeth T. Aitjcin. of Gault,
Out., t^anada, joined TiflanyStahl's Atlanta branch personnel
as cashier, succeeding Julia Harbin,
resigned.
E. L. Cole, executive secretary
of the Atlanta Film Board of
Trade, left last Tuesday for New

York for a conference with officials
of the Film Boards of Trade.
The Community Theatre, operated by the Milstead Manufacturing Company at Milstead, Ga., is
reported closed temporarily as a
result of an epidemic of "flu."
Theatremen seen along Atlanta's film row^ recently were P. J.
Henn, Canton, Ga. ; Nathan Morgan, Columbus, Ga. : Nick Economou, Montezuma, Ga. ; Edgar F.
Boyd, Adel, Ga. ; Mrs. L. W. Holland, Madison. Ga. : J. J. Powell,
Toccoa, Ga. ; Roy Martin, Columbus, Ga. ; Houston Thompson,
Cedartown, Ga. : Frank V. Merritt, Marvin Wise circuit, Birmingham, Ala.; Mrs. H. T. Wood,
Washington, Ga.; W. H. Mitchell.
Pelham, Ga.

Florida
The symphony orchestra, used
at the Tampa theatre until last
Saturday, when that house went
over to the sound pictures, has
been engaged by the City of Tampa for a winter concert season of
ten weeks at a reported price of
$8,000. The orchestra will give
dailv concerts in the band shell in
Plant Park,
The inauguration of the sound
films at the Tampa, now gives this
city two talkie houses. The or.ganist is still retained and is giving the usual organ concert.
Paul Earl, auditor, is spending a
couple of weeks in the Universal
exchange, Jacksonville.
The stage was all set for the formal opening of the new Park Theatre. Tampa. Saturday evening.
December 22, at 7 o'clock, special
inaugural ceremonies being planned
to precede the regular program.
The new Park is the latest link in
the chain of houses operated by
Southern Theatres, Inc., of St.
Petersburg. Fla., of which A.
Shimko is president.
Frank Morris and his Florida
Grand Orchestra returned to the
Florida Theatre this past week
and were warmly received.
It is reported in Miami that the
.Arcade Theatre at West Palm
Beach. Fla.. has been turned back
to Public Theatres Corporation by
E. J. Sparks.
Charlie Morrison, new manager
of the Florida Theatre, Jackson\ille was elected this week to the
chairmanship of the 1215 Club of
the Junior Chamber of CommerceMr. Morrison's term as president
of the Masonic Chib has just expired.
Manager Charles Lester, of
I'niversal. and Salesman Harry
Simpson were in Miami recently.
Cleve .\dams. general salesmanagcr itedfor
FBO's
home office,
visthe local
exchange
last week.

Sunday Shows Lose
at Madison, Minn.
THI-l petition
wasMinn..
presented to the which
Madison.
City Council, requesting passage of
an ordinance permittin.e Sunday
shows in the cit\' was turned down
by that body. It is undecided what
act'oii will be taken by tlie theatre
management to force the issue to a
sh()wdown.
When Warner Bros, assumed
control of First National and rephaced the majority of the officials

with Warner Bros.' production and
distribution heads, two Northwest
men were among those diplaced.
These were M. L. Finkelstein, of
F & R, and A. H. Blank, of the
Blank Circuit in Iowa.
Recent visitors in Minneapolis
included Charles Echerwin, home
office representative of Columbia
Pictures, and Jack Woody, assistant sales manager for Fox Films.
Both of these sales officials were
successful in closing some important deals in the Northwest territory, it is understood.
'The new theatre in the City Hall,
Heron Lake, Minn., was opened by
the American Legion Post early
this month. There are 500 seats in
the new house.
The lease of the Max Theatre at
Max, N. D., has been taken over
by H. O. Hagen.
The Star Theatre at Madelia,
Minn., has been closed for improvements by Miss Isabel Getter, who
purchased the house recently.
The theatre at Danvers, Minn.,
was opened this month after havin.g
been closed since August, when it
was damaged by a cyclone.
The Lanesboro Theatre at Lanesboro. Minn., has been sold by Carlton L. Bier to A. J. Muecke, who
has been managing the Murray
Theatre at Slayton, Minn.
.\. O. Lona has sold his interest
in the State Theatre at New England. N. D., to his partner, Arvid
Wiklund.
The management of the Liberty
Theatre at Fosston, Minn., has been
taken over by \'ern Lang.
The name of the Amuzu Theatre at Spring Valley, Minn., has
been changed by the owner, Joe
Milnar, to the "State." Extensive
remodeling has been done to the
house and new equipment installed.
The Auditorium at White Bear
Lake. Minn., which housed the
theatre belonging to Mrs. J. L. Jensen, was burned to the ground recently. Mrs. Jensen said that her
loss was fully covered by insur-

Panic Averted in
Seattle Fire Scare
A NK.\R panic was averted in
i\ atre
Universal's
Columbiarecentlv
Thein Seattle. Wash.,
when smoke from a burned out
motor in the ventilating system
poured into the auditorium of the
house through the ventilators and
threw the 1,200 members of the
audience into an uproar.
When the smoke was noticed by
theatre employees, Manager Melvin G. Winstock was immediately,
called. He hurried to the stage an.J
asked the patrons to file out in an
orderly manner and wait outside
the theatre until the smoke could
be cleared. Theatre ushers marshalled the march to the exits and
kept order as best they could, reassuring the patrons that there was
no danger. Work of the firemen
and house staff had the theatre reopened within forty-five minutes.
The Twin Falls city council has
passed an emergency ordinance
banning public gatherings of any
kind.
Pete Carroll, formerly in this
territory as manager of the Columbia exchange, returned last
week with E. M. Beck representing
Phototone. which he plans to dem-
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onstrate to Northwest exhibitors
at a private preview to be held at
a local theatre soon.
Roy Cooper, manager of the
Colonial Theatre for John Danz's
Sterling Chain Theatres, last week
celebrated the arrival of another
baby daughter, his second.
H. Neal East, manager of the
Paramount Famous Lasky exchange, returned last week from
his jaunt East to confer with home
office officials.
Wallace Ruckcr manager of the
Educational Excliange, received
word last week that he will soon
be visited by Joseph Skirboll, former district manager for First National in this territory, and now
touring tlie Educational exchanges
in the interests of World Wide
Pictures, Inc. He is general sales
manager for this company.
W. B. McDonald, former exhibitor of Eugene, Ore., plans to open
a new house at Port Townsend,
Wash., within a short time, according to reports on Film Row
last week.
Mickey DeLeo, of Stevens &
DeLeo, operating the Rose Theatre
in Port Townsend, spent a few
days on Film Row buying and
booking attractions.
.\. J. Sullivan, film man in the
Northwest territory, last week resigned his position with MetroGoldw>'n-Mayer to assume the
management of the local Columbia
exchange.
Charles Beale, former Columbia
manager, will soon announce new
connections with a company selling
sound equipment, according to reArt Adamson, well known
among Northw'est exhibitors, was
last week selected as manager of
Pilz and Swanson's Star Amuseport.
ment Company houses in Everett,
succeeding
Despite the"Chuck"'
fact that Charles.
the influenza
epidemic has reached serious proportions in certain districts of the
Pacific Coast, only one city in the
Pacific Northwest has been seriously threatened. This w'as Latah,
Wash., where so many families
were ill that the Princess Theatre
and the public schools have been
closed.
W. B. McCurdy. manager of the
\'ancouver Theatre, Vancouver. B.
C, has been appointed to the management of the Dufwin Theatre in
Portland, Oregon.
Charles Dentelbeck. chief projectionist of Famous Pla\ers Canadian Corp.. Toronto, has again
been honored by election to the
presidency of Local No. 72, Toronto, of the Projection Machine Operators Union, this making the
12th successive year that he has
headed the organization.
There are many otlicr booth
veterans in the list of officers for
1929 as well, the board comprising
the following : Vice-President, D.
Elliott ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H.
Jones : Business .-^gent, W. P.
Covert ; and executives, Bert Higgins, Harry Dobson, Charles Ayres,
Arthur Milligan and Sam Wells.
The distinction of having been
the first exhibitor in Canada to
offer a double-feature program and
to have maintained that policy in
the one theatre over a period of
more than 13 years, is claimed by
Sam Bloom of the Bloom and Fine
Theatre Circuit, Toronto,

December

39 .

1959

1938

4-Screen Theatre
Planned
for
Greenwich Village, N. Y.
\ NEW niution pirturL' theatre tluit will
■^*- ineorporate such I'evolutionary ideas as
t'our screens, interior architecture tliat can
be chanjjed at will through slides Hashed on
some of its screens, and with an interior
fashioned after that of the inside of a
camera, is rapidly nearing completion at
52 West Eighth Street, Greenwich Village,
Xew York, by the Film Arts Guild for
opening late this month.
The house will
seat rm.
Ideas that he entertained several years
ago in Europe and that he has developed
further since taking up residence in America are being applied to the theatre by its
designer, Frederick Kiesler, architect and
stage designer, formerly with the International Theatre Exposition. He is directing
the construction of the house.
In his plans for theatres, Mr. Kiesler has
worked out three different types of cinema
houses — the "ray," the "double cone,"
and the "megaphone.** The new theatre
is one of the last-named type. Its innovations have been kept secret and will not

fully be revealed until the opening, it is
said.
With its "megaphone" shape, the theatre, says its designer, will solve the problems of sound and will also increase scene
surface. All four of its screens can be
used simultaneously, it is said. The interior
of the theatre will have parallel walls which
the spectator will not be able to see, as they
will be covered from his gaze by black
screens, 55 feet long and 20 feet high; they
will be .joined over head by another black
screen that will shut off the entire ceiling.
This ceiling screen will slope down to the
top of the stage arch and will be 55 feet
long and ,38 feet wide at the back and 27
feet and 6 inches wide at the stage arch. All
of these 3 screens will be black and the white
screen will be back of the stage arch. This
stage screen will be saucer shaped and
round, its special construction permitting
a correct angle of vision from any part of
the house, it is promised.
The stage is said to be in a new form,

House Designed Primarily
for Sound Pictures
The first theatre especially constructed
for sound pictures in Scranton, if not in
the entire state of Pennsylvania, was formally dedicated in that city on December 6,
with the formal opening of the Riviera, the
newest link in the big chain of houses operated by the M. E. Comerford interests. It
is an ornate structure, modern in every respect, and located on Lackawanna Avenue
in the heart of an important business district. The theatre cost $300,000 and is luxurious in its appointments. It is of Spanish
type of architecture, and is equipped with
every facility for sound devices, the acoustics having been especially designed for
this purpose. It includes also a huge pipe
organ, and a recital on this instrument by
Professor Lawson Reid was a feature of
the opening program. The main film play
of
the initial
' ' Lilac
starring
Colleenpro-am
Moore. was
It will
be theTime,
policy' '
of the house to offer daily continuous performances from' 11 a. m. to 11 p. m.

CCIP SEAL I/j^
missicn
KCTS

which Mr. Kiesler calls the "screenoscope. "
of AU Kinds

New

2,500-seat Philly Theatre
Opened on Christmas

juperior Mechanical
Teatures oUhe NEW
A^odel 29
CCID SEAL
include

'T'HE new Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia's
^ new 2,500-seat house, erected on Chestnut Street west of 19th by Alexander R.
Boyd, was opened for the first time to the

Beyond the orchestra is the foyer with
marble walls and pilasters. A marble and
glass fountain stands in the center and at
either end rise broad marble stairways

public on Christmas Day at 2 o'clock. Its
jwlicy is the presentation of motion jiictures with and without sound accompaniment. Performances will be continuous
from 11 A. M. to 11 P. M. at pop prices.
The house has an ornamental front on
Chestnut Street on the site of part of the
old AJdine Hotel. The lobby leads back to
the theatre proper which is 154 by 125 feet.
Its frontage on Sansom Street which is
actually the rear is richly decorated.
Twenty floodlights of constantly changing
colors light up the Chestnut Street front.

leading to the promenade back of the balcony which overlooks the foyer. The walls
are decorated in the modern manner with
brilliant coloring against a background of
gray and gold. A lower mezzanine is beneath the orchestra and is made up of a
lounge and smoking room for both sexes, retiring rooms and a cosmetic room. The last
five rows of the orchestra chairs consist of

Wesco May Begin Visalia
Theatre Next Spring
Construction on AVest Coast Theatres,
Ine.'s proposed new theatre at Visalia., Cal.,
may be started next spring, if the plans
presented before the Visalia Chamber of
Commerce recently are carried out. Engineers are now said to be preparing the specifications. Advance estimates on the cost
of the building put the sum at .$200,000.

Begin Excavation for Ne'w
Ravenna, O., House
E.xcavating has already been started for
the new theatre to be erected at W. Main
Street, Ravenna, 0. The Schine Enterprises
Inc. of Gloversville, X. T., are said to have
taken a 20-year lease on the proposed structure, which is being erected by Tony and
Frank Esposito of Ravenna. Negotiations
for the lease were made by .^dler and Laurensen of Canton. Edmund Herrman of
Canton is architect.

especially reserved wide armchairs, a feature long used by the West Coast theatres
but new to the East. The stage is equipped
for footlight presentations".

$100,000 Theatre
Planned
for Long Beach, Cal.
A $100,000 motion picture theatre, of
Spanish design to cover a ground area of
100 by 144 feet, with a .3.5-foot tower reaching to a height of 70 feet, is planned for
Belmont Shore, near Long Beach, Cal. The
proposed theatre will be erected at the
southeast corner of Second Street and St.
Joseph Avenue. There will be stores on the
ground floor and 30 apartment rooms above.
Woodworth Brothers are the owner of the
property. G. T. Gayton has the contract.
R. F. Inwood is the architect.
Building along the California Coast for
this season of the vear has already passed
the .$140,000,000 mark.
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Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in
"Coming Attractions"

lillillillllfiililllilllillliliiiil
Reviewed

Illllllllllllilllllllilll
BRAY
rule

PRODUCTIONS
Star

College Cuckoo-..
Her Salty Suitor..
His Wild Oat . .
Lonesome Babies.
Lost Wtilrl. The
Lot o' Boloney, A
Pikers The

Rel.

Date

Length
2 reels
June
1 - .
June 20 . . .2 reels
2 reels
July 10. . ,
Aug. 1 . . . .2 reels
2 reels
July
1
2 reels
June 10. . .2 reels
Aug. ID..

. .Murdock-Cavaller
'.'.'.'.

rule

IWcDougall Kids
Jack Coooer .
Irving-Cooper
McDougall Kids
McDougall Kids

Reviewed

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

fitle
After the Storm
Apache. The
Beware of Blondes
Broadway Daddies
Court-Martial
Dawn
Desert Bride. The
Driftwood
Golf Widows
Matinee Idol, Tfie
Modern Mothers
Name the Woman
Nothing to Wear
Power of the Press, The
Raider Emden. The
ftansom
RunawayGlrls
Say It With Sables
ScarlPt LadY. The
Sinners' Parade.
Sporting Age. The
Street o( Illusion, The
Stool Pigeon. The
*f5Submarine
♦tSSubmarine
Virgin Ltps
Way of the Strong, The
Title

Star
Rel.
Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev
April
AIvarado-Livingston
Revler-M. Moor&-D'Arcy
July
Logan-Lease
April
Holt-Compson
...Aug.
Special Cast
Compson-Forrest
Mar.
Alvarado-Day
Oct.
Ford- Reynolds- Rand
May
Walker-Uve
Mar.
Chadwick-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kent. .May
St ewan-Gls<;<^ Gordon
May
Logan-von-EIti
Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston
Special Cast
Wilson-Bums
June
Mason-Rankin
Aug.
Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck. July
Dp PuHi-Alvarado
Aug.
Revier-Varconi
Bennett- Herbert- Nye
Mar.
Keith-Valli
Delaney-Borden ,. ,
Holt- Revier-G raves
Holt- Revier-G raves
Borden-Boles
July
Day-Llvingston-Von Ellz
June

Coming

Dale
Length
Rpvlewed
17. .. M59feet. .. SepLIS
5838 feet
1 — 5649 feet
7 — 5537 feet- . Sept. 15
12... 6014fe6t
7500 feet
5528 (ee(.
26
Sept IS
6267 feel..
15
5592 feet .
1
5925 feet . .May
5
14.
feet..
13. . .5540
5544 feet
-Sept 8
25. .
5701 feetE.
6465 feet.
6021 feet
7
5584 feet
23
5725feet,
6401
feet .
13
6443
feet..
1
5616 feet..
.5464 feet..
2
5988 feet.
5988 feet,
8192 feet
25
19

Length

Come to Papa
Companionate Service
Cotiouering the Colorado
Cook. Papa. Cook
Hrown Me
Dumb— and How
.
Felb[ the Cat In Astronomeowa
Felix the Cat in Futurllzy.
Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles. ,
Felix In Outdoor Indore
Felix the Cat in the Last Life
Flgtttinq Orphans— Evening Mist
Fisticuffs
Follow Teacher
Girlies Behave

Star
Jeny Mandy
Reed Howes
Our World Today
Jerry Drew
Luplno Lane
Johnny Arthur
Stone-Ruth
Al St John
"Big Boy"
Dorothy Devore
Hodg»-Podge
Murdock-Hutton
Wallace Lupino
Thatchcr-Young-Alten
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"Sullivan Cartoon"
"SutHvan Cartoon'*
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
, Luplno Lane
.."Big Boy"
. Jerry Drew

EXCELLENT
Reviewed

6085 feet

Date
21...
6, . .
7
27. ..
9...
15,..
18...
15...

Oct
Oct
July
Sept
June
Jan.
July
June
July
June
Aug.
Aug.
Oct
Dec
SepL

14...
7. . .
8
9. . .
3...
27, . ,
24.
22,,.
10, . .
5 ..
19. . .
28. . .
18...
9 ,
24 .
14 ,
13. . .
12
29 .
4. . .
17 ..
12
11 . . .
17. . .
1,.,
2...
2...

June
Oct
Jan.
Aug.
July
Nov.
June
Aug.
Nov.
June
Julv
SepL
Dec

Husbands Must Pliy
In the Morning
Just Dandy
Kid Hayseed
Ladies
Preferred

Wallace Luplno
Vernon Dent
Jerry Drew
"Big Boy"
Jerry
Drew

Jan. 6...
Dec 30. ..
Aug. 19, .
Aug.
July 58 ,...
July 29.
July 22.

Davl»-Collln«
Lloyd Hamilton

* Mean* tynehronized Mcore.

j Meam

June 23
Dec. 15
Nov. 24

June
Sept
July
Dec.

10. . .21 reels
reel
. . Sent, t
23 .
Aug. t
1 reel - .
Dec 15
15.
June 3r
2 reels..
16. .

Rel.

Date

Dec

9

Length
2 reels
2 reels .

Revlewe*
Dec

J

PICTURES

(S. R.)

Title

Length
Dal
7000 feet,.
May 15
feet .
May 10 , .6759
6700 feet
June 15
5355 feet
6400 feet
July 15
6000 feet
feet
Aug. 27. , 4700
July 31 .
Mar. 31.. .6520 feet.

Star

Rel.

Lee-Washbum
B Walsh
SantMhf-Blythe
Hulette-Conklin
Hulette-Rankln-Loase
Befford-Mlller
Lease-Harris
Chadwlck-Delaney

F B O
Ret.
Oct
Jan.
Oct
Jan.
Dec.
July
Nov.
Sept

"Big Boy"
Hodge-Podge
George Davis
Charley Bowers
Wallace Luplno
Stone-Dale
Luplno Lane
Colllns-Hutton
Monty.Colllns
Lloyd Hamilton
Charley Bowers
"Big
Al St Boy"
John

-■

SHORTS

FEATURES
Bit of Heaven. A
Inspiration
Into No Man's Land
Life's Crossroads
Making the Varsity
Manhattan Knights
Speed Classic, Inc
Women Who Due

6214 feet

Gloom Chaser, The
Glorious Adventure
Going Places
Goofy Birds
Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please
Hold That Monkey
Homemade Man, A
Hop Off
Hot
Hot Luck
or Cold

Leaping Luck
Listen Children

.Ireel
1 reel . . .. .
2reels.
.

I reel ...
.1 reel . . .
Aug. 18
.1 reel ... . Dec
1
reel .
June 10, . 21 reels,.
Sept 9 .
.1 reel ...
Dec
1
Dec
1. .
Sept30..
2 reels .
Oct 2ee.
May
2 reels . ,
Seol.lS
Nov. 4.
June 2:2reels ...
June 3 . .2 reels...
July 2t
reel . .
July 29.. 1 1 reel
tin. e(1
Junel7.
.June
Dec 16. .
2 reels..
Sept. 23
Nov. e3
Nov. 18. . ,22 reels...
Oct.
reels..
Nov. 17
Dec 23. .
2 reels
Oct 21,.
June S
June 17
. 11 reel
reel . .
Sept 2-.
1 reel
.
Sent. 2P
Aug. 28
Jan. 13.. ,1 reel ...
Aug.
Dec 154
Aug. 26
2
reels
May 2b
1 reel
Jan. 13

Burke-Bevan-Dent
Johnny Burke

EDUCATIONAL
Title
All In Fun
Air Derby, The
America's Pride
Beauties Beware
BeMy King
Blondes Beware...
Bumping Along
Call Your Shots

June 23

Seol.lS
I reel . . . . Nov.
3
2 reels. .
.
Nov. 24
.12reels...
reel... .Nov.
Ocl. 10
13

Sept 22

6214 feel. .

*t§Donovan Affair, The
Faker. The
,Logan-Ddaney
•t§FalI of Eve. The
*1§Lon6 Wolf's Daughter, The. . . Lytell-OImstead- Keith
Obiect— Alimony
Louis Wilson
Restless Youth
M. Day-Forbes
Sideshow. The
Pre vost-G raves
•tJYounger Generation, The
Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

Nov.
OCL n7 ..
Oct 28. .
__
Nov. 25
Dec 16. .
July
1. .
SepL 9 .
Jan. 20..
Nov. 18 .
Aug. 12. .

Star

*i5Lion's Roar
*i§Old Barn, The

1I reel
reel

July 15 .

Wallace Luplno. ,
Billy Dale
Our World Today
Goodwin- Brad lev
Dorothy Devore
Vernon Dent
Miller-Hutton
Hodge-Podge
Lupino Lane
Hodge-Podge
Hodge-Podge
Our World Today
Hodge-Podge
Luplno Lane
Jerry Mandy
Montv Collins
Jerry Drew
Dorothy Devore
Luplno Lane
Monty Collins
Hodge-Podge
Reed Howes
Reed Hawes
Monty Collins
George Davis
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Our World Today
Colltns-McCov
Our World Today
Luplno Lane
Vernon Dent
Davis-Collins
Robert Gra* es
Bruce Outdoor Sketch
Drew-Bradley

PHOTOPHONE

Length

Rel. Date

Star

Title

Attractions

Star
M. Day-Fortes.
, .Jack Holt

College Coquette

feet
5752 feet

Lost Laugh. The
Lucky Duck. The
Magic City The
Making Whoopie
Misplaced Husbands
Murder Will Out
Oh Mama
On the Move
Only Me
Patchwork of Pictures, A
Peep Show. The.
Permanent Wave Railroad, The
Pictorial Tidbits
Pirates Beware
Playful Papas
PolarPerils
Quiet Worker. The
Rah Rah Rah 1
Roaming Romeo
Sailor Boy
Shifting Scenes
Sky Ranger. The
Skywayman. The
Social Prestige
Stage Frights
Thoughts While Fishing
Thrills of the Sea
Troubles Galore
Walking Fish
Wedded Blisters
What a Trip
Who's Lvln7
Wife Trouble
Wild Wool— Night Clouds
Wives Don't Weaken

^
H
J
B

xooruf effeets.

Length

.1 reel

,2 reels

Ireel

Oct 27

Oct

,2 reels
,2 reels
Nov.
2 reels
June
.1 reel
Nov.
,2 reels
Sept
2 reels. .. . Oct
2 reels
Oct
Ireel
July
1 reel
Sept
1 reel
May
1 reel
Dec.
1 reel
Auo.
,1 reel
July
1 reel
Sept
1 reel
June
1 reel
Sept
1 reel
Aug.
2 reels
Oct
2reel3
Nov.
2 reels
Sent
2reela
June

1 reel

FEATURES

Reviewed

6
10
23
3
29
13
6
14
IS
26
22
18
21
22
30
29
4
27
17
6
2

Oct 27

2 reels
2 reels. . ..July 28
1 reel
. .July 14
IreeJ
Oct 27
Z reels
May 26
1 reel
.,., July 14
2reel8
Oct 27
.2 reels. . . . June B
2 reels
June 23
2 reefs
Sept 29
2 reels
Nov. 10
2reels
1 reel
Nov. 24
.2 reels
Aug. 11
2 reels
Aug. 4
2 reels
June 3G
2 reels
July 14
2 reels
July 14

Title
Alex the Great
Avenging Rider, The
Bantam Cowboy, The
Bevand London's Lights
*t§Blockade
Breed of the Sunsets
Captain Carele^
Charge of the Gauchos
Chicago After Midnight
niCircus Kid. The
Crooks Can't Win
Danger Street ,
Devil's Trade Mark, The
Deg Justice
Dog Law
Fighting Redhead, The
Freckles
Fury of the Wild
*15Gang War
Headtn' for Danger
Hey Rubel
HisLastHaul
■tjHIt of the Show, The
King Cowboy
Law of Fear. The
Lightning Speed
Little Buckaroo. The
Little Yellow House. The
. .
Loves of Ricardo, The
Man in the Rough. The
Orphan of the Sage
•tiPertect Crime, The
Phantom of the Range
PlnloKld.The
Red Riders of Canada
Rough Ridin' Red
Sally nf the Scandals, .
Silly's Shoulders
Srngaoore Mutiny, The..
. .
Sinners In Love
Skinner's Big idea

.

Star
Gallagher-Dwyer
Tom Tyler
Buz- iarton
Shumway- Elliott
Anna Q. Nilsson
Bob Steele
Bob Steele
F. X. Bushman
Mendez-ince
Darro-Coslello-Brown
Lewis- HI! I-Nelson
Baxter Sleeper
Bennett- Mo ng- Douglas
Ranger-Martin
Ranger (Dog)
Buzz Barton
Boswortfi-Fox. Jr.
Ranger (Dog)
Borden-Pickford
Steele-Mendez
Olmstead-Trevor
T.Moore-Owen
Brown-Astor-Olmstead
Tom Mix
Ranger- Reid-Nolsoo.
Bob Steele
Buzz Barton
Sleeper-Caldwell
George Beban
Steele-King
Buzz Barton
Rtch-Brook-McConnell
.
Tyler- ThompsorvDarro
Barton-Trevor-Lee
Mliler-Byer
Buzz Barton
Lovfr-Forrest. .
Wilson-Hackathorne . .
Ince-Taylor
Borden-Gordon
Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor.

! Afcoiu voice {mclnding dialogae and incidental tongs).

Rel. Date
Length
May 13. . . .5886 feet
Oct
7
4808 feet .
Aug. 12
4893 feet .
Mar. 18
5583 feet,
Dec 16
April 1 . . . 4869 feet Aug. 26
Seot16... 5487 feet
Mar. 4. . . 6249 feel .
Oct
7. . 6085feet
May 11 .. 6291 feet .
Aug. 26,
5621 feet ,
April 7 . . 5984 feel .
June 10 , . 5043 feet .
Sept. 2
4802 feel. .
July
1..
4758feet.,
Mar. 21
8131 feet. .
Nov. 4
Nov. 18, ,, 6337 feet
Dec. 16
5249 feet
Dec 23
Nov. 11
.6337 feel
Sept 23.
Nov. 26
4769 feet
Anrll 8
Oct 21 ,4647 feet,
4801 feel
Mar. 1 1
May 28
5181
6429 feet
feet .
June 17
.4785
feet
May 20
Doc 23
Aug. 19
6331 feet
April 22.
.4781 feet
feet,
.4864
April 29.
6419 feet,
April 15
4714 feet.
Nov. 4
6059
test ,
July 15
6297 feet
Ocl. 14
5812 feet
Oct.
7
Nov. 4 .
,

April 24

A. T. after titie memu

5967 feet ^
AO Talkie.

Reviewed
..Mar. 24

. Mar. 17
Sept 22

Jan. 28
Dec

1

.Aug.

4

Mar. 10

April 21

Feb.
Aug.
Jan.
Dec

11
7
23

Oct 13
Mar. 20
17
Oct

Dt

III b c r

^9,

1961

J9:>S

Title
Son of the Golden West
Stocks and Blondra
Siolsn Lnve
Terror Mountain
Texas Tornado. The
Trail of Courage. The
Tropic Madness
Tyrant of Red Gulch
Tyrsnt of Red Gulch
Young Whirlwind, The

Star
Tom Mix
Logan-Gallagher
M. Day-0. Mooro-Laase
Tom Tyler
ryler-Darro
Steelft-Bonner
Lealrice Joy
Tom Tyler
Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton

SHORT
Star

rule
Mmost a Gentleman
Arahlnn Fights. The
f-Steaks. The
Casper's Week-End
Come Meal
CuHo'iitles No. 1
Curiosities. No 2
Curio<;ities. No. 3
Curiosities No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casper
Haopy Holidays
Hea%y Infants .
Honey Balks
Hnrsefea triers

Rel.
Oct
Sept
Dec
Aug.
June
July
Dec
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.

Rel. Date
iune 25

Coming

Jan.

Length
8. . .6351 feet

Feb.

3..

Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno
Bob Steele
Luden-Lynn
Bob Steele
Valll-Caldwell-DtrFO
Tom Mix
Tom Mix .

Eagle's Ta'ona. The
Freckled Rascal. The
Gun Law
Hardboilei
Idaho Red . .
•t SJazz Age, The
U
Little Outlaw, The
•t^Love in the Desert
One Man Dog, The
Outlawed
•'5Rio Rita
•tjStepping High
•+STaxi 13
Tracked
Trail of the Horse Thieves, The
Vagabond Cub, The
Votceof the Storm

Tom Tyler
Buzz Barton
Mar.
Tom Tyler
Mar.
O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Tom Tyler
Mar.
M. Day- Fairbanks. Jr.-Walthall
Buzz Barton
Bo rd en-Trevor- Roscoe
Ranger
Tom Mix
Special Cast
B. Bennett-Warings Pennsylvanians
Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor.
Nov.
Ranger (Dog)
Nov.
Tom Tyler
Jan.
Buzz Barton
Ftto.

Devil's Cage, The
Fagasa
Free Ups
Masked Angel, The
Souls Aflame

DIVISION

Sept 29

Sept 29
June 16
Sept 29
Oct 20

July 2E

Reviewed

ReL
Sept
Dec
Mar.
Mar.
Sept
April
April
Jury
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
July
, . June
AorM
Nov.
May
July
Mar.
July
Aug.
April
May
Nov.
April
Mar.
Dec
Sept
AugNov.
Aug.
Dec
Sept

Date
Length
30
. .7137 feet,
30
71 37 feet.
25. . . .7402 feet.
11
6500 feet .
2 . . . . 6467 feel
22
8730 feet.
15
6365 feet.,
1 . , . .5600feet.
21
6227 feet.
7. . . . 6225 feet. ,
14 .. .5976 feet.
28
5886 feet.
8 . ,7300 feet.
24
7 100 feel
29
7541 feet
4
5755 feet
27 . , 7426 feet
8 , , 6502 feet.
18, .. ,5957 feet. ,
22... 6071 feet
12 . . 5400 feet.
1 .. 6592feet,
6
6608 feet
8
8967 feet.
8 . .7700 reel.
a
.6625 feet.
16
9
6612feet.
26 . 6100 feet .
11 ... .6622 feet.
19
6100feet,
9, , . ,6237 feet.
23, .. ,6133 feet,

f Meant aoand efiecU.

Reviewed
..July
..Dec.
..May
..April

7
15
111
28

.May

18

Colleen Moore
Moor&-Hamilton
Barthelmess-Compson

Jan.
6
Mar. 24

FOX

.Mar. 17
Septic
Mar. 24
May 19
April 21
Oct
Sept. 131
.Dec 8
.Aug. 25
. ' . Nov. i 0

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

2..

.Dec

1

Reviewed

17
3
10
27. . .10015 feet.
30
31

Feb. 10
Dec 23

5887 feet.

6730 feet.

FILMS

FEATURES
Title
•SAlr Circus. The
Baggage Smasher. The
Blindfold
Chicken a la King
Cowboy, KidThe
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill
*t§Dry Martini
Escape, The
Farmer's Daughter. The
Fleetwing .
Gateway of the Moon
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The
Hangman's House
Hello. Cheyenne
Homesick
honor Bound
Horsemen of the Plains
ioy Street
Love Hungry...
•t {Making the Grade
Me, Ganster
•fjMother
Knows Best
•Mother Machree

Bear Knees
Blue Grass and Blue Blood
Cow's Husband. A
Daisies Won't Veil
Drifting Through Gascony
Elephant's Elbows. The
Glories of the Evening
Her Mother's Back
His Favorite Wife
Knight of Daie, A
Lofty Andes, The
Low Necker, The
Monument Valley
Neapolitan Days
On a South Sea Shore
Oregon TraiL The
Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine
Through Forest Aisles

Star
Carrol -Laks-Rol'lna
McLagI en-Col Iyer
O'BriervMoran
Sterlinq-Carroil-Stone
Rex Bell
Moran-Hamilton
Lowe-Astor.
Gran-Astor- Moore
Valll-Russell
Beebe-Burke
Norton-Janis
Del Rlo-Pidgeon
Rex Bell
McLagI en- Col Iyer-Ken!
Mix-Lincoln
Sammy Cohen
O'Brien- Taylor
MIx-Blane
Barry more- Alba
Moran-Gray
Moran-Lowe
Collyer-Terry
Bel la my- Dresser
Bennetl-McLaqien
Stuart-Phlops
Morton-Phipps-MacDonald
, Del Rio-Alvarado
Mix-Kingston
Rcllens-Drexel
Cohen-PennicW
Bellamy-Brown
Macdonald-Drexel
Mcl.aglen-Moran
, Barry more-Alba
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor-O'Brlen
Mary Nolan
Cohen-McNamara
Bell-Lincoln
Rollens-Carrol

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept 30
7702 feet
Sept 8
Nov. 18
Dec 23
June 23
June 17. . 6417 feet.
July 21
July 15
. 4293 feet
June 9
June 3 . 5708 feet
Mar. 18 .. 6566 feet .
Nov. 10
Oct. 14 . 7176 feet,. May
12
April 29
51 09 feet . . Mar. 17
July
8. . 5148 feet. ,
June 24, . . 4939 foet.
Jan.
I . .5038 feet. . Sept 8
Aug. 12, , 4404 (eet . .Jan. 14
May 13. . . 6518 feet
May 19
May 13
461 8 feet.
Dec 30, , . ,
May 19
May
6
6188 feet
May 26
Mar. 11
. 4397 feet. . . Mar. 24
Dec
9
8
.5792
feet
...April
21
April
Oct
7
10. IOCfeet...
feet. Oct 10
Oct
8
6042
Oct. 2R
Mar. 16
17
6863 feel
Oct 22
June
6679
feet
, Sept. J7
May 27,,. 5034 feet
.,, Aug, 5 , 5071 feet
June 10
. 4&52feet . June 23
July
1 .
Aug. 11
Nov. 11
Sept 23
5200 feet . . . Sept 29
28
April 22
,6132 feet... April
Dec. 8
Jan. 8, "29. .4991
feet.
Aug. 26
. 6937 feet
Sept
22
July 15, . .
9221
July 284
8729 feet
feet. . .Aug.
Aug. 19 . . 5641
feet .'.
Nov. 4... 6000 feet .. Oct 14
.5n2feet..,

SHORT
SUBJECTS
Star
Animal Comedy
Variety
Spenser-Temple
Rubin-Lincoln
Variety
Leon Ramon
Variety
Dent-Bletcher
Tyler Brooke
Tyler Brooke
Variety
Marjorle Beebe
Variety
Varied
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

Coming
Dec 22
.July
I

Length
.6380 feel.

Mar. 17
Feb. 3

Title

FEATURES
Title
Star
Barker, The
Sllls-Compson-MackalM
*T5Barker. The
Sills-Compson-Mackaill
Big Noise. The
...
Conklin-Hardy-White
Burning Daylight
.
Sllls-Kenyon
Butter and Egg Man. The
MulhaH-Nissen
Canyon of Adventure
Maynard-Faire
Chinatown Charlie. .
HInes-Lorralne
Code of the Starlet
Maynard-McConnell
Comoanlonate Marriage
Bronson- Francis- Walllno
•Crash. The
Sllls-Todd
Do Your Duty
Charlie Murray
Glorious Trail. The
Maynard-McConnell
*tGood Bye Kiss. The
Ellws-Burke-Kemp
Happiness Ahead.
.Moore-Lowe, .
Harold Teen
Lake-Balan- White
•-^Haunted House, The
Kent-Todd
Hawk'B Nest The
Sm»-Kenyon
Head Man, The
Murray- Kent- Young
Heart of a Folliee GW
Dove-Kent
Heart to Heart
Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble
Harry Langdon
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath
Mackaill-Mulhall
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
^tiUiac Time
Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd of Klnodom Come.. .Barthelmess-O'Day
Mad Hour. The
O'Neill-Kent
*Naughty Baby
Whlte-Mulhall
•tNigni Watch. The
Dove-Reed
Oh Kay
Moore-Gray
♦"Outcast
Griffith-Lowe
Out of the Ruins
Barthelmess-Nlxon
•tScartet Seas
Barthelmess-Compson
'tShowGIrl
White-Delaney

Dec

6021 leet
6185 feet.
5976 leet

Attractions

Corinne Griffith
Todd-Hale

Length

. 5800 feet
June 5. . 5700 feet
May 20
5700 feet
Aug. 4
6000 feet
June 29
July
5. .6200 feet

Star

..June
9
Reviewed

6895 feet
7
6058 feel ..July
. SepL22
Snl.12
-Mn
ie
6300 feel
feet.
7187
May 1°

Saturday's Children
*t§Seven Footprintes to Satan
•tSSguall. The
*t§Synthetic Sin
That's a Bad Girl
*f§Weary River

No Other Woman
,
tainted Post. The . .
Prep and Pep
Plastered in Paris
oiay Girl. The
Riley the Cop
Rfver Pirate, The
Road House
•t§Streel Angel. The
•Sunrise
Uneasy Money
Why Sailors Go Wrong
Wild West Romance
Win That Girl

18. .
4.,
13..
10. .
,

Coming

7534
feet
583Jteet
5731
leet

July 29.
June 10
June 3
May 13
Nov. 25. .
Sept 16.,
June 17 ,
Sept30,
Aug. 5,
May 20

Blllie Dove
Maynard-Dwan
Maynard-McConnell
Mackaiil-Mulhall
Sills-Corda
Griffith-Varconi
Sills-Mackaiil
AliceWhite
Ken Maynard
Bitlie Dove
Maynard-Gilberl
Corinne Griffith

News Parade, The
Nonfi But the Brave

3..

German Cast
Star
Astor-Hughes
Maynard-Douglaa
Murray-Todd-Fazenda
Special Cast
Mackaill-Mulhall
Barthelmess-Basquette
Mac^aill-Nll5so^-Fo^bes
Hinei-Lorraine
Dove-Brook

♦tAdoration
California Mail, The
Cheyenne
*t §Children of the Ritz
Comedy of Life, The
*t§Divine Udy
*t5His Captive Woman
*t5HotStuff
Lawless Legion, The
*t§Man of the Moment
Ph^tom City, The
Prisoners

Sept 29

NATIONAL

* Meam tymckrwnztd Kore.

Strange Case of Capt. Ramper
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider, The
Vamping Venus
Ware Case, The
•tWaterfront
Wheel of Chance
•tWhlp,The
Wright Idea, The
Yellow Lily, The
Title

Reviewed

31..
3..

(S. R.)

Star
Garon-Keith
Kelly-Kelton- Wells
Marlowe-Novak
Compson-Oakman
James- Wells

FIRST

Length

2 reels
2 reels

AttractioDt

Air Legion, The
Amazing Vagabond, The
City of Shadows, The
Come and Get It
Down Our Way
Drifter, The
Drunis of Araby

Title

Sept 29

4884 feet .
4793 feet,.
4758 feet. .

Sept 16
.
Dec 30 .. 2 reels
2 reels
11 . 2 reels
1 reel
26
10, ,
1 reel
24.,
5,. ,1 reel
19 . .1 reel
16. . . 2 reels
16 , 2 reels
2 reels
11
2, . . .21 rreels'
9.. , 2 reels
.2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 14..
2 reels
Aug. 7 . . 2 reels
Seot30. . .2 reels
Dec 23, , . 2 reels
June 4 ,
- 2reels
Sept 2 . . 2 reels
. .2 reela
Julv
Z . . . 1 reel
Oct 28.Oct 14.. . 2 reela
Oct
7. . .2 reel
Sept 23 . . 2 reels
Oct 27 .
.2 reels
July
9
Oct 24.. . 1 reel
2 reels
Sept 2 ,
.
Oct
7 . 2 reels
Oct 14. . . 2 reels
2 reels
Sept 9

Star

FIRST

Title

Reviewed

Dec
June
Sept
Oct
Oct
Dec
Dec
Sept
Sept
June
Dec
Sept

Vaughn-Cook
Karr- Ross- Alexander
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Mickey Yule
Alberta Vaughn
. Barney Helium
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn
Duncan-Hill
Alberta Vaughn

Title

Length
6037 reel
5493 feet

SUBJECTS

Al Cooke
Alberta Vaughn
Helium-Davis
Hill-Duncan
AlCooke
Novelty
Novelty. ,
Novelty
Novelty
Novell
Duncan-Hill
Hill-Duncan
K a rr- Ross- Alexander
Helium-Davis
Barney Helium

Jesslo'8 Jaxnaa
Joy^ful Day
Mickey's Babies
Mickev's BaMlw
Mickey's Big Game Hunt
Nrtickey's In Live
Mickey's Movies
Mickev's Rivals
Ml. key'i Triumph
Mickey the Detective
Mild But She Satisfies
OkmnK
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction
Six Best Fellows
Standing Pat
That Wild Irish PosB
Wages of Synttietic Sin, The
Watch Your Pep
WhataWife
You Just Know She Dares "Em

Date
1
9
2 - .
19 .
24- . .
8. ..
16...
25. ..
25 ...
16. . .

Length

Attractions

Tide
Backwash

Star
Farrel I- Duncan .

Chasing Through Europ*
Christine
False Colors
Fatal Wedding, The
*Four Devils. The
*t5Ghost Talks, The
Girl
Downstairs.
Hearts
in Dixie The

Staart-Carol .
Janet Gaynor
Lowe-McLaglan
Astor-Bard
Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton..
Eaton- Twelvetrees-Foxe. . . .
Moran-O'Brlen
Colored Cast

In Old Arizona
•tLost in the Arctic
Our Daily Bread
Playboy
Veiled Woman, The
Woman. The

Lowe-Baxter-Burgess
Special Cast
Farrel I- Duncan
Nagel-CoHyer
Tora-Alba
Aslor-Boles

MOVIETONE
Title
At Ihe Ball Game

§ BSeaiu voice (ineladittg dialogue and incidental songs).

ReU

Date 2 reels
Length

Aug.
Dec
June
July
Oct.
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
July
June
Aug.
Dec
Nov.
Sept
April

5 . .
9. ..
24. . .
8...
28. . .
5. . .
11. . .
19 ..
22...
10, ..
5 . .
18 —
25 . ,
2 .
1 .

Aug.
Sept
Oct
Dec
Sept

19, . . 1 reel
30, ..
.1 reel
14, . , 1 reel
23,.,
16 , .

Rel.

Date

, 1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
reels
, 12 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2reei3
reel
11 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Length

Reviewed
June 23
Aug. 11
Aug. 4
July 21
Aug. 11
Jan. 14
July 28

Reviewed

.11700ffeei... Oct

13

.5474 feel.... Aug. 18

SHORTS

Star
Joe Cook

Mar. 25. . . 4921 feet...
June 10.. .5337
feet,.. Oct
.April 146
Sept 16, ,.

Rel.

Date

Length

A. T. after tide means AU Talkie.

Reviewed

Motion

1962
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Bridge at Midnight. Tht
Mary Duncan
Corpus Ctiristi ..
Raouel Melier
Sept 6
Diplomats. The
Clarke-McCullouQh
Dolls and Puppets
Nancy Drexel
Evefypody Loves Vy Girl
Winnie Llghtner
Sept 8
Family Picnic. The
Raymond McKee
2 reels
Four A. M.
2 reels
Interview. The
. . /. .".'.'".'..'".'.''.'.'.ciarke-McCullough ,!'.'.'.".'.'.".'.".".";
Udies- Man, The
Chic Sales. .
2 reels
2 reels
Hugh Herbert
Mind Your Business
Napoleon's Barber
2r8els
2reels
Mystery Mansion
They're Coming to Gel Me
Chick Sales
Treasurer's Report, The
Robert Benchley
Family Picnic. The
..
McKee
June 3t
George Bernard Shaw
Interview
June 3C
Seranade (Schubert)
Harold Murray
Sept t
White Faced Fool, The
Lionel Atwill
Sept \

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Title
ChofUB Kid. The
Head of the Family, The
Hell Ship Bronson
Midnight Life
River Woman. The
Turn Back the Hour*
Thru the Breakers
United States Smith

ReL

April

Coming
Title

Able ol the U. S. A
•5Glrl From Argentine. The
When Danger Calls

Lengtti
Reviewed
1 - . . 6200 feet . ABfllK
6250 teet
feet .May 12
6432
May
1. . .
6200 feet.
Aug. 12 , .
Aug. 11
Aug. 26
. 6800 feel
Aug. 11
Mar. 1. . . 6600 teet. ..IVIat. 17
6420 teet
June
1 . . . 6000 feet. . June 16

Star
Falrft-Washbum
Russell-Corbtn
Mrs. W. Reld- Howes-Beery
Bushman-Olmsiead
Logan-l_ Barrymore
Loy-Pldgeon
LIvtngston-Herbert
Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan

Date

Attractions

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

George Jessel
Carmel Meyers
Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title

Star

ReL

Date

Length

6805 feet
April 7 . 6998 feet
April 28 . . 4187 feet July 14. . . 5530 feet. .
6037 feet
Sect
29 ..
Sept 15
RMR /-"o^
Bringing Up Father. .
Macdonatd-Olmsted-Moran
Mar. 17 ..
feet .
6344fe^
♦tBrotherly Love
Dane-Arthur
Oct 12.. 6053
feet .
Cameraman. The
Keaton-Day
Sept 29 . . 6995
7108 feet
Cardboard Lover, The
Davies-Asther
Aug. 25
. 5B79feet
Certain Young Man
Novarro-Adoree
. May 19
.
Circus Rookies
. . ,
Dane-Arthur
, Mar. 31 . . , Seol feet
8601 feet
Cossacks, The
Gilbert-Adoree
.June 23
8538 feet .
Crowd, The
Board man- Murray
Mar. 3
Detectives
Dane-Arthur
.... June 9 . . 5838 feet
6700 feet
Diamond Handcuffs
Boardman-Gray-Naoel
May
5 . .71
82 feet.
•tExcess Baggaoe
Haines-Cortez
Sept 8 , , ,
*tFlying Fleet, The
Ramon Novarro
Nov. 30
- 5011 feet
Forbidden Hours
Novarro-Adoree
June 16
FourWalls
Gilbert-Crawford
Aufl. 11 .. 6620 feet..
t_ady of Chance. A
Norma Shearer
Nov. 2 . . . 7045 feet
Laugh, Clown, Laugh
. . Chaney-Young-Asthar
April 14
5441f eet
Madamolselletrom Armentlerea
E, Brody- J. Stuart
June 2
5575 feej
Masks of the Devil
John Gilber
Oct
Mysterious Lady, The
Garbo-Nagel
Aug. 4... .7652 feet .
Napoleon
Special Cast
..Oct
*tOur Dancing Daughters
Cravrford-B row n- Sebastian
Sept 8 . . 7652 feet
Fatsy.The
Davles-Caldwell-Gray
Mar. 10 ... 7289 feel
Sfeet
Riders of the Dark
McCoy-Dwan,
April 21
Rnid f!l(
Shadows in the Night
Flash-Grey-Lo raint
Oct 26... ^gfe*;
feet..
*fShow People
Davies-Harnes
Oct
9 . 7453
5801 feet
Skirts
Chaplin-Balfour
May 12 . . 7184 feet
Telling the World
Haines-Page
June 30 , ,
5901 leet. ,
Under the Black Eagle
Flash-M. Day-Forbes
Mar. 24
•tWhile the City Sleeps
Chaney-Page
Sept 15 ,. 7231 feet
.7968
feet.
5011
(eet..
•tjWhlte Shadows in the South Seas Blue-Torres
July 7...
Wickedness Preferred
Cody-Pringle
Jan. 28...
6721 feet
*tWind. The
Gish-Hanson
Nov. 23.
A ross to Singapore
Actress, The
.Adventurer. The
•fBaby Cyclone. The
■^eau Broadway
Beyond
the Sierras

nWoman
Wyoming

Novarro-Crawford
Shearer-Forbes- 0. Moore
McCoy-Sebastian
Cody-Pringle
Cody-Pringle
Tim McCoy

Reviewed
.May
July

E
14

Aug.

4'

**""■

june"2
- Sept
Sept 158
Junei 196
.May
June 30

Feb. 25
. Sept 15
. Sept 29
July 28
Aug. 25
Dec

1

Aug. 11

.Nov. 17
July
Oct
May
Aug.
-Nov.

21
27
19
18
17

Mar. A^.
24....
of Affairs. A. '.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.[ .Gllbert-Garbo.
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'. .'.Qtt.
'.'.'. 4435 feet.........',...
McCoy-Sebastian.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Afiican Adventure, An
Assorted Babies
fills of Africa
Booster. The
Boy Friend, The
Call of the Cuckoo,

Star
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
Charley Chase
Roach Stars
Max Davidson
Cleopatra
, Revier-Ellls
Crazy House"Our Gang"
Do Gentlemen Snore?,.
Roach Stars
Ufa Oddities
Eagle's Nest
Early to Bed
Laurel-Hartfy
Feed 'Em and Weep
Roach Stars
Growing Pains
"Our Gang"
Habeas Corpus
Laurel-Hardy
Happy Omen. A
... Ufa Oddities
Heartof General Robert E.Lee, The. -Daw-Walling
•Imagine My Embarrassment
Charley Chase
•Is Everybody Happy?
Charley Chase
Kisses Come High
Ufa Oddities
Lonely Laotand
Ufa Oddities
Monkey Shines
Ufa Oddities
Murder
. . Ufa Oddities
Nature's Wizardry
Ufa Oddities
or Gray Hoss.The
"Our Gang"
•01' Gray
Hoss.The
"OurOddities
Gang**
Palace
ot Honey.
The
. Ufa
Sacred Baboon. The
Savage Customs
'School Begins.
.
Should Married Men Go Home7
Sleeping Death
Spanking Age, The
Strange Prayers
.
That Night
Tokens of Manhood
Two Tars
We Draw Down

Ufa Oddities
Ufa Oddities
"Our Gang"
. Laurel-Hardy
Ufa Oddities
"OurGang".
UfaOdditles
Roach Stars
>f« Oddities
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel<Hardy

* Af eaiu tynckromztd «corc.

Rel.

Date

Length
Aug. 27 .. 11 reel
reel
Nov. 5 , .
- 1 reel
Sept 15 ..
Nov. 24. . -2 reels
Nov. 10... .2 reels
Oct 15 , . 2 reels
July
7- . . -2re^s
June
2. . . 2 reels
Oct 13 , . -12 reels
reel
Aug. 18
.
. 2 reels
Oct
.2 reels
Dec
8.
2 reels
2 reels
Sept 22,
Dec
1
1 reel
July 14
Sept 22- . 2 reels
-2 reels
Sept 1
2 reeis
Sepi-29
,1 reel
Dec
8
1 reel
Nov. 10
1 reel
Sept 1
1 reel
Sept 29
1 reel
July 28
2 reels
Oct 20
2 reels
Oct 20
- 1 reel
June
16
1 reel
Seot 1
Nov. 24 . 1 reel
2 reels
Nov. 17 , 2 reels
Sept 15
1 reel
June 30
2 reels
.. Dec 15
1 reel
Dec 22
2 reels
SeptlS
1 reel
June 2
2 reels
Nov. 3, .
2 reels
Dec 29

f Meana tomnd ejects.

Reviewed

Dec

1

May 26
Nov.

3

Nov. 3
July 2b

July 28
Oct 13
May 26
Sept 29
July 26

May 7f
Dec
8

Title
WIvesforSale

P ic t u r c

star
Ufa Oddities

World's Playgrounds

Rel. Dale
Oct 27

Ufa Oddities

Coming
T|.|n
., ■ _*■
*tSAiias Jimmy .Valentine
SBalivhoo
t'lS^!'^'"^ Jj:'^'- J''*! „
*lSBndge of San Louis Rey
*t§Broadway Melody (A. T.)
Bushranger. The
Deadline, The
R^^^[^. HH " ■;.:
tDevll s Mask. The
Dream of Love
*t;Duke Steps Out The
Dynamite lA. T.)
*t§Five o'clock Girl, The (A. T.) . . .
*t§Green Ghost The
*tJHunted lA. T.)
tiHalielujah
He Learned About Women
Honeymoon
Humming Wires
•liLast of Mrs. Cheney
Loves of Casanova, The
•fJMan's Man, A
Masked Stranger, The
Mysterious Island. The
'SNIieBaby
*1 JOur Modern Maids
'i|Pagan, The
Single Standard, The
Soles
.
Spite Marriage
Soulx Blood
,^
^^
nsThlrst
*tflde of Empire.
....
..
tTrall of '98. The
*f STrial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.)
West f>f Zanzibar
*tVlking, The

Length
1 red
..1 reel

Oct 13

Attraction*

Nov.

3

Length
RevlewW
000 feet . ..Nov.
24

u ■_.
Haines-Hyama-Barrymore
Star
Norma Shearer
Joy-Bronson
,
AIvarado-Torns-Torrence-Daniita
Love-Page-King
McCoy-Douglas
Flash- Lorraine- Gray
J"" ^'^C'^y
John Gilbert
Crawford-Asther
Haines-Crawford
Conrad Nagel
. Davies-Arthur
Mack-Thompson
Colored Cast
Haines- Page-Percy
Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Tim McCoy
Nagel
Special Cast
William Halnes
McCoy
Hughes-Daly-Barrymore. Gordon-Hiltz-Waldrldge .
Joan Crawford .
Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Special Cast
Buster Keaton
McCoy-Fraier
Gilbert-Nolan. .
Adoree-MufTay
Del RIo-Forbes
Shearer- Warn er-Hackett
Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore.
Starke-Crisp

MOVIETONE

N c zv s

.11100feat....Mar.S4
.8508 feet... Nov. 17

SHORTS

Title
Casino Gardens
Confession
Friendship
Fuzzy Knrgfil

Ames-Nye
Robert Edeson
Songs

Star

George Dewey Washington

Songs

Oct 27

Washington..
Oewev Song
George
Gus Edwards'
Revue
Marion Hams
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
JImtown Cabaret
Johnny Marvin
Johnny Marvin
Joseph Regan
Joseph Regan
Leo Beers
Locust Sisters
Mayor of Jimtown
M-G-IVi Movietone RevuB
M-G-M Movietone Revue
Odette Myrtle
Phtpps
Fonce Sisters
Ponce Sisters

Songs
Songs and Dances
Songs
Songs
Songs
Miller and Lyie
Songs
Songs

Nov. 17
2 reels
Nov. 17
Oct 20
Sept 29..
Nov. 10 . . 2 reels
Nov. 3
Sept29
Oct 13
Nov. 3

Songs and Whistling
Songs
Mlllerartd LyIe

Ret

Dat«

Length
2 reels. .
2 reels. .
2 reels. .

Reviewed
..Dec
1

Oct 27

Oct
8
Oct 13
Nov. 3
Oct 13
Oct 20

Songs
Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwick...
2 reels
Songs
Oct 20
Songs
Nov. 10. . .

Dec

Spanking Age, The
Van and Schenck
Van and Schenck

"Our Gang"
Songs
Songs

Sept 29
Oct 27

2 reels

Dec. 1
Oct 13

Vincent Lopez
Walt Faw
Roesner
We
Down and Capitollans

Piano
Solos
lazz Band
'"" "-■"*
Laurel-Hardy

Nov. 10
Oct
"«

2 reels

Dec

Title

1

1

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Length
Rel. Date
Nov.
Mav
Sept
Oct
May
April
Oct
May
Aug.
May
Aug.
June

10 .
19 ,
15 .
20 26
21 . .
13-,
12.25 .
7. .
II..
18, .

Avalanche,
^Beggars ofThe^
Life. .
Big Killing The
'Docks of New York, The
Drag Net. The
Easy Come. Easy Go
•Fleet's In, The
Fifty-Flfty GIrl.Tfi*.
Flrst Kiss, The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Half a Bride. . His Private Life
Hl!t Tiger Lady
•fHomecoming, Tlie
Hot News
Just Married
Kll Carson
Ladles of the Mob
Legion of the Condemned
•Loves of An Actress, The
LovBs ol an Actress (silent version
Maqnificenf Flirt, The
♦tJManhattan Cockatil
Mating Call. The
Model from Montmartre
, , ,
*Moran of the Marines
Night ot Mystery, A, . ,
Old Ironsides
Partners in Crime
•Patriot, The
Racket. The
Red Hair
•Sawdust Paiadlse, The
.
Someone to Love
Sometttlng Always Happens
Sgeedy
Street of Sin. The
Sunset Legion. The
Take Me Home
rnree Sinners
....

Star
- ^'^'*'"!J'
Beery-Arlen-Brooks . - .
Beery-Hatton
Bancroft-Con^pson-Baclanova
Bancroft- Brent
Dix-Carroll
Bow-Hati
Danlels-Hall
Wray-Cooper
Fields-Conklin
Brian-Brook
Ralston-Arlon
Menjou-Carver
Menjou-Brent
Parlo-Hanson
Daniels- Hamilton
Hall-Taylor
Thomson-Lane
Bow-Arlen
Cooper-Wray
Negri- Asther
Negrt-Asther
Florence VIdor Arlen-Carroll
Melghan- Brent- Adoree ...
Naldi-Peb-ovitoh
Dix-EIder
■■ ~
Menjou-Brent
Ralston- Farrell-Beery
.
Beery-Hatton- Br! an
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Melghan-Prevosi
Bow-Chandler
Ralston-Howes
Charles Rogers
Ralston- Hamilton
.
Lloyd-Christie
Jannlngs-Wray
Thomson-Murphy
Daniels-Hamilton
Negrl-Baxter....
,.

June 30
Sept.
Mar.lO1
Aug. 25
Dec
1
Mar. 24
April 7
May 26. .
April 21
Oct 20,.
April
Dec 14

Three
Week-Ends
t/anishlng
Pioneer. The

Cla"ra Bow
Holt-Blane

June 23

§ Jf COM voice (inelndin% dialogue and incldenttd song*).

A. T. after title

Revlewid
6099
7560 feet
feet
5930 feet
72D2feet
7866
feet.

, July
7
Sept2ti8
June

S364feet.
Sept 22
69i8feet. ..May Vi
Seot 261
6402 feet - .. May
Aug. 25
6134 feet
5852 feet
June 23

6238
7640 feet
feet
, Nov.
Aug.
4690 feet
June
5038 feet
.Nov.
8100 feet
July
July 14
. 6528feet
Aug. 18. . . .6039 feet -.Aug.
Aug.
7464 feet
June 30
6792f6et.
Mar.lO ,- 7415f6et,
Mar.
Aug. I8 .7434 reel ,
Aug. 18,,. 7159 feet,
June 2 ., 4998 feet , June
6051 feet,. Aug.
OcL
July 21
6325 feet.
Sept 22
5941 feet
5444 feet -. Nov.
Oct 27
5741 teet April
Mar. 73
April
June

9

Mar. 17

17
11
3
24
28
18
24
30
13
3
21

6600
7910
9819
7646
. ,6331
5928
, -6323
4792

feet. - May
teet Dec.Mar.
18*26
feet-.
31
feet..
feet . July 14
Dec 8
teet
feet 26
feet , May
Sept. 21
June
April 14
,7960 feet..
6218 feet..
Oct 27
5763Sfeet
feel
7n;!
Sept 15
29
.6514 feet
Dec
April 26
5B34feet
5962 feet ..

AU Talkie.

Sept 29

December

29,

1965

1928

'Itle
•SVarsity
•Warming Up
Wafer Hole. The
•Wedding March, Th«
Wings
.
Woman From Moscow. The

^tBr
Rogere-Brian
Richard Dix
Hort-Carroir
Von Stroheln-Wny
Bow-Rogers
Negri-Kerry

SHORT

Rfll. Dale
Length
Revlewrn
Sept29 ...5802feet .. Nov. 3
Aug. 4 . , 6509 teel
July 2 1
Aug. 25 ,6319 feet
. Sept. 8
Oct
6 . .10400 test. - Oct 20
Sept
12 reels
Aug.26"27
6938 feet ...Nov. 10

Rel.
June
Aug.
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Oct
July
Oct
Aug.
July

Date
23 . .
18 . ,
22 ...
24 ..
20 . .
13 ,.
-4
27 ,
18 .
21

Dec
Jan.
June
Dec.
Aug.
Nov.
Sept
June
Aug.
Sept
July
Aug.
Oct
June
Oct
Nov.
Oct
Aug.
Jen.
Sept
Feb.
June
Sept
Oct

15
19 .
2..
1 .
25 .
3 .
8.,
23
25. .
22..
7 .
11, .
20 .
9 .
8 .
17, .
6..
4,.
5, .
29
2 .
2
29,.
13 .

June 30
.June
9
..June 30, .
July 14..
Sept 1 ,
Nov. ID..
Sept 15. .
Dec 22..
July
7.,
June 16
Sept 22
June 16. .
Aug. 11 , .
Sept 8. ,
Sept 15..
Aug. 4..
Jan. 12..

1 reel . . .
1 reel . .
2 reels..
2 reels.
2 reels.,

Cop. The
Craig's Wife
Fangs of Fate
Flying Buckaroo, The
Forbidden Love

2 reels. .
.2 reels

Grandma's Boy ire-lssuei
Hold 'Em Vale

Harold Lloyd
Rod La Rocque

Oct. 28
Dec
May 14
Sept 30

*fSKingLash.
of Kings,
Law's
TheThe
Let 'ErOver
Go Niglit
Gallegher
Love

Warner-Logan
Klondike lOug)
Junior Coghlan

May 20
Jan. 15

Mariie the Killer
Man-Made Woman
•tJNed McCobb's Daughter
Midnight Madness
Ned
McCobb's Daughter
, .
Power
.....

La Rocque-Loff
Joy-Boles- Warner
Klondike I'dogi
Jacqueline
Logan
Irene Rich
Irene Rich
Boyd-Logan
von
Seyffertltz-Quartaro. .
"
Wallv Wales
Phyllis Haver

Seot_ 16
Sept 9
Mar.
Mar. 264
Jan.
Dec. 122

reels
22 reels
2 reels

2 reels

-1 reel.,
12 reel
reels . !"!....'.
1 reel . .
Oct 13
,11 reel..
reel
1 reel
.1 reel.

Red Mark, The
Saddle Males

1 "reeL .'.*"'."'"'*'.'.*,

Shady Lady, The

1 rggl
_
2 reels
2 reels
'.'.'...
1 reel .............
2 reels
Creels

*t5Sal of Singapore
*t§Shady l_ady. The
..
^''''' '^"'"^ In. A
..
*t§Show Folks
,
Skvscraper
*f5Spieler, The

.2reels.
...'... ■.'..... ^f'*.';^'';"^"*'
Tenth Ave
1 fggj

fggi
2■] reels
.2 reels...
1 reel
2 reels . .
. . 2 reels .
2 reels. .
1 reel . .
.2 reels. ..
.1 reel ...
.2 reels. .
.2 reels. .
. 2 reels . ,
2 reels. .
. 1 reel . . .
.22 reels
reels ..

Valley of Back.
Hunted Men, The,
Walking
Yellow
Title Contraband

Esther Ralston
Charles Rogers
^^IJ^yTfJLr,
Warner-Chatterton
Cromwell-Chatterton
Wray-Arien-Beery
A. P Heggie
Ruth Chatterton
Colbert- Robinson
Harrv Uuder
Maurice Chevalier
Brent-Brook-Powell
Roqprs-Brian
Eagels-Heggie-Owen
Werner-Kraui
Arien-Carroll
Adolphe Meniou
Special Cast
Richard Dix
Daniels-Hamilton
Fields-Conklln
FI«lds-Conklin
Richard Dix
Cooper-Carroll
Flelds-Conklln
Emif Jannings
Special Cast
Holt-Lane
Beery-Vidor
George Bancrof

•tSWolf Song (A. T.)

Cooper-Wrap

Title
Bishop's Candlesticks, The
Borrah Mannevltch
Eddie Peabody
Gler^orf Sisters. The
Highlowbrow
If Men Played Cards as Women Do...
Jed's Vacation (Christiei
Melancholy Dame, The (Christie) . . .
Music Ha'h Charms (Christie)
One Word
jPusher in the Face, The
Ruth Etting
•{Sidewalks of New York
•Skating Homp 'Christie)
Thai Party in Person
When
Caesar
Ran
a Newspaper
(Christie)

SOUND
Star

Dec

1

Dec

1

TS
SHOR
Ret
Date
Length
Reviewed

Hatton-Hardy-Lorralne

* MeaoM tynthromztd score,

Revlewe

"f Means sound effects.

.2 reels.
1 reel . .
2 reefs
2 reels.

Big Game
Burglar, The
Sunker Bstllers.
Camping Ojt
.
Camnus Carmen. The
Campus Vamp, The
Canned Thrills
Catalina Rowboat Races
Caught In a Taxi
Caught in the Draft
Caught In the Kitchen
Chicken. The
City Slickers
Close Shave. A
Covering Groind

7957 feel
7008
feet
5722
feet
6589
4293 feet
feel

29
12
2
23
25
30
18
' 7*
5
ID
16
25
24

Sept 26
235
Aug.
Aug,
...Jan.
4.

Rel.

.

"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
SoortNqht
Donald Hiines
Sennett Girls,
Sennett GIris
Sportljghl
. Jackson-Hirl-McKee
Jack Cooper
"Aesop Fables"
Billy Bevan.
.
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
"A*^op Fables"
Johnny Burke
Sportllght
"Aeaop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop
Football Fables"
Sense
Football Sense
Football Sense
"Aesop Fable"
Johnny Burke
Frank Clarke
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllqht
Football Sense
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fani^^"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
— Sennett
Giris
-. .
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
"Absoq Fables"
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
Billy Bevan
Bevan-Dent
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Burke
Fables"
Johnny

Laundry Man, The
LImberiegs
Mail Man. The
MagneHc Bat, The
Monkey Love
Motor Boat Mamas
Motoring Mamas
^^ ^ „,.^^
, „^
Mouse's
Bride. The
MuscreVarCris'.'.'r!".'.".'.'.'.'.'.".".'.'.'.
No
Company
No Picnic
"No ~
Sale
On the Links
Our Little Nell
Outnumbdered
Polar Flight A
Puppy Love
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race
Smith's Restaurant
Soldier Man
South Sea Sagas

"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght.
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesop Fables"
Bevan-Dent
Bdly Bevan
^^^^ Fables"
"Aesop
Sportirghr
Halne^oombs
Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
. ^
^
..Halnes-Coombs
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee
Jackson-Hiatt-McKee.
Harry Langdon
Sportltght

Spartan Diet
tjStage Struclc
Static
Sunday on the Farm
Sunny Italy
Supple Sex, The
Targets
Taxi Beauties
Taxi for Two

"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fable"
"Aesoo Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
Sportllght
Sportlight
Jack Cooper
Jack Cooper

% Meant potce (including dialogae and incidental songs).

,

Mtr. 31

4550
4598 feet,
feet..
4846 feet
6312 feet
61
45 feet .
910^
7051) feet
feet .
4476 feet
6670 feel .
6f?70feot

June 2^

6787 feet
feet
4750

Sept f

Dec 31
Dec 15

7056 *eel
4683 feet... Mar. 3)
10,198feet
feet . April
23'27
5888
feet
. Jan.
2E
5737
5762 feet
Mar.
3
6559
4600 feet
feet
Sept 22

6070
6092 feet
feet .
, 7937
teet..
452(1 feel
6132 feet
feel
feet
teet

Sept. 15
Sept 8
.Nov. 17
Mar 15
17
Dec.
Oct
20
lune 14
'17
April

efet
feet
feet
feel
fee*

Mar. 20
3
Oct
Sept 22

SepLi

Date

SepL 9
April 8
July 15
June 14
24
Oct

May 2e
Sept It

6124 feel

SUBJECTS

"Aesop Fables"
Rarebits
"Aesop Fables"
Jackson-Hiatt-McKeo
Soortlioht

Cross Country Run, A
Cure or Kill
Day
Off, A Ends, The
Defensive
Defensive Half Backs
Defensive Line, The
•fDlnnerTime
Dumbwaiters
Eagle of the Night (Serial)
Early Bird, The
Fair Affair. A
Pair Catch. The
Fishing Fool. The
Fliqtit rhat Failed. The
Flying Hoofs
Getting Together
Girl From
The
^f^^ Nowhere,
fia^^
~
Gridiron Demons
Gndiron Cocktail, A
High Seas
His New Stenographer
His Unlucky Night
Hubby's Latest Alibi
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman, The
In theJamBag Janitor, A
Jim

Length

182

. .Jan. 20
Phyllis Haver,
6902
Phyllis Haver
Rudolph Schtldhrstii
Dec. 16 6466
Quilian-Basquette-Armstrong
April 9
7040
Dec. ...
William Boyd
Haie-Adoree
.Hale-Adorea
Dec. 30 . 5816
.Haver-Varconi-Sctiiidkrant
Aug. 5 . .6370
Buffalo Bill. Jr.
Feb 19 4520
Sue n^rrol
May 2'
5035
Leo Miloney
0:t 23 5937

Alaska or Bust
Animal Snaps
Baby Show. The
Bargain Hunt
Bath Time

-

Walter Huston
Harmonica Band and Songs
Banjo Solos and Songs
Songs
Donnelly-Shannon
McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFariand..
Charles Grapewin
Colored Cast
,
Colored Cas»
Special Cast
Taylor- Hi tchcock-W ten
Songs
Novelty
Frances Lee
S«pL 1
Eddie Cantor

Nov.
Dec.
April
Mar.
Sept
Dec.
. Mar.
Sept.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct,
Mar.
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
June

Star

Nov. 17
12103 feet. .. April 28
8254 feet... .Dec
8

Jan. 26. . . .7 reels

.

SHORT

.2 reels. .
. 2 reels . .
.2 reels..

Length

ltSn«?S;Iif,l?-7hl/a
t\
•tSDoctors Secret. The (A. T.)
•tSpummy. The (A. T.)
*t§Four Feathers
■■^■■^•tJGenius is Born. A (A. T.)
•tSHalfanHour
•t5Holeinth6WaIl,The(A.T.)
HunlingTower
*tSlnnocentsof Pans,The
•Jjnterference (A, T.)
JusI Twentv-Onp
♦fjLetter, The lA. T.)
•tLooping the Loop
•tl Manhattan Cocktail
Marquis Preferred
♦tjNtght Club (A. T.)
•t {Nothing But the Truth (A. T.). . .
Number Please
Odd Fellows
Ouirk Lunch
Redskin
*t5 Shop Worn Angel, The
Side Show. The
•tSSInsof the Fathers
•tSoul of France. The
Sunset Pass
•tSTong War 'A. T.)
•tjWolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.)

Dale

Length
Reviewed
2 reels
. ..
1 reel '.'..'.'.'.. '.'..'.'
reels.
2I2 reel
reels.,

Title

£V^,°"-^"^^'"''^•7''T;
♦tSClosB Harmony (A. T.)

Rel.

Loff-Brown
Star
Loff-Brown
Klondike i dog
Don Coieman
Leatrice Jnv
Harry Carey
Jack Donovan
Harry Carey
.
La Rocque-Caroi
Armstrong-Basquette
La Rocque-Carol
Haver-Varconl
William Boyd
Irene Rich
Klondike (dogi
Walfy Wales
.
Uli Damita

Coming Attractions
Star
•tjAbie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-CarroliRogers
Abie's Irish Rose
Hersholt-Carrol-Rogers
•tBehind the German Unes
Special Cast
•fSBuriesque
James Barton
•tjCanary Murder Case, Thi (A. T.)..Powell-Taylor-Bruan
•Carnation Kid. The (A. T.)
Douglas MacLean.

FEATURES
•tJAnnapolis
Annapolis
Avenging Snadow, The
Black Ace, The
Blue Danube. The
.
Border Patrol
Bullet Mark. The,
Burning Bridges
Celebrity
*iSCaplain Swagger
Chicago
Captain Swagger

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
*ilceln Movleiand
Novelty
Saby Feud
Kraiy Kat Cartoon
Beaches and Scream
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Believe It or Not (Christie)
Frances Lee
Gall Again
E. E. Horton
Gome Easy, Go Slow
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Companionate Marriage
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Dancing Town, The
. May-Skeiiy-Hayea
•Oiny Diver. The {ChrlsHe).
. Billy Dooley
Face Value
. .
Noveitv
Footllose Wimmen (Christie)..
.Bobby Vernon
Gobs of Love (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Happy Heels (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Home GIri. The
Gil more- Krugef
•Hot Scotch 'Chrlstiel
Jack Duffy
Hot Sparks (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Ko*Ko's Big Pull
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Goes Over
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ki KleansUp
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Catch
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Chase
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Field Daze
Inkwell Cartoon
Ko-Ko's Parade
Inkwell Cartoon
Lay on. MacDuff (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Loose Change (Christie)
.Sandy MacDuff
Mews Reeling
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Nifty Numbers (Christie)
Frances Lee
Oriental Hugs fChrlsttej
Billy Dooley
Papa Spank ^Christie)
Jack Duffy
Patent Medicine Kid, The
Krary Kat Cartoon
Phantom Nail. The
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee
Pnneing Prune
Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper, fhe
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Say Uncle (Christie)
Jack Duffy
Scrambled Weddings
E. E. Horton
Sea Food (Christie)
:. Billy Dooley
Sea Sword
Krazv Kat Cartoon
She-Going Sailor, A (Christie)
Billy Dooley
Show Vote
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy
Slick Slickers (Christie)
Neal Burns
Slippery Heels (Christie)
Jlmmle Adams
'Sock Exchange. The (Christie)
Bobby Vernon
Stage Coached
Krazy Kat Cartoon
•Stop Kidding
Bobby Vernon
Two Masters
Eaton-Post
Vacation Waves
E. E. Horton
Walls Tell Tales
Madge Kennedy
Why Gorillas Leave Home
Bobby Vernon

PATHE

Title

1 reel
1 reel
11 reel
reel

Reviewed!
Oct
6

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Ju p23
Oct 27

2 reels
2 reels
Sept 23
, Nov.
25 , .2 reels
1 reel
Oct. 21
2 reels
Aug. 19 . 1 reel
.2 reels
June 9

. . Des. 22
. Sept 15
Nov. 24
Aug. II

Oct 21
Dm.
9 .
July 22

Sept
Aug.
Ju^
June
Sept

9...
26
1
23
16

1 reel
2 reels
2 reels. .

1 reel .,

Oct 28
Oct

11 n

Oct 21.... 1 reel
1 reel
Sept 18. .. .2 reels
Oct 14. .10 episodes
July 22 . 1 reel
July
8,.., 1 reel
Oct 14. ... 1 reel
3

Oct
Aug.
Oct
Sept
Sept
Dec
Aug.
Nov.
Dec
.July
Aug.
Nov.

285
28
30
23
30
12
4
2.
8
26
11

1

1 reel
2 reels.,

Aug. 19
Oct
7

June

Dec

11 reel
11 reel
reels
12 reel

Sept 8
Aug. 18
, Dec
Oct 16
Oct 27
Oct 20
Sept 29
Sept 8
Oct
6

Seot 8
Oct 27
June 9
Dec
8
Dec 20
15
Oct
Mar. 27
24
Oct

1 reel ...
1 reel
. . Sept 22
2 reels
2 reels . .
2 reels
Nov. 17
2 reels
Dec
8
1 reel
July 14
1 reel

2 reels
Nov. 3
June 172
Nov.
1
June 10. . . 1 reel
2 reels
Dec. 22
Sept 30
1 reel
Oct 27
Sept 29
Oct 14 . 2 reels
Sept 30
June 16.. 2 reels.
1 reel
June 30
June 24
1 reel
.... Oct 13
Oct 14
2 reels
Dec
16
2 reels
Sept 29
Oct
7
-. . . ,2 reels
Nov. 18
1 reel
Dec. 1
Nov. 25
1 reel
Aug. 5
1 reel
Aug. 4
July 29
1 reel
Nov. ID
1 reel
. ,
Nov. 18
JunelO
Oct 21
22 reels
Oct 13
reels
Aug. 19
Sreels
Sept 30
I reel
Sept. 22
Dec. 8
1
1 reel
Sept 2
11 reel
reel
Sept 8
1 reel
Sent 16
Aug. 12
1 reel
Sept 1
Aug. 5
1
reel
Nov. 25.
2 reels
Dec 23
2 reels
Sept 2

A, T. after title means All Talkie.

M 0 t io n

1964
Reviewed
Rel. Dati s
Length
. Oct 27
Oct 28 . 2 reels
10
episodes
Aug. 5
1 reel
..Dec 23.. . 10 episodes

itie
Taxi Scandal, A
Terrible People The (Serial).

Star
Jack Copoef
Ray-Miller

Tiger's Shadow. The
^tjWinning Patterns
Yellow Cameo. The (Serial). . .

Sportlight
Ray-Cyclone (dog)
Coming

ilio
Elevator Gfrl, Tne
•fSHying Fool The ..
Forty-Five-Calibre War
Geraldine
Geraldine
•tjGetaway Tne
•Ttji^dkss Girl The
Hawk of the Hills
*T§High Voltage
■'t 5Leatherneck, Tne
*''5Listen Baby A, T.i
Leatherneck. The
•■tjMarked Money
"T^Moisy Nejg'ibors
*tgMissing Man. The
•tgOffice Scandal.
Sin Town
*tSSquare Shoulders.

June

Feb. 24
Feb. 10

Cotemii-Lorf
Qjillari-Ni*oi
Qjillan-Nixon
RaSert Ar.nitroig
Basqi'Pt'p-h'reniti
Ray-Miller

Feb. 17
Jan. 16 . .5959 fast

William B3<d
Eddie Q^illan
William Boyd
Juninr Cogilan
QijillaT-Vaughn

Feb.
3
Mar. 17
Feb.
3
Qbc
5-. .5490 feel .
Jan. 27..

PEERLESS

Mar. 17

Da;. 22

107211 leel
Seoi.

Mar. 3..
Ian- 2u
Feb. 10..

PICTURES

(S. R.)

Star
Bedford-Grav*s
Garon- Simpson
Bonner-Wltherg
Dwan-Landis

Rel.
Dale
Length
Sept. 5.-- 5700 feet
April 15
560C feet
Mar. 15
6600 fee!
June 22 — 5700 feet

RAYART(S.
Title

Reviewed

Mar. 31

Phyllis Haver

.

Length

RobertStaArmstrong
William Boyd

Junior Coghlan

Tj^e
BiHer Sweets
Girl He Dldn"I Buy. The
Golden Shackles
Out With the Tide

3 , .10 episodes

Attraction*

R.)

Star

ReL

Dale

Length
Reviewed
8089 feet.... JuiM 2
5937 feet
6076 feel
4533 feet

Delaney-Hrtarlowe
Bedford-Frazer
Russeli-Faire
Buddy Roosevelt
Vera Reynolds
Gordon-Hat©
Tom Santschi

May
SepLlS —
April
June
July 15. . .
April

Lig.'itnin' Sfi'ji. The
Man From Headquarters. The . .
Midnight Adventure A
My Home Town . .
Mystery Valley .
Phanto.r ii the Turf. The . .
'Sisters of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Tralhn' Back

Buddy Roose*e!t
Roberts-Kcefe
Murphy-Landis
Broclcw ell-Glass
Butdy Roosevelt
H. Cost el to- Lease
Anita Stewart
Foster-Olnistead
Buddy Roosevelt
Buddy Roosevelt

May
Aug.
May
Mar.
July
Mar.
Oct.
Dec
April
Mar.

1.

Rel.

Dale

Length

Reviewed

Rel.

Date

Length

Reviewed

Coming
Title

FILMTONE
Title

June

3

5650 feet

5991 teet
4627 feet
4308 feet

SHORTS

Star

■Overture of 1812 iTschaikowsI^J.. - .Filmlone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton
Songs
At the Night Club
Dancing Colleens
■Radio Franks. The

Gladys Read and Shaw's HawaiJans
Tap Dancers
Songs

STERLING
fi*'t
Marry the Girl
Million For Love. A.

PICTURES

Star
.Bedford-Ellis
.Dunn-Howes

(S. R.)
ReL
Date
Length
Reviewed
5300 feet.... Mar. 10
Mar. 1
.6400 feet..
April 15.

STATE RIGHTS

Star
Oht'r
ReL
Dale
Length
Reviewed
Poodles Hanneford .. Artclass
2 reels
Weiss Bros
10 episodes
Mascot PicL
Ai Joy
Ctanfield Clarke
2r8els
Ben Turpin
Artclass
2 reels
G. 0'Neill-t_ Graydon rii-Mark
Al Joy
.
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Snub Pollard
Artclass
2 reels
Novelty
Castle
1 reel
Special Cast
Mascot Pict. . Oct 15. lOepisodes
Oct 13
Walker-Mason
Mascot PicL.
Aug. 1.10 episodes.
Sept- 15
Al Joy
Cranfietd-Clarke
2 reels
Weiss Bros
lOepisodes

Title
Apaches of Paris The
Bachelor Club. The
Bondage
Buying a Wife
Circumstantial Evidence
Jjncer ar ^i•, Majesty, Tne .
Duty to be Silent
Escaped from hell
Exodus to the New World. The.
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
iGreat Power. The
Great Unknown. The
Sjilt^
Her Viemese Lover
Litlte Colonel. The..Man Who Cheated Life
Renames of lie 3rain
Milak of the Snowlands
Mountain Lnvers
Our Daily Bread
=»oet anj 2z3T
South of Panama
r«vo Days
Unholy Love
Verdun .
Vera Miezewa (tentaUve)
Water. The
.
uty Calls
*t§ White Lilacs
reiiow <ick»t. Tne

Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Ruth Weyher
Ufa Eastern
Aug. 15. ,7545 feel
Talmadge-Worth
General PicI
Special Cast
.
. Ufa-Eastern.
Special Cast
. Aft. European
7 reels
Foster- Keefe-Lake
Chesterfield
Si-^cial Cast. . . A.nKmo
ZOOOfeet
Maria Albana
. . Aff. European
Greets
Muriat Esterhazy
Aff. Eurupean
8 reels
Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer .
Nils Asther
AR. European
7 reels
Special Cast
Aff. European
7 reels
Special Cast
Bell Tone
Jonn Loder
Aff. European
6 reels
Fritscrt-Vernon
Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Notan
. . . Aff. Europewi
6 reels
Henry B. Walthal
Veidt-Krauss
Afl. European
3 reels
Educational
Amkino
OOOOfeet
Ufa- Eastern..
Special Cast
Gaston Jacquet
Conquest.
...Jan.
..6500feet..
Aff. European
. . .7 reels . . .
Mary Nolan
Amkino
8775 feel..
Special Ca<!t
Chesterfield
Carmelita Geraghty..
Amkino
6500 feet. .
Special Cast
10 reels —
Wegener- Petrovltch . Aff. European
Special Cast
Richmount.
Derussa
Aff. European
7 reels —
M.Chekhov
Amkino
7000feel..
Special Cast
Ufa-Eastern
Rofaertson-Brinkley
Powers Cinephone
Anna St en. ..
Amkino
7000feet..

TIFFANY-STAHL

FEATURES
TlttB
■About Triai Marriage
Adorable Cheat
Age of Lust. The
Air Mail Pilot The
Arizona days
Autumn Love
•*Big Hop. The
Btoek Butterflies
Bondage
Broken Hearts
CItv Without Jews. The
Code of the Air
Dance Fever
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion. The
Dugan of the Dugouts
End of St Petersburg, The
Fangs of Justice
fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
■Gypsy Romance
Hands of Orlac
Hearts of Man
HellS'ilp
Into the Night
House of Sfiamo
Jealousy
Lady of Petrograd. The
Lady from Paris. The

Star
Dlst'r Rel.
Dele
Length
Reviewed
Circle Pict Ocl 15
Corliss Palmer
Lee-Keefe
Chesterfieid
Aug. 15.
Emil Jannings
..UT. Rogers
5256 feet. ..April" 21
Hl-Mark
SOOOfeel,
Mehaftey-Metcalfe
Bob Coster
Syndicate
SeptIS
4345 feet
6 reels.
Aff. European. .SepL
Lya de Puttl
6
7000 feel Oct
B. Jones Corp.. Aug.
Jones-Ralston-Hearn
Ralston-Busch-Frazer Quality Dist... Sept 1 6261 reel
Ufa
German Cas
. .
6040 feet
Hercules..
.
Soeclal Cast
Avwon
Sept
WOOfeet
Harlan-Mariowe .. - Bischoff Prod.
5700 feet
Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern
June 1
546Dfeet
Holme»-Alt . . . Crescent
5800 feet
6700 feet..
"" -— »
Special Cast
Arfa
Garon-O'Shea
Crescent
56oofeet
.June II
Russian Cast
A. Hammerstein
8000 feet
SI Iverstreak- Walker . . Bischoff
5000 feet
Emll Jannings
U T. Rogers
6100 feel
Warwick- Ward
Conquest
6200 feet
Raguel Meller
Aff. European. .Sept
..6 reels ..
Conrad Veldt
Aywon
SepL
. .6500 feet
Harrls-Keefe
Anchor
5400 feet.
..SeptIS
SpeclalCast
Collwyn
SBOOfeet
Agnes Ayree
Raleigh
5712 feet
.SeptIS
Faire-Hale
Chesterfield..- Sept 1 5300feet
Lya de Puttl
Brill
SepL 1 .5460feetSpecial Cast
Aff. European . . Sept
. 6000 feet
VllmaBaolcy
Aywon
Sent
6000 (eel

Lifp'
That
.Withers-Boleler
, .
LIgnts Like
of Paris
SpeclalCast
Uttle Wild Girt The
Lee-Undls
Lookout Girl, The
Jacqueline Logan
Loves ot Jeanne Ney, The .... Edith Jahanne .
MotherolMine
SpeclalCast
Mystic Mirror. The
. . German Cast
No Babies Wanted
Devore-Mong
Old Age Handicap, The
Vaughn-Hughes . ..
Olympic Hero, The
Charles Paddock
On the Divide
Bob Custer

* Meam

tynckromzed tcwe.

F.
Royer (oroducer)
Superlative
Hercules
Quality Dist.. .Nov.
Ufa-Eastern
akoro
Oct
Plaza
Trinity Plct
Zakoro
Syndicate

I* Meam

SUBJECTS

1*111'
Fare Enough
^vsterious Airman. The
Fatal Warning. The (Serial)
<.j iKig to Live For
She Said No.
Sophomore. The
Soookey iVloney
Thick and Thin
Through tlie Ages
Vanishing West. The fSerlal)
Vultures of the Sea (Serial)
Who's Who
you Can't Win iSerlan

Coming Attractions
.

Attractions

Star
Foster- Keith

*ti Should a Girl Marry?

5683 feel
5976 feet
5800 feet
4797 feet
5946 feel
5262feet
5608 feet
4538 teet
5905 feet

\

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept
Port of Missing Children
Special Cast
Superiative
. Greets
Power of Darlcness. The
fVIoscow Art Players
Aft. European.
..6500 feet. .
PrlmanftTliebe
German Cast
Scenic Films
..G200reet .
Prodigals of Monte Carlo. . . Balfour-Blackwell
. . . Zakoro
Aug.
. .eOOOfeet
Q Ships ... Special Cast
.5900 feet
ijueen of the Chorus. The
Faire-Lease
Crescent Plct
. .7 reels.
Racing Through
Mae Marsh
Aff. European. .SepL
eiOOfeel
Romance of a Rogue The
, Warner- Stewart
Quality Dist. .Oct
Sally of the South Seas
Hercules
Scarlet Youth
. Corliss Palmer
Circle Plct.
.6000 feet..
Sealed Lips
..Swedish Cast
Colwyn .
Shadows ot the Night.
. April 28
...Hercules .
AbtII ..5800 feel..
Shooting St^s
English Cast. . .
Artlee
iilent S?ntinel. The
Champion-Hughes. . . .Chesterfield.
Aug. 1.. 4890 feet .
Silent Trail. The
Bob Custer
Syndicate ..
Aug. IS .8000
4315 feet..
feet.. Feb.
5imba
Jungle Film
Capitol Pict..
June IS. .4900(eet.
Skv RMer. The
Charnoion-Hughes. ,, .Chesterfield.
7000 feet
Somme, The
Special Cast
New Era. . .
June 16 7200 feet
Station Master, The
Ivan Moskvin
Zakoro
Streets of Algiers
Camilla Horn
Ufa Eastern.
May
1 6603 feet .
.
Tartuhe the Hypocrite
Jannings-Dagover
Ufa Eastern.
Jan
24
April 1 8600
6680 feet...
feet . Aug.Nov.
5 '27
Ten Days That Shook the World.. Russian Cast
Amkino
rnunder God
Cornelius Keefe
Anchor
Two Brothers
Conrad VeidI
Ufa Eastern
July
1. .6300 feet
est of Santa Fe.
Bob Custer
Syndicate
Nov. 15. 4852 feet
When Fleet Meets Fleet
English Cast
Hi-Mark
7953 feel.
Woman Temoted The
.
Comoten-Wsrd
Aywon
Sept
. 6500feet
Yellow Ticket, The
Russian Cast
Amkino
6200 feet
<outn Astray
Johnson- MattonI . , Ameranglo
6000 teet

SHORT

Branded Man. The ,
City of Purple Dreams. The ,.
Danger Patrol. The
Devil's Tower, The
Dl\rne Sinner. The
Gvpsv "t Ihp North
Isle of Lost Men

Picture

6000feet

6413 feet
7563 feet.
..7200feet
7000 feet
6Z15feet
5573 fest
July
. 5200feet
Oct 15 4657 feet

totmd effects.

June IB

S^t 15

FEATURES
Title

Star

Rel.

Date

Length

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise
Beautiful But Dumb
tSCavalier. The
Clothes Make the Woman
Domestic Meddlers

Olive Borden
O'Neill-Graves
Patsy Ruth Miller
Bedford-R. Talmadge
Souther n-Pldg eon
Ctalre Windsor

July 20
5844feel..
Mar. 15 . . .61'I7 teet .
Aug. I... 6157 feet
Nov. 1... .6775 feet.
May
1 . 5209feet
Aug. 15 .. 5362 feet

Roating College. The
George Washington Cohen
Gi am of Dust, The
Green Grass Widows
Gun Runner. The
House ol Scandal
Ladies of the Night Club
Lingerie
Marriage by Contract
Naughty Duchess. The
Power of Silence. The
Power of Silence, The
Prowlers of the Sea
Scarlet Dove, The
Stof my Waters
Their Hour
•tSTollers. The
Tropical Nights

O'Neill-Collier. Jr
Jessel-Palmer
Cortez-Windsor-Bennett
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted
Cortez-Lane
Sebastlan-O'Malley
Cortez-Leonard
White- McGregor
Miller-Gray
Warner-Southern
BelleBennen
Belle Bennett
Cortez Myers
Frazer-Borio
Southern- McGregor
Harron- Sebastian
Rtlston-Falrtxanks. Jr
Miller-McGregor

Nov.
Dee.
July
June
Nov.
April
May
July
Dec
Oct
Oct
Oct
June
April
June
Mar.
Oct
Dec.

SHORT
Title
Gold
•t^Hawaiian Love Call. The.
•tUapanese Carnival A
*tSln a Persian Market.
tiln a Chinese Temple Garden
•tLove Charm. The
Maude Muller
No Woman Allowed
Tenderfoot Tourist. A
Tom. Dick or Harry
•tjToy Shop. The
. . .

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Classic
.Color Symphony
Color Svmphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony....
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Classic
Color Symphony

§ MeatiM voice (inclniing AxtAogae and incidental songs).

10 ..
20
10 —
10
20
1.
15..
1 .
1..
10..
20.,
20. .
30 .
15..
1..
1 .
1
10..

5477 feet .
6126feet5334 feet.
5297 feet
.6553
.5676
.7788
.5271
.5554

feet
feet
feet ...Oct 20
feet
feet

5160 feet..
.5102 feet .
.5735 feet .
.5652 feet..

.7256 feet .

ReL
Date
Length
1 reel
Dec. IS — 1 reel
Jan.
i . 1 reel
Oct
1 — 1 reeJ
Feb. 15
1 reel
1 reel
1 f eel
1 reel
1 reel
1 rwl
Nov. 1
1 reel

A, T, after title means AU Talkie.

Review ^«
Nov. 17

December

1965

29 . ' 1 02S
Coming

Attractions

rule

Title
■Broadway Fever
Devil's Apple Tree, Tho
Family Row. The
Geraldlne Laird
"SGhetto. The....
GUI Who Came Bade flentatlve)
•t {Lucky Boy
Man in HDbbles. The

Stsr
O'NeHI-Orew
Dorothy Sebastian
Windsor-Gray
Belle Bennett
GeorgeJessel
Eve Southern
JesseUQuimby
Le^Harrnn

Rel.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

Dale
20
18
20
1
10

JaiL

lO...

•tiMarriageby
Contract
New Orieans
Queen uf Burlesque
Rainbow. The
Spirit o( Youth
Souads Right

Miller-Gray
Cortei-Bnnett
Belle Bemolt
Dorothy Sebastian
Sebastian-Kent
Gribbon-Slone

Dec.
Mar.

1...'
1

.

Length

Revlewrf

Nov. 17
.

fan. 1
Feb. 20
Feb. 1

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Tltl«

Star

Anybody Here Seen Kelly?
Arizona Cyclone. The
Beauty and Bullets
Body Punch. The
Buck Privates
Clearing the Trail
Clear the Deck
Cloud Dodger. The
Count of Ten. The
Crimson Canyon, The
Danger Rider, The
Flyln" Cowboy. The
Foreign Legion. The
Four Fooled Ranger. The.
Freedom o( the Presa...
Gate Crasher. The
t; j.»H and rane
Good Morning Judge
Greased Lightning
Grip of the Yukon. The
Guardians of the Wild
Harvest of Hate. The
Hereof the Circus
Home, James
Honeymoon Flats
Hoofbeats of Vengeance
HotHeels
Hound or Silver Creek
How to Handle Women
Jazz Mad
•liLonesome
Love Me and World Is Mine
Made to Order Hero
•tMan Who Laughs. The
■•tMan. Woman and Wife
♦t§Meiody of Love
Michigan Kid. The
Night Bird. The
One Rainy Ntgni
Phantom Fingers
Phyllis of the Follies
Plunging Hoofs
Prince of Fear. The
Put 'Em Up
Quick Triggers
Tied Lips
Hiding for Fame
Shield of Honor. The
Sky Skldder. The
Stop That Man
■Surrender
Thanks For Buggy Ride
Thirteenth Juror, The
Thunder Riders, The
Trick of Hearts. A
Two Outlaws. The
"tiUncle Tom's Cabin
We Americans
Wild West Show, The
Wolves nf the City
Won In the Clouds

Love-T.Moore
Fred Humes
Ted Wells
Oaugherty-Faire
De Puttl-McGregor
Glbson-Culliver
Reginald Denny
Al Wilson
Ray-Ralston
Ted Wells
Hoot Gibson
Gibson-Hasbrouck
Kerry-Stone-Nolan
Dynamite 'doqi
Stone-Keith-M.Day
Glenn Tryon
Sidney-Hersnolt
Denny-Nolan
Ted Wells
Bushman-Hamlllon-Marlowe
Rex (horsel-Perrin
Rex f horse t-Perrin
Special Cast
La Plante-Oelaney
Lewis-Gulliver
Rex (horsej-PerrIn
Tryon-Miller
«
Dynamite (dog)
Tryon-Nixon
Hersholt-Nkon-Lewls
Tryon-Kenl
Phllbln-Kerry
Ted Wells
Veldt-Philbin
Keny-Starke-Nixon
Pidgeon-H arris- WInton
Nagel-Adoree
Realnald Denny
Laura La Piante
Cody-Thompson
M. Moore-A. Day
Rex (horsei-Perrln
Cody-Thompson
Fred Humes
Fred Humes
Nixon Rogers
Hoot Gibson
Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton
Al Wilson
Lake-Kent
Phllbln-Mosklne
La Plants-Tryon
Nllsson- Bush man
Ted Wells
Glbson-Hale
Rex (horsei-Perrin
Special Cast
Sidney-Miller- Lewie
Gibson-Gulliver
Al Wilson

SHORT
Title
All for Geraldine
Ambuwad**, The
And Morning Came
Big Game George
Bookworm Hero
Boundary Battle. The
Broke Out
Busier Minds the Baby
Buster Trims Up
Busting Buster
Bull-oney
Calford in the Movlee
Calford on Horseback
Uelford vs. Redskins
Card of Destiny. Th*
Cash Customers
Claim Jumpers, The
Clean Sweep, A
Come on, Horace
Cross Country Bunion Race. The —
Danger Trail, The
Dangerous Trail, The
Oaring Chances
Dead Game
Dear Old Calford
Death's Head
Diamond Master, The
•East Side
Fantasle
Farmyard Follies
Fiery Fireman. The
Fighting Fo'ester The
Fighting for Victory
Rghtlng Kid, The
Rghting Tenderfoot, A
FlsB Storlee
Footprints
^M
Fox Chase. The ei

tynchri

Date

Length

Reviewed

SepL 9 . .6243leet.
May
6 . 4076 feet
Dec 16 . 4179 feet
4786 feet
Oct. 28 .
6171 feet .
Juno 3 .
Feb. 4
Oct
7 ,. 5311 leet.
Dec 23 .
Sept. 30 .. 4322 feel.
6279 feet
June 17
Dec 16 . 4179 feet
Sepll!
Nov. 18 , 5357 feet
Dec. 22
51 09 feet
July
1
June 30
7828
feet
Sept. 23 . 442 6 feet
Mar. 25 . .
Oct. 20
Oct 28 ., 6474 feet
Dec
9 .. 5597 feet
Dec
23 . . 6552 feet
5645 leet
Sept 22
April 29
.41 94 feet
July 29
6599 leet
feet
. SepL 30 . 4868
SepLl6
471 9 feet.
April 14
Dec
2 ,. .5608 leet..
Sept. 2 . 6307 feet
6057 leet
Dec. 30
June lb
..SepLIB
5874leet
May 13
. 4095
leet
May 20 . .
Oct. 14 . 5591 leet
July 14
leet .
Nov. 11 ... 6832
OcL
6
6142 feet
Jan. 20 .
leet . Feb. 11
Mar. 4 , , 6313
June 3 ., 41 20 feel .
May 12
Nov. 4 , 10185 feet
feet . Nov. 10
Jan. 13 — 8674
6733 feet .
Dec
2 .. .
Oct 27
Oct 21 . 6030 feet . July
7
SepLIB
, 6670 leet
Dec
9 . .
June 2, . .
Nov. 25 . . .
Aug. 4. . .
Oct 28 . ,
Mar. 11 — 4472 leet
....
July 15 ..
Dec
2 .. .6957 feet..
Aug. 19 . . .5424 feet .
Dec 30
Feb. 19,. .6172 feet
Jan. 13 . 4364 feet
.5389 feet . AorM2B
fVlar. 10
Mar. 11 . .
49 feet
Mar. 4 ,. .82
6179 feet April 1 . ,
Feb.
Oec
B4
Nov. 13 . 5598 feet
April 8 , 4353 feet
Mar. 18 . . 5495 feet .
4616 feet
Nov. 18
Nov. 18
10600 feet
SepL 2 .. 9151 feet .
May
6 . ,
.5254
feet.
.April
7
May 20 . .
Dec
C
April 22 , .

Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Edmund Cobb
Lewls-Gullivef-Phillipe
Newton House
Bob Chandler
Young-La Salle
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon

.2Ireel
reels

Dec
Oct
Oct
Nov.
June
Dec
Nov.
Nov.
June

24
15
20
12.
9
29.
21.
19
25

t Mean* toani effect*.

. .1 reel
1 reels
2 reels

.2r6el8

Oct

.2 reels
, .2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel
Ireel

May
Oct
Oct
May

Date
Lenqtfi .
June 13 . . .2 reels.
Oct
Nov. 5 . . .1 reel ....
Sept 22 .
reels
April 21 . . 222 reels
reels
Mar.
June 20 . .
1 reel
. . . Nov.
SepL 24
reel
June
Julv
2 ., IIreel
Aug. 6
1 reel
.
Dec.
SepLTO
.May
Jan.
7
.1
reel
1 reel
Jan.
7 . . . , 1 reel
Dec 10
July
Aug. 20
reel . .
Aug. 27 . 11 reel

20
24
24
.
22
1«

2(
Hot Dogs
Oswald Cartoon
Hurry Up Marriage
Ben Hall
Husbands Won't Tell .
Young-La
Salle
Aug. 30
29 . 2 reels
IfonCodeThe
Jack
Perrin
June
2 reels . . . May ?f
SepL 1
Junior Year. The
Lewis-Gulilver-Phmips
Sept. 3 . 2 reels ...
Just Wail
Younq-La Salle
, SepL26 , 2 reels
2 reels . ...
Kicking Through
Lewls-Gulliver-Phliilps
Oct
1 . 1 reel
.
King or S.leOas
Arthur Lake
Aug. 13 . 2 reels....
Look Pleasant
Sid Saylor
..
Oct 10
McGinis vs. ioneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH .Aug. 8
2reels
Men in the Row re-issue)
Jack HoxJe
Jan. 26 .
1 reel
Mississippi Mud
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 17
July 21
Mystery Rider. The iSerlal)
Desmond- Perdue
Nov. 26 , 10 episodes
Newiywedi' Anniv8n>ary
Snookums
,. Aug.
6
22 reels
reels
. . June ?
Newlyweds' Court Trouble
..
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Oct 31
Sei>t2>
2 reels
Newlvweds' False Alarm. The
.
Snookums-Perdue-Egan July
2
2 reels
Newlyweds' Haopy Day. The
.. . Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaJtl. .. June 4
.2 reels. .. May
Aug. 1!
18
Newiyweds' Hard Luck
Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Sept 5 . .
Newlyweds' Headache. The
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill .. Jan, 23 , .22rTels...reels... .Dec. 28
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The . . Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Nov. 28. . 2 reels..
Dec
1
Neluweds' Need Help, The
Snookums-Pexdue-Egan
Dec 26 . ,
2 reels
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The
SnoGkums-Perdue-Eqan OcL
3
..
Out At Home
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Jan.
9 . . .2 reels
Oct 27
Paddling Co-Eds
Lewis-Guliiver-Phillips
Oct 29 . 2 reels ...
Panicky Pancakes
Oswald Carloon
Oct
1... .1 reel
.Oct 13
Poor Papa
Oswald Cartoon
June 11
2 reels
.treel
May It
Prodigal Pup, The
Canine Cast
Range of Fear. The
Bob Curwood
Jan. 12 .
Ranyer Patrol. The
FredGilman.
.
Aug. 11
2reels
..
2
reels
.
Sept 18
.Jack
Hoxie.
Nov.
Red Warning ...
Reel Life
June 2
.Long-Adams-LaymarKMcPhalll.July
4 . 2 reels ..
Ride For Help, The. . .
Newton House
July
7
22reel3.
reels . ... .
Edmund Cobb
SeptIS
1 reel
Riders of thn Winds
Oct a
Rocks and Saddles
.
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 12 .
Bob Curwood
Oct
6 . 2 reels
Romeo of the Range
Dec
9
Newton House
Aug. 4
Ropin'
2 reels ...
Rubber Romance
Necks
SidSaylor
Sept 12 . 2 reels. .. Julv V
Jank Perrin
Aug. 25 .
Ruse, The
2 reels
June 20
SailorSuits
SidSaylor
Jan.
2 . .2 reels —
1 reel
Sandwiches and Tea
Arthur Uke
July 16
. Bob Chandler
Oct 27 , .2reels - Saps and Saddles .
.
Oct 16
Scarlet Anow, The (Serial)
F. X. Busfiman. Jr
...June
3.
lOeptsodes.
Bob Curwood
Nov. 10
Secret Ojllaw. Tha .
21 reels
reel
.
Dec. 22
Shadows. ...
...
Laemmie Novelty. . .
Jan. 14
2
reels
She's My Girl
Sid Saylor
....
Aug. 22
July 28
Young-La Salle
Oct. 24
Shooting the Bull
12 reel
reels
Oswald Cartoon
Sept 3
Dec
8
1 reel
.1
reel
... Aug. IB
Sky Scrappers
Oct '
Sleeping Through
Arthur Lake
Dec 31
Sleigh Bells
Oswald Cartoon
July 23
Dec
1
South Pole Flight, A
Oswald Cartoon
Nov. 26 . Ireel ...
Pflay n
reel
21 reels
June 31
Speed and Spurs
Bob Curwnoa . ,
SepL B
Sept 1
Speeding Youth
LewIs-GuilJver-Phllllps
Jan.
7.
Speed Sneik. The
. .
Arthur Lake
June 18
1 reel
♦tSteamboat Willie
Oswald Cartoon
Moi.
1 reel
.
Swell Clothes .
....
Arthur Lake
Dec
5
June It
If
1 reel
TallTimber
.
Oswald Cartoon
July
9
Tarzan the Mighty (Serial)
Teacher's Pest
Tenderfoot Hero, A
There's a Will
Tracked Down
.......
Trackless Trolley, The .
icky Trickster, The
Valiant Rider. The (Western)
Watch the Birdie
WagFigures
Whose Wife
Winning Point The
Woman's Man, A
Wooden Soldier, The
Yankee Clippers
Yukon Gold

Merrill-Kingston
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Bob Chandler
C. KIng-C Doherty
Art Accord
Ben Halt
.,
Ben Hall
-,
Bob Curwood
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Laemmie Novelty
Younq-La Salle
Lewis-Guliiver-Philfips
Arthur Lake
Laemmie Novelty
Oswald Cartoon
Jack Perrin

Comins
Rel. Date
Length Reviewed
Dec
5 . . . 2reBls .. Nov. 17
.June 16 . 2 reels May 19
Dec 19 .. 2 reels
Sept 1
July 18 . 2 reels
reels
Dec 17. . . 22 reels
OcL 27
Nov. 17, . .
2 reels
. Aug.
1
reels .
May 26
. . June 27, . 22 reels
. . . OcL 17..
2
reels
Aug. 15
1 reel ....
Sept 29
Nov. 28
Oct
6
Oct. 15 .. 2 reels
Dec
1
Dec 10 — ,2 reels
2 reels
SepL 17
June 18
July 14
2 reels
. Dec. 22
Julv 11. . 2 reels
2 reels
Jan. 19
Nov. 24
Dec. 1 , 2 reels ,
Oct
8 . 2 reels
. 2 reels , . , .Oct 13
Nov. 7
Sept 1. .2reels. . . .
.2 reels
June 2
Dec 15 . 2 reels
2 reels
Oct
7
2 reels
Nov. 28
Dec. 16
2 reels
.May" B
Dec
8
April 8. *2 .10 episodes

Rel.

Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhallL
Arthur Lake
Jack Hoxie
Fred Oilman
Sid Saylor,
Laemmie Novelty
Ben Hall
Oswald Cartoon
Arthur Lake
Young-La Salle
Oswaii
~.
Oswald Cartoon
Cartoon

SUBJECTS

Star
Sid Saylor
FredGilmat
Young-La Salle
Sid Savior
Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Edmund Cobb
Young-lj Salte
Trimble. Hardwick and Dog
Trimble- Hardwick and Dog.
Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Oswald Cartoon
Lewls-Culliver-Phlllips
Lewla-Guiiiver-Phillips
Lewis-Gull Iver-PhillIpe
Fred Oilman
Younij-La Salle
Edmund Cobb
Bob Chandler
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Newton House
Jack ?egT\n
Jack Hoxle
Art Accord
LMris-Qulllver-PhllllDS
Bob Curwood
LorraJne-Stevenson

omzed Mcore.

Rel.

Star

Full House, A. .
Fun In the Clouds
Galloping Ace. The ,
Gauge of Battle. The
George Meets George
Handicapped
Her Hiunted Herltaqe.
High Up
Hnllvwood or Bust
Hold Your Horses
fiomoless
Horse
Tail,Homer
A

fVlay 19
Revlewr

rnie

.

12
14.
29
21
5
30
4
23
12.
22
6
21
3
17
21
28

15 episetles
reels ...
. .22 reels
1 reel
1 reel
.2 reel22 reels
reels
1 reel
2 reels.
2 reels .
1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel . .
2 reels

.

Star

..

Length
-

May 11
May "8
.Dec.
May 17
IJ
Nov.
Dec

3

June If

RevieweO

May 19..

Feb. 10..
Mar. 24..
Mar, 17..
May

5. ,

June 16..

Hersholt-O'Neil-McGreflor
Feb.
Welts-Collins
Hoot Gibson .
Reginald Denny
June
Trvnn-nnrni
Tryon-Carol
April
Glenn Tryon
Feb.
Paul Whiteman and Band
Hoot Gibson
Jan.
Hoot Gibson
June
Laura LaPlante
Jan.
ReginaldDenny
Eddie Leonard
Arthur Lake
...
Laura La Piante
Mar.
James
Murray
Mar.
■
"■
April
HootGibson..

§ Means voice (mclading di alo^se and incidental songs).

Oct 20
lulv 21

Attractions

*t§Bargain in the Kremlin, The iA.T.) Joseph Schildkraut
Blow by Blow
Hoot Gibson
Born to (he Saddle.
.
Teo Wells
•tSBraggart. The
Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brtdee,
.
Laura La Piante
.
*t5Broadway 'A. T.)
Tryon-B rent- Kennedy
Burning the Wind.
Hoor Gibson
♦f^Chariatan, The
..Special Cast
*t§Clearthe Deck
ReginaldDenny
•t§Climax, TheiA. T.)
*t§Cohens and Kelleys in Atlantic
City, The
.George Sidney
*t5Collegiate :A. T.)
Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps
*tSCome Across
Special Cast
Crimson Hour. The
Oe Puttl-Mosiuklne
*t§Dangerous Dimples
Laura La PianteDoubling Fer Trouble
Gibson-Gilbert
*f5Drake Murder Case, The
Erik toe Greai
Veidt-Philbln
Eyes of the Underworld
William Cody
Fallen Angels
Kerry-Starke
Girl Dodger. The
Arthur Lake

*tSGirt on the Barge, The
GntWIns
Hell Wrecker, The
*tfiHis Lucky Day
■lS"'t Tan Rb nnno
t5*!t Can Be Done
Kid's Clever, The
•tjKing of Jazz, The
(A. T.)
King of the Rodeo, The
Lariat Kid. The
•tJLast Warning, The
27
Man Disturber. The
18
•f {Minstrel Show, The CA.T.)
Nsw Blues
20
■tJOne Rainy Night ..
27 j^, "'•+5Play Goes On, The (A. T.I
2flBLPoints West

Aug.
Nov.
SepL
Dec
Jan.
July
June
June
Dec
OcL
June
Jan.
Dec
Dec
Jan.
July

.,

,

24.,
2..
21 .
17.,
6.. . .5509 feet. .
23
6
,

3
1Q7

A. T. after titlt mean* AU raUkic

Motion

1966
Title
star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
..Sept. 22
•tPortof Dreams, The
Mary Philbin
"ISRed Hot Speed
Denny-Day
Jan. 27
•iSShakedown. The
Murray-Kent
Feb. 3
*t5Shannons of Broadway, The(A. T.)Jaems Gleason
'Snow Boat
Rubens-La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
..
Silks and Saddles
Nixon-Walling-Nolan
Jan. 20.., .5809 feet..
Smrlin' Guns
Hoot Gibsob
Aug. 30
Taranga
Special Cast
*t§That Blonde
Laura La Plante
April 28
Watch My Speed
Reginald Denny
Wild Blood . .
Rex fhorsel-Perrln
Feb. 10
*f5You Can't Buy Love
Special Cast
May 26

MOVIETONE
Title
Bailey and Barnum.
Three Brox Sisters..

SHORTS

Star
Vaudeville Act
Songs

UNITED

Rel. Date
Jan. 11 —
June 14

Length
1 reel . 1 reel —

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Title

Star

•tSAwakening, The.
•tSattle of the Sexes, The
College
Drums of Love
Garden of Edsn.The
Magic Rams, The
Ramona
•tRevenge
Steamboat Bill, Jr
•t Tempest
tTwo Lovers
•fWoman Disputed. The

ntto
*t5Bul1dog Drummond
•tSChlids Rfth Avenue
•tjCoquette
"SCitv Lights
Evangeline

Rel.

Date

Length

Banky-Byron
Bennett-Hersholt- Haver
Buster Kealon
Philtiin-Alvarado
Griffith-Ray
Colman-Banky
Del Rio-Baxter
Dolores Del Rio
Kea ton- Terrene e
J. Barrymore-Horn
Colman-Banky
Talmadge-Holand

Nov. 17. . . 7972
Oct 13... .8180
July 29, . . 5800
Mar 31 . . 8350
Feb. 4... .7300
Aug. 14, . . .7850
Feb. 11.. . 7552
6541
Nov. 3. ..
May 12, - . .8400
Aug. 11. .. .9300
.8500
Sept. 7...
Oct 29... .8041

Coming Attractions
Star

Rel.

Date

feet
feet.
reet
(eel
reel
feel
feel
feet.
feel.
feel.
feet.
feet

Length

Reviewed
..Oct. 20
Se«L23
.Jan.
28
.Jan. 14
. SepL30
.Feb.
. .Dec
.May
. June
. .Aorll
t^ev.

4
15
19
16
28
17

Reviewed

Ronald Colman
Banky-Hall
PI ckford -Brown
Charlie Chaplin
Delores del Rio

t Hell's Angels
Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
King of the Mountains
John Barrymore
*t§Lady of the Pavements
Boyd-Velez-Goudal.. .
*§Lummox. ...
USMan With the iron Mask, The. . Douglas Fairbanks , .
*fSNightstick (A. T.)
O'Malley-Busch
•tSQueon Kelly
Swanson-Byron
•tJRescue. The
Colman-Damlla
*tSSay It With Music (A. T.)
Harry Richman
*tiShe Goes to War
Boardman-Rubens....
Three Passions
Terrv-Petrnvitch
. .
Venus
Cons»anceTalmadge..

WARNER

BROTHERS

FEATURES
Title

Star

*t5Caught In the Fog
Caught in the Fog
•Crimson City, The
•Domestic Troubles
•Five and Ten Cent Annie
•fSHomeTowners. The
•5 Jazz Singer, The
•tSLand of the Silver Fox
n {Lights of New York (A.T.)
•tSMidnight Taxi. The
•tgOn Trial (A. T.)
•1 50n Trial {A. T.)
•Pay As Vou Enter
•Powder My Back
•Rlnty of the Desert
•tSStale Street Sadie
'tSTenderloln
•tSTerror. The (A.T:)
•tS Women They Talk About..

McAvoy-Nagie
McAvoy-Nagel
Loy-Mlljan-Hyams
Fazenda-Cook
Fazenda-Cook
Bennett- Kenyon-Brockwell
Joison-McAvoy
Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Costeiio-Undis-Brockwell
Moreno-Costeiio
Fredericks-Lyteii-Wltson
Fredericks-Ly tell- Wilson
Cook-Fazenda
Rich-Ferrls-Beranger
Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye
Loy-Naofe
D. Costeiio-Naget
McAvoy-Horion
,
I. Rich-Ferns-Cotlier. Jr

Rel.

Date

Length

Sept. 22.., 6270 feet,.
.5428 feet,.
feet..
April 7... ,5388
,5164 feet .
Mar. 24 , , . 4914 feet , Sipt22
May 26 , ,
8693 feet ., . Oct 27
Dec 16. .. 7077
Oct 21
Feb.
4 .
5179
feet..
Nov. 10- . ,
.5267 feet..
.Nov.
24
Oct
6,.. .5729 feet..
Dec 29 , . 8290 feet.. .Nov. 3
.8290
feet..
Dec. 29 . . 4975 feet..
May 12
61 85 feet..
Mar. 10
. 4820 feet.
Aoril 21
, 7169 feet
Sept IS
.7340 feet.. .April
Aug. 25
Sept. 7S8
Aug. 20
7654
feet.
.
Oct. 20 . , .5527 feet..
Sept 8

Title
•t§Aliimony Annie
•t§Conquest (A.T.)
•tSOesert Song, The
*t;Fancy Baggage
•fSFrom Headquarters
•f {Frozen River
'tSGlorlous Betsy
•t§Greyhound Limited, The
•tSHard-Boiled Rose
*t5Home Towners, The (A.T.)
*t5Honky Tonk (A. T.)
n^KId Gloves
*t§Llon and the Mouse
•f SLittle Wild Cat The
•tjMadonnaof Avenue A. The
•t§Mlllion Dollar Collar. The
•tjMy Man
n§Noah's Ark
n-^No Defense
•t^No Questions Asked
*t50ne Stolen Night
^tSQueen of the Night Cluba
*t5Red66mlngSln, The
*t5She Knew Men
*tiSinglng Fool. The
*t6Stark Mad (A.T.)
•tjStolen Kisses

Coming Attractions
Star

Rel.

D. Costeilo-Ferrls-Rankln
Blue- Warner- Wilson
Boles-King
Audrey Ferris
Monte Blue
Rin-Tln-Tin
D. Costello-Nagle
Monte Blue
Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell.
Sophie Tucker
Nagel-Wilson
L Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr
Ferris-Hal l-Dawson
Jan.
Dolores Costeilo
Rln-Tln-TIn
Fanny Brice
D. Costello-O'Brlen
Blue-McAvoy
FerTls-Collier, Jr.
Bronson, Collier, Jr.
Texas Gulnan
D. Costello-Nagel
Bronson- Horton
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
Jan.
H. B. Warner-Fazenda
May McAvoy

VITAPHONE
Title

Picture
Datt

News

Length

,

:

7441 feet

May

»

6352 feet

May 2ft

S

OcL 27

1

9592 feet..

.SepLZB

SHORTS

Star

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Songs and Jazz Band
Ban)omanIac
Eddie Peabody
Bttof Scotch. A
Kitty Doner
Book Worm, The
Harry J. Conley
Bright Moments
Benny-Mario
California Songbirds, The
Beli-Coates
Celeste Aida (Alda)
Giovanni Martlnelll
Character Studies
Florence Brady
Chips ol the Old Block
The Foy Family
Cougat & Company
Violin, Songs & Dances
Creole Fashion Plate The
Karyl Norman
Crooning Along
The Croonaders
Cycle of Songs. A
Florence Brady
Death Ship, The
Mitchell Lewis
Dixie Days
Plantation Songs
Family Affair, A
Arthur Byron
Feminine Types
Jean Barrios
Florence Moore
Song Program
Friend of Father's
Lydell-Hlolns-Leah
GusArnhetm& His Ambassadors. .. Jazz Band
HarryDelf
Songs & Dances
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jazz Band
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The
Chief Caupollcan
Ingenues. The
Jazz Band
In a Casting Office
W. & E. Howard
In Dutch. . .1
Utis & Clark
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review. . . .Songs and Dances
Lash, The
Crane- Davidson-Tucker
ManolPeace.A
Hobart Bosworth
Miss Information
Wilson-Horton
Morrissey & Miller
Night Club Revue
Myers & Hanford
Songs & Dances
Night Court The
William Demarest
Non-Support
Burr Mcintosh
Pagliacci
John Charles Thomas
Papa's Vacation
Bennett-Caron

Ret

Date

Length

:

1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 25
OcL 1J
Sept 22
July
7
Aug. 2S
Sf pt t
July
7
Sept 1
Sept 22
June 18
Sept 29
Sept 22
Sept 1
Aug. 2&
Aug. 25
June
Aug.
June
June
Sept

23
2S
22
la
29

Aug. 2&
June 23'

2 reels

-.

Question of Today, The
Audrey
Ferris
Realization
Herbert-Pam
Regular Business Man, A
Robert Ober
Rigoietto— Quartet
Gigli-TalleyHle Luca-Gordon
Sharp Tools
Ethel Grey Terry
Soup
Harry Delf
Terry and Jeiry
Songs and Gags
Three Brox Sisters
Song Program
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve) ..Giovanni Martinelli
When the Wife's Away
Winnie Ligltner

Reviewed

William Demarest
Songs.

File Section Two of This Issue
You'll find it mighty useful for reference to building,
designing and for the purchase of all types of equipment.

Sept
June
lune
June
June
June
June
June

t
18
23
30
16
23
16
16

Oct 20
'■

Aug. 25
June
16
Sept.15
Sept Z9
Oct 13
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17

Arid, History IFill RepeatThe orip^inal motion picture film
...workable long rolls... colored film
base.. duplicating film.. panchromatic
negative.... the history of the important developments in American motion picture materials is a factful story
of this Company's cooperation with
the cinematographic industry.
Obviously an association that has
borne such fruits in the past can be
expected to repeat in the future.
For 1929 the Eastman resources and
Eastman cooperation are pledged
anew to the further advancement of
the motion picture art.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

'landing, on ilie ffireshold of an era fhaf

^

► seems destined fo eclipse, in accom>/- plishmenf and progress, the greatest

'M
J^

S;

'';

the

ftx'\
E^t

Motion

Picture

has

known

extend theirgreeting to the exhibitor and to the industry at large.

/>a|
ji^
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-THE SPICE OFTHE

EDUCATIONAL
E . W

FILM

PROGRAM"

,

E XC H A N G E S • I NC.

. MAMMONS

■ President

FEATURING WORK OF

HOFFMAN-HENON
COMPANY

In Two Sections
Secrion Two

December 29
1928

One Contract Plan

One Source— One Quality
One Guarantee
One Financing Plan

National Theatre Supply Company
Offices In All Principal Cities

THEATRE

BUILDING

Z EQUIPIViEMT

uilt up to
aa ideal and
not down to
a price
ms-

Wupu
^P'

REG. U S PAT

OF

ORGANS

Factories, North Tonawanda, New York
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

TTTTiiiTTiTTTi

WnrUtzer Factory
N. Tonawanda, N. Y.
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EVER ONWARD— Day Ly Day
with Better Equipment for You I

I

A "Close-Up"

»4*

of Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Track
1. — Without additional expense or
parts. Vallen Track may be anchored
against ceiling, employing two holes
shown.

3. — This hole for use when track is to be swung.
9. — Note that SHding Hangers are not made of
machine steel but two-piece Malleable Iron
Castings, rigid, durable.

2. — Loosening one nut permits sliding
hanger
to align with ceiling construction.

4. — The Vallen Cushion Roller developed two
years ago.

10. — Note that Channel is accurately fashioned
for Curtain Track purposes only. Made from
rigid steel, its particular shape insuring strength.
Cannot bend or twist, thus binding curtain carriers.

6. — Only metal parts employed. Spacer of
heavy hose spun into casting prevents wheels
from binding, supports pull line.

5. — warp.
Malleable Casting Carrier. Will not split
or

7. — Swivel allowing for play in curtain so it may
fold without twisting or binding carriers in
track.

8. — The Vallen "trimming" feature. Curtain
may be raised or lowered five inches.

These features, all protected by patent, obtainable only in
Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Track
CONTROL
GREEN
OPEN

STATION
,
^

RED
eiOSED

START

n^

STOP •
REVERile

Presents "talkies" effectively!
•''}

ValUn Sancontrol

•• -i

JUNIOR
With

HIGH SPEED

W^LLEN

drapes, enhances the barren
screen effectively!

Opens ortheeffectively!
show with "snap,

Decorations do not give theatric atmosphere during presentation,
if operated effectively!
Vallen

Means

to You

What

Broadway

Means

to New

hut drapes do —

York City

(More dollars return per investment than anlj other street in U, 5. A,)

Quality Predominant, Meeting All Specifications at a Cost Within Range of All

VALLEN
Write for complele
detailed information

'f'f;

ELECTRICAL

COMPANY
225 Bluff Street
Akron. Ohio, U. S. A.
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-remote control

for your important lighting circuits

A "Diamond

H"

Type
double
throw"G"remote

control switch

Can you insure your lights?
What happens if your lighting system fails at a critical time? Did you ever
think that you could insure your lighting so that it will never fail, no matter
what happens?
Well you can.
The "Diamond H" Remote Control Swatch is your insurance. No matter what means you take to provide current for lighting circuits, whether you
use a motor generator, emergency lighting circuit, or additional circuits from
several sources, "Diamond H" Remote Control Switches should be used.
They throw over automatically from one circuit to the other and back again
automatically when the main current supply resumes. They are reliable and
you can depend up>on them absolutely.
The important lighting circuits you need to insure are the exits, aisles, stairways and lobbies. "Diaunond H" Remote Control Switches are also useful for many places in the theatre, for instance, to control your exterior signs
and marquees, organ heaters, stage lighting and control of effect lighting
from booth.
Archilecls and contractors as iCell as eleclricians
will find information of value in our Bulletin
No. 10.
Yours for the asking.

THE

HART

MANUFACTURING
HARTFORD.

DETROIT

CO.

CONN.

NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
TORONTO
PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

DIAMOND^frsWITCHES

December
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Pulling

Bigger
Houses
pvRAMATICALLY impressing
^-^
your theatre and its location
upon the hundreds and thousands
on the streets, electric advertising
best assists in keeping the crowd
coming your way, night and day.

BY NIGHT

BY DAY

Flexlume Electrics, combining unusual brilliance with clearer readability, lead the field in advertising
value. Exposed lamp, glass letter,
neon tube and interchangeable glass
letter types or combinations of them are designed to meet your particular
needs. There are also marquee flood-lights; street dominating projecting
signs and roof-top displays that will "pull bigger houses" for you.
Send us the coupon below and receive, free, the booklet "Theatre
Electric Displays," also a color sketch
of a display to satisfy your requirements. Flexlume Corporation,
1852 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC
Sales And Service
Offices
in Chief
Cities
of U. S.
and Can.

^

Flexlume

DISPLAYS
Factories at Buf'
falo. N. 7.. and
Toronto, Ont.

Corporation,

1852 Military Road, BuflFalo, N. Y.
Please send, without obligation, a copy of the booklet "Theatr
Electric Displays."
Also, submit free color sketch of a sign for our theatre.
Name. . .
Theatre .
Address .

,
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Indispensable
<iAs a Quide to
"Better cGighting!

Edison Lamp Works Bulletin
"The Lighting of Theaters
and Auditoriums."

America s £eading ^rchiteSls
(Consult this Valuable Book
'I want to state that we lean greatly
on Edison Lamp Works Bulletin, —
' The Lighting of Theaters and Auditoriumsin
' our layout work, and
we have found the information
which comes to us through this medium indispensable in our intricate

Send for your copy of this new book
today. You'll be glad you did. It is
yours— free for the asking. Just clip
and mail the coupon or write to the
Publicity Department, Edison Lamp
Works of General Elec^ricCompany,
Harrison, N. J.

lighting problems."
Publicity Dept..

SiJgonhend - Eberson

Edison Lamp Works
OP General Electric Company,
Harrison, N. J.
Please send me your new free bulletin.
"The Lighting of Theaters and Aud'
Name
itoriums."
Address

EDISON
MAZDA
LAMPS
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
* Mazda — the mark of a research, service

y
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RAPP-^RlPf
ini2ci(!$terpi'ece'

Brooklyn
Paramount

SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, IVIass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif .
Seattle, Wash.

G

HE magnificent new Brooklyn Paramount is but one of
the many Rapp and Rapp designed theatres in which
you will find Heywood-Wakefield theatre seating.

Specially designed seats for the Oriental and Palace-Orpheum
in Chicago, the Michigan in Detroit, and several more exceptional showhouses were developed in co-operation with these
outstanding architects. Rapp and Rapp have confidence in
Heywood-Wakefield seating, hecause they know how comfortably and how well it is built, how attractively it is designed and
finished, and how it brings big dividends to the box office.
May we tell you more about this world's largest selling line of
theatre chairs? A note to a Heywood-Wakefield sales office
will bring an experienced representative who will be glad to explain the box office appeal of Heywood-Wakefield theatre seating.

HEYWOOD «W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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^7 believe we made one of the most
thorough investigations of pipe
organs ever undertaken by any
prospective purchaser — ^^
Qeorge Hamid

— and he

zof

bought a
LINK!
TWTR.

HAMID pursued the course we
would advise every prospective

purchaser to follow. Organ music in
your theatre is a too important feature
of your performance to be dealt with
lightly. Link welcomes a thorough
investigation on this important subject —
in fact urges a comparison of the Link
theatre organ with others, point for

Read Mr.
Hamid's
then letter
fill out the

^^t"^ ":

^
\

point.
The new Queensboro Theatre Beautiful

"' " """S.^^i-

has installed a Link after thorough investigation and its patrons are assured
of the best organ music available.

coupon — ^get

the facts
I

1 Please send, withoutXobligation,
facts
! LINK organs.
I

I Name
I
I Theatre
I Address

I

about

|
|
I

'
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

OR

NS
GA

BINGHAMTON,

NEW YORK

New York Office— 148 W. 46th St.
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The maker^s experience
is your best guarantee
QUALITYis seldom visibleto the naked eye —
but you can depend on the serviceability of
products with a long, untarnished reputation.
C-H Simplicity Dimmers are accepted as
standard by leading showmen everywhere
— have been for over a quarter century.
Every desired lighting effect can be
achieved with C-H Dimmers — always
with velvet-smooth changes from full
brilliancy to black out. And as to
durability, many installations of C-H
Dimmers
have
served
for over

20 years with negligible maintenance.
Too, C-H Dimmers are installed, economically— are adaptable to all theaters — and
can be easily enlarged to meet your future
needs.
Discuss the many advantages of C-H Simplicity Dimmers for your house with
your architect or electrical contractor.
But also, be sure to get the full story
of C-H superior features by writing
for the booklet "Illumination Control
^i
for the Modern Theater".

The CUTLER-HAMMER

Mfg. Co,

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1255 St. Paul Avenue

MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

CUTLER^HAMMER
fPerfeci Illumination Coniroljbr the 'Modern ^Hxeat&r

lO
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Tht luxurious new Marbrri Thratre, Chicago,
II airpelid otir Ozite Cushion

Luxury begins
To step on Ozite is to step into luxury . . .
instantly and unmistakably. Its rich resilience underfoot creates an impression of
lavish comfort which enhances the beauty of
the finest theatres. Even inexpensive carpets
havean oriental softness whencushioned with

at the floor line
Ozite provides luxury which is permanent,
economical and essential at the floor line,
where it is instantly noticed. We will be
glad to show you how easily your present
carpets can be taken up and re-Iayed over
Ozite. Write us today for full information.

Ozite. And the daily march of
thousands cannot destroy its
springy, yielding qualities, for
it is practically everlasting.

CLINTON

CARPET

CO.

130 N. Wells St., Chicago, III.
{American Hair and Felt Co., Mfrs )
^-^

i^arpet

^^

-

,

New York

\_-USllllOn.

Los Angeles

C.>M^«.Si.Johns, Quebec

19 28
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In every inMance they naVe
given PERFECT SATISFACTION
THE Young and Wolf Corporation, owners of a chain
of theatres in Ohio and Indiana, has recently installed its third Page Unit Organ. This organ was installed inthe Palace Theatre at Marion, Ohio — a new link
in its chain. Thus, Messrs. Young and Wolf have expressed in the only real substantial way, the satisfaction
they have had with the first two installations.
Then, too, there is the word of Mr. John Eberson of Eberson & Eberson, well known theatre architects. Mr. Eberson designed the theatre and speaks very highly of the
Page Unit Organ installation. He says, "I frankly admit
that this is one of the slickest little installations I have
seen, hence I shall have no hesitancy to call your product
to the attention of my clients."
After all is said, nothing can take the place of pipe organ
music in the theatre. It has won its way there to remain,
due to a certain attractiveness and individuality that it
alone can provide. So you need pipe organ music and
you owe it to yourself to find out how well Page can serve
you.

il

111

!!! I I

Mi

illl

i |liillll

Mr. V. U. Young of the Young-Wolf Oorporation, owners of the Palace Theatre at Marion,
Ohio, and several others in Ohio and Indiana.
Mr. Young is a well-known Shriner. His temple is Orak located at Hatnmond. Indiana, and
his Consistory is Fort Wayne.

Exterior of the Nnv Palace Theatre at Marion, Ohio. This theatre is one of a chain in Ohio and
Indiana owned by the YoungWolf Corporation.

Mr. Young says in ^vriting to a Page
prospect, "I have repeatedly told Mr.
Williams that I would be glad to recommend the Page Organ at any time. We
have a number of Page Organs in our
theatres and in every instance they
have given perfect satisfaction. We are
especially pleased with the Page Organ
that was recently installed in our new

Find out what Page can do for you.

THE

PAGE
521

ORGAN
N. Jackson
Lima, Ohio

nil!

ill iilill

Palace Theatre, Marion, Ohio."

Interior of the beautiful Palace Theatre at Marion, Ohio.
owned by Young-Wolf Corporation,

iiliiiill^i^

liliil

COMPANY
St.

Page Unit Organs

i.
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' RO-LUXa and
RS
triumph CH
inAI
design
construction

RO-LUX
THE CHAIR "PERFECT"

Leading architects and theatre owners
among its endorsers. Sturdy— durable — comfortable — silent. Simple
in construction — attractive in appearance. Skeleton of stamped steel
Mirror smooth edges — no bolts, nuts
or screws. No veneer — nothing to
snag clothing. Upholstery removable
and interchangeable. Shock absorbers
to take up strain and relieve floor
bolts. Oil-less bronze bushings in
seat pivots. No squeaks — nothing to
work loose. Lacquer finish
Maximum standing space when seat
is raised.

TTie
7310

Wooten
— Oedge
Ave.

Woodward

Comfiaiiy
Detroit, Mich.

Superior Seating Company — Eastern Representative — Wi W. 40th St., N. Y.C.
A PRODUCT OF UNION CITY BODY COMPANY

1928=
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The Heart of Sound Reproduction
If you have or contemplate installing any electrical reproducing device for furnishing music as
an accompaniment for motion pictures, you should be vitally interested in what amplifier is used.

The amplifier is the heart of any such equipment
Not only is quality of reproduction, and by "quality" we mean reproduction like the original, important, but freedom from breakdowns with the attendant interruption of programs is paramoimt.
Most manufacturers of such equipment use
SAMSON "PAM" amplifiers, although they
cost more, because back of each "PAM" amplifier is a manufacturing orgcmization of 46
years' experience, of which the last 30 years
have been devoted to the design and manufacture of electrical sound transmitting and
reproducing equipment. Theatre Managers
■who now own equipment (and there are hundreds of them) using "PAM" amplifiers will
confirm these statements.

As an assurance of uninterrupted performances and quality of reproduction such that
your patrons wish to come and listen again, be
sure when you make your purchase that the
names "PAM" and SAMSON appear on the
amplifier.
For special amplifier problems of all kinds our
engineering laboratories are available and will
apply to your particular requirements the results of varied amplifier experience.

Our illustrated bulletin TBG-1, descriptive of the different amplifiers we manufacture is yours for the asking

, Mass.
xS°^"th^^Qj'
1882 ^^
„.„.„ ^

Main Office: Canton,
Manufacturers
Sincee

Factories at Canton and
Watertown, Mass.

14
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Five Scene Multi-Pre-Set Theater Switchboard Installed in ihe Oakland Theater.
Oalcland, California, Architects. Weeks
and Day.
Contractor. H S. Tittle Co.

^Mjlli-Pre Set Swilch beard
a Westinghouse
Achievement
NOW~more than ever, modern theater design demands
adequate switching facilities for changing the multiplicity oflighting effects quickly and with absolute accuracy.
The development, by Westinghouse, of the multi-pre-set
theater switchboard definitely solved this problem.
The design of this board is such that changes in lighting
effects can be accurately set up in advance. After once
being set, rapid changes can be made from one scene to
another simply by the operation of a single switch for each
change.
Wherever lighting effects are to be set in advance, such as
in theaters, lodges, schools, auditoriums, etc., Westinghouse multi-pre-set switchboards will apply.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
Seattle

San Francisco

Los Angeles

'Westinghouse
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THE country over ... in zo of
America's largest cities ... an official census discloses that 75% of all
theatres are "American" equipped. And
a roll call of the acknowledged largescale exhibitors would show an even
higher percentage. For it never has
been disputed that the preeminent
operators . . . those at the very top in
the field are exclusive users of "American" chairs. These figures speak for
themselves. They teU a story of builtin quality, beauty and comfort that
theatre owners and managers are daily
turning into a profit.

Tfoeatre Qhair liuilders to the

Illustrated above is Chair
No. 6146, of which 2610
were installed in the
Un i versal Th catre, Brookchair
lyn, itect.
JohnA beautiful
Eberson, Archwith dark walnut finish
wood parts,
red upholstered Moroccoline
seat
and two-tone Jacquatd
Vclour upholstered back.
Two-tone metal finish on
stand ardswithaislelights
built in. Easy and silent
seat movement is made
certainless by
use of hinge.
noisebail the
bearing

American Ttihlic for Over 50 Years

American Seating Company

113 W. 40th St., New York City

JO E. Jackson Blvd., Ckicago, 111.

77-D Canal St, Boston, Mass.

1211-K Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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KIMBALL ORGAN is a permanent musical investment. In the final test of time
and use it is the most economical. Despite
our long history in building theatre organs,
there have been fewer replacements of Kimball
organs than any other make, proving that they
are reliable and always in advance of the times.
A

We have been in the development of the theatre organ from its beginning and have pioneered in bringing it to its present state of
perfection. The Kimball organ has always been
the most advanced in design.
Equally important to the reliability of the Kimball organ is the reliability and permanence of
the Kimball organization which has a continuous history in the musical industry extending
over seventy years. This is an assurance of its
permanence to serve you both now and in the
future.

W. W. KIMBALL
Established 1857

COMPANY

Kimball Hall, Chicago, 111.
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ROBERT E. POWER
STUDIOS
was selected by Hoffman-Henon Company,
Architects, and Stanley Company of America,
owners, to execute the Interior Decorating for
the Mastbaum Memorial Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pictures of this beautiful theatre, done in
color, are shown on several pages of this
publication.
Robert E. Power Studios have spent years in
study and research work and have an organization that specializes in Interior Decorating
for theatres. We point with pride to the
theatres we have decorated throughout the
United States, a list of which will be furnished
on request.
Without obligation, consult with us on your
Interior Decorating problems.

Robert

E. Power Studios is the only National Organization devoted exclusively to theatre decorations

Offices in tfie following cities:
New York City
Chicago
Suite 1516 Paramount Bldg.
1018 South
Los Angeles,
Suite 32 Film Exchange Bldg.

Wabash

Ave.
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FELICITATE

HOFFMAN-HENON
COMPANY
on the completion of its sixteenth year of highly
merited success in its distinctive branch
of architecture*
It has been our privilege to manufacture many asbestos fireretardant curtains for theatres designed by that company. Among
the recent ones are:
BOYD THEATRE,
EARLE THEATRE,
ERLANGER THEATRE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOX-LOCUST THEATRE,
Phila., Pa.
ENRIGHT THEATRE, East Liberty, Pa.
STANLEY THEATRE,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The audiences in these theatres are protected by the highest
grade asbestos cloth, specially designed for theatre curtains. The
theatre owners are protected, too. It pays to specify the best: just
one catastrophe would be enough to write "finis" to any theatre
owner's career. Don't take chances with cheap curtains but insist
on those made by the Pioneer Producers of the Best in Asbestos.

We

also

manufacture

Ambler Sound Absorbing
Plaster, the perfect
acoustical treatment for

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY
AMBLER,

PA.

Auditoriums ; of great
interest in development
of talking motion pictures

Offices in all Large Cities.

1928
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29 .
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INCLUDED in the long list of fine theatres for
which we have executed the Interior Decorating
and Painting are the following "Hoffman-Henon
Built" theatres:
Little Theatre
Stanton Theatre
Logan Theatre
Ogontz Theatre
Kent Theatre
Erlanger Theatre
Earle Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Embassy Theatre
Manor Theatre
Waverly Theatre
Egyptian Theatre
Wynne Theatre
Embassy Theatre
Earle Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Virginia Theatre
Enright Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Darrick Theatre
Grand Theatre
Earle Theatre

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Norwood, Pa.
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
Wynnefield, Pa.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Atlantic City, N. J.
East Liberty, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Camden, N. J.
Norristown, Pa.
Norristown, Pa.
Washington, D. C.

To have been selected by the Hoffman-Henon Company, eminent architects, engineers and builders, to
execute the decorating in these foremost theatres is
convincing proof of the prreeminence of the Gibelli
& Company organization.

GIBELLI & COMPANY
interior Decorators
Philadelphia,
Penna.
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Even Qreater Assurance
of Success
to These Fine Theatres
YORK AIR COOLING
And CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT
Every builder of fine theatres today knows that air cooling
and air conditioning equipment is an absokite essential Theatres so equipped certainly make a stronger bid for patronage.
In the final analysis an air cooling and air conditioning system is a matter of good business.
No greater evidence is to be had of the confidence leading
theatre operators place in York equipment and engineering
services than that gained from the York installations featured in this advertisement.
York mechanical refrigeration is foremost the world over in
every phase of commerce and industry where controlled cold
is required.
York engineers have brought to the theatre field their knowledge and experience which has made York equipment for
play houses successful and advantageous from every operating standpoint.

YORK
ICE MACHINERY CORPORAnON
V

O

F?

P

E

N

.IF

N

A

■ ... J I

Above, Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia. Hoffman-Henon Company,
Architects. A York air cooling and
air conditioning equipment installation.
At top, The Stanley Theatre. Baltimore, designed by Hoffman-Henon
Company. Another York air cooling and air conditioning equipment
installation.

York Refrigerating Equipment
for Every Commercial and Indnstrial Purpose.

.<t^^,

The Stanley. Pittsburgh, bjiilt
by Hoffman-Hcncn Company
for the Stanley - Davis - Clark
Corporation. Complete York air
cooling and air conditioning
equipment installed.

)'oi'k Eiiiloscd Carbon Dio.xide Contpressor
withcompressor
synchronous
rect on the
shaft.motor

iiicwited di-
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^oifmm-l^mon €o.
Congratulations
.OT only on a marvelous record of beautiful buildings, conceived
with artistry of design and beauty of form, and executed with skill and
precision,
^cbut congratulations also on the creation of an eager and willing
spirit, one of loyalty and co-operation that is as much a part of their
buildings as the steel and stone of which they are built.
Vtl/HEIR growth owes much of its splendid progress to that indefinable something of earnest endeavor and sincere effort without which
no great structure can be reared.
VZi/HE wonderful spirit that has been so large a factor in the growth
of the Hoffman-Henon Company, we have absorbed and we thank them
for creating it, a spirit so potent, so real that not only the executives
of this Company but our men in the field have caught the romance of
it, the glorious effort to achieve a satisfactory result within a given time,
that co-operative spirit which makes no note of wearing toil or difficult
conditions and has only one goal in mind — satisfactory completion on
time.
C^E hope to always form a small part of that great comprehensive
organization that Hoffman-Henon Company have built; an organization
that transcends individuals, materials and finances, containing those
priceless factors of co-operation and loyalty that reach the highest standards of the building industry.
POFFM.AN-HENON'S greatest contribution to the profession
of Architecture and the business of Building has been their steadfast
adherence to enobling principles, and the creation of a spirit that seeks
to achieve rather than to profit and the splendid record of monumental
results their organization has attained.
jITIAY their sphere of usefulness and service ever widen and increase, and their works add an ever increasing luster to a bright and
illustrious name.
A. Harrison Kosove,
President.

tKtjp ll^ttrg B. Eau Cn.. 3nt.
Qood Painters for Fifty Years
2018 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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new BOYD

decorated hy RAMBUSCH

AUDITORIUM
Oasis Theatre. BroofcUti. N. Y.
Thomas. \V. Lamb. Architect

THEATRE

DETAIL SIDEW'ALL BALCONY ARCHES
Loew s Chapel State, Columbus, O.
Thomas W, Lamb, Architecl

AUDITORIUM
Cameo Theatre. New

York City

Eugene DcRosa, Architect

7 HE Rambu?ch organization is pleased to express its appreciation
of the continued confidence shown in its craftsmanship by the
HofFman-Henon Company and considers it a distinct privilege to have
been entrusted with the decoration of the Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia,
by and under the direction of the Architects, the HofFman-Henon Co.
RAMBUSCH

OPERATES

THRUOUT

THE UNITED

STATES

AND

CANADA

RAMBUSCH
Theatre Painting and Decorating
2West45thSt.
-"
New York City
RAMBUSCH

FOR

SUCCESSFUL

THEATRE

PAIX^riT^Q

AXP

DECORAT1X.Q
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I Manufactured Weather in the MaSTBAUM

Hoffman 0 Henotii ArcKifficts

The MaSTBAUM
Philadelphia's i>ewest and most beautiful theatre,
Air Conditioned by Carrier
for the health and comfort of its patrons

1939

D$ctmbtr

39,
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■and in the following list of

Conditioned

Theatres

FOLLOW this list, ask the showman, ask the public, visit any of these theatres and feel for your
self what an asset a Carrier designed and installed air conditioning system is to the theatre,
winter and summer.
All theatre owners now know that air conditioning is an absolute essential in the modern theatre.
The intimate co-operation of Carrier Engineers with the Architect, the Owner and the Builder,
and the acceptance of complete responsibility for results has meant the unqualified success of every
Carrier System.
ATLANTA.
Howard

EASTON.

GA.

Keith's
BEAUMONT,

GREENSBORO,
Carolina

TEX.

NEWARK.

N. C.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

CHARLOTTE,
CaroUna

HOUSTON,
Iris

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

Lyric
JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

OMAHA,

LAKELAND,

PA.

Uptown
PITTSBURGH,

TENN.

PA.

MO.

MO.

FLA.

TAMPA,
Tampa FLA.
Franklin

TOLEDO. OHIO
Paramount

PA.
Artists*

PORTLAND,
Broadway ORE.
RICHMOND,

•Cam« Centrifugal Refrigeration — Air Condit
System not of Garner design.

TRENTON,

N. J.

Lincoln

VA.

WINSTON-SALEM,
Carolina

N. C.

Byrd

Here
Mfmufactured Weather
,.
' makes
'Goardine srood
Health day"
Ey^cy.daya
. Assuring Comfort
Augmenting Enjoyment

Theatre oumers, architects and en:^incers are invited to investigate the
results accomplished by this modem
contribution to health and comfort.
Write for the book "Theatre Cooling
aii-l Conditioning." and ask for a
fisit from one of our engineers.

Ckrrier Fnaineerina (brporation
Offices and Laboratories

NEWARK,
NEW YORK
CLEVELAND

OHIO

Florida

CAL.

Pantages*
MIAMI,
FLA.
Olvmpia

Here is a permanent announcement,
to display in lobby or foyer, that
Manufactured Weather has been
proi'ided for the health and comfort
of your patrons. This tablet, beautifully executed in bronze, uill be pre*
sented to the ou-ner of any Carrier
Conditioned Theatre upon request.

N. J.

PHILADELPHIA,
Boyd

Loew's Penn-United

PA.

SHAMOKIN.

Mastbaum

ANGELES,

MEMPHIS,

GA.

Missouri
Ambassador*
ST. PETERSBURG,

Fabian

Metropolitan
Tower

DALLAS, TEX.
Palace
LIBERTY,
Enright

PATERSON,

CAL.

SAVANNAH.
Lucas

ST. LOUIS.

FLA.

Empire
LOS

NEB.

PARIS, FRANCE
Paramount

LONDON, ENGLAND
Carlton

BERNARDINO.
West Coast

ST. JOSEPH,
Missouri

Orpheum

Polk

TEX.

Grand

Ziegfeld

JOLIET, ILL.
Riaito Square

ANTONIO,
Texas

STEUBENVILLE.

Rivoli

N. J.

CAL.

Capitol

Roxy's Midway

JERSEY Stanley
CITY,

COLUMBUS,
OHIO
Broad
Clinton
Eastern

SAN

Park
Lane
Roxy
Proctor'sRiaito
5Sth Street

Florida

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Allen
Granada
State
Stillman

CITY

Loew's Fairmount
Jefferson
Paramount
Palace

TENN.

Avalon*
l*
Cohan's
CapitoOpera*
Paradise*
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Fountain

EAST

TEX.

Texan

ILL.

YORK

SAN

Coliseum
Franklin
Hamilton

N. C.

CHATTANOOGA,
Tivoli
CHICAGO,

NEW

HOBOKEN,
Stanley N. J.

L. I.

SACRAMENTO,
Senator

NEWARK, OHIO
Midland

HAVANA, CUBA
EI Encanto

Shea's Hippodrome

N. J.

Stanford

Jefferson
BROOKLYN. N. Y.
Congress
Kenmore
Paramount

RIDGEWOOD,
Madison

MOBILE, ALA.
Saenger

PA.

Easton

PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON

NEW

JERSEY
BOSTON
KANSAS CITY

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
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At left — Stanley Theatre, Baltimore,
Md., equipped with lo H. P. Spencer
Central Cleaning System and 15
H P. Orgoblo. Hoffman-Henon Co.,
Architects.

Mastbaum Theatre. Philadelphia,
Pa., equipped with 15 H. P. Spencer
Central Cleaning System and 30
H. P. Orgoblo. Hoffman-Henon Co.,
Architects.

Spencer -Equipped Theatres
Two important-every day operations
of theatres are the cleaning and reliable
power for the organ. Spencer Equipment was selected for these services for
the two modern theatres illustrated
above. The cleaning system keeps the
theatre as good as new every day by
SPENCER

VACUUM

CLEANERS
Spencer Vacuum
Cleaning Systems are
flexible, which enables
the operator to clean
aisles, underneath
seats, the stage, wall
furnishings, and the
most inaccessible
places with equal ease.
This dustless cleaning
materially helps the
ventilating problem
and prolongs the life
of the fabrics.

removing all dirt and dust. The organ
loft, back stage, properties and side
rooms are also cleaned quickly and at
low cost.
The Spencer Orgoblo serves the majority of American organs and is ideal
for theatre conditions.
THE

SPENCER

STEEL

^ ^ORGOBLO"

Regardless of size — whether
the world's largest organ or
a small instrument, there is a
Spencer
"Orgoblo"
furnish the proper
wind tosupply.
"Orgoblos ' range
in size
from small i-b H. P. units
suitable
for student
reed
organs to mammoth loo H.
P.
multi-stage,
multipressure machines.
For years the Spencer
"Orgoblo"
has
proved
the most
tion of itspopular
kind. installa-

THE SPENCER TURBINE CO.
Central Cleaning Systems and Organ Blowers

Hartford, Connecticut

®'""

1928
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Theatre Buihling and Equipment
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The Architect's
Sen ice
to the Industry
An

Interview with

Paul J. Henon
President

Hoffman-Henon

Company

DISCUSSION of theatre architecture and construction as an important development of the
film industry in the United States, I believe,
should he prefaced by a consideration of the demands
which are placed upon the individual or the organization to whom is entrusted the responsibility for planning
such an enterprise. The planning of a theatre that
will be successful from the standpoint of the party or
parties making the large investments the project requires presents a complex problem to the architect
So much so, in fact, that the reward of success in this
field of architecture has fallen almost without exception
only upon the efforts of the specialist.
As one whose organization is responsible for the
design of one hundred theatres. I am keenly alive to
the highly specialized knowledge and experience demanded of the architect in the field of motion picture
theatre planning. And I am urged, therefore, to dwell
awhile upon the subject of the special requirements which
the architect is called upon to meet when he undertakes the responsibility of planning a theatre.
Of the many problems, undoubtedly the most pressing
is a demand for the proper evaluation of the special
needs of the showman It is not so long since the picture showman required only a relatively small amount
of added facilities, aside from his program. But the
expansion of the picture industry and the swelling
ranks of the devotees of this form of entertainment
naturally have brought a keener form of competition,
and showmen were forced to look further than the show
itself for features to attract patronage.
Showmanship itself has become much more complex
within the past few years, and there is no doubt but that
the showman has delegated to the theatre architect a
considerable share of his added responsibilities. He has
required the architect to merge beauty, utility, safety
and economy of operation in the theatre plant.
Now it happens that each of those terms is used with
a special significance peculiar to the craft of showmanship. Beauty, for example, means beauty not in the

A

classic sense. It is here used not in the abstract — hut
specifically to mean that which shall be held beautiful
by the particular type of people upon whom the particular theatre will be dependent for its patronage.
Here, then does shoivmanshify — in so far as that term
applies to the interpretation of public taste in matters
of entertainment — enter into the work of the architect
who designs a theatre. In the same way, utility, in
its application to the showman's formula, means not
merely a building erected to withstand the rigors of
weather, the efficiency of the facilities for handling
large crowds, or the provision for all strain and wear
upon the structure, but all those and as well special
features of design which will enable the operator to provide lobby and foyer space proportionate to the number
of seats, equipment that will be adequate to every necessity for a popular type of presentation, proper handling
of acoustics, sight lines, stage and auditorium lighting.
Indeed, the theatre architect is required to assume
responsibility for the success of the theatre he designs for
all time after he has turned the completed plant over
to the builder or operator for its conduct as an amusement
center. For that Very reason it has long been my contention that the connection of the architect with the
project properly should begin long before pencil touches

the'drawing board. For if his is to be the responsibility,
his should be the opportunity to bring into the consideration ofthe full plan his specialized knowledge of
the factors of location, type of structure, size of the
building and the scope of the plant.
The progress made in the field of theatre architecture matches strides with the growth and upbuilding
of the motion picture as an art and amusement form
as well as the increase of resourcefulness in theatre
presentations and A\'hat we know as showmanship.
Indeed, as the mind wanders back over the years,
and notes the progress u'hich has been made, it becomes
more and more apparent that a comparison of the development of the theatres themselves supplies the
historian the most graphic medium for telling the story
of the growth of motion pictures.

Reflect Growth of Industry

astonished the entire world by the elaborate construction and the great lengths to which their builders went
to produce auditoriums that set new standards for the
comfort and health of patrons, and which rose to new
heights of splendor.
While these developments were taking place in what
might be termed the theatrical centers, smaller theatres
were being erected in the neighborhoods and the smaller
towns. These, on a reduced scale, emulated the palatial
cinemas of the metropolises in so far as luxury and completeness of detail are concerned.
Regardless of what may be said in critical estimates
of this form of entertainment as an art, the theatres in
which motion pictures are presented have had an elevating effect upon the patrons attending them. Great
masses of the people have been educated through the
medium of picture theatres to seek only clean, wellventilated and beautifully decorated halls of assembly.
Naturally with the improvement of the theatres,
theatre patrons have become more critical of the houses
they patronize, and the demand now exists for only
the theatre that provides the utmost in comfort and
well-being They insist upon
the greatest safety factors,
surroundings of refinement,

I recall the first of the theatres erected for the sole
purpose of exhibiting movies. These buildings with
their few hundred seats, a small organ and no orchestra
or surrounding program, were the fore-runners of a
series of increasingly important enterprises.
Even as the theatres became more elaborate, so did
luxury and charm. In conalso the productions and the
sequence the architect now
themes presented on the silmust combine all these eleversheet. While Hollywood
ments in a practical business
and other centers for the
project, blending elements of
construction and preparation
popular appeal, a romantic
of photoplays sprang up with
atmosphere, engineering feawhat seemed almost a mushtures developed by scientists
room growth, the one and
to a high degree of efficiency
two reel slap-stick comedy
— as in the modern ventiland action thriller gave way
ating systems — economy of
to the more elaborate specoperation, and a plant so
tacle of wide popular appeal
located and so constructed
and became too great a drav.as to pay a profit on the investment.
ing card for the small movie
II became necessary to add
It could hardly be expected
orchestra pits to the movie
of an individual architect
theatre. Full stages became
that he should develop withpart of their equipment.
in himself the grasp and
Larger capacity naturally
knowledge, experience and
became a necessity. The
practice, to carry on, unaided
movies were here to stay and
bv associated specialists, the
they began to make an imcomplex work of achieving
pression on the legitimate
success in that undertaking.
stage. Then the temple of
Therefore, one of the most
the cinema began to rival in
important qualifications for
beauty, solidity, utility and
success is an organization
capacity the home of drama,
built up with the utmost
the scene of the light opera
care to bring thereto the serDAN HENON
and musical comedy, the setvices and talents of specialting of the extravaganza and
Secretary and Treasurer of Hoffman-Henon Company
ists in the various and varied
the home of the melodrama.
fields of applied art and enThe elaborate stages presented specialties, vaudeville
gine ring. am
I
certain that the success that has rewarded the Hoffman-Henon Company in the field of
acts and other attractions to surround the motion picture
and lay the foundation for what has since become a theatre design and construction has come to it because of
the complete, rounded organization which it has perfected.
distinct and distinctive type of entertainment.
Each of the many features of design or equipment here
Theatre construction about this time emphasized
the tendency to combine elements of stage and screen
is in the hands of specialists, all working, under an exentertainments. With the installation of orchestras
perienced supervisor, toward one end — the creation of
a structure in which every factor harmonizes, and which
under the direction of skilled and highly paid musicians,
is both beautiful and practical.
the movies took on a new dignity and a greater hold on
the patrons of the theatre. Inroads began to be made
on the legitimate stage. This elaboration of the presentaThe Practical Side of Beauty
tions requiring large casts of singers and dancers and
costly scenic investiture meant that the patrons of the
Indeed, it is doubtful if anything can be beautiful
pictures were steadily increasing.
that is not practical. Too often, in designing theatres
it was in this phase of their development that the
as well as other buildings, there is a strained effort for
motion picture theatres took a further step forward and
beauty while practical results in operation are side-

ENTR.\NCE

ERLANGER

THEATRE,

LOBBY

PHILADELPHIA

HofFman-Henon Company^ Architects and Engineers

DETAIL

ERLANGER
Hoffman-Henon
STAGE

SIDEWALL,

AUDITORIUM

THEATRE,

PHILADELPHIA

Company, Architects and Engineers
AND

DETAIL

OF

PROSCENIUM

tracked. More than one costly experience has proved
that this too often means expensive changes. And in
certain instances, too, it has meant loss in operation
until this sometimes disastrous expense of alteration
has been effected.
Though, as I have already said, we have designed
one hundred theatres, 1 am proud to say that we learn
daily more about theatres and theatre design. Do you
think we knew as much when v.e designed the first
theatre as we do today? No, indeed! If that were so,
this business would not be growing. Every one of the
hundred theatres we built has taught us something, and
zealously we have sought to learn more and retain all
we did learn with the object in view of developing a
reservoir of special knowledge of what makes the motion
picture beautiful as \vell as practical.

Find it Difficult to Determine Factors
That Deflect Patronage
It has been said in retail selling that a single step
at the front entrance is a handicap to trade. So firmly
has this become fixed as a creed of that business that
you will find it difficult today to locate a a single prosperous store that is not flush with the pavement.
A theatre proprietor often finds that there is something
that deflects trade from his house, but not always is he
able to determine exactly what that something is. The
fact that the specialist in theatre architecture is in
most cases better able to diagnose the ailment seems
rather conclusively proved by the number of instances
wherein the architect has successfully analyzed the
situation when called in for consultation.
It is the aim of our organization to take a vacant
piece of ground and produce for the owner, our client.

SPANISH

MEZZANINE

ERLANGER

LOUNGE

PROMENADE

THEATRE,

PHILADELPHIA

Hoffman-Henon Company, Architects and Engineers

PROSCENIUM

EARLE

AND

THEATRE.

SIDE ARCHES

THILADELPHIA

Hoflfitian-Henon Company, Architects and Engineers

r

SIDEWAU-,

EARLE

THEATRE,

Hoffman-Henon

AUDITORIL'M

PHILADELPHIA

Company, Architects and Engineers
ladies' rest room

a building which will he marked by economy in design
and construction, strength and permanency, beauty and
usefulness. To achieve that ideal it is my belief, as I
have mentioned earlier in this discussion, that the connection of the architect with the project should begin
long before such an important consideration as the site
has been decided upon. I would urge that the architect
be consulted before negotiations are completed for plot.
The architect, by advising what kind of building
can be erected on the particular site often can save a
a great amount of trouble even before the project is
started. He oftentimes, when called upon to take over a
plot of ground, finds himself hampered to such a degree
that the utmost satisfaction becomes an impossibility.
The question of suitability of the plot to the theatre
desired, or the desired theatre to the site, is better decided before the start of any detail of the project.

Pitfalls Avoided when Possibilities
of Site are Carefully Analyzed
Many theatres which have become unpopular and
which have failed to come up to the expectations of the
owner who has anticipated what he should be able to
obtain in the way of patronage, would never have
been erected had the matter of site first been taken into
consideration.
The prime factor in the construction of a theatre
from the standpoint of the owner is to place every seat
just as close as possible to the stage. That means lower
ceilings, lower balconies, no special construction, such
as loge balconies, which force the balcony proper higher
and therefore move the balcony seats further from the
stage.
In the design of a theatre consideration must be given
to proper proportions.
The lobbies, foyers and other
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space which cannot be used for seats must he scaled in
proper proportion to the seating capacity. Larger lobbies than necessary are merely wasteful, increasing
overhead and bringing in no additional revenue to the
owner. A theatre may make money even in spite of
its extended lobbies and foyers, but it would make
more money if this added expense was not saddled upon
the enterprise.

Costly added Construction Entailed
Main Objecton to Loge Balcony
This is the principal reason for my strong opposition
to the loge balcony type of construction. It entails
great expense in construction, will hold only a comparatively few extra seats, and compels a higher balcony.
As I conceive it. and as I have said before, the architect
must erect his structure with the matter of economy
in keeping with usefulness, durability and lasting qualities always in view. I feel that it is the duty of the
architect to protect his client in every detail and therefore, unless it is positively insisted upon, I will not counnance the expenditure necessary for a loge balcony.
I have built theatres that were virtually all seats with
little lobby or foyer space and they have been wonderful money-makers. I have built others with almost as
much foyer and lobby space as seating space and while
they have made money, the overhead and upkeep has
been a handicap. Finally, on this subject, I give it as
my profound conviction that a theatre with a moderate
and properly proportioned lobby and foyer is the right
and economical thing to build today.
A word as to equipment, stage fitting and kindred
departments! Many times the building program is
left to a subordinate official in some of the bigger companies. Indealing with them I find that there is a tendency to over-equip and furnish, to over-light — in

other words to try to follow Roxy when it is entirely
unnecessary to do so — the location often does not warrant this unusual expense.
I have in mind one theatre where the representative
of the owner insisted on having road show equipment.
This was installed, under protest, at a cost of $12,000
That was two years ago, and the expensive installation
has never been used and probably never will be. Road
shows must carry their own equipment, because not
all the theatres they may play can afford the expense of
such equipment as a permanent feature. A road show
must carry its own lights and switchboards and other
special mechanics because those charged with the presentation usually prefer to use their own equipment,
with
which
are familiar, even though the houseitself is fullythey
supplied

Showmanship Reveals itself with
Greatest Force in Decoration
In the decoration of the theatre showmanship reveals
itself with greater force than in any other department of
the plant. The artistic and tasteful theatre really indicates good showmanship because that quality requires
that the appreciation and approval of the public shall
be continuous. Some years ago there was a trend on
the part of some constructors of theatres to the use
of large plaster figures — elaborate affairs which lacked
lasting appeal. They palled on the public. Then followed the more modern system of decoration and one
which. I feel, will be lasting. In this method effects
are obtained by the use of color. Recently there has been
evident an attempt to revive the plaster mode, but I
do not think it will be important.
It is preferable to get the decorative effects from the
use of simple materials which will he pleasing always.
Everything about the theatre must be beautiful and
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restful and tend to put the playgoer in a frame of mind
in which relaxation plays a large part. If the theatregoer is to he shocked at the outset, by some outre or
grotesque ornamentation he will never be in the proper
frame of mind to enjoy what is to be presented to him in
the way of entertainment. He will not have a good time
and while he may never trace the cause, he does know
the effect and unconsciously will develop an aversion
to that particular playhouse. It will never know him
more as a patron.
One of the most important factors in theatre construction is, of course, acoustics. More and more have scientific ways been adapted to improve the tonal quality of
the voice or music, and the advent of the sound pictures
has made this of increasing importance. By building
the theatre just as condensed as possible without ceilings of vast height and bringing every seat as near as
possible to the stage, it is easier for the speaker or the
amplified sound system to fill the house.

Economy and Acoustics Both Served
By Seating to Greatest Capacity
It is natural that the greater the house and the space
to be filled, the more the volume of sound that must be
used. That is one of the big reasons why, outside of
the economy of the matter, I want to make the auditorium as full of seats as possible and put them as close to
the stage as can be achieved. Such an arrangement
leaves less space to be filled. By padded walls, hangings
and other devices which enhance the beauty of the
auditorium, perfect acoustic properties can be obtained
and a whisper on the stage heard throughout the house.
I would like to cite the East Liberty Theatre, in
Pittsburgh, as probably one of the most technically
correct theatres in the world.
It has wonderful acoustic
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properties and a large seating capacity with a very low
balcony and ceiling.
What we might term the Theatre Modernistic is a
new type which is now with us, as can be seen by the
new Boyd Theatre in Philadelphia. It is the newest
thing, and is very refreshing in contrast with the heavier
style of theatre which we find in many cities in this
country. The modernistic style brings a much lighter
touch, a gayer note harking back to the French again —
the originators of the best taste in theatres and theatrical
life.

Modernistic Style Opens New Fields
to the Theatre Architect
The modernistic style is here to stay in theatres and
theatrical life. It sparkles with life and color. In
France at the present they are doing great things in this
style. Everyone speaks of this modern era and it devolves upon the motion picture theatre to keep pace
with the times by reflecting it in its architecture and
decoration.
Certainly this new idea offers the architect and the
decorator a fresh and fertile field for the play of imagination. Likewise the modernistic style gives us another
avenue of approach to variety. This is most important,
because more and more is it becoming apparent that the
success of a new theatre is importantly connected with
that
theatre's
contrast,
the other
cinemas
in its especially
locality. in its atmosphere, to
Being "different" merely for the sake of difference
seems an unsound policy, particularly in architecture.
However, the architect is faced with the problem of being
different when called upon to design a theatre for a
locality which is already equipped with two or more
theatres. In this case there is sound reason, based on
experience, for the builder of another playhouse to bring
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into the scheme of his theatre something which is fresh
and new — different — in that particular locality. In
consequence the theatre architect is gratified when there
is introduced a newer style with inherent qualities for
successful theatrical treatment. Such, I believe, are the
qualities which the modernistic style possesses.
Through the efforts of designers of home furnishings
and particularly through the splendid work of advertising artists, the public is being educated to an appreciation of the modernistic style of art. The popularity of
a certain type of design or color scheme, provided it is a
popularity based on something more substantial than
mere passing fad or fancy, is an important factor to be
considered by the theatre architect before he attempts
to adapt a new style to a theatre building.
Great as have been the accomplishments, particularly
in the immediate past, in the future the motion picture
theatre and theatre architecture will produce even
Ljreater achievements. Motion pictures have a fascination and an appeal which are interesting so many minds
that it is only natural that astonishing new inventions
Jevelop rapidly. New ideas, whether the invention of
the scientist and engineer, or the creation ol an artist,
luring new problems to the theatre architect and result
in some entirely new feature of theatre architecture or
merely refinement and elaboration.
A new and greater future lies ahead, of that we are
certain. The motion picture industry and its theatres
-till are growing and the future cannot be precisely
bartered, but the changing scene that lies ahead though
it be productive of greater upheavals in a single development than were the result of several new mo\ements
inttoduced in the past will be one to which every branch
of the industry will address itself with a sound understanding based upon the experience which has been
gained during a past which has been vibrant with life,
strife and heroic endeavor.
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Giving complete sources of purchase for all types of theatre equipment, accessories and building construction materials.
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HE listings printed on the following pages have been compiled for the purpose of providing
theatre owners, architects, builders, studios, laboratories and the motion picture industry
in general with a reliable and complete reference for the purchase of all types of equipment
and supplies. Whether important equipment or infrequently used accessories are desired,
Buyers Guide will be found of invaluable aid to the purchaser. For through the sources
of purchase given in this book, all models, grades and priced apparatus and materials may be
investigated with practically no effort on the part of the buyer. ][ This issue of Theatre
Building and Equipment Buyers Guide will serve an excellent purpose. ^ Through the
advertising pages contained in Buyers Guide owners and builders of theatres are given the
opportunity of learning about the latest and most up-to-date equipment available for modernizing theatres. ^ The firms advertising in Buyers Guide make a specialty of serving theatres,
laboratories, studios, etc., and build equipment and accessories best suited for the particular
needs of the motion picture industry. H Write us for sources of purchase for any special apparatus that is not listed in Buyers Guide.
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Theatre Brokers
Theatre Dimmers
Theatre Fronts
Theatre Lists
Theatre Seats
Themetlc Music Cue Sheets
Ticket Booths
Ticket Choppers and Racks
Ticket Registers
Ticket Selling Machines
Tickets. Admission
Timekeeping Equipment
Titles. Film
Trailers, Film
Transformers, Alternating Current
Turnstiles

and

95
95
9;
95
gy
gj
gy
gj
gy
gy
gy
g6
g6
g6
96
96
96
g6
g6
g6
96
96
96
97
g7

u
Uniforms

g7
V

Vacuum Cleaners
Vaudeville Agencies
Velour Rope
Vending Machines, Automatic
Vending Machines, Soap, Towels, etc
Ventilating Systems
Ventilators
Volt Meters

97
97
g7
g7
97
97
97
97

W
Wall Coverings
Water Coolers
Wax Figures
Waxing Machines, Film
Wheels, Color
Wickets. Cashier's Box Office
Wire. Asbestos Covered

97
98
98
g8
g8
g8
98
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Every show a de luxe performance

with the
RCA
Photophone
-HERE

are no "supper

shows" when your house is equipped with an
RCA Photophone. InbuiU reasons make possible outstanding performance all the time.
In the operation of today's theatre, it is
•impossible to separate the sound laboratory
from the motion picture studio.
RCA Photophone is the embodiment of the
knowledge of the world's largest laboratories, devoted to the transmission and reproduction of sound — the Radio Corporation
of America, General Electric Company and
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company.

Giving the complete illusion of realism, the
RCA Photophone represents a basic and
fundamental advance in the acoustic art.
In addition to the equipment for the projection of synchronized sound picture film,
a special apparatus reproducing from disc
records and embodying all the acoustic advances of the RCA Photophone film reproducing system,' for houses of limited seating
capacity will be a part of RCA Photophone's
1929 program.
A consistent production schedule to meet
exhibitor demand now permits of prompt
installations.

RCA PHOTOPHONE

mc.

411 Fifth Avenue, New York
A SUBSIDIARY

OF

THE

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA
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IN EQUIPMENT
ADVEi^TI§ING EOI^
The vote's in — and counted. It's the vote cast by all the equipment advertisers in the theatre field. And it's a vote that permits
no vestige of a doubt concerning its sincerity — for every voter
paid to cast his ballot.
Here's the result.
Motion Picture News leads all other motion
picture trade
journals in total number of equipment
advertising
pages
carried during 1928.
Motion Picture News also carried advertising from a greater number of eqpiipment manufacturers than any of its competitors.
Motion Picture News
equipment advertising for 1928 showed a gain over its
1927 volume.
Its closest competitor showed a loss in volume of equipment advertising carried for 1928 as compared to 1927.
In the final analysis only results count.
Motion Picture News places these plain indisputable facts before
every advertiser and lets the advertiser judge.
The leading equipment paper fifteen years ago,
the leading
morrow!

it%^'

paper

today — and

MOTION
PICTUIIE

fit
"%>J::^:

equipment

m

to-
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HERES WHY
For fifteen years.
theatre field.

Motion Picture News

has covered all the buyers in the

Not a forced circulation, but one acquired and retained thru the strength,
character and service that theatre owners recognize in the News.
Further, Motion Picture News equipment editions have gained full
recognition from theatre architects of consequence. Architects are a
mighty important factor in the sale of theatre equipment.
When

advertisers

buy

Motion

Picture Ncms circulation, they are

not paying for any "waste".
They pay only for the placing of
their sales messages before readers that actually buy.
It is because manufacturers of theatre equipment are familiar
with the complexities of the structure of the theatre field that
they recognize that Motion Picture News
circulation represents the individuals and organizations they must sell.
The largest as well as the longest established equipment
manufacturers in the theatre industry advertise in Motion Picture News — some with campaigns
extended over fifteen years.

that have

The true test of advertising value of a Motion
Picture Trade Paper is the amount of equipment advertising it carries.

'■''''^ -^'-^
sm
■■ii^Wi' j.^fiS?
■■">-i^ ■ ■■■■%^ ■
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ACCESSORY RETAILERS

ADDING, CALCULATING MACHINES

(See Supply Dealers, Motion
Picture)

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
217 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Monroe Calculating Machine
Co., 41 E. 42d St., N. Y. City.
Tabulating Machine Co., 50
Broad St., N. Y. City.

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS, Theatre
Automatic Ticket
R e gr i s t e r
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
Finch & McCullouch, 76 S. La
Salle St., Aurora, 111.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Kardex-Rand Co., Main St., N.
Tonawanda, N. Y.
World
Ticket
& Supply
Co.,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

ACOUSTICS, Theatre
Berry & Co., Inc., F. E., 101
Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Hamlin, Irving, 2406 Jackson
Ave., Evanston, 111.
Keasbey & Mattison, Ambler,
Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,

ni.

Union Acoustical Co., 104 S.
17th St., St Louis, Mo.

ADAPTERS,

Carbon

Bait Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., Inc., 264
Wyckoff St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ifeetrum, Henry, 817 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

ADAPTERS, Incandescent Projection
But Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Elec. Co., Harrison, N. J.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, HI.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St,
N. Y. City.
Monarch Theatre
Supply Co.,
1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago. 111.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

ADAPTERS,

Lens

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7848 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit
Mich.
Enterprise
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St, Chicago,
111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St,
N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
4 Schimmel,
153 W. 23d St, N. Y. City.
Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St, Chicago, 111.

ADDRESSING AND
MAILING MACHINES
Elliot Addressing Machine Co.,
117 Leonard St, N. Y. City.
Rapid Addressing Machine Co.,
225 W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Wallace
Addressing
Machine
Co., Inc., 116 W. 14th St,
N. Y. City.

ADMISSION

SIGNS

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Federal Electric Co., 72 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Flexlume Corp., 1855 Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St, N. Y. City.
Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43d
St. N. Y. City.
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Viking Products Corp., 422 W.
42d St., N. Y. City.
Willey Sign Co., 1559 Church
St, Detroit, Mich.

ADVERTISING
TIES

NOVEL-

Ay-Won
Toy Novelty Co., 892
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Coulter, C. A., 1658 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane
St, N. Y.
City.
Fibre Toy Mfg. Co., So. Gardiner, Me.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
International
Souvenir
Import
Co.,
City. 151 W. 26th St., N. Y.
Irwin-Lee Co., 1018 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City.
Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green
St., Chicago, 111.
National Novelty Co., 516 S. 8d
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia
Badge
Co.,
942
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tangley Co., 100 Main St., Muscatine, la.
Thompson-Thome
Co., 1018 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

ADVERTISING
PROJECTORS
Capitol Machine Co., 100 E. 42d
St, N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St,
N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Standard
Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City.

D ec e m b er

Theatre

Arkay Display Service, 409
Film Exchange Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Continental Screen Service
Corp., Ill Westchester Sq.,
N. Y. City.
Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St, N. Y.
City.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co.,
15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
City, Mo.
Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Motion Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Motion Picture Bulletin, 4472
Broadway, Chicago, 111.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City.

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
Bentz Engineering Corp., 661
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Brunswick-Kroeschell
Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.
Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Shipley Construction & Supply
Co., 42d St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.
Woodling, Miner D., 810 Midland Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
York Ice Machinery Co., York,
Pa.
Kooler-Aire Eng. Corp., 818
State Lake Bldg., Chicago, 111.

AIR DOME

TENTS

Martin N. Y. Tent & Duck Co.,
304 Canal St, N. Y. City.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515
Garrison Ave., Fort Smith,
Ark.

AISLE LIGHTS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Brookins Co., The, Carnegie and
E. 40th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Frink, Inc., I. P., 239 Tenth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhode*
Ave., Chicago, HI.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 821
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

19 28

AISLE ROPE
(See Rails, Rope)

ALARM
ADVERTISING,

29 ,

SIGNALS

Cinema Specialty Co., Inc.,
Gary, Ind.
E.-J. Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St, N. Y. City.
Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1778
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ostrander Co., W. R., 371 Broadway, N. Y. City.

AMMETERS
(See Volt Meters)

AMPLIFIERS
TVTocQ
Roth-Downs
Mfg. Co., St Paul,
Minn.
Samson
Electric
Co., Canton,

Silver-Marshall, Inc., 874 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

ANNUNCIATORS,
Electric
Couch Co., Inc., S. H. Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
Hanover Electric Co., Inc., 80
Beaver St, N. Y. City.
Knickerbocker Annunciator Co.,
116 West St., N. Y. City.
Ostrander Co., W. R., 371 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Patrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N.
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AQUARIUM

STANDS

Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
Place,
N.
Y. City. 67 Irving
Fiske
Iron Works,
J. W., 78
Park PI., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Mikado Goldfish & Supply Co.,
476
Third
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y. Reconstruction
Theatre
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

ARC FEEDS, Automatic
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St, Chicago, 111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St,
N. Y. City.
McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., B64
W. Adams St., Chicago, HI.
Mestrum,
Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

ARC LAMPS
(See Lamps, Arc)

December

ARC

29,

1928

LAMPS, Reflecting
Projector

(See Lamps, Mirror Arc
Reflector Projection)

ARCS,

High

Intensity

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,
4214 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Genei-al Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall & Connollv, 24 Vandara St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Dvision, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

ARCHITECTS,

Theatre

Rosenthal,
A. B., 709 Lankershim Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.
Starks
&
Flanders,
Forum
Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.
Coulter, Norman R., 46 Kearney
St., San Francisco, Cal.
Reid Bros., 105 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Benedict. E. E., 51 Leavenworth
St., Waterbury, Conn.
Mitchell, Rossel E., 910-17th St.,
Washington, D. C.
^.
James,
F. J., Florida
State
Board of Architects, Tampa,
Fla.
Ahlschlager, Inc., W. W., 65 E.
Huron St., Chicago, 111.

MOTION
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Eberson, John, 212 E. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.
Graven & Maygar, 100 N. La
Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Krenn & Beidler, 936 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rapp, C. W., & Geo. L., 190 N.
State St., Chicago, 111.
Strauss, A. M., 415 Cal-Wayne
Bldg., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Callendar, H. C, Central National Bank Bldg., Greencastle, Ind.
Rubush & Hunter, 430 Amer.
Cent. Life Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Bort, Walter Earle, 201 Tucker
Bldg., Clinton, la.
Griffith, F. W., 400 Snell Bldg.,
Ft. Dodge, la.
Henderson, C. A., 118 W. 9th St.,
Coffeyville, Kan.
Weil, Inc., Emile, WhitneyCentral Bank Bldg., New
Orleans, La.
Jacobs, George N., 9 Bosworth
Place, Boston, Mass.
Krokyn, Brown & Rosenstein,
220 Devonshire St., Boston,
Mass.
Crane, C. H., Mich. Theatre
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Crosier, P. E., 915 N. Y. Life
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lindsey, C. H., Lamar Life
Bldg., Jackson, Miss.
Boiler Bros., 114 W. 10th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Steinmever, T., International
Life Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Fisher, Geo. L., City National
Bank Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
Lehman, W. E., & D. J., 972
Broad St., Newark, N. J.

NEWS

Clyde, J. W., Proctor Bldg., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
Del Gaudio, M. W., 160 W. 45th
Ave., N. Y. C.
Ellis, Aaronson & Heidrick, 25
W. 43d St., N. Y. C.
Horn & Sons, E. C, 1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Lamb, Thos. W., 644 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. C.
Rigaumont, Victor A., 1540
Broadway, N. Y. C.
De Angelis, Michael T., 49 East
Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Rabold, Inc., W. A., Alhambra
Bldg., Canton, 0.
Ferguson Co., W. S., 1900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Graham, J., 1610 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland, 0.
Holbrook, Harry, 39 W. Broad
St. Columbus, O.
Hulsken, Peter M., 216 W. Market St., Lima, 0.
Bitting, E. R., 1104 Hamilton
St., Allentown, Pa.
Eichenlaub, Inc., Geo. E., Commercial Bldg., Erie, Pa.
Hoffman-Henon Co., Finance
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lee, W. H., 1505 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris,
1701 Walnut St., PhiladelPa.
Reiger, phia,
Chris
J. & C, Fulton
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
McClenahan, M. A., 504 Eccles
Bldg., Ogden, Utah.
Lee, Smith & Vandervort, 6th
and Franklin Sts., Richmond,
Va.
Huntington & Torbitt, Empire
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Oppenhamer & Obel, 503 Bellin

Bldg., Green Bay, Wis.
Augustine & Klinger, 5619 6th
19
Ave., Kenosha, Wis,
Claude & Stack, 8 S. Carroll St.,
Madison, Wis.
Wolff, A. G., 613 MitcheU St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

ART TITLES
(See Titles, Film)

ARTIFICIAL

FLOWERS

Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chatham St., Chicago, 111.
Decorative Novelty Co., 739 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
City.& Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Dotv
Inc., 148 Duane
St., N. Y.
General
City. Flower Decorating Co.,
Inc., 311 W. 50th St., N. Y.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Barclay St., N. Y. City.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Randall
Co.,
A.
L., 729
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Universal Flower & Decorating
City. 158 W. 50th St., N. Y.
Co.,

ARTISTS'

MATERIALS

Bee-Ko Art & Drafting Co., 407
Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.
{Listings continued)

Artificial Flowers
Trees, Shrubs and Vines
that are Nature's Rivals.
Illustration shows one of
our many Installations.
Let us estimate your needs
for Auditorium, Stage,
Lobby and Foyers.

G.

REISING

&

227 West Austin Ave.
Corner

Franklin

Chicago,

Street

in.

CO.

6o
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ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
(See Air Conditioning
Equipment)

BOARDS,

AUTOMATIC
CHANGEOVER

BOOKING

AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN
CONTROL

(See

DISPLAY FRAMES
TICKET BOOTHS
MIRRORS

Automatic)

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

(See Temperature Regulation
Systems)

(See Advertising Novelties)

BANDS, Reel

BANNERS,
Announcement
Anhalt & Co., Inc., 23 E. 26th
St., N. Y. C.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Koster Co., C. H., 21 Park PI.,
N. Y. City.
Moving Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

"Doty
BASKETS,
Decorative
& Scrimgeour Sales Co.,

Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.
Lcistner, Oscar, 319 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Barclay St., N. Y. City.
Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago. 111.
Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,
Worcester, Mass.

BOOTHS,

LOBBY

DISPLAY
EDWARD

723 SEVENTH

BELLS,

FRAME

Musical

Electric

Deagan, Inc., J. C, 1770 Berteau Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
McShane Bell Foundry Co., 48
E. 41st St., N. Y. City.
Meneely Bell Co., 220 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Schwarze Electric Co., Adrian,
Mich.

BELTING,
Leather,
Projectors

CORP.

SIDE, PRESIDENT

AVE.

for

Blue
Seal
Prod.
Co.,
264
Wyckoff St., BrookbTi, N. Y.
Enterprise
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

NEW YORK

CITY

BIRD BATHS, Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
III.
Randall Co., A. L., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

BLOWERS,

Projection

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Johns-Manville Co.. 292 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.
Keasbey & Mattison, Ambler,
Pa.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,

SEND US YOUR BLUE PRINTS OR
WRITE
FOR REPRESENTATIVE

Advertising

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Tension Envelope Co., 87 34th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Agencies)

Theatre) Svstems,
(See Accounting

AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLERS

BALLOONS,

AGENTS

Vaudeville

BOOKKEEPING SYSTEMS, Theatres

(See Curtain Machines,
Automatic)

AUTOMATIC

Program

Braxton Frame Co.. Inc., 3 E.
12th St., N. Y. City.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, HI.
Gorham
Co., Bronze
Division,
Providence, R. I.
Libman-Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Cinema
Specialty
Co.,
Inc.,
Gary, Ind.
Enterprise
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
III.
Essanay Electric Mfg. Co., 1012
S. 10th Ave., Maywood, 111.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.
Protectall Co., The, 1324 East
Front St., Fort Worth, Texas.

Sprinklers,

1 92i

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Seymour,
Inc., James
M., 51
Lawrence St., Newark, N. J.
Skinner
Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,
1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp.,
1915
Pine
St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Kolesch & Co., 138 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Stencil Novelty Co., 13 E. 14th
St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(See

39 ,

Organ

(See Organ Blowers)

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTERS
American Blower Co., G004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 514 S. 4th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
Clarage Fan Co., Porter and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Garden City Fan Co., 322 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ilg. Electric Ventilating Co.,
2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lakeside Co., Herniansville,
Mich.

Ohio.
Newman
Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.

BOOTHS,

Ticket

Froehlich Cabinet Works, Jacob
Whitlock
N.
Y. City.and Leggett Aves.,
Gorham
Co., Bronze
Division,
Providence, R. I.
Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobby
Display
Frame
Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Citv.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd
St., New York City.
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,
306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
Inc., 845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, HI.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.

BOX OFFICE
STATEMENTS
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.

Dt

■mhcr
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MOTION
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Automatic
Ticket
Register
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
Filmack
Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Greene, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

BOXES, Ticket

BROKERS,

Brass & Bronze Specialty Co.,
Inc., 340 Jackson Ave., N. Y.
City.
Caldwell & Co., Inc., E. F., 36
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.
Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Southern Brass Mfg. & Plaiting
Co., 6614 Harrisburg Blvd.,
Houston. Texas.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

BRASS

FOUNTAINS

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Play

BULLETIN

BOARDS,

Changeable
Liberty Mfg. Co., 101 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Lobby
Display
Frame
Co
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Cit,
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Pick & Co., Albert,
1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 SeventhAve., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
III.

Theatre

BRONZE AND IRON
WORKS
Art
Metal
Construction
Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Chicago
Architectural
Bronze
Co., 4740 North
Clark
St.,
Chicago, 111.
Cornell Iron Studio. Inc., 4630
Paschall
Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Empire
Fire Proof
Door
Co.,
145th St. and Southern Blvd.,
N. Y. City.
Gorham
Co., Bronze
Division,
Providence, R. I.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 2340 Claybourn Ave., Chicago, 111.

CITY

BURNERS,

Acetylene

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Deti-oit, Mich.
Kirschberger & Co., Inc., M.,
1425 37th St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mestrum,
Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

BUZZERS

METAL

OF

ARTISTIC

STANLEY

CABLE, Asbestos,

CABLE,
Motion
Picture
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N.
Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N.
Y. City.

PHILADELPHIA,

WROUGHT

IRON

FOLLOWING

Philadelphia, Pa.
Atlantic Cit>% N. J.
Baltimore, Md.
and the

COMPANY'S
MAGNIFICENT
(now nearing completion)

Towel

WORKS,

OUR ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK HAS BEEN FURNISHED THE
THEATRES DESIGNED
BY HOFFMAN-HENON:

BOYD and ERLANGER,
STANLEY,
STANLEY,

CABINETS,

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St.. Allentown. Pa.
Huntington Labs., Inc., 913 E.
Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
Rochester
Germicide
Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
U.
S.
Sanitary
Specialties
Corp., 435 So. Western Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.
(Listings continued)

municating)
(See Telephone,
Inter-Com-

ART

CABINETS,
Switchboard
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,
7610 Jos. Campau Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.

STREET

CRAFTSMEN

CABINETS, Sanitary
Device
(See Vending Machines)

American Silversheet Co., 2665
Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.

(See Theatre Brokers)

QUAKER

Fulton bash
Co.,
E., 1018
Ave.,E.
Chicago,
HI. S. WaNeumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

BRUSHES, Screen
BUBBLER

Film

Film
Corp., 92 William St.,
N. Safe
Y. City.

Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Authors
Society,
W. 56th St., N. Y.

BROKERS,

GRILLES

MASTER

BRUSHES, Carbon
Hertner
Electric
Co.,
12694
Elmwoo'' Ave., Chicago, 111.
National ^arbon Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Phellis & (. o., Inc., Charles W.
151 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Reisinger,
Hugo, 11 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Forrest, Marv, 55 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Wall, Margaret V., 226 W. 47th
St., N. Y. City.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,
U. T., 80 Lafayette St., N. Y.
City.
Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.

2445 NO. SECOND

Grumbacher,
N. Y. City. M., 160 5th Ave..

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.
McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mirigold Brass Co., 1891 Washington Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Celebrated
Ltd.,
City. 68

CABINETS,

6i
American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
Duplex
M.
P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave., L. I.. City,
N. Y.

BRUSHES, Bill Poster
General Outdoor Advertismg
City.
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y

BRASS RAILS

FIXTURES

NEWS

Werner, George F., 5th & Vine
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Inc., John, 556 West
27th St., N. Y. City.

Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., J. R.,
1412 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 2340 Claybourn Ave., Chicago, 111.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PI., N. Y. City.
Tyler Co., W. S., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Automatic Ticket Register
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Nevcark, N. J.
Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobbv Display Frame Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd
St.. N. Y. City.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
845 S. Wabash Ave,. Chicago,
111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stanley Frame Co., Inc., 727
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

BRASS

PICTURE

MASTBAUM

PA.
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CALL SYSTEMS
Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
E.-J. Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, III.

CAMERA

SUPPLIES

(See Cameras, Motion Pictures)

CAMERAMEN'S
SCHOOLS

Mr. J. Potter Pancake seems pleased with his
new Filmo 75 the Watch Thin Personal Movie. . .
purchased from Bass. . . Movie Headquarters
for professional and amateur.

Bass is Movie Headquarters
Camera priced complete with Cooke F: 3.5 Lens
and case $180.00. Send for complete catalogs
describing apparatus and accessories.
Eyemo . . . Bell & Howell professional 35 MM
hand held, automatic motion picture camera
fitted with Cooke F: 2.5 Lens. Price complete
$264.00.
is the

World's

finest

amateur

(16MM)

Big Free Catalog. Send
Sov your copy today.

Bass Camera Company
179 West Madison St.,

GEORGE

Chicago

F. WERNER

ART
METAL
5th below Vine St.,

WORKS
Philadelphia

Brass and Brouze Railiugs aiid Grilles
Plush Rope Rails
Wastecup Receptacles and Program
Boxes
Ornamental
and Structural Theatre
Outfits
All Kind of Repairs

New

York Institute of PhoN. Y. City. tography, 10 W. 33rd St.,

CAMERAMEffS
BOOKS

TEXT-

Falk Publishing Co., 10 W. 33rd
St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,
Motion Picture
Akeley Camera, Inc., 175 Varick
St.. N. Y. City.
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larch_rnont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
De Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.
Eastman
N. Y. Kodak Co., Rochester,
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 East 13th
St., N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Mitchell Camera Corp., 6015
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
N. Y. Institute of Photography,
10 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.
Wilart Camera Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

CAMERAS, Ultra Speed,
Motion Picture
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

CHARLES HARLFINGER
Brick Mason & Contractor
2830 CONCORD
CAMDEN,
Telephone

3976 W

Camden

AVENUE
N. J.

39 ,
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Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Nagler Bros., 38th & Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Philadelphia Sign Co., 305
Brown St., Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.
27th St., N. Y. City.

CANS, Film

\}rowng.

Filmo

cr

CANOPIES
Architectural
Metal
Products,
Inc., Covington, Ky.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.
Edwards Mfg. Co., 409 E. 5th
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 7th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee
Corrugating
Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham
St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

American Can Co., 120 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Film Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gotham Can Co., 57 Eagle St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Moss
N. &Y. Sons,
City. J., 630 Hudson St.,
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Prelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

CAPS, Color and Shade
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CARBIDE,

Calcium

Air Reduction Sales Co., 342
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
National Carbide Sales Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Union Carbide Sales Co., 30 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

CARBON

SAVERS

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., 264 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CARBON
SHARPENERS
(See

Sharpeners, Carbon)

CARBONS,

Projector

Arco Electric Co., 112 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Felder Sales Co., M. G., 1560
Broadway, N. Y. City.
National Carbon Co., Inc., Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Phellis Co., Inc., Chas. W., 151
W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Reisinger,
Hugo, 11 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Speer Carbon
Penn.

CARD

Co., St. Mary's,

SYSTEMS

Acme Card System Co., 116 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kardex-Rand Co., Inc., N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

2 <> .
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MOTIOX

CARDBOARD,

Sign

Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 East
34th St., N. Y. Citv.
Finck Co., Inc., S., 177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Klearflax Linen Looms, Inc.,
Duluth, Minn.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Smith & Sons Carpet Co., Alex.,
285 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

December

Doty & Scrimgeoui- Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y.
City.
National Card Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.
Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stafford Co., N., 90 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

CARNIVAL

GOODS

(See also Advertising Novelties)
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.

CARPET CLEANING
COMPOUNDS

COVERING

Brown & Bigelow. Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Greater
N. Y. Export
House,
Inc., 820 Eighth Ave., N. Y.
City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

CARPET

CUSHION

Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Clinton Carpet Co., 130 N. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.
Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 E.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, III.

CARPET

LINING

(See Carpet Cushion)

CARPETS

Advertising

Bush Cartoon Service, M. S., 52
West Chippewa St., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Lochren Film & Slide Co., W.
A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

CASES, Film Shipping

Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Campbell Carpet Cleaning Co.,
Inc., A. B., 612 E. 15th St.,
N. Y. City.
Electric
Rotary
Machine
Co.,
Grand Central Terminal,
N. Y. City.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CARPET

CARTOONS,

PICTURE

AND RUGS

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Co.,
385 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Brown & Bigelow. Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larehmont Ave., Chicago, III.
Film Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 East 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Moss & Sons, J., 630 Hudson
St., N. Y. City.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y.
Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

CASHIERS,

Automatic

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
515 1st St., Watertown, Wis.
Hoefer Change-Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Lightning
Coin
Changer
Co.,
844 Rush St., Chicago, 111.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.
Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,
2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

CEILING, Metallic
Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnhara St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

CEMENT,

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex M. P. Industries, 74
Sherman Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Griffin, F. B., Oshkosh, Wis.
Hewes & Co., 1069 Myrtle Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Weldon Film Cement Co., 301
Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis,
Minn.

CHAIR COVERS, Theatre

Spring
CHECKS,
Door and
Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Grand Specialties Co., 3101
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Norton Door Closer Co., 46
Warren St., N. Y. City.
Sargent & (jo.. New Haven,
Conn.
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stamford, Conn.

CHEMICALS,
Air
Purifying
(See Disinfectants and Sprays)

CHEMICALS,

(See Covers, Theatre Seat)

CHAIRS, Rattan, Reed
and Willoio
Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th
St., N. Y. Citv.
Ficks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heywood-Wakefield
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
National Rattan & Willow Co.,
1 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Universal Willow & Reed Ware
Co., Vernon and Nott Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

CHAIRS,

Theatre

(See Seats, Theatre)

CHANDELIERS,

Crystal

Pearlman, Victor S., 533 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rialto Import Co., 114 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
Shapiro & Aronson, Inc., 20
Warren St., N. Y. City.

CHANGE

MAKERS

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
515 1st St., Watertown, Wis.
Hoefer Change Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Lightning
Coin
Change
Co.,
844 Rush St., Chicago, 111.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co.,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.
Universal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,
2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

CHANGE-OVER
DEVICES

Film

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

N E ir S

(See

Automatic

Change-Over)

Photographic
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
M. P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave., Long
Island
City, N. Y.
Dupont De Nemours Co., Parlin, N. J.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Empire Chemical Co., 230 Morgan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gennert,
Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.

CHEWING-GUM
REMOVER
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave., Newark, N. J.
Rochester
Germicide
Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Rosco Laboi-atories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Toch
Bros., 443 Fourth
Ave.,
N. Y. City.
West Disinfectant Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Racks) Ticket
CHOPPERS,
(See

Ticket

CLAMPS,

Choppers

Carbon

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Listings continued)

McNichol Paving & Construction Co.
General Contractors
1923 Cherry Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Specialists in excavation & foundation work.

and
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WM. R. CHAPMAN
& SONS
Mason Builders
1506 Washington

Mason

Ave.,

Philadelphia

Contractor on the

STANLEY THEATRE & CLARK
OFFICE BUILDING
PITTSBURGH,

Branch

PENNA.

Offices:

Philadelphia
Brick
Co.
Kerbaugh Lime Company

Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bennett,
Geo.
H.,
Argentine
Sta., Kansas City, Kan.
Duplex
M.
P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave., Long
Island
City, N. Y.
Dura Film Protector Co., Inc.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Durograph
N. Y. City.Co., 130 W. 42d St.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Stewart-Teitel
Film
Process,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

CLEANERS,
(See

Vacuum

Vacuum
Cleaners)

CLOCKS, Advertising and
Screen
Luxe
Clock & Mfg. Co., 1101
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Seth Thomas Clock Co., 19 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.
Sterling Electric Clock Co., 30
Irving Place, N. Y. City.
Western
Clock
Mfg.
Co., 107
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.

CLOTH, Poster
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

COIN BAGS

ARCHITECTURAL
WOODWORK

Federal Bag Co., 3500 S. Morgan St., Chicago, 111.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515
Garrison Ave., Fort Smith,
Ark.

COIN COUNTING
Assorting and Wrapping
Machines
Abbott Coin Counter Co., 143rd
City.
St. and Wales Ave., N. Y.

GRATER-BODEY CO., INC.
NORRISTOWN,

PA.

Robert Tarlo & Son
Interior

Woodwork

COLOR

COLOR

THEATRE CABINET WORK
OUR SPECIALTY
Frankford

Philadelphia

HOODS

Betts Co., H., 1397 Sedgwick
Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Newton, Chas. I., 244 West 14th
St., N. Y. City.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 W. Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., N. Y. City.

WHEELS

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Brenkert Light Projection Co..
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

December

39 ,

1938

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Welsh,
H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. J.City.

COLORED LAMPS,
Etched
Crown Coloring & Chemical Co.,
1991 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 60th St., N. Y. City.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
Technical Color & Chem. Works,
523
Third
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

COLORED MOTION
PICTURES
Handshiegl
Color
Progress
Corp., 1040 McCadden
Place,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Kelly Color Laboratories, Fort
Lee, N. J.
Technicolor
Motion
Picture
Corp.,
120
Brookline
Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

COLORING,
Incandescent
(See Lamp

Lamps

Dip Coloring)

COMPENSATORS,
Current

(See Transformers,
Current) Alternating

CONDENSER

LENSES

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Beseler & Co., Chas., 131 E. 23d
St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.
Fish-Schurman
Corp., 45 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Kollmorgen
Optical
Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Solomon & Son, L., 199 Wooster
St., N. Y. C.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS,
Theatre
American Terra Cotta & Ceramic Co., 228 N. La Salle St.,
Chicago, III.
Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Benedict Stone Corp., 35 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 West
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

December

29,

MOTION

1938

Chapman & Sons, W. R., 1506
Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Conkling-Armstrong Terra
Cotta Co., Wissahicken Ave.
& Juniata St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Cox-Janeway Corp., 1610 Real
Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Federal Terra Co., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. C.
Harlfinger, Charles, 2830 Concord Ave., Camden , N. J.
Midland Terra Cotta Co., 105
W. Monroe St., Chicago. 111.
Van Sciver Corp., Parkway at
24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURE

Thompson-Starrett Co.,
Park Ave., N. Y. City.

CONTROLS,

250

Automatic
Arc

(See

Arc

Feeds,

Automatic)

CONTROLS, Automatic
Curtain
(See

Curtain

matic)
Machines,

Auto-

CONTROLS,
Automatic
Temperature
(See Temperature Regulation
Systems)

CONSTRUCTION,
Theatre
Chanin Construction Corp., 285
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Elvin Co., R. C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fleishman Construction Co.,
531 7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Fuerst, Robert, Palace Theatre
Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fuller & Co., G. A., Flatiron
Bldg.. N. Y. City.
Gescheidt Co., Inc., J., 142 East
43rd St., N. Y. City.
Hall Co., Inc., R. E., 231 W.
43rd St., N. Y. City.
McClintic. Marshall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
McWilliams, Inc., James, 55 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Pierce Elee. Co., 215 W. Randolph St.. Chicago, 111.
Shapiro & Son, M., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

CONVERTERS,

Electric

Hertner Electric Co., 12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, 0.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Liberty Elect. Corp., Stamford,
Conn.
Samuels Stabilarc Co., 739 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

COOLING SYSTEMS,
Theatre
(See

Air Conditioning
Equipment and Heating and Ventilating Equipment)

COOLING TOWERS
(For Theatre Cooling Systems)
Burhom Co., Edwin, 25 Broadway, N. Y. City.

NEWS

Cooling Tower Co., The, 15 John
St., N. Y. City.
Hart, Jr., & Co., B. Franklin,
15 Park Row, N. Y. City.
Seymour, Inc., James, 51 Lawrence St., Newark, N. J.

COSTUMES,

Theatrical

(See also Uniforms)
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland St., cor. Dorchester Ave.,
Cnicinnati, Ohio.
Brooks Theatrical Costumers,
1439 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Chicago Costume Works, 116 N.
Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Theatrical Costume Co.,
24 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Dazian's
Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Miller-Costumier, 236 S. 11th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Oriental Costume Co., 6223 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.
City.
ram's, 318 West 46th St., N. Y.
.Vestern Costume Co., 935 South
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

COVERS,

Program

-erby Press, 1799 Jerome Ave.,
Bronx, N. Y.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover Sons & Co., Jos., 49th
and Market Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hexter & Co., S. M., 2400 E. Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

CUPS, Sanitary
Individual
American
Paper
Goods
Co.,
Kensington, Conn.
Boston Drinking Cup Co., 1000
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Individual
Drinking
Cup
Co.,
Inc., Easton, Pa.
LilyN. Y.
Cup City.
Co., 120 Broadway,
Tulip
Cup
Corp.,
220
Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
U. 111.
S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,

CURTAIN

Automatic
Devices
Co.,
789
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Third
St., Aurora, 111.
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Vallen
Ohio. Electrical Co., 225 Bluff
St., Akron, Ohio.
Welsh,
H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. J.City.

CURTAIN
(See

COVERS, Theatre
Seat

MACHINES,
Automatic

TRACKS

also Automatic)
Curtain
Machines,

Automatic
Devices
Co.,
739
Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
(Listings continued)

Albano Co., The, 119 W. 40th
St., N. Y. City.

ALL FACE BRICK
used in construction of the following theatres
designed by Hoffman-Hen on
BOYD— (Warner Bros.)— Philadelphia
CIRCLE— (Stanley)— Philadelphia
ERLANGER— (Stanley)— Philadelphia
VILLA
THEATRE— (Stanley)-Philadelphia
EMBASSY— (Stanley)— Ariantic City
STANLEY— (Stanley)— Bridgeton, N. J.
WYNN— (Stanley)— Philadelphia
And the Stanley Company's
(Philadelphia)

MASTB

AUM

was furnished by

COX-JANEWAY
1610 REAL

ESTATE

CORPORATION

TRUST

BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA
Specializing in Face Brick and Cast Stone for Exterior
and Interior Ornamentiifion
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Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
and Dorchester Aves., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Ohio.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicolett Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Vallen Electrical Co., 225 Bluff
St. Akron, Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CURTAINS,

Display designed and executed for the Keith-Albee Palace Theatre
of Akron, Ohio, by tlie Art Guild of New York.
All soldiers as well
as the sign were made with the Cutawl

Motion Picture Theatres and Studios
Are Saving Money and Time with the

Motion Picture Theatres all over the country are using the
Cutawl daily to get Action — Variety — Sctisatious, with surprising success, in their exterior displays and stage presentations. Motion Picture Studios are creating settings that
would be practically impossible to create without the
Cutawl.
The new model Cutawl is entirely portable. It is not attached in any way except by electric cord, and can be
operated in any plane horizontal, vertical or oblique.
It is POWERFUL having a two-speed motor, allowing the
operator to use low speed on fine and intricate work and
high speed where rapid cutting is practicable and desirable.
It has a variable cutting stroke up to M inch and is convertible for sazrnng by substituting saw-blade for the chisel.
Thus it is possible to cut several thicknesses of cardboard
or wallboard at one cutting. Note example in soldiers
shown above.

Decemb

OF

Fireproof

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland and Dorchester
Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Central
Asbestos
& Magnesia
Co., Chicago, 111.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Haug,
Inc., Henry,
512-16 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Johns-Manville Co., 292 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.
Kuhn Studios, Inc., Louis, 105
W. G3rd St., N. Y. City.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212
111. E. Superior St., Chicago,
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Welsh,
H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. J.City.

CURTAINS,

Sound-proof

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.

CURTAINS,
Velour
Velvet

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Haug,
Inc.,N. Henry,
41st St.,
Y. City.512-16 W.

There is practically no limit to the range of its usefulness,
other than the ingenuity and ability of its user.

Hexter & Co., S. M., 2400 E.
Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kassel Studios, 220 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Landish Studios, 40 Ames St.,
Rutherford, N. J.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Allegheny Ave. and Front St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Send for detailed information about our FREE 10 day
Trial Offer, also list of Theatre and Studio users and complete catalog describing the new and improved Cutawl.

Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

INTERNATIONAL

23 So. Throop St.
EstablUhed

REGISTER

CO.

Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
1891

CUT

OUT

MACHINES

International Register Co., 15 S.
Throop St., Chicago, 111.
Wen-Wood Co., The, 800 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.

29 ,

1928

CUT OUTS, Advertising
(See
City.also Posters, Advertising)
Advertisers Art Sculpture
Works, 47 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Goes Lithographing Co., 47
Warren St., N. Y. City.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
National Card, Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia Badge Co., 942
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 449 W.
61st St., Chicago, 111.

CUTTING ROOMS,
Public Film
Duplex

Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., L. I.

City, N. Y.
Miles, Joseph R., 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

DATE

STRIPS

Exhibitors Printing Service, 711
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Filmack
Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Moving Picture Adv. Co., 1208
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stafford
Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

DAYLIGHT
CAMERA
LOADERS
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Universal Camera Co., 361 West
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

DECORATIONS,
Artificial Flower

and

(See also Curtains, Fireproof)

er

(See Artificial Flowers)

DECORATIONS,
(See

Stage

Interior)
also Decorations,
Theatre

Angelo Studios, Michel, 212 E.
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
Beck
& Sons Co., Wm.,
Dorchester and Highland Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kuhn Studios, Inc., 105 W. 63rd
St., N. Y. City.
Landish Studios, Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
New York Decorating Co., 102
Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio.
Twin
City
Scenic
Co.,
2819
Nicolett
Ave.,
Minneapolis,
Minn. Scenic
Volland
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATIONS,
Interior

Theatre

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,
Ferdinand,
N.
Y. City. 67 Irving Place,

D c c I- III b r r

2 9 .
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Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chatham Court, Chicago, 111.
Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., 3 E.
14th St., N. Y. City.
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
148 Duane St., N. Y. City.
Eckhart Studios, Inc., Wm., 1440
Broadway, N. Y. City.
General Flower Decorating Co.,
311 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Gibelli & Co., 1321 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Guidotti. Bro., Jno., 413 West
16th St., N. Y. City.
Interior Decorating Co., Archer
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kuhn Studios, nc, Louis, 105
W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Barclay St., N. Y\ City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y'. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin
Ave., Chicago. 111.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sarsi Studio, 4475 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Sosman & Landis Co., 416 S.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.
Theatre Reconsti'uction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
VoUand Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DECORATORS,
Interior

MOTION

PICTURE

DISPLAYS, Scenic Lobby
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St.. Chicago, 111.
Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange
Bldg.,
Cleveland
Ohio.
Bodine-Spanjer
Corp.,
1160
Chatham Court, Chicago, 111.
Doty & Scrimgeour
Sales Co.,
148 Duane St., N. Y. City.
Fulton
Co.,
E. E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Libman-Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.

(See

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

DOORS, Fireproof

Missouri
Fire Door & Cornice
Mo.
Co., 907 S. 2nd St., St. Louis,

Architectural
Metal
Products,
Inc., Covington, Ky.
Art
Metal
Construction
Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Dahlstrom
Metallic
Door
Co.,
431 Buffalo
St., Jamestown,
N. Y.
Empire
Fire Proof
Door
Co.,
145th
and Southern Blvd.,
N.
Y. St.
City.

SAMUELS

Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Philadelphia Fire Retardant Co.,
110 W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., 3rd
St., Aurora, 111.
Variety Fire Door Co., 2958
Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.

PRODUCTS

bTABILARC
MOTOR

GENERATOR

ARE

THE

FIRST

CHOICE OF PROGRESSIVE
EXHIBITORS

EVERYWHERE

Theatre

EttSrSTEEL

Angelo Studios, Michel, 212 E.
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
Battisti Studios, Inc., 226 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
Rau Co., Inc., Henry S., 2018
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wood-Stretch & Co., 1922 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DEODORANTS,

NEWS

CURTAIN

TRACKS

Theatre

Disinfectants)

DEVELOPING,

Film

(See Laboratories)

DIMMERS,

Lighting

(See Theatre Dimmers)

DISINFECTANTS
SPRAYS

AUTOMATIC

AND

California Exterminating Co.,
Inc., 373-A W. 125th St.,
N. Y. City.
Frank Disinfecting Co., 91
Bleecker St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hewes & Co., 1069 Myrtle Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Sanozone Chemical Co., 1127
Roy St., Philadelphia, Pa.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.
West Disinfectant Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

YOUR

EQUIPMENT

DEALER

OR

DRAPERY

HOUSE

CAN

SUPPLY

THEM.

FULL

INFORMATION

UPON

REQUEST.

AUTOMATIC

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

CURTAIN MACHINE

DEVICES

739 HAMILTON

ALLENTOWN,
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

CO

STREET

PA.

BROOKS

1439 Broadway
Tel. 5580 Penn.

\I 17
11 . I ,
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DOORS, Rolling Steel

Brodie Co., Wm. H., 38 Park
PI., N. Y. City.
Kinnear Mfg. Co., 342 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, Oliio.
Obler Engineering Corp., D. M.,
94 E. 10th St., N. Y. City.

ELECTRICAL SIGN
DISPLAYS
AND MARQUISE
FOR

DOORS, Safety

THEATRES

GENUINE
CLAUDE
INTERCHANGEABLE

(See

NEON
LUMINOUS
TUBES,
LETTER FEATURE SIGNS.

PHILADELPHIA
SIGN CO.
305-7-9 BROWN STREET
PHILADELPHIA
WM. TRUCKSESS

DREW TRUCKSESS

OVER 30 HOFFMAN-HENON
DESIGNED THEATRES
EQUIPPED

WITH

"PHILADELPHIA

SIGNS"

IMPOSSIBLE-TO-STALL-OR-JAM
NEW-TIFFIN
CURTAIN-CONTROL
STARTS, STOPS, OR REVERSES AT ANY POINT
Description
Upon
Reqaest

/"»"
ScenicStudios
"''''°"'
HIO
TIPFIN.O

WOOD -STRETCH & CO.
and

Decorators
Rittenhouse
Race 7165

9726

1922-24 SANSOM STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Fireproof)

DRAPERIES

29 .

1928

INSTRUMENTS

Leedy DRUMMERS'
Mfg. Co., Barth
Indianapolis, Ind.

DRUMS,

Ave.,

Drying

Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

DUPLICATING
MACHINES
Argus
N. Y. Mfg.
City. Co.,

61

Park

PI.,

(See also Decorations)
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark
St., Chicago, 111.
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bernhard Co., Morris, 18 W.
18th St., N. Y. City.
Broadway Decorating Studios,
10fi6 Broadway, N. Y. Citv
Dazian's
Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.

Commercial Appliance Co., 419
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Dick
A. B., 395 Broadway,
N. Co.,
Y. City.

Flagg Scenic Studios, Fountain
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Haug, Inc., Henry, 512-16 W.
41st., N. Y. City.
Hexter & Co., Inc., S. M., 2400
K. Superior Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Kuhn .Studios, Inc.. Louis, 105
W. fiSrd St.. N. Y. City.
Landish Studios. Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.

DuPont
35 W.
Eastman
N. Y.
Gennert,
N. Y.

Pa. Market "Sts.,
LitPhiladelphia,
Bros., 8th and
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St.. Chicago, 111.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc.. 17
N. 10th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819 Nicollet Ave, Minneapolis, Minn.
VoHand Scenic Studios, Inc..
37.17 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo,

DRAWING

MATERIALS

Beling Co., H. M., 25 West 45th
St., N. Y. Citv.
Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixth
Ave.. N. Y. Citv.
Riebe & Co.. Erwin M., 105 E.
59th St., N. Y. City.
Soltmann, Inc., E. G., 202 East
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DRINKING

Painters

Telephones

Doors,

December

FOUNTAINS

Century
Brass
Works,
Inc.,
Belleville, 111.
Crane
Co., 836
S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mott
Iron Works,
J. L., 118
Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.
Murdock
Mfg.
& Supply
Co.,
426
Plum
St..
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Voigt
Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wheeling
Sanitary
Mfg.
Co.,
MainVa.,and 5th Sts., Wheeling,
W.

DROPS, Stage
(See Decorations, Stage)

Multigraph
St., N. Y.
Multistamp
Broadway,
Speedograph
Broadway,

Mfg. Co., 20 Vesey
City.
Co. of N. Y., 29
N. Y. City.
Duplicate Co., 476
N. Y. City.

DYES, Film
Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,
45th St., N. Y. City.
Kodak Co., Rochester,
Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
City.
I

EASELS, Picture
Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.
12th St., N. Y. City.
MarkendorfF,
N. Y. City.S., 159 W. 23rd St.,
McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Steiner Sons & Co., Wm., 257
W. 17th St., N. Y. City.

EFFECT PROJECTORS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co.. 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
TESTING
INSTRUMENTS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg,
J. H., 29 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.
Square D. Co., 6060 Rivard St.,
Detroit, Mich.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

ELECTRIC FANS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,
2860 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
Robbins & Meyers Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC

FLOWERS

Leistner, Oscar, 319 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W, Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

December
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Reising
&
Co.,
G., 227
W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant
Co.,
194
Front
St.,
Worcester, Mass.

ELECTRIC
<See

Lamps,

LAMPS
Mazda)

ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS, Portable
(See

Lighting
and
Plants, Portable)

ELECTRIC

Power

SIGNS

Adsign, Inc., 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Brilliant Sign Co., 3531 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.
Erikson Elec. Co., L., 6 Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Flexlume Corp., 1855 Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Milne Elec. Co., 614 Cherry St.,
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Philadelphia Sign Co., 305
Brown St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eawson & Evans Co., 710 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.
27th St., N. Y. City.
Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willey Sign Co.. 1559 Church
St., Detroit, Mich.

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS
Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Edwards Electrical Construction Co., 70 E. 45th St., N. Y.
City.
E-J Electric InstaTation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Electrical Lighting Supplies,
216 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles,
Cal.
Fisehbach & Moore, Inc., 226 E.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Fuller & Co., G. A., Flatiron
Bldg., N. Y. City.
Hartmann Electric Co., 1051
Hall PI., Mansfield, Ohio.
Hoffmann & Scons, 387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.
Master Builders, The, Commerce Bldg., Erie, Pa.
Newbery Elec. Co., F. E., Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Newmark & Bro., Morris, 1814
Ludlow St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Nusbaum & Bro., Elias. 2023
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pierce E'ectric Co., 215 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

ELEVATORS
Atlantic Elevator Co., Liberty
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Otis Elevator Co., 11th Ave. and
26th St., N. Y. City.

MOT

I OX

PICTURE

NEWS

Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

EMERGENCY
LIGHTING PLANTS
Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Crescent
Emergency
Safety
Light Corp., Berwick, Pa.
E-J
Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Enslen
Hydro
& Electric Co.,
Inc.. 1600 Broadway,
N. Y.
Citv.

Consistent
Satisfaction

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Roth
Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Universal Motor Co., 79 Harrison St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

EMPLOYEES'

is the secret of the great
number of theatre contracts awarded to us
year in and year out.

CLOCKS

American Watchman's Clock
Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y.
City.
Cincinnati Time Recorder Co.,
100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
International Time Recording
Co., 310 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
City.

A Few oi the Theatres
Equipped by Us
and Designed by

Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y. City.

ENGINEERS,

Lighting

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park. Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ENGINES, Gas and
Gasoline
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co., 347
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 900 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Foos Gas Engine Co., 309 Linden Ave., Springfield, Ohio.
Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.

ENGINES, Gasoline,
Portable
Homelite
Terminal,Corp.,
N. Y.Grand
City. Cen*^ral

EXHAUST

FANS

American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 514 S. 4th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,
730 W. Monroe St., Chicago,
111.
(Listings conlinited)

Hoffman-Henon
Company
Architects and Engineers
Stanley
Wynne
Logan

Boyd
Stanton
Kent
Cross Keys
Earle in Atlantic City
And many others

THEATRE WIRING
SPECIALISTS

Elias Nusbaum
€t Brother
General Electrical Contractors
Elias Nusbaum

Samuel

2023 Sansom

Philadelphia, Pa.

Street

Nusbaum

BUYERS'
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Builalo

Forge Co., 490 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
Clarage
Fan
Co., Porter
and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.
Garden
City Fan
Co., 322 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ilg Elec. Ventilating Co., 2850
N. Crawford
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Seymour, jas. M., 51 Lawrence
St., Newark, N. J.
Skinner
Bros. Mfg.
Co., Inc.,
1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
TjT>hoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

EXIT LIGHT SIGNS
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Erickson
Electric
Co., L., 6
Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Frink,
Inc., I. P., 239 Tenth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Guth
Co., Edwin
F., Jefferson
&
Washington
Aves.,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Hub
Electric
Co., 2219
West
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Voigt
Co., 1743
N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Wiley
Sign Co., 1559 Church
St., Detroit, Mich.

GUIDE

SECTION

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

FANS, Advertising

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FILM

PACKERS

Lloyd's Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Massce & Co., Inc., 115 Broad
St., N. Y. City.

FILM PRESERVATION

(See Advertising Novelties)

FANS, Exhaust
(See Exhaust

December

OF

Fans)

FANS, WALL
(See Electric Fans)

FERNERIES
Albano Co., The, 119 West 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67 Irving Place,
N. Y. City.
General Flower Decorating Co.,
311 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts.. Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

FILM CABINETS
(See Cabinets, Film)

FILM CLEANERS
(See Cleaners, Film)

FILM CLEANING
FLUID
Bennett, Geo. H., Argentine Station, Kansas City, Kans.

Cleveland
Film
Protector
Co.,
811 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Rex Film Renovator Co., 73 E.
Naghten St., Columbus, Ohio.
Stewart - Teitel Film
Process,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Werner
Film
Protector
Mfg.
Co., 604 Olive St., St. Louis,
Mo.

FILM RACKS
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pacific Tank & Pine Co., Equitable Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

FILM, Raiv, Negative and
Positive
Agfa Film, 6368 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Ansco Photoproducts Co., Inc.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,
35 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 West
45th St.. N. Y. City.
Powers
Film
Products,
Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Philadelphia
Penna.
Builders Hardware

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

MORRIS

and

Lighting Fixtures
Our

latest installation

Villa Theatre
- - Collingdale, Pa.
Architects
Hoffman-Henon Co.

NEWMARK

FILM REELS
(See Reels, Film)

FILM SPLICING
MACHINES
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
M. P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave., Long
Island
City, N.Machine
Y.
General
Co., 820 E.
140th St., N. Y. City.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Pausin
Engineering
Co., 727
N.J.
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
Willoughbvs, 110 W. 32nd
N. Y. City.

P. Industries,
74
Ave., Long Island

City, Film
N. Y.Protector Co., Inc.,
Dura
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Empire
Film Vaults, Inc., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Llovds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Premier Fireproof Storage Co.,
6372 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.

FILM WAXING
MACHINES

Eastman
N. Y.

Kodak Co., Rochester,

Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110

on many of their jobs.

W. 32nd

St.,

FILTER LENS
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
KoUmorgen
Optical
Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Listings continued)

& BRO.

For the last ten years it has been our pleasure to work with

Company

St.,

FILM STORAGE
Duplex
M.
Sherman

Electrical Engineers & Contractors
1814 Ludlow Street
Philadelphia,

Hoffman-Henon

1928

Magic Film Protector Co., Muncie, Ind.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Werner
Film-Protector
Mfg.
Co.,
Mo. 604 Olive St., St. Louis,

N. E. HENDERSON
& SON, INC,

EXPOSURE METERS,
Camera

39 ,

Pa,

Dece

III b cr

29 ,
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XEITS

Beautiful Theatres
Require

Artistic Lighting Fixtures
We take great pride in the
many artistic installations
we have made for The
Hoffman-Henon Co.

THE HORN & BRANNEN MFG. CO.
427-433 No. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

We Installed
THE ELEVATORS IN THE NEW
MASTBAUM AND ERLANGER
THEATRES IN PHILADELPHIA

HOFFMAN-HENON

Lit Brothers
Eighth

and Market Streets
Philadelphia

COMPANY

Architects and Engineers

We Build Elevators
of Every
Description and for Every Purpose

Completely Equipped to
Furnish Carpets, Drapes and
Furniture in Harmony with
Any Type Theatre Interior

The Federal Reserve Banks in New York
and Philadelphia, United Gas Improvement Co., Pennsylvania Railroad Co.,
Reading Co., Liberty Trust Co., Corn
Exchange National Bank, Maryland Casualty Co., New York Central Railroad Co.
are using ATLANTIC
ELEVATORS.

ATLANTIC ELEVATOR COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK
BALTIMORE
RICHMOND
NEWARK
CHARLOTTE

WASHINGTON
HARRISBURG

We are proud to have been
in co-operation with the
"Hoffman-Henon" company
in the erection of many
magnificent theatres.
We

guarantee
lowest prices consistent with
expert service and best workmanship.
Lit Brothers Contract Department, Fourth Floor

BUYERS'

GUIDE

SECTIOX
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Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimrael,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

FIRE

ALARMS

Automatic Fire Alarm Co., 416
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Croker Electric Co., 22 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Garrison Fire Detecting System,
City.
Inc., 247 Park
Ave., N. Y.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Ostrander
& Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City.
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co.,
531 Canal St., N. Y. City.
Promenade

of the Stanley-CUjrk

Theatre^ Pittsburgh, Pa.

Furniture and Furnishings
Executed

FIRE DOORS

by Us for the

Hoffman-Henon

Company

The Albano [owpanyinc
SHOWROOMS
119 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK

(See

FIRE

Doors,

Fireproof)

EXTINGUISHERS

American

Chemical Co.,
banon, Pa.
American-La France Fire
gine Co., Inc., Elmira, N.
Croker Co., 22 West 30th
N. Y. City.

LeEnY.
St.,

Foamite-Childs Corp., 1010 Turner St., Utica, N. Y.
Fulton Co.. E. E., 1018 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Exchange St., Providence, R. I.
Philadelphia Fire Retardant
Co., 1321 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

29 ,
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Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave., Newark, N. J.

FIRE
GUARD, Projection
111.
Fire Guard

Mfg. Co., Aurora,

Protectall Co., The, 1324 E.
Front St., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sentry Safety Control Corp.,
13th & Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

FIRE HOSE

American-La France Fire Engine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Goodyear Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.
Quaker
noming.CityPa.Rubber Co., WissiSafety
Fire Extinguisher
Co.,
291 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Woodhouse
Mfg. Co., 35 Warren St., N. Y. City.

FIRE PREVENTION,
Projector
(See

Fire Guard,

FIREPROOF

Projection)

CURTAINS

(See Curtains, Fireproof)

FIREPROOFING
MATERIALS
American

Insulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Anchor Fireproofing Co., 1633
Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.
Beaver Products Co., Inc., Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Consolidated Sheet Metal Works
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.
(Windows and Doors.)
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Johns - Manville
Co.,
H.
W.,
292 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
David

WITHIN

3 %

The Type C. P. Transverter delivers within 3 per cent of the rated voltage
under all conditions and loads within the rating of the generator.
That means more nearly constant voltage than is obtained from the average D. C. power line.
The Transverter assures you of the proper light
operation and perfect automatic performance.

control — economical

If you show Pictures — and especially if you
run Talkies — you need the Transverter.
The

Sold in the U. S. A. by
National Theatre Supply

THE HERTNER
12694 Elmwood

Canadian Distributor
Perkins
Electric, Ltd.

Co.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

Ave.
Exclusive Mantxfactarers of the Transverter

aEVELAND, OHIO
U. S. A.

Lupton's
Sons Co., Allegheny Ave. and Tulip St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Nagler
Bros., 38th & Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Reising
& Co., G., 227 West
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
VoUand
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
A. B. C. First Aid Kit Co., 498
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
American-La France Fire Engine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Safety First Aid Co., 28 West
15th St., N. Y. City.
Universal Prescription Corp.,
25 Broad St., N. Y. City.

FIXTURES, Brass
(See

Brass

Fixtures)

FIXTURES, Lighting
Black & Bovd Mfg. Co., 17 E.
47th St., N. Y. City.
Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., 3 E.
14th St., N. Y. City.

Di
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Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1119
W. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago,
111.
Guth Co., Edwin F., Jefferson
&
Washington
Aves.,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Henderson & Son, Inc., N. E.,
1320 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Horn & Brannen
Co., 427 N.
Broad
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Cirand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
MacBeth - Evans
Glass
Co.,
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pearlman,
Victor
S., 533
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Pierce Elec. Co., 215 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Quaker City Art Metal Works,
2445 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Rialto Import Co., 114 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
Shapiro
& Aronson,
Inc., 20
Warren St., N. Y. City.
Voigt
Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FIXTURES,
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Plumbing

Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Economy
Plumbing
Co., 4646
Holly Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Lieblich & Co., H., 551 W. 181st
St., N. Y. City.
Mock, Inc., Chas., 200 W. 101st
St., N. Y. City.
Mott
Iron Works,
J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Pennsylvania Plumbing & Heating Co., 351 W. 38th St., N. Y.
City.
Standard
Sanitary
Mfg.
Co.,
Mfrs. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheeling Sanitary Mfg. Co., W.
4th St., Wheeling, W. Va.

FLAG MAKERS
(See Advertising Novelties)
Annin Co., 99 Fulton St., N. Y.
City.
Jackson, Henrv, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

FLASHERS, Electric Sign
Betts Co., H., 1397 Sedgwick
Ave., N. Y. City.
Cramblet Eng. Corp., 286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E., 1018
S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
General
Appliance
Corp., 120
Eighth
St., San
Francisco,
Cal.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Milne Electric Co., 614 Cherry
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Sundh
Electric Co., 5 Avenue
C, Newark, N. J.

FLOOD

LIGHTING

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, III.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.
E-J
Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. Citv.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major
Equipment
Co.,
Inc.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
111.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

FLOOR

COVERINGS

Commercial Floors, Inc., 89
Warren St., N. Y. City.
Congoleum - Nairn, Inc., 1412
Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Dreadnought Flooring Co., Inc.,
177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Fee & McQuillan, Inc., 215 E.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Finck Co., Inc., S., 177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Pepper, Inc., G. H., 279 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Al-

legheny Ave. and Front St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Russelloid Co., 18th and Rudy
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.
Scott, West & Aitken, 15 East
40th St., N. Y. City.
Sloane, W. & J., Fifth Ave. and
47th St., N. Y. City.

FLOOR SCRUBBING &
WAXING
MACHINES
Ace
Floor
Waxing
Co.,
348
Third Ave., N. Y. City.
Electric
Rotary
Machine
Co.,
Grand
Terminal,
N. Y. City.Central
Herr Mfg. Co., John, 44 N. 4th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.

FLOORING,

FLOORING,

Tile

Armstrong Cork & Insulation
Co., 24th St. and Allegheny
River, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Associated Tile Mfrs., Beaver
Falls, Pa.
Bonded Floors Co., Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Kennedy, Inc., David E., 250 W.
57th St., N. Y. City.

YOU
REDUCE

Mosaic

Howden Tile & Marble Co., 216
E. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Linomosaic Co., 15 E. 40th St.,
N. Y. City.
Mueller Mosaic Co., 154 W. 49th
St., N. Y. City.
Ravenna Mosaics, Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

CAN

OPERATING

COSTS

WITH

HOTCHKISS SILENT FLASHERS
ON

YOUR

ELECTRIC

SIGNS AND

MARQUEES

Their contacts do not wear or burn and nothing
needs oiling or adjusting. Ask your electrician
how much time he spends in a year on your open
contact sign flashers and check up your bills for
replacement parts. Then you will be ready to ask
us for further details.

EVENHEETERS
IN YOUR

PIPE ORGAN

CHAMBERS

They are thermostatically controlled electric heat-

They cut down your organ repair bills, increase the
life of the instrument, and insure beautiful music
Full information will

ST.

MILWAUKEE,

BASKETS

Baskets,

Decorative)

FLOWERS,

Artificial

(See Artificial

Flowers)

ment)
FOOTLIGHTS
(See

Lighting,

Stage

FOUNTAINS,

Equip-

Decorative

Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOUNTAINS,

Drinking

(See Drinking Fountains)

FRAMES,
Poster and
Lobby Display
Adsign,
Inc., 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.
Kraus
N. Y.Mfg.
City.Co., 220 W. 42nd St.,
Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Markendorff, S., 159 West 23rd
St., N. Y. City.
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,
306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

FROSTING

LAMP

(See Lamp Dip Coloring)

Burning
FURNACES, Coal

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Skinner Bros. & Co., Inc., 1474
South Vandeventer Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp.,
1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

FURNACES,

WIS.

1819

Oil Burning

(See Oil Burning Equipment)

FURNITURE,
(See

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORPORATION
286 MILWAUKEE

FLOWER
(See

Williamson
Heater
Co.,
Broadway, N. Y. City.

ing systems that keep the actions in smooth operating condition and keep all stops at proper pitch.

regardless of the weather.
be sent on request .

National Floor Tile Co., Mobile,
Ala.
Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

also

Seats,

Theatre
Theatre)

Albano Co., The, 119 West 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Allied Furniture Mfg. Co., Inc.,
1341 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
(Listings
continued)

BUYERS'
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Bristol Co., 319 E. 62nd
St.,
N. Y. City.
Bristol & Barber
Co., Inc., 3
East 14th St., N. Y. City.
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lit Bros., 8th and Market Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Notman Co., A. H., 1 Park Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

FUSES, Electric
Chicago Fuse Mfg. Co., Laflin
and 15th Sts., Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

GUIDE

SECTION

December

OF

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Major
Equipment Co., Inc.,
111.
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,

GAZING

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sussfield, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

BALLS,

Lobby

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.
Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67
Irving
PI.,
N. Y. City.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GELATINES
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Central Import Co., 1656 S. Central Park Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Essex Gelatine Co., 40 N. Market St., Boston, Mass.
Gelatine Products Co., Inc., 27
6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Staee Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

GENERATORS,

Motor

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton St., AUentown, Pa.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg,
J. H., 29 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.
Hertner Electric Co., 12694
Elniwood Ave., Cleveland, 0.
Liberty Elec. Corp., Stamford,
Conn.
Northwestern Electric Co., 408
S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, 111.
Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Samuels Stabilarc Co., 739
Hamilton St., AUentown, Pa.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

39,
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GLASS SPECIALTIES
Bache
&
Co.,
Semon.
636
Greenwich St., N. Y. City.
Krakovitz
& Son, M., 4th &
Morris Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rau
Co., Inc., Henry
S., 2018
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Welded
Glass Co., Springfield,
N. J.

GOGGLES,
Operators'
America
n Thermoware
Co., Inc.,
16 Warren St., N. Y. City.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GRANITE,

Building

City. & Sons
Dodds
Granite Co.,
Pershing Square Bldg., N.Geo.,
Y
Harrison Granite Co., 4 E 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
Haskel & Sons, Inc., S., Harrison PL, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Presbrey-Leland Quarries Co.,
681 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Swenson Granite Co., John, 101
Park Ave., N. Y. City.

GRILLES, Brass
(See

Brass

Grilles)

GRILLES, Ticket
Window
(See also Brass Grilles)
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
Gorham
Co., R.
Bronze
Division
Providence,
I.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Triangle Iron Works, Inc., 435
Austin PI., N. Y. City.
Tyler Co., W. S., 3621 Superior
Ave., N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

GUMMED

LABELS

Columbia Printing Co., 1632 N
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Metal Specialties Mfg. Co., 338
N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Stafford
Co.,
N.,
96
Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

HANGERS,
Door
Curtain

and

(See Curtain Tracks)

HARDWARE,

TICKET
BOOTHS
TICKET BOXES

LOBBY
FRAMES
MIRRORS

STANLEY

727 SEVENTH

AVE.

FRAME

CO.,

NEW

INC.

YORK

CITY

Theatre

Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago, HI.
Clancy, Inc., J. R., Syracuse,
N. Y.
Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Henderson & Son, Inc., N. E.,
1320 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Kurzon, Charles, 97 E. Houston
St., N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.
(Listings continued)
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GIMBELS
Philadelphia, Penna.
We Have Recently Supplied Complete
Furnishings of These Fine Theatres:

ERLANGER,

Philadelphia

MASTBAUM,

EARLE, Philadelphia
Our Contract Bureau Will Supply
Estimates, Without Obligation, for
the Furnishings in Whole or in Part
of Any Theatre or Hotel

GLASS
All Kinds of Glass for Builders Use

M.

Copper Store Fronts

Krakovitz

& Son

Philadelphia, Pa.

ROBERT B. LEDERLE & CO.
ROBERT

B. LEDERLE

J. HARRIS TYRE

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ORNAMENTAL IRON
BRASS

NEIVS

THE AMERICAN
SYSTEM
Heating
Ventilation
Cooling

Philadelphia

EARLE, Atlantic City

Mirrors

PICTURE

and BRONZE

WORK

Offices: WITHERSPOON BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA

Installed in many
Hoffman-Henon
Theatres.
The nearest approach
to the ideal.

Established by years
of service, scientific research and creative
invention as the foremost of its kind.
Designed, installed,
guaranteed and serviced by one organization.

THE AMERICAN HEATING &
VENTILATING COMPANY
Specialists for a quarter of a cert'
fury in the science of ventilation.

1505 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
F. D. Windell, Pres.
W. R. Murphy, V. P. & Treas.

BUYERS'
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Soeffing & Co., Adolph, 833 Arch
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Solidhed Track Co., 39 Murray
St., N. Y. City.
Sosman & Landis Co., 416 S.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, 0.
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.

HEATERS,

Organ

■Cramblet Engineering Corp.,
286 Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Prometheus Elec. Corp., 356 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.

HEATERS.

Ticket Booth

Cramb'et Engineering Corp.,
286 Milwaukee Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129
Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

GUIDE

Prometheus Electric Corp., 356
W. 13th St., N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEATING

AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT

American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
American Heating & Vent. Co.,
1505 Race St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
American Radiator Co., 40 W.
40th St., N. Y. City.
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 514 S. 4th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Autovent Fan & Blower Co., 730
W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
Buffalo Forge Co., 490 Broadway Buffalo, N. Y.

SECTION

OF

Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Clarage Fan Co., Porter and
North Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Cooling & Air Conditioning
Corp., The, 11 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,
2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
Johnson Service Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.
Keystone Heating & Equip. Co.,
1317 S. Juniper St., PhiladelReynolds phia, &Pa. Co., B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,
1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.

Adolph Soeffing & Company
833

Builders Hardware
Tools and Cutlery
Arch Street
Philadelphia
Distributors of RUSSWIN

Hardware

We have furnished the finished Hardware for the
following' Theatres:
Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia
Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia
Karlton Theatre, Philadelphia
Erlanger Theatre, Philadelphia
Capital Theatre, Philadelphia
Kent Theatre, Philadelphia
Wynne Theatre, Philadelphia
Waverly Theatre, Philadelphia
Manor Theatre, Philadelphia
Earle Theatre, Philadelphia
Mastbaum Theatre, Philadelphia
Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia
Stanley Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.
Earle Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Enright Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Grand Theatre, Norristown, Pa.
Stanley Theatre, Camden, N. J.
Stanley Theatre, Baltimore Md.
Stanley Theatre, Bridgeton, N. J.
Co.,

Phila.,

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.
Woodling, Miner D., 810 Midland Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HEATING
(See
and

SYSTEMS,
Coal

Furnaces,
Coal Burning
Heating and Ventilating
Equipment)

HEATING
Oil

SYSTEMS,

(See

Burning

Oil Equipment)
HEATING, Theatre

(See

Heating
and Ventilating
Equipment)

HERALDS.

Novelty

Filmack
Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pace Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.
Singer Program Co., 250 West
54th St., N. Y. City.

HIGH

INTENSITY
LAMPS

ARC

(See Arcs, High Intensity)

HOLDERS,

Ticket

(See Ticket
Choppers
Holders)

and

HOODS, Color

(See

Color

Hoods)

HORNS. Theatre Sound
Littleford Equipment
Bros., 502 E. Pearl
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Macv Mfg. Corp., 1451 39th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Racon Electric Co., Inc., 18-24
Washington Place, N. Y. C.

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS
(See Lamps, Mazda)

INDUSTRIAL FILMS,
Producers of
Alexander Film Co., Denver
Col.
Bray Productions, Inc., 130 W.
46th St., N. Y. City.
Globe Cinema Co., P. 0. Box
351, Allentown, Pa.
Kelley Color Laboratory, Inc.,
1010 Palisade Ave., Palisade,
N. J.
McCurdy Films Co., 56th St.
and Woodland Ave., Philadel1828.)
Pathescope
phia, Pa. Co. of America, 35
W. 42d St., N. Y. City. (Suite
Phelpsfilms, Inc., 126 Meadow
St., New Haven, Conn.
Douglas Eothacker Film Co.,
1339 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, 111.

All of the above designed by
Hoffman — Henon

1938

December

Pa.

INK AND PENCIL
SLIDES
A. B. Slide Studios, StiUwell
Hotel. Los Angeles, Cal.

December

29,

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co.,
15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
City, Mo.
Radio Mat Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City.
Standard Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSPECTION

TABLES

Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

INSURANCE, Fire and
Liability
Hartford Accident & Indemnity
Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.,
Hartford, Conn.
Massce & Co., Inc., 116 Broad
St., N. Y. City.
Stcbbins, Leterman & Gates,
1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange, Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE,

Rain

Massce Co., Inc., 115 Broad St.,
N. Y. City.
Stebbins,
Leterman
& Gates,
1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.

INTERIOR DECORATING SERVICE
(See

IRON

Decorations,
Interior)

MOTION

1928

Theatre

WORK, Architectural and Ornamental

Cornell Iron Studio, Inc., 4630
Paschall Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago, 111.
Lederle & Co., Robert B., Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Llewellyn Iron Works, Los Angeles, Cal.
Moss Iron Works, J. E., Wheeling, W. Va.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rogers
Schmitt
Wire
& Iron
Works,
1815
23rd
St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Wehmeyer,
Edwin
W.,
1700
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

JANITORS'

SUPPLIES

American Standard Mfg. Co.,
2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.
Atlanta Cleansing Products Co.,
443 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Chicago Products Co., 104 Hopkins St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ellis Davidson Co., 348 W. 52nd
St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
Janitors' Supply Co., 301 Market St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Nichols Mfg. Co., R. H., 38 17th
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
St. Louis Janitors' Supply Co.,
116 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Sanozone Chemical Co., 1127
Roy St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Tucker Duck & Rubber Co., 515
Garrison Ave., Ft. Smith, Ark.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn
St., Long Island City, N. Y.
N. Y.

KICK

PLATES,
Guards
and Door Pulls

Angert Mfg. Co., 137 W. Broadway, N. Y. City.
Brasco Mfg. Co., 5035 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

LABELS, Film
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
Filmack Co., 730 So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

Edwin W. Wehmeyer
has by
furnished and erected the
Miscellaneous and Ornamental
Iron work in the following
theatres, designed and erected
HOFFMAN-HENON

CO.

Architects & Engineers

Logan Theatre

Philadelphia

Stanley Theatre

Atlantic City

Earle Theatre
Atlantic City

Stanley Theatre
Camden, N. J.

Stanley -Crandall Theatre

Baltimore, Md.

Erlanger Theatre

Philadelphia

Mastbaum Theatre
Philadelphia

LABELS, Gummed
(See Gummed

Labels)

Plumbing and Heating Contractors
1317 S. Juniper Street,

NEWS

Perlman Iron Works, Inc., A.,
City.
1735 W. Farms Road, N. Y.

Keystone Heating & Equipment
Corporation
Bell Phone, Oregon 1886

PICTURE

Philadelphia
Keystone Phone, Race 2788

MASTBAUM THEATRE, Plumbing. . .
Phila., Pa.
STANLEY THEATRE, Plumbing
Phila., Pa.
Bridgelon, N. J.
STANLEY-FOX THEATRE, Heating. .
QUEEN THEATRE, Healing
. . . Wilmington, Del.
WYNNE THEATRE, Heading
Phila., Pa.
EARLE THEATRE, Plumbing & Heat, ng
Phila., Pa.

EDWIN W. WEHMEYER
Engineer and Contractor
Structural & Ornamental
Iron Work
1700 WALNUT

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

78

BUYERS'

LABORATORIES

CALIFORNIA:
Bennett, Chester, 6363 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
Clunes, 5356 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood.
Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., Seward & Romaine,
Hollywood.
Davidge & Co., Roy, 6701
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
Dawes, Fred C, Negative
Film Lab., 6060 Sunset
Blvd., HoUiTvood.
Handshiegl Color Process
Corp., 1040 McCadden PI.,
Hollywood.
Horsley, Wm., 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood.
Little, 5874 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood.
National Aero. Map Co., 861
Seward, Hollywood.
Ries Bros., Commercial Photographers, 1152 N. Western Ave., Hollywood.
Technicolor
Motion
Picture
Corporation, 1006 Cole Ave.,
Hollywood.
CANADA:
Dominion Film Co., Vancouver, B. C.
COLORADO:
Ford's, 1029 16th St., Denver.
CONNECTICUT:
Phelpsfilms, Inc., 126 Meadow
St., New Haven.
D. C, WASHINGTON:
Colonial Film Co., 606 Sixth
St.
FLORIDA:
Miami Studios, Miami.
GEORGIA:
Hamilton Beach Film Co., 141
Walton St., Atlanta.
ILLINOIS:
Camel Film Co., 845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Holmes, Burton, 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.
Premier Title Co., 350 E. 35th
St., Chicago.

GUIDE

S E C T IO X
NEW

Spoor-Thompson Laboratories,
1333 Argyle St., Chicago.
M. P. A. Film Laboratory,
The, Piano.
INDIANA:
Coburn Photo & Film Co.,
539 W. Meridian St., Indianapolis.

December

OF

LAMP

YORK:

Biograph Co., 807 E. 175th
St., N. Y. City.
Consolidated Film Industries,
City.
203 W. 146th St., N. Y.

IOWA:
Parrot Films, 772 9th St., Des
Moines.
MARYLAND:
Alpha Film Laboratories,
3437 Park Heights Ave.,
Baltimore.
Lewey, Harry, Wizard Theatre Bldg., Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS:
Commonwealth Cinema Co.,
29 Middlesex St., Boston.
Melkon Motion Picture Laboratory, 15 Stanhope St., Boston.
Motion Picture Advertising
Co., Boston.
Technicolor
Motion
Picture
Corp., 120 Brookline Ave.,
Boston.
MICHIGAN:

192i

DIP COLORING

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gelatine Pi-oducts Co., Inc., 27
6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hewes & Co., 1069 Myrtle Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Technical Color & Chemical
Works, 523 Third Ave., Brook-

Cromlow Film Lab., 220 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Duart Film Lab., 761 Jackson Ave., N. Y. City.
Empire Film Lab., 723 7th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Fischer Studios & Laboratories, David, New Rochelle.
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.,
Long Island City.
Malcolm Laboratories, 244
W. 49th St., N. Y. City.
Rex Hedwig Laboratories,
Inc., Flushing.
Tremont Film Lab., 1942 Jerome Ave., N. Y. City.

lyn, N. Y.
LAMP

SHADES

Caldwell & Co., Inc., E. F., 38
W. 15th St., N. Y. City.
Gudeman
& Co., 30 Irving PI.,
N. Y. City.

OHIO:

Hasbrouck Bergen Co., Inc., 797
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
New York Lamp Shade Co., 131
W. 19th St., N. Y. City.
Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass
Co., 32nd
and
Penn
Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

Industro-Scientific Film Co.,
1514 Prospect Ave., Cleveland.
Pyramid Film Co., Pyramid
Bldg., 121 E. 3rd St., Dayton.

H. N. Nelson, Film Bldg., Detroit.
MINNESOTA:
Lochren Film & Slide Co., W.
A., 706 Film Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis.
Ray Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave., St. Paul.
MISSOURI:
Kansas City Slide Co., 2449
Charlotte St., Kansas City.
NEW JERSEY:
Empire Laboratories, Inc.,
West New York.
Kelly Color Laboratory, Inc.,
1010 Palisade Ave., Palisade.
Paragon, John St., Fort Lee.
Pathe, Bound Brook.
Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
Fort Lee.
U. S. Laboratories, Hudson
Heights.

39,

OREGON:
Kiser Studios, 773 Melrose
St., Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA:
nedy.
Betzwood Film Co., Port Ken-

LAMPS, Arc

Colonial M. P. Co., Wissahickon.
Howe Film Lab., Lyman, 175
W. River St.,Wilkes-Barre.
Indus. & Domestic Film Co.,
16th and Penn Sts., Pittsburgh.

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,
1438 Beachwood Drive, Hollywood, Cal.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
HI.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall
24 Vandam St.,
N. &Y.Connolly,
City.

TEXAS:
Austin
Film
Library,
Inc.,
Austin.
Fitzhugh, E. H., 1026^ Elm
St., Dallas.
WISCONSIN:
U. L. C. Industrial Film Co.,
Milwaukee.

Hallberg,
J. H., 29 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.

Lupton'^Windoivs

Are adaptable to any decorative idea, give better ventilation — admit
more light. Leading architects are using Lnpton Steel Windows in
modern buildings everywhere. Hoffman-Henon Co., Architects, used
Lupton Steel Windows in the following new theatres which they designed:

EMBASSY THEATRE

MASTBAUM

THEATRE

Atlantic City
Philadelphia
EAST LIBERTY THEATRE
East Liberty, Pa.
Consult your ttrchiteet about Lupton Steel Windows

or write us direct,

DAVID LUPTON'S
SONS COMPANY
Main Office and Factory
Allegheny Ave. and Tulip St.

CORNELL

IRON

Philadelpliia, Pa

STUDIO,

INC.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND ARCHITECTURAL
BRASS AND BRONZE, BUILDERS IRONWORK

THEATRES

4630 PASGHALL

A

SPECIALTY

AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

December

3.0.

19 2 S

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Are.,
N. Y. City.
Motion Picture Service Co., 417
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Strong Elec. Co., 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.
Wohl & Co., Inc., M. J., 9-11
40th Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y.

LAMPS, Incandescent
(See Lamps, Mazda)

LAMPS, Incandescent
Projection
<See Lamps, Mazda Projection)

LAMPS,
(See Lamp

Lacquer
Dip

Coloring)

LAMPS, Mazda
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse
Lamp
Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y. City.

LAMPS. Mazda Projection

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.
National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse Lamp Co., 160
Broadv?ay, N. Y. City.

LAMPS,

Mirror Arc Reflector Projection

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Perfection Arc Co., Inc., 711
Wells St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

LAMPS,

Portable
Floor

and

Habergritz, Philip, 372 Second
Ave., N. Y. City.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass
Co., 32nd
and
Penn
Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
United Ornamental Iron Works,
Inc., 785 E. 135th St., N. Y.
City.

MOTIOX

PICTURE

Voigt
Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
West Side Wood Turning Co.,
227 Tenth Ave., N. Y. City.

LANTERNS,

Slide

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St.,

X E JV S

Cinephor Lenses

Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
. " Y. City.
42nd
CityN.
N. Y. St.,
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Newton, C. I., 244 W. 14th St.,
N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

LAVATORY
EQUIPMENT AND FIXTURES
Crane Co., The, 836 E. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.,
Mfrs. Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

LEADERS,

Film

What to Expect

National
Screen
Service, Inc.,
126 West 46th St.. N. Y. City;
also Chicago,
III. and
Los
Angeles, Calif.
Neumade
Products
Corp.. 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

LENSES,

from a Projection Lens
A lens can only reproduce on the screen,
that which is registered on the film.

Condenser

(See Condenser

Lenses)

These

LENSES, Made to Order
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Jones-Hewett Optical Co., 2
Gordon St., Boston, Mass.
KoUmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

projected image.
They are identical with the
characteristics of the

CINEPHOR
1.
2.
3.
4.
When

LENS

Flatness of field
Maximum illumination
Clear definition
Contrast between black and white

you have

a CINEPHOR

you have

lens that possesses these qualities and
will faithfully reproduce the film.

Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hudson Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

LENSES, Motion Picture
Camera
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Fish-Schurman Corp., 45 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Mitchell Camera Corp., 6025
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester,
N. Y.
(Listings continued)

are the four qualities, and the only

four, that a projection lens can give to the

a

that

We will gladly send you farther information on projection lenses. Jast send your name and address.

BAliSCHfeLOMIB
COfVlPANY

OPTICAL

653 St. Paul St.

Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
653 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Please send me further information on Cinephor Lenses.
Name

. ..

Address

So

BUVERS'

GUIDE

SECTION

OF

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schiramel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

LENSES,

FOR

THE

THEATRE

Stage lighting
EQUIPMENT

APPARATUS

SUPPLIES

\\/^HATEVER your requirements may be —
" whether
a small spotlight,
a complete
stage
lighting installation,
or specially
designed
equipment — we are prepared to supply your
needs. We carry a large stock of standard
stage lighting specialties ready for immediate
delivery — our engineering and manufacturing
facilities enable us to fulfill your special requirements with dispatch. Hoffman-Heron and
other leading Theatre Architects specify Kliegl
products for their most prominent theatres,
for Kliegl specialties are dependable, practical, and embody the very latest developments
in lighting devices for the stage and theatre.
Make use of the Kliegl Catalog when ordering
supplies, stage lamps, etc. When planning the
erection of a new playhouse, refer your problems
in stage lighting to our engineers — their thirty
years and more of experience in show lighting
will be helpful in procuring the best results at
the least cost. The following is but a partial
list of the specialties we manufacture:
Footlights
Border Lights
Proscenium Lights
Cove Lights
Illuminated Signs
Act Announcers
Exit Signs
Aisle Lights
Step Lights
Dimmers
Panel Boards
Switchboards
Floor Pockets
Wall Pockets
Automobile Calls
Fire Logs
Coal Q rates
Electric Fountains
Crystal Reflectors

Spotlights
Floodlights
Stage Lamps
Color Wheels
Color Frames
Scenic Effects

Connectors
Plugging Boxes
Music Stands
Piano Lights
Organ Lights
Leader Stands
Rheostats
Pipe Clamps
Stage Cable
Gelatine Mediums
Color Caps
Lamp Coloring
Cable Supports
Terminal Lugs
Slide Carriers
Shutters
Blinders
Lenses
Enclosed Switches

Write Jot Illustrated Bulletins

KLIISL iiOS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.
eSTABLISHeO

THEATRICAL

1696

• DECORATIVE

• SPECTACULAR

LIGHTIHQ
321 West 50th Street
NEW

YORK, N.Y.

Projection

Bache Co., Semon, 636 Greenwich St., N. Y. City.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfeld, Lorch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Wollensak Optical Co., 872 Hudson Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

LIBRARIES, Film
Dawes, Fred C, 6115 De Longpre Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
General Film Library, 117 W.
46th St., N. Y. City.
Pathescope Co. of America, 35
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Wafilms, Inc., 130 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.

LIGHTING,

Acetylene

Commercial
Acetylene
Supply
Co., Berkeley, Cal.
Mestrum,
Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
National
Carbide
Sales Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Prest-O-Lite
Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.

LIGHTING

ENGINEERS

(See Engineers, Lighting)

LIGHTING

FIXTURES

December

29 .

19 28

Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio.
Ward-Leonard
Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Welsh,
J.
H.,
270
West 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Westinghouse
Electric
&
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mfg.

LIGHTING
AND
POWER PLANTS
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert Lea, Minn.
Continental Electric Co., Inc.,
149 Church St., N. Y. City.
Crane Co., The, 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.
City. Hydro & Electric Co.,
Enslen
Inc., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTING & POWER
PLANTS, Portable
Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.
Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.
City. Hydro & Electric Co.,
Enslen
Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y.
Homelite Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTS, Aisle
(See Aisle Lights)

(See Fixtures, Lighting)

ment)
LIGHTS,
Border

LIGHTING, Stage Equipment

(See Lighting, Stage Equip-

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Channon Mfg. Co., James H.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago, III.
Chicago State Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1255
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wcntworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mestrum,
Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,
7610 Jos.
troit, Mich.Campau Ave., DeNewton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.

LIGHTS, Exit
(See

Exit

LIGHTS,

Light

Signs)

Orchestra

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Channon
Mfg. Co., James
H.,
223 West Erie St., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
\V. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Gal'agher Orch., Equip Co., 616
W. Elm St. Chicago, 111.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

LIGHTS, Spot
(See Spotlights)

LIGHTS, Studio
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

December

39,

Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,
1438 Beechwood Drive, Hollywood, Cal.
Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., 410
8th St., Hoboken, N. J.
E-J Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mayer, Max, 218 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 Sixth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wohl & Co., Inc., M. J., 9-11
40th Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y.
Wolff Mfg. Corp., 225 N. Hoyne
Ave., Chicago, 111.

LINKS, Fusible
Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Metropolitan
Elec.
Mfg.
Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yates, Inc., J. W., 49 M; Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.

LINOLEUM
(See Floor Coverings)

LIQUID SOAP & SOAP
COyTAINERS
American Standard Mfg. Co.,
2266 Archer Ave., Chicago,
111.
Best Chemical Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington. Ind.
Idico Corporation, 461 Eighth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Nichols Mfg. Co., R. H., 38 17th
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Rochester Germicide Co., Rochester, N. Y.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

LISTS,
(See

Mailing

Mailing

MOTION

1938

Lists)

LITHOGRAPHERS
American Lithograph Co., 52 E.
19th St., N. Y. City.
Artcraft Lithograph & Printing
Co., 110 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City.
Edwards & Deutsch Lithographing Co., 2320 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Forbes Lithographing Co., Boston, Mass.
Goes Lithographing Co., 47
Warren St., N. Y. City.

PICTURE

81

NEWS

Grinnell Lithographic Co., 406
W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover & Sons Co., Joseph, 49th
& Market Sts., Phila, Pa.
Milwaukee Lithographing Co.,
2101 kee Sycamore
St., MilwauWis.

OF

Ch

Morgan

Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

LOBBY

DECORATIONS

■7%

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc.,
City. 148 Duane St., N. Y.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Libman - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State & Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.

LOBBY
DISPLAY
FRAMES
(See Frames,Display)
Poster and Lobby

LOBBY

FURNITURE

Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67 Irving
Place.
N. Y. City.
Dow Co., The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Ky.
Picks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heywood-Wakefield
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Theatre
R"construction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St.. Chicago.
III.

LOBBY

SEATS,

Stone

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

LOBBY
(See

LOCKS,

WALLS

Wall

Coverings)

BOLTS,
Door

Panic

Bolles Co., The Wm. B., 120
Clinton
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.
Steffens-Amberg Co., 260 Morris Ave., Newai'k, N. J.

LUBRICANTS,

Do youP«fwant
^ ^
more light at
Less Cost?
Yoii want the finest effects yet
want to keep your running
costs within profitable limits.
Major's New Chromium Plated
Reflectors give much more
light with less cost than old
types. AH Major Stage and
Auditorium Equipment is now
Chromium Plated type and
adds this great superiority to
Major Leadership.
There is a new Major catalog about
ready to mail. Write now to receive
this epoch making book — free.

Oil

Blue Seal Products Co., Inc.,
264 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Metal Polish Co.,
Quill St. and Belt R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
(Listings continued)

Major Equipment Compani^
4603

Fullerton

Avenue,

Chicago

Offices in Thirty Cities

82

BUYERS'

Shindhelm, G., 144 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
City. 318 West 46th St., N. Y.
Tarn's,

International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Lidseen, Inc., Gustave, 830 S.
Central Ave., Chicago, 111.
New York Lubricating Oil Co.,
116 Broad St., N. Y. City.
Republic Lubricants, 799 Broadway, N. Y. City.
United States Graphite Co.,
Saginaw, Mich.

LUMINOUS

MARBLE,

MARBLE,

(See Electric Signs)

BAGS

Boyle & Co., Inc., John, 112
Duane St., N. Y. City.
Federal Bag Co., 3500 S. Morgan St., Chicago, 111.

MAILING

LISTS

Boyd's
City Dispatch,
114 E.
23rd St., N. Y. City.
Motion
Picture
Directory
Co.,
244 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Polk & Co., Inc., R. L., 524
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Ross-Gould Co., 483 N. 10th St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Trade
Circular
Co.,
166 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

MAKEUP,

Theatrical

Emmelin, Alfred,
49 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City.
Factor, Max, 326 S. Hill St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Artificial

Chicago Art Marble Co., 2883
Hillock Ave., Chicago,
111.
Comolli & Co., John, 85 5th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Henry Marble Co., 3208 Shields
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Martinelli, J., 1400 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

SIGNS,
Interior and Exterior

MAILING

GUIDE

Natural

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
United Marble Co., Rutland, Vt.
Vermont
Marble
Co., Proctor,

MARQUEES,

Theatre

(See Canopies)

MAT

SERVICE

(See Service, Mat)

CHARLES

MATS

AND

OF

December

RUNNERS

American
Standard
Mfg.
Co.,
2266 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
Getman
Leather
Products
Co.,
109 Pearl St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Heywood - Wakefield
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Mat Co., F. A., 230 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Pick & Co., Albert,
1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.
Quaker
City Rubber
Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAZDA

Appalachian Marble Co., Knoxville, Tenn.
Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67
Irving
PI.,
N. Y. City.
Chicago Art Marble
Co., 2883
Hillock Ave., Chicago, 111.
Comolli & Co., John, 85 5th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Concord
Slate, Marble
& Tile
Corp., 229 Bowery, N. Y. City.
Excelsior Marble &. Tile Works,
Inc.,
City. 896 East 141st St., N. Y.

Vt.

SECTION

LAMP
JECTION

PRO-

(See Projection, Mazda

MAZDA

Lamp)

LAMPS

(See Lamps, Mazda)

METAL

NUMBERS,
Letters

American Art Works, Coshocton, Ohio.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincincinnati, Ohio.
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, 111.
Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

29,

METERS,

Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
M. P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave., Long
Island
City, N. Inc.,
Y. G., 24 E. 13th
Gennert,,
St., N. Y. City.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

MIRRORS
Albano Co., The, 119 West 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Bache & Co., Semon, 636 Greenwich St., N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bi'os., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rawson & Evans Co., 710 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MOTH

SPRAY

(See Disinfectants and Sprays)

MOTION PICTURE
CABLE
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

S. LEOPOLD

Consulting Engineer
213 South Broad Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

A partial list of the associated work with Hoffman-Henon Company is—
Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Earle Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stanley Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mastbaum Theatre. Philadelphia, Pa.
Earle Theatre, Washington, D. C.

192i

Stanley Theatre. Baltimore, Md.
Enright Theatre, East Liberty, Pa.
Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Embassy Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.

Heating and Ventilating
Earle Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.
Erlanger Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manor Theatre, Norwood, Pa.
Kent Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Waverly Theatre, Drexel Hill, Pa.

We take this opportunity of wishing the HOFFMAN-HENON
COMPANY a continuance of their well'deserved success.

December
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International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.

MOTOR GENERATORS
(See Generators, Motor)

MOTORS,

Electric

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hertner Elec. Co., 12694 Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Howell Elec. Motor Co., Howell,
Mich.
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Samuels Stabilarc Co., 739 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wigginton Co., 434 N. Church
St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

MOUNTINGS,

Poster

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
National Card, Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 449 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

MULTIGRAPHING
Alert Multigraphing Service
Corp., 54 Dey St., N. Y. City.
Business Address Co., 23 Barclay St., N. Y. City.
P. D. Q. Letter Shop, 1772 Wilson Ave., Chicago, III.
R. & R. Multigraphing Co.,
929 Broadway, N. Y. City.

MUSIC CUE SHEETS,
Thematic
Cameo Music Service Corp., 315
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.

MUSIC

PUBLISHERS

Berlin, Inc., Irving, 1607 Broad
way, N. Y. City.
Cameo Music Service Corp., 3U
W. 47th St., N. Y. City.
Ditson & Co., C. H., 8 E. 34th
St., N. Y. City.
Fox Publishing Co., Samuel Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.
International Music Publishers,
326 W. 43rd St., N. Y. City.
Remick, Jerome H., 461 Fort St.,
Detroit, Mich.
Schirmer, Inc., G., 3 E. 43rd St.
N. Y. City.
Von Tilzer, Harry, 1587 Broadway, N. Y. City.

MUSIC ROLLS for
Organs and Pianos
Automatic Music Roll Co., 1510
Dayton St., Chicago, 111.
Write for free catalogue of more
than 1250 standard 88-note numbers for pictures.
Used by successful theatres everywhere.

MOTION
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PICTURE

Filmusic Co., 6701 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

MUSIC

STANDS,
chestra

NEGATIVE,
(See

Rato

Film

Film, Positive)
Raw, Negative and

Or-

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Gallagher Orch. Equip. Co., 616
W. Elm St., Chicago, III.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Liberty Music Stand Co., 1960
E. 116th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Selmer, Inc., H. & A., 117 West
46th St., N. Y. City.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
(See Also Organs and Pianos)
Aeolian Co., 5th Ave. and 54th
St., N. Y. City.
Conn, 47th St. and Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Holton & Co., Frank, Elkhorn,
Wis.
King-Slater
Co., 126 W. 34th
St., N. Y. City.
Martin
Band
Instrument
Co.,
401
Baldwin
St., Elkhart,
Ind.
Selmer, Inc., H. A., 117 West
46th St., N. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph, 121
E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MUSICAL

NEWS

INSTRUMENTS, Automatic

(See also Automatic)
Organs and Pianos,
Deagan, Inc., J. C, 1770 Berteau Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ditson Co., Oliver, 178 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Leatherman, F. A., 64 N. Pryor
St., Atlanta, Ga.
Marquette Piano Co., 2421 Wallace St., Chicago, 111.
Page Organ Co., 519 N. Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio.
Tangley Co., 100 Main St., Muscatine, Iowa.

NOTCHERS,

Film

(See Film Notchers)

NOVELTIES,
Advertising
(See Advertising Novelties)

NURSERY FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT
Fife Corporation, R. A., 70 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Heywood - Wakefield
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Miller Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

OHMMETERS
(See Volt Meters)

OIL

BURNING
MENT

EQUIP-

Anthony
Co., The,
138 West
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Caloroil Burner Corp., 225 West
34th St., N. Y. City.
Fuel
Oil Burner
Engineering
City.
Corp.,
101 Park Ave., N. Y.
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co., 26
Broadwav, N. Y. City.
MacLeod Co., 2227 Bogen
St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Skinner
Bros. Mfg.
Co., Inc.,
1474 Vandeventer
Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

OIL,

Projector

(See Lubricants)

OPTICAL

EQUIPMENT

Bauseh & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Master Optical Co., 19 W. 36th
St., N. Y. City.
Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfield, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
WoUensak Optical Co., 872 Hudson Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ORCHESTRA

ORCHESTRA
PIT FITTINGS,
FURNISHINGS
Gallagher Orch. Equipment Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.

ORCHESTRAS,
chanical

Finance Building
Philadelpiiia

ORGAN

BLOWERS

Kinetic Engineering Co., Lansdowne, Pa.
Page Organ Co., 519 N. Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio.
Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn.
Zephyr Electric Organ
Co., Orrville, Ohio.

ORGAN

Blower

HEATERS

ORGAN

Organ)

LIFTS

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Oshkosh, Wis.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Otis Elevator Co., 26th St. and
11th Ave., N. Y. City.
Warsaw
N. Y. Elevator Co., Warsaw,

ORGAN

Steel Inspection

Me-

tomatic)
(See Musical Instruments, Au-

(See Heaters,

James G. Deinpsey

LIFTS

Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Gallagher Orch. Equipment Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.
Warsaw Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

LIGHTS

(See Lights,

ORGAN

Orchestra)

Piano)
MUSIC

ROLLS

(See Music Rolls for Organ and

FILMUSIC ORGAN MUSIC ROLLS

100%
MORE ACTION
MEL.
ODY AND

Filmusic Co.
6701

Santa Monica
Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

.84

BUYERS'

ORGAN NOVELTY
SLIDES
Bush Cartoon Service, M. S., 52
West Chippewa St., Bufifalo,
N. Y.
Excelsior Ilustrating Co., 228
W. 56th St., N. Y. City.
Ranslev Studios, 54 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Standard Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St.. N. Y.City.

ORGAN

SEATS

■Gallagher Orch. Equipment Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.
Howard
Organ
Seat Co., De
Kalb, 111.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Welte-Mignon Corp., 665 Filth
Ave., N. Y. City.

ORGANS,

Theatre

Austin
Organ
Co., Hartford,
Conn.
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Oshkosh, Wis.
Beman
Organs,
Binghamton,
N. Y.
California Organ Co., Van Nuys,
Calif.
Coburn
Organ
Co., 220 West
Washtenaw Ave., Chicago, III.
Estey
Organ
Co., Estey
St.,
Brattleboro, Vt.
Gottfried Co., The A., 19th and
Myrtle Sts., Erie, Pa.
Hall Organ Co., 680 Campbell
Ave., West Haven, Conn.
Hillgreen Lane & Co., Alliance,
Ohio.

GUIDE

Kilgen & Sons, Inc., Geo., 4024
Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Lyon & Healy, Inc., 245 So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.
MoUer Co., M. P., Hagerstown,
Md.
Page Organ Co., 519 N. Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio.
Robert Morton Organ Co., 168
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Seeburg Co., J. P., 1510 Dayton
St., Chicago, ID.
Tangley Co., 100 Main St., Muscatine, Iowa.
Welte-Mignon Corp., 665 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph, 121
East 4th St., Cincinnati, 0.

ORNAMENTAL
TAINS

FOUN-

(See Foutains, Decorative)

ORNAMENTAL
WORK

IRON

(See Iron Works, Architectural
and Ornamental)

OZONE ELECTRIC
MACHINES
Bohn Electric Co., C. C, 820
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.
Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Prelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

SECTION

December

OF

Reed Engineering Company,
Church St., N. Y. City.

PACKERS,

50

Film

39 ,

PAINTS, Theatre Interior
Hockaday Co., 1823
Ave., Chicago, 111.

PALMS, Artificial

PAINT, Plastic

(See Artificial Flowers)

Craftex Co., The, 37
St., Boston, Mass.

Antwerp

PANEL BOARDS,
Lighting

PAINT, Screen
(See Screen Paint)

PAINTINGS, Lobby Display

Doty
City.& Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane
St., N. Y.
Gescheidt & Co., Jacob, 142 East
43rd St., N. Y. City.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PAINTS
Bosch Co., Henry, 525 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 West
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St. ,N. Y. City.
Metropolitan Elec. Mfg. Co.,
14th and Boulevard, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Mutual Elec. Machine Co., 7610
Jos. Camau Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

PAINTS, Poster and
Shoivcard
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Grumbacher, M., 160 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. Citv.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. Citv.
Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PAPER

DRINKING
CUPS

(See Cups, Sanitary Individual)

PAPER

PASTE, Poster
(See

Poster

SINCE m9

^^^^ ua/lt)- service:)
Drehmann
SOS Glenwood

Paving and Construction Co.

Avenue

TOWELS

(See Vending Machines)

o)

(

Carroll

(See Film Packers)

Concrete

^^"^
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Paste)
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PEANUT ROASTERS &
POPCORN
MACHINES
Ci-etors & Co., C, 612 W. 22nd
St.. Chicafro. 111.
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 1545
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Star Mfg. Co., 4462 Finney Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.

PENCILS, Slide
Blaisdell Pencil Co., 141 Berkley
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
PENNANTS,
Advertising
& Souvenir

PICTURE
(See

Easels,

PLASTER

NEWS

PLASTERING,
ARCHITECTURAL

EASELS
Picture)

ORNAMENTS

Advertisers Art Sculpture
Works, 251 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.
American Sculpture Co., 20 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Building Specialties Co., 22 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Comolli & Co., inc., John, 85
6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Holdsworth Bros., 256 W. 57th
St., N. Y. City.
National Plastic Relief Mfg.
Co., 907 Evans St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PLAY

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.,
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 Jefferson St. S., Chicago,
111.
Architectural
Plastering
Co.,
624 First Ave., N. Y. Citv.
BuUivant-Lingg Co., 35 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Comolli
& Co., Inc., John, 85
5th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Continental Plastering Co., 1934
Commerce
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Jacobson & Co., 241 E. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Neumann & Even, 329 E. 47th
St., N. Y. City.
Theatre
Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

(See

BROKERS
Brokers

PLAYER

Play)

PIANOS

(See Pianos, Automatic)

PLAYROOM EQUIPMENT
(See Nursery Furnishings)

PLUMBING

FIXTURES

(See Fixtures, Plumbing)

PORTABLE PROJECTORS
(See

Projectors, Portable)

POSITIVE RAW
(See

FILM

Film, Positive)
Raw, Negative and

Display)
POSTER
FRAMES
(See Frames. Poster and Lobby

Novelties)

PERFORATORS,

Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, lU.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

PERFUMES,

Soeburg Co., J. P., 1510 Dayton
St., Chicago, III.
Welte-Mignon Corp., 665 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph, 121
E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(See Organs, Theatre)

Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67 Irving
Place,
N. Y. City.
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
14S Duane St., N. Y. City.
McCallum
Decorative
Corp.,
135 Seventh St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Advertising

PICTURE

PIPE ORGANS

PEDESTALS

(See

MOTION

19 3 S

Wall

ornament
Theatre,

modern
art — Enright
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Theatre

(See Janitors' Supplies)

PHOTOGRAVURE
Gubelman Publishing Co., Garden City, Newark, N. J.
Hoffman Photogravure Co., 213
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Western Photogravure Co., 1821
Borteau Ave., Chicago, 111.

PHOTOS AND POR.
TRAITS
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Old Masters Studio, Inc., 135
W. 44th St., N. Y. Citv.
Photo Repro. Co., Inc., 68 Hunters Point Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y.
Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIANO

COVERS

Holtzman Co., Martin,
Sq., N. Y. City.
Leatherman,
F. A.,
Pryor St., Atlanta,
Sinims Mfg. Co., 0.,
14th St., N. Y. City.

PIANOS,

32 Union
64 North
Ga.
103 West

Automatic

Baldwin Piano Co., 233 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Capitol Piano & Organ Co., 251
W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Marquette Piano Co., 2439 Wallace St., Chicago, 111.
North Tonawanda Musical
Works, Payne Ave., North
Tonawanda, N. Y.

'

.^

(/)ne of the many models of ceiling ornamentations, Mastbaum Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

MONG the many theatres and
A other
important buiithngs under
contract at present, the following
list of Hoffman and Henon theatres
are included:
The Mastbaum
The Erlanger
The Boyd
The Circle
and Embassy, Atlantic City
The Mastbaum is one of the most beautiful and largest theatres in Philadelphia

Continental Plastering Company
Shop and Office

1934 Commerce

Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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BUYERS'

POSTER

LIGHTS

PRINTING,

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

POSTER

PASTE

General Outdoor Adv. Co., 560
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

POSTERS, Advertising
Artcraft Lithograph & Printing
Co., 110 7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Edwards & Deutsch Lithographing Co., 2330 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Filmack Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III.
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 560
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Inter-City Press, 10 Ferry St.,
N. Y. City.
Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Runey Show Print Co., Runey
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Steiner & Co., Wm., 257 West
17th St., N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
U. S. Printing & Lithographing
Co., 85 N. Third St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

POWER

PLANTS, Electric

(See Lighting and Power
Plants)

PRESERVATION,

Film

(See Film Preservation and
Renovators)

PRESS BOOKS
(See Printing, Theatre)

PRINTERS, Film Machine
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

GUIDE

Theatre

PROJECTION,

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse
Lamp
Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y.

Simplex
Ticket
Co., 3120
W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Universal Press, 729 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Duplex

& COVERS

(See also Printing, Theatre)
Derby Press, The, 1799 Jerome
Ave., N. Y. City.
Exhibitors
Program
Co., 1006
Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filmack
Co., 730
S. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Globe Type Foundry, 956-958 W.
Harison St., Chicago, 111.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover & Sons Co., Jos., 49th
and Market Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Singer
Program
Co., 250 W.
54th St., N. Y. City.

PROJECTION

LENSES

(See Lenses, Projection)

PROJECTION MACHINE PARTS
Baird
Motion
Picture Machine
Co., 31 Runyon St., Newark,
N. J.
Enterprise
Optica!
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
III.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Kaplan, Sam, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.

BVJJLBJBOJC

PROJECTORS,
Advertising
(See Advertising Projectors)

PROJECTORS,

PROJECTORS,

Pathescope Co., Aeolian
Bldg.,
35 West 42nd St., N. Y. City..
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

OTFICE

Standard

International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

PROTECTION

TREATMENT. Film

(See Film Preservation and
Renovators^

PUBLICATIONS,
Motion
Picture Trade
Daily
Review,
N. Y.
City. 45 West 45th St.,
Exhibitors Herald and Moving
Picture World, 565 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
FilmN. Y.Daily,
Broadway,
City. 1650
Motion
Ave.,
Motion
43rd

Portable

Bass
Camera
Co.,
179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Capitol
Machine
Co., 100 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
De Vrv Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
Motion
Picture
Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Goerz
American
Optical
Co.,
C. P., 317 East
34th
St.,
N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 East
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Holmes Projector Co., 1639 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

19 28

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N.
Y. City.

PROJECTION ROOMS,
Public
Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lloyd's Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Simplex Projection Rooms, 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Standard Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.

29 ,

Standard
Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Victor
Animatograph
Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

Mazda

American Lithograph Co., 52 E.
19th St., N. Y. City.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Beacon Press, Inc., 318 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.
Circle Press, Inc., 438 W. 37th
St., N. Y. City.
Derby Press, The, 1799 Jerome
Ave., N. Y. City.
Exhibitors Printing Service, 711
S. Dearborn Ave., Chicago, 111.
Filmack
Co., 730
S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover & Sons Co., Jos., 49th
and Market Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.

PROGRAMS

D ec e m b cr

SECTIONLamp OF

Picture News, 729 7th
N. Y. City.
Pictures Today, 25 W.
St., N. Y. City.

PUBLICATIONS,

Pro-

Almeron Publishing Co., 116 W.
39th St., N. Y. City.
City.
jection
Falk Publishing
Co., Inc., Dept.
625, 10 W. 33rd St., N. Y.
Scientific American (The Cinema Handbook), Woolworth
Bldg., N. Y. City.

RACKS, Developing
Ajax Airlyt Welded Products
Co., 315 Hancock St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

RADIATOR

COVERS

Art Metal Radiator Cover Co.,
500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
MuUins Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio.

RECEIPTS

>W{//eyoz'&772jK/e5jiie Hennegan G), CincinnalhCI
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PICTURE

Shadow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Winchester Cabinet Co., 551 W.
Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

REEL ALARM

RAILINGS, Iron, Steel
and Brass
(See Iron Works, Architectural
and Ornamental and Brass
Rails)

Projection
Acme
Stamping
& Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Geometric Stamping Co., 221 E.
131st St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,
1250 West 76th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Goldberg Bros., 1533-39 Blake
St., Denver, Col.
Llovds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Mossberg Co., Frank, Lamb St.,
Attleboro, Mass.
Neumade
Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St.. N. Y. Citv.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

RAILS, Rope
Ajax Rope Co., Inc., 95 Liberty
St., N. Y. City.
American Mfg. Co., Noble and
West Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mande! Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.

RAIN INSURANCE
(See Insurance, Rain)
RAW STOCK, Film
(See Film, Raw Negative and
Positive)

RECONSTRUCTION
SERVICE
Gescheidt & Co., Inc., Jacob, 142
E. 43rd St., N. Y. City.
Milwaukee
Corrugating
Co.,
36th Ave., and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Neumade
Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction
Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

(See

Automatic

REELS,

REDECORATING
ICE

SERV-

(See Decorators, Theatre
Interior)

Change-over)

Film Shipping

REFLECTORS,
Billboard
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
REFLECTORS, Light
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin ive., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Stajje Lighting Co., 112
N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting Co., Inc., 1123
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Frink, Inc., I. P., 239 Tenth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Heinrich Reflector Co., Inc., 645
W. 43rd St., N. Y. City.

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
FuUerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
REFLECTORS,
Arc Lamp Mirror
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Enterprise
Opitcal
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Goei'z American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
International
Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
McAuley
Mfg. Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

REFRIGERATING
CHINERY

MA-

American
Carbonic Machinery
Co., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Brunswick-Kroeschell Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.
Cai'bondale Machine
Co., Carbondale. Pa.
Carrier Enginering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Cooling
& Air
Conditioning
City.
Corp., 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

CORCORAN

RACKS

For 16mm Film Development

RECORDS, Sound Effect
Movie-Phone Corp., 724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Record Cue Service of
A., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
City.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Nu-Art Record Cue Service, 308
S. Harwood St., Dallas, Tex.
Orchestrola Sales Co., 1508
Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
Phototone Co., North Vernon,
Ind.
RECTIFIERS, Alternating Current
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Kodel Radio Corp., 507 E. Pearl
S., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Liberty Electric Corp., Stamford, Conn.
Samuels Stabilarc Co., 739
Hamilton St., AUenfown, Pa.
Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.
Wcstinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SIGNALS

NEIVS
Shipley Construction & Supply
Co., 42nd St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.
Woodling, Miner D., 810 Mid,land Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
York Ice Machinery Co., York,
Pa.
REGISTERS, Ticket
(See Ticket Selling Machines)
RENOVATORS, Film
Bennett Film Renovator Co.,
Kansas City, Kans.
Dworsky Film Mach. Corp., 520
W. 48th St., N. Y. City.
City.Renovating Co. of AmerFilm
ica, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.,
73 E. Naghten St., Columbus,
Ohio.
REPLACERS, cent Lamp
IncandesMatthews & Bros., W. N., 3722
Mo.
Forest Park Blvd., St. Louis,
Morse, Frank W. 516 Atlantic
Ave., Boston, Mass.
REPRODUCTIONS,
Photo
(See Photos and Portraits)

REST-ROOM EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHINGS
Albano Co., The, 119 West 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Heywood- Wakefield
Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Theatre
Reconstruction
Studio,
111.
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
REWINDERS,
Film
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.
Automatic Film Rewinder, Harrisburg. Pa.
Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Duplex tries,
Motion
Picture
74 Sherman
Ave., IndusLong
Island Citv, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N.
Y. City.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

We are Specialists in

RHEOSTATS

TANKS, DRUMS, WINDING STANDS
and PARAFFINING
of RACKS

A.

J.

CORCORAN,

INC.

Manufacturers and Patentees
753 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, N. J.
Telephone: Montgomery 238

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., The,
1255 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
(Listing
Continued)
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Hoffmann &l Soons

PERFftjiON
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RHEOSTATS

RHEOSTATS

SECTION

OF

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hall & Connolly,
24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Hertner
Electric
Co.,
12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, O.
Hoffmann
& Soons, 387 First
Ave,. N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard
and
14th,
Long
Island Citv, N. Y.
Strong Electric Co., The, 2501
Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.
Sundh Electric Co., 5 Avenue C.
Newark, N. J.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

RIGGING, Stage
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223
W. Erie St.. Chicago, 111.
Clark, Inc.. Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Landish Studios. Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.
New York Studios, 328 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Twenty-five

of these rheostats were installed in Roxy
60, 180 Amps., 3 point R. C. type-3

Hoffmann
proved

&

Soons

themselves

Perfection

without

Rheostats

peer, and

per cent on Loew's Circuit for years.
Perfection Rheostats are installed
equipment

Theatre

are used
as

have
100

standard

by

Roxy Theatre

Keith's Theatre

Paramount

Carman Theatre

— New York City
Theatre
— ^New Tork City
— Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rialto Theatre
— New York City
Rivoli Theatre
— New York City
Loew's State Theatre
— New York City
iKiew's State Theatre
— Newark, N. J.
Loew's Texas
— Houston. Tex.
Loew's
86th St.
— 86th St,, Brooklyn
Astor Theatre
— New York City
Proctor's 86th St.
— New York City
Cohan Theatre
— New York City
Publix Theatre
—Buffalo. N. Y.
New Capitol
— Binghamton, N. Y.

Your

Supply

HOFFMANN
387 First Ave.

— Philadelphia

Proctor's Theatre
New Rochelie, N. Y.
Proctor's Theatre
— While Plains, N. Y.
Fox's Washington
— Washington,
D. C.
— St. Louis, Mo.
— Detroit, Mich.
— Brooklyn, N. Y.
Keith's Circuit
M. & S. Circuit
Loew's Circuit
What Price Glory — ^Boad Shows
Oriental Theatre, Detroit,Mich.
Big Parade — Road Shows
Beau Geste — Road Shows
King of King—Road Shows
Simplex Division. International
Projector Corp.
Vitaphone Companies
Bastman Kodak Company
U. S. Navy, and others

SOLD BY ALL BRANCHES NATIONAL THEATRE
SAM KAPLAN, N. Y. C.
Or

—Philadelphia

SUPPLY

CO.,

Dealer

& SOONS

MFC. DIVISION

New York City

Contracting
Electrical Engineers
Moving Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Ohio.
VoUand
Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Welsh.
H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. J.City.

ROOFING

MATERIALS

Anchor Corrugating Const. Co.,
145 W. 41st St., N. Y. City.
Barber Asphalt Co., 233 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Beaver Products Co., Inc., 1440
Military Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hungerford Brass & Copper Co.,
City.
U. T., 80 Lafavette St., N. Y.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Nagler Bros., 38th & Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sobel & Kraus, Inc., 517 East
136th St., N. Y. City.

SAFES. Biirglarproof
York Safe & Lock Co., York, Pa.

SAFES, Film
(See

Steel

Lockers)

SCENERY, Stage
(See Stage Scenery)

SCENIC STUDIOS
(See Stage Scenery)

SCHOOLS
Herbert & Huesgen Co. (Cameramen's School), 18 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

December
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City.
Moving
Picture
Operators'
School, 644
8th Ave.,
N. Y.
Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute, 135 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
New York Institute of PhoN. Y. City. tography, 10 W. 33rd St.,
Paramount Theatre Managers
Training School, Paramount
Bldg., N. Y. City.

SCREEN

PAINT

Da-Lite Screen Co., 922 West
Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co.,
Pa.
1618 Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh,
Sonneborn Sons, Inc., L., 114
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Technical Color & Chemical
Works, 523 3rd Ave., BrookWertsner
& Son, C. S.. 221 N.
lyn, N. Y.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SCREENS, Motion
Picture
American Silversheet Co., 2665
Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.
Da-Lite
Screen
Co., 922 West
Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Diamond
Screen
Products Co.,
1222 Ontario
St., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Gardiner
Co., L. J., 1021 West
Goodale Blvd., Columbus, 0.
Minusa
Cine Screen
Co., 2665
Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.
Mirror Screen Co., Shelbyville,
Ind.
National Screen Co., 2100 Payne
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Raven Screen Corp., 1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Wertsner & Son, C. S., 221 N.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAT COVERS
(See Covers, Theatre Seat)

SEAT INDICATORS,
Vacant
Acme Electric Const. Co., 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Bilmarjac Co., The, 55 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Eastman Co., Inc., 401 Bienville
St., New Orleans, La.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

SEATS, Theatre
American Seating Co., 14 East
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.
Andrews Co., A. H., 107 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Arlington Seating Co., Arlington Heights, 111.
Hej-ivood - Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston. Mass
Lexington Desk Co., 157 E. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
Milner-Scott Seating Co., Dover,
Ohio.
Peabody School Furn. Co., The,
North Manchester, Ind.
Southern Desk Co., Drawer 630,
Hickory, N. C.
Stafford Mfg. Co., E. H., 367
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

December
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Steel Furniture Co., 1475 Buchanan Ave., Grand Rapids
Mich.
Wisconsin Chair Co., Pt. Wash
ington, Wis.
Wooten-Gedge Co., 7310 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

SERVICE,

Mat

Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc.,
Mott Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

SETTEES, Lobby
(See Lobby

Furniture)

SETTINGS, Stage
(See Decorations, Stage)

SHARPENERS,

Carbon

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mestnim, Henrv, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

SHIPPING CANS
(See Cans, Film)

SHUTTERS,

Iris

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Goerz American Optical Co., C
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y
City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

SHUTTERS,

Metal Fire

Cunningham, H. B., 964 University Ave., St. Paul. Minn.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Moeschl-Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Richmond Engineering Co., 940
Brook Ave., Richmond, Va.
Saino Fire Door & Shutter Co.,
53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
111.
Westergren, Inc., M. F., 213 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.

SIGN CLOTH
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 56(
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Standard
Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.

SIGN FLASHERS
(See Flashes, Electric Sign)

SIGNAL

MOTIOX

1.928

SYSTEMS,
Usher

(See Seat Indicators, Vacant)

PICTURE

NEWS

SIGNALS, Change-Over
(See

Automatic

Change-Over)

SIGNS, Admission
(See Admision

Signs)

SIGNS, Changeable
Adsign,
Inc., 845 S. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Flash-0-Lite
Sales
Co.,
1102
Boylson St., Boston, Mass.
Flexlume
Corp.. 1855 Military
Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Milne Electric Co., 614 Cherry
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman
Mfg.
Co..
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Opalume Sign Svstem, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.
27th St., N. Y. City.
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SIGNS, Electric
(See Electric Signs)

SIGNS,

Enameled
and Iron

Steel

Brilliant Co.. The. 3531 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Federal Electric Co., 72 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
McLain, Inc., Wm. H., 2988 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
Shank Sign Co., E. A., 243 W.
55th St., N. Y. Citv.
Sunlight Reflector Co., 226 Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.
27th St., N. Y. Citv.
Verb Sign Co., 2144 S. Troy St.,
Chicago, 111.

SIGNS. Exit
(See

Exit

SIGNS,
(See

Light

Signs)

Parking

Electric

Signs)

SKYLIGHTS
Aetna Roofing Co., 240 W. 10th
St., N. Y. City.
American Bar-Lock Co., Inc.,
Hulst. Long Island City, N. Y.
American Three-Way Luxfer
Prism Co.. 358 Webster Ave.,
Long Island Citv, N. Y.
Sobel & Kraus, Inc., 517 East
136th St., N. Y. City.
Superior Skylight Co., 95 Webster Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y.

SLIDE MAKING
FITS

Ink and

ELECTRICAL
RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, Inc.
for use in theatres
equipped with
Western Electric
Sound Projector
Systems.

OUT-

Bass
Camera
Co.,
179
West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Excelsior Illustrating Co., 228
W. 56th St.. N. Y. City.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co., 15th
and Troost Sts., Kansas City,
Mo.
Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 West
48th St.. N. Y. Citv.
Standard
Slide Corp., 228 W.
5Sth St.. N. Y. City.

SLIDES,

Approved and recorri'
mended b>' the

Pencil

(See Ink and Pencil Slides)

DA-LITE SCREEN
& SCENIC
CO.
922 West
CHICAGO,

Monroe
Streets
ILLINOIS

(;c

BUYERS'

SLIDES,

SLIDES, Mat

Lantern

Burt Automatic Slide Co., Inc.,
2 Lafayette St., N. Y. City.
Cincinnati
Motion
Picture
Co.,
Runney Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.
Commercial Slide & Film Service, 209 West 48th St., N. Y.
City.
Excelsior
Illustrating
Co., 228
W. 56th St., N. Y. Citv.
Kansas
City Slide
Mfg.
Co.,
15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
City, Mo.
North American Slide Co., 122
N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Quality
Slide & Flashagraph
Co., 6 E. Lake St., Chicago,
111.
Paramount Publicity Corp., Ill
Westchester
Sqare,
Bronx,
N. Y.
Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 West
48th St., N. Y. City.
Standard
Slide Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. Citv.
Unique Slide Corp., 125 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.

GUIDE

Bass
Camera
Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co., 15th
and Troost Sts., Kansas City,
Mo.
Radio Mat Slide Co., 167 West
48th St., N. Y. City.
Tablet & Ticket
Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SLOT MACHINES
(See Vending Machines)

SOAP CONTAINERS,
Liquid
(See

Liquid and
Containers)

Soap

SOUND

PICTURE RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Synchronized
on Film

DeForest-Phonofilm — General
Talking Pictures Corp., 218
W. 42nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Photophone — R
C A Photo-

SECTION

OF

phone, Inc., 411 Fifth Avenue,
N. Y. City.
Powers Cinephone — Powers
Cinephone Equipment Corp.,
City.
723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
Western Electric System — Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
250 West 57th Street, N. Y.
City.

SOUND

PICTURE RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Synchronized on Disc

Biophone — Biophone Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Bristolphone
— Sonora-BristolCity.
phone, 50 West 57th St., N. Y.
Recording Lab. of W., 216-20 E.
38th St., N. Y. City.
Reeltone
City. — Nathanson-Reeltone
Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
Simotone — W. D. Ackerson, 55
West
42nd
St., N. Y. City
(Room 303).
Vocafilm — Vocafilm Corp. of A.,
122 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.

December

20,
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Western Electric System — Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
250 W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

SOUND PICTURE REPRODUCING
EQUIPMENT, Theatre
Synchronized
on Film
DeForest-Phonofllm — General
Talking Pictures Corp., 218
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Photophone — R C. A. Photophone,
Inc., 411 Fifth Ave.,
N.
Y. City.
Powers Cinephone — Powers
Cinephone Equipment Corp.,
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Western Electric System — Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
250 West 57th St., N. Y. City.

SOUND

PICTURE REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT, Theatre
Synchronized on Disc

Biophone — Biophone Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Bristolphone — Sonora-Bristol50
West
57th
St.,
Nphone,
Y. City.
Dramaphone — Musical
Devices
Corp., 422 S. Wabash
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Hanaphone
—
Gennett-Hanaphone Co. of A., 6010 38th
Ave.,
N. Y. Woodside, Long Island,
Movie-Phone — Movie -Phone
Corp., 724 S. Wabash
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Recording Lab. of W., 216-20 E.
38th St., N. Y. City.
Reeltone — Nathanson-Reeltone
Corp.,
220 West 42nd St., New
York City.
Simotone — W. D. Ackerson, 55
West
42nd
St., N. Y. City
(Room 303).
City.
Svnchrophone — Adswin
Corp.,
"727 Seventh
Avenue,
N. Y.

A suitable setting

for the average motion picture house.
The fabrics used are radiant silks, safe in
texture and extremely susceptible to lighting variations.
Steps and balustrades and transparent screen windows contribute greatly in beautifying the stage.
The
side curtains also are made to drape open and add additional color to the setting.

Stage Settings and Draperies
recognized by all theatre owners for their originality
of design and workmanship
Novelty Scenic Studios
ing theatre owners and
years our installations
and superior quality of

have executed stage settings and draperies for leadtheatre architects in all parts of this country. For
have been recognized for their originality of design
workmanship.

To employ a concern that has, for years, maintained the confidence of this
industry's leading showmen, is an absolute guarantee of complete satisfaction.
Novelty Scenic Studios consider it a privilege to cooperate with their clients
in giving their expert ideas in layout and design. We suggest you get in touch
with us now and let us give you the benefit by our experience in decorating
and equipping your theatre.

NOVELTY

SCENIC

340 West 41 st Street

STUDIOS
New

York City

Vocafilm — Vocafilm Corp. of A.,
122 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Western trical
Electric
— ElecResearch System
Products,
Inc.,
250 West 57th St., N. Y. City.

SOUND REPRODUCING
EQUIPMENT,
Theatre
Non-Synchronous Disc
Amplion Corp. of A., 133 W.
21st St., N. Y. City.
Columbia Phonograph Co., 1819
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Dramaphone — Musical Devices
Corp., 422 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Duotone — Western Electric
Piano Co., 850 Blackhawk St.,
Chicago, 111.
Duplex-0-Phone — Nelson-Wiggen Piano Co., 1731 Belmont
can Ave., Chicago, 111.
Fulcophone — E. E. Fulton Co.,
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Movie- Phone — Movie-P hone
Corp., 724 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Orchestraphone — National Theatre Supply Co., 624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Orchestrola — Good-All Electric
Mfg. Co., Ogallala, Nebr.
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Central Automatic Sprinklers
protect from fire and panic the audiences and the buildings
of the following theatres:
.^^^

ir^T^^ey

ALDINE THEATRE
Philadelphia, Pa.
BRIDGETON THEATRE
Bridgeton, N. J.
ENRIGHT THEATRE
East Liberty, Pa.
FORUM AMUSEMENT CO
Frankford, Phila.
FOX-LOCUST THEATRE
Philadelphia, Pa.
FOX THEATRE
Washington, D. C.
HOLME THEATRE
Holmesburg, Phila.
PARKER THEATRE
Darby, Pa.
SEDGWICK THEATRE
Philadelphia, Pa.

Your Saving in Insurance Cost Will Soon Pay
for the Installation
of Central Sprinklers
YOUR

REQUEST

CENTRAL
247 East Ashmead

Phototone — Phototone
Co., No.
Vernon, Ind.
Roth Downs Mfg. Co., St. Paul,
Minn.

SOUVENIRS
(See Advertising Novelties)

SPEED

INDICATORS,
Projection

Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, lU.
Halberg, f. H., 29 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.
Interr^ntional Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Western Electric Inst. Corp.,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

SPLICERS,

Film

(See Film Splicing Machines)

SPOTLIGHTS
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. (Baby
Spotlights.)
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
DeBus, Al., 1072 N. Wilton PI.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Erikson Electric Co., L., 6 Portland St., Boston, Mass.

WILL BRING

FULL

AUTOMATIC

DETAILS

WITHOUT

SPRINKLERS

Street
STAGE EFFECTS
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
St., N. Y. City.
Mich.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
Ave., Chicago, 111.
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric Flagg Studios, Edwin H., 1215
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
Bates Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
FuUerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave., Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
N. Y. City.
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Theatre Supply Co., Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
N. Y. City.
111.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
Sun - Ray Lighting Products,
41st St., N. Y. City.
■ City.
Inc., 119 Lafayette St., N. Y. Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
111.
N. Y. City.
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Wohl & Co., M. J., 9-11 40th
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
SPRINKLERS,
Atlantic
Corp.,
City.

Automatic

Automatic
Sprinkler
233 Broadway, N. Y.

OBLIGATION

CO.

^^

Philadelphia, Pa.

Usl/ourCash
^ but For
how ion^ frt

STAGE HARDWARE
(See Hardware,

STAGE

Theatre )

LIGHTING

Stage)
Automatic
Sprinkler
Corp.
of
(See EQUIPMENT
Lighting Equipment,
America,
123
William
St.,
N. Y. City.
Central
Automatic
Sprinkler
STAGE RIGGING
Co., 247 E.
Ashmead
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Rigging Stage)
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
STAGE SCENERY
Grinnell Co., Inc., 1 Liberty St.,
Acme Scenic Studios, 1507 N.
N. Y. City.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Hudson
Automatic
Sprinkler
Beaumont Studios, 225 W. 46th
Corp., 603 Dean St., Brooklyn,
St., N. Y. City.
N. Y.
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland
Nacey Co., P., 927 S. State St.,
and Dorchester Aves., CincinChicago, 111.
nati, Ohio.
Woodling, Miner D., 810 Mid{lAstinga continued)
land Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

PREY
every picture
hold-uptheatres
man, need
burglar
and
bandit, for
motion
the best
protection obtainable for their cash.
Many of the largest chain organizations have
standardized upon the York Round Door Chest
which entitles the owner to the lowest burglary
insurance rate.
Just write your name and address on ^he
margin of this advertisement for complete
information.

BUYERS'
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The Stage
is the

Real Focal Point
When all is said and done, every
theatre, regardless of its beauty and
wealth in appointments, must rely on
its stage for its center of attraction.
Stage decorations and sets form an
important part of the very focal
point of the theatre. And it is for
this reason that America's foremost
exhibitors are particular in the selection of the company to execute their
stage drapes, sets and decorations.
Indicative of the standing of Volland
Scenic Studios, Inc., with leading exhibitors and architects, is the imposing list of stage installations executed
for fine theatres.
In part they are:
Stanley — Baltimore,
Md.
IManor — Norwood, Pa.
Waverly— Drexel Hill, Pa.
Stanley Clarke — Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bala Cynwyd — Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
Virginia — Atlantic City, N. J.
A// designed by
Ho ff man-Hen oji Co.

Other recent installations are:
Revere — Boston, Mass.
Park Plaza — New York, N. Y.
Florida — St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Midtown — St. Louis, Mo.
Riviera — Omaha
Grand
Riviera — Detroit
Grand
Riviera Annex — Detroit
Plaza — Kansas Citv

VOLLAND

SCENIC

STUDIOS, INC.

St. Louis, Mo.

GUIDE

SECTION

Decern

OF

Flagg Studios, Edwin H., 1215
Bates Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Landish Studios, Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
N. Y. Studios, 328 W. 39th St.,
N. Y. City.
Novilty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
■-1st St., N. Y. City.
j.'ovjer Studios, Robert E., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. City.
Sosman & Landis Co., 416 So.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago, lU.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, 0.
Twin
City
Scenic
Co.,
2819
Nieolett
Ave.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
United Studios, 14 West Lake
St., Chicago, 111.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

STAIR TREADS
(See Treads, Stair)

STAMPS, Time
Cincinnati
Time
Recorder Co.,
1733 Central Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Stafford
Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Western Stamping Co., 214
2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

S.

STANDS, Music
(See Music

Stands)

STATUARY
Caproni & Bro., Inc., P. P., 1914
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

STEEL LOCKERS
American Film Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
A-1 Locker Co., 15 W. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City.
Durand Steel Locker Co., 225 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 East 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

STEREOPTICON
LENSES

ber

39 ,

STORAGE,

Film

(See Film Storage)

SUPPLY DEALERS,
Motion Picture
ALABAMA
Mobile:
Mobile Theatre Supply, P.
0. Box 1404.
ARIZONA
Prescott :
Dieterich,
L., 100-A
Pleasant Chester
St.
ARKANSAS
Russellville:
Butler Theatre Sup. Co.
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles:
National Theatre Sup Co.,
1960 S. Vermont St.
Pacific
Amusement
Sup.
Co., 1910 S. Vermont St.
Slipper
& Co., J., 838 S.
Olive St.
San Francisco:
Breck Photoplay Sup. Co.,
98 Golden Gate Ave.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E.,
255
Golden Gate Ave.
Gennert, G., 917 Maple Ave.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
121 Golden Gate Ave.
Preddy,
Walter
G.,
187
Golden Gate Ave.
COLORADO
Denver:
National
Theatre
Supply ■
Co., 2106 Broadway.
CONNECTICUT
New Haven:
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., 133 Meadow St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington:
L. & S. Theatre Sup. Co.
(Lvle & Smeltzer), 908
G. St., N. W.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
937 H St., N. W.
FLORIDA
Tampa:
Amusement Sup. Co., 312'4
Twigg St.
GEORGIA
Atlanta :
Fulton ton Co.,
E. E., 146 WalSt.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
187 Walton St.
Southern
Theatre
Equip.
Co., 9 Nassau St.

(See Lenses, Projection)

STEREOPTICONS
(See Lanterns, Slide)

Super-Lite
Screens
Have
been installed in a number
of
Theatres
designed
by Hoffman-Henon
Manufactured

by

C. S. WERTSNER
221

1938

N. 13th Street

Established since 1869
Phila., Penna.

& SON

December

30.

M0T10\^
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ILLINOIS
Chicago:
Chicago Cinema Equip Co.,
1750 N. Springfield Ave.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S.
Wabash Ave.
Monarch Theatre Sup. Co.,
1223 S. Wabash Ave.
Movie
Supply
Co., 844 S.
W^abasi:
Ave.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
825 S. Wabash Ave.
INDIANA
Indianapolis:
Fulton Co.. E. E., 340 N.
Illinois St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
128 W. Ohio St.
Muncie:
Muncie
Film
Sup.
Co.,
202!4 E. Main St.
IOWA
Des Moines:
Des Moines Theatre Sup.,
922 Grand Ave.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
1004 Grand Ave.
KANSAS
Wichita :
Southern
Theatre
Equip.
Co.
Southwestern
Theatre
Equip. Co., 321 N. Main
St.
KENTUCKY
Louisville:
Blake Amusement Co., 435
S. 3rd St.
Louisville Film & Sup. Co.
LOUISIANA
New Orleans:
Crescent
City
Film
Exchange, 621 Povdras St.
Electrical Supply Co., 324
Camp St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
220 S. Liberty St.
MAINE
Portland :
Maine
Theatre Sup Co.,
MARYLAND
Baltimore:
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
309 N. Gay St.
Townsend, H. S., 1625 E.
29th St.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston :
Fulton Co., E. E., 30 Bay
State Road.
Independent Theatre
Sup.
Co., 90 Church St.
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., 211 Columbus Ave.
Worcester:
Worcester Film Corp., 340
Mason St.
MICHIGAN
Detroit :
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
2310 Cass Ave.
Service
Theatre Sup. Co.,
2115 John R St.
MINNESOTA
Duluth:
General Dist. Co., 110 Lake
Ave., S.
Minneapolis:
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
221 Loeb Arcade.
United
Theatre
Sup. Co.,
34 Western Ave.
Western
Theatre
Equip.
Ex., 35 Glenwood Ave.
St. Paul:
Cunningham,
H. B., 964
University Ave.

PICTURE

NEWS

MISSISSIPPI
Grenada :
Southern
Theati'e
Service,
P. 0. Box 455.
MISSOURI
Kansas City:
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
108 W. 18th St.
Stebbins,
Chas.
M.,
1820
Wyandotte St.
St. Louis:
Erker
Bros.
Optical
Co.,
608 Olive St.
Fulton
Co.,
E. E., 3403
Olive St.
National Theatre Sup Co.,
3315 Olive St.
Sweig
&
Engel
Theatre
Supply.
MONTANA
Bil'ings:
Western
Corp.

Theatre

Equip.

NEBRASKA
Omaha :
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., 1510 Davenport
St.
Quality Theatre Supply Co.,
1518 Davenport St.
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
Hillsboro :
Wadleigh Supply Co.
NEW JERSEY
Newark:
Metropolitan M. P. Co., 116
Market St.
NEW MEXICO
Clovis :
Eastern New Mexico Sup.
Co., P. O. Box 584.
NEW YORK
Brooklyn:
Greenbaum,
nelia St. Otto, 1682 CorBuffalo:
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
376 Pearl St.
New York City:
Behrend
M. P. S. House,
729 Seventh Ave.
Capitol M. P. Supply Co.,
729 Seventh Ave.
Crown M. P. Sup. Co., 729
Seventh Ave.
Fulton Co., E. E., 115 W.
45th St.
Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E.
42nd St.
Kaplan,
Sam., 729 Seventh
Ave.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
1560 Broadway.
Syracuse:
Syracuse
Supply
Co., 314
W. Fayette St.
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte:
Carolina
Theatre
Equip.
Co., United Film Bldg.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
222 W. 4th St.
NORTH D.AKOTA
Fargo :
McCarthy
Sup. House,
Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
OHIO
Canton :
M. P. Equip. Co., 208 Market Ave., So.
Cincinnati:
Cincinnati M. P. Co., 1434
Vine St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
524 Broadway.
Cleveland :
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
2112 Payne Ave.
Dayton:
Dayton
Theatre
Sup. Co.,
225 Jefferson
St.

Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh — Hoffman-Henon,

Architects

Theatres of Distinction
THEATRE
architects and owners appreciate the
fact that stage control and light equipment occupy
an important position in embellishing not only the
stage, but the artistic design of the interior; without
light the effect is lost. The value of such effect is
dependent upon the flexibility, as well as the stability
of such apparatus. These features are embodied in
Hub products.
The Hub Electric Company appreciates the opportunity of having worked with Hoffman-Henon, architects,
in building stage switch-boards and lighting equipment for the above theatre.

Complete

Theatre Lighting
Equipment

Footlights
Borderlights,
Stage Pockets,
Cove Lighting

Spot Lights
Cloud Machine
Service Boards,
Panel Board.

Write for catalogues, full details and estimates
— Our expert engineers are at your service.
All

stage

switchboards

fatly

covered

by

patents

and

patent

pending.

Factory and General Offices

2219-25 West
Chicag
Grand
o
Avenue
Phone Seeley 6440-1-2
TOLEDO, OHIO
SALES OPFICES
1220 Madison Ave.
DOWN TOWN CHICAGO
Suite 323—165 N. Clark St.
Phone State 7966
NEW YORK
CITY
1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

HUB

PRODUCTS

FROM

Phone Adams 5518
MTLWAUKEE, WIS.
123 Second St.
Phone Grand 1533

SERVICE

TO

SOCKET
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OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City:
Klock Theatre Sup. Co., 5
N. Dewey St.
(Listings continued)
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
516 West Grand Ave.
Southern
Theatre
Equip.
Corp.
OREGON
Portland :
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., 460 Glisan St.
Portland
M. P. IVIachine
Co., Rivoli Theatre BIdg.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia:
Fulton Co., E. E.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
1317 Vine St.
Williams, Browne & Earle.
Pittsburgh :
Movie
Supply
Co., 1010
Forbes St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
1006 Forbes St.
Superior M. P. Sup. Co.,
1028 Forbes St.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence:
Wright
& Macumber,
Dorrance St.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville :
Independent Theatre Sup.
Co., Ill W. Coffer St.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls:
American Theatre Supply
Co.

GUIDE

TENNESSEE
Bristol:
White Equipment Co.
Memphis:
Monarch
Thea. Sup. Co.,
395 S. 2nd St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
400 S. 2nd St.
TEXAS
Atlantic
Sales
Co., 1816
D&ll&s
■
Main St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
306 S. Harwood St.
Southern
Theatre
Equip.
Co., 1815 Main St.
Thrash, woodR.St. D., 1311 S. HarUTAH
Ogden
:
Alhambra
Theatrical Co.,
Hudson Ave.
Salt Lake City:
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., 132 E. 2nd South St.
Utah Theatre Sup. Co., 125
E. 2nd South St.
VERMONT
Montpelier:
Hicks & Price.
VIRGINIA
Roanoke :
Chocklett Co., A. Luther,
over Mt. Trust Bank.
WASHINGTON
Seattle:
Fulton Co., E. E.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
First & Battery Sts.
Shearer, Inc., B. F., 1919
Third Ave.

SECTION

D ec emher

OF

Spokane
Spokane: Thea. Sup. Co., 410
First Ave.
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston:
West Virginia Amuse.
&
Film Co., USyi Capitol
Piedmont:
St.
McGray & McGray Co., 329
Main St.
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee:
Fulton
Co., E. E., 161
Seventh St.
National Theatre Sup. Co.,
719 Wells St.
Wisconsin Thea. Sup. Co.,
174 Second St.

SWEEPING
COMPOUNDS
(See Janitors' Supplies)

SWITCHBOARDS,
atre

The-

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Bull Dog Sales, 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Edwards Electrical Const. Co.,
70 E. 45th St., N. Y. City.
E.-J. Electrical Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
General Electrical Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.

S9,
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Kllegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. Both St., N. Y. City.
Major
Equipment
Co., Inc.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Mutual
Elec. & Machine
Co.,
7610 Jos. Campau Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.
Trumbull
Elec. Co., Plainville,
Conn.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

SWITCHES,

Automatic

Adam Elec. Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1255
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman Electric Mfg. Co.,
1051 Hall PI., Mansfield, 0.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., 5 Ave. C,
Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

H e r e s
a
Few
of the

Theater Lighting Controls in Theaters Designed by
Hoffman-Henon Co.
We are proud of this testimony of superiority.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

December

29,

SWITCHES. Remote Control
Cutler - Hammer Mfg. Co., 1255
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman
Elec. Mfg. Co., 1051
Hall PI., Mansfield, Ohio.
Hoffmann
& Soons, 387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Strauss & Co., 616 W. 43rd St.,
N. Y. City.
Sundh Elec. Co., 5 Avenue C,
Newark. N. J.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clayton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

TABLES, Film Rewinding, Inspection and
Cutting
American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Insland City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

TALLY

MOTION

1928

COUNTERS

Durant
Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.
International
Register
Co., 15
S. Throop St., Chicago, 111.
Schaeffer
&
Budenberg
Mfg.
Co., 338 Berrv St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

TANKS, Film Developing
Acme Tank Co., 39 Cortlandt
St., N. Y. City.
Corcoran, Inc., A. .J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey Ave., N. J.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island, N. Y.
Eagle Tank Co., 2426 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St..
N. Y. City.

TAPESTRIES
Albano Co., The, 119 West 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67 Irving
Place,
N. Y. City.
Dazian's, Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Famco Tapestry Mills, Inc., 130
W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Hexter & Co., Inc., S. M., 2400
East
Superior
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Louis Kuhn Studios, Inc., 105
W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.
Philadelphia
Tapestry
Mills,
Allegheny Ave. and Front St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Saubiac & Son, B., 116 E. 27th
St., N. Y. City.

PICTURE

NEWS

TELEPHONES, Intercommunicating
Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
Dictograph Products Corp., 220
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y. City.
Select-0-Phone Co. of N. Y., 200
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Stromberg Carlson Telephone
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

TEMPERATURE
REGULATION SYSTEMS
Carrier Engineering Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Johnson Service Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.

TERRA

COTTA, Architectural

American Encaustic Tiling Co.,
332 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, III.
American Terra Cotta Co., 228
No. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
Atlantic
Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Conkling-Armstrong
Terra
Cotta Co., Wissahicken Ave.
and Juniata St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.
Federal
Seaboard
Terra
Cotta
Co., 101 Park Ave., N. Y. City
Midland
Terra Cotta Co., 105
W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Nattional Terra Cotta Society,
19 W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
New Jersey Terra Cotta Co., 149
Broadway, N. Y. City.
New York Architectural Terra
Cotta Co., 401 Vernon Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Northwestern Terra Cotta Co.,
2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.
Terra
Cotta
Service
Bureau,
128 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
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BUILD WITH
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA

COTTA

THE HOFFMAN-HENON CO.
Architects
New

York,

N.

Y., and

Philadelphia,

Pa.

These Architects realize the adaptability of
Architectural

Terra

Cotta

to their elabo-

rate and intricate designs of Theatres, Schools,
Hospitals, Churches, etc., and show their appreciation ofthis superior building material
by their lavish use of same.
Architectural

Terra

Cotta

with all its

decorative, color and surface treatment possibilities, has become the universal material
for facing and trimming
important buildings.
The

following are some

theatres and other

of the buildings,

among many, for which we have furnished
the Architectural Terra Cotta from the
plans and under the supervision of the HoFFman-Henon Co.. Architects:
Globe Theatre; Olympic Club; Bank

Bldg.,

I81I1 and Market Sts.; Stanley Theatre, 19th
and Market Sts.; Capitol Theatre, 722 Market
St.; Great Northern Theatre, Broad St. and
Erie Ave.; Strand Theatre; Arcade Theatre;
Church of the Ascension; St. Leo's School;
Erlanger Theatre, all in Philadelphia. Colonial Theatre, Allentown, Pa.; Stanley Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.; Stanley Theatre,
Camden, N. J.; Stanley Theatre
Office Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

and Clark

(See Accounting
Theatre) Systems,

THEATRE

BROKERS

Associated Brokers, 8 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ilh
Blake,
City. 308 Times Bldg., N. Y.
Cross & Brown, 8 E. 41st St.,
N. Y. City.
Krawitz, M. M., 1735 Welton
St., Denver, Colo.
Lewis, 1002 Mutual Life Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sofferman, A., 1560 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

THEATRE

For your entire satisfaction, procure
Architectural Terra Cotta from the

CONKLING-ARMSTRONG
TERRA COTTA COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sales OfRce
1600 Arch Street

DIMMERS

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1255
St. Paul
Ave.,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
{Listings contmiied)

your

Executive OfRces & Plant
Wissahicken Avenue and Juniata Street

QUALITY,

SERVICE,

CO-OPERATION

BUYERS'
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FEDERAL SEABOARD
TERRA COTTA CORP.
An

Ainalgamation of

AMBOY

TERRA

COTTA

COMPANY

OF

Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 60th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., 4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., X^ong
Island City, N. Y.
Ward
Leonard
Elec. Co., 37
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

THEATRE

NEW JERSEY TERRA COTTA COMPANY
FEDERAL TERRA COTTA COMPANY
SOUTH

SECTION

FRONTS

(See Terra Cotta, Architectural,
and Iron Works, Architectural)

THEATRE

LISTS

among

them automatic clay mixing machinery, oil burning kilns, carborundum

grinding and truing machines. The artistic side of production is insured by a permanently maintained staff of ceramists of
high standing in the profession and a
corps of modelers of recognized artistic
abihty.
/f e have recently furnished tlie architectural terra cotta for the following theatres
designed by Hoffman-Henon
Company:
Mastbaum

Philadelphia, Pa.

Theatre,

Baltimore, Md.

Stanley Theatre,
Circle Theatre,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Stanley Theatre,
Stanley Theatre,
Theatre — Atlantic

FEDERAL
TERRA
Executive

SEABOARD
COTTA
CORP.

Offices:

Bldg., New

&

Wynnefield, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mission Avenues,
Atlantic City, N. J.

101

York

Park

Avenue,

Architects

City, Tel., Ashland

Sales Offices : 299 Madison Avenue,
Telephone, Vanderbilt 6410

8370

New York

Factories: Perth Amboy, N. J.; Woodbridge,
South Amboy, N. J.

City.

N. J.;

29 ,
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TICKETS, Admission
Ansell Ticket Co., 730. N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Ticket Reg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Columbia Printing Co., 1632 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City.
Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.
Pa.
Keystone Ticket Co., Shamokin,

(See Mailing Lists)

THEATRE

SEATS

(See Seats, Theatre)

/^FFERS to the theatrical world the
combined strength and personnel of
these outstanding companies brought under
unit management. Capacity and efficiency
sufficient to handle contracts of any size
is insured by every modern device known,

December

THEMATIC MUSIC CUE
SHEETS
(See Music
Cue Sheets,
Thematic)

TICKET

BOOTHS

(See Booths, Ticket)

TICKET CHOPPERS
AND RACKS
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Ticket Keg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Caille Bros., 6210 Second Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 644 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.
National Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
U. S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.
Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701
N. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKET REGISTERS
(See Ticket Selling Machines)

TICKET SELLING MACHINES
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Ticket Reg. Co., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City.
Globe Ticket Co., 116 N. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International
Ticket
Co.,
50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.
McClintock Co., 0. B., 139 Lyndale Ave., N., Minneapolis,
Minn.
National Elec. Ticket Reg. Co.,
1806 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.
National
Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St., Chicago, III.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc..
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Rees Ticket Co., 406 S. 10th St.,
Omaha, Nebr.
Simplex Ticket Co., 3120 West
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Trimount Press, 115 Albany St.,
Boston, Mass.
U. S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.
Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701
N. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TIMEKEEPING
MENT

EQUIP-

(See Employees' Clocks)

TITLES, Film
Aston Motion Picture Title Co.,
5723 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Consolidated
Film
Industries,
City.
Inc., 203 W. 146th St., N. Y.
Jacobsmeyer
Co., 1123 Lillian
Way, Los Angeles, Cal.
National
Screen
Service, Inc.,
126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City;
also Chicago, 111., and Los AnNeumade geles, Cal.
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Phelpsfilms,
Inc., 126 Meadow
St., New Haven, Conn.
Q. Q. Motion Picture Titles, 873
6th Ave., N. Y. City.
Quality Title & Film Co., 1442
Beechwood
Dr.,
Hollywood,
Radio
Cal. Mat Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City.
Douglas
Rothacker
Film
Co.,
1339 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Slobey,
N. Y. John,
City. 112

W. 44th

St.,

TRAILERS, Film
Acme Film Co., 1540 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Ad-Vance Trailer Service Corp.,
Ill Westchester
Sq., Bronx,
N. Y.
Cincinnati
Motion Picture Co.,
Runey Bldg, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Consolidated
Film
Industries,
City.
Inc., 203 W. 146th St., N. Y.
Filmack
Co., 730 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
National
Screen
Service, Inc.,
126 West 46th St., N. Y. City;
also Chicago, 111., and Los AnSemler geles,
Sinema
Service,
Cal.
Broadway, N. Y. City.
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TRANSFORMERS, Alternating Current
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., 1255
St Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg, J. H., 29 West 57th
St., N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Di\'ision, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Samuels Stabilarc Co., 739 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Waverly Park, N. J.

TURNSTILES
Damon-Chapman Co., 234 Mill
St., Rochester, N. Y.
Midwest Ticket & Supply Co.,
Inc., 845 S. Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Perey Mfg. Co., Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

UNIFORMS
(See also Costumes, Theatrical)
Brooks
Theatrical
Costumers,
1439 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Browning King & Co., 260 4th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Chicago
Uniform
& Cap
Co.,
208 E. Monroe St., Chicago,
111.
Ford Uniform Co., 229 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Meier & Co., A. G., 205 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
National Uniform Co., 12 John
St., N. Y. City.
Pettibone
Bros. Mfg. Co., 626
Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Russell
Uniform
Co.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Western
Uniform
Co., 101 S.
Wells St., Chicago, 111.

yACUUM

VENDING MACHINES,
Automatic
Auto-Eat Corp., 1819 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Columbus Vending Co., Columbus, Ohio.

VENDING

MACHINES,

Soap, Towels, Etc.
Best Chemical Co., 833 North
17th St., Allentown, Pa.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Ind.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Rochester Germicide Co., Rochester, N. Y.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell Mfg. Co., 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

VENTILATING
TEMS

M All of the
Following
Theatres
featured in this issue
BOYD, PhUadelphia
EARLE, Philadelphia
EARLE, Atlantic Citu
EGYPTIAN, Baltimore
EARLE, Washington
EMBASSY, Atlantic Citu
EMBASSY, Pittsburgh
GLOBE, Bethlehem
STANLEY, Philadelpliia

SYS-

(See Heating and Ventilating
Equipment)

VENTILATORS
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 514 S. 4th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
Knowles
Mushroom
Ventilator
Co., 202 Franklin St., N. Y.
City.

CLEANERS

Agencies

Amalgamated
Vaudeville
Agency, Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Lewis & Gordon Producing Co.,
Inc., Times BIdg., N. Y. City.
Markus
Fally
Vaudeville
Agency, 1579 Broadway, N. Y.
City.
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ROPE

(See Rails, Rope)

liJdison Electric Appliance Co.,
5600 W. Taylor St., Chicago,
111.
Hoover Co., North Canton, Ohio.
Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

VAUDEVILLE,

PICTURE

Lakeside Ventilating Co., Hermansville, Mich.
Sobel & Kraus,
Inc., 517
E.
136th St., N. Y. City.
Supreme
Heater & Ventilating
Corp.,
1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 West 39th
St., N. Y. City.
Ventilating Products Co., 2800
Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago,
111.

VOLT METERS
American
Meter
Co., 3112 N.
17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
General
Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co..
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Ostrander
& Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston
Electric
Inst.
Corp.,
Waverly Park, Newark, N. J.

WALL

STANLEY Atlantic Cita
STANLEY Baltimore
STANLEY Camden
STANLEY Pittsbuigh
VILLA, Collingdale, Ik.

Gold Seal
Ticket
Registers
are used exclusively/

m>

COVERINGS

Beaver Products Co., Inc., 1440
Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
McCallum
Decorative
Co., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
(Listings conlinuedQ

72^ SEVENTH Ave.

new York^

HEADQUARTERS FOR
BOX OFFICE EQUIPMENT

BUYERS'
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Morene Products Co., 245 West
28th St., N. Y. City.
Titus Blatter & Co., 162 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Vitrolite Co., 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

WATER

COOLERS

Boston Water Purifier Co., 84
W. Broadway, N. Y. City.
Sanitary Supply & Specialty
Co., 135 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
City.
U. S. Sanitary Spec. Corp., 435
S. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

WAX

WICKETS,

Daunt Co., Wm. A., 110 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Gorham Co., Bronze
Providence, R. I.

Division,

Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneav Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 2340 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, 111.

Asbestos

Covered

Palmenberg's Sons, Inc., J. R.,
63 W. 36th St., N. Y. City.

Belden
Mfg. Co., cor. 23rd St.
and Western
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

Spieles, Jos., iSS West 14th St.,
N. Y. City.

General

Gates, L. E., 105 East 10th St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

WAXING

MACHINES,
Film

(See Film Waxing

WHEELS,
(See Color

Machines)

Color
Wheels)

SECTION
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D ec enih ct

OF

Cashier's Box

Office Iron Works,
Daniel Ornamental
4435 W. Division St., Chicago,
111.

WIRE,

FIGURES

GUIDE

Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler,
Pa.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Rockbestos Products Corp., New
Haven, Conn.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Theatre Building and Equipment

BUYERS

GUIDE

is published semi-annually by
Motion Picture News.
This book has a circulation
that covers all buyers of
equipment, appointments and
accessories for the 15,000
theatres in this country.
All theatre architects receive
each edition of Buyers
Guide.

Roofing and Sheet Metal Work
for Theatres Our Specialty
We have serviced tlie following houses
designed by Hoffvian-Heiion:
Earle

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Stanley

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Mastbauni

Philadelphia,

Pa.

New

Philadeljihia, Pa.

Forrest

Stanley

Camden,

Stanley

Baltimore,

Md.

Stanley

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

NAGLER

N.

J.

BROTHERS

Sheet Metal Workers
38th & Poplar Sts.

The Country's Leading
Theatres
Equip Their
Ushers, Doormen, etc.. With

Philadelphia, Pa.

BROOKS UNIFORMS

BOOKLET
^^^ ^^^^
WRITE FOR
liOQ D
J
cr>nT^^T w

1439
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tsiU^^Of Interest to Every Theatre Owner
and Theatre Circuit

KO)eiD?'VkIMlS
HEALTHF13L

ATMOSPHERIC

COlVDlTlONlNG

Guaranteed to Reduce Temperatures
10 to 19 Degrees
—ABSOLUTELY
SILENT—
— HUMIDITY
CONTROL —
—RESULTS
GUARANTEED
The Low Cost of Kooler-Aire —
Amaze

The Low Cost of Upkeep Will
You

A 1500 Seat Theatre Can Be Cooled for $20.00 Per Week
No Engineer Required
WRITE

WIRE

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.
818 State-Lake BIdo.

Chicago, 111.

512-514 South Fourth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

PHONE
r~KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING
818 State-Lake Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Send
engineering
data
and
KOOLER-AIRE
Year-Around
theatre
feet long,
feet higli, seating
Name
Theatre
Address
City

CORP.

information
on
System
for my
feet widej
people.

State

I manufacturer
II producers
1000 exhibitors
making Sound Pictures a success
shoulder to shoulder
WORKING
they have pioneered a new ait to
its present position as an outstanding
box-ofEce success.
Western
Electric, the manufacturer
who developed the only Sound Picture
equipment
in considerable use today,
pledges a continuance
of high electrical
mechanical
standards and announces a rapid

ping-up
demand. of output to meet the pressing

and
step-

The Producer, naturally jealous of the
quality of his Sound Picture releases,
and the Exhibitor, who knows the popularity of his house is closely linked with
a Sound Picture installation of high
quality, will continue to look to the experience, the
reputation and the organization of Western Electric.

Western Electric
made the first successful Sound
Picture recording and reproducing
equipment.

in a thousand theatres all o-ver
the land, have brought Sound
Pictures to the people.

PI^L\JKX\H^CYb
J
_ _„

hare -worked out a new and
difficult production technique

Electrical Research Products fnc,
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Western Electric
Representing

System

of Sound Pictures

Worn Out Projectors and Defective Parts
are Costing Exhibitors Millions of
Dollars Every Year in Loss of
Patronage and Injury
to Prints

THE NEW

Model M Simplex
is Replacing Earlier Models

SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

In Hundreds of Theatres
Were Found Readily Adaptable and
Have Proved Thoroughly Satisfactory
For All Sound Systems
International Projector Corporation
90 Gold Street

New

York, N. Y.

Cecilia JAeatre

„ U7hetlier it lae in the magnificent Ilew£oeW '5 State'm Providence,
or in Central America's theatre beautiful -jKeCeci7za"in Panama City, or in
the luxurious Panf ayes ^ea tres "in
Califbrnia - in fact, iDherever enterprising shoAOmen demand the test, ijou
uJill heaj' enthusiastic endorsement
of
the RoVeri*
M»rton L'n/f Organ as a
musical
attraction.
No other organ approaches
RflSbert Marten tti qualitij, volume,
di st inct iveness of tone , orchestral
resources or variety of effects. Exclusive process of manufacture.
Structural improveiuents, and patented features found in no other
^gaii,Tiiahe it distinctly differ^iBtit from all others.
^^

Jo^ Mntffi Oi^an C^
-

•New York*'l56oBro»dwiy

R.^^^fattAews-KcePi-es.fGenCTa/^glr.
Chic.iro
624 S<),^}ich^».

LosAngeles
1914 SaVermont
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